
SUBJECT>Re:need information!!!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Owen,
Much of the front body sheetmetal is identical to the civilian Fullsize Jeeps,like the hood,
fenderwells,door skins,rocker panels,etc and should be findable if you need
replacements.Many people in our club have lifted them by doing a springover in the front
and a spring shackle flip and/or adding blocks to the rear axle.That usually results in
enough usable room to put up to 42"tires under it.I'm sure they would be glad to
comment if you want to know the details.I personally added only a body lift,although the
stock setup will handle up to 38"tires without any lift at all.There are quite a few
military surplus companies that sell many of the small parts you may be looking for.As
for the running gear,it is pretty much unique and you are kinda stuck dealing with the
military parts places or getting parts from other M715's.
Good luck on your pursuit of a great truck.Let us know how it works out.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:clutch linkage on 350 conversion POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>401 NEXT>416
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using a Chev Pickup bellhousing,an Advance Adapter and the original T98 Tranny.
The typical clutch linkage design as suggested by Midway,Novak or Advance won't quite
work the same on my engine as I've got a 6.2 GM Diesel and have some interference with
the exhaust manifold outlet and oil cooling lines which plumb into the engine block just
above the oil filter.I'm thinking of adding a little extension to the clutch arm and
fabricating a somewhat shorter crosstube then you.I've also got a 4"body lift which gives
me a little more room to make it all work.
Rollie
SUBJECT>9.00x16 NDT's POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a good used set of NDT's to get me by until I can afford better tires.
SUBJECT>m-715's for sale POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't make this one,have to birth a baby (actually watch my wife do it).Thought the rest
of you might like to know about these...call for info,I haven't confirmed any of this:
The 2 M715's are in Roanoke,VA.They are in pristine condition.No rust,dents etc..Both
have the 230 Tornado,run like a sewing machine and both have snowplow's on them..New Goodyear snowtire all
around.One has 15,000 miles the other has 52,000.Hardtops
on both.24 volt.
These are going to be sold at public auctrion on Saturday.Must be paid in full and
removed same day.Call Hamlin Auctions for all details of sale.Phone #540-366-9013.
If this pans out for any of you,let me know.Sounds like I'm missing the opportunity I've
been looking for...
Also,the active duty m-715 web site was real nice...great mail story!
SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa8GJXORMG2aI PREVIOUS>405 NEXT>410
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You must have used a search engine to find this story.Craig E-mailed me several months
ago,asked some questions about the 715 to refresh his memory.He asked me if I would
proof read his story for him and made me promise not to tell any one about it.He was
hoping to publish the story in a military or 4x4 magazine.Craig has a Jeep Cherokee.I
just wanted to tell Craig that I didn't break my promise.
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 May 2000,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>408 NEXT>412
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Craig has advised me his story isn't quite ready for the public yet,so I have deleted my
posts with the references to his website.Maybe we will again get to read them in the
future.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Is there some trick to this?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 May 2000,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>392
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still cannot get access to the bulletin boards?Can I just start over?The webmaster
contacted me with an ID number,but that still does not let me in?I just do not know
computers and how all the intricacies that are involved with this bulletin board thing?I
other words--I need all the help I can get.
SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Thursday,18 May 2000,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>410 NEXT>413 414
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's to bad,I really enjoyed reading his story,other than a few misspellings,it was
great.I am looking forward to the re-release soon.
Pam.SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>Craig H.
EMAIL>craigh@olypen.com DATE>Thursday,18 May 2000,at 11:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKIPyzfQLnzE PREVIOUS>412 NEXT>415 417
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Folks,
After communicating with Rollie and giving it some thought,I realized that what better
way to find those misspellings than to have all of you read it,and offer up what ever
suggestions or observations you might have.So here is the URL to the story:
http://www.olypen.com/craigh/m715-a.htm
I made some corrections to the photo linked pages that were not quite working right.
Some of the B&W photos can be clicked to enlarge for greater detail.These extra pages
still need some proof reading and your feedback is welcome.
I envy you M715 owners,and I hope to find a "keeper"one of these days.I have always
felt honored to have had the privilege to spend so much time behind the wheel of a
5quarter (a new one at that),and see so much of the Korean countryside.With 2~4 hours
to kill every day waiting for the mail,you can imagine how much driving around I got to
do,...and I enjoyed every mile of it!
I hope this gives more of you a chance to read and enjoy the story.It is as true as my
memory will allow,and I am not one to exaggerate.If anything,I am conservative in my
reporting of the facts.
I am looking forward to receiving any feedback any of you might have,and if anyone
finds a good deal on a 5quarter,PLEASE let me know!!!
Craig
PS,Thanks Richard for keeping your promise!!!!:o)
SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>414 NEXT>425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I totally enjoyed the article.I almost wished I had left mine stock,the crossings you made,
I never would have thought those stock tires and no positrac you would have made it.
Thanks for sharing it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:clutch linkage on 350 conversion POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would a hydrolic clutch set up work?I've not tried it but I have read that some guys use
them.My one cent thought.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 5:46 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa8GJXORMG2aI PREVIOUS>414
NEXT>
LINKNAME>Treepusher
LINKURL>http://www.omnicast.net/users/rdjo/treepusherindex.htm
Hi Craig,good to see your still around.I lost your address's when my computer crashed
awhile back.Thanks for sharing the story,A real life story of a m715's tour of duty will
inspire many of us in the club.We are rather starved for information of the military aspect
for this family of Kaiser-Jeep trucks.Any short story or thoughts(just a paragraph or two,
posted here)will get enthusiastically read.
Thanks,
Richard rdjo@omnicast.net
SUBJECT>Electrical Parts Source POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got this from the Mil Veh List -------
Your best bet is to get a factory rebuilt one from CME Arma in Miami Fla.They
remanufacture all M-series electrical components and do a fine job for a reasonable price.
I have gotten a rebuilt alternator and rebuilt distributor from them and was impressed
with the quality of the rebuild job.They come back painted black with new data plates i
place.I paid $200 for the alternator and $100 for the distributor (which came with new
coil,points,and condenser ready to drop in the hole and drive away).Their phone number
is:305-633-1524
Fax:305-633-9537
I am not connected with them in any way except satisfied customer.
Good luck,
Jim
Jim Winne MVPA #17216
1967 M-715 Kaiser Jeep Cargo Truck
1983 M-101A1 USMC cargo trailer
My amateur radio callsign KB4IVH
=20
-----Original Message-----
From:OKMTRPOOL@aol.com [SMTP:OKMTRPOOL@aol.com ]
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Subject:[MV ] M 725 starter #
Is there a readily available (in auto parts stores)equivalent for the 24v=20
starter for a M715/725?(also 24v)What is the part #?
SUBJECT>Fuel tank patch POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
420 423 448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In preparing to remount my fuel tank,I cleaned it out and discovered three small holes.I.put JB Weld on them (after
serious sanding).Then I got a wise?idea:why not spread JB
over all the pitted areas on the bottom of my tank?Well that is what I did,tomorrow I
hope to paint it.Does anyone know if this will do any good?I thought it might be good
protection.Just wondered if anyone had any ideas on it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank patch POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 May 2000,at 11:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother and I have been patching fuel tanks for a long time with JB Weld.Our most
common use has been for motorcycle tanks.It seems the offroad cycles like 3 wheelers
get a lot of abuse banging the tank around and hitting our knees againsts them and quite a
few have developed leaks just from abrasion mostly where they contact the frame or
rubber mounts.Usually a really good sanding all around the leak to get all the old paint
off,then we rough it up with coarse sandpaper and apply the JB Weld.My M715 tank
also developed a leak on one of the outside corners near the seam where mud and
moisture collected and it rusted through.I prepared it the same and put JB Weld on it.I've
been kinda keepin an eye on it but so far it hasn't leaked.I'm kinda thinkin that I would
like to follow it up someday and coat the inside with some of that tank sealant as I don't
really trust the JB Weld 100 percent.I think that a very large patch would have the
tendancy to crack and lose it's seal if it was over too large of any area especialy if that
area was prone to flexing of the steel tank.
Just my 2 cents worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Got my own 715 POSTER>Joseph Ford EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20 May
2000,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>422 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Even though it came at the worst possible time,I could not pass up this truck.My wife
and I have both always wanted to own what we consider the BIG DOG of the Jeep world.
Our plans include some type of Ford power,and 40 inch tall tires at least.We already
have a lead on a 429 but,are not yet decided on a transmission.The obvious choices are
T-18 NP-435 or C-6.Can anyone help me with the above,or share any expierences or
suggestions you can e-mail me at www.JoFoBRONCO@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Got my own 715 POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Saturday,20 May 2000,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>421
NEXT>LINKNAME>GM SM420 LINKURL>http://www.off-
road.com/jeep/tech/convtrans/gm/gmsm420id.html
I just finished a chevy 350/SM420 conversion.I was lucky and found a SM420.In my
opinion this is the trans.to go with if you want to crawl.They are often put behind big
blocks and diesels in swaps because of thier strength and an extreme 7.05:1 1st gear.
They are getting more difficult to find because I believe they quit making it in '68.The
NP435 and SM465 are also very good choices.I like your choice of engine,a friend has a
429 in a '72 3/4t ford truck 2wd and it'll lift the front tires about a foot off the ground!.Hopefully the link I
provided works,they have some really good tranny info at off-
road.com.Good luck and keep us posted!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank patch POSTER>Alan Bennett EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
May 2000,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>419 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I too have used JB to patch a hole in a fuel tank,it was on my '72 J pickup.The hole was
right on the bottom of the tank.I did basically exactly what you
described...drained...sanded...applied and let set overnight.That was 3 years ago and it's
still holding.
Alan
SUBJECT>Progress!POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 May 2000,at 10:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the JB was set up today.I hit it a few times with a chipping hammer,all it did was
make some little dings.A few coats of paint and in it went.Installing a tank alone can be
somewhat difficult.
Then I redid my origal clutch linkage.I cut three inches out of the horizontal pipe (tube)
then rewelded it.Then I welded a piece of metal onto the back of the bracket that used to
bolt to the engine.this lined up with the bolt from the trans to the engine.I cut the
origanal push rod off and used it to push the clutch in.Of course I cut it off too short,had
to weld 1/2 inch back on.It works!The truck is still not running,so some of what I'm
doing I will find out later how good I did.
I also installed a windshield washer off an old Ford pickup.
I think it may come together soon.
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Re:Found Webpage about M715 in Active Duty POSTER>Craig H.
EMAIL>craigh@olypen.com DATE>Sunday,21 May 2000,at 12:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKIPyzfQLnzE PREVIOUS>415 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod,
Never underestimate the ol'ND military tires.They were a darn good tire that could
handle nearly anything.They were good at self-cleaning themselves and shedding the
mud quickly.They really surprised me more than once.I was even forced to traverse a
rice paddy once and made it!
Thanks for the feedback.
Craig
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help!I'm locked POSTER>Rusty Ramage EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,21 May 2000,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
427 508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yesterday I installed my Detroit No-Spin in the rear of my M-715.What a difference it.makes.These trucks are even
meaner with a locker installed.I took her out for a test run
to see if I could go places I coulden't go before or just had trouble getting through.Ma
was I impreseed!!If you use your truck off road alot,you need one of these...This is the
best $312.00 I spent on this rig so far...My next project is to install a front locker and
lock-out hubs.Any ideas on a front locker?I want to stay with a mechanical locker.Do
they make a Detroit No-Spin for the Dana 60??Let me know what you guys and gals
have installed.I hope to see you all at the KS-FE this week we will have a ball...I was at
a Jeep Jamboree there two weeks ago we had a blast.There are alot of neat trailes at this
facility.I hope to see you there.Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the help!I'm locked POSTER>Kevin Collins
EMAIL>nostalgicnut@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 May 2000,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>426 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rusty,
I'm thinking of putting a detroit locker in the rear of my m715.Where did you purchase
yours for $312?That sounds like you got a really good deal.Any info would be
appreciated.Thanks.
Kevin
SUBJECT>oil pressure guage/sending unit POSTER>Bryan White
EMAIL>bmw1973@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,21 May 2000,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCXCVQret7uo PREVIOUS>NEXT>438
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My oil guage registers almost all the way to 60 even at idle.With engine off and power
on reads 0.Changed guage and sending unit.Any suggestions would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Head Gasket POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,16 June 2000,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>542
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't believe this is goona work,though I don't know the 232 very well....
The 230 being an OHC/hemi type head probably has a specific oil return hole patter
from anything else...
I could bere wrong though....will check my books when I get home.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:motor and tranny for sale POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,16 June 2000,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>549
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a pipeline company down the road from me dropped a hercules 4cyl turbo-charged
industrial deisel into their m-715.they bought the engine and tranny as a package,as far
is i know,the transmission cross-support had to be moved,new motor mounts,a little
material in the firewall was taken out for the turbo,and that's about it!it's used all the
time and this conversion has been working for over a year now.
the hercules deisel came out of a bread delivery truck,from a boneyard in texas.the truck.won't go much faster,but
it does a little better on fuel...
these are just my observations,i haven't done an engine transplant yet,but i'd like to drop
an inline 6 cummings into mine.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:need some stuff POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Saturday,17 June 2000,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>526
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any idea what it would take to send to Michigan.
Thanks
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:looking for southeast texans POSTER>Matthew Rigsby
EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,17 June 2000,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Beaumont,TX.That's between Houston and New Orleans!
SUBJECT>desert tan paint POSTER>TJ EMAIL>tjc59_2001@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,18 June 2000,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
563 571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering,where can i get desert tan paint?I would like to either get stuff like the
military uses or a similar finish.Any input would be greatly appreciated.
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Thanks
SUBJECT>feul pump POSTER>amos EMAIL>tamoss@att.net DATE>Sunday,18 June
2000,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>565 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anybody got info on mech.pump re-biuld kits seem to be to old
would like to find sub with out going elec.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>KEN
EMAIL>KENWEIBLING@YAHOO.COM DATE>Sunday,18 June 2000,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>533 NEXT>564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAN YOU SEND ANY PIC'S OF YOUR JEEP?THANKS,KEN..
SUBJECT>Re:desert tan paint POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Sunday,18 June 2000,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>560
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my OD green paint at a Army surplus store.New official color paint in spray cans or
gallons,greens and tans.
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>DATE>Monday,19 June 2000,.at 12:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>562
NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry,
I don't have any digitized and it looks like I sold it.
No $$received yet though.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:feul pump POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,19 June 2000,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>561
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my fuelpump rebuild kit from AB Linn.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>sheetmetal POSTER>bighurt EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 12:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>569 570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello to all.Need some help locating the grille sheetmetal,(not the Gladiator type).
Civilian trucks are not the same,but are close in appearance.Also could use a better
drivers door.I'm willing to trade if necessary.I have some original seats,battery
box,passenger door,grille guard,230 engine,tailgate,spare tire carrier,windshield and
frame,and another cab,NEW rocker panels and a new canvas top.Located in NJ.
SUBJECT>To the Powers that Be!!POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 3:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>582
LINKNAME>MWRFE Story Link
LINKURL>http://www.geocities.com/ne715/MWRFE/
Jim,Jon,Ed,and anyone else I forgot,The MWRFE page is now ready to be added to
this site permanently.I don't know if you want to just add a link to the exsisting page or
move everything to this site,it is up to you.But I would like to have it open to the public,
I deliberatly ommited last names for this reason.Please let me know what you decide to
do.If you move everything to this site I will delete the other site,if you just link to it I
guess I better leave it,huh?I'll include the link on the bottom of the page.
P.S.I have added new pictures.
Thanks
Pam
All hail the powers that be!!!!!!!!!:-)
SUBJECT>Events Calendar????POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just a random thought.I was wondering how the rest of the
members of this site would
feel about the "Powers That Be"adding an area where we can post off roading events in
your area that you may be attending or planning.Not necessarily an FE event,but groups
getting together for a weekend of off roading,or just getting together for a bull session,or
a day if working on trucks.Maybe even if someone is on vacation and traveling near
someone else and would like to meet other members.I think there are members that are
closer together than they think,and shouldn't have to wait for an FE to together.This type
of area would allow us to post these types of events.
Like I said just a random thought.Post your opinions and maybe we the members could
influence the "Powers that Be":-)
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>566
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt E mail me.I tried to E mail you and it wouldn't go.I have parts in central Pa .
Thanks Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>566
NEXT>574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I would like to have the spare tire carrier that fits under the bed if you have it?Also,
would you have the carrier bolt as well?Please advise to this website.Thanks--Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:desert tan paint POSTER>Snake River 4x4 EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>560
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I surf in here occasionally,the M37 board has discussed paint at lenght,and it is well
decided that Gellespie paint is highly prefered over Aervoe.I just order four gallons from
RAPCO in TX at 940-872-2403.Ask for Mark.Price was $89.00 for 4 gal.plus freight
and HAZ MAT (thanks AlGore).Spray cans are $55.00 percase of 12,ask Mark you
might not have to pay HAZ MAT on spray cans.They show a 30277 Camouflage Sand.
Tom
SUBJECT>Brake Cyl.-booster conversion POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On our project M-715,we have a brake cylinder-booster off of a 1971 full-size Cherokee.
Does anyone have any insight on this particular set-up.Or is there a differant year and
model that converts easier.Tom
SUBJECT>southeasttexans POSTER>Matthew Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 June 2000,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.fun country 4-wheelers are having a barbeque 7-9-00 being the only 715 owner in the
group sure gets boring is there any southeast texans w/715s out there that might want go?
e-mail me
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>bighurt EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 12:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>570
NEXT>575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom and Barry,whats up?I believe the carrier has the bolt that holds the tire in place on
the rear crossmember.There is also pivot bracket(for lack of a better term)that is also up
front.I believe the carrier is complete.There is surface rust,but I believe it to be structually
OK.TO Barry,obviously my computer is up again.
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 2:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>574
NEXT>577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to buy your spare tire carrier if available?Please advise to this Website as to
cost and where I can send check?Many thanks if you can help me!!Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>duel rear wheels POSTER>Gary Hart EMAIL>Rotorzrule@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To Anyone,
I have seen a couple of pictures of M715's with duelly rear wheel set ups,but can't find
any information.Anybody out there know of any place I can buy this,or have any
information on how to fabricate the neccessary adapters?
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>bighurt EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>575
NEXT>584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom Make me a fair offer,and it's yours.(HINT:IM NOT IN THIS FOR THE
MONEY,JUST WANT TO HELP OUT.)Sometimes lack of parts or high prices prevent
owners from completing a project.I also need things that are difficult to locate,so maybe
I'll start a trend.Thanks.BIGHURT
SUBJECT>Re:Identifying Year of Production POSTER>Matt EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>555
NEXT>579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do know that the serial number is on the data plate on the dash and I just found the serial
number on my frame,passengers side,on top,above the rear axle.Hope that helps
Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Identifying Year of Production POSTER>John P.
EMAIL>psudog@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>578 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Matt --I really appreciate it.I'll probably head over to
the garage tomorrow and
check it out.Thanks again.John
BTW --I found out that the previous owner tried three times to put an engine in this beast
and three times was unsuccessful.Wonder whether this beast is jinxed.Anyway,anyone
out there that you know of tried to put a Vortec engine in an M715?(As I got this vehicle
for a very reasonable price,I have a bit to spend on and engine/tranny combo.)
SUBJECT>Re:Finding M175 POSTER>John P.EMAIL>psudog@juno.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>515
NEXT>581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,newbie here.What is the NP105 that you mention?I've got an M715 w/o engine or
trans,so I've been trying to decide what to drop in the thing.Some have mentioned the
6.5 turbo diesel,I was wondering about a Vortec engine.HELP!
SUBJECT>Re:Finding M175 POSTER>John EMAIL>jmr3@jvlnet.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 June 2000,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>580
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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A New Process 205 is a transfer case of all gear construction,no chain.These were used
some 1/2ton,more 3/4ton and most 1 ton trucks.The last year used was 93 in a Dodge.
There are also different variations,married and divorced,right side or left side drop.As
for using a vortec motor,its best to get a complete donor vehicle.This way you ca
transfer everything needed (wiring,computer,sensors,and any other assorted items
needed).Myself,I'm going to stick to a carbed motor.Alot less headaches and stess.
John
SUBJECT>Re:To the Powers that Be!!POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Thursday,22 June 2000,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>567
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Done!!!
--Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Cyl.-booster conversion POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 June 2000,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a complete unit from a part store (AZ)that fit a '70 or '71 chevy 1 ton.I had to drill
new holes,(4)two may have work from the original.To hook up to the pedal,I cut the
rod off of both units,then welded the original end on the new unit.That way the hole i
the end would still work to hook on the brake rod.I used that heat stop to keep from
burning the seals out of the booster.I didn't think it was too difficult,but the one you
have may work easier.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Friday,23 June 2000,at 2:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>577.NEXT>597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt--
How about $100.00 if the assembly is complete like you said?Do you ahve the carrier
bolt that holds the assembly to the frame?If this is not enough--let me know and I ca
counter offer!!Thanks again--I live in Kansas City,by the way,where do you live?
SUBJECT>M715-M725 POSTER>Dale A.Wey EMAIL>snakeyes@nacs.net
DATE>Sunday,25 June 2000,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi I`m looking for nos.or near mint sheet metal parts for
a M715 and a M725,2 pairs of front fenders,1 pair of front doors for
for the M715,also rockers for the M715,floor pans for either
complete interior front door for the M725,gas fired heater for the
the M725,need military plug wrench,rear door glass for M725
does anyone know of anyone making a kit for the military Hummers
wheels to the M715,also looking for a contact truck with low body and one with the tall
body,has anyone seen the dump truck version sale.
SUBJECT>Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 2:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>587
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is interested we are going to Tuttle Creek KS again this weekend to do some off
roading and any and all are invited to come join in on the fun,we'll be there July 1st thru
July 4th.Alan and I won't arrive until late afternoon on Saturday.We will be staying at
Randolph State Park South again,camping is $5.00 a night and Park permits are $4.00 a
day per vehicle (not required in the ORV area,just for camping)and this is paid to the
park not to me.I hope that some of you can come join us.If you need information please
feel free to e-mail me at bennetta@nque.com
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 2:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>586 NEXT>589
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715's not required,any ole'truck will do.
SUBJECT>Another source for tires POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 2:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
***Just got this on the mil-veh list,figured that I would pass it on...,I have not done
business with them,nor am I affiliated in any way,just passing the info along.***.An update,
Thanks to all of you for your inquiries.To answer a few questions:
We are located in Loganville Ga,we ship tires everywhere!!
My web site is www.tobysexton.com
Here is a rundown of the merchandise I have in large quantities.If you need
something that is not listed just drop me an e mail and I will see what I can
find.
2500+36-12.50-16.5 Goodyear Wrangler R/T Hi tread used tires $55 each
20 37-12.50r16.5 Goodyear MT radial hi tread $100 each
200 9.00-16 Firestone Nato tread new $88each
30 9.00-16 60-70%tread remaining NDT $45
20 7.00-16 used 50%on Jeep wheels $30ea
50 9.00-20 NDT 60-70%remaining $50ea
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100 11.00-20 NDT new recaps $100ea
300 11.00-20 NDT used 60%+remaining $65each
200 14.00r20 Goodyear AT2a and Michelin XL 50%+$250
Again these are items I have in quantity,if you need something anbd it is
not listed drop me a line and I will try to help you out.I cab also give
freight rates to virtually anywhere.
Thanks again,
Grant A Mackay www.tobysexton.com 800-899-5535
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 4:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>587
NEXT>590 591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie--
would love to come out and do some off-roundin'with you.Manhattan,Ks.is only 3
hours from KC.As of this date,my 715 is still in the shop awaiting an engine swap.I
bought a used Chevy 350 enigine out of a Corvette,and it finally has been re-built and re-
assembled.I have an adaptor kit from novak,and it is only a matter of time until the swap
can take place.Until then,I have to be content to drive by the engine shop and see my
715 sitting in the parking lot,waiting for it's turn.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>589 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,Bring the family and come on out I'm sure we can find a seat for you somewhere.If
you don't want to come out and camp you are more than welcome to come out for a day.
We usually do two or three trail rides a day.Hope you can make it.We all would enjoy
meeting another member of the club.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 12:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>589 NEXT>592
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I have plenty of room in my 725!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Monday,26 June 2000,at 1:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>591 NEXT>593 594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rob--
Where do you live?Somewhere close,I would suspect!!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Tuesday,27 June 2000,at 12:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>592 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I live in Nebraska and it is a 7 1/2 hour trip (by deuce),5 1/2 hour trip by car to
Tuttle Creek.Rob lives about 20 minutes from Tuttle Creek.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin'in KS July 1st-4th POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Tuesday,27 June 2000,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>592 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Barnes,Ks.about 40 mi.north of Manhattan,Ks.and about 20 min.from the
Tuttle Creek ORV.I love wheelin in my backyard!
SUBJECT>Radiator and the 350 Chev.POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,27 June 2000,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We just finished installing a 350 Chev.in our M715,and of course the fan sits quite low.
What have some of you done about a shroud,and is there any cooling problems with the
original radiator without a shroud???Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator and the 350 Chev.POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Tuesday,27 June 2000,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>595 NEXT>LINKNAME>Treepusher
LINKURL>http://www.omnicast.net/users/rdjo/treepusherindex.htm
Yes,I had cooling problems with my 350 and no shroud.I used the car's radiator which is
28"wide mounted behind the stock rad.mounts.I installed two 14"elec.fans.I wired i
a thermostat for each fan.One set for 180 and the second at 190.I wired the stats to
operate relays that control the fans and indicator lights.I also wired in a toggle switch to
turn off both fans when needed.The fans do not run when driving faster then 20 mph.I
have not had any problems while crawling around in 80 degree weather.(like last
weekend)Some pictures of the setup can be found on the Treepusher page.
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,28.June 2000,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>584 NEXT>599
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt--
So what do you think of selling the spare tire carrier assembly to me?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Alternator or a generator POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Wednesday,28 June 2000,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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OK I gotta ask.I see alot of posts about the charging systems on our M715's.My question
is....Do stock trucks have an alternator or a generator?It looks like a generator,but I have
read many references to it being an alternator.Could someone out there who knows
please enlighten me?THX!
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:sheetmetal POSTER>bighurt EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil
DATE>Wednesday,28 June 2000,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>597
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom Please contact me,if you can,today.I can
be reached at (732)866 7266.I should be here until 3:30 PM EST.Thanks.Ask for Tom.
SUBJECT>Re:Another source for tires POSTER>woody EMAIL>Rwoody@fullnet.net
DATE>Thursday,29 June 2000,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>588
NEXT>608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i GOT THE 36 and the 37"tires
call me at 9184585303
or come up here to ne OKLA
and pick them up
priced at 35$up!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Alternator or a generator POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,29 June 2000,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>598 NEXT>603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be assured it is an alternator.The advantage of an alternator,charging at idle,unlike a
generator,is a good thing,though this is a big part of the higher price and scarcity of
these.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Headed to KS POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Friday,30 June 2000,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well folks we are headed to KS in the a.m.to do some off roading.Hope to maybe some
of you there.
Pam.SUBJECT>First test on the new Public Message Board POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,26 February 2000,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is great!I really like the idea of being able to search through the past meessages in
the future.
Rollie
SUBJECT>site is coming together very well POSTER>weps62
EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com DATE>Saturday,26 February 2000,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A BIG "hats off"to hammer and brute4c for making this site a reality.so far so good!
SUBJECT>Cool POSTER>Rustman EMAIL>Rustman_mv@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,26 February 2000,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So when does the Yahoo site get eliminated?
Rustman
SUBJECT>Re:Cool POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
27 February 2000,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3 NEXT>6
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before we get rid of the Yahoo site,we need to get all the info in the past postings
archived and moved here.We will also be removing the Geocities sites when all the info
on them is transferred.This will be a while....
One thing that we NEED to do right now is get everyone into this site so we can 'close'
the message board on Yahoo.That way we can get the postings downloaded and moved
here.
We will have to throw a party when it finally happens!!!!!
:)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Cool POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com DATE>Sunday,
27 February 2000,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4 NEXT>14
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad that party just might be in an asylium!!!
Hammer
SUBJECT>Look'n for M715 POSTER>Craig EMAIL>C_Kerkman@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,27 February 2000,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finally realized that my dream truck is a M715 and would like to purchase one.I.would like to find one that
is running and in good shape but still needs minor work.Will
consider any for purchase.
Thanks,
Craig
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass Hardtop &Nose interest POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 February 2000,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>5 NEXT>53
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can vouch for Scott.He can whip up a good quality mold for fiberglass parts and start
building stuff if we get enough interest.I've aleady started a list of people interested i
getting a fiberglass hardtop at a reasonable price.If you want to be added to the list,email
me at Rollie@yahooo.com or Scott at scottybean@freewwweb.com .When we get
enough interested people to justify the work to build the mold,we will email you back on
what kind of details and prices we are looking at.
Rollie
SUBJECT>I'd be interested in....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
February 2000,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...some fenders.....Not sure about the one-piece thing,but I would buy at least 2 sets of
fenders.There is a company in...FL?that makes hoods for FSJ's,if you want the URL
lemme know.They're charging about $400?for hoods.(yikes!)
SUBJECT>Landen,have you tried....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
February 2000,at 10:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9 NEXT>21
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..anyone on the FSJ lists?AFAIK the horns are the same as any period FSJ w/the
Tornado.ooooh my goodness I am the student trying to teach the teacher.I guess you
would know that,what with your Jeep history and all.
is there something special about the Mseries horns???
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass Hardtop &Nose interest POSTER>Paul
EMAIL>prdm715@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29 February 2000,at 2:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beam me up....er....sign me up Scotty!!!!
I`ve gone through my last winter with-out a hard top.....HELP!!!!!!
SUBJECT>What about "chat"?POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 February 2000,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the discussion of moving from and disbanding the "Yahoo"site,I am curious if we
are going to lose the ability to chat on sunday evenings....I typically enjoy participating in.that.or will this new
site be able to handle that???
SUBJECT>New tires for M-715 POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Tuesday,29 February 2000,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6
NEXT>15 16 55 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear readers
I have recently purchased an M-715 from Memphis Equipment.It is in very good
condition,with only 16K miles on it and it totally stock.i would like to talk or visit with
any other owners that have put different tires on their trucks.My has that military NDT 9
x 16 tires and I am looking for somedthing with a little less aggressive tread pattern and
that is perhaps a little less noisy on the hiway.I would also like to talk to any owners that
have put in a chevy engine and what tecnical problems that there are with that swap
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy engine swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 February 2000,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
The simplest way to put a chevy engine in your M715 is to get an adapter from someone
like Advance Adapters,Novak,or Midway Supply.It will bolt up to your original T98
tranny and allow a chev bellhousing and any chev engine from a 6 cylinder to smallbock
to bigblock or even a diesel (which is what I'm putting in mine)to bolt right in.It will
also need motor mount adapters which are really simple and a little work on the clutch
linkage.It will be a very tight fit next to the firewall and will require a little denting in the
sheetmeatl with a hammer to clear a big EI distributor.The whole swap could be done i
a weekend without requiring any major fabrication or modifications.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:New tires for M-715 POSTER>IMFMOTORPOOL
EMAIL>imfmotorpool@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 March 2000,at 1:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>14 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,Rollie715 told you straight about Advance Adapters,it will cost but is well worth
it!plus their technical department will answer your Q's all day long even if you don't buy
from em.I am in the process of a 454 swap,and sacrificed the fan for an electric because
of the room.Rollie715 has me beat by a longshot,I've been working on mine for a year!
Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:What about "chat"?POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 March 2000,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>13 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We hope to have a answer to this question in the near future.We are not sure that this
server can handle that kind of work load yet.If it can't we will have the chat set up as a
link,and you should not even notice the difference..We will let everyone know as soon as we do.
Hammer
SUBJECT>New member registration POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,1 March 2000,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19 20 22 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have enjoyed the zone since hearing about it in my military vehicles subscription.My
problem is that I have tried to join and had problems with the verification part of the
form.I fill the form out and press the register box and get the warning message about a
wrong character on it.Can someone please help me join so I can be able to see your zone
pics on members trucks.If someone could email me a phone number or info on how to
join your zone.once again a big deep south TEXAS hello and hope to hear from youall!!!
SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Wednesday,1 March 2000,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18 NEXT>23 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bandit--
I had the same problem that you had.I recently purchased a beautiful m-715 from
Memphis Equipment,and would rather sleep with it rather than my wife.I want to keep it
as stock as possible,but realize it is terribly under-powered.I would like to spruce up the
interior some,but still keeping stock appearance overall.I will continue to visit this web-
site for future ideas and contacts.
Tom Lovinggood.
Please let me know if you can figure out how to register as a new member
SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>Rustma
EMAIL>Rustman_mv@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 March 2000,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just be forewarned that the registration system appears to be case sensitive.That is caps
have to be caps and lower case have to be lower case.
Rustman
SUBJECT>Re:Landen,have you tried....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 March 2000,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not certain that the civilian 230 used the same horns....I KNOW the motor mounts
are different as the civ.motor has them off of a plate between the timing cover and the
block/head,unlike the mil mounts which are on the block sides back several inches.
Maybe they are,but if you haven't checked it out...it's not a given.
Personally,I think it was a mistake for Kaiser to build,in essence,2 different 230's,there
are many other changes besides this between them.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 March 2000,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18 NEXT>24 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Email me at brute4c@yahoo.com and tell me the problem,I can help you fix whatever is
wrong.
Glad you found us and I will make sure you get aboard!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,2 March 2000,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear member I have gotten pass the new member appt.but I now ran into a snag,for
some reason it will not take my member I.D.and password!
SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,2 March 2000,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22 NEXT>25 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear Brute4c,I have gotten passthe new member appt.but cannot get pass auth.form.I
have gotten my new member I.D.but when I enter my memberI.D.and password it states
that they are not in file.what part do you put down for member ID.I have gotten email
back with the correct passwords,maybe I'am entering the wrong manner.BorderBandit
over and out,thanks
SUBJECT>Re:New member registration POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 March 2000,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I have it fixed for you,will send you an email on this....let me know if there are
problems after that.
brute4c
SUBJECT>new wheel rims for m715 POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Friday,3 March 2000,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in locating new rims for my M-715.I would like to get rid of these
military split-rim wheels and locate another wheel of the same size.I would appreciate
any one's help in directing me to a source of rims that are solid,but will still mount the 9x
16 NDT tires.I would also like help in locating a radiator grill for my 715.Any help
would be most appreciated.
Tom Lovinggood (tm2gs@msn.com)
SUBJECT>Still having trouble POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Friday,3 March 2000,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dear Jon I was so excited after I finally got to join the zone
but after getting off and trying
again around 9:30 till 10 oclock the system just wouldn't accept my ID or password,I hate
to be a pain in the neck but email if you can.Keep rolling on not over,Borderbandit over
and out!!!
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SUBJECT>cylinder head removal POSTER>cjh_68m715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,4
March 2000,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>37 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Recently purchased a second truck(happy the wife just rolled her eyes)with a fair amount
of cab rust.Has anyone tackled this repair?Engine compression at 125psi(manuals say
150)with the middle two cylinders at only 60.This appears to be a gasket-any other
thoughts?Wondering if anyone did this and how much must be removed to get the head
off?Can someone explain how to adjust the valves?Would a front section from an old
valve cover work to cover the timing chain?Does oil spurt out elsewhere?I'm struggling
with two trucks needing repair but I want to drive one now!Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Still having trouble POSTER>Rustma
EMAIL>Rustman_mv@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,4 March 2000,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bummer!!Hope you can get that mess fixed.
Good Luck,
Rustman
SUBJECT>pic POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 10:13
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>40 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MNy question of the day...how do we post photos on this sight?Do we still need to post
them on the club sight and have bute oe allen post them to this sight?Will they pick and
choose what pics to put on this sight or post all our pics(aslong as there is no nudity
graphic or adult situations ect...)?I know there was more than one question but did u
want me to spreed them out for a month.
SUBJECT>Profile page??POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKB0.RlMZKkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>39 42 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will there ever be a page where members can go in and fill in there personal information,
like on Yahoo profiles?This would be a nice feature so we may find out a little bit about
each other,and where everyone is located (general area or state).Would be viewed by
members only,and not open to the public for viewing.Just a thought.It would be useful
in swapping parts and helping each other out.
Pam
SUBJECT>New site POSTER>DrCj5 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 4:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I don't like it yet.Must just be use to are old one.Anyway I
wanted to make sure how to
work this site.
SUBJECT>Re:New site POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>32 NEXT>34 41 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I like the advantages to the new site.My Thanks go out to those who have spent and are
continuing to spend much of their time on.I still like a lot of the features of the Yahoo
site like:Online Chat,Personel Profiles,Ability to post our own pictures as others have
mentioned.How about this for an idea?Keep both the new and old sites running and
allow each site to provide the functions that it does best and what the members are
comfortable with.But encourage members to do the majority of their postings to the new
one so we can all gain the advantage of having a searchable database.Continue to use the
Yahoo site to help funnel new users towards this one.As the new webmasters are able to
add more of the desired features.Maybe someday,there will no longer be a reason to
keep the Yahoo site running.But for now I don't think we are even getting close to the
point of shutting down the old site.I'm afraid that move may result in us losing a lot of
regular users.
Just my 2 cents worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:New site POSTER>Allen E.Elwood EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was kind of getting a bit confused with the thread organization.The "by thread"reverse
cronological order was just messing with my head.Then I noticed the search/personalize
display button,changed the order to cronological,and extened the date range to a month
and violá,I had a display that was just about the same deal as what we were used to at
Yahoo.
Yahoo !!!
Much better now !!
===Allen===
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass Hardtop &Nose interest POSTER>jeepclown
EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am also be interested in a fiberglass hardtop,if it is made strong.
SUBJECT>Re:new wheel rims for m715 POSTER>Jeepclow
EMAIL>M715zone@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,the radiator grille of a Jeep Gladiator pickup or older style Wagoneer will fit.perfectly into your
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M715.However,finding one of these grilles in good shape is easier
said than done.The wheel delema is One of the biggest and first noticed problems with
civilianizing an M715.The rims are not very adaptable.They are split rim for one and
they are skinny.If you are going to use tires small enough to use 8"rims (some people
have 38.5"tires on their stock rims)I would stick to stock.Otherwise you will have to
find some off of an old Dodge Powerwagon with the same pattern and width but not split.
Hard to find.Or you can take the oddball 6 on 7.25"lug pattern centers out of your rims
and weld them in other rims.Or you can have stockton wheel or someone else custom
build you a set of rims for approx.$175 apiece.Other options include changing your
axles or machining out new holes in your hubs.Any other options are not known to me.
GOOD LUCK!-Jeepclown
SUBJECT>Re:cylinder head removal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahooo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the cab rust,never done that...
On the compression,it could be head gasket or head/block warpage,could also be wear i
the cylinders...I've seen several now that have 2 0r 3 cylinders shot,with the rest real
good....something to check...
Getting the head off means you gotta pull the timing cover bolts at the top and get the
cam gear off the cam.This can be done without reving the timing cover,just pull the
upper couple bolts as they thread into the head.
The valve are pretty easy to adjust,roll the cam around until the rocker you want to adjust
is on the low part of the cam,it should be a little loose there.Put a feeler gauge in the gap
between the rocker and cam and adjust the nut to .020 inch clearance.This can be done
just fine when its not running,you just keep turning the cam around for the next ones.
The cam will squirt oil out of the lobes...on the heel,the no lift part of the cam,there is a
small hole where the oil comes out.The cam is filled with oil from the rear and it flows
out these...unless it is screwed up like mine was after the FE....
Anyway,that should get you started.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Want to Swap:Power Kings for NDTs POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>44
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of 4 like new (maybe 100 road miles,never off-road)9.00x16 Power King
tires.If you are not familiar with them,they are a very aggressive mud/snow tire that
provide much better traction and wear than the mil NDT's.I will post a picture this week.
I want to swap them for a LN set of NDTs to regain the stock appearance.I am located in
Central NC near Charlotte.Anyone interested?
SUBJECT>Re:Profile page??POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Actually yes,there are plans for something like this.Unfortunately it will be a while.We
first need to archive all the posts off of Yahoo,and make sure this site runs without errors
(or not too many at least).
And it will be protected,so it will be member's only.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:pic POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com DATE>Sunday,5
March 2000,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe.Not sure yet how this will work out.I will be able to set it up so that members
can add links.And there are options for adding pictures.But I have not had time to
research them enough to make sure that they are 'safe'.
I of course will post if and or when this changes.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:New site POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Sunday,5 March 2000,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33
NEXT>43 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually having chat,and profiles,and adding links,and heck MOST things Yahoo
offers,is on our list of 'things to do'.And most of them are quite pratical.And I hope that
we can have these up and running in the near future.
But as always,we need to make sure what we HAVE works first :)
Hammer
SUBJECT>Chat room?POSTER>Paul EMAIL>prdm715@aol.com DATE>Monday,6
March 2000,at 1:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31 NEXT>45
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I noticed that we don`t have the luxury of a chat room?.....Did I miss something?or am I
correct in that assumption?
Paul
SUBJECT>Hardtops POSTER>Dan Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Saturday,11 March 2000,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>57 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any update on the fiberglsss hardtops
SUBJECT>Re:Hardtops POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 March 2000,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aamNzL2txfq1M PREVIOUS>56 NEXT>58 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott and I are really busy right now.I'm guessing it will be a couple months before we
spend enough time figuring out what all it will involve.The plan as we see it now is take
the existing top we have,put a perfect finish on it,remove the big emergency light.mounting bubble off the top and
get it ready to cast a mold off.We need to research the
UPS shipping limits to see if we can build the new tops in a couple pieces and still ship
via UPS.The finished top will resemble the original shape of a canvas top and will
require the original mounting hardware for the framework and sealing around the doors.
In fact the original top bows may be left erected inside.Some drilling may be required i
the framework to bolt the fiberglass to.The thought at this time is to cast the rear section
with the rear window area filled in and let the customer cut out what ever size of hole
needed to mount a rear window.I picked up a rear window and rubber seal for $25 at a
wrecking yard out of a Ford Ranger Pickup.Realistically we don't have the time to build
complete kits,but would be able to provide detailed illustrated instructions along with the
crude fiberglass pieces ready for sanding and painting.Of course for an additional price
we could make a top to what ever finished state you wanted.
Hope this helps,
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Hardtops POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,11 March 2000,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>57
NEXT>62 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering how strong the hard tops might be?Will they be app.as strong as the CJ
glass tops?Will they hold in heat and hold out some noise?Keep up the good work and I
want to give you money!!
SUBJECT>Re:1 piece rims for the m715 POSTER>Jeepclown
EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11 March 2000,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>54 NEXT>89 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much does he charge to make the rims basic style,on say 10"rims?
SUBJECT>AXLE SWAP POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,11 March 2000,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have bought a GM corprate 14 bolt rear axle with 4.10 gears and posi.It is the big style
with 6 bolts on the pinion housing.Does any one know about having to swap housings so
I can put taller gears in it?Is anyone intersed in a housing swap,axle swap,or have a
axle of comparative strength for sale?
I am also in need of a Dana 60 front axle with disks and a right hand diff.
SUBJECT>distributor POSTER>toughguy EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net DATE>Sunday,
12 March 2000,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to get a reuild kit for the stock motor,and a new coil
Thanx Mario
SUBJECT>Re:Hardtop strength and noise POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 March 2000,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>58 NEXT>64.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The strength of the fiberglass top will depend on how many layers of fiberglass matting
are used.I'm not familiar with the CJ tops.More layers would also be more cost for
material and labor.The top I currently have on my M715 is fairly thin but with the
original cloth top steel bows in place,I can stand on top without it breaking.On the times
when I remove it for open air touring,I unbolt the entire framework from the truck and
remove the fiberglass and the attached steel framework as one piece.Together with the
frame,it is very strong.
As for interior cab noise,the quietest I've seen is with an original cloth top.The canvas
seems to absorb more of the road noise and transfer case whine.The inside cab noise with
a bare fiberglass or even a steel top would be noticeably louder unless you added some
insulation or sound deadeing material to the inside,which is a very common addition
among the metal top users.The insulation would also be good for keeping in the heat in
cold weather.I have no experience with keeping in the heat as my truck doesn't have a
heater yet.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:1 piece rims for the m715 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 March 2000,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>54 NEXT>66 94
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would also be interested in finding out the price.Maybe we could get a large order
together and get a discounted price.
Rollie
SUBJECT>points,coil POSTER>toughguy EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net DATE>Monday,
13 March 2000,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know a source for ignition points and coil,also what sould the points be set
at for the stock motor
thanx mario
SUBJECT>Re:1 piece rims for the m715 POSTER>rick gaubatz
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,13 March 2000,at 8:21 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>63 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a source of one piece rims (as seen at the F.E.).I paid 110 plus tax in denver ,the
said he would make a batch if there was a group that wanted the wheels.Mine are 16 x 8,
with max back space.He can make them any width you want .I will find the phone #and
address if there is a need.
SUBJECT>THIS SITE SUCKS!!POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 March 2000,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>68 70 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.This site will never let me into anything other than Public Board.It keeps saying that
someone with the same name is already logged in.How do you log out?I vote we do
away with the 20 questions every time we want to go somewhere.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE SUCKS!!POSTER>cisco
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@globalone.net DATE>Tuesday,14 March 2000,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>67 NEXT>69 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess it really doesn't matter-for the most part,it doesn't appear that many people post
messages here anyway.Most people continue to use the Yahoo site.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE SUCKS!!POSTER>gizmo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14
March 2000,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>68 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Patience....is the key with this new site....
a bit more time to get the last of the bugs ironed out...
perhaps a concerted effort to get folks moved over here and
off of yahoo...
i personally prefer this site...and applaud those who have
taken the time and effort to get it up and running!!
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE SUCKS!!POSTER>Paul EMAIL>Mtruckstuff@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 March 2000,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUqsiVdPeIxM PREVIOUS>67 NEXT>72 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a thought.If you have an AOL account,it is possible that you need to use a stand
alone browser such as Netscape or a full-version Internet Explorer in order to access the
secure site.Then cookies will store your password and allow you in without entering a
password.Worked for me.Had the same problem as jeepclown.Kudos to Hammer for
the fix.My ONLY issue with this site is the inability to know what region of the country
a member is from,but I understand that may be resolved soon,so the site don't suck,but
AOL sure do.We gotta get out of yahoo,for sure.my 2 cents,Paul
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Tuesday,14
March 2000,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>87 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What are the largest tires you can put on a stock M725 with stock rims?
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE SUCKS!!POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Tuesday,14 March 2000,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>70 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I to had trouble but the fine people at the zone were there to always help.As far as the
yahoo site,I don't use it don't like it and I'am from Texas and don't yahoo!!!Your public
board is the best and easy to get to.Once again I don't feel this site suck's.Keep up the
good work and support...BorderBandit over and out..SUBJECT>Site problems POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 March 2000,at 10:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>NEXT>74 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,it is now obvious that people using AOL are having problems.This is because the
program being used is trying to use cookies.And it seems that AOL does not like how the
program is trying to save cookies on your computer.
This is the reason that after you login and then try and visit another page it prompts you to
log in AGAIN.Then it tells you that you are already LOGGED IN!
At the point in time I am working on the program,but it will take a little time.
Unfortunately it looks like the only viable solution for AOL users in the meantime is to
use another browser.Such as the FULL version of Internet Explorer or Netscape.
Other small problems might also be occuring if you have your 'security level'on your
computer set to 'high',which will not allow the program to set a cookie to your computer.
I am sorry for this temporary problem,and will attempt to solve this ASAP.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:Site problems POSTER>gizmo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14 March
2000,at 11:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>73 NEXT>75 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just a data point here...
i have cookies completely disabled.
using 'junkbuster'as a local proxy.
log in once...go where ever i want.
no hassles.
NOT using aol
am using an older version of netscape navigator
under os/2.
appreciative of all the hard work you folks are
doing on this site!
SUBJECT>It not the site that sucks...POSTER>Allen E.Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,15 March 2000,at 7:59 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>74 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a professional business programmer,who's company charges $175 an hour for my
time,I can attest to the fact that COMPUTERS SUCK.The hassles involved in testing,
tweaking,re-testing,tweaking,breaking,fixing,etc.are just mind boggling.Anyone that
has NOT been though this experience,it's like trying to pull teeth from the wrong end,if
you get my drift.
I shall patiently wait for the problems to be corrected.I'm running IE 5.0,with 128 bit
encryption on Win 98,and have only gotten in one time.I'll try again in a couple of
weeks after Hammer's had some time to Hammer out the problems..My Kudos to you my friend.Take care and thanks for
all the thankless toil you've
invested in trying to get this site up.
===Allen===
SUBJECT>New members picture gallery POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 March 2000,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new members pics gallery is up!!!Have a look at the new format and see what you
think.
There are a couple of members,including myself,who still have pics in the miscellaneous
gallery,these will be moved in the near future.
One members gallery I would suggest checking out is MudAnchors.He sent me the story
of the name MudAnchor....good reading....this has not been online before.
There are several pictures in members galleries that were moved here from various places
on the net,so look around and see what all is new.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 March 2000,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>81 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a hood mounted air cleaner with the support brackets for sale?I would
like to use that in conjunction with the two barrel manifold and carb.My thinking is that I
could use some flex pipe to get to the carb and then I don't have to modify the stock air
cleaner.Any other opinions?I would appreciate any ideas.What have other people done?
Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Thanks Hammer.POSTER>wheels36_715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,15
March 2000,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapWydvsZmsUc
PREVIOUS>NEXT>79 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I finally made the move from Yahoo.Wanted to say thanks to Hammer for helping
me out with my verification snafu.I'm still looking over the site,quite a bit different from
the yahoo club and will take a little getting use to.But so far looks good.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Hammer.POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 March 2000,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>78 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem.
Yeah the site is different.It almost feels like being disloyal to Yahoo.But NO,they have
way too many problems.(As if we don't right now!)
I have a lead on fixing the AOL problem,but it will still take a little time.
Any one else having problems?I will help anyone as much as I can..Thanks for your patience Wheels!
Hammer
SUBJECT>Varification Link POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 March 2000,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Link to the
Varification Page!!!LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/cgi-
bin/Authenticate.cgi/index.html?HOLD
It seems that the most common problem with registering is either getting to the
varification page (because of bad link,or the link in the email is incorrect,don't know),
and because of problems with AOL browsers.
I can help with at least ONE right now.Below is the link to the varification page.
And email me if you have any problems.I will help you out ASAP.Just let me know.
Thanks.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:Hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>IMFMOTORPOOL
EMAIL>imfmotorpool@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 March 2000,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>77 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CHECK OUT EBAY,THERE IS ONE FOR SALE
SUBJECT>AOL Users Directions POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 March 2000,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>83 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had problems entering the new site because the message would tell me that I was
already logged on.To remedy this do the following.Click on "MY AOL"click on
"Preferences"Click on "WWW."Click on "Security"Click on "Custom Level"Scroll
down to "Cookies"and ENABLE both Cookies.When you leave,you can then disable
them again if you wish.
SUBJECT>Re:AOL Users Directions POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Thursday,16 March 2000,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>82 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepclown,
Please let us know if this continues to work for you.
The real problem with AOL is that when a normal browser goes through their ISP
(Internet Service Provider)they are assigned ONE IP (Internet Protocol)address.And
AOL will use up to FOUR IP addresses each time you access the internet through their
servers.They do this so each IP address can do something different:One will be
downloading graphics,one will be doing page format,etc.
The problem with this is that our program here is only looking for ONE IP address,and
tracks that IP address to make sure that there are not two people trying to login under the.same Member ID from two
different computers (security reasons).But when AOL uses
multiple addresses,it makes it almost impossible for our program to recognize that it is
only ONE Member using ONE computer,and not something like four different people at
four different IP addresses.
OK,I know most of you don't have a clue about what I just said,and that is fine,hey,that
is why I am working on this right?:)
Plain English is that our program thinks that there are about FOUR different people trying
to access a page at the same time when it is being accessed by AOL.
I 'think'I have found a way around it,but not sure yet.And I will need a 'tester'that uses
the AOL broswer to help me.It will still take a while to implement this change,so feel
free to email me if you want.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Ring &Pinions POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>oreuc@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
17 March 2000,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>85 91
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone refresh my memory from old postings as to what company is the best
source for ring &pinion sets specifically for the M715 axles.I think it was Reider?
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Friday,17 March 2000,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa8GJXORMG2aI PREVIOUS>84 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure about ring and pinion sets but the guy I talked to over the phone to order a
Detroit locker was familiar with the axle.The parts arrived when he said they would.I am
happy with their service.
Richard
SUBJECT>12 volt conversion POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Friday,17 March 2000,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHMhqEh78i6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>88 92 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 M725 that I just bought and it has a chevy 235 swapped in.The engine runs
12v and all other acc.and lights run 24v.I want to go 12v to everything.Any
suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Saturday,18 March 2000,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>71
NEXT>90 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rob--
I have recently purchased a beautiful m715 from Memphis Equipment and have been
unhappy with the front-end shimmy and vibration.I just put on a steering stabilizer and
that has helped out a lot to take some of that vibration out.However,I would like to go
for some after market rims and tires,that would help to take out even more vibration.
From your research,can you put me onto some rims or wheels?Thank you.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:M725 rear gas heater POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 3:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.3JXsSz4Iqo PREVIOUS>97 NEXT>144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in no rush to sell it,I just have no idea of what it's worth,so holding it for Tacoma is
no problem.
Thanks,Rob.
SUBJECT>Membership POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>103 105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,I have been trying to join them715zone for a couple days now.
If someone can tell me what I'm doing wrong,please help me.
I filled out the registration form,the first url I was given,I kept
getting the message the page couldn't be opened.I refilled out the
registration,got a new url,when I tried to use it,I keep getting a
message something about not being the person I logged onto yahoo as.
Now that url says it is no longer valid.I have tried for hours.Can
Someone enlighten a country hick on what is wrong?
THANK YOU!
mudclod99 cheanac@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Membership POSTER>Rustman EMAIL>Rustman_mv@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>101
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not much help,but it appears that the system is case sensitive.Also there have bee
problems with people's computers not accepting the cookie to allow people to reenter the
site with ease.
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Good luck,
Rustman
SUBJECT>Brute4c POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a follow-up from my link last night,I purchased today,the 7mm solid core ignition
wires and the spark plugs you suggested.Should I use the military covered ignition wires
or do you think that these solid core jobs will work?By any chance,do you remember
any serial numbers or other information about the 2-barrel carb and distributor that you
recommened?If I do convert to a 12 volt system,I will also need to find a 12v starter and
a 12 volt alternator?Any hints where I can find these?My Jeep is pretty solid with good
oil pressure,it just needs some serious tuning up.Any advice would be most appreciated
and my E-mail address is tm2gs@msn.com.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Membership POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com.DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>101
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,Rustman,I will keep trying.
mudclod99
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>104
NEXT>108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know you csaan use the 7mm solid core wires with the mil distributor.The small engine
places sell little brass ends thaat crimp on the wire and have a little spike that goes up the
middle of the wire.You need these for the cap end of the wire.On the plug end,you need
the longer,silver colored metal connectors that crimp on the wire.Another good thing to
have is bots for both ends...I took some off a car at the junkyard as the solid core wire I
bought was by the foot off a roll and no ends came with.Once you have these items,
together,carefully push the cap end of the wire down throug the metal cover into the cap
underneath until it fully seats.If you try to use anything bigger than 7 mm wire,the tower
that the wire goes into wil break...happened to me...Slide the boots down over them,you
can even use a little silicone on the boots if you want,though I never did and didn't have
any problem with them coming loose.The plug end is self-explanatory.
This is also the way,if you just do the #1 wire this way,that the military engine can be
timed using a standard timing light,just hook it to 12 volt and put the pickup on the wire.
As far as going to the civilian ignition and 2 barrel,these are items you will have to find
from salvage.You are looking for the distributor from a 63 to 65 230 in a full size Jeep or
one from the universal series pickups and wagons.I could post the part number,but it is
the only distributor the civ 230 ever used.Same with the intake with the following
exception:
1963 used a 2300 Holley 2 barrel
64 and 65 used a 2415 Holley 2 barrel
The 2300 is MUCH more common in the aftermarket today,I dont think anything but a
rebuiild kit is available for the 2415,but either will work.You can also get the intake and
buy a new 2300 that will bolt on and go,just make sure it is the 350 cfm model,not the
500!!
I know there have been members who have found or know where someone has these
items.Making a post in the wanted section here and/or posting at the Yahoo club site
should yield something.I personally have the only ones I have found near me.
You do not need to change to 12 volt starter or alternator if you dont want to.The ignition
is a very small draw and isn't a problem.The wiring is easy enough...run a wire,from the
positive terminal of the battery that goes to ground,to a switch of some kind.I used a key
switch but an on/off switch like the one in the truck is fine.From that switch,run to the
coil.From there you wire the rest the way it is on anything else.The switch lets you turn
off the truck from there to insure no draw when you dont want one.I have had this setup
for almost 10,000 miles,no problems...and I run a 12 volt civlian heater here i
Wisconsin in the winter,along with a couple other 12 V accessories.
I would recommend the civilian swap....improvement all around,and others that have
done it say the same thing.I can dig out my receipts and post the cap,rotor,points,.condensor and primary wire
numbers for you if you choose this route.Check this page for
more:http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Flats//7406/tech/civilian_ignition_swap/
It has much of the civ ign swap there already.
Need more,let us know!!
Good luck in finding the parts,they are worth it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Holley Carb.POSTER>wheels36_715 EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 March 2000,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>106
NEXT>118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did I understand your post correctly?A 2300 Holley carburetor will bolt up to the
Military 230 intake?I have a '68 M-715 and would be interested in making a upgrade in
the carb.department.
Thanks,Wheels
SUBJECT>brute4c--continued POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brute4C--
I wanted to thank you for your response to my fax.I still have a few more questions,if
you don't mind?I found a spark plug wire kit with 7mm solid core that has the brass
fittings that you mentioned in your letter.I presume that the wires will fit into the
protective water-proof distributor cover,or should I remove the cap in order to place the
spark plug wires?You also mentioned some non-military spark plugs.Will these work in
this set-up or should I go back to the military plug?The Holley 2300 carb should bolt
right in to the existing manifold or will it need some modification?Should I go with hand
choke or automatic choke?.I found a distributor with a a vaccuum advance for a 230 ci.
engine,but it was for a Dodge Power Wagon.Would you know if this would fit,or
should I try to locate one from a junk yard as you did?I will write later as this project
continues,but I like the idea of a 2-barrel carb and a distributor with a vaccuum advance.
My engine is otherwise good with good oil pressure,it just won't run very well and is
hard to start.Any other advice at this point would be most appreciated.I am not very
mecanic
very mechanically inclined and usually end up skinning my knuckles and cussing at my
dog.Many thanks again.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>230 and trans for sale POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa8IjrUMMwMwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If any one is looking for a 230 with bell housing,clutch,trans,all
I just pulled one out.It ran great!I climbed mountains,trail road,
a little of everything.The rear and possibly front main started leaking
very bad.The od reads a little over 22k.I had a Hot 302 out of a Mustang
sitting in my shop,so I'm putting it in its place.
mudclod99.I'm located in Hot Springs,Arkansas.
If interested,leave note here,or e-mail t cheanac@aol.com
SUBJECT>do M715's ever come up for sale?POSTER>Matt Rades
EMAIL>radesm@msoe.edu DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>114 115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in college right now,and I wheel a 1980 cj-5 that I am building.Ultimately in the
future i want to have an M715.Are they ever for sale,or are military vehicle dealers the
only ones who know how to get one?I cant afford one know,but a little info would be
cool for future refernce.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:do M715's ever come up for sale?YES POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt-
Yes they do come up for sale...just keep your eye out for one and don't be afraid to wait
for a good deal.I was in the exact same boat as you...in college building a 1977 CJ7,and
I figured somewhere down the road I would find a M715 and well I did:)Sooner then I
expected (this was last year:)
There are a large number of private sales,best bet is to check out peoples backyards and
fields...its amazing what you can find.
Check out www.traderonline.com
click classics,then do 2 searchs for:
year range:1967-1969
make:jeep
then a second one with Kaiser as the make...this will let you get a rough idea on priceing
of these trucks...below is some ads I copyed off:
1968 JEEP FIVE quarter ton,m715 w/wench,33000 miles,$5500,(612)788-5873
MPLS.Location:Minneapolis,MN
-w/wench...ah better just not comment on that:)
1967 JEEP GLADIATOR J3000 PICKUP,full size,232,6-cyl.,4-sp.,4x4,solid running
gear,new paint,good tires,well maintained,$4500,360-873-9001,MARBLEMOUNT,
WA (11)Location:Marblemount,WA
-miss labeled,but there is a pict and clearly a 715
1967 M-715 KAISER JEEP,1 1/4 TON,21338 original MILES,V-6 engine,4-sp.,black
out lts.,PIONEER kit,new water pump,paint,int./ext.&under coated,Flowmaster
exhaust,canvas seat covers,dual Jerry cans,tune up &oil change,runs,drives &looks
exc.,ultimate tool or toy,$8950 /takes IT,206-781-3807,SEATTLE,WA Location:
Seattle,WA
SUBJECT>Re:do M715's ever come up for sale?POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.3JXsSz4Iqo PREVIOUS>113 NEXT>153.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You picked the right place to ask.I posted the same type of message about 2 weeks ago
and within 3 days I had found a cherry M725 within 2 hrs of my house.I have done alot
of searching and this site is the best,good friendly people and good M715 info.Watch
this site and when you are ready to get one this site is your best bet to find one.
SUBJECT>Need info for m715 Spring-over conversion POSTER>John Turnbull
EMAIL>jrturnbull@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>117 121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would appreciate any information that would assist my attempt at a spring-over on my
m715.As well as the most efficient way to compensate the lift in the rear.
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I know "If you have to ask how,you shouldn't do it,"but I feel confident that I can handle
almost anything.
Thank you,
John Turnbull
jrturnbull@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Holley Carb.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>108 NEXT>120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 2300 Holley will bolt up to a CIVLIAN 230's 2 barrel intake manifold.The stock
throttle cable can be used and the intake gasket is available from Napa.
With a stock 1 barrel manifold,the stock carb is the best your gonna do...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c--continued POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wires will work either way...by pushing them down into the cap through the metal
ignitor housing cover or by reomving the metal cover and putting the wire through the
cover first,then pushing them in the cap.The metal cover has to stay on the military
ignitor housing to keep the cap in place...
The plugs I memntioned will work just fine,in fact they will probably be better in the
long run cause there cheaper and seem to last longer...I have 10000 or so miles on mine
and they look good yet.
The 2300 holley will bolt to the civilian 230 2 barrel manifold without mods.There is a
water line on the intake and the temp sending unit as well...on the 1 barrel...where the 2
barrel setup only has one of these plumbed there.I did like Rollie did on his,used a
galvaniized plumbing T fitting to make one hole into 2.One side has the temp sender and
one side has the hose to the water pump.Works fine and is cheap,standard threads.
The 230 Dodge distributor aint gonna cut it.Has to be off a 63-65 Jeep with a 230 engine.
These came in the J trucks,Wagonneers and some of the pickup/station wagons they also
built of this era,smaller than the J truck size but not as small as the CJ size jeeps.These.are the only sources
that will work.
The best bet for finding these parts is to post here and at the Yahoo site for them.I
believe that there are members who know where these parts can be found right now.
Either that or junkyard....I got mine because a friend had one of the non J truck he used
for plowing and it finally totaled the tranny and the rust ghad eaten it alive.I bought the
whole motor...though many parts like the timing cover and motor mounts are
different...because it was available and cheap.
Hard starting...well with the new plug wires you can hook up a timing light and check
that,if its off too much it would be hard to start...
Oh yeah the choke...the 2 barrel I have is setup for the manual choke,used the stock
choke cable...and I prefer them,universally adjustable...but personal preference,if you
like the auto kind,should be no prob to work it out.
More later...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Holley Carb.POSTER>wheels36_715 EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>118 NEXT>122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So will the Civ.230 intake,bolt to the Mil.230?
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting the Rear POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>116 NEXT>123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm sure others will respond with much more expertise then I,but I just wanted to
comment on ways to lift the rear.It may be the easiest part of the whole thing.Many
people have simply reversed the rear shackles on the rear spring.That I believe will add
about 3".That may be enough for you.If more is needed,blocks could be added between
the axle and springs.Also you could reverse the rear spring front mount by grinding or
drilling out the rivets and turning it upside down and rebolting back to the frame.I
haven't actually done any of this but have heard others mention it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Holley Carb.POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 March 2000,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>120 NEXT>132 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep,it will bolt up perfectly.I had one on mine and it really made the engine run
smoother with a higher top end.A little simple plumbing is needed to reconnect all the
water hoses and temperature gauge sender and the military throttle cable reconnects easily
with a little ingenuity.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting the Rear POSTER>Wout EMAIL>amygeurts@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>121
NEXT>126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You will have to flip the rear front spring mount to level off your truck.I don't like
blocks
myself,also flatter springs flex better.I have heard of blocks coming out.To flip this
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mount you must grind the weld out from the inside,the rivets can be ground from the
outside and pounded or beaten out.You will have to remove your gas tank to do the
driver side.This grinding and pounding is a pain in the #*%but it doesn't cost anything
which is a big plus if you're always broke like me.
Let me know how it goes!
SUBJECT>brute4c--more tech stuff POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>125 128 131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c--
I have purchased the autolite 275 plugs and the solid 7mm core wires you suggested.I
hope to get all those put in over the weekend.I have searched the auto-parts stores and
the only thing that I am coming up with for a distributor for 66 Jeep is for a 232 ci (3.8L)
engine.I presume that this is not the same engine as the 230 Tornado in my 715?I have
also located a Holley 2300 carb,with a manual choke.If this is not the right distributor,I
may try one of the On-Line Auto parts stores,like Auto-Parts.com.If this doesn't turn up
something,I will then turn to junk yards.But,am unsure of the other concerns you
mentioned?I have to run a water line through the carb and you sugggested finding a brass
fitting to screw into the base of the carb?Where do I hook the other end of line up?Does
it connect to the radiator somehow?I hate to dumb,but I flunked auto mechanics in high
school.Once I find the right distributor,I presume that I can now hook up the vaccuum
advance?any help would be most appreciated.Thank you Tom Lovingood
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c--more tech stuff POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>124 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I think 1966 is too late to be looking for the civilian 230.Somewhere between 1962
to 1965 would be closer.You are right,the 232 is not the right one.When you find it,it
should be listed as an OHC230 just like ours.As for the waterjacket on the intake
manifold,I believe the original M715 1-barrel manifold had a threaded hole where the
water temperature sender screwed in,as well as a fitting to attach a water hose that went
to the waterpump or something.If you currently have an original 1-barrel,then you
should be able to see what waterhose I'm taliking about.The civilian 2-barrel manifold
only has one such fitting and what Brute4c and I did to ours is thread in a brass pipe
nipple and a tee and then connected the sender unit and the water hose to the tee.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting the Rear POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa8IjrUMMwMwc PREVIOUS>123 NEXT>127 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am putting a small v-8 in mine,and have considered doing a spring.over,do you need to raise the front after
raising the rear?
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting the Rear POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>126 NEXT>148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will need to raise both the front and rear at the same time.
If you do not want the full 6"of lift,and don't want to flip the spring hanger for the rear
springs,then consider doing a spring over in the front,but use springs from either a J10
or J20 truck,and for the rear only flip the shackle over.This 'should'add up to about 4"of
total lift,maybe 3".And give the front a smoother ride with more flex.
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie--even more tech stuff POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie--
Thanks for your response--your suggestions have been very helpful.I have a Holley 2300
carb,and will try to put it in within the next few days.Until then,I will try to track dow
the right distributor that you and Brute4c had talked about with a vaccuum advance.
Tonight,I put in the Autolight #275 plugs along with the 7mm solid core wire and see
how it runs tomorrow.I really want to get rid of those heavy military plug wires and am
hoping that this set-up will work.Many thanks again.Any helpful hints in locating the
right distributor would be appreciated.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Civvy plug wires w/Mill Dist POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>m726@home.off-
road.com DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey just thought I would toss this out...
I'm Sure other people have done this,but just fully dawned
on me what I was looking at in my truck:)
You can use normal civilian plug wires with the millitary
distributor,thier on mine and seem to work ok and one heck
of a lot cheaper then the hardlines...and you can waterproof
them with a bit of sealant when you put them in.
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Civvy plug wires w/Mill Dist POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 8:14 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>129 NEXT>134 136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first tried to use civilian wires on the mil distributor....I was inspried by a truck I
saw in Montana that had them....I tried some 8mm wires.I found that they were too big to
fit in the cap and they broke the tower of the resin molded cap to be able to fit in.This is.why I went with the 7mm
solid core wires.I couldnt find anything but solid core in 7mm
and they fit snug to boot.
If you are using a standard 8mm type wire with the military setup,post and let us
know....I have been wrong before.....and buying standard wires is easier than making the
7mm ones.
I would use a little silicone on them too.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c--more tech stuff POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>124
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,as far as hooking up the vacuum advance,piece of cake...the stock distributor has 2
vacuum hoses hooked to it.One of them is plumbed to the air can,just a simple vent.The
other is plumbed to the intake side of the head,near the front.This is direct vacuum and
where I hooked mine too.I just took the line off the old distributor and plugged it to the
new one...no worries.
brute4c
P.S.I will take some shots of this stuff in the truck and post fot you and anyone else who
is interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Holley Carb.POSTER>wheels36_715 EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net
DATE>Thursday,23 March 2000,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>122
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information Brute4c,and Rollie715.Sounds like a great set up and I think
I'll give it a try.My truck currently has a nasty knock or loud tap in the head.I think I
have a valve sticking open.I plan on removeing the head and checkin out the situation.
While there I 'll probally change the intake as well.
Wheels36_715
SUBJECT>Rollie/brute4c--more carb stuff POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie/brute4c--
To understand the carb modification again--the Holley 2300 should bolt right up to the
existing manifold for the stock 1-barrel carb.The throttle cable and choke cable should
also bolt up.I will need to find a brass nipple and a tee to run a water line and a temp
sending unit.Later,if I can find the right distributor,I should be able to run a vaccuum
line off the carb to the distributor?Thank you again for your support.
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Civvy plug wires w/Mill Dist POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krob179445@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have civ wires on my 725 (7 mm also).did you use screw on connectors?i read a.article on how to make these wires
using screw on metal connectors made from antenna
connectors.it works great!if you email me your address i can copy and mail to you.i
don't have a scanner,so i can't post myself.
krob
SUBJECT>More carb stuff,2-barrel &1-barrel POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>133 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.I,myself am not familiar with the actual carb numbers,but a 2-barrel carb will NOT
bolt up to your original M715 1-barrel intake manifold.You will have to find an intake
manifold from a 62-65 kasier Jeep OHC230 engine.All the mods we mentioned on
hooking up waterline connections were in reference to a 2-barrel manifold.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Civvy plug wires w/Mill Dist POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope your right:)
...just went out a look they are just like you have:
Solid core 7mm wires,using the stock rubber boots and some silicone.
The 7mm wires fit in nicely
Luke
SUBJECT>JP Magazine article POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>M715clown@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys should take a look at the M715 article in the May/00 issue of JP magazine (pg
26 and 27).It shows a nicely restored (modified engine)M715.It also mentions the M715
Zone and gives it's email address.The same goes for the M715 Web Ring.There is also
an M725 on page 49.
SUBJECT>brute4c/Rollie ;I need HELP!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 2:18 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>139 140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c/Rollie;
Last night,I put in the solid core 7mm plug wires with the crimp-on ends.These ends slid
down into the distributor cap very nicely and the rubber boots covered the connections
well.I pulled the old(ancient)military plugs and replaced them with the Autolite #275
that went right in.This afternoon,I tried to fire her up and the engine would not catch one
time.I pulled the metal protective lid on the distributor to check out the rotor and
condenser wires and all the connections and they appear to be almost new.Any ideas on
what I am doing wrong?Should I get new military plugs and put them back in along with
those heavy water-proof plug wires or did I miss something else along the way?Many.thanks for your continued help.
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:I need HELP!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>138 NEXT>141 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your engine should run perfectly fine with those 7mm wires and plugs.I haven't been
following all of your posts,but I assume it ran at least a little before you started making
the changes.If replacing the military plugs and wires with the homemade 7mm solid core
type and plugs is all you have changed,then your troubleshooting should be relatively
easy.If it didn't run before changing the plugs and wires then I would guess your problem
is something else.
The obvious things to check may be:
Are the plugwires connected to the distributor in the correct position and order?
Is the plug gap correct?(this is not that critical as long as they are close)
You may want to check manually to see if you are getting any spark at the plugs.You
could do this by removing a plug from the engine,reconnect the wire to it and ground the
plug against something while turning over the engine with the ignition on.You should
see a good bluish spark accross the plug electrodes.Another test would be to remove a
wire from any plug and then hold it about 1/8 to 1/4 inch from a ground and turn over the
engine.You should see a good healthy spark jumping from the end of the plugwire to the
ground.Be careful not to get shocked!
Another thought I had was the possiblity that the crimp on connecters at the distributor
end are either not making connection with the plugwire conductor or maybe they ride up
too high and are shorting out against the metal parts of the distributor housing.It's just a
idea.
Keep us posted on what you find out.I suspect at this point,we may need more clues.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:I need HELP!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>140
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie--
You are right--the engine was running ok up until last weekend,when it began to run
rough and backfire.It became harder and harder to start over the week,and finally would
not start at all.I have been following some of the posts and came across some ideas and
recommendations that I thought I would try.I will give it another shot tomorrow,but I
would really like to get away from those military plugs and thick military plug wires.I
want to follow up with some of the carb upgrades that we have been discussing.I will
keep you posted as to how things are progressing.Again,thanks for taking your time to
help me.We'll get this beast running one way or another!!!Tom Lovinggood.SUBJECT>Re:JP Magazine article POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Friday,24 March 2000,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>137
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont get it,I live one state away from where JP magazine is published,I think it's done
in Colo.and it seems everyone gets their copy about a week
before I get mine.Sometimes it's even on the newstand before I get my copy in the mail.
Why is that???????????I figure they must start distribution from
Colo.and then send them all west to all subscribers so that makes me the last one
to get a copy.Damn...it's just not fair.......
Alan (bitchin'a bit)
SUBJECT>glad to be here POSTER>glenn gray EMAIL>gtwo@hot1.net
DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 12:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaWxhZfO2lESE PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello everybody,Ijust found this sight two days ago and it has already been very
invaluable.I have two project M's.one is a stock M724 that is in fair condition as far as
the basic truck goes,but the maint bed is not much count so it will come off in the
future.the other truck is a M725 that i have been working on for some time.The front has
had a SOA partially completed on it and thanks to Hammer can now be finished as soon
as I find a power steering box for it.The rear has yet to be done but will have the shackles
and front mount reversed.The reason I did the SOA on the front was to clear the oilpa
and Ithink it will just about make it.one other problem area is going to be tires and wheels
but I have several ideas on that but would appreciate any ideas or help from you guys.I
know I am going to need some monster meats on it though,I have been thinking about the
gamma goat 18"wheels what do you think?
SUBJECT>Re:M725 rear gas heater POSTER>glenn gray EMAIL>gtwo@hot1.net
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DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 12:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaWxhZfO2lESE PREVIOUS>100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rear heater that came out of my 725 is in pretty good shape and since Iam converting
to 12v it won't work after the conversion so I will make it available also.Just make me a
offer if anybody else out there needs one.
SUBJECT>brute4c/Rollie--MORE HELP POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More problems from the ignition world of m715's.I put those new plugs along with the
7mm solid core plug wires in and had my wife start the engine.I could never get a spark
from the new plugs.I then replaced all the ignition wires with the original military wires
along with some new military plugs and got a spark on all of them.However,upon re-
connecting them all up,the engine still idled rough,spit,coughed and finally died,just as
it did a few days ago.Do you think something is wrong with either the coil,distributor or
could perhaps the ignition timing be off?The rotor is new and all the other components
like points and condenser look almost brand new.I bought some different type of brass.crimp-on ends for the 7mm plug
wires to see if they will seat better into the distributor--a
bad connection might have been my original problem because all the plugs and wires
have checked out ok.Any hints about what I am doing wrong?
SUBJECT>disc brake 715 POSTER>jon trojanowski EMAIL>J-TROJAN@webtv.com
DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone finely did it.The may 2000 issue of Four Wheeler ha a 715 with disc brake
setup on all fours!!look like stock axles too.It's on page 108.
latter,
trojan
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c/Rollie--MORE HELP POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>145 NEXT>151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom....
Bummer huh?
Anyway,I wonder about the coil now....mine,when I pulled the mil distributor,had
several cracks on the sides of the coil and it had been arching to the ignitor housing body,
it was obvious.You have to pull the coil to check....its a possiblity.
Also,I hope you can get the 7mm wires to work,if not,let me know and I can get the
ends here that I used and send them to you,they cost a few cents a piece.With the 7mm
wires on you can hook up a standard timing light and see where you at,helpful in a
situation such as this.It might be a good idea to take out the #1 plug,turn the engine,
preferably by hand,that is how I do mine,until #1 is at the top.Verify its up by sticking a
long thin screwdriver down the hole and when it quits rising up,your there.At that point
the rotor should be pointing at the #1 terminal of the cap and the timing mark on the
crank balancer should be right close to 0 degrees or top dead center.
This should help you get running better....I hope....Did you check the condition of the
wires from the cab to the ignitor housing to see if it is cracked anywhere and could be
grounding?Also there is a resistor in the housing that is hooked to the coil,if you pull the
coil,you will find it.It is possible that this could be bad too.
I wish I could see what ya got so we could get ya on the road!!!!
Best of luck and stay in touch!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting the Rear POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the tip.When I get that far I'll be back in touch.
mudclodd99
SUBJECT>electrical HELP POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa.3JXsSz4Iqo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a simple 12v wiring diagram?I just got a M725 with a very cobbled
electrical system,12v ignition,24 volt lights and acc.I want to leave the original wiring
harness intact in case of restoration,so I want to run new wires for a very basic 12v
system.Ignition,headlights,running lights,brake lights,and a couple accessories,and
mechanical 12v gauges.Any ideas or suggestions are welcome.
SUBJECT>M715 Wanted in Northeast/Mid-Atlantic area POSTER>Patrick J.
EMAIL>pjeff99@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25 March 2000,at 9:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi:
I'm looking for an M715 in the Northeast/Midatlantic area--please feel free to email me at
pjeff99@hotmail.com.I'm in the Boston area.
Thnaks,Patrick.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c/Rollie--7mm dilemma POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Sunday,26 March 2000,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c--
I am wondering about these 7mm plug wires?I bought a cheap set from a local dealer but
I liked them because they have nice fat boots that would fit over the top of the ignitor,but
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I could not get a spark from them when I had connected them into my distributor on my
715.I am wondering if I bought some good ones,like Accel,if that would make a
difference?I tested the wire and plug on my CJ-7 and they seem to work ok.When I put
the old military plug wire back in,it did produce a spark on the military plug.The insides
of the distributor look brand new,with no blackened or burnt areas on the points or the
rotor.I can pull the coil this afternoon and check that out.I would like to get into civy
plugs and wires,but until I come up with a solution,I have a 10,000 lb.roadblock in by
driveway.My other thought was that dirt or something could be in the carb,causing the
poor running and back-firing.I know that it is getting fuel and the fuel pump is good,but
as for the insides of the carb,I don't know,maybe there is dirt in the jets or something
like that.Further advice?
SUBJECT>gamma-goat tires POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Sunday,26 March 2000,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.3JXsSz4Iqo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone had any experience with the gamma-goat rims and tires from Snake River
4x4?I am thinking about getting a set so any feedback would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:do M715's ever come up for sale?POSTER>Jason {STIHL_044}
EMAIL>keller@ria.net DATE>Monday,27 March 2000,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have my M-715 for sale if antone interested.SUBJECT>HEEEELLLLPPPPP!!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Monday,27 March 2000,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am still having major ignition problems with my 715.Over the weekend,I purchased
some good 7mm plug wire (solid core ACCEL)and put one wire into the distributor and
had my wife crank the engine.I could never get a spark,but I know that current is flowing
to the plug,because I got a good shock.I still get a spark from the military plug and wire,
but just cannot get this Autolite #275 to fire.The engine still idles very rough,coughs and
spits and finally dies.Could I have the firing order messed up?The manual says 1-5-3-4-
2-6.How is the distributor oriented to the block?My distributor has the coil housing
pointed at the firewall--is this correct?The problem gets more confusing because when I
had one of the plugs pulled outfor this test,the engine idled as it did when all 6 plugs
were in?Could my problem be carb related?I have to get my beast back on the road,or
the Salvation Army is going to take it for scrap!!!Should I just purchase a new
distributor?Mine appears to be in very good condition,but I cannot be sure that it is
working properly?
SUBJECT>smoke coming through carb POSTER>toughguy EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net
DATE>Monday,27 March 2000,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here is the problem,i have the stock engine with the 2-barrel carb set up,when i turn the
engine off it deisels then a puff of smoke comes back though the carb.The timing is
good,points are set right,and the carb has recently been rebuilt.does any one have any
suggestions the this problem ??
thanks Mario
SUBJECT>Re:HEEEELLLLPPPPP!!!!POSTER>toughguy EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net
DATE>Monday,27 March 2000,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>154
NEXT>158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the fireing order sould be printed on your valve cover,mine reads 1-5-3-6-2-4,you are
right about the distributor,(coil housing)pointing towards the firewall.When you
installed your distributor did you make sure when it was in the rotor was pointing at the
#1 point on the cap,if it was not here is one way to make sure you get it to that position
1.take the distributor out
2.pull the valve cover off the engine
3.while you are turning the fan(by hand of course)look at the valves for the #1 piston,
keep turning the fan until the lobe of the cam is pointing down your valves sould be
closed
4.reinstall the distributor,when it goes in your rotor sould be pointing towards the #1
pick-up on your cap
SUBJECT>Re:smoke coming through carb POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,27 March 2000,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>155
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The military spec for idle speed,according to the quirks manual which we have posted on
Geocities,is 450 to 500 rpm...which is a good step lower than the civvy setup....it says it
is purposely done so low to prevent diesling or as it is also referred to there,'spooky
engine'.
Other than that,
I would look at possible carbon build up as you have checked the rest of the
stuff....though with the speeds these things run,rpm wise,carbon dont usually hang on
too long.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HEEEELLLLPPPPP!!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27
March 2000,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>156 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,the direction of the rotation is counterclockwise...make sure you didnt wire it up i
thhe clockwise direction...
As to why you have spark in the wires that isnt coming out the plugs,gee you got me
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there,would have to see that in person...never heard the like...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:gamma-goat tires POSTER>glenn gray EMAIL>gtwo@hot1.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 March 2000,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>152 NEXT>160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rob,do you have the e-mail address for this Snake River 4x4?I have a couple of 18"
tires and I am thinking about using them on my 725.Iwill also need the adapters to bolt
on to the stock hubs.and Ibelieve they have them.Any light you could shed on this subject
would be appreciated.I have got to do something to get larger tires on this myt725.I have
also heard that there is a 20"wheel that was used on 1.5 ton Ford trucks back in the early
60's that will fit the 715 family of trucks does anybody know if that is true?
SUBJECT>Re:gamma-goat tires POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 March 2000,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.3JXsSz4Iqo PREVIOUS>159 NEXT>174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glen--Here is the e-mail address for snake river--snakeriv@srv.net--they make the
whole kit adapters,rims,and tires,in a set or individually I believe.Good bunch of
people to deal with.I e-mailed them and they sent me a price sheet and pictures of a
M715 and a M37 with the gamma goat tires and rims on them,it was impressive.I would
just like some feedback from someone who is using them currently rather than jumping in
blind.Sorry but I don't know anything about the 20"tires.
SUBJECT>FINALLLLLYYYYYY!!!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Wednesday,29 March 2000,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many thanks to all who helped me.I pulled the distributor cap off my engine and cleaned
out some crud that had built up on the contact points.Put on a new rotor,put in new.military plugs,and put back on
the military plug wires and my 715 fired right up and ra
great!!I was so happy that I drove around the block about 10 times!!!Another 715 owner
mentioned that you cannot put the 7 mm wires directly into the cap of the military
distributor,but instead you need some special ends or attachments that will provide the
proper connection.If anyone has that information,can you please post it,so that I can get
rid of the military plug wires.FYI--I contacted Willys-Overland out of Toledo,Ohio
(they had an article in last month's JP Magazine and they have located some parts for me
and have been very helpful in providing information.Right now,they are trying to track
down a civilian distributor and a 2-barrel in-take manifold for me),if that helps anyone.
How often do you need to clean the carbon out of the top of the distributor cap?Many
thanks again--Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:FINALLLLLYYYYYY!!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 March 2000,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>161 NEXT>163 167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to hear progress has been made!!
I mentioned tose ends you need in a couple of my replies....tell you what...just email me at
brute4c@yahoo.com with your address and I'll send them to you.
That should hold you till you find the civvy stuff....by the way,whats the contact info for
Willys-Overland?Might be helpful.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FINALLLLLYYYYYY!!!!!POSTER>Rustma
EMAIL>Rustman_mv@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.willysoverland.com
SUBJECT>body mounts,cross member POSTER>JpTJ97 EMAIL>JpTJ97@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally got the 715 out of the yard and in the shop.(Thanks to John Jacott for the starter
locating)After cleaning it up and looking around ifind myself asking a few questions.
Where can I find replacement body mounts?Or should I make my own?
The crossmember in the cab that runs across the floor behind the seat is rusted.Any ideas
on how to fix this or should I build a new one?
While I am at it does anyone have an idea where I can find the hardware for the soft top
or is it easy enough to make myself?I need a good picture of the hardware as the only
look at a top I have had is the new fourwheeler write up on the red 715 from Jersey.
TIA
Josh Hicks
SUBJECT>Removing front fenders POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>166 168 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm getting close to putting the 6.2 diesel in my M715 and may want to remove the front
fenders and grill so I can get to the motor mounts and clutch linkage fabrication better.
Anyone have experience with where all the bolts are and the best way to remove the front
section?I'm sure I will figure it out once I start into it,but would appreciate any words of
wisdom you all may have.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Removing front fenders POSTER>Wout
EMAIL>amygeurts@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 3:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Rollie,
I have found that taking the front end off is a pain because there is no disconnecter thing
for the wiring running to the front end like the hummer and other vehicles have ,so you
have to pull all the wires.I guess I did it the hard way and pulled from the cab side.If I
had it to do again,I would cut each wire and mark it,then put some kind of connecters
that can be easily disconnected and reconnected.Once you do that it is great.You ca
easily get to everything to do most anything with that front end off.It's also easy to get off
at that point.
Wout
SUBJECT>wire ends POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom
DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>162
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c:
my address is
Tom Lovinggood
210 NW Hemlock
Lee's Summit,Mo.64064
E-mail:tm2gs@msn.com
816-478-6610 (home phone)
By the way,I talked to JC Whitney today.they informed me that they have a company
that can make the civy distributor for the 230 engine (one or two vaccuum lines?)and the
cost wasn't too bad.Will be ready in about 1 months so I ordered one.Will let you know
how it works.thanks again for all your help
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Removing front fenders POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Thursday,30 March 2000,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa8GJXORMG2aI PREVIOUS>165 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck isn't stock so I don't know what wiring your truck has but I found during my
engine change that removing the grill and fenders well worth the effort.I only had a few
wires to keep track of,easy enough if you label them..Richard
SUBJECT>Making wider fenders to cover my 42`s POSTER>Paul
EMAIL>prdm715@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 12:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>170 171 175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any suggestions on how I can make some fender flares to cover the 15x42x15 inch tires
that I will be getting shortly?
I remember seeing an article in one of the 4 wheel drive magazines recently about a guy
in Wisconsin who widened his flares by 6 inches and they looked great...stock looking
too!!His truck looked great!!
Would cutting out a 55 gallon drum work?
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Making wider fenders to cover my 42`s POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>169 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering how to extend the fender flares also.I'm thinking that I may just find
some pieces of rubber conveyor belting or truck mud flap material and bolt them on to the
existing metal fender flares.Then let them stick out wider about 3 more inches or so and
even hang down below as part of some kind of mud flap.I figured this approach would be
easier and cheaper then trying to fabricate something out of metal and it would also
provide a little more protection as they would just flex in tight quarters such as rubbing
up along side a tree instead of denting or bending the metal flares.
Just my 2 cents worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Making wider fenders to cover my 42`s POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you'd either want to start out with some stock sheet metal,or even better yet,you
should be able to get someone at a fully equipped Air conditioning shop to cut some stock
sheet metal and put it through the roller.This will give you a perfect round piece of metal,
instead of trying to start out with something that'll get marphed when you start cutting it.
Someone,at some time replaced one of mine,cause one is bolted on and the other is
welded on.Whoever did it,did a perfect job.
Good A/C installers make all duct work from scratch,and have to take lots of applied
math to be able to make the systems work properly,as negative pressure can make your
house implode.:-)So they have lots of metal stock on hand,and are really good at
shaping it.A fender should be a piece of cake.My buddy is a union "tin knocker"and is
proud of it.If you're in the So.Cal area,maybe I could hook you two up.
===Allen===
SUBJECT>FSJ Disecting POSTER>John EMAIL>jmr3@jvlnet.com DATE>Friday,31.March 2000,at 3:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>173 176
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody need parts off a 74 J-10?Grill,taillight lens,brake booster &aluminum spacer,
all glass,driveshafts,360 (needs rebuild),t400 (engine never ran,dont know if it works),
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Dana 20 t-case,Dana 44 rear axle 3.54.No body parts,we use salt here.Alot.Where?
Portage WI.How much?B/O.Post or e-mail jmr3@jvlnet.com
John
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Disecting POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>172 NEXT>177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'am in need of the j10 side badges,does your truck still have them,if so please email me
at the JulWar2000@aol.com.thank you for your time over and out BorderBandit...
SUBJECT>Re:gamma-goat tires POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too have been considering the Gamma Goats.I've heard comments on both sides so far.
On the negative are:The plates and wheels are really heavy and almost impossible to get
a good balancing job,That particular tire wheel combination may not be too good for
high speed highway use and the NDT tread pattern has the same problems as other NDT's
in that it doesn't go too well on the ice,snow or wet slick pavement.If your intended use
is offroad,they don't perform as well as other modern available tires.You may be stuck i
the future with only being able to get old stock tires as new ones would be quite
expensive.The initial costs of the adapter plates is expensive,like at least $400.
On the positive are:Today Gama Goat wheels and tires are readily available from many
military surplus places and sell at a very low cost of around $50 each for the tire wheel
combination and that is for tires with up to 90%tread.Extra tires by themselves may be
even cheaper yet.It's probably the cheapest way anybody can get into 40"tall tires that
they can bolt onto a stock M715 hub and that includes the initial price of the adapters.
After that they are even a better deal as you only have to purchase a second set of tires all
for under $200.For those who want to retain the military look,the NDT pattern looks
correct.
As I do a semi restoration of my own M715,I'm kinda torn between the all stock military
look and building a modified monster with big tires.I'm starting to lean back towards the
idea of liking the Gamma Goats again.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Making wider fenders to cover my 42`s POSTER>Hammer
EMAIL>hammer@m715.com DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aakikSIKPZ54I PREVIOUS>169 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You can order rolls of rubber fender flares from places like JC Whitney.I put my flares
off my CJ5 on mine to test,not too bad,and the cops would leave you alone if that is a
problem.And rolls are pretty cheap,and flex without breaking.
Just my 2 ¢
Hammer
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Disecting POSTER>Lee EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 March 2000,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want the t400 and dana 20 e-mail me a price.thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Disecting POSTER>John EMAIL>jmr3@jvlnet.com
DATE>Saturday,1 April 2000,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>173
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know there is at least one on the truck.Do you need the "4 wheel drive"badges also?
You can have them all for the low low price of $5 +shipping.Let me know what you
decide.
John
PS My computer didn't like your e-mail address...don't know why.So I had to post.
SUBJECT>THIS SITE STILL SUCKS!!!POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>179 180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO WONDER NO ONE USES IT!!!
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE STILL SUCKS!!!POSTER>oreuc EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>178
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see anything wrong with the functionality of this site.It works just as well as the
mil-veh and G503 sites which are essentially set up the same way.
From where I sit there are too many board alternatives plus the old Yahoo site competing
for your attention.I rather see mixed postings that have to visit four different locations to
see what's going on.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS SITE STILL SUCKS!!!POSTER>toughguy
EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>178 NEXT>209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey jeepclown if you don't like this site don't use it or better yet start a new one!!!
SUBJECT>dual t-case POSTER>murfman EMAIL>rmu5659929@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Any body runnint dual t-cases?want to use the front half of a 203 and a 205 for the 4 to 1
low-low range.Also what year J series (or wagoneer)leafs fit the front?want to do a
spring over,but only want 3"or so of lift.Does any body know the guy from new jersey
with the front disc brakes?
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>murfman EMAIL>rmu5659929@aol.com DATE>Monday,
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3 April 2000,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
want to run 40"boggers what backspacing should i use???would prefer to keep tires
under truck as much as possible without interference when turning/flexing (16.5"wheels)
SUBJECT>Lets see...POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 8:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So far I have paid "froadin"and "brute4c"NOTHING for making and maintaining this
site.I have no clue of how one would set up a site.Most of the complaints I've seen were
from people who are still using AOL (lord only knows why someone would have them as
an ISP)I APPLAUD their efforts!There are over a million sites on the www,go check
some of them out...you'll see that this site is OK!
SUBJECT>m-715 top frame POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 April 2000,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm new to this site.Found it after I bought my 715.I had no idea these things were so
popular!I was at a local wrecking yard trying to find a timing chain cover for an AMC
401 thats in my CJ-5.Found the truck hiding behind some oil drums.To make a long
story short,I bought the truck,the once frozen engine now purrs happily,and I'm
broke.What I'm looking for now is the frame for the soft top.I bought a top (also from a
link to this website)but I need the frame assembly.Anyone have one for sale?I also have
some old parts for sale/trade (1-barrel carb,intake manifold,air cleaner assy.).Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:New Parts Source POSTER>wheels36_715
EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net DATE>Wednesday,5 April 2000,at 2:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>189 NEXT>195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the Willys-Overlander business have a web site,or how can I contact them?How
much did the 2-barrel intake manifold cost?
Thnaks,Wheels
SUBJECT>Re:New Parts Source POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Wednesday,5 April 2000,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wheels--
I don't remember the exact cost of the intake manifold,but when I recieve it,I can let you
know.They are so hard to come by,I was willing to pay top-dollar.Willys-Overland is at
888-265-5337,and their web site is willysoverland.com.They are not computerized and.every thing is still done
manually.If they don't have a part in stock,it may take them a
few days fot track one down.They found a chrome radiator grill for me,along with some
interoir parts,and the distributor and manifold that I mentioned in an earlier link.I live
here in Kansas City and have had little or no luck finding any parts at Jeep dealers or any
retail parts stores.I have phoned a few junk yards,but none have any parts this old.
Anyway,I hope that this helps.Link me again if you need help/Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>LITTERS FOR M-725 POSTER>WOODY EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 April 2000,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOR ALL YOU 725 BOYS!!!AND GIRLS!~rrwoody1957
(41/M/Park Hill,OK)4/11/00 5:57 pm
I HAVE PURCHASED A FEW OF THE NEW
LITTERS FOR YOUR TRUCKS....
STILL IN THE CRATES.BOXED 6 EA
NSN 6530 000 0001
BOXED UP/FEB 1951
LITTER,FOLDING,RIGID POLE
6 IN BOX WEIGH 177LBS
I AM GOING TO OFFER THEM TO YOU FELLOW
CLUB MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRUCKS FOR $25 EA
I WILL PUT THEM ON EBAY AFTER FRI!
SO GIVE ME A EMAIL/CALLWOODYS
4900 S MUSKOGEE AVE
PO BOX 423 (mail)
PARK HILL,0K 74451
918-458-5303-voice
-918-456-8231-fax
918-760-7055-cell
rwoody@fullnet.net email
http://www.tahlequah.com/woodys
SUBJECT>Who wants to be featured in a magazine???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 April 2000,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I received the following in my email from the publisher of the new FSJ magazine...
We are being given the chance to be seen,for free,in a national publication.This is a
great opportunity for exposure to anyone,and everyone,who wants to be involved.If you
are interested in having your truck appear in this publication,read on and I will provide
contact info below.
SUBJECT>Insuring these beasts!!!POSTER>Paul R Donahey
EMAIL>prdm715@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 April 2000,at 2:55 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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My insurance compnay will not include my M715 in with the other cars on my
policy...they won`t tell me why and I don`t care....I just wanna /hafta have it insured with
the minimum coverage for New Jersey....The way I see it is ...If anyone is involved in a
accident with me...they lose that fight....unless we`re talking 18 wheeler or tank etc....
Can anyone gimme the name of a reputable company willing to take my money ?
Thanx,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Insuring these beasts!!!POSTER>Ronnie Harris
EMAIL>hippie@eritter.net DATE>Wednesday,12 April 2000,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>220 NEXT>224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Progressive insurance company will insure these.I just told them I wanted to add 1968
jeep kaiser to policy.no problem.I didn't go into lot of detail about what kind of jeep it
was and they did not ask.Would think they would be in your state.
SUBJECT>Spring Over POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 April 2000,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi guys
I'm new to this.What are you talking about when you say spring over?After looking at
my truck I think you mean having the front axle below the springs instead of above but
I'm not sure.Is performing a "spring over"difficult?Seems to be a pretty easy way to give
your truck a lift.
SUBJECT>Re:Insuring these beasts!!!POSTER>meateater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Thursday,13 April 2000,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>221
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the same with allstate in PA.No problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Still not running well POSTER>Cookie Baker EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 April 2000,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>210
NEXT>234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
The problem you are having sounds similar to what Blackwidow was having with hers.
After spending a $1000 at a mechanic,he cousing came up and fixed it.The problem she
had with hers was the condenser,some one had put a 12 volt condenser in it,which it
burned out part of it,and then finally all of it.I have not spoken with her lately,but last
time we spoke it was running like a top.If you would like to contact her,her e-mail
address is GreyLady52@aol.com
I hope this will help.
Pam
SUBJECT>Hood Black Out Light POSTER>meateater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com.DATE>Thursday,13 April 2000,at 9:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 did not have a hood Blackout light.I am putting one on it.I like to know how
the wires run under the hood to the harness.I have the two wires (cut)that I know it goes
into and it is on the left fender.How does the hood open with the wire connected to such
(the left fender)without being 2 feet long?Maybe it runs along under the hood and if it
does,how much "extra wire"is there to open the hood?
Thanks
Meateater
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Over POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com
DATE>Thursday,13 April 2000,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>223
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,your just moving the springs from under the axle to over the axle
>What are you talking about when you say spring over?
>After looking at my truck I think you mean having the front axle below the springs
instead of above but I'm not sure.
All in all not too hard but quite involved and there are several things to keep in mind and
to change...longer brake lines,new axle perches,longer shocks,correct driveline
angles...there's a bunch of people on the list that have done a SOA conversion and am
sure can give you a better idea of whats involoved
>Is performing a "spring over"difficult?
Its a great way to clear some larger tires and very cost effective,lift in the rear can be
gained with a shackle flip.
>Seems to be a pretty easy way to give your truck a lift.
I think there's a write up on froadin.com for the SOA
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Hood Black Out Light POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 April 2000,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>226
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck came with no blackout light either.I had the wire wrapped around the
underhood brace with the end cut off.When I found a bracket and light,I mounted the
wire with enough wire to allow the hood to fully open plus just a little more for safety.I
tied it off to the underhood brace with a wire tie so that it doesnt hang over its full length.
This seems to work just fine,been that way for 3000 miles plus including my 1300 plus
mile trip to and from the FE last year and some good wheeling while at the FE.
Good luck!!
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brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 in JP magazine POSTER>Jim Morrison
EMAIL>mgforce@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,14 April 2000,at 8:14 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>239
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a nice write up on the M715 in the most recent issue of JP magazine (May 2000).
If anyone is interested in a different swap,this gentleman (Bill Gallihugh of Orange VA)
put in a Ford 300ci six.He also says that if anyone is interested in the specifics of the
conversion to contact him directly at:MG Performance,11540 Montford Rd.,Orange VA
22960,540-672-9340.
They also mention the M715zone webring,but finish by mentioning the OLD M715zone
site at geocities.
SUBJECT>Even more parts sources POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Friday,14 April 2000,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Readers--
Featured in this month's JP Magazine was an ad from "Walick's 4WD"that advertised
parts from Gladiators etc.He has parts for the 230 ci.engine (civilian version)and has
other parts that may fit our 715's.I have ordered a stock (brand new?)intake manifold for
a 2-barrel carb for my 715.At this date,my 715 still runs badly.I am pretty sure that the
problems come from the ignition side of the engine.It will just not go above 10 mph,
coughs and spits and sputters.I cleaned up the points some and that helped a little,but
now I am thinking that something is wrong with coil?Any further advice?Does anyone
think that the timing chain is out of kilter?Or do I have a stuck valve?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Question of the day:Lockers POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,15 April 2000,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>241 247 252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,anybody feel like taking the time to explain lockers to me?I'm pretty sure I
understand how the back works.Both ends of the axle meet in the middle in a big hunk of
metal and don't move at all.I'm having a harder time with the front.It seems like steering
would screw everything up.Most of all,I don't understand locking hubs.How the hell
does turning a little cap effect the differential?When you turn the cap,what it actually
happening?If a person has a locker on the front axle,is there any point/benefit of having
locking hubs in addition to a locker.
Last question:Does anybody know what the spline count is on my stock axles and if so
do I have to specify this when purchasing a locker.
Thank you for your endless patience
"the new guy"
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the day:Lockers POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,16 April 2000,at 12:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>240 NEXT>249
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mike,
I'm not an expert but I will give it a try.
Let's start with the rear and work our way up front.I hope I'm not being too simple or
offending anyone's intelligence.First of all if we were designing a vehicle from scratch
and we decided to use one long solid axle in the rear with a wheel attached to each end,
this design would assure that both rear wheels always rotated together and at exactly the
same speed.This would work fine when traveling in a straight line,but when the vehicle
is turning a corner,the wheel on the outside has a longer distance to travel then the one
on the inside.If the wheels were locked together on the same axle then one or both of
them would slip on the road surface as the vehicle was turning.To prevent wearing out
tires,breaking axles,and/or tearing up the road surface,the engineers who designed cars
decided a solid straight axle was not a good choice and split the axle in the middle and
installed a "differential"made up of a combination of gears which allowed the left and
right sides to rotate at different rates from each other and thus eliminating the slipping
when going around corners.This system works well on hard dry surfaces where each tire
has adequate traction such as pavement,but can be a problem when driving offroad i
slippery or uneven terrain.With the differential's ability to rotate each wheel independent
of the other,this system in extreme conditions could possibly spin one wheel while the
other doesn't rotate at all.Or in other words,you could get stuck with only one wheel i
the mud or ice,while the wheel on the other side just sits there on dry ground or
pavement,wanting to help,but can't.So the open differential system works great on
pavement,but is not really the best for offroad conditions.
A system was needed that would work well both on-road and off-road.So along came
various "locker"methods.The most extreme is a "spool".A spool is a solid piece of steel
that fits inside the differential housing and solidly locks both axles together.Both wheels
are forced to rotate exactly the same,even when turning on hard dry pavement.Spools are
usually used only on vehicles that are NOT driven on the road,since one tire will always
skid on the road when turning a corner.On a heavy vehicle such as our M715's,especially
if it is carrying a load,if the tires got enough traction,a spool could cause the axles to
break when turning corners.Not a good thing.
ARB makes a "locker"that can be manually shifted in or out.It consists of parts installed
inside the differential which when disengaged allows the differential gears to function
normally where each tire can rotate independantly allowing easier turning.When it is
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engaged,the ARB unit positively locks both axles together and acts like a spool.ARB's
are usually quite expensive.I believe they are available for the Dana 60 in our front axle,
but not the Dana 70 in the rear.
Detroit and others make "lockers"which seem to be a good compromise between good
streetability and good offroading.These types of lockers allow some difference in rotation
of each side while on the street,but also provide positive locking of both sides while
offroading.The most common I've seen in M715's is a No-Spin made by Detroit for the
rear,and various models in the front as it has a more common Dana 60.
As far as the differences between the front axle and the rear,they are mechanically
exactly the same.In their stock form,both the front and rear axles have differential gears
sometime reffered to as an "open differential".A locker can be added to the front just as.the rear.Since the front
wheels have the added job of steering the vehicle,you are right i
the comment that a locker in the front could cause a hindrance in steering,especially if
while making a turn,one of the front wheels slide as a result of the locker.Many people
choose to only add a locker to the rear for that reason.
Locking hubs are a completely different subject.They have nothing to do with the front
differential or "locker".A locking hub's only function is to allow the wheel hub to either
be "locked"to the axle or to spin "free"without being connected to the axle.Locking
hubs add nothing to your offroad or 4wheelin abilities.The stock M715 hubs as they
came from the factory did not have an unlocking ability and so are always locked to the
axles.This results in the front axle always rotating while driving,even when the transfer
case is in the 2-wheel drive position.The advantage of adding locking hubs,is the added
ability to "unlock"or "free"the front hubs from the axles when desired such as whe
traveling down the road in 2-wheel drive.With the front hubs "free",the front axle and
it's corrosponding differential gears,driveshaft and some parts in the transfer case don't
need to turn,thereby reducing wear,front end vibration and increasing fuel miliage.
As for the spline count,I will let someone else answer that for you.I think my posting has
already gotten too long as it is.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Still not running well POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,16 April 2000,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>222
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike--
I had the points cleaned and checked--the backfiring has stopped,but the poor
performance is still there.My truck starts right up,idles great,but when you put it in gear
and start to drive,it starts hesitating and coughing,as if it were only running on 2
cylinders.Do the points need adjusting often?Does crud build up often?I am still waiting
on some parts so I can go to a civilian distributor with a 2 barrel carb,so I don't want to
spend a lot of money on my military distributor,if it is something easy to fix?
SUBJECT>Seals and seatbelts POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,17 April 2000,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know where I can get new seals for the top of the door frames and seatbelts?I'm
tired of getting wet while hanging onto the steering wheel for dear life.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers,spine count and ring gear size POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 April 2000,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell Rollie is an engineer that has earned the title????
The stock axles are 23 spline in the rear Dana 70,10 1/2 inch ring and pinion and 30
spline in the front Dana 60,9 1/2 inch ring gear.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Question of the day:Lockers POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Tuesday,18 April 2000,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa8GJXORMG2aI PREVIOUS>240 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to http://www.omnicast.net/users/rdjo/treepusherindex.htm
You will find pictures of a locker install.
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:Seals and seatbelts POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>oreuc@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 April 2000,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking at J.C.Whitney Part #13XZ2560W Lip Bulb weatherstrip.It shows the same
cross section design as the stock trim and dimensions,as listed in catalog,appear close to
the original.Was planning on ordering some today as it just came down in price in their
current sale catalog.25'roll is 28.95...had been 38.99.
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas top POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 April 2000,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>260
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased an M37 top from Weebee.I first requested samples from Beachwood
(732/929-3168),New Life(802/827-6124)and Weebee(888/632-5684).Beachwood was
about 3 times the cost of the other two,so they were out.The Weebee canvas was a good
bit heavier than New Life so I went with them.The workmanship and fit was good.I had
to wait about 6-8 weeks but it was around Christmas when I ordered.Weebee's current
price for the M715 top is $265,New Life's is $210.
SUBJECT>bed mounts POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Monday,
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24 April 2000,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>300
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just pulled off the bed of my truck and was wondering if anyone has a source for the
shock mount(rubber pieces)?I could probably reuse the ones I have but would like some
new ones.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:bed mounts POSTER>VaM715 EMAIL>LBruffeyjr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 April 2000,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawyhktnQ9zwQ PREVIOUS>299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can supply new bed mounts for $8.00 per set of 2 parts.This would be the 3"od x 1"
thick and the 2"od x 1"thick.Both have the 1/2"hole.If my memory is right,you will
need 6 sets.This would total out to $48.00 plus $6.00 for shipping.I can be reached at
LBruffeyjr@aol.com.
VaM715
SUBJECT>She might be runnin'soon POSTER>Tom Lovinggood.EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Wednesday,26 April 2000,at 10:51
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone that has been following my posts has learned of my frustration with my 715.
She arrived in good shape from Memphis Equipment,but under-went some problems that
could not be overcome.Just by accident,I met a 725 owner who worked on the beasts
while in the Marine Corp.After begging and begging him to come over to my house,I
finally coaxed him over tonight.He had my engine apart in about 5 mintues and we had
the problem diagnosed in another 5--bad coil.Everything checked out in great shape,so I
will get a new coil and will be on my way soon.He pleaded with me not to swap out the
230 engine for a chevy 350.He said that the 230 will last a lot longer than I will,so we
will see.I will post another letter next week after I get the new coil in.Thanks to all who
offered so much help and advice
SUBJECT>ALTERNATOR PROBLEM POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krob179445@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 April 2000,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my alt has stopped working.i can get a GM style locally for $130.00 or send off the old
one to be rebuilt for $200.00.do any of you know where to get parts for our alt's?i can
rebuild myself if i can get new parts.
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>frame and axle colors POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Friday,28 April 2000,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question?What color were the axles and frames painted on M715's when they rolled out
the door new?I wonder was it OD or black....er grease...ha,ha..
Thanks........JeepinAl
SUBJECT>Re:Lights wiring POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 May 2000,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I'm not sure if this will help much since my truck is an early model,but here's some of the
wire letters and numbers and where they go to on my truck.
J :460 :Front Right Blinker
L :461 :Front Left Blinker
E :22-460 :Right Rear Blinker
K :22-461 :Left Rear Blinker
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:frame and axle colors POSTER>Dbaumanjr
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 May 2000,at 7:49 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My '715's frame &axles are black.Though they were repainted,at one time,OD.
They'll black again,once I start the resto.
Darryl
4-67 m715
SUBJECT>Air cleaner decal,etc.POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 May 2000,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a source for the semi-circular decal
that is stuck to the mushroom shaped cap on the aircleaner
inlet?
How about part numbers for the alternator brgs?
Thanks to those who slave to make this site possible!
Darryl
SUBJECT>Temperature POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 May 2000,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
363 366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My kaiser has been running at about 180 degrees.It seems to me this is a bit hot but it's
full of coolant.Is this the avg.running temp?Any suggestions if it's not?
SUBJECT>Re:Temperature POSTER>toughguy EMAIL>dadiank@ndak.net
DATE>Monday,8 May 2000,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>362
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is the average temp,mine runs about 190,keep running her you don't have any
problems
SUBJECT>clutch linkage on 350 conversion POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,11 May 2000,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the best way to handle the clutch linkage on a Chev 350 conversion.We have the
Novak motor adapter in and the motor mounts fabricated.Now we are sitting here
looking at the clutch.Your help is appreciated.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:clutch linkage on 350 conversion POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 May 2000,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>378 NEXT>401
LINKNAME>Novak Adapters LINKURL>http://www.novak-adapt.com/
Tom,
I've seen a few Novak installations in M715's and they are really very simple whe
following Novak's instructions.I have emailed you a PDF file I recently received from
Novak which shows detailed instructions on how to do a typical clutch linkage.I'm not.sure if they can also be found
on Novak's new website,but there is contact information
there if anyone else is interested.I've been discussing the motormounts with Eric at
Novak while setting up my M715 with the diesel 6.2 and Eric has indicated they just
recently developed a rubber mounted motormount setup for the Chevy Smallblocks.Their
website should be listed just below this post.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 Torque Specs for Detroit No-Spin POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 May 2000,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>397 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rusty,
This is a repost from previous:
I posted a picture from the -24 manual on the photo page on the Yahoo club site under
Technical Illustrations.The following text refers to that picture and is word for word
from the -24 manual.It refers to the reassembly of the stock gears but the same procedure
and torque values should still apply if you are putting in a locker.
11-5.Axle Disassembly
Refer to Fig.11-2 (the picture I posted)
a.Remove the axle shafts......
b.Remove the housing cover and four cap screws holding the two differential side
bearing caps in position.Make sure there are matching letters or some type of
identification marks on the caps and housing so that each cap can be reinstalled in the
same position and location from which is is removed.
cde.....etc.
11-10.Axle Assembly
a.Assemble the differential gear set.
b.Install the differential gear set in the differential case.Align the marks made on
disassembly and fasten the case together with cap screws 35 to 55 lb-ft.
c.Check side gear clearance as described in Par.11-9 (not included here)
d.Align the marks on disassembly.Install ring gear on the differential case.
e.Install cap screws.Torque screws 100-120 lb-ft.
11-11
abc,etc....
i.Tap the unit carefully into place with soft mallet,making sure ring gear teeth mesh with
the pinion teeth.
j.Install bearing caps,matching their markings with those on the carrier.
k.Apply sealing compound to the screw threads.Torque the screws 70 to 90 lb-ft.
etc...
Hope this helps,
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:clutch linkage on 350 conversion POSTER>Ala
EMAIL>komual@showme.missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,17 May 2000,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>379 NEXT>403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Umm...what transmission and bellhousing are you using...I used a chevy
cast iron bellhousing,and the Midway supplies adapter to the stock t-98 4 speed.Their kit
came with a new bracket to hang the clutch linkage from,you have to shorten the tube by
about 1 1/2''.Leo Porter at Midway Supplies in Irving TX for more info...
SUBJECT>Re:Alternator or a generator POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Saturday,1 July 2000,at 1:09 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>601
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Thanks Jon.I was wondering.....
Al T....
SUBJECT>Hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Sunday,2 July 2000,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the civilian number for the filter for the hood mounted air cleaner?
Thanks
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Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>Dale A.Wey
EMAIL>snakeyes@nacs.net DATE>Sunday,2 July 2000,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi ,contact Anthony at AB Linn he had a bunch of them,
SUBJECT>New Archives POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Sunday,2
July 2000,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just uploaded some new archives,up to message 1000.
I also put in an index of the first 1000 messages,these first 1000 cover most of the topics
that are being brought up all of the time.
Enjoy,
Jim
SUBJECT>Got a squeaky hood?POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Monday,3 July 2000,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a part number for the rubber bumper that goes on the Mushroom head bolt that
supports each corner of your hood.The adjusters,above the headlight.I just replaced
mine on the 715 and my wagoneer.
Anyway it's a Jeep Dealer part number #J0958556 "BUMPER"I paid about 7.00 bucks.
Did not see this previously posted and thought I would throw this out there....
JeepinAl
SUBJECT>Re:Another source for tires POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.coom DATE>Monday,3 July 2000,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>600 NEXT>611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of tires are they??NDT's??
SUBJECT>power steering +brakes POSTER>mike EMAIL>Bmikew@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 July 2000,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am new to this just picked up a m725 looking for a way to put power steering and brakes
on this monster
SUBJECT>Dana 60 differential question POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>613 614 621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh learned differential wizards:
Are the ring &pinion in the front of my M715(Dana 60)
identical to the ring &pinion from the rear differential
of a donor vehicle with a Dana 60?I'm wondering if the
teeth are cut in the same direction.
I've acquired a 4.56:1 R&P for a Dana 70 &now I'm
searching for the correct set for the front.
Thanks a bunch!
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Another source for tires POSTER>woody EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net
DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>608
NEXT>612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heck NO
these are the great m-715 tires
that i run and others
that came off the allmighty HUMVEE~!
sizes are 36 x 12.50 x 16.5 GOODYEAR M/T pattern Bias
37 x 12.50 x 16.5 GOODYEAR A/t pattern RADIAL
does anybody know a local recapper to cap some
big MUD type tread on these RADIALs??????
SUBJECT>Re:Another source for tires POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>611
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just understand Tom that these tires off of the (gag)almighty Humvee will go on your
rims quite easily,but being that they are 16.5 and your rims are 16 they will not hold the
air too good,if you have custom rims that hold 16.5 tires than you might want to go to
some of the Humvee lists and find what they really think of those tires.
Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 differential question POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't profess to be an expert here,but,I am under the impression that front differentials.use "reverse
rotation"gears due to the backward configuration....maybe you should check
Dana's website...they should have something on this...
Sorry I couldn't help more.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 differential question POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>610 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darryl,
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The front and rears differential gears are different.
I too just bought a 4.56 set for the rear from Reider Racing.
Reider knows these trucks and can fix you up with a set for the front also.I shopped
around a few weeks back and Reider had the best prices of all the places I checked.
By the way,if you are looking for Lockers,Reider is a little high on price.Randy's Ring
and Pinion seems to have the best price on rear lockers for now.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:power steering +brakes POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Friday,7 July 2000,at 3:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the vacuum booster and master cylinder from a 1970 wagoneer.I have been told
that this setup will never work but the truck stops every time.
Richard
SUBJECT>New Pics Up POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Saturday,8
July 2000,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>618 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've added quite a few new pics in the Misc Photos section...Go to gallery number 3,a lot
of the mud ones are from a power wagon rally back east -lots of mud.
Just for fun I also put the pics of the duece going through the mud,i figured you would all
enjoy that...but mainly for NE715 pleasure.
Have fun
SUBJECT>Vibration 50mph 1 sec on/1sec off POSTER>tornadosix
EMAIL>tradervic@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,9 July 2000,at 1:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently bought a M-725.All the running gear seems to be the same as a 715.It has
19,000 miles.I've got a vibration that is noticable at speeds from 30-55 mph.At 50mph it
will last 1 sec on and 1 sec off.I've checked most everything that would be obvious like
wore out u-joints.I looked at the wheels,no balance weights.The vibration feels like
something is out of balance like maybe a drive shaft is unbalanced or off center.Could
somebody with vibration troubleshooting experience list some things for me to check.I.know this question could be
anything.Thanks,T6
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics Up POSTER>Alan EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Sunday,9 July 2000,at 1:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>616
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I can say is COOL,looks like those dueces will go just about
anywhere,I haven't been brave yet with mine and try it out in the
really nasty stuff although droptt has been trying to get me to test it.I figure if I get it
stuck what the hell is gunna pull me out?I don't have a winch :-(
Alan
SUBJECT>brake lights/230 head POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 July 2000,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715's rear turn signals and brake lights quit working.The tail lights still come on
when the "service drive"switch is on.The signals to the front still work,as do the front
emergency flashers.I just got this thing running about two months ago.All the wiring is
intact,and the rear lights were working before,but now they stopped,and I don't have a
24v circuit tester.Any ideas?Second question:I have a spare 230 engine that is running.I
was thinking about pulling the head off,and having ten-thousandths shaved off to
increase the compression.I did this with a 401 in my cj-5 and noticed no drawbacks.
Would there be any drawbacks to doing this to the 230?I just had this motor rebuilt
(expensive)and I have no plans of doing an engine swap,'cause now I'm broke!Any
suggestions/input would be greatly appreciated.thanks,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Message Board Changes POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Sunday,9 July 2000,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just made a few changes to the message boards,If anyone has any opinions on the
changes please post them on the website board in the members section.
I moved the For Sale and Wanted boards from the members section to the open section,
I've felt that if we have something to sell or something we need,it should be available to
everyone that comes to the site,the more eyes that see these (whether they are members
or not)the better chance we have to either sell or get the items we need.
Of course this will be monitered and if it gets out of hand and people start trying to sell
weight loss programs or insurance on the boards we will make a change.
So now when you click on public boards it will take you to the menu for these boards...
Please post in the correct boards,no for sale or wanted items on the open board and so on,
this will make it easier to find what we need and dump what we don't.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 differential question POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com DATE>Monday,10 July 2000,at 11:02 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the ring and pinion are from a rear Dana 60 off another vechile,they "should"fit and be
the same.I think the only times you'll find that the Dana 60 gears are different are in the
Ford front axles with reverse rotation gears and in some of the High power muscle cars,
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like with the mopar stuff...
But Generally all Dana 60 gears will fit,another thing to remember that different carriers
are needed for different ratios...I think that
for the dana 60 the carriers are 4.10 and down and 4.56 and up...
The rear Dana 70 gears are different from the front Dana 60 different size gears,the
differential covers are interchangeable.
Hope this helps some...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights/230 head POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 July 2000,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>619
NEXT>623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the lights go,an analog tester that will handle up to 1000 V DC can be had
pretty cheap...bout $20 I paid...
On the head,I have thought about this....the civilian engine used a full point more
compression than the military engine....7.5 vs.8.5...but due to the OHC,I have wondered
about the timing chain...its length will change if the head is shaved.In the service
manuals for the civilian engine I found that they used shims when shaving the head to
keep the height of the cam at the same point as before mods were done.They are still
available in .005,.010 and .020 if anyonne is interested.
This leads me to believe that it isnt a good idea to shave much off the head.Maybe
carefully working with the chain tensioner,a guy could take care of the added 'slop'...a
new chain would be a good thought too,unstreched.
The civilian head is simialiar physically to the military head but due to differences at the
front of the civvy motor,motor mounts/timing chain cover/water pump,the head is not a
direct bolt on.
I still have to find a mil head off the motor to do more comparisons....I have a civvy head
in my shop and dont want to pull my truck aopart just to look...anyone have one they ca
take some good pics of,preferably with a measure in the pics???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights/230 head POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 July 2000,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,think I'll postpone the head shave.Sounds like more work than I
really feel like doing.Especially since the motor only has 750 miles off of a fresh rebuild.
Again,thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>Best place to get starter button?POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Tuesday,11 July 2000,at 11:03 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>628
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The starter button is burned out in my 715.I had hoped to be able to find one locally,but
so far no luck.Any ideas?Which surplus place would be best if I have to order it?
SUBJECT>Place to buy tires POSTER>Meateater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 July 2000,at 1:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>626 658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finally made my mind up to buy the Power Kings.I have heard several of you all
talk about bad experiences with National /Discount Tires,does anyone know what place
will give you the best deal with good service for the ones I am looking for?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 July 2000,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>625
NEXT>627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a problem with Discount tires shipping tires to my local dealer,the local dealer not
checking where the tire was in the UPS shipping network,the local dealer not able to get
the proper inner tubes after assuring me that it would be no problem.They said they could
order from California if I paid an extra $100 for shipping.The local dealer didn't call
when the last tire did show up a couple weeks later.Discount tire didn't work on split
rims (understandable).I am happy with the Buckshot tires.Discount tires was $60 to $85
cheaper per tires then every other shop in town.I guess you get what you pay for and I
didn't pay much for customer service.Just my story
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 July 2000,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>626
NEXT>637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you live somwhere in my area,Wisconsin,you can order them from Pomps tire for,last
I checked,$127 each.
I think they are just in Wisconsin though they might be in the surrounding states a little
bit,I know they aren't national.
Also,II found out one of the auto parts stores,used to be All-Car,now bought out by
Checker,could order them.You might check a few of the local places special order
books....not saying it will work but you never know...
GOOD LUCK!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get starter button?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 July 2000,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would try:
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AB Linn
Memphis Equipment
Surplus City.I'm sure the latter 2 have it,AB Linn is usually less expensive and probably has it too.
If you need more info,check the links page here on this site.
brute4c
SUBJECT>69 M-715 POSTER>Joe Scotti EMAIL>scotti@mediaone.net
DATE>Thursday,13 July 2000,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking to purchase an M715 and found one with a "blueprinted"Ponitac 455
Engine,Ranger OD unit and SM 465 4 spd trans.It is equipped with a fisher plow.Any
thoughts on this rig are greatly appreciated.He is asking $5k or bo.Please drop me a
email.Thanks!
SUBJECT>heart transplant POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,
13 July 2000,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>631 632
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of the first things i wanted to do when i got my m715 was pull out the tornado and
put in an inline 6 cyl.diesel.anybody out there had any experience doing this,and in
particular with an Onan engine (locally available and CHEAP).
also,while the guage set looks original,some of the guages do not light at night (i
discovered this on my first "midnight run"to the video store).could someone explain the
mysteries of this red-light system on the dashboard?
appreciate any help.
thanks,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge lighting POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 July 2000,at 1:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>630 NEXT>634 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jay,
Typical civilian aftermarket gauges usually each have there own light bulb that mounts
inside a hole in the back of the gauge and provides light for just that single gauge.
On the M715,all 5 original gauges including the speedometer get their light commonly
from two light bulbs which are installed from the front of the instrument panel behind
those two little plastic covered caps.Those two lights basically light up everything behind
the dash where each of the gauges have little slotted holes in them allowing the light to
enter from the sides and illuminate the gauge readings.Also the housings which the bulbs
fit into are made from red plastic which results in kind of a red glow being cast onto all
the gauges.It is not very bright,but usually just bright enough to read the gauges.I
suspect the brightness and color are what the military chose for night driving while under
blackout conditions so overhead aircraft and other enemy positions couldn't see them.
If you happen to have some aftermarket gauges installed,then they probably don't have
the slotted holes in the sides and the M715 lighting would not illuminate them.In those.cases if you want them lit
up,you will probably have to install the typical lighting method
which came with that kind of gauge.Although it wouldn't be red unless you could find a
red bulb to put in it.
If your gauges are all original,but some are not lit up,I would suspect one of the two
bulbs may be burnt out or the slotted holes in the gauge side may be blocked.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:69 M-715 POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Friday,
14 July 2000,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>629 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buy it!!
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge lighting POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,14 July 2000,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>632
NEXT>643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yup,
i have 3 dash lights,two of which seem to work.the only guage that is lit by any of these
three "redlights"is the fuel guage.all other guages,though a perfect fit and even a close
aesthetic match don't light up.i'm considering remving them and slotting them myself
until i come across some genuine parts.
just came back from a drive in the beast (around the subdivision).she cranked just fine
after 2 weeks of sitting.biggest priority is tires.i want to find some good surplus military
tires (is that an oximoron?)i'm still looking.
SUBJECT>throttle cable POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Friday,14
July 2000,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>636 653
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody out there ever have to replace their throttle cable?mine sticks in the "floored"
position!any part numbers i could take to NAPA?or anybody got a good one they'd like
to sell?
respond here or email.
thanks,jay
SUBJECT>Re:throttle cable POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 July 2000,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>635
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NEXT>651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never heard of replacing one unless the engine was swapped for something else...course
that don't mean you don't have a problem there....
Have you checked the routing to make sure that the cable isn't hanging up somewhere?
Also,is the throttle return sping mounted properly and does it have good tension.
If these are ok,I would try Memphis Equipment or Surplus City...if AB Linn doesn't have.it...
Good luck...oh,I do not know of a civilian equivalent.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>billy EMAIL>overkill2@cox-internet.com
DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>627
NEXT>638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try this www.natltire.com they are not the cheepist but maybe they can help
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>637
NEXT>652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just be careful,my experiences with National Tire were nothing but bad,they sent the
wrong tires,claimed they were the ones that I wanted,even though I had e-mail's back
and forth to show that they were not the right tires,then once I had switched to the new
tire,they wanted me to pay to ship the wrong ones back to them (which I wouldn't),
finally after waiting for the new tires I had to contact them to find out that they were
back-ordered and had no idea how long it would take to get the tires.I told them to shove
both orders of tires up their a**es,and I still had to contact them three more times to have
the credit card charges removed (they still had both sets of orders in their books and had
charged my card for both sets even though they had never sent me the right tires).
I told them that I would never buy anything from them and that I would pass the word...
so this is the word.
SUBJECT>power steering POSTER>mike EMAIL>Bmikew@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
15 July 2000,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>640 644
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking to put power steering on a m725 .i am new to this and looking for the any
sugestions thanks
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>639
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Become a member,click on the archive button to the left...download the archive and do a
search on power steering...Lots of info!!!
SUBJECT>Front locking hub question POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>642 647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everyone,got a question that hopefully someone can answer.I found a '66 J-200
stepside pickup in a local wrecking yard today.It has a 230 tornado engine (of which I
liberated a few parts of of)and a pair of "Cutlas"locking hubs on the front end (I don't
know the front end model).Externally,they resemble the "Selectro"hubs,but I have
never had a chance to look at the internals of the Selectro.Will these hubs work on the.dana-60 on my M-715?Thanks
for any help,Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Front locking hub question POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold,
The Selectro/Mile Marker Hubs have been marketed under a couple different brand
names in the past.Also many of the parts are interchangeable between different models.
However I'm relatively sure the hubs you found on the 66 J200 will not bolt right on to
the M715 even though some parts may be the same.My hubs were in need of some
replacement internal parts,so I contacted Mile Marker and asked.They faxed me a
exploded view showing the part numbers of each piece.I also searched their webpage
which has a nice cross section showing which hubs fit which vehicles.The only other
vehicle that came close was the 58-67 Dodge W300.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge lighting POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,15 July 2000,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of the three stock dash lights,the center one should be just used as a high beam indicator.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,16 July 2000,at 2:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>639
NEXT>645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AGR Steering makes everything you would need.I have talked to then a few times and
they were very knowledgeble and friendly
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 July 2000,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>644
NEXT>649 665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Do these people offer the bracketry to mount a power
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steering pump to the original Tornado engine?Or are we
assuming that everyone has a Cheby v-8 in their trucks?
IF they do have the Tornado bracketry,I'd like their
address &phone number!
Thanks,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Transfer case help please!POSTER>VaM715 EMAIL>LBruffeyjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 July 2000,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawyhktnQ9zwQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am loosing about a 1/2 quart a month from the rear oil
seal in the transfer case.From
what I see in the manuals,the rear drive can be removed by itself.Is it better to take the
tranny out and do this or can it be done while in the truck?Also,is it possible to just
remove the rear yoke only and get the oil seal out without disassebling the rear drive?
Any help here will be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>no--more POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 July 2000,at 3:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a pair of those in Phoenix,on a MINT like,64 Wag--which as you know was not
the toughest front axle.From my detailed single photo I took,as a memento,they are
nowhere near as tough as the Selectro's I've got parked outside.The Selectro's are much
burlier in appearance and looking at the installation diagram,I'll guess internally as well.
The front axle on that thing is a 44 at best,the pickups have only used a 60 in the rear.I
think maybe the earlier ones were even weaker than that,the wag's used a 27?or some
lower number like that LOL....But free that Jtruck of everything you can use,those 230
civvy's are getting harder to find.Also be aware that White Owl,in Kinston NC has
literally many many 230's in various states of repair.I've seen them in person and it is
really something.
SUBJECT>National FE Shirts POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 2:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the LAST week to order your shirts for the National FE.There will be very limited
quantities for sale in KY.
If you would like to order one contact me at
bennetta@nque.com
Include:
shirt style:T-shirt,Tank Top,or sweatshirt
Size
quanitity desired of each.
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>645
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daryl--
I have a Chevy 350 in my 715,but they might be able to come up with something to help
you--they are on the Web at agrsteering.com
SUBJECT>Important info POSTER>scott perkins EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 July
2000,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>654 655 661
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good news,dana 70 no-spin units from Randy's ring &pinion.I just.orderd mine for only $194.00.Also I just ordered a
set of milemarker
selectro hubs from Autozone for only $195.88 I have searched long and hard for these
prices.Good Luck to all.Now I can't wait to install
them on my 715.
Scott Perkins
SUBJECT>Re:throttle cable POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>636
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will get with memphis equipment.the throttle cable is $40.as for the return spring,the
tension is not what i'd like,and i have no idea how it is supposed to be mounted,mines
anchored to a small hole in the top of a fin on the valve cover.
looked closer at mine,the dpressed pedal causes the cable to "shorten"at the carb.the
cable is pulled down,and that is where mine seems to bind up,there is an offset,and the
exploded diagram shows a spacer in the linkage at the carb.arm.mine has no spacer that
would keep the line of travel of the cable straight down...hope this makes sense...
i'll let you know how it turns out.
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>638
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the story about National Tire.The opinion or experience,good or bad,is what
this message board is all about.We can then make up our minds if we want to take a
chance with a company or not.If the company wants to rebut any claims,let them.
Enough complaints will hurt a bad company,recommendations will help the good ones.
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:throttle cable POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
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DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>635
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Memphis Equipment cable is an excellent cable.I have just purchased one along
with a lot of other genuine military parts new in boxs.Al
SUBJECT>Re:Important info POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>650
NEXT>657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The no spin units,is the price you quoted for both front &rear ends.How do they work?
Are they some kind of lockers?Al
SUBJECT>Re:Important info POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The no spin units,is the price you quoted for both front &rear ends.How do they work?.Are they some kind of
lockers?Can you give me a address &number?Al
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case help please!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 July 2000,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Vam!!
I had to do a clutch on mine a few years ago....while I was in there taking everything
apart,I changed the 4 oil seals in the tcase as well as the tranny's output seal.Not too hard
to do.If you only need one seal on the rear of the tcase,you can drop the driveshaft or
remeve the brake drum,whichever you need,and replace the seal and reassemble.The
yokes on the tcase torque to 140-160 ft-lbs...
Hope that does it for you,if you need more,post away!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Important info POSTER>Scott Perkins EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
July 2000,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>654 NEXT>660
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL-the no-spin unit is basicly the same as the detroit locker.It is
made by the same co.This unit is made for the dana 70 rear diff.only.
This unit will give true 2 wheel drive in the rear and only unlock when under extream
conditions such as sharp conoring on dry pavement.
I paid only $195.00 for this unit at Randy's ring +pinion best damn
price anyware.So let's lock that mother up.
Good Luck
Scott Perkins
SUBJECT>Re:Place to buy tires POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 July 2000,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>625
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for anybody interested,so far the cheapest source for the original military 9.00 X 16 NDT
8ply i've found has been White Owl.i emailed a wish list of priority items for the beast,
and he sent a reply with prices the next day.
memphis equipment was as quick and helpful over the phone,but in general seem a little
more expensive,but not by much.
SUBJECT>350 swap POSTER>Josh EMAIL>jfranklin77@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 July 2000,at 2:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaaSwOOwiKODc PREVIOUS>NEXT>662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for some info on doing a 350 swap without adapters.I'll use a 4 or 5 speed
tranny.I'm wondering if the transfer case will mount up and how and whats the best
tranny to use also some problems I might run into along the way wtith the engine.Any
help would be appreciated and thank you in advance.!
SUBJECT>Re:Important info POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net.DATE>Wednesday,19 July 2000,at 6:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,A Detroit will not unlock as you describe it .It will let the outside wheel turn faster
(override ),than the inside wheel during a turn.It will not unlock.----------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Important info POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>jeepclown@worldinter.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 July 2000,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,Must be nice.The locker for my front 2 1/2 ton axle was $500 and the hubs were
$380.
SUBJECT>Re:350 swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 July 2000,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>659 NEXT>663 666 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Swapping in a different engine and tranny will require a custom driveshaft to be made to
go between the tranny and transfercase.You may want to get a price estimate on that
before you commit to go that route.The transfer case is "divorced"from the tranny so it is
definitely do-able.You will also need to fabricate some kind of rear tranny to
crossmember mounts.Also the transfercase shifters and Emergency Brake lever currently
bolts to the side of the stock tranny and would need some supports fabricated to hold
them.You may also have to cut a new hole in the sheetmetal where the shifter comes up
through the floor.
I have no expertise in advising what trannys are best.
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Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:350 swap POSTER>Jesse EMAIL>the_hurricane@dr-dre.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 July 2000,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>662
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Josh-
hi i am jesse,i am interested also in putting a 350 in a kaiser,and i too am not sure what
is involved,so if u get any information on totally what is involved,if u would be willing
to pass on the knowledge u can email me @:the_hurricane@dr-dre.com.
Thanks,
Jesse
SUBJECT>Correction POSTER>Scott Perkins EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 July
2000,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I told everyone i paid $195.00 for my detroit no-spin unit.That is wrong,it cost $295.00
from Randy's ring+pinion.Still a good deal.
Sorry I did not mean to mislead anyone.Scott Perkins
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20 July
2000,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>645 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All you need for a bracket is a welder/torch,scrap metal,and some inginuity!Maybe a
drill.
SUBJECT>you need expertise?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 July
2000,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>662 NEXT>669 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well look no further---I find it hard to imagine there is any better tranny choice than the
wonderful SM465,if you like stick,or the rugged th400 if you like slush.If they are
mated to a 350 you are good to go.They are cheap to find,cheap to rebuild.The 465 will
pop out of 3rd at slooow speeds,that's about all.Both can be built w/burly aftermarket
parts,but they're tough as heck as is.
how do i know?i ...own...two...(to paraphrase Rush)
actually I've owned 3 465's,they were all unbreakable,and believe me I tried on the first
2.
SUBJECT>thottle cable adjustment POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,23 July 2000,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i installed a new throttle cable (from Memphis equipment)today.it looks the same as
what came off,but there is a slight difference in the cable length.the new one appears a
little short.i hooked everything up and works much better now,except the short cable
causes the engine to idle high.
i found an adjustment for the cable length at the gas pedal,and that gave alot of
adjustment,but i've moved it as far out as i can,and the engine still idles at about 1000
rpm.if i could just get another 1/4"of adjustment somewhere...
is there any other way to get the length i need,or something so obvious i'm not seeing it?
any help certainly appreciated.
btw:
i drove the beast into work friday.the only spot i could park in (turning radius of a
battleship)was the president of the company,directly in front of the front entrances.
everyone warned me he'd be mad,but he was very excited about the truck and asked me
to pop the hood,he couldn't beleive it had a 32 yr old ohc engine.he did describe it as
"heavy,my god look at that sheet metal".
truck drove fine 35 miles one way.
SUBJECT>Chat POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Monday,
24 July 2000,at 3:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jon,Jim,Ed,this is your assignment should you accept it.Find us a chat program
for this
page,or somewhere that is reliable that we all can log on to for chatting.YAHOO
sucks!!!!!This message will self destruct some day.:-)Good luck!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:you need expertise?POSTER>Josh EMAIL>jfranklin77@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>666
NEXT>673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all your help.Is there anything else,ie.will the 350 fit,that I should know
about the swap?Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Bighurt/shiping parts POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt--
Do you anticipate that you can ship parts soon?Advise?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:thottle cable adjustment POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>667
NEXT>677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did a little more looking at the problem.turns out the new throttle cable that seems
identical to the old one is a little shorter in cable length only.
the gas pedal adjsutment did not compensate enough.
i flipped the mounting bracket at the intake manifold upside down and gained the
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adjustment needed.works great!
should this engine idle at about 400rpm?it sounds pretty good to me,but it's been awhile
since my ear was calibrated.
SUBJECT>Re:Chat POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>668
NEXT>674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I second the motion.I got yahooed and couldn't even get back to the home page for the
rest of the night.
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:you need expertise?POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>669
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,the 350 with a sm465 will fit with a about 12"drive shaft to the stock transfer case.
The drive shaft cost me $100 a few years ago.On mine,the transmission yoke is about an
inch higher then the transfer case yoke.
Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:Chat POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Monday,24.July 2000,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>672 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree,I think it's time for someplace new to chat.I couldn't even get onto the homepage
at all Sun.nite.Is MSN any better?
SUBJECT>Re:Bighurt/shiping parts POSTER>bighurt
EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil DATE>Monday,24 July 2000,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>670 NEXT>676 680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,Parts were sent a while back.I packed it myself.(PACK&MAIL wanted $19.50 for
bubble wrap!!)Do not know what the holdup is.The shop I use was also closed for a short
period of time,so the carrier was held "hostage".Other than that delay,things went
well.Should receive any day now.Please contact me if it doesn't arrive by the weekend.I
have a tracking number.Thanks.BIGHURT
SUBJECT>Re:Bighurt/shiping parts POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,25 July 2000,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for writing--package has not arrived yet--let me know if I ow you more money--
am happy to pay for parts--thanks again--tom
SUBJECT>Re:thottle cable adjustment POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 July 2000,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>671
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the book goes,the idle speed is listed as 600-650 rpm....personally I prefer
having mine in the 450 area as it has a lot less tendancy to diesel after running a good
distance on the highway.It used to do it pretty badly,lowered the idle and it rarely if eer
does it know.
your choice though...
brute4c
SUBJECT>covering old ground POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 July 2000,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>679 686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm sure this has been discussed a thousand times here,but could anyone tell me what
type of transmission i have in my stock m715 and is there any "easy"(no adapters
required)engine swap?
looking for something that might be TBI or EFI,but carburated will do
after talking to some deisel shops here in town,i've just about decided not to try a deisel.
it's a seldom driven truck and would sit around for a couple of weeks undriven.a deisel
won't rev up to the required rpm to reach a highway speed (60 mph).
if anybody has any input otherwise or can offer some good advice about a painless swap,
i'd sure appreciate it..maybe even offer you the electric thing that was bolted to my firewall.don't ask me what
it was,it wasn't wired up so i dismounted it.looks like either a 24v voltage regulator or
some solid-state flasher assembly.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 July 2000,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>678
NEXT>681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay ,It's a T-98.I don't know of anything that just bolts up.It's fairly easy to swap in a
engine/transmission combo.-----Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Bighurt/shiping parts POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 July 2000,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>675
NEXT>682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt,I didn't know if you got my message,I want your windshield,if you'll let me
know shipping,I will send you the money.E-Mail at cheanac@aol.com
Thank you
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 July 2000,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>679
NEXT>684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you use any motor and transmision combo,the divorced t-case makes that conection
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easy.Just lengthen or shorten the driveshaft to suit.
That is definetly not all there is to it!Just that part is easy.
I've been working on mine off and on for 8 months and it still hasn't fired up yet!
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Bighurt/shiping parts POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 July 2000,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt--
Still no parts havae arrived yet?maybe I am just too anxious for the UPS to come visit
me?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Wheelin in CO POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Thursday,27 July 2000,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In case anyone is interested,Alan and I are leaving tomorrow around noon to go to
Colorado.We are meeting with some of the CFSJA (Colorado Full Size Jeep
Association)members and going to do up to do the Crystal mountain trail.If anyone
would like to come join us you are more than welcome to.We are meeting in Loveland at
the Target store just off I-25 and hwy 34 at 9:00 a.m.Saturday morning.Hope to maybe
see some of you there..Pam
SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>Thomas Puett
EMAIL>twp@mail.reinhardt.edu DATE>Friday,28 July 2000,at 1:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>681 NEXT>685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy,
maybe i'm mistaken but it seems that if i use a T-18 bellhousing from a 70's truck wagon
etc without the "spacer/adapter"between the bellhousing-transmission i can drop a 258-
304-360 in ....
but maybe i don't remember so good after all of these jeeps i've been workin on for the
last 15 years....
but that is how i remember it....
you can verify it with the folks at advance adapters ifn ya want to...
fyi
SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 July 2000,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>684 NEXT>704 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not the expert,but I think part of the problem is the input shaft length.The tranny
input shaft on the M715 is longer then many applications and may have to be changed
before a Jeep/AMC engine will bolt in.
Rollie
SUBJECT>not really any PAINLESS swap...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
28 July 2000,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>678 NEXT>687
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think anything will bolt right in without at least SOME modifications.AMC
motors will go in w/minor bolt-on mods,using factory parts,but the transmission will
need to be modified into a 2wd version,OR you will have to figure something out to use
the AMC transfer case...I suppose you could find an AMC car tranny...
Chevy engines need new motor mounts/crossmembers,but you can throw in a 205 and a
bomber manual tranny...
about nothing will be easy though....sorry!=)
SUBJECT>Re:not really any PAINLESS swap...POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Friday,28 July 2000,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>686 NEXT>743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a Ford 302 with truck 4 spd.mounts worked on engine,had to use rear sump oil
pan to clear front dif.,then had to do spring-over to clear headers.There may be another
stile header that would have worked,I don't know.A 302 may not be large enough for
everyones taste,I just have had a few,and heve found them very reliable,which to me is
very important,they also have good quick low end.They also use a front distributer,so.no firewall mods were needed.I
did have to modify the trans mount,as the Ford
bellhousing is a few inches shorter.Plus I had one that was slightly modified in my shop
when I brought mudclod home.So...as was said,there is no easy swap.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Bighurt/POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,29 July 2000,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt--
Parts arrived today--thank you--let me know if I owe you anymore money.Tom L.
SUBJECT>Electric Wiper Blades POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,29 July 2000,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>691 694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone removed the vaccuum motors for the wiper blades and replaced them with
electric motors?Thanks for your help.Tom L.
SUBJECT>Looking forMilitary towing Adapters POSTER>dave kane
EMAIL>davekane1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,29 July 2000,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The military used an adapter on the 715 series truck which connected to the front 'paws'
that are hooked to other vehicles.these adapters are about 10"long x 4"wide x 4"tall.
they are heavy cast steel and hook directly into the place where the round towing shackles
would go.
they have a hole in the middle area where the round shackles can be relocated to and on
the forward end is the approx 2"wide section that
the standard mititary tow bar 'paws'hook to.
I use this kind of tow bar and have only one of these adapters,I need one more.Anyone
have one for sale.
Dave 281.788.3711
SUBJECT>Re:Electric Wiper Blades POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 July 2000,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>689
NEXT>692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have electric wipers on mine.Got the one from JC Whitney in 24 volt,they offer them
in 12 volt also.They are a direct replacement for the stock ones,though you need some
spacers for the back side,no big deal,you'll figure that out easy.Otherwise they word just
fine,though I really don't think they are any faster than the stock vacuum ones.They also
sell the arms and blades for them.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Electric Wiper Blades POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,31 July 2000,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>691 NEXT>693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brutus--
Do you have or remember part #for JC Whitmey?Thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Electric Wiper Blades POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 July 2000,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>692
NEXT>LINKNAME>JC Whitney 24 volt wiper motor
LINKURL>http://jcwhitney.com/SearchCatContainer.jhtml?_DARGS=%
2FSearchCatPart.jhtml
There should be a link below to take you directly to JC Whitneys page with the 24 volt
wiper motor.
The SKU#listed on the page is 89ZX9920U in case you have any trouble with the link.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Electric Wiper Blades POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 August 2000,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>689
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the stock windshield wipers from a '79 Wagoneer.With a little modification to the
truck,they fit right in.Then you can use the Wagoneer wiper relay switch that has the
delay wipers.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Wanted Bumper Extender/Tail Light Bracket POSTER>Dan Klatt
EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Thursday,3 August 2000,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for the extender for the rear bumper,right side,that holdes the blackout light and
tail light.It's a two-piece assembly.I could also use a set of seats.
Thanks Dan
SUBJECT>230 tornado POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,6 August
2000,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
since i haven't put a bigger motor in yet,i was curious...does every m715 with the original
motor start at the bottom of a hill wide open (45 mph)and drop quickly to a hill-climbing
25 mph?this is on good paved road.
or is there something wrong with mine?
i had a chance to take mine cross-county about 100 miles,some of it through some pretty
steep hills.i topped off before leaving and then again when i got back.this truck did 97
miles on 9.2 gallons of gas!that seems a little too good to be true.combine that with the
complete lack of hill-pulling power and i wonder if my ne throttle linkage is not letting
me open the throttle all the way up?anybody had any similar experiences?
jay
p.s.if somebody will tell me how,i'll upload a very poor resolution scan of a picture of
the beast..SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado POSTER>scott perkins EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,6 August
2000,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>696 NEXT>699 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well Jay,my 715 seems to be a bit more powerful but not much.First of all dose the ole
230 need tune up?do you have lockout hubs?if not it is a must.It made big differance on
mine.The best price on the milemarker selectro hubs is at autozone for $195.00 Good
luck Scott P -perkm715
SUBJECT>Fording Kit POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a deep water fording kit for an M-715 and was wondering if anyone
knew where I could attain one.
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>697
NEXT>701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This does seem a bit slugish for a stock motor.Some things to check:
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If it has a governor,then top speed is limited to around 45-50,non goverened can go as
fast as you dare turn the motor,but 60 is a good top speed as the books and real
experience tells me.
Are the plugs,cap,rotor,points all in good shape and is the engine timed well.If the
point gap is off or the timing retarded,you would lose big power,bad plugs and such
would give less power,maybe not as dramatic as the points and timing,but definately less
under load.
Is the fuel filter restricted,might try a new one of those.
My truck in stock form lost power on hills,but it had to be pretty steep to lose that much.
I think the hill here in town is listed as a 12%grade,that this happened to me on.Unless
its really steep and long,it shouldnt be that bad.
As far as power upgrades for the 230,you can use the front locking hubs,they do help a
lot,feels like you were driving with the e brake partially on....also you can use the civilia
ignition which has vacuum advance,the mil setup doesn't,which adds some power,
economy,smoothness,and parts like cap,rotor,points,condensor,plugs and wires are
available at Napa cheaper than the mil stuff by far.This is a pretty easy swap....as is using
the civilian intake and carb for the 2 barrel setup.
I have all 3 of these changes on mine and it feels like the truck picked up 50 horse....NOT
KIDDING!!!!!
As far as uploading a picture,email it/them to me at jonmon@pcpros.net and I'll get them
uploaded for you.You cant directly upload to this site,so this is how its done.
Good luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Kit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>698
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This was posted by Steve Davis,one of our members.....should be all you need....
Have original fording kits for M-715 series in stock n.o.s.@$325;lock out hubs $265.00
pr.;T-98 transmission nos,$550.;Cab tops and seat covers in stock...manuals,vehicles....
more.
Steve Davis
405-232-1972
Oklahoma City
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>699
NEXT>716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As it turns out,I do happen to have for sale,a civy distributtor and an intake manifold for
2 barrel.If interested,please advise to this web-site
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>follow up on the weak motor POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
she seems to run just fine,idles great,runs without any skip,no knock,no "dieseling"
upon shutoff.just has absolutely no power when you need it.
the motor will rev up to 4000 rpm and will run there in 3rd gear as long as it can hold
together...i know...my throttle jammed wide open.
i do have selectro hubs in place.
the 24v system has been removed and a 12v system with new alt,distributor,and coil are
in place.the distributor appears to be a gm style,but i could be wrong.i can only time it
by ear,but it seems fine.
i can check the cap,plug gaps,and rest of the ignition system and see how it looks,i'll let
you know how it turns out.
i can't invest alot of time/money in this engine as it has a small crack developing in the
block right behind the water pump.only weeps a little oil,and for now i'll just buy oil,it's
cheap...
thanks for the help...
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,6 August 2000,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>702 NEXT>707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the oil thing aint good...you sure its not a timing cover leak??
Anyway,on the motor,sounds like its running out of power due to the steepness,must be
some good hills out your way...which is where by the way?
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>Thomas Puett
EMAIL>twp@mail.reinhardt.edu DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>685 NEXT>705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
righto....
that's what i was unsure on.....
i believe the t-18 trannies input shaftage is about 2"longer than the older t-98 'case in the
"m"'s .....
i will have one out later this week and will measure that sucker for sure.....
then we can know fer sure....
'cause inquirin minds just gotta know....
back at ya later in the week....
SUBJECT>Re:covering old ground POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think with a little disassembly,the input shafts are interchangeable between the different
models and the T98 and T18.
Rollie
SUBJECT>logo POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com DATE>Monday,7
August 2000,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>709
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whose truck is on the M-715 opening screen next to the M-725???
Just wondering
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>703
NEXT>710 712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no steep hills,just moderate stuff out here in northeast alabama (odenville).
i bought an engine and transmission that were taken out as a unit from another m715
nearby (it underwent a hercules deisel transplant and is doing just fine).this engine is
more original with the military 24v electrical and military ignition.
i intend to find out just what can be done to this engine to really improve the
performance,and build it up on and engine stand before dropping it into the truck.if i can
get just moderate performance out of the original 230 tornado,i'll be more than happy to
forget the headaches of an engine "graft"
i figure the distributor and single barrel carb.would be the first to get upgraded.
how about a rebuild kit for this engine?has anybody resleeved/bored the block,and is the
block strong enough to make the trouble of rebuilding worth the effort?
if anybody needs a t98,let me know.as far as i know,i'll be getting a good t98 bolted to
this engine....SUBJECT>Windsheild POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bighurt,Do you still have that windsheild?I would like to get it from you.Please e-mail
me at cheanac@aol.com.Where are you located?I am in south central Arkansas.Thank
you
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:logo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7
August 2000,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>706 NEXT>711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be Tman's truck,complete with 350 motor,springover in front,disc brakes,
15 inch custom rims and more.
Look through the pictures from last years FE and you can find a bunch of his out
playing....he won best modified truck,the mud pit,and his son driving his truck won the
blindfolded driver course...it has power steering too....
It will be at the FE this year again...come have a look!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The engine has been rebuilt and resleeved by one of our members,I believe the cost was
around $1000 not counting the sleeving...
The biggest drawback to using the 230,in my opinion is the stroke...its 4 3/8ths inch
long,that means torque but low revs,and with 5.87 gears you want revs if you plan on
doing any hiway driving.With the 2 barrel,civvy ignition and hubs on the front,it feels
like a small 8 compared to a stock 230,and mine isn't rebuilt,has 25000 miles on it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:logo POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>709
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks I've been trying to figure that one out for a while
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 August 2000,at 11:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>707 NEXT>715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Jay,
I just rebuilt my 230 back in May.The civilian upgrades really made the difference in my
truck.The rebuild wasn't cheap.Parts alone ran about $800.The most expensive parts
were the main bearings.I most definately could have saved money in the long run by
doing a conversion,but my truck was all original,and I wanted to get it running and
driving as soon as was possible.If you like,you can E-mail me here at this site or at.arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com I can
give you a list of vendors and one or two tips.Good
luck,A.Grassi
SUBJECT>M725 Purchase ????POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently went to look at a M725.It was about 95 %complete I think but has a few
problems.First the plugs are out of the engine and wire were in the back of the
ambulance.The front pass.rear leaf spring mount was broken,the rear drive shaft was
missing and the windshield was gone.Otherwise it still had a radio,anteena,all the
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stretcher stuff and the heater in the rear.Plus all the lights.Now what is the estimated
cost to get the driveshaft and even plugs and wires to see if it will run.The owner wants
around $1000 which seems high to me for one missing so much without knowing if it
even runs.Also did these ever come with winches?How about a pintle hook?One last
question,does the cab seperate from the back cargo area?I really want a M715 but havent
found one and hate to hack this truck up to suit my needs (wood hauler).
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>james mcglasson
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@globalone.net DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 for sale in VA.Nice truck with recent paint,all the canvas,fording kit and 28k
miles $5000 OBO.
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>712
NEXT>719 720 721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send the info.could use any advice and help!
i'm working on borrowing an engine stand,and i'll be picking up an engine and
transmission this saturday.
that's when the fun begins.
i assume that SECO,Memphis,and a couple of other places have rebuild kits.
i'd rather keep the original motor and live with "small v8"performance than doing a
chevy or ford transplant.i have a touch of a purist in me.
i'm still looking for tires.does anybody remember seeing an entry on this board from
somebody in Loganville,GA peddling used tires in our size and tread?
jay
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,8
August 2000,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>701 NEXT>717
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
interested.
tell me more about them,and is there anyway you could get a photo emailed to me or.posted?i'm trying to determine of
the non-military distributor on my truck is the civilia
version or just something somebody has put in and it happens to work.
i'll be rebuilding a 230,and will upgrade the distributor for sure,just don't know if i can
use the one i have now or will be needing to purchase one from you.
the intake manifold is definately an item i need to look at.i assume if you bolt on one of
those,then you can use anybody's aftermarket 2 barrel carb.with adapter plate...
jay
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>716
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do have a picture of the civvy distributor in mine somewhere,will have to get it on line
if its not...cant remember and too busy too look till after the FE...but I'll get there.
As far as the 2 barrel,there are postings on this board already telling the deatils of the
swap,which isnt hard but is a little different....just go to the top of the page and click on
"Search /Personalize Display".Then scroll down and click on the arrow next to the word
"WEEK"in the line that starts "Posted within the last".
Choose the "Several Eons"and then click the "view message index"at the bottom of the
page.You will now see every posting on the board on any subject.By the way....its either
on this open board or on the stock truck board....I forgot which on that too....damn I must
be getting old....
More after the FE...
brute4c
SUBJECT>starter switch POSTER>newbie EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at
8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may sound dumb....but i'm looking at a m-715 sitting behind a guys garage.I've
stopped a few times but he hasn't been in...
I'm pretty sure i can convince him to sell since the neighbor said he never drives it..and
wanted to sell it before but no one wanted it.
My question is....i don't want to look completely stupid.(well less stupid!)How does the
military dash ignition switch work?And what is the shift patern?and which lever puts it
in four wheel.??low range??
I know it's a lot of questions...but thats how you learn things....right?thanks guys!!
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>brns1
EMAIL>creekwalker@pldi.net DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Toby Sexton Tire has 9:00x16 NDT's
Ask for Grant
I think their number is on website
'www.tobysexton.com'
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>Arnold Grassi.EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 August
2000,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,here goes;
Memphis Eq.has all the engine parts.I used Antelope Valley Equipment and Truck parts
(800-521-8518)because they are only an hour away from where I live (in California).
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They were a bit pricier than Memphis,but I think it evened out with what I saved i
shipping.Both carry all necessary parts for a full rebuild.One suggestion,instead of using
the military head gasket,I went on the advice of my builder and used a fel-pro head
gasket.My builder was a mechanic in the army in the fifties (worked on a lot of flat
heads)and does not like the military head gaskets.
I was able to find the two barrel intake and carb in a junk yard,as well as the vacuum
distributor.The only mod you will have to make to the two barrel intake is to tap and
thread a hole for the temp sending unit(this is easy,there is a flat lump on the civvie that
corresponds with the military hole).You will also have to tap and thread a hole below the
carb base for the PCV elbow (this I'll explain later).Be careful so as to not drill into the
water jacket.What I did was pull a plastic spacer with a molded PCV take-off from a 77
Ford Granada.You will have to put longer intake studs to fit this spacer between your
carb and manifold,but this is not bad at all.I dont trust my drilling abilities!
I located a 24v to 12v step at a local Napa auto parts to run my civ dist.This cost me
about $89.This allows you to splice into the wire that goes to the mil dist,instead of
running a wire from one of the 12v bateries.Also used the 12v to 9.3v ballast resistor to
cut power to the coil.
As far as carburators go,I struck out two times.The one from the junk yard wound up
having a cracked metering body.So I took this to Auto Zone and used it as a core.The
new (rebuilt)carb was trash.I gave up and let a couple of Holly-heads mess with it.Eve
after this,it ran poorly,no power,lousy throttle response,and power loss on the slightest
incline.I found an almost exact replacement off of a 64 International scout (equipped
with a IHC v-8).Only difference is that it has no take-off for the PCV,but the mixture
screws are facing you instead of hidden on the sides of the metering body.After swapping
the linkage and axle body,I rebuilt it with a 14 dollar kit.BIG difference!Now,if I floor
it (rarely do this)It will easily send the speedo needle past the 60mph mark.Even on
hills,it will still pull 55 with a little bit of pedle left over.
I think that's everything.One side note;the engine leaked oil after the rebuild.After a
couple of hundred miles,the leaking stopped altogether.The mech said that this is normal
for military gaskets,they swell to seal (no the head gasket did not leak).Also,the mech
had done a couple of these motors back in the 70's.It is a good engine,but it should not
be over-revved.Limit it to 3000-3300 rpms,or about 50 with stock gearing.I guess this
might be why so many 715s I've seen have blown mills.If you have any questions,let me
know,I'll help if I can.
I'm happy with my 715.The rebuild only took about 3 weeks,and I had my truck up and
running a week after I got the engine back.It wasn't cheap,but had I opted for conversion,
I think (knowing my luck),the truck would have been down for a lot longer.Good luck,
A.Grassi
SUBJECT>Re:follow up on the weak motor POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 August 2000,at 11:29 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>715
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
almost forget,if you look in the archives,someone placed a post about tires.The
company (I forget its'name,and I threw away the receipt)was located in Georgia.I
bought two 9.00x16s'for $80 dollars each.Shipping was another $90 dollars to
California.so I got the tires for $122 dollars apiece.Still not too bad.If your closer to
GA,then the shipping might be cheaper.It was posted within the last 4-6 weeks by a zone
member.thats all i remember.
SUBJECT>much thanks POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,9
August 2000,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
my thanks to all of you who have taken the time to provide answers to my questions.
SUBJECT>seats POSTER>Dan Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Friday,11
August 2000,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking for a set of seats.
If you have any let me know
Thanks Dan
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Purchase ????POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 August 2000,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>713
NEXT>725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I own a m725 and the odd looks grows on you.look for the the nose and frame and axles
then get a cab n box.there is youre m715 and what is left sell to people like me who needs
parts like benches and stretchers you could easly get youre money back ..Im doing a
complete frame up restoration and I have the frame and axles done ..and working on
getting more body parts ..I paid 3000 for mine and have another 2000 in it and the body is
int even on and I dont have a motor yet .....But any way your choice if you want a truck
look on the zone for a cab then a door then a box oh yah and good luck finding a tail gate
I here they are a bitch to find in good condition ..have fun looking for the perfect truck .
wally
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Purchase ????POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Friday,11 August 2000,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>724
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also own a M725 and it is a beautifully ugly truck,and it will hold it's own off-road.
Although I'm not restoring mine,I'm modifying it for off-roading and camping,I agree
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that you could easily get your money back parting out the ambulance compartment if it's
fairly complete.If you really want a M715 keep looking,I've seen them from $2000 on up
in good running condition.Good luck and happy truck hunting.
SUBJECT>Call me crazy -drug home another 715:)POSTER>luke
EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com DATE>Sunday,13 August 2000,at 11:33 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well my '67 M715 w/w is now in the driveway:)
I found it not 10 miles from where I live,pretty much everything works except for the
brakes...it made for an interesting ride home...becuase of the lack of brakes I couldn't tow
it.We ended up using the 715 to tow our 3/4 chevy van home,worked like a charm,dove
back in 2nd gear,while the van provided brakes for the intersections.
This was probably a mistake but I just couldn't pass up a good 715 for sale that close to
home:)
I'll get some picts to show off later this week...
Have FuN!
Luke
'67 M715 w/winch
'68 M715 w/utility box
SUBJECT>No right click,must register to see pics?POSTER>How stupid.Forget it.
Won't post link to here.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 August 2000,at 4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What total idiot thought this crap up?
SUBJECT>Voltage POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 August 2000,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would it be smarter to do a 12 volt conversion or do the 24 to 12 volt conversion units
advertised here???
SUBJECT>Re:Voltage POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 August 2000,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>728
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All depends on what your doing.....examples:
If you are going to a civvy engine,a 12 volt conversion is pretty much guaranteed,hard to
find alot of starters in 24 volt and this would require a hefty converter to run.
If on the other hand,you run the stock engine or swap in one,like a small block Chevy
that comes in military vehicles thus giving you a 24 volt starter,and you just want to add
on some 12 volt stuff,like a cb,stereo and/or lights,a converter would work.
The converter we have for sale here puts out 240 watts continous,12 voltsx20 amps...if
you need more than thatyou could run 2 converters or you would need to do a 12 volt
conversion...or you could run 12 and 24 volt with 3 batteries and 2 alternators hooked
up...this is kinda pushing it though but it has been done successfully.
If you are interested in the converter,let me know at brute4c@yahoo.com
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:No right click,must register to see pics?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 August 2000,at 8:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>727
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This site is set up this way so that registered members have access to pages of the site that
have personal information that the members don't want everyone on the net to be able to
see....I think its called security,kinda like them locks on your house to keep out people
that you wouldn't want waking you up at 3am.
If ya don't like it,too bad,our members deserve their privacy whether at home or on the
net.
brute4c
SUBJECT>I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,18 August 2000,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>732 733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got my 715 back from the engine shop and the 350 swap was a breeze.I can go 50
mph at 2800 rpm.I used the Novak Adaptors and everything went off without a hitch.I
switched over to 12 volt system and the only thing that had to be changed was the bulbs.
The engine looks great with lot of chrome.My next up-grades are power steering and
power brakes.Feels great to have my beast back after such a long time.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 August 2000,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>731
NEXT>734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering but about how much does a swap as this cost labor wise and parts wise.
Does the shop swap out wiehg the home swap in advantage or just tip the scales??
JD
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 August 2000,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>731
NEXT>735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear your having fun Tom!!!!
I would like to know something though....
You went to 12 volt but didn't have to change the gauges or the 3 lever light switch?Is
your the early style with the big box with about a dozen wires hooked to screw terminals
under the hood for the turn signals or the later style with the small box for this?Did you
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have to do anything with that box or are you running it on 12 volt or was it gone whe
you bought it and you have no idea what I'm talking about?
Hope to see some pics from you showing all the new conquests and that smile that won't
be coming off your face for a while!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>732
NEXT>736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD---.I had a pprofessional shop do the swap,only because I don't have a garage and all the
tools necessary to do the swap.Also,they had all the expertise to get thru all the little
snags that came up now and then.I chose to have a lot of chrome accessories added to my
engine just for looks.The new chevy 350 block was about $2400 and labor ran about
$2000.I purchased a Novak Adaptor for the swap and it made things a lot easier.The
new engine has so much more power than the stock 350.It accelerates very nicely and
will do about 65 mph at 3500 rpm.I am debating about changing the axles gearing to
about 4.58 and that will improve performance even more.The swap was expensive,but if
you love these beasts as much as me,then the money will not be a factor.Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>733
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brutus--
The only thing that was changed in the 24 to 12 volt swap was the bulbs.I do have the 3-
lever switch on the dash,and there is a box on the fire-wall with the wires protruding.
The shop had no trouble in the swap.All the guages are mechanical anyway.Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>734
NEXT>738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size tires bo you have???Just asking becuse if they are moderately sized 4.56 will
do fine but if you ever wanted to go bigger I'd only go down to 5.13 because even at about
65 and 44"tires 5.13 stay right about 2200 rpm.Just trying to say dont rob yourself in the
long run.Also what kind of transmission did you use?Did you keep the t-98 or go to a
th400 or somethng of the like?
Also,do you still have a divorced t-case or did you go with something else?How much
difficulty is included in trying to swap a non-divroced t-case?Thank you
JD
SUBJECT>FE details POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brut4c when is the FE and where is it I would like to know so maybe I could come out if I
have my M-715 and school is permitting.Also,could you jsut include any info I might
need as a fee and all the other goodies.Thank you
JD
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Baaaaaack!!!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>736
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD--.By using the Novak Adaptor,I bolted the engine directly to the stock transmission and
transfer case.I wanted to keep the swap as simple as I possibly could.I plan to keep about
the same size tires as the stock 9 x 16,though Iam not sure that I want to stay with the
military tires.The cost of the engine swap was pushed up a little by all the chrome
accessories that I had added to the engine.Right now,the engine and transmission seem
to work pretty well.I am cruising along at 55-60 mph at a nice 2800-3000 rpm.
SUBJECT>FEs in 2001 Information POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>Field Exercise Information for 2001
LINKURL>http://www.geocities.com/ne715/national2001/index.html
Here is a link to the information for the National FE and the Mid-West Regional FE in
2001.
SUBJECT>starting the tear-down POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>741 742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,thanks to my neighbor,i got my spare engine and trans.unloaded out of the back of
the beast.
started the tear-down thinking this should come apart really simply due to army field
maintenance issues...i was wrong.is it just me or does everybody's stock 230 and t98
unbolt by taking the flywheel and bellhousing off at the same time?!?!?this was enough
to set a preacherman to cussing!
anyway...any info out there on a good rebuild kit for a 230?
i plan to replace the military distributor,plug wires,and plugs with a civilian unit.has
anyone installed a Jacobs or similar aftermarket ignition in one of these?
i've been told by everyone that the military distributor does not have a vacuum advance,
but i see a small,metal vacuum line piped from the primary vacuum in the bottom of the
carberator to the side of the distributor.is this just a vent,or does it have a vacuum
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advance?
i will also be in search of a 2-barrell intake manifold and carberator...so if anybody out
there might want to get rid of one,let me know.
has anyone ever taken one of these engines to an engine shop and seen what could be
done to improve them?i.e.increased compression ratio,increased valve openings,cam
work,etc.i know it would be just as expensive to drop in a 350 with adaptors,but i'd
really like to keep the original engine.i figure the military must have de-rated the motor
as they usually do everything else...
i'll be getting some pictures ready to post soon,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:starting the tear-down POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 August 2000,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>740.NEXT>744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where to start....
Yes thats how all the 230's flywheels and bellhousings come off,cute huh??
There is no 'kit'to rebuild one but several have done it,average cost for stock is around
$1000.
The distributor/coil housing,miltary name is ignitor housing,has 2 lines connected to it.
One is a vent to the air cleaner,the other is a line to vacuum thus insuring the ignitor has
positive airflow through it.This is,among other reasons,because the point setup
produces ozone gas in the housing which,if left unvented,attacks the cap and severely
reduces its service life.There is no vacuum advace in the military ignitor,and if you put
in the civilian setup,you'll find out the first time you drive it what the difference is.
Louie715,just saw him today,has the 2 barrel manifold for sale,he may have a carb,will
check with him tommorow and let you know.There is a military show up here right now
and he is there with his dad and their M715's.
Engine mods...real can of worms here...first of all there are no hi perf factory parts other
than the civvy ignition,2 barrel and the head.The civvy 230 has 8.5 compreesion,the mil
version is 7.5.The pistons are interchangeable and their is only one timing chain set for
both.This leaves one with the idea that the compression difference is not in piston,deck
height or gasket thickness.It is probably,but not aactually measured yet,the chamber i
the head that is different.Being its an OHC,its hard to figure where else it could be.As
far as other things,I suppose a guy could have the cam built up and recut but this would
be rather unusual,and probably expensive,given the layout of the journals and the width
of them....never know though it could be some help.On the intake side of the head,you
will notice that the intake feeds the motor through 2 ports into a 'hallway'in the head that
all the cylinder breathe off of.These 2 ports from the manifold into the head are almost
exactly the same size as the stock 2 barrels throttle plate bores.This doesn't leave a lot of
room,if any for improvements in airflow that would be needed to feed a big cam or other
mods.What could be done,albeit with a fair amount of creativity,is to put on a turbo
setup and see how much it picks up....by the way,remember the Grand Nationals with
turbo...they have 231 cubes,bout the right size for a 230 right?
Pictures,anytime love to see those!!And keep us posted on what up or what you need.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:starting the tear-down POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 August 2000,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>740 NEXT>756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay--
I have two 2-barrel intake manifolds,both in good/excellent condition for sale.I also
have a civilian distributor with vaccuum advance for sale.Please advise to this Web Site
if interested.I live in Kansas City.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:not really any PAINLESS swap...POSTER>JD Elliott
EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 August 2000,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.jsut wandering but what type of transmission are you using a
NP435 or something else
just wandering.Also,how much did the entire swap costand what kind of difficulty was
experienced???
JD
SUBJECT>Re:starting the tear-down POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 August 2000,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>741 NEXT>745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,talked to a machine shop that specializes in re-building industrial engines.the
machinist is very familiar with the 230 tornado and even had books on it.he said all that
could be done (in the realm of the financially responsible)was to bore out the cylinders to
increase the displacement,but that any benefits would probably not be worth the expense.
i tend to agree now,but had to check it out since i had the engine on a stand...
pictures turned out too dark,shot them again tonight.will upload to you tomorrow.leave
a message telling my how...thanks,jay
SUBJECT>Uploading pics...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 August 2000,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All ya gotta do is send them by email to:jonmon@pcpros.net
Include any text you want...decriptions are always helpful for tech....and the story of
getting your truck and where you are in its development at present.Be glad to get it up for
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you,no prob.
brute4c
SUBJECT>feasability???POSTER>JD Elliott EMAIL>ddepropltd@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 August 2000,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>747 748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a question for anyone willing to answer.I am thinking of converting the NP200 to
a Dana 300 T-case.I am looking at the feasability of this and am wandering if anyone see
any incredibly stupid things I have looked over.Basically what I would like to know is if
it will hold up to it's task and if the swap would be worth it I plan on retaining the T-98.
Also,the engine of choice will probably be a mild 302 or 350.Any input would greatly be
appreciated.
Thank You
JD
Rippey715
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Thursday,24 August 2000,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>746
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand that the 300 does not stand up to v-8's higher horsepower.That is why the
205 is the more popular all gear T-case for the full size crowd.The 300 does have a lower
range then the 205 though.Just my 2 cents worth..Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>Scott Perkins /perkm715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 August 2000,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>746
NEXT>749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD-It seems that the first choise for a t-case swap is the np 205 because it's very strong.
This case can be found in older ford chev and dodges.The 300 was the one to have in c j
jeeps but at 6000 lbs a 715 may be too much for it.AS far as engines go it seems 350 chev
is most popular only because advanced adapters make a kit for a 715 but this is
expensive.I think any popular v8 would be great in a 715.In the spring i should be
swaping in a 460 or a built 351.The ford torque is hard to beat.Good luck perkm715
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 August 2000,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>748
NEXT>750 751 752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the Input.At some point I would like to get a 302 or something of the like into
mine,but thats a while off.Being only 16 I just recently bought mine.I would like to do a
spring over,withthe leaves rearched to two more inches over stock for clearence.For the
rear either a Detroit No-Spin or a Strange Spool,and for the front an ARB air Locker.For
a T-case a 205 with a twin-stick conversion or the ORD doubler unit to achieve a 4:1 low
range.For tires 44"Interco Swampers.Then for clearence purposes possibly cut a foot
out of the bed.My big dream for it though is to put in a International Powerstroke 7.3
turbodeisel.I stand behind these completely.In my family we have 3 of them.Of course
with the spring over axlewrap could occur so to fight that I was thinking a modified Ford
C-radius arm with a modified Rod end as a traction bar.From other setups with this idea I
have seen a great deal of success.These are just a few ideas I have and as I scratch them
one at a time off my list I will be sure to take Photos for any one interested.
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com
DATE>Thursday,24 August 2000,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>749
NEXT>825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think the dana 300 t-case was ever offered as a divorced unit,that would be the
first problem,I think it was always married to the tranny,which would make things
harder to hook up.
I think the best solution would be to find a divorced NP205 tcase,these were designed to
take the punishment of a BIG truck,were the Dana 300 was made for light weight jeeps.
They are physicaly much larger than the dana 300.
Anybody know how strong the double units are?
>ORD doubler unit to achieve a 4:1 low range
Just my thoughts...
Luke
SUBJECT>Photos...I'm interested!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 August 2000,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>749
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll post any photos you've got...include text if you want to....and it sounds like your
gonna
build a great truck so take pics while your working and we can make a nice set of tech
pages from those.
Send photos to:
jonmon@pcpros.net
Thanks and GOOD LUCK!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,25 August
2000,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZgnfdXS8O2k
PREVIOUS>749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
after talking to my dad last night hsaid go straight to a 454 backed by th400 and a np205
more later tonight sorry bout the spelling Im doing this aon a touch screen
SUBJECT>NP205 POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 August 2000,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>763 765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for any information regarding installing an NP205 into my M715.Any
problems suggestions or general knowledge are helpful.
Thanks
Rippey715
JD
SUBJECT>Labor Day Weekend POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Saturday,26 August 2000,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are thinking of going to Tuttle Creek,KS over Labor Day weekend,anyone else
interested in joining us for some off roading??I haven't had a chance to talk to Rob yet to
see if he is gonna be around.
Hey Tom,why don't you bring the new beastie out and we'll see what it can do.
Pam
SUBJECT>different cab styles of the M715?POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>mrjeepman@pdq.net DATE>Saturday,26 August 2000,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have now seen two M715 with the standard civilian-style cabs with the slanted back,
non-folding windshield.At first I thought they had a standard J-10 or J-20 truck and used
the front clip and the bed of the M715.Nearly all the M715 I have seen have the squared
look with the folding windshield.Did they make two different cab styles?If so,why?
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:starting the tear-down POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,26 August 2000,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>742
NEXT>758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.how much for the intake manifold?i already have a gm distributor in the truck.don't ask
me how it was done,somre previous owner found a new-style gm distributor and put it in.
SUBJECT>Re:different cab styles of the M715?POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What you see is a civilian cab in place of the military one.Kaiser started with the civilia
model and cut them up to meet the military spec's.The cab body is for the most part
interchangable.All m715 and variants had the vertical windshield.
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:starting the tear-down POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two 2-barrel intake manifolds for your up-grade--in good/excellent condition with
gasket.I understand that it will accept a Holley 2300 Carb with no mods.I would like to
get $65.00 for the manifold.I live in Kansas City Area.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Labor Day Weekend POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>754 NEXT>762 764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam--
You don't understand--my 715 is my baby--I want to to keep it wrapped in Saran Wrap so
no particle of dust ever falls on it.I can't bear the thought of taking it through an off-road
course and perhaps splashing some mud on it!!I does,however,run great with chevy 350
engine--so much more power and perfromance--there is just no comparison to stock
motor.If someone will tell me how to do it,I will post some pictures onto our web-site--I
do have a CJ-7 that has seen some off-roading--mainly getting into and out of my duck
blind.More later--Tom L.By the way,where do you live?I think you told me before???
SUBJECT>got my spare 230 torn down today POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>761 775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've seen a page many moons ago that listed cross-referenced part numbers for things a
m715 consumes.has anybody got any part numbers for the engine bearings or seals or
(hod my breath)gaskets for a 230 tornado?i stopped by the napa distributor here in
birmingham and they listed the motor on their books,but did not stock any parts for it
anymore,period.
either the napa counter help was lying to me,or i'm in serious trouble now that i've got
two of these motors...i was consdering napa the last (most expensive)place to get parts
for these motors.
by the way,engine looked great on teardown,no wear on cam surfaces and no visible
wear on cylinders.need bearings,seals,rings,and gaskets and she'll bolt back together.
i'll do a valve job on it too.anything i'm forgetting?.jay
SUBJECT>Re:got my spare 230 torn down today POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Antelope Valley Equipment in california (800-521-8518)and Memphis Equipment i
Tennesee (901-774-0600)have all the parts your looking for.Prepare to spend some
money,these parts are not cheap.I never had any luck with NAPA in finding 230 parts.
JC Whitney carries a gasket set for the civilian 230 (I only used the head gasket out of
this set,real nice fel-pro).Just to prepare you,I spent around $200 dollars just for the
main bearings.Good luck with your rebuild,and make sure to recruit some help in
putting the motor back in,my left hand and lower back still hurt from that job (by
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myself)!!
A Grassi
SUBJECT>Getting pictures posted on this site POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,27 August 2000,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>759 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
All you gotta do is either scan your pictures onto your system and email them to me at
jonmon@pcpros.net or mail them to me at:
Jon Schmidt
1117 Mason Street
Schofield,WI 54476
And I'll get them on the site for you.You cannot upload them directly to this site at this
time,though I hope to find a way to do that....don't hold your breath on that though....
If you send a text file by email with the pics I will post that with them for you to.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 POSTER>thomas puett EMAIL>twp@mail.reinhardt.edu
DATE>Monday,28 August 2000,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>753
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out advance adapters (they have a web site...)
they have adapters for this usage....
fyi
SUBJECT>Re:Labor Day Weekend POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Monday,28 August 2000,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>759 NEXT>778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
We live in Nebraska,about 6 hours from KC.So if you won't break out the M715 from
it's saran wrapped shell,bring the CJ7 out we don't mind.Just gonna go out and have
some fun,and wouldn't mind meeting other members of the club.Some of the Flatlanders
might even be out..This isn't a Zone meeting,just getting together and doing some wheelin',and anything is
welcome.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,28 August 2000,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>753
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Early 70's Dodge trucks have a divorced 205.
Richard
SUBJECT>Laws POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,
28 August 2000,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>772
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Texas and was wandering about general lwas that might apply to me and my M-
715.Such laws as emissions testing and others like mudflaps on anything of the like.Any
help would be greatly appreciated in this area.Anything that a cop could give me a ticket
for please feel free to include.
Thank You
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers,spine count and ring gear size POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 August 2000,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>249 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although this is a little late the Dana 60 front is actually a 9 3/4 ring gear and the Dana 70
can be found wiht larger spline counts which in turn mean strength.Also the way the
Detroit Locker allows one side to turn slower/faster is by "ratcheting"in that 1/4 inch of
play is designed into these lockers.So like on a socket wrench they ratchet,but due to the
unlocking in certain conditions.i.e.Accelerating,Decelerating,adn turning they tend to
clunk a lot and chirp the tires.However,I dont see this as a bad thing due to the
advantages but it's your scale to weigh yourself.
SUBJECT>Rollie POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 August 2000,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
I was just wandering after reading through really old posts if you ever did get around to
mounting up the goats and how well they did.I am considering this myself and was
wandering about any input.
Thanks
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's Goats POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.JD
Yes,I've got them mounted and I really like them!I had heard stories that they would
have the tendency to run out of balance or shimmy on the road,but I have not had any
trouble.An M715 member,Koobster hand picked 5 good looking ones from the yard at
Boyce Equipment in Utah,and then they shipped them to me via truck.I put the best
looking one's on the front,figuring they may be in balance the best.I've still got the
original 5.87 gears and am running a GM 6.2 Diesel so my top speed is around 45-50
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mph.So far even at 50 mph they run very smooth and quiet with no unusual shimmy or
frontend vibration.I'm running about 20 psi front and back with a little more pressure
when I haul big loads.They are very soft offroad and provide for a very nice ride.Aborbs
a lot of the roughness causes by the M715's stiff suspension.Steering on hard pavement
at slow speeds is a little harder at the low tire pressures I run.In my opinion the Gamma
Goats are a better choice for our trucks then comparable sized 20"truck tires as they are
only 6-ply rating and have very flexible sidewalls.Figuring weight per tire,I beleive they
are just about the same as per the Gamma Goat vehicle requirements depending on size of
payload.However,if your intentions are to haul tremendous loads at high speeds on the
highway,I'm not sure the Gamma Goat tires are rated for that.
They also appear to fit well inside the fender wells as far as width is concerned.I chose
them because they were cheap and had that genuine military look.I would recommed
them to anyone who is considering a bigger tire then stock.I hope to have some good
detailed pictures posted soon.
Rollie
SUBJECT>About to buy a 715....POSTER>posatyvo EMAIL>posatyvo@camtel.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 3:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>774 783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very pumped about it,but I have to drive it home.That seems like a good thing,but I live
seven hours away from where I am goin got puchase it.Any long rang travel problems I
might encounter that are common to the 715 other than discomfort?
SUBJECT>M715 Trans.POSTER>Boris EMAIL>boris_kokotovic@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a question for all you knowledgable types...
I'm lookin'at a M715 to buy,but it has an annoying 3rd gear noise.Shifting is smooth
(relatively),but while driving,it sounds like someting isn't shimmed correctly.I realize
this probably isn't much information to go on,but any help would be appreciated.I've
been addicted to anything M715 related,and have finally saved up.
The next question is,how much would a Trans rebuild cost (or maybe just the
shimming)?Any input would be much appreciated.
BK
SUBJECT>Re:Laws POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>oreuc@hotmail.colm DATE>Tuesday,29
August 2000,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>766 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Based on the age I believe you are going to find that it is exempt from any emission
standards...that was the info I got from a testing station here in Houston.Beyond that you
should only need to deal with the standard issues,i.e.wipers,horn,turn signal high/low
beams and illuminated rear plate.A spare 24V taillight bulb will fit one of the universal
12V license/light brackets which can be tapped into a hot rear light lead.
J.D.(also)
SUBJECT>HELP POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>776 784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well got my first M715 today!Bought it with my own money and am very proud to say
the least.However,we disagreed on how to get home.so now I come to any one with
knowledge begging for help.We thought the engine might be out of gas but after giving it
more gas and even pouring it down the carb all we can figure is that it's not igniting.I
would be more than glad to call anyone for help in this area long distance is really not a
concern I will be free after 5 tommorrow so please any help.Also I need a new top,and
were the raer springs over the axle to beign with?Also my truck has 5 levers coming out
of the floor and two buttons now I know what almost all of these due but reassurence is
always good.Also I will upload some pics if at all possible later to try and show the stuff
the previous owner sent me.
Thanks
JD
SUBJECT>Re:About to buy a 715....POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drive slow,old transfer cases and engines do not like the high rpm's.55mph will be close
to 3000 rpm,45 is a happy cruise speed.I would recommend changing all lubercants and
greasing everything that can be greased.A pillow to sit on will help your attitude.Stop
every hour and walk around a bit to get blood circulating again,this is also a good time to
show off your new pride and joy (money pit)to the tourist at the rest stops.Carry lots of
extra gear oil,antifreeze and engine oil.Food and a sleeping bag might also come in
handy.I have heard about transfer case seals,water pumps,oil line from the head to the
block,engine valve trains failing on long first rides.You are in for an odyssey,but it ca
be done.You may have a boring trip and purr all the way home.Have fun and tell us how
it went.
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:got my spare 230 torn down today POSTER>wheels36_715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,29 August 2000,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>760
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just finished a rebulid on my 230.When I started collecting parts and materials I used to
ask for parts for a 1968 Kaiser Jeep,M-715.Most of the time I would get looks like I was
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from another planet.What I found was that most parts from a 1963 Jeep Wagoneer (230
cid)are interchangeable with the M-715.When requesting parts for the Wagoneer I've.had no problem getting parts.For
instance,your head gasket is NAPA part#3844-BS,
Intake Manifold gasket =NAPA MS-15106,and Valve Cover gasket =VS-26587.All
these are for a '63 Wagoneer and have been installed in my M-715.
Hope this helps out.
Wheels.....
SUBJECT>Re:HELP POSTER>Boris EMAIL>boris_kokotovic@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 August 2000,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>773
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look at the links on the m715 home page.listed are a few canvas suppliers under the parts
listing (like Howell Canvas).I think a NEW top runs about $250
good luck.i'm still looking for my first one.
bk
SUBJECT>Driveline &steering POSTER>Carl EMAIL>crichter@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,31 August 2000,at 11:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody have any part #'s for the tierod ends.mine are going bad and need to
replace them.mainly the drivers side and the one that connects to the steering gear box.I
was thinking about swapping in a power steering unit from a jeep j-series truck,anybody
have any comments on this?Also what is the model #for the transmission.I'm planning
on do this stuff to a '67 M715
Carl
SUBJECT>Re:Labor Day Weekend POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 September 2000,at 3:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>764 NEXT>779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam--
My 715 is parked in the gargae covered in Saran Wrap.I will post some pics soon.Have a
good trip.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Labor Day Weekend POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com DATE>Saturday,2 September 2000,at 12:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Unforunately we won't be making it this weekend either,plans have changed.
SUBJECT>24 volt -12 volt POSTER>patrick cahill EMAIL>ptkcahill@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 September 2000,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aau.w6KBtTGwU PREVIOUS>NEXT>782 787 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a resource for 24 volt turn signal bulbs?Or is conversion to 12 v
required.The turn signal bulbs blow out after starting..pc
SUBJECT>More Help POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 September 2000,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Started taring down the 230 today and am planning on pulling it out for a rebuild
tommorrow.My question though is about a 24 to 12 volt swap,what to do parts etc.Also,
I need a new parking brake I think.Will the NP200 hold a PTO drive or will I need a 205.
Any help in this area would be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt -12 volt POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Sunday,3 September 2000,at 1:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>780
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your local auto parts store should be able to get you 24 volt bulbs,we get ours from
Carquest.
SUBJECT>Re:About to buy a 715....POSTER>dave kane
EMAIL>davekane1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 September 2000,at 1:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think twice about driving it home.I have owned a few and some things need lubrication
before andthing more than a 30 minute drive around the block.
You will probably have wheel and master cylinders that are mostly sludge and pitted.Just
redid my new 715 complete brake system.
Your wheel bearings may need grease for the drive,if you have to try to grease everything
possible,zirc fittings,etcdave
SUBJECT>Re:HELP POSTER>dave kane EMAIL>davekane1@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,3 September 2000,at 1:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>773
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
give me a call on the phone at 281.788.3711 about getting the truck home.Sounds like
your igniter may not be firing,can always pull a wire{still original braided??)and check
for the spark.
SUBJECT>NEW...Posting Board rules POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 September 2000,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>Posting Board Rules Page
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/rules.html
I have posted rules for the posting boards this club uses in order to prevent any problems
in the future that we might encounter.Don't think of them as negative,rather as a tool to
keep things respectful and clean.
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The rules are on this site at:http://www.m715zone.com/rules.html
This includes all posting boards The M715 Zone has or will have in the future.Reading
them is optional but if you post to one of the boards you will be subject to them.
Thank you in advance,.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline &steering POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 September 2000,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>777
NEXT>790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont have the tie rod #off hand,will look into that part....the Jeep power steering off a
full size Jeep will bolt in...from 71 up I believe....
The stock tranny is a T98 Warner 4 speed.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt -12 volt POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 September 2000,at 12:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bulbdirect.com has almost any bulb you need &they're quite inexpensive too.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>230/T-98 for sale POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 September 2000,at 2:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 230 tornado in running condition and the T-98 that backed it up with a PTO drive
and I was wandering:a.Where to sell it possibly,and b.for how much.Granted it's not in
pristine condition but i was just wandering.Thanks
JD
SUBJECT>Re:230/T-98 for sale POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,4 September 2000,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>788
NEXT>791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a marina,they are always looking for anchors.OK,just kidding,I'm sorry.Gee wiz,I
hope I don't get booted out of the club now.I know how much some of you think of your
engine and I'm sure between rebuilds and oil leaks that it is a good engine for what it was
designed for.(A hi-tech 1950's car)Flame on,I got my fireproof underware on.:)
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline &steering POSTER>bighurt
EMAIL>tparke@navy.earle.navy.mil DATE>Wednesday,6 September 2000,at 2:37
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B.LINN has tie rod ends in stock.Approximately $31.00 each.I need new ones myself.I
believe he is open until 9:30 PM.Hope this helps.BIGHURT.
SUBJECT>Re:230/T-98 for sale POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 September 2000,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>789 NEXT>792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks For the advice and the humor.It's not that I think highly of it at
all actually.It's
that I would like to be able to get some money out of it.
SUBJECT>Re:230/T-98 for sale POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 September 2000,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>791 NEXT>793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really don't have anything against the engine.I'm surprised that people who are trying to
keep stock trucks haven't chimed in with at least a low bid.I'm just bored and was trying
to get some friendly banter going.Maybe Brute's threat neutered any debate.Even though
my truck is modified and will not ever be changed back to stock,I still appreciate a clean
stock truck.It must be a chore to keep a stock truck running.I am building my truck to be
a forest road cruiser for camping,hunting,cutting wood and just normal pickup duties.It
will not be a rock crawler,mud slinger or display.I did go to a tractor pull that had an
amateur tuff truck class that I might have to try next year.I find any discussion of these
trucks intresting,from stock to extreme.I have learned a lot from all the experiances,
good or bad,that have been displayed here for all to give their opinion and share ideas.I'll
sit down now and shut up.
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Re:230/T-98 for sale POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 September 2000,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Personally I was looking to go to a 350 or 454 chevy backed by a TH400 NP205
with a No-Spin in the rear and a spring over just for starters.Basically I'm 16 and bought
the truck solely on its offroad capabilities and thought my father cant understand.But to
keep cost down I might keep my 230/T-98 for a while until funding is sufficient AKA my
job at the Ballpark in Arlington starts next year.
Anyway thanks for the input.
JD
SUBJECT>FYI on 725 POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 September 2000,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Going back into the older post marked under "several eons"I see a lot of where do I find
my M-715/25.I just kept searching until I found mine.Still searching for nothing though,
I ran accross an M-725 some of you might be interested in at the military classified ads.
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There is a link to this on the zone links page.Also another big help is the Military vehicle
magazine.Just some input and a FYI.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer rhymes with Dumber.....??POSTER>perkM715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 September 2000,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>795 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree 100%Rollie.I think Brute has done a great job but it looks like he lost it on that.one.perkM715
SUBJECT>Rollie's post?POSTER>Disappointed EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 September
2000,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>
NEXT>799 800 802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did Rollie's post go??Rollie did you delete it or did the founders of this club??
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's post?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 September 2000,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>798
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't look at me....I know nuthing...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's post?POSTER>carl EMAIL>crichter@loganrec.com
DATE>Saturday,9 September 2000,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you click on the search/personlize display.if you go down to where is says posted
within the last (week)change week to what ever u want if u change it to serval eons u ca
see the whole list.
Carl
SUBJECT>oil pump drive gear POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,
9 September 2000,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>805
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,all i need to do now to start re-assemby of the 230 tornado is to find one gear...
does anybody have or know where to get the brass drive gear for the oil pump/distributor
that presses onto the front of the crankshaft?
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's post?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 September 2000,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I deleted my own posting.
Very quickly after I posted the original comments about the Hummer/M715 listing,I
noticed the web administrators had removed the page in question,so I immeadiatly
deleted my own comments.I figured it was something that probably didn't need to be i
public afterwards.
Overall I think the founders are doing a great job,and didn't want to start anything
negative.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Wheels POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 September 2000,
at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>806 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
On the subject of wheels:
Six Lug wheels are offered by:
Mickey Thompson
Stockton
Tyres international
Chevy stock wheels (some)
Eagle Alloys (some)
As far as fitment not sure but all of these companies offer 6 lug applications.OR atleast
they picture wheels with 6 lugs just some side input please feel free to prove me wrong
just an observation.
SUBJECT>Re:oil pump drive gear POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,11 September 2000,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as a follow-up,memphis equipment has had some of these gears fabricated and keeps
stock on hand.for a mere $90 yes,you too can own a brand new distributor/oil pump
drive gear!
seeing as i only paid 50 for the engine and transmission,i may just leave this part out
when i put it all back together...
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Monday,11 September 2000,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>804 NEXT>807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Except for special built Stockton's,The seven holes in the other brands will not be in the
right place or size.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 September
2000,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>806 NEXT>808 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I guess I was over looking a very large problem!!SEVEN!!
why whatever do you mean?
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>m726@home.off-road.com
DATE>Monday,11 September 2000,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'll take a stab at what he meant by 7 holes...
On all those rims the 6 lug pattern is wrong
and the 7th hole the hole for the hub would probably not be large enough.
Stockton will make you a custom rim for I think $150-60 +shipping
for the 715's.Luke
SUBJECT>Got it home!POSTER>Paul EMAIL>psfm@toad.net DATE>Tuesday,12
September 2000,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>811
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought my first M-715 from a GSA sale.The truck had been used
by a local fire dept.The truck has a sheetmetal top welded over the bows for the original
canvas for the cab.The truck has just over 20K original miles,body is in good shape.Of
course the tailgate is missing.It still has the ND tires on it.The front tow shackles and
pins have been removed.The blackout light and gard from the hood are missing.So far,
to be operational the truck only needs:batteries and tires.I have named the truck
"Weedbeater"as I have a fire dept.background and the truck was used as a brush truck.
Does anyone know what the new BCI group size is for the original 2HN batteries or what
size batteries to use.
And by the way,the neighbors have already said,what did you buy that thing for?Of the
course the answer is "it's a Jeep thing"
SUBJECT>Need parts POSTER>Charlie Brown EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 September 2000,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 725 in good running shape.It is missing the surgical light and the right side
second tier litter shelf.Is there anyone out there that has gutted one of our beasts and still
has the parts?I am in north Texas.
SUBJECT>Re:Got it home!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 September 2000,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know the exact conversion,but I know group 24 and 27 will work...group 27
giving the most reserve.
Glad to hear another M715 has a loving home...GOOD LUCK with yours!!!!
SUBJECT>Brake pedal return spring POSTER>Al Temple
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Sunday,17 September 2000,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings,I was missing my 715,so I took it out for a drive.
Well my brake pedal return spring snapped and I can't seem to find one
locally.Does anybody have a good source for one?I also can't seem to
find AB Linns E-mail address.
Thanks in advance
Al T.
SUBJECT>715's on the Rubicon POSTER>Al Temple (JeepinAl)
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Sunday,17 September 2000,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anybody ever taken a 715 through the Rubicon?I would love to
hear about it.I just
finished a week there in my CJ with my club the
BrushBusters.(brushbuster.org)I could not help but imagine what it would be like to
wheel something as big as a 715 through little or big sluice.Just curious.....
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:need pto POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
September 2000,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>803 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amos-I got my winch linkage from Memphis Equipment and my winch lever from
RAPCO in Texas ph.940 872 2403 good luck PerkM715
SUBJECT>T-case overheating POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 September 2000,at 10:50
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everyone,
Why is my transfer case overheating?This usually happens at 55 mph or even slower
when it is really hot (it's been pretty hot here in So.California).I just got through with a
engine rebuild,and had a tranny shop go through the trans and transfer.They said both
looked good and swapped out the fluids.This winter I was going to swap the gears for
4:89's.Would this help any?Or am I just going to have to get used to a vomiting transfer?
Any help would be appreciated.Thanks,
A.Grassi
SUBJECT>Need advise on buying M725 POSTER>Marc Lesko
EMAIL>marc.lesko@bms.com DATE>Thursday,21 September 2000,at 4:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCSFyW8Xfidg PREVIOUS>NEXT>819 824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have found a M725 in good shape with very little rust.The owner wants $2,000 for it.
The motor smokes.
What would it cost to have this rebuilt if I pulled the motor myself and sent it out for the
rebuild?
Should I pass on this one and just keep looking for a non smoker?
Any comments or advice?
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Marc
SUBJECT>Re:T-case overheating POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 September 2000,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>815 NEXT>818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold--
How long do you have to run your truck before it starts to over-heat?I have had my 715
at 55mph for about an hour and have had no problems?.SUBJECT>Re:T-case overheating POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 September 2000,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>817 NEXT>822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Usually about an hour or two on the highway,and the temperature guage that sticks
through the floor(my modification)starts to run over 200 degrees F.When I pull over,the
t-case spits up a bunch of 90 weight.
SUBJECT>Re:Need advise on buying M725 POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Friday,22 September 2000,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>816 NEXT>820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the ambulance part is fairly complete(troop seats-litters-surgical light etc.)and
everything else is in good shape,I would say go for it.I don't know what it would cost to
rebuild a 230,I swapped in a chevy 350 in mine.Although I would see if the seller would
take $1500 first.
SUBJECT>Re:Need advise on buying M725 POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 September 2000,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid 3000 for mine and another 3000 in it and it doesnt even look like a truck mine had
no rust at all and the motor was bad so im doing a total frame up restoration and let me
tell you every thing I do I can see the truck coming to life every weekend I sand mirical
paint,prime,and paint tons of parts they are a rare beast if you find one in pretty much rust
free condition buy it motors are easy Im looking into a dodge cummings or 6.5L diesel or
350 4 bolt main the 350 is real easy to instal in the truck the exaust and clutch link is the
only custom work ..well see if he will come downin price...Things to look for make sure
windows work has key for rear door take a magnet and check it for putty,check filler
neck hose on gas tank also brake lines see if he has rear ladder make sure all gauges and
speedo work and what voltage is it 24,12,look at wiring harness underhood by master
cylender look carefully for cracks and wires that have been added.and if possible road test
make sure 4x4 works in all gears ..and I have not yet found wheel cylinders that work
good .so make sure the brakes work and are in good shape ..EVERY THING THAT I
HAVE WRITEN IS JUST IDEAS FOR YOU TO PREPARE FOR WHAT COULD BE .I
HAVE REMOVED EVER THING EVERY NUT EVERY BOLT I KNOW WHAT
THERE BONES LOOK LIKE UNDER THE BODY IT ALL COMES DOWN TO HOW
MUCH AND HOW GOOD YOU WANT IT TO LOOK ....MINE WILL BE A SHOW
AND TRAVEL TRUCK MAYBE MUD NOW AND THEN.WALLACE
OSTERHOUDT III EMAIL IF YOU NEED HELP...
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal return spring POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 September 2000,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock
J truck return spring in the 63-70,or maybe a little later year,before 74 for sure,is the
same spring....mine was busted too and I took the pieces to the yard and found one that.worked that way.The big
giveaway is that the brake pedal looks just like the 715's pedal
and the steering wheel is the big M715 type too.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:T-case overheating POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,23 September 2000,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>818 NEXT>823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had good experience with overheating...on a 600 plus mile trip each way to one of
our events.I run 75W-90 synthetic lube and have a temp guage on mine.If I run at 55-60
for an hour during the day its ok,after that the temp gets up to 240 pretty quick then the
lube loses its ability to carry away the heat and literally within a 1/4 mile it went above
280 degrees,over 320 once I stopped,which was right away.
The old style straight cut gear design does make a lot of heat from friction.I did find that
I could run 250 miles or more on a tank of gas IF I didnt go faster than 50-52 on flat
ground and on hills didnt try to go that fast,sometimes slowing into the lower 40's.It
made the trip longer than I expected it to but before we figured out to do the slower
speeds,THANKS ROLLIE!!!!,we were stopping for 30-45 minutes at least to cool every
75 or so miles of driving.At least with the slower speed we were able to keep seeing
progress.
I will say that in cool air,50-60 degrees,at might,I am able to run 100 miles without ever
hitting 200 degrees.At temps of 80 or more and heat reflecting off the road during the
day,it pretty much kills that though.
Going to an NP205 t-case,which is essentially a newer version of the exact same t-case
but with bevel cut gears and better "through drive"engineering,will allow you to do 60
all day without this problem.The 205 is a solid,all gear case which is a great replacement
for both the 715's heavy duty use,at least as good as the stock case,and can be had in
both married and divorced styles depending on what other mods you may want to do.
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Getting one from a 74 and older Dodge truck would give you a 205 that sits just like the
200 you have now...except that the 205 has its mounts on the bottom and the stock 200's
are on top.It has been done,without too much fuss at all,to just make extensions off the
stock mounts to go down and bolt to the new locations.
Thats what I plan to do....and then I'll be happier too!!!!
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:T-case overheating POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,25 September 2000,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>822 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With another vehicle,I have added that "Prolong"Transmission Tretment,and that really
improved my transmission and transfer case.I have not done that to my 715,but it really
works great.
SUBJECT>Re:Need advise on buying M725 POSTER>Charlie Brow
EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net DATE>Monday,25 September 2000,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>816 NEXT>831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Marc,I recently purchased a 725 from Lee up in Kansas,I paid
2500 and there is no rust
on the vehicle.It had 24K miles and the motor runs well,no smoke,and no exaust leak.I
had to have the interior light rewired (they are 12 volt)and I added the siren.There is one
stretcher rack missing and the surgical light was missing.The fixure is there but the light
had been broken out.I have a spare motor that has a military IRAN rebuild from 11/70.It
has not been reinstalled.There is no exaust manifold,but I know where a good one is
located.Hope you come out alright on the vehicle,I think you would really enjoy driving
it.If you are not going to restore to military,don't get rid of the parts from inside the
back.The racks,and the Surgical light are hard to find.
SUBJECT>Re:feasability???POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 September 2000,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although this is an old post Top Truck Challenge just came out but for 99 and 00 the
Gov.Mule and the bummer were running this kit.The gov muel suffered no damage but
the bummer broke a tranfercase adapter ending its ttc so it is for you to wager on the
strength but Ancient Philosophy says what you put it in is what will come out.I think
with a 203 and a 205 you are putting the right thing in.
JD
SUBJECT>FYI on wheels POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 September 2000,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After looking for wheel solutions on either swapping whole axles or making the wheels I
have decided to go with the wheels.I called Stockton and they said the wheel called the
power wagon has the right bolt pattern and you can get many sizes.Also I asked them
about other wheels with Bead locks which I really like and they said it would be no
problem and quoted me the same price of the power wagon if it had bead locks.Not sure
if you wnat the price just straight over the net on a board.So if anyone is interested just
repost and Ill put up the price.The two wheels again are:Power Wagon and the
MudSlinger.
Also,What size would be best to go with "path of least resistance"
15 or 16.5
Just trying to help and keep it short.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:FYI on wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 September 2000,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>826 NEXT>828 829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Powerwagons use a 5 inch lug pattern that is VERY large compared to the 6 lug M715
pattern.The M715 uses a 1 inch lug nut,the Powerwagon uses at least a 1 1/4 inch lug...
The correct pattern for a 715 is a 6 bolt pattern on a 7 1/4 inch circle with a 5 1/2 inch
center hole.
Unless they have a wheel that they make that is called a Powerwagon wheel but it made
in different patterns....aint no way to mount it on a M715 without Powerwagon axles to.go with....sorry.
I know Stockton does make a wheel for the 715 but I'm not sure if this is it or not.....I
could be wrong....been wrong before....but I know the Dodge pattern is nothing close.
Go ahead and post the price....I think they use to be around $160?Could be wrong on that
too....:)
Not trying to be negative,just putting out what I do know...trying to find out how much I
don't!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Powerwagon wheels POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>827 NEXT>832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John,
I believe Dodge has been using the term "Powerwagon"in reference to many of their
civilian 4x4's since World War 2.They may have had a number of different bolt patterns.
Possibly the M715 pattern was shared by a few Dodges over the years.
Just a thought.
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Rollie
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Marc McNulty EMAIL>mmcnulty@elp.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaS2JGh47e652 PREVIOUS>NEXT>834 850 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 1968 M715 with a chevy 305 conversion.New canvas on the cab and for the
cargo area.Also comes with a 1953 year model matching trailer.must sell
SUBJECT>Re:Need advise on buying M725 POSTER>Marc EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to all for your responses.The M725 I'm looking at has troop seats but no racks.It
has the surgical light but the owner put in a camper vent were the surgical lanp was.It has
the siren and ladder.Brakes are working.He is firm at $2,000.Is it still worth it?
Charlie,Are you selling the motor?
Does anyone in the New Jersey or surrounding area have a M725 or 715 for sale?
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Powerwagon wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>829 NEXT>833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well there goes my foot into my mouth again...and I did know that....
Yeah I was thinking the Military style Powerwagon....from sometime in the latter 50's,57.or so,to around 1970,Dodge
used a split rim wheel with a 715 pattern.
I went to Vintage Dodge owerwagons with a friend last year and saw some on one,took a
picture of it even.....damn foot needs a wash!!!!!
In stock form they have different off set than the M715 one,would make it sit in farther,
so not much advantage there...but it is the same pattern...
Should have known Stockton knew their business....
Sorry for the confusion....my fault completely!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Powerwagon wheels POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stockton just calls the series power wagon.The series I'm looking at is the mudslinger
with beadlocks but Stockton can build the mudslinger with the bolt pattern and and
offsets I or any other m715 owner might need.Just thought I'd bring something to light
and the cost is about $185 with out beadlocks and $285 with.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Scott Nufer EMAIL>refun@rocketmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaybFWGfomsnk PREVIOUS>830 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whats your price?whats your location?what shape is the m715 in?rust?tires?brakes?
SUBJECT>Some new pics are up POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a few new pics from 2 members that are now up in the members pictures section.
They have little "new"thingies next to them so you can find them easy enough.
Enjoy!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Help me evaulate this statement POSTER>BMB EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This was a reply to me concerning a related subject about M715s,I have removed some
of the racial type comments.I personally have a hard time thinking this person does not
have something personal against the '715.Mostly,I wanted to know if these statements
have much validity.
"M715 Kaiser Jeep -1 1/4 ton truck.
A Vietnam War civilian off-the-shelf -half-assed jury rigged debacle with a 24 volt
electrical system.Horrible vehicle and always for sale at blow out prices!
No Thanks ..you can keep my share!Half of the 100,000 built M715 trucks were left in
Vietnam as not being worth hauling back.The -----over there have them now and are
using them for flower pots..Those M715 trucks are total junk along with their ambulance counterpart.Have the weak
and small rear spring mounts on that one been reinforced yet?Those have a tendency to
simply snap off the frame.
The original engines in those also tend to explode too at about 25K miles if it gets that
far."
SUBJECT>Re:Help me evaulate this statement POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>836 NEXT>838 847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't think there where that many made.Does anyone know how many where actually
made?As far as half-assed-I don't consider a T98-NP200-Dana 60-Dana 70-5:88 gears
half-assed.I want to see the civilian counterpart to the M725.I want to see the M715
flower pots.The spring mounts,shackles,etc.are very heavy-duty,although the factory
welds on mine where very small with not enough penetration.I have re-welded all of
mine after the front spring hanger on mine had a nasty encounter with a big rock.Sounds
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to me like a small minded,half-assed person runnin'off at the mouth.Who said this
anyway?
SUBJECT>Re:Help me evaulate this statement POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 September 2000,at 11:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>837 NEXT>840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some folks don't like Chevy either....:)
Anyway,I can give some insight on the numbers....
One source lists 22,000 another 30,000.I do know from the registrations we have
received that there are serial numbers as high as 39767,and since the first number is
10001,that looks like about 30000 to me.I do not know if the M724/M725/M726 serial
numbers are all in the same set of numbers or if there are seperate....my guess by looking
at registrations is that all the numbers are one long series,giving a total production in the
30000 range between all 4 models....maybe 22,000 is just the M715 numbers??
Also,at the military show recently,I talked to a guy who is huge on military manuals and
historical stuff from WWII and Korea eras.After seeing what he might have on the M715
and taking a little ribbing for owning one (he said if you own one like we do and love it,
you know how everyone else thinks already)he was telling me that he believed that Jeep
actually ran the numbers into the civilian J300 production numbers too....meaning that as
both the civvy trucks and ours were built,serials were assigned as they were finished in
one long chain.I doubt this myself,as the civvy type numbers are 9 digit and of course
ours are only 5 and civvy models would start over every year I would presume,the
military ones would make sense to run through the length of the contract as a single
series...but he seemed to be pretty knowledgeable and insistent that he remembered talk
of this....since there is no Kaiser paperwork file anymore,it is a little grey.He also
remembered the short lived AM715 which is given some attention on our Brief history of
the M715 page by Erik Timothy here on the site.These were latter 70's "improved
models"that he had actually seen a couple of and said almost all were exported to
Korea...and we do know there are some there.
So much for that part....on the rest....I have over 25000 on a 230,others have much more.than that,one I know has
gone 300,000 miles on the stock mill.Very rugged and hearty
components were used on these trucks and I respect it all around as a stock go anywhere
truck.It has it's short comings like any vehicle,but so what....find a stock 4x4 with as
much going for it to start with as an M715 at anywhere near the money,then modify its
small tires,hiway gears,puny axles,etc.to get up to where an M715 starts and you have
more than enough money to build an M715 that will kill the same truck....plus you get the
convertible you always wanted and so much "X"factor for the military heritage and look
that nothing else can demonstrate at twice the price and I think you have a sweet deal that
is hard to touch!!!!
Keep 'em rolling!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Field Exercise Survey POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 September 2000,at 12:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>FE SURVEY LINKURL>http://m715zone.com/fesurvey/
Please see the link,if you missed it,at the top of the homepage,blinking....for the Field
exercise Survey,and fill it out so we can better prepare and hold our events for all.
Feel free to include whatever you think we should use to do our utmost best for
YOU!!!!!!!
Thanks for your time and support!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Help me evaulate this statement POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Thursday,28 September 2000,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>838 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you mean that some people don't like Chevy.You must mean a total truck as a
whole.Everybody knows that the Chevy mouse is the best engine made.:)
Richard
SUBJECT>Looking to buy an M715 POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 September 2000,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody!I'm looking for an M715!I've got a couple that I'm looking at/e-mailing
about,and want to know if there are any out there for sale in good shape,at a reasonable
price,and not far far away from beautiful Western New York!Also ...what brand and
size winch was the OE winch on the M715 W/WINCH?Please e-mail me at
davebdds@aol.com Thanks!!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Original Winch specs POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 September 2000,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>841 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,.The original M715 winch is a Braden LU-4.It has an official rating of 7500 pounds,but
comparing it to other 8000 pound winches on the market today,I would say it is
substantially stronger.I usually lie and tell people it is between 12-16 thousand.It comes
with 150 feet of 7/16"cable and is housed in a heavy aluminum case.Power is by a
power take off box mounted on the left side of the transmission.A control lever sticking
up through the floor in the cab allows a single speed of forward,neutral,or reverse.I've
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been told that the M37's also used an LU-4 but they had a cast iron case.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:members ????POSTER>BMB EMAIL>bmb270@mindspring.com
DATE>Friday,29 September 2000,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am having the same trouble.Got my password/registraion E mailed to myself and they
are correct,just keeps telling me invalid info.or failed entry,something like that.
BMB
SUBJECT>Weps new pic page,VERY NICE!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 September 2000,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Weps M715 pages
LINKURL>http://www.weps.alloffroad.com/index.html
You want to see Weps springover,40 inch tire,455 powered 715 playing in the mud?
How bout his friends 44 inch tire,454 powered one REALLY GETTING MUDDY???
Link is below....
brute4c
SUBJECT>New active duty pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 September 2000,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted some pics,which many of you have seen maybe,in the active duty gallery of the
M715 in Korea.I also put a link to the webpage there on.
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Help me evaulate this statement POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie@eritter.net DATE>Sunday,1 October 2000,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a book "Kaiser Industries Corp,Annual Report 1968"which states that production
of the M715 and M725 at the Toledo plant totaled 10,400 in 1967,16,200 in 1968 and
was to be 3,900 in 1969 to complete the contract.Will be glad to scan page and send it to
you if you wish to look it over.it goes on to say that contract received in 1968 for the
development of a technical-data package of plans and specifications for the M715 and
M725 vehicles,which could lead to future production contracts.
SUBJECT>Going Going Gone POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,1 October 2000,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm leaving tommmorow on the big Pilgrimage and just letting you know,this is the last
itme I will be on till around the 20th from here....might check in once or twice while I'm
away but don't hold your breath.:)
I would ask that anyone who might be wanting to send big files,like pics,refrain until I
return.
Best of luck to everyone.Get out and drive yours at least once for me....I have a feeling
they wont let me check an M715 in the plane,so it will be while before I get too again!!!
All the best,
brute4c
SUBJECT>It works!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>bill g
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Wednesday,4 October 2000,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It works,I was able to log on!!!!
Thanks for your help Jim and the Webmaster.The confusion was,I was given a Member
ID number.I thought that was to go in the Member ID box.
Again,thanks for your help,
Bill Gregory
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Joe Rucker EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 October 2000,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>830
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,how much do you want for it?Where are you located.More details please.Thanks.
Joe
SUBJECT>292 L6 engine swap POSTER>Pat EMAIL>ptkcahill@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,7 October 2000,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone put a chevy 292 straight 6 engine into the M715?If so,any problems?
PC
SUBJECT>Re:292 L6 engine swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 October 2000,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>851 NEXT>854 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I saw a Chev 292 put in an M715.It was very easy and clean.
The one I saw used a Novak bellhousing adapter to bolt the chev engine and bellhousing
up to the M715 T98a transmission.I believe the motor mounts were also very easy and
lined up almost perfectly.The procedures should be almost identical to putting in a Chev
smallblock which is a very common swap.Actually it should be even easir then a V8
since there would be more clearance on the sides of the engine and not the tight fit of the
V8 heads to the firewall.There should still be plenty of room for the radiator..If you want to retain a stock look
and sound,this should be a very good choice.The 292
is also a very high torque more powerful engine the the original Kaiser 230.
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Rollie
SUBJECT>Power brakes POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,9 October 2000,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently got my 715 back from an engine shop where I had a new chevy 350 installed
via a Novak Adaptor.I would now like to ad power brakes,possibly via a AGR Steering
box (they have one that bolts right in).Has anyone installed power steering on their
truck?Are there any problems or snags?My next up-grade will be power brakes if
anyone has any info on that?Thank you Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:292 L6 engine swap POSTER>Everett EMAIL>evp104@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 October 2000,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>852 NEXT>855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What type of diesel applications would work in a M-715?
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel applications POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 October 2000,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I think the easist way to put a diesel in the M715 is to install a GM 6.2 or 6.5
and use a Novak or Advance Adapter to bolt it up to the stock transmission.Most all the
GM engines including their 6.2/6.5 diesels share the same bellhousings.I put a 6.2 with a
turbo in mine.It was a very easy swap.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>kz400b2@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 12:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking to buy an M-715 and I have some quick questions I hope someone ca
answer.
If I get one with a hard top can I get a soft top and bows for it aftermarket like a jeep or
do I have to find original hardware.
Did they all come with heaters or do I have to add one,if so where do I get it.(I live in IL)
Are the brakes,and other chassie parts the same as a full size 1 ton j truck or will I have
to special order everything.
What options are hard to get or should I look for.
What parts are hard to find so I know to inspect them and/or make sure they are there.
SUBJECT>Re:Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 7:52 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>856 NEXT>859
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,actually very few came with heaters...so it seems,however
it is quite easy to fit in a civilian truck heater.
>Did they all come with heaters or do I have to add one,if so where do I get it.(I live in
IL)
Nope,for the most part the brake parts are unique to the 715,one of the first things I
would recomend is to fit the truck with a dual master cylinder and proportion valve.
Again this is very easy to do
>Are the brakes,and other chassie parts the same as a full size 1 ton j truck or will I have
to special order everything.
Heater,PTO winch,troop seats/bows and canvas
>What options are hard to get
Rust,in my book the #1 problem
>or should I look for
Tailgates tend to leave and are hard to find
>What parts are hard to find so I know to inspect them and/or make sure they are there.
These trucks are great,easy to work on and you have tons of options on what you can do
with them.
Luke
SUBJECT>M715 FAQ -look at and give me some feedback POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSL48Swt/dfQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right I put together a FAQ for the 715 trucks,
take a look at it,see whats wrong see what should
be added and let me know.
It basicly takes most of the old tech posts and puts
them into an organized fashion.
http://m715.gq.nu/m715faq.html
Should take care of some of the commonly asked questions...
Of course its not done yet,lots to do to it yet but
its a start anyway...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>857 NEXT>860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just another addition is possibly the wheels..IF you choose to go whith bigger tires the bolt pattern can cause some
problems.
JD
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SUBJECT>Re:Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>perkm715
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>859 NEXT>861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I disagree with Rippey about tire sizes.Stock tires are 34"tall.With stock rims you can go
with 36"Buckshots,38"Swampers,38".5 Boggers or 39"Mich.LAV tires.How much
taller do you need and still be streetable?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>notorious
EMAIL>crichter@loganrec.com DATE>Sunday,15 October 2000,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>860 NEXT>862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to http://www.memphisequipment.com/they have almost all the parts u will need for
the m715.they have an office in Mephis,TN and Chambersburg,PA.goto there web site
and request a catlog.
SUBJECT>Re:Im looking to buy and I have a few questions POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 October 2000,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>861 NEXT>863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wasnt talking so much about reusing the stock rim.
I was speaking more out about the difficulty of replacing the stockers.
If you want to run anything larger than 38"the stockers could start becoming a problem.
Also where have you seen a 39.5"that fit?Usually that tire size has a width of 18.5"to
15".Just wandering.
Also from a streetability point of view.I start to lose credibility.Im not to worried about
street use for mine.My two bits
JD
SUBJECT>Rippey715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 October
2000,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>862 NEXT>866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 39"tire is a Michelin LAV 11.00-16 radial.It has a block tread pattern thats
aggressive.If you want to see what the tire looks like go to the Mich.web site.These tires
new are very expensive but there is a tire co.in Georgia called Toby Sexton 1800-899-
5535 that has used ones in real good shape 70%tread for $75.00 each shipping is extra.I
will go for a set of these but I can't let the old lady know.Good luck PerkM715
SUBJECT>Lockers POSTER>Pat EMAIL>ptkcahill@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16
October 2000,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>868
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone experienced any problems with the Detroit Locker for the Dana 70?A vendor
actually recommended I do not get one because the 23 spline Dana 70 is weak and are
prone to break.Had any one out there actually broken one..Thanks,PC
SUBJECT>Power Steering POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
October 2000,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>870 887
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning on putting power steering in my 715 and have purchased an AGR box and
pump.Has anyone installed this unit on their 715?I need to know if I would need a
after-market Pitman Arm?The people at AGR did not know.Thank you Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Rippey715 POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 October 2000,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>863
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help I appreciate it.
Dont get in TOo much trouble.
JD
SUBJECT>PTO Winch POSTER>Jay EMAIL>kz400b2@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 October 2000,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the truck I have looked at did not have a pto winch,how hard are they to find and
about how much are they.I noticed that the ones that have them the bumper sits farther
out are those frame extensions or is the frame different.Also do you have the mfr and the
model #
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 October 2000,at
4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>864 NEXT>871 872 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Buy the detroit no-spin from randy's,I did.I love it .I have 40'boggers and a 460 and I
can't break my 23 spline.Never meet anyone who has.Only hear stories,not from anyone
firsthand who has broke one.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO Winch POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 October
2000,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>867 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jay-The stock winch is a braden LU-4 7500Lb rating.The frame is the same like you
thought there are frame extentions.You will need more than just the winch,frame ext.and
all brackets that you see up front.You also will need the PTO unit that bolts on the side
of the transmission plus the shaft that runs from the PTO to winch also you will need the
shift lever in the cab and the linkage from lever to the PTO.One of the members on the
other m715zone has one for sale for $700.00 I think this is a good price.Good luck
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 October
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2000,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>865 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
You will need a "different"one than the stock manual box arm,as the output spline sizes
are different on manual vs.power.If you truck is a "spring over"job,you'll want a
dropped pitman arm.Otherwise a Jeep J20 stock arm (and possibly many others)will
work just fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 October 2000,at
6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will not say that you cannot break the axles,but with my 455 and 40"swampers,I've
had no problems.Like Wout said:buy one and have some fun!
SUBJECT>Attn.WOUT POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 October
2000,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>868 NEXT>874 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wout-I just bought a 460 for my 715.I need help on a few things like adapting the ford
bellhousing to the T98A tranny or did you use a T18 out of an older ford truck or did you
go C-6 auto.I have to go with a manual trans because I have a PTO winch.Thanks for the
help.PerkM715
SUBJECT>M715 mile POSTER>kennyBgood EMAIL>kBgood@juno.com
DATE>Saturday,21 October 2000,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKiXaiESew.PREVIOUS>NEXT>876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this may be a stupid question,but what kind of gas mileage would one expect to
get from the M-715 truck.I like military vehicles and am considering buying an M-715 or
M-151.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.WOUT POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 October
2000,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>872 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went with the auto C6.The only advice I can give is a Milemarker winch.Then you don't
need a dual batt set up or have to worry about it getting hot and kicking out...same as a
PTO winch.I'm sorry I'm on help on this one.
SUBJECT>383 V8 POSTER>Pat EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 October 2000,at 5:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently inquired about 292 L6 swap,but came across a 383 V8 that would be less to
buy.Has anyone ever tried a chrysler 383 0r 440?Any info appreciated.Thanks Rollie
for the 292 info.
PC
SUBJECT>Re:M715 mileage POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 October 2000,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Your mileage may very.
With a 5.87 gear ratio in the stock differentials,mileage will never be very good.
Some military documents I've seen show 6-8 mpg.
Many members in the club have reported about a 10 mpg rate with stock configuration.
I've seen some reports of the mid teens around 12-15 mpg on long highway trips.
Changing the gears to something like 4.89,4.56 or even 4.10's will improve it,but at a
sacrifice of low end torque and crawl ratio.
Willie from Texas put in some 4.56's and an overdrive and claims 18-20 mpg with his
GM 6.5 diesel.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:383 V8 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 October 2000,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>875 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not aware of any adapters to bolt a Chrysler engine in directly to the stock tranny.
Your best bet would be to pull out the entire engine and tranny and drop in the Chrysler
engine and tranny.A new driveshaft would be needed to go between the tranny and
transfer case but it is definitly doable.But a lot more work.Many people in the club have
swapped in entire engine and tranny combinations.Ive seen a 318 put in,but I believe a
383 is a little bigger block and therefore be a little tighter in the engine compartment.I
personally put in a GM 6.2 diesel which is approximatly the same size as a GM bigblock
and I found it kind of close all around.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Small block Chevy headers?POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@sirius.com
DATE>Monday,20 November 2000,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>980 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For a 350 Chev motor -Hooker Street Rod block hugger style headers available through
Summit Racing Equipment 1-800-230-3030.That's where I got mine -fit perfect.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 November 2000,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>996 NEXT>1002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the dodge engine and trans sounds good to me.the axles should handle the power and
torque.a lot of members are using chevy and ford big block engines (454 &460 cu.in.)
with out much problems.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.om
DATE>Monday,20 November 2000,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The M715 axles will have no problem at all taking the 383.I have seen trucks
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with at
least 500 hp on stock axles.
Why don't you do me a big favor and make 2 sets of mounts for the engine...I'm looking
to throw the 400 Dodge in mine....just kidding...or maybe not....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:heater POSTER>Kevin Banonis EMAIL>bananachat@prodigy.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 November 2000,at 1:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try armysurpluswarehouse.com I bought a heater there for my M38A1 jeep.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>SugarJones
EMAIL>junebugspade@dialfree.net DATE>Tuesday,21 November 2000,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Very High Output Chevy 350 in mine and the only problem I have had is twisting
the drive shaft..I guess the shaft wanted to turn but the 44"Tires didn't..,"better to brake
a drive shaft then brake an axle"--a wize offroader
SUBJECT>Leo Porter POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a contact number for Leo Porter out of Midland Texas?Thank you
SUBJECT>tire specs POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1008 1009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anybody tell me the exact spec size for the Super Swapper TSL
that will fit my 715 I'am looking at the 38x12.5x16.5 I'am looking at the 38 inch size only
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Leo Porter POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1005 NEXT>1014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the only info I could find --From the searchable archives on this site...
I don't know if this is current or not
464.)
Source of M715 parts,Midway Supply,Te
Rollie715
Tuesday,2 Dec 1998,at 5:16 p.m.
I just got off the phone with a fellow by the name of Leo Porter who works for Midway
Supply in Texas.Phone number
(972)399-1532.I had heard he was a good source of M715 parts and services.He says he
has had over 200 M715 ’ s
and currently has a bunch of used and new parts for them.I told him about our club and.asked if he could put
together a
list of what ’s available with some prices.He said it would be best to just give him a call
and tell him what you want.He
did mention,he had one Chev engine to T98A adapter at $350
Brake shoe linings at $20 per axle.
Wheel Cylinders
Master Cylinder
Fuel Filler Rubber Boot
TieRod Ends
Steering components
Complete rearends
and a whole pile of misc used parts.
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Wednesday,
22 November 2000,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1006 NEXT>
1038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,16.5"won't go on the original 16"rims (at least they won't stay on...
Here is the info from the FAQ on this site!!!
*************
Of course stock size tires are a little hard to find at your local tire dealer,but plenty are
around in 4X4 mags.I have seen the taller sizes in mags.and occasionally on vehicles.It
would appear that the widest tires to fit on the stock rim are the Interco Super Swamper
TSL 13/38/16.They have a 12.7 width at their widest point and one year at the military
show near here,a gentleman was running them with success,ie.no rubbing or hitting,and
was happy with the investment he had made.The 11.00X38.5X16 uses stock rim and
tube.It is the Interco Super Swamper Bogger.A radical tread for on-road driving but
DOT legal.Off-road especially in mud,this should be perfect.It was originally designed
as a competition tire for mud boggs,hence the name.All the tires listed are bias ply.
There are radials now in the 36 inch class.The Denman Coyote for example comes in a
305/85/QR16.This is basically a 9.00/36/16 in a radial.I have found the price at approx.
$130 but have been unable to find ply rating.They make some 15's in this height but they
are only 6 ply,I have tried to e-mail the distributor but no luck.The 37 inch Buckshot
Mudder has about the same tread as the Super Swamper TSL but is one inch shorter.It
will fit no problem as well.The stock rim seems to handle up to a 38.5 tire and 13 (12.7
section width)tire and so does the body.This being pretty much the body's limit on width
no matter the height.Now if someone made a 44 inch tire that was only that wide,I'd
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worry about both body and rim,although 16.5 rims handle the sidewall height as do 15's
so maybe.Anybody who knows more...let us know.
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>cybermama52@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1006 NEXT>1011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to dave a.in response to super swamper tire size,i run 38/13/16 on my stock military
rims [grunt ] and heavy duty truck tubes with no problems..SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>Robert van Kol
-Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>996 NEXT>1013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the reactions.well,lets try it and see what happens.
one question,Do I have enough space for my transmission in the body.the original trans
has a very small adapter.Do I have to recorrect my body?
thanks for the reaction.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1009 NEXT>1012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks bernie
so the the correct spec size is 38x12.5x16.5
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,22 November
2000,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1011 NEXT>1016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave....DO NOT PUT A 16.5 TIRE ON A 16 INCH RIM,DO PUT A 16 INCH TIRE
ON A 16 INCH RIM.
Please for your own safty and those who ride with you.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1010 NEXT>1034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO.the later model wagoneers and trucks use the 727 trans and there is plenty of room.
you will have to make all of the mounts anyway,so you can place the engine and trans
almost antwhere you want it.good luck --please post some pics when you install it.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Leo Porter POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 November 2000,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLga3.PxPgbg PREVIOUS>1007 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leo Porter's #is still (972)399-1532,address as of 9-1-00;
P.O.Box 153185
Irving,Texas 75015
SUBJECT>Happy Thanksgiving POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to wish all a Happy Thanksgiving,even if you aren't in the US,have a great
day!!!.Webmaster
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for your concern and I won't I'll put the 16 incher on instead
I did not see the TSL 13x38x16 and that would have been real cool order the wrong dar
tire
thanks agian
SUBJECT>Some New Pics POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1018 1026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just added some new pics of Marc Lesko's 725 in the members gallery,if anyone else
wants their pics added please send them to webmaster@m715zone.com and we'll get
them in the system.
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>wallace E Osterhoudt
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1017 NEXT>1019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very nice pictures Im still working on a frame up restoration mostly done I have to go
threw my 725 pics and get them in order .
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1018 NEXT>1020 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made this offer to Utahjeepr about his Cummins 5.9 into 715 buildup,and I would like
to make the offer to you and any other people that are doing restoration/buildups of their
715/725/726.
I would like to set up a projects page on the Zone for people to have their stories of their
trucks and the buildups with pics etc...to make the Zone even more personal and
entertaining,as well as giving people the hope and inspiration to do/finish buildups on
their own trucks.
If anyone has a buildup story with pics that they would like to add to the Zone for
everyone to benfit from please send them to webmaster@m715zone.com,I think that the
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members would also like to read about updates on trucks that have been done,how the
updates works,etc...,this goes for restorations as well as restifications.
I just want to put it back out to the members that the more that you all can add to the Zone
in the way of stories,pics,reviews,etc...,the better the Zone will be for all of the
members...The Zone isn't just here for a few of us,it's here for everyone.
Jim Morrison
Webmaster
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>wallace E Osterhoudt.EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at
4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1019 NEXT>1021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will start a start to finish picture and process of my M725 and get in touch with the zone
to put it on ..I belive every body need a little help and how toos .I hope when I get this
m725 done my buddy my pal sells me my next project a M 715 ..
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally,I sold a guy up your way a real nice truck.His name was Steve,He said that he
knows you.I found a real rust bucket for you.It still has a salt spreader in the box,Well
whats left of a salt spreader and a box!This project will keep you busy for a long ,
long,long,time.=========Barry
SUBJECT>starter POSTER>Dale EMAIL>dalejen@1st.net DATE>Thursday,23
November 2000,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1023
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello out there in Kaiserland,decided to go the 12Volt route.Have the ignition parts but
was wondering if the 12volt starter off a 1964 civilian Gladiator will work?Thanks again
for all the previous help and may Everyday be a Holiday
and Every meal a feast.Happy Thanksgiving
SUBJECT>Re:starter POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 November 2000,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 12 volt and 24 volt starters interchange,though the case size is a little different...no
sweat though.
brute4c
SUBJECT>troop seats POSTER>Carmen EMAIL>ccfalcone5@aol.com DATE>Friday,
24 November 2000,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1037
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a set a troop seats brackes for the M715.If so how much?Also does
anyone live in Northeastern Pa that I can exchange notes with?
SUBJECT>Re:Texans?POSTER>Charlie Brown EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Saturday,25 November 2000,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Denison Tx and have a restored M725,all original.
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>Charlie Brown EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Saturday,25 November 2000,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1017 NEXT>1031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I like the camo design.Looks original SEA.No Crosses and in the front
view,it has the
red lights.What is the Square vent on top?
SUBJECT>Posting photos POSTER>Ronnie EMAIL>hippie@eritter.net
DATE>Saturday,25 November 2000,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any way on this site to post our own photos yet or our own web site?
SUBJECT>Re:Posting photos POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Saturday,25 November 2000,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Ronnie,
If you e-mail the pics to me I will gladly post them to the site...
webmaster@m715zone.com
SUBJECT>thank you jim POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 November 2000,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jim,thank you for your help.I'll be e-mailing you my pictures of my truck shortly.thanks
again!bern1m715@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>jim:registration ???????POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 November 2000,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,again!this is bernie,I've tried to get into the members only by entering my
password and member id#and it keeps coming back invalid.So I've re-registered and I
have a new member id#and I'm still having troubles it says enter another #and I don't
have any other numbers to enter.I'm new with my computer and I would be gratefull for
all your help!!!!
Thank You,Stuck Again
bern1m715@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>Marc Lesko EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27
November 2000,at 4:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1026 NEXT>1033
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone for there complements on my M725.So far the 230 motor runs as
good as the truck looks.
The last owner told me that the camo design was original.I would like to know more
about "SEA"camo if anyone knows.The crosses by the way are under the camo paint.I
was told by last owner that the military paints over the crosses so there not such a target
during war time.I have a set of crosses but not sure if I want to put them on.
The red lights in the fron are really amber parking lamps.The vent on top is ther only non.military
modification.It's a vent like the type used in motorhomes.Not sure what I want
to do with it yet.
SUBJECT>Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>Robert van Kol -Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Monday,27 November 2000,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1074 1080 1096 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello,
Are there any existing gasket kits available for the 230cu tornado engine,and where ca
they be ordered.Are there still engine parts available for the engine in case of rebuild.
I'm gonna replace my drivetrain in the M715 but the old one is still in excellent condition.
So i want to reuse it in an old FN truck (1950)I also have,from the belgium army for
wich I didn't have an engine.It would be an almost fitin job.
But before that,I was wondering If there are still parts left for the engine,incase of
trouble.Therefore my question.
Thanks for the responses I already received.
Robert van Kol.
SUBJECT>Re:Some New Pics POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Monday,27 November 2000,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1031 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct in that they pained over the crosses in SEA battle areas.They may have
done the same in Europe.Only stateside and non combat vehicles had crosses.I will
check thru my ref books and see what I can come up with.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 383"in m715 POSTER>Robert van Kol -Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Monday,27 November 2000,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1013 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will post fotos of the restoration as soon as I have them.I am collecting al stuf i need
and think to start about jan/Feb.I will try to make a few fotos before the restoration and
post them already.
As soon as i'm building in the dodge 383cu,i will make detailed fotos of the replacement.
thanks for all reactions,It is nice to speak with sameminded people.
the rest of the world thinks,we are crazy anyway.Why dont we simple by a 4x4 truck
instead of putting al that freetime and money in that specially one.I think those people
will never understand it.
I just want to have something thats special,rebuild by myself.not just the grey one out of
the shop.
greetings from belgium.
Robert van Kol..SUBJECT>M715 Ambulance For Sale POSTER>Rick K.EMAIL>newts2me@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 November 2000,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB09RaqZJvhE PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 Ambulance For Sale
Straight body,no rust,runs good,needs a home.
3,700 obo.if interested e-mail Rick at newts2me@aol.com
SUBJECT>backspacing POSTER>Tony Bonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
November 2000,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could some one tell me the standard backspacing on an m715?
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1024 NEXT>1046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work in VA but go back to Northeast PA about every weekend.I was trying to find
troop seats as well.Good luck.Some dude had a set in Washington and I figure I just pay
the coin to send them,but he wanted $400 plus and would not come down.
Meateater
SUBJECT>Re:tire specs POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,!!!!
I went through the tire hell as well.I really wanted to get it right the first time.I
researched it for some time.I settled on the Buck Shot Mudders 37 inch.I liked them
alot.The bottom line advantage for me was the fact that they can be studded.I bought a
extra two (studded)and I am going to use them on the front.A big problem I ran into was
after I bought them.I called a local truck place (for the split rims)before hand,and they
said to buy them else where but they would put them on.Well the day I show up with
$1,200 worth of tires and mil.rims the dude at the tire place starts giving me a load of
shit.First he wanted to know why I didn't buy them through them,second he wanted to
know how I knew they would fit.Third,he refused to mount them saying the rim wasn't
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designed for that tire.Bascially he was pointing to the inner seam width of the tire and the
width needed for split rim,it was close to begin with,but he was being a real jerk and
used that as his reason to refuse service.I did some research.Bascially,with really low
pressure in the tire,(really low)and one torques the tire under a heavy load,they may
break the seal.I got a guy who does the mil stuff and he did them for me (he rides a duce
and half as his every day vehicle)he put this paste on as well that he said works as a glue
after the tire is on and most people don't use it--as they settle for regular soap.He said
they will be fine,and I haven't had any problem since.Meat Eater
SUBJECT>engine running problem POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>1040 1056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O.k.guys I need some help with the standard 6 cyc engine (230),maybe some one has
had this problem.Right now when I first start it up,it runs great,about 20 minutes of
running,and it dies,misses,back fires bascially won't go,the idle goes down to nothing if
at light it will stall,etc.
I rebuilt the carb.new wires,cap,rotor,points,coil,filters etc.The carb I took apart twice
to make sure it was right,as it really sounded like it was just getting to much fuel (and I
learned early never to touch the pedal.)But since it seems to be related to heat,I've bee
thinking maybe a heat riser,do we even have one on these beasts?I also thought maybe it
was some vacum line leaks,but I can't seem to locate it.I am really stuck.The funny
thing is that when I first start it and run it,it runs so dam good it is scary.Then once it
gets warmed up the shit hits the fan.The temp is only at quarter way of the gauge when it
starts to act up then will eventually stall and when it does I have to wait about 5 minutes
and it fires right back up till it runs awhile and does the process again.I thought maybe
vapor lock,but I can see and smell the gas if I hit the pedal.Anyway,if any of you have
had a similiar problem,I would appreciate your insights.
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Meat Eater
EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1039 NEXT>1041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a follow up note,when it stalls at the light,(remember it takes 5 minutes of rest to get
going again)the guys behind me usually start yelling bad words,followed with hand
actions.By the time it hits the hand actions I usually (clamly)get out of the vehicle,take
the 30-06 from behind the seat (in the carrying harness)and carry it out to put it in the
back of the pick-up box.Works wonders for stopping all those remarks.A polite society
is an armed society.
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1040 NEXT>1042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love your colorful "bumper Sticker"if that is a nice way to put it!
Mine will start up the first couple times then keep getting worse and if I let off the gas it
dies so I think it's the generator in mine but have no clue as to what could be causing
what your going through.Someone else here probably more than knows.Side Note have
you checked the fuel filters?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Robert van Kol -Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Tuesday,28 November 2000,at 11:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1041 NEXT>1044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have had a similar experience with a landrover 88"series
III.Cold it would start just
fine and even runs fine,but after about 30 minutes of driving it got worse.The engine
shut off,would not start again.whatever i did,i had to wait.After a long search I put
plastic fuel filters before the carb.It didn't solve the problem.
I then find out there was a lot of drab and rust in my gasoline tank who when i waited
senk to the bottom,clearing up my gasoline.When I started up the engine It started up to
mix around and finally i got some rust/drab in my fuel line.So the carb didn't get enouf
gasoline anymore resulting in backfire and shutoff when idle.After replacing the tank it
was over.Maybe this can help you.
Robert van Kol.
SUBJECT>Many thanks to Alan L for the Locker Deal POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>1052
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just called Reider Racing and ordered a Detroit NoSpin Locker for the rear of my M715.
I really appreciate the work Alan has done in putting together this group discount deal.
Reider said they would ship today.Now if I can just follow Treepushers detailed
instructions,I should be Locked up soon.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Meat Eater
EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1042 NEXT>1048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your comments,but I took the whole gas tank off,(it is VERY clean inside
like new)I have already replace the condensor as well.I just keep replacing things hoping
to find the problem.(I have replaced alot of things by now and done a lot of work,but I
am still using the 0-6 to stop the remarks at the lights *S*.)
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All Comments welcome.
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Spark Plug wires POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a set of new plug wires and plugs for my M725 from a reputable
vendor.The plugs are autolite (forgot the number)and all metal construction vs.the
ceramic type with metal screw top (old Champion I think)currently in the motor.The
problem is that the rubber insulator on the plug wires will not penetrate far enough into
the plug to contact the inside electrode contact.At the same time the cap will not screw
onto the plug top threads.Basically without modifing the diameter of the plug wires
insulator it will not work.I was advised to remove the aluminum spring on the wires and
cut down the plug wires insulation.In my opinion this would make the wire/plug non
water tight and a sudo solution to the problem.For the collar of the rubber insulator is cut
away,which was the environmental seal on the plug..Has anyone had this problem?Is there a spark plug available for
this application?I had
tried a cross referenced Champion plug with the same results.
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats/full canvas $450 -NY POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 2:42
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1037 NEXT>1058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody interested in the whole setup?
I can't use it on my utility box truck...
located in western NY -$450
-Troop seats
-3 bows
-Troop restraint belt
-Full rear canvas &ropes -like new
-2 canvas end curtians with the windows -like new
(1 has a small nibble at the bottom)
Can take picts if anyone is interested...
Luke
SUBJECT>6.2 Diesels Mil-Veh List POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got this from the Mil-Vih list,don't know any of these people...
In the same MA Auto Hunter as the Wrecker and Stalwart a gentleman has a
couple of 6.2 GM military engines for sale.One a take out for $1,500 and
one a full mil rebuild for $2,695.His name is Frank in Hampton,NH and his
phone is 603-926-4900.
I don't know him either,just passing on info.
Ron "Ron"
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1044 NEXT>1049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Meateter--
I had the identical problem with my 715--IDENTICAL.I swapped everything out that I
could,but never could locate the problem.I fially got so exasperated that I swapped out
the 230 and put in a chevy 350.An expensive,but viable solution.Let me know how
yours turns out--would be interested in finding out what the problem is
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1048 NEXT>1051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.have you checked your gas tank vent line?the tank might be building up a
vacumn.take
the gas cap off and try it.if it works,then it is the vent hose.probably has a dead bug or
something in it.
krob725
SUBJECT>Chevy Headers $99.95 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J.C.Whitney has blockhuggers for $99.95.Don't know the make,but I'm gonna throw
caution to the wind and try 'em!I'll let everyone know how (or if)they work.
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the IDENTICAL problem with an M37.Turned out to be worn out distributor shaft.
It wobbled around while running great til the points got hot and then would just shut off
like you turned off the key.If I remember right the coil got hot as a result also.Check it
out and good luck.
Bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Many thanks to Alan L for the Locker Deal POSTER>ATreepusher
EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net DATE>Wednesday,29 November 2000,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way to go Rollie.Just remember that my locker install story is just that,a story.Not a
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how to,more of a "this is what I did"thing.I had no clue what I was getting into and still
don't know if I did it right.My story is just to let others get a better understanding of what
their getting into,something that I didn't have.It all seemed go together well.I have had
no problems after a couple thousand miles this summer.The no spin does cause odd
handling in corners but controlable with the heavy truck.The truck will now go places in
2 wheel drive where you would loose all traction even in 4 wheel drive.Having a front
locker must be awesome.(someday with front hubs)
Richard/Treepusher
SUBJECT>Insurance for M725 POSTER>Marc Leskio EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,30
November 2000,at 3:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCSFyW8Xfidg
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1063 1082 1106 1163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone out there hook me up with someone that will insure my M725.
I've called most of the classic car insurance companies.When they find out that I don't
have a garage they will not cover me.
I've called a couple of regular insurance companies and told them that I want to insure a
"Kaiser Jeep M725"they say it not in there computer system and so they will not insure
me.
Does anyone have any suggestions other than building a garage?.Thanks
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plug wires POSTER>Marc Leskio EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,30
November 2000,at 3:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1045 NEXT>1055
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just installed a set of Autolite sparkplugs #2344 with the wires that came with the truck
and had no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plug wires POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The plugs I bought were Autolite ARL8S and Champion EH-8.Will check into getting
the plugs you listed.
Thanks,john
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>oreuc@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1039 NEXT>1071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd zero in on the coil.You indicate you have replaced it but if you are using one of the
metal -cased imports,I have had problems with them.
SUBJECT>1999 FE,trying to rollover...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1060 LINKNAME>How not to drive an M715 Pictures!!
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/festuck/FE_stuck.html
As many members know,I got a little out of shape at the first FE in 1999.I have pics up
now that show how it looked,though the pics don't seem to show it as steep as is was
then or am I dreaming???
Anyway,there is text of it in the Unofficial FE Tale linked at left and the pics are at the
link below.
Enjoy!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats/full canvas $450 -NY POSTER>Carme
EMAIL>ccfalcone5@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1046 NEXT>1070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send pictures
SUBJECT>Body lift POSTER>Tony Bonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,30 November
2000,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1065 1072
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone sell a body lift for an m715?Or will I need to make one?.SUBJECT>Re:1999 FE,trying to
rollover...POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1057 NEXT>1066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How could you guys be so cruel to your 715??Treat them with respect--keep them
garaged and cleaned and waxed--cherish them!!!
SUBJECT>M715 for Sale POSTER>Clark Bishop EMAIL>hades1134@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatEZDYUSNc0g PREVIOUS>NEXT>1079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 1967 M715 for sale.It was used before me by the fire district,so it's red.I got a
new canvas top,and seat covers.It doesn't have any rust to speak of.It runs really well,
and only has 16555 miles.If your looking for a really easy resoration job,this is it.I'm
asking $9000 for it.I'm in the Seattle area,call (360)678-6916 or e-mail at
hades1134@hotmail.com if you're interested.
(I have a picture I could e-mail too...)
SUBJECT>Civilian distributor POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck was purchased without a distributor,but I have now obtained one from a
civilian 230.My questions are:
Where is no 1 in relation to the distributor vacuum advance?
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Where does the vacuum advance go in relation to the position of the distributor--where
does it point to when installed in the engine?
What does the hold down look like and how does it work-must not be like a chevy as
there is no ring on the distributor to clamp down on?
I can get the motor to TDC on no 1 by feeling for the compression stroke while turning
the motor with a wrench.Need to know how to orient the distributor-and is the firing
order 1-5-3-6-2-4 in a clockwise direction or counterclockwise????Appreciate the
help!!!!!
I assume the oil pump drives the distributor as opposed to the distributor driving the oil
pump since there is no gear on my distributor shaft.Im used to chevy engines and this one
isnt!!!
Thanks in advance for any help you may offer.
Bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance for M725 POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1053 NEXT>1067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have my M725 insured through Safeco,never had any problems with them.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 9:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1062 NEXT>1077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Bryan,
I have the civ.ignition and am quite happy with it,you will be too!!
One your questions:
Mine is installed so that #1 wire is just a little off to the right of 12 o'clock,call it 12:15,
and the vacuum advance points pretty much right at 6 o'clock as viewed in the motor.The
rotation is counter-clockwise.Number one,therefore,is across from the advance unit.
The holddown is really unusual for any engine I have ever seen.There is a plate that
should be on the distributor you have that has 2 slotted areas in it.One of these slots,the
longer one,should have a bolt going through it and into the underside of the distributor.
There is a stud sticking out of the timing cover right next to the distributor hole,around
the 11 o'clock postion it seems,where the other slot goes.This end gets a lockwasher and
nut.To adjust the timing,you loosen both of these up and turn the distributor,the
tighten them down....just don't ask me why.
FYI,there is a gear on the crankshaft,worm type,that turns a gear on the oil pump shaft.
The distributor shaft goes in the end of the oil pump shaft with a screwdriver type tip,
thus you were right in how you figured it was driven.There is a big advantage to
this...when you have to put a distributor in motor such as yours is,may have been turned
while the old one was out and you aren't sure where stuff lines up,the distributor can only
go in right or 180 degrees off.It will start if it's right,it MIGHT start if it is 180 off but it
won't run worth a darn and you'll know right away.You don't have to worry bout being
off a tooth and which way.
Need more info,let me know,glad to help.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1059 NEXT>1068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is no "kit"to lift the body that I have heard of.
You can do a springover for the front axle and flip the rear shackles and pick up 5-6
inches of height though without too much fuss.Several members have done this and I
have personally seen and driven 3 of them...they are excellent and I am going to do mine
as well...can hardly wait.
This is enough to mount 40 inch tires without rubbing.With these tires,the total lift is 8-
9 inches at the frame...and without and lifting blocks or anything like that...thay look
bone stock to people who don't know these trucks came spring under!!!
If you search the messages here and at our Yahoo site,you'll find the whole story,I have
included a link below to the other site if you need it.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:1999 FE,trying to rollover...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 November 2000,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tom,
I wasn't trying too....I just couldn't make the turn on the downhill and ended up this way.
Beleive me when I tell you I was sweating hard that something broke or was going to
break...in fact I sweated so much,I wasn't sure if I had wet my pants or not....:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance for M725 POSTER>Marc Leskio EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
December 2000,at 4:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1063 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a phone number?
Thanks
Marc Lesko
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>Tony Bonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 December
2000,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1065 NEXT>1110 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I plan on doing a spring over.But I am trying to fit my 44 boggers on so I was hoping I
could make a body lift for it.
SUBJECT>I Finally got my truck POSTER>Tony Bonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
December 2000,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1076
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As of yesterday morning I am the proud owner of a '68 M715.It runs,hasn't bee
modified,hasn't even been driven in 5 years.The body is straight with some rust but
nothing deep.Everything is original including the bows,troop seats,blackouts,and 24
volt system.It has a hardtop and 52,000 miles.The guy has a pto winch with the bumper
ends,but I don't think that the truck originaly had one on it.The price was awesome
$1500 and $200 for the winch!!!My dad doesn't like it (I'm only 17)but he'll get over it.
I'm planning an engine swap for august or september.I have started collecting parts for
the swap.I plan to put in a 7.3L powerstroke with a six speed.I may need a wiring
harness for it,Does anybody know where I can get one?
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats/full canvas $450 -NY POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is interested you can see some picts of the
canvas and troop seats at:
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/canvas_troop
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Meat Eater
EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1056 NEXT>1073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.O.k.J.D.I do have a metal coil,I bought it from Surplus
city,(though I don't know if it is
an import)Where can I get good Coil for my 24 volt system?I will change this with the
whole distributor as well,i got an extra one of those down at the local fire hall for a case
of beer.I figured it is something to have handy in the event of a revolution.
Thanks for all your comments,
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1059 NEXT>1081 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tony,
I chose to do a body lift instead of a springover on my M715 for various reasons.I
fabricated my own lift and thought it was all very straight forward and easy.My lift was
4".For blocks,I cut up a bunch of 3"sections of 3"x4"heavy wall rectangular steel
tubing.I drilled them out to match the original body mounting holes,bolted them solid to
the frame and mounted the body on top of them using all the original bolts,springs and
pads.You can see a few detailed pictures of them in the Member's Gallery under my
name Rollie715.Other factors that need to be dealt with in a body lift of this height is the
steering shaft,clutch linkage and brake line to the master cylinder all needed lengthening.
Also the opening in the floor boards around the transfercase shifters needed a little
enlarging.I've been really happy with just a body lift and find there is plenty of clearance
for the 40"Gamma Goat tires which I run.
Good luck and keep us informed how you do.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1071 NEXT>1107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment has everything you need--I bought a coil from them as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1032 NEXT>1075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willy-Overland sells a lot of gasket kits and rebuild kits.They have tons of other parts for
all jeeps--you might give them a try.
SUBJECT>Re:Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>Robert van Kol -Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1074 NEXT>1090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good,
Do you have a email adress or URL of them.If not maybe a adress or phone/fax number..thanks so far.
Robert van Kol
SUBJECT>Re:I Finally got my truck POSTER>Rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have taken the words out of my mouth my dad hates mine Im 16 you got a
awesome price.I want to do a powerstroke to but fear the price tag on it if the motor
mounts are the same as a 460 Drew might be able to help you in that area but I think your
best bet on a wiring harness would be the factory good luck.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian distributor POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1064
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a ton for the info.Ill try to get it fired up tomorrow!!
SUBJECT>Chevy Headers.I feel stupid!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of our members (sorry I forgot who you were)told me that Hooker Blockhuggers
worked great on his.Before I ordered some junk for 99.95 from J.C.Whitney,I checked
with Summit (as recommended)they have blockhuggers for 69.95,but more than likely
they wouln't clear the motor mounts.The Hookers taper back and are $136.Thanks again
for your recommendation.You did your homework.I've seen some crazy header prices
and I figured Summit would be high too.Boy was I wrong!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for Sale POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1061
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the truck has any remaining fire equipment,it must be made of Gold!
SUBJECT>Re:Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 December 2000,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1032 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call surplus city in cali 1-800-3jeepparts.
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>############EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 December
2000,at 11:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1072 NEXT>1084
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you had any problems with the metal distorting around your mounts?That was my
main concern.
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance for M725 POSTER>Charlie Brown.EMAIL>broiri8@airmail.net DATE>Saturday,2 December 2000,at 9:27
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Marc,SAFECO has a web page and you can walk your vehicle thru it to get an extamate?
I did,but too expensive for my use.I built a garage for mine for just at 1000.00 and the
insurance is $66.00 per year
SUBJECT>registration numbers POSTER>sascha EMAIL>mvsbaf@t-online.de
DATE>Saturday,2 December 2000,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello members,
can anyone supply orginal US registration numbers of the M715series vehicles to me?
sascha
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 December 2000,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1081 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm assuming you are talking about the metal on the frame from distorting,now that it
subject to greater stress with the taller body mounts.No it has shown no signs of any
extra stress.If I remember correctly the main cab is supported by four fairly beefy frame
brackets on the frame plus the two under the forward nose section.Of those six cab
mounts the two center ones are bolted solid to the cab and the two rear and two front ones
have springs on the mounting bolts to allow some flexing between the cab and the frame.
I've never even been concerned that the cab mounts would be a problem.I believe one of
the advantage to using the heavy rectangular tubing such as I did and bolting them solid
to the frame is that it holds the cab more securely then the usual aftermarket kits where
they just supply you with some longer bolts and a tall drilled out shim between the frame
and body.I really have no experience with the lift on the cargo box as it was already
sitting 4"taller and mounted on a sub frame for use as a hydraulic lift box when I got it.
That was actually one of the reason I decide to lift the cab in the first place,was to bring
it up level with the box.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:registration numbers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 December 2000,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1083 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mean the serial numbers of the vehicles,they run from 10001 to at least
39738...and I think to 40000,giving a total run of 30,000 vehicles.If you are looking for
something else....I probably don't know but try me anyway!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Wout POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 December 2000,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was just looking in the members gallery and saw your truck and was wandering why
yours'sits so high up over the tires was anything besides a spring over done.Ex.Add a
leaves,rear blocks,new packs,Perhaps Im insane but it looks like it rides a lot higher
than others with a spring over.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at
6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1086 NEXT>1099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All I did was a cab lift.Instead of the cab being level to the bed at the top,it's now level at
the bottom,so it looks natural.All I had to do was lengthen the steering rod and brake line
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from the master cyl.I have a auto with a cable shifter so that was easy.Oh I also had to
make the t-case shifter hole about a inch bigger.My tires are 40's so that is 2.5 and the
spring over is good for 5 inches I guess,so thats about 7.5 total lift.I had to lift the cab
because the boggers scrubed on the front.Hope this helped.I'll try to get more pics up after
I get a good camera.Thanks Jon for getting my pics up.
SUBJECT>Ring &Pinions POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I have a ´65 M-715 with a Mercedes Benz truck diesel engine,now I need to re-gear my
truck,but I ´m having troubles to find 4.88 ring &pinions for the rear Dana 70.Where can
I found some of those r&p?
In the charts I found about the gearing on the Dana axles,especially in Kaiser ´s FJ
appears 4.88 gears as an option but noone seems to have them.
Thanks in advance.
Juan Emilio Castro
Buenos Aires
Argentina
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1088
NEXT>1091 1095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reider Racing has all the parts you need to convert your axle gearing.I would like to talk
to someone who has done this conversion as I would like to do it myself
SUBJECT>Re:Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willy-Overland phone #is 888-265-5337.The E-mail address is
www.willysoverland.com.Good luck--they sell a lot of parts for all makes and years of
Jeeps..SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1089 NEXT>1097 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Randy's Ring and Pinion also sells them for about the same price as Reider.I also have a
diesel engine in my 715 and have found the slower rpm engine combined with the stock
5.87 gears is way to slow on the highway.I ordered a set of 4.56 gears from Reider.I
haven't put them in yet as they require a setup that I'm not comfortable doing myself.I
will probably pull the axles apart and then take them to a local shop and have them
installed.The 4.88's should be readily available.4.56 is as numerically low as you can go
using the stock carrier.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Welder advice POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net DATE>Sunday,3
December 2000,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoKS9v.sZmGM
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I'm looking at buying a 110V mig welder and would appreciate any input.I've been
looking at a Century 155GS or a Lincolin SP125.The Hobart 135 dosen't have the
variable heat setting,dose that matter?Thanks for any input!
SUBJECT>Re:Welder advice POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1092
NEXT>1109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Lincoln SP125 and REALLY like it.Granted ,you are not going to start your
own Fab shop with it,but for general use it is great.
SUBJECT>GOT MY OWN M715 POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZ6gXYtqK2TQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>1113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a new owner of a 67 M715 with 14,300 miles original.It was a civil defense vehicle
1st and then it went to my college for the Forestry class and has never been on the road
since the early 90's for a inspection.other than that it has been on the college campus and
used for the little trail out behind the college for the forestry students.it's in great shape
but it's red any suggestion for the original camo paint scheme?also I registered for a
membership but am too stoopid to access my membership entry.HELLLLLPPPPPP!
Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Sunday,3 December 2000,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1089
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What conversion?The engine/tranny or the axle gears?
I ´m doing both with a friend of mine in my backyard and it ´s not the first one we ´ve done.
I own an M-37 and he owns an M-43 both with GM 6.2L Diesel,5 speed OD tranny and.much more.
We are trying to figure out How to adapt some Disc Brake setup for the Front axle on the
M-715.We will see.
Juan Castro
Buenos Aires
Argentina
SUBJECT>Re:Gasket kit for tornado 230cu POSTER>Robert van Kol -Belgium
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 9:25 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1032 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All thanks for the replys,It feels great when you are supported by so many people.It
makes a job a lot easier.
Robert van Kol.
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
December 2000,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1091 NEXT>1098
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie--
Is that an expensive job to have the ring and pinions changed to the lower gears?Is it easy
for an axle shop to do,or is this job pretty involved?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinions POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1097 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
My understanding is the clearances and tolerences in how the ring and pinion gears mesh
with each other is very critical.This is done by installing the correct size shims and
torquing down the pinion bearing to the correct preload.I've never done that myself and
am thinking that hiring it out would be the way to go.Randy's Ring and Pinion which is
located close by quoted me about $200 per axle if I brought the axles into them and had
already removed the axle shafts myself.I haven't really pursued it heavily as I am still
waiting for my budget to catch up enough to purchase a set of gears for the front axle
also.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Wout POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
4 December 2000,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1087 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,you are more than welcome...my fault it took forever but it is worth it...nice truck
I'd love to see at one of the future Field Exercises!!!
Whenever ya got more...you know where to send them!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>New photos in members gallery POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have posted some pics for your viewing pleasure in the members pictures gallery.
There is one new pic of Louie's truck and his dads parked right next to it at the Wisconsi
Military Show.It was really neat to meet his dad,and Louie I have met before,but always
a pleasure.
Also I posted pics and text on Wouts truck,complete with 460/C6 trans and springover,a
real nice truck that most certainly means business!!
A man named Emiliano sent me some pics of his 715 to post from Brazil,nice stock
truck,and he added some text too about the numbers down there and about his truck.
There are also 4 pics of Rippeys truck,he makes no claims on the paint job,but he is 16
and gonna work it up to nice condition.
Enjoy,and remember,if you want your pics posted,send them to jonmon@pcpros.net
and I'll get them up.Include any text you want included on your page and I'll add that
too!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Headers.I feel stupid!POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@sirius.com
DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1078 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad the information helped -good luck with the rest of your project!
SUBJECT>NC 715 operators POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZ6gXYtqK2TQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>1104 1112 1140 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are there any members in NC??I live in Salisbury,just North of charlotte.Just got one
and wondering if there's anyone to play with???
Desrtvet
SUBJECT>tranny POSTER>mike kellner EMAIL>abcdefghilk@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 December 2000,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what kind of tranny is in the m715?i am new to this and thinking about buying a 68.how
difficult is a 350 install?does it have the same bolt pattern on the bellhousing as an AMC
304 and 258?thanks in advance.mike
SUBJECT>Re:NC 715 operators POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
December 2000,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1102 NEXT>1131
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Carthage,near Pinehurst NC,and we have DP in Sanford,also Tony i
Charlotte.We are trying to get together for a wheeling trip maybe this weekend or very.soon,want'a come?I rent a
place on 900 acres for wheeling and the recent rain has the
mud holes full again.
SUBJECT>Re:tranny POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1103 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
The stock M715 tranny is a T98A.It is a very strong transmission and a cousin to the
more common T18.It will NOT bolt directly up to an AMC 304 or 258.In my opinion
the easiest V8 install is to use a bellhousing adapter available from Advance or Novak
and bolt in a Chevy 350.This swap is fairly simple and even the motor mounts are a
easy thing.And depending on your opinion of Chevy's,350's are the least expensive and
most popular engine you can find.
Just my .02 worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance for M725 POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,I wouln't tell them anything more than they need to know and I drop the M--stuff
all together.I said:69'kaiser jeep,you know one of those jeep like pickup trucks and shut
up (the tailgate does have Jeep stamped in it).They couldn't find it,and I said it is just
like those jeep pick-up trucks,just a little older so maybe that is why it is listed as a
Kaiser,but I am not sure,do you need anything else.They insured no other questions.I
would take it to an experience agent,(one that has been doing it for a living full time)as
they will know how to list something that doesn't come up in the computer.There is
nothing wrong with not providing additional info:No M--s,leave out the part about the
repeating SAM missle system mounted in the back,the fifty Cal.gun mounted over the
passenger seat,etc.Don't make it harder than it is.Hope this helps.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:engine running problem POSTER>MeatEater
EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1073 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O.k.guys,Thanks A bunch J.D.,you were right it was the coil.I bought the replacement
one from Surplus City,it was metal and it is a piece of junk,I wasted some serious time
thinking that wasn't the problem.I called Memphis,and they said the Coil runs $105,I
seen a posting somewhere on here that someone said they got a coil for $40,I'll glady pay
the $105 but want to make sure the exact replic doesn't exist for $40 Preso or auto lite
makes it,does anyone know if we can buy the right 24 volt coil at say a NAPA?.Does
anyone know where to buy the best cheapest coil?and does it include the resitor thing
that it sits on?
Lesson learned:Basically the replacement coil (which Surplus City sent me--for which
they said everyone uses)was slightly to long and would not fit into the distributor.I cut.out that second resistor
that the coil sits on,and it fit perfect.I think without that (and the
reason you need the short 24 volt coil)the coil will burn out.That resitor gets its power
lead from the side wire coming into the distributor,I have been told that the thing it goes
through before it lead goes to the resistor,that small electronic cyclinder is there to
prevent radio interference.I seen a distributor where they by-pass all that,(just ran the
wire straight to the coil)but they replaced the engine shortly there after (didn't run right),
so I think I wouldn't screw with it if you are going to keep the 24 volt system which I am
because I like how it is sealed.
You should see the looks I get when I power wash the whole engine compartment at the
car wash,hop in it and it starts right up!
The only imrovement beyond this I am going to make,(to reward u for reading this long
winded message and to give back to all the great replies for help)is to take a 24 volt
(sealed)system of the later Mutts,M-171,the electronic igintion system and put it in
mine.I hear it was design for our system anyway and will go right in,So why not take
advantage of the millions of dollars the government spent to make it (preplanned order to
the max)that way and get rid of the points all together,and still be submersible!Later,
and thanks again for all your help.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>M715 Rear Suspension Problem POSTER>Ted
EMAIL>etlance@execpc.com DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the left rear suspension of my M715,the spring hanger (#26 of Fig 2-75 pg 104 of the
-20)has been pulled out of where it was riveted to the frame.The right side is ok.I
attempted a fix by drilling and tapping it to take a 1/2X13 cap screw.However,I just
found that the cap screw has been broken off.This tells me that the forces must be severe.
My questions are:Has anyone encountered this?What could be causing the spring hanger
to be pulled from the frame?What is a proper fix?
Any help is appreciated.
Thanks
TED
SUBJECT>more questions...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5 December
2000,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1093 NEXT>1114 1142
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...how is it for frame work?I'd like a welder for minor fabrication,motor mounts,
brackets that kind of thing....
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1068 NEXT>1111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i have a 67 m715 that had a 3inch body lift on the cab only and a spring over and shackle
flip with 44boggers on 15x12mrt wheels with no rubbing i did have to slightly trim the.front flares but no other
problems and for the body lift i got the cheepest one at the local
offroad shop frankies offroad (205)594-5098
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1110 NEXT>1135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
o mine is the m715 in misc photos page 1 piture 4
SUBJECT>Re:NC 715 operators POSTER>Tony EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>1102 NEXT>LINKNAME>SOME M715
PICS LINKURL>http://albums.photopoint.com/j/AlbumIndex?u=963466&a=7057534
Absolutely!!!!
I live in Stanfield (Locust).A fellow near me just bought one,I know of another in
Shelby,and Wout's in Carthage.There is also a guy in Lexington but I haven't seen him
in a while.We all like to play hard.Matter of fact,I was just in Uwharrie this past
weekend.Wout,sorry you couldn't make it,tell us when you want to do something at
your place.
See the link below for some pics of my M715.Wout's is in one of them.
SUBJECT>Re:GOT MY OWN M715 POSTER>Tony EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 December 2000,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1094 NEXT>1152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gunny,
By chance did you get that M715 from Montgomery County Community College in
Troy?
Tony
SUBJECT>Re:more questions...POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
December 2000,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1109 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've built almost everything on my truck with it except the wheels.Some things like
spring perches to the axle tubes require 2 or 3 passes.It being portable(still kinda heavy)
has enabled me to use a generator out in the field to power the welder and make repairs.
Brackets,gussets,spring mounts,roll bar,nerf bars.......
SUBJECT>Boiling gear oil POSTER>dutch EMAIL>lastdays@earthling.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1116 1117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read the following in the member's gallery about Al Temple's M715:
"I had overheated the transfer case driving at a whopping 55 miles per hour.The oil was
boiling out of the case.We let it cool,changed the oil,and lowered our speed to 50 or
below.This was north west of Tucson at ten AM before it was even hot yet.I was starting
to get worried.We ended up stopping every 80-100 miles to fill the X-fer case.By the.time we got home we had pumped
10 quarts of gear oil into the gearbox.I'm glad we
brought oil."
Is this normal for the vehicle?It doesn't seem right.I'm looking into purchasing one and
this would be a major drawback as I would be doing nits of highway driving to go to
events etc.
Anyone know what the top speed is?I've heard people say that theirs drove fine at 70mph
but it could've been modified.
Thanks,
-DJ
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know your solution,mine does 45 and a little over 50 going down hills,I seen it
written that it should be 55.My transfer case does make alot of noise tho.I would double
check your gear lube and right back your answer when you find it because I would like to
know.
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1115 NEXT>1118 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Overheating transfercases seem to be a common occurance with SOME of our members.
If you read Brute4c's account of his trip to FE99 on this website,you will see he had the
same problem whenever he drove over 50 miles per hour.And he had ALREADY
switched the driveshaft to the center output yoke on the rear of the case to reduce
drivetrain noise and hopefully temperature.
However,it is my opinion that a stock transfercase in GOOD condition will be just fine.I
have also heard of people driving 70mph with the stock gears after putting in a higher
rpm engine such as a small V8 and not reporting any high heat problems.My ow
personal experience with my M715 which has over 60,000 miles on it so far has not
shown any problems.I have driven for hours at a time with the speedometer pegged i
excess of 60mph using the original engine and drivetrain and have not noticed any excess
heat coming from the transfercase.By the way I am currently on my 3rd engine.My
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M715 has had an active life since it was new and has had regular servicing and oil
changes.
My theory which is probably totally bogus is that the M715's which are having these
problems may be ones which regardless of how low mileage they have,may have bee
sitting a long period of time and developed corrosion or rusting on their gears or bearings.
This theory may have no credence,but just something to think about.I can't help but
believe that when they were new and being tested,the claims of a top speed of 60mph,
which is as far as the speedometer reads,is a valid tested cruising speed and any problems
with overheating gearboxes would have been noted or corrected..Just my .02 worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1117 NEXT>1120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tend to agree with Rollie that if a vehcile has been allowed to sit for long periods during
its life that corrosion sets in and high heat is then generated due to the 'slop'in the gears.
My truck had 14051 miles on it in 1995 when I bought it,its a 67,and that means it wasnt
driven very regularly at all.
Rollies truck has been driven a lot and therefore doesnt have this problem.
This is a theory of course but one that I beleive holds a lot of water.
There is a solution...a rebuilt NP200 t-case,thats the stock one,should take care of the
problem up to at least 60...with the 715's gearing and the 230's long stroke,this is
probably a good top speed for engine life.
Also,some have swapped in an NP205 which is essentially the same case with updated
internals that people have used in V8 conversions and run 70 all the time with.The
NP205 has its mounts on the bottom of the t-case whereas the NP200 has them at the top.
I have seen where metal was run from the upper mounts down to bolt the 205 into,
eliminating the need for all new mounts,just a kind of adapter basically.
Hope this helps!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Rear Suspension Problem POSTER>Da
EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine did the same thing same side.I dont know why.
I welded mine ,to stop it from getting worse.I did
not try to pull it back tight.Good luck.
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1118 NEXT>1122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally I have heard that a big problem with the 200 series is that it is not a through
drive transfer case.The meaning of this is that the input or jack shaft does not run from
the engine through the case and out the back again to the drive shaft.Essentially it looks
like this.If the low underline sign is the jack shaft and bracket front of case and the equal
sign the drive shaft it comes out kinda like this _[]=.Because of the design the gears are
turning all the time generating more heat.the 205 series on the other hand is through
drive application thus it looks like this _[]_.roughly ofcourse.But instead of the jackshaft
turning gears to turn the rear driveshaft the jackshaft turns the drive shaft almost directly.
This may be hard to under stand.While this probably doesnt completely explain I think it
could be a very big helper to the over heating.Due to the more moving parts meaning
more friction..JD
my 2 cents
SUBJECT>molds POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1125 1133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am soon to start redoing my truck and seeing that it will take some modifying and
fabricating.I had an idea about one thing I can do to help many of you out.I've decided
that for every part I alter or have made I'll make a mold so others can be made or seen.I
think this is a good idea cause with all the different ways to build it would help the club
with its own type of adapters.Kinda like an m715 advanced adapters.Just an idea.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>midnitecreeper
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1120 NEXT>1123 1148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would any of the new synthetic oils with "superslickum"help in this application?To hear
Amsoil tell it,their synthetic product would help alleviate the problem.The other thing to
try might be an oil cooler,mounted somewhere up out of harm's way.
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1122 NEXT>1124 1149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I'll throw my thought in...
Dosen't the NP200 have stright cut gears?
If yes,that's certainly one of the reasons it,makes so much noise at higher speeds.Where
a modern NP205 has helical cut gears and is quiet and stable at sustained high speeds 60+
If there are stright cut gears I would say this is also where a lot of the is generated from.
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As for some cases over heating and some not,I'll second the idea that if the truck was
sitting for long periods of time,rust would have a chance to start and give the case hot
spots.
Best soluction...swap in a NP205 or NP202 or ???
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1123 NEXT>1127 1134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never heard of a 202 series just a 200 203 204 205 207 208 series?is there a 202?
SUBJECT>Re:molds POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 December
2000,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1121 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.wow,what sort of molds are you talking about?
SUBJECT>Tires POSTER>ecarramaschi EMAIL>emiliano@prove.com.br
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1128 1130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Brazil,and here is pretty difficult to find 9x16 tires.
I found a 9x16 tire from michelin.Does anyone have any info about it?
They also do have a 11x16 tire.Does anyone knows if this tire "fits"in my car,with stock
rim and no lifting modification?
thanks in advance
Emiliano Carramaschi (ecarramaschi)
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>Meat Eater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard that the M-37s use the bascially the same transfer case,(I am not sure if this
is true)but if it is it would seem like one of those guys might know your answer as I am
sure they ran into it as well.
Just trying to help with my 2 cents.
Meat Eater
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1126 NEXT>1129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How is the weather down there???Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>ecarramaschi EMAIL>emiliano@prove.com.br
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1128 NEXT>1138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
20 Celsius to 35 Celsius (typical tropical weather)Why???Emiliano
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1126 NEXT>1132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
You can run 40"tires with little or no rubbing (without lifting).Do they still make the
Puma sportscar down there?
SUBJECT>Re:NC 715 operators POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aampOmuOBcXBc PREVIOUS>1104 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Excellent I haave to do some work on it before I take it ORT but I am a college student.and go to school in Troy and
drive through Uwharrie everyday!!looking forward to
meeting you and Tony.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>ecarramaschi EMAIL>emiliano@prove.com.br
DATE>Wednesday,6 December 2000,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,they don't produce the puma car anymore.But still quite easy to find one...
SUBJECT>Re:molds POSTER>Tony Bonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December
2000,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1121 NEXT>1143 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a hardtop that a mold could easily be fabricated for if your interested.It will be i
Michigan for a couple of weeks this summer and than it will be back home in florida.
~TONY
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil POSTER>schulzle EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only reason I remember the NP202 is when I was putting the M715 FAQ together,
there was a small paragraph on that case as a possible swap,here it is...Luke
NP 202
The following are posts we have received from club members.
The NP 202 is a through drive transfer case that is dimensionally about the same size as
the NP 200.Most
people prefer the NP 205 to the NP 200 as the 205 is also a through drive design but the
NP 202 input and
output shafts are a good 1/4 inch larger in diameter and the gears measure a good 3/8
thicker and the front
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output shaft rear bearing cap is iron instead of aluminum.They used these transfers in 1
ton and 1 1/2 ton
and 2 ton and maybe 2.5 ton IH trucks but I am not for sure on that one.The transfer has
the same lowrange
as the NP 205 and NP 200 but it also has a neutral position so you can use the PTO outlet
on the 202 and
speed up and reverse your winch with your transmission.Internally this transfer makes
the 205 and 200 look
puney.
-Willie
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>tbonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December
2000,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1111 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does frankies actually sell it as an m715 body lift?.SUBJECT>BRAKES POSTER>tbonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December
2000,
at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1150 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need to redo my whole brake system.I was hoping that I might get some
recommendations from other in the club about what to use and where to go.I want to use
stainless and I will need longer lines.Has anyone done a disc brake conversion on there
m715?
SUBJECT>PTO POSTER>tbonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at
5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My m715 didn't originally come with a pto winch but the guy that I bought it from gave
one to me with the m715.How do I go about adapting one to my m715.Can it be done?
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7
December 2000,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1129 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't get to talk to people from Brazil very often.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1137 NEXT>1141 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All the pto winch stuff should bolt directly onto your M715 even if yours didn't come
with one originally.The problem will probably be it may be hard to get all the parts it
takes to do the complete job.
Starting from the transmission,there should be a cover on the driver's side of the tranny
which you should remove and bolt the pto gearbox in it's place.The original pto had a
fairly long output shaft sticking out the front where a U-Joint and pto driveshaft will
extent forward from there.Somewhere on the front end of that shaft should be a bearing
which can be supported by bracket just below the generator or fabricated off the frame or
motormount if you don't have the stock engine.There is a second driveshaft forward of
that which will connect through another U-joint and route up over the top of the steering
draglink,just missing the steering box and then connect to the winch via a hex shaped
slide yoke and third U-joint into the winch.
The winch itself requires 3 unique parts plus the front bumper pieces to bolt it up to your
original frame.The obvious and most readily available are the frame extensions which
bolt on to the original frame and extend past each side of the winch and bolt onto the
front bumper.The winch is not actually supported by these extensions but is bolted to the
truck by attaching to the front bumper and to a special crossmember which fits behind the
winch and also bolts up to the original frame and crossmember.It is that special
crossmember which may be the most difficult to find,as many M715's which have had
their winches removed,may still have that piece still attached to the original truck.
The other parts to make it all original would be the control shifter which comes up.through a hole in the floor
board hump and bolts to the floor close to the corner of the
drivers seat.And for you purists who want everything to appear original,you will need
the data plate on the dash updated to show the shift postions for the In/Out controls of the
winch.
If you are indeed succesful in getting all the peices and the pto winch installed,I believe
you will be very happy with it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:NC 715 operators POSTER>John EMAIL>Johnboysoffroad@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJ5dEVkSs6Bo PREVIOUS>1102 NEXT>1151 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I live in a little town called Iron Station.Its in Lincoln Co.about 25 miles weat of
Charlotte.My 715 is far from finished and my wife and I are expecting our first child.So
that kinda slowed things down on my kaiser.But,slowly but surely it getting together.Its
good to hear from N.C.people.Talk to ya later.John
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>tbonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,
at 3:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1139 NEXT>1147 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow I definatly have my work cut out for me.I had been under the impression that the
pto bolted to the transfer case?Does your m715 have the original winch on it?If I can't
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find all the parts I will probably be selling it.
SUBJECT>Re:more questions...POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1109 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I built my bumpers out of 4"square tube,welded it directly to the frame,all with this
same welder (besides many other fabs).I have a friend who is a "welder",he said he
would never trust the welds,I should go over them with a stick welder.Two weeks ago,
at deer camp,one guy got his 2001 Chevy Z71 stuck.After about 6 times of jerking with
a 30,00lb strap,(the strap kept jumping off the end of the bumper)I tied a chain around
the bumper,thru the eye of the strap,and with about 15'of a run,I jerked him out.
Bumper:UNHURT.
SUBJECT>Re:molds POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1133 NEXT>1146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the kind of molds im talking about are kinda like that but plaster or plastic or play
doe just a mold that will hold form and be able to be used for an example of fabrication.
Then maybe the zone could have a semi fabricators archive.ie.if you wanted to put in a
turbo 400 or NP205 you would be able to see the piece that would need to be made.
JD.SUBJECT>What a great site -M715 memories POSTER>Tom
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought an M715 in 1982 or so.Completely original with only 4000 miles.The engine
ran terrible and everyone told me the 230 OHC stunk!I kept working with it and once I
got it properly timed and tuned was able to get a consistent 17 MPG and maintanence free
operation out of it for 5 years of daily driving.Man I wish I still had it.
Would love to get another,IF I could find one that was still in original configuration.
Great site,you guys make me want to find another!
Tom Kirkman
SUBJECT>Re:What a great site -M715 memories POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep the faith Tom!I know a guy here in Albuquerque who may have a couple left out of
the ten he had.I just bought one in excellent shape with a sick motor for $1500.He might
have another for about the same.If your interested let me know.Regards,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:molds POSTER>############EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 December
2000,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1143 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh well just thought I'd put my 2cents!
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 December 2000,at 10:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1141 NEXT>1162 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes I do have an original winch and tranny mounted pto.
The NP200 transfercase that comes stock with the M715 does NOT have provision for a
pto.The later NP205's commonly found in a lot of later model pickups will accept a pto
bolted up to them.Actually I prefer a transfercase powered pto because then you would
have all the gears in the transmission to use and be able to run the winch at different
speeds.However in actual operation the single speed forward and reverse setup on the
M715 is matched very well to the truck and I have found it very usable.
You should have no problem selling your winch.Lots of M715 owners would like one.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil -superslickum POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,8 December 2000,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1122
NEXT>1153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it does help.But it doesn't negate the fact that the umpteen zillions of needle.bearings,the roller bearings
and gear surfaces are damaged by corrosion.It will still make
plenty of noise and heat.
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil -gear cut POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8
December 2000,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1123 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard the same rumor many times,but if you were to look at the photographic
diagrams in Section 12 of TM 9-2320-244-34 you would see that the NP200 gears are
indeed helical.
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 December
2000,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1136 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stainless tubing is not a good idea,it is very hard to double flare.
It is best to use 1/4"steel lines,it's much tougher than the wimpy flimsy 3/16"stuff.Slip
short sections of rubber fuel line over the tubing to protect areas prone to abrasion.
Tmann has a system devised for front disk brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:NC 715 operators POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Friday,8 December 2000,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1140
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John I know exactly where Iron station is!!!!I used to work in LIncolnton for General
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Marble on 321 by-pass north!!I used to live in Denver off of 16 down by Westport
III.Now I live in Salisbury.looking forward to meeting you in the future.
SUBJECT>Re:GOT MY OWN M715 POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Friday,8 December 2000,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1113
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I did!!!!how did you know??
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil -superslickum POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1148 NEXT>1157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting conversation going here.I have rebuilt several smaller X-fer cases in the past.
The noisy ones did indeed have excess wear and or pitting damage from corrosion.I was
intending to rebuild my X-fer case this summer and I will post the findings.It needs new
seals anyway.
Al T.
SUBJECT>pump bracket POSTER>Mark EMAIL>marklloy@k-inc.com
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,.I'm getting ready to put power steering on.The steering box was the easy part,what about
a pump.Does anyone make a bracket to put the pump on a 230?Any info or suggestions
will be appreciated.
Thanks
SUBJECT>christmas treestand lift kit POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for yr.2000 k-mart christmas treestand leg lift kit.wife not happy with tree
height.stuck on a bush!!!happy holidays!!!bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:pump bracket POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been looking to do the same thing with my 230.I have everything but mounts.It
appears to me there are 2 options:
1.run the pump on the passenger side of the engine,might want to run an electric fuel
pump to do this,hose lengths would be LONG and you would have to keep them clear of
the fan obviously...but there is more room on that side.
2.Mount the pump on a bracket off the timing cover,alternators bracket bolts,and off the
alternators lower mount.Try to position it so that the belt is either pulling up on the
alternator or slightly to the outside but mostly up as this should help the alternator
bearings live a little longer...I ran this by the guy in my local rebuild shop who I do trust
alot.
I have a neighbor who owes me a favor and he just happens to have been a machinist for
the last 20+years...he said it would not be a problem to do,one afternoon to do measures
and fabricate...I guess I'm not that good...
I am in the planning stages of a V8 swap for next year,probably take me a few years as I
have pretty heavy mods planned,so I am no longer really worried about doing it on mine.
Keep us informed of how you do though as others would like this info I'm sure.
If you do get stuck,I could have my neighbor fab up a set for mine,then sell them to
you...being I live in Northern Wisconsin and it is snow season,it could be a while...
Best of luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Boiling gear oil -superslickum POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here.By the looks of the diagrams in the manuals,it'll take some time...
SUBJECT>winch cable POSTER>ecarramaschi EMAIL>emiliano@prove.com.br
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my M715,it had the pto and the winch mount but It was missing the.Braden LU4 Winch.
Some months ago I found one Braden winch,that I am trying to put it bakc to work again,
but it lacks the cable.Does anyone know the specification of the cable?Is it a normal
steel cable,or any special kind,like some cables that have silk inside it?
Thanks a lot,you guys are helping me a lot
Emiliano (Brazil)
SUBJECT>Re:winch cable POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1158 NEXT>1164 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I believe it is standard steel cable.The question is what is the best standard.I would guess
any good cable supplier could advise you after you explained your application.The more
flexible and multistranded cable bends easier but also kinks easier.The stiffer less strands
are harder to kink but recoil or unwrap too easy on the winch drum.I believe mine was
the original issue and it consists of all steel with one steel stranded piece in the center and
6 stranded pieces wrapped around it.
Oh yeah.It should also be 7/16"and it takes about 150'
Rollie
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SUBJECT>thinking about buying POSTER>mike kellner
EMAIL>abcdefghilk@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have found a 68 m715,it was used by a fire dept.in oklahoma.it has 12,500 miles,a
front winch,original seats,and a shop made hard cab over the original bows,they are
asking $4,800.i live in california and was wondering if anybody could let me know if this
is a good deal and worth going to oklahoma to look at it?thanks in advance,mike kellner.
SUBJECT>Re:thinking about buying POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think so I just recently won a bid on one and it had 14300 on it and got it for $4,001.69
mine is a 67 M715 W/Winch all mil-spec original.Mine was a civil defense truck
originally and then donated to the school for the forestry class and hasn't been driven for
years but had routine maintanence done other than gas wasn't drained and it smelled like
you could varnish a boat.
Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Desrtvet EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Saturday,9
December 2000,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1147 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ME for one!!always nice to have a backup!!
Gunny.SUBJECT>Re:Insurance for M725 POSTER>Jerry Crowley EMAIL>mct@airmail.com
DATE>Saturday,9 December 2000,at 11:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiser friend:
I got my insurance through Shelter Insurance.I just went to my agent (I have two other
cars with him)and said I had an OLD 1968 military Jeep that I was restoring and not
much else.My rate in Oklahoma is $55 per year.Best of luck.
JC
SUBJECT>Re:winch cable POSTER>ecarramaschi EMAIL>emiliano@prove.com.br
DATE>Sunday,10 December 2000,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot I will contact a cable supplier.
Emiliano
SUBJECT>Fuel gauge POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 December 2000,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the fuel gauges prone to going bad?Got mine not too long ago and all that the fuel
gauge reads always full it is not.Is this a common problem?How would I go about
replacing it?
JD
SUBJECT>Flywheel removal POSTER>John EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12 December
2000,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1170 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pulled the engine out of the M725 to change all the gaskets and inspect the parts.I cant
believe the bellhousing is attached to the block behind the flywheel.Plus the flywheel
seems to not come off without the bellhousing removed.For the crank studs are to long.
So do you have to pull the crank to get the flywheel out?Or am I doing something
wrong?All I wanted to do was a quick leak stop job.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel gauge POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12 December
2000,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1165 NEXT>1168 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
check your grounds,and to make sure it's even hooked up...I had a truck w/one of the gas
tanks removed,and if you flipped the switch to that tank,it read full--even though there
was no tank and the wiring was just hanging in space.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel gauge POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 December 2000,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.well also when ever I start the truck the gas gauge stays at full then as its
starting it drops
down to the I guess true reading
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Dual piston master cylinder POSTER>MURFMAN
EMAIL>RMU5659929@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DID THIS WORK???THANKS FOR ANY HELP!!!!MURFMAN
SUBJECT>Re:Dual piston master cylinder POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>997 NEXT>1180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan--
How is the brake project going?Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Dual piston master cylinder POSTER>Brya
EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have not had time to finish the project,but the master cylinder bolts into place with no
modification and the existing pushrod works fine.I still have to split the lines and hook
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them up,then get the distributor in after I make or find a advance locking plate or
distributor hold-down.A lot of work for a guy with no time.That is why I am actively
trying to sell it.Its a steal with all the new stuff and no rust and no-one seems
interested!!!
SUBJECT>M715 Troop Seats POSTER>Jack McDermott EMAIL>asicusa@together.net
DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaew5LWJPzAsE PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANTED ;Set of troop seats for my M715.
SUBJECT>no power POSTER>Dave EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Saturday,16
December 2000,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1183 1184
1185 1190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys:I took my "brand new"715 for my first ride today,(brand new to me,with
39,000 miles on the odometer,)and was quite surprised at the lack of power on the hiway.
The truck seems to run well,and has the original size tires,but the top speed on a slight
uphill grade was about 40 mph,and downhill,it got about 50+mph.Is this normal?
Seems like my old M37 had more snot on the hiway than this rig.Any comments
appreciated
Dave
SUBJECT>Wow!I coulda had a V-8!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Dave,Have you considered repowering your rig?V-8
conversions are an extremely
popular replacement for the anemic Tornado(sic)six.Novak makes an adapter for small
and big block Chevys.The price for a small block kit is $319 (dealer cost),the kit is
complete and relatively easy as conversions go (I'm dropping one in tomorrow!)Some
people cringe at the thought of modifying an original "collectors item",in my opinion the
M715 hasn't really caught on with the collector crowd (just my opinion guys!)so I say go
for it and have the power and fun your looking for.
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is all you get from the original motor.The manual says top speed not to exceed
60mph,but you really have to get it going down hill to get it.I cruse the hwy at about 45
without problems.Too much 50/55 mph can cause tranny problems and if the motor is
over reved,it may throw a rod.
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>John Weide EMAIL>jweide1@yahoo.com+
DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1182 NEXT>1186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,I too recently bought a "new"M715 with only 14000 miles.When I heard it run I
was surprised at how little power it had.After inspecting and cleaning the plugs,it ra
better but only for a short period of time.My top speed was only 35-38 mph.I've since
determined the valve guides are wiped out as well as stuck rings-rusted cylinders(from
setting unused).In my case the signs were obvious,much smoke.You did not mention
that though so maybe you should check your ignition timing as this would affect
performance.The other thing you should do is a compression check and if this turns out
all right them its most likely something minor.John
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 December 2000,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1185 NEXT>1201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has always been able to do 60 or more on flat ground without too much
trouble....on highway uphills,it slows down according to the angle of the hill.
I will offer these ideas....
Check/replace the cap,rotor,plugs,wires,condensor.
Check to see if it a governor equipped model...if so,getting rid of that will help.The
governors,so I've heard,limit the truck to around 50-55.
Check/adjust the timing.Mentioned in an earlier reply....mine was only 40-45 degrees
advanced when I bought it.
Less possible but I suppose possible would be the E-brake dragging.Check to see that it
is adjusted properly.I would guess though that if it were dragging,you would have found
out long before a hiway ride as it would tend to try to lockj up the t-case when it got hot,
which doesn't take long...long story omitted to hide my own former stupidity on this
subject....
Also,it never hurts to check/replace the fuel filter and the gas lines from the tank..Hope anything here
helps....let us know whats happening with your adventure!!
All the best,
brute4c
SUBJECT>no power POSTER>Dave EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17
December 2000,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the input guys,I really appreciate it.This is a new adventure for me,so I am
sure I will be asking a bunch of questions which are obvious to seasoned people,but not
to me!
This rig has the artic kit with heater and hardtop,and a winch.The lower areas of the cab
are rusty,but the box is solid.Still 24v,and everything seems to work,but the E brake.
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Started and ran well after sitting for a couple years up here in MN.It was purchased from
Sarafan Auto Supply in NY in 1982,for $4000.00 with 37,000 miles.It now has 39,000
miles.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:T-case shift lever POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,17 December 2000,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aat2mym6t6Hy6 PREVIOUS>1174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare.$40 plus shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,17 December 2000,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds as if you will not need a dropped Pittman ar.I have an extra one that I
purchased from Leo Porter,and is off-set.If you are interested,E-mail to my home
address.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,17
December 2000,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1182 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck can do 60 mph.It is about maxxed out.It will slow down going up hills.I don't
have a problem with the power off road.I don't drive on the highway to much.I have no
plans for a V8 swap unless the tornado six brakes beyond easy repair.So far no major
problems except ripping brake lines off with trees.Oh yea ,that cable wrapping around
rear wheel as a winch ,It works.Al
SUBJECT>heater POSTER>koobster EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,18 December 2000,at 3:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one extra 24 volt moter $20.+shipping of 7.00
jesse koob.SUBJECT>New site additions POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 December 2000,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have added Chad's sprungover,350 powered M715 to the members gallery...this is a real
nice truck,check it out!!!
Also,
I have started a section that will include some of the civilian roots of the M715.At the
moment it includes just an ad for the Gladiator pickup from 1962.I hope to add tech info
about the civvy models that pertains to the M715...I am not planning to do a
comprehensive cover of the civvy models,but stuff about the 230 engine and it's parts
interchangeability are planned among other items.The link for it is under the Public
Menu heading at left.
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>m715 wheels POSTER>Austin EMAIL>jwomack1@utk.edu
DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1195 1197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone please tell me the bolt pattern and wheel size on the M715?!
SUBJECT>fuel pump POSTER>barry golobek EMAIL>barry@ramseysteel.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHERE CAN I GET AN ORIGINAL FUEL PUMP OR REBUILD KIT FOR THIS
PUMP
SUBJECT>Chads doors POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chad I would like to know how you made your door on you truck cause that is an
awesome improvement and they look incredibly good.Were they made by someone
elseor did you make them is it too expensive for the use?just wandering thanks for your
time
JD
SUBJECT>Re:m715 wheels POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1193 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
6 bolt pattern on a 7 1/4 inch circle with a 5 1/2 inch center hole.
Wheels are 16"x (something close to 6.5"wide,I'm not sure)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Chads doors POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 4:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I asked Chad about his doors at the Fe this year.He just cut out the part he wanted
removed and welded in a flat piece to fill the hole.He also closed the window hole on top
all along the door and removed the handles.It retains the stock hinges and the latch setup
though.He left a hole on the inside of the door at the back for a screwdriver to go in and
pop the latch open.Once open,the hinges can be removed and the stock door remounted.
I believe he used J truck doors so as not to cut up a set of harder to find M715 doors.
If you need more,post...
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By the way,I really liked them too and when I drove it,I thought they worked great!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Engine Needed POSTER>Jonathan M.Sutton
EMAIL>JSutton@webzone.net DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1207 1227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a 1968 M715,but have one problem -the engine is frozedn.It currently has
about two inches of water in it,thus I need a new one.As I have no idea of sources,any
information would be helpful.I do wish to keep the truck in stock condition.
SUBJECT>Motorhome Wheels?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 December 2000,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awhile back,myt715 claimed that 60s Dodge motorhome wheels(16.5)had the same bolt
pattern as the 715,but had not tried them.Does anyone out there have any info such as
backspacing on these?Thanks Guys.
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 December 2000,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1186 NEXT>1204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,how do you tell if your truck has a governor?I recall hearing about a baseplate on
the carb or something.Whats the real story????
Al Temple...
SUBJECT>m71 POSTER>BIG JOHN GAMBILL EMAIL>bigjohng@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 December 2000,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my brother has several of th m71 for sale...
running or not....
truck and ambulance...
tick me for a phone #
SUBJECT>Re:m71 POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 December 2000,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>1202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please e-mail his number if thats ok I will not forward his number to anyone else thanks
abidave@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:no power POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 December 2000,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,The governor is mounted between the intake and carb.It is on long studs out of the
intake.It has a hose running to it.
The governor was used on vehicles after serial #26680 (715)----#13577 (725)------10001
(726).=========Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Motorhome Wheels?POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 December 2000,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1200 NEXT>1211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my father in law has a dodge motor home I will look into it,his spare tire is of so it will
be no problem ,,,,
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump POSTER>amos EMAIL>tamoss@att.net DATE>Wednesday,
20 December 2000,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaA9Vn3Hw4lkI
PREVIOUS>1194 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ab linn has org.kits for sale rael reasonable i would get a
couple the diaframs tend to go bad it takes acouple to get a good one
ph#704-637-9076
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Needed POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 11:55
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1199 NEXT>1225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an engine that I will be pulling out of my 67'M715 this spring.It only has 9700
miles on it.I 'm pulling it to put a small block Mopar in.If your interested let me know.I
have a couple other people also interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 12:05
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1176 NEXT>1213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine also is a spring over.Did you use the original Monte Carlo pittman arm?Are the
rest of the steering components stock jeep?Final question:How well does it work?Any
help will be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>M715 w/9750 miles POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 12:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've recently aquired a 1967 M715 that only has 9750 miles on it.I've inquired about.converting to power steering
and other changes.Before i change anything i would like to
know about how much is my truck worth.It is very complete,it still has the box bows
and canvas,all the body parts are in very good shape,it even has the original spare tire
career under it.I've known about this truck for many years,as it has been parked across
the street from where I grew up,at the local utility company were it was seldom used.
Those are the original miles.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 w/9750 miles POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1209 NEXT>
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1228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will let others take a stab at what it's worth,but the mileage you mention is not unusual
for these trucks.Many of them have been used very little during their liftime.I would
guess the condition of the truck will be more of a factor in determining it's worth then the
mileage.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Thanks Wally!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Thursday,21 December 2000,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1214 1226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know the frame height front/rear of a m715 with 39"tires.(bottom of frame)
with a springover lift.I live in Virginia and we have a frame height limit.I don't want to do
a springover if i can't run 39"tires and be legal.Any help would be appriciated.Would like
to have my m715 finished by the next millinieum so I can drive it to an FE.thankz James
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 December 2000,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I did use the original pittman arm (Chevy).I used a grinding stone in a drill to shape
the taper from the original direction to be able to run the tie rod in from the other
direction.One thing I did,someone else had posted he did it first (I used his idea)but a
lot of guys think it is unsafe.I cut the arms the tie rods attach to the hub off,I ground a
vee and turned them over and welded them back together.This way the tie rods go in
pointing down,instead of up.When I welded them back on,I put a piece of angle iron on
the top and front,then another piece on the bottom and back.These pieces of angle were
only about 2"long,but this made a gusset around each side.Then I welded them all the
way around.To me this makes it stronger than original,but some say that since this piece
was cast,it should not be welded.I have been driving my truck daily,and have been i
some series mud,and they haven't broke..How does it work?PERFECT!your stearing arms have no angle at all.I bought a
duel
stearing stablizer,and have not installed them.I have 35"X 12.5"monster mudders,and
only have gotten some shake a couple times,when going accross a very rough
intersection,(similler to crossing several RR tracks side by side).
I do have one problem,I put a Ford engine in my truck,so I got a Ford power stearing
pump from a salvage yard and it howled for all this time and is now quitting.But that has
nothing to do with the set up.I can one handedly spin the wheel from side to side as
easily as with any other truck I have had.
I don't know if all this makes sense,sometimes I can't describe things with words too
well.If whoever was the first to describe this welded arm in the club sees this maybe he
will let you know.He discribed it very well.(But a heated debate did start over the safety
issue on welding the part.)I gues you know where I stand on this debate.I hope this
helps.
mudcod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22
December 2000,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1212 NEXT>1215
1219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front:
measure your front bumper height as it is now.
add to that the thickness of the front spring pack.
add to that the outside diameter of the front axle tube.
add to that the difference in tire radius:39"/2 -34"/2 =2.5".
the result will be your height after the modifications.
it's that easy.
Rear:
measure your rear bumper height as it is now.
add to that twice the center to center distance between the pins in the rear leaf spring
shackle (simulates flipping the shackles).
add to that the difference in tire radius:39"/2 -34"/2 =2.5".
the result will be your height after the modifications.
Frame:
average the two above height increases.
add that to the existing frame height in the middle of the truck.
done.
Please post the results.
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 December 2000,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1214
NEXT>1216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good post Mozarkid....would not have been able to get that out of my head!!!!
Oh and the post with results,SUPERB...please do!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net.DATE>Friday,22 December 2000,at 7:02
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1215
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NEXT>1217 1220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I apriciate the post mozarkid,I think the springover yeilds a 5.5"of lift.The measurments
they take in virginia are at the front of the frame or bumper.(whichever is lowest)At the
rear of the truck they measure the frame.This limits me because these points are higher
than the center of the frame.I currently have several sizes of tires on my M715 so I can
move it around,(project truck).I can level the truck and get past the odd tires.The thing i'm
having trouble figuring is tire size.If I use A true 39"tire my frame will be around 33"
tall.Most tires do not run there advertised size-example most 35"tires are 33.5"tall,33"
tall tires are usually 31"tall.The true lift of a tire is determined by the difference of their
static load radious.This is the measurement from the ground to the center of the wheel
mounted on the truck.If anyone knows the true height of a 39"swamper,please
post.thankz,James.
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 December 2000,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1216
NEXT>1218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well since Interco makes those swampers,I checked their site and found this:
http://www.intercotire.com/bogger.htm
It lists OD,outside diameter,for various bogger sizes but I don't have complete faith that
these numbers are correct...being that I have seen as you have,reported size and actual
installed on the truck size,varying by an inch or more at times...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
23 December 2000,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1217 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many people have posted that swamper sizes run quite true.
With tires like that,having deep lug tread,wear is a big factor.
Are so close to the limit that you have to be worrying about exact tire size?
If so,there are ways to cheat...
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height -correction for rear.POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to account for the fact that flipping the shaclkes affects only one end of the leaf
spring...
Rear:
measure your rear bumper height as it is now.
add to that the center to center distance between the pins in the rear leaf spring shackle
(3.25").
add to that the difference in tire radius:38.5"/2 -34"/2 =2.25".
Total lift:5.5".SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
23 December 2000,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1216 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At the front,yes,5.5".Without including tire changes.
I have not bothered with a full geometry calculation,but at the rear I think you will get
3.25",without including tire changes.(see my corrected post on lift).
Sounds like that may help your situation.
True height of what swamper???most of the 39"ones are 38.5"actual.
SUBJECT>swamper height POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 13/38/16 t s ls when inflated at manufacturers specs.on military rims measured about
36.5-37 in.i felt gyped.my plans for a 38 in.tire were shot.i called interco and
complained,didnt get a very good response.i would like to run 42s on stockton rims.ca
anyone tell me close measurements on 42 t s ls mounted with manufacturers air specs,as
space and finish truck height is crucial.thanks.bern1m715.
SUBJECT>Looking for a front grill gaurd?POSTER>Lee
EMAIL>leefire@carrollsweb.com DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1224 1245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bought a M-715 but the front gaurd is gone.I would like to get it replaced.I need
some help finding one?any one got some Ideas.Thanks,Lee
SUBJECT>Re:swamper height POSTER>John EMAIL>jmr3@jvlnet.com
DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use this link for the specs on swamper tsl
http://www.ntwonline.com/pages/specs1.html
The reason why you didn't get the height is,military rims are only 6 or 6.5 inches wide.
Interco recommended rim width for that tire is 10 inches.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a front grill gaurd?POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1222 NEXT>1235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
surplus city in cali sells them 1800 3jeep parts
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Needed POSTER>wayne EMAIL>wabtab@northnet.org
DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaVem2IGTZ17c PREVIOUS>1207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a civilian 230 OHC in Northern NY if that's near you.I was keeping it as a spare.but my original has only
18000 so realistically I don't need it ..Waterpumps are cheaper
for the civilians but don't fit the military version,that and the 2 barrell Holley carbs are
easier to get rebuild kits for.these reasons alone make me want to keep the darn thing!E-
mail me if you are close enough and interested.
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Saturday,23 December 2000,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1212 NEXT>1247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help everyone.It's going to be close with 39"tires I may consider 38"
tires to be on the safe side.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Needed POSTER>Charlie Brown EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Sunday,24 December 2000,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?I am in north Texas and have one that was depot rebuilt.Also a
lot of the little parts such as carb and fan.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 w/9750 miles POSTER>max huppert
EMAIL>m_huppert@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 December 2000,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember me?I am back in the states and wondered how the m715 is doing that I sold
you.I really miss it and wish i owned one.just curious how it turned out and if you have
any pictues of it..
Max
SUBJECT>"Actual measured height"-results POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,25 December 2000,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaH4F9PrSogMY PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ventured outside to the cold shop today,and measured my trucks frame height.I am
running a spring over M-715.two rear leaves removed,shackle flip on the rear only,the
front REAR spring mount is stock.I do have a 2 1/2"traction bar between the rear axle
and the spring pack.39.5"interco swampers on 14"wide wheels @20LB "COLD"(key
word today)="REAR"HEIGHT to the BOTTOM of the stock bumperette is 31"
FRONT=spring over,stock springs,bottom most leaf removed,stock shackles=29"to
the bottom of the FRAME.(I have a custom front bumper,did not want to throw off the
dimensions of our discussion)
I do have a 10,000 LB PTO winch (apx 380#)hanging off the front.I'm thinking that the
addition of the winch,pto,shafting,bumper dropped the front 1".
SUBJECT>"actual tire size"POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 December
2000,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1248 1256
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I measured my 39.5 super swampers which probably have 95%tread and they measured
38.5 @20 psi,as I recall,they were right on 39.5@35psi back when it was WARM!.SUBJECT>maint manual for M715
POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 December 2000,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to purchase a maintainence manual for my M715.Any dealers online with them?
Thanks.
Dave
SUBJECT>generator POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 December
2000,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1233 1242 1255
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the generator in my truck has gone south.When I start the truck it runs good until I
let off and then dies.After doing this five times it wont start at all due to the batteries
which I charged before I started.Also the generator looked really corroded where the
wires go into it so its my best guess.Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.Also
if it is the generator what are the part numbers for the one I need?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:generator POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 December 2000,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
germ@ptd.net ,tell him wally said to ask for help he might even have one his name is
barry.hope this helps
SUBJECT>valve lash clearance and tom lovinggood POSTER>jay
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,26 December 2000,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1237 1241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,
christmas holidays are here and i'm trying to do little work on my truck...
i've started to reassemble the engine,does anyone know what the proper clearance is for
valve lash?
btw:i've put all new seals in,new rings,and lapped the valves.
tom lovinggood,i still want to get a civvy intake manifold from you,i know i keep saying
that,but it's getting close to done now...
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a front grill gaurd?POSTER>Mel Miller
EMAIL>nourmahal@att.net DATE>Tuesday,26 December 2000,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
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I have a good used grill guard which I am not using.Black,not bent up,just a few
scrapes.$100 plus shipping from Corpus Christi,TX.
Email me if interested..Mel Miller
2 X M725
SUBJECT>FE Reminder POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@nque.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 December 2000,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know June is still a ways away yet,but I thought I would post a reminder to all of those
who will be interested in attending the Mid-West Regional FE in June,that you need to
start thinking about getting your registrations in.You can see the above "2001 FE info
and registration"section for all the information,or contact me.This section also contains
information on the National 2001 FE also,if you are considering coming to the National
in August receiving your registration ASAP would be greatly appreiciated.There is still
much planning to be done for both,and an approximate head count for either makes the
planning go smoother.Thanks in advance,and hope to see a lot of you at one or the other.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:valve lash clearance and tom lovinggood POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 December 2000,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1234 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Tom,
The valve lash is .008 inch at normal operating temp,not cold,at idle.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:maint manual for M715 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 December 2000,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There sure are.Go to http://www.portrayal.com and you can find them by clicking on the
online catalog and scrolling down the page to the M715 section.
There are 2 that are,in my opinion,absolutely essential for every M715 mechanic to
have.These are:
TM 9-2320-244-20
TM 9-2320-244-34
One covers the stuff that can be done in the field without a lot of time involved and the
other covers the stuff you do in the shop,like rebuilding the engine or tranny,etc.
Both of these are sold by Portrayal Press.There are other books/manuals,2 are strictly
parts books,though they are handy,one is the operators manual,like an owners manual,
and then there is a 2 sided page that has the lube requirements.Also,I found a booklet
called 5/4 ton Quirks some time back.The operators manual,Quirks manual and lube
chart are on one of our sites at this address:
http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Shop/4001/
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>intake POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27 December.2000,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1258 1271
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for a 2 barrel intake from a civilian 230.i'm not able to locate one in my
area.if anyone has one for sale or knows where i can get one i would appreciate it.thanks
SUBJECT>Looking for roboflop POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 December 2000,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a guy here in Missouri not far from me with a 715 and he used to post on this
board frequently.He had an e-mail address something like roboflop or something.I just
want to get hold of him regarding selling my 715 as he may have had people trying to buy
his that would be interested in mine.Anyone know him or have his correct e-mail??
SUBJECT>Re:valve lash clearance and tom lovinggood POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 December 2000,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1234 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay--
I still have the civy 2-barrel intake manifold in excellent condtion--keep me advised.Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:generator POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Thursday,28 December 2000,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a new generator that I can sell you,I ran it for less than 500 miles before I started
my Cummins swap/12v conversion.I paid about $300 for it,and I'd like to get some of it
back.Willing to negotiate a fair price,I ain't gettin anything out of having it laying
around.
Tom
SUBJECT>tie rod ends POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>matrig@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,28 December 2000,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
help!is there anybody that knows the part numbers for tie-rod ends for the front end for
715s that could be matched at the local parts store?If not,where is the best place to go?
thanks,
Matt
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SUBJECT>M715 4 sale POSTER>Thomas Grzywinski EMAIL>lily011073@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 December 2000,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1249 1262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a M715 my uncle and I have just started looking for this vehicle.He is a
ex military soldier and still participates in military/civilian functions,he is out of lansing ,
IL.If you have any information on restorable M715 vehicles for sale please e-mail me at.this address or send it to
home address thomas Grzywinski 10541 Greenbay ave Chicago ,
IL 60617 thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a front grill gaurd?POSTER>Al
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,28 December 2000,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1222 NEXT>1257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two.one has some dents in it $80 /One is perfect $200
SUBJECT>Re:tie rod ends POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Friday,29 December 2000,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1243
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took one of mine in with me to a local parts house.I think they are the same as a 1 ton
Chevy.(I can't say positively)But I didn't keep up with the part #'s.It uses 2 different
ends,2 are right hand thread,and 2 are left hand.I had to pay $51.00 ea for mine.After I
had installed them I think someone said they got theirs at Auto Zone for much less.I don't
know if this will help,just what I know.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:39"tires/frame height ?POSTER>tim
EMAIL>SAXMANT2@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,30 December 2000,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why dont you just stick with the 39's?When you go to get it inspected you can just air
them down?That would make up for the hieght and its not like the people at the DMV
really know what they are doing any way.
SUBJECT>Re:"actual tire size"POSTER>John EMAIL>rebel4@merr.com
DATE>Saturday,30 December 2000,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1230 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warm??????What is warm?
Cool in WI
John
SUBJECT>Re:M715 4 sale POSTER>amos EMAIL>tamoss@att.net DATE>Saturday,
30 December 2000,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaA9Vn3Hw4lkI
PREVIOUS>1244 NEXT>1254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got one in okla.good soild truck is running but sounds like
bushing or some thing going out have roof bows side glasses
have been through brakes carb fuel tank added elec.fuel pump
all gauges work no rust good bed w tail gate first 2000.oo gets it
might del
SUBJECT>Chrome radiator grill POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,31 December 2000,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1251 1253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does anyone have any info on how to install a chrome radiator grill?I purchased one
from WillysOverland and I have seen photos of 715's with them installed.I know that the
body and grill are identical to the Gladiator truck,but I just can't seem to get it to fit
without major body work--thanks to anyone with any info on this matter.Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Chrome radiator grill POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,31 December 2000,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1250 NEXT>1260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Tom,
I put one in with very little fuss....sounds like something is tweaked,truck or grille.
The grill should fit in the opening and bolt to the 5 bolt holetabs in the opening.I did
have to loosen the bolts that mount the brush guard and slide it forward in it's mounts,
they adjust a little,and I ground a little bit off of one of the vertical bars in the brushguard
for clearance between it and the center point of the grill.
Without a brushguard,it would have bolted right on.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>looking at m725 ambulance POSTER>Eric EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,31 December 2000,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking at a m725 ambulance in real nice shape except for the shitty orange paint.all
complete,very little or no rust,always wanted a meat wagon.supposly it does'nt run or
has a eletrical problems.either way i want to get it as i already have a 1952 m37.i guess
the drive trains are pretty strong.what are the weak links????what usually screws up
with time.what are the parts availability???are many parts from let us say napa
interchangable.seals,bearings drive line stuff you get the idea.any info would be helpfull
Eric...........emhhkhhorn@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Chrome radiator grill POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Sunday,31 December 2000,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it possible you got one for a Willys-Overland pickup instead of a Jeep Gladiator??
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Quite a bit of difference there,which would explain the predicament.Hope Ive helped--
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 4 sale POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,31 December
2000,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>1249 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you at in Oklahoma?
What milage,etc.
Is truck original and complete?
I might like to look at it when
the roads/weather improve..SUBJECT>Re:generator POSTER>John Weide EMAIL>jweide1@yahoo.com+
DATE>Sunday,31 December 2000,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 2 generatersthat I dont'need.That still leaves me with one spare.Make me a
offer on one .
SUBJECT>Re:"actual tire size"POSTER>Randy EMAIL>Texandad@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 January 2001,at 3:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafmxwwVZ482M PREVIOUS>1230 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Warm...is that like without snow hmmmmm.My memory doesn't go back that
far....Randy In Mich..3ft of snow on the ground now
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a front grill gaurd?POSTER>Lee
EMAIL>leefire@carrollsweb.com DATE>Monday,1 January 2001,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for everyone's help.I have bought one from Northgate Army Surplus in Carthage
Missouri.They are some very nice folks.Thanks for all the info!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:intake POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 January 2001,at 3:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1239
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sir--
I have civvy 2-barrel intake manifold for sale,in excellent condition.Please respond to
my home E-mail address.$65.00 plus$10 for shipping
Tom Lovinggood
tm2gs@msn.com
SUBJECT>got a 715 &now selling a CJ7 POSTER>Jeff (Gunny)
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,2 January 2001,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aampOmuOBcXBc PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a 715 and I have no use for my Cj7.it has a 304 3spd,a hardtop w/doors.
33X12.50X15 tires it runs ok.the only prob is the AMC20 rear end it needs a passenger
side axle and hub approx 125.00 to fix.I'm asking 1600.00 for it and I want to get rid of it
I don't need any more lawn ornaments.
Jeff (Gunny)
Salisbury NC
(704)639-1765
SUBJECT>Re:Chrome radiator grill POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,2 January 2001,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1251 NEXT>1263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.brutus--
Did your grill attach directly to the body or did you have some spacers or shims or a bezel
that fit between the grill and the body.I am pretty sure that the grill I have came off a
Jeep Gladiator Truck.Any thoughts?Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:looking at m725 ambulance POSTER>Rich Lobdell EMAIL>richard-
lobdell@uiowa.edu DATE>Wednesday,3 January 2001,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M-725,and I drive it everyday.I only have 15,000 mi on
mine and itza blast,everything is real tight on the drive train,probably because of the low
miles,engine runs good ,but I have
to use instead O'lead cuz I can't get regular gas any more.
I believe parts R hard to come by locally,but the way it looks on this sight there available.
By the way I'd sell U mine for $3,500.It's rust free.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 4 sale POSTER>Richard Lobdell EMAIL>richard-
lobdell@uiowa.edu DATE>Wednesday,3 January 2001,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a M-725 with only 15,000 mi.runs and drives excellent,it
was used at the Rock Island ,Ill aresenal as a emergency vehicle ,
garaged all it's life.It's white in color .I live in Mt.Pleasant,Iowa.Ph 319-385-2039 drive
it anywhere.
Have 3 x-tra tires and a spare rear furnace.
SUBJECT>Re:Chrome radiator grill POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 January 2001,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1260 NEXT>1264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I just removed a beautiful,perfect chrome grille from a '64 Wagoneer 2 weeks ago.The
grille bolted directly to the front of the radiator support.This is the same radiator support
that came stock in our M715's(725's,etc).Its a direct bolt affair.No spacers or anything.
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My '715s radiator support is twisted &the grille guard is pushed back a bit.It looked fine
until it came time to install the grille.A little "adjusting"is in order.....
FWI,I also scrounged a complete 2 barrel carb setup,a 12 volt starter &civi distributor
(complete with plugwire looms).It was a great day!
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Chrome radiator grill POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 January 2001,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daryl--
Thanks for writing--I will try this.It looks like the radiator grill fits,but when I place it up
against the opening in front of the raditor,it is just a little off from the mounting tabs..Will keep trying,but
thanks again-Would appreciate a pic if possible???
SUBJECT>intake fording pipe POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 January 2001,at 11:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1266 1294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could anyone give me the outside/inside dimension of the militarys fording pipe.im in the
process of making my own and would like to keep it as stock as possible.no salesma
please.maybe a direction to a members gallery photo etc.etc.thanx for help.waiting for
the spring runoff.bern1.
SUBJECT>Re:intake fording pipe POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 January 2001,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the fording pipe dimension requested is for the intake.my truck is
already equipped with a rear pipe.thank you.bern1!
SUBJECT>715 mud run technique POSTER>Dave EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 January 2001,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys:Can the 715 equipped with Boggers putt its way through a mud run type
terrain,or do you have to keep the rpm's high,with tires spinning?What would be the
best gear to run in with a stock truck with 28.5"boggers?
Thanks,Dave
SUBJECT>Re:715 mud run technique POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 12:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1267 NEXT>
1270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I've run the 38.5 Boggers on my M715 with the stock drivetrain and found overall they
ran very good in the deep mud.However the times I've been stuck the worst were when
the mud had a lot of sticky clay in it and gumbed up the tires until they were just big
smooth mud filled donuts.I found that the stock 230 engine just didn't have enough
power to spin them clean in that application.Although I would have to say any other tire
would have gumbed up also.I'm currently running some Gamma Goat 11x18 NDT's and
am very impessed at their mud bog capabilities.The NDTs have bigger gaps in the lugs
and seem to clean out easier then the Boggers.As for what gear and rpm combinations,I
would say the gears will very according to conditions.I tend to enjoy the lower rpm puttin
around,but for the really nasty stuff,I like to keep the rpm's up in the high torque range.
Hope this helps a little.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Rollie's ndt's POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 1:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about add'n some pic's in the members gallery so we can see thoes bad boy's ?!!
SUBJECT>Re:715 mud run technique POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 3:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1268 NEXT>1273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie:I have also looked at the gamma goat tires,but thought that the stock engine
would have more trouble with them,than the boggers.Evidently the design of the tires
helps keep them unclogged with less spinning than the boggers.Please email me at
DDurb@aol.com about your boggers.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:intake POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 3:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1239
NEXT>1272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the two barrel intake make a considerable difference on the 230?
Do you use a stock civilan carb as well?
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:intake POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>DATE>Monday,8 January
2001,at 3:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1271 NEXT>1280 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave--
I never used the two-barrel set-up.Instead,put in a chevy 350 engine instead of up-
grading the 230 engine.I understand that the Holley model 2300 carb bolts right in.Tom
L.
SUBJECT>Re:715 mud run technique POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
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EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 3:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1270 NEXT>1278 1307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you guys quit being so mean to your 715's!!!!.Quit drivng them through those mud holes.
Treat them with a little respect Wash 'em,wax 'em,take care of them.
SUBJECT>I DID IT!!POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at
8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1276 1286 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got my truck converted to run on propane!I put a 72 gal tank in the bed behind the seats
I mounted in the back.After I got it going I went to the steepest hill I could find and
stopped and let it idle in gear and held the brake and,wahlah,no flooding.(there is no
liquid in the mixer anyway)There is no noticeable loss of power,see propane is much
higher octane but lower BTU value so it takes a little more propane to do the same work
as gasoline.It burns much cleaner so I now "tread lightly"and my motor should last much.longer.No more fuel pump,and
I drive a propane truck home so I can fill it without going
to the store.I,ll try to get some pics soon to Jon to post for me.I,m so tickled ,no
computer,no eletronic stuff,so simple a system,if you have questions I'll try to answer
them.Wout
SUBJECT>power brake project POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning on putting a power brake set up off of a 1974 jeep j2000 on my 1967 M-
715.Will the booster and master cylinder bolt on with no problem and can I use the
factory proportioning valve for the power disc brakes off of the same truck to split the
lines to the axles?
SUBJECT>Re:I DID IT!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1274
NEXT>1283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to hear it Wout!!!
Ready for the pics when you got them too.
My brother and I have discussed the advantages of propane and if it weren't for the
extreme cold of winter here,I would already have vehicles running on it.
Best of luck with yours...enjoy!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Attention Rollie!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rollie,How much for your Boggers (without wheels)?I live in NM so shipping might
be cost prohibitive but....Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:715 mud run technique POSTER>Dave EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom:Tell me the proper way to wax a military paint job!Every time I try,the matte
finish gets all shiny,and doesnt look right :)
Dave
Oh yeah,if I didnt treat my truck to some steep hills,and muddy trails on a regular basis,
it wouldnt love me anymore.They are like humans,just because they are retired,it doesnt
mean they cant do there job!!!
SUBJECT>Who can give me some informations?POSTER>Jean-Paul
EMAIL>loup19@free.fr DATE>Monday,8 January 2001,at 10:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aye,
I'm a french US ARMY vehicules collectors;I have Willys M38A1 and 42'MB models;.now,I like to buy an M715 but I
search somes informations about carburation:
-What is fuel consumation of Hercule engine for 100 miles?
-Is engine accept unleded fuel?
-Is it possible to convers it to gas (GPL kit)without mechanical problem (valves or
other )?
I hope some M715 entousiasm reply to me...
Many thanks and congratulations for your web site.
Jean-Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy transplant POSTER>Dave EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 January 2001,at 12:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1272
NEXT>1282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom:
How involved was the engine swap?I sure would like to have a few more ponies under
the hood of my 715.
Is there any articles on swapping the motors out there?Any info would be appreciated.I
am no mechanic by any means,but consider myself handy with vehicles.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Attention Rollie!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 January 2001,at 1:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1277 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kevin,
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38.5x11x16 Boggers with about 95%tread.
$550 for just the tires.$650 mounted on the M715 wheels with tubes and flaps.
I have one other person ahead of you that may be purchasing them already.I will let you
know if he doesn't get them.They are too big to ship UPS and I have no experience
shipping things by truck.
I also sent this message to your listed email address.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy transplant POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 January 2001,at 1:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1280
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave--
The adaptor from Novak has all the instructions.They sell the adaptor and the bolt-on
engine mounts.It was very easy,and the only modification you need to make is to the
clutch linkage and Novak has all the specs on that.I added headers and some chrome
accessories,and it really looks great.I kept the stock radiator and put on one of those
electric fans mounted to the back of the radiator and hooked into a thermostat.No sweat..Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:I DID IT!!POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 January 2001,at
9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,one thing that was a BIG PLUS is ,working for a propane co.I was able to come up
with the stuff for free,including the 72 gal tank.I only had to buy the fuel line and some
new safty presure relieve valves on some of the system.(tank,lines)I don't have $150 in it
and thats with 60 gals of LP.It took 6 months of collecting but I'm very happy with it.
Propane stops boiling off vaper at 44 below 0 so with road speed wind chill in your area I
understand you situation to not use it.Oh well,later all,Wout.
SUBJECT>pics.to members gallery POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 January 2001,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to brute4c,my nephew e-mailed some pics.of my 68 to you on jan.7th.he did me the
favor beause of my computer/scanner/printer iliteracy.we hope between us we have
succeeded to have them installed into the members gallery.thank you much.eagerly
waiting to have a look see.bern1m715@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:pics.to members gallery POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
January 2001,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1284 NEXT>1292
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the pics but not up on the site yet....I'll let you know when I do,hopefully this
weekend.
I have been working on a very large project for the site that has left me with a liitle bit of
a picture backlog....sorry for the delay...
Will email you when there online.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I DID IT!!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 12:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1274 NEXT>1293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SHA-WEET!Where did you find a mixer big enough to feed that 460?I wanna check
that thing out.I'd like to help you clear out some of those mudholes near your house too.
Pick a weekend after the next two and I'll be there.T
SUBJECT>Gas tank POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at
1:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1288 1296 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine sucks.The inside is all corroded and it has a very slow seep out the bottom.Where
can I get one for cheap?
thanks
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 2:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a gastank coating process called "Renu".Its a thick black coating thats put inside
&out by a local company.If you opt to have the inside &outside done,you get a lifetime
warranty.This repairs leaks &seals in corrosion.Check for a local company that does
this.Our local Radiator repair shop (Toledo Radiator)offers this service.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Exhaust side of the fording kit POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello group,I have the intake end of the fording kit.Where can I get the exhaust stack
and the expanded steel protective cage that goes around it?Any help would be
appreciated,new or used.
Happy new year.......Al Temple
SUBJECT>larger tires and rims POSTER>Eric EMAIL>EMyers7918@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaF1lku496KzM PREVIOUS>NEXT>1291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
saw a pic of large tires and rims.want to do the same to my 715.do i need to build wheel
adapters or are there rims that fit military axel hubs.
SUBJECT>Re:larger tires and rims POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
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DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stockton Wheel makes rims that work on our trucks,I called them and priced the
Mudslinger rim w/beadlocks and if I remember right they where about $250 each.
SUBJECT>Re:pics.to members gallery POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 January 2001,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to brute4cs,thank you for your response about pics.bern1!
SUBJECT>Re:I DID IT!!POSTER>Tony EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,
at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1286 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's called an Impico model 425 although that is not the CFM.It's the same one that is on
my gas truck and it has a 427in it and our other bobtail has a 429.I would guess it flows
about 750 CFM because I can tell no power loss.(or gain)On the tank I put an extra
service valve so I can hook it to the coleman cook stove or my lantern.Maybe I should
build a gas grill mated to the tailgate,just let down and start cooking!I'm trying to find a
M-105 trailer.Mike Foster and I are going to go look where you got yours.I'll let you.know how it goes and I'll let
you know something about coming out here later on,but that
sounds great!I saw a post from a guy in Raleigh -do you know him or have you talked to
him?Maybe he'd want to come out,too.
Catch you later!Wout
SUBJECT>Re:intake fording pipe POSTER>Al Temple
EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1265 NEXT>1295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to members photos and look at Al Temples five pic's.There are two shots of the
drivers side that will show you the angles of the bends.Sorry I can't give you
inside/outside dimensions like you requested,the truck is not here.
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:intake fording pipe POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you for the lead on intake fording pipe pics.nice truck.mine has been civilianized
with a few creature comforts.my pics.should be on mem.gallery im hoping by the
weekend.brute4c is extremely busy with a large time consuming project for the zone.im
patiently waiting to see both.bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank POSTER>cb EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at
2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a process called Gas Tank Renu,which is performed at a participating local
radiator shop,where the fuel tank is cleaned,blasted inside and out,repaired,and coated
inside and out.You can locate the nearest participating shop by calling 1-800-997-3688.I
first read about this in an article in 4-Wheel &Off-Road magazine a couple of years ago.
My closest "local"shop was ABC Radiator in Stockton,CA -a couple of hours away.
Quick turnaround time and the finished product is great.Good luck.
SUBJECT>locking hubs POSTER>cb EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at
2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got a set of new Selectro locking hubs for a '67 M715 -anyone have any tips for a
do-it-yourselfer?Is this a very difficult installation?The directions that came with the
hubs are pretty vague.
SUBJECT>1977 M725??on Ebay for sale POSTER>marc Lesko EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the 1977 M725?on Ebay that's for sale.It's listed as a "1977 Jeep AMC
Military Rescue with winch".To find it first go to Ebay,Than go to "Automotive"Tha
do a search on "Military".
Marc.SUBJECT>Civilian Rims for M715 \725?POSTER>marc Lesko EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1300 1301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any know what civilian rims will fit the M715 \725?
Thanks
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Rims for M715 \725?POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Thursday,11 January 2001,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stockton Wheel makes them but they aren't cheap.$250 each w/beadlocks
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Rims for M715 \725?POSTER>woody
EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 2:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1299 NEXT>1302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have had some aircraft tugs/bag tractors
that have the same pattern as the m-715
if you all live by big airport or know a mech
that works on them.....THEY GOT THEM
SUBJECT>Re:Rims for M715 \725?-$125 POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 3:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1301 NEXT>1306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I know a place that makes steel rims for the M715 at something like $125 for a 15x10
rim...
I posted the info awhile back on the yahoo 715zone,if anyone is interested I can dig up
the info again and post it here.
Luke
SUBJECT>TIRES FOR A M715 POSTER>Luis H.Delgadillo
EMAIL>luish@semex.global.sharp.co.jp DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi
Recently I bought a M175 tuck in Tijuana,Mexico.It is in a general good condition but i
need buy new tires.
If somebody have information about where to buy (sou
thern california)and cost,please inform to me.Best Regards.
SUBJECT>Re:1977 M725??on Ebay for sale POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>1298 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tha is not a M-725,but a later,more civilian-vehicle based version.Note the "60"rear
and "44"front axles,and the common civvi sheetmetal.This would make a great
stablemate/support vehicle for a 715-and-variant truck.this was posted on the "Yahoo"
board as a "725-lite"in jest earlier.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1297
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to cb,i run selectros also.the application was simple.i unbolted the item called a bracket
and flange on outside of hub,removed them placed the hub in disengaged,checked the
internals on both for grease,run a bead of gasket maker of choice on locking hub
flange,bolted it on and walla,all done.doing it with truck frontend jacked up helped.
bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:Rims for M715 \725?-$125 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1302 NEXT>1313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definitely Luke.If you find it,let us know.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:715 mud run technique POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I treat mine like a logging skidder.I will drive over trees ,through mud holes that are to
deep ,but that is what they were made for.I have owned a lot of 4x4's but this is the best.
It is very hard to brake stuff on these trucks.The first two weekend trips had a few minor
setbacks,but were fixed with some junk tools that were left in glove box.My truck is
completly stock.Al
SUBJECT>Re:Who can give me some informations?POSTER>Al
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 January 2001,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is completly stock down to the ndt tires.Fuel consumption :I ran the hell out of
mine about four hours a day for three days,it used about three gallons.It has a tornado
engine not a hercule engine.I run unleaded fuel in mine ,doesn't seem to hurt it.Can't
answer the conversion question.Hope this helps,Al.
SUBJECT>HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Saturday,13 January 2001,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1310 1320 1324 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My motor just let loose and I was on the way to get 2 NDTs'@a surplus called Delks,It
ran fine all the way there but 30 yds from the entrance my cab filled w/smoke and there
were parts on the road!!!The guys @Delks are really nice and they pulled it inside the.fence and will let me come
get it on monday.but I need a Tornado or a motor that will
bolt right up and go.
Gunny in NC
SUBJECT>Re:HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>Mike Hedgecock
EMAIL>Rockat26@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13 January 2001,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aar7Pfsfs3sKI PREVIOUS>1309 NEXT>1312
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare,but not sure if I want to let loose of her yet.Try marsh auto parts in Siler
City,you might have to go down there and look around,but you can find the Tornado in
some civilian jeep trucks from 67 -69.It might save you some money.If not,let me
know,and we might talk.
Mike in NC
SUBJECT>New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 January 2001,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have added 3 new members to the members picture galleries and have added pics into 2
of the existing members sets.They all have the "new"logo next to them...ENJOY!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>Gunny
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EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Saturday,13 January 2001,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1310 NEXT>1316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I might try Siler.Delks had a couple but they were ridiculous on the price.where
in NC you @??
Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:Rims for M715 \725?-$125-INFO POSTER>schulzle
EMAIL>cj7jeep@home.off-road.com DATE>Sunday,14 January 2001,at 1:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1306 NEXT>1317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok...found the info of the rims...I have a set of these I picked up in my wheeling and
dealing they are 15x10 steel rims with a 3/8"solid center,the recipt says they cost $95
each back in 1995 plus shipping...
TnT Wheels,LTD
Columbus Junction,Iowa 52738
1-800-626-9353
1-319-728-2516
-The construction is good,they used a standard 15x10 shell and a 3/8"plate center,and
have no problems clearing the drums.I am running 35x12.5 BFGMTs on them.Because
of the flat center construction I can acutally mount the rim either way (front or back).This.has got me thinking,I
can reverse the rim and mount a taller/wider tire:)
-If anyones interested I have some picts of the rims:
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rims/
Gave their 800 #a call (1-800-626-9353),seem like pretty nice people,they don't have
any problems making 15"and 16"rims
15x10 -$125
16x10 -$125
I talked briefly about 20"rims,they said that they could make them but it wouldn't work.
They said that the shells for the 20"rims were to thin and that with a heavy ply tire it
would end it up just trying to get it one.
Might want to question they some more about 20"rims,mabey they could come up with
some heavier shells:)There are some nice 20"tires out there in the 40-43"x10-14
range...Now that I think about it a 20"rim would be really interesting,I've just never dealt
with rims that big...If anybody know anthing more about 20"rims let me know.
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:New members pics POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,14 January 2001,at 2:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1311 NEXT>1315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brutus--
How can I get pics of my 715 in the Gallery???Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 January 2001,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1314
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send them to me at brute4c@yahoo.com and include any text you want to and I'll add
them....that is if you have a scanner...if not,send me an email and I'll send you my address
to mail to so I can scan them for you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>Mike Hedgocock
EMAIL>Rockat26@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 2:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Delks has alot of stuff,but they are proud of it.I'm in
Colfax,halfway between Winston Salem and Greensboro.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Rims for M715 \725?-$125-INFO POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i called stockton wheel on1-15-01.rims for m715 were$195.ea.shipping was $150.to.my northeast area.to pricey for
me.called TNT wheels .whole package with shipping
$650.wheel centers were 3/8"onT NT and 1/2"on stocktons.bern1m715!(weather-
15degrees,snowing)waiting 4 spring MMMMMMUUUUUDDDDD!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust side of the fording kit POSTER>Barry EMAIL>bjersr5@cs.com
DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1289
NEXT>1319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless you just want a fording kit for it,it is not nessary as long as the engine is kept
running.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust side of the fording kit POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1318 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should gather somemore information before you make statements like that.It is
obvious by your post that you do not know what is involved with a fording
kit.=========The "OTHER"Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>Charlie Brown
EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1309 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gunny,I have one sitting on the floor in the garage.Fan,Carb,Distrb all together
(included)I am in north Texas and don't know how it would be shipped.If you want it
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you can have it for $100..plus shipping.
SUBJECT>Wheel Cylinders POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can remember seeing a message some where on this site but I can't remember where.It
was about rebuild kits for the wheel cylinders and maybe even part numbers for new
wheel cylinders that would swap on without much trouble I would appreciate any info on
this subject.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Cylinders POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 January 2001,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1321
NEXT>1327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as it goes,I went with the late model Ford wheel cylinders with the stainless steel
pistons.They do require you to file the mounting holes because the Ford ones have the
bolts about a quarter hole lower.Otherwise they are identical,piston size,line size etc.I
used a rat tail file to do mine,a good air style die grinder would do them in no time flat.I
did use a large washer under the bolt head to cover the larger hole just in case....
The part numbers I used are:
TRU W37263
TRU W37262
These were from a local auto parts store,not a national chain,but they cross to Bendix.and several other
manufacturers.Cost was $24.99 each.I dont remember which number
is left and which is right but they are the same front and rear,so 2 of each does the whole
truck.
I have had no problems whatsoever with them.
Good Luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Too Much Pampering POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>steve.brooks@thaad.army.mil DATE>Tuesday,16 January 2001,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1329 1337 1361 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had the truck running,although poorly.I replaced the plug wires,distributor cap,
points/condensor,and plugs.Now it won't even hit like it wants to run.Getting gas,
getting fire to points,24 volts to coil/points,(17 volts when points are closed).Haven't
had anyone around to help check the fire to the plugs.The old wires were ragged,the
plugs were fowled,and the distributor cap had the center caps missing on three of the
plug wire holes.It was idling and would run real ruff like missing badly before the new
parts.It would even pull,but without much power.What could I be missing.I don't have
the old parts anymore,or I would put them back on.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP I need a tornado 6 mine just died!!!POSTER>John Pender
EMAIL>pender4x4@cs.com DATE>Tuesday,16 January 2001,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1309 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have motor It is still in my truck it runs grate.The motor has 13,000 on it.I will sell it
cheap!Raleigh ,NC
SUBJECT>RE:Wheel Cylinders POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 January 2001,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c for the information it will help me get my truck stopping like it was
brand new.
SUBJECT>24 to 12 Volt Converters POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 January 2001,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The orders didnt add up for the converters so I havew removed the page for them....we
only got about 12 orders and needed at least 25 to do it.
Sorry everyone,I really wanted it to work out....
If anyone finds one/some at a good price,let us know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Cylinders POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 January 2001,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>1322 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a copy of the original message that was posted.I used Bravo-brand(availanle
through Car Quest)part number SWC1052 for left side apps.and part number SWC1051
for the right side(1 1/16"bore,stainless steel pistons).Some die grinding of the original
mounting holes was done,and you need 3/16"to 1/4"adapters to fit the lines.All I know
is that I can stop and for $15.00 per cylider and $2.00 EA for the adapter it was worth it.
Also flush your system with denatured alcohol and use silacone fluid to help fight rust.
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES FOR A M715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 January 2001,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>1303 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Wallace Wade Wholsale tire.1-800-666-tyre.$121.00 per tire(9.00x16 NDT),16.95
per tube,9.95 per flap best price I,ve seen.Unless you want to waste your money on A
RADIAL TIRE!!
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 January 2001,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>1323 NEXT>1334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check your timing?Mine ran horribly until I set the ignition timing.Hard to beleive,but it
was WAY out (something to the tune of 28 deg!)but did run.Top speed of 35 mph,but it
DID run.This adjustment,as one would expect,did wonders!
SUBJECT>Where can I find tale-gate POSTER>brandon EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
January 2001,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have recently purchased a kaiser m715 from my grandmother,and was wondering where
I could get my hands on a tail-gate for my truck?The m715 was previously used as a fire
truck so the tail-gate is gone.Could someone please list or tell me who to contact.
SUBJECT>Manuals Online Now POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Thursday,18 January 2001,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1332 1333 1345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to Jon we know have the Manuals Online here at the Zone,he did a hell of a job,
and spent a ton of time...
Everyone raise a glass to him,and make sure to click on the button at the top named
Online Manuals...
SUBJECT>Good Show Jon!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 January 2001,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Manuals Online Now POSTER>Dave Freema
EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 January 2001,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jon,Yes,Thanks for your efforts re:Manuals Online.I've copied
both the LO and the
"Quirks"info.Very Helpful !
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>Meateater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Thursday,18 January 2001,at 11:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1329 NEXT>1336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here,mine was out of time as well,but it did run.My big problem turn out to be the
coil,make sure you get a real replacement.
Meateater
SUBJECT>Performance of Posi "s"POSTER>Meateater EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com
DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 12:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O.k.guys,I am writing this to let you all know of how my posis work,as I was struggling
with what to get and I really wanted to make it right the first time through.I put in the
Meateater (my M-715)a Detorit "no spin"locker in the rear and a Power Lock up front.
The front is harder to steer now (about as hard as a Dodge power wagon)but is doable in
4wd to still get through the trees.On the road I unlock the hubs and I am back to normal.
Anyway,definetly get some type of locker in the rear,as the truck just seems to be made
for it,and on the front I wasn't sure with the locker issue as well.I am very happy with
just the power lock (a strong limited slip)some manufactures have a chart and they tell u
the %of lock with 100%being spool.My Power lock has 20%slippage (is at 80%)
which I figure if,I am going to get stuck,I will either way regardless if the front locks
solid or not and I can still steer extremely well all things considered and it is working all
the time I am in 4wd.My best advice is to get it in before you start doing stuff.We were
hunting in the musket season,and my friend needed to transport some hunters to the top
of a moutain to complete a drive--his dodge power wagon with open rears and power
king tires was no match for a very tough road,covered with 6 iches of snow that was laid
on ice over rocks that in some places were the height of steps.4 trys,winched a little and
we determined we needed to winch up the whole mountain.My truck,loaded with the
same hunters crawled right up and wasn't even struggling--It works really really,really
well.The only draw back to the lockers I found is to be careful on hills,sideways.This
road I am talking about has a steep embankment to the left,and rock embankment to the
right and because of the steepest in grade going forward,if you are not carefully,your
lockers can lock you right into going over the side of it,so my L/S up front is a little bit of
a hedge on this,which when you start going sideways,u take every little bit you can get.
So what ever you put in,before you hammer the pedal,give some thought as to what
might happen if you start to go sideways.Even the good scares seem to be better in M-
715s (laughing now...but on another occasion my eyes were as big and as wide as the
windshield.)
Meateater
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>steve.brooks@thaad.army.mil DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 1:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1334 NEXT>1342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.How do you check the coil and where would I get a real
replacement?
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 2:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1323
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
You mention that the voltage drops to 17 volts with the points closed.If I remember
correctly,the voltage should drop to 0.This collapses the magnetic field in the coil,
causing the secondary windinds to discharge(spark).Bumpr &I have been down this
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road.Though mine had eaten a coil.I would check for a bad connection(poor ground)i
the point gap,bad wire to the points,etc.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>tire balancing?POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am in process of aquiring knew 42"super swamper tsls.would some of the members
please share there experiences with there luck in balancing large rubber.i drive t.t.for a
living and the powder packet theory sounds interesting.no loss of weights!!!(weather
report)snow,sleet,cold !bern1m715!
SUBJECT>715's for sale POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found this on Mil-Veh list...No connection,don't know the people...FYI
Two M-715's for sale,one running &in excellent shape,one for
parts.You must arrange pick-up.Located in Reno,NV,USA.
Reasonable.775-825-7036.Please remember time difference
if you are calling from outside the US or the East coast..
Their e-mail:Taylor Restorations &Rentals
SUBJECT>tandem rear wheels POSTER>Brent EMAIL>bsbien@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,19 January 2001,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I own a 1967 M-715 that's in pretty good shape.However,I'd like to modify it slightly by
replacing the rear single tires and wheels with tandem wheels without changing axles
and/or lug patterns.The rear end is original and I would like to be able to run the standard
9.00x16 tires.Can anyone help me out?
Thanks.Brent
SUBJECT>Re:tire balancing?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 January 2001,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1338
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tman runs the powder to balance his 39.5's and is really impressed with the outcome.I
remember he used 3 or 4 per tire to do it....can't be sure off hand....but has absolutely
nothing bad to say about it.
Best of luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 January 2001,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1336
NEXT>1343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good thing I put the -20 manual online.....
The procedure for testing the coil is here:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
Scroll down the page to "Table 2-6.Ignition System circuit Troubleshooting".Section 1
of the table subpart 'g'has the test procedure.
You might want to start at the top of the table and work your way down....up to you of
course.
Hope this helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 January 2001,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1342
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
Well I forgot how to make the link so it works...here it is the easy way...
brute4c
SUBJECT>duce axles POSTER>rwoody EMAIL>RWOODY@FULLNET.NET
DATE>Saturday,20 January 2001,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/boards/wanted/config.cgi?read=211
SUBJECT>Re:Manuals Online Now POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,20 January 2001,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1331
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my thanks to you.the time and effort must have been terrific,
i have ordered but have not yet received a cd-rom with both field and depot manuals.if
anyone's interested,i'll post a link to the site when (and if)i recieve the cd.i think it cost
$20.
jay
p.s.the engine is now together,the card rebuilt,the starter and alternator are being re-
wound for 12v,and i'm trying now to find a 12v ignition coil.i'd like to keep the military
set-up,but run it at 12v.a 12v and a 6v coil were manufactured for the assembly by
prestolite in the 60's,but so far no luck finding a reasonably priced one.the only 12v coil
i've found cost $75..once the engine is running,all that remains is to re-build the clutch,re-seal the tranny,
and i'll have the whole thing ready to drop in!
any hints?
SUBJECT>tire/rim thoughts POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,21 January 2001,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>1347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i eyeballed some 9.00-20 firestone (extra traction/supertraction ???)tires.does anyone
have any experience with 9.00-20s.are gamma goat tires and rims 9.00-20?if so,why
wouldnt the g-goat rims work?thanks 4 info.bern1m715!(weather-2in.new snow,cold)
SUBJECT>Re:tire/rim thoughts POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 January 2001,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1346
NEXT>1352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Goats use 11:00x18 tires.
Sorry,
Darryl
SUBJECT>M-715 in Vietnam ????POSTER>Sam Gamble
EMAIL>flyyer@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 January 2001,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do Vietnam reenacting,although not a 'Nam vet.Does anybody know if the M715 was
used in Vietnam ?A friend of mine,who is also NOT a 'Nam vet claims they were not.
Anybody knowing for sure one way or the other please e-mail me !!!Thanks,Sam
SUBJECT>WANTED M715 POSTER>Ronald Cornell
EMAIL>GATOR3@TWCNY.RR.COM DATE>Sunday,21 January 2001,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANTED M715 IN NY PENN.AREA
SUBJECT>Wheels POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
21 January 2001,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1355
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size wheel will fit on the m715 stock axles will a 15"clear at all or do you have to
go up to the 16.5"if you go with custom wheels??
JD
SUBJECT>Re:tandem rear wheels POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 2:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1340 NEXT>1354 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds like you meant to say you wanted to run "Duals".A "Tandem"setup involves two
axles,one behind the other..I too have pursued the Dual wheel idea a little.It would probably involve modifying some
original wheels or having them custom built.If I remember right,a dual setup using the
standard 900x16 tires will be pushing the overall width for being legal to go down the
road.You may want to carefully measure the widths of everything before you pursue it
too hard.When I looked at it,I was even thinking of moving the rear springs in narrower
to make more room.
One of our members RRWoody,had some duals once on the back of an M715 he had.I
think they had smaller tires mounted on them though.
Let me know what you find.I'm still attracted to this idea.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:tire/rim thoughts POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to darryl,thanks for response.bern1m715.
SUBJECT>283 Engine POSTER>Carmen EMAIL>ccfalcone5@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While I am not new to this hobbie.My buddie and I have done a COMPLETE frame off
restoration on an M37 and a MB.They have all been totally military.Now we have a
M715 and it has a 283 engine in it that the owner never finished.Tell me -should I keep
the 283 or look for the orginial engine.Thanks Carmen
SUBJECT>Re:tandem rear wheels POSTER>Brent EMAIL>bsbien@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1351 NEXT>1369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,
Thanks for the response.You're right,the legal road width would be tight but do-able (I
think).I'll let you know if I learn anymore and please do the same.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,
at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1350 NEXT>1365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have 15"wheels on mine using the STOCK DRUMS all around no problems....
SUBJECT>paint job POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 January
2001,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1376 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what is a fair price to pay for a paint job?i have sanded the bed inside and out down to
bare metal and primed it.i have also sanded the cab,hood,roof bows all down to bare.metal and primed them.i have not
done anything inside the cab.the reason i post this
question is i had a guy sandblast and paint the tailgate,2 jerry cans,both bumperets,
tailgate hinges and the gas filler neck.i supplied the paint.he charged 280 bucks.at this
rate it will cost three grand to get the truck finished and i've done 80%of the work.is it
me or was that to high a price to pay?
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 in Vietnam ????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look in the active duty photos section,see the link over on the left of the screen,
you will see an m715 near a downed A7 in Vietnam...this is the only photo I know of the
715 in Nam,though several members have told me they were there and saw/used the 715
then.Also,one of the members in England was able to trace the history of his seebee unit
and found out it was in Nam,I forget the name of the place,I'm sure we have it online
somewhere.
They were used in Vietnam,bottom line....
brute4c
SUBJECT>searchable manuals on cdrom POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the cd came today.i have given it a brief test drive.it is produced my Military Media,Inc.
they have a web site and you can order print or CD versions of just about anything the
military has ever put in a book.
the cd looks complete;it is:
tm9-2320-244-10,-20,-20p,-34,and -34p manuals in their entirety.these manuals are
scanned into an acrobat format,and it is menu driven and it is searchable using acrobat's
on-board word finder.looks awful handy,and i believe the cost was around 20 bucks.i
my younger college days,"when i was given over to wickedness"i would have burned
copies and furnished them to anyone,but this seems like a very reasonable price...
is there anyway the club could obtain rights to display these manuals in their searchable
form to complement the information that is already been put on the site?maybe it
wouldn't be very expensive,i don't think anyone would want to download the volume of
information that is in these manuals anyway,so maybe "unlawful"proliferation is not a
big issue in this matter...just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:283 Engine POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 January 2001,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1353
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Carmen,Go with the Cubes man!The stocker is underpowered and if you gotta ask you
can't afford it rebuild.
SUBJECT>Re:searchable manuals on cdrom POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 January 2001,at 1:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1358 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,
I contacted the company producing the CD awhile back and asked them what it would
take to get club rights to their CD so we could post it on our website.At that time they
were not interested.They indicated they had invested a lot of hours into the scanning and
creation of that product and needed to recover their investment as well as make a profit,
which is what businesses strive to do.My understanding of the material is that the
original government produced manuals are not copyrighted and we are free to make our
own copies from them,but the digital form Military Media has created via Adobe
Acrobat is their own copyrighted product.
Our founder Jon Schmidt has spent countless hours on the computer and scanner himself
and is slowly transferring many manuals to the computer which will be posted on the
website soon.If anybody out their would like to help with this cause please come
forward.Also if you have any other M715 related manuals we could use,we would be
interested in "borrowing them".
Eventually I believe most of the manuals will be here on the website for members to
enjoy.In the meantime $20 is a good price to pay for the CD version which Military
Media is offering.I bought one myself and found it very helpful.Some of the images are
a little fuzzy,but overall the product is a good one.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Too Much Pampering POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 January 2001,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1323
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was having the same problems that you were.I ended up taking it to a mechanic who is
more familiar with military vehichles.He found the pins that couple distributor shaft
together were sheared off.It runs well with new pins.
SUBJECT>Ring &Pinion availability POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Tuesday,23 January 2001,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ´m looking for 4.88 ring &pinion for my 6.2L diesel powered M-715 but it seems that
ratio is no longer available for the Dana 70 rear.
I ´ve talked to Reider,National drivetrain and WCD,I still have to find a salesman
available to get my call at Randy ´s ringðnion.
Anybody has a clue about this issue.Should I have to go 4.56 instead?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Tornado 6 for Gunny POSTER>Gunny Jeff PAll EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 January 2001,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon Pender hope you get this.I lost your e-mail address and I figured this would get to
you.I am now getting the money together for the motor.I would like to come hear it run.and set everything up.
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I can't wait to get "Sanford"up and going again.
Yours truly
Gunny
SUBJECT>member id POSTER>Dagbjartur EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 January 2001,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have tvice register as a member but i cant get in to your member area becouse mi id is
inncorect thats a bullshitt
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>schulze EMAIL>luke@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 January 2001,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1355 NEXT>1380
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep I'll second that,I have 15x10 rims with the stock brake drums...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Ring &Pinion availability POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 January 2001,at 12:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1362 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Juan,
I would not hesitate at all to go for the 4.56 ratio.In fact that's what I did and I'm also
running a 6.2 diesel.With stock 34"tires a 4.56 will be turning that engine at 2700 rpm at
60 mph which is plenty high.I'm running 40"Gamma Goat tires on mine which
calculates to 2300 rpm at 60 which is ok.
In my opinion the 4.56 gears combined with your low rpm 6.2 diesel should be just fine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>1953 M37 POSTER>Dan Dever EMAIL>danemily@ctelcom.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 January 2001,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa1w5CLcoYrYU PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone interested in a 1953 Dodge military M37?There is no engine or transmission and
the rear end gears are broken.No rust and partly disassembled.$800.I need it out of the
way.Dan Dever in Fort Worth,TX.(817)346-4737.Please pass the word along.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:member id POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 January 2001,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1364 NEXT>1373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Dagbjartur,
Are there not enough places for you to e-mail the webmaster and ask how to get in?.Just because you can't figure out
how to get in doesn't mean that it is bullshit,maybe you
just need help and should learn how to ask for it.
SUBJECT>Re:tandem rear wheels POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Wednesday,24 January 2001,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don ´t know if the U.S.Version is the same as ours,(I ´m in Argentina)but,down here
there was a Ford F-350 (´60s and maybe early ´70s)that used 16"wheels and shared the
same six bolt pattern of the M-715,and the rears where duallies.I know cause my two
spare wheels are from this F-350s.The backspacing is different,I had them modified to
be the same of OEM ones.Can ´t remember now the exact year.
Tomorrow I can confirm the Ford year model of those wheels,if anybody is interested.
SUBJECT>DISC BRAKE CONVERSION POSTER>MIKE
EMAIL>BIGDOGMKK@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,25 January 2001,at 2:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM LOOKING FOR INFO ON DISC BRAKE CONVERSIONS FOR A M715.
FRONT &REAR AXLES WITH POWER BRAKE BOOSTER.PLEASE E-MAIL
WITH ANY INFO
SUBJECT>-10 Operators Manual is online POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 January 2001,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715/M725 Operators Manual,TM9-2320-244-10,is now online in the Online
Manuals section linked above.This is like a civilian owners manual for a car but contains
much more info than a standard owners manual would ever give you.
Enjoy!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>FE Survey Results POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 January 2001,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have compiled and posted the results from the FE Survey we ran...THANKS TO ALL
WHO RESPONDED!!!!!
There is a link on the left in the Public Menu section to see the results.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:member id POSTER>Dagbjartur EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 January 2001,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im sorry a was geting a little bit angry becose i have bean trying to get in for a long time
and i thougth it was easy thing to do and it had instruction that was easy to understand
and i have had the id code sent to my e-mail so what should i do sorry for mi ridding i
english im from iceland you have maybie read a sothing in Fourwheller on icelandic.offroaders and theyr trucks
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www.f4*4.is
SUBJECT>FYI....POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25
January 2001,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The Colorado Full Size Jeep Ass.has announced their plans for the 2002 Full Size Jeep
Invasion in Ouray,Colorado.
See their website at:www.cfsja.org/2002
Darryl
SUBJECT>M715zone.com POSTER>Mark Valentine
EMAIL>webmaster@CarsInAmerica.com DATE>Friday,26 January 2001,at 1:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your site is featured on http://CarsInAmerica.com
SUBJECT>Re:paint job POSTER>alstont EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 January 2001,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1356
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IMHO -it was extremly too much to pay.I am a member of a Volunteer Fire Department
and we just had a complete ambulance repainted for around $1,500 -and we did the prep
work,much as you have done.Translating down,I wouldn't think having the paint shop
do nothing but the paint (no supplies,no prep work)wouldn't cost more than $500 for the
entire vehicle (including the clearcoat finish)!Again,IMHO only.
Tony
SUBJECT>Ford dually Wheels POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Friday,26 January 2001,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I ´ve been asking for the year that Ford used a 6 bolt pattern down here (Argentina)
and looking in the manuals of a Dealer,I found they used it in F-350 duallies from 1961
to 1984.After that they went 8 lugs.
Nobody at Ford down here can tell me if that was the same in the States,but you should
check in a Ford Dealer that issue.
I ´m trying to get a picture of the Ford wheels to post it for you.
They look much more like a Budd Wheel but with a different backspacing.
Maybe it ´ s possible to keep the original wheels and use a Ford one as the outers,so you
have duallies without changing all wheels.
FYI:There are some BUDD special wheels for the M-37 that are intended to be the outer
ones and still use the OEM as inners.You only need some lug extensions bolted in place
of the nuts.
SUBJECT>m715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,28 January 2001,at 12:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1969 m715 for sale.
all original but paint,runs good,very restorable.
6,000,00 or best offer
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale POSTER>H.Wooldridge
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Sunday,28 January 2001,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is it?
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,28 January 2001,at
5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1365 NEXT>1382 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
where did you guys get your 15"wheels done?How much?
SUBJECT>my new m715 site...feedback please POSTER>Rya
EMAIL>ryanharris@writeme.com DATE>Sunday,28 January 2001,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa1IWKYy5pzMk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>M715 Discussion Forum
LINKURL>http://pub51.ezboard.com/bthem715discussionforum
Hi all,I just wanted to let you know that I have just created an M715 discussion forums
site,that is primarily for community discussions of M715 topics...the way the software
manages the forums seems to make it a lot easier to keep track of multiple topics,and it
allows people to easily search for topics so that hopefully knowledgable people don't have
to keep repeating themselves.
I'm not trying to steal business from this site,so if I am out of line,please let me
know...otherwise,come over and check it out...
http://pub51.ezboard.com/bthem715discussionforum
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,
29 January 2001,at 2:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1380 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ryan-
Give TNT they have good prices on custom rims.
Check the wanted section for the details...
Here are some picts if you want to look:
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rims/
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:-10 Operators Manual is online POSTER>MUCILS
EMAIL>MUCILS@orthop-bi.de DATE>Monday,29 January 2001,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1371 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hello brute4c,.I now how much work it is to scan a full TM with Adobe.You did a great job!I loaded
the -10 down.
Reading the Military Vehicles Magazine a came across an adv.from Military Media
(www.military-media.com)selling a CD with the -10,-20,-20P,-34,-34P for $19.95.I
bought one and it works fine.
Sorry to make this public inspite of all your work!
Greetings,
MUCILS
SUBJECT>PTO DRIVESHAFT POSTER>Warren Duchesne EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
29 January 2001,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1385
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What does the PTO driveshaft bearing hanger mount to?
SUBJECT>Re:PTO DRIVESHAFT POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,29 January 2001,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1384 NEXT>1386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
warren,It mounts off the bottom of the generator mount.====Barry
SUBJECT>Re:PTO DRIVESHAFT POSTER>Warren Duchesne EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 January 2001,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1385
NEXT>1387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a picture of this they could send me?THANKS WARREN
SUBJECT>Re:PTO DRIVESHAFT POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 January 2001,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1386
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try to get you one on the weekend.====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Ford dually Wheels POSTER>Brent EMAIL>bsbien@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 January 2001,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1377
NEXT>1392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Juan,
What are BUDD wheels?I'm very interested.
Brent
SUBJECT>12v conversion POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,
31 January 2001,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a local starter/alternator rebuild shop claimed it was a rather simple procedure to convert
the stock 24v starter and alternator to 12v.they did this for approx.130 apiece,that
includes new internal parts and a new spur gear.this makes for a much cleaner
conversion than the gm alternator that is currently in my truck..a distributor shop looked up the distributor
assembly in an old military parts manual.
prestolite made a 6v,12v,and 24v version of this distributor,and also a 4cyl.version (for
jeeps?)and an 8cyl.version!appeared to be identical external-wise,only difference was
in the plug-wire connections.
btw:i used a deep-penetrating welding rod to stick weld the carcks on one of my exhaust
manidfolds.it appears to work quite well.any thoughts or experience with this?
jay
SUBJECT>The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>Perry EMAIL>IntertecP@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1394 1396 1404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm Looking for M-715 Parts:Wiper assembly complete,LU-4 to PTO Drive shaft and
carrier complete,Gas Fill Hose,Troop Seats,bows(or Dimensional drawings for
anything!)and Full Canvas including Cab.I would also like to rebuild the LU-4
(seals,gaskets,bushings,etc.)
Any suggestions where to start searching on any or all will be much appreciated!
Thanks,Perry IntertecP@aol.com
P.S.I have M-715 Mag.Distributor,Wires,Tornado Valve cover,and J-30 Cab complete
(the best way to stay Dry and Warm!)
SUBJECT>Selctro hubs POSTER>cb EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at
9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have experience with Selectro locking hubs from MileMarker?Got myself a set
recently -easy enough to install,but I question their quality -one hub makes a "clicking"
sound from inside the hub only when disengaged -MileMarker tech support states the
hub is defective.The other hub of the set was impossible to turn to either engage or
disengage.I took them back to the retailer and got another set -of that set one had a
broken o-ring seal -had to order another set.This set had the same problem as described
above in that both were impossible to engage or disengage.The studs onto which the
hubs mount extend out so there is not much surface area of the hub to grab onto.Having
hubs that are too tight to turn will not work.Any suggestions or assistance would be
appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Ford dually Wheels POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1388 NEXT>1420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Budd is the brand of t the OEM wheels for M-37,M-715 and other M vehicles.
SUBJECT>Re:Selctro hubs POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have had a set on mine for about 1,000 miles.they are a little difficult to turn,one more
so then the other,but I have never had any other problems.I ordered mine direct.Just my.$.01 worth.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1390 NEXT>1395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a little new to the M-715 and this site so this might be old news,but I've found
"Memphis Equipment"901-774-0600 in TN or 717-263-4194 in PA to have a lot of stuff.
I've called and ordered parts and had them at my door the next day.I don't think they are
the cheapest but they are not outragous either.They have a great parts manual and they
always know what you are talking about when you call.They also have tech guys and
mechanics that I've found very happy and willing to answer questions.Also "Military
Vehicles Magazine"MVehicle@aol.com to be loaded with info.As far as canvas goes I
think unless you get a used one really really cheap I would go with new,they can be had
for as little as $250.00 maybe even less.The chance of finding something used in decent
shape is slim.There are many adds and suppliers in the magazine.Do yourself a favor
and at least get that parts manual from Memphis,they print it themselves but the
diagrams are better than the originals.Hope this was some help.
SUBJECT>Re:The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree totally with Chuck.Memphis Equipment is a great help for parts and info.
SUBJECT>Re:The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Wednesday,31 January 2001,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1390 NEXT>1400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I JUST ORDERED A CANVAS TOP FOR MY M715 FROM "NEW LIFE
RESOURCE".THEY HAVE 4 COLORS AVAILABLE FOR 210.00 WHICH
INCLUDES SHIPPING.THERE #IS 802-827-6124 FOR THE OTHER ITEMS
"EBAY"HAS MANY M715 PARTS CURRENTLY LISTED.GO TO THE SEARCH
AREA AND ENTER "M715"OR "JEEP KAISER".ONE OF THE SELLERS UNDER
THE "M715"SECTION IS A B LINN AND I BELIEVE HE MAY HAVE THE FILLER
HOSE,WINCH PARTS ETC.ALSO I AGREE THAT "MILITARY VEHICLES
MAGAZINE"IS A GREAT SOURCE OF SUPPLIERS.THERE WEB SITE IS:
MILITARYVEHILESMAGAZINE.COM
SUBJECT>lockouts for 2.5 tons POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 12:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQnP.UfyTN7A PREVIOUS>NEXT>1398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone heard of a supplier that has lockout for the deuce and half front axles.i've
heard they're out there...some electric co.is using them on their backwoods trucks.any
info would be appreciated..SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for 2.5 tons POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>Rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 1:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1397 NEXT>
1399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure about the deuces,but I know we picked up a set of Warn hubs for our 5-Ton
Mack a few years ago.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for 2.5 tons POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1398 NEXT>1403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've called Boyce equipment.they said that he has heard that the people making the
selectro sytle is also in the process of testing for the deuce.he said they would be approx.
$650.if anyone else has a set of used or knows of a better price let me know.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>Perry EMAIL>IntertecP@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,Al,Ed I have already found parts thanks to you guys,have a great day!Perry
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale POSTER>Ronald Cornell
EMAIL>GATOR3@TWCNY.RR.COM DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 10:55
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is it and how much
SUBJECT>WANTED M715 POSTER>Ronald Cornell
EMAIL>GATOR3@TWCNY.RR.COM DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 11:02
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRndsp2KSQu.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANTED M715 NEW YORK PENN.2000.00/2500.00
SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for 2.5 tons POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Thursday,1 February 2001,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1399 NEXT>1426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOUND AN AD FOR 2.5 TON LOCKOUT HUBS.SAYS THEY HAVE 50 SETS
READY TO SHIP NOW FOR COMBAT,WORK OR PLAY FOR 550.00 SET.THEY
ALS ADVERTISE A POWER STEERING UNIT FOR THE 2.5 TON.FOUND THIS IN
MILITARY VEHICLE MAGAZINE
INTER AGENCY MOTOR POOL
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P.O.BOX 474.SHELTER ISLAND NY 11964
#631-749-0100 OR
#1-877-M35-1877
SUBJECT>Re:The Search for M-715 Parts POSTER>BARRY
EMAIL>barry@ramseysteel.com DATE>Friday,2 February 2001,at 12:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOR YOUR LU 4 WINCH YOU WILL NEED
1 PC.NATIONAL SEAL #416888 4.500 X 5.500 X .500 THIS IS FOR THE CLUTCH
END OF THE CABLE DRUM
1 PC.NATIONAL SEAL #415449 2.500 X 3.500 X .375 THIS IS FOR THE RING
GEAR END OF THE CABLE DRUM
1 PC.NATIONAL SEAL #470954 .750 X 1.250 X .250 THIS IS FOR THE CLUTCH
SHAFT
4 PC.NATIONAL SEALS #471689 1.000 X 1.752 X .250 2 ARE FOR THE INPUT
SHAFT AND 2 ARE FOR THE BREAKDRUM SHAFT
THIS IS ALL YOU WILL NEED
IF YOU HAVE TO PRESS THE RING GEAR OFF THE SHAFT MAKE SURE YOU
NOTE THE DISTANCE FROM THE FACE OF THE GEAR TO THE END OF THE
SHAFT
SUBJECT>Canvas Top Conditioner Recipe POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,2 February 2001,at 12:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a canvas top that I'm trying to save from being destroyed by the desert sun.The top
I have was brand new when it was replaced on my truck (uhh -yeah,hello!!)but sat i
the sun for a little over a year before I got it.The sun has dried out the waterproofing
material,and begun to sun fade it.The canvas is in the beginning stages of dry-rot,but is
very savable if I can restore the moisture to it.The plastic rear window material has also
been heat broken and has cracked out.I have removed the canvas top and stored it in my
garage until I can replace the plastic,and recoat the water protective layers and re-oil the
material.
My question is this:does anyone know the correct ratios used by the military for making
your own paraffin/kerosene waterproof coating?My grandfather (who was in the military
at the time the M175 was used)had a supply of this mixture in original military cans but
after he died,his sons (my father/uncles)threw this out thinking they would never have
use of it.
The theory is -you mix a ratio of kerosene/paraffin toghether.The kerosene melts the
paraffin and you then 'paint'this on the canvas.The 'suspended'paraffin is absorbed by
the canvas.The kerosene evaporates and you are left with the oil/paraffin residue that
effectively waterproofs any canvas material.(I was told this also works very well with the
older military canvas tents).Problem is -nobody I talk to knows the correct ratio.My
uncle said my grandfather told him the military preferred bee's wax over paraffin,since it.was more 'natural'...
Any clues?I know you can still purchase this waterproofing stuff at base PX's -but I've
never been in the military so don't have any base priv's.I'd rather make my own...it's
cheaper and easier.
Thanks!!Post any responses here rather than e-mailing me personally.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas Top Conditioner Recipe POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2 February 2001,at 2:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never heard of the receipe,sorry....though Ive used Preservo and it work well.You can
find it at the link below.Here is the companys contact info:
PLF
436 S.Stewart St.
Mesa,AZ 85202-2014
(602)315-0952 (8 AM to 8 PM PST,Mon.-Sat.)
I used 2 cans the first time and didn't need to redo it for a couple of years,even after the
hard winters we have in northern Wisconsin.
brute4c
SUBJECT>B.Yarworth...HELP!POSTER>bighurt EMAIL>tpark@eale.navy.mil
DATE>Friday,2 February 2001,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
barry,this is bighurt.please call,URGENT!!(732)866 2105 until 7:30 tonite or (732)303
0150 after 8:00 until 10:30.I need ya man.THANKS
SUBJECT>3 m-715s'for sale POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,2 February 2001,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everybody,
For those looking for 715s in california,Barstow Truck Parts has 3 for sale.I was poking
around their wrecking yard,when I chanced upon 3 ex-forest service rigs.I needed some
parts,but they are unwilling to part any of them out.They appear almost complete-
missing troops seats and black out light.Barstow Truck claims that they are all running,
but all were missing their radiators.Mine was missing the radiator when I bought it from
DRMO,Ft.Irwin,and it was h-ll trying to have one made (i.e Expensive).Anyway,they
are asking 3500 apiece for them.Too much in my opinion,but for those interested,they
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have a web site.Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Driveshaft POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net DATE>Saturday,
3 February 2001,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1412
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is a crazy question,but I am having a terrible time trying to get the driveshaft.between the transmission and
transfercase out.It dosen't have a slip yoke to collapse the
shaft together I have been trying to pry between yoke on the transfercase and the u-joint
but I am having no luck any tips will help me out alot.
SUBJECT>Radiator POSTER>Carmen EMAIL>ccfalcone5@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
3 February 2001,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1411
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok I need some advice.I pick up an M715 that someone had started but never finished.
They but a 283 engine but no radiator.What kind of radiator do I need and what will fit
into the stock support of the M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,3 February 2001,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1410
NEXT>1414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know,only the stock M715 radiator and some of the civilian J series truck
radiators fit without modifications.The M715 uses a 3 core radiator which may or may
not be enough for a V-8....a 350 needs more radiator for sure.The civilian ones I have
seen that will bolt in are 2 core designs and are only marginal for the stock M715
engine....I know because I used to have one in mine after the water pump exploded and
the fan carved through much of my stock one.
You can get a radiator from a 70's to 80's J truck or Wagoneer with 4 cores but you need
to do a little work to get it in.If you look under the hood of one of the factory 4 core
vehicles,you will see that they have an area in front of the radiator,at the top,that is cut
away so that the front edge of the radiator sits farther forward in the engine compartment.
Besides that,the 4 cores are wider...on the passenger side of the M715's radiator,there is
a hole next to the radiator support.This hole is used by the 4 core radiator to mount the
vertical support on that side.Also,because you go to the wider radiator,you need to cut
out part of the flat vertical metal that the passenger support is welded to so that you get
the whole front face of the radiator into the air stream.
Of course you also have to worry about hose positions,radiator drain,and tranny line
connectors,if you have an auto tranny.Any good radiator shop can move hoses from left
to right or vice-versa to accomodate your needs if you go this route.
You can also use a radiator out of about any other vehicle that you can get to fit betwwe
the supports,whether in the stock position or in the modified,wider position.I would
think the wider position would be best as you can get more cooling that way and if you
plan to run hiway speeds or low speed,long off road trails with little air flow throuh the
radiator,bigger is definitely better.
Good Luck!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,3 February 2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1409
NEXT>1413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The way to remove the center driveshaft is to remove the rear driveshaft first,then loosen,
but do not remove,the transfercase mounting bolts.The T-case bolts are in slots that,.once the bolts are loose and
the center shaft has the bolts off the u-joints,can be shoved
backward an inch or so to allow the center shaft to be removed.
At least thats how mine worked...
Good Luck!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,3 February 2001,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1412 NEXT>1415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You do not have to remove the rear driveshaft.Just loosen the 4 bolts in the mounts of
the transfercase.then pry the transfer back.=Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator POSTER>ED DRAKE EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET
DATE>Saturday,3 February 2001,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1411
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A "MODINE"MODEL #1R583 IS A BOLT IN.IT HAS A FACTORY INSTALLED
OIL COOLER FOR A AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION.THE TOP OUTLET IS
CENTER MOUNTED AND THE BOTTOM OUTLET IS ON THE DRIVERS SIDE.
BOTH ARE 1.5".YOU DO NOT HAVE TO MODIFY THE TRUCK IN ANY
WAY!!!!!!!ALL THAT IS REQUIRED IS TO DRILL 2 HOLES IN THE RADIATOR
FLANGE IN ADDITION TO TWO THAT ARE ALREADY IN THE CORRECT
POSITION.THIS 3 CORE RADIATOR WAS USED IN VEHICLES WITH AT LEAST
360ci AND IT HAS A LIFETIME WARRANTY.
THE PRICE ON 12-1-00 WAS 202.00 USE A FAN SHROUD AND YOUR IN
BUSINESS.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,4 February 2001,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1413
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Barry,
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Actually I was doing a clutch job and since I was going in and it didn't look like anything
had been done to the truck in quite a while,I decided to do the tranny rear seal,transfer
case seals and all the joints.So I never tried to do the center shaft without removing the
others.
brute4c
SUBJECT>defroster vent nozzles wanted POSTER>Ala
EMAIL>komual@showme.missouri.edu DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have defroster vent nozzles,the little black boxes that bolt up under the dash,I
need some.Please respond direct if you have even an idea of where to source some:)
Thanks,Alan.
SUBJECT>Super Swamper Boggers dilema!!!!!POSTER>Dave Durbahn.EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 7:34
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Group!!!~Help me!!I just got my 38.5 x 11.00 bogger for my M715,and brought
them to my local tire shop to mount,and they refuse to because they said the 9.00 x 16
tubes are too small for the new tires.
They can't get a 11.00 x 16 tube with a long stem to fit the stock rims,so they wont
mount them up.
Anyone have info to help me out?Can I get the right tubes,or will the stock tubes work?
I dont want to have a blowout!!!!!
Thanx Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Super Swamper Boggers dilema!!!!!POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1417 NEXT>1419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I run that set up on my Big Block truck .I haven't had any problems ,And I don't
give it any mercy.These are 100%all off-road miles.========Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Super Swamper Boggers dilema!!!!!POSTER>MURFMAN
EMAIL>RMU5659929@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNm3jVCvxQdA PREVIOUS>1418 NEXT>
1422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Ive been running my 38.5"swampers for two years
With the tubes that were in the truck when I bought it
four years ago!The boggers will probably need
replacing this summer But I will probably re-use the
tubes onse again.Try to find a tire dealer that works
with big trucks,or off road (tractor ect..)They will
have more experience with the split rims!!!
MURFMAN :D ;):D
SUBJECT>Re:Ford dually Wheels POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>DATE>Monday,5
February 2001,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1392 NEXT>1425
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M NOT SURE OF THE SPELLING WHETHER IT'S BUD OR BUDD,BUT THE
NAME IS USED FOR ANY WHEEL THAT IS FOR A DUAL WHEEL SETUP ,ALL
THE WAY FROM A 1 TON UP TO SEMI TRUCKS .AS TO IT,S ORIGIN IT MAY
HAVE BEEN A MANUFACTURER OR NOT ,THAT I DONT KNOW .
SUBJECT>how to break winch drive chain POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have managed to squeeze the 5/4 into my garage.looks like they built the garage around
it...due to the space limitations,i plan to take off the winch and headlight/grille panel to.pull the engine/tranny
pretty much staright out the front of the truck.i have remove the
split pins on a chain link,but much to my dismay,the winch drive chain did not break
apart easily.is there some trick to breaking this chain link?
also,i am now convinced that this winch is not the correct winch for the truck.it is a
brayden,but it does not sit down in the front fender,and the front fender is solid,not
halved to permit the winch cable to pass through.how can i tell what model brayden
winch it is?
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Super Swamper Boggers dilema!!!!!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1419 NEXT>
1427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I will add to what has already been said.I reused my 900x16 tubes in my boggers and
they have been just fine.The local tire shop didn't say a thing.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:how to break winch drive chain POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1421 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are probably correct.That is NOT the stock winch.The stock winch had no
drivechains.It was all driveshafts and u-joints and the winch sits down low in front of the
front frame cross member.In fact it is so slow,it probably would not be in the way of
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pulling your engine.Sorry I can't help you.
Rollie
SUBJECT>M-715 for sale in east Idaho POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a good M-715 for sale in east Idaho.In good original condition,has a transplanted
Chev 350,power steering,and updated brake cylinder.Ran out of money and time.Has
most of the do-dads,no troop seats,or canvas.E-mail and will try to get some pictures
and more info to you.Asking $3,000.obo.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Re:Ford dually Wheels POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Monday,5 February 2001,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>1420 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Budd is a brand name,as is Dayton,but Budd wheels
have centers welded in rim and Daytons are rim only
and are held to centers/hubs with nuts out around edge.
Many big International Harvester trucks have Daytons..I think that when someone refers to Budd or Daytons
though,they're talking about this distinction between
the two types?????
SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for 2.5 tons POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 February 2001,at 12:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the help,i'll check it out
SUBJECT>Re:Super Swamper Boggers dilema!!!!!POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,6 February 2001,at 4:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information fellas,I was pretty bummed when the dealer woudn't mount
tbem up.I know that some one here had told me they used the stock parts without a
problem.I just wanted to make sure before I mount them myself.
Thanks again,Dave
SUBJECT>Drivetrain clunk POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 February 2001,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a problem it is a clunking noise in my M-715.I had it on jackstands in the garage,I
started out in first gear with no noise,shifted into second still good.I hit third and it
started to make noise I hit fourth and it got even worse when I got it up to about 50mph,
also the shifter shook terrible.When I bought my truck I checked the gear oil levels i
both my transmission and transfercase,both were real low the gear oil in transmission
was real dark and burnt smelling.I failed to mention that this was with the transmission
hooked to the tranfercase.I removed the driveshat connecting the transmission to the
transfercase and ran thru all of the gears no noise smooth as silk,the u-joints are in good
shape.Could it be the transfercase or the transmisson mounts or even the the
transmission?Could the fact that it ran so smoothly tonight be because there wasn't any
pressure on the transmission from where I unhooked the tranfercase from the
transmission?Any help will be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Drivetrain clunk POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 February 2001,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1428 NEXT>1431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does it make the noise going down the road?maybe it was only the tires shaking being off
of the ground.are all of your mounts tight?you might also check your drive shafts for
straightness.
my $.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Brake Fluids?POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I had to replace the rubber seals of the master brake cylinder after something caused
the
entire contents master cylinder fluid to leak on the floorboard of the truck.After reading a
bit on the brakes (supplied in the FAQ's)it is ok to convert to DOT 5 brake fluid if the
rubber components haven't ever been exposed to fluid before.The manuals recommend
DOT 3 or DOT 4 -but I can't get that here.
The brake fluid I have is not marked to a DOT number (which is prob DOT 5)which
contributed to the failure of the rubber seals,since DOT 5 fluid will melt rubber first
exposed to DOT 3 or DOT 4.
Am I going to have to totally bleed the fluid from the entire system before re-connecting
the master cylinder or am I ok in just replacing the rubber components in the master
cylinder,adding new fluid (which would mix the old/new)and going on from there?
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Drivetrain clunk POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1429 NEXT>1432 1434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if it makes the noise going down the road the farthest I drove my truck was
to load it on the trailer and to pull it into the garage.I can take the driveshafts to work and
check them with a dial indicater and I will also check the mounts but I guess I ought to go
ahead and drop the transfercase and rebuild it.That brings up another question does any
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body know where I can get a repair manual with the torque specs on the np 200
transfercase?I also thought that I might swap in a chevy motor and a sm 465 tranmission
local shop has a transmission out of a two wheel drive 3/4 truck for 250.00 said it shifted
good and didn't make any noise I thougt that it would be easier to get chevy engine parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Drivetrain clunk POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all of the manuals are available from Portrayal Press.their on the webat
www.portrayalpress.com.one of our members had seal kits for cheap prices a few months
ago.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Fluids?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know dsome of the answers here....
As far as mixing types of fluid...NO WAY!!*You need to completely remove the old
stuff and flush the system to get rid of residual before going to the Dot 5.Any rubber
subjected to the other stuff will fry when you go DOT 5 unless its been replaced with
new,including the wheel cylinders and master...as you seem to have found out.
I would see what I could do to verify what fluid it is you have to be certain.It does sound
like DOT 5 but why screw up worse if its not...
Also,brake fluid is one heck of a penetrant.It gets on metal and paint and never quits.eating in unless you
nuetralize the heck out of it.I am no expert on this part,I try to be
ultra careful with the stuff,but looking on the web should find answers somewhere.Also,
it would be a good idea to look for the stuff to flush the lines with so you insure that ALL
the old stuff is gone.
Best of luck...I think I have a link form Mozarkid on this subject,Iif I find it I'll post with
that too.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Drivetrain clunk POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1431 NEXT>LINKNAME>-20 manual
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Table_of_Contents.html
I have the repair manual with the tcase stuff in it.I am in the process,somewhat slow,of
scanning and posting it.Email me at brute4c@yahoo.com so I have your email address
there and I will work it up for you this weekend and let you know when its ready.I will
expidite all the tcase stuff just for you....well I'm sure others need it too,thats why I'm
doing the manuals.
Some of the t-case stuff is in the -20 manual which is already online.Follow the link
below or click on "online manuals"at the top of this page to go the long way.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in east Idaho POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe that this truck is sold.It may be going to OK.
SUBJECT>hard top POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 February 2001,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody interested in buying or trading for a canvas top
SUBJECT>hard top POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,8 February 2001,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1463 1480 1524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Hard Top that i would like to sell
here is the address to see pix
http://homepage.mac.com/argento/m715_top.html
SUBJECT>forsale POSTER>Ronald Cornell EMAIL>GATOR3@TWCNY.RR.COM
DATE>Thursday,8 February 2001,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYrFRE2hyZdQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(1)m725 and (2)m37`s for sale on ebay
SUBJECT>M715 Parts POSTER>Herbert Wong EMAIL>herbert_wkh@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 February 2001,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>1441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have bought a M715 in Indonesia.I am trying to locate 'Lock-Right Automatic Positive
Differentials'for my vehicle.Please advice.
Regards
Herbert Wong
SUBJECT>buying m715 POSTER>Joseph Dymant EMAIL>jdymant@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqe.HGZlHOlc PREVIOUS>NEXT>1470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what's a good price to pay for an m715 with 5600 miles,great shape but not running
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Parts POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1439
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try in reider racing or Randy's ring &pinion.Both companies are knowledgable in the
m715 and have good prices.
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JD
SUBJECT>300 I-6 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,
9 February 2001,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1443 1444
1459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am thinking of swapping a 300 I-6 into an M715 and though I know about the specific
engine mount kits for the chevys This swap to me sound like a good and cheaper
alternative any advice or possible difficulties I would love to hear.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1442
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,this is a wonderful engine (I have one in a Unimog).However,these big sixes do not
like to rev.Figure on a gear swap if you drive on the road.Personally,I think you'd be
happier with a V-8.By the way,Offenhauser makes a dual plane manifold for the 300,
couple this with a 390 cfm Holley 4bbl and it makes a world of difference.I put one on
mine,and it was really impressive!
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Friday,9 February
2001,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1442 NEXT>1453
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out one of the back issues of JP Magazine.they featured an article on a guy in SC
(?)that swapped in a ford 300 into his m715.good article,and had photos.try their
website if you don't have a old issue;it was maybe a year ago...
SUBJECT>Seat belts POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 2:11.p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1446 1448
1452 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi guys.My kaiser doesn't have seat belts.I found the threaded hole right inside the door
that I suppose is intended for a seat belt.Does anyone know what thread screws fit?Also,
for the life of me I can't find a hole for the other end of the seat belt (the buckle part.)I
looked around the battery box but couldn't find anything.My buddy thinks I should just
mount it to the seat,but I'm guessing that would be no where near safe.Lastly,the seat
belt I have came out of a modern car so it isn't just the lapbelt,it has the upper chest part
as well.Would I be able to mount the upper part to the frame right behind the top corner
where the door closes?
thanks
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 11:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1445
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike--
Just bolt the seat belts to the holes in which the seats bolt to.You can buy them at any
parts store,and they work just fine,and are plenty safe.
SUBJECT>Re:hard top POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,9 February 2001,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1436
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave--
Where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,10 February 2001,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1445 NEXT>1449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I put in seat belts,I used lap belts...as far as the shoulder part,no idea where,on a
canvas top truck,you could mount it high enough.I do have a ahrdtop on mine,but I dont
think its anywhere near strong enough to handle the forces that could be implied to it in
an accident.
As far as the bolts,I dont remember the size and thread...but I can check mine for you.
On the mounting locations....the inner ones are in the hump in the center of the truck.I
moved my batteries to the bed and when I removed the battery box,I found the holes.
They are on the side of the hump not up on top.All the holes are the same thread but I
seem to remember different length bolts were needed for the inner and outer ones.I used
Grade 8 bolts for strength too.The holes are in the same place on J trucks and
Wagoneers.Also a note,the civvy trucks used the center seat belt holes to mount the belts
for the center seat used in some versions.
I'll let you know on the bolts....
Good luck!!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10 February 2001,
at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1448 NEXT>1451 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.Will I be able to find the inner holes without removing the battery
box?
SUBJECT>Still searching for an M-715 in Texas.....POSTER>Jesse
EMAIL>goforgod@direcpc.com DATE>Saturday,10 February 2001,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa633apuYFXVo PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Texas and looking for an M-715 to ship overseas.I don't need an engine,tranny,
or t-case.I just need a good body,chasis,and axles.I will drive anywhere in Texas or
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adjoining states.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,11 February 2001,at 3:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1449
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The factory bolts are 3/8"x24 thread.They had a loop type of head on them.I installed a
set of Jeep lapbelts from a '65 Wagoneer.They're cool,because they have the Kaiser-Jeep
logo embossed into the buckle.
Hope this helped at least a little.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,11 February 2001,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1445 NEXT>1454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what ever you do make sure you get a seat belt that latches on youre hip not on your
privets I had lap belts out of a bus and the first big bump I was hurting the buckle left
bruises you know were..I recomend a full general motors sholder and lap combo .
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,11 February 2001,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1444 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you for the input
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,11 February 2001,
at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1452 NEXT>1458 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
But what do you attach the shoulder strap to?
SUBJECT>Gremlins POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@juno.com DATE>Sunday,11
February 2001,at 10:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.This is long and complicated but I'll try and make it short and to the point.My stock
M715 was running great and while driving down the rode it just quit.No sputter or
anything just cut right off.Found broken dist cap so I replaced it.I thought while I was at
it I would replace points,cond,coil,etc.including replacing the joy rigged civvy type plug
wires with the right ones.Couldn't get it started.played with timing (don't ask me why)
and still wouldn't fire at all.found the coil was arcing from the high voltage terminal to
the low side so I taped it up good and moved the wire as far away as possible.Finaly got
it to start but it is missing something terrible.Checked and re-checked all wires plugs
connections and put in another new cap and rotor and condensor.still the same.I know
the timing is off but I've tried to move it every which way but it doesn't seem to get better.
What can I be missing or where do I check next.I've also checked the timing gear and
chain.HELP.At this point I would be happy to get it running good enough to drive it into
a wall and be done with it.Thanks.
SUBJECT>...of winches and engines and trannies POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rollie,you're on the money.i've broken the truck down back to the firewall.the winch is
definatley an "aftermarket".btw...does anypone out there want to trade the proper m715
winch for a braden duece-and-a-half version?
also,i have two engines and transmissions,one is reworked to put back into my truck.if
anybody wants to takje these off my hands,make me an offer.
engine has new seals,gaskets,rings,valves lapped,rebuilt carb,starter and alternator
(military)rewound to 12v,new oil pump drive gear.i haven't done anyhting to the
transmissions yet.
if i get enough on a purchase or trade offer,i'll put in a modern engine now that i have the
truck torn down...
email me if interested
SUBJECT>quick and easy help POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm at college away from my m715,so i was wondering if someone would be able to
measure ths distance from backing plate to backing plate on the axles.if you could it
would be really helpful and apreciated.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Seat belts POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I for got a important fact I own a 725 ..just get a belt that latches on youre side sorry about
that ..wally
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com.DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 8:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1442 NEXT>1460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try the following link,it has info on the Jeep in JP Magazine.
http://www.m715zone.com/boards/open/config.cgi?read=230
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1459 NEXT>LINKNAME>Info
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/boards/open/config.cgi?read=230
Or this
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SUBJECT>wells POSTER>Moretto Brasil EMAIL>moretto@bol.com.br
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1462 1482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi what best wells 15 pol.for M-715 ,and phone ,edrees for sale
Tank you.
Moretto
SUBJECT>Re:wells POSTER>Moretto Brasil EMAIL>moretto@bol.com.br
DATE>Monday,12 February 2001,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1461 NEXT>1464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry well 15 pol for tyres 39 pol .
ou best wells and tyres up 39 pol for M-715.
Tank you
Moretto
São Paulo Brasil
SUBJECT>Re:hard top POSTER>C Dudley EMAIL>Dudleyno2@juno.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 February 2001,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Top looks nice though not original,whats the price and where are you located
SUBJECT>Re:wells POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
13 February 2001,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1462 NEXT>1465
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know your trying to tell us something...I have no idea what....sorry...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wells POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Tuesday,13 February 2001,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My guess Moretto,is that your looking for 15"wheels and a tire about
39"tall.The stock
rim 16".Stockton wheel makes custom rims (wheels)for our truck.They have a web site.
Richard
SUBJECT>Monthly FE Reminder POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 February 2001,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mid-West Regional FE time is drawing nearer!!If you are planning on attending please
register soon so that I can figure out how many are attending so that I can purchase
supplies accordingly.I know I
haven't gotten the shirt designs done yet.Been busy with school and getting things caught
up after my Jamaica trip.I will hopefully get them done soon,maybe over spring break,
so you can start ordering
them.If you have any questions please contact me at bennetta@cozadtel.net or see the FE
2001 Info and Registration page on this site.
Thanks in Advance
Pam
SUBJECT>looking for M715 POSTER>hadrava EMAIL>lococj7@dog.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 February 2001,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for an m715 in good shape,that runs.
i'm in new jersey..so something up here in the north east.
thanks
bryan
SUBJECT>Complete take-out engine for sale POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,14 February 2001,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is a long shot,but at least I thought that I would offer it realizing that freight is a big
issue,and the big item that you want is always on the other side of the states.But I do
have a complete take out engine,with air cleaner,distributor,starter,generator,bell-
houseing and clutch for sale.I would take $400.00.The engine is located in eastern
Idaho.The engine is in average health.If I can do you any good.e-mail me.Tom
SUBJECT>Modified '68 M725 for sale in Kansas POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Wednesday,14 February 2001,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'68 M725 for sale in Kansas-chevy 350/SM420/stock axles and t-case/box gutted,
38.5x11x16 Boggers,runs,drives,and looks very good,$3000 OBO
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 February 2001,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1440 NEXT>1471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Depends...anywhere from $500-$2500,Watch out for rust.
I paid $1400 for my M715 not running,great shape,w/17k miles,got it home one
evening had it running:)
Really depends on what the owner thinks of the vechile,if they get the idea its collectible
then watch out...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Joseph Dymant EMAIL>jdymant@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,15 February 2001,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that was helpful
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SUBJECT>Serial Numbers POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,15 February 2001,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1473 1479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know if there is a frame serial number on the M-175's.I've found the engine
serial number and the stock number (plate minus the serial number)location.Is there a
frame serial number on a 1967 model?
One note,I was told my particular vehicle was manufactured under a specific order from
the military (kinda like a made to order)which has caused some mass confusion in the
serial numbers and tracking.Sheesh -what I don't want is a HOT jeep,so I need to find
something that I can verify by.
Any luck?
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Serial Numbers POSTER>ATreepusher EMAIL>rdjo@omnicast.net
DATE>Thursday,15 February 2001,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1472 NEXT>1474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On top of the frame in the rear wheel well.I don't remember if in the left or right side.
Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Serial Numbers POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Thursday,15 February 2001,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another location is in the engine compartment,passenger side,on top of frame betwee
front axle and radiator support.
SUBJECT>SEAT BELTS POSTER>ED DRAKE EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET
DATE>Thursday,15 February 2001,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I own a 67 model M715,did these trucks come from the factory with seat belts?
SUBJECT>FE correction POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was brought to my attention that in the MWRFE information that there is a date that is
incorrect.The first day of the event is June 7th registration day,not May 25th.This may
have been confusing and I apologize for any confusion.Also our home e-mail address has
changed to bennetta@cozadtel.net we should still be able to receive mail at the old
address until the FE's are over,but just incase you have any problems send it via the
above e-mail address.
Thanks for your understanding.
Hope to see a lot of you there this year.
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:looking for M715 POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1467 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a 69 m715 upstate ny
SUBJECT>transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1486 1525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To all,
Here's an exerpt from info that I sent Komual.It details the modification that I did to my
M715.This mod moves the rear driveshaft from its stock position,to the parking brake
drumshaft,while retaining the parking brake.There is NO transfercase noise &I can hear
the engine scream now!
Allan,
I've located my part number list for this modification.
First off,the whole mod is a bolt on affair.you remove the flange that holds the parking
brake drum on.Install the new flange.Change the slipyoke on the driveshaft.(with the
new u.joint installed)Bolt everything together.The only problem that I ran into,was that
the bolts for the parking brake drum &the u.joint retaining bolts are very close.If I were
to do this again,I'd inquire about special bolts from Vintage Power Wagons.They won't
volunteer any info,so you need to know what you need.
The parking brake drum yoke:Detroit #53640 (fits a Dodge WC-62 6x6 weapons carrier)
The U.joint:Detroit#53625/725/825(this fits the above)
The slipyoke:Detroit#53610
Also you'll need the U.joint retaining straps for the brake drum yoke.(they're special)The
slipyoke that Vintage sent me was too long.(they didn't seem willing to cross reference
the Detroit numbers.)I ended up getting one from the local truck driveline shop.They
used the Detroit number.
I got these numbers &info from a long time M715 owner that I met at Tobyhanna a
couple of years ago.I tried my '715 in the mud lastnight (first time)&it worked fine..After getting all of the parts
rounded up,the total swap time was about an hour.
I hope this info helps.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Serial Numbers POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My ID plate on teh dash is completely filled out except for the Vin number.Can you
belive the department of motor vehicles told me to make one up!
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SUBJECT>Re:hard top POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
16 February 2001,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1437 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea Dave,it looks good,where is it,and how much do you want?Ryan
SUBJECT>Wheel Bearing part #'s POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaj9/0SA4GRDk PREVIOUS>NEXT>1485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what the part numbers on the inner and outer wheel bearings are for
the stock front axle?I have a piece of the outer that says Timken.Any help would be
appreciated,thanx Ryan rch75@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:wells POSTER>Tim-eh!EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at
12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...Tim-eh!
SUBJECT>Re:SEAT BELTS POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1475
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,they didn't come with seat belts from the factory.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Complete take-out engine for sale POSTER>Al Hensley
EMAIL>elbo3@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1468 NEXT>1493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is engine KAISER OVERHEAD CAM ?
Can I get transmission too?
I have a M715 cargo truck with a 292 6cylinder
chevy engine and a 4speed chevy transmission.
I would like to restore truck back to original.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing part #'s POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Friday,16 February 2001,at 2:34 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1481
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front wheel bearings are:
Outer-Timken #18790 Rated @2950 lbs.
Cup #18720
Inner-Timken #387A Rated @4900 lbs.
Cup #382A
Seal-"CR"#28175 or
NAPA #28474 or
National #475384-X54
Call around,there is a big difference in price
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,17 February 2001,at 12:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1478 NEXT>1489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the benefit of this mod?
SUBJECT>Re:Gremlins POSTER>Allen E.Elwood EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,17 February 2001,at 1:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1455 NEXT>1494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dooohhhhh....
That's what happens if you let them eat after midnight!!!
SUBJECT>looking for a m-715 POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,17 February 2001,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for a m-715
thank you
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,17 February 2001,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1486 NEXT>1492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The benefit is that the transfercase noise is eliminated from inside of the cab &(I haven't
driven it enough to check this yet)the transfercase should run cooler.Thereby not
overheating the gearoil &cooking the bearings.
Another plus is that it's a bolt on modification.If the next guy that owns my truck wants it
completely original,he won't need a welder or cutting torch.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:looking for a m-715 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net.DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 12:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>1488 NEXT>1491 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Joe
I've got two for sale
located western OK
SUBJECT>Re:looking for a m-715 POSTER>Joe D EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,18
February 2001,at 2:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1490 NEXT>1498 1501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much do you want for them and in what condition are they?
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 5:30 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1489 NEXT>1497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think that a person would need locking hubs for this mod to work to full benefit.
Do you have locking hubs?Also what of the effects on bearing wear do to drive line
angle?How close does the drive shaft come to the fuel tank?Looking at my truck the
drive shaft seems it would be pretty close.I admit was thinking of doing this.Thank you
for the input.
SUBJECT>Re:Complete take-out engine for sale POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1484 NEXT>1496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare T-98 it doesn't have a shifter but I might be willing to part with it I'm i
central Washington.let me know.I'll have to do some thinking on price.I do need some
locking hubs!
SUBJECT>Re:Gremlins POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1487
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know your problem specificly,but I had mine die on me and could not get it to stay
running for long it would sputter.I found that the return spring on my fuel pump had
broken and was jammed up against the excentric on the timming gear that runs the fuel
pump lever.It runs just fine without the spring.Good luck with whatever is wrong.
SUBJECT>Shocks POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1499 1511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has a stock suspension set-up and I need shocks bad.Does anybody have a
brand names and part numbers that will work?I know the stock shocks carry different
part numbers(front and rear)but are they the same?My 34 manual has a misprint it says
the front shock is 12 9/16"long extented as well as compressed where the rear shock is.12 9/16"compressed and 20
9/16"extended.
SUBJECT>Re:Complete take-out engine for sale POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have all the factory moter,trans,bell-housing.In central Arkansas.Engine converted to
12 volt,ran good when pulled,had bad oil leaks.(Mains?!)
If you can use any of it,email me,make offer.
mudclod mudclod61@hotmail.com
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
If you look at your driveshaft,you'll notice that it runs on an angle to the transfercase
(from the rear diff).
1.The raise in height is about equal to the amount of offset to the right that you remove.
2.There's plenty of clearance at the gastank.The guy that gave me this info has used it for
YEARS on a truck that he drives DAILY.
3.The way the transfercase is used on your truck,the power comes in the frt,then goes
through 3 gears to drive the rear driveshaft.This results in friction,drag &heat.(we're not
talking about the frt driveshaft,as its not being driven in 2 wheel drive)
By moving the driveshaft to the parking brake shaft,you reduce the heat drag &friction
(heat).Plus you still have the parking brake intact.
IF I were going for total fuel economy,I would pop for the locking hubs.(and I wouldn't
have installed the 2 barrel carb &intake manifold)This was not the intent of my posting,
though.I was telling of a bolt on way to extend the life of your transfercase &make the
truck more enjoyable to drive.
Hope this answers all of your questions,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:looking for a m-715 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>1491 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
original paint,minor dings,no rust except one
has small bit at rear bed floor.
Both complete,all but hood b/o lights.
One has brand new rag top,other self-built
steel hardtop.Everything works,both inspected
tagged,etc.Fair ndt's on one and Michelin 11:00
R 16 LAV tires on the other.
$3750.00 &$4500.00
SUBJECT>Re:Shocks POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
18 February 2001,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1495 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All the 34 manuals I have seen have that error....
I found the front and rear shacks to be the same.I went through the shock books and
found that the stock J-series shock for a 67 J truck works just fine and thats what I run.
Remember the stock shocks have no pressure in them,just fluid filled,so getting a
modern nitrogen filled shock will be an improvement.
Good luck!!
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brute4c
SUBJECT>looking for a m715 in california POSTER>mike kellner
EMAIL>abcdefghilk@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,18 February 2001,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaJTbSAJ/4eG6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i really would like to get a m715 but i dont want to have to drive one that far and i dont
want to have to pay for it to be shipped out here if anybody has one near california please
let me know.thanks for the help.mike
SUBJECT>Re:looking for a m-715 POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,19 February 2001,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1491 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,where are you at?I may still have one here in eastern Idaho.e-mail at
snakeriv@srv.net Tom
SUBJECT>M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20
February 2001,at 12:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1510 1515
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arzon is off to California for a while and must sell.Time is short.His name is Mike,573-
764-3222.The truck has a Buick 350,auto trans,swampers on stock rims,custom steel
cab top,custom steel rack on bed.Way too much rebuild work done by Arzon,myself
and Drew to list.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Dan Scribner
EMAIL>wanaksinklake@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXhmL2QInaRk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715 Kaiser 5/4 ton truck,1967,#12287,38,000 miles.Virtually rust free (underside is
painted),runs and drives well.$5,500 including the following extras:
Power Steering
Locking Hubs
Steel Cab
Two sets of wheels;one set with nearly new military ND tires,one set with snow tires
Trailer Hitch &Pintle Hook
Two Jerry Can Holders.New Pioneer Tools
New Tire Chains
Hoops for Rear Canvas
Windshield Washer
Exhaust Pipe Fording Extension
Set of extra front fenders
Assorted spare parts including original alternator
Located in Catskill Mountains of New York State.
Dan Scribner
Rock Hill,NY
(845)796-3276
Email:wanaksinklake@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>DALE EARNHARDT POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a petition online that everyone can go and sign so that the No.3 may be retired
and placed on all pace cars so that Dale will forever lead the race.Go and sign NOW
www.petitiononline.com and it is the number 1 petition.
SUBJECT>Re:DALE EARNHARDT POSTER>?????????EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
20 February 2001,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>1504 NEXT>1506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's this got to do with Jeeps?Did Dale drive a Jeep?a Kaiser-Jeep??a Kaiser
Military Jeep??
SUBJECT>Re:DALE EARNHARDT POSTER>wallace
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1505 NEXT>1507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put your name next time ass
SUBJECT>Re:DALE EARNHARDT POSTER>Lee EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20
February 2001,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayPAAlJCpqEs
PREVIOUS>1506 NEXT>1508 1509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didn't write the other message but the guy's right .what's earnhardt got to do with this
message board and you have no reason to reply to it like that.thats rude wallace.
SUBJECT>Re:DALE EARNHARDT POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i second that.while it is sad he died,this forum is not the place,but i do understand you
posting the notice,and have no complaint with that,but your second post was uncalled
for.keep it civil..SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Ronald Cornell
EMAIL>GATOR3@TWCNY.RR.COM DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 12:59
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1502 NEXT>1513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much
SUBJECT>Re:Shocks POSTER>Don Ojeski EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>1495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if you have a Big A auto parts but I have a Big A part number.It is Big A
plus G67311 and that is a gas charged shock.
SUBJECT>springover POSTER>Don Ojeski EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 February 2001,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like any info regarding a spingover swap.Any tips or info that will help me
would be greatly apprecated.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
21 February 2001,at 12:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1510 NEXT>1517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suggest you call Mike for price,etc,but do it now -he really does have to leave for Ca,
and he's nearly done packing (he may have to leave it with me if it doesn't sell right
away).It's cheap,shouldn't be over $2K,it's a great deal for what he's done with it.
FWIW,if I have to sell it,I won't be quick to make a deal.I know Mike is going to need
the money.
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,21 February 2001,at
10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1516 1518 1520 1529 1560
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
I'm looking for new 9.00x16 unidirectional tires for my M715.Does anyone know of a
place/store that charges less than $160.00/tire?
Thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>mike kellner
EMAIL>abcdefghilk@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 February 2001,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where and who do i need to talk to???how much??do you have any pictures??if so
could you email them to me?please email me to let me know my email is
abcdefghilk@yahoo.com,thanks for all your help
mike kellner.SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net DATE>Wednesday,
21 February 2001,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1514 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called the local goodyear tire store about goodyear suregrip tires they said 145.00 a
piece for the 9.00-16 for the tire only they are a 8-ply tire aggressive tread and I think that
they are nondirectional.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,22 February 2001,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1513 NEXT>1527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I tried to call Mike,but the number has already been disconnected.Did Mike sell the
M715 already,or do you have it?I'm interested.Right now I'm in Washington for college.
If it is still up for sale,do u have any pics?
Thanks,
Alaskan Joe
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22
February 2001,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1514 NEXT>1536
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought mine from wallace wade in Dallas for $125.00 each.i think he's on the web at
wallacewade.com
krob725
SUBJECT>FE Update POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Thursday,22 February 2001,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The following is a TENATIVE menu for the MWRFE in June.Yes folks I am bringing in
a ringer.A friend of mine has volunteered to help cook the meals,she was a resturant
cook for many years.Also
I have gotten the reservation confirmation on the campsite for both FE's this year.I hope
to see a lot of you there this year,at one or the other.Don't forget to get your registrations
in so I can start getting supplies.
Thanks Pam Bennett
Friday Morning
Ham
Eggs
Pancakes
Friday Evening
BBQ Turkey Sandwiches
Baked beans.Potatoe salad
Chips
Saturday Morning
Sausage and Biscuits
Sausage patties
Hashbrowns
Eggs
Saturday Evening
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Prime Rib
Baked Potatoes
Green Beans
Texas Toast
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Thursday,22
February 2001,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1514 NEXT>1534
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent-
Where are you?I'm in western NY
I have a set of 4 Denam DOT 9x16 NDTs,like new,mounted,
I'll sell the set for $475,think I have a pict on;
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/parts/715parts.html
Luke
SUBJECT>2.5 ton hubs-where to buy?POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,22 February 2001,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1528 1533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone posted a place that was selling locking hubs for 2.5 ton
axles,I lost the message,can someone post the info again?
Thanks!
Luke
Oh is there any way to look at the older messges?
I tried and it seemed I could only search through Dec of last year?
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Troy Swinney EMAIL>tswinney@psc-team.com
DATE>Thursday,22 February 2001,at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968,M715,chevy 350,tagged,inspected,runs good,new O.D.paint.$3800 OBO.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,22 February 2001,at 10:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Troy,Where is your truck located?Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:hard top POSTER>Rory EMAIL>bugsbunch@aol.com DATE>Friday,
23 February 2001,at 2:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1437 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in the price and location of your top.
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Tony C
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Friday,23 February 2001,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>1478 NEXT>1526
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stupid question of the day:by attaching your driveshaft to the brake drum,don't you
eliminate the 2.00:1 gear reduction in 4 low?
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 February 2001,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1525 NEXT>
1549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same stupid question awhile back when I first found out about this swap.The
answer is No,both rear output shafts are connected after the gearing inside the
transfercase,so your HiRange/LowRange selecting will still work just fine.Also another
tidbit I heard was this same NP200 transfercase was used in one of the smaller 6x6's and
drove the two rear axles by two separate driveshafts,one attached to each of the output
shafts.That would further support the idea that both outputs are the same.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23
February 2001,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1517 NEXT>1559
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,not disconnected.Just spoke with him last night (thursday).
It's still available.Try calling him in the evening after about 7.
Washington?Do you mean Washington,Mo.?hahahaaa
No pics that I can find...
SUBJECT>Message board viewing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 February 2001,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1521
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you click on the search/personalize display link at the top of the message board,you
can scroll down to:
List only those messages:.Posted within the last (there is a drop down menu here)
Click on the drop down menu and select "several eons"and it will then show you every
message on the board.
Sorry,I am no help on the hubs.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Saturday,24
February 2001,at 1:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>1514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Toby Sexton Tire Co.in Atlanta.
He had NATO ndt's with grooves that are
supposed to be better in rain.
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Ask for Grant.
www.tobysexton.com
SUBJECT>to mod or not to mod POSTER>jim EMAIL>damyankee59@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1543 1548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First time in here and hope that I can get a
question answered.I currently reside in
Texas but am planning on moving back home to
northern Wisconsin.I am planning on buying
an M715 to use for my truck up north.I
plan on using it for a work truck and
possibly plowing snow.My question is this,
will the stock engine give me enough power
for this or do I need to put in something
with more umph?This will let me know if
I need to look for An M715 with a functional
stock engine or not.Thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>WANT VERY CLEAN M-715 ANYWHERE POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a REALLY clean 715,V8 and/or auto conversion is ok and a plus.(as is
power steering)Different tires/wheels ok as well.Factory PTO winch a plus.Body etc,
must be very clean and original,no rusty beat up junk please.Faded and or scratches,
MINOR surface rust are fine,as I plan on painting anyway.Looking for a nice truck to
use daily in my boatbuilding buisness.Any location is fine as I am not affraid to ship it.
(or drive it across country!!What a road trip!!)I am located on the mid coast of Maine.
Budget depends on condition and extras etc.Please respond directly to my email...
desertboatco@acadia.net Thanks in advance.Doug Foster.
SUBJECT>MR>JON PENDER HELP E_MAIL ME W?INFO POSTER>Gunny Pall
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My computer crashed and I lost you phone #and E-mail address.I'm
ready to get the
motor and have the money for it we just need to get together please contact me!!!!!
Gunny Pall
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton hubs-where to buy?POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1521 NEXT>1538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lock-out hubs for the M-35 series,are available from Inter Agency Motor Pool in NY at
1-877-635-1877.$550.00 bucks a set.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at
4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1520 NEXT>1540 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Luke,
Thanks for the reply.I am in California but the deal sounds pretty good.Would you
consider shipping?
Brent
SUBJECT>Tires POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,24 February 2001,at 4:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For all those that responded to my tire request---thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Paris EMAIL>pezz720@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,24
February 2001,at 11:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1518 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any Idea what shipping costs are to the east coast on a set of five of those 9x16's?Mine
are about shot.
Paris
65 m725
SUBJECT>Re:WANT VERY CLEAN M-715 ANYWHERE POSTER>Andy Kurjiaka
EMAIL>coachandyk@aol.com DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 12:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1531 NEXT>1539 1541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 M715 with only 4000 orginal miles on truck and the truck is super clean with
new glass new soft top and new paint job.I can e-mail pictures if you like and I live i
Conn.
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton hubs-where to buy?POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 1:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info on the hubs and how to check the older messages!.Someday I might even get my M715 back on the
road:)
Just need some warmer weather...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:WANT VERY CLEAN M-715 ANYWHERE POSTER>Joe D
EMAIL>jdymant@aol.com DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 1:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it all stock and how much do you want for it?Joe
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SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Sunday,25
February 2001,at 1:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1534 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could ship but it would probably cost way to much $$$
Each rim/tire must weight like 100-150lbs,or so it seems...
Sending anthing heavy from coast to coast gets pretty pricy.
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:WANT VERY CLEAN M-715 ANYWHERE POSTER>Leo
Prokopovich EMAIL>leo@prokopovich.com DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 6:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1537 NEXT>1547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested too,I'm in NH
SUBJECT>wanted m715?POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to leo prokopovich,we are neighbors somewhat.i live in rochester,n.h.what is your home
town?bern1m715!(weather-soggy snow and rain.)
SUBJECT>Re:to mod or not to mod POSTER>landon EMAIL>videozon@cfw.com
DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1530
NEXT>1544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,i'm not an expert on this but my m715 came from a city workshop and was equipped
with a snowplow and the stock 230.LM
SUBJECT>Re:to mod or not to mod POSTER>jim
EMAIL>damyankee59@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 February 2001,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information Landon,Jim
SUBJECT>MWRFE T-shirts are ready for ordering POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 3:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Prices are as follows:
Youth sizes $11.00
Adult thru XL $12.00
Adult XXL $13.00
Adult XXXL $14.00
Please e-mail your order to
bennetta@cozadtel.net
or snail mail to
Pam Bennett
622 East 5th
Cozad,NE 69130
Please indicate on your order:
Youth or Adult size
quanitity of each size
Return address
and if you want them shipped or will pick up at the FE.
Shipping costs will be as follows:
1-3 shirts $4.00
4-6 shirts $6.00
7-10 shirts $7.00
quantities over 10 I will e-mail you the shipping costs.
Shirt design will hopefully be up for your viewing soon.I will send the order to the
printer at the beginning of May,so I can get them back and mailed before the FE.
Thanks in advance for all of your support for this event.
SUBJECT>my first frame-off POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,26
February 2001,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone have any experience repairing rusted-out sheet metal tub floors?.i have
uncovered some slight damage in mine,i have a welder and torches,and am game to try,
but just don't know anything about it...
during the dissassembly,it seems that the bent-sheetmetal,pop rivet hardtop was GI?!
was something like that cobled together in the field?the original overspray and things i
found during removal convinced me this was not something that was put on by the
previous civilian owner.
anybody have a line on wiring harnesses,or is this something best rebuilt by me?
thanks for any help...i'll get some pics posted asap.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:WANT VERY CLEAN M-715 ANYWHERE POSTER>Andy Kurjiaka
EMAIL>coachandyk@aol.com DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1541 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to get $4000 for the truck motor is all orginal it was a fire dept brush truck.have new bucket seats in
it also,has all new lights in the front and the rear along with a
cherrokee front grill with square headlights truck looks great along with new console
between seats with marine deep cycle batteries and a built in battery tender so that you
can plug in to keep batteries charged.please send your e-mail address and I can send pics.
thanks
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Andy
coachandyk@AOL.com
SUBJECT>Re:to mod or not to mod POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1530 NEXT>
1550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
I'm sure you will get a variety of responses on the pros and cons of re-powering your
M715.My experience with my own M715 where it was used as a daily driver and worked
hard on a construction crew,was that the original 230 engine held up very well and gave
us a lot of good service.I admit it was a little under powered when hauling heavy loads
up hills,but my opinion is that if you find an M715 with a good original engine,it should
serve you just fine.On the other hand,if the engine is a little tired or broke,it may not be
worth it to you to rebuild it and at that time I would reccomend a different engine.The
most popular and by far the easist repower is to purchase a bellhousing adapter from
Novak or Advance and put in something like a Chevy 350.
Good luck on your move and welcome to the world of M715's.
Just my 2 cents worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Robert van Kol
EMAIL>havik@pandora.be DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1526 NEXT>1570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Why did they connect it to the second position in the first place if you can gain a lot of
less noise by swapping it.There must be a reason for this,I guess.I am willing to do this
swap after my M715 is ready,but I am also looking for the reason why it is like it is.
greetings from belgium,
Robert van Kol
SUBJECT>Re:to mod or not to mod POSTER>jim
EMAIL>damyankee59@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1548 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your two cents Rollie,that is why I
asked the question on this site as I hoped that.people with some real world experience would
reply.thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>Hood Light POSTER>RAY EMAIL>Rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a hood light for a 1968 M-715.If anyone has one that want to sell e-mail me with
all the details.
Thanks,
Ray
SUBJECT>Exhaust Kit POSTER>RAY EMAIL>Rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,26 February 2001,at 11:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a deep water fording system exhaust kit for sale?
If so how much and what condition is it in?
Thanks,
Ray
SUBJECT>Small Block Headers POSTER>Ed Drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 12:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have A 67 M715 with a Small Block 350 Chevy and a 2WD 700R4 4-speed automatic
powering the original transfer case.My question is:Does anyone have a similar setup that
uses headers,if so,for what application were they for and how far below the
engine/transmission do they hang.Thanks Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Hood Light POSTER>Ed Drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 12:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1551 NEXT>1555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you hurry there is one on EBAY that is expiring very soon.just search "m715"
SUBJECT>Re:Hood Light POSTER>Ray EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 1:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1554 NEXT>1557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ed I'll check it out!!
SUBJECT>Re:Small Block Headers POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 3:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1553 NEXT>1563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.contact advanced adapters,or check out their webiste.i believe they have
addressed this
in detail
SUBJECT>Re:Hood Light POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1555 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one on E bay is not the style that is original to the M715 .==============Barry.
SUBJECT>715 Top POSTER>A.Williams EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>1561 1562 1590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remember seeing somewhere a posting about a top for a 715 from a company called
Natural Resources?I think it located in Maine.If anyone can provide some info on this,I
would really appreciate it.I think the top costs about $200.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in Mo.POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bellingham,Washington........I'll give him another call.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1514 NEXT>1564 1567 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brent--Unless I misread your message,you are interested in UNIdirectional tires,not the
useless grave diggers that the military used.The original military tires stink in the snow.I
switched to 900x16 bias ply tires made by Power King.These 6-ply Power King "Super
Traction"tires are GREAT in the snow and mud and are available through (not at)my
local VIP auto parts store here in NH.I paid $108 each.I also picked up a set when I
lived in South Carolina.The tire shop had to call around to their suppliers to find them.
The only drawback to running this agressive tire is the soft rubber compound used.It
grips nicely in the snow,but I go through a set of fronts in about a year and a set of rears
in about 2 years (I don't rotate them).
Good Luck.
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:715 Top POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,
at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1558 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
New Life Resource in VT 802-827-6124 current ad says m715 cabtop
230.00 LM
SUBJECT>Re:715 Top POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>1558 NEXT>1565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The company you are looking for is
New Life Resource
418 N Main Street
PO Box 176
Bakersfield,Vermont 05441
802-827-6124
From their ad in the April 2001 issue of MV magazine:
Set of 4 seat covers--$85
Cab top--$230
Cargo cover--$250
Cargo end curtains (Each)--$50
Pioneer tool straps (4)--$20
Bow and window straps (6)--$30
Windshield strap--$4
Blackout curtains (M725)(each)--$8
Also,look at:http://www.odcloth.com
or http://www.beachwoodcanvas.com
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Small Block Headers POSTER>Alan
EMAIL>komual@showme.missouir.edu DATE>Tuesday,27 February 2001,at 10:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1556 NEXT>1580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used center dump "ram's horn"manifolds form the mid 70's.Got em at a wrecking yard
for $40,they don't hang down even as far as the sbc oil pan...
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Bill EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at
4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you may want to check out Gateway's "buckshot mudders".should be around 125.-145.$
depending on location and how well you are in with the tire guy.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Top POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 4:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1562 NEXT>1566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got one at the begining of the year from New Life,the quality is great ,havent had it
in the rain or on the road yet but dont expect any suprises,paid extra for the zip-up rear
windo and i think it was a good choice,i dont think you can go wrong with this top.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Top POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought a new top and cargo cover with both ends 1 year ago.Drove the truck
home from
Tucson to Portland in three days.It really rained hard through California and not one drop
or even signs of dampness came through the fabric.I slept overnight in the bed.I was
impressed.I have nothing but good things to say about New Life Resources.You will not
be dissappointed.1 year later here in rainey Oregon the fabric still repels water like the
day it was made.I do store it indoors but once in awhile get caught out in some rain.
Had a 4.7 earthquake today....Yahoo!Makes me wanna drive my truck.
New Life Resources is cool!You should be very satisfied.
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Al Temple...
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to mark the mudanchor?where are you in n.h.?im in rochester.(weather?cant tell,dark
out!)bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Kit POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1552 NEXT>1574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Surplus City in California.For the exhaust stack alone I paid 75.00
I don't have the number handy just yet.If you find a source for the tailpipe from the
muffler back POST IT cause everyones out of them.
Mines getting rusty...
Al T.
SUBJECT>New member POSTER>Eduardo Cortez EMAIL>esc@freesp.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1571 LINKNAME>My Kaiser photos
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/esccortez
Hello all!
My name is Eduardo Cortez and I'm a Leutnent from the Brazilian Army.
This is my first here and I'm already enjoying my visit...
I have a M715 in perfect condition,I have a Diesel MWM 4cyl engine with a 4 speed
transmission.
I've just restored it (finished painting last week).I did a desert storm camouflage that is
beautiful!
You can see pictures of it in the page:http://community.webshots.com/user/esccortez
By the way,I plan to put free-wheel hubs on the front wheels.I don't know if the name is
correct,but I want to avoid the front axle to spin while not in 4x4 mode.I tried contacting
some big manufacturers but do not carry the model.Does anyone have this and ca
provide me some info?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>John.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,28 February
2001,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1549 NEXT>1586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here I am again getting involved in this discussion!Even if you move the drive shaft to
brake drum you still have the gears turning the lower pinion where your old drive line use
to be,so your not saving on any wear and tear and you would still have friction and heat.
Seems to me by the way the transfer case is made you have more gear oil to trrow aroun
than on the topside so you might want to have your load on that output.I also have to say
that if you don't have locking hubs,your front drive line is still turning and creating
friction and noise and wear and tear.If you want your case to last longer stay away from
the old fashioned natural gear oil and switch to a synthetic!By the way darryl thank you
for the forsight to
"e"mail me.
SUBJECT>Re:New member POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Snake river In Idaho state Has them.E Mail snakeriv@srv.net.They told me the price and
shipping but I don't seem to have the info at home.I hope the Address works.
SUBJECT>Air Filter/Spindle Nuts POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1576 1583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does Anyone have a part number and or manufacterer for the canister air filter of a late
model truck?
I also need the size for the wheel bearing retaining (spindle)nut for the front/rear.Just
had the rear off and forgot to measure it.Was in a fix and had to do it the other way
(hammer&flat tip).I found out the hard way a socket for a model 30 is just a little to
small for a model 70 and most likely a model 60
thank you for any help given!!!!
johnleischner@msn.com or
leischnJ@LEWIS.ARMY.MIL
SUBJECT>wheel swap POSTER>Geoff Moody EMAIL>g_moody@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone just swapped the hubs,brakes,etc from a standard dana 60/70 so you could
run aftermarket wheels and tires?I am looking at a 726 right now but am not really
interested in dealing with split rims.Also,how difficult is it to swap beds from a jeep
gladiator truck?
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Kit POSTER>Ray EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1568 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the info,it will help out alot
SUBJECT>What may it be??POSTER>Ray EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1577 1578 1579 1582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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This should probably be saved as one of the dumbest message questions ever,but here
goes,is the thing on the hood of the M-715 a light or what?Someone told me it was a
siren,I think he's full of crap but what do I know.Anyways,if someone would please
post it to what the thing is I would be happy.Also,why doesn't anybody take some cool
night(preferably dusk or dawn so you can still see the damn truck)pictures with all the
lights on.If you were like me I was happy as hell when I found out my electrical system
totally worked(minus the hood light thing)!!!!
Thanks,
Ray
SUBJECT>Re:Air Filter/Spindle Nuts POSTER>MudAnchor
EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1572 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA gold 2050 &2 1/2"
Take a look at the filter before you buy it--I pulled that number from my memory (I
checked my socket for the 2 1/2"so that's right for sure).
-Mark
SUBJECT>Re:What may it be??POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's the blackout driving light.It projects a virtually invisible light out in front of the truck
for tactical night driving.The driver supposedly lines up this light on the vehicle in front
of him to maintain his spacing in a slow-moving dark convoy.This is what I've been told
anyhow.
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:What may it be??POSTER>Matt EMAIL>goff15_2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told that it is another black out light if that helps.
SUBJECT>Re:What may it be??POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yes,It,s the BO (blackout)drive light.It does cast an adequate light for
tactical driving.It
is not used necessarily to see the vehicle ahead of you.The blackout marker lights are for
that purpose.The drive light works but drive slowly!!!Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:Small Block Headers POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Wednesday,28 February 2001,at 11:44
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also am using the rams horn style but am interested in the style that hang under the
transmission similar to a flowtech tri-y.The application this header was designed for
would help (ex.78 4wd chevy 1/2 ton pu.)in buying the correct style.Thanks ED
SUBJECT>MWRFE shirt design POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Thursday,1 March 2001,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Yahoo page address
LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
I have posted pictures of the shirt design for the MWRFE in the photo album of the
Yahoo page.Under MWRFE Shirt.The shirts will be grey,and if sweatshirts or tank tops
are desired,special requests will be honored,please e-mail me with the request and I will
get back with you on the price.Also for an extra dollar I can have names put on the right
front side of the shirt.Just e-mail me the name you would like to have on your shirt whe
you e-mail me the order form.Sorry this has been so many posts.Jim is working on a
web page for me.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:What may it be??POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Thursday,1 March 2001,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1575
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The beam of light is supposed to hit a piece of reflective material in one of the taillights,i
assume the drivers side taillight.And that is how they stay in line.That is what I was told,
I have never had the need to use it.I was in the navy and we never used white light.Later
SUBJECT>Re:Air Filter/Spindle Nuts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,1 March 2001,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1572
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont have the air cleaner part number off the top of my head,but I know Memphis
Equipment has them...tell them what you want and they'll hook you up....they sell the
whole kit with everything needed to install this setup I know,cause they sent a whole kit
for free last year that we gave away at the FE.
brute4c
SUBJECT>300 I-6 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 March 2001,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Within the next week I will be purchasing a 300 I-6 for my M715..Plans for the motor are to build it to around
250-275 horse power and 350 torque.I will
take pictures and try to make good drawing of the custom work for the motor mounts and
mounts for the C6 I am also putting in.I'll try to keep you all informed.
JD
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SUBJECT>mil.tire construction POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,2 March 2001,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1587 1605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a ???,i was once told that the tread design on mil.tires was to elude the enemy in the
fashion that they would not know what direction we were going.does anyone have a
answer,or was it inexpensive to produce these tires that way for war times?bern1m715!
(weather?-snowsqalls,cooooold!)
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 March 2001,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1570 NEXT>1598 1608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
*sigh*
I'll try to explain this as clearly as I can.Again.The modification that I told about does not
stop the gears from spinning.It just lets them spin freely(unloaded).Thus reducing
friction,heat &drag.(and noise)The only time that they'll be loaded is when the frt axle
is engaged.The frt driveshaft will still spin,because its driven by the frt wheels(unless
you're fortunate enough to have locking hubs).
As for the question about why this was never used originally.It was,on the WC-62 &
WC-63 1 1/2 ton WW2 Dodge Weapon Carriers.This flange/yoke drove one of the 2 rear
differentials(As Rollie noted).
Why didn't they use this originally?Ask the guys that designed it.I'm guessing that noise
wasn't an issue.But cost was.And they used off the shelf parts.
I got this info from a guy thats used this for years.I was sceptical at first,but trusted the
guy.He seemed to know what he was talking about.And hey,he's a college professor.
Not just some barstool expert.
I've made the change.Found it to be very acceptable as far as noise goes anyway &
thought that I'd share the info.
Unfortunately,I keep getting told that it won't work.But,for some odd reason,my trucks
quieter since doing this modification.
BTW,I changed to full synthetic gear oil last summer in all of the gearboxes &noticed
no difference.Though I feel better about the gearoil not breaking down at high temps.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:mil.tire construction POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,2 March 2001,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1585
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have read a military vehicle book that stated the reason for the tread pattern is as you
say,can't tell which way the vehicle went.Course if you have been driving at a good
speed and the ground is loose or soft,it would be possible to determine the direction by
which way the stuff was thrown off of the tread..brute4c
SUBJECT>input shaft stickout POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1593 1607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dear gents :on a t-98a tranny,11.75 in.case,what is my input shaft stickout?is it 7.75"or
10.250".thank you!(weather-cold,clear,but BIG northeaster coming!!!)bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1584
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I was curious to know how you were going to get the high numbers you mentioned.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Top POSTER>A.Williams EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3 March
2001,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1558 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks to all who replied regarding the top from New Life Resources.I contacted the
company two days ago and placed my order.They person taking my order seemed really
interested in my project and even offered to send several swatches of canvas for me to
review before finalizing a color.By the way,does anyone have any advice on top colors.
My truck will be a very,very dark green,almost black,so I'm trying to decide on the
desert tan or the black denim top.If anyone can provide any information on experience
they've had with either color (fading,gets dirty really easy,etc.)I would really appreciate
it.Thanks again to all!
SUBJECT>Engine Head Bolt Torque POSTER>Terry Pleasanton
EMAIL>docplez@mindspring.com DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just acquired a M715 with a whopping 7000 miles on it ...it was ran hot and head is
warped ...I have everything I need to rebuild but don't know what to torque the head bolts
to when I install.Anybody have this data ??
Thanks,
Doc
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Head Bolt Torque POSTER>MudAnchor
EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1591 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
80-95 ft lbs.Work from the center pair of head bolts out toward the end pairs of head
bolts alternating directions (do the center pair,then go to the pair just forward of the
center pair,then do the pair just to the back of the center pair etc.).
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--Mark.PS--The Willy's factory engine book for the Tornado (published in 1962)lists the torque
as about 70 ft lbs.This is DEFINATELY incorrect--I know.I had to buy another new
head gasket cause the one I had just installed blew under only 70ft lbs of torque.
SUBJECT>Re:input shaft stickout POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1588 NEXT>1594 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think it's 9 and something inches.I'm replacing my clutch disk and pressure plate today.
If I remember,I'll measure it.
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:input shaft stickout POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,3 March 2001,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1593 NEXT>1596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to mudanchor:advance adapt.claimed one size is 7.75"or 10.25".im in the process of a
v-8 swap(chev.to t-98a tranny).there spec sheet claimed these lengths.i might have read
the info wrong.yourself or anyones input with numbers on there product would be
appreciated.thanks mark and members and HOOKED ON FONNIKS!(weather-
clear,cold,were bracing for mud inducing northeaster snowstorm)bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Door seals POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 12:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a part#for some good door seals for around the windows?Mine leak
horribly.
SUBJECT>Re:input shaft stickout POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1594
NEXT>1597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Advance Apaters cataolg lists input shafts for the t98 from 6 1/2 to 16 inch.When I
did my clutch I measured the length as 8 3/4 inch...but off hand I'm not sure if that is to
the front of the case or the front of the bearing retainer....sorry on that...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:input shaft stickout POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you brute4c,and mudanchor.i got the info from advances websight???bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>John
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you again for the information.I don't want to sound skeptical,if I do this swap i
the future I want all the info and input that I can get.Thanks Again for thinking of all us.other owners!John.
SUBJECT>availability of parts POSTER>Vinnie Charkalis
EMAIL>fortyozpp@pshift.com DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1601 1604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in an m715 but my only dilemma is the availability of parts.I plan on
giving the m715 a 350 Chevy transplant so that discards majority of engine parts.I pla
to keep the Warner T-98A transmission if you think this is a wise move.I plan on
keeping the rest of the vehicle stock.I was wondering how accesible the rest of the
vehicles parts are,and if they are expensive.Are these vehicles easy to work on and if I
can not do the work myself will the local mechanic know how to.I plan on having the
m715 as a daily driver,do you think this is wise?Thank you Vinnie.
SUBJECT>What lube in knuckles?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what the lube spec is for the knuckles?Does anyone have access to a
copy of the Lubrication Order LO 9-2320-244-12?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:availability of parts POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,4 March 2001,at 10:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1599 NEXT>1612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
with stock gears at 5.87 ratio and a stock tranny ,that 350 will be screaming at highway
speed.parts are a phone call away,but run high especially for the tornadoe motor.chevy
engine parts more resonable.go for it,enjoy!bern1m715 (weather-MUD INDUCING
blizzard!)just my 2-bits worth!!!
SUBJECT>wiring harness POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,4
March 2001,at 11:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1609
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know where a wirig harness could be obtained?i'd like to get a new or n.o.s.
set;mine has seen the worst of 30+years of UV,heat,and oxidation...quite brittle!
any help would be appreciated.
PS.has anyone out there ever replaced the tub floor?any suggestions?
thanks,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:What lube in knuckles?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 12:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1600 NEXT>
1611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The Lubrication Order LO 9-2320-244-12 says to use the "GAA -Grease,Lubr,.Automotive and Artillary"Lubricant in the
knuckles which is the same stuff they list for
the U-Joints,Shackles,Front Wheel Bearings etc.Some people have assumed the
knuckles should have gear oil like the gearboxes have,but the specs call for the grease.
Note 6 in the same publication says:
"Every 1,000 miles remove plug and lubricate through plug located at side of steering
knuckle housing until lubricant appears at plughole.Install plug.If required,disassemble
constant velocity universal joints every 12,000 miles or annually.(Remove lower screw
on housing after fording.)"
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:availability of parts POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 12:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1599 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Vinnie,
Excellent choice!
With the help of a bellhousing adapter,the Chevy 350 will bolt right up to the T98A
tranny.The stock tranny is plenty strong enough to handle the V8.Parts are mostly
readily available either by contacts here on the M715Zone or through military surplus
dealers.Should be just fine as a daily driver,except you may want to change out the
differential gears if you spend much time on the highway.
Just a warning.The M715 will never handle like an SUV or smaller pickup.It drives like
a big hard riding truck.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:mil.tire construction POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 12:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1585 NEXT>
1606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it's snowy or icy,my experience with the the NDT's is the direction of travel is ofte
sideways.:-)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:mil.tire construction POSTER>Mark C.
EMAIL>mdcoffin@mmcable.com DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1605 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentlemen and Ladies,
The tire pattern you refer to was a tread available prior to the Military adopting it.It was
called simply "Mud and Snow Tread"(or M&S tread).
The Acron Tire and Rubber Company of Acron,Ohio began a basically similar tread for
heavy busses when Wayne Coach Works requested a tire that would work better on their
busses during the wintertime..If I remember correctly,the next company that made this type of tread was Mohawk
(Mowhawk?).When the government asked companies to make odd sized tires with an
agressive tread for new types of off-road vehicles,this tread pattern was the quickest and
easiest to tool up for.When the pre-Jeep vehicles and the Marmon-Herrington 4X4 Fords
started to get numerous at Fort Hollabird,(this being prior to Dodge's takeover of the 1/2
to 3/4 ton arena)the Quartermaster Corps had to do something fast,as they had been
making all of the vehicles in inventory run on bald tires throughout the "Lean Years".
Their innovative solution was to use the simplest to make (to read as "CHEAPEST")tires
that would fit the many different sizes of wheels and do the work required (Form,Fit,and
Function).Chevron treads that had been used up to this time began to give way to the
cheaper-to-produce tires.Realising that Wartime production was imminent,most of the
Government tire suppliers were asked to bid on production lots of the simplest and easiest
to make tire pattern out of several different Government selected designs.To a man,the
tire company representatives saw the simplicity in a 2-piece mold over a multi-part tire
mold that would cast an overly-complicated tread.Thus was chosen the simple NDT over
the Chevron tread seen on early 1/2 and 3/4 ton Dodges.
The primary added advantage (other than cost)was that the tires did not have to be put on
the vehicle in any particular orientation (this being the reason for calling it Non-
Directional Tread or NDT).In the past,the chevron-type tread was supposed to be put on
with the "V"of the tread leading on driven wheels,and lagging (upside down when
viewed from the front)on undriven wheels.4X4 vehicles had the tread installed as driven
wheels all the way around.This seems a very silly requirement,but that was in fact
required for passing vehicular inspection in the late 1930's.
The second added advantage was that only one mounted spare tire needed to be carried.
The third was,as you put it,that if vehicles were driven on firm soil it was pretty hard to
tell in which direction they had gone.
All of this was drawn from innumerable sources,and collated by me,from memory only.
I have not put down any dates or other trivial information,as I am not absolutely sure of
any.I also do not wish to be quoted,in or out of context,on any of this data.This is
simply piecing together several items of data.If anyone out there has any more factual
info on the subject,please eMail me,as this has been one of the nagging run-arounds in
my head for years.
Mark C.
SUBJECT>Re:input shaft stickout POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,Changed my clutch and rear engine mount last night.Only took 16 hours!Needless
to say,I ran into a few problems.Anyhow,The input shaft measures 9 1/4 or 9 3/8 from
the tip to the front face of the transmission.I don't know the measurement from the tip to
the retaining flange.I don't think that's the measurement you need anyway.Call Hicks
4x4.They (used to)know the scoop on the GM-to-M715 conversion.I don't have their
number,but they usually advertise in Jeep and off-road-type magazines.
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Mark C..EMAIL>mdcoffin@mmcable.com DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at
8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darryl,
The only thing you left out of your posting is that the M37 inherited the same gearbox
with a different gear ratio from the WC 62/63 series.
The only difference in the transfers between the M37 and M715 series is the output
flanges themselves.If you look in the supplier's listing for the M-series vehicles,you find
out that the same builders and suppliers (Dodge?!)sold the same M37 part numbers to the
Government,who supplied the parts as GFE (Government Furnishes Equipment)to Jeep
for the M715.
My slant on moving the driveshaft comes from experience.That being BREAKAGE after
having helped repower (overpower)an M37 for a friend.A Dodge 440 from a rather
quick automobile was transplanted into the truck,along with its coupled close-ratio 4
Speed transmission into an M37.The freshly rebuilt (properly rebuilt!)transfer case was
in 4 wheel drive use less than 45 minutes in an urgent offroad situation when all of the
tires stopped spinning and left the truck helpless.The shaft between the input and output
gears had sheared off all of the splines!With some help,and the temporary loss of the
hand brake,the flanges were swapped,the driveshaft was relocated to the back of the
input side,and he limped home.Horsepower was the kicker.All of that power had to go
through the whole mess of transfer case gears.If he had unloaded half of the primary
drive force prior to applying it to the outputs,maybe he would not have had to rebuild it
again.Since moving the shaft permanently,and properly,and re-attaching the hand brake,
NO MORE PROBLEMS!This truck has appeared in several 4X4 and Offroad magazines
since then,and is one of the trucks I would like to base my next 4X4 Dodge on.I have a
tendency to ramble on,but simetimes I don't think I'm getting my point across,so please
bear with me.
Mark C.
SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wiring Harness:
MVP
3519 Gatewood Dr.
Pensacola,FL 32514
850-475-9838
HTTP://www.mvpc.com
M715 Main harness--$300
Rear--$200
Trailer receptacle--$40
Flasher harness--$50
Complete kit--$590
Floor replacements:.JeePanels Plus
96 Reservoir road
South Paris,ME 207-743-7671
Inner rockers--$22
Outer rockers--$48
Floor section (with indentations)--$42
Brace Material (48")--$16
I've seen the rockers.These are really nice.High quality in the workmanchip.I presume
the other panels are of similar quality.
--Mark
SUBJECT>230 bellhousing POSTER>Tim EMAIL>tburk49760@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a FC170 and a t98 trans for it and have been told that the bellhousing from an
M715 that had the 230 and t98 would mate my trans and engine.Anyone know of one of
these around?I would be afraid to experiment with a big dollar unit but maybe someone
who has done a motor swap would be willing to part with the bellhousing....Thanks..
Tim Burk
Spokane wa 99022
SUBJECT>Re:What lube in knuckles?POSTER>MudAnchor
EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1603 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way--The lube order,organizational maintenance manual,quarks manual,and
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Operator's manual can be found by clicking the green "Online Manuals"link at the top of
your screen (Just below the M715 Zone heading).
SUBJECT>Re:availability of parts POSTER>Vinnie Charkalis
EMAIL>fortyozpp@pshift.com DATE>Monday,5 March 2001,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot guys for your input.I really appreciate it.Now I'm in the hunt for the perfect
m715.Thanks again Vinnie.
SUBJECT>Test POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Tuesday,6 March
2001,at 11:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just testing that the board is back up
SUBJECT>Working on system POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 March 2001,at 11:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am in the process of setting the zone up on a new server,please be patient.
There are still a few problems that are being sorted out.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:230 bellhousing POSTER>David EMAIL>dwbm715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Tim,What is an FC170?I have a bell housing,clutch,Etc,How do we get
together?I live in Northern Ca.I can UPS parts to you or What.Dwbm715@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase rear driveshaft swap POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Sounds like you've "been there,done that"!
I knew that the M-37 used the same transfercase,but wasn't sure about the WC-62/63
series of trucks.(having never seen one in the flesh).
So what you're saying is that by doing my proposed swap,that it could save the
transfercase under extreme circumstances?(I think that I read your post right)
Thanks for sharing,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks...i'll put some pictures up in a couple days.
SUBJECT>Re:230 bellhousing POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've got one,with all the clutch and such.a 230 motor is attached to it.make me an offer
for what ever you want,shipping would probably be your biggest cost...
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks.I found it in online manuals.POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew I had seen that LO somewhere,I just couldn't make the connection for some
reason.TC
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1589 NEXT>1621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Right now the plan is to use a 4 barrel carbueter with a large pipe header
and a few other
things.Those numbers are the plan so well see how it works.As far as i can tell it is not
to high of a goal.
Just brought the engine home tonight and its looking good.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:300 I-6 POSTER>dave EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,7 March 2001,at
9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1620 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your going to have to do more than that to get numbers like that out of it.
SUBJECT>M715 Service Manual POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know where to purchase a Service Manual Foe an M715?
SUBJECT>Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1624 1625 1626 1632 1634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IS THIS A GOOD DEAL!!!
I got interested in the M715 several months ago and have been following this forum for
information.Then today,just a few hours ago I ran across a M715 for sale !!!!!!The add
reads “1967 ARMY JEEP,4x4,1 1/4 ton truck,cargo,M-715,6 cylinder,excellent tires,
full metal cab,19,400 miles,$1295.00.
Is this a good deal??I think it is.The owner says it has spent most of its life in a barn.
Says its still 24V,runs good,top is not factory but in good shape,all glass is good could
drive it the 100 miles home with no problems.He said a military surplus dealer near him
says they go for $1600.00 to $2000.00 all the time??Even that seams cheep to me??
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Need answers ASAP!!
SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,8 March
2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1623 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's the owners phone number?
As soon as you give me that,I'll tell you what I think of the price ;-}
SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1623
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is a steal.If I were close enough,I would be looking at it.
SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>david EMAIL>dam88@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1623
NEXT>1640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you don't snatch it up and it's anywhere near texas -send me an email,I'm on the
hunt!
SUBJECT>m715 wanted POSTER>john foster EMAIL>john@trca.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6qcRcPFgjOc PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for a m715 near dallas.does not have to run but the more original the better.
SUBJECT>M-725 Parts POSTER>Pete Canavin EMAIL>canavin@juno.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1636 1639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 M-725 and just got to it after a two year sitting.It's completely stock with just
over 12000 original miles.I have it running with some new batteries,but the brakes have
leaked out (i'm assuming)and I need to fix that in order to get it on the road.I was hoping
somebody had the part numbers for a new master cylinder and wheel cylinders if they do
need to be replaced.Also,I'm not a mechanic by any means....The master cylinder on the
vehicle is different from any I have ever worked with.There seems to be no reservoir to
refill while bleeding the system.I'm sure that most people know what the deal is with
this,maybe the manual vs.power set-up is the key difference.Anyway,what is needed
for the bleeding of the system?The only other problem I have found is the distributor.
The plug wires are bare at the distributor end and some have tiny nails inserted in them to
act as contacts.Anyone know where to get a new points kit and whatever else would be
needed to fix this?And it diesels when shut off,timing/advance problem?The only other
things it needs are a new headlight,siren,and spotlight...any ideas?Thanks in advance.
The truck is in Maine and I plan to bring it down to Georgia this Spring,hopefully under
its own power,then use it as a daily driver.
SUBJECT>6.2 L /Spicer 3053a swap POSTER>Junkyard Slug
EMAIL>gak0701@mail.ecu.edu DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen two trucks that have had this setup swaped in.One was a M 1009 CUCV in
Finland and the other was a M 715 here in the States.The spicer 3053a is the
transmission used in multi-fuled M 35s,and is a five speed transmission with a granny
low and overdrive.I canot seem to find anyone who can tell me if there is a bellhousing
that will allow the two to bolt up.If anyone knows anything about this swap I would be
forever thankful.
George
SUBJECT>Rocking and Rolling POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa..wrb2JvQmc PREVIOUS>NEXT>1635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got 4 new NDT tires(yes I like them and they have always done me right!).It was
alot fun watching the guys mount them,It only took 4 of them(3 young guys and an old
timer)I was looking forward to some smooth driving because these tire where actually
going to be round and ballanced..On the drive home I noticed when I got up around 40-45MPH the truck felt like the
inside
of a washing machine The same it did before the new tires.There is a plus though,at least
it rocks above 45MPH instead of 25MPH like it used to.
Now for the Question,Is this out of ballace feel normal for trucks with 2-piece rims,whe
you reach higher speeds htey rock or should I go back to the tire shop and have them re-
ballanced?
I have not done the front wheel bearings yet so I was thinking that this might be the
culprit,since the old tires were no good and the truck was driven for almost a year with
them.I did notice some steering wheel shimmy while hitting the curves on a counry road
(that might be just becuase of the drive line),(no locking hubs yet!!)
I am use to safty drop centers and 7.00x16 NDT on an M38A1,yes I've a convert to full
size militarys!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Fluids?POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1433
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the brake system on my truck last year and used silicone fluid.I put new wheel
cyliders on and flushed and rebuilt the master cylinder.The local brake shop told be to
use denatured alcohol to flush the system and then run a few cycles of fresh brake fluid
through first before finishing-up.I know silicone fluid is a bit spendy but it was worth it
in the long run.The brake shop also told me the rubber brake lines would not be affected,
I hopr they were telling the truth!No side effects yet.
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-John
SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 3:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1623
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as in the words of elmer fudd,be vewwwwwwy quuuiiieeet!go buy the thing now!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Service Manual POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1622
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://portrayal.com/LINKURL>http://portrayal.com/
I have posted some of the maintenance books at the link at the top of this page,"Online
Manuals".
To get hard copies....go to Portrayal Press at the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1623
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I BOUGHT IT!!!!!Mozarkid,Charlie,David,bern1 m715....thanks to you all for your
help!It looks like I may be on this forum a lot more.Will need to join now.Thanks
Again …..Mike (Cadpowered).SUBJECT>Re:Rocking and Rolling POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 March 2001,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1630
NEXT>1638 LINKNAME>Straight to the steering section of the manual.
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
I would check the toe of the front alinement first...in the online manuals link above,there
is the 9-2320-244-20 manual,first one listed,which has the whole alinement stuff in it.
Mine did this same shimmy when I bought it....new tires and a toe adjust...no more
shimmy at 45-50.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 Parts POSTER>Roger Hartman EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 March 2001,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1628
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello this is Roger (the gonzohound)i also have a m-715 man if you need parts Memphis
equipment is the place they will give (yes give)a like manual it brakes down your whole
truck it has every number you could think of and they usually have the parts so i would
try them i have and never had any bad problems maybe try www.memphisequipment.com
that might get you there if not e-mail me back and i'll get there address for ya hope this
helps
SUBJECT>about t-case drive shaft swap POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9
March 2001,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just ran across an ad for Tom Wood's Custom Drive Shafts.4xshaft.com
It appears,amongst other drive shaft mods,that they offer custom flanged adaptors.
All they need to know is pilot diameter,whether it's male or female and what the bolt
circle is.
This sounds like a possible way to get bolted up to the hand brake drum whilst upgrading
the drive shaft -all in one shot.
Has anyone looked into this?
SUBJECT>Re:Rocking and Rolling POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9
March 2001,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1635 NEXT>1642
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,and if that doesn't fix it,check your front shocks.
Bad shocks can cause front end wobble too.
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 Parts POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 March
2001,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1628 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There is a reservior on the master cylinder.Ye olde fill hole on top.It has a round plug
about an inch or so in diameter with a vent valve mounted in the center of it.Just unscrew
the plug.
Wagner makes the best rebuild kit for the wheel cylinders,see your local parts
store..SUBJECT>Re:Help!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>bander27@calvin.com
DATE>Friday,9 March 2001,at 11:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1626
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is an M715 on eBay for very cheap in Texas.The current bid os 1000 bucks.Check
it out
Ben
SUBJECT>National FE Planning Chat POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Saturday,10 March 2001,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Yahoo Zone Page
LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
There will be a National FE planning chat on March 17th at 2000 hours or 8:00 CST on
the Yahoo site.The purpose of this chat is to get volunteers to help with events,demos,
and other things that might need done.We also need SAFE demo ideas,and volunteers to
do them.Any and all input is appreciated and welcomed,even if you aren't going to
attend.
Thanks in Advance.
Pam
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SUBJECT>Re:Rocking and Rolling POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,10 March 2001,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1638 NEXT>1644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU ALL FOR THE HELP.I do have new shocks,I just did all the wheel
bearings,I checked the shackle and spring bushings also checked stearing linkages found
a loose pitman arm(did not solve problem).Shure enough when you look at the front of
the rig the bottom of the drivers side tire points a little to the centerline and the front of
the tie is toed in as well.
Now comes the hard part getting the wife to approve an allinement,after spending so
much on tires and shocks!!
SUBJECT>m-715 engine and transmission for sale POSTER>Aden Williams
EMAIL>montero@btconline.net DATE>Saturday,10 March 2001,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>1679
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an original 230 motor and transmission I just removed from my m-715 for sale.
The odometer reads 20,000 miles,but I have no way to verify that.The build date for the
truck was 7/67.I never attempted to fire the motor,so I have absolutely no idea what
shape it's in but it looks good.If anyone is interested,I'm in southeast Georgia.I also have
a m-725 which has a motor and transmission installed and will crank.I'd be willing to
part-out the m-725 since the last owner butchered it (cut the entire top and rear section
off).It had the complete motor,transmission,all running gear,etc.
SUBJECT>Re:Rocking and Rolling POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10
March 2001,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1642 NEXT>1645.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can do a pretty good ballpark alignment by just eyeballing the sides of the tires,front
to back.You might try this before you spend the bucks,just might get you by,until you
can refill the wallet.Or...
I do my own alignments,doesn't take any "special"tools.There are a number of slick
methods.A couple are described in the "TM...20"manual but they require "tools"
(trammel bar or alignment gauge).I use a couple pieces of 6 foot long,1/4"by 1"pieces
of flat stock,a tape measure and a calculator that does trig.Remove the tires and
LIGHTLY clamp the flat stock to the drums or hubs,using the wheels studs.The long
bars double the measurement distance,improving accuracy.
To adjust,just loosen each clamp at the ends of the wheel tie rod and twist it (might need
a pipe wrench).I get very accurate alignment on all four Jeeps,including wifey's Grand
Cherokee -better tire wear now than when I paid a pro.Probably because I set it near the
minimum toe in,shops normally just get it somewhere within the spec range.The spec
range for the M715 is 3/32"to 5/32"toe in,measured at the outer diameter of the tire (or
where it would have been).
Correct the steering wheel position when you're done by adjusting the steering tie rod
(goes from the pitman arm to the steering arm).This part is a little tougher because you
have to test drive to verify the dead straight position.
It's all easier than it sounds.
SUBJECT>Re:Rocking and Rolling POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at 3:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again for the help.I think this fix is a little out of my leage.Not only is the toe in
messed up,I think I need some shims in my lower(?)ball joint as well.When you look at
the front of the truck the tire look kinda like the old VW bug or the rear suspension of a
M151.Time to try out some of those old hole-in-the wall shops!!
Thank you again!!
-John
SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,
at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1609 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
MVP retired from harness work about a month ago or so according to a posting he made
on mil-veh board.He passed his business off to another company but don't have the info
right at my finger tips.
SUBJECT>Re:Door seals POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at
5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1595 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J.C.Whitney sells a lip bulb universal weatherseal that is a virtual match to the original.
Main difference is a pebble grain vinyl cover on the windlace instead of the fabric-type
stock.PN 13PF2560W.SUBJECT>Fuses?POSTER>Bill W EMAIL>mct@airmail.net DATE>Sunday,11
March 2001,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1649
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Group
I have several lights that do not work on my M715.I am in the process of replaceing the
bulbs.My electrical troubleshooting experence tells me to also check the over curent
devices on the electrical system,but I can not find them.I got into my manual but found
no mention of fuses.Can anyone help me out.I can't feature an electrical system without
over curent protection.
Thanks
BW
SUBJECT>Re:Fuses?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Sunday,
11 March 2001,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1648 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill ,The main three lever light switch has the circuit breaker inside .=========Barry.
SUBJECT>New Wind-Shield POSTER>Bill W EMAIL>mct@airmail.net
DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello again group
I am getting my M715 street legal.One of my problems is the front wind-shield.My pride
and joy was a former CD truck.Someone put a fabed up hard top on it.The top is OK but
there is a lot of welding slag pits on the wind-shield from the welding on the top.The
removable side glass sections are also pitted.Rather slopy!Where can I get a NOS wind-
shield and rubber gasket,and side glass.?any sugestions.
TKS
BW
SUBJECT>Re:New Wind-Shield POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,Your local glass shop can fix you up.It's all flat safety glass.=======Barry
SUBJECT>side board length POSTER>Bill W EMAIL>mct@airmail.net
DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the assistance folks
I have one more question tonight.I got a good set of troup seats with the purchase of my
M715.My intention is to reconstruct the wooden framing above the troup seats so I ca
install the NOS tarp top for the truck bed.The top wooden framing was pretty much
trashed.I was able to get one of the top boards (the one with a slight bow in it)so I ca
use it as a model when I cut new boards.What I do not have is the exact length of the.board that fits into the troup
seat and conects to the curved metal bow holder.If I make
this board too long the canvis will not fit.Does anyone have the length on this board?
Your support is deeply appreciated
Bill W.
SUBJECT>Re:side board length POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,11 March 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1652
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill ,There is a metal stop that determines the right height.That board slides into the
metal corner on the top,and the bottom slides into the top of the troop seat upright.That
metal stop is bolted fast and gives you the proper height.I don't know it off hand ,but
will look and let you know.=======Barry.
SUBJECT>M37 (Boo!)POSTER>ChevyGuyDan EMAIL>danno16@excite.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1662 1681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm starting my research on the vehicle that I will replace my wimpy truck with this fall.I
am looking into possibly an M715 or M37.The requirements that I have are as follows,It
will be a daily driver,12 miles (total)a day (typically).I have restored several cars and a
old truck,so routine and corrective maint is no problem.I would like to be able to hitch
up a car trailer with a 2200#car on it and pull it for a couple hundred miles once or twice
a year.I realize that 45 MPH is a realistic speed,but I'm in no hurry,and I enjoy side
roads.4WD isn't a big concern.Questions,then your comments,please.1.The 6 cyl,
dependable?replaceable?overdrive unit?,anyone ever done this?Other powertrai
pluses,minuses,or comparisons with the M37?
Thank you guys,this site is terrific.
ChevyGuyDan
danno16@excite.com
SUBJECT>power steering thoughts POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1656 1657 1661 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anyone ever incorporated a hydraulic motor to the engine to drive a hydraulic piston
for front steering purposes.i had a vision it might work after watching a detailed show on
monster truck construction and there works,i had some thoughts.anyone with pros,cons,
would be appreciated.bern1m715!(weather-freezing rain)THANX!
SUBJECT>Re:power steering thoughts POSTER>ChevyGuyDa
EMAIL>danno16@excite.com DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy that incorporated a Toyota slave cyl and used a GM power steering pump
for a power assist in a 55 GMC 2WD.Looked factory (well,finished)and worked well.
Golden State Pickups had the brackets and hoses as a kit if I remember correctly..ChevyGuyDan
SUBJECT>Re:power steering thoughts POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
13 March 2001,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1655 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AGR in fort worth tx makes a rock ram kit you might check in to.it uses a modified
power steering box with a hyd steer cylinder i have one im putting on a blazer.talk to jeff
allen at 817-626-9006 or www.agrsteering.com
SUBJECT>M715 on Ebay in SC POSTER>Jon EMAIL>jonkobe@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just noticed this truck on Ebay w/no reserve and is at $1,600.It has the engine
conversion to a 350.Good luck to anyone close who wants one.
Regards,
Jon(68 M725)
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-
cgi/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=568388647&r=0&t=0
SUBJECT>MWRFE Shirt Design POSTER>cb EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 March
2001,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1660 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will pictures of the shirt design be posted on this site?For some unknown reason I
cannot get the pictures to load from the Yahoo site.
SUBJECT>Re:MWRFE Shirt Design POSTER>cb EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 March
2001,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1659 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Never mind!-brain not fully engaged!
SUBJECT>Re:power steering thoughts POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1655
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sir--
I have put Hydro-Boost Power Brakes on my 715.They operate off power steering fluid
from the power brakes and work very well.I believe that they are pretty standard and not
hard to install
SUBJECT>Re:M37 (Boo!)POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawoLbvc2OVBo PREVIOUS>1654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan ……………….You say daily drive and 4x4 no big deal,ok,with just that I would
go with the M715 vs the M37 because you can change over to Chev 350 with just a.adapter,which is more engine for the
$$$than rebuilding the 6 cyc.This would keep the
cost down.I have one of each and the M37 is great but a lot of cost to modify and do
minor modernization (brakes,pwr steering,heater,etc).Now if above average 4x4ing is
“really no big deal ” then I would go to a 1967 through 1972 Chev 4x4 long bed with a
Caddie 500 cid engine,caddie T400 trannie and Caddie rearend.You would have a
unique truck that would hold its value yet be the cheapest to buy/build,easiest to
maintain,best pulling hi-way and off-road truck possible.I have two of them now and
will put them up against a Powerstroke any day.If you are looking for less unique then go
to a 1973 to 1980 Chev 4Dr Dually and put the same Caddie power train in …….Mike
My toy list
4x4's
72 4x4 GMC van 350/T350
72 Blazer /500 CID Caddie /in process
67 SW Chev 4x4 project
82 Scrambler /383 stroker
82 Scrambler /project
81 Scrambler /383 stroker (soon)
67 Jeep M715 1-1/4 ton stock
52 Dodge M37 ¾ ton //stock
(3)FC-170 Jeeps projects
(2)FC-150 Jeeps projects
Hustler AATV 6x6
Army track Weasel
2X4's
67 Extended Cab Chev 472 CID Caddie
72 Longhorn Chev 500 CID Caddie
67 SW Chev 327/T400 /factory air,brakes,pwr steering,posi
57 Chev ½ ton stock
57 Pontiac hardtop /project
SUBJECT>M-725 on EBay in GA POSTER>Pete Canavin EMAIL>canavin@juno.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 March 2001,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>ebay m-725 LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=567656986
I just saw a very nice looking M-725 on Ebay.It was at $3900 as of yesterday.It looks to
be in great shape with the spotlight even still there.The paint looks fresh or was
incredibly preserved.It's a bit on the pricey side,but it looks like a winner...check it out.
Auction ends sometime tomorrow.Wish it hadn't looked so much better than mine,
makes me feel bad about not getting the restoration work done yet.
Ebay item number is 567656986
SUBJECT>Wanted M715 on the West Coast POSTER>joe
EMAIL>idc_lmm@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaifUvV5Q0tO2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>1668
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does anyone know of one for sale out west?
Joe
SUBJECT>looking for m715 to buy POSTER>wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>1667 1674 1684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I and it seems everybody else is looking for a M715 to buy.I live in south central kansas .
I would like one as stock as I can get it.
SUBJECT>Tops POSTER>Chris Buckley EMAIL>cbuckley@Bates.edu
DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in buying an M715.I was looking at one online,and I had a question -are
all of them convertibles?It didn't say in the advertisement.The Jeep looked like it was,
because it only had a small cap over the front seats.The back looked like a pickup.If
anyone knows of any dead giveaways for determining wheather it's convertible or not
please send them my way.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:looking for m715 to buy POSTER>Chris Buckley
EMAIL>cbuckley@Bates.edu DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know if all M17's are convertible?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted M715 on the West Coast POSTER>Chris Buckley
EMAIL>cbuckley@Bates.edu DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1664 NEXT>1670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking at an M715 online.I can't tell if it's convertible though.Are they all,or is
there a way to tell?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tops POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at
1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,all M715s are convertibles,unless they have a hard top special made.
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted M715 on the West Coast POSTER>Cheri L
EMAIL>lankford5362@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1668 NEXT>1671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M715 truck for sale I live in Washington.
and YES the top can be removable..Cheri
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted M715 on the West Coast POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1670 NEXT>1672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cheri........how much and where.
I'm in Bellingham and have been looking for awhile.Mostly interested in cost.Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Bellingham??POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1671 NEXT>1673 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Joe.
I'm from Bellingham also,but my M715 is NOT for sale.Maybe you could stop by some
time.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Bellingham??POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie.....thanks for the offer and I'm sure I'll take you up on it.
I'm normally out doing stuff like skiing or playing sports.Thanks again.My email addy is
rucks@lineski.com
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:looking for m715 to buy POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 March 2001,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1665 NEXT>1675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wyatt
I have a nice all stock M715 for sale in
Wyatt,I've got a nice M715 for sale,West OK
1968,19000 miles,brand new rag top,all the
original lights except hood mounted B/O.
Real good original paint,frame still green
and unit markings still legible.
Tagged,titled,and inspected,runs and drives
good.Lacks only troop seats and bed bows/canvas,
no pioneer tools.Rust free,minor dings on cab,
with a PERFECT bed.Tires only fair.Has spare tire
carrier and a heater.Sorry,no pics,but I doubt
you'll find a better looking truck for sale as.close to you.
Price $3750.00
My e-mail dvdngl@pldi.net
Phone #580-661-2514
SUBJECT>Re:looking for m715 to buy POSTER>ChevyGuyDan
EMAIL>danno16@excite.com DATE>Thursday,15 March 2001,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1674 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If It was in VA,I'd buy it in a heartbeat.Rodtrip???I'll put ya up!
:^)
CGDan
SUBJECT>frame paint question???POSTER>paul EMAIL>btlebug68@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,15 March 2001,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1677 1678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im restoring my 715 i hurd the frame is all black but does that mean that the bumperets a
pintle hook is black also an what about the fram extentions that are for the winch are they
black or are they od like the bumper.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:frame paint question???POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Thursday,15 March 2001,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1676
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck I have with paint remaining on the frame
is green,as are the bumpers and pintle hitch.
SUBJECT>Re:frame paint question???POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,15 March 2001,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1676
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The frames were satin black from the factory.Some stayed black and others were painted
over in OD Green by the military.The front bumper and braces were OD green.The rear
crossmember and the bumperettes and pintle hitch are also OD Green.The axles were
also black from the factory,But just like the frames,Some were painted over with OD
green by the military.For the most part as long as it is either OD or satin black,you will
be right.============Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:m-715 engine and transmission for sale POSTER>Gunny Pall
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Thursday,15 March 2001,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1643 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I am in NC near Charlotte,I need a Tornado for SANFORD (My truck)I will travel
to get it in my Suburban to get it.Gunny Pall (Jeff)Just e mail the info to me
SUBJECT>Lifting Bracket WANTED POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi-Was interested to know if anyone has an extra lifting
bracket they would part with(20
manual pg116 fig 2-89 #19 or fig 2-90 #16)?How Much?E mail me and let me know
(johnleischner@msn.com).I have an extra distribution box if anyone is interested in that.
SUBJECT>Re:M37 (Boo!)POSTER>Eric EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com
DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1654
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've owned a m37 for 4 years.The flatty ran super but was winded on hills all by its self.
Can't imagine a trailor in tow.Of course the engine was tired also.The m715 has a more
powerfull engine,well a little any way,and parts for the truck in general i think are a little
easier to get seeing its as not as old in most cases.I am looking right now at a m725 for
my next project.oh yeah,I just shit canned the entire drive train on the m37.It now has a
360engine,727 torqueflite,203transfercase,dana 44 front,dana 60 rear,and power
steering.Just couldnt take doing 20 mph going up hill any more and plowing snow was a
royal pain in the ass.I have destroyed orginal drive train parts in truck pulls at local
county fairs and even though parts were easy to get the metal urgey of the 1950's just aint
up to snuff.The drive train in the m715 is super stout and way up to the challange of the
orginal engine.I think the m37 looks better than m715 but that my opinion.heres a great
idea!!!!!!buy one of each and get back to us on your own personal testing.good luck.
Eric
SUBJECT>M715 W/W FS POSTER>Gene Pantano EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZoif7jCb6xo PREVIOUS>NEXT>1683
LINKNAME>http://www.cs.quik.com/truks/715rear.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.cs.quik.com/truks/my715.jpg
Howdy..I have a great project 715 here in Colorado Springs for sale..It has had a Mr
Goodwrench 350 engine installed...but some nitwit left the oil filter loose..!!Ruined the
cam..3 lobes are bad.
The truck is virtually rust free.There is also another rolling chassis w/tranny and transfer.
The mechaics are in excellent condition..the frame is cracked..then there is another frame
that is excellent..The 715 has a nice Braden winch.It works!!The whole mess to the first
$1850 !!!See pictures at..top does not go !!The nice one is mine.not for sale..has 375
horse 350 !!
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715braden.jpg
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715engine.jpg
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715insidecab.jpg
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715ls.jpg
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715rs.jpg
www.cs.quik.com/truks/715winch.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:M715 W/W FS POSTER>Gene Pantano EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZoif7jCb6xo PREVIOUS>1682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
something goofed..also...use www.cs.quik.com/truks/715rear.jpg...the jpg address on the bottom is wrong for some
reason..it shows my "keeper"..Gene
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SUBJECT>Re:looking for m715 to buy POSTER>Gene Pantano
EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at my post Wyatt..I'm only hours away from you..Gene
SUBJECT>Stock M715 Wheels and Tires POSTER>Mel Miller
EMAIL>nourmahal@att.net DATE>Friday,16 March 2001,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy List,
Last year I spoke with a member in Houston,TX who had stock wheels and tires for sale.
I am restoring an ambulance and needed some.I was side tracked and have lost his name
and number.If you read this and remember me,please email me.I will be in Conroe
Monday and Tuesday of next week and would like to pick up three wheels and tires.I am
then going to swing up to Dallas to pick up an original engine.Anyone else in the
Houston area or along the route with wheels and tires also please reply.
TIA
Mel Miller
2 X M725
SUBJECT>coils coils everywhere w/none that work POSTER>MeatEater
EMAIL>clazur@kpmg.com DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1687 1688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased a coil from surplus city,yes the chrome ones,to learn that it did not work.I
purchased another from Tenn.equipment,(not chrome)it was slightly longer (the guy
there said they don't sell the short coil anymore and everyone use this and it works...well
it doesn't work and I washed the coin down the toilet.)i.e with the longer coil it all don't
fit in the sealed container u have to ditch the ballas.I am very certain this is the problem,
has the same problem is now happening after the old and short coil was leaking some oil
(it is spent)Before this happened it ran great!.I need to find a short coil that works with
the ballas that all fits into the sealed container.Does anyone know where I can buy this?
(This problem is getting expensive as none of the coils I bought so far work as they were
all long.I want the system seal,so converts are not for me.This info would be greatly
apreciated,in fact I like to buy a new ballas as well.thanks
MeatEater M715
SUBJECT>Re:coils coils everywhere w/none that work POSTER>jay
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've heard of this problem from a local shop that used to deal with these trucks alot 20 yrs.
ago.coils new out of the box were bad.try white owl.they have these coils.memphis
equipment told me the same thing that the external ballast was no longer available,that
the external ballast was phased out during the service life of the truck.the internally.ballasted coil is longer,but
you do not wire it up with your old ballast.remove the old
ballast and save it /discard it.the new longer coil should fit in the igniter housing once
you remove this external ballast.
good luck.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:coils coils everywhere w/none that work POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1686
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try AB Linn.He sold some factory rebuilt distributors on E-Bay.
He just may have more.I got one,it looks real sweet.They're factory rebuilt,so I assume
they work (It's a spare,so I don't know if it works yet).Gets you a spare cap and all other
parts too.Not a bad idea to spend the extra few bucks and get the whole thing.
SUBJECT>REMINDER POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget National Field Exercise planning chat tonight at 8:00 CST on the yahoo site.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 W/W FS POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1682
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sir--
What kind of wheels and tires do you have on the truck in the picture?Thank you.Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>another paint question POSTER>paul EMAIL>btlebug68@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,17 March 2001,at 10:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know the original color of the engine from the factory im trying to find out
what color it is people say it was green an some say it was black then ive even hurd grey i
dont know what to go with is the transmission the same color as the engine or differant a
what color would the transfer case be i have no clue just tryen to find the original colors
from the factory not after the military had them thanks
paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 W/W FS POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,18 March 2001,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1683
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sir--
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What kind of wheels and tires are on the truck that was pictured in your letter?thanks
Tom Lovinggood.SUBJECT>Re:another paint question POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
18 March 2001,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1691 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paul my trucks engine and drive train is in original condition.the engine,transmission,
and axles are black.i just sandblasted the frame and that was the only color i found.i
hope this helps you.
SUBJECT>Cargo cover question POSTER>Bill Willson EMAIL>mct@airmail.net
DATE>Sunday,18 March 2001,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXS2OodaDmAA PREVIOUS>NEXT>1695 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi Group
I am in the process of framing the boards for the canvis cover on my M715 cargo area.I
have a set of original troop seats (amazingly good shape for 32 yr old exterior wood).The
sub-contractor should be a proud craftsman.
I have the top bow dimensions but do not have the side board dimensions.This is a
straight board that fits into the top of the troop seats and goes into the curved metal bow
support.Having this would save me a lot of cuting and testing for the correct canvis fit.
This information excapes me in any of the manuals.
Thank you all for your help past,present,and future.
Bill W
Thanks for the help in the past
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo cover question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,18 March 2001,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1694
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,The measurement that is critical is 1 1/2 ".That is the distance between the bottom
of the corner and the top of the troop seat bracket.The wood has a metal stop bolted to it
to make this measurement.=========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Tops POSTER>Terry Pleasanton EMAIL>docplez@mindspring.com
DATE>Sunday,18 March 2001,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1669
NEXT>1713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the tundra hard top for my 1969 M715 ....great in the winter but hot in the
summer.
SUBJECT>rear shackle flip help!!!POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,18 March 2001,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,i just started doing the flip in the rear shackle.my question has to do with the
sping hanger.i got all four rivets drilled and punched out.now i understand that on the
backing plate of the spring hanger you are supposed to cut weld off the 1"diameter rod.is
that correct?once i get the weld off the backing plate and the front hanger should come.off right.once i do get it
off,what will i have to do to turn it over and put it back on?and
the final question this time is:how much lift did you get by flipping the shackle and the
backing plate?just kidding i thought of another...has any one ever not flipped the front
hanger but flipped the shackle?
thanks for any help
roger
SUBJECT>Re:rear shackle flip help!!!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,19
March 2001,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1697 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will have to take the gas tank out and then grind the weld off the back side.It is a
real pain in the ass but you gain enough to level off you truck after a spring over.
SUBJECT>MWRFE Shirt Order Notice POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are planning on ordering a MWRFE shirt please make sure that your order is to me
by the first week in May so that the screenprinter can get them done and I can get them
shipped out.
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>wanting to find M715 in florida to look at or buy POSTER>John
EMAIL>rokcrawler29@aol.com DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaIPP4XxRDdGo PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for anyone in the central florida area who owns a M715 so i can look at to see if I
want one.want to make sure this is what i want before I buy one.
SUBJECT>Towing a M-715 POSTER>gcarlson EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to tow a M-715.I would like to use a tow dolly.
Does anyone have the measurement from the outside front tire to the outside outside left
tire?Do you also have the hub clearance from the ground on the front axle?It has original
tires.
Thanks for the any help and/or suggestions.
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SUBJECT>cheap m715 wanted POSTER>wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net
DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1703 1722 1734 1762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am still looking for M715 I have been emailed about some nice ones but they were out.of my price range I am
looking for a cheap M715 truck.I am in south central kansas.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>1702 NEXT>1704 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,don't we all want a cheap truck?
If you're set to go halfway across the
country to haul one home for cheap you
might find what you're looking for.
I've looked at half a dozen cheap ones
as far away as 450 miles,but to get it
to my place would double the cost,and
then getting them in any kind of good
running order would double or triple that
again.
You might score a nice one,close to the
house,for not much money,but I would'nt
hold my breath.I've been looking for that
pot o'gold for five,six years now.
Whatever,good luck Wyatt.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1703 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it took me about 6 months of educating myself on these trucks to decide what i wanted to
do.i test drove one on a friday nite,and payed the guy on the following monday and
drove it home.it was a turnkey truck.all military specs etc.i payed $4500.00.it was more
$than i wanted but,it took a state inspection sticker the next day.ive made creature
comfort improvements and "wheeling"improvements piece by piece ever since.parts are
not cheep,if you want them in a hurry.i havent broke any thing yet under some pretty
tough wheeling.good luck in your search.(weather-i can hear the frost coming out of the
ground,thaw on,mud coming soon)bern1m715 no brns1 and i are not related.we both
might have had a bad habit!
SUBJECT>Re:coils coils everywhere w/none that work POSTER>bern1 m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,19 March 2001,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a coil i got from memphis eq.was a piece of ____!BERN1M715
SUBJECT>M715 POSTER>Larry EMAIL>flylarry@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19
March 2001,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aalGdRwLByV5k
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M715 for sale on ebay.It is pretty pink and just one day to go.Good luck
bidding...SUBJECT>Locking hubs POSTER>Eduardo Cortez EMAIL>esc@freesp.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 March 2001,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1708 1718 LINKNAME>My Kaiser photos
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/esccortez
Hi!
I am almost buying the Snake River's locking hub for my M715,however I read a
message in the Yahoo Club about the www.autozone.com locking hub for the M715.Ca
anyone tell me the difference?Besides the price?
I'd rather buy from Snake River,because they seem to have the best customer service...
Also,I have in my front axles,wheel spacers that were custom made to the M715.Ca
this affect the locking hub in anyway?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 March 2001,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1707 NEXT>1709 1741 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My understanding is there is only one manufacturer today making hubs that fit the M715
and that is the Milemarker/Selectro brand.
Therefore both Snakeriver and Autozone would be selling you the same hubs.
It's hard to argue with the price from Autozone,but service is important too.I bought my
Gamma Goat wheel adapters from Snakeriver and really enjoyed doing business with
him.
You decide.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Eduardo Cortez EMAIL>esc@freesp.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 March 2001,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1708
NEXT>1710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rollie!
Thanks for the reply.
I am pretty sure I'll buy from Snakeriver...
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But can you help me with the wheel spacer problem?
Do you think I will be able to use the locking hub with this spacer?
What is a Gamma Coat wheel adapter?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 March 2001,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1709 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Eduardo,
I clicked on your web link and looked at the pictures of your M715.Your adapter/wheel
spacer looks like it is in the pictures.The new milemarker locking hub is the same outside
diameter as the M715 hub and bolts on as a replacement for the existing "hubcap".The
hand operated selector sticks out a little further and is a little bigger diameter then the
existing "lifting bracket"which was bolted to the stock hub.Looking at your adapters,I
would guess they will probably work just fine.The one concern I would have is if the
inside diameter of your wheels is smaller then the M715 hub,then you may have a tight
fit to reach your fingers in and turn the selector.
If you have some better closeup pictures of how your spacers fit on the front,I could be
more sure of my recommendations.
Gamma Goat adapters are steel plates which bolt to the M715 hubs and allow a
40"x11"x18"Gamma Goat wheel to be bolted on.
Rollie
SUBJECT>M-715 frame POSTER>brushy68 EMAIL>hlre2@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
20 March 2001,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaFDHNBk4Yeic
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got bad rust problem .need entire frame,or from cab to rear bumper.I'm in NW
arkansas.
SUBJECT>Re:Tops POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,21
March 2001,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1666 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 715 came with soft tops,however there was a two peice hard top available to the
military,to be fitted for very cold weather.Also,I have heard of a company in the early
seventies making aftermarket tops for them.
SUBJECT>Re:Tops POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 March 2001,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dear terry p.?would you describe your tundra top.what is differences from conventional
fiberglass hardtop,and availibility?thankyou,bern1m715 (weather-more mud inducing
snow on way to N.H.)p.s.-another coil(mil.surp.this time)to replace piece of sh-t from
mem.equip.
SUBJECT>587 gear changeout what would be best??POSTER>Gunny (Jeff)PAll
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,21 March 2001,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to change out the running gears in my 715.I want to be able to do more than 55
mph comfortably without the engine screaming.what would be a good gear setup??Any
help will be appreciated.
Gunny Pall(Jeff).SUBJECT>WANTED brake parts source and other stuff POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Wednesday,21 March 2001,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1716 1726 1763 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Looking for a supplier of brake parts...shoes and cylinders all around.Does anything
cross over?all the local stores are clueless!!Also I need a canvas top,any of the places
better than another??Anyone have a really nice one for sale??(only need the canvas)
Door and window seals??Anyone know??Grill??What do I need to do to change the
tires,in other words,can radials go on the rims,or do I need to run only bias ply?As you
may be able to tell I just purchased this '68 today and can't wait to add it to my huge fleet
of never ending projects.It has a GM TBI 4.3 and a turbo 350 trans,pwr streering and
brakes and the rest is stock.Can't wait to cruise and wheel this summer!!Get the brakes
going and she's ready to crawl!Thanks in advance for your help and comments.
SUBJECT>Re:WANTED brake parts source and other stuff POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have chrome radiator grill for sale in excellent condition.Repond if interested.Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:M37 (Boo!)POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>typpalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 is stronger and beter for engine and drivetraine swap but M37 is more cool car
to drive i have an 1968 M715 ww and i am puting in 7,3 power stroke and
automatiktransmission and transfercase from a 2000 model F350 from canada its maby
beter to use 6,5 GM turbo its lihgter and smaller but i am living in Iceland so i nead all
the power i can get to drive in the snow on the glaciers good luck to you from Iceland
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Joel EMAIL>joelboutin@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1707
NEXT>1719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I've read the comments about locking hubs for the M-715 from Milemarker/Selectro,but
the parts stores are still clueless.Do you have a part number or a model number or at least
some kind of description of them?Thanks-please e-mail joelboutin@hotmail.com.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1718 NEXT>1720 LINKNAME>Link
to MileMarker Hub application page
LINKURL>http://www.milemarker.com/catalog/hub-application.html#amc-jeep
My records show the MileMarker Selectro Classic Model #11035-01 is the hub you are
looking for that fits the M715 family.
You can go directly to their website at.http://www.milemarker.com
and check under their Applications section under Hubs or go to the following link which
should take you directly to that particular page.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>bern1 m715 EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1719
NEXT>1723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i purchased my selectro hubs from Boyce equipment in Ogden Utah.phone no.1-800-
748-4269.$150.00 included shipping.have had no problems with there quality.
bern1m715 (weather-snow like h-ll in higher elevations,rain elsewhere)
SUBJECT>Re:587 gear changeout what would be best??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1714 NEXT>1729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reider racing...see any four wheel magazine....has 4.56 gears for the M715 axles and all
the stuff to install them.They know what M715's are and have good prices.As far as I
know this is about the only ratio available other than stock,but it sure would help top
speed alot.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,22 March 2001,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1702 NEXT>1728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wyatt,for referance,I have a good complete unrestored M715 for sale in eastern Idaho.
Has a chev 350 with power steering,and an updated brake booster.I am asking $3250.00.
Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Friday,23 March 2001,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1720
NEXT>1736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autozone has the same lock outs for 60.00 per.if your on a "koolaid budget"like me.
SUBJECT>Civ Rims POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23 March 2001,at 12:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a J-10 in my local junk yard.Can the 6 lug rims on them fit on an M715?I'm
guessing that the center hole would have to be cut out bigger,but I didn't have a tape to
see if the bolt pattern was the same.
SUBJECT>BRAKES POSTER>paul EMAIL>btlebug68@aol.com DATE>Friday,23
March 2001,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1730
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a question the pins that go threw the brake shoes with the spring an wacher on the.inside what maches up to
those does anyone know where i could get these or what i could
cross over to an use from something else or could anyone tell me the size an length cause
i need this to finish my project thank you
SUBJECT>Re:WANTED brake parts source and other stuff POSTER>cb EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,23 March 2001,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1715
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could not find a direct bolt-on replacement wheel cylinder.Nothing would fit without
having to modify the backing plate.Had all four of mine rebuilt at White Post
Restorations (www.whitepost.com).They were cleaned,rebuilt,and re-sleeved with brass
-came back looking like brand new!The brake shoes were re-lined at a local shop.Good
luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Civ Rims POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 March 2001,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1724
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never seen a civilian Jeep of any model or year with a matching bolt pattern to the
M715.
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net
DATE>Friday,23 March 2001,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1722
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Point taken I was wanting one way to cheap I will take everybodies advice I will save
more money and keep looking.
SUBJECT>Re:587 gear changeout what would be best??POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com DATE>Saturday,24 March 2001,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1721 NEXT>1754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would stay with the 456 gears also.your tires are tall and i feel if you went with 411 ratio
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which is a nice cruseing gear for the road you would be bummed out with the stump
pulling power gone,but again if you want to do more crusing 411 is the way to go.i put
411 in my m37 and can rock down the at 70 mph!!!!but my brutal bottom end is gone.its
up to you
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,24 March 2001,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1725
NEXT>1738 LINKNAME>Brake repair section of M715 manual
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_24.html
Sorry I dont know of a civilian equivalent for those pins....
As far as what they are for....there is a hole in the backing plate that they go through and
there is a clip that goes on the shoe,after the pin is through the backing plate and the
shoe,to hold them in place.these help keep things from falling to pieces when you hit the.brake pedal.Below is a
link to the online manuals brake maintenance section.
All the usual M715 parts sources should have them...Memphis Equipment,Surplus City,
etc.
I dont have one out at the moment so I cant measure it for you,but I would just order
them from the surplus guys...the pins are cheap.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Wiring Harness POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,24 March 2001,
at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
I'm looking for a wiring harness (perferably new)for my beast (715).Does anybody know
where I can find one at a reasonable price?
I'm also in the process of doing a 12v conversion.What things should I consider?
Thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>m715 for sale $32.000 stock ready to go POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 March 2001,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
truck in great condition very little rust also have 400 small block to go with it mercer pa.
SUBJECT>m715 for sale3,2oo.oo ready to go POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 March 2001,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1732 NEXT>1740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am sorry itook up space on fist submition had to change price
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,25 March 2001,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1702 NEXT>1768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wyatt.......Keep the faith,I had just decided to look for an M-715 a couple of
months ago.Started watching all the papers in this area (South West of Colorado Springs)
and last week a 1967 with 19000 original miles,was in the Thrifty Nickel paper.I bought
it for $1250.00 with new tires,body in great shape,and runs like a top!It was only about
4 hours away,so it was easy to get home.By the way where in South Kansas are you,I
lived in the Wichita area for several years before I moved to Colorado....Mike
(Cadpowered)
SUBJECT>Axle Swap POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at
6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1737 1749 1753 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gentleman,.I would like to do an entire axle/differential change-out in the near future on my 715.I'm
in the hunt for a matching set of Dana 60's from an older Dodge ('73-'93)but am having
trouble finding them.My reason for Dodge axles is that I'm dropping a 440ci in it along
with a 445 4-speed and 205 transfer case.
Has anyone made a similar change-out?If so,is there anything that I should be concerned
with?
Thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs CORRECTION !!POSTER>Bill G
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 8:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELL I WENT TOO PICK UP THESE $60.00 PER.HUBS AND WAS QUOTED THE
WRONG PRICE !TRY CLOSE TO 200.00 BUCKS.SORRY FOR THE MIS-INFO.
BILL G.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>typpalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1735
NEXT>LINKNAME>www.f4x4.is LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
you dont nead to swap axle for that the original are good and i have see m715 whith 440
engine that came from a race car and had even two750 doble pumbers and plenty off
power to run 38"mudders and he had no spin in them axels and didnt broke them so i
think you are making a mistake
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>typpalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1730
NEXT>LINKNAME>www.f4x4.is LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
thanks for the owners manuals i stayd upp all last night reading it
SUBJECT>nead some parts for my m715w/w POSTER>Daggi
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EMAIL>typpalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1758 LINKNAME>www.f4x4.is
LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
im looking for hig beam indicator light cover,main light switch and the plug to go in the
back of it,foot starter switch,choke controle,ignition switch,headlight dimer switch,hood
latch,canvas top,roof bows and door windowframe,strap for windshield and all the straps
for securing the top bow and glass behinde the seats,battery box,all the tail lamps and
black out stop light.and i ned all the stuff that is to poast to be on the bed sides like jerri
cans shovel axe and stuff like that and the straps for it and some information on that stuff
becose i dont no what are going to be there may be somone have photos off the bed sides
whith the stuff on tanks Daggi Iceland
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale3,2oo.oo ready to go POSTER>Warre
EMAIL>www.wbf3@aol.com DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1733 NEXT>1742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is the truck still for sale,do you have pictures,where are
you located?
www.wbf3@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>ken EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTIxZBdjvm6k PREVIOUS>1708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a m715 1968 the front rear end is a dana 60 does eny body know if they make lock
out hubs for this if you know please e mail me thank you kent
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale3,2oo.oo ready to go POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Monday,26 March 2001,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTIxZBdjvm6k PREVIOUS>1740 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
warren in responce to your question call me 724-747-7445 ken
SUBJECT>M-715 Starter POSTER>Wayne Zander
EMAIL>Quick_turn_components@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at
12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1744 1745 1751 1769 1773
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im converting from 24 volt to 12 and I'm looking for some info.The JEEP belongs to the
Applegate MI.Fire Dept And We have always had a problem with the batterys not
keeping a charge.The local starter shop told me it would be no problem to convert it so I
Mounted a 100 amp one wire gm alternator and rewired the truck.Thanks to this site I
found a coil,and gages that worked great.But now that I have that all done the starter guy
called me and said he could not do it.Now to say the least Im up a creek with out a
paddle.Any help would be very welcome.I have the old alt,gages,and the three switch
cluster that is no use to me if someone can use them they can have them.
Thanks in advance Wayne Zander
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>1743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Where are you located?
I'll take those items if the shipping
costs aren't too much.
Call me to arrange it or e-mail me your
address and or phone.
e-mail dvdngl@pldi.net
phone 580-661-2514
Thanks
David
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1743 NEXT>1750 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,
You are in luck!
In the early 60's,something like 61-63,Jeep put an almost identical 230 engine in their
civilian trucks and they were all 12 Volts.If you can find a starter from one of those
trucks at a wrecking yard or something,it will bolt right on perfectly.I know they will
work,because myself as well as a few people I have known have done this.And while
you are swapping parts,the distributors and 2-barrel manifolds and carbs are also
interchangeable.
Good luck
Rollie
SUBJECT>top bow measurement POSTER>Dean Copeland
EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am making the wood pieces for the cargo canvas and was hoping someone out there
could give me the measurment from the upright metal piece to the curved corner piece.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:top bow measurement POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1746
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The metal to metal measurement is one and one half inches.That is from the top of the
upright to the bottom of the bow corner.===Barry
SUBJECT>Top and Doors Questions WANTED TIRES POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have an opinion on who makes a better top for these beasts??Do doors from
say a '79 four door wagoneer fit?I know the windows are different,but can the door
bottom be swapped??I have not looked at whether the wagoneer door "top half"ca
unbolt like the 715's...anyone done this??WANTED TIRES!!??have any radials that
will fit on original rims?Will pay reasonable price and shipping.(have not checked into
the shipping cost,maybe not worth it??)Don't want bias ply.Thanks in advance for any
help.Doug.
SUBJECT>Why?nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 March 2001,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1735
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>ED DRAKE.EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1745 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before I swapped out my engine I checked on the parts you mentioned.Carquest had a
valid starter number for a 230 jeep gladiator and autozone had a valid number for the 12
volt dist.and it was about 40.00 1 year ago,each part was available the next day.I am
located in western n.c.Ed
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,
28 March 2001,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1743 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took my 24v starter off my truck,and the alternator.delivered both to a competant local
shop,and they rebuilt/re-wired the starter and alternator to 12v so that i didn't have to
change any of the wiring harness terminations.
it was absolutely no problem for them and the did it in about a week.cost was approx.
$100 each,but that's not bad for a totally rebuilt unit.
if you have no luck,post another message or email me and i'll give you the name and
number to the shop.i'm sure they wouldn't turn away a paying customer...
SUBJECT>Pintle Hook &69 J3000 POSTER>hippie EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just noticed nice Pintle Hook for sale on E-bay under item #574335884 and nice looking
1969 J3000 in Cal for sale under e-bay item #573948007.
I know nothing about these items but it may help someone out.
Hippie
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,28 March
2001,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1735 NEXT>1759 1764
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anything I would say that the only kind of axle swap you should do would be:
Front:
Dana 60 High Pinion with 35 spline inner and outer shafts with an 8 lug pattern and disc
brakes.Also the ford or left hand out put axles are known as reverse rotation and are
known to be better than right hand outputs.This is due to the way the gears mesh
together.
Rear:
1.Dana 70 with 35 spline axles and possibly discs.
2.GM Corporate 14 Bolt with disc brakes and 30 spline axles
3.Ford 10.25 Disc brakes and 35 spline axles.However less gearing options are available
for this axle.But it is considered slightly stronger than the 14 bolt due to the 35 spline
axles..If you are going to still swap out the axles these are my suggestions and I hope this is
helpful to anyone else pondering axles
JD
PS Sorry Im long winded.
SUBJECT>Re:587 gear changeout what would be best??POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1729 NEXT>1783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depending on what tire size you want is really all that matters.I myself would suggest
4.88's of they are available.With these gears you can run up to a 44"and still have good
highway speed at good RPM.There is a formula to figure out the RPM of your engine
depending on the tire size and high way speed,but I cant quote it.
Good luck to you,be sure to say how it works out for you.
JD
SUBJECT>M715/725 gearing POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1757 1761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone knew if a M725 had different gears in the axles as opposed to
a M715?Thanks in advance for the information.
SUBJECT>Tail gate markings??????POSTER>Eric EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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got my tail gate down to the orginal od green and found these markings.on the left side
above the red refelector are 2 lines of numbers.they are as follows,first line 27 and under
that 1081.on the right side in the same spot is HQ2 or it could be H2Q.any
suggestions???Eric
SUBJECT>Re:M715/725 gearing POSTER>Eric EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dont think so as the axels are the same as far as i know
SUBJECT>Re:nead some parts for my m715w/w POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>emhhkhhorn@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 March 2001,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1739 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vermont comercial salvage had some 715 in their yard last fall.their on the web
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1753
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey you forgot 2.5 rockwells,.6.72 gears,42"tires 20"rims:)
Just remember that that fords didn't come with 35 spline outers,that's a custom job,and
in a large truck the HP front dana 60 dosen't
gain you that much,plus they are on the wrong side unless custom work or swap the
Tcase...
For a front D60 I vote for the Chevy Military 60,stock:
35 spline inner/outer,4.56 gears,lockouts,discs,&some had LSD
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1731
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know there's some companies,like MARS,that make the 715 harness new,but I believe
they are like $500-600 for the harness...ouch
I'm re-doing my truck,it was completely stock and am debating on pulling out the orginal
harness (great shape)and building my own.
What would it be worth to someone?
Either I sell it or end up chopping it up and re-using the water proof connectors.
Luke
'68 M715...Under Construction
SUBJECT>Re:M715/725 gearing POSTER>Rob EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1755
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 68 M725,the gears are the same.As far as I know the drivetrains are the same.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>Gary EMAIL>glapage@Kscable.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aav02lj1vuLXw PREVIOUS>1702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm also looking for a M715 but have yet to find one that fits my needs,WANTED one
non-running M715 I live in Topeka,Ks
SUBJECT>Re:WANTED brake parts source and other stuff POSTER>Gary
EMAIL>glapage@Kscable.com DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aav02lj1vuLXw PREVIOUS>1715 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check Boyce they have a large selection of stuff for M types
www.boyceequipment.com
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,
at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1753 NEXT>1765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.JD and Luke,
Thanks for the help.Do you have any good leads on where a guy can find these?
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1764
NEXT>1766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent-
The millitary chevy Dana60 fronts are $1000+unless you find a deal,
Boyce equip has them for somewhere around $1500
The millitary GM14 bolt full floating,w/detroit locker and 4.56 can
be found new surplus for $500-800
2.5 ton rockwell axles are generally quite cheap,$1000 for a pair,
or 250-400/rear 350-55/fronts
-Biggest problem is 6.72 gears and the 20"rims
There's some quick info...I have lots more,have been thinking about swaping axles for a
long time...need to actually go and do something:)
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,
at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1765 NEXT>1770 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Luke.The guys at Boyce are very informative.I'm keeping my options open.
SUBJECT>Top help/info POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>1771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the M-715 home that you all advised me to buy (19300 original miles,$1250.00).
Looks like a new truck!Still can read the numbers and markings that were pained over,
and yes the frame is black.Prior owner has made an ugly metal top that I need to get rid
of.It doesn ’t look like he altered anything unless it would have been from the back top of
the windows (where he welded to the frame/top that he made).Need to know where to get
a hard or soft top.If soft,where do I get the frame or where can I see what it is suppose to
look like so that I can have the frame made?Is there anyone from the southern Colorado
area?
SUBJECT>Re:cheap m715 wanted POSTER>SCOTT
EMAIL>ANTSCTREA@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 6.2 diesel with blown head gasket $1350
shady valley Tn 423-739-9101 I dont know thier name
seen add in paper.good luck.scott
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>MudAnchor EMAIL>zxasw1@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,29 March 2001,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiiTK7iAj/2w PREVIOUS>1743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a fair bit of experience in tracking down a starter for this truck.Yes,auto parts
stores can find valid part numbers for this 12v (civilian)starter,but nobody will be able
to produce the actual starter unit,unfortunately.I couldn't find anyone who could turn my
24v unit into a 12v.I had to call up all the used jeep parts places listed in the 4x4 mags.
Cheapest unit was about $120.Most expensive was about $240.I ended up bartering with
Rollie a bit.I think I ended up paying 1 split rim--Thanks again,Rollie.
Anyhow,I eventually had to get Rollie's starter rebuilt.While the starter was in the shop
for a week,I slipped in a spare 24v military starter that I had lying around.It did a fine
job of spinning over the engine (slow,but fast enough to start it).So long as your truck
fires up fairly easily,the 24v will still work.Of course if MY truck doesn't start,the forest
won't burn down--Yours,on the other hand,....
By the way--What the heck did you fire departments do with all the tailgates??Must be
several thousand ex-fire service M715s driving around without tailgates.I'd love to find
one out behind my local fire station!
--Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Swap POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1766
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The people at Boyce and great for information,but their prices are a bit higher tha
others.
Another places is Adelman's,and generaly have good prices
http://www.adelmans.com/
-They are a big truck/millitary surplus yard
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Top help/info POSTER>Gary Zollinger EMAIL>rottiracks@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1767
NEXT>1780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some original bows that you can have.I just took them off of my 715 last weekend.
I live north of boulder,and go to school in Gunnison,so whichever is closer for you to
meet.Call me at 970-943-2647 Gunnison or 303-823-0941 in Boulder(weekends usually)
thanks Gary
SUBJECT>230 Tornado Engine POSTER>tom EMAIL>thomas_m12309@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I take issue with what is posted in the "What to look For "section of this site.Yes,parts.for the Toronado engine
are generally a liitle more expensive than for outer engines but
they are readily available if you do a little searching.Also this engine is very easy to work
on,I would recommend it as a first project for someone just getting into engine
rebuilding.These are just my thoughts.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Starter POSTER>tom EMAIL>thomas_m12309@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1743
NEXT>1782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be able to come up with a starter for you,my local junkyard has one on these
engines in a wagoneer from about 1963,might take me a couple weeks to get to it,would
be willing to trade the 24 volt parts you have if you want.I also have the civilian fuel
pump,distributor and alternator if interested in any of those also,have those at home so
no waiting.
SUBJECT>rims POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
1775 1777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi im also looking to change to non split rims any ideas would be greatly appreciated also
anybody going to tellico through davis creek stop in and say howdy
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1774
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stockton Wheels makes a one piece wheel that can be balanced.They call it their power
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wagon wheel.Nice,but pricey at $165.00 each
SUBJECT>Window/door seals POSTER>Tim EMAIL>Tanorexia@aol.com
DATE>Friday,30 March 2001,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
1796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone found a source for the window and/or door rubber seals ?Mine are shot.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1774
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to j.c.TNT wheels Ltd.is located in ColumbusJunction Iowa.phone no.is 1-800-626-
9353.i called for sizing and price.sounded fair,there is a member here that runs there
product and produced some pics.they looked tough and well built.bern1m715!(weather
in n.e.-after mud inducing snow,we have sunny sky,35 deg.)
SUBJECT>sputtering 230 POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELP-ive got a sheilded 230 with 500 miles after rebuild.it started and ran strong for the.500 miles.i installed
every electrical item (new)from plugs to distributor.for a short
period upon start up,for about 15 to 30 seconds,the motor would act as if it was misfiring,
then it would come out of it and run well.now my dilema is it will only fire on about 1.5
cylinders on startup but not continue to run .ive got new fuel filter,fresh gas,plenty of
spark,ive even moved the distributor,(not removed)set my points etc.etc.all systems are
GO but it wont.trying to help my economical difficiancies and run this old motor some
more,it does me fine,OH WELL could someone please help.bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:Tail gate markings??????POSTER>jim
EMAIL>damyankee59@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If my memory seves me correctly,it does not always,
HQ stands for Headquarters.
SUBJECT>Re:Top help/info POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1771
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary......If you are going to be in Bolder next weekend
(04-07/08-01)I could come up there.......Mike
SUBJECT>STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1788 1797 1799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 68 with power brake conversion.This was done by the previous owner useing a
chevy S-10 booster??!!Needless to say I felt it was a bit strange.When I got it home and
bleed the brakes to get them working turns out they really don't.I have all new wheel cyl,
shoes and are having the drums turned so that all may help.(not done yet)The parts i
there now seem to have been working??The booster is getting plenty of VAC but does
not seem to do anything in terms of helping power assist.When the motor is off and you
mash the brakes,then start it while holding firm there is no pedal movement at all??Is it
just that this booster is too small?It has a GM TBI 4.3,ps,and T350 trans and it has a
hard time even stoping it from creeping ahead at a stop in gear!!You can stand all you
want on the brakes.Anyone any ideas??Should I rip it out and put in a hydraulic assist
out of a one ton chevy (I have one)??Thanks,as I,as well as the mechanic who I turn to
in times of confusion is a little stumped by this.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 civilian fuel pump POSTER>Randy Easterling
EMAIL>TexanDad@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafmxwwVZ482M PREVIOUS>1773 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in the civilian fuel pump if you still have it please E-mail me
asap...I drive my truck daily and need a fuel pump.
Thanks.SUBJECT>Re:587 gear changeout what would be best??POSTER>Gunny Pall
EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tire size I want to run is the original 9.00X16 NDMTs'
SUBJECT>Open Nuckle???POSTER>Caleb EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,31 March
2001,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1785 1786
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to switch from the closed-nuckle front end to an open-nuckle???
SUBJECT>Re:Open Nuckle???POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1784
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No ============Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Open Nuckle???POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1784
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I mean No ,Unless you change the whole front axle assembly.===Barry.
SUBJECT>Ideal M715 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Saturday,
31 March 2001,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1792 1794
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1795 1802 1822 1850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to buy the ideal M715.It MUST be in "original condition".It must run on the
highway at 65 MPH all day on the freeway.It has to have a lot of power to tow a trailer
and plow snow.It MUST stop on a dime and give change !!!!Parts must be easy to get at
NAPA and cheap.It should be able to flex like a CJ with coil springs.It cannot have any
rust and absolutly no split rims.It should have a chrome grille and air conditioning,
power windows and door locks I can live without.It must have an automatic transmission
and dual circuit power brakes!!Oh Yeah !!I don't have much money so it has to be cheap
TOO.I don't think that is asking for too much from a 33 year old army truck that was
designed to go to war carrying a ton of equipment over rough terrain.If this whole thing
sounds stupid,thats because it is.Do these things sound familiar ???============
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>roger
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,31 March 2001,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1781 NEXT>1790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
before you do anything too drastic i would go through and do the all the things you
mentioned.sounds like the problem may be either:the breaks need to be adjusted out,or
your lines need to be bled really well (this may include bench bleeding the master
cylinder).another thing to check:have some one push on the breaks while you watch the
rubber hoses.sometimes when they get old they will expand enough to release the.pressure...so it won't go to your
wheel cylinders.i'd try these few thing first.that power
brake unit will be better than the manual in terms of braking ease.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:sputtering 230 POSTER>Marco A.Gonzaba EMAIL>omarco1@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 1:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1778
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check for sucking air under and around carb.The first time it was a heat sheild shaped like
the carb.gasket that goes under the gasket to carb.(i-Think HUmm)And the second time
it was the same sputtering as if maybe the sheild or gasket was sucking air under
carb.NOPE it was a hair line crack on my NEW carburator body running up down,I found
it by fluk---I pulled a lot of hair over that one Amigo,my point being it may or not be the
problem but don't leave out the unprobable!!!!Mr.G
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>typpalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1788 NEXT>1791 LINKNAME>real 4x4 stuff
LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
the rubber seal in the master cylender are may be blown out and roger sayd chekc the
brake lines and one good boost for every brakes system is having steelbraided brake lines
good luck
SUBJECT>Braided lines source??Which seal??POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which seal do you mean in the master cyl??Do you mean the diaphram for vac assist,or
the actual piston seal??Good idea about the rubber lines,I looked at those and wondered
if I should replace as the rest of the lines are brand new.(all the hard lines)Anyone know
of a source for the braided lines??Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you want high compression floor mats on your invoice?bern1m715!
SUBJECT>m725 For sale POSTER>Frank EMAIL>ffredsall@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.bf4iJEP3Tg PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My club is selling a 1968 m725.The truck is complete and unmodified except for a plow
frame.It is a bit rusty but little rot.The truck is located in Winsted CT.We are asking
$1500 or B.O..I can email pictures to anyone interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have three trucks for you but they have power windows and locks and fuzzy dice in the
windsheild have been all restored and rebuilt no rust and have all part numbers for the
trucks,all lights are there including black out lights,new tires new brakes and new paint
and new canvis front to rear and if you act now all three for $500.00 and of course the
price is nogotiable oh and free delivery in U.S.only my number is 1 800 732 4532.ps all
have whinchs and pintles call me soon hope to hear from you soon.wally
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TODAYS APRIL FOOLS DAY SPECIAL!!!AUTOMATIC TIRE DEFLATORS AND
INFLATORS FOR ALL M715s TO GO WITH ALL THOSE OTHER
AUTOMATIC,PUSH BUTTON,ELECTRIC,VACUUM ACTUATED,IDIOT LIT
INDICATED,I AINT YET GOT THERE INFATUATED CRAP.WELCOME TO THE
WONDERFUL WORLD OF OLD IRON.ENJOY APRIL FOOLS DAY FELLOW
MUDDERS AND TRUCKERS.BERN1M715
SUBJECT>Re:Window/door seals POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
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DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa76EIWh0erWY PREVIOUS>1776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking also.If I find any I'll let you know,please do the same for me if you find
any.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>Snake River
4x4 EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When we were upgrading the M37 Dodges,it was discussed at lenght on the M37 forum,
and we decided on two basic mastercylinders.The bore size was either 1-5/16"to a 1-3/8"
bore.Anything smaller was not going to do the job.The cylinders are running equal sized
front and rears.And we are not boosting them.Just moving up to a dual cylinder from a
single.However in a M715 you do have plenty on space on the firewall for a boosted
cylinder,whereas in a M37,you don't.Tom
SUBJECT>Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>1814 1817 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was looking at the underside of my 715 and decided to do the swap from the passenger
side of transfer case to the emergency brake side.I was wondering if anyone has any
detailed directions or could draft some to assist me with this project.I've disconnected the
rear drive shaft from the transer case,but for fear of doing something wrong,stopped
there.It wasn't readily apparent how the e-brake unit disconnects.When I disconnect the
e-brake housing,will the drive shaft mount right there?Any information that can be
provided will be greatly appreciated.I really want this modification!!!!!!!!Thanks i
advance..Aden
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1781 NEXT>1803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug that sounds a whole lot like the one that left my yard a few weeks ago..If you are in
MDI I gues it probably is..If not heres what I know anyway.The bwheel cylinders
probably need to be replaced ..All gummed up and leaking most likely.If it is the one I
mentioned the rear shoes need replacing but the wheel cylinders have been rebuilt..The
front has not been touched...
SUBJECT>AM-715 POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Sunday,
1 April 2001,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1805 1806 1808
1809 1813 1819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY INFO ON THESE TRUCKS
SUBJECT>towing a 715 POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,1 April 2001,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
1804 1851 1853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
firstly tom thanks for the rim info having looked at the several eons postings i see thats
the first thing everyone asks.ive just bought a 715 and thought it would fit on a buddys
trailer,no dice.can i tow her on one of those uhaul under the front axle rigs,is it just too
big?would i need to disconnect the rear axle or just put er in neutral.any thought would
help greatly cause this thing needs to come live at my house
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 April 2001,at
3:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it seems to familiar.I try not to say much anymore but I read the posts every morning
and before bed just in case I might find something besides "for sale",or how many lug
nuts are on my truck.Don't see to much from the old timers any more.I wish I could come
up with the $and time to make it to FE to meet some of the club members.I'd like to
meet Drew,Jon,and I got a funny feeling cutworm is the live wire of the party.His posts
always crack me up.Well thats just a few but you have a good day Barry.Hope to see
more of you too.Wout (bulldawg715)
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>Doug
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Monday,2 April 2001,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1799 NEXT>1811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep it is the one!!Thanks for the info.The front shoes were obviously replaced some
time not long ago?!I have not got the rear apart yet.You have one of these with power
brakes as well right?How do yours work??Thanks for the help,Doug.PS Got it home
fine,thanks to AAA.
SUBJECT>Re:towing a 715 POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 April 2001,at
8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.John,
I towed my M-715 from the coast of North Carolina to southern California last
November.The standard tow dollies out there for rent were not wide enough for my
truck.An over the tire flatbed and/or beefed up tow-bar were my only options.For $200 I
had a welder build a tow bar for me that could tow a Cat D9.I disconnected both drive
shafts and changed out the oil in both differentials before I left.I bought a light kit from
U-Haul and attached each light to either rear fender.Because the steering is inherently
stiff in the Kaisers,bunji(sp?)cording the steering wheel was not necessary.Three days
and 2900 miles later,I was at my destination in California.The mountains in wester
North Carolina and those near Flagstaff,AZ gave my old Dodge its only challenges.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 April 2001,at 4:35
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,none...never even hear of them
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,
2 April 2001,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>1807
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i heard these are newer (70's)m715's built by AMC and sold to foriegn governments.they
are supposed to have AMC 258 six cylinder engines.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,2 April 2001,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1806
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to add to what krob said.I also believe that they used the same front end sheet metal
as a civilian trucks.========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Monday,2
April 2001,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they still make AM715's in Korea under
licence from AM General,or did until rercently.
AM General produced them for foreign armies in
mid seventies.Civilian front clip,longer wheelbase,
258 six-banger,3.73:1 axle gear ratio,12-volt.
Korean produced version had a 4 litre diesel and
5-speed gearbox.
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Monday,2
April 2001,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,besides the 3.73:1 axle ratio,these trucks.had modern one piece,8 lug wheels!
Why does'nt some enterprising indivdual try to import
a container load of these from Korea?I would be
interested in a set of these axle assemblies.
SUBJECT>Engine Swaps POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com DATE>Monday,
2 April 2001,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHAjNmxEbtMk
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1812 1815 1816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Everyone!
I tried posting this message on the members only board,but I don't know if it took!
Anyway:
I just recently bought an M715,and it has engine problems.I've talked to a few people,
and many are saying that I should consider a swap rather than try to bring the Tornado
230 back to life.But the things I've heard and read leave me confused!(Which isn't too
hard to do since I'm new to this whole M715 Thing)I've heard 350 Chevy,360/401,
Powerstroke,Cummins diesel.The M715 that got me interested in them,Bill Gallihugh's
modified one that was featured in a piece in Jp Magazine,has a 6cyl Ford 300.So ...any
suggestions?What are the benefits of each?Ease of swapping?COST?What I'm looking
for is a great all-around vehicle that will be spending about 80-90%of its time on the
road (highway driving)with the remainder being moderate off-roading for camping etc.
No extreme rockcrawling or tree puhing is foreseen!Please help me!Thanks!!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 2:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg PREVIOUS>1803 NEXT>1820
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,Mine works great..I am quite sure the booster on there will power your brakes.The
big thing is the wheeel cylinders need to be in working order.The brakes on your rig were
working when it was parked.Also check to make sure that all lines are tight and not
leaking.I seem to remember fabricating the line next to the rear rubber brake hose (lack of
adapter at auto parts store).You may want to check that one for leaks and replace with the
proper adapter.The other biggy is when everything is bled and tight make sure your shoes
are adjusted out enough.Mine had little or no brakes until I adjusted the shoes out.Unless
you have the drums turned you will have to adjust them more than once as the dirt and
rust wears off..Let me know how you make out.Harold
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1810 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In my humble opinion,
The easiest and cheapest engine swap would be a Chevy 350 using an adapter to bolt up
to the stock transmission.350s are easy to find cheap and this swap requires the least
amount of custom fabrication.Most of the parts will bolt right in..Good luck
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at
8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>1823 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I spent a month in South Korea in 1997 conducting an exercise with the ROK Marines.
Their equivalent to our Hummer is the AM-715.It's quite the truck and a little more up-
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to-date than our M715/725's.The lines aren't quite as rugged but they are just as versitile.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1798
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran across an ad for Tom Wood's Custom Drive Shafts.4xshaft.com
It appears,amongst other drive shaft mods,that they offer custom flanged adaptors.
All they need to know is pilot diameter,whether it's male or female and what the bolt
circle is.
This sounds like a possible way to get bolted up to the hand brake drum whilst upgrading
the drive shaft -all in one shot.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1810
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a chevy 350 via Novak adaptor in my 715 nd it was pretty easy for the enigne shop.I
added some accessories to my engine,like headers,and some chrome add-ons.It now
runs great with plenty of power.The Novak adaptor and engine mounts work great and fit
very nice.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,
at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1810 NEXT>1821 1827 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
I'm currently in the process of dropping a 440 in my M715 accompanied by a 445 4-speed
and 205 transfer case in place of my current 292 Chevy.Its requiring a little frame
modification but I think it will be worth it in the end.I seriously considered a big block
Chevy but I'm too much of a Mopar fan.
Good luck.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1798
NEXT>1831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Another method posted by Darryl not long ago:
...This mod moves the rear driveshaft from its stock position,to the parking brake
drumshaft,while retaining the parking brake...
...First off,the whole mod is a bolt on affair.you remove the flange that holds the parking
brake drum on.Install the new flange.Change the slipyoke on the driveshaft.(with the
new u.joint installed)Bolt everything together.The only problem that I ran into,was that
the bolts for the parking brake drum &the u.joint retaining bolts are very close.If I were
to do this again,I'd inquire about special bolts from Vintage Power Wagons.They won't
volunteer any info,so you need to know what you need.
The parking brake drum yoke:Detroit #53640 (fits a Dodge WC-62 6x6 weapons carrier)
The U.joint:Detroit#53625/725/825(this fits the above)
The slipyoke:Detroit#53610
Also you'll need the U.joint retaining straps for the brake drum yoke.(they're special)The
slipyoke that Vintage sent me was too long.(they didn't seem willing to cross reference
the Detroit numbers.)I ended up getting one from the local truck driveline shop.They
used the Detroit number.
I got these numbers &info from a long time M715 owner that I met at Tobyhanna a
couple of years ago.I tried my '715 in the mud lastnight (first time)&it worked fine.
After getting all of the parts rounded up,the total swap time was about an hour.
I hope this info helps.
Darryl
SUBJECT>M715 POSTER>Jim Charles EMAIL>jlcharles@home.com DATE>Tuesday,
3 April 2001,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking to buy a M715.I don't care if it has rust.I just want it to be in good
running,pulling condition.(good tranny,axles,transfer case and hopefully good brakes)I
don't have a lot of money to spend.
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>John EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.DATE>Tuesday,3
April 2001,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1800 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What sticks in my head is that they dana 44 front/60 rear.
John
SUBJECT>Re:STUMPED BY BRAKE BOOSTER,HELP!!??POSTER>Doug
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you find a source for new brake shoes??I need all of them now...the closest thing I
found are some of the same size however they have a slightly different shape on the very
top end.I need to check it in the morning,it may fit fine??All the important holes and
notches seem the same.Found them at advance auto parts,they were the only people
anywhere with ANYTHING in a 13 X 2.5 inch.Anyone else ever have to go through
this??!!There have to other people who had trouble getting these.Brake service(big
brake outfit in Bangor )wants almost 200 bucks to Re-line!!They have my drums as they.are the only ones around who
can handle such a deep and odd pattern drum.However a
word of caution to others they as well as others I am sure need the hub to be able to turn,
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Thanks for all your help,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1816
NEXT>1824 1825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell me more about the 440 engine swap!!!!!!!!!!I am a diehard Mopar fan,and all I hear
is 350 Chev transplants.I have a 440 just waiting to be put in a vehicle,and would like to
hear about what else has to be done.I am not familer with the trans,and transfer you
mentioned.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>cjckpall@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget to replace the piston return springs and the muffler bearings.
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>cjckpall@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 April 2001,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1813
NEXT>1826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those ROK grunts are some tough S.O.B.s aren't they??They still using the Daewoo K2
Rifle??
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 April
2001,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1821 NEXT>1828 1847
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Good to hear of another Mopar fan in town.The 445 4-speed is nothing but beef with a
granny-low 1st gear.I don't know the gear ratios off hand but Dodge didn't mess around
when they put these in their trucks.The NP205 transfer case is nothing short of bullet
proof.It is all gear driven unlike the more common chain driven NP203,etc.and
divorced from the tranny.Both pieces including the intermediate drive shaft,shift levers,
and shift linkages came out of a 1976 1-ton pickup.My engine is out of a 1977 truck with
a 727 automatic.Keep in mind(if you don't already know)that the crank from an
automatic set-up will not accept the input from a manual tranny without additional
boring.The easiest route is to stick with an automatic but I'm more of a believer in
manual trannies.
I'll keep you posted.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 April
2001,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1821 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Dave,
One other thing.The reason I went with my current tranny and transfer case set-up is
because I couldn't find an adapter to mate my 440 with the original M715 tranny.That's
not saying that something couldn't be made but Advance Adapter and the multitude of
others I called are not really in the business of mating Big Block RB motors.I guess the
demand just isn't there unlike for the Chevys and Fords.So,if you are seriously
considering dropping that 440 in your 715,you may want to rape an old Dodge of it's
driveline(make sure you get the bellhousing)if you can find one.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:AM-715 POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 April 2001,at
7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1823 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got that right Gunny.Those boys don't mess around.They are like mountain goats
humping through those hills--it was tough to keep up.I think they are using M16's now.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Gary EMAIL>rottiracks@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 April 2001,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1816
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I have had two m715's.The first I put a chevy 350 in with the Novak adapter.I was
pleased with the quality and relative ease of installation.I have put an AMC 360,t-18,
and Dana 20 out of a J-20 in my current truck,and I thought it went a litle easier.All I
had to do was put in the motor mounts from a J-20.Cut the old ones off,and two of the
bolts from the 20 mounts fit.I then welded it in.After that all I had to do was build a rear
cross member for the tranny mount.I you have any questions feel free to mail me at
Rottiracks@yahoo.com.Have fun,Gary.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 April 2001,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1824
NEXT>1829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brent just for your info....you can now get a large diameter bearing to fit in the recess for
the torque converter.i don't know the number but i saw it in a magazine a few months
ago.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 April 2001,
at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1828 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Krob.I didn't know that.
SUBJECT>m715 for sale 3,200 mercer ,pa POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 April 2001,at 7:25 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTIxZBdjvm6k PREVIOUS>NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very good shape m 715 in good original runnig condition my planes were to convert with
a 400 chevy small block so it go's with it also one year old radiater maid for the 427
chevy 67 already in i keep the originalif you are intrested call 724 747 7445 ken
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Thursday,5 April 2001,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1817 NEXT>1865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck does not have the e-brake.It appears to have been broken off.Memphis wanted
$200.00 if I remember right for everything I needed,So I don't have one.Do I have to
change all this stuff around to make the switch on mine?The 302 in mudclod blew during
a mountain climbing trip during an ice storm this past winter.I haven't had time to get it
going again.I have a 350 chevy with a 400 tranny I am going to start putting in next
week,And I would like to do this swap at the same time.Thank you in advance.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>towing M725 POSTER>Paris EMAIL>pezz720@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 April 2001,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1838 1842 1848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will soon be bringing my new 725 home and have about a 400 mile trip...would like to
know anyones experiences in transporting one of these...I would like to put it on a tandem
axle trailer and haul it home..my truck will easily handle it if it will fit ???Any input
would be greatly appreciated.
Paris
in NC
M725
65 CJ
SUBJECT>water pump POSTER>wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net DATE>Friday,6
April 2001,at 12:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1834 1836 1843
1845 1849 1858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got my truck was not a steal but looks good and was running good until waterpump went
out while driving it in pasture.it needs a new one does any one have any idea where to get
one of those at a good price.how wide are the stock rims.
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>Doug foster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 April
2001,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1833 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stock rims are about 8-9 inches wide.There are a few places to get a pump that I have
seen on the links page here on this site.I would try the local NAPA or etc.first.They will
not list the 715 in anything...but try around I think a 63-65 gladiator jeep pickup with the
230 overhead cam motor.You would be surprised what you can cross over and fit.If
possible take the old one with you and check it before you get home!!Many of my hours
with past projects could have been saved that way!Have fun!!Doug..SUBJECT>Radials on stock rims??Tubes??POSTER>Doug
Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about radials on the stock rims??I know there are special radial tubes out there,
anyone done this and where do you get the tubes??I have 5 new tires being shipped from
Nebraska and hope I can find a way to mount them.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 April
2001,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1833 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there is a nos water pump on e-bay.the item #is 1129349983.good luck.
SUBJECT>M715 radio installation kits POSTER>james
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@globalone.net DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two M715 radio installation kits for sale.I will be at the Aberdeen MD rally
May10-12 if you are interested.price is 75$each.
SUBJECT>Re:towing M725 POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paris,ive had the same problem,thought my pals trailer big enough but after looking at
the spec page on this site and measuring the trailer well time to look at tow dollies,also
not big enough.last resort,call a wrecker(a big wrecker).anyway,good luckgetting home
hope you enjoy it.john
SUBJECT>INSTRUMENT PANEL POSTER>ARLINDO VILAR
EMAIL>ARVILAR.@YAHOO.COM.BR DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAN ANYONE GIVE INFORMATION ON WHERE TO FIND THE ORIGINAL
INSTRUMENTS PANEL FOR THE JEEP KAISER 1966 M 715 THAT I AQUIRED
FROM BRAZILIAN ARMY SURPLUS?TKS.
SUBJECT>Source for tires CHEAP!!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1841 1889 LINKNAME>Nebraska Tire
LINKURL>http://www.nebraskatire.com
I found a source for tires made by Kelly-springfield/multimile/big-o/wildcountry etc.
There is a company in Nebraska that started as a farmers co-op I guess.They sell "take-
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off"tires in as new condition.They have an amazing selection of styles and sizes...
including a radial 315-75-16 (about 35-12.50-16)great for our trucks.Avail.in a bunch
of tread designs from mild to major mud terrains.The guy I spoke to was very helpful
(Bruce)and they ship anywhere.Price on ANY AND ALL SIZE TAKE OFF TIRE is.$61.50 each.YES $61.50 each,around 15.00
each to ship to me in Maine.He explained
the details of how they get the tires,that they are factory checked,still have warranty etc
at local dealers and the tread will still have the little nubs on much of it.This does not
appear to be a scam,cheap yes for that size tire,for a 235-75-15 the price is alright (no
steal)but compared to a $140-195 plus for 315's it's great!!I have not yet received the
tires,they are in route on a freight truck,due to arrive mon/tues.Also was told that if they
arrive and I am not satisfied they can be returned to sender no questions asked!Call them
up and talk to them yourselves,I ordered 5 of the Big-O bigfoot XT mud terrains,NICE
tires for the Maine weather of snow,ice and MUD.Look up big-o tires on the net they
have a good site.Sorry to be so long winded but I thought this may help a bunch of
peaple out who want nicer riding tires without spending a fortune.See link below for
Nebraska tire and look under "tire specials"and "takeoffs"Good luck,Doug.I will let
you all know how and if (I hope so)they arrive.
SUBJECT>this is info for anyone looking for great tires,not a want ad,thanks.
POSTER>Doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 7:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See above
SUBJECT>Re:towing M725 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1832
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paris,i towed my m725 about 50-60 miles and it was hard.first of all i rented a trailer
that was too small.it was long enough,18 feet,but not wide enough.the tires rubbed on
both fenders and i could not get it far enough forward for tongue weight.the hubs stick out
about 6-8 inches on each side and they hit the rails at the front sides of the trailer.then the
fun part..i pulled it with my 84 grand wagoneer.it was very overloaded and the trailer
would sway back and forth if i went over 40 mph.it was a long scary ride home!
if i had to do it again i would put the m725 on the trailer backward.it seems to be heavier
in the rear.this would give more tongue weight and better control.i would also pull it
with a bigger truck made for towing heavy loads,at least a 3/4 ton.they also make a wide
car carrier type of trailer that is flat without side rails.
good luck!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wyatt
the military water pump is different than the civvy one.i bought one from RAPCO in
texas.i got an NOS one for about $100.00.
krob725
SUBJECT>found all sorts of brake parts/cross over #'s and backyard mud mechanic
tricks POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Friday,6 April
2001,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1846 1866.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is my novel,or at least the start of it...
Anyone who reads this page frequently has seen that I have been having a hell of a time
getting my brakes up to spec!Through trial and error and a LOT of friggin around I have
replaced all the wheel cyls,shoes and a few lines without "breaking"the bank,just
cracked and stressed it!
Wheel cyl required very slight enlarging of bolt holes in the backing plates and where a
car quest Bravo #1052 and 1051 one right and one left.Also use a 3/16 fitting not 1/4
like the truck lines,needs a little adapter,no biggie.(this info I got from the FAQ here but
can say that it works great!)
To turn the drums the only shop I could find to do it was one that did BIG trucks and they
needed a hub to do it!!The hole in the drum is such an odd size that they couldn't line it
up without the hub.This meant that I had to drive back home (over an hour)remove a
hub and drive back.So take a hub with you unless they know just what your bringing to
them and say OK.The hub seal I was able to find easily as it had a national seal #on it,
had it the next day from NAPA.
The shoes I found at Advance Auto Parts and are for a Jeep gladiator pickup with a
factory heavy duty or dually or some strange kind of option with 13 X 2.5 drums.You
have to remove the little triangle blocks by the stud for the shoe springs as these use a
more standard round design.(which is right there just has the wierd block pressed on it)
Also the springs on the military shoes latch into a little "hook"in the curve of the shoe.
These are not there on the new ones.What I did is took a 1.5 inch stainless 1/4-20 pa
head machine screw and drilled/threaded it into the flat backbone area with locktite (not
the shoe curved part)in the same general area as where the hook was.In other words just
made sure it was positioned so that the spring had the right tension and was not hitting the
wheel cyl.I put a nut and lock washer on it before starting it in the shoe and then threaded
it all the way through till there was enough out the back side to put another lock nut.
Tighten it all down really tight with plenty of locktite and you now have a "hook"to latch
the spring to.These shoes at Advance Auto Parts were about $58.00 for ALL 4 wheels,
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compared to $200 that a local shop wanted to re-line the old ones :^0 Plus they are easy to
find if they need to be done again due to dirt getting in there etc.the part #was FR320
(all around)
Also discovered that my other problem was a blown out brake booster...you can never
win!!Upgrading from the chevy S-10 booster to a Full size Chevy one because I had it on
hand!Hope this helps out some poor old "M"jeeper.If you have questions I will be
happy to respond.Thanks for all your help!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,the civvy aand military water pumps are NOT interchangeable...I have both here
and I can see several differences.
As to the wheels,stock M715 rims are 6.5 inches wide.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:found all sorts of brake parts/cross over #'s and backyard mud mechanic
tricks POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 April 2001,at
9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1844 NEXT>1852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey thanks for all the leg work.i work at an Advance Auto and i've looked up that same
truck.i just haven't had my 715 apart to compare.did you have an application for those
wheel cylinders?i'm sure i can cross the #from car quest and get the advance #.thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swaps POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 April
2001,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1824 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The Transmission you listed as the 445.I think what you are meaning is the 435 which
was used by Ford chevy and Dodge back in the Np205 days.(Circa late 70's)This
Transmission is extremely durable.The first gear in the Dodge and Ford version is 6.68
while the chevy is 6.5 I believe.If you have heard of the Top Truck Challenge.The Govt
mule in TTC99 used it and in TTC00 The F100 used it.The F100 featured an Olds 455
with a Np435 and an NP 205.Extremely stout.Just thought I might clarify.Also watch
out for the difference between the ford and dodge versions as the are there.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:towing M725 POSTER>Rob F.EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Saturday,7 April 2001,at 1:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1832
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can get ahold of a goose-neck flatbed go that route,most are 102"wide and the
M725 is about 83"wide.Plus there are no sides,and gooseneck flatbeds tow SO much
nicer than bumper hitches by putting the tongue weight almost centered on the truck
rather than hanging all the tongue weight off the bumper.
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>Randy Easterling
EMAIL>texandad@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,7 April 2001,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafmxwwVZ482M PREVIOUS>1833 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had my local parts store rebuild mine it was cheap and works great..I am in Jackson
Mich.Performance Automotive East,..ask for Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:Ideal M715 POSTER>Randy Easterling EMAIL>texandad@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,7 April 2001,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys making fun of my truck...
I just got done flipping the spindles and uttin the springs it sraps the pavement now...I
hav 52 speaker mounted in the bed and its painted Purple metal flake to math my boat..
those low profile tires look good on the chrome and gold split rims.The pto drives the.hydraulics..it is a sweet
Machine...I am looking for some one to tuck and roll the seats in
purple and gold velour.
Too much fun Guys...Happy April fools.hek out my page at www.sterling .3av.com for
a look at my M715.
Have a good one
Randy
SUBJECT>Re:towing a 715 POSTER>Randy Easterling
EMAIL>texandad@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,7 April 2001,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafmxwwVZ482M PREVIOUS>1801 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had mine towed twice,one by a oinventional tow truck and one on a flat bed.If its
not too far,"just pay the man"...no headaches.
SUBJECT>Re:found all sorts of brake parts/cross over #'s and backyard mud mechanic
tricks POSTER>Doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,
at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1846 NEXT>1857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think the cyl.also fit a similar vintage pickup.Maybe around a 72 J 4000 model with
8000 gvw??Try that??They seem to be similar for a lot of years and models.Best to get
it apart and compare if you can not cross that bravo #over.Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:towing a 715 POSTER>Gregg EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaIyUcjAK/f4g PREVIOUS>1801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I had to tow one that I had bought about 3 weeks ago.I used a tow dolly (had to be the
widest legal one made).Pulled nice with my Chevy Tahoe.Only problem is that even
with that dolly there was little clearance for turns.Had to wide and slow.
SUBJECT>REBUILDING 230 NEED SUPPLIER FOR RINGS AND GASKETS
POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>cjckpall@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,
at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1861 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I JUST PICKED UP A TORNADO TO PUT IN MY 715,AND I WANT TO RE-RING
IT BEFORE I PUT IT IN.CAN ANYONE TELL ME OF A GOOD SUPPLIER WITH
PARTS?i WANT TO GET MINE BACK ON THE ROAD CAUSE SUMMER IS HERE
IN N.C.
ANY HELP WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED
GUNNY(JEFF)PALL
SUBJECT>41 ford gp,selling POSTER>JLT EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,at
6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1856 1911 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
any of you cats tell me the best place on the interweb to sell a vintage 4x4 like a gp?.any info greatly appreciated
teeler@northnet.org
SUBJECT>Re:41 ford gp,selling POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
List it in Military Vechicles Magazine.I can get you an address and phone number if you
like.
SUBJECT>Re:found all sorts of brake parts/cross over #'s and backyard mud mechanic
tricks POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,at
7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the rear wheel cylinders from a '93 E-250 Ford van on my m715.The only thing I
needed to do was open the mounting holes a bit.The brake line bolted right up.They're
even the correct bore size.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:water pump POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net
DATE>Sunday,8 April 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Surplus city jeep parts on the web,they list a new one for $125 plus a core.As for the
rims they are narrower than I remembered!I too have used a local shop to rebuild pumps
(although from other trucks)as the guy above states,that may be an easy route.Good
luck,Doug
SUBJECT>rear brake cylinder POSTER>Boris EMAIL>bherfurth@detesat.com
DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 3:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aah4JMtvC0IWQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>1867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of my M-715's rear brake cylinders is untight.What would be a good place to buy a
new one?
SUBJECT>M715 modification pix POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
1862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This from the Military Vehicle Mailing list.Some of these photos show the rear
driveshaft modification that I told of.This guy is the one that gave me the part numbers.
There are also some pix of his power steering installation on his Tornado six.
Go here:See Ted Hint's neat M715 mods at:photopoint.com
and user album rojoha@mediaone.net
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:REBUILDING 230 NEED SUPPLIER FOR RINGS AND GASKETS
POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1854 NEXT>1870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gunny,
AB Linn will have most anything you might need.I got my rings and rod bearings from
him for a most reasonable price.I need to pay him another visit real soon.Would you like
to go one evening this week?PS:Met an acquaintance of yours at Uwharrie on April 1,
can't recall his name but he was with a slew of other trucks.
Tony
SUBJECT>Re:That album doesn't show up POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1860
NEXT>1863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and I'm really interested in those pics!
SUBJECT>Re:That album doesn't show up POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I did was,I went to photopoint.com.Then clicked on visit albums.I copy &pasted
the email address from the text of the above message &hit enter.Viola!there it was!If
you have more problems,email me directly &I'll try to help if I can.(semi computer
illiterate)
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:INSTRUMENT PANEL POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
9 April 2001,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1839 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Try AB Linn,email is ablinn@cbiinternet.com
or
Memphis Equipment,website is http://www.memphisequipment.com/
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1831
NEXT>1896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO!You have it easy!
Without the handbrake to mess with,all you have to do is swap the yokes.
Remove the two rear output yokes.
Put the original driveshaft output yoke where the handbrake yoke was.
Put the original handbrake yoke where the driveshaft yoke was.
Hook up the drive shaft.
Done.I've not done it,but those who have say it took about an hour.
SUBJECT>Re:found all sorts of brake parts/cross over #'s and backyard mud mechanic
tricks POSTER>JD EMAIL>engsrvcs@netins.net DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 4:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1844 NEXT>1868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,
I've got similar issues with my 715.Both front and rear wheel cylinders and the master.cylinder all need to be
replaced.Any additional advice?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:rear brake cylinder POSTER>Doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net
DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1859
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See posts below for info on Brake troubles.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:found all sorts of brake parts etc.ALSO BRAKE BOOSTER HOW TO
INFO POSTER>Doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,
at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1866 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JD,If all your seals are bad in the cyls and master,I would consider replacing the rubber
lines as well.One of mine turned out to look OK but when you really stomp on it and
have someone watch it it swelled up a surprising amount!!Have you considered a rebuild
on the master?I get the impression they are not easy to find new??(but I really don't
know.)If the truck is not stock I would recomend going to a split set up with a later
model master for saftey and you can increase the stopping power a bit with the right
master cyl.Or power assist?I had trouble with a booster from a chevy S-10 leaking and
am now swapping in a full size chevy booster from a '90 half ton.Mine has the original
brake pedal.To do this you need to cut the end off the old 715 master cyl rod and save the
end that hooks on the pedal shaft.(it is a bigger stud on the 715 pedal shaft than the
newer truck)Next cut the end off the Chevy one and take off about an extra half an inch.
(take your own measurements as thing vary)Now weld the old end onto the new,being
really carefull to use a heat sink such as a wet towel wrapped around the shaft to keep
ANY heat or flame away from the seals.Using a couple a sections of 3 inch chanel iron
drill them and bolt them to each side of the booster to act as spacers.Also drill them for
the bolts that will attach to fire wall.The fire wall is pretty flat so it will space out evenly.
This spacing is important as the LACK of it is what caused the previous booster to fail.
(rod was cut 3.5 inches shorter and caused too much angle when pedal was depressed
crushing the seals and caused a VAC leak.)Hook the rod onto the pedal and line up the
chanel iron and booster on the fire wall getting the rod as level/straight as possible.Drill
the holes in the wall and bolt her up.Obviously your measurments may differ due to
different boosters,firewall irregularities pedals been changed etc...but you get the idea.
Also as far as I can tell the proportioning valves common on the newer master cyls are
more of a problem than a plus with four wheel drums,so be sure to lose it if you have
one.(I am not positive on this,but they certainly didn't have it on the original.)Hope all of
this helps??!Thanks for letting me take up some space...again,Doug.
SUBJECT>WANTED,looking for the impossible??PTO Winch with shafts/hardware
etc.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Monday,9 April
2001,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1874 1876 1877
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for the impossible...PTO winch with all hardware and goodies.Anyone
have any good ideas or leads??I guess I don't need the bumper as I can weld up a custom.mount.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:REBUILDING 230 NEED SUPPLIER FOR RINGS AND GASKETS
POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>cjckpall@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,
at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1861 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Great AB linn is in Sallisbury isn't he??I live in Salisbury off of Peach orchard rd.
SUBJECT>TC Where in NC do you live??????POSTER>Gunny Pall
EMAIL>cjckpall@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,9 April 2001,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope to meet you soon.I need to go to AB linn myself to get Sanford runnin'again.
What type of truck did my aquiantance drive??
SUBJECT>Uwharrie POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 3:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember the 2ed annual 715 meeting 20-22 Apr at Uwharrie.I'm looking forward to
seeing some of your vehicals and doing some wheeling.
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SUBJECT>Hi POSTER>Karl Heide EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10
April 2001,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1875 1880 1881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just wanted to say hi to everybody and introduce myself.My name is Karl.I live i
Fairview,North Carolina(near Asheville).I am in the process of acquiring my first M715.
Currently I drive a 1980 J-10 truck so I figured a M715 would be a good stable mate.
I hope to learn alot from this site and from other owners of M715 trucks.:)
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:WANTED,looking for the impossible??PTO Winch with
shafts/hardware etc.POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1869
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment has everything you need.
SUBJECT>Re:Hi POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at
12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1873 NEXT>1897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hello karl,welcome to the zone.i'm sure these guys will help you any way they can.they
sure have helped me a bunch.i am also from n.c.i live in eastern n.c.there seems to be
quite a few guys from the tarheel state that love their 715's.well good luck with your
acquisition,i'm sure you'll enjoy it.
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>1869 NEXT>1890 1895 1924 1983
2079
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a complete winch set-up for sale,PTO to hook.I have disassembled,inspected,
and re-assembled the winch.The housing,internals,and cable are all in excellent
condition.I put new seals in it so it doesn't even leak!I also cleaned it up and put a fresh
coat of satin black paint on it.The winch is currently installed on my truck and has bee
tested on a few occasions by extricating me from a couple of "situations".I ca
demonstrate if you wish.How much?,you say.The first $1,000 takes the whole set-up.I
am located about 30 mins east of Charlotte,NC.I could deliver to Aberdeen,MD in May.
Regards,
TC
SUBJECT>Re:TC Where in NC do you live??????POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1871
NEXT>1879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Carthage,N.C.I have a 715 w/460-c6 set up and it runs on propane.Come on up
to Uwharrie,we would love to meet you.Tony from charlete will be there with a 715 and
maybe DP from Sanford will show.Some more friends of mine are bringing other types of
mil.vehicals,or just come to Carthage and wheel here.I'd love to show you my L.P.O.P.
and the trails here.I don't see a private members board any more but here's my #910-947-
6276.
SUBJECT>Re:TC Where in NC do you live??????POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1878
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heck yeah looking forward to meeting Ya'All.Hopefully I'll have my 715 up and going
by the end of the month.I go to Montgomery Community college in Troy.You may have
seen my Suburban up there.It's a 85 burb 4x4 painted to match an army CUCV.and my
plate says 50CALGNR,I was senior gunner of convoy security during Desert
Shield/Storm.My job was the 50 Cal.m2 Browning machine gun.Hence the plate name.
enough about me how about you.Well need to cut off for now.be cool and looking
gorward to meeting Ya'all
Gunny(Jeff)Pall
(704)639-1765
SUBJECT>Re:Hi POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 April 2001,at 7:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome fellow North Carolinian.Anything I can help with let me knnow
Gunny(Jeff)Pall
Salisbury NC
SUBJECT>Re:Hi POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11 April 2001,at 6:57
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Howdy Karl,
I'm somewhat new to the "Zone"also but the guys here have helped me out tremendously.
I was stationed in Jacksonville,NC for about 6 and 1/2 years flying with the Marines and
drove my 715 all over the state.I was recently transfered to CA but brought my beast with
me and am putting it through a major overhaul.You can't go wrong with the boys here.
They know their Kaisers.Welcome aboard.
Brent
SUBJECT>230 motor POSTER>Nate EMAIL>nwgrayso@mtu.edu DATE>Wednesday,
11 April 2001,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1883
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 230 m715 motor with 24,000 miles on her.If anybody would like it shoot me a
e-mail.
SUBJECT>Re:230 motor POSTER>Nate EMAIL>nwgrayso@mtu.edu
DATE>Wednesday,11 April 2001,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>1882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh and its in Houghton,MI (sorry bout that,new at this game).
SUBJECT>brakes POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1887 1888 1907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everyone,
I'm in the process of splitting my brakes.I'm using a dual master cyl off of a 1975 cj-5.
This is because I have a 75 cj,and would have to worry about only one part number whe
getting cyls for either.I am also using the '75 proportioning valve.Anybody have any
suggestions/hints/insight they would like to offer before I go cut things up?I did a
springover last month,and the related info I got off of this page was priceless.Made the
process go very smoothly.One last bit,anyone know where I can find the spring bushings
for the front springs and perches?any help is greatly appreciated!thanks,
Arnold
SUBJECT>M715 and STUFF POSTER>Gene Pantano EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa330Jm9A3s7s PREVIOUS>NEXT>1908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are all missing out on this if you don't act fast..
I still have a pretty decent 715 with the Braden winch...also,2 other frames go with it..one
frame is complete with another transmission and transfer case...all in very good shape.
The truck has a 350 Chevy in it.There are about 10 rims total...all for a mere
$1,800...Located here in Colorado Springs...All glass is excellent..windshield is
new...phone her is..719-495-9708 Gene
SUBJECT>715 AXLES POSTER>Gene Pantano EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa330Jm9A3s7s PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Forgot to mention..I have a bunch of 715 NOS front axles with
the joints...$65
each...Gene,Colorado Springs
SUBJECT>Re:brakes POSTER>lee EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 1:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a master cyl.off a 80'cj-5 and it works fine .I also used the proportioning valve
off the same and had trouble with it .i don't know if the valve was messed up or what but
i could not get even pressure to the wheel cyls.so i used a splitter off a 70'ford truck and
it works fine now.
Whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:brakes POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at
2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1884 NEXT>1891 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You don't have to cut anything up,there is a direct bolt on dual master cyl.and you don't
even need a pro valve.I put it on mine last year and no problems yet.I can ck the old posts
and get the part #'s if you like.
SUBJECT>Re:Source for tires CHEAP!!POSTER>Doug EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
12 April 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1840 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the tires today.They look GREAT!!In almost new condition,still have a lot of the
little fuzzy nubs on them!!315-75-16,all five delivered.I got tubes from a local place
today as well.A (make note if you care)12-R-16.5 is the right size.This is a radial tube,
VERY important,cost about $22.00 each.Went with a 16.5 because of availability and
the thick rubber flap in the military wheels makes the inner size a bit over 16 anyway.
Also radial tubes have a tremendous amount of stretch and size conformation compared
to bias.Anyhow the Nebraska tire place is for real and I could not be happier!!Call em'
up,I don't think you will be dissapointed.Good luck to all,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 April
2001,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1877 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I am very interested,BUT...I just discovered that the TBI Chevy that was installed
before I bought my 715 not long ago has a major death rattle or knock really.If it's not
one thing,like brakes,its another.AAAHHHH!!Keep me in mind if you have it a while I
will post another message when I am feeling a little more flush with cash.Sorry,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:brakes POSTER>arnold grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1888
NEXT>1893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
The info would be greatly appreciated,if you don't mind.The less I have to alter,the
better.Thanks.Arnold
SUBJECT>Now the motor knocks,blows oil out seals but the brakes are fixed and got
the new tires!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1894 1902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You just can't win with these old beasts!!Good to have a place to vent among folks who
have similar troubles!I got the brakes working,booster #2 was also bad,ordered a new
one.Got my tires from Nebraska Tire (see post below)today,THEY ARE GREAT!I
highly recomend them to anyone.Found radial tubes to fit.Now the TBI 4.3 chevy in the
truck has decided to get a major death rattle and blow smoke/oil out of the rear seals by
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the intake.YOU CAN"T WIN,715's have a mind and heart of there own..but thats what
you have to love about them.I have a chance to pick up a lom mile 4.3 in an 2 wheel
drive S-10 with a 4 speed auto,1988.Does anyone know if the four speed in this truck is
a 700R4 or one of the smaller weak 200R4's.Also is that trans a lot longer than the turbo
350 now transplanted in the truck?(that one seems ok,but an overdrive would be nice.)I
know all the purists are having convultions now after hearing about all the chevy stuff
and radial tires on my truck,sorry.Thanks for any help,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:brakes POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at
6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Master cyl:Wagner#F66857....same unit by other makes,Raybestos#36246,A1
Cardone#A-1-10-1331.Uses stock pedel and push rod.The primary circuit is the rear
brakes and the one nearest the firewall is the front line.Under the master cyl on the frame
is the spliter thingie.Unhook the line on that spliter that feeds the back get what ever you
need to extend it up to the rear circuit on the new master cyl.Buy a plug to close off the
opening on the spliter thingie.The line that ran to the old master cyl goes to the front
circuit.I can't remember if you need a adapter to get it to screw in or not,it's dark out now
and the mosquitoes are waiting for me at the door so look at yours a few minites so you
won't be going back to the store 2 or 3 times for simple stuff.If you want you can call me
at home @910-947-6276 before 2130hrs east coast time.
SUBJECT>Re:Now the motor knocks,blows oil out seals but the brakes are fixed and
got the new tires!POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12
April 2001,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1892 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure about all your questions,but I can tell you what I have learned.I am putting a
350 eng.with a turbo 400 short tail.(I just stuck them in today,will build motor mounts
tomorrow).I had a Ford 302 with granny box 4speed.I had to lengthen the drive shaft
between the tranny and the t-case a couple inches.Now I am going to have to have it cut
almost in half.I don't know if that helps any,hopefully it will.Have fun!
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Memphis Equip can't touch that price,especially have it all freshoned up.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case/e-brake swap POSTER>mudclod99
EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 April 2001,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mozarkid,What great news!Thank you very much,I look forward to getting it going,
especially being much quieter.
Thank you again!
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Hi POSTER>Paris EMAIL>jeepdog802@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12
April 2001,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1875 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm Also in Eastern NC....Rocky Mount area....I Will be bringing my 725 home from the
sunshine state later this month...Would love to get together some other Kaiser
folks...Currently I am finishing a 65 Kaiser CJ project (to tow behind 725!)
Paris
SUBJECT>East Coast Truck Owners POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 April
2001,at 3:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't know there where so many of us.Hope you show up at the 2ed annaul meeting at
Uwharrie Nat Forest near Troy,NC.The dates are 20 thru 22 Apr.See ya there.Maybe I'll
see some cool stuff you all have done to you're trucks and get some good ideas for mine.
SUBJECT>Rollie,brakes POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 April 2001,at
9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,have you made any progress in finding a power boost unit that works with the
Wagner dual master cylinder?Do you know yet if the old FSJ boosters work with it?
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie,brakes POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 April 2001,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1899 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,I haven't researched it much yet.
I've got a whole shop full of parts and projects just waiting for me to get to them.The
Power Brake upgrade is just one of them.
Rollie
SUBJECT>BII/Pioneer Kit POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Friday,13 April 2001,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>1903 1909 1916 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm trying to outfit my 715 with the original tool which mount on the bed.I know there's
an axe,a shovel,and (I'm assuming)some sort of pick.If anyone can clue me in on what
the mystery tool is and could maybe send me a photo of it,I'd really appreciate it.Also,
does anyone know where a kit of this type could be purchased?Thanks in advance for
any information.
SUBJECT>Re:Now the motor knocks,blows oil out seals but the brakes are fixed and
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got the new tires!POSTER>Ed Drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Friday,13
April 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1892 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't tell you which transmission is in the S10 but a auto parts store might be able to.I
have a 700R4 in my truck with a 350 crate engine.The turbo 350 has the same output
yoke as the 700R4 and it will cut your rpm at 60 MPH approx.1000 RPM,and it has a
lower 1st gear than the turbo 350.My drive shaft is a spicer that is about 2.625"center to
center.just bought it at a drive train shop new for about 27.00 .
Ed
SUBJECT>Re:BII/Pioneer Kit POSTER>Snake River 4x4 EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,13 April 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been offering hand selected pioneer shovels on E-bay,they usually bring about
$55.00 restored.Used to get picks,and never have seen a good source for axes.Tom
SUBJECT>New Tires POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Saturday,
14 April 2001,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1905 1906
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just ordered the 315/75r16 from nebraska tire.Should be here next week.Not the same
same tread pattern as Doug bought but Bruce said they would be good for road use.Cant
wait to see them.Thanks Doug
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net
DATE>Saturday,14 April 2001,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1904
NEXT>1912 2122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am very happy with my tires,and the service from Nebraska tire.They arrived on time
in great shape.The only strange thing is that they sand off the names on the tires so they
are just black wall.Oh well,insurance/liability reasons I am sure.Maybe I should call up
Nebraska tire and see if I get a cut on all these 315's I help sell!!JUST KIDDING,that
would jack the price up,and I'm just happy to have found a source for good tires at a great
price.Glad to see others are using this info as well.Happy motoring,Doug.P S You may
have seen this on my other posts but you need a 12-R-16.5 tube to fit that tire on the stock
rims.DO NOT use the bias tubes,they WILL NOT hold up long at all.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net.DATE>Saturday,14 April 2001,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>1904 NEXT>1944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I also ordered the 315-75-16s and can't wait to get them.I thought they might have
arrived yesterday,but I guess I'll have to wait 'til Monday.As Doug said before,Bruce
from Nebraska Tire was excellent to deal with.I'll let everyone know how mine turn out
upon arrival.Thanks again for the info.Doug!
SUBJECT>Re:brakes POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,14 April 2001,at
11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.....did it work?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 and STUFF POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 April 2001,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gene,
Check your answering machine and give me a call.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:BII/Pioneer Kit POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 April 2001,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aden,Star Electric(Kevin Emdee)in Radcliff,KY carries pioneer tool sets for $100.00.
(including your mystery pick/mattock and handle!)Tel:1-270-877-0813.Regards,Dave
Freeman
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>Wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net DATE>Sunday,15 April
2001,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1918 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I tried posting this earlier want everyone 2 cents on which are better super swamper
Q78x16 or buckshot mudders of the same size.by better I mean which is better in mud
and sand and which wears and drives better on the road which one is tougher.
SUBJECT>Re:41 ford gp,selling POSTER>J.D.EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15 April
2001,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1855 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
www.g503.com
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Sunday,15 April 2001,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1905
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tires should be here next week some time.I also ordered radial tubes from them as
well for 12.50 a tube.Hope they work with the valve stem.Later
Matt.SUBJECT>2 Barrel Carb POSTER>WBrianS EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,
at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1914 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know the part number for the 2 barrel that fits the stock 230?Any help is
appreciated.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:2 Barrel Carb POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1913
NEXT>1915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the Holley Model 2300 fits the 2 barrel intake.
SUBJECT>Re:2 Barrel Carb POSTER>WBrianS EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 April
2001,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1914 NEXT>1937
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I told them that,thinking I had all the info I needed and they said that 2300 was a series
and that I needed the exact model in that series.To this I responded "Ohh."and hung up.
I called a different parts store (Napa)and they told me the same thing.
So now,I need the model number for that series.I looked through old posts everywhere,
and can't seem to find it.If anyone has it,or is willing to run out to their truck and look I
would put you in my prayers.
After reading Treepusher's page it seems that it would be easier to just drop in a 350.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BII/Pioneer Kit POSTER>WBrianS EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 April
2001,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1901 NEXT>1919
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aden,
I am short on cash and long on time,so I got mine the hard way.
I looked through the net and found a site that had a picture of the pioneer kit and the
went to Home Depot (they have every shape and size shovel and ax).I got my ax and
shovel there and then at an army surplus I picked up my pick ax.The pick ax was the only
part of the kit that was odd.It had a detatchable head.I paid $13 for the pick,$17 for the
ax,and $9 for the shovel.They were all high quality and I used them on various
occasions when stuck.
Unfortunatly this last friday I got stuck in a swamp and had to abandon my truck for the
night and a marauding band of savages stole all the gas out of my jerry can and liberated
my pioneer kit.Now I have to buy all that stuff again.The worst part is that they lost the
rubber O-ring that goes on my jerry can cap.Bastards.
Good luck to you.
-B..SUBJECT>to Wout POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,sorry I didn't get back to you sooner.Yup,It worked,And the info was much
appreciated.Kind of a funny story,After i did the conversion,I took it out for a test drive
(after bleeding,adjusting,etc).About five miles down the road the truck started going
slower,and I was smelling burning brakes.I pulled over,crawled under the truck,and
looked around.The smoke was coming from the parking brake drum.I forget to take the
p-brake off!Aside from that,BIG difference in stopping.MANY THANKS.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1910
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wyatt-i run 13-38-16 super swampers on mil.rims with i believe,1100-20 tubes.dont
quote me on tube size!!!there was no lift needed to run these.they perform well in all
offroad conditions with adjusted air pressure.the buckshots have been known to stand up
to longer highway wear.keep the factory recommended air in them.i questioned interco
about the 45 p.s.i.and they said to run them on the road at 45p.s.i.good luck bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:BII/Pioneer Kit POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 5:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to wbrians-get a pitbull with aids and leave him in the bed next time you leave your truck
alone.the thieving sh-theads might think twice next time.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>vent tubing POSTER>ckbjr18 EMAIL>ckbramme@bsc.edu
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can find the hard flexible vent tubing that runs to the
breathers on diffs t-case and tranny?Couldn't find it at napa,I may just have to replace
with softer vacuum tubing,It just seems that original stands up to heat better.
SUBJECT>Re:vent tubing POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1920
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use air brake line.It looks to be the same as original.===Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:to Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at
6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1917 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great I'm glad it worked out.My truck sees 99%off-road and between all the mud and
water and dust I have to adjust my brakes almost every two weeks.I use dot5 fluid and I
dont think it has as strong a pedel feeling as 3&4 fluid.I have to push hard.I don't want a.power booster because if
the motor stalls on a big hill the brakes go away.I run an auto
trans so I welded my cluch and brake pedel together so I can easly use two feet to push.
Oh well glad to help....later.
SUBJECT>grommet POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at
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7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the grommet available that fits between the fuel filler neck and the body?Thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,16 April 2001,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1877
NEXT>1993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a complete setup minus the winch on my parts truck.$500
SUBJECT>Axle POSTER>Joel EMAIL>JoelJ535@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17
April 2001,at 2:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYMBTwgPjO0I
PREVIOUS>NEXT>1947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for an M715 rear axle near
South Carolina!
SUBJECT>brakes on 2 1/2 ton axles POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone put the disk brakes on the 2 1/2 ton axles yet?i know companies offer kits,
but i'm cheap and resourceful.so i'll make my own.if someone has already done this i'd
love the advice.
roger
SUBJECT>230 Valve Cover Gasket POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting close to installing a new valve cover gasket(rocker arm cover gasket-Army
Talk)on my 230.Is there any sort of sealent that sould be used?The TM is not too
specific.Also the gasket is comming without the seals for the 4 mounting studs,any ideas
on what to use.I have a couple of ideas but would appreciate some from you all.
-John
SUBJECT>Governer POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need some input on what you all think about the governer.
I have been thinking about removing it.I think it is closing
at the wrong time,i've seen a pretty big loss in fuel milage
of late,and somtimes i seem to feel some sort of drag.I know
isn't the brakes or wheel bearings..I guess what I'm getting at is should I take it of or leave it
on?I'm restoring this truck,but I'm not a stickler on keeping
it 100%stock.What would be the draw backs from removing it?
SUBJECT>free whell POSTER>Alvaro Zonatto EMAIL>alvaro_zonatto@bol.com.br
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1930 1932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715'FRIEDS,
I'M FROM BRAZIL AND I NEED A INFORMATION PLEASE:
HAVE A FREE WHEEL FOR M-715 MILITARY?
WHEN I CAN BUY IN N.Y.(OR NEAR THERE)THE FREE WHELL?
HOW MUCH?
I HAVE A FRIEND ,IN CANADA,AND HE WILL BE COME TO bRAZIL IN MAY.
HE WILL BUY TO ME.
THANK YOU,AND EXUSE-ME FOR MY INCORRECT ENGLISH.
Alvaro and Silvio Zonatto-(son and father)
SUBJECT>Re:free whell POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1929
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alvaro,what do you mean by a free wheel?Free wheeling front hubs?if so I got mine for
$294.00 at Autozone for my 715.good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:grommet POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1923
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
landon-if you cant find one,try some rubber hose,fuel line etc.cut to length of
circumference of hole and razor blade a straight line cut on one side.some adhesive and
press it onto the sheetmetal hole.i hope this helps.bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:free whell POSTER>Alvaro Zonatto
EMAIL>alvaro_zonatto@bol.com.br DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank-you PearkM715.
Free Wheell to me is a "dispositive"to turn off de 4x4.Use so the back tracion.You use to
economize gas.When you need the traccion you turn on the keys on the front
hubs.Excuse-me for my incorrect english.
SUBJECT>axles POSTER>owen roberts EMAIL>motorbreath_2x4@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,i have found an m-715 that is in prety bad shape,but it has both axles.no engine,etc,
but would be an awsome off-road macheine!i need some help on rebuild kits for the
axles,some info on the t-case,and the trans as well.what trans did the m-715 come with?.what will it bolt up to?how
much is a cloth top?is the t-case an NP 205 or something
funky?what about brakes?are there disc conversion kits out there?thank you all for any
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help.it will be greatly appriciated.
owen
SUBJECT>Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc PREVIOUS>NEXT>1935 1936
1941 1946 1953 1965 1992 1998 2006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to be fixing mine up as it would have been in daily Army life.I have bee
looking at the messages posted and it seems like everybody else has either swapped
engines or changed to 12 volt or done something else thats non-military.I think its cool
and all,but I was just wondering if there are any guys(or ladies)who have a 99-100%
stock M715?If so,do you find any real problems with keeping the original military
components?
Thanks,
Karl
P.S.I have already learned alot from you guys and can't wait to get my truck up and
running.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Yup...but...POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
17 April 2001,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,mine's as stock as I can stand it.I even went through the trouble of making a decent
Tornado 6 out of two bad ones.I did deviate from stock with 38"Swampers and a Detroit
locker in the rear 'cause I do use the thing for what it was designed for...wheelin'!The
combination of NDT tires (been told that stands for "Non-Directional Tread"but I think
"No Damn Traction"is more appropriate),open-open diffs and buck board springs
convinced me to make the changes.It is a real attention grabber putt-putting up the trails,
full canvas and all.
But...I do want to build a deviant.401,TH400,Quadra-Trac or D18 w/OD,44's,maybe
even shorten the frame and graft a Cherokee back half on it to make an M715 Command
Car!I have all the parts laying around it's just a matter of throwin'it together (if it was
only that easy).
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?POSTER>John
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess mine would be 98%original(for a 68).The only things changed are the location of
the battery box,a passenger seat out of a 2 1/2 ton,modern MIL lights,turn signal switch
and flasher unit.I've found parts pretty easy to come by(if you do some research and
asking around on the ZONE)Plus I work on an Army Installation so with a little begging,
bartering and trading I can come up with 24V parts and sundry other things.I have to
admit I have only 20,000 miles on my engine so I guess I shold get about 20,000 more if I.am lucky.
P.s.I use my truck for what it was ment for and love the NDT tires,but a locker would be
nice!!
SUBJECT>Re:2 Barrel Carb POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 April 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1915
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a number in the owners bible for a Holly 2300 series.I do not Know if it is the
right on,but it could be a start.
Holly #0-7448
???????????????????????
-John
SUBJECT>TC,I guess it's just your 715 and mine at the 2ed Annual East Coast Meet
POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 4:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1939 1949 1974 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
TC I think I'll be there Fri night too.Mike and Steve will be there Sat morning.Mike is
going to bring a cj not the Goat.I have not heard from DP.There are others here in NC but
no one has exspressed an intrest to me.If they would come and just bring a pic of there
truck I'll be happy.Hell none of the FNG's have even asked for directions of how to get
there.Well,I'm looking forword to have a beer with you and seeing your family again.
Wout
SUBJECT>Re:YEEEEHAAAAA!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>1938 NEXT>1952 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We'll have to wheel that much harder to make up for the no-shows.I should be out there
around 2-3pm Friday.Can't wait.
BTW:You'll be going right past the ranger station,were you planning on purchasing a
season pass?If you are,can you get one for me?If not,I'll send the wife up there Friday
morn to pick one up.
SUBJECT>Re:axles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18
April 2001,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa./YB5wOq0A6
PREVIOUS>1933 NEXT>1951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am just starting to get into the 715 thing myself.I have bought one,but have yet to go
get it.The stock items are:trans:t-98a,a pretty common trans for heavy duty Jeeps of the
era.It is pretty stout,and has a granny first (6.something-1).transfer case:NP200:to the
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best of my under standing it is a pre cursor to the 205,with the 1.96-1 low,however,it is
divorced.It,too is a stout unit.So far as the cab top,I have seen prices from $250-$400
all "mil spec".The axles,however,are another story.I don't know where to get the parts.for rebuilds.if you find
out,could you let me know?
SUBJECT>M715's are Superior even in their stock form POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,
You've just hit a hot button with me.First of all I will admit my current M715 does have
a swapped in V8 engine now,but prior to that,I was a huge supporter of the merits of a
completely stock truck.
Going back a few years when I first started driving my truck,it was completely stock
throughout and we were using it for a construction company where it met heavy use and
abuse.The truck had the original pto winch and we added a hitch for hauling around a
equipment trailer.We drove down the highway for hours with the speedometer pegged at
60mph and drove full throttle up most of the hills.Offroad,it was abused and rammed
and jammed through the mud.We used the winch quite often to move equipment around
and unstick other trucks.I personally saw it used very heavily for about 4 years straight in
which time we added more thean 40,000 miles to the odometer.It always started.It
always did the job we asked of it without breaking.I for one am a strong believer in the
capabilities of a comepletely stock truck.
Now,on the other hand,here are the drawbacks I noticed.The original 6 cylinder engine
is a little slow.It doesn't keep up with traffic when pulling big loads.With the stiff
suspension and open differentials,it gets stuck easy in uneven terrain.Softer springs and
a locker would make a big difference.
My overall advice,is to build it what ever way you want.The M715 is a truck that excels
in what ever form you decide to make it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>np200/np205 compatability POSTER>olddoggy56 EMAIL>jim54@ntplx.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a np205 with a slip yoke output shaft from a chevy.I have a M725 to which I am
going to install it.Can any or the rear output components from the 205 be swapped with
the exixting np200?I would not like to have spend any more time in a wrecking yard.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>measurements POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for measurements in order to help me fabricate a tow bar,so I can tow my
715 home.I bought it with a tow bar form a friend promised,then told him how big this
thing is.Anyway,I need to know the size of the slits cut in the front bumper and their
distance form on another.The diameter and legnth of the hole for the shackles,and the.distance of that hole from the
front of the bumper.
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>1906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just received my tires this afternoon,and they're unbelievable.I couldn't have purchased
a better tire for more than double the price Nebraska Tire charged.I would highly
recommend them for their products and service.I can't wait to mount them!
SUBJECT>Re:Governer POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>1928 NEXT>1948 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not exactly familiar with how the governor hooks up,but I believe the majority of
M715's produced did NOT have a governor.If removing it leaves you with a stock
carburetor setup,then I would say it should run just fine without it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?
POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is basically completely stock.Although I did add seatbelts (gasp).Everything
from the battery box in the cab,to the floor mounted starter is still there.I just passed
6,000 miles last year.It basically rarely gets driven.I have only been taking it out on
weekends lately.This truck sat in a parking lot for 25 years till my dad bought it for $125.
The main reason it hasn't been worked on is my lack of time,and my inexperience
working on vehicles.I have great dreams for it,but i guess it remains to be seen whe
they will come true.Right now my biggest concerns are getting a new canvas top,and
getting the darn gas tank fixed (it seeps out the bottom).I love that truck,there was a time
when we were considering selling it,then we decided that since id be out of school soon
(i'm 22)I would have a bit more time and money to work on it.I basically learned how to
drive in that truck,I used to drive it to highschool every day.If I have any say in it,I will
have that truck for the rest of my life.I love my kaiser.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle POSTER>Joel EMAIL>JoelJ535@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,
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18 April 2001,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYMBTwgPjO0I
PREVIOUS>1925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for an M715 rear axle near
South Carolina!
SUBJECT>Re:Governer POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atemple@spiritone.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1945 NEXT>2226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought the governor was an additional plate below the carb.Similar to the baseplate of.the carb but with smaller
bore to
restrict the airflow.If I am dreaming in technicolor please
let me know!!
Al Temple
SUBJECT>FNG #1 asking for directions.:)POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc PREVIOUS>1938 NEXT>1950
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are ya'll gonna be down there on Saturday evening and Sunday?I have to work Friday
and Saturday until 12:00 noon.I live in Asheville and coud be there in about 3 hours.
I don't have my M715 yet but I have a cousin(1980 J10):)I could bring some pics of the
M715.
Let me know,Thanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:FNG #1 asking for directions.:)POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please come,we would love to meet you!Bring the J-truck.The forest is on hwy 109
about 10 or 12 miles west of Troy.Troy is off hwy 220.The entrance is at a place called
Eldorado.I beleive Tony said the group camp would be open.Once you get to the forest
just ask people where is the group camp.It's about 8 miles into the dirt roads and I forgot
the road numbers.Bring your family if you have some.If we can't stay at group camp I'll
stay on the trail.Here's my pager #just in case we're not at group camp.If someone pages
it we will meet you at the Eldorado gas station.1-888-239-2447.Enter a bunch of fives
(55555555)for the signial to meet at the station.
SUBJECT>Re:axles POSTER>owen roberts EMAIL>motorbreath_2x4@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1940 NEXT>1962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,i'll let you know when i find out,but it may be a little while.do you know what
engines will bolt up to the t-98a bell housing?i want to run a big six or medium eight.i
have sen parts like detroit lockers for the axles,but i think that both of the axles are
somewhat odd-ball ones.the 5.87 gears a a huge plus though.:)23 splines and dana 70
just don't go torether.:(oh well.i think i may rip the drivetrain out of the keiser and put it
into a willis!!!that would be awsome.the concern i have is that since i live in TN,all of
the trails are made for small jeeps and a tight turning radius.not good.also,the brakes are
a setback caus in mud they will suck.anyway,tell me if you get any info.
owen
SUBJECT>Re:YEEEEHAAAAA!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18
April 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1939 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gosh I forgot about that.Yes I will try to get yours for you.Just called DP and he can't
come.Are you sure about group camp.I will pack lighter if your not so I can sleep on the
trail.No harm intended but as I recall the Trail Blasers are not (NOT)very nice
people.They may not want us at the camp with them.I'll just call you tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?
POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 6:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have an almost stock M725.only upgraded to power brakes and Rancho shocks.
krob725
SUBJECT>Speedometer cable POSTER>Mike Adams
EMAIL>mica@aurorastudios.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1958 1966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone found trouble when they tried to replace a speedometer cable?I thought no
problem-just call Mempis and they will gladly send one and they did.Only touble is that
Kiaser didn't seem to care that the conection on the transfer case is pointed straight at the
bottom of the cab.This sharp bend is where the old one failed and the new one {super
heavy duty can't be bent}won't fit.Any ideas?I would consider replacing just the inner
cable though no luck so far finding it by the foot.
On another note has anyone made a roll bar for their M715?I sure would feel better with
some thing besides the windshield frame and the canvas bows to protect me.Any ideas
would be welcome.
I must say entering my 2nd year and 4000 miles later that my (completly stock)M715 is
one of the funnist gas guzzlerist head turner I could hope to own.My favorite thing to do
is take off the top canvas and bows,the side glass and fold the winshield down,put it
4wheel low and putt through the woods at a couple mph.Heaven.
Thanks for the chance to ask and tell.
SUBJECT>for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>john tassin EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18
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April 2001,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1963 1975 1976
1982 1984 2046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 m715 jeep for sale .just turned 4000 on speedo and drives like new.lots of parts.
nato tires new carb exuilst,bo marker lights work ,siren,body very clean mp stipe,a-5c-
1b markings.
SUBJECT>safe in the yard POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i got mine home today after a couple stressfull weeks of figuring how (no brakes,dry
rotted 25 yr old tires)shes a 69 with a 283 chevy 8cyl and tranny to match.orig t case
homemade hard top and a snow plow im stoked to finally have it in the yard.im thinking
of selling the snow plow if any ones interested let me know its got all the hydraulics and
works well if youve got snow to plow,also need a spare rim anyone in west N.C.willing
to part with one?ok gotta go.john
SUBJECT>New Tires on the Market POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Recently many new tires have come on to the aftermarket scene and I thought I might
alert everyone to their presence.Also I might as well include the old sizes.The smallest
tire size I'll cover is a 36"(these prices are quoted from national tire and wheel due to
cost)
Super Swamper:
TSL
36x13x16 167$
38x13x16 187$
Q78x16 162$(roughly a 36x12.5)
TSL Radial
36x12.5x16 175$(188$for heavy duty)
SSR
37x12.5x16 234$
Thornbird
38x14.5x16 231$
TSL Bogger
37x13x16 222$
38.5x11x16 203$
Parnelli Jones:
Dirt Grip
36x14.5x16 259$(heavy duty)
Stock
9.00x16.00 136$(estimate)
Just trying to help not sure if some of the widths are too wide but I jsut wrote dow
everything.Please post corrections.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Speedometer cable POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 April 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1954 NEXT>2001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the speedo cable is a toughie....I replaced mine and it took a few hours of cussin
and mangling my big hands to finally get it on the t-case end....can't really give you any
tips other than work with your hands and don't cross thread it whatever you do.....just
time and sweat...thats all I did....wish I did know a better method.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Mounted the tires from Nebraska Tires Co.POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Thursday,19
April 2001,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1960 1999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I mounted them up,LOOK and RIDE grrrreat!!I did have a little trouble with the tubes.I
had to use a valve stem extender to get them in place and a little air in them.Then I
removed the extender and filled them up to 35 psi.I did these myself,if you have a shop
do them (which I would suggest)maybe they would have a tube with longer stems/metal
stems,etc.The biggest trouble was the radial tubes stem is offset to one side and it ends
up sticking out of the wheel at an angle.It seems to only be putting pressure against the
thick rubber flap not the opening in the metal wheel.I considered elongating the slot for
the stem in the wheel but was worried about strength issues out by that dreaded lock-ring!
Has anyone done this?Any better ideas as to RADIAL tubes with centered stems...
maybe a small 20 inch tube??At any rate the tires could not be any better at double the
price.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Mounted the tires from Nebraska Tires Co.POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1959
NEXT>1961 1985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been watching your posts about nebraska tire.I tried looking around their website but
under small truck tires I couldn't find any pictures of the tread patterns.Am I just missing
them?Or are they not there?
SUBJECT>Re:Mounted the tires from Nebraska Tires Co.POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>1960 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We were also looking at the Nebraska Tire page and come to find out their closest store is
about 30 miles from us and we drive through this little town about everyday going to
school.I am gonna stop next week and take a peek at what they have in stock,or if they
can ship them from other stores to the one closest to me.This is a great site thanks for
bringing it to everyone's attention,we live here and didn't even know about it.
Pam in Nebraska
SUBJECT>Re:axles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19
April 2001,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa./YB5wOq0A6
PREVIOUS>1951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Owen-
I have found the detroit for the rear 70 in a few places now.From what I hear,unless you
put a big block,or a worked small block in it,you can't hurt the axles.However,I've done
a bunch of trails in E.TN,and know what you mean about the mud.Also the tightness of
the trails.I have yet to see a disk brake conversion for either the front or the rear axles.I
definately agree on the drum brake issue,though.
As far as I know,the 230 OHC motor used in these beasts had the standard AMC bolt
pattern:ie,aany AMC motor should bolt up.I've been looking into a Chevy 383 for mine,
and Advance Adapters-(AA)has the proper conversion plate for it..SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>david
EMAIL>dam88@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1955
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you and how much?
SUBJECT>want to buy west coast M715 POSTER>Jim Dammann
EMAIL>jimdammann@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aak6g/zz.O1kY PREVIOUS>NEXT>1972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a M715 that is for sale on the west coast,I'm located deep in Norther
California.I'm interested in a truck to haul gravel and get me through the river and into
town when I'm snowbound.A V8 modification would be great,but am interested in any
that are out there for sale.
SUBJECT>Get a different truck....POSTER>Ray EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934
NEXT>1967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a nearly stock M-715.I bought it in November,so I haven't had a lot of time to
work on it so far.It's not very often that you will see another M-715 on the road,this is
why most of us adore our trucks.When I got my truck I had a countless number people
tell me about how I could put a Chevy engine and transmission into it,or how the engine
bay is big enough for a Dodge powerplant and drivetrain.What the hell are these people
talking about?If I wanted a Chevy engine and transmission I would have bought a Chevy,
and the same for the Dodge.Serious car restorers do not cut up an antique Camaro and
put parts off of a new Honda Accord,although some things on a new Accord are far
better than the old Camaros.However,it's almost seen as sacreligous to do this.If at all
possible keep these old trucks as they were,if you like the new trucks get one of those,
but don't try to make a Jeep become something that it is not.That's just my opinion,I
could be wrong.
SUBJECT>Re:your roll bar ?POSTER>John EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 2:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1954
NEXT>1970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck had a roll bar on it,but I took it off to fit the troop seats.It mounted on top of
the bed rails at the front of the bed.
The fire Department that had the truck had it made to comply wiyh safety standards for
wildland firefighting apparatus.
The guy I bought the truck from should still have it if your interested(He's still storing my
extra engine)we could work out a deal.I'm in central Wasshington State.-John
SUBJECT>Thats pretty much how I feel.But each to his own.ntxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt.SUBJECT>TC and Wout,Re:east cost meet.POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc PREVIOUS>NEXT>1971
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,I really hate it,but I'm not going to be able to make it.My boss informed me that I
will be working this weekend.Damn.
How often do ya'll meet up?I really want to meet you and see your trucks!
Sorry guys,
Karl
SUBJECT>drive train swap POSTER>newt EMAIL>danewton@nps.navy.mil
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been away for a while.Its good to see this group is still going strong.On to my
question.I've aquired a 86 chevy K30 that I want to swap into my M715 frame and body.
Its a 454,T400,NP205,Dana 60,14bolt,...What will my major obsticles be?I plan to
use EVERYTHING from the donor I can.Any nuggets of info out there from those who
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have done stuff like this?(firewall,crossmembers,cooling,steering,....)Thanks.
Newt
SUBJECT>Re:your roll bar ?POSTER>Mike Adams EMAIL>mica@aurorastudios.com
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1966
NEXT>1977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Thanks for the offer-The little bit I looked into this I found that the roll bar should be
mounted directly to the frame perhaps behind the seats in the cab.Anyone have input on
this?
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:TC and Wout,Re:east cost meet.POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1968
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My landlord has 900 acres here in Carthage,NC,and my I wheel about every weekend
and some week days.Your welcome to come out with a jeep or ATV but better yet our
715.
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy west coast M715 POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,I did send you an e-mail hopefully with pictures attached.Let me know if you desire
further info.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:safe in the yard POSTER>ED DRAKE.EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where in WNC are you located.e-mail me @eddrake@webtv.net
SUBJECT>Re:TC,I guess it's just your 715 and mine at the 2ed Annual East Coast Meet
POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,19 April 2001,at 11:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live here in Salisbury The meet is in Uwharrie right??My M715 isn't up yet but I have
my 4x4 Battleburb,interested in info let me know.
Gunny(Jeff)Pall
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>Steve EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 April
2001,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1955 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John,please send me an e-mail with the location of the truck and the
asking price.Thanks,Steve
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>Joseph Dymant
EMAIL>jdymant@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I would like to know too how much and where are you hiding the m715?Joe
SUBJECT>Re:your roll bar ?POSTER>Sean Morgan EMAIL>sean@mountkare.org
DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1970
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I seem to remember seeing some fairly detailed photos in one of the galleries.I'm
pretty sure it was "cinco us"on the yahoo site,but I just looked and the photos I am
thinking of aren't there,but I'm still pretty sure that's where I saw them.Tim White in Sa
Diego is the owner of that truck,so try contacting him.He was going through the floor
pan of the cab throught an aluminum puck to a nerf bar he had fabricated to mount his
roll bar.
Check out this link to his photos.
http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone?ge&.alabel=alb123&.pindex=7
sean....
SUBJECT>68 M-715 FOR SALE POSTER>wheels36_715
EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Sale 1968 M-715 W/WIN $3,800
For details go to;
www.geocities.com/wheels36_715.SUBJECT>Water pump Problem POSTER>Andy Kurjiaka
EMAIL>coachandyk@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please help me?My water pump had a little leak by the shaft thought it
would be no big deal.Can not find pump any where.Can someone please get their
casting numbers from there pump,and either post them or e-mail to me.
Thanks
Andy
CoachAndy@aol.com
SUBJECT>Water pump Problem POSTER>Andy Kurjiaka
EMAIL>coachandyk@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>1981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please help me?My water pump had a little leak by the shaft thought it
would be no big deal.Can not find pump any where.Can someone please get their
casting numbers from there pump,and either post them or e-mail to me.
Thanks
Andy
CoachAndyk@aol.com
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SUBJECT>Re:Water pump Problem POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1980
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i got mine from RAPCO parts co.in Bowie Texas.940-872-2403.or on the web at
www.rapcopartscompany.com
it was an NOS unit for $100.00
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1955
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why don't you just post the asking price
and location please??
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>john EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 April 2001,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aapOWscC656Dk PREVIOUS>1877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you still have the winch please let me know
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>Shawn EMAIL>railgunner@home.com.DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 1:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1955
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interested,what is asking price and where are you located?Can you email any pics?
-Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Mounted the tires from Nebraska Tires Co.POSTER>Doug
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best thing to do is call them up and see what they have in stock as it is always
revolving.Then look them up on the tire manufactures web sites,not Nebraska tires'.The
people at Nebraska tire are more than helpful and patient.Just be prepared they usually
answer the phone "Firth(or something like that)Co-op"not Nebraska tires...it thru me the
first time I called!..REALLY..glad to see everyone using this info!!Feel free to email
me direct if you have any questions.Doug.
P S I did get my final bill in the mail and it was under $14.00 each to ship five 315's to
Maine!CHEAP!!I am about to order a set of 32's for my wife 2000 Wrangler.Good
luck,and happy jeeping.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2022 2050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1969 M715 for sal upstate ny
all origanal but paint,runing order,very restorable $4.000.00
or best offer
SUBJECT>20''wheeles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1989 2019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dose anyone know if 20''budd type wheels were ever made in the 6 on 71/4 pattern?Any
help would be great.Thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>hood switch?POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>1991 2012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy guys i wanna paint ol'number sheven but my hood is toast.anyone know what if
anything will bolt on?maybe an old wagoneer or sumpin like that?thanks in advance,
john.
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheeles POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1987
NEXT>1990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a set of 20"tires off of a 2.5 ton that I had the bolt pattern put into the rim,fits
right in between the other holes.I know they work and then you can run 9.00X 20 tires on.tehm which you can buy for
about 35 bucks.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheeles POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Saturday,21 April 2001,at 10:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1989 NEXT>1994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE BEEN THINKING ABOUT SWITCHING TO A 20"WHEEL AND I LOOKED
AT THE 2.5 TON WHEEL.IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY USING THE WHEEL FROM
A 2.5 TON,WHAT ABOUT THE OFFSET SINCE THIS WHEEL WAS DESIGNED
TO BE A DUEL ON THE REAR?IT SEEMS LIKE THE TIRES WOULD BE CLOSER
TO THE FRAME AND CAUSE PROBLEMS WITH THE TIRES RUBBING DURING
TIGHT TURNS?I HAD THOUGHT OF THE POSSIBILITY OF USING WHEEL
ADAPTERS TO MATE THE M715 PATTERN TO THE 2.5 TON WHEEL WITH THE
THICKNESS OF THE ADAPTER USED TO MOVE THE WHEEL BACK-SPACING
OUT SO THE TIRE WAS CLOSE TO WHERE IT ORIGINALLY WAS.I NOTICED
THE JUNE ISSUE OF "FOUR WHEELER"MAGAZINE PAGE 158 HAS A AD FOR
"CUSTOM MACHINED FOR YOUR APPLICATION"ADAPTERS.ALSO SAYS
"STRONGEST ADAPTERS/SPACERS ON THE MARKET.PERFORMANCE
WHEEL AND TIRE @303-762-8875 HAS ANYONE GOT ANY EXPERIENCE
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GOING THIS ROUTE?ED
SUBJECT>Re:hood switch?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 4:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1988
NEXT>1997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any hood,from any Full Size Jeep,will fit.Be it Wagoneer,Cherokee or J-truck.The
early trucks &Wagoneers have a slightly different raised opening at the frt edge,but this
will not affect fit.
Hoods are tough to find(in Ohio)because if they're not rusted out,they're smashed.I
found one in Colorado that was perfect,on one of my forays.Read no hail damage.
Good Luck,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?
POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 4:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My '715 is almost all stock,too.The only real mod.is the addition of power steering(a
bolt on affair,I only drilled one hole)&moving the rear driveshaft to the parking brake
drum(while retaining the parking brake,see the archives for more info)It still has the
original NDTs(dated '67)&paint.I love driving it,though not fast.I'm looking at a rear
locker(trying to decide which one gives the best on road manners &quietest operation)&
larger diameter,Radial Tires.I'd love to have 11;00r16 Michellin XL tires,but the price!!
=8-O
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com.DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 2:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1924
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL:Do you have the front drivers side bumper on your parts truck?Would you be willing
to sell it to me if you have it?(i need the front drivers side bumper of a winch equipped
truck )
Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheeles POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1990
NEXT>1995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I had to do was to find 2.5 ton with dual wheels,my 135 was only single tires,and
find the wheels that had riveted center pieces and grind off the rivets then flip the center
piece after drilling the required holes then reweld them back in,the center flipped over.
Then the wheels fit lined up where the old ones are and they only hit in extreme turns.
Normal driving fine.
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1994
NEXT>2005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,let's make a deal on these rims.I am hell bent for big ground clerance on my
715.Thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Any info on Disc brakes??POSTER>Trc725 EMAIL>godod69@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,22 April 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got lucky my search engine brought up this M715 zone.As I have acquired a 1968 M-
725 from a police department with 17,000 original miles and a 350 turbo 400 installed.
Only took 2 brake slave cylinders to get it to pass NJ state inspection.Was lucky to find
F-350 rear cylinders swaped in relatively easily.However upon having to constantly
adjust the damn drums and seeing someone mention that he saw disc conversions.Now
that person stated he didn't want to fork over the jing for the conversion and would rather
scroung for the parts.I don't wanna hunt for stuff so anyone know of any disc conversions
or does a Dana60 disc set up work off of a Chevy or Ford?Or for that matter any retrofit
if there are no kits out there?Thanks if ya do...
SUBJECT>Re:OHIO ???POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darryl
You live in Ohio?If so what parts?Maby we can meet up at the jambo in Lima
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?
POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>broiris8@airmail.net DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 6:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have essentially a stock M-725.The same but
ambulance.Only the tail lights have bee
replaced.It starts,runs and you could probably haul a semi with it.The Toranado engine
was designed for cross-country use,but it does not like to go at top revs.Late models
were equiped with a govenor to protect the engine.I have only had mine for a year,but it
is a blast.
SUBJECT>Re:Mounted the tires from Nebraska Tires Co.POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTEMlSrUinmA PREVIOUS>1959 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered a set of the 315/75R16's.What a deal!Thanks a lot.I'm getting four tires
for the price of two.Now I can afford to tear them up!If anyone comes up with the best
tube or mounting method I'd be interested.
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Thanks again.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Any info on Disc brakes??POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa./YB5wOq0A6 PREVIOUS>1996 NEXT>2014 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No info on the disk Brakes,but where in NJ are you?I just picked up a 715 and don't
know of anyone in the state with one.
pete
SUBJECT>Re:Speedometer cable POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1958 NEXT>2078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there not a compatible speedo cable that one might purchase from the local auto parts
store?(like NAPA,CarQuest,Checker...)Is there an equivalent?Lord knows my ride
needs to know how slow it's going,a speedo cable is what I'm needing as well -but
wonder if there's something easier than Memphis?
-Tony
SUBJECT>68 M-725 For Sale POSTER>Pete Canavin EMAIL>canavin@juno.com
DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 1968 M-725 is for sale.It has less than 13,000 original miles and is stock.It starts and
runs perfectly and does not smoke.It is missing the air cleaner cover and the siren and
spotlight,but otherwise is complete.The exhaust fans run fine,the tranny is fine,the only
mechanical problem is the brakes,which need to be bled before it is driven.It also needs
a new headlight.It has brand new batteries as of December.I will have some pics
available soon...It is all original except for the poor paint-over job to cover the red cross,
etc.and it has new mud/snow tires on it.It has a small dent in the front left fender and the
fender flares are banged up a bit,but they are easy to fix since they are flat sheet metal.It.is located in Lisbon
Falls,Maine about 30 minutes north of Portland.I need to sell it so
make me an offer.I paid $2900 for it,but I'm willing to take a loss if necessary.Please
email any questions.
SUBJECT>Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need some help,not of the fun ribbing type that I shouldn't be doing this :)
I am lucky enough to have two Tornado 230 engines,one is the original 24 volt with all
original equipment.This is the functioning engine (and it runs VERY well).
The other engine I have is an original Tornado 230 engine,but has been modified to run
with the 12 volt systems.The 12v engine needs some work.It's not serious but there is
something very wrong with the engine (I was told the main bearing is out).
I've already pulled the engine/transmission out (I traded off the transfer case)and am
ready to block the engine on a stand.Before I do,I am wondering if there is a readily
available supply of commercial off the shelf parts that I can use to rebuild the engine.I
guess what I'm trying to say is that I want an engine rebuild 'kit'that will work for the
Tornado engine,complete as possible (rings,pistons,bearings,gaskets).
Does anyone have any inkling of knowledge as to if this is possible?Would I need to
piece the kit together by ordering piston's seperate from the cam and order gaskets to say
fit an 68 AMC 232 6 cyl..Is there nowdays civilian equivalents to thendays military
parts?
TIA
-Tony
SUBJECT>Wout,How did the meet go?ntxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aakGVTbx14Fis PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1995
NEXT>2011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With tires?I got 500 in the set of five,just rims,and they are not cleaned up.Still
interested?
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone here like their m715's to be stock,no mods?
POSTER>Shauna Jones EMAIL>shljones@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,
at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1934 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My truck is all stock,nothing has been converted.Is there anything you need to know.about the truck?I haven't had
any problems,parts are cheaper and it depends on what you
want to use your truck for.I'm quite satisfied with the military standars and the truck will
do anything I ask it to do.
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2003 NEXT>2016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the left of the screen there is a link under the Photo Galleries heading that is called
'M715/M725 FAQ".Click on that and read the engine section...should be a good start.
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And as far as other engines parts interchanging...forget that....
brute4c
SUBJECT>stockton wheels POSTER>wyatt EMAIL>wdhorsch@hit.net
DATE>Monday,23 April 2001,at 11:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to buy a set of 5 stockton wheels for my stock m715 does any body know for sure
if 15 inch wheels will fit on an m715or do I have to stick with 16 inch wheels .I was
thinking about 15x10.What would be the best backspacing for these wheels.thank you
for any help.
SUBJECT>Canvas Top POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
Iv'e seen several of yall have made bikini tops for yalls M715.I wanna make one for
mine,especially because in South Texas its too hot for the full top and dont want the sun
to mess up anything inside.Please send me any suggestions on the size and what type of
fabric to use and whats the best way to make it work.Thanks,
Caleb
SUBJECT>B.O.Markers POSTER>Caleb EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 12:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
Does anyone know where i can find replacement blackout lamps for my M715?I
especially need the rear markers but I'd like to replace them all nonetheless.Hell actually
I need the whole B.O.switch and all!I live in South Texas so information on a place
somewhere near me on teh map would be even better.thanks yall
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2005
NEXT>2058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,you posted that you wanted 35 bucks for the wheels a few days ago.Now you want
500 bucks for them?what is up with that?PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:hood switch?POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>1988 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
As Darryl said,any Wagoneer,J-Truck,etc.hood will work.I got one off of a J-10 and it
works perfectly.I found the J-10 under a pile of cars in a junk yard,but the hood was
untouched.Good luck with yours.
Aden
SUBJECT>Re:B.O.Markers POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2010
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried Leo Porter in Midland,Tx?
SUBJECT>Re:Any info on Disc brakes??POSTER>Trc725
EMAIL>godod69@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aabT7q6SOqQi6 PREVIOUS>2000 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Forked RIver 2000 LINKURL>http://home.earthlink.net/~trc69/index.html
I'm located in Somerset County but I live so close to the Flemington Speedway that I ca
hear the cars when they race.Or least used to race as the track is being closed.I picked up
the M-725 from Bridgewater township as it wasn't really used much at all.Main reason I
picked it up is that we go to Forked River on holiday weekends where there is over 700
acres of private property to wheel at.I figure that a 4WD ambulance will be the perfect
vehicle to sleep in after a day of wheeling!I have included a link to the last time I was
there in my 2WD beater.I'll try have some pics of the Kaiser on it soon.Some big trucks
always show up includung Duece and a Halfs and plenty of trucks sporting military axles
and 48"or larger tires.
SUBJECT>for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBWbsx0aKeOk PREVIOUS>NEXT>2048
2166 2200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for sale 1968 m715 new 1967 chevell radiator (new)already installed have the original'
so you have cool water for the small block truck in very very good shape mostly all
original last chance from here it goes in the garage and will come out with a 400 new
camo paint all new bushings in suspention custom maid wheels duel 3 inch exaust all
new wheel bearings and all new sealsand power brakes may sound exspensive but i am
doing all the work most of the money will be in the wheels and tires o'by the way asking
price is 3,200,00 for me to finish it should cost me that much more ken mercer;pa (724)
745-7445
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 3:45 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2007 NEXT>2020
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoops,I completely missed that section.Thanks for pointing it out and saving my
dignity.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:stockton wheels POSTER>Doug EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24 April
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2001,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2008 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes a 15 inch will fit,and stockton seems to know best what backspace to use etc.They
do look a little odd,but that is my opinion.Doug.
SUBJECT>softer springs?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at
8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2038 2094 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone found springs that will soften the kaisers ride while still maintaining the
current ride height,if not adding to it?
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheeles POSTER>Snake River 4x4 EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1987
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys need to look at the Gama Goat adapters,which give you a 40"tall x 11:00 wide
6 ply tire.Adapter plates do run about $500.00 delivered,but the tires and rims can be
found for $45 to $65 apiece in about 90%condition.The 6 ply rating gives you a nice soft
ride and unsurpassed floation.Rollie,has a set and loves them,I run them on my Dodges.
Look at my web-page at www.snakeriver4x4.com and check it out.The 20"NDT tires
will be way to stiff.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Frank Villegas
EMAIL>digitalman2000@apl.com DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaE39swHD2lxQ PREVIOUS>2016 NEXT>2021
2029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,
I went through the same rebuild a few years back.I "aquired"two basket case 715's from
camp Penalton Ca.The marines sure know how to break them.One had a rod poking out
the side of the block.The other must have been parked in the ocean for a few days before
they decided to drag it out.Anyhow I found a machine shop in Los Angeles that had the
scoop on impossible to find parts.This should be read as EXPENSIVE.Pistons were
$35.00 each w rings.OUCH!One lucky thing though,the rods are very common to the
early 6 cylinders.The machine shop near my house had exact size piled up in the back.
Maybe I was just lucky.
I'm glad to see somebody else was brave enough to keep the beast original.Any yoyo ca
stuff a new block in an old frame.But it takes a real handyman to keep the thing original.
Whats the deal about 12 vs 24 volts?Did somebody re-wind or get a different starter?I'll.look for the old parts
address if you are interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Frank Villegas
EMAIL>digitalman2000@apl.com DATE>Tuesday,24 April 2001,at 10:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot one other trick,I turned a groove on the back bearing of the cam shaft in line with
the oil feed port to allow much more oil to reach the top end.The original design allows
oil to enter the cam ONLY when the holes line up once per cam revolution.After the
mod,the top end gets a lot more oil.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Ed EMAIL>hirshenson@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>1986 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you e-mail me a picture of the truck.Where in upstate NY are you located.
Ed
SUBJECT>she's a dog POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>NEXT>2024 2026 2027 2037 2043
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just purchaced my 1st m715 and know they are not very fast,but this
one is a real dog.i cannot get over 30mph w/out going down a hill.
i was told by the previous owner that the tornado would eat up the
cam lobes on the rear 2 cylinder due to poor oil circulation and that this can cause a huge
loss of power..
any truth to this?any suggestions
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog POSTER>james mcglasson
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@globalone.net DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 12:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a 715 for 6 years and all I ever heard about was how crappy the stock motor is.I
never had a problem with mine and was able to do 50-55mph without a problem.I
suppose it is possible that you may have some major damage to your engine,but I would
bet that if you replace the points and check the plugs,carb etc..you will probably get it to
run better.Mine ran better and better the more I drove it.I think the worst enemy is just
letting them sit idle.You could also replace the engine with a V8,like so many owners
are doing.I always liked that mine was stock though.
-Jamie
SUBJECT>looking for a soft top m-715 POSTER>looking for m-715
EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does any one of any m-715 for sale that are in good condition.thank you
joe
cjeeptj@aol.com
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SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had my 230 rebuilt (it was seized)and when I put the motor in and drove it,it too was a
dog.Timing was 20 degress advanced.Got a friend to help set the distributor back one
tooth;big difference.Later,added the civvie dist and manifold/carburator combo.Big
difference!Can climb a 6%percent grade at 50mph,and freeway is no problem.Still
keep speed at 55mph,do't want to continually overrev it.Would've been alot cheaper to
drop in a chevvy,but I like it semi-stock.My 2 cents.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog POSTER>WBrianS EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 April
2001,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>2023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ray,
Congrats on your new truck!I got my first one about 2 years ago and loved it.I didn't
know much about motors and it's a great truck to learn on.If yours has a reasonably
straight body then it's a prize,seeing as how you can fix anything else but body panels are
hard to find.
I'll see if I can help you,but this will be long so go pee if you have to.
My first truck had 47 miles to go to get it home.It had sat idle for about 6 years and as
James said that's a killer.I started out thinking it was in good running order (as I was told
by the seller),but the top speed was about 35 and it kept backfiring.I limped home and
began a year long project to make the truck run right.Mine had a bad alternator that was
making it not fire the plugs every hit,and the gas would accumulate and backfire.I used a
soldering iron and a $.49 circuit and fixed that,but it didn't help top end any.I the
checked out the distributor (as it would seem the problem was there),but after repalcing
the plugs and all it didn't help much.I was getting about 45 mph then.So I took off the
valve cover and adjusted the rocker arms.I got it up to 50 then.I had no idea that the top
speed was supposed to be 60,so I kept working and found that my fuel pump had a wor
arm on it and was starving the carb.I replaced the fuel pump with a $12 unit from
Autozone and it did 60.
Just a note,a few months later I got a civvy distributor and the engine would do 65,but
squeled like a pig.
I drove it to a Field Exercise and on the way back a rocker arm nut came off and ate up
my #6 lobe on my cam.I sold the truck then and the guy looked at the engine that I had
worked so hard on and said 'Screw it."and paid a guy to drop in a 350.
I now have a '68 that's all stock.Runs 65 without a hitch.
Good luck and keep us posted..SUBJECT>ed drake POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey ed did you get my email?if not im in hanging dog outside murphy 8miles from the
allen gap entrance to the tellico orv area
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2020 NEXT>2033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Near as I can determine,this was an original 24v military engine that was converted to a
12v system.There is a 12v starter,different type of distributor cap and wires,a way
different carb.Everything else seems to be the original military stuff.
I've got zero experience in rebuilding any motor,so I've got my video camera handy while
I disassemble so that I can watch to see what goes where when the time comes to
reassemble.
I've got most everything ready for an engine rebuild that I can get up front (minus the
engine parts)...I have the hoist/stand,cyliner hone,air compressor,sand blaster,paint,
etc...Barring anything catastophic inside the engine -it should be pretty straight forward.
I'm looking for _ANY_source I can get my hands on for a rebuild.Be it for parts,
technical advice or war stories,manuals..manuals..manuals would be a big help.I've yet
to find the proper disassembly order (if there is one)or technical specs once inside the
engine.This may be generic across engines,but I've yet to verify it.
The other engine I have is 100%stock 24v military.It smokes some,but then I'm running
about 10yr old fuel out of it so I don't have to drain 20+gallons into something.(actually,
when I got the truck it didn't run.I put in new battery cables,fresh batteries to verify the
starter worked and the thing fired off an sputter ran until it worked itself into a rythem
and smoothed out)This probably isn't desireable to the engine,but I've put new fuel
filters,changed the oil/filter,new pressure hoses to keep something drastic from entering
the engine.I'm looking for a new air element,but the one I have is decent.I've followed
the lube order best I can but still have not found some things (like the oil wic in the
ignitor?)I've read the Ignitor info posted here,but they do not look similar.
SUBJECT>M715 with detoit diesel-For Sale POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>djnewman@erols.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 2:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>pictures
LINKURL>http://www.astory.com/deuce
M715 -1-1/4 ton 4 wheel drive pickup,1967 Kaiser,Detriot Diesel-353,4 speed,2
range transfer case,lock-out hubs,front winch,(driveline uninstalled),new heavy duty
tires,Hard top,body is very nice,lots of power,comes with:4 spare tires and rims/
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homemade towbar/1-front axle/1 rear axle.Title delay,trailer brake relay,new battery
Located Phila PA
Can deliver anywhere.$4,750
SUBJECT>best chevy 5-speed POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gents-what is your experiences with chevy 5-speeds that have a grunt 1st gear,and a
overdrive 5th gear.this will be bolted to a chevy 350.i need model no.etc.thanks
bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:looking for a soft top m-715 POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2025 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Under for sale on this site I have two 68m715,s for sale
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2029 NEXT>2039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i found the best prices for rod bearings at O'Reilly auto parts.it might be called Hi/Lo
auto in your area.they have Federal Mogul brand which i think is the best brand of
bearings for a stock type of rebuild.they were able to get them the next day from one of
their warehouses.good luck with your rebuild.you can purchase manuals from Portrayal
Press.or check out some on this site.Brute4c spent alot of time putting them here for us to
use.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:best chevy 5-speed POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2031 NEXT>2042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NV4500
krob725
SUBJECT>Help with stock fuel system POSTER>Mike Smoots
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aawoLbvc2OVBo PREVIOUS>NEXT>2036
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need help with the fuel system on a stock 230.There is a small line running from the fuel
pump to the neck on the air-cleaner,I guess it is a vapor return line.Mine has gas running
out of it,does this mean I have a bad fuel pump?Truck runs fine,no other problems or
gas leaks.Any help would be appreciated ……..Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Help with stock fuel system POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2035 NEXT>2044 2083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The line to the air cleaner is a vent for fording....if theres gas coming out of it the.diapragam is wasted.
Either a new pump or a rebuild kit...though I'm not sure if anyone is selling the rebuild
kits anymore....
Sorry to give you the bad news....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2023 NEXT>2063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are alot of reasons for low speed...
Bad ignition components
Fuel delivery problems
Timing
Valve lash
brakes overadjusted,including parking brake
Of course mechanical wear/breakage
A governor that is working improperly
just to name a few....
On the cam,The way the cam oils is a little funny...there is a line from the block outside
the block to the head to provide oil up there.The cam is mounted in a removable piece,
called a cam deck,that has the bearings in it.The the oil enters the rear of the head and
enters the rear cam bearing where it fills up the cam,coming out the point of the lobes to
oil the rockers,and it also goes through a small pipe to fill about a 1-2 cup space under
the cam deck that the front 3 cam bearing are oiled from....I know its kinda weird...
Also,the cam bearings get smaller as you go to the rear,naturally,but they really change
size dramatically in my opinion...the rear on is about half the size of the front one.
I have seen a civvy engine with some galled lobes but I dont know what happened to get
them that way....I do know that after the clubs first National meet in Kentucky,I was
driving home to northern Wisconsin when I heard a knocking and found out that the hole
to oil the #1 cylinders cam lobe was plugged.I removed the rockers from that lobe,and
the plug wire,and drove the rest of the way home,bout 100 miles,with no problem....and
after taking it apart and checking it and cleaning it,it was still good and I only had to
replace the rockers...I thought it was a miracle.
I would be a little suspect of the rear bearing cause its smaller,but the fact that the oil fills
it first should make it last....also the engine has,at least the book says they do,an anti
drain back valve so that it doesn't have to fill up the cam deck galley or the cam every
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time you start it up.
I hope something here helps...overall,I think the cam system works well as long as you
keep the oil clean and of course keep the rockers set good.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:softer springs?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2018 NEXT>2040 2061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knw some people have taken out a couple springs and have said that the truck rides
much smoother.Re-arching the springs at the same time helps....of course load capacity is.reduced but not greatly.
You could get some extra height back by using a trick of mine....go to a salvage yard and
find a couple full size Dodge vans...look under the leaf springs and you'll see,on some of
them,a short.bout a foot long,plate,about 3/4 of an inch thick,shaped like a short
spring.It doesn't flex but adds height....and I don't see why a guy couldn't use a couple if
he wanted to/needed to.
Hope this helps....not quite what you were asking but...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2033 NEXT>2051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking of engine rebuild manual stuff....IF YOU ARE VERY LUCKY....I may finish
the engine rebuild section of the -34 manual,which is about 50 pages long with images,
this weekend.If and when its up,I'll post so you know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:softer springs?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 April
2001,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2038 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My spring packs are pretty rusty.I was hoping to be able to replace them.I really don't
know much about fixing stuff so I figure if I took them apart they would never go back
together again,haha.I was just hoping for something with fewer springs since I dont tow
anything.Thanks though,I guess something will come along some day.
SUBJECT>Re:ed drake POSTER>Ed Drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 April 2001,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,sorry I did not receive your e-mail.Try again @eddrake@webtv.net
SUBJECT>Re:best chevy 5-speed POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 3:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2034
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NV4500
6.34:1 first ('92&'93)
5.61:1 93 1/2+
.73 OD gear
~200 lbs dry weight
-must use a special syntheic gear oil
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>2023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I ran into this a few years ago,too.It all boiled down
to ignition timing.Similar to
Brute's,but to a larger degree,mine was off by about 35 degrees.I could not beleive that
it would even run,being that far out,but it got me home (slowly).Check plug condition
and distributor timing first,they are cheap and free,respectively.
SUBJECT>Re:Help with stock fuel system POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2036 NEXT>2045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I make a fuel pump from a J10 or J20 work?.........Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Help with stock fuel system POSTER>m715mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2044
NEXT>2047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike,
you can get a rebuild kit from white owl for about 40.00 bucks.i purchased one about a
month ago.good luck
wade
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1967 m715 POSTER>jeremy EMAIL>popazeus@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHxKDtilZRAk PREVIOUS>1955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could you send me some pictures?how much are you asking?
Thanks
Jeremy
SUBJECT>Re:Help with stock fuel system POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2045 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wade,thanks for the info!!How do I find White Owl??Thanks again.............Mike
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>jeremy
EMAIL>popazeus@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 7:59 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHxKDtilZRAk PREVIOUS>2015 NEXT>2086
2111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could you send me pictures
Jeremy
SUBJECT>Contact for White Owl?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I find White Owl for parts??..........Mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>jeremy EMAIL>popazeus@hotmail.com.DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 9:12
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHxKDtilZRAk PREVIOUS>1986 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could I get some more information and a few pictures
Thanks
Jeremy
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2039 NEXT>2060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the assistance...one final post before I believe this thread uses it's use...
What is the approximate weight of the standard Tornado 230 engine?The one I've pulled
out squatted the trailer I used to bring it home.I didn't think they were THAT heavy,but
this one is definately beefy (engine +bell &tranny).
Are they pushing 800-900 lbs?
-Tony
SUBJECT>White Owl POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,
26 April 2001,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2054
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here ya be...http://www.whiteowl.com/
Al Temple.
SUBJECT>1968 M715 for sale POSTER>Steve Smith EMAIL>lsjsmith@home.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2056 2059 2293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clean,straight and strong.Mostly original with exception of 12 volt conversion and
keyed ignition.Blackout markers serve as turn signals.24,600 original miles
.Military rebuild plate on block for 1975.Went to small fire department upon it's
retirement and has served on my small farm and adjacent woodlot as a wheel barrow and
has pulled my boat 5 miles round trip to the harbour in the summer time.Always garaged
and loved (but worked of course)I've had it for five years and averaged 120 miles.Son is
off to college and I'm selling the beef herd,boat and sadly 'ol snort.This truck needs a
good home and some one who understands what she's all about.No triflers,please.If
your seriously looking for a nearly original M715 in above average shape this should be
it.
SUBJECT>Re:White Owl POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2052
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry had a big emergency here at work mid post.Here are the PH.numbers for white
Owl.252-522-2586 or 252-522-4331..Hope that helps...Al Temple
SUBJECT>coolant back flow problem POSTER>john tassin EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
26 April 2001,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2057
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a stock 715 that sometimes after driving will back flow coolant.i had the radiator
rebuilt,new hoses,new pump,new belts.the temp stayes fine.has any one had this
problem?what did you find?
SUBJECT>Re:1968 M715 for sale POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is it located?
SUBJECT>Re:coolant back flow problem POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you elaborate a little?What do you mean by "back flow".Describe exactly whats
happening.
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2011
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The previous post says that you could buy tires for the 9.00X 20 rims for about 35 bucks
a tire.Sorry for the confusion.
SUBJECT>Re:1968 M715 for sale POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located and how much?
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Engine REBUILD POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,ve never weighed one or to the best of my memory seen a weight listed,but I would
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guesstimate them in the area of 600 lbs...800-900...now youre talking a 392 hemi.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:softer springs?POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 April 2001,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2038
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the length of the stock springs from eye to eye?With that info you
could either build a pack or take some springs out of a 1/2 ton or 3/4 ton that are much
softer but the same length.I have seen this trick used before with incredible results.Just.an idea...
JD
SUBJECT>Attn.Brute4c/20''Wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Friday,27 April 2001,at 4:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I am looking to adapt 20''wheels on the old 715.On the yahoo site post 2855 you
talked about the mitchell wheel interchange manual.In that post it said some wheel
company made a 20''-6-7 1/4 to fit a 715.Your help would be great.thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog #2 POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 April 2001,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>2037 NEXT>2067 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
can i use civvie plugs,plug wires and dist rotor
to tune up the m715?if so anybody know the part #'s
are the military of the same easy to come by?
how can i check my timing on 24v
thanks for all the help already!!
feel free to e-mail if you have any great ideas
moparmulet@aol.com
i want to keep it w/the tornado if poss and not due the
engine swap thing!!!
SUBJECT>MWRFE shirt order deadline POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Friday,27 April 2001,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
May 5th is the deadline for the ordering of the MWRFE shirts.If you want one please get
your order in ASAP.I will have a few XL shirts made up,but not many,so if you want
one in a different size please order it now.
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Brute4c/20''Wheels POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 April 2001,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2062 NEXT>2069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I haven't gotten back to you before....heres the deal...
During the week I work 2 jobs and I rarely get on my home system at all....I use my
bosses every nite for a couple hours between about 9:30 and 11:30.....but I dont have
access to my stuff from here.
I did once borrow and scour an old interchange manual and scanned the sections of
wheels that interchanged with the 715 in bolt pattern size...it used to be posted at the
yahoo site,but was taken down to save space....I think I saved it on my system at home.....Saturday and Sunday are
my work on my system days,so I'll see if I have it and if I do I'll
put it on the new site here and let you know where it is.
Sorry for the delay...but its the best I can do right now.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog #2 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 April 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2063
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To use civvy plugs and wires and other tune up parts,the best thing to do is get a civvy
distributor and coil and change out the ignition.
There are several advantages to this:
Parts are available at Napa,like cap,rotor,points,condensor
Parts are cheaper than the military ones
Caps definately last longer
The civvy unit has vacuum advance,which helps alot...smoother running at all speeds,
more power and better mileage.
You can use solid core wires with special ends on them in the military setup,also need
civvy spark plugs...but you lose the waterproof and dont gain too much other than more
common plugs and wires.
Many have swapped the distributor and can attest to the gains it provides,me among
them.
In the menu on the right under photo galleries is a link to the M715/M725 FAQ...there is
a section there on doing the civilian ignition swap that should take care of any questions.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>she's a dog #2 POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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any body know if i can use civvie pulgs wires and dist rotor
for a tune up?part #'s....are the military version of the same
easy to come by?
is there a "kit"to do a enginge swap?
please feel free to email moparmulet@aol.com
thanks guys
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Brute4c/20''Wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 4:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You Brute,i can't wait to hear back from you on the wheels.PerkM715
SUBJECT>coolant problem POSTER>john tassin EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,28 April
2001,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2072 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
coolant back flows out of drain toob on top near cap.It does not happen all the time,but.it seems to stop after the
coolant drops about 1/2 inch below cap.like i say ,the truck has
done this periodically,since I got it two years ago.The thing acts as if its over heating,
but the temp gage stays fine.I'll pull in the driveway,kill the engine and the coolant will
back out of the drain tube (about a pints worth)on the concrete and then it stops.It
doesn't lose most of the coolant like an overheated vehicle should.Then I can also drive it
again and the truck doesn't do it.Its irratic,like I have some type of back pressure
problem exsisting in the coolant system.I took the thermostat out to see if that was
causing the problem,still had the problem.Radiator was rebuilt.New hoses,belts,water
pump.
History on the truck:
The truck was stored for over 20 years.I put 1,000 miles on it in about 2 years.The
odometer just flipped 4,500.It drives like a brand new truck because it's still new.It
hasn't even been broken in yet except for its age.It doesn't lose oil.Everything is still all
stock military 24 volt electric.It doesnt have a fording kit.
Is there any other valves in the cooling system that could be sticking?I have noticed after
driving that I have more coolant pressurs on the top hose than I have on the lower hose.
SUBJECT>Wheel interchange POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found and have reposted the wheel interchange,see menu at left under Public Menu.
there are wheels in the 16,17.5,19.5 and 20 inch sizes.It takes a little while to
understand the way its written,the bolt pattern,usually the center hole size and the rim
size are included.The makes and models they fit follow below.
Hope this helps...and Perk,sorry for the wait!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:coolant problem POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2070
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,lets talk cooling systems for a minute....
The cooling system will heat up after you turn the truck off due to the fact that the engine
is hot and the water quits circulating....this makes the coolant in the block expand and
come out the overflow....your problem exactly,not really a problem though,this is a
normal occurence.
To get rid of the overflow on the ground though,you can put in an overflow bucket,like
cars and trucks come with these days,and hook a hose from the pipette on the radiator
neck to the bottom of the overflow container.What this container does is catch overflow
AND when the system is low on coolant,it will suck it back in to fill it up.
Sounds to me like thats all you need...but....check or replace the radiator cap,book says
13 lb.cap,a 15 will work too.
That should take care of you.
Glad it doesn't sound like some here-to-fore never seen anomaly....boy those can be fun!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:she's a dog #2 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 11:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2068
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The military and civilian caps,rotors,etc,do not interchange.The plugs and wires can be
changed to civilian ones by buying solid core wires,check with a smalle engine shop,
usually bought by the foot,and the ends for the plugs to crimp on the wites and the ends
to go in the cap,to crimp on too.The plugs are Autolite #275 or equivalent.
This will allow you to time the truck,replace just #1 wire with this temporarily and you
can time it,or you cna change the plugs and wires permanently.The wires are just held in
the cap by tolerance fit....to get a really good system...keep reading....
To use civvy plugs and wires and other tune up parts,the best thing to do is get a civvy
distributor and coil and change out the ignition.
There are several advantages to this:
Parts are available at Napa,like cap,rotor,points,condensor
Parts are cheaper than the military ones
Caps definately last longer
The civvy unit has vacuum advance,which helps alot...smoother running at all speeds,
more power and better mileage.
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You can use solid core wires with special ends on them in the military setup,but you lose
the waterproof part AND you don't gain too much other than more common plugs and
wires.
Many have swapped the distributor and can attest to the gains it provides,me among
them.
In the menu on the right under photo galleries is a link to the M715/M725 FAQ...there is
a section there on doing the civilian ignition swap that
should take care of any questions.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>engine swap POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28
April 2001,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2075
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am thinking about the disel swap
any info on this
the link on this site dont work
thank you
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2074
NEXT>LINKNAME>The M715 Zone,Yahoo club
LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
A link doesn't work...which one?I'll get it fixed pronto.
Thanks for letting me know....
On the diesel swap,if you look through the older postings,Rollie has done one and has
posted just about everthing you need to get going..If you don't know,you can click on "Search /Personalize
Display"at the top of the
message board index and you then scroll down to "Posted within the last"and click on the
arrow for the box next to it that says week.If you choose the "Several Eons"option,you'll
see every message posted to this board.
Also,there is a lot of info at the Yahoo site at the link below.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>-34 manual partly online...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have managed to collate and post the first 3 chapters and the 12th chapter of the -34
manual.The 12th chapter is the t-case rebuild,someone asked for it a while back so I got
it done rush.The 3rd chapter of this manual is the engine stuff....it includes removal,
dissasembly,inspection,repair,assembly,installation and adjustments.I split the chapter
into 3 parts and its still some pretty good download time due to the number of images
involved....please be patient....
The engine section is 50 pages of a 225 page book....just to give you another reason its so
big.
Anyway,you can find it by clicking on Online Manuals at the top of the page and the
clicking on the TM 9-2320-244-34 manual.
I will get the rest done sometime....boy its a lot of work though....kinda like owning an
M715...:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel interchange POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2071
NEXT>2085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is it?i might be blind and dumb but i can't find it.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Speedometer cable POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,28
April 2001,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2001 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a speedo cable from a '77 -'79 CJ-5 will work.I was in a
pinch and used the one off my CJ-5.Order the longer cable.
SUBJECT>Re:I've got one!!!!POSTER>john EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,28 April 2001,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To t.c of charlotte NC
I was wondering if you still had the winch system for M715
Please let me know
thanks.john
SUBJECT>wheel interchange POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute for all your help,but it looks like slim pickins for 20''wheels.The only one i
saw on the list was under 570-D 20''-5.00 1948-55 Dodge 1 ton van,finding a set of these
would awful hard i bet,but i am not going to quit.There is an outfit called performance
tire and wheel june issue of four wheeler mag p.158 that make all types of custom wheel
adapters.I may have to go to my local junk yard get some 20''wheels and have adapters
made and 18''gama goats are out the military tread pattern is junk in mud and snow,
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where in 9.00-20''size the selection is very good for agressive tread radial and non radial
with out too much load range.Thanks again.PerkM715
SUBJECT>wheel interchange POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute for all your help,but it looks like slim pickins for 20''wheels.The only one i
saw on the list was under 570-D 20''-5.00 1948-55 Dodge 1 ton van,finding a set of these
would be awful hard i bet,but i am not going to quit.There is an outfit called performance
tire and wheel june issue of four wheeler mag p.158 that makes all types of custom wheel
adapters.I may have to go to my local junk yard get some 20''wheels and have adapters
made and 18''gama goats are out the military tread pattern is junk in mud and snow,
where in 9.00-20''size the selection is very good for agressive tread radial and non radial
with out too much load range.Thanks again.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:-34 manual partly online...POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks brute4c,
I wish there was some way I could help you with the rest of the manual.Let me know via
e-mail if you think I can help.
-Tony
SUBJECT>distributor POSTER>S Carr EMAIL>thiscarr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29
April 2001,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2036 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to set my timing and I cannot turn my distributor.One otherthing I keep reading
about the M715s not having a vacuum advance but I have a vacuum line going to my
distributor and a line coming from it.
SUBJECT>spring over POSTER>adam morris EMAIL>5172335495@page.nextel.com
DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.has anyone done a spring over?if so what do you do about the steering knuckles and arms
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel interchange POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2077
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its called "Wheel Interchange Index"and its right above "Photo Galleries"in the menu on
the left of this screen...it's the last thing under "Public Menu".
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeremy please give me a call on this i can mail you all the imfo.and pictures you need on
this i do have to take more pictures (724)747-7445 eny time or leave a message and i will
get back to you as soon as i can thanks ken
SUBJECT>M725 on Pearl Harbor Movie?POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Sunday,29 April 2001,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2089 2092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi folks!!
Just seen the new Pearl Harbor trailer,don't know if the movie is out yet...
There's a part in the trailer where the Japanese planes drop bombs in the harbor and
there's a pretty close-up of a bomb falling in an ambulance that looks just like the M725...
Has anybody seen this?
If that's really a M725 this is a big boo-boo in the movie,right?Since the M715 and 725
was started only in the Vietnam war...
C ya!
SUBJECT>M725 for sale in New Jersey POSTER>Marc Lesko
EMAIL>marc.lesko@bms.come DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCSFyW8Xfidg PREVIOUS>NEXT>2098
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M725 For sale in Jackson,NJ.No rust,Good Camo paint,Runs good,Brakes
redone,Pictures in members gallery under my name,$2,500,732-928-3943
SUBJECT>Re:M725 on Pearl Harbor Movie?POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2087 NEXT>2091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just saw the trailer last night myself.The same thought had occured to me.Then I
realized,it could be an M37 (I think that is the Dodge made predecesor to the 715).I am
not sure,however,as the girlfriend was trying to distract me with some variety of
mindless drivel.Will keep my eyes open,though..Pete
SUBJECT>engine info.POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Monday,30
April 2001,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2099
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
after thinking of doing a engine swap i have came to the conclusion i dont have the
money
so far now i will be running the stock engine
were can i find parts for it
i remember reading someone cut the cam so more oil could get to the top end
any help is welcomed
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as i will be driving this truck everyday
thank you
joe
SUBJECT>M43 would be incorrect too.POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2089
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even the Dodge M43(ambulance version of M37)would be incorrect.They came after
WW2.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:M725 on Pearl Harbor Movie?POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2087 NEXT>2093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mean the mini-docu-drama "Pearl",I saw that on the History Channel,and there
were several scenes that very clearly showed a M725.One scene showed it drive by and
you could first see the front,then the side,then the rear end as it pulled up in front of the
hospital.No Doubt about it.I own one of these,and would reconize one anywhere.
I guess the historical advisor must of been asleep at the wheel on this one!
*=aee=*
SUBJECT>Re:M725 on Pearl Harbor Movie?POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2092 NEXT>2133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I meant the new blockbuster movie called Pearl Harbor.I don't know if it's out yet.Here
in Brazil I only saw the trailer.
Anyway,it seems that they hired the same history "expert"for the documentary you saw
and this movie :))
C ya!
SUBJECT>Re:softer springs?POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,
at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2018 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I have a spring over on my truck and removed two leaves from each pack at all four
corners.I removed (starting from the bottom)the second and the fourth leaf.I would say
it lowered the already lifted up truck (via spring-over)about two inches.The ride is
SOOO much better,still stiff but a large improvement.Also I felt the truck was a little
too high before,but now it is perfect.It ends up looking very proportional.I am VERY
pleased with this set up,I would also say it seems to not change the load carrying too
much as mine still will not sit down much with a LARGE amount of weight in the bed.
Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>M715 Zone hats for sale POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you would like to order a black hat with the M715 Zone logo stitched on the front for
$10.00 +$1.00 shipping.
Send check or money order to:
David Bryan
Box 855
Bayside,CA 95524
Please include quanity desired.
If you have any questions e-mail them to DWBm715@aol.com
SUBJECT>gas filler tube POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,im looking for gas tube any ideas on where to find one and whats a fair price
also there are factory manuals for both the 715 &the 725 on ebay now listed under kaiser
thanks and later,john
SUBJECT>Re:gas filler tube POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 April 2001,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2096
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both Memphis Equipment and Surplus City Jeep Parts should have the hose...see the
links page....last price I saw was about $25.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for sale in New Jersey POSTER>Mike MIller
EMAIL>micheal.miller@ar.ngb.army.mil DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2088 NEXT>2104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you consider a trade?I have an '81 j10 pickup that I might be willing to trade.
SUBJECT>Re:engine info.POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 11:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2090
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey careful Joe,you're asking a loaded question *wink*
Parts (especially original working parts)are hard to come by and expensive if you find
them.Believe me -I'm starting a engine rebuild project for a stock engine and am not
looking forward to the expense...I'm only doing it because I want to ;)
If your stock engine is ok right now,leave it as it is and fix the things as they break.You
should be pretty happy with that.As your stock engine totally wears out,then think about
either replacing or rebuilding.
brute4c has "Links"on the left side of this page that have great sources for parts if you
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need them.Another great resource is the participants of this site.The combined
knowledge and personal spare parts of everyone here seem to be filling in the wide gaps
that I have in my own resources.
Don't take my advice as verbatim,just my humble opinion only.Heaven knows I have
little money to replace everything that is wrong or worn out on my truck.I get by and am
extremly satisfied with that.
Ok -here's my soapbox..Sorry to be so lengthy.-Tony
SUBJECT>axles and brakes POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seem to me that while the 715 came with a 60 front and a 70 rear,it is not the only
truck of it's era that was so equipped.I think that now Ford uses 70's for it's Super Duty
trucks.My question is:why not swap the outer portion of the axles out?ie:from the
brake backing plates to the hubs.Wouldn't the bolt pattern be the some on that flange as
on the other Dana 60 and/or 70's?What I am trying to do is keep the axles as stock as
possible,while improving the brakes,and using readily available parts.
SUBJECT>Newbie/question POSTER>NoRM EMAIL>zero@dahorse.org
DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all...
As a new M-715 owner I have been lurking sum,reading/learning and enjoying.I have a
few questions I will post and see what you all have for opinions.I have a few planned
modifications pending,I maybe will restore a differant "M"latter;-)
1)Planning a saginaw steering swap,should be "bolt"in as far as the actual box
goes....those of you runing bigger rubber with these trucks seen any evidence of frame
cracking issues?
2)Those of you that have done 12v swaps,any of you ever keep the factory switches on
the dash for lights etc..(I would like to retain it)
And use it as the "ignition switch"of sorts...retaining a foot starter!.thats about it for now....and as
always,thanks in advance for any help ya may be able to
offer.
NoRM
SUBJECT>68 M-725 For Sale POSTER>Pete Canavin EMAIL>canavin@juno.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2119 2153 LINKNAME>canavin@juno.com album
LINKURL>http://www.photopoint.com
Relisting my 68 M-725.It's stock except for the new QR-78 mud+snow tires and a couple
brand new high amp batteries.It has under 13,000 original miles and it runs beatifully!
No smoke,no knocks,no rattles,etc.It could use a paint job and the seats need to be
recovered.It's missing the siren,spotlight,and the aircleaner cover.It also needs a
headlight.It needs to have the brakes bled out before driving it,but after that it's good to
go.There's a dent under the driver headlight,not bad at all.It has a new grill from a
Gladiator or such.A clean up and a paint job would make it a great truck.There's no rust
on the truck except some minor surface rust arount the dent and a small area on the top.
Both spots are easily taken care of when a paint job is done.No metal needs to be
replaced.I have pictures up on my photopoint site at
SUBJECT>Re:axles and brakes POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 May 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2100
NEXT>2105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many have looked into this,none has come up with anything yet despite a ton of
looking....there is one guy who had a good idea but it required a new machined hub to
work...
One of our members put the corporate 14 bolt GM backing pates,along with the semi
metallic shoes you can get at any parts store and auto adjusters and emergency brake
cables.
He has a page on it but since I'm on someone elses computer right now,I dont have,will
post when I get to mine...
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for sale in New Jersey POSTER>Mlesko EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 May 2001,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2098
NEXT>2118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No thanks,need the cash
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:axles and brakes POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 May 2001,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2103
NEXT>2108 2109 LINKNAME>Corporate 14 bolt conversion page
LINKURL>http://people.atl.mediaone.net/stu2966/BP_Conversion_index.htm
Heres the link to the corporate 14 bolt conversion....brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie/question POSTER>-B.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 May
2001,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>2101 NEXT>2107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NoRM,
I did the 12V swap and kept my switches.They worked fine for the 12V.I did,however,
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have to repalce all my gauges.
Good luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie/question POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 May 2001,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless you can find a transformer from 12v back up to 24v so that the original guages
have the correct power.That seems like a lot of extra work tho.*shrug*
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:axles and brakes POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nigthflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2105
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:axles and brakes POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2105
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have you checked into the disc brake conversion for the corp.14 bolt?i know a company
makes a kit (csm)that allows the use of elderado break colipers and then 3/4 ton chevy
rotors.i'm not sure how it goes on but if it only has to mount to the backing plate it may
be a way to get a set of disc brakes on the rear of a 715.don't know why you'd want discs
in front and not rear,but it could be worth researching.
roger
SUBJECT>revolver shackles POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2117 2131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you havent seen these things trust me you need to!!!I just spoke with a dealer of the
shackles and he siad that with some variable taken into account it might be possible to
adapt them to the M715.This would greatly improve over all flex.the guy said that bulk
orders help drive the price down which could raise the more custom they have to be
made.I'm sending him pictures and measurements tonight maybe tomorrow.this is a
improvement I am definetely going to make to my truck.If your interested n what they
are:go to google.com type in revolver shackle and see a set fr yourself.Especially check
out if you can the fullsize product review..JD
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>tim daly
EMAIL>dtigerdancer@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much you looking to get for it?what shape is it in?where are you located?any pics?
thanks and have a great day!jeep on!
SUBJECT>WTB WINDSHIELD FRAME POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NEED WINDSHIELD FRAME &LATCH HARDWARE
SUBJECT>ELEC WIPERS POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANT TO CONVERT TO ELEC WIPERS INSTEAD OF VAC ANY IDEAS
SUBJECT>Re:ELEC WIPERS POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2113
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
12 and 24 volt wipers are available from the JC Whitney catalog...they fit the M715 I
know cause I have done it.
They have a web site....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Wanted 715 fenders and axles POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2124 2139 LINKNAME>North East
Willeys jeep org.LINKURL>http://www.newjo.org
Hi,
I have a 74 J-10 p/u that I want to give a 715 look.Sort of a J-715 if you would.I already
have the grill gaurd.Now I am looking to get a set of front fender so I can clear my new
36/12.5 super swampers.The only other thing I will need is a set of 715 axles.I am most
interested in getting a cheap parts truck,but if I need to get each part sold seperetly I will.
Adam,
SUBJECT>JC whitney on links POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 May 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not put the JC Whitney page on the Zone's links page if they have parts to offer???
JD.SUBJECT>Re:revolver shackles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2110
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are we talking front and rear revolvers?Will they handle the immense weight of these
beasts?How much $?
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for sale in New Jersey POSTER>David Meharg
EMAIL>dmeharg@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 6:28 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2104 NEXT>2123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Marc,I am interested in your M725.Please e-mail more details on condition and photos if
you have them.Where are you located in NJ.I live in Western CT.
Thanks Dave Meharg
SUBJECT>Re:68 M-725 For Sale POSTER>David Meharg EMAIL>dmeharg@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2102
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
I am interested in your M725.Please let me know when and where we can get together so
I can see the vehicle.I live in Western CT.
Also,can the vehicle be driven to Ct safely ??
Thanks David Meharg
Ps.Any interest in an 88 Saab 900 in the deal??
SUBJECT>MWRFE Shirt Order Deadline TODAY 5/4/01 POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will taking the order to the screen printer on Monday.The deadline for ordering is
TODAY 5/4/01!!!!!
Thank You!!
Pam
SUBJECT>MWRFE Registrations POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are planning on attending the MWRFE this year I need your head count ASAP so
that I may purchase the proper amount of supplies.The dates again are June 7-10th.
Thanks in advance and hope to see you there.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Scott EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTEMlSrUinmA PREVIOUS>1905 NEXT>2149 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Doug,
Just got my tires in.Their great.I'm going to go to a shop to install them but I want to be
educated going in there.What was the problems you ran into w/the stock 16"tube.
Has anyone else mounted theirs yet,if so,what tubes did you use?Any pointers?
Thanks in advance,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for sale in New Jersey POSTER>Mlesko EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
4 May 2001,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2118 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave
E-Mail sent.
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted 715 fenders and axles POSTER>Bill G
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,
I once saw a Jeep p.u.that the owner had cut the fenders out and took 55 gal.drums that
he cut up and welded in place.It looked prety good !M-(minnie)715.Something to think
about.
Bill
SUBJECT>12 volt dist POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Friday,4
May 2001,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko
PREVIOUS>NEXT>2129 2132 2138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for a good 12volt 230 tornado dist so i can swap out my 24 volt
any help would be great
SUBJECT>ATTN BUMP _R POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU HAVE SOME PIC'S OF M715'S LINED UP.HOW LONG AGO WAS THAT PIC
TAKEN &ARE THOSE TRUCKS FOR SALE?
SUBJECT>Re:JC whitney on links POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2116
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,OK,I can do that....
brute4c.SUBJECT>distributor and vacuum advance POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 May 2001,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a question well down the list about timing,can't turn the distributor,and the
observation that the mil distributor has vacuum to it,so why do I say there is no vacuum
advance....
The mil distributor has vacuum to it to positively vent the housing for 2 reasons at least...
1 Fording...easy one...
2 Preventing the buildup of ozone gas created by the points sparking in the
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housing....which eats up caps faster than not venting it....at least I have been told this by
military mechanics,parts places and ignition guys...
On the vacuum advance...just look in the distributor or go to the online manuals,linked
above,and you will see that there is nothing inside that the vacuum is hooked to,like a
diapragm,to operate such an advance....there is no vacuum advance in the stock
setup...there is mechanical advance,controlled by weights on a spinning plate,like other
vehivcles have....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt dist POSTER>arthur EMAIL>apeterson@ec.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,5 May 2001,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2125
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here is a part number i found awhile back with the same question i asked:maker-
prestolite p/n-AT-4416 10T
hope this helps
SUBJECT>looking for tires POSTER>Roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,5 May 2001,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm looking for a set 44"or larger tires,needs good tread.let me know if you got
something reasonbly priced.they don't have to have the wheels.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:revolver shackles POSTER>Jimmy EMAIL>bjbcase@cs.com
DATE>Saturday,5 May 2001,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2110
NEXT>2136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you found out anything else about this setup?How much also?
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt dist POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2125
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one,worked fine when pulled engine.Make offer?
Thanks mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M725 on Pearl Harbor Movie?POSTER>mudclod99.EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They probably figured 95%or less of the population would know the difference.Besides,
they were probably cheap to rent.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:spring over POSTER>mudclod99 EMAIL>cheanac@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2084
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many moons ago this was a hotly debated subject.I followed someone elses idea:cut the
arm in two in the middle,ground (Veed it?)it on
each part,welded it pack together,making several passes,then laid angle iron on the top
and one side,and a piece of angle on the bottom and other side,and welded these up.
As I said,some disagree with this,I have put 1,000 miles on mine,and have had no
problem.If you research this,you can find the discusion,It will give you pros and cons.I
believe also someone in the club has manufactured some new.Only my experience,
mudclod
SUBJECT>engine swaps POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
6 May 2001,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko
PREVIOUS>NEXT>2137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a kit that can be purchaced to swap out the 230
or is it a case by case deal?
what parts can i reuse and what new parts do i need to get?
i have read the faq,but ther is a lot left out there.
thanks guys!!
sorry for all the newbie questions.
SUBJECT>Re:revolver shackles POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2131
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I can find out the width of the spring,the width of the frame spring hanger,and the
weight then they can start working and see how custom or how stock they would have to
be.If you would like to call and talk to them go to:Wildkatoffroad.com
JD
SUBJECT>Re:engine swaps POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2135 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The easiest engine swap kit by far is one to put in a chevy engine.Novak,Advance and a
few others sell a kit that include an adapter to bolt up a chevy bellhousing to the original
tranny and motor mounts to bolt in the chevy engine.The kits also include a new pilot.shaft bushing and the thing
the chevy throwout braring mounts on.
The parts you will need are
A complete Chevy engine such as a 350 including the following:
Flywheel
Bellhousing
Throwout Bearing
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Clutch Fork
Ram style Exhaust manifolds
You will need to do some small fabricating to connect the clutch linkage,throttle linkage,
wiring,exhaust system,cooling system sucha as a different radiator.
Overall a Chevy 350 would be the easiest and cheapest engine swap you could do.
Hope this helps a little.
I would be glad to answer any detailed questions if you have any.
Judging by your email address,you may be thibnking more of a Mopar engine.If that's
the case then you will have to do a lot more fabricating,such as installing a Mopar tranny
along with the engine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt dist POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,6 May
2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2125 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 12 volt distributor for sale,or complete 230
motor and tranny -make offer.It is in Beaumont,TX (near
Houston).E-mail -mattrig@swbell.net
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted 715 fenders and axles POSTER>dennis
EMAIL>deney14@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 May 2001,at 11:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a complete parts truck i want 1800 for it but will take 800 for axels and fenders
SUBJECT>Tubeless Tires POSTER>Caleb EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 12:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if you can put tubeless tires on a Kaiser and if so,what size rims and
tires would i need?
SUBJECT>Reminder MWRFE shirt payments POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just dropped the order off at the screen printer today.For those of you that have not sent
payment yet please send it ASAP.If you are planning on picking up your shirts at the FE.pleas e let me know.Again NO
MONEY,NO SHIRTS.I ordered a few extra XL shirts
for those of you who did not get your order in before the deadline.Also this year there
will be FE2001 hats available for purchase at both FEs.
Thanks for all of your support.
Pam
SUBJECT>MWRFE Registrations POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The MWRFE is sneaking up quickly,a month from today.If you are planning on
attending please get your registrations or at least a head count to me so that I can purchase
supplies in the approriate amounts.Registration fees paid prior to the event would be
most helpful in purchasing supplies that will be needed,if you plan on paying at the event
please let me know.Everyones cooperation and patience has been most appreciated.I
hope to put on a great event like last years,if you didn't attend last year we had a great
time,and hope that you can attend this year.
Hope to see a lot of you in about a month.
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me at
bennetta@cozadtel.net.
Thanks in advance.
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN BUMP _R POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>2126 NEXT>2147 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The rows of trucks are at Sam winer's yard in Akron,Ohio.They are for sale,at about a
grand a pop.They are rough and don't run.Contact Robert Zetzer at 330.628.4881 or e-
mail him at winermotor@aol.com
See their ad in "Military Vehicles Magazine".
SUBJECT>M715 Kaiser pickup w/detroit diesel 353 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>djnewman@erols.com DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>pictures
LINKURL>http://www.astory.com/deuce
Have a nice M715 with detroit diesel 353 winch,hard top
new tires,lock out hubs
Located PA
Pictures and info at http://www.astory.com/deuce
$4750
deliver anywhere
SUBJECT>m715's for sale in Michigan area?POSTER>Jon-Jeeta
EMAIL>schaap@len.net DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 12:11 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I'm looking for any m715s for sale in the great lakes area...preferably in good shape.
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Thanks
SUBJECT>power steering conversion?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2148 2152 2154 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i understand the gear box will bolt right in but i haven't heard about the steering shaft and
column.can a stock one go in easily or does something need to be swapped.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN BUMP _R POSTER>texas715
EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you email me the pictures that you are talking about.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering conversion?POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,7 May 2001,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2146 NEXT>2150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We swapped in a box and connecting shaft from a early 70's full sized Cherokee.It
seemed like we had to cut the outer bracket off that supported the manual box and the
the ps box bolted into the inner frame.The connecting shaft and rag joint matched right
up.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>doug EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2122
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DO NOT use the stock tube,it will NOT hold up to the added heat and flex of the radial
tires.Any good shop will tell you that.Look into a radial tube for a 20 inch wheel with
about a 35 inch dia tire.You would be surprised how much room for different size there
is with radial tubes.For instance the tubes I used fit from a 31-1050-15 up to a 37-1250-
16,or there-abouts according to the package they came in.WOW!!The 20's usualy have
a metal valve stem in the center I believe.I plan on changing mine as soon as I see ANY
evidence of wear on the rubber stem now resting pretty hard on the rim.A blow out at
speed would REALLY SUCK in a truck that is a bit unstable to start with.You think a
Ford explorer tips easy??!!E Mail me direct if you have any more questions,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering conversion?POSTER>Bill G
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>2148 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leo Porter in Texas has pitman arms to go from GM stearing box to stock ball joint for I
think it was about $40,but it is not a drop pitman arm for spring-over.Hope this helps.
Bill
SUBJECT>Bad Tires POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This came across the Colorado Full Size Jeep list and I thought I would pass it along,it
pertains to 15"tires,but they are unsure if it affects any other sizes.
Pam
We have just discovered a batch of bad tires that got through the factory an into the
marketplace.These tires consist of the following...
Brand:Denman
Model:Ground Hawg-II (Radial)
Size:36-14.50R-15 (but not limited to this only)
Markings:"2100"appear in the last 4 numbers of the D.O.T.code
Defect:When tire is aired up,and looking straight at the tire head on,one half side of the
tire appears
to be elevated higher than the other side about 1/4"more.
Problem:Apparently the corded belt was laid down incorrectly.
Fix:If your tires exhibit this defect,remove tires from service immediately.Call Denman
tire company.
We've come across quite a few tires like this lately and had to return them before our
customers even got them.The DOT code suffix consisting of the "2100"code indicates
the tires in question were made on the "21"st week of 20"00"...or May of last year.
We are unsure if any other sizes in this class of Radial are affected,or any other
manufacturing dates.So far,we've only been able to determine this particular one.
Just keeping you informed of the latest,before you have to hear it a year later from
factory or suppliers.Hope this might help someone out.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering conversion?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have unused off-set Pittman Arm for sale that will bolt up for Power steering
conversion.I used a Hydro-Boose system off the power brakes and it works great.Tom
Lovinggood.SUBJECT>Re:68 M-725 For Sale POSTER>otto EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 May
2001,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2102 NEXT>2199 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
could you post some pictures?
SUBJECT>Re:power steering conversion?POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 7:44 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just completed this upgrade.I used the GM power steering gearbox &it bolted right on.
No cutting required.I installed a collapsible steering shaft from a Jeep truck,but the stock
one would have worked ok.I used a pitman arm from a J-20 Jeep truck with power
steering.It fit perfectly.The tricky part was fabbing the bracketry to fit the pump to the
stock Tornado.BTW,I used the power steering hoses from a '73 Matador &they fit
almost perfectly.
Darryl
SUBJECT>part #'s for lock outs POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could some one relay the part numbers and the maker for the lock outs at autozone?
thanks for everyone's help.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:part #'s for lock outs POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2155
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your after a Milemarker Selectro Classic #11035-01
I just put a set on mine,looks good but two things to look for are,pinched o-ring(like
mine)and I hade to bottom out the four studs that are longer for that tie down bracket on
the hub.
Bill
SUBJECT>spring over help-in the middle POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello,i'm in the middle of the spring over up front.i'm wondering how you get the
steering arm off the nuckle.i've already removed the 4 studs.now it just spins on the
nuckle...so i know there is a pin in the middle of the four stud holes.i'd like to take it off
to see if i can get longer studs and fabricate a spacer to go underneath to move the angles
up.i'm also planning on reaming out the holes so that the tie rodwill enter from the top.
any help would be great!!!thanks for your help so far.maybe i can get this thing on the
road and see you guys at an FE some day.
thanks.roger
SUBJECT>Gladiator/Military Motor?POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok -someone shoot me..is the Gladiator motor the same as the military motor...as far as
the gasket sets and other various interchangable parts go?
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:spring over help-in the middle POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2157 NEXT>2160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reamed out the holes on mine after the spring over.Remember not to go too far or you
will ruin the arm.Mine works fine and did not ned any spacing under the arms.The pi
you speak of goes through a brass or bronze cone.
SUBJECT>Re:spring over help-in the middle POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2159 NEXT>2163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how does it come off?do you have to just pound it straight out?
roger
SUBJECT>Split-ring Rims POSTER>Aden EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in purchasing at least two split ring rims for a project 725,and was
wondering if anyone knew where I could get some or if someone might have some for
sale.I'm located in Southeast Georgia.Thanks in advance for any assistance.
SUBJECT>Re:Gladiator/Military Motor?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2158 NEXT>2168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know some things interchange and others dont.....I'll give you what I can....
The military engine has a unique water pump,timing cover,and front crank seal.I am
unsure if the rear crank seals interchange or not...have heard both ways..........
The head gaskets,timing chains,pistons,rods,oil pans,valves,valve covers,rockers,
cams and cam decks interchange.
The crank,I am unsure of....the head looks like it could be made to interchange with a
new hole drilled in the civilian one to fit the military timing cover...but the civvy engine
has a full point of compression over the mil one,which I suspect is in the head chamber
volume but cant verify that,so there may be other things different.
The intake is interchangeable with slight adaptions for the temp sender,the exhaust
manifolds interchange.I do know the intake and exhaust gaskets interchange betwwe
civvy and mil..The block will not interchange as the motor mount bosses on the mil engine are not on
the civvy one...the civvy uses a somewhat bizzarre mount method....it has a plate in
between the timing cover and the front face of the block that has bodsses on the lower
outside edge for the motor mounts...so they arent actually on the block or the timing
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cover....
Hope this helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spring over help-in the middle POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Roger,
Did a spring-over on mine a couple of months back.After I removed the four nuts on
each arm (some were so grease baked,they actually unscrewed the studs)I took a big
hammer and hit the arm while laying underneath the truck (yea,I did use jackstands).
After making a little headway,I then took a big ratty flathead screwdriver,and wedged it
behind the arm.Took same big hammer and gave it a couple of whacks to pry the arm up.
Did this back and forth until it eventually was free.Upon looking inside the knuckle,the
grease resembled hard resin,which accounted for the deathgrip that the arm was in.hope
this helps,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Aberdeen Show POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anyone planning on going to the Aberdeen show in MD?The show dates are the
10,11,&12 of this month.Just wondering what it'll be like,and things like that.
SUBJECT>Re:m715's for sale in Michigan area?POSTER>Jon
EMAIL>jonkobe@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a M725 in Michigan?I have one.
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>Jon-Jeeta
EMAIL>schaap@len.net DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2015 NEXT>2174 2192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?Do you have any pics you could send?
thanks,
jon-jeeta (schaap@len.net)
SUBJECT>M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Ray
EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2185 2186 2187 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have a 1968 M-715 in near stock condition.The truck has approx.42,000 miles and
with the exception of a custom built hard top is completely original.I'm moving very
soon and would like to sell it before I do.E-mail (or post a message)me if you want to
take a look at it.I'm asking $3,000 for it and it's well worth it with many extras.
SUBJECT>Re:Gladiator/Military Motor?POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2162 NEXT>2170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,can I assume you're saying that what I can find for a Jeep Gladiator engine (I think
they're listed as 232ci)will mostly interchange with the exception of the noted items and
probably others...my engine has a bad main bearing (luckily I have an expensive bearing
shop locally)that I should be able to find there or made.Other than that,I just need the
gaskets and maybe new pistons/rings (the basic overhaul stuff).
One question that I can't determine -do you really mount the military engine to the engine
stand by the flywheel bell housing?The manual states so -but I've never seen that before.
Thanks again,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Aberdeen Show POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 May
2001,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2164 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hope to go.I was wondering the same things you are.We'll see if I get my english paper
done.haha
SUBJECT>Re:Gladiator/Military Motor?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 May 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 232 is not the same engine as the 230 OHC Tornado.....accept no imitations......
On the bellhousing....it is th easiest way to do it...the bellhousing is not easy to get on and
off....note where the attaching bolts are for it and how the flywheel bolts to the
crank....the bolts that hold the flywheel have a reputation for not moving even with the
nuts off of them...something they need to do to allow the flywheel to come out of the
small area in the bottom of the bellhousing.
Hope this helps....
brute4c
SUBJECT>460 questions POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Friday,11 May 2001,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2173 2176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the 230 out yesterday and am preparing to put 460
and c6 in.I am wondering what motor mounts will work.
And I am wondering if it will clear the axle ok without
doing the spring over.I am going to keep the stock
transfer case for the time being,what have yall been doing.about the shifters since they are attached to the
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transmission?
Anything else I should look out for?Thanks for the help.
Wout,I'm in Lexington.I was hoping to get to Uwharrie
but had to work.
SUBJECT>more spring over help:in the middle POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 May 2001,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i'm done with it and she's sitting high!!i've read somewhere that many people do a
shackle reversal at the same time.i did this to my cj when i put full width 1 ton axles
in,but when i reversed the shackles on the 715 yesterday (i also turned the springs again)
the pinion angle looked horrible.could it have been that i flipped the springs also?it just
didn't look right.i'd also like to hear from the guys that drilled (counter sunk)the steering
nuckle to run the tie rod through from the top.did you have to shorten the the rod at all?
yesterday was a long,long day.these trucks are sooo heavy,everything about them.my
cj-7 had a fiberglass body so it was a feather weight compared to this truck.i'm 22 years
old and work out everyday...when i went to bed last night i felt like the 715 won that day
cause i was whipped.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:460 questions POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 May 2001,at
4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,As you know I am running a 460 c6,and I will be glad to help with whatever info I
can.I know you are in NC but I do not remember where.If you are close enough why
dont you swing by this weekend,seeing for yourself will help answer a lot of questions.
My understanding is you must do a springover to clear the oil pan.My springover was
already complete when I put my 460 in.There is no fab on the motor mounts.They fit on
the same purchase.All you have to fab is shifter levers and tranmission mount.I had to
shorten my jackshaft 3/4 of an inch to work with the stock transfer case.I used a Ford
Lincoln radiator with dual 14 inch electric fans and I am very happy with it.Feel free to
call me this weekend if you would like to come and i will take you wheeling in my
BEAST.910-947-6276 Wout
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>tim daly
EMAIL>dtigerdancer@alo.com DATE>Friday,11 May 2001,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2166 NEXT>2191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im looking for a radiator for m715 want to sell your original radiator?
dtigerdancer@aol.com
SUBJECT>price of m715 POSTER>chris EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 May 2001,at 9:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking to buy a m715 and am not quite sure what a fair price for one is.I have a guy
in town that has a m715 for $6000.Its in good shape,no rust,runs well,new tires,
accessories are all there and working.Its all original,except he swapped the engine with a.chevy 350 and added power
steering and brakes.Any help would be appreciated.Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:460 questions POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 3:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2171
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made a rigid 1/4 inch bracket and attached my shifters to the floor.
SUBJECT>Re:more spring over help:in the middle POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 3:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a 3/4 inch drill bit and went in from the top about a quarter of an inch.When i went
for an allignment at the local shop the guy said he couldnt pull the tires close enough
together.I am running it like it is because I also did a second m-715 at the same time and
the same guy alligned that one just fine.There is no shortening required for the ends but
maybe for the bar they screw into.hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:460 questions POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2179 2182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I am going to install a 460 ford in two weeks or so with a T-18 4 speed tranny.My
michanic dosent think we need a spring over conversion,he said plenty of room.He also
said this conversion is no more expensive than any GM conversion.At last,we are no
longer under the Generals command.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:460 questions POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,
at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2178 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Read on the Yahoo site posts #17&18T
http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
SUBJECT>Wanted:M715 in good condition near Washington D.C.POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>sidecardog@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Washington DC and am looking to buy a soft-top M715.I don't mind doing some
minor work on it but it should at least come close to passing a D.C.inspection.My e-mail
address is sidecardog@hotmail.com Thanks,Matt
SUBJECT>-34 manual and related stuff POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>2183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finished,well pretty much,the -34 manual.You can find it at the Online Manuals
link at the top of the page.
I have to resize some of the images so they fit in the browser window at 800x600.resolution...I use higher so they
fit in mine,but when I checked in 800x600 I saw that
some went outside the right margin....no biggee,I'll get that done soon.
Also,I added an 'About these manuals'page that you should read.
I hope these manuals are well used....it sure is a lot of work....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Has everyone used 390 mounts?nt POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2178 NEXT>2184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?
SUBJECT>Re:-34 manual and related stuff POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c!!for going to all that work.The online manuals will help many for sure.
Great work!
SUBJECT>Re:Has everyone used 390 mounts?nt POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2182
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Shawn
EMAIL>railgunner@home.com DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaOIqDNmjnR86 PREVIOUS>2167 NEXT>2190
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any pictures?Live in Louisiana,just starting to look for one.Really like the
style and size of these vehicles.Thanks,
Shawn
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Jon-Jeeta
EMAIL>schaap@len.net DATE>Saturday,12 May 2001,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if you had any pics.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Doug Cook
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa1dFr9pG3a3o PREVIOUS>2167 NEXT>2198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very interested in your 715 please call 1-641-792-9465 home
1-641-792-2387 work.1-641-521-0418 cell
is it in good driving condition?
SUBJECT>Magazine article..check it out!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Moretto,a man in Brazil with an M715,sent me an article on his truck published there.It
was in Portugese...and after some struggling,I have managed to translate it into
English....hopefully accurately.There are some neat pictures with it.Though they are
small,they do show some impressive front axle/spring travel and the ability to drive
down a VERY steep incline.
You can find this in the Members Gallery section in the left hand menu bar,under the
name "Moretto".Once you click on the main page,you will see a link for the article.
And Moretto,if your reading this....NICE TRUCK!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Magazine article..check it out!!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2188 NEXT>2193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and when you get to the article,right-click,and select "open frame in new window"so
you get a full screen to read,without scrolling back-and-forth-back-and-forth...
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Ray
EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Old pics on www.rockcrawler.com
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tim if i don't sell the jeep i will be more than happy to but just so you know it will need
recored thats why i changed in the first place thanks for asking i will let you know ken
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>ke
EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon-jeeta i am getting some developed i will let you guys know as soon as i get them
thank you for asking ken
SUBJECT>Re:Magazine article..check it out!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 8:31 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2189 NEXT>2194 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Bump,
Forgot I use the high resolution monitor,you got me on that one,will fix......brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Magazine article..check it out!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 May 2001,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2193 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have it sized to fit nicely in the window for 800 x 600 resolution now....let me know if
that is good.
brute4c
SUBJECT>M-715 Wanted in Connecticut POSTER>David Meharg
EMAIL>dmeharg@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for an M-715 in Connecticut,New England or delivered.Appearance not as
important as good mechanics and little rust.
Would like to purchase this summer for Fall and Winter use.
David Meharg
Home:860-489-6462
SUBJECT>split rims POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,14
May 2001,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2201 2208
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well-I went to the Aberdeen,NJ,show and managed to find two spare rims for the 715
in decent shape.I brought them home,and using the tips that I read somewhere (I really
don't remember,it was a while ago)I took the split rings off,cleaned the rims and rings,
painted them,and mounted new tires and tubes (well new to these rims).What I want to
know is,why does everyone I talk to say they are so dangerous?Can I eventually put
38x12.50"(or even 14.50")Swampers on these rims?How much rubbing would there
be?I would rather run with these rims due to the ease of mounting and dismounting.I
think it would be much easier to change,or fix a flat in the field with these.Plus,I
already have them,so no need to shell out for new rims.Thanks.
SUBJECT>mattrig@swbell.net POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
matt i tried to e-mail you on the 12v dist for the 230,but it kept comming back to me
undelivered...
what do you want for the 12v dist?
thanks
ray
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for sale in Middle Tennessee POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>impldenjcs@usa.net DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2187 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please e-mail me the particulars and photos if you have any.Very interested.How far are.you from Gatlinberg and
Cookeville?
SUBJECT>Re:68 M-725 For Sale POSTER>Jay EMAIL>impldenjcs@usa.net
DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2153
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail me some photos and the particulars
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 1968 m715 400 small block goes with it POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>impldenjcs@usa.net DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2015 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you?Price?
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2196
NEXT>2204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't have the rims re-assembled properly when you re-inflate the tire,you will
blow your head off when the rims separate.
SUBJECT>Wheelbase POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Monday,14
May 2001,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2206 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me the wheelbase (axle to axle)of the M715?I know the overall length,
but I need to know if my flatbed is long enough to pick up my new 715.Thanks.
SUBJECT>want to buy M715 in Montana POSTER>steve
EMAIL>rotorhead@centurytel.net DATE>Monday,14 May 2001,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in NW Montana and would like to buy a M715 in good mechanical condition..
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>Tom Toycen EMAIL>Fishbonker@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2201
NEXT>2205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Mr.Lovinggood.the most senseless thing I've ever seen,and I've seen alot,
was the tire guy at the fix-a-flat shop lying dead next to the splitrim cage that he was in
too big of a hurry to use.
Tom "M715 wannabe owner"Toycen
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
15 May 2001,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2204 NEXT>2207
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So the fact that I have two of them installed and inflated means that the problems are
solved?.SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,
at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>2202
NEXT>2209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look here:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_1_Section_2.html
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at
9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaUlgZDCXIOaI PREVIOUS>2205
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they are indeed seated properly (outboard bead seated on ring,and ring fully engaging
wheel half),you are likely OK.The hot spot is when the tire bead is sliding up the ring
(toward the bead flange),and the ring is seating in the wheel half simultaneously.Yes,the
ring should engage the wheel half by spring tension,but some get "sprung".If the tire
inflates and the outboard sidewall/bead shove outward on the ring and the ring is not
seated in the retaining groove Look out!The tire's bead is what keeps the ring seated i
the wheel once it is all together,so make sure things seat in order.Make sure you log-
chain the assembly together before you start to air up.I use a single chain with proper
hook on each end.One end goes through a spoke hole,around the wheel/ring/tire and
hooks to itself,the other end does the same 180-degrees around the tire from the first
(making sure neither is near the "split"in the ring)As far as tires go,just last week I
mounted 38 X 13 X 16 Super Swampers on a set of these split rims.They look great,
mounted easily,and do not rub.I then went on a fairly harsh trail ride with no ill effects.
SUBJECT>Re:BumpR POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15
May 2001,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2196 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All these things that you say to do,was what i did.With the exception of tapping the ring
into the seat with a brass punch before airing up.Was it your page that I got the info
from?Sounds real familiar.Right down to the two chains.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
15 May 2001,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2206 NEXT>2211
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks bump_r.I still can't find the wheelbase in any of the manuals or tech specs.Any
other ideas?
SUBJECT>68 m715s for sale POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2213 2258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted this stuff a while back on the for sale board.I would like to sell it all together if
possible-I now have pics.
68 m715 for sale,stock truck in running condition with 24,000mi.nice truck-no rust,was
owned by a fire dept previously.This is a real nice truck..68m715 for sale,no rust with a dodge 318 motor and 727
trans.runs but wiring is
incomplete and needs transfer case shifters.Also needs paint and canvas.
68 m715 parts truck,no running gear,no top,no winshield frame,no grille shell.It does
have a nice bed,tailgate,brush guard,seat frames,gas tank,and heater.
Also have other spare parts:
novak big block chevy motor mounts,a used set of 5.13 gears for a M715style dana 70
(bought from reider racing).I also have a new front bumper,mirrors,tailights,amber
signal/blackouts,throttle cable,tailgate chains,gas cap and hose.Some J10/Wagoneer
stuff;steering wheel and column,ps box,seat,master cylinder,booster,firewall plate,
clutch pedals,etc..Also have an early style 66 Wagoneer crome grille.
Would sell everything for $7500.Phone (540)633-0270 8 a.m.to 10 p.m.EST or e-mail
hoppy@i-plus.net
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>texas715 EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2209
NEXT>2212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that it is 108 inches from hub ot hub.I had to check once to see if it would fit on
my 16'trailer.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
15 May 2001,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2211 NEXT>2216
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,tex.
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715s for sale POSTER>Matt EMAIL>sidecardog@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2210
NEXT>2214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you consider selling anything separately such as the "stock truck in running
condition"?Where are you located?thanks -Matt
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715s for sale POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2213
NEXT>2220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you do decide to split this stuff up,I am sure that many people would want the
parts...I'm one of them.If you do,I'll give you a wish list.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:sharig@swbell.net POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2197
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ray $35.00for the dist $185.00 for motor,bell housing,trans radiator e-mail
sharig@swbell.net thanks matt
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 May 2001,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2212
NEXT>2217
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter17.html.LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter17.html
The WHEEL BASE,center to center of the axles,front to rear,is 126 inches....it is in the
manual too,but maybe it isn't where you would expect...check the link below,and scroll
down to figure 17-2...wheelbase is the #1 thing numbered in that figure of the frame....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelbase POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2216
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks brute4c.
SUBJECT>attn:wout and other 460 fans POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 715 was set up with a ford 360 and what i guesse is a t18 tranny.i'm wanting to swap
to some sort of a big block...i'm not real picky of which one.who ever put the 360 in
moved the orginal motors mounts forward approx.2".if i can still use the mounts and put
the 460 and c6 tranny you say that they'll mount to the original mounts will i have to use
the 390 rubber mounts.
now to brakes:
i'm trying to get the drums off.they have those large flathead counter sunk head screws
holding them on.anyone have any secrets on how to get them off?my truck has not run
for quite some time.i just got done with a spring over so i'm ready for some power to go
in this thing.
roger
SUBJECT>1967 m715 for sale New Hampshire POSTER>Dan
EMAIL>daninghram@go.com DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aae7okccL8DU.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to sell my jeep.Little rust,needs some work,but runs and stops.call
603.869.2360
asking $3300
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715s for sale POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2214
NEXT>2221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to sell everything together,but if I do not get rid of it within a month I will
seperate.
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715s for sale POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2220
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am located in Belspring,Virginia about 45min.from Roanoke,Virginia.
SUBJECT>looking for m715/gladiator close to mexico POSTER>otto
EMAIL>tamalbarbon@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPYaPscDzz9M PREVIOUS>NEXT>2224
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested about buying one of these vehicles,so if you know of a pickup like that or
a place where i could find one close to mexico please let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wout and other 460 fans POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2218
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To get those screws out I borrowed an impact driver from my nieghber,it's a thing you hit
with a B.F.H.and that makes it turn the screw out very easily.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for m715/gladiator close to mexico POSTER>Peter E Panagakos
EMAIL>monbeatie@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an M-715 for sale in Albuquerue,NM,has
chevy 350 engine,PS,PB,new canvas cab top,no rust
almost new tires.$6000 or best offer.Peter in NM
SUBJECT>Engine/Carb problem POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a problem,the stock 230 runs and idles fine when started,but after it warms up it
will not idle.Wants to bough down,or die,like it is flooding (black smoke out the
exhaust).If you rev it up and don ’ t let it idle it is ok.I took the carb off cleaned it and
have tried various settings with the idle-mix screw.Any suggestions?...........Mike
SUBJECT>Always question authority!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 May 2001,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>1948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Engine/Carb problem POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
17 May 2001,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2225 NEXT>2229
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In this order I would check,Choke sticking,plugged air filter,jets not sized right (not
likely),leaky gaskets,float bowl set wrong,or could be a weak spark/ignition system.
Also timing could be off.These are all things in general with carbs and may not be so
with a 715 carb as I have never had one in front of me!My 715 has a GM TBI system.
(which has plenty of its own problems.)Hope this helps.Doug..SUBJECT>Steering problems POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>Recaholic@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had my 68 m715 for about 6 years.i pulled and rebuilt the swapped amc 401 about
4 years ago.i have yet to put the motor back in or do any further work(the project hasnt
exactly been a top priority due to family and financial reasons).i have been eager to pick
it back up.i pushed it out of the garage last week (well,pulled it with my bronco)and
found that the steering has since locked up on me.it has been converted to power steering
(i dont know exactly which pump)and im not sure if the steering shaft is stock or not(it
appears to be untouched).Any body ever had a problem like this if the wehicle has sat for
awhile?Any trouble shooting tips before i start tearing the whole thing apart?thanks for
any help,rob in va.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine/Carb problem POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2227
NEXT>2239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug ……… Thanks for the response..choke is fine,air filter is fine.I guess I need to try
rebuilding the Carb and see if that helps.Thanks again ……….Mike.
SUBJECT>Denver Area M715's POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a 715,and I am looking for people in the Denver area who can show me
some trails and chat about tech/parts and general M715 stuff.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Diesel engine conversion POSTER>Dennis EMAIL>Dotman139@AOL.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,folks.My fire department's 715 is in dire need of an engine rebuild/replacement.
My preference is to go with a diesel conversion.My question is,how much heavier is the
diesel (say a 6.2)over the stock 230?Weight is definately an issue here,as the truck is
past it's max gross already.I've also been told that someone makes a complete diesel
conversion kit,including the engine,wiring harness,radiator,etc.Anybody know
anything about that?Suggestions and comments are most-welcomed and appreciated.
Thanx!Dennis
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine conversion POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2231 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 6.2 in mine,but don't know the weight.I believe a 6.2 is about the same weight
as a Chevy Bigblock.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Denver Area M715's POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>2230 NEXT>2234
2248 LINKNAME>Colorado Full Size Jeep Association
LINKURL>http://www.cfsja.org
Jeff,
I know there are a few members in CO,but if you want to learn about trails your best bet
would be the Colorado Full Size Jeep Association.Their web address is
http://www.cfsja.org They are a great bunch of people,and love to drool over M715s,and
they do trail runs quite often.I hope this helps.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Denver Area M715's POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2233
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Pam.
SUBJECT>Distributor cap POSTER>jimmy EMAIL>peaver63@mindspring.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a NOS distributor cap for a M715 with the Tornado 230 inline 6.It's
supposed to be a waterproof unit.Does the same cap fit the non-waterproof,and
waterproof distributor?Who sells ignition parts for these?
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 May 2001,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2235
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the military,waterproof,cap and the civvy,nonwaterproof cap are totally different.
You can get the military one from AB Linn,Surplus City,or Memphis
Equipment........see our links page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Converting Turn signals to new style POSTER>Tim Clark
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,at 2:10 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm converting my M-715 turn signals from the original "modified civilian"OEM to the
"newer"style as used on most M-series M/Vs.
I need the wiring diagram for the new style harness since the original harness plugs have
letters and the new harness has numbers.....
Particulalry need which #is for the 24V input.
I'm sure i'm not the first to convert so maybe someone can post a conversion chart....
THANKS!
SUBJECT>brake light bingo POSTER>john campbell.EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,im trying to get street legal and my truck has a strange 12v conversion mostly
using the existing wiring any way ive mounted the new brake light/turn signals run the
wire into the cab crawled inside the dash and i can't find the switch that tells the brake
light to come on.in my 79 cherokee its mounted above the pedal on one of the dash
braces and theres an identical dash brace in the 715 but no sign of a mounting bracket and
it doesn't look like there was ever one there so wheres it at?what am i missing any help is
much appreciated
thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:Engine/Carb problem POSTER>Travis EMAIL>tabam@cnyconnect.net
DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2229
NEXT>2243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I have an M715 in the driveway with seemingly the same symptoms as your's -black
smoke,bogg on acceleration,fouling plugs etc.Mine floods incredible easy.What i mea
is if i use any choke at all or use more than 1 pump before starting i have to crank and
crank to get it to run.I'v been pulling my hair out.here's what ive done and what I ve
learned.I've been through the things that doug suggested too.I went down the jetting
route -the carb in mine is spotless and i have a receipt from '99 where the prev.owner put
in a rebuilt carb.i suspected the jet that was in it -a "70"was too big so i put in a 60.the
black smoke decreased but the bogg was still there and even worse.Also still fouling
plugs.This made no sense.Next i pulled a plug,start the truck and observed the spark.It
seems to me to be weak.Kind of purple,not blue to white like id expect.timing,dwell,
points all look fine so im now suspecting weak coil??
SUBJECT>Re:brake light bingo POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2238
NEXT>2273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The brake light switch is a fluid pressure type
located in the brake line from master cylinder
to a junction block thing.Check from under the
truck,and look for two wires that are plugged
into the switch.Hope tis helps.
SUBJECT>pain in my ass POSTER>randy miller EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,
at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2244 2246 2247 2274 2301
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentelmen i have attemted to join the website for allmost a year,in this time i have had
nothing but "computer problems".Their is somthing wrong when i log on properly,and i
am told i need a member ID.All i know is i've owned three M715's and i am a computer
moron.so i shall enjoy my stock drum brake,GM power setup on my own.i allways
figured m715 guys were regular guys.anyway,ya'll have a good day and enjoy your club..oh yea,i know were there is 2
715s'running (one with a 455 allready in)and 4 or 5 frames
to be had from somone who would let em'go for a small coin.in my time i have enjoyed
the m-715 it is the greatest truck ever.
forever hardcore,and allways a patriot.
SUBJECT>New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 May 2001,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have added pics to several members directories....some pretty neat stuff....check out
Dram...new member from Michigan..playing in the mud...cool...and more...they have a
"new"logo by them if there is new stuff....
Also,I finally got WI715's pictures of his baby boy up...complete with M715 Zone T-
shirt.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Engine/Carb problem POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 May 2001,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2239
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Travis ……… I will keep working on mine and let you know what I find out..Mine idles
fine runs fine until the engine gets totally warmed up.A friend with a whole lot of racing
experience is going to help me with mine.He wants to start with the float,he thinks whe
the engine gets hot that there may be just enough added pressure to cause the float to spill
over.Going to set it down a little and see if that works.Next we are going to kit the carb.
But I think I will check the spark also.Thanks ……….Mike
SUBJECT>Re:pain in my ass POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 May 2001,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2241
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Randy …………..Sorry to here you are having problems.I never have tried to join,going
to,just never got around to it.I ’ m sure when brute4c see this post he will be in touch with
you to help you get the log-on problem corrected.There are a bunch of great guys on here
and they will try to help you with anything they can.I went with the after market manual
two reservoir brake system,may try power brakes later.Have you done any other retro-
fits ie power steering etc?… …… Mike
SUBJECT>Alert Possible Trojan POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Saturday,19 May 2001,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I received an email this morning from the bogus email from address of
hbnnfeng@singnet.com.sg
It contained a .EXE program that I *assume*was a Trojan Horse program,that hackers
can use to take over your computer for launching a denial of service hack attack,or for
redirection of launching a email virus.
The email was in regards to a "Step Shaft"Question,but I assume that was just a.attempt to gain my confidence to
open the email.
Since this email was more than likely in regards to this web site,I assumed that others in
the club may have also received this email.
If you did receive this message,DO NOT,REPEAT DO *NOT*open it!Delete it.You
can't respond to it anyway as it is an invalid address.If you have opened it,you should
immediately download the latest version of your virus protection and run a scan on your
system,although it may be too late for that if the Trojan is smart enough to keep you from
downloading patches.
If you have opened it,and run a scan,and it doesn't show anything,you should make a
phone call to your virus protection software house and let them know what has happened.
Please excuse the urgent and terse nature of this message,but my company (a
professional software house with over 200 employees)just suffered 3 days of down time
from just such an attack,just this week,when the receptionist opened the .vbs
"homepage"virus.We have found that the sooner an alert is issued,the sooner damage
can be contained and minimized.
*=aee=*
SUBJECT>Re:pain in my ass POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,19 May 2001,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2241
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
randy,i'd like to know where the 715's are and how to get in touch.
let me know
roger
SUBJECT>Re:pain in my ass POSTER>Alaskan Joe
EMAIL>faith_0_five@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 May 2001,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy........where are these 715's located and how much....thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Denver Area M715's POSTER>Ed Cole EMAIL>edwardcole@qwest.net
DATE>Sunday,20 May 2001,at 3:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aajfMKNH1hTm2 PREVIOUS>2233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 72 m715.I am trying to locate the dimensions of the bows that support the
canvas cover over the bed.
Ed Cole 303 444 7296 edwardcole@qwewt.net
SUBJECT>parts for sale POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,20 May 2001,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if anybody is interested ihave a 230 /12volt dist.also bellhouseing trans.$185.00.troop
seats and bows $200.00 windshield/frame$85.00 inbeaumont tx.SUBJECT>Distributor cap POSTER>Jimmy
EMAIL>peaver63@mindspring.com
DATE>Sunday,20 May 2001,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having a rough time finding a new water proof distributor cap for
a M715.Does anyone on the list know where I could find one.
Thanks
Jimmy
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor cap POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 May 2001,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment has everything you need.
SUBJECT>Converting trun sig wiring POSTER>Tim Clark
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Sunday,20 May 2001,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to those who responded to my prev msg ref converting the original,turn sig letter-
designated wiring w mechanical flasher to the newer-style w solid-state flasher that uses
number-designators ....
For those who may be doing this infuture,here is what I found yesterday--and it works!
A goes to 460/461/467 that comes from J on light switch
B goes to 22
E goes to 22/460 (R/R light)
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J goes to 460 (R/F light)
K goes to 22/461 (L/R light)
L goes to 461 (L/F light)
Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering problems POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 1:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rob,
This is a band aid fix,but it may work in lieu of replacing your pump and or box.Lucas
makes a product for power steering pumps.Check around at your parts stores.If they
don't have it,holler at me and I'll send you some.It's basically a seal conditioner.I've
used it several times to "heal"grumpy old pumps.
Kevin
SUBJECT>Car Warranties..A good idea?POSTER>Cassandra Mattes
EMAIL>cmattes@warrantygold.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/SfsCcV6I7s PREVIOUS>NEXT>2261 2262
2264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Right now is the best time to buy a warranty for your car.With all the electrical
components,and other major components that are in cars these days,it is becoming very
expensive to drive a a car without coverage.I recently joined this club to see what kind of
members it had.The people here seem to have plenty of good things to say,and seem to
love cars.What I would like to offer all my fellow members is a $350 dollar cash
discount off of the price of any car warranty.If you are interested in a warranty on your
car please feel free to check out our website,and then give me a call at 1-800-580-9889
ext 4756.When you call be sure to mention that you are a member,anf I will gladly offer
you this $350 dollar discount.Thanks,
Cassandra Mattes
cmattes@warrantygold.com
SUBJECT>Where to get Carb rebuild kit?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,need to rebuild the stock Holley 1920 carb,where can I find a kit.My local
Holley outlet says they no longer make them??????Carb Model =1920 //////List #=
3615_2 .........Mike
SUBJECT>12 dist conversion problems POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>NEXT>2260 2268 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
gentelmen i took majorities advice and converted my 24v dist to 12v.
i have read and the faq and fell i followed the non-ballast wiring to the letter.(as far as i
can tell)
once i completed the conversion and hit the starter...vroom it came alive!!!excellent!but
sadly is quickly crapped out!booooooo!
i re-read the faq and even had them there w/me at the truck.
i did note the coil seems to get way way way to hot and that
is when the truck shuts off.i cannot figure out why the coil gets
so hot???any ideas???as long as i let the coil cool off the truck
will run a min or two then once its hot again put put put its out again.
any ideas..solutions...similar problems...
one thing i just noted as i read the faq for the 100th time
is that i may have missed...please infrom me!
i see the notes read the primary wire from the dist goes to the
-side of the coil....am i suppost to do something to the original
wire that had gone to the the 24v dist???am i to connect the
12 dist -wire to the coil and the splice it in to the 24V
lead or just ignore it??????????????????????????????
thanks
rjc
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715s for sale POSTER>brian lemons
EMAIL>blemons3@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 4:30 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you could send some information on how much individually i would
love to get my hands on one of them.please get back to me
SUBJECT>MWRFE Update POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to circumstances beyond my control there will be some menu changes for the
MWRFE meals.The person who volunteered to help cook now has to work that
weekend.So I guess I will follow the K.I.S.S.philosophy and make the meals a little
more simple.
For those of you who ordered shirts for the MWRFE,they should hopefully be done this
week,and I will get them shipped out to those of you who have sent me your money,
unless you have otherwise indicated that you will pick them up at the FE.If you still
would like your shirts shipped and have not sent the check yet please do soon.I will not
ship your shirts until I receive payment.Things are coming together for the MWRFE,and
it should hopefully be a success,so far I have approximately 26 people attending.If you
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would still like to attend it isn't to late,just drop me an e-mail.I hope to see you there.If
you can't attend the MWRFE don't forget that the National is coming in August.
Thanks in advance for all of your support.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:12 dist conversion problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 24 volt,original ignition,wire will fry your coil and condensor if you were to hook it
up.....DONT....but of course,dont let it ground out on anything either,electrical tape it up
and secure it so it doesnt flop around....
On the hot coil...how are you turning the coil off when you turn the motor off,or when it
quits running....they do tend to get real hot if they are left on when the engine isnt on.I
use a key switch,this is in addition to the dash on/off switch,which still runs my 24 volt
stuff and allows the alternator to charge...
The wiring should be correct,the wire from the points goes to coil negative.....
The non ballast wiring I wrote as I did mine,then typed it into the computer....it is just as
mine is and has been working for a few years now....
I do know that coils vary and have been told that coils for EI systems are not good to use
on points setups....also,it could be a bad coil(?)...
Let me know more and I'll help what I can.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Car Warranties..A good idea?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me see here,I believe this is The M715 Zone....A place for discussing all aspects of.the M715 family of military
vehicles.....
THIS IS NOT A PLACE TO ADVERTISE NON M715 RELATED BUSINESSES!!!!!
If it has to do with M715 stuff,like parts or whatever,even if it is somewhat remote,like
say electric winches not originally desined for these trucks but which can be used,fine....
As far as a warranty....nobody in their right mind is ever gonna consider giving any kind
of warranty to these trucks for reasons way to numerous to mention.....
If you want to advertise for car owners to buy a warranty,fine,but not here.This site is
not for this kind of solicitation...please refrain from this activity in the future.
Thank you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Car Warranties..A good idea?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2254
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go away now,or I will drive my truck through your house.
SUBJECT>winch question POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 10:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have to change the transfer case to add a winch to a non winch m-715?what other
parts may be needed?
SUBJECT>Re:Car Warranties..A good idea?POSTER>Doug Cook
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Monday,21 May 2001,at 10:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c and bpa272 have said it well.please go sell vacuums door to door,your time
would be better spent.
SUBJECT>Re:winch question POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 May 2001,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2263
NEXT>2266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug-
You don't have to change the transfer case.You will need,the winch,the frame
extensions,the linkage to shift the in and out of drive,which comes up through the floor,
the driven shaft(s)to the winch(kind of like a small dia.driveshaft)and the PTO Unit
connected to the trans.Try going to:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_2.html
SUBJECT>Re:winch question POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 May 2001,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2265
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Pete ,much apprieciated
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>Travis EMAIL>tabam@cnyconnect.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 May 2001,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2249.NEXT>2299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in the distributer.How much $?
Travis
SUBJECT>Re:12 dist conversion problems POSTER>Travis
EMAIL>tabam@cnyconnect.net DATE>Tuesday,22 May 2001,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think some coils require a balast resistor and some don't.
Balaster resistors knock the voltage comeing into the primary from 12V to about 9v.If
your coil is designed to be used with a resistor and you are not than that might explain the
over heating.
-It's just a thought -
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good luck
Travis
SUBJECT>Did the military ever install M35A2 winches on M715's?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 May 2001,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aak9frNttayVQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>2271
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen a few M715 with the bigger deuce-and-a-half winches on them and the
installations seem to be rather military looking.I figure that it might be possible but why
would you need such a big winch on the M715?Kind of seems like over kill.
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>if you own a 725 POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently got the parts from another 725 and noticed the floor was rotted so when I got
home I pulled my rubber mat using my tapping knife then I pryed the ply wood off and
removed it to find some rust not real bad no pits but my fear is that some of you might
have some rust under there and if not taken care of it will be a big job to fix..Im using
new ply wood and sealing it as well as primeing and painting the metal floor I hope you
all read this and at least check into it .it only took 15 minutes to remove all trim and mat
and plywood good luck any questions I will help you the best I can thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:Did the military ever install M35A2 winches on M715's?
POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,
at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2269
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,
I'm not aware of any M715's coming from the factory with the bigger winch or of any
approved military modifications to do one.I'm guessing that anyone who has installed a.bigger winch that it has more
to do with that was what they had to work with or that that
he just liked the idea of enhancing the already tough image the trucks have.
My own M715 has a stock winch,but with a custom bumper,a 4"body lift and an
oversize leader chain,I've had many people comment they thought the winch was bigger
then stock.
(I'm sorry I don't have a picture yet to show you)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Tires POSTER>texas715 EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a good place to get some Buckshot Mudders?Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:brake light bingo POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
many tanks brns1 found it hope it works
jc
SUBJECT>Re:pain in my ass POSTER>Austin EMAIL>submoa@chatertn.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2241
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the cheapest 715 the person you kow has if he still has it
?
SUBJECT>pioneer kits?correct stencils?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 May 2001,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can i find pioneer kit and correct stencils?
SUBJECT>12v dist problems solved POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guys,thanks for the help on the 12v dist issues.
i ended up frying the points on the 1st attemt,but
the points and condenser are cheep at napa.
for an fyi
i had run the non-ballest wiring and it did burn up my points
so i got a 2 prong 69 road runner ballest and ran that in line
between the ignition and the +coil..nothing to the starter
just spliced the wire..in from the ignition and out to the
coil..worked like a charm.thanks again
rjc.SUBJECT>New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have added more pics to the members gallery,under the names,Jeff and Zonatto.Jeff
sent pics of a stocker and Zonatto,who is from Brazil,sent 3 pics with an interesting
cammo scheme and on heck of an offroad light setup....
Enjoy,
brute4c
SUBJECT>timming marks POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
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DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>NEXT>2279 2284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
where are the timming marks suppose to be???
i have looked every where and nothing!!!!
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:timming marks POSTER>tom EMAIL>thomas_m12309@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2278
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depends on what engine your talking about.
SUBJECT>Re:Alert Possible Trojan POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 1:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a great fix to this -hope everyone does this..
http://www.gcn.com/vol20_no11/news-briefs/4262-1.html
Sorry -this probably isn't the best place to post this (as it's unrelated to M715's),but
should protect anyone who's public e-mails are displayed here.
Best,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get Carb rebuild kit?POSTER>Ade
EMAIL>montero@btconline.net DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>2255 NEXT>2290
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My buddy just bought a brand new carb for his stock 230 and only paid $90 for it from a
local auto parts store.If you're interested,I'll ask him about the specifics of it.
SUBJECT>hey rollie POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hi rollie just want to know what kind of tires those are on your truck in the members
pics
thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:hey rollie POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2282 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John,
They are 38.5x11x16 Super Swamper Boggers mounted on the stock rims.
I really like them,they really go good offroad,but wear very quickly on the pavement.
I've now got a set of 40"Gamma Goat tires that I run in the summer and only put on the
Boggers for use in the winter.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:timming marks POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2278
NEXT>2287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on the 230
SUBJECT>?'s on data plates and fording kits.Please ctxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa5ZCk8ePx4HY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2286
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have made a stupid mistake.I rushed into the M715 thing a little too fast and didn't pay
attention to the details.
First item:I just noticed that my main data plate is for:
TRUCK,AMBULANCE
1 1/4 TON,4X4,M-725,WO/WN
FED.STOCK NO 2310-921-6369
What is really have is a M-715.So I have the wrong data plate,which also means I have
the wrong serial #and the wrong year of manufacture.DAMN
Second item:The truck has a fording kit installed as far as the exhaust extention and the
air inlet extention,but the valves and control knob are non-existant.DAMN #2
I would like to remedy these problems but don't know where to start.Is there a source for
replacement data plates?If so,where could I find the original serial #of the truck?
Is the there a source for fording kit parts?I will need everything except the extentions for
the exhaust and the air inlet.
Thanks for the help!
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:?'s on data plates and fording kits.Please ctxt POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2285 NEXT>2288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Karl,Data plates are available from A.B.Linn ,Vermont
Commercial Salvage ,And
Rapco.The fording kit parts that you are looking for are next to IMPOSSIBLE to find.
I've seen a piece here and there ,but never enough to make a kit.Steve Davis sells
complete Fording kits ,Maybe he can help you.==========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:timming marks POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2284
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_14.html
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LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_14.html
Well,I guess this is where they should be....click link below....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:?'s on data plates and fording kits.Please ctxt POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2286 NEXT>2295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Data Plates currently on ebay under "m715"
SUBJECT>M715 on ebay POSTER>Ed Drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found a M715 for sale on ebay Under "jeep Kaiser"Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get Carb rebuild kit?POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 May 2001,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my kit at "carquest auto parts"last year and if memory serves me it also fit some
of the smaller displacement dodge cars and trucks from the 70's with the holley 1920?Ed
SUBJECT>wheel pattern?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm getting new wheels made for my 715.i measured 6x7 1/4"with a 5 1/2"ceter hole for
the hub.is this correct?does anyone know the specs on the duece and half bolt pattern?
thanks
roger
SUBJECT>found a 725 on ebay POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2289
NEXT>2300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all,found a 725 on ebay just search passenger vehicles at ebaymotors for jeep other
models.it is currently at $1200 and is located in NY..roger
SUBJECT>Re:1968 M715 for sale POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2053
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located and what is your asking price?Thanks!!
Dave
SUBJECT>flooding?POSTER>Bill Willson EMAIL>mct@airmail.net DATE>Friday,
25 May 2001,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2298 2312
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HI Group
I have a problem with starting when the engine is hot.I recently installed a new fule
pump and my M715 starts up fine when cold with a full choke.I gradully push the choke
in to get a good idle.With the engine is warm I can kill the engine and get an instant
restart with no choke.The problem is if the engine cools off some and I try to restart IT
WON'T START.I have tried leaving it alone,slight use of choke,and pumping once or
twice.If I try to pump several times I get the smell of gas and have to let the engine set
for a day or two and it will start up cold with full choke.Any ideas or sugestions out
there?
Thanks
BW
SUBJECT>Thanks for the replies!One more question.ctxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNd1frbkJFPA PREVIOUS>2288 NEXT>2296
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to figure out the original serial #and date of my M-715?maybe there is
another hidden #somewhere??
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the replies!One more question.ctxt POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2295 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The serial number is stamped on top of the frame by the right side rear wheel.
==========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel pattern?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2291
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bolt pattern you list is the correct M715 pattern.As far as the dueces,I know its
bigger but I dont know the actual size,sorry....brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:flooding?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,
25 May 2001,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2294 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have found that a half pump(on gas pedal)with no choke works best for my M725 whe
it is luke warm or more.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2267
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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travis,$35.00 for the dist.
SUBJECT>There's 3 715s on ebay too!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 May 2001,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best of which is in WA.Looks cherry and claims it purrs.I think it was hovering
around $2500.
SUBJECT>Re:pain in my ass POSTER>J.D.Lapple EMAIL>lapple@optonline.net
DATE>Saturday,26 May 2001,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2241
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy,
I'm not a member of the club (yet,mostly since I don't have one),but I am very interested
in these trucks.If you happen to look back at your message,could you please forward to
me the name of the guy with the truck you mentioned for sale??(lapple@optonline.net).
Thanks in advance,
J.D.
SUBJECT>Re:pioneer kits?correct stencils?POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 May 2001,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the pioneer tools,I found a mattock &axe that fit the brackets at garage sales.The
shovel can be found at almost any hardware store.I bought my straps from New Life
Rsource in Vermont.
As for the stencils,Rick Larsen specializes in stencils &can provide anything you need in
that area.
More info:
New Life Resource Management
418 N.Main St.
P.O.Box176
Bakersfield,Vt,05441.802-827-6124
Rick Larsen
1593 Victoria St.
Baldwin,NY,11510
Website:www.militarystencils.com
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Attn Rollie 715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Saturday,26 May 2001,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2304 2322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,I know you put a 4''lift kit under the cab of your 715 to make room for the
40''tires,what did you use to make this body lift kit?I am going to put on 20''wheels with
a tire height of 41.5 any help would be great.Thanks PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Rollie 715 POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 May 2001,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2303
NEXT>2305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,are you getting wheels made from diamond wheels?i just talked to thim and Bill
thought i was someone else getting 20"wheels with the same bolt pattern as the 715.if it
wasn't you there is someone else having wheels made for their 715.i'll let everyone know
how the wheels turn out.they are the cheapest ($135 each)i've found so far.i guesse i'll
know in three weeks.i'll have a set of 16.5x12 wheels so that i can finally mount my 44"
ground hawgs.
roger
SUBJECT>20''wheels-Roger POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,27 May 2001,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2304
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,Yes i am going to have 20''wheels made at Diamond,too bad your not going with
20''wheels because mabey we could get a package price or if anyone else is interested we
could drive the price down as a club.The 20''wheels are about 175.00 a piece,Stockton
wheel wanted twice as much,what a rip off.Bill at Diamond seems like good guy,let me
know how you make out.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Any M715s for sale in Florida area?POSTER>jon-jeeta
EMAIL>pschaap@umich.edu DATE>Sunday,27 May 2001,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a M715 for sale in the Florida area.
SUBJECT>20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 May 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,.I'll try to find my info.on a tire supplier located in I think MO.The last I heard they had
almost new 12.50x20 Michelin radials for $80 apiece!!They normally run $500 new.I
have a set on my Unimog and they are great!This may be a little tall (44")I think.You
might consider the 10.50 x 20.Dunlap,Michelin,Metzeler all make a variety of off road
tread patterns.I'll try to find the company (I didn't buy mine from them),but if I come up
short,look to the Unimog parts suppliers.Don't sell yourself short going with 20"NDTs.
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,27 May 2001,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2307
NEXT>2310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i'd like to hear more about the supplier.i'm in MO and want to run some big rubber.i've
even liked the looks of the 16.00x20!!!
roger
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin and Roger,This michelin deal sounds too good too be true,are these tires the mich.
XL-military block tread or the XZL witch is very close to the XL.I know the military
stock NDT tires are junk in mud and snow,here in Maine we either have one or the other
all the time.I was looking at the Firestone 9.00 20 s.a.traction n.d.bias ply load range E at
41.5''tall and the tread pattern is very aggresive,alot like a Buckshot mudder.These
Michelin that Roger is talking about the 16.00-20 are a wopping 53''tall thats too much
meat for me,plus the ply rating would very high at 14-16 witch means the tire would be
very stiff and not very streetable.The Mich XL or XZL 11.00-20 would be right up my
ally at 43''tall.If you guys are thinking of having 20''rims made we should get together and
see if we could drive the price down.Let me know how you make out on the Michelin
rubber.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>texas715
EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2308 NEXT>2311 2315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please post the information with pictures if possible.I might be interested also.Where
did you get your 20"wheels that fit the 715?
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2310 NEXT>2316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tex,I have not had the 20''wheels made yet,but it could be next week or so.The company
is Dimond Racing Wheels out of Milwakee.Bill is the guy you want to talk with,he told
me about $175.00 for a 20''x7.5 wheel,ph.no.1 800 937 4407 let me know how you make
out.PerkM715 p.s.Stockton Wheel wanted $375.00 per wheel for the same thing,What A
Ripoff
SUBJECT>Re:flooding?POSTER>RAndy EMAIL>TexanDad@earthlink.net.DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2294
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to pull your float and clean your needle and seat its easy,I'm no Mechanic and I
did it.
SUBJECT>Any way to determine when m715 was man.with serial#?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2adVvh.nmLo PREVIOUS>NEXT>2314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to all who have helped me with the other questions!!!
I have located the original serial #.Now is there any way to determine the year of
manufacture?
Maybe there is a list of serial #ranges and the years they were built?
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Any way to determine when m715 was man.with serial#?
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 12:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2313 NEXT>2337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a list of some of the serial numbers.I should be able to get you to within 1 or 2
months.The original info given on the trucks only gave the month and year,so you can't
get much closer than that.
Either post your serial number here or email it to me at brute4c@yahoo.com
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2310 NEXT>2317 2334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Texas,
I don't know if your responding to me or Perk.I don't have 20"wheels on mine.Heck,I
don't even have the old girl running yet!I did just drop in a 350/700R4,hope to have it up
and running this week.Someone had posted about using Deuce wheels with the centers
cut out,reversed,welded in and new holes drilled to fit the 715.Apparently the new holes
will fit in between the Duece holes.Any feedback on this?Duece wheels can be had for a
song.
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2311
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i talked to bill (and he thought i was you perk,he said that the larger wheels was
around $135,but i guesse you want them cut down right).my 16.5's are the same price
and they are 16.5x12.
SUBJECT>Re:20"Wheels/Tires POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net.DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2315
NEXT>2318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was me.I will have the wheels on this week and will try to get pictures posted.
SUBJECT>Budget 20"Wheels POSTER>Kevin Braddock
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EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 May 2001,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Matt,Can't wait to check 'em out!I've got some 20"Dunlops and Metzelers dying
for a new (and reasonable)home.
SUBJECT>230 Timing Chain Ternsioning Spring POSTER>Art Sworde
EMAIL>artps@icehouse.net DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can get a timing chain tensioning spring for a 230 Tornado engine?
SUBJECT>Re:230 Timing Chain Ternsioning Spring POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to memphis equipment...they have a web-site with all the contact info.been very
helpful to me.
jay
SUBJECT>wheels???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How safe and strong is it to weld the centers out of the stock M715 wheels and put them
into others wheels to retain the bolt pattern?Also,how cost effective is it to do this,
would it be cheeper and better in the long run to just go ahead and have custom wheels
made.Stockton wheel has an awesome wheel that I have already had quoted at 285 a
wheel and it has beadlocks and a good look.So what should I do go with the custom
made or the weld out center??ADVICE PLEASE
rippey
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Rollie 715 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2303 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Perk,
I cut up some heavy wall 3"x4"rectangular tubing into 3"lengths.I then drilled holes in
them the same diameter as the body mounting holes in the frame.After bolting then to the
frame using the biggest bolts I could find,I remounted the body onto the new pieces using
the original body mount bolts and pads.In addition to the body mounts other items.needing modifications
were,steering shaft lengthened,clutch linkage lengthened,brake
line to master cylinder lengthened,radiator remounted lower,minor cutting of
floorboards to clear transfercase shifter levers,elongated hole in floor for clutch linkage.
Items that still worked just fine were wiring,throttle linkage,pto linkage.
I believe there is a couple closeups of the mounts shown in my pictures under the
Members Gallery.
Rollie
SUBJECT>PICS FOR M715 IN NEW HAMPSHIRE POSTER>Dan
EMAIL>daninghram@go.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M715 for sale in New Hampshire
asking $3300
FOLLOW THE LINK FOR PICTURES
SUBJECT>Re:PICS FOR M715 IN NEW HAMPSHIRE POSTER>Da
EMAIL>daninghram@go.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aae7okccL8DU.PREVIOUS>2323 NEXT>
LINKNAME>pictures on the pictures page LINKURL>http://furthur.vwbus.com
here is the link http://furthur.vwbus.com
SUBJECT>Change differentials ratio POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2326 LINKNAME>Pictures of my M715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/album/10280056PFLsufKQOn
Hi!!
I have on my M715 a Perkins 4326 Diesel engine (90 hp)with a 4 speed transmission
(well,the first gear is never used because it's too reduced).My top end speed is near 55
mph.I have 20"wheels.
I am thinking of making changes in the differential ratio to make it longer and be able to
improve my top end speed in the highway.
Has anyone ever heard of this change?What's a good way to figure the ratio of the ring &
pinion that I should use?
I am thinking of buying the set in Randy's Ring and Pinion,are they good?
Thanks!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Change differentials ratio POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2325 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eduardo,
Randy's Ring and Pinion should be a good choice.Randy's is also familiar with the M715.and should be able to advise
you on the available gear ratios.I believe the lowest ratio
you can go and still retain your existing differential carrier is a 4.56 ratio.That seems to
me like it would be a good choice for your engine and tire combination.I have a GM 6.2
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diesel and 40"gamma goat tires on my M715 and the 4.56 seems to be a perfect choice
Doing some quick math,the original ratio of 5.87 divided by 4.56 equals 1.29 or 29
percent increase in speed.That would mean that if you were going 50mph with the
original ratio,you would now be going 50 times 1.29 or 64mph with the 4.56 gears at the
same engine rpm.
Another thought is if your Perkins Diesel seems a little underpowered at 90 horsepower
compared to the 137 horsepower of the original engine,the 4.56 ratio might be too much
and you might want to consider something like a 4.89 ratio if it is still available.In that
case your new speed would then be 60mph compared to the 50mph with the original
gears.
Just my thoughts,good luck.
Rollie
SUBJECT>tail lights and turn signal wiring POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have taillights and the rear service stoplight?How about a diagram of the
turn signal wiring thats easier to read than the full wiring diagram????
SUBJECT>m715 body part replacement POSTER>Gary Williams
EMAIL>gjwqjr31@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '68 m715 and need to replace the lower cabn corners and rocker panels--I have
been told that a production vehicle used the same parts--is this true,and if so,what
vehicle?Thanks
SUBJECT>m715 body part replacement POSTER>Gary Williams
EMAIL>gjwqjr31@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2335 2363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '68 m715 and need to replace the lower cab corners and rocker panels--I have
been told that a production vehicle used the same parts--is this true,and if so,what
vehicle?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:m715 body part replacement POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2328 NEXT>2338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The civilian J series Jeep trucks use much of the same cab sheet metal from 1963 up to
the end of production in the 80's.`
brute4c
SUBJECT>M725 $1200 on Ebay ,Nice!!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock.EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29 May 2001,at 10:21
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
There is a really nice 725 on ebay,12k miles.Item #591702599 located in Albany NY.
Auction ends 5-31.Persons phone #is 518-371-8170.The bid is at $1200 (no bidders
yet)If it wasn't so far away...Darn it!Hurry up guys,here's your chance to snag a goodie!
SUBJECT>Re:Change differentials ratio POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 3:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rollie!!
Thanks a lot for the help,that's just what I needed...
Can I ask you one more thing??
I am trying to understand why the 4.56 ratio might be too much,what could happen with
this configuration?
Can you give me a quick explaination about this ratio system?
Also,to change the ring and pinion do I only have to open the diferential,take the old one
out and put the new one?Or do I have to use those special tools to compress the case?
Will I have problems with the backlash or any other minor details?
Thanks again Rollie!!!
Ps:Just went to a Jeep Festival here in Brazil and saw a M715 totally modified (it eve
had 4 doors!)...this will blow your minds!!Got some pictures,I will put it in a web
album and tell you all...
SUBJECT>Re:tail lights and turn signal wiring POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 3:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a rear service stop light,but the lens looks scratched...you might be able to see it
under members gallery "Jeff".Thanks.
SUBJECT>Attn Kevin POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2315
NEXT>2336 2345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,did you have any luck on finding out the tire company name in Mo.that has the
almost new 20''michelins for $80.00 a piece.This sounds great if it's true,please let me
know,thanks PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:m715 body part replacement POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2329
NEXT>2339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary-
To the best of my knowledge,the Gladiator trucks of the era used the same sheet metal.below the glass for the cab.
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Pete
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Kevin-20"michelins POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2334
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be intested in what the store name is too...that would be a real good price on those
tires...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:m715 body part replacement POSTER>Gary Williams
EMAIL>gjwqjr31@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you very much--I appreciate the info
SUBJECT>Re:m715 body part replacement POSTER>Gary Williams
EMAIL>gjwqjr31@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2335 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks--I'll look into it
SUBJECT>Mule in a 715 POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2360 2374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all.
I just got the tires with the 20 inch rims put on today.Ended up taking it through the river
to see what happens.Worked great.Gotta wait till i can get a digital camera to snap some
pics.
Next.Anyone out there have a mule?I just bought one and would like to know for sure if
it will fit in the bed.and if anyone has any hints or tricks to accomplish it.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>miscellaneous POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 May 2001,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need following:front/rear tow shackles (D-rings);heater/defroster parts;detailed info on
chevy 350 w/automatic tranny swap;post or call at 918-951-2677 or e-mail.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Change differentials ratio POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2332 NEXT>
2343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eduardo,.When I mentioned the 4.56 gear ratio may be too much,I was thinking that with your 90
horsepower Perkins diesel,you may have trouble pulling a full load on the road in high
gear such as when going up hills and trying to maintain a high top speed.I haven't see
the specs on your engine as for what torque it develops at what rpm,so it was just a guess
on my part.The 4.56 may be just perfect for you.The worst thing that could happen is
you would have to shift to a lower gear if you couldn't keep going in high.As for offroad
performance,I would guess it should work just fine and there should be plenty of low
gears between low range and your tranny.I know in my case,I have a very heavy camper
that I haul on the back of my M715 and I find with the 4.56 gears,I can't pull the hills i
high gear as much as I use to.
As for installing the new gears,most people I have talked with say they usually don't need
a spreader tool to get the carrier out and back in the housing,but you will need to have
the clearances and backlash set properly.Most people are not qualified to make those
adjustments and I would reccomend you have a professional set up the gears.
I hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Change differentials ratio POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Rollie!!
The information really helped,tomorrow I will post a message here with the pictures of a
"Kaiser Disaster"
It was not mine,but it happened during a Jeep Festival here in Brazil.Very nice :)
See ya!
SUBJECT>M715 Corner Bows POSTER>Al Berger EMAIL>aberger@newnorth.net
DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know if the corner bows from a M35/2 1/2 ton truck,would work on a
715,and does any one have some 715 corner bows?need six,Thanks AL
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Kevin POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2334
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Unfortunately no.I went through a move,and it was in a little notebook that I can't seem
to find.I am STILL looking.It was called Pasco???something close to this.The info.is
true,I saw a set on a Unimog that were purchased from them.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Aaron EMAIL>tudor@ditol.com DATE>Thursday,
31 May 2001,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2348 2354
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1969 Jeep Kaiser m715 11,000 orginal miles.
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No rust,very clean,230ci tornado,dosen't smoke,knock,or burn oil.
All orginal,clean 2nd owner title 4500.00 obo
E-MAIL or call 402-960-4148
SUBJECT>Re:Did my e-mail make it?ctxt POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,got it....will be looking through the stuff on Saturday and replying to you
then...presently the info is in the form of emails from a form we have at another site and I
have to go thorough about 300 or more one at a time....really need to get that in a
spreadsheet some time....
Will be in touch.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>ryno713@up.net
DATE>Thursday,31 May 2001,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2346
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am very interested in this vehicle.Do you have some photos you can email?Where are
you located?Again...VERY INTERESTED!!!in obtaining one of these vehicles in very
clean condition!Please respond a.s.a.p.!Thank you in advance.
SUBJECT>hubs?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Friday,1 June
2001,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2350 2352 2353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the hub covers purpose on the 715?
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,1 June 2001,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2349
NEXT>2351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is a WAG,but I assume that you can install the std,shackles and pins and hook
some huge cargo straps onto them,and throw that puppy on a boat or what ever.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 June 2001,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2350
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEa they were used for tie downs and also for parachute straps for low level
drops.....airborne Kaisers -now thats a scary thought!
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 June 2001,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTF0PB9K74V2 PREVIOUS>2349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've also seen videos of them being loaded on and off ships,using the hubs as lifting.points.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,2 June 2001,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2349
NEXT>2355 2357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i might be wrong,i heard tell that a bar or rod of sorts was inserted into this and a cable
was attached to it to self winch the truck out of a stuck situation???that is why the hub is
its size and shape to hold the cable onto the axle end???
SUBJECT>location?POSTER>jon-jeeta EMAIL>pschaap@umich.edu DATE>Saturday,
2 June 2001,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2346 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested as well.Could you send me any pics and your location?
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,
2 June 2001,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2353 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hubs are for lifting the truck,as has been stated already,to be loaded on ships,
helicoptered out of an area,etc.
The winch idea is one that the hubs have been used for but this was not the intended
purpose.I have heard of it being succesfully done and for the savings over another type of
winch,it can't be beat for price....of course safety is a concern.
Take one of the "U"'s off of either the front or back of the truck with the big pin,and put
it on the hub.Fits like it was made for it....
brute4c
SUBJECT>pto shaft assembly on ebaymotors.com no post POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 June 2001,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no post
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Saturday,2 June 2001,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2353
NEXT>2372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not have the manual in front of me.But I remember the idea on several differant type
of vehicles as a field expendiant.Would not be my choice of self recovery.As far as air
lifting a M715,I have restored an M422A1 Mighty Mite that weighed 2500 lbs for air lift
purposes.The Jeep weighs 3000 lb plus.Takes a lot bigger chopper for 6000 lbs plus.
Tom
SUBJECT>Anyone know what TEAD means?ctxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa5/KBkASqbIM PREVIOUS>NEXT>2364
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a data plate on the M715 engine which says overhauled at:TEAD
Does anyone know where this is or what TEAD stands for.I would assume the AD stands
for Army Depot,but I have no idea what the TE would be.
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>update on my project POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well thanks to all the help from the club members my 715 project is coming together very
nicely.it is sitting high with the spring over.the od paint was sprayed on last weekend.i
picked up all the final parts i needed to put the body back together yesterday.i was
hoping to spray them today,but it's raining in my neck of the woods today (missouri).the
front clip is off and waiting for me to sit the big 500 cadillac motor in it.i may pick it up
today since i can't,or rather,won't work in the rain.my 44"ground hawgs are awaiting
the arivial of their mates,the 16.5x12 wheels i ordered from diamond racing wheels.i
have the power steering gear box ready to go in but i'm putting that off until i get the big
rig sitting where i want it.i figure it will be easier to steer with the mannual box in place
while i didn't have the engine to turn the power pump.the only thing that i don't have
figured out is how to hook up the break booster.i havn't given it much thought yet cause
i'm waiting to see exactly where the engine is going to sit.
i'm still looking for a good pic of what the tool kit is supposed to look like.does anyone
have a good pic?i found a small military maddox that was only 24"total.it looked small
but i picked it up anyways.i'd also like to see how they all mount up on the vehicle.
thanks for all the help so far.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Mule in a 715 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2340
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't seen a mule but somewhere I remember seeing either an M38 or an m151 in the
back of a kaiser.Don't know what the size difference is but if it was to long you could
always chain the tail gat to an upper angle or flat.
JD
SUBJECT>Steering flip?POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand the basis for flipping the rods to the tops of the arms and what to do but here
is my question:Are there any hidden things I need to know before I tackle this tomorrow
or soon?Any good tricks to use anything.Anything that would help me out on this I
would be greatly appreciative for.
JD.SUBJECT>Re:Steering flip?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2361
NEXT>2366 2393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didn't flip the arms.i've heard of people cutting and then welding them back on.i simply
put them on and had thim top of them reamed out at a machine shop.then i ran the tie rod
through the top.i haven't drvien it like this yet,but others have told me it is working fine
for them.some people have also done this in combination with heating and bending the
arms upward from their original place.i've decided to try by just reaming them out and
running it downword.if i don't have the clearence yet,i'll bend them up.
my reasoning:i'd rather have a sloppy steering shaft(cause it's reamed out from both sides
now)as opposed to no steering if the weld broke on the flip.
something to think about
roger
SUBJECT>Re:m715 body part replacement POSTER>ray
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2329 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GARY,
I JUST REPLACE MY INNER AND OUTER ROCKERS W/REPLACEMENTS
FROM "JEEPANELS PLUS".THE PARTS (W/A LITTLE TRIMMING)ARE AN
EXCELLENT
FIT!!!!!THEY ARE REALLY CHEEP TOO.INNERS 22.OO EACH AND OUTERS
48.00 EACH...THE OWNER IS THE MANUFACTURE AND VERY NICE TO DEAL
WITH.GOT MY PARTS W/IN 5 DAYS OR ORDERING THEM!!
(207)743-7671 OR JPANELS@MEGALINK.NET
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know what TEAD means?ctxt POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2358 NEXT>2365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Karl,
The TEAD stands for "Tuella Army Depot"(pronounced two-ella).My winch has a
overhaul plate with the same inscription.I'm not sure of the spelling,and I forgot where
Tuella is located.Hope that helps.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know what TEAD means?ctxt POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2364 NEXT>2371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Tooele Army Depot (two-illa)is/was located in Tooele,Utah west of SLC.It has bee
closed down,all that is left is a reserve Marine LAI unit and a bunch of unused but well
equipped buildings if anyone wants to go into the heavy truck business.There were a few
heavy truck builders looking at moving in but I have not heard of one actually doing it.
Been away a while though.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering flip?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net.DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2362
NEXT>2367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF your afraid of a broken weld,then you better a better welder.============Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering flip?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2366
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That should read "find a better welder "sorry !!!Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:miscellaneous POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2341 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the heater out of j trucks fits perfect thats what i have in my 715
SUBJECT>I need taillights POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please reply if you know where I can buy some taillights for my 68
SUBJECT>welder for sale POSTER>wallace EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hobart welder for sale 250.00 for all excellent shape weld 3/16 to 2inch stock no
problem ..for info contact kaiserm725@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Thanks to you both!!Interesting stuff.ntxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7ePW56U/nmA PREVIOUS>2365 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:hubs?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3
June 2001,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2357 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If memory serves...I saw Hummers being carried around in Desert Storm by chopper and
I'm sure a Sikorsky Sky Crane,max lift 19,500 at sea level,could pick one up if someone
wanted/needed to...I have heard of the Chinook's being used to help get 6x6's unstuck
from mud fields in Nam....could be rumor,but it does sound feasible...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Send your links!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am ready to do a big update to the links page on the new site.If you have a link to any of
the following,email it to brute4c@yahoo.com:
Any M715 site,let me know if it is a members or not.
Parts sites,including tire sources,winch sources,whatever...
Sites with technical info that would be of use/interest to the club,like on 24 volt stuff or
military vehicle stuff,etc.
4 wheel drive/off road organizations,for example the Colorado Full Size Jeep
Association....this doesnt have to be M715 or Jeep related,but it should be groups that
would welcome M715's into their activities.....a Hummer only or Suburban only group
wouldn't work.
Magazines devoted to 4WD.
Anything else you have that is relevant to the M715
I would like to gather together a major list and post it in a nice format to help everyone
out,especially new people.....
If you have posted a link in the past that is not on the links page,then please send it,
cause it takes forever to search all the messages to get the links out of them.
Thank you in advance
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Mule in a 715 POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2340
NEXT>2380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I back mine in and it fits fine except that the tailgate won't close all the way.
SUBJECT>Bumper Sticker?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,3 June 2001,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to get a "Not a Power Wagon"bumper sticker.I'm getting tired
of everyone telling me "nice power wagon"and then arguing with me when I tell them its
a kaiser.
SUBJECT>GAS FIRED HEATER INFO NEEDED POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>2385 2394
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any experience or info on the gas fired heaters that were installed i
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the rear of the ambulances?I just acquired one and was wondering what makes the thing
tick?Specifically:
-how to wire it
-how to operate it
-how to not blow myself up
I could only find a brief mention of these heaters in any of the manuals I had.Any info
would be greatly appreciated.
Regards,
TC.SUBJECT>Midwest regional FE POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>komual@showme.missouri.edu DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No chat on the boards about this,is anyone besides me planning on going?
SUBJECT>Re:Midwest regional FE POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June
2001,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2377 NEXT>2384 2386
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'd like to hear some more info on the subject.if i get the truck done i'll be there.
roger
SUBJECT>fording kit POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 6:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did the fording kit ever have a snorkel that came from the engine?i've seen the extentions
from the tailpipe come up on the right rear.
anyone got one they want to get rid of?
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Mule in a 715 POSTER>Louie EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,
at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2374 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks.I pick it up this week.It wont hit the wheel wells?It should fit no prob.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:fording kit POSTER>Matt EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at
6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The intake fording pipe attaches to the stock air cleaner where the mushroom is (should
be )located.And comes out in front of the drivers door and bolts to windshield bracket.
Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Bumper Sticker?POSTER>Jeffrey G
EMAIL>rmtmaine@speakeasy.com DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That one goes with the "Ask me about my Blower"for a HMMWV....
SUBJECT>steering flip?POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys got me a little nervous about this steering flip thing.I haven't heard this one
before and couldn't really grasp the concept from the posts.Could someone fill me in or
tell where to get the particulars.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Midwest regional FE POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June.2001,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaETa3b8sui8.
PREVIOUS>2378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be there.There should be quite a few of us.I hope the weather holds out for the
weekend.It has been nice and cool in the evenings should be great wheeling weather.It
will be a blast.The trails are great.Hope to see you there.I will be in my 715 Mule.
Later.Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:GAS FIRED HEATER INFO NEEDED POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2376 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me now any info you might find I too just got a heater and looking for the same mine
seems complete I removed every thing my self and acording to the book its complete but
looking for more info..
SUBJECT>Re:Midwest regional FE POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>2378 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,
See about under the M715 Zone logo and there is a heading "2001 Info,and
Registration",all the info you need is there or you can contact me personally at the above
e-mail address.
SUBJECT>Amazing M715 pics posted!!!POSTER>Eduardo Cortez
EMAIL>esc@freesp.com DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2399 LINKNAME>M715 Photos
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/album/14786475xKGPPgfhqj
Hi all!!
You've never seen a M715 like this,and in such a bad situation...
It happened during a Jeep Festival here in Brazil,more details in the photos captions:
http://community.webshots.com/album/14786475xKGPPgfhqj
Hope you like it!
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SUBJECT>Re:welder for sale POSTER>PETE EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2370
NEXT>2389 2390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What type of welder is it (arc,mig,tig)?What voltage does it run off of?Are you
including a mask and gloves?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:welder for sale POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2388
NEXT>2395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what model and where are you?.SUBJECT>Re:welder for sale POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,
at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2388 NEXT>2391 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will check tonight on model and ##the volt is 230 or can be wired for three fase.this
does have a heavy set of gloves that go with it and new cables not sure on length but at
least 25 feet and extra rods.It also has a new panel box for hard wireing .its a arc stick
welder and it fills my pick up bed almost completely and is told to me that it is about 950
pounds I live in new york in dutchess county in the town of red hook 12571.
SUBJECT>welder model number POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June
2001,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2390 NEXT>2408 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the model is p400 and the serial number is 16rt-2989 and the volt is 230/460 with extra
rods new cables gloves panel box and I am located in new york in dutchess county in the
town of red hook 12571 the price is 250 I dont have the place to store it any more that is
why im selling works excellent makes all other welders look small..any questions email
me back..
SUBJECT>Re:steering flip?POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,
at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2383 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chuck-the reason you may not be finding that much posted on this subject is that in the
past it has become a "sore subject"with people of basically 3 different camps with each
only having the knowledge/skills of doing it "right".I bent my arms,drilled them out and
use real quality rod ends with 3/4"grade 8 bolts.I have LOTS of hard mud and trail miles
on my truck,and would do it the same way again.This may not be the "right"way,but
then again,I was told that hydraulic steering,15"rims and an MSD ignition would not
work either.......See you on the trails.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering flip?POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2362
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I would like to do is turn the rod ens from where they bolt into the arms from the
bottome to putting them on top of the arms to where they bolt from the top down into the
arms.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:GAS FIRED HEATER INFO NEEDED POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,4 June 2001,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2376 NEXT>2400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a manual from the manufacturer "Southwind".if i can find i will send it Jon
Brute4c to post on this site in manuals section.i got mine working great.had to make my
own diaphram.Southwind no longer makes parts for our heaters...but they will be happy.to sell you a NEW one for
$1000.00 or more!!!!!!!!!
if you do use it...get yourself a carbon monoxide detector.and check for leaks.we need to
keep all of our members driving ambulances not riding in the back or in the back of
something else.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:welder for sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2389
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith-
I have an M-715,and I am in NJ.
SUBJECT>Source for complete fording kit or left front fender?ctxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.k8pUfUG/HU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,another unplesant suprise on the M715.The upper bracket which attaches the air
inlet tube to the windshield frame is cut off on my truck.In the present condition only the
fender supports the pipe.So in addition to needing all the valves and controls for the
fording kit,I will also need a new air inlet pipe.
Basically I need the whole kit or I can just loose the fording kit all together and get a new
fender without the big hole in it.
If fording kits can still be found,where can I locate one?If not,is there any source for
M715 front left fenders?
Thanks for all the help so far!
Karl
SUBJECT>touch up paint POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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hey guys did a little touch up till i can do the whole paint job thing and if you have the
mil carc od paint then the wally world (wal mart)outdoor fishing &hunting dept has a
real close match its krylon ultra flat camo paint in the store here its in its own rack with
other ultra flat camo colors.also i need some info on proper carc paint application as i
may be able to get some and i understand its pretty nasty stuff,anyonewho knows id
appreciate the info.cheers john
SUBJECT>Re:touch up paint CARC POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2397
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stay away from CARC.it will kill you.
you would have to have thousands of dollars worth of equipment to apply CARC paint.
there are many other types of paints that look and work just fine that are not as toxic.
check out some of the adds in Military Vehicles Magazine.or RAPCO.com.krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Amazing M715 pics posted!!!POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He was obviously overweighted by the numerous additional light fixtures that were
added.;-)
In a more serious vain,"Ouch"....
*=aee=*
SUBJECT>Re:GAS FIRED HEATER INFO NEEDED POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 June 2001,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to post that info if you get it to me.
Just email me at brute4c@yahoo.com and I'll send you my address.
brute4c
SUBJECT>engine,tranny,t-case swap POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,6 June 2001,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gents-i want to incorporate a 1979 era 350 s.b.with a turbo 400 trans.and the original
transfer case in one move.has anyone done this.please respond with tech info or
pros+cons.this drivetrain and motor are all from chevy 3/4 ton truck in factory condition
or application.thanks bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:engine,tranny,t-case swap POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,6 June 2001,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2401 NEXT>2403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
another question,with 38"swampers 5.87 gears and the 3 speed auto.application,what
kind of r.p.m.range at 55-60-m.p.h.will this thing be turning?thanks again!bern1m715.
SUBJECT>Re:engine,tranny,t-case swap POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 June 2001,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2402
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to www.4lo.com for a RPM-Tire size calculator....
SUBJECT>moisture in my speedometer POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
June 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what is the easiest way to remove the moisture from gauges?I havent even looked how
they are made yet.Can they be disassembled easily?
SUBJECT>Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.2409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A local boat fabrication shop has a crated 4 cyl.liq.cooled Perkins Deisel engine for sale.
i can't use it right now,but it would make a good motor to drop in a small Jeep.They said
it developes about 60 hp at 3600 rpm.It is supposed to attach directly to a Ford Ranger
bellhousing.This is a new motor with the shipping plugs still in place.It was purchased
to retrofit a boat but then the owner backed out of the deal.It's been in the way for a while
now...
Anybody interested?i'll get pics if you are.it could be had for <700 dollars.
SUBJECT>howell auto tops?POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,
at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2407 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anyone purchased or heard anything about them?are they Original equipment specs
etc.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:howell auto tops?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2406
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If this is the same co.i think it is they have two styles,one that they sell over seas thats
cheep and one thats mill.spec..I had them send me samples and ya...its cheep allright.
the other mill.spec.was nice but cost more than New Life Resorce.Go with New Life!
But thats just my opinion,hope i helped.Bill
SUBJECT>Re:welder model number POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2391
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally-
You're right,it is huge.Probably much bigger than I could justify (I need my bed for
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plywood,and engines,and such).Although if I could justify I would have to have it.
Thanks anyway.
Pete
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2405
NEXT>2417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay-
How many ft-lbs does it put out?What is the weight of the engine?What is the
displacement?Does it come with the accessories,and the fuel delivery devices to convert,
or am I on my own?
Pete
SUBJECT>Re:I need taillights POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2369.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ebay,use the search,m715
SUBJECT>need wheel info (help)fast POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7
June 2001,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hi all.i'm ordering wheels and having them made for my 715.i'm having them put the
6x7 1/4 in for the stock axles as well as the 6x8 3/4.the info i need is:the sixe of the lug
hole for each wheel,and the center hole for each one.i can't measure mine cause i'm
stuck at summer school,2 hours away from my truck.thanks for all your help
roger
SUBJECT>Re:need wheel info (help)fast POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,I am going to have 20''wheels made at Diamond,the same place you are.I measured
my stock wheels and came up with 5/8 lugs and 5 1/2 center hole.I will remeasure
tomorrow and let you know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Dually axle swap?POSTER>SilentBob EMAIL>silent.bob@iname.com
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking to do an axle swap on my truck (both axles)and I found a guy who is getting
rid of a Chevy dually rear axle.I am just trying to figure out if it would make a good axle
to "put on the shelf"until I find a front axle...I'm not sure who makes the axle,it has 10
bolts on the diff-cover.
Anyone have any ideas or suggestions?
SUBJECT>amp draw POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
7 June 2001,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2415 2419
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,got some major rewiring stuff going on.....need to know how to determone as
precisely as possible,the amperage draw of certain accesories I am running.
Any help appreciated.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,7 June 2001,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2414
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put an amp meter across the circuit and measure the current.Fluke meters work well as
do some other quality brands
SUBJECT>Re:Dually axle swap?POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 2:27
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2413
NEXT>2423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is round with a removable rear cover and a removable third member it is an Eaton.
Those are a very rugged rear end.12.5 ring gear if memory serves me right.These units
were used in heavy 3/4 ton and 1 ton applications in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2409
NEXT>2418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the motor is physically the size of a SMALL 4 cyl inline engine.maybe <24"tall,<24"
long,and only about 16"wide.i would estimate the weight at about 250lbs.it is a
complete engine,but it is only a crate motor;no clutch assembly,starter,or radiator.i'll
try to get a picture put out in the next few days.
displacement i do ot know now.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2417
NEXT>2421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay-how about torque?
Hey-didn't you mention that it was built by an engine shop for a boat?Don't most engine
shops give flywheel dyno #'s witht their motors?Just curious.Eagerly anticipating
photos.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,8
June 2001,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2414 NEXT>2420
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The problem with most ammeters is that you have to put them in line in the circuit.That
is,break the circuit and put the ammeter in it so all of the current runs through the meter
to the accessory.They do make inductive ammeters,which work the same as the
inductive timing lights,in that it senses the electromagnetic field,and instead of creating
a light flash,it give you a number.For this I would try to borrow an ammeter.
You could also use Ohm's law-it is not as accurate,as it dosen't take into account voltage
drop across the wire,and engine RPM,etc.But simply it says :I =E x R,where I is the
amperage (in Amps)of the componant,E is the Voltage,in Volts,and R is the resistance,
in Ohms.
Of course,if you want an accurate calculation,you need an ohmmeter at the very least
anyway.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,8
June 2001,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2419 NEXT>2427
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You know what,all of these late weeknight drinking after the game sessions have got to
end (not any time soon,but at least I admit it).Sorry,man,Ohm's law states E =I x R.
With that,I go back to work,and scew that up too.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2418
NEXT>2422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't know anyhting about torque on it...just a casual conversation while doing other
business there.they mentioned that they were stuck with it and would like to sell it.
they manufacture boats,and purchased this to power a boat and are stuck with it when the
boat owner backed out of the deal.
i don't recall seeing a flywheel and starter and alternator on it,but they could be or could
be shipped dismounted in the crate somewhere.i cannot get an answer ont he phone at the
shop to enquire,but will post anything i find out.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2421
NEXT>2424 LINKNAME>Perkins Jeep motor LINKURL>http://www.off-
road.com/jeep/tech/engine/perkins192.html
check out this link:this sounds like the 60 hp motor they have on the pallet.
SUBJECT>Re:Dually axle swap?POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2416
NEXT>2431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is an Eaton they are very sturdy but they are no lockers and limited gearing options
that can hold you back.also unless it is a full width axle.It seems that a dually axle is
skinnier than a regular one so that can cause a problem.I'd say the stock Dana 70,A 70's
Dodge van or truck Dana 70,GM 14 bolt,or Rockwell 2 1/2 ton.
But still wish you the best of luck with your choice.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2422
NEXT>2425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay-
It sounds like the right size for my 2A,but not quite enough output.I was hoping around
(if not more than)200ft-lbs.
Pete
SUBJECT>Re:Perkins Motor for Sale POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jay,
Where is it located?
Hollis
SUBJECT>Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Matt,
Are you still happy using the Deuce wheels?How is the turning radius?
Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 June 2001,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2420 NEXT>2448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well maybe it matters that I am trying to determine,as close to exact as possible,the
draw of the civilian ignition.
I have finally located a 24 to 12 volt converter that *should*meet my needs,but I need to
determine the draw of all the 12 volt stuff I have that will be running all the time and then
the intermittent stuff.
I have a civvy heater with a 15 amp fuse,it came from a Jeep that had a 15 amp fuse for
it,though I have seen in the manuals that they also came with 20 amp fuses too.Of
course the ignition is 12 volt.Also,the horn,windshield washer and cab lights are 12
volt.The horn,I am going to "convert"to 24 volt by running a 24 volt line from the
battery to a switch to 2 horns in series,like the batteries,then to ground.I can put 24 volt
bulbs in the cab lights....so they can be gotten around.
I was talking to a friend here who said that the ignition would need to have the coil fully
discharged and then I could check the ohms of the ignition by measuring between the coil
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positive post and ground.Take that ohm reading and divide 12(actually the exact battery
voltage)by this ohm reading to get amps.All this is done with the coil fully discharged
and the ignition switched off.Does this sound right?
I just forsee a situation in the winter when the ignition and heater are running and I need
to wash the crap off the windshield and browning/blacking out the system.
I have a choice of 2 converters,20 amp and 22 amp.Best guess,how safe would I be with
those choices.....seems the 20 might be borderline,the 22,just enough??????
Thanks for all replies!!!
(Ain't ya glad there is a M715 Zone!!!!)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Seal conversion part #POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 June
2001,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought new bearings for the front passenger side and the oil seal was forgotten.The hub
is off now and I want to put it back together this weekend.Any body know what off a civ
truck will work or a part #I can find at a local store.Thanks Wout.SUBJECT>Trailer POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 June 2001,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2430 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one have a M100 trailer for sale ?
SUBJECT>Re:Trailers POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9
June 2001,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2429 NEXT>2432
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking of trailers...the Bantam T-3,the Willys MBT,the M100 and the M416 all went
with the 1/4 ton trucks (jeeps),right?So what trailer (size,designation)went with the 5/4
ton M715?I imagine the smaller 1/4 tonners would work OK,but I was just wondering
what the "correct"trailer should be.Thanks!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Dually axle swap?POSTER>SilentBob EMAIL>silent.bob@iname.com
DATE>Saturday,9 June 2001,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2423
NEXT>2436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info...This axle happens to be from an 84 chevy 1 ton dually.I may pass
on it...How would I go about finding out which vehicles have a particular axle?(I'm
looking for a Dana 60 up front and either a Dana 70 or Corp 14 for the rear)I have been
scanning the papers looking for 1 ton chevy's that people are parting out.Any other
vehicles I should focus on?
SUBJECT>Re:Trailers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,9 June 2001,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2430
NEXT>2441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The correct M715 trailer is the 3/4 ton,M101A1...according to my handy reference
source,this is built on the M116A1 basic chassis.
I have seen cargo trailers,basic open type,and a tool trailer,taller and fully enclosed with
a somewhat rounded top...both in 3/4 ton and built on the M116A1 chassis.
brute4c
SUBJECT>ignition POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10
June 2001,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2438 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know what law of physics makes it possible to remove a spark plug wire
from the spark plug without loosening the plug first.Seems no matter how tight I put the
plugs in and how much anti-sieze I put on the wire the plug always wants to loosen first
causing me to have to undo the other end at the cap in order to turn out the plug with the
wire still attached.Very frustrating when you are trying to diagnose problems and are
constantly pulling wires and plugs.I've tried every curse word I know and that didn't help
either,maybe someone knows some I don't that might help....Anyway sorry for rambling,
my question is what civi distributor will fit in my truck so I might use a regular cap and
wires,I don't wheel the truck too much so the water proof end of it doesn't concern me..Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2426 NEXT>2439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been running them about two weeks now.I haven't had any problem with them and
they look likw they belong.I am waiting for a digital camera to take some pics.Turning
radius i don't think has been affected.They haven't hit or rubbed when turning.And they
give about a six in lift.I will be driving "Lenny"up to Iola again this year with them
mounted (100 mile one way).I will also have another set mounted and ready for sale at
Iola.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>715 w/winch for sale in ny POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap/cRoPxVnko PREVIOUS>NEXT>2457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 67 m715 w/bradenton winch for sale.it has:
original 230 tornado
a new exhost w/muffler
new break lines ft to back
new master cylinder (duel cylinder)
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12v ignition swap.all new points condenser wires plugs cap rotor
(civvi 12v distributer w/vacuum advance)
ignition is the only 12v change and i have all the 24v stuff
that still works
100%brand new inner and outer rocker pnls put on 2 weeks ago
it is 99%rust free
box is in excellent condition
all lights signals and gages work(except speedo)
top is in very good condition
it starts runs and drives and stops great
i am in lake george ny and asking 3500.00 obo
either e-mail or feel free to call 518 745-7674 ray
i do have pix too
SUBJECT>Re:Dually axle swap?POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2431
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Generally speaking:If it has a solid front axle and is a one ton truck the front axle is a
dana 60.Which version however is kinda important.The newer the truck the better on
this.Chevy quit making solid front axles in 88'and Ford and Dodge still have them.
However the Ford differential is on the left driver side.Depending on what gearing you
want to run the Ford 10.25 Sterling is also a good choice for a rear axle.With disc brakes
and stock 35 spline axles it is very stout.Dodge used a Dana 80 in the rear for a while
which has an 11"ring gear.Also dodge used the Dana 70 which differs from an m715.dana 70 due to 35 spline axles and
the ability to retrofit disc brakes.Basically stick with
one ton running gear gear and you'll be fine as far as axles.I would however;say,to stay
away from the Dana 70 front axle.I've heard from a lot of sources that they are not as
strong as the Dana 60 due to Spline count and other odds and ends.The 14 bolt in my
mind is a good deal to me because the price of lockers are cheap and it has the option of
35 spline axles and disc brakes,plus many gearing options.
SUBJECT>Yakima Roof Rack POSTER>Ray EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is a M715 forum,but if anybody here mountain bikes and is in need of a
almost brand new Yakima roof rack let me know I need to sell it!!
Thanks,
Ray
SUBJECT>Re:ignition POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
10 June 2001,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2433 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As to the plug wire/plug problem,all I can think is that the caps for the wires are too
tight,meaning as tight as the plugs or tighter,and that would make the plug
turn....otherwise,no clue here.
The only civilian distributor that fits the stock motor is one from a civilian 230 engine.It
is a Prestolite unit.Mine has IAT 4411-4T stamped on the tag.
Posting here at the club has found several people a distributor before.Looking in
Junkyards works too.They came out in civilian J-series trucks,Wagonners,and the
pickups of the universal series...mine came from the latter.
Good Luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2434 NEXT>2445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,first of all,how tall are these 20''tires?are they 9.00-20?second,when you had these
wheels rewelded how much back space did you go with?do the tires stick out beyond the
wheel well?did you use any lift kit?it seems to me that a 3''-4''lift would be needed for
the tires i am looking at witch are the firestone super all traction 9.00-20 witch measure
41-1/2-42''tall.Please let me know.Thanks PerkM715
SUBJECT>wtb windshield frame POSTER>mike EMAIL>mhice@coxnc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0jjsGkjU9Eg PREVIOUS>NEXT>2443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for a windshield frame.hopefully with glass.i aslo need the hinges and
maybe the cowl.please let me know if anyone has one to spare.thanks..mike
SUBJECT>Re:Trailers POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2432
NEXT>2446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M-101 was correct with the M-37's.They had the five hole Budd pattern and the
wheels,hubs,bearings,ect.were all interchangable with the M37.The M-101A1,(I
believe )was built correctly with the Chev CUCV series and the Dodge 800 series of
trucks,with an eight bolt pattern.Does anyone know if the CUCV and the Dodge 800
series wheels interchange ???So BRUTE4C is correct,the M101A1 was also equiped
with surge brakes.I do own a M101 to go with my Dodges.Tom
SUBJECT>I enjoy trucks,Jon.POSTER>Brad Tipple
EMAIL>bradtipple@bigfatuglyhead.org DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 10:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2455 LINKNAME>Flor 2099
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LINKURL>http://www.flor2099.com
My name is Brad Tipple,and in the wake of losing my job,I would like to express my
affection for the M715 Zone and all it stands for.I am a "man"of much admiration.I am
a "man".A sad,foolish "man".-ajk
SUBJECT>Re:wtb windshield frame POSTER>forrest r hudspeth
EMAIL>laidlaww@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres a man in rolla missouri that more than likely has a windshield frame and other
parts as well.his name is warren dean.hope this helps.
SUBJECT>68 715 service truck w/pto operated hobart welder POSTER>forrest r
hudspeth EMAIL>laidlaww@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10 June 2001,at 11:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
68 m715 service/tool truck for sale in missouri.has operational hobart pto drive welder in
bed.truck is in fair condition.needs tires.missing 1 rear door.price is around 2500
dollars.will get exact price and post at a later date .
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2439 NEXT>2450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would have to measure the set back but the rims look like normal rims and the tires
come right to the edge of the fenders.I have had no problems with rubbing or hitting the
fender wells either.No lift kit.I think the tire is mounted is close to 42"tall,i will have to
measure to make sure.
Diamond racing wheels is making your rims?They are about two miles from where i
work.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Trailers POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Monday,.11 June 2001,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2441 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 101 is the right trailer but a 105(1.5 ton version)also works but is a little angled
forward.And possible level when the lunette is in the lower hole.I will take pictures.I
use my 1.5 ton all the time to haul stuff.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>lets talk power brakes POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've got pretty everything figured out on my 715 project except for my brakes.i've read all
the discussion on the FAQ,and went the archives.i'm lookng for new,as well as more,
info about a swap.i've consider the graphing the firewall of a wagoneer on to mine,but is
there a bolt in soloution?does anyone have any pics of their success story.thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2427 NEXT>2454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute-
I take it that you have no ammeter?
Ok,You could look at it 2 ways.
Actually,before we even do that,take the cabs lights and the horn off 12 volts.
Next,you say that there was a 20 and a 15 amp.Why-different blower motors?Was the
wiring improved?
Where did the civvy ignition come from?What did that truck use?Usually,I think points
type ignitions use a 10 or 15 amp fuse.
Now quick math,and you see you're over the rated output of the converter.Next question.
Is that 22 amps a nominal,or a peak output?If it is nominal,you might be OK.
Ok,now,having done all of this,why not run two converters?Can you get two?
Pete
Sorry it took so long,as I connect real slow at home.At work-DSL.
SUBJECT>looking for M715 in Florida area POSTER>jon-jeeta
EMAIL>pschaap@umich.edu DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any M715's for sale in Florida?
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 3:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2445 NEXT>2452 2511
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,Diamond is going to make my rims,did they re weld your rims?and as far as the
back space goes that measurement is very important to me,it sounds like your back
spacing is right on the money,if you could get me that measurement that would be great.
Thanks PerkM715
SUBJECT>m725 rear ladder POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for a 725 rear ladder to complete my restoration project ..any info would be
great.thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Matt
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EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond did not make my rims.A guy that i sold my 215 to made them as part of the
deal.They seem to be balanced correctly and centered,he did own a machine shop.Hope
to have pictures this weekend.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:lets talk power brakes POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2447
NEXT>2456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I have been told and am getting ready to do is put power brakes on mine using the
best info I can find...heres what I know....
Booster is a tamden Jeep unit,J-20,early 80's
Need a spacer,like Jeep used factory,between the booster and firewall.
Need the brake rod,from pedal to booster,from same vehicle application as booster a
the rod from the booster to the master,same application.
I plan to use the dual line master cylinder that our brake guru,Mozarkid,figured out,see
yahoo club posting board,message number 2393
Adjustable proportioning valve to the rear brakes is a plus.
I also plan to use a 4 wheel drum brake system proportioning valve between the master
and the front brakes/rear brake valve as Willie,another brake guru,uses one so as to
insure that if you break a line at one end of the truck,it moves the piston in this valve so
that you still have brakes at the other,weaker and mushier,but it doesn't all disapear,
which is a good reason to go to a dual line master,though the dual line master does not
allow for this safety margin by itself,must use this main prop valve,then adjustable i
rear line if desired.
Brake shoes can be relined with metallic,wheel cylinders can be replaced with new ones,
due to problems with vented master in stock trucks,the wheel cylinders get nasty,also
Stainless replacements are availble from late model Ford with slight modifcation to the
bolt holes,elongating.
On the installation front,there are 2 bolts holding the stock master on....and when you.have it off,you'll see there
are 2 more holding the steel section of the firewall the master
bolts to on.Take off that panel and you will have 4 bolt holes,2 of whick need elongation
to mount the booster and spacer,not sure which havent done it yet,but should be easy to
tell.
Also need to remove the brake pedal assy.and pull the pin holding the rod to the master
in.Replace with the new rod and a 3/8ths bolt and nut to hold secure.
I would guess you can figure out the lines.....especailly with the info in Mozarkids post on
the Yahoo site.
Hope this answers most of your questions....
By the way,I plan to use Dot 5 silicone fluid and a brake lock as well on mine......
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2448 NEXT>2459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The converter is 22 continous,28 peak.....
I dont have an ammeter but guess I should buy one,been told there a pain to wire but I
dont know why that would be....
The Jeep,230 powered,civvy truck I got the ignition from was in a junkyard and with
much of it missing its hard to say what it might have used for a fuse off hand...I'll have to
do some reasearch in the old books on that.
The Jeep heaters from 1963 until they quit makiking full size Jeeps in about 91,all use
the same heater,they are interchangeable....I got mine out of a 73 J truck that had a 15
amp fuse in the fuse box and the manual for the same year truck says it takes a 20....so
who knows....
I do appreciate your reply....as I knock myself upside the head for not not thinking of a
ammeter,I thank you again!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I enjoy trucks,Jon.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 June 2001,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2442
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually sent the email he sent to the department on his last day,Good Friday,...good for
me :-),if you want I can forward to you.....it sure was a treat....
By the way,how is Sean Johnson doing???I think of them often!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:lets talk power brakes POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
June 2001,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2453 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
that's the kind of info i was looking for.thanks for taking the time.it sounds a lot easier
than cutting and welding a piece into the firewall.i'm also going to look into the diameter
of the bore as well.i'm interested in using a mc from a 70's corvette.i have one and whe
i replaced the cylinder it was only 15 bucks,and it is made to run dual disc brakes.now i
know that's not good for our stock wheel cylinders,but if i do put in a set of duece axles,.then i'll need all the
flow i can get,even with a remote frame mounted booster.again
thanks for your reply,if you have time and do the swap before some pics would be very
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helpful.if i get there before you i'll do the same.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:715 w/winch for sale in ny POSTER>John Porter
EMAIL>ohmedic@centuryinter.net DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 2:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi I am interested in your M715.please send some
pictures.Thanks.
John
SUBJECT>PTO value POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12
June 2001,at 3:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a couple of people interested in my PTO parts,and I have no idea what they are
worth...any ideas?The parts include driver's seat lever,all linkages to "gearbox"attached
to engine,the gearbox itself,and the initial driveline and hanging bracket.The missing
parts are the final (front)driveline piece and the winch itself.Any help would be
appreciated.Thanks.All are in perfect working condition.
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2454 NEXT>2461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute-
When I say ammeter,I don't mean the gauge that you would mount in the truck.I am
talking about a high quality,handheld,multimeter with an ammeter function.Preferably
an ammeter function that can use an inductive pickup.
As electricity flows through a wire,it creates an electromagnetic field that flows down the
length of the wire,but it also radiates outward at a 90 deg.angle to the wire.While it is
radiating outward,it is also rotating.Think "follow the yellow brick road"or any 2D
spiral,and while it is spinning,picture it following the path of the electricity.
Sorry to bore you,but that whole paragraph was background.The inductive ammeter can
"feel"the electromagnetic field,and calculate the amount of amps being used.
If I were you,I would stay away from an ammeter in the truck.They require that you run
the power through the ammeter to the truck.That is,the ammeter must be inline with
your main power source.Before splitting or anything.The act of running so much
amperage through the fire wall not just once,but usually twice,makes me queasy.I've
seen two trucks burn because of improperly installed,or maintain ammeter circuits.You
ever wonder why you don't see ammeters in new cars,just volt meters?That's one of the
reasons.
Hope this helps.Sorry it's so long.
Pete.SUBJECT>looking for a M715 in the upper mid west POSTER>Jeremy
EMAIL>popazeus@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHxKDtilZRAk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm look to purchase a M715 in fair condition ...a good frame and body (not a lot of rust)
with solid axles ...engine/trany/t-case don't matter to much I've got swaps for those.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2459 NEXT>2462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK now I see why its tricky to install the gauge type....that would not be good on a 4x4
that sees alot of shake rattle and roll t chafe the wires up....
Guess I need the inductive unit of which you speak.
Appreciate the background info,I like to know not only what I'm doing but why,so that if
I can use the knowledge in another area,or if it helps me resolve problems in a similiar
line,I have knowledge of what is going on.
I'm not real keen on the just do this and then do that and maybe I'll have time to explain it
to you someday advice that sometimes is given....that makes me queasy.
Thanks again,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:amp draw...the plot thickens...POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute-
Again I stress that I have yet to see a ammeter gauge for mounting in the vehicle that uses
the inductive pickup.If you find one,though,and it runs on 12VDC,could you let me
know?I bet if you do find it it'll run a pretty penny.
Your best bet would be to find someone with a good Fluke multimeter(know any
electricians?)and borrow it.
Failing that I think you would be OK with the setup as mentioned earlier.Put a 25 Amp
fuse in line right next to the source,as well as the fuses for the individual units.
Keep an eye on how hot it gets,though.If it gets too hot to touch,it is almost definately
overworked.I've seen a few real good ones run real hot (like sizzling spit type hot)and
last a long time.However,heat and electronics do not make good bedfellows.
With the in mind,try to mount it somewhere it can get (relatively)cool air.
Good luck with it.I am here if you have any more questions.
Pete
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PS-You can bet in a year or so (when I "finish"my CJ,and "start"my 715)I'll have
plenty of my own..SUBJECT>Sources for 24V FUEL PUMPS ?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 June 2001,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>2467 2468 2469 2486
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get a 24V fuel pump cheap?I had seen some for ~$10 from some surplus
outfit but can't figure where to save my life.Anybody know?Where else have you guys
gotten yours from?Thanks for any help!
TC
SUBJECT>national FE and magazines ?ion POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 June 2001,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know there was talk about trying to get some magazines to come to the national FE.was
there any success in the venture or did it just die down.popularity for these vehicles
seems to be doubling each year due to the exposure.a big mag like fourwheeler,or
peterson's may be interested in coming out,assuming we have a lot rigs to show off.
SUBJECT>Tag on Transmission POSTER>texas715
EMAIL>gcarlson@email.prepaidlegal.com DATE>Wednesday,13 June 2001,at 11:26
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a triangle overhauled tag on my transmission.Does anyone know how to read the
numbers.They indicate the location,can't read clearly yet,and the date,0223-L.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Wheels -from split ring to non split POSTER>Troy A.Goodenough
EMAIL>youcanjoin@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 June 2001,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1963 M715 that has been converted into a motorhome.It has split ring 16"six
lug wheels on the front and the spare is the same.The rear are duals 16"six lug and not
split.Where can I find three non-split 16"six lug wheels?????
SUBJECT>Found it!www.saturnsurplus.com (no message)POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 June 2001,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>2463 NEXT>2472
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
x
SUBJECT>Re:Sources for 24V FUEL PUMPS ?POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,13 June 2001,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2463 NEXT>LINKNAME>Owens Export Service
LINKURL>http://www.owens-export.com/sales3.html
Only ones I know about are from Owens Export for 50 bucks..It's about half way down the page.I bought my M725 from
Steve Kapido who runs the
place.Nice guy.
He's also got new Three Lever Light Switchs for 45.Lots of neat goodies :-)
*=aee=*
SUBJECT>Custom Hard Top POSTER>Dave Argento EMAIL>abidave@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
selling or possible trade for a soft top Custom Hard Top $100.00
location Columbus OH.
614-798-9338 home ph.
links for pixs
http://homepage.mac.com/argento/1top.JPG
http://homepage.mac.com/argento/2top.JPG
http://homepage.mac.com/argento/3top.JPG
http://homepage.mac.com/argento/4top.JPG
SUBJECT>Width of a Deuce wheel POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what the rim width of a deuce wheel is?
Luke
SUBJECT>Dang!They didn't have any more.POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>2468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
x
SUBJECT>Left over MWRFE shirts POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two adult larges and one adult small left over from the MWRFE,if anyone is
interested in
purchasing them please contact me at:
bennetta@cozadtel.net
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>How many M715's made it to Viet Nam?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaJ.EnQByI0CY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2475
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does any one know if any M715's ever got to Viet Nam before the end of the war?I can't
seen to find any "in-country"photos with M715's.All I can find are M37's.
Just wondering,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:How many M715's made it to Viet Nam?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 June 2001,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any kind of exact numbers have yet to be uncovered...but we do have a pic in the Active
Duty Photos section in the left hand menu of this page that shows an M715 without doors
at the scene of an A-7 downed in the field over there.
We have also had members tell us that they were in Nam and worked with and on the
M715 trucks there.
Any more info anyone has,I welcome!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:national FE and magazines ?ion POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2464 NEXT>2483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that in the lat few months I have seen an M715 in all the magazines out there.
There is an m715 candidate for TTC,JP just had an article on about a Chads truck I
believe,4Wheel parts wholesale has a magazine this month that has one of the cleanest
m715's I have ever seen.and Peterson named the M715 in the top ten 4x4 of all time list.
The fascination and potential is out there,so I think coverage would be a great thing.
JD
SUBJECT>What is the latest word on brakes???POSTER>KENNY BEAIRD
EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2480
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to replace my master cylinder and my wheel cylinders and have read many
postings about this subject.The problem I face is trying to make sense of all of the
postings.Has anyone found anything that just really works great??Is it better to rebuild
wheel cyl.or better to buy new ones from Boycee??What parts work on rebuilds?
Someone please advise.
SUBJECT>Military History of a vehicle.POSTER>Robert Chayer
EMAIL>bachair@cyberportal.net DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2481 2482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to research the military history of a M715 by the ID number?
SUBJECT>Brush Guard For Sale POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brush Guard for sale...no dents.See "Jeff"under members pics.I will take the best offer
by next weekend.Email is jedsjazz@aol.com.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:What is the latest word on brakes???POSTER>Paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2477 NEXT>2484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the same boat.All of the postings are great,but a clear,specific set of parts and
instructions would be helpful.I am adding my name to Kenny's "help"question.Thanks
in advance!!
SUBJECT>Re:Military History of a vehicle.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not that anyone has uncovered as yet...I have contacted several
US Army,Military archives with requests and have been told to contact someone else,
which I did,or no answer was ever given in multiple attempts.
If anyone has ideas,feel free to try or let me know what might help and I'll go for it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Military History of a vehicle.POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2478
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not that I am an expert,but bumper markings will give you the best idea.With the unit
and possible sub-unit.If you do have bumper marking,your best bet to post it on several
of these forums and usually someone can tell you.Also you might contact Rick Larson
who does markings.He has several referance books.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:national FE and magazines ?ion POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>2476 NEXT>2487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have tried in the past to get magazines to come to one of the FE events,so far they have
not responded.Rick Pewe I have contacted several times while he was still with JP
magazine,and I also have talked with Rich Trusdale a free lance writer for several
magazines.For last years National,Rich told me that if someone would send him quality
pictures and a write up he would see what he could do.I posted it to the list,but no one
followed through and the digital photos that I had were not of magazine quality.
I will not contact the magazines again until I have many confirmed registrations.
Also it is important to get enough attendence and trucks to attend to make it worth their
trip,I would hate to invite them to come out and then have a dissappointing turn out.Just
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a few trucks ain't going to cut it folks.Tuttle Creek has been featured in a magazine
before so they maybe willing to travel,but we have to have some CONFIRMED
attandence,not just a MAYBE I'll be there.I won't contact the magazine to tell them that
we will have 20 trucks if only five have completed and paid their registration fees,and.also attend.The magazines
also need to have at least 2 months notice.We really have to
pull in the trucks because we also have to compete with Camp Jeep the same weekend.I
commend those who have supported and attended past events,and look forward to seeing
them at future events.Moreover if we are going to try and get National magazine
attention we need to make it worth National coverage.
I have already committed to hosting the National FE at Tuttle Creek this year,and I am
willing to put forth the effort and work that it would take to do this,are you willing to put
the effort forward to attend?At this time I have NO confirmed pre-registration from any
members,even though this event has been posted for almost a year now.
So if you want this club to get national magazine coverage,you should question your ow
commitment to make it worthy of their attention.
Stepping off my soap box.
Pam Bennett
For more information on the National FE see top of this page "2001 FE Info and
Registration".
SUBJECT>Re:What is the latest word on brakes???POSTER>texas715
EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 10:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2480 NEXT>2521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to be rebuilding my whell brake cylinders,but alot depends on the condition
of yours.I just picked up the parts to do it.The Wagner part number F-3609.What
questions do you have?I am going to be doing mine early nxt week and can send you
pictures if that would help you out.
SUBJECT>Spring removal?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 11:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone removed one or two leafs to soften the ride are there any adverse effects?
SUBJECT>Re:Sources for 24V FUEL PUMPS ?POSTER>Doug
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Friday,15 June 2001,at 11:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2463 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some tractors and construction equipment operate on 24 volts .You might be able to
locate used parts from a salvage yard that specializes in used farm equipment.Hope this
helps.
SUBJECT>Re:national FE and magazines ?ion POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2483 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have just printed out the form of the national FE.i will be there and you will have my
registration by the end of the week.in addition,my girlfriend and myself play with
photagraphy,so we will take a lot of pics regardless of magazines being present.we'll
even to some crazy developing in our darkroom if it helps get some exposure..i'm typically a procrastinator,but i'm
taking the iniative and set by pam.i hope everyone
else will too.
roger
SUBJECT>completed power steering box POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2489 2515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well guys,i just put the power steering box on this morning.it was a bolt on.but for those
who are going to do it:don't even try to bolt it on first thing.you must first take a grinder
and take some of the cross memeber out...not much at all.i tried for an hour to just "bolt"
it in with no luck.i finally got mad and took a 1/16 off the cross bar in the very corner.
after that it took me 5 minutes to actually bolt it in.
SUBJECT>Re:completed power steering box POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg PREVIOUS>2488 NEXT>2501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bent my cross bar after heating it.It is hollow.Beware if you are running large tires.The
frame mount is pretty wimpy.Tore my box right off the framr in a mud hole.Running 42"
swampers with locked front.I had to fabricate a new mount for the bottom holes out of 2"
box iron.Also ran an additional cross support from the pitman arm end of the box to the
passenger side of the frame to prevent the box from twisting again.Good luck.....
SUBJECT>Chevy Engine adapter to M715 trans POSTER>AL
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have figured out how to adapt a Chevy bellhousing to a M715 transmission.I am fixing
to get a machinest to build it.It will also require shorting of the front out put shaft and
machining down the end of it.Is anyone interested in one of these setups?
SUBJECT>M715 ROLLING CHASSIS POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M LOKKING FOR 1,2 OR HOW MANY YOU MIGHT HAVE,ROLLING CHASSIS
FOR A M715.DON'T NEED ENGINE OR TRANS.MAINLY WANT
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FRAME,SHEETMETAL
&TRANSFER CASE.EVEN IF IT'S MISSING AXLES,I DON'T CARE.I'M
LOCATED IN ATLANTA,GA,SO ANYWHERE IN THE SOUTHEAST WOULD BE
NICE.
SUBJECT>LOOKING AT M725 POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOING TO LOOK AT A M725 TOMARROW FOR AROUND $700.00.ONLY.NEEDS A COUPLE OF MINOR THINGS.WHO IS HORDING ALL THE PARTS
THESE DAYS?.Eric
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING AT M725 POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2492
NEXT>2516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check for rust in the rear make sure the frame is untouched by a torch and welder and
check the wiring how much is dameged check the brake system for over hauls if you need
help or parts email me I am almost done with a frame up restoration on a 1968 m725 with
17000 miles and I replaced all wireing with new ,new brake system ,new drive train and
lockers ,fording kit and all ambulance componets.eail me for info or help at
kaiserm725@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Need PTO Hole plate POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am taking the PTO off of my truck,and I know some of you guys have added one to
yours.I was wondering if anyone has the plate and bolts that can plug the hole that the
PTO will leave.I know I could probably have one machined,but if anyone has one laying
around,please email me.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Width of a Deuce wheel POSTER>Woody
EMAIL>RWOODY@FULLNET.NET DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2471 NEXT>2499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just got done making some big wheels for a duce
they are 7 3/4"orig width
SUBJECT>np 205 identification POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,16 June 2001,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2497 2498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how can i make sure that i have a divorced np 205.i picked one up today from a scrap
yard.the guy told me it came out of a '68 chevy.it had a pto on it but now is gone so i just
have to find a plate or a pto for it.the problem is at first inspection it looks exactly like
the np 200 that i have in the 715.it appears to mount the same.when looking in the cover
a few of the gears have the hypoid design,i was told the 200's didn't.some of the gears in
it are the standard tooth on tooth.any one know how to tell what my treasure is?
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2496
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there will be a small metal id plate on the two yoke side under the shitfer and it will say
this is a np 205 and date it is about 2 1/2inches long by 1 1/2 wide.if no plate look for the
four holes that the screws used to be in some cases the tags fall off not always and almost
positive that if it looks like a 205 and has those holes it is a 205 ..hope this helps I have a.205 and a 200 and
the braket holes are almost identical the case and the covers are the
same yoke size I think is different .need more info contact barry on the zone he will know
he is a gear man and I know he will know ..thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2496
NEXT>2500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 200 and 205 look almost the same with one big differance,The 200 doesn't have a
PTO port.If it has a PTO port than it's not a 200.But that don't mean that it is a 205
either.It could be a 202.A 202 at first glance looks like a 205,but they are not near as
common as a 205.If the tag is lost you will need to give us somemore information or a
picture to make a positive ID.=====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Width of a Deuce wheel POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2495
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!
Thats what I was looking for
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2498
NEXT>2503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the truck god has spoken..
SUBJECT>Re:completed power steering box POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
17 June 2001,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2489 NEXT>2504
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tore mine off too.I welded 3 pieces of pipe about 2"long so that both sides of the frame
were now supporting the unit.One of the bolt holes I couldn't get a pipe into so it just has
a short bolt through only one side of the frame.Then I used grade 8 bolts.It's only been 4
months now so time will tell if this will work.My truck sees no highway miles,only off
road but goes wheeling no less then 3 times a week so the box has done well so far.Oh,
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40 inch tires is why it broke.Wout.
SUBJECT>M715 Excellent sheet metal for sale POSTER>Vintage Power Wagons
EMAIL>dodge@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See our listing of excellent used M715 sheet metal parts
listed on the For Sale Message Board
Thanks
Dave Butler
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2500
NEXT>2506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i did not find a data plate.i'm now sure it isn't a np 200 and pretty sure it is a
205.it looks
exactly like the one that is pictured in the july issue of 4wheel &off-road,pg 90.but it
still could be the np 202 like you said barry.is this a good t-case?does a pto come out
from the bottom of a case.that is were a big plate is missing.the guy i bought it from said
there was one in it.does anyone have a pto unit they want to get rid of?
thanks for your help guys
roger
SUBJECT>Re:completed power steering box POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well it sounds like mine is on borrowed time then.i'm running 44"ground hawgs and
looking at runnint 16.00x20 on the road with the duece axles.
roger
SUBJECT>Name?POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2508 2510 2512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this question may seem a little "dumb",but I have been a M-715 owned for just a
few weeks.Here goes:Do we call these animals (A)"Seven one five"or (B)"Seven
fifteen".
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2503
NEXT>2507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is probably a 205.The pto port has 6 bolt holes and will come off the lower part of the
left (drivers)side.The 202 cases are a very stout unit but parts are getting a little hard to
find.I've been looking for a PTO for myself for over a year but haven't found one at a
"reasonable"price yet.======Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:np 205 identification POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2506
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
barry,have you already installed a divorced 205?do have any hints or ideas,or even pics
of one that you have installed.i took another look at it,and it mounts completely different
than the 200.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Name?POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2505
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do believe its a "seven fifteen",at least thats what everyone i know calls em..SUBJECT>12-24V Conversion on
blackout markers POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
Im sure this is easy for yall but I want to hook up the old blackout markers on the front of
my 715 and dont know what all to do.I think the light itself is still 24 volt but it has no
wires on it right now.....what all do I need to do to make them run in 12V?Do I need to
change the bulbs or what?Also where do i run all the wires because the original three-
switch light thingy isnt in the cab anymore.Any Info would help.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Name?POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 June
2001,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2505 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Also useing the term "five quarter ton"throws people.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2450 NEXT>2517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,have you got those measurements for me yet?This would help me out a bundle.
thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Name?POSTER>Lee EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 1:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2505 NEXT>2814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your speeking in military terms it would be "seven one five "or "five quarter"
Whoopie
SUBJECT>attn barry,np 205?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
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DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i did a little more research and found that in 1968,chevy used a rockwell 221 t-case.are
you familar with this?the guy i bought it from said that it came out of '68 chevy.i'm not
sure.oh well,i get some pics of it next weekend for you.have you put a 205 in a 715?
roger
SUBJECT>Attn.Woody POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Woody,The 20x14 wheels look great,but can you work that magic on a 715 bolt patter
20''x7 or 8''wheel,please let me know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:completed power steering box POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2488 NEXT>2578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where or what donor type vehicle pow.steering unit did you
use,and power steering
pump?thank you bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING AT M725 POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I looked at the truck today and would'nt you know it?it could sit there as a pidgeon
coop for 20 years worth nothing and as soon as some one starts asking about it it becomes
an collectable.In feburary my brother asked the owner for me and he said he had to get
$600.00 for it as that was what he paid for it at the auction and now today i talked to the
owner and he says he paid $1000.00 at the auction for it.He started yacking about how
good it was and how valueable it was.It doesnt run,no brakes and wow,not to mention
all the plastic in the body and other body damage and shit yellow paint.Unbelivable!!!!!
looks like the pidgeons will have a home for a while longer.Go figure.Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2511 NEXT>2519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sorry.I am not quite sure what you want for measurements.But I will give you what
i think it is.The dish,when reversed,is welded approximately a 1/2"back from the outer
lip of the rim.Which give about 4.5"from outer lip of rim to bolt holes.
I will post a pic i took today.
SUBJECT>Re:attn barry,np 205?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2513
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is a 221,I HOPE THAT YOU DIDN'T BUY IT.They only used them for a couple of
years and they are not worth the time .And yes I have put divorced mounted and married
205's in M715's.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Matt (using Deuce wheels)POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted the picture in the picture section under "More of the toy".
Matt
SUBJECT>fe NATIONAL~POSTER>Woody EMAIL>RWOODY@FULLNET.NET
DATE>Sunday,17 June 2001,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we are having a bad time trying to get list/members to COMMIT to the national fe...
If you are coming ....FIRE OFF a email to
SOMEONE asap..|Im in charge of the folks registering...SO GET OFF YOUR A#$and
LETS
go have a blast~!!!.later WOODY
WOODYS
P.O.BOX 423 (mail adress)
PARK HILL,OKLA 74451
918-458-5303
918-458-1624 FAX
918-760-7055 CELL
rwoody@fullnet.net
SUBJECT>Re:What is the latest word on brakes???POSTER>KENNY BEAIRD
EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>2484 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What master cyl really works?Is it better to run a dual line or a single line master cyl?Is
it worth it to try the swap and find out that I should have gone with the military
replacement?What is so special about the F3609 rebuild kit and why does it work the
best?
SUBJECT>Re:12-24V Conversion on blackout markers POSTER>Jason Seidel
EMAIL>gofasteng@hci.net DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just change the bulbs.when you open the housing to do so follow the wires out,and hook
them to any 12volt switch.I converted my black-out lights to turn and parking lights by
using one bulb for each.one word of caution,the lights are hard to see.i also converted
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that part of my truck to 12volt and left the starter headlights and generator 24volt.if you
have any questions feel free to call 828-433-6050 ask for jason
SUBJECT>TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>GUNNY
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>2524 2525 2526 2546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any other tire I can put on the stock rims??with it being a split rim??
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>KENNY
BEAIRD EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>2523 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MY 715 HAS BFGOODRICH 7.50X16,I CAN'T REMEMBER THE STYLE OF TIRE
BUT THEY ARE FAIRLY NEW.I WILL LOOK AND LET YOU KNOW BUT THE
TIRE FITS GREAT AND IS 8 PLY.
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>2523 NEXT>2536
LINKNAME>M715 pics
LINKURL>http://albums.photopoint.com/j/AlbumIndex?u=963466&a=7057534.Gunny,
Sounds like you got your engine woes sorted out if you are thinking tires now.Congrats!
I'm running 38/13-16 Super Swamper TSL's on a stocker.They look right and they work
great,with no discernable interference on or off road.A buddy runs the 39.5x11.00-16
Swamper Boggers on stock suspension/wheels and they look cool too (just seem a little
skinny for their height to me).Ya gotta love a stock Jeep that will accept 38's!
If you would like to get out a little cheaper than the $800+for a new set of Swampers,I
have a set of (4)Power King directionals,nearly new,that I would let go for $400 (and
I'll even help you install them,I live near you in Locust,NC).They are 9.00-16 but they
actually look a good bit fatter than the NDT's and they have a much more aggressive
tread.They will actually get a bite in this red clay around here instead of spinning
helplessly like the NDT's.I was gonna put'em on my M37 but I think it's gonna be put up
for sale soon.
The link below has pictures of my truck,pic #1 has the Swampers,pic #2 has the Power
Kings.
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>Rob F.
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 38.5x11x16 Boggers on stock rims on my M725.(with stock tubes as well)
SUBJECT>Roll cage bending POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,
at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2528 2532 2534 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Someone just told me there is a difference between a pipe bender and a tubing bender.
The tube bender is what is needed for a roll cage.Can anyone confirm this to be true?If it
is true,can one get tube dies to fit on a pipe bender?Last year I got 120 ft to cage my
whole truck.We started the first bend and it kinked on the bottom and got a flat spot on
top.I sent the steel back and got thinner wall steel but the same thing happened.The weird
thing is that we put a different peice of steel in and it bent fine.I plan on bending 1 3/4
inch tubing.I found some for $2.75 a foot from a race car supply place.Is that too high?
Any help on pipe vs tubing bender would be helpful.(TC you know where I can borrow
one?)Thanks Wout
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage bending POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2527
NEXT>2529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes there is a differance.Pipe is measured by ID ,and tubing is measured OD.There are
some tricks to bending differant tubing and pipe when you don't have the right tools.Like
filling the pipe with sand.But you will get the best results using the right dies for what
you have.=========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage bending POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 June
2001,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2528 NEXT>2530 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I understand the difference between ID and OD does that mean that the die for 1-3/4 OD
tube is to big for pipe.Is that size the only difference in the die.Is there no difference
depth of the die or wall height of the die it just must measure 1 3/4 and it will work.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage bending POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2529
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't tell you that because I never compared them like that.Sorry.====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring removal?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute44c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2485
NEXT>2533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it has been done,2 is the most I have heard about....it does soften the ride ALOT and
it does cost you some carrying capacity,but not like you'll be hurting if you want to throw
up around 1500 lbs in the bed....maybe more.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage bending POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2527
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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you need to use a machine called a "mandrel tubing bender".it has a mandrel that fits
inside as well as a die on the outside.this keeps the tube from kinking or flattening.it
maintains a constant wall thickness throughout the bend.this is important if you want it
to be as strong as posible and to meet safety regulations.around here they charge $4.00
per bend.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Spring removal?POSTER>doug hey brute4c
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Monday,18 June 2001,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2531 NEXT>2541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Related subject,I installed new shocks in hopes of taming the front end shimmy,the old
shocks were absolutly shot but now the front end shakes worse than before?The wheel
bearings are in need of replacement {ordered new and waiting}but I snuged them dow
and it still shakes .Cant feel any movement in the king pins or steering tie rod ends.Any
thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage bending POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>2527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunately,pipe dies don't match tubing sizes very well.A 1 1/4"pipe die has an ID of
1.66"and a 1 1/2"die is 1.90".The die needs to fit around the tubing very snugly to keep
the sides of the bend from spreading and allowing the tubing to kink.The 1 1/4"die will.kink the tube because it
won't fit around the tube,and the 1 1/2"die will do the same
since it's too big.
You might try laying a piece of 14ga (.075 thick)steel sheet between the 1 1/2"die and
the tube when you bend it.This would be just the right thickness to take up the slack.You
could then hammer the edges of the sheet around the die to keep it in place for subsequent
bends.I've never tried this,but sounds good in theory anyway.
If that don't work,ya got two options (that I can think of)...mandrel bend the tubing you
have,or make your cage from steel pipe.Mandrel bent would be the "right"way to do it.
Check with a couple places that do custom exhaust and see if they can fix you up on their
benders.It's still not nearly as convenient (or cheap)as doing it yourself.The draw back
with steel pipe is that it is not nearly as ductile as tubing.I wouldn't use it on a race car or
150mph desert truck,but unless you think there is a chance of you hitting a wall at
100mph,I think it would be just fine.I used a lot of 2"steel pipe on my CJ.
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2537 2587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of loader tires which are 4 ft tall and 2ft wide for rear,and 4ft tall and 16.5
wide for the front.I am pretty sure the housings can support them ,I am worried that the
axles themselves are to small.I saw one in the photogalleries that had tires about the same
size.It had the bed removed and the fenders removed.I am open for info,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes my motor probs are almost over getting it together and fixin to drop it in and get him
started.thanks for the info and I may be interested in the tires.all help is greatly
appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2535 NEXT>2542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big tires:)
I was playing with the idea of 48-50"tires at one time,all though only like 15 wide I
think,2 feet wide is really WIDE...I'm now back down to the 38-44"range i think
If I were you I'd think about running SOA with 2.5 ton top loading rockwell axles out of a
M35,bigger axles,6.72 gears,there is someone here that has a M715 with rockwells
under it with maybe 42-44"tires?
Infomotorpool?or something like that...
for either axle you'll have to get some custom rims made up...
Luke.SUBJECT>Master Cylinder Rebuild,Can it Be Done?POSTER>KENNY BEAIRD
EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2548
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried it?If so what part worked and where did the part come from?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Excellent sheet metal for sale POSTER>Russ Rinta
EMAIL>russrinta@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarkg154DH6Vw PREVIOUS>2502 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you hawe M-715 tailgate?russrinta@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>PTO Shaft POSTER>Jim EMAIL>m_q@iquest.net DATE>Tuesday,19 June
2001,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking at a M715 with winch but the shaft is long gone.How hard would it be to
find one and what would it cost.Thanks,Jim.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring removal?POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
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DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2533
NEXT>2545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about tires Jon??
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2537
NEXT>2544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have intertained the idea ot the M35 axles.Actually I have tossed around the idea of
installing two front axles under the truck with four wheel hydralic steering.Making the
rims is not a big deal.I build harder things than that all day at work.The person with the
M35 axles for 44 inch tires is over kill.You don't need 2.5 ton axles to run 44's.I have a
friend with 38's on one stock height and a 454 chevy.It will fry the tires off on pavement.I
got a phone call this evening from a friend.He went to work for this company that has 8
junk M35's and misc.other old military vehicles.I will try to get some bigger axles.
SUBJECT>2 more 715s on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Group,
There are 2 715s on Ebay.One in VT looks good,sick motor $995,no reserve,4 days
left.Other looks really nice,electric winch,hood blackout,runs good,$1500,reserve
met,23hrs left.Located in SC.Go to ebay motors,click on SUVs,click Jeeps,then click
other models.Here's your chance!
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Kevin Braddock.EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 7:08
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2542 NEXT>2554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Overkill is what these rigs are all about anyway,hahahaha
SUBJECT>Re:Spring removal?POSTER>doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 June 2001,at 11:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2541
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
balanced the tires already,not perfect but close as they could get them.
SUBJECT>Re:TIRES other than 9.00x16 NDMT's on stock rims???POSTER>B.Skee
EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 5:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interco Q78-16 Super Swampers fit well on the stock wheels and they make the truck
look mean!
SUBJECT>t-case ident POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know of a site that shows pictures and descriptions of transfercase models?i
know off-road.com used to have some but i can't find it on their new site.thank
SUBJECT>Re:Master Cylinder Rebuild,Can it Be Done?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kenny,Why rebuild it when you can go get a 2 chammber bolt on????I bought the one
recomended on this forum (don't remenber the numbers),put it on,modified the lines,
and ready to bleed.If you need the numbers I will look them up for you.>>>>Mike
SUBJECT>M-715 with 2,8Ltr.Hanomag Diesel POSTER>Alex EMAIL>A-P.Schulz@t-
online.de DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYOx40mHk9mI PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,there:http://www.mobile.de is a M-715 offered.Search (push:Suchen and put in the
new frame
Modell:Kaiser and you can see a M-715 restored with a 2,8 litre Hanomag Diesel engine.
One seat and the top is missing.Is it the price worth without orig engine?Need help!!!
Thanks
Alex
USAF M38A1
SUBJECT>Re:2 more 715s on Ebay POSTER>texas715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
20 June 2001,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2543 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Having seen the one in SC.More work is required than listed.Be sure to ask lots of
questions and pictures before committing to this one.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case ident POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2547
NEXT>2557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try www.diverco.com/new process.htm try that I hope you find it ..
SUBJECT>Axle oil leak POSTER>Brian EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at
1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have gear oil leaking into the brake drum on my rear axle.I went to Memphis
Equipment and they sold me the seal I needed,but it looked on their diagram to be behind
two bearings and bearing cups.Anyone replaced this seal and if so is it difficult?Could a
monkey do it (medium size monkey)?Any advice?
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle oil leak POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2552
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ask barry he knows how you do have to pull nuts lockwasher and one bearing when you
take the hub off turn over remove seal and other bearing is ther and clean up bearings and
repack them ..on a one to ten its a three as long as you have a axle nut socket which is big
.hope this helps wally when in dought ask barry
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 June 2001,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2544
NEXT>2568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who cares about how overkill those axles might be just think o all of their advantages.
witht he 2.5 ton rockwell,you get a killer axle that you ont ry with 44"tires,6.72 (only
ratio available),Detroit locker,Disc brakes,and the ability to use 4 wheel steering,and
parts are easy to ind or it.Compare to M715 dana70 23 splines,no disc brakes,no easy
possibility of rear steering,and 44"tires can tear it up.Seems like the rockwell that you
can salvage out o an old m35 is not that bad of an idea any more especially in the front.
JD
SUBJECT>Set of 230 stock rings for sale POSTER>GUNNY EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a set of rings for my 230 for rebuild,only to tear my motor apart an
find out it was bored .040 over and I cant use the stock rings.The thing of it is I can't
return the stock rings.If anyone is going to rering the 230 I will sell them for cost and
shipping.Gunny.SUBJECT>CARB REBUILD KIT?POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net
DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHERE CAN I GET ONE?BOYCEE HAS ONE FOR $35 BUT I WAS HOPING TO
GET ONE FROM AN AUTO PARTS STORE.I DON'T KNOW THE MODEL #OFF
THE HOLLEY AND I WAS HOPING SOMEONE WOULD OR THAT SOMEONE
KNOWS THE HOLLEY REBUILD KIT #.PLEASE HELP.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case ident POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at
12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2551 NEXT>2559 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
wally,i tried the address and i coulnd't get a response.is it old or could you have miss
typed something?thanks for the help
SUBJECT>trunk full of parts POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a trunk full of 715 stuff
2 24 volt distributers..1 i took out of my truck a month ago
for a 12 conversion works 100%...1 has a bent shaft(parts)
(list 195.00 jeep city surplus)
1 24v head lamp w/the correct plug end
1 24 volt starter
(jeep city surplus 200.00)
2 water pumps
2 tail lamps..1 needs to be rewireed but the stuff is there
1 set of brand new break shoes w/the shoe cores
some carb parts
i'll take 200.00 for everything!!no less
it has to be picked up the box weighs a ton!!!
located in glens falls new york
feel free to e-mail moparmulet@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:t-case ident POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2557
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I printed two pages with pictures and info of each transfercase on 4 1 2000 and the
company diverco is no more sorry I will try to get them on the zone or your email soon.
SUBJECT>Serious m715 Winch ?POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
June 2001,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The braden winch is in a thousand pieces,the main arm that engages and disenages was.bent,but the clip that locks it
in place at bottom of the shaft,was never on.If it was I
would have had to go through the 'plug'at bottom to release it to disassemble.?=does the
clip at bottom need to be put back on,or is it just over kill?Arm will be held in by fork,
and not sure even need clip.Memphis and all books on winch,don't even show 'plugs'
coming out,not sure if they are suppose to and where I can find one if I take out,(looks
like custom mill job to me)Any insight greatly appreciated.
The M-715 MeatEater
SUBJECT>National FE registration Clarification POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There has been some confusion on registration for the National FE.The registration
forms and payments still come to me.Woody is in charge of promoting interest,and he
will be collecting fees from the people at the FE that have not pre-registered or pre-paid.I
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hope this helps.Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:CARB REBUILD KIT?POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2556
NEXT>2565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have tried NAPA,O'Rileys,Carquest,Autozone,as well
as a couple independants,and no parts store has been
able to come up with this kit.
I'm either going with A B Linn,or Boyce,or maybe bid
on one on E-bay,but please post if you find one
somewhere else.
David
SUBJECT>To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>Mike Arnott
EMAIL>mike_l_arnott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2564 2567 2593 2595 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok,this split rim thing is new to me.from what i can gather,changing tires on split rims
is relatively easy,and extremely dangerous.none of the local tire companies will touch
them,and i need new tires,soon!would like to here from others on the
complexity/danger in doing the change myself.
SUBJECT>Re:To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to a shop that does big trucks and dump trucks or buses .the hardest part is breaking
the seal of the tire to the rim if you dont feel safe doing it take it some were .wally
SUBJECT>Re:CARB REBUILD KIT?POSTER>Ed Drake.EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,21 June 2001,at 10:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a rebuild kit about a year ago from carquest.If I remember correctly it was for a
Holley #1920 single barrel and the instructions said it also fit late 60's and early 70's
dodge cars and trucks.It was about $15.00,It had all the necessary parts with the
exception of an "O"ring for the fuel inlet which I bought seperately.
SUBJECT>Brake Shoes?POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2572 2606 2640 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where can I get them?My brakes are shot and since I am doing a complete overhaul of
the brake system I would like to put new pads with it.Can some one help?
SUBJECT>Re:To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2563
NEXT>2570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on the yahoo site under links there is a pretty description on how to changes a split rim
tire by yourself.the description is pretty detailed and it has pics to help you along.as it
says'if you follow the procedure very carefully,you won't have any problems.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2554
NEXT>2571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at a 1953 2.5,and I didn't like the axles.I am not familiar with thw rockwell
axles.I don't believe it was a rockwell.What year did they start putting rockwells in those
trucks?Does any one know of a location on the net with a picture of a rockwell?AL
SUBJECT>Cargo specs for M-715 POSTER>Kevin Lamp
EMAIL>toytrkman@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEXvW6E1SB16 PREVIOUS>NEXT>2582
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I recently bought a M715 (1967)and this is an awesome truck!The question I have is
the cargo load according to the Military specs is only about 3000lbs.?Having had
4000lbs on it I can see that the truck handles that kind of weight with NO PROBLEM at
all!The problem is that I have to meet the GVW tags in the truck for my truck to get
hired (I'm a private contractor wildland firefighter).To me it is obvious that the GVW
tags are military specs and I firmly believe that the manufacturers specs are higher tha
that.Any thoughts?I know that I could title it as something else (jeep 1ton pickup?)but
is there another way?THanks very much for any info!;-}Please HElp!!
SUBJECT>Re:To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>.DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 8:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2567
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finding a large commercial tire shop is you best bet,they got the cages,chains etc.I took
mine to one,and the old fart start pointing at the lip of my 37 buckshot mudders and the
edge of the split rim and said it was not designed for the rim and his shop would not
mount them.(I think he was upset that I didn't buy them there)and he said I should have
bought something through them,and I wouldn't have the problem.I told him I try to buy
them through them but they didn't offer,and they told me it was fine and would work
before I purchased them.(Which u should do as well)So I checked him,but the old fart
still wouldn't do it.So then I asked who owns the duce an half sitting in the back,turns
out:was one of his workers and he drive that thing to work every day,as his full time
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everyday vechicle.Anyway,he told me to show up at his place.He derim and rim them
for $13 per tire,and he did it in a 10 by 12 foot shed.I really think the dude wasn't right
in the head,as when I showed up,he was burning old wires/tires in his front lawn,the
neighbors line was about 4 feet away from the black smoke fire.It was like in the middle
of this small development(residential homes were everywhere and only a couple feet from
his house).Anyway,he said the (old fart too)only concern is under really low pressure if
you torque it hard,the tire could slip,he said that is why he is using this special paste to
lube then it seals and sticks like heck.When I showed up couple hours later,he had all
six done (i got studded on the front for winter and the powerlock that's up there:)there
was a 6 year old kid walking around in the shed,and he said (the six yr old)"helps me do
them",again,I really think the dude wasn't right in the head,but he did know his stuff.I
short,take it to someone,and keep the knowledge of doing it yourself for wartime....
when you have too,Long live the freedom of the revolution forces of Amercia's m715s
and all who work on them.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2568 NEXT>2573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would probably be the early ones...
The 2.5ton Rockwells they are talking about are top loading...
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rockwells/m35_rear_rockwell.jpg
Luke
Here some info on them:
--------
2.5 Ton Rockwell Axles
-6.72 gears,top loading pinion
-~1.5 gallons of gear oil
-Hangs about 1/4"lower than a Dana 60
-6 x 8 3/4"bolt pattern
(Interchangeable with some semi-truck rims,which ones??)
-20"split-rims stock and 40-42"tires
-Steering located behind the front axle.-Drum brakes stock are air over hydraulic (can be run straight hydraulic)
Front:
-750 pounds
-Dually front 79"from face to face
-Can be narrowed to ~72"by flipping the hubs (how??)
-Single front is 70 1/2"
-Early 2.5s came with Bendix or Rezepa shafts
-Later models use Spicer style stronger axles
Rear:
-Dual rear axles are ~69 1/2"
-Single are 79 1/2"flange to flange
-700 pounds
Pricing:
-Boyce Equiptment -Rebuilt -Front -$1475,Rear -$1125
-Aldelman's -Used under 1k for a pair
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes?POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the suppliers will sell you new pads with rivets and you put then on your self.
Also It's been a couple of years ago but i took the old shoes to NAPA and they sent them
off for bonded repadding and They looked good.
Hope this helps
Cliff N.C.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>AL EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2571
NEXT>2574 2577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I called Memphis equipment and they said that all 2.5 frontends are
the same from the 50's till whenever they quit making them.Is this true?Just
checking.How much do stock M715 axles weigh?Just for the hell of it?
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>AL EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2573
NEXT>2575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do these 2.5 ton front axles have posi units in them?Or do you have to buy them and
install them?Thanks,AL
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>AL EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2574
NEXT>2576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the two pics on th Misc Photos,1st set.There is one photo of a M715 with
some kind of huge tires being run on stock axles?The other just looks like 44s.Does.anybody know these
guys,especialy the guy with the tractor tires?Al
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I know the mega tires are run by a member iin Alaska for skidding logs out of the forests
up there.
Not sure on the other.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Friday,22 June 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aai9db.4bwxmo PREVIOUS>2573 NEXT>2583
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY AL
NOT ALL 2.5 TON AXLES ARE THE SAME.THERE ARE TWO TYPES THAT I
KNOW OF
ROCKWELL &GMC.YOU DO NOT WANT THE GMC!!IT HAS ABOUT 5 TIMES
AS MANY PARTS IN IT &ITS NOT A TOP LOADER.I THINK THEY ARE ALL
OPEN DIFFS.I KNOW YOU CAN GET DETROIT LOCKERS FOR THE
ROCKWELLS.I DONT KNOW ABOUT THE GMC.THE ONLY GEAR RATIO IS
6.72 JUST MY 2 CENTS
SUBJECT>Re:completed power steering box POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took mine out of a late '70's wagoneer.any of the saginaw style pumps will bolt in,you
just have to play around until you find the pitman are that will work best,that's why i took
it from an old wagoneer.after that you should be able to use just about any powersteering
pump you won't.i'm not sure what guys are doing when running stock engines,but if you
swap one in,like me,you can just use the orginal pump that comes with the motor.
roger
SUBJECT>diesel engine POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23
June 2001,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2581 2584 2615
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has any one put in a 6.2 or 6.5 diesel engine and left the orginal transmission
thank you
joe
SUBJECT>differential POSTER>Dan Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakJrXyT83sKE PREVIOUS>NEXT>2586 2592 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I am installing a 350 with a 400 turbo in my 725.It will be used
on the highway only,occasionally pulling a trailer.My question is,do I need to change
the gearing in the rear end and,if so,to what ratios?
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>Dave Fall EMAIL>falarc@cnw.com
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2579
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is just a coincidence,and now I wish I got more info,but there was a M715 on the
ferry (Southworth to Fauntleroy...Seattle)that was a little beat up.Looked like a work
truck.I talked just long enough to find out it was a 68 and he popped the hood to show
me a diesel engine but I didn't find out what size or whether he converted the gearing.
The wheels were huge diameter and looked to be concrete filled.Wish I had more info.
sorry,
dave
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo specs for M-715 POSTER>Dave Fall EMAIL>falarc@cnw.com
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2569
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2500 x-country /3000 highway from data sheet;see
http://www.omnicast.net/users/rdjo/m715dataindex.htm
Wish I could really answer your question.I hope to get ahold of one someday.Can I ask
about the condition and what you paid?
dave (falarc@cnw.com)
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Al wortmann
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2577 NEXT>2600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.The one I looked at a few days ago are the GMC you spoke of.I found
a old front end loader today that has differetials the size of 2.5 ton.It has for wheel
hydralic steering and leafspring setup.I am going to try to buy it.It has been sitting for
many years.I t says Chrysler on the side.It also looks to have planetary gears on the axles
and hydralic brakes.Kickass!
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>Al wortmann EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2579
NEXT>2599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just figured out how to build a adapter plate for a gas chevy engine to the stock
transmission.It will also require shorting of the front input shaft.If the bolt pattern is the
same as the gas motors my adapter should work.If not ,just have to make a different
adapter.It will be a few months before I make a template and bring it and the front output
shaft to the machinest.If interested let me know.I have a name and email address for
somebody on this site that has a factory built adapter for a smallblock for less than$400.
Al.SUBJECT>M715s for sale POSTER>jon-jeeta EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,
at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2601 2619 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Two M715s are for sale in the classic car section of Traderonline.com
SUBJECT>Re:differential POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2580
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could leave the gearing and go with it but top speed is limited,or you could call
Reider Racing and get 4.56 gears for the axles and still have plenty to pull with.
One advantage we have over civilian trucks is that our gears are so low,high numerically,
that we are already over and above what is needed to tow...so going to a higher gear,
lower numerically,like a 4.56,works well.
If you had a civvy truck with 2.xx to say 3.30 gears,you would have to change to
something higher to tow effectively.
In our case,you have plenty of torque from gears to pull a house down,but top speed is
limited.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2535 NEXT>2588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I OWN THE M714 ON MISC PICS PAGE1 PIC #3 I HAVE 44 BOGGERS A 454
CHEVY I HAVE DONE SOME REAL HARD WHEELIN IVE BROKE 1 REAR AXLE
1 FRONT INNER AXLE AND BOTH SETS OF RING AND PINIONS WITH TIRES
AS BIG AS YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT 2.5TON ROCKWELLS PROBALY
WOULD NOT BE A BAD IDEA
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2587
NEXT>2591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a fuel injected 396 ,Turbo 400 with 42"swampers.I have broken several axles.
That truck is now going to become a street driven truck.This winters project (Mud truck
#2)is going to run 2 1/2 ton rockwell rears with lockers,front and rear steer,Big block
chevy power ,Turbo 400,and a doubler set up transfer case.If you aren't break'in parts
then you just arn't play'in hard enough (or not making any horsepower).If there is one
thing that makes me want to puke is big tires,big motor,and little rears (and shiny
paint).Don't ever come to Eastern Pa.,and be in love with your parts!!!!!!!!And if you
think that these trucks are "over built ",Just stay at home ,Because you just might learn
something.==========Barry.
SUBJECT>Top Speed 38"Swampers POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 June 2001,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2590 2610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gents,
For those of you who have installed 38"Super Swampers:How is top speed affected with
original rims/drive train?I have a few highway miles to travel to get to the rocks,and this
pig (love it)won't keep up with traffic (ND Military tires)...just wondering.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed 38"Swampers POSTER>Rob F.
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 12:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2589 NEXT>2603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 38.5x11x16 boggers with a sb350,SM420,stock t-case and axles and top out
around 65.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 1:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2588
NEXT>2596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shiny paint???NOT.Olive draft flatboat green.$32.99 gal.In love with my parts??NOT .I
have put 80%of all dents in my truck.The trees these things will run over is are one of it's
best features.It's great to head out through the woods that is so thick you can't even see
through it and just keep going till you hit something solid.As far as {not playing hard
enough and not making enough horsepower}My present running M715 is bone stock,
23,000 miles.It gets the dog shit run out of it,and it does not have any horsepower as we
all know from that six.Don't worry Penn.is a little bit to for for me to take a weekend
drive to.And besides ,Barry you sound like you have a attitude??I wasn't putting dow
on anybody's stuff..You just too it personal I guess.Don't worry Barry ,I know plenty!!!It
never hurts to get feedback from people that have already tried something.All I was
interested in was helpful info not sarcasm.I plan one building the same setup with a 327,
and stock transmission,PTO winch.I located a old front end loader of some kind.It has
2.5 ton size differintials,and 4 wheel steering.This will also give me the hydralic steering
box.
SUBJECT>Re:differential POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2580
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget,you will need to change the gears in the front differential as well.
SUBJECT>Re:To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you decide to split them yourself,make sure that your life insurance is paid up.
SUBJECT>brake parts and seals for duece axles POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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does anyone know the part numbers and seals for wheel bearings,seals,and wheel
cylinders for duece axles.where is the best (cheapest)supplier for these parts?thanks.roger
SUBJECT>Re:To split or not to split,that is the question POSTER>keith
EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just did mine today.No previous experience,but I checked with the local guys who do
excavation and have done larger ones in the past.I was able to tear them down,clea
them of rust and remount in about 4 hours.Piece of cake.The key is to lay them flat and
coat the rims (both sides)with brake fluid to break the bond between the rubber and the
rims.The key was the bucket loader pressing down to help break my beads.Chaining
them up for airing and Done!But I wouldn,t do it without help.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2591
NEXT>2597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al ,I don't have an attitude.I just tell it like it is ,and that is that.Why would you even
say something like that about someone you don't even know ??And so far as help,I have
helped alot of people in this club ,Quite afew have come to my place for differant things.
Remember that you are the guy saying that these rears are so good.They are,until you put
the horsepower to them and have a big tire that really works.Then you have broken axles,
Period !!======Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2596
NEXT>2608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe both of us had a a misunderstanding of the messages.I believe totalally in the
need for 2.5 ton differentials for extreme conditions.That is what I plan on using in my
next project.No hard feelings.AL
SUBJECT>overdrive?POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
24 June 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
is there an overdrive unit available?or is the setup not possible?
SUBJECT>Thanks Al !(I still have the kit 4 sale)POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 June 2001,at 11:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
--
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires/M715-w/rockwells Picts POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2583 NEXT>2602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Axles with planetary gears might be 5 ton axles???
For rear steer on a M715,I think the rockwells would be too narrow,has anyone looked.at how many degress you could
turn the wheels?
Detroit lockers are ~$600
Lockout hubs are ~$500-600
Anybody know a source for either of these at a cheaper price?
Where the best place to got rockwells in the NY/PA area?
Looks like Aldelman's is the best bet over in OH...
Here is some pictures of a M715 with Rockwell axles
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rockwells/m715_with_rockwells/m715.1.jpg
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rockwells/m715_with_rockwells/m715.2.jpg
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/rockwells/m715_with_rockwells/m715.5.jpg
http://www.geocities.com/imfmotorpool/m715.4.jpg
Rear axle shot...
http://www.geocities.com/imfmotorpool/m715.4.jpg
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:M715s for sale POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2585 NEXT>2616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon
If you could be a little more specific.I looked under Classic cars and did not see any????
May have been sold????
Thanks
Cliff
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires/M715-w/rockwells Picts POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2600 NEXT>2605 2607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've been researching the locker situation for these axles.the axles are 16 spline and
1.620"in diameter.the detroit no spin #is 2255-15.randy's ring has them for $389 and
drivetrain warehouse seems willing to beat any price you find.so far Mitch,at DW,has
told me he'll do $375 for the locker's.i have been able to come up with any kind of lock
out other than boyce.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed 38"Swampers POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a look at the web site 4lo.com .It has a calculator for gears,tire sizes,trans.ratios and
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more.
SUBJECT>Re:brake parts and seals for duece axles POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2594 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.There are several types of duece axles.Call BOYCE EQUIP.in Ogden UT at 800-748-
4269.Ask them for info and a catolog.The catolog has a lot of neat stuff and good
information on the differant types of axles and trucks.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires/M715-w/rockwells Picts POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very cool your right:)Boyce equipment has the detroit locker for $600,called Randy's
R&P and they have it for $389 and said that for a quanity of 10 they would drop the price
to $349 -Said the part #is 225S-15
There's a guy in NJ the has new lockout hubs for the M35 2.5 ton axles for $550
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes?POSTER>dan EMAIL>daninghram@go.com
DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2566
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought shoe lining and wheel cylinders from antelope valley about 4 yrs ago for my
m715
here is there site
http://www.avettruck.com/
they were good to work with.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires/Pict of Lockout Hub POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSL48Swt/dfQ PREVIOUS>2602 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saw a picture of one of the Selectro lockout hubs,here it is:
http://www.geocities.com/eimages23/parts/hub6.jpg
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2597
NEXT>2627 2629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None taken .=====Barry.
SUBJECT>duece lockers and lockouts:group purchase interest?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how many people out there would be interested in making a group purchase of lockers
and lockout hubs for the duece and half axles.luke has posted that we get them for $350
for the lockers if we have enough interest.maybe we could get some taken off the the
price of of the hubs as well.
just a thought.roger
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed 38"Swampers POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 June 2001,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2589
NEXT>2620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 68 M715 is completly stock.It will run 60mph,screaming..It has power though.Yours
is having trouble with power or top speed?
SUBJECT>Re:duece lockers and lockouts:group purchase interest?POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boyce and some guy in NJ are the only sources that I know of for the lockout hubs for 2.5
ton axles,if I get some time I'll give them a call and see if either would give a goup
discount.
Luke
SUBJECT>Spring over Modifications?POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the question has been asked numerous times but...
When doing a spring over next to flipping the spring mounts has anyone done anything
else to the axle itself.Or is the conversion basically flip the spring pads and go with it?
JD
SUBJECT>12 volt conv.help POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,
at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2622 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How in the world do you get to the 24v bulb in the B.O.headlamp.I would very much
like to change it to a 12v.(if possible )I have it all apart and it looks like it's not made to
be changed.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over Modifications?POSTER>Reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2612 NEXT>2635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1st...you must make sure of the angle of the rearend to the floor before you cut anything
loose...if you don't,you will never be able to steer it once you change it over...I had to add
a 2"between my axle and the springs,and move the axle forwards 1 1/4"to accomadate
44's...this centered the tires in the wheel house openings and kept it away from the rear of
the opening because it wanted to dig into sheet metal at the lower edge of the wheel
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house...after all of the that work,it ran pretty well down the road...at the same time I
made up 7"blocks for the rearend and the truck set pretty level.
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2579 NEXT>2618 2628 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Joe,
I just put a 6.2 into my M715 and I kept the original transmission.It was a very easy
swap.I used an Advance adapter to bolt the GM bellhousing to the M715 tranny,
although any of the popular adapters made by Novak,Advance or others should work.
What makes it so easy is that the GM 6.2 and 6.5 have the same bellhousing bolt patter
as the Chevy bigblocks and smallblocks so the same adapter that works for a 350 will
work for your diesel.I had to hammer a dent into the firewall to clear the heads,but all i
all,everything fit very well.I even had room to bolt on an ATS turbo and still had enough
clearance to fit in a civilian heater.If you decide to do this swap,then remember you will
also need to find a 6.2/6.5 flywheel because the gas engine flywheels won't work with the
diesel.
Feel free to ask me more questions,if you want more details.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:M715s for sale POSTER>jon-jeeta EMAIL>pschaap@umich.edu
DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2601
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Type in "m715"under the search category in classic cars.
SUBJECT>Jeep Surplus Canvas Top?POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>2623 2633 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone bought one of these canvas tops.Kevin there told me that they make the top
there on sight and it is a mill-spec top.He also said it is made of a coated 8oz cotton to
prevent leakage.Sounded good and they keep in stock.The price is $265,same as White
Owl.Any thoughts....
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
26 June 2001,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2615 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info
i am going junk yard hunting this week
i am either going 6.5 turbo or looking for a complete dodge set up
SUBJECT>Re:M715s for sale POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 June 2001,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2585
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually there are about 4 or 5 of em on that site.You just have to look around under
Jeep,Kaiser,and Jeep-Kaiser categories.As I recall i think theres a 725 on that site as
well..SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed 38"Swampers POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Trouble with top speed.The highway miles that I have to cover to get to the dirt...traffic
blows me off the road.I figured bigger tires might give me some top end speed.
SUBJECT>I want to make it bigger...my Kaiser M 715 POSTER>Roberto Lopes
EMAIL>roberto@bironet.com.br DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2624 2648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ´m from Brazil and I ´m going to U.S in august,I want to now some informations and
sites who can say to me how I do to put big tires and wheels,what modifications I have to
do...I need some informations...My Kaiser M 715 is almost finished,please send some
information,tank ´s...Roberto
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conv.help POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2613
NEXT>2626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It only comes apart so far,there is metal made onto the bulb that doesnt come off
(without ruining it).
The new ones come with the metal on them.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Surplus Canvas Top?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2617 NEXT>2625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who are we talking about buying the top from....I was not sure by your message.Is there
a place called Jeep surplus somewhere?Where is that and what else they got we might be
looking for?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I want to make it bigger...my Kaiser M 715 POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can find your way to Tuttle Creek,Kansas from August 9th to the 12th,we will be
having our National M715 Zone Field Exercise and you could get all the information you
need with demo's to show you how and see trucks that it has been done on and maybe
even ride in trucks that are modified already over some brutal 4wd trails.
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Surplus Canvas Top?POSTER>Kenny
EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>2623 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.BRUTE4C,JEEP SURPLUS IS IN NORHTERN CALIFORNIA AND IS A GREAT
COMPANY TO DEAL WITH.I SPOKE WITH A GUY NAMED KEVIN WHO WAS
VERY INFORMATIVE ABOUT HIS CANVAS AND HIS PARTS.HE WAS
AWSOME TO WORK WITH AND MADE THE EXPERIENCE OF OWNING A M715
ENJOYABLE.THEIR PHONE#IS 1-800-JEEPPART.FROM WHAT I
UNDERSTAND THEY HAVE QUITE A SELECTION OF M715 PARTS LAYING
AROUND.I ORDERED THE CANVAS TOP ($265),A CARB KIT ($27.50),A
RADIOTOR DRAIN PLUG AND I INQUIRED ABOUT BRAKE LININGS.THEY
DON'T HAVE THE LININGS BUT THEY DO HAVE REBUILT BRAKE SHOES.
THEY SEEM TO HAVE JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING FROM TALKING TO THE
GUY.BUT ABOUT THE CANVAS TOP,IT SOUNDED BETTER THAN ANYONE
ELSES.I GUESS BECAUSE KEVIN IS THE ONE WHO ACTUALLY MAKE THE
TOP AND KNOWS HIS MATERIAL.THEY HAVE A 715 THEY CUSTOM FIT
EVERY TOP TO AND BASE THERE DESIGN OFF OF MILITARY DRAWINGS.HE
DID TELL ME THAT THEY ARE A LITTLE BIT SMALLER TOP TO PREVENT
SAGGING.I SHOULD HAVE IT TUESDAY AND I HOPE IT IS WORTH IT.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conv.help POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27 June
2001,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2622 NEXT>2632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Jon.Can one buy a new one with a 12v buld in it instead of the 24v.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>alcrys@bellsouth.net
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at a couple of these trucks with the rockwells.They are not as large as the set of
loader axles that I found.These axles have planeteary axles.They are leave spring
setup.Kickass!!!The owner will let me know by friday on my offer.
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2615
NEXT>2646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rollie
how much did you have to dent the firewall?1/2"?3"?do you have to dent it to install a
gas v8?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>alcrys@bellsouth.net
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2608 NEXT>2650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at a couple of these trucks with the rockwells.They are not as large as the set of
loader axles that I found.These axles have planeteary axles.They are leave spring
setup.Kickass!!!The owner will let me know by friday on my offer.
SUBJECT>spring eye bushings POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 6:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2637 2672 2803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have any of you ever replaced the spring eye bushings in the front end?mine are shot i
my M725.the bolt is rubbing on the spring.maybe this explains the front end wandering
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>paint color question POSTER>Landon EMAIL>videozon@cfw.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the exact color of the green on Andrew Hirchs m715,i want to order
that paint for mine.Thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conv.help POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2626
NEXT>2639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know of one in 12 volt but I have learned I dont know everything....I'll look around,
I'm sure you will too,and see what happens.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Surplus Canvas Top?POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2617
NEXT>2641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life Resource quotes $230 for a top,they are in Vermont.I buy all my canvas from
them.Ph #802-827-6124 Tom
SUBJECT>M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2636 2638 2642 2676 2722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi all,I'm looking for a M715 within a couple of hundred miles of Savannah,GA.
Anyone know of some hidden treasures.I have found 1 here in town,but the floor is so
badly rusted that the back of the cab flops around every time the doors are opened.It's a
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'68 model and it's been parked under a tree for years so it has a floor and bed that are full
of wet leaves.The owner tells me that it ran about a year ago,but he hasn't tried since.It
appears to have the original drive train w/o a winch.There is no cab cover or bows.The
owner wants $1800 for it.Sounds kind of steep to me.What do you Guru's think?Should
I keep looking,I've never tried to replace an entire floor before.
Thanks,
Randall Edge
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over Modifications?POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 9:43 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2614 NEXT>2663
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you mean that you put 2"blocks on the front of the truck.If so I've heard that is by far
one of the most dangerous things you can do.but just word of mouth.Also what do you
mean the angle from the rear to the ground.Havenet dropped the front axle yet also I'm
only running 39.5x15"tires.why would the rear axle matter on a front spring over.
Excuse the ingnorance if it is blatantly apparent.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not sure where the area cod 904 is but I just today saw an m725 that looked pretty clea
in the truck trader.The owner was asking $2250.Im located in the Dallas Fort Worth area
of Texas.I can get the number if anyone wants it.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 June 2001,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2630
NEXT>2652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob check out the links page under springs and things.Just a guess.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28
June 2001,at 3:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2634 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would say that's very steep.Offer him 4 or5 hunderd.I'm basing that on I got one in great
shape for the same price.you can see it in the gallery.Remember we all have different
opinions.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conv.help POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 June
2001,at 3:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2632 NEXT>2645 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I spoke to my friend at the ford place and he said drill it out 3/4 inch in the back where
the bulb is and you can by a snap in 12v bulb then it can be replaced when needed.I'll
post how it works in a few days.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes?POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,
at 3:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2566 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I heard a chevy 3/4 ton in the 76 area has the same shoes.Take one with you when you go
to the store.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Surplus Canvas Top?POSTER>Bill.EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2633 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life is whare i got mine....and like it alot,paid the extra $50.for zip-up back
windo.Great people to deal with.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2634
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds extremly to high.I bought mine for $500 running{Badly}and drove it home
30 miles.I bought a nice low mileage parts truck missing the engine and a few other parts
for $250 from the forestry department.I have another parts truck coming without a front
end,soon.Ther is a basket case for sale in the for sale section of this site.It is in North
Louisiana.I saw a pic of it ,and it is pretty rough.But these things are getting hard to
find.He wanted $450.I would offer less.I am in South La.
SUBJECT>Answer to the serious winch ?,for the group POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since there were no responses to the ?below,I figure no one really knows,and since I
found out the answer,and the old posting is almost off the board,here it goes for the
group.U need the clip below,the tolerance with the height is critical,and you have to go
through the plug.With no clip,(which looks like just over kill,as the fork would hold it)
u risk bending the shaft,which was what was wrong with mine from the start.We have
been at war with this thing for some time,my advice is also to find one that works,and
pay the extra.MeatEater
The braden winch is in a thousand pieces,the main arm that engages and disenages was
bent,but the clip that locks it in place at bottom of the shaft,was never on.If it was I
would have had to go through the 'plug'at bottom to release it to disassemble.?=does the
clip at bottom need to be put back on,or is it just over kill?Arm will be held in by fork,
and not sure even need clip.Memphis and all books on winch,don't even show 'plugs'
coming out,not sure if they are suppose to and where I can find one if I take out,(looks
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like custom mill job to me)Any insight greatly appreciated.
The M-715 MeatEater
SUBJECT>Pictures of 38"Boggers POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any links to M715 with the 38x11x16 Boggers on them?I am thinking of
making the swap but want to see what they would look like.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conv.help POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2639
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was able to pry off the metal hood on the 24v bulb and replace it with a 12v bulb.Then I
put a dab of silicone on the new bulb to hold the hood from turning.
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2628 NEXT>2653 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Krob,
According to the instructions which come with the Novak adapter,even a 350 installation
will need some forewall denting to clear,especially if you run the HEI distributor.It also
depends on how high you mount the engine.I angled my 6.2 up as far as I could,so there
would be plenty of clearance for the front axle etc.My axle is still at stock height since I
didn't do a spring over.I would estimate I hammered in the passenger side about 2"to
clear the head and the driver's side about 1",although I could probably have gotten by
with less.If I had dropped the engine down a little lower,I would probably only had to
dent the passenger side about an inch and not any on the driver's side.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Pictures of 38"Boggers POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2644 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kenny,
There are a few pictures of the boggers on my M715 under the Members Gallery under
Rollie715.My truck also has a 4"body lift,so it won't quite be exactly how a stock truck
will look.I believe there are also some other member pictures showing the 38"boggers,
but I'm not sure right now which one's they were.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:I want to make it bigger...my Kaiser M 715 POSTER>Al
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am collecting components right now for a super keiser.I plan on putting aa set of
offroad loader axles under it with hydralic 4 wheel steering.I will take pics and keep the
site posted.
SUBJECT>National FE volunteers POSTER>Rob F.EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right folks we got 42 days till the FE!I need volunteers to help "officiate"events.I
still need help with,Slow Crawl,Mudbog,and Tug-o-War.Anyone interested in helping
out email me at droptt@jbntelco.com.Thanks,
Rob
SUBJECT>Re:Huge tires on M715?????POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2629
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made the deal for the loader today.$425.I will pick it up some time next week.It is
going to be a pain in the ass to move because it doesn't run,and it it to big to load on a
large slidtruck.I am going to load it on a gooseneck ,and use a peterbuilt wrecker to
winch it on.This thing gets bigger ever time I look at it.I will take pics and let yall know
how it is going while under construction.
SUBJECT>Lee Alessi?????POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am having trouble emailing you.I am in the Pearl River area,near Slidell ,La.
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2637
NEXT>2817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks rippey
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2646
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks rollie,
i am going to put a small block Dodge in mine.it is about the same size overall as the
chevy.i just wondered how much i would have to bend to get it in when i make the motor
mounts.
thanks
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krob725
SUBJECT>Anyone ever dreamed of manufacturing updated M-715's?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc PREVIOUS>NEXT>2656 2658
2677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering if anyone has had the same dream?
Karl
SUBJECT>disc brake problem POSTER>Paul EMAIL>Pudde@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 June 2001,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has there been any kits or setups found?does anything work?has anyone done something.yet?did the search thingy and
didnt find any concrete solutions.thx all..paul
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever dreamed of manufacturing updated M-715's?
POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 June
2001,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2654 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I guess buildin'em up is the next best thing.
SUBJECT>Brat seats POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Thursday,
28 June 2001,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just finished installing a set of Subaru Brat seats (complete with seat belts)in my 715.I set
them on a H shaped frame with a spring isolator under each corner.Removing four 5/8
bolts is all it takes to remove or change from front to rear facing.Built the frame with
UNI-STRUT channel(available at your local mechanical or electrical contractor).Spring
isolators were from a commercial air handling unit.Softens the ride for my boys who now
don't have to fight over who gets to go with Dad.
If you don't know what STRUT is you need to get ahold of some and try it .It is a c
shaped channel pre slotted for bolt holes,cost less than $2 per foot and is usefull for to
many things to list.When you go to buy some ask them about strut nuts and the numerous
brackets that are made to use with it.Any of you guys that like to fabricate stuff will
apprieciate how fast and easy it goes together.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever dreamed of manufacturing updated M-715's?
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2654 NEXT>2660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know what Karl,I have.There are numerous problems,but I think foremost would
be to find a market.Otherwise you are purely building them for your own enjoyment,
which is about what we all are doing now,anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Answer to the serious winch ?,for the group POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2643 NEXT>2697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,meateater,where did you find the info?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever dreamed of manufacturing updated M-715's?
POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at
10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2658 NEXT>2675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dont know though...The m715 has been named the one of the best 4x4 around for years
and has had coverage in magazines as being the baddest.I think there might be a market
but it would be rebuiling them which is what Memphis Equipment does...
JD.SUBJECT>M715 Kaiser pickup w/detroit diesel 353 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>djnewman@erols.com DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>pictures
LINKURL>http://www.astory.com/deuce
Have a very nice M715 with detroit diesel 353
see pictures and description at http://www.astory.com/deuce
loated Phila PA
$4750 with a spare set of rears and wheels ,$3750 without
SUBJECT>power brakes POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO6HDjYPQtak PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me specifically what parts to use to have a dual line master cylinder and
power brakes using the stock drum brakes all the way around?thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over Modifications?POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>reuteyd@aol.com
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2635
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The angle of the rearend as it is bolted in before you drop it...that is the angle of the
centerline of the drive in relationship to the ground...you need to maintain the same angle
because the spindles run off of king pins and if you change the angle,you automatically
change the way the tires steer...you can get the angle so far out,that you can not steer the
front and wear out your tires and your arms.
I also heard that you are not supposed to put blocks under the front end...but I was also
running 44's...with 39.5's you should have enough clearance in the wheel wells without
adding blocks if you do the spring over.
SUBJECT>Brake Drum Specs???POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the minumum size one of the drums can be when needing to have one turned?
Mine are pretty shot but seem to have a lot of meat on them.Really need to get them
turned.PLEASE HELP
SUBJECT>Surplus carb kits POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2666 2670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,I need to rebuild my carb.My truck started running rough at idle and
eventually would not run below 1000 RPM.I took the carb off and blew out the three
ports I found and it purred like a kitten.Well it's starting to do it again and I need a kit.
My question is....On these older rebuild kits,are the rubber components in good condition
or should I try to find a newer match at my local NAPA?My concern is aged parts that.will not work well.I have
bought some surplus rubber stuff and found the rubber in OK
to poor shape.
Anyway,greetings everyone,and Yes I have a new fuel filter...
Al Temple.
SUBJECT>Re:Surplus carb kits POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2665
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I JUST ORDERED A CARB KIT FROM JEEP SURPLUS AND I SHOULD HAVE IT
TUESDAY.I WILL LET YOU KNOW HOW THE KIT LOOKS.KENNY
SUBJECT>link to photo POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at
6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2671 2715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well guys I have been on here now for about a year and a half.Been driving it for about a
year now.Just finally got it looking the way I want.Specs:TBI 350,NP465 4sp,42
swampers,Power steering conversion,Spring over Front,Shackle flip rear,Homemade
top...Here is a link if anybody wants to look.
SUBJECT>whoops heres the link POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29 June
2001,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://albums.photopoint.com/j/View?u=1701899&a=13073160&p=51060915&Sequenc
e=0
SUBJECT>National FE shirts POSTER>cookiebaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Yahoo Site of
M715 Zone LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
Okay guys and gals you can now order you National FE shirts.If you would like to see
the new design it is on the yahoo site under photos,National FE shirt design.You ca
find the order information and prices under the T-shirt link on this site.The title and the
designs haven't been changed yet,but the prices and ordering information is the same,
time is running short and the order deadline is July 22nd.
Just a reminder that if I do not receive your payment for your order by the 22nd or you
have not contacted me to let me know that you will be picking up your shirt(s)at the FE
IT WILL NOT BE ORDERED.I do usually have a few X-Larges made,but in the past I
have been getting "stuck"with to many extra shirts that have been ordered and not picked
up.
Thanks for your support and hope to see a lot of you at the National FE this year.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Surplus carb kits POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2665
NEXT>2673 2683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi Al,
Gld you need parts....thats means you drive it!!!
Anyway,the kit for a 1920 Holley 1 barrel can be gotten from Napa...an the seals are
good in them.I bought one a while back and traded it to one of our members when I put
on the 2 barrel.I think it was around $20 which aint bad.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Friday,29 June 2001,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2667
NEXT>2674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a fine looking rig.What kind of wheels are you using?
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i replaced mine with the use of hydraulic press.use a impact socket to push out the old
ones.kind of a two person job due to weight of springs.bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:Surplus carb kits POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2670
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info Brute4c.Actually I drive it alot.Last night I put it in a car show near
my house.It is not organized so anyone can drive up.As I was looking at all the totally
cherry muscle cars I noticed quite a bit of people looking over my truck.Cool..As for the
carb kit,I think I will go with a newer kit from NAPA just to be sure.Thanks Kenny for
responding also.Time to call the parts store.
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Thanks again.
Al Temple.......
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2671
NEXT>2678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stockton 15x10
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever dreamed of manufacturing updated M-715's?
POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at
11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2660 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Modernized version with turbo diesels or port injected gas jobs would be cool..You know
kinda like civilian hummer..All the good equipment plus some cushy extras to boot...This
of course would probably cost 80g so I could never have one but the dream is nice..
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2634 NEXT>2679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.randall,there was one for sale in fernandina bch,just over
the fl.line from you it was i
the mulletwrapper oops newsleader(local paper)and i think their online,anyway hope
you find one.i paid 950 for mine running well with a new motor and snowplow +350 to
have it shipped 150 miles from tenn.look in the "what to look for"section on the left its
invaluable as these jewels are overwhelming when you first walk up on them.when you
get it home and start to dig around you wind up saying man i wish id looked at
that.anyway good luck jc
SUBJECT>Somebody is!!POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2654
NEXT>2695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn was telling me that some company was building them for overseas governments.
Kinda like Mahindra still builds flatfender Jeeps.I think he said that the wheel wells were
square openings.But I don't remember what else he said.I think he said there plant was in
Georgia.But not sure.
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2674
NEXT>2686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size are those Swampers?42x??And what Back Spacing do those wheels have and
how close to the frame are the tires?
Thanks,
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the replies.I'm gonna keep looking.I've had a couple of suggestions of
places to look close by.I'll check out the one in Fernandina too.
SUBJECT>The FE Shirts Are Up...POSTER>mgforce EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new pics and info for the FE Shirts is on the site know...
Click the NEW T-Shirts button at left.
Jim
SUBJECT>Added New Pics To Misc Photos Section...POSTER>mgforce
EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Added page 4 to the Misc.Photos section.
I don't have any idea who they are,just found them on the web and wanted to share with
all..Jim
SUBJECT>Took The Beast To Car Show...POSTER>mgforce
EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I broke all of the rules...and Armor-All'd my Super Swampers!!!
Nancy and I took the Beast to the Fathers Day Concours here in town...we used to work
it every year (and finally quit that club),so we figured that we would freak all of the
Bentley,Packard,Jaguar and Ferrari drivers out by entering our 715 in the show.
Had a great time,parked it up on the hill next to all of the mega-buck trucks and cars and
kicked back and answered questions from all of the people at the show.It's amazing how
many people have no idea what it is,even after looking close...Most of the parents just
tell the kids that it's "One of those Hummers"when they ask.
We had the Zone T-Shirts on so we could always just point them to the right place for the
answers.
The truck is still running great,and the SBC with the Flowmasters really puts out a great
sound (sets off car alarms too).Will have pics to put up when they are developed.
See,not all of these trucks are broken down.
Jim &Nancy Morrison
SUBJECT>Re:Surplus carb kits POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2670 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys if you get a NAPA #let me know.They told me at the NAPA in Colorado
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Springs that it was discontinued.Mike
SUBJECT>Two More Pics Up...POSTER>mgforce EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just threw two of the pics from JP magazine into the Misc Photos 4,these are of two of
our members 715's...T-Man and Chad that were in the magazine not too long ago.
If you get a chance go to www.jpmagazine.com and check it out,they've really done a
nice job redoing thier site.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 10:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2678
NEXT>2694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not real sure on the back spacing.It is what ever Stockton usually does for their m715
wheels..I have seen some post lately about another company making wheels cheaper...The
tires are 42x15x15.SUBJECT>Want to buy M715 POSTER>SGT Claassen,Fort Bliss,TX
EMAIL>slygti@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,30 June 2001,at 10:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking to buy an M715 some-what close to El Paso,TX.
Builder,Project,Runner,whatever you want to call it,so long as it is mil-spec,not J10 or
Gladiator.
I'm a 63B20 at Fort Bliss,E Btry 1-1 ADA.
SUBJECT>'69 715 with chev 396 turbo 400 for sale POSTER>Paul
EMAIL>Pudde@aol.com DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fairly complete..needs work,runs great.drives great.what value would this truck be in a
general good condition?..located in so cal.thxx all...paul
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake problem POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2655 NEXT>2690 LINKNAME>Helitool.com
LINKURL>http://www.helitool.com
Just found this on JU,on the FSJ board.These folks are developing a kit.Might be worth
calling them to ask about it.If they see there is some interest in the kit they might push it
out a little faster.
HTH,
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake problem POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2689 NEXT>2702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent Helitool an e-mail today to see if I could get some more info on the kit.I'll pass
along any info I can.
SUBJECT>Re:Two More Pics Up...POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2684 NEXT>2692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just recently one of the cleanest M715's I have ever seen was in the 4wheel parts
wholesalers magazine called explorer or something ive got it just dont know how to post
photos.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Two More Pics Up...POSTER>mgforce EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2691
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send them to webmaster@m715zone.com.SUBJECT>master cylinder POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,1 July 2001,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the part number for a direct replacement master cylinder and who to
get one from?
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2686
NEXT>2703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet lookin truck!
Looks like you bobbed the back of the front fender a bit for more clearance for the 42"
tires...Did you bob the front of the fender to?
Real nice truck:)
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Somebody is!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2677
NEXT>2696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are we talking Georgia as in the Country that used to be part of the USSR,or the state N
of Florida?
SUBJECT>the state I believe.NT POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2695
NEXT>2721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Answer to the serious winch ?,for the group POSTER>MeatEater
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>2659 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read everything on it I could find,but none of it said that.We spoke with Memphis Tenn
sSurplus and that is what they told us.I look at it again,and I can see why someone
would think the fork would hold it just fine.My friend (a mechancal in a power gen)said
it would,I figure he works on that sort of stuff all the time and he should know.But the
I started looking at the bent staff,and ask myself how someone can even do that,and only
conculded that it must not have been together right.So I'm going through the pain to put
the clip in and I'll take my chances with it done right.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>front top bolt in valve cover-leak POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can get the seal for the valve cover,all the bolts seems fine,but the.front one leak oil,a
little beyond sepage and I'd like to fix it.Try every to jerry it,and
now I like to do it right.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>spring bushings POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm trying to order spring bushings for the 715;i'm not close to my beast so i was
wonderomg if someone knew the inside diameter of the front eye of the rear spring.i
think that it is one inch,but not sure that my memory serves me.if you know or have time
check it out it would be of great help.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:front top bolt in valve cover-leak POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The valve cover gasket for a civvy 230 works fine and Napa has them.
As far as a leak by the bolt,there is a rubber ring...like a washer...that goes on there and
may be missing causing your leak.You should be able to find something at the hardware
store to work the same way...I dont know off hand if anyone sells the originals anymore,
but it is essentailly a rubber washer.
God Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:master cylinder POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2693
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa has the stock masters in their catalogs with a picture.It fits the 66 J series trucks.I
dont have the part number,sorry.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake problem POSTER>Paul EMAIL>Pudde@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 July 2001,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2690
NEXT>2704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he mailed me..ray said 2 months.......i cant wait!LOL...paul
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 12:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2694
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did cut both sides of the fender flares..I had plenty of room for street driving.In off
camber situations the old beast flexed way further than I thought it would so some
trimming was needed.I want to say I raised them approx 5-6 inches..
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake problem POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 2:30 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've E-mailed Ray at Helitool.This is a copy of the e-mail.It starts at the bottom of the
page.
Later,
Randall
It will be a couple of months before I can get around to making up more sets.I will
eventualy need 2 hubs from you to convert to take rotors so you might look for a couple
of extras to send.
Ray
----------
From:"Randall Edge"
SUBJECT>Elec question POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>NEXT>2707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck I just bought has a huge elec heat sink bolted in the grill right in front of the
radiator.It has about 6 large wires attached to it that run to a box on the driver side inner
fender.Can someone tell me what this is for???
Thanks Ray
SUBJECT>Re:'69 715 with chev 396 turbo 400 for sale POSTER>SGT L P Claasse
EMAIL>slygti@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I'd be interested in seeing the truck,but I'm in hELl PASO,TX,at Fort Bliss,and leave
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time is Scarce right now.
What kind of milage can I expect,in on-post driving(5miles)?
How much of it has been modified from OE Mil-Specs?
SGT Claassen
AD USArmy ADA
Fort Bliss,TX
SUBJECT>Re:Elec question POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,.at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2705
NEXT>2708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
possibly a 100 amp alternator regulator.Is the grill cut away where it is mounted?I
believe this was a mod for the communications equipment.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Elec question POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>2707 NEXT>2712 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes the top of the grill (below hood)is cut away,has metal brackets that bolt in under the
upper brushguard brackets.What type of equipment?Why do some have and not all?
SUBJECT>FRT AXLE SWAP???POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>NEXT>2710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at putting a chevy dana 60 under the frt.My question is to the people that
have done it,did you move your springs in to match the spring pads on the axle or did
you just weld new spring pads on the axle??If you just put new spring pads on wider,do
you have any shock mounting problems??Does anyone have pics of a axle swap??thanks
in advance for your help
SUBJECT>Re:More Axle Questions POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2709 NEXT>2836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much difference is there in the width of the chevy axles and the stock ones?I'm
thinking of using CUCV axles.What kinda of wheels do you have to use with the Chevy
axles?What about hummer wheels?
Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>M715 Body Parts...POSTER>Erik D.Schmid
EMAIL>erikdschmid@cloudnet.com DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is a good source for body parts?I am looking for pretty much the whole front end;
hood,fenders(inner &outer),radiator support etc...You get the idea.I've tried e-mailing
a few of the places on the links page,but most don't carry this sort of thing.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Cheers,
Erik
SUBJECT>Re:Elec question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2708
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_4.html.LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_4.html
Stock trucks without the radio only needed the 60 amp alternator.The radio trucks,rare,
had 100 amp alternators with a large rectifier and regulator.To see the system go to the
section of the M715 maintenance manuals below that covers it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Tuesday,3 July 2001,at 10:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2711 NEXT>2714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do you live?Delks in Asheboro NC has quite a few parted out.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>Erik D.Schmid
EMAIL>erikdschmid@cloudnet.com DATE>Wednesday,4 July 2001,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2713 NEXT>2718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm from Minnesota.That's no big deal though as I figured I would have to have the stuff
shipped anyway.Thanks for the info.I will check them out.
Erik
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 July 2001,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2667
NEXT>2716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've checked this posting a couple times but the link is never there.What gives??
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 July 2001,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2715
NEXT>2717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the next "Post"up the list,The one called "Whoops here's the link".
SUBJECT>Re:link to photo POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 July 2001,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2716
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops I guess I should have said check the next "Thread"up the list.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>Erik D.Schmid
EMAIL>erikdschmid@cloudnet.com DATE>Wednesday,4 July 2001,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2714 NEXT>2724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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What is the contact info on them?I can't find their address or phone number.
Erik
SUBJECT>Nuts and Studs POSTER>Jeremy EMAIL>jrvorheis@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 July 2001,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aah/4clqLsZA6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>2720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does anyone know where you can get replacement wheel
studs and lug nuts for a '68
M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Nuts and Studs POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 July 2001,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2719
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took one to NAPA and they can order them...
SUBJECT>Re:the state I believe.NT POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,6 July 2001,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2696
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read about this also.It said they were making them in Korea,for the Korea
government.They used Dana 44's and a different engine.This was posted one time by
somebody that was in the military.I don't know for sure though.Al
SUBJECT>Re:M715's in the SouthEast POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,6 July 2001,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2634
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in south Lousiana near New Orleans.Mine is all stock.At this moment the
generator is dead.I might sell mine to finance a super Keisar project.$3500 if interested.
Al
SUBJECT>Monster Truck Suspensions POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,6 July 2001,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a site that shows detailed Monster truck frame designs and suspensions
for a monster Keisar project.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,6 July 2001,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2718
NEXT>2764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know what the best price is that you find.I may have another parts truck coming.
Al
SUBJECT>Overdrive POSTER>James Munro EMAIL>Jesterbomb@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,7 July 2001,at 3:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of let me just say that I don't have an M715.Yet,after doing lots of research into
their history and into what kind of vehicle I would like for four-wheeling and for making
the full size truck boys up here in Alberta cry;I decided that I needed an M715.This is
my dream vehicle.
Anyway after reading some of your postings and considering the transmission options and
the ring and pinion that came with these beasts,I realised that regular highway driving
could be a problem,what with the max speed with stock tires being 60mph.So I was.wondering,has anyone put in an
overdrive?You could swap in a different tranny,but
Gear Vendors (gearvendors.com)makes a combination Over/Underdrive gear splitter that
provides twice the forward and reverse speeds than stock.
SUBJECT>68 715 TBI Chevy OVERDRIVE AUTO TURN KEY FOR SALE.
POSTER>Doug foster EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Saturday,7 July 2001,
at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2729 2730 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You Have probably all seen my posts a while back about tires and brakes etc...well it is
for sale now that it is done!!Another project CALLS!!
68 715 with 4.3 fuel injected chevy with 4 speed OVERDRIVE auto and original transfer
and axles.COMPLETELY GONE OVER!!ALL 100%new brake lines,cyls,shoes,
POWER master cyl,axle seals...ALL NEW.Also,new transfer seals,trans rebuilt,NEW
radiator and trans cooler,power steering conversion,spring over lift and 2 leaves out of
all four springs removed for better ride and flex.Still sits 2-3 inches above stock.This
truck is not a "hack-job",the WHOLE wire harness from the 89 chevy was used and not
cut up,including the steering/turn signal-wiper stalk and key and guage panel.12 V
wipers,heater,tachometer,new soft top,bench seat...MORE.Has original wheels with
new 315-75-16 (35-12.50)NICE tires and radial tubes.Use it almost every day,has
rugged trailer hitch and pintel,road legal licenced and inspected in Maine.Not rusty at
all,has had some repair to floor in past BUT VERY SOLID.Was low miles before
conversion.Turn key truck that could use detailing/paint??(A bit ugly,but that is half the
fun!!)Have extra parts as well.May have it painted soon so price will reflect that if not
sold asap.
Can arrange delivery.Email pictures avail.You can also CALL me @(207)244-5607.
Doug.Found another project that is calling to me (willys jeep station wagon)so must sell
the BEAST.
$$$4900.00 before painting.
SUBJECT>flat tow a 715?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,7 July 2001,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2731 2732 2733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you flat tow a 715 (i.e.tow bar?)
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SUBJECT>Clutch POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,7
July 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2745 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me the part NAPA #for a replacement clutch and throwout bearing on a
stock truck.Thanks Lee
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TBI Chevy OVERDRIVE AUTO TURN KEY FOR SALE.
POSTER>Vinnie Charkalis EMAIL>fortyozpp@pshift.com DATE>Saturday,7 July
2001,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2726 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I am interested in your m715.Could you please send pictures my email address is
fortyozpp@pshift.com.I may call you tomorrow with questions.Thanks Vinnie.
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TBI Chevy OVERDRIVE AUTO TURN KEY FOR SALE.
POSTER>Caleb EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 2:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im intrerested in ur truck.Please send me some pics (ReblRoach03@AOL.com)Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:flat tow a 715?POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2727
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes just remove drive shafts and rears and wire them up.easy and safe not turning the
hole drive train ..I allways tow like this if more than five miles from shop or home ..wally
SUBJECT>Re:flat tow a 715?POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2727
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just put tha transfercase in nutral and tow as much as you want.
SUBJECT>Re:flat tow a 715?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2727
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In addition to the above recommendations,it is also highly advisable to disconnect the
steering box as it is known to wear/fail under conditions where the box is influenced by
inputs from the tires instead of inputs from the steering wheel.I dont know the specific
reason(s)for this but it is specifically stated as a known defect in the steering box in the
Jeep Owners Bible.Civilian Jeeps that use the same box are what they mention,not the
M715,but it is the exact same steering box.
Of course if you have something other than the stock unit,like power steering,then I dont
think you need to worry.
brute4c
SUBJECT>alternator overcharging?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2742 2743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both of my batteries get extremely hot after long run periods of one hour or so {to the
point you can smell the sulfer with the box cover on and driving down the road}.Have
not found any obvious shorts as of yet.With the batteries disconnected I get 12 or 13 volt
readings from each,26 when connected in series.My alternator appears to be charging at
about 32 volts at idle speed.When driving the alternator gauge spends most of the time
right in the green where it belongs but occasionally jumps to the red {higher}for 5 to 10
minutes.Is the alternator overcharging or do the all charge around 30 volts?
SUBJECT>M105 trailer POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just looking at the m105 trailer that owen export has for sale and maybe its just me
but the tail gate looks identical to an M715's maybe this should be something to look into
as both of these items get harder to come by...
JD
SUBJECT>Wipers POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me how to remove the wiper blade arm from the shaft on a vacuum wiper
motor assembly?I want to remove the units and replace with electric motors.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>John Summers POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 July 2001,at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw your truck in TTC this year and was really pulling for you it sucks that you and your
awesome 715 were not chosen.A true insult by the readers.I hope you try again.If any of
you have seen the competitors compared to all the potentials,it is ridiculous who was
chosen for TTC this year.hopefully next year there will be a 715 and not an m37.
JD
SUBJECT>Stock M715 measurements.POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the measurements from the bottom of the front shock mount to the ground on a
stock M715 with 9.00x16.00.Also if anyone can measure the front pinion angle on a
stock m715 I would be greatly appreciative.For the pinion angle since I am going to be
running big tires woul it be better to get it from a truck with bigger tires and try to match
that angle or would it be better to take it from a stock truck.Considering I am doing a
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spring over anyone who knows there angle that worked perfectly with no blocks or
steering problems,I would greatly appreciate your help.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Stock M715 measurements.POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually a good place to measure for the front height would be from the bottom of the
front fenderwells to the ground sorry to be a nuissance.I would so greatly appreciate any
help..JD
SUBJECT>Re:Wipers POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 9:10
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spring clip that goes over cam and locks behind the cam.Pry it out and push the blade off
as you pry the clip.Kinda like that.I just removed mine to paint.Kind of hard to do with
out proper removal tool.I was standing in the cab,with top off,leaning over windshield
to get to them.
Matt
SUBJECT>B Yorwarth POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry how did you do the lower shock mounts on the front end of your truck.I want to do
something like this cause I think the original spot leaves the shocks in a vulnerable
position.Also did you do anything special to your steering arms.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:alternator overcharging?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2734
NEXT>2744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The alternator charge should be no greater than 28.8 volts.Fortunately the alternator is
adjustable in output.....but I wonder if you have something besides an adjustment
problem.
If the alternator were always low or high,adjusting would center it to the line demarcated
on the gauge for that purpose.If it occasionally goes too high,then I think something may
be wrong other than adjustment.Possibly a regulator problem or an intermittent electrical
problem influencing the charge rate.
To adjust the alternator,there is a large screw cover that is on the drivers side of the
truck,take that out and down inside is a hex screw that you turn,a little goes a long way,
to raise or lower the charge until you line up with the line in the middle part of the gree
section of the alternator gauge.
Hope this helps.........alternators aint cheap for M715's...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:alternator overcharging?POSTER>Doug {answer to my own question}
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After scratching my head and stariring for quite some time I found the little screw
towards the pully end of the alternator marked
"increase voltage ccw"turned cw until my volt meter read 28 volts
SUBJECT>Re:alternator overcharging?POSTER>Doug {answer to my own question}
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2742 NEXT>2756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey brute you must be on as your response popped up just
before mine.ha where are you
located anyway?
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch POSTER>Doug {answer to my own question}
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Monday,9 July 2001,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try asking for the J20 series or gladiator.I understand many of these parts are the same.
I've only owned mine for two months so I lack experience in this area but Ive used this for
a couple of minor things such as Shocks ,steering stabilizer,master cylinder and wheel
bearings andit seems to work.I don't think it works for everything.Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Wheel and tire options POSTER>SGT Claassen EMAIL>slygti@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2747 2748 2762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 group,
I just wondered if M35 "deuce-n-a-half"wheels could be adapted to the m715,for more
lift and better fuel milage?
Sarge
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
July 2001,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2746 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Check out the pictures in the 715 yahoo club under Louie?I have a couple pictures of my
truck with the 9.00X20 deuce wheels.I am getting to really like my new wheels.70 mph
is now possible.I will try to take some more pics now that I have the whole truck painted
now.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
July 2001,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2746 NEXT>2750
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry the pics are under "More of the toy"
Matt
SUBJECT>Synthetic oils POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at
1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all
I was wanting to change out my transmission and transfer case oil and my differential oil.
I was wanting to use synthetic oils.Any recommendations for the type?also what are the
volumes of each unit.I haven't researched the manuals yet.All help appreciated.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2748
NEXT>2753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Matt,
I am interested in the subject as well.I didn't understand how to get to the pics...I am a
yahoo clubs member,and a member here....help.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Did you buy a truck in Mt.Juliet,TN?POSTER>Ray Dunn
EMAIL>rdunn246@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at 2:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you bought a truck in Mt Juliet TN a few months back and your from Iowa e-mail me;I
found a couple of parts you might want!!
SUBJECT>Snorkal info?Template?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to manufacture a snorkle set-up.Does anyone know of a manual or bulletin that
shows a good picture of were it passes though the fender.Or even a template for cutting
the hole.I have the 20 manual an that is no good for me.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
July 2001,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2750 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go to the other club site and go to the photos sections on the left side and look for the
photo album "More of the toy"there is where you will find the picture under Lenny
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Snorkal info?Template?POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
July 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2752 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had the snorkel and had a hell of a time.I ended up lining the bends in the metal
mounting of the snorkel and guesstimating.It amazed me when i got close.The stack
goes under the hood mounting bracket and you have to cut away some of the cab seam.I
will try to take some pictures.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Synthetic oils POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 July
2001,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2749 NEXT>2758 2812
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The lube chart will give you the volumes you need...if you do both axles,the tranny and t-
case,your looking at about 3 gallons of lube.
I run synthetic,eaton type.big truck places have it and usually sell by the pound.I bought
3 3/4 gallons for $85,enough to do the job and some extra for later.Eaton warranties
their axles with this lube for 750,000 miles,so I figure its good for the M715.
A little trick I use is to go by a restraunt and see if they use the plastic 5 gallon containers
with the wide screw on lids.They give em away cause they throw them away.You ca
put water in it and mark a line at the height you want for so many gallons,then clean and.dry and take it to the big
truck repair place round your way and have it filled....works
nice.
Good luck!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:alternator overcharging?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 July 2001,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2744
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I missed you last night but I live in Northern Wisconsin,around Wausau.
I am usually online from my bosses house in the 10-11 Pm time frame.
brute4c
SUBJECT>68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>Douglas Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@acadia.net DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You Have probably all seen my posts a while back about tires and brakes etc...well it is
for sale now that it is done!!Another project CALLS!!
68 715 with 4.3 fuel injected chevy with 4 speed OVERDRIVE auto and original transfer
and axles.COMPLETELY GONE OVER!!ALL 100%new brake lines,cyls,shoes,
POWER master cyl,axle seals...ALL NEW.Also,new transfer seals,trans rebuilt,NEW
radiator and trans cooler,power steering conversion,spring over lift and 2 leaves out of
all four springs removed for better ride and flex.Still sits 2-3 inches above stock.This
truck is not a "hack-job",the WHOLE wire harness from the 89 chevy was used and not
cut up,including the steering/turn signal-wiper stalk and key and guage panel.12 V
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wipers,heater,tachometer,new soft top,bench seat...MORE.Has original wheels with
new 315-75-16 (35-12.50)NICE tires and radial tubes.Use it almost every day,has
rugged trailer hitch and pintel,road legal licenced and inspected in Maine.Not rusty at
all,has had some repair to floor in past BUT VERY SOLID.Was low miles before
conversion.Turn key truck that could use detailing/paint??(A bit ugly,but that is half the
fun!!)Have extra parts as well.May have it painted soon so price will reflect that if not
sold asap.
Can arrange delivery.Email pictures avail.You can also CALL me @(207)244-5607.
Doug.Found another project that is calling to me (willys jeep station wagon)so must sell
the BEAST.
$$$4900.00 before painting.Must sell,MAKE OFFER??
SUBJECT>Re:Synthetic oils POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11 July
2001,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2755 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks i will check it out.
Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>Jay H.EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.com.DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 2:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2757
NEXT>2774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like something I'd be interested in.Could you email me some pix?I live in Iowa.
Would it drive to Iowa without problems?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:John Summers POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank alot yes it sucks an m37 got picked even it was over a stock m715 maybe i will try
again in a year or two i bleave i would of had a pretty good chance but??????????
OWELL !!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>TM's and Bulletins (can't spell)POSTER>SGT Claasse
EMAIL>slygti@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLOcNuHVA1BU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've collected a few older (unclassified)manuals and books while in the Active Army and
would be willing to let them be put online.
Some are Specific like M880=Dodge,some are generic like "camouflage,painting and
marking of Army vehicles".
I don't have a fully functional PC so I can't do this myself.
E-mail me your requests and I'll look to see if I have it,I only ask that the manualbe
returned after scanning or transcribing.
Sarge.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2746
NEXT>2785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gama Goats are getting new interest.Sarge,they are 11:00X18,40"tall.With a 6 ply
rating,that gives you a lot softer ride than the 9:00x20s.Adapters will run $500.00 and
tires are available in various locations at a reasonable price.Rollie 715,and several others
are running them on the 715's.Tom
SUBJECT>LAV tires (11.00R16)Michelin POSTER>SGT Claasse
EMAIL>slygti@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLOcNuHVA1BU PREVIOUS>NEXT>2766
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings 715ers,
Has anybody found an inexpensive source (read used)for the "LAV"11.00R16 tires?
I've tried doing a web search with no results.
I did find 315/75R16 Yoko-Geolanders for $143.-each at Tirerack.
Is there a posssiblility to find other brands in the 11.00R16?.I'm also sellig my 84 VW GTI and 2000lbs of Euro
parts to purchase a M715.
Sarge
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@wagoneer.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaVgKjlRaYGG.PREVIOUS>2724 NEXT>2816 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I too am in need of front fenders (M715).If your parts truck has good front fenders,and
the first request does not take them I am most interested.JC Jones :)
SUBJECT>M715 Front Fenders Wanted POSTER>JC Jones
EMAIL>jcjones@wagoneer.net DATE>Wednesday,11 July 2001,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVgKjlRaYGG.PREVIOUS>NEXT>2769
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a set of M715 front fenders.Anybody have any,or good places to get
them from?TIA,JC Jones :)
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires (11.00R16)Michelin POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2763 NEXT>2767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sarge,The Michelin LAV tires were being sold at Toby Sexton tire in Ga.I know they
are all out because i was on a waiting list for them,they get them randomly as the govt.
auctions them off.Grant at sexton told me not to wait because they are not going to bid on
govt.tires any more,too much red tape.You could try the way i went,i had 20''x 7''rims
made by Diamond Racing wheels too fit a m715 these are very heavy duty custom
rims,also way cheeper than Stockton Wheel.The tires i chose are Firestone super all
taction (9.00 x20 load range E these tires are very aggresive,they look like a buckshot
mudder they stand almost 42''tall.I think this is a much better way to go than the oddball
18''Gama Goat tires,the military NDT tread is junk in snow and mud and only good in
sand.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires (11.00R16)Michelin POSTER>Jeremy
EMAIL>jrvorheis@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aah/4clqLsZA6 PREVIOUS>2766 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much were those rims you had made and how do you get a hold of Diamond
Racing?Thanks.
SUBJECT>MUST SELL M715 POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2771 2786 2819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM IN THE PROCESS OF BUILDING OF HOUSE FOR THE WIFE SO I HAVE
DECIDED I MUST SELL THE BEAST.I AM IN THE PROCESS OF DOING NEW
BRAKES.BRAKES MEANING EVERYTHING,NEW WHEEL CYL,NEW MASTER.CYL,NEW LININGS.I JUST BOUGHT A NEW CANVAS TOP.I ALSO HAVE
JUST
PUT A NEW VALVE COVER GASKET ON.THE TRUCK CAME FROM THE CIVIL
DEFENSE WHO BOUGHT IT FROM THE MILITARY IN 84.IT HAS WHAT LOOK
TO BE SOME WHAT NEW BFGOODRICH TIRES.IT IS STILL RUNNING THE 230
WHICH RUNS REMARKEBLY WELL.IT DOES HAVE A NEW STARTER AND
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP AS WELL.THE ORIGINAL SEATS ARE STILL IN IT BUT
NEED TO BE RECEOVERED.THERE IS NO RUST TO BE FOUND INSIDE THE
TRUCK.ALL THE CAB CORNERS AND ROCKER PANEL SEEM TO BE FINE.I
BOUGHT THE TRUCK BECAUSE I HAD A GLADIATOR PROJECT AND REALLY
LIKE THE JEEPS.THE WIFE DOESN'T LIKE IT SO MUCH THOUGH SO IT HAS
TO GO.I AM IN OKLAHOMA CITY AND CAN BE REACHED AT MY WORK #
800-364-0741.I AM ASKING $3400 OBO.I CAN TAKE PICTURES AND CAN
EMAIL THEM.JUST LET ME KNOW.THANKS KENNY
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Front Fenders Wanted POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2765 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Powerwagon is starting to get into 715 parts,I just purchased a bed that was in
prety good shape (only has minor surface rust and few small dents).He has a bunch of
left fenders and one right fender,brush guards ,beds ,tailgats,pioneer tools and other
mis.parts Check the web site vintagepowerwagons.com for a phone no.
Good luck,Bill
SUBJECT>M-715 POSTER>Greg EMAIL>guthrie_g@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12
July 2001,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking for a cheap m-715 (under $1000.00)In the texas area.
It does not have to run,but needs to have a title and running gear,preferably no rust.
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL M715 POSTER>Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 7:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Kenny
I would very much like to see pictures
of your 715.It would be a long trip for me.
But if the truck is in good condition no problem.
Also if this works out i will probably bye this
sight unseen except for your pictures so please
show good detail.
Thank you
Cliff
e-mail cliff_morriss@hotmail.com
e-mail cliff.morriss@lgeenergy.com.SUBJECT>attn perk715 POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at
8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2773 2787 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
did you get your wheels yet?there has been aproblem with mine and i haven't recieved
them.bill is on vacation,and they haven't even been made yet.so i have to wait till next
week to even find out what's going on.let me know what you think about your wheels.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2772
NEXT>2780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,I just called Diamond and Bill is on vaction til monday,and there is some kind of
problem with the center stock steel,i think Bill forgot to order it so the wheels can't be
made yet,so i guess will have to give him hell monday morning.Jeremy,you want to
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know how much the wheels cost 170.00 per wheel,Stockton Wheel wanted 400.00 per
wheel for the same idenical thing,that place is a wicked ripoff,you can contact Bill at
Diamond Racing Wheels ph.800 937 4407 good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July
2001,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2759 NEXT>2811
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I would say that it would,no problem...but that is a REALLY long ride in a 715!!
Even with overdrive it gets horrible gas milage (probably better than most)A truck
transport would be worth the money.I will send pics asap.Thanks doug.
SUBJECT>I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2776 2781 2788 2800 2834 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
1.who/where can i get corrigated sheet metal for a bed?or should i fork up 600 for
another one?my sides and fender flares are fine.
2.is beechwood canvas worth the extra money for the top?
better yet has anyone bought one from them?
3.whats the tires that will fit the stock rims??i mean besides 900x16 ndt's.
4.anyone put an aftermarket winch?will it fit on the winch bumper (assuming i buy one
as i dont have an original bumper)
5.Mine is stock,original and i drove 330 miles non stop from houston to my house with
no breakdowns (it did take 2.5 qts of oil)
6.Im looking for a snorkel kit if anyone wants to part with one
SUBJECT>Re:I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 1:37 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
also i plan on keeping it stock/restoring it as best as possible/practical,and driving it
frequently.has anyone mounted a roll cage inside the cab?it looks like you could mount
double hoops with a spreader bar and get rid of the top bows?!
SUBJECT>USMC photos/configuration?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have any usmc photos?i want to do mine in authentic 1975 camo in a marine
theme and logos,if it can be done.
SUBJECT>m715 gas cap???POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vented or not?mine is not
SUBJECT>Re:m715 gas cap???POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2778
NEXT>2813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Non-vented.The system is vented through a plastic line connected to the air cleaner.
=====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,
at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2773 NEXT>2782 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I work right by Diamond racing wheels.Would you mind if I went to look at them?If
they will let me.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>shmoo
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the stock front winch bumpers if you want,needs straightening.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2780
NEXT>2784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,Please go and check the wheels out and give me a full report.Thanks,PerkM715
SUBJECT>lav tires POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 8:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.for the people using the tires:what do you think of them?do they
perform well in deep
mud,clean out well,etc.let me know what opinons.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,
at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2782 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will check it out.Probably monday if that is when you said the guy gets back.
Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel and tire options POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12
July 2001,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2762 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My truck rides decent with the 900 X 20 tires.And i dont even have shocks on yet
Matt
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SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL M715 POSTER>Jim EMAIL>m_q@iquest.net
DATE>Thursday,12 July 2001,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2768
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kenny,I would also like some photo's sent.Thank you,Jim.
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2772
NEXT>2792 2793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what type/style and look are the rims ya'll are ordering?beadlocks?nos look?anybody
have a picture?
SUBJECT>Re:I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee where in Texas are you located?Im in the DFW area.
1.Wouldn't know where to get the metal but Jeepkaiser has one posted for sale on his
website for something like 500.
2.Couldn't tell you havent bought a top for mine or heard much about them.
3.No matter what the rim diameter would need to be 16"Super swamper makes a couple
38"tall tires that would fit but none of them are very wide due to the 16"wheel.Also
Parnelli Jones has a new tire thats something like 36x12.5 I think.For the most part just
look around.
4.Couldn't tell you Brute4c could I bet.I intend to put a Warn 8274 on mine at some
point.
6.Again talk to Brte4c or woddy as they have good connection and know people..JD
SUBJECT>National FE POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>2791 2807 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay folks the National FE in KS is about 3 weeks away and I am still waiting for
registrations.I have received about 6,this is pathetic.I really figured that I would have
more by now.Also shirt orders I have gotten 2.This again is pathetic.If you folks want to
have a National FE lets get off our butts and get registered.I really need to know how
many are coming so that I can purchase the proper amount of food.As of now I am
purchasing enough food to feed about 20 people,and may cancel Friday morning
breakfast due to lack of funds.There has been several of us busting our a$$es to put this
thing together for the members of this club,and so far little cooperation from the
members.I am not asking for your first born,or a million dollars,all I need is you to drop
me an e-mail telling me that you are gonna be there and how many may be with you.If
you would like to pay registration fees at the event,that if fine with me,but it will be
$25.00,instead of $15.00 per person,unless other arrangements have been made with me.
So please help support this event,and let me know if you are gonna attend,and pre-
registration not only benefits you it benefits the FE so that supplies can be purchased at a
cheaper price ahead of time.
BTW Brute4c is driving all the way from WI to attend,so lets make it worth his trip.
If you have questions or concerns please e-mail me with them and I will do my best to
answer them.
Pam
SUBJECT>m 715 appraisal POSTER>Robin EMAIL>trailinn@iwon.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5mbtx3nhkRs PREVIOUS>NEXT>2794 2795 2797 2799 2846 2879
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a member of a fire dept in northern WI,that has a 1967 m 715 in service as our
"brush-rig"in great condition.We are in the process of purchasing a newer truck for this
purpose and are in need of assistance in obtaining an appraisal for the truck's worth.It is
still being used until the new one is outfitted.The truck had it's 24 volt system worked on
last year and runs great and the body is in excellent condition.Pictures are available.Any
ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:National FE POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>2789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like alot-a-fun,but coming from Ohio is just too far for my blood...sorry &good
luck.
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2787.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I fully agree a picture would be great.Are these 20.5 inch wheels or regular 15 or
16.5"?for 170 that doesnt sound bad.Good luck hope they turn out great.Where is
diamond racing?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:attn perk715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,These wheels are not too pretty,they are 20''x7''with a flat center disc 3/8''thick
steel,no holes like the stock ones,but they are very rugged and functional,i will mount
9.00 20 Firestone super all traction tires,they are very aggresive tread and only load range
E or 10 ply rating they stand almost 42''tall so they wont ride any harder than stock
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rubber.Rippey they are 20 inch wheels not 20.5,Diamond Racing Wheels is located in
Milwakee Wi.1 -800-937-4407 Good luck to all,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it equipped with a winch,soft or hard top,stock tires,black out lights,etc...price varies
with the above...
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,
at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790 NEXT>2802 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Send or post pictures.I live in SE WI and would like to see it.Thanmks
Matt
SUBJECT>fuel filler neck?POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at
7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2798 2810 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone Know of a replace part foe the fuel filler neck?(Just the rubber)
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say it's worth about a grand,including shipping to SoCal.
I hope y'all can take a joke.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:fuel filler neck?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2796 NEXT>2805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A.B.Linn out of NC is offering them on Ebay,check out item
#1614619974,the bidding
was at $48.00.Or you can contact A.B.directly and purchase one.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yyahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in Northern Wisconsin...I live near Wausau and could look it over for you...by the
way,I'm the club president.
Let me know here or email me at brute4c@yahoo.com
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>Doug
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 9:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1:J.Cwhitney sells replacement box floor material [18 gauge I think ]Have not tried it
myself ,original is probabley heavier than 16 gauge.
2:no clue
3:Ihave power king 9:00 16's on mine and they seem to go just about anywhere I want.
Super swamper boggers are without a doubt more agressive if you are willing to spend
the money [$203 each ].
4:no clue My guess is that if you are remaining 24 volt you might want to install a power
steering pump to run a milemarker hydraulic winch versus center tapping the batteries to
run a 12 volt winch{center tapping will cause premature battery failure}.
5:mine burns no oil but leaks almost every fliud.good luck
6:no luck here
SUBJECT>Re:USMC photos/configuration?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 10:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lee i have a authentic marine m715 my data plate on my dash says usmc
plant then it gives #my truck has no markings and is desert camo on this website in the
misc photos section there is a camo paint chart just like mine most marine trucks were
left over hand me down trucks so there very weathered and dont be afraid to paint over all
the rubber seals to even get more authentic
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>Robin EMAIL>trailinn@iwon.com
DATE>Friday,13 July 2001,at 11:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5mbtx3nhkRs PREVIOUS>2795 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you send me your email,I'll attach the pic's
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2630
NEXT>2827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,.If you haven't bought the bushings,yet,I just bought all of the bushings &the spring
shackles for the frt springs.I got them from A.B.Linn &they were dirt cheap.
He quoted me:$3.00 each for the spring bushings(x4)&$7.00 each for the shackles with
the bushing(x2).I thought that was more than fair.And a lot easier than playing the blank
stare game at the local NAPA.....
Happy Trails,
Darryl
SUBJECT>parts POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,14 July
2001,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2806 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am going to do the engine upgrade on my truck.In with the new chevy 350 motor-turbo
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350 trans.I will have a the complete motor and tranmission up for sale this setup ra
great until the clutch went out.It has been switched over to 12Vt dist.The starter is a new
12Vt cost me $160.I replaced the rear main seal last fall.The fuel pump leaked so I
replaced it with an electric pump so I dont have the stock fuel pump.I have an extra,
brand new water pump with gasket.It has the stock air filter system.If you want any of
the items then E-mail me and we can work something out.lsoldan@kscable.com Thanks
Lee
If I do not have any takers I will be selling all this on E-bay.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel filler neck?POSTER>jeff EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,
at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2798 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
memphis equipment has them for 39.95
SUBJECT>Re:parts POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2804
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering but why a TH350 instead of a TH400 for a truck this size?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:National FE POSTER>RWC EMAIL>bachair@cyberportal.net
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHlthMcxvB1.PREVIOUS>2789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just purchased my M715 a few months back.What a basket case(!)but what better
project?It's going to take a while to put the pile of parts back together.Wish I could make
it this year (I know that doesn't help much)but you can count on me next year.Thanks for
the hard work on the web site and keeping the M715 spirit alive.If it wasn't for the site
and everyone out there dedicated to this awsome truck,I mave have thrown in the towel a
few days back.Thanks to everyone for the information and I will be sure to post any
information/solutions I may come up with during the rebuild!See you next year!RWC
SUBJECT>stock bolt pattern POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>2815 2818 2866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 on what?6 on 6.5,7,7.5???
SUBJECT>stock brake drums POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is going price on the stock brake drums?
SUBJECT>Re:fuel filler neck?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2796
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought one for $30.00 from A.B.Linn last year.He's very reasonable on most parts.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>Jay EMAIL>Redheadjj@exicte.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafC9cZqPLxf2 PREVIOUS>2774 NEXT>2821 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I had a '98 Wrnagler that I drove all the time to out ot town work (180 miles one way--all
interstate.)I realize the suspension on the front may have been better on the nwer
Wrangler.I'm hoping the longer wheel base of the M715 will help the ride.(In the
summer I drive a Honda Insight for the gas mileage.It's the same wheelbase as the
Wrangler.My Jeep only got 16-18 mpg on the highway (Same as the '97 Ford F-150 4x4
pu (w/larger V-8)that I sued to own.looking forward to seeing the pix.Where are you in
ME?JAY
SUBJECT>Re:Synthetic oils POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2755
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
We sell gear oil by the pound(pint)at work.There are 8 pounds(pints)in a gallon.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:m715 gas cap???POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2779
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The gascap on my '67 '715 has a vented/non vented valve on the inside of the cap.The
closed(unvented)location is for fording.At least thats whats embossed on the cap.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Name?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2512
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife calls it "big,ugly money pit".I think she's jealous.....
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:stock bolt pattern POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You aren't going to find any stock wheels that will interchaange ,if that is what you are
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wondering.I have heard of a few storys of old moterhome wheels fitting,but don't know
of anybody doing it.Call me tomorrow and I will walk out there and measure if still need.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body Parts...POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2764
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will let you know when I get it.I have a perfect set on my current spare parts truck,but I
believe I will keep them.I almost sold them last summer for $250 each.
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2652
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have changed them in other vehicles.I installed the new bushings with a press or a vice
to push it in.
SUBJECT>Re:stock bolt pattern POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,14 July 2001,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2808
NEXT>2845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock setup is 6 bolts on a 7 1/4 inch pattern with a 5 1/2 inch center hole.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL M715 POSTER>eric EMAIL>tbase@mhtc.net
DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2768
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kenny,
we're looking for a canvas cab cover for our 715 also,where did you get yours?is it
original or new manufacture?how much did you pay for it?
thanks much
eric
SUBJECT>transmission swap POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2822 2829 2831 2856 2872 2914
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey all,what can i put in thats got a granny gear and better highway cruising?the motor is
a circa 65 chevy 283 thanks for any ideas john
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>Doug EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,
at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2811 NEXT>2823 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tried to send pics but got rejected by your server...said that your address did not exist...I
have your #will call you this eve.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An Sm420 should bolt right up or maybe a SM465 but that is just a guess.The 420 has a
lower granny gear of like 7.02
JD
SUBJECT>Re:68 715 TURN KEY TRUCK FUEL INJ CHEVY OVERDRIVE MUST
SELL HAVE NEW PROJECT!POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.comjhinkhouse@crosspaths.net DATE>Sunday,15 July
2001,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2821 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I see I made a typo on my email address.I've fixed that and added a second email address.
Let me know a good time to call you.Since it's Sunday I won't bother you.You are free to
call me up to midnight your time anytime this week--incl.tonight.I can call you back
then.JAY
SUBJECT>Re:stock brake drums POSTER>john EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2809
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a (good)used rear brake drum from surplus city last year for $95.00.Can not
remember shipping cost.
SUBJECT>hot cab POSTER>Bill Willson EMAIL>mct@airmail.net DATE>Sunday,15
July 2001,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2828 2837 2839
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Group:
Can anyone give me some idea as to why the floor on my M715 gets so hot!I can't keep
my hand on it.The batterys have been moved to the bed,so the space on the floorboard
under were the batteries would normally be is too hot to keep ones had on it.Is this
normal?Summer is bad enough with a hot cab,but the cab is unbearabley hot with this
aditional heat sorce..SUBJECT>Axle swap question POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>NEXT>2855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone who has done the 60/14 swap,what did you do about rear spring width?
SUBJECT>Re:spring eye bushings POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2803
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks daryl.ishould have known he would have them.
krob725
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SUBJECT>Re:hot cab POSTER>Doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Sunday,
15 July 2001,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2825 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is no insulation on the floor.Other vehicles use insulation and carpet tto keep this
from being a problem.You might want to check trans fluid just to make sure you arent
building any extra heat but I raelly belive it is just a bonus feature common to all of these
vehicles.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,15 July 2001,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
A 700 R4 automatic will give you a lower first gear coupled with a 30%overdrive.
SUBJECT>Stockton Wheels For sale POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 2:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2832 2843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of four 15x10 with 4"backspace 6 on 7.25 pattern wheels.They are new in
the box..Never had tires on them..Will sell for $400.00 plus shipping or trade for a set of
20"tubeless wheels of the same quality (OK if used as long as they are in good shape).I
am located in Down East Maine zip is 04630...Any questions please e-mail me at
sgtharryp@yahoo.com I can send pics on request..
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 3:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NV4500,It's a 5-speed with a grannie gear and an overdrive.
SUBJECT>Re:Stockton Wheels For sale POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2830 NEXT>2833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,You should talk to Roger on this site,I think he is having 15x10 wheels made at.Diamond racing wheels,the same
place I am having my 20''wheels made,mabey you ca
make a deal with him.Where are you located in maine?I live in Cape Neddick,a part of
York Me.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Stockton Wheels For sale POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2832 NEXT>2835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be fine..I want the same 20"wheels you have on order..Have him e-mail me
SUBJECT>Re:I bought a 715!help me with a few questions...POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the other questions,but I have dealt with beachwood canvas on a
couple of other projects,and they never cease to impress me.I live about 40 min from
them,so I go there whenever I need something.I haven't seen the 715 tops they turn out,
but I had an MB and that top was simply amazing.Thick canvas,thick windows,and the
guy I sold it to says the top is still in decent shape (6yrs old).The guy at beachwood said
that they use the same material for the high end 715 top.Also,I have met a guy that did
an MA,without the middle bow,and they worked with him back and forth (he was in
Georgia)until the top was right.
SUBJECT>Re:Stockton Wheels For sale POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16
July 2001,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2833 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sorry guys i need the 16.5 wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:More Axle Questions POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>2710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Dave
The chevy axles are more narrow than the stock axles.I dont have any numbers in front
of me,but the springs are to wide to fit between the backing plates on the chevy axles.
The m715 has real wide rear springs compared to the chevy.The hummer wheels wont
help either because they have the wrong offset.
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2825
NEXT>2848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The t-cases in these trucks make some pretty good heat and are located under the rear of
the cab.Some of them,like mine,will overheat if driven at 55-60 long enough on a hot
day,mine does it in about 1 to 1 1/2 hours of driving.I use synthetic lube and put a temp
gauge on the t-case to monitor the heat levels.It reached up to 240 degrees slowly then i
about a quarter to half mile,went from 240 past 280,we stopped and it passed 320,the
end of the gauge.We waited over an hour for it to cool.This was on a 600 plus mile trip,.each way.We found on mine
you need to drive at 50 to keep from overheating it.The cab
was unbearably hot with an outside temp in the high 90's until night fall came and we got
into cooler air in the hills.Then it cooled of and was fine to drive 60 again.
Your t-case may not be as heat generating as mine...seems the trucks that sat a lot more,
in the years before someone who wanted to drive then regularly bought them,got rust on
the gears in there and now that they are driven more,there is friction and gap in the gears
that causes this.
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I plan to change to an NP205 t-case,when I change the engine and tranny,to cure the
heat.Yo can also use a rebuilt NP200,the stock case,and it works fine if it hasn't been
subjected to the sit for long periods,ie years and years,with little or no driving.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>NATIONAL FE SHIRT ORDER DEADLINE AUGUST 22ND
POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.ent DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,
at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SEE SUBJECT LINE
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2825
NEXT>2861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is exactly the reason I had carpeting and extra insulation put in my 715
SUBJECT>D60 spline count POSTER>4X4fiend EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how many splines the stock front axle shafts have at the diff?30?
SUBJECT>Re:D60 spline count POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 July
2001,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2840 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YEP!30 splines in the front.
SUBJECT>air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mcnamerra differentials makes a unit similar to arb,that is ordered as air activated,
vacuum operated,or now have a cable operated unit.they will make a unit for d60 30
spline and d70 23 spline for 950us dollars each!
i know its high,but i figure it all comes out about even if you factor in the axle swaps,
brake swaps...etc.and then try an add an arb.
plus you get to keep stock axles (that work pretty good)as i am trying to restore mine.
i called boyce trucks and they advised me if it aint broke.....he did say if i insisted on.axles he would sell them
to me.
SUBJECT>Re:Stockton Wheels For sale POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2830 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wheels are sold
SUBJECT>leaking rear main seal?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oil leaking from inside bellhousing,is this the rear main seal?can it be changed without
pulling the motor?can anyone email or tell me where to get a manual for the motor?
SUBJECT>Re:stock bolt pattern POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2818
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found some stock out there...1968 International 1 ton had stock wheels along with
duallies in the rear...hard to find,but they are out there..
SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me some pics also at above e-mail
SUBJECT>To Brute 4c trans.heat POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On your long trip you had the transfer case heat up.What about the transmission,or did
you monitor it.Would you please tell me if you can what you used to monitor the temp.
and how the sensors were mounted in the transfer case and transmission.Thanks ED
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab/trnsfr case POSTER>H.Wooldridge
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2837 NEXT>2850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone thought of using an auxiliary oil cooler to help the transfer case stay cool?
SUBJECT>Re:To Brute 4c trans.heat POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2847
NEXT>2922 3006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did not monitor the tranny as no one has mentioned heat problems there before but the t-
ccase heat has come up several times and in fact,I have been told that overheating the
lube,which breaks it down,is responsible for a lot of cooked t-cases.
What you need is a transmission temp gauge and sending unit.The sending unit mounts
in the drain plug of the t-case with a brass bushing that one of the members sent me.My.sending unit is 1/8 NPT and
the tccase has a 3/4 opening,I think it was anyway.This
bushing can be purchased,might need to order it,and works good.One thing to avoid is
putting in multiple bushings to get to the right size as this adds length and may influence
the readings due to the assembly hanging into the airflow more.
Hope that helps!!
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab/trnsfr case POSTER>Randall Edge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2848 NEXT>2852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I was cleaning out my attic last week and found a nifty little cooler made for an
automatic tranny.It has beefy mounting flanges and a 12v fan.As soon as I saw it I
started thinking about mounting it on the T-case.The only problem I see is finding a way
to pump the gear oil through it.
SUBJECT>Re:leaking rear main seal?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2844
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds like a rear main to me,mine did the same.You ccan change it without pulling
the motor...I did.
As for a manual...look up at the topp of the page where it says "Online Manuals".The -34
manual had all the detailed engine stuff,the -20 manual has the smaller type,field
reparable stuff.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab/trnsfr case POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 July 2001,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2850
NEXT>2853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pump is the problem,find a pump for heavy weight gear oil and yo ugot the rest....let
me know if you find one!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab/trnsfr case POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>laura.l.wooldridge@gte.net DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This might take a bit of design but you could mount a Vickers type hydraulic pump off of
any convenient engine drive (possibly drive off the belt)and hard plumb to your oil
cooler and transfer case.You might need an inline pressure relief valve but perhaps not
since there is no high pressure in the system like a lift cylinder would produce -just
circulated hot oil.A new pump from WW Grainger can be had for less than $200 and
Northern Hydraulics would be even cheaper.Just a thought...Hollis
SUBJECT>winch fluid?POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.2860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of mounting a Garwood 10,000 lb winch on my 715.Got the shafts all
adapted and mounting in place.My question is what kind of oil do these winches reqiure?
I have the the Army TM on winch maintenance and repair,but there is no reference as to
what type of fluid should be put back in.I purchased the winch disassembled,so I
couldn't smell what kind of oil was in there.Any help would be appreciated.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap question POSTER>John EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.
DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2826
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am currently working on this type of project.I am using the rear axle out of a 79 Chevy
Van.This axle is approximatly 4 inches wider than the pickup.I have not worked out the
details,but I am going to be putting the springs somewhere under the frame rails.
John
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
many thanks guys thats more options than i thought i had.gotta love the m 715 zone
SUBJECT>rear wheel bearing part #s POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys got my tires to day from neb tire,pleased as punch.figure ill replace the wheel
bearings while ive got the wheels off i found the part #s for the front on ed drakes post
anyone know the rear #s?(bearings cups seals)thanks jc
SUBJECT>Highway driving POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.comjhinkhouse@crosspaths.net DATE>Tuesday,17 July
2001,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2859 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone looked into changing the rear-end gear ratio and transfer case to use a 715
primarily on the highway?Getting more than 60 mph and not having to roast the transfer
case?
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.comjhinkhouse@crosspaths.net DATE>Tuesday,17 July
2001,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2858 NEXT>2863 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,just read the Modified section back thru March 2000.Sounds like the NP 205
transfer case is getting thumbs up,along with the 4:56 rear end.I restored my 1953 Kaiser
(car)in HS,but this stuff is a little outside my work so far.I haven't purchased a 715 yet,
but do want one I can drive on the highway without problems.Does the NP 205 make the.factory parking brake not
work?Can someone give me a $$$range for changing the rear
end and transfer case (parts and labor)so I know if I want to get into this?Thanks!!!!
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SUBJECT>Re:winch fluid?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 July 2001,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2854 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The original issued pto winch that came on the M715 uses the same gear oil that the
differentials and gear boxes take.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at
3:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2839 NEXT>2871 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,I think you are right.the t-case is to far back to make the floor so hot.It just gets hot
and that's the way it is.Did you insulate from the inside or put stuff under your cab?My
truck never sees pavement and I have to be able to get the garden hose in there to wash
out the mud.
SUBJECT>Re:rear wheel bearing part #s POSTER>ed drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2857 NEXT>2864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The information I have for the rear is for the bearings only.I don't have the cup numbers.
Outer bearing is Timken #368A with a 2.000"bore rated at 4600 lbs.Inner bearing is
Timken #469 with a 2.250"bore rated at 7300 lbs.The seal is a NAPA #27601.If
someone has the Timken cup numbers I will add this to my book.Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18
July 2001,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2859 NEXT>2867 2870
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if u have to mess with the transfer case?Can up leave everything the
same and just get an overdrive?and if so,where do u find the overdrive?
MeateaterM715
SUBJECT>Re:rear wheel bearing part #s POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks ed.jc
SUBJECT>Military Hummer Wheels???POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 4:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anyone ever tried puting Military Hummer rims on their beast???Do they work?Will
they fit?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:stock bolt pattern POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guy's...did somemore checking and this bolt pattern was used by International betwee
1956 to 1986...also by Ford from 1956 to 1964...just in case you need some stock
ones...may be hard to find,but some of the older junk yards still have them...later.
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>BigUgly EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2863
NEXT>2868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would anyone want to purchase a M715 to drive primarily on the highway.These
trucks were built as workhorses,not weekend cruisers.
Leave the gears alone,and sell it to someone who knows what they are for.Go buy
yourself a Suzuki Sidekick or something.
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2867
NEXT>2873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big Ugly,You hit nail right on the head,some of these guys have gone as far as taken leaf
springs out to make there 715 ride smoother,I don't understand owning one of most
heavey duty puckup trucks ever made and want to make it a light duty truck.If they want
a higher gear ratio put on some 42''tall tires like i am going to,that will help drop the
RPM's down at crusing speed big time.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Military Hummer Wheels???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2865 NEXT>2882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hummers use 16.5 rims with a whole different pattern on them.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2863
NEXT>2874 LINKNAME>How not to drive an M715
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/festuck/FE_stuck.html
There are a few options here,actually alot depending on how deep your pockets are....
First of all let me say this to those who dont see the need for hiway gears....I drove 600+
miles one way to the first Field Exercise in my M715 in about 19.5 hours.This year it
would be 750 miles plus....and unfortunately I dont see me driving it that far.I would love
to have my truck at EVERY Zone event but it just isnt practical to drive it such distances.
I would like to have an overdrive unit that allows me to do 70 tops without ccooking the
motor,tranny,or t-case and hopefully lets me ride without a 250 degree t-case under my.seat.I though dont want to
lose anything on the bottom end,which means I dont want to
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change axle gearing and while I would like to have a bit taller tires for off road,I dont
want to go too big and lose much of the gearing that way either.In my mind that leaves
the following 2 classes of options:
There are overdrives that go between the tranny and the engine,like the Eaton gear
splitter....this means you move the tranny/t-case back to install these types.
Also is the auxilliary transmission,like the Brown-Lipe units....these units have both over
and underdrive in the same unit so you can keep all you low gears and add more low
range AND have overdrive.I have heard of 30 and 50 percent gearing for either side,over
or under and you can have one at one level and the other at the other level,example:
30%overdrive with 50%underdrive
It also gives you a 1:1 gear,like you have now.These units need driveshaft coming in and
going out and the mount between the t-case and tranny....they also seem to be hard to
find....
By the way,the reason people remove leaves is partly for the smoother ride and also for
increased flexability off road.Ever had a 715 in a heavy off camber situation....it really
doesnt take much to lift a tire and without lockers or other traction type devices,you lose
one end of the truck completely.That can put you in a situation where the leaves being
more flexible would cruise through with better traction and therefore more safety....cause
the last place you want to be is where I was.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hot cab POSTER>doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpactner.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2861
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you guys think about a simple air scoop to direct more air across the t-case?
Remember the 350 turbo pans with the tubes run through them and nascar brake ducting ,
air flow alone might solve the problem at little or no cost.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>ed drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820
NEXT>2875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my truck I drove it 15 miles with the original drivetrain and decided I
needed a system that was more powerful and easier to find parts for.So I put in a 69-86
chevy crate engine and a 700R4 transmission.It has a 3.06 1st.gear with a .73 4th.gear.
This setup also has the ability to "lock"with no slippage in 2nd,3rd or 4th gear without
building heat in the oil.At approx.60 mph the engine runs about 2300 rpm.Another
thing that swayed me toward an automatic was the effects of the torque converter which
multiplies the torque
2-2.5 times.My transmission is rated at 12000 lbs.gross vehicle weight.I have always
had a straight drive in my work trucks until now but I don't regret installing an automatic.
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>Caleb EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 July 2001,at 11:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2868 NEXT>2884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.On that note.....what kind of 42"tires do ya have...how much do they
cost...and do they fit
on teh stock rims?Plus do they affect off road capabilities?Id like to put some on mine
so I can commute to and from my ranch without having to leave her there.
-M715Aggie
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2870
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My m715 with spring over and shackle flip with 42"tires is a very flexy rig compared to
what it was in stock form.I have not removed any leaves either.It amazed me when a
extra cab toyota with a solid axle swap could not out flex me.I have not experienced any
spring sag and it seems the more I use it the more plyable the suspension has become..I
think alot of the non flex is from sitting for years.On the flex I think the unsprung weight
of th 42"tires helps also.Just my $0.02...........sgtharryp
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2872 NEXT>2876 2887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed..........I have heard a lot about the 700R4 transmission not being very strong in its stock
form.I know from all the post on the Cadillac Forum that a 500 cuin Caddie will shell
one real quick.Did you have yours beefed up?If yours was reworked,what was done and
what kind of $$$$$do you have in it?Thanks ……………….Mike
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to ask the same questions but Mike beat me to it,I also am very interested.
thanks in advanced.
SUBJECT>Gladiator Interchange POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a Kaiser Gladiator (complete straight truck),and I am wondering if they had
power steering/Brakes,and if they did,if the parts are interchangable with the 715.I
believe that it has a complete 230 motor and other parts...I haven't been able to look at it
yet (through a fence),but if anyone can help with information I would appreciate it,or if
anyone wants me to look for a specific part,I will.Thanks.
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SUBJECT>Attn:Don and Don from Omaha POSTER>Pam
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>2886
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you two still planning on attending the National FE?Just curious.
Pam.SUBJECT>Re:m 715 appraisal POSTER>BigUgly EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send pics and/or price.I'm a firefighter in TN.and very interested.I own 2 and
would love to make it 3.
SUBJECT>Winch controls.POSTER>BigUgly EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finally found an M715 with the original PTO winch.It has some crazy cable pull
handle setup for the controls.I need pics and/or specs for the original lever setup so that I
can either buy or build an original setup.TIA
SUBJECT>Canvas top bows POSTER>BigUgly EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the hardware for a canvas top.My new 715 has a homemade hard top.(Welded on).
Anyone out there have bows and hardware for a canvas top?
SUBJECT>Re:Military Hummer Wheels???POSTER>Jim EMAIL>captscum@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 9:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2869
NEXT>2883 2888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
International 6 bolt wheels fit ,I have 9.5 in.wide x16.5 ones on my m715 with hummer
tires on them some of the wheels may need the stud holes clearaced to fit .for gearing
calculations the circumferance of the tires is 105inches 17x40x16.5 gumbomudders is
109inches can anybody tell me the circumferance of the stock 9x16 tires [inflated ] ??
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Military Hummer Wheels???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,19 July 2001,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2882
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The general conscensus on the 9.00x16.00 is 34"I believe.What year and model
international wheels fit on an 715 and are the cheap,and available,and do you have
source for them?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Highway driving POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2873
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aggie,The tires I have are Firestone super all traction 9.00-20 load range E they stand
almost 42''tall and are very aggresive,they look alot like a buckshot mudder,they cost
about $170.00 a tire.The rims are custom made by Diamond racing wheels,they also cost
about $170.00 a wheel.The offroad capabilities will be much better with close to 4''of.ground clearance over stock
34''tires.Brute was concerned with these tires being too tall
and losing his low gears,Even with these tall tires the gears will still be plenty
low,considering I am getting rid of the dead wood,swapping the gutless 230 for a built
468 ci Ford,this will take care of the higher gearing.Good luck,Perkm715
SUBJECT>yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>jamie
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@equant.com DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NOS in the box yellow bridge marker plates with all the mounting hardware.$60 each
plus shipping.Please email if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Don and Don from Omaha POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my dad and I are still planning to attend.Iwill send you our money and we will want to
order t-shirts.I will be in touch soon
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>ed drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked long and hard for a Transmission from many sources and found a website called
"700r4.com"I e-mailed them with my application including engine year,tire diameter and
differential ratio and they promptly wrote me back.Here are a few of the things they had
to say,"The combination of engine and gearing you have would work very well with a
TH-700R4 transmission and you will be pleasantly surprised at the off idle pulling power
even though the first gear ratio is 3.06-1 the converter is a torque doubler off idle so the
net effect will be almost the same gearing as your current manual transmission.
The cruise rpm will be 2700 rpm at 70mph with the transfer case in 1-1 ,5.87 rear end ,
35.6"tires and the transmission in overdrive with the converter locked up."The following
info is pricing from 4/29/00 ."TH-700r4 transmission with a heavy duty torque converter
is 1020.00 .This price includes the core charge of 225.00 .We use
nothing but late model 1988-1993 cores,perform a blueprint overhaul using only quality
brand components.We perform over 40 upgrades and modifications for increased
durability and strength."When I decided to install this I told Steve Holmes at 700r4.com
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what carb I would be using and when it arrived every single piece needed for my
application was in the box including dipstick,torque converter,temp gauge with sendng
unit,flywheel cover,TV cable and the carb-TV cable adapter along with a adapter to
mount on my edelbrock carb to adjust the amount of pull on the TV cable.
The TV cable is the linkage from the carb to the transmisssion and is used to adjust
shiftpoints and the personalty of the transmission.There is much much more info about
this and the number of 700R4.com is 760-947-2540 .look at there site and e-mail them
with your questions.I don't have any affiliation with these people but so far i am pleased
with my purchase and have 4000 mi.on it so far Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Military Hummer Wheels???POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net.DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 7:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2882
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim
The stock ndt's are about 106 3/4 inches
Can you please tell us the year and model
International truck that you got the 9.5 X
16.5 wheels off of???????
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
20 July 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2885 NEXT>2890
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Jamie
Do you know the proper nomenclature for the bridge plate for the 715?I have a set and
would liket o put the correct marking on the plate.Thnaks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2889 NEXT>2901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the correct bridge plate stuff,click on "Online Manuals"at the top of the screen and
then clicck on the quirks manual.Its all in there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at
8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2842 NEXT>2894 2898 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just from what I've heard not personale experience.If you go the ARB style way it is nice
to have an onboard air compressor but many people suggest using braided steel air lines
due to the fact that the plastic ones can break and then you are back where you started
with an open diff instead of it locking up.Also I've only really heard bad things about
vacuum operated systems,True I'm sure they work but electrical seems to be much better.
However Cable on the other hand sounds like a very solid investment.After seeing the
previews and test on the new OX locker which is cable I have been thinking myself of
going cable if I dont decided on an auto locker.However;That is definitely the way i
would go in the front of the truck.
Just my 2 cents
JD
SUBJECT>Iowa/Nebraska M715 owners POSTER>Jay EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.com
DATE>Friday,20 July 2001,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafC9cZqPLxf2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>2893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunately,my schedule does not allow me to attend 2001 FE.SInce I live in Iowa and.work frequently in Nebraska
(mostly Omaha),I would like to hear from owners of M715
in these states.I would like to see your trucks sometime and take photos.Have only see
one up close,but would like to ride in one,too.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Iowa/Nebraska M715 owners POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
20 July 2001,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2892 NEXT>2903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably to late for you to get this in time to make it,but there is a military vehicle show
at Camp Dodge ,Johnston IA.tommarrow 7-21-01.I will have mine there if you want to
see one.Johnston is adjacent to Des Moines to the North.My 715 has US ARMY
03R48368 on the tailgate,look me up if you make .Again sorry about the short notice.
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,21 July
2001,at 2:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2891 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It will probably be quite a while before an OX is available for a Dana 60 or 70.If you
want to know more about ARB's check out the Wrangler forum on Jeepsunlimited.com,
search the board and archives.There is a wealth of information and experience with air
lockers on that board.
SUBJECT>Wheels POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2896 2906 2907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just out looking at the Rock Crawlers on my Jeep TJ when I had an idea.What
about drilling new holes in aftermarket wheels to match the M715 bolt pattern.The
wheels I have could be redrilled without compromising strength,matter of fact when you
were done it would look like it came from the factory with two sets of holes.I believe this
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particular brand of wheel is availible in 5,6&8 lugs and some of them have a center hole
that is approx 5.2".Even if the 6 lug wheel don't have a 5"hole how tough would it be to
have the hole enlarged to 5"?
Just my random thoughts at 6 am.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2895
NEXT>2897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had wheels made for my 715 from diamond racing.i should be getting them this
tuesday.i did have two patterns put into the centers.one was the stock 6 lug pattern for
the dana axles,the other the large 6 lug for the duece and half axles.now i am using the
duece axles so i'm glad i got both patterns.i guesse what i'm saying is a person with the
right tools can make it possible.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2896
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah,I think you could have a jig made pretty cheap and you could use that to lay out the
new holes.Then the only hurdle would be making the hole in the center large enough to
fit the M715 axles.I think any competent machine shop should be able to do that for just
a few bucks each.
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 8:21
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2891 NEXT>2899 2900 2966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Question...Where were the reviews published for the OX locker??I would like to read up
on this locker.I am considering this for a replacement for my rear detroit locker in my CJ.
I don't like the way the detroit handles with the excess backlash.Must be getting old...
My M715 is stock and won't see a whole lot of off road action,therefore I won't be
locking it up (yet).But I am curious about the OX for my CJ....
Al T...
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,21 July
2001,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2898 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think I saw an article in JP a while back.Go to JeepsUnlimited.com and do a search for
OX,you will probably find pleanty of stuff there.If your CJ has an AMC 20 rear you ca
forget it.If you have a Dana 44 your in business.I'm not sure if they make one for a Dana
35 or not.
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>Randall Edge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,21 July
2001,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2898 NEXT>2904
LINKNAME>Oxtrax LINKURL>http://www.oxtrax.com
Here's a link to the Oxtrax site.
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
21 July 2001,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2890 NEXT>2915
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Axle Question POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at
10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2912 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know what size socket is used to remove the axle locking and adjusting nuts
on the front axle?
SUBJECT>Re:Iowa/Nebraska M715 owners POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.com DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2893 NEXT>2910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Doug,I live in Ames,IA--but am scheduled to work in
Omaha today and
tomorrow.Where do you live?
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles
POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 11:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2900 NEXT>2905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great reading!I think my mind is made up.I want one.Thanks for getting me this info
Randall.Now if I just had the 500 or so bucks...
I wonder if they will ever make one for the ole trusty M715...
Thanks...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well they arent 500,but thats what my original post was.cable activated lockers.i.e.a
similar design to the oxlock.the american importer stated these are MUCH stronger than
ARB's (of which he sells BOTH),so i guess thats where they get the extra $$$see for
yourself.....
http://www.mcnamaradiffs.com.au/products.html
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
21 July 2001,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2895 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The center hole for the M715 is 5 1/2"Diameter...6 holes on a 7 1/4"bolt pattern,and
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clearance for 5/8"stud.Found some wheels at a junk yard this morning...found a set of
14"dualies with the right pattern but the depth of the center would not accomadate the
brake drum...also found some 19.5 with the same pattern as the M715,but they were
singles...I did find a set of dualies that were 16"with the right pattern...they are out there,
you just have to look for them.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Randy EMAIL>mm2swcaudle@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2895
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want Centerlines they will probably make you a set of wheels with your bolt
pattern,they take custom orders.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>brokes POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,no thats not a typo its the way i walked out of the parts store any way heres
what i did after going through the archives and getting any and all #s i could find i went
down to the parts store and gave them an excuse to see just what was on that dusty old
back shelf the wheel cyls were #s swc1051 &1052 left and right thats car quest.the shoes
were off a 76 chev.3/4 ton but the end that butts to the block behind the spring mounting.stud were curved and the
originals were flat.the post i read said to pop off the block
which is pressed on the backing plate ,its called the self centering anchor block in the on
line manual,i didnt want to do that so i ground the shoe to match and followed the tip on
the spring mount (drill hole in shoe and mount small bolt to hook spring to somewhere
near were the tab was on the original).also the wheel cyls didnt fit their mount holes
(looks like mickey mouse head when the cyl is removed from the backing plate)quick
work with a dremel needed to remove about a1/16 of steel from each "ear"to make it
work.also the new cyls have steel pistons so that should eliminate galvanic corrosion
cause the old ones were toast.hope this helps some poor soul who is were i was last
week.p.s.i also needed to bend the return springs 90 degrees to fit on the bolts i installed.
happy breaking jc
SUBJECT>door panel buttons?POSTER>doug EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to get the door panel buttons?I'm missing several of them.
SUBJECT>Re:Iowa/Nebraska M715 owners POSTER>doug
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2903 NEXT>2918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Newton Ia.-30 miles east of Des Moines.I have had this truck going on three months and
absolutely love it.If you want to go for a ride I'd be happy to get the chance to show off
this truck to one more person.I have a short hill climb tour I've been taking people on.I
could probably squeze a half hour out of my "events coordinator"{wife}next saturday if
you are willing to drive to Newton for it.
SUBJECT>Re:door panel buttons?POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>2909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered mine from the local Carquest store,but NAPA maybe able to order them also.
Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Question POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 July 2001,
at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2902 NEXT>2919 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
2-1/2 inch -----needs to be pretty deep I ended up making my own out of 1/8 inch plate.
SUBJECT>RE:Jay's highway driving post POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2916 2923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree that you should not consider the 715 a "highway truck"."big ugly"is right,but a
sidekick...that was a little harsh!!I removed a couple of leaves along with the spring over
and still can haul A LOT of load!!This truck still far,far surpasses the average "heavy
duty"chevy/ford or similar.And YES it rides a little better,and flexes MUCH easier with.35's...with 42's I am sure
it would do pretty well stock.I put in an overdrive trans with
the chevy motor and YES that also makes it better for on road driving...as "brute 4c"
seems to agree sometimes you need to drive it to get to events etc.As to the transfer,a
205 is probably just as good,or better than the stock case (that should raise some
discussion)and can't see any big reason why not to swap it in,if you can get around the
little troubles.Unless you want to keep the truck as a stock,military,clean original beast
that I would have MUCH RESPECT for...why not modify to meet the needs of the
average "joe".Hope I didn't step on any toes here,everyone has an opinion and who is to
say what's right??A 715 on the highway is STILL better than the lowered jeep wranglers
with low profile tires and huge subwoofers that cruise the beach and main street!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission swap POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22
July 2001,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2820 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I too used a 700 R4,VERY good swap.My trans was a GM rebuilt.Any of the rebuilts
that you get from GM these days have had all the "updates",and will stand up to a lot of
abuse.The 700 R4 got a bad rap in the 80's but has since gone through many changes and
improvements...just be carefull you don't use a "good"used one from say 1986,you will
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probably have trouble.And as always,use as large a trans cooler as you can fit,and install
a temp guage as insurance.
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2901 NEXT>2917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The correct is 04.
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Jay's highway driving post POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.this sites about support and info,even if you dont agree.everyones info and
questions are important.there are no stupid questions (except some of the crazy ones i
come up with)ok im off the soapbox now bye jc
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2915 NEXT>2920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that the 3/4 ton M-37 uses the 04.So with the extra half a ton shouldn't ther
number be larger than 04?
SUBJECT>Re:Iowa/Nebraska M715 owners POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>Redheadjj@excite.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,
Let me know when on Sat.You can email me with you number and tell me the best times.to call.Thanks.JAY
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Question POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,
at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2912 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks alot.I'll start hunting around for one.
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2917 NEXT>2942 2950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What you put on the marker plate will be the "ton rating"of the vehicle.(04)will usually
do it.There is a (C )on the top plate,this should be displayed when in combination with
a trailer.May be (09)The (C )should not be displayed when the truck is by itself.Jamie
is a little steep on his price.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas top bows POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 July
2001,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2881 NEXT>2929 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Related question?if any could tell me the measurement {height of bows specifically
width should be easy enough to determine}>I'm would like to try making my own.Any
help would be apprieciated.
SUBJECT>Re:To Brute 4c trans.heat POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 July
2001,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2849 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Would a standard water temg gauge work?I have one that goes to 280.What is the max
temp you should see before damage can occur?
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Jay's highway driving post POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2913 NEXT>2933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just so Everyone knows I have completely explored the off road and load carrying
capabilities of my m715.I am now in the process of ordering some 20"wheels to mount
my 12.50-20 Michelins so that I can explore the road capabilities...The 42s are destined
for the new project........THE CJ715...use your imagination
SUBJECT>BUYING A M715 :o!POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!I'm planning to buy a M715.I will find a nice one and use it during school
(town/backwoods scoot ;))till something goes.When that happens,I'll be going for a V-
8,5 speed (prefer)conversion...and I guess,from what you all say,a new T case.Is there
a most popular choice??I'm looking for a driver and not a rock crawler...fire roads mild
trails.I go for a Arizona road trip once a year (from MN)and need it to be highway.capible.I used a 289/302 in a hot
rod b4,for it's size advantage but I'd MUCH rather use
a Chevy...and a AMC V-8 (Vigilante??)would be really neat,2 ;)and maybe less of a
hassel to set up (???).Thanks all!!Give me a wave on the road when ya see me ;)
SUBJECT>ALMOST 4 got!!!POSTER>Brian EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's involved in a 12V conversion.I'd liek to set up a CD player in her 2.Parts?and
$$$estimate to complete.
thanks!Selemat tinggal!
SUBJECT>4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>ed drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2928 2945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless I have missed it we are still searching for a way to adapt disc brakes to our stock
axles.I had an idea and am interested in what the rest of you thought?
This may solve the wheel bolt pattern problem also.First remove the brake drums and
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remove the wheel studs.locate a disc brake rotor with a center hole at least as big as the
brake drum that was removed and with 6-8 wheel studs.(They will fit wheels currently in
production).Accurately drill holes in the new rotors to fit the shoulders of the original
wheel studs that were removed earlier.Insert the studs into the rotor from the front,slip
the rotor onto the hub and put the lug nuts on the back of the hub.Unless I missed
something this should have the rotors mounted with the original bearings and lockout
hubs and a new bolt pattern.The next question is mounting the caliper.Could the brake
backing plate be removed and a caliper mount be fabricated to hold the caliper using the
backing plate mount.It has been over a year since I have had mine apart and I may be way
off.Bounce this around and lets see what comes of it?Ed
SUBJECT>NEW CLUB MEMBER ;)POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to introduce myself!I'm 27 (looks 20),from S.W.MN..soon to go to MI for
college (very nervous :o).I have been farming with dad and brother here since forever.I
also drove truck and worked building roof trusses and some military transformers for
Naval missil controllers.Brother's taking over the farm so I'm off for Foreign Relations
training with minor in international business.I have background in airplanes (since 15)
and built a HP pinto (289,nitrous...260/370HP)with mustang subframe driveline etc....
so i have some fabrication experiance.I'm verry happy to find this club as I have had
VERY little luck finding good info on the M715.Hope to get alot out of this and
hopefully be able to help someone else,2 ;)Anyways....glad to be aboard,think this will
be interesting!
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 July 2001,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2926 NEXT>2951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is the braking THAT weak,to begin with?I had gathered that
the M715 had even larger
brakes than the civilian gladiator.Is this a weak point of the pickup or just something to
occupy yourself with?Sounds good if you got the tyme,though;)
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas top bows POSTER>Ed Morga
EMAIL>nmorgan@centurytel.net DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 12:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2921 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you checked in Supply Line or Military Vehicles Magazine?
I have seen top bows for sale in the adds before.I made up a
set for a guy acouple years ago,I just copied another set.
Ed
SUBJECT>Re:ALMOST 4 got!!!POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 12:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2925 NEXT>2931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should clarify....I'm interested in putting a radio/cd player,heater,accessory outlet in it.
Would a 12V conversion be necesary or could i get a regulator to run those things.
SUBJECT>Re:ALMOST 4 got!!!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
July 2001,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2930 NEXT>2936
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't want to change too many things (by doing a full 12V conv.)Than just go
down to the local electronics store like Radio Shack and pick up the parts you need for a
few bucks...it is a pretty simple thing as long as you don't want a really high amp draw
system.Can't you see it,an M715 with a bed full of subwoofers and neon lights under it...
I think I am going to be sick.Having some tunes to drown out the transfer whine and tire
howl,good idea I think I may slap a CD in mine too.:)
SUBJECT>Turn Signal Question POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2947 2987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first start my M715 up,all lights and turn signal work.
After the vehicle has warmed up,and is driven the turn signals
no longer will blink.Have replaced the turn signal on steering
wheel.Would appreciate any suggestions.Thanks,Howard
SUBJECT>Attn.Sarge POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2923
NEXT>2968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,Who is making your 20''wheels?are the 12.50x20 Michelin tires the XL with the
military type with the block tread pattern?PerkM715
SUBJECT>battery box cover POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2935 2961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i need a battery box cover for my truck any one got one
if so please write back
SUBJECT>Re:battery box cover POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2934
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,I am going to relocate my battery under the hood so my batt.box cover will be
available soon.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ALMOST 4 got!!!POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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LOL!"Hey!Hey!We're the Monkeys...."
SUBJECT>Aftermarket Heater?POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>mikea@mich.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 725 doesn't have a heater,looking for anyone who found a quick and cheap setup.
SUBJECT>Texas M715 owners POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2939 2943 2979 3068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
Wanted to see how many of yall are from Texas and whereabouts in Texas are yall from.
Are there any MV shows here where we can show off?I live in San Antonio but my
Kaiser is in South Texas close to Corpus Christi.Would be interested in lookin at
someone elses truck because im trying to restore mine.Thanks.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>Greg EMAIL>guthrie_g@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2938
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not an owner yet,But I am very close.I have a couple of prospects.I'm in the D/FW
area.
SUBJECT>good m715 bed in texas?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
3011 3078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know of a m715 bed w/o rust/rot in texas??
SUBJECT>Re:Aftermarket Heater?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2937
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,.Go to the local wrecking yard &pull the complete heater from a Grand Wagoneer,Jeep
full size pickup or big Cherokee(Not Grand Cherokee).Make sure that you get the part
under the dash too.This bolts into the M715,724,725,726.The only things that will need
to be changed are installing a 24 volt blower motor,(I found one for $5.00 at an MV meet)
the vacuum cans need to be removed &simple brackets(took me half an hour to fab
these,very simple)made to hook up cables for the airflow doors.Defroster nozzles
practically non-existant,but I have a friend thats in the process of reproducing them.He'll
post to the list when he has them ready.
The above sounds much worse than it really is.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The number plate should display 04.If pulling a trailer,as mentioned before,the "c"on
top should be displayed,along with the number 05.It refers to the loaded ton rating for
crossing bridges.The plate is known as a bridging plate.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2938
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey M715Aggie
I know there are quite a few here in Texxas.I've only had my (project)about a month.I
should have mine up &running in a few months.By the way I'm near Dallas.
Ray (j20m715)
SUBJECT>m725 ladder POSTER>mark EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all I saw a post a while back,someone wanting a ladder for a 725.I may be getting a
m725 this sat.This truck was rebuilt by a fire dept.I put a bid in on it and will know this
week if I am geting it.I wanted the tires and some other parts off of it,it has 1300o miles
on it and NO RUST at all.Anyone intersted in parts that I wont need let me know.Thanks
mark.Also have welder generator body off a m715.Looking for windshield wiper blades
and gas tank filler neck,and windshield to cowal weather strip.Thanks Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2926 NEXT>2946 LINKNAME>helitool.com
LINKURL>http://www.helitool.com
Sounds to me like your suggesting the rotor act as an adapter for the wheel lug pattern.If
that's what your suggesting you will have to find some way to beef up the center of the.rotor.I'm no structural
engineer,but I think the center of the rotor would have to be at
least an inch thick if not more.The stresses applied to an adapter would be different that
those applied to the factory hub,so the 1"I suggested may still be too weak for safe long
term use on such a heavy duty vehicle.I found a place that's working on disc brake
conversions for M715's.Check out the link below.
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Monday,23 July 2001,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2945 NEXT>2962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Oops,looks like the page for the M715's is under construction.Check out the W300 page
to get an idea what's involved with the M715 disc brake conversion.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn Signal Question POSTER>dougcook EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
July 2001,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2932 NEXT>2948 3022
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ibelieve the flasher is under the hood in the box that is right by the master cyclinder,it is
probably getting hot.Post what you find i haven't opened mine up yet but am interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn Signal Question POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanMY9qgUZQ5E PREVIOUS>2947 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
From what I was able to determine yesterday there is
a ceramic plug inside the power distribution box for turn signals.Called several places
and all said you have to replace the
power distribution box.
Howard
SUBJECT>Weatherseals on M725 POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
2954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where to get the front windshield frame to cowling weather seal for the
M725?Is it the same as on a m715!Also looking for new door seal material.It looks
pretty common and maybe a JC Whitney item,but dont have there catalog handy.
One more question is the floor pan in a M725 the same as a M715?I unbolted a really
nice one from a M725 and was intending to save it for a rainy day.
Thanks in advance,John
SUBJECT>Re:yellow bridge marker plates POSTER>jamie
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@equant.com DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
If that isn't a good price,then what is?At least on the east coast,you never see brand new.yellow bridge plates.You
can get the subdued plates all day long for cheap but not the old
yellow ones.Even the used ones that looked like crap were $40 at the recent Aberdee
MD show.In military vehicle magazine,someone was actually selling reproductions of
the yellow plates ($55 each)if I recall correctly.If I am totally out of line on the price,
will someone please let me know what a decent price is,or where one can buy yellow
plates?I have 8 and would like to sell them as I don't need them.
Thanks,
Jamie
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>ed drake EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2928
NEXT>2960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The brakes are not weak by any means,but as time passes it gets harder to find parts such
as replacement drums.Most of the people who use there trucks in mud will tell you the
damage it causes to the shoes and drums and it is near impossible and time consuming to
try to wash it out.The other point of using this as an adapter would allow us to have a
choice of different wheels that we currently do not have.In response to your comment of
this being something to "occupy yourself with",each of us tries to build and or modify
our trucks to satisfy our individual wants and needs.This does "occupy us all",The
subjects are just different for each owner of the M715/M725/M726 family.This site
allows us to ask questions and express/exchange ideas hopefully without aggravation!!!
Ed Drake
SUBJECT>National FE Update POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>2981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well folks,I am getting ready to finish up getting stuff for the National FE,since I will be
pulling out two weeks from tomorrow.I will be doing quite a bit of pre-cooking of meals
getting things ready so things will be simple.At this point in time I am planning on
cooking for approx.40 people.If you are planning on attending please let me know so
that I can purchase and prepare enough food,as I am going to try and not buy a whole lot
extra so there isn't as much left over.
I took the shirt orders to the screenprinter today so they are suppose to be done by next
Friday,and I will get those that need to be mailed out ASAP,and I will take the rest to the
FE.
Droptt has spent quite a bit of time getting the events coordinated and he also has spent
some time getting the trails cleaned up and ready for us to be there.
Things are really coming together for this event,so I hope that you take the opportunity to
join in.I am really hoping for a good turn out for this event since so much time has bee
put in on the planning.
If you have any questions or concerns,or would like to join in,please drop me a line at
bennetta@cozadtel.net
I will see some of you in two weeks.
Thanks in advance for your support..Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:m725 ladder POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2944
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want the ladder please I beg you let me know my phone is 845 758 2560 or
kaiserm725@yahoo.com thank you and please email me
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherseals on M725 POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting all new front to rear rubber I matched it all online even the window chanels
from jc whitney check them out ..hope this helps ..wally
SUBJECT>Hubs and wheels POSTER>Jeremy EMAIL>jeremy.vorheis@ttu.edu
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aah/4clqLsZA6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>2958 2969 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there any way that you can swap the front and rear hubs off a civilian Gladiator truck
that has the same Da60 front,Da70 rear axle configuration?And if so,do they have a
more favorable wheel bolt pattern for more common rims?TIA.
SUBJECT>m715 4-sale POSTER>Roger EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadTiJyeWiAGU PREVIOUS>NEXT>2957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am thinking about selling my m715 if you want to look at it email me and i'll send you
some pictures it is better than the one that just sold on ebay for 4500.00 i am looking for
around 4300.00
SUBJECT>Re:m715 4-sale POSTER>Morriss EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2956
NEXT>2964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Roger
Yes i would like to see pictures of your m715 you are going to sale.Maybe i little history
on the truck and your location?
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs and wheels POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2955
NEXT>2965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No civis came with 60/70 at most 44/60 .No easy way that I know of other than
swapping axles.
SUBJECT>differentials and wheels POSTER>Jim EMAIL>captscum@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Having looked at some of the speed on highway questions ,here are some ideas Changing
gearboxes will not stop transfer case heat problems ,it will make it worse ,as the new
gearbox will turn the output shaft faster .
With dana 60 front and 70 rear diffs there are plent in the junk yards just go get a matched
pair of 3.73 or 4.27 gears and this will slow down the transfercase speed and help keep it
cool and up your highway speed .
There are wheels out there that will fit the m715 pattern International [ I have 9.5 x 16.5 s
on mine also some motorhome wheels have dualies that fit normally they are 19.5 s many
of these wheels could be used to change drive ratios and help highway speed
If you change wheels and tires for highway KEEP YOUR OLD ONES then you can go up
or down as your trip dictates
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OIC
SUBJECT>Re:battery box cover POSTER>John EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2934
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got one right now if you want it.$10.00 +shipping
John
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes?POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2946
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forget about Helitool-they have been "working on"this for quite some time.Their idea is
pretty sound,but caliper clearance is a problem.I think that it would be easier to put rear
discs on stocker 715 axles than front.Either way (front vs.rear)you will be able to stop
better coming out of water and muck.
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>Mike EMAIL>Fabrektr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 July
2001,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have four custom rims made from boyce for sale for $600.paid
800.11x16.5 for an m715
SUBJECT>Re:m715 4-sale POSTER>Roger EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadTiJyeWiAGU PREVIOUS>2957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can email me at gonzohound@aol.com and i will be taking some pictures tomorrow.thanks and i'll talk to you later
Roger
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs and wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2958
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None of the civilian J series trucks came with a front axle larger than a Dana 44 but some
did come with a Dana 70 rear axle...it was only used in a dually setup in the 60's.I have
never found one to check out but according to my civvy manuals,they had 13 inch drums
like the M715 and no parking brake in the drum as they used a tranny/t-case mounted
brake like the M715.
I do not know about interchanging the hubs or the drums or what the bolt pattern is or
even the number of splines on the axles used in them....the military used the 23 spline
ones,I have been told,exclusively.
Anybody know where one of these is??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:air/vacuum/cable locking differentials for STOCK axles POSTER>S.
Ikard EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>2898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For those who might be interested,there is a short article on
the prototype Dana 44 OX locker in the July 2001 edition of
Peterson's 4Wheel &Off-Road.I imagine that it won't be too
long before they have a full review of this product.
S.Ikard
SUBJECT>Camp Jeep POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24 July 2001,at 9:06
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me and Hon are leaving to camp jeep in the morning.Taking the beast of coarse.FE was
just to far this time.Hope ya'll have fun.Wout
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 2:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2933
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill at Diamond is making the wheels.I got the info from your post.Much better outfit to
deal with than the %!at Stockton ripoff.I was not happy with the service from
them..Wheels were good service bad.Yes the tires are the block pattern.
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs and wheels POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tflokkar@marel.is
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2955
NEXT>2992 LINKNAME>real 4x4 users LINKURL>http://wwwf4x4.is
you cant swap whith out some macine work sory
SUBJECT>M715 PARTS ON EBAY POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2972 2973 2974 2988 2989 2990.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE SEEN MESSAGES IN THE PAST TELLING PEOPLE OF M715 PARTS ON
EBAY.WHERE EXACTLY ARE YOU FINDING THEM.THE ONLY PARTS I'VE
FOUND SO FARE UNDER JEEP PARTS.THE ONLY THING LISTED NOW IS A
M715 CARB KIT.IS THERE ANY OTHER HEADING TO LOOK UNDER TO FIND
THEM?
THANKS
SUBJECT>Cab Tub POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
I'm looking for a rust free M715 cab tub and an inside right front fender.Any ideas where
I can get these parts?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS ON EBAY POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>2970 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do a search for m715,there are about 20 things on there right now.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS ON EBAY POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
search for m715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS ON EBAY POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike look under military vehicles,m715,kaiser,jeep truck,all these have something
sometimes
SUBJECT>if you read "brokes"read this POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,boy that foot tastes bad,the chevy 76 3/4 ton shoes dont work on the front.the
jeep gladiator factory hd dually 8000 gvw REAR shoes do..sorry to confuse an already
confused issue heres the part #car quest FRI BS 273R they were $65.keep your old
shoes and have them relined that way you avoid the headache next time.jc
SUBJECT>E-Brake &Overdrive POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 July
2001,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2982 3000
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gentlemen,
I just replaced my entire M715 drive train with a Mopar line(i.e.440ci,4-speed,205 xfer
case)and am looking for the best and cheapest route to incorporate an E-brake system.I
am currently running the stock Dana 60/70 axles.Any ideas?
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Also,I'm looking for information on xfer case overdrive systems.Any first hand
knowledge would be helpful.
Thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>Are M715 and M725 Fenders exactly the same?POSTER>JC Jones
EMAIL>jcjones@wagoneer.net DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>2978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for M715 front fenders and wanted to know if the M725 fenders are an exact
replacement.
JC Jones :)
SUBJECT>Re:Are M715 and M725 Fenders exactly the same?POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes the front clip is all the same I own a 725 fenders fender wells and radiator suport and
hood .
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>texas715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
25 July 2001,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2938 NEXT>2983
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in San Antonio also restoring my 715 and there is another 715 in SA.He is a friend of
mine.His has a 350 in it.
SUBJECT>Attn.Roger POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,have you got your new wheels from Diamond yet?I haven't got mine yet and I am
starting to get pissed,I called them today and they said bill wasn't in so I will try him
tomorrow.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:National FE Update POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2952
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pam
nice to see everything is coming together.i wish i could attend,but maybe next year.
i would like to wish you and all members to have fun and be safe!!
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:E-Brake &Overdrive POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2976
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have thought about getting backing plates from a chevy dually and running cables back
there.they have the same size drum and i think it would be easy to hook up a cable to the
e-brake handle on the floor.
anyone ever looked into doing this????
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2979
NEXT>2996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i live a few miles south of san antonio also.
krob725
SUBJECT>TRANSFER CASES POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2985 3051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering about "married"cases verses "divorced"cases.is the divorced case
better/stronger?any advantage to keeping it or another like it,like a 205?i am thinking
more and more about going to the junk yard and getting a complete engine/trans/transfer
case setup out of a late model truck.i realize that i would have to modify the
driveshafts,but it seems like it would be easy to lower in a whole unit and weld it in place.
also i would like to know WHO HAS THE CUMMINS ENGINE in their truck?i would
like to talk to you.what trans did you use?what transfer?what gear ratio?what about the
radiator?the transfer linkages etc etc etc???????!!!!
thank you
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASES POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2984
NEXT>2991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The NP200,NP205,and NP202 t-cases are all available in a divorced setup and they are
all gear cases,making them quite strong.Most of the married units are chain drives which
is weaker and prone to stretch....plus many of them have aluminium cases.
There are NP205's that came married to GM trannies and maybe others.These would be
the first choice for a strong married t-case.
brute4c
SUBJECT>axles POSTER>Big Ron EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>2997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hello,
I'm new to this 4X4 biz and haven't even been able to find a M715 to buy up here in
Michigan yet.My question is about axle strength.Instead of switching out the origional
Dana 70 for a 14 bolt why not just have an aftermarket company make some.These are
VERY strong (my backgound is in drag racing)and you could have the hub drilled for a
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common bolt pattern (ie GM 6 or 8 lug).
SUBJECT>Re:Turn Signal Question POSTER>john EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2932
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You would be better off getting a modern mil spec electronic flasher,and a modern mil
spec turn signal switch.That is what I did,if you do get the pair I have a wiring diagram
so you can match up wires.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS ON EBAY POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 July 2001,at 11:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>2970 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope I'm not being redundant by adding another reply to the question,but here's a link I
built that searches Ebay for any occurences of M715,M725,M-715,and M-725.It
usually picks up most of the M715 related stuff.
Rollie
Ebay M715 search
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASES POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tflokkar@marel.is
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 12:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2985
NEXT>2999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
205 maried came in GM Ford and Dodge you can't use Ford whith out svaping frontdif
left rigth cut lose and switc it and weld it on
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs and wheels POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tflokkar@marel.is
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 12:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2969
NEXT>LINKNAME>4x4 LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
sorry new link
SUBJECT>1968 m715 for sale POSTER>ken EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 12:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi every body at the m 715 zone last chance to buy my 1968 m715,if you want a m715
this is the one to buy.last time i advertised the truck on here i wanted 3200.00 i am
willing to drop to 2800.00 i have about 4000.00 in it.the truck runs great and in very
good condition.it has the orig,230 tornado with about 40000 miles on it (needs speed o
cable).the only other thing it needs is all front bushings the old ones are dry rougted.if
you like m715's and want a good one here it is.i have pictures i can email.just email me.at
dumbabies@hotmail.com,and i will send them to you.thanks ken mills mercer pa.
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING A M715 :o!POSTER>ken EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2924
NEXT>2995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian got just what you need email me at dumbabies@hotmail.com and i will send you
some pictures thanks ken mills mercer pa
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING A M715 :o!POSTER>ken EMAIL>dumbabies@.hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 1:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2994
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bria i have just what you are looking for email me at dumbabies@hotmail.com and i will
send you pictures thanks ken mills mercer,pa.
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 3:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2983 NEXT>3002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whereabouts south of town are ya?tell me about ur truck.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2986
NEXT>3007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,The dana 70 in the 715 are 23 spline,most say this is where the weakness lies,but
with today's high grade alloy metals this dosen't sound like a bad idea.I am going to yank
the 230 and drop in a built 468 ford with 42''tires,stock t-98 trans.and stock axles,will see
how strong they really are soon.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Roger POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2980
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check your e mail.i sent you a message last night
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASES POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2991 NEXT>3003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An article last month ran in 4wheel and offroad about the 205 and it's output shaft
considering the fact that there are different spline counts on certain models.A spline
count of 32(which is the best)was always offered on Dodge's.Early Chevy's have a
spline count of 16 and later have a count of 30.so the more desireable is definitely the
Dodge.Also if you are going to lift you truck the angle of the front driveshaft can turn
into a problem so by keeping the x-case divorced you can use a longer driveshaft which
helps that problem.
SUBJECT>Overdrive POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,26 July 2001,at 5:29
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2976
NEXT>3001 3015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brent,
I just picked up a "Brownie"over and under.This has a:30%underdrive,direct,and 30%
overdrive.I just bought it for $100.These are pretty scarce,scour your wrecking yards.
There used to be several companies making overdrives.This has diminished,and now
your looking at about 2 grand (Jesus!)for a new one.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at
8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3000 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Krob and Kevin.Kevin---where/how does the "Brownie"mount?Do you have
any leads on another one?
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>Mel Miller EMAIL>nourmahal@att.net
DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2996
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy Caleb,
I live in Corpus Christi and have two M725's.One is running with brakes redone etc.The
other is awaiting restoration.I can be contacted at 361-937-3317.
Regards,
Mel Miller
TAMU '70'
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASES POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27 July
2001,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2999 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just dropped a whole "new"drive line in my M715.All Mopar--440 back to a 205.The
new location of the 205 is about 6 inches further back than the original 200.Naturally,all
drive shafts had to be modified.This included shortning the rear drive shaft and
implementing an elbow for the front that would clear the hole in the chasis cross member.
Quite the job but gear driven xfer cases are the way to go especially in these beasts.
Brent
SUBJECT>Water-proofing Compound POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3005 3014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a contact number to obtain some water-proofing coumpund for our
canvas tops?Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Water-proofing Compound POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3004 NEXT>3010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Tom,Something I have been meaning to do is call New
Life Resources in Vermont
and ask them what I should put on for sealant and preservative when my canvas needs it.I
just have not done it yet.I'm sorry I don't have their number handy,but thats what I would
do.They seem to be real nice people and I bet they would help.
Good luck and post what you find....
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:To Brute 4c trans.heat POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks alot for the useful imfo.sorry I did'nt get back to you sooner.I have been on
vacation.Thanks for setting up this great site.The imformation on retro.parts and
installations is great.Thanks again Ed Weber.
SUBJECT>Re:axles POSTER>kickinchicke
EMAIL>kickinchicken101proof@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ihave a chevy pickup with the rearends out of a m715 in it.It has a 383 in it and they
holding up to a set of 44 inch super swampers.
SUBJECT>lockouts for m715 POSTER>kickin chicke
EMAIL>kickinchicken101proof@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3009 3012 3013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know where i can find a set of lockouts for my m715?
SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for m715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3008
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can buy Milemarker/selectro hubs to fit a M-715 at any Autozone,I paid $195.00
thats a good price.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Water-proofing Compound POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A former Marine told me that Thompson's water seal works good on canvas but I cant say
as I have tried it..So proceed at your own risk...
SUBJECT>Re:good m715 bed in texas?POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee ,call me if you need a bed.I know of one in picayune MS.I will have to go look at it
to see it's condition.It is on a friends part truck.985-863-7187.SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for m715 POSTER>Tom @Snake
River
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EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3008 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I do keep them in stock if you cannot find them.In the normal scheme of things,I sell
them for $265.00.If you can find someone at AutoZone that has a clue what you are
talking about,you can get a good price.How Autozone does it when the factory
suggested retail price is $289.00,I guess is an example of how the Big Guys can twist
arms and get huge discounts.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:lockouts for m715 POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27 July
2001,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3008 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Autozone is the way to go for hubs.Got mine in 3 days for $195.00.They'll give you the
usual blank stare when you tell them it's for an M715,so just tell them the part number is
11035-01.They made an amazing difference in the effort it takes to steer my truck.Now
I'm just wrestling a calf instead of a bull.Guess I'm gonna have to start lifting weights
now.
SUBJECT>Re:Water-proofing Compound POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3004 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used "Preservo"in the past with very good results.Comes in a 1 gallon can and 2
coats,2 gallons last for a long time.
I cant find a place online that sells it though.There is one VW siter that lists it but they
say they arent taking orders for anything currently...they sell lots of stuff for VW
van/buses.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>Big Ron EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Friday,27 July 2001,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3000
NEXT>3060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is a "brownie"over/under drive?
Not what it does,but how would I find one?
Part #-Manufacturer -anything
Thanks
SUBJECT>LAV TIRES POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,28 July 2001,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I DO BELIEVE THAT I FOUND A SOURCE FOR LAV TIRES.FROM THE
MESSAGE THE GUY LEFT ON MY MACHINE,I KNOW THAT HE HAS 11.00-16.NATO MICHELINS,&9.00-16 NDT.I WILL FIND OUT ON MONDAY
HOW MANY
&HOW MUCH.I FIGURED THAT IF I GET THIS MESSAGE ON THE BOARD
NOW,MAYBE I COULD FIND OUT HOW MANY PEOPLE OUT THERE ARE
INTERESTED &MAYBE GET THEM AT A LOWER COST.LET ME KNOW.
SUBJECT>Power Distribution Box -Need Help POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 July 2001,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanMY9qgUZQ5E PREVIOUS>NEXT>3023
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In changing out my Power distribution I did the ultimate dumb thing.Drew where all the
wires go and missed one and of course did not discover until old box removed.The one I
missed is labeled B with a metal tag.
Set up into box is as follows:
Right side of box has following A/E,Blank,C,D,E,F.
Left side of box has following G,J,K,L,Grid/B.
Any assitance in where the wire with the metal tag labeled B goes would be of great
assistance.Thanks,Howard
SUBJECT>Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,28 July 2001,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3019 3025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,I understand you have ordered wheels from Diamond,are they 20''x?and how
much backspace did you go with?when do expect them?I should have mine the end of
next week.Roger sent me an e-mail with pics of his and they look great,very well
constructed and wicked rugged,just somthing to look foward to.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,28 July 2001,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got 20x7 with 4.5"backspace...You got the last set of 20"outers so he has to order some
more so I will be waiting about 4 weeks.The price is worth it and I am not in a hurry so
all is good with me.Make sure you post a message when you get yours.I am interested to
see how you like them.Later.....
SUBJECT>Canister Air Filter POSTER>johnleischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,28 July 2001,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
3021 3030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a part number for the late model canister air filter.It would be nice to
pick one up local instead of having to mail order one.I copied the Donaldson stock
number off the air filter housing and took it to the local John Deere Dealer who sell's "
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you guessed it"....Donaldson!!!NO!LUCK!
Dot 3 brake fluid worked wonders taking that extra two coats of paint off that air cleaner
info sticker.
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com.DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 7:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3020
NEXT>3026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The part number from Memphis Equipment is 1356531-2940.When I looked at element I
replaced it has the number 542548 stenciled on it.Hope this helps.
Do you still have the original 24 volt system?I replaced my power distribution box
yesterday.When I drew the diagram to replace the wires,I missed one.I have a wire with
metal tag labeled B.If you could look at your set up and let me know layout,would
greatly appreciate.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Turn Signal Question POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Switched boxes.Did not have a chance to take the old one apart.Missed one wire when I
made the diagram and am trying to determine where a wire labeled with metal tag B goes
on box.
Order I have everything in now is:
Right:A/E,blank,C,D,E,F
Left:G,J,K,L,GRID/B
If you would like,I can send you my old one,so you can take it apaart,vice the one you
have.Let me know.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Power Distribution Box -Need Help POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3017
NEXT>3024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howard,
The wire labeled B on the distribution box is connected to the same terminal that the
ground wire is .The top and bottom screws on both terminal strips are unused,the ground
is the top "used"screw on the right [if facing the box ]or drivers side.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Distribution Box -Need Help POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3023 NEXT>3032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Will set up as follows:
Right Side:A/E,Blank,C,D,E,F.
Left Side:G,J,K,L,B(Metal Tag,Grid/B(rubber label).
Please advise
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3018 NEXT>3029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sarge,You have orderded the same identical wheels I have,I
will be mounting narrow
9.00x20 Firestone superall traction,tread width only 8''I thought you said in an early post
that you were mounting Michelin XL 12.50x 20,it seems to me that these 7''rims may not
be wide enough for the the big Michelins,It seems to me that the big 12.50's may warrent
a rim 9''or so,I am not trying to be a know it all,I just don't want to see you make a
mistake.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3021 NEXT>3027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You for the info.Wish I knew what company made that air filter so I could track
down that P/N.But you've given me the best lead yet.I do have a 24 volt system,
however I'm the one that sugjested that you get ahold on a modern mil/spec switch and
electronic flasher.If I remember right when I was busy tracking wire and retagging my
signal system for the modern stuff,wire "B"should go to term "B"on your distribution
box.DO NOT take my word on that!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3026
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Before reading your note on the turn signal,I had already ordered a replacement.
REplacement went in fine,but when the vehicle had run for a while the turn signal would
quite working.Based on this,I went with replacing the distribution box.I am into
woodworking and have always been taught measure twice and cut once.In drawing where
the wires went to the distribution box I failed in this basic principal.Am looking for
someone that that can tell me how their wires are hooked into the left and right side of the
distribution box on their vehicle.Thanks,Howard
SUBJECT>Re:1968 m715 for sale POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2993
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tried to e-mail you a few times it keeps comming back no user found...
can you e-mail some pix asap and give me some back ground on this truck!!?
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thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3025 NEXT>3031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No I have mounted plenty of 12.50 tires on 7"without
problems...But yeah Bill gave me
the run down on what you ordered and it sounded great to me.I even went with the dual
bolt pattern because I figure if I break it I know where there are a good supply of Duece
parts so thats my plan..Oh yeah the michelins are called 12.50 but they are still pretty
skinny looking compared to most that I have dealt with..I have them mounted on 2 1/2
ton wheels with tubes right now but they are tubeless radials so I will be running them
without tubes with my new wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29 July
2001,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3020 NEXT>3095 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you looking for the tubular air filter that mounts on the hood?If so the call AB Linn.
I bought mine there.If not,the other one is a common NAPA number which I don't have
right now.I know Brute4C has the correct number.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3029 NEXT>3038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,where are all duce parts located?I know what town in Maine you are located in,is
it near you?are the prices on duce axles good,Thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Power Distribution Box -Need Help POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3024
NEXT>3039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wire "B"connects to terminal "M"which also has a wire that goes to ground where the
distribution box bolts to the fire wall.call me at 641-792-9465 if you still need help.
SUBJECT>lead additive POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
3034 3035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the 230 have hardened seats?Should I be running a lead additive?
SUBJECT>Re:lead additive POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3033
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a lead additive and fuel stabilizer help tremendously.at least on my truck
SUBJECT>Re:lead additive POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 9:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know,the military required these engines to have hardened valve seats.When I
had mine rebuilt,I asked the builder to install these seats.He said the engine already had
them,and showed me (he had not yet intalled the head,and they were there).My '67.engine was overhauled in 1975.They
might have installed them then,but other people
have told me they were standard.Hope this helps.
AG
SUBJECT>drum brake adjustment POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've just replaced the brake cylinders and bled the system.can someone tell me how to
adjust the brakes?
SUBJECT>Re:drum brake adjustment POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 July 2001,at 11:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
never mind.found my answer in the "online manuels"link.duh
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 2:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3031 NEXT>3071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is about 25 miles from me and the prices are fairly good if you know the guy,which I
do.It is the same place we bought the 3 M715s from.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Distribution Box -Need Help POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 3:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3032 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many thanks.Will update you Friday or Saturday.Howard
SUBJECT>E-brake POSTER>Jeremy EMAIL>jeremy.vorheis@ttu.edu DATE>Monday,
30 July 2001,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aah/4clqLsZA6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where you can get a new or rebuilt e-brake shoe for my Kaiser,mine
is shot.TIA.
SUBJECT>Re:E-brake POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3040
NEXT>3096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get the ebrake lining from Memphis Equipment.See there web site at the link
below.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>wanted m715 (in Mi.running or not)POSTER>D.J.
EMAIL>kalabula@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa3lKIkttd4ZE PREVIOUS>NEXT>3047
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey anyone got an m715 in or near the southest area of Michigan.let me know.SUBJECT>National FE August 9th-12th
POSTER>NE715
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>3050
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well folks the time is drawing near,the National FE is just a little over a week away,and
things are getting geared up to go.I will be pulling out of NE on the 8th so that I will be
there to meet and greet everyone on the 9th.I really hope to see a lot of you there,
remember your truck is not required to attend,if you want to come and meet new people
and shoot the breeze,swap stories,you are more than welcome to come.
See you in about a week.
Pam
SUBJECT>looking for anything POSTER>Jacob EMAIL>purjake@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKL95D9/cm4c PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for any truck,or jeeps ready for restoration that are $1000 or less
please contact me at purjake@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>kevin
EMAIL>kswa@metro1.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>3048 3074
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone hauls heavy loads at or near the 3k rating
on the highway at reasonable speeds (40-50mph).Any issues with the
brakes,clutch or anything else?This is assuming everything is good
shape.
thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>brute4c,others,Carb help!POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3049 3342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Set up is 1967 M-715,stock 24v,230,carb is rebuilt (kit from Memphis Equipment).
Problem,runs fine cold,loads up,floods,won ’t idle when hot,runs ok (no smoke)at high
rpms...Choke is ok.Carb is adjusted per manual (further adjusting hasn ’t helped).
Question could a bad fuel pump be creating to much pressure and overloading the carb?If
yes how do I check the pressure.Any other ideas advice?.............Mike
SUBJECT>Re:wanted m715 (in Mi.running or not)POSTER>Reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 1 that I just brought down from Mi...I live just south of Indy.I am interested in
selling it..It has a canvas top,but no tailgate.it runs,but not that well...it is still 24 volt,.all military...I
was going to start the price at $2500 and see what happens.
If interested,e-mail me...Thanks,
David
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3045 NEXT>3052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
funny story about that,
I was hauling a full cord of green eucalyptus wood from a felling site over to my moms.
This wood,when green,is HEAVY.I would imagine it was a well over a ton.Freeway
was no problem.Rode real smooth at 50-55 (although I wasn't making many friends at
that speed,freeway traffic in So-Cal averages 70-80 mph).Hell with 'em.Anyway,had to
floor it to maintain 55 over some smaller grades.I am running a rebuilt 230 with 2-barrel
carb,12V ignition,all else stock.Once off the freeway,I had to descend about a mile
down a 6-7%grade.I had some serious brake fade.I almost soiled myself.The right front
brake faded first,which resulted in a hard pull to the left.This absolutely terrified
oncoming traffic.The left then started to fade,which evened the ride out,but more tha
doubled my stopping distance.Oh yeah,I was in third,too.Finally managed to stop the
S.S.Kaiser.Mom had to crow-bar the seat outta my ass.I had installed new wheel
cylinders,as well as a new master cylinder.But I did not replace the shoes.I have since
replaced the shoes,and converted to a new,dual reservoir master cylinder.Braking has
improved dramatically,though I still haven't garnered the courage to drive that same hill
(empty,no less).I'm sure it would be okay now.Maybe I'll tackle it this wood gathering
season.Hope this helps,
AG
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c,others,Carb help!POSTER>DougCook EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Did you set the float according to the directions as this is very crucial to the
perfomace of the carb?If so you probably have something in the needle and seat which is
holding the float partially open which will cause flooding.at high rpm you are burning
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enough fuel to keep the bowl from overflowing.When you install a new or rebuilt carb it
is a good idea to crank the engine with the ignition in the off position and the fuel line
unhooked and routed to a safe container to clear any debris from the line that may have
been knocked loose during the process.Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:National FE August 9th-12th POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3043 NEXT>3056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be leaving northern Wisconsin for Kansas on Tuesday the 7th and arriving at Tuttle
Creek,site of the National Field Exercise,by noon on the 8th with 13 trophies and
plaques for attendees.
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!!!!!!!!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASES POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2984 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of installing a Advanced Adapters Atlas II t-case,behind a 700R4 and
350 engine.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 9:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3048 NEXT>3054 3055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold..............Can you give me more info about the 2-barrel carb and the manifold you
used.Where can I get the same set up?......Mike
SUBJECT>12 volt headlights POSTER>DougCook EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 July
2001,at 10:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3058 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone tried to wire one 12 volt headlight to one battery and one to the other?I've
heard of this being done on land rovers.Equal draw is suppose to counter charging
problems.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 11:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3052 NEXT>3062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi mike,
Intake was off of a civilian truck with a 230.These are early 60s'kaiser/jeep trucks.As
luck would have it,I couldn't find one in a junk yard,and all the ones in backyards were
still running/not for parts.I found mine online at some jeep recycler in arizona (I can't
remember the name anymore).Just type in "jeep parts"and go from there.I also called
some places in the back of 4wd mags.One place had a NEW one for $150.The one in
arizona sent me the manifold and carburetor (holley)for $100.not too bad,I guess.Since
then,I run across them every now and again at the wrecking yards.They are not too hard
to find,with a little bit of work.I have also seen them posted on this website as well.If
you post a want here,someone might have one.Carburetor is a holley 2-barrel.I don't
know part number,as the tag fell off in the parts cleaner tank.The distributor from the
civvie also works,and is a highly recommended modification.Better mileage,no more
backfiring,a little more power.All the modification stuff used to be listed on the old site,
but I can't find it now,maybe another member could.Just these couple of mods made a
world of difference.My truck went from being a slug to,well,a faster slug.I'm sorry I
don't remember specifics,as it has been a while since I performed these mods,but the
other members are a wealth of info.If you have anymore questions,I'll try to be of some
help.Good Luck!
AG
SUBJECT>found info POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com.DATE>Monday,30 July 2001,at 11:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3052
NEXT>3057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,look under M715/M725 FAQ,and all the mods are found in here.
SUBJECT>Re:National FE August 9th-12th POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>3050 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if I will be there by noon or not on the 8th.I am going to try and pull out of
here around 4 or 5 in the morning so we don't have to drive when it is so dang hot.It is
about 7 hours by deuce so that should put me in there right around noon,if you have any
problems finding the place remember it is Randolph State Park SOUTH so you will be on
the south side of hiway 16,and on the east side of the lake.If you have any questions
about location drop me a line before you leave.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:found info POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3055
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Arnold !!!
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt headlights POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>mikea@mich.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3053
NEXT>3059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure how "good"of a practice this is,but...
When I got my 725,the headlight wires had been cut,and standard 12V headlights were
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stuffed in the holes,just to fill them.What I did,crude as it is,is wire the two 12v ones i
series.I don't have brights,but it actually works ok.All I had to do was find a couple of
blade connectors,ground one headlight to the chassis,attach 24V to the low beam
connector on other and run a wire between them -from ground on the one with 24V to
Low beam on the one that was grounded.
Crude,but effective!
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt headlights POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3058 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've seen headlights wired the same way as Mike has described for putting 12Volt lights
on a 24V system.Works just fine.However since both high and low share the same
gound terminal,it's hard to connect them in a way that allows access to both low and high
beam.Another thing to remember is from a safey point of view,when you lose one light,
it will probably shutdown the other light at the same time.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3015
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
The overdrive mounts between the tranny and transfer case.Our trucks are perfect for
these due to the divorced design of the tranfer case.As far as finding one,just ask around.
There were several manufacturers of these in years gone by.
SUBJECT>brake lights POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 July 2001,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
3063 3070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,well im done with the brake over haul but now when i hit the brakes the lights
come on and stay on.they worked before i started.any body had this problem?seems like
since the switch is pressure activated there should be some way for the pressure to release
when you take your foot off any ideas would be greatly appreciated.by the way wout if
you read this i ran into a guy on the way to tellico who'd seen your rig at camp jeep and
was very impressed hope you had fun up there and if youre ever in wnc come see us.jc
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>kevi
EMAIL>kswa@metro1.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3054 NEXT>3087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ag,
Thanks for the information,the carb upgrade sounds like a good idea.
I'm sure other people have used these rigs for hauling heavy loads.
I'm interested in your experiences.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights POSTER>David EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 August
2001,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3061 NEXT>3067
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try pulling the brake light switch and cleaning it of debris.Might as well check it
electronicly while your at it!
SUBJECT>Rear Lights POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3065 3066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,
Im looking need to replace all the rear taillights including teh blackout ones.Does anyone
have any they want to sell or know wher i could buy some?Im located in San Antonio
TExas.Thanks
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Lights POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought mine at Memphis Equipment in Tenn...these were brand new,not rebuilt
ones...typical army green.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Lights POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ab linns got some on ebay theyre new but kinda pricey ($65 yesterday)good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3063 NEXT>3094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its a new unit that worked before the shoe/wheel cyl replacement the debris ideas good
though ill pull it apart and see,thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>JOE CHRISTIAN
EMAIL>JOEANDLIZCHRISTIAN@JUNO.COM DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,
at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>2938 NEXT>3080 3135 3184
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE RECENTLY BOUGHT THE CLEANEST 67 M725 THAT YA-EVER-DID-
SEE.I GOT IT FROM THE MIAMI COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
AUTHORITY IN UPSTATE INDIANA (BOUGHT IT ON E-BAY),BUT I LIVE IN
CARROLLTON TX.IT IS CLEAN,YOUNG (7800 MILES)AND IN GREAT SHAPE
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(EXCEPT FOR ONE SMALL BULLET HOLE),IT IS A DRIVER,LICENSED &
INSPECTED.EVERYTHING WORKS,SPOT LIGHT,SERGICAL LIGHT,ALL
EXTERIOR LIGHTS,HEATER ETC...IT IS CURRENTLY PAINTED
INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY YELLOW -(REAL NOTICEABLE!)I AM
REBUILDING BREAKS AT THE MOMENT...I CAN BE REACHED AT 972-492-
6460...STILL HAVN'T DECICED WHAT TO DO WITH IT YET???I JUST
THOUGHT IT WAS TOO COOL TO PASS UP.
SUBJECT>going price for a rear ladder is $500.00 POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you to everyone on the zone for helping me with my questions and help with
finding parts ..going price for a rear ladder is $500.00 dollars cash plus had to take off
and drive 7 1/2 hours total trip .thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 August
2001,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3061 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had a great time at Camp Jeep,I had the biggest jeep there.I saw a 715 there and the.man wanted 25,000 for it.I
couldn't believe it!I will post more later about it.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Sarge-Diamond racing wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,I talked to Bill at Diamond today and his guy's mixed up my wheels with your
wheels,they made mine with 715 and duce lug pattern,I ordered mine with just the 715
pattern,so you might end up with those.I have to talk to Bill tomorrow and figure this deal
out,I will let you know or you can call Bill.PerkM715
SUBJECT>gas heater POSTER>Bracken EMAIL>l1o9s7t6@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does a gas heater burn diesel?Does anyone have one?If so,how does it work for you?
SUBJECT>Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Wednesday,1 August 2001,at 10:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>NEXT>3075 3077
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should I totally rebuild stock axles (install detroits &lookouts)bearings,seals and brakes
?Or replace with newer axles with disc brakes ?Give me your 2 cents !Pro's or con's
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3045 NEXT>3086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These trucks pull fine (as long as you keep it to the floor)and ride great with a heavy
load,but I agree that the brakes can be a little scary on the highway.The heaviest load I
have pulled has been about 25 bags of Quickrete in the bed +1yd of sand in a M101
3/4ton trailer for a total load of about 5500lbs.My truck is bone stock with 38"tires (a
minus when talking accel/decel).I live in relatively flat terrain and the only scary moment
was when I was tooling along at about 50mph approaching a traffic light when it turned
red.I really had to stand on 'em hard but I did manage to stop.The linings definitely
heated up cause I could smell 'em cooking.Of course,nobody at the intersection was
moving until they saw whether or not the monstrosity was going to stop.As far as off-
road ability with a load,it would be hard to beat.We were building bridges and hauling
8"dia x 12'long treated timbers down some fairly rough trails.My buddies big Dodge
1ton diesel could handle about 15 timbers but was squatting pretty bad.We put 20 in the
M715 and the only reason we stopped was because there was no headache rack to keep
'em from sliding up and hitting us in the back of the head!With all that load it merely
leveled out the suspension.Ya gotta love 'em.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3073
NEXT>3076 3083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've been pondering the same thing.What I think I'm going to do is run stock
axles,but
four wheel discs.The rear converts pretty easy to GM discs,and there is a kit (anxiously
awaited)being made by helitool.I think this will yeild the lowest cost alternative,while
still find parts that are easy to find(hence,cheap).Also,it'll give the stoping power
needed (without pulling the drums after every mud run).Down sides:retension of stock
front closed knuckles,and low spline count in the rear.I have heard of conversions,as
apparently,the housing are the same,so you can upgrade to a 35 Spline axle.Haven't
found a kit,yet.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3075 NEXT>3081 3082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just because the housings seem the same does not mean that they are.To fit a 35 spline
axle for a dana 60 in one that has a 30 spline it has to be drilled out quite a bit.And it
wouldnt surprise me if if the Dana70 which does share some characteristics with the D60
would be have the same problem of Axle tube diameter.Also the only truly sane swap to
me is either a Rockwell 2 1/2 or a GM 14 bolt.The rockwell wont break but is expensive
and only has 6.72 gears.but the 14 bolt has cheap detroit lockers for around 300$
compared to the regular dana 70 at 525$.However the front end would need a gear
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change cause the 14 bolt doesnt go down to 5.87 just 5.13.
If it aint broke,don't fix it
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3073 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pondered the same question also.
By the time you buy a new Locker,front hubs,and a different set of gears and install
them in the original housings,you will have way more money invested then the cost of a
newer axle that already has all the features you want,let alone disc brakes.
Having said that,I decided to keep the original housings in my truck and upgrade them
anyway.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:good m715 bed in texas?POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO6HDjYPQtak PREVIOUS>2940 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 726 utility bed north of dallas for sale.needs paint but no rust.john foster
johndfoster@yahoo.com 940-365-2919
SUBJECT>power brakes POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaO6HDjYPQtak PREVIOUS>NEXT>3085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me what parts to use for power brakes and a dual line master cyl.i will be
using the original drum brakes.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 August 2001,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3068 NEXT>3147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds badass,Where is Carrollton exactly?
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3076 NEXT>3092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I have read the Ford-Sterling 10-1/4 is as rugged as the D70 or the GM 14 bolt
because of it's huge bearings,even though it's ring gear is 1/4''smaller than the 70 or the
14 bolt,the newer Fords are equiped with a 10-1/2 thats even stronger than the 10-1/4 rear
end.Rippey gave some incorrect info on the cost of the Dana 70 Detroit locker/No-Spin
unit,with some research I found that Randy's ring and pinion had the best price on the
D70 No-spin $294.00 as of last winter,I bought one and installed and it,works great.I am
going to keep my D70,will see how strong it is with the 468 Ford that I will have
cranking on it soon.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2 1/2 ton Rockwell Axles:)biggest draw back or bouns is the 6.72 gears,depending on
what you want to do with the truck.
Pricing isn't bad either,only problem again is moving them around,
they weigh a ton...
-Pair of 2.5tons ~600-1000
-pair detroit lockers ~800
-lockout hubs ~450
so for 1850-2250,definatly under 2500,
you can have an awsome pair of axles and then
run some 20"rims and 40-48"tires:)
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>tbonadeo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
3 August 2001,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3075 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 35 spline conversion requires that you bore out your spindle.Pro Fab Motorsports
out of Billings,Montana offers a tool for doing this.It runs about $300,plus the cost of
the 1.5"machining bit about $90.Then gears,axleshafts,and that good stuff.
Pro Fab Motorsports (406)256-6348.Off Road Unlimited has done at least one of these conversions,they may have some
insight on going about the switch.
Off Road Unlimited (ORU)(818)563-1208
Good luck
Tony
SUBJECT>FE shirts are done POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will mail out the ones that need to be mailed first thing tomorrow morning.
Thanks for your support for those of you who ordered shirts,but will not be able to
attend.
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3079
NEXT>3089 LINKNAME>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
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What I have been told and am getting ready to do is put power brakes on mine using the
best info I can find...heres what I know....
Booster is a tamden Jeep unit,J-20,early 80's
Need a spacer,like Jeep used factory,between the booster and firewall.
Need the brake rod,from pedal to booster,from same vehicle application as booster a
the rod from the booster to the master,same
application.
I plan to use the dual line master cylinder that our brake guru,Mozarkid,figured out,see
yahoo club posting board,message number 2393
Adjustable proportioning valve to the rear brakes is a plus.
I also plan to use a 4 wheel drum brake system proportioning valve between the master
and the front brakes/rear brake valve as Willie,another brake guru,uses one so as to
insure that if you break a line at one end of the truck,it moves the piston in this valve so
that you still have brakes at the other,weaker and mushier,but it doesn't all disapear,
which is a good reason to go to a dual line master,though the dual line master does not
allow for this safety margin by itself,must use this main prop valve,then adjustable i
rear line if desired.
Brake shoes can be relined with metallic,wheel cylinders can be replaced with new ones,
due to problems with vented master in stock trucks,the wheel cylinders get nasty,also
Stainless replacements are availble from late model Ford with slight modifcation to the
bolt holes,elongating.
On the installation front,there are 2 bolts holding the stock master on....and when you
have it off,you'll see there are 2 more holding the steel section of the firewall the master
bolts to on.Take off that panel and you will have 4 bolt holes,2 of whick need elongation
to mount the booster and spacer,not sure which havent done it yet,but should be easy to
tell.
Also need to remove the brake pedal assy.and pull the pin holding the rod to the master
in.Replace with the new rod and a 3/8ths bolt and nut to hold secure..I would guess you can figure out the
lines.....especailly with the info in Mozarkids post on
the Yahoo site.If your new to "The Zone",the Yahoo site is at the link at the bottom of
this post.
Hope this answers most of your questions....
By the way,I plan to use Dot 5 silicone fluid and a brake lock as well on mine......
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>John Weide
EMAIL>jweide1@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3074 NEXT>3127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M 715 out performs a J4000 as far as load carrying ability is concerned.Most people
dont know what a J4000 is ,let alone an M715.I used my J4OOO to carry everything from
cut up scrap iron to bales of christmas greens to 12,000 lb farm tractors.Weights hauled
or towed were always well over the legal GVWR,usually by tons.That truck had 12"x2"
drum brakes.As a small building contractor the costs of licensing and insureing anything
with dual wheels here in Michigan is prohibitive in light of the fact that I do not always
have to carry an exceedingly heavy load everyday.My J4000 performed very well and my
M715 that I bought as a replacement for this truck is A better truck and can do more for
me in the way of a payload than the J4000 did.The main thing to remember is to expect
brake fade and anticipate stops.Think ahead.About a half mile ahead.do not be concerned
with the impatient motorist behind you,the ones in your path deserve the attention.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Friday,3 August 2001,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3062 NEXT>3113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I regularly carry 2000+(Alaskan camper,gear,food,etc)while towing a 5000-6000 lb
trailer (flatbed,CJ,parts,fuel,etc).My engine/trans aren't stock and I have regeared the
axles,but the brakes,suspension ,etc are all stock.While the braking isn't what I would
call spectacular but I don't think it is terrible either.The trailer has brakes,and so long as
I keep the truck's brakes adjusted it stops fairly well.I carry the camper all the time
(empty +/-1500lbs)and have no real trouble stopping,it even panic stops fairly well.I do
want to put more modern brakes on it for safety/parts availability sake but I feel the whole
package works reasonably well as is.
With all the load mentioned above (tongue weight is 600-650)there is no visible
difference in ride height.These stock springs are great.With the camper in the back it
even rides really nice.
I don't know how well the stock engine would get all this moving compared to my
Cummins,but the rest of the truck is capable.
SUBJECT>M725 for Sale POSTER>Chris Strickland EMAIL>montero@btconline.net
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>3090 3100 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a M725 for sale in southeastern Georgia.The roof has been cut off as well as the
rear section.It's basically an open-air pickup now.It drives very well.I have installed a.brand new carbureter.If
anyone is interested,call me at 912-270-0022 or e-mail me for
photos.$800.00 obo.
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3085
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is another option that i am in the process of doing right now.i'm running the deuce
and half axles and am going to mount a frame mounted booster to run the brakes.i'm not
sure if they have any more power than a normal booster...i do know that there are many
different sizes and styles to choose from and could probably find the right size booster to
use witht the stock brakes.i have also found a master cylinder that bolts in place and has
a little more capaticy than the cj-5.keep in mind if your still using an all drum set up the
wheel cylinders don't need near as much fluid movement when compared to discs.the
master cylinder i found is a 10-1511,that is an A1 cardone #.that's just i'm running,not
saying it's better just another option.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for Sale POSTER>reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3088
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send photo's...thank you.
SUBJECT>Fuel Injection POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone thought about installing a GM TBI on the Tornado?Didn't some of the 3.8L V-
6's come with a TBI driven by a '747 ECM?If so it should be an easy swap,cheap too.
The hardest part would be modifying the GM distributor to fit the 230.Anyone done this
mod?What did you use as a donor vehicle?
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Opinion Anyone ???POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The info I gave on the cost of the Detroit for a dana 70 was for a 35 spline D70.Not the
M715 D70 with 23 splines.Also the Ford sterling also comes with 35 spline axles
compared to the 14 bolts 30.
JD
SUBJECT>Just wondering what grade of fuel is best for stock truck?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaOomSKrYLZFk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3103
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If cost is no concern would running high grade(93)fuel be any better for my stock 230
than low grade(87)?Trying to make this engine last.:).Karl
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights POSTER>johnleischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 10:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3067
NEXT>3122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same problem when I did mine.You need to adjust the brake pedal so it has
some slop in it.That way the brake pedel push rod does not keep presure on the system.
Good luck ,the person(s)who owned the truck before me cut the push rod and the
welded it back together.It seems that every rebuild kit come with a different depth in the
hole in the piston,that the push rod sits in.
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 10:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3030 NEXT>3156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do have the canister type of filter the mounts to the hood.I am trying to find info on the
filter that will allow me to buy locally,be it a truck parts store or farm implement store,
or even the local auto parts store.
SUBJECT>Re:E-brake POSTER>johnleischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,4 August 2001,at 11:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3041
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you could take the shoes to a brake shop that re-lines shoes they should be able to do it,
most likely that's what memphis does!!or at least they purchase re-lined shoes from
another company.I had this done with a set of my main shoes for about $14.00 per shoe
($56.00)
(one axle)
SUBJECT>Camo on M715 ´ s POSTER>Alexander
EMAIL>specialboatunits@compuserve.de DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 3:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDa3AfBteI5U PREVIOUS>NEXT>3111 3119
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know,if M715`s were ever been painted in 383carc for official use in the
army??Please send me a short mail!
SUBJECT>Frames POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the M725 uses the same frame as a M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Frames POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3098
NEXT>3101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes I have a 715 frame under my 725 my origanal frame was torched and welded by the
butcher the baker and the candle stick maker.wally.SUBJECT>Re:M725 for Sale POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3088
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NEXT>3124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris............Off the subject,but what carb did you use????I'm having problems with a
rebuilt Holley,looking for options..........Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Frames POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3099
NEXT>3102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Wally,
I thought they were the same.
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Frames POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3101
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you need one barry has two more that are perfect make sure you check the frame with
mesurements there is info on this site on how to do this I have seen bent or twisted on
reparable and when you change over look at every factory weld for cracks and proper
beads ..I had some time with my old frame I finally gave up and bought one from barry
that needed only bumppers ..hope this helps wally
SUBJECT>Re:Just wondering what grade of fuel is best for stock truck?
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 4:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3093 NEXT>3114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to the very low compression of the stock 230 engine,7.5:1,using higher octane
won't really help.Remember,the higher the octane,the longer it burns....and with the
compression so low,it will not fully use the fuel before the exhaust opens...thus it may
still be burning out the exhaust port and not acting on the piston where you want it to.
The factory set these up to run on min 82 octane...the higher you go,the more you spend
but the power doesn't increase because of the compression.
If you are looking for higher quality fuel,use a fuel stablizer and of course a good brand
of gas and keep the filter and lines clean.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Injection POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3091
NEXT>3106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering if you looked closely at the intake side of the 230...there are only 2 ports
from the manifold to the head and a "hallway"in the head all the cylinders are breathing
off of.
If I was going to do something big to the 230,I would carve the side of the head out and
put on a 6 runner intake with a turbo or injection or both.
Just my thoughts......brute4c
SUBJECT>transfer case cooler POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3107 3108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is my idea so far,any input before I get started would be appreciated.My 95
Chrysler LHS has a very small power steering pump with a remote resivoir
canister,should be able to get one of these fairly cheap of any LHS or Intrepid at the
salvage yard.It would be mounted with the inlet piped from the case drain plug to the
pump,to the cooler and back to the fill plug.I plan on leaving two tee fittings one for
filling and one for a temp sensor.The pump will be driven by mounting a pulley on the
transfer case brake.I can't decide if I should use a regular trans cooler or build a water to
oil heat exchanger to utilize engine coolant to cool the transfer case.I'm leaning towards
the water to oil exchanger to avoid problems with dirt mud and debris clogging the fins
on the cooler witch would have to be mounted low to catch enough air to do any good.
Everything should be mounted at or below the fluid level to keep from flooding the
case.Also feel that I should under drive the pump as severly as I can to slow the fluid flow
to keep from aerating it into a foam,may have to install a orafice to restrict flow to a
acceptable rate.Again any thoughts before I go to all this work would be helpful.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Injection POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3104
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't waste my time doing anything big to a tornado.No matter what you do it still
won't be a powerhouse.The great thing about a TBI setup is simplicity and reliability.No
more stalling on steep inclines.It should be easy to adapt a throttle body to fit a 2-barrel
manifold,maybe even a one barrel.Just a thought,still might be more trouble than it's
worth.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>3105 NEXT>3109
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Something I would question is would a power steering pump be heavy duty enough to
pump 80-90 weight oil?Would some kind of hydrolic pump work better,something that
is made to handle the viscosity of 80-90 oil?
Just a thought
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3105
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NEXT>3110 3112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the reason for a cooler is to get the temp DOWN to a reasonable level.The fluid in my t-
case gets to 240 degrees,using high quality synthetic lube,and at that point the temp
starts climbing rapidly.It took about an hour at 60 MPH to get to 240,1/4 of a mile later.it was at 280 and
counting.I therefore believe that at 240 degrees,the fluid lost the ability
to carry away the heat due to lack of cooling to the reservior area of the case,therefore
temps skyrocketed.I think if the MAX with premium fluid is 240,then a water/oil type
cooler doesn't leave enough margin.Although the air type may become plugged when off
road,a time when your probably not doing a lot of high speed driving,it will be like the
stock setup with no cooler but with a higher capacity system.Once off the trail and going
on road for high speed,cleaning would be needed...but thats true of other things too,like
headlights,turn signals,and brake drums.
I also doubt the long term effectiveness of a power steering pump in this application.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3107
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really believe the pump would work fine.Your not pumping grease-just heavy oil.A
small by-pass could be installed for the wintertime to allow a small amount of flow
around the pump to prevent cavatation which is what kills a lot of pumps{no flow =no oil
to lube and cool the pump}.By the time the oil heats up this will no longer be a
concern.If you know of a hydraulic pump that is inexpensive{below $50}and would
work better for this application please tell me.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Sunday,5 August 2001,at 10:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3108
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Coolant temp at the outlet of the radiator has to be less than 195 in order to keep engine
temp less than 195.Depending on the capacity of the exchanger you should be able to
keep within 10 to 20 degrees of the radiator outlet temp{I will check mine tommarrow}.
My other resons for the water to water is not having to have air flow -if you mount it
where air can hit it so can rocks and brush,possibly puncturing the cooler.
SUBJECT>Re:Camo on M715 ´ s POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com
DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3097
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Alexander,No,M715s were not painted with 383 CARC.This protective paint system
did not enter the Army system until the late 1980s.We did,however paint these vehicles
in 4-color camo pattern in the 1970s.See Dept.of the Army TB 43-0209 for the
appropriate pattern.I have my 1968 M715 painted in 4 -color Winter US Verdant which
normally is Forest Green,Field Drab,Sand and Black.Hope this helps,Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3108 NEXT>3118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 50,000 dollar question is why does this transfer case heat up.Is it because of the
strait cut gears?Do other transfers have this problem?Is this problem curable by doing
some internal machining?anybody have any answers or theorys?.SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock
rig)POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>wa6jxq@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3087 NEXT>3126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ran stock for 350,000 miles with loads up to 16,000GVW (trailer incl).
Take your time and plan ahead.Rig is now running full time chevy with a
305/350/np203.Axles and suspension are stock at 924,000 miles.
The normal daily load involves an M107A buffalo (12,000GVW)or a flat-bed made by
stripping a "troop-laundry"(9,000-16,000GVW).Drives like a semi,stock brakes.
Won't out-run anybody but it still out-lasts 'em.
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help!!!!ntxt POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3103
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Any ideas when the last M715/725/726 left active military service?
POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 3:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aautmFozzb7bM PREVIOUS>NEXT>3116
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has a 1977 rebuild tag on the engine so I know it was stil running around then.I
figure the M880(Dodge)trucks started to replace the m715's around the late 70's but
maybe they were running together for a while,kind of like when the CUCV(Chevy)
started to replace the Dodges.
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Any ideas when the last M715/725/726 left active military service?
POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I was in the Seabees (81-85)we were still using the M715's and m726's every day.
Most of the 725's had been replaced with dodge Van type ambulances.The Navy was
starting to replace the 715's with J20 Jeep pickups and Dodges one at a time.There were
still 150-200 operational M715s on base when I got out in Aug.of '85
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SUBJECT>original engine POSTER>jim EMAIL>damyankee59@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was talking with a relative that served in
the Army when the M715's were in sevice.He
was telling that the head's were aluminum and
that they had a problem with head gaskets not
staying sealed due to the different rate at which
the alumium head and cast iron block expanded.and contracted.any comments and experience in
this area would be appreciated.thanks Jim
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3112
NEXT>3128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems the mutual agreement is that the gears in vehicles that have sat for long periods
of time rusted which generates extra friction from the pitting and loose fit after the rust
wears off.My case does appear to heat up as quickly as the one brute4c speaks of but does
get to 240 after about two hours at 65mph.I have yet to drive any further than that but
would like to be able to without the concern.Yes it does appear to be a somewhat
common among other 715"s
SUBJECT>Re:Camo on M715 ´ s POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3097
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a paint by number drawing in the misc photos gallery 4 on this site.
SUBJECT>Re:original engine POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,6 August 2001,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think your family member might have ment the valve cover (rocker arm cover if your
looking for it in the TM manual).This is aluminum.The head is cast steel.I had to replace
my cover due to warpage,I think the last mechanic did not know what a torque wrench
was.The only problem I've had with oil leakage is do to poor materials in the $32.00
replacement gaskets.The one I installed 4 months ago is aready cracking at all the bends.
SUBJECT>Electrical sysztem POSTER>Taylor EMAIL>tkstamps@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSYzb2dibe/2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>3125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 Stock M715 .I want to install a 57 Chev V8 engine,but keep the 24 volt
electrical system.Can this be done and where do I start?
SUBJECT>Re:brake lights POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3094 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks john ill try it tonight,jc
SUBJECT>stock brake lights HELP POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3154 3160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you hit the brakes are BOTH taillights supposed to light????only my right side
does......would air in the lines make the switch not work?
front turn signals work,and so do the BO markers.what are the third lights for in the
front housings?are they supposed to light as marker lights like in the rear????
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for Sale POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3100 NEXT>3131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took a look at the beast today.He used a rebuilt one-barrel Holley.I think he had to ask
for a carb for a 62-64 225 slant six.Does that sound right?
HTH,
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical sysztem POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3121 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The easist swap is to start with an engine adapter from Advance Adapters or Novak.They
can supply the motormounts and parts needed to bolt your engine up to the M715
transmission.The Chevy parts you will need besides the complete engine will include a
flywheel,clutch,and bellhousing.Common exhaust manifolds that work well are the
center dump RAM style.
The engine swap you suggest would probably be the easiest one you could possibly do,as
well as any other Chevy smallblock would be,but there will still be a good number of
custom fabrication you will need to do yourself.Such as Clutch linkage,throttle,cooling,
and wiring.In order to retain the 24 volt system,you will need to fabricate some kind of
mounting hardware for installing a 24volt alternator to your engine.Items on the new
engine that will still need 12 volts include the starter and ignition,which you could
probably get by by just connecting them to the first of the two batteries.Or you could run
two separate systems by haveing both a 24V and 12V alternator.Most people find it
easier in the long run to just convert everything to 12 volts.
Hope this helps a little.
Rollie
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SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>kevin EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3113
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Thanks for the information it seems that as long as the brakes are in good shape.Hauling
wood should not be a problem even if I'm a little slow down the highway.
Dave,
Any clutch problems when stock?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:m715 hauling heavy loads (stock rig)POSTER>kevi.EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at
8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Thanks for the information it seems that brakes should be fine any issues with the stock
clutch?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooler POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3118 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My opinion is that the transfer cases did NOT have a major heating problem when they
were brand new.My M715 has about 60,000 miles on it and has been well serviced all it's
life.I can drive over 60 miles an hour for hours at a time,with stock gears and my
transfer case does not get much hotter then the rearend housing.I can stll place my hand
on it and not get burned.I've also talked to others who do not have this problem either.
On the other hand I've seen many M715's that DO have a transfercase overheating
problem.
Still a mystery to me
Rollie
SUBJECT>Wanted:M715 stock winch and bumper POSTER>kevin
EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com DATE>Tuesday,7 August 2001,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3174 3195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be dreaming,but does anyone have a stock winch bumper and winch (working and
good shape)and all the related pieces they would be interested in selling?For a resonable
price?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Parts you might need!POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3133 3173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just finished replacing the Clutch and pressure plate in my Stock M-715.Brute force
asked me if I would place all the part numbers so everyone would have the correct parts if
they needed to do the same.
Car Quest parts:
Heavy duty Clutch disk:Westling #RBP CD3271
Heavy duty Pressure plate:Westling #RBP CA1470
Throw out Bearing:Fed Mugul #BGS 1562
Rear main Seal:#JV734
N.A.P.A.Parts:.Pan Gasket Set #OS 20927
Starter:Wilson 12 VT Q49 #MDY 7021
Good luck with yours.Mine is now running and shifting like a new M-715
Lee
Hope to see you all at the F.E.I will be there on Saturday.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 for Sale POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I rebuilt my Holley (kit from Memphis Equipment)and am still having the same problem
of flooding out when the engine gets to operating temp.Does fine until it warms up.
Going to try a Carter carb (have a mechanic friend says the Holley is bad news),also
going to try a fuel pressure reg incase the fuel pump is pushing to much gas.Would like
any suggestions......Mike
SUBJECT>marine POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Wednesday,
8 August 2001,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
any one have a idea about how the marine corps m715 were painted how long they used
them and is there pics to look at to get ideas
i also have 2 id plates that came with my truck the big one i know
goes on the dash but i hav a slightly smaller one 3inchs tall
5inches wide it say us department of the navy and has the trucks weight and height
stamped on it along wih it serial #32820 inside
the truck on the data plate on the dash it says usmc plant acount #
so im confused if any one can help write back
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thanks chris
SUBJECT>Re:Parts you might need!POSTER>Doug Cook
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3130 NEXT>3134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Much Thanks.What did everything cost.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts you might need!POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Starter was $160 and the rest of the parts can be bought for around $100 bucks
SUBJECT>Join TXMV!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>M37B1WW@excite.com DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail me for TXMV info,M37B1WW@excite.com
CD.SUBJECT>Tie Rod Ends &Steering Shaft POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to replace the tie rod ends on my truck.Before I go in and tear things apart I
wanted to see if some of you could help me.
I need the dimensions of the ends or stock numbers and locations of purchase.Hopefully
they could be a local purchase.
I also need to know how many right hand and/or left hand threaded ones I ’ll need.
Also on the topic of steering has anyone out there ever put in one of those aftermarket
steering shafts.I would like to do away with the rag joint and the CJ styled upper joint.
What are the upper and lower shaft dimensions and spline counts.
SUBJECT>Cargo Top Ridge Pole POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if someone could tell me how the ridge pole for the cargo top cover is
suppose to mount to the bows.When I bought my truck it came with the cargo cover and
troop seats,and I made bows out of ones from a 21/2 ton.I had to trim them down a few
feet,but they look just like the ones I needed.
SUBJECT>PTO questions POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 August 2001,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3139 3161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi All,
does anyone know the the PTO model number for the m-715.I was at my favorite
wrecking yard and found six (!!!!)PTO's mounted to T-98 trannies.Talk about luck.Four
were off of older IHC trucks,and the other were off of early ford trucks.The yard guy did
not know which PTO would work on the jeep T-98.He said there are two types,helical
and straight cut gear-types.Anybody know which will work for the 715?The IHC
trannies had the PTO mounted on the drivers side,while the Ford trannies were mounted
on the passenger side.All had the divorced-style transfer case.Any help would be
appreciated.
thanks,AG
SUBJECT>Re:PTO questions POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3138
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold,The stock winch for the 715 is the Braden Lu-4.The PTO unit is mounted on the
left or drivers side of the tranny.I think the gears in the t-98a are helical cut but not
shure,it seems to me that the IH set up is the correct set up for you because of it's left
hand set up.You could call Ben Holt at Braden winch he was very helpful to me,I don't
have his ph.no.but you can go to the Braden web site and you can get the number
there.Good Luck.PerkM715.SUBJECT>NEED STARTER INFO POSTER>KENNY
EMAIL>radiookc@webzone.net DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MY STARTER HAS GONE UT ON MY STOCK TRUCK.I AM IN THE PROCESS
OF TRYING TO SELL THE TRUCK SO I NEED TO GET IT FIXED PRETTY
QUICK.CAN THE ORIGINAL STARTER BE REBUILT?WHAT WORKS?IS
THERE AN AFTERMARKET THAT WORKS?I DON'T CARE IF IT IS 12 VOLT OR
24 I JUST NEED SOMETHING.DOES ANYONE HAVE ONE FOR SELL?PLEASE
HELP.THANKS KENNY
SUBJECT>LAV tires POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How big are the 11-16's?how tall and how wide?
Thanks,
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:NEED STARTER INFO POSTER>Pat EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9
August 2001,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaORXC.OWm0e6
PREVIOUS>3140 NEXT>3143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a rebuilt starter from carquest I never used.Let me know if you want it.Pat
SUBJECT>Kenny:Starter POSTER>Pat EMAIL>pzc001@netscape.net
DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa1apftqyWtOQ PREVIOUS>3142 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Kenny:Oops!forgot Email address.If you are interested.I have it listed in for sale area
as well.Pat
SUBJECT>text size POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9
August 2001,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3145
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has the text size been changed on this sight?or is something wrong with my PC?
the text is smaller now.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:text size POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
9 August 2001,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3144 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ooooops!it was me.must have hit the wrong thing.
krob725
SUBJECT>Need info onTurn Signal and distribution box wiring.POSTER>PerfOffRoad
EMAIL>perfoffroad@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiJIZInTmmd.PREVIOUS>NEXT>3148 3149.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any help with the wiring for stock turn signals and the distribution box will be
appreciated.1967 M715 had the original turn signal switch assy removed by previous
owner.All other lights function properly.How does the wiring need to be configured?
Also have several 715s for parts available.
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>dirtyjeep EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9
August 2001,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3080 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Carrollton is next to Dallas.
SUBJECT>Re:Need info onTurn Signal and distribution box wiring.POSTER>Reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 August 2001,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of parts are available ????Complete trucks,or just parts?
SUBJECT>Re:Need info onTurn Signal and distribution box wiring.POSTER>Howard
Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 1:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 is a 1968 and is stock.Wires into distribution box are set up and labeled as
follows:
LEFT SIDE:
G (turn signal)
J (metal tag)
K (metal tag)
L (metal tag)
L (metal tag)
GRID (metal tag)/B (turn signal)
RIGHT SIDE
A (metal tag)/E (turn signal)
B (metal tag)
C (turn signal)
D (turn signal)
E (metal tag)
F (turn signal)
Would ask you to review where your wires are currently attached/labeled and let me
know if there are any corrections.When I changed out my power distribution box,I
missed writing down where the wire labeled B (metal tag)was attached.I ended up
connecting it on the right side.Currently my turn signals only light up and do not blink
and I have not been able to figure out where to attach.Hope the above wiring helps.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3141.NEXT>3152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy,These Michelin 11.00x16 XL LAV tires are about 39''tall and about 10''wide if you
want exact measurements go to the Michelin web site.These tires are great but very
expensive,I am talking about $400.00 a tire new,for less money I had Diamond racing
wheels build me a set of 20x7 rims and a new set of Firestone Superall Traction tires they
measure almost 42''tall with a very agressive tread pattern.If you are going to spend the
long dollar you might want to explore this route.Good Luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Chevy Conversion Help POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,That '66 gladiator I bought has a chevy 327 conversion complete with motor
mounts and adapter plate.Does anyone know if it will drop into the M715 that way?
Thanks.The Gladiator has the standard transmission (t-18!?!,t-98!?!)Hell,I don't know
the numbers.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3150
NEXT>3153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cant find a picture of those firestones anywhere do you have one?
JD
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
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DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3152
NEXT>3155 3348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rippey,Go to www.firestone.com and go to tire selector and punch in 9.00-20 drive,tha
the super all traction non directional picture should show up,it's not a very good pic but it
gives you all the stats of the tire,this tire has a very aggresive tread pattern,more aggresive
than the Michelin LAV tire,when I get mine mounted on my wheels I will post
pics.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:stock brake lights HELP POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>marylou_205@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sound to me like you have either a wireing problem or a blowed bulb the brake switch
ethier workes or it doesn't so if was the switch netier side would work
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3153
NEXT>3158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those 11.00-20's looked kinda cool.Recommended wheel is 8"and they are available in
a 12 ply.Might be kinda stiff,but shouldn't be too bad.I wonder what they cost.
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,10 August.2001,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3095 NEXT>3159 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you called AB?If i remember corectly they weren't that expensive because i bought
three.As far as local numbers,sorry never checked.
Matt
SUBJECT>TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>John Weide
EMAIL>jweide1@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently sold an M715 that I had been using every day almost and I had bought one that
was similar last December and have finaly gotten around to working on it.This truck was
originaly a 726.It has both front and rear P.T.O.s.With all those levers I did not notice
that it had only one T-case lever.Upon further inspection it has had a new process 205 T-
case installed.There is a data plate indicating that the truck had had a depot rebuild
(limited)in 1973.There is also another metal tag installedover the original T-CASE
instructions showing single lever T-CASE operation.Also the utility body was replaced at
that time with a regular M715 box.Have other M715 type trucks been modified by uncle
Sam like this?Is the NP205 any good?Is this common?How does this T-case differ from
the 200?The single lever is attached to a yoke which in turn is attached to both shift
rails/rods.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,10 August 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3155
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy,We know that 11.00-16 Michelin XL LAV tire cost about $400.00 each,that
means the same Mich.in 11.00-20 will be at least $500.00 a tire new,not to mention the
custom 20''rims that will cost $170.00 a piece,if you go with Diamond Racing Wheels,if
you go with Stockton wheels you will pay about $400.00 per wheel,so you make the
call,good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Canister Air Filter POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,11 August 2001,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you !will give a try.
SUBJECT>Re:stock brake lights HELP POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,11 August 2001,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll answer your other questin,Yes,the third light in you front housing is a marker light.If
you put your light switch in service drive (headlights on)and move the lower left hand
switch (panel lights)down to park it will turn off your headlights and turn those front
marker lights on,it will also turn your panel lights on to the low power setting.
I do not know why the military did this.It is still the same on the newer 5-tons.I do like
the feature when I'm comming upon the MP's at the front gate in the dark..SUBJECT>Re:PTO questions POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Saturday,11 August 2001,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawlGJIr5cixI PREVIOUS>3138 NEXT>3162 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Arnold,I checked the pto I have,it is a Chelsea,no modle #stamp.It has helical gears,
the gear that would mate with the tranny is 3/4 in.wide and sticks out of the case about 1
3/16 in.The center of the drive gear is 1 1/8 from the center of the back side mounting
holes.It has a 1 1/4 in.out put shaft that is 9 1/8 in.long.The diam.and length could be
adjusted for and it looks like the unit could be disassembled and put back together as a
rear out put pto.so if the ones you found are rear out put you may be able to reverse them.
If they are cheap enough I might be interested in a Ford one.Hope this helps you out.Bill
Foreman
SUBJECT>Re:PTO questions POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 12:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3161 NEXT>3206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks bill!I tried calling braden,haven't been able to get a hold of someone who
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knows.This really helps,and i'll check on the ford ones (i think those were straight cut).
Much appreciated
AG
SUBJECT>OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 2:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3164 3165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just got a reply from oxlock,and they said they would make us the oxlocks for the 715
for 950 Each!
anyone interested?
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front or Back?
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3163 NEXT>3166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I think the Oxlock is an unproven unit and very expensive,at $950.00 a pop the super
strong Detroit Locker-No spin unit for our Dana 70 rear is only $295.00 at Randy's Ring
and Pinion,the D 60 Detroit is about $450.00 still way less than the Oxlock.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3165 NEXT>3167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What's the deal with the No-Spin?Is it the same as a
"Detroit Locker",the one that is
generally accepted to be one of the most rugged lockers ever built?If so why is it so
much cheaper?Is it because of the split carrier in the Dana 70?
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3166
NEXT>3168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that was front or rear.i agree its expensive.i like the ox lock,or as i posted earlier the
Mcnamerra locker that is around the same price and can be bought as a vacuum operated,
compressed air or even cable operated (although i cant find that information on their web
site)http://www.mcnamaradiffs.com.au/product3.html.
i have driven locked (detroit/lock rite)front and rear and dont particularly care for the on
road manners,as well as the front really needs manual hubs as turning becomes difficult
especially with our manual steering boxes on road and horrible off road as the turning
radius exponentially increases.I also dont like the fact that the vehicle tends to "walk"
and track sideways in slippery mud.granted the thing pulls like crazy i just have been too
close to putting a little jeep sideways off a hill or into a tree.so i can imagine how it
would be in the 715.is it worth 2000 vs 1000 (thats 250 front,500 rear and 250 for hubs?
i dont know,and i dont have the money for either at this time.i like open differential
handling on road,and you can always lock/unlock on the trail.bury a locked truck as big
as ours and its STUCK!
here installation is the same for either unit (detroit or oxlock),although i think i prefer the
mcnemarra's over the oxlock,
also i think i have read that our axles are not as stong as todays d60,and assuming that is
true,then locked all the time with the weight of our trucks much less bigger tire is
definitly a greater chance of on-road brakage,not even considering off-road stresses.
just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3167 NEXT>3169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy,The detroit No-Spin unit is just an older version of the Detroit locker,the split
carrier dose make it inexpensive compaired to the D60 front Det.Locker.Lee,You have
very good points on the quirks of a locked front end,all true,my front is not locked yet,but
I am thinking about it.I have Selectro lock out hubs that cost $195.00 at Autozone witch
is a must even if the front is not locked,an air locker or the cable locker would be real
nice,but for the price of one of these you can buy a good PTO,electric,or hydrolic
winch,or some real tall tires.Just some more stuff to think about.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3168
NEXT>3170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you tell me what the part number is for the selectro hubs?Thanks,Keith
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 5:28 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3169 NEXT>3171
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,The number for the Selectro hubs is 11035-01 Autozone is the best price $195.00.
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>reutey EMAIL>reuteyd@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 August 2001,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3170
NEXT>3175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the detroit locker in the rear and a limited slip in the front...helps in the turns,on dry
pavement,and about the same in mud...but like you said...when you get it stuck,it is
stuck....
SUBJECT>spark plugs POSTER>Howie Hoffman EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
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DATE>Monday,13 August 2001,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3176 3179 3280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know where I can get spark plugs for the original 230 tornado six with the
waterproof ignition system?
SUBJECT>Re:Parts you might need!POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
13 August 2001,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3130 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:M715 stock winch and bumper POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,13 August 2001,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3129
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Luck,
I looked for years,had to buy another truck with it on and rebuildt the whole thing.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:OXLOCK for M715 POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Monday,13
August 2001,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3171 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the no spin in rear and power lock up front and it works really well.For the coin I
think I got the best bang for the buck.I did get a little scaried about getting stuck too,
after I have it in,becuase I starting doing some incredible things with it.So I put the
winch on the front along with (almost complete)ampih.kit and found a friend locally
who owns an m-37 with a winch as well.Remember,the miltary always thinks in
redunance.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 August 2001,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Believe it or not but they can be had at the local NAPA store.Just take your 36 manual
down with you and they will cross referance the plug number that's listed in the back.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Conversion Help POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Monday,13 August 2001,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeff it should go in just fine
you might have to modify your cluth linkeage the best place
ive found that can answer all the questions you can ever think of
is a gentlemen named eric he works for company called novak
ypu can find his #by searching the net and find his site
i lost his #sorry
SUBJECT>Replacing all glass and rubber,what is the windshield etc??POSTER>doug
foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,at 5:31
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In other words,if I go to a glass shop,what do I tell them it is??I guess it is flat so it ca
be simply cut...but does say a CJ 7 fit it??Also anyone have any ideas on replacment
rubber around the side windows as well as window tracks and the strips that seal the
horizontal roll up window area?It is in the body shop now completely disassembled and
getting "prettied-up".I KNOW,I KNOW a 715 is supposed to be "ugly"!!A little paint
will just make it a dressed up ugly duckling.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It pays to shop around!The first N.A.P.A store i went to wanted around 13.bucks per.the
second wanted 8.bucks.Dont know why there is such a differance but the two stores
were about 40 miles apart.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacing all glass and rubber,what is the windshield etc??
POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,
at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3178 NEXT>3214 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The Weatherstrip,Windshield I found at Surplus City.1-800-3-JEEP PARTS,
www.surplusjeep.com Have not been able to find Weatherstrip W/S to cowl.
I matched all other weather stripping to what is I found in the J.C.Whitney catalog.
Howard
SUBJECT>What is up with you people?POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennett@cozadtel.net DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>3182 3183
3185 3186 3194 3196 3198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you really think that we put the FE's on for our health?NOOOOOO!!!!We put the.FE's on so that people can get
together as a club so that YOU the members can get
together and swap stories,ideas,meet new people,and have a really good time with your
trucks,or without your trucks.Don't give me the bull that it is to far to come,we had a
member fly in from Brazil to see ALL the trucks that were suppose to be at the National
this year,get some ideas for his,and pick up some parts if anyone had some that he
needed,he was told that some people who are doing conversions would be bringing up
their extra parts to sell.Boy did we look like total dumb asses,when we only had two
trucks there the day he came,and no parts for him to purchase,he never came back,after
we told him that there were only a few more trucks to come.I think he thought this was
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going to be a NATIONAL event.Boy some National,5 trucks total,and about 20 people
that includes 7 kids,so makes the adult count about 13.How pathetic is that?But a great
BIG thanks to those who did come,it was greatly appreciated,and we had a very good
time with our small group.This event has been in the works for over a year and posted to
the boards on both sites,so plenty of time to plan and save.I realize that things come up
at the last minute and you may not be able to come,but over the last year I received 4 that
is 4 confirmed registration,and the rest had the decenency to drop me an e-mail saying
that they were going to be there and pay at the event.Then there are those of you that
boast in chat that you are going to be there and don't show.We even planned one event
around the fact that a few members said that they wanted to have a tug-o-war and they
didn't even bother to show up.So we wasted money on a trophy that we didn't even use.
We don't do this event to make a profit.So far I am about $250.00 in the hole and don't
ever expect to recover that.
As far as I am concerned if we never have another National event I won't be broke
hearted.All the people that came to the National (except brute4c who came from WI)I
can see and visit with at our
Regional event.What is the point of having a National if no one is gonna show up?There
was a lot of work and planning put into all the FE's that ever have been done,and so far
just a few appriciated it
and showed up.For this years National we had more volunteers from the Flatlanders Jeep
Club and the Tornado Alley Cruiers step up and want to help than we had from the M715
club.Again pathetic.
I guess I just don't get it.We provide an opportunity for this club to get together at a
resonable fee (unlike Camp Jeep)and no one bothers to come.I promise you that I will
never host another National Event.Don't get me wrong I love putting the event on,I just
wish that a few more people appreciated all the work that myself and the others did to get
ready for it.
Off my soap box!!!
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
14 August 2001,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steady,"cookie baker".
Call me what you will,but I for one,don't really
want to sweat it out 400 miles or so in 100+degree heat
at 45mph in a gas hog like a M715.I guess you did get.a cool front last week,but who planned for that?
Camping out in August is just not my idea of a really
good time.
Sorry it wasn't a truely national event though.
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry you are so upset.Please take note of my thoughts:
1)The event should be held in the spring or fall when the weather is not 95 plus.
2)Study how Red Rock 4-Wheelers put on the Easter Jeep Safari each year.Very well
organized and run.
3)"Parts for sale".I never saw anthing about a swap meet or flea markert for parts.Better
advertising maby?
4)I have attended Jeep Camp several times.Very orgainized and lots of fun.Why due
you assume that an event with a "reasonable fee"will attract trucks?Nothing we do with
715's is cheap.
5)Never provide food.The same money that was spent on food could have paid for a
mailing with a newsletter and sign-up sheet.
6)Include the tee-shirt with the event fee,collect upfront and have shirts ready a check-in
with a "goody"bag.
7)Have FE closer to support base,maby East coast area one year and Texas or Colorado
the next.
8)If by a certian time,you don't have enough firm entry deposits,cancel the event and
return the money.Don't continue to dump money into a dry hole.
9)So your out $250.Big deal.Most of us spend that on parts every few weeks.If $250 is
such a problem,you should not be the person coordinating the project.
Better planning,location,location,location,time of year,better information(newsletter).
I would like to attend a FE,as would most 715 drivers.I hope some of the suggestions
will help.If I see a well planned event next year in a more moderate time of the year,I'll
be there.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>texas715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14
August 2001,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3068 NEXT>3213
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you got a great deal.Would like to see pictures of your new found project.
texas715
San Antonio
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>Rob F.
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Tuesday,14 August 2001,at 6:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the majority of folks that didn't make it had legitimate reasons.But,there.were a few that said,if you
have a tug-o-war we'll be there,all the way up till the event
they said they would be there,they were no-shows.Others said,all the way up till the
event,"we're bringing a 30'trailer loaded with parts",again no-shows.We had people that
live within 2 hours of the location and didn't bother to show up.Others just assumed that
there's nothing in Kansas(which is true for the most part)why would anyone want to go
there?Don't assume what's here until you've followed me on the trails,I know it's not
Moab or the Rubicon but it's definately more challenging than improved roads that a
Toyota(no offense to Toyota owners)can go up in reverse.I'm all for a rotating FE
schedule,but if you can't put on a successful regional FE,why should you get to host a
national?The mid-west is the only region to have someone step up and organize a
regional event,twice,and both were successful.Alot of folks have alot of suggestions
after the fact,where were these ideas and suggestions a year ago when planning started?
If you want a successful Ntnl.FE,jump in,get your feet wet,get your hands dirty,and
make a committment to having a great FE.
P.S.-If I offended anyone flame me at droptt@jbntelco.com
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>3187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,you make some good points.It really sucks that the FE didn't pan out.I've set some
events up myself that bombed (my worst put me just over $1200 in the hole),and I know
how that feels.
That said,I agree with the others as to the time of year.Especially coming from NJ.Now,
my 715 isn't even registered,as I have a lot of things planned for it.However,I would've
made the trip in my 80 CJ-7 if the weather wasn't supposed to be as brutal,and/or it
wasn't so far for me to travel.
I would say better luck next year,but looks like there won't be a next year.
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when my truck is finished i will be traveling to find others like me just for the words and
the memories of the trucks Im planning a trip with a freind I dont even have mine done
yet but im going to support my freinds ...almost done with my 725 cant wait ....food,
freinds ,trucks is life better than that I dont think so ..thanks wally .and if your wonding
why I did not show I just had a little girl ..thanks wally
SUBJECT>wheel track?POSTER>Big Ron EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to pick up my first M715 this Sunday and my only two choices to tow it back
are a tow bar or a dolly.I'v heard that tow bars work OK but I think it would be easier on
me to use a dolly -the computer mapper says 6 hours on the highway,I'm guessing 8 -10
on the way back.My question is:What is the width,from the outside of each origional
style tire/wheel,of the front axle?.The dolly can accept a maximum of 77"and the only number I could find was 85"for
total truck width.Any help or suggestions would be very helpful!!
Thanks in advance from this rookie.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3157 NEXT>3190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 205 is typically thought of as being better than the np 200.the 205's have hypoid gears
and are less prone to over heating.the 200's are cousin to the 205,they just don't have the
hypoid gears.both cases are completly gear driven.i was planning on swapping in a 205
until i realized they were full time four wheel drive.the 200's are not,so once i get my
truck running i'll see what kind of shape my 200 is in...i may still replace it.haven't heard
anything about the military replacing the cases,but anything is possible since i get the
impression that the 200's only came in our vehicles.
hope this helps and answers some questions
roger
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3189 NEXT>3191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hold on a sec,the 205 I have is not full time.Nor have I heard of any others.The 208 is
full time,as is (I think)the 203.But a full time 205 I have not seen.
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3190 NEXT>3200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is possible i'm wrong.i'll right i down in my journal as the first time...just kidding.i
was under the impression that the divorced mounted 205's were full time.if anyone else
knows pass on the info
SUBJECT>Re:wheel track?POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3188 NEXT>3193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
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Information is covered in Online Manuals section.Width is listed as 85".
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:wheel track?POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Search/Personalize Display.There are three messages from 8 July that discuss flat
towing the M715.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>.DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 6:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry the event didn't work out.My two cents:plan it for the spring,the M715 is made
for the spring,("it is a muddy month below...")there really isn't nothing to do,it is a
muddy time of year,and it don't push on the fall for the up coming hunts (that's why I
own mine)(plus no football,coaching,getting ready for the best time of year,no hot
weather,etc,etc).I think I'll get married in the spring,so I don't mess up any truck or
hunting time.(Anybody know nice blondes that like to ride topless in M-715s?:)Maybe
in a few years,I'd trailer mine to the middle of the country,I'd like to bring it to the event,
but the time is not for now.Remember,u can always make more coin-so don't sweat the
dough.Make the best of it and learn.I leave u with this to comfort u:)What was has
always been.What is has always been.What will be has always been.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Good Luck!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>M37B1WW@excite.com DATE>Wednesday,15 August 2001,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3129 NEXT>LINKNAME>The M37B1WW page
LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com
I've seen only 2 M715 winch setups in my life:One was still attatched to a former fire
truck than ran and drove,whole truck sold for $1500 the day before I saw it.The other
one was a torch-off that was destined for an M37.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>3181 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems that the biggest reason that people didn't come to the event was the time of year.
Unfortunately I did not set the time of the year for the event.It was decided at last years
National FE that the National would be held the second weekend in August every year.If
I would have had my way I would have had it the second weekend in June instead of the
Regional,and I did voice my opinion at last years National about the heat in KS in
August,but I am only one.If you guys feel that August is a bad time of the year,then
speak up and do something about it,power in numbers.As for the rest of the planning for
the event I tried my best to give the members what they asked for by following the "FE
Surevey Results"(see left side of this page).I hope that someone will step up and plan
one for next year.
It has been suggested that maybe we do something "unofficial"at the FSJ invasion in
Ouray CO next year.Unoffical meaning no plaques,trophies,shirts,etc.,just a strong
showing of M715's,and maybe try and stay at the same campground.If we were to pla
anymore than this I think that we may step on some toes of the CFSJA that has been
planning this over the last three years.We could work as a club and form convoyies from
certain regions or states so that no one would have to travel alone.Just a thought,but if
you would like more information for the FSJ Invasion 2002,go to www.cfsja.org.Pam
SUBJECT>Timing chain cover POSTER>Brian EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16 August
2001,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3209 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fellers,
Through a series of freak accidents (that occured in rapid succesion)my stock 230 was
dropped from a hight of roughly 5 feet and landed on it's ditributor.The distributor was
snapped in two and the housing was damaged beyond hope.Seeing as how I had spent the
last two months rebuilting the motor and was 10 minutes away from sliding it into the
engine bay I hate to give up on the project.So that leads me to the million dollar bonus
question-how difficult is it to remove that timing cover?It looked like the water pump
comes off,then the pulleys,then what?
The reason I ask is I gots a spare engine with this part,but it sat up for about 4 months in
the barn with no plugs and the general consensus is that the dirt dobbers most likely built
a nest in the combustion chamber of that motor.My choices are to switch the timing
chain housing,or pull all the pistons in that motor and look in there and see that it's all
clear and then use that motor and forget about the one with the broken timing chai
housing.
Thanks for any help,I approciate it much.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What is up with you people?POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3181
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a suggestion,
the spring would be a better time,the west right now is burning down from wildfires,and
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all of us gov't folks have had our leaves cancelled.I've only been a member for a little
under a year,and my vehicle still has a lot to go before I would trust it on that long of a
drive.The problem with projects is that they are always put on the back burner (like my
truck).Sorry the event was less than expected,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Different field exersize ?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie,I feel bad that it was a flop,I could not make it because I have ripped out the
gutless 230 and installing a 468ci ford,my truck is all in pieces,plus living in Maine,it
would be a hell of a ride.Should we try to get togther with some Dodge M-37 clubs and
have a joint meet,after all I think most M-715 people like M37's and vice versa,they are
the older cousin to the M-715,just thinking out loud.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>John Weide
EMAIL>jweide1@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3191 NEXT>3201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the input.I was told that I can use two sticks
instead of one on the 205.If
anybody else nows anything about this that would be great.
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>3200 NEXT>3212
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John Try www.offroaddesign.com Steve has a dual stick setup that he makes.I dont
have this setup yet but will.I have bought other products from him &can say they are
very well made.Just my 02 cents
Ray (j20m715)
SUBJECT>Attn Howard Keller Distribution Box POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I took a so long to respond {been on vacation}But here is the wiring info for the
distrbution box.wires a&e from fire wall to post a-wire b from "y"in harness to post B-
wire c to post c-wire d to post d-wire e from "y"in harness to post e-wire f to post f-
wire g to post h-wire j to post j-wire k to post k-wire l to post l-wire b from firewall
and wire grd to post m.
Hope this helps
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>plug wires POSTER>Howie Hoffman EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input on the spark plugs everyone!Just wondering if anyone knows where
I can obtain some plug wires for my monstrosity.I have the original waterproof setup.
She runs.....but kinda rough,just want to replace the whole works if possible!
SUBJECT>Re:plug wires POSTER>johnleischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3203
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best price I have found is at SECO(South Eastern Equipment Company.(706)798-
4361 or 1-800-733-7326.They wanted $15.00 per wire.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Howard Keller Distribution Box POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Will be working on the vehicle tomorrow and let you know how things turn out.Greatly
apopreciate you taking the time to compare with your vehicle and send.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:PTO questions POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net.DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawlGJIr5cixI PREVIOUS>3162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AG,glad the info was of use.Was thinking on this some and the thought came that a lot
of the PTOs you find in yards would be for dumb truck and would not have a reverse,just
run in one direction.If you are to use it for a winch you would need it to run both ways.
Check this out befor you buy.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Spring hanger HELP!!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 August 2001,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of lifting my truck already did the front spring over but now looking at
the rear.I was wondering if I have any options besides turning the spring hanger over.I
was thinking of different springs or adda leaves or rearch but does any know from
experience?Also I need the measurements from the bottom of the frame under the front
shock mount to the ground on a STOCK M715 with 9.00x16.00.
Any help would be so greatly appreciated.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Spring hanger HELP!!POSTER>doug foster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17
August 2001,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3207 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re-arch is never a really good idea...usually won't last.Add-a-leaves will make it ride
even worse and perform worse off road as well.(only a good option if you want an inch
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or so and have really soft springs to start with)Custom leaf packs from National would be
the best bet...or just a short block in the rear(don't go too high with a block!)Just
remember you get what you pay for with srings as with anything else.Hanger flip and
small block are the only "cheap"way I guess.I have the hanger flipped on mine and don't
see any real trouble with it.Hope this helps,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Timing chain cover POSTER>Brian EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 August
2001,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3197 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since no one responded I assume no one knows the level of difficulty in removing the
timing chain cover.
Well,I did it last night and it's a 7 on the 1 to 10 scale with 10 being getting the
bellhousing off.
SUBJECT>Axles POSTER>odie EMAIL>ro10538@alltel.net DATE>Friday,17 August
2001,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone out there with a M715 pull sleds (like at the tractor pulls)?Do you have
trouble with beaking axles?
SUBJECT>Front fan question POSTER>Jon K EMAIL>jonkobe@hotmail.com.DATE>Friday,17 August 2001,at 6:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need some input please.My front fan on the 68 M725 got real loose and wobbly coming
home the other night.I removed the radiator and loosened the belts.The fan pulled right
off.The shaft is there and a couple retainer rings of some sort.What parts do I need to
repair this?What keeps it held into the water pump?Please help and thanks for this
board.Jon
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>Jim Pepper
EMAIL>jpepper@essex1.com DATE>Friday,17 August 2001,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3201 NEXT>3313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 is a cast-iron case gear-driven part-time unit,whether transmission mounted or
divorced.It is generally considered by the off road crowd as the strongest transfer case
made.The 203 was its second-cousin full time unit.It is possible to do a twin-stick
conversion on a 205,but it does not work as you would expect.The 205 uses one shift
rail for the front axle (L-N-H)and the other for the rear axle (L-N-H).So,a twin stick
allows you to control each axle independently,which could make you very unhappy if
you accidentally tried to move the truck with one axle in high range and the other in low
and something broke before you figured out why the truck wouldn't move!
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715 owners POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3184
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might be little late for these posts but I'm in arlingotn with a truck under resto.Dropping
in a 300 I-6 Ford,C6,Np205.Just did a spring over with add-a-leafs.It is not running yet.
you can check it out under rippey715 in the members galleries.Arlington is in betwee
dallas and Forth Worth.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Replacing all glass and rubber,what is the windshield etc??
POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at
6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Windshield to cowl weatherstrip can be found at Memphis Equipment.The gasket that
seals the windshield to the windshield frame can be bought at the same glass shop that
cuts the glass.
A.B.Linn supposedly has the weatherstrip that goes around the side windows on the top
bows.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Front fan question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3211
NEXT>3241
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_13.html.LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_13.html
The stock fan is bolted to the pulley.The pulley is pressed on the water pump.If the fan
is wobbly,it should need the bolts tightened...if the bolts holding it to the pulley are tight,
then the pulley is loose on the pump and you are most likely looking at a new water
pump.Send it in with the pulley on it and they will send one back with a new pulley.
Memphis Equipment and Surplus city have these pumps.
By the way,you are lucky if that is the case....mine the front of the water pump sheared
off at 60 mph taking out the fan,pulley,water pump,radiator and front crank
pulley....after the tow and the parts,I spent about 500 bucks...did I memtion I was 130
miles from home and had to have it towed 20 miles to my wifes parents house where I
was going to give trail rides for a family reunion....sucked real bad....
I would worry yours would break if you started it...that is if the pulley is wobbly....if its
just the fan bolts,its simple to fix.
Heres a link to the cooling system section of the online manuals in case you need it.
Good Luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Attn.SGT Harry-Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>PerkM715
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EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,Bill at Diamond made a mistake and sent me your wheels,so I just had to take a
look and I want to tell you that Diamond did a fantastic job,they look super rugged,the
welding is exelent and the black high gloss powder coating makes the wheels look
great,you won't be dissapointed,you should be getting them any day now.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Wheels,hubs POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two questions that possibly someone can answer.
1)Currently have 9.00 16LT Denman tires mounted on one piece wheels.Previous owner
said that wheels came from another military truck with same bolt pattern,and he had
center section milled out for M715 hub.The wheel measures 17-1/4 inches across at
center from side to side.Any idea which truck these wheels came from?He said these
were 16 inch wheels.Dose wheel diameter measure slighly larger than specs?
2)Lockout hubs are "Dualmatic".Any idea where they came from,are they military or
after market,and does anybody still sell them?
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.SGT Harry-Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 August 2001,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3216 NEXT>3219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk,i've had mine for a while now.some how we got confused and the center hole was a.half inch to small for the
hub.i just got it fixed and mounted a tire on them.they do look
great.now i just have to get some power to the tires.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.SGT Harry-Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 12:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3218 NEXT>3257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have them and they are fantastic!!!I have one tire mounted and will have the rest done
soon..I will post a note and let you know how they go down the road....
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels,hubs POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3217
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,I don't know of ant other military wheel that shares the same wheel bolt pattern of
the 715.the only company that still makes lockout hubs for the 715 that I know of is
Milemarker-Selectros,Autozone has the best price $195.00.PerkM715
SUBJECT>M 715 for sale cheep (divorce $$)POSTER>roger Hartma
EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
selling my truck for the divorce $call me if interested it is a 1967 m715 both tops &the
troop seats call 618-234-5496 Belleville,Illinois
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 for sale cheep (divorce $$)POSTER>roger Hartma
EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3221 NEXT>3223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i 1forgot to tell ya i am asking 2300.00 thanks Roger
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 for sale cheep (divorce $$)POSTER>wally
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3222 NEXT>3224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a shot gun dont cost that much.one shot one kill or rent a chipper.
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 for sale cheep (divorce $$)POSTER>roger Hartma
EMAIL>gonzohound@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3223 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you dont know how bad i want to do that BUT i have kids and i need them
SUBJECT>Need canvas top still,sugestions who is best?Seal under the windshield?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,19 August
2001,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3232 3236
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,since I decided to keep the old beast a little longer it is in the body shop.Being
COMPLETELY stripped back to bare metal,all new seals and glass etc,interior is being.re-done to be a little cozzier
for the winters work I have planned and the list goes on...
Wondering who everyone thinks is the best supplier of a top as well as where can I find
the seal that goes between the windshield frame and the cowl??All the other rubber is
pretty standard or at least easy to rig-up.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3227 3234 3239 3258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering if anyone out there is planning on going on the trip in OCT.it is the "
Maine Mountains Jeep Jamboree".I have signed up for it and curious if any other 715's
will be there!!It would be great to see some others show up.It is about a 3.5 hour drive
for me but should be a lot of fun.It is too bad that there are not more organized runs in
Maine...any "Mainers"out there that have clubs up and going??(not just jeeps or 715
clubs,but any "responsible"organized clubs)Maybe there is one right around the corner
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but I have not heard of you!Thanks,Doug.
P S ,Maybe I should get one going locally??Any interest??
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,
19 August 2001,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3226 NEXT>3229
3250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I live in Cape Neddick Me,I didn't plan on going because I herd you can run tires 3
inches taller than stock,is this true?if so my 42's would never be allowed,I also heard
these things are expensive,like $400.00 for a weekend,is this true?and the worst thing of
all NO BEER,got to have refreshment after a day of hard wheeling,please set me straight
on these jamboree's PerkM715
SUBJECT>tellico ride POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi guys,going on a ride this weekend,gonna do some of the loops in tellico,stateline
around mistletoe and out on #6,just wondering if anybody else has taken a 715 in there.
mines the only one around here that i know of and its been doing some mean crawling
since i got her trailworthy.it would be a lot of fun to take a 715 convoy in there if any
ones into it drop me an email and check out tellico 4x4.com for pictures and maps ive got
free camping (for anybody driving an m715)8 miles from the trailhead located in extreme
west N.C.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3227
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What???!!!No beer!!!Forget it!!.SUBJECT>DEAD Battery mystery :o POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,19 August 2001,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3231 3251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!I have a battery that goes dead if it sits for more than a couple weeks.I put in a new
battery and it still does it.It's a 12V system btw.Anyone know of a similar situation and
how it was fixed???THANKS!!
SUBJECT>Re:DEAD Battery mystery :o POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3230
NEXT>3240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same situation,but I doubt it is the same cause.On the off chance it is,though,
this is what happened:
I replaced the steering wheel with an after market unit,took it wheeling and detroyed a
ujoint and yoke.Not a prob.However,up till this point,it almost never sat.Anyway,it
sat for a while before I fixed it,and when I did,it was raining.No top,so it only got out
once every few weeks or so,and every time I had to jump it.What had happened (I found
out much later)I had installed the horn button wrong,and it was shorting out.The horn
didn't blow due to corrosion in side the horn,and the battery quietly died.Hope this
helps,but I am not putting that much faith in you having the same prob.
SUBJECT>Re:Need canvas top still,sugestions who is best?Seal under the windshield?
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,at 9:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would go to Beachwood Canvas,in Beachwood,NJ for the top.I would also enquire of
them about the seal.If they don't have it,they can usually give some suggestions.
SUBJECT>Re:tellico ride POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,
20 August 2001,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>3228 NEXT>3235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
I couldn't make it this weekend but what about Sept 22?I hope to attend the Helen on
Wheels MV show in Helen,GA on that weekend and thought it might be fun to take a
ride to Tellico.I live just the other side of Charlotte,how close are you?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:WESTERN MAINE MOUNTAIN JEEPERSAny interest in a local
Jeepin club?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 August
2001,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>3226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...was an awesome bunch.They were based out of Bethel.I used to run with'em in the
early 90's but haven't kept up with them since I left.They used to have access to many
logging trails with insane mud in the spring.If you run across Jeff and Julie,say hi for
me..SUBJECT>Re:tellico ride POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3233
NEXT>3237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tc,im 8 miles from the trailhead and yeah come on down
SUBJECT>Re:Need canvas top still,sugestions who is best?Seal under the windshield?
POSTER>Eric EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,20 August
2001,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3225 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I believe the seal is very similar to the m37 so you could check with those suppliers.I
went to home depot and got a bottom seal for a car garage door.almost the same and
works good !
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SUBJECT>Re:tellico ride POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3235
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe you meant how close to hellen?not sure in miles,takes about an hour by car.but
in an m715?dont know.narrow mountain roads and the unicoi gap would add some time
for sure.hope to see you that weekend though,this is the first ive heard of helen on
wheels.maybe we'll tool down that way.jc
SUBJECT>new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Ridgway EMAIL>ridgway88@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,
at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3242 3264 3285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just got a 68 M 715,and i think that i'm in over my head.i was wondering if anyone
lives in the flint area that owns one,or knows anything about the M 715.I could use a
few pointers on where to start.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>brokncj EMAIL>brokncj@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20
August 2001,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3226 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in newport,RI and I'm stuck up here till 16 November.I'd love to hook up with a local
club to hit a few trails before I head back to VA in mid november.If a trail run is not too
far and open to a jeeper without a m715 let me know,thanks,Ken
SUBJECT>Re:DEAD Battery mystery :o POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 August 2001,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks pete,every tid bit helps ;)
SUBJECT>Thanks POSTER>Jon K EMAIL>jonkobe@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 August 2001,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3215 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I appreciate your information.My bolts are tight and it's definitely the water pump shaft.
When I pulled the belts off,the shaft easily pulled out of the water pump.Luckily I was
about 1 mile from home(much better situation)however my radiator was hit by the
wobbly fan and now has a nice circle design on the back.Thanks again.Jon
SUBJECT>Re:new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>mikea@mich.com DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at
5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3238 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not exactly in Flint,but i am in the West Bloomfield area.Not sure i could be a ton of
help,I just got my 725 this spring,but i'll try.
SUBJECT>Parts is parts....POSTER>smartybritches EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3246 3268 3283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a database anywhere of part numbers,confirmed or otherwise?I spent a long time
recently looking for a flasher,and a part number would have been very useful.If there is
none,maybe we could all contribute the info we have found and confirmed.Are ya with
me?
SUBJECT>WHAT IS THE BEST TTIRE SIZE ON A STOCK SUSP???
POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>cjcpall@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 6:38
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3245 3247 3248 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Let's all give our opinion on the best tire size for a stock suspension.THANX Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT IS THE BEST TTIRE SIZE ON A STOCK SUSP???
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 11:28
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
38's,I think
SUBJECT>Re:Parts is parts....POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3243
NEXT>3249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Brute4c
Ya Listening?
Damn straight,that is a very good idea.A link to parts suppliers,and thier numbers,both
stock replacement and after market is in order,IHMO.Furthermore,they should be listed
by the type of part first,and then by whether it is an upgrade,or a stock replacement.
Very good idea...
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT IS THE BEST TTIRE SIZE ON A STOCK SUSP???
POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,
at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3244 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Gunny,
Not sure what the "best"size is,however,I am building a 715 for mild/moderate off-road
use.I selected the Super Swamper SSR in 37 x 12.5 on my 16 inch rims.Some people I
know run this tire and like it real well.38's will fit just fine.Good luck.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT IS THE BEST TTIRE SIZE ON A STOCK SUSP???
POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 2 cents is that there is none.It really depends on what u are doing.I but on the
buckshot mudders,37s on my 16 inch rim.I got an extra two for the front...studded.As I
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want to drive mine in the winter for hunting.My friend has a m-37 and has the power
kings,i have the better tire...on the snow.In serious swamp mud (i mean serious)he has
a slightly better tire than me.I wanted height and as narrow as I could get,as I have a
different belief about fat tires then most people.But it depends on what u want to do,and
the trade off for it.I'm confident in my pick.When civilization crumbles,nuclear winter
is an every day event,and the revolution drags on for years,I know I got the right tires.
Meateater
SUBJECT>Re:Parts is parts....POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21
August 2001,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3246 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Second here,in a grid,always posted,and we can continually add so our group
knowledge will be cumilative.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 6:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3227 NEXT>3253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO beer on the trail ride at any time...as for after the ride and during the dinners etc,I am
not sure??It is kind of a "family"type trip,but I met some REALY great people on the
last one I went on (three/four years ago,in dare I say...a YJ,ah yes the early years.)As
for 42's,no.They have a size restriction of approx 35-36 to keep trails "somewhat
passable for the jeeps behind you!That sounds a bit sissy but its a lot of fun.There are a
bunch of trails you have the option of,from easy trails for "moms grand cherokee"to
trails of neck deep mud and ruts the size of a buick estate wagon for the "big dogs".There
are definetly some pretty hard core jeepers on these trips as well as a bunch new-comers
getting involved.They vary in price a bit,this one is $250,NOT CHEAP!!.The trails are
private land so that is part of the cost,they also rent a huge conference room and serve
you breakfast and dinner (very good)the whole time as well as a "bag lunch"for on the
trail.You get a sticker...OOOOOOOOOWWWW AHHHHHH..very exciting...and a t-
shirt (worth the price alone!!!)Ha Ha.All said it is a lot of fun and VERY well organised,.just make sure you show
up early or the harder runs get all filled up and your stuck on the
easy behind Mary Mom and Dorky Dad with thier three kids and the family golde
retriever in the Grand Cherokee with 215-75-15 Sears highway roadmasters...at least you
could spend the day practicing you recovery skills.In the end,NO BEER??I can't see
why at the dinner you couldn't,not supplied with the trip fee,although should be for
$250.The trip package only says no alcohol consumed by driver OR passenger at any
time on the ride.Hope to see another 715 there...took me a long time to decide to spend
the cash,but can't wait.I may be the only 715,guess I get to be big-daddy Jeep that
weekend,I will take lots of pictures!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:DEAD Battery mystery :o POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 August 2001,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3230 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive had this problem too.But i belive mine is caused by South Texas heat,the wiring is
fine and i never have a battery that lasts for more than a year.I drive it every other
weekend and to keep it from going dead i just disconnect the positive battery cable.Thats
all i know.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>M715 fenders and bed POSTER>Rob F.EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 3:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in need of both front fenders(in good shape)for a M715 and possibly a M715 bed.
Any help is appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3250 NEXT>3255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I went to the jeep jamboree web site and got the rules,the way I read it is,no plow
frames,I have one that can't be un bolted.Wranglers and CJ's have 28-30''stock tires and
are allowed to go up to 35''the M-715 has 34''stock tires,that means we can only have a
1''increase,that a joke,you must have a rool bar,better get out the welder,it also stated in
the rules that any extra large Jeeps would be subject to disqualifaction,that shure sounds
that the M-715/725 would be disqualified.All this for $250.00 per per person,no motel
and NO BEER?have a good time,but you better call them first and make shure they will
allow the M-715.PerkM715
SUBJECT>stock measurements?!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really need the measurements from the bottom of the frame under the soch mount to the
floor.Already lifted my truck and am no kinda screwed without assisstance.please
help!!!.JD
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>Doug EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at
3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did call,before,and also to sign up.
It is fine to bring the 715,the roll bar is really only an issue on old willys/MB's etc that
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don't have one originally.The size of the 715,I guess in thier eyes means it probably
won't roll over without a lot of help.(although a roll bar is not a bad idea on any offroad
truck for those OOHH SHIT!!!moments)
I did ask about the tire size as mine a bit over and they said that with the 715 it is a little
different issue and they would allow a little more size.
The plow frame,as mine will be getting one,is for the ground clearance.On our trucks
that may not make much difference but a near stock smaller jeep it can be a BIG
clearance issue.When I called them they said it would be OK as long as it didn't get i
the way but would be better to just leave it off till after the trip.
So there you go,it is really a well run operation...although YES it IS expensive and I will
probably not do it again for a few years,but it is my one "vacation"for the year and I get
to go out into the woods and have fun and meet neat people.
The last one I went one a few years back my wife and I had just gotten engaged and it was
a celebration,(My way to get her used to a life time of projects and wheeling!!She had a
blast and now has BUILT her OWN Jeep)A long weekend at any resort etc would cost a
whole lot more and not be half as fun.Too bad I won't see ya thier but I certainly
understand!!I would REALLY like to get a local club going...there are quite a few trails
near by.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:stock measurements?!POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>3254 NEXT>3263
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J.D.
My truck has worn ndts on it.From the center of the bolt (lowest one on shock mount)to
the ground is 27.5 inches.If this doesnt work for you let me know I can get different
measurements.Truck is right out back.RAy
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.SGT Harry-Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sarge,Do you have your wheels on the truck yet,when you do you have to post some
pic's,I just got to see that rig with those big 20''wheels on it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in MAINE going to the Jeep Jamboree in Oct.??Any interest in a
local Jeepin club?POSTER>mudturtle715 EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have taken my 715 to the Maine mountains jamboree for 8 years,but haven`t
been in the
last two years.I always went in the spring (more mud),I don`t think they run in the spring
anymore.One year I showed up with two 715`s,my modified truck and a buddie`s stock
truck .We hooked up the two 715`s together with a towbar to get the stock 715 thru the
mud,Jeff will remember that.Jeff helps run the trails up there,he has a jeep repair garage
on rt 26 in Bethel .He has a few 715`s out back ,well pieces now that I have bee
there.They always put me at the end of the line claiming I tore up the trails so bad a CJ
couldn`t get thru,but with lockers and 38 inch tires I could get thru a lot of places with out
even spinning a tire.Jeep Jamboree people put on a well organized event and great
food,but I prefer more `wheeling time and less politics.Don`t get me wrong I had a great
time,and met a lot of good people.
SUBJECT>HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3260 3261 3262 3275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone out there in M715 land had to change the oil line on their 230.The line i
question runs from the block(from the tee were the oil pressure sender mounts)to the
back of the cylinder head.I know it was a pain in the butt to get the one off my spare
engine.I am looking for some pointers on how to replace it with the engine in the truck.
Do I need to remove the floor pan in the cab to get to it?Are one of the hose ends
suppose to swivel.I remember twisting the heck out of the spare one when I took it off.I
think the line is bad I keep finding alot of oil down there and it is not comming from the
backside of the engine or the head gasket.It is either the line or someone cross-threaded
the line where it enters the tee.Either way it has to come off.
P.S.If anyone is looking for an uncut tailgate check out mine in the For Sale Section.It
gets weighed tomorrow.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>Lee Soldan
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3259 NEXT>3269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes you can get to the line by removing the floor pan.The end that hooks to the sending
unit has a swivel but the end that screws to the head has no siwvel.Take the line loose
from the sending unit first then unscrew it from the head,take it to a napa dealer and they
should be able to make you a new line out of some hi presure hose.When reinstaling
make sure that you use some teflon tape to get a good seal.Lee
P.S.It is still a big pain in the ___to get lose and replace.GOOD LUCK!
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,22 August 2001,at 8:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi John,
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I know this is going to sound like a half-assed solution,but I cut a 2"hole in the fire wall
(under the dash)to access the elbow in the back of the head.I know I will catch hell for
this from other members,but I was pretty much at the end of my rope.The line leaked.after the rebuild,so I had
another made.Within weeks,that one leaked as well.when I
was attempting to remove that line,I broke the elbow off in the head while using a crows-
foot.That was when I cut the hole,pulled out the broken piece,and replaced the rubber
hose with one I made out of stainless steel brake line.I flared the ends,and tightened the
fittings back down.2000 miles later,no leaks.It worked for me,but was a last ditch
effort.Good luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>jamie
EMAIL>james.mcglasson@equant.com DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The way I did it requires no cutting of holes or floor pan removal.First,disconnect the
line at the oil pressure sending unit,then reach around the back of the head and remove
the elbow with the line still attached from the head from above.Once you have it out,
remove the old line and replace with a new one and reverse the procedure.It is still hard
to reach the elbow to remove it,but I believe it may be easier than the other methods
described.
-Jamie
SUBJECT>Re:stock measurements?!POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you so much you are an awesome individual my friend
SUBJECT>Re:new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at
2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3238 NEXT>3271 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ridg,
I live outside of Toledo,Ohio.I've had my '715 for a couple of years,plus.
Ask away.
Darryl
4-67 M715 w/wen....w/winch
SUBJECT>pioneer tools POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a good picture of pioneer tools on a 715?i need to know how you strap on
the stuff,my truck has them,only they are tied on??
SUBJECT>stock shocks POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody got a set of stock shocks that they can measure eye to eye front and rear and give.me the lenghts?
SUBJECT>Re:stock shocks POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the online manuals:
Length compressed:12 9/16 inch
Length extended:20 9/16 inch
Thats the same for all 4.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Parts is parts....POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3243
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea-In the mean while the flasher is a tung-sol flasher part#624 pat#2388712 .
Made in the U.S.A.No clue if they are still being made or where to get one .Hope this
helps anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>Doug Cook
EMAIL>jcook@pcpartner.net DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3260 NEXT>3281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Small tip from a plumber/pipefitter.When using teflon tape,if possible,leave the
connection a little loose and then tighten after you have pressure on the system until just
after any leaking stops.Teflon is pretty good stuff but tends not to compress like other
thread compounds and can easily split brass fittngs if even slightly over
tightened.Probably can get away without doing this 100 times but when it catches ya it
sucks.
SUBJECT>m725 fording pipe POSTER>wallace osterhoudt
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wanted m725 fording intake pipe ,or any info thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Big Ron EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at
8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
I live in the Lansing area,but visit friends in the Saginaw area fairly regularly.I'm new to
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the M715 -just got back after towing my first one home from PA!!These are the coolest
things I have played with since I got my '69 MACH1!!!However I have built road racers,
drag cars,and restore classic cars for fun and could help out with most mechanical
questions.
Good luck.
See 'Ya.Ron
SUBJECT>For sale pages POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have added a new section to the site where vehicles that are for sale can have a page
posted.
There is one there now which is iin Northern Wisconsin,the town of Pelican Lake,that is
being sold by auction.All of the details are on the page along with pictures and maps to
show where Pelican Lake is...which is about 60 miles north-north east of me...I live in the
Wausau area.
If you want a page up for your vehicle,must be an M715/724/725/726 type,contact me at
brute4c@yahoo.com and I'll get you together...and it is another free service from The
M715 Zone!!
Happy Bidding!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:For sale pages POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 August 2001,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3272
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,since I didn't mention it,the link is in the menu on the left of the page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Swamper TSL life expectancy POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
24 August 2001,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3289 3305
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning to put the 38x13-16 Super Swamper TSL on my 715.How long can I
expect these tires to last?The truck is my daily driver and sees a lot of road use.I'd like to
run the 39 inch bogger,but the truck spends too much time on the street and I have heard
the boggers wear down extremely fast on pavement.
SUBJECT>Thank You All POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3259
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the suggestions.I'll give a try soon.I did notice the swivel on the end of my
spare.
SUBJECT>stalling problems POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having problems with my 67'.She wants to stall after about a half an hour of driving,
or idling.I purchased her in June of this year,and the previous owner said he had
problems with the coil.He had replaced it in Nov.of 2000.The ol beast runs good whe
she's cold,but after about 20 min.she starts to miss and sputter till she finally gives up!.I've had the coil tested
and was told it was good,but my condensor was bad.So I replaced
the condensor,hoping thats what it was.Nope!She still wants to miss and sputter after a
half an hour.So I pulled the plug wires and plugs,my #4 and 5 plug wires were in sad
condition.The #5 spark plug was wet,I don't think it was firing at all and the #4 was
pretty burnt.I also did a compression test on all cylinders,they look great,THANK
GOD!So I have new plugs,wires,dist,and coil all ready to put in.I am wondering what
kind of voltage is supposed to be running to the coil.I tested mine and it's getting 24
volts!Is this correct or does the coil only need 12?This truck was worked on by someone
else and I don't know if the wiring is correct or not.Can someone help me before I
destroy another coil?They don't sell em where I live so everything is mail order,I'm sure
you can all relate!Thanks......Howie 67'M715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 fenders and bed POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>3252 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a utility bed from a 726.are you intrested?i am north of dallas and am asking $500
john foster 940-365-2919 johndfoster@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:stalling problems POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3276
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to the -20 maintenance manual,found in the online manuals link above:
"The ignitor is designed for 24-volt DC primary current and is a completely waterproof
unit."
This includes the coil.The ignition troubleshooting section of the same manual does give
this testing info for the coil:
Check ignition coil primary winding resistance.Set ohmmeter on 10 ohm full scale range.
Connect probes to positive and negative terminals of coil.Primary resistance should be
4.26-4.9 ohms.If ohmmeter indicates 0 ohms or infinite resistance,replace coil.Check
secondary
resistance from coil primary terminal to tower Resistance must be from 12090 to 13910
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ohms.If resistance is not within tolerance,replace ignition coil.Install distributor cover
assembly.
I would add that the "sock"in the fuel tank has been found as a common source of
problems like you have.To check this,you need to drop the tank,which is a fair amount
of work,but like I say,it has been found to be the cause of such problems for at least a
dozen people who have posted about it....probably many more.
My 2 cents....
brute4c
SUBJECT>light goes out ofter 5 min POSTER>Bria
EMAIL>captainpegfinger@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys!I got a tail light that goes out after running it for bout 5 min.It always goes on.when i start it
up...doesn't flicker,but just goes out after bout 5 min.Any ideas???
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3172
NEXT>3324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can also get them at Schucks.They are Autolite #2344 and I got mine for about $7
each.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!Cyl.Head Oil Line POSTER>Lee Soldan
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3269 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tip!Thats what i like about the Zone every one is always tring to help out.
Lee
SUBJECT>Deep Water Fording System POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,24 August 2001,at 10:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a few questions on the deep water fording system.In the 20 manual it states that
the drive train components are all tied into the crankcase vent but on my rig and on my
spare transmission,the transmission's vent hole is plugged with a treaded plug.All of the
other drive train parts run through tee's and end up at the crankcase vent.Except my
master cylinder which has a vent screen open to the engine compartment.Now for the
barrage of questions.
1.On the 68's,which use the large canister filter how does the
snorkel hose attach?I know the pipe goes through the fender.
The air intake is a long way away from the opening in the fender.
2.Where is the master cylinder vent line suppose to tie in?
3.Should I tee the transmission into the line that vents the rear
axle,tranfercase,bellhousing,and front axle?Or will this
affect things when I go to use the shut off valves?
I know that by shutting the two valves that come with the deep water fording kit,the PVC
valve and the crankcase vent,it over pressurizes the crankcase which in turn over
pressurizes the drive train components to keep water out(supposedly).
Lastly ,since I just thought of it,shouldn ’ t the steering gear be tied into this as well?
The system might work to keep water out of all the other things ,but why should you
have to change the gear oil in that if you don ’t have to.
Boy the things you can dream up when the sand man can ’t find you!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Parts is parts....POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 August 2001,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3243 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to post the flasher number that I ended up with.It's a Federal Mogul/Signal
Stat #263-4.I got it for about twenty bucks..SUBJECT>Hey brute4c POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>jcook@pcpartnet.net
DATE>Saturday,25 August 2001,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I e-mailed some photos to you .Just wondering if you got them and when you would post
them?
SUBJECT>Re:new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Sunday,26 August 2001,at 5:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3238 NEXT>3310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Frederic MI.I have 3 715 and a 725.Stop by any time.
989-348-8300.
Dan
SUBJECT>Napa Part #for Front Spring Bushings?POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 3:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>3288
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a Napa part number for the bushing that goes in the front eye of the front
spring?
And on a related note,can anyone explain to me why that one is different from the others.
The parts book shows 2 of the three bushings (shackle,front eye,rear spring eye)are the
same.I got some bushings from AB Linn and he tried to tell me they would not fit the
spring.The bushings I got from him were 1-1/4"OD,and sure enough,they fit the
shackle but not the spring.The front spring eye is 1-1/2"ID.From the book,you can't tell
whether the larger bushing goes in the front or the rear.I assumed it would be like every
other Jeep I've worked on,with the larger bushing in the rear where the spring bolts to the
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rigid mount on the frame.That makes the most sense to me from a flexure standpoint.
Any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Axle questions POSTER>Mike Egli EMAIL>megli@acaciatel.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3295 3327 3330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be buying some M715 axles for a rockcrawler I am building.I have a few
questions on them though:
1)How wide are they drum to drum?I have heard they are about 68"Wide ..is this
correct?
2)How many splines are the axle shafts?19?21?30?35?
3)Can you convert them to discs,or do the drums hold up fine?
4)What bore is the M715 Master Cylinder?I have a 1"bore,and I am trying to find out if
mine M/C will be able to stop those big drums!
5)Is $800 a good price for both front and rear,complete?.6)What is the lug and bolt pattern for the axles,military 6
bolt?What is the exact
dimensions?Where do I get rims for those axles?
SUBJECT>Re:Napa Part #for Front Spring Bushings?POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>3286 NEXT>3302
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I found it:
Napa part #274-6523
.568 ID
1.505 OD
2.5 wide spring
2.75 wide overall
Special order (of course).
Add that one to the parts data base.
SUBJECT>Re:Swamper TSL life expectancy POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i run the same size tire.be sure to keep the air pressure at the suggested 45p.s.i.if your on
pavement alot.use your own offroading air adjustments.bern1m715!
SUBJECT>steering wheel swap POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me of another steering wheel to use on a 715 that will fit right and look
good?thanks john foster 940-365-2919 johndfoster@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>need fuel cap POSTER>rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3297 3301 3303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a fuel cap for my m715.Does anyone know where I can get one?
thanks
rusty
SUBJECT>Re:Deep Water Fording System POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3282
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A little help,On mine I ran the snorkel flex hose right with the hood up to the big
canister,and put it in the side on the canister.The screen vent on the bottom,I tied it into
my water sealed battery box vent (heater hose)special design.I also ditch the metal
snorkel out the fender,as it hung out like big _ick and was just asking to get hit by trees
(they push the width already).I used that three inch flex hose and made my own custom
snorkel through the fender that hugges the body very nicely.I also desinged it that I could.drop the windsheild with
the snorkel up,in the event I need to shoot out over the
windshield while going through deep water.My master cyclinder,(I think )splined into
the carb hoses.And I didn't do the rest yet,so I'm watching your posting for a reply.My 2
cents.I weakest link that I have seen in the hole think so far...the pin hole on the side on
the carb,there is only a small diapram between your gas in the carb and total problems,I
think I'll spice that and my winch breather into the system as well,u can never be too
sure.
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:m725 fording pipe POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27
August 2001,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3270 NEXT>3304
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have one,were u out of??
MeatEater
SUBJECT>Re:steering wheel swap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3290
NEXT>3300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get a kit from Grant steering wheels that will let you mount any wheel they make
on your truck.The kit you need,usually have to oder from your local car parts or JC
Whitney,is for a 67 J series truck.All the old J series trucks,63-72 or 73 use the same
wheel,so telling them you have a 67 works fine.
I did this on mine to get more legroom under the wheel,I'm 6'6"tall and legroom gets
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rather tight....
The one I chose has 2 wide spokes,less stuff to hit your hands when it jerks around on
the trail.
The only problem I had is getting the horn to work because the civvy trucks used a
different wiring setup/actuator.I wired a remote horn.You could get the column out of a
civvy truck and use it cause the old ones are the same as the M715,just like the wheel,
and then the horn would be right.
for what its worth....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Axle questions POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3287
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/appendix2.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/appendix2.html
#1...which axle?
#2...front is 30 spline,rear is 23 spline
#3...drums hold up fine and some even add semi-metallic shoes.Discs can be done but
you have to do it...there is no "kit"for it...though it has been done and very nicely by T-
man,maybe I can get a parts list from him.
#4...Master cylinder bore is 1 inch,wheel cylinders are all the same at 1 1/16ths inch
#5...If the axles are in good shape,the balls are not all scratched up,the seals dont leak,
the covers are in good shape and the axles are complete drum to drum,$800 sounds fair..#6...Bolt pattern is 6 bolts
on a 7 1/4 inch circle with a 5 1/2 inch center hole.To get one
piece rims,its custom from several sources.Go to the search/personalize display at the
top of this page and click on it,click on the box next to "posted within the last"and
change it to "several eons".Then type wheels into the search box and you will get the
postings from this board all about wheels.
I have included a link below to one of the online manuals,linked at the top of this page.
The linked page is all specs for different parts of the truck,starting with axles and brakes.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3284
NEXT>3299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure did Doug....and I'll get them up as soon as I can...been awful busy the last 6 weeks,
but hopefully soon....I am about 30 pictures or so behind right now....
Sorry for the delay,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:need fuel cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3291
NEXT>3298 LINKNAME>http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1184100413 LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1184100413
Well theres this on ebay...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:need fuel cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3297
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe that doesnt work too good....
if you go to http://www.ebay.com
and enter m715 in the search box,you'll get a page of all the 715 stuff for sale on
there....currently the gas caps,there are 2 together for sale,are the 10th items in the list,
auction ends the 30th at 1:50 PM pacific time.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey brute4c POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 August
2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3296 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll be patient ,just wanted to make sure ya got them.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:steering wheel swap POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>3294 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the help.buy the way i am 6-5 so i know what you mean.thanks again.john
foster
SUBJECT>Re:Need Fuel Cap?I Could Help!!!!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,27 August 2001,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might Have one for you.Do't know what to ask,though I could use another can of bed
liner.Give m an E mail if interested.
johnleischner@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:Napa Part #for Front Spring Bushings?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this for the front?OR for the rear spring eye.They have diiferent diameters.I want to
fallow this post though,I've been looking for a set of urethane bushings that will fit.
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SUBJECT>Re:need fuel cap POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3291
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought two off of ebay.All I needed was the rubber gasket from one.I'll sell you one
complete and brand new for $7.50 plus postage.Respond if interested.Keith
SUBJECT>Re:m725 fording pipe POSTER>wallace osterhoudt
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3293 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in new york state I want that pipe name your price need that pipe ben looking for it
for awhile my phone is 845-758-2560 and my email is kaiserm725@yahoo.com we will
find a way to ship it even if I have to drive or fly to get it thank you for replying wallace
osterhoudt 3rd
SUBJECT>Re:Swamper TSL life expectancy POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins
EMAIL>Jeep_m715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run the TSL 38-13-16 also,Ive had good luck with them I use them on the road daily,at
least 2 and a half years now,my front ones are warn now do to lack of rotateing and
alignment.
I'm shopping for 11.00-16 Michelen's.?..
SUBJECT>Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins
EMAIL>Jeep_m715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3307 3311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am shopping for the XL Michelens'can any one point the way?I am looking for New..Thankss.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3306 NEXT>3308 3309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will those tires fit our 9x16 rims?
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3307 NEXT>3366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6.5"X 16 "RIMS.Yes they will I beleive.Some of the old Dodges(early 40's)ran 10.50
x 16 chevron type tires on their flat base rims.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>whoopiewagon EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 August 2001,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3307
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,michelin spec.is 6in.min.rim width.i have had a set for a year and a half and have
been very happy with them.i need to find another set also.
Lee
SUBJECT>Re:new owner,lots of questions,does anyone live in the flint MI area
POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at
2:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
Are you the guy with the '725 that has the 454 &turbo 400 in it??
If so,We stopped &talked along I-80,on the way from Medina a couple of years ago.
Darryl
4-67 M715 w/winch
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3306 NEXT>3319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,you can get Michelin XL 11.00x16 at most any Michelin truck tire dealer,but
you better have a thick wallet,these tires cost almost $400.00 a tire new,thats a lot of cake
for tires.For less money you can have 20''rims made at Diamond racing wheels,for tires I
used Firestone superall traction tires 9.00-20 at almost 42''tall they are load range E and
have a tread pattern much more aggressive than the XL's,the rims and tires together are
less money than the XL's alone,plus the Firestone's are about 3''taller than the XL's Good
luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>TRANFER CASE REAR OUT PUT SEAL POSTER>JEFF SUNTUP
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 4:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAN ANYONE PLEASE GIVE ME A LOCAL PART NUMBER FOR THE REAR.TRANSFER OUT PUT SEAL AND REAR YOKE 860 443-2191 THANKS
JEFF
SUBJECT>Re:TRANSFER CASE INFO POSTER>matt rigsby
EMAIL>mattrig@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3212 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently pickedup a205 and plan on installing it inmy 715.Ihave a few questons Is there
any safe way to use the 2shifters with out destroying the case ?also can the e-brake be
istalled at the rear out put shaft?Any info would help Thanks Matt
SUBJECT>Uwharrie Ride!!!!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>3325 LINKNAME>Trailblazers
Homepage LINKURL>http://www.carolina-trailblazers.org
Once again,the Carolina Trailblazers are putting on their "Fun Caravan"in Uwharrie
National Forest in central NC Sept 7-9.Last I knew there were 4 M715's in the club.
There were 3 in attendance last year.I'll be there with mine.If anybody is interested in a
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weekend of fun and wheeling come on down to the Group Camp.You can find a map at
the link below.
Later,
Tony C
SUBJECT>Magellan GPS 2000's For Sale POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>3317 3318 3332
LINKNAME>Magellan Homepage LINKURL>http://www.magellangps.com
I have some used Magellan GPS 2000's that were obtained from the NC Wildlife
Resources Commission.Specs for this model can be found at the link below.All are in
VG to LN cond.If you have as much trouble as I do finding that awsome wheeling spot
again,you gotta have one of these.Price is $50 ea plus shipping.Satisfaction guaranteed.
Anyone interested?
Tony C
SUBJECT>Re:Magellan GPS 2000's For Sale POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>3316 NEXT>3320
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Almost forgot,I will provide a hardcopy of the manual with each unit.The manual is also
online on the Magellan site,go to Product Support then On-line Manuals and choose the
model.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins
EMAIL>Jeep_m715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3311 NEXT>3321 3322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks,I will consider the option,I like the idea of taller tires ,my engine would like.it better ('86 6.9
Diesel).
SUBJECT>Re:Magellan GPS 2000's For Sale POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3318 NEXT>3331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SATISFACTION GARENTEED ?!!I'll take one!
call me @(937)322-2294 after 5PM or at work @(800)424-0325
ask for Bill Gregory at plant 2
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey R.T.With the 6.9 deisel the 20''wheels are a must to get the crusing revs
down,unless you want to change gears and thats more money and hassle.I have a 460 ford
going in mine and the 42''tall rubber will help my top end as well.If you need more info
on these 20''wheels I am glad to help.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3319 NEXT>3326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right,I'm sold.
email me @nightflyr@aol.com,and we'll talk.
SUBJECT>i POSTER>EJ CANUP EMAIL>ejcanup@prodigy.net DATE>Wednesday,
29 August 2001,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayWH1ysWPBKM
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone please advise me on restoring or upgrading the distributor on my beast.
I've always been a fan of MVs and have recently fallen prey to a great deal on a nearly
totaled kaiser.
I changed the oil an filter,started it,drove it onto and off of my trailer.Afterwards,
swapping out fenders from a J-10,the aftermarket coil was leaking and now will not fire
at all.
Money is an issue,I'm on a fixed income,so please direct me to a source or equivilant
swap I could find in salvage yard.
THANKS,EJ CANUP
ATLANTA,GA
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs/points POSTER>EJ CANUP EMAIL>ejcanup@prodigy.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayWH1ysWPBKM PREVIOUS>3280 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How about a part#for the points,or a poitless distributor?.SUBJECT>Re:Uwharrie Ride!!!!POSTER>m715mudder
EMAIL>wrarbrkr@intrstar.net DATE>Wednesday,29 August 2001,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tc,
i sure would love to be there on the trails in uwharrie with you guys.i live in eastern nc
and have been to uwharrie many times for hunting and backing trips.i know all who go
will enjoy the beautiful scenery and great trails.as my 715 is at least 6 months from being
finished i'll just have to read about everyone's great times in their old kiaser and hurry up
with my restoration!have fun guys!!
wade
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD7115@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 7:05 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3322 NEXT>3328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I POSTED A MESSAGE ABOUT A MONTH AGO,CONCERNING LAV TIRES.I AM
STILL IN THE PROCESS OF GETTING A BUNCH OF THEM TO SELL.MY
CONTACT HAS TOLD ME THAT SOMETIME THIS FALL THE MARINE CORPS
BASE NEAR HIM IS CHANGING OUT 18 LAV'S TO A NEW STYLE TIRE.THAT'S
8 TIMES 18,SO THAT SHOULD GIVE US ALOT OF TIRES.HE HAS THE RUBBER
CONTRACT FOR MOST OF THE BASES AROUND HIS AREA.HE HAS TOLD ME
THAT I AM ON TOP OF HIS LIST FOR TIRES.THEY WILL BE BRINGING MORE
LAV'S IN OVER THE WINTER TO CHANGE OUT TIRES,SO THERE SHOULD BE
QUITE A FEW UP FOR SALE SOON.I
BELIEVE YOU'LL BE LOOKING AT AROUND $100.00 A TIRE WITH 65%OR
BETTER TREAD LEFT.LET ME KNOW HOW MANY OF YOU ARE IN THE
MARKET FOR THEM,&I'LL ROUND 'EM UP.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle questions POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD7115@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE 3 COMPLETE AXLE SETS.I'LL LET THEM GO FOR $400.00 A
SET.THEY'RE STILL IN PRETTY DECENT SHAPE.LET ME KNOW IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED.I LIVE IN THE ATLANTA,GA.AREA.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins
EMAIL>Jeep_m715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3326 NEXT>3334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Yes that would be great .I would take atleast 6 of them,I need them befor it snowes up
here in Maine,around the end of October or so ,I will wait to see how you are doing befor
I get any thing else.Thanks.Robert.
SUBJECT>Wanted Hard Top and Wheel POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins
EMAIL>Jeep_m715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 7:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a hard top ,shape can be ok,also looking for a spare wheel.I have a
winch bumper set up to trade for a wheel.
Thanks,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Axle questions POSTER>Mike Egli EMAIL>megli@acaciatel.com
DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3287
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is so frustrating!I found a guy in california with a set for $800.I can get a truck
down there to pick them up so I do not have to pay for shipping.
THEN,I find a guy in NY,that has a set with a rear locker for %750 and a chrome diff
cover!THen I find a million people that will give me sets for $400-$450 ...but everyone
is out in the east or the south.I would buy their axles in a heartbeat but I can't get
anything shipped that far,its close to $1000!!
So,anyway ...I have a 15/16"bore on my Master Cylinder,so I think I should be fine ..
and you?
When you asked "...what axles?"what did you mean?I have heard a lot of answers as
to the width of the D60/D70 from a M715.Did this change through out their life?I do nto
know from what years this axle came from,so maybe it would help to know what
different widths the axles have been.I just want to be able to measure and see how much
wider they are going to be than my rig.
SUBJECT>Re:Magellan GPS 2000's For Sale POSTER>Joe D
EMAIL>jdymant@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take one too.you can contact me at jdymant@aol.com or 805-455 1371.I need one in
VG condition
SUBJECT>I'll be out of town...POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>3316 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for the weekend.If anyone else is interested just drop me a line and I'll catch up with y'all
next week.
SUBJECT>Deuce and a half wheels POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3335 3336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heard a rumor that you can put 2 1/2 ton wheels and tires on a 715 and all you have to
change is cout out and weld a new bolt pattern to the rims.....is this true....are there any
other mods you have to make?Also how will it affect how my 715 drives?Any info is
greatly appreciated.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>lee alessi.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at
2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3328 NEXT>3338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these tires are 39"?they fit w/o a spring over?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce and a half wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,Yes 2.5 ton wheels can be adapted,but it's a big deal,I talked to two different
welders and they both said it's alot of work,dealing with correct back spacing,drilling and
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welding them so they would be true,plus it would time consuming,the prices would be
well over $200.00 per wheel and you still got old wheels.I had Diamond racing wheels
build me four 20''x7''for $170.00 a wheel and they are great,super strong and good
looking,this is the way to go.I used firestone super all traction tires 9.00-20 at almost42''
tall I installed a 3''body lift to the cab only for clearence,a spring over is a lot of work,not
to mention you would be changing the steering geometry.The Old M715 drives much
better than before,the 42's brought the crusing revs way down,it is much more streetable
and the 460 ford loves the lower RPM's Goodluck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce and a half wheels POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
30 August 2001,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3333 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running the Modified Deuce rims and find them quite enjoyable.I am now able to
comfortably cruise down the road at 65 to 70 mph.The rims are very true,I didn't eve
balance them and I can drive with no vibration and no erratic steering wheel movement.
The height is equivalent if not more than the Diamond racing wheel rims.No
modifications had to be made to the truck.No rubbing on the wheel wells or rubbing
when turning.The deuce mounting holes are still in the wheel,I left them in because I ca
still use that wheel for a spare for my trailer.
I posted pics at the other site under "9.00X20 Military"of my truck with the rims
mounted.
I had the wheel priced out at about 180$for rim and tire mounted.I have an extra set of 5
modified rims with tires mounted for sale.700$for the complete set.
Any more questions please ask.
Matt
SUBJECT>TIMING WITH OUT A LIGHT!@#$%POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3339 3341 3343 3346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the best way to set the timing with out a light I am thouroughly P.O.ed
HELLLLLPPPPPP!!!
Gunny Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins.EMAIL>Jeep_m715@Yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 August
2001,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3334 NEXT>3345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Lee,
I've been running TSL 38-13-16 with out any problem with factory stuff,I have some
rubbing with a sub-frame thing I maade for plowing,I don't do alot of hard flex off
roading so a little rubbing I don't mind.I should do a spring-over someday but its not high
on my list.
Later,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:TIMING WITH OUT A LIGHT!@#$%POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 August 2001,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3337
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring your #1 cylinder to tdc on the compression stroke.Line up the #1 spark plug wire
with the tip of the rotor.If it fires then move all the way Cw until it begins to run rough
then move the other way until it runs rough.Set right in the middle of these two
points.This should get you close,but you will want to make small adjustments after each
test drive to increase power.Advancing the distributor will increase power but to much
will make it start harder.
SUBJECT>Fuel Pump POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My stock fuel pump has a bad diaphram.If I order a civilian fuel pump from NAPA (for
example),will it work?If the housing's different,can I at least cannibalize it for the
diaphram?
Also,I have big kudos to the maker of this website.Thank you!!
SUBJECT>Re:TIMING WITH OUT A LIGHT!@#$%POSTER>ray
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pull the #1 plug and ground it to the engine block..
loosen the dist assy.
turn the engine by hand(put a big socket and rachet on the main pull nut)turn the engine
slooowly intill the plug sparks.
then turn the dist assy slooowly untill the plug sparks again.
this will get you in the ball park.
you can get a cheep light at sears for 25-30 bucks!!
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c,others,Carb help!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another possibility comes to mind (if brut4c's suggestions didn't take care of the
problem).Make sure that the O-ring that fits around the barrel of the seat (needle/seat.assembly)is sealing
properly,otherwise,gas could be bypassing around the needle valve.
SUBJECT>Re:TIMING WITH OUT A LIGHT!@#$%POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If the truck runs,you can simply rotate the distributor until it starts to ping and then back
it off slightly...we call it power timing....if you drive the truck a short distance and bump
the timing up and drive and bump the timing up,etc.you'll end up within just a few
degrees of perfect.This also makes up for timing chain stretch where the stock spec
doesnt cover the stretch....and we have a mega length timing chain in a stock engine.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3349 3368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,you must be getting a better deal on the tires than I can find.The Firestones would
run me $300 each,cheapest I could find was a "Rising Sun"bias all-traction for $250 a
pop.Re-treads were $180-$190,but I just don't feel comfortable running re-treads.
I was really hoping this would be a good option for me,but at close to $2400 for 5 wheels
and tires it's just a little too pricey.Unless I can find a better deal on some 20"rubber it
looks like it's 38"Swampers for me.
Thanks for the heads up on the wheels,they seem like a good deal.I just can't swing the
tire price.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3338 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
attn:r d hodgkins,
what are you plowing?you using that thing as a farm tractor?please explain.i have heard
this term used before,but i don't understand.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TIMING WITH OUT A LIGHT!@#$%POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 August 2001,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gunny
are you not using a light because of the 24V?or because you don't have one?if you don't
have one...buy one,you'll love it forever.if you are worried about the 24 volts,park your
other car in front of your M715 and connect the light's power cables to it's 12v battery.
then connect the spark plug part to your M715 spark plug wire.i have also used a 12V
battery charger to power the timing light.
just my $0.02
krob725.SUBJECT>diamond wheels $$$???POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 September 2001,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk-715 sir,could you post price on diamonds wheel for a 9.00-20.i have also considerd
this tire wheel combo.thank you.bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 September 2001,at 5:08
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3153 NEXT>3355 3405 3521 3559
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Perk what do the firestones run approx.also is anybody running them with the stock
engine.if so how does it do.thanks ED
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,2 September 2001,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3344 NEXT>3352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,The price for the 20x7 wheels from Diamond is $170.00 per
wheel.Utahjeeper,The Firestone super all traction 9.00-20 cost me 170.00 per wheel,I did
get them wholesale through a pal who has a trucking outfit,he can buy way cheeper tha
you or me.I did get a good price on these tires at a place called Gray tire,out of Ft.Worth
and Houston Tx.They gave me a price of 178.00 each but,I told the guy I ran a small auto
repair so he would ship wholesale and it would have worked but it was easy to go with
my friend.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>seats POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,2 September 2001,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa23bAga/ruzo PREVIOUS>NEXT>3351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone offer advice on replacing the seats with something more comfy?thanks
johndfoster@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:seats POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2
September 2001,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3350 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seats from a J series pickup will work as will seats from a Wagoneer or Cherokee,the
pre-84 full size ones....
Things to know about this:
Some of the holes line up and some need to be drilled,I think at least 2 on each seat lined
up,can check if you need.
Also,the J truck seats have a taller base,so if you use the Waggy/Cherokee seats,like I
did,you need to raise them up about 2 inches.I used the old hockey pucks for a dollar a
piece up here to do that....got a few thousand miles on them and sure WON'T go back!!!
Good luck!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
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EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 September 2001,at 4:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3349 NEXT>3353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk715-could you post diamonds business no.also,a question arose concerning tire to
wheel.does the wheel diamond uses have the correct bead for the tire?just afraid of bead
blowout during hard wheeling or sidewall flex.thanx for your help.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,3 September 2001,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3352 NEXT>3365 3373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,I used tubes and liners just for that reason,I didn't want any blow outs either,ph#at
Diamond is 1-800 937 4307 PerkM715
SUBJECT>oops!POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
3 September 2001,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted my dilemma in the wrong board,meant to post it in here not on the for sale
board!DAMN!Please check it out.......sorry and thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,3 September 2001,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,The Best price on the firestone super all traction 9.00-20 was $178.00 each at Gray
tire in Houston Tx.In order to get that wholesale price you must tell the guy that you are a
small tire dealer or mechanic that sells tires,this should work,I did not get my tires from
them,I got mine through a freind who owns a trucking outfit,he had them shipped in for
me at 170.00 each,but that was a one shot deal.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Howie -Still Stalling (from for sale section)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,3 September 2001,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a little into the inner workings of the distributer and had a couple of questions and/or
ideas for you to look at.Please note that I'm not any electronics tech.Look on page 70 of
your TM-20 manual.If you do not have the manual look under on-line manuals here on
this site.
1.Does your coil have a ballast tucked in underneath it.It could be that the ballast is bad
or you don't have one.Athough I heard some of the new coils came with the ballast built
in.Item 42 figure 2-33.
2.Where the single wire (Item 23 figure 2-33)plugs in the the distributer housing there is
suppose to be a capaciter (Item 26 figure 2-33)mounted in there some where.That might
be bad or missing.
3.Before I read about the coil heating up on you I was thinking vapor lock I had this
happen to me in the deep part of summer.The fuel line runs right behind the radiator up.close to the cyl.head.Plus
the fuel filter sits right next to the radiator hose.I solved the
problem by running a 3/8"hose over the top of my steel fuel lines.
SUBJECT>Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>Wayne
EMAIL>Beethoven1959@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 September 2001,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for someone who had done a disc brake conversion or who has part numbers
to do one.I am not looking for the swap to the GM axles.I am looking for the conversion
kit or part numbers to adapt disc brakes to the military axles.
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>R.T.Hodgkins EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3357 NEXT>3359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Helitool makes kits for the M715 as well M37,For the M715 they are for the front,They
give you a caliper bracket,bolts,spacer/adapter for $360.00 I think.You need to buy
calipers and rotors for a "94 F350.I priced out the kits and the parts I had to buy and I
could put them on all fours for 1700.00,but I needed to further adapt for the rear.I'm going
to do this sometime this fall.
This is the option I opted for instead of changeing axles,'cause I think that would be a lot
more expensive.
The link for these kits is in your link menu.
Hope this helps,Later,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw somewhere that you sould use the disc brakes from a 14 bolt corporate axle and
modify them to fit for the rear.That,coupled with the helitool kit for the front is the way I
plan to go.
SUBJECT>Ball Joint part #'s POSTER>NE715 EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>3496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone replaced the ball joints in their M715,and if so do you have the part numbers
or the application used to find replacement part #'s.Any and all help would be
apprecitated.Since the National FE I have discovered that mine are shot and need
replaced.
Thanks in advance
Alan
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SUBJECT>my build up pics POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>m715.com LINKURL>http://www.m715.com/.i posted this once on the for sale board on accident.check out
some of my build up pics at
www.m715.com.it is a work in progress that is bound to get done some day.thanks to
hammer for taking the time to include some of my pics on his great site.
roger
SUBJECT>Tubes for your 16in Spit rims!POSTER>Lee Soldan
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a Tire dealer that can get 9.00 X 16 tubes.They are Weber Tire from Herington
Ks.The phone #is 1-785-258-2582 He said they will cost around $12.00 each plus
shipping.Lee
SUBJECT>tire choice POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3371 3378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
can any one suggest what mud tire to use.i have 10x16.5 wheels with 4.5 backspacing
with no lift or mods to truck.please help.thanks john foster
SUBJECT>9.00x16 tire source in MN.POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought some 9.00 x 16 tires for my stock rims from Westside Tire in Corcoran,
MN.They are McCreary Superlug STA's and they have a nice aggressive tread and are
one heckuvalot softer than my old NDT's.I paid about $120 a piece for them,without
tubes and etc.Got them mounted and the whole shootin'match for under $650.A great
option for stock rims.Overall OD is about 36".Their number is 763-420-2100.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3353 NEXT>3381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk715!thanks again for info.i just priced firestone non-directional super all-trac 9.00-
20 10 ply 41.3 inch tires.$158.00 ea.and tubes are $12.00 ea.i was told they will wear
like steal on a truck such as ours.more info if needed.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Michelen11.00-16,Need some.......POSTER>Luke Durbi
EMAIL>skywalker@mcleodusa.net DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3308 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1100x16 what is the overall heigth and how much?
SUBJECT>A letter to all owners of M715,725,726's.ctxt POSTER>Karl Heide
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBqd2LbMYHmQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>3369
3370 3376 3383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dear all,
I recently heard of something terrible which got my blood boiling.
A buddy of mine said that he had just seen the coolest video on 4 wheeling.As he dove
into the story my heart sank.He said that a M715 was present at the trail.During the
course of the day this historical truck was steadly dismantled and distroyed.By the end it
wsa being torch cut to extricate it from rocks and was then sent to the crusher.
My only question is WHY!What is the thrill of ruining something that has great value as
a piece of US armed forces history?
So my plead to all owners of M715,725,726 trucks is:Please,if you feel the need to
distroy a 4x4,go get a 1980's Chevy or Ford truck of which there are millions and leave
the Kaisers in the driveway.
As you all know,after WWII there were many surplus MB's and GPW's for sale.Many of
these were ruined as a reasult of being 4 wheeled to death.Now those vehicles are few
and far between and expensive when they are in good shape.If you want the Kaiser's to
remain as cheap as they are now,please don't ruin perfectly good trucks.
Another thing that kinda bothers me is the folks who talk of changing a M725 into a
M715 or M726 into m715 or vice versa.If you want a different truck,go buy another.
Don't change the truck you have just because you don't like it.Some folks would be
happy to trade your M726 for a M715 if thats what you want.We are dealing with a
limited number to trucks and everyone that is changed is one less original truck in the
world.
As to the 12 volt conversions and engine swaps.I completely understand the reasoning
behind these and don't have a problem with it.The 230 is not the best engine for the
truck.These changes also help the Kaisers be more road worthy and reliable as well as
stronger.
Same with the spring overs and bigger tires.No prob.these types of modifications ca
always be reversed.
I guess what I am really trying to say is,Lets try to preserve the vehicles we have instead
of trying to make them into things they weren't built to be and taking them places they
weren't designed to go.
I sure many will disagree with me and be upset with what I think.Thats fine.Everyone
will have different opinions.I just wanted to write this in part to make public my
contempt for those who ruin the trucks that I love so much and to see if there are any
people who have any of the same feelings that I have.
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Asbestos suit is on,let the flames begin.:)
Sincerely,
Karl Heide
SUBJECT>Attn.Utahjeeper POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3344 NEXT>3372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Utah,You should contact Bernie on this site,he found Firestone super all
traction 900.20
tires for $158.00 each,this is a steal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:A letter to all owners of M715,725,726's.ctxt POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
karl,
i agree with you and i would hope that most of the members of this club will too.here in
south texas i have seen countless old jeeps,int scouts,broncos,and landcruisers
destroyed by people making them into deer hunting rigs.they torch off things like parts of
the body.then they weld on all kinds of crap like seats and ladders ten feet in the air.
some even cut off the steering column and pedals,and relocate them or extend them up
there so they can drive it from way up there.
i am not against hunting.i hunt.i fish.i camp.i 4-wheel.i modify rigs.but i DO NOT
destroy old unique trucks or cars that can not be replaced.
krob725
67 M725
52 M37
70 european vw (restored)
84 Grand Wagoneer
SUBJECT>Re:A letter to all owners of M715,725,726's.ctxt POSTER>Rob F.
EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No flames Karl,everyone has different opinions.I too hate seeing a M715 series truck
being destroyed,but,I also hate seeing one of the toughest trucks ever made,stock or
modified,being babied and pampered and turned into trailer queens.These trucks were
made to transport troops,equipment,and wounded across battle fields.I take my M725 to
the local ORV(whenever it's running)and go hill-climbing and do some mild
rockcrawling.Why?Because it can.When you stop working the truck it's like sticking a
old soldier in a nursing home and telling him/her that they're no longer needed or useful.
These trucks aren't ready for retirement,they're ready for a new lease on life with a
responsible owner.Show them,wheel them,drive them,work them,maintain them,
whatever you like to do with them,just keep them rolling and don't destroy them.
SUBJECT>Re:tire choice POSTER>Rob F.EMAIL>droptt@jbntelco.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're running 10x16.5 rims I would suggest HUMVEE tires.I believe they come in a
36x12.5x16.5 or a 37x12.5x16.5 and can be gotten for around $50 each with about 80%
to 90%tread left.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Utahjeeper POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.utahjeeper!i priced the firestone 9.00-20 10 ply super
tractions at a local commercial tire
shop where i do tractor trailer tire business.the manager priced them at $158.00 each.
tubes were $12.00.he has a line on 12 of them at present time.e-mail me for additional
info if needed.i live in south central n.h.will respond on zone line or e-
mail.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3353 NEXT>3390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk-i tried to contact diamond wheel with no success with there 1-800 number.could
you get address and post for follow up on making contact.thanx,bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Oil Pan Gasket POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3384 3391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 m715 with the and i need to get a oil pan gasket i am having a hard time
finding one for the Engine.can anybody help me??
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes for your 16in Spit rims!POSTER>doug cook EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3362 NEXT>3382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
7:00-16 tubes are much more common and I hear they will work fine.Cost is about the
same.If anyone has had a problem with them let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:A letter to all owners of M715,725,726's.ctxt POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>3367 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think a 726 changed to a 715 is more of an original than a 715/725/726 with a different
motor.
SUBJECT>Howie-did you ever get your turn signals working?POSTER>Doug Cook
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EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 September 2001,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If so what was the problem?
SUBJECT>Re:tire choice POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 September
2001,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3363 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm running 38.5 x 14.5 Super Swamper TSL SXs on my truck.I have the same size rims
and the suspension is stock.Haven't had any rubbing or interference with this size tire.
And they look darn cool too.
SUBJECT>Re:Howie-did you ever get your turn signals working?POSTER>Howard
Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 2:27 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3377
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,Never did get the signals working.Have been out of town two weeks,so this
weekend plan to start tracking down the wiring to see if there might be any worn spots.
Will let you know what I find out.
Howard
SUBJECT>Need part no.for tie rod ends POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 3:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody got a civilian part no.for tie rod ends?I haven't had any luck so far.Thanks in
advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 3:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSL48Swt/dfQ PREVIOUS>3365 NEXT>3388
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>just priced firestone non-directional super all-trac
>9.00-20 10 ply 41.3 inch tires.$158.00 ea.
Where did you find them for $158?
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes for your 16in Spit rims!POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes "I"did thats why I went looking for the larger size!
SUBJECT>Re:A letter to all owners of M715,725,726's.ctxt POSTER>RWC EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased (read saved)my M 715 from a guy the next town over.The truck had no
engine,the trans and transfer were apart and laying in the mud,the winch was a thousand
parts in a pig barn,the front axle was shot and he had torched the frame to add another
axle.The wiring was pulled out and the seats were attached to a go-kart.The only good
parts left were the body,bed,the rear axle and the top.I saved this truck by using a 72
Chevy 3/4 ton at a donor.(This is where the purists will get a little wound up!)
Advatages are:1.Chevy 350,SM 465,NP 205,Eaton Rear end,HD Dana 44 and 4.56
gearing all in one package.2.Chevy power steeing and brakes were retained.3.Cost and
availablity of parts.4.On road manners.5.M715 body.6.Still good off road (although
the front axle is a little weak).Though this truck is not stock,it will not rot away in some
hacks'yard and most of the issues I read about on this message board have bee
addressed.And yes 38.5 x 11 Boggers!
Let the screaming begin!
RWC.SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pan Gasket POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3374 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lok up parts you might need
SUBJECT>Parts for our trucks?POSTER>ronnie EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just found a parts site which may be good to check out.May can help with parts for
M715'S?
www.rareparts.com
Never used them but someone may need them.
SUBJECT>Tires NDCC 11.00-16 POSTER>kevin EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3387 3404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone has first hand knowledge/usage with this tire and size?the
web site below gives more details about them.I was thinking that they might be a good
replacement for almost original looking tire but with more height to lower the RPM's.
They at least look like they would do pretty good in the dirt/mud.
Thanks
Kevin
http://www.coker.com/trucks/military.html
SUBJECT>Re:Tires NDCC 11.00-16 POSTER>kevin EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
correction it is a 10.50-16 tire
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
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EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3381 NEXT>3392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sullivan tire,route 4,lee,new hamshire.phone(603)868-6445 ask for jimbo(yes-jimbo).if
not in ,speak to any associates.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Need part no.for tie rod ends POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
smarty
i got mine at O'Reilly auto parts
ES235L
ES235R
they were $50.99 each last year.you need two of each..krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3373 NEXT>3396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,You better order up 4 firestones at that price,$158.00 wow,what a deal.Diamond's
#800-937=4407 or 414-744-2010 web Diamondracingwheels.com,ask for Bill,he's a
good guy.It sounds like you live near Lee NH,we are almost neighbors,I live in York
Me,let me know how you make out,good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pan Gasket POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>3374 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Napa and tell'em you need one for a '64 Jeep J-truck with the 230 CI Tornado motor.
That also applies to the rear main seal.Worked for me.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>Luke Durbin
EMAIL>skywalker@mcleodusa.net DATE>Wednesday,5 September 2001,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3388 NEXT>3394 3398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 725 with the origional 230 motor.with this stock set up would this truck handle
38"or 40"tires and have satis factory power to run 60 mph?Is the bolt pattern on the 715
and the 725 the same?this 230 motor has 9000 miles on it.I have a civilian donor motor
that has a 2 barrel carb and intake that i'm going to put on it for that little extra horse
power.should i leave it stock or should i drop a small block chev in it?i know it is a lot
of work.i changed a stock 258 inline 6 to a 283 chev in a 68 3 \4 gladiater.i guess what
i'm asking is what is the life expectancy of a 230 ohc.using primarely for enjoyment on
the road verry little if any off road want to half way preserve it has been sheded all of its
life.
SUBJECT>BOW MEASUREMENTS POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYONE KNOW OR CAN SOME ONE MEASEURE THE HEIGHT OF
BOTH BOWS.MINE HAVE BEEN CUT DOWN FOR A MAKE SHIFT TOP.NOW I
HAVE A NEW CANVAS TOP AND THE BOWS AREN'T HIGH ENOUGH.I HAVE
TRIED TO GUESS AT THE HEIGHT THEY NEED TO BE AT BUT CAN'T GET IT
RIGHT.LET ME KNOW,THANKS KENNY
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Luke,You could get Many diferent answers to these questions,I will give you my
imput,The 715 and the 725 have the same lug pattern.I think a tall tires are the only way
to go because of the very low 5.88 ring and pinions,the crusing rpm's will be much.lower,not to mention better
ground clearence.As far as the engine goes I don't care for the
230,it's worst problem is that it's not powerful enough for a 6000 lb.truck,I guess we can't
blame the little old 230,we should blame the U.S.govt.for specing out such a small engine
in such a heavy truck,I say go v-8,though I am not sold on these expensive chevy adapter
kits,so for less money I went with a 460 ford big block using the old T-98a
tranny,swapping out the imput shaft from a ford T-18 tranny,with minor fabrication on
motor mounts and clutch linkage we are almost good to go and then will have a
6000lb.truck that will move out.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>need distributer parts!POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having problems with my 67'stalling,was referred by someone on this website to
check if I had a coil ballast.I don't have one,I do have the capacitor inside the distributer
assemble.Does anyone know if this part can be purchased new???
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3390 NEXT>3397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk im in rochester.have to come over your way sometime to shoot sh-t about
trucks.phone num.etc.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3396 NEXT>3402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,I called Diamond today,Bill is out for the week,he will be back monday,the
secretary said my wheels should be done next week.Did you get the big firestones yet?
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The big 460 ford goes in next week also,when I get the 715 on the road I will wheel it
over to Rochester to see you,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>Ednei Rodrigues
EMAIL>ednei@smo.com.br DATE>Thursday,6 September 2001,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aavgR2jclRE8.PREVIOUS>3392 NEXT>3399
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gostei muito desta pagina de voces .
Ednei Rodrigues
Rua:Colunbia 1018
Cep:89900-000
Santa Catarina
Brasil
Fone:0 14 49 6226797.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,7 September 2001,at 3:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3398 NEXT>3401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ednei,No Comprendi.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:need distributer parts!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
September 2001,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3395 NEXT>3407
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howie,I sent you a couple of pics...Should help.You shouldn't need the brass disk thing
if you have the later coil.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 September 2001,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk-he said do you know how to sew bait on to pick up a striper or two!striper,not
stripper!just kidding-its friday!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk715-20"wheels and tires POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 September 2001,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk-i just recieved info about your truck and possible visit.no rubber yet.$$$creating
dilema.not a big deal .firestone is still in business.bern1
SUBJECT>6x6 POSTER>Al EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 September 2001,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3412 3415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was planning on building one of my M715's into a monster truck with loader tires.I just
got my hands on 2 2.5 ton 6x6s from the government.Has anyone every tried these things
out in serious mud holes?How do they perform?Just wondering..I thought about putting
dual tires on front..
SUBJECT>No 11.00-16 NDCC's There!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>M37B1WW@excite.com DATE>Friday,7 September 2001,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3386 NEXT>LINKNAME>Coker Military Tires
LINKURL>http://www.coker.com/trucks/military.html
There are some DIRECTIONAL 10.50-16 tires that will fit everybody's favorite Kaisers
and Dodges.
JB
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to ed weber-i priced firestone 9.00-20 super alltraction non-directionals at $158.00 each
at a commercial truck tire shop.41.4 inches tall,81 pounds in weight,not a lot of
aerodynamic drag to consider or eccess rubber to haul around.the stock 230 should be
fine to go with.i presently run 13.38.16 swampers with no problems.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Attn.Bernie-Yahoo POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com.DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 8:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,Have you checked the Yahoo site yet?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:need distributer parts!POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3400 NEXT>3433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm burning out coils for some reason,think my lack of a coil ballast might have
something to do with it.Coils are getting way too hot,I think maybe too much voltage
straight into the coil is the problem.Anyone else have any ideas?Thanks.....Howie
SUBJECT>9.00-20 Firestones POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just went and took a look at tires.Saw the 9.00-20 Firestone S.A.Traction N.D.live and
in person.Looks mighty skinny to me,be like rolling around on old vinyl records.I think
I'm gonna go 11.00-20 or 12.00-20 judging by the tires I looked at.I have decided to go
20",Swampers may be the cheap route now but they wear out mighty fast.The firestones
I looked at were used (barely)for $80 each,but like I said too skinny for me.Got real
excited by a 465R22.5 traction tire I looked at.About 48"tall x 16-18"wide.Then the
guy gave me a price(~$450)and I was much less excited about the whole thing.
SUBJECT>Re:9.00-20 Firestones POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3408 NEXT>3411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Utah,Living in Utah with lots of sand mabey a skinny tire is not the hot set up,but here in
Maine with plenty of snow and lot's of mud,the skinny tire will out perform the wide one
any day of the week.If your looking at the Firestone S.A.traction in 11.00 or 12.00-20
watch out for the high ply rating,these tires are 12-14 ply and are made for very heavy
trucks and are very stiff,they ride hard and will give less traction than a softer tire eve
with low air pressure.I have been to many mud rallys and watched the skinny tires walk
by the fat tires every time,unless you have giant horsepower to float a M-715 across a
mud pit,and at 6000 lbs.thats going to take some giant horsepower,the skinny tires are
king in this part of the woods.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>m715 POSTER>jeff EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8
September 2001,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3416 3429
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for rear brake drum,hood and all new or nos window and door seals.Anybody
help?
SUBJECT>Re:9.00-20 Firestones POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3409 NEXT>3413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Actually I live in So.Cal.now.I really don't wheel my 715 all that much.It
is my daily
driver and the tow rig for my rockcrawler CJ-5.I do drive it off road occasionally,usually
with my Alaskan camper in the back.Generally on dirt roads and two tracks,sometimes
on rougher trails.
I really only need the diameter to get my RPM down.To get above 55 with the 34"tires I
need to be in OD which doesn't work too well towing up hill.I can push it in OD a little,
but usually my EGT starts getting up close to the 1200*mark and I have to back out.I
want the bigger diameter to push my 4th gear speed up to around 65 mph at 2400 rpm so I
can downshift into 1:1 and still maintain speed.It would also be nice to have a little lower
RPM at 75 in OD when I'm just driving to/from work.
This may sound like a silly reason to go with such a big tire,but I really want to be able to
take full advantage of my 5.9L Cummins/NV4500HD swap.
SUBJECT>Re:6x6 POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>3403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
I ran duals on frt of a suburban with 2 1/2 ton axles.Makes it hard to steer &eats power
steering pumps &boxes.Just my .02 cents.Axles are stout.Ray
SUBJECT>Re:9.00-20 Firestones POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@home.com
DATE>Saturday,8 September 2001,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>3411 NEXT>3420 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Utahjeepr
I know this off the subject but would like info on your enigne &tranny swap .How hard
was it ?Did you run into any problems ?
Would you do anything different ?What t-case are you using ?
Please tell me all you can.I am considering this setup.
Thanks Ray
SUBJECT>yahoo site memberization POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to zone master brute4c-i want to be memberized at the m715 yahoo site as well.how
to,???etc.bern1m715 thank you!
SUBJECT>Re:6x6 POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9
September 2001,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3403 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
al,go to www.m715.com and check out my truck.i am in the process of putting the deuce
axles in with a lot of lift and 16.00x20 tires.you can see a lot of pics there and short list
of the plans thanks to hammer posting it on his site.at least you may be able to get a
idea of what your getting into.let me know what you think.roger
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3410
NEXT>3418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeff,any full size jeep hood'll work (wagoneer,j10,etc),ive seen the seals on ebay from
time to time,and memphis equipment or ab linn are your best bet for the drum although
im sure ive seen one on ebay too.good luck jc.
SUBJECT>contact ab linn POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys does anyone have a phone #for ab linn as the email doesnt work well when your
not sure what you need or if they have it.tia jc
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a good used rear drum from surplus city last year.only cost $95.00 plus about 15.00
for shipping.
SUBJECT>HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>smartybritches
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EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3422 3432 3444 3459 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any of you V8 conversion guys happen to have that old exhaust manifold?Broke an ear
off of mine,after it had been repaired,and need one ASAP.Thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:9.00-20 Firestones-utahjeeper POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to know about your swap also.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:contact ab linn POSTER>John EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.
DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3417 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
704-637-9076
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>Luke Durbin
EMAIL>skywalker@mcleodusa.net DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3419 NEXT>3427 3428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just sent off for a new one out of canada $150 that was a week ago last thurs.still
waiting let me get mine if checks out ok and they have more if you want to go that route.i.should recive it any time
now.this is my second one that has cracked 1st was orig 2nd was
used civilian brakes at neck just before the header pipe.orig had 8000 miles on it i hope it
is due to stress from header pipe cause i'm going to eliminate that on the next one
SUBJECT>Re:yahoo site memberization POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3414 NEXT>3443 LINKNAME>Yahoo Club Site
for The M715 Zone LINKURL>http://www.clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
First,if you dont have one,you need a Yahoo Id.
Go to the Yahoo site and in the upper right corner will be a link that says "Click Here to
log in".After you click on that you will be able to log in if you already have a Yahoo Id,
or you will be able to sign up for one,which is free.
If you need to sign up first,then do so and return to the club.If you have an Id,then just
sign in.
Either way,when you return to the club after the above,then you will see a link up at the
top that says "Join this Club".Click on that and you will become a member.
I personally have no say in who joins the club and have no ability to help you other tha
to explain the above.If it doesnt work let me know cause I may have an idea what went
wrong....but remember,I do not have the power to "make"you a member.You have to
join on your own.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are several new members pics up in the Members pics gallery.The albums with
new stuff have a "new"logo in front for your convenience.
One of the new ones shows Barry's cab in the paint shop getting a nice new coat of
OD...good shots of the bottom of the cab for reference if you need it....
There is also an M725 with larger than stock diggers on it....looks real cool.
I'm sure you will enjoy them all!!
And to those that sent them,sorry it took so long,but it is finally done...and thanks for
sending them in!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>What color to paint ???POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,9 September 2001,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3426 3430 3431 3435 3446 3448 3450
LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER 4X4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I need to paint the M-715 that I have for resale,what would be the most popular color?I
am leaning towards either the Olive Drag Semi-gloss which would be the original color,
or am leaning towards SAND.Any ones thoughts?Tom
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 12:02 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3425
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Seeing as how mine is Sand,you know which way my vote goes.Looks killer.Going to
finish it off by painting things like the brush bar,wheels and smaller,ancillary items in
OD.Hell,I may go crazy and just desert camo the darn thing!
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine broke because the guy I had do the exhaust didn't tie the pipe down well enough and
it wiggled until the ear broke off.Then I tried to repair it,which didn't last long.I'm
putting a spring bolt setup on the next one.Thanks for the tip.Can you mail me the info
ASAP?This one is now my only running vehicle and I hate borrowing.Thanks again.
Smarty
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SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like the mail link isn't going anywhere,it's scroungeking@yahoo.com.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Monday,10
September 2001,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3410 NEXT>3445
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,I just put a Jeep pickup hood on mine.It works great,and they are available all over
the place,however they do not have the windshield strap bracket or the BO light holes.I
have a 715 hood here in denver with a couple of minor dents if you need it.Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Winter camo (white grey black)...ummm...why not???Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24087 semi-gloss O.D.original color,I did mine in 24084 semi-gloss O.D.It is a little
darker than the 24087.If you buy Aervoe #is 997a for 24087 and #997b for 24084.
Although a nice camo job would look good,but it would be a little harder.Olive Drab .
com has the scematic on one of their pages.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>RWC
EMAIL>rchayer@doc.state.vt.us DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3419 NEXT>3437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have one stored away.I'll check to see what shape it's
in.Let me know if you are
interested.
SUBJECT>Re:need distributer parts!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
September 2001,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3407 NEXT>3471
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check you spark plug gap.Too wide of a gap will cause coil overheating and umtimately
premature failure.What about your point gap/dweel angle?Does it stand to reason that
over/undersaturation of the coil would lead to premature failure?The coil of the later
(without external resistor)tkaes a straight 24 (closer to 28~30)volts,so that isn't likely
the root cause as long as (1)your charging system is OK and you are not over-voltage,
and (2)you are,in fact,using coils designed for the 24 volt system.Also,check your wire
that feeds the coil,it runs betweenthe engine block and exhaust pipe -you may be
grounding out there causing problems.
SUBJECT>Re:BOW MEASUREMENTS POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
10 September 2001,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3393 NEXT>3440
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cargo cover or cab?
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>3436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 is in desert cammo and looks great.I can send a pic if anyone is interested???
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry--it looks like Brute4ce just posted a pic in the member's gallery under "Tom"
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3432 NEXT>3453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm definitely interested.I'm kind of in a spot as my other vehicle is sick,too.LMK what
shape it's in and what you'd need for it.You can email me or post it,either way.Thanks!
scroungeking@yahoo.com
aka Smartybritches
SUBJECT>fuel sending unit POSTER>mudking3 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
September 2001,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone been able to find a replacement that will work.what about an entire tank,mine
has numerous pin hole in it.
thanks.SUBJECT>to meateater 725 fording pipe POSTER>wallace osterhoudt
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me if you want to sell I need that pipe..thanks wally.m725 front fording pipe
SUBJECT>Re:BOW MEASUREMENTS POSTER>KENNY
EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3434 NEXT>3454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NEED CAB MEASUREMENTS,,,CAN YOU HELP?
SUBJECT>715 For Sale POSTER>Jim Morrison EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com
DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 for sale:Southern California
327ci chevy,turbo 400,power steering,power brakes.
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Body good,painted red by volunteer fire department.
New Q78 Super Swampers.White aluminum hard top.
Great running truck,still has stock gears but comes w/4.56 gears as well.
pics in members section under MG Force.
$3500.00 OBO
Call 805-498-7932 e-mail jim@mgforce.com
SUBJECT>Re:715 For Sale POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll trade a yet to be finished sandrail for the truck.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:yahoo site memberization POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you!bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>Al
EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a nos from memphis equipment for $140 plus shipping.Right after that I got a
spare from a friend.The Memphis piece was excellent.I got it regular ups in one day.I
will take $75 for the used one.Al
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3429 NEXT>3451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jeff...........Do you have a soft-top,hard-top or any of the parts for
either.I'm down by
Colorado Springs.........Mike
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,10 September 2001,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER 4 X 4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
It is interesting that desert camo comes up.That is what it is painted right now.Original
paint by the last military unit that had it.There is a picture of it on my web site.Why
were these painted desert camo???Tom
SUBJECT>eBay Sale -9.00x16 Power Kings &NOS Cargo Cover POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 September 2001,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>ncjeepers garage sale LINKURL>http://cgi6.ebay.com/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewListedItems&userid=ncjeepers&include=0
&since=-1&sort=2&rows=25
Hello folks,
I have just posted a set of 4 LN 9.00-16 Power King Super Traction tires and a NOS
M715 Cargo cover.Also a Warn Overdrive for the Model 18 transfer case.Try link
below,if that don't work,search seller "ncjeepers".In addition,I still have some Magella
GPS 2000's for sale for $50,perfect for marking that place down that back road that had
those Five-Quarters laying around the yard so you can find it again when you have some
money in your pocket.
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 September 2001,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way,mine is older desert camo that was done by the Department of
Agriculture...Pictures under "Jeff"in members section.
SUBJECT>Thoughts and Prayers POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net DATE>Tuesday,11 September 2001,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>3452
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Our thoughts and prayers go out to those members and others who have been affected by
the attack in New York.I know this if off topic,but this will have an impact on all of us
in some form or another.I know some members are in the military and the reserves,and
may God be with you all,if you are called into duty.
Godspeed!
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 September 2001,at 9:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3425 NEXT>3458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What about ultra flat black?Mine is truck bed coated,looks
rather ominous.I plan to
COMPLETELY black it out,including a new custom top,done in black also.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12
September 2001,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3445 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I thought I posted a response for you,but it was not posted.Sorry.I don't have any
top parts laying around.I just have the soft top frame,and I plan to buy canvas soon.
We'll have to "Jeep"some time.Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Thoughts and Prayers POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I just want to send you all suport and encouragment and my sympathy for the American
nation here from Iceland
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!broken 230 manifold!POSTER>RWC
EMAIL>rchayer@doc.state.vt.us DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will not be able to check the condition of this piece until later.I have been moved to
NYC for Emergengy reasons.I'll let you know when I get back.
SUBJECT>Re:BOW MEASUREMENTS POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sure can,I'll e-mail you something soon.
SUBJECT>Parking Lot POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3468 3484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a good thing that I am not president of the US,because if I were,Afganistan would
be a parking lot by now.
SUBJECT>Spencer,NC Antique Truck Show,Show Support POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>3486
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be driving my M715 from Charlotte,NC to Spencer,NC on Saturday to attend an
antique truck show.I will be flying the biggest American flag I can find from my antenna
to show my support for our great country.Probably be heading out around 8AM.Anyone
care to join me?
SUBJECT>Re:What color to paint ???POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 September 2001,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Good one Howie.There's a guy running around here in Albuquerque
with a totally flat
black Blazer,wheels,dark tint etc.Looks really mean and purposeful.Reminds me of that
James Brolin movie,'The Car'.
SUBJECT>THANKS FELLAS,AND GOD BLESS AMERICA!
POSTER>smartybritches EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13
September 2001,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPSR5XhRCk5A
PREVIOUS>3419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone who responded,I found one that will fill the bill.Although my little
exhaust problem seems much less important today than it did last week.Take care all,
and God Bless America!
Rhead A.Smart
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3456 NEXT>3493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I JUST FINISHED DOING WHAT YOU ARE DOING.I WENT TO AUTOZONE
AND GOT A MASTER CYLINDER FOR A 62-66 J-SERIES PICKUP.WORKS
GREAT,DIRECT BOLT UP.YOU HAVE TO CHANGE THE MAIN BRAKE LINE
THOUGHT BECAUSE THE MASTER CYL.OPENING COMES OUT THE VERY
TIP INSTEAD OF THE BOTTOM.NO BIGGY.BRUTE4C HELPED ME ON THE
WHEEL CYL.NAPA CARRIES THEM IN STOCK BUT I CAN'T REMEMBER THE
PART #'S.CATCH HIM AND HE CAN HELP.HE IS THE MAI WITH ALL THE
ANSWERS.THE WHEEL CYL ARE NOT DIRECT BOLT ON.THE MICKEY
MOUSE LOOKING PART THAT IT BOLTS TO HAS TO BE SHAVED ABOUT 3/16"
TO MAKE IT BOLT UP.THE BRAKE LINES AND EVERYTHING GO IN REAL
NICE AND THE PISTONS IN THE WHEEL CYL.ARE STAINLESS STEEL SO NO
MORE CORRODING.AS FOR THE BRAKE SHOES.I HAD A HECK OF A TIME.I
ENDED UP BUYING THE LINING KIT FROM WHITE WOLF AT $27.50 AN AXLE.
I THEN WENT TO A PLACE HERE IN OKLAHOMA CITY THAT DOES NOTHING
BUT BRAKES TO HAVE THE LINING RIVETED ON.ANOTHER $48.THE SAD
THING WAS IS THAT HE HAD THE LINING IN STOCK CHEAPER THAN WHAT I
PAID FOR.SAID IT WAS THE EXACT SIME SIZE AS AN OLD FORD.YOU
MIGHT TRY YOUR LOCAL BRAKE SHOP FIRST THEN GIVE WHITE WOLF A
CALL.THEY ARE THE CHEAPEST.IF YOUR SHOES ARE SCREWD I FEEL
SORRY FOR YOU.YOU MIGHT AS WELL PLAN ON SPENDING BETWEEN $400
TO $600 FOR NEW SHOES AND LININGS.HOPE THIS HELPS AND GOOD LUCK.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3456 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using a master cycl.-Wagner,part #F66857.Split the lines at the brake switch block,
and run second line from there to new master cycl.Good luck!!
SUBJECT>Anybody have a Water Buffalo for sale?POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 7:49 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3463 3470
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somewhere near Charlotte,NC.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody have a Water Buffalo for sale?POSTER>Da
EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 8:19 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Grayling MI.
SUBJECT>bump_r POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net DATE>Thursday,13
September 2001,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3465
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU WERE GOING TO GET BOW MEASEUREMNETS FOR ME AND EMAIL
THEM TO ME.FOR SOME REASON I CANNOT ACCESS MY HOME EMAIL.
COULD YOU PLEASE SEND THEM TO kennyb@radioinc.net I CAN GET THEM
THERE.THANKS FOR THE HELP.
SUBJECT>Re:bump_r POSTER>Andy Rice EMAIL>BoarderX14@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know what kind of transmissions will hook up to m-715 and if i can hook a
chevy 350 to the 798a tranny thats in the m715 if some one know what kind of adaptor i
need to get could they please tell me asap thanks
SUBJECT>M-715 Need to know about transmission POSTER>Andy Rice
EMAIL>BoarderX14@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know what adapter i need or if itz possible to hood a 350 to the T-98A
trannsmission thats in the 715 if you can help please email me
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Need to know about transmission POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Advance adapters or novak can help you
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Lot POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now,now,now,were a civilized country.FOR NOW!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 5:04 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3456
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HKPAL,search the archives under "brokes"(not a typo)also read the "if you read brokes
read this"posting these two have all the part#s i used,with good results however i didnt
replace the mc so i cant help you there good luck jc
SUBJECT>How about a 715 with a fording snorkle?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a 715 with a snorkle/fording kit??Ha Ha Slightly odd question for this page,
that should go into the F A Q sections just for a kick!
SUBJECT>Re:need distributer parts!POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a bad condensor will destroy your coil.Ask Bump_r &me how we know this......
Darryl
Thanx again,Bob for the use of your coil!
SUBJECT>Attn.Bernie POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,Did you join the yahoo site yet?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Super Kaiser POSTER>Al EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,
at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My project was delayed a little .The Pettibone forklift I purchased for the driveaxles had
the rear axle shafts removed.So know I have purchased two 2.5 ton 6x6 trucks.I am
going to use the axles out of one of them.Also use the transfer case and driveshafts.My
tire size is also increasing.I have located three 28L-26 agriculture tires.I have my friends
looking for another.It will be a few weeks before I start the installation of the axles.I
might not have all the required parts for the installation of the large tires,but I will raise it
enough for them now and just run the 9.00x 20 for the time being.Al
SUBJECT>Possible 715's for sale POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaaMpMt491jLE PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was comparing notes with a couple firefighters from one of the local volunteer
departments the other day and found out that soon (this fall OR next spring)their district
will be selling off 3 -4 M715 bush trucks.
Fire Department Doing the sale:
Yakima County Fire District #5.717 1st Ave
Zillah WA,98953
(509)829-5111
Hope this info is usable to sombody,I Know of only 2 other poeple in the area that own
M715s.
SUBJECT>Fuel pump re-build POSTER>Coby Phillips EMAIL>cobyphil@prousa.net
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DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a little help with replacing the diaphragm in the original fuel/vac pump.I replaced
the diaphragm,but it still won't pump gas.Is there a certain way to compress the
diaphragm -up or down?Is there a way to replace the check?valves in the bottom half of
the pump?I would appreciate any help,but keep in mind I am cheap and want to do the
work myself.
SUBJECT>Vacation Cancelled POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
F.Y.I.To all other 715 owners--just a little memo--my wife and I have decided to cancel
our vacation to Afganistan.We think that the weather may not be that good this fall.
Maybe we will go next year.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Vacation Cancelled POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn it Tom!
I was hoping you could bring us back some of the Stingers we supplied 'em when they
when they were fighting the Russians.Oh well.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump re-build POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 September 2001,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3475 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
If you go to the page linked below in the online manuals that are linked from the top of
this page,and go down to section 4-7,Reassembly,it tells you just what you want to
know.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Attn.Brute4c POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Friday,14 September 2001,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3483 3499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,Is there any way we can have all posts numbered like the yahoo site?It makes.serching for info so much
easyer,Thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Super Kaiser POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 September 2001,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3473 NEXT>3509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
al,have you checked out my super kaiser yet?it is posted at hammer site,
www.m715.com i have a set of 16.00x20 tires that i'm mounting on stock deuce wheels.
they have to be squeezed down but i have one mounted so far.just click on the pic to see
more pages of pics.there is a list of materials and approx.15 pics.let me know what you
think.
roger
SUBJECT>Power steering POSTER>Dan EMAIL>dbswinnerton@msn.com
DATE>Friday,14 September 2001,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3482 3492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at a m-715 jeep at a freinds place.I am not sure of the year but I know it is
a m-715.I saw it on a weekend and looked at it in a hurry and we had to go.But I did
read the plate on the dash to be sure it was an m-715.But my freind commented about
putting power steering on it.Has this been done?and if so how hard is it?
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Friday,14 September 2001,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,Installing power steering is easy,any steering box out of a full size j-truck,chroekee
or grand wagoneer is a direct bolt in box,you may have to fabracate a power steering
pump bracket or try to find something that will fit in a junk yard.Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 September 2001,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I fail to see why the postings would be easier to search if numbered...and I am unaware of
a way to number them on this site.
The posts are in order of being posted and can be listed in their entirety or can be
searched by keywords,phrases,author and/or date.I think this makes a much better
archiving system than the Yahoo site because if you dont know the posting number,you
have almost 10,000 posts to look through to find the info you want.
Either way,I hope to have time sometime,and am looking for volunteers to help,with
getting all the info that has been posted into a database that will be sorted by category and
subject without all the duplications of the posting boards,so that anyone,new to the site
or a veteran,can find any info in seconds without needing to do more than go to the
section that covers their problem or area of interest and read away.
I cannot do this task alone in a reasonable length of time...FYI I have a wife,4 kids,2
jobs,and am trying to sell the house and move...oh yeah I want to work on the truck that
hasnt had batteries in it since April...and much more.
Hopefully the data already gathered can be put to better use by the members with the help.of the members....
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Lot POSTER>doug cook EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 September
2001,at 9:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3455 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I say we turn the sand into the worlds largest sheet of glass.
SUBJECT>drive shaft swap POSTER>Bruce Berkahn EMAIL>bgajcj@infogen.net.nz
DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 2:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaENdWHqhOsU.PREVIOUS>NEXT>3488 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have done this swap on to the e brake shaft,no more whine,t case still gets hot but not as
bad,I use synthetic gear oil.Inow have a good roadable M725
SUBJECT>Re:Spencer,NC Antique Truck Show,Show Support POSTER>bernie
durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 4:26
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3457 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you come pick me up?otherwise,be safe.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>NEED HELP QUICK!!!POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3508 3535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM STILL NEEDING THE CAB BOW MEASUREMENTS FOR MY TRUCK.MINE
HAVE BEEN CUT DOWN SO I AM GOING TO WELD IN SOME EXTENSIONS TO
MAKE THEM RIGHT AGAIN BUT I DON'T KNOW HOW MUCH TO ADD UNTIL I
GET THOSE MEASUREMENTS.I AM TAKING THE TRUCK TO AUCTION
MONDAY AND I NEED TO HAVE IT READY BY THEN.THANKS
SUBJECT>Bruce,Re:drive shaft swap POSTER>johnleischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3485 NEXT>3490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you did the swap did you buy any exta parts?Such as the ones from the old Dodge
1 1/2 ton NP200 case or did you just swap the Jeep out-puts on you exsisting case.
I am interested in doing this as well but I think I wrote the Dodge P/N's wrong,I know
they are on a previous posting.If you did buy the parts what are the part numbers?where
did you buy them?and how much?
SUBJECT>weight plate numbers "which ones"POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3491
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me the correct numbers to display on the weight plate on a 715?thanks
john foster.SUBJECT>Re:Bruce,Re:drive shaft swap POSTER>Bruce Berkahn
EMAIL>bgajcj@infogen.net.nz DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want to retain the e brake which I did you have to find another yoke,I think mine
was off an old 1 ton Ford,{as long as it matches the cross}which was lying around.I
welded it to a square flange that matches the bolt pattern of the e brake flange.It is the
just a matter of bolting it up with longer bolts.I did have to shorten the drive shaft.I left
the orignal yoke at the bottom of the t case to keep the oil in.I also got the drive shaft
ballanced,and fitted a drive shaft loop to the cross member for safty.There is a little
machine work required in fitting and welding the yoke to the square flange,but it is well
worth while.good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:weight plate numbers "which ones"POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
04,unless you have a M101 3/4 ton trailer,then C06.
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3481 NEXT>3498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just converted mine over to power this afternoon.Easy Mod!Took me about an hour!I
used a Saginaw Box,pump,lines and bracket off a '76 Malubu (this is on a Chevy
powered rig).And used a Pittman Arm off a '78 Wagoneer.The box bolts right up to the
existing holes,and the stock steering shaft also hooks right up with no mods.Way cool!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>ED DRAKE EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET
DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3460 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my shoes at memphis equipment,paid about 160.00 for all 8.After I bought
them I heard that a 1 ton chev.truck with 13"x 2.5"shoes would work.maybe someone
else has better details.Ed
SUBJECT>Oil Filter &comments POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>cobyphil@prousa.net DATE>Saturday,15 September 2001,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3495 3497 3505 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got my M-715 running Friday.Yeah!!Now I need the answer to a basic question.What
kind of oil filter does the 230 tornado use?Mine has a blue filter with no writing on it.I
have looked at the FAQ and previous posts and can't find the answer.My NAPA guy
doesn't want to look,and Wal-Mart says you can't get it.
Just for anyone who's interested,my 715 is 99.9%military.It ran extremely rich the first
day (gas dripped out of the tail-pipe YIKES)Today it runs better.An earlier post talked.about being sluggish in 4th
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gear;mine does it too.I can't budge the distributor,and my
top speed is 40 mph with no govenor.I guess I shouldn't be so picky -I would be sluggish
too if I hadn't moved in 10+years.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Filter &comments POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 September 2001,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Tornado uses the PH-8A Fram oil filter
Congrats on getting another one "on the road again"!
Darryl
4-67 M715 w/winch
SUBJECT>Re:Ball Joint part #'s POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 September 2001,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3360 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
The pivots for the frt axle hubs are tapered brgs &races that use shims to tighten or
loosen the free play of the brgs.I don't have these part numbers.But I think Mudanchor
replaced these on his truck.I'd email him for info.I'd think these brgs should be readily
available at any good parts store once you have a sample.
Darryl
P.S.working dilligently on my truck to make the Ouray trip.Still interested in convoying
from your place.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Filter &comments POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,16 September 2001,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Coby,
Like to give my congrats as well on getting yours on the road.sorry to hear about the
NAPA jerk.The NAPA i go to has been nothing but great.The filter i use is a NAPA
#51515,or a #1515.Same filter,different number (for what reason I don't know).Never
tried a Fram,but if it's cheaper,I'll be using one soon!
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,16 September 2001,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3492 NEXT>3501 3512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I am in the process of bolting a ARG steering gear to my 715.Did the Saginaw
gear bolt up in three or four places?Thanks for your help.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Brute4c POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 September 2001,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHAjNmxEbtMk PREVIOUS>3479 NEXT>3514 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.What is the yahoo site?I don't know about it.Can you give the http address?Do you have
to join or something?Thanks,in advance,for the info!
Dave
1969 M715 w/winch (unrestored)
SUBJECT>M-715 POSTER>Russ Rinta EMAIL>russrinta@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarkg154DH6Vw PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M=715 For Sale Rust free truck in good condition in florida.Asking $4000 obo Russ 352-
637-5360 russrinta@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3498 NEXT>3502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul.The Saginaw box out of the Grand Wagoneer that i used bolted up in three
places,why did you use the AGR box?isn't that over$300.00 when i got the box,pump,
lines,and pitman arm for $50.00 at a junk yard.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3501 NEXT>3520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had AGR box from previous project.Thought I would use it since it was gathering dust.
May try to build bracket to utilize fourth hole for extra support.Heading out to salvage
today for pump and ptiman arm.Thanks,Paul
SUBJECT>Source for door weatherstripping (F.Y.I.)POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For what it's worth:
I found a weatherstripping that fits my M715 very nicely,and there's enough in the roll
with 5 feet to spare.It went on very nicely and seals those "large gaps".
SUBJECT>Re:CORRECTION to original message POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>3503 NEXT>3550
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry!The attached link did not attach!
The source for weatherstripping is:
http://www.jcwhitney.com/item.jhtml?ITEMID=20016
Steve
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SUBJECT>Re:Oil Filter &comments POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
17 September 2001,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3494 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Regarding the sluggish thing -went through the same problem with mine when i got it
running (1st time in many many year).Turned out to be the plug wires -apparently age
does bad things to them.Replaced and it feels like i have a brand new truck!Actually got
it up to 60 once (probably never again though -it just didn't feel right)
SUBJECT>DC-DC Converters -any experience?POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just added a heater to my heaterless 725,and I need a way to power the fan.Thought,hey
while i'm at it,why not add a 12 volt circuit to the vehicle.Started looking for DC-DC
converters -anyone had any success?Looks like about $200 for a decent wattage version.
I will post my success/failure once I know more!
SUBJECT>Ouray Full Size Jeep Invasion POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen several comments about individuals attending the Ouray event next summer.
Has anyone started a list of who is going and from where?I would be happy to start a list
and keep those attending updated,via e-mail,so we can convoy together.I am in Tulsa,
OK.Please e-mail me if you are attending,and I will compile a list w/location and scree
name.If someone else is doing this already,disregard.Paul @psbrown2@swbell.net
SUBJECT>PLEASE HELP ME!!!ALL I NEED IS MEASUREMENTS!
POSTER>KENNY EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at
6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ALL I NEED IS A MEASUREMENT ON BOTH CAB BOWS TO LET ME KNOW
HOW HIGH THEY REALLY ARE.FROM THE FLOOR,FROM THE TOP OF THE
CAB JUST SOMEWHERE THAT I CAN GET A REFERENCE TO SO I CAN
PROPERALLY ALIGN MINE.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Kaiser POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3480 NEXT>3517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am glad to see someone elsee interested in a huge kaiser.How tall are the 16.x 20's.I
have one set of loader tires that are 48 inchs tall.I am going to run them till I collect one
more of the 28L-26 ag tires to complete another set that I have .They are 5ft 4 inchs tall.I
planned on using the mounts on the 2.5 rearend and my m715 springs.I am going to lower
all the mounts down and gusset the frame in these areas.I am also going to use ladder
bars on the front and the factory bars off the 2.5.I am also going to run the 2.5 transfer
case with the kaiser trans and a 300 horse 327 that I already have.If it doesn't have enough
tork ,I will locate probably the 500 cid caddy motor like you.I have a couple of 455
pontiacs,but don't feel like rebuilding them.There are a few of the caddy motors at a
local upullit yard.This is a low as possible project.I am calling in all the favors that people.owe me.I also have a
stock M715 to play with.Keep in touch,Al.
SUBJECT>NP200 Output Seals POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would be a big help if anyone out there has some part numbers for the transfercase
seals.I need to replace both front output seals.It is getting old topping off the "T"case all
the time plus footing the bill for synthetic fluid.
Local stores can help If they are NAPA,National,or Federal Mogul P/N's.I would prefer
not to mail order if I don't have to.
Thank You!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Ouray Full Size Jeep Invasion POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I am planning to attend with the old 715.Castle Rock,Colorado.Red,White,Blue!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 September 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3 holes Paul.
SUBJECT>Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3516 3536 3543 3551 3592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my M725 radiator to the shop yesterday and they said it needs recored.They said it
would be about $350.I about fell on the floor.So are new surplus raditors available for
less or is $350 the going price for a recored 3 row radiator?
I also have a frame from a M725 for free if any needs one.Basically a stripped frame,no
diffs,wires,brake lines,etc.One front spring perch broke off at the weld,but it is fixable.
I will be cutting it up soon if there is no takers.Located in Warrenton,Va.near DC.
Home phone number is 540-351-6115
I also have some M725 body parts nothing real straight or nice but cheap.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Brute4c POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Dave,The adress is http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone I think you will find this
site is set up better with numbered posts.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 Output Seals POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
September 2001,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>3510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.National #450308,but I'd strongly suggest using the superior ones from ABLinn
(see the
pick of these in my gallery)
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3513 NEXT>3538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine re-cored (twice!-one week after i got it re-cored,the water pump went and
took the brand new core with it)for $179 -maybe you should check with another radiator
shop!
On the body parts thing -how is the front grille and corner pieces -the corners are shot on
mine.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Kaiser POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 September
2001,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3509 NEXT>3519 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the tires are approx 53"tall.i'm having them mounted this week on the stock wheels.i
have found(it obvious but took me a while to catch on)that when tires are listed 16.00x20
you take the 16 multiply by 2 then add the 20.20"=diameter of wheel (center hole),and
16"=sidewall of tire from outside to the center hole.
anyways,i got the engine in and may get running this coming weekend.someday it'll be
rolling over...well over what ever i want it to i hope.
roger
SUBJECT>TOE OUT OR TOE IN how much???POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3525
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do I toe it in or out and how much???thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:Super Kaiser POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3517 NEXT>3522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
street legal ay?
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 September
2001,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3502 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My frame had 4 holes and I used them all and still tore the box off so,in the three holes
that are easy to find I cut holes in the frame so a 3"x1/2 pipe could be fitted and welded it
in and used a longer grade 8 bolt.The 4th bolt hole is there but very difficult to find.After
the old box is off and you hold the new one up you'll see the bolt hole.I wouldn't think
mine was made different.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV tires POSTER>Ed Weber.EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 5:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the imfo.perk and bernie.sorry I didnt get back to you sooner,Ive been out of
town.thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:Super Kaiser POSTER>AL EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 September
2001,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3519 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My stock one is..The project one will not be.I could run it on the street if I put the stock
tires on.Not worried about street legal.I just pull it behind my 98 dodge dually to where
ever I want.So if it brakes I still got a ride home.
SUBJECT>Sparkplug POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>bergs2@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3524 3532 3584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know what kind of sparkplugs to use on my stock 67 m715 with the 230I
Tornadio v 6????THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplug POSTER>luis morales EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
September 2001,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3523 NEXT>3528
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can use champion j8,champion j11 or similar,this is in civilian tornados ok!
SUBJECT>Re:TOE OUT OR TOE IN how much???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 September 2001,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3518 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
Well if you look in the online manuals....there linked from the top of the page....you will
find all you need on this....direct link below to the section you need.
brute4c
SUBJECT>hey tc POSTER>john campbell EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 September 2001,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3527 3540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey man you still going to hellen?think im gonna blaze down there on sat and check it
out.maybe see you there jc
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SUBJECT>Re:hey tc POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,
19 September 2001,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>3526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,
I'd like to get together.I'll be heading down on Friday and taking a detour trip to Forest.Park,GA (Atlanta)to pick
up a couple 1-1/2ton trailers I acquired.If they'll let me,I'll
probably be camping somewhere down by the creek behind the display field on Friday
night.When you arrive Sat,keep your eyes peeled for a tan GMC Suburban with the
trailers behind it.Hope to see ya there.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplug POSTER>Al EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 September
2001,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3524 NEXT>3549 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Make sure the plugs you get are not to tall.I got some from Napa that was to tall and I
could not put the plug wires on or tighten it up.
SUBJECT>Is this M715 worth it POSTER>BMB EMAIL>bmb270@mindspring.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 September 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaVxfxwLUchtc PREVIOUS>NEXT>3530 3539 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Found a M715 for $200.Here is the description:
"I am sure that the brakes will require some work.It is a '69,and I don't think it has ever
been touched after demilitarization.I think that you could pretty much count on replacing
all seals,fluids,bearings,and such.It did roll fine,and made no odd noises(from axles)."
and "Engine and tranny sitting in the bed.Bed had 1,1 foot diameter rust hole near the
cab.No top.Several small holes in floor board.Other wise the body is pretty much intact,
some surface rust.Steering is shot(won't turn at all,this is what shot it for me).No seats.
Drivers door sticks.Tailgate is original,but bent,but could be straitened.3 good
unidirectional bald tires,1 balloon."
Sounds like it needs a good bit of work,but for only $200 it might be worth it,what do
you think?
BMB
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth it POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19
September 2001,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3529 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where's it at?????
If you don't want it,I do.
SUBJECT>military lights?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 September 2001,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in need of atleast one if not two front park light assemblies.Does anyone have any
extras in good working order or know of somewhere to find new ones?
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplug POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Nathan,Autolite #2344.This is a military type plug.Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:military lights?POSTER>John EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3531 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go do a search on ebay of m715.There is always some for sale nos or used.
John
SUBJECT>m715 bed on ebay (now is a trailer)POSTER>John
EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebody that is in need of a bed,here you go.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=595499254
located in Conway AR.Found while surfing ebay.
John
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP QUICK!!!POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Measurement from inside battery box to center bow is 43 1/2".To back bow 44".Hope
this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3513 NEXT>3537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john
that is too much money for that small core.the core should only cost him less than
$100.00 for a three row.he is poking you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree its to much for a recore.I contacted Clark trucks in WV and they have NOS
surplus radiators for $350.So still looking to get it recored for around $250 worst case.
Hell I bought all 3 of the M725's for around $300.Wish one had a good radiator.
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SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I dont have the grill gaurd for any of mine.I need one too.
John.SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth it POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3529 NEXT>3548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would buy it.Those parts are pretty easy to find.I saw a steering box on e-bay for $75.
Mine was in about the same condition (no rust though),and I payed $1500.
SUBJECT>Re:hey tc POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3526 NEXT>3546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'LL BE AT HELEN,TOM.FROM ABOUT NOON TO SAT.TIL 3 PM.I'M BRINGING
MY M35A2,A M1009 CUCV BLAZER,&A 1958 M38A1 THAT I JUST FOUND
DOWN THE ROAD FROM MY HOUSE.I TOOK MY M725 THERE LAST YEAR.IF
YOU WANT ANY
LAV TIRES,I'LL WILL BE GOING TO PICK UP A WHOLE TRAILER LOAD IN
ABOUT 2 WEEKS.CHECK WITH ME IF YOU'RE AT HELEN.I WILL HAVE A
GREEN CANOPY SET UP BETWEEN MY M35 &CUCV BLAZER.HOPE TO SE
YOU THERE.
SUBJECT>vacuum source for wipers?POSTER>hippie EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3542 3552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where you can hook the wipers to other than fuel pump as my M715
has electric fuel pump and would love to see if these worked.
At least I think they went to fuel pump.Any ideas??
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum source for wipers?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3541 NEXT>3547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a vacuum port near the front of the head on the drivers side that could be tapped
for the wipers.Having said that,let me also say that the stock pump gives positive
vacuum all the time in good quantity.By hooking it to the head,you will notice that as
engine rpm increases and therefore engine vacuum decreases,the wipers will become
slower....this means that the faster you go the slower the wipers will be....kind of not
ideal.
You can get electric wiper motors from JC Whitney that will fit right in and come in both
12 and 24 volt if you like.
I do understand why people use electric pumps and am not trying to say you should go
back to stock or go to electric motors....just food for thought.
Best of luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Thursday,20 September 2001,at 9:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I AM USING A MODINE 1R583 RADIATOR WHICH IS A BOLT IN.3 ROW
RATED
TO 360 CU.IN WITH A LIFETIME WARRANTY AND A OIL COOLER.ABOUT
200.00 AT ADVANCE AUTO.LOOK BACK THROUGH THE POSTINGS A FEW
MONTHS AND SOMEONE FOUND A LESS EXPENSIVE SOURCE.ED
SUBJECT>How many are left?POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20
September 2001,at 11:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3556 3566
3567 3574 3575 3577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any idea how many of these are still going?Lets here your guesses
anyway.
SUBJECT>Who's a good source for Tranny parts?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>3555 3557
3558 3621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back to the Ol'drawing board!I just got my M715 on the road and felt/heard a vibration
coming out of the drivetrain;its frequency was in sync with the engine's.Pulled over and
stopped.Was welcomed to the sight of gear lube coming out the drain hole in the bottom
of the bell housing.Best guess is the bearing and seal on my tranny input shaft went
South.
Has anyone had experience with repairing this,and are there any pointers I need to know?
Also,who's a good parts source?
Thanks much for any help you can pass this way.
Steve in Illinois
SUBJECT>Re:hey tc POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at
7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike
Please tell us more about the LAV tires you
are getting.
Where are they going to be,what condition are
they,and how much money?
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum source for wipers?POSTER>tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
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DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3542 NEXT>3561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brutus--
Do you have a part number for the 12 volt electric wipers thanks Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth it POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's absolutely worth it.Just the parts alone are worth much more than that.I'd
hate to see
the destruction of another M-715 but if it's really in bad shape put it to rest and part it out.
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplug POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3528 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You didn't say if you were looking for stock water proof plugs or not but an AC Delco
R45 will work but I've never been able to modify the distributor cap to except the regular
plug wires without the spark arcing all over the place.I know it's been done but I've just
had no luck.You could also switch to a civilian style dist.The stock ones are hard to
come by except through the military truck parts dealers which almost all of them carry
them (I like Memphis Equipment).I'm also told that you can get them from parts dealers
who deal with airplane parts,but unless you have a dealer near you it wouldn't make
much sense to try that route.The ones in my trucks are an Autolite AR7S but I think that
is an obsolete number.
SUBJECT>Re:CORRECTION to original message POSTER>chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3504 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I've been looking at all the differant styles JC Whitney has and thought that
something there might work but wasn't sure which to try.
SUBJECT>Anything for a 460?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>M37B1WW@excite.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3513 NEXT>3554 3563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds great,but I'm going to put a lot more motor than a 360 if I swap in an M715!
JB
http://m37b1ww.homestead.com
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum source for wipers?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3541 NEXT>3565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If You still have the 24V electrical system I'd be interested
in what type of electric fuel pump You've put in.I've been
thinking of doing this for fuel,but retaining the vacuum pump
on the old stock fuel pump.The only electric pump I've found
that is 24V uses larger than stock input and output ports and
supplies 11psi.
SUBJECT>24v chagring problems.POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a completely stock 230 in my kaiser with new generator in it.I left the truck on
over night and drained the batteries dead and now for some reason the generator dosent.put out any charge.I bought 2
new batteries for it so I know that isnt the problem.
anybody know if there is a voltage regulator that I have to reset or adjust?I've tried
different auto shops in my town woth no luck.
SUBJECT>Attn.Creaping Death POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Creeping Death,Are you installing a 460 Ford in your 715?because I am doing this
swap,trading info could help both of us.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Who's a good source for Tranny parts?POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve
The last time i was at AB linn's Warehouse in Salisbury N.C.
I saw at least six or eight of the T-98's.I was not looking for
tranny parts but he is a very good source for 715 parts and his prices are also very good.
His e-mail address is ABLINN@CBIINTERNET.COM
Full Address is A.B.Linn,inc
7022 Jones Rd
Sailisbury.NC 28147
(704)637-9076
P.S.He is very hard to get ahold of during the day.Best to e-mail him.
Hope this is of some help
Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Allen Elwood
EMAIL>aelwood@socal.rr.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>3560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen two 725's besides mine,and one 715 in the Los Angeles area in the last 4 years...
Think there were only 32,000 ever made...
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SUBJECT>Re:Who's a good source for Tranny parts?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the tranny I took out of mine when I did the motor swap.Worked great whe
removed.Make offer if interested.
mudclod61@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Who's a good source for Tranny parts?POSTER>Alex
EMAIL>csg@novia.net DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 6:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Axles &Gears in Omaha Ne.phone 402-731-3420
They have a warehouse full of old military axles,trasmissions and gears...etc...
SUBJECT>TC sorry about not gettin'up w/you@Spencer POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>persianexcursiongunworks@att.net DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 7:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After you left I took it on a test drive and it ran like doo-doo.I messed w/the timing and
said to hell with it till tommorrow.Next day worked on it and the first 1/2 hour had it
runnin'great I just need some plugs and NAPA ordered 12 of them for me.well just
needed to apologize for The Spencer show,Hopefully we'll hook up again and go up to
Uwharrie.
Gunny(Jeff)
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
September 2001,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3556 NEXT>3562
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine +6 715s,1-725,and 3 726s that I have seen in Iowa.three of them run including
mine.I been watching for others for 7 years.
SUBJECT>Part numbers for 12 and 24 volt wiper motors POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3547 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://jcwhitney.com/home.jhtml
LINKURL>http://jcwhitney.com/home.jhtml
It appears they sell 6 different 12 volt motors and 2 different 24 volt ones...though I'm not
clear on the differences of some...here are the part numbers:
12 volt wiper motors:
88ZX3378B
89ZX4050N
89ZX4052A
89ZX9919W
89ZX2871W
89ZX4054X
24 volt motors:
89ZX2872U
89ZX9920U
If you go to the JC Whitney link below,you can enter the part number in the search box
in the upper left of the page and go right to that item.
You do need to use the wiper arms they sell with these motors.I used the 24 volt motors
and they bolted into the stock location with no mods except running the wires.I think.they are all the same body and
shaft...some say heavy duty and some have a longer
shaft...If needed I can measure the shaft length on mine for you.
Wiper arm part numbers:
81ZX8807B (11 inch)
81ZX8808P (14 inch)
81ZX8809Y (11 inch)
81ZX8810W (14 inch)
Note:the first 2 part numbers are a buck cheaper than the 2nd 2 and appear to be the
exact same items.....go figure....
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 9:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
11-M715s,1-M725,1-M726 IN HENDERSONVILLE
N.C.ED
SUBJECT>Re:Anything for a 460?POSTER>ED DRAKE
EMAIL>EDDRAKE@WEBTV.NET DATE>Friday,21 September 2001,at 10:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3551 NEXT>3564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TRY GETTING IN TOUCH WITH MODINE AND USE THE #1R583 AS A
REFERENCE DESIGN FOR A RADIATOR TO FIT A 460 CU.IN.APPLICATION.
THE 583 IS A 3 ROW DESIGN.ED
SUBJECT>Re:Anything for a 460?POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22
September 2001,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3563 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm runing a 460 and just used the one out of the donor.A 76 Lincoln.It's a 3 core
Modine and I later bought a new one for about 180$If you have a problem using the
clutch fan let me know and I'll tell you what I did to over come it.I have a 180 thermostat
and now whit my new set up it rarely goes over that.(maybe 185 or 6 on a 98 degree day)
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Wout
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum source for wipers?POSTER>hippie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,22 September 2001,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up my electric fuel pump at local napa parts store in town.It looks to be 12 volt.
It is a Carter P61145S with the numbers 99J14A under the first numbers.I bought truck
from Woody and it was already set up like this and works fine.There is on/off switch in
cab I turn on to activate fuel pump before I turn main M715 ON switch on then I just start.her right up.Looks like
he just hooked it into one battery and no problems.He blocked
old fuel pump location off which is why I am having problems finding vacumme source
for wipers.Looks to be some kind of round (regulater?)on fuel line before it gets to carb
with numbers on it and mine is set to 5 (psi??)I did however move the fuel pump from
motor bay to place on frame just before gas tank as feel this is best for the pump.
PS.It is still 24 volts.
Just let me know if you need photos or anything.I don't know much about this kind of
stuff but am learning as I go along thanks to all the people in the M715 Zone.
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22
September 2001,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>3568
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3 715 in Iceland
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>cobyphil@prousa.net DATE>Saturday,22 September 2001,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI,there are 2 maybe 3 running in Menard,TX and 1 running in Junction,TX
http://www.film.queensu.ca/CJ3B/Fire/FireTrucks2.html
Keep 'Em Rollin!
Coby
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>RWC EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22
September 2001,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3566 NEXT>3569
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3 715s in the Upper Valley of NH and VT that I know of.Mine and 2 others.
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3568 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to RWC,i live in rochester,where is the upper valley region of n.h.
SUBJECT>Mint 715 POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the beautiful M-715 on E-bay right now.Go under "jeeps",then down to Mint
715
SUBJECT>M715 1968 for sale POSTER>Andy Kurjiaka EMAIL>coachandyk@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1968 very clean several new parts and paint must sell truck asking $2500 please e-mail
coachandyk@aol.com can send you pictures.
SUBJECT>brushguard POSTER>Bob Borrero EMAIL>rapidtransit@pikeonline.net
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaIWGYUWyWc7w PREVIOUS>NEXT>3632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi I looking for a brushguard and front bumper non winch style
SUBJECT>fording tailpipe POSTER>Bob Borrero EMAIL>rapidtransit@pikeonline.net
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a brand new tailpipe I'd trade or sell always looking for stuff
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>j_maker@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>3618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 1 (not running right but will be in a few weeks)and I have seen 4,5 more in
northern MN.
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive got the only one in hanging dog N.C.
SUBJECT>BRAKES?!?!New Top?INFO?!POSTER>Ben Hamberg
EMAIL>i4xfourfun@msn.com DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3586 3588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I have a 1968 M715 and it is in need of major brake repair!Does anyone have any
reasonable places for wheel cylinders,brake shoes and other related parts?I am also
looking for a new top!Anybody have any advice on a power brake set-up?I live in
Illinois across the river from St.Louis MO.and I am looking for parts and accessories
(winch!)if anyone can help.Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3544 NEXT>3602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Here in Yakima County,Washington I,ve seen 5 owned by local fire departments,Know
of two others wich are going though restoration and of course mine wich is done except
for the normal maintenance stuff,and the need to make two end curtains for the cargo bed
top.
Just for other information I've heard that one of the local fire departments is going to be
selling off 3-4 rigs pretty soon to make room for their new F-550's.I listed an adress and
a phone number in a previous post on this site..SUBJECT>Re:24v chagring problems.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the regulator is internal.check the ground.you might also have to "excite"the regulator
by turning on the lights and reving the engine a little.i switched over to a GM one wire
24V alternator.it has to be reved up a little to start charging.
krob725
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>dave EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 engine and transmission pulled,have a 460 and c6 with around 50k
miles to go in it,bed has some holes cut in it from fire dept,good recapped nd tire,$2000
obo,I don't have a scanner but will try to get
access to one if anybody wants pics
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:fording tailpipe POSTER>dave EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3573 NEXT>3581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it a fording tailpipe?How much $?What kind of parts are you looking for?I'm
interested if it is a fording pipe?
SUBJECT>Re:fording tailpipe POSTER>dave EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3580 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a new old stock front bumper.I could probably find a brushguard.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>BMB EMAIL>bmb270@mindspring.com
DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa12aA2hUlZgM PREVIOUS>3579 NEXT>3594 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where is it located and can you give a more detailed description.Thanks.
BMB
SUBJECT>converson to chev v -8 from 1963 j 200 230 POSTER>jeff bos
EMAIL>bos_bos@smig.net DATE>Sunday,23 September 2001,at 9:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3587 3608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone make a converson to v8 chev from 230 ohc or pistons 60 over
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplug POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I got mine from Schucks(Kragen,Checker)Auto Supply,Autolite #2344.These are the
military waterproof type.They were about $7 each.
SUBJECT>looking for good 230 engine POSTER>Fred Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3652 3653 3697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just found out my engine spun a bearing,and the block is cracked.I am looking for a
good 230 engine that is cheap and I can swap into my M-715.
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES?!?!New Top?INFO?!POSTER>Fred Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just went through and chaned all of my brakes on my 68.You can get the brake hoses
from memphis equipment 901-774-0600 cheap,and you can get the wheel cylinders from
NAPA (L)4637219 (R)4637218 though these require adapters for the hoses to fit the
threading on the cylinders.All of the lines you will have to get generic,and bend your
self.I got a new master cylinder from Memphis also,and I think you can get the shoes
there also.The top,you should be able to get from New Life Resources 802-827-6124 tell
them Fred Barton sent you.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:converson to chev v -8 from 1963 j 200 230 POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Novak Adaptors--I used theirs for my conversion
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES?!?!New Top?INFO?!POSTER>Ray@Helitool
EMAIL>rsuiter@helitool.com DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3576 NEXT>3609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We just uploaded the installation manual for our disc brake conversion for the M715 to
our website www.uglytruckling.com
SUBJECT>bellhousing POSTER>Tim EMAIL>tburk49760@aol.com DATE>Monday,
24 September 2001,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3591
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a bellhousing for the 230 ohc that was used with the t98 4spd...Thanks Please e
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mail me direct...Tim
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3595 3629 3630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am having a place called l&l machine in lawton ok.cut the centers out of my stock
wheels and weld them in to a new set.they are charging $70.per wheel.has anyone done.this and what kind of luck did
you have?
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one in a complete truck not running i don't know what the going price is what are
you willing to pay i would have to pull it email me
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator recoring or new?POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought a 4 row from mepco out of the back of a offroad mag for 199 its for a cj7 whith a
chevy motor i only had to space between the uper two bolt about 3/4"it works great
SUBJECT>12 or 24 volt??POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3596 3600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My engine will fire and run with just a single 12 volt battery,does this mean it has a 12
volt ignition?There is no external coil ,and I do know the rest of the truck is still 24 volt.
How should the two batteris be wired in this truck?Just +to +and _-to -.does that
make it 24 volt?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>dave EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
north carolina,bed has had several holes drilled/cut in it and a couple of brackets (small)
welded to it,depending on what you want to do with the truck it could be repairable,if
you are wanting a nice show type vehicle then I would consider finding another bed,the
cab is in good shape except for one rust hole aproximatly 8"long behind drivers seat,
good fenders,hood is good except for 2 small dents,good tailgate,no title but i have a
friend who had a m37 and got his title through a company up north and i had planned to
do the same,just never got around to it,i have a stock truck also and don't have time for
both of them,thats why i'm selling it,wish i ccould do both just dont have time or money
i'm tryin to fix up my cherokee (xj)at the same time and just can't do it all,if you have
any other questions i'll be glad to answer them dave
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3590 NEXT>3601 3613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be sure to post your results because this is what I want to do with a set of Hummer
wheels with Bead locks.So PLEASE post results.I have herad this is a pretty good way
to go.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:12 or 24 volt??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,24 September 2001,at 8:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3593 NEXT>3598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The batteries are wired in series....the description you gave is parallel....here's the right
way:
The first batteries negative goes to the frame.The postive on that same battery connects
to the 2nd batteries negative post and the positive of the 2nd battery goes to the starter
switch.
If you wire it any other way on the 24 volt system you will ruin the alternator.
As to your setup....If the motor starts just fine with 12 volt,maybe it has a 12 volt
starter....never tried to spin the 24 volt one in 12 volt but I wouldn't hold high hopes that
it would work....the ignition probably wouldn't work very well on 12 volt either,
especially since the coil woud only try to build up with half the input voltage.
There must in my opinion be some 12 volt components.
Disclaimer....I have been wrong before but doubt there is a way to work the starter and
ignition on 12 volts effectively.
Good Luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>koobster EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,
25 September 2001,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to let u all know there is a set of 7 9x20 n.d.tires on e-bay listed under military tires.
just thought id let u know.
SUBJECT>Re:12 or 24 volt??POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never tried either but I'd be willing to bet that it would spin the starter and run but
probably not very well.I know I have a 24 volt DC hydralic pump and it runs just fine on
12 volts just slower.The problem lies in that the ampherage draw is greater and so it
builds up heat in the windings much faster.That fact alone is reason enough not to try it.
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Please note that this is MY understanding and in no way an educated theory or fact which
is probably why I shouldn't have said anything at all,but hey,that's my 2 cents worth.
SUBJECT>Part #'s POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25
September 2001,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have part #'s for u-joints.I prefer Spicer but if you have others I can cross
reference them.Also would like to get diferential gaskets at local parts house,does
anyone know if they are available and #'s on them too.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:12 or 24 volt??POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
September 2001,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3593 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One easy check -if the engine was converted to run on 12 volts the alternator (generator?)
must have been converted also to put out 12 (more like 14-15)volts.get it running,
disconnect it from the battery and check the output voltage.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3595 NEXT>4007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD,i drive a truck so i won't be home again till the weekend of oct.13.i have a buddy
doing the leg work for me while i,m gone so when i get back it should all be done,40 in.
swampers and all.i will post results.steve
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3577 NEXT>3623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Ohio ,I have a '715 and have seen one ,i've heard of three others and one '726.I just
went to the jamboree in Indianapolis and saw no m-715's or anything close!!!
Bill
SUBJECT>DISC BRAKES for M715s!!!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
25 September 2001,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone wants/needs to upgrade to disc brakes,Ray at Helitool is working up the first
production.Go to www.helitool.com and check them out.
SUBJECT>Fuel tank sending unit test and scale POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3605 3606 3616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I have the tank off the truck and after a thourough sandblasting,and a few other
little things,it is almost ready for the rhino lining service.....
Problem is I am going to convert to 12 volt gauges and can get an ohm reading on the
sending unit to tell me what gauge to get.I hooked the ohm meter up with one wire where
the output wire to the gauge connects and the other to the top of the sending unit as the
ground wire from the sending unit to the frame hooks here.I get a '0'ohm reading at any
float position,and on the audible,continuity,scale,it claims there is continuity to the
whole unit from the output wire.
This sending unit was fine before I took it out,never had any trouble with it....but now I
am assuming it is bad or that I am missing something in the testing procedure.
Does anyone have the scale for the stock sending unit....like 0-90 ohm (GM style)or 33-
210 ohm (Stewart Warner style)...etc???
Appreciate the info on both the sending unit test procedure,if different than outlined
above,and the sending unit scale!!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank sending unit test and scale POSTER>Bob W
EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaY3WlaR2oeHw PREVIOUS>3604 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 sending unit reads 30 ohms when full and 0 ohms when empty when checked
as you described.My M38 measured 32 ohms full and 0 ohms empty.TB 9-2300-228-20
dated July 1960 states that the fuel sender should read between 0 and 40 ohms depending
on the amount of fuel in the tank.None of the 12 volt replacement gauges that I know of
will operate with this range of resistance.
Good luck
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank sending unit test and scale POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@home.com DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>3604 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brut4c
There is a fuel tank place near me.Im going there tommorrow to see about a 12 volt
sending unit for mine.I will let you know what I find out tommorrow.Ray
SUBJECT>winch question POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a dumb question here.I just picked up a complete winch/pto combo off of an old IH
truck.It is a Ramsey 8000lb model.I was going to put it on my truck sometime this
month,and I just realized,I forgot how to use a pto winch!Last one I used was on deuce
in the army (10 years ago).Do you shift the transfer to neutral,then engage the pto in low
gear?Help,I am an idiot.
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Arnold
SUBJECT>Novak conversion kit POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 September 2001,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3583 NEXT>3610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Jeff,
I have a complete conversion kit from Novak.I went 700 R4,so I don't need it.I also
have the proper bellhousing,shift fork and a new quality clutch kit.I've got about $675
tied up in it.I'll take $350.Thanks,Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKES?!?!New Top?INFO?!POSTER>Bill G
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man...thats a chunkamoney..SUBJECT>Re:Novak conversion kit POSTER>Jorge EMAIL>jorgearseda@stonge.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
If Jeff doesn't want the Novak kit,I'm interested.
Please let me know what you mean with "complete kit"and where you're.
You can email me at jorgearseda@stonge.com
Regards,
Jorge
SUBJECT>Diesel?POSTER>Aric EMAIL>ajasti@mtu.edu DATE>Wednesday,26
September 2001,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3612 3615
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came across a '67 M715 w/a 353 Detroit Diesel that has either injection system.It has a
set of (4)spare tires and rims.Hardtop,storage rack.He has the winch but no pto for it.It
has some unknown ford 4-speed and the stock axles with the stock gears.Body looks like
it's in nice shape.He's asking $4300.Whadda think?Any suggestions /good questions to
ask?(I already read the what to look for section).
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel?POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>3611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might ask about top speed with a low rpm diesel vs a gas motor.with these 5:87
gears depending on usage it may be a issue.You may want a diesel mech.to look at the
motor these are expensive to rebuild.Test drive it,this will answer most of your
questions.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3595 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a set of 15"X15"wheels off ebay.They are supposed to be here in a week.I
was planning on doing the same.If there are any tricks in particular they mention having
to do,please let us know that also.I am slightly thinking about trying to do this myself.
Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:winch question POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3607 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If the pto bolts onto the transmission,then it doesn't matter what you do with the transfer
case.Usually you would put the transmission in neutral and the forward and reversing of
the winch would be done from the pto shifter..If the pto bolts onto the transfer case,then you would put the
transfer case in neutral,
engage the pto and then use the different gears in the transmission to forward and reverse
the winch and to run it at different speeds..
Occasionally when the conditions need it,you would possibly also run the wheels at the
same time with either set up.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel?POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3611 NEXT>3620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That rig's been for sale for awhile.It's either a diamond in the rough,or skeletons lurk
about.Seems to me without an overdrive or a gear swap,highway driving would turn it
into a grenade.Albeit a cool one!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank sending unit test and scale POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,26 September 2001,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased my gauge at Summit Racing.I used VDO gauges and on the fuel gauge I ask
the sales person for this resistance and they said this was used on early 60's GM vehicles.
Had it in a couple of days.Ed
SUBJECT>Big block \ driveline ??POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was thinking of doing a Cad \auto swap over the winter and was wondering how well the
drive line holds up.presently running 35 in.buckshots but may go to 40 -44 in.to get
highway speed.I will be going offroad'n also,but nothing hard,i like my truck.
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thanks Bill
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Luke Durbin
EMAIL>skywalker@mcleodusa.net DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3574 NEXT>3690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have i 725 licensed running shelbyville Il.there are two 715 in Pana running 1 715 not
running there are 2 715 in assumption Il.both running
SUBJECT>accelerator pump POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mcavoymt@newriver.usmc.mil
DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2nmWWb96x9M PREVIOUS>NEXT>3660 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking for a source for the accelerator pump to fit the 1920 Holley carburetor.It's
the one with the round shaft that works off the cam on the linkage.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel?POSTER>aric EMAIL>ajasti@mtu.edu DATE>Thursday,27.September 2001,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3615 NEXT>3628
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,i noticed that too.He told me that he couldn't identify the tranny that was in it and
had no idea what gears were in the stock axles...(5.38,right?)anyway that set off a big 'ol
flag.I'll keep pokin'around till I find the right one...althought that 353 diesel would be
cool...bet it could pull the foundation out of a house with that torque...eheheh thanks
aric
SUBJECT>Re:Who's a good source for Tranny parts?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same problem with mine.I have a steady flow of oil out the bottom of the bell
housing.I found out that It was from the oil sending unit.it runs up the back of the motor
and drains out above the clutch plates soaks them in oil then runs out the drain hole of the
bell housing.It caused my truck to shudder and slip on uphills.
SUBJECT>rear tail light lenses:POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can obtain the rear lenses for the military blackout lights.My
M715 used to be a fire truck and one of the rear tail light lenses is melted where the
blackout light is.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have about 20 around the Albuquerque area I know of.The guy I bought mine from
had just bought 10 from a state auction (Doug,if your out there,I know you only paid
about $100 apiece for 'em!)
SUBJECT>Help with top POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3625 3626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need some help.My M715 has a home-made (ugly)top.I have the two top bows for the
soft top,nothing else.Does anyone have more of the soft top frame,or a complete old
soft top and frame that they would sell?Does anyone have a hard top they would sell?
Also how does the soft top attach to the truck body behind the seats?Thanks in advance.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top POSTER>715mudder EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
September 2001,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3624 NEXT>3639
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey cadpowered i was at white owl parts co.not long ago and they had a couple of junk.715's out back.if my memory is
correct one of them had the full soft top frame still intact.
if no one in the zone can help you give them a call.the #is 252-522-2586 this company is
in kinston n.c.to answer you second question the top is secured by straps in the back.
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,27 September 2001,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3624 NEXT>3640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the frame work on ebay yesterday.I think it was at about $45.Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:M715 1968 for sale POSTER>nick EMAIL>jeepxj87@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at 2:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is it at,and can you give any other information on the condition and parts,what's
been rebuilt,the mileage,pics,etc.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3620 NEXT>3683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aric,You just might want to take another look at this truck.The Detroit diesel 353 is a
high RPM 2 cycle,212ci engine.This engine will make good touque when wound up.The
gearing problem would be taking care of with 40''tires or so.The PTO is a part that is
available for $100.00 or so.The unknown Ford tranny is either the NP435,T-18 or T-19
and all three trannys are super strong.If This truck has little or no rust,with winch,I have
never seen this truck but I would say this is a pretty good deal.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at
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7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Steve
What size wheels are you having made?
Can they do 16.5 inchers?
What is the phone #for l&l machine in Lawton?
And finally,do you live in Lawton?I'm about
90 miles NW of there.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a company called interstate wheels.they cut the centers out of my friends M-715
split rims and welded on a 12-16.5 rim to it (Hes running 42/15.5 swampers)I was quoted
a price to do the same thing and it was going to be $434.00 for all 4 rims.The work
looked pretty good afterwards and they are tough as hell.They are the company I'm going
to get my rims done at.IN case anyone wants to talk to them their #is 1-800-547-7503.
You'll want to talk to lendsey.SUBJECT>Plug wire wrench POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,Got a question.There is a spark plug WIRE wrench on E-bay for sale.Ca
another tool be used or is this tool on E-bay pretty much needed to take em apart.I don't
have my truck here at work and I'm to impatient to wait and get home to look.Thanks!
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:brushguard POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Friday,28 September 2001,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have sent you some E-mail
SUBJECT>BIG INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY VEHICLE FOR SALE
POSTER>highland auto &truck supply EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,28
September 2001,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3634
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HIGHLAND AUTO IS OFFERING ITS LARGE INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY
VEHICLE PARTS.PLEASE SEND YOUR REQUESTS FOR QUOTE TO FAX 323-
268-0215.IF BUSY,DIAL 323-268-1311 (OUR PHONE #)AND ASK FOR EXT.205,
OR E-MAIL TO:HIGHAUTO@AOL.COM.THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:BIG INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY VEHICLE FOR SALE
POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,28 September
2001,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3633 NEXT>3635 3636
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHERE are you located?????
SUBJECT>Re:BIG INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY VEHICLE FOR SALE
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,29 September
2001,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3634 NEXT>3637 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul,I think it's Los Angeles.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:BIG INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY VEHICLE FOR SALE
POSTER>highland auto &truck supply EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29
September 2001,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3634 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1536 north indiana st.,LOS ANGELES,CA 90063
SUBJECT>Re:BIG INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY VEHICLE FOR SALE
POSTER>highland auto &truck supply EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29
September 2001,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3635 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1536 NORTH INDIANA ST.,LOS ANGELES,CA 90063.THANK YOU !!!!!!!
SUBJECT>M715 PARTS -FOR SALE-BIG INVENTORY POSTER>highland auto &
truck supply EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 11:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HIGHLAND AUTO IS OFFERING ITS LARGE INVENTORY OF M715 MILITARY
VEHICLE PARTS.PLEASE SEND YOUR REQUESTS FOR QUOTE TO FAX323-
268-0215.IF BUSY,DAIL 3223-268-1311 (OUR PHONE #)AND ASK FOR EXT.205,
OR E-MAIL US AT:HIGHAUTO@AOL.COM.THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top.Hey Mudder POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3625 NEXT>3645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mudder.........Thanks I will try White Owl.About "how the top attaches in the back",
I was trying to determine if mine had the necessary components to put the top on.I have
the straps for stowing the top,but can't see how to secure the bottom of the back with the
top on??
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3626 NEXT>3658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve.........I looked and looked,never found it.Do you remember what you were
searching under?
SUBJECT>Carter YF in place of Holly 1920 ????POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 4:28 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone out there thought of tossing their Holly 1920 in favor of an early 70's Carter
YF carb from the AMC 232/258 family?I've been contemplating this just in case my
1920 goes bad.Looking through the TM the 1920 seems to be a nightmare to rebuild.I've
done plenty of Carter YF's through the years,they are pretty simple.The YF looks as
though it would fit,but does it have a CFM rating close to that of the 1920?Please let me
know your thoughts.
SUBJECT>Re:Carter YF in place of Holly 1920 ????POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know about the CMF,but I just put the Carter on and it seems to be running fine.It
was a direct bolt-on a little taller so going to have to modify the air cleaner or put on a
after-market.Haven't decided what to do on that yet.I tried two Holly's,rebuilt the
second still didn't run worth a s*@t.As of now,glad I put the Carter on.
SUBJECT>20''wheels and Tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3644 3649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just bolted up my new 20''wheels from Diamond racing wheels,and they look great
with
the 41.5''Firestone super all traction tires,they look like they were ment for the old
715,with the 3''cab lift only they clear fine,no rubbing,if anyone needs more info just give
a yell,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,29
September 2001,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3643 NEXT>3647
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PICTURES...
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top.Hey Mudder POSTER>715mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3639 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey cad,the top is secured by 3 straps to the inside of the cab.if you don't see the metal
loops that you attach the straps to they may have been groung off.oh ,the straps i'm
talking about are attached to the top.i hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:rear tail light lenses:POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 9:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3622 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Howie,Midwest Military at www.midwestmil.com 942-440-8778 offers a full red or
amber lens which will fit the std.six hole fixture.They are a great way to make your
outfit street legel.As the fixtures are two sided,top and bottom.I fixed up a jeep with the
tail lights on one part and brake light on the other half.The original blackout lights are
too dim for legel street use.The price is $28.00 each.A little spendy,but they are brand
new NOS.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 September 2001,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Perk,
Pictures Baby!
SUBJECT>Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>M37B1WW@excite.com DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 1:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQ93OiJSWZuU PREVIOUS>NEXT>3654
LINKNAME>Kia Kaisers
LINKURL>http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/km45/km450.html
http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/introduction.html
And,most importantly,
http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/km45/km450.html.Need I say more?
JB
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3643 NEXT>3650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got mine on also with my 12.50x20 michelins..It looks very military compared to
the 42"Swampers.The radial Michelins ride awsome and have plenty of off road bite..I
am very pleased with the wheels from Diamond..I wish I would have found them last year
before I gave my hard earned cash to that ass at Stockton.
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3649 NEXT>3657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,and Rippey,I will post some pics soon.Sarge,Stockton wheel is a total
ripoff,Diamond is the only way to go.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Replacing Rear Seal on 230 OHC POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>3661
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In one of the earlier messages,brute4c mentioned (I think)that he had replaced his
leaking rear seals without pulling the engine.
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That's great news,as I have a leaking seal,too!Does anyone know if there are any special
things to watch-out for,or tricks-of-the-trade?I appreciate any input provided.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for good 230 engine POSTER>Bob Devlin
EMAIL>bobdevlin50@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,
Have I got a deal for you !!!!!
I just bought a 715 and I am going to put a cummins diesel in her.The engine I have is
running and has less than 10,000 original miles on it.I am located in MD.I can put it on a
skid for shipping.Make me an offer.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:looking for good 230 engine POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,I also have a real good 230 engine,I live in Maine,where are you?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>Doug Cook EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30
September 2001,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3648 NEXT>3655.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the @#$%?Anybody know how much they cost
SUBJECT>Re:Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3654 NEXT>3656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How Cool,If anyone has more info,please post.Importing one of these would be pretty
tough,but maybe we now have another interesting parts source!In India,Mahindra
makes diesel CJ-2s,also I have seen new old Power Wagons there,but I don't know who
makes 'em.
SUBJECT>Re:Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30
September 2001,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3655 NEXT>3689
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How is that possible the doors are M715!!!there has to be something illegal about that.
but I have to wonder what the drivetrain is?and the cost/availability.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30
September 2001,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3650 NEXT>3659
3699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys what about Diamond for being able to weld the centers out of the stock wheels and
then into some hummer wheels.This is something that I want to do.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Help with top POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Sunday,30 September 2001,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3640 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I found it under kaiser m715.but not positiv,I will look around again and let you
know if I find it again.
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,1 October 2001,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD,You would have to call Diamond,ask for Bill,1-800-937-4407 I bet this task would be
as much money as new wheels,the 16''wheel is only going to get you about 38''or so,with
a 20''wheel you could get 48''or more.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator pump POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,1 October 2001,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3619 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,are you looking for a rebuild kit?or a part to fix a defective one on your carb?.SUBJECT>Re:Replacing Rear Seal
on 230 OHC POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,1 October 2001,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3651 NEXT>3662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone out there PLEASE Answer this post I have the same Question.
I did notice that in the TM it looks like a two piece seal(upper &lower)and I remember
seeing that you had to pull the rear bearing cap.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacing Rear Seal on 230 OHC POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Monday,1 October 2001,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3661 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,It also helps to loosen all the main caps as well.This will cause the crank to drop
ever so little.When you remove the the seal you will want to use a brass punch and tap on
the driver side of the seal.This is not an easy fix.{Dont get in a hurry}The first one that
I replaced leaked just as bad as the 28 year old one did.So after about 400 miles I was
back at it again.Tip for the day DO NOT BE SHY USE LOTS OF CLEAN OIL to flush
out any old grime that may cause the new seal NOT to slide in to place.When instaling
the new seal it is a reverse order type of thing.It instales from the passanger side.I had to
tap it in both times when I did it.Good Luck Lee
SUBJECT>NOISY TRANSFERCASE POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 October 2001,at 9:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I switched my rear driveshaft to the other output on the driveshaft,(where the brake drum
was located).There was no benefit,I still have the loud holloring.Does anyone have any
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suggestions?Thank you in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>winch POSTER>bob EMAIL>moto_man5@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1
October 2001,at 11:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3666 3668
3673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is it possible to buy the driveline from the pto to the winch,for the pto winches m715
came with.also,how much are the pto's that bolt onto the tranny?thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS -FOR SALE-BIG INVENTORY POSTER>JON
SCHUBERT EMAIL>DREADNOUGHTECO@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,2 October
2001,at 2:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3638 NEXT>3675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HELLO CURRENTLY I'M LOOKING FOR A GENERATOR UNIT AND A MASTER
BRAKE CYLINDER FOR THE M-715.WHAT WOULD THE COST FOR BOTH
ITEMS BE?THANK YOU .
SUBJECT>Re:winch POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3664
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Bob,For winch parts call Memphis Equipment or Rapco in Texas,I got my winch parts at
those places.Perkm715
SUBJECT>Re:NOISY TRANSFERCASE POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 4:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3663 NEXT>3669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I have the same problem,many people say that a good synthetic oil like Amsoil
75-90 will quiet it down and it will run cooler.I haven't used it yet because I am swapping
out the 230 for a 460 Ford,when this is compleat I will have Amsoil in every lube
point.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:winch POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3664
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob,I checked with Memphis Equip.a year ago,for around $1200.00 they would have
sold everything from the pto gear to the winch.They did have all the seperate parts.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:NOISY TRANSFERCASE POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3667 NEXT>3674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perkm715,Thank you,I will try that this week.I have been waiting to get this going for
nearly a year,now I was hoping to be able to enjoy driving it.I have been driving my '75
cj5,and I will be glad to sell it.I just don't like all the racket.I was already looking for
another t-case.I'll let you know how it works.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get the defroster diffuser ends that fit under the dash to disburse the air on to
the windshield?
SUBJECT>Power Steering Upgrade-EASY!POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bought a power steering set-up from a 81'Buick.It included pump,hoses and
gearbox for $40.It bolted into the existing bolt holes and steering shaft without any
problems.
Some helpful hints :)get the steering box without the snap ring on top (light duty)the
gearbox with 4 bolts is better.Be sure that the hoses are connected to the pump and
gearbox so no trash (rain,bugs,etc...)haven't entered the openings while it was in the
junkyard.Good Luck
SUBJECT>attn cadpower POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 3:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cadpower,i got my big 500 caddy engine sitting the frame rails of the my 715.the th 400
and 500 block are a real long combination.i'm having all the drive shafts made as we
speak.i don't have pics of the engine yet but you can see what i'm building
www.m715.com.just click on the pic and it'll take you to two more pages.i'll get some
updated pics sent to hammer so he can post this weekend.later
roger (mudking3)
SUBJECT>Re:winch POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
2 October 2001,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3664 NEXT>3676
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to an old catalog that I have from A.B.Linn,he has the winch driveline &
PTO.My experience has been that he's WAY less expensive than Memphis Equipment.I
buy from Mr.Linn first,if he has it.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:NOISY TRANSFERCASE POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3669 NEXT>3687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed synthetic gearoil in my gearboxes.It did help somewhat.I did the driveshaft
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swap &it made a huge difference!My next step,if I were in your shoes,would be to
disconnect the transmission to transfercase driveshaft &run the engine &trans in high
gear at about the rpm's that you hear the "hollering"at.See if the noise is still there.If its
gone,reconnect that driveshaft &disconnect the rear driveshaft.In 2 wheeldrive,do the
same test,being aware of the noise level.If its gone in both of these tests,then its
differential or wheel brgs.I'd bet its probably the Transfercase,but diagnose the noise
before throwing money at the problem.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:M715 PARTS -FOR SALE-BIG INVENTORY POSTER>JOHN
SUMMERS EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 7:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaGSMz/4H9NkM PREVIOUS>3665 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thers is a generater on ebay go to ebay search m715 biding end oct.3 dont remember time
last bid was $36.00
SUBJECT>Re:winch POSTER>bob EMAIL>moto_man5@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 October 2001,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3673
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,thanks for your help everyone.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Upgrade-EASY!POSTER>Gavin
EMAIL>kgstahl@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 5:28 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3671 NEXT>3680
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did the pump bolt up to the (stock????)engine?
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>RWC
EMAIL>rchayer@doc.state.vt.us DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3670 NEXT>3682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need them too!Let me know if you find some!Thanks
SUBJECT>Attn:David Reuter POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>bennetta@cozadtel.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please e-mail me at bennetta@cozadtel.net about your order.
Thanks
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Upgrade-EASY!POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3677 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 350 Chevy with a pulley with two grooves on the crankshaft.
One belt goes around the alternator,crankshaft and water pump.The other goes around
crankshaft to the power steering pump.
SUBJECT>Re:attn cadpower POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3672 NEXT>3684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger...........Looks real GOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!I got under one of my Chev trucks
that have the Cad 500 with T400 and measured the length,almost six foot from fan to end
of tail shaft.That ’ s almost a foot longer then the stock M715 drive train.Did you have to
move the transfer back?Are you still using the same short shaft between the tranie and
transfer?
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3678 NEXT>3691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will let you know what I find.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel?POSTER>Aric EMAIL>ajasti@mtu.edu DATE>Wednesday,3
October 2001,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3628 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info...I am not real familar with the 353
SUBJECT>Re:attn cadpower POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 October
2001,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3681 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.i put a short shaft on the th 400 from a truck.the engine mounts were still way ahead of
the shock towers.this created a problem with steering shaft.so i made my own mount and
dropped the steering gearbox.so i hope that it'll all work out.
later
roger
SUBJECT>tailgate hinges POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know where a guy could come up with a set of tailgate hinges that bolt to
the body.I need all four or else I cant use my tailgate.Thanks for any help!
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate hinges POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3685 NEXT>3688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an extra set,one if not two will need to be slightly bent back into shape,they are
not to bad though.
I have the pins as well.If interested I'll Take $30.00 plus you pay shipping.E mail me
your address and I'll do the figures and let you know.I'll even straiten them and primer
them if you like.
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I also have an uncut tailgate if you know anyone that needs one.The only problem I've
run accross is I'm in Washington state and alot of the people out there seem to be back
east.So,shipping is killer on such a large item.
SUBJECT>Re:NOISY TRANSFERCASE POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3674 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have installed synthetic fluid in my transfer case as well,but have not noticed a
reduction in noise.Although the transmission still has a little bit of the PTO pieces still
floating around in it from when the Army owned the truck.I just havn't gotten around to
installing my new crated T98 that the fire department gave me.I was told the
transmission came with the truck when they got it from the Army.
A friend of mine told me to just wait till the tranny went out or the clutch needed to be
done.Not looking forward to that.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate hinges POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you my address let me know what you come up with.Thanks steve
SUBJECT>Re:Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3656 NEXT>3692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PARTS PARTS PARTS BRAND NEW PARTS IM CALLING THESE PEOPLE.TONIGHT
I GOT THE #S OFF THERE WEB SITE I WILL WRITE IF I MAKE PROGRESS
WITH
THIS IDEA BRAND NEW TOP BOWS AND TROOP SEATS NEW GLASS
SHOVELS AND
AXES
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 October 2001,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3618 NEXT>3719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I LIVE IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND I HAVE NOT SEEN ANOTHER M715 IN
RUNNING CONDITION OTHER THAN MINE
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>wally osterhoudt EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3682
NEXT>3693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look in jc whitney they have a kit that looks like it will fit I own a 725 and a 715 with no
heater at all..I saw a kit that i will buy and try.
SUBJECT>Re:Kia Kaisers?!?!?!POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3689
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Axes &shovels can be bought at the local hardware store.They're the same.....How
about door weatherstrips?Transfercase weatherstrips?Heater parts?rustfree doors?
rustfree cabs?What kind of wheel bolt pattern?Maybe some wider,16"non-split rim
wheels??There are lots of possibilities.Please keep us informed!
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3691 NEXT>3706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently bought a heater/defroster from Vintage air.It really works well.While my CJ is
12 volt,you could call and see if they offer anything in 24 volt.Or purchase the unit and
swap the motor with a 24 volt unit.You could also call them and see if they would
sell just the defroster diffusers.Sorry I don't have their PH number handy.
Al T.
SUBJECT>Factory 2b carb on civ 230?POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3695 3703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY
Question?if anyone can help.I would like the MAKE and MODEL of the factory 2barl
carbs on the civilian 230ci j-jeep pickups???
Thanks for your replay in advance..Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Factory 2b carb on civ 230?POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3694 NEXT>3702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cliff,
I can't off the top of my head(I have the rebuild kit instructions at work)tell you what
model of Holley 2 barrel carb it is.But,it looks like half a 4 barrel carb.I'll post the
model number tomorrow at lunch time,if no one beats me to it.
Darryl
SUBJECT>highland auto &truck parts?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,4 October 2001,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know the web site address for highland auto and truck parts.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for good 230 engine POSTER>john michael walls EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3585
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have an M-725 and am planning on putting a fuel injected engine in her with automatic
trans.I am selling the engine to the transmission complete or however you would like it I
live in Milford,DE.Where are you located.My M-725 has a little over 20,000 miles
SUBJECT>Tubes for Tires POSTER>Scott EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTEMlSrUinmA PREVIOUS>NEXT>3700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a good source for inner tubes for radial tires?I bought a set of those take
off tires from Nebraska Tire awhile back.Still can't find the tubes.I was told the stock
bias ply tire tubes will not hold up.
Thanks,
Scott
P.S.I'm sure you all know this already since the movie is so old but I just saw Flatliners
and it features an M715.Lots of footage.Excellent!
SUBJECT>Re:20''wheels and Tires POSTER>Bill @Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J.D.
We can cut centers out of stock wheels and weld them into new rims.However,all rim
sizes are not the same.Before we can do it we need to have you measure the drop well of
the rim you are now using to see if the center will fit the rim you want to make.If it is
close we can usually machine them to fit the new rims.Let me know what size rims you
would like to make and I can quote you a price.
Bill.SUBJECT>Re:Tubes for Tires POSTER>mudturtle EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3698
NEXT>3701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gemplers ,a farm supply catalog ,has a lot of large size tubes and flaps,both radial and
bias.they have good prices and are helpful with oddball sizes.I believe they have a
website.
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes for Tires POSTER>Scott EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTEMlSrUinmA PREVIOUS>3700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Outstanding!Its simply www.gemplers.com
They've got just about every tube you can think of including radial approved.
Thanks a lot!
SUBJECT>Re:Factory 2b carb on civ 230?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 2 barrel carb is listed as a Holly Model 2300 in the Jeep Owner's Bible.
SUBJECT>Re:Factory 2b carb on civ 230?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 October 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3694 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually the factory used 2 different Holley 2 barrels on the 230....one was used in 63 and
I think 64,and the other in 65 only.The models are:
Holley 2300,this is the 350 cfm type not the 500 cfm size
Holley 2415
I know this cause I have the 2415 off a 65 and I have a friend who ran his own garage
from the 50's to the 70's and let me peruse his tons of manuals for info that would apply
to the M715 from civvy trucks.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>360 Swap POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,
6 October 2001,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3715 3734
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went to the junk yard looking for power sterring parts but left because the guy must have
thought he was selling gold.On the way home spotted a 79 Cherokee,the guy wanted
$275.00 so I figured I could get my steering and some other parts and then sell the rears
and t-case and stuff and actually make a couple of bucks.After completing the transaction
he informs me that the motor was rebuilt a couple of years ago but the truck never made it
back on the road due to a divorce situation.WOOHOO,what a score!!I now have a very
strong running 360 that's going in one of my 715's.What do I need to make this swap.I
would like to keep all the original drivetrain.Can it be done??.SUBJECT>Re:highland auto &truck
parts?POSTER>highland auto &truck supply
EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 October 2001,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
highauto@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,6 October 2001,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3693 NEXT>3732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a vacuumn cleaner floor attachment for a defroster diffuser.Just take the brush out
of the attachment and glue it on wth silicone.I paid 5.00 each for them used.I connected
it to a flexible metal duct for the air cleaner preheater available at any auto parts.Works
great.Ed
SUBJECT>New manual is up POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,7 October 2001,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/toc.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/toc.html
We have a new manual up for reference that is from the Project Manager of the Army
Mobility Command.This manual appears to be the introduction manual for the Army to
familiarize commands that would be getting these vehicles on what they are,with all
kinds of tech specs,and what items they could be equipped with.There are some pictures
in this that are in no other book I have ever seen and it covers every model:M715,M724,
M725,M726 and the M101A1 trailer.It even includes the factory warranty.
So if you are wondering what in max input torque rating by the factory of the T-98 tranny
is or what the front or rear axles are rated for in torque,or much more,you need to peruse
this little gem.
It can be found by clicking on "Online Manuals"at the top of this page,then clicking on
"Project Manager Manual,Army Mobility Command".Or you can use the link below for
a direct access.
My thanks to Rollie for letting me access this manual for the purpose of getting on the
site!!!!
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>Don Land
EMAIL>dland@dicksonstreet.com DATE>Sunday,7 October 2001,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3709 3711 3712 3713 3714 3718 3743
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in NW Arkansas and have found a parts dealer with an M715 for sale.The truck is
missing the engine and transmission,but still has the transfer case and most of the rest of
the vehicle.Could someone advise me as to what other inline six cylinder engines will
transplant into an M715,other than the original,that will allow me to use the original.transmission,and still get
good performance.I just want a good driver.I have been told
that Ford and International six cylinder engines will fit into these trucks,but I want to
find out more information before I decide to buy.Thank You.
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>3710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don,You could get many opinions to this question,I wil give you mine,Do you relly have
your heart set on a 6 cyl?These trucks are so heavy they cry for a v-8 torque,but if you
want a 6,I think the Ford 300 ci with fuel indjection is the only way to go,some might say
292 Chevy-6,but this is an old engine with out fuel idj.they do not have the torque of the
300 Ford,forget the IH,parts way too expensive and less power.As far as a direct bolt up I
don't belive the 300 ford bellhousing will adapt to the t-98a tranny,the Imput shaft on the
t-98a is way too long,to fix problem the go with Ford t-18 or Ford np-435 tranny,these
tranny's are very common and not too expensive,the t-18 might be better because
externally the are the same as the t-98a for easy 4wd and e-brake linkage hook up.I cant
help you with motor mounts,you might have to fabracate somthing or re do the frame
horns.I have never done this swap,but I have swapped in a 460 ford.I think Rippey 715 on
this site could help with this swap,I think he was talking about a 300 Ford swap,he may
have done it alreddy,Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3709 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of building the 300 right now and gettiing ready to put it in.But the
swap is in process.As far as transmissions...Go with the Ford NP435.It might be alittle
bit harder to fit in but you wont have to buy expensive adapters,Also the T-18 is geared
at 6.32 where as the 435 is geared at 6.69.Lastly the 435 was put in both Ford and Dodge
so if you go this route get the right one.Hopefully I'll be done with the swap in the next
month or two.I'll post any problems/updates.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After reading the two other responses from your question,I will also toss in my
comments.
While most people who do engine swaps prefer a V8,I've seen others who while wanting
to upgrade the old 230,they still wanted to maintain a somewhat stock look and sound of
the 6-cylinder..For those who prefer the Chevy 292 6-cylinder,I've seen it bolted in using the stock
M715 T98 transmission by using a Novak bellhousing and motor mount adapter kit.The
owner really liked the increased torque of the 292 and claimed it was a lot better then the
original Jeep 230.
As for the Ford 300,I believe there are many old Fords out there with a 300 bolted up to a
very similar T98 transmission as the M715 has.This should be a fairly easy swap if you
get the Ford T98 with it.Willie from Texas had a 300 in his M715 and knows a lot about
the interchangeabilties.
Just my 2 cents worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>Daggi
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EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>3717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you are going for 6 inline,go for 300.I had two big Broncos with those,put
Offenhauser mainfold,Edelbroch carb,Clifford cam,Hooker pipe and a lot more torque
than small block Ford and you can get stroker kit too from Clifford (I think?),so good
luck with your truck,
Daggi from Iceland
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a Ford 300 in one using an adapter to the stock
transmission machined from a piece of aluminum stock.
It was 2.25 inches thick to allow for the long input
shaft of the T-98.This truck has over 3000 miles on
this setup and is very peppy compared to the Tornado.
I'd call this an easy swap,radiator cooled it fine,and
engine mounts were easy to fab up to the stock frame
mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I don't even own a M-715 yet but I do know that Ford trucks were available with a T-
98 until being replaced by the T-18.This trans should bolt right up to any OHV six or
eight through 1964 which includes the 312,292,272,256 and 239 V-8's and the various
six's of the same era.From what i understand,these trannys were used in trucks up to the
F600.I had one in my F100 but it's long gone.Another point to consider,the T-18's are
essentially the same as the T-98's but have revised lubrication,allowing them to far
outlast the 98's.
SUBJECT>Re:360 Swap POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at
7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3704 NEXT>3721 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
chuck,that swap has been done numerous times.in fact there is a web site telling you
how to do it.there is a catch.i can't remember were it is.if you search 360 and m715 stuff
on the net you'll find it,it may even be in the links on this page.sorry i wasn't much help.
roger
SUBJECT>what years?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in need of a hood.I have heard that one from a j-series truck will fit and possibly
one from a early cherokee will also fit.Does anyone know what years of these might
work!
Thanks steve
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>rippey715
EMAIL>Mrippey715@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3712 NEXT>3723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daggi please give more info on your modifications to your 300.Right now I've got a good
core and I'm taking the bolts/Bracketry off a bad core and adapting.But the engine is
going to be seriously built.Were looking to get hopefully close to 300 HP with 350-400
Torque.Optimistic but it is our goal.Please send info of your 300.
JD
SUBJECT>THANK YOU FOR THE ADVICE POSTER>Don Land
EMAIL>dland@dicksonstreet.com DATE>Monday,8 October 2001,at 10:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>3720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I appreciate the advice from all of you who responded to my question.This information
will surely make my decision to buy an M715 much easier.From my motor transport
days,these were good trucks except for the engine,which could be a never ending source
of problems.Thank You Again.Don
SUBJECT>Re:How many are left?POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3690
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,I live in So.Cal also and I have seen several.There are running 715's in Valencia,
Thousand Oaks,Santa Barbara,plus mine and of course yours.I also know where a few
"hulks"are.So there are quite a few in So.Cal.I'm sure there are more than what I have
seen.
SUBJECT>Re:THANK YOU FOR THE ADVICE POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3718 NEXT>3728 3729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don,What engine are you going to go with?The 300-6 Ford is the king of the inline.sixes,If you want tons of
torque,listen to Daggi,he is on the right track,Clifford
engineering has al kinds of hipo parts,but try to go fuel indjection,this is a much better
system.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:360 Swap...found the info POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
October 2001,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3715 NEXT>3774
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here is a link for you
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http://m715.gq.nu/engine_swap.html#1
SUBJECT>carb.kit POSTER>steven schickedanz EMAIL>kayray@arn.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3724 3733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in dire need of information as to where to get a
carb.kit for my 1967 M715.I have contacted my local
parts store and they have ordered 2 different kits,but they
have been the wrong ones.Any help will be most useful.
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3717 NEXT>LINKNAME>Biggest 4x4 club in
Iceland LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
you can get more power than i got if you talk to the peoble at Clifford theyr logo is 6=8
and then is some serius head work in porting,polising,cuting the valve seats and milling
some millimeters off the head for higer compresion then you ned good carb i will chose
Edelbroc and Hooker heders Msd ignition then your talking of horsepower but start your
proces by caling Clifford good luck Daggiif there is somthing i can help just ask i am
maiby faraway but its no problem whit E mail ok
SUBJECT>Re:carb.kit POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3722
NEXT>3726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My advice,don't.I rebuilt my Holley with a kit from Memphis Equipment (only place I
could find one)$40.00 plus $$$$,and it still didn't run worth a sh@t.I had a guru friend
tell me that a Carter from a mid 1970's AMC/Jeep 6 cylinder would work,he got me one
and its great,bolted right on.Now what Carter,I don't know but I will try to get some
kind of number and post it here.What I need to do is just dump the engine and put in a
Caddie 500 cuin like I did in a couple of my Chev trucks..............Mike
SUBJECT>2 715's on e-bay POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not trying to plug the e-bay site,but for those of you who are m715-less,there are two.running 715's for under a
$1000 listed.Make sure you type in "Kaiser jeep"or "jeep
Kaiser",and you should be able to find them.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:carb.kit POSTER>B EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 8:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3724 NEXT>3731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What ???Don't Chevy engines work either ???Barry
SUBJECT>m715 on ebay POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found this one under military jeeps.Current bid was at $800.00
It needs starter but claims to run.Photo looks pretty good.W/out winch if I remember
correctly.
SUBJECT>MORE ADVICE look here!!!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 October 2001,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget about the AMC 258 6 you can buy kits to upgrade these engines to some
pretty respectible horses plus you get 7 main bearings as well and they do pretty good on
torque.A stock CJ radiator will fit in the old mounts on the M715,the engine will sit
right on the frame horns.I believe the t-98 will fit the 258's bellhousing if you change the
mainshaft to that of a T18,Heck you might even be able to find an old "J"truck with a
T18.
SUBJECT>Re:THANK YOU FOR THE ADVICE POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 1:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3720 NEXT>LINKNAME>formula offroad
LINKURL>http://www.4x4.is
if you get efi motor then put turbocharger on it and low comprecion
SUBJECT>M715 rebuild POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3737 LINKNAME>fake kaiser LINKURL>http://www.cms-us.com/m715.html
look at this link
SUBJECT>Re:carb.kit POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure they do!I just want the most for the dollars spent!I have two Jeep Scramblers they
have a 350 and 383 stroker in them,its a little to hard to drop a Caddie in there.
If I want to add the most for the $$$$I spend,I find a 1968 through 1976 Cadillac 500
cid buy the whole car for $300.00 to $500.00,drop the engine in the Chev and get 400 hp
with 550 lbs of torque.Why not use something that weighs ,with an aluminum intake,.just a mere 40lbs more than a
small block Chevrolet.This is stock,nothing added,the
400hp 550 torque is from a 1970,newer years (have lower compression)you loose 35 hp
and 15 lbs torque.There is no other engine that will give you more hp and torque for the
dollars invested.If you buy the whole car you also get a Caddie T400 trannie which is one
of the best auto tranies you can buy.I have the 500 cid Caddies in a 1972 Chev Longhorn,
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1967 Chev short wide,and going in to a 1972 Blazer ............Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Where to get defroster diffuser?POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed...........I like your idea,very creative!!!!!!!!!Thanks,I'm off to Walmart to look at
vacuum diffusers........Mike
SUBJECT>Re:carb.kit POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,
10 October 2001,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>3722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back on the subject,drop AB Linn a note at ablinn@cbiinternet.com.He should be able
to hook you up with a kit for around $25 if I remember correctly.Mine ran great
afterwards.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:360 Swap POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>3704 NEXT>3775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chuck,
I started down that road a couple years ago but I punted and rebuilt the ole Tornado
instead.I got impatient and stingy.I am now thinking about putting a 401/auto in the
M715.If you decide to mate your 360 to the original T-98 tranny,I have the parts that
you will need.I have the funky (and hard to find)bellhousing and spacer and the long
input shaft from a T-18.You will need this set-up to leave the tranny in the stock location
so your shifters and shaft don't get fouled up while still allowing the engine to clear the
firewall.I would let it all go for $225.That may sound like a lot of money but that's what
it cost me to collect those pieces.The only tricky part to it is the fact that the bearing that
goes in the inner part of the T-18 input shaft and supports the front of the main shaft is
larger than the T-98.No big deal,I intended to have a shrink-fit bushing made to fit on
the nose of the main shaft.Have you changed your mind yet?I hope not,cause a Jeep on
the outside oughtta be a Jeep on the inside (that'll get a rise}.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:what years?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3716 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pretty much any full size Jeep from 1963-1991 will work,whether it is a J series truck,
Wagonneer or Cherokee.The differences are:
Military has the little loop on top of the hood and the holders are on the ouside at the.front edges.
Civvy has a big under hood holddown,that can be made to work on the 715's with the
factory parts bolted in,and there may be different underhood bracing on civvy hoods vs.
the mil ones.
All the best!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>How many Hard Tops?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought that all M715's came with canvas tops,but it seems I was wrong about that.
How many do you think came with hard tops?Did all the hard top models come with cab
heaters?I believe there were about 32,000 built.How many of those were M715's,how
many 725's,726's,etc...?
SUBJECT>Looks like the Kia,but is probably the AM-715.POSTER>Karl Heide
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 October 2001,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarhjr3TeKDwc PREVIOUS>3730 NEXT>3752
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe Highland Auto &Truck Parts could shed some light on these trucks.In the
History on the left navigation bar,it states that Highland bought the stamping dies for the
AM-715.Maybe this new company bought the dies from Highland?
This just shows how the M-715 still lives on!!:)
Karl
SUBJECT>steering loose POSTER>leo s.dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>3740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have just bought m725 has humvee tires on it,retro power steering kit,but vehicle is all
over the road.Does anyone know a shop or garage in the Boston Ma.area that repairs
mv's?This is baffling to me and need some professional help.Suggestions?
SUBJECT>TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>BILL @DIAMOND RACING WHEEL
EMAIL>SSWHEEL@EXECPC.COM DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PERK715,
YOU HAVE POSTED THAT YOU PUT FIRESTONE 9.00X20 TIRES ON 20X7
RIMS.WERE THESE MOUNTED TUBELESS?IF SO,DID YOU HAVE TO USE A
LINER OR ANYTHING ELSE TO MAKE THEM WORK.I HAVE A CUSTOMER IN
CALIFORNIA WHO IS HAVING TROUBLE GETTING TIRES FOR THESE SET UP
IN THE PRICE RANGE THAT YOU HAVE.CAN YOU HELP PLEASE.
BILL
SUBJECT>Re:steering loose POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
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DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>3738 NEXT>3753 3858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leo,
Heres what I do when things don't feel right.Have a friend or spouse grab the steering
wheel and turn it both directions about 3 to 4 inches from center.You need to be under
the front of the rig with a flashlight looking at all tie rod ends,steering shaft couplings
and pitman arm connections while your helper is moving the wheel back and forth.Look
for any slop or movement other than normal travel.Another thing is jack up each front
wheel and check wheel bearing looseness.This also can cause wandering.If you find
possible loose wheel bearings,make sure it's not the kingpin bearings instead.Check
steering box mounts to make sure they are not fractured or loose.Excessive worn
suspension bushings have caused this problem too.Are your U-bolts tight?Do these
checks and if there is a problem you should find it.Good luck.
Also pay attention to the road surface.Lightly rutted roads can cause you to wander also.
Again good luck.Al Temple.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3739 NEXT>3751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,I used 18''tubes for the front wheels of a farm tractor,I was going to use the 9.00-20
tubes,but the valve stems are way too long.I did not use a liner,this is only for split
rims.The Firestone Super all Traction Non Directional 9.00-20 load range E tire can be
bought for as low as $158.00 a tire,I paid $170.00,,if he looks at a bunch of heavy truck
dealers that sell Firestone,he can find this deal too,have the guy from Cal.call me on this
site.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Advice on Fuel Pump Rebuild POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3773 3795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to be rebuilding the fuel/vacuum pump for my 230 in the near future.I have a
kit from SECO on the way.I was wondering if anyone might have some pointers above
and beyond the TM manual outline.The big question being,is there any gasket dressing
to be used?What small parts do I have to keep from springing in my face etc.?THANK
YOU
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON ENGINE TRANSPLANT POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 October 2001,at 11:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All this advice sounds great.I had a Ford 302 in mine for a while,It also fit right into the
original motor mounts.In fact,I still have the granny four speed left over.(I'm running
Chevy now.)I don't know which tranny it is,It came out of a mid 70's 3/4 ton Ford pu.It
has the bell housing to bolt to the 302.Let me know if you think you can use it.Have fun.
mudclod
SUBJECT>headlights?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,12 October 2001,at 2:01
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3745 3750 3776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the headlights on the M715 are 24v or 12v?just curious.......
SUBJECT>Re:headlights?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,12 October 2001,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3744
NEXT>3749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24 volt.
SUBJECT>Registration POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Friday,12 October 2001,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I finally found a M715.It's been sitting for a while,but it has a hardtop,heater,
and it has a pto clutch (but no winch).The only problem I see is that someone stole the ID
plate off of the dash.Is the serial number stamped somewhere else?I think I read
somewhere that the number is also on the frame,is this right?The truck is about 900
miles away so I can't exactly crawl around and look for it myself.What do I do if I can't
come up with the original number?Do I buy the ID plate off of a truck that someone is
parting out?Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Randall
SUBJECT>perk715s wheels&rubbah(oops)tires!POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 October 2001,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well men,got an up close firsthand look at perks tire and wheel combo.my opinion,i dont
like them.reason being,there on his truck and not mine darnit.just kidding perk!dont send
any scuds to rochester.they look real aggressive,and the wheels looked top of the line
craftmanship.good luck and happy hurling chunks(mud)with the big block.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Registration POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3746
NEXT>3757 3814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did some more searching and found that some vin numbers are located on top of the
frame behind the rear wheels and on top of the frame behind the front bumper.Does this
sound right?Is this the same number that would be on the ID plate mounted on the dash?
SUBJECT>Re:headlights?POSTER>highland auto &truck supply
EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3745 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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we have stock on hand for inmediate delivery.your cost $62.00 ea.,thank you for the
opportunity.please call again!
SUBJECT>Re:headlights?POSTER>highland auto &truck supply
EMAIL>highauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 12:17 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3744
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
twenty four volts.thank you!
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3741 NEXT>3754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,What did you think about the way the tire bead fits the wheel?The tire bead won't
fit right because the lip on the wheel is too small.
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like the Kia,but is probably the AM-715.POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually it looks EXACTLY like the KIA except this one has a Cummins 6BT instead of
the deisel the the KIA uses.
SUBJECT>Re:steering loose POSTER>leo s.dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>3740 NEXT>3756 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Al thanks for the info will try it out.Raining here for the last three days.Leo
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3751 NEXT>3758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Utah,Did you get 20x7 from Diamond?if so I don't know what you mean,my Firestone
SA traction ND 9.00-20 fit fine,I used 18''farmall tubes,I would say the whole set up is
perfect.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:perk715s wheels&rubbah(oops)tires!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,Thanks for the kind words,The next time I get over your way I will give you a
buzz,so I can check out your rig,the pic you showed me looked like it's a real good
rig,now all I have to do is talk you in to a Ford swap insted of a Chevy,Good luck.
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:steering loose POSTER>mudturtle715 EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leo,I am 35 miles south of boston,I would be glad to take a look at your m725.E-mail
me,Icheck that more often than the 715zone
SUBJECT>Re:Registration POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 October 2001,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>3748 NEXT>3760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is where you should find them and the number is the same as the id number from the
dash plate,aka,the vin #.
By the way,in case you dont know,the number is 5 digits long and should be between
10001 and 40000.This is the range of all vin's that I have seen or heard of.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
October 2001,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3754 NEXT>3759
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I've got the Diamonds.I'm the customer in CA Bill was talking about.Just got
them last night and took them to my tire guy today.
He took one look at them and said they wouldn't work.He showed me a commercial
truck rim and a 10.00-20 tire.The bead area on the tires is around 1-1/4"to 1-1/2"and the
lip on the rim is the same.The Diamond lip is only about 1/2"he says the outer rim looks
like it was made for implement tires not commercial truck tires.He said for a show truck
they would work fine,but said the tires could come off the wheel at higway speeds.
I put 800-1000 miles a week on my truck at speeds of 70-75 mph.I can't take a chance
that the tires are going to come off.
I don't know what I'm gonna do at this point.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3758 NEXT>3761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Utah,I think your tire man is full of beans,when my mechanic and I mounted the tires,
they were tight going the rim,when we aired them up the bead seated just fine,I don't
belive the tire could ever come off,what kind of tires are you using?are they the same as
mine?let me know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Registration POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3757
NEXT>3765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does someone here have some sort of database of serial numbers?I would like to find out
what year this truck was made.That is assuming I can find the serial number on the frame
some where.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>Tom Lowery
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EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYnvlmdir.q2 PREVIOUS>3759 NEXT>3772
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have tires yet.Is the bead on your tire the same height as on a passenger tire?
Regardless,I would expect it to be tight since the diameter is the same.It is the bead.height that he is talking
about.From what he showed me I saw his point.Maybe they
make 20"tires with the smaller bead and he isn't familiar with them.Sorry to be a pain,
but I really do know squat about commercial tires and I have to rely on these daily so I
want to be sure about what I'm getting.
SUBJECT>(JEEP)327 into m715 POSTER>verne redma
EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3822 3845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchsed a 67 m715 that came with a rebuilt jeep 327,which the (previous
owners)fire dept.had spent $1,550 TO REBUILD!
This was their attempt at repowering -project was never completed.I was wondering if
any 5/4 ton lovers out there know what I need to make this all work,i.e.frame horns,
mounts,trans,etc.Any help is greatly and truly appreciated.post or email replies please.
SUBJECT>Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3780 3783 3818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am curious about 2.5 ton axles.I'm looking for suggestions of what would work well for
a front and rear steering set up.I was thinking a pair of single front Rockwells would do
the trick.Anyone see a problem with that?Were any of those availible with disc brakes?
Randall
SUBJECT>Cummins swap details POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know some people asked about my Cummins swap,I apologize for taking so long to get
back to you.I was asked a while ago to do a write up/tech article for the zone.I'll be
doing a complete write up soon.
I used a 6bt Cummins out of a 91 Dodge,backed by an NV4500HD 5-speed out of a 96
Dodge.My plan was to retain the 200 t-case,but it would have required cutting the hell
out of the fording kit storage.You can use either a married NP-205HD out of the 89-93
Dodge,an Atlas II,or a Dana 300 for a transfer case.I am running in "full time 2wd"
right now until I get a 205 and convert my 2wd trans to a 4wd.
I have some info here somewhere about how to twin stick the 205,and I'll try to reuse the
stock shifters when I put the 205 in.
Like I said I'm working on a complete write up,but with my current schedule I don't think
I'll be able to send it in to the zone until Dec or Jan.Until then E-mail me with any ?'s.I
have some pics,I'll see about getting them posted here when I get back from AZ next
week.
SUBJECT>Brute4c does.He helped me with my #.ntxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt.SUBJECT>Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14
October 2001,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
These are the 20 x 7 Diamond Racing Wheels that everyone has been assking about.
Mounted with Firestone SuperAll Traction 9.00 x 20 tires.
SUBJECT>Correction on Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please check the following web site for photo array of M715 fitted with Diamond Racing
Wheels.
http://www.ilssa.org/Perk-715/page_01.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Correction on Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@html.com DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brain fart-(me)i cant link up to your pics.bern1m715
SUBJECT>accelerator cable replacement?POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14
October 2001,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3796
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know of a replacement cable that works?does a j-series truck work in place of the
715?
thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins swap details POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3764
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you for the info.i would use the married case if i do it.
just my $0.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TUBELESS TIRES?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,14 October 2001,at 7:59 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I think you guys ought to talk to Bill at Diamond,I am very happy with my wheels,I
can't see the bead flexing off the rim,because it took more power than the tire machine
had to strech the bead to mount them on the rim,we had to pry them on with two 3'long
pry bars,and then we had all we could do to get them on.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on Fuel Pump Rebuild POSTER>chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3742 NEXT>3778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've done it several times and had no advice but the
manual and it was pretty straight
forward.The spring on the arm is a little tuff due to the tension but no big deal really.I've
never used any gasket dressing and haven't had any leaks just be sure surfaces are good
and clean.Good luck.PS The other thing you should be carefull of is that when re-
installing be sure the push rod is back all the way (stick your finger in the hole to feel it
and turn engine by hand until it is back all the way)so that the rod does not bind against
the acuator arm.
SUBJECT>Re:360 Swap...found the info POSTER>chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3721 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that's a huge help.
SUBJECT>Re:360 Swap POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3734
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Consider it sold with a few clarifications.I'll need more info on the bushing you're talking
about I'm not quite sure I follow you.I don't have anything apart yet and have never take
on a project like this so it's hard for me to visualize.I'm an industrial mechanic/machinist
so I can turn wrenches and probably make the bushing myself,I've just never really got
into auto mechanics any further than taking off broken parts and puttin new ones back on.
Leave me some details and where you are located.
SUBJECT>Re:headlights?POSTER>sargetom EMAIL>sargetom@military.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3744
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your looking for headlights,A.B/Linn recently quoted me $20.00 apiece NOS.Let me
know if you need his E-Mail.
SUBJECT>front leaf over axle POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>3791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me about putting the front leafs over the axle and any problems incurred
like the steering hitting the leafs or any other problems.thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on Fuel Pump Rebuild POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.
By the way,back in 2000 just after the I purchased the truck the sping on the arm broke
and jammed the pump to where I could not keep the truck running(no fuel pump action).
I've been running the truck without one for the last year and have had no problems.My
pats guy said I could run without the spring it was only there to prevent pulsations in the
fuel system..Question does the rebuild kit come with a new spring?
SUBJECT>Buick 455 swap POSTER>beachtruck EMAIL>Trashbya@netscape.net
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aamZtGu1pEJ3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>3787 3801 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello.I'm considering swapping out my inline six.It's not the original 230.I think it's a
AMC 232.Anyway,I am looking at a 455 Buick engine mated to a TH400 transmission.I
was going to use the original 200 transfer case.Has anyone done this swap?If so,what
sort of modifications were involved?How tight a fit would the engine be?I've got a
hydraulic pump for the winch (not org.)I would like to keep.I'm pretty sure the
transmission support would have to be moved and/or modified.Any help would be
appreciated.I'd like to know what I was getting into.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3763
NEXT>3781 3782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2.5 ton top loading Rockwells ran large drum brakes stock with 6.72 gears and 20"rims.
Alot of times people pull the drums and run a single pinion mounted disc front and rear.
I think you would have a problem runinng front/rear steer on a 715,I'd bet that the rear
spring perches would be set to wide.I guess you could probably move the springs under
the frame rails...
Luke
Here's some general info:
-6.72 gears,top loading pinion
-~1.5 gallons of gear oil
-Hangs about 1/4"lower than a Dana 60
-6 x 8 3/4"bolt pattern
(Interchangeable with some semi-truck rims,which ones??)
-20"split-rims stock and 40-42"NDT tires
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-Steering located behind the front axle
-Drum brakes stock are air over hydraulic (can be run straight hydraulic)
Front:
-750 pounds
-Dually front 79"from face to face
-Can be narrowed to ~72"by flipping the hubs (how??)
-Single front is 70 1/2"
-Early 2.5s came with Bendix or Rezepa shafts
-Later models use Spicer style stronger axles
Rear:
-Dual rear axles are ~69 1/2"
-Single are 79 1/2"flange to flange
-700 pounds
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com.DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 4:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3780
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I figured I would have to narrow the back of the frame a little between the rear tires
and probably have to weld in slightly wider tubs for the back tires.No biggie,you could
do both in the back yard.
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3780
NEXT>3785 3790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pinion mounted Disc????????I never thought of that.I wonder how safe and effective
that would be with some big ol 40+tires on such a big truck.I'll do a search for it.
Anyone have pics of a set-up like that,or maybe a write-up?
SUBJECT>Diamond racing wheels Pics POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some people have said they can't see the wheel and tire pics on this site,I don't know
what's wrong,if any of you want to see the pics,go to the M-715 Yahoo site,everything
works over there.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3782
NEXT>LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER 4X4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Give BOYCE Equip.a call in Ogden UT,800-748-4269 and ask for a catolog,even if
you have to give a few bucks for it,it would be well worth it.The catolog will answer a
lot of your questions as they help build monster trucks all the time.Ask for Brett or Mark.
Tom
SUBJECT>Government Auction site?POSTER>hippie EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.Check this site out.
www.surplusbid.com
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 swap POSTER>weps62 EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3779
NEXT>3789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only problems I see are:the overall length of a B.O.P Th400 (These are long),Mating
into the stock NP 200 transfer case with a slip-yoke output shaft from the TH400,AND
where do you intend to drive your Hyd.pump from?Neither the TH400 or the Np200
have any type of PTO mounting.
Not saying it cannot be done,but the last I checked,getting a BOP TH400 changed into a."short output"was
pricey...Changing out the 200 vs.a 205 changes your costs too..
SUBJECT>m715 for sale POSTER>Larry EMAIL>flylarry@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaniq8Pi9YMI2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>3797 3799 3800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a m715 for sale.Motor is bad.No dents.Some floorboard rust.$750.00 firm.
Email for pics and info.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 swap POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15 October
2001,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3787 NEXT>3829 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i just swapped in a 500 caddy with a th 400 mated to it.it has the bop confirgation and i
put a short shaft on it.it only cost about 60 bucks and just bolts right on.so that was no
problem.the biggest problem i had was that the engine horns had to be moved way up
due to the engine mounts being so far forward on the actual block.i had to adjust my
steering box cause the shaft wanted to go right through the mount.my jack shaft is about
6"long with out a slip in it.i used the slip yoke in the tranny for the movement (wich
there is very little).i also changed yokes in the t case so that i could run a larger U
joint...that yoke was about 3/8"longer than the orginal but now i can run the 1410 series
joints.
just my thoughts
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,
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at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3782 NEXT>3792 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
go to www.m715.com and check out my 715.i just put some rockwells in.the rear steer
would be tricky to pull off.i do plan on doing it sometime but the rear springs are set so
wide that there is about an inch between the backing plate and the spring.i can barely
bleed the brakes.if you check the site out you'll see whati i'm talking about.if you move
the spring under the frame (rather than on the side)you may be able to pull it off).boyce
is a good resource but use it as that.if you buy from them you'll sink a bunch of money.
it's better to just study what they do and make it yourself,or find it elsewhere.i know they
have to charge for their r&d costs but i'd rather not be the one to pay it.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:front leaf over axle POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 October 2001,at 11:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3777 NEXT>3793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the middle of doing a spring over on mine..The tie rod and the drag link will hit
the leaf spring in the stock position once the spring is mounted on top.The easiest and
strongest way I've found to correct the problem is to mount them comming in from the
top of the steering arms rather than below(stock position).THe bad thing is that their is a
taper on the steering arms where the rod ends bolt in.I sent my arms away to a company.called Dynatrac
Phone#1(714)596-4461 They machined out the holes and press fit a
sleeve into the hole with the proper taper reversed(so the rods bolt in from the top of the
steering arms rather than the top).They changed $290.00 out the door,But they were the
only machine shop that I could find who would do the work.and one last thing that might
save a little time,is to just go out and buy new spring pads $25.00 and have them welded
on($5.00)rather than trying to cut off and weld on the stock ones.thats just what I've
found,hope it helps out
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3790
NEXT>3794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geez Roger,Those 16x20's are HUGE!I had planned on running 40+"tires,but I never
thought of those.I wonder what the D.O.T.would have to say about them.HA HA I
wonder what my wife would have to say about them.She's about 5'4"and cringes
everytime I mention putting 44's on it.:)Hey,is that beast gonna be street legal with
those monster tires?My knowledge of NDT's is kinda fuzzy,I didn't think they were
actually D.O.T.approved,but since I live between 2 military bases I see every variety of
'em including those 16x20"monsters on the road every day.
SUBJECT>Re:front leaf over axle POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
October 2001,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3791 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was able to simply take my steering arm off the knuckle and take it to a local machine
shop.they tapered the upper portion for it and we left it at that.now bother sides are
tapered but as long as you dont take too much out you should be fine.make sure you
tighten the castle nut down real well and you put a keep in it.that way even if the worse
should happen and hole gets loosened it will only get sloppy,it it'll never come out and
result in steering loss.this should only cost 15 bucks at a machine shop.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,
at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3792 NEXT>3798 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
on the side of the tire they read "DOT approved for the US and austraila"so i think i
should be able to pull it off.it's not something that i'll drive a lot on the road.but i think i
should be driving it this weekend.i'll keep my fingers crossed.i'll also give hammer some
updated pics to post on his site.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on Fuel Pump Rebuild POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>ghille@writeme.com DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3742 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used silicon grease on the vacuum side of the pump.It sucks;the pump I mean (tee hee).
Silicone grease is rubber safe,and doesn't soften in heat.Be careful of putting the four
screws back in the top of the pump,it's pretty easy to cross-thread aluminum.I also had.trouble punching the pin out
of the rocker arm part.Hope this helps,and makes sense.
Coby
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator cable replacement?POSTER>bump-r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I resorted to installing a new steel cable in the existing cable housing.I got one with a
good factory end,and I soldered a small steel end on the other.Try Memphis Equipment,
though.I tried A.B.Linn with no luck when I had troubles.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3788
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is it located??
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
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DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet,I'm looking forward to seeing pics of it up and running.I think that might be a
little bit bigger than what I had wanted to do,but since I'm still planning to go with the
2.5 ton axles I guess I can run pretty much any tires I want.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>3788 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are located?thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale POSTER>Bob EMAIL>RSC5075@AOL.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3788
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Larry,I am very interested.Where are you located?Please send pictures and more info.
Thanks,Bob.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 swap POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3779
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can use the power stering pump like they do on Mile marker winch
SUBJECT>steering POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
16 October 2001,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3807
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to replace tie rod ends on my truck.Are they standard parts availible at most parts.stores?Does anyone know
part numbers?I would be greatful for any help.
SUBJECT>Need a M715 Canvas Top Frame in TX POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Tuesday,16 October 2001,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need a canvas top frame in Texas,new M715 owner and my truck has no frame to hang
the canvas.Prefer one in Texas,not sure how heavy it would be to ship.email is
beltfed@281.com THX
SUBJECT>transmission comparison?POSTER>Paul EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3805 3809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the make/model of the stock 715 tranny,and what does it compare to on the
civilian market?ie...T18
SUBJECT>Re:transmission comparison?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tranny is a T-98A.It can be found in some small Jeeps,but mostly in Jeep pickups,
and some FC trucks.In strength,it is comparable to a SM 465.
SUBJECT>power steering pump mounting POSTER>Paul EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to do the power steering conversion on my 715.I have the gm saginaw
box and pump,however I'm curious as to the way to mount the pump to the engine.I
have some ideas..such as using the existing alternator bracket and welding a piece to it for
the pump,and using one of the fan pulleys for it.If anyone has any pictures of there pump
mount inventions I would appreciate it.I using the original 230 tornado for now.When I
upgrade the p/plant it will obviously be easier.
P.S.are there any vehicles with the extended pitman arm I need?such as old wagoneers?
SUBJECT>Re:steering POSTER>leo s.dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tie rod ends can be purchased at Boyce Equiptment and
You can buy tie rod ends and pitman arm at Boyce Equiptment in Ogden,Utah 801 393
0007.Tie rod ends about $45 and pitman arm about 39
SUBJECT>Radiator revisited POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3811 3816 3832 3847 3873 3875 3885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered the Modine IR583 radiator as recommended as a replacement,cost was $164 at.Car Quest.It is a 3 row but has
the inlet and outlet on the wrong sides.Also the mounting
flanges are not outset like the original,but size is the same.Do people modify the hose
layout to make this radiator work?Needless to say I had them return it to the warehouse.I
did find a NOS radiator for $350 the same cost as a recore.Any more ideas?
Thanks,John
SUBJECT>Re:transmission comparison?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3804 NEXT>3812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,The T-98A is the older brother to the T-18,the two trannys are almost identical,the
T-18 has improved oiling.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:power steering pump mounting POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3806 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,On my 715 power steering conversion I used the box and pitman arm of a 85 Grand
Wagoneer,it was a direct bolt up,I got the whole set up at my local auto salvage for
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$50.00,the pitman arm fit so good that it shortend the turning radius by quite a bit,the
bracket for the pump was fabed in,I can't help you with that because my engine is a 468ci
Ford.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I used a radiator out of Summit high performance,this is a four row,all copper and
brass crossflow set up,the size is 25.5x19,this fits a little tight between the two radiator
posts but it will go,they cost $149.95,I had to go with the four row due to the big block
ford.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:transmission comparison?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm...i didn't realize that there were oiling issues with the T-98A.
SUBJECT>Re:Need a M715 Canvas Top Frame ME TO POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3803 NEXT>3874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one in Colorado !!Email me at mas1_777@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Registration POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 4:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3748 NEXT>3815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look on ebay under M715 there is a dealer in vermont that sometimes sells NOS.
dash plates unstamped.Good luck ED.SUBJECT>Re:Registration POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys!I don't see any of those dash plates listed on e-bay right now Ed,
but I'll keep looking so I can at least get their name.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used one from mepco a 4row for a cj7 with a chevy coversion about 200 dollars
SUBJECT>parts POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17
October 2001,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3820
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just got a m725,i am looking for parts.any resources out there?
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>Tman EMAIL>hickmans@dtccom.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3763 NEXT>3821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put 2 Rockwell fronts under Chad's 715.The four wheel steer works great ,even with
44"tires.I moved the springe under the frame for the needed clearance.Reversed the
hubs so the width is aprox.the same as stock.Hydraulic steering all the way around.It
has about the same turning radius as a cj7.It's no big deal.
Travis
SUBJECT>Little stuff POSTER>Big Ron EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 October 2001,at 11:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3823 3827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,
I bought one of these as a cool toy.Then I drove it a couple of times!Love it!!Already
had to put seatbelts in for the child seat.The motor is definately comming out.I'm not
sure what to replace it with,I have a 460ford and a 400sbc.Like the idea of big block
power,but I have a overdrive tranny for the sbc -700R4.
I need,or want,some little stuff to make driving easier,and was hopeing that those of you
with several parts trucks might consider selling these:
Both outside mirrors (have autozone crap on now)
Speedo cable (not worried about speeding tickets)
Tailgate chains (one of you turkeys keeps outbidding me on ebay)
The little arm on the lockout light switch
Rubber gasket for gas can
1 24v headlight
And,does anyone have plans for a hardtop?
By the way,in the picture area I think Willie715 and Brian1 really nailed the tire look I.want.If eighter of you
read this could you send me your tire wheel(backspacing)combos?
Thanks for any help,and E-mail me at:
bbmach1@netzero.net
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:parts POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
October 2001,at 3:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3817 NEXT>3824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are you looking for just finished frame up restoration might be able to help ..
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwells POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 3:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you start with the 79"wide Dually front axles?When you reversed the hubs you got
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approxamatly 72"wide,is that right?What kind of wheels did you use with the 44's?I'd
like to hear more about this kind of swap.Sounds like what I want to do to mine if I am
able to afford it.
SUBJECT>Re:(JEEP)327 into m715 POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 4:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a rebuilt 327 from a 67 j-3000 into my m715.All I needed to do was take the t-18
output shaft out of the j-3000 tranny and have the end bored to the same spec as the t-98
input shaft.then the 327 will bolt right up to the m715 frame and power train with no
other major modifications.There was a tubular brace under the front of the engine that
goes from one side of the frame to the other -That had to be removed.I also changed the
radiator to match the 327 and used the power steering also.
SUBJECT>Re:Little stuff POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,I just installed a 460 Ford,with the stock transmission,if you get in the 40''plus tire
height,this will help keep the top end revs down so overdrive is not a must.I installed
9.00-20 Firestone superall traction tires at 41.4''tall these keep the 460's revs down to a
decent level.A year ago I had a line on a guy here in Maine,with a small company that
makes plastic tanks for fire trucks,that made a great top for a 715 out of plastic for one of
the local fire dept 715,the top was perfect,a world class repro,now the down side,the
price was around $1200.00,everyone herd that and got cold feet.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:parts POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
18 October 2001,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3820 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
small stuff,drivers side door handle,rear outside door handle,also trying to find out what.went in the back
originally
SUBJECT>Vent pipe /Diesel for M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,
I have only seen this pipe on one other M715.It appears to be a Diesel Pipe on the front
hood.Or is it a vent pipe ?
It is located on the left side of the hood in front of the drivers side.
I have seen a ton of M715's but have not see this pipe on any of them except one.
Any ideas ?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Vent pipe /Diesel for M715 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3825 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What you describe sounds like the standard M715 deep water fording intake pipe.In it's
original form,it connects to the intake for the original 6-cylinder gas engine.There is also
a second pipe commonly used for the exhaust which would be seen on the right rear of
the truck.If you look through the pictures of the M715 Zone's members trucks,you will
find a few others that also have these same pipes.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Little stuff POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3819 NEXT>3830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking for a hard top or trying to get rid of one?I know where one is for sale if
you want one.
SUBJECT>Paging Roger POSTER>Alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Roger,with the 53"tires and caddy big block!Never heard from you after the Tuttle
Creek trail ride,but maybe that's because my email changed.Ping me,
loshbaugha@missouri.edu.I'd like to visit some more sometime.Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 swap POSTER>beachtruck EMAIL>Trashbya@netscape.net
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to all that responded.It looks like shortening the shaft and
moving the engine mounts will be two of my bigger problems.I hope I.don't have to mess with the steering box/shaft.
Roger:I'm sure I'll have questions for you if I ever get started since you've done a similar
swap.Hope you don't mind.
How big a difference has the engine swap made in your truck's performance?
weps62:I plan to mount the hydraulic pump on the engine.Probably where the a/c
compressor would be.
SUBJECT>Re:Little stuff POSTER>john EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3827 NEXT>3872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the hard top &how much?
thanks john
SUBJECT>v.i.n.#POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
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18 October 2001,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok guys or guyettes this is my first time to post so bear with
me,please.my question is where do i find the v.i.n.#on a m-725?
i have a m-725 that i bought without a title thinking it would be easy to get one with the
bill of sale i had,duh!it takes a lot more than i had counted on.too,i may have an engine
(230 ?)for sale soon as i hope to aquire another m-725 shortly.
thanks gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>cobyphil@subdimension.com DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B.Linn has pull-out radiators for $100.He says they're not checked for leaks,but mine
looked like it had been patched up and painted.It comes with a new cap too.
Coby
SUBJECT>Leaky water pump POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>cobyphil@subdimension.com DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After much frustration,I got a new radiator and water pump on my 715.My problem is
the water pump leaks from the drain hole along the shaft.It only leaks when it's running,
or when the radiator cap is off.Did I get a defective water pump?Do some seals need to
"swell up"or something?Thanks for the help
SUBJECT>Need to read this.POSTER>Karl Heide EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTgvLi9zvGqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>3844 3846 3855 3856
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't really know a whole lot about this but if its true and if it passes we could loose our.Kaisers.
Heres the link:
http://subguns.biggerhammer.net/mgmsg.cgi?read=134391
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Leaky water pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3833 NEXT>3837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Normally,when the pump goes bad it leaks out of that hole.
I wonder if the one you have didn't get the seal in there when rebuilt for some reason.
It definitely should not leak from there.
Sorry to hear this....where did you get the pump?
Good luck
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:v.i.n.#POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There should be a 5 digit number on one of the dash plates that says serial number...that is
the vin.The number should be in the range of 10001-40000.
If the plate is gone,the number can be found either:
In the engine compartment,passenger side,on top of frame between front axle and
radiator support.
On top of the frame in the rear wheel well,I think on the passenger side.
Happy hunting!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Leaky water pump POSTER>Coby Phillips
EMAIL>cobyphil@subdimension.com DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3835 NEXT>3854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a new pump,minus the pulley.I got it from A.B.Linn.He said I might have knocked
the rear seal out when I pressed the pulley back on.He said he'll replace the pump if it's
defective.I pressed the pulley on gently,but if I did knock the seal out,is it ruined?
SUBJECT>Any one seen any front bumpers and grill guards for sale?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 October 2001,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYJyVwoFyj2g PREVIOUS>NEXT>3849 3852
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thinking of getting a M725 for a camper project.It would have a full outside restoration
and be 100%original from the drivers compartment foward.The truck I looking at is
missing the front bumper and grill guard.Are these components hard to locate?
The price is $1800.The owner says the engine runs but needs a fuel pump.The truck was.used by a rescue squad so it
has some extra lights and the patient compartment is trashed.
Its a 1969 and has the fording kit installed.Sound like a good deal?
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Need Hard Cab POSTER>Dave Johnson EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
October 2001,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTxQLmxewmpI
PREVIOUS>NEXT>3870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for an original hard cab for our m715.Thank You!
SUBJECT>M725 MANUAL POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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WHERE CAN I GET A MANUAL FOR MY M725,PORTRAYAL PRESS?
SUBJECT>rockwell gear oil qty?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know the amount of gear oil that goes in the 2 and half ton rockwells?let me
know
thanks in advance
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M725 MANUAL POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3840
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Would recommend going to above site and click on Online Manuals.These have
answered 99.9%of my questions.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell gear oil qty?POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3841
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think something like 1.5 gallons of gear oil per axle:)
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>3834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guns ,knifes ,jeeps ,.....when they pry my cold dead hands off!
SUBJECT>Re:(JEEP)327 into m715 POSTER>Eric.EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
contact novack adapters.their on the web.they offer a complete kit to install chevys in to
the 715/725
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3834 NEXT>3850 3884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why doesnt the already (busy)governmant take care of every ,trade center bombing family
survivor,terrorist,(or wannabe),homeless,hungry,N.Y.C.police,and firefighter personell
whos minds will most likely have an indellible mark from 9-11-01 before they try to take
our toys,hobbys,and interests away from US.if i am not mistaken,most of these trucks
were sent to pasture by these overpayed,overpowering,overfed.hookerhumping
cheeseballs in the first place.if this country would sell more of there surplus of(stored)
stuff and had a government(yardsale)once in a while,this country wouldnt be in the hole
so deep.what are they going to spend on hauling these trucks etc.to the scrap pile?i think
we are headed towards a dictator,communist type of situation.GOD BLESS AMERICA!
signed:bern1m715!a m-715 army truck owner and damn proud of it.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure I am too late to help,I bought a radiator for my '75 cj5,and it was the same as the
m715.There are a couple venders on ebay that always seem to have these on line.One
guy sells his for $205.00,the other guy I bought mine from,I paid $105.00,with tax it
was about $115.00,free shipping,and it arived the next day!!
Just my .02 worth.
mudclod
SUBJECT>now have a m725 and a m715 POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need a few things for my 715 but they can wait,just writing to say thanks to BARRY for
every thing ....and thanks to the zone for all the help and info great site ..wallace
osterhoudt 3rd
SUBJECT>Re:Any one seen any front bumpers and grill guards for sale?
POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3838 NEXT>3860 3871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m725 got a new bumper from a metal shop 125.00 just like origanal other than this one
was not bent...grill gaurds are out there but look for rust on the bottom and are not bent
real bad ...truck sounds like a good deal mine is just finishing up ..if you plan to sell the
fording kit I have every thing but the fording kit for mine even extra stuff ...my offer is
500.00 for the front snorkel and related parts I have every thing to convert back and even.have a fender ...in my
travels the rear ladder the surgical light and the stretchers are
almost not exist..the ladder I found was 500.00 non neg.and had to even take it off the
rest I found through luck..if you buy and wish to part the fording kit my email is
kaiserm725@yahoo.com my max is 500.00 cash
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3846
NEXT>3851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You give em hell,Bernie.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
19 October 2001,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3850 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mountains behind my house lets start digging in ..never ever will any one take my old
iron or my guns they will have to kill me ...sniper on the hill look out .
SUBJECT>Was there an inner grill??POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3838 NEXT>3853 LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER
4X4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The truck I have does have the brush guard but no inner grill as such.Was there an inner
grill used on the 715?Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Was there an inner grill??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A stock truck does not have anything other than the brush guard to protect the radiator.
Many have been fitted with the early J series grille in the hole as the mounts are there
already.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Leaky water pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3837
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the seal is gone,it is ruined...this seal goes when the pump goes to tell you the thing is
toast.It might be possible for the pulley to be removed and a new seal installed...I dont
see why not....reinstall the pulley and it should be fine.
AB is a good guy,he will take care of you I'm positive.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg PREVIOUS>3834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Time to dig out the 50Cal and mount it in the back I
guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3834
NEXT>3857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am unable to access this for some reason,is there something else I can try?Or could
some one tell me what the are trying to do?I am a new owner,and I am not willing to
give up something with out one hell of a fight!
SUBJECT>Re:Need to read this.POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,19 October 2001,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3856
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If even then.
SUBJECT>Re:steering loose POSTER>leo s.dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafGe4S4uQl1U PREVIOUS>3740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To jeepin Al,regarding steering loose.The guy put in the steering box but it was never
connected to the frame.Just thought you might want to know.
SUBJECT>Question of the Day POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3864 3869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have any of you ever put a sway bar on an M715 or M725?i don't plan on road racing,
just want to get some of the body lean under control.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:fording kit POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYJyVwoFyj2g PREVIOUS>3849 NEXT>3861 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fording kit will stay if I get the truck.It's missing the snorkel,but I have one off my other
truck(It's missing all the other fording stuff that the M725 has).Thanks for the reply,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:fording kit POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
October 2001,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3860 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no problem just for referance the 715 and the 725 are different so watch the parts if you
half to find them..good luck on your projects..
SUBJECT>attn.perk715 POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.check e-mail!!!bern1m715
SUBJECT>perk715-?thing on truck of yours?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk-i took a looksee at members pics.to see your knew rubbers,and wheels.ive got to
ask you-what the h-ll is that triangular yellow iron framed contraption on the front of that
truck used for?any way,nothing like a sense of
HUMOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BERN1!
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 7:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3859 NEXT>3910 LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
What body lean??With 5/4 ton springs,that is the stiffest darn truck that I own.Tom
SUBJECT>Noisy Generator and Ole'Smokey Engine POSTER>Austin
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Saturday,20 October 2001,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3866 3868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just purchased a 715 in mint/rust-free condition,but gas tank was varnished up,engine
has set for 10 years,am in process of cleaning/sealing tank,but replaced engine oil/did a
carb job,motor smokes significantly but runs good,generator makes a loud whining noise
but works.Manual says generator is maint.free,but can you oil the dang thing anywhere?
Also,before putting in new rings,what are some simple things to try to clear up the
smoke (gray smoke).Also,the damn engine oil smells varnishy!
Thanks for any tips,Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Noisy Generator and Ole'Smokey Engine POSTER>wallace osterhoudt
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 3:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they might have foged the engine run it and see add a little mavel mystery oil to gas and
to oil and run a tank or too threw the engine mine smoked the same way for about te
gallons of gas let it run let it clean it self ..as far as the gen goes good luck maybe a little
wd40 with a tube and sqirt a little until it stops .make sure the gas tank is clean or the
varnish will loosen and plug filter or worse the carb...my tank was bad no rust but a lot of
varnish ..good luck and have fun...ps aint old gas stinky ,,wally
SUBJECT>attn.perk 230 ready to pull POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>ber1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 2:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
230 all unbolted and floating in frame.ill get motor crane in near future to pull it out.you
got me fired up about other powerplant.the other truck(j-4000)not to be sold.darnit!give
me e-shout,tis cheaper.bern1m715!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Noisy Generator and Ole'Smokey Engine POSTER>chuck.EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 October
2001,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your smoking problem doesn't clear up I think it's worth the effort to replace the valve
seals.You can do it without pulling the head by filling the cylinder with compressed air
to hold the valves in place.I think after sitting for years they dry out and stick to the valve
stem and move up and down instead of staying in place.I've done it on 2 of my 715's and
it worked great on the first one and solved my smoke problem.The second one I did it on
I could hear the air leaking into the next cylinder and I knew the head gasket was shot.I
pulled the head and replaced the gasket and valve seals and it was fine.Do a compression
check first to be sure the rings are ok.If you have the manual it gives a pretty clear
explanation of how to do it and pinpoint weather it's in the head or the piston itself.Good
luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3859
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say if you've got body lean that is bothering you,there is something drastically wrong.
With the stiff springs,my trucks corner like they are on a rail.I would look for broken
leaves,shackles or body mounts.My 715's are all stock in the suspension and although
they may be top heavy compared to other trucks,they seem to track remarkably well.
SUBJECT>Re:Need Hard Cab POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3839
NEXT>3896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've posted this before and I'm not sure if it's original or even it it is for sale now but try
Jim Diamond jeepparts@yahoo.com (609)654-5070
SUBJECT>Re:Any one seen any front bumpers and grill guards for sale?
POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at
4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have bumper and grill guard for sale.Make offer.I'll e-mail pics if interested.NOT
mint,a little banged up but could be made to look good with a little work.
SUBJECT>Re:Little stuff POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3830
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I posted it but maybe not,my memory isn't what it used to be.Check with Jim
Diamond,jeepparts@yahoo.com.He's in NJ,(609)654-5070.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you know if one out of a 79 Cherokee will work I have one you can have for a song..Make offer.
SUBJECT>Re:Need a M715 Canvas Top Frame ME TO POSTER>chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3813 NEXT>3897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one,make offer.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I used the orininal M715 radiator with Chevy 350 conversion.Local shop re-cored with
four row and put back together for $225.Stock brackets.Good luck!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3883 3891 3895 3936 4076 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have recently purchased a '67 m715.I need to replace the windshield but I need to find
the rubber gasket around the windshield.Does anyone know where I can find one?I am
also looking for a canvas top and support bars,it has a hardtop on now.Thanks for any
help you can provide.
thanks,Rusty
SUBJECT>Engine help POSTER>Gregg EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at
7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3881 3886 3892 3893
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been working on an M-715 and was trying to get it to start and everything was fine
four about 2 minutes.After looking everything over I started to take things apart and
found that one of the piston arms had broke.Where can I find a piston to put in or a spare
engine to steal parts from?
If things don't work out has anyone done a desiel engine swap and mated it up to the
original drive train?
Thanks for the help.
Gregg
SUBJECT>spring over ?????POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Sunday,21 October 2001,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3879 3925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering has any one tried to cut the steering arm and flip the end over and weld
it so th tie rod is on top of the knuckle?Wouldnt this work?
Also what kind of drive shaft modifications need to be made?Looks like cross member to
trans will be in the way;..SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?????POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 1:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3878
NEXT>3909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never weld in the steering arm get some macine shop do the job not weld
SUBJECT>what have you done about the rusty gas tank?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3882 3901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i boiled mine out and it just brought out some rust and some more pin holes in the tank.
has anyone:found nos tanks,replaced with a fuel cell (in the original postion),used
chemicals to renew their old tank,or any other option i don't know of.i'm thinking of
using some of the POR 15 gas tank products but i'm not sure that the that it will first
properly clean the tank so that the liner can take affect,i know it has to be clean...so i'm
thining of cutting a hole in the tank and sandblasting it,then welding the tank back up.let
me know what you guys have encountered.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Engine help POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greg,When you say piston arm,do you mean connecting rod?if so I bet this has stove the
cylinder wall all to hell,and the cylinder would have to be resleved,the engine could be
junk.I can't help you with a diesel swap,I never done one,but,I did just drop a 460 Ford in
the ole rig.I do have my old 230,with only 20,000 mi on it,I would sell it for short
money.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:what have you done about the rusty gas tank?POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3880 NEXT>3889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Purge the tank before cutting ops.You probably knew that but what the hell!.I've got the
same problem,threw in some metal plugs,shook it around a bit,beat onit w/a hammer,
then dumped out about a coffee can full of rust.Dumped in a gallon of laquer thinner,
sloshed it about,let it stand,dumped it out,now going to put in a qt of Randoph's
Sloshing Sealer (alcohol-resistent)from Aircraft Spruce Co.,worked good on my
ole'GPW,so down the road!
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Surplus City Jepp Parts at www.surplusjeep.com carries the Windshield gasket.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Bernie for President!POSTER>KLINGER.EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 6:50
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll stand BEHIND you!
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator revisited POSTER>KLINGER
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a 350 Chevy.I used a GDI 6010 (4 core).The radiator shop relocated the outlet to
the right side for $15.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine fix-"Like a ROCK"POSTER>KLINGER
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gregg,Lets take the DuraMax with the Allison trans.out of your Chevy and put it in the
Jeep!!!!!!!Hold on!I dont think I have a mesquite tree big enough!So much for the
thought.Your friend,Mike
SUBJECT>M715 on ebay!POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi fellow Kaiser owners!Just thought I'd inform you guys of an INSANE M715 on ebay
right now,use (M715 jeep)in the search box.This is how they SHOULD have come
from the factory.Owner did a great job on it,anyone have $13000.00 I could BORROW?
SUBJECT>rear cover POSTER>paul Bilyard EMAIL>log152@juno.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqMoftqlw/n.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can any one give me the mesurments of the wood uprights and
cross braces for the rear cover on the 1968 M715?
Thanks for your help.
SUBJECT>Re:what have you done about the rusty gas tank?POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cut mine in half,sand blasted and welded back together,fun!Don't do that with fumes
in the tank!Alan.How'd the mud runs go Roger?
SUBJECT>Re:attn.perk 230 ready to pull POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,There is only one weak link in a M-715,and thats the engine,get rid of it and use it
for a boat anchor.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,22
October 2001,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3876 NEXT>3894 4024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get a top from New Life resources,they are GREAT!!I just put a new one on mine and
LOVE it.(military type canvas )I have a guy locally that can get top bows and hardware
still I think.Let me know if you want me to find out/or give you his name.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine help POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gregg,
I've got the original engine out of mine (went Chevy)the bottom end was done years ago
(10-10)and the truck has 29k.It needs a valve job.I'd take $100.I'm in Albuquerque
N.M.
SUBJECT>Keep the faith in the old 230!POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaMzUADYg0w0c PREVIOUS>3877 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm mister original,like things the way they were made.
Karl
SUBJECT>Doug !Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who has the soft top hardware?I have the 2 top bows,nothing else.Thanks for any
help....Mike
SUBJECT>Rusty!Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3876 NEXT>4023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rusty!Do you want to sell the hardtop???Mike
SUBJECT>Chuck Re:Need Hard Cab POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I emailed Jim never got a return email??
SUBJECT>Re:Need a M715 Canvas Top Frame ME TO POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 October 2001,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3874 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell me what you want,I have no idea what they are worth.If I can't do it I will just stay
with canvas.Where is the top located,need to try to figure out shipping cost.Thanks....Mike
SUBJECT>Attn Bernie AMC 360 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 4:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,Did you get my E-mail.PerkM715
SUBJECT>speed POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23
October 2001,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3900 3918 3926
3948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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what is the approx speed my m725 should go ...stock.
SUBJECT>Re:speed POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 October
2001,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3899 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've gotten mine as high as 60,but start to feel sorry for the engine screeming,so i usually
keep it at 55 or less.
SUBJECT>Re:what have you done about the rusty gas tank?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in Kansas City I take mine to a radiator shop.They acid bath the tank,do any repairs
and blow in a liner.The Liner is really neat and will hold up to anything except nitro or
100%alachol.Blended gases have no effect.
SUBJECT>Free 230 Engine POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 230 engine which was running when pulled (about three months ago).No carb,
starter or generator.If someone will pick it up here in Tulsa Oklahoma,I will give it to
them.That's FREE.Tranny (T98A)is attached and I will take $75 for tranny or will
separate and keep tranny.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Free 230 Engine POSTER>klinger EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3902
NEXT>3907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take it!!See my e-mail to you,Thanks!
SUBJECT>230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>3905
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My 230 starts and idles fine;steady sound out of the tailpipe (no sounds of a bad valve).
When under any kind of a load,the engine has a steady miss (running on 5).The
distributor,plugs &wires are older;do you think this is the next logical step to take to
solve the problem?
Thanks in advance for any help.
Steve Blair
Danvers,IL
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3904 NEXT>3929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
Check in the online manual section.Org Maint and DS/GS Maint manuals give some
suggestions in the trouble shooting sections.Howard
SUBJECT>My New m715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a M715 from this old man who bought it for parades.He bought it from the
forest department in Maine.It has 13,000 original miles.Everything works and is in
original condition.It came with the troop seats....original 24 volt....full canvas back and
top (which I may sell)....and the fording kit.This thing is loaded....
I just finished painting it camo green,placed the white stars on it...and also undercoated
the underneath of the truck.It is completely solid,and in unbelievably good condition.
I think I got a pretty good deal.The guy accepted $3,000 for it.
I am excited and can't wait to drive it next summer.
SUBJECT>Re:Free 230 Engine POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3903
NEXT>3934 3940 3943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I have one in Hot Springs,AR,same deal,FREE but I will give the tranny with it.
mudclod Wayne
PS I am moving in 4 weeks,need to pick it up before then.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on ebay!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3887
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was listed for $15,000.00 couple of weeks ago.Just wait.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?????POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3879
NEXT>3911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You will have to cut the hole for the front drive shaft a little larger.You can cut the
same
width of the existing hole,just length it (downwards).Mine has never given any further
problem.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3864
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool pics.
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?????POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3909
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne did you have to rotate the pumpkin to keep from having the U-joints binding?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Oil Cooler for 230 OHC POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since it seems that everyone is into bashing the 230 OHC Tornado this week I'm a little
leary of asking the following question.
Has anyone put an oil cooler on their 230.It seems to me that one might gain a little more
life out the engine with one.The engine works hard!I've been thinking about putting one
on,but all those moving parts around the oil filter are making me think a little more on
the matter.So I though I'd put the question out.By the way I'm running 10W-30 full
sythetic oil right now.When I first bought the truck I tried 15W-40 but the oil pressure
would never drop below 30psi.With the 10W-30 oil pressure is right but should I save
some coin and just use single weight oil such as 30W in the summer and 10W(if I ca
find it)in the winter.Will the oil cooler affect oil pressure and take it away from where I
need it most.
Well at least if I get an oil cooler and the 230 craps out on me I can use the cooler on my
next engine!
SUBJECT>Re:My New m715 POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3906
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you got a hell of a deal there Mike!Let me know if you want to sell the top.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Bernie AMC 360 POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES
SUBJECT>Custom Wheels for M715 POSTER>Bob Cowan.EMAIL>tmurray@chartertn.net DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 6:22
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys I have custom wheels for your m-715 ,M-725 and M-37
Email me tmurray@chartertn.net
SUBJECT>M726 for sale POSTER>Jeff Harrison EMAIL>spec43@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone looking for an original M726.In California
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Cooler for 230 OHC POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3912
NEXT>3921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An oil cooler is always a good idea,especially when the engine does mega rpms and the
vehicle isn't going real fast,like crawling off road.
Heres something I have discovered that makes it pretty easy to mount an oil cooler on the
230:
Go to the junkyard and look for a Ford,80-90's Crown Victoria type with a v-8.They use
an oil cooler that mounts a thick piece,essentially a spacer,under the oil filter that has the
out to the cooler and return from the cooler lines screwed on it.The filter it uses is
usually a ph-16,which is a short version of a ph-8a,fram,like the 230 uses.
All ya gotta do is get the spacer piece from the block and its mounting screw,this is a
piece in the middle that screws through the spacer and onto the 230's oil filter mount,and
has the oil filter thread on the outside,a spacer/adapter here too.
You can use the Ford lines if you want,they are usually plenty long and good diameter,
but you may want to use a new cooler from Summit or somewhere as you never know if it
leaks,how much crap might be in it,or you may want a bigger one...they use a couple
sizes and some are small.
I have this setup for mine,and if I ever get my new battery box mounted and the gas tank
back in,I'll mount this up.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:speed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 October 2001,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3899 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If its the non-governed type,early production,55-60 is pretty much it.
If it is the later,governed type,I hear 45-50 is topped.
brute4c
SUBJECT>dropping a flywheel POSTER>Will EMAIL>wrightbakacha@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how to drop a flywheel?.I have pulled the motor ineed to know how.to get the top bolt out of the
bellhousing to slide the bellhousing back to get the flywheel
out.HELP PLEASE.Will
SUBJECT>Fuel pump rebuild kit ?POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:46 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I could find a kit to rebuild a fuel pump.I saw something about
a kit by socco or something on a message about a week ago.Any help like a part number
or a company name would be appreciated.thanks
Don and Don from nebraska
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Cooler for 230 OHC POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3917
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.I was looking at an all new set-up from summit.Its probebly the only M715
part they carry,but I like looking through the catalog any way.
By the way,should be getting those pics back from the developer soon.I'll get them in the
mail so we can get them in the Members Gallery.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump rebuild kit ?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3920
NEXT>3957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be me.$47.00?may have been $45.00(stuck at work right now)from SECO
(south eastern equipment company)(706)798-4361 or 1-800-733-7326.They claim it's
good with oxygeonated fuel,where some of the other kits are not.The rebuild its self is a
snap.
SUBJECT>gear ratio POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 October 2001,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3924
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT WAS THE GEAR RATIO IN A STOCK REAR,MINE SEEMS VERY HIGH
40 MPH TOP SPEED.THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:gear ratio POSTER>Will EMAIL>wrightbakacha@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 October 2001,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3923
NEXT>3935 3945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock gears are 5:87.1 All I can get out of mine is about 40 or 45 running 36 in.
buckshots.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?????POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 1:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the easiest way that I have found to take care of the tie rod and drag link is to EITHER
bore out the holes then PRESS FIT (NO WELDING!!)a sleeve with the proper taper.reversed so the rod ends mount from
the top,That is if you want to keep the origional
parts.I sent mine away to a company called Dynatrac.OR you can bore out the holes and
have custom Tie rod ends made to fit the holes,a local shop in town should be able to do
that.
SUBJECT>Re:speed POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 2:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock I got mine to go a little over 65.But that was on a big down hill in neutral.But that
seemed a little fast for those stock tires.
SUBJECT>Canvas Top POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Morning all,
I have received a few emails on the canvas top that I posted as possibly selling.The
canvas top is new and has only been on the truck for a very short period of time.
If I sell it,I am going to place it on ebay,so everyone can have a chance to bid.
I will post a message here when I put it up for sale.
Thanks and God Bless America............
Mike
SUBJECT>FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>3949 3950
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know of a 351 small block FORD engine that's available.According to the owner,this is
not a common 351.He says that this model can bolt directly into a 302 Mustang without
any alterations.
Is anyone familiar with this engine?And,if so,what would it take to put it in a stock
M715?
Thanks for any enlightenment!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3905 NEXT>3979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Howard!I've decided to put in a civvy distributor (see RockAuto.com's website),
new plugs and wires.
Steve
SUBJECT>Tail Lights POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com.DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3932 3933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can get a set of 24 volt tail lights for my m715 ?
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All I have in the back are the blackout lights......thats it...
any suggestions ?
Thanks a lot
SUBJECT>Re:Custom Wheels for M715 POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Details man,give us details.How big,how much,etc.
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Lights POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any old housings will do,just plop in 24volt bulbs.
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Lights POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
October 2001,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3930 NEXT>3937
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ebay auction:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=597017716
SUBJECT>Re:Free 230 Engine POSTER>Texas715
EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested.Send me an email and tell me more about it and anything else that you
might have.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:gear ratio POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3924 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I realize the stock gear ratios are numerically high,but my experience has shown that a
properly running m715 in original configuration will easily do 60mph on the level.Of
course the engine is a little underpowered and any hill or load will slow it down,but that
old 230 engine is capable of turning those rpms.Having said that,I wouldn't reccomend
you drive over 50mph for any extended period if you want the engine to last.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Steve Blair.EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a couple months ago,I purchased my canvas top for my '67 M715 from Surplus City
Jeep Parts.
It's beautifully made and every snap fit perfectly.It took me less than 10 minutes to
install.
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Lights POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3933 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.....I saw that auction but was hesitate on the price....but I decided to take them.....
I hope they work
Thanks again.....
SUBJECT>Troop Seats POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3941 3942 3944 3953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many of you would keep the original troop seats to the M715 ?
I am thinking of selling them,but not sure.I want to keep the original stuff that came
with the M715,but I will have no use for them and I can use the money.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Oil Burning/smoking POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3946 3947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello again,
My M715 has 13,000 original miles on the 230,but it smokes bad.It seems to be burning
a ton of oil.It also spits oil out of the exhaust.
Anyone else experience these trucks "smoking"quite a bit out of the exhaust ?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Free 230 Engine POSTER>Mark A.Frischenmeyer
EMAIL>mafrisch@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I would like to aquire this engine.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3938 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I really like my troop seats.When we go camping,they are a great way to carry a bunch
of people around as we cruise around the country side.Also when not in recreational use,
they fold up and make great side racks for hauling a big load of firewood,a trip to the
dump or a refrigerator.I don't always have them on my truck,but when I need them,they
sure are nice.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
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DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie hit the nail on the head .Wish my 715 had them ,think real hard about it before you
unload them ,if not im sure someone on this site would be intrested in them myself
included.Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Free 230 Engine POSTER>Mark A.Frischenmeyer
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could pick it up this weekend since you are moving in 4 weeks.maf
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I usualy do not use mine except during the winter for the weight.I have the cargo cover as
well and if you want to transport somthing in bad weather the extra stuff comes in handy
to keep it at least
semi-dry.Although it's pain putting it all up.
SUBJECT>Re:gear ratio POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3924 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will what year do you have?Mine would not do over 45 either,unless I was going down
hill.I removed the governer and keep it around 50 now,but It's nice to be able to pass if
you need to.Although I'm usualy the one being passed.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Burning/smoking POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine smokes a little somtimes right at start-up.All my oil goes out the rear main seal.
I've been feeling a little lazy on fixing it.Plus I need to find out some part numbers.
It sounds like you might have some bad valves or maybe valve guide seals.How long did
the engine sit before you started using it?Have you ever adjusted the valves?You also
might want to check for water in your oil or vice versa could be a head gasket.Check you
vacuum and compression readings and compare them to the specs.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Burning/smoking POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 1:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine too,it was sitting for two years and smokes the same ....isnt it funny,all these seem
to have about the same mileage,around 13,000
SUBJECT>Re:speed POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size tires are on the vehicle?Are they the stock 9.00 X 16 or are they smaller?A
smaller tire on these vehicles will net a lower top speed.A friend of mine bought one and
it had 7.50 x 16's on it,he could only get about 40mph out of it.My M715 has
305/85/16's on it,does around 60mph topped out.Look out John Force I'm coming!
SUBJECT>Re:FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3928 NEXT>3961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,Any 351 Windsor should bolt up to a 302 application,a 351 Cleveland and
Modified are different,look on the ID sticker on the valve cover,this will tell you what
351 you have,I would guess it's a Windsor,if it is it would make an excelent engine for a
M-715.I think Advance Adapters make a swap kit for this engine.Try to find out more
about this engine,what model and year,let me know and I will help you all I can.I just
swapped in a 460 Ford big block in my M-715,man what power!Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3928 NEXT>3951 LINKNAME>offroad formula
LINKURL>http://www4x4.is
The Cleveland has the same bolt patern as 302 but it is bigger than windsor but its more
aftermarket parts for windsor and lot of stroker kits god luck from iceland
SUBJECT>Re:FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks much for the info.!It sounds like it will be a likely candidate if my 230 doesn't
start behaving itself.
Steve
SUBJECT>i need parts POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my external brake band is very loose and warn .where can i get these parts to replace the
brake pad like matewrial,and i need a quality brake pad set.thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>Ralph EMAIL>hondo100@earthlink.net.DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 5:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of restoring an M715 and need a set of troop seats.Soooo....if anyone is
interested in getting rid of a set,please contact me.
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Ralph
SUBJECT>Some thoughts POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3955 3958 3968 3986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off,I don't own one yet but hopefully I can change that soon.Now my question -
Here in SoCal,things that aren't secured typically disappear thanks to the high
concentration of tweakers and general crooks.Does the 715 have door locks?I couldn't
imagine the military wanting them -what would happen if someone locked the keys
inside in the heat of combat?If no locks then what is the simplest fix?
My thought,concerning an overdrive:Has anyone checked with gear vendors?Their
adaptors basically replace the tailshaft of the transmission or transfer case,depending on
the application.And looking at pictures,it seems that the transfer case tailshaft can be
replaced with an adapter,either gear vendors or custom.More than likely,they don't
make one but a machine shop should be able to handle it.Or gear vendors may desig
one if the interest is high enough.Only problem is the units they stock are pretty
expensive.And you obviously couldn't operate 4 wheel drive with Overdrive as only the
rear would be overdriven but this will drop revs in the transfer case in addition to the
trans and engine thus helping with cooling and long life.Maybe someone could find a
used O/D unit and design their own adapter and sell them to the rest of you who are
interested.One other bonus,these overdrives are advertised to handle up to 1200 HP and
like 600 ft/lbs torque or something close to that.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Some thoughts on Security POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>3954 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
In their original form,an M715 not only has no door locks,but it doesn't have a key
either.The ignition is turned on simply by turning on a switch on the dash and pushing
the start button on the floor.This works great for the military in the field and your local
area crooks are really going to like that feature.Although tracking down a stolen M715
might be a little easier then your typical automobile.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:i need parts POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3952 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You should be able to take your units down to any local shop that relines brake
shoes and
pads.I bet they will be able to hook you up.I know the local place here charges $15.00 a
shoe,that's cheaper than mail ordering it.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump rebuild kit ?POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com/DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3922 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,with your info I can get my dads m726 back on the road.
Don
SUBJECT>Re:Some thoughts POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3954 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a couple anti theft devices that I'm am working on for my truck.The first is to
weld a loop (as in a link of a chain)to the floor board,and run a cable and lock(like the
kind used for bicycle)thru the loop then thru the steering wheel.the second is a HIDDEN
electrical shut off switch other than the switch on the dash.I've seen other people make a
fuel shutoff switch as well.
SUBJECT>m715 video POSTER>landon EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 October
2001,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To all 715ers there is a 1997 top truck challenge video on ebay item #597135428 or
search top truck,this is andy hirschs truck in action ,i watch mine to keep me motivated
till my truck is finished.oh yea!
SUBJECT>Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3962 3972 4057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am in the process of doing a spring over on my M-715,I want to run 44/19.5 swampers.
Will the spring over front/shackle filp rear,be enough to clear these tires?Or do I need to
go higher?And one thing I am looking for that I cant seem to find is a Mud flap type
rubber in a sheet to make a fender flair out of.Does anyone know where I can get a
material like that.I have seen it on the M-715 on ebay,but that is the only place..
SUBJECT>Re:FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3949 NEXT>3963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PerkM715
Please tell me more about your M715 build-up.What t-case?What tranny?What axle
gearing?What kind of horsepower do you get?Torque?You can do it right here on the
board if you want.Thanks!
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Dave.SUBJECT>Re:Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,24 October 2001,at 9:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will need more than just a shackle flip in th rear for the vehicle to sit level after the
spring over.I am doing mine as we speak and it looks like I will need atleast a 2.5"block
in the rear with the shackle fliped.Word of caution when you flip the shackle it changes
the pinion angle so avoid a store boughten block that has a tapper to correct the pinion
angle or you will have tilted it to much and cause u-joint faliure.
I also had to lengthen my front shaft.I havent heard of anyone else having to do this but
mine was all the way extended and still lacked a 1/4"or so and that was with weight on it.
Just a reminder the shackle is in the front so the axle will move forward as the spring
compresses.
As for the large peice of rubber how about a tailgate mate to fit a pickup tailgate.This
should be avalaible at your local truck accessorie dealer,and should yeils enough to do a
couple fenders on a single peice.Good Luck and happy wrenching
Steve Duncan
SUBJECT>Re:FORD Small Block 351 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I have the stock NP-200 t-case,stock t-98A tranny,with a t-18 input shaft to adapt to
the big Ford 460,gearing is stock,with custom 20x7 Diamond racing wheels,the tires are
Firestone Superall traction 9.00-20,at 41.4''tall,axel gearing is higher and closer to where
it should be.The power level is only a estimate,the engine builder said 325-350 hp,now
the good part,500lbs.of torque,the engine was built for torque,9 to 1 compression duel
2.5''Hooker exaust,Edelbrock performer intake and carb,Crane 260 cam,bored 30
over,ignition is stock Ford ecc-4,that is very good for a stock ignition.Other goodies
Selectro hubs,Detroit locker in rear and Braden Lu-2 10,000 PTO winch,If you need more
details on the swap let me know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>govener POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25
October 2001,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3993
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the govener on my m725.1969 230 ci
SUBJECT>Benchseat -How big will fit?POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anybody take a quick measuremnt across the front of the cab...
I want to upgrade to a more modern bench seat,just saw a good deal but think the seat is
too wide and I'm at work right now...
What else have people put in for bench seats?
I know the J-Truck bench will fit....Thanks!
Luke
SUBJECT>Flywheel Plug POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand that the flywheel plug is suppose to be in the glovebox unless you are
fording with the M715.This is so the excess oil can drain out the bottom...(which does
all over the driveway)When I purchased the truck,the guy did not have the plug.Can I
purchase that small plug from a parts place such as Memphis Equipment in case I need
it ?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Tail Light Hookup POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3981 3984 3996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
I have obviously never done this before,but,can 24 volt tail lights replace the blackout
lights in the back ?That may be a dumb questions,but I figured I would try.I just bought
the 24 volt tail lights off ebay and not really sure how to hook them up.
Thanks for any response.This is a great message board.
Oh yeah,I found a bee's nest in my M715 last night under the dash....:)
Even the bees want a piece of the action.:)
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Some thoughts POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
October 2001,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3954 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure about the 715,but the 725 does lock,although it is kind of a pain,you have to
lock the cab doors from the inside,then go out the back and lock the back door with a
key.
SUBJECT>Troop Seat Price POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3973 3980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
What is the price range that the troop seats would sell for ?
Anyone know ?
I guess it depends on how bad someone wants them..Any guesses ?
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SUBJECT>Tire Size POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Thursday,
25 October 2001,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3971 3977
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the largest tire size an M715 can take Stock.....without making any
modifications ?
I have the original military tires on the truck,but they just suck in rain and snow.........and
I would like to have large tires on the truck,but I do not want to modify anything.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 October
2001,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3970 NEXT>3976 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am running 38x12.5's,a little tire rub at full turn.Am using wheels with 4"offset,so
they stick out from the flares a couple of inches.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you do any serious wheeling it is my opinion that you will need to put about a 3"body
lift on the cab and front two mounts.otherwise,44's will work with the spring over and
the shackle flip in the rear for regular driving.steve is cerainly right about the block in the
rear.if you don't turn the front mounts over on the rear sping you at least two inches shy
of the front and the angle of the driveshaft is getting a little extreme.however if you do
turn the mount over,the rear is about the same as the front end and the angle is just about
the same as stock.
just my .02...take it for what its worth
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seat Price POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3969 NEXT>3975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Location may be a factor due to the size and bulk and cost of shiping.someone within
driving distance may be willing to pay more.Whare are you locatad?
SUBJECT>PerkM715 POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the 460 swap,did you use the 390 motor mounts on the factory motor purch?Was
thare a firewall clearance problem?And...what year/make/model did that t-18 shaft swap
with or part #.With any luck i hope to do a swap over the winter and this seems to be
about the best way to go with out spending a bunch of money on an adapter.
Your help would be greatly appreciated,Bill.SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seat Price POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located near Portland Maine.....I was just wondering a generic price for these troop
seats.I may be able to get another set......not sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is stock ?
damn.....the truck must sit up quite a bit ?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3970 NEXT>3978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems alot of people run the 38.5 x 11.00 Boggers on the stock rims with no
rubbing...there is ton of room in the wheel wheels:)
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info......looks like I'll be snagging some of those....
Probably won't be street legal though sitting that high..
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>chuck
EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3929 NEXT>4082 4114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please post the part numbers because I am so sick and tired of pulling those water proof
plug wires every time I develop a miss and trying to pinpoint the problem in that system
is a pain.Everytime I fix something,something else goes wrong.It would be so easy just
to pull a plug wire and check for spark,plus it will be easy to time the engine with a
standard timing light.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seat Price POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a mint set of troop seats,bows and new canvas for $2,500.Let me know if you are
interested.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Light Hookup POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I GOT MINE WITH WHAT I BELIEVE TO BE COMPOSITE TAIL LIGHTS.THEY
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ARE NOT THE ORIGINALS,AND THEY WORK GREAT.THEY ALMOST LOOK
LIKE HMMWV TAIL LENSES.
SUBJECT>Headlights ?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>3983 3987 3991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can find headlights for the M715 ?
I have looked everywhere on the internet and can not find one site that sells them for this
vehicle.........
any ideas ?
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3982 NEXT>3985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put one in that was left over from my 24-12vconversion of my M38A1 jeep,fit like a
champ.I think any M-series vehicle 24v-28v light with 3 connections will do.Try
antelope valley in Kalifornia or Memphis truck parts in tenn.Any mil vehicle sales place
will have them.Look at links to vendors on the MVPA website.
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Light Hookup POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on account of the bees-(RUN FOREST RUN!)any honey?
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3983 NEXT>3989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
I just received the parts manual for the M715 from Memphis Equipment.They have every
nut and bolt imaginable for this truck,but they don't have a section for leftovers such as
headlights,fording kits,etc.The manual is all hardware.....but I will call them and find
out....
Thanks for the reply
SUBJECT>Re:Some thoughts POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3954 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
buy a big used or retired junkyard dog.most of them i ever encounterd left me running or
bleeding.another thing,dont feed dog 6-12 hours prior to leaving truck alone any length of
time.a CLUB steering wheel lock works wonders.bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!.SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA-24 volt-tell them it is a military waterproof or shielded light.price best for me was
about $100.00 each.bern1m715
SUBJECT>PARTS AGAIN POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I NEED THE BEARING THE EXTERNAL BRAKE BAND SITS IN.MINE
WOBBLES AROUND.
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3985 NEXT>3990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just picked up my new H4 conversion headlamps and installed them today.The housing
assembly is made by Liteglow industries-model#CK-705.Visit www.liteglow.com.The
bulbs are Hella H4 24volt,70W low beam,75W high beam.I believe the part number is
78160.It took me 30 minutes to install them and they put the old sealed beams to shame.
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention that I purchased everything for $90.00 at B.P.Speed Center in
Horsham,Pa.Any performance or 4X4 store should have the housings in stock.mike
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>3982 NEXT>3999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Any military M-series light (M-37,M38A1,M38)will do,they cost about 20-30 bucks
each from the military vehicle sales companies.Do not buy them from NAPA or
Autozone,cost WAY too much,that's a specialty item for them and they will gouge you.
Again,try Memphis Truck &Equip.,they will have them cheap.
Austin
SUBJECT>Wiring Harness Diagram Question POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>3995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there have a wiring diagram for the original military wiring harness,with
wiring number descriptions?
Thanks,Austin.SUBJECT>Re:govener POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>3964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe some one took it off.
I took mine off so I could go faster than 45MPH if I needed to.It worked out nice too,
where the governer hose was attached I mounted a line through the firewall to an air
cleaner indicator guage.
If you are refering to where it mounts,below carb then a spacer plate then the gov the
the intake manifold.there is a vent line that attaches to the gov on one side then a fitting
on the air horn on the other.
SUBJECT>Re:Flywheel Plug POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3966 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just go down to your local auto parts place or hardware store.Any plug will do.As long
as they have pipe thread.If you look at the size of your bellhousing drain and any other
fill or drain on your truck's drive train componants,I believe you'll notice they are all the
same size.except for the oil pan drain.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Diagram Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 10:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made one up for myself last year if you would like a copy.The one in the TM is wrong
and I had to guess on a few wires.but it should be pretty close.If you can put up reading
through some of my added cicuits.Just give me an e mail.
SUBJECT>Re:Tail Light Hookup POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 October 2001,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike I do not understand that all you had on the tail of your rig was blackout lights.The
tail lights on the M715 are an all in one thing.There are three light bulbs.
1.2 on the top:
a.service stop/turn (smame size as 12V 1156 bulb)
b.service marker
2.1 one the bottom:
a.blackout marker
On the passenger side rear just left of the tail light housing there should be a bracket
bolted the the bumper this was for the blackout brake light.The blackout brake light has
only one bulb in it.
I do not have the circuit numbers handy right now but if if you need those I can post them
or email them to you..SUBJECT>What needs to be changed out when you convert from 24V to 12V
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,26 October
2001,at 12:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4001 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like to convert my 24v system to 12v.will my stock dash gauges still work with
only 12v?I want to retain the origional look in the cab.if they will not work,is there a
company that sells 12v replacement gauges that look like the origionals?I know I'll have
to replace all the lights,but will I have to change anything else?fuel-oil-temp sending
units,fuses,or wiring?
SUBJECT>Re:PerkM715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3974
NEXT>4003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill G,I did use factory motor mounts,I cut the frame purches off and fabed in new ones,
because if I didn't the engine would be at too much of an angle,too high in front too low
in back,,there is no fire wall clearince problems by pushing the engine a tranny foward
about 3''or so,I had a new tranny to t-case shaft made,no big deal$75.00,the imput shaft
was from a T-18 ford puckup tranny,I don't know the part#.This swap would have bee
less work if I used the whole T-18 insted of swapping the short Ford T-18 imput shaft
into the T-98A,the reason why I did it this way is I needed the PTO door on the left side
of the tranny,for my PTO winch,the Ford type T18 and NP 435 have the door on the
right,a T-19 Ford has a PTO door on both sides,but I couldn't find one,if you don't have a
PTO winch,go with the Ford T18,this is the easy way to go.Keep me posted on how
your doing with this project,the 460 Ford is a torque monster you won't be
dissipointed.The best part is this swap is cheeper than a Chevy-Novak or Advance
adapter kit.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Headlights ?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the responses to this.......
I was getting a little frustrated.
SUBJECT>Part Numbers for you POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,
I just wanted to let everyone know that I just received the parts manual for the M715 from
Memphis Equipment.It states every part imaginable.(at least from what I can see ).So if
any of you know exactly what you need,I can try to look it up and give you the Federal
part number and the Manufacturers Part number.
I'll try to help as much as possible......even if it is just a nut or bolt....memphis equipment
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has it in the manual..See ya
SUBJECT>Re:What needs to be changed out when you convert from 24V to 12V
POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 5:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3997 NEXT>4012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've changed two jeeps with similar dash readouts.The lightbulbs can be easily changed
using 12v bulbs.You can buy a mechanical temp ggauge,12v fuel gauge,12v voltmeter,
and a mechanical oil sender gauge from J.C.Whitney (look under orginal jeep parts),they
are cheap but work and look close to original and fit right into the existing dash.
Austin
SUBJECT>reverse lights?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have reverse lights on their M715?Mine doesn't,just curious if any of you
have fabbed any in,or if they are available.Think they could come in handy with the
limited rear view.
SUBJECT>Re:PerkM715 POSTER>Bill G EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3998
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply!My truck dosent have the winch (she sits beside me...just kidden),
but one of my concerns was the T-case and E-brake levers.I did'nt want to have to move
them or go thrue the trouble fabbing in new brackets,but i gess your right ,it may be easer
to just sit the hole unit in and brake out the welder.It will be a long process with christmas
right around the corner but i'll keep ya posted all the same.Thanks again!Bill
SUBJECT>Re:reverse lights?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4002
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have them on mine.
I was pulled over by a state trooper here in Maine the day I bought my truck.....a couple of
weeks ago.I was driving at night and he said that he could barely see me with the
blackout lights I have.......uhh....so the blackout lights work perfect :)I just bought some
composite lights for the back off ebay.There is another set that just went up for the
M715.
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers for you POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4000 NEXT>4006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Mike!Appreciate the offer.
Being from Main,it sounds like you have the right vehicle for the climate.I used to live
in Salem,NH.During one "Nor'easter",I actually got stuck going DOWNHILL..SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers for you
POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>4005 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOPS!That's "Maine",not "Main".
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Friday,26
October 2001,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3601 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve
How did the wheels you had built in Lawton work out?
What size are they and what did they end up costing?
SUBJECT>Picture of M715 with 38's POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a picture of their M715 with 38's ?
I see in the members gallery there are many M715's with big tires,but not sure of the
size .
I am thinking of going with the 38's,but I don't want them TOO huge.
Thanks for any pictures
SUBJECT>Re:Picture of M715 with 38's POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4008 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Rollie's M715 with 38.5"Boggers
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/cgi-
bin/Authenticate.cgi/galleries/mempics/rollie/rollie.html
Mike,
Most of the pictures of my truck in the members gallery show it with the 38.5x11x16
Boggers.My truck also has a 4"body lift so the look will be different then just putting a
38"tire on a stock truck.
Hopefully the link below will take you straight to it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>need m725 trans case part POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im looking for the bearing that holds the external brake straight in the transfer case
SUBJECT>membership?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I become a member of this sight?I'd like to see the members gallery but can't.I
filled out the form but didn't hear back,am I missing something?Please help!!
SUBJECT>Re:What needs to be changed out when you convert from 24V to 12V
POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at
5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715zone
i don't really have a response to the question but i would like to truly thank "the
m715zone"for this site,it has allowed me to get so many answers to my many questions.i
don't know who i could have turned to had i not found this site &it's FREE.so,thanks a
million.
gunrunner
SUBJECT>bellhousing POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 October 2001,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need bellhousing to mate a a.m.c.360 to original m715 tranny.looking to buy or please
give me model of donor truck or part number etc.thanks!bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>Corey EMAIL>www.coreyhight@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 1:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4015 4032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just purchased a m715 in good shape for $2500 and I want to do some modifying.I just
need to know how or where to come up whith aftermarket wheels or some kind of
adapter.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4014
NEXT>4016 4020 4022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Corey,I had Diamond racing wheels,of Milwakee WI.make me a set of 20x7 steel sloted
wheels,for tires I used Firestone superall traction 9.00-20 load range E,these tires are
more aggressive than a buckshot mudder,at 41.4''tall these tall tires raise the gear ratio a
bit too keep the crusing revs down,Diamond's #1-800-934-4407.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at
7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4015 NEXT>4017 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey perkm715,
now,what kind of wheels and tires are you running?
seems like you've mentioned it before,but it has
slipped my mind.
really,first I thought you must be working for Diamond,.or peddling tires for Firestone,but I'm realizing that
you just never tire of repeating your wheel&tire litany.
oh,and in future postings,please remind us what kind of
motor you installed in your truck,will ya?duh?
message repeater police signing off now.
SUBJECT>Attn Brns1 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4016
NEXT>4018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brns,Corey asked about custom wheels,I thought I would be nice enough to help the guy,I
thought this site is to help fellow M-715 owners.Why didn't you help the guy,insted of
giving me a hard time?I will bet your knowledge of custom wheels is very
limited.Message repeater police?wow,time to get a life isn't it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Brns1 POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,
at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4017 NEXT>4019 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yada,yada,yada
no,i'm not REALLY the message repeater police,
but if there were such a thing,you would have
a rap sheet bout 25 pages thick over the last
five,six months.
Do you want to hear how i swapped in a Ford,
or had a place make me a trans./bellhousing
adapter,or bought a set of tires.....
more often than say,15 or 20 times?
i've got a life,just don't want to waste it
slogging through the same information over&
over&over adinfinitum.
sorry you took offense,the criticism was meant
to be good natured.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkm715 THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!POSTER>RWC
EMAIL>rchayer@doc.state.vt.us DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4018 NEXT>4067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,Keep up the good work and thanks for the info you have shared about our trucks.
We all became owners of our trucks at different times and not all of us were aware of this
web site since it's creation.I'm sure I'll have some questions about things that have bee
beaten to death and I will be very thankfull of everyones help.Brns1 give it a rest and
keep it to yourself.And if you have any questions about your rig I hope the rest of the
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crew remembers your attitude.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4015 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ITS GOING TO BE A LONG COLD CABIN FEVER INDUCED WINTER.AS IN THE
WORDS OF RODNEY KING "CANT WE ALL JUST GET ALONG"?bern1m715!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4013 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i got info gents and ladies.thank you.bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Corey EMAIL>www.coreyhight@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4015 NEXT>4025 4039 4119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks perkm715 your info is appreciated,by me anyway,but I am looking for 16.5x14s
do u think they can help
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty!Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
how much does a hardtop sell for?
SUBJECT>Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug
Does new life resourses have a web site?did the canvas top include the bows and
supports for the top?How much was the canvas top if you don't mind me asking?thanks
rusty
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
corey,i bought a set of 16.5x14 wheels and a set of 40"swampers.im having a plate
made to weld into the wheels.the guy takeing care of it for me said he would get to them
next week.if they work well (or not)i will post results here.a buddy of mine had this
done to mount tractor wheels to a set of 2 1/2 ton rockwells with great sucess.next time
i'm home i'll let you know how they work.
SUBJECT>parts for sell POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGSMz/4H9NkM PREVIOUS>NEXT>4028 4034 4049 4068
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
complete front end relind brakes new wheel cylinders lockrite locker spring perches on
top of axle for spring over complete rear endgood condition 4 15x10 used wheels 3.5"
backspacing in good condition also 2 parts trucks 1 complete bad rusted floorboard but.strait body bed in good shape
engine complete i haven't tried to get it to run 1truck good
cab good floor but hit tree in front flares on front fenders and bed bent motor and trans
puled not runnig but i have them in alabama 30 min from b-ham
2trucks would make 1 good truck will seperate total 3 front ends and 3rear ends 1 front
end is missing axle shafts but the rest is there
SUBJECT>My 715 Just won two 1st place trophies!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>persianexcursiongunworks@att.net DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 7:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4029 4030 4031 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am so happy "Sanford"my 715,won two first place trophies in two catagories at the
30th anniversary 4x4 truck show at Galloways 4x4 in New London NC.The first was for
36 in and over off-road &the other was bone stock mil spec.Thank you Aden and Ray i
Savanna GA.for the 230 it rebuilt and ran excellanto.I have to thank all at the zone for
input on problems and solutions for the problems and Thanks o guru Brut4c for all the
little data info for suppliers.You know what's the kicker??MY WIFE STILL HATES
SANFORD!@#@!BUT THAT'S OK,BECAUSE SHE DON'T HAVE TO DRIVE
'IM!!!!!!
715Sforever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!GUNNY
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 October
2001,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4026 NEXT>4035 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John
How much for all?
SUBJECT>Re:My 715 Just won two 1st place trophies!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey!!!!!!!I thought I was the only 715 fan in Savannah!Who the heck are Aden and
Ray?Someone send me an e-mail address or a phone #so we can get together.BTW,for
anyone else in the area who might be interested.We now have a local Jeep club called the
Low Country Mud Rats.Send me an e-mail for more info.
SUBJECT>Re:My 715 Just won two 1st place trophies!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 8:11 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops,I forgot to say way to go Gunny.Well done.
SUBJECT>Good Job Gunny!Keep the Faith!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 10:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt.SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,27 October 2001,at 11:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to have a company Called Interstate wheels (1-800-547-7503)make me a set of
16.5/12 solid 1 piece rims,You can go with different sizes other that that too,but it
seemed to be a good size for 42/15.5 swampers.You dont even need to send them your
old rims if you dont want to.It'll save you some money though.I was quoted a price of
$440.00 to have 4 rims of that size made with my old rims as a core.My friend has them
on his truck and they look good.One plus about the rims this company makes that I
havent seen with other places that offered to do the same thing is that you can Balance
these rims.A verry good thing if you plan on traveling sustained speeds above 50mph.
Cragar.
SUBJECT>Re:Benchseat -How big will fit?POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 2:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3965 NEXT>4036 4060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My benchcame from an 88 chevy truck
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4026
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much for the wheels?Where are you located?E-mail answers w/phone number if
possible.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaGSMz/4H9NkM PREVIOUS>4028 NEXT>
4038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$2500 you would have to pick up
SUBJECT>Re:Benchseat -How big will fit?POSTER>keith
EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a bench from a 67 j-series in which fits perfectly and uses factory mount holes.
SUBJECT>headlight circuit breaker??POSTER>keith EMAIL>gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have converted to 12 volt electrical and with 12 volt headlights I find that after a minute
or so on high beams the headlights go out.This doesn't happen on low beams.I think I've
narrowed it down to the military 3 lever light switch.There must be a circuit breaker in it.but how do I override it
to handle the 12volt headlights on High??Any suggestions out
there?
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Sunday,
28 October 2001,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4035 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John
I am interested in the whole package,but depends
if I can arrange shipping at a reasonable rate.
Can you post your e-mail or phone #so that we can
take this off the board?
Please don't separate untill we can firm something up.
David
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4022
NEXT>4040 4053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Corey,Diamond can make any size wheel,when you get in the 15-16.5 sizes,the prices
drop considerbly,Thank you for your support.Evidently the negitivity by Brns 1 is fuled
by envy,limited knowledge or financial incapability to invest in his truck,the way I have
in mine.I have expanded my M-715 knowledge greatly,all from this site,by asking
questions and received honest answers and opinions by dedicated members,I belive that
this is the foundation of this site,if I can help anyone on this site,it's my pleasure!because
so many of you have helped me.Good luck to all,PerkM715
SUBJECT>"personal attack"POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Sunday,
28 October 2001,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4039 NEXT>4041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PerkM715
You wrap your remarks in a context of self-praise and
general attitude of thankfulness,but they still constitute
a personal attack on my character.
On what,exactly,do you base your conclusion that I am
envious,intellectually challenged,or poor?
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I have not insulted you,but merely expressed frustration
over reading and rereading detailed descriptions of your
activities over the last few months.
My e-mail address follows,and if you have to put me in
my place or call me names,or whatever,please take it
off board.
David
<dvdngl@pldi.net
SUBJECT>address POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Sunday,28
October 2001,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.dvdngl@pldi.net
SUBJECT>Selling the M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4043 4045 4051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well everyone,since I purchased my M715 a few weeks ago,I have repainted it,
undercoated the underneath,repainted the original markings,increased the idle...(purs
like a kitten now).....and cleaned it up.
All of this and now I am most likely going to sell it.I need a truck with a plow for the
winter,and I don't want to use the M715 because it looks nice the way it is......(original
military),and would not want to ruin it.And I can not afford to buy a truck with a plow,
unless I sell the M715.
I am most likely going to put it on Ebay in a week or two for everyone to see and bid on.
I will post a message when I do.This truck is in surprisingly nice shape.
I hate to part with this vehicle....
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4042
NEXT>4044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what the hell are you thinking if you own a 715 you dont need to plow at least I dont I just
run the stuff down,it will all be gone by june I bet any amount of money.doesnt your
truck have a shovel for the 6 foot drifts saves the radiator...dont sell it keep it ...thanks
wallace osterhoudt ,i hope you change your mind if not it sounds like a nice truck good
luck..
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715(Don't Do it!!!!!!)POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>persianexcursiongunworks@att.net DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 4:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4043 NEXT>4112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't sell it you'll regret it later!!!Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4042
NEXT>4046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,If you truly enjoy this truck,keep it,there is a way around this problem.The new
style snowplows,such as Fisher,Diamond and Myers and most all other manufacturers
have total disconnect systems,everything but the botton push plates disconnect,all the
head gear,piston,lights and frame,and you hardly see the push plates,I have an older
Fisher plow mounted on mine,and it plows heavy snow just fine.Good luck PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4045
NEXT>4047 4056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I use the M715 for plowing,it has the original 230 6 cyl.That would not provide a.whole lot of power to plow the
heavy snow,would it ?
The truck is a tank and it is geared to go anywhere,but the engine itself is not too
powerful and I don't think it would be tough enough to push heavy snow all around.....not
sure....
Do you have the original 6 cyl in yours ?
Opinions on this ?
Thanks,
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok...the 2nd M715 I got was a plow truck for one of the local high schools,they plowed
with it for years with the orginal 230 and it had a full 8'steel blade that was half again
taller then the modern snow plows,it could move a pile of snow with chains on it.
Won't say you won't blow the 230,just saying the one I had was used hard for years
before I got it and it still ran great when I got it:)
Think twice before you sell the truck...you can always add and replace parts if you keep
the truck...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:headlight circuit breaker??POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think getting ahold of a new light switch would do the trick.I ran 12V through my light
switch on my M38A1 for years with no problem.
Or you can crack the light switch open find the breaker and bypass it .Then if you want a
C.B.just add one externaly.
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
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EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4026 NEXT>4055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am very interested in the rims you have for sale.How much are you asking and where
are you located?
SUBJECT>rebuild or repower w/gm 350 conversion?POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>dpmfd1@snet.net DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a m715 that is used as a fire brush truck?I would like to get some input on
rebuilding the stock engine or converting to a gm 350 that is in a suburban right now.
Also converting the 24 volt to a 12 volt system and redoing the brake sytems.Also
wondering if the transmision can be swaped for the automatic in the suburban.Any
thoughts ideas or suppliers would be helpfull..SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4042 NEXT>4062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't sell!!!!!!!Two sets of good heavy duty chains with ice bars and the drive train
gearing will do it.I just finnished by truck this year and the wife has been pushing for me
to sell it.NO WAY,at least not until I get some payback out of the rig for all the hard
work I put into it.I find it enjoyable to work it up real nice then USE it.
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild or repower w/gm 350 conversion?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4050 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the SUb a 4X4 or 4X2?if $X2 piece of cake I would think,if you want to keep the
NP200 case.Never done it before,just talking blindly!
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4039
NEXT>4054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Keep up the answers.People buy 715's every day and then check into this site.Who cares
if you answer the same question several times.It helps the new owners and keeps the rest
of us informed as well.I think Brns 1 had (has)his head up his ass.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4053
NEXT>4070 4078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,Thank you for the support.He drew first blood,now he's crying personal
attack,what's next?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaGSMz/4H9NkM PREVIOUS>4049 NEXT>
4185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$225 plus shipping 30 miles above birmingham alabama not shure how much shipping
would be wouldn't think it would be to bad the wheels have 1/2"soilid centers and extra
heavy duty bells 3.5"backspacing
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Last winter we had one of the worst noreaster's on record here in Maine,36''of heavy
wet snow,with a Fisher 8'plow,stock 230 and a Detroit NO-Spin in the rear with plenty of
weight in the back,the ole M715 came to life,it did the job,in 4-lo 1st gear the engine was.underpowered for shure
and very slow,but it will do it,since then I have swapped in a big
block Ford.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>Dari
EMAIL>plowboy@rednecks.com DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3960 NEXT>4061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother and I are currently attacking the same project.In the rear we will be doing a
shackle reverse,and replacing the rear springs with 6"lifted chevy truck springs.The
only mdification to the springs is the front bushing has to be drilled out a bit to fit on the
715's stud.We are also adding a 2"body lift to the cab only,to add cleareance.The bed
does not have to be lifted because the cab sits about 3"-4"below the beds bottom most
part.Happy Converting.
SUBJECT>i need halp POSTER>JerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,28 October 2001,
at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLPx5DLsOKz6 PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4059 4074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GREETINGS
IJUST BOT A BRANDNEW ARMYJEEPANDITHINKITSA m751kiserand
ionly payed92hundirtforitITHINKITWASIN DESERTSTORMTWO
CAUSEITSGOT
BULLETWHOLESINTHEWINDSHIELDANDALOTOFSANDUNDER
THESEATS itsgotamotorthatRunson amnykindoffueltoandi'm
burnin dripgas nowbuttitsmokesrealbadoutofthe taILpipe
ithink..ican gitfaRmdieselfor75centsagallonsSOIM gonna
burnthatif i canfigureoutHOWTOGITTHEsPARKplugsout
HASANYBODYEVERLOWERED ONEOFTHESETRUCKS CAUSEMINESITSWAY
UPHIGH ANDMYOLDLADYCANTHARDLYCLIMB INCAUSESHEWEIGHS300
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PONDSANDITSGOTBIGOTIRES ABOUT4FEETHIGHAND2FEETWIDEAND
THERIMSARE20X20ANDIWANT TOSELLTHEMANDGETMESOMECHROME
WHEELSANDGOODTIRES.WHERECANI GITSOMECHROMEWHEELSAND
GOODER TIRESI LIKEFIRESTONEScauseiftheTHREADCOMESOFF
THEYWILLGIVEYOUMONEYifitkiLLSYOU im gonnapaintitred
whiteandblueandbuildatop outofplyw oodtwoWherecanIGET
somepaintandbrushes?then im drivintotownontherailroad
andcashmycheckandbuysomecatf ood
thisISAGREATSIGHT HOMER PILE
SUBJECT>Re:i need halp POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4058
NEXT>4065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,Brns1,We all know it's you,how dose it feel to comit social suicide?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Benchseat -How big will fit?POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4033 NEXT>4176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Cool thanks for the info,I'm going to measure up a '95
dodge bench seat to see if it will
fit in.How close of a fit was the '88 chevy bench seat?
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>mikeskates
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4057 NEXT>4166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Darin,are the springs going to give more lift that the stock ones?Or do they have the
same arc?How many springs are in the pack?My M715 is stock but I have always
wanted to find.Any suggestions?
thanks,
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4051
NEXT>4072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sucks,but for me,money is very precious since I don't have much of it,and for me to
place a plow on the 715,it would take more money to buy a plow.If I sold the truck,I
would be able to buy a used truck with the plow included.
I just don't have money to put into the truck.I just basically resotred most of it.
I just got some pictures back of it.They came out nice.
I'm getting a digital camera sometime within the next week,and hopefully I can post
some pictures for you guys.
SUBJECT>M715 on ebay POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is an M715 on ebay.....loaded......
I wonder what the guy has for a reserve.
SUBJECT>Transmission Quest(ion)POSTER>verne redman
EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently become the owner of a 67 M715.I bought from Fire dept...They were in
process of repowering and never completed the project.Included in the sale and literally
"sitting"in the engine bay,as we speak,is a Jeep/Kaiser 327 with zero miles --my
question is this:is there some combination of bellhousings,mounts,and/or other parts
that will allow for the use of the T-98 with the aforementioned Kaiser 327?I appreciate
any and all responses.
BTW -I will soon have a set of troop seats and top bows available (as soon as I retrieve
them from the barn the fire dept.has them stored in).If anyone is in need of such items,
let me know.mredman@stny.rr.com.SUBJECT>thanks for the laugh POSTER>Corey
EMAIL>www.coreyhight@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4059 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have only been a part of this site for about a week and u 2 have been very
entertaining.Thanks,keep up the good work.
SUBJECT>M715 Repower?POSTER>Mike Koenig
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPc1WD1o9Bqg PREVIOUS>NEXT>4071
4125 4195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently purchased a 715 with a bad 230 engine.I was thinking of repowering with
a Chev 350 (thinking it would probably be the cheapest and best solution),but after
reading the FAQ board I am not so sure.I want to keep the original 4 spd tran and go bare
bones cost.Could anybody give me their input.Thank you in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkm715 THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4019 NEXT>4073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AAAAAAMEN!
Yes,there's some repetition,but so what?If we want to see REAL repetition,all we have
to do is watch TV."Perk"has been a great help to a lot of us who need it,and I appreciate
it.
If "Brns"is sincere about his compaint (and not just trying to get a reaction),I respect his
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First Amendment rights.
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,
29 October 2001,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have a tailgate or pto winch on any of those.please email me with answer asap.at
swix145@aol.com
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>Need a Tail Gate and PTO winch POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/UdhZwRvCX.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for a tail gate and/or a PTO winch for M715.please email me at
swix145@aol.com.
SUBJECT>EASY GUYS!POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4054
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let's not fight over little disagreements,were all in this for FUN right?.SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>715mudder
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
October 2001,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4066 NEXT>4080
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey mike,
I'm going through the same thing with my 715.I bought the truck a year ago with a
crapped out engine,but the body was in great shape.I just ordered the novak adapter,
engine mounts and block hugger headers.the novak parts alone cost 750.00 bucks!!I
have also ordered a 350 chevy crate engine at $2400.00.so you can see the route i have
taken is not cheap,but i think it will be worth it in the long run.i could have saved a lot
of money if had purchased a used engine.I just didn't didn't want anymore problems than
i already have with this project:)so good luck and don't get discouraged.
m715mudder
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4062
NEXT>4077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike don't do it buddy,think it over!I have a friend who sold an old Cherokee that he
had put a 401 in,he's kicked himself ever since.You just don't come across these vehicles
every day.
SUBJECT>Re:Perkm715 THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4067 NEXT>4075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,Thank you for your support,I think it's time to bury the hatchet with Brns1,and
consentrate on constructive agenda.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:i need halp POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4058
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HQQCKTED ON FAWNNIKZ WURKTED FER ME!(HOOKED ON PHONICS
WORKED FOR ME!)BERN1M715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perkm715 THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4073 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i hope you all know that BERN1M715 is in no way ,shape ,or manner affiliated with the
subject BERNS1.i might have had (not any more)a habit pertaining to our nicknames,but
that is all.MAYBE THE OLD ADDAGE OF PUT UP OR SHUT UP COULD BE
SETTLED WITH A TRUCK TO TRUCK TUG O WAR!i just wanted to give my
thoughts on the situation at hand.i find it amusing and thank you both for the laughs.(ive
got to remember not to have a mouth full of coffee when reading you two guys posts)
bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:windshield rubber gasket and canvas top POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,29
October 2001,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life top was Great!!And fits perfectly.Also they are wonderful people to deal with.
I got mine in military spec TAN canvas,but the price is the same for olive too I think.
$230.00 delivered.Great price,they can do it in other matierials if you want...but I would
sugest the real canvas,it shinks a bit once it is on and really fits nice.And I can attest to
the fact that it does NOT leak even in a HUGE down-poor.They don't have hardware,
and thier #is in the FAQ section on this site (sorry I don't have it in front of me)under
tops.I will try to remember to check with the guy I know about top hardware tomorrow
or the next day.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4072
NEXT>4085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah I know..........I have been thinking real hard about this.......
I'll post some pictures of it as soon as I get my camera in about a week or so.It is difficult
to find these trucks in as good as shape as the one I got.There is one tiny rust hole that
can be patched and other than that,the truck is completely solid.They don't make trucks
like these anymore.These trucks are tanks and can handle anything.Nowadays,you buy a
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1 ton for $35,000.Hmm....lets see.......or buy a M715 which is 1 1/4 ton for $3,000.
Its a tough decision to sell it.
I'm still thinking it over.If I do keep it,I am most likely going to sell the troop seats and
the cargo cover.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4054
NEXT>4081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,hang in there your enthusiasm and encouragement is what we all need!Brns1
sounds like a negative dumb sh@t to me!
SUBJECT>tune up?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4110 4129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where does one find points and other tune up parts for the 230?I plan to repower soon
but would like to get alittle use out of it before then.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4071 NEXT>4098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 230 has some life left in it,but looking to the future I've been thinking about an AMC
V-8 304 or bigger with a T18 four speed.Or swapping the main shaft in the T98 to fit the
AMC engine.Problem is I'm not too keen on V-block engines so an AMC 258 I-6 with a
high flow header and an intake manifold that will fit a 4 barrel carb is looking better.Nice.thing about the AMC
engines from what I understand is they fit the stock engine horns
and use the same type radiator as the 230,the input and output fitting are opposite sides
though so you need a radiator from a 71-?CJ,but it'll drop right in.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4078
NEXT>4092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cadpowered,Thank you,I hope this whole ordeal with Brns1 is over.We should save or
hostilities for Bin Laddin.PerkM15
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>maxb EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>3979
NEXT>4115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A miss under load is usually a sparkplug on this vehicle.I have two 715's and if they sit
for a long time sometimes this happens.
SUBJECT>yoose guys POSTER>JerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,
at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>NEXT>
4084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SOionlyRECEIvvedtooresponsesSOfar onefrom
aguyCAlliNGme'burnedout1'woosegoingtokill
himselfAND ANOTHeRtellingmeTHaT
hesHOokedon somedrugcalledPHONiCs.areall youall
thatmessedupIJUSTwaNTEDhalp onmitrukBUTTallthis
negtivittyJUST TURNSMEOFF cananybodyWHOOSECHANGEED
fromm24to12voltS tellmehowtheylikeit???imgonnaChange
mine to120v0ltsso icangitridOFTHEbaTTERYandputA
spitooninthatboxBETWeeNtheseatsThen iwonthavetoSPITOUT
THEWINDOWANDHAVEJUICE COMEBACKANDHITmEinthefaceand
icanplug herinatnightTOcHARGEUP
THANX homerpile
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4083
NEXT>4097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jesus Christo!!!
You guy's give it a break,your waisting my time as well as others looking at your trash
talk.Take it to your private email.I'm new to this board but damn....
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715...READ!POSTER>mikeskates
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 October 2001,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4077 NEXT>4086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about this.Don't buy a digital camera.Put the money towards a plow..mike
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715...READ!POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4085 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew someone was going to say that...ha.ha..
I need the digital camera to take pictures of other stuff I have to get rid of and sell on
Ebay.Then I might just sell the camera after.
SUBJECT>Starter Problem POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>4124 4161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ok,gents,get your "Thinking Caps"on!
My old starter was making trouble when starting the engine.As soon as I released the
starter,it would make intermittent sounds for the next 1-to-5 seconds.The sound was
bad,similar to what you would hear when accidentally engaging the starter when the
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engine was already running (bendix grinding on flywheel).
I replaced the starter with a factory rebuilt unit.Same problem.To a lesser degree,it
makes this sound even when the engine doesn't start.
Here's what I've observed so far:
1.)I considered shimming,but was told by AB Linn that M715's don't require shims.My
measurements showed close tolerances between bendix and flywheel,but there is some
clearance.
2.)The flywheel teeth show some rounding,probably pretty typical for a 35-year old
flywheel.
3.)I hooked a voltage tester to the starter switch,to make sure that the switch wasn't re-
contacting as I was releasing pressure from the starter button.The tester showed the
switch making and breaking contact only once per cycle,and cleanly.
4.)I have ordered a brand new bendix to install with the factory rebuilt starter,in case the
old bendix that it came with is defective.Speaking of the bendix that came with the
starter,is it supposed to travel freely up and down the shaft?I removed the rebuilt starter,
and I slid (by hand)the bendix out to the end of the shaft,but it would not go back to the
retracted position no matter how hard I pushed -like it was hung up on something.Is this
normal?Anyway,I'll find out when I get the new bendix in about a week.
Thanks for your input!
Steve
SUBJECT>brake pads POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
30 October 2001,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4090
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.need info on brake pads............are they available through the parts links on this board.or,
does any one have a raybestos number on pads.....front and rear>thanks
SUBJECT>price for parts POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,30
October 2001,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4095
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody ever bought/replaced the vibration isolation mounts for the tcase,tranny?if so,
where did you get them and were they expensive?i've only priced them at one supplier,
and they were rather fond of them.
thanks for any help.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4088
NEXT>4091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis equipment has them.www.memphisequipment.com The number is on the web
site and you have to call them for any pricing.
I received their parts manual a few days ago.I can get you a part number tonight when I
get home,since the manual is there.
Then you can call them and give the part number,and they can give you a price.
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4090
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased a set of new shoes last year from A.B.Linn for $60.00.I realy like em'
because the shoes were bonded to the base instead of riveted.Here's another option for
you,find a local shop that relines brakes and clutches their prices should be comperable
and you can save on shipping.The local shop where I live will do them for $15.00 a shoe,
same price in the long run as the mail ordered set I purchased.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Tuesday,30
October 2001,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Scooter
is this truely an ORDEAL for you,bless your heart.
i am not hostile,are you?
i suspect you want to bury the hatchet alright,
in the center of my back though.
brns1
SUBJECT>In addition to Brake Pads POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Would the local repair shops know how to replace and align the brakes on the M715's or
are these old military trucks too complicated for them....??
SUBJECT>Re:In addition to Brake Pads POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think a local shop would be able to do the work.Show them the TM to help.
Then kinda'over see the work.Most shops I've delt with have a policy of not allowing the
customer in the shop but they never enforce this.They will welcome any input you might
have cause they don't have a clue as what kinda'rig they are looking at.They wouldn't
have any info on these things.The only problem I can see and I've had it happen to me is
that estblished shops love to sell you things or try."OH you need this or that".The brakes
are rather simple though and shouldn't be a problem.The olny catch is the brake
alignment block make shure the barely visable arrow is pointed forward.
SUBJECT>Re:price for parts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahooo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4089
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Memphis Equipment and Surplus City Jeep Parts.I bought both from Surplus City a
few years ago and they were pretty much in line with what recently made cars run...not
expensive.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Tire size POSTER>rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,will 12.5x36x16.5 tires fit on stock m715 rims?Thanks in advance for your help.
Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4084
NEXT>4100 4101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why dont all you crusty mothers give it a break and get some fucking humor for christ
sake.My god the way things are the world may end today..Have a laugh ya bunch of stale
batsards....I am not going to apologize for my comments.Just so you know in advance
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4080
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I added a chevy 350 but went a step further and used a TBI injected unit from an 89
police car..Works great especially in the winter.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire size POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 4:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4096 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,
The stock rims will only safely handle tires made for 16"rims.
16.5 tires will not work.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeetj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
30 October 2001,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4097 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.we need to have laughs in life.how things are going now who nows what
tomorrow holds.just my 2 cents
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,
at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>4097
NEXT>4103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thumbs up to that
took the words from my mouth
SUBJECT>wanted 230 engine,parts &answers POSTER>Celeriac
EMAIL>oneceleriac@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4126 4142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a civilian pickup with the 230 engine and haven't had much luck so I thought I'd
check in with you guys to see if you can help.On my engine the crankshaft
pulley/dampener was loose and had been half heartedly repaired.Of course the crank is
worn where the pulley rattled.Anyhow,does the military 230 use the same pulley as the
civilian?If so I'd like to find a good used one or nos.I would also be interested in buying
a whole engine in the Ohio area.Thanks for your patience and understanding.Who
knows I might buy a M715 someday :)
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4101
NEXT>4104 4105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured that would wake someone up,you're all right.Stale bastard,I've never bee
called that before but maybe your right.Sorry for being a fuddy-duddy.This just seems to
be a good site,seen a bunch of Class III gun sites digress into a bunch of junky
fingerpointing,arguing baloney.I'll try to get my humor hat on straight!Keep'em roll'in!
Regards,Austin in Austin
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>4103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey you guys &guyettes,
it's been said "laughter is the best medicine"and at this current time i (we)could use a
overdose.my $.02
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4103
NEXT>4106 4107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.
All I've got to say is:spell check and space key!hahahaha
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 October 2001,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4105
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe that's what got to me,trying to read that crap gave me a headache!!More Tylenol
please!!
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SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>JerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31
October 2001,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4105 NEXT>4109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey now MYMOMMAwASaWITCH;bonerfide andshe NEW
aHolebunch ofspells SHECOUDSPELL aPRINZEINTO
atoad andi learned good
iWIllcheck MYSPELLSbutt myfavoriteONE
SUBJECT>spring bushing replacement?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4120 4136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for advice on replacing my spring/shackle bushings.A few of mine are bad,
so I'm going to replace them all.How tough of a job is it?What is the best way to remove
the old bushings?Thanks for any input.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:yoose guys POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>desrtvet1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I CAN BE ANNOYING TOOOOO.BUT COME ON MAKE YOUR HUMOR @
LEAST EZ TO READ FOR THE UNEDUCATED SON OF A WITCHES!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:tune up?POSTER>Gunny EMAIL>desrtvet1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>4079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll check my homemade TM-redneck for the napa #and get back w/you
Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission Quest(ion)POSTER>Gunny
EMAIL>desrtvet1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know on the troop seats and top.
Gunny
SUBJECT>Re:Selling the M715(Don't Do it!!!!!!)POSTER>Paul
EMAIL>pjkman2@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4044 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey i was wondering about it
SUBJECT>rebuild time POSTER>Corey EMAIL>www.coreyhight@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4117 4118 4138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me where to find a complete rebuild kit for my 230.I also need to know
my lug pattern .thanks
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>3979 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck:
NAPA #for the distributor is:NRD481646 (about $45).It comes without a rotor or cap.
NAPA also has the rotor and distributor cap,which you'll need.Sorry,but I don't have the
numbers,but they're usually a 1-day delivery item.
Also,for plug wires,ask for a set of 7mm that'll fit this particular rotor cap.They're about
$45.
I told NAPA that I had a 1965 Jeep J-series pickup,with a 230OHC engine.
Hope this helps!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:230 -Steady Miss Under Load POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>4082 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot,MAX!I've ordered new ignition parts,and will let you folks know the.results.(If this doesn't fix the
problem,don't worry,because these parts showed signs of
wear anyway.:o)
Steve
SUBJECT>NAPA PARTS POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4134 4150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
What do I tell NAPA that I have for a truck ?Do I tell them that I have a J series Jeep ?....
or do I tell them specifically that I have an M715 ?
I stopped at NAPA before and told them I had a M715 and nothing matched up on their
computer for the truck.
If I DO tell them that it is a J series......What is the SAME on the J Series truck and the
M715 ?
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild time POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31 October
2001,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>4113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Corey
I think the wheel lug pattern is
6-7 1/4"w/5 1/2"or 5 9/16"center hole
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>BILL@DIAMOND WHEEL
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EMAIL>SSWHEEL@EXECPC.COM DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 3:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Corey,
I read your question on the site and I feel that we can build you a wheel for your truck.
We have 16.5 wheels in stock in several sizes.We offer them in 6.75",8.25",9.75"or
12"in one piece rims.We can also widen a wheel to 14"if that is what you need.We
have the parts in stock and can offer a quick turn around service.The 16.5x14 would cost
$170.00 each.You can get the 16.5x12 for $135.00 each.These are powder coat finished
in either flat or gloss black,white,silver.We are working on an O-D green that would be
an optional color.This is #383 Army O-D green.It doesn't match the early type vehicles
like M-37 so I'm told but it does match the later versions.The M-37 were more of a semi-
gloss instead of a flat finish.Either way it sure beats having to paint the wheels after you
get them.If you have any other questions please feel free to contact me @
sswheel@execpc.com or 1-800-937-4407.I also would like to thank Perk715 for all of
the kind words and referals he has given us.We sold him 2 sets of wheels in the past and
have made him a satisfied customer.We try and make sure that all of our customers ca
happily give out our name and telephone number to other guys because they liked the
product and the way that they were treated.If anyone has wheels questions or problems
please contact me.I would like to try and help get the proper wheel and tire combination
on all of your vehicles.
Bill.SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4108 NEXT>4121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike-i did this replacement on my truck also.fronts only.had to take springs out
completely.it takes two people to hold them on a hydraulic press and push the old ones
out and push the knew ones in with a socket as a ram.parts were bought from memphis
equipment.$i dont remember.not much considering age of old ones.try boyce equipment
in ogden utah for price also.bern1m715!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4120 NEXT>4122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced the spring bushings on one of my old jeeps.What worked good at taking the
old bushings out was a torch (Oxy/Acetylene or propane).Heat it up just enough to melt
the rubber a little ,then go to town with a hammer.Now as for getting stock bushings
back in I don't have a clue.The ones I used were polyurethane.I've been trying to glea
part numbers for urethane that will fit the 5/4 since I became a member of this sight,but
nobody been able to help.
SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i found poly bushings but they had to be trimmed to fit.canceled that idea.went with
original.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Problem POSTER>Will EMAIL>wrightbakacha@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4087 NEXT>4137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bendix should retract with rpm's.Take the starter and hook up witha set of jumper
cables on a strong battery and try that.It worked for me.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4066 NEXT>4148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of adding a Chevy 350/TBI (Throttle Body Injection)out of a 95
pickup,w/700r4 tranny and a Atlas II T-case.I have completed several conversions w/
Jeeps using the Chevy 350 TBI and have had great success.The GM TBI is flawless and
works well at altitude.With a aftermarket wiring harness,like the Howell harness,you
have the diaonosic plug which almost any dealer or shop can plug into and read codes for
trouble shooting engine problems.These engines were last installed in pickups in 1995 so
most engines will have high mileage,but usually only require a minior rebuild.I usually
run a "RV"type cam which brings in the max torque at lower RPM(1800 or so).TBI is
not the best way to make power,but it is very reliable and w/the gearing most of us have,
power is adequate..E-mail me if you have any questions.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:wanted 230 engine,parts &answers POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am uncertain if the civvy stuff here interchanges or not...
What I do know is that the military setup uses a 2 groove harmaonic balancer with a 2
groove pulley bolted to the front of the balancer.Also I know the miltary setup uses a
"water excluder"seal at the front of the crank for fording purposes that may change the
machining of the front of the crank,therefore it may affect balance compared to a civvy
motor without this.
Sorry I can't tell you more.
brute4c
SUBJECT>windsheild wiper war POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>4131 4132 4135 4147 4171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a problem with my wipers they work but they are not in time
with each other and they keep getting stuck on each other anybody have a idea whats
wrong and how to fix it
SUBJECT>split rims POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4130 4146 4170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can the split rim have tires put on them with no problem or is it a danger of poping apart
(at the rim).will most shop deal with these rims?
SUBJECT>Re:tune up?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4079 NEXT>4133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should have mentioned this earlier but mine is still 24 volt all I need is points right now
and need to know the point gap and if their isany trick to setting these.
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4128 NEXT>LINKNAME>Look for pnuematic tires TM
LINKURL>http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mvg_technical_reference.php3
I have never mounted tires on split rims myself,but have found that if you take your rig to
a place that does work on big rigs or farm implements they will usualy do the work.
Better to go to a big rig shop though as the normal tire dealers I've talked to can not
balance them due to the diameter of the center hole in the rim.A lot of shops nowadays
do not deal with the split rims because of the advent of the safety rim and as you know
not many modern vehicles have split rims.They won't deal with them either due to the.REAL safety concern of the ring
popping off when you are filling the tire with air.
In the future I will try to mount my own.I watch real good when they installed mine and I
got ahold of an army TM manual all about mounting tires.
SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yup put the windsheild down no more need for wipers.
SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4127 NEXT>4157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Readjust the length of the wiper arm and or loosen the screw thats on top of the blade and
rotate it to a different angle.You might also need to pull the whole wiper arm off the
swivel,use your manual knob on the indide to swing the rotater over all the way to the
right then put your wiper arm back on(pionting to the right,line the blade up parallel or as
close to it with thewidshied rubber and give it a try.It will help too if you use a spray
bottle to mist the winshield while you are adjusting the wiper travel.
Sounds like Greek right.I hope this helps.It might take a few trys but you'll get it.
SUBJECT>Re:tune up?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 October 2001,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
12V 24V doesn't matter with the pionts.
NAPA P/N CS725A is what I got off from an earlir post.
Here's the catch.The member is question was having problems with the NAPA set
working Intermittently.
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PARTS POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 3:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I have found that some part numbers for the mid-late 60's 1 ton J series trucks
interchange under NAPA listings.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 3:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,While your working on those wipers,pull the vacume hose off the the wiper motor
and squirt in a few drops of light oil,this will lube the piston and you will find that they
will travel a little faster.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 3:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the advice!Time for me to get a hyd.press.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Problem POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Will!
I'll do it!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild time POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4113 NEXT>4145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kanter Auto Products has rebuild kits for the 230 OHC.
SUBJECT>air cleaner POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
1 November 2001,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4140
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a m725 and the air cleaner on the under side of the hood has a hose attached
directly to the carburator.is there some thing missing,i keep seeing air cleaner housing
pictures (approx.12-14 inches mounted on the carb itself.230 c.i.motor.
SUBJECT>Re:air cleaner POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4139 NEXT>4141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No There is nothing wrong.I think in 68 they changed the air cleaner to the canister type
due to the addition of a governer under the carb.
I have the same set-up on mine.Only thing I haven't been able to figure out is how do you
hook up a fording kit without running miles of 3"hose every where.
SUBJECT>Re:air cleaner POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4140 NEXT>4143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a fording kit on mine and it hooks up fine.It hooks directly to the canister,then out
the side of the truck.Actually....I just took it off,but I have to put it back on.......it looks
evil with it on...:)
SUBJECT>Re:wanted 230 engine,parts &answers POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you think it would help,you can take a look at mine still on the engine.Mite give you
an idea if it will work,Who knows...maby i can talk you in to buying the 715 in Indiana
for 3k.I live 3-4 miles south of Springfield.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:air cleaner POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com.DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 10:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4141 NEXT>4144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you notice a performance drop or worse than usual gas mileage when you had the kit
attatched to your rig?I,ve been thinking about putting a fording kit on my rig.
SUBJECT>Re:air cleaner POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4143 NEXT>4149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking for myself,no,I did not see a difference.If there is a difference,there is not
much at all......or at least,noticeable.
I was thinking about selling my fording kit,but now I am going to keep it.Its good to
know that you have some "safety"or protection if you get yourself in a bad situation...like
if the truck just happens to roll into a river....ha.ha.
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild time POSTER>Corey EMAIL>www.coreyhight@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4138 NEXT>4151 4205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I get in touch with Kanter?
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4128 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
In my own personal opinion,the style of split rims the M715 uses are of a much safer
design then many other styles of split rims.Most tire shops that handle big rig wheels will
change them fine.Also,a lot of owners have changed them themselves with no problems.
The most dangerous point of changing a split rim wheel is after they have been first put
back together and air pressure is being added for the first time.It's at that point where
pressure is building up,if the ring isn't seated properly,it can fly off and kill someone.
The professional tire shops usually put them in a steel cage and stay clear when they first
add air.At home,I usually secure a couple pieces of chain around the tire and through the
spokes before adding air.With the proper procedures and caution,they should be just fine
for you.
Disclaimer:I'm not an expert,so when it comes to safety,you are responsible for your
own choices.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4127 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Each wiper runs independant of the other,so you will never get them to run in sync.
Sounds like a problem with their position on the shaft or that they are too long.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well said.Thats exactly how I feel about mine..It sure aint a 4 barrel but the power is
ample and the computer always takes care of the fuel mix and the timing on those really
cold star mornings.
SUBJECT>Re:air cleaner POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 November
2001,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4144 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I put the two barrel set-up on my truck and now the hood mounted air cleaner won't fit.
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DAMN!I did keep th efording kit on and the round air cleaner mounted on the carb.
Nice,i do like the fording kit look.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PARTS POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4116 NEXT>4152 4159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have the 230 engine you can get the following at NAPA:
valve cover gasket
intake gasket
exhaust gasket
For the above tell them you have a 63-65 J series truck with a 230 OHC engine.I know
they sell a 3 gasket set also that includes the intake and exhaust manifold gaskets as well
as the gasket for the exhaust to head pipe,though I think the head pipe gasket is different
on the mil setup,could be wrong on that....but I do remember that it was cheaper th buy
the set than to buy the individuals...incase you are in there working...
spark plugs (have them cross this number,2344)
They also sell the stock master cylinder.I beleive they need to look up a 66 or 67 J truck.
They do have pictures in the book of the masters and the right one is easy to pick out.
I'm sure there are other gaskets and parts there,I just don't know off hand.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild time POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.kanter.com order a catalog,it's much easier to pick through than their website.
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PARTS POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4150 NEXT>4156 4163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Brute4c,Is the spark plug number you mention above for a stock
replacement???
Meaning all the waterproofing happy stuff fits on it.I'm still bone stock and will want to
do a tune up this winter.
Thanks in advance!!!
Al Temple
SUBJECT>Questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,1
November 2001,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4154 4155
4158 4160 4164 4173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few questions here...
Has anyone in CA run into trouble with registering or insuring one of these trucks?What
to you tell the insurance agent?Do they have a database that include the Kaisers?And is
registration expensive?I know heavier trucks cost more,so what's it cost to register
these?My F100 is 66 bucks,I hope a M715 isn't much more.
And I found a 726 sort of locally but I don't want a utility bed.Does anyone have or know
of a cheap 715 bed somewhere in the southwestern corner of the country?I'd prefer a bed
trade but the truck is still a dream at the moment.
Thanks guys
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought my M715 and registered it here in Maine.I registered it as an Antique.That
way there,I don't have to have it inspected.The law here states that if it is an antique,it
needs to be mainly used for Parades,etc.But no where does it say that you can't drive it
uptown all the time.
Its funny because they told me that this is mainly to be used for Parades,shows,etc,but
they asked me if I wanted a dump sticker ?????...ha.ha.....So....of course I took it.
I know this doesn't answer your question,but I figured I would share my registering
experience here in Maine,with you.
Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Texas,the DMV has a registration classification called "Former Military Vehicles",
30bucks for 3 years,no inspection!!They say mainly for parades and shows,but as far as
I am concerned,every time I leave my driveway is for show and public entertainment.I
have 5 MVs registered that way.Also,State Farm has a Classic Car insurance that is very
cheap,just ask your local rep.
Austin in Austin.SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PARTS POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is an ebay auction for spark plugs for the M715.Read the auction carefully though.
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1024213660
SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4132 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks guys i really needed some help on this one
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i going to go check that out right now
thank again
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris i live in california
downey ca just outside of LA i own a m715 and it is registered
and i drive mine just about every day to work about 3 miles
registering is easy i registered it as a 69 jeep truck and as
a utility truck i kinda lied about the camper shell thing to register
as a utility vehicle you gotta do that so theres no weight fees
but my best advice to you on all military vehicles be thorough on
all the paper work and try to buy vehicles that have pink slips and
clear title and registration
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PART$POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4150 NEXT>4172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i buy my parts at hi/lo-o'reilly.they have all the name brands and they are much less
expensive than NAPA.i have bought gaskets,rod bearings,brake parts,filters,etc,etc.
my $0.02 (or NAPA $2.00!)
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Chris,
I live in the Redlands/San Bernardino area.I bought my truck from a wrecking yard,and
they pulled it out of China Lake.So there was no prior registration.The wrecking yard
pulled it on a scrap ticket.When I went to register it,the lady at the DMV told me that
before the DMV could issue a title and registration,I had to bring it in to verify the VIN
#.She also told me to make sure everything works (light,wipers,etc).Well,this stressed.me out.When I finally got it
running,I ran it down to my local DMV.The DMV
inspector verified my VIN #,and said goodbye.I hadn't got all of the lights working,and
the transfer case vomited all over their parking lot.But he liked the truck so much,he
didn't even bother to look at anything else.My paper work was clear,and they issued me
my title and registration.My registration identifies the 715 as a "'67 jeep utility".I went
through Allstate,and it cost me an extra 15 dollars a year to add it to my policy.They
insure it as a "Jeep,other models".My registration fee is 45 dollars a year to renew.Not
quite the nightmare I was expecting,but as the others said,make sure your paperwork is
in order.Good luck in getting one,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Problem POSTER>mikeskates
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4087 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the problem might not be the actual starter.Do you still have the ignition on the
floor?If so,the button could just be getting stuck which would make the bad noise until it
gets unstuck.It happened to mine.
mike
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE OR TRADE POSTER>D BOX
EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A M715 WITH A BAD ENGINE.THERE IS RUST IN THE FLOORBOARDS
AND BED.WOULD SELL OR TRADE FOR A MB/GPW OR M38 JEEP OR M37.I
AM LOCATED IN NORTHERN MISSISSIPPI.
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PARTS POSTER>Brad S.EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,the Autolite 2344 is the stock replacement waterproof plug.They are about $7.00 ea
at Schuck's (Checker,Kragen).I don't know what NAPA gets for them.
Brad
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4153 NEXT>4165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,for the info.If I could get a solid lead on a bed then I'd probably buy the
truck tomorrow.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,.There is a wrecking yard in Fontana (southern cal)called Scotty's wrecking yard.They
specialize in jeeps.I don't like them too much,they are pretty rude,but I keep going back
for the hard to find jeep parts.They always seem to have what I need (and they really are
my last resort).Anyway,Back in february,they had two m-715s and one m-725 that they
were going to build into one 715.You could call them and ask them if they are willing to
let go of one of the beds.It might not pan out,but it wouldn't hurt.I don't have their
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number,but it is information under "scotty's",city of fontana.I apologize if these guys are
jerks.I wouldn't have recommended them if it weren't for the fact that they have three
derelict kaisers in their yard.Good luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Is a springover enough to clear 44"swampers?POSTER>Dari
EMAIL>plowboy@rednecks.com DATE>Thursday,1 November 2001,at 9:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We will be using superlift 6"rear chevy,so if you imagine adding a 4"block under your
current springs,thats what you will end up with but a much smoother ride.Then if you
add the shackle reverse there's 3"more.So it's approx.7"total lift.The 6"springs will
add about 4"of lift to your truck,you could always buy 8"rear springs for 6"of lift &a
smooth ride.Darin.
SUBJECT>Troop Seats POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Friday,2
November 2001,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4168
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,
I have a friend who has troop seats that have four individual seats instead of the "bench"
type.
Does anyone know which truck these go on ?
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>Dan EMAIL>Count@gtlakes.con DATE>Friday,
2 November 2001,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4167 NEXT>4169
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds like the Dodge M880.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop Seats POSTER>jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com DATE>Friday,2
November 2001,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4168 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the CUCV (M1008)used those type of seats.
SUBJECT>Re:split rims POSTER>jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com DATE>Friday,2
November 2001,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4128 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced my own tires to save money and while it is a pain in the ass,it really isn't that
tough once you get the bead broken on the old tire.Just go slow and make sure everything
looks good before you put air in the new tire.Be Careful!!.SUBJECT>Re:windsheild wiper war POSTER>jamie
EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your wiper blades may be too long,mine never worked in sync,but they never touched
each other either.Try getting some surplus wiper blades.
-Jamie
SUBJECT>Re:NAPA PART$POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4159
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had two different NAPA's about 40 miles apart give me prices of $8 and $12 per.(spark
plugs),was'nt a hard choice.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4153
NEXT>4180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went straight liability,uninsured motorist,and comprehensive with State Farm for my
1967 M715 (We simply called it a "1967 Jeep Gladiator").It costs me about $90 every 6
months with State Farm Insurance,here in central Illinois.
SUBJECT>Hub/Kuckles Grease or Oil?POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4175 4200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my front front knuckles apart to check the kingpin bearings and U joint and change
the seals.I was suprised to find grease in the knuckle.It was packed in the housing very
thoroughly but I thought it was supposed to be a very thick gear oil(Bad assumption).
The TM calls out GAA Grease,Lubricant.What is that?Is it Ok to use the blue type
grease used on HD construction equipment?I would like a SAE rating to go by.While I
am at it what is the GO oil rating in the TM for the gear boxes and differentials?
Thanks,john
SUBJECT>Re:Hub/Kuckles Grease or Oil?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct,
It is grease that belongs in the hub knuckles,not heavy oil.
The TM calls for the same grease as you would use in other places such as the wheel
bearings etc.In my opinion the blue grease you mentioned should work just fine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Benchseat -How big will fit?POSTER>sgtharryp.EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at
12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It fit good.Like it belonged there.I even used the seat belts from the chevy.Just had to
fab a bracket for the shoulder part.
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SUBJECT>Bellhousing Plug POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know earlier someone had a post about the bellhousing plug.I just went down to ace the
other day and bought a 3/4"plug with a square head.Works just fine.Just wanted to get
the size out in cyberspace before the innerspace forgot what size.
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE POSTER>D BOX EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ASKING $1200 FOR M715 WITH BAD ENGINE.LOCATED IN NORTH
MISSISSIPPI.E-MAIL BOXRANGE@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>M151Generator to M715?POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a bad generator (makes a buttload of racket)and have a parts jeep M151,both the
same year model,67,and both 24v.I wonder what the compatablity would be to swap the
generators?Pully change I think but if anyone knows,that'ed be great before i pull the
jeep generator.Thanks,Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,
2 November 2001,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4173 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,I'm paying that much per month at state farm for my 51 Coronet.Guess it pays to
not be a youngun'
chris
SUBJECT>Alternate Source for Troop Seat Hardware POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ’ve been seeing a lot of posts concerning troop seats and thought I would through some
helpful info out.My truck came with the seats and I dug up a cover and end curtains,but I
was lacking the vertical wood,stavits,and top bows.I also had two passenger side seats.
The rear corner pieces have a ring welded on them for a safety strap that stretches
between the two so people don ’t fly out the back.
What I found is that all the hardware has the same dimensions as that used on all of the
2 ½ ton and 5 ton trucks up until the introduction of the FMTV series..You have to trim.the vertical post that the
top boards of seats attach to a little at the bottom.There is also a
little trimming with other items but they fit real good and look the same as stock.
I used one corner piece off a 5ton so I could make a driver side seat and I used stavits and
top bows from a 2 ½ ton for the bows,,just had to cut a couple of feet off to make them fit
right.
After struggling to get the old blots out so I could refinish the wood I went to the chain
link fence section of my local hardware store and bought galvanized carriage bolts so I
wouldn ’t have to go through that again if I needed to do the wood again.
What I call stavits are the curved metal pieces that bolt to the top bow and the piece of
wood that slides down the troop seat posts.
I hope this helps.Personally I think it broadens the possibilities a lot since there were so
many 5 tons and deuces produced.Now some of those supplies cannot charge you double
just because you asked for M715 parts.
SUBJECT>Re:M151Generator to M715?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4179 NEXT>4184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many 151's do you have?A1's or A2's?I've been contemplating getting one.If I
could find one close and with a form 97 (SF97)or a clean title.Also if it runs good.
Problem is I work on an Army base and I know how the higher ups feel about saftey
issues concerning these trucks.I just like the looks of em'though.
Now about the question.Is it a generator of an alternator?does it have an external or
internal voltage regulator?Will it supply 60 amps or more or less.I think some of these
might effect if it would work or not in a M715.
SUBJECT>Re:Alternate Source for Troop Seat Hardware POSTER>Austin
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4181 NEXT>4187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent Idea!!Hadnt thought of that!Have a junk yard nearby w/several dueces to
choose from for the wood.
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:M151Generator to M715?POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4182
NEXT>4186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
The one I have is an A1,a parts truck that is nearly rusted in half,but uncut,rusted in
two,but not cut!Anyway,good for parts,may get a mutt someday,I have 4 restored
vehicles and the newly aquired 715.I am going to restore it to original,except for the
gamma goat tires,have them on my m37 and they work great.Yeah,the 151 generator is
a 60 amp w/external regulator,same as 715,just thought someone might have done the
same thing before.Best of luck to you,your diagrams have proved very valuable to my
work.
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Austin.SUBJECT>Re:parts for sell POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for responding to my questions.I am very interested in the rims,you say they
have 1/2 inch centers.Are these homemade rims or were they purchased from a custom
rim maker.Do you have a way ,personal email or phone number,I could contact you?I
hope you still have them.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:M151Generator to M715?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear that the diagrams are working.There might be some deficiancies in the area
around where the main power harness comes off the starter switch on the power
distribution diagram.
Also you said the 151 has an external vlotage regulator.I could of swore that I read the
M715 has an internal reg.Shouldn't be a prob.just pull it all out of the 151 and put in in
the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:Alternate Source for Troop Seat Hardware POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have a good supply,check out the dueces and see if they have the modern type turn
signal switch and a solid state flasher.I put those in my 715 so I could toss that
distribution box and get Hazard flashers.I installed a duece heater as well.30,000 BTU
and a two speed fan shure can keep a guy warm!
SUBJECT>Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>NEXT>4189
4209 4219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try the post here since I've only had a couple of bites with it being on the FOR SALE
board.
After mutch deliberation I've decided to try to sell some of my stash off.On the list:
1.New style MIL-SPEC large lens combination tail lights,Aluminum housing with 24V
LED lights for blackout marker and blackout stop.(LED's plug in regular light base so
regular bulb can be used as well)$55.00 pair.
2.(SOLD)Plastic front turn signal lights,large lens type lenses are amber not the faded
yellow you see on most other lights of this type.
$35.00 pair.
3.4 dash light sockets,you name what type of lens you need covered,dot,or uncovered.
Blue,Green,LT Red,DRK Red,Orange.
$6.00 each or $20.00 for all.
4.Holly 1920 carburator unknown running condition.very clean not rust or varnish.float
bowl gasket bad..(I got nosey).$40.00 or best offer
5.MISC.Stuff
a)1 Blackout brake light bracket $12.00
b)1 Lifting lug/rear bumper tie down bracket $10.00
c)1 Infrared drive light housing and bulb $25.00 (comes with clear lens as well so it can
be used as spot/work light)Note not to be confused with the Blackout drive light.
d)Cast aluminum air horn for model 1920 carb(Later models with canister air filter.
Includes gasket and compression ring.20.00
e)(SOLD)Military Style Pick head with Polasky $21.00.
That's about all I can think of right now.E mail me if your interested and give me your
Zip if your serious about the stuff or if you have any questions.You pay the shipping as
well.By the way I'm in Washington State.
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4188 NEXT>4190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the infrared light thing?isnt that the light that attaches to the drivers side of the
hood?
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4189 NEXT>4192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The infrared drive light is a regular sealed beam white light mounted inside a housing.
The housing's cover has a thick black glass lens mounted to the inside(a clear glass lens
can be instlled in place of the balck one).The sealed beam when turned on creates heat on
the black lens,no light.With that heat one can see objects by the heat signature that
reflects off from them with a set of night vision or infrared goggles.I realize this makes it
sort of useless for the everyday person,but it actualy looks pretty cool mounted to front of
the truck.
I work for the Army and lately I've been seeing a lot of Hummers with this light mounted
in place of the blackout drive light(this is the light you were refering to)I have also bee
seeing them mounted to Hummers in addition to the blackout drive light.
Infrared drive lights are not a new thing.They have been mounted on armored vehicles
since the early 1960's.This could be why I'm seeing Hummers with the lights.We have a
lot of armor and they need wheeled vehiles for support.
I do have a clear lens for the assembly as well so it can be used as a work light or
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auxilary.My original intention was for a back-up light or a worklight for the bed of my
rig.
Now to explain the blackout drive light.It is a sealed beam bulb mounted inside a cover
with a slit cut in it(apox2"x1/8").It is designed to throw out a narrow beam of faint light
a few feet in front of the vehicle.This gives you just enough to see the road in front of
you or the rear reflectors of the vehicle in front of you.There is a shield mounted over the
slit that covers the light from being seen from the air.I could ramble on for a few more
pargrphs about the blackout marker lights as well but I'll wait to do that on request.
Anybody out there want to hear about those?.SUBJECT>Help Tie Rod Info needed POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 9:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully I'll be changing out my tie rod ends later this year.When I do the job I would
like to install Heim-joints instead of the regular tie rod ends.What I need though is the
diameter/size and thread type/count of the threaded end of the ball joint so I can order the
right ones.I am going to assume I need 2 left hand thread and 2 right hand thread joints.
Tahnk You!
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4190 NEXT>4193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do I do!
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,2 November 2001,at 10:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4192 NEXT>4206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK!You guys just want to keep me up all night burning the tips of my fingers off!
In addition to the Blackout drive light mounted on the hood there are other lights.These
include the blackout markers and the blackout brake light.
The blackout brake light is mounted on the right rear bumper just to the left of the tail
light.On modern military lights the blackout brake lights are in the main tailight and are
mounted on both sides.As the name implies it warns who ever is convoying behind you
that you are slowing down,in most cases stoping,due to the low speeds you need to go
while in blackout.The filter is a single "cat eye"kinda'pale green in color.
The blackout markers due the same thing as your service drive markers.Tell other driver
you are there.They just do it at a lower light level.The rear ones are(per housing)two
sets of two cat eye lights red in color.The front ones are (per housing)one set of two cat
eye lights sorta'pale blue in color.
They are designed not only to light the ends of your rig,but to fool whoever is out there
in the dark trying to kill you.The reason the fronts are one set of two cat eye lights is that
in darkness they look like headlights.Two sets of headlights miles away from where you
are standing (or one set of headlights depending on range).The same goes for the rear
four sets of tail lights miles away(or two sets of taillights depending on range).This
works very well since your depth perception is kind of messed up in the dark.
I was out on the range on night where I work and saw what looked like a set of headlights
way off in the distance.I was pretty surprised when a CUCV almost ran me over.
You should try it some time go out on a moonless night or where there are no security
lights around,turn your blackout markers on then walk away from your rig till all you see
are the lights.
SUBJECT>White Smoke POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4199 4212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My 230 has been belching white smoke for a few seconds after a warm start up.I have
not noticed any loss/mixing of oil or antifreeze.Could it be the head gasket crapping out?
Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Repower?POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4066 NEXT>4390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it wasn't cheap and it certainly wasn't the easiest swap I have ever done but I LOVE
my Cummins swap.Really helped make my 715 a reliable daily driver.Gotta love
20MPG and 75MPH even with the camper in the back and towing my Jeep on a flatbed
(+/-12,000 combined weight)
SUBJECT>Shocks POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4198 4211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a Rancho part number for a M715 shock.Someone had a Monroe #at
one time,but I can't find the posting.If anyone has a Monroe #or other brand part #I
may be able to cross-refrence.Wanting to put Rancho 9000 series shocks on the truck.
Any help would be apreciated.
Paul
SUBJECT>m725 parts POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
3 November 2001,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have any parts laying around for the back of my m725 ambulance.missing just
about everything.especially looking for the boarding ladder,and upper strecher bunks.
SUBJECT>Re:Shocks POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I used Sears roadhandler gy gabriel P/N 93764.Ordered 4 and found out the fronts are a
little different.All I had to do was punch out the botton metal sleave and bushing and re
use some bushings from the old stock shocks.So the P/N is for the rear shocks.
SUBJECT>Re:White Smoke POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4194 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,white smoke means water/steam=head gasket.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Hub/Kuckles Grease or Oil?POSTER>Brad
EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know why the military would recommend grease,but I know that Dana
recommends SAE 140 gear oil in the knuckles.Grease does not get into the u-joint caps,.and the upper kingpin bearing
starves for lubricant.
Brad
SUBJECT>Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>Mark A.Frischenmeyer
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4202 4210 4216 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a maintenance truck and was wondering if a regular cargo bed could be installed
instead of the cargo?If so I have a good condition maintenance bed for sale or trade.I'm
located in Pittsburg,Kansas.
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>mark
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,I have done this swap.This is what I learned.My truck had the welder generator
body,I swapped it for a cargo body.My gas tank was mounted where the spare tire carrier
is located on the 715.The gas tank on the cargo bed mounts to the bed closer to the cab.
There are two upper cross members welded to the frame in the rear that needed to be
removed,no big deal careful cutting of welds with a die grinder takes them right off.You
will need the two forward bed mounts that are riveted to the frame from a donor truck.
You will also need the extension that mounts the tail lights in the rear.It's an easy swap.
Besides the bed you will need a gas tank and the mounts for the frame.Hope this helps.
I still have the welder/generator body if anyone wants it.It has 32 hours on it.
Mark
SUBJECT>M715 Heater kits 4 Sale POSTER>John Bizal EMAIL>G740@AOL.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have several M715 series gas fired cab heater kits for sale.These kits have everything in
them to install a heater unit with defroster ducts etc.in a truck that has never had one.
These are NOS in the crate kits.Price each is $275 plus shipping.I also have several NOS
crankshafts and ring and pinion sets for sale as well.Call me at 92-440-8778 or e mail me
for details.
SUBJECT>Michelin 11.00x16 XL tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just saw this on one of the Powerwagon sites,Tire Farmers Int.has won the govt.bid
over,Toby Sexton tire co.for the Michelin 11.00-16 XL tires.call Bob @770-867-
7430.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild time POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Corey,I have a stock 230 with 20,000 mi,that runs fine,I would sell it
cheap,way cheaper
than rebuilding yours.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4193 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wooooooooooooooooooooaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah cooooooooooool!
SUBJECT>pto options?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wanting to find out if the pto from my transmission would fit any other
transmissions.I am not very fond of the shifting in the origial four speed.I plan to
repower and would like to figure this out before I buy any adapters.Does any body know
if a nv4500 from a 3/4 ton two wheel drive late mdel chevy will bolt up to the pto?If this
is possible I would gain overdrive and not have to spend te money on adapters at all.
SUBJECT>T-98/T-18 parts interchangeability POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,
This is kind of off the subject,but I just picked up a T-98A-1C trans out of an IHC truck.
My plans were to keep this around as a spare trans for my M-715 (it was cheap).I got to
thinking though,will the gear parts interchange with the T-18 trans?I have a T-18 in my
CJ-5,but it has the crappy 4:1 first gear.Can I swap the 6:1 first gear out of the T-98 and
put it in the T-18?Thanks in advance,
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Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4188 NEXT>4218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,
Do you have any working headlights ?
SUBJECT>Re:Shocks POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 10:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you cant get the number for some Rancho 9000's,you could always call up Rancho and
tell them the length of you shock on the vehicle on level ground from the top mount to the
bottom mount.and they should be able to make you a set at normal price.when I do a
spring over on mine I'm going to have a local off road shop in town get the measurements
down and have them order a set the right size.
SUBJECT>Re:White Smoke POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,3 November 2001,at 11:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>4194 NEXT>4213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the temprature outside where you are at?I know it's getting colder where I'm at,
and I'm noticing white smoke filling the air when I frist start up the truck in the morning.
It dosent make that smoke when it's warm outside.(above 60degeres approxatmely)
SUBJECT>Re:White Smoke POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4212
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It only seems to be a problem when I shut the engine off and start up a few minutes later.
Then it will let out some white smoke for a few seconds,kind of like a cold start on a
cold morning.And it does not do this every time,very inconsistant.My head gasket is
probably telling me to repower,It's time for a big block.
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE POSTER>D BOX EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4215 4217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 WITH BAD ENGINE.12V CONVERSION.SOME RUST IN
FLOORBOARDS AND BED.ALL GLASS IS GOOD.RUNNING GEAR IS
SUPPOSED TO BE GOOD.FOUND NEW TOY.$900
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4201 NEXT>4224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking to trade?I have a cargo bed and all the other goods to make it work.E-
mail me and lets talk.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4214
NEXT>4221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the engine locked up or does it just need to be replaced also do you know if the axles
transfer case are in working condition also where are you located ?is the price negotiable
SUBJECT>Re:Items For Sale (Lights and things)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple,but they are take outs.Don't know how many hours are on them.I don't
seem to hear any rattling and I don't see any of the elememts floating around on the
inside.I was just keeping them as spares until one of mine blows.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>D BOX
EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IT'S LOCATED ABOUT 10 MILES NORTH OF OXFORD,MISSISSIPPI.THAT IS.WHERE OLE MISS IS LOCATED.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>D BOX
EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4217 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IT LOOKS LIKE NUMBER ONE ROD CAME OUT OF THE OIL PAN.I CAN'T
TELL IF THERE IS ANY DAMAGE TO THE BLOCK.THE RUNNING GEAR IS
SUPPOSED TO BE IN GOOD SHAPE.I'M LOCATED ABOUT 10 MILES NORTH
OF OXFORD,MISSISSIPPI.THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:T-98/T-18 parts interchangeability POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4208 NEXT>4225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold,Many parts are interchangeable between the T-98A and Ford style T-18,I had to
swap the imput shaft out of a T-18 and install it in my T98A case to adapt to my 460
Ford.I would call a tranny shop and fine out for shure about the swap you have i
mind.PerkM715
SUBJECT>M715 Heater kits 4 Sale correction POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr Bizal missed a digit on his phone number...it should read:
952-440-8778
I do know Mr.Bizal as he is at the local military show near me each year and I can say
from experience he is a VERY solid guy to work with...top shelf!!!
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>Mark Frischenmeyer
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4216 NEXT>4236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking to trade.Where do you live?Is the bed in good shape?
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:T-98/T-18 parts interchangeability POSTER>Arnold Grassi EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4222
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!
Arnold
SUBJECT>My M715 Pictures POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4227 4229 4251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Everyone,
I finally took some pictures of my M715.I just finished painting and undercoating it,and.placing the markings on it
as well.
This is one solid truck.
This is the one I am thinking about selling........not sure yet though.
The pictures are kind of big,so please be patient while they load.
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/truck.jpg
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/truck1.jpg
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/truck2.jpg
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/truck3.jpg
Take care
SUBJECT>Thats one clean truck!Nice job!ntxt POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPwGokOGtYNc PREVIOUS>4226 NEXT>
4228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Oh yea,I see the truck had a fording kit.Do you have the snorkel and exhaust
ext?POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,
at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6gIxwNYDqFM PREVIOUS>4227
NEXT>4237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't,e-mail me.I might be able to help you find them.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 Pictures POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4226
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats a very clean truck you are selling.to bad you have to sell it
SUBJECT>m715 engine swap POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if any one could send me in the right direction.I read in an off road
magazine that a small block chevy will bolt right up to the stock tranny with a mounting
plate.I am planning on buy ing one of these beasts very soon here and just wanted a little
more info any information would be very helpful
thanks-john
SUBJECT>Re:m715 engine swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>4230 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Novak,Advance Adapters and a few others sell adapters that will allow the stock M715
tranny to bolt up to a Chev bellhousing.On the Chevy side you will need the flywheel,
clutch,bellhousing,throwout bearing and clucth fork.I know that Novak's website has a
detailed page showing how the whole project would go.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Front and rear lockers for m715 axles POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 9:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaN7tRoWa3KbI PREVIOUS>NEXT>4235 4239
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased complete axles from a 68 use W/44"swampers under my J-truck.I need
F&R lockers,anyone have any for sale?If not,can anyone suggest a retail source?I know
detroit makes a good unit for the D70,any feedback on the quality/performance of the
Dana Trak-lok unit?
SUBJECT>Front Disc Brakes Conversion POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 November 2001,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaN7tRoWa3KbI PREVIOUS>NEXT>4234 4797
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm planning to run m715 axles on a J-truck,anyone ever put front (or even rear)disc
brakes on these axles?If any info is out there...I'd love to hear
It'd make these the ultimate axle
SUBJECT>Re:Front Disc Brakes Conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4233 NEXT>4240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,There is a company called Helitool that makes a disc brake kit unit for the M-715,not
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cheap,about $800.00,this is the front axel only.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Front and rear lockers for m715 axles POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4232 NEXT>4245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,I got my Detroit NO Spin unit from Randy's Ring and Pinion,at $295.00 they had the
best price.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4224 NEXT>4246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Salina Kansas.Yes it is in good shape.I need to see what you bed looks like,Can you e-
mail me some photos?thanks Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yea,I see the truck had a fording kit.Do you have the snorkel and
exhaust ext?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,5
November 2001,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4228 NEXT>4238
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah I took the fording kit off to clean it.I need to put it back on the truck.I have the
snorkel and the exhaust extension.I also have the troop seats and the full canvas cargo
cover and curtains.....When I put those on,I will post more pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yea,I see the truck had a fording kit.Do you have the snorkel and
exhaust ext?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4237 NEXT>4242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike.I'm going to be going down to a muffler shop to have the fording pipes made.Ca
you tell me how the upper portion of the intake pipe attaches to the winshied area.None
of the pics I've seen show this.I think I've got it plotted out how the pipe goes through the
fender.
SUBJECT>Re:Front and rear lockers for m715 axles POSTER>weps
EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4232 NEXT>4255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe-I would not spend the money on the Dana,they did'nt get the nickname of "Trash-
lok"for nothing.They work good about 2 times off road and are worn out.(Bring on the
flames if you want-I had one "ONCE")a Detroit on both ends and lockouts up front if
you are worried about breaking stuff.(just unlock one hub)
SUBJECT>Re:Front Disc Brakes Conversion POSTER>john
EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4234 NEXT>4250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought the kit from heli tool &is it ever nice
SUBJECT>Need heater opinion's POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4244 4249 4253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone!I was hoping to get any opinions on the gas fired heaters Mr.Bizal is
selling.I am very interested.Do these heaters work well?Do they defrost well?Where do
they get their gas supply from?I already have a complete J-series heater on the shelf.I
was going to try and find a 24 volt motor for it.What do you think,should I keep the J-
series heater,or go with the gas heater for originality since my truck is pretty much stock?
I just want to make sure it works well.Any opinions gladley taken!!!Al Temple....
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yea,I see the truck had a fording kit.Do you have the snorkel and
exhaust ext?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,5
November 2001,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4238 NEXT>4243
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When the pipe comes out the side of the truck,it heads straight up and about half way up
the pipe,there is a metal attachment that attaches to the side of the truck,right out back of
where the drivers side mirror is located.
It is kind of hard to explain,but what I can do,is take a close picture of where it attaches.and post it here
tomorrow ?
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yea,I see the truck had a fording kit.Do you have the snorkel and
exhaust ext?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,5
November 2001,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4242 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot this part......I attaches with two nuts and two bolts......
SUBJECT>Re:Need heater opinion's POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a gas heater in the rear of my 725 and I worry alot about carbon monoxide gases in
the rear and front .dont get me wrong it will cook you out of the rear of my truck in 15
minutes flat tested at 20 below last year ..workes great but for the front I think I will go
with the j series .just my 2$thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:Front and rear lockers for m715 axles POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4235 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was that for the front or rear,or both??
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance or Cargo???POSTER>mark frischenmeyer
EMAIL>markus_118@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4236 NEXT>4293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will email you some pictures as soon as i get some!I am very interested!!!!email me
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sometime at mafrisch@pittstate.edu
mark
SUBJECT>Overdrive?POSTER>mark frischenmeyer
EMAIL>markus_118@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can an overdrive unit work with the m715.I am just starting out and I have lots of
questions?Thanks mark
SUBJECT>Re:pto options?POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4207 NEXT>4259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can almost guarantee that it will NOT WORK.I had to find pieces &parts to fit a PTO
onto my SM-465 (common everyday GM)4 speed.Do not be discouraged,but talk to a
local big truck shop/supplier as they are the Chelsea distributors and know what fits what.
The stock T-98 PTO's do not look like the one on my '465 AT ALL.....
SUBJECT>Re:Need heater opinion's POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4241 NEXT>4302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Al,
I have just installed a heater made by Vintage.They make air conditioning and heating
systems used by a lot of hot rod guys.This unit mounts under the dash,attaching to the
firewall.Standard coolant type heater with valves and control panel.Kit comes with all of
the fitting including defrost ducting,wiring,firewall grommets,and decent instructions.
Only time will tell if it will hold up under off-road usage.I modified the mounting
brackets slightly.Price about $199 mail order.E-mail me if you would like additional
information.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Front Disc Brakes Conversion POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Tell us more!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 Pictures POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4226 NEXT>4252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike-nice truck,just a little jealous!where abouts in Maine do you reside.i would like to
have a look if im in vicinity.im in rochester n.h.bern1m715!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 Pictures POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow....close...........I live in Sanford........about 20 minutes away.......small world...
Yeah we can meet somewhere some Sunday if you want.I have been working much
overtime lately but I may be able to swing a Sunday in to take a cruise.
SUBJECT>Re:Need heater opinion's POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4241 NEXT>4260 LINKNAME>Section V.PERSONNEL ARCTIC
HEATER LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section5.html
Hey Al,
I have put a link below to the -34 manuals Personnel Arctic Heater section which tells
how to install the entire setup,tells how it works,and has several illustrations.
Basically its fuel line comes from the stock fuel pump to an electric pump in the kit.The
burning is done inside a stainless combustion chamber that breathes fresh air from under
the hood and exhausts it through a pipe that goes through the firewall and goes down the
frame rail to a point in front of the rear passenger side tire.
Properly installed with solid,air tight connections,carbon monoxide should not be a
problem in the cab,or other area if mounted correctly in the back of an M725...at least
that what it would appear to me,I have never done one.
Check the link for full details and GOOD LUCK!!!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>m725 for sale POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>4256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m725 for sale:very reasonable(or at least i think so)it's in very decent shape and very
buildable.gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Front and rear lockers for m715 axles POSTER>John
EMAIL>f715@dahorse.org.DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4239 NEXT>4403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I won't own another one either.once IS enough.If you don't want a detroit,you might try
a powerloc also made by Dana.
John
wi715
SUBJECT>Re:m725 for sale POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4254 NEXT>4268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does it run and do yuo have pics of it?
SUBJECT>m715 engine swap POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>4258 4281 4283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there anyone that can help me I found out that a chevy engine swap on a m715 will be a
little bit on the pricey side so is there any way to get some more power out of the 230 for
right now.Is there any other engine that will swap in easier or cheaper.It would help if
you could give me some web sites thanks
SUBJECT>Re:m715 engine swap POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4257 NEXT>4265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Some say the AMC 360 is the easy way to go,with the least amount of
fabracation.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:pto options?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks weps.I am new to the whole pto thing.I have never owned one before now or
even worked on own.
SUBJECT>Re:Need heater opinion's POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,5 November 2001,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4253 NEXT>4274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The gas fired heater is not really a stock heater unit.I
was made as a special kit for M715
variants that were operated in extremely cold climates.As a matter of fact the closest to a
stock M715 heater you will find is out of that J truck you mentioned.It would be alot
cheaper to find a 24V motor for that heater setup.
At least you have something close to stock,I used a heater from a duece and a half.Fit
O.k.Did not line up perfect with the firewall knockouts but it shure keeps you warm
(30,000 BTU).
SUBJECT>Why It Costs So Much POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>4262 4271
4280 4291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This has been a learning experience for me (most of my experiences are).I bought my
M715 this summer,and have been slowly getting it back to "roadable"condition.
Currently,I'm working on the ignition system,because the engine misses under load and
it was obvious that the parts had seen better days.This didn't seem like a big deal;I'd just
purchase some 7mm wires,new civvy plugs,and save a bunch of money!What I didn't
know was that someone had "bastardized"the system before me,and I was not looking at
a stock setup.
Now for the "learning experience".I called both AB Linn and Owens Export,asking if
they had any adapter ends for civilian 7mm civilian plug wires,so I could connect to the
top of the distributor cap.AB said that he had "never heard of such a thing"in the 30
years that he had been in the business,and Steve from Owens gave me a mild chewing-
out for even considering going with non-stock parts,saying that I should install the stock
military items and then I wouldn't have to ever worry about it again.Steve said that $150
for NOS plus wires were "a bargain".Well,I thanked them both,put a bandaid over the
bite marks on my ass,and wondered why the plug wires were so damn special to warrant
$150 price tag.I sure found out when I got them.
In this large box that arrived yesterday,were my new plug wires.I thought there had bee
a mistake,because at first they looked like high pressure hydraulic hoses.Then,after
using my Memphis Equipment catalog and talking to the folks at Memphis Equipment,I
came to realize that my ignition system was not stock.They had pulled the threaded
nipples off the top of the distributor cover,terminating the plug wires directly onto the
stock rotor cap.They had also installed civilian spark plugs.As my eyes began to open up
with the realization that "maybe"these new plug wires were the correct thing,my wallet
"opened up"at the same time when I had to order a NOS distributor cover and NOS spark
plugs.Well,I might end up in the Poor House,but my ignition system should (or should I
say,"better)last!
My Dad always said,"You learn something every day!"Boy,am I learning!:o)
SUBJECT>Re:Why It Costs So Much POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bgregory@processeq.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4261 NEXT>4270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wait till you go too price a "good"coil...and other odd's and end's,you'll start thinking
engine swap.Kinda went thrue the same thing.sooo...good luck.SUBJECT>TIRE QUESTION POSTER>tom s
EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ARE THERE ANY MILITARY TREAD TIRES TO FIT THE STOCK RIM ON MY
M725,THAT ARE 38,40 INCH ETC.AM I STUCK WITH THE 900:X16
SUBJECT>WHEEL ADAPTORS POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4267 4277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYONE HAVE THE ADAPTOR FOR THE GAMA GOAT RIM TO
CONVERT TO THE M725.THANKS TO ALL
SUBJECT>Re:m715 engine swap POSTER>mkbruin EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6
November 2001,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4258 NEXT>4269
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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what all is involved in dropping an AMC engine into a 715?
SUBJECT>kinda new to this,need some info.....POSTER>mkbruin EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4307 4337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all,I am aquiring a fullsize K5 blazer frame in pristine condition and am wanting to
throw an m-715 body and axles on.I have someone from whom I can get a complete
body,two sets of axles,several sets of wheels,t-98,and m715 t-case from for next to
nothing.my biggest concerns are teh axles and wheels.
so far I am turned off by the axles being closed knuckle,two piece shafts,and drum
brake....has anyone custom fabbed Chevy outers on there?where can I go for one piece
shafts?what ways are there to convert the bolt pattern or what are the largest tires you can
run on the factory wheels?I will be running 38x12.50's on these things if possible....
any help ya'all can give me would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:WHEEL ADAPTORS POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,Snake River 4WD in Idaho,sells the Gama Goat setup,contact Rollie 715 on this
site,he runs them.The only other option on tall 16''military rubber,that I know of is the
Michelin 11.00x16 XL,they measure almost 39''tall.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:m725 for sale POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>4256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john,no it does not run.it is set up fot a small block chevy(motor mounts,one ton truck
transmission,original transfer,etc.)it had been running but the engine was taken out &
used for another project.it's clean &pretty much rust free.it's very buildable.yes i do have.some pictures but i
need to get some more &i will.not to bright on thease computer
thing-a-ma-bobs.but maybe i can get help to post 'em if i can i will.gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:m715 engine swap POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mkbruin,Go to Archives PDF under members menu,you will see past posts concerning
AMC engines,check them all out,I think post#1228 by Al Krason will tell you the whole
story.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Why It Costs So Much POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEejuKSqtBoA PREVIOUS>4262 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a complete engine &i do mean complete i will let go for $750.00.may throw in
trans.&transfer (for a few bucks extra)
SUBJECT>Re:Why It Costs So Much POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I feel your pain Steve,you know what they say "J.E.E.P"(Just Empty Every Pocket!)I
went through the same thing,my distributer wasn't complete when I bought my truck
either.It was missing parts,I bought one from a guy on this website,(thanks Kevin!)
along with new wires,coil,cap,condenser and plugs.It got to be a bit pricey,but she's
run like a top ever since.
SUBJECT>John here are the pics of the Fording pipe connector POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>4275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,
The pictures are at the below addresses.
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/fording.jpg
http://www.cybertours.com/~lemay/fording2.jpg
There is also another attachment on the pipe itself,that fits flush over the one in the
picture.Then the nuts and bolts come in to secure it.
Hope this helps.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive?POSTER>Joe Russell EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4247 NEXT>4286 4287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running '67 m715 axles in a J-truck project.(J-series are the civilian models of the.m715)I wanted these D60/70
axles because of the high x-over steering helping out with
my spring over axle conversion and the fact they are bomb-proof!But...the 5.88 gears
definately need OD for the truck to be highway happy.I'm swapping in a 454chevy
backed by a Fairbanks-beefed 700r4 overdrive trans.I'll be using the np205c x-case to
work with the passenger side drop pumpkin up front.If you're thinking about swapping in
a chevy mill,this might be an option for you.With 44"tires,5.88 gears and .70 overdrive,
the truck should be able to cruise at 65-70mph around 2000-2500 rpm.:)
Another nice thing about this tranny is its low 1st gear that gives a nice slow crawl ratio.
SUBJECT>Re:Need heater opinion's POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4260 NEXT>4285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!Jon I printed out the info on the heater.Great stuff.Paul,I have a vintage
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air unit in my CJ.Like it alot but they don't come in 24 volt...I looked into 24 volt motors
and they were around 100 bucks.I dunno,I think it would be kinda cool to have a gas
fired heater and defroster.Now if I could just afford it.
Al Temple....
SUBJECT>Re:John here are the pics of the Fording pipe connector POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 5:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4272 NEXT>4360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You Very Much.Was wondering how the pipe attached up there.After I make this
Pipe I still wanted to be able to turn my "AIR CONDITIONING"on during the summer.
Thanks Again
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE POSTER>D BOX EMAIL>BOXRANGE@AOL.COM
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>4279 4301 4407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 WITH BAD ENGINE FOR SALE.NEED TO SELL SO I CAN BUY NEW
TOY.$750.WILL CONSIDER ALL OFFERS.LOCATED IN OXFORD,MISSISSIPPI.
PHONE 662-234-4072 OR 662-816-1230.
SUBJECT>Re:WHEEL ADAPTORS POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4264 NEXT>4290 LINKNAME>SNAKE RIVER
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Tom S.The adapters run $500.00 delivered.The Gama Goat 11:00x18 tires are nice,
depending if you can get them locally or at a good price.The 6 ply rating gives a soft ride.
They work good in mud and soft sand.NDT's in general are not that great on snow and
ice and wet roads.Check out my web-site,which should be listed below.Perk,I am
rounding up a full set on the old 10 hole,20"rims,which can be modified to fit the
Dodge 5 hole pattern.Tom
SUBJECT>power steering POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>4282 4319 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
need to know what my options are for power steering gear box and what pitman arm to
use.thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>john EMAIL>flyguy6669@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you send some pics so I can see what kind of shape it is in?send them to
flyguy6669@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Why It Costs So Much POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 6:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this kinda goes with the IF YOU WANT IT AND I have it threoy.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 engine swap POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>THEMVFDCHIEF@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 6:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look around for what i believe is the jeep j20 pick up with a v8,a 4 spped behind it would
be nice most of your stuff will be there in cluding the power steering that will bolt up.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 November 2001,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>4278 NEXT>4284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I used a box,pump and pitman arm out of a 85 Grand Wagoneer,this is a direct bolt
up,any full size Wagoneer or J-truck PS unit should fit.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:size on stock susp???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest tires I have seen on a stock truck are:
13x38x16
11.00x18 (Gamma Goat tire)
The 13x38 were said not to rub and I have seen several trucks with 38's and none seem to
rub.The Gamma Goats are pretty filling in the wheel well and would probably rub off
road,for on road,read smooth pavement,they are fine.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:question:hood light bulb replacement POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5555 NEXT>5566 LINKNAME>blackout hood
light exploded view LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig49.jpg.There is a metal housing on the bulb
that comes as a unit...so you cannot just replace the
bulb.Check the image linked below for the details of this light assembly.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:cooling transfercase POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5544
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought about that too,but I believe they start at like 400 bucks or something
outrageous.I guess if you go my route you may end up that deep in the whole too
though...
Chris
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SUBJECT>Re:Group buy on 2.5 ton rockwell detroit lockers POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ack...I was out the last few days puking my guts out,got some nasty flew that was going
around...
Roger...can only put together one thing at a time,my credit card wouln't like to see a
group buy on locker and hubs at the same time:)
Good question on the warranty??
If I remember right best price I've seen on the milemarker hubs is $389,average seems to
be 500-600,I'll see if I can find anything out further...
Barry sent you email
Jim no prob,I've heard enough good about them and the abuse they take,the truck I have
is going to see a fair number of street miles...
Luke
SUBJECT>sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>wallace osterhoudt
EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5562 5565 5575 5588 5598 5693
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry guys you all have ben great lots of help.keep the trucks rolling ,and mine frame up
725 will be crushed by me for spite and my 715 will be also lots luck on you
trucks..thanks wally ps will be removing all memberships
SUBJECT>power breaks POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8
January 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5568
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the old break system has a one line master cylender by taking a two line cylinder and
drilling a hole in the top of the back cylinder resovwor and then runing the back cylinder
line in too its own resovwar you are simply making a one line mastercylinder out of a
plentfull two line mastercylinder the way i see it is you get the same breaks BUT with a.hole lot less foot prescher
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm,is it too much to ask what's wrong?Hopefully it is nothing I or other members
did,if it was I am terribly sorry and wish I knew what is was.
All the best,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog tires POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8
January 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5550 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I look and meserd those unimog rims and unfortshionly thay arnt the same i myself am
looking foward to running 900 20s insted of 900 16s maby it will give us another 5mph
20s are 40"tall &16"are 34"tall
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt wipers?POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5547
NEXT>5574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 12 volt marine wipers should work fine in a M715.You might have to elongate one
mounting hole by half a bolt hole,but it is very possible to make it work.The coolest
thing about these wipers is they are self parking.No more near misses trying to park your
wiper manually.If you need a brand name let me know.I can stop on the way home from
work.Good luck...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5560
NEXT>5576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT IS THIS???Crushed trucks,removed memberships...please let us know what is
going on??!!
SUBJECT>Re:question:hood light bulb replacement POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>5557 NEXT>5577
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks(i think)for the info brute4c.now,next question,is the"bulb comes as a unit"still
available?if so(i hope)what is the source?
thanks
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:700R4,that is what I use!Long shaft.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5540
NEXT>5702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I will get some pics tomorrow as the truck will be in the air on the lift getting new:
steering pump,box,water pump,all fluids changed and brand new drive shafts F &R
since the old were bent,dented and generally worn out.Old trucks are such fun huh!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:power breaks POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,
at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5561 NEXT>5581 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So ...you did this?
SUBJECT>to brute POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>5570 5586 5604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need to be removed from site member name is kaiserm725 pass 3900 thanks for any help
email is kaiserm725@yahoo.com .reason for leaving is not this site or you ,thanks
wally,will send pictures
SUBJECT>Re:to brute POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Tuesday,8
January 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>5569 NEXT>5573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm dying to know what in the world the problem is
that you are leaving and crushing trucks?
SUBJECT>Easy heat POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 January
2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5584 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get a heater unit out of a 70s toyota truck it is a selfcontaind unit that will bolt right under
the dash on the fire wall in front of the trany run two standard choke type cables from two
of the three fractory holes bottom left of sterring cloum use one cable for water valve and
one for defrost use third factory hole for 2 speed fan switch (3 pos toggel)run two 1/2"
heater hoses over to fire wall behind glove box using two copper ells 1/2 to 5/8 you are
now reddy to go threw the acess plate in the fire wall drill two 1 3/8 holes using a hole
saw install two 1"emt compreshion type conectors this will take two 5"8 heater hoses
nicely and look factory for defrost boots i used 2 from a 63 international truck thay were
tuff to mount but i replaced 4 dash screws (1/4x 20x short)with 1/4x20x long and ran the
screwes right threw the boots for saport just look at a heater on a old toyota and you can
see how easy it is
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog tires POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5550
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOOO-RAAH!!U.S.A!U.S.A!
SUBJECT>Re:to brute POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5570.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that goes for me to!!!
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt wipers?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5564
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know!
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Glengar
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That goes,I would think,for ALL of us listers.
What has happened?
Why would you want to destroy such wonderful vehicles?
Best of luck,anyway
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is going on?
SUBJECT>Re:question:hood light bulb replacement POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 10:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have any mechanical inclination,which you should owning one of these beasts,
there is a way to salvage the old B/O drive light.
1.Take the old one out,then use a flat head screw driver to bend back the crimp.
2.remove the cover,glass lens and gasket.
3.bust out the old bulb.pry it out,all of it and remove to two wires and boot off the rear.
4.Insert the bulb of your choice,run the wires through the boot and solder them to the
bulb.hot wire to the center dimple,ground to the bulbs base.
5.reapply the boot with black(or other)silicone and let it dry.
6.put the gasket and glass lens,back in apply silicone here as well.
7 put the cover back on and using a pair of channel locks gently recrimp the thing back
together.Note do not use too much pressure.
I know this is time consuming,but it is a hell of alot cheaper than $35.00.I think that is
going price for a new one.
I did this with my M38a1 and it worked great.It was 12V so I used a 50W bulb.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run a 350Chevy in 24 volt?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 January 2002,at 10:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5552 NEXT>5594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The CUCV militarys run 12V electrics but have two batteries and alternators so they ca.run 24V equipment.I know the
bulbs are 12V and I think the alternators and possibly the
starters are as well.Plus they are diesels.No HEI coils or disributors on them.
SUBJECT>Pressure Plate Housing -How to align?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>5596
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,folks!
Well,after rebuilding the trans and clutch assemblies,I got my M715 back on the road
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last night.There's still a vibration caused by (I believe)a misaligned pressure plate
assembly.The flywheel is dialed-in and concentric with the centerline of the crankshaft,
so that's not it.Now the question:
Does anyone have a way to accurately align the pressure plate assembly with just the
cover removed from the bottom of the flywheel housing?I know that I can do it by trial-
and-error,but that will take a lot of time.I tried using a dial indicator,but the stamped
steel assembly doesn't have any true surface to indicate off of.Suggestions are welcome.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:power breaks POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9
January 2002,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5568 NEXT>5643
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gads,I hope not...
SUBJECT>Re:Clearance for big chevy?POSTER>Dram88
EMAIL>nwgrayso@mtu.edu DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine fit with some minor hammering on the firewall for the distributor and the valve
covers.I cut out the orignal engine mounts and replaced.The heater box was a not in the
way.
SUBJECT>Transfer Cooling....Again POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen a small hydraulic pump that runs off pto port.Could it be used to pump transfer
oil through cooler?Not sure about running in reverse but doesn't the pto drive in the same
direction no matter which gear you use in tranny?
Just an idea to kick around.
Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heat POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5571 NEXT>5606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Gray Gost thanks for the info!Are you going to run this as 12 volt off of one.battery??
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heater hook up POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5549 NEXT>5607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did you get it and what was the cost?
SUBJECT>Re:to brute POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,
at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5569 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please,DO NOT CRUSH THE TRUCKS!Surely someone can rescue them.
SUBJECT>Re:230 Tornado for sale POSTER>Arvin Martin
EMAIL>adanmartin@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought a fire co brush truck with blown engine I need an engine,12v starter and a rad.
(67 M715)Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Klinger EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5560 NEXT>5589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think his wife caught him on the Internet again and ban him from his truck and the
computer.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5588 NEXT>5590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715's come first........women come second :o)
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>JeepinAl
EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 10:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,at least you can sleep in the back of a 715.Al T.
SUBJECT>Early grill on Ebay POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is an early grill on Ebay.Use wagoneer as a key word.
My attempts at posting a link ha ha..Al T.
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=600239212
SUBJECT>motor swap POSTER>Chase EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,
at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.would this be possible?
chevy 350 motor
dodge NV4500 transmission (2wd version )
dodge NP205 transfer case (divorce mounted )
thanks in advance
Chase
p.s.if this works the complete drive train will be for sale (motor,transmission,transfer
case,and all 24v items )all items in excellent shap truck has 37,000 miles on it.all parts
located in maryland.
SUBJECT>Re:Early grill on Ebay POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>5591 NEXT>5595 LINKNAME>http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=600239212 LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-
cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=600239212
You just need to put the link code in the box under this box...where it says:
Optional Link URL:
The second box lets you name the link something,like e-bay early grille page,or you ca
just put the link url in there,as I did.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run a 350Chevy in 24 volt?POSTER>4X4fiend
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQREUrJnx15U PREVIOUS>5578 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CUCV's are 24V,at least the starting system and glow plugs are.Yes the lights and
instruments are 12V,but the truck is 24V
SUBJECT>Re:Early grill on Ebay POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c,I have been meaning to ask that one.Kind of like getting into the card
file.I can not get in despite many attempts.I will worry about that one later though.I'm
still looking into my charging situation.Don't want to wear out my (help)welcome just
yet...Anyway,thanks.Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Pressure Plate Housing -How to align?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5580 NEXT>5600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Steve,Can you describe the vibration and when it happens?Does it happen all of the
time or only while driving?It could be something simple like motor mounts or u-joints.
Mike.
SUBJECT>12 volt marine wiper info POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 12:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Several of you inquired,so I will post here instead of individual responses.I called the
local boat yard and got a little info.
The wipers come in 12 volt.Two brands are AFI or a new style ONGARO.
They come in 90 or 110 degree sweeps.They self park on the right or left which ever you
choose.Mounted the motor shaft sticks out about 1 1/2 to 2 inches from the sheet metal.
Comes with arm and blade for a complete installation.Are you sitting down?...The new
price is 99.95 each up from 80.00 from several years ago I quoted earlier this week.I
realize they are expensive.But you get what you pay for.Like I said I run a set of these on
my CJ-5 and I am very glad I have them.You can see the quality along with the better
performance you would expect from that kind of cash outlay.Oh yea...They are alot less
noisy than their cheaper counterparts.Not like it matters in out rigs..ha.ha..Check with
your local boat store if interested.Hope this answers your questions.Good luck....Al
Temple.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5560 NEXT>5613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope it's not a messy divorce...maybe she'll let you sell them to the forum members
instead of destroying them.
SUBJECT>valve clearance /spark plug gap POSTER>tom s
EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need the clearance on the valves (both)and gap on the spark plugs.thanks tom s
SUBJECT>Re:Pressure Plate Housing -How to align?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>5596 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Mike!Thanks for the response!
The vibration occurs all the time that the engine is turning.It's the same frequency as the
engine rpm,so that rules out anything further back than the input shaft on the
transmission.The faster the rpm,the more pronounced the vibration (when idling,it's
almost not noticeable).When I push in the clutch,there's a "squeeking"sound that comes
from there that's at the same frequency as the engine rpm.Just to eliminate the chance
that it was in the transmission or clutch assembly,I had them rebuilt (no difference in the
vibration).The u-joints are not a factor.
That's why my attention is focused on the alignment of the pressure plate housing,
because most other items have been ruled out by process of elimination.
The good news is that I still love my truck.My wife says that it "keeps me off the streets".
I just wish that she didn't mean it literally.:-).Steve
SUBJECT>Re:valve clearance /spark plug gap POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spark plug gap:.030 (+\-).002
Valve clearance:(normal operating temp at idle)
intake and exhaust:.008
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you are talking about the 230 right?
Rhino
SUBJECT>tubeless tires on split rims POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5603 5920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to keep my stock rims and run bigger tires.But most aggressive tread tires are
tubeless.I'm in Eastern North Carolina right now and wheel in everything (mud,sand and
big rock when we go to Telico and Uhwarrie).I'm looking for some "rules of thunb"
When selcting tubeless tires on split rims.Nobody I ride with has split rims and the other
local M715 guys are srictly restorers.If there are any good web sources,or if anybody ca
briefly sum it up for me I'd appreciate it.Tires are too expensive to "hit or miss with".
Right now I'm running Power King Super Traction 9.00x16 and they don't give me the
clearance I need on the rocks.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:tubeless tires on split rims POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5602 NEXT>5605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a big negative Ghost Rider.Split rims require tubes.I'm running 38x13.50
swamper tsl bias plies,and like 'em pretty well.You can get "take off"michelin military
light armored vehicle radials in sizes up to 53"I think,if you feel like you need bigger,
but be prepared to spring her over for bigger than 38's...HTH Alan
SUBJECT>Re:to brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally,
Per your request,your ID has been removed.
Sorry things have led you to this.
If there is anything I can do to help out,I will.If there is a way to keep the trucks from the
crusher,I will do all I can there too.
I sincerely hope whatever is amiss resolves for you quickly and positively.
All the best,
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:tubeless tires on split rims POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I realize that I'll have to run tubes in the tire on my split rims,but most tires eve
swampers have a different style bead seat because they are "tubeless tires".I know you
can do it because most people on this site talk about doing it.I was wondering more about
the max width of a "tubeless tire"mounted on a 6.5 inch rim with a tube in it,and or any
other unforseen side affects of pressuring down for rock climbing,etc...
Rhino
Unless they sell swampers made for tube rims,you are running tubless tires on a tube.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heat POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9
January 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5584 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck is allredy 12 volt so i had no problem i see no problem comming off of the first
battery on a two battery system but play it safe and install a fuse block (or blocks,some
for future)right after you leave the battery.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heater hook up POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to a toyota dealer get in the service garage and ask some of the machanics thay all
know were old toyota bone yards are
SUBJECT>to brute POSTER>wallace osterhoudt EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9
January 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5612
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my two sons told me no to getting rid of the trucks I had a few problems with I hope a
missunderstanding .I beilive it will work between a supplier of parts and a freind .hope it
works .thanks all for you insite and wife said no it is not her she likes the 715 and sort of
the 725 she thinks its ugly.thank you all and happy new year.wallace osterhoudt lll Jacob
and sam and little abigail.and yes the wife
SUBJECT>Re:Over Drive units POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5488 NEXT>5610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info,I installed a 350 truck eng.with a towing cam a 13"clutch and a 5spd
newprosess out of a 77 two ton truck witch the traney was very populer in its day so
nedles to say you have my hopes up for my next project.thanks agen
SUBJECT>Re:Over Drive units POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.its been along day i dont think a O.D.unit will fit between traney&trasfercase
did not
ingage mind befor puting mouth in gear G.G.
SUBJECT>New pics...with Flames!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5616 5621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ever seen an M715 with flames on it....check the Richard G's pics in the Members Picture
Gallery to see a nice custom modified truck playing in the mud...with flames of course!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:to brute POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9
January 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5608 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dont get rid of your truck put your truck body on a new model j20 frame first and the
you can work on your chasie and get it like you want it my wife loves my truck
hobby,besides it keeps me out of HOOTERS
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5598 NEXT>5620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This whole things sounds a little "odd",but the guy sounds distraught.I hope that he
doesn't send the truck to the crusher with him laying in the front seat.Tom
SUBJECT>wheel shells POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5615 5618 5624 5641 5921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone interested in custom wheels with a little work...
I was thumbing through the speedway race car catalog (not the street rod one)and found
Bart brand 15"wheel shells.Available in 15x8,10,12 and 14 inch sizes.Prices range from
30 bucks to 53.I never have made my own wheels so I don't know how difficult it is to
keep close tolerances when you make these,but it seems like a simple process.
I still need a decent bed and tailgate!Please help!Will a civilian bed work?I can pay to
ship it if the price is right.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a look at the Stockton Wheels web site.They expalain a little of what it takes to
make rims on one of their pages.A little above me.So is the $175 a rim.I would try to
make my own as well if I could.They do make good looking rims though.
SUBJECT>Re:New pics...with Flames!!!POSTER>John Leischner.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January
2002,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5611 NEXT>5619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paint looks pretty cool!So does the Mud Pit.No offense,but I thought it would look
better with a Gladiator Grill and Headlight Light rings.I like the shorter body as well.
Hum????????????
SUBJECT>wheres perk POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its none of my business but we havent heard from perk lately.I am just eager to see his
pics he was gonna get fro us about 3 weeks ago!
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Vintage powerwagons.He was geting into M-715 stuff a year or so ago.I bought a
bed and t-gate from them with very little surface rust and minor dings and dents.They
also had some other miscellaneous parts.B.T.W.they are located in Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:New pics...with Flames!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Horale!Sheck out da flames man!Cool truck!
-M715Aggie
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad I'm single!
SUBJECT>Re:New pics...with Flames!!!POSTER>Jim Mace
EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Wednesday,9 January 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5611 NEXT>LINKNAME>TEAM ZEBRA
MUDRACING LINKURL>http://www.teamzebra.homestead.com
Richard is a perfectionist.His truck runs smooth as silk and nearly always places at the
local mudbogs.As you can tell in the pic he has fun doing it!!I have some pics coming
soon I will send in of my other buddies M715 with a spring over lift,327 chevy engine,
full cage and 39.5 swampers.Still parked in the shop finishing up the power steering.
This one has the gladiator grill and is the proper shade of OD green.Im glad you liked the
pics!I dont have a M715,but at least I hang around good company huh!!HA!
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>Matt G
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5521 NEXT>5632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I believe there is a picture in the manual,don't have page
right now,that gives dimensions
for hole.I put mine in,but had some play because of the cover plate and mount for the
fording pipe.Once the hole is cut you then have to modify a support bracket inside as
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well for the pipe to slide through.It all might be different for you if you had the pipe
made though.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
10 January 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5625
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to put a SB Chevy in my 715.Who makes the most bulletproof,yet not solid
mounts for this application?
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 January
2002,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2gH5AM9ewIU
PREVIOUS>5614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is indeed a good find/buy.When I made my wheels the part that sucked the most and
took way too much time was cutting and grinding the old centers out.I made a jig to
center the shell to the center,check with a dial indicator,a few tacks,check again and
burn them babies in!If you are still inderested,I can send/post a pic of the jig.(its'more
simple than you think)
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>PSBROWN2@SWBELL.NET DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5623 NEXT>5627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the Advanced Adapters motor mount.I used it on two other SB transplants (CJ
Jeeps)and found it to be very strong,easy to modify (if required),and cost effective.Just
put a 350 TBI into my 715 w/700R4 and Atlas II T-case.The Advanced Adapters mounts
worked great.I completly removed the old motor mounts first.Give me your E-mail
address and I will send you some pictures of the mounts installed.
Paul
SUBJECT>Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
10 January 2002,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5628 5637
5638 5665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to put a SB Chevy in my 715.Who makes the most bulletproof,yet not solid
mounts for this application?
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5625 NEXT>5631 5636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My e-mail is:nightflyr@aol.com
It would be much appreciated,thanks.Was it very hard to do?Reason I ask is I have a SB
350 and CH 465 just laying around.I figure I could put them in,and work on drivability.(clutch
linkage,fuel,brakes,steering,etc..)issues while waiting for them to finish my
383.I have no engine in the truck now,and moving it is a royal PITA.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5626 NEXT>5629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fab your own,don't waste your money buying mounts!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that MORE has a kit out to facilitate fabrication of the mounts,however I don't
have the time to put into that sort of thing.I would tend to think that they wouldn't cost
tht much,and for the time I would lose,I could be repairing something else.
SUBJECT>M/V Rally @Median.Ohio POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just rcvd e-mail from the organizer of the M/V Rally/Show that has been held in
Medina,OH for the past years that they can no longer have it there.
This has been a great rally,with re-enactments and lots of vehicles and attendees.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5627 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought some from Novak for a C-note.Luv 'em!
Novak @877-602-1500
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5622 NEXT>5652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked through the manuals and couldn't find anything that would help to cut the hole
properly....seems I remember someone had the instructions and it was in there.I wish I
had a copy to scan in and post on the site....
Anybody who has such a thing or other stuff that isn't on the site,drop me a line and let's
see if we can get it up for everyone.
brute4c
SUBJECT>11.00R16's in Canada POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got off the phone with Dollar Tire,located in Alberta.They have Stockpiles of
11.00R16 325/85 tires starting at $175 up to $275 for almost new ones (that's Canadian.dollars,I don't know the
conversion).But,they can't ship any thing across the border due
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to the recent actions by our mutual downrange target Mr.Bin Ladin.He did say however
that if you drive up there and pick them up there would be no problem.
So any of you that are interested in these tires,and are more stategically located tha
myself should explore this further.You can't beat the price...new they run about $450-
$500,but michelin has put them on hold for the military due to the current situation.They
should be twice the tire that Super Swampers are.If anyone is interested let me know and
maybe I can help finace a trip to get some of these babys in the good ole USA.
Rhino
check out there website for info
SUBJECT>Re:11.00R16's in Canada POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5633 NEXT>5635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
correction that should read:11.00R16 AND 325/85R16 tires
SUBJECT>Re:11.00R16's in Canada POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Please keep us(me)up to date on what you find out about the Canadia
Connection for11.0016s.
I will try to find out more on my own and pass on what I find out.I would be glad to pay
extra if someone(s)are willing and able to go after them.
Keep up the good work
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5627 NEXT>5646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
The engine install is simple.The hard part is all of the small details like linkages,
connectors,etc.I spent many hours just finding where stuff was and then many more
hours ordering parts,going to salavge,fabricating brackets,etc.The small things take the
most time.Also,keep in mind that I replaced the entire wiring harness,installed new
heater,and put in all new gauges and switches,etc.so I probley spent more time than the
average engine swap.I will e-mail pictures tomorrow.I also owe another person pictures,
so I may send all at once.You may get a few you don't need.The Novak engine mount is
a good one also.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>JOHN SUMMERS
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5626 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.are you using the stock trans or chevy?the motor mounts are
easy to make 1 1/2 flat bar
about 4"long some tubing 1/2"I.D i used cj5 tie rod and cut it up the width between the
motor mounts that fit camaros and chevelle's around 68-72 and welded it to the 1 1/2 wes
very simple
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>5626 NEXT>5644 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,
I talked to the guy at Novak about a year ago and he had just developed some new rubber
bushed bolt-on motor mounts to put a smallblock chev in the M715.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run a 350Chevy in 24 volt?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>5534 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,
If I remember correctly,there was a miltary tracked vehicle of some sort that ran a chev
smallblock 283 and it had the complete waterproof distributor and plugs.If you could
find one of those distributors,it should fit in your 350 along with the military plugwires
and sparkplugs.Fabricating brackets to mount on a 24-volt alternator shouldn't be too
hard.As for a 24 volt starter,I'm not sure what's available.
I saw one of those distributors on Ebay a while back but backed off on the bidding when I
saw one of our good M715 Zone members,Otterbee bidding.I believe Otterbee got the
bid.I'm not sure if he ever used it for anything.
I think a smallblock chevy decked out with all military accesories would look very nice in
a military vehicle.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:wheres perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5617 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I have been on vacation in the Virgin Is.I just got back.The pics of the 460 swap
came out bit dark,I will take new pics this weekend and send them to Brute4c.Sorry for
the delay.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
10 January 2002,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5614 NEXT>5642
LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
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Chris,we do have the M715 pattern on CNC machine that we build the Gama Goat.adapters.It would not be too bad to
have the flat plates made.Think about it.I have
retailed the adapter plate for $125.00 each,but they are 16"in dia,beveled on the outside
edge and eight additional holes drilled around the outside.If you just did the inner patter
and about 12"in dia with no bevel or holes,they should be around $60 to $70.So you
could get these,buy the outer shells,have a good welder,true and weld them in,you
could make a rim for about $100.00 a pop.Just a thought.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 January 2002,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5641 NEXT>5668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,sounds like a great idea to me.I figured on torching out the stock centers and
turning them true.Only problem is my boss dosen't want to buy a lathe anytime soon and
I can't find an affordable one.Anyhow,my biggest worry was keeping a tight tolerance
when assembling them.But that's further down the line.I just threw out the info for
anyone interested.I'm always trying to find a cheap way to do something myself.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:power breaks POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,
at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5581 NEXT>5653 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mozarkid I did the dual master cyl swap you wrote up a couple years ago.Works good
and it wasn't hard to do.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5638
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak,eh?That is what I was thinking of (well,along those lines,anyway).Has anyone
used them?I don't remember who makes em,but I think the name is Bombproof.They
might be energy,I just don't know.Anyway,they have interlocking pieces of metal
embedded in the cushioning material,so when the rubber(?)goes,the engine is still
reasonably well attached.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog tires POSTER>Jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com DATE>Friday,
11 January 2002,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5550 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't mean any offense--just having a little fun!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5636
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send all the pics you want.I need ideas.I don't think I'll do the guages right now,
though...The engine that is going in has a knock,and I have a block out undergoing the
383 stroker conv.,so I am looking to mock it up,and work out all of the little stuff,so.when the 383 is done,it will
be a bolt in job.Also,I store this thing in my garage,and it
is only 1 car (ie not 1 715),so putting it in ther requires like three spotters,someone i
another Jeep pushing,and me steering.If it had an engine,I could do it myself,and
wouldn't have to buy two cases of beer for my friends every time I need to get something
out of the garage.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body and parts for sale.POSTER>Keith Gallant
EMAIL>Gallants@wcvt.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you still have anything let me know with prices.I am really interested in the bed and 12
volt gauges.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run a 350Chevy in 24 volt?POSTER>JD
EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-online.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why bother.You could run your 350 and associated components on a seprate electrical
circuit from a single battery (12VDC)To recharg ethe system take the output from the
alternator thru a 2:1 transformer and dump the energy backinto the battery set.This is a
way cheap solution.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspacing POSTER>JD EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-online.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5518
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have this same set-up on my 67.The tires stick out a long way.E-mail me and I will
send you photos then you can decide if you want more or less spacing.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heater hook up POSTER>JD EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-online.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5487
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put me on the list.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 rubber gas tank filler neck POSTER>JD EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-
online.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5482 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COntact the folks at Memphis Equipment,they have it in stock and will ship same day.
Don't forget to order the trim piece for the hole in the box.If you don't put a new one i
you will wear thru the filler hose in no time.
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 3:53 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5632 NEXT>5654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys,A member is sending be the info that cane with his intake stack and I have
the data plate on order.Now its on to the exhaust stack!!!
SUBJECT>Re:power breaks POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11.January 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5643 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for response glade Im not alone
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>JeepinAl EMAIL>atempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5652
NEXT>5657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,M715 came with the intake stack and not the exhaust.Someone told me about
Surplus City.I bought one from them.It was great.It had a couple of small dents in the
expanded steel cage but if you ask I'm sure they will pick out a good one.I straightened
out mine with a little dent puller.Now its perfect.Anyway,this is one option for
ya...Sorry I don't have the number right now.
Al Temple.
SUBJECT>Attn.Bernie,New Engine POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bernie,I have been on vaction to the Virgin Is.for the past 3 weeks,last time I herd you
had a 460 Ford lined up to buy for a swap,how did you make out?PerkM715
SUBJECT>hyd.clutch POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,11
January 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5659 5683
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm doing a 350/nv4500 swap and would like to lose the mechanical clutch linkage.has
anyone done one?i know chevy offers the bellhousing but is there a master cyl that is
close?by the way,i have spent 1/2 my life behind a chevy parts counter if i can help
anyone i would be glad to
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5654 NEXT>5670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have thier number.What was there price?It has probebly changed,but it sure would
give some insight.It might be less hassle to get a stock one of those,insted of building it.
The intake is easy to build.
SUBJECT>transfer case problem POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
11 January 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5660 5661
5694 5761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.dose anybody elce know of a transfercase that we can replace our newprocess model 200
with maby one out of a old ford f250 or maby one out of a international that will take
more RPMs and not get so hot .If not then we will defennetly go into deep girothibious
thoughts and wipp this old 200 model into some new cooling applactions If there no
ansers then the old Gray Gost Will find a way to cool the old N.P.200 so staytuned,this
won't be the first rabbit we pulled out of a hat
SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5656 NEXT>5663 5664 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bowtie,I'm looking to swap in a NV4500 od manual tranny and maybe married x-case if
I can find them.What years and models of trucks should a guy look for as a donor.Will
the old style iron bell housing with the starter mount bolt up to newer GM trannies?
I've seen hydraulic throw out bearings in several catalogs.Jegs,Summit,and I believe
Advanced Adaptors
Also another member and I were discussung if GM ever put out a NP205 x-case married
to a 700R4.I wasn't sure what year it happened in.
That would be a pretty good combo when a guy wanted to run an autotranny.I like a
clutch myself.
Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5658
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm installing a 205 from a 1 ton dodge.Can't beat the best.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5658
NEXT>5674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ford won't work front driveline on wrong side.int.might work but uses goofy mount(t
case hangs under mount)(very goofy)mid 70's dodge would be my choice
divorcedmount(some)np205 and exits on correct side.i've been thinking about cooling
prob.for what it's worth,here's what i'd try.i would find a small low pressure pump that
would pump 90wt.i would hook the suction side up to the drain plug at bottom of trans.
then i would hook the discharge up to an engine oil(larger tubes than trans cooler)cooler.
plump the cooler outlet back to the trans filler(upper)plug and gowheeling.the pump
could be driven by belt,elect.or my fave a trans p.t.o.box.if you put the cooler in the air
stream i thunk it will work
SUBJECT>Im back did yah miss me POSTER>wally EMAIL>kaiserm725@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>5679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.well the problem was solved .it is just so hard to get good not rusted out parts and at
a
good price and dont forget word of mouth to tell every body adout a bad truck now and
then .thanks all zone members so sorry to see me go .my two sons are now involved i
my newest rust free 715 project to be completed by fall will post before and after pics ,the
725 is almost done thanks to several people on the zone and barry.ps do need some rust
free stuff for the 715 like pioneer tools and battery box top and glove box door .thanks
wally,sam,jacob.
SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,
11 January 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5659 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nv4500 was never offered with 205 case .chevy used a b/w1350?trans case which is
chain drive and exits on wrong side.advance adapt and novak make adapters to 205 but
get ready to get in your back pocket.i'm using a 2wd trans w stock m715 case.i have
been told that nv4500 and sm465 (68-91 truck 4spd )share bolt patterns but haven't
verified.if it is same you'd need a bellhousing from 68-72(methinks)chevyp/u
SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,
11 January 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5659 NEXT>5672
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry didn't answer all questions.nv4500 offered from 92 to now.92 and few93 had lower
1st&reverse.no 700's came with 208's (82-87)and 88-91sub and blazer.and np231(88-?)
pu's.the closest you get to a 700/205 is 80 only th350lockup/205.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5626
NEXT>5731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,I'm in the process of finishing a Chevy engine swap.I used the mounts from Novak
and they work great.The only thing I would have done different is to locate the frame
perches about 1 or 2 inches lower in the frame rails.The clutch linkage is a real pain,I
would look into a hydraulic release bearing.If you go with mechanical linkage,you will
need to raise your pivot bar about 2 1/2"and make a bracket to mount to your block for
pivot bar support.The bar will have to be shortened a few inches,making it almost
identical to a Chevy truck pivot bar.Novak's instructions for linkage aren't to good.They
don't mention raising your pivot bar at all.I tried their way,it worked good on it's first
trip around my block.When I got back in my driveway the throw out fork and bearing did
not want to release(almost tin canned my wife's Honda).I taught myself a quick lesson i
clutch linkage.Mike.
SUBJECT>68 M715 POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,11
January 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To all interested,
I was thumbing through the local classifieds and found a 68 M715 with 350 chevy,not
finished but driveable for 4000 bucks.It's here in Southern California.If anyone wants,I.can dig out the ad and post
the number.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run a 350Chevy in 24 volt?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone ever checked with a marine supplier?I knew someone with a Chevy powered
boat that was 24 volt.I don't recall if the engine was wired that way or not-Just an idea.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11
January 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5642 NEXT>5676
LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
As rare and hard to find as the M715 stock rim is,I would not butcher a pair for such a
adventure.A fresh machined piece would be the way to go.Tom
SUBJECT>gas fired heater POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey zoners,
question:does anyone out there need a gas fired heater?if so i have one in my
m725,which only has 4,500 miles on it.this unit is a southwind 978M.a 20,000 btu
heater.too,i need an honest opinion of it's value (from what i can tell it is mint)
thanks gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Stack Template POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to say 75.00 bucks.I'm not sure though.They under charged me and then changed
the price on me twice.So yes I forgot.Fabrication is a blast,but duplicating the original
would be tough without the right tools.Thats if you want it to be a duplicate.If you don't
care I would go build away.You might need to paint the stock exhaust stack if you go
that route.Mine looked weathered but sound when it arrived.Good luck!
Al T.
SUBJECT>Lockers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,11
January 2002,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5677 5689
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone run anything other than a Detroit Locker in the rear dana 70?
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SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@ewbtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.SUBJECT>do i have a problem?POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i did the valve seals using the air process(forcing them in with 130 lbs pressure)and
noticed that the 2,3,4,5 cylinder forced the antifreeze out of the radiator overflow tube.
the level dosent go down when i run it ,and none steams out from the exhaust.why does
this happen?
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>Wilie_715
EMAIL>whalepaska@hot.rr.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5661 NEXT>5678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I pulled my 200 from my truck and replaced it with a 202 from an International the
200 and 202 are very close relatives and from my breakdown of either one it looked as if
you could have swapped the internal components from the 202 into the 200 case and had
a through drive 200 that would bolt in using the original mounts just through drive like a
205.The 205 will not work for this as the splines and inputs and outputs have a smaller
diameter than the 200 or 202 other than the inputs and outputs on the Cummins version
205 are 32 spline and case is thicker and shorter and uses tapered roller bearings instead
of ball bearings like the 200,202,early205.This is only for people who do not want to
modify the frame and use an original looking transfer but with through drive so you do
not have the heat buildup.you would not even have to modify the drive shafts as the
yokes from the 200 will fit the 202 as they are the same spline.
SUBJECT>Re:do i have a problem?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5673
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say head gasket,but it's funny that theres no loss of coolant.Funny thing,my head
leaked between 2,3,4 and 5 also but I didn't notice any air going into the coolant.1 and 6
sealed up great though.Change the gasket and I bet your problem would go away.(I
hope)
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5668
NEXT>5823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good point,I for sure was having a little trouble getting just one spare.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,
11 January 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>5671 NEXT>5682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a "drop in locker"advertised that replaces your spider or side gears in your diff.so you don't have to
remove the diff carrier and go through setting up a new carrier in
your housing.
Called L.A.lockers at one time,I think they have improved the design so it's supposed to
be stronger and easier on drivetrain.
M-series rebuild is the name of the place that currently advertises them for 715s in
Mil.Vehic.mag.
They list no email or web site but I can email you the phone #or can I post here?
just trying to help
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5674 NEXT>5680 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Willie,have any idea what year of Intenational the 202 was used in?
Just curious,I know of two or three old Binders hiding in the weeds and this sounds like a
cheap way to cure overheating.
SUBJECT>Re:Im back did yah miss me POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally,
I'll be the first to say,we're glad your back.Happy to hear you've found some "parts"and
that your son's are involved.I know that finding "parts"can be frustrating.But to the
point of having 'em crushed?Hmmmmm.Still glad I'm single.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5678 NEXT>5681 5705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OR!!!...If you want to make the NP200 a through drive,do a drive line swap.The WWII
Dodge WC62 and WC63 6x6 1 1/2 tons used the same t-case as our rigs.Both rear
outputs drove thier own rear axle.What the swap does is it moves the drive shaft from the
lower rear output to the output where the parking brake is,while retaining the praking
brake for use.The swap makes the t-case run cooler and there is alot less noise,almost
none,just engine and tires.Also there is NO cutting or welding involved.
Dodge Parts you need are:
1)Companion Flange
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2)U joint
3)slip yoke
4)2 clamps,2 bolts,2 nuts,2 locking clips
The companion flange has a saddle on it for placement of the U joint and also has the four
holes needed to mount the brake drum.This flange replaces the one currently on the
truck.This is on the cases upper rear output.You do not need to take the brake shoes off,
just the flange.
You then need to take off the rigs current slip yoke and U joint (the end of the drive shaft)
and slide the new one on (make shure the yokes line up with those at the rear)..The two clamps are U shaped and
slide over the U joint and into groved recesses on the
companion flange.This holds the U joint and new slip yoke in the new companion
flanges saddles.
The two bolts,nuts,and lock clips go through the clamps and hold the U joint assemby
together.There is one bolt,nut and lock clip for each side of the U joint being mated to
the companion flange.The bolts are special and have a long collar and just enough thread
to bolt down and clear the locking clips.They are also high grade black steel.
When I got my items the U joint was already installed in the slip yoke,so I did not have
to mess with pressing them in.Also there might need to be some modification to the slip
yoke seal.This seal is the one that screws on the slip yoke portion of the drive line and
protects the drive shafts splines.
I got the idea for all this off the zone.If you want to find the old posts,go to
search/personalize/settings at the upper right portion of the zone homepage.Personalize it
to several eons,and key word search for Drive Line,or writen by Darryl.Darryl was nice
enough to post the detroit part numbers.
If you still need help let me know.I will send you or post the Detroit P/N's.I do not have
them right now.
The parts can be found at a drive line shop or on of the bigger vintage Dodge parts
suppliers.Just make sure you get the right length slip yoke.Ohters I have talked to have
gotten the wrong one.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to add that I sported the money for a set of locking hubs as well.That may also
add to less heat and noise.Since you don't have the front output always spinning as well.
Under load or this might help things.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 January 2002,at 10:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5677
NEXT>5687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Please post it.Sounds great.How much are they?
SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 12:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5656 NEXT>5684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you are using a 700R4 with the stock NP200 transfer???Tell me more!
SUBJECT>Re:hyd.clutch POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 2:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5683
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,i'm using a nv4500,i'm sorry if i confused you.a700r4 would be a cool swap but i
needed a p.t.o.port for winch.a 700 would be cool but i bet the length would be close to
too long without scooting the t/case back..SUBJECT>Re:Easy heater hook up POSTER>P.K,EMAIL>fordelmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5487
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok I'll bite,I too would like to know what marvel of science you have produced,
Thanks in advance
Ford
SUBJECT>max.size tires POSTER>P.K,EMAIL>fordelmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
Just wondering what is the largest size tire you can put on a stock M725.Thanks
Ford
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,Not sure about price $350 to $450 I think.Similar units seem to be real popular in
civi 4x4 mags.The phone #is 704 474 4683 and they have adverised them in mil.vehic.
mag.for at least 3yrs.The outfit used to be called MARS I think.
A buddy ran an LA locker in his 1 ton GMC for several years real hard with 35'tires.It
shelled out but he admitted his heavy right foot probably caused that.Last time I talked to
him he was buying another one to replace it.
hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bernie,New Engine POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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it turned out to be a 1958 331 or 361 ???cu.in.not the intended B.B.my tax return is
going to make my final decision on a BRAND KNEW G.M.product this spring.head
still above water!!!bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,
12 January 2002,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5671 NEXT>5695
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would you want to use anything else?For $325 bucks you have a rearend that will
take on anything that you can throw at it!On the 70 a detroit no spin is a drop in unit,
using the stock carrier.NO SET UP!just pull,replace the spiders and replace the carrier.
Lee
SUBJECT>ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>jeepclow
EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I saw your pictures in the members gallery and am interested in
the specifics of your
brake system.Did you take the master cylinder off of the truck the axles came out of,or
did you buy/scrounge a different one.I also have the rockwell axles and need to figure out
something for the brake system.I was contemplating a dual master cylinder like on race
cars.Let me know what you can.Any help would be appreciated.acathor@yahoo.com
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Easy heater hook up POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used a heatercore from my 79 cherokee donor,alas the squirrel cage didnt fit but one
from a 69 chev.c30 does (12v)even the screw holes lined up to the box on the firewall
then i used shop vac 2 1/2 "hose for the defrost,everything else was there works great.
good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:max.size tires POSTER>JD EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-online.com
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put 16 x 38"Mickeys on mine with no problem at all,no lift either.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry not alowed to be here any more.POSTER>D.Burgess
EMAIL>darlis@datasync.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife loves my m715!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>JD EMAIL>jd.custis@idw-online.com
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5658 NEXT>5696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What specific problem are you encountering with t-case heat?Are you scorching the
90wt?Have you burned bearings?Is this a speed issue?One of the best solutions is
simply to replace the 90 wt oil with a synthetic.Yeah its expensive but its also totaly
simple.The good folks at Mobil produce an "SHC"synthetic hydro-carbon,line of
products that may solve the problem.If you've got more specific info about the failures
you have experienced I would be willing to call my contacts and see what they
reccomend.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5689
NEXT>5697 5698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Lee is 100%correct,you can't beat the Detroit No-Spin,it is the strongest unit out
there.I bought mine at Randy's ring and pinion for $295.00.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5694 NEXT>5839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gray Ghost,JD,is giving good cheap advice,I used Amsoil
75-90 and it worked.It not
only cooled my case down,it quieted it down as well.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Saturday,
12 January 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5695 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Do you have a number for Randy's?That sound's great to me,I just haven't found a
Detroit for that cheap.Everything I priced was around $500.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Saturday,
12 January 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5695 NEXT>5699
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Scratch that last question,I found it.
Thanks for the help.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had no idea Detroits were so cheap!Thought for sure the LA lockers were cheaper.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Swampers+J truck cab query POSTER>JC Jones
EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaokX2eYHYKGU PREVIOUS>5457 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm working on doing things the other way around.I have a J-10,I just got an M-715 bed
(nearly perfect condition)and I'm only short the M-715 front fenders now.My J-10 has 7"
of lift,36x14.50 Super Swampers,and I'm planning a GM 6.2 Turbo Diesel transplant.
JC
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body and parts for sale.POSTER>JC Jones
EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaokX2eYHYKGU PREVIOUS>5281 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the front fenders?
JC
SUBJECT>Re:700R4,that is what I use!Long shaft.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Doug,did you ever get those pics?What did you do to adapt
the 700R4 to the NP200
transfercase?Did you purchase a kit?Thanks
SUBJECT>exhaust manifold POSTER>Jay EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5706 5716 5719 5822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a spare exhaust manifold and can somebody give me the low down on the
gas heater,it appears to be in good shape but i have no idea how to operate it.i have a 67
M-725
SUBJECT>Question about 292 clutch modifications POSTER>Pat
EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com DATE>Saturday,12 January 2002,at 9:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aalVcUJLfYqWs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone used Novak instructions to modify the clutch setup for a 292 chevy?
Instructions are for the small block V8.I have seen a few references on the 292 install.
Any info on clutch mods that retain the T98 would be helpfull.
Thanks in advance
Pat
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Detroit #'s are listed in the Posted Parts File.Just look for a card called "Drive
Shaft/E-Brake swap"
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust manifold POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5703
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare!Email me!
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5690 NEXT>5711 5807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i work in an auto part store so i was able to simply take my original master in and match
it up with every master cylinder in the store.i finally settled on one that bolted right up
using the orginal holes and push rod.i can find the part #later.the only problem with it
was that it had different size resivores...made for a disc/drum setup.that didn't matter
much to me b/c i simply plumbed the two outlets into one.from there i ran it to a frame
mounted brake booster that came off an international (again,i just looked through the
books at work and found the one that would work best).boyce equipment wants to sell
these booster for almost 300 bucks but you can get from a part store for about $130,you'll
probably have to eat the core charge but it just happened that the one i picked was only 10.dollars.there is only
one inlet and one outlet coming out of the brake booster so from
there you have to split it front to rear.it will stop on a dime with this setup and the
original drum brakes.the rockwell wheel cylinders and shoes are kind of pricey...but
certainly very available.the wheel bearing are also expensive but with regular matienence
they should last for a long time.i'm also working on a second brake setup using pinion
mounted brakes.i want to set it up so that i can leave the pinnion bakes on and the orginal
shoes.sounds silly,but it will be street legal witht the orignal shoes,but when the mud
season comes back i can simply pulle the backing plates off the hubs...shedding about
300lbs and run the pinnion brakes in the mud.
sorry this is getting long.one other problem to consider:if you're planning on running
two steering axles you will have to move the rear springs under the frame (because whe
you turn the rear wheels they would probably hit the springs)even with my rear axle i
have problems.when ever i want to bleed the brakes i have to take the axle loose (U
bolts)and then jack up the truck so that i can get to the bleeder screw.
hope it helps if you have any more questions let me know.
roger
SUBJECT>Any body have any idea how meany m715 or still around?POSTER>Natha
Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to know if anybody has any idea of how meany m715s are still around.how
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rear are m715s???Thanks!Nathan.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body and parts for sale.POSTER>m715
EMAIL>kaiserm715@lycos.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5281 NEXT>5723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send pics of cab and doors .thanks
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>Jim Mace
EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5707 NEXT>5712 LINKNAME>TEAM ZEBRA
MudRacing!!LINKURL>http://teamzebra.homestead.com
Driveline brakes are the way to go.Roger is right,those drums way over a 1000lbs.!!Get
rid of them and go with the driveline brakes.Try using your stock master cylinder first.
Driveline brakes are so stong no boost is needed.You figure they brake through the
gearing so they are in reality 6.72 geared brakes.Most people I know run only a single
rear one but thats not a good idea to me.I run front and rear.I copied the boyce design for
mine but I know of a much easier design using 95 caravan caliper (with brackets)and I
believe 96 Grandprix rotor.I will have to check on the correct rotor.Cant remember.
There is some pics of my brakes on my website.I simply blocked off one line in the front
and one in the rear and hooked it up!(its a 72 chevy w/80s brakes)!Ive never had better
brakes ever!Good luck on the project and I hope we some pics on here!I will try to get
the drawlings for the brakes scanned and send it to you if you email me.
macej@sill.army.mil .Later
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>Jim Mace.EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at
11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5711 NEXT>5748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I meant over 300lbs.Where did that come from?
SUBJECT>Best Tires to Use ?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5714 6073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have the stock military tires on my M715 and am ready to get some 38's but not
sure what to get.
I use the M715 on tar and off road........
What is the best tire to use in this case?I will probably be driving it on road more tha
off.........
any suggestions?........make......model?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Best Tires to Use ?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5713
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do a search on "tires"on this post and you will find a ton of useful information and
suggestions.Most people are happy with the 38 inch Super Swamper TSLs (in either 11
or 13 inch width)if you still run the original rims.If you get custom rims made and or lift
your truck,you have just about a million possibiities.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any idea how meany m715 or still around?
POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 3:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5709 NEXT>5718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Because they were built better than most bank vaults.Was a M715 not nice to you once?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust manifold POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5703
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section5.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section5.html
The artic heater is covered in the -34 manual at the page linked below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>m715 rims POSTER>frank EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
13 January 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa5mZkpSz86Ek
PREVIOUS>NEXT>5725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 4 m715 rims for sale.Some rust or paint flake.They have old military tires on.them some hold air but are
shot.I live in N.Y.(long Island)and want $45 each.They are
heavy so would like them to be picked up.Also have a set of 2 front bumper suports for
non winch
bumpers.They are trianglular and support bumper ends $50 for pair.
2 sets of rear tailgate chains and rubber tube guards $25 for pair
also have other parts listed in the "for sale"section.If someone wants most or all parts &
truck I will reduce price and make a deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any idea how meany m715 or still around?
POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 January
2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5715 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rhino,
I caught that.You're a funny guy!
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust manifold POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5703
NEXT>5741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I just purchased and installed a new NOS artic heater in my truck.Here is what the plaque
says that I attached to my glove box door.
To start heater
1.With heater hi/lo switch in the high position
Hold heater switch in start position.
2.When heater indicator light comes on
move heater switch to run position
To select temperature
1.Snap hi/lo switch to desired level.
To Defrost
1.Close damper.
If heater fails to start
1.Check "press to test"indicator light
If light works and heater still fails
to start in approx 3 minutes service
is required.See service manual.
There you go.I am counting on you having the same control
panel as I do.I always run my heater on low right before I shut it down.Seems to cool
down and shut off faster.Good luck...
Al Temple..SUBJECT>parts for m715 POSTER>chris mcintire EMAIL>crickou812@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5721 5728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am the chief of the Worthington Fire Department in West Virginia we need parts for our
m715 brush unit an engine,bed and front grill
SUBJECT>Re:parts for m715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5720
NEXT>5722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Visit www.memphisequipment.com
They have a large manual just on the M715.You can also call them for pricing......etc.
SUBJECT>Re:parts for m715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5721 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.boyceequipment.com might be able to help as well or www.surpluscityjeepparts
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Body and parts for sale.POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in the cab and fenders,let me know what you need for them.
Dave
SUBJECT>$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>Mark EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5727 5923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have changed all four wheel cylinders,the master cylinder,replaced the front shoes,
adjusted all four brakes,bled the system dry twice (unintentionally),used a vacume
bleeder,pump bled,find no leaks,get no air bubbles,and still no @#%$@#!!!Brakes.
(well,maybe some,but it will still pump up).
Are other people having as much trouble or is it just me and my truck?
Anybody?
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:m715 rims POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,
at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5717 NEXT>5775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm interested in a pair of tailgate chains.Post your e-mail address and I'll contact you.
SUBJECT>Window Inquiry POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,13 January 2002,at 10:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5733 5734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have recently bought an M715 that is need of all of the glass peices and trim
that
surrounds them.Does anyone know a good supplier or something that will retrofit?I have
heard that civi fullsize pieces will fit sides.Is this true?Any help would be appreciated
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
January 2002,at 3:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5724 NEXT>5729
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Noo it's not just you.I am in the process of replacing all of the shoes and wheel cylinders
myself.Now lets see,I've only broken one hard line so far,the one to the front right
wheel.Now i can't get it off the junction box below the master cylinder:(...I'm just about
to the breaking point!It looks like i will end up having to replace all the hard lines and
hoses,which i wanted to replace the hoses with ss braided hoses anyway,but not the hard
lines.Anyway enough venting on my part ..good luck.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:parts for m715 POSTER>Joe Cunningham
EMAIL>Azul1813@webtv.net DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 4:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPPRae1ySRhI PREVIOUS>5720 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clark truck parts should have a bed.
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There doen below Nitro.
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>m715 EMAIL>kaiserm715@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5727
NEXT>5736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
keep pumping the brakes to bleed air out .open the pass rear and let run out for a minute
the bleed them when no air is seen .double check the shoe for proper adjustment sounds
like they might not be adjusted enough ..or the drums what is the condition of the drums
did you cut them or origanal ..have a beer and a buddy over and you will get ..air or brake
shoe adjustment hope it helps wally..ASC mech.
SUBJECT>heater core POSTER>ray EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.comy DATE>Monday,
14 January 2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5732 5735
5758 5834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any one know where i can get a heater core for a m715
or what will match up.....
the truck i bought has had it's heater core removed so i cannot match
on up.
thanks rjc
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5665
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I had a '71 Chevy C-20 before this.I still have the Z-bar from it.I think I'll try that and
see what happens.Thanks again...
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5730
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the past I've done this,take the dimensions to the local radiator and have make a heater
core out of a piece of radiator.It's cheap and will run you out of the cab.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Inquiry POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the glass I've had regular glass cut and tempered cost about 60.00 installed per
window for a 725.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Inquiry POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,the door glasses are different for civvie jeeps.but i think all the glasses in a m715 are
flat so any good glass shop that carries saftey glass can cut new glasses.they can probably
help with glass seals too.
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5730
NEXT>5747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call your local parts stores and ask about a 1956-1971 cj5 heater core check around the
prices i got ranged from 65.00 to 32.00.The part #I ended up with is Ready Aire 399241.
I ordered one but I haven't received it yet I will post how it fits when it comes in.should
be in the next day or so.You said you had no heater core do you know if you have all the
parts to the heater box?besides the heater core there are 5 other parts.1 left outer,1 right
outer,1 flat inner and 2 small suports for the core.
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>5729 NEXT>5737 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please don't be offended if you already know,but you might be sucking air back into the
lines if you're not bleeding them correctly."Been there;done it!"
With the help of a second person manning the brake peddle,have them slowly depress the
brake just a second or two before you crack open the valve on the wheel cylinder.Then,
before they reach the end of travel on the brake peddle,close the valve on the wheel
cylinder.This way,the only time that the valve is open is when there is a positive
pressure in the brake line,preventing any air from being sucked back into the line through
the open valve.The trick is to work out a synchronous communication with the "brake.peddle person",and make sure
they push the peddle s-l-o-w-l-y.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5736 NEXT>5738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also check too see if you have enough travel set up on your pedal.When I did my brakes
I found the master cylider piston in the rebuild kit to be shorter than the original.Plus the
people that owened it before me cut the pedals push rod and then welded it back together
at a nother time.
After it was all done,and a week later I found that my brake lights were on all the time
because the system always had pressure on it.I had to readjust the pedal again.
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5737
NEXT>5739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at the risk of a group DUH!!!!here is something i have done.there are several vehicles
that no matter what you try you can't get all the air out of the system.i have had luck with
letting them sit undisturbed for several days and let gravity work.for whatever reason,the
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air will mosttimes work it's way back up and out.
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5738
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Agreed.Sometimes,if you tap the part (wheel cylinder,block etc...)it will "loosen"the
air and quicken the process.Look out for the high points,though as air will collect there.
SUBJECT>source for parts POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was cleaning out some stuff and ran across a parts source that y'all haven't mentioned.
rex-tex sales (214-351-6421)dallas,tx.used to be the vol.fire dept's best friend in texas for
715 stuff.all the local dept's used them.i haven't in a while so the phone#may not be
current.the metroplex changes area codes like the cowboys change coaches.
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust manifold POSTER>Jay EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5719
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>extra parts POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Monday,
14 January 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5749
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i got my m715 it came with a box of extra parts .a spare t98a,a n.o.s.water pump
and a few more things.if anyone is interested,let me know..SUBJECT>Re:source for parts POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.mvpc.com/dealers.htm
Try this page out for parts sources.I found it the other day.
I did a web search for Wigington Surplus and found this gold mine at olive drab.com
SUBJECT>Body panels POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,14
January 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5745
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to replace the rocker panels,and driver's floor in my 715.Anyone know where I
can get good reproduction replacement body panels?
SUBJECT>Re:Body panels POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>EdJecha2@webt.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5744
NEXT>5746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JeePanels Plus tel.207-723-7671 email
jpanels@megalink.net.
These guys advertise repair inner/outer rocker panels and front fender panels for 715s and
prices din't look to bad.They also say they will make customized repair panels.
SUBJECT>Re:Body panels POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5745
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll check it out.
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>Al Temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5735 NEXT>5757 5759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure that CJ heater core will fit a m715?If the 715 has a factory heater same as
wag/J-series truck then the CJ heater core won't fit.The CJ core is more of a square
shape.The wag or J-series truck core is rectangular shaped.Both of them are about 2
inches thick (approx)I only say this because I own a 69 CJ and a 69 wagoneer and a 68
715.And I have a 72 J truck heater on the shelf.You can plainly see the size difference.I
wish I had the Napa four seasons number for the wag/j-ser core but I don't.Maybe a
search will bring it up.Anyway,just trying to save someone some trouble....
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5712 NEXT>5809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jim...quick question.I know the Rockwell's are heavy duty and all but does breaking.those heavy tires,and
vehicle,commonly attached to the rockwells through the double
reduction gearing wear on the gears more or maybe the pinion bearings?When the brakes
are at the hub/drum all they have to do is slow the vehicle from the tire...basically.Oh,
and wouldn't you have to have lockers to have optimum control?
Ya follow??...or am I being to mechanically sympathetic???
just thinking..
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>mark EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5742 NEXT>5753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ccould use a water pump,how mucch do you want for it?thanks mark.
SUBJECT>Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5762 5796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know if you can upgrade our rear axles to 35 spline?
randys ring and pinion suggested buying 35 spline axle shafts.can this be done,has
anyone done it?
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then you would have a stronger axle shaft (granted still crappy brakes)at a much cheaper
price than new axles.(approx 330 dollars for the shafts)
SUBJECT>dodge axle swap?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone done a swap with dodge axles?i.e.a ram 2500 or 3500 single rear wheel?
what were axles in the 94 and up trucks?
SUBJECT>M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>jpepper EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
January 2002,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5754 5755
5771 5802 5816 5821 5866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a fairly new (and happy!)owner of an M715 and it seems like everything I read
mentions that the M715 was not liked in its day due to its "unreliability".Miltary
Vehicles Magazine has done nothing on it in the 7 years I've subscribed (except for a brief
excerpt from PS magazine on M715 Quirks).I know the engine was a fairly
unconventional design (OHC)for its time,but the rest of the drivetrain (T98A,NP200,
Dana 60 &70)are about as good as it gets.I was recently talking to vietnam vet,and
when I mentioned the M715,he replied "they were a piece of junk."Can anyone shed
some light on this?
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5749 NEXT>5773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,let me dig it out of my vault and look it over good.it was still in box when i got it
as a box of xtra parts w/my truck.it will be reasonable because i have no use for it.but i.need to verify that it is
still sound .give me a day or 2.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
14 January 2002,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mostly engine complaints in my experience.Others just plain didn't like the loud
drivetrain noise.
Prior to all the recent popularity,I met a lot of people who didn't like the M715.But most
of those folks were mechanics...
The engine was more than "unconventional"for it's time.It was the first OHC production
engine.The "bleeding edge of technology"as they say.Being the first of it's kind,one
would expect some imperfection.According to a mechanic (who liked the M715)that I
met once,the main problem with the engine was the fact that many mechanics didn't
know how to work on it,therefore they didn't like it.His opinion.
I've only met a few people who drove the M715 or M725 in Vietnam.they loved it.The
each had a good story to tell about it.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752
NEXT>5756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've heard people complain about the engine,and the turning capabilities.
The engine wasn't made for speed or horsepower.It has great off throttle torque,think of
it along the lines of a tractor for better comparison.If you "mud"alot this could be a
problem,but if your a rock crawler,it's perfect.As you know you never hit a big rock
obstacle faster than 1 mile an hour.The 230 rarely even needs accelerator due to it's great
torque at such low RPMs
The steering issue....Hey it's not a CJ.It's a 1 1/4 ton truck!Show me a rig than can haul
that with a good turning radius.
The bed and body are for the most part invincable (as compared to modern day off road
vehicles)Ive uprooted 10inch diameter hardwoods with my truck (that's where Rhino
came from)with no frame of body damage.I can tell someone to pick ANY entry point
into the brush and I'll take it and come out looking the same way I went in.<Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5755
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I own a 44mag Smith and Wesson,it's big and heavy and loud too.I guess it's just my
taste.The only thing I like small and quiet and easy to handle are my women.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,
at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5747 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.These are the Balkamp/napa #'s I came up with,
'72-77 660-3053
'78-91 660-3097
Both #'s are for FSJs
John
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5730
NEXT>5770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced the core in my truck.The Ready-Aire part number is 399043,Four Seasons
part number is 94557.The core is identical even though it is a GM part.The inlet/outlet
tubes are 3-4"longer than stock,but it fits and works great.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5747
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the numbers here about two weeks ago.I will find out Tuesday or Wednesday if the
core is right or not.I will keep you posted.
SUBJECT>12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5772 5865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to convert my fuel gauge/sending unit to 12 volt.Has anyone done this?Where can
I get a sending unit?Thanks in advance!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5658
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about an electricly driven pump with a thermostat so it would start pumping after
the oil had warmed up and thinned out instead of trying to pump thick oil.I am going to
try changing the out put in line with the trans.and the synthetic oil first.I may try some ot
the high tech coatings from swain tech also,the offer some a very slick coating that ca
be applied to the gears that works with the oil to cut down on the friction and another
coating applied to the outside of the case that rejects the heat int the air.Will let you
know how it goes.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5750
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I talked to randy's they told me if I was changing to a new carrier(to go below
4.11-1 gears)that I would need to change axels because tha new carrier required 35 spline
shafts.You may need to change the carrier or at least the side gears for 35 spline shafts.
They also told me that the flanges would need to be remachined to 35 spline to fit the
other end of the axel shafts,I do not have any idea of the cost to do that but if you have it.done pleas let me know
in the event that I upgrade my 70.
Thanks,
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5764 5776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everyone,
Ok........this is the deal.I am most likely going to sell my full canvas back that is on my
M715 and also my troop seats.And of course if anyone needs a bow,then that is up for
sale as well.I was going to place them on ebay,but this board is full of wonderful people
who may want them so I am placing the ad here first.
These items will need to be picked up.I can't ship these as they are too much of a pain i
the butt :)
Send me an email and make an offer and I will take the highest offer.One of the troop
seat Boards is bowed a little but still sittable.Also,the canvas is the new type of canvas.
Its suppose to be stronger than canvas and not weather so easily.
If you would like to see pictures of these,please go here:
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/cargo.jpg
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/cargo1.jpg
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/troopseats.jpg
or email me for more.........
SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5763 NEXT>5882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>question:turn signals POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5767 5769 5774 5788
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone out there explain how the turn signal unit is suppose to work?the one on my
m725 has a center position,a lower(left turn)position,an upper(right turn)position then it
also has a position even further up (after depressing a lever).none of these positions are
self cancelling.neither can i find a flasher or any other device to cause intermittent
flashing.also,my unit has a bulb on the end of the activation lever but the cover is missing
(i need one of these).
i have got all the lights working except the turn signals &a small black out light in the
back.
hope this ain't a big duh question..thanks gunrunner
SUBJECT>new headlights(24 volt)POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5791 5958 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
need a source for headlights &other bulbs (24 v)
thanks
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5765
NEXT>5768 5830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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On mine,the light is on the body of the switch itself,non self cancelling too.But there's
no fourth position that you mention.Your description of the light on the end leads me to
think it's an aftermarket type.I'm no expert on stock stuff though so maybe it's an early
model.About the aftermarket ones,They have the little light on the stalk and an extra
lever,for emergency flashers I assume.Maybe that's the fourth position?Check
Speedway or Moon or similar Street rod suppliers to see if their universal switch matches
what you have.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5767
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yea,Mine only work with the light switch on one of the "on"postions,so I have to
remember to shut off the parking lights in the daytime when I want to use turn signals.
And possibly the aftermarket switches may have an internal flasher?Just a guess.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5765
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gunrunner,
Mine has the same turn signal,dont know what the 4th position is but my lever is broke
and the turn signals do not work.I believe this is a stock military add-on.Does your
wiring go to a box mounted on the engine firewall above the steering shaft,inside the
engine compartment.I am finishing a restore,this is also one of my few items left to do.
If you find a solution,I would greatly appreciate you passing it on to me as well.Thanks,
good luck!
beltfed@281.com
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com.DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:35
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5758
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i GOT THIS NUBER FROM MIKE ABOUT TWO WEEKS AGO AND IT FIT GREAT.
i LOOKS IDENTICAL JUST THE TUBES ARE LONGER BUT THIS DOES NOT
MAKE ANY PROBLEMS.
THANKS AGAIN MIKE
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752 NEXT>5777 5817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J Pepper,I have spoke with many vets that used the M715 and the M37,the M37 was there
pick by far.It was as you said,unreliabilty of the engine,when they ran,the GI's loved
them,but most of the time the M715 was labeled junk due to the underpowered and
unreliabil ohc-6.I belive the government made a big mistake specking out this this truck
with a 130 hp-190 lb of torque 6cyl,at 6000 lbs.this truck needed V8 power in the worst
way,thats why so many people are doing the engine swaps.I hope this dose not offend any
one still running the old 230,I am just passing on what I have been told by a good number
vets that used this truck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5760 NEXT>5790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Call JC Whitney @800-529-4486.Order part #12zj4229x $19.95.Complete kit
(including gauge).Your done.
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>mark EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5753
NEXT>5850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,no rush while your digging I need the gasket under the windshield frame and
some wiper blades and arms.And abought a thousand other things,ha ha thanks mark.
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5765
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
eft turn,right turn,push the lever and the stalk all the way to the right and you have
hazards,its a late model 3 position switch.if its like mine it has a self cancelling tab on it
(you need to add a small weld to the steering column and it will work.....
SUBJECT>Re:m715 rims POSTER>frank EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5725
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
click my name on my original post .Where do you live?.SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5763 NEXT>5885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located in Waterboro,Maine.......next to Portland.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5771
NEXT>5779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of torque does a 350 have @1750 RPMs?I'm just curious because other than
a Caddy and a Hemmy I haven't seen any "net"torque curves as low as the 230.My
manual says 198 @2000,Another source says 210 @1750.That's why I'm keeping the
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engine.It's got pull power right off the throttle...Caddy 500s are so hard to find.I turned
away from the 350 because I couldn't find any decent torque values on the sites I visited.
Please enlighten.Chevy 350's are a dime and dozen and super easy to work on.
Rhino
Oh Yeah...diesel would be Ideal,but pricey.And I'm clueless as to maintenace.
SUBJECT>Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
14 January 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5781
LINKNAME>Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)
LINKURL>http://http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=07db29470218e8
3cb7a3ddf68e0e8a36&threadid=24039
Anybody thinking of buying Stockton wheels might want to reconcider.Sounds like
another company that got too big for its britches.
John (eaton wheel owner)
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>5777 NEXT>5782
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino,
i don't know about a 350 small block as far as torque goes.i know there are wrench heads
out there that can do wonders with it though.i am looking at a new 502 big block that
claims 338 hp,512 ft.lbs.torque @2800 rpm.if it does then that should be quiet
impressive.
SUBJECT>memphis equipment POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does memphis equipment have a catalog showing or describing all the parts they sell or
do you need to get one specific to your vehicle?i could not tell from their web site.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>.DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5778
NEXT>5794 LINKNAME>pirate4x4 LINKURL>http://www.pirate4x4.com/
well that didn't work :(
try this link,
then go to bulletin board,
then go to general 4x4 discussion,
then go to Boycott Stockton Wheel (everyone please read this)
well it's the slow way,but this will get you there...
John
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5779
NEXT>5783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go with a six cylinder.The long stroke gives tons of torque for the displacement.This is
low end torque,where it counts,not up high at 3000.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5782
NEXT>5785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was my original plan,I've just spent about 2 hours trying to find the stock 350 dyno
charts,or some comparable torque ratings and came up with nada.My 230 is practically a
baby,just hit 6500 miles (has 170psi in every cylinder).Just checking out some options
for later.If anybody knows of a good web site to find this I'd appreciate it.I've got some
good sites for Caddy motors and All jeep engines ever installed.
Rhino
http://www.off-road.com/jeep/tech/engine/tornado230.html
http://w1.853.telia.com/~u85306919/Cadillac_engines.html
SUBJECT>12 or 24 Volt?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am transplanting a chevy 350 into my M715 and wanted to know was it better to run 24
volt with a 2:1 voltage reducer and charge the batteries separately or convert the whole
system to 12 volt?
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
January 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5783 NEXT>5797
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to run a stroked 350 sbc with rv cam.The motor is a common setup,a ground
down main bearing 400 sbc crank in a 350 block.
There is some clearance issues between cam,con rod bolt heads,and block but ask whe.buying parts and they can advise
you.
All this talk boils down to a est.380lbs of tourque and 400 hp with mildly ported heads.
75%of this tourque is said to be available at 1200rpm.This is not a high rpm setup but
gives you plenty of umph right off idle.
just trying to help
SUBJECT>Re:12 or 24 Volt?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5784
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
12 volt!!!
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SUBJECT>Another springover question.POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5793 5811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am doing a spring over in the front and a shakle flip in the rear.I know that the front and
the rear should be pretty even with each other if you dont remove any springs,BUT I pla
on removing 2 leaves in the rear.If I flip the front spring hanger (on the rear spring)Will
that still make the rear too high for the front,or will it be even?
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>Tyler
EMAIL>Yamerhammer7@AOL.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5765 NEXT>5792 5831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The flasher is mounted on the firewall on the drivers side.It did not function on mine so i
just got a universal three terminal 24v flasher from napa.5$is all it cost
SUBJECT>Re:dodge axle swap?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 10:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5751 NEXT>5820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleive the 3500's are Dana 60's.I'll check the casting on the two I drive at work.The
one is a 2500 and the other is a 3500.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 10:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5772 NEXT>5813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could use the the old sender and buy just the 12V gauge that matches up to the
resistance.The sender is not voltage sensative.I forget what it is,but it was posted not
too long ago here on this board.If I find it I'll post it.
I do know it was for early 1960's GM applications.Come to think of it!!!it was 0 -40
ohms.
SUBJECT>Re:new headlights(24 volt)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 10:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Saturn surplus.
www.saturnsurplus.com I think,if not I posted it the other day some where here.
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 January 2002,at 10:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5788 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go to Saturn Surplus they sell the modern style Mil switch.And there is the wiring
diagram located but the on line manuals to tell you how to hook it up.
www.saturnsurplus.com.I know I have been pushing them the last few posts,but I was
surprised to see what they had in stock.I had to get all my items off about 4-5 old dueces.
SUBJECT>Re:Another springover question.POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
15 January 2002,at 2:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5787 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It will be a little low even without pulling a leave.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 3:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5781 NEXT>5795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar experience with the A-Holes at Suckton Wheel.They are overpriced,poor
serviced,powdercoat is more like paint rusts off after a short time.My wheels only took 2
short months and lots of excuses toget.So I agree Boycot Stockton Wheel.Diamond's
product was exactly as described and they still look good after thrashing them through
mud rocks and whatever else.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5794 NEXT>5819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sgt.Harry is correct,My Diamond wheels are holding up just fine,and at just half the cost
of a Stockton wheel,Diamond is the way to go!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5750
NEXT>5798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It dosen't seem like it would be worth upgrading to 35 spline,the Dana 70 already has
1.5"23 spline and replacement axles seem to be $60 or less.Stock axles are pretty strong
throw a detroit and run'em until you brake something...
What size tires are you looking to run?
or if you really want a 35 spline Dana 70 check out the junk yards...complete axles can be
had for under $350,problem would be finding a matching 8lug D60 front...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 4:55 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5785 NEXT>5800
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,If you are looking for low end torque,I got it,my 715 has a 460 Ford,with most all
the hipo gear,my engine bulider estimates around 350 hp and 500+lb of torque.There is
no compairison between the two engines,low mid or high end,the big block wins all
torque wars by far.If you want a great 6cyl with more torque a horsepower than the old
230,the 300ci Ford,they are plentiful and the EFI 300 from a late 80's or early 90's has a
factory rating of 160 hp and around 300 lbs of torque.Clifford engineering makes
aftermarket hipo header and muffler kits that will get the torque level over
350lbs.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5796 NEXT>5803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I run a stock Dana 70 with a Detroit no spin,9.00-20 41''tall tires,a 460 Ford big
block and I can burn both tires on dry pavement and I have not broken aything yet,knock
on wood.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:memphis equipment POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5780 NEXT>5818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.I believe it costs $10,and it's well worth it.Just call them and request it.You'll
receive the manual in a week,and it makes ordering specific parts a lot easier.The blow-
up drawings show some details that will come in handy,too.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5797
NEXT>5888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too,am going the 383 route.I ran the Desktop Dyno on the setup I am planning,and it
came back with 405 hp,and 435 ft-lbs of torque.I want more torque lower,though so I
might sacrifice some of the hp side of it.
SUBJECT>help!Troop seat weight/dimensions POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are the weight/dimensions of the troop seats?i need the info to get an idea for
shipping.................please help asap!
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had my 715 for years and the only bad things I heard were from other MV owners...I
talked to a few vets,one who was a mechanic and they had nothing bad to say.The.mechanic guy said that they went
through alot of water pumps.One guy said he was mad
when they took away his 715 and replaced it with a Gamma Goat-he hated the M561.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5798
NEXT>5805 5808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
What do you run a locker in the front?If so what type?
SUBJECT>Fibreglass hard tops are available !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got talking to Mark at BOYCE Equipment about parts to restro my M715 and he
mentioned that they are currently making a fiberglass hardtop for the M715.He says that
it looks and fits better that some other tops that have been made for other vehicles.The
price is $550.00 fob Ogden,Utah.Call 1-800-748-4269.This might sound like a blattent
ad for BOYCE (what the hell).These are not on their web site.These might sound a little
spendy,but unless you can come up with a used one,there is not too many options out
there.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5803
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just called randys r&p
478 for a front limited slip (no lockout hubs needed)
ARB is 639 +200 for a compressor.personally i like the ARB,you get a handy air
compressor to boot!
limited slip aint bad if you are stock,i.e.no power steering
SUBJECT>715 for,sale,DRMO POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody,
there is an ex-Los Angeles Sheriff m-715 up for auction on the DRMO website.Look up
<www.govliquidation.com >,you will need to register with gov liquidators.It is on page
10 of the internet sales,current bid is 700 dollars.The truck looks okay,it is missing the
grill and radiator.But there is fresh gas in the tank (not varnish)and the engine does have
compression.Mileage is right at 22,000.there is a picture of it as well.truck is located at
Ream field,san diego.I was going to bid on it,but $700 is outta my price range.The bids
close on the 16th of January.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>jeepclow
EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5707 NEXT>5826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.As of now I have a power brake booster from a wagoneer
that worked while I ran the
dana 60 and 14 bolt.Now I have added the the 2 !/2 ton rockwell front and a 5 ton eaton 2
spd rear.The front ratio is 7.20 and the rear low is 7.20 and the high is 5.56.I am running
the michelin 14r20 tires on 10 hole buds.I simply do not have the amount of fluid to stop.
(I knew I wouldn't)I don't have an original master cylinder from the big trucks because
my parts are junkyard scrounged.I am assuming that the wheel cylinder in the 5 ton is
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much larger than the 2 1/2 ton but I havn't measured them (the brake line was the same
diameter)and the truck I took them off of had them plumbed to the same master without
a boost.SO..if the back is larger than maybe I could use the disk brake booster with more
fluid in the back as well as a proportioning valve.I am very interested in the booster and
the master cylinder part number etc.and am a little confused about your mud brake setup.
PS I am trying to make this thing street legal or as legal as possible.Hope to have some
pictures soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 axle upgrade POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5803 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hewl,Right now I have no locker in the front,when I go for one,I will get the Dana
Powerlock.This unit is super strong and a little more forgiving than a Detroit
locker.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>Jim Mace
EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont put enough miles on it to know.I know when you lock it up,the front being open on
my truck,it will slide sideways because one tire stops and one still rolls.Ive only had
occasion to lock it up once.With tires as large as mine thats not usually a problem.I love
them even with the sideways action.
SUBJECT>Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>Ed J EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>5838 5869 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking to run a manual overdrive tranny in my 715 and needs to bolt up to my small
block chev.
After pricing used late model OD trannies,I'm still looking.The CCKW WW2 GMC
duece and a halfs ran an OD tranny.Does anyone know if these trannies will mate to a
SBC motor?Lord knows they should be strong enough and hopefully cheaper.
I can't run an auto tranny cause my motor is balanced to my manual tranny flywheel.
SUBJECT>Re:Another springover question.POSTER>DENNIS
EMAIL>ENIGMA20@BELLSOUTH.NET DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 12:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5787 NEXT>5815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHEN YOU DO A SPRING OVER IN THE FRONT,DO YOU HAVE TO DO ANY.ADJUSTMENTS IN THE STEERING LINKAGE IT LOOKS LIKE IT
WILL RUB THE
SPRING.
SUBJECT>stock steering wheel.POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have/know of where i can get an nos steering wheel.?mine is cracked real
bad.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5790
NEXT>5814
LINKNAME>http://jcwhitney.com/productnoitem.jhtml?CATID=65164&BQ=jcw2
LINKURL>http://jcwhitney.com/productnoitem.jhtml?CATID=65164&BQ=jcw2
I just did this and was unable to find a gauge,new,that had the right resistance scale for
the stock gauge.I did use a JC Whitney univeral sending unit,part number 13ZX2950R
(GM),12ZX8525U (Ford and Chrysler),12ZX8526B (Stewart Warner).As you can see,
this sending unit comes in GM,Chrysler and Ford,and Stewart Warner scales,giving you
a wide choice of gauges.There is a link below to their page on this.
This doesn't come with a gauge and allows you to use whatever gauge you wish,I am
going with digital because you can read them at a glance and the gauges are already lit,
less wiring...but whatever turns you on.
The universal unit they sell has the correct bolt pattern for the tank BUT it needs some
adjusting/setup first.The unit is designed to fit in tanks with depths from 6 to 24
inches...ours is around 15,and they work with right or left swing of the arm.You need to
read the instructions that come with it and cut a couple parts off to length and make one
bend in the float arm....easy stuff.The screws they supply with the unit are bigger than the
stock tank holes,I reused the old ones.
It is easy and straight forward to do....good luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5813
NEXT>5870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well after a year of driving with out a fuel gauge,keeping track of how many miles I
have traveled,I'm going to do the install you told me about at the F.E.How hard can it
be!lol I guess I am going to find out.Thanks Brute!
Your Friend,Lee (Beafire)
SUBJECT>Re:Another springover question.POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
15 January 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5811 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The steering rod that connects the right and left wheels together has to come off the
bottom and be put on the top.I used a pipe reemer to reem a tapier into the top of the.steering rods.(just flip the
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rod over)
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>Wdavis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my M715 I showed it to a business associate of mine.He was in the
National Guard at the time when The M715 was being used by the army.He hated it
because it wouldn't go any faster than 55mph.Getting back from "Guard weekend"took
too long.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>B Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5771
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told by one Vet that most of the OHC 230 problems were due to the failure of the
external oil line that runs up to the back of the head and lubricates the cam and valve
gear.I don't know if this is factual or not,but he seemed pretty sure about it.I'm still
running the 230 and I have to say that I'm very impressed with it.It has way more power
than the old flathead Dodge could even think about.I've towed my '75 CJ6 (about 3500
lbs)and had the '715 loaded with camp gear (and an M-101 trailer in the bed)pulling up
mountain passes in 3rd gear while passing Semi's.When I first got my '715,it ran terribly
and I barely got it home under it's own power,but I later found that the spark plugs were
shot,the point gap (dwell)was wacky and the timing was *way*off.After fixing these
problems,it purrs.Maybe I'm lucky,but don't discard the 230 because of what someone
else says about it.I'm not a "purist"and I understand the desire to swap in a V8.I guess it
all depends on what you want to do with your truck.I enjoy the originality of mine,but
many like to turn theirs into daily drivers or serious 4wheelers.Either way,it's good to
see '715s on the road.
SUBJECT>Re:memphis equipment POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5799
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The manuals are vehicle specific and do cost $10 ($16 total in Tn.)But the book was still
worth it.It breaks the entire truck down to the nuts and bolds in exploded views.It is very
helpfull,but unfortunatly,it comes without a price sheet.Plenty of part #'s,but no prices.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5795 NEXT>5824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so what's the deal with diamond wheels?first i've heard of them.but if they are half price
of stocktons i'm all ears
SUBJECT>Re:dodge axle swap?POSTER>Tom EMAIL>mcdermottt@lycos.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5789
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Manual transmission diesel and V10 trucks have dana 80 rears and 60 in front.V8
2500HD come with dana 60s front and rear.Some 94 and 95 2500s came with a 9 1/4
Chrysler rear and dana 44 front.(still eight bolt).After '96 they were all dana 60s on the
V8s
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work on an Army base and evertime Guard Weekend or Active duty time rolls around I
have a bunch of old timers drooling over my rig.Even the younger crowd seems to like
my 715,tehy usually just ask "What the hell is that thing?"Generaly every one I have
talked to did not mind the rig.It was just another vehicle to get their work done.
I do like all the pointers I get from the old mechanics though.They always seem to have
some advice on what to watch out for,or how to fix somthing.
If you want to here people complain about trucks you should hear what the general
opinion is of Hummers in the G.I.crowd.Not Good.
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust manifold POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5703
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare also...E-mail me.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 January 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5676
NEXT>5922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are stock M715 wheels worth these days.I have 5 in my possesion and can lay
hands on 4 more.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5819 NEXT>5829 5849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bow,I wanted some 20x7 wheels made so I could run 9.00-20 tires,so I called
Stockton,they wanted over $350.00 each.Then I called Diamond for the same exact thing
there price was $170.00,for the same gauge steel.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Ford 300-6 engine &O/D Trans.Questions POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>5832
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My stock 230 engine might be replaced in the near future.
I have located a 1987 Ford 300-6 with fuel injection,plus it's bolted to a 4-spd.overdrive
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transmission.
Is the fuel-injected engine complicated to get running in a stock M715?(I would love to
get a copy of the JP Magazine's May,2000 article.Any copies out there?).Also,is the stock Ford 4-spd O/D
transmission a good bet?Are there any fitup problems
and is it heavy-duty enough?Needless to say,I would love to benefit from the overdrive.
Any and all comments are welcome.
Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5807 NEXT>5837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeepclown,how are addressing the different ratios front to rear?are you running different
size tires to account for the difference?let me know i'm interested.
roger
SUBJECT>Winch PTO shaft mounting question POSTER>Neil EMAIL>neil@compu-
powr.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>5828 5845 5846 5863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When a winch is mounted on a M715,what does the bracket (with the bearing that
supports the middle shaft)mount to.I checked the online manuals and could not find a
illustration for this.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch PTO shaft mounting question POSTER>Matt G
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the oil pan bolts hold it in place.I just lined it up it can really only mount in one place.
Good luck.If i can get a digital camera i will try to snap some pics.Later
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>EdJecha@2webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>5824 NEXT>
5840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Who do you phone or email to get in touch with Diamond?
thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>P.Kelley
EMAIL>fordelmo@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The little green light on the end of the blinker arm was standard equipment.It told us
idiots in the military to turn the blinkers off!
Ford
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>P.Kelley.EMAIL>fordelmo@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:58
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5788 NEXT>5856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the wire or pin connection diagram for the blinker arm assembly?
If I had a diagram of the switch and the cable numbers I can make it work.
Ford
SUBJECT>Re:Ford 300-6 engine &O/D Trans.Questions POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've done a few fuel injection swaps....plumb new fuel lines from the tank out to the
engine.Don't forget the fuel return...probably easier to plumb it to filler neck.Use fuel
injection flex line and the special clamps that are made for it.
Other than that it's down to wiring.Get the entire wiring harness of the donor with no
cuts!!!Get every relay,bracket &purge can.Of course get the computer.Get the the
entire air cleaner assembly and anything attached to it.Get a wiring diagram of the
vechile the motor came out of and your truck.And study it.Or you can use wiring kits
from people at Painless Wiring,Howell,Street &Performance among others to avoid the
whole thing.It's not as hard as you would think.
Ford usually makes a very strong transmission.
In close you want the motor to think it's still in the donor car/truck!That way no custom
chips are needed unless it's to avoid the VATS system.VATS is the anti theft some cars
have.You need a special key that reads a certain value.Preplanning is everything.
SUBJECT>AMC Engine?POSTER>Joe EMAIL>kona_joe@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5852 5911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a AMC 360 or 401 bolt to the stock 4spd tranny in place of the stock 6cyl?
Thanks,
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the heater core in today and it doesn't look any thing like the orignal.They had the
Readi Aire #399043 that Mike sugested and just like he said except for the inlet and
outlet being longer they are identical.
Thank you Mike
SUBJECT>715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com DATE>Wednesday,16
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January 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5841 5859
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice lot of stuff for sale...One rolling chassis with the transmission and transfer in it.--Cracked fram from snow
plowing.
One frame in excellent condition.
One truck in very nice condition,with Braden winch and a Chevrolet engine.Original
transmission and transfer..all in great condition.No rust.Take that back..thwere is a bit
on the side of the hood.
Glass is new.
Will sell as a "lot"for all of it..$1,400.Located in Colorad Springs..Gene
SUBJECT>CUSTOM 715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is the best 715 on the road today...
It has a perfect body..new seat covers,a 375 horse -350 Chevrolet engine (custom built),
a turbo 400 transmission (custom built),all new 4 wheel drive parts,GM Corporate rear
-Detroit locker,4.56 gears,power steering,GI Hard Top,anti lock power brake system,
HUMVEE tires w/custom wheels,12 volt,Mile Marker hydraulic winch,and-has not
been driven more than 25 miles since completion.Oh..the frame is a Chevrolet -US
Army M1008 truck frame.The vehicle is registered as a 1968.Hours and hours of
work..tons of money and blood went into building this beast..I need to get rid of several
pieces..so,will sell this one for $8,000.Located in Colorado Springs..
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5826 NEXT>5844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front axle is running 7.20 ration all the time.The rear axle is running 7.20 in low
range and can be electronically shifted into 5.56 high range while in 2 wheel drive only.
That is the only time I will need this "overdrive".Still interested in your brake advice.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>Bruce Berkahn EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5810 NEXT>5853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The G.M.C.gearbox is probably to big and heavy for a 715 and will not bolt to chevy
engine I would look for something more modern,good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case problem POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,can you buy that amsoil 75-90 at any auto store or where?
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,Diamond's ph #is 800-937-4407 ask for Bill.PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:715 FS POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5835 NEXT>5864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could ya send some pictures of it all?thanks
-caleb
SUBJECT>Inner grill and window regulator question??POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just started tearing into this thing,and I have seen this done before,but some moron
always takes a torch and cuts holes on the inner grill heading for the frame.Heaven only
know what they were trying to mount.Question:does a civilian grill interchange to the
M715?There are two outer brackets that bolt to the fender that looks like it might have to
be modified.Also,does a civilian window regulator work on the M715?of course just the
splines are striped.Also is there a bracket with three holes that bolts to the radiator wall
that the marker lights mount too??Thanks Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Inner grill and window regulator question??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5842 NEXT>5848 LINKNAME>Front blackout
marker,directional,and parking light
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig45.jpg
Don't know on the window handle...
The civilian grille,early style,that fits in just the center opening,will go right in.The
later style is probably adaptable but I don't know how they mount...might have to drill
some holes,but as far as size,no prob.
As to the 3 hole bracket,the front light mounts to the bracket linked below,item #3.
If its not that,I would need a better description of the part and possible mounting location
to figure it out.
Best I can do for now,hope it helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5837 NEXT>5861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok that makes sense i thought you were running the 2.5 ton rockwell which i was under
the impression that they are only made with 6.72.
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roger
SUBJECT>Re:Winch PTO shaft mounting question POSTER>mark
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neil on my truck that bracket is bolted to the same bracet that holds the generator to the
block..SUBJECT>Re:Winch PTO shaft mounting question POSTER>Kirk
EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,mine has one bolt that is shared with the oil pan,and two that is shared with the
alternator bracket.
SUBJECT>Bolt Patern and Gear oil ?POSTER>BIGUGLY
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the m715 bolt patern 6 lug on 7 1/4 with 5 1/2 center?What is the rim width?Is Mobil
75-90 synthetic Gear oil any good or should I wait and find Amsoil or another brand?
How thick should the centers of any rims I have made be 1/8,1/4 or?
Thank you in advance.
P.S are there any M715 zone shirts or patches avalible for purchase?
BIGUGLY
SUBJECT>Re:Inner grill and window regulator question??POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5843 NEXT>5851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,thanks for the response.Let me make myself a little clearer.As far as the marker
light,that did answer my question,with the small bracket in back.Now the grill,I am not
talking the center section,(which the military version did not use)I am talking about the
entire front piece that on the civilian the center piece would bolt too.I unbolted it clear
across the top,about 4 bolts on each side and about six across the bottom.And on the
window problem,yes the splines are stripped,but usually you have to replace the entire
mechanism,so does a civilian regulator interchange with the M715's?
thanks,Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5824 NEXT>5855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk,cool,i'll have to file this away for future ref.do you know of anyone selling takeoff
37x12.50x16.5 mil.humvee tires?there used to be a place in central tex.that sold 75%or
better tires for 50$but they are out of biz.my luck now that i'm almost ready for them,i
can't find them.
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5773 NEXT>5873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,don't give up on me.i've been working 12hr.shift leaving before daylight and
getting home after dark .i'll try to look at the pump this weekend.i don't have a w/s seal
but i wonder if a cj unit would work?a bunch of stuff on these trucks were borrowed
from something else so who knows?b.t.b..SUBJECT>Re:Inner grill and window regulator question??POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5848 NEXT>5860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think that a civvy front grill/end would work.Especially if you could find one
from a 60's model.There is a guy down the road from me that has a Wagoneer from the
early 80's.His plastic grill overlay is missing and the piece under looks just like ours,just
with rectangular lights in the round headlight holes.Even the round holes where our turn
lights go are there.
Hope this helps a little.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5833 NEXT>5874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the stock AMC bellhousing.The mainshaft in the T-98 needs to be swaped with a
T-18 one.Both T98's and T18's used the same case.I have the stickout and spline count
at work and can e mail it you and/or post it here.I got all the info off this sight though,a
few years back.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5838 NEXT>5854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i only know of two that could work and neither are cheap.the easiest is the nv4500 used
in chevy 1 tons 92-now and the other is a clark 282v from a 80's chevy 60-70 series truck.
if you use the clark,be sure it is an o/d because some were straight 5spds.it will need the
correct bellhousing and a custom clutch because it has a huge input shaft and used a
13"clutch which is too big for your flywheel.but it is nuclear warhead proof!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5853 NEXT>5894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5849 NEXT>5857 5875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I could swear I just saw a bunch for sale on the internet.It was either Boyce Equiptment
or Saturn Surplus.
SUBJECT>Re:question:turn signals POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking for the stock M715 turn signal levar or the new style turn signal levar,.that some of the 715's have
been converted too?
If the later then the diagram for it is in the online manuals section of this site.
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>EdJecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5855 NEXT>5887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For used Hummer tires,
www.USA6x6.com,click on parts/tires and page down.They should be right there.
Located in southwest Oklahoma (Lawton).Neet stuff on web site anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:stock steering wheel.POSTER>Jon Childers
EMAIL>Bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one in pretty good shape I'll sell.I can e-mail e few pis if you like.I don't know
what it's worth.Call me at 1-812-449-1717
Jon
SUBJECT>Re:715 FS POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 January 2002,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gene,
If you read this first,please check your e-mail and consider your "stuff"sold (not the
custom Rig).Thanks,Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:Inner grill ??POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16 January
2002,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5851 NEXT>5862
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of doing the grill change now.Have removed all the front end
sheetmetal and made some comparisons between the M715 and early '60 civilian grill
outer facing.The civ.grill will fit but those outer brackets that bolt to the M715 fenders
cutouts will need to be transfered.They are spot welded to the grill.They can be attached
to the civ.grill by any method you have available,screws,spot welding etc.The headlight
hole cutouts are slightly smaller on the civ.where the headlight buckets fit.A file or
nibbler will take care of that.Lastly,behind the turn signal housings,the horizontal
section of sheetmetal will need triming and redrilling to mate with the inner fender well
attach points.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:ROGER ,a rockwell question 4 U POSTER>jeepclow
EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5844 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front is a 2 1/2 ton rockwell,but is a civilian model and when I got it,it had 7.80
gears in it.
SUBJECT>Re:Inner grill ??POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>5860 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Robert,that was the answer that I was looking for.However you confirmed my fears of
the items that will need modified.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Winch PTO shaft mounting question POSTER>Neil
EMAIL>neil@compu-powr.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help guys.I'll have to check it out under there when I get the oppotunity to
look at it again.I just wasn't sure where it would mount.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com DATE>Thursday,
17 January 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5841 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like it is all sold ...I will get back if it does not go..Gene
SUBJECT>Thanks for the info!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have already installed the S/W sending unit and I've ordered the gauge.I have not had a
functioning fuel guage or odometer since I bought the truck.With the new Chevy
powerplant I'm afraid to pass to many gas stations!Thanks again.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased mine in sept'01.I got it home,sand blasted the spark plugs,changed the
radiator/heater hoses,checked over the brakes,and started drivin'it.She didn't smoke or
leak any fluids at all,but I frequently topped off oil an coolant.She ran strong and quiet,
and even when the fuel pump quit,she still got me home!There were a few sleepless
nights deciding on rebuilding the 230 or installing my 400 Chevy in it.I'm still recovering
from the Chevy install that started around Thanksgiving,but the power increase is worth
the effort to me because I drive it EVERY DAY!I will never say anything bad about the
230,It always started.Who can say bad things about the drivetrain?Anyone who
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complained that these vehicles were not or are not reliable probably got stranded some
place after doing something very stupid with the truck!just my opinion -Mike.
SUBJECT>turn signals POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for all the response to my original post.now,i have some additional info that may
help clear this matter up.i looked at the unit attached to the steering collumn
itsays"control assembly directional signal u.s.part no.11613632-1 swiss.controls&reserch"it is an 8 pin
hook-up.under the hood is a finned unit mounted to the
firewall (drivers side)says"flasher directional signal"same manufacturer.
so,i don't know if thi unit is original or a replacement.nor do i know if the flasher is bad
or the turn signal unit itself.
how do i check?
thanks
SUBJECT>nv4500 POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the best place to start looking for the nv4500 tranny?what is a ballpark figure
price for a new one?will it hold up to a big block(under normal conditions)what about a
transfer case(brand,#,etc.)that will mate up to big block +nv4500
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5810 NEXT>5886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've looked at 2WD 4500's from the wrecking yards.It was around $800.00 for late 90's.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt fuel gauge?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,actually it was KOMUAL who gave me the info that the JC Whitney sending unit
worked cause that is what he used....he did tell me that in Kansas so maybe that's why you
heard it there...I would not have known it was right without his help.
Good Luck!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Junkyard 715 POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I happened to see a portion of the preview of next wednesday's "Junkyard Wars"episode
on TLC (as in TV).It looked to this viewer like there was a 715 being modified into a
mine-clearing device for the (episode)competition.This would be the second 715 I have
seen "modified"on this show.First one I saw became a monster truck--lots of sawzall
action.So if ya'wanta'see yet another 715 butchered in an otherwise entertaining
television program--tune in!Where are they getting these rigs?
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard 715 POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct I saw the same preview for next week.
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>mark EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5850 NEXT>5916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Niel I used to work 6am till 6 pm 3 days on 3 days off,and 9 am till 5 pm 5 days a
week.yea two fulltime jobs.Thats 2o hours a day 3 days out of the week.In my spare time
I cleared 3 acers of land and built a house for my 3 kids and wife.So I can wait till ya get
a chance to look,thanks mark.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5852 NEXT>5879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right,You will also need a spacer or swap out the trans.shaft with a shorter
one.But dont hold me to it.I'm sure someone can confirm this.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Boyce Equipment.They,re advertised without a price on their website.
SUBJECT>Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to replace the driver's side rocker on the M715 I just bought.What civvie trucks
should I look for to cannabalize.
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5876 NEXT>5881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Contact Jeepanels plus,they will set you up at a reasonable price!
SUBJECT>Rag Cab POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I heard that New Life Resources makes replacement canvas tops for M715 and was
wondering if anyone knew if they have a home on the web or e-mail address?
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5874 NEXT>5903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes-I did put a 360 in my 715 but there is a spacer needed.
as well as the longer input shaft--if you can't find it,contact me
off-list and I'll give you info on where I found stuff--a JEEP
junkyard in Calif....
SUBJECT>Re:Rag Cab POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu.DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:04
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life Resources=(802)827-6124
Email=nlrm@together.net
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5877 NEXT>5900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot.Just checked their site--and liked the prices!
SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5764 NEXT>5890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you can't ship them it might be good to let us know where you are...
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,17 January 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a replacement switch and flasher.Done by the military most likely.The only way I
can see to test the flasher would be to....rule out the ground for now.Apply power to one
pin and put a test light on the other.Put the ground of the test light on the ground pin and
also ground the body and then tie the ground into the power sources ground.Hope you
fallow this!!!!I tend to do things ass backwards,but it seems to work.If all else fails that
Saturn Surplus Place I mentioned before sells both the flashers and the signal switches.
Just be glad you don't have to mess with the distribution box that came stock.
SUBJECT>Re:nv4500 POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,
18 January 2002,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5868 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give a call to some of the Junkyards near you and see if you get luckly and someone has
one at good price...
Here's some priceing I've seen on the NV4500
New -$2100 +shipping 2wd or 4wd diesel
New -$1700 4wd dodge gas
Rebuilt -$1500 +500 core or some go $1600-1800 no core
Junkyards really vary...$900-1600
or if you get real luckly 500-800
or ones to be rebuilt at 200-500
and depends on how much the seller thinks its worth...
Should hold up fine behind a big block
Tcase -NP241
Anybody have a 4wd dodge diesel nv4500?.Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Keith Gallant
EMAIL>Gallants@wcvt.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5776 NEXT>5891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are you asking?
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5869 NEXT>5889 5892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
makes me feel guilty ...i gave 75$for mine
SUBJECT>Re:Boycott Stockton Wheel (Flame)POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanx guys,i appreciate the help.nice to talk to someone with the same addiction as me
SUBJECT>Re:M715:Bad reputation?POSTER>jeepclow
EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont have any fancy dynos or charts,but my 427 truck motor came out of a C-60 dump
truck.That should speak somewhat for it's available torque even before it was
"massaged".Also,what is the stock torque for the 258 (4.0L)jeep engine.Surely that
should be in the stock range of the 715 and much more reliable.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5886 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
boy,that must have been hard to take?
SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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As posted earlier......in Waterboro Maine....next to Portland.....
SUBJECT>Re:Full Canvas and Troop Seats for Sale POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to get $600 for the cargo canvas,the two troop seats and the bow.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5886 NEXT>5909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You're my new best friend.How about another one at that
price?
SUBJECT>37x13x16 Boggers POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried these gummies yet on stock wheels?I've seen several running the
38x13x16 Swampers on stock wheels?The bogger tread is something to behold.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WAIT!!!The 3053A duece and a half tranny is o.d.and pretty cheap compared to the NV
4500.I have one in my truck.All you need is a donor chevy truck that originally came
with a 6 or 7 liter (366-427)big block.Get the engine plate,bell,clutch fork,clutch and
flywheel.This will give you the ability to use a small or big block (internally balanced)a
13"clutch and have the tranny bolt right up!You will need to fab a mount for the back of
the tranny and make an .125"sleave to go from the 3053A's .750"imput(pilot shaft)
diameter to 1.000"for the ball bearing pilot bearing located in the flywheel.
You will have a 6:1 granny and an .79:1 o.d.It does have an odd third to fourth shift but it
grows on you quickly.I picked mine up for $375 at a surplus and have recently picked up
two more 'cores'just for grins.
SUBJECT>Re:37x13x16 Boggers POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5893
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 38x13x16 tsl's on stock rims,stock tubes.I can't see any problem with
it...Alan
SUBJECT>Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18
January 2002,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5897 5898 5907
5913 5962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of a good shifter for a Chevy 700 R4.I was going to try a B&M Truck
Megashifter P.N.80680.($180 AutoZone)Wanted to check before spending the $$$.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I would also like to know if you find anything out!!!How's the swap coming?
SUBJECT>Re:Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had one in a s10 i did a v8 conversion they are high quality the only thing in a kaiser i.would take out the
ratchet lock so you could shift from rev to foward faster
SUBJECT>Fording Equip.,Cargo Cover,Troop Seats POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoever is interested in these items will need to pick them up.I am unable to ship them.
I am located in Southern Maine (portland/Sanford area).
I have a cargo cover for the M715.The cargo cover is the new kind of material that is not
suppose to weather as easily as canvas.I also have a snorkel for fording and also a
exhaust extension.I am also selling the troop seats as well.And I do have the radio
antenna for the M715.It stands very tall.I will not need any of these items so I am selling
them all together.These items are the exact ones in the pictures.Just click on the links
below.They are coming off that exact truck.
The first $500 takes all of these items.They are all in very good shape.
If interested,please email me at MLemay@unum.com or respond to this post.
Here are the links to the pictures
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/cargo.jpg
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/troopseats.jpg
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/cargo2.jpg
www.cybertours.com/~lemay/cargo3.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5881 NEXT>5914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can find wagoneer panels alot cheeper.Got mine from JC whitney and they fit with
very little mods.I did both mpanels on two m715s for about the same money as they want
for one panel.
SUBJECT>M715 winch pto rpms.POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSyt6LTZpB/Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>5902 5934
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know what the pto rpm speed is for the M715.Thanks Ed
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch pto rpms...Rollie?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The PTO is hooked to the tranny and with the tranny in nuetral it runs at whatever speed
you are pushing on the gas to run it...more pedal,more speed,just like the truck.I do
know that you can have the tranny in gear when winching to let the tires help you too,
Rollie has done this when really stuck,but I am not sure if the winch still runs at the same.speed or if it runs at
the speed of the gear you are in....maybe Rollie can help you with
that part.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5879
NEXT>5905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
How did you deal with the fact that the T-18 has a different main shaft support bearing
than the T-98?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Equip.,Cargo Cover,Troop Seats POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>5899 NEXT>
5910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an e mail please respond.Will do some beggin'with the finance dept.if we ca
work things out.All of us.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5903
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mean the hollow tube that the input shaft runs through,it came with the input
shaft....otherwise,I'm not sure what you
are referring to.
SUBJECT>Gamma Goat Tires/Wheels wanted POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that I've got a V-8 in my M-715,I need to put on bigger tires and it seems that for
M/V rallys etc,the 'Goat tires are the way to go.
Does anyone know where these might be gotten?I'm in Maryland.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am using a Gennie Shifter for a street rod.It has the same design and knob as the original
m715 and is fully adjustable,
gated,and the shift indicator is lighted.
about the same money.Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Tires/Wheels wanted POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 9:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5906 NEXT>5918
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The largest deposit of GG tires that I know of in the east is Harrison Mobile Tire Service
in Jackson TN.Call Ricky at 731-423-8210.I talked to him a couple of weeks ago,and
the price was $45-$65 depending on condition.Freight weight is 110 lbs.apiece.If you
need adapters from me,the price is still about $500.00 delivered.Wait time might be a
week or two,as they are now cut out on a Million Dollar ESAB water cutting machine.
They turned a lot of production over to this machine,they must run it at least 16 hours a
day.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Cheaper Manual OD tranny?POSTER>bowtieboy
EMAIL>aikin@quik.net DATE>Friday,18 January 2002,at 10:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5892 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they are out there,you need to get up close and personal with your g.m.dealer.they
sometimes get pull outs and will sell the old core for whatever the core charge is.i lucked
out on mine .ibought it planning on it needing a rebuild.it was hard to get in 3rd gear.
turns out they all are if the fluid isn't changed at 50-75000 mi.mine works fine.i set fire
to my wallet quick-drawing the 75$
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Equip.,Cargo Cover,Troop Seats POSTER>Carmen in Oa
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 2:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you do not sell the whole package I would be intrested in the fording kit.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC Engine?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 4:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
joe-if you go to yahoo sight for m-715s look up these early posted numbers,they are a
wealth of info on 360 swaps.good luck,here are the numbers-
1228,1240,2044,2053,2329,4506,4509,4552,4996,5581,5591,5598.i know,kind of a pain
in the butt,but the info is very helpful.bern1m715!!!
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SUBJECT>11.00x16 Michelin Tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This outfit has won the govt bid for the used Michelin 11.00x16 block tread.Contact Bob
at Tire Farmers International in Georga ph#770-867-7430 cell 678-316-1348 PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5896 NEXT>5925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a universal,(read:el-cheap-o)shifter and it works great,so I don't see why that one
wouldn't be perfect.I would agree to take out the ratchet...so maybe a less expensive one
without would be better.Send me your email as I don't have it and I will send pictures of.my 700r4 install that I
was finally able to get with the truck on the lift.It only took and
extra week and a half to get it going again!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5900 NEXT>5927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would agree with the JC comment.I can say that the panels on my truck,(I believe
"sgthappyp"knows the ones)have worked out just fine!!Am I right in remembering that
my truck was in your yard when I picked it up ???If you have seen the pics on this site
you probably don't recognise it!!I have to give you guys credit for getting the ball rolling,
without the work that had been done when I got it it would probably still be sitting in the
garage!Doug.
SUBJECT>Gama Goats vs Michelins POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5912 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
It would be interesting to see what they want for the Michelins.Gama Goats are great if
you are running in the soft sand or need floatation in the swamp.Other than that,I would
prefer the Michelins.However when you have a flat tire with a Michelin,"you know it"
some of the NDT's you have to look twice and take the pressure guage out to see if you
are low on air.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:extra parts POSTER>bowtieboy EMAIL>aikin@quik.net
DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,i finally got a chance to look at pump(s)e-mail me and we'll talk
bowtiedave@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Wiring Diagram M725 POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a detailed wiring diagram with wire numbers for the engine wiring
harness.I have the organizational maintenance manual and the diagram really is not
detailed enough.Plus way to small in the manual.
I am trying to finish the wiring of my M725 and am leary of how the main harness
interfaces to the rear harness and flasher/turnsignal harness.
Can anyone help!I am starting to create a usable/visable wiring diagram but have a few
questions.
Thanks,Rambulance
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Tires/Wheels wanted POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks!I'll give him a ring if I can't find something closer.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Diagram M725 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5917 NEXT>5943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on the on-line manuals above and scroll down.You'll see the wiring diagrams there.
I made these diagrams from looking over my rig and pouring over how to install a late
model turn switch and flasher on my 715.They should be the same as your rig as far as
the main harnesses go.
The only circuit I had trouble with was 468 off the alternator.Never did find where it
realy went.If you do?let me know and I'll get it fixed.
SUBJECT>Re:tubeless tires on split rims POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Rhino,all you gotta do is get either bias or radial tubes depending on your tire type i
run radial 315's on stock rims with no problem and go to tellico almost every week next
time you go gimme a bell id love to take 2(or more)715's up there,jc 828 837 0059
hangin dog N.C.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5614 NEXT>5926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,hope you find a bed but if not someone posted awhile ago about using a military
trailer body its pretty close to the 715 look except for the fenders not sure of the
nomenclature maybe m100?anyway,good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 3:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5823 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kirk ,wher you at and how much you want?if you're close to west N.C.and reasonable i'd
be interested in one maybe two.thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:$*&#!!Brakes POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,ihad that problem too turned out to be that i hadnt gotten one of the wheel cylinder
push rods seated in its groove in the brake shoe.after putting everything back together i
tried to bleed it an as you say no pedal the pressure had pushed the rod out of the cylinder
allowwing fluid to flow out (took me two cans of fluid before inoticed that puddle by the
wheel).hope its something simple good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Fibreglass hard tops are available !POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 3:43 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5804
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,thanks for the info,I will call them,it's mighty cold here in maine this time of
year.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Question 700R4 ?POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5913 NEXT>5929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What have any/all of you done to your 700R4 to get it to stand up to the stress of the
M715?
SUBJECT>Re:wheel shells POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5921
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,
I was wondering if one of those would work,probably much more plentiful at least.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5914 NEXT>5930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup!!!Thats the other one Doug and I must commend you for your effort in turning it into
what it is.I checked out the picks and it looks great.Also,Josh,The guy you bought it
from saw you in the Ellsworth area in it and couldnt believe his eyes.Nice work!!!Mine
has since been painted O.D.green and is riding on 20"diamond wheels with 12.50x20
Michelens..Still have the 42s mounted on the stocktons for emergency use of course.
Back to the rocker panels.......They are not an exact fit but they are close enough that
anyone with a bit of will power can make them fit for a bunch less $$$$$$
SUBJECT>Cummins M715 POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 January
2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5935 5937 5995 6039
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there running a Cummins out of a Dodge pickup in an M715?I think that this
would be a great swap.I am thinking about doing this to mine.I have a friend that
recently swapped one into a '72 Ford,so it is feasible.A 3208 Caterpiller would be even
better.
SUBJECT>Re:Question 700R4 ?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as it has all of the "updates"and a big cooler and I recomend a temp guge there is
not a problem with it.It is,at a case and gut level as stong as any auto in its class
provided it is kept cool and been updated.(parts are really close to a T350 or400)What
exactly that entails I can't tell you.But I know it is not major and any good shop who.rebuilds them would do the
"updates".Mine was a GM rebuilt,from,obviously GM.I use
this truck hard towing boats every day (I own a boat shop)and have not had any trouble.
Also been on a couple long "higher"speed trips with no problems.The temp guages
states that it stays right around 160-180 even running hard up a steep hill towing a boat
and trailer in excess of 7000lbs at about 40-45 mph.When towing like that I put it in
DRIVE not OVERDRIVE,and let the motor rev around 3000rpm.That is the most I tow
over the road and that is only about 15 miles to the launch ramp from my shop.Around
the yard I move boats on a hydraulic trailer with arms etc.The trailer has about 900 lbs
tonge weight and is 6000lbs EMPTY.With a 28 foot power boat on it,those figures go to
about 1000lbs and 14000lbs.I move this around the shop and yard in low range without
trouble.(I have major trailer hitch and back of frame braces)As long as the auto is in
good shape and built up even just to "todays"standards it should work great.You ca
even have the 700r4 built to take an amazing amount of power with more "bullet-proof"
measures at a good rebuild shop.All said if you want an auto the 700 is the way to
go...unless you could get your hands on an Allison and fit it in!!THAT WOULD BE
THE TICKET!!NEW GM powerplant with the 5 speed Allison!!DROOL DROOL
DROOL!!
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the good words!It has been one hell of a battle!I would love to see pics of the
20"wheels all mounted.I have considered it...when more $$$are coming in...We should
get together and have a mini parade of 715's in Maine sometime,Who else is there??
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Perk,you,me...any more??Doug.
SUBJECT>Spare tire carrier!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one for sale!It is in excellent condition!
SUBJECT>Battery Box Fix/Refurbish POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since things here are pretty boring tonight I thought I would put out some helpful info.I
hope it is helpful and I'm not just rambling out of sheer boredom.
Since most of our rigs are going on the 33-34 year old mark the old battery box might be
getting sorta ’ worn in the bottom from all that acid splashing down on it,and the
corrosive gas the batteries put out while charging doesn ’t help either.I did this fix and
thought some of you might find it worth while.
The first thing I did was to scrub the inside of the box,especially the inside bottom,with
water and baking soda (naval Jelly will work as well)and a wire brush to get the rust off.
I cut some of the areas out that where rusted through and riveted some sheet metal in over
the holes.Then the whole inside got sanded down
Next I sprayed the inside with a rust inhibiter/converter let that dry and then used a high.pigmented industrial
grade brown primer.Then the top coat of spray paint.I used black
because it was what I had and didn ’ t want to waste any of my OD on the inside of a box.
Here is the main step.I coated the entire inside,bottom,top and sides with
HERCULINER brush on bed liner.It does real good sealing up all of nooks,crannies and
corners.Too bad it doesn ’ t brush on inside the rails the batteries sit on,you can seal those
up with silicone after the liner dries.
After it was all dry I installed two of those plastic battery trays that you can pick up at the
local auto parts store and also installed new mounting rods as well.I went with the
universal rubber tie downs,but you should be able to use the stock ones if you have them.
Just run the bolts for the trays down through the rails and nut them on the bottom of the
box.Or if you are lucky and the rails are intact you could just use some self tappers for
the trays.
I must say the inside of the box looks good and new.The bed liner should help keep the
corrosion off the inside of the box.
Also since we are redoing the box.Pick up a strip of self adhesive weather strip and
replace the old stuff on the boxes lid.Remember the Box is on the inside of the cab,and
batteries do put off some nasty stuff while charging.I don ’t think you would want to
breath the stuff,especially during the winter when the top is up.That should go double
for those with hard tops.Make sure the hose is still attached to the bottom of the box
where it goes through the floor board.This is not only a run for the battery wires,but also
a vent.
Good Luck and I hope the info is of use to someone.HERCULINER also works great on
the cab ’s floor boards.I ’ m not trying to push that one brand,but I used some other brand
in the bed and it looked and work like crap.
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Fix/Refurbish POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5932 NEXT>5936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!!I plan on using Herculiner on the bed,cab,rockers,and fender
flares!I am bored too!!!Guess I can't wait to work on the jeep in the morning!!!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch pto rpms.POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,19 January 2002,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5901
NEXT>6145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pto is driven by the input shaft of the transmission.It will run in conjunction with the
rpm's of the engine,regardless of what gear you are in,including reverse.
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5928
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep there a few people running the 5.9L cummins in their truck,a couple of them are on
these boards...
Just remember it will cost quite a bit,but it is possible:)
From the yards a 5.9L CTD will run $2k-$5.5k depending on the age and miles.
Luke.SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Fix/Refurbish POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5933 NEXT>5938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ended up using it on the rockers,cab floor,bed(sides,corners,tailgate and in line with
the fenders for the length of the bed).I used some on the inner rear bumper covers and
along the top of the front bumper,got tired of slipping off all the time in the wet weather.
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715-3208 Cat POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5928 NEXT>5950 5974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
G.Sanders,A 3208 Cat would be one hell of an engine for a 715,it would be a tight fit at
over 600ci.The weight of this engine would be an issue.The 3208TI puts out about 500hp
and a 1000 lb of torque,the drive train might not live all that power.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Fix/Refurbish POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:59 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5936 NEXT>5940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So the Herculiner holds up fairly well?I just can's spend 600 hundred bucks for rhino
lining just for the bed!!!!This is why I will Herculiner everything!!
SUBJECT>Re:Spare tire carrier!POSTER>Keith Gallant EMAIL>Gallants@wcvt.com
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazoaav4vEV0c PREVIOUS>5931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested.How much for it,where are you located and can you ship it?
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Fix/Refurbish POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havn't had any problems with it.The only place where it is worn is on the rocker panel
lip edges in the doorways.This id from getting in and out of the cab on the drivers side.I
also cut some rubber floor mats for the driver and passenger floors,so the coating would
not wear.
SUBJECT>Rear fording pipe/exhaust size Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told by Tony Linn that the stock fording kit exhaust stack would reduce my
horsepower by ten horses because of incresed back pressure.I want to install these pipes.
I was thinking that since I will have to (most likely)make them anyway,why not build a
rear pipe that has a bigger diameter to it?
Since the stock exhaust pipe is 2"diameter,do any of you think that a 2.5"diameter from
the rear of the muffler back would work in bringing the back pressure back down and
keep this normal?At this point I have to replace the rear pipe anyway to get the two.pieces to mate up at the rear
corner.
I was going to build the intake stack and buy the exhaust stack.Now it looks like I will do
it the other way around.
Anyone have an intake stack they want to sell?
SUBJECT>Re:Rear fording pipe/exhaust size Question POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Tony is correct,extending the exhaust pipe will increase back pressure,this will
reduce HP and torque.Powerwise,I think the best way to go is,increase the pipe size
comming right out of the exhaust manifold,can the 2 inch muffler,go with a good low
backpressure aftermarket muffler.The bigger the better,2.5 inch would be bare minimum
for me,3-3.5 inch would look and flow even better .With the large diameter pipe,this
exhaust could be used on a V-8 swap someday if you so choose.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Diagram M725 POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5919
NEXT>5953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have m725,also with wiring problems.Batteries were not charging so pulled alternator
out and had it tested.Tested O.K.Checked 468 with wiring diagram appeared to go to
"D"on back of ignition switch.No wire there,ck'd with meter all wires under dash,not
one was 468.????Anyone know if wire changes number through firewall or what???
SUBJECT>winch frame extentions POSTER>brandxgarage
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody have the frame extentions for 715 w/winch
or know where ican get a pair?
SUBJECT>Re:winch frame extentions POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5944
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-
cgi/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=600503009&r=0&t=0
Here they are
SUBJECT>lights,camera,M715 POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 January
2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey M715er's,checkout the movie Tremors 3,a M715 gets alot of screen time,its eve
on the cover art of the box,to bad it was the best part of the movie.
SUBJECT>Cargo Cover POSTER>Sandy(Blackwidow715)
EMAIL>Graylady52@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I need a good photo of an original,installed cargo cover.
Thank you.
Sandy
SUBJECT>Ring/Pinion change for M-715 POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5949 5959 5960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
After much review and discussion with some who have put the Gamma Goat 100x18 tires
on the 715,I've decided it's better to just change the axle gears.
Many thanks to those who responded to my inquiry for tires and wheels.
NOW,has anybody had experience with who sells the rings/pinions for the 715?
A friend gave me copy of "OFF-ROAD"mad and I see a few ads.I've been told
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"RANDY's"is knowledgeable....Any comments?
THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Ring/Pinion change for M-715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,Randy's ring and pinion is one of the best,that's where I got my Detroit No Spin,they
have the best prices.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715-3208 Cat POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree,the cat is a big heavy motor.there is a company near here that does 3208/allison
auto swaps into 87prior chevy trucks.they have to remove front sheet metal to shoehor
the engine in.i don't know if you would have room for a big enough radiator for a cat.
check out this for a cool swap.mid 80's chevy 60-70series trucks were available with a
deutz 6cyl.air cooled diesel.we use these same engines at work on 6"waterpumps.they
are reliable,fuel efficent,and best of all no radiator to spring a leak 50miles from
nowhere.
SUBJECT>'69 6/230 f.s./t POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>ryno713@up.net
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
13,300 orig.miles...runs...everything works..still in truck.$500.00 or poss trade for good
chev.400/4 bolt motor.NORTHERN MICHIGAN
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Cover POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If You are a member go to the member's gallery and look at John L.'s rig.That is mine
and I know there are a few pics with the cover on.If you need any help or can not get to.the gallery let me know by
e mail.I'll send some jpg's to you and answer any questions.
johnleischner@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Diagram M725 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I did the diagram I tried to trace the number down.I as well thought it went to the
back of the Ignition switch.What I ended up discovering is Both of the large gauge wires
that go into the back of the switch were power wires from the batteries.The ign.switch is
internaly set up to run two seperate circuits (EG.a runs b c runs d)I came to the
conclusion that 468 ties back into the battery circuit some how and gurssed that this is the
wire that reads the load on the electrical system and tells the alternator to charge.
SUBJECT>Parts for Sale POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,
at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5955 5957 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm selling the NP200 I swapped out of my truck and a 283 Chevy small block.I have to
get rid of them,so if anyone is interested make an offer.You will have to pay shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Sale POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,20 January 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5954
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the np200?
SUBJECT>Re:Bolt Patern and Gear oil ?POSTER>bigugly
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Sale POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5954
NEXT>5961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?I'm interested in the 283.
SUBJECT>Re:new headlights(24 volt)POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you considered a halogen H-4 conversion headlamp?They can be purchased at any
speed/performance parts counter for $60-$100 for the housing and bulbs.In the future
you only have to replace the bulbs for $10-$20.I did this conversion in my truck,it took
about 30 minutes to complete.The low beams are brighter than my old high beams.
SUBJECT>Re:Ring/Pinion change for M-715 POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have dealt with Randy's,PAW,4 Wheel Warehouse,Drivetrain
Direct,and others.
Randy's is the best.I have found better prices on some things be looking (hence the other
companies),however for the dollar or two saved,it wasn't worth it.I am still having a
prob with an AMC 20 I am putting together,and the guys at Randy's have spent about a
total of 10hrs on the phone with me trying to help me diagnose the prob.They are very
knowledgeable,even with the wacked out probs I am having,they helped.Barring price
gouging on their end (for god knows what reason)I will go to them unfailingly for gears
and such.
SUBJECT>Re:Ring/Pinion change for M-715 POSTER>hewl35
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EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reiderracing.com
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Sale POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21 January
2002,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5957 NEXT>6000 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm located in southeast Arizona.$100.00 for the transfer case.$150.00 for the motor.
SUBJECT>Re:Ratchet Shifter for 700R4 POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using a Lokar shifter which bolts directly to tranny.Looks like a manual shifter.
Pictures available upon request.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:CUSTOM 715 FS POSTER>Martyn Atkins
EMAIL>jamaman@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any pix you can forward?
SUBJECT>civi parts POSTER>Frank EMAIL>reiternitti@aol.com DATE>Monday,21
January 2002,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5966 6136
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get a civi distributor and coil?Any info would be
appreciated..
SUBJECT>Question for Perk POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barb--
have you installed new ring and pinions in your differentials?I would like to go to 4.56--
is that what you did?Tom L..SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Monday,21
January 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>5964 NEXT>5967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try NAPA
Ask for 1965 Jeep,J-series or Wagoneer,w/230 OHC engine.
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5966
NEXT>5969 5980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's going to be some guy posting here soon that will tell you to look at the card file.
I'll help now since I just went down to NAPA a few weeks ago and found it.
Ask for part#NRD481646,and confirm that it is the right one by asking the info from
brns1's post above.
My NAPA was asking $46.99 for the part and could not confirm if it came with a vacuum
advance modual.
As for the coil if you are running 12V on your rig one from an AMC 232 or 258 1974 and
before sould work.Also Accel makes a universal one.
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5965
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I did not change the ring and pinions,after installing the 41 tall 9.00-20 tires,that
raised up the gear ratio quite a bit from the stock 34 inch tires.Scott/PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>Frank EMAIL>reiternitti@aol.com DATE>Monday,
21 January 2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5967 NEXT>5970
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot for all of the info!!
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5969
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that i will sell you,new in the box!!!!
SUBJECT>SORRY TO BEAT A DEAD HORSE POSTER>brandxgarage
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAN ANYONE FORWARD ME THE TOYOTA HEARTER BOX SWAP THING
I HAVE TRIED TO GET THE ADOBE READER BUT CAN'T GET IT TO WORK
CORRECTLY
THANKS.SUBJECT>Re:SORRY TO BEAT A DEAD HORSE POSTER>Be
EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hay look down the list here it was posted by 715 Gray Gost on Tue.8,Jan 2002 6:45 pm.
SUBJECT>Couple of questions!POSTER>coloradoma
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the rear shackle flip today with no problems!I need detailed info from someone that
has done the front springover!Do i cut the perches for the springs off of the axles or do i
just buy some new ones to weld on top?I have the leaf springs loosened and every thing,
I just need some info on this!Also,can I just take the steering bars and place them on
top---Is that it?Thanks
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SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715-3208 Cat POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5937
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deuce and half axle would definetly be required.If not bigger.
SUBJECT>sm465 to original np200 transfercase POSTER>eric
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone no if there is a kit to adapt the sm465 to the original m715 np200
transfercase.
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>turn signals re-visited POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>5978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
first let me say thanks to all those that responded to my question.i took a flasher from my
doner,hooked it up &took a look.bulb on end of lever blinks when left turn is
activated,front left turn signal blinks on/off as supposed to.same with right
activation.emergency flashers work as should.Problem:right or left turn activation
causes rear lights to flash at same time(lever in right turn position both sides blink,same
thing if in left turn position)
what be the problem?
SUBJECT>Luke Schultze phone number POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,21 January 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>5982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a phone number for him
Thanks Mike.SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 12:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5976 NEXT>5990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you possibly have the wires in the back switched around some how?Both of the
rear parking lights on the same circuit.Where a sthe front parking lights(together)and the
rear turn lights have their own circuit respectively.Not to keep to the rear of the vehicle ,
the problem could be switched wires up front to where the turn levar harness tie into the
chassis harness,or the pins could be wrong in the levar's cannon connector as well.
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 to original np200 transfercase POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 12:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5975 NEXT>5984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 200 won't bolt up to the rear of any transmission.It is a divorced mounted transfer
case.Meaning that the case is driven by a short drive shaft from the rear of the
transmission.Is your 465 from a 2 wheel drive?if so problem solved.I do not know too
much about about the 465's,but if my memmory serves me right,I thought none were
built to have a mated case mounted to the back of them.
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5967
NEXT>5988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>How to register to become a member?POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have tried repeatedly to register but was not able?????
SUBJECT>Re:Luke Schultze phone number POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike-
Sending you an email...
Luke
SUBJECT>just what is a spring over????POSTER>tom s EMAIL>bugsy3809@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im new to this and hear a lot about a spring over.can some one explain this to me (in
great detail)thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 to original np200 transfercase POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5979 NEXT>5986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I think that the model designation for the 2wd is
CH-465.The 4wd is SM-465.I have two
SM465's with NP 205's attached to them.For my swap,I plan on using a CH-465,
though.
SUBJECT>I Need a reasonable Winch Bumper POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who has one,who knows where to get one,and how much are they?i need the bumper,
and the front brackets
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 to original np200 transfercase POSTER>weps EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5984
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 2 WD SM 465 trans in my truck.I just had a "Jack shaft"made with a slip yoke
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in the middle.Bolts to the trans with "U"bolts around the joint and the same on the other
end.I grease it once in a while,other than that no problems in 3 years.
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions!POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22
January 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5973 NEXT>5998
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just BUY some new spring perches.They are like 20$unless you love grinding alot.the
old ones ground off probably wont be worth much to use on top.IMO
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5980
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know,that is where I got it from.
I do have it saved on disk right now as well,But for the life of me I can't remember where
it is.I need to download it again!!It comes in very handy.Thanks for thinking of it.
SUBJECT>Re:just what is a spring over????POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5983
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,how about the short story for starters.
Stock:Front axle:leaf springs are mounted below the axle tube.
"Spring over"is the process of mounting the leaf springs on top of the axle tube.This
results in lift,stable lift,about 5 to 6"of it.I say "Process"because there are several other
things that must be done also.A springover is done to provide clearance for large tires.
It's not generally required for 38.5"tires,but if axle articulation has been increased and
serious offroading is expected 38"tires will require the springover.
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>5978 NEXT>6005
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.john,
thanks,that may well be the problem seeing that i did have the left rear light off(had to use
a doner lite)and i do not have a wiring diagram.i am using a test light &a volt ohm meter.
i'll give it a look and see what i come up with.
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Starter wiring POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5992 6001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need some input regarding the correct wiring for the starter in the AMC 327 (NOT GM)
in my 715 (If the higher powers are willing,it will run someday).It is a Prestolite starter.
According to Chilton J-Truck manual,said starter has an internal solenoid assy..There
are three terminals --one big and two small.I have the big one figured out.Within the
context of the 715 original wiring,i.e.foot starter etc.,it is the other two terminals I am
unsure on.I am guessing that this is a similar situation to those running Chevy starters--
would someone please give me some input as to how the Chevy starter can be wired to
existing(?)circuitry.As I am not up for the Nobel Prize in automotive wiring,please make
it as "idiot-proof"as possible.Thnaks.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter wiring POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be "THANKS".
SUBJECT>Roger,part number POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,can you somehow find the part number for that master cylinder.It would help me
out greatly.I assume it would work or can be made to work in my situation.Thanks a
million -Chris
SUBJECT>Rockwell Brakes POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>5999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK so how does the frame mounted brake booster work and WHERE will I be able to
find one?Does it run off of engine vacuum or is it hydraulic or electric or nucular power
or what?
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>5928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 3208 CAT engine,also known as the "DI",is an old design that uses a throwaway v-
8 block (cylinder liners are not removeable).
It was supposed to be discontinued years ago,but Third World countries like it because.it's cheap.
Horsepower is about 210.
I worked at CAT's engine foundry for several years,so I became too familiar with the
3208.
If a person wants huge power/torque in a 4wd,it would probably be simpler (and cheaper)
to start out with a design that is meant for that kind of weight and power.
SUBJECT>MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>5997 6013 6020 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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About four weeks and 700 miles ago I installed a set of MM lockouts on my M715.I
went to lock them during a snow fall (Pa)last week.My driver's side hub would NOT
engage!I tried driving it,beating it(the truck not the hub),backing up,everything.
Nothing worked.I unbolted it from the hub to find the hub full of metal filings!Here's
what happenned:On the MM hubs there is a 'washer'that is inserted in the hub from the
back that is held in by a spiro-lock on one side and bottoms out against the outer splines
on the other side.This is supposed to keep the axle centered enough to allow the
engagement of the 'locking drum'to slide inbetween the axle and the internal splines on
the outter section of the hub.This 'washer',for lack of a better term,had basically gone
away and allowed the floating axle to rest off center enough that the hub won't work.I
was able to take it off,lock it in,then reinstall it onto the hub with only ten minutes of
swearing.I haven't contacted AutoZone to find out how the warranty will work yet
because I've been using the truck alot and needing the four wheel drive.I'll see what they
have to say and see what the replacement piece looks like.If it is identical to the one that
went south I'll make one with a larger supporting area on my lathe.
Yes,I greased everything when I put it together.
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>coloradoma
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5996 NEXT>6006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some that I haven't installed yet,let me know how it goes!!!These things aren't
cheap!!
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions!POSTER>coloradoma
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5987 NEXT>6014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I buy these??
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Brakes POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5994 NEXT>6025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't know who you were talking to but my truck had one of these when i got it.someone.had mounted it on pass.side
firewall.it is actually a booster/mastercyl combo.it has a
vac.line that you hook to engine vac.then you unhook your line from original master cyl.
and run one from org.cyl.to new booster.then run one from new booster to brake
distribution block on left inside frame.you can mount these boosters anywhere as long as
the cyl.is kept sorta horizonal.the only thing about mounting it on the frame is that it has
a vent that can get plugged up.napa sells a complete kit w/bracket,hose,etc.in their
Balkamp product line.(or at least they did).
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Sale POSTER>Lriwater EMAIL>lriwater@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5961
NEXT>6047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you in S.E.Arizona?I'm in Tucson and am interested in your transfer case.Is
it in good working condition?Thanks,
Lriwater
SUBJECT>Re:Starter wiring POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
verne,if it is like g.m.one wire goes to pos side of coil.it gives the coil a full 12v during
starting to help crank balky engines.after you let off key,the term.is dead and coil gets
6v through resistered wire from ign.switch.if system truly follows g.m.,you will need a
resister in wire from coil to ign.(it needs to be about 6v.i have used a dodge ign.resister
most times.the are easy to wire.now,the other term.on starter engages the solenoid.run
a hot wire from start term on ign.switch,OR STARTERbutton ,or if you want to keepthe
foot button,to this term on starter.i haven't used a two term.starter in a long while but i
think the start term is on outside.they may be marked(s)start and(i)ign.but you may have
to hook one up to starter button and see if it spins.if not you know it's the other.
SUBJECT>Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>coloradoma
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6009 6010 6012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where can I find these?I am doing a springover and need some to mount on the top of
the axle!Thanks!!!!
SUBJECT>Cab,bed-bolts and urethane mounts???POSTER>coloradoma
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can i buy the bolts and urethane mounts that rest under and below the mountings
of the cab and bed?Thanks!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:texas M715 POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at
11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>4842 NEXT>LINKNAME>The
M37B1WW is For Sale LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html.Houston Truck and Equipment oftentimes has
M715's.I've got an M37B1WW for sale,
and a couple of '78 Ford F150 4X4's,see http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
for more info on my trucks.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>John Leischner
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 1:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5990 NEXT>6030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gunrunner,Did you know there is a link under the Online Manuals above that will take
you to some wiring diagrams.Click on the link above and then scroll all the way down to
the bottom.You'll see them.
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're right They are NOT cheap,JUst Made that way!!!!I guess you buy what you have
to.I have them as well.
SUBJECT>wheel repack POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need to repack my front wheel bearings.it's been a long time since i did a 4x4.any
special quirks about m715's that i need to know?
SUBJECT>fuel gauge testing POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My fuel gauge has never worked.I replaced it with one that looked worse than the
original but was supposed to work.I usually check the fuel level by sticking my hand
down the fuel tube and if I can'y feel gas,I go fill up...but that won't do anymore.So
before I buy another fuel gauge to rule out the battered one in there now.I was wondering
if anybody had any tricks or quirks to check first.When I turn on power I get "empty".
When I tap the gauge I get "full",regardless of fuel level.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cut the old ones off and welded them back on.I used a grinder to cut the weld without
shortening the perches.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6002.NEXT>6028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I've seen the pads in the Speedway catalog,for 3"axle tubes.I bought a pair at
Super Shops a while back but they're out of business.Most aftermarket high performance
shops should get them.At Speedway,12.95 for weld on,24.95 for clamp on.I wouldn't
trust the clamp on ones though.Their number is 1-402-323-3200 for orders,part number
545-85090 for the welded ones.Request their catalogs too,tons of stuff but make sure
you get the racing one and the street rod one.
Chris
SUBJECT>NDT take-offs POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I found a deal on near new take-offs.Has anyone used take-offs?Any troubles?I'll
have to do 120-180 miles freeway to get deep in the desert and I don't want any problems.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6002 NEXT>6018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any speed or offroad shop should have or be able to get them
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had a set i broke a stube shaft and exploded the hub took it back they exchanged it with
no problems
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any speed or offroad shop
SUBJECT>Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 5:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6017 6032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here goes I will try to explain this as simply as possible.I have all new drive shafts
including the jack shaft between the trans/transfer.New joints etc.When driving at any
speed,(but MUCH worse the faster you go),when there is NO load on the transfer/shafts
etc (as in when your foot is off the gas but the engine is not braking the truck either)there
is a rumble/vibration/clattering VERY much like a REALLY BAD u-joint.This is not
subtle at 45-50,it is BAD.There is a noticable vibration at all speeds but minor.This.sounds and feels like a
u-joint right before it comes all apart.I have had it on a lift and
wiggled and shook everything as hard as I could and found nothing obviously loose.
Changed the transfer fluid again as I thought I may find chunks in it...nothing.When it
does it if you put a tiny bit of strain on the e-brake it quiets it !?Put it on the lift and ra
only the back wheels in the shop and it did it (but didn't feel as bad in the shop.)So it is
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not the front.Anyone every have trouble with the input bearing on the transfer??It feels
tight if you grab the jack shaft by hand and shake and pull and push on it like hell.Gears
in the transfer slapping around??It started after the new shafts...but they were done by a
VERY reputable shop and also seem completely tight.May be coincidence?I think it is
since it seems to be getting worse eveyday and I didn't really notice it the day I picked up
the truck from the mechanic who put the shafts in.If they were just out of balance they
wouldn't do this only under a "no-load"condition right?!!HELP!!!!Doug.Any ideas will
help.
SUBJECT>Re:I Need a reasonable Winch Bumper POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5985
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have the actual bumper and the gussets that mount the bumper but not the frame
extensions (still using them)they are NOT NOS and have been used but definitely
useable.Shipping might not be worth it from Milwaukee though.Let me know.
Matt
shmoo@nconnect.net
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January
2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6015 NEXT>6021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,I'm sorry to hear about your trouble!If I had the mechanical knowledge to help
you-I would!I have a question for you-what kind of steering column did you use and
what kind of mods did you have to perform (if any)?Again,I hope you get your problem
fixed!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:fuel gauge testing POSTER>Bob W EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaY3WlaR2oeHw PREVIOUS>6008 NEXT>6044 LINKNAME>Gauge
troubleshooting LINKURL>http://www.willys.i8.com/gbc/milgage.htm
Hi
I have posted the military manual for troubleshooting gauge problems here
http://www.willys.i8.com/gbc/milgage.htm.Good luck
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5996 NEXT>6048 6051 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
AH-HA,you bought them from Auto Zone,there is your problem.Now,if the Auto Zone
man was monitoring this forum,he would give you the following number 1-800-886-
8647.Talk to MileMarker directly and ask for tech support.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,22
January 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6017 NEXT>6022
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a GM column and was in the truck when I got it.Looked pretty simple.Nothing too
out of the ordinary.It is turned to the side a little bit to fit between the brake/clutch
original bracket without cutting anything.The power steering boxes are the same except
for the spline end between gm and jeeps (standard saginaw box)I also found that a 78-79
wagoneer has the "smaller"spline that I needed to fit the GM column...The years before
and after are different.That was a trial and error deal!!One has 13/16"splined shaft,one
has 3/4"...and there is no set pattern for who got what as far as I can tell!!VERY strange.
If you look at the pics on the members pages you will see the column in my truck.I
assume that is why you asked?:-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,22 January
2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6021 NEXT>6023 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Doug!!What kind of shifting unit did you use with your 700R4?You have a cool
jeep!!!Thanks again!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,22
January 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6022 NEXT>6029
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!!It is an "el-cheapo"special.Cable operated very simple,works great.A little
vague about gear selection...you have to count the clicks to figure out where you are!
Works though!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Roger,part number POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22
January 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5993 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would be glad to help,but i'm out on the road now...away from my notes.i'll try to look.it up this weekend.the
only problem with this set up is that they have different size
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resivores,and most likely different proportion in the outlets.like i said i just plumbed the
two lines together into one and ran it to my break booster.if you're running just two
calipers you probably won't even need a booster if you didn't want it.i didn't get a chance
to look at a master cyclinder from a corvette,but my '76 has a very large master cyclinder
with eqaul sides cause they have discs fron't and rear.anyways it is something that i
would look into.i didn't have one in the store at the time i was sifting through all them.
take care
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Brakes POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 January
2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5999 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
all you have to do to get one is go to any parts store and ask to see a bendix brake book
the boosters are in a regular book.many tooks used these in the 60's-70's.i ended up
choosing one from and international harvester.i can look for that part #this weekend also
roger
SUBJECT>Re:wheel repack POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6007
NEXT>6033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothing really special if you know the basics of wheel bearing cleaning and repacking.I
would suggest you use Marine grade grease,high quality,if you plan on mud or water
with your truck.I use it because it is better suited to these environments...much like the
M715.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How to register to become a member?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should receive an email about this very soon.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Front Leaf spring perches!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6010 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check Summit and Jegs catalogs in Mopar performance sections,also come to think J.C.
Whitney had them in ther cat.last time.
I bought mine at local auto speed shop for 12.95 a pair.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,
at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6023 NEXT>6041 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Doug,Just FYI your column came from a 1988 chevy 4x4 as did the wiring harness
computer and engine..Oh yeah and the gauge panel also.We just cut it down to fit in that
neat little package.
M715man,The column install is fairly simple but you cant be afraid of some
trimming.Some parts down the column (ignition switch and Dimmer)seem to want to
rub on some over engineered support brackets..Good luck!!!!
Doug my opinion of the noise is that typical with transfer cases that sit for a while there
could have been some rust develop on parts not immersed in lube.When the rust falls off
when put into motion again you have greater spaces and rough areas on bearings and gear
surfaces.Dont feel bad mine has it too..I am in the process of revivng the third one now
and I will see if this one does it.Wish this one could be in the form of M715 but the sheet
metal was too far gone and no bed so I am making a Hybrid..M715 axles,frame....500
Cad...TH400...1986 GMC jimmy fullsize body....42"Swampers on SUCKTON I mea
Stockton wheels....
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>6005 NEXT>6031
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john,
i haven't looked at the online manuals although i should.but,i got lucky today and got the
lites working.i jiggled(not a technical term)
some wires,cleaned some contacts,blew some 30 plus years of dirt out of the turn signal
unit and Wallah('nother tech term)they worked.
one other question:tne front park lites do not burn when the headlights are on,is this the
way it's suppose to be?
thanks
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6030 NEXT>6035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.They only come on when you use the park section on the lower left levar (The one
that runs the dash lights).Do note though that the main light switch levar must be in
service drive,and when you do this it turns off the headlights and turns on the front
parking lights and dash lights on dim.
Comes in really handy when I approch the gate guards up where I work in the dark.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:43 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6015 NEXT>6040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After driving the truck for a while check how hot your rear axle housing is near the.pinion.Recently I had the same
problem with a toyota pickup that I own.I had recently
swapped in a chevy engine and trans.so I thought that something could be wrong with
tranny or t-case.After racking my brain for several days and repeated disassembly I did
this same test.Then lifted the rear tires off the ground,and ran it in gear(get a friend to
help),to discover that the suspicous noise was coming from the third member.Changed
it--problem solved.But,I would definetly want to be sure as changing the third member
on a Dana/Spicer model 70 is much more labor extensive as wells as costly.In short,you
would be better changing the whole axle assembly.If it is not the axle it could be a
internal bearing in your t-case.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel repack POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6026 NEXT>6046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use the 2 1/2 "socket that you are supose to use to tighten the nuts.The screw driver and
hammer method doeas not work on these trucks too well.Belive it or not that is what the
fire dept who owned the truck before me did.They also left out the outer washers.
it should go (out-in)nut,washer,nut,locking(star)washer,then the outer bearing.
SUBJECT>24v reduced to 12v POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>6036 6043 6052 6068
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
question:does anything exist that can be put inline to drop 24volts to 12volts?i am
currently running my m725 on the 24v.set up.i have a sirene(12v)i would like to operate
but don't want to send 24v surging thru it.
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals re-visited POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6031 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T H A N K S
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6034 NEXT>6037 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Try J.C.Whitney catalog.I bought 12v to 6v reducer for Willys pickup and believe they
had a 24v to 12v unit also.
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 January 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa80ixemJm.fc PREVIOUS>6036 NEXT>6050 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Yes,....just looked in last catolog 24v to 12v reducer,$24.99 item #13AU5607B
cat.#658J-01,ph.#1-800-529-4486.It's a flat porcelin square with terminals and mounting
holes.Be aware once you order from these guys you will get a catolog every other day,so
it seems.They are a good source for parts,some cheap junk but mostly good stuff,you get
what you pay fo type deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Cab,bed-bolts and urethane mounts???POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 3:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the Posted Parts File link in the left window.There are a couple of cards for
body bushings.One suggest using CJ bushings and the others suggest ESPO.com.
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>5928 NEXT>6065 6104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running a 5.9L Cummins in my 715.Almost 25,000 miles on the swap and very
happy with the power!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,23
January 2002,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6032 NEXT>6053 6059
6074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the ideas.I am leaning towards the transfer,only because that is where it
sounds like it is coming from...but I know how these things are it could be anywhere!I
really don't think it is the rusty bearings/gears etc as I drove it all summer some 1500-
2000 miles with no death rattle.The shafts were a little bent but that just gave it a little
low rummble nothing like this can of ball bearing slapping around!I will check the rear
as mentioned,if that is not it I will pull the transfer and rebuild??Is there a rebuild kit out
there??Thanks.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?Thanks sgtharryp POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6029 NEXT>6045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.When I bought it Josh told me that it was from an 89,but close
enough (and my memory may be wrong as it was an exciting day bring home what was to
be the biggest pain-in-the-ass of my life!!!!):-)Naw,just interesting.Anyway the only
thing left from the 88 is the column,most of the harness and the gauge panel,which by
the way Great Job!I love the panel and I get comments on it ALL the time!Did you ever
figure a way to hook up the speedo??As for the transfer as I wrote in my other reply I
don't think it is the rusty gear etc issue as I drove it all summer pretty hard and had no
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overheat trouble etc.Also changed gear oil after this started and it was pretty clean.You
never know with these old beasts so I may end up rebuilding it anyway..it is about the
only thing left to go over!Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Transfer bearings and seals?Anyone have part#'s?POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just trying to get a jump on rebuilding my case if that is what it comes too.:-(Rebuild
kit?Gears etc?Thanks so much for all your help!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Run a hot wire directly from the 1st battery +post in series through a external switch
(your control for the siren)and directly to the siren,ground the siren to the body,and you
have a 12v connection without having to do the reduction thing.I run my M37 and 715
fuel 12v elec.fuel pumps that way,works like a charm.
Regards,Beltfed
SUBJECT>Re:fuel gauge testing POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>6019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great guide!
Thanks,Bob!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?Thanks sgtharryp POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this may rate an of course i did stupid but you mentioned that it stops when you apply
parking brake.could the parking brake drum be loose?with 5.89 gears,the drum is
turning major r.p.ms i only mention this because i had one come off on an old chevy truck
and it shook like crazy before it launched into orbit.the only other thing that comes to
mind is that the u-joints could be out of phase.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel repack POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the help guys
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Sale POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
January 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6000 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Sierra Vista.The transfer case was working fine when I took it out a couple of
months ago.It will need a new e-brake lining soon,but it works.Post your email and I'll
get in touch with you.
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 8:07 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6020
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tom...I'll give'em a ring.
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>arnold grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6011 NEXT>6067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Chris,
I bought some decent take-offs from Barstow truck parts,in the California desert.I don't
know what state you live in,but for me,it was a two hour drive.I got to pick from a huge
pile 900x16's.Some were downright crap,but there were quite a few good tires in there.
Various manufacturers,and I think I payed $80 a piece.Good luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You get what you pay for is an understaement on that part.I got one a couple weeks ago.
After "pouring"the porcelan out of the package,and looking at the guts I decided to send
it back,and not request a replacement.It is nothing more than a couple of springs
(resistors)between the terminals.It is limited to 4amp I belive.I have been told by a
reliable source you can use it as a heater while in use.(they get real hot)
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker Hub -PROBLEM-POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Tom,
How much do you get for freewheeling hubs?
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
January 2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6034 NEXT>6055
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are some very nifty electronic DC to DC converters that are available.I use one to
get 12V to operate my CB and power amp.
I'm sure you don't want to spend that much for siren power,but it is an option.
Connecting from chassis ground to the positive terminal of the first battery will give you
12V.BUT!!!Any continuous 12V load,even a very small one,will destroy your
batteries.A siren isn't a continuous load,it's something you don't use very often or for
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very long,so your batteries should be OK.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,23 January
2002,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6040 NEXT>6054
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Doug,
I don't know about rebuilding your transfer case,but you could put a NP 205 in your Jeep.
Just a suggestion.If there is a rebuild kit out there for this-I wonder how much it would
cost?It might be worth looking into a different t-case.Just trying to help!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at
11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6053 NEXT>6056 6057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Every NP205 I've ever seen wasn't divorced.Are you suggesting to divorce it in some
way,or move the crossmember?
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6052 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree it will eventually draw down one battery,BUT I've been running my M37 w/the
fuel pump AND distributor like that for 3 year now,no problem (other than having to put
a charge charge the one battery every 4-6 mo.).My 2ct.Anyway,good luck!
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,23 January
2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6054 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
he would have to change to a short shaft and attach a NP 205 to it.You would have to
move the mount also.It wouldn't be hard,but you wouldn't worry about your t-case
overheating (as much).
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,
at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6054 NEXT>6096 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look at a 70's Dodge around a 1 ton,like a crewcab.Divorced mount just like the 200.I
believe Internationals came with them for a time also.
SUBJECT>found a 715 for sale POSTER>P Thompson EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know if anybody would be interested,but I found a listing in an auto trader type
magazine where a guy in Franklin,Ohio wants to sell a '76'no motor,body good shape.
Whole or part out.He's asking 1,100.00.The phone nimber listed is area code (937)746-
7833 thought if somebody was looking for a repower truck,this might be what they're
looking for.Pat.SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6040 NEXT>6060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought the same thing and never thought that the vibration could transmit up the drive
shaft.It was fairly loud--loud enough to hear it over the Swampers I was running at the
time.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!POSTER>Al
temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6059 NEXT>6061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whatever is self destructing itself will eventually shed metal flake into the oil.Dip a
finger into each assy and look with bright light to see if there is any metal flake visible.
Run the rig to circulate the oil but do not get it hot.I would rule out the rear end since
nothing was done to it and it worked before you did the work you mention.I would bet on
the transfer case.Also check your drivelines.Did you pull the splines apart and accidently
get them off by one spline putting it back together.I have seen that quite a bit.Now if
your really crazy,and I mention this very lightly,put your rig on jack stands.
CAREFULLY run the rig in what ever gear makes the vibration most pronounced,and
with a prybar or very big screwdriver carefully listen and touch the tip of the prybar or
screwdriver to the offending gearbox and rest the other tip near your temple.You would
be surprised what you hear.This is extremely dangerous and I thought for quite a awhile
about mentioning it.If you try it.DON'T GET YOURSELF HURT!!Watch your legs,
your hair,your arms,EVERYTHING!It will work well,it's just a little dangerous...I
have pinpointed bad bearings this way.I hope you find the problem.Good luck.Oh yea,
get a buddy to help you should you try my wacky suggestion.Be safe or don't do it...Nuff
said.
Al Temple.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at
4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For rebuild parts try 4x4 heaven at 800-800-1679 or www.4xheaven.com
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
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January 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6063
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dont forget its tonight at 9:00
SUBJECT>Re:junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6062 NEXT>6064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
9o'clock est.SUBJECT>Re:junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
January 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6063 NEXT>6069 6071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about that is east coast time
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>Ben EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6039 NEXT>6230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Utahjeeper,What trany are you running behind your Cummins?
SUBJECT>custom bellhousings?POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>ryno713@up.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if there is a company that makes a bellhousing or adapter for a chevy
400 small block to an original M-715 manual trans?
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6049 NEXT>6098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Arnold,
Barstow is the general area I plan on taking the Kaiser and for me it's 2 hours also.I'm i
Orange County.The guy I talked to offered 75 bucks a piece plus 25 each to bring them
here from the midwest.I figured that wasn't too bad considering the cost of mud tires.
Have you done any freeway driving with the takeoffs?I'm curious about how well they
hold up under sustained high speed use.Does the age of the tire matter with these?Is it
unsafe to use older NDT's?I know I wouldn't put 20 year old tires on my car and hop on
the freeway,regardless of the condition.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6034 NEXT>6116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I converted my 67'to 12 volts.Called Memphis Equipment,they had a 12 volt coil.I took
my starter to an alt shop they re-wound it for 12 volts.Cost me $145.00 for the starter and
$70.00 for the coil.Hope this helps Will
SUBJECT>Re:junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6064 NEXT>6070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that used to be a pretty fair shape m726 to bad looked like a good project truck
SUBJECT>Re:junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
January 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6069 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looked like a lot of nice parts.
SUBJECT>Re:junk yard wars <m715 POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They toer up a prefectly good and restorable 726 :(
SUBJECT>Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6076 6090 6095 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,I welded new perches on top of the front axle (making sure that they were flat)!!!
Do you have to modify the crossmember in any way (the one that the front drive shaft
goes through)????????The crossmember needs to be filed down or cut down some more,
right???????Another question.......The front now sits higher than the back,what did you
do to the back to even this out????Please help!!!Thanks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>These!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at
8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY PREVIOUS>5713
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/pictures.html
LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/pictures.html
Click the link top see Israeli ND NATO "Sand Tread."Usually available cheap used from
Gensco,http://www.noflats.com or 1-800-NO-FLATS.I've got a set on my M37,they
work great on and off road,and they're 10-ply.These are Alliance brand,there are also
Firestones but they're 8-ply.Pictures of them on the truck at
http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January
2002,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6040 NEXT>6119 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
keep in mind drive shafts are usually hollow steel pipe which in turn can transmit sound
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and also amplify it wich makes this harder to pin point.Try to remove each drive shaft on
at a time and operate the vehicle to eliminate either the front end or rear end.i.e.front r
rear wheel drive.
If it still does it no matter which shaft propels the vehicle then it would narrow it down to
the t-case or transmisson.
Just a thought
SUBJECT>Yes!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at.8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY
PREVIOUS>6066
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.novak-adapt.com/catalog/kit_c715.htm
LINKURL>http://www.novak-adapt.com/catalog/kit_c715.htm
Novak adapters has bellhousing adapters and motor mounts for Chevy motors.The
bellhousing adapters should work to convert any standard GM bellhousing to an M715's
T-98.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I used the blue wrench to notch the crossmember for the front shaft.I also had to
lengthen my front shaft 1.5 inches.As far as the rear goes just build a lift block from steel
tubing (watch out for store blocks wih the taper to correct the pinion angle as it will be to
much with the shackle flip).AS far as how high it just depends on your taste I have see
1"blocks all the way to 2.5"like mine although it ended up being to much.You may or
may not need new (longer)u bolts although they are usually cheap so it is good practice
to just buy new.
SUBJECT>Speedo Cable Helllllllll!POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went to replace my speedo cable today,you would think that would be a relatively simple
task right!Well,the damn previous owner let the speedo rust up and lock up tighter tha
Dick's hat band and the cable apparently twisted off inside the transfer case nipple.
Transfer case is on the truck,so tight working space.Broke off down inside the nipple.
Question,has anyone had this problem and what was the fix?Thought of possibly trying
to drilling out w/a flex drill extension?Any thoughts?or am I just SOL.
Regards,Austin
SUBJECT>salt in a fresh wound JUNKYARD TV POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was it just me or was that show hard to watch?
I hated to see them jumping on the hood of the truck not to mention all the welding and
cutting to the frame.(ouch)!!!
I seen alot of parts if nothing else,Like the fording pipe John L.is in need of or the
blackout light and braket on the hood,fenders and doors looked to be pretty good.Oh
well thats life right......One mans treasure is anothers junk!
I wish I had his junk
SUBJECT>Basic M715 Questions POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at
9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY PREVIOUS>NEXT>.6081 6084 6107 LINKNAME>M37B1WW And Other Trucks For
Sale
LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
I've got a lead on a few M715's with bad or missing engines.My questions are:
1.Is the ride really as rough as I've heard?I've heard that the suspension is so tight that a
climbing a curb can be a problem if there is not a locker.
2.How small are the cabs?I can stand a few hours in my M37,but I'm 6'3"tall,long
bodied,and I haven't had a chance to drive one of these beasts yet.
3.How are the brakes?I noticed that Helitool has a disc brake kit.
I'm thinking 383 Chevy swap,although I prefer Ford engines,because of the bolt-in kit
for the Chevy motor.
Also,I'm in the Austin area and would like to go trail riding while I've still got my Dodge,
e-mail me at CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com
Thanks,
CD
SUBJECT>Re:salt in a fresh wound JUNKYARD TV POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6078 NEXT>6175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah!I saw that fording pipe and drooled.I did find one though,just waiting for the coi
to roll in.As far as the rest of the truck,What a shame.It looked real strait and in primo
condition.I know some who could have used the cab bows as well,not to mention other
things.
Any body need a 24V starter?or a light switch?or maybe a 24V heater fan.Check out the
for sale page.I need project money!!!!
Not only do I need to get the intake stack,but I'm going to redesign the exhaust system as
well.
SUBJECT>Re:Basic M715 Questions POSTER>John Leischner
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6079 NEXT>6083 6091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.The ride is a little rough.I have 9.00 X 16's though.I have heard that radial tires help a
lot to smooth things out.Some have even taken leaves (1 or 2 per side)and gotte
smoother rides.I think the suspension flexes O.K.though not as well as my old M38A1.I
drive over curbs all the time,No Problem.(you have to in order to make those U turns i
the city.
2.I am 5'11 and had trouble with the bottom of the steering wheel rubbing on the tops of
my legs.When I added the passenger seat from a duece up front I also moved the drivers
seat back as far as it would go.It could still go back a little,but I have a rifle mount there.
3.The brakes are adequit.Takes a little longer to stop when you are toteing the troop seats
around and even more with full canvas.I have not had an oportunity to try them wet yet,
but I am sure they would fare as well as any other drum brake.I did rebuild the system
and used silicone fluid.Not that that matters on braking power.If I remember right.though a power booster from a
Gladiator or full size Jeep can be added.
I hope this helps.Can't help much on the engine though.Seems like every time I try to
give advice on these I'm wrong.I prefer inline 6's though,so that is where my heart lies.
Though some members have used Ford 300(?)6's.
Would love to trail ride with ya!,But I'm in Washington State.I don't think I'd make it
and If I did I probebly would be tiered of sitting in the 715.
SUBJECT>Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was a nice rig!They should have been flogged with their own minesweeper!
SUBJECT>I've Considered A Ford 300 POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at
10:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY PREVIOUS>6081
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In fact,that was the engine I originally wanted to swap in!Maybe I could get Novak to
custom machine a Ford to T98 adapter?Hell,if they offered it I think it would sell,I
think there are about as many Ford powered Kaisers as there are GM powered.I seem to
recall hearing once or twice that the Army experimented with 300 swaps back in the 70's
on these trucks,anyboy know how hard it is?
Lets see,a 300 with a cam,split manifolds,Offy 4 barrel intake....This could be COOL!
My inseam is 32",my problem on my Dodge is that if I sit straight up all I see is the
wiper motor and the hood!I'm thinking a tilt column with turn signal controls and a
ignition switch might be worth every penny.
I'm just thinking that I could build one of these for a lot less than I can think about my
dream M37 these days,Dodge prices have really jumped the last few years,I hope that
our beloved Kaisers aren't next!
Thanks,
CD
SUBJECT>715s in Austin POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6079 NEXT>6087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Death,
Let us know about the 715s your not interested in.How Much?Condition?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 January 2002,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6082 NEXT>6086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And a 726 at that!!!!Those must be even almost extinct.Maybe we can sue for killing a
endangered species or something.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
24 January 2002,at 1:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6085 NEXT>6089.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was a damn tragedy cutting up that 726!Altho its sure whupped some butt on that
beach,take that ya bloody brits!The way that beast tore that beach up,was just damn
sexy!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:715s in Austin POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 1:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6084 NEXT>6088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That goes for me too!!!!!!
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:715s are not in Austin!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at
1:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY PREVIOUS>6087
NEXT>LINKNAME>M37B1WW,Other 4X4's,And Other Stuff For Sale
LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
There were a few in Houston at an equipment yard,all with bad or missing motors.I'm
not even sure if they are still there,I heard that they were "cleaning house"late last year
and I haven't been in a while.I hope that they've got one or ten left!
The main reason I'm interested is because they're easier to repower then M37's and a 383
SBC,300 I6,or 351W SBF would make a cool work truck.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24
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January 2002,at 3:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6086 NEXT>6093
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the truck was stock and it was a tazmanian devil on sand .but what a way for the truck to
go out of this world but think about it .it is now famous and a tv star .
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24
January 2002,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6072 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I fliped the spring hanger over by grinding out the rivets and then fliped the shackle.This
seemed to increase the flex a lot to me.I personaly don't like lift blocks.
SUBJECT>Re:Basic M715 Questions POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6081 NEXT>6114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Creeping Death,Installing a Ford engine is no big deal,you just need a T-18 or NP435
tranny out of a Ford pickup,that wil bolt up to the Ford bellhousing,a little fabracation on
motor mounts,tranny mounts,clutch linkage and bigger radiator if you go with the big 460
like I did.PerkM715
SUBJECT>RE:transfer vibration?THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP!!!Here are some.more things to narrow it down...POSTER>Doug
Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6094 6097 6105 6135 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK here goes...and thanks again for all the replies!!
Put the t-case in neutral,spins only the trans and jack shaft,spinning in overdrive,
3500rpm NO vibe.Took out rear drive shaft,ran around in "front wheel drive",seemed
maybe worse.Thought AH HA!!front...removed front,put it back in two wheel drive
and put rear shaft in...still has vibe.Tried running it in rear wheel drive with no shaft (so
that everything was turning but no shaft to rear does that make sense?)NO vibe??That
seemed strange.It is not the front or rear diff as it does it with either shaft out.The shafts
are new and the u-joints/yokes are lined up the way they should be...BUT GET THIS,
maybe I am an idiot for this one...When I took them out and sent them to the machine
shop I noticed (as did they)that the yokes were turned 90 degrees to each other??In other
words the u-joints should have been causing trouble.They were BOTH like this.Now
they line up like a normal drive shaft.Is there something I am missing here,are these
trucks supposed to run them different??The machine shop didn't think so,they thought it
was strange at best.
On to the next one...the brake drum does not wiggle or anything so I don't think that is
the issue,the input and all of the outputs don't have play in them like a bad bearing...
BUT the front output yoke does have some play in it if you TURN it.With both shafts out
and the transfer in four wheel and the trans in neutral everything feels tight and smooth
when you turn it over by hand,except that the front output has some play,maybe all of 5
degrees turning where the others don't.And it feels like it is right there at the yoke,not
internal really.Yes the yoke nut appears tight.So I tried running the truck with front shaft
out in two wheel and the front yoke wired so it could not spin even just from friction i
the case or anything wierd.STILL HAS VIBE.The trans output shaft were the splined
yoke slides on (700R4)does have a slight wiggle but that seems normal to me as it only
has a bushing at the rear output...and running it with only that turning does not seem to
be a problem.BUT maybe it just doesn't have the right rpm/load/no load on it to do it
without the truck moving.Should that trans spline/bushing-bearing be really tight??
I have not seen an exploded view of the case (although I may get to see a real exploded
view soon!!!!)and I think that is my next mission in life if I chose to accept it.Maybe I
sould just buy a HONDA CRV...OH MY GOD I can't believe I just said that!!!Thanks
for all the HELP!!!!!Doug.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6089 NEXT>6111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And to think they were laughing at the americans.Look who got the last laugh,ya kraut
burning limys(sp?).:-0
SUBJECT>Re:RE:transfer vibration?THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP!!!Here are
some more things to narrow it down...POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 6:44 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6092
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,you are too funny!!!!!!!!!!!!!A Honda CRV!LOL Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6072 NEXT>6099 6120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So let me get this straight.You do a front spring over,and a rear shackle flip,and that
levels the truck?What size tires can you clear then?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the internals interchangable,or did they go around switching bearing sizes,etc..?
SUBJECT>Re:RE:transfer vibration?THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP!!!Here are
some more things to narrow it down...POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
24 January 2002,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6092 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd suspect ujoint vibe.If phasing or angles are wrong,the vibration will exist -no matter
what the rpm.
I have no idea why the drive shaft yokes are 90 degrees apart,never noticed...
How about this:pull the drive shafts apart at the splined slip joints,rotate as close the 90
degrees as you can,then splip them back together and see what happens.(I don't
remember if they're keyed to prevent this or not).
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6067 NEXT>6125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,
I have taken my 715 on the freeway several times.I had a real nasty speed wobble at
about 55.That was after the spring over.I have since replaced the spring bushings (AB
Linn)and added a steering stabilizer.No more wobble.As far as Barstow's tires go,you
really have to pick through the pile.Stay clear of the retreads,there are some floating in
that pile,and try to stay with US manufactured tires.I picked up one Denman and one
Nanking,both with 90%tread life.They took quite a bit of lead to balance them,but no
problems otherwise.Of course,I had to pick through about 75-100 tires,but it was kind
of fun.Barstow Truck has a huge inventory of Deuce-and-a-halfs,five-tons and other
miscellaneous equipment.It's fun just to look around.So if you don't mind wasting a day,
it might be worth a trip.
Arnold
btw-I am located out in Redlands
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:52 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6095 NEXT>6103 6115
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the springover last night!The front sits higher now so I will put a block under the
back springs to compensate!I'm not sure what tires you can clear,I would guess 40's?
SUBJECT>Chevy 400 SB &700R4 Conversion POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there do a Chevy SB &auto tranny conversion?I've been talking to a few
club members that have been a great help,but am always looking for more info.I have
just installed some block hugger headers and will soon be mounting the tranny in place
along with the engine.Looks like the tranny may be a U-joint directly to the transfer case
instead of a short stub shaft like I expected.Any information or pictures would be greatly
appreaciated and gladly accepted.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>M715 for Sale POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone interested in buying an M715....there is one for sale in Bristol Maine......I
don't know much more info than that.You can find out more by going to
www.unclehenrys.com and do a search for M715.
Just for you info
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 400 SB &700R4 Conversion POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That goes for me too!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6099 NEXT>6106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you do the rear shackle flip too?
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>6039 NEXT>6231 6361 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,I understand that you would be happy with your conversion.Congratulations.
My comment was related to the shoehorning-in of nonstock engines that are considerably
larger and more powerful,far exceeding the original design of the truck.After all,the
truck was designed for the 230 and about 200 ft.lbs.of torque.Certainly,the increases i
horsepower and torque can be compensated for with the strengthening of the frame and.modifying and/or replacing of
the drivetrain,but is it worth all of that time and money?I
see lots of discussions in this website that talk about "more power"and "more speed"and,
as an afterthought,"MORE BRAKES!!!".The saying "Trying to make a silk purse out of
a sow's ear"comes to mind.
So,In a failed attempt,I tried to explain that there is a point where it's simpler and better
to find a factory-built truck that has most of what you're wanting already designed into it.
Cost more?Maybe at first.Better return on investment?You bet.
I,too,own an M715,but I enjoy it for what it is;that's why I bought it.Improving the
safety and reliability makes sense,because the truck should be driven often and safely.
Thus,installing better brakes or more reliable engines is understandable.The big question
is when to say,"WHEN".
Now that I've said my piece,I'm going to sit back and see if anyone disagrees.It shouldn't
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take long.;o)
SUBJECT>Re:RE:transfer vibration?THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP!!!Here are
some more things to narrow it down...POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6092 NEXT>6122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doug--
Maybe you should have bought my first 715????!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6103 NEXT>6112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,that was the easiest part of the whole shaaaabang!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Basic M715 Questions POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Creeping Death,
I know where to find a bell housing for an np435 if I can help.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer bearings and seals?Anyone have part#'s?POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Try 4x4 Heaven 1 800 800 1679
www.4xheaven.com
Devil Dog.SUBJECT>nova 4x4.com POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
happend by this clubs web page-had a lot of links to parts etc.
SUBJECT>More!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HATE BEATING DEAD HORSES!PEOPLE PROBABLY THINK THAT I AM
NUTS TOO!THIS IS MY FIRST PROJECT (EVER)!I HAVE NO EXPERIENCE
MECHANICALLY!!!......
THE SPRINGS ARE OVER THE FRONT AXLE,BUT I CANT FOR THE LIFE OF
ME FIGURE OUT HOW TO DO THE STEERING!I HAVE QUESTIONS......
WHAT IS A PIPE REAMER?
HOW DO I "PIPE REAM"THE STEERING BARS OR IS IT THE ARMS THAT I PIPE
REAM?
WHERE CAN I GET A PIPE REAMER?
THE ONLY ROD THAT I FLIP OVER IS THE STRAIGHT ONE THAT RUNS FROM
WHEEL TO WHEEL?
DO I LENGTHEN ANY OF THE STEERING BARS (SHORTEN)?
I DID THE SHACKLE FLIP,BUT THE BACK SITS A LITTLE LOWER--WHAT IS
BETTER REVERSING THE HANGER OR PUTTING 1"BLOCKS UNDERNEATH
THE SPRINGS?
I'M SORRY GUYS,I JUST WANT TO MAKE SURE I GET THIS RIGHT!I ALWAYS
TELL MY STUDENTS THAT THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A STUPID
QUESTION!WELL,I'M EATING MY OWN WORDS!!!LOL!
THANKS SO MUCH!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6093 NEXT>6126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i watch that show allthe tlme and i want to know what junkyard has good ol'america
iron alongside r.h.steer morris minis?hmmmmm.curiouser and curiouser.
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24
January 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put 40 inch boggers on mine
SUBJECT>Re:More!!!!!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,
at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6110 NEXT>6121 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did my power steering convertion at the same time.The donor was a 76 waggoneer.the.pitman arm was about 2 inches
lower witch you will need.A pipe reemer is all I could
scarf up to use to put a taper into the top side of steering rod.I found the one I used at my
work.(propane co.)Unless you go to a machine shop you are just going to have to
impravise,maybe someone will have another idea.Oh,I also put a long pipe on the arms
while someone heated them and pent them up a little bit.
SUBJECT>Re:Basic M715 Questions POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24
January 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6091 NEXT>6127
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or go 460 with a c-6 then a cable shifter.Sat on the same perches as the 6 banger.
SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 5:23 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put a 3"body lift on the cab and you can fit 44"tires with slight trimming of the front
fenders
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6068 NEXT>6129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks to all of ya'll for your info.it seems possible to get answers to any type of problem
or situation these old war horses (m715's,m725's,etc.not you guys)can throw out.so once
again thanks.i will return!
SUBJECT>bellhousing adapter?POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>ryno713@up.net
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aan4fwrgchOHg PREVIOUS>NEXT>6118 6143 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there such a thing as an adapter to match up a cheve 400 small block to an original M-
715 manual trans?
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing adapter?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes novak makes a plate to mate a chevy bellhousing w/org.trans.they also sell engine
mounts for this swap.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer rattle/shake?All shafts are new...stumped.HELP!!
POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 January
2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6074 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i just remembered something.the transmission mount bolts that bolt to trans case are bad
to loosen.when it happens trans,hi-lo levers etc.rattle like crazy.just a shot in dark but it
makes a heckova racket when it happens..SUBJECT>Re:Springover Problems!!!!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shackle flip in the rear alone is not enough to level the truck.
As far as tire size I run a42x15/16.6 tsl although this is very close for off roading.They
have not rubbed yet but then again I havent been to hard on her since the spring over.
This is one of those questions you can ask six people and end up with 8 different answers.
Just Keep in ind what your using your truck for and ho deep do you want to dig into those
pockets.
SUBJECT>Attention Wout!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6113 NEXT>6123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you just drill out the arms straight?
SUBJECT>Re:RE:transfer vibration?TOM ---AHHH Kick a guy when he's
down...that's a sore spot!!!:-)POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6105 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I could have (read "should have")but look at all the fun I would have missed!!I
mean all the grease,cursing,bitching and sleepless nights...I wouldn't give them up for
anything.Well except maybe a really clean nice already been done 715 that I could have
had even less $$$into and not even have gotten dirty.Oh wait I could have had that ...
yours.
Wow talk about rubbing salt into an open wound!!:-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Attention Wout!POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6121 NEXT>6124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO they need a taper for the tie rod ends to seat safely.
This is a gray area so to speak.If you are not very mechanical inclined this could lead to
be very dangerous.If you are not sure about the steering make certain to seek proffesional
advice.With that said I have seen a couple of different ways to do the steering,One is to
heat and bend the steering arm up far enough the tie rods will clear the springs (at this
point they are still mounted below the arm).
I will catch slack for my method but what I did was to cut the arms and flip the end over
and tack them together and then sent them out to be burnt together for good.If done
properly the weld will be stronger than the arm is so it should not ever break.This will
place the tie rod above the arm and spring.But it will also require you to horten the Tie
rod so the wheels point straight ahead.
And probably the best way to do this (and most costly)Is to have a machine shop weld
the taper up in the bottom of the arm and retaper the to to fit the tie rod end.This may be
costly but it could cost you or some one else their life so that is why I say do only what
you are comfortable with..SUBJECT>Re:Attention Wout!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6123 NEXT>6133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pipe reamers are available at most industrial supply shops.I'd recommend findind a tie
rod taper ream though,to make sure the angle matches.Where to find one?Don't know
and they're pretty expensive to use only twice.You'll also need a tap handle to turn it,a
crescent wrench works but it probably won't come out just right.On the note of drilling
straight through,you can and it's been done time and time again,you MUST get helical
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rod ends though.They have a captured ball on the end that a bolt passes through,the
through the steering arm,into a nut.Any catalog supplier or rod shop that does
suspension stuff can help you.Basically you just have to match the tie rod threads and get
some Gr.8 bolts to hold the rod end to the arm.
Welding steering arms is quite reliable.I cut about 3 inches from the middle of a pitma
arm on a 54 GMC,with much gussetting around the perimeter to be safe with no
problems.And I had to weld stock steering arms in a different position on my 51 Dodge
with no problems to speak of.Be sure you have full penetration (much beveling)and lots
of heat,the forgings like to crack until it's totally warmed up.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6098 NEXT>6138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold,
Thanks for the info.Being in SoCal and into this longer than I have,do you know
anywhere to find a decent bed?I've tried Scotty's and Barstow,neither want to part out
what they have and shipping one is outrageous.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyard Bastards!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the 726's are so desireable then surely someone would be more than glad to trade mine
for a 715 before I molest it and put on a cargo bed.Any interest?30,000 miles,no rack,
no spotlight,no winch,decent driveable shape.ISO (haha,like a personal ad)in similar
condition.
Chris
SUBJECT>460/C6 POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at
9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWwCcI8pNVzY PREVIOUS>6114
NEXT>6132 LINKNAME>M37B1WW,2 Other 4X4's,And Other Stuff For Sale
LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html.How easy is this?I LOVE Ford 460's!I just can't get one into my
Dodge,but if they fit
easily I might consider it.What kind of gears are you running?4.10's?
CD
SUBJECT>ATTENTION EVERYONE THAT CAN'T GET INTO THE CARDFILE!!!!!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,24 January
2002,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6130 6134
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE COPIED THE CARDFILE AND M715 INFORMATION TO A CDR!IF
ANYONE IS INTERESTED,I WILL SEND YOU A COPY!!!ALL I ASK IS THAT
YOU PAY FOR THE SHIPPING (IT SHOULDN'T BE TO MUCH)!I KNOW THAT
ALOT OF HARD WORK WENT INTO PREPARING THE CARDFILE FOR USE OF
THE MEMBERS OF THIS SITE!EVERYONE NEEDS TO UTILIZE THIS
SOURCE!!!!!THANKS TO ALL THAT HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE MAKING
OF THE CARDFILE!I HOPE THIS WORKS AND WILL HELP ALL WHO CAN'T
GET INTO THE CARDFILE!!!IF THIS OFFENDS ANYONE,LET ME KNOW AND I
WILL STOP!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:24v reduced to 12v-high amp choices POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,24 January 2002,at 11:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
redarc makes the most affordable high-amp reducer.exchange rate is around 220 for a 40
amp,300 for 60 amp......
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION EVERYONE THAT CAN'T GET INTO THE
CARDFILE!!!!!POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 3:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6128
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks M715MAN!I have a more current version of the file than the one posted.The
new one has about 675 entries.It also includes some minor changes to spelling and
grammar that make it a little easier to read.I'll e-mail the newest one to you.
Randall
SUBJECT>attn!!m715 gray ghost POSTER>brandxgarage
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 4:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,i has seen a note on "e-z heat"and another m715 member told me you sent the note!
any chance you can e-mail it to me i missed it and desperatly need heat!
thanks
SUBJECT>Attn Creeping Death POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
C.D.I just checked out your web site,and it shure looks like you have all the parts to make.an F-715.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attention Wout!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6124
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have done a similar swap on a CJ-7.I manufactured my own tie rod,and drag link using
tubing and rod ends.Initially,I was just going to swap the tie rods to the top of the
knuckles,but discoved this setup and jumped on it.For twice the cost of the pipe reamer,
I have bulletproof steering linkage,and just had to drill the knuckles straight.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION EVERYONE THAT CAN'T GET INTO THE
CARDFILE!!!!!POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,
25 January 2002,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6128 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Thanks"to both of you for your efforts;the cardfile has become a valuable tool.
SUBJECT>Re:RE:transfer vibration?THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP!!!Here are
some more things to narrow it down...POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6092
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar problem after rebuilding the diff's in my old chevy.It ends up that when I
reassembled them,I installed all of my bearings too tight.The input shaft bearings were
quickly destroyed,and it vibrated badly.At that point I read the instructions that came
with my parts and discovered what a dial indicator is and how I needed one to do the job
properly.What I learned is something as small as a few thousandths of an inch can cause
big driveline issues.This goes for trans/t.case as well.I don't know if this is helping you,
but I know how frustrating driveline vibs can be!I also think that M715's could use a
good hood ornament,but the CRV is a little too small!How about a RAV4.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:civi parts POSTER>Neil Shronce EMAIL>ns1968@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>5964
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother has a complete engine for sale.If your interested call him at (828)396-5984
(Jeff Shronce).He is usually home after 5pm.
SUBJECT>I want,I want,I want......POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6139 6146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am converting to SB Chevy.I want an automatic,but I want to keep my PTO winch.I
could go to a NP203 transfer case,but I would really rather keep the PTO at the tranny.I
was thinking along the lines of an allison automatic.I don't know very much about these
tranny's except that they are tough and have PTO.Anyone out there with some advice?
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 8:17 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6125 NEXT>6150
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Sorry,don't know what to tell you about a bed.If you're not in too much of a rush,just
start looking around peoples'back yards.I know there are a couple of 715's off the side of
the 15 freeway just north of cal state san bernardino.I lead a pretty boring life.I drive
around on weekends looking to see what people have stashed in their yards.The other
option is to look at all the so-cal recyclers.I have seen 715's in there from time to time,as
running or as parts trucks.Send me your e-mail address,and I will keep an eye out for a
bed.I run down to the Naval DRMO at imperial beach once a week.They just auctioned
off an ex-sheriff 715 for 1800 dollars.I will keep an eye out there as well.Happy hunting,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:I want,I want,I want......POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the ones i have seen are plenty stout.if you have room they are ideal.torque convertor
stalls at a low r.p.m.,remote spinon filter,the trash trucks in our town used to run them
behind 427chevys they outlasted the truck.everything you need you should be able to
pirate from mid 80's chevy 60-70 series truck.
SUBJECT>T-case linkage POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone recall the bushing and bolt arrangements of the t-case levers.In particular I
am trying to sort out the foremost lever at the juncture where it is bolted through the
parking brake mechanism and on through the mounting bracket.In the garbage can of
parts I received with the truck,I located a threaded (inside)bushing type affair that is fine
thread.Assuming this is the correct piece--how does one asemble this pivot point?
Washer needed?Jam-nut needed on otside of this threaded bushing?Any light which can
be shed on this matter would be most appreciated.
SUBJECT>Attn Creeping Death POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a ford bell housing if you need it.I also have the np435 transmission but have not
gotten into it to see what kind of condition it is in.Let me know if I can help.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Parts if you need them POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just bought 2 trucks,a 74 J 4000 and a 3/4 ton ford chassis.
The J 4000 body is gone but lots of good parts,automatic trans.20 t-case Dana 60 (I
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think)rear.Havnt torn into it to far.The Ford Chassis has a np435 tranny and a Dana 24
divorced transfer case (left drop).If anyone out there can use some of this stuff that I
don't need I am willing to share.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing adapter?POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.novak-adapt.com $395.00 for adaptor&bolts etc.,$135.00 for motor mount package
with excellent detailed instructions.bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:Parts if you need them POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaokX2eYHYKGU PREVIOUS>6142 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where are you located?Is the rear axle have 5 or 6 lugs?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch pto rpms.POSTER>Ed Weber
EMAIL>ridgerunner4121054@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSyt6LTZpB/Q PREVIOUS>5934 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks guys I appreaciate the Imfo.Ed
SUBJECT>Too rich for my blood !!!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6137 NEXT>6152 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
For the heck of it,I called Holst Truck Parts in Idaho Falls,ID,and inquired about this
trans.There are several differant options,depending on gear ratios.There is an OD
available.I then asked him price,and he said without core,including the entire kit,torque
converter bellhouseing ect.$7,500.00 would get the job done.I think that I would rule
this option out unless you were are to pick up an entire junk truck on a salvage deal.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:T-case linkage POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6140
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
I have been working on the -34 parts manual of late,mega project,as well as some
special additional info from the -24 "C"manual,an appendix to the -24...anyway....if you
go to the page linked below,you will see a ton of links for files.These are the scans of
the -34 parts manual.They show every part on the truck.Right now,as they await the text.portions of the manual,just
the pics are there.There are 3 that I see that will pretty much
cover anything you need to mount up the t-case linkage to the tranny and to the t-case.
You need to look at the folowing figures:
70,78 &79
Scroll down some,there are a lot of files in there,and they are closer to the bottom tha
the top.
If you need more info,let me know.
Good Luck!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>1bbl carb to 2bbl carb POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>6173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a 2 bbl carb that is a direct replacement for the 1 bbl on the stock 230 intake.
Does anyone know if there is a replacement diaphram for the stock fuel pump that
withstands modern fuels.I am tring to keep the original wipers.
SUBJECT>card file POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Friday,
25 January 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I
PREVIOUS>NEXT>6179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the card file updated regurly?If so do you just down load it again to update it?Also
Thanks for the card file it has been an excelent resource.
SUBJECT>Re:NDT take-offs POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6138
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I was watching that sheriff one.But it went for more than I paid for my truck i
running condition.If only you could have alerted only me to it.HAHA.Anyhow,the
email is LuckyPabst@aol.com,any leads at all would be excellent.I'm heading up that
way over Easter,maybe I'll spot some of the backyard specials as I climb the pass.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Beating a long dead horse -Brake stuff POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6153 6186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have a current part number for brake hoses?I found the perfect ones for
the front but they're not available.
I gave the parts guy numbers from the cardfile,some worked,some didn't,only because
their computer isn't very good at cross referencing.But my proudest moment was in the
middle of the part guys frustration when he asked me what exactly these parts were for (I
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was trying to keep it easy and only give part numbers).Anyhow I triumphantly bellowed
"69 Kaiser M726.That only frustrated him more and his buddy sat there laughing at him..I love making them earn their
paycheck!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Too rich for my blood !!!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6146 NEXT>6154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.i can't see ever needing anything stouter than a th400 these things live behind
everything from motorhomes to nitrous fatblocks.besides a 400 can use an allison
convertor to bring the stall speed down to near nothing for rockcrawling.
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a long dead horse -Brake stuff POSTER>verne
EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris:
AB Linn has brake hose sets listed on eBay.I can also say that in my dealings with him,I
have received great pricing and quick shipment.
SUBJECT>Re:Too rich for my blood !!!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,25 January 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6152 NEXT>6156 6158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do run an Allison (don't ask me which one)behind a 3208 CAT turbo diesel in a Chev
Kodiak with 50,000 GVW.Here in potato country,a lot of the 10 wheeler field trucks
have gone from the 427 Chev with a 5&4 trans.To the Diesel -Allison combo.Any idiot
can drive them,believe me I know,good help is hard to find.Tom
SUBJECT>Just curious POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,25
January 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 4 or 5 dana 20 tranfer cases saved up from several salvage vehicles over the years.
I'm considering adaptng one to a NV4500 tranny.Do any of you experienced gearheads
think one of these cases would be tough enough for my 715?
I'm not a mud bogger or rock climber.I'm just trying to build a cool,heavy duty,and
reliable pickup for hunting,fishing,and middle weight work when needed.
Unless I'm mistaken most of the strain in the driveline will be in the diffs because of the
5.89 gears?
Just curious what you wrench benders thought,
Thanks in advance,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Too rich for my blood !!!POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TOM-i thought taters was brain food,or was that the bleached white funky cheese tasting.black bags of popcorn called
"SMART FOOD".bern1m715!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>24 to 12 volt wiring help....POSTER>Frank EMAIL>reiternitti@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone help with putting a civi dist..I have a new dist,coil,rotor,cap,etc...How do I
go from 24 to 12 and where's the best place to get the vacuum from?I have already
checked the card file and if it's in there I missed it.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Too rich for my blood !!!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes they are plenty tough,we use them in 21/2 ton int.crewcab 4wds behind dt466diesels
it is a rarity when these trucks don't see 24hours aday in diff.deep goo.never had a trans
go bad.front axles ....now thats a different story.
SUBJECT>One more question!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6161 6203 6212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do I put the taper?Is it on the arm that the rods connect to or is it the rods
themselves?Please be specific because,as you can see,I am a retard!Mark
SUBJECT>roger's part #'s POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,anyone that wanted the part #'s here they are.
the frame mounted brake booser is:51-8013 it costs about $135 and works great,lots of
stopping power to stop the deuce axles.the master cylinder i used is a little harder to
round up.i simply looked at the records in the data base at work.turns up that i bought
several and took several back.so i don't remember which one i used.10-1525 is the same
one i used only it has the ports exiting towards the engine.for you people that have cj's i
believe that a 10-1511 or maybe the 10-1521 is a direct replacement for the small cj
cylinders.anyways,i hope this helps and if i'll try to find the actual numbers on the
master that i put in the truck.
take care
roger
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Al temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6159
NEXT>6162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Mark,The taper is cut into the arms of your steering knuckles.Your tie rod ends currently
press up into the arms you mention.When you swap the tie rod to be above the spring the
tie rod then inserts through the top of the arm with the nut on the bottom of the arm.You
have to make sure you have the correct reamer.You want the angle of the taper to match.the tie rod end stud
exactly.With the reamer you start cutting the arm hole checking
frequently to see how far the tie rod stud fits.You don't want to cut to far or you will find
the stud sticks through to far and the nut won't be able to tighten up properly.Personally
(this is just my opinion)I would look into the aircraft style heim joint tie rod ends.With
these you drill out the tapered hole straight and run a high grade bolt through the heim
joint and the arm and call it good.Why???When you retaper the arm to do what you
mention,you end up with half the contact area between the tie rod stud and the arm hole
then before you started.You end up with a hole shaped like an hour glass.
Your tie rod stud will no longer have full contact up the shank.
Personally I would not do this.Lots have and from what I understand I have not heard of
any accidents.Buy how many people have had to replace their steering arms from
wallowed out holes from poor contact between the tie rod stud and the tapered hole.Don't
know.I have a good wheelin friend that had the arms on his cruiser go bad.So I have
seen it happen.Cutting,welding,bending the steering arm is crazy.I would never do it.I
realize many of you guys have done some of this stuff.Don't get in a tizzy.This is just my
opinion.We obviously want to build our trucks as strong as possible.Re tapering your
arms to me is not the very best way to go.Remember just my opinion........................Al
Temple.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6161 NEXT>6163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,do you have any part numbers for doing what you suggested (aircraft heim joint)?!?!
Where could I find the parts to do it?I just want to do this once and would like to do it
the right way!!!!Thanks for clearing this up for me!!!!Thanks and let me know!!!
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,26
January 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6162 NEXT>6168
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this:www.theracingrep.com/pages/rodends.html
SUBJECT>M715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com DATE>Saturday,26
January 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For the guys who wanted my 715 that I posted before....The guy who told me he wanted
it..was supposed to be here several times.Yesterday was the straw that broke the camel's
back I spent hours getting everything together and moving the truck up front in 2 feet of
snow.They never called or showed up.So the truck is for sale to the first person who
wants it.It is a very decent 715..new glass up front..it has a Braden winch that alone is
worth $1200.There are 3 extra rims,the troop seats,the top bows for the cab...it is 12
volt..has a Chevrolet 350 engine..It needs a cam.The vehicle needs work of course.
There are a very expensive set of lock out hubs...nice truck for $1800 firm...there is also
another nice frame..and a cracked frame with the running gear..and another transmission
and transfer case that are in excellent condition.This all goes with the deal...same price..
No title..from a rancher..and was never titled.Titles run around $60 to $100.I am in.Colorado Springs..phone is
719-495-9708...or email me direct..not on the list..I don't
check it that often..Thanks,Gene
SUBJECT>Rebuild Kits on Ebay POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6160
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone needs some auto tranny rebuild kits And parts,I have some on ebay.Look up
this item number 600984670 Th400 and others
SUBJECT>questions:power steering,power brakes,disc brakes POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know somewhere in all these posts are the answers to my questions but,i'm gonna ask
anyway 1.i want to put power steering on my m725 (along with a new small/big block)
what unit do i get that is a direct bolt on or at least one with the least amount of
frabrication?2.which brake booster/master cylinder combo bolts up in the original
position on the firewall?3.i looked at the disc brake set-up from the link at this site.has
anyone out there bought,installed &used one of these?if so how dificult was it to put
together(keep in mind i am somewhat mechanically challenged)?hey!i know a real good
mechanic but,his hourly charge goes up the more i watch &even more if i offer to help
(somthing about the time i accidently blew the horn when he was up under the hood).
thanks to all in advance...honk,honk
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6163
NEXT>6185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did it on my CJ.I got the stuff from MORE.I think that Currie has it too.
SUBJECT>Questions on Lifting POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6171 6172 6181 6184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I was outside today examining,and playing with the 715.I got to looking at the
suspension.Somewhere I remember reading that with 40"tires and no overdrive trans,
with the stock rear gears it would run at about 70 on the highway.I live in Jersey,so I
would still be getting passed,but I would cope.Anyway it will need to be lifted to do this.
This leads me to my questions.First,front springover,and a rear pivot and shackle flip.
Will it sit level?Will it clear 40's.Next,a solid manufacturer of these size tires.It will
only be driven about 30%off road,so please bear that in mind.Next,will I break stuff if I
am over exuberant with the loud pedal?And,finally,will that puny stock steering shaft
be up to it?Thanks in advance,and for reading my long winded question.
SUBJECT>Wiring questions.POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I see all of these questions on here about wiring.What I don't get is the dilema.I
intend to
run the truck in 12V,with two batteries,either in the stock location,or under the hood.I
will replace probably every wire in the truck.I looked at the stock J-box,and the wires
themselves and was afraid to put a battery in the truck (well,hook it up,anyway.)Do you
guys run with the stock wiring?No probs?I am going to run with the OE switches and
stuff,but the wiring and fuses,lights and (obviously)generator are going.This will be the
third vehicle I've done this with,and the first time was pretty easy,too.I am just
confused,I guess.What don't I know that you guys who are doing this are having probs
with?
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6169 NEXT>6207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of doing all of this!I will send some pics to you if you would like?I am
just learning this stuff too!It will not sit level with the springover in the front and the
shackle flip in the back!The front will sit higher than the back!I am in the process of
grinding off the rivets on the rear/front hanger!This is a pain in the a!#!!!!!!!!I haven't
even got those fricken things out yet!!!!I will keep you posted!Let me know if you
would like some pics!I can take them tomorrow and have them sent to you as soon as i
sit down at the computer!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6169 NEXT>6208 6233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,tell me more on the aircraft heim ends!!!!How hard is it to do?Can I still use my
same steering rods or do I have to measure them,etc?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:1bbl carb to 2bbl carb POSTER>glengar
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6148 NEXT>6217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re 2-bbl carb.YES &NO...There is a 2-bbl AMC carb
for the 230 6Cyl BUT it will not bolt ondirectly to the 1-bbl
intake manifold--you have to also replace the manifold.
I did this after finding both and sending the carb for rebuilld
since no one I could find had rebuilts in stock.
Works GREAT on my M-725...power is much improved--I've been told
it increases HP about 20%but have no way to measure...
Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Steering and Transmission Questions POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would be the best route for a power steering upgrade?I have access to a J-10 for
parts but do not know if this will work.If any other swap is easier please tell me.Also
will a V8 Jeep radiator bolt in these trucks and cool a 350 Chevy?.Would a hydraulic torque multiplier installed
in-line of the steering shaft be easier or
better?It could be run of the power steering pump.
Also,would a 700R4 survive tough pulling(what 1 1/4 ton truck was meant to do).I
would really like to have an overdrive for decent speeds on the interstate.If not please tell
me some Chevrolet manual trannies up to the task(please include year,model,and rated
capacity of the vehicle it comes in).Its ooooh so much cheaper to buy things from people
who do not know what they have.
Finally,has anyone tried running a hydraulic power brake booster off of a 2 ton civi
truck?These do a decent job at stopping these beasts with drum brakes.Why couldn't it
work in this application?
Gabe
SUBJECT>Re:salt in a fresh wound JUNKYARD TV POSTER>glengar
EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What 4-Sale pgage?
I can use a 24V htr motor....
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions.POSTER>glengar EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6170 NEXT>6178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm stayed w 24V and kept batts where they were w no problems.
Don't see why 12V would be any different.
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SUBJECT>Re:'nudder question POSTER>glengar EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6167 NEXT>6182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haven't done it yet,but I'm about to do it since after looking into
putting on Gamma Goat tires/wheels,it seems easier and better
to swap axle gears.
After swapping msgs w some gear sellers I foulnd in Off Road mags,
they suggest 4.11...
Need more?Contact me offlist at my e-m add
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions.POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,26 January 2002,at 10:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6176 NEXT>6206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 is still 24V and will stay that way,until a new engine is needed.My old Jeep
was a M38a1 that had been converted over to 12V.All of the stock wire can be utilized
for a 12V conversion on these military's.The only items that need changing are the
gauges (senders as well if you can't find a 12V gauge to match).The coil,starter,
alternator/generator,horn and of course the light bulbs.I think the big dilemma you
mentioned has to do with the fact there is not a decent wiring diagram for these trucks,
and the one that we do have in our TM's is wrong.I made some diagrams a while ago and.they are posted on this site
for everyone to browse over and use.It's just that there are so
many newer members or older ones that have been out of touch that no one seems know
about them or they don't know how to browse the site to find them.
SUBJECT>Re:card file POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6149
NEXT>6219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes the cardfile is constantly being updaded.I make changes to it almost every day,but I
only forward those changes to Brute4c about once every month or so.It only takes a few
minutes to download the file,so if in doubt get the newest version.Perhaps in the future
we could post the date the cardfile was last updated.I don't know if that is possible,but it
would let you know if the version you are using is out of date or not.
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Steering and Transmission Questions POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6174 NEXT>6276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gabe,The J-10 steering box should be a direct fit,there is no easier swap,the pump
brackets may need some modifcation.I am not shure the v-8 j-10 rad.will fit,I bet it
would,get out that tape measure!I can't help you on the Chevy auto tranny question,I like
good old manual tranny's,the SM 420 or the SM 465 would take almost any thing you ca
throw at them,the NV 4500-od 5 speed is the way to go,but wicked expensive.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6169 NEXT>6190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,Have you guys ever thought of going with a body lift or cab lift?This is much easier
than a spring over.I run 9.00-20 tires at 41''tall,even with the weight of the Ford 460,my
Fisher 8'plow and Braden Lu-2 winch,there is still plenty of clearance for the tires.I have
had no trouble with the steering shaft or anything else.Rollie 715 also went the cab
lift.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:'nudder question POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6177
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope you guys,that of thinking of going with 411 gears are running V-8's because the
stock engine won't have enough power to push the 6000lb 715 up to speed,remember the
higher the gear,the more power it takes to turn it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>NV4500 POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at
9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What trucks did the NV4500 come in from the factory?What needs to be done to utilize
this transmission in my M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting and Speed POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 9:41
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6169 NEXT>6209 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,
I chose to lift my body 4"and I have plenty of clearance all the way around for the 40"
Gamma Goat tires.
As for figuring speed,your new top speed with taller tires is a fairly easy mathematical
proportion.
If you were going 34mph with the original 34 inch tires,
you would now be going 40mph at the same rpm with 40 inch tires.
Or to double that.
34x2=68 original mph equates to 40x2=80 mph with the taller tires.
A more realistic calculation would be to divide the taller tire height by the original tire
height.40/34=1.17 and then multiple that times your original top speed
1.17x60mph=70.6.
So to conclude if the original tire height was 34"and the new one was 40"and your old
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top speed was 60,then your new top speed with the 40"tires would be 70.6".
Over course that would be just a top speed.I wouldn't reccomend you drive that fast for
very long.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Al T.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6168
NEXT>6198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Wep's and Pete for your answers.I could'nt remember where to send M715MAN
to get the heim joints.M715MAN you need to make sure that using heim joints will not
make your tie rod rub your leaf spring,meaning it will bolt up to the steering arm and
keep the tie rod up off the spring.You could use a high strength small spacer if it was to
close.Head down to your better equipped hardware store to see a smaller version of what
you need.Do any of you guys out there have any experience with using heim joints on a
spring over.All my experience lies with CJ's and wagoneers.Same principles,but
different rigs.M715MAN,to order your heim joints you will want to know the thread
size.Also right or left hand thread.Between this list and the few options you have out
there,you will have a great steering setup in no time...
Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a long dead horse -Brake stuff POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6151 NEXT>6187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you need the hose that runs down the frame rail or the hose that goes from the frame
to the axle's?if you cant find part #'s Any good shop should be able to bend the hoses for
the framework,or find a hose thats the right length to go from the frame to the axle..SUBJECT>Re:Beating a long dead
horse -Brake stuff POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Craig,
I'm looking for the rubber hose,not the steel tube.I think I've found the front hoses,just
waiting for them to get in.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:24 to 12 volt wiring help....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6157 NEXT>6191
LINKNAME>http://m715.gq.nu/engine.html#6
LINKURL>http://m715.gq.nu/engine.html#6
Try this link,should help alot....it is part of the M715/M725 FAQ linked in the left hand
menu.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn!!m715 gray ghost POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6131
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
easy heat ya take a heater out of a mid 70s toyota truck or landcurser (which is a
selfcontained unit)and it will mount right on the firewall inside the cab right infront of
the trany .once you look at one of these heaters the rest will be selfexsplanatory
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6181
NEXT>6194 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What all is involved with a body lift?I know there are some steering issues with some
lifts.I am considering 2"to 4".Any help is greatly appreciated.My first 4x4 and it's a
m715.also the truck will be driven off road 95%of the time the other 5%will be to get
gas and to go some where else to drive off roed.Sorry this truck causes me to ramble on.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:24 to 12 volt wiring help....POSTER>Frank EMAIL>reiternitti@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6188
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks..I am kinda new to the computer world.I found the FAQ section now and it
answered almost all of my questions.Thanks again
SUBJECT>TIREsize (late for supper)POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6196 6200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i get costom made rims and change my 35"900-16s to40"900-20s how many MPH am.I going to go at the same engen
rpm,s Please this is a math question and not a gess
question ,power is not a problem I would be very thankfull for any muddslinger that could
help me
SUBJECT>?on overdrive after t-case POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6197 6223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a overdrive unit that will go behind the transfercase so we can poke
along just a little faster
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6190 NEXT>6210 6215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I lifted my cab three inches,good old hockey pucks stacked three high.I used a
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sawzall to cut the old body mount bolts off,drilled the pucks with a 1/2 bit,jacked up the
cab and slid the pucks in,dropping a 3/8 carrige bolt down through and tighten the
nut.The steering shaft to the box angle is changed a little bit,no binding
problems,everything works great,the whole job will only take 2-3 hours.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Gamma Goat POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>6205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can any body tell me where I can get 4 Gamma Goat Tires??
And how much do they cost????THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:TIREsize (late for supper)POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,27
January 2002,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6192 NEXT>6202
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I increased 10 mph at same rpms.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:?on overdrive after t-case POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6193
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Gear Vendors.I bet if they don't have something that will work already,they would
be willing to make an adaptor if there's enough interest.Lots of money though!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might check with your local dmv.I do not see why it wouldnt be legal but better safe
than sorry!I think it a great idea though.Also keep in mind that their is different quality.in these so be sure to
buy the best your budget allows.
SUBJECT>Lube questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6211 6254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the backing plates off the front today and took a quick look into the knuckles,
which seem to be full of old grease.I suppose I should pull out the axles and clean the old
crap out and lube everything.How do I properly lube the U-joints in there?I couldn't find
a very clear method of doing this in the manuals.I understand that I have to remove the
plug,but is there a zerk fitting on the U-joint?Or do i just fill the housing with grease up
to the hole?
Thanks
Chris
P.S.Thanks to those that have done the brakes in the past,all the information in the
cardfile has been excellent.I'll have some more part numbers to post soon also.
SUBJECT>Re:TIREsize (late for supper)POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6192
NEXT>6201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are most all of the calculators that you will need for anything in this area.
SUBJECT>Re:TIREsize (late for supper)POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6200
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.....It didn't seem to put the link in.Let's try this again.
http://www.off-road.com/chevy/calc.html
SUBJECT>Re:TIREsize (late for supper)POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6196
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt were your tires 5"taller in making this 10mph difference or taller ,thanks G.G.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call frankies offroad he will help you out you will need the lenth from center to center of
the tie rod ends the heims would be 3/4"with grade 8 bolts with locking nuts just tell him
what your working on he is who i bought my m715 from it is the one that was intered in
top truck challange last yesr but didn't get picked maybe next year his number is (205)
594-5098
SUBJECT>Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6214 6255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have searched this board for the answer to my
question,but have came up short.
I have the stock tires on my M715 and looking to replace them with some good 38's.
I am looking for a good looking tread,and will mostly be on the road with it.......and also
off road.
I have heard that TSL's are good but they also wear fast on the road.
Is there any suggestion on what to use for a good tire for road use as well as off road
use ?............I would prefer a thinner tire
Thanks to anyone who responds.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6195
NEXT>6225 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
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Gama Goat tires are great for floatation in blow sand and mud.If you are in the east,call
Harrison Mobile Tire Service in Jackson TN.at 731-423-8210,ask for Ricky.Price was
$65.00 for the best.If you are in the west we can get them out of Northern Utah for about
the same price.Adapters from me still run about $500.00.Or there are several differant
options out there.We will be doing some 16.5"standard commercial rims for the M715.
And there are some 20"options.Put a pencil to all options before buying.Check my web-
site listed below for additional info.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions.POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6178
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess that explains it.Thanks,I just thought I was diving into something much much
deeper than I thought.From what you say,it is about what I expected.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6171
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,pics would be great.Thank you for the offer,sorry I didn't read this sooner.What
are you planning on doing for the steering?We did a CJ with a spring over once,and
there was some consternation about the steering.I went outside and examined the 715
today,and it looks to me like you can take the steering arms off,and flip them over,thus
gaining clearance needed for the spring.Yes,no?Also,how much lower is the back tha
the front?
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the CJ,I used 1.25",.23"(measured)wall DOM tubing.More (I think)sent me the
rod ends,and the peices that need to be pressed and welded into them.I was looking at
the stock setup.It seems to me that the side of the tie rod end that threads into the tie rod
is of a larger dia.than the rod end's on my CJ (7/8").However,the tie rod itself,and the.peice that passes through
the steering knuckle seem to be weaker.So,I am left in a
quandry as to which would be stronger.
SUBJECT>Re:Lifting and Speed POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6184
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!All right,that all stand to reason.What,with this setup,should be the highest
maximum,sustained,cruising speed.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6194
NEXT>6229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never been a fan of body lifts.Just the way I was nurtured in the art of lifting.I was
always taught to lift with the suspension to the best of your ability,then if the tires still
rub,a small body lift might be acceptable.I want to get the drivetrain as far away from
the ground as possible.That means suspension lift and bigger tires.Besides,it looks like
an easy lift to do.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6199
NEXT>6216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my 2A,you just filled up to the hole.I was looking at the 715 today,and it looked the
same.I could be wrong,anyone let me know,please.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6159
NEXT>6227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,yeah,the spacers.On the CJ right now I am using oil impregnated bronze spacers.I
am having some made out of stainless steel.I use the spacers between the arm and the
joint,and between the joint and the head of the bolt.This is to promote articulation of the
joints.As always,make sure none of the linkage,or ends contacts anything.
SUBJECT>Springover steering POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6260 6367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somewhere I was reading something about a Jeep that was running FS Chevy axles with
a spring over.To get the steering linkage to clear the springs,he bolts blocks between the
steering arm and the knuckle.Has anyone here tried this.Is it possible?Also,is it
possible to flip the steering arm over,thus putting the linkage on top of the arm?If
anyone has done this,help would be appreciated,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6204 NEXT>6220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I keep hearing that the Denman Coyote is a pretty good
tire on and off the road.Radial
size 315-85R-16 is the size I saw used on a M37 Dodge.There was a good write up on
them in Military Vehicles Magazine a couple of years ago.They are an All terrain tire
from what I understand.
Hopefully some one else throws some ideas out as well.I like mud tires and am interested
in a radial 38's.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6194
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NEXT>6242 6244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Perkm715.I have a couple more questions if you don't mind.Were there any
problems with shifting or transfer levers?tell me if I miss any mount positions.2 at the
radiator,4 on the cab and 4 on the bed are there any more?How many leaves are under
the rear?mine has 11 this seams like alot compared to the front.Are there any M715 zone
patches avalible for purchase?Again thank you and have a good evening.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6211 NEXT>6218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the on-line manuals listed above there is a copy of the Lube 0rder.It tells you lube
intervals and what to use and also has some specific instructions on certain points.Yes
just fill the knuckle up to the fill hole with grease.Some have tried to use gear oil,but
this doesn't work to well.
SUBJECT>Re:1bbl carb to 2bbl carb POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6173
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.Are the throtle linkages the same or will I need to try to get the linkage to?
About what year was this from?
Thanks
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6216
NEXT>6222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the lube order but it didn't make sense to me.It seems like you'd need to inject the
grease into the u-joint.And how do you get grease into the knuckle?Seems like a waste
to pump a whole tube from the ol'grease gun in there.Maybe that's what you have to do
though.Oh well,I guess I'll worry about it when it comes time.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:card file POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com.DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6179
NEXT>6268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you Randall.You or Brute4c would know this question.Are there any shirts or
patches avalible for purchase and if so how much?Have a good evening
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6214 NEXT>6224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was going to suggest a Q series buckshot mudder these are not 38"but they are taller
than stock.the sectional width is around 12"with a 10"footprint.the tread is the same as
a gumbo mudder and i have seen them advertised for around 140-150$.they can be had in
bias or radial.
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6183
NEXT>6251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
92-up chevy heavy duty(8-lug)3/4 ton and 1 ton trucks.i'm not sure if an earlier 4spd bell
housing will fit,if not you will need bell housing,slave cyl,and mastercyl from donor
truck.you didn't say what engine you have this is all based on a chevy.if you have orig
230-6 i don't know of an adapter bellhousing.maybe advance adapt.or novak has one but
i doubt it.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6218 NEXT>6249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure that the grease is for the U joint.I was thinking it was more for the king pi
bearings.Seems to me that when the shaft turns is is going to fling the grease off any
way.Last time I did it it took about 14 squirts from the gun to do it.Though I'm not going
to fallow the LO's policy of tearing everything down every 12,000 miles.
SUBJECT>Re:?on overdrive after t-case POSTER>rich EMAIL>rdi@metc.net
DATE>Sunday,27 January 2002,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6193
NEXT>6243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that your best option may be toe re-gear the differentials rather than to attack the
problem at the transfer.Probably a lot less expensive.....good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6220 NEXT>6226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took a peek at the Denman Coyote.I wish it had a more aggressive tread but i guess they
would then consider that a mud tire and wouldn't do too well on the road.
Would you suggest a Bias or Radial tire for the M715 ?.I am not a tire expert so I am kind of lost at this point.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6205
NEXT>6259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are gamma goat tires and how large are they?That 65.00 is that tire or rim or both?
Thank you
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Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want good wear and mileage go with the radial,they also offer a smoother ride.If
you want a good off road tire that can take alot of abuse and can be aired down to almost
nothing then go with the bias.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6212
NEXT>6239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let's see if this link works:
[url ]
http://www.picturetrail.com/gallery/view?p=999&gid=598148&uid=472481&members=
1 [/url ]
It should have pics of my CJ tie rods.
SUBJECT>MM hub problem Update...(thanks Tom@snakeriver)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Mile Marker about the hub problem.The inside collar had worn down rapidly and
galled a splined drum inside the hub.
THE GUY AT MM WAS GREAT!He's sending the parts out right away and only asked
that I return the worn parts for their inspection.No charge,no quarrels.I should be in
good shape in a couple of days!
If only dealing with Memphis Equipment was this easy.They are tough guys on the
phone...quick to tuck their tails,however,when you dump a busted part on their desk i
person.:)
Thanks again Tom@snakeriver for the MM 800 #.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
January 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6210 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the art of lifting:
there are basic trade-offs between the lift styles,choose what's good for you..Body lift:keeps the center of mass
low,this will give better stability for hill work.Truck
will resist roll-over better and generally handle better on the road.I've been to the
Washington/Oregon area and can appreciate why Rollie chose this method.This also
gives more clearance in the engine bay and is easy to do.
Suspension lift:increases engine/drivetrain clearance,great for mudding (a body lift
doesn't give you any increase at all).This method requires more work,money,
mechanical skill and tooling.
There's obviously more to it,these are just the major trade-off's.
Being in the midwest,I am opting for the suspension lift;because "mud happens"...alot.I
am also going to lift the cab 2"to get more engine (350 distributor)clearance from the
firewall.No lift on the bed,stock they sit about an inch high anyway (IMHO).
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6065 NEXT>6246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running an NV4500HD 5-speed from a 96 Dodge Cummins.
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6104 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I certainly understand that more power can open up a can of worms.I feel the 715 is
plenty strong enough to handle the Cummins.Although I do intend to improve the brakes.
I realize that a newer truck equipped from the factory with the equipment I desire is the
more common route,and may very well be the wisest route,but it wouldn't be nearly as
much fun.
I appreciate your desire to keep your 715 in stock/near stock form.I simply had other
plans for mine,I am enjoying the work and the results as I hope that you are with your
vehicle.
To each his own...
SUBJECT>E-Brake,Declutch,4-Wheel Lever Drawing POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a good drawing showing the exploded view of these items?I didn't see
very much in the online manuals,but may have missed something.I have taken the stock
transmission out and instead of just disconnecting the bracket that holds them on it I
removed each lever from the bracket.Pretty stupid huh.I don't really remember how it all
goes back together.Although I probably could struggle through it,a drawing would make
it easier.At any rate I need to get this mess back together so I can proceed with my
repower and trany conversion.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
January 2002,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6172 NEXT>6234.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All Pro Offroad will make you custom units for any vehicle.I have heard only praises
about them.I am not sure about the price.They specialize in toyotas but do a lot of
custom work.I am not sure that they advertise this on their site but I think that they have
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their e-mail address on the site.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
January 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6233 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Their address is www.allprooffroad.com
SUBJECT>Parts catalog?POSTER>Judy Thomas EMAIL>cj7scrambler@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to get a parts catalog or Tech book for the M715??
SUBJECT>Is there a club in Florida for M715's?POSTER>Judy Thomas
EMAIL>cj7scrambler@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi again!Are there any M715 clubs or groups in Florida?Just getting started with the
M715.We usually deal with CJ's.My Husband is broadening his horizons (or Big Boy
Toy collection).Any info is appreciated!Judy Thomas
SUBJECT>Re:Parts catalog?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6235 NEXT>6238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.memphisequipment.com
I ordered a parts catalog through them and it is awesome.You can buy any nut and bolt
you need.Its $10 I believe plus shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts catalog?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They should be able to sell you the manuals you need as well.If not let me know and i'll
post a few other places.Also the manuals can be found here on this site by clicking the
link above,Online Manuals.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6227
NEXT>6245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very nice setup!
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Is there a club in Florida for M715's?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the only M715 club I know of....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:E-Brake,Declutch,4-Wheel Lever Drawing POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6232 NEXT>6271
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
Go to the page linked below and check out figures 70,78 and 79.Scroll down cause they
are closer to the bottom than the top.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,With the 3 inch cab lift,there is no problems with the shifters,just a little
shorter.There are 8 body mounts on the bed.You say you have 11 leafes on the rear?my
715 has 7 leaves on the rear and 7 on the front,has someone added leaves on your
rear?For 715 Zone patches,contact Brute4c.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Overdrive POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6223
NEXT>6272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a "Brownie"over and under.It is a 30%underdrive,straight,and a 30%overdrive.
It's not very big,very strong (mine came out of a Cabover Perbuilt)and was used many
years ago commercially.You might find one at a wrecking yard.I paid $100 for mine
several months ago.I plan on putting it in another 715 I'm going to build.Do yourself a
favor though Ghost,put it in front of the T-case,so you'll have extra low gears for
crawling!
SUBJECT>Re:Questions on Lifting POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6215
NEXT>6247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just went out and counted mine.I came up with only 7 as well.Did the 726's have more?
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6239
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see I screwed up the link.Oh well.I assume that you means the steering linkage is a nice
setup.Thanks.It was real easy to do,as the parts I ordered went together great.It took a
day to do initially,and then when I tried to adjust them,I ended up putting the large nuts.on to facilitate turning
the rods.
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins M715 POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6230
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Utahjeeper.I am trying to round up the parts to make the change over to the
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Cummins and 5 -speed .
SUBJECT>THANK YOU POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6244
NEXT>6250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IT HAS A UTILITY BED ON IT .THE PTO FACES THE REAR TO DRIVE A
WATER PUMP IT HAD ON IT.GAS TANK WAS REPLACED WITH A DODGE
UNIT BEHIND THE SEAT.THE FENDER WELL ARE CUT FOR BATTERY
BOXES.24 VOLT SYSTEM WITH THE WILDEST RUN OF WIRES I HAVE EVER
SEEN TO RUN A 12 VOLT DISTRIBUTOR.WELDED ON HARD TOP.NO WIRING
TO THE TAIL LIGHTS AT ALL.ON THE PLUS SIDE IT HAS A FACTORY
HEATER WHICH I JUST GOT FIXED AND WORKS GREAT.ALL THE GUAGES
WORK,ALL FRONT LIGHTS WORK.STARS PU AND RUNS GREAT AFTER I
TUNED IT UP.THIS WILL BE A LONG TERM PROJECT BUT I'M HAVING FUN.
P.S.IS 84.50 A GOOD PRICE ON 15X10 RIMS NEW MADE TO FIT THE M715.
I'M SURE I WILL BE ASKING ALOT MORE QUESTIONS AS I GO.THANKS
AGAIN
WAYNE
SUBJECT>Check out the Tire Reviews POSTER>Mike EMAIL>MLemay@unum.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the reviews on the off road tires
http://www.ok4wd.com/default.asp?mode=poll
I have heard many good things on Buckshot Mudders,TSL's and a few others,but it
seems that the BF Goodrich Tire may be the best choice for me.I don't know how valid
this poll is on this site,but it appears that the BF Goodrich is ahead of the pack.
QUESTION:Would the BF Goodrich Mud Terrain Tire fit on the stock 16"rim ?..........
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>luis EMAIL>luis_gmorales@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6222
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can use CV joint grease or syntetic grease grade 00,these grease don't turn liquid
until 280 celsuis degre,in the case of the 00 is semi-liquid grease,
SUBJECT>Re:THANK YOU POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6247.NEXT>6264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the best price I remeber seeing.Who is going to make them?What do they look
like?
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Monday,
28 January 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6221 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your running a cummings dodge put the NV4500 behind that engine
and I think they still do.
SUBJECT>o/drive POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
okay,thought of the day.take a spare 200 t/case turn it around backward,put it betwee
trans and orig.trans case.hook trans output to parking brake flange ,since it now faces
bassackered the front input would then become the output to orig.transfercase.put new
transfercase into low range and shazam!!!!instant o/d in the neighborhood of %50.or i
other words roughly 2.90 ring and pinions.these ramblings were brought to you courtesy
of a sick mind and 20 cups of coffee.
SUBJECT>Re:o/drive POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28 January
2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6252 NEXT>6256 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You would end up with the fastest ,loudest ,hotest,oven on your block !Two 200 T-
cases (GASP)=========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube questions POSTER>B Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6199
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana recommends (as do all the reputable gear shops that I know)SAE 140 gear oil in
the closed knuckles.I don't know why the military says to use grease.Grease will not get
flinged around enough to lube the upper kingpin bearing,not to mention work it's way
into the u-joint needle bearings.SAE 140 gear oil is pretty thick and as long as your
knuckle seals are in decent shape,it will not run out.A little seepage is normal and will
help keep dirt flushed off of the knuckle ball.
SUBJECT>Re:Can't find the answer to this Question POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6204 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running QR buckshots on my 67'They wear fine,even though they are bias ply.Don't
have a problem with them.They have got me there and back.They are 15"Homemade
custom rims
SUBJECT>Re:o/drive POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com.DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 6:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6253
NEXT>6267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea but think about it ....the first 100mph m715 ever!earplugs and nomex socks optional.
SUBJECT>Jeep 360 POSTER>Macky EMAIL>reiternitti@aol.com DATE>Monday,28
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January 2002,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6269
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a 360 out of a 74 j-10 bolt into my 1968 715?What do I need to make it work?The
j-10 is an auto/quadra trac.I want to keep the stock tranny &transfer case in the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:MM hub problem Update...(thanks Tom@snakeriver)POSTER>Tom @
Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6228 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://wwwsnakeriver4x4.com
No problemmo,glad all worked out well.Some times its easier to go directly to the
source,than get jacked around through all the middlemen.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6225
NEXT>6263 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The surplus Gama Goat tires are 11:00x18,6 ply tubeless.The tire and rim were specially
built for the GG.The DUKW used the same size tire,but had to be 12 ply due to the
weight of the vehicle.You can see some pictures at my web site listed below.They are
nice,because of the 6 ply gives a nice soft ride with good floatation.They do have their
advantages and disadvantages.The price is for the tire and specialty rim.The rim is a
orphan.It does take adapter plates to go onto what ever vehicle that you wish.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Springover steering POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6213 NEXT>6270 6280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The chevy axle you speak of is not the same at all.It uses ball joints and a different
steering arm all together.(it is held on by three studs and conical washers wich help
insure a snug fit the the knuckle.)The m715 arms cannot be flipped over by simply
unbolting the four bolts and flipping them,It has a machined nub with a key way in it that
keeps the king pin alignment in check.
Sorry to be the bear of bad news
SUBJECT>attn bowtie dave POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just thought you might know.I have found a 366 chevy tall block that needs a little work
cheap.What should I know about these motors?Any drawbacks?The flywheel is
missing,will it be the same as any other chevy or is it special to this motor (balance)..Any help is appericated
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>hey perk POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How are those 460 pics comming?
I now its cold but I am still up in the air as far as a motor.
Just trying to get the most bang for my buck if you know what I mean.
Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6259
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I am look at different options so I can decide witch wayI want to go with the
truck.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:THANK YOU POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete You know with every thing I asked him I didn't ask the name of the company.I am
going threw a local shop here in Murfreesboro TN .The rims are beadlocks with out the
locks.the total was 411.00 delivered to his door.I will see if he will let me take a picture
of one and i will e-mail it to you Tuesday or wednesday.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:attn bowtie dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 366 truck engine uses a 427 crank with a smaller bore.because it is a tall deck,almost
none of the passenger car fat block stuff will work.the dist.shaft is longer,the intake is
wider,rods are longer,etc.the flywheel is the same balance as a small block (except 400)
so that's no problem.and several companys make intake spacers to use pass.intakes.it is
a torque engine but it makes most of it's power down low.i don't know how well it will
get along with 5.87 gears.it is plenty heavy duty with steel crank and 8 qt.oil pan.before
600 c.i.d.motors became the norm,the truck 427 used to be the pro stock racers'best
friend.it has long rods and plenty of room for stroke.a local guy put a 366 in a 1 ton he
said it pulled better than the 454 it replaced.
SUBJECT>ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6282 6288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PerkM715 said you are who I needed to ask about the M715zone patch.How much and
where do I send payment?I need 3 (my son,daughter who talked me into keeping it.instead of selling it for my uncle
she loves the M715 i.e.Bigugly and of corse myself.
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turned out to be one of the best decisions my daughter ever made for me.have a good
evening.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:o/drive POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28 January 2002,
at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6256 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
one minor problem fella's is that would be spining the out put shaft at twice the speed in
which it was designed.I have already considered this,at the rpm it would be turn it would
not take long before the second t-case turns into small flying metal objects.and if the is
already a problem with t-case over heating at the normal driving speed,think of how bad
it will be at double the rpm.
SUBJECT>Re:card file POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6219
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your welcome.I think Brute4c would be the one to ask about patches or shirts.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep 360 POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 January
2002,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6257 NEXT>6308 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
macky-if you are able to go to the YAHOO m715 zone,look up the past sites with the
numbers as follows-
1228,1240,2044,2053,2329,4506,4509,4552,4996,5581,5591,5598.these past posts have
a lot of info for just about the whole 360 swap project.just to plug (myself),ive got a 360
for sale on the m715 zone for sale board)
SUBJECT>Re:Springover steering POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6260
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,this kingpin thing is new to me,as I never took the 2A knuckle apart.So what do
you gys do to get the steering to clear the spring?Or do you just leave it under?
SUBJECT>Re:E-Brake,Declutch,4-Wheel Lever Drawing POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for your help Brute4c.Exactly what I was looking for.
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6243
NEXT>6278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the brownie a seperate transmission with a divorced mount connecting to the
transmission through a spud shaft?.SUBJECT>Re:will this work???POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>6273 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the stock M715 rims are 16's.
SUBJECT>Re:hey perk POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6262
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to see them too.I just got my motor on the engine stand yesterday!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering and Transmission Questions POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6180
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the original M715 pitman arm fit on this box and if not will the drag link bolt up?
SUBJECT>Detroit Locker Problems???POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
29 January 2002,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6319
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard from the local 4WD shop that Detroit is having problems with its bigger lockers.
Is this true?Has anyone heard anything about it?
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6272
NEXT>6281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes
SUBJECT>Hey PerkM715!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know how you adapted the t98a to the ford bellhousing?I know you swap the
t18 input shaft,but what else do you do?I also found a brownie to throw in the old jeep
too!Should make for some real power!!!!!Thanks,Mark!!!!!
Oh yeah,when are you getting pics of your swap,I still want to see them!!
SUBJECT>Steve POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 4:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6260 NEXT>6289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a problem with the passenger hub being loose.I have already replace the bearings
and races.While I still had the wheel off (every thing was reasembled)I was still able to
move the whole assembly from the round knuckle to the hub cover this includes the
spindle .Someone told me the problem is under that steering arm.Thats one thing on the
truck I've never been into.I guess from your post the king pin is in there.Does this sound
like the problem to you?.SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 January
2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6278 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Approximately how big is it and would it be necessary to relocate the transfer case in
order to utilize it?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6266
NEXT>6284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At present there are no patches for sale.If there were enough interest,I would make a
order,but we are talking about a few hundred dollars laid out,the more we buy the
cheaper,and this club has no kitty.
I may do something at tax time if I get responses that people are interested.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Water Pump POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So just how do you get the pulley off of the water pump shaft?From the picture in the
TM it looks as though the pulley rides on a flange on the pump shaft end then the bolts
that holes the fan on are the ones that hold the pulley on the shaft flange.I swear that the
thing looks all One piece though.I won't be bashful with it,the pump is blown as it is
anyways.I just want to get the pulley off and see if I can't machine a couple of the belt
races off and cut down the nose a little so I can add an aluminum spacer.It's an extra,so
why not play a little with it.If I can make the whole thing a little lighter maybe it might
make the pump last a little lighter.
By the way,why did the military use so many belts any way.My experience has been if
you throw one they all go any way.So why have three?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6282 NEXT>6286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like some tee shirts if you could get enough intrest
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6283
NEXT>6291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pulley is pressed on and must be pressed off.If you break the cast iron,it costs
around $50 from the core charge to replace it.If you order a new pump from most
suppliers,they have you send the old one back and they press your pulley off and put it in
the new one they send.I had a water pump explode on mine several years ago and the
pulley was chipped.It cost me the above mentioned $50 on top of the normal core charge
to get a new pump and pulley.
Why so many belts?Ummmmm,well,overkill???.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6284
NEXT>6287 6298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would buy patches and/or T-shirts also,keep us posted,thanks
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6286
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That goes for me too!Also,I have access to my moms sewing and embroidery shop!
Maybe we could utilize this in someway!!!I have done work for her and I could desig
some patches and shirts!I would have to ask her what she thinks!Let me know!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6266
NEXT>6300 6303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am also interested in a few shirts.
SUBJECT>Re:Steve POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6280
NEXT>6290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah there should be nearly no movement at all other than the turning of the knuckle.I
have never been to deep into the king pin frontend but when I had my knuckles off I
noticed that their appers to be a brass bushing in their and with the knckle off it allows
the socket to move about.The brass sleeve had to cuts in it for the key way on the arm
although only on cut and key on the arm.I do not know if this is for adjustment or not.
You might try the online manual or maybe another member might be more advanced in
this area.
Sorry not much help
If you have any more questions I can try to anwser for you just ask.
Good luck on you project
SUBJECT>Re:Steve POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6289
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a series of shims under each arm.Be carfeul not to harm these or mix them up
(side to side )if you take it apart.I forgot this part earlier
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6285
NEXT>6304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured there was a catch on that pulley.I seem to remember members buying ones wit.out the pulley.The one I have
is chipped on the furthest rear groove.I guess it is a play
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thing now!As far as the pump goes the insides are GONE!,just the shaft remains.
Sheared right off!I might get some life out of the one I have now.It seems that the fire
department that owned this before me put a new one on before selling it.I got the broke
one from their shop when I was seaching for supplies that went with the truck.
SUBJECT>20"X10"2piece wheels 8 lug pattern for my m715 POSTER>Patrick Sulliva
EMAIL>pat4x4@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0LM6WvTjmzI PREVIOUS>NEXT>6297
6310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone help me?are there wheel adaptors out there or what?
SUBJECT>flatliners?POSTER>mikeskates EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 January 2002,
at 11:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6295 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
any of you guys seen flatliners?there's an m715 in it.the canvas cover had plastic
windows in.anyone ever seen these?or know where to get them?
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Hey PerkM715!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6279 NEXT>6309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,took pics of the 460 swap,the pics came out all blurie,2 rools of film,junk,I will try
again.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:flatliners?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6293 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't remember the movie too well,but the arctic cargo cover has plastic windows in the
side of it.Check out the on-line manuals,project managers manual.Thn look under
special kits and see if it the right one.
SUBJECT>Roll Bar/Cage?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any one have pics of a CAB mounted sytem?i dont want the bed one cause it will
interfere with the cargo seats etc,unless yall have some cool ideas?any pics/ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:20"X10"2piece wheels 8 lug pattern for my m715 POSTER>Tom @
Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 7:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6292 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Your going to have to do more explaining before you can get an answer.What are you
describing as a "two piece wheel".And by eight lug,I assume that you are refering to the.standard 3/4 ton -1ton
commercial lug pattern.If that is the case,I assume that you have
changed the axles under you M715.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!T-shirts,patches.Though coveralls w/logo on back might be more
appropriate....he,he.
SUBJECT>Disk Parking Brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone done this setup?
Would it be possible to run a disk caliper off of a line-lock set up and have the E-brake on
a push button?
Just wondering...I'm not all that fond of my stock drum.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Brute4c POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,30
January 2002,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6288 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too I have three kids .thanks
SUBJECT>H.E.I Current Draw POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>lriwater@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how much amperage a H.E.I (ignition sytem)for a Chevy 350 pulls?
This could be a dumb question,but does the current spike or is it constant?Thanks i
advance,
Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
30 January 2002,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6299 NEXT>6306
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen some use the disc brake off off a crotch rocket and drill it to fit the bolt
pattern of their driveshaft.This was on a Toyota so this might not work.Although there
are some bikes out there with pretty big discs that could be made to work.Using the
caliper off of the same donor bike on a custom mount would allow you to have a
hydraulic actuated brake or you could use a emergency brake caliper off of a Subaru,
hook it to the original handle and and have a mechanical brake.I would recomend this
because a hydraulic brake lock can and will leak pressure off and send your truck rolling
when you are not in the vehicle.
All Pro Offroad makes a setup like this for Toyotas.You might check their web site at
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www.allprooffroad.com to seeif they have any pictures that might help you to design your.own system.
SUBJECT>Zone Hats and Shirts Avalible POSTER>Cookie baker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>6288 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,
I still have a dozen M715 Zone hats left with the logo on the front and a small print
"FE2001"on the back.
I also have Mid West Regional shirts left.I have 3 Extra larges,2 larges,and 1 small.
The hats are $10.00 a piece,and sorry I do have to ask for that much because one of our
wonderful members fronted them to me and I have not sold them all so that I can pay him
for them.I would really like to get them sold so that I can pay him for them.
The shirts I will sell dirt cheap,as in 5 buck each just to get rid of them.
Shipping will be extra.If you are interested in any of these e-mail me off line,but first
come first serve.
If I can get enough interest I would do another run of M715 Zone shirts like I did a few
years ago.
If you would like me to do this please e-mail me with the quantity and size that you
would like and if I can get enough orders I will send out the price to you.The larger the
quantity that I can get the cheaper I can get the shirts.If you have any shirt desig
suggestions please let me know.Maybe I could do up a few designs and let the club
decide on what one would be the best.
I will leave this in your capable hands.Unless I am stepping on some toes here,let me
know.
Thanks
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump Internal Workings POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the water pump apart today to see what it looked like inside the shaft and shaft
bearings.I can see now why these water pumps go out pretty quick.
I was under the impression that there might be too much weight on the end of the shaft
for the bearings to handle.I was wrong.The bearings are spread apart pretty good to
distribute the weight of the pulley.The problem that I found was the internal seal that
separates the bearings from the coolant is pretty thin and cheap.Thus I suspect that water
gets into the bearings and rusts then pretty quick.We all know what happens to rusty
bearings.
I also found that the cast pulley was not centered on the shaft the correct way.Even with
the balancing holes the fan was turning off center.
Also for anyone that has not put a new pump or pulley in yet,the shaft DOES NOT have
a flange on it.It is strait and the pulley needs to be presses on..SUBJECT>Stock steering arm POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can the stock steering arm be drilled to accept a 1"dia.bolt?I am looking swapping the
stock tie rods out.I want to use rod ends that have a one inch dia.shank and hole.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>Al temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6302 NEXT>6312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would'nt you be better off using a linelock on your existing brake system.You would
have alot more surface area to grip with verses the area on a rotor.I run dual 12 volt Mico
line locks on my CJ-5 and ran the switch to my handle on my stick shift.I really like it for
those hill climbs where you get out of shape and need to lock it up fast.I did notice
though that the pressure will bleed off/down overnight,but there great for short term
needs.I wonder if they make a 24 volt solenoid version.Or you could get the tried and
true mechanical "leverlock"with the manual lever.No power needed.The setup you
mention would be fun to build though....Al T.
SUBJECT>user name change POSTER>Al temple EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello group,I am changing my username from JeepinAl to kaiserjeeps.I like kaiserjeeps
better besides I have three of em,and JeepinAl sounds like a sleep aid.So there you have
it...I don't really expect anyone to care.I just did'nt want to show up with a new name
outta nowhere.I figured I better mention it...Kaiserjeeps aka Al T.
Who took kaiserbuilt anyway....
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep 360 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6269 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It won't bolt DIRECTLY since there are a number of tran input shaft issues as well as
motor mounts but I've done this and it woreks
well.I even kept 24V but use 12V for starter.
You can contact me off-list if you want more info.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey PerkM715!POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>6294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,keep us posted
SUBJECT>Re:20"X10"2piece wheels 8 lug pattern for my m715 POSTER>Tom @
Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 7:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6292 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.Thanks for the e-mail,by two piece,you mean combat rim with the outer bolt
ring.Ask
Perk for the connection to Diamond Racing Wheel,I am not sure that they make a std
wheel like a semi uses,I believe that it is all one piece.But a converted center plate to a
semi-type would be your answer for a tire with a real stiff bead.I do have some 20
combat rims available,but they are about 6"wide with the 5 hole truck Budd pattern.
Tom
SUBJECT>Doug Foster,your input please POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,or anyone else that has done the brake shoe swap,
Have you had any troubles with the shoes?I got the FR320 shoes you suggested.By the
way,they also fit late 60's -1970 Chevy 1 ton rears.Anyhow,as you mentioned about the
upper anchor,remove the trapezoid thing and you have a standard round anchor.But the
M715 stud/anchor is 7/8"and the shoes are set up for 1".No biggie,I made bushings to
take up the slack and now the shoes sit too high on the backing plate.It seems that the
anchor centerline is farther from the spindle on the M715 than the chevy.
Are you having any odd braking issues or rapid shoe wear by not bushing the anchor to fit
the shoes?
I'm tempted to cut the #320 shoes to match the shape of the stock ones and use the
trapezoid thing.
Thanks for any help and I hope I haven't confused you
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
30 January 2002,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6306 NEXT>6333
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Using the stock setup might be easier but I doubt any better grip.If you look at any
modern monster truck they use brakes mounted on the pinion.This is done because the
gears themselves give the design a mechanical advantage over a end of axle setup.I you
are running lockers in four wheel drive you would gain very little by using the stock
setup.On my flatfender (although not a disc setup)you can bring the jeep to a halt in a
hurry simply by actuating the e-brake.
Plus you do not have to hack into your main braking system which eliminates any
problems that doing so could cause such as leaking lines or possible total brake failure
SUBJECT>brownie over and under POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
30 January 2002,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can any one tell what modifications would need to be made in order to get a brownie
over and under to work in my M715?Would the transfer case need to be relocated if so
how much?When purchasing one of these do I need to obtain the driveshafts in the deal.
Would I be better off just using a 700R4.I have expirience in custom fabrication so very
little scares me off..SUBJECT>Re:brownie over and under POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 January 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6313 NEXT>6328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi G,
I have a Brownie.If you want me to measure it,yolk to yolk,let me know.Obviously,
you'll need to move the T-case back,and modify your driveshafts.The more ratios,the
merrier!
SUBJECT>Re:Doug Foster,your input please POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 2:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6311 NEXT>6317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris I ran into the same problem with those shoes.The route I ended up taking was to put
the linings on the m715 shoes as the rivet holes were identical.Before I did this because
of the problems you described My brakes were grabby and rubbing on one side of the
drum.Hope this helps you.
SUBJECT>Lower gear kit for NP200 POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 3:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
Is there any company that makes a lower gear kit or some kind of an gear swap out to
lower the 2.0 to 1 stock set up ?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Doug Foster,your input please POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6315 NEXT>6346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guys,i don't want to butt in but i may have a better idea.i used the shoes for a j4000
(13x21/2)big a part#2-60r they are the same except in two areas.#1 you will have to lose
the trapezoid block and #2 you will have to get new return springs or bend one end of
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your old ones 90 degrees.when you get them on you will see what i'm talking about.
again,sorry to interrupt.
SUBJECT>NOS front axles POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys ..I have about a dozen NOS front axles in the boxes...these have the "U"joints...--
may have a bit of meaningless surface rust.."browning"I call it..$35 each...Located in
Colorado Springs..My phone is 719-495-9708..
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit Locker Problems???POSTER>Jim Mace
EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6277 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have for 2.5 ton Rockwells.A buddy went through 3 in a year
before welding them.
havent heard anything for other axles
SUBJECT>MWRFE shirts gone,but still have hats.POSTER>Cookie Baker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See subject.
SUBJECT>Zone Shirts POSTER>Cookie Baker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>6322 6325 6327 6344 6351 6369
6372 6376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay I don't know if all of you have been following all the messages,but it has once
again come up that there is some interest in doing another run of Zone shirts.I have a
order for 6 now.If I can generate enough interest in shirts I will do another run.The
larger the order that I can put in the cheaper the shirts will be.At this time I will not give
a definate price,but I can tell you that they should be under $10.00 +shipping.Hopefully
in the next few weeks I will put together some design ideas and let the club members vote
on which they like the best.
If you would like some shirts let me know by e-mailing me.Let me know size and
quantity.Before I put in the final order to the printer,I will confirm the order with you
first.
Thanks for your interest.
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,Even though I ordered one of the old shirts,I would be interested in a new one too.
So make that 7 total so far.I will
send payment out tonight for the old shirt (mwrfe)Thanks for your work on this.
Kaiserjeeps...(al)
SUBJECT>4.88 ring &pinion POSTER>Juan Castro EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar
DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems the 4.88 ring &pinion for the rear Dana 70 is discontinued and no longer
available.It ´s different from the ordinary Dana 70 post ´74 the pinion offset in M-715s is
0.5"and in newer D70s is 0.625".Don ´t know exactly what pinion offset means.
Any ideas of Where to get those gears or if there ´ s a way of fitting the more common
dana 70 gears in our pumpkins?
The guy @Randy ´ s told me "order something available like 4.56 or 5.13".Nice guy.
Thanks..Juan Castro
SUBJECT>Zone Shirt Design or catch phrase POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Thursday,31 January 2002,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>6349 6362
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone has a design idea or a catchy phrase they think they would maybe like to see on
the new shirts post them to this site so we can all see.I will do my best in using them i
the design.My design program is limited,as is the clip art for the trucks.I have created a
M725 clip art for the National shirts last year,but please keep this in mind while doing
you suggestions,that creating new clip art takes a lot of time.If anyone has clip art of any
of the trucks please send them my way.
I hope to make this a fun club wide experience and will do my best to try and work in as
many suggestions as possible.
Thanks in advance for your suggestions.
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like atleast 2 xl shirts
SUBJECT>Re:Lower gear kit for NP200 POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6316 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
never heard of one,but if you do keep us posted that would be something that i'd be real
interested in.
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SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Qty.(2)SIZE =XL
Thanks,Pam!
SUBJECT>Re:brownie over and under POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6314 NEXT>6341
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry but what is a brownie?if it gives you more gearing then i want one.so,what is it,
how much does it cost,and what do i need to put it in?
roger
SUBJECT>New Member POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hello to all.I am new to this ownership of the Kaiser M715.I am actually going to pick
mine up this Sunday.
I hope that I can get some good information from all of you,as I work to build my Kaiser
up to what I have dreamed about for the past 12 years.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6332 6340 6352 6377 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Know that I have introduced myself.The first order I have to address on my Kaiser is the
tires.I am going to be driving this on the road periodically,as well as off road.I was
wondering what tires are usually recommended.I would like to get some that are larger
than the ones that are on it.
Also,I have been thinking about trying to get some different rims so that I can put some
radials on.I have only driven Marine Hummers while in the Navy,and the Military tires
seem to be very uncomfortable for an hour drive that I have to work.Especially with the
back that I have.
Has anyone made their own rims,or has them made?Also,what size have you gone with.
Stockton and Boyce say that they can use a 15"rim,with a 1/2 in center section (seems
kinda think and heavy to me)on these Kaisers.I was considering going out and
purchasing a set a steel rims,and either making some center sections or having them
made here locally,and welding them in.
Any suggestions,or advice,would be greatly appreciated.I am in the Dallas area,and I
found that there is a Military tire company or store here in the Dallas area as well.
Thanks for the input.
T-Man
Mark
SUBJECT>Production numbers how many???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6334 6335 6342 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was curious about production numbers.I get a lot of questions about my truck and I am
not sure how many were made.Is there a place where I can find how many 67's 68's and
69's were made,and a total number for all three years?I would like to know the answer to
this.Does anyone have an idea off the top of their head?
Kaiserjeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6330 NEXT>6390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t-man welcome to the neighborhood,i live about an hour east of you down i-30.about.your wheels i wondered about the
thickness for a long time too.my father (a machinist)
said that they were probably that thick because they were a piece of flat plate and did'nt
have the strength that the stock centers had with their shape(look at your stock centers to
see what i'm talking about.as for tires,when my 900x16's give up the ghost i'm probably
gonna run qr78x16 buckshot mudders or try to sweettalk my pop into making a set of
16.5"to run 37x1250x16.5 humvee takeoffs there is a place in okla.that has several
different tread patterns your choice-$45.00 not bad and seemed like good guy.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6312 NEXT>6380 6392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks fellas,gives me a few more things to think about.
Anyone have a link to a site that sells the Rockwell pinion brake setup?I'm looking for a
second steer axle then it's off to the next project!
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6331 NEXT>6337
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first contract was awarded to Kaiser on March 21,1966 for 20,680 trucks,both M-
715 cargo trucks and M-725 ambulance versions.Deliveries began in January,1967.
Between January,1967 and May,1969,over 30,500 M-715 series trucks were produced
for the U.S.military.The initial contract purchase price was $4,400 per truck.
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SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And this info came off this site.You can find it under "A Brief History"
SUBJECT>t-man POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,you said you know of a source of tires in dallas?who?do you have phone#or web
site ?i'm a lot closer to big D than s.w.okla.
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6334 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thought i remembered that being printed somewhere.I could'nt remember where
though...Thanks,so it looks like 30,500 huh..
If Junkyard wars only knew!Thanks for your reply.
Kaiserjeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:4.88 ring &pinion POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1.February 2002,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6323 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a set of 5.11's about a year ago,the last remaining set to be had,anywhere.Dana
discontinued all R&P sets for our vintage axles except 4.56.That and the remaining NOS
inventory of the stock 5.89 are your choices.The 4.56 sets will require that you buy a new
pinion yoke to match the new spline count.
You want something else?Forget it,swap axles.
SUBJECT>Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>6388 6418 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got my 4wheel&off-road magazine the other day.
They have an article in there about Best Top 10 Jeeps and the M715 is on the list.It was
not much to read about but I thought it was cool to see it made the top 10.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6330 NEXT>6393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-Man,Stockton Wheel is very expensive,if you are looking for a fair price for a custom
wheel try Daimond Racing Wheels of Milwaukee.I had them build me a set of 20x7
rims,they work great,real strong and nice powder coat job.On this site,other members
have had wheels made by them also,Utah Jeeper,Sgt.Harry P.and others.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:brownie over and under POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6328
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the brownie is a gearbox a litle smaller than your 715 tranny and has u-joint yokes at both
ends(input and output).They are made by Brownlite hence the nickname,and have
overdrive and underdrive gears.They are installed in the drivetain somewere behind the
tranny but before the axle.Commonly used in oilfield,construction,and tow trucks to
give the driver a choice of lower gears to get his work done offroad,towing,ect.Then he
also has the choice of overdrive for better milage to get back to the shop.Brownies also
have a middle 1 to 1 gear for running your truck in direct drive so to speak running
through the trucs original gears.
They are tough but can be expensive at part stores but can be found cheap at mom and
pop type salvage yards.
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6331 NEXT>6343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right the serial numbers started out weird also.Not the 00001 that you.would expect.I remember reading
that some where on this sight as well,but I can't
remember what the starting number looked like.?????some thing like 10000 then so on.
Mine is 35742.
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6342 NEXT>6355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting serial number you have there.I think mine starts out with 30 thousand
something.Its a 68.I will have to check.Not sure..When I posted the original post,I was
sort of hoping to find production numbers for each model.That info might not be
availible though.
I don't have kids and therefore have a few 4x4's to make up for it.
I have become quite attached to my M715.So thats why I am trying to learn as much as I
can about it.They are damn cool trucks.I just wish I could bring myself to modify mine
with a pumped up 455 and power steering a T-18 and a 205.All of which I have on the
shelf.Maybe if I can afford it,I will find another truck to modify.Can you ever have
enough 4x4's???Oh yea,any books on the 715 out there.I know about the manuals,I
wonder if anybody ever printed anything on our trucks.If there was such a book I'm sure I
would find out about it here on the ZONE.I need some new material for my coffee
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table,...ha ha Take care.......kaiserjeeps
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need 1 xl e-mail me where I can send the money,Will
SUBJECT>Re:t-man POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6336 NEXT>6353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wallace Wade Tire Co.off of Regal Road in Dallas,not sure the phone no.but sure it's in
the book.Handles all kinds of new MV tires but not used MV tires.
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:Doug Foster,your input please POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 4:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6317 NEXT>6357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I saw those 60 series shoes listed at Kragen but of course they didn't have them on
the shelf so I'd have to wait a day or two and prepay.But they had the 320's so I took
them home.I think next time I'll try the 60's.
Yesterday I couldn't get on here to check for any tips so I bit the bullet and modified the
320 shoes.I clamped the old shoes on top of the new ones and transferred the angle of the
shoe frame from old to new,put as ass whoopin on em and ground the angle using a 20"
disc sander.I still have to modify the "brake nail"hole (it's a touch lower on the stock
ones)and I did as Doug suggested with the 1/4"bolt to anchor the spring.Also,the lower.spring holes are a touch
higher on the new shoes,which may cause the adjuster to be
loose,but the spring still has a bite on the star wheel.
Thanks guys for your help
Chris
SUBJECT>brake hoses POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6363
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I thought I'd found some hoses that would work,they were perfect except the fitting
sizes were mixed up.
Anyhow,through some searching I came up with a place in Arizona that can rebuild your
old rubber hoses,using either new fittings or your old ones.These are DOT approved,
which seems to be a problem with most hose shops.Through email,they quoted 10 -40
bucks each (kind of a wide range but understandable as they didn't have the hoses there to
see)
Email:Rem5200@earthlink.net
It's a place called Magill's quality radiator.I can't remember their website,but do a search
on their name and you should find it.
Now,I'm impatient so I upgraded to braided lines at $35 each,so I bet rebuilts rubber
ones should be considerably cheaper.
On the matter of NOS,my feelings are that NOS is excellent for most stuff -things that
can't go bad like sheet metal and many engine parts but NOS rubber scares me.Rubber
deteriorates and dries out,even when being stored so I wouldn't trust my life to 30 year
old brake lines.
Chris
SUBJECT>Storms suck!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6378 6597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have had no electricity for 3 days now!!!!Running off of a generator and it sucks!!
Project is on hold!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt Design or catch phrase POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6324 NEXT>6350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey
Pam i shot that other e-mail to you before i read this Post so if you would relay the info to
the rest of the zone.The design will probably cost a little more,But the shirts sure look
nice.
Thanks
Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt Design or catch phrase POSTER>Cliff Morriss.EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pam
Lake Screen now has a webb sight.www.lakescreenprinting.com/
The only problem is that the shirt for the m715 that they now show.
dosen't look as good as the one that i picked up in JULY and i sent you.There may be
more than one version avaible.I will contact them to see if that is the case.
Thanks again Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Ron Darling EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like a couple in the biggest size you can get.
I'm 6'4 300lbs
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and I like room to move -usually 3 to 4 XX
Tall if possible.
Am I a pain yet?
E-Mail me for payment info.
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6330 NEXT>6356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I too wrestled with the tire/wheel dilemma.I didn't want to spend a fortune,so I talked
myself into keeping the stock wheels (they look cool and trail fixes can be done,with
safety chains)Anyway,after this rationalization,I went with Swamper TSLs (38x16).Just
mounted 'em up today in fact.They ride better than the NDTs,and of course far superior
off road.Plus,they look absolutely Bitchen!!Super Swamper also offers 2 different
radials in a 16".4 Wheel Parts Wholesalers has (had?)a free shipping special going.I
paid $792,delivered.
SUBJECT>Re:t-man POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,1
February 2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6345 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should be 214-688-0091,and it is Wades.They are on Regal row.
If that is not it,let me know and I will dig out the Peterson's mag that I found it in.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6329.NEXT>6358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't do it T-man.You'll be sorry.These trucks are nightmares.Everyone here is lying
about their pride of ownership.It's all a sham to make ourselves feel better about the
mistake we made in purchasing one.Cancel the deal while your ahead and still have hair
on your head!!!!
Just kidding.Congratulations!!!!Now you can have some fun too!!
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6343 NEXT>6360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is your rig a 68 by delivery date?Mine is registered as a 68 but the actual delivery date on
the dash data plate is Feb.of 69,it's a 715.I guess the state didn't realy care what the date
was.All I know is that the registration states Ex-exempt vehicle and is only rated as a
6000lbs truck.Saves me money every year!Since here in WA the registration fee for
trucks is based on load capacity.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6352 NEXT>6366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds good,and along the lines of the size that I would like to go,but how to they
work with the tubes.From what I have heard,you have to have tubes on the inside
because of the split rims.
Thanks to all of you for your input.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Sorry to be a slacker with my input!!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't recall having any trouble with the shoes other than I stated already.I have checked
them a couple times and they are wearing VERY nice.Very even,square and not at all
grabby or uneven in any way.Even in all this snow they brake even and smooth.I use this
truck hard with towing etc and most of my trailers have marginally working brakes (don't
call the cops )so it stops the truck and 20-25 foot boats on daul axle trailers.I have had a
few "panic"stops as where I am in Maine is a "tourist trap"and they even get in the way
of a M715 towing a 25 foot,twin 250 hp V6 outboard boat on a dual axle trailer!!Some
people are just sooooo stupid.Granted when I tow a boat like that I only drive about 40
MPH as it is on small roads.Getting back to the point I have not had any problems...
sorry to not reply sooner but I have been swamped and today I have been out plowing
snow with the old girl.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6354
NEXT>6359 6365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well,I try to always have fun.I need to make sure that my wife does not see what
you
wrote though.She has been giving me a hard time ever since I told her I was getting this
truck.I can't wait to hear what she says when she actually sees it.
One mans dream,is the wife's worst nightmare.And I live in a Home Owners
Association too.Can't wait to see the letters I get when this pulls into the driveway.
I have had the cops called on me at 8 PM for welding in my driveway.I should be getting
home in time for the SuperBowl,I think the cops should pull in about 30 minutes after
that.
Any takers on times.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
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DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6358
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like the make'ns of a good story,keep us posted and enjoy!
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Al T.
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6355 NEXT>6364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My delivery date was 11/68 and my title reads 1968 pickup.I wish it was a 69.Then I
would have a 69 wag,CJ,and 715.That would be cool.Anybody wanna trade Ha ha...
Oh yea,my serial number did start with 30 thousand.I'll bet it was built in early 68 to be
delivered in November.Nice truck John......Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Should you re-power?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6104 NEXT>6379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I agree,to a point.I always wanted to buy a 715,and immediately drop in a small block.I
know many prefer to go the big block route,but in keeping the 5.87s,the engine will rev
at highway speeds (which I need to "get there")and a small block is happier at this task
than it's big brother.The truck is definitely,in my opinion,overbuilt for the 230.
Certainly the drivetrain is up to the task of more power,with the exception of the brakes.
These need to be addressed even with a stock engine.Going 60 mph is going 60 mph no
matter what is under the hood.To be honest though,I can see where it would almost be
sacriligeous to "butcher"a really nice rig,if everything is in good shape.If my truck had
been running like a watch,I probably would have left it alone (even though I could hear it
begging for a "real motor").As luck would have it,(for me anyway),when I bought my
rig,the stock motor was hanging by a thread.This to me answers the question,"whe
should you repower?"Now,I have my built 350/700R4 with absolutely no guilt!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt Design or catch phrase POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Pam,
I still think the phrase you had on the shirts last time was great....for those that missed it,
she printed on it:
One and a quarter tons of fun
To me,thats cool!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brake hoses POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6347
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just FYI I bought A complete set for spares from ab linn.I think I recall paying $30-$40
for all 3.They were NOS parts.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6360 NEXT>6370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 was born on 9/67'#15977,my buddies was 6/67'13???I thought there were
something like 30,000 of them produced in the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6358
NEXT>6368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congratulations on your purchase T-MAN!My wife thought the same thing about my
BABY.Once she rode in it and saw how people REACT to it,and how HAPPY it made
me,she fell in love with it too!In fact she calls it HER truck.If she could only master
that darn clutch and the whole shifting thing!That and the fact that the 305/85/16
Buckshot Mudders are a little MUCH to handle without POWER STEERING!I've had
mine for about 8 months and can say I've NEVER taken so much pride in owning a
vehicle!(except my OTHER Jeeps)ENJOY!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6356 NEXT>6371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah T-man,but you can use the original tubes.I'll e-mail you a picture tomorrow.They
are Toooo Cooool!!
SUBJECT>Re:Springover steering POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>6213 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
answer,take the arms off of the hubs.have the tapered hole cut out and a tapered plug
welding in facing opposite of the original taper.put the arms back on and bolt the drag
link on top of the arms on the hubs.very easy works great any machine shop can do the
taper.mine charged 60 for the two.SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6365
NEXT>6394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Don't forget to run open headers.Make sure you have a copy of the latest real estate
guide,so you guys can find a new house!Busted for welding?Geez Loouise!!Hopefully
Johnny Law got an eyeful of the welding arc!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
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DATE>Friday,1 February 2002,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can put me down for 2 more xlarge shirts and and a couple of childs size if there is
enough intrest there.And the item I was originaly looking for some patches.Thank you i
advance for your time and effort.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 3:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6364 NEXT>6386 LINKNAME>y truck
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Personal6.html
mine was delivered on 11/67 and is 17380
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 3:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6366 NEXT>LINKNAME>my truck
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Personal6.html
can anyone with a STOCK height 715 with swamper tsl's and michelin xl's send me a
side and front photo?im debating between the two.the main negative i see on xl's is if i
pop one in a year or two im concerned that i may no longer be able to get used ones.........
then id have to replace them with swampers anyway....
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam..would like to order a pair of them..send me e-mail and let me know how much and
where to send the check...Thanks in advance,
David.
SUBJECT>Zone Shirts are a go!!!POSTER>Cookie Baker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>6374 6551 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have gotten enough interest to make the shirts a go.I will contact my screen printer and.get prices and let you
all know from there.I do want to let you know that I will take
orders for some time.I was thinking of delivery sometime in April.It will take some time
to get the designs done,and I want to give people ample time to order.I will get started
soon on the designs so that I can get them to Brute4c to put up on a voting page.
Thanks in advance everyone and to those who have already placed their orders with out
even a design yet.
I still would like some more design input please.
If you haven't ordered your shirts yet please e-mail me at jeeper@nebi.com or you can
wait until the designs are up.
Thanks again
Pam Bennett
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts are a go!!!POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6373 NEXT>6375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pan
Just checking did the attachment make it to you?
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts are a go!!!POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>6374 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cliff,
Yes I got the file and I have sent you back and e-mail.If you didn't receive it let me know.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like 2 xlarge and1 large.pls e-mail address (or post here).Who do i make the
check or money order out to?thx steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Mark.I had my wheels made by a place in Lawton Ok.L&L machine.I had the
centers cut out of a set of 16.5x14 steel rock crawler wheels and they made a pattern of
the centers from one of my stock wheels.I'm running 15/39.5x16.5 swampers.They stick
out a little but they work pretty good.If all goes well I will be selling the wheels,tires and
both axels sometime in mid to late summer when I go to a set of 2.5 ton rockwells.I live
about 3 hours from the D/FW metro and could possibly bring the wheels to you if you
were interested at that time.Good luck with your new truck,they're GREAT fun!!steve.SUBJECT>Re:Storms
suck!POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6348
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"HELL"pay your power bill !!I finally paid mine and its funny how the lights come
back on.LOL Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Should you re-power?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
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2 February 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo
PREVIOUS>6361 NEXT>6487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,folks!
Well,I'm going to have to "eat my words"from the previous message and admit that I'm
looking at putting a 300-6 in my M715.As much as I would like to keep it stock,my
engine needs an overhaul and it won't be as good as a 300 when I'm done.So,I spent
today checking the Used Truck ads for an older Ford pickup with a good-running 300-6
and a 4-spd.Granted,the 300-6 won't deliver tons of torque,but it will be a marked
improvement and it will certainly be much more reliable than what I have.(I think my
love for the 230 ended when it sucked the money out of my wallet and gave nothing in
return -sort of like a woman.):o)
Best to all,
Steve
Danvers,IL
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2
February 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6333 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out Avalanche Engineering out of Colorado Springs,CO,they sell a lot of cool
upgrades for 2 1/2 ton Rockwells.Not sure about the web site but these guys do some
cool custom work.
Their rigs compete and often win in the American Rockcrawling Championship(ARCA)
events.They are also the makers of the Avalanche Sniper(which sports pinon brakes)and
Avalanche Assasin.
Their stuff may be a little on the pricey side but I guess you get what you pay for.
SUBJECT>m715 price ????POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>6396 6397 6401 6463 6655
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the m715 go up in price,down in price or will they stay around the same price as the
years go on??????
SUBJECT>454 Swap Questions POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2
February 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was wonder what,if any complications are there in doing this swap?I am still trying to
decide what engine I should swap in.I have narrowed it to Chevy 454,366 industrial,or
building a suitable 350 as I have access to these motors at good prices.The truck will be
driven mostly off road being trailered on long hauls.
A diesel would be cool but the reason I bought this truck was so that I could have a
relatively inexpensive and straight-forward buildup.In short I had to be revived after
seeing the price of a salvage Cummins.
Any help would be appreciated
GSanders
SUBJECT>Rear axle stuff POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6385 6389 6395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,they sure engineered a can o'worms into the rear axle.All I wanted to do were the
brakes...
I pulled the axles and got a fair amount of gear oil coming out when I cracked the seal.Is
this normal?Should I worry or should I pretend I didn't see it?Has anyone changed the
inner axle seal and is it difficult?How about removing the diff,is there any trouble?Are
there any problems replacing it?Anyone have a good part store part number for the seals?
As far as the drive flange gaskets,both front and rear,anybody know a part number?I'm
trying to avoid the hassle of making new gaskets.
Thanks so much
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Roll Bar/Cage?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2
February 2002,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6296 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering the same thing the other day.I think that a cool looking roll bar made of
2 1/2 by 6 or 8 inch rectangular tubing could be attached to the top of the bed sides.
Which could then be strengthened in order to take the load using 1/2 steel plate,which
could then be tied into the frame.
The uprights could be canted-in slightly for a cool custom look.Of course you would
want to add some kicker bars and they would need the same reinforcement.This idea
looks cool in my mind but may not work worth a darn but hey thats all part of custom
fabrication.
Of course the welds need to be strong and this type of fabrication should be left to a
expirienced fabricator or a very confident person.
Mounting the bar in this way would allow you to haul cargo and depending on how you
build it fit the canvas cargo cover and bows over the bed.Just sharing ideas.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6383
NEXT>6387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well,I just looked at the manual,maybe I should have looked there first.Anyhow,it
seems like there are no inner axle seals.I guess a little gear oil seepage in 30 years isn't so
bad.
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Please correct me if I'm wrong
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Production numbers how many???POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6370 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my ex truck 68 726 was delivered feb 6 1969 order #543619 ser #310232
koobster
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6385
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I have not gotten my Kaiser yet,but if it is like any other rear 1-ton full floater that I
have had,it uses the real axle flange gasket to keep the gear oil in.There are no other
seals.The bearings are gear oil bathed,vs.packed with bearing grease.When I put the
Warn full floater on my CJ,I picked to go that route.The more gear oil you can put in a
axle,the cooler it will run.
Anyone else,correct me if I am wrong,but the axle should have gear oil from axle flange
to axle flange and all through the carrier.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6339
NEXT>6398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Almost every year they list the M715 in the Top 10 trucks.I was going through the
December issues of Peterson's 4Wheel and Off-Road for the past 5 years,and I think it
was in there 4 of the 5 years.
I was trying to find some information on some of the build-ups,but there are not on the
M715.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6383
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is normal i used permatex or other gasket maker workes great
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6332 NEXT>6408 6454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Do you need to run tubes in the Q swampers?There were
several guys in the Tidewater
Four Wheelers that ran those Q78 Swampers in their Jeeps and Scouts when I was
stationed out there.They really seemed to be the tire of choice up there.
If you have it,I would love to get the nubmer for the place in OK that sells the tires.I
called the local shop here in Dallas,and the largest tire they have is the 9.00 X 16.That
may just be for the 16"rim,but I am not sure.The Q's would be a better deal,if you ca
get tubes for them.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:454 Swap Questions POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6382 NEXT>6417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a had a 454 in my m715 the only problem i had was keeping it kool with the small
opening for the radiator you dont have a lot of core space i put a 400 small block with no
more over heating probs
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Parking Brake POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out boyce eqipment
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6340 NEXT>6400 6407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Do you have numbers for the places that you mentioned.I would love to call them and
find out about what they can do.Heck,I would even consider taking my wife up to see
her family in Chicago,as long as there are alterior motives.Besides,her sister and brother
in law have a lake house somewhere up there in Wisconsin.And most eveyone I know,or
at least wheel with,is going to Moab before the Easter Jeep Safari.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6368
NEXT>6444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually the cop stopped by and was admiring the welding.Me,the guy that was helping
me and my neighbor were all out drinking a beer by the time the police officer showed
up.
He was admiring the welding job and the entire build-out of the cage.Heck,to top it off,
he even helped us push the Jeep into the garage when he was done shooting the #@$!
with us..Looking for property already,just not really ready to move.Good time to buy,but not a
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good time to sell.Although,Frisco is a hoppin'city right now.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6383 NEXT>6405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first bought my rig the first thing I did was to change the fluid in the diff.Whe
doing so I over filled the housing.When I got around to doing the wheel bearings I found
the same problem You have,and I checked the manual as well,Your right no inner seal.I
work on an Army base,so the first thing I did was asked one of the older mechanics about
the problem and he had two things to say.
The first is that the military is notorious for using grease on things,wheather it is right or
wrong.The second thing is that is why they wanted the rear wheel bearings cleaned and
repacked as much as they call for in the Lube Order.
After that I just supposed it was somthing I was just going to have to live with.
I have had no other problems with the gear oil dousing the bearings,though last time I
cracked them open I found a little,since then I make sure I don't overfilling the diff.
As far as gear oil doing any damage in the hub or to the bearings I have no idea,but I
would not think so if all of the other full floaters seem to lube that way.Just make sure
that the inner hub seal is good or you will waste out your brakes in no time.
As far as flange seals Sorry I have no P/N's I ended up making my own and using a
holymer(SPELLING??????)to seal them.The stuff works good because it never hardens
and you can pull things apart and not ruin gaskets.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems to me that the prices have stayed in about the same range for stock fresh from the
fire department rigs.I have seen high prices on resored rigs.I guess it depends on how
bad you hack the thing up,or how hard you use(enjoy)it.It would also seems that
location in the country counts as well.From what I have seen they seem to be priced a
little lower out on the east coast and mid west.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6381 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
As the years go by,they will go up in price.Look at what it takes to get into some WWII
vehicles now.The M37s and M715s are now at the point where fairly all of them have
been surplused and hit the scrap yards.So now the supply tightens up and remaining
trucks belong to surplus dealers and collectors.It might take several more years to get any
return on your investment.A lot of types of collector cars have had their ups and downs
depending on the general economy.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>John Leischner.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:31
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6388 NEXT>6399 6457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it rates in the top ten cause there don't seem too be many Different Jeep models
built in the last 55 years.
1)MA/MB
2)CJ2A
3)CJ3A/M38
4)CJ5/M38A1
5)WILLYS WAGON
6)WILLYS PICK-UP
7)FC SERIES (THESE CAN'T COUNT,CAN THEY?)
8)DJ
9)CJ6
10)GLADIATOR
11)WAGONEER
12)CJ7
13)CHEROKEE
14)CJ8
15)GRAND WAGONEER
16)XJ
17)YJ
18)GRAND CHEROKEE
19)NEW WRANGLER (CAN'T REMEMBER CODE ?J)
20)LIBERTY
Did I forget any?
OH!!!!!!!!HOW COULD I!!!!OUR VERY OWN G890 SERIES TRUCKS.
There's a list of twenty.Now take out the ones that have any real off road Prowess and
find out how we made the top ten best list of Jeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6398 NEXT>6412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOps!#10 should read Gladiator/J-10 and I forgot the commanche.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>John Leischner
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6393 NEXT>6409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just out of curiostiy what are the diamensions on those QR78-16's I have been seeing that
size listed alot.Cross section and tread as well if you have it.
I have also seen 38.5 X 11.00 X 16's as well I think one of our member's has that size and
they look GOOD!look good on M37's as well.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Phil Moe
EMAIL>philm_59501@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6381 NEXT>6403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am in the process of negotiating with a guy to purchase
an M715.It runs but has no top
and is kind of "ruff".I'm hoping to pick it up for around $400.Is that unreasonable or is
that about right?
SUBJECT>Fixing the bed???POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 11:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>6419 6420 6424 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a ex-fire truck m715 they cut a hole in the bed for the water tank.When they sold
it they welded a pice of steel over the hole.
How can I fix this so that it will look like new=)????
Thanks for your time!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 11:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6401 NEXT>6431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Phil,
$400 and it doesn't even have a top?The nerve of the guy!Definitely an unreasonable
price.Certainly,you could find a better deal elsewhere.By the way,where is it?
Hahahaha Grab it!!!!
SUBJECT>headers POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 11:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to get new headers on my stock 230 eng.how can I go about doing this ???????
THANKS....
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 February 2002,at 11:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6395 NEXT>6406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys for the help.So let me get this straight,DON'T pack the bearings?just let
the hubs fill with gear oil?I like using grease myself but the flood system makes sense.
Thanks so much
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 February
2002,at 2:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6405 NEXT>6430 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am not sure about the m715 or the military,but all new full floating axles and this
covers back to the 60's on ford chevy and dodge the outer bearings are lubed by the gear
oil.you can pack the bearings lightly if you are serviceing them.the grease and gear oil
do not bother each other.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>PerkM715.EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at
5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-Man,Diamond Racing Wheels#800-937-4407 ask for Bill.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't have phone#but web site is USA6x6.com ...coolwebsite they build 6x6 trucks and
custom rockcrawing buggies.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
qr's are 36"tall 12.5 cross section and 10"tread or at least that's what i've seen them listed
as.
SUBJECT>i'm not gonna POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm not gonna work on my truck today.....i'm not gonna work on my truck today.....i'm not
gonna work on my truck today....aw to heck with it where's my 9/16?
SUBJECT>Hey Cookie Baker POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pan
I didn't get your e-mail.Try me again at Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com
Thanks again.
Cliff morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Not just top 10 of jeeps.but of all off road vehicles!POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:23 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6399 NEXT>6423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Petersons rated it one of the top ten off road trucks EVER MADE!That includes every
vehicle manufacturer!
SUBJECT>Re:i'm not gonna POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6410
NEXT>6429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I about spilled my coffee I laughed so hard!!
SUBJECT>i'm not gonna!!!!POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm not gonna go on e-bay to find toys 4 the m175..i'm not gonna go on e-bay to find toys
4 the m175..i'm not gonna go on e-bay to find toys 4 the m175...aw to heck with itwhy
not!!!!!!
SUBJECT>BRUTE 715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a couple of links for pictures of the BIG 715 I have for sale..
It has a 375 horse Chevy 350 motor..turbo 400 tranny BUILT !!It has Detroit locker i
rear..4.56 gears...HUMMER tires..37"...Mile Marker hydraulic winch.Chevrolet equilizer
brake system..power steering..many other things too..new seats..new glass..has the Air
Force hard top....only about 10 miles since building it..no time to mess with it..about
$12,000 invested .The engine alone was near $6,000...custom built for low end by an old
NACSAR builder.
see the pics at..
www.cs.quik.com/truks/my715front.JPG
www.cs.quik.com/truks/my715rear.JPG
Price is $8000...Gene,Colorado Springs
SUBJECT>FS 715 FS POSTER>Gene EMAIL>truks@cs.quik.com DATE>Sunday,3
February 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6421
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here it is again guys..No one showed to pick it up..so it is for sale again to the first
person who shows or sends money !!No..no holding it for anyone again..thanks..
Very decent 715 with the 350 Chevy conversion..original transmission and transfer..Tires
are no good,...vehicle is winch equipped...
engine needs a cam..I have it.No rust.There are 7 rims with the vehicle..there is the cab
bows in the bed..and a set of troop seats..there is also another 715 frame...and a frame
with the axle assemblies and a transmission and transfer case..ALL this goes for one
price of $1800..Glass is new on windshield..converted to 12 volt..Perfect vehicle for the
guy that wants to make a nice rig for daily driver or off road..This vehicle came from a
ranch in LaJunta,Colorado and has never been titled.Gene,Colorado Springs
SUBJECT>Re:454 Swap Questions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a 427 tall deck in mine with a 3053A spicer.There's plenty of room and so far it's
staying cool with a stock,recored,radiator.I also used a truck intake with a double
thermostat set up for greater flow.I haven't bothered with an oil cooler yet...this summer
will tell me if that will be needed.So far,at 75 degrees out,and on a big hill she's stayed
under 190 degrees.
KEEP THIS IN MIND:The 427 and 366 tall decks DO NOT have the rear clutch ball
pivot tapped in the block.I had to measure it's location from a 454 then drill and tap the.block to accomodate my
modified clutch configuration.The short deck rat motors and all
the small blocks have the hole tapped and most of them have both sets of holes tapped.
Just FYI,it made some extra unexpected work for me...hopefully this will help a little.
Oh,and I love the all stock 427's torque!
SUBJECT>Re:Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6339
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dug through my last year's off road mags and found that it was there then as well!!!
OUR TRUCKS RULE!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Fixing the bed???POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aah.52Fcc6HUw PREVIOUS>6402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
J.C.Whitney carries half-bed floor repair panels for 67-87 J Seriers 10,20,40 Pickup.
Price is $83.95 each and made of 18-gauge steel.I have called them in the past and been
told they will fit,however some cutting may be required.Frome picture in catelog,panels
appear to be same as issue vehicle.Hope this helps.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Fixing the bed???POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6402 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Nathan,I went to the local metal working shop with a brake and bender and had they
duplicate a section.A lot of the M37s got used for county spray trucks and had 10"x10"
holes cut in the bed.You might end up laying the repair piece over the bed and welding,
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but I don't think that anyone expects a bed floor to be perfert.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:FS 715 FS POSTER>jim clark EMAIL>biojim@penn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6416
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im in nw pa where is this at.
SUBJECT>m715 burnout POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,
at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw this while surfing.
http://www.truckworld.com/Shows-Events/00-Essex-Junction/burnout.html
John
SUBJECT>Re:Not just top 10 of jeeps.but of all off road vehicles!POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In the March issue,I think they just listed the top Jeeps.But
in the past several Top 10's
for the end of the year,they have had the M715 in there.For about 4 of the past 5 years as
far as I can tell.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Fixing the bed???POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6402
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the bed floor out of a mid 80s GM pickup om the M715 Doug Foster has.It was a
big job to replace the whole floor but if you take your time it can come out very well.
SUBJECT>New Kaiser M715 owner POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6426 6446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I drove out and met the guy that I was talking with about the buying his Kaiser.It
was a little rougher than the pictures that I had seen.There was some bondo cracks and
quite a bit of surface rust,so I talked him down a few bucks and picked it up anyway.
If there is a way,I can try and put some pics on here,but I am not sure if this message
board will let you.
I am going to need to get some tires,a window,and new seat fairly quickly.As well as
getting the Kaiser running.Somehow,I have to get it in the driveway tomorrow,by
myself.I will probably strap it to my CJ and pull it in that way.Then I can get going on it.
The Kaiser looks massive.Need to get to work on it.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:New Kaiser M715 owner POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6425 NEXT>6427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes T-man
Brute4c is the webb master.E-mail him to get you pic put in the member section.His e-
mail is Brute4c@yahoo.com I've had a kiser m715 now for some 13 years and thay are
very tuff and durable trucks.
Have fun
Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:New Kaiser M715 owner POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Sunday,3 February 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6426 NEXT>6428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you have had yours so long.Maybe you can tell me what to do about the seat..This has a bench out of
something,and when I got in this,my legs hit the wheel.Now
mind you I am 6'2",and mostly legs,but I have got to figure out something,otherwise,I
may be getting rid of this sooner than I would like.
The guy that put the bench seat in mounted it on 2X4's.I may think about swapping the
wheel,although,I have had my CJ for 12 years,and have yet to swap that one out either.
Any suggestions,I would appreciate.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:New Kaiser M715 owner POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey T-Man
I myself am 6'2".I still use the Military seats,but i've seen
a lot of pic's of seat swap out.Look under the Members Gallery on the left side of this
sight.A lot of the 715 will interchange with the J-10's,20's and wagoneers(i think thats
spelled wright)anyway.I currently an in the process of reworking a715 from ground up
for a friend that is 400lbs and we plan on useing a seat from a wagoneer.
Something else to keep in mind is that the 715 even with the original military seats was
not designed with as much leg space as say a FORD puckup.The cab seams to be a little
shorter.Will i hope this helps,there is a great deal of very useful info on this sight and a
lot of very helpful manbers so enjoy.
Cliff MORRISS
SUBJECT>Re:i'm not gonna POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6413
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea and the bad part is i have that conversation with myself every day and it always ends
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up the same.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle stuff POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6406
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.I had a 71 Chevy C-20 with the Eaton rear,and I fried a bearing due to lack of oil.
The service manual said it took 5.5 qts,but I could only get 3+in through the filler hole,
even with the truck on a hill.After replacing the bearing,and lightly packing it,I jacked
the truck up by one side,and filled the housing through the axle hole,then put the axle in.
I put in the full 5.5 qts,and never had another prob.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6403
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine for $700.It had a top,but I had to remove it to fit it in my garage.It needs the.rockers replaced,and the
driver's side floor board.i had the guy pull the motor,cause I
had no intentions of using it.Other than that,it is in good shape.24,000 on it.You ca
see pics of it at http://www.picturetrail.com/over2land.
SUBJECT>Rockwell Hubs POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've read somewhere that the Rockwell hubs can be turned around and that will narrow
the overall track width.Yes,I'm going to be dumping the drums in favor of a pinion
brake.With the flipped hub I've heard that some machining is required...a snap ring
groove or something.
Anybody done this?...or know what I'm talking about?
Oh,this is a steer axle...man these things are HEAVY!
SUBJECT>Bad Door Seals POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6442 6449 6459 6464 6484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got those saggy old door seals that leak.This is the rubber seal that runs on the
bottom portion of the door and seals the cab.Any recommendations on how to take care
of this problem.Thought I had seen something on this before (Way before I had my
truck).
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>715 for sale in Vegas POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go to the GSA site,there is a 715 for on auciton with a hardtop.You can try to go
to :https://www.gsaauctions.gov/jsp/trader/common/Mainframeset.jsp
If that dosen't work,just go to the site and run a search on Kaiser.
SUBJECT>350 swap POSTER>scorp74 EMAIL>apeterson3@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6436 6496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy gents,
i have started a 350 swap with my local garage.they are going nuts trying to find brand
new or custom parts to do the swap with.can anyone tell me some parts i may be able to
find in a junk yard that will keep the cost down?also would like info on the rear
differential gears,if there is a higher set of gears that will fit without changing the whole
thing out.
thanks gents,
arthur
SUBJECT>Re:350 swap POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com.DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6435
NEXT>6438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arthur:Novak Enetrprises has all you need.Web site is informative.www.novak-
adapt.com
SUBJECT>radiator/fan clearance POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody out there know the optimum clearance one should have between the
radiator and the fan?My goals are keeping engine (AMC v-8)cool and keeping fa
blades out of new radiator.:)I had planned to employ a flex-type fan (steel).The radiator
is in the stock mounts but it is about 1/2"thicker than original.I will be using a fa
shroud (not sure if that matters for clearance or not)Thanks in advance for any input sent
my way.
SUBJECT>Re:350 swap POSTER>Arthur EMAIL>apeterson3@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6436
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Verne,
very informative site.now i will have to put my mechs in touch with novak!
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/fan clearance POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6437
NEXT>6443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Verne,
My understanding is have the fan as close as possible while still leaving room for engine
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movement.Maybe 1"or so?Having a shroud should give you a bit more leniency though,
just be sure the shroud covers the entire tip of the blades for greatest effeciency.
Chris
SUBJECT>ram assist power steering POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6445 6448 6452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while back i saw a post on ram asst.power steering.I can find the post no problem,but
the web site "www.ih8tmud.com"i can not seem to find.It was there and i had the page
saved till my computer crashed(no my dumb *ss did'nt have a backup)so...if someone has
the correct address or more info on exactly where to drill and tap the two holes i would
sure appreciate it.I've not yet done the P.S.swap but the time is coming close.sorry to be
long winded Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Hubs POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6432 NEXT>6460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.no snap ring grove you have to cut the studs that hold the
spindle on flush with the nuts
then machine 1/4"off the hub so the wheel studs will clear the spindle nuts once you get
it apart and flip the hub it's kinda self explanatory on the bearings all you do is leave them
in origanal location the races are the same
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Door Seals POSTER>B Skeen EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6433
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn had some door/window seals posted on ebay a while back.I don't know if he has
any left,but it would be worth an email to inquire.ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/fan clearance POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6439
NEXT>6447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shroud is supposed to cover between half and three quarters of the edge of the fan.
Also I usually try to set it at least 2"between the end of the water pump,and the radiator.
I make the fan shroud to fit.I definately don't feel
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6394
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man welcome to the family!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
February 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6440 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill,i'm the one that posted the message.i couldn't find the web site either.i know it was
a land cruiser site.i did the swap so if you have some questions i'll try to answer them.i'll
keep searching the web for it.the original place that i found it was at www.pirate4x4.com
roger
SUBJECT>Re:New Kaiser M715 owner POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I too am 6'2",also all legs.I am using the stock seats,and like 'em just fine.Maybe one of
the fellas in the for sale/wanted section will part with some frames for ya.Hear that
Guys?Home Depot or the equivalent has some really good spray on rust neutralizer for
cheap.Hopefully soon,it'll be the other way around,you'll be towing the CJ with the
715!!
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/fan clearance POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Monday,4 February 2002,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You would want about half of the blade in and half out.
If it is in any further than that you create turbulance wich disrupts airflow.If it is out to
far you do not create enough suction to cool the radiator.
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
4 February 2002,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6440 NEXT>6468
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that Avalanche Engineering make a version of this style of power asisted steering.
As with a lot of things the cost is the major downside.Most of these units hit your pocket
book for $1800 if you intall them yourself.Try www.avalancheengineering.com to see
pictures,but for real info you need to call their shop.
You might also try finding an older J-Series or Gadiator pickup and scavange the
neccesary pieces from it
Something that I have thought of doing is a hydraulic assist motor.This is similar to units
used on tractors and is basically a hydraulic motor with a pass through shaft design.It
installs in between the steering column and steering box.I have seen them retail for
around $250.Of course fabrication would be required and maybe even a hydraulic pump
as the power steering pump may not pump enough pressure.Even if you have to buy a
belt driven pump you would only be talking around $800 max.including hoses and odds
and ends.Plus you could use the pump to also provide pressure for a hydraulic winch,if
you don't already have a PTO driven one,or for any other hydraulic accessory you might
need to operate.
Just giving some more ideas.GSanders
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SUBJECT>Re:Bad Door Seals POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 3:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The NAPA part numbers are listed in the Cardfile.
PN#770-1875 for the door.
PN#770-1885 for the door opening.
Randall
SUBJECT>Attn:CookieBaker POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I deleted your e-mail by accident.could you send it again so i can send this payment for
the hat and 2 x-large shirts.Sorry for the inconvience.
Wayne
Wayne37085@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6440 NEXT>6474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.try www.westtexasoffroad.homestead.com....click on the
tech button
SUBJECT>SM465 COVER POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have a flywheel cover for a sm465 manual tramsmission.Mine fell off
somewhere on a ranch road.Without the cover it's just a big scooper.The cover is flat so
it's easy to mail.
Thanks!Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6390 NEXT>6456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-Man,I have been running the Q78-16 BuckShot Mudders (bias)all deer season done in
Freer,Tx.All the mud and the mesquite can't stop them.It rained most of december.
Other guys on the ranch where scared to go places I did,with there Jeeps.It's hard to stop
"Klinger".
SUBJECT>Front Locker Question POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
February 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6462 6469
6479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to tear into the front diff this weekend and was wondering what your
opinions are regarding the best front locking unit.Does anyone have experience with the
Lock-Right units?I've heard that they are not too durable when running larger tires (I'm
running 38.5s).The Detroit Locker I've got in the rear works great,but the units for the
front are expensive,$509.00 is the best I've found.Is it worth the extra money?The
Power Lock units are only about 50 bucks cheaper.Any experiences or input is greatly
appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires for Kaiser M715 POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot I run tubes on stock split rims.NO PROBLEMS!!
SUBJECT>Re:Top 10 Best Jeeps POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget the CJ3B and and the CJ10.
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'67 M715
'64 CJ3B
'53 Dodge M37
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swap?"My Final Answer"POSTER>Jamie.EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6450 NEXT>6483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good answer!I am glad to see someone keep thier truck all original.I had the stock 230
in mine (I have since sold the truck)and never had a problem with it.I was never able to
go 100 mph,but this never bothered me.Keep that stock truck rolling!
-Jamie
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Door Seals POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6433
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought you didnt have to replace door seals on M715s!!Hell if the top leaks dont you
just take it off?HA!!!LOL!!
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Hubs POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6441
NEXT>6466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just grinded the inside edge off the backs of the studs to clear the shortened spindle
bolt/nuts.Its extremely easy but maybe time consuming.John is right,everything is self
explanatory once you get started.By the way I have Driveline brake assemblys for sale,
powder coated and ready to bolt up!
SUBJECT>Re:SM465 COVER POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
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DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6453
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i might have one.I can check when I go home.Which belhousing do you have?
SUBJECT>Re:Front Locker Question POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6455
NEXT>6465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too have a Detroit no spin in the rear,great unit!When I was looking for a unit for the
front I did a lot of comparison-shopping.Spend the $525.00 for the Detroit for the front
or the $325.00 for the lock right.I went with the lock right;I went with it because I
thought that it would be a simple drop in install.Wrong!The front has a very thick ring
gear so thick that it keeps the spider gear shaft from being removed from the carrier
unless the ring gear is removed from the differential case.That was a bitch to remove!
Now,I am not saying that it was not worth it.Because it defiantly was!Most of the time
the front unit just sets and waits for me to engaged the hubs and drop the lever to through
her in 4 wheel drive.This is what I Do know,about the lock right.1.It works GOOD.2.
When the front hubs are engaged and it is not in 4-wheel drive you can hear the thing
ratcheting on the corners.3.When it is in 4-wheel drive it dose not crab walk like the
Detroit,it will unlock the faster turning wheel and as soon as the power is back on it
locks them two front tires together again.4.It cost $200 bucks less then a Detroit!5.So
far it has been a very good investment for me.I run 35 in radials.they are some snow.eating,rock grabing,hill
climbimg,non mud lovin tires.Good luck,Lee
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6381
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If someone want to buy mine the price will be going up by the day!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Door Seals POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>6433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.jcwhitney.com/item.jhtml?ITEMID=20016
Fits great.Costs less than other sources.25'-roll which does both door openings with a
few feet to spare.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Locker Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call Randy's Ring and Pinion for locker prices.His prices are better than any advertised
prices you'll see in a magazine.
LockRight's on big/heavy trucks is usually discouraged.I'm glad to see that it's worked
well for the other zone member,but I've seen and had bad experiences with them.
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Hubs POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6460 NEXT>6473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!
Jim,what's your email address?I'll get back to you on driveline brakes.
Thanks
SUBJECT>glutton's for punishment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not the trucks...US!The "I'm not gonna..."from a few days ago should have carried over
in a project last night.From 7pm 'til 10pm @19 degrees in Pennsylvania I decide to
machine the correct size shim for my PTO.The thing runs really loud and I had attributed
this to the extra play from having in too thick of shim.NOTHING IS COLDER THAN
CAST IRON AT 19 DEGREES WITH A WIND BLOWING THROUGH THE BARN
DOOR!!!
Anyway with the correct size shim in place it still makes the same loud gear whine (poop)
but...at least it's shimmed right.
What the hell is wrong with me!!!LOL.Keep warm fellas!
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>mike EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
February 2002,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6448 NEXT>6472
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that street legal?
SUBJECT>Re:Front Locker Question POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6455 NEXT>6471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had a lockrite in my m715 with 44 boggers and broke 5 axles with some hard driving
and no problems with the lockrite i now have went to 2.5 ton rockwells i bought the
lockrite at rosser jeep in b-ham alabama for about $350 you have to tell them its for a 30
spine dana 60 non c-clip i still have the locker if interested email me we'll talk i still have
origanal box and instrutions
SUBJECT>Re:Front Locker Question POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
February 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6469 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input guys.
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
5 February 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6468 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is not a fully hydraulic actuated steering sytem.They are called torque multiplyers.The
truth is that this would be very similar to a ram assisted steering system you would just be
applying force to the steering shaft rather than the knuckle of the steering joint.It is legal
because you still have a mechanical link to the steering system GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Hubs POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6466
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can email me at macej@sill.army.mil or call (580)353-3191 any time after 5 central
time.
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6452
NEXT>6481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the input guys.I was afraid of waiting too long and loosing the info.If you
don't mind Roger,I'll give you a shout when I have parts in hand and ready to get into the
nitty gritty.
Thanks again all,
Bill.SUBJECT>Re:glutton's for punishment,sounds pretty normal POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6467 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds right on course with the "715-itess"sickness that we all share.Try draining
what seemed like 45 year old 90 weight from your diff at similar temps with NO barn.
That was me today!!Used a "salamander"heater to warm it up...sort of.I still love it!!
Doug.
SUBJECT>GOOD FOR YOU!!!GOOD TO SEE...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not really one to talk as mine is HEAVILY modified.I wish many many times it was
stock.Good descision,keep on with it,you'll have a lot of fun.Doug.
SUBJECT>Radial tubes POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6478 6480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need radial tubes for my 315-75-R16 kelly tires!They are going on stock rims!Where
can I find some to fit!I've looked in the card file but it was unclear!Anyone help!
SUBJECT>Forgot this too!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6477
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot one other thing,do these come with the flaps to protect the tube from the rim?I
need those also-any ideas or suggestions!!
SUBJECT>Re:Front Locker Question POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bpa272,You need to look into the Dana Powerlock.This is the strongest unit for the Dana
60,next to the Detroit Locker,the Powerlock is more foregiving in snow and ice,it tends
to crab walk less because of it's clutch pack design.If you talk to Randy's,I'll bet thats the
one they tell you to go with.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Radial tubes POSTER>whoopiewagon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
February 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6477 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Toby Sexton tire has them for about $12 ea.and should have the flaps also.ph#800-899-
5535
whoopie....
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
February 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6474 NEXT>6505
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.not a problem,you can get everything you need from a tractor supply,or orschelns farm
store.the only trick is to determine which ram you need by the stroke that your axle
requires.you can see some pics of mine in the members section.there is also another guy
on the zone that has a fully hydro set-up (weps)you can see how he mounted his ram on
the members pages.i took my gearbox out of a '76 wagoneer.after that you just have to
tap two holes in the box,mount your ram,run the lines,then bleed the system.i think that
you could probably even get away with mounting the box with the three stock holes that
you mount the gearbox in.the ram takes all the stress off the gearbox and draglink.
let me know what you need.
roger
SUBJECT>Fording Intake Pipe POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well to all who have seen my posts looking for the fording pipe I found one.Well Byron
at SECO found one for me.Only problem is it is a little pricey for me.So I am Going to
pass.
I hate to see Byron's work go to waste though,so if any of you are looking for the stack
give him a call.1-800-733-7326.It took him about a week to find it for me and the asking
price was $162.00.
I am going to end up making one.I'd like to restore as close to possible and still keep
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functionality,But as I said it's a little to big for my wallet.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swap?"My Final Answer"POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same with me!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Door Seals POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ended up leaving the old stuff on.Since it was painted on my the military any ways.
What I did was bought some weater strip that was a spong rubber tube molded on to a
chanel.Sort of like the seal on the soft top bows,for the doors,but with round hallow
sponge rubber attached to it.I then installed it around the lip that is inside of the door on
the cab side.You know the sharp little edge you always scrape your calves on getting out
of the rig in the summer.It seals op the cab pretty tight.
SUBJECT>Seat options POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6489 6504 6509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are my seat options?
I have got to get something more comfortable in this Kaiser.I would like to keep some
kind of bench,or at least something that I can strap my daughters car seat in..Any suggestions?I looked at all of
the pictures in the members Gallery last night,but I
did not see what was really used on any of them.
Please pass around some advice?
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>One more,I need steering wheel,or column options POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Tuesday,5 February 2002,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6503 6617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a few pictures of these Kaisers with different steering wheels,and a few looked like
they had completely different columns.
The stock wheel is huge,and I really need something smaller so that I can get in and out
of this thing.It is worse than my CJ with a 2"body lift that pulled the wheel closer to my
legs.
Thanks for the input.
T-man
SUBJECT>Re:Should you re-power?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 12:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Steve,
I love the 300.I have one in my Unimog.One thing I did that really awakened it was to
put on an Offenhauser dual plane intake,and a Holley 390 4bbl.If you do go with the
300,you might want to consider this.Definitely money well spent!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swap?"My Final Answer"POSTER>B Skee
EMAIL>bhskeen@povn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 in my truck runs great.Glad to hear you're going to keep yours.
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6485 NEXT>6512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need a seat&brackets from a full size jeep pickup or wagoneer.the pickup seat back
will fold to allow access behind seat but a wagoneer seat has fold down center section
that forms an armrest.(60/40 split bench).
SUBJECT>np205 swap POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6507 6518 6560 6561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What year make and model donor vehcile am I looking for to find a divorced np205 with
the correct offsets for driveshaft,and will the ebrake swap over?Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>Heim Joints POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com.DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 7:41
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6495 6497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys that are doing the spring over.Did you ever find any Heim joints that work.I
would like to do this as well.So,if you have sizes and tread type could you post them?I
found that Summit Racing carries them as well.
SUBJECT>"Vibration above idle"solution POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>6494
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few months ago,my M715 had a vibration that was at the same frequency as the engine
rpm.I checked everything that I (and others)could think of.When idling,everything was
smooth,but add a little throttle and things started to shake.
Well,a sharp mechanic found the problem.He put a compression tester on each cylinder
while the engine was running and found that all cylinders had good compression during
an idle,but #5 cylinder would lose compression when the rpms were increased.This
meant that it was a valve problem,such as a loose valve guide or a broken valve spring.
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In my case,it was the guide.
Like they say,"You learn something every day."
SUBJECT>Back Pressure Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6499 6500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As I mentioned in an ealier post I am going to be making the deep water fording kit
stacks.When I do the rear (exhaust )extension I plan on keeping the stock exhaust pipe
from the engine back to the front of the muffler.I am going to buy a high flow muffler
with 2.5"inlet and outlet and use a pipe increaser into the front of the muffler.Out of the
back side I am planning on using 2.5"pipe to the back bumper,then 2.75"pipe up the
back side for the extension.Am I nuts or what?
Any way I know an engine has to have so much back pressure on it to work the right way.
I do not want to burn up the valves or rings.Do any of you think this set-up will hurt the
engine?I am running the 230 OHC engine.Any input will be greatly appreciated.
I just want to keep horse power limits within reason of stock.Though a little more
wouldn't hurt.
SUBJECT>Re:"Vibration above idle"solution POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not your everyday problem.Thanks for posting what it was.I would keep that mechanic
if I were you...LOL Kaiserjeeps (al)
SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
February 2002,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6491 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Check out www.avalancheengineering.com they can sell you just the ends or build the
whole rod for you.This isn't the only place that does this as so does All Pro Off Road at
www.allprooffroad.com
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:350 swap POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 February
2002,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6435 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dana discontinued all R&P sets for our vintage axles except 4.56.That and the remaining
NOS inventory of the stock 5.89 are your choices.The 4.56 sets will require that you buy
a new rear pinion yoke to match the spline count on the new pinion.And don't forget to
get installation kits also.
SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6491 NEXT>6502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Save yourself some money and just goto your local machine shop and tell them what you
want to do.I used all farm implement ends instead of Heims.Ive seen to many Heims
fail.
SUBJECT>Big Block Motor Mounts POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
6 February 2002,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6506 6513
6558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a good set of motor mounts to tie down a 454 in an M715?
Also is there any problems with running a TH400 behind it besides the ussual cooler.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Back Pressure Question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6493 NEXT>6501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wouldn't it be easier to run the pipe up on the passenger side in front of the rear fender?
Much easier to install.Arzon did this on both sides (had a V8).Had the "big rig"look.
You should get plenty of back pressure from the stock manifold and front pipe.Why
bother with a high flow muffler with this engine?It has no high RPM performance to
speak of.Have you installed a supercharger?
Hiflo-schmiflo.Looky here,"Small muffler gather no snags."
Why not use a cheap "cherry bomb"(tractor muffler)from your local farm supply store.
There're round,have well rounded ends,less than 4"in diameter and they're nearly
bulletproof.And the sound...he,he,heee.
SUBJECT>Re:Back Pressure Question POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I think you are on the right track,get that back pressure down.Mozar,says you don't.need a high flow
muffler,yet he says go with a Cherry Bomb,this muffler is a straight
through glass pack design,this is a high flow muffler.You will still have some back
pressure with this set up.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Back Pressure Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6499 NEXT>6517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess it would be easier to run the pipe up there,But I have an extra jerry can mounted
there and if I did the pipe would stick out past the fender.Not to mention run a little too
close to that Modern style military PLASTIC jerry can.The higher flow muffler I have
been looking at is a Thrush turbo muffler,listed at 15.95 thriugh Summit.It is a little
shorter than the stock unit.either way I am in need of a new muffler soon and the last
owner cut the tail pipe all up when they installed a new muffler.
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As far as the rear stack goes it will be hoked up all the time and the intake stack will only
be hooked up to the air cleaner when needed.We usualy get some seasonal flooding here
in the spring and it would be nice to have the stuff there and ready to go if needed.
Thank you for the input though your point is well taken.
SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6497 NEXT>6514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had thought of the same thing living here in an agricutural area.I am currently running
the stock set-up with stock tires.I just thought that since the joints Summit sells are about
$20.00 less than the stock rod ends I would go that route.If I could find ones that will
thread into my stock tie rods.I get a good shimmy off the front when driving in the higher
speeds.I have done everything except rod ends.
repacked and adjusted the wheel bearings
new tires &ballance
new shocks
tightened spindle nuts
tightened king pin nuts
adjusted the steering gear
front end allignment
tightened bell crank
All this shaking has to be doing the rod ends in.I did notice though that the front drivers
side tire sort of tilts inward at the bottom and it still does after adjusting the king pin
bearings shims.
SUBJECT>Re:One more,I need steering wheel,or column options POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are keeping the stock steering column,you can get just about any wheel that Grant
makes and put it on with their adapter kit.I got it through a local auto parts that carries
the Grant line,JC Whitney carries it also.The adapter must usually be ordered...tell them
you want one for a 1967 Gladiator pickup and it will be the right one..NOTE:Due to differences between the military
and civilian horn actuations,I was unable
to discover a way to get the horn button on the aftermarket wheel to work.I solved this by
mounting a horn switch on the shifter.It is far enough down that you don't hit it by
mistake,but high enough to reach when the palm of my hand is on top of the stick,I ca
reach it with my middle fingers.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6485 NEXT>6553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I used for mine was the bucket seats from a Cherokee with the center seat/arm rest.
Big advantage here is that you have buckets that still fold forward like the stock ones and
have a higher back.The downside is that you have to remove the metal bars that the
battery box bolts down on to mount the center part.
Both left and right seats will line up on a couple of holes,need to drill a couple.Also,the
Wagoneer and Cherokee seats sit lower than the J-truck seats.I shimmed mine up with a
couple of hockey pucks.The center will need new holes all around.
I also mounted seat belts for the center to the same bolts the main seats use for their inner
belts.
I have 4 kids and they always all want to ride in the truck...so having at least 2 seats for
passengers,in my case,is really essential...I know what you mean....and these have
worked fine for me so far.
I drove the truck to Kentucky with these seats in,from northern Wisconsin,and back i
99 and have had them in ever since.MUCH more comfortable than the stock seats and
not too hard to do.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ram assist power steering POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent !!....thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Big Block Motor Mounts POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used 70 chevelle mounts and drilled through them and put 2 5-1/16 grade 8 bolts trough
them to keep them from ripping apart
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
70 somthing dodge 1 ton.SUBJECT>Is flexible exhaust watertight?POSTER>tanto EMAIL>kontak@attglobal.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an after market flexible exhaust hose in my exhaust system (the type you can twist
to match your required angle),I wonder if this flexible steel hose is watertight at all?If
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so,how they can be bent without letting water in?
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6485 NEXT>6541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you decide to go with buckets,I installed a nice set of Steelhorse seats.About $225
each,but very comfortable and great support.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Is flexible exhaust watertight?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think if it would hold exhaust gases i then it should keep water out.I would try to
avoid this type of exhaust work in the fuure though.The never seem to last to long
SUBJECT>Aluminum Radiators POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
If any of you Boys are getting "steamed up"about your rig overheating,Summit(800-230-
3030)has several aluminum radiators that will fit the bill,reasonably.One of which is
25.75 x 19".It runs $169.Part #is:SUM-380325.They also have some great deals on
high CFM electric fans.
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>ranchingdawg EMAIL>awmaddox@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up a nice bench seat off a J-10 last week.I haven't taken them out yet,but it
appears that even with the battery box mounts removed that the winch lever will be right
up against the seat.Please let me know if this is right and if so what to do about it?
Thanks a lot!
SUBJECT>Re:Big Block Motor Mounts POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 February 2002,at 11:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
G,
Try Novak @877-602-1500.I used their Small block units,and they not only use
urethane,but are adjustable too.Many guys are running T-400s,just keep her cool!!.SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>wout
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 February
2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6502 NEXT>6515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John,you said something about king pins.I have a poping noise in the front right side of
my truck.I pulled of the tire and replaced the bearings and races in the hub.After that I
found the whole spindle was moving not the hub.Someone told me to pull the steering
arm off and there are shims inside and that is alowing it to move.This is one of the last
things I've never had apart on my truck.Is this the right direction to got to fix this play or
movement.Thanks Wout.
SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6514 NEXT>6516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did take one of the shims out of the lower drivers side to see if I could straiten things up.
When I did,it did tighten the steering up some.Whats funny is I had and still have that
same popping noise (sometimes)Mine is on thew driver's side and the truck only does it
in a turn.
I also adjusted the steering gear as well.The first time around I did it too tight.When in a
turn I had to muscle the steering wheel back to center.
My spindes were loose,the same as yours.I ended up getiing 3/4's turn to 1/4 turn out of
all with a torgue wrench.I wonder if those bolts and lock ring can be replaced by studs?
That seems it would up better.
SUBJECT>Re:Heim Joints POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet your noise is your spring pack shifting.It will make the noise when turning or
cranking the wheel at a stand still.Mine do it on my CJ and my wagoneer.No big deal if
thats what it is...Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Back Pressure Question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
7 February 2002,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6501 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Arzon had the gas cans too,I'll see if I can find a picture of the truck so you ca
see where the pipe was brought up.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
another option is an international pickup a lot of them used divorced 205s but i don't
think they have a place for parkbrake.
SUBJECT>hub swap POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>6524 6525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone tried to replace the front or rear wheel bearing hubs with a chevy or ford hub?
i know they both used 60 fronts and i think the bearings are the same.it would be a quick
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way to get 8 lug wheels and by making a caliper bracket,disc brakes.just something else
to ponder on cold winter nights.
SUBJECT>Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>GPJIM
EMAIL>FFJIM50@HOTMAIL.COM DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6521 6535 6564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can someone give me a good estimate on prices for 715's?
such as:
1 stock-good cond
2 stock-holes in body but runs
3 stock-real ugly but runs
&same as above but not running?
What would some of the options be worth?(like a dealer add on price)
Any options that are REAL desireable?
I found one on a car lot but don't know what to look for or offer for it after I look at it!
OK-stock running gear is a 230ci engine,t98 tranny,and a ???tcase?
is the t-case bolted on or divorced-is it a heavy duty model-what is the low range ratio?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6520 NEXT>6523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t-case is divorced np200 ,ratio is 1.90something.dana 70 rear dana 60 front 5.87 gears.
SUBJECT>hey t-man POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t-man if they are still in biz.you have a good source of m715stuff in your backyard .rex-
tex sales .if you need it i have their add.and phone#
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6521 NEXT>6526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want an idea of what to look for,look at the public menu just to the right on this
page.See the link labeled "What To Look For"check that out for a start.
My rig had bad tires and brakes no cab top and a hole in the tail gate.It had no rust,
except for the inside of the battery box,and came with the troop seats and spare tire.And
the turn signal lights worked but needed to be replaced.I paid $3200.Location plays a
part as well.I am in WA state..SUBJECT>Re:hub swap POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6519 NEXT>6634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have put the idea out as well a while ago.Good question.I'll be keeping tabs.
SUBJECT>Re:hub swap POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6519 NEXT>6528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone and check out mesage number 10230.
There is a description of how this was done with parts from ford f450 hubs for the front
and dodge parts on the rear.The author also offers to send more details if requested.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6523 NEXT>6527 6547 6594 6600 6763
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I probably have the zone award for paying the most for a 715.I paid 6500.00 with new
paint inside and out,new brakes,belts hoses,batteries,all oils changed,new top and 80
%tires from jacks Gov't surplus in Tucson AZ.I like my truck,but at the time I could not
find anything decent for a fair price.Memphis Equip wanted 14K for a clean rebuild.I
could'nt afford that!Anyway,my truck is stock and all I have replaced on it in the 1.5 yrs
I have owned it are some of the rubber components and added an artic heater.You ca
see some pics under members gallery under Al Temple.I think if i had been a little more
patient I could have found something similar for about 4 to 5K.Just do your homework
first.And check out the what to look for list.I took it with me when I flew to AZ.Good
luck!!!Kaiserjeeps (al)
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6526 NEXT>6529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man do i feel guilty
SUBJECT>Re:hub swap POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool,something to think about,but around here f450front axles are as common as lips on
a hen.thanks for the leg work.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6527 NEXT>6530 6532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't wanna know Dave!!!I bet you found a smoking deal on a 715,huh???Probably.nicer than mine and 2500 bucks
right!?
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Oh well,it makes up for all the good deals I've had come my way.If I could only count
the jeeps I have bought for 500 bucks or less.I bought a 68 pontiac tempest with 42,000
original miles for only 75.00 bucks once!!!You win some and you lose some.............Like
I said,I bet I spent the most....ha ha (not really laughing)...Kaiserjeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6529 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Al,
don't feel bad.I bought mine for 1400 bucks,it ran...barely.had no top and was spray
painted black over fire engine red!it had a brand new set of tires though.on the 50 mile
trip home I kept hearing a bumping coming from the front end.mmmm,what could that
be?turned out the inner wheel bearing was gone and the guy let me drive it like that!15
months later I still haven't driven it since that maiden voyage,but I'm getting closer to
having it on the road.God and my wife only knows what this project will end up costing
me.Point is maybe 6500 bucks ain't so bad after all...LMAO!!
Wade
SUBJECT>tire size POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7
February 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6533
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is anyone running boggers 38.5x13x16 on stock rims.how is that going if u are.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6529 NEXT>6545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey kaiser,i'm not bragging,but after seeing some of the prices ya'll have had to give (not
saying the trucks'not worth it)i have a new appreciation for mine.i have had my share of
gooseeggs too.i bought a p.t.o.winch on a friends ok once.good winch just one
problem.....the drive shaft comes in vertical from bottom when mounted .oh well live and
learn.
SUBJECT>Re:tire size POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6531 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
I'm running the same size in TSLs.They're Grrrrreat!!!You can use the stock tubes too.I
was going to go with Boggers,but I talked myself into the TSLs instead.They are a better
all around tire,and last longer than the Boggers.Plus,asphalt really wears down Boggers
quickly.
SUBJECT>M715 newbie looking to buy.POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>6622 6753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm in the market for an M715,preferably somewhere in the NE US.
I'm located in New Jersey,but will travel Maine to the Carolinas,and out to the midwest,
if need be to find the right truck.
My preference would be a less-than-all-original project,drivetrain unimportant,but
otherwise fairly complete (benches,tops,and other extraneous attachments aren't a major
issue).As long as the frame,body,suspension,and usable interior are there,I'm
interested.
Any and all leads and offers will be followed-up on.Thanks for any help ou can provide.
And PLEASE,Email me for the fastest reply.
Thanks again,
John
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6520 NEXT>6544 6550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Prices seem to be location-dependent.On the east coast,barely running but complete
vehicles are 700 to 1500,west coast is 20 to 30%higher and down here in Texas,seems
to be about 40 to 50%higher.The further away from a military port of entry,the higher
they seem.Also,depends on the seller,if they know MVs,they may know what it's
worth,VFDs and ranchers may park the things due to not knowing where to pick up 24v
parts and think they are a piece of %%$#,a rusty ole'truck.FTR,I bought mine w/no
rust,smoking engine (still smokes and/but runs good),no top and all orig stars and
OD,new brakes,troop seats and no modifications for $2800 in cent.Texas.Put about 500
into it and it looks and runs great.(no mosquitos here...now).
Austin
SUBJECT>what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6537 6538 6572 6580 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey folks
I have finally scored a 454 for my m715.So here comes the questions,I realize novak has
two different adapters for the chevy conv.but my question is what bell housings are you
guys using that have used these kits?year,model?I understand the hole is different sizes
for the bearing retainer but will any bellhousing for a gm work?I appoligize if these
questions are stupid but I am a ford man through and through so this is a new world to
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me.
P.S.by the wa perk no hurry on those pics anymore or atleast not for me.I jumped the
fence so to speak.I just hope I dont regret the jump.Thanks for all the help guys.SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use
for novack conversion POSTER>Kevi
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
You need to use the bigger P/U Bellhousing.I believe it's for a 10"clutch.When you get
the kit from Novak,there is a very comprehensive manual that comes with it,explaining
everything you need along with part numbers.Also it has instructions on how to make a
couple of parts you will need to fabricate (real easy).When you order it,tell 'em your a
dealer,and you'll save $50!They also have killer motor mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6536 NEXT>6568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I used a large hole bellhousing.I think it came off of an early '80s pick-up.You
have to use a b/h that will fit a 168 tooth flywheel.The flywheel for 454's is externally
balanced,168 tooth,and only for the 454.Make sure the fork you are using is in good
shape.The biggest problem I ran into with my small block conversion was setting up
clutch linkage.With a small mig welder,and no knowledge of how to use it,I was able to
fabricate all new linkage.other than linkage issues,everything was easy.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Motor Mounts POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 February
2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6543 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know a company that sells complete frame to block motor mounts to fit a
454 into my M715?Novak and Advance Adapters only sells small block setups.I do not
have to use the stock framehorns if they are in the way and I am not afraid of welding.I
would prefer to not have to custom build something that someone makes.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Got a M725 with 17,000 miles for sale..POSTER>M725Converted
EMAIL>M725Converted@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aabT7q6SOqQi6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1968 M725 with 17,825 original miles on the chassis and 12,000 miles on the
350 chevy and Turbo 400.It is for sale much to my dismay because I am out of space and
it is one of the bigger vehicles I have ever owned.Yeah if I had the room I would keep it
but thems the brakes.This truck belonged to a local police station and was built as an
Emegency Services Unit but was not used and eventualy became mine.The unit was
obtained with around 4000 miles on it and local businesses donated a 350 and T400
which were installed and and new Military tires were mopunted on the split rims.The
underside of the truck is near new looking and one front fender has some very small rust
spots above the flare.Everything works and it has passed NJ inspection and I was daily
driving it until my new car came in at the dealer and I lost storage on my 2 muscle cars so
it comes down to having to sell it.I am looking for $3700.00 OBO for it.If interested it is.in Somerset NJ and I can
be emailed at M725Converted@aol.com.I will try to get some
decent pictures to post or email so it can be seen the excellent shape it is in.
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,Did you have to remove your battery box for the steelhorse seats?Thanks,Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:hey t-man POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6522 NEXT>6549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked in the white pages and was unable to find their number in the Dallas and the Ft
Worth books.If you can get me the number,I would appreciate it.
I was talking to a guy that is in the FWD-FWD club,and he told me that there is a
guy/company that use to buy a load of these M715's,swap to V8's and then sell them.I
think the one I got out of Lubbock might have came from there.I have a completely
fabricated,and not well,adapter from the V8 to the tranny.I will try and take a picture of
it if I can and see what ya'll think.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>M725Converted
EMAIL>M725Converted@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6539 NEXT>6556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A small block and big block chevy share the same mounts.If the mounts are standard
location on the engine block then they will work as both engines are designed to fit the
same mounts.I do not know what brand mounts are on my M725 but my big block will
swap right in place of the small block.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6535 NEXT>6548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Austin,
Sounds like you are near me.I am curious what you have done,or are thinking about
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doing about an A/C.I am not sure how much I am going to like the Kaiser in the summer.
One reason I do not drive me CJ much.The boat is a little more comfortable when it hits
100 down here.
And I am starting to feel a little guilty too.Of couse everytime I look at my Kaiser,
especially after all this snow we has,I see more and more surface rust,and some really
shabby welding.I will be working on that when the CJ is done,or as I need to.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 7:41 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6532 NEXT>6546
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 2.Bought one last year,perfect rust-free body,excellent drivetrain but motor
smoking,bad tires for $1500.The other just came in today from Co.(finally!).Original
Braden winch truck.Professionally converted by a company years ago with new 350
Goodwrench motor/clutch/12v gauges etc.Has rust free body (couple of small dents)
troop seats,Selectro hubs,top bows,lousy tires and a bad cam for $1400.Fixed up #1
with a hot 350/700 R4,power steering new paint,hardtop and 38"TSLs.Now it's time to
start on #2.What fun!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You get all the deals Kevin!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps AH!!!Al (got to get used to it)Hope I can get what you paid for yours out of
mine when I decide,if and when!!,I decide to sell!!!!Members gallery John L.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man,
I am in Marble Falls,Tx.I have a collection of vehicles I have
restored,GPW,M38A1,M37,Ferret 2/3 and now a M715.Restored it back to orginal,but
not as a daily driver.I am looking for an unrestored M38 or M151 to round out my
collection.I drive a 92'vette to work.I just mess with the MVs as a hobby,never have
sold a military vehicle.Just like to save these pieces from the hunters and besides,no one
in town has anything like them and I drive nearly all of them weekly,weather permitting.
I must confess the M37,which has gamma goat tires is my favorite vehicle which I drive
daily after parking the vette,but the M715 turned out really well and is now my backup
truck.Of course,my weekly excursion (when weather permits)to the HEB for a six pack
in the Ferret is my favorite trip.Park in the fire lane and nobody &^%$with you!As far
as the M715,not going to put an A/c in it,but sounds like a good adventure.If you are
ever in MF,my name is Austin Weber,give me a ring,in the phone book.
SUBJECT>Re:hey t-man POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6542 NEXT>6552 6554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey T-man
Im in the Dallas area also.Shoot me an e-mail &I can get you some info on parts around
here.Rex-Tex is still here but in my opinion not worth dealing with.Im in the middle of
building mine up.I would like to take a look at yours sometime.Glad to see another one
close by.Ray
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Phil Moe
EMAIL>philm_59501@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6535 NEXT>6555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would appear that the M715 I am working on for $400 or so is a pretty good deal after
all.It's being used by a logging company to haul tools,etc.and has the stars,etc.I've seen
a picture of it but haven't driven it yet so I don't know how beaten down it is.I'll know
more about it after I do.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts are a go!!!POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@sirius.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put me down for 1 shirt size XL,and post your preferred payment process,please.I like
the olive-drab colored shirts you made up a couple years ago.Hats are availble also?
SUBJECT>Re:hey t-man POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6549 NEXT>6569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent ya an e-mail.Look forward to talking with you.I would really like to get a place
more local to get parts.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Seat options POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6504 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you say Cherokee,you are not talking about those new little bodies Cherokee's are
you?
I am just trying to make sure that I am looking at the right body style.There is a yard
down the street that has several of those smaller ones,and another one that has 2
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wagoneers.Almost got the axles out of em for the CJ.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:hey t-man POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6549 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man,
Check your e-mail.I just got the Colorado truck.We may have Rigs from the same
"Litter"!!!!.SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 February 2002,at 11:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dang Phil.
If you don't buy that sucker soon,we're going to find out where you live,perform a
Vulcan Mind Meld on you,and buy it ourselves!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 3:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6543 NEXT>6571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll second that.I swapped a 454 in place of the tired small block in a Chevelle I used to
own.I used the stock mounts and even the stock tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiators POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6511 NEXT>6559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is also a 25 x 19 four core radiator listed in the cardfile.Summit #SUM-380225 all
brass/copper for $149.
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Big Block Motor Mounts POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The TH400 is a monster.It will live behind almost any engine.Just keep it cool and
change the filter every now and then.
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiators POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6557 NEXT>6591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy,That Summit radiator is the same one I have,cooling my 460 Ford swap,it works
great,even plowing snow,that will heat up an engine big time.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6490
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
Try Jesse who owns High Angle Driveline.He makes a emergency brake kit to mount a
small disc &cable operated caliper for 205's.It mounts to the rear output behind the
yoke.About 300 clams which for you is pure pocket change.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6490
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Alan,
Jesse's website is www.highangledriveline.com
Jeff
SUBJECT>Engine alignment...POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6563 6570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 is now powered (and actually running!!)by the Vigilante AMC 327 (don't
blame me,the fire department did it),and as I have brought it around to running
condition,I have noticed something which to my eye appears odd--the fan is not paralell
to the radiator face--sorta'like the transmission end of engine/transmission assemblies is
sitting too low.The motor mounts are stock J-truck (67)and the tranny mount is the 715
original.My question is this:Can I shim (using spacers of some type)the trans mount up?
Or is there some magic source for trans mounts of varying heights?Ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:Engine alignment...POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8
February 2002,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6562 NEXT>6567
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fan angle is not a concern.
There are two things to be concerned about though.
First,the u-joint angles are what you need to be concerned about.
The u-joints at each end of the jack shaft must the same angle on them.One or two degree
error is fine.If you mess these angles up,you'll get plenty of vibration.
Second,you need to have a fan shroud.If you have one you're OK.If not,you're not
pulling much air through the radiator.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6520 NEXT>6565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I gave $1250 for mine in November.Bought it from a local VFD.It has a .030 over 327
swapped in,a hardtop and came with the 200-gallon tank and pump.Runs great.No
tailgate,pintle hitch or bumperettes.About all I've done is take out the tank and pump and
remove the rotator light from the hardtop.Still need to fix the holes in the bed floor
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where the tank and pump plumbing went through.I bought it on a Monday and closed on
a house that Friday and have been working on tbe house rather than the truck.
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'67 M715
'64 CJ3B
'53 Dodge M37
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>6564 NEXT>6589
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought my '67 M715 from a museum a year ago.It was a static display,but everything
was complete with little/no rust.They said that the engine "ran a year ago",but that's not
necessarily good (they sucked old gas through the fuel system).
I started with a price estimate of $3,500 for a "roadable"M715,then began subtracting for
the repair and replacement costs that I could see that it needed.I came up with $930.Of
course,my cost estimate was too low (about half),but I don't think the museum was
going to pay me to take it!:o)Also,after all that time and money,the truck doesn't look
any different (How can you improve on perfection?).
Including the rebuilding of the stock engine,I'll have about $7,000 in it.But,you know,I
love that damn truck.Go figure!!
SUBJECT>all you lucky guys with M-715s..Wish I had $for one POSTER>DanHS
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>6574 6585 6586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a high school student so I don't have the time to make enough money,maybe this
summer I can get a good job.Right now I have a '76 Buick sedan that was $400,I would
much prefer a well built M-715.I was thinking of a Chevy CUCV because they had
similar running gear and many came with 6.2L desiels,but M-715s are just cooler.If I'm
lucky,I can get a hold of one that needs an engine and transmission,and a heavy GM
utility truck that's totaled,but has a good desiel and TH400 trans,I could hook it up to an
NP205 and have a great dive train.I'd also have to put on very stong disc brakes,power
steering,and slightly taller military tires (which would require new,taller springs).I
doubt I'll have the money for this anytime soon,oh well,at least I know the owners of a
local shop that could do most of the work for cheap,as I have no experience with this.
Maybe one day...one with troop seats and 42"tires,water proofed engine,and lots of
torque.Imagine driving to school with it,no one would dare cutting me off in the parking
lot,and fourwheeling in the local Long Island Pine barrens every week,and in Upstate
New York every now and then to go camping.I suppose I should stop dreaming now.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine alignment...POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6563 NEXT>6576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
verne,did you get alt wired?
SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as best as i remember,novak sells plates for both car and truck bellhousings.you just
have to tell them the size of hole in bellhousing.as for clutch linkage check this out.85-
87 chevy trucks used a hyd.clutch.you will have to adjust pushrod length or build a new
mounting bracket but it would be simpler than fabing a new clutch linkage.as for
jumping ship from ford.....ATTABOY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:hey t-man POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6552.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i haven't used rex tex in a while,theymay have gone downhill but at the time,they were
the only game in town.they used to print a cool catalog with exploded views,and federal
stock,ordinance,and manufac.part#s just happen to have one heh-heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine alignment...POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6562
NEXT>6577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many people install engines by leveling the carburetor mount flange (which on a lot of
engines would cause the engine to squat back a bit).This isn't to say that the U-joints will
be right though.If you have to pick between the two,go for the joints because the truck
will run fine with a slightly angled carb.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 February
2002,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6556 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks guys I thought they were different
SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6536 NEXT>6587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I am sorry that I didn't get the pics to you in time,so I guess I am to blame for you
going to a 454?If you are a Ford man through and through,like you claim,this would not
have been a factor.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Am I Crazy POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,
at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6575 6578 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Just brought home a new project truck.Its big green and ugly.Some idiot decided it
would be a good idea to cut the original wiring at the fuse box.
Should I try to put the original type fuse box back in or swap one out of a different truck?
I am going to be swapping in a big block so the truck staying original is not my biggest
concern.
Also,gonna need brake lines anybody got a good(read:cheap)source.Whats the easiest
power brake setup to swap in?Sorry,this is so long but I like to look for parts all at once.
There's nothing like the feeling of dirt under the fingernails.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:all you lucky guys with M-715s..Wish I had $for one POSTER>Pat
Kelley EMAIL>FordElmo@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NEVER let go of your Dreams!.SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6573
NEXT>6581 6583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If that "Big Green Ugly Truck"you brought home was an M715 or variant the stock
wiring did not have a fuse box.Unless you are refering to the distribution box that is
mounted on the fire wall just next to the master cylider.This box is for the turn signals.
As far as the brakes,I might be wrong on this,I think the full size truck Jeep line(J-
truck,Wagoneer,Gladiator,and Cherokee has the easiest power brake set-up to swap in.
SUBJECT>alt.wiring POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Friday,8
February 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6567 NEXT>6582
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,thanks for asking re:alt wiring.That all worked out as you outlined.I went ahead
and wired the diode in from the getgo;without checking for a draw--is this okay?Thanks
again.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine alignment...POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6570 NEXT>6579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vern,Listen to thes guys on the U joint angle.I had another Jeep project where I
shimmed the trans up the straiten the fan angle.I ended up driving home in four high with
the rear drive shaft thrown in the back of my rig.I knew something was wrong when I
heard the needle bearings bouncing off the underside and felt the vibration.The fact that
this was a CJ5 didn't help either,with such a short rear drive line.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6573
NEXT>6603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just finished a Chevy 350 swap.Pulled out all of the old wiring and installed a new
Painless Wiring harness.Easy to install and great tech help line.Just a suggestion.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Engine alignment...POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6577
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,et al:After taking in y'all's feedback re:fan angle--I looked at u-joint alignment and
that view makes the trans look a tad low(er)also.Makes sense (even to a less-than-expert
wannabe mechanic like myself)to focus more on u-joint than on fan angle--even if it costs
me style points.Of course,since I don't know how the u-joint angles looked to begin with
(I bought it as a rolling unassembled pile of parts)it may be as it should.I guess I will
have to drive it to find out...after I get this little matter of the clutch linkage ironed-out.
Thanks all!
SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>M 715 mudder.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at
6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I'm going with a sbc and am using a bellhousing out of a 67 chevy truck.It has a 4 11/16"
bore.My 2 cents worth.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6575
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,i swapped my truck to j-20 stuff.if you want to know all gory details e-mail me.
SUBJECT>Re:alt.wiring POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6576
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i can't see where it would hurt.i usually wait and see because most times you don't need.
goodluck
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 February
2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6575 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do I splice into these wires in order to make my turn signals and blackout lights to
work?
SUBJECT>Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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OK I am in the process of gathering and hooking up parts for the deep water fording kit.
Question for those who have the 230 engine.Do all of your drive train items(front axle,
rear axle,tranfer and tranny)and bellhousing vent into the crankcase vent?
When I got my truck the vents were hooked up this way,except for the trans.This vent
hole was plugged,same as the one on my spare trans.NOTE:THAT THIS TRUCK WAS
UNMOLESTED BY THE PREVIOUS OWNER.
In the manual and in the fording kit instructions it states that the vents for the drive trai
run to the air cleaner.Then the bellhousing vent goes to the crankcase vent.The manuals
also state that the trans is vented in the same way.How can this be when they have a darn
plug in it.
I guess what I am asking is for a poll.How are your rigs hooked up?
As mine sits now I have the front and rear axle,transfer,tranny(I added this into the
existing vent lines)and bellhousing vented to the crankcase vent.Fuel tank,fuel pump
and master cylider to the air cleaner housing.The distributer vent goes to the air horn.
I have the late model canister type air cleaner mounted to the hood.
SUBJECT>Re:all you lucky guys with M-715s..Wish I had $for one POSTER>steve.EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can remember seeing a m715 a few years back in a 4x4 mag and thinking that would be
the coolest thing in the world to have.Did I mention I did not even know what it was at
the time.Well with great pride I can know say I have a m715 w/winch.I have since done
spring over and added 42"swampers.And tonight I have been in the garage working on
her new engine a 454.So just to say sometimes what seems like may never happen just
may!
SUBJECT>Re:all you lucky guys with M-715s..Wish I had $for one POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6566 NEXT>6632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah bye the way if you do happen to get on and still be in high school I would park i
the teachers lot and if the give you any slack about it just show them how well these
trucks are built by parking on one of there suvs.
SUBJECT>Re:what bellhousing to use for novack conversion POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 9:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk dont blame your self.I am also a tight ass and I need to get the most bang for my
buck and this deal was just to good to pass up.I am ford through and through,but not to
proud to jump the fence every now and again.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 9:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6584 NEXT>6590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would also like to know because my vents are cut and not joined together at all!!!I've
been wondering this for awhile!
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 10:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought mine for $3,900.00.The motor ran but had some problems with the ignition
system.Once I got a different distributer with ALL of the parts intact,and replaced the
plugs and wires,she runs like a top.The previous owner had spent boo-koo bucks on
custom rims from Stockton Wheel and wrapped them with some 305/85/16 Buckshot
Mudders.He figured somewhere between $1500-$2500 on that little project.So I think I
got a pretty GOOD deal overall,this truck was his pride and joy.Oh yeah he had also
converted her to a 2 barrel carb and put Selectros on the front 60!There are pics of her i
the members gallery,under Mario's M715.By the way if brute4c reads this how about
switching that to Howie's M715?Just thought I'd ask!LOL!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 February 2002,at 11:07 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6588 NEXT>6618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless your striving for pure originality,try using baby bottle "nipples"they allow air to
escape,but not enter.Don't let your kids see 'em though.That could get real ugly!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiators POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@home.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know.I lifted the part #from one of your post last December.Thanks for the valuable
info.
Randall
SUBJECT>1967 M-715 for Sale -Updated w/photo link POSTER>Aden Williams
EMAIL>montero@btconline.net DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaR3v.tf8RdU2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>6751
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M715 for sale.I am located in Jesup,Georgia which is in the Southeast
corner of the state.I've done a lot of work to the truck,here are the specifics:Origial 230
6 cylinder removed,I had a completely rebuilt 318 V-8 professionally installed.The
engine was completely disassembled.The cylinders were honed,new rings,new RV cam,
new lifters,aluminum intake,600 cfm 4 bbl Edelbrock carb.,MSD ignition.The motor
was completely redone to be better than new.The engine is mated to a Chrysler 904
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automatic transmission.I also purchased a brand new B &M floor shifter.I had a new
fuel tank installed.The 715 has a brand new black soft top which I purchased from New
Life Resources.It also has brand new 315 x 75 x 16"tires mounted on the original
wheels.The vehicle is not completely finished.The carb.needs to be installed and wiring
also completed.The only part I don't have is a radiator.The interior is not completed
either,however I do have new carpeting and bucket seats ready to be installed.Otherwise,
a good coat of paint and you'll have a virtually new vehicle.It had the original data plate
on the dash,original pintle hook,and the front brush guard.The body is in excellent
shape except for the floor pans which were a little rusty.I removed the rust and
temporarily used Bondo to cover the areas.I was going to have the local sheet metal shop
cut me some pieces to weld to the current floor (about $30.00 but I just haven't had the
time).I just had the motor completed,but I have run out of money and have too many
other things going on right now to complete this project.I have $5,000.00 invested so far,
it won't take much more to have a perfect example of an M715.I'm asking $3,500.00 for
the truck as it sits right now.Seriously,it's a great truck that needs only to be completed
to be unbelievable.I've tried to be as upfront as possible about what the truck is,link to
some photos below (these photos were taken throughout part of the restoration,the motor
and trans.are comletely installed now,as is the new gas tank).Please e-mail me with any
questions you might have.Thanks
http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/montero1523s/lst?&.dir=/Jeep+M-
715&.src=ph&.view=t&.last=1
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>Lriwater@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 9:06 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6526 NEXT>6595
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KaiserJeeps,Don't feel bad.I bought one in original condition in Oklahoma for $6000,
towed it to Texas and sold it for $7000 all original and running (that's about it).However,
I am paying the price now!I bought another one in Oklahoma for $1500 barely running.I
have spent tons of money trying to get it in good shape (350,carb,power steering,new
brakes,I could go on and on).It still sits in my garage,with the Suburban sitting outside...
Just thought I would co-miserate with you.At least you drive yours!
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6594 NEXT>6610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm starting to feel better now.The one thing I have to remember was that I hopped in and
drove it 1500 miles to get it home.I may not have been able to do that with a 1500 dollar
rig.The one big factor was how to get it home.I have a trailer for my CJ-5 but a 715
won't fit on it.So I settled for Jacks and just drove it home with a friend.Actually it was
quite the adventure.Yes I did pay top dollar,but I have to remember the 69 CJ-5 I bought
for 17.50...yes 17.50 If I had to do it again,well I would probably try to get a 715
cheaper.Granted Jack does a good job prepping the rigs.I am just cheap sometimes.Oh
well.It's good to hear all of your stories out there.What ever you do,keep em running
and have fun doing it!!!
Kaiserjeeps (al)
SUBJECT>rockwell brakes Help POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9
February 2002,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab.BEnjSBLPw
PREVIOUS>NEXT>6602 6604 6616 6623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have looked at the master cylinder that Roger gave the part number for and the guys at
the parts store wouldn't let me look for one with dual drums.I wonder if it is an option.
Would this give me enough juice to stop?I'm not sure of the size of the wheel cylinders,
but if I change the master cylinder would I have to change the wheel cylinders to match?I
have a Wilwood proportioning valve that I was using before.And I have the power assist
from a wagoneer bolted up.Could I just take off the Master Cylinder from the wagoneer
assist and change it for one with the same bolt holes and cylinder bore?OR would it be
better to just scrap my present system and go with a new master cylinder and frame
mounted booster.How would I hook up my new master to my current brake pedal.I'm
usually pretty good at maching something to work if there is any possiblity that these may
work.Please give me any info you can spare.Thanks a million---Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Storms suck!POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 February
2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6348 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
eleven days here with no power because of ice storm.
getting tired of 'camping out'in my own house.
SUBJECT>Complete PTO Winch Setup.POSTER>Rollie715.EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 12:33
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>6605
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Includes LU4 winch,150 ’ of cable,frame extensions,crossmember,pto shafts,pto
gearbox,shifter lever &linkage.Everything you need to install a pto winch onto a
M715.All parts are in excellent usable condition.The only parts not original are the pto
shaft intermediate bearing bracket which bolts to the frame instead of the engine.This
would allow it to be installed in an M715 that doesn ’ t have the original 230 engine.Also,
I don ’t have an original winch style bumper,but if you want I will include a very nice
wrap around custom bumper made just for this setup.
This is the winch setup I ’ve had on my own M715.My son Aaron and I are making plans
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for some major changes to the M715 and they don ’ t include the pto winch.It ’s a
excellent deal for someone looking to add a pto winch to their M715 or even M725 if you
are interested.
I want $950 for everything.
I am located in Bellingham WA.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>6608
6630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Complete set of 5 Gamma Goat tires and wheels and 4 Snake River M715 adapters.
Tires include 4 Goodyear and 1 other brand 1100x18 tires with about 80%tread.All hold
air and are very usable.Tires are about 40 ” tall.Adapters were purchased from Snake
River in Idaho and allow bolting up the Wheels directly to the M715.
This is the set I ’ve been running on my own M715 and have really liked them.My son
Aaron and I are planning to move on to some 44 ” Ground Hawgs and will no longer be
needing this setup.
I want $500 for everything.
I am located in Bellingham WA.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,i paid 3500 for mine,and it needed a new bed,but is all stock.i drove to Houston,
sight unseen,(no pictures online)paid for it and drove on the interstate at 55 w/o a top at
night to baton rouge.it took almost 7 hours!my concern was getting something local.i
you call it local.
SUBJECT>Brake Shoes ???POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com.DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 1:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>6606 6609 6619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need new brake shoes for my stock M715.Can I buy them from my local parts store.
They are Wagner part #FE-18723
Thanks for any replies on this subject.
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell brakes Help POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6596
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris
I just updated to a dual master cylinder.I think it's the one for mid 70's Jeep truck,dual
drums.It's in the cardfile or if you want I can find the part number.This is a non-power
unit but it bolts up directly and I think manual brakes give you a better feel anyhow.As
far as a prop valve (combo valve),you shouldn't need one.They are typically for
disc/drum setups and allow the brake pressure to overcome the resistance of the rear drum
return springs before sending fluid to the discs.There's a few other features too -the
proportioning part is designed for the original vehicles brakes and weight and usually
won't be just right for a custom application.If the rear brakes lock up prematurely,use a
aftermarket adjustable prop valve in the rear brake line and you can fine tune it.
Hopefully this can help you a bit.
If you end up digging through master cylinders,a quick eliminator is if the reservoirs are
different sizes,this tells you right away that it's for disc/drum.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy---Paul POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6578
NEXT>6607 6636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul,
Which painless harness did you use?The more I look the more i see the F.D.chopped up
the harness in my truck trying to add on 12v system for their lights.Its a wonder it did'nt
go up in flames.
And for the big question....how painless was it to your wallet?
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell brakes Help POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9
February 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6596 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might try hydraulic boost brakes,these were use on 2 ton civilian Chevy C-60 trucks
(and I'm sure others).The hydraulic pressure is supplied by the power steering pump.
These do a good job stopping these beasts which sport front and rear drums.This setup
should be relatively inexpensive to find at large truck wrecking yards or if you're lucky
ask the farmer that has had one sitting in his field,for who knows how long,whether he
would be willing to sell you parts.
You will want to get the power steering pump also as it has a special port to hook up the.master cylinder.The only
downside is that your braking ability is limited when the engine
is not running(just like trying to use your power steering with the engine off).The setup
will actally take up a little less space than a vacuum boost can.This will give you all the
braking you need as well as suitable capacity.
Just sharing some ideas.GSanders
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SUBJECT>Re:Complete PTO Winch Setup.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6598 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,I have sent you a note on your yahoo address regarding your winch.Kaiserjeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes ???POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might consider having your old shoes re-lined at your local brake and clutch shop.
We have a shop here in Albuquerque that does brakes and clutches to a better degree than
most of the aftermarket "made in Mexico"parts.Cheaper too!
SUBJECT>Try this!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6603
NEXT>6627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Kwik wire!It is the same as painless and less expensive!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6599 NEXT>6621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish you were closer to Kansas!I have 500 bucks but I cant afford to pay outrageous
shipping charges!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes ???POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9
February 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6601 NEXT>6614
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has them on e-bay,72.00 for 4 shoes.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6595 NEXT>
6818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spent $1500 on my 67 715,bad engine so I did a "budget"rebuild on stroked 350 sbc
($1500).Then bought 69 715($1700)for parts.Sold 350 out of it($300),used engine
adaptors in the 67,sold like new directional tires($250).The 67 has no rust and the coolest
emblems on doors "Dodge City Kansas,Dept of Parks"will hate to paint over but will
take pictures.Anyway still working on it,spring mount flip and front mount relocation on.rear and shackle reversal
on front with home made cross member.Looking to install
Brownlite over/uder($100)gearbox between tranny and tranfer and do the E-brake
transfer output conversion for less wear and noise.
The list goes on,will be running by spring?
SUBJECT>M725 for sale...with link to Pics POSTER>M725Converted
EMAIL>M725Converted@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaxVnBzQRhfak PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A link to some pics of my M725 that I have to sell.Fave truck but lost all storage and
room.Has Target 350 and Turbo 400 still has the original rear bunk beds and benches.
Drives great and even better in snow and mud!Looking for $3700.00 Tires are Military
and are about 80%plus past NJ inspection and only 17,895 on chassis and around 10
thousand on Motor and Trans.Also has winch adaptors on the hubs but I do not have the
drums and cables.
http://hometown.aol.com/tadcuper/
SUBJECT>Tire Question POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 February
2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just wondering if anyone has run 315x75R16 Buckshot Maxxis Mudders on stock rims
and if they would recomend them?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes ???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow his price has jumped in the last year!Thet used to be $60.00.
SUBJECT>attn;bowtie dave POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive got a few chevy questions for you or any one who knows.
I am getting ready to put in a 454 in my m715.My understanding of this motor is that I
should have a weight that goes on the end of the crank and the flywheel is not balanced.
Is this correct?I ask because the flywheel on this motor has a weight on it and no weight
other than that.Is there a part number that will tell me what this flywheel fits.I am pretty
sure I need the 168 tooth for the novak adapter.
Thanks in advance to any and all who help
SUBJECT>pinion brakes?POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6596
NEXT>6746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont know anything about drums but I know pinion brakes will stop anything without
boost..SUBJECT>Re:One more,I need steering wheel,or column options POSTER>Tom @
Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6486 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
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Call Snake River Rod &Custom,but call me first at Snake River 4x4,as we have put a
tilt steering column in that will use GM components.It will take a 31"length and 2"tube.
Prices run $200 plus.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,9 February 2002,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6590 NEXT>6626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On this I am striving for pure originality.I plan on using the deep water fording kit from
time to time.The main parts of the deep water fording system are not only the intake and
exhaust extensions,but two valves that mount to the engine.
One valve mounts to the PVC line.and the other mounts to the crankcase vent.Whe
these valves are closed it allows internal pressure to build in the engine.That pressure is
then diverted to the bellhousing and the drive train components.Thus overpressurizing all
of the components to keep out the water.
As my rig is set up right now it is stock.Except for me adding that line to the
transmission.
What I wanted to find out is how some of the other stocker's set-up's were.There seems
to be a discrempancy between how the rig is actually set up as to the info given in the
trucks literature.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes ???POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 February
2002,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6601 NEXT>6620 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I remember reading on the other site that I think it was 76 chevy 1 ton truck shoes were to
same.Take one with to the parts store and be sure to let us know.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Shoes ???POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>6619 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks everyone for the input.I just bought a set from ABlinn.
I will take the old set and see if the part store can cross referance the part number and let
you all know.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6608 NEXT>6625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ship it by fowardair.you'll have to come to KCI and pick it up.Just shipped a 140 pound
transfer case to denver for 40.00.Had a dana 60 from new hampshire shipped for 62.00.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 newbie looking to buy.POSTER>David Reuter.EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 7:55
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a stock 69 for sale but without the tailgate...body is in pretty good shape,few
dents,but no rust thru,rag top that needs to be replaced,good glass,runs but has a miss.
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell brakes Help POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6596
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,if you already have a power booster installed on the firewall don't use the part #i
gave you.i'm sure you have already adapted (drilled new holes for the booster)so now
you need to find a master that will bolt on to the booster.chances are the stock one will
work.i have found that the size of the wheel cylinders in the rockwells are decieving.
they really don't need as much fluid as you think,especially when they are adjusted
properly.as i mentioned earlier,take a look at a parts book...they have all the specs
(measurements)listed.just measure the bolts on the booster you installed and try to find
something in the book that matches.i would look to see if a master cylinder from a '76
corvette will fit.these have large equal size resivors b/c they are set-up for four wheel
discs.
the rockwells just don't need as much fluid movement as they look.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:found a 715 for sale :SOLD POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6058
NEXT>6730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called this seller today,and found it was sold.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6621 NEXT>
6629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,how heavy are the goat tires/wheels?How well did they work for you on different
roads/conditions?If 715MAN is not interested I may be.Don't hold me to it yet,I will
need to check into shipping.I'm a Flatlander also(Kansas)
If hew135 is reading this would you know how to contact the shipping co.you wrote
about?
Thanks alot guys
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6618 NEXT>6628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,
Years ago when I rebuilt the M715's T98A transmission,I found that there is no front.input shaft seal on this
truck.The xmissions input bearing retainer is not machined for the
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seal.Civilian versions of the T98 do have a seal from what I'm told.The lack of the front
seal allows the transmission to vent into the bell housing.So when the bell housing is
presurized by the crankcase vent,so is the transmission.Venting the transmission to the
aircleaner would not allow the combo of bell housing/transmission to ever build up the
pressure to keep the water out.I'm not at home to check out the routing of the remaining
vent lines.Maybe next week.
SUBJECT>Re:Try this!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,
10 February 2002,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6607 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take a look...thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6626 NEXT>6644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You.I was wondering if it was that way it was supose to vent.When I did add the
vent line to the trans I tied it into the same line as the bellhousing vent which is the same
as the rest of the vent lines for the front and rear axle and transfer.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6625 NEXT>6650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd go to the website at www.forwardair.com also you can try www.freightpro.com.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6599 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Rollie,currently do not have any inquiries for the M715.We are currently working on a
set to fit the std 8 hole pattern.Since we do have the pattern on CNC,I am looking for
16.5 shell rims with a bead-lock rib to run Hummve tires.The shipping weight on the
tires,rims,and adapters will be about 130 lb.s each.For anyone interested,the Gama
Goat conversion is great for loose sand and floatation in mud,ect.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:attn;bowtie dave POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6615
NEXT>6635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I believe there is only one flywheel for the 454.It should have a balancing weight
and it should be 168 tooth.Make sure you find a bellhousing to fit over a 168t flywheel.
Mike.
SUBJECT>Hmm,good idea!hehe......n/t POSTER>DanHS EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10
February 2002,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6586 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.no text
SUBJECT>Rusty Door?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6638 6665 6720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My doors are getting rusty beyond reasonable repair.Is it possible to use door from a
wagoneer or j-10?What modifications are needed for windows and hardware?Thanks in
advance!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:hub swap POSTER>james gordon EMAIL>jimbobvcr@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6524
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 1972 w-300 dodge with a dana 70 front closed knuckle.
I've found out that ford f-350's with either the dana 50 or 60 front have hub's that will
slide right onto my spindles,same berring's [my w-300 is a dually drum brake ]anyway's if
you can do a little fabricating ,welding ect disc brake's are available.2 minor problem's for
this conversion #1 ford hub's move the outer wheel berring inboard ,3/4 inch give or take
-so I had to take spindle's to a machine shop have them turned ,not much tho as the
spindle will allow the berring to move inboard 1/2 inch.problem #2 my stubb axles are 21
spline and ford and dodge 1 tons are 30 spline so those nice locking hub's don't
fit....solution-bought a set of aftermarket hub's for 93 dodge 1 ton ,pulled them apart took
out the inner splined gear and had a local gear cutter make me ten set's exept with a
internal 21 big spline.problem solved--big problem now is trying to explain large credit
card bill to wife for 10 set's of high carbon induction hardened gear's [same quality if not
better than originals ]anyway's I'm keeping 2 set's selling the rest [hopfully I'll break even ].
anyway's I'm not sure if the 715's use the same diff but if they do I have all the part #for
hub's berring's caliper's ect and 8 set's of internal 21 spline gear's desprate to sell!e-mail
me if they'll work for you [with wrecker part's disc brakes can be very cost effective!
SUBJECT>Re:attn;bowtie dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 February 2002,at 11:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6631 NEXT>6641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea the 454 flywheel has a counterweight made into it.the g.m.#is 3963537 or at least it
was.the 454 also has a counterweighted harmonic balancer.as for the plate you are
talking about,some speed shops sell an add-on bobweight to allow you to use a
internally balanced flywheel on a 454.they are cheaper than new flywheel but i've never
used one.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy---Paul POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6603 NEXT>6639 6654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The painless harness was $269.There are several other people making a harness and I
have used several over the years.The Painless people have great techicnal service via a
800 number.In past projects I have spent hours on the phone with them,and they always
come up with a solution for my problem.Be sure to check the quality of wire that is used..A really good quality wire
will cost you more but is well worth it as you only want to
install a harness one time.Also check w/Haywire in MO.The best price on Painless
products seems to be Parr Automotive in OKC.They are a hotrod shop and have great
prices on many parts that will work on the 715.
Paul
SUBJECT>steering linkage question POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys does anyone have a part #for the joint in the steering shaft nearest the fire wall
(not the rag joint.or maybe a civ.channgeout.thanks for any help.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 February
2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6633 NEXT>6642 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where do you live that the doors are rusting out?
I think that the only difference between the J-10 doors and ours are the upper portions.If
you can reuse the upper portions,then with a
lot of work ,it should work out.
SUBJECT>We are all a little crazy...POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've compared the painless and the kwik wire and they are the same.I paid 219.00 for a
18 circuit harness.There is also a tech line for problems you may encounter,but I did not
have to use it.Pretty straight forward job to do.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:steering linkage question POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6637 NEXT>6689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i replaced mine with a steering u-joint.the old one was really loose and looked
lightweight.think i got mine from jeg's.when i did it i also replaced the solid shaft from
column to box with a telescoping one from mid 70's chevy.that way i didn't have to get
exact measurement on length.
SUBJECT>Re:attn;bowtie dave POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6635 NEXT>6643 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I had my small block stroker balanced the machineshops I talked to discouraged
using add on balance plates.One machinist said they work well for low budget,disposable
racing motors but will not come close to really balancing the engine.Just trying to help ,
maybe big blocks are different?.SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6638 NEXT>6645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,I'm in PA.The truck came from south N.J.It has seen lots of salty air and roads.
There is an '82 Wagoneer with good doors in a nearby junkyard-$20 for the pair,it's a
good deal if they bolt up.Thanks for the input.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:attn;bowtie dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am a little nervous about using them too.to me they seem to be a cheap,quick fix.but i
keep remembering that you get what you pay for.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6628 NEXT>6697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I looked under the truck today to check out the vent line routing.My M715 vent
lines are set up just like your's.The front/rear axles,transfer and bell housing are all tied
together and connect to the crankcase breather hose.The remaining vent lines for the
master cylinder,fuel tank,distributor,and fuel pump connect to the air cleaner at various
places.I have the old style aircleaner with no fording equipment installed.Hope this is of
help.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6642 NEXT>6688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,wait a min-I was thinking of a much earlier J-truck.Although I would check it out
anyway.I got mine from south Jersey too.That's pretty funny.I am looking to do rockers
and the drivers side floor.I am in Woodbridge,NJ,so I know all about salty roads,and
rusted vehicles.Good Luck with it.
SUBJECT>honesty POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6647 6649 6653 6656 6682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
okay guys,give it to me straight i can take it.i have a set of mint bucketseats from
ramcharger.tell me true.....how goofy would hi-backs look in a "m"?
SUBJECT>Re:honesty,High Buckets POSTER>Rollie715
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EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6646 NEXT>
6648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will give you a mixed answer.
My son Aaron has a nice set of high buckets he wants to put in MY M715.He thinks it is.a great idea.
Here's the Honesty part:
In my opinion,they would look just fine for most days,like when the top is up and you
can't see them from the outside anyway,but I kinda think they wouldn't really look right
when the top was down.I really like the clean appearance with nothing sticking up above
the body line especially when the top bows are removed and/or the windshield is folded
down.
For now I've told my son he can't put them in.However ownership seems to be passing
on to him more and more and I supect they will find there way into OUR M715 someday.
Just my 2 cents worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:honesty,High Buckets POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
February 2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6647 NEXT>6651
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think if you had a cab roll cage and a bilini top they'd look just fine...are the head rests
removeable?
SUBJECT>Re:honesty POSTER>M725Converted EMAIL>M725Converted@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaxVnBzQRhfak PREVIOUS>6646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have Hi back Corvair Buckets in my M series but it's an M725 so I got a roof that can't
be removed.I'll tell ya one thing tho...it is a hell of a lot more comfortable to lean back in
them on a long ride down the Parkway.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 2:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6629 NEXT>6652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Unishippers...great rates
SUBJECT>Re:honesty,High Buckets POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6648 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,they are fixed,my only option would be a sawzall trim.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Wheels,Tires and Adapters.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>6650 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for all the help guys but reality is finally setting in.I have new 38 swampers and
tubes sitting in my living room,yes I'm single,and just got my rims blasted and
painted.But man those big NDTs would be cool huh.Guess I will stick to origial plan,
swampers for now and 20"rim Mich X radials later on.
Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:honesty POSTER>Jim Mace EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6646 NEXT>LINKNAME>Team Zebra MudRacing
LINKURL>http://www.teamzebra.homestead.com
They look fine to me.Both my friends with M715s have high bucket seats.They both
have cages too though?
SUBJECT>Thanks all POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Monday,11
February 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6636 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm always open for sugestions and advice,on my budget you can't afford not to be.
Thanks for all the responses.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 price ????POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 February
2002,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6381 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought my M715 for $500.00 with a top.I towed it home and had it running the next
day after some TLC and a tune up.If it runs or you can get it to run I believe its a good
deal.At least you can save it from the scrap yard.
SUBJECT>Re:honesty POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6646 NEXT>6657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a set of high back buckets (Steelhorse brand)in my 715.I'll send you a picture if
you like.Very good support.No,it dosen't look like a Army truck anymore,and the the
fuel injected Chevy 350,swampers,new dash gauges,700R4 tranny,Atlas t-case,etc.,
doesn't help either.Go for the high buckets!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:honesty POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6656 NEXT>6662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,would you send me some pics of your jeep!I would like to see your rig!!!Thanks
SUBJECT>454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>6660
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6769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Here's a question for you Chevy experts.It does relate directly to an M715 as you will
see.
Here's my idea:
I currently have a GM 6.2 turbo diesel in my M715,bolted in using an Advance adapter
to the original T98A transmission.This setup has served me very well.
I'm looking to purchase a 1980 Chevy 1 ton Dually to haul my camper or trailer my
M715.The Chev has a 454 and 4-speed.
My question,is how hard would it be to swap these two engines?I can handle the wiring,
fuel,exhaust etc,but my main question is whether they will interchange and bolt directly
up to the bellhousings I already have in each truck.Also are the motor mounts close to
the same on each engine?
I'm thinking this should be a fairly easy swap,but in case I'm missing something,please
let me know before I start pulling engines.
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>D70 pinion seal POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6664 6685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I got the axles back in yesterday and all was going well,I was filling the pumpki
and had well over a gallon in there (intentional overfill,as recommended)and I noticed a
small drip sneaking out of the pinion seal.Today,there's a pretty steady drip and a small
EPA problem in the dirt.
Has anyone changed this seal,with the pinion still installed?Got any part numbers?I
know the mil numbers are in the cardfile but there's no useable numbers for a part store.
What's it take to reassemble the yoke to the pinion?Hopefully nothing too involved.
Finally,what sort and how many cuss words are required?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6658 NEXT>6661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 6.2 diesel is a gas motor based design and is very similar to Chevrolet gas motors.I
do not see what would cause any problems.
The bolt pattern is exactly the same so no problems there.The motor mounts I am not
sure of but with how little chevy likes to change things I would bet that they are exactly
the same.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6660 NEXT>6724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.they will swap .same bellhousing and mounts.the only
problem i see is 454 is physically
larger you may have to use #8 bashing tool on firewall.
SUBJECT>Re:honesty POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for all the responses.it's always nice to bounce an idea off someone else.
SUBJECT>Paneling Question POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
February 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Would wood paneling look good in my M715?....JUST KIDDING!!!
How far back do repair panels from JeePanels go back?The corners of my cab are rusted
out and need to know if anyone makes panels to replace them.Thanks in advance
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
February 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6659 NEXT>6666
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some Ford and Dodge 1-tons used a D70 rear axle but I do not know if they have the
same seal.The parts guys love a challenge and after about 20 or 30 minutes of looking
when they ask what in the heck this goes to and tell them you can see their faces as they
say WHAT??
As for actually changing it out you can do it without removing the pinion.First feel how
easily the pinion rotates with the rear tires off the ground and REMEMBER this for later.
After removing the driveshaft you loosen the nut(air-impact gun required)then pull the
mounting yoke(puller may be required)next remove the seal.
Install the new seal.Do Not Forget to prelube the seal with grease as forgeting this step
could burn up the new seal and repeating the process sometime very soon.To reassemble
reverse the order above.
The only hitch to doing this is getting the torque back on the pinion nut.You CAN NOT
do this by yourself as it requires about 300 ft.lbs.of torque.Although you can use an air-
impact to return it to where it has about the same resistance as before.Getting it too tight
could mean burning up you pinion bearings and getting it too loose could mean early seal
failure.Hope This Helps GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 February
2002,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6633 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I Know a guy in SW Missouri that has several of these doors as well as other misc other
parts(sorry no winches,fording kits or tops)and a couple of M715s without motors or
transmissions.E-mail me if you want his phone number.This guy is looking to get out of
the military truck business so his prices are very reasonable.GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 February 2002,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6664 NEXT>6667 6669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's sort of what I was concerned about.Is it as simple as only getting the torque right?
I know your method would work but I can't trust myself using the calibrated feel so I'd go
for a torque wrench.I was mostly worried about it getting complicated like when you first
set up the R&P with the crush sleeve and whatnot.I suppose if you don't actually remove
the pinion,there's nothing to worry about.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somewhere I saw an inch pound rating for the turning of the pinion.That is the foolproof
way to set it.
SUBJECT>Wiper motor question POSTER>verne EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6672 6701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it possible to run the original vacuum wiper set-up without having the original engine
(and pump!).Is there another vacuum source that would suffice?I know that there are
several 12V options....I am just trying to conserve funds for....the inevitable
"improvements."
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
February 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6666 NEXT>6678
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to keep in mind that if you do not change the thickness of the shim pack you
will not change the gear mesh pattern unless you do not get the nut tight enough.As for
the feel method I was trying to give you options other than a torque wrench.Although
using a torque wrench and a couple friends would be the preferred way to accomplish
this.The only bad part of doing it this was is that the truck will want to roll or the tires
will spin because you have a mechanical advantage when applying pressure to the pinion.
I have used the air-impact method several times and haven't had any problems.The trick
to this is using the impact in short spurts until you get it right.If you do not want to take
the risk a properly equipped mechanic should charge you less than $100(could be half
that)to do this.
If you have never done this before get someone who has to help you or watch the
mechanic do it if possible.Hope This helps.
SUBJECT>Stainless Steel Replacement Hoses!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know that some of you have replace your rubber brakeline
hoses (3 of them)with
stainless steel hoses-where did you get this done and how much did it cost?I need these
hoses to finish up my frame work so I can start putting the beast back together!!!Any
help would be greatly appreciated!!!!!!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>tail pipe cross reference POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any vehicle with the same tailpipe as the 715?Maybe a Gladiator or J-series?I
have a brand new exhaust pipe already hooked up from the manifold down need to
replace the muffler and tailpipe.I can always fabricate something ,but before I do,I'd like
to rule out any possible substitutes.I'm running the original 230.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper motor question POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6668 NEXT>6673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try pulling manifold vacuum.I run a Chevy engine and manifold vacuum seems to work
well.I also put Rain-X on the windshield,with that the wipers are hardly needed.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper motor question POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do a search of this site!Type in marine wipers!These seem to be the way to go!They
park themselves,have metal gears,and are more quiet than the JC Brand!Mark
SUBJECT>Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So if you couldn't tell from the title,I have holy rockers.They need replacement.I have
heard that JC Whitney,and JeePanels Plus have them.I have e-mailed JeePanels,and
they make full length replacements in the original 18ga metal.Sounds like a good
product.I haven't gotten any specifics from JC Whitney yet,though.Are they any good?
Are they full length?
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I did this same procedure on a 71 Chevy C-20,and got the replacements from Whitney.I
didn't like them.They didn't fit well,weren't full length,and were lighter gauge.The $20
I saved a panel was lost and then some on labor time.I also have a -7 that I bought
substandard panels for,and the driver's side door is now mis aligned.
I am not the best body man,but given good materials to start with,I can do it well.Have
any of you used either of these companies panels?Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Fair heater price POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What do you guys think is fair to ask for a J-series 12 volt truck heater.It does not
have
the controls or the defroster hoses.And the heater core condition is unknown.Other than
that the heater has most everything.Defroster nozzles ect...John Leischner (spelling?)
has a 24 volt heater motor that would go nicely with this heater if it needs to fit a 24 volt
application.
Let me know what a fair price is and if someone is interested maybe I can get some shelf
space back............Kaiserjeeps (al)
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6674 NEXT>6677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've only heard good things about Jeepanels Plus!I'm going to go ahead and replace my
rockers and that is the company that I am going with!You can't beat their quality is what
I have heard!
SUBJECT>Re:Swiss Cheese Rockers POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have only heard good things myself.And in talking with the via e-mail,they sound real
competant,and proud of their products.All of whick means that is the way I am leaning.I
requested a catalog from them,and I will make the decision sometime after that.
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6669 NEXT>6687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the -715,but on my AMC 20 rear,I gunned the pinion down and the
had to check it with an in/lbs torque wrench.It had to be like 28 in/lbs.I did it with the
torque wrench because I learned the hard way that I am no judge of proper tightness (read
a couple of pinion seals shot).The wrench cost 74 buck at the time.To me it made
sense...If you can gauge with your hand,then that is 74 (+)dollars in your pocket.
SUBJECT>question on repowering POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayPQDOgFriro PREVIOUS>NEXT>6683 6691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey,
i was wondering if the guys who have already done
a motor swap could throw some mony figures my way.
not including a built motor,but other things of cost to do
a change over.
also is there an adapter plate 4 a v8 ford i think its a big block
im not sure exactly what size right now
but found one in the basement of an old house
wondering should i try to find out more about the engine.
i think it was in a ton truck about a 70-75 modle..looked like everything was there from the fan to the flywheel
SUBJECT>what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6695 6700 6704 6713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm about to purchase a "Hi-Lift"jack for my m715,and was wondering if I should get the
standard 48"model or do I need the 60"version?I have no body lift or spring over.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Newbie questions (pre-ownership planning)POSTER>John R.
EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured I'd toss out some questions/thoughts before
actually buying a 715 of my own (which I hope to do
soon).All opinions are welcome....but please,Email
me,if not too much trouble,so I'll see your
responses sooner.
1-I see lots of pics with 715s wearing metal roofs.
Are these all owner-add-ons or was there a Kaiser-made
optional removable hardtop at some point?
2-I've seen a few 715s with regular J-series roofs,
doors and windshields.Did the owners install FSJ
cabs on these or is this a factory Kaiser option?
3-Looking at the FAQ on this site,is it true the
Tornado I6 really put out just 27HP?!?
4-Anyone attempted/planned a conversion to the
Jeep H.O.4.0L EFI setup?Reasons,pro and con?
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5-12v conversion:Does this require all electric
dash components (bulbs,gauges,blower,etc)be
changed,or is an in-line 12-to-24v adapter possible?
Pro/con?
I've got other ideas escaping me right now,and I'll
post them as they re-emerge.Thanks in advance for
any help you all can provide.
John
SUBJECT>Re:honesty /Hi-Back buckets POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6646 NEXT>6690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My personal opinion (as a non-owner newbie):Find a set
of low-back buckets with adjustable/removable headrests.
When serious wheelin'is happening,it's nice to have.that headrest there.But if your slow-crawling/cruisin'
with the top off,it'd look more 'right'if you pulled
the rests off and tossed them behind the seats.
My .02 :)
SUBJECT>Re:question on repowering POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins523@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jarome,I think Advance adapters has a kit for a small block ford,302-351W.A big block
Ford from a 1-ton truck,70-75 would be a 360,390 or a 428,there is no kit that I know of
to swap in a 715,it would have to be a custom swap like my 460 Ford Swap.As far as
money goes,it's not too expensive to swap in a Ford,No expensive swap kit to buy,just a
few junkyard parts and a little fabracation.If you want to know more,E-mail me,I don't
want to bore the Chevy guys.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Fair heater price POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6675 NEXT>6692 6693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid $50 for the entire J truck heater setup including all the controls and wiring.I took it
out myself....
As far as J truck defroster nozzles,those wont do it in the 715...not sure which you have
by your post but just an fyi.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6659 NEXT>6718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One thing to remember when doing pinion or gear work on the stock axle:
From the factory,these axles came with a SPRING,not a shim pack on the pinion.
Basically a very short and squat coil spring.There was a recall in hte early 70's to change
to the shim setup...some where,some weren't.Members have found both in their trucks
when rebuilding the rear.Also,members have reported that the people who did the
conversion to shims,often just put in whatever they thought would work,not necessarily
what was required to get a proper lash setting.
Just so you are aware....shouldn't matter to a seal but in case you probe deeper....might
want to check and see how much play is there when you do the seal.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless Steel Replacement Hoses!POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6670 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I just had mine done here in Costa Mesa at a local hose shop.You can buy the parts
yourself too from a catalog supplier or speed shop and assemble yourself if you so desire..One tricky thing though
is the swivel on the front hoses (the short length of 1/4"brake
line).The shop cut the swivel off the stock hoses and brazed them to new fittings for the
braided hose.The best thing to do is to drop off the hoses and let the shop sort it out,they
should know exactly what to do.
If you don't know anywhere local to you,I'd be glad to broker new hoses out here but
you'd have to send your old ones.The cost was approximately 100 bucks for all three.
If you like rubber hoses,I've only found one place that can rebuild what you have,out i
Arizona.It seems that it's pretty difficult to get DOT approval for rubber ones and these
guys can do it.Check an older post by me about the same thing.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6678 NEXT>6716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,
I think the inch-pound thing will only work with the diff removed,otherwise you're going
to have incredibly more friction and resistance from the gear mesh,bearings,wheels,etc.
And I have no problem changing the seal,just was worried about screwing the R&P
setup.I finally looked through the manual and saw how it's set up with the shims and
whatnot and it's apparent that everything should be fine.
Now the biggest problem is finding a torque wrench that I don't have to buy.I'll just make
the yoke holder so the truck dosen't drive over me when I tighten it.
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Thanks for all the tips
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6645 NEXT>6719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a tip.
Once you get the new doors take the inside panels off and spray a good coat of rust
converter/primer (Mar-Hyde makes some good stuff)in there,use a coat of high pigment
primer over that and then top coat it.After all that cover it all up with a good layer of that
rubberized undercoating(enough to fill all the seams from the inside).I did this and have
had no problems.But I live on the west coast and it has to get pretty darn bad out before
they lay out the salt.
SUBJECT>Re:steering linkage question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6640 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it is the same joint that the early 70's CJ's used as their lower joint going into the
steering gear box.
SUBJECT>Re:honesty /Hi-Back buckets POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6682 NEXT>6705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Boy it seems a little late to hop into this.
Just for some info though.All of the new Military Hummers and some of the old ones
(retrofit)have high back bucket seats.As well as the new FMTV series 2 1/2 and 5 tons.
They look real good done in OD green.
SUBJECT>Re:question on repowering POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is a ford engine I have a bell housing from a 70's ford to a np435.I am told this will
also bolt up to a t98a.Let me know if you can use it.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Fair heater price POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c for pointing that out.Did'nt know that...You can get defroster nozzles at
I think it was Surplus city.Anyway I have the heater.I would take 40 bucks plus
shipping.E-mail me if anyone is interested.
Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Fair heater price POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6684 NEXT>6731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You Al.....A...Kaiserjeeps for the free advertisement.Spelling was right and I still
have the Motor and everything that goes with it.Boxed and ready.
SUBJECT>front &rear-end swaps POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>6717 6734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anyone out there swapped out the dana's for some other axels?if so what?
i have access to some 3/4 ton g.m.'s but don't know about their strength(even if there
width would work)i'm trying to come up with a way to update brakes etc.
thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6680 NEXT>6706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for the 60.That way if you don't have a winch (wench to some)you could always use
the extra lenth the muscle your way out of trouble.Also if there happens to be a ditch or
uneven ground to extra lenth could not hurt.It mounts real nice up against the front of the
bed.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie questions (pre-ownership planning)POSTER>John Leischner.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.The military did have a hard top (arctic top)for the truck.From what I understand they
are few and far between.Some members have home made tops.Fire Depatments loved to
make custom hard tops for these.Usually they just weld or rivet sheetmetal to the stock
soft top frame.There is a company out there that makes a real nice fiberglass hard top.
2.The J-truck/Gladiator cabs were grafted on to the M715's frame.
3.The 230 puts out 132 HP w/1brl carb and 140 HP w/2 brl carb.At least that is what
the company said.
4.I have thought about it,but $$$$$dictate not right now.Everyone here seems to have
thier own oppinions here.Whether it be a Big Block Chev to Ford 300 6 or AMC.I think
it would be a good engine,but I am partial to inline 6 engines.
5.Yes,everything must be changed to 12V.Except switches like ignition switch,light
switch,turn switch (flasher needs to be changed),foot starter.The lights can be used but
need 12V bulbs.
To my knowledge there is no device to make 12V boost to 24V.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Train Vent Line HELP!POSTER>John Leischner
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the verification.
I ended up adding a barbed fitting to the clean air side of the filter housing and ran my
master cylider vent there.For some reason the late model types did not have one.They
had it vented to the atmosphere inside the engine compartment.Though if I remember
right one of the TM's had a picture of the late model type and showed a vent line with a
barbed "T"in it.Of course it was the only item that did not have a number or label.
SUBJECT>Bed Mounting hardware?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to purchace new bed mounts!The urethane bushings,bolts and nuts are what I
need!Does Memphis Equipment or anywhere else carry these?What about cab mounts?I
don't want to half to modify anything if possible!!!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Mounting hardware?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the urethane mounts for a CJ or Wrangler would work for the bed.But I might
be wrong.
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6680 NEXT>6708 6710 LINKNAME>Snake River.4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Once you get hit up side the head with one of those things,it breaks you from ever
wanting to own another one.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper motor question POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run mine off of the manifold vacuum.I have seen no problem,had to change fuel
pumps.Like I said works good.Good Luck!Will
SUBJECT>Gsanders your e-mail please.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know about the guy with the parts.I need A passenger fender.I think it was a
whiskey dent,before i bought it.Thanks in advance,Will
SUBJECT>Re:Gsanders your e-mail please.POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm e-mailing the info to you.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
February 2002,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6680 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for the 60 or you'll kick yourself later.Also a better place to keep it is in the slide
through tool box behind the cab(a good place to keep spare driveshafts too).This keeps
dirt and salt out of the lifting mechanism.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:honesty /Hi-Back buckets POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6690 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i may try them and see if they look too geeky.or i can give it the ultimate test and ask my
daughter.as we all know,15 year old girls are the last word in coolness.ha.
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
February 2002,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>6695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,get the taller jack.Better to have too much than not enough.I ran out of jack
working with a 48"when started work on my 715s stock suspension.Be careful too,things
can get away from your control real fast using a Hi lift,this is the bruised voice of
experience talking!
SUBJECT>cargo bows &corners POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com.DATE>Tuesday,12 February 2002,at 10:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,i have finally found,and bought the troop seats.now i have to replace the old wood
with new wood.heres my problem.i have NEW cargo bows and corners,i need the
measurements for the vertical wood from the troop seat to cargo corner,then the
horizontal measurement of corner to corner.how far down in the troop seat bracket does
the wood go?what can i use to sread the top bows like in the diagram's?any pics would
be appreciated!
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6700 NEXT>6711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What other options are there,for changing a blown hoof on the trail?
Rhino
SUBJECT>stuff POSTER>mike ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aanbdmBq2WPbE PREVIOUS>NEXT>6735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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help--have been working on my 715 and need a few more parts--the seals for the
windshield and the doors--are there anyaround and where ???also the nut from the
transmission is gone --what is this for ???where can i get another ???also after market
rims what fits ??help---and i thank you guys for a cxool web site.mike
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I been hit up side the head once.Still have that one,and have bought another one since.I
do like it as a tool.I just respect it a lot more now.
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6708 NEXT>6712 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Rhino,I do realize that a high-lift has advantages as to be used in a pulling situation.But
for changeing a tire.I always use a hyd,bottle jack.If you think about it,lifting a vehicle
by the bumper to change a tire is a very ineffecient way of doing it.You have to lift the
entire truck pulling up the suspension untill the axle finally decideds to rise.With the
bottle jack,you are right there on the axle,and if things go bad,the body has a lot less
farther to fall.I was 16 years old,lifting a 53 Chev Sedan Delivery on the rear,when the
high-lift jack handle got out of control and cold cocked me.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>6711 NEXT>6732 6736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About how much are the bottle jacks and are there any draw backs to them?I hope they
are not cheap,because I already ordered the Hi-Lift last night.Unfortunatley my melon
can sustain more damage then my wallet right now.
thanks for the input,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6680 NEXT>6721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input,ordered the 60"all cast last night.By the way 4Wheel Parts
Wholesaler is offering free shipping until Friday.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Fuel tank leveling?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6722 6738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a bad ground going to my fuel sending unit.It's the part that actually attaches to
the unit itself.To get there I need to drop the fuel tank.My plan is to just drop the back
side enough to reach in there and fix whatever is afu.When I retighten the bolts holding
the back of the fuel tank bracket up,do I need to be concerned with making sure it is
exactly level?My plan was to just count threads and return it to it's original postion,but I
realize things like that shift around when you mess with them.
Rhino
SUBJECT>M715 for sale ,Eastern North Carolina POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has 12 volt conversion with original engine,Braden PTO winch,needs minor body work
(rust through on passenger side).All original interior and exterior.Other than some rust
it's a fine specimen.asking $3750.If interested e-mail me and I can find out more details.
The guy selling it is a retired marine who drove and worked on the M715 in Viet Nam.So
he knows what's wrong with it if anything.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're right,dumbass that I am I totally forgot the in-lb thing is with no carrier.
SUBJECT>Re:front &rear-end swaps POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,13
February 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6694 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Why would you want to downgrade from a Dana 60 (front)to a D44?the Gm 14 bolt vs.
the D70 (rear)is pretty much an even strength issue...Guys have put Rockwells under
their trucks too.Even though the front 60's have the small 30 spline axles,I still prefer the
King pin styles'strength over the ball joint busting D44 open type.
SUBJECT>Re:D70 pinion seal POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did not know that.What was the idea of the spring(s)?I don't quite see how that would
properly center the carrier.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,out here on the other coast,they put salt on the roads as a precautionary measure
before the snow.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty Door?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>6633 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input everyone!I did not purchase the doors yet,everything looks identical
except for the window frames.It looks like all I have to do is cut the wagoneer window
frame off and install the 715 internals.Has anyone tried this or am I way off track here?
Thanks,Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6713 NEXT>6737 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think you made a good choice.
I've got a 60"and really like it's ability to lift high enough to get the tires up out of the
holes when I get stuck.For a multipurpose tool the highlift really comes in handy quite
often.The one thing I wish was different is when you are lifting from the center of the
bumper and have the jack all the way up (being very careful of course).All that weight in
those unstable circumstances is about the limit for it's design.I've found I have to be
careful about bending it sideways.For our size trucks a little more heavy duty jack would
be better,but I doubt anyone makes one for a reasonable price.
Although if all I had to do was change a flat tire alongside the road,then the bottle jack
seems to be safer and better suited for that.
Just my 2 cents worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank leveling?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,13
February 2002,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6714 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the straps (fuel tank mounting brakets)are just tension clamps.Just get them tight
enough to satisfy yourself that the tank will be adequately held in place.
SUBJECT>Gauge sizes....POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>6725 6741 6743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the diameter of the speedo,and the four other gauges?I will need to replace them
soon!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicerear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6661 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget to use the 454 flywheel.It has a balance weight cast into it.
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge sizes....POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2 inches,2.07 on the caliper.
Rhino
SUBJECT>BLACKOUT LIGHT mount????POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>6727
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got the front blackout marker lights for my m715 however I guess I need to get a
bracket to mount them.Dose anybody know what I need for the mounting ??and where I
can get them or how I can make them.THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!!!!!!!!!
Nathan Berg
SUBJECT>Re:BLACKOUT LIGHT mount????POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6726 NEXT>6728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me a self addressed ,stamped envelope and I'll trace one out for you on paper.They
are very easy to make.========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:BLACKOUT LIGHT mount????POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6727 NEXT>6729
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great!!!!I will just need your address.Unless you have a scanner then you could just E-
MAIL it to me..Thanks so much !!.Nathan Berg
SUBJECT>Re:BLACKOUT LIGHT mount????POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an E mail.====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:found a 715 for sale :SOLD POSTER>P Thompson
EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6624 NEXT>6793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John R.Sorry for the goose chase,I'll check on a couple others that may be for sale as
well.If they are,they'll be listed here.Its nice to know alot of others besides me care for
these great trucks.I love my 725,my wife believes at least as much as her...........
SUBJECT>Re:Fair heater price POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What gives?A few months ago it seemed like everybody wanted a J-series heater,or was
asking about it.After this my heater goes back on the shelf hogging valuable space.I
would really rather see it go to someone who can use it.40 bucks plus shipping...Last
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call.....Kaiserjeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bottle jacks are not very expensive.I never really thought about it like Tom put it,but it
does make more sense.I always use a floor jack and jack from the axle,not the bumper
when I am at the house.
Not sure where you live,but I would start looking at placed like Northern (formerly
Northern Hydraulics here in DFW,not sure about the name they use back in Virginia
Beach where I first ran into them)Also,Harbor Freight.
These are hydraulic jacks,so you may even look in the phone book under hydraulics,and
see what you can find.They are alot cheaper than even the 48"High Lift.I think the last
time I looked you could get a good sized one for about $20 to $40.
Good luck in the search
T-Man
SUBJECT>the wrong parts POSTER>dont buy or sell anything to this guy EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the name is bill davis 55 magazine street bedford N.H 03110 bought a exaust that was for
a m715 and was supposed to be all m715 parts what I got was a set of nice front and rear
pipe but a poor excuse for a muffler WILL WORK BUT IS NOT THE RIGHT ONE a.muffler with two pipes sliped inside and
welded with the worst looking set of flanges on
that .no refund unless I send it back first pay the shipping and when I suggested c.o.d so
that we were both going to get what we wanted .no way do I do buisness like that I will
not send them back till I get MY MONEY just like when I bought them paid first then
you shipped.WARNING to all this guy is bad news and there is laws that will preval in
my case ..thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:front &rear-end swaps POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6694 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't do it(you will be sorry).Keep what you have put a big bumper on the front and run
over what gets in your way.Just have liability insurance.LOL Will
SUBJECT>Re:stuff POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6709 NEXT>6745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the windshild &door gaskets and tranny nut try Memphis Equipment.Rims the
previous owner cut the centers out and welded them to 15"chevy rims,put a set of qr
buckshots and we both lived happily everafter
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looked in the Northern catolog,and 12 ton bottle jacks run about $25.00 to $40.00.Or
look in your local auto parts or farm supply store.Every shop needs one or two.20 Ton
jacks are overkill.We lift large farm tractors with the 20 tons.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,13
February 2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6721 NEXT>6740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't they use heavier long beam jacks for 6x6s if so you might be able to locate one.
Although you never see them sold with the trucks.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank leveling?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
13 February 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6714 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.If it is a ground problem it would be a good idea to run a wire from one of
mounting screws to a clean spot on the frame.GSanders
SUBJECT>parts POSTER>hoppy EMAIL>hoppy@i-plus.net DATE>Wednesday,13
February 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I still have a lot of parts for sale.they are posted on the fore sale board.E-mail me if you
are interested in anything..SUBJECT>Re:what size Hi-Lift?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to agree with Rollie The bottle jack is the best for just changing a tire.The hi-lift is
good for light winching and getting unstuck.Keep the hi-lift and get a bottle jack.The
you will have the best of both worlds.
By the way the Military %-tons we opperate at work and evry other MIL rig I have see
in the inventory uses hydrolic bottle jacks.
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge sizes....POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to ebay motors &type in kaiser there is a fuel &battery gauges for sale at 9.99 each
better hurry it is an auction.Will
SUBJECT>New Participant POSTER>Workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaAC5LLwMz08.PREVIOUS>NEXT>6744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have owned and driven my stock '68 M715 now for about 3 years.I truly enjoy the truck
and have been using the cardfile quite a bit lately (an Oldsmobile decided to pick a fight
with the Kaiser)and I thought a may as well get online and chat a little.Just to save the
questions,the Kaiser won.A few bent parts relpaced and I was up and running.The Olds
is totaled.
See you all around the room.
Workhorse
SUBJECT>Re:Gauge sizes....POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,if you need stock gauges,i have a set.see post in for sale section
SUBJECT>Re:New Participant POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 February 2002,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6742 NEXT>6757 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Coooooool!!!!send some pics of the mess!!!hehehe
SUBJECT>Re:stuff POSTER>mike.ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6735 NEXT>6749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info--do you have a #to call on memphis equipment ????thanks for the
help.mike.SUBJECT>Re:pinion brakes?POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6.5t8QyCO.E PREVIOUS>6616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you post any details?This has been my plan because I know they use that setup on
monster trucks and they have much more rolling mass and still stop on a dime.Thanks.
SUBJECT>steering stop studs?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are there any adverse effects to either shortening or removing the stop stud bolts welded
to the front axle?I understand that it might allow my tires to rub,but it would greatly
decrease the large turning radius of the vehicle.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
February 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6747 NEXT>6758
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those stop bolts do more than keep tires from rubbing.
Consider doing is this:
Remove the stop bolts.Cut them off,drill them out and retap the hole.Install new bolts
with locknuts.Adjust them to allow the additional steering available.Pay attention to
ALL the limits:like the housing/seal of the closed knuckle pivot on the axle,the worm
gear end of travel in the steering box,tire rub when axle is fully articulated (fully tur
wheel in both directions)and whatever else may exist if you have a modified vehicle.
I suppose one could also simply grind down the existing stop bolts a little at a time until
the desired stop location is achieved...
SUBJECT>Re:stuff POSTER>mike.ricci EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,
at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6745 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
never mind i did get it---thanks for your help
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale ,Eastern North Carolina POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in your truck,please send more information and some pictures to my email
address.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 for Sale -Updated w/photo link POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in your truck,please send me as much information as you can and some
more pictures if possible,thank you..SUBJECT>Looking for an M715 POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a completely,or partially restored M715,please email me if you have one
for sale
SUBJECT>Re:M715 newbie looking to buy.POSTER>Randy
EMAIL>texandad@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK call me insane but I will sell mine if you would like to see it go to
www.sterling.3av.com but it is very clean,and has a very nice interior.I have had it
appraised at 8,000 but am asking 5500.there are cheaper ones out there,but you get what
you pay for.
SUBJECT>polyurethane body mounts POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody done this recently?i see the bed has 6 mounts,and the FAQ has a listing for 8?
the cab only has two mounts?help im not too smart ;)it also calls for 4 on the radiator?
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man prices went up too!!!!!!!
61.92 for the set (if the faq is right)
SUBJECT>Cab Corners POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14 February
2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6779 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does JeePanels or anyone else make weld in replacement cab corners?
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6752 NEXT>6759 6805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to let us know where you are at.
SUBJECT>Re:New Participant POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome...Sorry to hear about your dilema.I had a tierod let go at 45mph and had a fight
with 4 foot ditch.All that happened to mine was a bent main leaf on the left front.
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
February 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6748 NEXT>6762
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They do one additional thing.If you move the knuckle too far,the one bolt that holds the.spindle to the knuckle hits
on the inner (fixed)knuckle housing and smashes the end flat.
A flat bolt is nothing exciting,BUT when you go to take the spindle off,this smashed
bolt will ruin the threads as you remove it.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6756 NEXT>6761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just send the information to my email address..I don't need to tell you where i live unless i
want to buy your truck..
SUBJECT>my first truck POSTER>sean mcclain EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6768 6798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just bot a m-715 of a farm from a friend.ive had my eye on it for some time so i just bot
it.got it for a 100$,does not run though but it has all of its parts thank god.theres some
rust in the bed.has all stock parts in it.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6759 NEXT>6767 6851 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Well,tough turd,you might be sitting next to one and not know it.I believe that mine
might be sold into the Boston area.I will know in a couple of days.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6758 NEXT>6765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they are there also to keep from busting up your ties rod ends.You cant eve
adjust mine as they are welded on.Is this stock?
SUBJECT>Re:I got ya beat in price POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6526 NEXT>6776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid $7000.for mine.I had it appraised at $7500.I also live over in Washington.The
great northwest.It is in immaculate condition for the wet climate we have,almost no rust
no dents new paint and only 22k miles You dont see too many of these things around
here.
SUBJECT>Re:polyurethane body mounts POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is eight mount on the bed and six mounts for the cab.These are just the number of
attachment points I have not needed to change the insulators as of yet.
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>M715MAN.EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 9:27
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6762 NEXT>6766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are welded on also!
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6765 NEXT>6770 6786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My tabs are welded on but they are then taped for a fine thread stop that you can turn in
or out to adjust.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6761 NEXT>6787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO!!..tell him Tom.you were just trying to help him out.
SUBJECT>Re:my first truck POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,14 February 2002,at 10:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good deal!!!!you'll love the truck!
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It's a tank!good luck on your new toy!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>Anthony EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6658 NEXT>6771
6801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought that diesels ran at a lower R.P.M than gas so the tranny wont get all the top
speed that i could have if it were a gas in turn makeing it go slower with the gear ratio
that the tranny have
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6766 NEXT>6775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one other important thing they do is to keep your axle u-joints from (for lack of a better
word )hyper extending.if a u-joint is put in too much of an angle it tries to "jumprope"
instead of flexing.bad for all concerned.
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a diesel would probably work better with overdrive because it makes peak torque at lower
r.p.m.than gas motor.but a few guys on here are running 6.2's with no problems.i'm
running a 350 in mine and if i had it to do over i would pick something that likes r.p.m's a
little more like a 283 or 327.
SUBJECT>ah!POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,.15 February 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>6780
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ah!i love the smell of transfer case in the morning!came home last night and my wife
had candles lit and was wearing my favorite perfume.....that's right a dab of 90wt behind
each ear.HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!dave
SUBJECT>Roger is king POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 February
2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6781 6823
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the advice on the corvette master cylinder.It bolted right in without even
modifying my brake lines.It has dual disk so has more fluid capacity in the front.Thanks
again.
SUBJECT>Another brake question POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
February 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6827
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,now I believe my front brakes are working.The rear brakes however are not.It is
kind of what I expected as the rear axle is a 5 ton.They do push enough fluid to bleed the
brakes but not enough to stop the tire from turning.I know I need more pedal travel i
order to push the master cylinder in all the way.I could do that by bending the brake
pedal,but that would make it hard to reach.I would have to step up for it.
The big dump trucks and things often have a small axle in front and a large one in the
rear,how do they do it?If I could greatly increase my cylinder capacity I could use a
proportioning valve on the front in order to get the smaller wheel cylinder to operate at
less volume.
Another option is dual master cylinders,but I would have to give up power brakes.
Just what is a pinion brake,how are they used and I heard that they are not street legal.
Any ideas from anyone would be greatly appreciated.Thanks -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6770
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the knowledge.I'm just going to leave mine alone,most people get out of my
way when I turn wide anyway.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:I got ya beat in price POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6763
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be darned!!Craig has officially stolen the crown!!We will have to start the "I paid lots
but I have a running complete cool truck club"Ha ha..Seriously though,I think the value
of these rigs is going to climb over the years.For the modified ones and especially the.stock unmolested ones.
I don't think we will loose any money.............Kaiserjeeps
SUBJECT>I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6778 6782 6785 6809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to hate Valentine's day....until my wife bought me a Detroit No-Spin!oh yeah and
a cutesy wootsy card to go with it.I'm off to the shop to install this baby.Then I'll
probably go straight to the woods and try and stick myself.So if I haven't posted by
Sunday,it's because I'm stuck in the woods in Eastern NC somewhere.Have a great
weekend guys.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!Does she have any sisters????Ha ha !!Happy installing!Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Corners POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
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15 February 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6755 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got the JeePanels Plus "catalog"in the mail yesterday.For the -715,they list inner
and outer rockers (52"),short and full legnth floor panels.The full length one (it says)
goes from toeboard to rear wall of cab,and bracing (48").That is just off the top of my
head,there might be one more obscure thing.It is not cab corners,though.
SUBJECT>Re:ah!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,15
February 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6772 NEXT>6790
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got to be kidding!I know of noone,save myself who will put up with the smell of
GO as though it were normal.
SUBJECT>Re:Roger is king POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6773 NEXT>6788
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hold on a sec.The covette master bolts right up to the -715?no mods necessary?
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6777 NEXT>6783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rino
Your in Eastern NC?I'm in Roanoke Rapids NC nice to have a fellow jeephead close
around.Drop me an e-mail sometime..Later
Cliff
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry
Rino
Use this E-mail Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Portal axles POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are the perfect axles for an hardcore M715 ,super strong and more ground clerance
than any other axle !
www.killeraxles.com
www.tibus-offroad.com
I have an M37 but I am planning to buy an M715 ,really like the M715 !
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
God bless the wives who understand their man!
SUBJECT>Re:steering stop studs?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I mean my bolts are welded on to the tabs.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6767 NEXT>6789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You never know,he could be activating a "sleeper cell"of the Taliban,looking for one
hell of a tough truck to load a 3000 lb fertilizer bomb in and crash through the gates of
the White House.As for me and my truck,we shall remain in an "undisclosed location"
protecting freedom !Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Roger is king POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 February
2002,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6781 NEXT>6791 6797
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,i have a jeep wagoneer power brake booster which when used in conjunction with the.wagoneer brake pedal,bolt up
to the 715 with very little altercation,Then the "vette
power Master cylinder bolts up to that with no alterations.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6787 NEXT>6794 6803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what the hell are yall talkin bout..Tom sent me a response telling me to let him know
where i was..I live in North Carolina,but that dont mean im going to buy your truck,
which is probly a peice of shit like the rest ive been offered..If you have an M715 for sale,
then send me the pictures and the information to my email,then I'll consider it..
SUBJECT>Re:ah!POSTER>Jordan Abbott EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6780
NEXT>6792 6795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet your wife smells like shit..and looks just as bad..
SUBJECT>Re:Roger is king POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6788 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AHA,now that I can envision.
SUBJECT>Re:ah!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15
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February 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6790 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dude take it somewhere else.Don't forget YOU started this!When he asked you
where you were located it was to try to hook you up with one of the many 715's out there
for sale.Trust me,nobody really cares where you live,or me for that matter.This list is
chock full of people with an extensive knowledge of M715's.You can use this list as a
great resource or you can choose the path you are cruisin down.It's up to you.In the mea
time save the insults.His response to you was pretty much right in line with your post.If
you take the time to reread it you might find it a bit abrasive coming from someone
asking for help.Nuff said!........Kaiserjeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:found a 715 for sale :SOLD POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6730
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem,P.T.I was just posting te info to save the seller a bunch more phone calls for
the rig.As for me,I'm still hunting.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
February 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6789 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Jordan..Look,simmer down.If you've read the messages in this website,you'll know that the
great majority of the folks are genuine and really want to help.
Take a deep breath,and try communicating again.But first,take the chip off your
shoulder.I have learned "the hard way"that life will be a whole lot better if you approach
folks with less attitude and an open mind.Take it for what it's worth;it's your life.
Steve
"Laugh and the World laughs with you.Cry and you cry alone."
SUBJECT>Re:ah!POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Friday,15
February 2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6790 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
North Carolina backwoods white trash!This guy would be better off driving an OD
garbage truck!What a piece of garbage.(no offense to you good people,whatever color,
in NC!)This guy would get his ass beat in a hurry down here in the Free State of Texas!
I got a good chuckle out of the original post in this string!
Austin
SUBJECT>distributor 12v POSTER>dennis EMAIL>enigma20@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6800 6806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A 12V SYSTEM WITH MY ORIGINAL 230 AND AM HAVEING TROUBLE
FINDING A REPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTOR CAN ANYONE HELP?
SUBJECT>Re:Roger is king POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6788
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i put a non power vett master cylinder on mine bolts right up i did make another rod from
the pedal to the cylinder i think the other one would have worked but it was about a 1/4"
to short
SUBJECT>Re:my first truck POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6760
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats!What a find.All the money you spend fixing it up you will easily get back if
you ever sell.Although the fun part is keeping them!Send in Pictures when you
can.......Kaiserjeeps
SUBJECT>spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,does anyone need any spider gears?
I installed the Detroit today,works great!It's not near as bad around corners as everyone.makes it out to be.My only
confusion in the whole proceedure was the washers,or shims,
or spacers,or whatever that came from between the spider gears and the diff case on the
axle axis.I didn't know if I should reinstall them when I put the locker in place of the
spider gears or remove them.So I reinstalled them.It seem to fit good,and It works fine,
but haven't really put it to the test yet.Anybody have any Idea what I'm talking about?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:distributor 12v POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
February 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6796 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Memphis Equipment Co.www.memphisequipment.com that is where i got mine at.If
i remember right it was about $55.oo or so.Also try boyce equipment.Hope this helps.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:454 swap with a 6.2 diesel ?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6769 NEXT>
6808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes the diesels run at lower rpms and result in an even slower road speed.I just
purchased some 4.56 ring and pinion gears to replace the stock 5.87's and that would have
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been just about right for it.But at this point I'm still trying to decide what I really want to
do.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>6804 6841
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to be installing a locker in the rear of my m715 I would like to know what the
best locker is.I want the strongest and full on lucker however I want to keep the cost
down as much as I can.please let me know what I should get.I also if there is anything I
should know about the intall please let me know.Thanks for your time!
Nathan Berg......
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Jordon,couldn't pass up the opportunity.Out here in the west,we shoot from the
hip "sometimes we hit,sometimes we miss"maybe a bad habit I picked up from ma ki
in the hills in Cherokee Co.NC.I will wait and see if this guy takes my truck in MA.I
have quoted $4,000.00 delieved to the east.If he doesn't take it,I will get the info to you.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>Rhino.EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at
7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6802 NEXT>6811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just "dropped in"a Detroit No Spin today.Took two hours to install.It only cost $300,
My LOVING wife ordered it from Randy's on Monday and it was here by Thursday.They
have a ton in stock just tell him you got a M715 and you'll be set.You just can't beat a
Detroit.1-888-231-2493
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Dave Kurek
EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaUKWFRhp7k0s PREVIOUS>6756 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In regards to a M-715,I have a nice one if you don't mind a few minor modifications.
Such as a 427 engine,Allison auto trans,6x6 running gear (single rear axle)winch,PS,
PB,and the list goes on.Let me know what you think,I'm in Wisconsin.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor 12v POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6796
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one,email me!It is brand spankin new!I will sell it below what memphis wants
for theirs!
SUBJECT>6.2 liter diesel?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6815 6842 6880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that some people have done this swap!Has anyone had problems with the 6.2?I
know that there is not much power in them and I have heard that they are junk!
SUBJECT>Rollie POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6801 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you had any problems with your diesel?I have heard bad things about them!Just
curious because I have the chance to get one with a 700r4 for a fair price-I think!Thanks,
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6777 NEXT>6810
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can assist you in central NC with a great place to try to get stuck.I live in Carthage on a
900 acre place,complete with some trails and deep mud holes.
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6809 NEXT>6816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I pass through Carthage every time I go to Uwharrie,I'd
love to swing by.You got a
sweet rig.Anything new since the pictures in the Gallery?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6804 NEXT>6812 6837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Randy's and they gave me the third degree about what kind of D70 I
had ??????????????
I have only heard of 1 Dana 70!!!made by Dana/Spicer,called Dana 70 or D70.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 February 2002,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doesn't sound like the same guy I talked to.He knew exactly what I had.We only had a 2
minute conversation about a month ago.Maybe I can have my wife call you and tell you
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how to ask for the right locker,since she ordered mine :)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Portal axles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
15 February 2002,at 11:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6784 NEXT>6814
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,didn't I see this post on Jeepaholics anonymous?
SUBJECT>Re:Portal axles POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 1:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6813 NEXT>6850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where you found this at jeepaholics ??
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 liter diesel?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 1:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6807 NEXT>6835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The 6.2 has good power ,and it is no junk !!
The 6.2 is an very good diesel ,it has an bad reputation because nobody knows this engine
!Most 6.2 diesels are dying due to zero maintanance !An good 6.2 puts out more power
than an ford 7.3 ,the Chevy is the only bigger diesel that make 4000 rpm and it has the
widest power band !I work every day on ford and Chevy disels and I like the Chevy
most .I outperform with my suburban (6.2 Turbo)easily an Powerstroke Ford !
I have an Chevy Suburban ,PU,M37 all with the 6.2 Diesel !
Look at my page for the M37 Diesel and Chevy PU !
www.killeraxles.com
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:I used to hate Valentine's day POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
16 February 2002,at 3:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6810 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I got it running on propane now.I couldn't afford fuel injection.I work for a
propane co.and it took a couple months to get the stuff together but it didn't coat me but
100$or so.That includes a 72 gal tank.I also put RCI high back seats in it and it's much
more comfee to ride in now.Still bouncey but your not sitting on an over grown piece of
angle iron any more.I'll try to send Jon some new pics to post soon.We would be happy to
have ya'll down some time.910-947-6276
SUBJECT>chat POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 3:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about chat sunday night?its been a while.
SUBJECT>Re:Price of a 715/what running gear POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>6610 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,beat you out at$6600.Bought an M725,completely sandblasted and repainted in new
olive drab.Rebuilt engine,transmission,rear end.New brake lines,fuel lines,carb,
gauges,batteries,tires etc.Vehicle is all original with the strecher racks still in it.Have
some wiring problems because of additions,like back up lights etc but working on it.Leo
D.
SUBJECT>winch rebuild?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My winch has been stuck in freespool since I have owned this truck and I have bee
thinking about taking it apart to see what's up with it.Are there any secrets to rebuilding
these winches?Is there anything I should replace while it is apart?The winch really looks
cool and instills fear in most people when it is in their rear view mirror,but that is all it
can do right now,I need to get it working!Thanks in advance!.SUBJECT>wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Brandon Mcdonald
EMAIL>doublenut22@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6824 6828 6838 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I live in east TN and would like to buy a M715.I know that the majority of the people on
this sight have or know where one is located.If you would please cantact me with
information on a M715 I would be very greatful.I don't mind traveling to get one either.I
think that they are worth it.Thank you for your help.
SUBJECT>4"national spring lift POSTER>Jon Childers
EMAIL>Bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if any one one has arched thier front spings or had a new spring stack
built to achieve a 4"lift like the truck in the December issue of Petersen's 4wheel?This
would keep the axle on top of the spring.I was wondering if going this route I could
avoid having the front drive shaft lengthened &it seems the steering would be an easy
fix.It would also sit level with the rear after the shackle flip.I assume that there are other
advantages to keeping the axle on top but not sure what.Any thoughts?Preash!Jon
SUBJECT>Re:4"national spring lift POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16
February 2002,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6821 NEXT>6834
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm not sure that you have to lengthen the driveshaft when you do the spring over.i set my
up with the spring over but never drove it.i got crazy and started playing with the
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16.00x20 tires so i needed more lift than that.what i do know is that everything hooked
up just fine with spring over...while in action i may have found out the shaft needed to be
lengthened so i'm not discounting that notion.i also know that i was able to do the lift for
less than $100 bucks.that is $25 for spring pads to weld on and about 50 to have a
machine shop taper the steering knuckle on the top side.
i've called national spring.for them to make you some spings would cost well over 1200
bucks.in my opinion that is too much plus the amount of work to swap springs and do the
spring over is very close.the main difference is you'll have to weld the new pads on.there
are lots of great write ups on the bb to tell you exactly how to go about the sping over.the
one i found most helpful is on Froadin's site.www.m715.com.from there just read the
posts and ask questions.
just my opinon take it for what it's worth .02
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Roger is king POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16 February
2002,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6773 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
jeepclown,glad to here it worked.i thought it would.not sure i deserve the king status
though.lol keep us posted
roger.SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6820 NEXT>6826 6855 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Location becomes very important for those that are either selling or buying.Now if the
other guy would have just said "I am in NC"reading the posts,there are plenty on truck
owners in NC and AB Linn is there also.You might be lucky enough to find one within
driving distance.If a truck or parts are farther out,then freight becomes a big issue.We
talk alot about what we pay for a truck,and what a truck is worth.But then add freight to
that,and the price changes.I am waiting for work from a guy in MA but in the meantime
I will e-mail you some pictures just in case the other guy falls through.Tom
SUBJECT>TM reproduction sources?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My TM is a borrowed one (it's an original production manual).I need to get it back to the
guy who loaned it.Before I do I'd like to get my own.Is there any body out there that
makes good QUALITY reproductions of the manuals (both the -34 and -20P)?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Brandon Mcdonald
EMAIL>doublenut22@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tip Tom.I'm trying to be patient in the fact that I know there are people out
there who are selling the M715 and are in close locations.I have a week coming up soon
and I have access to a truck and trailer and am always up for a road trip if you know what
I mean.We were out west the past two summers and I love it out there.I currently own a
85 Toyota extracab with a custom flat bed/It has a ultimate marlin crawler t-case/arb
lockers front and rear/mrt beadlock rims with 35 tls swampers/it also has buggy leaf rear
suspension/warn HS 9500 winch/all pro off road high steer conversion kit.If you know
anyone interested let me know.you might or you might not.I have just always wanted a
kiaser and have decided it is time to quit playing with toys and get a real machine.
SUBJECT>Re:Another brake question POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16
February 2002,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6774 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,i forgot you were going with that axle combo.the first thing i would check is if the
rear brakes were moving right.i found that my pins were not holding the brake shoes
securely to the backing plate.this allowed the shoes to move forward and outward...not
applying pressure directly to the drums.just a thought.also make sure your lines are bleed
extremely well.i like pumping them up until you can't push down any more then have
someone crack the lines open;as opossed to one pump and then bleed.check for leaks,
make sure your booster is working and the check vavle is in the right way (i really hate to
admit it but i got excited that the truck was almost drivable and i put the damn thing i.the wrong way,needless to
say...i ran over a tie wall,and almost my car)there goes my
king status l0l,i swore i would never tell anyone that story.
anyways i'm not tring to insult you with these easy ideas just the only ideas i have that
could go wrong.if you need more pedal and they are bled well,maybe you can modify a
rod from the pedal to the cylinder.make sure you are taking advantage of the full stroke
of the bore in the mastercylinder.
if all else fails you could scrap the system now and look into willwoods dual master
cylinder set-up.if you didn't want to give up the power brakes put a big booster like mine
in (frame mounted,you can see in the gallery under my name).i'm using it with a regular
cylinder bolted to the oringal holes in the firewall.
it's hard for me to say this without seeing the wheel cylinder,but i don't think that the
problem is a lack of fluid movement.look for other things like worn out shoes and broke
brake hardware before doing anything too drastic.take a drum off and have a friend
gently push on the brakes and watch it,check both sides.that is how i found my broke
anchor problem.i did have the fluid movement,it was tranferred to somewhere else.well
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i'm getting windy now.
pinion brakes are generally referred to as the brakes on the 2.5 ton rockwells.they have
drive flanges on both the front and the rear for driveshafts,to run two rear axles.most
people just put a disc brake on the side opposite of the drivshaft.
let us know what you have eliminated as possibilities and we'll go from there.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6820 NEXT>6829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,I have one located between Jonesboro Arkansas and West Memphis Arkansas I
might be willing to sell.I bought this about 2 years ago and it is in very fine shape but
just have not had time to do much with it.Just e-mail me if you need photos or interested.
hippie667@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Brandon Mcdonald
EMAIL>doublenut22@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6828 NEXT>6831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronnie would love to see pictures.I have a brother that lives in memphis.he is in school
over there and i go visit him often.
SUBJECT>Wheel Bearings!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to either replace or repack my wheel bearings!What size wrench or socket is
needed to take off the nut that holds them in?I have never done this before so any help on
this subject would be greatly appreciated (problems or tricks to getting the job done
right)!!!!!!!Man,some times these old trucks are a pain in the butt!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Ronnie.EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 10:29
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6829 NEXT>6952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to www.angelfire.com/country/M715
These will show last pictures i have had a change to take.Can take more if you want and
e-mail them to you.
My e-mail is hippie667@yahoo.com
Talk at ya later,
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearings!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6830 NEXT>6833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2-1/2 inch for the socket.Most auto parts stores sell stamped sockets to save a buck.
Getting the nuts off is easy,you shouldn't especially need the socket (though it is easier)
but you do need it to adjust the bearings when it's all together.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearings!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6832 NEXT>6836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do i adjust the bearings?Remember that I have never done this before!Thanks
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:4"national spring lift POSTER>Jon Childers
EMAIL>Bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6822 NEXT>6849 7033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
National Spring is pretty high but there is a spring shop here in town that said they would
lengthen the top leaf of both front leaf packs &arch them to give me 4"of lift for around
$300 dollars.I'm wanting to clear 39.5"x18"boggers with minimal lift to keep the weight
as low as possible.:)Jon
SUBJECT>6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6815 NEXT>6847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ARE PARTS STILL AVAILABLE FOR THESE?WHAT ARE SOME THINGS TO
LOOK FOR WHEN I CHECK THIS ENGINE OUT!WHAT ELSE WOULD BE
HELPFUL???THANKS MARK
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearings!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like to run the nut down snug (not tight)and back it off maybe 1/8th of a turn.Basically.you want the bearings
seated but not tight in there.Assuming there's no play in your
kingpins,you can try rocking the drum or wheel side to side and you can usually feel a
slight amount of movement (put your palms on the front of the drum,on either side and
wrap your fingers around the backing plate and alternate squeezes between your hands -
the best way I can describe it).You want to find the point by tightening the nut until the
play just goes away,any more and it's too tight.Usually I leave it just a touch loose to be
safe -I broke a sandrail spindle from it being too tight.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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T-man,
telling a partsman that you have dana 70 is like telling them you own a chevy pickup.
Now,is that pickup a 1/2,3/4,1 ton or s-10???Every dana axle has a BOM (bill of
materials)number stamped on the right side axle tube.There is also a build date stamped
next to the BOM.these are the #s that are needed for obtaining the correct parts for your
axle.
John
SUBJECT>Another source in NC POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6820 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Make sure you have talked to Charles Talbot at M-Series Rebuild in Norwood.
Sometimes the dealers might be a little high priced,but it is very good to know what they
have in trucks and parts.It is also good to pick their brains a little.Another good reason
for listing location,these forums are world wide.On the M37 board we talk to Monkey
Man in Austrilia and Juan Castro in Argentina.So you never know if the person you are
talking to is in the same state or half a world away.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:TM reproduction sources?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6825 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Your best source for all TM ect,is Portrayal Press P.O.Box 1190 Andover,NJ 07821
(973)579-5781 or info@portrayal.com .Hey,they had one for the 57mm anti-tank gun
and water buffalo trailer that I restored.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6799 NEXT>6845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As I recall,when I installed mine the instructions said to not have any shims in the case.
So,when I took the case halves apart,I took the spider gears and everything else out of.the case,dropped in the
locker and bolted the case halves back together.I replaced my
carrier bearings at the same time and used the shims that were already installed under
them so I didn't have to reset the backlash,but the only thing inside the case is the locker.
It's working great.
SUBJECT>Re:Best locker for the dana 70 rear???POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Randy's and tell them you have a Dana 70 with 23 spline axles and 5.87 gears
(assuming you still have the stock axles),if the guy on the other end doesn't know what
you need,ask to speak with someone else.
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 liter diesel?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 11:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6807 NEXT>6844 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 6.2 Diesel has an undeserved bad reputation mostly because it has been confused
with it's inferior relative,the GM 5.7 diesel which came out in many of the old buick and
oldsmobile stationwagons.The 5.7 was a very poor design which GM attempted by
taking a 350 gas engine block and reworking it to make a diesel.
The 6.2 was a totally new design from the ground up built by Detroit Diesel.It came out
in many GM pickups,vans,and suburbans and turned out to be very reliable and
economic.It was also the choice put into the military's Humvees until it evolved into a
6.5 which was basicly the same as the 6.2 with some improvements.
In it's stock form it usually has less power then the Dodge Cummins or the Ford
Powerstroke but with the addition of a good turbo it performs very well.
My own M715 has a 6.2 with an ATS turbo and I would estimate it performs similar to a
good GM gas 350.My particular engine has over 700K miles with the last rebuild done at
about 350K.It has been a very reliable and strong engine for me.The working rpm range
is slower then a gas engine so that will slow your truck down even more unless you put i
an overdrive tranny or do something with the gearing.
Most GM bellhousings are the same bolt pattern,so a 6.2 will bolt in just about anywhere
a smallblock or bigblock chevy will go.
OK,I will get off my soapbox now :)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Wheel size needed for 44"tires?POSTER>Junior715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 February 2002,at 11:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>6856
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of 44x18.5x15 Ground Hawgs I would like to put on my M715.The Ground
Hawg specs say they should be mounted on a 12"wide rim..What specs should I give to the wheel builder when I order
new wheels?Like what
backspacing works best and will the 15"wheel clear the brake drums ok?Do I also need
to spec the size of the lug bolt holes and the center hole?
I'm thinking of ordering them from Diamond Racing Wheels.
Any suggestions you might have would be appreciated.
Thanks
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Aaron
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 liter diesel?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 3:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS ROLLIE715 FOR CLEARING THINGS UP FOR ME!MARK
SUBJECT>Re:spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6840
NEXT>6848 6858 6876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should I take them out?It seems to me that they don't effect anything because they are
between the locker and the case.Which the locker opens and close anyway,so the exact
spacing wouldn't be as important as say for the shims on the bearings.right?I think?Let
me know if this will jack something up and I will pull it out.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Pricing out a 715 POSTER>blackwidow715 EMAIL>graylady52@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would a 715 be worth in running condition with 350 Chevy swap,muddder tires
and the old sheet metal roof?Average to good bodoy and overall condition.
Sandy
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>daniel EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6835 NEXT>6871
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Every part is still available for the 6.2 !
Look carefully at the injection pump ,the pump must be dry if the pump is leaking you
need an rebuild !If it is possible to make an testrun ,it must start easily.Try to get a
engine from an bigger pickup ,not blazer or K10 because the the bigger trucks having no
smog equipment and more horsepower (150hp J code)!When the engine reached his
normal temp there must be no hard knockin (bad injector)
When the engine is cold it runs harder .Also chek for the preasure in the cooling system
for an blown head gasket !
I hope this helps !
Daniel.SUBJECT>Re:spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6845
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be wrong,but I seem to remember they said not to have any shims inside the case.
You should call TraTech and ask them if the shims will cause any harm and/or double
check the installation instructions.Sorry I can't be more help.
SUBJECT>Re:4"national spring lift POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6834 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One possible benefit to new spring packs is that you can get the spring rate that you want.
You can get a set that is a little softer and will allow more suspension articulation.I kinda
like the fact that my truck scoffs at loads that would make a one ton Dodge drag ass,but
I've got the sickness.
SUBJECT>Re:Portal axles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
17 February 2002,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6814 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,www.jeepaholics.com/citizensband.Or something like that.Someone posted the
links to the same two sites.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>craig EMAIL>-abyss-@excite.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i live in the boston area and am looking fore an m 715 i am willing to drive so contact me
if you have one thinxs
craig
SUBJECT>pilot bushing POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6853
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody out there got a good mfgr and part no.for the original pilot bushing?
how about the throwout bearing too...
thanks in advance,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6852 NEXT>6875
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a clutch,pressure plate &throwout bearing from Memphis Equip for $300.00.The
throwout bearing was $35 or $45.They prob.have the piolot bushing to.Hope this helps
Will.SUBJECT>Re:Pricing out a 715 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6846 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$100.00 SOLD lol Depending where you live.I would guess about $2500.00 to $3500.00
ball park
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>craig EMAIL>-abyss-@excite.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6824
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wher are you located with the truck?e mail me back
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel size needed for 44"tires?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen 15 inch wheels used on 715's with no problems.The centers of the stock rims
were cut out and expertly welded into 15 inch blanks.As far as backspacing,I don't think
you can use much more backspacing on the rear than stock due to the proximity of the
leaf sprins to the wheel....and since you probably want your wheels to be the same front
and rear for interchangability sake when rotating tires or changing a flat,using the same
for the front would seem wise.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Yahoo site chat tonight!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
LINKURL>http://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/them715zone
Hey all,
I plan to be in the Yahoo!sites chat room at 6 to 6:30 this evening until whenever...stop
by,pull up a keyboard and/or a mic and speakers and lets do some tech and fun.
For newer members,the url is linked below.You do need to have a yahoo id that you
have joined the club with and be signed in under that id to get in.
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take them out the shims wont let it unlock like its suposed to
SUBJECT>Yahoo problems cancel chat,sorry.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Seems yahoo must be having problems cause chat is basically non
existant
tonight.....better luck next week....
brute4c
SUBJECT>PRICE ON 230 POSTER>dennis EMAIL>enigma20@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT WOULD BE A FAIR PRICE FOR A 230 WITH TRANS BOTH HAVE BEEN
REBUILT?
SUBJECT>CLUB INFO?POSTER>dennis EMAIL>enigma20@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6864 7042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM A JEEPER TO THE BONE.I HAVE THREE CJ'S,TWO SCRAMBLERS AND A
5.THIS IS MY FIRST M715 AND TO MAKE A LONG STORY INTO A
QUESTION...IS THERE ANY CLUBS OR GET TOGETHERS ANYWHERE CLOSE
TO TENNESSEE?YOU CAN LEARN ALOT JUST SEEING AND HANGING OUT
WITH WRENCH HEADS THAT HAVE ALREADY BUILT THEM HEHE.ANY
INFO WOULD BE APPRECIATED.
SUBJECT>???350 WITH 350 TURBO INSTALL POSTER>WAYNE
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanntQbuujwp.PREVIOUS>NEXT>6867
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT WILL I NEED TO MATE THE 350 TURBO TRANS(SHORT TAIL )TO THE
ORIGINAL T-CASE/what type of header is needed (block hugger,center drop or?.
THANKS IN ADVANCE.
WAYNE
SUBJECT>GM STEERING COLUM ???POSTER>WAYNE
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanntQbuujwp.PREVIOUS>NEXT>6866
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM USING A WIRING HARNESS FROM A 80 FIREBIRD AS WELL AS THE
GUAGES FORM THE SAME CAR.WHAT GM STEERING COLUM IS NEEDED
ALSO I HAVE SEEN SOMEWHERE ABOUT TELESCOPPING STEERING SHAFTS.
COULD SOMEONE POINT ME IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION ON THIS.THANKS
WAYNE
SUBJECT>Re:CLUB INFO?POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aanntQbuujwp.PREVIOUS>6861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AS FAR AS I KNOW THIS IS THE ONLY M715 CLUB BUT I HAVEN'T BEEN
HERE VERY LONG MYSELF.THEY ALL SEEM TO BE A GREAT BUNCH OF.PEOPLE MORE THAN WILLING TO HELP WITH PROBLEMS OR INFO.I
AM
SURE SOME OF THE OLDER MEMBERS WILL POST MORE INFO THAN I CAN.
BY THE WAY I AM IN MURFREESBORO TENNESSEE.CHECK OUT ALL THE
AREAS OF THE ZONE THERE IS A WEALTH OF INFORMATION RIGHT HERE
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AT YOUR FINGER TIPS.ENJOY
WAYNE
SUBJECT>leaded or unleaded POSTER>sean mcclain EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6877 6882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are these engines leaded or unleaded
SUBJECT>Re:GM STEERING COLUM ???POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6863 NEXT>6956 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Wayne,I used to own Snake River Rod &Custom,and that was our specialty,rebuilding
the GM Saginaw columns for Jeeps and Street Rods.I sold off that part of the business.
They can be reached at 208-458-4935,talk to Clay.To do it right,the M715 takes a
modified GM column with a straight 2"outer tube.Length is 31"with a 3/4"36 spline
output shaft.They do start out with the colapasable shaft,but it needs to be welded in
order to adjust to proper length.(if you crash in an M715 the column will be the least of
your problems)Cost will be $240.00 plus.You can do it at home,but without a lot of
practice and proper tools,it is difficult.The column will have the proper wire harness,
along with tilt,turn signals and flashers.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:???350 WITH 350 TURBO INSTALL POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6862 NEXT>6955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you will have to shorten trans to transcase driveshaft.you lucked out in that m715u-joints
and smallchev u-joint is same.you will have to build new trans mount and transcase lever
mount.as for exhaust it all depends on engine mounts.i am using under the plug mid 70's
manifolds but novak mounts require ramshorn manifolds.
SUBJECT>715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6869 6883 6899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the market for a 715,and am looking at ideas for upgrades that would make it more
usable as a 'suburban toy'rather than an 'off-road thrasher'.I know,I know!I'm looking at
reversing it's intended purpose.Hey...Cherokee ended it's life as the Grand Wagoneer,
right?I'd like to find a middle ground while still retaining the 715's legendary abilities.
Here are a few thoughts...feel free to offer your own,everybody.
Assuming a complete 12v conversion...
1-As a long-time AMC fan,I'm leaning toward AMC repowering (and as much AMC-.parts-sourcing as feasable in other
areas).The first idea is to simply drop a 360 or 401 V8
in....but has anyone gone the 1987+4.0L EFI route?Pros/Cons?
2-One picture I saw of a 715 interior clearly showed power window switches on the
passenger door....donated by a Grand Wagoneer,I suspect.Anyone know how straight-
forward this mod was?GW door guts in the 715's door...or more work than that?
3-Tilt wheel...Best donor,and is this even worthwhile?
4-To get front disc brakes,must the stock Dana 60 be swapped out for a GM unit,or is
there another option?And assuming it will see mostly dry weather usage (only the rare
winter rescue of lesser vehicles),are the stock drums more than adequate as built?
5-Nicer seats,lighting,guages and controls....all part of the plan.But in case I've missed
something,what's the neatest mod you've seen or heard about on a 715 in line with this,
my preliminary plan?
Thanks a bunch,folks!
John
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>ps2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6868 NEXT>6891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea,John.I built my 715 for the trails in Colorado and Utah (I trailer it from
OKlahoma),but I use it as a daily driver around town.I put in a Chevy 350 w/TBI fuel
injection out of a 1995 K-1500 truck and backed it up w/a 700R4 tranny and Atlas II t-
case.I added most of the items you mentioned (except the power windows)and find it
does real well cruising the highways and streets in town.Most everyone looks the truck
over,and you always find someone at every stop who wants to know more about the
truck.Fuel injection is the only way to go,in my view.Plug it in and fire it off,no
adjsutments,works well at any angle (except upside down),and altitude is no problem.
Unless you want to keep the truck orinigal,carbs are history.Good luck!!Paul
SUBJECT>454 Swap Questions POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
February 2002,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6872 6878
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have decided to drop a 454 and TH400 into my rig.I want to know if anyone out there
who has done this swap can enlighten me on any problems that will need to be addressed?
Such as will the fuel lines need to be upgraded?Is there any problems with interference
with the fuel pump or distributor,steering shaft,etc.I know I will need a transmission
cooler(every truck should come stock with a nice big one)for the transmission and there
will need to be driveshaft modifications.I am going to be using Novak motor mounts if
that helps.Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Also does anyone have a good quality supplier of aluminum radiators to cool this beast.
GSanders
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SUBJECT>Re:6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,17 February 2002,at 9:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6847 NEXT>6881
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The engine is out of a gmc long bed (1/2 ton).The pump is dry!The engine is fairly clean
with dust and regular oil coated on it.I don't think it is a turbo,can a turbo be added on?I
can't decide whether this is the way to go or not!Just need a little convincing I guess!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:454 Swap Questions POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
17 February 2002,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6870 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
summit racing has an assortment of radiators to cool almost any application.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:PRICE ON 230 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6860 NEXT>6874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cost for a professional engine rebuild (complete,w/warranty)runs around $2,000.
SUBJECT>Re:PRICE ON 230 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Transmission rebuild by a professional would cost at least $350(inspection,new bearings
and gaskets).
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Roger that"on the pilot bushing.Memphis does have it and the price is reasonable.
SUBJECT>Re:spider gear "washer,shim,spacer"????POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,Tractech agreed.
Damn,I just stopped smelling like gear oil!
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
February 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6865 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are unleaded,However I have seen different opinions on this.Apparently all the
military engines were sleeved allowing them to be unleaded.Do a search on this message
board for that topic.I've always run regular unleaded in mine,with no problems at all.
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:454 Swap Questions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 427 tall deck engine in mine and it fit very well.Fuel pump clears easy,
distributor (HEI)has two inches to the firewall,and the stock manifolds (both late
'60's/early '70's)fit in.I had to cut off a couple of threads off of the bolt that goes through
the steering coupler(?)at the first joint from the firewall.Other that that...no problem.
Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:winch rebuild?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6819 NEXT>6922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the stock winch is anything like the 10,000#units off of the duece and a half's,you'll
only need to take the one end off and go through that.It's pretty easy to see how the
engagement works once the 'side'is off.It's kind of like a clutch throw out bearing...sort
of.If it's like the big winchs,it's not to bad.You're on your own with the gear side
however.
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 liter diesel?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A little piece of advice...
DO NOT USE EITHER ON THESE MOTORS TO COLD START THEM.
My buddy knocked the starter completely off his block and took a piece of the block with
it!
That was expensive.
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6871 NEXT>6886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This sounds good !Change the intake manifold to get rid of the egr valve in the middle of
the intake (then you have also more hp)!
You can add an Turbo but this isnt cheap !How much you have to pay for the engine ?
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use a lead additive.Just to be on the safe side.
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:52 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Power Steering and Power Brakes are very nice additions.
SUBJECT>rims POSTER>mike.ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know where one would be able to get rims for the m715,that wouls fit on
the stock axles.not lockring type ???also has anybody upgraded the brakes or master
cyclinder for them ???or if set and working the right way would they be fine ??last
question--what would be a better fit for a new motor--small block or big block chevy ??
and would they work well leaving the stock running gear.??i have my thoughts but
would like to hear from you experts first.thanks guys mike
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6884 NEXT>6887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond racing wheels will make rims (in any size)that will fit the m715!I have bee
thinking about getting some built,but cost is a big factor!If we could get enough people
together (to buy),the price might go down considerably!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6881 NEXT>6945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm buying the whole vehicle for 1100.00!Is that a good deal?The guy says that it is
running good with no problems!How will the diesel perform in the mountains?Any
problems with speed?Anything else that you can think of would be great!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>mike.ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6885 NEXT>6888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
coun`t me in --i would like a set,how much have they quoted--also do you have the
phone #for them ???
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6887 NEXT>6889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't talked to anyone at Diamond Racing yet,but I know that PerkM715 got his 20x7
(i think)rims for about 170.00 a piece!That is the cheapest there is!I don't think that I
will go with 20 inch rims,so it may be cheaper for smaller rims!Although running rims
and tires would be really cool!PerkM715's rims and tires are the coolest I've see
around!!!!!I love that block tread on the firestones!!!!Let me know what you think!We
need to find some more people I think!
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>mike.ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com.DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 3:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6888 NEXT>6909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well lets call them--i think your right don`t need 20 inch rims,even though i`m sure that
they are cool as hell--a set that would be able to use and not have problems with is up my
alley --something in 15 or 16 inch so i can run 38 to 40 inch boggers.maybe 10 wide with
a 4 to 5 inch backspacing--i`m in lets see if anyone else is game--or maybe it will just be
us ???keep me posted as i do not want to wait for a year---thanks mike
SUBJECT>Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6895 6897 6900 6906 6911 6921
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone want to go in on a order of custom rims?????Mike and me want to get
some,but I think we will need some other people to drive down the price!Come on guys,
you need these!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>Brian Bland
EMAIL>bruiser@dellepro.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6869 NEXT>6892 6908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Where are you at in Oklahoma?I would really like to take a look at your truck sometime.
I am getting ready to buy one.
Brian Bland
Claremore,OK
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pauls truck is awesome!!!I have seen a few pictures of what he has done and it looks
really nice!
SUBJECT>Got my new top today!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my new cab top today and I'd just like to plug the maker -Pizzoferrato Enterprises.
They can be found at ODCloth.com.Price was great,$265 for the top,$100 for the seat
covers,this is the lowest price I could find.My only concern is that the canvas is pretty
damn baggy right now but David said it will shrink.I'll give it some time and see.It took
about six weeks to get it,I guess that's a testament to thier work (very busy with lots of
customers).Overall,the top,seat covers and windshield strap were just a tad over 400
bucks with shipping and David was very friendly and helpful with my questions and
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concerns.One other thing,they were the only people to return my initial email about
buying the top.To the other companies that I emailed -screw you..Chris
SUBJECT>M-717???POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith4501@home.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6916 6997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been on the lookout for a rolling M715 to begin a long term project (in other
words,a cheap POS because I do have lots od $$$)
I found this ad:
1967 KAISER M-717,4X2 SOFT CAB TOP,1 1/2 TON,
6CYL,132 HORSEPOWER,2 AXLES,MT,
EST MI:41536,S/N:12312H939616AI
What is a M-717?It this a GROSS typo?
Not 4WD,but 4X2??
Not 1 1/4 Ton,but 1 1/2 Ton??
Comments?Advice??
Bryan Smith
Fort Wayne,Indiana
BSmith2277@Comcast.net
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>6896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size?
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure!Maybe we can get different sizes(whatever each person would like)!I don't
know if they will do that or not!Will have to check!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>6898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be interested,depending on what you can get them down to.I would be looking for
a set of 15x10 or 12's.More than likely the 10's.
Let me know what you find out.
I have had no luck trying to sell my M715,so I will probably get it on the road and
looking nice and then sell it for so much more than I can now.Not sure,but I will see.
STILL TAKING OFFERS.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>M715MAN.EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 5:54
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6897 NEXT>6919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What has been your highest offer and I will see what I can do!!!
We will need a few more people and I think that we can get the price down!Just have to
see!
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>eric
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
talk to these guy at http://www.helitool.com/they make a disc brake conversion for the
stock m715
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/UdhZwRvCX.PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>6901 6902 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i may be interested if the price is right.i am looking for some 12x16.5.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/UdhZwRvCX.PREVIOUS>6900 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or maybee 10X15 i dont know lets hear some prices and we can work something out.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 6:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6900 NEXT>6926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes Guys,this is what i am talking about!Keep it coming!
SUBJECT>bikini top ??POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,
18 February 2002,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6904 6914
6950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was considering a bikini top for this summer.I tried my buddys cj7 top and it fit in the
front groove,and my plans to install a roll bar in the bed would solve the mounting for
the back.but it looked to be too narrow.Has anybody adapted something like this or now
of a place that makes them?Or any Ideas I could investigate?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
On my m37,I just roll up the back of my soft top,take the ropes from the groove on the.sidecab door window
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frame?,and roll everything up to the back top bow,then secure it
w/a bungie strap.You've got to play w/it to make it secure.Then all you have is a canvas
top,no sides (obviously!)or back,the great thing is then you can roll it down in the
winter.Works great on my M37,open all the way around except the windshield.Just a
thought....
Austin
SUBJECT>Looking for M715 POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6949 6967 6996 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm lookign for an M715 between $2000-$5000.I live in North Carolina.Email me
information and pictures.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:I could use some 15x10's ntxt POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>460 swap????POSTER>Jay Walker EMAIL>jaywalking75@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6927 6962 6982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone done this?What tranny did you use?How did you mount the engine?Any
info would be great!
SUBJECT>Re:715 mods for more regular usage POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I'm in Tulsa.You can reach me at 918-951-2677.That's a cell phone but I answer it
during the day and most of the time evening and weekends.I am doing several things to
the truck this week,and will have it back on the road again on Sat or Sun.Had Tulsa
Auto Spring rework the springs today.Trying to finish all mods this week and next week,
as I plan to take it to the Easter Jeep Safari in Moab,Utah in a month.Call me any time.
If your in Tulsa,call me,I live behind Edison HS about 41st and Harvard.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>Jon Childers EMAIL>Bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6889 NEXT>6910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to Bill at diamond a few months ago &the 15x13 inch rims were $135 each &
the 15x10s were $125 each.Didn't sound like to bad a deal.I'm planning on buying a set
soon.Jon.SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6909 NEXT>6925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets all go in on it together and drive the price down!
SUBJECT>Count me in for a set !POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>6912 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This could be perfect timing for me.
I'm really close to ordering a set of 15x12's in white.
I'm guessing I should be ready to order in the next couple weeks.
That would be great if Diamond could make a discounted run and get them for a lower
price.
Keep me updated
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in for a set !POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6911 NEXT>6924 6928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,keep it coming boys!!!!!Yahoo!!!!!
SUBJECT>Who???POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who wants to make the call to Bill and see what we can find out????
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>6903 NEXT>6915 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I made a soft top out of a pup tent !=)it looks great and it's just the right color too.
If you can sew or have a wife that can and is willing=)then you can make one for about
18.00 bucks!
If you are wondering what the top looks like then write me,I will be more then happy to
send you a pic!!!!
Nathan........
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6914 NEXT>6918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would like to know what it looks like!!!
SUBJECT>Re:M-717???POSTER>sean mcclain EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com
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DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
were did you see this add.it could be a typo.and if its a 4x2 please do not buy that.
SUBJECT>Re:Got my new top today!POSTER>sean mcclain
EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whats the name of the company that you got this from please email with info at
stpoil@msn.com thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6915 NEXT>6934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an e-mail with the pics.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Believe it or not,I have not gotten a single offer.Just alot of,how much?where are you,
and send pictures.
I have said,Make offer,DFW,and sent the pics,but have not heard back from anyone.
Let me know.The wife really wants it out of the front.And the neighbors are trying to
yank my chain a little.But our HOA states that the only problem I would have is if the
vehicle is not running or abandoned.I still do not know how a vehicle can be abandoned
in your driveway.It would not be so bad if I did not have a front entry garage.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Who???POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Monday,18 February 2002,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is Bill from Diamond Off-Road?
I talked to someone up there last week,and whoever I talked to was really pushing their
20"rims.I would like to get a 15x10 or 12,and he said that it would be about $130.That
was for the solid steel center.If you have anything else done,like holes cut,then the price
goes up.With Drums,I do not think that cutting holes in the rims would really make a
difference.Especially when it makes such a difference in the pocket book.
Thanks for inquiring about this.Let us know.
T-Man.SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6890 NEXT>6923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Bill before I read this.I am considering 16.5x10"wheels.If we can get better
prices,I'm all for it.Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:winch rebuild?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input!Hopefully I can take it apart soon.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6921 NEXT>6960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in a set of the 20"rims,I'm nearing the point where I will need them...
Let us know what you find out on the pricing.
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in for a set !POSTER>westernnewyorkm715
EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6912 NEXT>6935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would have a strong interest in the Diamond wheels....I was thinking of having them
sized to run surplus HMMV tires--but if it were to prove substantially less expensive to
run a size "everyone"wanted,then I am open to alternatives.Some type of "openings"(a
la Stockton Power Wagon design),or hand-holds would be nice.....keep us posted.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>mike ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6910 NEXT>6929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys i`m in---someone should take lead and call them to disscuss--if you want i will--
please responfd and lets see who is in !!!by the way this is great--love the zone.mike
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715 man---this is great--lets do it---15 or 16 inch--no difference for me.i want them !!!
looks like from the response we have about 6 or 8 sets,think thats enough to start the ball
rolling ???mike
SUBJECT>Re:460 swap????POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6907 NEXT>6939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Assuming you're referring to AMC 460 V-8,I did this.
Eng mounts had to be moved &I saved the horns from my
donor J-10 but kept the rest of the 715 drivetrain.
I am going to replace the axle gears,probably w 4.11 so
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I can maintain highway speed w/out overrevving the engine.
More?Contact me off-list.
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in for a set !POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey i made up my mind--solid wheel in a 16 x 8-1/4 inch rim--consider this my order----
e-mail me with any questions thanks everybody --mike mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6925 NEXT>6931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in for some rims too!!!Mike,you are the man!!!Do you want to call then?
SUBJECT>Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6932 6933 6937 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like 5 20x7 steel slotted wheels if the will lower the price a bit!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:rims POSTER>mike ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok i`ll call them---could who ever is in give me the sizes and i will see what we can do --
please e-mail to mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6930 NEXT>6965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can i ask why 20 inch rims ??would you not be better off going with the 22.5 inch rims --
better tire selection and also the are tubeless and could have radial choices ???just a
question---i think i`m going to go with 16 x 8 and 1/4---unless you have a sourse for 20
inch tires ??--i sent you another message futher down on the rim section.hang in there
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6930 NEXT>6938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok talking to bill ---YES--he will work with us--personally after speaking to bill he says
stay away from 20 inch--it is a tube rim--need a tube,can be done without but he says not.a good idea.me `im going
to either a 16 or if bigger a 22.5 --either way-who ever is in ---
we need a list and count of what everybody wants asap !!!e-mail to me at
mike.ricci@twcable.com---we will price each for person,we need a address where they
are to shipped--the size wanted--and i will quote for us.i think WE will all save some
hard earned CASH.mike
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just roll mine up,and use the original lash straps to lash it to the top of the soft-top
frame.
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in for a set !POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6924 NEXT>6936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heres the deal----he will work with us--really doesn`t matter wheel size --it`s up to you.
please e-mail you order to me--i need wheel size --the number wanted and the location
you want them shipped to--i will e-mail back the price for each person---thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in for a set !POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry email address is mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike
petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6930 NEXT>6942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PLEASE COUNT ME IN!I AM LOOKING FOR 10"WIDE AND EITHER 16 OR
16.5"WHEELS!SOMEONE LET ME KNOW WHAT I NEED TO DO TO BE
INCLUDED IN THIS!I REALLY NEED NEW WHEELS,ESPECIALLY IF I CAN
SAVE MONEY!THANKS!MIKE PETRUS.
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!
POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,19 February
2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6933 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What tires are available for 22.5 rims!If there is a great selection of tires,count me in on
them!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:460 swap????POSTER>Jay Walker EMAIL>jaywalker75@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was talking about a 460 ford.Thank you though!Do you have any thoughts or
suggestions on this swap?Has anyone done this?Thanks!.SUBJECT>22.5 inch rims?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>6941 6961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size tires will fit on these rims?Will super all traction firestones fit on these?I like
the tread pattern on these and would like to run these if possible!
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 inch rims?POSTER>mike ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes they would--bill says he can also get deals on tires that come in any tread patter you
want from mild to wild,he will install mounted balanced and set to your door.i have 2
orders already for 16 inch,the 22.5 seem real large for me--thinking about the room to
steer and twist ??anyway as soon as you make up your mind send the info i need to
mike.ricci@twcable.com,also lets see if we can get more people involved-----thanks for
your help buddy--this will work for all involved.mike
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have your order and thank you---we need more guys to get involved--ask around.i`ll get
back to you soon mike
SUBJECT>discounts POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me an optimist but if this group wheel order works maybe we can make an agreement
with some parts suppliers for discounted prices for m715zone members.when you add up
all the stuff we buy for our"m's"as well as our daily drivers i would think some parts
chain would like to have us as customers.if you have already tried this please feel free to
spit at me and mumble curses under your breath.
SUBJECT>Re:discounts POSTER>mike ricci EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6943 NEXT>6966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,i agree with you there is strength in numbers--diamond racing is willing to work a deal
as he called it a discount for members of the m715zone.seems like a smart move on our
part.HUH
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 LITER DIESEL!POSTER>daniel
EMAIL>dianakrs@aol.comordaniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February
2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6886 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is an good price !It is possible that the engine smokes more than normal in the.mountains ,than you have to
adjust the pump a little different .I think there is no problem
with the speed !
If you have more questions I am glad to help !
Daniel
SUBJECT>discount rims--come on guys POSTER>mike.ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we are trying to get together a group of members that are interested in a set of rims--i
have 3 people now who are in.please e-mail me at mike.ricci@twcable.com and tell me
the size rim,number needed and the address where you would like them shipped --so we
can get a cost for you--we are going to have diamond racing make them for us--i have
spoken to the owner and he is willing to give us a nice discount if we can get at least 6
people together.it really doesn`t matter the size rim as long as we all order at the same
time.oh ya he will also get us tires at cost if wanted -any size and mix from mild to wild,
mounted,balanced and delivered to you door---please e-mail me if interested and i will
get the ball rolling.those that e-mail will recieve a e-mail back stating price and we ca
go from there---please help now is the time to buy if you are at all interested---thanks
guys mike
SUBJECT>front tire wear?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've started to notice some strange "cupping"wear on my front passenger tire.At first I
thought the alignment was off,so I took it to a friend of mine at the best tire shop in town
and had him align it.100 miles later,the wear is getting worse.So today I decide to
investigate further.Jacked the front end up and the bearings are tight.However,when I
spin the tires...the driver's side spins freely (as freely as can be expected),and the
passenger seems to be rubbing or hanging at a certain point,it seems like it's the brake
drum,but I have no visual on this and have never dealt with drum brakes before.Any
suggestions?
Rhino
SUBJECT>454mounts POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
those of you that are thinking about putting a fatblock in your truck might want to check
out novak's web site.they are offering a different style mount for fatblocks.it looks like a
weld on mount.i don't know what advantages it has over old style mount but i thought i'd
tell ya'll
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 POSTER>Dan White EMAIL>dw@ewebheads.com
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DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaMG/quk1fKT6 PREVIOUS>6905 NEXT>LINKNAME>1968 Kaiser
M715 Jeep LINKURL>http://ewebheads.com/auctions/k_jeep/.I have a 1968 M715 that I am need to sell.It is in
Arizona,so no significant rust.It runs
and is nearly all stock,only the turn signal switch and the heater are not original as far as
I know.And the paint job (gold,yuck!)The few "flaws"are as follows:
1)Small leak in rear brake cylinder,drivers side.
2)Inoperable heater (I believe its just the fan,but haven't looked into it.)
3)Weeping around valve cover.
4)Snowplow has been added to the front.(the lift doen't work)
5)Slight twist on back of the cargo area.It looks like someone backed up into something,
but the tailgate still latches just fine.
6)Tires area all quite worn and some have some weather cracks in them.
7)Window trim pieces are starting to unravel.
8)the front bumper has been bent in a bit on the passenger side.Appears to be something
that could be straightened fairly easily.
I also have the sides for the cargo area that fold down into bench seats.The wood is not in
the best shape,but all of the hardware appears to be intact.I also have some hoops for the
canvas tarp over the cargo area,not sure that these are original though.
It does have a Braden PTO Winch on the front.
The cab has a home-made sheetmetal top put on it,screwed on.
This vehicle was setup for a fording kit,so has a hole for the snorkel in the fender area,
drivers side.I know the tow shackles for the rear are in place,not certain about the front,
I'll have to check.Oh,and I'll check mileage too,I think its around 20,000 miles.
You can view photos of it at http://ewebheads.com/auctions/k_jeep/
For those of you interested in a bit of its history and why I'm selling it,here's a brief
overview.I bought a small ranch in Arizona,and the man who sold it to me also had this
Jeep.He had bought it from the local National Guard at auction.I bought it from him to
haul water to the house,which is what he had primarily used it for.As I drove it around,I
came to love using it for ranch work as it just seemed to fit right in.
My wife did not take to it as I did,and tried to get me to sell it.She couldn't really drive it
and it doesn't have a real cushy ride,so she thought it was worthless.I refused to get rid
of it,it is a man's truck in my opinion,and was all mine!
Cut forward a few years,the wife leaves me for cushier surroundings in Chicago.We
settle,I fight foir and get the Jeep,fully intending to make it a project.But that hasn't
happened,as I started a new business and that takes all my spare time.It sits at a friends
ranch now,back by the barn.I go visit it regularly,but don't have the time or place
anymore to do what I intended.And I know it would make a great project,so I'd rather
see it go to someone who can appreciate it for what it is.End of story.
If your interested,you can contact me by email:dw@ewebheads.com
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6903 NEXT>7167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all...Thanks for all the inputs guys,definatley a start for now.But,I'm looking for.something I can run
across the top,that I can remove and stuff behind the seat to go from
open sky to covered in case it decides to rain on a day I have the top off,without having
to carry the bows along with me.I'm planing on mounting a Roll bar in the front of the
bed thatwould be the support for the back.again,thanks for the input
Rhino
SUBJECT>Repost -1968 M715 for sale POSTER>Dan White
EMAIL>dw@ewebheads.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaMG/quk1fKT6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>1968 Kaiser M715 Jeep
LINKURL>http://ewebheads.com/auctions/k_jeep/
I have a 1968 M715 that I am need to sell.It is in Arizona,so no significant rust.It runs
and is nearly all stock,only the turn signal switch and the heater are not original as far as
I know.And the paint job (gold,yuck!)The few "flaws"are as follows:
1)Small leak in rear brake cylinder,drivers side.
2)Inoperable heater (I believe its just the fan,but haven't looked into it.)
3)Weeping around valve cover.
4)Snowplow has been added to the front.(the lift doen't work)
5)Slight twist on back of the cargo area.It looks like someone backed up into something,
but the tailgate still latches just fine.
6)Tires area all quite worn and some have some weather cracks in them.
7)Window trim pieces are starting to unravel.
8)the front bumper has been bent in a bit on the passenger side.Appears to be something
that could be straightened fairly easily.
I also have the sides for the cargo area that fold down into bench seats.The wood is not in
the best shape,but all of the hardware appears to be intact.I also have some hoops for the
canvas tarp over the cargo area,not sure that these are original though.
It does have a Braden PTO Winch on the front.
The cab has a home-made sheetmetal top put on it,screwed on.
This vehicle was setup for a fording kit,so has a hole for the snorkel in the fender area,
drivers side.I know the tow shackles for the rear are in place,not certain about the front,
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I'll have to check.Oh,and I'll check mileage too,I think its around 20,000 miles.
You can view photos of it at http://ewebheads.com/auctions/k_jeep/
For those of you interested in a bit of its history and why I'm selling it,here's a brief
overview.I bought a small ranch in Arizona,and the man who sold it to me also had this
Jeep.He had bought it from the local National Guard at auction.I bought it from him to
haul water to the house,which is what he had primarily used it for.As I drove it around,I
came to love using it for ranch work as it just seemed to fit right in.
My wife did not take to it as I did,and tried to get me to sell it.She couldn't really drive it
and it doesn't have a real cushy ride,so she thought it was worthless.I refused to get rid
of it,it is a man's truck in my opinion,and was all mine!
Cut forward a few years,the wife leaves me for cushier surroundings in Chicago.We.settle,I fight foir and get the
Jeep,fully intending to make it a project.But that hasn't
happened,as I started a new business and that takes all my spare time.It sits at a friends
ranch now,back by the barn.I go visit it regularly,but don't have the time or place
anymore to do what I intended.And I know it would make a great project,so I'd rather
see it go to someone who can appreciate it for what it is.End of story.
If your interested,you can contact me by email:dw@ewebheads.com
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>m hall
EMAIL>morrishall@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6831 NEXT>7011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are you asking for you m715?
SUBJECT>wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>john michael
EMAIL>johnmichaeltubed@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6959 7189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Roger where did you get the wheels for 16.00x20 tires for a m 715 from.
SUBJECT>Interested in Diamond racing wheels POSTER>john michael
EMAIL>johnmichaeltubed@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:16
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know the widest I can get the 20,22.5,and 24.5 wheels and the price for
each.
SUBJECT>Re:???350 WITH 350 TURBO INSTALL POSTER>WAYNE
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6867 NEXT>6991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks bowtiedave.Could you tell me a little more about the trans case lever mount.I am
planningmon using a cable shifter from a 77 camaro.Another question I have is when I
put the transfer case in low and the turbo 350 in 1st what kind of pull will I have more or
less than stock trans?Thank you for the info
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:GM STEERING COLUM ???POSTER>WAYNE
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tom but that is a little more than I wanted to spend for the ability to have the key
in the colum.I will be getting in contact with you in probably late summer for some
Gamma goat Adapters.Again Thanks
Wayne
SUBJECT>clutch ?????POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just need to know what clutch to use for novak conversion to gm?
Is it 1 1/8 inch 10 spline?Do I just get a clutch for a gm truck?
Thanks for the info
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Interested in Diamond racing wheels POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6954 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call 1-800-937-4407 ask for Bill,he can make you just about any width rim.The 20's are
about $275 apiece (unless you go in with a big order).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6953 NEXT>6983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Where are you located?I know of several places in North Carolina.Also there are several
websites you can get them from,but a local place is what you want,because shipping
would be pretty expensive.
Rhino
not trying to steal King Roger's thunder :)
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6923 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Luke,I paid $170.00 each for my 20x7 Diamond rims,the quality is top notch,ask for
Bill,800-937-4407.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 inch rims?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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M715MAN,I run 20x7 Diamond wheels,$170.00 each,Firestone Superall Traction 9.00-
20 41''tall load range E $160.00 each.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:460 swap????POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,I have done this 460 Ford swap,it's kind of easy if you know the tricks,E-Mail me and
I will give you the whole story.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:clutch ?????POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6957 NEXT>7054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I used a Borg/Beck diaphram clutch for a GM application which is recommended.by Novak.I now have a bionic left
leg from operating the clutch.Chevys have the same
spline count as the M715 transmission.Good Luck!Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Let's Get Some Wheel Deals!!!!POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't anyone else interested in the Diamond Wheels?Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February
2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6932 NEXT>6985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mike,Can I ask why 22.5 rims?These 22.5 have a very high ply rating,these tires are
ment for 10-18 wheelers that carry 20-40 tons.These will give less traction off road
because they are so stiff,even when aired down.I like Lower ply bias tube type tires for
heavy duty off roading,less chance of rolling off the rim leaving you with a flat,they also
have much more aggressive tread patterns for deep mud.There are still plenty of tire
company's making the 20''tires.Not to mention I paid $160.00 each for my 20''
Firestones,a 22.5 radial will cost you $300-400 each.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:discounts POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6944 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No offense,but you will never get a big parts supplier to do this.There have been may
clubs that have tried it,and it never works.
You can get some of the smaller,somewhat family owned,stores to.But that is about as
far as you will get.Everyone goes about stating things like,I will put your sticker on my
truck and advertise,but then never do,or they are idiots and give the bigger chains a bad
reputation of what they sponsor,so they are out.
That is just my experience,and what I have done in the past.Feel free to try it if you have
the time.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I sent you an e-mail about mine.I am not sure if you replied,but if you did,I
replied back and have not heard if you were interested or not.
If you are really looking for a M715,send me an e-mail,or post here and I can talk to you
about mine further.
I really need to sell mine.I actually found a truck this afternoon that the wife likes,but I
need to get rid of the Kaiser to get it.Don't think it will happen soon enough though..T-Man
SUBJECT>rubber transmission boot POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where can i get a GOOD rubber transmission boot (inside cab on shift lever)?is that
available from any civilian truck/parts store?
SUBJECT>Re:Let's Get Some Wheel Deals!!!!POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My understanding on the group order (from talking to Bill several months ago)is this:
1.To make a big wheel cost alot of money unless he can order the metal and or
equipment,dies etc...in bulk.So If a bunch of you wanted say 20x7 rims and you all order
them together (around the same time)and he can cut you a break on the price.I
understood that the price of the 15 or 16 inch wheels wouldn't come down much because
they were already only 125-150 a piece to begin with and the stock he uses for them is
pretty much standard stuff he would have anyway.
2.Also the cost of painting the wheels a specific color,say olive drab,would be cheaper
if we all order that color because he would have to buy the same amount of materials to
do one set as he would for several sets.So he would cut us a break.
I'm not trying to rain on any parades,I'm just relaying what he told me when I talked to
him in December.Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:rubber transmission boot POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about a civilian one that would work,I'm sure there are.Drop AB Linn an
email and ask him if he has any.He's a good source for original miscellaneous parts like
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that.But,not necessarily cheaper:)ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:discount rims--come on guys POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6946 NEXT>6972 6986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I'm interested in a set of diamond rims.I would like a price on 4 16x8 black
powdercoated rims.Slotted style.My ship to address is as follows.I tried E mailing you ,
but it would not work.
Ship To:
R&R Wholesale Co.Inc.
115 West Railroad Street
Wallace NC 28466.Thanks,
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:discount rims--come on guys POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot to post e-mail ....wrarbrkr@intrstar.net
SUBJECT>door handle seals POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>6974 7000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any one know where to get replacement door handle seals or if the civilian handles are
the same?
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:door handle seals POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6973 NEXT>6976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are the same.I replaced one of mine with one out of the junk yard.I had to ruff it up
so paint would stick to it,I think they are all chrome.(not that this matters if all you need
is a seal kit)
SUBJECT>Re:454mounts POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6948 NEXT>6992 7065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dave
I have my kit on order and they told me the small block mounts would work.But my
concern is will my headers.Any ways I saw your post and went to the novak web site but
could not find anything on them.Am I crazy?Could you tell me what you looked under
on there site.
Thanks again Steve
SUBJECT>Re:door handle seals POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steve.
SUBJECT>Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6978 6979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still trying to decide which size rims I would like to go with!How many people do we
have so far?
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>M715Aggie.EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 9:47
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If yall get a good price,count me in as well.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 February 2002,at 10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6977 NEXT>6981 7001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sticking with the 15"rims.Width is a little bit of a question.
Here something to look at.
Go to your favorite 4WD mag,look at 4-Wheel Parts,National Tire,or something like
that.Then look at a 38"on a 15"and 16"rim.Try to look at one with the same width.
This keeps things more apples and apples.You will save between $10 and $40 a tire with
15's.
Also,I do not know how much wheelin'you do,but have you ever wheeled in a tire that
is full of air?It will beat the you know what out of you.If you get a 1/2 size,anything
with .5 ...ex.16.5.you cannot air down unless you have bead locks.That adds more
money.
Also,look at the selection of tires you have when using 15's.I have not seen the same
selection.
I don't know about most of you,but if all we were going to do is run the stock tires,then
why are we looking for new rims !!!!
There's a little food for thought.
T-Man
Your decision,not mine.I just know what I am looking at and why.
SUBJECT>Need advice on Tires POSTER>M715Aggie
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EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 12:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy yall,
My 715 is changing from a ranch truck and comin to San Antonio.How do the NDT's
hold up on the streets?Are there any tires that can be put on the stock rims that have a
good tread pattern?I'd like something similar to those Perk has on his diamond wheels,
plus should i get a taller tire for increased speed and less strain on the engine?Need help
on this....
Thanks,
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6979 NEXT>7014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
15's clear the stock brakes?what about if i go with 15's only to add a helitool conversion..it may sound dumb,but i
dont want to eliminate this POSSIBLE (not definite)option
down the road.
SUBJECT>Re:460 swap????POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 February
2002,at 2:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6907 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did it with a c-6 trany.It was not that hard at all.Even used the same perches the 6
banger was on.Look in the FAQ section.Drew has the details there.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>john michael
EMAIL>johnmichaeltubed@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 3:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6959 NEXT>6987 6995 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rhino ,
I am from lower Delaware.I would like a wide 20,22.5,or 24.5 wheel.Diamond raceing
makes these wheels but they are not wide enough.If you could give me some web pages
and phone numbers of places where I could purchase some wheels it would be greatly
appreciated.
John Michael
SUBJECT>38.5/11.00 X 16 inch POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will this size super swamper bogger fit the stock rim of the 715
Thanks for the replys
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:Consider this my order fo Diamond Racing Wheels!POSTER>mike.ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
answer i got was as follows---the 20 inch rims are ment to be used with tube type tires,he
told me that they have a vendor that sells all types from real agressive to mild tires for the
22.5 inch rim.personally it would depend on what percentage of on and off road driving
you do.if more on road the 22.5 would be better for longevity and overall gearing--if
more off road then i agree with you--i am going to stick with 16 inch rims and think
overall i would be happy.i mean no disrespect here,the choice is your.if you want to
have me get a quote for you---please e-mail info the size,number wanted and address
where to send to mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:discount rims--come on guys POSTER>mike.ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok ---thanks i`ll include in the order---thanks mike.SUBJECT>Re:wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>mike.ricci
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
diamond will make them in ANY size you want --please send an order to
mike.ricci@twcable.com and i will at least get you a price---thanks mike
SUBJECT>calling on rims monday---final chance POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>6989 6999 7016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
folks--i will call diamond racing on monday to get quotes for the people that e-mailed me
about it--we have now 6 people that are interested myself included--i`m not trying to get
people pissed or anything underhanded-just want to drive the price down alittle-which bill
from diamond already said he would do for us.personally its all up to you if you want in
or not.if you want a quote e-mail to me at mike.ricci@twcable.com--just trying to help
people out a little,and always seems like people make it a pain.in or out ??????/?????
SUBJECT>Re:calling on rims monday---final chance POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCd60COCp2dQ PREVIOUS>6988 NEXT>6990
6994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to go with a 16 inch rim,but not sure on the width!I will let you know before
monday what size I'm going to go with!Mark
SUBJECT>A Consideration......POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,
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at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6989 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/wwwboard/index.html
LINKURL>http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/wwwboard/index.html
If the order can be split into 2 or more different types of wheels,you might want to let the
guys at the dodgepowerwagon.com board (below)and the bigelectric.com board (see
"M37 Forum"link of the first board)know about it.If I wasn't currently broke and trying
to sell my M37 already I'd be very interested.Be sure and post a link to PerkM715's
picture page so that they know what they're getting!
CD
SUBJECT>Re:???350 WITH 350 TURBO INSTALL POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the lever mount is something you will have to fab.it mounts to r.hand side of orig.trans
but th350 doesn't have a place for it.you will probably have to build a mount and
bolt/weld it to framerail or trans crossmember.i would guess you would have more pull
because you are going to v-8.i would not use a stall convertor because it will heat up a.lot.a stock convertor will
be fine.you will want a good trans cooler as well.
SUBJECT>Re:454mounts POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
steve,go to novak's site and click on engine mounts.scroll down to the 4th(i think)mount
part#is mm29j it says it is recommended for m715 running fat block.it shows a picture
of mounts.looks like you weld these on and torch off old mount ears.if so they might
give extra header room.
SUBJECT>Re:38.5/11.00 X 16 inch POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6984 NEXT>7010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
I,m running Super Swampers in 37"size on one piece 16"wheels.38.5's will fit fine.I
got such a good deal on the 37's or I would have gone slighly bigger.Good luck!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:calling on rims monday---final chance POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats the size i`m going with also in a 8 1/4 width with the 4 to 5 inch back spacing---
think we would have a good selection of rubber and best performance both on and off
road---let me know by monday---see ya thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't run those tires with stock axles.You need Eatons or Rockwells for that.You
would need about 7.00 gears to get any kind of off road use out of them.The stock gears
in the M715 are good for 44ish tires,The 16.00R20's are 53.1 inches tall!They are 5 ton
military truck tires.Once you got the axles to run these tires you could get the rims at the
same place.....A military surplus vehicle supplier,a lot cheaper than having them custom
made and probably already mounted.If you want these get ready to drop some coin.If
you wanted 20 inch or so rims and ran tires typical for our gearing then you would need
to get them custom made.I fine example of this is Perk's Truck.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 1 in Ind...69 stock,but it needs a tadd of work...let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:M-717???POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6894 NEXT>7044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian...I have a 69 just south of Indianapolis...stock,but needs some attention...let me
know.
David..
SUBJECT>battery(s)and 24V issues POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
20 February 2002,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M725 isn't a daily driver.
Normally I don't drive it in winter months,
leaving my batteries dead and in bad shape.
I've been looking for an affordable 24V float charger &
I ran across a very good website:
http://www.batterystuff.com/
Check out the "powerpulse."
Gets rid of sulfation damage,available in 24V.
About sulfation:
http://www.batterystuff.com/battery/pulsetech/pulsetech.htm
They have solar power versions too.
They also have chargetek float chargers.
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These things have seperate 12V charging circuits,
each wires to one battery seperatly,in circuit!
You guys with bass boats surely know about this.
Anyhow,folks with 24V systems that are tapping
off 12V for ignition or something,can minimize
battery damage due to unequal charging.
The price is right too.
Enjoy.
SUBJECT>Re:door handle seals POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
February 2002,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6973 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why not get some rubber gasket mateial and cut yer own?
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6979 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
because it cost $20 bucks a tire to get split rims mounted normally.And keeping the
16inch rim keeps you in standard with the surplus military tires.which are considerably
cheaper if you do some looking around and get a good deal.
just my reasons
Rhino.SUBJECT>NEED MORE PEOPLE!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WE NEED MORE PEOPLE TO DROP THE PRICE DOWN!PEOPLE ARE
PROBABLY TRYING TO DECIDE WHAT THEY WANT LIKE ME!PEOPLE ARE
PROBABLY TRYING TO DECIDE WHAT THEY WANT TO DO!LETS NOT RUSH
INTO THIS!JUST A LITTLE IMPUT.MARK
SUBJECT>2 kinds of people POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7004 7008 7019 7109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you noticed that there are only two kinds of people in the world?Ones that look at
your truck and say,"Wow,that thing is awesome!"and ones that look at your truck and
think under their breath,"Man that thing is a piece of crap."
Normally type two has less gross steel in his entire Honda Civic than you do in one axle
tube.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7003 NEXT>7007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I agree with the rice burner thing.I think there is a third kind of person,though.
The one that just goes,"What the hell is that thing?"
SUBJECT>Have M-715 for sale POSTER>Tony EMAIL>Speed4281@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7006 7023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 w/all original drivetrain.The body is in good shape-little rust.The only
substantial rust is located under the doors.It will run.But lacks brakes,and gas tank.I
hooked up a small gas tank in the pass.floor board and got it started and drove it around.
I had no idea the gearing was so low.Luckily it was because there are no brakes.Previous
owner removed them and sometime during the process of fixing them he quit working on
it.The rear drums and backing plates are in the bed.I am building a jeep and was going to
use the dana 60 front but I happened to find a Dana 60 open/disc after the purchase of the
M-715.It has partially been converted from 24 volt to 12.When and Who I don't know.It
also has aluminum sheeting that has been formed and attached to the rails that I assume
were for the soft top.I really know absolutely nothing about the M-715's other than the
are huge and close to bullet proof from what I have read.If i can't find someone who
wants the whole thing I'm gonna take the axles and transfer case out and sell them
seperately and scrap the rest.I really do not want that to happen cause I really like the M-
715's I just don't want or need one.Truthfully if I had it before I poured a ton of money in
my CJ-7 I would have built it instead.E-mail me and let me know something.By the way
I live in south west Arkansas.Sorry no pics yet..SUBJECT>Re:Have M-715 for sale POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7005 NEXT>7022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where do you live?if you are close i would be very interested
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7004 NEXT>7018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get the "What the hell is that?!"all the time!It's pretty easy to lip read that while
crossing an intersection too.
I also get asked if it's a hummer a lot.???I guess it takes all kinds.:)
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My favorite response is-"I saw one of those just the other day"or "My buddy has a truck
just like this"I like the look of disbelief when I tell people-"No,really it's not a Power
Wagon!"Mike.
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SUBJECT>230 engine gasket overhaul kits POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7012 7048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much/where from?i found a kit,but they said it has the civilian head gasket?do i
need a military one?
SUBJECT>Re:38.5/11.00 X 16 inch POSTER>beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6993 NEXT>7029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did you get a good deal on the 37's?
SUBJECT>Re:wanting to buy a M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6952 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you e-mail with information.Let me know if any questions or if you want to look it
over.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine gasket overhaul kits POSTER>Facundo Madrid
EMAIL>rio@rocketmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
sorry I can't be of more help to you;however,I would like to know the answer to your
question and where you came by your 230 engine gasket kit?How much it cost?.Facundo
SUBJECT>still have 1967 M715 for sale/trade POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 12:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7209 7457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 for sale or trade for dodge truck,power wagon,or M37.This M715 is in very
good shape.It has the winch and it works great.Runs and drives great.Many new parts.
Still original paint,only has 9800 miles.Asking 3500.00 or trade.Located in Wester
Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
20 February 2002,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6981 NEXT>7017
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Helitool disc brake conversion will not work with 15"rims.
SUBJECT>rims from diamond racing--NOTICE !!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spoke to bill again about our order--i asked him to (after i give him the gathered info )
post the prices for all on the zone--so this way no one will think i`m doing anything
underhanded.i have right now 7 guys including myself--he will work with us--PLEASE
do not place your orders thru him,as i know a few already have --the more we have as a
group the better the prices will be.thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:calling on rims monday---final chance POSTER>soupy13
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6988 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,count me in.i'm not sure what size i may want to go with,but i do want to
order some.if by chance,does anyone know what size of wheel is the most common used
by everyone.i would like to run at least 39 or 40's.and i plan on putting front disc brakes
on also.thanks......
SUBJECT>Re:Still Trying to Decide!POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats what i thought,ill stick with stock rims then....
have you put the helitool kit on?email me offline
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7007 NEXT>7031 7110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get the hummer thing too.Morons
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
February 2002,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7003 NEXT>7020.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,don't knock the civic,My $500 civic has transported more parts for less money tha
any of my other Jeeps,including a 2.5 ton rockwell axle.(hatchback)True,I wouldn't use
it as a daily driver and would otherwise never claim it and sure as heck wouldnt be proud
of it,but it is economical.
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7019 NEXT>7026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last summer I had someone ask me if I was in the military.I was driving around topless
(the truck,not me!)raybans on and wearing shorts.Boy has the military changed...:^)
kaiserjeeps...(al)
SUBJECT>spring over knuckle arms POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I can cover the whole spring over except for the knuckle arm modification.Is T-
Man still around to do this for me,or can someone tell me what to do?Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Have M-715 for sale POSTER>Tony EMAIL>Speed4281@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>7006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Southwest coprner of Arkansas
SUBJECT>Re:Have M-715 for sale POSTER>cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7005 NEXT>7024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are you asking?
SUBJECT>Re:Have M-715 for sale POSTER>Tony EMAIL>Speed4281@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been asking $1000 for it as is.I know I can get and have been offered over that
amount for the the axles but they don't want the whole thing.Thats about the only thing
I'm basing my price on.I have no idea the actual value of a M-715.
SUBJECT>generator only putting out 20vdc POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My gen is only putting out 20 vdc,so it charges the back battery to 12 and only puts 8 on
the front.I got the 20 vdc straight off the gen wire while it was running.My manual says
something about adjusting the output voltage but doesn't show a diagram.Has anybody
ever done this or does anyone have any suggestions?He's running right now and I don't.want to shut it off before I
try to adjust it or at least check something out,I'm not sure it
will crank again without jumping.Both batteries are less than a month old
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
February 2002,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7020 NEXT>7028
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,around here on drill weekends the National Guard does exactly what you describe.
They drive their Hummers and CUCVs to get lunch at McDonald's and wear their camies
in Wal-Mart.What has the military come to is right.GSanders
SUBJECT>Power Steering Conversion POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7032 7043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to convert to power steering.I am installing a 454 so the pump will simply be a
custom hose no matter what box I use.What would be the best and easiest truck(can't find
fullsize Jeeps in my area in salvage yards or for a good price)to do this swap from.Any
help would be appreciated!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7026 NEXT>7030 7067 7132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the weekend warriors,but,us active duty Marines don't wear our
cammies out in town.Unless of course we are driving to and from work.I guess I don't
get as much Humvee confusion on a Marine Corps Base.However it's kinda fun to put on
my Flack Jacket and kevlar with my cammies and roll through the gate like I'm part of
some restored Motor Pool.You can see some confusion on the young MP's faces (smiles
on others).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:38.5/11.00 X 16 inch POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7010 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone had ordered them and then wanted larger tires,so I picked them up at
areasonable price.Try 4-Wheel Parts.They seem to have the best price.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7028 NEXT>7034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what you mean.When I get to the gate where I work the MP's start to wave me
through.Then stop me at the last minute to ask for my ID when they figure out it's a POV
and not an active tactical vehicle..SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I somtimes say "you bet it's a Hummer","It's for sale"."I'll give you the cut rate and take
$35,000 for it"!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Conversion POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7027 NEXT>7040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know alot of people use salvage boxes,but I went a different route and bought one from
AGR Power Steering.The box is "new"and they do a couple of mods to make it stronger.
A bunch of guys use these boxes for hardcore wheeling an rock crawling.The down side
is the price,about $375.Also,if you get a custom hose made,don't forget to get one end
with a swivel so you can position the hose correctly.Make sure the high pressure side
uses the correct fittings for the pressure.The 454 sounds great!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:4"national spring lift POSTER>Chris Bailey
EMAIL>cmbailey4@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have to say I am the proud owner of the kaiser in the december issue.The only thing I
can see might be a problem for you is the rough ride.I don't mind the problem but people
who ride in the always comment about it.So if your wife rides with you it might be a
problem.
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7030 NEXT>7035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,whats POV mean????Always wanting to know...Kaiserjeeps.
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7034 NEXT>7037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
personally owned vehicle
SUBJECT>Re:generator only putting out 20vdc POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7025 NEXT>7039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure others on this list have more knowledge about this than I since I have only
adjusted my voltage once.On TOP of your alternator you should see towards the rear of
the case a small allen head plug.Remove this plug and down inside about 1/2"down you
should see a screw or a slotted plate for a screwdriver.I think it was counter clockwise
increases voltage.On my alternator there is a little arrow with a "increase"printed next to.it.
Make VERY small adjustments and check your voltage.I mean start really small.I was
able to gain several volts by barely moving the screw at all.Good luck with this.Maybe if
I left anything out one of the other guys can fill in................Kaiserjeeps.(al)
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7035 NEXT>7041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah....Thankyou...I knew it was something simple...Kaiserjeeps....(al)
SUBJECT>Help!Need part number/source!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find the inner axles seals for the front Dana 60.All the guys at NAPA can come
up with are the ones with the snout and they won't fit.Does anyone have a part number
they've used or a source I can get these fast.Any help is greatly appreciated.I tried the
cardfile,but I'm not very compudr litrat and can't get the info.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:generator only putting out 20vdc POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,I'm headed out there now.Where did you check your voltage at after you made
the adjustments?and did it take a while to increase to the new setting or was it
instananeous?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Conversion POSTER>Dram88
EMAIL>nwgrayso@mtu.edu DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7032 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a 70's to 80's full size GM car.Make sure that the Box mounts inside the frame.Also
make sure the box fittings match the pump fitting on your pump(standard or metric o-
ring).If it has the same fittings you can probably find a stock hose to fit.I too swapped in
a 454 and did this swap using a full size jeep pittman arm.Works great!
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I love is to drive though the gate with just my black out lights
on.the people behind me try to tell me I have a tail light out.(I own a 54 m38a1 will be
back to 100%restored this spring)I also get the stares when in uniform.people don't
know what to think.You should have seen the stares when I came through the gate
hauling a 726 behind my ford It lookked the same as the day day it came off an Army
base.
koobster.SUBJECT>Re:CLUB INFO?POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is also the Yahoo 715 zone we try to have a chat on sunday evenings we talk tech
and this and that and just shoot the sh#$
koobster
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Conversion POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes j10 or fullsize cherakee or wagoneer cj's gm mid size cars like chevelles and
montecarlos will work
SUBJECT>Re:M-717???POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith4501@home.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David,I sent you an email.
Bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Help!Need part number/source!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7038 NEXT>7073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bpa,E-mail me.I have some.Barry.
SUBJECT>need locking hubs POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>7079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I broke a hub last weekend and was wondering if anyone know who stocks the locking
hubs for the 715 thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7050 7051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the cover of the pumpkin off today and found mud and water with a little bit of
grease!Some rust but now much!The reason i did this is because something was
preventing me from pushing the truck back!i kept getting stuck in a certain place and
would not go past that place!Thats when I discovered the mud,grit,and grime!What do
I do?This is the first time I have ever done this!How do I take the axle shafts out!Please
tell me how and what I need to do to make this axle work!No teeth are worn on the ring
either!Do i need to replace my seals?If so,where do I get them and what part numbers
do I need?I looked in the card file,but I need more info!Please help!!!!THanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine gasket overhaul kits POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:49 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7009 NEXT>7121
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have found that you can get what ever you want from O'Reilly or NAPA.
krob725
SUBJECT>New Heaters from Summit.POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7059 7253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
Just got my new Summit catalogue today.In the front section for new products,they have
a killer heater.It's compact,10"x9"x5",has a 3 speed fan,flows 140 cfm and produces
12,000 BTUs,has several mounting options and includes all hardware and wiring.Part #:
FLX-640.Summits'#is:800-230-3030.I may have to break down now that I have a
hardtop and give one a try!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7047 NEXT>7056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I was in my axle not long ago when I was doing the brakes.Undo the 8 bolts in the axle
flange at the brake drums (where the lift shackles are)and the axles just slide out.It's
probably a good time to check the wheel bearings and brakes now too,while you're back
there.
No inner axle seals,as I learned from Zoners.There are wheel bearing seals,about 20
bucks each.You should replace these if you inspect the bearings.I can get the number if
needed (the original National seal number is obsolete now).
Make new axle flange gaskets when you put the axles back in.I used 1/64"gasket
material.I drew the front and rear gaskets on Autocad and printed them right on the seal
material for a perfect fit and simple cutout.If you have Autocad,I can email the file and
you can print them or maybe we can work something else out if you like.
The diff cover gasket is available anywhere.Got mine a NAPA,D60 and D70 are the
same.
Hopefully what you needed is in here somewhere.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7047 NEXT>7053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Removing the axle shafts and differential is relatively easy.As far as how the crap got i
there sounds like the issue.Were you leaking any gear oil?I'd remove all the above
stated,clean it,and inspect it.If everything looks ok,Reinstall it fill with gear oil and let it
sit to see if any seals are bad.If nothing leaks then,I'd drive it a couple of miles and let it
sit.Something has to be leaking at that point (for so much junk to be in there).If you need.simple instructions on
the "removing"part let me know,and I'll email them to ya'.I'll be
up all night testing my @#$%!^ alternator charge.
Rhino
SUBJECT>I forgot the Heater price.It's $150 nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7051 NEXT>7055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you also should check the vent tube on the top of the axle.it is supposed to be connected
to a tube that goes up to the air filter.if it has become disconnected water and dirt will
flow freely into the axle assembly.
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krob725
SUBJECT>Re:clutch ?????POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
from the 2002 PAW catalog:
66-70 j series military truck w/230 engine
premium replacement set,P/N 88499 $165.95
powergrip HD set,P/N 98499 $269.95
organic disk,P/N 301M $144.95
competition metallic disk,P/N 6121 $164.95
matched pressure plate,P/N 403 $159.95
release bearing,P/N 51489 $32.95
size 10.5
spline 1-1/8-10
it is a great catalog!!!!!!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7053 NEXT>7061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys!I need to replace my vent tubes anyway!I am doing a 350 chevy swap so
where will they go then????Also,where do i get the new vent tubes?Are the available
anywhere?I also have heard about using baby bottle nipples-has anyone tried this?
Thanks again!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7050 NEXT>7057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Could you get the numbers of what I will need?I dont have auto cad
either-could we
work something out on those flange seals?Thanks,Mark
Also,the truck had been sitting for 15 years,would the grease and oil break down after
that long!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>Chris Bailey EMAIL>cmbailey4@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the axel seems to be stuck when your trying to remove it it's because the nuts tighte
down onto a tapered stud.Just take a hammer and hit the end of the axel and they will
loosen.
SUBJECT>Saw an M715 on the News Tonght!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7060 7221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a m715 on the news tonight!They were talking about homeland security and funds
for firefighters!It was cool!!!!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:New Heaters from Summit.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7049 NEXT>7075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,if you get one,let me know how it works!I wonder if it would heat the cab up?
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Saw an M715 on the News Tonght!POSTER>sean mcclain
EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7055 NEXT>7063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Sitting for 15 years -I'd definitely go over all fluids.Some others recommended that I
change all gear oil right off the bat (trans,transfer case,both axles)which I'm slowly
getting to.The brake job really slowed me up though.Front bearing grease is a place to
check too,most people never even touch it until there's a failure.And there's two more 20
dollar seals.
The rear bearing seals are Nat'l seal #416282.They're a bear to get in but they do fit.And
don't pack the rear bearings -yet another tip from the Zoners.Just put a bit of grease on
'em and make sure there's plenty of oil in the axle (try too much oil).
When you clean the housing,beware of the bearings and any machined surfaces if you
use water to flush,those parts will rust in a heartbeat.
If you can wait until next week,E-mail me your address and I can help you with the.gaskets.
Chris
SUBJECT>Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7070 7072 7074 7080 7093 7098 7125
7144 7175 7188 7203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Everyone!
I am writing to you all to tap into your collective knowledge and expertise with respect to
the M715.I have been pondering this project,and I would greatly appreciate as much
input as possible,and encourage everyone to weigh in with their thoughts or
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recommendations!
First,the background.About a year ago I purchased a 1969 Kaiser M715 Cargo Truck,
with the Braden LU-4 winch.It is,as far as I can tell,a completely stock vehicle as is and
has 9990 miles on the odometer.It was not running when I bought it;it needed a new
carb,as well as a fuel pump and master cylinder.These were procurred by me,and
installed by a garage I have used for my '67 Jeepster Commando.I was also told it needed
a new (or repaired/relined)gas tank.I has run only around the block;it has been at the
shop most of the time I've owned it.There and the police impound yard (in the aftermath
of 09/11,it was parked on the street,not yet registered or licenced,and one of my jittery
neighbors blew it in!)Anyway...
On to my project.Simply put,I want to create the ULTIMATE M715.I want this truck to
be a "Swiss Army Knife"type of vehicle,kinda in the spirit of the "Tough Truck
Competition."I will be using it primarily as my tow vehicle for my military jeeps,towing
a 17ft 7000lb GVW dual axle car hauler with a jeep atop.But it will also serve as a "daily
driver"vehicle too.When I say "I Want It All",I mean I envision the truck to have the
ability to cruise the highway at 65+mph (with good "road manners"/handling),but still
have stump-pulling torque and low gear crawl for off-roading.12 volt conversion,I'm
assuming.Reowering/engine swapping is a given.It must run on pump gas,and be
durable,serviceable,reliable and run smoothly (no lopey stroker).Big meats -36"to 38".
Probably an automatic transmission.Granny low?...wouldn't get that much use,but sure,
what the hell.Ideally it should have onboard air compressor (with enough uumph to run
air tools)and a welder.Wiring so you could jump a vehicle without opening the hood and
jumper cabling.In-cab juice for CB,GPS,and whatever (laptop?)Maybe even an under-
the-hood water heater for a shower!In short,I want it to "do it all."Tho I'm not one of
those anti-government manifesto-writing survivalist Rambo types,I picture the
ULTIMATE M715 Project Truck as the vehicle that this individual might just build for
himself,so if you're stuck way out in East Egypt somewhere,you can pretty much handle
it all.
So the question,I guess,for you all is:what would YOU recommend for building this
proposed rig,soup-to-nuts,no holds barred,if it were your truck?This is like Fantasy
Football,but instead of choosing your quarterback,wide receiver and special teams,you
choose engine (make and size),transmission and drivetrain components.So please feel
free to build it your way,mild to the max,and as detailed as you want to get,right dow.to the last nut and bolt.If
nothing else,it'll make for some interesting reading for us all!
Sorry about the long-windedness of this post,and thanks,in advance,for the advice!!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7061 NEXT>7066 7142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I can wait on the gaskets!I do have auto cad access at Pittsburg State University!I
could maybe sneak into the lab and use theire system,but I'm not familiar with the
protocol!Who carries the national parts?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>batts won't charge POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My alternator won't recharge my batts,I know this from checking the voltage over about a
7 hour period with the truck running and applying different loads (lights)for different
times then turning them off and allowing ample time for recharge,but it never got back to
my original batt voltage of 24.9 (measured at the alternator from the batts).I know you
can adjust the alternator output,and i can see how to do it,but I have no idea where to
meter the voltage at while I do this.I have no "amp gauge"in the vehicle,and none of the
fancy test equipment i've read about tonight.Does anyone know where to get this reading
with a meter(mine can read amperage)?Or do I need to go purchase some more tools?
The original battery that came out earlier today wouldn't make it past 7.9 after 2 hours
hooked up to the alternator.
it's midnight here,looks like I'm driving the F150 tomorrow...crap!
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:454mounts POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>6975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
I will check that out!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7063 NEXT>7068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most anywhere should be able to get the seals.If not I'm sure they could cross the
numbers.At least NAPA would be familiar with the brand name.
I was just going to print the gaskets for you and I need to know where to send them.I owe
you anyhow,after hassling with buying the bed and then backing out.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20.February 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7028 NEXT>7082
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Some guys join the service for respect but fail to realize that you have to be respectable to
get it.A lot of people around here call them the National Garbage.Just what the heck do
they do anyway?Its obvious that they are not always going to and from base because they
come in during the day on Saturday.I would like to see some of these pot-bellied morons
run a mile.Just a bunch of nasties around here.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7066 NEXT>7069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't worry about the bed!I wish I had a way to get it to you!!!Here is my address:
Mark Frischenmeyer
1016 E.Washington Apt.A
Pittsburg,Kansas 66762
Is there anything I need to know to get the auto cad to work for me?Thanks again,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7068 NEXT>7071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You won't need the autocad.I'll take care of it on my end for you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First advice,either slow down and take a deep breath and realize you need to approach
this slowly,one task at a time,or get a real estate agent to sell the house to buy everything
you have listed.If you go with the latter you will need to find as good divorce lawyer if
you are married.If you go with the first and do not want to sell the house pick the truck
up from the shop and get your hands dirty or it will never get done.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7069 NEXT>7078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris,I really appreciate this!We need to figure out how to get you this bed and
tailgate!Seems like no one else needs it!Did you try forwardair for prices on shipping?I
don't even know if they will ship anything that big!Worth a try!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 9:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would start with figuring out how to fund such a
project!Your talking BIG money.
SUBJECT>Re:Help!Need part number/source!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7045 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,I e-mailed you with the address from the Yahoo site.If that address is still good,
you have the info,if not,you can contact me at stephenbstuckey@earthlink.net.Thanks
for the response.
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds to me like you need to give the M715 project up.If you want a good base to start
with and you want a stock military truck to start with,try picking up either a Chevy
CUCV Contact Truck or a M936 (A1 or A2)5-ton medium wrecker.
Both should pull your Jeeps around and give you what else you need.Except the M936
will only get around 3-4 miles to the gallon,but it does have duel fuel tanks capable of
139 gallons.
If your 715 is as stock as you say,it would be a good restoration project for some one.If
it's a hulk,chop away,and win the lottery or get two more full time jobs to fund it.
SUBJECT>Re:New Heaters from Summit.POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7059 NEXT>7103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The heater I pulled from an old 2 1/2 ton and installed in mt rig works great with a soft
top,and that's even when it's 15 degrees or so.Though it only puts out a measly 30,000
BTU.
SUBJECT>food for thought POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
February 2002,at 11:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7077
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK guys.I am not trying to start any fights here,just something that has been on my
mind.Closed knuckle front axles-the lube grease,gear oil what ever you are using,is
lubing three things in there.1 u-joint 2 lower bearing 3 upper bearing.So.....I am
wondering if the alxe is spinning and throwing oil up to the upper bearing the way that is
designed to do.Now the question is for the guys that have put lock out hubs on there
alxes.since the alxe shaft is no longer turning have you experienced any excelerated
upper bearing falure do to lack of lube
SUBJECT>Re:food for thought POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 11:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not Yet!But there is grease in mine so it shouldn't wash out or let gravity take it away.from the upper bearing.As
far as the U joints that are in the housing.I can't see how the
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grease lubes them anyway,they should be sealed units much like the drive shaft U joints,
and you need a grease gun and zirk fitting to do those.
I am under the inpression that is why the Lube Order calls for a complete break down,
cleansing,regrease and reassemby of these items every 12,000 miles.Like any one will
ever do that RIGHT!I know I don't.I just keep my knuckles full of grease and put some
more in (20 pumps)a couple of time a year and lock the hubs in every month for a day of
driving around town.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7071 NEXT>7085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,When you replace the gear oil,make shure you use a good synthetic,like Amsoil 75-
90,this oil wil not break down under extream conditions.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:need locking hubs POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Autozone can order them in,they also have the best price.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>7081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,This project is going to take time and money.An engine swap is a must,this truck
could weigh over 10,000 lbs when you are through,a big block gas or a diesel is the only
way to go.For gears,to roll this truck at 65 all day long,you would need higher ratio ring
and pinions,O.D.tranny or taller tires than 38's.Stopping this hulk could be a
problem,power brakes and Helitool disc brake conversion would be a must,power
steering is a given,Good Luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Been there,thought about doing that.Looked at the cost and decided to buy several
vehicles for over all less money to do what you want to do.It can be done but the
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$will be a truck load.
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll tell you what i have noticed driving mine.you couldn't hold a gun on someone and
make them pull out in front of me in traffic!
SUBJECT>Re:batts won't charge POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
February 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7064 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your charged battery terminal voltage should be 12.7V per battery (full charge).That's a
total battery voltage of 25.4V for a 24V system.
Your charging voltage should be 14.7V per battery.So,on a 24V system your alternator
output should be 29.4V (yes,that's while connected to the batteries).That puts you in the
middle of the green area on the stock dash battery charge meter.A little less voltage is
fine,but don't go for higher voltage.
If your battery only charges to 8V,the battery is bad.This indicates you have two shorted
cells.It's a gonner.
SUBJECT>Another early grill on Ebay POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is another grill on Ebay.I found it under wagoneers.the ad reads "Jeep gladiator,
wagoneer grill"auction number #1806564140
Good luck....Kaiserjeeps...(al)
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7078 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To cut bolt holes,ect.in homemade gaskets you can use EMPTY fired firearm shell
casings.Pick one of correct size,(example 38s/.357s cut a tight 3/8s hole),place the gasket
to be on a piece of scrap lumber,line up mouth of empty on top of hole location and hit
with a small hammer.
I used this method on many gaskets before getting proper hole cutting punches.If you
can't tell a empty shell from a loaded one just go ahead and buy the punches for everyones
saftey.
SUBJECT>Quick Weight Reference POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just had my truck weighed.
6,280 lbs.with tall deck big block chevy,3053-A,PTO,hydraulic pump,hydraulic
motor,10,000#duece and a half winch w/200ft of 1/2"cable,and a heavily built front
bumber.
All the rest is pretty much stock...even tires at the moment.
SUBJECT>what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak PREVIOUS>NEXT>7089 7163 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I'm strongly considering getting in on the diamond wheel "group buy"but would like to.know what it will take in
regard to modifications.If any of you are running 38-40"tires,
please let me know all the modifications needed (spring over,body lift,new shocks,drive
shafts...)and any drawbacks that come with it?
Thanks,
Mike
SUBJECT>Roman's Surplus...Some M715 Parts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I visited this place last week and purchased four,brand new 715 wheels w/rings for $25 a
piece!
Roman's Surplus is located just outside of Chambersburg,Pa.He has a stack of wheels
and rings that a glass beading would easily clean and some new in box wheels sitting
outside but in great condition.Hell,for $25 a piece it's worth it just for the centers to put
in a more common can!
He also has 18 front axles.They do not have the hubs,um,I guess you could say they are
complete spindle to spindle.Most have the drive flange sitting on the axle end.He also
informed me that he has rear differentials,like 75 of them new in the box.I didn't get a
chance to look at them so a call and a question on the spline count would be in order.
Hope this helps anyone!
Oh,the #is:1.717.263.3700 and the fax is:1.717.263.7939
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7087 NEXT>
7104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
You could get by for awhile with no modifications at all while running the 38-40"tires.
Running on the street and mild offroad should be ok.The problem will come in extreme
offroading when flexing the springs,articulating the suspensions and turning sharp
corners.
My advice to you is buy the wheels and tires and then just see how they fit.An easy 3"
cab lift may be all you want to do.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Help Please POSTER>Chase EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,
at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7092 7185 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what tool do you use to get the transfer case fill plug out.i tryed all my sockets and none
of them would fit
SUBJECT>Ground Transport POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com.DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 10:40
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of a good trucking company for possible shipment of a M715
approximately 1500 miles.Been quoted about $0.65 a loaded mile (pretty good I think),
but just wanted to see what anyone else has been getting or if somebody has a reputable
company.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Help Please POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 February
2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7090 NEXT>7155
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they're not all necessarily the same.
most are a square hole,just measure the width of the square hole...
if it's 1/2"simply use a 1/2"drive socket wrench.
some have a square peg.12 point sockets works on them.
it's really very simple,am i missing something here?
it could be REALLY tight,who knows,it may have never have been touched for 35
years.teflon pipe tape is great stuff to have around...
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Your thoughts and mine are very similar.Here is what I've done so far and what I've had
in mind:
I too wanted a "do it all"truck and also figured the M715 was a good platform to build it
on.While you are listing all the things you want it to do,it would be good to assig
priorities to each item.You will find that some items seem to cancel others and you will
need to decide what is most important when you are considering tradeoffs.Here was my
list and how I decided what to do.
Maintain the military look -OD paint,NDT tires,official markings.
More traction offroad -40"x11"x18"Gamma Goat tires and wheels using Snake River
Adapters.I found that after a little moving them around from front to back,I got a
combination that runs smooth and balance even at high speeds.The only problem with
the NDT's is they don't handle very well when there is a lot of water on the road.I believe
there are other tread patterns that fit the same wheels.If you spend a lot of time on the
highway pulling the trailer,you may want to consider a good quality modern tire that
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would handle better then the NDT's.
More power -The easiest is to drop in a Chevy engine using an adpater to bolt up to the
stock tranny.I chose a 6.2 diesel with a turbo because I like them and they provide good
economy on the highway.A gas 350 would be the easisest and cheapest.
PTO Winch -If you want to keep the functionlity of the pto winch then you should.probably stay with the original
transmission that the pto gets it's power from.
Onboard Air -A low cost method is to find a used York (i'm not sure of the brand)
automotive air conditioner compressor.It comes with brackets to mount on the chevy
engine and by adding a pressure switch,saftey valve and air tank,you should get some
pretty good usable air for you tools and airing up tires.
Highway speed -A set of 4.56 ring and pinion gears will increase your top speed about
15mph plus if you run 40"tires you will gain more like 20mph.That also depends on
which engine you go with.A diesel runs slower then a gas engine.Of course setting it up
for highway speeds will compromise your rockcrawling gears,but that's a decision you
will need to make.
Better brakes -Power brakes are fairly simple.A vacuum booster and new style master
cylinder will bolt right in.You will find power drum brakes in good condition have a lot
of stopping power.They fade faster then dics but are a lot cheaper.
Power steering -This is also an easy bolt on conversion using readily availble civilia
parts.
Heater -A heater out of a civilian J truck will bolt right on.
The above was the formula I was going for with my truck.Realistically you could
probably do it all for about $10,000 if you shop around and can do all the work yourself.
If you have to hire the work out,you'd better figure $20,000 to build a reasonable "do it
all"truck.Even more if you really want to do all the things which you have described.
Good Luck!
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Weight Reference POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 725 weighs 6200 lbs with me &the ol lady.350 chevy/420/200.
SUBJECT>alternator bad POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,
21 February 2002,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7096 7100
7140 7146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My alternator is deffinatley bad,(will not produce voltage).I priced one of them through
White Owl Parts,because it's local,and he said $325 for a REMANUFACTURED one
with mine as a turn-in.Holy crap,Batman!So I now have now decided to take the ge
apart and see if I can see anything obvious,and try and fix it.If that doesn't pan out I will
take it to the closest electric engine experts(brush shop).It can't cost that much for them
to overhaul it....besides I have a $325 budget now.Has anyone ever taken their gen apart
before?Mine is the 60amp version
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
February 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7095 NEXT>7097.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeez man I sold a very good one off my 230 for 50 bucks.I can't believe they want that
much for a rebuilt one.I have bought a few things from white owl and they are high.If
you need anything else for the engine give me a holler i might have what you need.you
won't beat the price.If you come pick it up i'll give it to you ...lol
wade
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7096 NEXT>7117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I probably will need something,in the near future.How long do you plan having the
engine and or parts?Drop me a e-mail and I'll get in touch with you.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd just like to have one with a working alternator right now:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7095 NEXT>7101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
Mine was bad also,got an estimate of around $200 to rebuild.I had a M151 parts vehicle,
i robbed the 25amp 24v generator from it along with the regulator,and installed in my
715.Works like a champ.Just a thought...
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7100 NEXT>7105 7106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm...I wonder if other 24 volt military vehicles with alternators under 60amps would
work?How long have you been running this setup?
miles,not months
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Rhino
SUBJECT>T-98 Rebuild POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
21 February 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/UdhZwRvCX.
PREVIOUS>NEXT>7115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am rebuilding my two t-98 transmissions and i am having a lot of trouble locating parts..i need a lot more then
those cheap rebuild kits provide,such as input shafts etc.please let
me know if you know where to find these parts.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:New Heaters from Summit.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one of those 30,000btu heaters.It will fry eggs while you crawl through the
woods.Hit the hiway you will do good to stay warm.Guess I got some holes to plug,huh
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7089 NEXT>7122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I have a 3''cab lift,it is wicked easy to install.I run 9.00x20 tires at 41''tall and there
is no problem with clearence,even with the weight of my winch and my 8''
snowplow.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino,i am not butting in but all the construction equipment where i work has 24v
alternator system with internal regulator.most are delco or leece-neville.they work well
and may be cheaper.check with a parts store WITH REAL PARTSPEOPLE!!!!!!!!!ask
to see their heavy equipment catalog.there may be something better for you in there.
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7101 NEXT>7113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not that long,maybe 500 miles.However,my M37 has the exact same setup (25amp),
came stock like that from miltary,and has been running for years.The systems are
essentially the same,power draw-wise,not really sure why they orignally have such a
high power rating,maybe due to the ambulance/utility-service truck requirements of the
725,etc.,which may have been carried over to the regular cargo truck.I just did this as a
cost-saving measure due to the availabiltiy of the components.Mutt parts are cheap (free
in my case).
Regards,Austin
SUBJECT>16.5 wheels POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7120 7184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone built 16.5 wheels using generic whitespoke wheels and orig.centers?just
wondering if they are too small for 16.5 rims or if you have to turn them down.if you
have to turn them down,how much reinforcement do you lose?inquiring minds want to
know..SUBJECT>Gas??????POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>7111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this sounds like a dumb questain!but I have the stock 230 Tornadio in my M715
and would like to know if I need to or should put an addetive in the fule?and if so what??
Thanks !
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!VERY TRUE MY !
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep I get the mummer thing !
SUBJECT>Re:Gas??????POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7108 NEXT>7112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had mine for 4 years.Still running the 230,use regular unleaded have not had a
single problem.I do put a gas stablizer in the gas tank when i am gonna let it sit for a
month or so.Hope it helps.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Gas??????POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7111 NEXT>7116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The engine was built with hardened seats and valves(assumeing it's a stock MILITARY
230).Unleaded is fine.Also don't waste money on the super or mid grade fuel.Stay with
the 87 octane.
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7106 NEXT>7131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a regular looking delco 24 volt alternator on mine,it looks just like a current 2001
car alternator
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SUBJECT>is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7118 7119 7127 7162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is this trailer too much for a STOCK 715?anyone using one?i can get one for 400 with
the bows and NO rust....brakes work,but if i got it id like to convert them to electric......
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Rebuild POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 10:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
I've had great luck finding parts for my '50 plymouth transmission through Northwest
Transmission Parts in Ohio.I've bought gasket sets,brand new cluster gears,a new slider
gear,synchros and small parts kits.They seem to be very reasonable on prices and have
tons of stuff in stock.
I think their area code has changed but this is what I have:
(937)442-2811.
They're in Winchester,Ohio,so if the number dosen't work,try 411.
I hope they can help.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Gas??????POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great THANKS I will sleep better now =)Just had no idea if I was hurting the engine!
Thanks for the info guys!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>frank EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 February 2002,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this company:CME ARMA,INC.4500 N.W.36TH AVENUE MIAMI FL.33142
(305)633 1524 FAX (305)633 9537 60 AMP 24 VOLT MILITARY ALT
I used them about 2 years ago and they were very helpful.Unit came without pully.Hope
it helps Frank
SUBJECT>Re:is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
21 February 2002,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7114 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,the M105 is way too big for the stock M715.That's why the price is low.It was
intended to be hauled by a 2-1/2 or 5 ton truck.I believe that it was rated for 1-1/2 tons
and was setup with air brakes,much bigger tires/rims.The M715 could tow the M101 or
M116 trailers that are rated at 3/4 tons and have the same size tires but different rim lug
pattern (you'l need a matching spare tire off an M37).The M101 has a box and bows just
like the M105,just smaller and the M116 has the same chassis as the M101 but just a flat
bed for a power unit
SUBJECT>Re:is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22
February 2002,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7114 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is the trailer I use and I love it.My truck is spring over and m105 sets almost level be
hind it.I lay some boards across the bed throw a queen matress on them and our camp
gear under the matress put my new cover on and all I do is unhook when we get to our.camp site.I will admitt the (or
my)drum brakes don't stop it very well.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 wheels POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,
at 3:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7107 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought 16.5 and the tire brakes bead easly.Get 16 instead.I heard they won't do that
near as much.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine gasket overhaul kits POSTER>Marc Lesko EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7048
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Adirondack Dodge at 315-896-2572.I bought one set for $65.00 and it had
everything including the head gasket and a short piece of gasket for the timing cover.
marc
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak PREVIOUS>7104 NEXT>7124 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds like what I would like to end up with.I also have a slowplow mounted on the
front of mine,which pulls the front down slightly.I'm not sure what size tires I would
eventually run.I'm running stock engine and drive train and don't plan to change any time
soon.I use the truck for pulling stumps or anything else needing moved and mild four
wheeling,mainly on trails.Some times get in the mud and alot of small trees on my
reclaimed strip mine property.I'm even considering 44"tires but don't want to spend a
fortune on modifying this toy.What would it take to run 44's?
SUBJECT>Wanted:Single Male With...POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>7126 7137
7199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...a M724 Jeep.Please send picture of Jeep.:-)Well I got ya to look anyhow.Seriously,
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if anyone has any really good pictures of an M724 that you can distinguish from the
M726,please send them to me for the shirt project.
Thanks in advance
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7122 NEXT>7154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,To run those wide 44's a spring over is a must,if you run the narrow 41's like me,a
3''cab lift is all you need.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:33 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>7143
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This could be fun...what's the budget:)
First skip the gas engine...and get a diesel
2000-6000 -5.9L Cummins TD
800-2000 -NV4500
1500 -Klune 2.7:1
150-300 -1st gen NP205
2500-3000 -Gear Vendor 80%Aux Overdrive unit
800-1500 -2.5 ton rockwell axles
700-900 -2 detroit lockers
350-400 -pair of milemarker lockout hubs
700-1000 -Custom 20 ” rims
700-1500 -9,10,or11x20 tires Max of 44 ” height
10200-18100 for the drivetrain
-strip the frame and cab down completely
-all new gauges
-all new bakes and lines
-reciever hitch setup for towing
I ’ll stop …but in reality I ’d say go with a diesel and 40-44 ” tires,,
all depends on how much $$$your willing to sink into the project,
and this is assuming you do all the work yourself …
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:Single Male With...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Cookie,
If you look in the Project Manager manual,there are some,more or less,line drawings of
each model of the family.The 724 unfortunately is a cab and chassis in the manual...I
wish they did show it in any configuration other than the generic,but....
GOOD LUCK on the art search!!!
By the way,I'm wearing my 1 1/4 tons of fun from Kansas in the office today!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7114 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another of our members here in Wisconsin has been using one of htese trailers for
several years behind a stock drivetrain without problems,other than the stopping
distance.He also has the 20 inch 6x6 rims with 9.00-20 tires.He drives it over 100 miles
to the military show here in central Wi in August,loaded with parts and goodies to sell at
the swap meet..There is a picture of the truck with trailer in the members picture gallery under
"Louie715".
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ground Transport POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>mikea@mich.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7091
NEXT>7161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like a pretty good deal,i paid almost a buck a mile when i had mine shipped.
SUBJECT>plow set up for m-715--for sale POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a plow set-up for a m-715 for sale--i don`t need it and it was with the truck when i
bought it--it`s a western electric over hydraulic plow--new edge on it-with the frame and
the cab control.in excelent condition--needs to be painted but thats it.i live in upstate
new york--willing to meet someone if interested.serious people only.simple bolt on
system -heavy duty metal--please e-mail to mike.ricci@twcable.com asking $800.00
SUBJECT>Re:plow set up for m-715--for sale POSTER>David Reuter
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7129 NEXT>7205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interested in doing any trading ????
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7113
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
could you give me a part number of the Delco alternator you have?
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or any helpful ordering info I could take to NAPA.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>Dan White EMAIL>dw@ewebheads.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7028
NEXT>7136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,that is so cool!Got a good chucle out of it,thanks!
And yes,I have gotten the Hummer question too.Hmmm...
SUBJECT>looking 4 m715 in mass area POSTER>craig EMAIL>-abyss-@excite.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
still looking 4 m715 in mass area!
SUBJECT>WORK!?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,
22 February 2002,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7138 7141.7160 7169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't wanna be at work today...Not even a little bit!
SUBJECT>Dana 70 front differential POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has any one done a spring-over useing a Dana 70 closed knuckle front end.If so how
hard is the steering crossover and what parts are needed.That's just a few questions,I
have seen a photo of Willie's truck but thats all looks good.Help me please Thanks
Brandon.
SUBJECT>Re:2 kinds of people POSTER>ronnie EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 February
2002,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7132 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The two basic kinds of people as the ones that own a M715 and the ones that wish they
could own one.Yea.
Happy Friday to all!!!!!
SUBJECT>M724 Cab and Chassis POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7123 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Pam,
Although most M724's today probably have some kind of utility box on the back similar
to an M726,I believe the original configuration as they came from Kasier was just a cab
and chassis as Brute4c mentioned above.I'm guessing that a correct representation of a
true M724 would be one that did not have any additional rear box added at all.This
particular model I believe was destined to have many other custom body's as required by
the military,not just utility types.I'm also guessing they were available with or without a
winch.
Probably the best way to get a realistic picture,would be to find a good looking M715 or
M726 that doesn't have the bed on the back and take a picture.
Just my 2 cents worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7134
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didnt either.But the air force would consider that awol
SUBJECT>Four Wheeler POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,
22 February 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got the latest Four Wheeler,it's the tough truck issue,no military stuff sadly.But
there's an article on the rockwell axles.I haven't read it yet but the pictures look neat.The
brakes look like the ones on my 51 dodge,man I hate those things.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7095
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a take off from my 68 m715.It worked great when the engine was in,only pulled it
a week ago.Make offer if interested.I am in missouri so frieght is your responsibility.
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7134
NEXT>7168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try this
dont think of it as work think of it as HELL with florescent lights!Ha Ha ha...........
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 February
2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7063 NEXT>7149 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey M715MAN,
Where do you live?I live just South of Joplin.These rigs are fairly rare in this area.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7125 NEXT>7177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just leave the truck stock for crying out loud!thes things are very cool stock!thats what
makes them valuable!It's A JEEP thing!
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SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>7171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm assuming price is no object,so break out the supercooled heavy duty platinum card
and lets go shopping!
engine:Merlin Block punched out to 700+CID,Chrysler Aluminum direct connection
Hemi Heads
Billet Merlin crank,rods and pistons,roller cam,lifters and valvetrain.custom fabbed
intake to accept Hilborn injection setup
MSD flying crank trigger Ignition system.
Dry sump oil pump system to ensure proper lubrication of all parts.Custom fenderwell headers (because they look
cool)
This combo should produce upwards of 1000 HP and 1200 ft/lbs of torque
with 10.5/1 compression and run on pump gas...YEAH!
Transmission(s):Keep it simple with a NV4500 Its a good strong trans and has a deep 1st
gear and an overdrive for highway happiness.We're going REALLY Deep on the axle
gearing so back it up with a gear vendors OD splitter unit for double OD.
Transfer case(s):Use the good ol'NP205 coupled with the 203 low range for super gnarly
low crawl ratios
Axles:2 front rockwells from the big duece and a half trucks
with custom made 4 wheel hydraulic steering system.Of course we'll use Detroits front
and rear(er..other front)7.13 gearing (or whatever the lowest gearset is for these suckers)
Custom fabbed 4 wheel disc brake conversion
Wheels &tires:Custom spun beadlock wheels and good ol 44"swapmers
Driveshafts:Get some custom CV jointed billet ones spun up that will take the abuse
Suspension:Spring over front and custom National springs to lift it up just enough to fit
those big swampers without rubbing
Throw it together with a full cage,autometer guages,RCI seats and 5 point harnesses,
some big gnarly PTO winches (front and rear)and get out there and go absolutely
anywhere.
Yee-Hah!
top that one y'all!
SUBJECT>Shirt Update POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>7148 7173 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am going to the screen printer tomorrow to work on the designs (weather permitting).
So hopefully in the next few weeks they will be up for voting.I am using a different
printer than originally planned ,they are more sophisticated than in the past,so I am
hoping to have some pretty neat designs done up.Thanks to all those who have placed
orders so far,and I will give more information on ordering and payment after the voting
is done.
Thanks in advance
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7095
NEXT>7178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i tried to get mine rebuilt.it was much cheaper to get a one wire GM style 24V alternator.
i bought one for about $100.00 .it works great,takes up less room and i only had to
slightly modify the original brakets.
krob725
SUBJECT>spline count question POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:37 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7153
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell me the inner axle spline count (at the diff)of the front Dana60 and the
rear Dana70 for '67-68 m715?
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Shirt Update POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7145
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking forward to it!Thanks for the time and effort.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7142
NEXT>7151 7240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Pittsburg,Kansas!Thats so cool!!!!!We'll have to go wheelin sometime if I ever
get the truck back together!!Mark
SUBJECT>Wheel Bearings!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a cup number for the rear axle?My axle is still full of mud and I need
to work on it tomorrow!What all do I need as far as axle seals (inside of the axle)?This
is my first time attempting anything like this (remember,this is my first project ever)!!!
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Man these things are so much fun to work on!!!I haven't even driven mine yet!!!!!
Hopefully done by May!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7149
NEXT>7152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
count me in also
I live in st joe missouri
in the process of repowering right now but would love to get a group together and go
wheeling.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7151
NEXT>7158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My jeep is going to take awhile,but hopefully I will have it done by May!It is still
stripped down to the frame!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:spline count question POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7147 NEXT>7156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.the front is 30 i think the rear is 23
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7124
NEXT>7157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 38.5 Swamper SXs now.Stock centers cut out and welded into 16.5 x 10
rims.I put the cab and body on about 1.5 inches of poly.Looks good,no clearance
problems,and it's not a mile in the air which keeps me from rolling over.
SUBJECT>Re:Help Please POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 February
2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7092 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Then there's always the field expedient method using ViceGrips and a four pound sledge.
Just kidding!Don't do this.
SUBJECT>Re:spline count question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7153
NEXT>7201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Summers is absolutely correct,30 up front,23 out back.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7154 NEXT>7164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did you get your rims done?I've been considering have that done instead of paying
for new expensive rims!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7152
NEXT>7159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is also a work in progress.With me its more of a matter of money than time but
both seem to be hard to come by.Good luck on yours.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7158
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,same here!My wife limits my time but not my money!!Hahahahahaha!Good
luck on yours too!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7134
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a good thing I'm "retired"'cause I'm so busy I'd never have time to go to work......SUBJECT>Re:Ground Transport
POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Call an auto auction (a dealer only,not a public)in the town it's to be picked up from.
Then ask for the transportation dept.Tell 'em your a dealer and want a rig sent to you.
This way you'll get the best deal around,usually .35-.40 per mile,depending.
SUBJECT>Re:is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,22 February 2002,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7114 NEXT>7166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right,the M-105 that I looked at had 20"duals.You would be OK as long
as you are running around "light",just don't load that sucker up and then expect to stop.
The tail would really wag the dog.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 12:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7087 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I'm running 38"Swampers on my rig with stock wheels.I love 'em!Haven't rubbed yet.
BUT,I use mine for running the trails,and I appreciate the extra ground clearance and
higher highway speed.As you stated,your mainly using your truck for pulling stumps,
plowing and moving stuff around.You may want to consider using smaller tires,to have
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decent power as you have the stock drivetrain.Your power is going to drop off as you go
bigger,AND you will be putting a considerable amount of extra stress on our rather
smallish axleshafts inviting them to snap.I know it won't look as cool,but for work use
rather than trail,I think you'll be happier,and keep your wallet fatter!Just my .02.
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 2:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7157 NEXT>7165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715MAN I talked to the previous owner,he took a torch and cut out the center of donor
chevy wheels,then cut the m rims.Got in his kids sand box piled up sand in the middle sat
the centers in took a level made sure they were,dug around to set the rims in leveled them
and started welding.They are true no wobbling.(You call it)was he lucky or good.Hope
this helps Will
SUBJECT>Re:what mod's are needed to run 38 -40 "tires POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 2:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way I am running qr 36"buckshots
SUBJECT>Re:is the m105 trailer too big?POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
23 February 2002,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7162 NEXT>7186.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to find a CUCV and do an axle swap.Then I'd have some brakes.Is that the
right acronim for the 1-1/4 ton chevy truck.
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top ??POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,23 February
2002,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6950 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look at my pics.
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7141 NEXT>7180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I got a great laugh out of that!!!
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7134 NEXT>7170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Work,what work,I like THE VIEW,Merith Viera is HOT,DAYS OF OUR LIVES is
the only soap going,and OPRAH is great,I like the Doctor Phil episodes.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7169 NEXT>7204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yee haw!Jerry springer is my hero!Talk about the best trailer trash catfights!Wait I
gotta go...I'think I'm missin another episode!I can just see it now....Trailer trashin M715
queens..in the mud.......wrestling..Ok this is going down hill...
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...take a few deep breaths into the bag.
...there you go.LOL
SUBJECT>Closed Knuckle Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7179 7276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I noticed the plugs on spindle side of the closed knuckle on the 60.Umm...why?
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Shirt Update POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Cookie...I would like to place an order,but do not know how...I have also tried
to joi
this fine group but can't seem ever to log on and have never received a password yet,eve
though I have requested 1 several times in the past year...E-mail me so we can go from
there...I have owned 3 M715's and still have 2 of them that I am working on...the 1st one
that I finished headed up to Grand Rapids,Mi.with 44's under it...
Thanks in advance,
David Reuter
SUBJECT>Re:looking 4 m715 in mass area POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQREUrJnx15U PREVIOUS>7133 NEXT>7176
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad!I just delivered my 1st M715 to NH last weekend.I'm working on buying
another that I found.If for some reason I don't buy it I'll let you know about it.I do
however know where there is one that was for sale in Framingham,it's a really nice truck
w/350 chebby conv.I can get you the phone #if you want.
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQREUrJnx15U PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would start out by finding a CUCV to strip for parts.Use the D60 and 14 bolt axles w/
4.56's (a Detroit Locker for the 14 bolt is only abou $325,and TSM makes rear disc
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brakes for it too)use the 6.2 Diesel (later replace it with a non-computer 6.5TD if you
like,you can get take outs for about $2500)ditch the TH400 and replace it with a SM465
or an NV4500.The advantage here is that you could use a 2WD tranny and keep the
NP200 or a 4WD by using the NP 208 from the CUCV (if you're lucky enough,an NP205
if it's an A1)
Now you have disc brakes and 8 lug wheels.40's w/o OD should be fine with 4.56's.Add
a ps box,convert to 12V and you're done.For a winch,personally I like the Mile Marker
2spd 12000lb.
Greg
M715less (for now)
SUBJECT>Re:looking 4 m715 in mass area POSTER>craig EMAIL>-abyss-
@excite.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7174 NEXT>7257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shore i will tack the #im looking for one around $1500 to $2100 thats about what i have
to spend thinx for info
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Stock trucks rule.Now only if I could stop all the leaks.My
second truck will have a 460
and c6 for playing though.
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7146 NEXT>7182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have the p/number for the new one you installed?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7172 NEXT>7212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To fill the cavity with grease.See the lube order under the on-line manuals,for
description.If you are refering to these plugs,in the front on the drivers side and in the
rear on the passenger side.
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sometimes it seems so real
Glad to hear you got a laugh
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 front differential POSTER>Wilie_715
EMAIL>whalepaska@hot.rr.com DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The main thing you must do to install a closed knuckle Dana 70 or a open Knuckle Dana
60 from a Chevy or Dodge these all have the same width spring pad mounts,cut the
original spring mounts off the frame and weld some Civilian J truck or Wagoneer spring
mounts directly under the frame rails instead of outboard of the frame rails.The original
draglink from the steering box works fine for crossover steering.If you are going to go
with a closed knuckle 70 you will use the passenger side steering arm from a 715 front
axle as the knuckles are the same this will allow you crossover steering.If you need any
tips on beefing the Dana 70 front axle especially knuckle assemblies E-mail me at
whalepaska@hot.rr.com
good luck
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:alternator bad POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 February 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i will check it out tomorrow in the light.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:rims from diamond racing--NOTICE !!!POSTER>Eric Baumann.EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23
February 2002,at 10:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7015 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is not too late ,add my name to the list.What size are the rim's???I have a stock (for
now)1968 M725 .I would like somthing plain ,flat ,with-out slots ,black powder coat ,
with stock back spacing.
I need 5 rims.Thanks.
Candyman
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 wheels POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7107
NEXT>7193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a set of wheels made by a company called interstate wheels.they cut the centers out
of my wheels and welded on a 16.5 by 10 rim to my center.I'm going to run a set of 42-
15-16.5 Super Swampers.The #to interstae is 1800-547-7503.You'll want to talk to
lindsey.
SUBJECT>Re:Help Please POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7090
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Try the open end of an open end-Box end wrench,since the Plug isnt a typical socket
size,(Having 6 pionts)it is square so sockets dont work.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Wout POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7166 NEXT>7196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,I checked on those at Delk's in Asheboro and at Jim Henry's in Albermarle.Don't
quote me on it because its been around a year or so since I checked but I think they were
both close to $2500 for a pair.Doesn't the CUCV have a Detroit in the rear?I also read
that the version with the overload springs,can't recall model number right now,had a
locker in the front.But those model trucks are few and far between.I would still like to
come down and see your truck sometime.I finally brought my 460 and c6 home.But it
will be awhile before I work on it.To many other projects right now.And doggonit it
seems like I never have time to do any of it.Always working.Later David
SUBJECT>replacemant alternator POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7192 7206 7208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the part number,model number,etc...of a civilian replacemnet 24v
alternator for the original 230?Also where would I go to find one of these?Maybe a
truck store?If I have the original pulley will it fit most standard alternator shafts?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>roger EMAIL>.DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dave,sounds like to me that you would be better off to start with a regular truck that you
know will do what you want.meaning:if a one ton ford or chevy will perform the way
you want,and satisfy your needs then i would start from there.start with a rusted out
chevy with a ton running gear and a 6.2 turbo.i think that it would be easier to make a
truck look like a kaiser m715 (put a 715 body on a chevy,ford )than it would to make a
m715 perform the way you expect.keep in mind you're asking it to do stuff that was
never intended.if you have money to throw around,throw it at a nice running truck that
has the axles,running gear,and engine that you already prefer then make it look the way
you want.i think this approach would be eaiser,faster,and cheaper in the long run.
keep in mind that i'm not a die hard chevy or ford guy.i love the m715,but i think it
would take a lot of work and money to make it your ultimate m715.
i don't have a lot of room to talk,my 715 is a little on the wild side,but i didn't have any
unrealistic expectations for it.it will do what i built it to do and i think that i kept to a
respectable budget doing it.
just my thoughts
roger
SUBJECT>Re:wheels/tires 16.00x20 Roger POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
24 February 2002,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6953 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john,those are stock wheels from a duece and half.yes they are a little small,and the tires
did have to be squeezed on.i took mine a large tire shop and they used the boom on their
truck to push the side wall down then put the split rim on.i put one on by myself with a
little jig (press)that i made...it took almost an entire day to do one.the rings are set and
locked down,so cross your fingers that a ring doesn't come off.
roger
SUBJECT>new owner POSTER>Matt Hickey EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7191 7194 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
Been parusing the site for a week or so.Still lots more to read!Great site!I recently
accquired a '67 M715 in rough shape.It is mobile,but far from 'wheelable or travelable.
Need to undo a poor International 345 V8 swap from its past.I would like some input
from individuals who have done swaps.I would kinda like to put an inline six back in
(Ford 300 or Jeep I-6).Has anyone done this,and what are some common swaps?I may
do a V8 swap if cost and reliability are better,but would rather not.Can some of you
email me your personal website addys that have thorough info on maintenance and
swaps?I am basically in need of any and all information on living with one of these
trucks.Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:new owner POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7190.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ugh!a rowbinder motor into a jeep....never met the guy but i'd bet he wears his underwear
on the outside.i kinda like the idea of a straight 6 swap.300ford,292chevy,yeah i can see
that.welcome to the site.if i can help let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7187 NEXT>7197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino,all the civvie 230's i have seen have 12v systems.230's in civvie jeeps were a thing
of the past before m715's were introduced.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 wheels POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7184
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks craig,do you know if they had to turn down your centers or add material to them
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to make them fit?
SUBJECT>Re:new owner POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7190
NEXT>7200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That cornbinder 345 is a helluva motor!They were engineered to run in excess of 200k,
no planned obsolescence here!Some of the earlier ones had cool stuff like steel cranks
and sodium filled valves.If it were me,I'd get her sorted out and keep it.An industrial
strength truck deserves and industrial strength engine!My .02.
SUBJECT>Re:calling on rims monday---final chance POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 February 2002,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6988 NEXT>7002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not trying to be a pain.I definatley would like some 16x8.25's from Bill,however I don't
have $500 for them right now.The purpose of my post last night was to ensure that we
were all talking about the same thing.Not trying to make things harder just trying to
simplify them (for my sake).I'd be in if the 16's dropped considerably (aprox:100 a
piece.Again,not trying to rain on anybody's parade.It's a good plan
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:door handle seals POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
February 2002,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>6973 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why not get some rubber gasket mateial and cut yer own?
SUBJECT>M-715 FOR SALE!!1967 POSTER>Jeff Lucas EMAIL>omega@usisp.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1967 Jeep M-715
It was given to the Ogden Volunteer Fire department,they kept it as a brush fire truck.
The Ogden VFD was closed down,they gave it to the Scotts Hill Fire Department to store
when they closed their facility,years later they ended up giving the truck to Scotts Hill.
Scotts Hill already had an M-715 equipped for brush fires so they sold it to me.It only
has about 18,000 original miles on it and the fire department kept it in tip-top shape.It
has a new top,tires,muffler and batteries.It needs spray starter fluid (in the carborator)to
start when it is wet or raining.It needs a new air cleaner and since it needs to be jumped
after sitting for more than a few hours I assume it needs a generator (i just read hear that
you may be able to adjust the generator),beside that it is in good mechanical shapeand
really no rust at all.The drivers side as you can see in the pictures,has a small dent in the
door and the rear fender (which is just a sheet of steel)bent when it slid and hit a tree.It
has passed NC inspection and is titled,tagged and very roadworthy.You would be
challanged to find a finer example of this amazing truck.I have used it very lightly and
never had a chance to really use it as intended,I have 5 vehicles and am selling the house
where I store this so unfortunately it has to go.
You have to come get it or have it shipped,you should trailer it if you are going a good
distance since top speed won't match the 65MPH that the interstate allows for (this it just
the nature of the gearing of the 715).
If you have any questions please call Jeff at (910)-270-4771,if busy or no answer (910)-
297-6143.
email-omega@usisp.com
If you want to see/drive it no problem,just give me a call to schedule a time to get
together.
The truck is in Wilmington NC (extreme southeast of NC at the end of Interstate 40,2
hours from Raleigh)
Price:$3900 not negotiable,this is exactly what I have in the truck
Pictures At:
http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck1rs.jpg
http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck2rs.jpg
http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck3rs.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,
at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7186 NEXT>7220 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Everything from Delk cost too much!I'm looking at another angle to get them.A.B.Linn.has good prices.You are welcome
to come any time.I'll let you drive mine so you will
know what to expect.Where are you from?I'm from Carthage,if you know where that is.
If you're thinking about putting that motor in your truck,it'll help a lot if you come down
and look at mine.It'll give you an idea of what you're getting into.You were correct on
those axles.Later,Wout
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7192
NEXT>7198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a 24volt single wire alternator,I'm sure they make them I just don't know
where to look?I'm probably going to buy another stock alternator,but if the other is
cheaper and more convienent,I'll go that route.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7197
NEXT>7202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino
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i checked my alt today and it does not have any numbers on it except "24 VOLTS"
stamped on the top.it is a one wire GM style.it looks just like any other alt in most
chevys of the 70's and 80's.i got it at CAPS alternator and starter..800-870-2980,or 830-
769-2900.it is a small shop but he knew what a military alternator was.he had about four
of them on the floor in his "junk"pile.he said they are too expensive to rebuild and it is
hard to find parts for them.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:Single Male With...POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam this is Don Ojeski My dad and i were at the FE.I have a picture that I took at a gsa
auction of what I believe was a 724.My dad and I have a 715,725,and a 726 and the truck
i saw was not one of these.I need to have this picture scanned and sent to you.I also want
to say what ever design is picked put me down for a shirt and one for my dad.thanks
again Don
SUBJECT>Re:new owner POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7194 NEXT>7219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm with you Kev.Heck I thought my 715 was part Binder anyways.Thats one of it's
attractive features.
In my home town when the local kids trucks get buried in the river they all call the same
old man with the same old 62'1 ton 4X4 Binder with straight 6 to winch em out.Just like.I did.I still keep his phone
number handy.
SUBJECT>Re:spline count question POSTER>chuck EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24
February 2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7156 NEXT>7235
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This isn't the famous Mr.Summers who has a brother is it?If so that's pretty cool,if not
what a coincidence that someone with that name would answer a question about an axle.
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7198
NEXT>7236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,
Thanks,I'll give him a call tomorrow at lunch.What part of the country is this in?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 February 2002,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aakyDhHAhais6 PREVIOUS>7062 NEXT>7217
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Everyone-
Thanks for the input!Some of you got it and played along,some of you didn't,but that's
OK.I don't have a ton of money to throw around,and although I knew my expectations
were high,I was simply looking for some suggestions,and purposely set the bar high.
My thinking was thus:since a repower is a definite,I figured I should consider the entire
driveline,because what limited knowledge I have points to beefing up components:if you
up the torque with the engine,you'd better be able to transfer it to the ground without
taxing everything else.So that's why I asked about the whole ball of wax.
I plan on putting a Cadillac 472 or 500 in place of the Tornado 230.Tons of torque.
Enough (I'm told)to trash an NV4500 in a short amount of time.So you have to then look
at the transmission you want.Then what about the rear axle gearing?So as to not stress
the engine and tranny,it should be lowered from 5.87 to 4.something,right?But then the
size of your tires matters and enters into the equation.See?
I did like the last one,with the Merlin engine and all.Cool from a hitting the Lottery or
being Jay Leno perspective.My tentative plans are much more tame:Caddy 472/500cid
engine,TH400 tranny,NP200 t-case (with synthetic oil),4.88 gearing,38"tires,roll cage.
If time and money permit,then Helitool disc brake conversion,power steering and ARB
air locker (if it's possible).Whatdyall think?
Anyway,thanks all for the postings,and keep 'em rollin'!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:WORK!?POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 1:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm kinda there with Tom from Snake River.While I don't have a TV at work,I DO get to.work on my trucks while
there.Nice to be the Boss!I don't watch Oprah anymore after
that episode of her getting caught smuggling 60 lbs.of crack over the Canadian border.
SUBJECT>Re:plow set up for m-715--for sale POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sure always looking into trading--what do you have in mind ???and where are you
located ???--mike my e-mail address is mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>Mike Wangelin
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak PREVIOUS>7187 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I went through the same problem,and ended up replacing with a one wire 24v GM type.
Sander Electric in Columbia Il.(618-281-7709)sold me one for $75.00.I'sure he would
ship you one.It works great,but you need to get the rpm up to about 1500 before it will
turn on,with the stock pulley.He did say he would put a small pully on if needed (not
sure if it would add to the price.Of course the mounting backet needed to be customized.
SUBJECT>diamond rims--ATTENTION !!!!!!!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK guys i have called and spoke to bill from diamond racing--i have given him the info
that was forwarded to me.he informs me that he will have a posting for the prices and
such by tomorrow.if we go through with this the price will be ALOT better then going by
yourselves.any questions should be asked of him after the posting as i was just to set this
up.thanks for the response on this-(hey )a short comment as to the most popular size
rim--they are the 16x 8.should of known huh.---thanks again mike
SUBJECT>Re:replacemant alternator POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7187 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,check out a local heavy equipment/farm equipment parts supplier or repair shop.
Most of those places deal with 24 volt systems,and often convert to a delco alternator.
Hope that is of some help.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:still have 1967 M715 for sale/trade POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7013 NEXT>7210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could be interested--any rust at all ???mike
SUBJECT>Re:still have 1967 M715 for sale/trade POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7209 NEXT>7211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.None!
SUBJECT>Re:still have 1967 M715 for sale/trade POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll trade you my 91 Honda Prelude!No kidding!
SUBJECT>Hey John L...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7179 NEXT>7269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just fill it up with a grease gun?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7215 7216 7229 7252 7378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One full cord of heavy white oak made the rear suspension sag a whole 3 inches!A cord
of that stuff is over 3000lbs.
These friggin'trucks are amazing!!!
SUBJECT>460 Swap!POSTER>Jay EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at
9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7224 7237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can someone get back to me about this swap!I really would like to do it!
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25
February 2002,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7213 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Years ago when I got my M715,I used it primarily for hauling wood.
In an effort to see what it could do,I loaded it with hickory,the disks were two feet and
more in diameter,stacked about a foot higher than the cab top.No ford or gm pickup
could ever hope to haul such a load.There was very little spring sag and it drove well.
Amazing.
The engine self destructed in '93.Very sad day.Needless to say,I still have it and will
rebuild.The mice will have to move out soon.
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7213 NEXT>7218 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you look at the specs published for these trucks they were rated at 1 1/4 ton OFFROAD
and 1 1/2 ton ONROAD.So the 3000 pounds is what they were actually rated to haul
down the road.I used to haul water in a 500 gallon tank in the back of truck and full I.believe it weighed about
4500 pounds including the tank.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Building The ULTIMATE M715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like the idea of a caddy motor.if you go looking for one get one out of an eldorado.they
have rear sump pans that should clear the front diff.lots of torque,runs on cheap gas,easy
to find.
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7216 NEXT>7230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i bought a load of crushed rock once.the guy that loaded it couldn't believe the truck sat
level.to tell the truth it rode better!
SUBJECT>Re:new owner POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a 304 V-8 in my 1949 Dodge Power Wagon.Turns my 41"Gama goats real nice.I
didn't go with Chevy,Dodge,or Ford V-8s because this I figured a real truck needed a
real truck engine.Unless you need to go really fast or the conversion is VERY poorly
done,I would try to make the IH work,you won't find a stronger or more durable engine
of similar displacement.Just my $.02
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Wout POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7196 NEXT>7225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Lexington.I'm about 15 to 20 mins from ABs.He is real good to deal with.
Haven't seen him in awhile.Need to stop in and visit with him.I definetly would like to
come see your truck.But I won't be able to until we get a good rain.I work for the forest
service and have to be on call for forest fires.Talk at ya later David
SUBJECT>Re:Saw an M715 on the News Tonght!POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sweet!
SUBJECT>Looking for an M715 POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7226 7247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a COMPLETELY restored M715,all stock,everyhting running,for under
$5000 in North Carolina.Please email me details and photos.Thanks,Jordan.SUBJECT>header problems please help
POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>7227
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me what headers to get for a 715 with a ram jet 350 crate motor.I had
hooker block huggers on the other 350 but they wont work with this motor because the
pass side header hits the knock sensor on the block.any ideas?thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,
at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7214 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's a very good swap.Just look in the FAQ section.I did the one that Drew wrote up in
there.(FAQ section)
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,
at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7220 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cool job!Feel free to call me some weekend.910-947-6276
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tryed e-mailing you and it came back saying you had e-mail problems.
Here is what i have for sale.
1968 M715
around 39,000 miles
all orginal but needs new paint,in black primer now
very minimal rust
soft top is 6 months old
4 good good year tires 70%tred
all light works
im asking $5,000 for it (i have $6,000 in it)
its located in Maryland
e-mail me for more info.
cjeeptj@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:header problems please help POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7223 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john,is it possible to move the knock sensor?if i remember right it screws into a water
passage in the side of the block.there maybe another place farther forward or on left side
of block.another thought would be a set of shorty headers for a s-10swap.these stay fairly
high and dump toward the rear of engine.advance adapters has a picture of them on their.web site.another option is a
set of cast iron "rams horn"manifolds.the ones for mid70's
vettes and 60-70series big trucks have 21/2"outlets and really don't restrict flow that
much.
SUBJECT>Re:diamond rims--ATTENTION !!!!!!!!POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7207 NEXT>7250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I have been asleep.I understand you are putting together a whell order.Can we
purchase 16.5 x 8 ?
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Paul
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7213 NEXT>7256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good going,I had been talking to a guy putting a cell tower up near the house about
getting some gravel.He had some extra,told me to bring my truck and he would (PUT IT
ON THE GROUND).I brought Blue-my M,he loaded it with a trak-hoe Gravel was
running off the sides it squated about 3"You should have seen the look on his face.whe
i said (I thought you was gonna put it on the ground.Lol
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!Mee Too!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7218 NEXT>LINKNAME>m715
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Personal6.html
heres a load of Oak,and after i put the tailgate up we put another 200 pounds in it!
SUBJECT>Ab Lynn POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do y'all get in touch with him.Phone #e-mail address and snail mail.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>m715 in movies POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the other night i rewatched point break.cool shots of m715 in action .can't say a lot for
the movie though.
SUBJECT>Re:Ab Lynn POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7231 NEXT>7234 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
E-mail Anthony at ablin@cbiinternet.com.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Ab Lynn POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,.25 February 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7233 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ablinn@cbiinternet.com,forgot the extra "n"
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:spline count question POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont have any brothers lots of cousins
SUBJECT>Re:replacement alternator POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7202 NEXT>7239 7242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino
i am in south texas.south of san antonio in the middle of nowhere!but we do have
electricity and indoor plumbing!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7214 NEXT>7238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,If you are going with an auto tranny,talk to Wout or whoever,if you want a manual
tranny,I will give you the whole lowdown,let me know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>Jay Walker EMAIL>jaywalking75@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7237 NEXT>7244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want a manual tranny!
SUBJECT>Re:replacement alternator POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7236 NEXT>7241 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have one on a junk motor that should work.I'm in cent.KS.and travel to S.W.
Okla.often.If you want to try it I can ship it,
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 February
2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7149 NEXT>7243 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would love to go wheelin'when the truck is back together.I just got started on swapping
in the 454 chevy.GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:replacement alternator POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7239 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help guys,I've already got on the way.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:replacement alternator POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
krob,don't forget you have plenty of deer.man,i wish we had some of them in northeast
tex.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
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DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7240 NEXT>7264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We should get together sometime and do some wrenching!I'd like to see your swap
sometime!If your ever in the Pitt area,my number is (620)235-0135.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7238 NEXT>7245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,First of all adapting the 460 to the the stock tranny wasn't too bad,I found a Ford T-18
tranny out of a 70's Ford truck,$75.00 or so and swapped the input shaft with the T-98A
tranny,the reason why I did this is,I have a PTO winch,the 98 tranny has the PTO door on
the left,the 18 is on the right,if you have no PTO winch,go with the T-18.A NP-435
tranny out of a ford truck will work too,but the t-case shifter linkage will not adapt to the
T-18 tranny as well.Any bellhousing from a 351M or a 400M engine will work fine
$50.00 or so.The 460 motor mounts will need to fit the frame horns.I cut the horns down
lower so the 460 sat more level,so I had to fab in some angle iron to the frame horns to
get the engine fitting well,Wout or Drew may have a a better way.Now the tranny will
need to be moved about 3''foward,or build a spacer plate,I went with moving the tranny
foward,you will have fab in a new tranny mount,easy to do,you will have to elogate the
shifter holes in the floor boards with a torch or sawzall,extra large boots cover the
holes.The jack shaft will have to be lenthend 3''or so,$75.00 or so,The clutch linkage
needed to be elongated a bit,no big deal.The radiator was a 4-core from Summit
Racing,$150.00.This may seem like it is a lot of work to install this engine,but it's no bad
at all,there is no $500.00 Novak or Advance adapter to buy,you don't have to smash in
your fire wall to get the engine to fit,the best part is the ball busting torque of the
460,rember they can talk about the 454 chevys and the 500 caddys,but horsepower and
torque is made in the heads,and the 460 ford stock heads out flow any stock chevy or
caddy heads.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>Jay Walker EMAIL>jaywalking75@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>7244 NEXT>7259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you!I will work on finding the t18 and bellhousing!I will let you know how it
goes!Jay
SUBJECT>hinge pictures POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 February 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7248 7306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c -Could you post the link once again to all the photographs?I'm looking for a
detailed shot of the tailgate hinges.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for an M715 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>dgray@charteronebank.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 3:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M-715 located in Cleveland,Ohio.
Stock with 14,500 miles.
Rebuilt cylinder head with new camshaft,rockers,valves,and valve guides.
New:carb,starter,fuel pump,radiator,air filter,brake master cylinder and wheel
cylinders,canvas top,Power King mud and snow tires,heater core and control cables,
spark plugs,distributor cap,rotor,points,coil,spark plug wire set,radiator hoses,lifting
shackles,rear shocks,rear driveshaft,fuel tank "renued".
Truck came out of Germany and transported back stateside on sand filled barge down the
Rhine.Sargeant's truck as his name was stenciled on driver's door just below window sill.
Truck was restored by me and has been my baby until my son was born.Now just don't
have time anymore being a family man,so looking for M-1009 Blazer that would be more
practical for family outings.
My M-715 has some rust in cab corners,rockers,and driver's side floorboard from sitting
out in boneyard before I rescued her.Every component in working order and all details
are intact like pintle and black out lights.
Price is $5,500 and my home number is (216)221-1618.
SUBJECT>Re:hinge pictures POSTER>Jay Walker EMAIL>jaywalking75@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7246 NEXT>7249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,I will take some pictures of them!I will send them your way!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:hinge pictures POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like my friend Jay was posting messages on my computer!Thats why his name and
email address are on the last message!He is wanting to do a 460 swap in his m715!I will
send you the pictures as soon as I can get out and take them.Mark.SUBJECT>Re:diamond rims--ATTENTION
!!!!!!!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7228 NEXT>7251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no sweat---the prices will be posted on this site soon----you can then order thru
diamond----should have good prices---mike
SUBJECT>Re:diamond rims--ATTENTION !!!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7250 NEXT>7254 7260 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To figure shipping costs,where is Diamond Wheels located?Thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
26 February 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7213 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I keep about 1000-1200 lbs of corn in barrels in the bed of mine just so the ride is better.
The ranch roads are rough and without it your kidneys would be mush.I also run my
BuckShot Mudders at 20 psi of air and it seems to help.
SUBJECT>Re:New Heaters A/C ???PLEASE!!!POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Down here in South Texas we use insulation in the roof to keep you head cool.It only
gets cold enough here for about two weeks for a heater.A/C is more in order for us.
"Nothin'but dust in the rear view mirror"Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:diamond rims--ATTENTION !!!!!!!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they will get that info out to all---i gave him the zip codes of the people that wanted in.i
would call them direct and ask to be included---thanks mike
SUBJECT>army jeep POSTER>jim hulett EMAIL>JVK_AUTOSALES@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaA87e6yLgDGM PREVIOUS>NEXT>7258 7261 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
4 wheel drive,1 quarter ton heavy duty 6 cylinder water tight completely submersible
design engine only 57799.8 orginal miles utility work bed with bins,enclosed top and
end.
SUBJECT>Re:I MADE IT SAG!POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
February 2002,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7229 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ahhh,it's the simple pleasures in life...hehe
SUBJECT>Re:looking 4 m715 in mass area POSTER>4X4fiend
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQREUrJnx15U PREVIOUS>7176 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
e-mail me direct at gregs68bronco@yahoo.com for the phone #
I'll be available until 2/27 about 10PM,gone until March 6
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:army jeep POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7255 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds intriguing,Jim,but I'm sure that many of us need a whole lot more details,such
as:
Year,model,body/chassis condition,running condition,price,location,pictures,etc..
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:460 Swap!POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,
I have a bell housing out of a 70's Ford truck that bolted up to an np435 trans that should
work for you.If you are interested my email is devlin@tqci.net
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:diamond rims--ATTENTION !!!!!!!!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,Diamond is in Milwaukee,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:army jeep POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,
26 February 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>7255 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just want to know what to do with these facts?Are you selling?looking for?or just
telling us about?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Looking for M715,must be in North Carolina...POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7273 7307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Looking for completely restored M715 under $5000 in North
Carolina.Email me info
and pictures please
SUBJECT>dual master cylinder question POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
26 February 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7267 7268
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If i split the lines for the dual master (mess 2393 of old zone)will the hydraulic brake
light switch still work in the stock location?Thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 February
2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7243 NEXT>7266 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Sounds like a good idea!
Hey if you need any parts I have a source in Carthage,MO he's got everything but tops,
motors and t-cases.Are you keeping the original motor or swapping one in?GSanders
SUBJECT>seats POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26
February 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am in the process of swapping seats.My brother gave me buckets from a Izuzu Trooper
and they fit with the battery box.All I have to do is use some angle iron to mount them
in.Very simple swap!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7264 NEXT>7314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm swapping one in!I'm hoping to put a 350 sbc in it with a 700r4!Man these things are
hard to come by (350)!I already have the 700r4 which I am going to go ahead and
rebuild!Where do you live exactly?Is it Joplin or south near Noel?Talk to you later!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7263 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Landon,
I have heard others with different ideas,but if I was going to do it,I would probably leave
the brake light switch right where it already is and think it would work just fine.If I
remember right it is plumbed into the hydraulic line that goes to the rear wheels,so the
brake light would come on when there was pressure to the rear.If your brakes are
working correctly,the light should go off or on when ever you use the brakes just like it is
supposed to.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7263 NEXT>7283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.I think I kept the switch in line (stock location)with the rear brake line and
unhooked the front line at the "T"block and took the front to the master.I did replace the
switch w/a new low pressure type switch (about $6)from painless wiring.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John L...POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7212 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this a question or a statement?
A Statement I agree to some extent.Just fill er'up to the bottom of the plug hole and wait
6 months.
A Question?You could.
SUBJECT>Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7271 7272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had,on very rare occasions,the alternator supplying too much juice to the
batteries.As soon as I start the rig up the voltmeter jumps to the far extreme of the red
zone.Turning on the lights and heater on high will drop the needle down to the gree
zone.
Today I had this happen again and could hear the #1 Battery (12V)boiling inside.Battery
#2 was fine.Normally I keep a eye on things,but today I slacked and walked away to let
it warm up.
At any other given time the system works just fine,with the needle just a hair off the
lower side of the tick in the green zone.
Can any of you tell me what might be causing this?I have no 12V accessories running off
battery #1,so I can ’ t see the batteries being of different values.The truck is stock as far as
the electrical system is concerned.
My thought is that one of the batteries might be going bad,or I might have a bad ground.
What are your thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you ever read the voltage at the battery when the needle jumps that far?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7270 NEXT>7275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The fact that only one battery was boiling would lead me to believe that
it could be a
battery,but it could also be a bad cable or connection that connects the two in series.I'd
check all the battery cable connections and grounds before buying a new battery.Also,
when you have two 12V batteries in series like this,it's very important that the batteries
are as close to a "matched set"as possible.It's always best to buy two batteries of the
same size and brand if possible.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715,must be in North Carolina...POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:36 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you in NC?I have a friend with one for sale but probably can't get you
pictures.If you wanted to come take a look at it I could arrange it.I have posted this one
before...12volt conversion,but otherwise all original(if that's what you mean by restored),
needs minor bodywork.email me if interested
Rhino
SUBJECT>good deal on ebay POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunatley I have just recently purchased every new gage I need,but if anyone is
looking,there is an auction on ebay for about 6 or 7 gages all 24volt for an m715.You
can "buy it now"for $23 for the whole lot.2 fuel gages,2 oil press,2 temp,and 1 batt.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7272 NEXT>7277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy that was fast.
Thanks guys.I swaped the batteries around today and checked all the connections.
Everything looks good.Rhino,no I havn't tested the batteries when the needle jumps that
far.I havn't swaped the batteries around either in the last couple of years.The previous
owner did replace one of the batteries before I bought the rig.They are both the same size
and rating.All in all this is the third or fourth time this has happened in the last 4 months
or so.When I think back though I think it started happening the time when I turned off
the battery switch before turning the ignition off,with the engine running.I have done
this only once and I caught myself in just a fraction of a second.
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle Question POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7172 NEXT>7333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DO NOT fill the knuckles with grease.The army manuals are WRONG about this!It's
supposed to be SAE 85W-140 gear oil.Grease does not properly lubricate the u-joint or
(especially)the top kingpin bearing.I think some of the confusion comes from the fact
that some early Dana axles that used a different kind of u-joint in the knuckles called for.grease,but as far as I
know,all M715's use the regular "cross"type of u-joint that needs
oil.
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7275 NEXT>7278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You dould try tweaking your alternator output down a "red one".Not so much that it
doesn't charge properly,but at the low end.I think anything over 28v should work.If
your's is putting out more than that it might be enough to finish off a battery that is on the
way out anyway.However ,I'd first test the suspect batt with a specific gravity tester.
Those baby's tell it all (better than a meter).
boiling batteries...not good,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7277 NEXT>7280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should have said,Anything over 29 is getting scary.However,you might not see this all
the time,that's why you should check it when it does it (I've been carrying my meter
around like a 9/16 lately).If you don't feel like waiting you could tweak it down as low as
you could "under normal circunstances"and see if it happens again.I'm not too sure what
causes thermal runaway,but I'm sure you could find something on the internet about it
(could be a concern?)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Interesting Old for sale post POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAVyQ7TV2Qps PREVIOUS>NEXT>7301
7305 7322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found this today.It's sorta old,and I don't know if it's a zone member.Thought it was
interesting though.
http://www.milstuf.com/mrvl/scripts/item_detail_view.asp?swap_id=169
Ad ID:169
Posted:4/27/2001 5:18:20 AM
FS:M715 with Detroit Diesel-For Sale
M715 -1-1/4 ton 4 wheel drive pickup,1967 Kaiser,Detroit Diesel-353,4 speed,2
range transfer,lock-out hubs,winch,new tires,Hard top,Title delay,new battery Located
Phila PA deliver anywhere $4,750 Pictures via e-mail &web site
djnewman@erols.com
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7278 NEXT>7281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Get this.The battery that was boiling today is the #1 or
12V battery.I have wired into that
battery a Slave connection,for emergency use only.This slave connection is used to plug
in a set of jumper cables so I can jump my wifes car in a pinch.
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My wife decided to tell me today that she used it to jump her car the other day while I
was gone from the house.She said it was worth the effort to jump her car rather tha
drive the old beast "Piece of Crap"into town.We have a good understanding.If it is her
car,I pay to have it fixed.If it's my rig I pay for me to fix it.
I am thinking that is what started the boiling and overcharge today,because if I ever had
to jump her car,I would swap the batteries right away.
It does not explain it happening in the past though.If anything one battery is just getting
tired.I'll have to wait for light again to check it out.It's almost 20 degrees out now so I'll
wait.
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7280 NEXT>7282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,too cold...sounds like your'e on to the problem though.How much is a new wife
going for these days,anyway?(I only say that because mine isn't in the room:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7281 NEXT>7318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey rhino
where did you get the alt on the way from?did you get a deal?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7268 NEXT>7284 7285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The painless switch is a good buy if you ever need a new one.It's more expensive tha
parts store switches but is more durable.
A side note -the standard brake light switches and -I'm willing to bet -the stock switch
are not compatible with silicone brake fluid.You'll find yourself replacing them every 4
months or so.After three new switches,you've paid for the painless one.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the switch you guy are talking about have prongs on it?where all of the brake lines
plug into (front and back)and then run to the master cylinder?Mine was not even hooked
up when I got my M715!Just wonder wanting to know what other alternatives there are!
Thanks,Mark.SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7283 NEXT>7286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have silicone fluid and the stock switch and have never had any problems.I have had
the silicone in for about two years now.
SUBJECT>Re:dual master cylinder question POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock switch must be of a different design then.The parts store type are worthless.The
seals inside go bad with silicone fluid and eventually you have to practically stand on the
pedal to get the lights to even flicker.
SUBJECT>715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7289 7296 7302 7450 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The positive responses about the IH engine in my 75 were unexpected.I have put a new
Holley carb on it as the carb was shot totally.THe engine smokes,it's missing
bellhousing inspection plates,and the front diff hits the front-hump oil pan.I would keep
the V-8 out of convenience,but I have to solve the oil pan problem.ANy solid thoughts
aside from a front spring-over and rear lift?WHat happens to the front drive shaft whe
doing a spring-over?Does the frame crossmember have to be cut?I dont want to dump a
ton of money in it right now.Help.
SUBJECT>Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7290 7295 7297 7298 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Could someone email me info regarding any FE for 2002.Does anyone on this list go
'wheeling at Tuttle Creek ORV park at RAndolph,KS?
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7287 NEXT>7291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front drive shaft has to be lengthened.The hole in the frame crossmember has to be
enlarged so that the drive shaft can pass through without hitting the frame crossmember.I
just did this about a month ago and it was very easy to do!!I gained about 6 inches of lift
just from doing this to the front!I had to do a rear shackle flip and I also flipped the front
hanger in the back!This was enough to level out the truck with no money spent on
expensive lift kits!The only expenses that I have in this was lengthening the front drive
shaft and new spring perches.This would solve the problem of you oil pan hitting the
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front differential too!!!!Also,you can put some big wheels on without hitting the
fenders!Mark.SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7288 NEXT>7292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you from Kansas!?
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>Matt HIckey
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7289 NEXT>7293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am familiar with spring overs for Samurais and Jeeps,thanks for the info on M715,now
what about wheels?I read the index on this site,but not much help.Gamma Goat wheels
seem super expensive.Any other way to get more civvy wheels on the M truck?I would
like to run the 36"Humvee tires,but they are 16.5"wheel mount.
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>Matt Hickey EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
26 February 2002,at 10:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7290 NEXT>7294
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,Lincoln,Nebraska area.I go wheeling there quite often with Just Jeeps of Omaha.I
have a YJ that I'm selling.
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could get in on this deal with Diamond Wheels!You could have them make your
rims so you could run humvee tires!Gama goats are ok in the mud,but not so good if you
are driving on the highway!They have good floatation in sand is what I have heard.Not
to much sand here in Kansas though,but the mud is a different story.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,26 February 2002,at 10:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,there seems to be quite a few m715 in the state of Nebraska!A friend of mine lives
out in Ogallalah (spelling?).He has two of them!I know that the club has had a few get
togethers up their at Tuttle Creek,but I'm not sure if they are doing it this year!I want to
go if I can ever get my jeep back together!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last years F.E.was held at the O.R.V.at Tuddle Creek.It was a blast we had way to
many no-shows!We were expecting quite a few expecting and had planed for more folks.
Cookie baker was the host and she did a great job.Here in lies the proublem too many
said they would come and then pulled a no-show.That left the baker gal and her husband.holding the bags of grub and
no one to help out with the cost.Not good!Brute force and
every one that did go was very upset about the no-shows.It was two bad they did not
come we had three days of great weather,fun times,great four wheeling,one near big
time crash that all but destroyed a driver side and under carrage of a M-715.I think that it
if you want to take the ball and get it going we would have no trouble have a regional
event with everone else welcome to come and play.tell me when and I will drive up from
Salina Kansas and play around.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
matt,this is not something i could do myself but i have seen it done for engine swaps.if
the oil pan has no notches or bumps i have seen a friend cut the bottom off the oilpan and
turn it around backwards.the sump would then be in the rear.you will have to extend the
oil pickup tube as well.you also might be able to graft on the bottom of a rear sump pan
from something else.as i said you would have to be a good welder.
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are several of us going the the "2002 Full Size Jeep Invasion"in Ouray,Colorado
in August.If the FE doesn't happen (or even if it does)the wheeling around Silverton,
Lake City and Ouray (along and around the Alpine Loop)is excellent.Let me know if
anyone is interested.I am keeping track of those who are going so we can possibily meet
alone the way.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises 2002?POSTER>Alan EMAIL>ne715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt;There are a group of people who live in the area of Manhattan,KS.and they put
together a couple events every year at Tuttle.One is coming up Sat.the 4th of May.I
would like to plan one weekend of wheeling up there this summer and try to get a group
of people to make the trip but it won't be the type of thing we have done in the past.It'll
be more of a "let's get together and do some wheeling"type of thing,fend for yourself at
dinner and that type of thing.I'm looking at something the week of the 4th of July,I
should have the week off and may come up to have some fun.Chances are it'll be the only
weekend available to me this year.I do plan on making the Ouray Co.full size get
together so that cuts into my vacation days enough that squeezing out some other time is
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going to be tough.There are a couple member on this site who live in the area and are
more than happy to go to the ORV at a moments notice.Take the reins on this one,set up
a weekend for people to go wheeling (give plenty of notice)and see how you can do i
getting attendents.Alan (NE715)
SUBJECT>TRANNY PARTS POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>7309 7323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ANYBODY EVER BEEN INTO THE TRANSMISSION?I NEED A FIRST GEAR
RING,GASKET AND SEAL SET.WHERE CAN I GET PARTS?NO LUCK AT THE
LOCAL PARTS COUNTERS.
ALSO NEED THE PTO SHAFT SEAL.ARE THE ORIGINAL PTO'S A CHELSEA
UNIT?
HELP,
JAY
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in movies POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is also a 715 in Tremors III.They claim to break an axle and find parts pretty
quickly.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Interesting Old for sale post POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,that same ad has been running off and on in the local Tradin'Times for over a year
now.I don't think the driveline is complete/drivable.I'll try to check it out this weekend.
Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7287 NEXT>7326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,a friend of mine is a binder fanatic.I will check with him to see about a rear sump
oil pan.He also has several complete engines/transmissions available here in Philly if you
or anyone is interested.Mike.
SUBJECT>Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7304 7311 7352 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ok,so I got some mixed answers on the topic.John L sez grease...Brad S sez oil.It
originally had grease in it,then I put oil in it before I asked and oil leaked out of my
knuckles where nothing had leaked before.I happened across a 5 ton front axle with the
knuckles apart and it was caked with grease...
If it's good enough for a big bugger like that...I'll risk it.
I'm sick of juicy knuckles too.
That's still not an answer...is it?
SUBJECT>Re:Interesting Old for sale post POSTER>bowtiedave.EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February
2002,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man,i can't even imagine how loud a detroit would bellow hooked to 5.87's.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715,must be in North Carolina...POSTER>Jeff Lucas
EMAIL>omega@usisp.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715 FOR SALE!!1967
Posted by Jeff Lucas on Sunday,24 February 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
1967 Jeep M-715
It was given to the Ogden Volunteer Fire department,they kept it as a brush fire truck.
The Ogden VFD was closed down,they gave it to the
Scotts Hill Fire Department to store when they closed their facility,years later they ended
up giving the truck to Scotts Hill.Scotts Hill already
had an M-715 equipped for brush fires so they sold it to me.It only has about 18,000
original miles on it and the fire department kept it in
tip-top shape.It has a new top,tires,muffler and batteries.It needs spray starter fluid (in
the carborator)to start when it is wet or raining.It
needs a new air cleaner and since it needs to be jumped after sitting for more than a few
hours I assume it needs a generator (i just read hear that
you may be able to adjust the generator),beside that it is in good mechanical shapeand
really no rust at all.The drivers side as you can see in the
pictures,has a small dent in the door and the rear fender (which is just a sheet of steel)
bent when it slid and hit a tree.It has passed NC
inspection and is titled,tagged and very roadworthy.You would be challanged to find a
finer example of this amazing truck.I have used it very
lightly and never had a chance to really use it as intended,I have 5 vehicles and am
selling the house where I store this so unfortunately it has to
go.
You have to come get it or have it shipped,you should trailer it if you are going a good
distance since top speed won't match the 65MPH that
the interstate allows for (this it just the nature of the gearing of the 715).
If you have any questions please call Jeff at (910)-270-4771,if busy or no answer (910)-
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297-6143.
email-omega@usisp.com
If you want to see/drive it no problem,just give me a call to schedule a time to get
together.
The truck is in Wilmington NC (extreme southeast of NC at the end of Interstate 40,2
hours from Raleigh)
Price:$3900 not negotiable,this is exactly what I have in the truck
Pictures At:.http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck1rs.jpg
http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck2rs.jpg
http://www.wizard.net/~omega/truck3rs.jpg
SUBJECT>*New*M-715 beds POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaVgKjlRaYGG.PREVIOUS>NEXT>7310 7452 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How much interest would there be in brand new M-715 beds (built to exact original
specifications with better than original tolerances)?How much would they be worth?
Would there be any interest in being able to get an M-715 bed made from Aluminum or
Stainless Steel?
Just trying to find out if there would be any interest.
JC Jones
SUBJECT>Re:TRANNY PARTS POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
February 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7299 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had good luck with an outfit called Border Parts in Spring Valley,CA (San Diego
area).They have lots of NOS stuff and parts for obsolete drivetrain pieces.I don't have
the phone number with me,but a Google search will bring up their number.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7308 NEXT>7312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did someone say matching trailer???
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7303 NEXT>7320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My friend has a bucket of grease that is somewhere between axle/bearing grease and cold
gear oil in consistency.I don't know the weight or name,but I've been using it and it
works real well.It's stiff enough not to leak out,but when it gets warm it flows around
enough to keep everything lubed up.I'll try to find out exactly what it is and let you know.
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7310 NEXT>7313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With a newly manufactured bed and an old J-series frame you sure could make a
matching trailer.
JC Jones
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 12:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7312 NEXT>7316
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are these beds going to cost?That is the question at hand!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
February 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7266 NEXT>7315
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be able to track down a 350 if you are looking for one.In fact I have one,that to
my knowledge,only needs head gaskets and intake along with other related hardware,
that I want to sell for $100.
Also I know a guy who has an engine out of a Camaro that he wants to sell for $500 with
the TH350 transmission.He trades for things so that price could be brought down if you
did some swapping.
I live about 6 miles South of Joplin on NN Highway GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7314 NEXT>7360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested!!!!!How many miles does the engine have on it?No cracks!!!!I
bought an engine that had a cracked block!That guy was a !@#^%&$!Let me know,I
am very interested!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7313 NEXT>7317 7342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No idea yet.It was just a thought I had and wanted to know if there would be any interest
before spending the R&D time to calculate material costs and labor costs.It just seems
like rust free and damage free beds and tailgates are getting harder to find,and M-715's
are getting more popular.
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7316 NEXT>7319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I take it that you have the resources!Cool!!!I'd be interested to see how much the cost
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would be!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Yet Another Alternator Question POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 2:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7282 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Got one off one of the members that did a 350 swap.Kevin Braddock also has one if
you anybody is interested.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>7317 NEXT>7339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Agreed.I would be interested,as my bed has seen better days.I still use it to haul really
heavy things,so a nice bed is not a priority,but for the right price (and the same gauge
metal)I'd be interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7311 NEXT>7332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used regular low temp grease in my -2A closed knuckles and never had a problem.
SUBJECT>Wheel Prices POSTER>Bill@Diamond Racing Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7325 7344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ATTENTION WHEEL SHOPPERS!DIAMOND RACING WHEEL IS PLEASED TO
QUOTE THE FOLLOWING WHEELS AND SHIPPING.ALL WHEELS ARE
QUOTED EITHER IN THE SOLID TYPE OR THE SPORT WHEEL WHICH HAS
THE CUT OUTS BETWEEN THE LUG PATTERN AND THE ID OF THE RIM.
THESE ARE AVAILABLE IN EITHER WHITE,BLACK OR SILVER POWDER
COAT FINISH.IF WE RECEIVE ENOUGH ORDERS (APPROXIMATELY 24
WHEELS MIN.)WE WILL OFFER THE O.D.GREEN AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
TIRE COMBINATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SOME SIZES CURRENTLY.IF
YOU WANT A QUOTE ON TIRES PLEASE CONTACT ME DIRECT FOR A
QUOTE.
WHEEL SIZE SOLID SPORT (WITH CUT-OUTS)
1513 $120.00 EACH $150.00 EACH
16X8 $110.00 EACH $140.00 EACH
16X10 $115.00 EACH $145.00 EACH
20X7 TUBELESS $120.00 EACH $150.00 EACH
22.5X8.25 $230.00 EACH $250.00 EACH
22.5X12.25 $290.00 EACH $320.00 EACH
22.5X13 $300.00 EACH $330.00 EACH
FREIGHT QUOTE BY ZIP CODE AND QUANTITY
28532 4 PCS.$50.00
18954 5 PCS.$60.00
98226 4 PCS.$68.00
14870 4 PCS.$42.00
28466 4 PCS.$50.00
13309 4 PCS.$50.00
THESE PRICES ARE CONTINGENT UPON EVERYONE ORDERING AT ONE
TIME.WE ACCEPT VISA,MASTERCARD OR DISCOVER AS PAYMENT.IN THE
INTEREST OF GETTING WHEELS AT SOON AS POSSIBLE ALL ORDERS NEED
TO BE PLACED BY
MARCH 8,2002.OUR CURRENT LEADTIME IS ABOUT 15 DAYS.IF ANYONE
HAS QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT ME..SUBJECT>Re:Interesting Old for sale post POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was down at Daves a couple of weeks ago.The truck was still there but he told me that
it was sold.======Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:TRANNY PARTS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Memphis equipment,Boyce equipment or White owl,also SEE-SECO all.coms
SUBJECT>What is it is worth ?POSTER>Peter EMAIL>nny21@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just have a question on the value of an M715.
The one I have my eye on is a 1968 with 14,000 orginal miles.Stock 230,original
tailgate,surprisingly solid bed.No rust at all in the bed.Its a soft top.Looks like the
original top and seat canvas seat covers.Needs some tires but that is about it.The only
rust spot is a tiny spot underneath the passenger side body........and thats it.Solid
truck.........painted military marine green with the stars and all.........
Looking for the value of this.........I think there are very few around in this shape.......
Any info would be appreciated
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Prices POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent an e-mail about a 15x10 to the person that was taking the orders.I did not see this
on here.Did it get sent to Bill?I have e-mailed him,but I am just curious if my name was
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added.
Thanks,
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,
Call some local speed shops and metal fabricators.One of 'em will be able to hook you up
with someone who can build you a custom oilpan for probably a couple of hundred $$.
SUBJECT>Re:What is it is worth ?POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7324 NEXT>7335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Between 2 and 3,depending on location.I would try to get it between 1,500
and 2,500
max.Offer $1200 and go from there.
My 2ct.
SUBJECT>new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>7329 7331
7356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know where I can get the cab soft top?I know that surplus city jeep parts
has then,but they don't have photos.I want to see what it is I am buying.any info on web
sites would be greatly appreciated!!!thanks
Nathan...
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7328 NEXT>7340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Three words for you:NEW LIFE RESOURCES!
(802)827-6124
Mark
SUBJECT>What ever happened to....POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7350 7363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There used to be listings for engine conversions somewhere among the great things at this
site.I can't find it now...The links page for engine conversions complains that the page
no longer exists (on that site -not the m715zone.com site)
I love my 230 engine to death,but want to try a diesel engine (the original clunky '85 gas
converted to diesel)to see if the performance gain is better -hence my search for
someone elses mistakes and fixes already posted (so I don't have to go through it alone
and by myself).Mechanically -there is not a thing wrong with my engine.It's the original
24v and constantly starts in 3 cranks or less.
Unlike most -my M175 sits out of the weather in the garage while my newer truck
whimpers in the rain begging to be let in too.
Many thanks.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7328 NEXT>7334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ODCloth.com!My top looks excellent!265 bucks too.I haven't found any lower prices
online.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7320 NEXT>7345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think some of the confusion is comming from the fact that there were a few early Jeeps
that required gear oil in the knuckles due to the design of the axle's joint.I think it is
refered to a REZEPPA joint or some such,or an early style CV joint.I don't have the old
CJ manual with me right now.
The type of joint we have in our rig is a cross shaft.As the LO says you take it all apart
every 12,000 miles and repack it,Then you fill the cavity up to the bottom of the fill plug
with grease.
As stated earlier the LO is not wrong.If you add gear oil it will only seep out,because the
felt seal on the ball is not made to hold the stuff in.That is why the Army also states that
if you ford any deep water you will possibly have to drain the knucke of water as well.
The grease is ther to help keep stuff out.
The king pins were to be greased with the 12,000 mile tear down.This is what keeps
them lubed.
Just How much friction do you think is on those king pins?they onl turn about 45-50
degrees.Heck your steering gear sees more use than that.How often do you re lube that?
Come to think of it now I helped a freind rebuild/restore a 42 MB and the TM called for
gear oil.They later changed that and it was recommended to him to use grease.
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the info is backwards.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>John Leischner
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7331 NEXT>7336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want vinyl or canvas www.beachwoodcanvas.com .I have the vinyl and love it.
And yes it's OD Green.
SUBJECT>Re:What is it is worth ?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your out on the west coat it would be around $3000-$4000 depending on overall
condition.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7334 NEXT>
7337 7338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I got my top from Beechwood also and it fit like a glove.It was on sale and made out of
syhthetic material that is supposed to outlast canvas many times over.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7336 NEXT>7357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Hows it going?How much did you pay for yours?Mine does not have a top (like it
matters right now)!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 9:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7336 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here
Fits great and said to out last canvas.Color is not as close as I woukld like but for a
unrestored truck it is great.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7319 NEXT>7358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
new tailgates would definantly be a plus!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 February 2002,at 10:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7329 NEXT>7341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life Resource Management can make a top in OD green or black for $230 including
shipping.
Their email address:nlrm@together.net
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 12:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7340 NEXT>
7351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew that you would ask that!I think it was $235 or $240 a yr.or 2 ago.The O.D.color
is close enough for me but I could see it might be a bit off for a 100 point restoration
project.
SUBJECT>Attn JC Jones POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7316 NEXT>7343 7437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.JC,Are you a welder-fabracator?if so metal hard tops could be a big
seller,the ragtops
just don't cut it in the winter.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7342 NEXT>7375 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I keep dreaming of a hardtop that could be removed in a few minutes and stowed in the
bed until needed.It could also be installed permanatly?Probably could sell quite a few of
these.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Prices POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill from diamond,count me in for 4 ---16x8 --if not green then black--i can be reached
at 315-782-5287---ext 3240 thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John is exactly right except for one thing.The felt that you see is just a wiper for the real
rubber seal that is behind it.=====Barry.
SUBJECT>Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>7370
7374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm close to completing an order for a set of 15x13 Diamond Racing Wheels.I'm guessing
I need to specify what backspacing I want.Can anyone out there advise me on what
backspacing will work the best on a 44x18.5 tire mounted on a 13"wide rim?I encourage
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as many responses from you guys as I can get.I'm thinking that I would want to keep the
wheel as close in as it will fit and still provide adequate clearance when turning.
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>wheel order---diamond racing---URGENT POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.folks--we have the quotes on the zone now--the people that
wanted the 15x10 should of
recieved there quotes also-----these are not bad prices and i hope that all that wanted in do
so!!!!!!---as not to mess up the other people that have and will put there order in.please
call diamond direct and place your orders--and ask for od green --so we can get that cool
color also added,diamond #is 1-800-937-4407 ask for bill tell him your part of the zone
order---i thank all involved and keep on trucking--mike
SUBJECT>37 x 1250 x 16.5 HUMVEE tire backspacing POSTER>Mike Wangelin
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to order 10"wide diamond wheels to fit the 37 x 1250 x 16.5 HUMVEE tire
take off's.I can get the tires for $75.00 to $100.00 depending on tread left (80%-90%).Is
anyone running these tires and what backspacing will I need?Any advise on running
these tires,on a stock set-up (engine,suspension and drive train)?
SUBJECT>windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7354 7355 7361 7373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know this question has been asked many times,but here goes anyway.Has anyone
found a source for the windshield to cowl weather seal?Memphis Equipment said
yesterday that the source they were having make them will not come through with
product.Does anyone have an extra weather seal that they would like to sell?If not,any
phone numbers for a manufacture that would sell 2"X 1/2"X 62"good quality foam
rubber.Any help would be appreciated!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you mean the 'Olds'350 DX diesel conversion engine?I hope you have a couple of
spare cranks around.
Good luck w/the swap however.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7341 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment is right at $300 if anyone is wondering...I bought my top there
before I knew better!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7303 NEXT>7371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks fellas!.SUBJECT>6 Lug,Bead Lock,id help POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was rummaging through a surplus and ran across 6,18"beadlock wheels with a large 6
lug bolt pattern.They look on the older side.
Any ideas what they're from?I think the bead lock would lood very tough on the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try AB linn.Sorry I don't have his number handy...Kaiserjeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7349 NEXT>7397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JC Whitney also has a large variety of bulk weather stripping;I don't know offhand if
they have what you need.Check out their website.It shows the various dimensions/cross
sections of their products,to help you get the right size.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7328 NEXT>7366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased my top last fall,from Surplus City Jeep.The fit was perfect,and it took me
about 10 minutes to install (first time,by myself).It looks great (after a few days in the
weather,it tightened-up to a perfect fit).I have seen other after-market soft tops on
M715s,and Surplus City Jeep's look about the best.
I sent pictures to this website a few weeks ago,showing my Jeep with the new top
installed,but they haven't made it out to the Members Gallery,yet.I'll email you directly
with a couple of photos.
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The vinyl top from beachwood cost $195.00 on sale.
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28
February 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7339 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy in the midwest who has at least 3 of the original beds and tailgates that he
has been trying to sell.I am willing to bet that building one would cost more than buying
one of these,having it shipped,and cleaning it up.Not sure what he wants for one but ca
find out.Besides the beds are made of formed steel not square tube and plate steel.If you
made one out of these materials it would weigh around 400-800 lbs.GSanders.SUBJECT>alternator/battery boiling
POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>7365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
somewhere in all the posts i've seen questions/answers about the alternator putting out to
much/to little voltage.i can't seem to find it now so,here it goes again.
i have two brand new optima batteries on my m725.it is still 24v &running the original
engine &alternator.i do not have any 12v connections off the battery(s)yet when i take it
out for a short drive i can hear the boiling noise coming from the bat.compartment whe
i stop.while driving the needle stays over in/past the green zone &sometimes into the red
(on the right side of gauge).don't want to ruin these expensive bats.question:is there a
adjustment on the alternator to turn voltage down?
thanks in advance---------------gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 February
2002,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7315 NEXT>7362 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Which engine are you talking about?The one that I have for $100 I was told came out of
a 90 model pickup that was wrecked.The guy I got it from told me that he had it in his
work truck about six months after putting the motor in he stopped to pick something up,
shut off the engine,and when he came back outside it would not turn over.The block has
been stored upside down with the plugs removed after he removed it from his truck.If
this engine turned out to be bad I would give you your money back.I would hate to rip
anyone off.As for the other motor I'm not sure about mileage and could not give you any
garaunteed on how good it is.
Also,if you are inquiring about the beds farther up the screen,I know a guy in this area
that has several that he wants to sell.They look pretty good except for slightly bend
fenders and just need surface prep for painting as far as I know.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7349 NEXT>7368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Surplus City Jeep they have them advertised at $35.00 GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7360 NEXT>7385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I know the guy you are talking about (Carl)!He is a good guy!I would want to
look at the engine you have to see if I would want it if you dont mind or a may be
interested in the other engine!Not sure yet,I have a transmission already (700R4).All I
need is a engine and I will be set!Talk to you later!Hows the 454 project going?I wish I
could go out and work on mine,but I've been to busy!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 2:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7330 NEXT>7392
7431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,What are you thinking?You want the GM 350 throw away diesel?This engine was
junk,this was GM's darkest moment for engine building,this engine would not even make
50,000 mi before it would blow up.There are many good diesels out there today,go with
anyone of them other than the throw away.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug,Bead Lock,id help POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7353 NEXT>7391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My guess is that they are off of a DUKW (duck ).That is the amphibious 2 1/2 ton truck
used in WWII.They were built on the GMC deuce chassis and used an 18"wheel.They
also had 6 wheels ,just like a deuce.I'm not sure if they had any type of bead lock.This is
just a guess !!=====Barry
SUBJECT>Re:alternator/battery boiling POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,you don't want to do that to an Optima.They are gell cells and don't handle that
well.I have many friends that have bought Optima's.Granted they are a "better"battery,
but they have their short (pun)comings.I have a land cruiser buddy that has an Optima.
One night late trying to get to camp we literally melted the positive post off the battery
while winching.I was also told that excessive winching or over charging will create a hot
spot on one of the cells which eventually will short out the battery.Don't get me wrong,
Optima's are a good battery,I just would not use one for winching or high draw
situations.OK since we know you are not winching....How about answering your
question.On top of the alternator towards the back you should see an allen head plug.
Remove this and down inside you should see a screw or a flat plate slotted to accept a
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screw driver.
On the top of the hole it might have an arrow pointing counter clockwise (CCW)and the
word "increase"written.Make VERY small adjustments as a little goes a real long way.
Make sure all your battery connections are tight and clean.Mine were not and were the
source of my charging problems.So make sure everything is clean.It seems that I have
read about other peoples alternator being slightly different when it comes to what is
written on the top of the alternator.Once you find the plug,your good to go though.
Good luck and if I missed anything hopefully the group will correct me...........
Kaiserjeeps....(al)
SUBJECT>Re:new soft top photos and price please=)POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 2:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7356 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New life resources recovered my truck front and back and seats.They will work with you
on what you want.Great company.I was pretty happy.Heck I was so glad to finially have
a M715 you could have put soggy toilet paper on my truck,and I would have bee
gleaming!Seriously folks,New life gets my next call for tops.Which hopefully won't be.for a real long
time.........Kaiserjeeps...(al)
SUBJECT>bass ackwards POSTER>smartybritches EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28
February 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7377 7379
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got my front wheel bearings changed out after a couple weeks of the beast sitting
around and now my Tornado wants to kick backwards during starting.This began after
the maiden voyage on the new bearings during which it ran okay,then poorly,then like
crap.I rebuilt the distibutor and got no love.I'm wondering what to check next,such as
valve lash,etc.,or if my timing chain could have jumped.Needless to say,I'd like to start
with the easy stuff first before I go retiming the whole thing.I've checked the firing order
and eliminated the dist.Suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7361 NEXT>7439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
surplus city doesnt have any!
SUBJECT>Re:wheel order---diamond racing---URGENT POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7347 NEXT>7408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mike,I ordered my 16x10's in O.D.green today!Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7346 NEXT>7390 7398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had a set of 15x10 with 44"boggers with 4"backspasing the tires barely rubbed the
spring when turning full lock
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7352 NEXT>7424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've obviously been outvoted here,but I once caught a glimpse of a genuine Dana service
manual that specifically called out SAE 140 gear oil for the steering knuckles (with the
normal "cross"type of u-joint).I was also told the same thing by a professional gear/axle
shop.I think if you really do disassemble the knuckles,clean and repack everything every
12,000 miles,it probably won't make any difference whether you use grease or oil.Very
few axles get this kind of attention,however.I use SAE 85W-140 in all of my closed-
knuckle axles and have never had a problem.As long as your knuckle seals are in
reasonable condition,you won't lose enough oil to matter.One point I will mention is that
the knuckle seals normally *do*leak a little oil.This is actually a good thing because it
keeps the knuckle "balls"cleaned and lubricated.I was told by the gear shop that grease
causes dirt to stick to the ball and will eventually wear a groove in the ball where the seal
usually rides.Again,if you actually clean and lube it every 12,000 miles,it's probably not.a big deal.
SUBJECT>ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you ever sell you gama goat tires and adaptors?
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>Landon EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7349 NEXT>7388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,i looked for months,checked all a b linn,memphis,army jeep parts etc,no luck .I
went to lowes home store bought some weather stripping it sticks on one side so you ca
still fold the windshield down,it was less than 10 bucks,says its good for marine use.LM
SUBJECT>Re:Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep in mind that the farther out there they are the closer it will be to the back of the
fender when turning.
so watch out for to much or not enough.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>Phil Moen EMAIL>philm_59501@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>7343 NEXT>7376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in northern Montana where it is currently -15 degrees.Granted,it's no Norther
Minnesota,but -15 is still plenty cold,and no place to drive a "rag-top"with the top
down.A removeable hard top would be a slick option.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7375 NEXT>7413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree!!!!!!I'd be interested if you did that!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:bass ackwards POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is your ignition timing inexplicably changing?Reason I ask is that the manual talks about
checking the indexing of the gear on the oil pump driveshaft (pg 74 of TM 9-2320-244-
34).It states that slippage of the gear on the shaft is possible,which would cause your
ignition timing to change.If I understand it correctly (which ain't easy)the space betwee
two of the teeth should be perpendicular to the slot on top of the oil pumpn shaft that the
ignitor drops into.Unlikely but something to consider.
SUBJECT>Re:Put a 1 ton Dodge to shame...POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7213 NEXT>7380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when we were hauling timbers down the trails of Uhwarrie National Forest.We were
working with the forest service building corduroy bridges along the trails.The rangers
provided salt treated poles 10'long by about 8-10"diameter and we had to haul'em way
back in the trail.We could lay about a dozen in my buddies 1 ton cummins dodge with
38's before his butt was draggin'like a wormy hound dog.Then we tossed 20 poles in the
ole 715 and only stopped there cause there was no "headache"rack to keep the logs from
sliding forward and mussing our hair (I never could figure out why there wasn't one).
When cutting oak firewood,I've tried to load the 715 and its 3/4 ton trailer down but I
usually give up after dulling two chains.One of these days I'm gonna take a helper and a
sharpening file and see if I can really load it down.Another observation;I've had people
say that an M37 is twice the truck as the M715.I'll admit it's a better trail rider due to its
smaller size and more supple suspension,but a better "truck",no way.No disrespect,I
loved my M37 in the woods and around the neighborhood at 35mph.
SUBJECT>Re:bass ackwards POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 725 ran like crap when i got it.the timing chain/gear was off by three teeth.had to
remove the gear and turn the cam to align the timing mark.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Put a 1 ton Dodge to shame...POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I love that wormy hound dog joke!!!!!I spit my coffee out all over my keyboard
though!Mark
SUBJECT>Question????POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7382 7383 7670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the bed need any urethane mounts underneath it?I can't come up with anything so I
was just going to mount the bed to the frame with no body mounts!Is this a bad thing?
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Question????POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put some rubber under it!Typically rubber donuts,urethane would be fine too.The
mounts on my 726 look to be about half an inch thick.You'll proably have lots of
sqeaking if you don't use them.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Question????POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28
February 2002,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7381 NEXT>7384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A trick I used on a flatfender was taking the plastic rollers off of a WOODS(name brand
not important)lawn mower.These were solid pieces of urethane plastic that vary in
lengths from 6 to 18 inches.They are the perfect size for this and you can cut them to fit
any height that you want.Just putting ideas out there.GSanders
SUBJECT>GSanders POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7383 NEXT>7421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!I am in finding a good 350 whether it be yours or your friends or something
else!I'm at the point where I need to put the engine on the frame!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 February
2002,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7362 NEXT>7386
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When would be a good time for you to come and look at it?I am fairly hard to get a hold
of sometimes but i could have my dad show you the engine if you would like.The 454
project is starting off slow.I am hoping the motor mounts get here soon but am still
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trying to gather parts.Know of any th400s in your neck of the woods for a good price?
Anout the only thing that I have gotten done on the truck is patching some sheet metal.I
am debating on whether to sell one of my other projects to fund this one.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,28 February 2002,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7385 NEXT>7433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will check around for you(on the th400)!I might know of one,but it might be sold
already!I will check as soon as I can!I'm not hard to get ahold of,but I am busy with
school alot of the time!We will work something out!Mark
SUBJECT>gas tank repair?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 2:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7396 7415 7456 7462 7481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone renu a tank?obviously there are no nos tanks,and i doubt any non-rusted ones for
sale....
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7373 NEXT>7403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of the responses.Looks like the Lowes option is the best.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>Rollie715.EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7372 NEXT>
7399 7400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are still for sale.
$500 for everything.
Includes 4 SnakeRiver adapters and 4 Gamma Goat Tires and wheels.
I'm located in Bellingham WA.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7370 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
Thanks for the input.
I will be running Ground Hawgs which appear to be slightly smaller then the Boggers.
Also my rim is 13"wide which should center the tire just a bit further out then the 10"
wide rims you run.
I went ahead and ordered them with a 4.5"backspacing figuring I wanted to keep them in
as narrow as I could and to help avoid hitting the fender well with the outer edge.Judging
by my measurements,I'm guessing a 15"rim with a 4.5"backspace is going to be awful
close to touching the inside edge of the rim to the brake drum.
We will see how they fit when they get here.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug,Bead Lock,id help POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7364 NEXT>7393 7416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Barry,
That gives me something to start with.Now to look for some aggressive tread.Hmmm,
maybe implement tread for these buggers!
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you throw the engine away...keep the rods and sell them to a speed shop.They can be
offset bushed to 6.125"and used in small blocks!
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug,Bead Lock,id help POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Implement tires look way cool and would be good for
bogging but be careful running
them on pavement.They're not designed for that and will heat up and seperate or come
off rim.I know farmers that run them but for only slow speed,short trip,dirt roads and
crossing pavement to get to the next dirt road.Highway patrolmen usually don't like them
too much either Just trying to help.
SUBJECT>230 stock motor POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7395 7533 7536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With all of the engine swaps that are going on,does anyone have a good stock 230 out
there that they want to get rid of...I live in Ind.and I am interested in one.
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7394
NEXT>7438 7448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I have a real good 230 with 20,000 mi on it,the bad part is I live in Souther
Maine.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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lee,i don't know about where you live but around here most radiator shops do fuel tanks
as well.you might check there.
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7355 NEXT>7435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there used to be a weatherstrip called camper tape.it came in various widths and
thickness.one side had an adhesive backing.it was used to seal a camper top to the bedrail
of a pickup.you might check an r.v.place for it.
SUBJECT>Re:Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
March 2002,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak
PREVIOUS>7370 NEXT>7436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What set-up did you have with 15x10x44,spingover and or body lift?Was this on a stock
engine and drivetrain,any drawbacks?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I decided to go this route,can I have them shipped?Some people don't like to hassle
with it and I understand that!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN.EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7389 NEXT>7401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,just curious,but in your first advertisement for the gama goats,you said you had 5
tires including the spare.My question is-does the 5 tire come with the deal?Thanks,
Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7400 NEXT>
7402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Yes,I made a mistake on my latest post.
There are 5 wheels and tires.
As for shipping,I would be glad to put them on a pallet and deliver them to a local
shipping company,but I have no clue as to how to arrange shipping.If you could do the
leg work,I could work with you on it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7401 NEXT>7427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will do the leg work and find out the details!My main concern is cost of shipping right
now!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal UPDATE POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7388 NEXT>7405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im headed to a local rubber shop (i live near the chemical plants)to get a price on making
a die to extrude NEW weatherstripping.obviously we would have to order enough pieces
to justify the die.....more to follow.
im also going to see if they have anything that will work.....
SUBJECT>ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>7406 7410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Perk could you ramble on about running 20"Firestones?Are they radials?Do they work
well on most surfaces?I'm considering 20"rims and would appreciate any experience or
info you might like to share.Thanks in advance,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal UPDATE POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:07 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7403 NEXT>7422
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your help,Lee.I have found several types of weatherstriping at Lowes and
Home Depot,however,not really what I am looking for.A good quality rubber
weatherstrip material which is 1/2"(uncompressed)by 2"wide would make a good size
try.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7404 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,just wondering if you checked forwardair.com out!I'm thinking about those gama
goat tires from rollie715!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>complete plow package for m-715 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7409 7442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a complete plow package for sale or trade--i mean complete---electric over
hydro----western plow---8 foot blade--inside control--great condition---HEAVY
DUTY.----willing to trade or for sale at $750.oo--i live in upstate new york --but will put
on truck form shipping if wanted--e-mail to mike.ricci@twcable.com--or back to the
zone---thanks mike
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SUBJECT>Re:wheel order---diamond racing---URGENT POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7369 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for keeping your end of the bargin on this--i also ordered mine--in green--thanks
again .mike
SUBJECT>Re:complete plow package for m-715 POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7407 NEXT>7470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you want to trade for???I have lots of stuff!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7404 NEXT>7411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,The Firestone Superall Traction are bias ply 9.00-20 load range E tube type,Firestone
lists them at 41.4 inches tall,mounted on 20x7 Diamond sport wheels.These tires are
fantastic in mud and snow,the tread pattern is super aggressive.They are not too loud on
the pavement,matter of fact,these tires ride and handle better than the Goodyear xtra grip
9.00-16 that were on the truck before.Now the reason I went with these tires is that from
past mud rally exp.narrow tires walk better through deep thick mud and the same with
snow,other tires might be better in sand,but,we don't have too much sand here in.Maine,driving on the beaches here
is aginst the law.Also in Maine the state is getting very
strict with lifted trucks,I only lifted my cab three inches with hockey pucks,so the truck
looks stock to the cops.The bottom line is these tires and wheels are great,I would'nt have
done it any other way,Good Luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7410 NEXT>7412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you get these tires in a radial?Did you have any problems mounting the tires?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7411 NEXT>7420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715Man,Firestone dose not make these tires in radial,I paid $160.00 each for these
tires,if they were radial they would be $300-400.00 each too rich for my blood.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7376
NEXT>7414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Come on JC,did we scare you off when I spoke of fabricating hardtops?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7413
NEXT>7417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess we will have to fab our own!If the fire departments can come up with something-
I'm sure we can!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7387
NEXT>7426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I did mine the fun part is getting the rust out of the tank.I got a 1'piece of 3/8 chain,a
badmitten net,2 metal rods 2'long welded a washer to the top drove them in the ground
took 4 bungee straps took down the swing.Wrapped the tank with the net,put the chain i
hooked 2 straps to the swing frame,the others to the rods.PUT SOME ear plugs in and
bounce the rust away.Better than trying to shake the tank.Put some RE-NEW in.Rolled
the tank.And the rest is history.It works great,be careful not to get this stuff in the pickup
tube its a bit*h to get out.Hope this helps Will
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug,Bead Lock,id help POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7391
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,the rims that I'm refering to won't work on a M715.They have the big 6 lug patte
of a 2 1/2 ton rockwell rear.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com.DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 2:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7414
NEXT>7418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well if you want an ugly one,you can use mine as a pattern.i think that someone must
have a well made metal top out there as many of these trucks that are ex firetrucks.if so
maybe the firedept.has name of manuf.that made them.a long shot but it's the only one i
have.mine looks like it was built by committee in the dark.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7417
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent,away to Boyce equipment for a flyer on there new fiberglass hard top,I will let you
all know if it looks good when I get the info.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Shipping POSTER>mtruckstuff EMAIL>mtruckstuff@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7423 7507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have a line on vehicle shipping?Need to get several from Colorado to East coast.
Thanks.Paul
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>Ed J.
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EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7412 NEXT>
7430 7455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PERK,thanks for the info,I always thought 20 inchers were the way to go.Now I just
need to get rid of the new 38"swampers and tubes I bought and my blasted and painted
rims.It's always something?Thanks for letting me think out loud here.later Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:GSanders POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7384
NEXT>7425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you saying that you need a 350 V8?kinda confused.I have one that I am taking out
of my CJ if you need one.Still running and in the Jeep at this point.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal UPDATE??POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,a mold would run about 3500!!!!!!!ouch,and probably 50 dollars or so PER strip
minimum of 100.Sooooo i bought some closed cell neoprene,at 3"by 6'and ill trim to
fit.they had TAN rubber at various thicknesses,but im worried about compression.its
22bucks for the applicable peice of rubber....i dont know what to do......
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net.DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7419
NEXT>7461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I can transport trucks up to the size and weight of a M715 in the central part of the U.S..I
am located in Tulsa,and make regular trips to Colorado and adjoining states.I have
considered some longer tranports,so if you want to give me a call at 918-951-2677 (cell
phone answered about 18 hours a day)and we can discuss it.I use a one-ton Ford Super
Duty (Power Stroke)truck w/a flatbed trailer rated at 14K.Rates vary,however most
poeple say I am at the higher end of the accepted rate structure.This is due to quality
equipment (no break downs),on time delivery,and since I own a M715 and trailer it to
events,I am used to larger trucks.Anyway,I just do this on a limited basis (actually third
job),so call me if you would like to discuss options.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Closed Knuckle ???-revisited-POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7371 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/lubeindex.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/lubeindex.html
If you want the official line from the original Kaiser manual,I have scanned and added it
to the lube page,see link below.This is a manual that Kaiser put together before the
military manuals were made,and in fact,the military manuals,in most cases are copied
from the kaiser manual,or are a condensed version of the Kaiser book.
It specificies the same lube in the front knuckles as you use for wheel bearings and for u-
joints,therefore grease.
I would like to point out that this is the most thorough lube section for these vehicles that
I have ever seen and highly encourage members to use it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:GSanders POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7421
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man,I need a good running 350 v8!Can you help me?Email me!!!
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7415
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i recomend going to por15.com the have some feul tank stuff that is great.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7402 NEXT>7428 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.Mark,go to several differant Common Freight shippers in your town,you will get
several
differant quotes.Weight is going to be 650 lb.s.Or if you have a friend in a business that
ships larger items.A steady shipper will usually get better discounts.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7427 NEXT>7440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I live in Pittsburg,Kansas!It is a hole in the wall!I don't even know where to start!
Any other suggestions!I was thinking about forwardair.com!Has anyone had any
problems with this company?I've heard that their shipping is really reasonable?!Mark
SUBJECT>67 M715 for sale in Georgia POSTER>Rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a 67 M715 for 1500.00.The truck is complete.It has the original motor and trans,
still 24 volt system.I believe the motor is locked up.A tree fell on the hood and
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windshield,so they are not useable.The cab has some rot in the floor.The truck has a
fiberglass top.I want to buy the truck but just don't have the funds,that really sucks,so I
sent you all a message for anyone who is interested.I found the truck in the truck trader.
The truck is really rough,I would consider the truck a parts truck.If anyone purchases the
truck I would like to purchase some parts if possible.I went to look at the truck today,so
I have directions if needed.
Thanks,Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7420 NEXT>7441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,The 38''swampers are a great tire,you should to be able to sell those in short
order.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7363 NEXT>7432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,actually I had in mind a military 24v diesel that is in the 85ish military Chevy
Blazer.This way,I wouldn't have too much trouble trying to convert to 12v.
I'm unsure if the military version 350 diesel experienced the same problems as the
civilian version...does anyone know?
I was given this motor turnkey out of a military truck (someone else bought the truck -
they want a gasoline engine).I know for a fact it runs and runs good..but how long it will
run is anyone's guess.
Offhand -does anyone see a problem or will it be somewhat similar to dropping a
standard 350 engine in?
At this point -I'm still thinking and trying on different engines :)All comments are.welcome.
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7431 NEXT>7445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure its not a 6.2 diesel?
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,
at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7386 NEXT>7434 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Call me at (417)624-8726 sometime before 1:00PM,if you can,ask for Gabe.Maybe we
can hash out a time.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7433
NEXT>7494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try!I have a MFT (major field test)in the morning.It will take a few hours,but I
will call you if it isn't too late.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7397 NEXT>7454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not a bad idea but this tape is usualy a foam which is only about a quarter inch thick.you
could stack it to get the proper thickness but then it would act as a sponge and soak up
water and invite rust to eat at the cowl and windshield frame.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Wide Wheel Backspacing ??POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cab lift and springover/shakel flip
SUBJECT>Re:Attn JC Jones POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaVgKjlRaYGG.PREVIOUS>7342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would need to get my hands on an M-715 in the Denver area for a few hours to take
some measurements.LMK if anyone can help.
JC Jones
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 10:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7395 NEXT>7449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got some mail today from Surpus City Jeep out in CA today.They say they have rebuilt.230 engines for sale.They say
they are rebuilt by a good quality shop.The price was
around $2000 with out the core charge.
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone noticed they seem to advertise alot of stuff,that they don't have or never will
have in stock.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7428 NEXT>7446 7458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Merriam,KS.I mostly use Forward Air for shipping heavy stuff.Their hub
(place to pick up/drop off)is less than one mile from KCI airport.And yes it's really air
shipment.Really easy people to work with.No crates or palllets needed.From Rollies'
area you would have it in 3 days.
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Another company I've tried is FreightPro.Website is www.freightpro.com based i
Lenexa,KS.This is a neat setup and would probablly work the best if you can't come to
KC.They use full size semi's and come to your door to pick up and deliver.Sort of like
UPS but with bigger trucks.Anything shipped with these guys has to be clean or they
wont take it.They hate oil spills.
Pricewise there is less than than 5 bucks difference.Servicewise freightpro will take
about 12 hours longer.I have shipped more transmissions &t'case's than I care to
remember and have never paid more than 65.00 for 180 lbs.I almost shipped a Dana 60
&extras from New Hamphire to KC for $105.00 and it weighed 700 lbs.
The third company is one I've never used but others have shipped stuff to me is Yellow
Freight.Low rates and quick services.Also has a hub in KC.
Living in Kansas/Mo is actually a plus when it comes to shipping as most freight
companies have a office in the KC area.Truly the crossroads of America.
We need to go play with our trucks some time.I've got a 725 with 350 Chevy/420
transmission.Starting to get all the pieces for a TH400 with 203/205 Doubler.May
decide to go with a 203/203/205 in the end.Hell it's only money and the kids dont really
have to eat every day do they??
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,1 March 2002,at 11:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7430 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again,My budget tells me to run the swampers and spend the money on wiring
harness,brake rehab,and paint.Those big Firestones would get a lot of respect in traffic
though wouldn't they?he,he
SUBJECT>Re:complete plow package for m-715 POSTER>eric.EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 12:24
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7407 NEXT>7469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you located i may be interested i am in newyork
eric
SUBJECT>Re:67 M715 for sale in Georgia POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7429 NEXT>7444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What part of Ga?I'm in Savannah.
SUBJECT>Re:67 M715 for sale in Georgia POSTER>Rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 4:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck is located near Monroe,Ga
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7432 NEXT>7466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715man,If it is a military diesel it has got to be a 6.2.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!And yes we will have to get together sometime!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Printing Lube Schedule POSTER>Daniel Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried to print the M715/M724/M725/M726 Lubrication Order and could only get it to
print page 1.Any suggestions on how to get the whole thing to print?
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7395
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk...thanks for the info,if I can find my way to head n.e.,I will let you know...still
looking...David
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7438
NEXT>7619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John...thanks for the info...talked with Memphis Equip.and they have priced 1 at the
same $...$1400 for short block and $2000 for complete long block...also checking with.local shops and that is about
the going price for a total rebuild...trying to save some
bucks...if I go with a adapter from Novac plus a motor,damn near same price...Thanks
again,David.
SUBJECT>Re:715 binder motor ?+spring-over?HELP POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHdXbEE9s6t2 PREVIOUS>7287 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,where are located?I might have some parts for you.Is there any way you could
send me some pictures of the motor mounts?Am thinking of putting a 392 IH in my 715.
Any in put from you would help.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Brake Drums???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 March
2002,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7467 7474
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm wondering wether or not I can keep my old brake drums in the rear and just turn them
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or wether I just need to buy a whole new set for my truck.Does anyone know the specs
on the drums so I can find out if I can turn them or not.Any and all help greatly
appreciated.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>Daniel Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7308
NEXT>7453 7475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My hard top was made from a 2 1/2 top.
Looks good.Can take pictures if anyone wants some.
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7452 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like some pics!!!Looks like I'm going to make my own removable hard top!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:windshield to cowl weather seal POSTER>Keith Gallant
EMAIL>Gallants@wcvt.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,your right about the rust risk.I had no lick locating the weatherstrip either and I've
been looking for about 9 months now.I ended up using a garage door weatherstrip that is
the proper width and comes in an 8 foot roll.It is used on the bottom edge of the door
where it contacts the floor and is available at hardware stores for cheap.I cut the slots for
air ducts with a razor blade and it looks 100%beautiful.The thickness isn't a full 1/2"
though.only about 3/8".I have no real problems.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.PerkM715...20"tires?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 12:05 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak
PREVIOUS>7420 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,Let me know if you want to sell the 38 swampers and how much,condition,and what
you had to do for clearence.What rims are they on,and do you want to sell the also?
Thanks,Mike
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Lee,
Had my tank re-nued (sp?)bt a radiator shop out here in California.They cut my old tank
open at the seams,sandblasted it,then coated both the inside and outside with that rhino
line looking stuff.came out great,got it warranted for 10 years,and cost me $200 dollars.
Probably could have gotten it done a lot cheaper,but I was in a rush to get the thing
running and moving.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:still have 1967 M715 for sale/trade POSTER>Justi
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7013 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you have any pictures,feel free to e-mail them to me
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7440 NEXT>7464 7468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i'm located in gladstone,mo.just a few mins.from merriam and
a couple hrs from ks.i also know a few people who have
m715's.we need to get together an play.e-mail me and lets
get together......
soupy
SUBJECT>2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>john michael walls EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7472 7480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For all those that love the 2 1/2 ton axles a place in Florida by the name of Chuck's
Trucks removes the old drum brakes and installs disc brakes inplace on both front and
rear axles.Phone#407-650-3802
e-mail chuckstrux@aol.com
Hope this information will help one of you all out.
John M.
SUBJECT>Re:Printing Lube Schedule POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 4:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7447
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The whole thing prints just fine here....did you acidentally select 1 page to print instead of
all?Other than that I really have no clue.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7423
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Call the closest dealer auction in Co.Ask for the transportation department,tell 'em your
a dealer.They'll hook you up with someone relatively cheap.I just had a 715 sent to me
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from Co.Springs (I'm in Albuquerque)for $130.
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Bill Hirsch Co.makes an excellent gas tank sealant.A can runs around $15.You can find
their ad in Hemmings motor news,or online at Hemmings.com.I just used a can on my
Unimog and it worked great!Seals pinholes and rust.
SUBJECT>Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7465 7504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,after much waiting I got the fording pipes made yesterday and I installed them
today.The local muffler shop did an outstanding job for me.The guy who bent it all for
me was a very patient and understanding individual.I ’ll get some pics of the work added
to my members gallery photos as soon as I can.
I used 3 ” aluminized pipe up front,for the intake and 2 ½” pipe from the muffler back..A
new muffler from Summit,which maintains the 2 ½ ” diameter all the way through,was
added as well.On the way home I could feel the extra horses.Did you know the stock
muffler reduces down to around 1 ¾ or less??
Only two things remain the heat guard around the exhaust stack and trying to get the dar
intake hooked up to my air filter.
I need some help here.Does anyone out there have access to a mandrel bender.I need two
90 degree elbows made.They cost around $30 a piece from a parts store.I guess I am
looking for a cheaper way.The shop who built the pipe tried to bend a 90 for me,but the
thing had about a 1 ’ arc to it.I need a nice clean sharp 90 degree bend on this.
In case any of you are wondering why I need two 90 ’s.I have the late model air filter and
would like to run a second rubber line down the side of the filter housing to tie into the
pipe that comes in through the fender.
My other option would be to convert to the early style air filter and add a 145 degree
elbow to the intake pipe.But I would like to stay with the filter I have.If the elbow thing.does not pan out would
anyone have an extra early filter assembly for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to play but my jeep is just a frame right now!I have to rewire and put stuff
back together,but i would love to get together this summer and go wheelin!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7463
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to see you use the later hood mounted air filter.I have a new one and would
like to put it on but it doesn't work.I also have the two barrel setup on that causes me the
problems.I need the 90 degree mandrel for the top of a two barrel that goes down to the
diameter of the air cleaner.Pics would be nice.Good luck
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7445 NEXT>7471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know the answer yet -but all I have to do is go over and look.Is the 6.2 an OK
diesel?Will it fit as easily as a 350?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>Austin EMAIL>beltfed@281.com
DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7451
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,I wouldnt turn them,just reline your shoes and slap'em on and go.They're so thick,
you'll never wear them out and your pads will quit squawking after a while.
Austin
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION Rollie715!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,2 March 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live just north of kc in st joseph.I am repowering my 15 with a 454 right now but
always looking for buddies to wheel with.More so if the own cool toys.
we need to arrange a get together for early summer if everyone will have theirs running
by then.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:complete plow package for m-715 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am in boonville n.y.about an 45 minute ride north of utica or about a half hour from.rome----what ever---real nice
stuff,if you interested.thanks mike---or call me at work--
315-782-5287-ext 3240
SUBJECT>Re:complete plow package for m-715 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7409 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well--i`m not sure--i`m game for pretty much anything cool--tires ??what sort of things
do you have could you give me an idea ???thanks mike
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SUBJECT>Re:What ever happened to....POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,The 6.2 is an OK engine and it will fit.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7459 NEXT>7476 7483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much does this kit cost.i read the same article and i know somewhere it said that it
was a bolt on kit.have you called to see how much.better yet has anyone bought the kit
so i can make it myself...lol
roger
SUBJECT>We would like to invite you all to a trail run..POSTER>TJ
EMAIL>tjwmudd@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYC2gu2z.QXc PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>Home of the Mid -West Explorers
LINKURL>http://midwestexplorers.com
Come and join us...We'll have a blast!
It's a Great time to get out and meet the midwest.Mid-West Explores are hosting their
2nd annual Easter Weekend Trail Run...And you all are invited....(Just to let you know...
Our club is open to all makes and models of 4x4s)
Dates:March 29 -31,2002
Place:600 Acres/Ely OHV Park,just south of Ely,Iowa...west of
Solon,Iowa.
Places to hang your head:Lake McBride State Park,
camping costs Estimated $14.oo per night(no showers till April)...
and there is the Red Roof Inn,Exel Inn,Fairfield Inn By Marriot,
Heartland Inn,Sheraton Four Points Hotel...All right off Interstate
380,just on the edge of Cedar Rapids,Iowa...within estimated 15
minutes drive to 600 Acres/Ely OHV Park.
We will have Trail guides for factory stock vehicles to the big
modifieds...All will need to go through a VEHICLE SAFETY
INSPECTION...and sign a ride at your own risk form to part-take in.this event...Other wise there is no actual event
costs,unless you
break your vehicle...
We'll be on CB radio station #3 or Family band radio #14
Contact us through:
http://www.midwestexplorers.com
or e-mail:tjwmudd@yahoo.com or oldcherokee90@yahoo.com
We hope to see you all there.
TJ
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7451
NEXT>7482 7506 7538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JD,I am not shure of the minimum thickness allowed by law,but there is a standard,most
any shop that works on brakes would know.It is a good to have them turned,this not only
will smooth the surface of the drum,it will also bring the hub back to perfectly round,that
will stop any vibration that may happen.If the hubs are grooved deeply,they can turn the
drum down to the miniuim standard and that would be a hell of a lot better than installing
brand new shoes in a grooved and out of round drum.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7452 NEXT>7478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan...........Send me some pictures also.
mas1_777@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>Jim Mace
EMAIL>macej@sill.army.mil DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7472 NEXT>7672 LINKNAME>TEAM ZEBRA
MudRacing LINKURL>http://www.teamzebra.homestead.com
My buddy can make you a set for the same price and he powder coats them.Call Jon
Godwin (580)678-1651
SUBJECT>wanted m715 front renders POSTER>brian sandma
EMAIL>sandmanb@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.dGEOVXxaps PREVIOUS>NEXT>7479
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i,m looking for a set of m-715 front fenders for a 79 cherokke chief offroad project.i
already have a set of 1-ton axles from a chevy cucv locked up with 456 gears,i'm planing
on hummer beadlocks with duelly whell spacers and 38's and need the tire clearance
without wanting to go with to much lift so i have a good center of gravity .i have no idea
what the fenders are worth and they dont have to be in great shape,just solid enough to
work with,ill have to fabricate the rears after i cut the roof off and pull the rear end in
about a foot,i'm also runing a bradden pto wench in the rear with a hydrolic milemarker
up front....if you have some fenders i could use please let me know.you would also be.better e-mailing me direct as
i dont visit this site to offen,although i might due to the fact
that you guys have got some great info on these beasts.thanks.sandmanb@bellsouth.net
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SUBJECT>Re:*New*M-715 beds POSTER>Daniel Klatt EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7475
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Posting pictures in members gallery.Hope they help.
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:wanted m715 front renders POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7477 NEXT>7486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set,but they have a little rust!Email me!!!I can take pictures too!
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7459 NEXT>7525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are these on the wheel or pinion mounted?
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7387
NEXT>7484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why are all of these tanks rusted out?What leaks?How does the water get in?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7474
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being a bit more of an optimist,turn em till they are round.This may or may not be the
minimum
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call frankies offroad he makes the pinion style they look and work great (205)594-5098
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7481
NEXT>7485 7499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,Condinsation is the biggest culprit.Water weighs more than gas so the water on the
bottom rusts out the tank.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 March
2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7484 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.they do great work www.gas-tank.com its moyer gas tank repair.
SUBJECT>Re:wanted m715 front renders POSTER>brian sandma
EMAIL>sandmanb@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7479 NEXT>7487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715man,i will e-mail you.but i need your e-mail imfo.
SUBJECT>Re:wanted m715 front renders POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mafrisch@pittstate.edu
SUBJECT>novak complaint POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7489 7493 7496 7497 7498 7500 7523 7537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone else had any problems with this company or was it just me?
It took me three weeks to get the wrong kit!I was not very happy seeings how I was told
everything was in stock and would ship out on the same day.After numerous calls and
several excuses as to why it hadnt shipped,It was finally shipped 2nd day air (there cost)
to get the wrong part.I then placed another call to have a some what heated conversation
with them,after a little pissing and moaning they agreed to ship the correct parts next day
air.(again there cost)
They did make good on it I feel although I still do not know why it was such a hassle as I
never realy got a straight answer.
So any of you doing swaps might want to consider other sources or not take there word
for fact.I had already tore down the truck and it is taken up precious space in the shop for
three weeks.My fault in part but it still should have be sent when they told me it would.
Just thought I would tell you people my experience with this company.Anyways wish me
luck on my conversion.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3
March 2002,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
This has been my experiance with novak to date.I purchased a kit for a sbc to swap into
the old 715 with the 4 11/16"bore.After recieving my kit and doing a dry run with my
bellhousing I found out they had shipped the large bore kit:(Well after a couple of days
trying to get someone to answer the phone,they said return the gm bearing retainer and
plate and they would replace it with the proper parts.Well they signed for the parts i sent
back to them on febuary 8th.I still have not recieved the correct parts to date.I plan on
calling again tommorrow and see whats up.I'm at a loss for just what the problem is,but
it is very frustrating to have to wait this long for my parts.
Wade.SUBJECT>Title a truck?POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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7492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really messed up when I traded for a M715 'project'truck.I opted for the no-title price
offered,since I figured I could go with a rebuilders title.Trouble is,now that I'm ready to
title it...I don't have anything like the Bill of Sale,purchase receipts and all the other
crapola needed by the DMV to register it as a rebuilder.
Is it possible (and legal)to purchase a title from someone parting a M-715 out?I'd hate to
spend another $1500+on _another_truck just for the title,but right now that looks my
only option.Does anyone have a clue?
SUBJECT>Found a 715 for sale POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a FYI..I was browsing the latest trucktrader for Texas and the SouthWest and found
a M-715 for sale.I'll put what is in the ad since it's not listed via the trucktrader.com
website.
1967 KAISER M715,1 1/4 TON,4X4,Dana 60 front end,Dana 70 rear end,5.87 gears,
$2500.Also GM Dana 60 front end,new seals,king pins,tie-rod 4.56 $1450
915-776-2854
915-725-2376
The B/W picture accompanying the text shows a decent looking truck.It looks converted
to 12v (by the turn signals on the fender wells)and has a hard top.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Title a truck?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7490
NEXT>7518 7519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,
Make your own bill of sale.Have anybody sign it,even the local homeless dude.The
DMV folks will never know the difference.Put in there that it only cost $100 too,many
places base the reg.fees on how much the truck's worth.Out here in Cali,there's several
ways around the no title deal,of course there's some paperwork involved but no big deal.
The biggest concern is if the truck was ever previously registered and is still in the
computer,racking up back penalties.But as I've found out,lots of these trucks,especially
the projects,never had a title and it's up to you to get the first one.Check into auto title
services,they can take care of the whole deal for a slight fee.
Buying a titled truck will work too,but you'll have to change the numbers on your truck
to match the title (all the numbers,not just the data plates).If not,it could lead to big
troubles down the road (impound).
I think the title service is easiest if you're not too familiar with your states particular laws
and I think they're usually under 100 bucks.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 March
2002,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488 NEXT>7505 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ordered motor mounts from them about 2 weeks ago and I am still waiting for the to
arrive.When I ordered them they said they would ship them that day and they would be
here in 3-4 working days.Maybe tomorrow.Last time I had something shipped from
California(from Advance Adapters)it took 3 days to get it.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,
at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7434 NEXT>7495 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll try to call you sometime Monday afternoon.It would hard to call me tomorrow
because I will be in and out.So how much snow did Pittsburg get?GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7494
NEXT>7508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We got 6 inches!How about you?I wish my jeep was done so i could have gone out and
played!On another note,maybe I should order some mounts from advanced adaptors!I
wont be home until 3:00pm tomorrow.Hopefully we can talk!Mark
SUBJECT>Novak Was Sold.....ctxt POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,3 March 2002,at 11:50
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was sold in the last year or 2 after Mr.Novak died.The new company has dropped
several items,and it looks like quality is one of them.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My kit came 2 weeks late,without hardware,and no motor mounts.They did overnight
the mounts,but I never saw the nuts and bolts to put it all together!Last Summer I
purchased a conversion kit to install a Chevy into my Willys wagon,the product and
customer service was great!I found that Novak products are better than the competition,
but the customer service is falling off!Just my 2 cents.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488
NEXT>7510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off let me qualify my statement.....I HATE Advance Adapters...they have no soul or
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customer service and are running a close tie with Bill Gates as the living embodiment of
the anitchrist..For simple motor mounts try Speedway Motors.From the time I faxed tthe order with no
crdit card number to deliver was less than 30 hours.
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank repair?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7484
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah,ok.Is it because they are driven so little that the moisture has time to act?Or is there
a known area whe it gets in?
SUBJECT>Re:Novak -Growing Pains POSTER>Eric at Novak EMAIL>eric@novak-
adapt.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7488 NEXT>7502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess the company under the limelight should take the chance to respond.
During the past six months,and more intensely,over the past 45 days,Novak has
undergone such a shocking growth in sales as to nearly overwhelm its ten employees.We
had no idea it was coming and the systems in place have sometimes been adequate,some
have not.
The result in some cases has been backordered components.In only one week's time,we
sold more of our 715 kits than we had in the month previous.What usually was (and is
again)in stock,quickly ran out,and faster than we could track.Additionally,outside
supplier (founding,fabrication,etc.)issues have caused us to reconsider once acceptable
sources for more reliable turnaround.It admittedly had our heads spinning as to the status
of several parts.
Everyone here has been scrambling to adjust,working double hours,all while training
new employees.These employees,including those good people in shipping,have had a
lot to adjust to.We do expect them to do better.
We also expect to consistently return to higher levels of stock,speed and accessability as
we engage with better suppliers,employees,phone lines and computer systems.We'll
hope for our customers'understanding as that transition completes.We also hope for their
communication with us about any(!)trouble they may have with any aspect of their order.
We have gotten a very encouraging level of direct customer feedback about the quality,
design and speed of delivery of our 715 &725 and our conversion components.Because
of that we're most certainly not giving up;it is our hope that our customers won't either.
As for "heated"conversations,I would not term it as such,but it is my hope Steve will
offer a level of understanding to someone who wants greatly to be part of a company that
I think,is generally doing things right,and to someone who works more hard and tiring
hours than I ever expected in the very real goal of building a company that does its work
and satisfies all those who work with it.
Novak is no longer a boutique parts and sales firm.The company has shuddered a bit
under the strain of growing at a rapid pace.We've not sat around to rest on those laurels,
but continue to push very hard at doing it all right.
Regards,.Eric et al.at Novak
SUBJECT>diamond wheel order POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
people--we have till this friday to get the wheel order in--to those that did already,i thank
you--the people on the fence-lets do it by friday---looks like we are halfway there.
thanking you in advance mike
SUBJECT>Re:Novak -Growing Pains POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7500 NEXT>7511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I don't know what to think!I will need engine mounts soon enough,but I don't want
to mess with all of the crap that goes along with it (ordering mounts,paying big dollars
for them also)!!!As far as I'm concerned,I will make my own design for my motor
mounts!!!!!No sense in paying for something I can make just as good or better!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Found a 715 for sale POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7491 NEXT>7514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you tell where it is in Texas?
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7463 NEXT>7531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,would you ever dunk it?
SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
March 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7493 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I spoke too soon.The mounts came in today.I guess sometimes I let my alligator
mouth over run ny piss ant a**!!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7474
NEXT>7516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had mine turned no problem.There was an early concern by the machine shop about the
center hole being too big,but they were able to still turn 'em.
Brakes work very good with new pads,gladiator booster and corvette master cylinder.
SUBJECT>THEY WILL SHIP ANYTHING!!!POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Try Unishippers.They can ship anything from rail,LTL's,or
flatbed type loads.There
prices will beat the other shippers.They have offices all over.Here's a #to an office
located in Pa.,they can quote or give you the #for where you need to call.
Call this gal for any shipping needs.
Sharon Matter,Freight Consultant
1.800.377.3105.
She can hook you up with the best prices!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 March
2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7495 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We got about the same amount here.It was an expensive play time for me yesterday.I
stripped the splines out of my torque convertor in the 700R4 thats in my Toyota.
I do not know that Advance Adapters make a M715 kit but the do make universal
mounts.I personally like to go with bolt on stuff because engineering things to fit gets a
little old after a while.I'll try to call you after 3:00.I got my motor mounts today so I
really don't have any problem with Novak.Sometimes you have to sit down and chew on
your foot.GSanders
SUBJECT>Through Drive Np 200 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7513 7522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the donor truck needed for the transfer case through drive parts???
SUBJECT>Re:novak complaint POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
March 2002,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7498 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!Every time I have talked to them they have been okay.I guess it's been a year since
I did though.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Novak -Growing Pains POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
motor mounts isn't rocket science...if you've got the means &time do it....
SUBJECT>power brakes?POSTER>alan loshbaugh EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7515 7544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it possible to bolt up a 70's waggoneer power brake booster and master cylinder,and
run the stock drums?Any other tips,part numbers,donor vehicles and years,to get to
power drums?Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Through Drive Np 200 POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net.DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 11:40
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking for parts to convert to a through drive or a transfercase?I just bought a
np200 with through drive and
hugh yokes and when I took it apart I found it only had
provisions for 4 wheel low or 2 wheel high but I believe by changing out the output shaft
and gears from a Jeep np 200 it will be capable of 4 wheel high also.I do not know what
it is out of as it was laying on the ground at my favorite junk yard.If you know anything
about this version please let me know.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Found a 715 for sale POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7503 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first number somewhere around Roby,Tx.The second number is in Abeline,Tx
(they are about 60 miles apart)
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 March
2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7512 NEXT>7517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,Al.
According to Wagner,none of the civy jeep master cylinders had/have enough piston
displacement to "safely"operate the larger M715 wheel cylinders -especially considering
that the M715 has no self adjusting mechanism.
Many people say they're running civy jeep masters though.
I haven't seen any serious complaints,but I have seen a couple warnings saying "keep the
brakes adjusted,because the pedal will go to the floor if you don't."Actually,that's true
no matter what (see next paragraph).
It's easy enough to take a master cylinder and measure the front and rear fluid
displacements on a bench.Compare that to what the wheel cylinders,in each circuit,need
to move the shoes (a simple calculation of cylindrical volume).The trick is how much
shoe wear to allow for between adjustments.
There's more to consider:
How much fluid volume does the rear circuit get before flow to the front circuit begins.
How fast does the front circuit take over.
When does flow to the rear circuit stop,while the flow to the front continues.
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The stock M715 braking system is very primative.All wheel cylinders are identical and
see the same pressure and flow rate,meaning equal braking power and equal timing at
each wheel.Civilian systems are quite different.Front and rear wheel cylinders (or
calipers)are not the same.Their master cylinders are specifically designed to engage the
rear circuit first -allowing safest speed control braking;then begin engaging the front.brakes for improved stopping
power and safer hard braking.Flow rates,pressures,timing
and proportioning are all carefully engineered.
So,it's no surprise that "Brake Engineers"exist.
In the end,it all boils down to this:
It's your life and vehicles are weapons.
Don't look down the barrel and don't point.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7506
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What year corvette master cylinder?
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7515 NEXT>7521 7526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow---impressive write-up--ok so tell us how and what system you would use if you
were to do a brake upgrade--or are you saying that if the old brakes are in good shape that
they would work fine ???mike
SUBJECT>Re:Title a truck?POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7492
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would go to the d.m.v.and see what the regulations are concerning rebuilt or homebuilt
vehicles.you might get lucky and get by with spending a few hundred on a civvie j series
cab from a wrecking yard,getting a bill of sale with it and using its serial #.here in texas,
it is possible to apply for a lost title (about 20 bucks)and when it comes in having the last
known title holder sign it over to you.
SUBJECT>Re:Title a truck?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7492
NEXT>7529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris is right make out a bill of sale and let someone sign it.Taxes here in Alabama are a
minimun of$500.00 dollars.But vehicles older than 1975 don't have to be titled just have
tag reciept and proof of insurance in your glovebox.Tag cost$24.50 and liablity insurance
$200.00 a year Good luck,Will
SUBJECT>Shock Absorbers POSTER>David Guerard EMAIL>guerarca@umdnj.edu
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have a '67 M715 on which we did a front springover/rear shackle flip.We know
many of you have done this modification.We urgently need to know what shock
absorbers,***length ***,style,part numbers,the works,you are using.If anyone is
running dual shocks,how did you set them up,what brand,etc.,too..Thanks in advance,
David Guerard
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7517
NEXT>7524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So Mozark,do you think a civvy booster could be used with your well researched dual
master cylinder.(one of which I have,and haven't installed yet.Along with a front detroit,
although I have actually installed enough of the civvy heater for it to still not work...)Ala
SUBJECT>Re:Through Drive Np 200 POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7509 NEXT>7532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe this has been covered,and is listed in the card file.If not,lemme know,and I
have a breakdown from a lister kind enough to forward it to me.I'm now looking at
putting np200 guts in a np205 case,so I can mount an np203 doubler.It's been done
already,I just need to get the parts breakdwon from the gent who's blazed that trail...hehe.
Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Novak praise POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7488 NEXT>7527 7528 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
With all the criticism going around,I figured I would jump in and say a few words of my
own.First of all let me say I have never purchased anything from Novak directly.In fact
the adapter I have in my own M715 is from Advance which I purchased used from a
private party.When considering motormounts,I talked with Eric from Novak on the
phone and found he was very helpful and offered some good suggestions.He had just
recently took over the company after Mr Novak had died and was in the process of
designing some improved motormounts.I ultimately decided to build my own because it
was cheaper and I knew how to do it.
Here comes the praise.
I personally am thankful that companies such as Novak and Advance exist,for they make
it possible for us backyard mechanics to do an engine swap and fairly easily drop in a
Chevy V8 without much trouble.The bellhousing to tranny adapter they make is very
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hard to reproduce for people like me with limited tools.A personal friend of mine here i
Bellingham has converted numerous M715's to Chev 350's and has always gotten very
good service and timely shipment from Novak.At first I thought their price was a little
high,but compared with all the other alternatives,I think they are worth it.When it
comes time to purchase another adapter I will surely consider Novak.
Just my opinion,
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 March
2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7521 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I don't know,never worked on adapting a power unit.
I can't believe that it wouldn't be possible.
Why not try it?
Adding a booster has no effect on the hydraulic characteristics,it just amplifies applied
pedal force.Right?
So,if the booster bolts on,the push rod has the right reach and there's ample stroke,what
would be the problem?
There are quite a few of us who'd like to know how to do it.
Nobody has taken the bull by the horns yet.
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7480
NEXT>7540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,i'd like to know what kits we're talking about.the one i'm interested in from the
article in fourwheeler is a kit that removes the drums and adds a rotor and disc to the
wheel.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4 March
2002,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7517 NEXT>7535 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you must be new...
no offense Mike,it's just an old topic that we've beat ourselves to death with.
Anyhow,go to the yahoo club site and have a look at message 2393.It's on this site
somewhere,too.Like I said,it's not the only thing that works.
SUBJECT>Re:Novak praise POSTER>cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7523
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Eric to take the time to post here with an explanation says a lot to me.I understand
what he is going through and will continue to support them.After all they have been there
for us for several years with a better price than the other guys!
SUBJECT>Re:Novak praise POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7523
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie is correct!Without companies like Novak,we would be doing a lot of fabricating
and spending a lot more $money$.Novak might have a few growing pains but the
product quality beats all of the competition.I purchased a kit from A/A to convert a GM
TH350 to a spicer 18 transfer case for my Willys.I started the project 1 year later only to
discover that my front drive output yoke was not going to clear my transmission!A/A
told me to grind the trans case for clearance,so I proceeded to grind a hole in my trans.case and the yoke still did
not clear!Now I am stock with a $400 adapter that does not
work!I have purchased 8 different kits from Novak for different Jeep applications with
no product problems and only one issue where they forgot some hardware.Overall I'm
happy with Novak!We should all be happy they provide a kit for such a low production
vehicle!Without Novak my 715 would have one of those goofy automatic transmissions.
Sorry for rambling on-I'm just stating my opinion.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Title a truck?POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7519
NEXT>7530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will what part of alabama do you live i live 30 miles north of birmingham
SUBJECT>Re:Title a truck?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7529
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John I live in Vandiver about 15 miles south of Birmingham down Highway 43 off of 280
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7504 NEXT>7550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!!!!Out of stupidity for the first time,just to see what happens.The main reason I
wanted to do this though is with the seasonal flooding we get here.If I need to do some
fording,I will,no question.It was just to be used as a precautionary item.Sometimes I
have a habbit of going where I should not.
By the way I won't need those elbows.I ended up finding a brand new in the box,early
model air filter assembly.It was the last thing needed.Now all I need is the guard and to
get some plumbers dope on all the battery and starter leads.
SUBJECT>Re:Through Drive Np 200 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The doner truck you are looking for is a Dodge WC62 or WC63.From the WWII vintage.
There are alot of posts covering this swap,just do a search and use my name,or drive line
swap.
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7394
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim here,in Maryland.
I have a stock M-715 engine that I was running great when I converted to AMC 360 V-
8.....$450.00
SUBJECT>novak info POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,4 March 2002,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would like to take the time to say that I wanted to tell my experience with the novak
company.Granted I wish it had been better,I as of now do not have a complaint with the
quality of the kit.Including the motor mounts.I just wanted to let others know what I had
experienced so that someone considering the same might be prepared for the issues that
arise.I am not done doing business with this company but I will take note of the service I
recieved.As always things do happen,so I will not rule them out for future business.I do
hope they get there problems taken care of so others will not have these headaches.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7526
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Gary,I know that your master cylinder bolts to the original firewall bolt pattern,and
that the wagonneer booster does as well,so I'd have to guess the two could workl
together.I'll pursue this,but gosh knows when I'll get to it...
SUBJECT>Praise for Novak POSTER>Carl EMAIL>vance_carl@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7488
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak is about the only company I even enjoyed working with through my projects.I
thought they were helpful,especially with the technical stuff and the quality of their parts
was second to none,both times I ordered.If they are growing at the rate they say,its
understandable.I was impressed with their parts and how they worked with me.The
mounts were really trick.I was referred to them and I've send friends their way too.I'd
hardly give up on them yet.
C.Vance
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
March 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7474 NEXT>7549
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well my dad and I are debating either turning or replacing because there is definetely a
groove worked into them.thanks for the help.Guess we'll try to turn them first and see
from there.
JD
SUBJECT>Master cylinder POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
Does any one know if a Ford F-250 F-350 Master cylinder will bolt on with a little
modifying ??
Thanks
Rick.SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7525 NEXT>7718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you're talking....4 wheel disc brakes with 2 1/2 rockwells..Disc is off a Topkick and
calipers from 1/2 ton.
SUBJECT>windsheld wipers POSTER>Sean mcclain EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7542 7543 7553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
were do i get electric moters to convert from vacume wipers any info will help thanks
SUBJECT>Re:windsheld wipers POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
March 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab.BEnjSBLPw
PREVIOUS>7541 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I did is take an electric 4 wire motor from a CJ along with the intermittent module
(I actually used the module out of a grand wagoneer).I then took the stock arms out of a
CJ windsheild and they go right into the holes of the 715 (arms must be lengthened about
an inch.)Make a small metal box to space and mount the CJ wiper motor.Now I have
intermitttent wipers on my 715.(12 volt only)
SUBJECT>Re:windsheld wipers POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
March 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7541 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PS forgot to tell you that JCWhitney and or 4wheel drive hardware sells the other ones.
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5 March
2002,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7512 NEXT>7547
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a 70's wagoneer power assist with a corvette dual disc master cylinder ($14.95 at
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Auto zone)I also used the wagoneer brake pedal and crossbeam.This way you dont mess
with the stock configuration of pedal ratio,push rod length,etc...You also have plenty of
fluid volume for the larger wheel cylinders of the 715.Obviously,be carefull and take it
slow at first to make sure you didn't goof things up.
SUBJECT>hey jeepclown.POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jc,do you remember what year vette mastercyl you used?i have a 78 j-20 booster and 74
j-20cyl(drumbrake)now but cyl is bad.is the vette cyl a bolt on?how does the disc cyl
work on drum brakes?
SUBJECT>11.00x16tires.POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7551 7594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.someone told me they saw an ad for 11.00X16 israeli military tires.i have not found
them.has anyone heard of such a thing?
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7544
NEXT>7578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you recall the vintage/pn of the master cylinder you used?Seems like one for drums
would be better suited to puch the volume we need...Nice to hear about the
booster/pedal/beam config is usable though.I can used Mozarks master with this combo
then,it would seem...Thanks JeepClown!When we gonna wheel over at Tuttle?Some of
us are going to Raoring River down by Springfield,March 24 weekend...Alan
SUBJECT>Forget Jasper Engines for Rebuilding POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 2:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>7561
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In a couple of messages,I had touted Jasper Engines as a reputable company that does
good engine rebuild work.I even shipped my engine to them a week ago.The NEW
UPDATE is that Jasper does NOT rebuild the 230.They called me today and said that the
engine is "extremely rare"and they could not do it.Of course,I VERY politely asked
them "why in hell didn't they speak up before I shipped the engine to them?!!"Their
answer was pretty lame.
So,to summarize,FORGET JASPER ENGINES when it comes to rebuilding the 230
Kaiser motor.
My apologies for misleading everyone (including myself).
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drums???POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
March 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7538 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rippey,I have used brake drums for sale if you need any.======Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>Sea
EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7531 NEXT>7555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey are you going to post pics if u haven't done so yet
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7546
NEXT>7552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bow,They are the Michlin XL 11.00-16.There army uses the same tires as ours.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7551.NEXT>7557 7558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk ,do you know of a source for used/surplus in these tires?
SUBJECT>Re:windsheld wipers POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7541
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called AB Linn and got a pair from him.He has both 12VDC and 24VDC.He usually
has a acution going on E-bay,but you can also reach him at 704-637-9076.I didn't pull
the invoice,but I think the price was about $50 a pair (not sure about price).The units
installed with no problems,however,I have not had the opportunity to test them in actual
rain.
Good luck,and let me know if you want me to e-mial you a picture of the installed units.
Oh,by the way,they have red and black cases.Look pretty cool!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>NEED WINDSHELD POSTER>sean mcclain EMAIL>stpoil@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7556 7598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need to know where to get a windsheld for my m-715.some punks out where i bought
the truck put a few bullet holes in it.and the punched out the two smaller windows two so
i need thoseso if you knoe please tell
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7550 NEXT>7575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to get the heat guard on the exhaust extension mounted,and wait for my new air
filter housing to arrive.I will then finish the roll of film I have and send some pics to
Brute4c so he can scan them into the member's gallery for me.I also have the installation
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instructions and template for the fording kit to send him as well,so they can be scanned
in and posted.
Brute if your out there can you do some scanning again for me?I'll pay for the postage
both ways again!Thanx.
SUBJECT>Re:NEED WINDSHELD POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 March 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is just the glass that got trashed.You can take your frames down to an automobile
glass shop and they can cut new ones easy.All the glass is a flat lamminated safety glass.
I did one side of my M38a1 a number of years ago and it only cost around $40.00 for one
side of the windshield.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 4:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7552
NEXT>7560 7564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.FYI
I called Bob at 770-867-7430 and the cost is for 75%to 80%$125.oo per tire.
Rick Hawkins
Mich 11.00 X 16 tires
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7552
NEXT>7565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bow,Tire Farmers International ask for Bob-ph 770-867-7430 cell-678-316-1348,they
beat out,Toby Sexton tire for the Govt.contract.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Master cylinder POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
March 2002,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7539 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was once told that this would work,but I haven't verified it myself.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7557
NEXT>7567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How tall are these tires?
SUBJECT>P.S.:Surplus City Jeep &Rebuilt Engines POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>7548 NEXT>
11821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Surplus City Jeep and had a nice,long talk with "Chuck",the manager.I've done
business with them in the past and think highly of their customer service,which is so
important when buying parts from someone that's 2,000 miles away.After getting the
answers to my questions,I ordered one of their rebuilt engines.
I'll give you folks an update in the weeks to follow.
Thanks to this website,I wasn't left without options when my rebuild plans took a nasty
turn.I'll do my best to return the favor.
Steve
Illinois
SUBJECT>Zone Shirts POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>7563 7568 7571 7573 7581 7583
7584 7585 7589 7592 7615 7616 7622 7623 7624 7627 7629 7634 7635 7640 7646
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay folks here is the deal.I will have to put out $250.00 to get this shirt project started,
that is getting the artwork done etc.This amount is based on 50 shirts,this #includes the
orders I have at present and hoping to sell about 12 more after the design is voted on..Hoping for more than 50,but
that is what I am starting at for a base.Now the question is.
Is this a project we are defianately going to persue before I put out the money???I sure
the heck don't want to be stuck with a bunch shirts.If this is something that we will go
ahead and persue then I will invest the money,and take a big leap of faith with you folks.
Please give your opinion on this.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>7566 7628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will buy a shirt!I will take an extra large!How much is this going to be and I will mail
you the money for mine!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7557
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
much obliged rick,do you know where they are located?
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7558
NEXT>7577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks ,perk
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7563 NEXT>7569 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I would be glad to pay for my shirts now,just send or post details.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think there 38.7 OD and TW is 10.9 inch
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,I will gladly pay in advance.You should'nt have to pay out of pocket like that.I bet
most of the members feel the same.Let us know what we need to send if you want to do
it that way.
Kaiserjeeps......(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>MARCO GONZABA
EMAIL>OMARCO1@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I WOULD LIKE 1 FOR SURE(X-LG.)MAYBE MORE.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 March
2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7568 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree money first then order I want two extra larges ,PLEASE .ps have youngings what
will the avalible sizes ...
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,I want 1 extra large and 1 small adult for Morgan.Say the word and the cash is on
the way!Lee
Ps.Congrat's on your degree!
SUBJECT>Tubes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be purchasing a set of 37x13x16 TSL Boggers very shortly...Where's the best place to
pick up new tubes with the correct valve stem style?What's a good price?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 March
2002,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7576 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like to purchase a t-shirt....size L.Just let me know when and where to send
$$$$$$$$
John
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,
6 March 2002,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7572 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weber tire company out of Herington Kansas.He knows all about our trucks,our split
rims and they will be the correct tubes the first time!785-258-2582
SUBJECT>Re:Fording Pipes Installed Finally POSTER>Sea
EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 3:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7555 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool I can't wait!!!!!!
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Cliff Morriss EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
March 2002,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7573 NEXT>7580.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pam
Count me in for Two shirts.One XL and one LARGE
Please send or post info=$and address.
Thanks Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>perkins@cybertours.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7565 NEXT>7587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Tire Farmers Int.is loacated in Georga,not shure what town.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes?POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
March 2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7547 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disk brakes use a larger volume of fluid due the distance the calipers move.That is why
you use a dual disk setup in order to replace the small wagoneer volume with a larger
volume for the larger wheel cylinders in the D60/70.I will look up the corvette part #.I
got this idea from Roger.
SUBJECT>It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7596 7630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just drove my 715 to work today for the first time in almost 4 years-I put a small block
chev v-8 and SM465 trans in it and finally got it together enough to drive around.It had a
bad wobble around 40 before I tore it down and rebuilt the front diff,put on a set of super
swamper TSL's,and did the engine/trans swap.The wobble is Much better but it is still
there.The tie rods and steering box seem fine (I looked them over both on and off the
truck).Can this be caused by bad shocks?any Ideas?
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Thanks
Mark
Driving in Minneapolis
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,reckon I'll get in on it too.Count me as one of the 12 other orders.I need an XL and
I'd be happy to prepay.Just tell me when and where.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7605 7606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
count me in for 2 XL post price and address.SUBJECT>Pinion Bearing!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7597 7639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a new pinion bearing!Where do I get one?I looked in the card file,but didn't see
it!Is the pinion bearing the proper name for that?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take 2 XL and 1 M and 1 L.Post address and I will send moneyorder.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,
I will take 2 xxxl,1 xl and 4 for the kids.
Also if you have shirts that don't sell,I will buy them and sell them here on the site.That
way you are not out and there are some for the future.
Please accept my sincere thanks for this effort of yours,and for all the efforts you have
made for this club,from shirts and support to the wonderful events you have selflessly
planned and executed so well.
Mega Kudos!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if they are as nice as some the ones from the past...i will buy one or two for sure.email
me the address again and i will send you the money.i liked the other shirts alot.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7585 NEXT>7588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot to say that i need XL.did you settle on a design yet?
thank you
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7577 NEXT>7593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located in Georgia,I've never heard of them but I will research and see if I can locate.what town they are
in.Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i will take one also xl
eric
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in for 2 shirts.I need 1xxl and 1xl.Please post where to send $$$$.Credit
card,cashers check or check,what ever you want.Will Wright (P.S.Thanks for doing this)
SUBJECT>m715 disc brakes POSTER>D.C.EMAIL>rockcrawlr@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone made their own disc brakes for the front and rear for m715 axles.I know that
Helitool makes a kit for the front,but I would rather do it myself.If anyone has info or
pics,I would appreciate the help...
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 March
2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7595 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I placed my order with diamond racing today for 4 wheels 16x8.I should get
confirmation tommorrow.This order is part of the group buy.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>bbadmonkey@comcast.net
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DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>7609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in for 2 XXL's.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
March 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7587 NEXT>7611
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rusty,I have 2 adress'for Tire Farmers.One is in Winder and the other is Gainsville.
==============Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try www.idahomotorpool.com they might have that size tire.They have every thing else..SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7591 NEXT>7610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I placed my order today for 5 16.5 X 9.75.Let's not all wait till the last minute to order.
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7579 NEXT>7607 7613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine does the same thing.Even after I put new tires and shocks on.I also did the wheel
bearings,I did find that the bolts that hold the spindle on the knuckle were loose.This
still did not fix the problem.I then checked the tie rod ends,they were good,and the
bellcrank as well.I still haven't found what is causing the problem.The king pins seem
tight as well.
SUBJECT>SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7582 NEXT>7601 7632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAS ANYONE CHANGED THIS OUT OR AM I THE ONLY ONE WITH BAD
LUCK!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:NEED WINDSHELD POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the glass house cut the glass but spent an extra 30.00 to have it tempered for the
725.
SUBJECT>trailers POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>dvdngl@pldi.net DATE>Wednesday,6
March 2002,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM
PREVIOUS>NEXT>7656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Government Liquidation{the folks who took over D.R.M.S.
and now handle most all D.O.D.surplus}has a whole SLEW
of M101 3/4 ton trailers and trailer bodies.Located at
Ft.Riley,Kansas to be sold by sealed bid starting March
20 and ending 3/25.Seventeen of them in 5 lots,some look
nearly complete,others only bodies.Might make acceptable
beds for 715's if the dimensions are close,otherwise could
put other running gear under them to make nice trailers.
View them at www.govliquidation.com
Maybe someone closer could run over and inspect them,{hey
Lee}and give the rest of us a report.Some of them look
real slick and if I were'nt 350 miles away ??
SUBJECT>Re:m715 disc brakes POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 8:48 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7590
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've been thinking about the same thing.have you seen a front rotor for a late model chevy
2500 4X4?they look like a natural for this swap.if the hubs were machined flat it would
be a no brainer-redrill to 8 lug and install discs but they are cast with a taper on the
backside and individual lugstud bosses.bummer!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7597 NEXT>7602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the timken part#will be stamped on the race and bearing.if possible get them packaged
together.this is known as a bearing "set"and is usually matched more closely.the parts
guy(unless he is a corporate drone)will know what you are talking about.they have
different set#...set 1,2,3,etc.but the number for bearing and race should be on package.
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7601 NEXT>7603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you!!!I figured out that this was causing my axle to catch!The whole inside of the
axle was filled with degraded grease (15 years of sitting)!!!!Some rust was present,but
only on the carrier casing!I think it will still work!!!I just wanted to keep my 587
gears!!!!!I will check on the part tomorrow!!Thanks again!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 9:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7602 NEXT>7621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,as long asyou have it out replace both of the pinion bearings and seal too.you will
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thank yourself when you don't have to do it again in six months.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hoo-Yah brute4c!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 10:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto for me!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,maybe the "ditto"thing wasn't clear.I'll take a 2XL (XXL).Please let me know.how much,and where to send
payment.If it'as good as I think it'll be,I might just buy
another (if they'll still be available!)And thanks for doing this ...
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 March 2002,at 11:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a vibration that shows up around 42mph.Removed the front drive shaft,problem
gone.Had the shaft balanced and made sure the u-joints were in the same plane upon
installation,but no help.Freewheeling hubs fixed the problem.Think that the problem is
caused by the M715 front driveshaft angle out of the transfer case not being equal to the
diff pinion angle.Looking at the setup,there's not much room for adjustment.I know that
wheel shimmy is different but that 40 mph figure keeps creaping up in some of these
discussions.
SUBJECT>weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 3:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7614 7644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,heres a thought.anyone own an m38a1 or cj5/7?how close is the weatherstrip?is it
better than flat foam?heres my idea.buy two pieces and have them autoclaved together
assuming they are too short.......
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 3:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7592
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey count my in for 1 XL,just let
us know where to send money to...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7595
NEXT>7626 7637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric--
Can you give me an idea of what you are paying for them?Do they offer any colors?
What is delievery time?Thanks Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:11.00x16tires.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7593
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Barry is right,Gainsville rings a bell.PerkM715
SUBJECT>rear view mirrors POSTER>brandxgarage EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7636 7686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.guys,i'm looking for some rear view mirror posts...
o.e.style for both sides...
i see the mirrors them selvef on ebay all the time
but no bases..any help??
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check that the King pins have the same amount of Pull(LBS)with a fishing scale.Not
sure on M715 but my old land rover needs about 14-15 LBS per side or it will shimmie
also.Hope this helps
Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7608 NEXT>7618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JC Whitney has weatherstrip expressly for those models.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Pam!
My order stands.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaAC5LLwMz08.PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to order 2ea extra large shirts.I need to know how much and where to send
the money.
Thanks for making the arrangements
SUBJECT>Diamond Racing Wheels POSTER>Patrick Cahill
EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put in an order for 5 16 X 8's.Diamond Racing indicates we are more than 1/2 way to
the minimum order to get the special price.
SUBJECT>Re:weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?ok,let me clarify POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7614 NEXT>7620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,i meant take two pieces of another type of weatherstrip and have those two pieces
made into one by autoclaving and then you would have a weatherstrip for our m715's.i.hate to blow money on two m38a1
weatherstrips to only find out it cant work...
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor POSTER>WILLIE WILES
EMAIL>WILES@USAIRWAYS.COM DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A "67"230 CU.IN.WITH APPROX 18500 MILE ON IT AND 2 EXTRA
STARTERS.I AM GETTING READY TO DO AN ENGINE SWAP TO V8.WILL
SELL
FOR FAIR PRICE.I AM JUST OUTSIDE CHARLOTTE.NC.
SUBJECT>Re:weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?ok,let me clarify
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at
7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7618 NEXT>7631 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a new windshield to tub gasket at home in the package (for my CJ).I will look at it
tonight to see if it looks like it may work on the M715........Kaiserjeeps...(al)
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget to change the races too.Not the best thing to put a new bearing on a used
race.Leave the shim packs in their original positions and you should'nt change your gear
pattern at all.....Kaiserjeeps....(al)
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 March
2002,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will definitely buy one!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie...I will take 2 large...let me know and I will get a check out to you pronto...thanks
in advance,David
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Marxc lesko EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 March
2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Count me in.
Marc
SUBJECT>DIAMOND WHEELS--LAST CHANCE POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.tomorrow is the last day we are able to place an order for these
wheels---lets not waste the
chance to get these prices--alot of work went into this,if you on the fence please
JUMP!!!!!thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call diamond racing and ask for bill---let him know you are part of the zone---thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want one xxl.Thanks Pam!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7563
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I changed my mind!I want two xl shirts!!!!Ha,Mark!
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So if I am doing the math correctly,it is 5 bucks a shirt?
I would like (2)two shirts in the size of XL.Just tell me where to send the money.And
thanks for all the trouble.
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>Kirk
EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 7:30 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7579 NEXT>7953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AH....a problem that I can actually help with.We in the Jeep (YJ,CJ)world,like to refer
to this as the "death wobble"This is common on "baby"jeeps and is usually caused by
(usually undetectable by wiggling,shaking and cursing)wear in the steering box.This will
be exaggerated by larger,heavier tires,and often times lower or negative caster angles
from improperly installed lifts.The wear many times is not a dangerous thing.It can be
fixed by replacing (or sometimes adjusting)the gear box,but since the gearbox ofte
times is not "shot",you can usually get rid of the "death wobble"much cheaper.Install a
Rancho (RS5000)steering stabilizer.I have used Black Diamond,Trail Master,and
others,but the only one that seems to fix it is the Rancho.The Rancho has much faster
actuating valving than the others,and seems to be the only one that can take care of the
problem.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?ok,let me clarify
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at
7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7620 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well I got home and checked the gasket.Not a very good
match.I posted pics at the other
zone site under CJ cowl.I noticed first of all that it was about 2 full inches too short.The
thickness looked good,but the leading edge was also not good.The CJ gasket was made
to sort of snap over a lip at the bottom of the windshield.That lip is missing on our
trucks.Look at the end shot of the picture I took.You can see the groove where the lip
would go on a CJ application.From what I have seen,save your money.Don't buy a CJ
gasket.Buy good rubber the correct thickness and trim to fit.The only real issue is
sealing the leading edge against rain and those occasional overly deep fording excursions.
Kaiserjeeps...(AL)..
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7597 NEXT>7633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just changed all of the seals,four bearings,races,and installed two Detroits.All the
seals are availible through any good auto supply store or bearing shop.I just called a local
company here in Tulsa called Allied.They had everything in stock.The numbers are all
stamped on the seals,races,etc.AB Linn usually has parts as well.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:SOMEONE HAS TO KNOW!!!!!?????!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7632 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much was it to replace all of the seals?Could I have the number for Allied in Tulsa!
Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>sean mcclain EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 March
2002,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i think its a great ideal i would buy one if you pursue this that is
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW
THATS ALOT OF SHIRTS
i WILL ATKE ONE OR TWO ALSO
SUBJECT>Gumball Ralley POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 March 2002,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7612
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!
Hey guys,remember the classic movie,"The Gumball Ralley?"that scene at the
beginning with Raul Julia sitting in his Daytona Spyder (drool)?He said,"the first rule of
Italian driving is whatsa behinda me is notta important"and he rips off the rearview.mirror and tosses it.Do that
with a set of side views,but toss 'em in a box instead,and
send 'em to me!!I'll evena senda youa money back!
P.S.I still can't decide which of the cars in that movie I liked best,the 427 Cobra or the
Daytona.That is definitely a toughie!!
If they only knew what those cars would be worth today!!An original Spyder (very rare)
would be worth more,but not much compares to the power to weight ratio of a 427 Cobra
(especially the nascar side-oiler version)Wet dream tonight!
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Eric EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 12:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill at Daimond Wheels quoted me $115 each for the 16.5 X 9.75 wheels.You can get
them black ,white ,silver or O.D.Green powder coat.
But this deal can fall through if we don't get enough orders.
SUBJECT>Front End POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for clean Fenders,Hood and front valance.
must be free of rot.dings and small dents ok.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion Bearing!POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:18 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check "Novac jeep conversions"
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me know how much for:
2 -xl
3 -kids small
gbedel@designforum.com
SUBJECT>715 for sale in Indiana POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is just an add I find in a Chicago paper Dated Feb28 to march6 not my truck.
1967 M715 Custom buit 350eng,Auto trans,23000mi,Mahogany int,super sound system,
new KM tires,Driven daily $8,900.00 North Liberty,IN 574-286-2689
Truck looks great in the photo.
Rick in NH.SUBJECT>The Yahoo Club...POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 March
2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7648 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you had a chance to go to the original club site?
It's now a Yahoo "Group".
At first,I was thrilled with the ability to search the message list.
But,the pop-up commercials...I really dislike that kind of stuff.
I suppose we can't change Yahoo.However...
If everyone thinks it stinks,lets all remove ourselves from the Yahoo Group membership.
At least we can hurt their advertising campaign -fewer eyeballs will mean something to
them.
SUBJECT>Another early grill on Ebay POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is an early grill on Ebay.It is the nicest one I have ever seen.The auction number is
#1811166207.The header is "NOS Jeep Gladiator/wagoneer grill and badge".This guy is
real proud of it as the starting bid is at 150.00 bucks....Just an FYI....Kaiserjeeps..(AL)
SUBJECT>Re:weatherstrip revisted.any m38 owners?POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I found a solution for the windshield to cowl weatherseal.I just installed it on my
715.It looks great and I will do the hose test later today.If OK,I will post info tomorrow
night.I will have seal available,and cost should be about $15 plus shipping.
Paul
SUBJECT>parts POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Friday,8
March 2002,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have posted some parts on the for sale board.Please take this stuff off my hands.Tahnks
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm in....i need 2 xl's and i may get a couple more in a
day or so.let me know the price for the 2 and where to
send it.thanks for your help.......
SUBJECT>M715Zone wheel order POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 2:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LAST CALL FOR THE M715ZONE WHEEL ORDER.wE HAVE ENOUGH ORDERS.TO GO AHEAD AND PROCESS EVERYONE'S ORDER.WE HAVE ENOUGH
ORDERS FOR THE O-D GREEN COLOR ALSO.IF ANYONE IS STILL
CONTEMPLATING ORDERING WHEELS GET OFF THE FENCE AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE ZONE PRICING.E-MAIL OR FAX YOUR ORDERS IN.I
WILL BE PROCESSING ALL OF THE ORDERS ON MONDAY AND POST AN
UPDATE ON THIS SITE.THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO HAS RESPONDED AND
HAVE PLACED AN ORDER.THE 16X8 IS THE MOST POPULAR WHEEL THAT
WAS ORDERED.4-1/2"BACK SPACING WAS ALSO THE MOST POPULAR.IF
ANYONE FEELS THAT THIS IS WRONG PLEASE SPEAK UP NOW OR FOREVER
HOLD YOUR PEACE.I THINK THAT THE 4-1/2"BACK SPACE IS THE ONE
THAT MOST M715 WHEEL ORDERS REQUESTED.I THOUGHT THAT I WOULD
JUST DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT THIS IS RIGHT.THE ORDERS
SHOULD BE SHIPPED BY THE END OF THE MONTH.THANKS AGAIN FOR THE
ORDERS.
BILL
SUBJECT>Re:The Yahoo Club...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mozar,I think it sucks!The ad's are unreal,it's worse than the superbowl.The Yahoo site is
dead anyway,this site is way more active than that site.I think you could be right,time to
sh*t can the Yahoo site and bring everyone to one real active site,this one.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Zone Shirts AGAIN POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>7650 7668 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks all for the awesome support.I don't have a definate price yet,but as soon as I get
it I will post the information and where to ship the money for those of you that are still
brave enough to order without seeing the design.
I have one special request.:-)If you pre-order (before designs)please make sure that you
vote when I get the designs up so that you can get the shirt design that is the most
popular.I am planning on putting up 3 designs,BUT only one will be choosen by you the
members through voting.
I will hopefully have the info on pricing sometime next week.
Again thanks for all the support.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts AGAIN POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7649 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again Cookie Baker for all your hard work that is making the Zone shirts
possible!
SUBJECT>Update on 11.00x16.00 tires POSTER>Rusty.EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:32
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7653 7654 7690 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I talked to Bob yesterday.He is hunting down tires in Illinios as we speak!He has two
warehouses one located in Winder about 10 minutes from me and the other in Anniston
Ala.Bob is suppose to call me when he gets back in town to meet up with him and see
what he has to offer,that will be a couple of weeks.I will take my camera and get some
pics of the tires.He was excited to hear about the interest.In the meantime I would like to
get a count of who is interested in the tires so I can let him know when I talk to him.I
hope this helps.Rusty
SUBJECT>Front Lockers POSTER>Patrick Cahill EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone installed a locker in the front Dana 60?I have heard that there may be
drivability problems.Would like to hear from those with front lockers good or bad.
Thanks in advance.
Patrick
SUBJECT>Re:Update on 11.00x16.00 tires POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im interested in 6.....
SUBJECT>Re:Update on 11.00x16.00 tires POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7651 NEXT>7660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in 5 good tires!!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>canvas top bows POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7657 7661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have or know where I can get a set of bows for a canvas top?Thanks Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:trailers POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at
8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!Only 350 miles away and you do not want to bid!?I have traveled over 500 to pick
stuff up I've bid on from government sales.I looked at the trailers and they look pretty
good.Some of them seem to be missing the tongues(the axles are still under them)but
only a few are just the beds.The beds for these trailers are similar in size to their 1 1/2
ton brethren.So they are just a little too big to be used as beds.They would,however,
make a good match to put behind an M715.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top bows POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 March.2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7655
NEXT>7658 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Find someone who sells 2 1/2 ton 6x6s and get the bows from them(probably cheaply)
and cut them down to fit.I've been told that very few people want the bows when they
buy the trucks.Just trying to give a cheaper solution.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top bows POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you asking for cab top bows or cargo top bows?The 2 1/2 ton idea will work for the
cargo cover.I do not know about the cab top though,the 6x6's use a hinged bow the is
welded to the cab frames.and they are 3 piece items,with the bent part attached to the
frame and a strait tube to attach them together across the center.
SUBJECT>New Air Filter Housing on ebay POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 March 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New!M715 Air Cleaner Assembly,NR,Pics Item #1081025039
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Anybody need a new air filter assembly?Saturn Surplus has one for auction on ebay.I
picked mine up last week for $20.00,that was starting bid!I'm surprised noboy beat me
out,I wa the only one!
I found the fastest way to get ther was to go to Saturn's home page then click on thier
ebay link.
They also carry a good line of lights for those needing them.All kinds of lights!
SUBJECT>Re:Update on 11.00x16.00 tires POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 1:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be too (4).I'm happy with the Swampers I bought,but I need set for another truck.
I guess it all boils down to the almighty price!I called "Bob"3 times to no avail.Thanks
for the return call "Bob".I hope this is not an indication of his reliability.
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top bows POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7655
NEXT>7685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for cab top bows.Rusty
SUBJECT>M725 Gas Heater POSTER>Pat Kelley EMAIL>FordElmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
Does anyone have or is there info on this site about the gas fired heater in the back of an
m725?.Thanks
SUBJECT>Seat and side rack wood POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7676 7682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Checking to see if anyone is interested in wood sets for troop seats and side racks These
are made up in white oak exactly as original they are beautiful.Can deliver to show in
Dallas 185.00.Warren
SUBJECT>Re:M715Zone wheel order POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7647 NEXT>7724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill,thanks for the help on this--make sure that i get green--on a side note i believe that
the 4 to 5 inch backspacing would work--the more backspacing the closer you get to the
frame--RIGHT ???-so if i order 3 inch they would stick out more---is this correct ???i
would like to hear from the guys who will run say a 16x8 rim--and plan on putting 38 x12
tires on them----would you think the backspacing is correct---help me make sure i`m
right------PLEASE-----thanks all--mike
SUBJECT>5.87 to ?POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 7:16
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7666 7673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody have points of contact to outfits that can change the gear ratio in these Dana
60 and 70 axles?
SUBJECT>Re:5.87 to ?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7665
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why would you want to do that!that is part of why these trucks are so good offroad!
Reider Racing 1-800-356-1330 or 1-800-522-2707!tell them that you have a m715!i
think 4.56 gears are all you can get for them now!Mark
SUBJECT>M-715 for sale POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlh@rockisland.com
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD6SvKZgXo0I PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had this truck since 1976 and its time to sell it.The engine is a chevy 292 with a
five speed transmission.The rest of the running gear is original except for the front hubs.It
has a hard top,belt driven air compressor,airhorns,12volt electrical.Asking $5,500.00
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts AGAIN POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7649
NEXT>7683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie...can you still get the shirts made in the old design that is shown ???If so,I would
also like 2 of these along with 2 of the new ones...Thanks in advance,David
SUBJECT>m715 in troy ny area POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 10:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone in the capital region have an m715 cause i saw one on the road this morning
and i would like to come take a closer look at it as i am in the final stages of finishing
mine.
let me know
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Question????POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mark,believe it or not skateboard wheels make dandy bushings they come in a variety of
sizes and hardness(durometer)good luck,john
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in troy ny area POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9
March 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7669 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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wasnt me I live in dutchess county but have a 715 and 725.good to know Im not the only
one in ny
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim is right.John Godwin does excelent work.He built my roll cage and did the spring
over on my truck.I've seen the pinion break setup he did on Jim's truck and I'm going
with the same set up when I put the Rockwells under my 715.
SUBJECT>Re:5.87 to ?POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7665
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know where you are located,but Danny's Differenals in Tulsa is the shop I would
suggest.They are familar with the 70's and 60's we use in our trucks.Danny's builds and
repairs all types of diffs,builds rock crawling Broncos and Jeeps,and has a excellent
reputation.If you are close to Tulsa,let me know and I will post phone number.
Paul
SUBJECT>M715 project on eBay POSTER>MItch EMAIL>mitchcarley@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check it out -M715 Project -on eBay -will end in 6 days -Cheap!
SUBJECT>'67 in "off road adventures"mag POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A guy named Chad Molitor earned a 4th place finish in the high speed
obstacle course
comptition at the Tennessee off road challenge.Chad,if you're a member,great job!Pic
in "off road adventures"magazine available at 4 wheel parts.
I love seeing guys useing,raceing,and bogging theese trucks!
SUBJECT>Re:Seat and side rack wood POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 March 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7663 NEXT>7678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warren,
Do your kits include the cargo top bows?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Hey M715MAN!!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 March
2002,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7681 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I tried to call you the other day but got no answer.I really dislike answering machines so I
did not leave a message.Also,I have seemed to mis-place your number.Sorry it's been so
long getting this message to you.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Seat and side rack wood POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7676 NEXT>7840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The kit is just for the seats and side racks I can supply the 6 uprights that support the
bows.I have seen the bow part shortened from larger M series thucks .Thanks Warren
SUBJECT>vinyl top pictures?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'd like to see some pics of vinyl top.any one have any or know where they are on the
web?
roger
SUBJECT>Re:vinyl top pictures?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one on my rig.It's from beachwood canvas.Look for John L.under the members
gallery.
SUBJECT>Hey GSanders!!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7677
NEXT>7732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey G,
Maybe I should just give you a call!When is the best time to reach you?Hows the swap
going?Also,what is your number?Talk to you later!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Seat and side rack wood POSTER>M715MAN.EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 7:03
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7663 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any pictures that I could see?I know that you said they are al original,but I
would like to see!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirts AGAIN POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7668
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David,
Sorry I can't have any of the old shirts made,the screens were cleaned out months ago.
Pam
SUBJECT>M715 WINCH INSTALLATION HELP POSTER>jeff
EMAIL>flmv@flmv.net DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Help.....
I'm in the process of installing a winch kit on an M715,and need photos of the pto shift
lever installation in the cab (does the offset pivot below the floor face front or back)
Does the lever stand up at 12 o'clock when in the neutral position?
Also need a photo of the linkage from the lever to the pto.How does the lever mount on
the pto (up or down).I haven't had any luck finding it in any manuals I have here.(I Am
missing my -20,maybe it's in there)
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top bows POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7661
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a set from sam winer motors out of Akron OH.There email address is
winermotor@aol.com Very nice and reasonable people to deal with.
SUBJECT>Re:rear view mirrors POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7612
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to memphisequipment@compuserve.com They have them for 12.50 apiece.enjoy
SUBJECT>Rubber seal POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10
March 2002,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7689 7691
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for rubber seal that goes between windshield and cowl.Anybody help?
SUBJECT>1968 M-715 FOR SALE POSTER>wheels36_715
EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7756 7757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Kaiser is up for sale.Go to geocities.com/wheels36_715 for further information and a.picture.The truck has alot
of new parts,and is mostly orginal.The truck is equiped with a
Braden PTO winch and I also have a parts vehicle I will throw in for free!All this for
only $3,800!!!I located in east central Kansas.Drop me an e-mail if your interested and I
can provide more info and photos.
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>Tim EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at
5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VERY VERY VERY rare part.I would not hold my breath to find one.Sorry
SUBJECT>Re:Update on 11.00x16.00 tires POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>7651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in 5,but 4 will do.I've had an order in with Bob since before Christmas.
I've called several times and he didn't have any new ones.(I'm only interested in brand
new tires)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7687
NEXT>7694 7747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad you asked that question!!I have been researching a replacement seal and on
Friday I installed the latest version,did a water test today,and everything is sealed really
well.I found some closed cell material that is the right width and height,and then cut to
length.The material is black and looks good.I have to buy this in somewaht large
quanities,so if I can get a idea of how many people want a seal,I can come up with a
price.This is fairly expensive stuff,as far as weather seal material goes.I think the finial
price will be around $10-15 per seal.If I can get the distributor to sell to everyone
individaully,this would be my prefrence.Keep in mind,for those of you who are
restoring 715's (as opposed to trashing the Army junk and installing newer parts),this seal
does not correctly match the orinigal.Also keep in mind that Memphis Equipment has
said they are in the process of having a company build the orinigal type of seal.However,
as of last week,they told me that they think the people who commited to this will most
likley not come through.Give me some feedback and I will get back to everyone later this
week.
Paul
SUBJECT>Easter Jeep Safari,MOAB POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anyone else going the Moab for the Easter Jeep Safari in two weeks?If so,let me know
and we can meet one day for lunch or dinner,or better yet,run a trail.My son and I are
staying at the Slickrock Campground this year.This is a RV park with tent camping sites
as well.Most of the Unimogs and M715's stayed there the last two years.
Paul.SUBJECT>Need shackle pins POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7695 7703 7721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really need three M715 shackle pins.AB Linn and a couple other places I checked are
out of stock.I need them this week.If anyone has some spare pins,please post here or e-
mail.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7691
NEXT>7699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I would take a seal,Paul!Also,could you give me the number of the place that did your
axles?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Need shackle pins POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Snake River!I think he has some!Mark
SUBJECT>Parts for sale POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7698 7700 7701 7704 7707 7713 7728 7739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have the following parts for sale cheap!!
1)Used canvas top.Needs slight repair and some tender loving care.Has new rear
window.OD Green.$40 plus shipping.
2)Front and rear stock driveshafts w/u-joints.$40 (both)plus shipping.
3)Stock fan shroud.Barry has first option because I promised it to him last year,the
thought I would need it,now I don't.Barry,if you want it,please let me know.If not,$20
plus shipping.
4)Front (left side hood)blackout light w/hood bracket.Has been repainted.Some rust
(surface only)on inside only.May or may not have hood bolts.No electrial plug or
grommet which goes through hood.This is a nice one!!Make offer.
Post or e-mail.
Paul
SUBJECT>Cargo Cover vs.Exhaust Extension Question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For those who have the extension exhaust pipe,for the fording kit and run a cargo cover.at times,I have a Question.
Did you have to modify the cargo cover?and how did you do it?To make it go around
the right rear corner.The top bracket seems to be in the way.I have not put the cargo
cover up yet,but am looking for some input before I get around to doing it.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 March
2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul ,I sent you an E-mail,Thanks,Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7694
NEXT>7702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,Danny's phone number is 918-742-7478.These people know what they are doing!!
It has been years since I set up diffs,so I used Danny's for my Detroit lockers.Excellent
work.Ask for Danny,and tell him I sent you.
I'll put you down for a windshield to cowl seal.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 March
2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696 NEXT>7709 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul,The E-mail came back as a failure notice.Please E-mail me,I want the fan shroud.
Thanks,Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like the top!What needs to be fixed on it?Anything major?Send me an email!!
Thanks Paul!!I could also just come pick it up-it would give me a good excuse to see
your nice rig!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7699
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Paul!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Need shackle pins POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7693 NEXT>7705 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The pins that I have are not official.You can look at them on my web-site listed below.
Look under (M-715 PARTS)When placed in the shackle,the holes that are drilled in the.pin are 3/4"wider than it
should be.But take a look.$15.00 +shipping would be OK.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>Landon EMAIL>videozon@cfw.com
DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,email me about the hood light.thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:Need shackle pins POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Sunday,10 March 2002,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7703 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought four shackels and pins from tom,a month or two ago and he is correct,they are a
little long but of the correct diameter.What I did was to just cut the extra length off the
pins and redrill the cut end.Worked great for me,tom was great to deal with also!
Steve
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SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,
at 3:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need the drive shafts I think,Just let me check and I'll get back to you.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7706
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AJ,Diamond Racing Wheels of Milwaukee is the best deal going.They make all sizes for
our trucks.I went with 20x7 and run 9.00-20 Firestones at 41 inches tall and love this
combo.1-800-937-4407.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7700
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,
The e-mail system I use was down last night.Please e-mail me your address and I will
ship to you this week.psbrown2@swbell.net
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 wheels POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need to call bill at diamond racing--asap---as we have a deal going for him to build
alot of people rims--get on the bandwagon--the #is 800-937-4407
SUBJECT>radiator POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>7716 7727 7734 7735 7752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is a question for the v-8 guys.is there an oem radiator that will work in my truck and
cool a small block chevy?i have been using stock radiator but it is marginal for summer.
waggoneer v-8 unit seems to be large enough but has outlets on wrong side.it will work
great for ford swaps though.i have been told that some chrysler products might work.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas Heater POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
March 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7662 NEXT>7808
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out the Online Manuals on this site,
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/24ambulance.html
I have one that doesn't work too,not sure i have the cahones to try to get it working!
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put me in line for the top if someone backs out.
roger
SUBJECT>Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have the milemarker part #for the locking hubs for the 2.5ton rockwells?
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7714 NEXT>7717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
luke,i posted the #a few weeks ago.maybe you can search this site for it.i'll check my
records.i just moved so everything is in boxes right now,give me a few days.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7711
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment sells a radiator (after-market)that will fit our trucks,but they are
pricey.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7715 NEXT>7722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know i remember reading it and then printing it out...but I lost it...I came close is the
search but not quite...I know AutoZone will sell them just need to find the part#.Didn't find them under the search
for rockwells,just did a search by messages posted by
you...and found a couple of related threads;
but that one is for the the stock m715 axles...
------------------
part #'s for lock outs
roger --Tuesday,8 May 2001,at 8:59 p.m.
Re:part #'s for lock outs
Bill --Wednesday,9 May 2001,at 6:11 a.m.
Your after a Milemarker Selectro Classic #11035-01
I just put a set on mine,looks good but two things to look for are,pinched o-ring(like
mine)and I hade to bottom out the four studs that are longer for that tie down bracket on
the hub.
Bill
------------------------
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Re:lockouts for 2.5 tons
roger --Tuesday,6 February 2001,at 12:29 a.m.
FOUND AN AD FOR 2.5 TON LOCKOUT HUBS.SAYS THEY HAVE 50 SETS
READY TO SHIP NOW FOR COMBAT,WORK OR PLAY FOR 550.00 SET.THEY
ALS ADVERTISE A POWER STEERING UNIT FOR THE 2.5 TON.FOUND THIS IN
MILITARY VEHICLE MAGAZINE
INTER AGENCY MOTOR POOL
P.O.BOX 474
SHELTER ISLAND NY 11964
#631-749-0100 OR
#1-877-M35-1877
--------------------------
SUBJECT>Re:2 1/2 ton Rockwells DISC BRAKES POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is a Topkick disc brake?what runs them?
>Disc is off a Topkick
Luke
SUBJECT>M715 for Sale in Colo.POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jedsjazz@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 for sale 23K miles,original drive train with Chevy 327 sitting in bed with all
adapters to install if you choose.Many new parts from Memphis Equipment and AB
Linn.It needs a bit of help to be street legal (tail lights,etc.).Ran and drove in November
when I last started it.No tailgate!Civilian Gladiator grill,mostly in Primer,can email
pictures to SERIOUSLY interested parties.Pictures of when I bought it are under the
members gallery "Jeff".You are responsible for transportation out of my garage.$2000.Friggin'FIRM!Baby is on the
way...get this out of my garage!!!!!!!!!I might not get your
post on this website,so email me at jedsjazz@aol.com Thanks.
SUBJECT>hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>7726 7730 7780 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I remeber someone posting that they had a pattern for a selfmade gasket for the rear axle
flange.If so,I'd like to get a hold of it via e-mail.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Need shackle pins POSTER>SWDodge EMAIL>SWDodge@Crane.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7693
NEXT>LINKNAME>Mcmaster-Carr supply LINKURL>http://www.Mcmaster.com
I got some from www.Mcmaster.com.McMaster-Carr is an Industrial supply house.
Correct Dia but only 1/8"too long.Got them in a couple of days.
Clevis Pin 3/4"dia x 5.0"p/n 98306A576 $3.14 each plus shipping
Good Luck
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7717 NEXT>7723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoa!Isn't the 11035-01 the dana 60 pn?!
SUBJECT>Re:Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7722 NEXT>7733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't write that post too well,your right that's the Dana 60 part #
My point was I tried the search but couldn't find it...
Has anyone actually bought a set of the milemarker hubs for a rockwell?
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:M715Zone wheel order POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,The lower the back space the further out of the truck the wheel will be.It seems
that the majority of the orders were 4.5"or 5".
If you have any questions please contact me.
Bill
SUBJECT>M715 Wheel Order POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel.EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone who placed a wheel order with the group.We ended up with 70
wheels for the M715zone.If anyone wanted to place an order and was held hostage or
detained you can still get it in tonight.Fax it or e-mail it tonight and I will include your
order in with the group.There are a couple of guys who need to send in the "Special
Order Form"back to me.This gives us authorization to build your wheels and charge
your credit card.We are planning on shipping the orders out the last week of March or
first week of April.If you have a question regarding your order please contact me.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 3:52 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7720 NEXT>7729 7740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I only have it as an AutoCAD file.I'll gladly email it but you need access to AutoCAD to
open it.
Let me know if you can use it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7711
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Summit (800-230-3030)has a Griffin aluminum radiator that fits.Part NO#GRI-1-
25202-X for $181.It's a 2 row (tubes are 1")and is said to outcool 5 row copper units.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul
If the other guy backs out on the hood light.Please drop me an e-mail.
Thanks Cliff Morriss.
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just downloaded AutoCad free trial.Send it and I'll see if it works.
Thanks,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 6:54 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7720 NEXT>7731
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use silicone.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7730 NEXT>7743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't want to fix it again in 2 months,don't use the silicone.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey GSanders!!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
March 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7681 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I sent you an e-mail.It's under the company name so it could get put in your junk mail
folder.Gabe
SUBJECT>Re:Locking Hub Part#for rockwells POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7723
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Chuck's Trucks in Florida.From my understanding these hubs are special made for
them.They are in the business of putting these beastly axles under anything that you ca
pay to have it done on.Pick up the last issue of Four Wheeler or look at previous posts
for their number.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 March 2002,
at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7711 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you can get the Wagoneer part for cheap simply go to the local muffler shop and have
them bend a tube to make it work.It need to be a little shorter than actual size so you can
fit 3"pieces of hose over the end to allow for flex.This little trick was told to me by the
trustworthy owner of a local radiator shop.Just putting out a cheaper solution.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 3:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7711
NEXT>7742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I still run my stock radiator with a 400 chevy.It has a 160 degree t.stat,I also
drilled a few small holes on the outer edge of the t.stat to allow a trickle of coolant to
flow at all times.I'm currently running a clutch fan w/o a shroud,and the temp.does not
get above 165 degrees.I will probably make a shroud for the summer.Mike.
SUBJECT>M715 WINCH INSTALLATION ...HELP PLEASE!!!2ND REQUEST
POSTER>jeff EMAIL>flmv@flmv.net DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Help.....
I'm in the process of installing a winch kit on an M715,and need photos of the pto shift
lever installation in the cab (does the offset pivot below
the floor face front or back)
Does the lever stand up at 12 o'clock when in the neutral position?
Also need a photo of the linkage from the lever to the pto.How does the lever mount on
the pto (up or down).I haven't had any luck finding it in
any manuals I have here.(I Am missing my -20,maybe it's in there)
Responses
SUBJECT>shackle reversal question ?????????????POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7741 7749 7762 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
looking for info on the shackle reversal--if i did a spring over in the back and just did a
shackle reversal in the front---would i not have a 2 to 3 inch lift--without putting the front
springs on top of the axles.looks like it would work and be alot easier,allowing me to
run say 40 inch tall tires----comments ???has anyone done this already and could you
please tell me if i`m right---thanks guys --mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WINCH INSTALLATION ...HELP PLEASE!!!2ND REQUEST
POSTER>grant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at
7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7736 NEXT>7745 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,I'll do my best here.First,neutral IS at 12:00.I haven't looked underneath in a while.
My pto is a Chelsea (warn)and I beleive that there would be only one way to mount it
with neutral at 12:00.As for the operation of the lever,it would seem to depend on how
the drum is wound.I think there is a direction that is better than the other,but I think you
could go either route.On mine,lever forward unspools the cable.
jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for sale POSTER>grant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7696
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I couldn't tell from the back and forth whether the fan shroud is available.If it is,I want
it.
thanks,
grant
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7726
NEXT>7746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,could you send me the Cad file,as well?Thanks..SUBJECT>Re:shackle reversal question ?????????????POSTER>Rick
Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was kind of thinking the spring were already over in the back.a shackle reversal in the
front may get you two inchs lift.
Good luck
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7735
NEXT>7754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running an all stock 427 chevy truck motor in a stock,recored,715 radiator.I've got
twin thermostats in the intake and the thing hangs out at 175.On a 75 degree day on a big
hill with a lot of pedal it hit 190.I'm not worried.
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7731 NEXT>7744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I'm always open for suggestions.Why would silicone not work for the flang and
hub disconnect seals?That's all I have ever used and have never had a problem,to my
knowledge.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7743 NEXT>7751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess it would just be personal preferance.Every time I have used silicone it never
seems to last too long or it leaks on me after a short period of time.I have always had
better luck with blue holymer and the gasket alone.Plus this makes things easier to take
apart and in most cases you can reuse the gasket.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WINCH INSTALLATION ...HELP PLEASE!!!2ND REQUEST
POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 3:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just looked under mine and there's not much to see in a picture.The lever at the PTO
box is straight up at neutral and the lever in the cab leans toward the front in neutral.
There's just a simple link rod between the two levers.I would assume that if turned
backward,the cab lever wouldn't work with the lock pin when in neutral.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 3:59 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7740 NEXT>7789
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rubber seal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7691
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Paul,
You can put me down for a seal.Let me know when there ready and where to send the
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$$.
Thanks for your work on this!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>68 M715 for Sale POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,
at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7753 7765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
460/c6,propane powered w/72 gal tank,40 boggers on stockton rims,spring over and
rear shackle flip,detroit no-spin in back front open.As all other trucks it always needs
more work.Included is an M151a2 that runs and drives but goes to the woods a lot.It has
a milemarker 9000 winch on it powered by a custom mounted power steering pump.Also
has the army roll cage on it.I will not seperate the two and will not take less the
$9500.Pics of truck are in the gallery.
SUBJECT>Re:shackle reversal question ?????????????POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7737 NEXT>7750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JAM,I run 9.00-20 tires at 41.4 inches tall.To get the tire clearence in the front I went
with a 3 inch cab only body lift,good old hockey pucks did the trick.This lift is wicked
easy and cheap and it looks good,might want to consider this method.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:shackle reversal question ?????????????POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The back is already sprung over..I assume you mean the shackle flip in the rear ....
In the front I considered the same thing on my latest project (Kaiserjimmycaddything).
You should gain about three inches..Dont forget that you need to extend the front spring
hangers as much as the shackle drops the rear hangers to maintain proper steering
geometry.Other than that it sounds like a great idea..What stopped me from doing this
was the fact that I was looking to gain major suspension travel and with that axle still
over the springs it prevents this without going with real expensive major arched
springs...Good luck and let us know how you make out..This may be an easier upgrade
for beginners and those who want to maintain the stock look.
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>paul brown.EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at
6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,
I seem to have had the opposite experience w/silicone.I have used it for many years with
good results.The "taking apart"aspect is correct;always more difficult.I use a 90 degree
grinder w/3M pads to clean up the stuff when I rebuild something.I always use silicone
on diff covers also.Makes a nice seal.Anyway,thanks for the input.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7711
NEXT>7755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a 350 bored .30 over w/stock radiator which was recored.This is a TBI late model
motor and it runs about 210 all the time.I use two 12"electric fans with no engine
mounted fan.195 degree thermostat and fans controlled manually.At idle,after driving
w/hot engine,fans bring temp down to about 180-190.Keep in mind that every engine
seems to have a "sweet spot"with regard to temp.This late model TBI 350 seems to like
the 210 range,as it did when stock in a 95 Chevy truck.
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for Sale POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7748
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why are you selling?I still want to come down and see it if I can.Maybe this weekend or
one evening this week?David
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7742
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe i'll give mine another chance this summer.last summer on road trips the temp
would creep up to 190 or so but it would idle all day at 160.i may flush it and try again.
that's not a bad idea about the waggoneer rad.i just happen to have one.thanks to all of
you once again.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7752
NEXT>7759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paul how did you hook up tbi?i have a 350tbi that i have been wanting to swap.thinking
of painless harness but don't know what ecm/fuelpump/etc.thanks in advance dave
SUBJECT>Re:1968 M-715 FOR SALE POSTER>Taylor Dreiss
EMAIL>adreiss@satx.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a 13 year old boy.My dad and i have been looking for a M-715 to play around in for.one of our ranches.I tried
to look at the pictures but the site wouldn't let me on.Do you
think you could e-mail me back some photos of your truck.My dad really wants a winch
like yours and might consider buying your M-715.Please e-mail me back a few photos.
Thank you,
Taylor Dreiss
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SUBJECT>Re:1968 M-715 FOR SALE POSTER>Taylor Dreiss
EMAIL>adreiss@satx.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a 13 year old boy.My dad and i have been looking for a M-715 to play around in for
one of our ranches.I tried to look at the pictures but the site wouldn't let me on.Do you
think you could e-mail me back some photos of your truck.My dad really wants a winch
like yours and might consider buying your M-715.Please e-mail me back a few photos.
Thank you,
Taylor Dreiss
SUBJECT>buckshots POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7763 7807 7845 7921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you all may know of these already but i just found them.buckshotmudders are now
available in r/78/16.that's right boys and girls 37.5"diameter if you like them tall and
narrow these are pretty cool.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,
at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7755 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Painless wiring supplies you with the proper part numbers with the kit.The easiest way
would be to find an intact motor and use that engine or take the parts off and install them
on your motor.Keep in mind that older blocks may not have the correct fittings to run the
sensors required(knock sensor comes to mind).You will have to go with an electric fuel
pump that has the proper pressure.If I remember correctly they run 15-20 psi.You could
transplant a pump and sending unit out of the tank of the donor vehicle or use an in-line
pump.There are other considerations too but this should be a good start.GSanders
SUBJECT>attn luke....rockwell lock out #'s POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7782 7784 7811 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dug the #'s out of the storage box:the mile marker lock out hub (selectro style)for the 2.5
ton rockwell top loader axle is:
11166-01 i was told by mile-marker that these are available from auto zone.
let me know what kind of prices you find
roger.SUBJECT>Tailgate POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,
12 March 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,
I need a tailgate for my 715.Anyone have an extra?Please e-mail!
SUBJECT>Re:shackle reversal question ?????????????POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A shackle reversal will only net you as much lift as is engineered into the hangers and
shackle length.With the M715,it would be relatively easy to net 3"to match shackle flip
in the rear.your front spring hanger (now the hard mount)needs to have its mounting eye
3"lower than the plane at which the factory shackle lower eye (this is the bolt that passes
through the lower part of the shackle and the spring's front eye)is mounted to the spring
pack.On the rearward end of the spring pack where the shackle will now be located,you
will need to figure out where a 3"lower mounting plane would be for the spring/shackle.
I do not know for certain if this would simply be the shackle length,I haven't measured it
yet.Also be sure to measure the eye to eye distance of the frame mounts as this will need
to be duplicated on your new spring main eye and shackle eye mounts that you will be
welding on.I have done a shackle reversal on my Wrangler,and it was well worth the
effort.I plan on doing this mod to the Mtruck as soon as possible.email me with any
questions.
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 March 2002,at 10:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7758
NEXT>7769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the approximate price on these?
Chris
SUBJECT>CANVAS TOP /BLACK OUT LIGHTS POSTER>SAL EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 12:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7766 7781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYBODY KNOW WHERE I CAM GET A NEW OR USED CANVAS CAB
TOP,FRONT REAR BUMPERS,AND BLACKOUT LIGHTS?
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for Sale POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,13
March 2002,at 3:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7748 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry guys,I got out of my bind and I'm able to keep my toys.Hope there are no hard
feelings.O D dave we will go wheeling this sunday about 1300 come on!
SUBJECT>Re:CANVAS TOP /BLACK OUT LIGHTS POSTER>glen bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7764 NEXT>7773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Try howell automotives web site,beachwood canvas,memphis
equipment,
white owl parts,seco equipment.......
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SUBJECT>how tall tire--stock POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7768 7783 7788 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok if i left the stock system alone--how tall and wide of a tire could i run without having
problems--i have ordered 16x8x41/2 inch backspacing from diamond racing---should i
lift the cab with the hockey pucks--do the front reversal or leave well enough alone ??
help please !!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7767 NEXT>7771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its just a personal preference in the end!I did a springover,shackle flip,and a hanger
reverse with no real problems.Keep in mind this it the first vehicle that I have ever
worked on too.Overall,it raised my jeep 6 inches.I can now clear 40's without touching
at all!In the end,it is up to you!!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7763 NEXT>7774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 38x13 swampers.They fit my stock rig,and were about $175 each,if
memory serves...Alan
SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe you can up to a 38"tire on the stock suspension.
SUBJECT>Re:What is it for?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To store tire chains,tool kit,jack,and other basic issue items,but mostly it is where the
bows and cross-pieces were stored for the cargo cover.
I found that it makes a real nice storeage area for all my extricacation equipment,jack,
road flares and ratchet straps,etc.
What I did was to get 5 .50 cal ammo cans w/o the lids.I then screwed 3 onto a 2x4 for
the driver's side and 2 onto a 2x4for the passenger side.They slide in and out like a
drawer so you don't have to do any digging.None of us have 6 foot arms!
I did find out the hard way that any water that gets into the bed (rain or otherwise)drains
right down into that box,so I sealed it up with bed liner and black silicone and then
drilled a couple of drain holes in the front of my bed (that don't go into the box)..SUBJECT>Re:CANVAS TOP /BLACK
OUT LIGHTS POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also try saturn surplus for the lights.
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7769 NEXT>7776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do you like these tires ???do they hit anywere ???are they the boggers ??/and
where did you get them ???thanks mike
SUBJECT>700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7779 7791 7802 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in the process of finishing the installation of a chevy s.b.engine and 700R4
transmission in my 715.Has anyone out there rigged up a switch to allow for manual
lockup on a 700.I have a square plug with two wires which I nipped off of a junker with
a 700R4 in it.I just want to know what is the best way to wire it up so that I don't have a
meltdown in my new toy.Thank you in advance.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7774 NEXT>7777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you like these tires ???I like them alot.I wanted something bigger than stock,
that still seemed sorta skinny to keep the mil-look,and would still kick it offroad....do
they hit anywere ???Negative......are they the boggers ??Nosir,tsl's,though I know guys
that have fit the same size boggers with no probs...and where did you gethem ???
4wheelparts....thanks mike
No prob,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7776 NEXT>7792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran 33"Buckshots on my CJ for a few years.I had better traction than swampers and
they seemed to grab excellent traction.The reason I quit using them is cost.I was wearing
out a set every year and I could not afford to throw 700-800 bucks at it just as often.Great
tire,wears a little fast though....My .02 cents worth....Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Frt shackle reversal ???POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anyone moved the shackle from the frt of the springs to the rear of the springs at the
frt of the truck ?
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,you didn't say what type of fuel delivery system you have,so I'm going to assume
that it is a carb.With my TBI,I let the computer control lock-up.With your setup,there
are two companies that I know who sell a kit which will work for you.One is Painless
Wiring and the other is B and W (or B and M,can't remember which).The way the
circuit wokrs is that the lock-up pin goes to ground to lock up the converter,and is
12VDC hot otherwise.I also use a relay that unlocks the converter when the brake is
applied.This is required for the fuel injection harness and most likley is covered w/the
kits.Call me if you have any questions.I am also running a 700R4 w/an Atlas II t-case.
Paul 918-951-2677
By the way.I have used Painleee Wiring on several projects,and have been really
pleased.
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafVqi650vyHo PREVIOUS>7720 NEXT>7793
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone scan or pdf that pattern and post it with the manuals,etc.for use by the
masses?Having just cut two of them from grease prints,I can attest to the greater
convenience of a pattern.
Whaddaya think?
SUBJECT>Re:CANVAS TOP /BLACK OUT LIGHTS POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a set of used blackout lights in good condition for sale.Make me an offer.Will
ship.
SUBJECT>Re:attn luke....rockwell lock out #'s POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's the Selectro hub I have on my rockwell.I think I gave almost $250.The Detroit
locker for the same was almost $400.
SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7767 NEXT>7809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen the following sizes on stock trucks,no lift,no springover,etc..11.00-18 Gamma Goat tires with adapters
like Snake River 4x4 sells.These fill up the
wheel well pretty good.They are 11 inches wide at the tread and 40 inches tall.They ca
be run on road for overdrive purposes.For off road,if the tires moves up more than a
inch or 2,it would hit.Since the stock suspension is so stiff,it would be difficult for them
to hit on road unless the road is in pretty bad shape and/or something unusual were to
happen,like running over a big chunk of debris with one tire or jumping a curb at a fair
speed.
13x38x16 (as well as narrower 38 inch tires).These leave a bit more room in the wheel
well and with the stock suspension,only rub under extreme conditions due to the height.
The 13 inch width,measured at the tread,means the tire is wider at it's widest point on
the sidewall.This means backspacing is very important and they can still rub a little at the
extreme turning angles,especially if flex is also involved.The 12.5 width 38's rarely rub
and only if you work at it.Narrower than that,I have never heard of rub as long as the
backspacing is appropriate.
Good luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn luke....rockwell lock out #'s POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7760 NEXT>7806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i called autozone they would have to order them 389.23 plus tax
SUBJECT>Tires,Gearing and RPM's POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7786 7797 7820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have done a bit of calculating on gear ratios,tires sizes and rpm's at 60 and 70 mph.
Seems this is a very common area of questions so I thought this might be of use.
Most of the chart is self explanatory except the last two columns.
The first,Stk T equiv.,(or stock ire equivalent)is what the RPM's of the bigger tires sizes
would equal on a stock truck with stock tires,but having the gear ratio changed instead.
This gives you a 2nd way to look at the change which some people prefer.The last
column,Stk speed,is the speed the stock truck would be doing at the new 60 MPH RPM
from the new tire size or gear swap.This gives you an idea of how much overdrive effect
is present,where in the engines powerband you will be at 60 MPH and how much pedal
you will have left at that speed.Also note that the only alternare ratio I have included is
the 4.56.As far as I know,besides stock,this is the only other available choice without
changing out the case to go to 4.11 or numerically lower,or changing out the axle.
Tire Diam.Gear Ratio RPM @60 RPM @70 Stk T equiv.Stk speed
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34.5 (stk)5.87 3432 4004 5.87 60
36 5.87 3288 3837 5.62 57.48
38 5.87 3115 3634 5.33 54.46
40 5.87 2960 3553 5.06 51.75
42 5.87 2819 3289 4.82 49.28
44 5.87 2691 3139 4.60 47.05
34.5 (stk)4.56 2666 3110 4.56 46.61.Hopefully this is helpful to some of you in choices you may be considering.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tires,Gearing and RPM's POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7785 NEXT>7790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I guess it butchered my spacing so I will have to make and post a table on the
site....sorry bout that...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Exhaust pipe diameters for duals POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7798 7821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did some calculations for those cons ]idering dual exhaust setups.As anyone who has
done this or just looked at the possibility of it knows,there isn't a lot of room on the
drivers side,due to the gas tank location and size,to run a pipe there.Instead,if a v-8 is
used,the two pipes could be joined into one and run down the passenger side if the pipe
diameter is ample for the flow.The new diameter may suprise you...see below.
Also I have included the circumference of the 2 pipes added together vs.the
circumference of the new single pipe.Why?From my studies of aerodynamics and wind
tunnel theory,I have learned that in the middle of the tunnel,or pipe in this case,the flow
is pretty much unrestricted.As you approach the wall,friction (drag)and turbulence
increase.This means that the more wall you have,the more restriction to flow you have,
especially at high flow rates,ie wide open throttle.Having one larger pipe of the same
area as 2 smaller ones means less wall and therefore more flow.The difference here is not
great,but included so you know that the single pipe is,at the size given below,more
efficient even though the overall area is the same.
Using 2-2 inch pipes:
The area of the 2 pipes is 6.29 inches square.A single pipe of 2.83 inch has the same
area,so a 3 inch would work.Wall circumference of the 2 pipes is 12.57 sq.in,the single
one is 8.89.
Using 2-2.25 inch pipes:
The area of the 2 pipes is 7.95 inches square.A single pipe of 3.18 inch has the same
area,so a 3.25 inch would work.Wall circumference of the 2 pipes is 14.14 sq.in,the
single one is 9.99.
Using 2-2.5 inch pipes:
The area of the 2 pipes is 9.84 inches square.A single pipe of 3.54 inch has the same
area,so a 3.75 inch would work and with the gains in flow due to the reduced wall
circumference,a 3.5 would still provide ample size.Wall circumference of the 2 pipes is
15.71 sq.in,the single one is 11.12.
This seems to be a good solution for those who want to have the stock type fording
exhaust extension,though a larger diameter would be needed,it would run to the stock
location.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7767 NEXT>7810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JAM,How tall a tire are you going to go?Like I said,the easy way to go is the cab lift with
the hockey pucks,mabey you only need a 2''lift.PerkM715
SUBJECT>To Rhino POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,
13 March 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7746 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I resent the file but am posting here in case this time dosen't work either.I don't want you
thinking that I'm being stingy.
Hope it works
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tires,Gearing and RPM's POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out Interco's website.I think it's intercotire.com or something to that effect.They
have a chart showing RPM at various tire sizes and gear ratios and break them down into
"economy","stock",and "power"ranges.The ratios they give only go up to 5.71 but that's
pretty close and according to their chart,5.71's with 34"tires run almost 4000 rpm at
freeway speed.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7775 NEXT>7799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Mike,
Glad to hear you've squared it away.I simply wired a toggle switch up to the plunger
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soleniod.I forget which 2 wires it was,you could call the dealer,or pull the pan and trace
'em.You can buy a kit for $150,but you have everything you need to do it this way,
except for a $3 switch.
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7777 NEXT>7796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
What kind of mileage were you doing?I barely do 2500 miles a year on my car.Once I
get the Kaiser on the road,I may get 1500 miles on it each year,mostly freeway miles
though.
On a side note,a co-worker has I think 30,000 or 40,000 miles on some BFG mudders
with around 50%tread still left.To me that's pretty good..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7780 NEXT>7795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good to me.Though I don't know how to do it.Brute4c,can you take a
AutoCAD file and make it available to all?I'm more than willing to share it with anyone
who needs.
Maybe with the collective knowledge,we can get all the hard to find gaskets drawn up
and shared.
Chris
SUBJECT>Who will help us migrate?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7801 7812 7813 7842 7866 7920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone has seen the new yahoo format and I don't know anyone who is excited about it.
With that in mind,I would like to collect and sort the data from the postings on that site,
by subject,date and author,to be put on this site as a comprehensive database.
I see that using the search feature in the new groups format and typing in a subject,say
brakes,all the postings with that word in it will display in a list.If then a person were to
go through just those posts and copy the ones pertinent to brake parts for stock trucks and
make a text file out of them,they could be reposted to the new site under that heading.
This would need to be done for brake swaps as well.Also,some of the posts could be
ignored as far as brakes go due to postings that contain nothing that fits into the above
categories and really is'nt usful to such a database,example:a posting about engine
problems that mentions the member is going to put on new wheel cylinders soon but no
details other than that.
ANYONE WHO WISHES TO IMPROVE THE M715 ZONE IN THIS WAY,POST
HERE!!!!
Then we can see how many people we have and we can divide up the workload so no one
is stuck with more than they want.
Beleive me,after the hundreds of hours I have spent on just the online manuals linked
above,and more in the works,the help would be greatly appreciated!!!!!
For those of you you feel The M715 Zone has helped you so much that you would love to
do something to pay all of our contributors back,please let us know.This won't be hard
to do,but for a few people,or just one,it would be very time consuming.All instructions
will be explained and sample formats written so you can see what needs to be done.It
will basically include being able to get to the Yahoo site,read and search the messages,
highlight and copy the text,paste it into a text program,like notepad or wordpad or
Word,etc.,and email it to me....pretty simple really and it won't be on a rush basis.
Hope to hear from our "Dedicated to the best M-series site on the net members"soon!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7793 NEXT>8114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I don't know if anything I have will open it,but if you
send it I will see what can be done.
BTW,I just bought a 1.6G,Pentium 4 laptop with a lot of stuff on it,so there is
potential....plus I saw the post where someone had downloaded a sample copy that may
work...have to check that out too.
Send it to me at jonmon@pcpros.net
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7792 NEXT>7861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I run 33 BFG's mud terrain's on my CJ and they are great.They provide pretty good
traction and they last forever.I have run 33 TSL swampers,and 33 Buckshots.My CJ
with the Buckshots was unstoppable.I could'nt believe the stuff I could climb.Been over
the Rubicon 8 times and there are several spots where you could test traction consistantly
from year to year.Those Buckshots work.Problem is they wear out FAST.
When you asked about yearly milage,I would say maybe 5-7thou.Back when I had the
buckshots I was spending hundreds of hours every year doing trail work.I was doing alot
of wheeling and lots of driving to and from our trail system.I went through two sets of
buckshots (2years)and called it good.I then went to the BFG's.I actually like them alot.
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Pretty good tread pattern and long life to.One buddy I know ran the same tire's for 5
years.With your low mileage usage you mention,you should be fine getting a softer tire
if you wanted.I wonder if BFG makes a 36"tire for a 16 inch rim.Good luck on your
choice.
Kaiserjeeps....(AL)>..
SUBJECT>Just Use This Link POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at
7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7785 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.4wheelparts.com/Tirel_gear_ratio.asp
LINKURL>http://www.4wheelparts.com/Tirel_gear_ratio.asp
4Wheel Parts IS good for something!
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipe diameters for duals POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought about this when i did mine.FLOMASTER makes a very good exhaust "y"
thatjoins lead pipes into one large pipe.if you believe their ad it gained 15 hp over a
homemade y on a chevy pu w/396 eng.they are avail in various sizes.when i redo mine i
may try this.right now i have duals outside of frame and dumped behind cab.
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 7:21 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7791 NEXT>7800
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike to do it right you will need a gm brake lamp switch and a vac.over elect switch for
mid 80's chevy truck with 700r4.run hot wire to vac switch and out to brake switch.the
from brake switch to hot lead on trans plug.ground other trans lead to good ground.run
vac hose from switch to engine and you are done.ask parts dude for trans/brakeswitch for
auto trans(4 prong)and i think the vac/elect switch is called a torque convertor lockup
switch.this allows torque convertor to unlock when brake is used and is energized whe
engine develops vac.i did this on my 69 stepside and works fine.if you need it i can get
part #for vac switch
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7799 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like the part numbers please!How expensive is it to go this way?Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will help!I don't have alot of time,but I am willing to help!!!This site has helped me so
much!!!!I don't know what I would have done without all this information!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7775 NEXT>7843 7848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I hate to beat a dead horse (or anything else),but just for fun,check out Painless
Wiring's lock-up kit part #60109.Bowtiedave is correct in his discription of how the
system will work.I have spent many hours finding all of the parts he discribed and the
figured out how to make it work.Anyway,I don't think the kit is $150 as metioned in a
earlier post.Detailed instructions are provided and a tech is availible m-f via a 800
number.What ever you do,don't just install a switch.You do have to have a brake
interface or you WILL crater the converter.
Paul
SUBJECT>HOW CAN I EDIT MY SCREEN INFO???POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,13 March 2002,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aai9db.4bwxmo PREVIOUS>NEXT>7827
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please tell me how to edit my personal info such as name &e-mail address.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Spark plugs POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The Autolite #2384 aka waterproof plug is still Availible from Autolite.I just spoke
with
an autolite dealer and he said you can order them thru any Autolite Autoparts dealer(mine
being Smyth Automotive).My local dealer said he would put them on his order list so as
not to have me charged with shipping!how cool is that.
SUBJECT>Spark plugs POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Autolite #2384 aka waterproof plug is still Availible from Autolite.I just spoke with
an autolite dealer and he said you can order them thru any Autolite Autoparts dealer(mine
being Smyth Automotive).My local dealer said he would put them on his order list so as
not to have me charged with shipping!how cool is that.
SUBJECT>Re:attn luke....rockwell lock out #'s POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#11166
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MileMarker lists them as 34 spline,1.750 axle OD,and 8 bolt on 5.375
http://www.milemarker.com/hub-guide.html
I'd like to see a set from AutoZone...maybe I'll see if they can get a set in...
I've also heard that they have to rebroach those hubs to get them to work?
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>Pat Kelley EMAIL>FordElmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7758
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will this size of buckshots fit a stock truck?
Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas Heater POSTER>Pat Kelley
EMAIL>FordElmo@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7712 NEXT>7853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your help Mike!
SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7783 NEXT>7816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what backspacing would you recommend for a 38.5x11x16 tire.the rims i ordered form
diamond racing is 16 x 8 x4 1/2 inch backspacing----and i thank you in advance for all
your knowledge
SUBJECT>Re:how tall tire--stock POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:30 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7788
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks buddy---i want to run a 38.5x11x16 inch bogger--the rims i ordered are 16x8 x4
1/2 inch backspacing from diamond---what are your thoughts ???thanks for your input.
mike
SUBJECT>Re:attn luke....rockwell lock out #'s POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I belive that's the wrong part #,the rockwells have a 16 spline stub shaft right?
have a lead will try to get some more info today...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>Luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I'll help if I can...
I just looked at the new yahoo groups thing...that is bad...tons of ads on that
There is alot of great info on the yahoo sites posts.
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll help,but I will be limited to dial-up.Just let me know what I can do.
SUBJECT>Axle Carrier Bearings?!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I am going to try to change these out myself to try and save a buck or two!
Also going to change the pinion bearing!Does anyone have any background on this
project?Could someone give me the details of doing something of this magnitude?
Thanks,Mark!
SUBJECT>transfer case temp POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7824 7826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have heard that people who do a lot of road driving have problems iwth the t-case
heating up.has anyone put a temp gauge on that if so how did you go about it.details
would be great as i have no idea what i am doing.
thanks in advance
eric.SUBJECT>Re:Backspacing and Width POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7809 NEXT>
7822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been running the 38.5x11x16 Boggers on the stock rims and have found they fit
just about perfect.They may have just barely rubbed on the front spring shackle whe
turned fully when they were new,but I haven't noticed that lately.
I haven't measured it exactly so may be off a little,but it looks like the stock rims have a
greater backspacing then 4.5",maybe even more like a 6"backspace.They are also
narrower then the 8"you mentioned.Both of these factors will have the effect of moving
the tires out wider using your new wheels as opposed to the stock wheels.I'm gussing
your new wheels will place your tires about 2-3"further out then stock.That will place
them about flush with the outside edge of the fender flares and should leave plenty of
clearance on the inside suspension parts when turning the wheel full lock in either
direction.I don't think you will have any problem.If anything,you may have a clearance
problem on the outside edge when turning,it may come very close to the fenderwell.
I had the same question with the wheels I ordered.I ordered the 15x13 wheels with a 4.5"
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backspace and will be running 44x18.5x15 tires.They should fit pretty close,but I think I
won't really know for sure until I get them and mount them on my truck.I think it would
be good for all of us to post the results when we get our new wheels and tires mounted
and let everyone know how they fit and what changes if any we would make if we could
do it over.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7804
NEXT>7818 7886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So this is the military plug with the screw on plug wires correct?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Glen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,
at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7817 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
March 2002,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7805 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glen,I thought the correct plug was Autolight #2344.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires,Gearing and RPM's POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>7785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out www.4lo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipe diameters for duals POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7787 NEXT>7829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Brute,that's a lot of #'s!I ran 2.5"exhaust off of the manifolds,over the frame
rails,down the backs of the inner fender,(without trimming anything)and put cherry
bombs under the floor behind the rocker panels,then exitted behind the cab.I took
mandrel bent 90 degree pipes cut,fit,and welded them together.It took about 2-3 hours
per side,but it came out great!Big block rumble...not restriction...well,not much anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Backspacing and Width POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks a bunch buddy---i think your right---wait and see,but sounds like i should be ok---
thanks again mike
SUBJECT>Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>7830 7837
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to know if there are any onwers outhere in Orange County Califronia?I Have
seen a m725 driveing around town every now and then,My brother just saw it the other
day in Anaheim.Just wondering.=)
SUBJECT>Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7815 NEXT>7825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a spare t case and am thinking of doing this to it:
-Tear down and thoroughly clean
-drill and tap a hole for a temp sender
-drill and tap a hole for a suction line...on the back face where it won't get snagged
-take a holley alcohol electric pump tear it apart,chuck up the housing on my lathe give it
some extra clearance (for the thick oil)
-plumb it through a cooler
-only use when temp is like 170 or so.
That's the tentative plan.I think it would work.?
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7824
NEXT>7835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think that would be a great idea.thats what i kind of had in mind but didnt know how it.would work.anyone else
have any thoughts on this.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case temp POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7815
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put one on my t-case a couple years ago by using an adapter to the drain hole on the
bottom of the t-case.The gauge I bought is actually a tranny temp gauge which reads
from 140 to 320 degrees.The sending unit has 1/8th inch threads.An adapter screws into
the t-case drain hole that has the 1/8th inch threads in it.
Works well and doesnt stick down much at all.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HOW CAN I EDIT MY SCREEN INFO???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7803 NEXT>7828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The name and email address on this site for you is whatever you enter in the boxes at the
top of the posting box below....scroll down and you will see one for name,one for email
and one for a subject,then the big message box.Whatever you enter in the first 2 boxes is
what displays.
Am I missing something???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HOW CAN I EDIT MY SCREEN INFO???POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c Thanks I new it was easy but just had that brain block
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipe diameters for duals POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7821
NEXT>7858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,
Did you run your exhaust pipes vertically between the cab and bed?Similar to the
exhaust on big rigs,right?I've been thinking about doing the same thing and was
wondering how it would look and whether you could hear anything with the exhaust in
your ear.(Not that the sound of a big block is bad)
SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7823 NEXT>7831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A M715 AND LIVE IN DOWNEY CA
I STILL TO THIS DAY HAVE NOT SEEN ANOTHER RUNNING M715 OR M725
THERE IS A MUSEUM FOR MILITARY VEHICLES IN MONTEBELLO THAT HAS.2 M715S BUT THEY ARE INOP.MY TRUCK RUNS AND I JUST
GOT ALL THE
CANVAS FOR IT.SHOULD HOOK UP ONE OF THESE DAYS.LIKE TO SEE WHAT
YOUR TRUCK LOOKS LIKE
SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>Natha
Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>7830 NEXT>7832
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be very kewl!I would love to hook up and check out your rig!
Nice to know that I am not the only one here with one =)
I am in Anaheim.a cuple of miles away form you.
Have a great one!
Nathan...
SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7831 NEXT>7834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
Another Chris here but I'm in Costa Mesa.I have a 726 which will soon be a 715.I too
just got the canvas but right now the truck's keeping the backyard company.I finally sold
my sandrail so I have some funds for the Kaiser and hope to have it in the desert in
October.Yes,it's driveable but not insured yet,though it does need a head gasket.
Maybe we can get together sometime.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>Natha
Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>7832 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very kwel!
I would love to get a meEt started up where m715ers and other military vehicle owners
could hook up and hang out.Maybe at a Sonics or Hambuger jount.Just a thought..
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7825 NEXT>7841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds to me like you got a very good idea they.
SUBJECT>Very Nice 715 on e-bay POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Everyone
If anyone is interested there is what looks to be a very nice 715 on e-bay..SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in
Orange County CA?POSTER>Arnold
Grassi EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7823 NEXT>7839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Nathan,
I have a 715 and live in Loma Linda,but I make a monthly sojourn down that way to my
sisters.So I am usually on the I-5,the 91,or the 22.If you orange county guys have
something planned,let me know,and I will make the 50 mile trip!
Arnold Grassi
SUBJECT>Re:spark plug QUESTION.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7833
NEXT>7885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your looking for a standard,car type,plug,the correct replacement ones that I use are
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Autolite #275.I would guess these can be crossed to whatever brand you prefer.I get
mine at Napa.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Any m725 or m715 owners in Orange County CA?POSTER>Natha
Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>7837 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wonderful!We mite just have to get somthing worked out so we can meet up and hang
out!!=)It seems that most of the clubs are back east and not much for us out here on the
west so we may have to fix that problem!Have a great day!
Nathan...
SUBJECT>Re:Seat and side rack wood POSTER>Al Berger
EMAIL>aberger@newnorth.net DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a note,I bought a bunch of wood from Warren,It is TOPS,,very nice.Want to thank
Warren.Highly recommend this Oak.AA++and a Great Guy..
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7835 NEXT>7854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i brought this up a couple of months ago.it really wouldn't be that hard.suction would
come from drainplug to pump to cooler and back to t-case through fill plug hole.the only
problem i see is that i don't think a fuel pump will pump 90wt.i think you would have to
use an oil pump of some kind and possibly drive it off of the driveline or p.t.o.and you
would have to use a cooler for engine oil rather than a tranny cooler.just my 2cents
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I too would be willing to help.
I also have dial-up modem and am still a little green on this computer thing but I'm more
than willing to donate a few weekend hours and payback a fraction of the time i've spent
gathering info.I mite also add that I'm not very familar with the yahoo site but it dosent
look like you've overwhelmed with offers to help(atleast on the zone posting board).Bill
SUBJECT>Re:700R4 Manual Lockup Switch POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i will get the switch part #tomorrow and post this weekend.i also have a diagram in my
"important stuff that's too good to throw away unless my wife finds it"that shows how to
eliminate torque convertor lockup in all gears except overdrive.this eliminates low speed
chuggle when convertor locks and unlocks.
SUBJECT>today POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7847 7850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
weather was great here today,spent the afternoon working on truck with my daughter.
who says quality time can't be fun.
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7758
NEXT>7874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am runnin buckshots on mine.QR 36"They been on the truck since I bought it 5 years
ago.I have put 3500 miles on them,they still look great.They are sitting on homemade
rims chevy rims with the center cut out welded on stock center.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Carrier Bearings?!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as long as you dont mix up your shims or your caps you shouldnt have any probblems
SUBJECT>Re:today POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at
7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7844 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice here to had the yongest boy home to work on the 715 if I could only keep him out of
my tools but he is good for one thing for sure he knows were every thing is in the tool
box everything.and boy does he love to get right into the work mom wishes Id try to keep
him clean yah right I will keep him out of her hair and let him be a boy who loves the
trucks.the future zone member
SUBJECT>Attn:Paul.Converter info.POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7802 NEXT>7852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Paul,.Sounds like you know more than my local tranny builder.He was the one that
recommended the switch.What will happen to the converter if I manually control it?
Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>hardtop POSTER>dave jansen EMAIL>djtj@dtgnet.con DATE>Thursday,
14 March 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7851
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can find a hardtop for a kaiser jeep 5/4 that I'm looking to buy.
Thanks for any and all help!!Dave
SUBJECT>Re:today POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7844
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Great day in Tulsa.Recieved new soft top from New Life Resources,in black canvas.
Excellent!!Had it on in about 5 min.Finishing truck so my son and I can go to Easter
Jeep Safari.Also added new reflectors from A.B.and tied in military long whip antenna
to tuner and multimode HF ham radio (FT-100 for those who are ham radio guys).Later
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:hardtop POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7849
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I believe that BOYCE has them new.I forgot what price.1-800-748-4269 ask for Brett or
Mark.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Paul.Converter info.POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,14 March 2002,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7848 NEXT>7855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is nothing wrong with locking and unlocking the converter manually.There are
some strong benefits to doing so.Read the previous post.I find that at low speeds,whith
little throttle movement (at certian RPM's)my computer causes the converter to lock then
unlock,which causes a sloppy feeling in the tranny.However,when I have just run the
switch in some previous trucks,I seem to get preoccuied and forget to flip the switch,
then I run the risk of burning up the converter.Also,you really want to unlock the
converter when you brake.I seem to have a little bit different setup that most people w/
715's,as I run a injected fuel delivery system and use the computer to lock up the
converter,based on input from a speed sensor.All GM applications w/700R's use some
type of brake sensor to unlock the converter.Check with your local 4x4 shop,as most
good shops that deal with conversions,have a good understanding of 700r's because this
seems to be the tranny of choice for most avid 4-wheelers (those that prefer autos
anyway).
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas Heater POSTER>Eric EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 1:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7808
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have seen several gas fired heaters for sale on e-bay,under UNIMOGS ,for 99 bucks.
But with this mild winter I have only used my cab heater once.
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 4:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7841 NEXT>7860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a hand pump ,think of the benefits you'll end up with one arm like Arnold S.
SUBJECT>700R4 Lockup POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7852
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys.Paul,I hear you on the issue of forgetting to unlock the
transmission before braking.I am worried about forgetting to unlock mine before
stepping on the pedal too.I haven't looked into Painless Wiring yet,but I was thumbing
though my PAW catalog and found a setup by TCI for around $70.Think I am convinced
I need to have something more than a toggle switch (i.e.a bake switch).I just need to
separate the $$from my tight backside.
SUBJECT>Front valance needed POSTER>Glen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 March
2002,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7875 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a place to get a new or straight front valance?
Its the part the headlights sit in not the radiator support.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipe diameters for duals POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7829 NEXT>7869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I put turnouts a couple of feet back from the glass packs.The exhaust exits behind
the cab aiming off to the side at a 45 degree angle.I had a couple of 'stacks'kicking
around but decided against it.Thought it may look odd it I go topless and lay down the
windshield this summer....but it does sound good.LOL
SUBJECT>Bit the Bullet POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7888 7895 7986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night I swallowed a $1008.00 pill.37x13x16 TSL Boggers.I'll have 'em in a week.
I'll post pics of the truck after they're on.PA is kind of a bitch when it comes to lifted
trucks or I'd already have spring overed and BIG gummied it.
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>7854 NEXT>7867 7870 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have seen small hydraulic pumps that bolt up to PTO port on tranny.The unit I saw was
on old International.Maybe they can still be found and rebuilt.Then you could pump
when you needed to to cooler.Just a thought
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>Juan EMAIL>juanc@sei.com.ar DATE>Friday,15
March 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7796 NEXT>7902
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the 9.00-16 36"tall?
I ´m on Power Kings Super tractions almost new and the measure 34.5"not 36".measured
on the truck at 40 psi.
BFG makes a LT315/75R16 MT that is 34.8"I wonder what would happened with those,
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Would it be too different?The measures BFG declares,Are they mounted on a rim and
with the truck over it or just mounted?
They are intended for mounting on 8"to 10"rims.What would happened if we mount
them in 6.5"rims?
Any clues?
Questions and more Question.
Juan Castro
Buenos Aires
Argentina
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm game.....bring it on
SUBJECT>PTO driven problem POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7860
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PTO drives are kind of clutch sensative..right?You would have to make sure that the pto
was disengaged every time you shifted gears or let the clutch out very slowly on the gear
change.A muddy shoe slipping off of the clutch will cost some cash IF you can find a
replacement pto part.I'd rather flip a switch if possible.
SUBJECT>Re:ORIGINAL PAINT ?POSTER>Jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7864
NEXT>7876 7877 7915 8066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the truck was army or air force,you should use 24087 Semi Gloss OD.(available from
a variety of mil truck places-I got mine from Rapco in TX).The Navy and Marine trucks
were a different flat green (I think more of a forest green color).I hope this helps.
-Jamie.SUBJECT>quick additional note POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7858
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The reason I went through the work to go over the frame and out was to not put the
exhaust where it could get crushed,snagged,or otherwise destroyed.It's an inch above
the buttom of the framerail now.
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this A Pump for you POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7860 NEXT>7871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have any of you heard of Grainger or a simliar company McMaster Carr?
I just found a pump in a graingers catalog number 389.This is a 98/99 catalog.On page
3098 there is a cast iron small pump capable of -40 to 350F.Pipe size=1/4 inch,shaft
dia=1/2 inch,shaft height=2 23/64,Dimensions...H=3 9/16,W=3,L=6 1/8,Pump part
number is 2P295 retail cost is 124.87 actual list cost 93.25
Pedestal mount,limited self priming capability,1725 max speed,max pressure 100psi,
All cast iron body and cover,carbon steel shafts and gears,Numbers 2P295 through
2P299 have kevlar packing and zerk fittings for grease lubrication.NOT recommended
for intermittent water pumping service.
Grainger has many pumps.Even expensive stainless ones.The 2P295 seems to be the
most compatible with we would like to do at a doable price.You can reach grainger at
grainger.com I will look them up to see if the pump mentioned here is able to be viewed.
I see a few hundred PH numbers in their book.I can't find a 800 number....
Anyway,FYI for you all......Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this A Pump for you POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7870 NEXT>7872 7897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found the pump mentioned above.Check it out...
http://www.grainger.com/Grainger/searchresults.jsp?xi=xi
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this A Pump for you POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7871 NEXT>7898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link is not working.Go to their site,click on pumps,and enter the part number in the
search box.Excellent picture...Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>KLINGER
EMAIL>MIKEKA@TEXASSHREDDER.COM DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 2:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running Buckshot Mudders 36"Q16 on stock split-ring rims with tubes with no
problems.Great tires,They grab in any mud and are great at self-cleaning (unless you
high center the truck)-oooopps!.SUBJECT>Re:Front valance needed POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
March 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7857 NEXT>7990
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a decent one .========Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:ORIGINAL PAINT ?POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does one find out if the truck was army or air force?
This would be cool to know .
Rick
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SUBJECT>Re:ORIGINAL PAINT ?POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 3:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does one find out what serivce the truck was in ?
Rick
SUBJECT>Army,Air force,Navy,Marines,POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7882 7894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does one figure out with branch the truck was in?
Thanks
Rick Hakwins
SUBJECT>new split rims POSTER>doug EMAIL>d3cook@2hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7880 7939 7946 8007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have access to brand new split rims,drivers doors,24 volt dist,m-101 5 to 6 bolt adaptors
and used t-cases.I'm not sure on pricing yet.Is there any intrest in these parts?
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7879
NEXT>7883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need 1 rim so i can cut the center out &weld up a spare rim.Thanks in advance.Will
(that is if they don't cost to much)
SUBJECT>wipers POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Friday,15
March 2002,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7884
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is there such a thing as 24v wiper motors?I would like to get rid of the vacumn type but I
don't want to change over to a 12v system.Also interested in a complete heater unit if any
of you southern people have took yours out.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Army,Air force,Navy,Marines,POSTER>bern1m715
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the color of the paint.
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7880
NEXT>7891 7893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,how are you cutting your rims and putting them in the center?Is it hard to do?
Especially to get them straight??Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:wipers POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7881
NEXT>7907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tsj,Yes,JC Whitney has them.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:spark plug QUESTION.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
15 March 2002,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7838 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The waterproof version is Autolite #2344.They are about $7 from
Schucks/Kragen/Checker.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 March
2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7817 NEXT>7889 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think the part no.is actually 2344.
SUBJECT>24 volt winch question POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
March 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7890
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to go look at a 24 volt warn winch 12,000 lbs cap.It is used but is supose to
be in good condtion.He want's 600.00 dollars.Could any one tell me if this is a fair price
as long as it is in good condtion.He has always treated me fairly in other deals but I know
little about winches so any pointers would be appreciated.Thanks
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Bit the Bullet POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7859
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Were you talking about PA lift laws?I did not know they were so strict.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>mark EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7886
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,found a add for shielded spark plugs #ms35908-3 for a dollar each.Does anyone
know if these will work in our stock motor?I have a print out that calls for #ms35909-6
does the other plug intrechange?maybe its just a hotter or cooler plug?
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt winch question POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
March 2002,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7887 NEXT>7903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
unwind the cable and make sure it aint kinked or frayed ,check motor for squeel noises
and cables are good ..good luck,wally
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7883
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,the guy that had the truck,before the guy that had the truck before i got it.Welded
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chevy rims to the centers.he says it is easy to do.Take the M rims cut where you
want,measure the diameter and cut the chevy rims 1/8 bigger.Get in your kids sandbox
put the center in,dig the sand out from under the center to make it level do the same to
the rim start welding.He says to weld both sides for strength.hope this helps.Like i said
(HE SAID THIS WAS EASY)Will
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7883
NEXT>7900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With a torch.Fine tip
SUBJECT>Re:Army,Air force,Navy,Marines,POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7878
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of the tags on the dash will have the branch that recieved the truck.It will be under
Department Acquisitition or something similar.I think that it is at the bottom of one of
the tags if I remember correctly.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Bit the Bullet POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 March
2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7859 NEXT>7910 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I do not know the laws in PA but ussually with a GVW over 10,000 the lift laws are
ussually more linient if not non-existant.I know the truck is actually a little under this
GVW but very few would know the difference.More than likely the guy who inspects
you rig has never seen an M715 and Johnny Law hasn't either so they would not know it
is lifted.GSanders
SUBJECT>Attention Jeepclown!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
7919 7947 7949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you ever get the part number for the corvette master cylinder?How easy of a setup
was this and have you had any problems?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>SAVE YOUR $$$BUY FROM THESE GUYS POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just looking through a recent Surplus Center catolog and they have NEW PTO drive
lube pumps for $149.50!!!These bolt to a standard PTO mount.The item number is 9-
5077 Their phone number is 1-800-488-3407 This company sells new,rebuilt,and
decomissioned hydraulics,winches,electrical switches wire,as well as a vast array of
other things.This a good catolog to have if you build or retrofit things and has helped me
with repairs on everything from lawn mowers to hydralics on backhoes and wood
splitters.I highly recommend them.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Here's my thoughts on this A Pump for you POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for all of your input i will have to figure something out from all of this.
Eric
SUBJECT>ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Friday,15 March 2002,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7901 7956 8001 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JUST CHECKING TO SEE IF THER IS ANY MORE M715/M726/M725 OWNERS
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORINIA/IF SO WRITE BACK TRYING TO SET UP A
MEETING AT A LOCAL RESTURANT SO FAR 3 M715S
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 March
2002,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7893 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm interested in the M101 5 lug to M715 six lug wheel adapter.Thanks,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 4:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7899 NEXT>7914 7945 8002 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I live in Northern LA County,Castaic/Santa Clarita area.I drive my 715 to work in
Pomona every day (160 miles/day round trip).I love the looks on the faces of the average
commuters when they get passed by an M-715 doing 85 MPH.
'68 M-715 W/Cummins turbodiesel,NV-4500 OD transmission,4.56 gears,and 42"
11R22.5 tires.
I'm thinking of going to a military vehicle club meeting in LA next month,apparently lots
of Mil Spec rigs and a smattering of modified Mil vehicles.No other 715's that I know of.
Maybe we could get together on a 715 "offensive assault"and all show up at their
meeting.
SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7861
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
juan,my 9.00x16's measure outat 34"tall.i think the bfg's will work on your wheels just
fine.but remember you will have to have radial tubes too.
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt winch question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7890
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ones I have seen listed with prices as new are in the $1299 and up area.$600 would
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be half or less than new....a good price if it is in good condition.
brute4c
SUBJECT>New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are a bunch of new members pics up as of last night.Please go check then out in
the members gallery linked at left.If you are having problems getting into the members
area,email me for assistance.
Especially check out Paul B's nice clean truck with a shiny new v-8,atlas II t-case,fuel
cell and battery in the bed and heavy duty steering box...nice truck.Also,Barry,
b_yorwarth,has sent some more pics of his total restoration...sandblasted fenders and a
cab that is looking pretty nice so far.Leo has sent some of the nicest original M725 pics I
have ever seen.It would be a pleasure to see that one in person!!
Thanks to all the contributors for their patience...some of these have taken a while to get
up but they are finally there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Online Manuals updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently been loaned copies of the Kaiser -24 manual and it's appendix section.I.have scanned,OCR'ed,edited
and made pages from them that have been incorporated
into the manuals section.ome of the pages were similiar to existing pages so just pieces
of new data were added in.Some contained so much new data that I replaced whole
sections with the new data.A few were basically all new sections and have been added as
a seperate section on the manuals index page.These are the intro to the -24 manual,a
new tune up section,and a lube section that adds loads to the simple lube chart we have
had up.The lube section still contains the quick reference chart that has been there in the
past,but the updated part is much longer and more detailed on specifics for the whole
vehicle.
The -24 manual was printed by Kaiser for the military while the trucks were i
production.It gives more info,especially for the operation of systems instead of just how
to fix something.Of note here is the detailed description of the carb functions in the fuel
repair section and also the fuel pump as well...very nice additions.
Of great importance to many of us is that the new book has a COMPLETE alternator
repair section,including electrical testing procedures and all the stuff on how to tear it
down,inspect,and rebuild it.This is excellent!!
I do not have the adobe acrobat files updated yet as my new laptop is not setup with the
correct version for this yet....will get there when possible.
Enjoy!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Online Manuals updates POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7905 NEXT>7951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure I speak for the whole group when I say Thanks Jon!We realize that you have put
many,many hours into this site.All I can say is that it shows.This is one of the coolest
sites in my bookmark
file.I'm gonna go check out the additions......Kaiserjeeps...(AL)..
SUBJECT>Re:wipers POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
16 March 2002,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7884 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks perkM715 I'll check it out.I also looked thru some back isues of military vehicles
magavines and found some.
SUBJECT>Western FE's???POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7913 7916 7917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there anything going on here on the west coast for Field Excursions this summer???I
am not sure just how many zoners live out this way.I know we have Rollie i
Bellingham,John L.In Yakima and a few in California.Would there be an interest to do
something like this?One place that comes to mind is the Tillimook state Forest OHV
recreation area 40 minutes west of Portland.Many wide trails,some narrow,some hard,
some easy.I know them all well and I would gladly host a weekend getaway.I would
even offer up the house if needed.I could park about 18 to 20 rigs there.I've got.horseshoes,vollyball ect...Or we
could find a place elsewhere.I just thought I would ask
to see what was going on if anything.I'd like to hook up with some of you guys and talk
truck.Your thoughts???
Kaiserjeeps....(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:Bit the Bullet POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7895
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been driving around since september without any inspection sticker at all.Most of
the local and state police have never seen such a truck,and definitly don't know if it is
lifted.Mike.
SUBJECT>Automatic?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>7912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm considering an automatic trans.behind my 400 small block.Any suggestions for trans
case/E-brake linkage mounting?Thanks in advance.Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7911
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen auto tranny tcase combos that were done by making a mounting/adapter plate
for the linkage that bolts to the bolts that hold the tail section on the tranny and then goes
forward on the passenger side with the pattern for mounting the linkage in it.As far as the
e brake linkage,you could mount the lever in the cab to that plate as well.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Western FE's???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would be great to have a Western FE.Just that the summer is always a bad time
for me because of the fire season.Plus my shift work and all of the on-going training
involved at work.Of course the worst thing would be making the 200 mile trip in my
truck,you know how it goes.I can see the 10 mile back-up already coming down the 97.
I think I would give it a try though.
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If my had her wish,we'd be moving back to So.Cal.NOW!.There might be another to
add to your list in a few more years though.
SUBJECT>Re:ORIGINAL PAINT ?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 4:30 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7868
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the truck was Navy it could be just about any color.The Navy had a habbit of taking
these second hand from where ever they could.If it was repainted the color of chioce for
navy rigs is OD Semi-Gloss shade 24084.It is just a little darker than the 24087.
SUBJECT>Re:Western FE's???POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7909 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I could make trip down to Oregon if I knew there would be a few M715's to hang around
with.I think I could even coax my M715 to make the trip.:)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Western FE's???POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>7909 NEXT>7929 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did someone say Field Excursions !!!!Sounds great!!!!
Count me in for one in a few months!
SUBJECT>M715 Rollcage...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/custom_cages.htm
LINKURL>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/custom_cages.htm
By accident I found Chad's truck with a rollcage in it....some pretty good pics,large file
sizes,but very nice.Check the link below.
This truck,beyond the cage and his trick doors,has Rockwells with 4 wheel steering,a
LT1 Corvette 350,springover of course,discs mounted on the pinions,and much more.It
is used on trails and in competition and it wins of course!!I was also told that TNN is
going to have a show on this truck at some future date....when I know you will know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attention Jeepclown!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know the number also.If you could post it it would be a big help.If not
what year of corvette did you ask for?
Thanks steve
SUBJECT>Re:Who will help us migrate?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 March 2002,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am on dial up.But lets see how I can help.Will.SUBJECT>Re:buckshots POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 12:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7758
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 305/85/16's on Stockton Wheels,and I love these tires!They have excellent
traction in any type of terrain.I've never had the truck on rocks but as far as mud,sand and
snow they kick @#*!
SUBJECT>Went Wheelin today!!!!POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 1:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took the ol girl out for a little R&R today!These trucks are amazing off road!My truck
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is pretty much stock and she made all of the usually tough trails look like a walk in the
park,she didn't even break a sweat!1'-2'of snow,mud,deep waterfilled holes,nothing
stopped us!(I wasn't alone,my buddy also has a stock M715.)I can't imagine what one of
these trucks with an injected big block,spring over,lockers,and 44's would go
through????I don't know but I would LOVE to find out!I better go hose her off before
my wife sees her and gets jealous (she had to work today)!HA!HA!
SUBJECT>Parts POSTER>Jimmy Mac EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at
3:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have an M715 (PW and M37 are enough)but there are several M715's i
Friendship Junkyard located in So.Jersey.Most looked like old forrestry trucks and
mostly complete.Hope this helps.PS had several 2 1/2 or 5 ton trucks in there too.The
place is a walk back in time.
SUBJECT>Generator question POSTER>Bill EMAIL>Banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell what the AC post on the generator is used for.
thanks Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17
March 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7923 NEXT>7931
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is this place located in jersey.please let me know
Eric
SUBJECT>What does TBI stand for?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What does TBI stand for?
SUBJECT>t-case cooling idea POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>7930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was cruising another site and found an idea that people are using to cool t-cases.i know
this has been topic for some time here and i'm not sure that this has been mentioned.it
seems many people are using the holley electric fuel pumps to pump the gear oil to a
cooler.this seems to work by what they are saying on this other board.they have
mentioned the blue and the red pumps (different holley part #'s).if it were me i would let
the oil heat up to a reasonable temp befor i turned the pump on.
just thought i'd pass the info along.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:What does TBI stand for?POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7926
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Throttle Body Injection...The type of fuel injection that Chevy started using in 87.It
looks kinda like a carb.
SUBJECT>Re:Western FE's???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7917
NEXT>7936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool guys!This could be the start of something fun.Lets toss it around for a month or
two.That would give anyone else who is interested a chance to go.We could find an
ideal location if the Portland area does not work for anyone.If we do decide to to the
Tillimook OHV area there are a few hidden meadows I know of we could camp overnight
in.We will figure it out.Any of you guys in the mid west want to make the trip???
Kaiserjeeps...(AL)
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7927
NEXT>7932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Roger,
What board did you get this from....I guess I'm looking for more info on what pump this
is that they are using.Sounds like it is a possible solution since it's being done
already...never would have thought so myself but I've been wrong before.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Jimmy Mac EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at
9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(609)268 0365 Friendship's number Happy hunting,100's of car's and trucks from 50's
and 60's.the farther back you go the older they get.
9
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7930
NEXT>7933 7935 7942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.this is on the www.pirate4x4.com message boards.search "homemade doubler"and
you
should find something on there.i wasn't looking for it,just stumbled onto it.i ran that
search on all the bb within pirate4x4 and only found two posts,so it should be easy to
find.you'll see what i mean when you hit the search function,their is an option to chosse
which board you want to search...just select all of them.hope it helps
roger
SUBJECT>i ordered the stuff POSTER>Eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7932
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just ordered a holley fuel pump and a oil cooler from summit racing.i will let you all
know how it works out.
Eric
SUBJECT>ignorance POSTER>dave jansen EMAIL>djtj@dtgnet.con DATE>Sunday,
17 March 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaFtlW8j2.xyQ
PREVIOUS>NEXT>7937 7938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please excuse the questions folks but I'm curious.Being new to the site also the M715,
these may have been asked before.But I'm asking for advice that I haven't in the menu.I
haven't bought the 715 yet,but I got high bid so far.Seen this one up close,and fell i
love with it!Well except the fire engine red paint.The only creature comfort I'll miss
with this rig is power steering.Unless,,,is there a retro-fit P/S unit to go on the standard
715???I can live with out it but would prefer not to.Getting alittle lazy with old age I
guess.Thanks again for any and all help...Dave
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>William Halepaska EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7932
NEXT>7940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look fellah,s Eaton Fuller makes a low pressure high volume pump that can be driven off
the transmission PTO outlet.It only makes about seven pounds pressure but high volume
and is made to cool the oil on large over the road transmissions.but you could rout your
hoses from it to a cooler and back into the transfer case dumping the oil on the head gear
drastically reducing noise and heat.good luck
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:Wester POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>7929 NEXT>7997 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Al,
I would be up for it since I'm from Vernonia,OR.A short trip for me this would give me
a incentive to get the motor in better shape.
kevin
SUBJECT>Re:ignorance POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 5:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7934 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
I believe the steering box is a standard saginaw and came on many other chevy vehicles.
You will have to retrofit the pump to your engine,and may also need to get a different
steering arm that attaches to the new box.
I've seen lots of M715's with power steering so I know the upgrade isn't too dificult.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:ignorance POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7934
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Any power steering box from a full size J-truck or fullsize Wagoneer will bolt right
up,the pump will work also but you might have to fab a bracket to hold the
pump.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
March 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7879 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I tried to E mail you and it keeps comming back as a failure.Please E mail me.
Thanks,Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7935
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you are saying this unit will bolt into my present pto mount,remove the cover and put
this in?Never heard of it before but since I know Eaton,I use their synthetic lube in my
gear boxes,I would figure it is a stout unit.Do you have more info on this...would
certainly appreciate it!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Happy St.Drinkin'Day Fellas!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,let me be the first %$@#*&Mick that's tossed back a few!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>dave jansen EMAIL>djtj@dtgnet.con
DATE>Sunday,17 March 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFtlW8j2.xyQ PREVIOUS>7932 NEXT>7952 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.how touchy are these t/cs for over heating?Are coolers a must?or is it just a hot day long
trip thing?Dave
SUBJECT>shirts POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
17 March 2002,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7944
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie,How is the shirts coming along?Will
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
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DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>7943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the designs ready to send to Brute4c to put on the voting page,so hopefully will get
that done this week,with all the ordering information and instructions.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>Beachtruck
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
85 in a M715?!I can't even imagine....
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7879
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roman's Surplus in Chambersburg,Pa has a few new wheels and a pile (literally)of used
wheels.$25 per wheel.I bought four that I had dug out of damp boxes...yup,brand new.
This is the #:
1.717.263.3700
SUBJECT>Re:Attention Jeepclown!POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
March 2002,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7896 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to check the part #and I believe the year was 1976 vette with dual disks power
brakes.For your info,I have the wagoneer vaccum assist already connected to the
corvette master cylinder for sale.It works great for the stock axles.Just hook it up.The
pushrod is already connected so you would just have to drill 3 or 4 holes in the firewall
(use the part for guidance)and bolt it in,just hook the pushrod where the old pushrod
was.Easy as can be.I can not use it because I am using a 2 1/2 ton rockwell front and a 5
ton eaton rear.I am now using hydraulic assist brakes out of an F600.If you are interested
let me know (816)356-3884 or email at acathor@yahoo.com Will ship out of Kansas
City,MO.
SUBJECT>Attn:Jeepclown POSTER>VaM715 EMAIL>LBruffeyjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Did you ever run across the Autozone part number for the Corvette master cylinder?I
sure would like to have it.
Thanks,
VaM715
SUBJECT>Here's a #fellas POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7896
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
101749 at Advanced Auto Parts.It's for a '77 Corvette,NON power.On my truck,I
bolted it directly up to a Gladiator (delco)booster and works great.The non power master
has a larger piston than the power master...that was enough for me.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Jeepclown POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7948
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just posted my pn from Advanced Auto on the previous message down the index.
SUBJECT>Re:Online Manuals updates POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7906
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KEEP IT UP!!!!Great job.Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7942
NEXT>7954 7959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The problem is different depending on your trucks history it seems...heres the best known
to date.
My truck and many others,that were driven little over the years before an owner who
wanted to utilize the tuck for more than 500 to 1000 miles a year,seem to have it bad.
Mine was purchased in 1995 with just over 14000 miles on it,that isn't much over this 67
models 28 year life,about 500 a year.I have bad problems w ]ith t-case heat which are
documented in the rather wordy "Unofficial FE Tale in the members section linked at left.
Trucks that have seen regular use over their lives seem not to have the problem with
several owners saying they can drive all day at 60 or more and not have trouble.The best
theory to date,and it makes perfect sense,is that trucks that sit get rust on the gears due to
lube not covering all the way to the top.The lube is actually less than half way up the
case,not sure how high on the gears exactly but no more than half.Then after rusting,the
gears turn,the rust wears off,and gaps occur in the gears,plus rough surfaces that add
friction and resistance to movement.This friction in turn creates heat,excessive heat,that
if not compensated for,will boil the lube,even the best synthetics,and ruin the small
roller bearings on the outputs causing them to seize.This happening at even 40 mph
would not be fun,at 60 or more,a disaster may ensue.
Mine is equipped with a temp gauge that reads to 320 degrees.Fluid is Eaton semi axle
75W-90 synthetic lube.If I drive at 60 for an hour in 70 degree weather,I'm up to about
220 to 230 degrees.Keep going and it will soon reach 240 and then the fun starts....Upon.reaching 240,the lube seems
to lose it's ability to control heat dissapation as within a
quarter mile,the temp went from 240 to 280.The truck was pulled off the highway and
the temp exceeded the gauges ability to read the actual temp,above 320,and stayed there
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for about an hour.My case has all new seals and doen't leak.The case still smoked for
quite some time after stopping,lube could be heard boiling for several minutes after
stopping,and the smell from the t-case vent line was readily evident anywhere in the
vicinity of the vehicle.
After trial and error,it was discovered that driving no faster than 50 on flat ground and
downhills,and don't give it gas on hills,letting it slow down to 42 or so,kept it under 240
degrees in the hot of summer on the road.
This is not a problem off road or at lesser speeds,like normal in town driving,but sure
sucks on a trip.I drove 625 miles from northern Wisconsin to Kentucky and 4wheeled
hard for 4 days,then drove home,with lots of help,and a radiator,from 3 other members
that went on the journey with me.The truck did fine except for the heat,and the hole I
popped off road in the radiator,unconnected to the heat.
Hope that gives a sense of purpose for a t-case cooler.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@comcast.net DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7630 NEXT>8112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't confuse a little shimmie with death wobble.DW is a serious problem and can kill
you.DW is an alignment problem,usually associated with coil spring vehicles like the
TJ.Little problems like a worn steering box or bad steering stablilzer will aggrivate this
problem.If you ever experience this yourself you instantly realize why they call it Death
Wobble.You will be convinced that you are gonna die before you can get the Jeep
stopped.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7952
NEXT>7955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey jon
have you ever checked your output shaft endplay??i think it should have no less than .
005"also there is a measurement for idler gear endplay.do you know if anyone has ever
openned your case?there are loose needle bearings in there.you have to hold them i
place with grease when you assemble it.i have been reading about all of this in an old
chilton book from the 70's.it is called "Chilton's motor/age....PROFESSIONAL Truck
and Van Service Manual."it does not have our case but it does have new process T201,
202,205,and 203 full time.the only thing the trouble shooting guild says causes
overheating is over/under lube amount and endplay settings.
hope this helps!
krob725
67 M725
52 M37
84 GW.SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7954
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey jon
the loose roller bearings are shown in the -34 manual in figure 12-4,item number 21.it
tells about installing them in chapter 12 section "e"par (5).these are like the little rollers
inside of a u-joint cap.i think you might have bad ones or maybe a few missing.
happy hunting
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>MARCO
GONZABA EMAIL>OMARCO1@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 7:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My name is Marco and I own a 725 1969 IM from San Diego,CA.currently in Yuma
AZ.Would like to hook-up with tou guy's.Sorry but got to go e-mail details.MARCO
SUBJECT>Best place to buy Steering Stabilizer and Shocks?POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8019 8028 8034 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi Gang
I'm looking to get a Rancho Stabilizer-Any suggestions for a good place to buy online?
Thanks
Mark
SUBJECT>Drove truck for first time POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
March 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7961 7962 7972
7981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally drove my M715 for the first time since I added my 2.5 ton rockwell and 5 ton
Eaton axles as well as the 427 chevy tall block.I had a heck of a time getting enough
brake volume,but I ended up going with a hydraulic assist master cylinder out of a
F600.It works awesome.It even works well without the engine running thanks to the
electric secondary motor.My steering however is a differt story.I have converted to
power steering using a '79 Wagoneer gear box.I have a borgeson shaft and a drop pitma
arm.I also used a spidertrax steering linkage that is really hefty.The pump is off of a C70
dump truck (like the motor)I ran the pump high pressure side to a T block and then to the
steering gear and the hydraulic brake assist.It steers like I have Grandma arms.I also feel
like I am really torquing out the gearbox.Like I had no power steering at all.Any Ideas of
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why this steering is not working other than my 50"tires?Should I go with a steering ram?
Drill and tap 2 holes in the box and use a 1.5"by 8"ram?(saw on old post).IDEAS
PLEASE!!!!Thanks -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>dave janse
EMAIL>djtj@dtgnet.con DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaFtlW8j2.xyQ PREVIOUS>7952 NEXT>7976.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks for the info,certianly makes sense.With my normal driving of the 715,
overheating the t/c most likely won't be a problem.But every now and then I have this
character defect (perfectionist)pop up.(so the wife says,so it ain't so)Anyhow out of
curiosity,what's it cost to rebuild the t/c,and eliminate the heating problem altogether??
OR would you still need a cooler to run normal high speed.Hope I'm not beeing a pain in
the ***,but I
am learning alot from you folks,and deeply appreciate all help!!!.thanks again to
all,,,Dave
SUBJECT>Steering wheel POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 March 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know what years and models of civvy Jeeps to look at for a replacement
steering wheel?Mine is kind of oval shaped and it bugs the crap out of me.
Anyone have a good one for cheap?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
18 March 2002,at 11:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7958 NEXT>7965
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like your brake booster is using all of your pressure,the typical system on chevy's,
ford's etc.the pressure line runs from pump to brake to steering gear,then low pressure
return.Because the brake is more or less straight trough so all your pressure goes there
and then back to the pump.sounds like the gear is not getting any pressure at all.
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,i'd go with the ram.if you're planning on driving this rig on the road much,which i
doubt.i'd go with the 1.5"ram.i put the 2x8 ram on mine.it turns kinda of slow
compared to a regular vehicle.the smaller ram would allow you to speed things up a bit.
this set-up is easy and very very simple to install.if you haven't looked at my pics yet
check them out,i think i have a couple shots of the ram and the steering box.if you have
any questions let me know and i'll try to help.i'll look for the web site i found for you.
let's see some pics of this thing man!!!
roger
SUBJECT>finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7966 7967 7971 7979 7982 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hi all,i've talked to several people that are in KC area but have sense forgot who it was..unfortunately i've had to
leave the beast at my parents place,but i try to go home to work
on it some more.i haven't got the front suspention to perform the way i want so i'm down
to my last straw,if my idea doesn't work i'm going to go with some king shocks and put a
4 or 5 link suspensionn on it with some huge coil-overs.that's just what we need a huge
715 that ran soar through the air like the big boys.lol
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7960 NEXT>7973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think only older jeep trucks without key on column will work.grant steering wheels
makes an adapter to let you use one of their aftermarket wheels.this might be better
because good wheels on trucks this old are few and far between.
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 9:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree although i don't know if this gear is up to 50"tires anyway.if you want to keep
this system you may have to go to f700 or chevy c60-70 box.i know these can turn your
tires they use these trucks around here with huge flotation tires on front to put out
fertilizer over wet land.one other thing,did engine donor truck have hydroboost brakes?
if not that could be problem.chevy trucks with steering pressure fed boosters have a
higher volume/pressure pump than regular vacuum brake trucks.anyway,i have never seen
this system with a tee fitting.they always go through one then out to the other.
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger--
I live in the Lee's Summit area.
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7963
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Roger,I live right next to the football stadium.(70 and 435)give me a call sometime.
816-356-3884.
SUBJECT>4 colour camo POSTER>Marcus Nolte EMAIL>MUCILS@orthop-bi.de
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
can anybody help me out with the numbers and names for the colours of the 4-colour
camo of the Vietnam times.I want to get them mixed in Germany.
Thanks,.Marcus
SUBJECT>lock right????POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>7970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a lock right diff in there front end?I will be running a detroit locker in
the rear but do not want to use one in front since alot of driving will be on road.Do not
want to use lock outs.Has anyone had any trouble with these?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:lock right????POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7969
NEXT>7978 7994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
???Why would you not want to use lockouts???I have a locking hubs and a lock right i
mine and when the front hubs are locked in and the four-wheel drive is not engaged you
can hear it slapping around up front.I do not under stand why you would not want the
lockout hubs-they helped my fuel mileage and they also slow down the wear factor on
the front end parts.As far as the lock right.When I put it in four wheel and go,it works
out great for me.It will let the faster tire spin freely,like when you turn,this cuts down
on the crab like turns.That is unless you are on the gas then the lock right locks them
both at the same rate and speed.If you are buying it for the drop in installing forget it!
The Dana 60 that the M-715 uses has a very thick ring gear and you can NOT remove the
spider gear pin unless the ring gear is removed from the carrier.This takes a complete
tear down and then reset of the pinion and ring gear.Just food for thought!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Merriam,KS right next to Shawnee.Got a 725 with a 350 chevy/420 trans &soon
a 205.
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd tap the box for hydro assist.1 1/2 x 8 to get good speed when turning.I want to run the
tiny 48".
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7964
NEXT>7974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the Grant wheel conversion,if you order the adapter for a 67 J truck or Wagoneer,
you have the right one.Note,there is a difference between the civvy and mil horn setups
and I couldn,y get it to work on the wheel.I mounted one of those universal horn buttons
on the shifter,facing the dash,fsar enough down that I can reach it with my middle
fingers with my hand on the ball.This way you dont hit it by accident but you dont have.to reach anywhere funny for
it when you need it.I figure when I need the horn,I'm
usually steering and working the shifter anyway,so attached to either works.
As far as I know,the only wheel for the stock column that came from the factory,civvy or
military,is the one yoe described.I think it is 16 inches one way and 17 the other.The
Grant wheel I use is 14 3/4 inches and gives some extra leg room....since I'm 6'6",it helps
me alot!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7973
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you're saying the football shaped wheel is normal?I can't stand trying to spin the
wheel fast with that oblong shape.I really like the stock wheel but not if none of them are
round.
I was trying to avoid the Grant deal,I've never really seen an aftermarket wheel that
looked good to me,maybe I'll just have to get over that.
Thanks guys,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:4 colour camo POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7968
NEXT>7985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Marcus,
I do not have the info.with me but if you email me and remind me I will send you the
email address of the Marine Corps historical unit that will be happy to help you with the
info.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
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DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7959
NEXT>7977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anybody out there running a NP205?/If so are you having any
overheating problems?I just curious.Thanks in advance.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7976 NEXT>8004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm running a 205 divorced out of a dodge no over heating problems at all
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7970 NEXT>7980 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I believe the available lockout hubs are weaker then the rest of the front end and become
the weak link in such a set up.After many years of hard use,I eventually stripped out the
splines in a set of lockouts I had on my M715.I am now back to running with the original
stock parts without the lockouts.I've been running 40"tires and will be putting on the
44's next month and don't trust the lockouts anymore.My truck doesn't see many highway
miles,so the fuel mileage and extra wear aren't really a concern to me.
On the other hand lockouts in good condition will hold up to a lot of abuse before they go
out.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live about 40 minutes or so north in st.joseph.
68 w/winch,spring over,42"swampers,454 chevy powerplant,and many more wants and
needs.
Hey lets all get together sometime and maybe do a little wheeling or something.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7978 NEXT>7989 7998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,what kind of lock-outs were you running?I have Selectro's on my M715.I haven't
had any problems with mine,but I'm only running 305/85/16's.
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7958
NEXT>8003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe l1o9s7t6 is right on the money on this one.As far as ram steering is concerned,
is it DOT legal in your state?Here in Tennesse,Mr.State Trooper will nail ya in a
heartbeat.A few years ago,they didn't have a clue,but they are beginning to catch on.
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7963 NEXT>8005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great,it's good here we have a lot of members in this area.we'll have to get together and
talk shop sometime.
roger
SUBJECT>Tug of war,John Summers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey John ,When my truck gets well again maybe next week,(I
hope)I'm tired of her being
sick.I would like a little tug of war just to see what a almost stock truck would do against
your monster.Maybe we could get Charles to come play to.Lol Will Wright
SUBJECT>Is there a way to keep the wipers from binding up?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaOnnueyqEg8.PREVIOUS>NEXT>7992 8036
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove my truck in the rain the other day and the wipers kept catching each other in the
middle of the windshield.They will sweep a few times and then meet.I ended up having
to only use the drivers side wiper.Is there a way to keep the wipers from coming together
at the same time?
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:4 colour camo POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 March 2002,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mvg_technical_reference.php3
Go to this sight.It should help you.
I just pasted the general page so there might be some digging to do still.
SUBJECT>Re:Bit the Bullet POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 12:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havent had any problems with the cops in my town (whidbey Island Washington)
regarding the bumper height,or the tires sticking out too far with out mud flaps.I'm
running 42-15-16.5 boggers,with a spring over.MOst cops know the truck and think that
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it's bad ass..I've Even been pulled over (swerving a little at 1AM)the cop gave a good
long look at the tires (that stick out a couple of inches whick is illegal and didnt say
anything about it.Guess he was more concerened with catching drunks that night.It's bad
ass when the cops like your truck so much they are willing to let things slide a litlte bit.
SUBJECT>Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March
2002,at 12:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>7988 7993 7995 8016
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could not get my truck to startat all.I pulled the carb off cleaned it out,put it back on it
started up right away and ran great when the engine was cold,then I took it down the
street to warm it up and the warmer the engine got the worse the engine ran.It started
bogging down untill it died and just wouldnt run anymore.it was flooding really bad.
Anyone have a diagnosis for the problem?or if not then a Part #for a rebuild or even a
new carb?
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it.POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,20 March
2002,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo
PREVIOUS>7987 NEXT>7991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a couple of things cause the flooding problem on my truck.
1.The fuel pump diaphram started leaking,and the overflow tube on the pump dumps all
of the leak-through gas into the inlet on your air cleaner (i.e."Flood City").This sure
thins-out the crankcase oil in a hurry.
2.Another possibility is the float valve needle isn't seating properly,in which you'll
probably need to get a rebuild kit.
3.Finally,I've known of two cases where the o-ring is missing on the outside of the
tubular seat assembly that the float valve needle sits in.This allows the incoming gas to
bypass around the outside of the float valve,whether it's closed or not.
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7980 NEXT>8012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had no problem with my Selectro's and I work the hell out of them.Think about it,
built 460 Ford,10,000lb PTO winch,and 8'Fisher plow with big traction 41''tall Firestone
9.00-20 tires,12''of heavy wet snow,now thats a workout!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Front valance needed POSTER>Glen Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 4:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7875 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry what are you looking for it?
E-mail me off line.gbedel@designforum.com
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,20
March 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7988 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have 2 (brand new)rebuild kits ---i would be willing to sell you one.interested ???e-
mail me at mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:Is there a way to keep the wipers from binding up?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7984 NEXT>8015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine don't touch each other.could you possibly have too long wiper blades?
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March
2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7987 NEXT>8014 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Been there done that.Including the rebuild.Its the @%&!!$Holley carburetor,I replaced
mine with a direct bolt on Carter from a later AMC and have run great!!
SUBJECT>Re:lock right????POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7970 NEXT>7999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why do you need to reset the pinion and ring gear?Why does the pinion have to be
touched to pull the carrier?Also isn't this setup like a normal Dana unit in that the shims
are pressed in behind the bearings?If that's the case,you should just be able to pull the
carrier,yank the ring,install the lock right,then reinstall ring.For safety's sake,
techinically you should install new ring gear bolts,but I've gone without doing so before.
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>grant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at
8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Craig,
It sounds like a stuck choke to me.I sure would check that first.Even cold,it shouldn't
"start right up"and run worth anything if you were flooding it.A warm engine will not
like the choke closed and can't burn all the fuel,and will flood.
Grant
SUBJECT>Perk POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at
8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running the stock Dana 60 front axle?
SUBJECT>Re:Wester POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>7936 NEXT>8000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well sounds like we have a few interested folks...I did'nt see any suggestions for a
different area,so I take it the Portland area was OK for everyone.The Tillimook State
forest is a fun place.I don't think anyone would be disappointed.Lets talk about whe
and how long.Kevin in Vernonia,I wrote you but it bounced back.Tell me more about
your truck......Kaiserjeeps...(AL)..
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7980 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am also running the Selctros.
Here is what I figure happened to mine:
When they were new,they probably were just fine,but over the years as numerous people
turned them in and out incorectly,they eventually broke.How this happens is described
in the following scenario:.With the truck in 2-wheel drive and the lockouts turned out,the truck is driven into a
mud
hole and gets stuck.
The operator gets out and turns in the hubs.The splines aren't exactly lined up yet,so
there is just spring pressure holding the hub splines against each other,and they are not
fully engaged yet.This condition may be worse if they have dirt in them or not properly
kept lubricated and sealed.
The operator gets back in,shifts the transfer case into 4-wheel and immediately puts the
truck into gear and steps on the throttle.As the front hubs turn and align the splines,they
start to mesh but because of the potential immediate torque on the front axle they only
mesh part way before all the torque is applied and thus only a portion of the splines are
forced to take the entire torque.
This process shears off the end of the spines.As this same procedure is repeated
numerous times,eventually there is so little spline length left that the entire hub is
stripped and will not work at all.
I believe this is what happened to at least one of my hubs.
The correct way to prevent this from happening,is to allow the splines to fully engage
before applying power.By getting in a habit of engaging the hubs before you get stuck or
to allow them to turn slowly under less pressure should ensure full meshing of the splines
before full torque is needed.It would also help to periodically dissasemble them and
make sure they are clean and lubricated so the splines engage smoothly.
Some older hubs were all mechanical and locked in positive when they were turned in,
but were sometimes difficult when the splines weren't lined up perfectly.The selctros are
easier to turn in but have a spring inside that doesn't actually engage the spline until they
are aligned.
Hope this posting wasn't too long and boring.
It's just my guess as to why my own hubs failed.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:lock right????POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 March
2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7994 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree,have done several Lock-rites,never in a 60 though,and no re-set of the gear is
required.
SUBJECT>Re:Wester POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@vernonia.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>7997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
The truck is stock to the NDT tires.The rocker panels are rusted through and the hood
needs to be replaced.I should be getting replacements soon from Jeepanels for the
rockers after I get a catalog from them Unless anyone else has a source.
The motor has low oil pressure,I'm currently looking for someone to rebuild it.Do you.know anyone?.It also needs a
paint job which I should be doing later this spring.In the
meantime I drive it at least once a week.
Try emailing me again as my ISP decided to disable my email account for a couple days.
That was resolved last night.Maybe we can go on a pre-run to the Tillimook forest
sometime with our trucks later on this spring.
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>BRIAN
SALAZAR EMAIL>BRIANS@EDRPRO.COM DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at
12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I LIVE IN ORANGE AND I HAVE A M715 WITH V8 PTO DAND 70 AND 60
AXLES FROM A 1986 CHEVY WITH DISC BRAKES AND A LOT OF OTHER
JUNK.....IF MY E-MAIL DOSN'T WORK CALL ME 714-997-8961
SUBJECT>Re:ANY MORE M715 OWNERS IN SO CAL POSTER>BRIAN
SALAZAR EMAIL>BRIANS@EDRPRO.COM DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at
1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM IN I LIVE IN OC I HAVE A 68 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Drove truck for first time POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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This is hydro assist (with a mechanical connection)not full hydro (with no mechaincal
connection).Should be legal anywhere.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7977 NEXT>8009 8010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
I'm getting ready to install a Dodge divorced 205 any words of wisdom or shortcuts?
Pictures of brackets?
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7982 NEXT>8018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rog.
i live in gladstone.have a stock 715 with 38's comming.
i also have an ambulance (725)at my mom's house in joetown
that needs some loving.lets all get together and jackjaw..
later......
soupy
SUBJECT>question on yahoo...POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>8013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
where on the website of yahoo do you go to find past postings
i found it once but now i can't seem to find it to save my
soul.and what are the pass words if any.....thanks.....
SUBJECT>Re:new split rims POSTER>doug EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rims"brand new"still have all original paint $150ea sorry so steep but I will keep them if I
cant get that much.
5 to 6 lug adp $100 for two.
used t-cases $225 as is.
SUBJECT>Re:Tug of war,John Summers POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7983 NEXT>8011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe so i am just about finished had a baby girl!!!on the 11 haven't had much time to
work on it
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8004 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i made mount off of the origanal brakets that bolt to the frame
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8004 NEXT>8032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Johnsummers!!!
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Tug of war,John Summers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats!!!!!!!!!!!.hope everyones doing good.let me know if you need any help.With the
truck that is.Lol Will
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>7989 NEXT>8017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hay Perk m 715
I need to look for a set of Selectro Lock outs for my M-715,do you know the Model or
Part number right off ?Thanks in advance,Rudy.SUBJECT>Re:question on yahoo...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8006 NEXT>8208
LINKNAME>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/
LINKURL>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/
You need yo go to the link I entered below.The message board is open to anyone to read,
no login required as far as I know....though with the new 'groups'format,it might be
goofy,let me know if there is a problem.
Once your there,click on messages in the left hand menu,you will see the message list
display,part of it anyway,and then you can search by message number and/or keywords
like 'brake swap',etc.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20
March 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7993 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here if you can't get it fixed or can't find the rebuild kit,go for the Carter YF.It
seems to be a little more stait forward to me than the Holly.
SUBJECT>Re:Is there a way to keep the wipers from binding up?POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 5:53
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to adjust them.
Take both wipers and put them to the full rotation to the center of your windshield.The
either take the wiper arm and extend the flat metal piece out or in to adjust the lenght of
the wiper arm(by flat metal piece I mean the part that comes out of the springed hinge
area that pushes down on the wiper motor stud).You can also loosen the screw that holds
the wiper blade portion to the arm and swivel that to change the angle the blade sits on
the widshield itself.
SUBJECT>Re:Carburator isnt carburating,Trucks not running,how can I fix it
POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March
2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7987 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a carb for sale.It was rebuilt by the previous owner and ran great when the motor
was in the truck (about a month ago)Make offer if interested.You will also be
responsible for freight.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8012 NEXT>8060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Rudy,Mile Marker Selectro part #11035-01.Auto Zone seems
to have the best
price.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:finally moved!!who is in the KC area?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey soupy
What tires did you finally go with?
My project is going alot slower than I wanted but still going good.
Steve
SUBJECT>Wiring issues POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Wednesday,
20 March 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8021 8055
8065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking for anyone with bone stock wiring diagrams or first hand knowlage.
Some bonehead spent several days rewiring the tail lights because he was to stupid to get
the brake light switch from NAPA!No kidding 12.50 right on their shelf.
Left me with some perplexing stuff to look at.Man Double the voltage...Quadruple the
stupididy?
The first question is:Does the rear harness have rubber connectors at or about the
junction box on the fire wall?(thus making it a seperate piece)(the butcher job really
starts at the transfer case)
Second question:How many wires are really under terminal A and E?
Third question:Does terminal E only go back/come from turn signal box?
Forth question:Can anybody think of a good reason to cut and wire together Blackout
marker,Blackout stoplamp and the fuel sender wire and give it right turn signal
voltage?:)AAAAAAAUUUUUUGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I seen some stupid stuff before but this takes the cake for sure.
Feel free to use humor to anwser the forth question.I really do have a good sense of
humor.:)
Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring issues POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are some wiring diagrams under the on line manuals link above.The problem is the
wiring diagram covers the later model turn signal system.It sounds like you might have
the distribution box type.
To answer one of your questions the harness that goes to the rear of the truck ties into the
main harness under the hood with packard(rubber bullet)connectors.At least mine does..SUBJECT>Intro POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20
March 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTf87GR0yTvM
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8026 8033 8041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody,I've been lurking the list for a month or so,and thought it was time to say
hi.I don't own a Kaiser yet but hope to someday.I do have the next best thing though,I
built a plastic model of one.Also is their anybody on the list from Va?
Talk more later
Chuck
SUBJECT>fuel pump out POSTER>Marco EMAIL>omarco1@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 March 2002,at 11:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8025 8043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iwas like a kid driving around the deasert last wk/end and my M725 JUST did not want
to play anymore....yep just like that.As it turned out it was my fuel pump,CAN
ANYBODY HELP-ME?It has Org.engine 230 overhead cam any help would be great.
THANKS MARCO G.
SUBJECT>M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>Keith Parker
EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8027 8072 8118 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Proud owner of a M715 that is minus the engine.
I have two 360 engines that I would like to use.
For some reason it seems that the hardest transplant to perform on this beast is to try and
put a Jeep motor in it.
I have located a early 70's V8 bellhousing for a T18,has factory adapter on rear that
makes the overall length too much.
Does anyone make an adapter that will mate a T18 bellhousing to a T98 transmission?
What are my options?
1.Purchase Jeep T18(almost impossible around here)
2.Hopefully run across a source of T98 adapters(Im not going to hold my breath)
3.Bite the bullet and buy almost any other engine and call Novak.
4.Take factory adapter off Jeep bellhousing and have it machined to T98 specs(I kinda
like this one)
Feel free to email and let me know if I have left anything out.
Any advice would help at this point!
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Thursday,
21 March 2002,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8023 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB linn has a replacement fuel pump.With no vacuum pump,but it does fit the military
230.And he has diaphrams for the fuel side.
ablinn@cbiinternet.com.This is his E mail address.
I'm sorry I don't have his telephone #handy.Can someone help with this info.
SUBJECT>Re:Intro POSTER>Jamie EMAIL>mcglas@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21
March 2002,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8022 NEXT>8067
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Centreville VA.I sold my M715 a couple of years ago and bought a Unimog but I
still like to check out the zone,because I still like 715's and may get another someday.
Where are you in VA?
-Jamie
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8024 NEXT>8056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for what it's worth if i were serious about using amc engine i would probably do what you
are talking about.(machining adapter).i don't know how close one would be but ford used
t-18's in trucks for a long time.i would guess mounting ears would be the same if input
shaft is right length.plus they were available in 2wd to work with your divorced transfer
case.wrecking yards should be full of them.
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to buy Steering Stabilizer and Shocks?POSTER>72zebra
EMAIL>ariley1751@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7957 NEXT>LINKNAME>Team Zebra
Mudracing!!LINKURL>http://teamzebra.homestead.com
Dont waste your money.I always bought the stock 80's Chevy stabilizer and they work
great.Plus they are dirt cheap!Dont be fooled by the fact they are small.They work great
SUBJECT>Parts POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at
8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spring time comes with Spring cleaning.I have the following parts for sale.Call,email,
or post for more information.(816)-356-3884,acathor@yahoo.com .All parts are
gauranteed to work or in good shape.All are negotiable on price and make offer.
JEEP:
Dana 300
CJ fold-N-tumble rear seat black
wagoneer E-brake w/cable
wagoneer steering wheel
V-8 frame mounting brackets (bolt on or weld on)
V-8 motor mounts NEW
wagoneer brake proportioning valve w/light
CJ PS pump with all brackets
wagoneer hub covers
CJ mirror heads
cherokee 4.0L idler pully and A/C bracket NEW.CJ front bumber gaurd (bolts onto front bumper-COOL)
CJ dash pad black
CJ pass.side seat bracket
T-5 bellhousing
Misc:
CORP.14 bolt rear axle,1 ton,big brake,4.10 posi
suburban 3rd seat grey
Permacool flow through filter for auto tranny,PS etc.
Holley 750 Double pumper chromed and tuned
2-12"Rockford Fosgate woofers Almost new
HUGE auto tranny cooler (gargantuan)
7 blade chevy clutch fan
M715:
Front blackout lights
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stock 24V horn
stock 3 lever light switch
stock trailer wiring harness (pins)
stock fuel gauge
stock battery hold downs
vaccum wipers and switch
stock gun holder
stock light dimmer switch
stock motor mounts
clutch linkage w/bolts
clutch tube and attatchments
clutch pedal and bracket
stock E-brake handle and assbly
stock steering column assbly
steering column blinker light assbly w/wires
Heater assbly (interior)came out of my 715
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8029
NEXT>8031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i want the steering wheel and some more parts---could you send me your #so we can talk
and see how to do this.thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8030
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry e-mail me at mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8010 NEXT>8050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What did you do for an E-brake with the 205???
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8022 NEXT>8035 8068 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Chuck,
Welcome to the Zone!
I've always wanted to make a plastic model of an M715 for myself.
What parts did you find to build one from?
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to buy Steering Stabilizer and Shocks?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>7957 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a complete kit on Ebay right now for about $35.
Searching under 'M715'should find it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8033 NEXT>8042 8069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he says "...from old Skoal cans,"I'm gonna be on the floor laughing!!
SUBJECT>Re:Is there a way to keep the wipers from binding up?POSTER>grant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7984 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You definitely have a problem.Pnuematic wipers operate completely independent of each
other.There is no way to "set"them.If they are touching,they are either too long,or they
are indexed improperly.I'd check the indexing first.As for the blades,It's been a while
since I bought any,but it seems that they are 11".
Grant
SUBJECT>Hydraulic steering Ram POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
March 2002,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8039
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am now ready to put a hydraulic steering ram assist on my truck.I called UMP and they
recommended a 2"by 4.5"ram.As this uses less volume than the 2"by 8"and has less
distance.(Faster turning and less volume needed.)They said I could send them my pump
and have them hot rod it for $40 plus parts.Then I would need to have my Wagoneer.power steering box drilled and
messed with too -about $200+dollars.Then the ram for
$250.The hoses etc...It's starting to get expensive.
My question is how do I drill my own box,and where can I buy my own steering ram for
cheaper.Is it really called a Ram or is it called a cylinder,the hydro.store said there was a
difference.Any info about these things would be appreciated.Thank you -Chris.
SUBJECT>4-colour-camo in Vietnam POSTER>Marcus Nolte
EMAIL>MUCILS@orthop-bi.de DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
High Folks,
thanks for the help with the 4-colour-camo.The olive-drap page is of real help.
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Does anybody know if the 4-colour-camo had been in use on M715 ´ s during the Vietnam
War.Does anybody has an original picture?
Thank ´ s again,
Marcus
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic steering Ram POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8037 NEXT>8062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm grasping here...could you get an assist off of a semi tractor?Their steering systems
have to have some moxy.
SUBJECT>is the hummer winch adequate?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm considering purchasing a hummer winch from a friend of mine.However the rating
on the winch says "6000lbs".The winch itself looks exactly like the Warn 15,000lb
winch.The cable is alot bigger than the cable on a friend's 10,000lber.Is this a gross
understatement that the military put on the winch to make it idiot proof?If not...(which is
what I have assume)would a 6000lb winch be adequate for a stock 715?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Intro /Looking back at youth POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8022
NEXT>8052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the club.Your stating you made a plastic model,made me go upstairs and
look through my old 1/25 kits and parts.Lets see,J-10 honcho (started but never finished)
will work as a base.Bigfoot kit donates its engine and transmission.F-150 High Roller
kit gives its 17-40 Groung Hawg Tires.Go buy some square tube and sheet plastic to
make the bed.All I need to come up with is some axles and rims.I bet I'll get this model
done before the real truck is done.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 March.2002,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8035
NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bet the radius would be real close to make the fender flares.I just might start chewing
tabacco......not.
John
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8023
NEXT>8046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B.Lynn's phone number is 1-704-637-9076.You can pick up the vacuum for the wipers
from your manifold.Will
SUBJECT>Re:is the hummer winch adequate?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8040 NEXT>8047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought and it is my understanding that the winch on the Hummer is a 9000lb winch.I'll
check on it while I am at work tommorrow.
SUBJECT>Re:4-colour-camo in Vietnam POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8038 NEXT>8054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not think the the camo paterns came into effect until the early to mid 70's.Officially
that is.Before that everything was 24087 semi-gloss OD.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8043 NEXT>8049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Surplus City sells replacement stock rebuilts.but they are sorta'spendy.Your best bet is
to just rebuild the one you have.They are pretty easy to do.
SECO Also sells rebuild kits,but I found that thier diaphams leak and do not last too
long.
SUBJECT>Re:is the hummer winch adequate?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>8044 NEXT>8078
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
I did some research since I posted and apparently the first winch they used was a 6k,the
they went to a 9k,and some even have a super duty 12k monster.I heard that you should
use a winch rating of 1.5 to your body weight.But,the deal I'm getting on this one would
make me want to test that theory,unless it won't work at all,then of course it's just
wasted money.
I'm sure when I check out the hummers at work tomorrow they will probably all have.either 9's or 12's,but this is
definatley an ex-military winch.
Rhino
SUBJECT>e-brake POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8051 8116 8157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone used a different way to actuate their stock emergency brake.i would like to
lose the orig.handleand maybe use a floor mounted handle like late model cars or a foot
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pedal like civvie jeep but i don't know if you can actuate the stock drum with one
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Marco EMAIL>omarco1@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8046
NEXT>8091 8107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOW about a electric one until I can sort my options,and it now sound good to me!I pla
on making a trip from San Diego,CA.TO THE TIP OF BAJA,CA.Mexico and back,got
to have a back up for the back up...!!!Please give me your input on this.RAMBUTT
MARCO G.THANKS THIS SITE IS GROUND ZERO BABY.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8032 NEXT>8156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
first gear low range
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 March
2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8048 NEXT>8061 8083
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you thought of using a foot activated one like in the wagoneer,cherokee,CJ?The
body is right for it.Only you may have the fusebox in the way.That is what I was going
to use before my E-brake ended up being on my tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:Intro /J-truck kit re-release POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8041 NEXT>8070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MPC Re-released the jeep "honcho"kit as some sort of "Mad Max"type of thing called
"Pink Poison"I bought one and it's pretty easy to turn it into an M-715.Got halfway into
it and then got the brakes figured out on the real one-havn't touched the model since...
mark
SUBJECT>New Members pics....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just posted new pics that everyone should find interesting.Both new sets are in the
Members Picture Gallery linked at left.Both sets also are from guys named Chris,one is
Chris B.,the other is Chris T..Chris B.has a very sharp stock truck,complete with rear canvas,in case you thought
all
the trucks were modified by now.
Speaking of modified,Chris T.'s truck has monster axles,big block engine and 50 inch
Michelins,just to whet your appetite.
Enjoy,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:4-colour-camo in Vietnam POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8045 NEXT>8095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,Is the 24087 the OD that has a brownish tint to it???Some day I'm gonna have
to strip my truck and put a better looking paint on it.I don't like the pasty faded gree
look to much.Anyway......kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring issues POSTER>Bob W EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaY3WlaR2oeHw PREVIOUS>8020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has operational distribution box turn signals from a 68 M725.The schematic
posted on the M715 zone,org.maint.manual,has the same lettering as my distribution
box.My box is mounted upside down from the schematic.I posted a drawing of the
wiring of my truck here..
http://willys.i8.com/cgi-bin/i/temp/TSwire.jpg
I think it is best to consider the distribution box a part of the turn-signal switch.If you
look at it like that,there are only 6 wires that connect to the truck harness.The wires are
labeled with letter codes,not the actual circuit numbers.These are the wires.
letter code,actual circuit number,description
A,(460-461 or 467),power supply from the master light switch
B,(22),from stop light switch,via master light switch
E,(22-460),to right rear stop/turn bulb
J,(460),to right front turn bulb
K,(22-461),to left rear stop/turn bulb
L,(461),to left front turn bulb
Here is a description of the wires that inter-connect the distribution box to the turn signal
switch.
letter code,description
B,grounded with short jumper to body
C,hot on right turn
D,hot on left or right turn
E,power from truck harness wire A
F,hot on left turn
G,flashes on left or right turn.I hope this helps
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>Larry
EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8027 NEXT>8064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Check your six cylinder bellhousing I think the bolt pattern on the Kaiser 230 is the same
as the AMC 360.That means the V-8 should bolt in with no adapters.Let me know I am
planning to transplat a AMC 401 into my M715 later this summer.
SUBJECT>"Let's Make A Deal!"POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8059 11820 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Want to get rid of that old "boat anchor"230,that's used-up and make some money at the
same time?
I purchased a rebuilt 230 engine from Surplus City Jeep.They charged me a core charge
that I would like to get back,but the shipping charges are cost prohibitive.
I'm looking for someone who has an old,used-up 230 that's willing to deliver it to
Surplus City Jeep so that I can get my "core charge"deposit back.That engine has to be
intact enough to qualify as a useable "core"(no holes in the block,etc.).I'll pay that
individual $150 for their engine and their efforts.Of course,the closer you live to
Oroville,California,the sweeter the deal.
The parts that hang off the outside of the engine,such as carburetor,intake and exhaust
manifold,starter,flywheel,and water pump don't have to be included.What goes to
Surplus City is a "long block".
I'll pay $75 up front,and $75 after the engine is confirmed received by Surplus City Jeep.
$150 total.
If interested,email me.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
21 March 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was flipping through a couple of 4WD mags tonight looking for the largest tire I could
fit on the stock rims both with and without a spring over.It is my understanding that a
38.5 diameter tire will fit without,and a 40 with.This,however is where my knowledge
ends.I have since decided to run it initially with no springover.
Now,I wonder...The only tires I could find were Super Swampers.I would really like the
SSR's as I think that they'd be the best on wet pavement driving.This truck will replace
my daily driver by winter of 2003 at the latest.So,I want the largest tire possible to keep
RPM's down at highway speeds,also want the load rating because I will carry engines.and other various stuff in it.I
need it to handle adequately on road in rain.I will not run
an AT.I'm looking for a mud tire in short.Any opinions,experiances,etc?
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:"Let's Make A Deal!"POSTER>Glenn Gray
EMAIL>DavidWayneGruber@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8057 NEXT>8063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have this engine your looking for,but I need to know what the shipping cost would be
from waco texas to you or whoever.If you have any additional questions,you can call me
at 254-754-0098
SUBJECT>Re:Why not Lockouts?POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8017
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,Thanks for the info.I will go and check them out.This is a great site with a lot of
friendly and helpfull members.Rudy
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8051
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i kinda thought of that but i wasn't sure how it would hook up to drum.i sure would like
to get rid of that rattling stock handle.it would also let me build a more compact mount
for t-case levers.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic steering Ram POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
March 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8039 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1st you need to go to www.westtexasoffroad.com After you have read about the pump
mods,box mods and cylinders THEN make a decision on what you want.A 4.5 inch
stroke cylinder wont cut it on a '715.I have a 6.25 in stroke and its'just long enough.8"
would be optimum.Do not go with a 2"bore cylinder as I did either,its DEAD SLOW.
So much infact,that I am probably going to change it to 1/2 that size (bore)."Ram"and
"Cylinder"are terms usually used interchangeably.Typically a "Ram"is cheaper as they
tend to be welded together and are not easily serviced (seals,glands)a Cylinder,typically
a tie rod type is made for industrial use (zillions of cycles)and can be easily repaired on
site.What ever you call them,they still all follow Bernouli's Principal of Hydraulics....
SUBJECT>Re:"Let's Make A Deal!"POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8059 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the response,Glenn.
Because the cost to have the engine shipped by a freight outfit is so expensive,this will
only work out for someone if they live within driving distance of Oroville,California.My.hope is to locate someone
who lives near there (or is on a trip going through that part of
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the country),who will personally deliver their engine to Surplus City Jeep.
Sorry for the confusion,and thanks again for responding.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 bellhousing isn't close to the 360 or any other engine that I know of with the
possible exception of the older 226 6 cylinder which I think is a flat head.I know it is
different than the 232/258 6 cylinder and all the v 8's.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring issues POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Thursday,
21 March 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8020 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A picture is worth a thousand words.Thanks Bob.
I had not stuck my head in far enough to see the bottom tab label as A and E.
Thanks John for the help on if my connectors were gone.
But what about the fourth question.We could have fun with that.
SUBJECT>Re:ORIGINAL PAINT ?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7868
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumper marking are your only real shot a finding out where your truck has been.
Unless you can convince a woman in louisiana to look up your hood number.If you have
it.It is the only #that will not change.
You can look for rebuild tags if you found three or more from the same base you ca
resonably assume it was at that base.
But let's not forget that your truck has probably been in the hands of 5 or more different
agencies since it was built.
Another color that M715's left the factory with was 34086.The same stuff on M151's.A
hotly debated fact.
But most were 24087 Semi like m38A1.
SUBJECT>Re:Intro POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21
March 2002,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jamie,I'm just a little south east of you in Fredericksburg
Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8033.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rollie,The main cab and frame is from a jeep honcho,the motor is a big block chevy
and the rest is pretty much scratch built.The only small blunder is it's a short bed 715 but
I'm also working on a 90%scratch built 725
Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8035
NEXT>8113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL.....No it's 1/25 scale plastic
Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Intro /J-truck kit re-release POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21 March 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8052 NEXT>8119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hardest part was trying to get the windshield right.It would of been easier to look at a
real truck but all I had to go by was pics in 4wheel &off road
Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8058
NEXT>8075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct,38.5 x 11.00 x 16 will fit without spring over.but if your running the stock engine
(break out the jet fuel)because there a real slug.I took mine out for a short cold ride and
found that top speed with hill is only bout 45MPH and the ride was very hard,even if your
are going to haul heavy loads take a two springs all the way around for a better ride ,it
will still carry more weigth than any new Pick up out they.
2cent
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8024 NEXT>8089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,Brute,is right,this 360 is not going to adapt to the 230 bellhousing.The easy way to
go is find an old rotted out J-truck with a 304,360 or 401 with a T-18 tranny and grab
it.These J-trucks used T-18 tranny's,but they are different than the Ford T-18 trannys,with
a longer imput shaft.You should be able to find an old J-truck with a v-8 and T-18 for
short money or just the tranny and bellhousing,then you will be good to go.PerkM715
SUBJECT>transfer case cooling POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey anyone intersted might want to check out the rear end
cooler pumps.These are made
by mangus precision pumps,webster n.y.716-671-0082.
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www.mspmall.com/manguspumps These pumps are made to pump gear oil to a
cooler.The pump i have seen looks like a simple deal to mount to a transfercase and
power it from a output.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 March
2002,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8073 NEXT>8082 8098 8102
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am newer to the M-715 scene and was unaware of this transfer case cooling issue.My
truck has a 351W ford motor with the stock tranny and I was hoping to put a ZF 5 speed
in to bring up the cruising speed.This will spin the T-case faster and most likely generate
more heat.My question is,has anyone tried running synthetic gear lube in the case?I
know from drag racing experiencem that the rear end stays significantly cooler whe
running sythetic.
Any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
22 March 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8071 NEXT>8076
8081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick thanks for the info.Who,may I ask makes a 38.5 x 11.00 r 16 tire?All that looking
around and I couldn't find it.Can't you put any wider?What will rub?
As for the ride,I ain't skeered.I was driving a stock 2A for almost a year as a daily driver.
Granted,I am a bit older now,but just as stupid.If this rides worse than a stock 2A I'd be
suprised.
Engine-nope not stock.The engine is gonna be SBC.350 or 383,not sure depends on
funds at the time.Tranny will probably be swapped for a CH465,as that is what I had
behind the 350 before,and I've already rebuilt it.
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8075
NEXT>8079 8080 8099 8140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody running a TOTALLY stock truck with big tires and 55-60mph?any 37"or 38"?
SUBJECT>is this an original jack for our trucks?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 7:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.armysurpluswarehouse.com/itemDetail.cfm?product=1%201%2F4ton%
20Jeep%20Scissor%20Jack%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%
20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%
20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%
20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%
20%20%20%20.SUBJECT>Re:is the hummer winch adequate?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8047 NEXT>8097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buy a snatch block and forget about it.That will double the winches power.It will slow
down the linespeed however.It's cheap enough insurance anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,
22 March 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8076 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be,that's why I am trying to get the info.
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8076 NEXT>8084 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I first got my 38.5 Boggers,I still had the stock engine.It was a good runner and I
had no problem going 60 mph on long flat roads.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Wider tires on stock rims POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8075 NEXT>
8085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are also quite a few people running the Interco Super Swamper in the size
38x13x16.But I would guess that is the widest you would want to go on the stock rims.
ROllie
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8074
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been here a while and watching this board.I had my 715 flat towed home.I replaced
the GO with sythetic beforehand,but When it got to my house,and I checked the t-case
was really hot.
The guys here are mixed on if the synthetic is all you need.It works for some.Some still
want the thing to run cooler.I guess it depends on where you are and how you drive it.
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Friday,22
March 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8051 NEXT>8088 8101
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need a line lock system.They are cheap and very easy to hook up.You can get rid of
everything with this system.
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Friday,.22 March 2002,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8080 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really?How about hills?And how long before you changed something?
Also Boggers,or TSL's or what?
SUBJECT>Re:Wider tires on stock rims POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8081
NEXT>8090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually think I saw this one listed as 13/38.5-16.Is it the same?And it fits with
minimal or no rubbing?
How wide are the stock rims?
SUBJECT>AMC V8 Swap POSTER>Wolfman EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 March
2002,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8087 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a V8 4speed combo (401 w/a T19)out of a Jeep pickup will bolt
into an M715 without too much trouble.Also will my winch PTO hook up to the T19
tranny?Or can I just change the stinger on the T98 to work with the 401 bellhousing?
Any help will be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC V8 Swap POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy,
don't know about your swap question,but the pto should swap out without too much
difficulty.The pto on my truck is a ramsey model,which came off of an older
international pickup,and the pto on my cj is a tulsa model from an old willy's pick up.
Both are drivers side take-offs.
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8083
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,but they will bleed off and are not legal as a e-brake in texas .here e-brake must be
mechanically actuated.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's true but he would have to use donor truck's transfer case wouldn't he?aren't they
married to the transfercase or did jeep build a 2wd version of these trucks?
SUBJECT>Re:Wider tires on stock rims POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 10:51 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8085 NEXT>8100
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those will fit on the stock 6.5 inch rims but may rub a little on extreme turn angles,
especially at the rear of the front wheel well.
Several people do run these and really like them,so if you take a little care when you
crank the wheels to the end of their travel,you'll be ok.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8049
NEXT>8092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put in an electric fuel pump at the tank,put a pressure reg at the engine.At the same time
put a "T"in the line just before it goes into the carb.Set the T up so that you can hook a
tube to it,that way you can set a gas can on top of the truck and feed gas into the carb.
I've done that with cars,trucks,and airplanes.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8091
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please understand that the reason for the extra T in the line is for when the pumps quit
working you can still get fuel to the carb from the gas can.
SUBJECT>T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8106 8117 8130
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/2002ts/2002shirts.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/2002ts/2002shirts.html
Pam has sent me 3 designs for the 2002 T-shirts.They are on a page here at the site with
info,pricing for each and a poll at the bottom for members to vote on their favorite.The
poll will close on April 7th so vote soon.Also voting is limited to one vote per person,so
make sure you make it count.More details are on the page,pricing for each design is
listed,final pricing depens on what style is chosen.
Click on the link below,and lets hear a THANK YOU to Pam for her hard work!!!!!
(I will be adding a link to the left hand menu bar shortly.)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:is this an original jack for our trucks?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I doubt it as this jack doesn't look very tall for one thing and for another,in the close up
view,it appears to say 1 1/2 ton capacity.Since the trucks weigh nearly 6000 lbs and the
weight is pretty much equal front to rear,your looking at close to the jacks max lifting
capacity on either end of the truck.
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Personally,I use a 3 ton floor jack at home and a 6 ton bottle jack for on the road..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:4-colour-camo in Vietnam POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The brownish tint Semi-Gloss is what I have on my rig.Shade 24084.This is what Navy
trucks were painted with.At least through the 80's and 90's.Not too sure about before
that.I know they liked Grey,But I think that was in the 60's(maybe 50's)and before.
SUBJECT>Cammo pattern for the M715 POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glen Bedel was kind enough to make the M715 cammo pattern for us and I have it up on
the site now.In the menu at left,it is right under the new T-shirt link with 'new'after it.
Enjoy,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:is the hummer winch adequate?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8078 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I was thinking as well.Sure wish I could find a deal like Rhino's
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,I run Amsoil 75-90W,and it did cool and quiet it down some.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8076
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running 36"buckshots on a stock truck,not stock rims.I run at 55 mph no
faster.Usually about 40.Love the looks I get.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Wider tires on stock rims POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8090
NEXT>8110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.Is is possible to use a speed wrench (big hammer)on the wheel well
for clearance?
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at
4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8083 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the line lock on my truck,mostly to put my 205 into 2WD front low and lock the
rear tires only,allowing me to cut tight corners.But I wouldn't use it as a constant E-
brake b/c it uses current when on.(at least mine does).SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>Larry
EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8074
NEXT>8105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One thing to keep in mind don't over cool the t'case.You want your lube oil to run at a
minimum of 215 degress so it can boil out all the moisture that may be in the oil.Over
250 degress some rubber seals can start to degrade.275 is a safe upper range.If you don't
want to run synthetic oil atleast run a 90w 140 grade oil it will handel the high temp
better.
SUBJECT>Electro-hydraulic brakes ID POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
22 March 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8104
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,my local commercial truck parts guy said that my Electro-Hydraulic brake system
can come in two variations.One is where the high pressure port goes in and comes back
out with one return line.The other is one return and one high pressure in and "go to burn"
as he put it (meaning that the pressure is always there but not used unless needed.This
could explain why i have only 2 ports.
Does anyone know if this is true or is it a load of crap?It makes sense to me but I can't
find a system like this in any of my parts books.(my big truck book only goes to '78)I
believe it came out of a Ford F-600 probably an 80's model.It is a Bendix.
Any info or jokes about this matter would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Electro-hydraulic brakes ID POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my background is strictly g.m.but every system i have ever seen is plumbed in series.
pump to booster,booster to steering gear,steering gear to suction on pump.this way
brakes take priority over steering and as long as you aren't using brakes the system feeds
full force to steering gear.having said that,the pump used in this system is different tha
normal pump.i believe it is a higher volume and may be a higher pressure.i have never
heard them called anything but hydroboost.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8102 NEXT>8123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Larry,I called an engineer at Amsoil about our hot T-cases,he was too the point about 75-
90W.He said the 90-140W in synthetic was for long haul 18 wheeler type trucks that run
constantly over the road and it would not help our T-cases cool down,he said 75-90W
was the way to go.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!
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POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 March
2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8093 NEXT>8108 8109
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.brute,i'm not trying to influence anyone but #2 pretty much answers every question i have
ever been asked except one...NO YOU CAN'T DRIVE IT.this one gets my vote!!!!!
thanks cookie for all the hard work.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump out POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8049
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running an electric 12 volt pump.I mounted mine on the fender.(i know it's better to
push the gas than pull it).Did that for convinence.Always carry a spare there only about
$25.00.Hope this helps.Will
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8106 NEXT>8124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am with dave on this one!I like them all but if I must choose it is and was #2.
Thanks again to everyone working on these.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>Sea
EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I'm with Dave and Steve.Number Two seems to be the best
one.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Wider tires on stock rims POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
22 March 2002,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8100 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running Q78-16 Super Swampers on my truck with the stock engine.I usually run it at
55-60 mph on the hwy and it seems pretty happy.The Q78's have a deeper-than-usual lug
that looks awesome.They are about 35+"diameter.
SUBJECT>Re:Cammo pattern for the M715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 March 2002,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the fact that the pattern is colored in.Sure could have helped a little in the past
when I did some work on my rig.There is one problem though.It is a four color camo
pattern.You have to count the black.
The Military does currently use a three color camo pattern.
Anyway a real nice job to Glen is in order.
SUBJECT>Re:It runs!it Drives!It Shimmies!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>7953 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.yea,i have a friend with a late model dodge 4x4 cummins
dually.i said three hail marys
before that thing finally settled down!
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8069
NEXT>8131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,who is the manufaturer of the kit?
SUBJECT>Re:hub/axle tube gasket pattern POSTER>smartybritches EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafVqi650vyHo PREVIOUS>7795 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can scan it into Adobe PDF from a paper copy,I thinks.If somebody sent me one I
could scan it and fwd it to Brute.A possibility,anywho.
SUBJECT>Timing help needed!POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>scroungeking@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafVqi650vyHo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8125
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I got the valve cover off the Tornader,but I can't tell if my timing chain slipped or not.
The manual is fairly cryptic about timing marks,brass links,zodiac signs,etc.Ca
someone give me a quicker way to tell if I need to continue the teardown?I've got her to
TDC but don't know if the cam is off a tooth or not.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8048
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on installing a 205 and use a kit from www.highangledriveline.com.A small disc
rotor is attached to the output shaft.The caliper is cable operated.
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>David
Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8093 NEXT>8121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#2 is great...Good job Cookie,lot of serious thought put into it..need to know how to
place and order once they have been voted on...Thanks again,David
SUBJECT>Re:M715 AMC360 engine swap POSTER>Keith Parker
EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8024 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still scrounging for parts and information.
The CJ Bellhousing for the 6 and 8cyl for the T150 transmission three speed may work,
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T150 bolt pattern same as T18,T98.
Once again,input shaft lenght is big factor,T98 10 1/4",T150 ????.
T98 input could be shortened.
Anyone out there with a big parts pile willing to sandwich a T150 bellhousing between a.T98 and a Jeep V8 and let me
know?
The search continues,
Keith
SUBJECT>Re:Intro /J-truck kit re-release POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8070 NEXT>8132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found that the rear window frame from the cab top is almost perfect for the windshield.
The bed is also pretty close if you leave the fleetside panels off and glue on some styrene
channel.The bed is too short though,when I get back to the model I'm going to have to
lenghten it.Have to do something about the seats and wheels as well.
I also bought Daisy Dukes'CJ-5 to make a copy 0f my M38A1.
Mark
Geeking out...
SUBJECT>Looking for some parts in the Minneapolis are POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all
Just wanted to see if anyone around here had some doors-mine are not rusted but severly
fatigue-cracked (the state of Oregon used my truck to lay barbed wire)and I don't have a
welder.I would also like to get a divorced NP205 (trade ya an NP200!)and,of course,
troop seats...
Mark
Fishemeok@worldnet.att.net
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>steve
renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at
10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DITTO!!
SUBJECT>check this out POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out the may 2002 issue of "street rodder"magazine,page 135,the upper picture.i
the middle ground is what the arthor calls a "historic military roadster pickup".then in the
back ground is what looks like a m725 (blue in color w/red cross &white back ground).
this was in ottawa kansas sept.2001.maybe someone out there in the "zone"owns one of
these rides.they do look nice.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case cooling POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8105
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not disagree the 75 -90w will also be directionaly correct for fuel economy if any.one driving a M715
cares.Especially with conventional gear oil the heavier oil will
tolerate the heat better,no it will not offer any more cooling.The adantages are it will
have a thicker lube film,and it can better quiet gear and locker noises.Thanks for your
response.
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>P
Thompson EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 7:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8108 NEXT>8126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great Job Cookie,and while all are great,and I'd like to tell people what number two
says,it is sort of hard on people in general and instead of encouraging people to become
involved with M/V's would make the uninformed think we're too arrogant.Especially i
light of the feds latest attempt at ending our hobby.I for one don't want to give the liberal
droolers any other reason to dislike me.Not that I don't despise them.They really need a
life and need to quit worrying about mine.But their high pitched WHINNING seems to
be heard better in 'foggy bottom'than real citizens.And whats wrong with the Zone logo
anyway?????
SUBJECT>Re:Timing help needed!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be wrong in this and if someone is better versed I'm sure they will help.
I believe the cam lobe for the #1 cyl's valves should be in the 6:00 possition (strait down
)with the timing mark on the harmonic ballancer on the TDC line.
Hope this is right.I have no manuals with me now,No time too look it up on-line.
Just taking a quik peek to see what's goin'on.
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree to some degree.But I feel the shirt is basically speaking to the KNOW IT ALLS!I
am more than eager to talk to someone about my truck and tell a little of its history to
them if the are truely interested.Its the dumb asses that think they know more about your
truck than you do,thats who this shirt really speaks to.
There is nothing wrong with the zone logo,to be honest I am buying atleast two shirts no
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matter which one wins.They are all great and all the effort put into these is greatly
appericated.
Steve
SUBJECT>SOME ONE SHOULD HAVE WARNED ME!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8128 8136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This site is addictive.I found this site back in late august and found my truck thanks to
the zone.Anyways I cant seem to get away from it.The site that is,after wrenching on
my truck all day I am always eager to get on here and see what everyone else is doing..Even if I havent been working
on the truck I seem to have this urge to wonder about this
site and see what everyone is up to.So you could say I am addicted!Is it just me?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:SOME ONE SHOULD HAVE WARNED ME!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8127 NEXT>8129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NOPE!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:SOME ONE SHOULD HAVE WARNED ME!POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 9:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ME TOO!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:T-SHIRT DESIGNS ARE UP...LOOK AND VOTE!!!
POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 9:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't like number two.it sounds too smart ass.some of us have other military vehicles.i
have never had anyone ask if my M725 was a hummer or a dodge.i have never had
anyone ask if my M37 is a hummer.some people are full of questions,you should try to
answer them even if you think they are dumb.how will they ever learn?
i have bought many shirts in the past.i voted for number three because it is the simplest.
maybe it could have a little logo on the front and a big one on the back?i would pay
extra.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Plastic Model POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,23 March 2002,at 11:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8113
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The J-10 that I started with is a Revell kit
SUBJECT>Re:Intro /J-truck kit re-release POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 12:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8119 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I totally scratch built the windshield frame,the bed and the soft top bows.I think it took
me 4 months to get it right,but like you said the wheelbase is too short.
SUBJECT>Zone Shirt designs POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8134 8137 8139 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I see that there have been quite a few good arguments towards one shirt or another.I hope
now that you can understand why I made three designs and going to let the members vote.on them.I know that we cannot
please everyone,but gonna give it a heck of a shot.It was
brought to my attention that if #2 wins to put the design on the back and the 1/4 tons of
fun logo on the front.It will cost extra if I do this,if this is what the members would like
to do then I will do it.My goal was to keep the shirts as cheap as possible,but if this is
what majority would like then I will do it.
Please post if you want to try and persuade other members to vote for a certain shirt,
please keep it friendly.
Thanks for all the input and may the best design win.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a great idea to me.I voted for the #2 design and adding the one and a quarter
would make it that much better.Thank you Pam for all your hard work on theese.
SUBJECT>Parts for sale:Cheap POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24
March 2002,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I still have most of the parts I posted for sale.I am planning on moving and must sell
these suckers soon.Email me for more info or pictures of the parts.Will ship.I generally
accept checks after you have received your parts.Any parts not sold soon will go onto
Ebay.Just wanted the Zone to get first dibbs!Thanks.Check out my post from Thursday.
Reach me at acathor@yahoo.com or call 816-356-3884 or Post.
SUBJECT>Re:SOME ONE SHOULD HAVE WARNED ME!POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have found a lot of useful info on here especially the prints from john leichner.If you
have a problem usually someone has an answer.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>Will Wright
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EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I voted for the 1st design I felt no.2 design has a little attitude (nothing wrong with that).I
did not want lettering covering the trucks.But with 9-11 the patriotic flag with the trucks
was cool in my oppinion.How about the flag on the front and no.2 design on the back.I
know this would drive the cost up but it would a very good looking shirt.This is my
oppinion.Will Wright
SUBJECT>M715 seats:Newly recovered:For Sale POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am selling my 715 seats.They have just been recovered and are black and waterproof..They are in great condition
and have no scratches,cuts,or stains on them.They are very
comfortable.This does not include the metal part of the seat,as I used the bottoms for
mounting my air cushin seats.Will email pictures if interested.
acathor@yahoo.com or 816-356-3884.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>Dave Freema
EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8133 NEXT>8144 8145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Pam,Thanks for your efforts and energy concerning the t-shirts.The designs are great.
I voted for #1 as it sends a straightforward message and the patriotic theme is excellent.
#2 does not work for me as it says "I'm probable not in the military".As a retired soldier
(35 years in the Army)I still consider myself "in the military".I know a number of
retirees who own M-715s (like myself)who would feel the same way.No matter what the
outcome,thanks for your efforts.Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>JOHN EMAIL>RSCRISTOBAL@MSN.COM
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8076
NEXT>8142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A '67 WITH STOCK EVERYTHING AS FAR AS THE DRIVETRAIN AND I
CAN HIT 55-60 WITH 42X15 SWAMPERS.
SUBJECT>Got the wipers working!Thanks for the help!NTXT POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7ePW56U/nmA PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NTXT
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8140
NEXT>8143 8151 8332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you clear 42"Swampers on the stock suspension?
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8142
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front,a 3 inch cab lift will get you there or pretty close.Remember that 38's fit
already,and only half of the new tires size increase,4 inches in half is 2,will be above
the center of the wheel/tire.That means you lift the cab 3 and add 2 inches of tire.Should
be like running 38's with a little extra room.
In the rear,you could either use a spacer under the springs,like some Dodge vans come
factory with,or you could raise the bed,though I'm not sure anyone has done that.The
spring spacer I mentioned is a thick piece of metal,bout an inch thick,that goes under the
springs on Dodge 3/4 ton and one ton vans.It looks like a leaf of the spring stack,only a
short one that is way thicker than an average leaf.It is used to lift the rear on the vans.from the factory.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about replacing "i'm probably not in the military"with "no you can't drive it".i ca
see your point about still being in the military.the shirt works for me either way but
maybe we could fine tune it for the majority.for what it matters i voted for #2
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8139 NEXT>8146 8162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam agin thank you for your great efforts.I like dave am retired from the
U.S.ARMY,however not for length of service but for permanent physical disability.I like
#2 if (im probaly not in the military)could be deleted or changed to something like(still
serveing proudly)I also consider myself (in the military)thank you pam.Thank you dave
freeman for your service to our country.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24
March 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>8145 NEXT>8148 8149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If everyone would like I can change the military line to No you can't drive it.Nothing is
set in stone yet.Let me know what ya'll think,or any other suggestions are welcome.
Pam
SUBJECT>T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone out there shed some light on what might be happening to my trans?
I have in the past checked my fluid level and it was at the bottom of the fill hole where it
should be.I have the stock transmission boot and it is hose clamped at the bottom around
the tower (removable nut that keeps shifter in)and around the shifter.All stock vent lines
are in place as well,and I checked to see if any were clogged,none were.
My problem is I keep finding gear oil all over the top of the trans.It seems to be comming
out from under the bottom lip of the boot.I found a good thick coating of fresh fluid
today when I pulled the floor cover off.
I have tested my fording valves in the past month to see if they were working,but I can't
see this causing the problem.
Any other ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I like this new idea.I guess never being in an form of service
myself I did not even thank
about those who did or are currently.I can see this being a problem for those people so if
it does win and it needs to be changed then please do it.I think they are all cool.To bad
we cant have them all.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,the no you can't drive it sounds good to me.If that is the design that wins.Thanks for
all your hard work on this and everything else.Will
SUBJECT>Jeepclown:parts POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,24 March 2002,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My dimmerswitch just quit.What all parts are included in your e-brake assem.?Mine is
completely missing.Please e-mail me with prices and all info.Thank you.
mudclod cheanac@msn.com Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8142
NEXT>8155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,I run 9.00-20 Firestone's at 41.4 tall with a 3''cab lift,I used hockey pucks for the
lift,no problem with clearence.PerkM715
SUBJECT>ATTN:JOHN LEISCHNER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8154 8212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How are you keeping your Mile Marker Hubs alive!?!?The bushing between the hub,
that goes over the axle splines,and the outer body has turned to metal past(greas and
filings)twice on the left hub!I got 700 miles on the first one and 200 miles on the second
one.Do you have any clue what the *&^%is going on?My right one was showing signs
of wear also,but still works.I locked the hubs in,drove a quarter of a mile to some
powerlines,giving it plenty of time to fully engage,then dumped it in a big hole to test
out my new boggers.When I pulled the front axle in,nothing happened.I had to do a trail
fix by pulling the hub off,engaging it,then putting back on engaged.It would have bee
some major winching if I didn't have tools with me.This is getting old,any suggestions?
I'm sending the entire hub back this time and I'm pulling the other side off to see if I ca
find,maybe,a double ball bearing that will fit in the same place as the steel bushing.
Spicergear is getting ticked!
SUBJECT>ATTN:TOM @SNAKE RIVER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8179 8180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Can you please post the Mile Marker 800#again for me?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:JOHN LEISCHNER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8152 NEXT>8182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spindle bushing gone away...maybe?
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8151
NEXT>8171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put on a set of 37x13x16 TSL Boggers.My truck has no lift.These tires don't
overfill the fender opening,front to back,and are as wide as the fenders are,side to side.
They look great!They are on stock rims.They are the widest tire I'd try to stuff on a stock
width rim.I opted for these instead of the 38.5"boggers because the tread seems to be a
little more open and,of course a bit wider.They truck took on a completely different look
with these instead of the NTD's.They are about and 1 1/4"taller than half worn down
NTD's.Lock to lock on the steering and no rubbing.About an inch between the spring
(rear)and the tires.NOW...I've got a truck!
I'll have pics soon.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case cooling idea/bute4c POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8050 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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That's funny.Now how about when the truck is running???
SUBJECT>Re:e-brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8048
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just for anyone's information...
I just purchased and installed an e-brake drum strap from Memphis Equipment.Cost me
$60 and needed to have a large wedge shaped chisel beaten into it so it would fit on the
square post (for lack of a better term)on the drivers side.It was about .125"to narrow.
Gotta love it...glad I have an anvil.
SUBJECT>Whats the Diff.POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How can I tell the difference between an NP205 and NP203 with
the t'case still in the truck?Any help would be greatly
appreciated.Thanks in advance.
Sean.SUBJECT>Re:Whats the Diff.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8158
NEXT>8163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can scrape the grime off of the tag thats one way.It should be on the case under the
shift rods...usually.The other is the obvious difference.The 203 has an extra "box"bolted
directly to it which houses the high/low ranges.The 205 is just the cast iron case with a
pto cover on one side of it.The 205 looks a LOT like the np200's found in our trucks.The
203 is usually,if not always(I'm not 100%on that)married/bolted directly to a
transmission.The married 205's have a kind of peanut shaped adapter to bolt trans and t-
case together.
Clear as mud?
SUBJECT>breaking axles every trip out POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>8161 8169
8173 8188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know where to get aftermarket axles that are stronger than stock?Also does
anyone have the correct #s for the axle housing to give to someone to make axles?thanks
john foster
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8160 NEXT>8167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try 'Superior Axle and Gear'...they offer 5yr warrantees on their axles.Maybe if you send
them your axles they can build them from them.???
Just a thought...5yr warranty sounds good.
It's a slow day...can anyone tell?LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Shirt designs POSTER>Dave Freema
EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,Thanks for your comments and for YOUR service also.Best Regards and
HOOAH.Dave Freeman
SUBJECT>Re:Whats the Diff.POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8159
NEXT>8168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the input side 205's also have a small round plate with bolts in it.Only 205's have this
SUBJECT>m726 bed for sale POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>8165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i have a 726 bed in great shape other than the color
with the drawers in it and the tailgate.
$300 north of dallas thanks john foster johndfoster@yahoo.com 940-365-2919
SUBJECT>Re:m726 bed for sale POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 March
2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8164 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sure wish I lived closer to you thats my next project have a almost complete 725 minus
front fording pipe and half restored m715 ww and I need more ,thanks wally
SUBJECT>wanted axle shafts POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for front axle shafts for the dana 60 want new only.thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try moser axle.they build a lot of front 4x4 custom stuff as well as drag race stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Whats the Diff.POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8163 NEXT>8170 8172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if trans is still in truck look at lever .203 will have 4hi,4hilock,n,4low,4lowlock.but no
2wd.205 has 2hi,4hi,n,4low.also 203's were not used behind 4spds(at least in chevys.)
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8160
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John I had the same problem.I checked with everyone that I could find to made a better
front axle .I didn't find anybody.That was 2 years ago.I am now building a differant 715
with Rockwell rears .Let me know if you find a manufacturer that will make replacement
axles.====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Whats the Diff.POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8168
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help guys.
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8155
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the response.Looking forward to the pics.
SUBJECT>Bowtie Dave POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,.25 March 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8168 NEXT>8178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I consider the SM 465 a 4 speed.What do you call it?
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8160 NEXT>8181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how can you be breaking axles everytime you go out ???are you running a big motor
with a locker and big tires ???or are you telling me that they are junk ???i want to know
as i am in the process of building my truck now and want it to work !!thanks mike
SUBJECT>MUST SELL M-715 POSTER>Roger Proehl
EMAIL>ly4proehl@netscape.net DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8355 8526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm moving and have to sell my 1968 M-715 Kaiser Jeep.
The truck is mostly orginal with the exception of the new two barrel Holley carb and
manifold,point type ignition,and electric fuel pump.I have all the parts necessary to
return the truck to orginal condition as well as a 60's model Jeep Wagoneer parts vehicle
for extra non-orginal parts.The truck has a new 24 volt alternator,and new Denman
NDT's all the way around including the spare.The head has been recently rebuilt with
new valves,springs,and valve seats.The truck is equipped with a Braden 6,000 lb PTO
winch with a new PTO unit and shafts.The truck is located in east central Kansas.
THE FIRST $3,000 TAKES THE WHOLE SHOOTIN'MATCH!!
E-mail me at ly4proehl@netscape.net as I do not monitor this board.
SUBJECT>Sorry to keep bringing this up,another serial #?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXkN/tg32xJs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8176 8234
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure your getting tired of these questions and hopefully I will just give up soon,but
one last try.
My truck(M-715)has what I believe to be an incorrect data plate on the dash.The plate in
the truck is for a M-725 with the following info:Serial #13626 Build date 7-67.I ca
find no evidence that the truck was converted from an ambulance to a cargo truck so I am
led to believe that the data plate is incorrect.
i have tried my best to find a frame #in the two locations mentioned by other members
(top of frame above the front and rear axles)and all along the rest of the visible frame.I
have only found two #'s on the frame and related parts.They are:On the outer side of the
frame in front of the front axle shock absorber mounts on both sides and on the foward
rear axle leaf spring mounts.The first #are:35 over 245 over L,and 35 over 245 over R.
R and L are on the right and left side of the frame respectively.
The other set of numbers is:35 over 260 on both sides..If the:
35
245
L
or:
35
245
R
are not the serial #,what are these #'s for?If they are the serial #,then my quest is over.
One more piece to the puzzle:
My engine has a rebuild tag with the serial #031575.
Who knows?
Thanks for you time and help,
karl
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry to keep bringing this up,another serial #?POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8175 NEXT>8177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl ,The numbers that you refer to are individual part numbers for the frame
componets.They have nothing to do with the serial number.There are two major
differances between the frames.A M725 has no provisions for a pintle hook.Does your
truck have a pintle hook ??The other differance is the front bed mount.A M715 has one
and the M725 don't have one.Is your front bed mount rivited or bolted on ??Someone
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probably just changed the data plate.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry to keep bringing this up,another serial #?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8176 NEXT>8183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you need to see the mounts for the M715 body,go to the new online manual section
linked from the "Online Manuals"link above.Once you click above,click on "TM 9-
2320-244-24 Kaiser Manual,Body Section".
It shows where the mounts are and a close up of what they look like.
Other than what you have done looking for serial numbers,I am sorry but I have no clues
at this time.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8172
NEXT>8192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i call it a 4spd too .they are plenty tough transmissions.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:TOM @SNAKE RIVER POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@comcast.net DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 7:02 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8153
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not Tom,but I have the #.
1-800-886-8647
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:TOM @SNAKE RIVER POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8153 NEXT>8186 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The number that Randall got you is correct.Sorry to be slow at the draw,I just checked
the forum one time today.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>8173 NEXT>8184
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ram jet 350 crate motor,detroit front and rear,4.56 gears.38 in super swampers.run it
hard as it will go.i should have left the 5.87 gears in but thought i was going to run on the
road.i have replaced all of the yokes and u joints with larger ones and put a slip yoke
between the transmission and transfer.two trips 3 broke front axles.2 short ones one
long.i am going to get custom ones built and i think the truck will hold up to my
punishment then.i think the dana 60 and 70 are fine but i am pretty hard on it.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:JOHN LEISCHNER POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8154 NEXT>8187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are holding up just fine.I did have a problem one time out though.I had locked the
hubs,then driven off in 2-H about two houses away I heard this clicking noise comming
off the front drivers side.The hub was locked in all the way,I just must have took off to
fast for the splines in the hub to mesh with those on the axle.I noticed the same thing the
other day when I was adjusting my brakes.If you lock the hub in it takes a little rotation
of the wheel till you hear the splines click together.
Maybe I'll start toatin'the drives flanges around with me anyway
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry to keep bringing this up,another serial #?POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,25 March 2002,at 8:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8177 NEXT>8198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds like you have a swaped data plate.It could have been anytime during it's carrear.
Sorry I have no better information for you.All I can say is i've looked for serial numbers
on the frame and nver found them either,But I at least had the right data plate.
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8181 NEXT>8191 8200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It,seems that my front axles are doomed with
9.00-20's tires and a built 460 Ford.Perhaps
it's time to call Moser,Summit or some other axle maker and see what they can do for us,a
group buy to drive the price down?I think it's time to do something about these weak
axles.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>NEXT>8189 8190
8194 8202 8203 8205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will head up getting someone to build us better axles and get a group buy but will have
to know how many people are intrested depending on the price.john foster
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:TOM @SNAKE RIVER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:JOHN LEISCHNER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to take the good one off and see if I can find a ball bearing to fit.If I can get one
that hits one or the other diameter on the money,I can make a sleave for the other.I don't
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quite understand the logic with these...they have to be engineered as the wear item in the
hub.I mean steel on steel all the time while the hubs are unlocked?!No sir,I don't like it!
If I'm going to be kneeling in mud it had better be for a busted axle instead of worn out
hub!This is getting on my nerves.Gotta find a ball bearing...
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8160 NEXT>8224 LINKNAME>www.f4x4.is
LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
have you tried to polish the axles then they get stronger just an old Icelandic hill billy
trick
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
26 March 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8185 NEXT>8193
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be interested in some if the price and timing match up with funds availability.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8185 NEXT>8195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would be in--group buy worked for us when i got the rim order thru diamond--i would
be in --please keep us posted---thanks mike.SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
count me in ---keep us posted --mike
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8178
NEXT>8214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reason I ask is I had a buddy with a 465 203 combo in his truck.He got it used,so I
guess that it could've been swapped in,but why?
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested too.We are talking stronger axleshafts to replace the stock unit i
otherwise stock axle housings,correct?If so,depending on price,I am in.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>weps EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8190
NEXT>8201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who have you contacted that will even make any?I spoke to all the folks you had listed,
and got the crying story of how worthless closed knuckles were.that there was no market
for them etc.A "better"30 spline dana 60 shaft is STILL a 30 spline 1.312 dia shaft.
MAYBE if you could get one gundrilled with some 4340 material you MAY have
something.If you can find a mfg,it would be better to have larger 35 spline Dana 60
axles made.I do realize this involves changing the center section,but then you can get a
better selection of lockers (selectable)and get into the 1980's technology wise.I like
running the stock axles,but I am tired of breaking them too.
SUBJECT>AB Linn???POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,
at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8197 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do you get a hold of AB Linn??
SUBJECT>Re:AB Linn???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8196
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.ebay.com LINKURL>http://www.ebay.com
You can email him at:ablinn@cbiinternet.com.You can also chech on ebay for parts he may have up there already.go to
the link below
and type m715 in the search box at the upper right of the page.Many of the items are
ones he is selling.
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help.The frame is a M715...POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa73cvGMWCUr6 PREVIOUS>8183 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Must just be a swapped data plate.Oh well,maybe when the time comes for a complete
restoration I will find an original number.Thanks again for the information,that's what
makes this site so usefull.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:M715 seats:Newly recovered:For Sale POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8138
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check your email.
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8184
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I've got a 455 sitting on my garage floor begging to be
installed in the M715.But I don't want to break something
everytime I go out and play...
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps,It sounds like you know your steel,if this 4340 steel is the way to go,or some other
super strong material.I can't imagine these axle company's would give us a hard time
because we have closed knuckle hubs,it's all money to them,so what's the big deal?Who
is going to start making the calls to these companys?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8185
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I'd be interested in a set.But keep in mind that a 1.5"diameter shaft will not fit
down the stock axle tube.I'm sure the tube could be opened up ,but at what cost is the
question.Then you still have to change the side gears and inner seals.To stay with the
same size shafts as stock ,so it's a direct replacement,I am curious just how much
stronger the new materials are verses the cost.I can break a front short shaft almost at
will.For it to be worthwhile for me ,a new shaft would have to be almost twice as strong.as a stock one.I don't know
if that is reasonably obtainable.Anyway,I'm interested,Keep
us posted on what you find out.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8185 NEXT>8204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Dana 44 axles that are waranteed are usually $300 per side.I can't see ours being any
cheaper no matter how many we buy.Lets hope,however.Can we swing a bigger u-joint
in our knuckles??
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8203
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,The U joint is not the problem.The stock U joints are huge.The problem is the
axle shaft size.I've never heard of anyone breaking a stock u joint.===Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>8185 NEXT>8206
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
preliminary response from dutchman is using warn alloy blanks 230,000 psi as opposed
to stock 90,000 psi.dutchman cut and splines to length.package price prelim is $695 for
the two front inner and outers and joints.i have to get him some measurements to make
sure everything will work right.i will let you guys know.thanks john foster
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8205
NEXT>8207 8244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Two years ago when I was checking on up-grading these shafts,I think the road
block why they couldn't make them was there weren't blanks long enough to start with.I
hope this is no longer a problem.If you need any help with the measurements ,Let me
know.I have several sets of axles on the shelf and housings that are apart.Keep us
posted,I'm interested.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>8206 NEXT>8211
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
barry,by all means my axles are in the truck.need measurements from center of ujoint to
end of shaft both ways.need spline count on each end.diameter of shaft,ujoint cap
diameter and width of ujoint.thanks for the help
SUBJECT>Re:question on yahoo...POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8013
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks......
SUBJECT>doner vehicle....POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8210 8222 8359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fello m715ers,i have a question that i wish to ask all of you
about.i have gathered alot of info.from you all in the recent
months and i was wanting your alls opinion on a specific doner
vehicle.what vehicle,weither it be a chevy,ford,dodge,or
another jeep,would you use as a one stop shop,doner vehicle.
now,this vehicle would supply at least 80 or 90 percent of the
pieces that you would require to help create the machine,or atleast
mine,that you would won't.the pieces that i would not want
would be sold or traded and the rest just scrapped to a junkyard.
any info.from you all would be of great help to myself and my
future project.thanks......
SUBJECT>Re:doner vehicle....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8209
NEXT>8213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try and snag a 1 ton chevy from the '70's with a manual trans,np205,dana 60 front and 14
bolt corporate rear.That would be a sweet starter.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8207
NEXT>8215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I sent you some info.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:JOHN LEISCHNER POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called MM and they are sending me another replacement bushing.I asked the guy if I
ought to look for a ball bearing that would work and he told me to hold of and try the new
bushing.So I'll try it...and dedicate a tool box or at least a 3/8 ratched and 9/16 socked to
my truck for all time.
SUBJECT>Re:doner vehicle....POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,what he said but be sure it is a single rear wheel version.the ones with dual rear
wheels have different track widths for front and rear axles.gm used the same basic desig
from 73-87 so should be fairly easy to find.
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8192.NEXT>8223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pete,in my post i mean't to say i have never seen one rather than they didn't make one.
and that is true.every 4spd truck i have ever seen (73-80)has had a 205 behind it and
every auto(73-79)except 1ton has had a 203 behind it.now starting in 81 gm used a chain
drive case behind a 4spd but it is a 208.a good friend of mine has a saying for this"never
say never".it could be factory i guess..i can't imagine anyone swapping out a 205 for a
203..but it would have to be more rare than lips on a hen.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>8211 NEXT>8216
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks very fast.i sent the info to dutchman and they are supposed to get back to me
soon.i told him we would send a set if they think they can do it based on these
measurments.thanks again.john foster
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8215
NEXT>8220 8238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,If Dutchman can make these shafts,How would they compare to a modern stock 35
spline dana 60 shaft ?In a quest to justify this in my own mind ,I think that they would at
least have to be the same strength.If not,I don't believe this will be worthwhile for me.
Barry
SUBJECT>DANA 70 DIFFS FOR SALE POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any body need some heaver axles try E-BAY Dana 70 front and rear 8-lug up for bid.
Type dana 70 happy bidding wild5768.
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 DIFFS FOR SALE POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8217
NEXT>8219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe that those older Dana 70's have the same size shafts that we are breaking,and a
weaker style axle joint (tracta ).These rears just have the big ring and pinion.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 DIFFS FOR SALE POSTER>William Halepaska EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8218
NEXT>8221 8227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Contrary to popular belief some of the later closed knuckle Dana 70 front axles with 8 lug
have much larger axle tubes and 35 spline inner and outer axleshafts and also have the
later ring gear offset so you are not limited to differentials or ring gear offsets.and if you
do manage to bust one of these axle shafts a 35 spline alloy shaft for a Dana 60 will fit or.a Alloy Dana 70 35
spline outer shaft will fit it +Warn still makes a premium 8 bolt hub
for the front of these axles as does Selectro but I have not been impressed with Selectro
hubs.How have you fellah,s been bustin axle shafts when all I used to keep bustin was
the Selectro hubs?In my original axles I stress relieved the shafts in the front and rear by
polishing them with a flapwheel and then get a magic marker and put a streight line dow
the length so when inspected could be seen if twisted or stressed.I was also looking into
having them nitrided.or I also understand there is a hardening procedure using liquid
nitrogen?
Good Luck
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8216 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I think a stronger axel shaft can be made on same diameter blank if the the material is
stronger and you machine more splines.Just lke a fine thread grade 8 fastner is stronger
than coarse thread grade 2 of same diameter.
Of course spider gears with correct spline count wuld need to be installed in diff.carrier
but I don't think that should be a big deal to the average Zone member.
Keep us informed,I'm starting to get interested in this myself
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 DIFFS FOR SALE POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know some people on the www.pirate4x4.com that have had their axles treated with
cryogenics.When the axle snaps it turns to powder.I believe they did say the axles hang
in longer but are a pain to clean up after snapping on the trail.
SUBJECT>Re:doner vehicle....POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8209
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been thinking maybe a duece and 1/2?
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8214
NEXT>8228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good beginning for a doubler.I've got a 205 if you need one.
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles every trip out POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8188 NEXT>8225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I never could read Icelandic.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles hey barry POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8224
NEXT>8226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey barry
you said that you can't put larger dia shafts in?i don't understand.couldn't you change the
bearings and get a different diff/locker with the size and spline count you want?
if you have shafts made with current metalugical technology they will be stronger even if
they are the same diameter.old technology was to make the shafts as "hard"as possible,
but this also made them brittle.new tech can make shafts that are stronger and still be
flexible.see the drive shafts on new chevy trucks?they are aluminum!but much stronger
and lighter than the steel ones they replaced.
that's my $0.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:breaking axles hey barry POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8225
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.5 inch diameter axle shaft will not slide past the joint where the axle tube is welded to
the knuckle end.It has nothing to do with the carrier.The axle will not just slide down
the tube !!That is my 2 cents.B.
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 DIFFS FOR SALE POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8219
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie,I know that the newer Dana 70's have some better stuff in them.What year did
they change ??The stuff that Brandon is refering to is from 1970.I don't run lockout's .
We play in deep mud (not colored water ).The stock axles just don't like big block
power trying to turn swampers in the mud pit.The last two axles that I twisted off were
NOS ones.They each lasted about 10 minutes of play time.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8223
NEXT>8229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another ?for u experts.If I were to put in an NP105/NP203
t'case combo for crawling would I be able to have lock outs??
Thanks in advance.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 March 2002,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8228
NEXT>8231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry thats NP205/NP203
Sean
SUBJECT>Attn.B Yorwarth POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8245 8246 8248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,Can you please send me or post the measurements of our stock D-60 axles,I want to
do a little research myself.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8229 NEXT>8249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You mean hub lockouts?
If so,then yes,you would.
SUBJECT>FS:S-250 Commo Shelter,M103A3 Trailer,and 4.2kW 28V Gen Set
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POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 6:39
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>8233
LINKNAME>1-1/2 ton camper!
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/album/34146375LVxZIw
Near Charlotte,NC.See pics at link and "For Sale"board for more details.Thanks.
SUBJECT>BTW:delivery available...POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>8232 NEXT>8253 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll be in Myrtle Beach this weekend,Va Beach in April,and Aberdeen in May.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry to keep bringing this up,another serial #?POSTER>mozarkid
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The upper cab sheet metal and doors on the M725 are very different and not convertable
to an M715.You have an M715 with a data plate from an M725.Serial number on frame
may have been removed...
SUBJECT>Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>Glen B EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
March 2002,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8236
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have an idea when this might happen?
SUBJECT>Re:Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8235 NEXT>8240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Back east as far as I know nothing is planned yet.Same for the midwest.Out
here (west
coast)I sent out one note to see if it sparked any interest.I had only 4-5 responses.One of
them said he could'nt make it.I don't know if the others would travel for the campout I
mentioned.So,,,I'm not sure about pursueing this further.
I'm going to wait a month or so.As for an FE back East...I'll bet something happens this
summer.Lets see what kind of response you get...Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
27 March 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8147 NEXT>8242
8250 8254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just had a t-18 apart and it had a tapped hole about 2 inches behind the shifter tower in
the top cover.It was not the vent or the reverse switch and was just RTV'd shut on this
tranny.It looked like a sensor port of some kind and there was a shaft exposed under the
hole that stayed put in all gears except fourth,where it pulled forward out from under the
hole.No idea what it is for or if it would be in the older t-98,but it could be a leak point.
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8216 NEXT>8239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Portland.So Does Dutchman.I snapped a Dutchman alloy dana 44 shaft with a
factory V-6.I was on the Rubicon climbing up out of Rubicon springs.I got hung up and
had no traction.My pass rear tire was the only tire that appparently had any traction.I
dropped the T-18 in first and let out the clutch.Bam!There went my new axle shaft.
I have wheeled a few years and frankly was surprised that it let go that easy.I took the
shaft pieces down to Dutchman,and they wanted nothing to do with me.He said they
won't warranty anything under 35 spline.I was 19 spline at the time.Not very proud of
their work considering a little 225 V-6 can snap one of their shafts with out even
straining.Think twice about Dutchman.Ask if they will warranty their work.I speak
from experience with these guys.
Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
By the way,I scrapped the dutchman stuff,had a pair of flanged Moser axles made,the
The design folks at warn traded me my home made full floater kit for a complete floater
kit made by warn.With a warranty on all parts.Said they wanted to twist my moser axles
for strength comparision.The warn axles have worked very well.I guess I could ask if
they would do a small run on our front end parts...No promises....KB....
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8238 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did'nt read all the above posts regarding this topic.I see you guys are already working
with warn axles.So never mind me contacting warn.It's been done already I
see......Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8236 NEXT>8247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where in thr east would you have this ??i live in the
great white north--upstate ny.let me
know ---thanks mike
SUBJECT>Yet another early grill on Ebay POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since its my civic and honorary duty to cruise through Ebay on a daily basis,I have yet
another early grill to report.The header is
"Jeep Wagoneer Grill"Auction number 1816047898.It is currently at 41.00 dollars and
has eight days left on the auction.I am in no way associated with this auction.I am only
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passing this on to someone who may be looking for one.HAPPY BIDDING!!!Till next
time...Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8237 NEXT>8255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I wonder if your fording valves are pressurizing the case when you don't want it to.
That would sure help oil migrate out the tower.
Right now under normal driving conditions the upper assy should only be getting oil from
clinging through gear rotation,and slinging from actually slinging it or shedding excess
off the gears as it turns...
I'm sure you have looked at your fording valves.Is your tower nut or collar loose?Now I
have not looked at the top of my T-98.I have a spare T-18 and thats what I am going by
with my comments...Hopefully their the same so I make sense...I'll think on it...Good
luck.
Kaiserjeeps...(AL)>...
SUBJECT>Re:Yet another early grill on Ebay POSTER>BRIAN SALAZAR
EMAIL>BRIANS@EDRPRO.COM DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8241 NEXT>8257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A GRILL FOR A M715 FOR 20.00 HOW THAT FOR DEAL I DON'T NEED
IT
SUBJECT>Re:Group axle buy respond by 4/1 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about Wagoner Engineering?I think that's the name.I see them doing a lot of
severe duty rock crawling stuff in the 4x4 magazines.It probably wouldn't hurt to try as
many options as we could.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.B Yorwarth POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
27 March 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8230 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,I sent them to you,Barry..SUBJECT>Re:Attn.B Yorwarth POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
27 March 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8230 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,It came back a mail failure.Send me a good address and I'll send it to you.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8240 NEXT>8258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am upstate ny also i would be interested keep us posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.B Yorwarth POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8230 NEXT>8264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,The address is b.perkins@maine.rr.com PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Bowtie Dave POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Dave!!Yeah I ment lockout hubs.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>b.perkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8237 NEXT>8364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,In an early post did you say you have a Ford 351W in your 715?,if so is this swap
home made or is it a kit from a company like Advance or Novak.Thanks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Turn signals POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck had a turn signal unit on it when I got it.It was not hooked up,and the truck had
been changed over to 12 volt.I can not figure out how to wire it to make the signals work.
Can anyone help?Is this a 12 or 24 volt unit?Is there anyway to tell?Thank you i
advance.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Multiple questions (engine tranny transfer etc)for the uninformed (me)
POSTER>New to 715s EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8259 8267 8346 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi all,I will be looking into getting a M715 soon and had some questions that will be
used to base my decision on if the M715 is for me.I would like to have good driving
truck for the street and trail..First,how does the M715 in stock from drive.I don't expect modern truck handling,but
are they reasonably stable and controlable.I've driven an M37 and numerous Jeep CJ
models,do they compare to these at all.I would like to run a 38"tire and maybe a 40"
and would need to go about 60mph max and will most likely keep the stock 5.87 gears.
Second,I'm pretty sure I would like to swap to a Chevy 350 and probably a SM465/205.
Does this sound like a pretty straight forward swap.I know the stock tranny and transfer
are divorced,so would the lenght of the 465/205 with its adapter compare in length or
will I be in for a lot of "postioning"and driveshaft length modifications.
Finally,are power steering and power brakes easily adapted.With the 350 the ps pump
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shouldn't be a problem,but what about the rest of the setup.
Thanks for any info.
SUBJECT>Re:BTW:delivery available...POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8233 NEXT>8282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much?
matt
shmoo@nconnect.net
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8237 NEXT>17049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan The hole you mention is for the trans vent for civilian models.On M715's this is
plugged with a threaded plug,due to there being a vent inbetween the trans body and the
belhousing/clutch area.
Thank you for responding.I was wondering if anyone would.The post was just about off
the screen.
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8242 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps,I was thinking the same thing.I'll have to check the Tower nut,since it
seems not to be sealed by the boot.I did have the bellhousing plug in a few weeks ago
and tried the fording valves,to see if I could get the shifter boot to ballon out out,like it
should.I bet this is what happened.I run with the bellhousing plug out the rest of the due
to a minor rear main seal leak.
To top off the trans problem.I went to adjust my brakes and found most of the grease
from my right rear wheelbearing inside the drum lubing by brakes.This particular seal
has been a problem before,so it looks like it gets changed again.
Thanks again for responding.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8251 NEXT>8260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Do you have the distribution box or the solid state flasher?The stock
seitch will work,
just change the bulb.It is the flasher that needs to be changed.If you hav a solid state set
up it is fairly simple to fix it for 12V.Leave the ground wire as it is.take the hot wire,put
a female spade connecter on it and hook it up to the flaser unit.Do the same for the third
wire as well.You will need a 3 prong flasher unit.
As far as the distribution box goes I don't have a clue.Though when I tore my old one
apart to see how it worked I did find a flasher unit inside.Maybe just this could be
changed,but I doubt it because there were alot of relays inside as well.
Maybe you can just remove the distribution box and wire in a flasher to the stock wiring.
After you find what wire goes where.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:Yet another early grill on Ebay POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 March 2002,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8243 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian--
Did your grill come off a 715?I have a grill that I bought from abone yard that was i
excellent condition,but the mounting holes don't match the holes in my 715 exactly,and I
would have to move the grill guard forward a few inches to get it to set right in my truck.
By the way,where do you live?thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8247 NEXT>8276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey eric,where are you in n.y.i live in boonville about 45 north of utica or about 20
minutes from rome ???when i`m done with the truck--lets play in the mud--i have about
250 acres--interested ???
SUBJECT>Re:Multiple questions (engine tranny transfer etc)for the uninformed (me)
POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at
5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8252 NEXT>8266 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
swapping in the engine and tranny/t-case would be work.it can be done easily enought
but everything would have to be made for your application,including driveshafts
crossmembers etc.i'm not trying to scare you off,i've already done something simalar to
mine.if you were to just swap in a small block and use an adapter to mount to the t-98
you would be ready to go in no time.you'd have to possibly make the motor mounts (i
think they can be bought somewhere,others can tell you that)and fab up a new
radiator...a larger one from a wagoneer is pretty straight forward.
i've road in one with this set-up and i believe that 60 would probably be about max speed
for it...it even had the 38"swampers you were planning on.another bonus of keeping the
stock tranny is the possibility of maintaining or adding a stock pto driven winch.just
some thoughts,although they're not worth much
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com.DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 6:12
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8256
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NEXT>8285 8286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the unit that bolts on the steering column,it has about 6 wires coming out of it,
with a plug on the end.It was not hooked or plugged to anything.Under the hood,there is
a box that says "flasher"on it.It has three wires coming out of it.From other messages on
the site here,I figured I would have to not use it.I can't figure what to hook each of the
wires coming out of the unit on the column to.I don't know if this makes sence.Thank
you for the ideas.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8263 8344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is about ready to roll.Who is near to Denver?I'd like to get out and see some
country.My e-mail is cheanac@msn.com.
I look forward to hearing from you.Is there anyone interested in haveing a get together in
this part of the country?
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>BIG PTO...anyone??POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a duece N a half PTO kicking around for tranny models 3052,3053,
3053A?These are the trucks we all want the front axles out of.
Thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8261 NEXT>8277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I will be going through Denver this summer!I am going to Steamboat Springs for 10
days,so maybe we can go wheelin if I get the truck done in time!!!I will also be
conducting research for K-State for 6 weeks in southwest Kansas,so maybe we can go
wheelin then!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.B Yorwarth POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8248
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Barry,it's bperkins@maine.rr.com
SUBJECT>Re:BIG PTO...anyone??POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.try Daniel at www.usa6x6.com be sure to check the tires also.He has more than
the price
sheet shows so I'd email him.nice guy
SUBJECT>Re:Multiple questions (engine tranny transfer etc)for the uninformed (me)
POSTER>grant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at
12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck was modified when I bought it.It has a chevy 400sb,ranger od,sm420,rest is
stock.A couple of observations are:it looks like the motor mounts and exhaust routing
were tricky,I'm not sure if there would be enough room to get the trans shifter in the right
place without the ranger od,the tranfer case shift linkage and pto bolt right to the sm420,
my top speed is around 65 in od but with stock tires (900x1600,~36 inches tall).As for
power,the truck has a pretty good cam lope,and runs good,but with the 5.87 gears and
all the weight,it still isn't going to get away from me.It feels adequately powered.
grant
SUBJECT>Re:Multiple questions (engine tranny transfer etc)for the uninformed (me)
POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 12:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kind of funny that you mention this.I am planning a similar swap in mine.My 715 is
going to get either a 350 HD,or a 383,with a CH-465.Everything else I plan on leaving.
The CH and SM 465 have provisions for a PTO.In fact one of the transmissions I have
came out of a tow truck,and had two PTO's.One for the front winch,and one for the one
that operated the hook.I asked the guy that makes custom d-shafts for me if he had ever
heard of such a thing,and he told me sure,they used to do that all the time.He looked it
up in a book,showed me and told me he could order them new from New Venture Gear.
SUBJECT>Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8269 8319 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I came across a 425 for cheap,and before I even consider buying it...I figured I'd run it
past the gurus for some insight.I know it'll need a bigger radiator,engine mounts,etc...
I'm more in the dark about drivetrain type issues..Can it mount to the t98?I hate to eve
think about tearing it apart,because I just finally got it running right and I'm getting to
enjoy the "driving"part of owning an M715.But if it's something do-able,I'll buy it and
save it for a rainy day (year).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8268
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NEXT>8270 8271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i doubt that novak or advance adapters has made an adapter for the 425 cadd engine
to the
t98 tranny.you'd have to swap in your own tranny.on the other hand i have a 500 cadd i
my truck and am interested in buying the heads off a 425...if you decide not to swap it in.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8269 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i remember right,you would have to have the crank machined for a pilot bushing if you
use a manual trans and round up a rear sump oil pan from an eldorado.
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8269
NEXT>8280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of tranny options for the caddy?nothing automatic
Rhino
SUBJECT>What oil to use POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,
I was just wondering what weight of oil would be best in my 715.Any help is
appreciatted.
Myron
SUBJECT>Re:What oil to use POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8272
NEXT>8284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm,in what?The engine,tranny,axles,transfer case,steering box,knuckles,what?
Actually all you need to know can be found in the "Online Manuals"link above.Once
you click on there,one of the listings is "LO 9-2320-244-12 Lubrication Order",click on
that and your there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Fuel pump question.POSTER>Shane EMAIL>ofloxin@ipa.net
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the original fuel pump with the vaccum booster on top.The fuel inlet and outlet are
on the bottom with what appears to be a vent tube on top of it that routes to the breather.I
have fuel coming out of this vent.Is this correct?Thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>Restored Orig.Texas M715 For Sale POSTER>Austin
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.For Sale:
$6,000
M715,new paint,no rust except a dime size hole at seam in drivers floorboard and some
rustout on backside of battery box otherwise no rust whatsoever.No major dents/dings,
good glass,230 Tornado,new New Life Resource canvas seat covers,original data plates,
24v,all lights work plus turns signals,6mo old master cylinder,good brakes all round
(rebuilt cylinders and new lines/hoses),carb rebuilt in 2001,new water hoses,new
9x16tires 90%tread (not the ones in the pics,added later!),gas tank cleaned &lined
w/aircraft tank sealer.Wipers there but not connected-not sure if they work.Truck came
from the Red River Army Depot in Texarkana.Hood blackout light is ornamental only,
all other BO lights work.Horn there but wiring needs to be re-connected.2new side
mirrors.no spare.Military fiberglass 12'whip antenna &mount included and installed
(not in pic)COOL LOOKING!
Engine runs like a top,starts up with little coaxing,smokes a little when idleing and whe
cold,likely bad valve seat/seals,does not burn quantities of oil that I've noticed over the
past 3-4 months of driving.Have added 1 quart since November.No funky noises-
straight,tight runner.Tranny/transfer excellent-driveline excellent,Steering tight-no slop,
canvas top frame made from Gamma Goat top bows and a duece canvas but works/looks
good,fits fine.new speedo cable,not connected to tranny though.troop seats missing one
board each side,otherwise complete.Has a M151 25amp generator/regulator installed,
old alternator shot/included.2 new batteries.Has a plate for a ball hitch welded to
bumper-no military hitch.Original wiring ingood condition.
This is an excellent running truck that I drive around town on the weekends,hop in it and
drive it anywhere.I restored it this past summer and fall,so all is fresh.I own 5 restored
vehicles and this is by far the nicest condition vehicle I own.Selling most of my vehicles,
including a Ferret,to fund a M8 Greyhound project.
Located in Central Texas,City of Marble Falls,will be able to assist in loading onto a
truck,or wave at you as you drive it home!.
For pics,see www.cedarmountain.net/beltfed then look at kj.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Feild Exercise for 2002 POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8258
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am in troy,ny i am very interested.let me know when you are ready.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 7:52 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8263 NEXT>8306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know when your coming,we'll make some plans.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question.POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8274 NEXT>8281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.no its not good,unfortunately I have the same problem.The
diaphram went out and fuel
is leaking past it.I just bought a rebuild kit from surplus city Jeep parts For $70.00 They
were the only place I could find That had the kit.With it comes a new Diaphram and new
gaskets and a few other parts.Their #is 1800-353-3772.
SUBJECT>attn:cookie baker POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you still plan on having a informal meeting in kansas?I remember you asking if any
one was interested but I dont think I ever caught the details.If any.I am fairly new to this
site and the m715 and feel like I really missed out by not ever being apart of the feild
exercises.Too bad,it sounded like a good time.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8271
NEXT>8295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the previous post was correct.since cadd never used a manual tranny the crank shaft on
the cadds are not drilled for a pilot hole.this is relativily straight forward.the draw back
is that the flywheel is quite pricey.only a couple of companies make them and they are
upwards of 350 bucks.if you do a search for MTS cadillac or The cad company,they will
give you some more info.even though most of their business is with the 472/500 block
they do deal a little with the 425.hope it helps.i can tell you the 472 was made in the late
70's through 1975 after that they were all 500's till 1977 when the 425 came in to the
picture.those aren't written in stone but that is what i remember off the top of my head.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question.POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8278
NEXT>8283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same thing happened to mine when the diapragm went bad.That's really the only piece
that can fail.AB Linn has 'em for a few bucks.I've had one in mine for over a year now
with no trouble.
SUBJECT>Re:BTW:delivery available...POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8253
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
item details in "For Sale"board,delivery free within a reasonable distance of my routes
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question.POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8281 NEXT>8290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Same goes for me.Just don't buy a rebuild kit from
SECO.the new diaphram started
leaking after about 6 months.I ended up putting my old one back in that was not as bad
as thought at first.No problems now.
SUBJECT>Re:What oil to use POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8273 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried 15W-40 at first,but the oil pressure always seemed to be a little high.So I have
been running 10W-40 synthetic with no problems.I also ended up installing an oil cooler
as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8260
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds to me like you might have the late model turn switch and solid state flasher.The
wiring diagram for it is under the on-line manual link on top of this page.Just go there
then scroll down to the bottom,you'll see it.
If I remember right you converted to 12V.It should be pretty easy to switch over to a 3
prong 12V flasher unit.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8260
NEXT>8287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds to me like you might have the late model turn switch and solid state flasher.
Does the switch have sort of a fat handle and a single big green light?The early model
and/or stock unit has a pencil thin handle and a green groove for the light and is made by
Sparton.The wiring diagram for the late model type is under the on-line manual link on
top of this page.Just go there then scroll down to the bottom,you'll see it.
If I remember right you converted to 12V.It should be pretty easy to switch over to a 3
prong 12V flasher unit.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8286
NEXT>8288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOPS!gues it posed twice.Read the second one.I added some stuff.
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SUBJECT>Re:Turn signals POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a million.I will give it a shot tomorrow.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>EASY ENGINE SWAP:350/454 POSTER>JON
EMAIL>DREADNOUGHTECO@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,28 March 2002,at
11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8301 8309 8372 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
HI GANG-I'VE GOT ME AN M-715 THATS PRETTY MUCH STOCK EXCEPT FOR
THE POWER STEERING UNIT IN THERE.I'M LOOKING TO DO AN ENGINE
SWAP SOON.I'M JUST LOOKING FOR SOMETHING AS STRAIGHT FORWARD
AS POSSIBLE.I'VE HEARD THAT A CHEVY 350 IS THE MOST COMMON WITH
THE LEAST HASSLE.IF SO,WILL IT BE NECESSARY TO SWAP UT THE
TRANNY FOR A DIFFERENT ONE IN ORDER FOR IT TO WORK?ALSO
CONCERNING THE 350,I'D LIKE TO KEEP THE FORDING EXHAUST PIPE A
THE REAR,HAS ANYONE ADDED A CUSTOM EXHAUST FROM THE HEADERS
BACK AND TIED IT IN TO THE FORDING TAIL PIPE?THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question.POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8283 NEXT>8296
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on my 4th diaphram from A.B.Linn,averaging about 2 hours of run time per
diaphram.
Thus,I've ordered a civilian (no vacuum)pump,hoping that its diaphram is made from a
more modern composition that holds up better.Both Autozone and ROCKAUTO.COM
have the civilian pump available for about $30.It's an "Airtex Model #6510".We'll see
how this works out.If it doesn't,an electric fuel pump is the last resort for me.
SUBJECT>doubts now---THANKS POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8292 8293 8297 8303 8305 8310 8335
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guys--i need some questions answered,I bought this truck for its toughness and the way it
looks--i knew i was going to upgrade the tires,motor,steering and maybe the brakes,
never mind the seats,etc.now i bought the selecto locking hubs --ordered rims from
diamond,ordered 38.5/13/16 boggers,got the new seats,looking at power steering---now
i read that the axles suck---do they or not---a dana 60 is strong--so the shafts are weak ???
the rear 70 is getting a locker --detroit also on order--is that shit also--come-on i thought
these trucks were pretty stout---are they or no---if i put my 427 in and leave the rest
stock--will it be strong enough to handle ????do i now need to put different axles under
it---AFTER I BOUGHT THE RIMS AND LOCKING HUBS----
DAMMMMMMMMM---sorry,just getting discourged ------------mike
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29
March 2002,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>8294 8307
8334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike,not trying to discourage you,I like my 715 also BUT reality says this:the 30
spline front Dana 60's are the weak link in these.Maybe Barry can back me up on this,
but I do not know of anyone breaking a 715 rear end or T-case (yet).A detroit or locker i
front cannot compensate for real input torque vs the Dana 44 sized 30 year old shafts.I.have been pondering the same
things you are right now.I think the only real solution is a
"REAL"D60 (8 lug 35 spline)front out of a chev or dodge.but then you have 8 vs 6 lugs
on the front.Maybe you could re-retrofit the 6 lug hubs onto the newer style front.I do
not have a better answer for you.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Keep the faith man!I'm learning that the M715 will be love/hate and way addicting.You
will rarely hear any problems with the Dana 70's in these and the big powered,big tired
guys are finding the weaklinks.Keep in mind the original NTD will get you stuck on wet
leaves,so how much axle torque could be applied.We've got some real pit bulls on this
sight that are looking for alloy axle upgrades for the D-60.I was able to pull (well..help)a
stuck semi tractor back onto an asphault road by hooking onto the front and backing out.I
was on the blacktop and was wrinkling my front 37"boggers backing out.I'll buy alloy
axles sometime,but damn...that was a real good test...the back tires were just barely
touching the ground!
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is just my opinion,but I think that guys are breaking axle shafts up front because of
huge tires and lockers.That would be my guess.I am probably dead wrong on this,but I
figured I would throw it out there.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8280
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NEXT>8308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE Caddy engine would be the 1970 Eldorado engine.400 horse and 525 or 550 ftlbs
torque...all at low,Caddy rpm.THAT screams truck engine!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question.POSTER>Shane EMAIL>ofloxin@ipa.net
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8290
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the response.I will have to repair my pump.It seems as though fuel is making
its way into the oil and thinning it as it has started to seep around the oil pump.After I
change my oil it does not seep for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8291
NEXT>8300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just read a 4 wheeler or some such mag where they swapped in 2.5 ton axles,and had a.story on building those
axles.Seems the featured company that does this looks for NP-
200 T-cases.My thought was if you have a truck that requires a 2.5 ton axle,it has huge
tires and engine.If the NP 200 is sought after for that application,I'll keep it,thanks.
Still no ideas on the front,though.
SUBJECT>You guys GOTTA see this!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to eBay and put this in as the search keyword:
BIG DODGE MUD TRUCK 2 1/2 Ton MOPAR MONSTER
It's cool,it's big,it's got monster Michelins and military axles...oh,and cheapish.It may
be quick running gear for a big Kaiser project.
SUBJECT>Link Here POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 9:10
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8298 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=18162
83327&r=0&t=0
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1816283
327&r=0&t=0
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1816283327&r=0&t
=0
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8297 NEXT>8302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just an FYI,When pulling someone out of a stuck,especially when the tow rig has lots of
traction,Your really straining the ring and pinion by pulling that hard on the coast side of
the tooth.I read that the coast side is 20%(?)weaker than the drive side.I have see
many jeep front ends pop from pulling backwards.Granted its a dana 60,but Your truck
will like it better if you pull from the rear.
Lots more strength that way..Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:EASY ENGINE SWAP:350/454 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8289 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
The easiest way to swap in your 350 is to purchase an adapter from Novak or Advance
and bolt it up to the original transmission.The M715 transmission is plenty strong
enough to handle the extra power.
Most custom exhaust shops sould be able to tie into your rear fording stack fairly easy..Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8300
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,actually I think that it is a regular D-60.Yes?If so,you are normally driving on the
coast side of the tooth.That is the big benefit to having a reverse rotation front axle.The
20%thing sounds right,though.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 experience POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>8314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just thought I would jump in and relate an amazing experience I had with the rear Dana
70 on my own M715.
I helped a guy move a heavy mobile home a couple months back.The tongue weight was
so heavy it smashed the rear rubber axle stops and really squated the back of the truck
down.So much in fact that the rear was too low.I lifted the tounge back up and inserted
solid blocks of wood between the axle and frame and reloaded it.I had gama goat tires on
the rear with their recommended 30 pounds of air each and they squished down like they
were flat.When I put the truck in gear it would lift the front truck tires off the ground
under a heavy pull such as when the mobile home tires were in the gravel or mud.And
this was with the added weight of a diesel engine,pto winch and heavy bumper on the
front.We had 3 big men sit on the front bumper to hold it down.I was also running a
Detroit NoSpin locker in the rear.
Here comes the best part.
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As we pulled up onto the concrete foundation slab,it really started pulling hard,in fact it
pulled so hard at that point that both rear tires would slip or spin on the dry concrete slab.
At that point I stopped,ran out the winch line to a huge tree,through a few snatch blocks
for compound leverage and winched the mobile home the rest of the way up onto the slab.
As I look back on it now,I can't help but believe that the rear Dana 70 must have had a
incredible amount of torque on it under those conditions.
(On the other hand I also broke a front axle once in a hard pull in the wet sand with the
same 40"gama goat tires,but that's another story)
Hope this helps
Rollie
SUBJECT>Looking for Gamma Goat tires near New York POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>8316
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a buddy in the New York area who is looking for a place to buy some gamma
goat tires and wheels..Does anyone know of a place where he can buy them at a reasonable price or not pay too
much to have them shipped from somewhere close by?
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally,I don't see a problem with the D60 axles.I have had my truck in some really
bad places not to mention i pulled a 14x80 moble home with the single axle semi hooked
to it that was stuck.Not one problem onlookers said my truck was jumping about a foot in
the air.But i did tear up some asphalt.My 2 cents,Will
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29
March 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8277 NEXT>8422 8636
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got to the Denver area myself about two weeks ago and I'm itching to get out and do
some wheeling.I'll send you an e-mail.Anybody else in the Denver area out there?
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
29 March 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8292 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps is right with his post.There are very few people that put their truck thru what I do
to mine.We pull bumper to bumper,sometimes on the asphalt.The rest of the time it is
deep mud.I don't feel to awful bad because guys are twisting off 35 spline axles too.A
friend of mine was breaking the pinion shaft off in his pulling truck and the rear axles
were still holding up.I think that if you stay with a tire smaller than 40"and let the front
open,the front axles will hold up.=======Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8295
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it does although I read somewhere that the cad motor does not like to rev.In our
trucks if you are running the stock tire and gear or anything close,I doubt the engine
would live to long.I also remnember reading that it could be built to withstand the high
rpm but sounds pricey.This is just what I remember reading do with it as you wish.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:EASY ENGINE SWAP:350/454 POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has taken quite abit of modifying to get my 454 to fit like I would like.You might be
better of to stick to the 350.I used a novak kit but a tranny swap is not a bad idea either..SUBJECT>Re:doubts
now---THANKS POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had 44"boggers and a 454 chevy engine i broke 1 front axle in about 2 years before i put
in a locker then within 2 months i broke 4 short 2 long axles so if you could live with out
a locker in the front i think it could live alot longer as for the rear end 2.5 years of hard
riding never broke,then one day i was doing burnouts on asphalt decided to see what it
would realy handle put it in reverse got to about 15 pulled it to second gear put it to floor
and dumped the clutch did that about 3 or 4 times broke passenger side axle so i bleve
you shoun't have any problems they are very strong
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8279 NEXT>8312 8315 8317 8331
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
We were looking at the last weekend of June.Like June 28th,29th,and 30th,Friday,
Saturday,and Sunday.If I can get enough people interested I will rent the Picnic shelter,
which I may do anyhow just to have the spot at Tuttle Creek.It will probably be a multi-
club get together with the Tornado Alley Land Cruisers,and the Flatlanders club,and
anyone else who wants to show up.If you would like more information let me know.
Pam
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SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>MWMULES
EMAIL>MWMULES@YAHOO.COM DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8311 NEXT>8313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT IS THE WEEKEND OF THE MVPA IN TEXAS.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Why is it every time I try and plan something it hits that weekend?LOL :-)You
would almost think I plan it that way,but I don't.Are you gonna attend the MVPA this
year?
If not come join us.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 experience POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8303
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,I am glad to hear this.I too have been getting concerned,I have 35"on mine,but I
have a set of 44"s that when I get the wheels made I want to put on it.Maybe if I try to
take it a little easy I won't break any thing.Maybe one day I'll get the money to go the 2
1/4's I would like to,just can't now.It is good to hear that they will take "some"hard.usage.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8311
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is this located?I am hoping to finally have my truck able to travell a little this
spring,maybe I coould make it.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Gamma Goat tires near New York POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 9:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8304 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Rollie,you may have seen this,but try Harrison Mobile tire Service in Jackson,TN 731-
423-8210 ask for Ricky.About $65.00 for tire and rim.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8311
NEXT>8321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam
Thanks for letting us know.I plan to be there so if anything changes please let me know.I
will need more info as I have never been to tuttle yet.If you could give me the basics for
now and the final details later I would appericate it.A mulitple group outing would be
cool as I have owned many 4x4s in the past.
Thanks Steve
SUBJECT>need new taillights POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,29 March 2002,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8320 8333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey any body know where I can score some factory rear tail lights?Perfer n.o.s.if
possible.I can find the fronts but no luck on the rears.I can use the fronts for rears but
would like to have new lenses.
Thanks in advance
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy 425 swap?POSTER>Jimmy Mac EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,30
March 2002,at 1:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8268 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Theres a company CMD,that has everything for Caddy motors,looks like a great swap.
amazing low end torque.WWW.cad500parts.com
SUBJECT>Re:need new taillights POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,30 March
2002,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8318 NEXT>8330 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.try barry or ablinn I have seen them and have got a nice set from barry but the origanal
style is hard to see .day or night .wally
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8317 NEXT>LINKNAME>Tuttle Creek
State Park LINKURL>http://www.nwk.usace.army.mil/tuttlecreek/tuttle_home.htm
Tuttle Creek is about 30 miles north of Manhatten KS,by a little town called Randolph.
We usually stay at the State park named Randolph state park south.I will include a link to
their site.
Thanks for the interest.As thing near I will post more detailed instructions.
Pam
SUBJECT>thermostat?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get a thermostat for my 67'M715?I have the stock 230.
Haven't checked the local parts stores yet,just thought I'd ask the pro's!Thanks
SUBJECT>New bed and tailgate supplier,power steering questions POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 7:06 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,
I'm a proud new owner of a 67 M715,and that means i will have many stupid questions.
The previous owner had told me it is possible to pick up a bed and tailgate for around
700.00 in great shape,possibly a reproduction.Does anyone know where i can find these
or is it just a call military junk yard type thing.Any help would be appreciated.One other
question is whether anyone has used an AGR power steering set up on their M715,and if
so what are the part numbers.Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:New bed and tailgate supplier,power steering questions POSTER>steve
renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 8:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8323 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Daniel.Im useing an AGR box with a chevy power steering pump.My truck has a
chevy engine.I don't know what the part number is as I picked it up used.The guy I got it
from bought it for a J20 and it bolted right up.It works great.I can turn 40"swampers
with one finger at the hub of my steering wheel.
SUBJECT>flywheel woes POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,30
March 2002,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8369
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i do not understand why and extra inch in the drive train could not be found in the deig
phase of these trucks..trying to re-install the flywheel and clutch assembly,and it is impossible to get the
clearance required to put the flywheel back on the crank flange!i've tapped the flywheel-
to-flange studs back to gain an extra 1/4"clearance,and after much weeping and nashing
of teeth have even managed to get the flywheel in place and started on the studs!now the
flywheel is seated,and the tapped-back studs are flush with the flywheel!not enough
thread showing to start the nuts!
does anybody out there know how to do this?
help.
p.s.-i've tried to lever the studs back into the flange,but there is just too much resistance.
help.
jay.
SUBJECT>caddy-power questions???POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone used a 472 cu.in.caddy motor?if so what are your pros and cons on this engine?
also,was the original 3 speed tranny used,what are its pros and cons.is the tranny a turbo
400.the donor car is a 1972 deville.thanks and still alive.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>m725 shimmies POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8358 8391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is probley old hat to some of you but im lost aneed some help.My 69 M 725 has a
bad shimmey at 50 mph i have checked front end,steering box and all joints +tires and
every thing checks oke doke.what da matter is.
SUBJECT>Re:thermostat?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8322
NEXT>8329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced the factory one by going to the radiator shop in town,since I was having the
radiator reworked anyway,and matched it up.It is a standard size.Since winters are cold
here,northern Wisconsin,I run a 195 degree.Any parts store that will let you compare
sizes will have what you need.
One thing you should do,always with thermostats,not just M715's,is to make sure that
there is a tiny hole in the thermostat somewhere that will allow air to bleed through eve
when the thermostat is closed.Cheap ones don't have this but good ones do.Any time
you flush and fill or change a hose,etc,and you have air to get out of the system,you'll
thank yourself for getting the right one.You could drill a small hole in one that doesn't
have one,and I mean around 1/16ths inch or so.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:thermostat?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8328
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks brute4c!I picked one up at NAPA today,a 185,cost around $8.I know what you
mean about the cold up here.I live in Bismarck,ND.It's like a little Antarctica most of
the winter.I imagine there isn't much difference from here to Wisconsin.There's nothing
like -20 degree windchill with a soft top!I LOVE IT!!!By the way my other Jeep has a
soft top also,CALL ME CRAZY!!My wife does!
SUBJECT>Re:need new taillights POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saturn Surplus @saturnsurplus.com has them.they also carry the late (new)style ones as
well.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:cookie baker POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8311
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in!Looks like I have got to work on the 30th but I plan to make it up to play on
the 28th and 29th.Can't wait to see all.I will be bring my M-truck.Want me to bring the
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Chilli fixin's LOL!!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>JOHN EMAIL>RSCRISTOBAL@MSN.COM
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8142
NEXT>8341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spring over in the front with a 3"body lift.I only have a 1"block in the rear to
level it out a little bit.I just got the truck about a month ago,so I'm still figuring out what
all was done to it.I bought 4"lift springs for a older Chevy and they had a little less arc
then the stock springs.I bought the springs so I could get rid of the body lift,but that isn't
going to happen.Next I'm going to try shackles.The back is still 2"s lower from fender
well to tire difference.I'm going to do a bigger block and longer shackles for more flex.
SUBJECT>Re:need new taillights POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8318
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try www.saturnsurplus.com
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
30 March 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8292 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep in mind that although the D60 under these is weaker than a later model unit it is still
a D60!!!Personally I would not worry about upgrading parts until breaking them
becomes a problem for you.Then the money that you would have had to spend on fixing
your axle can be used to upgrade to a better unit.The axle should hold up well under
moderate thrashing without any problem.The biggest weakness I have heard about these
trucks is a weak knuckle design.GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:doubts now---THANKS POSTER>Michael Whitfield
EMAIL>whitfimb@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.WWUGNAJG2w PREVIOUS>8291 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man oh man i thought this was the site "Where M715s have a loving home"I new to this
site and I'm liking it already.Thanks,Michael
SUBJECT>Should I buy?POSTER>Daniel Whiddon
EMAIL>bigdwhiddon@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking at a 67 M715.It has 18k miles,and it looks very well preserved,no rust no
dents decent paint,motor compartment looks brand new.Has PTO winch also.Problem
is,it doesn't have a bed(firetruck),the top is shot,and someone has taken the carb and
master cylinder,so I don't know if it would run or not.I don't know alot about jeeps,I've
always messed with vw rails and bajas,so I don't realy know were to start.Asking price is
$2500 obo.Any opinions?Is this a decent price?
SUBJECT>Re:Should I buy?POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Saturday,30 March 2002,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8336
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say it is a little high.But if you decide that you do want it I can fix you up with a
truck bed.I have an extra on my parts truck.Lee
SUBJECT>Top bows POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Sunday,31 March
2002,at 1:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8386 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need help with what the stop plate for the uprights on the top bows look like.This plate
keeps the upright from falling into the troop seat pocket.It also sets the height of the top
bows.I would also like to know what the distance is between the bottom of the bow
corner and the top of the troop seat pocket.Anyone got a picture they could email me?
Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>CRASH!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,
31 March 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8343 8356
8365 8401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some sorry individual backed her little mazda pick-up into the rear of my 715 Friday
night as I was leaving a Wawa parking lot.There is no damage,not even a paint scuff,on
my truck.Her truck lost the battle suffering a large hole through the tailgate,a crushed
bedside,and a broken window on the bed cap.It was a substantial amount of damage,and
I really can't tell what part of my truck was contacted!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:caddy-power questions???POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8326 NEXT>8349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Bernie,Is your telephone and E-mail broken?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Types of tires POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8332
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do a shakel flip it will give you 3 to 4 inches the blocks will cause spring wrap or wheel
hop
SUBJECT>Fuel tank POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8347 8366 8381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any reasonable replacements for fuel tanks out there?Will early jeep truck work?
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,
31 March 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>8339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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OOOPS!....hee..hee..hee....
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be at the Full Size Jeep Invasion in Ouray on August 15th,16th,and 17th.About
100-200 trucks are signed up to attend along with several M715's.Also,just got back
from MOAB (Easter Jeep Sarafi).Your only six hours from the best four-wheeling in the
counrty.MOAB,Utah is excellent.
SUBJECT>parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)Orinigal brush guard in excellent condition,no rust.$125 plus shipping.
2)-Front/rear driveshafts.Orinigal w/good u-joints.$40 plus shipping for both.
3)-Orinigal steering wheel w/shaft.No u-joints.Wheel has a crack but may be restored.
Was used daily.Except for crack,excellent paint and Jeep logo.$25 plus shipping.
Paul at E-mail,post,or 918-951-2677.Parts in Tulsa,OK.
SUBJECT>More ??'S (engine tranny transfer etc)for the uninformed (me)
POSTER>Michael Whitfield EMAIL>whitfimb@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 March
2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.WWUGNAJG2w
PREVIOUS>8252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,I will also be looking into getting into a M715 soon and had an engine and trans
ideia that I wish to share.I'm new to M715's but have experience on late model 4wd stuff.
I am considering swaping in a 350 TBI Chevrolet with a 700R4 or 4L60e Auto (I'm not.concerned about a PTO).I would
fab the engine mounts and Chevrolet trans cross
member,Then make the conversion at the drive shaft to mate to the divorced T-case.I
expect exhaust complications but if they can stuff the V-8 into a 4x S-10 p-up then
exhaust on a M715 should be do-able.This would give me EFI,cruise,over drive,100w+
alt,power steering (pump),and Ac or engine driven air compressor.I'd also like to swap
to power brakes with disk up front.Any one else out there with suggestions on making
the M715 a daily driver.
Michael
Central Virginia
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8342
NEXT>8352 8354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to say,there is no tank I have heard of that is a bolt in...of course you can change to
anything you can fit in and mount with some work,several people have.Check out
cutworms dual tank setup in the members gallery linked at left.
Heres something I checked out a while back for a 2nd tank...I measured the area where
the spare tire mounts and found the 25 gallon tank for a 75 Ranchero will fit under that
area if you don't have the spare under there.I would like to mount one someday,other
priorities right now,and I would run a steel plate from frame rail to frame rail as a skid
plate as the tank could be hit on departure from obstacles.It doesn't sit lower than the
frame rail,leaving room for the skid plate.Just an idea,close to the stock 28 gallon size
too.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Power Brake snag!!POSTER>VaM715 EMAIL>LBruffeyjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody that's done the upgrade to power brakes got an answer for this?I have the
booster from a 72 J-series.I see a little problem with hooking it up to the brake pedal.
The push rod eye is not the same size as the one that came stock on the 715.Do I need the
Brake pedal from the J-series too or is there a way to replace the rod in the Booster.I
looked at trying to remove the J-series one,but it has a different configuration on the end
in the booster than the stock one.Maybe have the machine shop turn down the pin on the
pedal arm to fit the J-series?Any help?
Thanks,
VaM715
SUBJECT>Re:caddy-power questions???POSTER>bernie durant
EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8340 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
been preoccupied with my sons health.wont go into detail here but will next phone
chat.found a 1972 cadilac deville with a 472 v-8 and a three speed,was curious if motor
and tranny combo is any good.things have been slow as far as trucks progress,$$$is.biggest issue.the cad motor has
78,000 orig.miles on it.im still alive and well,just
bumming at the fact the mud is screaming for company and i cant afford to do the things i
would like to with my M.thanks for the wake up call!bern1m715!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Chat at Yahoo Site!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now!!!!!!!!9:09 Central Standard Time
SUBJECT>how do you get to the new site POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8357 8363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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ok,how do you get to the new site?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8347
NEXT>8353 8361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats about the conclusion I had come to myself.
I have two donor wagoneers,Im gonna yank one out and see what it looks like.
Anyone deal with this company before?
I will give them a call Monday and see what my options are in a one size fits all badly
universal setup.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8352
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did my URL go?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8347
NEXT>LINKNAME>MTS Company
LINKURL>http://www.mtscompany.com/jeep.htm
http://www.mtscompany.com/jeep.htm
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL M-715 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 March 2002,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please call me just sold my truck ready for new ride i have cash and would like to see title
if you don"t mind i have m123 10 ton i got burned on in my memory,i did see plate on
yahoo pic finally after 3 tries loading is truck still for sale?361 358 4820 is airport or bus
station near you?where exactly is truck i am in south texas beeville on us 59 and 181 n.
thanks.SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8339
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar experience with my first M715.
I had just left a local pub that I had stopped at after my day job for a cold one.(I don't
drink and drive)Any hoo I had just reached the driveway of the gas station i worked at
night when I had heard a
strange noise.panicing I jumped out,opened the hood(thinking the engine just seized)saw
the engine still running,looking past the hood
I saw a young girl standing,crying next to her shreadedfront fender on her RX7.the
fender had completely peeled back!I was about to ask what happened when she told me
she had run into me from a side street.
Confused I confirmed that she had run into me and she said yes.well looking at my truck,
which I had just painted,I could not find any damage.I went to her to ask again where
she had hit the truck and she pointed to the rear hub on the axle.on closer inspection I
saw a 1/2"scuff in the paint on the hub.
It would seem that trying to push an M715 out of the way with other than a duece and a
half would seem a futile experience.
SUBJECT>Re:how do you get to the new site POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8351 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Site?
SUBJECT>Re:m725 shimmies POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8327
NEXT>8370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 had the shimmies until the NTD's would warm up and 'round out'the flat spots
from sitting overnight.Just put on a new set of boggers,unbalanced...I'll do it soon,and it
shimmies at 35-40mph then smooths out again.I think when balanced they'll be in good
shape.
How's your tire balance and alignment?
SUBJECT>Re:doner vehicle....POSTER>chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8209
NEXT>8637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want to stick to easier type bolt in applications try and find a j-series truck or even
a Cherokee with a 360 or 401 v-8.The engine swap won't reqire expensive adapters all
the parts to stick with the stock drivetrain can be sourced from the donor truck or the
scrap yard.Also the power steering direct bolt in.Power brakes should also be fairly
straight forward with some extra parts that can be had new at any good parts store.Also
the front clip will bolt right in you can go with a modern grill,some years had the square
headlights like min.If you find one with good seats they also will fit right in,if you get.one with a bench seat of
course you'll have to relocate the battery box,but some
wagoneers had really nice power leather seats if your into comfort.Just a thought good
luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake snag!!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8348 NEXT>8362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used pedal and booster from 78 j-20 worked fine.has to be from man-trans truck.was
just like old pedal except for push rod pin diameter.
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SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8352
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would look at a 73-87 chevy suburban tank.it should fit under rear of truck ,holds 40
gal.and has a sender that would be easy to hook up to aftermarket fuel gauge.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake snag!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8360 NEXT>8388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from a Gladiator,unsure of year and tranny,and it bolted right up.
SUBJECT>Re:how do you get to the new site POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8351 NEXT>8373
LINKNAME>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/
LINKURL>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/
Actually this is the new site...the Yahoo site was first,listed under clubs.Due to
limitations at that site,this one was created.Then Yahoo changed the 'clubs'sites to
'groups'sites with enough ad content to make you wonder if you are just watching ads or
visiting a site for M715's.I have asked for help ad received about a dozen offers of help,
to get our knowledge off of Yahoo and archive it here,thus giving us basically one site.
The chat feature and the posting of photos directly to the site that Yahoo has are things
that it would be nice to duplicate here.They use a very nice chat program,unless,as
usually is the case lately,there is so much traffic on Yahoo that the chat responds poorly
or not at all or members keep getting dropped from the session at random,booted out.We
have tried a few,just haven't found a 'winner'yet.
The address for that site,which requires a Yahoo id for chat,is below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1
April 2002,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8250 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am not sure on the adaption of the 351W but it appears that they used a bellhousing
from a ford than made an adapter for between the bell housing and the tranny,about 1/2".thick aluminium.While
looking at this noticed that it had two of the 4 bolts missing and
one of the others loose.Not near as much vibration now as before.Have only had the
truck for a few weeks so am still finding all the little issues.
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,1
April 2002,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8339 NEXT>8367
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My biggest fear,is killing one of these idiots that pull out in front of me in town.I've got
a 3/8"piece of plate steel mounted on top of my bumber that sticks out about a foot,
designed for tree-pushing,and engine work,one day it'll be a winch mount platform as
well...It makes short work out of everything it come in contact with,I'm sure it would
open an "fast and furious euro economy car"like a can of sardines.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8342
NEXT>8368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A plastic tank from a J series will shoe horn in if you want to try.
On my truck the tank was not repairable so I cut the top of the tank out with a sawzall,
including the filler tube and shoved the plastic tank into it.This gave me the long term
servicibility of a plastic tank with the old tank as a skid plate.I also drilled throught the
old tank plug to allow moisture to escape and used 2 pieces of 2"X2"wood to space the
old tank down,to not crush the lines on top of the plastic tank.The plastic tank is a little
taller.I was still able to use the existing mounting points and tank bands.Oh,the filler
tube on the J series is a standard,so I ran the 2"rubber filler hose into the old filler neck
and have a locking cap that is disguised under the old cap and within the old tube.So
basically at 50 mph and at a distance you really do not notice anything different.
The only negative is that my M715 is still 24 volt and I now have no fuel guage.I intend
to get a generic kit from NAPA and do a 12 volt intercept for that guage.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8365
NEXT>8389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was sitting in Burger King one night scarfing down a whopper and some idiot in a
honda goes tearing across the parking lot as a shortcut around a traffic light.I was
wondering if he had seen my truck yet (drab and darkness blend well)when he slams on
the brakes and slides to a stop with my winch chain touching his hood.About all you
could make out in the headlights was my dana 60.I laughed so hard I almost blew cherry
coke out my nose!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8366
NEXT>8376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just got out from under one of the donor Wagoneers,I think it will work fine.
Need filler tube also,all gone.
My driver side door is shot,stress cracks,abused and warped.
Tore the inside off the Wagon driver side,looks mighty familar.
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Didnt put the tape measure to it but I think the M715 specific parts will transplant just
fine.
Anyone done this before?
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8325
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw that crap and was glad my engine was blown!I never did take the bell off of the
engine.It looked easier to repower it!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:m725 shimmies POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8358
NEXT>8375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SPICERGEAR i appreciate the response and i have balanced the tires and the alignment
is good is their a steering stabliser that will work
SUBJECT>12 Volt Conversion POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1969 M715 that I want to covert to 12 volt when I change over to a V-8.Besides
bulbs and gages what else needs to be changed?Is the wire harness capable to handle the
extra amps of 12 volt?Or should I convert the ignition to 24 volt?Thanks Larry
SUBJECT>Re:EASY ENGINE SWAP:350/454 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8289
NEXT>8419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm leaning toward a small block and an NV4500 trans.With a 6.13 first and .75
overdrive this looks like the way to tone down the 5.87's.And still have your cake and eat
it too.
Anybody know why (other than expense :-O )why I shouldn't do this?
SUBJECT>Re:how do you get to the new site POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8363
NEXT>8374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAan we add UBB to this board?:eek:
SUBJECT>Re:how do you get to the new site POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What is UBB?????????????????
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m725 shimmies POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8370
NEXT>8377 8505 8530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be confusing this with the "death wobble"but this can be caused by loose ubolts
that hold the axle to the spring packs.If you have a spring-over,or have changed ubolts
recently,you should check the ubolts for tightness.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8368
NEXT>8399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The doors do interchange from the bottom of the window opening down...the vertical
windshield obviously precludes the upper part from mating correctly.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Conversion POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8371 NEXT>8384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Larry,
I can tell you what I did,although it does not meet true restroation standards.I found that
parts of the old wiring harness were brittle.I decided to replace it completly.I pulled all
of the old wire,including the connectors and lights,etc.Once everything was out,I went
back with a 12 circuit Painless Wiring harness ($175 from Parr Automotive).Since I was
also installing a Chevy TBI 350,I also installed a fuel injection harness.Everything is
new now and works great.Let me know if you want any pictures of the fuse block or any
other area of the wiring.While I was at it,I relocated the battery in a battery box
(Summitt Racing)in the bed.The second battery will be under the hood for the War
15000 lb winch (to be installed shortly).
Paul
SUBJECT>What do you use a a crankcase vent filter?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaezDP3xTnsL6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>8382
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 has what looks like steel wool pushed in to the hole in the air filter housing(early
air filter type).Is that the proper filter or is there supposed to be a filter plugged into that
hole?
Thanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>top POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 April
2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8383 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I was going thru the members gallery and came across the photos of arzon's truck.Is that
top original?I got one like that except the back top is squared off not rounded.It had a
hundred rivets holding it to the body.I took it off.I thought it was taking away the good
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looks of the truck.Let me know what you think?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8342
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
I'll throw in my two cents worth.I relocated the tank in the bed.I used a fuel cell (foam
filled)from Summitt Racing.It is a 20 gal tank with mounting tabs on the four corners.
All aluminum.Works pretty well.Just came back from some serious 4-wheeling in
MOAB w/steep approaches and departures.No leaks.Pictures on request.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:What do you use a a crankcase vent filter?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8379 NEXT>8385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the propper filter.I just bought a new housing,I mean NEW!,It was still sealed in
the oil paper and plastic.It had the steel wool filter in place.
SUBJECT>Re:top POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1
April 2002,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8380 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is similiar to the factory top,one of the 2 styles made,but I am not certain if it is.
Haven't heard from Arzon in over a year,and am not sure how to get a hold of him.I
remeber he was trying to sell the truck and move out west,from Missouri.
Sorry I can't be of more help there.
The hardtop on my truck is one of the stock types,not the orange of course,and the top
on Louie715's is the other.I was told Louie's is the type that was installed by Kaiser
during production,and mine was what you got if you requisitioned a top after delivery to
the unit where it was used.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Conversion POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock wires will work for 12V.The light switch and turn switch will work as well.
The only thing you did not mention was the flasher for the turn singnals,that needs to be
changed.
SUBJECT>Re:What do you use a a crankcase vent filter?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:32 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8382 NEXT>8387
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I went to the 2 barrel carb,I put a chrome Mr.Gasket breather cap for a 3/4 inch
hole in mine with a hose clamp to make it tight.Pretty much the same thing really,
whether steel wool type or this,something for the heavy stuff to collect on and let the
pressure vent.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Top bows POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8338
NEXT>8392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not think there is any.The wood from the bows just slides down into the toop seat.
This is the way mine was when I got it.There are no provisions for stops of any type i
the troop seat pocket.The same goes for the bows we have for our 5-tons ant work.The
metal bow corner just rides metal to metal on the top of the troop seat.
SUBJECT>Ok,thanks!ntxt POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8385
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake snag!!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8362
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used one off a 3/4 ton '70 mod chevy.I don't remember why,but the length of the rod
and the diameter was also wrong.I cut the original one off,and welded it on the new one.
I used what is called heat block to keep the heat from the welding from overheating the
diaphram.It was a lot of trouble,especially since I bought the power booster from Auto
Zone,and it went out right away and I had to do it all over again.Maybe someone ca
learn from my mistakes.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8367
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How familiar!I was turning right onto a narrow street,about a year ago.I was on a 4 lane,
no traffic in sight,so I swung out to the left to make the turn.I heard squealling and metal
crunching.When I stopped,there was a car under the right side of my truck.A woma
had tried to pass me on the right and had went under my truck.It wiped out the left front
fender,the grill,hood,and I pushed her into a light pole that took out the right front
fender.I think it was about $3700.00 damage to hers.It bent the metal under the
passenger door on my truck.You have to bend over and look to see the damage to mine.I
had a hard time not laughing while the police sorted everything out,especially after I had
to lock it in 4 wheel to pull off her car,and she drove off with the front wheels bowed
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out.Yep,their tough!.mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Engine Adaptation POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8395 8412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it's time to start getting serious about the truck and I'm beginning to toss around the
engine swap ideas.
Does anyone have experience with a Chevy 6 in their truck?And more importantly,how
well does it perform on the freeway for extended time with an otherwise stock truck?I'm
trying to avoid the SBC swap on principle alone but it sure is a tempting plan.
Does anyone have an adaptor to sell?I can trade a civilian distributor and rebuilt 12v
starter if that would sweeten the deal anyhow.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:m725 shimmies POSTER>Nate Walker EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 April 2002,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8327
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same exact problem that you did.My truck would start shaking at 40 and it
would get really really bad.I checked everything...changed the shocks,still no help.The
I bought a steering stabilizer and it rides like a dream.Not even a hint of a shimmy.I used
a rancho kit,I think it was part #RS97355.Check their website to be sure,
www.gorancho.com.Later,Nate.
SUBJECT>Re:Top bows POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Tuesday,2
April 2002,at 12:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8386 NEXT>8393
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been told buy Steve Cunningham that there is a metal plate that bolts to the upright
wood.He could not recall the distance but it is to hold the corner up out of the pocket.
If you saw the show winner truck he had at MVPA convention.I think you would agree
he knows something about 715's.That was a pretty truck!
Someone out here emailed me and was going to look theirs over and get back with me.
SUBJECT>Re:Top bows POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8392
NEXT>8409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i havent forgot.im a cop and work ALOT of hours.....ive been up too long.......
SUBJECT>axle shafts POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
folks,spoke to currie last night and he told me that they would be interested in helping us
with the weak shafts,he needed some measurments from us--who was the person that
said they would spearhead this possible group solution.thanks mike.SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,If you like 6 cyl swap,the 300 Ford,fuel injected from a late 80's or 90's would be
the best way to go.There very plentiful,cheap and easy to work on.The right cam,exhaust
and header,your looking at an easy 250 hp 400lbs of torque.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:axle shafts POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8394
NEXT>8400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Moser engineering,they also are working on shaft's for our D-60's,a prelim price
with out a group discount is about $295 a pair.I am still working on this,I will keep
everyone posted PerkM715
SUBJECT>Don't forget to Vote!!!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2
April 2002,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the last week for voting on your favorite shirt design.Ordering info will be up
next week.As of today 4/2/02 design one and design two are tied.
Pam
SUBJECT>Radiator POSTER>Benni EMAIL>bsm@li.is DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,
at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a newbie,and I will have to change the radiator in my newly bought m715,does a
radiator from a Wagoner fit in without much trouble?
It has a Dodge 318,I don't know if the original radiator is
in or not (how to I know?)
-Benni
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank/now doors/sideorder of hardtop POSTER>Keith Parker
EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8376 NEXT>8418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Havent had a chance to go over it good but doors look like an easy swap.My M715
window parts in good shape.
Might as well do both sides just for the door locks.Might come in handy if I ever run
across a hardtop,I mean a "real one".
Mine has what has got to be the ugliest homemade hardtop I have ever seen,canvas bows
all intact and in place,mismatched pieces of metal hammered into place and a thousand
pop rivets holding it all together.
I realy wonder what the Tennessee Civil Defence was thinking when they paid some
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drunken sheetmetal worker to fab that jewel.
SUBJECT>Re:axle shafts and LARGER 16"TIRES POSTER>Dan EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8396.NEXT>8402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That price is sounding very good for a set of axles.Also I know there is a lot of talk about
tires.Swamper is just coming out with a Truxus STS that is more of an all-terrain tire that
has 39.5"and 44"sizes for the 16"rim.I am thinking of the 39.5's and would really like
the stronger shafts for those.
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8339
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I had purchased my first M-37,from a guy,and it had been prevoiusly owned by Dana
Collins of Army Surplus Warehouse.When talking to Dana to confirm that it was the
truck that he had owned.He asked of the muffler was missing,and I said "yes".And he
asked if there was a minor dent on a fender and I said "yes".He said "well we lost the
muffler when the brakes went out,we had bailed out and the truck went down a steep
sidehill taking out a small grove of quacking aspen trees.And that the small dent was
where a car had hit him in traffic taking out the fender of the car".Tom
SUBJECT>Re:axle shafts and LARGER 16"TIRES POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8400 NEXT>8407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what kind of rubber is that---not a bogger but an aggressive all terr tread ???mike
SUBJECT>Tailgate?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
2 April 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8405
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm new to this site,and also the m715,so i'm sure i'm posting in the wrong section.I
could really use some help tracking down a tailgate,I called all the suppliers on the links
page,but no luck.Does anyone know of a junkyard that has some tailgates,or a
individual that has one i would really appreciate it.There are also some other parts i could
use if anyone has a donor vehicle with some body parts they're looking to sell.
Thanks,daniel
SUBJECT>Color finish POSTER>Benni EMAIL>bsm@li.is DATE>Tuesday,2 April
2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8436 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anybody know of the green color of the Kaiser,if I can find it under a RAL paint
number?
Respectfully yours
Benni
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8403
NEXT>8424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You are in exactly the right place Daniel,welcome aboard!!
Tailgates are hard items to find for these trucks.I do not know of any off-hand,maybe
someone else does though.
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>FYI,Nice Texas 67'M715 and Ferret on EBAY POSTER>Austi
EMAIL>beltfed@281.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really nice M715 on ebay for sale (by me).Engine smokes some,but runs great.Ferret
also.Thanks for looking!Austin
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1817188705&r=0&t
=0&showTutorial=0&ed=1018051173&indexURL=0&rd=1
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1817238306&r=0&t
=0&showTutorial=0&ed=1018060702&indexURL=0&rd=1
SUBJECT>Re:axle shafts and interco tire POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.intercotire.com/html/trxus_mt_sts.htm
my buddy put 33"on his f250 and it looks great!
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 April
2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8345 NEXT>8411 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello Paul
Is your Email address up to date?
Do you still have these parts ?
Rick Hawkins
67 M715
New Hampshire
SUBJECT>Re:Top bows measurement POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8393
NEXT>8410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
25"x15/16"x2&3/8"
4 pre drilled holes
_____________________________
1 2
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3 4
---------------------------------------------------
holes appear 5/16 or so in dia
1 is 2&3/4"from the long edge,9/16"from the edge.2 is 4 1/2",9/16
3 is 3/4",9/16
4 is identical to 2
SUBJECT>Re:Top bows measurement POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8409
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i can send digital pics to anyone who cares
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8408
NEXT>8415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.I would also consider trades.I'm in the process of installing power brakes on the
715.Also have pioneer set (pick,ax,shovel)for sale and orinigal vacume wiper motors.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8390 NEXT>
8416 8428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A guy here in Bellingham,WA just put a Chevy 292 in his M715 and really likes the
results.He used a Novak adapter and motormounts and it bolted right in.The 292 has
more power then the 230 and the cool thing is that it looks and sounds like it belongs
there.
Rollie
SUBJECT>More PARTS for sale!POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>acathor@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aab.BEnjSBLPw PREVIOUS>NEXT>8414 8421 8423 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I still have the following parts left for sale.Will box/crate and ship.Will provide pictures
and info upon request.Will accept personal checks after parts are received.Call 816-356-
3884 or email acathor@yahoo.com or post.
1.Suburban 3rd seat -grey,excellant with seat belts -$100
2.1 ton Corp 14 bolt (big brakes)approx 40.5"between spring
perches '78 chevy truck.4.10 posi -$250
3.Dana 300 '84 CJ-7 exc.cond.-$250
4.2 Rockford Fosgate Woofers 12"-$75 pair
5.wagoneer E-brake with cable (foot operated)can be fit into 715.-$15
6.wagoneer steering wheel -$10
7.wagoneer brake prop valve with warning light wire -$5
8.7 blade clutch fan great cond -$15
9.CJ-7 ps pump with all brackets -$20.10.Jeep hub covers full set good cond.-$20
11.Holley 750 double pumper chromed and tuned -$40
12.T-5 bellhousing (to Jeep)-$20
13.Jeep cherokee 4.0 idler pulley and A/C bracket still in box-$20
14.Bumper gaurd bolts to bumper,black,Neat -$45
15.CJ-7 Dash pad,black -$30
16.CJ pass.side seat bracket,folds forward -$20
17.HUGE auto tranny cooler.Will cool ANY auto tranny.-$40
18.Jeep wagoneer A/C system includes Compressor,condenser,hoses,
fan,plastic distribution box that bolts to bottom of dash of
wagoneer,Grand wagoneer,or even M715.Was going to use it on
my 715 but am moving to Colorado where I wont need it.
M715 stuff
1.Front blackout blinker lights both work well -$20 (pair)
2.stock 3 lever light switch -$10
3.stock trailer wiring harness -$5
4.stock fuel gauge $5
5.stock vaccum wipers with switch -$10
6.stock motor mounts great cond.-$10
7.stock clutch pedal/bracket assbly.-$10
8.stock E-brake handle and ratcheting assbly -$15
9.stock 24v horn -$10
SUBJECT>Re:More PARTS for sale!POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail or call me about the 14 bolt rear end.I think I need it.
Paul 918-951-2677
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aai.00wxbGKzw PREVIOUS>8411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,is your E-mail down or should I call?
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 11:51 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>8412 NEXT>8417
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first 715 I saw up close had a Chev 292 swapped in.As far as I know he used Novak
adapters and it ran great with penty of tourque.
Ed J..SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8416 NEXT>8425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the guy i got mine from had a littermate with a 250 chevy 6 in it.it ran well and he used it
to pull a john deere backhoe on a gooseneck trailer....just not very fast.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank/now doors/sideorder of hardtop POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8399 NEXT>8420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your top and mine must have come from the same highschool shop class!!mine was
WELDED to the windshield frame.thought i would never get it loose.
SUBJECT>Re:EASY ENGINE SWAP:350/454 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8372 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think it's a good plan.i'm running a 350/sm420 combo but i have a nv4500 to install
when the clutch gives out or trans breaks.by the by,does anyone know if pto box is same
for these two trannies?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank/now doors/sideorder of hardtop POSTER>Keith Parker
EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got off the phone with Memphis Equipment,no more surplus tops.
One on hand that they had locally fabicated,$1190.00!
Mine aint really all that bad,now that think about.
SUBJECT>Re:Moving to CO POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,
at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8413 NEXT>8426 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I noticed you said you were moving to CO.Where in CO?I live about 40 miles west of
Colorado Springs.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 April
2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8306 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not in the Denver area but close.Live about 45 miles west of Colorado Springs,in a little
town called Florissant.We should try to get a run together sometime.Quite a few nice
trails in the Buena Vista area.Nothing real hard but some very scenic stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:More PARTS for sale!POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the Front blackout blinker lights..Email Me
Thanks
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8405
NEXT>8445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage power wagons has a few,as of about two months ago.Complete beds also but
shipping is a bear.
I believe they are at vitagepowerwagons.com
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8417 NEXT>8432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input guys,
I was leaning towards a EFI ford 300 but now I kind of like the idea of the ready made
adaptor -hopefully it would cut the engine swap time down considerably.Of course
swapping the trans at the same time has its advantages.
The next hurdle is to find a good used adaptor.If I have to spend the 400 bucks that
Novak wants,the Chevy will never happen.I can't justify spending that much cash on
something that I could make if I felt like taking the time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Moving to CO POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 April
2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8421 NEXT>8438 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am moving to Salida.I think I saw that you live in Florissant.That is a nice little town.I
was born in raised in Colorado,but moved to Missouri to go to grad-school.I graduate i
May and finally move back to them there mountins.Missouri has been alot of fun in the
muddin arena though.Check out my truck in the photo gallery under Chris T.
SUBJECT>M715 seats POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at
4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8430 8433 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I have 2 black waterproof M715 seats for sale.They are in perfect cond.and are
very comfortable.Will provide pictures upon request.They do not include the metal
unless you just want the metal tops.I used the metal brackets off of the bottom to mount
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my air powered Mac truck seats.
SUBJECT>Rollie:Need info on 292 swap POSTER>jpepper
EMAIL>m715@sterlingmicro.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8412 NEXT>8441 8442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a 292 all ready to replace my 230.I am going
to use the Novak adaptor,but am still
unsure about the motor mounts.The 292 uses offset motor mounts (one further forward
than the other)unlike the small block V8.Did the M715 frame accept the motor mount in
its "new"location?
SUBJECT>Full Size Jeep Invasion POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a reminder.The Full Size Jeep Invasion will be held in OURAY Colorado,August
15-17.I met with some of the organizers of the event last week at the Easter Jeep Safari.
They expect about 150 Jeeps.Several 715's have signed up already.This is a great area to
wheel.Great scenery,easy and hard trails,and a lot of cool Jeeps.If intersted,check out
their web site www.cfsja.org/2002.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 seats POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in the seats,please email me details.Thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>transmissions synchronized?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just took my new M715 out for a drive today and found out how hard it was to
downshift.(really it was impossible).I was wondering if these t98's are synchronized,
and/or if there is a trick to downshifting.I know my tranny needs a rebuild but i was
hoping to drive it around a little first.Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8425 NEXT>8454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,Save the $400.00 and go with the 300 EFI.The tranny,Ford T-18 or NP435,a little
fabbing with motor mounts and clutch linkage.I swapped a Ford 460,no kit and it came
out fine.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 seats POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8427
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am also interested please send a photo if not sold.lrogosin@msn.com Thanks Larry
SUBJECT>Re:transmissions synchronized?POSTER>Chase EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
2 April 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8431 NEXT>8439
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have to.mine is gard to get from 2nd into 3rd.and from 4th to 3rd.all the rest is fine..SUBJECT>long trip 1600
miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8437 8440 8444 8446 8456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am seriously thinking about trying to drive a m715 1600 miles to texas,i know it will
overrev etc,what precautions should itake to try to make it home?What is tallest tire i
could put on back (stock rim)and try to get more mph and less rpms/Help.Please i have
fever bad,what is the rpm i should try to maintain to keep it together,if i put 2 only gama
goat tires with snake river adapters on back is it worth hassle to try to get them shipped
accross country?Where could i get care package 24 alt or gen,ujoints,belts hoses 24 volt
coil points condenser bottom and top hoses and 24 light head and tail lights,I want every
chance not to be on towhook in ripoffusa.I have heard 45 top or 50 top if had gama goat
tires and wheels on back would it do60 and not overrev?What is farest anyone has ever
personally driven and what would be convoy rules,let motor cool 30 minutes,check ?
SUBJECT>Re:Color finish POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Tuesday,2
April 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8404 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you say RAL #are we talking German Mil paint code?
US Federal stock #is 24087 Semi gloss
or another color that M715's left the factory with was 34086.The same stuff on M151's.
A hotly debated fact.
But most were 24087 Semi like m38A1.
I was looking at model paint to help convert but had no luck on the web.Maybe a trip to
the hobby store for some old fashion eyeball comparison would help.
Mrjeep
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8435 NEXT>8443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have driven mine 625 miles to a club event,4 wheeled for 4 days and drove 625 miles
back home...this was with a 230 engine,2 barrel carb,civilian ignition,stock size tires
and front lockout hubs.
The engine can take around 3000 rpm's for long hauls,I've never gone too far trying to do
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more...so it might work higher but with the 230's long stroke,this is pretty good.
The biggest limiting factor for me was the t-case which with 75W-90 synthetic lube and a
temp gauge,overheated in the heat of a summer day after around an hour to hour and a
half at 60.Yours may or may not do this,it depends on the truck.If it does overheat,the
lube can coke and lose it's ability to lubricate which will be the death of the t-case if you
keep driving it.I found on mine that staying to 50 mph on the flats and downhills and
letting it slow itself to around 42 or so on uphills worked and kept the temp to acceptable
levels.This was in the summer,70 dgrees in the morning to 90+in the day.If it is cooler
out,the case stays cooler longer.Larger tires will slow the rpms of the motor,tranny and
t-case and help further,you might be able to maintain a speed near or at 60 with the.gamma goats.
You can figure the tallest tire you can fit on your truck by measuring from the center of
the axle hub to the nearest point of the wheelwell.Then subtract say 2 inches for spring
travel,might need more if your not on smooth pavement.Then multiply by 2.So if you
measure 22 inches,subtract 2,20 inches,times 2,40 inches.Remember if you jack the
rear up with bigger tires,the camber up front will be affected and steering could get
interesting.
U-joints,belts and hoses you can get pretty much anywhere.The 24 volt alternators are
expensive,try Memphis Equipment.The ignition stuff,Memphis will have.Bring extra
lube,oil and grease,especially for the front steering balls.Put a coat of grease on
whenever they are getting dry on the big ball that the steering rides on the axle.
My 2 cents of tips....
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Moving to CO POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8426
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm moving to Divide,CO.in about three years.I am building a house in a few months.
We will need to have a Colorado FE.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:transmissions synchronized?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First gear is non synchro,the others are synchronized.When you downshift,it is best to
push the clutch pedal,rev up the motor and shift,then release the clutch pedal.The fact
that the gear set in the tranny is not a close ratio setup and the axles are geared so low,it
helps to do it this way.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe you should consider going on a Greyhound Bus???
SUBJECT>Re:Need info on 292 swap POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8428 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will need to ask the guy who did it.
Hopefully I can get back with you on this.
I remember seeing the mounts right out of the Novak box and they looked the same as the
V8,but I wasn't around when the actually swap took place..Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Info on 292 install POSTER>Patrick Cahill EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 April 2002,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8428
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of having a 292 installed in my M715.The mechanic used a piece of
steel to allow for the offset passenger side mount.It should be ready this week.I will
check tomorrow AM for specifications used.
Later,
Patrick
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for advise i wonder what tire wll be 40 inches and fit on stock rimm?Wonder how
wide stock rim is?thanks for advise.james
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>Jeepclown
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds cool,It will be fun if you go prepared and make an adventure out of the trip
it's self.I saw a writeup in JP magazine where they traveled like 1200 miles or something
in a stock 715.I am planning on taking mine for about 800 miles in June.From KC Mo,
to Colorado.Mine is not stock,but the 50"tires will make it an adventure too.My advice
is to take a cell phone and some numbers of road side assistance along the way.Take a
friend if possible,and better yet have someone follow you.Look up www.4lo.com and
use their gear calculator to figure out how fast you can go with certain size tires and
RPM.I would recommend taking as many replacement fluids as possible.I would take
spare belts (I have some spare ones you can have for free,Pay shipping only),spare
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anything you can get your hands on including quick connects and an electrical meter.
Also a book if you have one.I downloaded mine from the other site.Stop fairly often,and
fun in between..Good luck -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8424
NEXT>8458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris,
I have a tailgate coming from vintage power wagons,they said they had a few more if
anyone needs one,their going for $250.since i'm new to the m715,this may be way high,
but i'm sure i'll find out later.
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaPSR5XhRCk5A PREVIOUS>8435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I drove my bone stock Jeep from So.Dak.to
Minneapolis,put on new 35"tires there and
drove right through to Baltimore.About 1300 miles or so.Never a problem despite doing
60 most of the way in serious heat.Of course lately I have had problems with wheel
bearings and such.
Quinky dink?I don't think so.Check or better yet replace your wheel bearings and pack
them well,and put new synth lube in the tranny,xfer case and diffs.The motor will most
likely be fine,but the running gear will still be taking it in the shorts unless you have
monster tires.My two cents.Or one cent after taxes!
SUBJECT>Kentucky Fried Coil?POSTER>smartybritches EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I've been trying to figure out what the #@*%$!is going on with my Jeep and was
cranking it with the dist.cap off to check the position of the rotor when there was a puff
of smoke and the telltale stench of ozone coming from that area.Here are the questions:
a.How do I tell if the coil is shot?
b.Where the heck do I get one for less than two limbs?
As always,your thoughts and advice are well appreciated.
Smarty
SUBJECT>Re:Kentucky Fried Coil?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8447
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
There are some troubleshooting items on the page linked below...particularly the ignition
coil testing procedures.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>TH400 transmission?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8451 8452 8455 8477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am pulling the stock transmission this week.I will most likely install a TH400 behind
the SB chevy engine.I would appreciate any advice on fabricating a crossmember and a
bracket for t.case linkage!Is there any particular TH400 trans that I should look for?
Thanks in advance,Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:TH400 transmission?POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>Norris117@attbi.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>8449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike
I will be doing this soon.Just so you know the 400 has a few different tailhousing
lengths.If you are keeping the stock t-case,look for a short shaft 400.Tailhousing is
about 4 inches long with a bolt on yoke.As for the t-case shift linkage,I havent gotte.that far yet.Also watch out
for the bop case's.Let me know how it goes.
SUBJECT>Re:TH400 transmission?POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a 400 in my truck about a year ago.I don't know which one I used,I traded it from a
guy I knew,he said it came out of a school bus.??I didn't build a whole new cross
member,I extended the mount on the front of the existing crossmember.The trans I used
had the bolt on yoke on the rear of it,(instead of a slip yoke),and so I just had the drive
shaft redone between the trans and the transfer case.I built and bolted a bracket on the
floor,for the trasfer linkage,it is not as stought as I would like,(I don't like any give)and
this allows very minimum movement (wiggle).It works just great,but someone may have
a better idea.Without a welder and torch,I don't know how someone would do this.I
used a floor shifter,which also required a custom made bracket to hook the cable to the
transmision.It all works great,I have not had any problem with any of these components.
I don't know if this helped any,hopefully it did.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>8 lug dana 70?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8462 8485 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone considered turning their 70 rear into 8 lug pattern,which would give you
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many more rim options and also allow you to swap in a gm dana 60 up front so you could
have disc brakes in front with same 8 lug pattern for a universal spare,and stronger axles.
Moser's web site says they will plug and redrill for $70 a pair.Is this possible?If so I can't
see any drawbacks and rims and tire options just increased dramatically,as well as
solving the weak front 60,and also solving the front lock out problems.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Adaptation Chev 292 POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the 300 uses the same bell housing as a 302 SBF,I have one bolted onto a Ford 4 speed
out of mid 70's.I don't know the ID on the trans,it worked great,no problems for a year
in mine,then the motor went south.Let me know if you can use it and are interested.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:TH400 transmission?POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8449
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I'm also planning to put a TH400 in this summer.I would appreciate any postings on
problems you encounter along the way..SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8435 NEXT>8459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1600 miles is a long way to travel at 55-60 mph!!First you might add up all expenses
such as gas,oil,food,etc then go check the rates to have it shipped and you take a
greyhound.If you happen to blow a motor or axle it gets very worth while to ship it.
Personally when I go to pick something up that is that far away I assume that it will have
to be trailered especially if the vehicle goes less than 75 mph.Plus,very few like to be on
the road for 2 days.Just some thing to consider GSanders
SUBJECT>spline count on a 700r4 POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the spline count of the 700r4?Isn't there a couple?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>Lee EMAIL>lsoldan@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8445
NEXT>8461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,If there is one thing that I have learned about these trucks.Tailgates are one of the
most expensive items to replace.They are becoming harder and harder to find.I am glad
you picked one up before they are all gone!
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8456 NEXT>8468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr sanders is right about shipping your truck.Call unishippers they have hubs everywhere
and their cheep to.Will
SUBJECT>Soft doors POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone added soft doors to their 715?I talked to a guy at the Easter Jeep Safari last
week,who makes soft doors for jeeps.He said he may be able to make doors for the 715's
for about $450 a pair.Soft doors would be great for summer wheeling,not to mention a
huge weight savings!!Any help would be appreciated.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at
2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8458 NEXT>8470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just make sure it says jeep .and good luck and have fun with your truck.wally
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug dana 70?POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8453.NEXT>8464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking along similar lines.I am trying to get in touch with a contact I have at
Dana to find out if 8 lug flanges will interchange with the early model flanges.
SUBJECT>Tie down shackles POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8465 8486 8527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the tie down shackles available?I am looking for 3 of them at a reasonable price.Ca
someone direct me to the right place,thanks.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug dana 70?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>8462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know what you find out,I have located a front gm 60 that's already got a detroit i
it,but it'll be gone in two weeks if I don't buy it.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>8463 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are talking about the shackles for the front bumper,Tom at Snake River has them,
look on the for sale board for info.
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Rhino
SUBJECT>Attn:Chad POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,
3 April 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know how to get in touch with Chad,or if he has a web site?I think his
last name is Moliter.He owns the tan M715 with the chopped bed.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Who sells the cheapist detroit locker POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8469 8472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who sells the cheapist detroit locker for the rear dana70 and how much.
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8459 NEXT>8474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.please send web address iam am going to search for it on
yahoo thanks james how much
per mile will m715 with maintance body fit?have use ever used them personally.might
be better idea i wll look in to it.
SUBJECT>Re:Who sells the cheapist detroit locker POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8467 NEXT>8495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy's.About $319 plus shipping.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8461
NEXT>8471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally,
I may be lost here but if it is off of an m715,don't they all say jeep.I'm worried now,is
this something i should have asked before i gave my credit card #?
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at
4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8470 NEXT>8473 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
barry,told me that there was some made that did not say jeep and I have seen one and
only one that did not so it was true but I am sure that you will get a talgate that does say
jeep they are good guys and would have told yah .and I have a metal brake to make a tail
gate and did not because I can not stamp JEEP in the center and I wanted a good looking
gate for all to see and know what they were following was not a ford or chevy or worse a
dodge WHICH i have owned all three but like this one best .when in dought ask
barry.thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:Who sells the cheapist detroit locker POSTER>tsj1209
EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8467 NEXT>8481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered a detroit locker for the rear and a lock right for the front today.the locker
was 300.00 and the lock right was 282.95.Free shipping for purchases over 500.00.Got it
from national drivetrain inc.out of chicago IL.1-800-889-8155.Ask for Ed.Very helpful
and friendly.Said he had to order locker but still should get both by wensday.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8471
NEXT>8476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could always stamp AM General in it and get some gullable person to buy your
Hummer.
SUBJECT>Re:long trip 1600 miles taller tires on stock rims?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've got to get my two cents in on this as well.
It might not be a bad idea to invest in an engine oil cooler.I added one to mine just to be
on the safe side.Looks pretty good behind the grill too.
The one bought came from Summit racing and it came with everything to install it,except
two 90 degree elbows that were needed to clear the back of the alternator.I also had to
make my own brackets to mount it.I do not trust those plastic zip-tie type mounts.
I also run 10W40 synthetic oil.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Chad POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8466
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i left you an email with chads number
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8473
NEXT>8506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might just try that if it doesn't have "jeep".Either way i think i'm going to call tomorrow
just to make sure.By the way i wanted to thank everyone for the help.This is part of the
reason i own 3 jeeps.Jeep owners are one of a kind (sometimes good if you own one,
sometimes bad if you're their neibor).
SUBJECT>Re:TH400 transmission?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8449
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NEXT>8478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of the input everyone!I decided to install a TH350 instead,mainly because
I already have it and it is rebuilt.I'll post my progress and problems.My main reason for
this swap is can't get the throwout fork to operate properly.I think it has damaged the
throwout bearing.The transmission works great so I will most likely sell that and the
Novak adapter when I pull it apart.Thanks again for all of the help!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:TH400 transmission?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8477
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike,
I'm interested in the Novak stuff when you sell it.Let me know if and when you do decide
to sell.
Chris
SUBJECT>Question on Ford Engine and Trans.Compatability POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an opportunity to pick up a 1964 Merc./Ford 265 inline 6 engine(might be a 300,
unknown)and a 77 Ford T-18 from a F250 2WD.
Questions?.Will the 265 bolt up to the T-18 with out adapters?Or the 300 for that matter?
What would the Horse power rating be on the 265 and/or 300 6?I know it has a single
barrel carb on it.
Thanks for any help you blue oval guys can give.
SUBJECT>Re:spline count on a 700r4 POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,3 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8457 NEXT>8494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think its 27 just like the 350's.
SUBJECT>Re:Who sells the cheapist detroit locker POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys ,saved me some phone time.
Rick
SUBJECT>9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anybody bought 9x20 inch rims fr5om diamond racing for m725 or m37 or w200
what is involved lift needed?what tires did you run what tires do you like?What did it do
to top end mph i want to put them on m715 toraise mph and get away from dot man,
down here mexico used to buy them and try to run in usa across the border,a lot of
inspectors will redtag you if they see them on road,same way with the 14x24 on my
mack better not try to run ndt down here in texas on road,thanks james.
SUBJECT>Re:Question on Ford Engine and Trans.Compatability POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Ford made a bunch of six cyl engines,144,200,223,240,250,262,and 300.I think they
even made a couple more.In 1965 Ford introduced the big sixes 240 and 300,these two
are the only two you should consider,these are truck engines,the others are car
engines.The 240-300 have bigger bearings,they are stronger engines.The only difference
between the two is lenth of stroke.The reason why the 300 is a torque monster is it's 3.980
stroke.You need to find out what engine you have,you said it's a 64 this can not be a 240
or 300.Now the Ford T-18 is a real find,this is a super tough tranny,it looks just like a T-
98A,this is what I used in my 460 swap.The Ford T-18 will bolt up to any ford engine if
you have the correct bellhousing,finding the right one is easy,but you need to know what
engine you have.I would grab the tranny and pass on that 6 cyl,find a junk F-150 from
late 80's or 90's and grab a EFI 300,rebuild with a good cam,Clifford hedder and 3-3.5
exhust and you would have one wicked powerful 300 to move that big old 715
along.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:18 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8482 NEXT>8490 8491
8559 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jim,I run 9.00-20 Firestone Superall Traction tires,they are 41''tall,on Diamond wheels,I
used a 3''cab lift made out of hockey pucks,the tires clear fine.You can see pics of my
truck in the photo gallerys.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug dana 70?POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8453
NEXT>8498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have you looked at the backside of your hub?i don't see anyway to redrill them.the wheel
studs mount in a cast boss and the rest of the hub is thinner and cast on an angle.besides i
don't think an eight lug wheel has a large enough center hole to clear bearing hub.
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
April 2002,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8463 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you want a clevis anchor,like the ones on each axle hub and the rear bumper,AB Linn
has been selling some on eBay recently.
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If you want a tie down clevis...AB Linn had some.I think I recall an outfit in Ohio that
said they had some last year,can't remember who it was.These are hard to find.
SUBJECT>Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8489 8507 8518 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got a line on a divorced NP205 and wanted to know if it will bolt closely or directly
to the NP200 mounts.Will the stock shifter work...I'm thinking yes.Will the front
driveshaft need modified?I know the rear will need lengthened.
I'm going to contact ORU and get a price on the disk e-brake.
Thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8492 8510 8534 8601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Umm,what's involved to make the a/c pump work as an air compressor?I have a mid/late
'80's delco pump.Plan on mounting the tank behind the storage compartment under the
bed.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TmanII used a 205 by exteding the stock mounts down as the 200 is a top mount location.and the 205 is more of a
bottom mount.He said it was easy,just added some angle iron to
the stock mount and drilled for the 205 holes.He did use the stock shifters.I do not
remember anything about the drive shaft.
Good Luck!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>David Reuter
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8484 NEXT>8497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk...Diamond wheels..how much are they,what offset,and how long to get them ???
Thanks in advance,David
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8484 NEXT>8500 8503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perkm715,
I talked with Bill at Diamond Racing Wheel and went the same route that you did.I
should be receiving the wheels anytime and have found the Firestone tires locally.Bill
said that mounting the Firestones on the wheels would be a liability issue for the tire store
and they would probably not do it.Questions:Did you mount the tires yourself?Was it a
bugger to do it?What tubes should I ask for?
Thanks for any info you can give me.
wkld@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8488 NEXT>8496 8502 8504 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just finished this install on my 67 M715.
I went to the local compressor shop and got a pressure switch,backflow preventer valve,
pressure relief valve,and an air filter.
Spin the compressor to determine the intake.I used the A/C hoses to run to the body and
mount the filter.A Sears lawn mower filter will work also.Put a brass Tee in the intake
line with a plug.Open the Tee ocassionally and slip it some Slick 50.
On the pressure side it helps to lay everything out and go to a good hardware store or
Home depot and get all the 3/8"and 1/4"brass you will need.Run the pressure hose from
the compressor to the body then mount the pressure relief valve.Then the back flow
preventer valve.This prevents the pressure escaping back thru the compressor.The
mount the pressure switch.After that a Tee with a hose out thru the grill,and the other
side of the tee to the pressure tank.I used steel 3/8"line on the frame to the tank.If you
do this you will need 3/8"flare to 1/4"pipe adaptors.Auto stores have these.Or you ca
use hose and route it carefully.
Put a switch on your dash and run 12volt power to one side.The other side to the pressure
switch.From the pressure switch to the pump.Voila...air system.Make sure your tank.has a drain so you can burp the
water out of it now and then.
I did a similar conversion on my CJ and it has worked for 5 years now.Also did one on
my 88 Cherokee.Air tools etc work fine.Some compressors are different than others.
Some swear by the York piston compressors.Me I think the CJ/Cherokee radial
compressor was fine.The GM you are talking about is probably the same one I am using
on the 715.Time will tell how it works out.
SUBJECT>alternator POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8513 8521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,i just received a m715 as a gift from by best friend.the truck was running fine,
until two days ago when the batteries stopped charging.i dont know if it is the alternator
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or could it be the voltage regulator?where can i find what i need?
SUBJECT>Re:spline count on a 700r4 POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most are 27.I believe that some where 30 spline on the later models.Better check that.
Mine is a 27 spline from a 89 model tranny.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Who sells the cheapist detroit locker POSTER>BRIAN SALAZAR
EMAIL>BRIANS@EDRPRO.COM DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8469 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAN YOU TELL ME HOW TO CONTACT THIS PLACE,I PUT A 87 CHEVY DANA
60 ON THE FRONT AND A EARLY DODGE DANA 70 ON THE REAR I NEED
LOCKERS BAD PLEASE HELP ME IN MY TIME OF NEED..
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent post!!!
The only thing I can add is that one of our members who did this a few years ago,added a
preoiler to the intake side of the ac compressor and a filter to catch the dirt and humidity.
Pics of this setup would be nice for future reference.They can be sent to me at
brute4c@yahoo.com
Thanks!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I have the 20x7 Diamond sport wheel,that is the one with five holes in it.I paid
$170.00 each,I think they went down to $150.00 on the group buy.The backspace is 3.5.inches,it took about three
weeks to get them.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug dana 70?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>8485 NEXT>8508 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
bowtie,
I knew there had to be some reason it wouldn't work.We were just B.S.ing at work and
came up with that theory and figured I'd run it up the flagpole and see if the Zone saluted
it before I lost any knuckle skin finding out on my own.As always,thanks for the vast
knowledge.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Seats for sale POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some grey heated bucket seats with mount included.These are brand new that
came with my m715.They have a few slight scratches on the mount and plastic side peice
from the trip home,but outherwise are in great new condition.I would like to get 300.00
for both +shipping but as always that's negotiable.I figured i would offer them here proir
to ebay.I can have picks by Sunday to send out.Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8491 NEXT>8515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,Why is there a liability issue?Anyway I had them mounted at a local garage by
hand,they went on fairly easy,soap up the bead real good and just take your time and do it
with a buddy,and extra set of hands armed with a pinch bar or two will make things go
together way more easy.Go with 18''farmall tubes for tractors because the 9.00-20 tubes
have valve stems about 4''long,they will stick out way too far and could be torn off whe
four wheeling,be careful not to rip or pinch the tube.Good luck!You are going to love
this set up,the traction is unreal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>327 and a 700r4.....POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 700r4 and a 327 sbc-my question is this-does anyone know what flex plate to use
in this setup?The flex plate that came on the 327 will not work!Can I use a 350 sbc flex
plate instead or would that throw everything out of balance?Thanks in advance!!!!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.SWEET!Thanks Bill!
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at
2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8476 NEXT>8546 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
how did you make out is it what you wanted .thanks wally
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8487
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Please post the info on the e-brake.I swapped out my transfer case and am looking for
info on a brake setup.thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug dana 70?POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8498
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie from the other site has converted them before.He has a list of all the parts you will
need.Early 70's dodge pickup parts if I remember right.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>custom vanity plates POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8511 8514 8516 8520 8556 8557 8563 8568 8574 8817 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey everyone,So my tags are due and I was tossing around some different vanity plates.I
wanted to ask you all for your opinion.I live in Orygun so I am limited to 6 letters or
numbers.Do any of you guys have anything that would be interesting?I thought 45 MAX
would be funny.What do ya think???Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>tsj1209
EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8488 NEXT>8529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct if I am wrong.Bill is right about about the slick 50 oil.Doesn't the ac compresor
use the freon ase a lubricant?If it lasted 5 years listen to him.
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My license plate is "BRUTE4C"because that is my trucks nickname,BRUTE FORCE.
So choosing a nickname is a possibility.Also with your user name you could go with
"KAISER"or something like "6x M715",the x being the 2nd digit of the year.
I do like the "45 MAX"idea,gets the point out!!
One member was looking for a nickname for his truck a while back and his name is
David,so I suggested "GOLIATH"which worked for him.
Pretty much anything goes but creativity rules..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:327 and a 700r4.....POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a 350engine-350 turbo flex plate would be the same
SUBJECT>Re:alternator POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8493
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need friends like that can't help you on the question
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Hippie EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
April 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For my Arkansas plates i picked 68 M715 and like it.Just my 2 cents worth.
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8500 NEXT>8528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info on the tubes.I have changed tractor tires by hand before and didn't
like it much.At least these won't be loaded with chloride!
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
April 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509 NEXT>8517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always liked LUGNUT !!!
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8516
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine will say "RHINO"here in a month (I'm waiting for the North Carolina Antique
Tag).However,latley I've been picking my kids up after work and forced to dive through
5PM traffic,So it might say something like:"GO AROUND"or "PASS ME"
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8487
NEXT>8543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the same swap and It's not too hard to mount the 205 in new brackets using the stock
crosspieces and some angle iron,especially if you have a welder.The more time
consuming parts are getting new yokes to fit (you may or may not have to do this,I did
b/c I went with 1410 U-joints),and converting it to a twin shift transfer case,b/c it's not.originally.If you need
info on this,I will be glad to help,it's relatively easy yet time
consuming.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Case of the missing octane.POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
4 April 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8524
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I don't run the engine on my truck every couple of days,the engine has to be reprimed
and I can see there is no fuel in my fuel filter.Is this because of a hole in the line,because
I cant find one any place or could the fuel pump be leaking backwards or something.Any
ideas?How is the best way to check for fuel leaks?I've just been lighting matches next to
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suspected areas to see if I blow up.Just kidding.Any ideas would be appreciated.Thanks
-Chris
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509 NEXT>8553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not mine but I like UP N OVR !
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:alternator POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8493
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter8.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter8.html
The alternators used on these trucks,stock,have the regulator built in to the alternator.I
the online manuals section linked at the top of the page there is a section that may be of
help.I have included a link below to the main alternator repair page which has testing
procedures outlined.
Most alternator shops are not equipped to rebuild these alternators and they are
expensive.If you need one,post and there are members who know where to get them,I
don't have it off the top of my head.
Let us know what you find.
brute4c
SUBJECT>new shirts POSTER>new shirts EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at
7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8523 8540 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
looks like a close race on the new shirts.We need some more votes for no.2
It is truely the best.
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>vote yes for shirt #2 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
April 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8522 NEXT>8525
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must agree
SUBJECT>Re:Case of the missing octane.POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8519 NEXT>8593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds to me like it is backfeeding through the pump.I'm not sure how you would test
this other than opening the pump and inspecting the diaphragms,but it might work to run
the truck and as soon as you turn it off,take off the fuel line on the rear of the pump,inlet
from the tank,and hold a can there and see if it runs out until the filter is empty.I would
think it shouldn't but I haven't actually done this.My tank has been removed,sandblasted,
rhinolined,12 volt sender installed and put back in the truck with all new fuel line to the
pump.I hope to be hooking up the new '00'battery cables on Saturday and priming the
system with fuel and starting it up.I could test this at that time if you want as I will have
all the tools out to do it anyway,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8523
NEXT>8533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#2 the winner!!!!!!#2 rocks!!!!!!#2 kicks booty!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL M-715 POSTER>superskone EMAIL>superskone@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,4 April 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8174
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?DO you have some pics?
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>frank EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 April
2002,at 11:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8463 NEXT>8537
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a set being sold on ebay.These are the shackles on the bumper in front and back.
2 @$26.00 as of tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>wally EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 3:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8515
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gee bill weres my muffler buddy and how about the exaust brakets a yugo muffler just
doesnt work for me.wally
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
5 April 2002,at 3:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8510 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yah bill davis is full of hot air he needs to be cool some how cause it sure aint with his
parts and his info.wally
SUBJECT>Re:m725 shimmies POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,
at 3:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8375 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.any body for a muffler thats been adapted from a yugo to a m715 it works so says bill
davis its about as big as a lunch box in good shape except for the poor welds on the pipes
that were cut and shoved in .wally
SUBJECT>missing posts POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 3:40
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
missing some posts wonder were they are going .it could be all we read how BIll davis
sold a exaust system and it aint no good .have lots of time to start posting one after
another for years .I speak the truth about what I know and I have proof .I dont want any
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one on the this site affected by bad deals it will hurt every one on this site at one time or
another and we all would rather spend money on truck parts that are what they were
supposted to be and for .I hope this post sets things right.dont sell bad parts I will be
watching I love my trucks and i like to work on them .ASE certified state lisince for
inspections .good luck and safe buying get pictures to you soon .wally
SUBJECT>to brute ,,pictures POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at
3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
of my 725 and 715 do I send them to your web address on this site .wally
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8525
NEXT>8562 8573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#two is not bad,Only one problem ,I'm in the military so #one works best.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8488
NEXT>8551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I am a day late on this,but yeah,I did a very similar set up on my CJ and am
working on the same for my m715.Instead of adding slick 50 thru a T,I simply put a air
tool oiler on the intake.I just fill it every now and then.Mine too has lasted over 5 years
and works fine.You will need a large reserve tank to successfully run air tools.Some
require quite a bit of flow to keep up.And I ordered most stuff through McMaster Carr
for next to nothing.Simple check valve will work for the backflow.I also put a guage on
my dash with indicator light so I could watch things while it ran just to be safe.I have
quick disconnects in the line on each side,front and rear.Tube bumpers with welded
seams works good for additional tank space and a place to mount the disconnects.He is
right about the drain too,very important.Lots of water will build in this system.This can
cause rust inside the tanks and make for a nasty scare when she blows up.
SUBJECT>thanks for the advice guys(engine removal POSTER>Kevin
EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to say thanks for the advice on the engine removal.Never met any of you,but.it's nice to know ya have
folks looking out for ya.
About that other question...with the 230 coming out,I have no use fo r it and was
wondering what the best route to sell it off is and also what to expect for worth.It runs
fine,complete with everything including bell housing,and I'd like to unload it.It should
be out in the next few days or so.Typical oil leak at the front timing cover,but other tha
that,ok.
Thanks in advance.
Kevin
SUBJECT>new site POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 April
2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Another Q for ya.How do i set this up to come automatic to my email like the last one
was?
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8527 NEXT>8549 8558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some extras that I will sell for 10 bucks if anyone wants them.
SUBJECT>Re:to brute ,,pictures POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8532
NEXT>8542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send to brute4c@yahoo.com and I'll get them up for you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>24V to !2V e.t.c.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a question regarding a 12V set up i would like to do.I've read through the FAQ
section several times but still have some questions.I would like to run 12V to headlight,
taillights,and dash,but keep engine 24V.I thought i would but additional battery under
hood for all 12V stuff but i'm not sure how to charge it.The other question is that i would
like to keep the military gauges.Is there a way to switch all these to 12V?,or as is in the
FAQ section how would it work keeping them 24V with converter,but then eventually
switching to 350 engine.Are there senders available in 24V.I would prefer to switch
gauges to 12V if possible.I would really appreciate any awnsers or suggestions,but i'll
need my hand held as i'm not an EE.Thanks Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 6:05
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8522 NEXT>8544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disagree.....#1 is by far the best......
SUBJECT>Re:thanks for the advice guys(engine removal POSTER>kevi
EMAIL>kswa@metro1.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 8:05 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>8535
NEXT>8576
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?
Any idea on price?
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Thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:to brute ,,pictures POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,
at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8538 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks should be tonight or tommorrow.wally
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8518 NEXT>8592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JeepClown,
You converted a divorced 205 to a twin stick as in modifying the shift rails?On mine I
see where the two holes are on the top of the case.But they can't pull out like they do on a
married 205.They look to be a lead or some such plug.How did you do your twin stick
conversion?
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Paul S.EMAIL>psfm@toad.net DATE>Friday,5
April 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamjSq2T54NkA
PREVIOUS>8540 NEXT>8548 8575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not make both available??
SUBJECT>Re:24V to !2V e.t.c.POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8539
NEXT>8547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first battery in your 24 volt system is 12 volt.This is the one that has the ground wire
to the frame.If you tap off the positive post of the first battery you will have 12 volts.
Take a meter and see.Because you will be pulling more current from this battery than the
two batteries as a whole,it is very possible that the first battery will wear out faster.Also
understand that wire sizing is different between 12 and 24 volts.12 volt wires need to be
bigger,as a rule,because the amperage is doubled for the same wattage of output.If your
wiring is sound then you will probably be okay.Just don't mount a rack of lights and
expect the 24 volt wire to run them.Stewart Warner makes 12volt gauges that are similar
to the military gauge,but I like the military gauges better.
I did just the opposite and put in a 91 Fuel injected 350 chevy.The motor and engine
harness are 12 volt and everything else in the chassis is 24 volt.I did this to preserve the
military gauges and military lighting.The 24 volt gauge senders are plugged into the 350
motor.So far so good..SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8506
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll let you know for sure when it arrives next week,but they said it does have the jeep
stamping.
SUBJECT>gauges work on 12V?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8545
NEXT>8552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply Bill.Has anyone used the military gauges at 12V.Aren't they all just
variable ground type senders so by reducing the voltage being supplied won't they still
work fine (atleast like they use to)?ANY help is greatly appreciated.Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Chase EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at
11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8544 NEXT>8550 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
id buy one of both
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8537
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will buy 3 of them if you have them.Are they complete with pins?
Please email me at lrogosin@msn.com Thanks Larry
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Friday,
5 April 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8548 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too.
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the idea of the pre-oiler.I think I will try that.I used to run the output thru a
separator and run the drain back to the intake.This worked for cycling the oil but it also
cycled water so I gave up.Thanks for the idea!
SUBJECT>Re:gauges work on 12V?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The MIL senders will work with 12V gauges.The hard part is finding gauges that match
the MIL's resistance.I do have the specificatins if that will help.
TEMP SENDER:2000ohms@120 F
900 ohms@180 F.450 ohms@220 F
300 ohms@260 F
FUEL SENDER:30 ohms full,15 ohms 1/2,0 ohms empty
OIL PRESSURE:0 ohms =0 psi
12 ohms =30 psi
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30 Ohms =60 psi
50 ohms =90 psi
90 ohms =120 psi
DIVIDE PSI BY 2 FOR 60 PSI GAUGE.
The big one to find is the fuel gauge to match the MIL sender.I was told that early 60's
GM products use this resistance.Though you can find aftermarket senders that will match
up to the screw pattern on the fuel tank.Stewart Warner I think.
As far as the temp and oil I would just use mechanical gauges.
Of course the voltmeter is self explanitory.
Another company to look at Faria.They have the current MIL contract for 24V gauges.
Their 12V gauges seen to match up pretty well as far as looks.
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8520 NEXT>8555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about NOTAHMR!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>vanity plates POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for those out there lucky enough to live in a state that requires a rear plate only i can make
a plate you may be able to run on the front of your rigs.these are vacuumn formed plastic.i
usually can get the blanks in the same design as your state plate,although the
manufacturer has discontinued some states.i make these with block letters(other script is
available).i believe i can do seven or possibly eight letters(been a while since i made any).
these come with a clear bubble cover(bug shield).i can print these with several different
colors(on the letters).these sell for $20.each plus shipping.if anyone is interested contact
me or i may be able to send picts.these are the same size as your regular plates,but are for
novelity use only.they should last for a long time &not have to be replaced each year(i
think state issued vanity plates are only valid for one year).too,these can be mounted on
the rear of your ride as long as you have your state issued plate properly mounted(these
are for novelty use only)
i also make military style "dog tags"for anyone interested.
i apologise for thi long winded post.
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Since we have been invaded by pavement scraping 64
chevys how
about.....NOLWRDR....that should get the idea across on a Saturday night on main street.
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have tried to get SUVMYAS.But they won't give it to me.Anyone know why?:)
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PREHUMV REAL4WD BITEME MUDME CNVRTBL
You need to live in a state with seven letters!
SUBJECT>Re:Tie down shackles POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8537
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
How many do you have?I'd like two,and maybe four after I think about it for a while.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8484 NEXT>8567 8569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perkm715 where in site exactly is your truck what mph does it like with tall rubber do
they have a lot om momentum when slowing dowm?What backspacingetc??I wish you
would post order on site so i could get same specs as yours,i can not wait to see pictures
of you fine machine,how do you become member of this zone?i am not real good in chat
rooms and have eye damage from hose blow off from 150 ton sprocket puller other day,
is getting better but hard to read,wacked glasses and i need them to see close up thanks
james texas
SUBJECT>photos of perkm715 where on site help?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are the pictures of perk m715 with the 20 inch wheels and firestones also how do
you become member of zone thanks james texas new and wormy
SUBJECT>Re:photos of perkm715 where on site help?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8560 NEXT>8566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey james what part of texas are you in?.SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8533
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am with Rick #1 Is the BEST !!!16 years +service and still going.
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SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IEATKDS
SUBJECT>attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8565 8571 8577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been a member of this club since 99 and i think i have a right to say something on
behalf of everyone..KISS AND MAKE-UP !!
WALLY:if you feel you have been treated wrong,email bill and tell him.i am tired of
having to wade through countless posts about yugo mufflers.
BILL:if you sold this man the wrong part,take it back.
i work in a large warehouse and sometimes i send someone the wrong part by mistake.
then i tell them i am sorry and take back the part.then i send them the right part or a
refund/credit.it's not hard,so what if you lose a little money for freight costs as long as
everyone is happy.
thank you
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8564 NEXT>8570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,only krob was much more diplomatic than I would have been.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:photos of perkm715 where on site help?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8561 NEXT>8628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
south texasm181 and 59 but live and work in el indio own ranch woodsboro tx and
skidmore where are you friend
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,My photos are in the members photo gallerys.To join this club you should contact
Brute4c,he is the cheif cook and bottle washer of this zone,and dose a damn fine job.First.of all my truck isn't
stock,it has lockout hubs,that makes most of the drag problem go
away.The engine is a built 460 Ford big block.It likes to rev at 2500 RPM,@55 MPH
with stock 5.88 ring and pinions and the 41''tall Firestones.The backspacing of the wheel
is 3.5 inches,don't go any more than that or the tire will stickout beyond the fender.Good
luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have ONLY1JP on my 67',but have kicked around a few others.Maybe EXGRUNT,
GRUNTRK,WARMCHN,M715KSR,just to name a few!
SUBJECT>Re:9x20 inch wheel diamond racing POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All you have to do to join is click on "Register to become a Member"above and follow
the directions.If you have a problem,email me at brute4c@yahoo.com
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 April 2002,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wally,
I just read your message on you preparing to post one message after another "for years".I
can understand your being upset,but with all due respect,this is a club,not a battlefield.I
had a similar problem awhile back,and filled the persons mailbox,so as not to affect
others.It worked!Good luck with your resolution!
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 2:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8564 NEXT>8572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To all zone members,
I am sorry that all of you have had to read this crap.Wallace Osterhaudt,aka "Wally",has
flaming me pretty good lately.I have not responded in the zone because I felt this was
NOT the place for this discussion.Obviously he feels otherwise.Because of his
acusations and slander,I feel it is only fair that you know the facts.I sold "Wally"a
exaust system for a M715.It was almost new.It had all the right pieces and flanges and
bolted to a fording pipe.Anyway he sent a check with no questions and I sent him the
complete system.After he received it he said that the muffler was wrong and wanted
money back.I said that it worked for me and if he didn't like it he could ship it back for a
FULL REFUND including his shipping.I made this offer twice.He wanted me to send
him money first,before he shipped it.Common business practice does not work that way.
You all know that.I cannot speak to his motives and ethics for not returning the exaust,
only that I never received it and never heard another word from the man until I see these
ramblings after some of my posts.This is a problem between me and "Wally".I.understand that the M715 zone is a place
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to share ideas and ask for help.It is not a place
for people to carry on personal vendettas.Again,I am sorry that all of you have bee
involved.Peace.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>wally EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8571
NEXT>8584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid for the parts and you sent me the wrong parts pipes are in GREAT shape the
muffler is wrong.send me a bank certified check just like I sent you for 125.00 and I
WILL pay to have it shipped back to you .I had to pay you for them before you sent them
well there you are .that is how buisness is done .I live right next to shipping and its ready
to go slap a sticker from ups and it is on its way .wally
SUBJECT>Re:FYI on new shirts POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The military line is being removed and replaced with "No you can't drive it."
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509
NEXT>8579 8591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I am thinking about is MILSPEC.On my modified CJ-7 I have JPTHRIL
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8544 NEXT>8578 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am not able to offer both due to costs that the screen printer charges to do the artwork
for the printing process.Just to do the art work for one is over $100.00 and that is
included into the shirt price.If I had more artwork done I would have to raise the costs of
the shirts and I don't really want to do this.My goal is to make one shirt affordable to
everyone.
Thanks for the input.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:thanks for the advice guys(engine removal POSTER>Kevin
EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8541 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located in Hagerstown,MD.Real close to the I-70 and I-81 interchange.
Price???That's what I am asking you guys.I may just stick it on ebay if no one here is
interested.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Marc Feldma
EMAIL>laztstraw@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aawmFqAMeeRb2 PREVIOUS>8564 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I second that second.Frankly,I would not neccessarily aim your disgust at Mr.Davis as
he seems to be fair and friendly.From what I have read into this,it is quite obvious that
this Wally character hasn't enough sense to find resolve in his conflict.If you can't use the
muffler,then why keep it.Planning on restoring a Yugo?Send it back and accept the
offer.You might be surprised and find out that a new acceptable part will arrive in its
place.If not,chalk it up as a learning experience.Judging by the spelling and grammar,
I'd say they have been few and far between anyway.Irregardless,my friend and I are
preparing a restoration of a 715 and really enjoy the usefulness of this site.Jibberish such
as this only clogs the path of information to people who really want it.Otherwise,
someone might look rather silly driving around in an olive drab Yugo with a big star on
the hood.Quietly,of course.
To all the rest,I apologize for not being very tactful,but I know some of you were
thinking it,and someone had to say it.
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8575
NEXT>8629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,you have done a great job.Just wanted to say thanks.Will
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8574
NEXT>8600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,great ideas you guys!Yes I wish I was in a seven digit state.Seems like all the
good ones are seven digits or more.Some of your posts had me laughing out loud.I will
find something.Keep up the great ideas though...Like to see more...Kaiserjeeps...(AL)>...
SUBJECT>Need Southwind Corp PH number POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how to get ahold of Southwind Corporation?They made the gas
heaters in our trucks.What state are they in?I guess they are a division of Stewart Warner
Corp.My heaters working fine,I just have a few questions for them.
THX........kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Team Trophy Challenge 2002 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all check this site out teamtrophychallenge.com
This is an event I help put on every year that takes place just outside of portland in the
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Tillimook state forest.This is the area I mentioned a few weeks ago for hosting a western
FE.This event is an absolute gas.A team is two rigs four guys or girls...For two days
straight 30 teams will scramble through the woods on hard trails meanwhile completing
various tasks and challenges to get that first place trophy.Warn being local contributes.the trophy and lots of door
prizes.Sunday there is a runoff at the base camp for the top
five to eight teams.Good spectating there.The event and trails are based on short wheel
base so you will see rovers,broncos,jeeps,suzuki's,land cruisers,hybrid rigs ect..If
anybody has the weekend of May 18th and 19th open an is interested in seeing this event
send me an email.I can set you straight on the best spectating...Kaiserjeeps...(AL)..
SUBJECT>seat frames for sale POSTER>frank EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Selling 2 seat frames,(metal)left and right side in good condition.You can pick up or I
will ship UPS.Buyer pays shipping.They are located in NY.Asking price is $100 a pair.
Thanks
SUBJECT>photos of fording pipes and and its parts POSTER>frank
EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like photos of fording pipes and its parts on members trucks or when used i
military.Also a parts list of for fording pipe application.Thank you Frank
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8572 NEXT>8590 8597 8598 8609 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
First of all Wally,I have NEVER seen a place that sends the money back before the item
is returned.Second,I don't see how this isolated incident IN ANY WAY should be on
MY website plugging up and changing the atmosphere of the message board from
friendly to argumentative.Third,you have several times posted insulting comments
toward Bill after he has done nothing more than tried to answer a question to help
someone...and given good advice by the way....Fourth,do you really think that there is no
one else on this board who hasn't at some time or another felt he got the short end of the
stick,either real or imagined?Do you see them whining and slandering people all over
the site?I have here the entire email list of your dealings on this exhaust with Bill and I
also know about the way you tried to derail the sale of another members 715 through,at
best,greasy tactics.Bill has been more than fair with you and if you want your money
back,and you are of legal age and sound mind,try doing what EVERYONE ELSE ON
THE PLANET DOES,SEND BACK THE PARTS AND GET YOUR MONEY BACK
OR QUIT YOUR WHINING,BUT DO IT OFF MY BOARD!!!!
You didn't get the hint that your posts were out of line when I started deleting them?Keep
it up and more steps will be taken.
If you choose to never come back and pollute this site with these childish antics again,no
one will be more pleased than I.
Am I being rude,maybe,do you deserve it,ABSOLUTELY.
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
Founder,President,and Co-Webmaster,The M715 Zone
(Think about it,without me,you wouldn't have this forum for such stupidity to be posted.on.....)
SUBJECT>Re:photos of fording pipes and and its parts POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8583 NEXT>8589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The online manuals,linked above have shots of the whole kit,try these links:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_3.html
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section6.html
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/familiar.html
The 3rd link has a great shot of the fording system in action...enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Grill Insert POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:50
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know if the M-715/725 was equiped with a grill insert to cover the
radiator?If so,any leads where I can find one?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Grill Insert POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,6 April
2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8586 NEXT>8588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chili,The M715 does not use one of these.That is for the civilian models.======
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Grill Insert POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8587
NEXT>8729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you need or want some thing to protect the radiator a little better than the stock slats
here's an idea,and it looks pretty military as well.
I cut a piece of aluminum expanded metal (like the type you find on screen doors)to size
and inserted it in front of the slats on the grill guard and tucked it up real nice into where
the slats are are welded to the tube.
Then I used my bride plate to bolt it down on one side and used a couple of small "U"
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bolts to hold it down on the other.With everything painted the same way you can hardly
tell it is there.If you do happen to see it,it looks like it came that way.
The if I need to get to my oil cooler or the light's wiring all I have to do is take out the
brush guard's top 4 bolts and loosen the lower ones and flip the guard out.No messing
with grill assemblys.
Just an idea,hope it helps
SUBJECT>Re:photos of fording pipes and and its parts POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8585 NEXT>8596 8608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been telling Brute I'll send along a copy of the installation instructions for the the.fording kit,so he can
scan them in for us all.The drawback is I'm waiting to get some
pics back with my kit installed on my rig,so he can scan those for me as well.
Hope to have those out this week.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>J
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8584 NEXT>8674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"BRAVO"!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8574
NEXT>8631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about UGLYDK (ugly duck)or UGLYDKLN (ugly duckling)
Just my 2 cents.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8543
NEXT>8599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take your 205 out of the truck,remove the pto cover,remove the detent ball and spring
from under the range shifter bolt,tap out the range shifter plug and roll pin into the case,
Dump them out the pto cover hole,use a wire to hold the shift fork in place,Remove
Range shift rail,grind the rail about a quarter inch more from the bottom detent,and
about a half inch more (on the angled side while still angling)from the front detent,
reinstall,attach shift linkages.Feel free to ask any other questions.
SUBJECT>Re:Case of the missing octane.POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8524
NEXT>8672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I bought a new fuel pump and it seemed to do the trick.
SUBJECT>HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8595 8602 8614 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I REALLY WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO KEEP MY
CANVAS TOP AND CARGO COVER CLEAN,I DONT THINK YOU CAN PUT IT IN
THE WASHER AND CLEAN IT THAT WAY.I ANYBODY HAS A GOOD WAY
WRITE IT BACK?I KNOW EVERY ONE WHO HAS A M715 WITH A CANVAS
CAB TOP COVER SHOULD KNOW THIS
THANKS CHRISTOPHER BENNETT
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 8:19 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8594 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I have done with the canvas top is clean it with Woolite...yeah the stuff in the
plastic bottle at the store....you want a fairly mild detergent,unless it is greasy or
something really bad,this will work fine.Use a short,stiff bristeled brush and scrub the
Woolite in...don't use something real coarse,a nylon type bristle works good.Basically
you want to clean it like you would clean a tshirt with a design you don't want ruined.
When your done washing,RINSE THOROUGLY to remove ANY soap,and let dry i
the sun or spreadout in the house.
Now you need to waterproof the top.What I have used is Preservo...the link below is to a
VW website that,I think,sells the stuff...it seems the site is being re-organized and it's
hard to figure if this stuff is for sale or not....if you go to any other page on the site,none
of the links will bring you back,but you can try or search elsewhere.Put your cleaned top
on the truch and take a paint brush,yeah they work perfect,and paint on the whole ca
onto the cab cover.It takes about 2 coats to cover the cab good,let it dry between coats.
For the bed,haven't done it,I would guess about 4 cans.This stuff,properly applied,will
prevent water coming in even in a pretty hard rain,been there,done that.
Goold luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:photos of fording pipes and and its parts POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good John,can't wait!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DITTO!!!!!!!!!!.Well done,Brute4c.Will
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SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea ,What he said.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8592 NEXT>8613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for answering.I'm comparing what you are telling to the pictures in the 4 Wheel
drive magazine several months ago.They were doing a Ford style 205.My 205 is already
out of the truck.
Here come the questions:Which shifter rail is for the range?
I see the bolt on top of the case and is above the shift rail for the front output.The.magazine says the bolt should
be nearest to the input/rear output shaft and this is the part
that confusing me the most.
Are Dodge/International 205's different than say Ford/GM 205's in respect to the shifter
rails?
How do you knock out the range plug &roll pin into the case when it has the shifter rail
under it?
Do you modify both shifter rails or just the one?
Confused in Merriam,KS
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8579 NEXT>8630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about "BUMPY","OLDSUV","MAXSUV".If you could get a seven letter
plate...."DONTASK".
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8488
NEXT>8605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to sound like a smarta__.But you could offer me some bucks and I would send you
an air compressor off of a tire truck.Complete with mounting plate and fan belt clutch.
It's been a while since I've looked at it but I think is a two stage Two cylinder.:)
But I do know the feeling of accomplishment after making stuff do what it was not
designed to do.Ain't it fun?:)
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Saturday,6 April 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8594 NEXT>8603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the water proof thing I have used a few things in my day.But I have not found
ANYTHING like Aqua-tie yet.It sprays on like Windex and your done.It's marketed to
boaters I think.It's silicone based so you wont be making a potential roman candle.
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>Jimmy Mac
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8602 NEXT>8610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know how well this works but I was told that Thomsons Water Seal for wood is
the same stuff that they use for canvas renewal.Came from a guy that repairs canvas.just
paint it on
SUBJECT>Last Day to vote for your favorite shirt.POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 4:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Today is the last day of voting for the shirts.I will try and get the ordering information up
ASAP,just waiting to see which shirt wins.
Thanks for all the support.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:A/C pump to Air Compressor POSTER>Larry
EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 5:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim how much do you want for the air compressor?Please email me at
lrogosin@msn.com Thanks
Larry
SUBJECT>Front bumpers POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
7 April 2002,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just found a nos front bumper.The man has a couple left.Price 125.00.America
military parts New Carlisle,IN.219-654-7002.He also has many smaller parts.Also
bought brand new complete heater unit still in box (last one).
SUBJECT>Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,The fuel pump was the cause of the fuel leaking backwards forcing me to prime it
every time.I bought a new fuel pump which was for a 454.(I am running a 427 bored 40
over,about 435 cubes).This pump works great and solved the runback,except it has a
return line and my previous one did not.I just plugged the return line.Now I have gas
leaking out of my carb.and filling the gullies of my intake manifold.Was it a bonehead
idea to block the return line,Is the 454 pump pumping too much gas for my Holley 650
double pumper,Is there some sort of seal leaking in the carb,or is it a mixture of all of
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these or something else.Thanks for any info or critisism.-Chris
SUBJECT>Re:photos of fording pipes and and its parts POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i remember ill try and scan them.....i have a scanner and instructions
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOO-YAH!!Well said Brute4c!
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.just my 2cents worth,but,i have a large military tent that i
wanted to water proof so,i
looked at an old can of Thompsons Water seal &it said it was good for canvas.not having
enough to do the entire tent i went to get more.the new stuff at the store did not mention
"canvas".so,i called the toll free #and asked about it.the rep.told me they no longer
recomended their product for canvas.
SUBJECT>cab top questions POSTER>matt hickey EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you guys send me any information you have from experience or otherwise about
the configuration of the soft top on 715s?Mine has had sheet metal and plywood attached
to the original bows at some point,and I am going to be restoring it to its canvas glory.
Main questions are:Does it fold down and store in the cab,or on the truck somewhere?If
so,how does one do this,and where is it stored and secured?As detailed information as
possible would be appreciated.
THanks!!
SUBJECT>WHEELS POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at
12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8620 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't know if anyone noticed but in this months four wheel &Offroad there was an
artical about a company out of South Dakota called Twisted Customs.They take a
Hummer 16.5 beadlocked wheel and weld the centers out of them and then put all new
centers in with any bolt pattern needed.The wheels come from Kaskar which you can buy
for 150 ea.and then send to Twisted Customs to have the work done.the only downside
is shipping.Sounds like a good idea to me.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8599 NEXT>8617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Today it rained a good while so I stuck the 205 in the rain and guess what I found the
infamous bolt head on the shift rail nearest the input &rear output shaft.It was
completely filled with hardpacked sand.2 hours of digging later I got the bolt head
sticking out for the first time since Watergate.Now comes another question that I've
never seen an answer to...you drive out the 1/4 freeze plug what do you do to reseal it
with?Or do you simply run a tap down through it and stick a bolt in it?How far does this
pin need to down into the case?
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU KEEP CANVAS CLEAN POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8594 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM GOING TO TRY THAST THIS WEEKEND THANKS JOHN
SUBJECT>Heater POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 April
2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I just bought a nos heater for my truckand it has very detailed instructions and one page of
diagrams.Brute4c if you are interested in posting this on the site send me your address
and I will mail you copies.I have no way to scan them.this was made for J-series trucks
and dated june 1963.
SUBJECT>Re:cab top questions POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the TM10 Manuual in the on-line manuals,link is above on this page.It will tell
you how to take it on/off and where to store the various items that go with it.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8613
NEXT>8643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 I used was from a Dodge.But it should still work with the others.The plugs are
not that long.Just use a punch a punch them straight down into the case.Trust me,it will
work.There is plenty of space between the case and the shift rail for it to fall out of the
way.This will expose the shift fork and rail.Move it around untill you see the roll pi
throuh the plug hole.Then use an approp sized punch to punch it out into the case as
well.As you remove the punch have a wire ready (a welding rod works very well for this)
to hold the shift fork from moving around as you pull the rod out.Grind and replace.It's
been a while since I did this,so bear with me.I took both shift rods out in order to clean,
this may have made it easier because of the interlocking pin in between.Just mess with it
untill it does what you want it to.Hope it helps feel free to ask more quest.-Chris
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SUBJECT>drag link POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1969 JEEP M725 i found a bad joint at the right front wheel on the drag link
end,does anybody know a after market part or #that will work.
thanks a bunch SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>Favorite suppliers?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8623 8624 8625 8682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As is seen from my posts i'm new to the m715 family and could use some help with
suppliers.I know with my 47 cj2a i had some for rare parts,and others for more common.
The main things i need are lighting,seals (body and mechanical),defroster ducts,heater
motor,heater cables,clutch cable,and other small type things.So far it seems like it is
either all nos,or used.If you have a supplier that seems to have it all please let me know,
i would really appreciate it.
Daniel.SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>Jimmy Mac EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,
at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8612 NEXT>8651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
also check with www.odgreen.com for hummer wheels
SUBJECT>A cab top idea...any thoughts?POSTER>John R.EMAIL>jwr@pop3.com
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's an idea that came to me,and I'm looking to see if anyone has attempted or
completed such a modification.
Basically-has anyone fabricated a better soft top support assembly that mimicks your
basic 'ragtop'car,along the lines of the Dodge Dakota convertible of a decade ago?
Unpowered,folding back onto itself,laying across the first 2 feet or so of the bed?
Looking at the many pictures of the M715s on the web (I don't own one yet),it seems that
it wouldn't be a very complex unit to build.
If someone out there has the tools and time,I'd be glad to assist in the design process.I
imagine it as one bow (upside-down 'U')at the rear edge of the roof,with a pivot at the
bottom of each side,allowing it to drop flat backwards onto the bed.At the top corners of
this bow,another 'U'bar is attached (the ends of this bar are pivots,connected at the rear
bow's top corners),reaching forward to the top of the windshield where simple brackets
(three?)support the U's bottom portion against the top of the windshield frame.The
canvas would attached with snaps (like a boat cover)along the w/s frame,and along the
sides of the 'U'bar,with extra canvas draping down at the sides(?)to keep water out of
the cab.
Naturally,realities of the M715's design would modify this plan,but that's the simplest
explanation of my idea.Any interest in someone doing such a mod?
SUBJECT>Wanted:Tornado Six Harmonic Balancer POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,
I'm in the process of resealing my Tornado Six &have found that my Harmonic Balancer
is cracked along the keyway slot.I need to purchase an uncracked replacement.Anyone
have such an animal?
For those that don't know;The Harmonic Balancer is the torsional damper that mounts to
the front end of the engine's crankshaft.The stamped steel pulley bolts to it.
I'm also looking for any fording kit parts,other than the intake &exhaust snorkles &the
brass plate that mounts to the dash.
Thanks,
Darryl
4-67 m715 w/winch
SUBJECT>Re:Favorite suppliers?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>bbadmonkey@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 5:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8619
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the Parts File in the menu to the left.You will find most of your answers there.:)
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:Favorite suppliers?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8619
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I buy almost all of my parts from A.B.Linn.As a second choice,I try Memphis
Equipment.Then Sam Winer Motors,in Akron,Ohio.There are others out there,but I
have no experience with them.A.B.is the least expensive &honest as the day is long.
I email him at:ablinn@cbiinternet.com.He does NOT take credit cards,though.
Another place to try is:Willys Overland Motors.They have a website.
Also,there is a magazine called Military Vehicles Magazine.There are a number of parts
sources in there.Plus a wealth of Olive Drab info.
Hope this helps,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:Tornado Six Harmonic Balancer POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have what you are looking for as far as the balancer!Email me!
SUBJECT>Re:Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8607 NEXT>8633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
probably is due to plugged return line.seems like i remember it is a little higher pressure.
if you want an automotive style pump in a 2 port config.look at 67 or so chevelle with
396.
SUBJECT>Re:photos of perkm715 where on site help?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in northeast texas about half way between texarkana and dallas (mt.vernon)where the
men are men and the sheep are nervous HA!
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8578
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pam,no matter which shirt wins the 'zoners owe you a big THANK YOU for your efforts
in getting this together.i don't know about everyone else but i forget sometimes how
much work something like this can be.
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>bowtiedave.EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8600 NEXT>8658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my personal fave....LFINO
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates (collecters vehicle)POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8591 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got collecters Vehicle plates for my truck.It dosent say anything cool on it But I dont
have to pay to license it and I dont have to buy tabs for it.IT also lowers the cost of my
insurance,I'm just not supposed to modify it in any way,haul anyting in the bed and I ca
only drive 10thousand miles in one year..I'm running a spring over 42in swampers and
use it to haul around my Quad.Cops dont say anything to me about it.Those 42's fit the
fenderwell so well they think that it is all original still.I found that out the hard way,got
pulled over.
SUBJECT>Chat!POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Sunday,7
April 2002,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chat is working on the yahoo site!come on in and join the fun we should be on line until
10pm central time.4-7-2000
SUBJECT>Re:Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8627 NEXT>8635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,it is due to the plubbed pump.i don't remember if you are running the original gas
tank,or using the orginal filler on the the driver's side bed.if you are mine has a hole i
the back of the metal ring that allows for a return.i think those returns are to allow the
engine the extra gas it needs when the secondaries opened up or other instances when you
need more fuel flow.if you don't want the return you may search for a new pump.i know
that small blocks have two types.the only difference is that one has a returnand the other
doesn't...maybe big blocks have the same.(on the side i know that there are more
differences than just a return,obviously they pump at different rates).hope it helps
roger
SUBJECT>Will Leaf springs from a J-series truck Work.POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the ride height The same?I'm sure it would give more flex as opposed to the stock
springs.and what have you guys who did a spring over done for front shocks.What
bracket did you have to move-cut?
SUBJECT>Re:Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,7 April 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8633 NEXT>8673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You could always keep the pump you have.Just run the
return line to where the stock
fuel tank vent is in the fuel filler neck.Then get a gas cap for an M38A1.This cap will fit
right on the stock filler neck.The only differance from this cap and the stock M715 one is
it has a vent built into the cap that you can close when needed for fording.Usually the
vent is just left open.
This is all well and good if you have the stock fuel tank and such.Hope it gives you
another option.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheeling in Colorado POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 2:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aapUiz1.vLPJA PREVIOUS>8306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to http://www.cfsja.org
You can also sign up for the email list at yahoogroups (cfsja@yahoogroups.com)to learn
about off-road excursions the club is going on.
JC Jones
SUBJECT>Re:doner vehicle....POSTER>JC Jones EMAIL>jcjones@jtruck.net
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 2:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aapUiz1.vLPJA PREVIOUS>8359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,somebody trying to make an M-715 look more like a J-10.I'm actually trying to
make my J-10 look more like an M-715.
JC Jones
SUBJECT>CRASH!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8639 8642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This should be good for a laugh:
I'm doing 40mph in 3 tons of M715.
A Geo Metro runs a stop sign and plows into the side of my truck.
I got a sidewall slice in a brand new TSL Bogger.
It got destroyed.Really,really impressively shredded.
The 715 tore the car off from the just infront of the front wheels and littered the street
with shards of Metro.It hit me hard enough to kick me sidways enough that I had to do
some fancy maneuvering to miss a mailbox as I got 'er stopped in in somebody's yard.
The cops and firecrew were all shocked to see the entirety of the damage done to the car
and amount of nothing done to the truck...as the car sits there flattened,shredded,and
drooling tranny fluid and antifreeze all over the road.I'm talking airbags deployed,
windshield busted,flat tire...impressive!I told the guy that he should really consider
himself lucky that he wasn't a couple of seconds faster and have had ME T-bone Him.
That'd of been ugly.I'm gonna get the bogger vulcanized and pick up a spare wheel...free
full-size spare!Good deal!Oh,the guy broke his hand and is otherwise ok.
Thought I'd share my Sunday afternoon..SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!!!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8638
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!!!!I love these machines!!!!
Mark
SUBJECT>Civilian distributor POSTER>Landoll EMAIL>alandoll@chatmaninc.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a civilian distributor for my 68 M-715.
I have two part numbers:
· NAPA --NRD 481646
· A1 ((Cardone)– 30--1646
Both of these distributors have a drive gear on the top end just under the housing.The
military distributor does not have a gear on it.
Are these the right ones?Will the gear run in the timing cover without causing any
problems?
Also the civilian model does not have the slotted adjustment tab that the military version
has.Will I need to find or make a fork to hold the distributor in place?
Thanks,
LANDOLL
SUBJECT>Bogger Question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>8644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do any of you fellers know if a stock truck will run the Super Swamper Bogger
37/13.00X16.5 size on our stock rims?If not,any suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!!!POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8638
NEXT>8647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We should take pictures of all the impressive carnage done by the m-series;post it to the
site and start a monthly vote.The winner should win a t-shirt.A snappy caption like
"What would you rather your kids/wife/dog
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8617 NEXT>8663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Once again thanks for the answers.Hopefully I'll get to do it tonight.You only ground on
one rail correct?
SUBJECT>Re:Bogger Question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8641
NEXT>8646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,because you can only put 16 inch tires on a 16 inch rim....unless you want severe
problems.As far as the height and width,those will work.I have seen up to a 38 inch tall,
13 inch wide tire on the stock rims.Those rub just slightly on extreme angles.Going to a
12 or 12.5 inch width pretty much eliminates this problem.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8640
NEXT>8648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This doesn't sound right to me...I have both systems at home as I did a civilian ignition
swap.The end of the shaft should be like a big straight blade screwdriver.This is
essential as the gear is on the oil pump drive and the distributor justs sets into a recess the
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shape of the shaft end.Any dist.with a gear on the end will not work as there is no other
gear for it to mesh with.
Look through the M715/M725 FAQ listed in the left menu of this page.There is info on
the civvy ignition swap as well as the stock dist.part number.If not let me know and I'll
post it again.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Bogger Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8644
NEXT>8649 8670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 37x13x16 boggers on the stock rims.No lift.Look great,fill in the fender opening
(left to right)completely,and do not rub at full lock.Gave my truck a great stance.
The 16.5 on a stock 16"would be really exciting...to say the least.
SUBJECT>Re:CRASH!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8642
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's not a bad idea.I wish I had a recording of the cop when he looked at my truck,the
back at the Metro.
Priceless!
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian distributor POSTER>Landoll
EMAIL>alandoll@chatmaninc.com DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8645 NEXT>8652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the quick response.
The distributors do have the large “screwdriver ” type drive at the end of the shaft,but
they also have a drive gear at the top just below the housing.
The part numbers listed in card index for the NAPA unit brings up this unit..Is there a way I could e-mail you an
image of these distributors?
Thanks,
LANDOLL
SUBJECT>Re:Bogger Question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8646 NEXT>8667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You wouldn't happen to have any photos would you?
I looked through the members pics and didn't see any.....
My last 715 had the standard Buckshots that everyone has for these and one day I got a
wild hair and turned the rims around.It looked really nice to me,but rubbed at full lock.
This new truck I figured I'd get a set of decent tires and am trying to find the right size.
Thanks for the suggestion,they look good and the price is right,
-B.
SUBJECT>12V to 24V converter POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought i would share this incase someone else was thinking the same thing.I was
thinking (not done yet)that i would like to throw a 350 in and convert everything to 12V,
the problem came when i wanted to keep the stock gauges.After some research i have
found there are some companies that offer dc converters which will take between 10-18v
input and output 24V.the amp ratings vary significantly but one rated at 600mA is about
129.00.Possibly cheaper than replacement gauges.Still have to check amps going to
gauges though.
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8620
NEXT>8660 8671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just curious what are you thinking about more?The run flat part of the wheel or the
beadlocks on both inside and outside?Personally i think they are perfect except no one
has gone to the next step,is there a 20 inch runflat with beadlocks on both inside and
outside?Is that what a combat rim is?I backed out over this question on a m37 vs m715
or power wagonw200 or 300.I am greedy,i want to find a 5 speed that is readily
available in truck transmission rebuilders shop and have a overdrive 5 th gear,some came
like that in the 70's behind gas engines and like bellhousings eyx 2 ton international with
390 and 5 speed,dodge 400 500 600 with 383 440 318 and 5 speed overdrive with pto
openings both sides for front and rear pto.I want it all plus would like to see some more
on the small aux tranmissions over/underdrives for 1 ton to 2 1/2 ton i have seen in my
short life,i want to run 9x20 inch beadlocks with armored guarded valve stems,i can not
beleive no one run what we do down here in brush country,usually a regular pipe nipple
welded to rim over the valve stem with threaded cap on top,to fill tire just unscrew cap to
get to valve stem.If you have ever walked 5 miles in mexico because you hit stem on
rocks or tire came off rim because it slipped going up mountain and spun rim on tire.ruining tube you get away from
monster widths.every village usually has 20 inch tubes
and 9x20 used tires,plus the height advantage raises the read end ratio to get milage,
there has got to be a common market for all three trucks,big 2 ton overdriven 5 speeds,
beadlocks and run flats for 9x20,and some gear head has got to figure out what small aux
transmission is small enough and wil stand up to rockcrawling,would like to have tires
like i see on fertlizer spreaders for swamp bogging down here,they have extreme offsetts
and are tortured everyday with overloads and gophers holes and then driven 40 miles to
coop,usually gmc with 4wd and 427 tall deck with fuller big 5 speed shifted with air,
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giving 10 speeds with overdrive if ordered with it or can be placed in it by gear head
driver.I ahve a 7000 gmc winch truck with 10 speed fuller but direct in high,427 tall and
10 hole budds,which can take a shorter and wider 22.5 inch rim,i have seen somebody
put 22.5 on m715 in photos,they are tremendous lugs and wide plus can get 6 8 14 10
plys anybody think like me out there in tire and wheel dreamland?thanks for this great
site,i almost gave up on 4wd but i think i am going to list photos numbers and builders of
the 5 speeds with overdrives both fuller and the 435s etc,i have got to find how to get
factory specs on the small auxicilly 3 speed brown-lipe,under .85 direct,over 1,25 i
think.thanks for listening.texas james
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8648
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please feel free to send images to:
brute4c@yahoo.com
I simply have no clue why there would be a gear up there...that is odd.
If you could measure the length of the shaft from the bottom of the plate that the
holddown stud goes through,to the bottom of the shaft,this will be helpful.
As few of these as were made in civvy form,it seems remarkable that anyone would have
them tolday,but stranger things have happened,I don't rule it out,it would be nice to
know that if mine every have shaft bearing problems or something else like that,that I
could cruise over to Napa and get one.
Awaiting your photos.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Will Leaf springs from a J-series truck Work.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I understand the civvy springs are a different length.I know the stock spring
rates are several times what the civvy ones are,rated in pounds per inch.The stock ratings
I have seen are in the 150-200 lb/in area.The 715's are over 600 in the front and over 750
in the rear.This rating figures out like this:
Take the leaf spring off and flip it upsidedown.Put on weight until it deflects 1 inch.That
is your lbs/in rating.
brute4c
SUBJECT>NP 205 questions POSTER>Mark EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.8687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A local shop has a divorced NP 205 from a '77 Dodge pick up for $300-is this a fair
price?Can the NP 200 yokes be installed on an 205?if not,what would I need to get and
what would an approximate cost be?I have already installed a Chevy smallblock and SM
465 and would like to finish updating the driveline.
Thanks
Mark
SUBJECT>new shirts?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks like it was a tie for no!and no2.What will be the tie breaker?Any Ideas?Just
curious,and thanks again for the effort pam.
SUBJECT>TH350?'s POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally pulled the T98 out this weekend,installed an empty TH350 case that I had laying
around for mock-up purposes.Does anyone have suggestions for a jack shaft?Should I
use a GM slip yoke,or is there some form of fixed yoke conversion to use?It's a tight
space and I only want to do this one time!Thanks in advance!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:TH350?'s POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8656
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going with a 700r4.I will be using a the slip yoke and stock jack shaft.If you need a
picture I will give you one!Kevin Braddock is the one who is talking me through the
swap!He knows what he is talking about.Might ask him any concerns you may have!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8630
NEXT>8661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey bowtiedave
what does it mean?LFINO?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8655
NEXT>8707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As of this moment the flag is up by one vote,though the poll was to close last night at
midnight.This poll cannot be stopped AND left on the page to view.I either have to
leave it as is or remove it..So as of midnight,the vote was tied and I feel this stands....so now what....I will try
to
talk with Pam as soon as I can reach her and see what we want to do...please be patient,
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an answer will come soon.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8651
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,are your fingers tired yet.Lol
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8658 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell if I know.But i am not Bowtie Dave
SUBJECT>12 volt starter POSTER>Jake M.EMAIL>bohara@wi.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8664 8706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a 12 volt starter that bolts up to the stock motor?I'm planning an
engine swap/12 volt conversion and have a short term starter issue.Hate to spend $200 on
an NOS unit and have no use for it before the summer is out.
Ignition is already 12 volt,so this probably puts the conversion happening now.
Thanks,
Jake M.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8643 NEXT>8675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Knocked the freeze plug out and found it.Then spent nearly 45 minutes trying to find the
pin.Tried like hell to pull the shaft out.I found it!!!!Its still in the shaft.Forgot about
knocking the pin out of the fork and ran out of time.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt starter POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8662
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 was made in a civilian and a military model.While these are not fully
interchangeable engines,the starters do interchange.You just need a civilian 230
starter....came on Jeeps,full size,and some of the utility series,from 1963 to 1965.
Happy hunting....they are not easy to find....
brute4c
SUBJECT>T-shirts...we have a tie...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 April 2002,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have contacted Pam due to there being a tie at the end of voting on the shirts.We have
decided on a tie breaker.7 very active,long time and trusted members have been chosen
to vote for their favorite.7 means no ties.Pam and I will not be included in this vote so as
not to influence it in any way.Pam will be emailing these members and tallying the votes
and posting the results.
We couldn't think of anything more fair and although we thank everyone who voted,we
have to wait a little longer for the final result.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12V to 24V converter POSTER>Bill Davs EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8650
NEXT>8669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I have the same thing.It is called a top charger.This one puts out much more tha
600ma,more like 30a.It takes in 12 volts from the Delco alternator and puts out 24 volts
to charge the second or "top"battery.The automotive electric shop I got the thing from
said that they use it on cement mixers that have an auxiliary motor that is started with 24
volts.They also warned me that the GM alternator might have problems if to big a load
was placed on the 24 volt side.Just more info for you...
SUBJECT>Re:Bogger Question POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8649
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am currently running 38.5x11x16 on mine and have no lift and no problems.Boggers
are great,just keep em moving...they like to flat spot on that heavy truck.
SUBJECT>We must be underestimating the value...POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Want a good laugh,check out ebay item 1820045262 -looks like we have been severely
underestimating the value of our trucks!
SUBJECT>Re:12V to 24V converter POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8666
NEXT>8685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If possible could you give me a manufacturer and PN,and if you recall the approximate
cost.That sounds like a better deal.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Bogger Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8646
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm working on it.If you read the "crash"post,I lost a bogger to a Metro on Sunday and
won't be taking any three legged pictures...I had just lined up a digital camera too,darn it!
Soon fellas...I can't wait to get them up!
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>8651
NEXT>8727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a farm supply and get the tires filled with that foam stuff.I seen guys with 'spray
trucks'with chunks of tire missing and sticks/stalks sticking outta the sidewalls.
Oh,I did run across some old military 18"beadlock rims at a surplus.I forget however,
what one of our members thought it may be off of.
SUBJECT>Re:Case of the missing octane.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,if I may ask,why wouldn't the truck start on the fuel that was already in the carb??
Mine does the same thing,overnight the fuel runs back out of the filter.It always start in
3 seconds of cranking and the filter immediatly fills right up.Granted,your pump may
have been bad,but I'm still wondering why it wouldn't start.The gas cannot run out of
cab past needle.
Maybe I should just get back to work.
SUBJECT>Re:Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8635 NEXT>8712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always order parts for 396/427 chevelle and usually don't have any problems.I have a
427 and 600 holley and a high volume 396,two port,pump.On the highway,and
accelerating I've never had a fuel problem.I know it's only a 600,but figuring it came off,
or was originally intended for a high performance holley carb...I'm not worried.I will,
however,DUMP THIS SET UP,as soon as I come across the right deal on a tbi,or if I
get a Holley Pro-Jection.I'm sick of the off camber load up from the holley.PLUS,my
10,000#winch is now hydraulic operated...if it rolls,or sticks on an off camber and stalls,
I'm sunk.With the injection it'll run upside down and I have the time,until it burns up the
bottom end,to grab hold of something and get out.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:WALLY &BILL DAVIS POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8590
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
RELOAD!!!!RELOAD!!MORE AMMO!
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8663 NEXT>8680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Knocked the pin out of the shifter fork and removed it
from the case.The shifter rail wont
come out.I sprayed the area down with carb cleaner to get any road grit out of the area.I
look down through the hole that the spring and ball sat in and I see two notches on the
rail.But it still wont come out.I tried tapping the rail with a bronze hammer I have and it
stops in same place each time.The shifter fork slides back and forth smoothly so I dont
think the rail is bent.So what have I forgotten?
SUBJECT>Re:We must be underestimating the value...POSTER>Cliff morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8668 NEXT>8847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep
I saw that.I or we should hope he can sell it for that.
Later Cliff
SUBJECT>body bushings POSTER>Adam EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hidy hoo
Does anyone know of a good source for new body mount bushings?
Stock will work but I would like somthing in urithain.
Thanks,Adam
SUBJECT>Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TSJ1209
Have you received your locker yet?I ordered mine the next day and was told by ED it
may take a while.
Rick
SUBJECT>Detroit locker POSTER>kevin EMAIL>kswa@direcpc.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 April 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8688 8689 8693 8705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking about putting a detroit locker in the front and back of my M715 and as I
currently do not have hubs and I do have manual steering.I have a couple questions.
1.On the road in 2wheel drive I'm expecting little difference in the way it drives?This
assumption is based on I have a cj7 locked front and back and I noticed no difference
with the hubs locked in but in 2wheel drive.
2.Off road in 4wheel drive without power steering will the steering effort change much?
Currently my cj7 has power steering and it turns ok.
Thanks
Kevin.SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8675
NEXT>8686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I think you should move the other shift rail around alot while tapping the case on the side
Lightly with a hammer.There is an interlocking pin in between that is made to stop the
rails from going into high gear in the rear and low gear in the front,thereby destroying the
gears.It is this pin that wont allow the shift rail to be extracted.By moving the opposite
shift rail around it will allow the pin to slide into thr already ground detent on that rail and
getting it out of the way of the rail you are trying to remove.If this doesn't work,I would
suggest removing that rail's roll pin as well,and slide that rail out and in doing the same
procedure as above.Make sure that the shift forks are not moving with the shift rails and
that they are moving independantly of one another.I wish I could draw a picture on email.
If you have another question,email me at acathor@yahoo.com.Good Luck -Chris
SUBJECT>M715 Trailer POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went out for a walk yesterday evening with the girlfriend and found the perfect trailer for
my truck.
One of the neighbors had some old farm equipment stashed up on top the ridge behind his
house.Among the treasures is a cut down M715 frame complete with bed and tailgate
with 2inch ball hitch and what looked like a dana 44 axle mounted straight to the frame.
Dont know if the guy wants to part with it but Im gonna try.
SUBJECT>Re:Favorite suppliers?POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8619
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've also had good luck with Surplus City Jeep parts.If they cant find the part right away
they will call you back and let you know if they have it.
1-800-353-3772
HTH,
Karl
SUBJECT>stock vacuum line hookup POSTER>jerome
EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello everyone
i am having trouble with my stock fuel pump hookup and vacuum lines
it had a civillian fuel pump
i went back to original for the wipers
now i cant find any info on the vacuum pattern
can someone hook me up with the vacuum diagram
including fuel pump,distributer,gas tank,transfer,transmission.rear and front end,im sure you all know what im
talking about
thanks jerome
SUBJECT>one more question POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i saw in the message board that u all chat somewhere
i am a member but cant find that link
i also dont visit chat rooms can someone send me hint on were to
find your chat room
i think many of my simple problems with this awsome truck could
be solved there
thanks again
jerome
SUBJECT>Re:12V to 24V converter POSTER>Bill Davs EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8669
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give me a couple of days...I am traveling on business this week.If I remember correctly
it cost me about $150.00.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8680 NEXT>8708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
This was the missing step and makes perfect sense that the interlock has to be on one side
or the other.The range shaft is out now.Took 2 seconds to move the other shaft out 1/2".
The shaft slide out with 2 fingers.Now on to the notching.
Thanks a bunch
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 questions POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
April 2002,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8654 NEXT>8791
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About $250 is what those transfer cases seem to go for.Depending on condition.The
NP200 yokes will most likely NOT fit on the NP 205 due to the way the splines are cut.
The 200 has involuted teeth where as the newer NP 205 have straight cut teeth.Even if
you get the number of teeth correct it will not fit.It is possible that you get lucky and the
things I told you will be an exception in your case,but every one I've seen were like that.
You can get new yokes at parts stores,Cost between $20 -$75 and up depending on
availability etc...Or just use the ones that come on the 205 and if they are to big,spend
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the money on a larger driveline.I have 1410 yokes on my 205.But you can get 1350,
1310,etc.I think the best way to go is to match your 205 yokes with new axle yokes.And
if you need a larger driveshaft have one made.Just my opinion..Good luck -Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker
POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8679
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The locker in the rear will be fine.I have Detroit lockers in the front and rear of my CJ-7.
On tight trails in 4wd my CJ does not turn nearly as well.I would recomend a selectable
locker or a limited slip diff for the front.Unless you are only doing extreame 4 wheeling
and not making tight turns.Just my 2 cents.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at
3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a wheeling buddy with a welded front end with power steering.He has to run with
one hub unlocked to be a ble to steer effectively.I know this is worse than a detroit locker
but by how much.Two other buddies have an Easy-Locker and a Lock-rite in the front,
both steer without much difficulty.I have a Samurai with an Ox-Locker,it is driveable on
the trail with the locker engaged but it is much more difficult and the turning radius
increases dramatically.
SUBJECT>Re:stock vacuum line hookup POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8683 NEXT>8691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The axles have a vent line that goes to the air cleaner.The tranny does the same.The fuel
tank vent comes from the small metal pipe on the side of the filler neck and runs to the air
cleaner.The distributor has 2 vents,one goes to the intake side of the head,behind the
thermostat roughly,to provide positive venting.The other goes to the air cleaner.This
page of the online manuals,linked above,shows which vent line hooks to the intake side
of the head:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_14.html
Item #3 in the first illustration is the point the dist.end of the line hooks to.There is
another illustration farther down that shows the line on the dist.,it is figure 2-31.It looks
like the #2 arrow is pointing at the line in question.
The operation of the vacuum portion of the fuel pump should help you with its plumbing:
3.Operation of vacuum section of pump.
The vacuum section of the pump acts as a booster when engine manifold vacuum is
insufficient to operate the windshield wipers at proper speed.This section is a double
acting pump since it is effective on both the upward and downward movement of the
piston.
The rocker arm swings up and down as the engine camshaft rotates.As the arm swings
upward it contacts the vacuum piston rod and pushes the vacuum piston upward.Upward
movement of the piston compresses the piston spring which then pushes the piston
downward as the rotating operating eccentric permits the rocker arm to swing downward.
Upward and downward movement of the piston produces a pumping action in the air
chamber on both sides of the piston.
When the windshield wiper control valve is opened and the piston is moved upward by
the rocker arm,air is drawn through the windshield wiper motor into the lower air
chamber through the inlet valve in the pump body..At the same time air is exhausted from the upper air chamber into
the engine manifold
through the outlet valve in the vacuum cover.As the spring moves the piston downward,
air is drawn into the upper air chamber through the inlet valve in the cover,while air is
exhausted from the lower chamber through the outlet valve which opens into the pump
body from which it exhausts in the crankcase.When the windshield wiper control valve is
closed,or when the engine manifold vacuum is
sufficient to operate the wiper motor,vacuum holds the piston in the upward position so
that the rocker arm cannot operate the piston rod.The vacuum pump remains inactive
until low manifold vacuum permits the piston spring to push the diaphragm downward.
When you get all the vent lines up near the carb,don't forget the one for the master
cylinder,you will need to "T"the lines together to hook up to the ports on the air cleaner.
That part is simple.
Hope this is what you are looking for.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:stock vacuum line hookup POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8690 NEXT>8694
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
The link below does show the fuel/vacuum pump and which line hooks where.It is figure
4-9.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Pinging &High Compression POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8699 8703 8724 8839 8840 8863
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to ask and get an opinion on a current problem I am having with my 230
OHC.I think I found the answer,now I need some input.
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At take off and speed I am getting a pinging noise from the engine.The timing has been
set and reset a few times ranging from 3 BTDC and 6 BTDC to no avail.I am running 87
octane fuel.
I got to reading the TM24 manual and found that the pinging along with my higher tha
normal compression readings,there might be a good build-up of carbon in my
combustion chambers.
Is there a way to burn this out without tearing the engine down?What do you guys/gals
think?I keep on thinking carb cleaner or STP,but I do not think this will work.
Any Ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8679
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,Dan and Larry are correct.Locking that front end up may be more trouble than it's
worth,for straight line mud bogging,it's the way to go,but for trail driving in tight spots.where manuverability is
key,a limited slip or air locker is the baby.The air locker is big
bux,$700.00-800.00.The best limited slip on the market for our D-60's is the Dana
Powerlock,with it's four pin design makes it the strongest LS unit on the market,at
$450.00-475.00 This is the way I am going to go.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:stock vacuum line hookup POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8691 NEXT>8698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you still have any questions,I have a diagram that I made.I can E mail you if needed.
You'll need it if you have a late model air filter housing,since they do not show it too
clear in the TM's.
SUBJECT>Does anyone show their stock truck at MV shows?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8733 8766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering how you do at the shows.Also I see the classes of "Restored"and "Motor
Pool Ready".Whats the difference?
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Trailer POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8681
NEXT>8701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can get it,Try to find the serial number on the frame and let Brute4c add it to the
list.Another lost M715,found.:)
Karl
SUBJECT>WE HAVE A WINNER!!!!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>8756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone that voted and the voting was a tie on this site,so I let seven long,
active members make the final decision.This was the fairest way I could figure out.Their
voting went like this:1 vote undecided,1 vote for #2,1 vote not returned,and 4 votes for
#1.So the winner is #1 by majority vote.I know that some of you will be disappointed
with #2 not winning,please don't let that discourage from ordering a very unique (and
can't buy anywhere else)shirt.
I will post ordering information later this week.Just remember there will be no e-mail
orders this time,I will post a form to fill out and mail to me via snail mail with payment.
Thanks again to everyone.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:stock vacuum line hookup POSTER>Hippie EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
April 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8694 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.John:
Could you also e-mail me a copy of the diagram as I have 68 M715 with hood mounted
air cleaner and it would sure help me out on questions also.my e-mail is
hippie667@yahoo.com
Thanks for your help
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never been a fan of burning carbon out of an engine for one simple reason pointed
out to me by a big time mechanic friend years back.That carbon is rock hard and has to
be glowing hot to get out....say a piece gets between the vale and seat upon
closing....burnt seat and/or valve.
Wish there was a way to scrape in there and vacuum it out,but the spark plug hole is
small.
Maybe others have better thoughts on this.
brute4c
SUBJECT>WTB:Lower tailgate hinges POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just recieved my tailgate today and it looks great,not a dent or even a ding.The problem
is it didn't come with the portion of the hinge that bolts to the bed.If anyone has these
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please let me know.it would be nice to have the tailgate actually mounted.Thanks
Daniel
SUBJECT>history?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9
April 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8696 NEXT>8732
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a list going?If so i would like to add my serial number,and possibly see what
history it has had.Has anyone else researched theirs?
SUBJECT>re-drag link POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I NEED A DRAG LINK JOINT END FOR MY M725 1969 JEEP DOES ANYBODY
HAVE
OR KNOW WHERE I CAN GET ONE.
THANKS SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>Ron Darling
EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692 NEXT>8714 8730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi guys!
First off you didn't say how high your compression ratio was,anything up to 9 1/2 to 1
should be fine on 87 octane gas.You might want to check that your cooling system has
no obstructions as pre-ignition or pinging occurs when the cylinder gets too hot for the
incoming gas charge to cool.I'm assuming you have the stock engine,so I was wondering
how high you have to bump the compression considering the original compression ratio is
7 1/2 to 1.If you got a v8 conversion in there you might want to verify that your radiator
is large enough to provide adequate cooling,especially if the cooling only occurs off idle.
When you get the speed going if the pinging goes away,even under load,I would bet on
the cooling system.
Hope this helps.
See ya,
Ron
PS A spray bottle of plain water misted into the carburator,LIGHTLY,while the engine
is running will clean the carbon deposits right out -ever seen a blown head gasket leak
coolant into a cylinder?Cleanest thing in the engine.
SUBJECT>Re:WTB:Lower tailgate hinges POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>8700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I have a set of them(4).Two of them are great,one needs some minor re-shapping,and
the other one needs an eyelet prong bent straight.They can definatley be fixed.e-mail me
if interested
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8679
NEXT>8715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have front disconnects and run Detroit Lockers front and rear.Excellent set-up.Would
suggest Detroits all the way!!!
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt starter POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8662
NEXT>8719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jake,I took my starter to a alternator rebuild shop.They rebuilt it and changrd it to 12
volts.The price if i remember was around $130.00.But that was 3 years ago.Hope this
helps,Will
SUBJECT>Re:new shirts?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8659
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No problem.
Thanks again to all
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Will the 205 bolt to 200 mounts?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Completed the notching on the shift rail and reassembled the 205 in less than 30 minutes.
Works great.Thanks to Chris
SUBJECT>Re:re-drag link POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8702
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try AB Linn in the card file under "Posted Parts File"
SUBJECT>12 volt alt.?POSTER>WAYNE EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>8767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know if the 12 volt alt for a 1965 jeep j-series pickup with the 230 will
mount with the same brackets as the 24 volt military unit.Thanks
SUBJECT>How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
9 April 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8744 8927
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My power steering pump is the round type GM pump.I have added power steering and a
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hydraulic cylinder power assist.I have also added hydroboost brakes.They both work
awesome by themselves.They both work crappy together.My steering pump is too weak
to power them both.I have noted that Ford uses 2 pumps,one for each.However chevy
uses one pump that powers both.Does anyone know if it is possible to soup up my pump
and add reservoir capacity in order to run only one pump.I could go buy a new pump that
came designed for this task,but they are very expensive and they probably wont fit my
bracket because the high mount bracket is one of the rarest ones GM made.I could desig
a bracket but that is alot of work and I still have to buy a pump.
I now have a 3/8 output and return.Is it possible to drill and retap to a 1/2 or 7/16
output/return,I suppose I could make a larger pulley for more pressure.AM I JUST
CRAZY or is this feasible?Thanks -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Great Gas Mystery:Volume 2 POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put the tbi in mine.Since it has a return fuel line,I put a fuel filter with a return on the
filter.It seems to work just fine.
You might try this,it gives you a circle,but has never overheated my pump.Just an idea.
mudclod.SUBJECT>Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8731 8765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am considering a driveline swap on the NP200?Who has done this and how is it
working?Most of all-WHERE DO I GET THE PARTS TO DO THE SWAP??ALSO,
HOW MUCH IS IT GOING TO COST?Thank you,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8703 NEXT>8736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what he said.we used to drip water into carb on running engine from barely running
garden hose.softens carbon and steams it out.just remember fast idle and minimal water.
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>8705 NEXT>8737 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Everyone thanks for the feedback.
I'm leaning towards the detroits as they seem to last forever.But as I'm about two weeks
away from ordering I want as much feedback from people who have added some type of
locker and or limited slip to the front end.So I can learn from your choices/mistakes.
Thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8720 8734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the cheapest place to buy a detroit locker?Are these easy to install?Thanks,
Mark
SUBJECT>Windshield POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8718 8721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The windshield on my truck is turning white from the frame in.Plus I didn't cover it whe
welding on my rollbar.What is the cheapest way to replace it?
Thank you all in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8717
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have a glass shop cut a new one.it is flat glass just be sure they use laminated safety glass
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt starter POSTER>Jake M.EMAIL>bohara@wi.rr.com.DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8706
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got an estimate to do it in 24 volt...$220.Ouch.
Might try the 12 volt rebuild route,if I can't find a cheaper solution.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8716 NEXT>8723 8758 8827 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Randy's Ring and Pinon.Was $295 plus shipping for the rear Dana 70.Easy to install?I
have a fair amount of mechicanial skill,but unless you install these things for a living,I
would let a good diff shop do it.There are some articles currenly in two of the major 4-
wheel magazines that take you through each step w/good pictures.The key is to make
sure you have a good "pattern"on the gears when you are finished.Good luck.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8717
NEXT>8722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a quick question for bowtiedave.Would the glass shop also supply the rubber
windshield gasket or do I need to get one from AB Linn or Memphis (etc.).I noticed that
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my glass is OK,but the rubber seal is starting to crack.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8721
NEXT>8728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
most shops carry universal weatherstrips on a roll.cut off what is needed and seal ends
together with black rtv
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Paul!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 8:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692
NEXT>8795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA sells some stuff called "Sea Foam"that I've been told works wonders on carbon
build up.You just dribble it in the carb while the engine is running until the engine dies,
let it sit for 15 minutes or so,then restart the engine.White smoke comes out of the.exhaust for a while,then you're
done.I have not used it myself,but I watched a friend of
mine use it on his Mazda pickup that was having carbon-related pinging problems.A
mechanic told my friend about it.The results were that the pinging disappeared from his
truck.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Power Brakes,again POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8726 8757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just converted to power brakes after developing a sore leg at the Easter Jeep Safari.If
anyone cares,here are the details:
Used standard GM type master cyl that everyone else is using (part numbers in many
previous posts)I wanted to use the stock pedal with the larger diameter pin for the push
rod.I found that there are many newer (after 78)Wagoneers and J trucks in salavages
around here;not many older trucks,so I pulled the aluminum firewall-to-booster adapter
from 1980 model Wagoneer.The best I can tell,this adapter was used for over ten years.
These adapters are easy to find and the local Jeep dealer showed availability.This adapter
mounts up to the higher of the two M715 firewall brake master cly holes,and I had to
drill two additional holes to firmly mount the aluminum adapter to the fire wall.The
adapter has four holes for booster mounting.I slightly enlarged each hole in the alumium
adapter and bolted up a booster from a 82-86 Chevy Celeberty.Booster uses a 5.25 inch
push rod which is about .25 of an inch longer that perfect,but you can adjust out this
distance with the adjustable pedal stop.The nice thing about this booster is that it should
be easy to find at any brake shop or parts house,nationwide.It is also slighty smaller in
diameter than the boosters that you would find on most of the Wagoneers and J trucks.
Pictures on request.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8725 NEXT>8740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,would you send me a picture!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>18"beadlocks POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8671
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Spicergear,the 18"beadlocks would be off of a WW II DUWK.They would be highly
desireable to a DUWK owner.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8722
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
Paul.SUBJECT>Re:Grill Insert POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at
9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea--thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8703 NEXT>8861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do run the stock 230 engine.The last compression test I did on 18NOV01 and as
follows:1 165,2 160,3 160,4 130,5 167,6 140
The TM24 states that if compression is above the maximum 155psi and pinging is
occuring suspect carbon deposites and not the timing.My timing checks out.
A friend told me to pour a quart of automatic trans fluid in a full tank of gas.I guess it
would work.I'm just worried about the acidid value of the trns fluid playing hell on my
fuel pump.I think I'll hold off on that and try the water thing.
Unless any of you think the trans fluid will work fine.I was also told to try a quart of
diesel fuel.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8713 NEXT>8745 8755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I got my parts from Sid Beck at ace surplus sale in Texas (?)
E mail is casabeck@tisd.net
He should know what you need from all of the pestering I did.You need parts from a
WWII Dodge WC62/63
1 companion flange
2 U joint
3 slip yoke
4 straps
5 bolts
This is all you need for a nice quiet ride,a little better gas mileage and possibly a little
less heat.I like it and have no problems.YET!
It all cost around $50
SUBJECT>Re:history?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8701
NEXT>8738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't mind finding out about mine as well.Though I know at least the last tem years
already.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone show their stock truck at MV shows?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8695 NEXT>8735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,.My truck is too modified to show,however,I am really interested in military vehicles.Do
you have infomation on military shows scheduled in 2002?I heard there was a big show
in Kansas City every year.Any info would be nice.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8716 NEXT>8754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cheapest I can find a Detroit Locker...???It'll cost you a Quarter....The bus station in
Detroit of course.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone show their stock truck at MV shows?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,9 April 2002,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8733 NEXT>
8794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big MVPA show this year is in Dallas on 27-29 of June.Contact email is mvpa-
hq@mvpa.org
There are several smaller shows across the country.You can get the details out of
Military Vehicles Magazine you can order over phone at 800 258 0929.You get 6 mags a
year for 20 bucks full of all the MVs you can imagine including Kaisers and a great
classifieds and vendor adds.
I think you can order a sample issue for a couple dollars.Next to the Zone I've learned the
most about military vehicles there.
If you want email me and I'll punch out the list of shows for you.Just trying to give back
some of what I get here,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A thought...In my much younger years and learning to work on automobiles,the
mechanic who took me under his "wing"told me two ways to reduce carbon:Use a coke
bottle filled with water and pour into carb,or to put disel in your tank,top off and take
that long awaited road trip and refuel when gas tank is almost empty.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8715
NEXT>8746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,You better call Randy's,and run this deal by one of there guy's,and see what they
tell you.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:history?POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8732.NEXT>8937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea
Rick
SUBJECT>dual electric fans POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will an electric fan with the following dimensions fit a m715.15 1/2"x 26 1/4"x 2 5/8"
thanks in advance
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>Jake M.EMAIL>bohara@wi.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8726
NEXT>8753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Include me for the pictures too,please.
SUBJECT>Brute4C -History?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8742 8752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I just got done reading the post with the serial #'s and history thing.I think it is a
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good idea to have a registry,kind of like the one they have for Corvettes.If you are doing
this,I'd be happy to add some numbers,as I know where a few of these things are around
here.Just one question,where on the frame is the #?Not many of the ones I know of have
data plates.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C -History?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8741
NEXT>8749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure if you were speaking to me directly or not,but i don't have any type of list,
but thought it would be a good idea.I wouldn't mind helping to create one,but i don't
think i would have the time to do it well on my own.Is anyone else interested in helping?
SUBJECT>T-98A/CH465 swaps POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8910 8916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a CJ-7 with a T-176 Trans.I was thinking of swapping the T-98A out of the 715
to the -7.Does anyone know if this will work?ANyone seen an advance adapters kit for
it?
Also,I want to put a CH-465 into the 715.I am going with a Chevy engine,so to me it
makes sense.The only glitch I've heard of this far is the t-case (?)linkage having no
where to bolt to.Why not just weld a nut to the tranny to bolt the linkage to?
SUBJECT>Re:How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>weps EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8711.NEXT>8748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris-check out www.westtexasoffroad.com for your "soup up"info..
Take it one step at a time as they suggest (believe me)Also you do NOT want a larger
pulley on the pump,you want a smaller one as it will then turn faster,making the pump
pump more fluid.Excess heat will be there now too.To add fluid capacity,add a piece of
1 1/2 hose over the top of your current setup,about 3"long,get the cap and assy (where it
screws into)from a junk reservoir hose clamp it together,and (wow)1 pint more
capacity...
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,
I emailed him a few minutes ago!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>kevin EMAIL>kswa@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>8737 NEXT>8788 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Perkm715,
I'll give them a call in a week or so and get more input.
Thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8750 8751
8759 8771 8805 8848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Current status:
New plugs,distributor cap,plug wires,points,condensor,rotor (all military).
Continuity on all plug wires is good.
Spark check on all plugs is good.
Compression is good.
Timing is good.
I DO notice that all of the plugs are showing signs of rich mixture (sooty).Could my
problem be that the float level on the carburetor is set too high,or the float valve needle
isn't closing properly?
Any comments/suggestions are much appreciated.
THANKS!.SUBJECT>Re:How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8744
NEXT>8789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I meant a smaller pulley,but once it was posted,I could not change it.I am already
talking to west texas offroad,and he agrees that I should try to drill out my current
openings.Will post with results.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C -History?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8742
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I wasn't apeaking to you directly but it is a damn good idea.At least I think so.I
figured if anyone would know of such a thing,or how to do it,it'd be Brute.That's why I
put this post here...
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have two brand new in box rebuild kits for sale--they can be sent via mail---want $35.00
each.e-mail me at mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>brute4c
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EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The float level and mixture adjustments would be a good place to start.
FYI,there have been cases of this in the past that were due to the tension spring on the
points being on the wrong side of the arm and not giving enough,possibly giving no,
tension on them causing this.Just something to check...
I would check the carb out thoroughly due to the plug condition.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C -History?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8741
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There used to be a page on our geocities site where such info was gathered.Most people
dont bother to enter the serial number or they put in a number that cannot possibly be
right,likt 2699b53197m.
Also name,address and email is phony or not entered much of the time.
I have a couple hundred that have some useable info,but at present I am far too busy to
even attempt to sort through it to make a database.
I would like to put a new "add your truck to tyhe database"page,but at present,I cannot.
I will keep it in mind and hopefully someday.The only info that this gives is serial
number,date of delivery,mileage,and mods...depending on what people actually fill in
that looks like it is even possible.I don't think posting names,addresses,and so on is a
good idea unless the person in question specifically requests it..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>Beachtruck
EMAIL>trashbya@netscape.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8740 NEXT>8764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to see the pictures too.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't quit the day job Eric!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8731 NEXT>8781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John L,
Any driveshaft mods?I may hold off on the 205 swap...
SUBJECT>Re:WE HAVE A WINNER!!!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8697 NEXT>8773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there anyway you could get both shirts done ???i`m sure alot of us would make it
worth while---seems to me everyone could win then !!!!your thoughts ???thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8725 NEXT>8769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Why not just post the pics to this board for everyone to see?
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8720 NEXT>8787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul
Which magazines...month &year?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,.I had this on my last truck and found the problem to be the fuel pump.It ran fine at idle
and at low speeds,but under a load or at top end it chugged down and sputtered.I
checked all the stuff you did and then noticed that the vacuum wipers also crapped out at
about the same time.I took my stock fuel pump off and sure enough the arm that hits the
cam had worn on that cross pin and wasn't pumping like it should.
Don't know if it's the same thing as yours,but it's an idea.
-B.
SUBJECT>Transfer case brakes POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got my new 715 yesterday and the last owner did something odd-he disconnected
the brakes at all the wheels,removed the parking brake and installed a disk brake there.It
seems to stop the truck pretty good (actually as well as the original brakes did),but I was
wondering what problems this would have.I know if I break a drive shaft the brakes
won't work,but will it wear the drive train too much?
Also,I've restored 3 of these over 5 years now and gotta say-that parts cardfile is a
Godsend.The member who wrote that will be on my Christmas list.Ever since Mark
Masse deleted his page a few years ago information like that has involved looking
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through thousands of posts.Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Southwind Corp POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8762 8796 8876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted a phone number request.Nobody responded.Is Southwind Corp even still i
business?Somebodys got to know....Kaiserjeeps...(AL)..
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>ronnie EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
April 2002,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8761 NEXT>8774
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Southwind corp.I think I saw then somewhere on web but have yet to find them to help
you out,but did find following.Wonder if these heaters would work for our trucks?
http://www.huntermfgco.com/military/military.html
SUBJECT>Re:seat frames for sale POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
April 2002,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8582 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
Any takers on the seat frames?Mine are a little worn out.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>8753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me three.
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
10 April 2002,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8713 NEXT>8783
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly is this swap you are talking about.Swaping the e-barke with the
driveshaft???
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone show their stock truck at MV shows?
POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,Motor Pool Ready is a truck that is in nice original condition,but has some dents
and dings from normal daily use.Restored class is for the high $$$off frame jobs that are
almost to nice to drive.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt alt.?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to advance auto parts,Got a chevy alt.Had to fab a bracket off of the bottom
basicilly a long bolt and a handful of washers,to get it in line with the pulleys for the
belt.But it will work.Will
SUBJECT>Re:dual electric fans POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8739 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
The fan you discribe will fit the 715 radiator.I use one the same size.However,I can only
speak for the radiator size because I run a Chevy engine.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes,again POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I'll do that.I guess I need to send them to brute,and he can add them to the pics on
the members gallery under "Paul B".Will sned this evening.I will also e-mail to those
who requested pictures>
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:one more question POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>8684 NEXT>LINKNAME>Yahoo
M715 Zone Group website LINKURL>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/
Jerome,
This club originally saw a lot of activity at the Yahoo site shown below which is where
the chatting takes place.Most people have quit using that site,but as of this time it is still
the only place I know of where you can join an online chat about M715's
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perhaps you have the wrong engine?Actually,I had the same promblem,with my truck
when I first got it,and it was a combination of a clogged fuel filter even though it was
only 2 days old (rust in tank)and a nasty air filter.
SUBJECT>Attn.All,Weak Dans 60 Axles POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been talking to Moser Engeering about our weak D-60 front axles,and got the
word today.I sent them pictures of the axles,thanks Barry Yorwarth,They told me they
could not get the alloy steel in the diameter that we need for our axles.They also said,they
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could not find the knuckle size that we need?So someone is going to have to try some
other out fit that makes axles.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:WE HAVE A WINNER!!!!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>8756 NEXT>8806 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mike,
This was discussed at length with Brute4c,and came to the conclusion that it would not
be possible at this time.Let me explain why.Just to do 50 shirts is costing $250.00 just
for the artwork and the screens to be made,this is not counting in the costs of the shirts
and labor.So in order to make both shirts I would have to be GUARANTEED 50 shirts
of each design just to cover the production costs.That is 100 shirts all together.In the 3
years that I have been doing this for the club the largest order I have ever gotten was
about 50 shirts for just one design.So I hope that you understand my situation on this.My
goal is to make one shirt affordable for everyone,if I offer both designs I would almost
have to double the costs in order to insure that I would have enough to cover costs.The
club nor myself will make any money off of this project.This club unlike most does not
require membership fees so there is no money in the bank to fund projects such as this
one,so what I collect goes to the purchase of the shirts.I do this because I enjoy doing it
and so that the club has some advertisement and the members have something to be proud
of.I hope that this doesn't discourage anyone from ordering a shirt because their favorite.design didn't win.In the
past I haven't offered different designs,what you saw was what
you got,but I thought I would let the members be involed this year because they are the
ones that purchase them.
I know I can't make everyone happy,but I am trying my best.
Thanks again to everyone for your support,and I will try and have ordering information
up soon.
CookieBaker (Pam_
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8762 NEXT>8785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Southwind is a prominent name in the motorhome industry and there's big business in
various heater designs there.Could this be a lead?Maybe a place to start looking.
Chris
SUBJECT>Parts POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8776 8777 8779 8784 8792 9615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any one interested in a complete LU4 Braden winch setup with PTO (minus shift lever)
and shaft.Winch has approx.200 ft.of cable on it.Will deliver within 100 miles of
middle Tn.or meet you that far.
Also have other odds and ends to include:
Hood
exaust manifold
Hood hinges
door hinges
passenger side door
brush guard
transfer case
one good original seat.one that needs to be recovered.
yada yada yada....
Smaller items I will ship,larger items we can negotiate.
drop me an email if you are interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>kermit litteral EMAIL>sabina.littera@verizon.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8775 NEXT>8801 8903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
price on pto
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the seats?
SUBJECT>Driveline Swap Again-Hey John L POSTER>M715MAN.EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at
6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I emailed Sid Beck today with no response yet.Do you happen to have a phone number or
another way to contact him?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>shmoo EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at
6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8775 NEXT>8800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you have the grill,the part that mounts the headlights,and if so is it in good
condition?Mine has some rot and I would like a clean one.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Again-Hey John L POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8778 NEXT>8782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I sent you an E mail.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8755 NEXT>8815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No drive shaft mods.Just take off the original slip yoke and slip the Dodge one on,and of
course move the line over to the other out put.If you want to change it back later you can.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Again-Hey John L POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,I hope he has what I am looking for!!!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8765 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The swap uses Dodge parts to move the rear drive shaft from the stock M715 location to
the parking brake output.It also allows use of the stock parking brake as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8775 NEXT>8799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you happen to have the plate that bolts to the hood that the blackout headlight and it's
mounting plate bolt to?Just looking for the one that bolts directly to the hood with 4
bolts.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>John Leischner.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:18
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey!Hunter is the Company that made the heater thats in my rig!I got it out of a duece if
that matters at all.
SUBJECT>Pictures?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have pictures of how the emergency brake and transfercase levers bolt up
together?I'm having a hard time with this and would like a picture or something that
might help!I looked in the manual,but the drawings are not conclusive!Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am out of town until Sat.When I get back I will look up the articles and post.I think it
is JP Magazine (last months issue)and maby Peterson's 4 Wheel (April addition).I will
check and let you know.Pretty sure JP is correct.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
That price I quoted you was only for the rear (assuming you have a Dana 70).The front is
standard price for a Detroit,aroung $475-550.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8748 NEXT>8793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am guessing that a very thin shim could be place behind the relief valve spring for mor
pressure but from the sounds of it you need more volume instead of pressure.Are you
running a box off of a truck that originally had hydro-boost brakes or did you retrofit one?
If you're not you might consider a swap.Other than fairly expensive machine work I do
not see how you could increase volume.But you might look for small fittings that could
inhibit the volume of the pump and replace them with bigger fittings and hoses.As for
more room in the resevoir,since it is not pressurized you could braze or weld a fitting on
the existing tank and run it to a separate tank.Just some thoughts.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.All,Weak Dans 60 Axles POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8772 NEXT>8853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I might be able to get one down here in TX.I'll let you know hwat I
find.what exactly
should I be asking for?Let me know and ill find out.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 questions POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
April 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8687 NEXT>8811
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
300 is good.These xfer cases are getting rare.I wound up paying 350 for mine.Also
Jeepclown do you have the part #'s on those 1410 yokes I'm going to do that to mine as
well.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10
April 2002,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8775 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much for the winch.
Eric
email me thanks
SUBJECT>Re:How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to add more fluid capacity you need pump canister and remote res.from 85-86 chevy 1
ton with 454 and jb8 brakes.i would add a cooler in return line and as for smaller pulley,
77 or so buick engines have the smallest diameter pulley that i know of i am using one on
mine (pulley)and it makes plenty of assist even in snail mode.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone show their stock truck at MV shows?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8735 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dallas in june??????????can you say 102 degrees??????
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 9:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have heard of another product called rxp.it is supposed to clean compustion chambers
and i know it has helped some cars pass emmissions test.
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>John Davidson EMAIL>jwd@iglou.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 11:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've flown some aircraft with Southwind heaters in them.A buddy of mine had the gas
heater in his airplane rebuilt a few years ago.I'm pretty sure it was a Southwind.The.place was located in
Dothan,Alabama as I recall.It wasn't the factory but an FAA
approved service center.Don't know if you are looking for a heater or for service of one,
but I could probably get the name and number of this place for you.At least they could
probably point you in the right direction.I'll post it if I find it.
John Davidson
SUBJECT>15,000 bucks for an m715?!?!?!?!POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 11:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>8804 8855
9113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you guys seen this STEAL OF A DEAL on e-bay?
get your bids in on this great buy!hehehe how funny.
No offense to anybody!really just thought it was funny.
if i am going to pay 15,000.00 for an m715 I at least want it to be painted od green!=)
sheeesh
SUBJECT>725 questions POSTER>John Davidson EMAIL>jwd@iglou.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 April 2002,at 11:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8807 8809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a couple of questions about the 725.Did the 725 have a pintle hook or provisions for
a pintle?What kind of heater did the 725 originally have?Was it a Southwind?Where
was it mounted?Thanks.
John Davidson
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8784
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Brute,sold the blackout complete.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8779
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No...sorry....
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8776
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was hoping to sell the whole thing as a complete unit.I'll keep you in mind if I end up
splitting it up.
SUBJECT>transfercase yoke POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8810 8852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Howdy
I'm looking for a rear yoke from the transfercase,used or new anybody have one?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Ordering Infomation UP POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
11 April 2002,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The information for ordering your wonderful Zone shirt is now up.Go to the "NEW T-
shirts"on the left hand side <---------of your screen click and follow the instructions.
Happy shopping folks.
Thanks in advance
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:15,000 bucks for an m715?!?!?!?!POSTER>Steve Blair
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EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8797 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't realize that I could get out what I put in!;o)
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>8842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to all for your help.I'm checking-off each item that you mentioned.
At idle (sometimes)and under load (always)#1 cylinder misses.
I did a check of the float level (with engine running)and found it to be OK.I pulled,
dismantled,and reassembled the carb last night to check for any other "gremlins".Found
none.
I replaced the military wire and plug with a civilian setup (used for timing)and the
missing improved -but didn't go away entirely.
I can install the military wire and plug;ground the plug on the exhaust manifold;run the
engine and witness a nice,consistent,blue spark.I can take that same outfit and stick it in
the plug hole and the miss is still there.ARRRGGGHHHH!!I pull out the plug and it's a
little bit wet (At least I'm getting gas to the cylinder).
One thing that I did notice is that something looks weird on my new distributor cap from
AB.When I look down the plug wire socket holes in the cap,I can see what looks like a
shiny flat washer at the bottom along with a contact point.Is that point supposed to be
offset in the hole?All of them in my cap are off-center.Are the points supposed to make
contact with the flat washer (which,in turn,makes contact with the plug wire)?Some of
mine don't look like good contact is possible.The original cap that I replaced (because it
was cracked)had a solid metal bottom in the plug holes.Irregardless,I'm ordering a new
distributor cap just to rule that possibility out of the picture..ARRRRGGGGGHHHH!Looks like another night under the
hood.
SUBJECT>Re:WE HAVE A WINNER!!!!POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well pam,i fully understand--do not take the request the wrong way.i know that at least
half the people liked the #2 design,and thought i would ask.i think the zone is a great
place,i need you guys more then you need me,and i will purchase a shirt reguardless.
keep up the good work.all the best.mike
SUBJECT>Re:725 questions POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8798
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M725 has no pintle.They had no provision for one of the stock ones due to the
nature of the vehicle.
I do not know who made the heaters.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Pictures?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8786
NEXT>8812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple that Barry sent me,will put them up tonight for you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:725 questions POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11
April 2002,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8798 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John,The heater is made by Southwind,A division of Stewart-Warner.It is mounted
under the bentch seat in the back on the left side,All the way to the front.========
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase yoke POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8802
NEXT>8816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will have one available if I do the driveline swap!I will let you know!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 questions POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11
April 2002,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8791 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i believe the part number for the yokes that fit my 205 are:3-4-10951-1.They were 54.56
a piece.Need 3.
SUBJECT>Re:Pictures?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8808.NEXT>8828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c!
SUBJECT>Canvas source POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at
8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8820 8821 8832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys,so I've finally saved enough pennys to buy a canvas top and get rid of this pop
rivet crap.I looked in the FAQ and it seems like I should go with either White Owl or
New Life Resources.Does anyone have any comments,good or bad on either?Also has
anyone else found a comperable source?Thanks for the info guys.
mikeskates
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SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case brakes POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8760 NEXT>8841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll do a quick nutshell...that is hard on bearing and gears.Also,without posi's front and
rear,on very slippery stuff one wheel per axle may want to turn backward due to the
differential.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveline Swap Tales???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John!
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase yoke POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8810 NEXT>8823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mark
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:custom vanity plates POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5QTRTN
SUBJECT>Thanks Paul B and Chris T POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big tanks (thanks)too both of you guys,all items have been received and are in great
condition and my end of the deal will be stamped,sealed,send out the 12th.thanks again
Rick H
SUBJECT>M-715 POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu DATE>Thursday,11.April 2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aao99R9E8jxHk
PREVIOUS>NEXT>8836 8930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wanted M-715,complete truck with winch,reasonably ready to go anywhere,no junk,no
or very little rust,not rebuilt just real good condition.
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8813
NEXT>8822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about Beachwood Canvas?
I've dealt with them before,and love their stuff.I doubt I'd ever go anywhere else for that
sort of thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8813
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I get everything that I buy from New Life.Judith does a great job.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8820 NEXT>8826 8845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just another note on Beachwood.They sell an OD Green vinyl top as well as canvas.I
bought the vinyl one a couple of years ago for $195.00.Still in good shape,light weight
and no waterproofing is needed.
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase yoke POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8816 NEXT>8824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark the only yoke you will have available is the one from the E brake.Unless you pla
on swapping that one out with your lower one.I would advise against it though,the upper
one does not have a seal protector on it,were the bottom one does.The top one was sorta'
protected by the brake drum.
Did you get ahold of Mr.Beck Yet?
SUBJECT>Hey John....POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8823
NEXT>8830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to a lady and she said that he was out of town until May 1st.I will try to get ahold
of him then!If he is out of what I need,do you know of another source to do this swap?
Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Ordering Infomation UP POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8803 NEXT>8837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Pam!My order is printed and ready to go.I'll drop
it in the mailbox on my way to
work tomorrow.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8822 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from Beechwood also and was real pleased with fit and finish.Price was good
also.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8720 NEXT>8851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am I missing something here.I thought the Detroit for the Dana 70 was basically a
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lunchbox style.You shouldn't have to worry about what kind of pattern you have when
installing one of those unless you change something else like gears,bearings or shims.
Someone correct me if I'm wrong.
SUBJECT>New page on T-case and E brake linkages POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8812 NEXT>8829
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/shiftlink.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/shiftlink.html
The page is up and can be accessed through the "Online Manuals"link above,or directly
by the link below.I included the illustrations from the parts manual for completeness
sake.
Hope it helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New page on T-case and E brake linkages POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c!!!!!!Can't believe it was that easy!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John....POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8824
NEXT>8831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons is the only other other place I can think of.If it comes to that let
me know and I can get you the Dodge P/N's.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John....POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8830 NEXT>8857 8860 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would be interested in the dodge part numbers.I was planning on this conversion in near.future also.Thanks alot in
advance....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11
April 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8813 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Over the past several years I have bought several tops from New Life Resources.
They even did some custom work for me.Give Judith a call.=====Barry.
SUBJECT>465 trans POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
11 April 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To you western folks...
There's a brand new,on the pallet Muncie 465 trans for a '85 Chevy truck -$500.I sure
wish I had the cash.It's located in the San Gabriel Valley area here in So.California.
(909)594-1501
I just saw it in the recycler and passing the info on.I'm in no way affiliated blah blah blah.
Chris
SUBJECT>24V POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>8835 8838 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like to know how the 2-12 volt batteries need to be hooked up to be 24 Volt.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:24V POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8834
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pos+cable to pos+than a jumper cable from neg-to the pos+of the other battery than hook
up the neg-cable to neg-on the battey=24v
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8819
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try ebay motors.Type in m715 Good luck.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Ordering Infomation UP POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Pam,what he said.Will Wright.SUBJECT>Re:24V POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11
April 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8834 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to put the batteries in series.Chassis ground cable to the negative post of the
first battery.Positive of the first battery to the negative of the second battery.Positive of
the second battery to the 24 volt appliance (starter ignition etc.)Do NOT ground the
second battery to the chassis.Things will get hot very fast!
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,visit www.synpower.com
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>Will Wright
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EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,visit www.synpower.com
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case brakes POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea and in 2wd only rear axle will have brakes
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Misses Under A Load -HELP!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should be able to tell if the wire is bad by checking it with an ohm meter.i can't
remember what the resistance value should be but it should be in line with the other five.
SUBJECT>new shirt pic?pam POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8844 8849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I only looked at the shirt I wanted to win.Too Bad.Could someone post a pic of
the shirt that won so I can see what I might order.Thanks Again Steve
SUBJECT>Re:new shirt pic?pam POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go on and order one.Everyone else is.
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>mikeskates EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8822
NEXT>8846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I never heard of a vinyl one,are there pictures somewhere i can check out?thanks
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Canvas source POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the member's gallery and look for John L.My cab top is beachwood vinyl.I have
yet to get a new cargo cover.
SUBJECT>Re:We must be underestimating the value...POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Thursday,11 April 2002,at 10:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8676 NEXT>8881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it brings 15000.......Barry's would be worth about 50 or 60 grand wouldn't it?
SUBJECT>FOUND THE MISS !WHOOPEE!!:o)POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8747 NEXT>8870
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a cracked distributor cap -a new one at that.
When held up to a bright light,you could barely see the little hairline cracks,but they sure
can create havoc with the engine.
I always thought that a cracked cap meant no ignition whatsoever.But,in my case,it only
affected #1 cylinder.However,I was noticing that the ignition was worsening.Finally,
the truck wouldn't start at all.That's when I started looking inside the distributor to try to
figure out what the h-ll was going on and discovered the bad cap.
I happened to have an old cap and put it in.When I hit the starter and the engine fired-up
(on all 6,no less!),I could have sworn that angels sang (or maybe it was me).I do know
that my neighbors grabbed their children and scurried into their house when I let out a
whoop!
So,after 8 months,the truck is finally up-and-running.I feel happy,relieved,and humble
all at the same time.It's just like having sex (and darn near as expensive)!;o)
Moral of story:Keep a spare distributor cap in your glove box,and be ever so gentle
when installing it.
Thanks to everyone for your help.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:new shirt pic?pam POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8843
NEXT>8869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I will get that up tonight.
brute4c.SUBJECT>tailgate measurements POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck came without a tailgate and all the mounting and latch hardware has bee
removed.rather than buy one,i am looking to weld one up.the next time one of you is
working on your truck,would you please measure the length and width of your tailgate?i
know mine won't be exactly like stock but i don't want it to look too dorky either.ya'll
have a great weekend!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapest place to buy a locker?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randall,your correct.However,most of these rear ends have not been serviced in a long
time (at least that's my experience).I usually pull the pinion,replace all of the seals,and
the reinstall.Sometimes the shims get destroyed when you remove everything,so I
always run a pattern after everything is back together.If all you are going to do is install
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the locker,just stuff it in.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase yoke POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8802
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a complete np200.Whatcha need exactly.Email me directly.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.All,Weak Dans 60 Axles POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rippey 715,What is your E-mail address?I want to send you pics and specs of the
axles.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate measurements POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8850 NEXT>8897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bowtie,I get 19 1/4"by 64 1/2"on mine.You have a good one too.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:15,000 bucks for an m715?!?!?!?!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8797 NEXT>8856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah all you have to do is say it's a hummer and some old rich guy who knows nothing
about trucks and just wants one to look cool will think he's getting the deal of a lifetime.
SUBJECT>Re:15,000 bucks for an m715?!?!?!?!POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 12:00 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>8855 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think I could stand to call my Kaiser a Hummer......Well maybe for $15,000.....just
once...
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8831
NEXT>8858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the Driveline swap thing,does the new yoke have a place for the drum E-brake?
SUBJECT>Umm,nevermind John L POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You already answered that...sorry.
SUBJECT>For sale M715 1968 POSTER>Joe EMAIL>Harvvv@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLMgo2.yymYQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>8934 8938 9045 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Selling 1968 M715 Jeep converted to 12 volt electrical system,with a chevy 350 motor
(also have original six cylinder)body in very good shape,no rust,$2500,truck located i
NJ.will ship,or buyer pick up.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John....POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8831
NEXT>8862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dodge Part Numbers:
Companion Flange -Detroit #53640
U Joint -Detroit #53-625 /745 /825
Slip Yoke -Detroit #53610
You will also need the straps that mount the U joint to the companion flange and the bolts
for those straps(they are special on their collar length).Also will need locking tabs for
those bolts.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This one time at band camp..
Anyway,a guy I knew did the water trick on a 300,6 cyl Ford and was very happy with
the results.I believe it was just enough to make it stumble a lil'at a fast idle...you know,
kind of back and fourth with the pouring..SUBJECT>Re:Hey John....POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>8860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again John...
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8692 NEXT>8864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steam clean it:)Get a plant mister,set idel at about 1500,and lightly spray water in.
Obviously too much could hyrolock and be bad.A small slow spray that sarts choking the
motor a little and sends steam out the pipe will create pressurized steam that will dissolve
the carbon and blow it out.HTH,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Pinging &High Compression POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys.I found the Sea Foam stuff and poured it in my fuel tank.I'll try the
steam/water idea this weekend and give a compression test next weekend.Thamks agai
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for the idea.
Oh!the truck has been putting out a little blackish smoke since I put the Sea Foam in.
Still runs like a top with little to no oil consumtion.So I hope it is the Sea Foam.Should
be.
SUBJECT>T-shirt design page POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/2002ts/shirtview.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/2002ts/shirtview.html
I made a page for anyone who wants to see the present T-shirt design.There is a link back
to the homepage and one to the order page for the shirts.The link is below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Military paint stripper?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
8867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ran into some trouble today.I took out the interior to refinish it,and found all my
previous tricks don't seem to work.I'm trying to remove the paint to the metal,and so i
use my trusty aircraft remover that has never failed me before.Unfotunetely it doesn't
work.Has anyone ever removed the paint down to metal on these trucks,and if so how?I
don't want to sandblast,because i've heard this warps the metal,what are my options?
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Military paint stripper?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
12 April 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8866 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,I always used the trusty aircraft stripper too.But on these trucks I have found out
that the Napa brand seems to work better.Just my opinion.========Barry.
SUBJECT>axle mods POSTER>Murfman EMAIL>rmu5659929@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazPVydqxMfBE PREVIOUS>NEXT>8884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had a 440 and a torqueflite in my 715 for 5 years now,with 38.5"Boggers on stock
wheels.I think its time to go with bigger tires,15-42 16.5 swampers on modified hummer
wheels,a detroit in the front,and replace my stock 200 transfer case wit a 203/205 combo
with a off road design adapter,and wonder about axle strength.I've had no problems so
far (Mud racing,and general trail running)but am concerned with the extra weight and
load of the 42"tires and extra gearing.Is it possible to put 35 spline axles in the front
axle?If not how about stronger shafts?How weak are the stock front shafts?They seem
fairly beefy to me.I have a detroit in the rear 70,and don't think I will have any problems
there.(?)I am also considering the Helitool disc brake setup for the front.Is anyone here
running them.Or should I swap a later 60 in from a Dodge or Chevy?Thanks in advance
Murfman
P.S.One more thing,Does anyone have a link on converting the rear to 8-lug,Ive seen it
mentioned,but never found it.(just in case,I'd rather keep the 6-lug as I'm a glutton for
punishment LOL)
SUBJECT>Re:new shirt pic?pam POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks brute
SUBJECT>Re:FOUND THE MISS !WHOOPEE!!:o)POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8848 NEXT>8875 8933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the EXACT same thing happen to me!My (new)cap disintigrated on me after about
a month.I put my (old)one back in and the ol girl ran like a top.If you look at the new
cap compared to the old cap do you notice any difference in QUALITY?I did.Does
anyone know where to get a good heavy duty cap??
SUBJECT>Amsoil 75w-90w POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man that stuff is expensive-its good right?Because I bought 18 pints of this stuff!Mark
SUBJECT>Drive Shaft Lengthening?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8873 8874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I did a springover in the front and I know that I need to
lengthen my front drive shaft
about 1.5".On the rear,I did a shackle flip and a front hanger reversal,it seems like the
rear drive shaft is too short!Did any of you have to lengthen the rear as well?I thought
the front was the only thing that needed to be lenghtened.Thanks,
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Lengthening?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are going to do that drive line swap we talked about earlier I would check With Mr.
Beck to see if there would be a longer Dodge slip yoke available that would work with
the companion flange and U joint.I know the zone member I got this swap info from
mentioned he had the wrong slip yoke sent to him a couple of times and that it was too
long.These Dodge parts are comming off a 6X6 1 1/2 ton WWII WC 62/63.There are
two rear slip yokes to choose from.Then you would not have to pay to have the drive line
lengthend.
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SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Lengthening?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did not have any problems with the rear but I did lengthen the front an inch and half.
I went to my local drive shaft shop and was pricing it when they suggested a longer slip
yoke.My splines where all in good shape (no slop)so what they did was sell me the
longer slip yoke peice and installed it in phase with the other u joint.It was cheaper this
way than to have the tube cut and replaced.
Good Luck Steve D.
SUBJECT>Re:FOUND THE MISS !WHOOPEE!!:o)POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from RAPCO it seems to be made up to par.I have not used it yet though.The
only reason I ordered it is I figured I'd need it some day and I only needed to order 1 Data
plate that did not meet the minimum order requirement.As I said though it seems to be
made up to spec.Kinda'heavy aren't they?
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8761
NEXT>8880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i talked to them a few years ago and they said that they no longer make parts for our
heaters.but he was happy to sell me new one for about $1000.00 !
i ordered a manual (no it was not free)for the heater to repair mine.i had to make my
own parts and it works.i copied this manual and mailed it to a member of this club last
winter.i tought it was going to get scaned and posted?maybe if i can find it again i can
make another copy to mail to jon (brute4c)..krob725
SUBJECT>nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8878 8940 8954 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has antbody put a nv 4500 in their m715 or have thoughts about it i would like to hear
any ideas or sources photos,(5th or 6th gear is overdrive)and thanks you for
brainstormings.james.
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Friday,12 April 2002,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8877 NEXT>8896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Expensive!Awesome tranny though!!
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8678
NEXT>8882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the lock right for the front axle the next day.He had to order the locker from the
factory but still got it in four days.Was sent by ups.
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8876
NEXT>8899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob725,I could really use their number if you can find it.I would'nt mind a copy of the
manual you mention.Please let me know if you find it.What state were they in?Thanks...
Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:We must be underestimating the value...POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8847
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am glad that my wife don't look at this site (I HOPE ).===Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8879 NEXT>8887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a reason why the Lockright is cheap,because it's the weakest,cheapest locking
unit on the market.It's not for big heavy rigs like our 715's.PerkM715
SUBJECT>M-715 POSTER>Woody EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net DATE>Saturday,13
April 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
GOING TO SELL THE OLD TRUCK/W-460/AUTO-HUMMER TIRES
GOING TO GET $$$$TO BUILD ANOTHER.LOOK AT MIDWEST 2000 STORY FOR PIC
2000 obo
918-458-7841
SUBJECT>Re:axle mods POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at
11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8868 NEXT>8915 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Buy the newer 8 lug 35 spline axle,re-drill the rear hub to 8 lugs,and have fun.By the
time you screw around putting discs on the front,you are 1/2 way to have paid for a 35
spline D60 that is or can easily (a little $)be 35 spline stuff.BTW-I went the "hard way"
using the stock 6 lug stuff.It works,but since you asked,go the easier route,or buy my
rig!
SUBJECT>m-725 POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba54@excite.com DATE>Saturday,
13 April 2002,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8886
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Replacing the old 230 in my truck,anyone interested in parts,generator,distributor,
starter,harmonic balancer,etc.Cheap
SUBJECT>Re:m-725 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8885
NEXT>8935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in the generator and starter as spares.Actually it is an alternator,but no
biggee.
Let me know at brute4c@yahoo.com what you want for them and where you live so I can
get an idea on shipping...your street address would be helpful.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8882 NEXT>8894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the lockrite for a dana 60 is huge compared to others for 10 and 12 bolts and other little
axles you can only make somthing as strong as the carrier its in i had one in mine with
44"boggers and broke 4 axles with no problems with the locker at all
SUBJECT>Wiring diagram for Early style distribution box POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8889
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/distwiring.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/distwiring.html
I was sent a diagram and the wiring description for the early style,large,distribution box
and turn signal switch.It was sent by Bob who deserves a big thanks....especially from
me as this is something I have been wanting to do but hadn't found the time.
The link is below,it is in the online manuals section linked above as well..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring diagram for Early style distribution box POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8888 NEXT>8891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute can you still use the distribution on 12volt or do i have to convert to the other style
SUBJECT>anybody w/a chevy 4wd..i have a ?ion POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you have a 70-86 chevy 1/2 or 3/4 ton four wheel drive pick could you take some time
to meassure the length of the rear spring hangers.i know these are popular but i don't
happen to know anyone that has one and i don't want to get shot walking up to someone's
truck or door to measure their's.what i need:the measurement from solid sping hanger to
solid spring hanger (front of rear spring to the rear hanger where the shackle is bolted to)
then i also need the front mount to the actual spring in the shackle.make any since?
i need these measurements cause i'm using chevy springs in my m715 and need the
distance to set the mounts in the correct position.if any one could take five minutes to do
that for me i'd really appreacitate it.
thanks in advance
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring diagram for Early style distribution box POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8889 NEXT>9047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't tried it but I have been told that it won't due to the 12 volts not tripping the
flasher.I do know that the main flasher relay is replaceable,but there are 2 other relays,
and I wonder if taking out the large 24 volt one and wiring in one from a car would work.
Anyone with more time than me on their hands wanna try?
brute4c
SUBJECT>I.D help on Bumper numbers ??POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
Does any one know wear the bumper numbers 1A-6acr 1-HD-72
Did its tour of duty at?I found a pix of that number in the active
duty photos,Here the fun part after sanding my bumper down
guess what I found 77-6ACR and some thing else on the other side I could not make out.
thank for the help
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Found!!POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
13 April 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8999.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After chasing a couple of dead-end leads,I finally found a NOS Harmonic Balancer for
my Tornado Six!Woo-Hoo!While scrounging for this part in a couple of barns full of
old Willys/Kaiser stuff,I happened upon a pile of Tornado Six racing stuff(NOT for
sale).Seems as though a certain someone has a roundie-round racer that uses a Tornado
for power.I saw some awesome 3 carb heads!!Plus a chrome oilpan &harmonic
balancer!Loads of brgs &pistons.Some really cool stuff that I thought never existed.
Just thought everyone would be interested in this....
I'll be going back since there is LOTS of Tornado stuff there,yet that is for sale.
My shed will be full.....
Darryl
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SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8887 NEXT>8898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,If you think the Lockright is stronger than a Detriot locker or the Dana Powerlock
limited slip,you're wrong.If you don't belive me,call Randy's ,or any other place that
knows lockers and limited slips.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Found!!POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
13 April 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
After chasing a couple of dead-end leads,I finally found a NOS Harmonic Balancer for
my Tornado Six!Woo-Hoo!While scrounging for this part in a couple of barns full of
old Willys/Kaiser stuff,I happened upon a pile of Tornado Six racing stuff(NOT for
sale).Seems as though a certain someone has a roundie-round racer that uses a Tornado
for power.I saw some awesome 3 carb heads!!Plus a chrome oilpan &harmonic
balancer!Loads of brgs &pistons.Some really cool stuff that I thought never existed.
Just thought everyone would be interested in this....
I'll be going back since there is LOTS of Tornado stuff there,yet that is for sale.
My shed will be full.....
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8878 NEXT>8921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i plan on doing it this summer.i have trans and already have 350/4spd in my truck.i have
to round up a bellhousing and clutch cyls.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate measurements POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks ed!.SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8894 NEXT>8908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no it not stronger than a detroit or powerlock but its stronger than the axles thats why i
went to 2.5 ton rockwells
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Corp POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8880
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey AL
i will look for it.i think it is at work so i will look there on monday.
krob725
SUBJECT>ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>Don
EMAIL>dland@dicksonstreet.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8909 8917 8918 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a chance to purchase an M715 for $1000.00.It is missing the
engine/transmission/transfer case,along with troop seats,canvas and bows,etc.Basically,
the seller is offering the basic truck with no drive train.What engine/transmissions are the
best candidates for transplanting into one of these?I'm not looking for a real performer,
just something reliable to drive around and participate in the local veterans parade.A
Chevy 350 is probaly the best candidate,but are there any Inline six cylinders that will
work?Thank You.
SUBJECT>Disk brake's for the front?YES!!POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was searching the net tonight and came across this site.You too can have disk brakes on
your M-715.That is if you have $600 bucks to spend.
SUBJECT>Disk brake's for the front?YES!!POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was searching the net tonight and came across this site.You too can have disk brakes on
your M-715.That is if you have $600 bucks to spend.
http://www.uglytruckling.com/12_brakes_m715.html
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>wilson thorne EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatG/K76gG6.I PREVIOUS>8776 NEXT>8904 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am interested in the brushguard i also have parts that you might be interested in..T98trans,24volt alt,starter and
rebuilt carb.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8903
NEXT>8907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have the transmission mount?I would be interested in that!You know the one
that attaches to the tranny and then bolts to the crossmember!Mark
SUBJECT>Chat at Yahoo Site!!!!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Anybody want to chat for awhile?I will wait in the room for 15 minutes!
SUBJECT>Flushing the NP 200?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a way I can flush the t-case before I put different fluid in?I just want to make sure
there is no crap in there!I dont want to take it apart either!Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>wilson thorne EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com
DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8904
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No i used it in the converson to a smallblock chevy and 465 chevy trans.sorry
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8898 NEXT>8919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,
What words of wisdom do you have on duece axles?Are you running stock brakes?Did
you flip the hubs?How about the hookup?What size tires are you running?Did you lift
it?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8900 NEXT>8920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An AMC 258 6 comes to mind,Or one of their V8's.The hard part here is your missing
the T case.The one in the 715 is a divorced unit,so if you rip a comlete drive train from a
different vehicle that has a mated T case there is going to have to be one heck of a long
rear drive shaft.From what I understand the AMC 258 will fit the stock horns and a CJ
radiator is a direct bolt in.
I'm sure some one else can give you some other ideas.I know the AMC engines can be.picked up for a good price
though.
SUBJECT>Re:T-98A/CH465 swaps POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Saturday,13 April 2002,at 10:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the T98 input shaft is too long for the cj,i am not sure if it can be changed out for
a shorter one.as for the 465 swap the linkage on one rod will have to be extended about
3inches,and one of the holes on the factory shifter plate needs to be redrilled or at least
thats how i done mine.also the shaft between the trans and transfer case needs to be
extended.i hope that helps.
SUBJECT>what site was that??n/m...;)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14
April 2002,at 12:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8901 NEXT>8922
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
adf
SUBJECT>no takers on the axles???COME ON!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 12:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK.look dang it!haha...isn't there ANYONE near enough to UT to come get my
axles???the last offered price is this:swap for a set of 3/4ton GM axles,there are lots of
yards near here,and take the old ones away!!they come w/the rims,steering,whatever I
can't reuse....
let me refresh:36"Swampers (fronts are shot but rears are good),4 rims,Selectro
lockouts,4.56 gears,and lockers....just swap out for a cheap set of 3/4ton GM axles,
VERY cheap at the pick-n-pull.if no one gets these,they are going to the yard,I will
have no use for them and no space either.
get in touch on my cell,still no regular internet...
801-879-8448 if this #doesn't work,try later,since I'm on the road I have some trouble
getting my bills to pay them on time.
axles are going somewhere one way or the other this summer.No real urgency but the
donor truck is being found as I type this........
deal of the century hahahah.......
SUBJECT>Re:Flushing the NP 200?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8906
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only thing i have ever found to work okay without taking it apart is to put a quart of
magical mystery oil in with some regular 80-90,and run it for a short easy mile or so.
This oil is not as thick and will not provide proper lubrication so don't go very fast or
anything.then let it sit for a day or so,and drain it.When you refill it each time put a little
of magical mystery oil in (maybe 1/4 quart)this will help to keep it clean in the future.
Like i said this has worked OKAY for me in the past,so hope it helps..SUBJECT>Disk brake's for the
Rear?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8902
NEXT>8924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone done a disk brake swap on the rear of these trucks?If so how,and/or what
company offers it?
SUBJECT>Re:axle mods POSTER>Murfman EMAIL>rmu5659929@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8884
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps,
What have you done to your truck (The Hard Way?),and if you are serious,How much
do you want for it?I am looking for another truck.Murfman
SUBJECT>Re:T-98A/CH465 swaps POSTER>Keith Parker
EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8743 NEXT>LINKNAME>Hicks 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.hicks4x4.com/
The input shaft on your T98 will have to be shortened to the same length as the input
shaft on your old transmission to fit your bellhousing.
Or find an input shaft from a jeep T18 that is the correct length,scavenger hunt time.Jeep
used about 14 different versions.
I am going to transplant a Amc 360 into my truck using the T98 transmission.Im using a
jeep bellhousing that has a 5 inch spacer on the rear,70's model truck with T18,having
the input shaft swapped now.
Link below may have the input shaft you need.
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>Socrates
EMAIL>socrates@forumexperts.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaaNLq1Y9WMrE PREVIOUS>8900 NEXT>
8932 LINKNAME>ForumExperts LINKURL>http://www.forumexperts.com
Wow,this is the very type of M715 I've been looking for!
I've got a Banks turbo-charged 6.2L GM diesel,a 700R4 trans and NP 205 t-case just
waiting.
Oh well,guess I'll have to keep looking...
Good luck!
Socrates
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8908 NEXT>8928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pinion brakes no i did not flip the hubs because if you flip them it would be 69"wide 3 or
4"narower than factory terry turner surplus andulusa alabama custom lift 4"chevy rear.springs on front shakel
reversal Z71 rear srings on back with addaleaf 44"boggers i'm
going to take some pics today and send them to brute4 to put in members photos
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8909 NEXT>22453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you can find one a 292chev.with 465 4spd and 205transfercase would work well and
keep the 6cyl buzz.
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8896 NEXT>8942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what transmission do you have?I think there are aparently 3 bolt hole patterns,1 chevy,
hopely you have!,one dodge for the gas v-10 gas,another for dodge diesel,diesel should
be same but junkyard rat says it is different,who is going to build tc adater yoke for you
or do you need one?Good luck on swap,igave up on trying to find international 5 speeds,
too rare and nobody likes them plus nobody down here has any bellhousings,i sure hope
you can use your same bellhousing,is the clutch disc spline the same as your input shaft
on the new nv4500?I am trying to figure out what transmission(nv4500)to buy have
dead m715 and dead 1970 w200 and wanted to be able to switch transmission from one
to another if i ever get them on road again,gas is 1.59 today ,5.88 direct cost to much to
make daily driver,plus i am tired of not being able to talk when driving m715 back from
ranch,most need mod for this truck if there was one besides weak stock motor.thank and
good luck on swamp.
SUBJECT>Re:what site was that??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8911
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.uglytruckling.com/12_brakes_m715.html
LINKURL>http://www.uglytruckling.com/12_brakes_m715.html
Helitoolo is the company,the weblink to their M715 conversion page is below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Early J-series grill for sale POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello group,
I have decided to get rid of my early J-series /wagoneer grill,and I thought I would
advertise it here before I put it on
E-bay.There is a picture of it at our sister site under J-series in the photo albums.It has a
very good shine,there are two small dents in the center column.One near the top and one
near the bottom.There is a small inch long rust spot surfacing on the bottom of the grill.
It could be polished out and touched up.It's only 1/4 inch wide and not very noticible.
Take a look if your interested.I want 45.00 plus shipping.E-mail me offline.Thanks.....
Kaiserjeeps..(AL).SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8914 NEXT>8963 8965 8977 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I just finished a conversion this weekend,i used 3/4 ton caliper brackets from the front of
a 75 chevy 4 wheel drive 1/2 ton calipers from the same year,i used 1 ton front rotors
from a chevy 4wheel drive,i made an adapter to mount the rotor to my stock hub it was
basically a 3/8 in inch steel with both bolt patterns I used 9/16 trailer studs for the six lugs
and countersunk the heads and used 11/16 countersunk bolts on the 8 lugs side.I had to
machine seventy thousandths off the thickness of each side of the rotor for the halfton
caliphers and brakets to fit and one hundred and forty thousandths of the circumference of
the rotor if i had to do it over i would have bought the three quarter ton rotors at the local
part store because they are already the right thickness and circumference
but i already had the one tons they were free...as for mounting the bracket the inside
diameter is three inches one hundred thousandths and the axel tube at the mounting point
is three inches you could make and adapter to mount to the stock four bolt flange but i
positioned my brackets to the right location and tig welded them.
i`m sure there are many ways to do this but this one worked for me.hope i was of some
help.Wilson Thorne
SUBJECT>ATTN:715MAN POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,
at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark can't get through on email.Vintage Power Wagons should have all the E-brake
drive conversion parts.I don't have a contact number for them but should be able to search
it out.Let me know what you find out as I'm going to do this too.thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:715MAN POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14 April
2002,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>8925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try www.vintagepowerwagons.com and email is dodge@vintagepowerwagons.com these
should work.
Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:How to soup up a PS pump?POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are several things that you can do to increase the volume and pressure.Go to
www.westtexasoffroad.com ,in its tech section and it has the instructions and pictures of
the correct modifications.I think this is the correct address,if not email me and i will get
it for you.Hope this information helped you.
Thanks,
Wilson.Thorne
SUBJECT>Re:Cheapist locker---TSJ1209 POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8919 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look forward to the pictures.
SUBJECT>chat POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chat now 4-14-02.9:30 cdt
SUBJECT>M-715 for sale in CO POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8819 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I might have a truck for sale in the Pueblo CO area.The truck is very good and solid,no
winch,Chev V8,power steering,dual master cylinder,no canvas or side racks.Price is
$3,800.00.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>rancho 9000 POSTER>eric EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14
April 2002,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8941 8946
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does and one know the part number for the rancho 9000 shocks that fit the m715.
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>Don
EMAIL>dland@dicksonstreet.com DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8918 NEXT>8945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just thought I would let you know where this truck is located just in case you were close
enough to get it.Contact Carl Ritter at 417-358-4994,he is located on Hwy 71,about 5
miles North of Carthage,Missouri.This may be a project beyond me,as I do not have a
shop or tools necessary to take on something like this.Maybe I should concentrate on a
complete vehicle.Good Luck.Don
SUBJECT>Re:FOUND THE MISS !WHOOPEE!!:o)POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8870 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,the new ones are pretty flimsy.I bought the first one from AB and the second one
from Memphis Equipment -same flimsy cap.
I probably cracked the first one by not being careful enough when installing..The old one that I put back in (and is
still in)was a lot heavier duty,brown in color.The
new ones are black plastic.
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From now on,I'm keeping a spare in the glove box!
SUBJECT>Re:For sale M715 1968 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8859
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any pics?What color?tires?
Any mods like pwr steering,brakes?
does it have top,troop seats,bows,cargo cover,etc?
I'm in Maryland-where in NJ are you?
SUBJECT>Re:m-725 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net DATE>Sunday,
14 April 2002,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8886 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in water pump &air cleaner
I'm in Maryland....
SUBJECT>Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8955 8957
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy,glad I happened to be standing next to the truck when the foot starter switch decided
to ground-out!
I heard a hissing sound and thought,"Dang radiator hose must have just busted!",when I
began to see SMOKE boiling out from under the hood!I quick raised the hood and saw
sparks and flames coming from the foot starter terminals,so I quickly (seemed like slow
motion)opened the dog house and pulled the +cable off the battery.Then,luckily,I had
a garden hose close by and extinguished the burning cables.Whew!No serious damage
done,but I could have lost the truck if I hadn't been right there.Scarey!
It appears that the foot starter switch decided to ground out,which overheated the cables,
etc.until something had to give.One of the battery post clamps actually melted!
To prevent this from happening again,at least while I'm not near the truck,I'm going to
install a cutout switch between the battery and the (+)cable that goes to the starter switch.
If anyone has a better idea,I'd sure like to hear it!
SUBJECT>Re:history?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>glengar@bellatlantic.net
DATE>Sunday,14 April 2002,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8738
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is first I knew that Brute was compiling a Ser#list--I'll gladly add my 715 &725 as
well as the two parts 715s I have on hand
How do we do it?
SUBJECT>Re:For sale M715 1968 POSTER>Ed EMAIL>hirshenson@aol.com.DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 4:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXuOdqgoY5Mc PREVIOUS>8859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Can you send some pics and a bit more of a description.
Thanks,
Ed
SUBJECT>M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>G.C.BEDEL
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8952 8989 8993 9403 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Splash",
"Remo Williams-The Adventure Begins"
and now....
"Tremors 3"
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8877 NEXT>8968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've decided to put some feelers out for the new NV5600 dodge tranny.
...this should be interesting
SUBJECT>Re:rancho 9000 POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15 April
2002,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8931 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Shocks!I didn't know that the M715 had shocks.I thought the axles were bolt straight to
the frame the way mine rides.HA!HA!
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8921 NEXT>8967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 3053A Spicer 2 1/2 ton tranny (from behind a diesel engine)fits well and really isn't
all that difficult a swap..79:1 overdrive.For anyone who has changed the original gears
for better streetability,the 3052 2 1/2 ton tranny (from behind the gas engine)is a 1:1 five
speed.
SUBJECT>Axle Blanks...Um,Perk?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw an advertisement from Randy's Ring and Pinion and it had "axle blanks available"
listed.I'm not trying to pass a buck here,but someone with all the axle dims may want to
try them..SUBJECT>Re:Axle Blanks...Um,Perk?POSTER>PerkM715
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EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Spicer,for the info.I will give Randy's a call.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ADVICE ON M715 PURCHASE POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8932
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am currently selling mine and I am in the same area.I bought mine off of him and he
sold me the truck WITH the transfer case for the same price.I think I have seen the truck
you are talking about and if I remember right the dash panel as well as a lot of the wiring
was gone.
I'm selling mine because I have way too many projects I would take $2250 with the 454
motor I bought for it and the Novak motor mounts.If anyone is interested e-mail me at
www.gsanders84@hotmail.com or call me at (417)624-8726
SUBJECT>Re:rancho 9000 POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8931
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be back at the house this evening.Will post numbers.They work great!!
Paul
SUBJECT>1968 Kaiser M715 For Sale POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>www.gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I simply have too many projects.Stock truck with no motor or tranny.Comes with new
Novak motor mounts(never installed)and 454 chevy motor with a recent rebuild.$2250
OBO or will separate e-mail me at www.gsanders84@hotmail.com or call me at (417)
624-8726
Also,I have a partially restored '48 Willy's CJ-2a with a rebuild motor,new floor panels,
all new brakes,lines and master cylinder,etc.$2250
I am located just south of Joplin,Missouri
SUBJECT>Attn Tom@SnakeRiver POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The WWII Duwk wheels we've mentioned...
I've found maybe ten of them and some have 6 lug and some have 12 lug patterns with
what looks like the same spacing.Is one a later model wheel?The aggressiveness of the
12 lug wheel with the 18"studded beadlocks is quite impressive.I may use these buggers
down the road...gotta get back and check the bolt circle spacing.
SUBJECT>230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com.DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 3:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8951 8979 8995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok guys,once again I dip into your vast knowledge.Here's the deal.I am swapping a 230
out of my 68 M715.It was already running on 12 volts when I got it.Runs great,but I
want a chevy with a bit more punch in it.Anyhow,question is...
I want to sell the engine and/or parts off of it.How do I know before I tell someone the
wrong thing that it is a civilian or a military model?And,is anyone here interested in any
parts or complete unit?I really want it out of the garage.Complete with bellhousing,new
holley carb,and all.It has the fuel pump on it that has the vacuum on top,so I assumed
that was military.How similar are these engines?
Thanks already,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:1968 Kaiser M715 For Sale POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>mafrisch@pittstate.edu DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't sell it!
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8949 NEXT>9103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The easiest way to tell the military and civilian engines apart is the location of the motor
mounts.
All the military ones are on the block,several inches behind the timing cover,and have
rectangular metal bosses that they mount to the block with.
The civilian engine uses,in my opinion,a bizzare motor mount setup.Instead of
mounting them to the block,they are mounted on the end of a plate that mounts between
the front of the block and the timing cover.At the outside lower edges of this plate,that
looks like a big shim behind the timing cover,are 2 big ears that the mounts bolt to.If
you look at the military engine,the top 2 timimg cover to head bolts go straight into the
head from the timing cover.The civilan engine has the drivers side upper bolt going
through the shim plate but not into the head as the timing cover on the civvy engine is
wider than the military one and thus is wider than the head.
There are other differences:
The water pumps don't interchange due to different bolt patterns and hose locations
The mil engine has a water excluder seal at the front of the crank for fording.
There are differences in the locations of sending units and water passages on the outside
of the engine.
The civvy was available in both 7.5 and 8.5 compression ratios,the military is only the
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7.5,and due to the fact that the pistons,crank,rods,timing chain,and head gaskets are all
the same,the difference must be in the head,chamber cc's I assume but have not actually
tested.
I have both engines...took the ignition and 2 barrel of the civvy and put on the M715.I
have the civvy head sitting in the shop...and have looked at it qute a bit wondering if I
have the 8.5 compression model and could pick up a little more power if it were added to.the truck.I see that at
least the one upper drivers side bolt hole is not in the head and
would have to be drilled and tapped but I don't see any other problems at this time.
So the guts are pretty much interchangeable,crank through rocker arms,but the timing
cover forward and motor mounts vary extensively.
Simple question,simple answer.....yeah right....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>jack EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15
April 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8939 NEXT>8958
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
flat liners i think this is the name of the movie.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 rear gas heater POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>144
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you still have the gas heater?
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>Nate Walker
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8877 NEXT>8983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I converted my truck over to the NV4500 after my brother blew out the stock T-98.At the
same time I switched over to a NP205 transfer case.The swap for me was relatively easy
but there is some research that you have to do to make sure you have the right type of
NV4500 for the bellhousing and transfer case you are planning to use.I have a small
block chevy in my truck and in order for the NV4500 to bolt up to the block I needed a
adapter bellhousing.I got it from Advance Adapters.I also got my hands on a particular
type of NP205 that allowed me to bolt the 205 directly to the 4500 without any adapters.
Then I built a new crossmember and got my driveshafts redone and that was it.What
helped me out the most was a booklet that Advance Adapters sells that is completely
dedicated to NV4500 swaps and conversions.I highly recommend buying it,it has tons of
info.You can get it at www.advanceadapters.com,I think its like 5 bucks or so.If you
need any more advice or have any more questions don't hesitate to ask.Nate
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8936 NEXT>8976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds like a good idea to me.I installed one on the trans hump where the PTO shifter
used to be.I had to cover/use the hole for some thing.Looks like it should have gone
there in the first place.
SUBJECT>Re:I.D help on Bumper numbers ??POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8892 NEXT>8959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try my best to answer your question.I'm a little lacking in this department,but have.some experience from
working for the Army (Civilian not Military).I can tell you Navy
markings though,if you had any.
This is my best guess.
77 is the sub-unit (could be battalion,company,etc.of the 6th Armored Cavalry
Regiment.
The number on the other side of the bumper should be the trucks I.D.or bumper number
for maintenance and dispatching purposes.
Assuming you found the 77-6ACR on the passenger front/driver side rear.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8936 NEXT>8978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a continuous duty relay on the firewall (like a Ford).A much smaller wire pulls in
the relay from the starter switch.These are available in 24 volt versions at a parts store.
My 2 cents worth.
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Derek Snapka
EMAIL>kdsnap@swbell.net DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8952 NEXT>8970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget "Point Break".This is where my interest was sparked!
SUBJECT>Re:I.D help on Bumper numbers ??POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds about right to me.
Thanks for your time.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Tom@SnakeRiver POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8948 NEXT>8974 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
You mention 12 lug pattern,and that throws me off.The std DUKW wheel should be the
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6 lug pattern,the same as the 2-1/2 ton trucks.What the 12 lug is "beats me"see if you
can get a digital picture of each and post it here or email it to me.The DUKW rims would
be worth getting ahold of and sitting on and selling them to a DUKW collector.They are
somewhat rare.Tom
SUBJECT>Rancho shocks POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rancho 9000 shocks:part #9116 front;part#9118 rear.
Paul.SUBJECT>M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKwgOe/nQkEo PREVIOUS>NEXT>8964 8973
8988 8990 8991 9031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just recently bought a M725 with the original Tornado 230 Military ignition 24 V
system and spent $150 on Dist Cap,plugs,rotor,points,and condenser.The engine was
running extremely rough,would not idle and would not accept any gas pedal.
After replacing the condenser...It ran like a champ!for 35 miles.
After heating up or running for awhile...It started missing above 35 MPH and slowly
began getting worse and worse....Then would not idle.
I just ordered a salty $105 coil from Memphis Equipment that I am 99%sure will solve.
Any other suggestions?
Also,I think it is currently stuck in 4WD!are there any trick or suggestions?Linkage
seems free to move...I have no idea how the transfer case works.
Will anyone tell my wife I did good with the $800 M725 with no rust!
Thanks
John in Indiana
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8924
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW !!!
now that's using your head
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>8969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$800 for a 725 in indiana with no rust you got a good deal
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8924 NEXT>8966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you send a email to me describing (in detail)how to do this swap?I am really
interesed in doing this on both axles!Thanks,and my new email is
markus_118@yahoo.com.Thanks again!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.me too please.......bowtiedave@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8942 NEXT>9009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i will have to get a bell housing from 92 and up chevy p.u.mine is from a 93 chevy 1 ton
i think a dodge shares bolt pattern with chevy but input shaft is different.if you want to
reuse trans in w200 later on,why not swap in a small mopar v8 and get nv4500 from
newer dodge truck with 360/5speed.that way you would already have bellhousing and
correct trans for your other truck.
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8940 NEXT>9005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have heard several bad reports about this trans from dodge owners.apparently they don't
hold up well behind a cummins .i know of one that shelled out at 39000mi.the
dealership told him they would fix it (after much armtwisting)but that 6th gear was for
flatland no load cruising only.i can't speak from personal experience but these are the
tales i have heard.not to discourage anyone but i believe i would ask around.
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8964 NEXT>8972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll Buy it for that.Real good deal!Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8958 NEXT>9011 9104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a movie called "Far from home".It had Drew Barrymore in it.Quite a bit of air
time for the 715 in the movie......Kaiserjeeps..(AL)......
SUBJECT>Windshield POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,15 April 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>8985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the tips on the new windshield.I am sorry to take so long in returning.I
had to make a trip back to Arkansas,and my wife did not take her computer,and I just
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got home tonight.It looks like at the end of my daughter's school year I will be moving
back to Arkansas.I hope to get my truck running by the time I leave.I may never get to
off road here in Colorado.Oh well,can't win them all.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Great deal for $800!
You may have the transfer case 'loaded'from driving in 4.Put it in reverse and jerk the
clutch a couple of times while putting a little pull on the 4wd handle.This happens
frequently when goeing from four to two wheel drive.Usually backing up a little ways
helps but I don't bother anymore.:)
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check your Carb out real good.with it running look down the carb and make sure that gas
is not over flowing from the tube in the center.
Tell mama you got a great deal.Were in IND are you ?
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Tom@SnakeRiver POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8960 NEXT>8975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,gimme a week or two and I'll get back to you with a digital pic.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Tom@SnakeRiver POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8974 NEXT>9002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there adapters going from our six lug to the dukw's six lug?
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>8955 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea!Thanks,John!
I made up new cables last night:
o Cable clamps and switch from NAPA.
o 3/8"Burns Electrical Lug Connectors from an electrical supply (they loaned me the
Thomas &Betts crimping tool for free).Also,I used 3M heat-shrink sleeves to put on the
cable ends to provide a clean-looking job that will last.
o #4 Cable was found at an International Truck dealer.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8924 NEXT>8982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about asking Brute4C about putting this idea in the card file?It's a common.question that comes up quite a
bit.Maybe you could write a how to with pics?
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8957 NEXT>9000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a clean and simple solution,Bill.NAPA has one in stock,so I'm going to
check it out today.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>David Reuter
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8949 NEXT>9037 9102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin...where are you located and how much to you want for the complete motor...I need
one,but everyone that I have found for sale is almost 2 day's away from me...I live in Ind.
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho shocks POSTER>grant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 April
2002,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8961 NEXT>8981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul,
Are those for stock ride height?
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho shocks POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8980
NEXT>8987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe those are for stock height.I am running 37's,which are not much bigger tha
stock tires.I have a standard suspension.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielw@boeing.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8977 NEXT>9402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be glad to when i get time i have a lot going on right now my mom is very sick and
i am also changing jobs.this is a great ssite and i will be glad to help any way i can.
wilson
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8954 NEXT>8984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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nate,what is the output spline count on your nv4500,do you have a nv4500 out of a 2wd
or 4wd chey or dodge,that is my problem.I donot know what of the 4 nv4500's will bolt
up to my 205 in the w200,i wanted to have same transfercase in both trucks as both have
to low a rearend ratios for daily driving.another question that i have is do you run a dodge
clutch disc or chevy clutch disc on the nv 4500 input?Wish you would list exact trans
you have,what throwout bearing arrangement,mech.or hydra.,what was 205 tc out of
that you could bolt up to nv4500..that is what i want to do except i dont know whether to.use 360 or 318,unclear if
bolh 318 or 360 bellhousing work with nv4500.Is the 2wd
vs4wd nv4500 the same?Please help thanks james.I ahve both trucks that i want ot
update like yours,how do you like it with the 5.88's in the m715 when you put it in 5
overdrive,what rpms,can you hear someone in cab now?
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>Nate Walker
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8983 NEXT>8986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 4500 has a 32 spline output shaft and it is out of a 4wd GM.The 2wd models have a
ouput yoke and a shorter tailhousing than the 4wd versions.The 2wd's have a 35 spline
output shaft.The 205 I used is out of a GM 4wd and it has a 32 spline input that fits up
perfectly with the 4500 output.They only made this 205 between '79 and '80,but the
input shafts with the 32 spline are still available and can be installed into any 205 transfer
case.However this requires machining the t-case a little to accept the new shaft and
bearing required.The output shaft of my NV4500 and the input of the NP205 had to be
cut down so that they would fit together without the use of an adapter.I also had to grind
a little of the tailhousing in order to clear the shift rods for the transfer case.
As far as clutches go,I'm using a standard chevy clutch that would be used on any small
block chevy.The input to the 4500 is the exact same as the old T98.I am using a
mechanical linkage for the clutch but I wish I was using a hydraulic(makes it a little
easier on the foot).As far as bellhousings go you have a couple of options.You can use a
GM bellhousing 1993-1995 that was previously equipped with the NV4500.However
this unit uses a special hydraulic slave cylinder that is located on the passenger side of the
vehicle(watch out for driveshaft clearance if your rig is not lifted).The other option is to
use an Advance Adapters Bellhousing that can be used with either mechanical or
hydraulic clutch linkages(this is the way I went).
As far as driveability,the overdrive on the trans really helps out.Before I swapped out my
rear axle I think I was running RPM's at 2000 at 65MPH.Carrying on a conversation in
the truck is a little easier now,not as much yelling.It also helps out the gas mileage a lot.
One other thing I forgot to mention was that I don't even use first gear on the street,it's
way to low.So you can imagine when you go offroad how helpful that granny low gear is,
especially if you find a NV4500 with the 6.34:1 first gear.
Hope all this helps,let me know if you need more info,Nate.
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8971
NEXT>8996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where in arkansas?i live across the border in tex about 80mi from texarkana.
SUBJECT>Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8984 NEXT>9008 9022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um...Nate,what gearing and tires do you have?
34"NTD's+5.87 gearing+1.00:1 final transmission drive=3700+rpm..44"gummies and 1.00:1 is still around 2900rpm.
Most of us would jerk out a fingernail to have 2000rpm @65mph.A .79:1 O.D.tranny
would only lower the rpm by about 800.
Your guesstimate rpm may be...well,alot more than a blonde one off.
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho shocks POSTER>grant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 April
2002,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8981 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul,
Thanks for the info.I've been needing to replace mine but didn't want to take one off to
measure the travel.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>Mike Arnott
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only way I can get mine out of 4wd is to jack up one of the front wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8939
NEXT>9137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know it's obvious but saw a few '725s in Full Metal Jacket
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>8992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John--
For what it may be worth--I had the exact same problem with my 715 before I swapped in
a Chevy 350.I replaced everything as you di.But,I did not swap in new distributor.What
had happened was that the shaft on the distributor was worn and after the engine had run
for several minutes to warm up,the shaft got loose and caused it to miss badly and finally
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shut off.I got a new distributor from Memphis Equipment and that did the trick.
However,a month or so later,I decided to put in a chevy 350,and that was a decision that
I never have regreted.Maybe this will help.
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 230 did the same thing,it ended up being a weak fuel pump.When the engine got
warm it idled rough and stumbled at speed.When I opened the hood and revved the
engine manually,I could watch the fuel filter empty out completely.As for the four wheel
drive situation,what everyone else is saying works for me as well-try backing up first.
hope it helped!Mike..SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8990 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had this problem in a car with a point distributor years ago....went in for a tuneup cause
it was a bit erratic and the distributor died right there on the scope in the shop.The
mechanic figured it out just before it died.Ended up putting in new shaft bushings and it
was fine after that.Don't know how easy they are to find or replace in the military
distributor,but it seems it would be cheaper if you can find the stuff.
I do have my military distributor from when I changed to the civilian one.The coil was
found to be cracked and would be of no use to you,the points are ok,the cap is probably
not good.The body and top are fine,no problems there.You could swap your guts into
this one and have a working setup....if you want info,email me at brute4c@yahoo.com
Either way,good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S ON MTV!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8939 NEXT>8997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The video for CALIFORNIA with TuPac and Dr.Dre,had an M-715 in it.It had a whole
mad max "return to thunder dome"(I think thats what it's called)Theme to it.There were
a bunch of bikes and crazy lookin Buggies,Hummers and 1 M-715 mixed in with the
bunch.
SUBJECT>I'm sprung over,now I just need to be shocked,anyone have some advice
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April
2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>8998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just did a spring over and found out that the stock shock mounts will not work.Does
anybody have any solutions to this problem.I would also like to put a steering stablizer
on it,But since there is no kit to buy I need to do some fabrication.Does anyone have any
suggestions from trying it themselvs.thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Dave Billings
EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>8949 NEXT>9101
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I too am looking for a good 230 motor.Ive tore mine down and the cranks bad and
block isn't so good.Please let me know if it might be for sale.Also I'm debating on the
350 swap if original isn't working out.I'd like to keep up on your progress.Thanks!Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8985
NEXT>9075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bowtiedave.Hot Springs.I grew up in Nashville,about 55 miles from Texarkana.I still go to
Nashville to 4X4.Do you get together with other guyes down near there?I'd like to get
together with some other M715'ers off-roading.I was hoping to go to Kansas with some,
but now I don't guese that will happen.Keep in touch,I will be moving at the end of May.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S ON MTV!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8993 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kid Rocks latest video from detroit has a m715 in it.I watched the making of the video
and it showed much more than the video did.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm sprung over,now I just need to be shocked,anyone have some advice
POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,
at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8994 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On the rears just measure eye to eye compressed and extended and find a shock that is
closet to this.For the front I relocated the shock mount bracket on the frame so I could
use the same shock front and rear.Any good truck shop that sells shocks should be able
to get the specs for you.
SUBJECT>Re:Found!!POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>8893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darryl,there didn't happen to be a good crank in there for the 230?Mines shot.Please
advise.Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:27 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8978 NEXT>9019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a 50'double OO welding lead off Ebay for about $27.00 and made mine.I have
two huge 6 volt bats behind my seats.I had enough to run cables to my winch.I can run it
(12,000)without even the engine running.I ran a Ford solonoid to drop the amps going to
the starter.Works great.Next I hope to figure how to mount a 8,000lb that I have,under
the bed.Guese I'll need more welding lead.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Seat frames POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the original seat frames,they have 3/4 inch plywood on the bottom and back both.
Does anyone need them?I'm moving again,not taking them.Also I think I still have the
original breather.Let me know if your interested..mudclod cheanac@msn.com Wayne
SUBJECT>Adapting POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8975
NEXT>9021 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
If they are the std 6 hole Budd used on a 2-1/2 ton.It is doubtfull,the best way to get onto
an 18"rim is with the gama goat conversion.The DUKW tires should be 12 ply.really,
really stiff.The Gama goats are 6 ply and nice and soft.Tom
SUBJECT>Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9017 9048 9055 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just wondering where the best place is since mine is about shot.Thanks.Will
SUBJECT>Where can I get a 12v to 24v converter to keep the original gauges when you
swap the engine POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm swapping out the engine and lights and all that good stuff.BUT I Want to keep the
original Gauges,There was talk about a 12v to 24v converter a little while back,but those
posts are now off the message board.Does anybody know the part or even the company
that makes the converter..
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>William Halepaska
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8968 NEXT>9010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the NV 4500 problems stem from towing way to much load with the truck as the
Cummins is a medium duty truck engine as it is offered in a F-650 as well.Normally it is
the 5th gear nut has backed off or the snap ring on the 5th gear on the countershaft has
popped off.They also behind the Cummins have had problems twisting off the input shaft
and shredding the main shaft.The 5600 is a much stronger transmission but is very pricey
but they have been having 3rd gear problems behind the Cummins 500+ft lb of trq.I
personally am going to use an Eaton/Fuller 5 speed (used to be Clark)with a 7.5to1 first
and 25%overdrive behind my hopped up little B series as the custom torqueflight cannot
keep up with my built up B series.
SUBJECT>OD green paint POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9012 9066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can i get some od green paint,i wanna repaint my truck.at some point it was
painted a bluish green and since i just ordered a new top from beachwood canvas (thanks
for the info guys)in od green,i now have an excuse to do some painting.thanks
Mike Falcone.SUBJECT>Re:Seat frames POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9001
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I would be interested!Email me if you still have them!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8986 NEXT>9014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand what nate is saying but i think he wrote it up wrong,if he has overdrive,plus
tall tires (???how tall)and has changed out the rear to something higher(???)it might be
crusing at 2500 or so at 6500 rpm,hey nate thanks for info and sharing please clarify,say
again,what rear end ratio are you running,what sizes dia tire,what does your tac say
when you are doing 70 mph.It might be off or maybe speedo is.I wish i had a chevy
setup,unfortunaly i have to run 318 or 360 to keep same drivetrain,it is a nightmare to
figure out what will bolt up t o dodge bellhousing and to 205 in 1970 w200,i wanted to
bolt nv4500 to 205 so i could pull it from m715 back to w200 instead of having 2
oddballs.You have helped me because i know that i have 23 spline on my dodge 4 speed
and nv4500 has more,i dont know how long input shaft was on nv4500,my 4spd was 8
3/8 long 3/4 dia where it went into crankshaft bearing,what is dia of nv4500 how long is
front inputshaft,are all nv4500 shame length front shafts?thanks james.
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are right,i was just trying to be able to outfox junkyard rat down at piratesjunkyard.
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If i know every way the nv4500 can be put in both i might save a pile of money and have
the same setup in both or real close,i want to run 205s mated with same type mounts and
drive shafts.I think i have made it too complicated with 2 trucks though.One thing for
sure since i found this forrum those damm wolfrats that have been pissing and chewing
wiring on these trucks have not long for eviction is coming.We don/t have a good 4wd
shop in my area and dodge dealer i used to work for closed when navy base shut down i
1988.i think i am going to try to buy sauage nv4500 andsee what it bolt up to,i have a
bunch of bellhousings from old jeep and dodge dealer.thanks for info and bs.
SUBJECT>Re:nv 4500 5 speed overdrive conversion POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill,what number transmission is this 5 speed,did you have 5overdrive installed in it,I
have a fuller 5 speed in my gmc7500(10 speed to some)but it is air shift)Is your 5 speed
going behind what motor?,i know the transmission i have is way too big to go in my
truck without major butcher job and i am against that,i just want to put what military
would put in it today if they were refitted,that why i like the mopar or jeep motor same
dealership usually has 205,s anywhere mexico,lots of jeeps and old dodge 4wds down.here still.sounds like great swap
please more please>thanks james
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Paul S.EMAIL>psfm@toad.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aamjSq2T54NkA PREVIOUS>8970 NEXT>9013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't forget "Private Benjamin"
SUBJECT>Re:OD green paint POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 11:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9006
NEXT>9023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
auto (shack)zone sells it in the can
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 April 2002,at 11:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9011 NEXT>9136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also dont forget Flight of the Intruder
and in at least 5 Magnum PIs
SUBJECT>Re:Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>Nate Walker
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 12:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9008 NEXT>9067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
God damn,I had no idea people got so fired up over a typo,and then decide that they
have to shove it in your face and call you a moron.With stock tires,stock rear end and
cruising at 70MPH in overdrive the engine would be spinning around 2900-3000RPM or
so(it's been a few years since I've had this setup so it's hard to remember).As far as input
shafts go here's some info
TRANS DIAM.SPLINE TIP
All GM Transmissions 1-1/8"10-spline .590"pilot tip
Dodge regular Trans 1-1/8"10-spline .750"pilot tip
Dodge Heavy Duty Trans 1-1/4"10-spline .750"pilot tip
As far as lengths go I couldn't find any numerical info on that but I do know that the
Dodge NV4500 input shaft is longer than the GM input shaft.Actually I just found that
dodge NV4500 input length=7-1/2".I'm still unclear on exactly what your trying to match
up.Correct me if I'm wrong Dodge engine to ...whatever type of NV4500 you want
to...GM NP205?Anyway's hope the info helps,Nate.
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I get a 12v to 24v converter to keep the original gauges whe
you swap the engine POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9004
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only company that i found that really offers one at a time is a company called
acopian.here is their link to their site for the dc to dc converter.I have not yet been able
to check the amp draw to the gauges to even see if this would work or not,so that is.something you would want to do
first.There were two i was looking at one with input of
12V,and other with input of 15V depending on alternator charging.the prices show
130.00.If you have any other questions feel free to let me know,and i would also be
interested in hearing how it works out if you decide to do it.
SUBJECT>Anyone ever sandblast body panels?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9018 9078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been struggling with removing the old paint for a while now,and have not found
any stripping checmicals that work well.I'm thinking about sandblasting for time sake,
but have heard it will cause warping e.t.c.on thin metal.Has anyone ever done this,and if
so what type of sand was used?is there any tricks to making it come out nice?Any help
is always appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9003 NEXT>9034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say that having them done locally is the best,if that service is available near you.
Brake reliners can even change you from the stock asbestos shoes to modern semi-
metallics if you want.
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Otherwise you can get them from Memphis Equipment,Surplus City,and other surplus
dealers.If AB Linn has them,that would be the lowest price.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever sandblast body panels?POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>9016 NEXT>9041
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
daniel,sandblasting can cause warping due to the heat &pressure generated.if you can
locate a company that rents "soda blasters"that would be the best way to go or someone
that does soda blasting.these units use common baking soda for their blast media.it will
not harm glass,chrome or rubber parts.the units or very expensive &require a large
amount of air to operate.the good thing about this type of blasting is that you can take all
the paint off or just to the primer or however far you require.i have seen them advertised
for rent in the dallas/ft worth area.i'm sure other parts of the country have them available
too.just my 2c's......gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Switch =Arc Welder!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9000 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just redid my battery cables and used 2 group 31 1/2 batteries with 00 cables.I also had
a foot starter swich I bought a while back from Vintage Powerwagons.When my friend
Greg tried to put the wires on the foot switch,we found that the studs on this new one
were quite a bit shorter than the original making it difficult to mount the new battery to
foot switch cable,with it's thicker end,and the alternator wire and the split ring washer.AND get the nut to start.I
am guessing this switch,which was in a crate of 715 stuff they
had,was for an M37 or something else.It will hold the stock wires just fine,thicker ends
can be a bit challenging.For a stock application though,the shorter studs means more
room around the studs to keep from hitting stuff.I can get the part number for anyone
interested.
Also,for cutting battery voltage,I use an aircraft type battery terminal.This has a top and
bottom metal piece with a non conductive material sandwiched between and a large knob
with a threaded stud that goes through this sandwich.Unscrewing the knob by hand
eliminates any juice from flowing.These cost $5 or less and especially for draw
problems,lots of "resting"between uses,storage,or electrical work,are very handy.
brute4c
SUBJECT>White Star stencils POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9028 9065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
Does any one know what type if any ,Star goes on the door and hood ,Size 20inch or 24
inch On hood,Smaller size on doors?Star with out circle or with circle around it.I
haven ’ t done any research yet.I know Beachwood has these kind of stencils
Thanks for the input.
Rick Hawkins
NH
SUBJECT>Re:Adapting POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9002
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I go DUKW wheels,I'm gonna be looking at implement rubber for the ultimate i
aggressive,'I will stomp you'stance.I found an adapter company in one of my Four
Wheel Off Road magazines that says they'll make any adapter.This is a down the road
project or perhaps the next truck.I don't want to lift or spring over mine.I like the 37"
Boggers and the stock height.I'll get to it...
SUBJECT>Nate POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8986
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chill out dude.
I was just looking for clarification.
SUBJECT>Re:OD green paint POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.aervoe.com you can buy from factory or local merchant.
SUBJECT>How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:47 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiXj8Xm9ALSw
PREVIOUS>NEXT>9025
9100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im wraping up my freshman semester for engineering at Vermont.Through out the year
I've been looking for a new project.I've had my mind send on a M-715 for a while now.I
currently drive a 94 Ford Explorer lifed 8.5 inches with 35"Mickeys and a rear detroit.
Whats the best way to go about looking for a rig.I look on-line a lot and there really arn't
to many,and the ones I find don't have pictures or seem pricey for a 35 year old truck.
I'm looking for a mainly stock truck that runs so I could drive it home.I plan on building
up a 350 and buying the adapter and bolting that in.I'll do some other improvements to
the interior,at lest a rear locker,and 38.5"swampers (these things are big money).I've
looked over the 'what to look for list',and saw how most people get ripped off on their
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trucks.I'd plan to pay around 2,000-2,500.What things should I do to find a rig in the
East Coast,near that price range?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9024 NEXT>9030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott
If you want to stop by and check out my rig (it's not for sale)but at least you could get up
and close.I live in claremont NH
Rick
SUBJECT>Any used Gama-Goat tires &kit 4 sale POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any used Gama-Goat tires &kit 4 sale out there?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>chevy radiator POSTER>Munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what size chevy radiator will fit the m715
thanks in advance
Munch
SUBJECT>Re:White Star stencils POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17
April 2002,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9020 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,One source of Stars and Stencils for military vehicles is Rick Larsen.I have not.done any business with him but
see his adds in the Military Vehicle mags.The star with
the circle is for the WW II vehicles that were in Europe.Would not be the one for the
postwar M715.
website:www.militarystencils.com
e-mail:milstencil@aol.com
Address:Rick Larsen
1593 Victoria St
Baldwin,NY 11510
Ph:516-377-8320
SUBJECT>NP 200 shift rail seals POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone replaced the shift rail seals in the NP 200 while on the vehicle???How did it
go???Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>grant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9025 NEXT>9036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
I don't think "most people get ripped off"on these trucks.Being 35 years old,condition is
not a constant.There is plenty of room for modification,etc.The point is that price is
extremely variable.What would it cost you to modify an m715 as you mentioned?If you
then sold it,you'd lose money,but you'd get more than a stock one would bring.I think
these trucks are incredibly cheap for what they are.You would pay much more for a 1/2
ton Ford,Chevy,or Dodge in similar condition of the same vintage.The biggest issue i
buying one is availablilty.If you are wanting one,you can get one for a good price,you
just might have to drive a good bit to get it.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:M725/M715 Missfire at Speed/Stuck in 4WD!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told,by an old Army Mechanic,that these trucks had a problem with the timing
chain stretching on them.Especially if they are left to idol for long periods of time.
When this happens you can have the crank's timing marks perfect,but the cam's time will
be off.
Just another thought to add to the list.
SUBJECT>how many m715 made POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9033 9038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know how many of these trucks were made.munch
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9032 NEXT>9035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard around 30,500.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9017 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute,As usual the gods of the zone come through.Lol,Will
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SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha@2webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard that a large number of them were left in Viet Nam with all our other hardware.
SUBJECT>Re:How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
I just did the same thing your talking about.I'm a senior in engineering in the southwest
and have loved the look of these trucks for years also.I just bought one for 2000.00 a
month ago.I would suggest checking this web site constantly,that's how i found mine.I
would also recommend not driving it home if it's not in your same town (if it is stock).
The turning ratio is very different from a normal jeep and you will find it very bizzarre
starting out.Good luck.Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8979 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David,we might be able to work somthing out.I live in Yellow Springs Ohio(s.w.)and
am currently,well....slowly swaping out the 230.Its close to being out,doghouse off,e-
brake and t-case levers loose.I'd like to sell or trade it,if your interested.It has 27,100
mi.ran good till coil died.Has newer points and condencer.
Fan to trans,carb to pan.
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Benni EMAIL>bsm@li.is
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9032 NEXT>9060 9083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 is number 31299 and is made in oct.68 so there must be
atleast around 32000,as I'm told that some where made in 69.
Greetings from Iceland
-Benni.SUBJECT>Shipping a 715 POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bchadwick@enscous.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa3SgZVOvIEvY PREVIOUS>NEXT>9040 9053 9224 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone got any information/experience on who to use to ship a 715 across the
country and what it costs?
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping a 715 POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Off the top of my head,a regular car hauler company will be around $800+,coast to
coast.I don't know if they would charge more for our trucks,that estimate is based on a
passenger car.Traderonline.com has a few links to car haulers.Someone suggested to me
I believe YT.com (search yesterdays tractors if that's not the address)and there's a posting
board for stuff that needs to be transported and you'll probably find a much better deal if
you can work around someone else's schedule.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever sandblast body panels?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9018 NEXT>9074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sandblasting is a no-no unless the blaster knows what he's doing.It can be done with low
pressure and great care.Ask around for "media"blasting.I assume that most sandblasting
outfits could media blast too.Media refers to everything but sand -walnut,plastic pellets,
glass beads,etc.One of these is bound to do the trick without damaging the metal.Also
look into chemical dipping.I was quoted around 75 bucks a fender for my mopar and it
gets everything off.One drawback is you have to be careful recoating in all the nooks and
crannies otherwise there'll be lots of hidden bare metal.Of course the truck has to be
pretty well disassembled but that's also the case with blasting.
Chris
SUBJECT>loosey-goosey shifter stick POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
once again i dip into the pool of vast m-715 knowledge...i have now installed the motor,
clutch assembly,transmission,t-case,and all drive shafts on my frame.just about to start
on the wiring harnesss and body when i decided to install the shifter so i can easily roll
the thing in and out of the garage.i stick the shifter into the transmission and screw it
down.it will shift into all the gears,engaging properly,but the shifter will SPIN freely
about the transmission connection!i have dissassembled and re-sealed the transmission
and pto before putting it back into the truck.it seemed to work just fine before i took it
apart.what could cause this stick to rotate freely?did i leave something out,or could i
just not have the doo-hickeys properly aligned in the top of the transimssion?.sorry for the long post...
SUBJECT>who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9049 9082 9161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it took me 4 weeks of off-and-on work to put the bell-housing and clutch-flywheel
assembly into my truck!i can't believe that the design engineers couldn't find an extra
inch in the drive train!
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i'd tell you all how i finally managed to get the transmission into the new throw-out
bearing yoke,but then if i ever put the truck up for sale,no one would by it...
has anybody ever built a wiring harness for one of these?mine is very brittle and must be
replaced as i put this truck back together.
SUBJECT>Problem!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,
My 715 runs great,but could use some carbeurator adjustment.My problem is when I,m
in 4th gear,and going about 45,after awhile it will start cutting out.I put on a new fuel
filter,and drained the gas tank.What should I do next.Any Help would be greatly
appreciated.Also I need the rear bumpers that go aroung the tiedowns.
Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>Re:For sale M715 1968 POSTER>holley68 EMAIL>holley68@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>8859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me photos.
SUBJECT>Re:loosey-goosey shifter stick POSTER>Gary
EMAIL>rottiracks@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9042 NEXT>9054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,Check to see that the little pin is in the side of the shift tower before you screwed the
cap on.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring diagram for Early style distribution box POSTER>Bob W
EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaY3WlaR2oeHw PREVIOUS>8891 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone has an old distribution box they don't want,I would like to investigate
converting it to 12 volts.I will pay the shipping cost to send it to me at zip code 12775.
Thanks
Bob W.SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9003 NEXT>9052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will go to clutch and brake in bham get yours relined get the woven material stops better
60 bucks per set 3010 6th ave south
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9043 NEXT>9057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out www.vintagewiringofmaine.com.They offer a new wiring harness for the
M715,but be prepared for sticker shock.
SUBJECT>230 For sale.only 24k miles on it!!!Make me an offer.POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm swapping out the 230 for a chev 350 and could use the extra cash from my old motor..
IT's got a new water pump,generator,and the fuel pump has just been rebuilt.and it only
has 24k miles on it!it was an old fire station truck so it did not get driven around verry
much.I dont know how much the'ol TORNADO's are worth,so I guess just make me a
offer if you are interested.My E-mail is merrillt@earthlink.net Or you can call my cell,
the #is (360)672-2427 My name's Craig.
SUBJECT>Re:Problem!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9044 NEXT>9070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like you need to open the adj.screw on the carb about a 1/8 to a 1/4 of a turn.I had
that problem.that is what i did.Runs fine now.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John,I forgot about them.
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping a 715 POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
unishippers.com
SUBJECT>Re:loosey-goosey shifter stick POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9046 NEXT>9071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes if its like the other manual trannys I have had apart t will have two small pins that
slide into the shifter tower and the shifter handle.This will keep it from rotating but still.allow it to
shift.These pins will be held in by the big nut that threads onto the shifter
tower.
Good luck
Steve D.
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>jack
EMAIL>twalker5@houston.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9003 NEXT>9064 9090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i believe that the brake shoes from a 1974 1ton chevy will work they would be very
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cheap.i would check and see.
SUBJECT>Re:Any used Gama-Goat tires &kit 4 sale POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
I've got a good set of 5 gama goat wheels and tires and 4 SnakeRiver adapters that I have
been running on my own M715.
I want $500 for everything or $300 for just the adapters.
You may want to consider buying the tires closer to your home if you live very far away
from me as the truck shipping on the tires is quite expensive.
I live in Bellingham,WA
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9049 NEXT>9058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a painless kit and it was painless all except the paying part.Great kit and great
quaility but very proud of their product.You can get them from summit racing for around
$260 I think.I used a 12 circuit universal harness.If your rig is stock then a 12 circuit is
kinda overkill but once you start to add stuff it dont take long to fill it up.
Steve Duncan
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9057 NEXT>
9059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out a street rod or classic truck magazine.There are several manufacterers of
wiring harness's and I noticed cheaper than painless.I'm going to order one from EZ
wiring,they have 21 circuit kit colored coded or black/labeled wiring for $195.I figured
they are worth a try..SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a kwik wire harness!Easy to install!About 200 dollars for a 18 circuit!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9038 NEXT>9063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '69 it is #35066
SUBJECT>Re:230 For sale.Wait there's one more thing I forgot.POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9050 NEXT>9191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's also got a custom bent exaust pipe from the Headder back.It uses the same hangers
and dumps in the stock position,but it has a FLOWMASTER muffler!I'm including that
with the engine.
SUBJECT>Nathan's top to his truck POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
The question is for Nathan from the picture gallery.Could you pass on info about that top
you have for the truck?Is it custom by you or did you order it?and cost.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9060 NEXT>9069 9072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard about 30,000 being given as accurate.
Remember that the first ones built were serial number 10001,not 1.
This means that a serial of 35000 is the 25,000 one built.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Jack I'll check in to it.FYI sounds cheeper.Will
SUBJECT>Re:White Star stencils POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9020 NEXT>9068 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Rick,I do a lot of business with Larson,but on a std large star,I cut them out of poster.board,lay them on the hood
and useing a good automotive masking tape,tape it off and
spray paint it.For occupational stars and other stencils Larson's stuff is great and well
worth the money.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9006 NEXT>9073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to sound condesending -Auto Zone -give me a break,Aervoe,might be OK but
some hobbists report cases of premature fading and mismatching.But for the professional
finish at no extra cost,go with Gillespie.I get mine from RAPCO in TX 940-872-2403
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$24.00 gal,but hang onto your wallet for HAZMAT shipping on any paints.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 April 2002,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9014 NEXT>9114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks nate,hope your not mad at me,no offense intended,i had typo myself on rpm vs
mph.Anyway the rub for my set up is the output count of splines on the two nv4500
chevy and dodge,and their lengths.I have figured out that if you use the chevy 2wd
nv4500 you have to butcher the tailshaft,get an adapter from 4500 to chy 205 and plus i
beleive you also have to get special bellhousing from lakewood because the nv4500
doesnot bolt up to 318 but 360 will.I think it is a crime to butcher either truck because i
would like to be able to resttore them someday to pure stock.this board has no one but
you who has done this,unfortunely you used engine other than mine.The chevy to chevy
is a easy great swamp.I have no place to ask these questions as no body has put nv4500 to
205 with 318,225,360 that i can ask.The rub is that the info i have is unclear wheter a
nv4500 of either of the 2 types out there will bolt into a 205 out of dodge truck,as high as
these adapter are i think i am going to buy a matched set chy 360 bellhousingnv4500to
whatever new transfer case that comes behind them in the gas dodger 4wd with the
crossmember and app mounts.Thanks for you help and i hope i did not offend you.james
Do you know of other board where nv4500 swap talk?
SUBJECT>Re:White Star stencils POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all for the Help.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9063 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is number #11161 1967
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Problem!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9051.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another possibility is that your float level on the carburetor is too low.Check the float
level with the engine running by removing the economizer from the float bowl and
measuring from the top of the float bowl to the fuel level in the bowl.It should be 3/4".
It's a quick &easy check.
SUBJECT>Re:loosey-goosey shifter stick POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My T98 had provisions for only 1 pin,about 1/4"dia.x 3/4"long,if memory serves
correctly.I also believe there's a slight taper to it.Be VERY careful not to accidentally
drop the pin down into the transmission when installing it.Hopefully,that's not what
happened when removing the shifter.
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9063
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is 10967 67'
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9066 NEXT>9076 9111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's good if you feel like waiting 2 -3 months for your stuff.I think he collects orders
then mails them all out at the same time.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever sandblast body panels?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
soda blasting works well but it is fine enough to get in every crack so be sure and clea
out everything well.
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8996
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hot springs is nice this time of year.we have been talking about taking a trip there this
summer.in answer to your question,no one else that i know of has a "m"around here but
i'm kinda like you,i would like to get together and play in mud.
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9073 NEXT>9081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,my experience with him has not been too bad,but I agree that you can not be in a
hurry when ordering paint.As far as rattle-cans,I will still blast Auto Zone,anyone.needing spray cans,can get them
either from Aervoe or Gillispie in the correct colors.
Tom
SUBJECT>2 quick questions POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering how long the bed is on the M715,all I could find was the width and the
height of the tailgate.Also I know there is that law that your have to have doors on your
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car when on the streets,except for jeeps.Do M715's have to fallow that law?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone ever sandblast body panels?POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9016
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sand blasted with reusable aluminum oxide at our fab shop.(which is harder than sand-
used for cutting wheels!)"the whole truck".body panels,hood,doors,cab,frame,bed,
etc....NO warpage on any part.These truck are real trucks with real metal-not a flimsy
Samuri or Suzuki junk.Use common sense and do it right.Klinger715
SUBJECT>front tow hooks POSTER>Dave in AZ EMAIL>dave.s.boehmer@intel.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9087 9159 9210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I'm looking for 2 of the front tow hooks that are in the front bumper.Anyone got a line on
some?-Dave
SUBJECT>ford conversions i think i found a 460 help POSTER>jerome
EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey
someone told me i could swap to a ford big block fairly easy
if anyone has any suggestions i would appreciate it
is the tranny gonna mate up to the bell housing
do i have to make major mods to the truck
i want to be able to go back to the stock 230 without to much trouble
any help would be greatly appreciated
jerome
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9076 NEXT>9116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Five cans of Krylon olive drab did my body and matched my new,Memphis Equipment,.canvas top.I plan on scratching
it...so why not be able ot touch it up easily.It actually
looks quite good...it's flat and green...at least it's all one color.:)
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9043
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made my wiring harness.You could do the same and not pay the $300 for the already
made harness.I used a fuse box from a cherokee and bought a bunch of wire.If you
replace one system at a time,such as starting/charging,lights,etc...then it really isn't all
that difficult.Mine is now 12 volt,if you ran 24 volt,you would have to use the stock
fuse box.Just use same or one size larger wiring and ohm's law (V=IR)and you will
come out OK.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:how many m715 made POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
according to "A breif history"over 30,400
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Length POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9077 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Scott,
If I remember right,the rear cargo bed is about 8 feet long,but I can't quite get the tailgate
to close all the way with a 4x8 sheet of plywood lying flat in the bottom.That would
make it's inside demension length of just a bit under 8 feet.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Soft Top Source POSTER>Thomas
EMAIL>thomas@blackmonauctions.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the best and cheapest place to go for a soft top and bows for my 715?I have
seen them advertised from 200 dollars up to 600 dollars,but I don't know the quality for
the money.
SUBJECT>Bobbed Bed POSTER>Thomas EMAIL>thomas@blackmonauctions.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9089 9091 9096 9112 9196 9426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone bobbed the bed on their Kaiser?If it's bobbed then you will get about a 45
degree plus departure angle on the back.Is there a reason I should or shouldn't do this?
SUBJECT>Re:front tow hooks POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
April 2002,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9079 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More commonly called "tie down clevis"
Try AB Linn.
Out of desperation a few years back,I got a pair of those orange jobs at a hardware store.
They're longer than stock (kinda ugly)and need to be widened about a quarter inch (not
an easy task -the hardened steel requires special techniques to avoid damaging the steel).
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SUBJECT>How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9092 9119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How heavy is the bed of a 715?A real weight or how many people to lift up?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18 April
2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chad from Tenn did it,he had cut out a cancerous area at the rear of the bed.Shortened
about a foot I think,looks good.See his tan truck in the FE photos.
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9055
NEXT>9093 9099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you'll find the chevy truck shoes don't work so hot.Maybe with some grinding?
SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086
NEXT>9094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the rock crawlers do it alot for the departure angle.I do alot of powerline playing
and am always leary of snagging one of me stock lights on something...I'm thinking about
a square tube rear bumber and LED tail lights.
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9088 NEXT>9095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been told that it is in the 600-700 pound range by guys who have taken it off.
Haven't done it myself but it does seem reasonable to me.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 2:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tim,Oop's Jack did'nt tell me that.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>spicergear......Rear bumper,LED lights.POSTER>Daniel.EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at
2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9091 NEXT>9132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,
I'm in the process of building a rectangular tube bumper with LED lights right now,IF
you would like i can send you some pics of how i did it,and maybe some advice on what
i might change if your interested.
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9092 NEXT>9115 9118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it took 4 of us to lift and load a bed in a trailer two months ago...two people CAN do it,
just not very softly
SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to tackle that project.I am using a piece of 1/2 angle for the rear
support,and building in a reciever hitch.I have all of the "engineering"completed,and I
should start work in about two weeks.I will take a lot of pictures (digital).
I ran most of the trails at the Easter Jeep Safari,in Moab,this year.The departure angle
was the only real issue.I scraped a few times on some massive overhangs,mainly on the
bumberettees,but 12-14"chopped off will give the truck some real capability.
Paul
SUBJECT>need winch help POSTER>Shane O'Riley EMAIL>ofloxin@ipa.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9120 9141 9143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have put a winch from a 2-1/2 ton truck on my 715.I am running the stock winch
driveline with the exception of lengthening the hex shaft 4"to allow it to mate with the
winch.My main concern at this point is that I seem to have to much angularity in my
driveline which causes it to vibrate loudly at anything above engine idle.I do not have a
w/winch truck in my area so that I can compare.My questions are.On stock setup,how
much angle is at the joint where the hex and round shaft meet?I am running about 30
degrees.Also,how much clearence is there between the hex shaft and the front frame
crossmember/winch mounting bracket?I have approximatly 3inches.Lastly,I am curious
if any one knows how the ratios of the L4u and garwood winches compare.It seems like
mine turns awfully quick at approx.75ft/min.thanks Shane
SUBJECT>Re:ford conversions i think i found a 460 help POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9080 NEXT>9251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jerome,I have a 460 Ford in my 715,I will E-mail you on the whole deal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to get brake shoes POSTER>chris.EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 3:42
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,the Chevy shoes aren't the ones.I had to totally modify the shoe to get it to work
right.Try the mid 70's Jeep truck ones.They may be listed in the cardfile,otherwise
search the site.I haven't seen them personally but some people say they're a dead ringer.
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At least worth a try for over the counter replacements.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9024 NEXT>9300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,why the hell did you get a FORD EXPLORER?!and second,why did you
waste your money putting such crappy stuff on it??get an m715,put a GM crate motor in
it,some 44s,and you got yourself a TRUCK
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8995
NEXT>9166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Sure,anything is for sale.Seriously,yeah,it is for sale.I have no use for it here.All I
know is that it ran very good for me and last time it ran was only a few days ago when I
turned it off.Oil leak at the front timing cover,but other than that,ok.How much?I don't
know.I was figuring on basically excepting any decent offer as I really have no idea what
to say.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8979
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Hagerstown,MD...if ya look on a map,it is right near the i-81 and i-70
interchange.Would $150.00 be too much?I really don't know,but sure could use the
extra bucks.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8951
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks for the lengthy answer.I'd have to be an idiot to screw that one up.It has
been printed and I will head in the garage to check it out.Thanks again.
You guys are awesome.This site and everyone's help has made live with this truck
relatively simple.I love this truck more than I ever liked my ex wife and due to the info
here,I am sure it will last longer.
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I wanted to elaborate a little on the Movie "far from home".I
had just flown to Tucson,
spent the entire day combing over approx 25 M715's hoping to pick the very best one for
mine.I get back to my motel room tired and actually sunburnt to find the Movie on the
tube.I was so pumped,could'nt believe it.Even though the movie was not that great,I
really dug the scenes with the 715 in it.Anyway,there you have it.I thought the timing
was great.Take care all!!!!Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>m725 tie rod replacment part [THANKS JOHN POSTER>sod buster
EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few weeks back i had a bad shimmey in my 725 thanjs to John Leischner i found my
problem,I had a tie rod end with just a small amount of wear.I replaced it knowing it wsa
not bad enough to cause the problem [WRONG ] i replaced it with a moog es235r
International
havester [SAME PART Thanks JOHN
LARRY HAMMETT
SUBJECT>clutch pressure plate and bearing POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>9107
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm replacing my stock engine over the next couple weeks and I thought that it would be a
good idea to replace the clutch,pressure plate and throwout bearing at the same time
since it should install fairly easy since the engine is out of the vehicle.Does anyone have
part numbers that would work at a NAPA and/or other auto parts store?I tried the card
file and I could not get it to work with Windows XP.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:clutch pressure plate and bearing POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9106 NEXT>9122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have windows xp and the cardfile works for me,go figure....I know it's fussy...
Anyway heres the info from the cardfile that you need...Note,Carquest part numbers are
given,NAPA may be able to cross them.
Car Quest parts:
Heavy duty Clutch disk:Westling #RBP CD3271
Heavy duty Pressure plate:Westling #RBP CA1470
Throw out Bearing:Fed Mogul #BGS 1562
Rear main Seal:#JV734
from Lee Soldan 8 aug 01
Thanks Lee for posting that!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:m725 tie rod replacment part [THANKS JOHN POSTER>chris
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EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9105 NEXT>9121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What'd that tie rod end set you back?I've heard the parts store ones are outrageous.Mine
are completely shot,I've got probably a quarter inch of play.
Chris
SUBJECT>Tubes`POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18
April 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9131
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just finished busting down the last two tires and I sure have respect for guys that do that
work all the time.Though I bet they don't use a bumper jack to break the bead.Tomorrow
it's off to the powder coater with the wheels so I guess I should be looking at tubes and
flaps.Does anyone have suggestions on where to get the radial variety?Preferably
somewhere local to SoCal but if the price is right I could swing mail order.I know I ca
get them at the local tire shops but I don't want to pay their price.
For the sake of argument,what's the difference between bias ply tubes/flaps and radial
tubes/flaps?
For you guys wondering about the tires,I got a SMOKIN'deal on 35"XTerrains that I
couldn't pass up.We'll see how they work come Autumn.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>is this a descent price?POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>bpolinder@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9124 9129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking at a M-715 for sale only rust is a tiny spot on the front corner inside the cab .this
truck is completly bone stock still has 24 volt 10k on the odomiter 6 cyl.engine the guy
wants 4995.00
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9073
NEXT>9189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Surplus City also sells Gillespie paint,and they shipped it out right away.
SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cut my frame off right at the very end of the shackle.I cut off the end of the bed,cut out
(I believe about 18")a section of the bed.Then I welded the end back on.With a sawzall
and a wire welder it wasn't a big deal.Then I made a bumper out of 4"square tubing.
I love it!I will try to take some pictures and try to send them.
SUBJECT>Re:15,000 bucks for an m715?!?!?!?!POSTER>Jordan Abbott.EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18
April 2002,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your telling me i spent too much on that truck??DAMN!!
SUBJECT>Re:Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9067 NEXT>9188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
james
why wouldn't the bell housing/trans fit with a 318?it has the same bell housing bolt
pattern as the 360.the only external difference is the left side motor mount.they can both
use the same mount,but the 360 mount is positioned back about 3/4 inches.
you might be confused with the old style 318.but anything newer than 1968 is considered
new style.any new style mopar small block is in the "LA"series.meaning "A"engine,
"L"late style.this would include the 273,318,340,and 360.the thing to watch out for is
the flywheel.some of these engines are exteral balance and some are interal balance.
alot of these engines are not made for a manual trans.i mean that the crank shaft is not
drilled for the pilot bushing.but now you can get a bushing that has a large outside
diameter that can be pressed into the hole for the torque converter.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9095
NEXT>9126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TWO PEOPLE!!!What were they,SWAT team members?:)Based on Brute4c post
above...........Sounds lighter than 600 lbs.
Time will tell,cause mine coming off!
Thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same her as far as the rattle can goes.I tried the stuff from local paint supplier and was
not happy with what they called flat.I used the rattle can and got what I was after.
Granted this is not a great finish as you can see the strokes the can makes and will not last
as long.But for beating around in the mud and timber it is the easeist to repair and
acheive a some what good finish.I guess it just depends on how you use your truck and
how often she ges dirty.
Steve
SUBJECT>M715MAN:Seats POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
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DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.M715MAN Hey,send me your email address.
mudclod cheanac@msn.com
Thank you
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>Landon EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9095
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used 6 guys at first to set it on a trailer,real easy,but only 4 of us set it back on the
truck,wasnt to bad.LM
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9088 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used 1"rachet straps to pull my bed and fuel tank.From garage rafters and then backed
trailer under it.Once on the trailer two guys where able to lift it enough to move it
around.I would not want to go very far but it can be done with to guys.BTW we where
both over six foot and about 280 pounds so be careful not to bite off more than you ca
chew and hurt yourself or a buddy.Call in some of those favors your buddies owe you for
what ever reason.
Good luck.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9097
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the PTO First joint has about 8 degrees up angle.The engine or middle joint has
about 25 degrees.The winch joint has about 12 degrees.
Accuracy disclaimer:It's midnite,the truck is outside,I'm upside down,and unwilling to
get dirty.Using a magnetic protractor and doing the math in my head.:)All in all plus or
minus 2 degrees.
I thought that I read a rating of 15 feet per minute on a LU4.Maybe someone else here
could help us both on that?
SUBJECT>Re:m725 tie rod replacment part [THANKS JOHN POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9108 NEXT>9147 9170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was quoted 77 bucks each.:-0
SUBJECT>Re:clutch pressure plate and bearing POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>9107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,
Thanks for the information,I'll give NAPA a try on these numbers..Also thanks for the rear main I forgot about that.
thanks again
Kevin
SUBJECT>Rustoleum OD Green!!!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>BigElectric Post
LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com/dcforum/DCForumID7/1436.html#0
Just wanted to pass this along:
There is a wonderful discussion on the M37 site BigElectric.com that contains a simple
recipe for mixing a satin olive green with commonly available and durable Rustoleum:
OLIVE GREEN SATIN RUSTOLEUM
One part (can)Rustoleum Hunter Green #7738
One part (can)Rustoleum Leather Brown #7775
One part All Purpose Flatting Agent PPG #DX 265,etc.
The link to the discussion is below.There are even some pics of paint chips to compare.
SUBJECT>Re:is this a descent price?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9110 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems like its a game of location location location.My truck sounds alot like the one
you are looking at,Mine is a 68 w/winch but needed a new top and seats recovered.I paid
$2000.here in the midwest about 8 months ago.If your on a coast I bet it would be
higher.
Happy shopping.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715MAN:Seats POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my email is markus_118@yahoo.com.Thanks Wayne!
SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a 715?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9115 NEXT>9221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats funny,we are actually cops,but not on swat.we had to do it before work one day in
uniform!
i wouldnt try it with less than 3 though
SUBJECT>M715 for sale!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,18 April 2002,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.M715 for sale!Comes with good finished frame and bed!Has tailgate too.Two sets of
axles,9 tires and rims!5 of the tires are brand new a/t kelly tires.327 rebuilt engine as
well as original!Two sets of front fenders (inside and outside).Two cabs-one with no
rust at all and the other with major rot in the floor and rockers.Top bows are there with
no canvas.Make me a descent offer and it is all yours!I have big bucks invested,but
someone could get a pretty F@#$!&good deal!Mark
SUBJECT>Transfer Case Whine POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it normal to get quite a bit of whine out of the transfer case,when running on the
highway (35 -50 mph)?The noise kind of comes-and-goes several times a minute,
almost like a harmonics thing.If this whine is normal;fine.If not,I'd like to know before
damage is done.I did drain the transfer case and install fresh lube before running.Of
course,with the canvas top and no sound proofing,drivetrain noises are a lot more
noticeable in this truck.
Anyway,I'd appreciate any input.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:is this a descent price?POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9110 NEXT>9148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like mine ,that's what I would ask for mine if I sold it.
Rick
SUBJECT>Boggers or Goat tire?POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie
How are the Boggers (38.5 X11.00X 16)Compared to the goat tires?They must have
better traction.Did you run the stock 9.00 X16 tube inside the boggers?
Thanks
Rick
Rocky mud wheeling is what we have in NH
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes`POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9109
NEXT>9133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weber Tire
Herington,KS
Mr Weber hooked me up with tubes for my boggers.I think they are like $12 a piece.It's
around there.Sorry I don't have the #,look it on on www.infousa.com.SUBJECT>Re:spicergear......Rear bumper,LED
lights.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9094 NEXT>9134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,sure.I was thinking of using it as an air tank too,but I found a decent size tank that
should fit nicely under the bed on the passenger side behind the utility compartment at the
front of the bed.
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes`POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,
19 April 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9131 NEXT>9135
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I used to work for a tire shop that specialized in the split rims,and if i recall correctly the
bias ply tubes and flaps are thicker than the radial ones,i would suggest going with the
bias ply version.Check with whomever you buy them from,because that may have just
been our brand of tubes.
SUBJECT>Re:spicergear......Rear bumper,LED lights.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9132 NEXT>9144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll get some pics this weekend and send them on to you.The way i have done it,it would
be difficult to use as an air tank,especially with the lights.Also be careful when buying
led lights because the number of leds make a big difference.Some are around 40,and
others are around 60 led's per light.I have a friend who will be buying a few sets in bulk
and putting them on e-bay,if your interested i could probably get a better deal on two for
you.I'll get those picks out this weekeend.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes`POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9133
NEXT>9156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Radial tires are very rough inside the casing compared bias ply tires.Radial tubes are
thick and made to run inside the rough casing of a radial tire.Bias ply tubes are not as
thick or abrasion resistant and will fail if used inside a radial tire.Radial tubes work fine
inside bias tires.Flaps are the same for both types of tires.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9013
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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reruns of China Beach vietnam era show.practically nothing but M715 or M725.Had a
shot of a motor pool scene m725 and 3 m715
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8989.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look again those vehicles in full metal jacket are both Ford ambulances
SUBJECT>john leischner POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the vacuum diagram
it helped
jerome
i tryed to email;a thank you but it did not go through go figure
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers or Goat tire?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9130 NEXT>
9140 9299 9382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
I first started with the Boggers because I believed they would be the best offroad tire I
could get on the stock rims.They seemed to be very popular in the 4x4 mags.In the mud
and dirt they were awesome.They gripped the ground very good and got me through
some ugly looking mudholes.I did find that when forward momentum stopped and I
wasn't careful they would dig holes fast and some times bury the truck to the point where
it was really stuck bad.Also,I found with a heavy truck like the M715,the tread wore
really fast on the road.After paying $1000 for the set,I wanted them to last as long as
possible,so that is when I considered the Gama Goat tires.I decided to run the Gama
Goats in the summer and use the Boggers for my winter tires to try to make them last
longer and besides the Gama Goats were terrible in the snow and ice.I was really
suprised how well the Goats went in the mud.With those big NDT lugs,they could take a
good bite out of the mud and dirt and really throw the mudclods better then I thought they
would.I have been very happy with the Goats,and now consider the Boggers a waste of
money.
However,with the recent discount deal on new Diamond Racing wheels and sone
encouragement from my son Aaron,I'm now moving to some 44"tires and that is why
I'm selling the other Boggers and Goats.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Stock tubes in the Boggers POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9139 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I forgot to mention:
I ran the stock 900x16 tubes in the Boggers and they seemed to work just fine..Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9097 NEXT>9142 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Shane,
I found on my own pto winch that beefing up the intermediate shaft bearing mount found
near the engine motormount and making it more solid really helped take away the shaft
vibration at the higher speeds.I braced mine back to the frame.
I didn't measure the speed,but I always thought the line speed of a stock winch was a
little faster then I would like.It is ok for winching the M715 out of it's own mudhole,but
too fast for doing a lot of the other little winching jobs I like to do.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9141
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found that the 2 1/2 ton winch was large looking on the truck and mounted it higher and
deeper(notched the brushguard)in the truck optically diminish it's size.In doing this I
couldn't use,actually,nor did I want to use,the driveshaft set up.I run it off of fluid
power with an Orbmark hydraulic motor mounded just under the spool with a heavy 530
o ring chain up to the winch shaft.I did have to cut my own key in the winch shaft.It'll
flat drag my truck with no sweat.No vibrations,just fluid lines zip tied to the frame.
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9097
NEXT>9157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,
How many feet of 1/2"cable do you have on the spool?Mine has 200'of it.I'm going to,
this weekend,cut 75'off of it and keep as a tow line.My reason for that is this:I got the
cable off of a winch that had blown the bottom tie bar out of the aluminum worm drive
housing and destroyed the winch.Somebody was winching and the cable got stacked up
on one side which is why the case got busted.With 200'of it there isn't much room for
any pulling off to the side.In a perfect world all pulls would be head on...I don't live
there.Just a heads up on some possible preventative spending.
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SUBJECT>Re:spicergear......Rear bumper,LED lights.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9134 NEXT>9155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks dude,no rush.Did you split it for the pintle hook?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Whine POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19
April 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9128 NEXT>9181.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
Welcome to the np200.If it isn't whining,something is wrong or it has been modified.I
can't recall what the mods involve,but basically you can switch the driveshaft and
parking brake outputs.The noise comes from an idler gear that connects the brake drum.
You will probably get plenty of input on this.By the way,be happy you have that canvas
top.You should try the steel top at about 65mph.Serious damage will occur without
hearing protection.
Grant
SUBJECT>Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9152 9172 9176 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They showed up about noon time ,5 of 'em .And boy are they HEAVY DUTY.Now I
know why the shipping was so much....They weigh a TON.
SUBJECT>Re:m725 tie rod replacment part [THANKS JOHN POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.Glad to hear what the problem was.Maybe I'll change mine as well.I
still have the vibration.
SUBJECT>Re:is this a descent price?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9129 NEXT>9149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here.I'm on the west coast.Central Washington State.
SUBJECT>Re:is this a descent price?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9148 NEXT>9154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,are you near Edmonds,by any chance?
SUBJECT>Re:john leischner POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9138 NEXT>9151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are welcome.The e mail did work.I got the same message 3 times.MSN go figure.
SUBJECT>Re:john leischner POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9150
NEXT>9153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I mailed your photos back and am working on your page,and Paul's and Rhino's
and.....Anyway,all that's left is to make the thumbs,a little editing and upload....oh and update
the members pictures main page.
Look for them soon.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond is the best!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:john leischner POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute.For evrything!!!!!!!Hope the info and ideas help some members.
SUBJECT>Re:is this a descent price?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.Looks to be over 150 miles.I live in Yakima.Poor Me!!!!!Gotta'go where the job is
though.
SUBJECT>Re:spicergear......Rear bumper,LED lights.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No i didn't splice it for the pintle hook,eventually i will add a 2"reciever,but for now
that is on hold.I'm just trying to get it street legal for now.
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes`POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19
April 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9135 NEXT>9158
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys.My flaps (stock I guess)say "Do not use in radial tires"but I can't
understand why there'd be a difference there.I need new ones anyhow so I'll see what's
out there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>Shane O'Riley EMAIL>ofloxin@ipa.net
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9143
NEXT>9164 9186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help guys.
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When I got my winch it was plumb full of 5/8"cable.So full in fact that it was rubbing
the support brackets and bolt on the bottom and couldn't be pulled out very easily.I
would have to estimate it at 200ft.I took one layer off the drum and it works much better.
I had Industrial Splicing and Sling make eyes in each end of the excess cable(about 30ft),.cost me $6.I recommend it
highly if yours was as full as mine.
I was tinkering with the idea of some sort of inline speed reducer to slow the winch down.
I would think something along the line of at least 2:1 reduction would be ok.All I ca
come up with so far are Helical drive systems with low horsepower input aka electric
motor drives.It seems that a planetary reduction setup would be the ideal for this
application but can't find one yet.Any Ideas?Thanks Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Tubes`POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 7:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9156 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my tubes and flaps (bias)from Wallace Wade in Dallas.he seems to have about
every size a guy could need as well as tools and patches ect.I got fast and friendly service
and quick delivery.His contact info is www.wallacewade.com 800-666-8973 just trying to
help,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:front tow hooks POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9079 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I can't remember if I have talked to you,but I stock NOS shackles with the correct pins
for $15.00 plus about $4.00 each for shipping.Check web site below.Tom @Snake
River
SUBJECT>cam break in oil???POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9162 9168 9192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have just installed a new comp cams cam shaft and have a question for some of you.As
far as the oil to use during the break in the instructions say to use a grade se or sf oil.All I
can find at the parts stores are not se or sf,a few of them say they exceed that grade but
do I need the se or sf?I have asked at three different stores and got two "i dont knows"
and one "huh?".As you might be able to tell I knew that much already!Any help is
appericated.
Thanks Steve
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9043 NEXT>9165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone else's answers was on wiring.A guy wanted to buy a bell-houseing.I thought
no problem,$40.00.I had the motor sitting on a dolly.HOLLY CRAP internal bolts.Had
to take the clutch and fly wheel off to even start to get at the bell housing bolts.Some guy
laid awake at night figureing out an internal system.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:cam break in oil???POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9160 NEXT>9163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.BTW just not to excite some of you with the stock motor.I
have repowered to a v-8.Just
thought that might help.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:cam break in oil???POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
steve,i have always used whatever oil i planned on running in the engine but i always add
a pint can of gm e.o.s.(engine oil supplement.)you can get it at almost any gm dealer and
a lot of the old timers swear by it.it seems to "stick to"cam and lifters and lubes them
during break in.just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have seen this done on winch trucks by using two industrial sprockets.put one on
driveline supported between two pillowblock bearings and the other one on winch .you
can adjust sprocket sizes to get correct ratio.just make sure to get good quality chain and
sprockets.
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9161 NEXT>9169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have always thought that automotive engineers should be forced to work as mechanics
for a few years before they are allowed near a design table.....might stop some of this.
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Dave Billings
EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9101 NEXT>9205
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I live in kansas close to the oklahoma border.Would you consider a price of
$300.00 and I would pay freight if you weren't to far away?Considering this would be a
sight unseeen deal I'm hoping the engine would be in good shape.Please advise.Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com
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DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9127 NEXT>9177 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Might be interested but need to know location.I'm from Kansas and travel time would
have to be considered.Please advise.Thanks,Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:cam break in oil???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 April 2002,at 11:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9160
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mopar Performance sells a cam break in lube that I always use on new cams and insist
upon.It works.I have a jar of it,which is more than enough for a v-8 let alone the 230.
You can get it at any Dodge dealer that sells the Mopar Performance line.It's cheap too,
bout $5.If you need the part number,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 12:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9165 NEXT>9230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure if this is correct or not but I'll throw it out for trivia's sake...
Judging from some photos I've seen of the bellhousing mount pattern,it looks identical to
that of the flathead Mopar sixes,the same powerhouses found in the M37.I know on my
Coronet the clutch interference is there;I ended up driving out the dowel pins in order to
slide the bellhousing over the flywheel before I actually read the shop manual and saw the
flywheel bolt trick.So if anything that basic design goes back to the mid 30's or eve
earlier.At best maybe we could repower with a flathead or the M37 guys could repower
with a Tornado.Why?Just for the heck of it.Another clue,my Dodge starter looks
identical to my 12v Jeep starter.Anyone want to convert to a 6 volt system?
12:44 am and nothing better to do than ramble.
Another thought just hit me,maybe we could put Mopar fluid drives or gyromatic
trannies in our trucks,just to be different!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:m725 tie rod replacment part [THANKS JOHN POSTER>sod buster
EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TIM they are proud of them $74 a piece.
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9146 NEXT>9173 9179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric--
Are you happy with the wheels look?what size did you order?What color?let me know
how you like they look on your 715 Thanks Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9172 NEXT>9175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not eric but I have a set of diamond racing wheels on mine.They are 16.5x 12 and
black (green not available when I ordered),They look great and are to notch.Very heavy
duty looking.I have no problems with any run out or anything like that,very true and
straight.
Just thought I might offer my opnion.
Steve.SUBJECT>M715 fire bed for sale POSTER>Rob EMAIL>MadSkier1@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It came from a local fire dept.The bed is in good shape and comes
with hose reel,hose,water pump,and some plumbing.Its located
in eastern NC.Pictures available upon request.No reasonable offer
refused.E-mail me at Madskier1@aol.com.or call (252)367-9969.
Thanks,Rob.
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think perk and i were first to order and i did have a little problem with my wheels from
diamond racing wheels.the problem was that i had them put two bolt patterns in mine.
the orginal 6 lug,and then the big 6 lug for the duece and half axles (i figured i'd up-
grade,and i did).the first problem was that the hub in the duece axles was bigger than bill
and i both thought,so the calculations were wrong,along with the info that bill thought
he had correct.the big 6 pattern and hub hit the little 6.so this wasn't such a big deal to
me.i have a friend that works in a machine shop and we just turned the center's out to fit
over the duece hubs.not big deal and i take some of the responsibility.
the only prolem is now the taper that was put into the hole for the big 6 pattern.they were
designed for a 45 degree taper.the problem is i am yet to find a 3/4"nut that has a 45
dergree tapers that goes all the way down to the threads (that is they don't taper like
regular lugnuts...rugular lugnuts taper all the way down to the threads)the duece lugnuts
taper but they taper and then end in a flat spot that is about 3/16"wide at the bottom of
the nut...then the threads start.
it's hard to describe.basicly i have a 5/8"hole in the wheel with a slight taper,when i put
all the nuts on that i can find the nuts simply go over the slight taper that is there and do
not center the wheels.i wish i could figure something out,i've had these wheels for
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almost a year now and have not been able use them yet.should have left the little six
pattern in there and just sold them.
anyways's it's a tough lesson to learn i guess.i haven't told bill cause i don't think there is
much that is possible to do.and i'm sure he doesn't want to make a new set.i might have
to have nuts turned down on a lathe,but man would that get frustrating when you lost
one.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine Friday.Super excellent!!!!!Thank you Bill.Super service,excellent product!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9167.NEXT>9190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Pittsburg,Kansas!
SUBJECT>Got my truck back!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked my truck up yesterday(finally).One guy had it from july 2001 to jan 2002 (JERK)
the other guy had to work on it around his job 60 to 84 hrs a week.It would not fire.I
checked the wire going to the dist had fire their sanded the points &the dist cap still no
fire ran the battery down.Hooked it to a rollback,pulled it about 3 miles the thing popped
and started.What gets me is the headlights,taillights and brake lights would not work
either.Until it popped.A bad switch?The headlights are on a toggle switch.(I checked
those before the battery died)Any and all thougths are welcomed.Sorry for the novel
post.All this for a clutch,PP and throwout bearing.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Daimond Racing Wheels POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom ..
I like them ,but it is going to take some time to save up for the tires.I plan on getting 38
X 12.5 X 16.5 Super Swamper TSL's.
I ordered 16.5 X 9 3/4 ,painted black.They should look good on my 725.
SUBJECT>Re:novak motor mounts for sale POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9171 NEXT>9183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pat
Can you tell me which mounts you have (part #)?
Are they bolt in or weld in ?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Whine POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a million for the comeback,Grant!I can now breath easier.The sound didn't
sound injurious (no crunching,clunking,grinding,etc.),but I feel a LOT better knowing
that everyone else's transfer case makes noise,too!
Regarding the metal cab,it makes me wince just to think about it!:o}
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:novak motor mounts for sale POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i am interested please email me swix145@aol.com
munch
SUBJECT>Re:novak motor mounts for sale POSTER>Pat EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag6UefDUBDIE PREVIOUS>9180 NEXT>9184 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I really dont know the part no,but it's for the small block chevy.I installed a 292,thought
I needed them,but I did not.
Pat
SUBJECT>Re:novak motor mounts for sale POSTER>Pat EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag6UefDUBDIE PREVIOUS>9183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Motor Mounts have been sold.
Pat.
SUBJECT>Caddy motor dudes POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Quick question to the caddy guys...
What kind of gas mileage are y'all seeing?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:need winch help POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9157
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Shane If you ever have to replace your cable the 5/8 is a whole lot bigger than you need.I
am a teamster for a machinery moving and rigging company and use wire rope every day.
The following is the ratings for different sizes of wire.rope.3/8 1.2 ton straight pull 1/2
2.2 ton straight pull 5/8 3.4 ton straight pull Use a snatch block and you can double the
ratings.Hope this helps in some way.
SUBJECT>1968 Kaiser M715 For Sale POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>www.gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the deal.I have too many projects.This truck comes with Novak motor mounts
(brand new),has no motor or transmission or top.This would be a great candidate for a
build-up.Transfer case and driveshaft are in the bed.Comes with a spare windshield
frame.I would like to have $1500 OBO.I am located in Joplin,Missouri.
I also have a 1948 Willy's CJ-2A that I have done a partial restoration on.Has rebuilt
motor,recently painted frame,new floor boards etc.Rebuilt entire brake sytem and put.on new brake shoes on it.Needs
to be finished.I am asking $2000 OBO e-mail me at
gsanders84@hotmail.com or call at (417)624-8726
Thanks,
Gabe Sanders
SUBJECT>Re:Back the Bus Up!Question!??POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9114 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have given up on this swamp.The adapter people act like you are on crack pipe.Theu
are interested in new jeep kits.M715,m37,and power wagon are going to have to wait
until dave crillo,or mr.arrons or some one smart to match this up.Apparently old dodge
engines are not converted regularly for someone to list kit for m715.There is a person i
met through posting in corpus christi texas that has both tc and the 4 different
transmission i have been trying to swamp.He has driveline shop for oilfeild and i am
going to buy unmounted transfer case bellhousings to take to pirate junkyard to see if the
nv4500 will mount up i promise to posr phots here if it works out.I am in solitare dow
here,mostly jeeps for beach,no heavy hitters,have never seen other m715 in my area
much less m37 or powerwagon restored,The magun 360 apparently has different
bolthousing(as well as v10)so bolting up nv4500 depending on which one you have is
very complicated,especially if you dont want to destroy stock truck.I wanted to have
same drivetrain nv4500 with np for both truck 205,someday dream of m715 with
overdrive to alpine texas with power wagon on back of trailer for backup,Big bend is
great 480 miles from me and have ranch across border with unbeleiveablr 4 wheelin,need
winch to get thru some trail.Someday over the rainbow.....great zone i was about to send
them to junkyard.
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>muddyasskaiser
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9111 NEXT>9231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spray bombed mine with Krylon #8143 olive drab.I may have got a bad batch 'cause the
cans all kapt clogging up on me.It would also start to spray in clumps before it clogged.
Next time I'll try to find another brand.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9177 NEXT>9194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi neighbor!I"ve got a niece in Pittsburg.Maybe we can do business.I've already got a
68 715 but the motor is bad.I'm looking for any parts or etc.to get it running.Give me a
price on what you have.Thanks,Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:230 For sale.Wait there's one more thing I forgot.POSTER>Dave
Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9061 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Craig,I can't believe I missed your message.I'm looking for a 230 for my 68.Where do
you live?I'm in Ks.If the motor is as good as you say and shipping won't be to bad I'd say
400.00.Please let me know if I'm in the ballpark.Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:cam break in oil???POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help Dave and Brute.I got to the machine shop today and got their opinion
also.It seems that se and sf ratings are not used much anymore.Although several of the
major oils say they exceed sf rating.So advice was just choose oil that I would normaly
run and make sure it exceeds sf rating,in my case castrol gtx,and it does meet the grade
requirement.
Thanks Again for the help.
Steve
SUBJECT>FEX 2002??POSTER>Terrence Morris EMAIL>mrbones@ku.edu
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa3kxsKzvuQMc PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New to Club:
I am writing to inquire if/when and where FEX*'02 will occur???Also,I have noticed
that many of the members live in KS;I live in Lawrence.Please let me know privately at
mrbones@ku.edu.
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I am currently w/o M715,but time will heal that wound,especially with this list to
help :-))...Thanks for the great website!!!!!We have M1009 at present.
*FEX=Seabees acronym for Field Exercise,circa 1985-1993,yrs I was in,serving
DAILY with M715s...WEAPS,as we most commonly referred to them.The standing
legend was that a WEAPS could climb a tree if you could just get the tires ahold of it.We
were greatly saddened when we changed over to CUCVs...they are a fine vehicle,
especially the M1008,but certainly NOT a replacement for m715s :-))My two cents
worth.
Thanks,
Bones
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9190
NEXT>9271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly do you need and where are you from?Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck back!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 April 2002,at 10:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a stock 230 converted to 12 volts.Just could'nt figure out why it was'nt getting any
fire.Will.SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not just remove the bed a then build a custom flat bed?Therefore you can kill two
birds with one stone.1.You can custom design the bed to have all the features you want
and 2.you don't have to ruin a piece of JEEP history by cutting a bed that is getting more
and more scarce.
SUBJECT>How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9198 9204 9206 9212 9218 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am getting kind of tired of this slow going and I think it is my truck's engine.I was
talking to another stock M715 owner and he said that his truck will do 55mph on level
road and that it will slow about 10 to 15mph on moderate hills.My truck won't go over
50 on level ground and drops to 30 on even small hills.I just thought that this was how
slow these truck are until I talked to this other guy.I have lubed the drivetrain and
checked to see that the brakes aren't dragging.What should I do to the engine?Maybe
adjust the mixture or the timing?I don't want to do really fast but a little more power for
the hills would be nice.
TIA,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at
6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9197 NEXT>9200 9202 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think you need a small block Chevy!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Caddy motor dudes POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9185
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i haven't driven mine enough to get a figure,but the word is that if you swap a caddy
motor (472/500)in place of where a 454 is in a truck they see an avg of 4-8 mpg better.
especially when towing.they say this is due to the additional amount of torque the engine
has.they also always say that they see a lot more power after the swap when compared to
a the chevy,but maybe that is b/c the chevy was worn out (who replaces a perfectly good
engine).i'm going to put a large lope cam in mine with a head swap to bump compression
up so i'm not out for mileage.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 8:51.a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9198
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the head gasket!That's my problem
Chris
SUBJECT>wheel cylinders POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,
21 April 2002,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>9203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a cross reference(suitable replacement)for the front wheel cylinders.NAPA is
closed here on the weekend,and I've spent hours at both Advanced Auto and Autozone
trying to find something that will work.Several things will bolt into the spot,with a little
fabricating,but none of them have the right size brake line hole or the 1 1/16 pistons.I'd
rebuild the one I have but I don't know of anything with that size hole.
I need the beast working by Thursday night,so ordering something is quickly becoming
"not an option".Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,21 April
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2002,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9198 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you have a truck with the late model air filter(bolted under hood,1968 or later)there is
a governer that sometimes works right.This could be the problem.When I removed my
governer,I got a little more power.
When I replaced the stock exhaust system,I got alot more power.I kept the stock 2"pipe
from the manifold back and then installed a high flow turbo muffler 2 1/2"I.D.and
replaced the tailpipe from the muffler back with 2 1/2"pipe.
I think I also gained a little more power from converting the transfer case to a through
drive,but can not confirm this.
Also if your truck has the deep water fording kit this will slow the rig down as well.
Leave the hose from the snorke to the air filter disconected.The stock fording tailpipe
will rob power as well,since your adding 6'of 2"pipe to the rear.When I made my
tailpipe extension I had that made with 2 1/2"pipe as well.
Check your timing as well.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel cylinders POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9201 NEXT>9208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
raybestos #wc-34474.if your pistons are good,most partstores keep cyl.cups in bulk.that
is how i did mine.just ask for 1 1/16 cups.by the by,i think all four cyls are the same.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at
9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9197
NEXT>9268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Karl,
A good running 230 in my opinion has a lot more power then a lot of the posts you see on
here would make you think.
When I first got my truck,I remember driving for hours at a time down the freeway with
the speedometer pegged somewhere over the 60mph it shows.My truck was completely
stock throughout and It seemed to have plenty of power to cruise along at that speed on
all flat grades and even up and down a few hills.I admit it did slow down up the bigger
hills.
I don't claim to be an expert on how to diagnose or tune it up,but I remember I usually
kept a recent set of plugs,points,and condenser in it and adjusted the valves.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9166
NEXT>9293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to be honest,I'd take less.Since I can't tell ya how many miles are on it and whatnot,only
seems fair.I sent ya an email.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at
9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,Do you have lockout hubs?If you don't,you may want to invest in a set.My old 230
was a dog untill I installed them and it helped the power level quite a bit.Then the power
bug bit me,big block Ford!PerkM715
SUBJECT>keyed on/off military switch POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had found a on/off military switch that had a key...ala hummer.
anyone know of any?i cant find the url.....i want an original military one,as my truck
should undergo restoration soon
SUBJECT>Re:wheel cylinders POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9203
NEXT>9209 9235 9238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The right side cylinders are different from the left.Front to rear are the same.The
following cylinders I used on mine,everything is right cept the bolt holes need to be
opened up a little on the bottom:
Tru torque W37262 and W37263,left and right.
The following are part numbers for one side,not sure which off hand
Bendix 33595.Raybestos WC37263
EIS EW73615
Wagner F73615
You should be able to get one of these locally,the mate is the last nuber plus or minus
one,example,Bendix 33595's mate is 33594 or 33596,the parts guy will know.They fit
94 Ford's,I think 3/4 ton vans.
They have the right brake line size,1 1/16th pistons,and the pistons are stainless steel.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wheel cylinders POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,As always you guys are life(time and busted knuckle)savers.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:front tow hooks POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
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DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9079
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try www.armysurpluswarehouse.com lok in the vehicle parts sectionthey sell the shackels
in sets of four,no pins.last i checked they more than a thousand of them.the store is
located in idaho falls id
rick
SUBJECT>losing spark POSTER>kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
21 April 2002,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9216 9227
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently replaced my engine with a rebuilt stock military engine.I have had it running a
couple of times.After about a 5-10 minute duration it just shuts off like a switch.And
then I have no fire afterwards.Please help!
Thank you,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 2:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would check the compression of each cylinder.i have the m725 and if i keep mine
above 55 and below 60 of course,i can hold speed alot better.i have alot more wind drap
than you and i had two weak cylinders.
SUBJECT>New Members Pics!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finished posting new pics for 4 members.Howard has a nice stock truck,Rhino.definately knows how to put a 715
through it's paces,John L has done some interesting
mods and wrote up a nice page for us (don't miss his fording kit shots from just about
every conceivable angle and the t-case with the brake drum and driveshaft on the same
output),and Paul B's pics,some from Moab (very cool!!),and a page with text and pics
of his power brake swap.
Thanks for sending them in guys!!!
Enjoy,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:keyed on/off military switch POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9207 NEXT>9215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't know about orig.but a lot of offroad equip uses a switch very much like ours and it
can handle 24v.
SUBJECT>Re:keyed on/off military switch POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a tip to go with bowtiedave's input.If you get a commercail switch to work with
get one that uses the bolt on electrical connecters.If you have a spare MIL gauge or so
laying around you can pull the rubber packard connector boots off the back and screw
them on the back of your new switch (first undo any nuts off the back first).the stock mil
connecters on the wiring harness will slide right over the top of the studs and into the
boots you just put on.Make sure though that you pop the snap rings off the wiring
harness connectors,or they will be a little too tight.
All this and you get a keyed switch and get to keep the wiring looking stock and water
proof.
On the other spectam I have not seen a keyed MIL switch,but you could try beachwood
canvas.They seem to carry little items like that.Trouble is if they have one it would most
likly be for a M38A1,and they used donaldson connecters.
SUBJECT>Re:losing spark POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9211
NEXT>9217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a John Deere lawn mower that did the same thing for a while.The final solution:
replace the coil.Apparently the coil would get hot and just quit.I know a 1 cyl law
mower is quite a different story from a 6 cyl 230 but maybe it could be the same story.
karl
SUBJECT>Re:losing spark POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9216
NEXT>9225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Now that you mention the coil,I have seen this happen before where the coil goes for a
short time then quits.This was on car/trucks,not just small engine stuff.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Thanks for the replys,ctxt POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9197
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do have "selectro"hubs.I don't have a fording kit(although the intake pipe was added
for no apparent reason,since that is only one of many essential fording kit parts.
So,I will check compression,timing,head gasket and throttle adjustment and try again
next weekend.Thanks for all the replies,except that one about the chevy small block!
Just kidding.Long live the "Tornado"
Karl
SUBJECT>battery box width POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
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DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can someone run out and measure the width of there battery box between the seats.
thanx!!!!
SUBJECT>How about a M715A2??What do you think..?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aawdIKIyqDY.o PREVIOUS>NEXT>9226 9289
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been toying with the idea of finding a M715 that is in bad shape drivetrain wise
and making a M715A2.It would have the following features:
Diesel engine
Auto tranny w/cooler
A2 LED lights
Slightly higher gear ratio in the axles
Humvee style tires
Maybe a CTIS set-up
For the engine:Does the GM 6.2L diesel use the same motor mounts as a 350?If so it
would be fairly easy to use a CUCV engine w/Novak mounts and the CUCV tranny to
solve the engine-transmission switch.Then you might have to change the transfer case
too.
Anyway,the idea is to try to upgrade the M715 to a modern military machine.Its just a
idea I had,and will probably never come true but I like to think what might have been if
the military decided to upgrade the M715 instead of going to the M880,CUCV,and
HMMWV trucks.
Any ideas on how to make this all come together?I would like to preserve the 24v
military waterproof systems and keep things as military as possible..SUBJECT>Re:How heavy is the bed of a
715?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9126
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea I knew you where a cop.My police chief buddy told me about a show on TV
(Combat Missions)where Swat is Kickin the Seals butt's.:)
SUBJECT>13 5/8 inches.NTXT POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2sLLdIIGtXk PREVIOUS>9219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Wheels and Tires POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9228 9241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off I apologize for wanting to rehash this subject.I know it has been the topic many
times,but the main question I have I don't readily recall being discussed,and that is:
What is the largest and widest tire that can be easily and safely fit into a stock M715 (no
lift,no spring-over,no wheel well mods)?The truck will mainly see use as a daily driver
and tow vehicle,and only occasionally off-road,so the tires should be more street-
friendly?Also,for these tires,which wheel size?Manufacturer?Thanks for the help!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping a 715 POSTER>Terrence Morris EMAIL>mrbones@ku.edu
DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa3kxsKzvuQMc PREVIOUS>9039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of the MV dealers I have talked to recommended using Freightquote.com...I canot
personally vouch for them,since I ended up using a trailer and doing it myself,but he said
it would help find the best price.Hope this helps.
Bones
SUBJECT>Re:losing spark POSTER>kevin EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at
9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9217 NEXT>9233 9236 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i have two coils.i replaced the first one.so,that does make sense.but,why would i be
burning out coils?where do i buy another one.
SUBJECT>Re:How about a M715A2??What do you think..?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,21 April 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9220 NEXT>9229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would be a good idea.If you have the money,time,and know how.I'm afaid
though that it would only be a M715A1.I guess they made the trucks so good the first
time there was no reason to redo any thing.
The best thing I can think of is why not just put the whole drive train from a CUCV (for.you Chevy guys)or a M880
(for you Dodge guys)and add modern MIL lighting,and
seating.
SUBJECT>Re:losing spark POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9211
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to have that problem with a condensor going bad.For the cost,it might not hurt to
replace that first and see if anything improves.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels and Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9223
NEXT>9240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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These may not be as street friendly as you're looking for,but the TSL Bogger 37x13x16
fit the stock wheels,don't rub lock to lock and give the truck a great stance with no lift.
SUBJECT>Re:How about a M715A2??What do you think..?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9226 NEXT>9282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure the 6.2 uses the same mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:who designed the clutch assembly?!?!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw those internal bell bolts,thought 'no chance in hell,'and changed the powertrain to
BBC and five speed.I'm happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Get a grip on the paint -GUYS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the same stuff...if they are cold,mine do that.Just had to spray some duece hooks
for the front and it was clumpy til I shook the b'jesus out it and warmed it up a little.
SUBJECT>I really hate to do this...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a relieble 'lunch box'locker for the front axle?I should be ordering a 'no spin'for
the D70 next week.Just looking ahead.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:losing spark POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9225
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you mentioned that truck has been converted to 12v.does it use a delco style coil?if so.they are supposed to crank
on 12v and run on 6v.it should have a 12v wire betwee
starter sol.and coil and a resistor.wire between coil and ign.if it runs too long on 12v it
will cook the coil.check voltage at coil end of wire and if ign.voltage is 12 or greater you
have a winner.
SUBJECT>I really hate to do this...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a relieble 'lunch box'locker for the front axle?I should be ordering a 'no spin'for
the D70 next week.Just looking ahead.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:wheel cylinders POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
I rebuilt mine and they still leak if the trucks sits for a few days.
You are golden!I'll be picking up a set of those Ford jobbies soon!
SUBJECT>ignore the following post POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9225 NEXT>9237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please ignore the following post.i am a complete idiot.i have no idea why i thought this
truck was 12v.as punishment for my stupidity i am going to clean out my garage.man...i
gotta remember ALL mushrooms are not good to eat!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ignore the following post POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9236 NEXT>9242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i meant MY post not steve's.sorry steve!man,it is just not my day.
SUBJECT>Just ordered...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9208
NEXT>9239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Bendix models are $30+while the Tru Torque's are $13 and change.I didn't $check
the other ones...I'm squawking over $13 a pop.This is Advanced Auto pricing...my
closest friends.
SUBJECT>Re:Just ordered...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9238
NEXT>9302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to proof read.I'm NOT squawking,I'm NOT squawking.The choke is still on my
brain this morning.Sorry 'bout the double posting earlier too!Rainy cold Monday..yuk..SUBJECT>Re:Wheels and Tires
POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Denman Coyote is pretty street friedly from what I hear.It will fit the stock rim and
comes in a 315 85R16 which is close to if not a little bigger than the stock tire.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels and Tires POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9223
NEXT>9269 LINKNAME>http://www.geocities.com/Baja/Trails/5679/tires.html
LINKURL>http://www.geocities.com/Baja/Trails/5679/tires.html
It has been posted that 13x38's will fit without mods and on the stock rim,but may rub a
little at full turn.The 12x38's fit with no rub.Also there are the Gamma Goats at 40
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inches tall.With these you need the Gamma Gaot 11.00-18 tires,GG rims and adapters.
For more info on the adapters,check out the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ignore the following post POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could the resistor for your coil be bad?I know this happened to another member.
Also,I had a CJ where the points condenser would heat up,then crap out on me.After
letting it sit,the darn thing would start right up again.
I ended up giving up on the points and put in a Pertronix unit.
SUBJECT>Horn doesn't work?????POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What am I missing?Where does the center shaft of the steering column get ground.(for
the horn to work)
Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Original light switch?POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22
April 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9248
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any reset or breaker built inside if the light switch?My lights go out for a couple
of minutes,I turn the switch off then back on and they work for awhile then go out again.
Klinger715
SUBJECT>anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9247 9258 9260 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
for any of you that have gone to the chevy engine what radiator did you use i am looking.at the chevy radiators
right now and i cant go measure my truck but did you use the
28X19 or is there a smaller one like 26X19 that u used.please let me know asap
thanx
munch
SUBJECT>double pronger POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.i am getting ready to drop my new 350 in my truck for most of my smaller jeep projects
i have always bolted the tranny up to the engine and droped it in.is this what you would
recomend or would you mount the engine then the tranny or vice versa.
2.i have a 350 with a 14in flywheel and i am using the t-98 anyone got the part number
on a decent clutch and where did you find it for the best price.
thanks in advance
munch
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9245 NEXT>9249 9266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone want to post the summit part #and dimensions again?My recored stock rad is
running a tad warmer than I'd like in 90 degree weather.
Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9244
NEXT>9253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes there is a circuit breaker in there.To get at it is a royal pain and I don't think the
switch will be any good then.I tore my original apart because I had a similiar
problem...what happened inside is that the metal bar that moves when you raise the lower
right arm to unlock the top arm broke loose of it's holder,still moved like it should but
was able to twist to the side and touched live power if it got in the right position.
Sometimes it took quite a while,the rougher the ride,the sooner.
I bought new...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9247 NEXT>9252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found this on the board for you:
Posted by Kevin Braddock on Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:07 p.m.,in response to
radiator,posted by bowtiedave on Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
Dave,
Summit (800-230-3030)has a Griffin aluminum radiator that fits.Part NO#GRI-1-
25202-X for $181.It's a 2 row (tubes are 1")and is said to outcool 5 row copper units..brute4c
SUBJECT>Searching this board POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9256 9257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you all aware that you can search this board and get info that has been posted already
and not have to wait for an answer?
There is a link at the top of the message board that says "Search/Personalize Display".
Click on that and you have the option of what dates you want to search,if you select "last
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several eons"it will search every message on the board.Then you can enter keywords to
search on and declare how it is to search for them.
By using this feature,many questions that are asked over and over again can be answered
more quickly and without adding the same thing again to the board.Of course not
everything is covered and/or you may need more detail than is in a prior post,feel free to
ask,that's why we are here.It just seems there are a lot of answers here to the "easy"stuff
and we would all benefit from accessing it when we need to.
Not complaining,just explaining...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ford conversions i think i found a 460 help POSTER>iva
EMAIL>k_sauve76@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9098 NEXT>9292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
perk715 could you please send me the information on the ford460 also
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9249 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute,
Hint taken on the Search/Display thing.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9248 NEXT>9255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a good used one if you need it.E mail me if interested.
SUBJECT>one more question power brakes POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
alright i was looking through the cardfile and i found this on power brakes,Power
Booster,Dual A1 50-1014 Price $155.00+$30.00 Core,its cardone.has anyone put this
into there truck,does it bolt right in.if not what type of modifications did you have to do.
now that you have it in are you happy with it does it make big difference.
thanks
the unknowing,lots of questions today.munch
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch?POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
22 April 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9253 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the quick and informative answer.
SUBJECT>Re:Searching this board POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is one of the best sites going,some times the only way to get an answer is to post the
question,some of us "nubs"are still finding out what you have to offer.
Many thanks for the site.
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:Searching this board POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,it's very helpful
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cut off the radiator mounts to the front bulkhead and mounted a GM 4 core cross flow it
was about 33"wide.Cost was 168.00 with a new cap.
SUBJECT>Re:double pronger POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9246 NEXT>9267 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If your transmission is already in the truck with all the extra things bolted up to it like the
driveshaft,crossmember and the mounts for transfer case shifters,I would leave it in
there and not pull it out.Next I would bolt the chevy bellhousing and adapter onto the
transmission before I tried to drop in the engine.
I've swapped engines a few times and always had the tranny in first and it seemed to work
fine.
If your tranny is already out,then I can't give you any advice,since I've never had to deal
with putting them both in at the same time before.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 2:33 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY
PREVIOUS>9245 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Munch,
I used a 4-core Fullsize Jeep radiator and had a rediator shop modify where the hoses
hook up to match the chevy engine.I had to move the passenger side radiator mount on
the truck out a little to fit,but when it was done it looked right.
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Rollie
SUBJECT>I need Used 15x10 or 15x8 rims POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came a cross four brand new BFG 35x12.50x 15 for 100 bucks so now I'm looking for
Used 15x10 or 15x8 custom made wheels and hoping i'll get lucky there also.Or centers
out of the stock rims (Key word is cheap,the wife is about to shot me)
thanks
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>need 16"tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,
at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9270 9284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need a set of 16"tires to roll my truck around my shop.If any one has any larger 16"
tires that are worn down or new for sale I am very interested.
JD
SUBJECT>John Summers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the pics John....will get to work on them as time allows.Please don't post my home
email on the board here...too much mail as it is!!I post the yahoo address here for contact
and if someone wants to send really big files,then I give my home one.
Thanks,and I'll let you know when they are up.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:John Summers POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,just got to thinking !!!thats why i try no to much
SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>Larry
EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9247 NEXT>9465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Before you buy a new rad.if yours is in good condition.How
about a V-8 (atleast 5
blade)clutch or flex fan and fan shroud.I used a factory flex fan from an AMC V-8 for
my V-8 CJ-7 and it made all the difference.That and a shroud were way cheaper then a
new rad.
SUBJECT>Re:double pronger POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about the clutch,i have always used a stock one but i get it for a truck with a 454.
pressure plate is stiffer and disc is better than 350 one.by the way,i saw the header for
your posting and thought i was on the wrong site..lol.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..
POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9204 NEXT>9345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.The 230 doesn't deserve all the bad press that it seems to get.My truck will easily
do 60 on flats and will maintain 50 up fairly steep grades.Last summer I towed my '75 CJ
to the Silver Valley Jeep Jamboree with the '715.I had to downshift into 3rd going up
steep mountain passes,which limited my speed to about 30mph,but that was fast enough
to pass most of the semi's going up the grade (there was an M100 jeep trailer in the '715's
bed too).When I first got the truck,it would barely run,but I found that the plugs were
shot,the point gap was about .060,and the timing was *way*off.Just my opinion,but I
doubt there are too many other 6-cylinders out there that would do much better.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels and Tires POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,22 April 2002,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9241 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Here is the newer link to our web-site on the gama goat adapterers.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:need 16"tires POSTER>Marc lesko EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 April
2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9262 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a set of 16"ND tires on rims.See for sale board.
marc
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9194 NEXT>9273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need a motor,battery box,rear taillights,blackout light assy.and a tailgate w/mounting
hardware.Also mine has a hard top installed that I would remove if I could find the
topbows.I live in Ark City.Dave.
SUBJECT>diamond wheels off set ?????POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports.EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April
2002,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey folks,i just got my rims from diamond--they do look good--question is does
everybody have the same offset ???it has 4.5 in backspacing on the rim--if i put 38/13/16
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boggers on them will it stick out to far,will there be to much pressure on the bearings and
stuff--or is it good to go ???just a question thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9271
NEXT>9274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would rather not part this jeep out like that.Here is the number for a guy in Carthage,
Missouri.He will have everything you need!
(417)358-4994 is his number.Tell him that Mark from Pittsburg sent you!He is a really
good guy to work with.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9273 NEXT>9275 9291 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave I have a battery box I won't be using,I don't know what they go for so make an offer
if interested.
Is your hardtop factory built or homemade?I'm looking for one and have bows and fairly
new top to bargain with.
I'm located in Hutchinson so delvery could be worked out,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Ed!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9274
NEXT>9276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
How's the project going?Are the brakes working out?I will be doing research in
Manhattan this summer,so we should get together sometime!Looks like I will end up
keepin the Jeep!!!!I am now working on the jeep again,so hopefully I will have it done
by June 1!TO EVERYONE,THE JEEP IS NOT FOR SALE ANY LONGER!!
YAHOO!!!!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Ed!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net DATE>Tuesday,23
April 2002,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>9275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,that's great news,this week and next I'm tied up with some stuff but will get right
back on the Kaiser after that.
I'm thinking of moving my V8 forward enough to put in SM420 and Brownie and.hopefully not have to move Xcase and
driveshafts.I just can't afford NV4500 while I'm
laid off and the brownie will give me overdrive.The 420 is shorter than the stock tranny
and adaptor so I might get lucky.It also has a super low 1st gear (7.05 to 1).
Anyway let me know your schedual and I might swing over to BS for a while.Later Ed J.
SUBJECT>Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9278 9285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I originally dumped a 305 small chevy in my truck so I wouldn't have to drag it around
with the John Deere anymore.The motor mounts I made up wouldn't work with the 427
big block I later installed because of the exhaust manifolds I used.(They could have been
modified without too much work,but I wanted the motor mount to be 'trapped'if the
rubber failed.I tore apart two non trapped rubber mounts in my big block Camaro and
didn't feel like doing it in this.)The small block mounts are made of 1/4"steel plate that
bolt directly to the 3 hole chevy block motor mount bosses and then (just behind those
bolts)bolt directly to the factory 715,2 hole,rubber motor mounts.I don't know how the
spacing will/would work with any other tranny than the big spicer 5-speed I used,but I
would guess that there would be adequate room for any four speed or turbo's.The 305
had an HEI distributor with plenty of room and a long water pump with room at the
radiator,AND the fuel pump will clear the motor mount EASILY.You're on your ow
with the rear mount,but the 715 makes that pretty easy with the piece of angle on the
crossmember.If anyone's interested I can post some dimentions of the part and the holes,
or,for a couple bucks,make up a few sets.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9277
NEXT>9279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you could email me the pics,or CAD drawings,if you have them.Or sketch it and send
that to me as a bmp,I'll put it into CAD.I am definately interested.One question,though,
was the HEI cap in coil or not?
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9278 NEXT>9280 9283 9296 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It was the large cap early HEI design.Can you open an AutoCAD file?I'm running
AutoCAD 2002,but can 'down save'it in most other A-CAD versions.
.bmp's turn into huge files on an email.Let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autodesk;the makers of Autocad have a free viewer on their web site.
SUBJECT>that 230 for sale POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,.23 April 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys,
I went ahead and listed it on ebay if anyone is interested.If not,don't be afraid to ask for
parts.
Thanks
1823715213 (item number on ebay motors)
SUBJECT>Re:How about a M715A2??What do you think..?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9229 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to call My Kaiser a XM-715A1.This would be somewhat accurate because it
will be a experimental modification of a stock vehicle.Nothing against them offcourse but
it would keep the jeep and command car 100 point restoration boys guessing for a little
while.Just for fun,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you need help with AutoCad (any version)or SolidWorks e-mail me!
SUBJECT>Re:need 16"tires POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 April
2002,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9262 NEXT>9287 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There are several places that sell surplus NDTs for a reasonable price.Just call around
and see if any of the local tire shops know where to get some.Around here they like to
put them on the front of 4WD tractors so try places that sell used/new tractor tires.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9277 NEXT>9294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear i would also be interested in an autocad file if you could send me one.I've got
Mechanical Desktop 6,so can open Autocad files.P.S.my friend forgot his digital
camera this weekend so those pictures of the bumper will have to wait until this weekend,
besides the bumper should be more complete anyways.If you would like i can e-mail you
a quick MDT6 file.
Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>hood numbers POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>9339 9522 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
this may be a dumb question but where do you find the correct numbers to place on the
hood?
SUBJECT>Re:need 16"tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 April
2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9284 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
really I'm looking for a larger set of used superswampers or something like them.Just
something bigger than the NDTs.I just want a bigger used 16"and not necessarily
something for driving my truck just rolling it around my shop.
SUBJECT>Anyone ever replace the floor of their bed?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 April 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The floor of the bed in my M715 has a large hole in it,and i was thinking of cutting it out
and replacing with some diamond tread steel,if you have done this i would be interested
to hear about the process and outcomes.
SUBJECT>Re:How about a M715A2??What do you think..?POSTER>Justin
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 12:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9220 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you might want to add a turbo to that 6.2 to get it to move if you're planing big tires.
SUBJECT>Change 715 to diesel POSTER>Maximiliano Zilleruelo
EMAIL>maxximo@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 2:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aake1ckycE4Y2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>9314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone changed a 715 to a diesel engine?
which engine can fit with less trouble
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9274 NEXT>9301 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ED,the hardtop looks like a factory model.It was a fire dept.truck and in pretty good
shape.I would like to buy the box and maybe make trade for the bows.If your in the area
sometime soon I could give directions and you could check it out.Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:ford conversions i think i found a 460 help POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ivan,I can't E-mail you with the 460 swap info.It said your E-mail account is in.active.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:230 engine question/sale too POSTER>Dave Billings
EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9205 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I didn't get e-mail.Checked my address and typed it in wrong.Correct address is
dbillings1@kscable.com.Sorry.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try and get the dims of the plate this weekend and draw up a quick CAD drawing.
They really are easy and will mount small block,big block,and 6.2/6.5 diesels.My
suggestion would be to make sure that the original 715 rubber mount is in good
shape...other than that it's very straight forward.
SUBJECT>High "point"Mouse swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was rummaging through Roman's Surplus in Chambersburg,Pa the other day and ra
across a pile,literally (about 10 or 12 minimum)small block chevy's with all the military
jazz still on them.Bellhousing with special tag,distributor (funky looking,I'm guessing
waterproof and 24 volt),carb with military air horn.The engines are 327's and 283,but
most(all maybe)have heads drilled for accessory holes,which never came civilian on
these engines...'cept maybe a '69 327.
Bob Roman's #1.717.263.3700
The stuff has been sitting out a long time but would really look like a professional/factory
setup in a 715 or even a Goat.I've heard that GM v8's will bolt right up to the goat tranny.
(?)
Thought someone might be interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9279
NEXT>9297 9494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have R14,Architectural 2000,and Architectural 2002.I can open just about any CAD
file out there.Most of my work is done in Architectural 2000,though.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9296 NEXT>9298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running A-CAD 2002 and can 'down save'it to R14 just to be sure.I'll get it drawn up
this weekend.I'll email you with it most likely monday..SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9297
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.Like I say,though.Maybe send it in both.You "lose"a lot of things going from
2002 to 14.Hell,even 2002 to 2000.But if you could send it in both that might alleviate
any probs.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Rollie715 POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_sauve76@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9139
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you already sell the goat tires?I am intersted in them if the price is right
SUBJECT>Re:How to go about buying a Truck POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey don't bash my Explorer,its what my parents had when I got my licence back in HS.
Sure I'd rather have a full size,but I couldn't sell it if I didn't own it.My Explorer is pretty
capable off road w/the detroit rear,and it still is very managable on the streets,it has
seats for 5 which a M715 doesn't.Now I want something big,strong,and topless (truck).
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9291 NEXT>9317 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,I'm tied up till next weekend,maybe then I can visit you.Do you have a way to send
picture of hardtop?Is it flat or does it follow the angled lines of the stock soft top?I also
have junk 230 as pulled from my truck with all the accesories if you need anything I
could bring it with me.Thanks for the response,talk to ya soon,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Received POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9239 NEXT>9309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Picked up the wheel cylinders last night.They 'look'close.I'm hoping to pop a wheel off
this weekend and really inspect them closely.I'll be checking into the previously
mentioned (I'll do the search Brute4c...LOL)full chevy or dodge 1 ton pads and see what
happens with that.From the cylinders leaking the pads are damp and it makes it a little
'grabby'on the first press of the pedal.
We'll see...
SUBJECT>Hood mount plate for blackout light POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9311 9315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I need one for my 12 volt conversion....sounds strange I know but I do...anyone with one.can email me at
brute4c@yahoo.com or post here on the board.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Civilian spark plugs for 230 tornado POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>9305
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I am probably asking the same question again,however I would like to know what
part number and make of civilian,not water-prof,sparkplugs i need for my 230 tornado.
thanks for taking the time again to help out!!!
Nathan..
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian spark plugs for 230 tornado POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autolite #275 or equivalent.
brute4c
SUBJECT>civilian distributor POSTER>Bob EMAIL>brhea@email.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need a distributor for tornado 230 12 or 24 volt
SUBJECT>Just a plug for a good company POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered my tubes today from Sexton Tire and have only good things to say.Tim Sexton
helped me,he was extremely helpful and really knew the game.So for you guys needing
tubes or whatnot,give them a call first.
On another note,I spoke with the guy at Weber Tire (they didn't have the size I needed)
who wasn't as friendly but did inform me that our stock wheels aren't radial approved and
sometimes have the tendency to crack around where the bead seats.Has anyone had this
kind of trouble?It's too late for me,the wheels are done at powdercoating and the tires
have been bought.I guess I'll just have to see.
Chris
SUBJECT>Duelly source?POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,
at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9310 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking for a pair of duelly wheels for my 715.Boyce is bone dry.Anybody know of
another source?I want to run the standard NDT tires.
Thanks..SUBJECT>Re:Received POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9302 NEXT>9320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey spicer you want to come to Alabama this weekend when you get through with yours
and put mine on.Lol Will
SUBJECT>Re:Duelly source?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9308 NEXT>9319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
early 60's dodge 1 tons use this bolt pattern.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood mount plate for blackout light POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if anyone has ANOTHER one,ill take it
SUBJECT>pto mount help,winch shaft keys?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9313 9397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do I get all the keys I need?where do i get the shear pin for the winch-to-yoke?
How in the world Is the top nut right nut put on the pto?Im at wits end,and fresh out of
curse words.
SUBJECT>Re:pto mount help,winch shaft keys?POSTER>Hippie EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 April 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9312 NEXT>9327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these folks have a lot of parts for our winches.never used them but may in future.hope
this helps.
Ronnie
http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com/
SUBJECT>Re:Change 715 to diesel POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9290 NEXT>9390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a Cummins 5.9L turbodiesel in my 715.Got the engine out of a wrecked
Dodge truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood mount plate for blackout light POSTER>Eaton
EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone can get me the pattern /etc.I'll make some.
Warren.SUBJECT>Real funny now,But not than POSTER>Rick Hawkins
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EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
last night Mitch (My Son,he ’s 14)and I went for a ride and some old bag pulled right i
front of us as we were doing 35 MPH (No biggie,Right,Wrong)I hit the brakes hard (we
were going down hill at the time)and all the tires locked up and were smoking and
squeaking very loud,but the truck kept getting closer to the offending vehicle,I tha
looked over at Mitch and said the Magic words HOLY SHIT!!!!!I know it was serious
because he didn ’ t even laugh.Any ways the person in front of us give it some gas and we
avoided contact but it was very close.Looking back at the road I left a lot of rubber and
maybe some brown stuff,But I can tell you one thing for 100%sure those Military tires
are going to be replaced ASAP.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Dave Billings
EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>9301 NEXT>9401
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,the hardtop is angled.It is welded to windshield frame and spots on back.I think a
person could cut it loose if carefull.I looked it over after I got your e-mail and the top has
a few holes welded shut and a plate on it.Could be ground smoothe.You cant see this
unless you climb on top.I'm interested in motor if crank and block is in better shape tha
mine.If you want to come down next week call 620-442-1960 day -620-441-8454 cell.
SUBJECT>Fuel Guage &Sender Unit Troubleshooting POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced the sender unit and fuel guage recently,and wanted to share a couple of helpful
hints for those who have to debug a malfunctioning guage.
First of all,I want to thank "Bob W."for his message on January 22nd,that included a
link (http://www.willys.i8.com/gbc/milgage.htm )for troubleshooting military vehicle
instrument guages.That link is a GREAT help.
1.)I would suggest checking the guage first,since it's the simplest to troubleshoot and
replace.
Make sure that the power to the guage is turned off.Disconnect the ground wire (not the
one with 24V)from the back of the guage,and check the wire's resistance with a
ohmmeter (The other end of this wire is attached to the sender unit;leave that end
attached.).The ohms should read from 0 (empty tank)to 15 (half tank)to 30 (full tank).If
the readings seem to agree fairly close to what the fuel tank level is,your guage is
probably bad (or not grounding properly).
This test quickly rules-out a bad sender unit and the wire that runs between it and the fuel
guage..2.)The next thing to do is check the sender unit (preferably without dropping the fuel
tank).On my truck (M715),the wire that runs from the guage to the sender has a quick
disconnect (male/female rubber plug connection)along the left side of the fuel tank.
Disconnect the wire at this connection.
a.)First,check the wire that runs to the fuel guage with an ohmmetter (both ends of wire
disconnected).There should be no resistance (0 ohms).If there is resistance,the wire's
bad and should be repaired or replaced.If the wire's good,you still should check out the
sender unit while you're at it (see "2.b"below).
b.)Whether the wire (2.a)was good or not,check out the sender unit while you're at it.
Using an ohmmeter,the resistance should be somewhere between 0 ohms(empty)and 30
ohms(full).
Hope this was helpful.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Duelly source?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9310
NEXT>9321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mid '50's Ford trucks,like a big stake body would have them too.
SUBJECT>Re:Received POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9309
NEXT>9338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I didn't have a wedding to go to I'd...um,Nahhhh.
I don't think there's enough time in the weekend to drive and stop for gas,and drive and
stop for gas,and drive and stop for gas...
...but let me know how you make out.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Duelly source?POSTER>David Reuter EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9319
NEXT>9323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine off of a 65 F-300...dodge from 56 to 64,ford from 55 to 65 adn international
from56 to 64 all have the same bolt pattern...all of the above are 1 tonners...have found
some on box vans for the same years...found that bolt pattern on odd ball trucks for 14",
15"and also 19"...hope this helps...old junk yards may have what you want,but becarefull
if it has been sitting on the ground...snow,mud and moisture will take it toll between the
rim and the center where they are riveted together...also...if you run army tires,you will
have to make up some spacers to get the inside tire away from the frame and also a spacer
between both wheels...if not they will touch...you will also have to go with a 3"long stud
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instead of the standard 2"that is stock..been there and still doing it...
SUBJECT>Re:Real funny now,But not than POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9316 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.About two weeks or so ago I posted about a Metro running into
my truck.I was very
happy with the way my boggers handled.They left cleated black marks on the road where
I swerved to miss a mailbox of the yard I was heading into.I got stopped in the yard
without sliding like slip and slide like the old NTD's would do.You're ride will improve a
LOT too.I missed the mailbox,a tree and...the guys house...I felt good.:)
Oh,the final word on the Geo Metro was a total loss.I still need to replace the slightly
bent axle stud on the end of the D70.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Duelly source?POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 April
2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9321 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Great information--thanks.
SUBJECT>Rims and tires POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,I hope I'm not rehashing this subject,I tried searching and didn't come up with
the right info.I have a stock M715 and I plan on buying 16.5X10 rims.I know used
Hummer tires are available in 36x12.5x16.5 does anyone see a problem with using this
setup on a stock truck?I plan on checking out that Nebraska tire site,but does anyone
have anyother inexpensive tire sources?
thanks for the info
Mike
SUBJECT>Some gauge wiring help,please?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could use some help with the gauge wiring.What i need to know is which gauge
terminal the power (circuit 27)connects to on each of the gauges.Is it to the terminal
closest to the speedometer on both sides or furthest towards the outside?Is this the same
on all the gauges?I would really appreciate it if someone could take a look.Thanks in
advance.Daniel
SUBJECT>Battery box:Cooler POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9333 9348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck did not come with a battery box,but has anyone considered using this for an ice
chest.I just built a wooden console,with a small ice chest,and storage built in.I just
thought this might be easier using the bat box to begin with.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:pto mount help,winch shaft keys?POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9313
NEXT>9332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Go to a tractor supply place.They'll have everything you need,and it shouldn't cost that
much.The place near me (Agri-supply)has the octagonal stock to make shafts,yokes,
yokes with u-joints installed,keys,etc.If you can't find a tractor place,a good hardware
store should have the keys.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:Some gauge wiring help,please?POSTER>Leo D>
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>9325 NEXT>9354
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you pull out the dash gages,looking at them face on #27 goes on the the left
terminal on all gages.
SUBJECT>noisy lifter POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>9331 9334 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a noisy lifter on my 230 tornado.Is this esly fixed?
Could use some pointers on how to adjust it.
Thanks for the help guys!
Nathan..
SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Bob,
I have both a civilian and military distributor for sale.The 24V was new when I bought it,
only has about 1000 miles on it.The 12V is a junkyard take-off,I don't know the
condition.Drop me an e-mail if you need one.The 24V I would like $75,the 12V I
would take $25.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:noisy lifter POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9329
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter3section3.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter3section3.html
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The 230 doesn't have lifters,the rockers ride directly on the cam.You probably need to
adjust those,see the link below for the manuals instructions,bottom of the page,
paragraph 3-10.Personally,I don't do them with the engine running but I do warm it up
first,then set them by turning the engine with the belts until each cylinder is a tdc,both
valves are fully closed and you can set both intake and exhaust at the same time.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:pto mount help,winch shaft keys?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 11:03 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9327
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whatever you do...do NOT put a high strength bolt through the winch yoke.I've seen the
10,000#2 1/2 ton truck winches bust because the shear pin was replaced with a grade 8
bolt.It may be a good trail fix,but not a keeper.
SUBJECT>Re:Battery box:Cooler POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 April
2002,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9326 NEXT>9336 9370 9372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is your battery?mine is still in the cab,but i've often thought about moving it.
mike
SUBJECT>Re:noisy lifter POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9329
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.008 is the measurement,I did mine three weeks ago.Be careful,Not to tight or she will
run funny.
Rick
SUBJECT>TSJ1209 Locker POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did your locker install go?I should be receiving mine on Friday 26th and I will be
install it that evening.Did you need any more shims?
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Re:Battery box:Cooler POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9333 NEXT>9353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I moved mine behind the seats.Went to walmart got 2 plastic battery boxes Put 1 behind
the drivers the other guess where.Lol.Ran the pos.wire to 1 battery made up a longer
jumper ran it neg.1 battery to pos.of #2 battery.Hooked up the ground wire.And cut the
stock battery box out.Throw a quilt and a cushion in the middle and you have a
seat.Hopefully for your wife/girlfriend reaching over to put it into low range can be
fun.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
April 2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9324 NEXT>9340 9349
9355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Where are you located ??I have some nice Hummer tires in Central Pa.===Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Received POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9320.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did i forget to mention there will be plenty of BEER!!!!!!.Only when we get
through.Don't work on brakes while talking to uncle BUD.Lol Thanks anyway thought it
would be worth a shot.Will
SUBJECT>Re:hood numbers POSTER>Leo D>EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>9286 NEXT>9341 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
got mv magazine today,article in there about vehicle markings.still does not explain
what number goes on hood.have m725 mfr.serial number 12968,delivered 3-68 vehicle
part number 10000542.Is that 12968 the numbwer that goes on hood ?any info would be
appreciated.
SUBJECT>LOL POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neat,that's convenient since I plan on getting the rims from you!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:hood numbers POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9339 NEXT>9360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You sound desperate and I wish I could help.The Army has been doing some weird stuff
of late with serial numbers.Now they are letters.They used to be based on the actual
serial number of the vehicle.I have seen a lot of vehicles from the 60's and 70's with
some letters and a number.I have no clue how they figure this stuff.What I ended up
doing was incorporating the data plate number into the serial number.
The Navy does this and I redid my rig with Navy Markings.My serial number was 35742.
So I added a 68 at the front a dash and then a 0 +the number.68-035742.Might not be
right but it looks good.
Still wish I could have been more help.
If you want it to look Army then add 3X or 3F or some such in font of the vehicles
number.Take a look at Howard's rig in the members pics to get an idea.
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SUBJECT>Anyone run Michelin XL's on their truck?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaOwg/Z6JXBaM PREVIOUS>NEXT>9347
9351 9362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at the Michelin website last night and the XL looks like a good tire.It is
close to the same pattern that is on the M35A3C Super Single trucks.Does anyone have
these tires.If so,did you go for the 9.00x16 or the 11.00x16?I think I would want the
11.00x16's.The tire is 38"tall so it would be a bit taller than stock.Plus the best part is it
looks military..Karl
SUBJECT>Re:TSJ1209 Locker POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9335
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is in a million pieces right now.I took the rear end out and gave it to a friend of
mine to do.I have never had no luck setting up diffs.It will have all new bearings and
seals including wheel bearings.Should have it on the road by the end of the summer.Let
me know how yours turns out.It should be like driving a whole different truck.
SUBJECT>Re:High "point"Mouse swap POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9295 NEXT>9356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a Cool find!I've heard the same about the Goats.Apparently they have SM 465s,
they drop right in,but cooling is an issue.Wonder what these vintage small blocks came
in?
SUBJECT>Re:How much power should my 230 have?I dont have much..POSTER>Al
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.The 230 has enough power for the stock machine when tuned right.Think of it as
a tractor.Mine will climb hills and go through giant holes at any rpm as long as it is over
about 1500 rpm's.Mine will run 60 mph also.I own a 98 Dodge cummins powered duelly.
For off road pulling power,that little six will outpull it if the rpms are high enough.Low
gears make up for low horsepower.
SUBJECT>Wheels for sale POSTER>j20m715 EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>NEXT>9379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5 stock m-715 wheels with worn ndts
asking $225 for all 5
Im in the Dallas area
Will seperate
Please e-mail me with offers.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run Michelin XL's on their truck?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
several people run them (1100x16).at 350-450 ea (new)they are expensive.although
they cannot be purchased at this time because of military use in afghanistan by 18 nato
countries.used are a crap shoot as they are 100-180 ea.......
the xml's are not on hold but are 450 ea (cheapest i could find)and the xl's are approved
for our narrow rims..SUBJECT>Cool idea...snxxxx.No,really.POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9326
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 April
2002,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9337 NEXT>9384 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How much do you have Hummer wheels for??
JD
SUBJECT>clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 April 2002,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
alright so i went to autozone today and thought that i got the right clutch but when i got it
home it didnt line up with the splines on the input shaft.i have a 350 with a 14in flywheel
and a T98 transmission.does anyone know what truck to tell them this would be going on
so i get the right clutch.
thanks
munch
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run Michelin XL's on their truck?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9342 NEXT>9357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,Go to the Big Electric web site,that is the site for M-37 guy's.They have organized a
group buy of Michelin rubber.Contact Gerry Zell,I belive he is the guy in charge of this
deal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:diamond wheels off set ?????POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JAM,Those 13.00 wide Boggers with that 4.5 backspace are going to stick out beyond
the fender by a couple of inches.I went with the same backspace,with 9.00-20's they are
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flush with the fender.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Battery box:Cooler POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9336 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I kinda like having a picnic table in my cab.LOL
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9328
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9337
NEXT>9383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Barry,Where in central Pa are you?I'm near Harrisburg.
SUBJECT>Re:High "point"Mouse swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9344 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I was really surprised to find them.I've been thinking about picking up a couple of
them.I'm a big block guy,but the 283's and 327's aren't kicking around like they used to
be.I think it will be an expensive day the day I drive my truck there.Can't wedge and
D60 or small block in a 3000GT.:)
SUBJECT>Hey Perk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9351
NEXT>9368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was on the phone with Randy's this week and asked them about the axle blanks.They
said they were out.I called them three times now and had a great salesperson except this
last call.The guy seemed really green and wasn't very helpful...boy is he in for a steep
learning curve.
SUBJECT>Re:clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9350
NEXT>9359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running the 11"clutch or the larger chevy clutch?Either way the t-98 should
have a corse,10 spline input shaft.My experience is that most of the 70's body style and
into the 80's had the corse spline trannys.The fine splines were usually reserved for the
high hp musclecars.
Anyone,please correct me if I'm wrong...been out of small clutches for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9358
NEXT>9361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i was going to run a 10.4 but i can run an 11 i just need to know what to tell them at
autozone becuase they know nothing and i have tried like a bunch of times and it never
fits.
SUBJECT>Re:hood numbers POSTER>Leo D>EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>9341 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks john,will do close is good too.SUBJECT>Re:clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9359
NEXT>9365 9369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called AutoZone...All the Jeeps have the 10 spline x 1 1/8"input shaft.
An '84 (for example)Chevy van has the 11"clutch the 10 spline x 1 1/8"input shaft.That
'should'work as long as your flywheel is drilled for the larger 11"clutch.
The AutoZone Part #'s are this:
NU5551 is the kit,pressure plate,disk,and T-O bearing.
$99.99 no core.
CA5552 is the Pressure plate by itself.
$18.99 w/a $12 core charge.
CP3348 is the Disk.
$19.99 w/a $6 core charge.
If your flywheel isn't the correct one,I think it should be however,it shouldn't be very
difficult to find one with the larger clutch.
Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run Michelin XL's on their truck?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9342
NEXT>9399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running the michelin XL 14R20.They are used,but these tires have such a strong
casing that I wouldn't worry about the quality even if used.Especially if running a tube.
(Of course you dont want dry rot etc.)They are radial and regrooveable but make alot of
noise.If I had the money I would buy new XML.(only problem is the $1100 Each price
tag for their 14r20 (50")
SUBJECT>Bolt Grade POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,
at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys,I found a bucket of old bolts in my shop and upon cleaning the rust off of them
I saw they had 6 lines on the head that tells grade.I never saw any 6 liners,is this a
stronger grade,or cheaper grade,or just some stupid mark of the manufacturer that had
no bearing on weight tolerance?I got a 12000#winch I need to mount and this
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information is vital.
'prociate it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Bolt Grades Values POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>MIKEKA@TEXASSHREDDER.COM DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9363 NEXT>9366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SIX LINES =GRADE 8 BOLT;Torque them to approx 106 ft/lb for a 1/2 dia.bolt.course thrds.
THREE LINES =GRADE 5 BOLT;Torque them to approx 75 ft/lb for a 1/2 dia.bolt
course thrds.
NO LINES =GRADE 1 OR (JUNK);Torque them to approx 48 ft/lb for a 1/2 dia.bolt
course thrds.
Use the grade 8 bolts all the time if possible;All above torque are dry with no lubricant.
Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aai.00wxbGKzw PREVIOUS>9361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought replacement heavy duty clutch disc and pressure plate for 11"Chevy flywheel
and it all assembled and bolted up OK in my truck with SBC and stock tranny.Just trying
to help.
SUBJECT>Re:Bolt Grades Values POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26
April 2002,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9364 NEXT>9367
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Muchas gracias.I got a bucket of the 6 liners and now I know how valuable they are.
SUBJECT>Re:Bolt Grades Values POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9366
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI,if you ever see any 4 liners,those are grade 6 aircraft grade.If memory serves,they
are 125,000 lb.tensile strength.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9357
NEXT>9376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I also called Randy's,they said they couldn't help,they said try Dutchman.I thought
somone alreddy called them.All I can say is,I have struck out so far on the D-60
axles,any thoughts?Who else can we try?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:clutch help!!!!!!POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9361
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for all the help i am going over there right now to figure this out.
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Battery box:Cooler POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9333
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My batteries are behind the seats.I took two batteries off one of my floor scrubbers,they
are 6 volt,about 10"by 14"and 18"tall.I ran them in a series so that they give me 12
volts.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Need some opinions POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9373 9377 9378 9388 9393 9395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok guys im in a bit of a quandry ,
im looking at buying one of two of these machines and would like some opinions .
the first is '68 M715 The engine is a rebuilt American Motors 230 cu.in.6-cylinder
gasoline 0 miles
model.It has a
Warner Model T-98A 4-speed syncromesh transmission,2-speed transfer case,
full
floating axles,12 volt electric system and power hydraulic brakes.
new steel cab,new nylon 9.00 x 16 8-ply mud and
snow tires.
twin rear mirrors,bucket type seats,heater,
turn indicators ,power steering.price is $15,500
the second is a is a 68 J-2000 Mileage:2,080 Actual Original Miles Engine:OHV,
"Vigilante"V-8,327 cu.in
Transmission:3-Speed Standard on Column,Automatic selective drive hubs with
indicator light Brand New Under-Dash A/C installed by Collins Brothers Jeep Specialists
5 New 700:16 LD 4Ply Military Tires (including under-bed mounted spare)
New belts and hoses;New paint inside &out
New muffler and tailpipe,full service lube &filters
New battery,new fuel pump,new water pump
4 New shock absorbers;rear wheel bearings repacked
New thermostat and pressure cap
Complete tune-up with plugs,wires,etc.
price is $19,950
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both of these in pristeen condition let me know what ya think
SUBJECT>Re:Battery box:Cooler POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9333
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put my batteries in a box in the front of the bed.The box,a former depth bomb box,cost
about $15 and was a birthday present.I sandblasted it,put on primer after cutting off the
handholds for the box to be carried and the original latches and welding the holes shut
from the handholds and welding on new hasp hardware.I then got 3 pieces of 3/4"thick,
2 1/4"wide steel 15 inches long and welded them to the bottom of the box.These pieces
sit in the chanels in the bed perfectly and 6 grade 8 3/8th's shank bolts hold it down.The
box is completely rhino lined as well.It contains 2 group 31 1/2 size batteries with 1000
cca each.I used the Summit through the firewall type connectors for the wires,leaving.the box pretty watertight,not
perfect but close.I had all new wires made in gauge "00"
with non corrosive ends and some real heavy duty shrink wrap stuff.
There is stil over half of the boxes internal space empty,I need to make a vertical
seperator to come off the battery holddown to keep stuff on one side from going over to
the batteries as I plan to carry tools,chain,straps,etc.in it.It leaves about 8 inches on
each side of the box,and it just worked out that the troop seats come down and just rest
on it...perfect.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371 NEXT>9374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one M715 cheaper than that to sell you!!delivered at your door step!
What is so special about this M715.Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9373
NEXT>9375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep looking.
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9374 NEXT>9396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT HE SAID!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9368
NEXT>9391 9394 9825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,I'd like to try Wagoner Machine,but I can't find the website.They had odd 44"
swampered machine in 4 Wheel Off Road a few months ago,but the web address doesn't
work!They mention all kinds of custom jazz that they can build.They may be a source.
I'll have to dig a little.
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are they gold plated or what ????
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371
NEXT>9380 9452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these are both professionally restored to show room condition trucks .originaly i just
wanted one of these in very good condition i just looking at all options
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_sauve76@hotmail.com.DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 12:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9346
NEXT>9381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am interested!!!i live in Las Cruces NM so freight should not be too bad e-mail me at
k_suave76@hotmai.com
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to agree.In Military Vehicle Magazine there is usualy one or two M715s fully
restored for under 9k.Most are 3k to 5k asking price and they keep appearing in several
issues.You can buy a running X-marine hummer for about 15k nowadays.Just trying to
help.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9379
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that is k_suave76@hotmail,com
SUBJECT>Rollie715 POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
26 April 2002,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9139 NEXT>9398
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you already sell your tires?
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 April
2002,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9355 NEXT>9486 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,I'm 60 miles north of Harrisburg in Elysburg ,Pa .Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 April
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2002,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9349 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rippey,I have a couple of sets of Hummer wheels.$75 each or $275 for a set of (4).
They are selling on Ebay for $100 each.======Barry.
SUBJECT>Diamond wheels and New Tires and body lift POSTER>Dan EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a comment on the Diamond wheel order.I recieved the wheels and am fairly happy.
Construction looks good but the painting was only marginal,but I am going to repaint
now so that is not an issue for me.
Also ordered tires today,the new Truxus STS from interco.Ordered the 15/39.5-16 to go
on the 10 inch wide rims.SHould be here in 1 to 2 weeks.Will let you know how they.look and perform as I get to use
them.
One question.I am going to put a small body lift on the cab to clear the larger tires.Was
thinking 1.5 inches,any thoughts on this issue?
SUBJECT>230 engine for sale all or part POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
230 engine from a 67 with 12k on it.complete minus generator &starter.
I bought this at a gsa auction was told it was removed to replace the clutch.
I do not know the condition of this motor.
Im offering here CHEAP.
Its in my way &I would hate to scrap it.I would like to get rid of it whole but if your just
wanting parts let me know.
I need it gone soon.
Im near Dallas Tx Please email me.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure wish I had that kind of money to spend on a truck.Hell,I'd have one bitchin truck
and beer for life!
Both trucks are outrageous in my opinion.Buy a used 715 for a few grand tops and spend
the other 12000 making it exactly to your liking.
Shoot,you can buy a late model with all the amenities and low miles for the cost of the J
truck.
Chris
SUBJECT>anyone got a rebuild kit for the transfer??POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY,long time no post (for me)I've been going nuts with everything else in my life,and
the truck has been going great.Plowed snow all winter (what little we had)and now the
transfer rattle/vib that started last fall is worse.Got to get it fixed.Thought I would
rebuild the transfer just for good measure even if it is something else.Any leads on kits,
or anyone got a good divorced 205 they want to sell me??Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9376
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.wagonermachine.com
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels and New Tires and body lift POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9385 NEXT>9416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dan,I have 20x7 Diamond wheels and the powder coat paint
is top notch.I run Firestone
9.00-20 at 41 inches tall with a 3 inch cab only lift,the tires clear fine.The wicked wide
39.5 inch tires that you are going to run will warrent a 3 inch lift for shure,they also will
stick out beyond the fender by 3-4 inches.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bryan,I don't care how nice either truck is,they are both over priced by $10,000 or
so,remember,a fool and his money are soon parted.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9376
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Will give it a shot.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank guys i was figuerin these were way out the ball park ..the search continues
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You must have seen the one on e bay.Pass on it.These things aren't any were close to
that much money,Unless you've operated one for a few years.Then it all adds up.Same
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goes for the other one as well.you can get a good J truck for just a little more if not less
than a 715.
SUBJECT>Re:pto mount help,winch shaft keys?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9312 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found all the keys at a local heavy hardware store.
The pin for the winch to yoke is meant to be a shear pin and is designed to shear before
anything else breaks.I got my pins from AB Linn.
I'm not sure what top nut you are reffering to.
Hope this helps a little.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie715 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9382 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Ivan,
I still have 4 adapters and 5 gama goat tires and wheels.
I want $500 for everything
or $300 for just the adapters.
I live in Bellingham WA.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone run Michelin XL's ATTN JEEPCLOWN POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,26 April 2002,at 10:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9362 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
XL:
9.00x16 $257.50
11.00X16 $300.25
14.00x20 $525.75
XML:
325/85R16 $387.50
395/85R20 $740.75
XZL:
335/80R20 $300.25
SUBJECT>230 civilian going cheap POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 1:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still setting on ebay for $25.00 with one bid.Anyone need a motor?
1823715213 (item number on ebay motors)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I was looking for the flat type artic top,thanks for your trouble anyway.My motor
sounded like a rod was trying to escape so I'm guessing the crank and block are boat
anchor material.Thats why I pulled it and went with SBC.
Still have battery box and will contact you next week when my time frees up.
Thanks again,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8982 NEXT>9571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me an e-mail with details on how to do the conversion and as many part #'s as.possible.I'll add it to the parts
file.
Randall
SUBJECT>Re:M715'S IN THE MOVIES POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a M725 in Dragonfly.
SUBJECT>Parts for sale POSTER>Dram88 EMAIL>nwgrayso@mtu.edu
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,I got the following stuff in the garage and I'm graduating from college this
year.So I gotta sell some off the random stuff for movin'.
24volt starter ran when it came off
Gas tank straps
Air cleaner
Headlight rings the inner and outers
Cab frame metal Bows
230 bellhousing iron dust cover without drain plug
If ya need anything give me a shout
Thanks,
Nate
(906)487-6690
nwgrayso@mtu.edu
Houghton,MI
SUBJECT>Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
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DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9406 9410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am aware of M.A.R.S.equipment and their Hercules engine.I was wondering if there
was an affordable Hercules engine to be purchased somewhere?The several thousand $
they want isn't logical for my lite useage of my truck.But,with more economy and speeds
more easily sustained I would probably use my truck more often.Thank you in advacnce
for your input.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>jon EMAIL>jrsrdb@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9405
NEXT>9413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Multifuel engines 6 cycle diesel from a 2 ½ ton military truck White//Hercules
engine 140 HP,2600 RPM turbo charged.Some Multifuel Continental multifuel engines
available.For sale $1,500.00
I-10 Surplus
5300 N.Casa Grande Hwy.
Tucson AZ.85743.Phone (520)293-2930 FAX(520)293-0567
www.i10surplus.com
SUBJECT>12 volt,230 starter on Ebay POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a heads up,that I've decided to part with a very nice 12 volt starter on Ebay.Auction
#1825019859.
Thanks,Darryl
SUBJECT>T-98 Rebuild Guide Online POSTER>Vern EMAIL>kr98664@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aajU2qYoRoPJg PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>T-98 Rebuild
Guide Online at Vernco.com LINKURL>http://www.vernco.com/51wagon/id62.htm
Greetings,
I recently rebuilt a T-98 and posted the details here:
http://www.vernco.com/51wagon/id62.htm
This was a 2WD Ford version converted to 4WD for a Willys wagon,but I think most of
the details should be applicable to the version used in the M715.Hopefully some of you
guys can make use of this info.The guide is still new,so let me know if you see any
errors,omissions or have any additional suggestions.I'm open to all comments.
SUBJECT>need body mount bushings and hardware POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am at a stand still with my truck untill I can locate a source for new bushing and
hardware to mount the body.Can anyone help me.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>William Halepaska EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9405
NEXT>9414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have retrofitted many engines into my 715 but as far as diesel engines I have had a
ED33 Nissan diesel on a 10 speed,A GM 6.2 litre with Banks turbochargeron original 4
speed,A custom 6.5 setup with Banks turbo with 4 speed with Eaton 2 speed splitter(8
forward gears),and now a 6BT Cummins out of 97 Dodge with P7100 high output pump
and HX40 turbocharger and soon to be air to water aftercooled now in the area of 290 hp
and 650 ft lbs trq soon to be 325 hp 800 ft lbs trq at 1200 RPM.As far as I am aware you
are wasting your time with the Hercules as it is underpowered and parts and such are
getting hard to find as they have been out of bussiness for quite a while.If you are trying
to go as cheap as possible the GM 6.2 litre diesel are available cheaply military surplus
and are 24 volt and all the aftermarket adapters available to bolt in a small block will
work on a 6.2 litre and even left normally aspirated (no turbo)is easily much more.powerful than the 230.And as far
as RPM the GM diesel is the most tolerant of higher
RPM (3800 and some are governed at 4200).One more big +is the GM diesel is much
lighter than any other diesel at 650 lbs.install a set of 4.56 gears in the diffs and let her
go.Now if money is no object install a Cummins 6BT or 4BT and crankem up and a set
of 3.55 gears and really put the power down the 96 and 97 6BT Cummins are easily
capable of 500to600 HP and 800 to 1200 ft lbs trq at a very low 1200 RPM al the way to
3100 RPM now these engines easily produce enough HP and TRQ to embarass the most
healthy big blocks.It all depends on your tastes.Also possibly A Detroit 4-53 would be
easily adaptable and would look original and are capable of plenty of power +Detroits
sound awesome.Just search aroun before automatically assuming the Hercules is the only
diesel for your 715.
Good luck
Willie
SUBJECT>easy way to attach brake lines?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the best way to reattach the brake lines to the wheel cylinders.My hand is to fat to
get behind the backing plate to get the damn thing started.All answers appricated,Will
SUBJECT>m725 on e-bay POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 9:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just found this m725 on e-bay.thought some one may want to know.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1823451963&r=0&t
=0
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 11:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9406
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much changing does it take to get these to mount into my truck?
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 11:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9410
NEXT>9529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do I find a GM 6.2 preferably with turbo?How much will I have to pay for the
motor mounting kit?
SUBJECT>Re:easy way to attach brake lines?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 11:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9411 NEXT>9419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Will,
The only suggestion I can make is to unbolt the wheel cylinder and poke the brake line
through the hole,get it started a few turns then bolt the cylinder up again and tighte.everything.Make sense?I can't
guarantee it'll work but give it a shot.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels and New Tires and body lift POSTER>Kevin
EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,27 April 2002,at 11:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9392 NEXT>9420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much did you have to pay for your wheels?and where did you buy them?
SUBJECT>M725 Vinyl flooring from JC Whitney's POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>9479
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at JC Whitney's who is selling a Auto Carpet Systems Inc.molded vinyl
floor for a 63-91 J10,J20 pickup for $119.Will this flooring match up to the
M725/M714 floor?Any other sources available to get vinyl flooring?I am about ready to
buy a bulk sheet and start cutting to fit.
Thanks
John in Indiana
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com DATE>Sunday,
28 April 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9480 9519
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The time has come for me to put my M715 up for sale.Pics can be seen at
www.weps.alloffroad.com The truck has many modifications,and is an awesome mud
and trail truck.If you want a 715 to restore,this is NOT for you.40"swampers on 15 x 14
wheels,full size spare,ram assist steering,rear disc brakes,Pontiac 400 engine,sm465
trans,and on and on.E mail for specific questions.Spare parts,manuals,its all gotta go.
5500$WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:easy way to attach brake lines?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris,i'll try that.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels and New Tires and body lift POSTER>Dan EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9416
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought them from Diamond Racing in the Zone group order.
SUBJECT>Two Shades Of O.D.POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I recieved my wheels from Diamond this week.One of the wheels is a totally different
shade of green.Did anyone else run into this problem?The construction of the wheels is
top notch,but I'll have to repaint them before I put tires on!Mike.
SUBJECT>winch shift lever POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the shift lever on the winch next to the drum-which direction does what?
SUBJECT>William Halepaska POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wanting to email you about installing a GM 6.2 diesel into my M725.I have some
questions for you.I couldn't find your email address so I decided to try and post a
message to you.
SUBJECT>Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9427 9428
9434 9437 9445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to two reputable tire dealers,and the largest tire that they would recommend for
the stock 6.5"rim is the 9.00 x 16 NDT (stock military)tire.
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Both places would not put anything wider on the stock wheel,for "safety and liability"
reasons.
For example,the TSL 37"-38"tires were what I wanted.They showed me that the
specifications call for a rim that's about 10"wide.They said that putting those tires on my
stock 6.5"rims would "pinch"the casing too much to be a safe condition.
Food for thought.
SUBJECT>24VDC and 12VDC alternator POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
Has any one added a 12V alternator,lined up to the 24V units pulley,This would be to run
a 12vdc winch,I think i would use a large diode in the gound cable just for safety.
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Bobbed Bed POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am half thru with removing 12"from the rear of my truck.The hole "K"frame rear cross
member was removed from the tappered frame horn.I cut the desired amount out of the.frame rails 12".I cut the rear
cross member to fit inside the rails.And the hole rear "K"
frame was reinstalled and welded back in place by a friend.
The stake pockets in the rear of the bed were shoot so I took the 12"out of the rear and
the stake pockets are being pieced back together and should look stock.
As for the destruction of a perfect truck,I intentionly bought a truck that most would call
a basket case.When this truck is done it will be a lot closer to restored than it was when I
got it.If someone is into a vehicle enough it is a small thing to add 12"back in .
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you need to go to an unreputable tire dealer!The kind that are down on the
wrong side of the tracks,tucked away in a tiny hole in the wall place.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9424 NEXT>9429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,There is a bunch of guy's running 13-38 Swampers and 11-38.5 Boggers on stock
rims with no problems.Some of these tire dealers are more conservitive than Jesse
Helmes,you just got to find the right one.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9428 NEXT>
9449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tire dealers in my town didn't even want to mess with my stock split rims.I guess
they are "too dangerous".So I did a lttle reading and discusion with old tire handlers and
mounted up my 38"TSLs myself.
I think most dealers are so worried about people sueing them that they won't touch
anything slightly out of the ordinary.
I did not try a big truck tire outfit.I hear they are used to working with large and
"dangerous"rims and tires.
SUBJECT>Some help on accelerator linkage?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9432 9435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pulled my pedal assemblies and found that one of the accelerator links was not
connected properly.This is the link that goes from the pedal to the mount inside the cab.
The pivot stud on the pedal side was broken off.It doesn't look like i can just buy a new
pivot sut because the ball portion is stuck inside the link.Does anyone know a trick to
taking this end apart and replacing this,or do i have to get a new one?If i have to get a
new one,does anyone have a spare laying around?Thanks for the help in advance,and.sorry for the long post.
SUBJECT>Also lift,and tire size questions?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking of doing the spring over/shackle flip lift and by searching found an old post
that the front raises about 5.5",and rear about 3.25".I'm curios on how people have
leveled out the truck.With blocks,new springs?I also was wondering what size tire
everyone is using with a lift.I plan on removing some leaf springs for articulation,and
don't want to rub the tires.So,what is the best size,or what sizes are being run (and
problems you might have)?Thanks for the advice.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Some help on accelerator linkage?POSTER>tsj1209
EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If nobody has one laying around for you try american military parts in new carlisle IN.
phone 574-654-7002.
SUBJECT>Re:24VDC and 12VDC alternator POSTER>tsj1209
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EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9425 NEXT>9447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick did you get your locker in?How do you like it?
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9424 NEXT>9439 9492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 37x16x12.5 SSR's on one piece rims that are 6.5 inches wide.Works well but maby
a little narrow.I ran this setup at the Easter Jeep Safari in Moab and had no problems and
went everywhere.The one piece wheels I have are about to be sold due the the fact that I
bought a set from Diamond racing which are a little bit wider so I can run 38.5's.Also
needed a spare.You can check out the truck w/the tires and wheels on the members
gallery under "Paul B."
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Some help on accelerator linkage?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9430 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.memphisequipment.com
LINKURL>http://www.memphisequipment.com
This same part broke on mine.I ordered one from Memphis Equipment for less than $20.
It came with the rod and the pin with the ball.
Their web site is linked below.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Front Axle seals POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im looking for the Large seal that seals off the U-Joint.Water got in my axle and
destroyed the steering bearing.Anyone know where I can get a set?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9424
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running Q78-16 Super Swampers on my truck with no problems.They measure about
36"mounted on the stock wheels.They are just slightly larger than the stock 9.00-16's.
SUBJECT>parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9456 9497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)Manual steering gear.$25
2)Four (4),one piece wheels for M715.16"x 6.5.OD green.$90 each3)M175 stock
radiator w/new core.Used on vechile about 15 hours.$100
4)Super Swamper SSR 37x16x12.5.Approx.300 miles since new.On scale 1-10,most
likley a 9.Will sell with or without above wheels.$175 each.
E-mail or post or cal 918-951-2677.Parts in Tulsa,OK.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9434 NEXT>9440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You say those rims are one piece?And you are going to sell them?
HOW MUCH?
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never mind,You snuck a new post in on me while looking at this one.
SUBJECT>wiring harness terminations POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so now i'm starting on the wiring harness...
does anybody out there have or know how to get the military plug connectors used on
these trucks?i'd sure like to go back with those since it looks right on the truck.
thanks in advance for your help.
jay.SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness terminations POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9441 NEXT>9450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first place that comes to mind for me is Saturn Surplus.If they do not have them,
they should be able to point you in the right direction.They have the best selection of
electrical parts I have seen yet.Tell them you are looing for Packard Connecters.Here's a
web sight that will give you some pointers and part numbers.Look for M-Series wiring
connectors.
http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mvg_technical_reference.php3
SUBJECT>Complete drivetrain market POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa9nxRguvgvXI PREVIOUS>NEXT>9444 9446 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there a market for a complete drivetrain?I am helping a buddy build his WEPS and he
has decided on a FI 454/SM465/NP205 and Corp14 rear/open D60 in the front with disc
brakes.
What is a fair price to ask for the stock running gear?It is in perfect/great shape.
Off the wall question:
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I was in the SeaBees and we drove WEPS everyday.What did WEPS stand for?Why
aren't they called this on your site?
Everyone be ready for me,I'll be pestering you quite a bit.
Opps,one more question.The WEPS came with an aluminum hard top.Are these rare
and is there anyone interested in it?
Thanks
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Complete drivetrain market POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps is short for weapons carrier.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,28 April 2002,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9424 NEXT>9448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i havent done mine yet,but i went to an 18 wheeler tire shop and they do it,and say they
still get older big trucks with lock ring rims....
SUBJECT>Re:Complete drivetrain market POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 2:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9443 NEXT>
9455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Welcome to the site Hivolt.May be interested in hard top,in what part of the country is
the top located?Do you guys need any parts in trade?I have stock top bows and exc/VG
fabric top.
Thanks for your time,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:24VDC and 12VDC alternator POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I got it installed in less the 2 Hours.Than drove it 80 miles home and did not hear a
thing,the truck handled fine.The NDT tires dig in the tera frim a bit better,but i have not
taken it off road yet,But i will this coming weekend.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9445 NEXT>9489
9528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a million for your encouragement!I really needed to know from you folks that
have "walked-the-walk".If the tires are staying on the rims of YOUR trucks,which
probably see a lot harder use than what mine does,then I don't have any qualms about
getting the same type.
I tried to convince the tire shops that the NDT's are also a safety hazard,due to their poor
traction on wet or icey roads,but they look at things from a different point of view
(liability).
So thanks again,and I WILL be getting a set of modern tires.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9429 NEXT>9472
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm probably going to mount them myself,too,Ed.
I used to work at a truck stop years ago,and had to repair the 10.00 x 20.00 semi truck
tires quite often.We had a cage to put the tires in when inflating them to 120#of
pressure,but I never had a rim fly off.The only way they will fly off is if they're not
properly seated in the grooves,and that is easy to see.
Also,if I do it myself,I'll not be standing on the "Georgia side"of the tire when inflating
it.
Thanks for your help,Ed!
SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness terminations POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9442.NEXT>9460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks a-bunch
SUBJECT>LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaIwrM4whfxVE PREVIOUS>NEXT>9454 9469
9484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone who has ordered shirts.For the rest who are wanting shirts this is the
last week for ordering.Right now we are about 20 shirts short of filling the required 50
shirts that I need to make the order.If this quota isn't met by the end of the week,I guess I
will post a decision then.We have two options scrap the whole idea and send everyones
money back or extend it for another week to see if I can get enough orders to fulfill the
requirement.
Thanks in advance.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Need some opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you want to drive it and have fun or rub it with a diaper?Both prices are pretty steep,
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however.At the same time the one on eBay was $15,000 another one in excellent shape,
stock and clean was in the $4000 area.You'll find the right one for you...at probably half
of the others.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Dunking the D60 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,there's this creek infront of my apt that's about 200'wide and about 2'deep at the
deepest.I'm not sure how much longer I can contain myself from driving off the lot into
it!What's the easiest way to drain the water from a front axle?Pull the bottom joint out or
the knuckle and have it come out that way?Do I have to worry about it?I'd really rather
not have to tear the entire spindle apart.Oh,I'm picking up a bike next week and the
creek bank may be the perfect loading dock.No pun intended on the 'dock'thing.
SUBJECT>Re:LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9451 NEXT>9457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam...been dragging my ass...I will get the order out for 2 more as soon as I get home and
write a check and send it out to you...David.
SUBJECT>Re:Complete drivetrain market POSTER>reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9446 NEXT>9473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ed...I am interested in the bows and the top...how much
and where are you located ?
David
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9438
NEXT>9464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the price of 175 including the rims?
SUBJECT>Re:LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9454 NEXT>9462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in for two as well!I'll get the check out today or tomorrow.
Thanks for the reminder!
SUBJECT>Re:anyone got a rebuild kit for the transfer??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,
Bob Roman of Roman's Surplus in Pa,has a bunch of the NP200 laying around.My
guess would be $85 to $100.His prices on 'our'stuff is great.
1.717.263.3700
SUBJECT>Hey Barry POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm across the river from Harrisburg.Could meet you in Selinsgrove or Hummels Wharf
sometime if you wanted.I'd like to check out the mods on your truck.You'll probably dig
some of mine too.I'm about 45 mins downstream.
SUBJECT>Re:wiring harness terminations POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ask for Mark at Saturn Surplus,which is located outside of Millersburg,Pa.,he's a good
guy.I've gotten some parts from him already.He also has a good deal of newer dodge
(military truck)parts.
SUBJECT>new brand of tires that may come to the U.S.POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9463 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.d-90.com/tire/simex.html
http://www.simexeurope.co.uk/tyres/4x4/4x4_extreme.htm
35x9.5
35x10.5.35x11.5
the jungle trekker looks like a new NDT tire!
SUBJECT>Re:LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>Beachtruck
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9457 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Opps!I'm sending a check for two as well.
SUBJECT>Re:new brand of tires that may come to the U.S.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These are being used in Australia right now,aren't they?I've seen the Trekkar or Trekkar
II's,they look like a hell of a snow tire!
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9456
NEXT>9466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ivan,
E-mail me and I will reply w/price tonight.
Paul
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SUBJECT>Re:anyone who has replaced radiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My heating temp elevates as I'm driving on a hot day.If I stop and idle or go down a hill
the temp will drop significantly.Under load on a hot day in the hill of Pa.The stock,
recored,radiator is cooling an engine nearly twice that of the original...I kind of expected
it sooner or later.There goes another $two bills.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9464
NEXT>9495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could not get through to your e-mail i am at k_suave76@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>New Super Swamper Size POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
29 April 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Apparently Super Swamper has a new tire that you can find in the magazine
advertisements that has a size of 44x21x15,16,16.5!It looks kinda like a ATV tire,and
it's called the STS.
JD
SUBJECT>How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Steve Blair.EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at
3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9471 9474
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to know what the history is on my M715.Does anyone know if there's a way to do
this?
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9451 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My order's on its way!Save a couple for me!:o)
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axle seals POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 April
2002,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9436 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AB Linn.
Frequently has these on ebay.
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9468 NEXT>9478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll ask my kid.Apparently he knows everything.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9449 NEXT>
9490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did my own after reading a good article in Mil.Veh.magazine and talking to a couple of
guys like you who had worked with split bead rims alot.I secured a chain in three places
around wheel and tire and aired them up 10 lbs.at a time looking to see if bead was
seating or trying to pop out.I also stayed clear of the split bead side just in case.
I also put balancing compound in the tubes.I havn't run them yet so I don't know how well
it will all work.My Kaiser is a slow moving project due to time and limited funds.
SUBJECT>Re:Complete drivetrain market POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>ejecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was only going to trade my bows and top if I could get a flat Artic or hard top.Sorry if I.miss led anyone.I'm
located west of Witchita,Ks.about 45mns drive.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9468
NEXT>9550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumper markings and rebuild tags are about the only way.What color of paint and or any
other makings added by base personnel?
SUBJECT>Brake springs?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Monday,29
April 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9477 9482
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a part #for brake return springs.And or hardware kits?
Thanks
SUBJECT>does anyone make a catalog to buy parts from?POSTER>scott inglis
EMAIL>ingart@netzero.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9481 9485 9503 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just bought a m715 it runs but need a few things and I don't know if ebay is fair prices or
not so I'm insearch of a catalog or at least a parts price list any help would be nice or just
tell me Im dreaming later Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Brake springs?POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9475 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tim,i bought a generic set of return springs at the parts store and if i remember right i
had to bend the hook on the to get them to clip onto the shoe other than that no prob.i
think they were 1 size fits all or maybe i got the biggest ones cant remember sorry hope
this helps.john.
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9471 NEXT>9483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,YOUR kids cant know everything.My kids do,just ask them.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Vinyl flooring from JC Whitney's POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9417 NEXT>9506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have been looking at that too.i think it would fit because the shape of the floor is the
same as my 84 grand wagoneer.the floor pan in my M725 looks like it came out the same
mold.and probably did!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com.DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9418
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
location?
SUBJECT>Re:does anyone make a catalog to buy parts from?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
i just recently bought an m715 and recieved a memphis equipment catalog with it.They
seem to have the majority of the mechanical parts,but i don't know how they compare on
price.Hope this helps.
Their phone is 901.774.0600.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Brake springs?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9475
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,the federal stock #2530-9170871.The manufacturer's part #65909-943654.That is
out of the Memphis equipment parts book.Hope this helps,Will
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9478 NEXT>9525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wanna bet.Just ask mine.I told him he better get a job and make a lot of money before he
forgets everything.He is 20,Lol Will
SUBJECT>Re:LAST WEEK TO ORDER ZOND SHIRTS POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9451 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the check is in the mail
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:does anyone make a catalog to buy parts from?POSTER>Tim
EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,your email bounces higher than my check book!
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 April
2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9383 NEXT>9626 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Barry are the inner rubber o-rings type things good,and how much would shipping be for
the set of five.How much weight would that be?
Thanks for your time hope to be buying soon just have to nail down the little things..JD
SUBJECT>engine removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>9488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to remove my stock 230 from the engine compartment.The question I
have is there only two bolts holding the bellhousing to the engine?from the on-line
manuals thats all I can see.Is there any tricks that I should know before I start this
weekend?
Thanks
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:engine removal POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 April 2002,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9487 NEXT>9491 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kevin,
You won't be able to separate the engine from the bellhousing as long as the flywheel is
still attached.I believe the easiest way is to take the bellhousing out along with the
engine.There are 4 big bolts holding the bellhousing to the transmission,and I would
strongly suggest you separate them there.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Darryl
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EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running the 38x13x16 Super Swampers on my '715.They look great!I've carried
3200 lbs in the bed since installing these tires &they worked fine.These wheels seem to
have a better split rim design than the old Ford trucks used.The ring is actually,kinda
locked on by the tire.I'd rather have the 11.00x16 Michelin radials,but price was a huge
concern at the time.....
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Ed,for the good advice.
And good luck on your project!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:engine removal POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 4:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9488 NEXT>9493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That,s Rigth Rollie,I did an engine removal two weeks ago
on a buddy's 715 and that,s
what I did.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice tires,Paul!VERY nice truck.Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>engine removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>9491 NEXT>9639 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What a great design.How about the throwout bearing any issues with installing it?
Thanks,
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Mouse Motor Mounts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9296 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your email isn't working.I tried to send the AutoCAD file of the plate.
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9466
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ivan,
$950 for wheels and tires,plus shipping.Unless you live within a resonable distance of
Tulsa,shipping will most likley be high.Please let me know.These are nice wheels and
tires.
Paul
SUBJECT>Spare Tire -How close is "close enough"?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before I order new tires for my M715,a question came to mind:
If I purchase 38"tires,can I still use my spare 35"tire for emergency situations without
tearing-up the differential?Or,do I have to buy (5)new tires?
Thanks in advance,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:parts for sale POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>trashbya@netscape.net.DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 6:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9438
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Tried to call you last night about the tires.Please email me or post
when a good time to reach you would be.
Ashby
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire -How close is "close enough"?POSTER>Dan EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9496
NEXT>9500 9501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A different size spare is ok as long as you do not have a posi or locker in the axle.It will
affect driveability but it will be fine for a short time untill you get the larger tire fixed.As
you stated it does cause some stress in the differential,kind of like a continuous turn,so it
would be best to put the spare in the front and put the truck in two wheel for as much
time as possible.
SUBJECT>m-715 in New Hampshire POSTER>Dan EMAIL>daninghram@go.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aae7okccL8DU.PREVIOUS>NEXT>9513 9588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a m-715 that I had posted last year for $3300.
I still have it and now I'm asking $2500 or BRO.It has been sitting and needs some work
to drive but it's really not bad.
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email me at daninghram@go.com for my phone #if anyone is really interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire -How close is "close enough"?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Dan!!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire -How close is "close enough"?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9498 NEXT>9549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you put 2 different size tires on the front,the alignment changes...it will pull to the side
with the smaller tire.If you put it on any axle that drives it will put stress on the spider
gears and if done very far can ruin them.Also on the rear,it will push one side of the rear
ahead of the other which wil feel like a`pull in the steering,kind of.
It would definately be best to have a matching spare in the long run.If you pop one on a
trail far from home,the odd size tire will at least be a headache and somewhat unsafe
getting home,not to mentio n the potential for axle repair and realignment afterword.The
correct spare would be cheaper in my opinion.
brute4c.SUBJECT>spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
April 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9509 9548
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was lookin around walmart,can anyone tell me how close spruce green is to OD?
thanks
mike
SUBJECT>Re:does anyone make a catalog to buy parts from?POSTER>Da
EMAIL>daninghram@go.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.avettruck.com/Featured_Products/Kaiser-Jeep_M715/kaiser-jeep_m715.html
check out these guys,I had good luck buying from them.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 April
2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9459 NEXT>9527 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,Shamokin Dam is 15 minutes from my house.If you ever get up this way ,Stop
by.Barry.
SUBJECT>WOULD LIKE A GOOD USED WATER PUMP POSTER>JASON O
EMAIL>SASLUVZCHRIST@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ANYBODY DO AN ENGINE SWAP AND STILL HAVE OLD ONE LYING
AROUND I COULD BUY THE WATER PUMP OFF OF?THANKS JASON
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Vinyl flooring from JC Whitney's POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9479 NEXT>9508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I am going to go for it.
I see by the few responses that putting vinyl flooring in your M715/M725 is obviously not
considered cool.I may simply paint it black first and see how it turns out.I see from
original photos of the M715/M725 that there was an original vinyl/rubber floor of some
kind.It looks good in the pictures and would finish off the interior quite well.We will
see.
SUBJECT>oil and filter POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30
April 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9510 9511
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have the filter numbers handy (fram #maybe)
and
what is the best wieght of oil to use in the 230 engine
thank you
Chase.SUBJECT>Re:M725 Vinyl flooring from JC Whitney's POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
iused hercaliner bed liner on mine looks great seems very durable and helps prevent rust
got it at kmart autozone also sells it
SUBJECT>Re:spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9502 NEXT>9535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't even begin to answer this.What I can tell you is that if you look back a bit there
is a link to a site that has a way to mix up some OD using Rustoleum and a PPG flattener.
SUBJECT>Re:oil and filter POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9507
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ph8a oil filter
SUBJECT>Re:oil and filter POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9507
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The PH-8A Fram is the correct filter.As far as oil,it is pretty much the same as what you
use in anything else.Personally,I run 5w-30 in winter and 10w-40 in summer.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Tires and wheels on ebay POSTER>Randy Curran
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm new here but I thought someone might need these.Can't wait to get my own M715!
Right now I've got a '84 S-10 on a '76 Chevy 1/2 ton fullsize frame.38.5 mudders,5"of
lift,400ci w/headers and 2 1/2"Flowmasters.Rough but fun.Anybody want to trade
there M715 for it?Couldn't hurt to ask.
By the way I love this message board!
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1824544649
SUBJECT>Re:m-715 in New Hampshire POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you in N.H.
Adam
SUBJECT>NEED BODY MOUNTS AND HARDWARE BAD!!!POSTER>Adam
Goodwin EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 8:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9409 NEXT>9518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am at a stand still with my truck untill I can
locate a source for new bushing and
hardware to mount the body.Can anyone help me.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:WOULD LIKE A GOOD USED WATER PUMP POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9505 NEXT>
9563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason,if you can wait till early next week I have a junk motor I can pull the pump off of.
The motor ran but sounded like a rod was trying to tunnel out of the block.Let me know
and I'll pull it and ship it and you can send me what you think its worth plus shipping
cost.
To all you other stock motor guys all the rest of the goodies on the motor are also up for
grabs.The scrap man gets the rest.
By the way,I know it's not a kaiser but I have a 62 Willys Flat 6 engine for free,
complete,ran when pulled.thanks for your time Ed J.
SUBJECT>New Member POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
30 April 2002,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9526 9599
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
id like to introduce myself to the board.my name is Chase and i live in Maryland.im 16
years old.i purchased my m715 about 1 year ago.so far the only thing i have done to it is
paint it black,and put a brand new soft top on it.it is a 68 model year,with about 37,000
miles i think.right now its taged as a street rod,which meens i cant drive it everyday.
(which bites).id like to get it taged for everyday use before this summer.that way i could
drive it to work everyday.i have a few quick questions.thanks in advance
1.were can i purchase the novak adapter at?
2.will a 6.2 or 6.5 diesel bolt up to this?
3.and does anyone know if it is safe to run this engine at or around 3400 rpm
4.who makes diffrent gearing for these trucks,id like to go to about 4.56 gearing
thanks again
chase
SUBJECT>12V starter for the 230 for sale POSTER>Pat EMAIL>pcahill@zianet.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 12 V starter for the 230 bought from carquest but never used.$40 +shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:NEED BODY MOUNTS AND HARDWARE BAD!!!POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,30 April 2002,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used urethane mounts for a 73-79 ford on my cab,they worked great with a little work.
My bed bushings are in good shape and do not need replacing.You could get creative and.use a whole saw to cut the
side walls out of old tires and then stack to the desired height.
Hardware is going to be the easist part,just go to hardware store and get correct diameter
and length bolts,fender washers,and nuts.
Just a thought.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>tony EMAIL>lighthousebeer@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9418
NEXT>9530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for spare wheel/tire,canvas seats
Thanks
Tony
Woodstock,Georgia
SUBJECT>230 weight POSTER>wilson thorne EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know the weight of the stock 230 and t98.thanks wilson
SUBJECT>water buffalo?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>9531 9561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know of/have a water buffalo that is for sale?i would prefer one that cannot be
used for potable water,as i plan on construction of a BBQ pit
SUBJECT>Re:hood numbers POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9286
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Leo
Number on hood should be the truck I.D.as it is use to locate it for repairs and whe
fueling up they write down the I.D.number to account for were the fuel go to.We still do
it that wat today
Rick Hawkins
on the weekends it's Sgt Hawkins
SUBJECT>230 power steer pump bracket POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy
I'm looking for an easy way to mount a power steer pump bracket for the stock 230
motor.Any one have a design that could be emailed,prints,Pics ?
Thanks for all the help with this and every thing so far..Rick Hawkins
NH
SUBJECT>BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find a source for body bushings.Has anyone ever replaced these 35 year old
rubber bushings or am I strange to want to do so.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Eaton
EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aao99R9E8jxHk PREVIOUS>9483 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya Ya Ya you should talk to my kid,at 39 he knows EVERYTHING,just ask him.
SUBJECT>New Member POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>9516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chase,
I may not be the most knowledgeable guy to answer the first couple of questions,but I'll
try on them all since I'm the only one who wants to answer.
First,let me congratulate you on your new truck and also welcome you to the group.I've
had 3 of these trucks and loved every one.They are a breeze to work on,but not so easy
to find parts for.They can take you almost anywhere,but not at any great speed.I have
yet to find anything they cannot pull and as of this date have never broken a part due to
putting too much strain on it.This board is the most comprehensive as far as all around
M715 information goes.The guys (and girls)here are all bordering on fanatical of these
beasts and will help with any and all advice they can and it's also a great sorce for parts
(thanks for the battery box Ray,it's great).Any idea or problem you have one or all of
these guys have encountered it already.
As to your questions:For a Novak adapter do a search under Yahoo for "Novak
Adapters"and that will bring you a few sites that carry them and if you look far enough
you'll find a number of someone who will tell you what you need to know.Also,some of
the guys here occasionally sell the motor mounts and the motor/transmission adapter.
For the diesel option as far as I know there is no direct bolt in of any motor,much less a
diesel.Some of the guys on the page have done this swap and loved the results,but you'd
have to e-mail them to get the details of the dificulty level.
About your RPM-I had a stock motor that I converted the distributor to the civilia
model and then put on a tach.I had to run mine at 65 to town to get in the mud and so it
ran at around that alot.In the end the motor started knocking,but I don't know if it was
from hard use on the highway,or in the mud.Anyhow,I got about 1300 miles out of it at
that use.I thought it was alot..Now,you gearing-if you get to the MODIFIED page you'll see alot of posts about this
from Tom Lovingood.He was way into this and I think he did it.I read it and talked to a
mechanic about it and this is what I think is the deal-you can replace the ring and pinion
with a common one ordered from your local parts dealer (or from a 4WD magazine)and
thus change the gearing to anything above a 4.56.If you go lower than that you have to
replace the carrier and that gets into a wasp nest.What the posts make it sound like is all
you do is order you new R&P and then get some more gear oil and go to work,but what I
hear is that you also have to replace the flange so that you can put your new pinion on to
your old drive shaft.The guy I talked to said it's any Chevy flange (I'd check on that,he
was drunk when we talked).
Hope this helps and glad you're here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9504
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,
I got to Mt.Pleasant Mills Auto Wrecking (Pyles Junkyard)now and then.That's about
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10 mins outta Selinsgrove.I'll let you know next time I'm heading up that way.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires that safely fit stock wheels POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,'our'rims have a huge/tall seat area for the side of the tire.It's about twice,at
least,as tall as a standard rim.And the way that the tire's 'bead'is a snug fit around the
locking ring,there's no chance that thing'll come off once it's snapped in.Mine even hung
in there without any damage when a car drove in the side of the truck/rear axle.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel Engine-anyone POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my surplus buddies told me that the multi-fuel engines really don't like gasoline.
Only in a real emergency should it be run.He said it's hard on head gaskets.It makes
sense,but it is just what I've heard.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9519
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare wheel!Shipping may be expensive though!I live in Pittsburg,Kansas
66762.
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9521
NEXT>9533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a 600gl one.$900.im in MI
SUBJECT>Used Parts!!!POSTER>Rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 May
2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9534 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A friend of mine here in DFW recently had his shop burn down.He is now selling all of
his stock on Ebay.He started bidding at 1000$.The listing is under used 4x4 parts.There
is something like 193 axles and numerous tranny's and transfer cases.Just thought yall
might want to know.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>Nuygen EMAIL>Bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9531
NEXT>9555 9609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You American kill most water buffalo from the hueys,many thanks that you leave the M-
715 and M-725 for us,don't need buffalo anymore
SUBJECT>Re:Used Parts!!!POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9532
NEXT>9577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't find anything on E-bay as you describe.Do you have additional info??
SUBJECT>Re:spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I used some of that color in the camo sceme in my bed.Looks pretty good in the
camo.I ran out of the 24084 I was using on the rest fof the rig.You might be able to get
an idea.Check out the pics of my bed in the member's gallery.John L.
SUBJECT>Re:BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>wi715
EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9524 NEXT>9538 9782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Adam,
I am also in the same predicament.One fellow 715er used poly made for 76-86 CJ,after
modifying the hole in the 715 frame.This last weekend I was at a car show/swap meet
and saw a 715 using pre 75 CJ poly with no mods to the frame.I want to use rubber,but
have only found 76-86 bushings.I would prefer not to modify the frame.
John
SUBJECT>Re:230 power steer pump bracket POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9523 NEXT>9541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to get the same info also.I couldn't really find anything by searching..Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9536 NEXT>9542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure if this will help or not,but i also have a CJ so i checked one of my parts
catalogs.They have the prothane poly bushings for 55-75 cj's,P/N 1101 for 34.95.phone
800.333.5535 or 4wd.com,If either of you end up doing this modification i would love to
hear about it as i would like to do a daystar 1"body lift if possible,but don't want to
touch the frame.
SUBJECT>230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9540 9546 9574 9578 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought I might put this question out and get some ideas from the group.I still have a
couple of ideas that I am going to look into.
My engine(MIL 230 OHC stock)last week decided it did not want to run.It would not
hold a good vacuum,backfires through the exhaust when foot is lifted from gas pedal and
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stalls at idol speed.It runs real nice high speed and/or with the idol speed set to max,
choke set half way.Vacuum reading was 22-18 at speed then would drop to 0 with the
throttle released.
I did put new points,cap,rotor,(no new condenser)on the rig adjusted the timing,
checked and cleaned the plugs(major carbon fouling,no noticable oil).I also adjusted the
valves.There is still a minor ticking coming from the valve train.
I did get the engine to run,fairly,after I found a worn fuel/air mixture screw on my carb.I
replaced the entire carb with a spare one I had in stock.
After all this work,the rig ran fine for a couple of days with the idol speed set around 900
RPM.If I went lower it wanted to stall.
I can not find any vacuum leaks on the engine.I do notice that my fuel filter is running a
little full(higher than normal)usualy the fuel level in the filter is level with the line,now
it is choked full to the top.This went away after installing the new carb.,now it is doing it
again.TDC on the cam matches to the mark on the damper so I know the timing chain is
not stretched or has skipped a tooth.
What could be happening to me?I hope it is not a bad valve.This has crossed my mind a
few times due the sea-foam treatment I gave it two weeks ago for high compression and
pinging due to carbon build up in the combustion chamber.
Some one at work sugjested some bad advance weights on the distributor,But timing
seemS to be right.Like I said the rig wants to go fast and run fine(55+),just the low
speed stuff it backfires and bucks.
Thank you all for any input.I need to get this running right.
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.John,Have you looked at the carb internals?If your float was
not moving freely and
sticks (like mine did)it may not be letting enough gas in to run off the idle circuit.That
might explain the gas level going up in your filter.You would also have to rev it higher to
pull the gas through the main circuit with a low fuel float bowl level.
It does not really sound eletrical.You said your cap was new.Anyway,good luck,and
keep us posted....Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:230 power steer pump bracket POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9537 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/powsteer.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/powsteer.html
One of our members,Beafire,posted 2 pictures of his brackets on his 230 engine on the
yahoo groups site a whiloe back.He used 1/4 inch steel to make them.I copied the pics
and reposted them in the online manuals section on the page linked below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9538
NEXT>9707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i also will need these.a couple of boys here used a poly mount and bushing kit for a cj-5
when they redid their m715.i naturally did it the hard way and ordered a two-part poly
mix from grainger.i used that to mix and pour myself some mounts for the t-case.it's
expensive and i had to come up with a way to make a mold...
when i finish the wiring harness,i'll tackle putting the body back on,and i'm ordering a
cj-5 poly kit
just my $0.02.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:230 weight POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9520
NEXT>9556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a service manual,factory type,on cd for the civilian 230 which lists the weight of
the motor with accessories as 575 lbs.
brute4c
SUBJECT>230 won't start when warm?POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRhHJTONvy7U PREVIOUS>NEXT>9554
9592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,i accidentally posted this under "for sale"the first time!
It's a 1968 M715 that's mechanically original.It starts and runs perfect...but if i shut it
off,it won't start?If i let it cool (for two hours +),it starts no problem?Any suggestions?.Possibly flooding?
SUBJECT>Another M725 on e-bay POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just found this M725 on e-bay
looks to be in very good condition.Just incase some one is looking for one.
Nathan...
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1825174440&r=0&t
=0
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>Brad Skee
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>9539 NEXT>9558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the PCV valve to make sure it's not causing a major vacuum leak if you haven't
already.
SUBJECT>cost of a m715 POSTER>Craig EMAIL>pruav@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9559 9591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spotted a M715 at a nearby car dealer.It looks
in good condition.It used to be a fire truck so
it is still stock.Price was $4500.Is this
in the correct range for a running M715?
SUBJECT>Re:spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>Craig EMAIL>pruav@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 May 2002,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9502
NEXT>9551 9553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen OD green in a spray can,but it wasn't
Rustoluem though.
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire -How close is "close enough"?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 4:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9501 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good advice.
I've order a set of 4 Q78-16 (36"),which are about 1"larger than stock.I'll keep the best
NDT tire for a spare.If I get a flat on the rear and have a ways to drive to get it repaired,
I'll follow your advice.
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:How to get the vehicle history?POSTER>Steve Blair.EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,2 May
2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Tim!
I'll also check with the MVPA to see if they have any ideas.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9548 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krylon has od green in a rattle can.It's part of a camo series they have.It matched a od
green canvas top I got from Memphis Equipment perfectly.
SUBJECT>Shall I NOT worry about this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9453 NEXT>9641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My knuckles are 'grease wet'and the vent is hooked up.No big deal?
Come on fellas...this is an easy one.:)
SUBJECT>Re:spruce green rustoleum 7737?POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9548 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This magic Formula (if you do a search it might show up)is to be used in a spray gun
(HVLP or something sim.).
One part (can)Rustoleum Hunter Green #7738
One part (can)Rustoleum Leather Brown #7775
One part All Purpose Flatting Agent PPG #DX 265,etc.
http://www.bigelectric.com/dcforum/DCForumID7/1436.html#0
that is where the original post is.
Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:230 won't start when warm?POSTER>Mike Arnott
EMAIL>mikea@mich.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE THE EXACT SAME PROBLEM!!!
Let me know if you figure it out (got stranded twice last week!)
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2
May 2002,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9533 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THATS GOOD!!!!!!!!.SUBJECT>Re:230 weight POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9543 NEXT>9557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the information .i installed a smallblock chevy and the frontend height
stayed the same .i think it weights 550lbs.if i can ever help you let me know.
SUBJECT>Wilson!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9556
NEXT>9569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you give me more details on the brake conversion you performed?Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to check the condensor.Also,how are you checking for vacuum leaks?
Although it's not the safest I've used starting fluid,WD-40 will work too.When it hits a
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leak,the engine speed will pick up then go back down.
Just a couple of thoughts..
SUBJECT>Re:cost of a m715 POSTER>Brian Moulton
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9547 NEXT>9562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it really depends on the condition of the m-715.if it is ready for the road,or just needs
minor work before it is ready for the raod then it's probably a good deal.mine was also a
fire department truck and i got it for $1200 in road-ready condition.mine had a fair
amount of rot under the bed right above the gas tank and some holes in the floor but other
than that it is in pretty good condition.if the one youre looking at doesnt have rot
anywhere then it might be worth it.mine also had a transplanted chevy 250.since the one
you are looking at is all origional that may make it worth more.i hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Need help with Power steering (already searched)POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9565 9567 9576 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please help.I'm tyring to get a used power steering set up,but couldn't find the old post i
had seen before.There was a steering box from older Jeeps that had i believe a 76 cast in
it that bolted right up,but i couldn't remeber if this was good or bad to get.Also,from the
posts it sounds like a pitman arm of any 70's wagoneer does not need any mods to work
with the drag ling on an unlifted M715.If someone can let me know about these two
things i would be eternally grateful.Thanks in advance.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9521.NEXT>LINKNAME>BigElectric M37 classifieds
LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com/cgi-
local/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=list&forum=DCForumID8&conf=conference
Lee,
There's a very cryptic message about 2 (I think)water buffaloes for sale on the M37
classifieds page.Not much useful in the post,but maybe you could get more info with a
follow-up message.
It's linked below and is at
http://www.bigelectric.com/cgi-
local/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=list&forum=DCForumID8&conf=conference
Good luck,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/327 Chevy
SUBJECT>Re:cost of a m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9559
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holy moly,I stole mine!Thank goodness for pcychotic women.My buddies wife lost her
mind and he had to sell his spare truck.In two days the price went from $2200 to $500.
Blown engine,no top,different colors,but pretty solid.Really,I saw that chick's head
spin one night we were talkin truck!Kinda creepy.
SUBJECT>Re:WOULD LIKE A GOOD USED WATER PUMP POSTER>JASON O
EMAIL>SASLUVZCHRIST@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be great I'll take the water pump I will email you my address thanks again,
Jason
SUBJECT>230 ci oil cooler POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the engine oil cooler from Summit Raceing [SUM-G4974 ] put in yesterday hope it
helps the old 230 ci motor.Not bad to install had to take radiator out to mount cooler in
front [I needed new coolant anyway ].wild57
SUBJECT>Re:Need help with Power steering (already searched)
POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,2 May
2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9560 NEXT>9566
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bought a power steering set-up from a 81'Buick.It included pump,hoses and
gearbox for $40.It bolted into the existing bolt holes and steering shaft without any.problems.
Some helpful hints :)get the steering box without the snap ring on top (light duty)the
gearbox with 4 bolts is better.Be sure that the hoses are connected to the pump and
gearbox so no trash (rain,bugs,etc...)haven't entered the openings while it was in the
junkyard.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:Need help with Power steering (already searched)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What pitman arm did you use???
SUBJECT>Re:Need help with Power steering (already searched)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9560 NEXT>9570 9583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Dan,I used a box and pitman arm off a mid 80's Wagoneer,this is a direct bolt up.Any J-
truck will also work.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Shirt Reminder!!!!!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All orders need to be postmarked no later than May 4th,so get your order in now for this
one of a kind shirt.
Thanks for all the support.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Wilson!POSTER>wilson thorne EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9557
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know what details you need.I explained exactly how i done it,the best i could,a
few weeks ago when i posted it.But,If you will let me know exactly what you need i will
be glad to help.I dont check the computer very often,just every couple of days.You ca
email me at my business address at DanielWThorne@boeing.com
Thanks,
Wilson
SUBJECT>what about a cj?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9567
NEXT>9573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an 83 cj7,and the box has the four bolts that look like it would would bolt right up.
Is this the heavy duty or the light duty.It's on there so i can't see the snap ring or not.How
about the pitman arm from a cj.I can easily get a spare one.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brake's for the Rear?POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am currently doing a front wheel disk brake
conversion,because i run 44 boggers on
15in.wheels i couldnt use the helitool conversion.When i get through and have time I
will sit down and document as many part numbers and explain the procedures the best i
can,as soon as i get a little spare time.
Thanks,
Wilson Thorne
SUBJECT>reclining seats on Ebay POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put some seats that came with my M715 when i bought it up on ebay,their new,but i
already have seats for it so if your interested take a look.They're cheap.
Item 1826339079
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:what about a cj?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9570 NEXT>9595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a setup off of my grandparents old oldsmoble.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey john
you should check the valve adjustment.it sounds like the rockers are adjusted too tight.if
they are a little too tight then the valves stay slightly open and guess what?no vacumm!
i always adjust mine with each lobe pointing straight down for each rocker i am adjusting.
hope this helps
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Also lift,and tire size questions?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9431 NEXT>9581 9590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To raise the rear height to level it with the front I flipped over the front spring hanger(on
the rear leaf).You'll have to remove the gas tank and buy some bolts to put the hanger
back on,after you cut off the old rivits.I did that and the front and rear of my truck sits
within a 1/4inch of each other.I am planning on removing 2 leaves out of the rear and 1
out of the front.I've been thinking about running revolver shackels to help increase
articulation and it also gives it almost 1 inch of lift.enough to compensate for the missing
leaves
SUBJECT>Re:Need help with Power steering (already searched)POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I used stock pitman arm,AGR power box from 4-Wheel Parts,and
custom hoses made at
local,all tied into Chevy stock pump.Stock suspension,also.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Used Parts!!!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 May
2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9534 NEXT>9589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My friend owned Arlington 4 Wheel Drive.It's a drive train specialty shop.the shop was
20 years old with a huge stock of parts.In july it burned down and he is now trying to sell
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all the things he had in his back shop that werent caught in the fire.HE HAS
EVERYTHING.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,2 May 2002,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9539 NEXT>9579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys.I will try some of this stuff this weekend.
I am starting to lean towards more carb.trouble,but if I can get some help I may run
another compression test.This should rule out a bad valve.I will once again adjust the
valves as well,but to tell you the truth they seem a little too lose to me.
I couldn't get the carb.kit or condenser for this weekend,SPECIAL ORDER1,who
would have guessed.
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9578 NEXT>9582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Time for that 300-6 EFI Ford,isn't it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>hood and cab need...trade????POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a hood and cab.I have m726 parts to trade including welder/generator (unk
condition)if any one is interested.Location S.Louisiana 70816
SUBJECT>Re:Also lift,and tire size questions?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you have to lengthen your rear drive shaft?
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9579 NEXT>9593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Time for that 427-8 Chevy,isn't it.Spicergear.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Need help with Power steering (already searched)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I already have a PS pump mounted...it's off of an 84'-85'cavalier,I originally used it to
run a winch.Would this pump be adequate to run the Olds',or older 4 bolt PS box?The
more I drive the truck,the more PS is looking like happening.
Thanks
SUBJECT>power steering POSTER>Brian Moulton EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i really want to get power steering in my truck.does anybody know what steering boxes
will fit in without major modifications?
SUBJECT>Canceled Auction -Ballplay POSTER>Tom Madde
EMAIL>cehb@tellico.net DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aauT6hdVH6ECo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9612
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently advertised a M-715 ,our old first response,for our fire department@Ballplay
TN.Weather has canceled our event,LIGHTNING.
!!!!!!!!!AUCTION CANCELED!!!!!!for May 4th,2002.Will post new information whe
available.Sorry for the inconvience,we will try for sometime in June.Thank you,Tom
SUBJECT>Re:READ BELOW 6 POST DOWN POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
READ BELOW ABOUT 6-8 POSTS.OR DO A SEARCH!!
SUBJECT>M37 for sale or trade POSTER>D Box EMAIL>boxrange@aol.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1953 Dodge M37 3/4 ton truck.It has a good engine and running gear.Body is
fair.Has a canvas top.Good tailgate with pioneer rack.Located in Oxford,Mississippi.
Asking $1950 or trade for mb/gpw or m38 jeep.condition of jeep is negotiable.
SUBJECT>Re:m-715 in New Hampshire POSTER>Stephen Stock
EMAIL>cfd54r6@attbi.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please e-mail information about the M715 and location.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Used Parts!!!POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9577.NEXT>9613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the auction number
SUBJECT>Re:Also lift,and tire size questions?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9575 NEXT>9597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information.I was planning on doing the same thing with the rear,front
spring hanger so now i know i won't have to use blocks.I would be interested to hear
what tire size you end up going with and also how well it flexes with the missing leaves.I
was thinking of flipping the tie rod to the top of the wheel link,how did you take care of
the steering clearance with the leaf spring?
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SUBJECT>Re:cost of a m715 POSTER>frank EMAIL>m715fm@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9547
NEXT>9594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say its a little high in price.Some of the m715 fire trucks I've seen have bee
modifide in some way,usualy cutting the bed or putting holes in body.It depends on the
level of modification.What type of top does it have?Cab top or cargo top included?If it
is mint with no rot and no dents,24 volt wire harness is whole in good condition,and
motor/trans is clean.Well I would have to think about it but would not pay that much.
Just my opinion.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:230 won't start when warm?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9544
NEXT>9601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check to see if it has spark when it's warm.If it doesn't,I'd suspect the coil.If it has
spark,check to make sure it's getting fuel.Not sure what else it could be.
SUBJECT>Re:230 Sputtering and Stalling!HELP ME PLEASE!!POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not Yet,Got it running now.Happened to be a small leak in the upper carb.gasket.Once
I got it fixed the vacuum stayed steady and setting the curb idol was a snap.
I did make one mistake though(same one I always do,when things go wrong).I
mentioned something about selling the beast when I has pissed off to high heaven and
elbow deep in oil and fuel.Now the wife heard that and she thinks I am going sell it.
Funny how wives seem to have selective hearing.
As for a new engine,I have thought on the matter,but the wouln't even budget for me to
fix this problem,so an engine is out of the question.I am thinking along the lines(Sorry
Guys!)of an AMC V-8 or beefed up 258 I-6.
SUBJECT>Re:cost of a m715 POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9591 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A lot depends on were you live as well.They seem to go for a
little higher here in the
North West.The price you quoted is what the guy wanted for the rig I bought.
I let it sit in his yard for a year,then he neede the money bad a gave me a lower price.
Though my wife thinks I paid too much,it was the norm for this area.$3200 ex fire truck
hole in tailgate,rotted seat covers no tops,but had 16700 miles and the troop seats.
SUBJECT>Re:what about a cj?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9573 NEXT>9596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
If I know you,you didn't even tell 'em!!I know old folks need exercise,but geez,isn't that
a tad extreme?My Grandparents....The Armstrongs!
SUBJECT>Re:what about a cj?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9595 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My grandma and grandpa were wondering why it was so hard to steer all of a sudden!!!!I
just played the fool!!!!!Mark
SUBJECT>Custom steering!POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9590
NEXT>9603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought custom steering back in February,but have yet to get it!!!I would not
recommend the place that I got my steering from!!!It has taken way too long and he
didn't call me to tell me of his problems either!I have always called him-he has never
called me to tell me what is going on!Unsatisfied customer,but hey,he has my money-
what does he care!Mark
SUBJECT>Help with flywheel removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>9600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I'm trying to remove my flywheel to get it resurfaced and to remove the bellhousing.I
have removed the six bolts holding the pressure plate and the six bolts holding the
flywheel.I cant seem to get it to budge.Anyone have any ideas?
Thanks
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:New Member POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9516
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Chase,
Welcome aboard!!!I think you'll find this site extremely informative and lots of fun!To
answer your questions,Novaks'#is:877-602-1500.I believe those 2 GM diesels use a
standard small block Chev pattern but I'm not sure.Novak has Chev adapters.I purchased.one awhile back,and have
nothing but good things to say about them.Unfortunately,
lacking foresight,I put it in,then took it right out so I could go with a 700R4 automatic
overdrive.If you are going to use a diesel,I would highly recommend this,as they do not
like to rev!Plus,you won't have to buy that pricey adapter and modify the linkage etc.
For the price of the adapter kit,you can buy a tranny.If your stuck on a stick,try a
NV4500 or the new 6 speed NV5600.In either case,your talking some $$$.If you rev
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one of these diesels at 3400 for an extended period,your tempting fate.For the 4.56
gears,I believe Reider Racing has 'em.Guys?Check the For Sale section,someone had a
new set awhile back.Personally,I'm very happy with the 700 R4.I alleviated not only the
adapter,but also having to buy new gears.Not only does this tranny have a lower first
gear than stock,with the overdrive and my 38"TSLs,she'll run down the highway as fast
as I want to go!!(I'm running a built 350)My .02.Good luck Chase!
SUBJECT>Re:Help with flywheel removal POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 May 2002,at 9:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9598 NEXT>9602 9622 9623 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Put the flywheel nuts back on the studs.Just run them up flush with the end of the
stud.TAKE LARGE HAMMER!beat the hell out of them to get them to move back.Turn
the motor by turning the flywheel to get to the other studs.BE EXTREMLY CAREFUL
not to bust your knuckles.Take the nuts off and remove the flywheel.Sounds easy but it
ain't.GOOD LUCK.Will
SUBJECT>Re:230 won't start when warm?POSTER>sanjay
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.ent DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9592 NEXT>9608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,i will.Are coils hard to find for these old trucks?
SUBJECT>Re:Custom steering!POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9597 NEXT>9616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey mark what company did you order the steering from?I would like to know so that
anyone i know doesn't do business with them.I have done quite a few steering mods to
my truck and will be glad to help you.If you would like to talk to me about them or the
disk brake conversion call me at 256-627-3711 on the weekends or after 8pm during the
week.
Thanks wilson
SUBJECT>Ed J.trade hardtop for soft POSTER>David Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed:I have a fiberglas hardtop from Sarafan Co.that I would trade for your soft top setup.
I am in MN
DDurb@aol.com.SUBJECT>YEHAAAWWWWW!!!!!!!!POSTER>CookieBaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>9607
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As of 5/4/02 we have made our required amount of shirts to be ordered.I will take the
order to the screen print next weekend.
THANKS EVERYONE.
Pam
SUBJECT>ATTN:THOSE HAVE ORDERED SHIRTS,PLEASE READ!!!
POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at
1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This posting is to confirm your orders,if you have mailed your order prior to 5/4/02 and
your name is NOT on this list please let me know.I have in the past had some get lost i
the mail.For those of you who sent your shirt orders today I will post the rest on
Thursday of next week to confirm your orders.
Thanks to everyone who has ordered shirts.
Pam
L.Solden--KS,B.Thrasher Jr.--VA,R.Edge--GA,
H.Hettman--ND W.Wright--AL J.Summers--AL
J.Witt--WI L.Morgan--VA L.Dyer--MA
E.Jecha--KS C.Thorgesen--KS T.Ruppe--VA
D.Freeman--VT M.Lesko--NJ D.Ojeski--NE
P.Schlotterbeck--MD S.Inglis--FL L.Rogosin--MI
D.Pedersen--CO S.Blair--IL D.Reuter--IN
B.Chadwick--TX K.Roberts--TX A.Armistead--NC
M.Pawlak--WI C.Balcom--CA S.Ames--CT
A.Temple--OR
SUBJECT>Re:YEHAAAWWWWW!!!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9605 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks everyone,I really want my zone shirt.Will
SUBJECT>Re:230 won't start when warm?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine crapped out today.been hard to start warm for a week.no spark.havent tracked
down if its the coil/codenser or what...
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>Chad EMAIL>CDHENKLE@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9533
NEXT>9620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah,the water buffalo were easier to hit than the little fast targets!And we didn't
have to
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go into tunnels to hunt them either.We'd like our 715's back now thank you.
GOD BLESS THE U.S.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GOD BLESS OUR SOLDIERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
and if called we will do it again.
SUBJECT>Small CAT POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9624 9625 9627 9631 9637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the smallest Caterpillar Diesel that will fit under the hood of a M715??
My thoughts are:Cummings belong in a Dodge;6.2 and 6.5's belong in a GMC/Chevy
and International/NavStar belong in a Ford.
Before you FLAME me,I think all of these are fine power plants and good trucks (I tend
to favor the Cummings/Dodge)
BUT,when it comes to a TRUCK engine,Caterpillar stands above the rest.
It would thrill me to no end open the hood of a dark colored M715 and
see nothing but bright Caterpiller Yellow!..or place one of the super kewl chrome "Power
by CAT"badges on the fender!
I know CAT build some light duty truck engines,but I am only familar with the their
larger products.
Comments?Flames?
SUBJECT>Re:Ed J.trade hardtop for soft POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 10:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave can you email a picture of the top.I hate to be picky but I like the flat style top.
SUBJECT>Re:Canceled Auction -Ballplay POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9585
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,just curious.Who was doing your auction?Blackmon Auctions by chance?
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Used Parts!!!POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,4 May 2002,at 10:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9589
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Munch.What parts are you looking for?I'm taking the entire running gear out of a
M715.Everything is in perfect shape.
Even have a brand new exhaust manifold for sell.
Axles,tranny/xfer case,gas tank,motor,steering box etc..E-mail me direct if you're interested.
hivolt
SUBJECT>rex-tex parts POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
5 May 2002,at 3:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
are they still in business?anyone have a phone number?
SUBJECT>Re:Parts POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 3:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8775
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the hood and brush guard???email me please
SUBJECT>Re:Custom steering!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frankies Offroad in Alabama!I think that others have had better business with him than I.
So far,no phone calls and no custom steering.One good thing is this,I paid with a money
order so I have a record of my payment.I think I can call the bank and they can take care
of it.I will give you a call sometime too!Mark
SUBJECT>HELP i cant get the stock distributer OFF!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9621 9662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i found why my truck wouldnt run hot,the coil!open the distributer AND voila!
LOTS of rust combined with old mr gasket from my previous owner(s).the rotor was
frozen to the shaft,the cap frozen to the distributer cap.....what a mess!
i ve taken ALL the screws out inside,ouside......etc
ive wiggled (read beaten)the thing till its no longer usable as a core ive even hooked a
strap to it and jerked it with a riding lawnmower.if no one can help ill hook it to a truck
next.or ill beat it off piece by piece,and weld an eyelet to the exposed shaft and hook
that to a truck!
anyone elses stock distributer freeze on?and YES i have removed the nut that holds the
bracket to the engine,and the bolt that holds the bracket to the distributer.
SUBJECT>Re:230 ci oil cooler POSTER>Leo D>EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>9564 NEXT>9635 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Attention Brandon,when i bought my truck m725 it already had the oil cooler radiator
installed.Two hose connections from cooler.Now the quetion is where do you connect
those two hoses.This didn't come with any directions.Any info on this would be
appreciated..SUBJECT>Radiator Woe's HELP POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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My radiator got the major leaks in the bottom tank,right after I got home yesterday.I was
wondering if anyone has installed the Griffin aluminum radiator Part NO#GRI-1-25202-
X from Summit.Does it install right were the old radiator was or does it take mod's for it
to fit.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:water buffalo?POSTER>Leo D>EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>9609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no boom-boom for you nyguen
SUBJECT>Re:HELP i cant get the stock distributer OFF!POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9617 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Lee,
Mine was frozen on as well when I first bought my truck.Mine doesn't sound as bad as
yours,but I wound up taking a section of galvanized pipe,layed under the truck,and hit it
with a hammer to pop it off.It came off after a few blows.I made sure that I put the pipe
as close as possible to the base of the shaft so as to not ruin the anything else that might
be in the way.When you get it off,I do have a 24V distributor that is almost new,and a
oil pump if you need them.Good luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Help with flywheel removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>9600 NEXT>9643 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will,
Your idea worked great.Having the engine on the ground made it much
easier.
Thanks
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like it
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am not a expert on cat diesels but i tried to put a 3208 in
my truck but the weight of the
engine and tranmission were just to much for my springs.maybe if you adapted a different
trans to the engine it might work,it is almost as heavy as the motor and would take
firewall and floorpan mods to install.I don't know if this is the smallest cat diesel i was
told it was the smallest v8 they made ,I gave up and put a large cid smallblock chevy i
my truck if you find any imformation on the swap let me know.
thanks
wilson thorne
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and tires POSTER>Naked Newt Launcher
EMAIL>ThierryMichael@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I'm a little confused about this message.Do you have more tires for the Jeep M715
for sale (9.00x16)?If so,how much are they a piece?how much for a set of four?I also,
need a wheel (rim).Weight in shipping,to ship from your place to Montebello,Virginia
(24464)Thanks,Naked Newt Launcher
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>John Allington EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
C10 is the smallest Cat Engine currently in production.Problem is the 2000 lb weight.
The 300 hp is nice...but the engine speed is a lot lower than the stock engine leading to
trans issues.Cat owns Perkins Engines for their smaller engine applications (small earth
moving equipment)may be an option to look into.
3208 is the smallest v8...the C10 comes in a straight 6...very popular in on-highway
trucks.
Unlike Cummins,Cat has never seen the truck market smaller that a big rig a profitable
business.
Otherwise,I love your idea of the bright yellow Cat engine and mud flaps!Excellent
choice!
SUBJECT>Am I Crazy?POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
5 May 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaydC.pGsNqL6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>9636 9798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got done installing a Chevy fuel injected V8 in my 715 over the winter.The guy I
bought the truck from said the 230 6 cyl motor was "mint";it wasn't.Anyway I have the
thing all done and it runs &drives great but NOW what do I do with it?I mean I already
have a CJ that I 4wheel with.The M715 is one of those deals that I just had to have at the
time I saw it.I am seriously considering putting a dump body on the thing and working
the old girl around the farm.The exterior is completely original and this would definitely
change that.What do you think?Am I crazy?
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator Woe's HELP POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
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DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9619.NEXT>9645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you will find that if it will fit a Jeep CJ (mid 70's &up)it will fit the 715.Just
make sure your hose connections are in the proper places.
SUBJECT>Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9632 9652 9704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just installed a TH350 with a 6"tailshaft.Has anyone else done this using Novak Engine
mounts?I don't have any room for a shaft,is it possibe to use one ujoint between the slip
yoke on the trans to the fixed yoke on the t.case?Or do I need to slide the t.case back a
few inches to make room for a 2 joint shaft?Thanks in advance for all advice!Mike
Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at
6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9610 NEXT>9640 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
CAT has a few choices for you,but you will need to look at industrial line of engines not
highway engines,they make 4 and 6 cylinders that will fit nicely.
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9630 NEXT>9633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Move your stock motor mounts forward.This is what I did installying a 700r4.Kevin
Braddock also did this swap.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9632 NEXT>9634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Moving the engine will be spendy.After I installed it with the stock trans I had 3"duals
run all the way to the rear of the truck.It was painfully expensive to have done and it
looks/sounds great.If I can go from the trans to t.case with 1 joint I'll do it,I'm just
curious if there are any reasons why that would not work like vibration etc.Thanks for
the input!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9633 NEXT>9638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,Mike,moving the t-case should work great.I just did it a little different so I would
not have to shorten the rear driveshaft or lengthen the front.Good luck!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:230 ci oil cooler POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Get a sadwich adapter that fits in between the oil filer and
it's base.You should be able to
get one that allows use of the stock oil filter type.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy?POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,
5 May 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9628 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest point to your craziness is what you're talking about...an M715.It was
designed to WORK!!5/4 tons of work.That's like saying you spent $55,000 on a Peterbilt
9 yard dump truck and asking if I'm crazy cause it's gonna get dirty!!!
The absolute worst thing you could do to it is "park"it....
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
5 May 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9610 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CAT does have a few engines that would fit,they are under the industrial section
Perkins also has some that may fit
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9634 NEXT>9642 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't think you can use just one u-joint on your jackshaft.Your engine/tranny will be
twisting slightly from the effects of torque from the running motor and the transfercase
will be doing the same.This is one reason all these components are rubber mounted.Two
u-joints and the the slip yoke allows for the disalighnment and the changing angle of the
shaft.
SUBJECT>Re:engine removal POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9493
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did one this weekend and lifted the whole thing out at once.The only trouble area was
the twin stick/e-brake bracket.
Oh,and the shifter...I didn't realize the retaining cup screwed on!!!
It was all my 1500#cherry picker wanted though!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Small CAT POSTER>William Halepaska EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,5
May 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9631 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fellah,s the 3116 cat that comes in some of the GMC topkick trucks is a medium duty
inline6 and is mechanical common rail injection with rocker arm actuated injectors but
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personally in the past the Cat is a good engine but there power to weight ratio is not very.good.The 3116 weighs
about 1350 lbs and is not nearly capable of the power output of
the 6BT Cummins (Dodge)which weigh,s 950 lbs and is capable of much more
horsepower and trq and has a strong aftermarket following.Also anything with CAT
yellow paint costs twice as much and they don,t give you any vasoline on the deal.I have
seen these engines low mileage used on E-Bay and truck trader magazine.dimensionaly
the 3116 looks to be similar in size to the Cummins 6 BT
good luck
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:Shall I NOT worry about this?POSTER>hivolt
EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9552 NEXT>9648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2"deep?Or 2'deep??
Either way,the seals are what keep the water out and if they are good,they there should
be no problems.
Remember that your vent lines are hooked to a vacuum so this could actually make things
worse.That could actually suck in water,if the seals are bad.
The only way to know if everything is sound or not is to test pilot it!!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9638
NEXT>9647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom Woods can make any size drive shaft you want.Including what your needing.You
may have to convert the rear of the 700 to a fixed yoke.
If you can't run two u joints,then ther is no sense in running any at all.They work as a
team by cancelling out vibrations.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Help with flywheel removal POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,glad it worked.It was supposed to,glad I could help.That is what were all here
for.Will
SUBJECT>helitool disc brake setup POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,5 May 2002,at 11:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone done this setup on the front brakes?they said they have sold a few.....
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator Woe's HELP POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll add this as a comparison point:.A couple of months ago,my radiator "went South".I had the radiator shop replace
the
core.The cost for parts and labor was about $220.
So,if you can't find a new radiator that fits,that's an alternative.
Steve
SUBJECT>Rebuilt 230 Engine -So far,so good!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9718 9777
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just thought I'd give you folks an update on my rebuilt engine that I purchased from
Surplus City Jeep.
I've had it running for about a month now,and it's starting and running fine.
Everything is stock,except for the fuel pump,which I replaced with an Autozone unit.
The original fuel pump was a pain,because the replacement diaphrams would last only
100 miles and then start leaking.This happened 4 times!So far,the Autozone fuel pump
is holding up fine.
The new engine has about 700 miles on it,now.It seems to be happy at 40-45 mph,but
it's more than willing to run up to 55+(if I'm foolish enough to do it,which I'm not).
Suffice it to say that it pulls strong and runs smooth.Oil consumption is zip.I get about
11 mpg with the 1-barrel carburetor.For my "Flat Lander"uses,this engine is suiting me
fine (See John?You're not the only one!).
Suffice it to say,I'm still "punchy"from all of the trouble that I had with the old engine,
and a of couple "teething"problems after the new one was installed.I don't go anywhere
without a cell phone and a tool kit.
Although central Illinoid is farmland,there's some good fishing along several rivers and
lakes within driving distance.Access to some good spots takes a 4wd.I'm finally going to
start enjoying my truck!!:o)
P.S.:
New Q78-16 Buckshot Mudders are going on it Thursday.
I tried the $14.95 sample kit of POR-15 (rust protection/rust proofing)on part of the
frame.The original truck was never undercoated,so the frame is rusty.Now,the frame is
looking much better (semi-gloss black compared to rust-orange).The POR-15 product
does a good job.I'm going to order more to finish rustproofing the rest of the frame.
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9642 NEXT>9666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try it...see how it works.I wouldn't suggest 'fixing'the yoke however.
SUBJECT>Re:Shall I NOT worry about this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Vent lines hooked to vacuum?Not any more!I 'normalized'my truck
as I've rebuilt it.I'm
ok 'til the water gets to the distributor.I hope.?!
SUBJECT>Left Front Fenders 4 Sale POSTER>John Bizal EMAIL>G740@aol.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have several NOS and several very good used left front fenders.I need to make room for
other parts,blowing them out.NOS $100 ea.Used,$50 ea.Shipping extra.Call 952-440-
8778 to order yours.
SUBJECT>Cab heater kit POSTER>John Bizal EMAIL>G740@aol.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 3 NOS gas fired cab heater kits.Still in original crate.Includes everything you
need to install a heater in a truck that has never had one.Instruction manual and
maintenance book also included.$280 ea.Call 952-440-8778 to pick one up.
SUBJECT>Fuel pump kit/Carb kits POSTER>John Bizal EMAIL>G740@aol.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9734 9758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a limited number of fuel pump kits to fit the original pump.$45 ea.I also have a
limited number of original Jeep carb kits.$40 ea.952-440-8778
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would pull the Turbo 350 and install a 4-wheel drive shaft on the tranny (/w short tail
housing).You most likley will have enough room for a jack shaft.Changing out the shaft
is easy.Any tranny shop can do it for a minimal charge.If you didn't go through the
tranny,it would also be a good time to repace a few internal parts.
Paul
SUBJECT>T-Case Info?POSTER>Jacob Baker EMAIL>bakeskigod@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1969 M-715 with a NP (New Process)200 devorced t-case.Correct me if I am
wrong.I was just wondering what the torque range and and gear ratios are for this t-case?
I don't think it is a common t-case,so how do you get parts for it?Any aftermarket parts?
This information would be greatly appreciated!
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplugs ?POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 May
2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9654 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Autolite says their number plug is still availible..I just got a price of 9.50 ea from a local dealer
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplugs ?POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9654
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bond auto,I asked a few weeks ago,you will have to give them the plug #____Autolite,I
think they were 8 or 12 bucks a pc,
Rick
NH
SUBJECT>Re:helitool disc brake setup POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
6 May 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9644 NEXT>9661
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im getting ready to do it pretty soon but havent had the time/money lately to do it but
will post when I do.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplugs ?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to make sure that my memory served me correctly,I used the search function.It's
Autolite #2344.Hope that helps.
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Info?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9653
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look at your T-case,cast into the backside,under the rear drive yoke,you'll see
'1.96 to 1 RATIO'.Obviously,that's the low range.High is 1:1,and the all gear
construction make it's torque rating upwards of Boat-Load!These are very close cousins
to the NP205...and the world loves the strength of them.
SUBJECT>Re:helitool disc brake setup POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9658
NEXT>9684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,im going to do it,but am waiting to figure out the master cylinder/booster
SUBJECT>Re:HELP i cant get the stock distributer OFF!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 2:06 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9617 NEXT>9676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had the same problem with 2 230 engines,one my stock mil engine and one a
civilian one I got the dist.from for the vacuum advance model from.The problem is the
aluminum timing cover and the steel dist shaft corrode together badly.Using something
to force it out could cause the softer and thinner metal of the timing cover to break..Solution?I used a torch to
heat the timing cover in the distributor area and work the
distributor after heating a bit.I worked slowly to keep from melting the timing cover.
After heating it some,I was able to turn the dist.a little.I worked it by hand what I could
then reheated and kept proceeding until it finally let loose and came out.Once out I
lightly sanded the crap off the shaft and the inside of the timing cover hole.I used a
generous amount of anti-seize compound on reassembly to help prevent this in the future
and have had no further problems.Both the engines I removed the dist on needed this
procedure and no damage occured to the parts...just make sure you work slowly and don't
overheat the aluminum.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Where to find a Seat Assembly/Cover?POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a new drivers seat or seat cover for the drivers side.Where do I find such a thing?
Either new,reproduction,or good used.
SUBJECT>coil trouble POSTER>Kevin K EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would I burn out my coil?I had my 12v battery charger connected while I was trying
to get my truck started.It was set to 50 amp charge.Would that hurt the coil?
SUBJECT>Re:Where to find a Seat Assembly/Cover?POSTER>Kevin K
EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9663 NEXT>9711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It uses the same as the M-35,I found them on Ebay for $10 each.
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9647
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suggested the fixed yoke for added shaft length.If the shaft is not in a PERFECT line
between the output of the tranny and the input of the xfer,the shaft will beat the seals and
bearings out of the truck.As the shaft is "bent"at the u-joint,the speeds the u-joint vary
depending where in the orbit the joint is.In other words,the u-joint travels in an oval
when it is not in a straight line.
That's why I said if he didn't have two joints in the shaft,he needn't run any at all.The
two joints cancel out each others orbit.
As far as moving the xfer case back,if he does that,then the linkage for the twin stick
will be too short.
My two cents worth and it may not be worth that!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:coil trouble POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9664
NEXT>9675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you saying you had a 12 volt charger hooked to a 24 volt system?Are you running
the stock military setup,a 230 with civilian ignition,or some other motor and ignition?
How did you have this hooked up?What leads you to beleive the coil is fried?I guess I
need more info....
brute4c
SUBJECT>gamma goat tail lights POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>9679 9682 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have,or know where to look for,tail lights off a Gamma Goat?I've see
them on ebay for sale before.I'm currently runing two sets of lights on the rear bumper
frame,outside are running lights and inside are blinker/brake.However,I'm constantly
busting the outer ones off due to our "fabulous"departure angle.I'd like to run the
original tail light on each side but they don't appear to have the visibility of the gamma
goats.Any resources or thoughts on improvement are greatly appreciated.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Looking in Az POSTER>Craig EMAIL>pruav@aol.com DATE>Monday,6
May 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9673 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Looking for a m715 that is running and is
driveable in Az
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplugs ?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 May
2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9667 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got mine from Surplus City too,and they were $12 each.I found out later that you ca
get them at Schucks/Kragen/Checker for $7 each.
SUBJECT>repower with an oil burner!POSTER>jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
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DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9680 9703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a local shop called Bama Springs and Alignment (yes,i'm in Alabama,BUT NOT A
NATIVE)is pulling motors out of delivery trucks.these are Onan,Perkins,Penske,and
Cummins in-lie 6cyl.turbo's.engines have all trimmings,exhaust and clutch with
bellousing.i called about the add in the paper,and was told that several are in "real good
shape"?!?!and these motors are in the 150 hp range.they bolt to a chevy 4 or 5 spd
tranny,and are appropriate size and weight for these trucks.
800 dollars each.
does that sound like a good price?will an in-line 6 rev to 3600 rpm...and if it did,would.you want to do it?i know
that i don't drive the 230 like that...
just thought i'd throw that out,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Looking in Az POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9670 NEXT>9674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Craig
There was a 715 in AZ for sale about a month ago.I sent him a couple of e-mail just to
check it out better.It looked real nice and stright and stock.I believe you could get it for
around $3500.to $4000 range.Look at e-bay item ##1812934754.I checked it's still
there.His e-mail address was mark.l.schmitt@aexp.com seem to be nice guy.It would
have been 2200 mile trip for me.Hope this helps
Cliff
SUBJECT>Re:Looking in Az POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Craig
And it was on e-bay a couple of times and if it sold i dont think it did on e-bay.Hope this
helps.
Cliff
SUBJECT>Re:coil trouble POSTER>Kevin K EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9668
NEXT>9705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only way I can charge with the 12 charger is per battery,not in series.But,I had left
it on while I was getting it started trying to prolong the life of my batteries.Everything is
stock.The reason that I am guessing that I have the coil trouble is because we swapped
my old coil for another I had and it started right up.It ran for about 10 minutes or so and
died and lost its spark.The same thing had happened with the first coil.I realize I need to
check my voltage going across the coil and I am sure there are a few other tests.
SUBJECT>Re:i got it off,now it wont run!!!!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9662 NEXT>9678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it ran great till the coil went out.took the cover off and it smelled burnt and was full of
liquid crud.put a new (rebuilt)dist,now it will crank,not run or idle.it sputters then dies.
its getting spark,and the few times it ran it looked like it was 30-40 degrees retarted?i
should have checked timing a while back but it started and ran fine since last july.the
distributer is in the same place as before.....
SUBJECT>spark plug tool???I NEED ONE POSTER>lee alessi.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9687 9689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need a spark plug tool and wire tool for the military 230 wires and plugs.....
SUBJECT>Re:i got it off,now it wont run!!!!POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9676 NEXT>9681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe the old dist.was so jacked that it had to be in the wrong place to get the right
timing...
Put the crank at TDC (compression stroke)and rotate the dist.until the rotor points at
where the #1 wire goes into the cap.This should get you close enough to run and set the
timing the right way.You may have to mark the distributor housing as to where the #1
terminal is when you take the cap off,just so you know where it's at.
Lemme know if I confused you.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Monday,6 May 2002,at 11:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>9669 NEXT>9686
9691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello there,Here is a web site link to a comp that makes and sales the lights that you are
looking for.I hope this helps out!
http://www.auroracord.com/Tail%20Light_%20Back-Up%20Light.htm
SUBJECT>Re:repower with an oil burner!POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9672 NEXT>9688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can get a running 5.9L Cummins complete for $800 and it is in good shape,jump
on it with both feet.
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The Cummins has lots of aftermarket support for modification and replacement parts are
fairly easy to come by.
Depending upon the specifics of the Cummins it should spin 3600,but I believe 3200 is
recommended Max rpm for a 6BT (which these probably are).I personally never take
mine over 2500,diesel and high rpm don't really go together.
I love my Cummins 715
SUBJECT>Re:i got it off,now it wont run!!!!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9678 NEXT>9683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
naaa,i got it on TDC and the plug wire at one....maybe the carb gasket is bad?it started
to be hard to start warm 2 weeks ago.....SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try 'Saturn Surplus'in Millersburg,Pa.Ask for Mark,he has a goat and ought to know
where some spare parts are.You'll have to get the #through information...don't have it
handy.
SUBJECT>Re:i got it off,now it wont run!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You probably checked this but just in case....
The distributor can go in on the compression storke or the exhaust stroke and line up with
#1 on the cap.Make sure you pull #1 plug and crank the engine.When it blows your
finger off the hole,you know its the compression stroke.Then carefully dial to exactly tdc
and set your rotor to #1 on the cap and see if it changes.If you get it on the exhaust
stroke,it might start and run very poorly,or not run at all.
Just a guess....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:helitool disc brake setup POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9661 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,check out the pictures of the brake mod I did on the members gallery under "Paul B".
I also plan to buy the Helitool conversion and did the initial power swap with this in
mind.Part numbers are also listed there.I have about 200 miles on the power brakes,and
they seem to work fine.
Paul
SUBJECT>230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9693 9714 9717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok.ive checked compression,good.
ive checked ignition-spark at plugs
set number one TDC on compression stroke and set distributer.
it will OCCASIONALLY start,then sputter and die.no amount of pedal,carb spray or
ether helps/changes anything.
i can only adjust the timing to where i run out of room after ADVANCING it all the way.
at TDC everthing is centered (distributer and rotor)
ive even pull started it to no avail
it was getting hard to start warm last week.......before the distributer died.
besides the silly "change to a 4.ol 6.2l 350,292,454,502 etc etc
i need help.I DO NOT HAVE THE MONEY TO BUY A NEW MOTOR/OR
ADAPTERS.I DO NOT HAVE TIME TO SWAP MOTORS
i do have the time to beat it with a cinder block
rebuild the carb?rebuild the fuel pump?anyone have any idea?ive even sprayed the
gaskets.....no help
SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,7
May 2002,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9679 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nathan,
Great site...that's definatley getting added to the resource list.
thanks,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:spark plug tool???I NEED ONE POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9677
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Simple enough.Get you a pair of deep well sockets.
Grab your dremmel or an angle grinder.
Cut out the side of the socket,just enough to slip over the wire -both in width and height.
If you know what a flare nut wrench is,that's the footprint you'll end up with on your
socket.
This will take care of the spark plug wire.
Took me less than a hour to make mine.
Use the second unmodified socket for the spark plug itself.Don't try to break free a spark
plug with the modified one.
SUBJECT>Re:repower with an oil burner!POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,7
May 2002,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9680 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
The Cummins would be a good motor,you can get a lot more than 150 Hp out of it by
tuning.
The RPM is your issue,the older 6B series with the mechanical fuel system did not rev
that high.I think the rated RPM was 2500 RPM with a high idle point of 2800 RPM.
The newer 24 valve motors with the electronic controlled fuel sysytem reved higher.
Chances are the motors he is talking about are older with either the Rotary or Bosch
P7100 Inline fuel pumps.These are great engines and $800 is a great price.Buy it and
regear the axles to get the RPM's down.You will still have plenty of power with the
diesel.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plug tool???I NEED ONE POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9677 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Lee,
If you go to E-bay and type in military truck,you will see the spark plug wrench you are
looking for.Auction number 2100193690.I think it starts out at a whopping 3.49 I
purchased one awhile back and they are handy to have.Good luck!!Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:Cab heater kit POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought one of these heater kits from John Bizal.I am very pleased with it.It's original,it
was all there,and it even came with a cool ten foot long blue print that looks great on
your wall when your done.Highly recommended....Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9679 NEXT>9701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forget this company,I email them and this is what they said.
1030366-1 Floodlamp 1-49 pieces $1727.14 each Delivery 26 weeks
after receipt of order
24V Dual Search Lamp
2624346 24V Dual Search Lamp 1-49 pieces $1958.95 each Delivery 26
weeks after receipt of order
12378501 12V Bulbs back-up 1-49 pieces $48.14 each Delivery 14 weeks
after receipt of order
Terms:Net 30 with approved credit (D &B number)
FOB:Aurora,Il (You pay the freight)
Quote Valid:60 Days
Minimum Order $100.00
You could contact Ben Taylor at the AM General Corporation,Spare Parts
Division at 574-258-6636,they build the Hummer and they might give you a
better price and delivery if this is something that they handle.
Jo Ann Houghtaylen
Aurora Cord &Cable Company
-----Original Message -----
SUBJECT>Anybody kow the weight of a 230 head?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>9697
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious,I have a person interested in the head off my parts motor and need to know
approx.weight for shipping.Any help is appreciated,I'm very busy right now and short
on time to pull off head myself.Thanks in advance
Ed J..SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9685
NEXT>9694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're getting a HOT spark (one that snaps strongly when you hold the spark plug wire
1/4 inch away from any ground on the engine),and you have the ignition timing close to
6 degrees BTDC,and you have varified that the fuel pump is actually doing its job,then I
would look at the Carb.If it's flooding from a stuck float or float bowel needle &seat,
then that would give hard starting problems after warm up.Ether wouldn't help in this
situation since it would just make the fuel/air mixture richer,adding to the flooded
situation.You could remove the spark plugs and see if they are wet with fuel.I would
concentrate on the external accessories (like you have done with the distributor)before
looking for an exotic problem like the valve timing chain jumping a tooth.You stated that
this was a gradual problem onset,which would keep me looking on the outside of the
engine.
Carb rebuild kits run between $15 and $30 from various sources,
some being:Military54@aol.com,jeepsurpls4u@aol.com ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Keep the faith,KEEP the 230 engine.
regards,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9693 NEXT>9696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,if the spark isnt HOT (assuming its not)why would it not be?its a new (rebuilt one)0
miles on it.although it now has 3 blocks of pull start and 4 hours of rotation by starter
SUBJECT>Re:Sparkplugs ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
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DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought mine at NAPA,one store was $12 and the other about 40 miles down the road
was $8,go figure.
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9694 NEXT>9700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this may or may not help.I had a similar problem,start then die..start then die...etc.
turned out to be the gasket between the carb and intake had a leak...only noticed after a
small fire started there (and it was dark out,so i acutally noticed it)...i replaced the
gasket...and it works great.hope that helps!
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody kow the weight of a 230 head?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9692 NEXT>9698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a civvy head out in the shop that should be pretty close to the mil heads weight if
not identical....do you want the weight with or without the cam and rockers?.Let me know and I'll weigh it tonight
for ya.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody kow the weight of a 230 head?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9697 NEXT>9706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I weighed the head with the cam and cam deck and timing gear and valves and springs,
but without rockers,as there not there,weight is 92 pounds.
I also weighed just the head with the valves and springs but nothing else,weight 74
pounds.
That should give you an idea.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Engine color POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>NEXT>9702 9761 9774 9797
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me what color the 1968 230 motor was painted in the military trucks?
Were the take off parts gloss black?
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa9lg1PzRLpiM PREVIOUS>9696 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also went through a no start situation last week.No amount of carb spray would make it
run better than a sputter sputter.
We checked timing chain and found it off 2 notches!I still do not understand how or
why?I just bought the M725 and found it that way.I assume it was installed wrong by the
previous owner who never got it running right.It still did not run any better!
Then we changed plugs,coil,adjusted timing,cleaned out tank,tore down carb,etc...
Last thing we replaced was the condensor and it fired up and ran great!!!!The fact that
you say no amount of carb spray makes it run...points to spark.Worth the $5 experiment.
I still have a problem with running at 35 MPH+sometimes is will cut out and miss....I
will rebuild the carb one more time...this time with new float,needle seat etc...
SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>9691 NEXT>9710 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just got my e-mail back from them,they said about the same thing.Here's their quote on
gamma goat lights:
10920548-1 1-49 pieces $43.30 each Delivery:14 weeks after receipt of order..Aurora Cord &Cable Company
Terms:Net 30 if you have approved credit with our company
FOB Aurora,Il
Quote Valid:60 days
Minimum Order:$100.00
That's more than I would expect to pay for NOS tail lights,and I'm by no means a
restorer/collector.I'm looking for a 3 element red lens tailight,that doesn't look like it
came off a chevy truck or a john-boat trailer,and is of course 24volt compatible.
Any other options???I might just have to suck it up and get the original tail lights.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>9699 NEXT>9708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine is OD green everywhere under the hood.It only has 6k original miles on it,and I
got it from a fire dept (who got it from the military)and painted everything visible fire
engine red,So I'm assuming they didn't open the hood and paint the engine green.My
distributor is the only thing black,but it has the look of an after factory install job(ie...
missing a screw and glossy).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:repower with an oil burner!POSTER>Will Wright
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EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay what part of Bama?I am 30 min south of Birmingham.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Automatic Jack-Shaft?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input everyone!I did not think a single joint would work out.I only have
2"between the centers of my two yokes,so I'll have to move the transfer case back a few
inches so I can fit some kind of shaft in there.Thanks again!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:coil trouble POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9675
NEXT>9845
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_6.html
There are some test procedures in the manuals online you may want to reference if you
dont have them already....link below to the page with ignition troubleshooting...table 2-6.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody kow the weight of a 230 head?POSTER>Ed J..EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at
7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>9698 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot brute4c.I owe you one.Will relay info to interested party.This helps save
kaiser parts from the scrapman so you have earned your wheaties for the day.LOL Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>Nate Walker
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced my bushings with polyurethane bushings from Energy Suspension from 4
Wheel Parts(in 4Wheeler mag).I used the bushings for a CJ5.They are the same size as
the stock bushings but the holes in the bushings were too small to fit the metal sleeve
insert that goes inbetween the bushing and bolts.So I just drilled the holes in the bushings
out so they would fit.Then I replaced all of the hardware and voila.I can't remember if I
had to buy two sets of the bushings for doing the cab and the bed,but I think I did
because I still have some bushings laying around.Late,Nate.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9702 NEXT>9736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The stock motor in my truck was a gloss black top to bottom.The original paint appears to
be on the rest of the truck so I assume the same goes for the engine.
SUBJECT>2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>Brad EMAIL>bradm@naxs.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9716 9732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How hard is it to fit 2.5 ton rockwells under a m715??Does anybody have pics?
SUBJECT>Re:gamma goat tail lights POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 10:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saturn Surplus sells them.www.saturnsurplus.com
look under lights.
SUBJECT>Re:Where to find a Seat Assembly/Cover?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 10:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beachwood Canvas Works sells them.You can get vinyl as well if yo want to go that
route.
SUBJECT>230 timing chain and gears ?????POSTER>lee alessi.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 10:58
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9713 9720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
assuming when i pull the stock 230 down and the chain is off a tooth or so,i assume i
need to replace the gear and chain?
also would the thing have good compression with the chain a tooth or so off?
SUBJECT>Re:230 timing chain and gears ?????POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 May 2002,at 11:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9712 NEXT>9715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it has good compression #5 a re around 100,although i bet it will be the head gasket
leak that i know i have
who has the best prices on 230 chain and gears?
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>Marc Lesko EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 4:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9685
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee
I had a similar problem to what you describe.Did you put a new distributer cap in?I put a
brand new cap in and had the same problem you are having.I changed back to the old cap
and it ran fine.
Also,for taking wires on and off I've found that a good pair of Vise Grip brand needle
nose pliers works good on removing and installing the wires.
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Marc
SUBJECT>Re:230 timing chain and gears ?????POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9713 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Lee!
Autozone.com,65 Jeep J-Series,about $84 for all 3 parts.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9709
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to the members section and check out my pics.the main problem with the rockwell is
the fact that the top loading axle can get in the way of the engine oil pan and other
components.this can translate into having to add quite a bit of lift to clear the tower.if
you have a little bit of fabricating skill the project is easy.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock motor heads HELP POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>.DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9685
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe you've done this already,but make sure that the point gap is set at .020".If this is
not correct,it can cause the spark to be weak and throw the timing off.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuilt 230 Engine -So far,so good!POSTER>Reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9646 NEXT>9769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve...how much did your motor cost you???
SUBJECT>Some heater help please POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in need of some heater help.I'm not sure if i have the stock unit or one from a civilia
model,but the engine compartment portion looks like the pictures.I was wondering
where the heater pulls air from.Is it from inside the cab,inside the engine compartment,
or from where.I'm also looking at a picture in the manual of where the heater switch is
mounted.(about 6"below where wiper vaccum hole is on the main face of the dash).
Mine doesn't have a hole right here,and i hate drilling holes.Is this where it belongs and
if so could someone measure exact placement for it.I really appreciate the help.Sorry for
the long winded post.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:230 timing chain and gears ?????POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9712
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had this happen to me.I was driving along at about 55 and the engine died.It wouldn't
start and it took me forever to figure out what it was.
Mine haad jumped a tooth for no apparent reason.I alighend the notches and put it all
back togehter and it ran fine then.I put another couple of thousand miles on it with no
other trouble from the chain.
Just my $.02.
-B.
SUBJECT>General t98 tranny HELP!!!!!POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
first of all i know nothing about transmissions so some of these questions my be dumb.
what postion should the gears be in for neutral.the way i think about it is when it is i
neutral when you spin the input shaft the yoke should not spin.is this correct thinking?
also when i put the the top of the tranny on i seems that i should place the gears in the
nuetral position and have the shifter in neutral.and it should slide right on.correct.please
help me asap as i want to put the tranny in this afternoon.
thanks.munch
SUBJECT>Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9723 9871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently repowered to a s.b.400 with block hugger headers and am needing a few
ideas for exhaust piping.For those of you who have done repowers out there what did
you do and what would you change?In the interest of saving a little money I was thinking
of kicking to the outside of the frame members on each side and tucking mufflers under
the cab and just pointing the exhaust (45 degrees turned out and down)at the rear cab
corner.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9722 NEXT>9726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
If you have the room with the block huggers to go over the framerails and then down the
back of the fender,glass packs and 45 degree turnouts at the back of the cab work great.
If you go under the frame,the pipe stands a good chance of being torn off or crushed
when dropping off a bank or other off roading.I brought 2.5"exhaust over the frame on
my 427 and am really happy with the results.I took it to a pipe shop and they wouldn't
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touch it.I ended up going to NAPA and buying a bunch of aluminized 90 and 45 degree
mandrel bent curves and proceded to do the project myself.You should have several
inches more than I did with your mouse motor.The pipes fit down the back of the inner
fenders like they were supposed to be there.
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:General t98 tranny HELP!!!!!POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9721 NEXT>9725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have not yet pulled apart my t-98 but have rebuilt 2 tranny's,so hopefully can help.You
are correct that when turning the input shaft the yoke should not move in nuetral.In some
cases you will have to hold the rear shaft slightly to keep it from spinning in nuetral just
because of friction in the case causing it to move.The top should go on easily,but make
sure the shift forks line up into the sliding gears.Also,on some tranny's reverse has a
seperate shift fork that needs to be incorporated into the top cover also.Generally this is a
lever on the inside of the case to one side,if so you should be able to see where this
connects to the top cover.Good luck,and hopefully someone can help more.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:General t98 tranny HELP!!!!!POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9724 NEXT>9728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks daniel.good well i got part of it.i just need to figure out where the slide gears go for neutral
munch
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>Chuck
EMAIL>Lriwater@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9723 NEXT>9730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used stainless steel flex exhaust pipe from JC Whitney.It came on a 25 foot roll.I have
a Chevy 350 in it with dual exhaust running to the back of the truck.Also,I have ram's
head exhaust manifolds.No complaints so far.
SUBJECT>Tires Mounted!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it's a slow day at work so I have the morning off...
I finally mounted up two of my X-terrains and they look bitchin'!
Stock wheels,powdercoated semi gloss black with 35"tires make for one tuff combo.
Hopefully I'll quit draggin'my feet on the engine and get that swap done this summer so's
I can actually try the tires.
Have fun y'all
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:General t98 tranny HELP!!!!!POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9725 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as the forks are in the slide gears you should be okay.Just slide the top down and
if the slide gears weren't in the right position the bolt holes wont line up.Move the shifter
at this point until bolt holes line up,and you're done.It should all work fine.Shift through
the gears and do some spinning of the input shaft just to make sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires Mounted!I hear that!POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9727
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got my 36"Hummer tires mounted on monday.I went wheelin with my brother(he
has a wrangler)and well,it was kinda disappointing.All the places that used to be
challenging are now driven through with no effort!Time to find some new spots!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9726 NEXT>
9735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used block huggers also.Had to buld my own pipes also since the exhaust shop I ca
afford woudn't touch mine either.I ran down and out right in front of front spring rear.hanger.Then under cab to
glasspack looking turbo mufflers fom J.C.Whitney.I ended
with 45 degree turnouts pointed slightly down at end of cab.My 38"swampers don't rub
at full lock and compression.I got the idea from the local fire depts.M715s.Just trying to
help.
SUBJECT>Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9738 9743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anybody used the Tera-Flex shackles on a heavy truck like ours?
I'm thinking of making new(or finding a heavy duty donor for)rear spring hangers.I'd
like to give the back some more articulation without lifting or sacrificing load carring
capacity...ie,taking out spring plies.The spring hangers would be higher than the stocker
to accommodate the spring under hanger for the tera flex shackle and not put any lift on
the truck.Make sense?
Any thoughts fellas?
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 3:38 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9709 NEXT>9737 9750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have sent pics to brute4 with my truck with 2.5 ton rockwells when he posts them you
could see mine
SUBJECT>Civilian Fuel Pump POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted you folks to know that I'm happy with my new Airtex Model #6510 fuel
pump.No leaking diaphragms!Autozone and Rockauto.com sell it for under $30.
I asked the technical support people of Airtex (airtexproducts.com)if the diaphragm
material will hold up to today's blended fuels.They confirmed that it will.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump kit/Carb kits POSTER>Terry
EMAIL>ThierryMichael@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
Is this kit for the original fuel pump /air pump combination unit so that I can run my
wipers,and do the seals in this kit have a hard time with today's blended gasoline,unlike
Airtex Model #6510 in the above message i.e.see 'civilian fuel pump'Steve Blair.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9730 NEXT>9844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran my exhaust exactly like Ed described.I found a local shop that did the whole job for
$75,including the glass packs.All you see if you look at the truck from the side are about.2"of the end of the
downturned (not sure that's a word)pipe.Works great.Stays up out of
the way and at the point where the pipe passes the spring hanger,there is plenty of
clearance;you never touch it.I you do,you have bigger problems.
Also,Ed,I e-mailed you with a few questions about your tire set-up.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9708
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I think OD will be the way to go since I've got lots of rattle cans.
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9732
NEXT>9753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are posted in the members gallery,bottom of the left side column with the "new"
thingee...
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9731
NEXT>9739 9740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I assume you have already taken the metal bushings out and put poly or rubber in the
eyes?
There is a Johnny Ball out there that goes in the spring eye instead of the bushing.It
would harshen the ride but you would gain alot of flex.You also would keep the stock
shackles so you won't gain any lift.
The great thing about JohnnyBalls over heim joints is the JB is rebuildable.Most heims
come with teflon linings and the teflon tends to flatten on the load side and start making a
racket.(like my Jeep TJ!!!)
Are you brave??You could do like me and put a buggy spring in the rear.A stock YJ
Wrangler main spring will work perfectly.Talk about flex!!And it's all bolt on.You
would need to put limiting straps on.
Hope some of this jibberish makes sense and you can some of it!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,8
May 2002,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9738 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually I've called Tera-flex and talked ot them about the revovler shackles and our
trucks before.They said that basically it couldnt handle the weight of our trucks.
However we might try them again and see if they might develop it.Also BC broncos
offers a pivoting U-joint for the rear axle of broncos.This same thing could be adapted or.made for our trucks.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 May 2002,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9738
NEXT>9741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I've got questions,what are Johnny Balls and how could anything possibly make the
ride any more harsh than it already is?!?!Can you tell me anything more about the YJ
springs and what are limiting straps?I'm dying to soften up the ride of this beast!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9740 NEXT>9764 9766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn it!I sort of figured this truck would be to heavy for the tera flex...Grrr!My boggers
softened up the ride enough to be tolerable and putting simpson lap belts keep me from
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bouncing around so much...seriously.HiVolt,I'm with Mike...What's a Johnny Ball?
I don't need rock crawler type suspension,just enough to hop a log stump or mild off
camber.I've got a front Rockwell,Northstar v-8,and some other goodies for the
upcoming rock crawler project.Once I get another good Rockwell deal...it'll be on.
I think I'll sit and stare at the rear suspension this weekend and see what I come up with.
Probably would be easier to dump in posi's and ram my way over stuff...it sounds like
more fun!:)
Thanks for the input fellas.
SUBJECT>Cargo Top Hardware POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how this so called "RIDGE POLE"is supose to mount to the cargo
top bows?The item in question is pictured in the TM-20 Section 2-125,Figure 2-107.It
runs the length of the bed,front to back on the crest of the three side to side wooden bows
that make the ribs of the canvas top.Thank You!
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9
May 2002,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9731 NEXT>9752
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,but there's a dude here in St.Louis in the local Jeep Club (jeepthing.com)that has
designed and built a better and stronger rotating shackle.It's adjustable,lockable for street
use and has grease zirks.
SUBJECT>230 motor NOW runs like new POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9756 9757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.it was the
condenser!hahahahahahahahahahhahahahahahahhahahahaha
the "NEW"distributer had a condenser,but whoever crimped it didnt strip the insulation.
changed it and it started on the 1st crank.hahahahahahahahahhahahhahahahahahahha
4 days and it runs again.
well since i broke it down im going to go ahead and rebuild it......as needed.almost every
single gasket is bad
SUBJECT>24V-to-12V Question POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9755 9781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Everyone!
I had a quick question that has been ruminating around my head this morning.Does
anyone sell either a 24v to 12v converter OR should the whole harness be changed -if so,
does anyone sell a 12v harness for the M715?
Thanks!
Dave
SUBJECT>i am frustrated with this swap POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9748 9776 9785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
alright after searching through the post for a while i have seen many different ways to
swap in the 350.but after 6 hours of trying to get the engine to slide into the transmission
input shaft i gave up.i need some new ideas.right now i have the tranny mounted in the
truck.and the bellhousing and adaptors on the engine.anyone have any tips.or anything
that may help me get this together.
thanks
munch
SUBJECT>power steering box info if anyone is interested.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After a week of calling and driving around i have found some info that seems to go
against some of the things on the site,so i figured i would post it.This info is a collection
from 5 different shops who all agreed so i figured it was right.The saginaw boxes that
will bolt up to the inside of the frame,and are four bolt with either 4.25 or 3.75 turns lock
to lock are casting numbers 76,and 62.the casting number of 62 has a larger piston
which is better suited to heavy duty applications.The casting numbers are last two digits
of number on top of box,and large numbers cast into bottom front of box.The 76 cast
number was used on most everything including cj,yj's,old chevy fullsize cars,and most
fullsize jeeps.The 62 casting was used on old fullsize buicks,cadillacs,and some mid
80's ford econoline vans.both boxes are either o-ring style fitting or flare depending on
year.Hopefully this will help since i had difficulty trying to find this info on site.Please
let me know if this is different from what you have heard.Sorry for the extremely long
post.
Daniel.SUBJECT>Re:i am frustrated with this swap POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9746 NEXT>9751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The same thing happened to me.I finally pulled the tran,bolted them together,and the
put them in.I am sure a pro would be able to get then to stab,I couldn't.That is just my .
02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Hardware POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9
May 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9742 NEXT>9775
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi John,The pole is actually two pieces of tubing (like electrical conduit,but I don't have
access to tell you the diameter,not bigger than 1 inch).Both the same length.Both ends
of the tubing are flatened about 2"from the ends,(use a vice).A square hole is punched
on each end for a carrage bolt to pass through.This bolt passes through a hole on the
centers of the top wood bows.The middle bow needs two holes side by side to allow the
center poles to rest beside each other.They are not stacked on top on one another.
Actually all three of the wood bows are drilled with two holes at the center for
interchangeablitiy.A washer and wing nut is used to secure the carrage bolts.good luck,
R
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9732 NEXT>9754 9759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I've been reasearching swapping in rockwells for my truck and I was wondering
what did you get your rockwells out of?Did you have to shorten the front axle or is that
the original length?I know that the rear rockwell out of 6X6's work because of the dually
set up,but the front axle is wider than the rear.Did you take care of this with different
backspacing's on the wheels or did you shorten the axle?Also what kind of steering setup
did you use on the front,Hydraulic assist or pure hydraulic?Thanks for the help,Nate.
(By the way your truck looks sweet)
SUBJECT>Re:i am frustrated with this swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yank the engine and take a small grinder and grind the 10 splines on the imput shaft to
points.That will help it get into the flex plate.Double check the alignment on the clutch
disk and the pilot bearing too.
You're not dripping too much sweat down the carb are you?:)Been there...done that.
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Lockable huh?I like that.I'll probably end up building my own
too.
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its got 2 front ends pure hydralic steering you can flip the hubs or get alot of backsacing
on your wheels i used backspacing
SUBJECT>Re:24V-to-12V Question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9745
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24 to 12 volt converters are out there...if you need one for more than 20 amps,your gonna
pay big bucks,like $300 or so for a 30 amp.
A 24 volt harness will work as a 12 volt harness.I know of no one that makes one
specifically for 12 volt.I have seen stock ones for $450-600.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:230 motor NOW runs like new POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im glad you got it running....good luck getting it back together!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:230 motor NOW runs like new POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9744 NEXT>9767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where did you get your condenser?I called "surplus city jeep"to buy a new coil and the
guy was very cool.told me to buy "any"134 (4cyl)jeep condenser from any auto part
store,and i should be fine and save $.i went to NAPA and got the "standard"old
universal condenser kit...works w/all old 4cyl and 6 cyl jeeps (AL868)that fit autolite
distributers,if mounted inside.Is this what you used?...if not,what?mine was like $6.
Congrads!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump kit/Carb kits POSTER>Terry
EMAIL>ThierryMichael@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I haven't heard from you!Do you still have a fuel pump kit for sale for $45.00.If so,
I'm interested!Contact me asap!!!at ThierryMichael@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 ton rockwell axles.POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,.9 May 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9750 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a civilian rockwell and an Eaton rear end.I used backspacing to get the two the
same width.I went with hydraulic assist brakes because the Eaton was way to big and had
two cylinders per wheel.
SUBJECT>230ci Flex Fan POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
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DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9762 9763 9791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anybody put a after market type flex fan on their 230ci 6 cyl.What size did you use,
does it draw more air help any at all.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9 May
2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9699 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I beleive the stock color is actually OD periwinkle with semi-gloss fusia accessories.
Most people don't know this because most were changed during wartime.
SUBJECT>Re:230ci Flex Fan POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9760
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why do you wan t a flex fan on the 230?I ran 625 miles to Kentucky with outside air
temps running upper 90's to 100 degrees without a fan shroud,with a 2 barrel carb,civvy
ignition and the front hubs locked out AND a 2 core version of the stock 3 core radiator
with a 195 thermostat and never overheated.In Kentucky,and at other times,I have run
all day in the heat of summer on trails at near idle speeds without ever overheating at all.
Just not sure why you need one...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:230ci Flex Fan POSTER>Kevin K EMAIL>jokirkev@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9760
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use the flex fan and have been happy with it.It takes alot less horse than the stock fa
blade.The main thing I was worried about was the rpm's at 55-60 mph,I bought the one
that is more stable at higher rpm's.Mine seemed to overheat without the shroud,and
especially without the fan.I was fine without a fan as long as I wasn't sitting for more
than a couple of minutes.I am in Iowa.I ran without a fan one winter without any trouble.
Summertime was a total different story.
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9741 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you guys REALLY think these trucks ride that rough?My truck rides GREAT.compared to my YJ with a 4"lift!NOW
THAT'S ROUGH!!!HA!
SUBJECT>Re:power steering box info if anyone is interested.POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9747 NEXT>9793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel i have been running a steering box with the number 76 cast on it for about 3 years
with 44 boggers and have had no trouble with it,i did notice that it had a bigger shaft tha
the other units.i had to make a mount for one of the holes because there was only three
that were on the frame.i hope this helps.
wilson
SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9741
NEXT>9770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey while I was thinking of it,I had a couple of questions:
(1)You know how a shackle reversal helps out the handling in jeeps,especially at higher
speeds?Does the same hold true for the M715?Has anyone done a shackle reversal on
these trucks?If so,does any company offer a kit?
(2)I was reading about the OX locking differential system;do they make for for the Dana
60/Dana 70?Would this even be a good choice if they did?
Thanks for the info/opinions...
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:230 motor NOW runs like new POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,9 May 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used a al869,and napa carb rebuild kit,and napa rotor (its the same)
SUBJECT>Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>John A
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 2:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>9772 9773
9787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a leak in the exhaust manifold because of warping or deterioration of the flange at
the exhaust pipe connection.A new gasket did not solve the problem.Is the manifold on
the 230 stock engine the same as the 230 Civilian?What vehicle do I say I have when I
go in?Where is the manifold available?
Same with the Oil filter...somehow when I picked one up and got home the hole size did
not match.Can someone tell me the Fram or AC Delco part number that matches up?
Thanks
John
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuilt 230 Engine -So far,so good!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I want to say about $2,000 (subconsciously trying to forget,I
suppose),plus a $500 core
charge,plus shipping.It's a lot of money,but I wanted a reliable engine and I wanted to
stay stock.The new engine is running fine.
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SUBJECT>Re:Tera-Flex Shackles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The OX is relatively new to the scene and it's highly unlikely that they'd have lockers for
the corse spline axles like the 715's have.I think a D60 model has recently hit the market
or in on the way.You're aware of the cost of these differentials right?They're up there
with the air locker and more than the Detroits.Having the selectability of open or locked
is the best of both worlds,but for $295 to throw a No-Spin in the D70...s'pose it all on
funds
SUBJECT>24volt tach?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,
10 May 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can i use a 12 volt tach?i need to get it to 650rpm.....
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>9768 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John
I have a stock exhaust manifold that I will sell.E-mail me.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Civvy and mil manifolds are the same,only came on 230 ohc's,civvy,1963-65,military,
1967-69.
Oil filter,Fram PH-8A.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Texas715 EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9699
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine was all OD with only the distributor being black.
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Hardware POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for clearing this up for me.I ended up using a peice of wood that ran from the
front to the rear under the top bows.I then drilled one hole per bow and added a barbed.threaded insert and use
thumbscrews up through the bottom to mount the pole.
SUBJECT>Re:i am frustrated with this swap POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9746 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
munch,
I also had trouble getting it put together in the order you mentioned.What finally worked
best for me was to bolt the adapter and bellhousing up to the tranny first,then drop the
engine in and use the bellhousing as a guide to get things lined up.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuilt 230 Engine -So far,so good!POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9646
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
Is the Por-15 as scratch and chip proof as they claim?
Ashby
SUBJECT>Re:24volt tach?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9771
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your looking for something to set the idle speed by using a dwell tach,the post on the
coil you would hook to would need to be 12 volt,not 24.
If you are looking for something for the dash,you could wire one in 12 volt and get it to
work ok.
Be glad to help more if I know what you're doing.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Who's around Nebraska?POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9813 9903 9923 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am very interested in taking a look at a couple M trucks that are in complete,running
condition as I am getting into my frame-off project.If there is anyone in the vicinity of
Nebraska who wouldn't mind letting me crawl around thier 715 and ask dumb questions,
please email me direct.By the way,someone from Kansas in the Flatlanders Jeep club
with a sweet,Khaki 715?My friend went to the 4x4 fest and took some pictures of your
rig for me.
SUBJECT>Who's done a Ford EFI I-6 swap?POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just got a hold of an '87 Ford 300 I-6 for my 715.I am
planning to run it with a
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NV4500 tranny (if I can save enough $$).I could use any helpful hints from anyone who
has done this swap.The *folks*on the Ford Enthusiasts page were worthless in helping
with info.Thanks ahead of time!
SUBJECT>Re:24V-to-12V Question POSTER>Matt Hickey
EMAIL>apogee@inebraska.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9745 NEXT>9814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Painless Performance sells a universal full size truck wiring harness with fuse block and
most anything you could want.It is a little pricey at north of 250 bones.Worth every
dollar.Wires are all marked and color coded.For the M715,you would have to know
what you are doing to make the conversion work properly,though.
SUBJECT>Re:BODY BUSHINGS NEEDED POSTER>wi715
EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I think I have found a solution to the bushing problem.It's called body mounting
rubber,part #5000,$24.99 in 4 wheel drive hardware catalog.This is used whe
replacing CJ bodies with fiberglass.It comes in a 2 foot length.Outside diameter is about
1/8"larger than oem,inside diameter hole is very close also.The rubber is a little stiffer
than the oem bushings,but I don't think its as hard as poly.
John
SUBJECT>Carb trouble POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Friday,10
May 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9806 9874
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am having heck with my carb.I have always had a small gas leak at the carb.I thought I
might have a pinhole in a gasket or something.I got a carb kit at NAPA and replaced
everything that would fit.Now the carb still leaks,and the engine runs worse than ever.
Oddly enough,the carb seems to leak worse with the air cleaner on.Anyway the engine
won't idle.The idle adjustment does nothing.BTW the NAPA kit isn't 100%compatable.
The diaphragm arm was different than original (but you can order a matching one
separately)Also the needle valve in the kit was different.I've checked the level in the
bowl and it's ok.Now I wished I had just left it alone.Any ideas?
SUBJECT>4 wheel disc brake master cyl POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone using/have a suggestion for the master cyl/booster for a 4 wheel disc setup?
SUBJECT>Re:i am frustrated with this swap POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chrstbnntt@gateway.net DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try checking yor alighnment with the input shaft tool again,i had alot of touble with this.problem to on my swap.
SUBJECT>Hitches POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 May
2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know what type of hitch i can put on my M715
thanks
chase
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>Coby
EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9768 NEXT>9790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,oddly enough,my Explorer and 715 use the same oil filter!
SUBJECT>Re:Some heater help please POSTER>bigugly
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>9719 NEXT>9794
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Daniel I will check mine and get you the measurements sat or sun.As far as where the
heater pulls in the air from it looks like the cowel for freash air and under the dash (I
think )the rest.do you need the measurements for the defrost,heat and freash air
controls?Hoipe this info helps.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brake master cyl POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9784 NEXT>9856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
73 corvette i used the non power version bolts to stock holes push rod also works fine
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>Chase
EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9787 NEXT>9821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the PH8A filter is a very common one,one of the only things we have in common with
other rigs ;)
chase
SUBJECT>Re:230ci Flex Fan POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9760
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is off subject somewhat
removing the stock fan frees up power and tor.,it also quiets things down on the road.im
in the process of takeing the clutch fan out of a cj-7,and replacing it with a electric fan..SUBJECT>Dual Brake
Master Question?????POSTER>Kevin Braddock
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EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 May 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Guys,
How are you all plumbing these?Are you using different junction blocks/proportioning
valves?Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering box info if anyone is interested.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9765 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wilson,
That does help.I've got a spare "76"box and pump so i will be using it,it's nice to know
it will hold up.Maybe someday i'll go with the other one,but i thought i would pass on the
info.
SUBJECT>Re:Some heater help please POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9788 NEXT>9824 9838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I actually found that the fresh air comes from the cowl like you
mentioned,but without the dash out it is a little hard to see.As far as measurements all i
need is the actual switch,i have the holes for the cables.I do need new cables if you
might know where to get a set.Thanks again.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Pilot bushing removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>9801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I'm still waiting for my clutch parts to arrive.I was wondering if there are any tricks
to removing the clutch pilot bushing?note:this is the stock motor.
Thanks
Kevin s
SUBJECT>new condenser did it!POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES!!!!thanks Lee...the new condenser for $6 did it!It solved my "warm starting"
problem w/my stock 230 military engine.It took about ten minutes...some battery
charging...and now runs like a top!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaAz4seiloVzM PREVIOUS>9699 NEXT>9799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.the block on my truck is OD,The valve (OHC)cover is a lighter shade of green which I
beleve is the factory Jeep green color.all other parts are OD except the alternator(semi
gloss black)
HTH,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy?POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9628
NEXT>9859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I would say is don't forget that it is a historic piece of Jeep history so don't do
something to it you cant reverse.I have had conversations with guys about old Ford
Broncos and the biggest thing that wish they had not done was cut the fenders out.
It you want a dump truck you can pick up a 1980's 1 ton chevy 4x4 and put one on it.
No harm in putting a M715 to work.But forget the dump bed.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine color POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9797
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've just pulled my really greasey 230 out &steam cleaned it.The original paint on
everything was black.Gloss for the engine assy.And semi-gloss for the alternator &
distributor.Of course this is on an early '67 M715....
The frame was gloss black also.
I think the OD green would look better with black accessories,but I repainted mine the
original colors.
Darryl
4-67 M715 w/winch
SUBJECT>PLEASE HELP!!!POSTER>Rob Carpenter EMAIL>rocarpe1@vt.edu
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9810 9817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 450 miles on new AMC 401 swap.Did my first trail riding,well riding ever,in my
m715.It happened that I bent a pushrod under decent rpm's in the experience and need to
replace it soon.I have look all over and can't find any for that motor.I would really like to
get a set of performance rods so this won't happen again.If you can assist,that would be
greatly appreciated,Rob in VA.
SUBJECT>Re:Pilot bushing removal POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9795 NEXT>9804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,pump the bushing full of grease,get a shaft with the same O.D.of your
transmission shaft.Start the shaft into the pilot bushing,then smack it firmly with a big
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hammer.The grease can't go anywhere so it forces the bushing out
SUBJECT>Stock dash stickers POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 4:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,Does anyone know where to get the warranty sticker and the other stickers that
would come on a stock truck?Does anybody reproduce these??I know where to get the
plaques,but not the stickers.
Thanks in advance.....Kaiserjeeps..(AL)...
SUBJECT>Fuel pedal POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is interested,I just listed a fuel pedal with the linkage on Ebay.When I did SBC
conversion,I took out original.It is used,but in good working order.
Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Pilot bushing removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>9801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to everyone that responded.I'll give it a try.
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:Stock dash stickers POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9802 NEXT>9820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Rick Larson Stencils sells the Good Driver sticker.I put the bell housing drai
plug decal on my glove box just for looks.This decal was used on M38A1's to tell driver
where the plug is stored.I got this from Beachwood Canvas.As far as the warrenty one I
have no clue.I got lucky,mine was in good condition.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb trouble POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9783
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Carter YF for an early 70's CJ w/232 or 258 engine.
SUBJECT>title POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11
May 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9808 9818
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have recently been give the oppertunity to purchase an m715 but the current owner is
unable to locate the title.the truck was on the road in 1993 in mass.it is important to me
that the truck be registerable is it worth getting without the title?howhard will it be to
obtain a title in any state?
SUBJECT>Re:title POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11
May 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9807 NEXT>9811.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is a military version.
SUBJECT>New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Bill F EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9812 9831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is considering Disc Brakes,a new option is available.A Tool and Die
fabriaction shop in South Eastern Pennsylvania has started fabricating a 4 wheel disk
brake setup that is significantly beefier than the other options that I have seen.The brakes
were on display this week at the Aberdeen Maryland Military meet.The system is based
on the large dual piston calipers and 13 inch rotors from the the 95 and later F250/F350
Ford trucks!They fit with both the stock and with most modified wheels.Studs are easily
replaceable if they get broken (unlike some of the others).The owner of the shop (Rich
Brandi)fabricated the kit for his personal M725 that is going to be pulling a 10,000
pound trailer,but has decided to market them to others that want a high performance
configuration.If anyone is interested please feel free to email me as I am going to stop
over at his shop and take some pictures that I can then post or email to you.I'm currently
looking to pick up a M725 (anybody know of any real nice ones for sale?)and I will
definately be placing these on mine.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE HELP!!!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,11
May 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9800 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure that SB Chevy pushrods and AMC's are the same.In the Summit catalog,
there are several brands listed for both engines and the part numbers are the same.
SUBJECT>Re:title POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11
May 2002,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9808 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
More than likely if it's been that long since registering any information will be out of the
computer system.Just file for a lost pink slip and it should be pretty easy.At least that's
how Cali is.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9809 NEXT>9816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,I would be interested in some pictures!!!
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SUBJECT>Re:Who's around Nebraska?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Matt,I will be at K-State this summer doing research for the
university.I will have my
jeep up there with me.Let me know.Mark
SUBJECT>Re:24V-to-12V Question POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a wiring harness (brand new,never used)if someone is interested!I will sell it for
200.00.Mark
SUBJECT>kaiserjeeps!!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do you get the plaques from and how much do they cost?Mine went missing years
ago.(previous owner did'nt like it and chunked it).Will
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9812 NEXT>9819 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Me two!
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE HELP!!!POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>BRNC79@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9800
NEXT>9905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rob,where are you in Va?
SUBJECT>Re:title POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9807
NEXT>9833 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Get with a local law enforement officer or any breathing employee of the DMV and have
them run the VIN and see if it comes up in the system in the state where you know that
the truck was possibly last registered.If it does not come up,then try to file for a lost title.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 May 2002,at 10:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9816 NEXT>9827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me three!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock dash stickers POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9805
NEXT>9822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Jeff Matson @Frontline Military Vehicles has both stickers in stock..Now,where do you get the dash
plates?I'd like to have a new set,including the winch
one.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?and Oil Filter?POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9790 NEXT>9823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not remove the exhaust manifold &have both gasket surfaces resurfaced at your
local engine machine shop?Probably cost about the same as shipping on a replacement
manifold....
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Stock dash stickers POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9820
NEXT>9835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rapco has the data plates and rivets.they look FANTASTIC
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manifold?NOS POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9821
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they have a listing for NOS manifolds for the 230 in MVM
SUBJECT>Re:Some heater help please POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9794
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a set of choke cables from A.B.Linn &sanded the "choke lettering off.Then I
repainted them OD &used dry transfer lettering to relabel them.
It would've been nice to find cables,but no joy!
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk (axles continued)POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9376 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about
markwilliams.com ??
or
tibus-offroad.com ?he built custom axles for the M37,so i dont see why he couldnt for
us....
SUBJECT>Stock radiator info needed POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone listed a couple of weeks ago,that they had a newly recored stock radiator for
sale.Is this still available?or does anyone know the part number,etc for a new.replacement?
Thanks,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9819 NEXT>9828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good,but what kind of $cake are we looking at?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Bill F
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9827 NEXT>9829 9830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a digital camera on order that should arrive in a few days.As soon as it does,I'll
stop by his shop and take some pictures.
As far as cost,he's still working on the price because he's unsure of the volume that he
can sell.The initial unit he made was an entire new hub (dimensionally the same as stock
but with the mounting provisions for the disc calipers).Clearly that approach involved for
time and material than any of us could afford,but it may allow him a prototype for the
future casting of the hubs.He then created a more cost efficient version that accomplishes
the same thing by modifying the existing hub with an adaptor collar.Still a considerable
amount of machine work goes into the fabrication of the adapter collar/hub assembly and
the mounting brackets for the calipers.If the interest is there he's looking at tooling up to
heve the pieces CNC'd.I guess the short answer is I will talk to him more when I take the
pictures to see where the price will fall.I'm sure it can't be less than the Helitool(sp?)
product,but it looks to provide a significantly superior product in my opinion.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>9828 NEXT>9832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keep us posted Bill...
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would also like some pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,12
May 2002,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9809 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need to do something my stock brakes won't stop my truck especially when I'm pulling
my trailer..SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9829 NEXT>9837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep me posted!
SUBJECT>Re:title POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9818
NEXT>9886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i got a 51 willys wagon without a title.went to the dmv and filled for a lost title.the
whole procces took about 15 min.2 weeks later I recieved a new title in the mail.also a
bill of sell from the previous owner wouldn't hurt
SUBJECT>Re:Who's done a Ford EFI I-6 swap?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,I haven't done a Ford 300 swap in to a 715 but I have done a 460 Ford swap.I know
Fords well,mabey I could help with this.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Stock dash stickers POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9822
NEXT>9867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Lee,You took the words right out of my mouth...ha ha..I have also seen quite a
few data plates on Ebay.But if you look around some of the military sights there should
be a few choices.Rapco has everything for plaques.I will look into the stickers.My
interior is really shaping up.Thanks guys!Kaiserjeeps...(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:kaiserjeeps!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9815
NEXT>9858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,Try Rapco for the plaques.I'don't have their Email handy,but I think their
rapco.com Be sure and read the messages about plaques that was posted earlier.Good
luck..Kaiserjeeps..(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9832 NEXT>9843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would also be interested in info on the kit including price--lets get him to do a deal for
the club--same as the wheel order from diamond--please keep me posted----thanks mike
mike.ricci@twcable.com
SUBJECT>Re:Some heater help please POSTER>bigugly
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EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>9794 NEXT>9850
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My switch is 1 3/4 inches from the left and 1 1/2 inchs from the bottom.also the switch
lable is above the switch.hope this helps.
Wayne
SUBJECT>turn signal wiring?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the schematic or color/letter code for wiring in an after market turn
signal to the distribution box?Basically which letter is what on the dist box.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Rubbing sound when clutch engaged??POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>9841 9846
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a rubbing sound in the clutch when I engage it.If anybody has an idea as to what
this may be please feel free to write me!thanks.I am getting some oil leeking out of the
plug hole in the clutch housing,Is this normal?and could this be part of the problem?
Thanks for you help !
SUBJECT>Re:Rubbing sound when clutch engaged??POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if its making the noise when you push it in its probaly the throwout bearing
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal wiring?POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9839 NEXT>9855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to top of main page click on search/pesonal dispay put in distribution box within the
last month there is a scematik
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Bill F
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9837 NEXT>9881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds like a good idea.I'll talk to him about a group order when I take the pictures
(give me 7-10 days)and then I'll start a new thread with the information.Does the
message field on this board allow me to attach JPEGS?
I haven't frequented this site much since I don't have a 715/725 but I plan on watching
this site much more closely in the future and plan on purchacing a 725 within the next
month if I can find a nice one).
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 6:53 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9735 NEXT>9848
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Could you send some pics of your exhaust setup!I'm about ready to tackle that part of the
Jeep!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:coil trouble POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9705
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From experience:
A bad condensor will ruin a coil.The above mentioned condensor cost me a coil &left
me stranded twice.....
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Rubbing sound when clutch engaged??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9840 NEXT>9899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The oil leaking out isn't unusual on these trucks but is a sign of a problem,the rear main
seal is leaking.
I have seen this on a fair amount including my own.I changed mine to a new one and it
didn't really make a difference,a little better for a while,then back to the way it was
before.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Picture posting to this site POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 May 2002,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have pictures you want posted,you will need to email me at brute4c@yahoo.com
for the address to email them to and a few little details.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 4:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9844 NEXT>
9849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark give me a few days and I'll email you.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 5:19 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ed!Mark
SUBJECT>just to verify?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com.DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9838
NEXT>9853 9862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the switch for just the regular old heater,it's either floor or defrost,and air is
heater with coolant inside engine compartment.Thanks alot for the help
SUBJECT>T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>9854 9870 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For any of you who have swapped your transmission to an auto,where did you mount
your transfer case shift levers?I got a 350 with a turbo 350 transmission and the stock
transfer case.I guess I could weld on a bracket,but is there an easier way to put the stock
shift levers back on?
Thanks,
-Brian
SUBJECT>axle shafts revisited POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the longest length of axle shaft on our trucks?im guessing rear long side?im
contacteing some overseas guys and need the info
SUBJECT>Re:just to verify?POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9850
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF I read this correctly then here's my take on your posting.
There are 3 push/pull cables for the hot water heater.One is "temp",one is "air",one is
"defrost".these mount along the lower edge of the dash,left of the steering column.
These holes should already be there.Then there's a toggle switch up above the them.
Someone else posted the dimensions for that.The original switch was just an on/off
toggle switch.
Hope this is what you're asking.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen a few very nice looking setups that bolted a plate to the extension housings
bolts,circle of 6 or 8 bolts on the tailshaft area.This plate,mounted on the tailshaft,then
bent 90 degrees forward and laid along the passenger side of the transmission.In that part
of the plate,holes were drilled similiar to the original linkages shifters holes and mounted
up.I don't know exactly how thick this metal was but it stands to reason that it wasn't.skimpy sheet metal.Maybe
someone who has done it could post with the
thickness...certainly it has to be able to hold up the linkage and take many cycles of the
shifters with no deformation or fatigue.
Hope that helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal wiring?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9842 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is also located on the on-line manuals page linked above.Go to the manuals page and
scroll down to the bottom.
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brake master cyl POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think mine is '75 or '76 non power but I also used a booster off of an early '70's
Gladiator and it all bolted up fine.
SUBJECT>Last of the shirt orders POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are the names of the last of the shirt orders since the last posting.
G.Miller--WI
M.Petrus--PA
J.Schmidt--WI
J.Keegan--IA
B.Foreman--OH
J.Bruns--IA
Thanks again for the orders.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:kaiserjeeps!!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9836
NEXT>9893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a bunch!Will
SUBJECT>Re:Am I Crazy?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,13 May
2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9798 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Go ahead and put the dump cylinder under the stock bed!You will have to move the gas
tank but this way you keep the original look and gain usefulness.If you are fabbing your
own dump conversion the lift assemblies from silage wagons work good.GSanders
SUBJECT>24v Starter POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net.DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know the part number for the 24 volt starter in the 68'M-715.I took mine to a
auto eletric co.and had them to put a new drive in the end of it.I called them to see if it
was readdie to pick up and they lost my starter.Now they want to replace it and need
some specfications for it.Can anyone help me with part no.or spec's Thanks.
SUBJECT>alan in kansas city area POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm looking for alan in kansas city area.i met him at the 2001 FE in kansas.i'm just
looking for some help at buying from the military auction.anyone have a phone #for
him?or if you see this alan could you give me a call at 816 804 1405.
thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:just to verify?POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9850
NEXT>9865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes and the switch is a 3 postion switch.up is low,middle is off and down is high.Mine
only works on high due to the resistor being bad the only labeling that is on mine is above
the switch that says blower (no hi or low labels).
Wayne
SUBJECT>vin#POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Monday,13
May 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9864 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
where is the vin number located on the m715 military truck?is it the serial number on the
block?if so where is it on the block.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9863
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On mine the State used the 5 didgit number that is on the data plate.
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help guys POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9862
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is exactly what i needed to know.I hate drilling holes in original metal so wanted to
make sure.
SUBJECT>custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9868 9879 9889 9898 9915 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
heres my reply from daniel...
Hello Lee,
Thanks for your Email !
Yes I can do Lockers and axle shafts !
The axle shafts for the rear are no big problem only the long side is
expensive to make (like M37 shafts )but no big problem !The front axle
shafts are expensive but also possible to make !What U joint size you want
to run on the front ?I can make you front shafts with the stock splines or
with more splines (35)!I can build lockers for both axles with every
spline count you want !The lockers are 100%mechanical vacuum operated
lockers and they are bombproof like my axle shafts !I have to now how much
shafts and lockers you want ,the more the cheaper and like you wrote for
production I need an sample from the axles .
I hope this information will help you
Thanks
Daniel
-----Original Message -----
SUBJECT>Rapco?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,
13 May 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9835 NEXT>9876
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried searching for rapco on dogpile but came up with nothing relating.Does anyone
have contact info for them?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9866 NEXT>9869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey lee
Count me in for one complete set of front axles.If this turns into a big Zone order.
Also,just curious who and what is the name of this guys business.
Thanks in advance
Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>lee alessi
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EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9868 NEXT>9873 9875 9880 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it will have to be a zone order to get the price down.he just made m37 axles.they are i
germany,but ship out of the US location.
this is 100%the more we order the cheaper per set.
id like to replace mine even though its a stock truck,as maybe one day ill swap motors..he says we can change
splines (i dont see how)and will give us ujoint choice.yall know
more about this than me,i just saw the thread a few months back and no one found a
solution.i believe he uses 300m?metal,blanks or something./he also builds vacuum
lockers
the site is
http://tibus-offroad.com/
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9851 NEXT>9884 9891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I am in the same situation with my truck.I have been thinking about the same
method mentioned by Brute4c,it seems like a good plan.What did you do for a jack
shaft?I am having a difficult time getting one made.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Repower Exhaust,What's working?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I used short headers also.A local exhaust shop ran 2.5"pipes all the way to the
passenger side rear of the truck.The only good way to do that was to go through the
transmission crossmember.The bad thing is that I can't remove the crossmember,but I
can slide it back enough for trans service.Mike.
SUBJECT>m715 wanted POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for an m715 near N.Cali or WI.Engine and tranny not needed.Solid body
and frame wanted.
Thanks,Justin
SUBJECT>Re:Carb trouble POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9783
NEXT>9954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you checked the fuel pump diaphram?the Over flow line for the fuel pump is
connected to the bottom of the air cleaner housing (which is about 1/2 an inch away from
the carb)THe diaphram started leaking and now it wont run.gas starts pouring out of the
air cleaner housing,IT floods the carb then it dies.I thought it was my carb too.I just
need to find a company that sells a good one.I bought one and put it in,and It started
leaking as soon as I put it in.it's junk.I forgot who I bought it fromthough
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>9869 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
taken from big electric web site.they said not many people ended up buying them so the few that did paid more
http://www.bigelectric.com/dcforum/DCForumID7/2097.html#
they paid 800 for LIMITED (unkonown)participation,25 dollars shipping.moser axles
are 300 for stock jeeps.these are supposed to be 300m alloy (supposedly VERY stong)
according to here:
http://www.suppliersonline.com/propertypages/300M.asp
they use it on aircraft landing gear,aircraft airframes
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9867
NEXT>9878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.rapcopartscompany.com
SUBJECT>Front locker question POSTER>Jon Childers
EMAIL>bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a front soft locker helps to take some load off of the front axle
shafts by more evenly distributing the power to both sides instead of all the power going
to one?Seems logical,but I wanted to know before I bought one.I dont need one if it will
increase the likelyhood of breaking parts.
Also any recomendations on which kind is best for the front would be apreciated.Jon
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco?POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9876
NEXT>9885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOPS!I tried it after I typed it.Guess what?worked before!maybe his site does not
exhist anymore.I'll try to post a phone number in the next couple of days,unless some
one beats me to it.
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9866 NEXT>9882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get the prices and I will run it by my fianical director.She is really mad about all the
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money I have put in the beast lately.Will
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI...I met these people at the Easter Jeep Safari this year.One of the trucks they had was
a one ton Chevy w/Unimog diffs.Very impressive!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:New Disc Brake Option POSTER>Dave EMAIL>davebdds@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9843.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill-
I,too,would be interested in the disc brake kit,and would appreciate some pictures whe
you get them.As for the M725,keep yours eyes open...they seem to pop up every now
and again,even on (dare I say the word)eBay.Best of luck in your search,and please
keep me posted!
Thanks,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9879 NEXT>9887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine too!
she threatened to look at the receipts on all the old ups boxes!
SUBJECT>stock fording kit and muffler POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i blew a fist sized hole in the muffler!pretty darn loud,if i say so myself (i was a USMC
machinegunner-i know loud)
anyway i have a fording kit,thats not installed.after all the discussion on loss of
horsepower and excessive backpressure,i was wondering if a flowmaster muffler or
similar wouldnt help reduce backpressure with the fording tailpipe?
any suggestions/thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Monday,13 May 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9870 NEXT>10025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,how long of a drive shaft do you need,mine is a spicer that is 2 11/16"long.I am
running a 700R4
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,
13 May 2002,at 10:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>9878 NEXT>9896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
phone #is 940-872-2403
SUBJECT>Re:title POSTER>Eric EMAIL>candyman1340@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know where you live...But in Connecticut ,If it is 20 years or older ,all you would
need is a bill of sale..SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 4:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9882 NEXT>9890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,Our D-60 front axles seem to be weak,the rear D-70 seems to be able to take most
anything.Make shure Dan gives a price on the D-60 axles only.Thanks,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Front locker question POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9877 NEXT>9897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon I have a lock right in my front,no breakage yet.I think the men that are breaking the
axels are the ones with the larger then stock motors.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9866 NEXT>9900 9917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you guys can count me in if this turns out to be a zone order---for the front 60`s only right
???thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9887 NEXT>9910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be in for a D60 only...I'm with Perk,the rear is quite capable.
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9870
NEXT>10026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
The previous owner did the conversion,but it appears the jack shaft is the output from the
transmission itself.The u-joint straight to each other with no intermittent drive shaft.It
looks good and runs fine so far.
I'm thinking that I'm going to just turn around the plate that my levers bolt to so that it
faces the passenger side and then bolt it through the floor of the truck.It won't look as
nice as if I had fabricated a piece of steel to bolt to the transmission,but I think it'll be
more solid and last longer under hard use.
What transmission do you have?I got the 350,but I sure would love a 400 or the 700R.
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-B.
SUBJECT>what plaques belong?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What 2 placards go above the transfercase/transmission shift one.mine was missing both.
Thanks for the help..SUBJECT>Re:kaiserjeeps!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9858
NEXT>9894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep an eye on eBay too.I bought a set of plates there from some guy in Vermont or NH.
SUBJECT>Data Plates?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>9893 NEXT>9940 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you guys talking about the 9"X 10"data plates that have all the gear info on them
and such?The one that screws to the dash?
I got a spare.It's been painted over,but it still has the info on it and can be cleaned off.If
that is what you guys are talking on,let me know and I'll UPS it to you.I don't need it and
I'll give it to you.
Not to butt in.....
SUBJECT>22.5 wheels POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9907 9920 9922 9934 10037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spoke to diamond wheels yesterday and they said they had a 22.5 inch tire and wheel
combo for@$500.00 a piece.these are ml70 recaps(@43"tall)w/one inch treads.Has
anyone tried these and what are the pros and cons verses 44"super swampers.I figure
they should last alot longer being a radial built for a truck five times as heavy but will
they grip as good and will the extra weight be an axle breakage factor if I'm running a
well built small block chevy.does anyone have these-can you email me some pictures?
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ed!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Front locker question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14
May 2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9888 NEXT>9944
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,the stock axle assembly doesn't work as you describe.It has an open differential.
Power goes to the wheel WITHOUT traction (no "work"results).Meaning,neither the
left nor the right axle see a large torque load.Open diffs seek to unload an axle.
ANY kind of locking device you install will GREATLY increase axle torque load.
Because,forward rotation goes to both wheels,so power goes to the wheel WITH
traction.One axle does all the work.Locked diffs seek to load an axle.
In days of old,limited slip differentials were a popular compromise (still are for street
use)..You should now understand why ARB and other switching type deifferentials are the way
to go.If you can't afford that,detroit softlocker is a good choice (other lockers are
cheaper).Adding a locker to the front makes the longer front axle shaft the weak link.
If you don't "absolutely need"a front locker,DON'T install one on an M715.
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9866
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to check on this,but I don't think the diameter of a 35 spline axle physically fits
into the axle tube...
SUBJECT>Re:Rubbing sound when clutch engaged??POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9846
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even if your crank seals are perfect,you can still get oil from the transmission in there.
The input shaft has no seal.Gross overfilling or a steep downhill ride will ooze tranny
gear oil into the bell housing.
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9889 NEXT>9901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in also for a set if not to costly,I do have a compleate set of NOS front axles
for my M-715 D-60.
SUBJECT>Hey Perk..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9900
NEXT>9902 9908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could the housing be bored,or a different bushing be pressed in to accomodate the 35
spline axles?Oh,and would a 35 spline differential carrier fit our housing without mods
to the saddle or whatever?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn it!Forgot...what size u joints do we run,and has that ever been a problem area?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Who's around Nebraska?POSTER>alan bennett
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EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm smack dab in the middle of Ne.but my truck isn't stock.360,auto all changed from
original.
The khaki one belonging to the Flatlander sounds like Rustys'.Nice truck...with winch
all/mostly original..Alan
SUBJECT>Re:alan in kansas city area POSTER>alan bennett
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9861 NEXT>9961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you may be looking for Dave.He's from K.C.area and does some shopping at
military auctions.
Dave....you out there?
Alan
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE HELP!!!POSTER>Rob Carpenter EMAIL>rocarpe1@vt.edu
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9817
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Oakton VA,outside of Fairfax in Northern Virginia.If you are close,we should get
in touch.Rob Carpenter rocarpe1@vt.edu
SUBJECT>Re:what plaques belong?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>9892 NEXT>
9909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
There is a closeup picture of the whole layout in the Members Gallery under my page,
Rollie715.It isn't perfect,but it should show you where things go.If your M715 is With
Out Winch,then the Winch shifting diagram won't be included.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9895
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,22.5 tires are heavy truck tires with huge load ranges,14-18 ply,these tires are not
made for trucks 5/4 ton trucks.they are made for 20 ton trucks.These tires are way too
stiff even when aired down.I went with 9.00-20 Firestone Superall traction load range E
or 10 ply 41''tall.This tire with the Diamond rims cost $340.00 each.This is a better deal
in my opionion.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk..POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I think Mozar is right.I don't belive the 35 spline axles would fit down the tube.I
belive the modern D-60 35 spline axles are about 1.5 diameter,our D-60's are 1.3
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Rollie.....POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
14 May 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9906 NEXT>9928.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had already looked at yours.I have all of them except the one that looks completely
silver in your picture,and there are 4 holes above that one.both are above the shift
diagram.Do you know which ones these are,or if there ever ones placed there?Thanks
for the help
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9890 NEXT>9918 9925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be in for the front Dana 60 only if the $$$is not over 350.
Rick H
SUBJECT>June Reminder POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>9924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget we will be having an informal off-roading/camping weekend the last
weekend of June at Tuttle Creek,KS.If you would like more information contact me at
jeeper@nebi.com
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>John A
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>9913 9914
9919 9921 9968 9980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,now I am frustrated.The engine in my M725 either won't idle (only part of the time)
or will cut out at higher speeds (35MPH+)until a slower speed is reached.Engine is
stock 24V system with either 22K or 122K miles.
I have done the following (in this order,I think):
Replaced fuel filter
Replaced air filter
Replaced spark plugs
Replaced Cap/Rotor of the Dist.
Set dwell
Set timing/Chain (it was off two teeth when I bought it!)
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Replaced condenser (saw big improvement but not completely)
Replaced Coil
Replaced condenser again (after problem resurfaced)
Replaced idle mixture screw
Cleaned Carburetor
Performed compression and vacuum check(Passed)
Sometimes it runs great and then 2 miles later it won't idle...
I am down to the following that is left:.Is it bad points?
Is it poor fuel quality?
Is it the needle/float/seat (where do I buy this?)?
Is it a bad Distributor?
Is it a bad timing chain?
Is it bad Spark Plug Wires (they look great)?
Is it my fuel sending unit which reads "full"all the time?
Any recommendations or ideas?
Thanks
John with a new M725 in Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Mike Hedgecock
EMAIL>rockat26@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXIAUNHDj76c PREVIOUS>9912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same problem but I can't say for sure that its the same for you.Mine was having
the same problems and the source of mine was the short rubber line on the top of the fuel
tank.The rubber line was cracked allowing the pump to pick up air.At idle,the fuel was
able to pick up enough gas to run,but at any increased speed,the engine would cut out,
similar to running out of gas.You could check all your fuel lines for cracks.Hope this
helps.
Mike Colfax NC
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9912
NEXT>9955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think points would cause the problems you're having,but they are cheap.
According to other postings here,NAPA sells a carb kit that should include a new needle
and seat (don't know the part no.,sorry).The plug wires are the solid wire type,so you
can check them for continuity,but if the insulation has broken down,it could be a
problem.Pop open the hood when it's dark and the engine is running to see if you can see
any sparks flying about.There is also a "feed-through capacitor"on the stock distributor
that could be a source of problems.It's inside the distributor behind the ignition power
source connector.You can replace it with a jumper wire to see if there's any
improvement.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts UPDATE what UJOINTS?
POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 7:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>9866 NEXT>
9916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here is his reply
Lee,
The axle shafts are made of 300m .Its the best -strongest material for axleshafts !Axle
shafts made out of this material are normaly twice as strongas stock ,depending on the.material of the stock axle
shafts .In the caseof the M37 they are more as twice as strong .I
dont want to icrease spline count on the stock diameter axle shafts .I was thinking about
to increase diameter on the front axle shafts ,but normaly there is no need for this .
The manifold vacuum is enugh to opereate 2 lockers !To give you any prices I need to
know what you want and how many shafts you want .
ok,ill ball park it and say 10 sets of axles for the front?-just to get a price
what Ujoints???
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9915 NEXT>9935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who may be interested in vacuum lockers?this guy says he can build them,for around the
same price or less than ARB's
i can try and get a group buy on those too.....
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9889 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in a set if the price is right!
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,14 May 2002,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup same here!Need stronger shafts but also need miniumum balance in checking
account.Keep us posted and Thanks for the leg work.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 4:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9912 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The other responses have some great ideas (I'm filing them all away for the time that I
need them.).
If it's a bad needle/seat in the carb,or a float that needs adjusting,you can find out by
doing a float level check while the engine is idling (refer to M715 online maintenance
manual).It's easy and eliminates a couple of possibile problems from you list.
Also,it sounds like you haven't drained the old gas out of the tank and replaced it with
fresh gas.If the truck has been sitting for several months (or more),it would be a good
idea to replace it.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9895.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul in the photo area in here or the m37 phot area is a picture of the 22.5 on truck.
Rember the 22.5 has some widw sizes up to 14 inchs called superwides.I always wanted
to run the superrides on back and the 11s on front.9x20 firestone is great proven setup,
you have not said where and whay kind of driving you are doing.One thing we may have
missed is putting the military unimog type tire by contineal and michlen on a 24 inch yes
24 inch rim with the sahara type lug,or the ag type tread but with dot rating,11x24 is
available in bias or radial type rim too,getting close to lift time!Magic tire in san antonio
and airplane tire as well can supply the new nato type metric military mudoffroad tires for
75 to 100 a tire with tube flap for the 24 inch unimogs,dont tell them its for unimog or
price goes up,ranchers are mounting the tires (dot)on tractors to mow bruxh stumps due
to mud tread and high ly sidewalls.Run the tallest tire that fits,just buy one if worried
and turn wheel to wheel and check rubbing.Are there lift kits for m715 or shackle kits?
Go for tall!(9x20 at least)good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Eaton
EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aao99R9E8jxHk PREVIOUS>9912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John
Have you checked the fuel lines from gas tank to fuel pump?
IF the fuel lines are "100 percent"then install an electric fuel pump at the tank.Install it
as close to the fuel tank as you can.Set the fuel pressure at 4psi.
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9895
NEXT>9937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
magic tire 1 800 292 0381 military nato 16 20 24 inch sarhara,Airplane tire 1210 627
2691 ask for henery,most experienced custom wheel builder for this in the world,has
built rim for giant holt earth movers to 8n ford reweld center plates from 8 to nine
holebhp to run the 24 inch nato michelm and goodyears 14 to 22 ply dot mudders.henery
is high but has built the great rims on the w300 owned by aaa on the dodge power wagon
site see trucks for sale for tire tread design for nato,also gensco has the 24s surplus for
110$each,tyres international has them new for 450$each new surplus.Magic airplane
and gensco in houston all have them for 75 to 125 per tire.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's around Nebraska?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Omaha,but my truck is in central Nebraska at my parents'farm.Not stock.I am i
the process of installing a s.b.chevy.Know a couple of guys in Omaha that have stock
trucks if you are interested,email me and I can give you names &phone #'s..SUBJECT>For East Coast
People...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9911 NEXT>9957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Carlisle 'All Truck Nationals'will be held June 28-30 at the Carlisle Fairgrounds.I
thought I had the #with me...I'll post tomorrow.I plan on having my truck there and if
anyone near central Pa is interested it's a decent event.
SUBJECT>Re:custom STRONGER stock axle shafts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd guess that $350 would buy the long side assembly.I'd be impressed if both front axle
assemblies are under $700 for the pair.
A lot of the D44's are $300 a side.
My $.02 worth.
SUBJECT>Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>9927 9929
9943 9948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!
New Q78-16 (36")Buckshots on M715.The tire shop (large commercial shop)was going
to balance them but,when the first tire required 20 ounces (!!!),they said,"forget it".
I have installed a steering stabilizer,which has helped remove about 80%of the shimmy
that appears above 43 mph.
Some of you have mentioned a "powder".Does it work?Can anyone provide more
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information?
Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9926 NEXT>9931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
Who's,or what stabilizer did you use?
One friend of mine worked in a tire shop and he use a handful of 00buckshot or
sometimes even golf balls to balance truck tires.These were semi tractors.I'm not sure
whether or not I entirely buy that but maybe someone else has heard of it.
My 37"boggers shimmy from 35-45mph cold,my guess is from the flatspots from
overnight,and only have a very,very slight shimmy at the same speeds once they've
warmed up.The sooner I get them to 55 or 60mph the sooner they 'round out'again.
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie.....POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com.DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 7:35
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9909
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then Look at mine.John L.I beleive you are looking for the one that gives standard
speeds for trans.gears.The original were white with red lettering,but they fade fast.
RAPCO sells a new one that will not fade,but it is yellow w/black lettering.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9926 NEXT>9932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother just put 38.7 inch tall Michelins on his 1310 IH 4x4.They are military surplus
tires out of Georgia.We had them balanced with Equal tire balancing powder.I think the
tire shop put 8-10 oz.in each tire.Cost $20 per tire.The truck goes down the road with
no shimmy at all.Call around to big truck tire shops,you will find some that use it.It
works with tube-type tires also,it is just injected into the tube through the valve stem.
You won't need more than 8 oz.per tire for yours.It would be easy to do yourself,except
Equal is only available wholesale and you have to buy a whole case.E-mail me if you
have more questions.
Dave
SUBJECT>24volt Winch motors POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe this will help someone.
Rick
NH
http://www.wms1.com/wms1/pages98/24v_winch_motors.html
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a Gabriel shock w/Rancho brackets.(Autozone for about $45.)For a boot(since it
didn't come with one),I used a CV Joint boot,which fit fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9929 NEXT>9936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T H A N K Y O U !
I'll ask around to see if anyone has some.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Fuel Pump POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>9733 NEXT>11167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey steve,
is this airtexmodel 6510 pump number all i will need at an
autozone
also i bought a civillian pump once and the original
studs were too long to thread up
did you have this problem
i will assume this pump is for the millitary
230 motor
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9895
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is illegal and not a very good idea to run a recap on a steer axle.Look along the side of
the highway and notice all the rubber along side the road.Those pieces of rubber are
recaps.Even though you won,t be driving 65 the change of weather will rot the cap off
and you will never get your moneys worth out of your tires.
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May
2002,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9916 NEXT>9938 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like a cable operated--any ideas!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9932 NEXT>9939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey you guys,check this site out.Don't know if they would have it in our bolt pattern,but
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it might be worth a call.I have thought about these for my beloved money pit #1 (my CJ
5)My bone stock 715 has no balance issues.Anyway check out http://centramatic.com/
Kaiserjeeps...(al)..
SUBJECT>Attn:James POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9922
NEXT>10021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?James e-mail me.Please!
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 3:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9935 NEXT>9956 10005 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i found cable at
mcnamaradiffs.com.au/products.html
800 front 900 rear.that was 6 months ago at aus exchange rates
ill ask this guy about a cable version,but so far he is sticking to vacuum.SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing
-Options?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9936 NEXT>9941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked already.They don't make em'.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plates?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9894
NEXT>9942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But on in Brian.I will take the plate.Let me know where to send money order for
shipping.U.S.mail might work.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9939
NEXT>9952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I once saw somewhere on the Centramatic site that they can make custom
balancers,but I have no idea what the cost might be.I'll have to check into that powder
stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plates?POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9940
NEXT>9951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will if you need plates come take some off one of these parts trucks i have
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9926 NEXT>9991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When using the equal product it is very important to make sure there is no moisture in the
tire or in the compressed air as this will cause it to clump together and even stick in one
spot.In my experience with this it really only works when on the hiway for extended
periods of time...18 wheelers.....The powder is loose and must find the light spots in the
wheel and tire to work.so every time you stop and go again you loose what had been
done.It will help if you are one the highway alot but it would also make sense that it
would have an adverse effect when in town.Putting weight were it dosent need to be
when you stop and take off.Just my thoughts,I person needs to do some research before
spending money.I may be wrong but like I said this isjust my opnion.
SUBJECT>Re:Front locker question POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,15
May 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9897 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 1st front axle I broke was the short one,and that was when the front was still OPEN!
Sorry guys,but the 1.312"front axle shafts are the weak point of these trucks.
SUBJECT>long distance driving?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>9949 9982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,so i've done some researching.I've got a 68 with about 7,300 miles on it.
Because of the low miles and from the posts I've read I understand that I should be
concerned about my transfercase overheating.I'm looking to make a trip that is something
like 150 miles.I figure that stoping periodically to let things cool down is not a problem,I
was wondering if anyone has any suggestions on how long I can drive and how long a
break I'll need.Is there anything else I should be thinking about?My truck is stock and
I'm running 36"tires,whats the max speed I should push and for how long on the
highway?Thanks for anyhelp,sorry about the long post.
mike
SUBJECT>Spring bushing question POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 10:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9953 9958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's time to replace the front spring bushings...
Are the front spring-eye bushings the same on both ends?I ordered bushings for just the
pivot end (I already had the shackle kit)and AB sent me another set for the shackle end.
Upon inspection though,it seems that the big bushing fits both spring eyes.Did I just
make sense?
Thanks a bunch y'all
Chris
SUBJECT>More tranny help!!!!!!noo neutral POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 May 2002,at 11:40 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
alright i have my tranny all in but now i have no neutral i dont know what to do.did i not
put the top on right.is the tranny shot.please help me i know nothing about
transmissions.
thanks
munch
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9926 NEXT>9960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great input from one-and-all!Thanks!
It seems like I touched on a common problem.
For starters,based on what I've learned from the Zone,I'm going to do the following:
1.Drive it a while and note where the vibration is bothersome.Then see if I can avoid
that speed for the most part.(The steering stabilizer does help.)
2.Jack up the wheels,spin them,and check for runout (trueness).
3.Consider having some wheel weights installed,short of getting ridiculous.This would
help lessen the vibration.
4.If all else fails,"Suck it up",put on my toughest look,and pretend that this is the way a."Man's Truck"should
be.(It does shake up the home brew in the back,though.);o)
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:long distance driving?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9945 NEXT>9959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Mike!
I've seen "50 mph"and "synthetic oil"mentioned by those that have traveled far.You
should be able to have an enjoyable trip.Brute4c is a good source on this subject,plus
several others.Stay tuned.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:More tranny help!!!!!!noo neutral POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9947 NEXT>9977
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Munch!
Odds are,your tranny is OK -It's tough.Just don't force anything.
Go to the online manual #TM 9-2320-244-34,Chapter 10,for some good pictures and
reference information.Print out Views 10-3 and 10-4 for at-hand reference.
My best guess (and it's only a guess)is that your problem is one of two things:
1.The little pin that goes sideways into the bottom of the shift lever is missing or fell out,
not letting your shift lever "do its thing"properly.That little pin acts as the "pivot point"
for your shift lever.(Pin is shown as Item 2 on View 10-4).If you did not remove the gear
shift lever,that probably isn't the problem,because the pin can't come out unless you
unscrew that threaded retainer cup (Item #3 in View 10-4).
2.One of the two shift forks is not slid onto the groove of the corresponding sliding gear.
Basically,the forks are out of position.
This could happen and it's possible that you could still put the cover on,not knowing the
difference until you try to shift it.Looking at View 10-3,it looks like the forks should slip
over Items #2 &20 (I think,but if you take the cover off and look,you should be able to
see where they go for certain.)To check out the shifting fork positions,you'll have to take
the cover off.
Good luck and remember,you have a great support group here to help.
SUBJECT>Misc.Parts POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9942
NEXT>9969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.John,
I could use 4 of the latches that hold down the battery box lid if you have those on your
parts trucks.Thought i would ask.Thanks
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried em too,and tried to pin them down on a custom job.They made a bunch of
excuses about the offset that would have to be made because it's not a dually but has a ton
of offset.They aren't interested...and didn't seem to be the highest wattage either.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring bushing question POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right the rear spring eye (front springs)is larger thatn the front spring eye.
I'll have to see if I can dig up my old measurements.It has been a couple of years though.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb trouble POSTER>Coby EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,
at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9874 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll check that.I have had constant trouble with my fuel pump.That's why I have 3 spare
diaphragms.Seems like I've worked on nothing but the fuel pump,carb,and water pump.
Thanks for the tip!
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Coby EMAIL>
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DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9914
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be careful,the carb kit by NAPA listed in the parts file doesn't include the correct needle
valve.Evidently the on the civilian model the gas came straight in instead of at a right
angle.I bet you can find the right one,but I haven't really looked yet.Also the carb kit has
a different accelerator pump diaphragm.The NAPA carb kit number is 2-5461.The
correct accelerator pump diaphragm number is 2-4147.
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at
6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9938 NEXT>9964 9965 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hate to sound obtuse here,but there is now way in hell I'm spending $700,$800 or $900
for an effin locker!..OX,ARB,Vacuum,Electric,Blood,Urine,WHATEVER!$600 and
change for top alloy axles okay,but when a Detroit is in the mid $400's for the front,
that's it!I have lock outs,when I need all four to turn,I'll engage them.Cripes,if these
alloy axles are so good maybe there's a full spool that would work and cut the Detroit
price in half.After all,it's only locked when the hubs are engaged!Don't get me wrong,I.appreciate everyones
effort,but I don't think we're all made of money or we'd be working
on F350's with 44"boggers,trimmed fenders,Warn 15,000's and all that jazz.
Yes,I got up on the same side as always.
SUBJECT>Carlisle All Truck National in Pa.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9924 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the #if anyone's interested!
1.717.243.7855
They have a bunch of different contest,judging,usually monster truck events and scantily
clad chicks here and there.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Spring bushing question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>9946 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I did this job last weekend.My truck was used to haul silicon (?)at a mining opperation
and apparently had alot of weight on the front bumper.The bushings were all but gone
and the shackle's eyes were worn to ovals.
Memphis Equipment has the shackles for $12 each (on sale)and then the bushings were
about $13 each (not on sale).I just did the front of the front springs seeing as how that
was all it needed.I started at 6 at night anticipating it taking about an hour.I put my Hi-
lift under the spring and took the pressure off the shackle,then took my nuts off and
tapped out the bolts and then my springs took a turn I hadn't expected-they jumped about
4"to the outside tires.It was sort of a suprise.I wasn't quite strong enough to pull the
springs back in line by hand and get the bolts through,so I used a come along to pull
them towards each other and then used my jack to lift the individual spring into the
shackle and hold it there while I ran the bolt through.Not too bad,but I did need a good
come along.
The result was that it leveled out my body and raied it an inch.The shakles on my truck
were really worn and the body had sagged noticeable on the passenger side.
Good luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:long distance driving?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9949
NEXT>9963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It kinda depends...some trucks don't have the overheat problem unless you get over 60 for
long periods,which is beyond the vehicles specs.
Some,like mine,overheat if you drive on warm days at 60 for more than about an hour.
I put a temp gauge on mine to keep an eye on it.It does seem that the trucks that have
been driven more regularly over the years have much less trouble with this than those that.sat around alot.Putting a
gauge on yours with its history seems prudent.Make sure you
fill it up to the hole,don't ever want it even a little low.My gauge reads to 320 and the
lube overheats around 240 degrees.When it reaches 240,the temp rises extremelly fast,
like within a quarter mile,to peg the gauge.At that point it is an hour or so wait for
enough cooling to set out again.It takes between 50 and 75 miles for ine to reach 240,
your may vary of course.
If you find that heat is a problem,I would suggest using synthetic oil and running at no
more than 50 if you are going more than 50-60 miles.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9948
NEXT>9962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last I spoke with the people over at centramatic,they said that they could make balancers
for the 715,but I would have to send them dimensions and bolt pattern.When pressed,
they guestamated 185 a pair for them.
SUBJECT>Re:alan in kansas city area POSTER>another alaln
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EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you may mean jeepclown,though I haven't seen him aoround for awhile...
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Pete.I WILL save their website (good website).They seem to be one of the best
options going,and they sound accomodating.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:long distance driving?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9959
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my truck in Tucson two years ago I overheated the xfer case pushing 60
MPH.I slowed down to 50 and made the three day trip home to Oregon without any more
problems other than filling gear oil and watching everyone pass me like I was standing
still.Just keep it around 50 MPH and I bet you won't have any problems....Kaiserjeeps..
(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9956 NEXT>10003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never could find a spool for any kind of Dana 60 so I got the soft locker.If you find a
spool,let me know!.SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,
at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9956 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree with Spicer,7,8,or 900.00 for a locker?FORGET IT.When a tried and true Detriot
locker or a Dana Powerlock is 450.00 or so,this fits my budget a little better.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Original seats and breather POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>9970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have original seats with 3/4"plywood backs and bottoms.Also original breather.I am
moving and can not take with me.Is anyone interested before I have to pitch them?
mudclod cheanac@aol.com
SUBJECT>Other parts POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 4 speed tranny out of mid 70's ford,granny gear.Also a set of 16"X 8"wagon
wheels,white spoke steal,with 5 hole Ford truck bolt pattern.Tranny was in my M715,
worked great,replaced Ford with Chevy running gear.MUST SELL.I am moving in two
weeks.CANNOT TAKE WITH ME.
mudclod cheanac@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>9912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john,
i have a m725 that had the same problems you are having.i found out that the rubber hose
going from the gas tank up to the das fired heater was cracked open.since this line &the
one going to the fuel pump were connected via a "y"connector it was allowing air to be
sucked thru the line.by bypassing the hose to the heater my problem was solved.if you
don't have the heater you still may have an opening in your line fromthe tank to the fuel
pump (as mentioned in an other post)just my 2c's worth
gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:Misc.Parts POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9951
NEXT>9986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
netheir truck has any good boxes or latches
SUBJECT>Re:Original seats and breather POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9966 NEXT>9993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.wayne,what shape are the seats in?how much do you want for
them?please e-mail me.
SUBJECT>trans case lube POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9972 9978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone tried adding lucas gear oil to the trans case lube?it is supposed to stick to
gears and bearings better than standard 90wt.
SUBJECT>Re:trans case lube POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9971
NEXT>9975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I did a bunch of research on gear oils and it came down to this.From what I learned
Lucas was the best of the petrolium based products,Amsoil series 200 75-90W was the
best of the synthetic products.My choice was Amsoil because it was 100%
synthetic,providing superior performance in extream heat and cold.My case seems to run
a bit cooler and quieter with this product.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Decisions,decisions...POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9979 9983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The classifieds came out today and I came upon two seemingly excellent deals.
First one is a 1ton Chevy trans 0 miles on a rebuild with flywheel and bellhousing.He
thinks it's a Muncie 465.Asking 150 bucks obo.
With this I could have any dime a dozen Chevy motor and cross over to the dark side.
Or I could stay true to the forces
300-6 Ford 15-20k miles on rebuild,Offy intake,RV cam.It's still installed so I can go
hear it run.Comes with stock intake,carb and van oil pan.He's asking $800
What to do?I know the Ford will end up costing more in the long run since SBC's can be
had for a few hundred.And I have to hunt down a good T18 which is gonna be harder
than a good 350.
Can a carbureted 300 be converted to fuel infection with stock parts?I guess the knock
sensor wouldn't have anywhere to go.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>350 Chevy Swap POSTER>Butch Arvin EMAIL>barvin44@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '75 Wagoneer!NAPA finally figured out it had an International engine block
with some Ford parts.The engine has been a nightmare and I'd like to swap in a 350
Chevy engine.The Transmission is a 400 Chevy automatic.Has anybody had any luck i
making the swap and what is involved,like adaptors and etc.?Should I just junk it out?
The Body and interior are in good shape and I sure do like the way it handles and pulls.
Thanks!.SUBJECT>Re:trans case lube POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9972
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried the lucas and saw no difference in my t-case.I talked with another member who
tried it and smelled the gear lube vapors coming out the vent after a long drive,something
that hadn't happened before he used the lucas.
If you really want the outrageous gear oil,Red Line makes 140W-250.I know Mozarkid
uses this and has had really good results with it.He does overfill the t-case by parking on
a side hill and getting in as much as is possible.He drove a long way from Missouri to
Kentucky for the 2nd Field Exercise and did not overheat.
I'm just not sure about the long term effects of overfilling the case...of course I can figure
what the long term effects of high heat are.
brute4c
SUBJECT>gas fired heaters POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>9984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are you gas fired heater owners doing about shutting your heaters down for the
summer.I can drain the gas from the fuel line,but that still leaves the heater with gas in
it.I wonder if I could drain the gas,unplug the fuel pump,and start the heater and run it
till it burns out.(if it will do that)Has anybody done this?
I guess the alternative is just leave the gas plumbed in and just run it every two months to
keep the gas from varnishing.What do you guys think?????I'll be out camping till
Sunday,but I look forward to all comments and will respond then...THX...Kaiserjeeps...
(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:More tranny help!!!!!!noo neutral POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is also a long arm that reaches up from the bottom of the transmission.I beleive
this is for either first or reverse,but basically is a shifter fork also.It needs to fit into the
detent on the shifter tower to work correctly.Remember not to force anything.Whe
properly lined up it will all go together correctly.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:trans case lube POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9971
NEXT>10009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleive lucas recommends a mixture of gear oil and there addative.I have not used it i
my x-case yet but I am running it in my t-98.For heavy duty trucks they called for 50
percent gear oil and 50 percent lucas.My reasons for using this was due to noisey
transmisson.I am happy to say that it has worked excellent!I realize this did not fix my
transmission problems but I am sure it bought me some time.This stuff is really sticky
and thick when poured from the bottle but I also understand thats there idea behind it.I.dont think I would want to
run it straight,I think it would be to thick when cold and not
provide proper luberication until warm.
Just my thoughts.
steve
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I perfer fords myself but just put a 454 in my m715.You seem to be compareing a chevy
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v8 to ford 6.So what do you want to do with the truck?Ford six is gonna be a torque
monster,good for pulling.V8 of any breed will feel better to the right foot,with stock
gearing these trucks can sacrifice a few ft lbs.for a few ponies.Although properly done
both can do the job.It would cost less in the long run to do the chevy v8.But you need to
do what ever suits your needs best.I also considered resale.I think it will be easier for me
to sell mine with orange under the hood as opposed to blue.Chevy boys are thick in my
neck of the woods.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated M725-Make it run right!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you checked the fuel pump diaphram?Take the cover to your air cleaner off the
start it up.The vent for the fuel pump,dumps out right next to the carb on the inside of
the air cleaner housing,and if the diaphram is bad you will see gas leaking out of that
vent.And that floods out the carb,it wont idle and if you try to rev the engine it dies.The
other thing the leaky diaphram does is let gas seep into the oil pan and thin out your oil.
So if your oil smells like gas and the level keeps rising then that is the problem
SUBJECT>Re:stock fording kit and muffler POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 May 2002,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a flowmaster and complete after header exaust.I dont know how much it cost
because it was on the truck when I bought it.Looks and sounds real nice
SUBJECT>Re:long distance driving?POSTER>Nathan Berg
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 12:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>9945 NEXT>9987
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i HAVE DRIVEN MY M715 360 MILES STRATE WITH OUT STOPING EXEPT TO
FILL AND IT NEVER OVER HEATED.THE TRIP WAS FROM oRANGE COUNTY
CA TO STOCKTON CA "DESERT"JUST KEEP PLENTY OF TRANY OIL 80-90W
WITH YOU,JUST INCASE
EACH TRUCK MAY BE DIFRENT.YOU SHOULD HAVE NO PROBLEM GOING
150 MILES .GOOD LUCK..SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9973 NEXT>9985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,Compairing the 350 Chevy to the 300-6 Ford is a tough thing to do.If you want the
ford you have different options on manual tranny's.Ford T-18,Ford NP435,and the Ford
T-19 all of these tranny's are super rugged and very plentiful and cheap,now finding that
tranny for the Ford is easy!If torque is what your looking for,don't forget the 351
Windsor,in stock form this engine will out torque a 350 Chevy.The 300-6 is one of the
strongest engines of all time,with it's seven main bearings and massive crank.It sounds to
me that you would like to stay true to the forces and not cross over to the dark side.May
the force be with you.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:gas fired heaters POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 May
2002,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9976 NEXT>10105
LINKNAME>vintage power wagons LINKURL>http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com
for those of you who wanted one.....vintage power wagons has southwind heater manuals
for $5.00 !!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9983 NEXT>9988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dump the blue oval!Want cheap torque from a small block dump a 383 crank kit (400
crank with 350 mains)in a 350 or 305,use the 400 rods and you can use the stock 350 or
305 pistons...match the cam,DO NOT over-carb it and you'll be real happy.Or,any rat
motor.Everyone,cept maybe perk :)has small block parts around.Convenient,reliable,
parts will interchange like mad and the price is still good.I used a stock 427 truck engine
and a stock 600 holley...big...time...torque.
Good luck with whatever you choose!
SUBJECT>Thanks for looking.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9969
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:long distance driving?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Nathan,how many miles does your truck have on it?
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9985 NEXT>9990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.CHEVY 350!The real question is what is the real use of the
truck??Then anwser the
question again.Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:350 Chevy Swap POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:33 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9974 NEXT>10035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious,what IH engine did Napa say you have?I bet it is an AMC 401 that IH used
in some Travelalls,Jeep never used an IH engine in anything,so unless yours is a custom
install,NAPA is confused.Also,there is no IH engine that will bolt to a TH-400.It could
also be a AMC 304,IH made a 304 also.The engines aren't even slightly related.Just
wondering.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9988 NEXT>9996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good point Klinger!If the truck is going to be used on a movie set and driven off a
cliff...go with the Ford parts.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9943 NEXT>10017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are somewhat correct,but the Equal seems to find the light spots right away on the
highway,there is never any shimmy at all.In town,I can't tell,the truck rides very rough
at low speeds due to the heavily lugged design of the tire,anyway,having tires out of
balance at low speeds is not a big deal.I will take good balance at high speed and poor
balance at low speeds over no balace ever,any day!All I can say is I am very satisfied
with the Equal.
Dave
SUBJECT>Direct D60 Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a 35 spline carrier directly fit in the stock saddles of the closed knuckle Dana 60?
I'm not concerned with axle size right now,just the actual,physical size of the
carrier/carrier bearings.
Roman Surplus has closed D60's,spindle to spindle (no hubs)for $150.I'm going to start
axle shaft digging very shortly.
SUBJECT>Re:Original seats and breather POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would help if I put the correct e-mail address:cheanac@msn.com.The seat
frames are very solid as is the wood.Some surface rust,no weakened places.I would like.these to go to good user,make
small offer.
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 May
2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9992 NEXT>9995 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YES!
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9994 NEXT>10066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEET!THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9990 NEXT>10007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's my point exactly!!!
SUBJECT>NV4500 on eBay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heads up fellas,NV4500 Dodge 1 ton 4x4 trans on eBay.
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
9999 10189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 #35742 delivered 2/69.Very clean 25,000 miles on stock mil.Recent paint
job (24084 Semi-Gloss O.D.)with Navy markings (Special Boat Unit 11,Mare Is.CA.)
Aprox 5000 miles on new NDT tires with new flaps and tubes.
All maintenance kept to TM and LO guidelines Have all records from date of my
purchase.
Vehicle is ex-fire department so was housed inside for most of it ’ s life.
Have full topset (cab,vinyl;cargo,canvas;end curtains;vinyl).Full fording kit.Lots of
extra parts (can supply list upon request)(electrical and mechanical).Some performance
and comfort Mods.made.Comes with all onboard equipment(Pioneer tools,Hi-Lift,
recovery items Fire extinguishers,AM-FM,C.B.,two sets tire chains w/ice bars,etc.).
Includes NEW T98 trans and spare engine (unknown running condition)and all manuals
(–10 –12 –20 –24 – 34,,5/4 quirks,project mngr.And wiring diagrams).
Truck should/might be considered MVPA Motor Pool Ready.
For pics and modification descritptions see John L.in member ’s gallery For more details
please email johnleischner@msn.com If not a ZONE member can email pics and info.
Located in Central Washington State,Yakima.Asking $4700 for everything.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9998.NEXT>10000 10006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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John,Why are you selling out?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>9999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like Washington state,going by the front plate in his photos.
SUBJECT>Lockouts on Ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>10018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is probably a stupid question,but will these fit our trucks?
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1828803063&r=0&t
=0
SUBJECT>attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Kevin,
You had a post a couple of days ago about a dual-reservoir master cylinder.I did this last
year and still have the details fresh in my head.I used a master cylinder for a 73 jeep
wagoneer.That was a $30 part from NAPA.The original single line is 1/4 inch,and runs
to a splitter mounted on the frame.The three lines (two to the front,one to the back)are
3/16 inch.I unhooked the rear 3/16 line from the splitter,capped the hole with a 3/16
plug,and used a female coupler to run the rear line up to the front of the new master (it is
marked "rear"on the master).I had to use a 5/16 to 3/16 adapter to make the line fit on
the master.For the front,I used a 5/16 to 1/4 adapter (at the master),and ran that back to
the top of the splitter.I went ahead and bought all new lines,since I had to do some
bending.This particular master cylinder has the fittings oriented east (facing in)into the
engine housing.The original single-res master cylinder is oriented down.This was a
pretty easy swap,about 1.5 hours (bleeding include).It does brake alot easier now,and
I'm glad I did it.Wish I could afford the helitool conversion!!!
Any questions,drop me a note.And making sure I give credit where credit is due,I got
this info from zone member WOUT.This website is a goldmine!!
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?POSTER>Ed
J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>9964 NEXT>
10086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found a D60 spool and minispool.www.drivetraindirct.com.Saw it the latest Petersons 4
wheel mag.Hope it helps....
SUBJECT>Re:attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Kevin Braddock.EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 3:35
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10002 NEXT>10024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arnold,
You D'Man!I just picked up donor parts from a J-20,and after tomorrow,I won't have to
leg-press 200 lbs to stop my 38"shod beast!
Thanks again!
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 3:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For 800 aussy dollars =442 us dollars go to www.xe.com for a nice conversion tool.
exchange is 1 us for 1.8 aussy dollar pretty sweet for a selectable locker.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at possibly transfering to a new location in my job (wife just has to live in
the BIG CITY),plus the promotion potential is going down hill here.The Truck with all
the parts is just too much to deal with at this point.I have to sell my house and then rent
before I find a transfer or take a new job and commute 190 miles .
I love the thing dearly,but need to think about feesabilty.I am so busy I never get a
chance to take it up in the woods and use/play with it.
It is a strong runner,and I have put alot of time,work and new parts into it.It gets drive
daily 3 miles to work on one day and 3 miles home the next day.(24 hour shifts,one day
on-one day off)also is a lumber getter as well,10 miles to town 10 miles back.
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9996
NEXT>10011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,A Chevy would make it fall faster and cause a more impressive THUD.
I don't like Chevy's simply because everyone and their grandma (and grandma's bridge
club)have SBC's in every imaginable ride.It's just sickening to me.But on the other
hand,I'm cheap and trying to keep the cost down.And I have to remember that it's a two
hour drive to be even close to the play areas and I think a small V-8 would be a better
choice for the high RPM freeway stuff.And finding a trans with 0 miles is very tempting
considering how often people let low mile 350's go for next to nothing.
I don't want to put a 120,000 mile drivetrain in a 30,000 mile truck either so the junkyard
isn't where I want to find a tranny.
Sorry Ford guys,I think I've sold myself on the Chevy anchor but I'll still talk crap on 'em
with the best of you!Don't worry,there won't be a bit of billet or chrome or any of that
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junk.I want it to be the most mundane industrial looking heap out there.
Chris
SUBJECT>starting a 350 swap POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com.DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10013 10019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh where to start?Bought my M715 yesterday.The straight six decided to drop a valve
when the owner got upset,and went all the way with the right foot.I have a couple of
350s about and a couple of 440s as well.I need to put a motor in to get going down the
road,with out being towed.What kinds of options do I have for bell housings?is there a
stock one I could find in a SALVAGE yard?Can I change the input shaft?I read some
where about that for fords.Do I have to go with the aftermarket for a housing?Can I run
full length headers,or should I go with a set of "Slick Fit"headers?There is one down the
road from me on 3159@311(Canyon Lake)that has one in it,so I have a hands on
digram.Also I am a pretty good fabricator,and a skilled wrench.Most of this I ca
handle,but I need the housing to start.I have a T98 trans,I think.Castiorn toploader with
six bolts holding a castiorn top.Do motor mounts need to be moved?If so not a problem.
Help with this is most valued.
Thinking about discbrakes too,wana do it right the first time.
Tom,the newbe
SUBJECT>Re:trans case lube POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9978
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The spec on the t-case lube is 2 or 2 1/2 quarts depending on if you read the Kaiser
manual,-24,or the government issued lube order.I ran 1 quart of Lucas to 1 1/4 of gear
lube cause that's where mine is full to the hole.That's pretty much 50/50.
brute4c
SUBJECT>need major help GAS IN OIL!!!!!!O NO POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it think that i have a major problem,i just got done putting a brand new 350 in my truck
and i tried starting it for the first time today.after a while of it not starting and screwing
with the timing it started and then die about 20 seconds later.it started a couple more
times after that but nothing else.then it wouldnt start again.i noticed there was no oil
pressure so i went to drain the oil and about four gallons of a gas oil mix came out.how
could this happen what do you think is the problem.could the cyclinders not be fireing
therefore dumping gas into the oil.hmmmmm i am stumped.
Munch
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10007 NEXT>10016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,If you were a true Ford guy,Chevy wouldn't be an option.Spicer some day mabey at
some rally,we can cross paths and you can try the 427 rat vs.The 460 rodent extermator!
LOL!PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:need major help GAS IN OIL!!!!!!O NO POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10010 NEXT>10015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the fuel pump for leaks past the diaphragm into the crankcase.Assuming you're
using a mechanical pump.Probably not an issue on a new pump either but check it
anyhow.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:starting a 350 swap POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10008
NEXT>10014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I'm putting a 454 in one right now.
The owner,Thomas,bought a 1 ton chevy and I'm moving EVERYTHING over.
Including,the SM465,the NP205,Corp14 rear w/disc and Detroit,D60 front with disc.
Power brakes,gas tank and radiator.
After we researched everything,we decided that it would be cheaper and much stronger
to convert.The stock D70 rear is a 23 spline and the front closed D60 isn't any better tha
a stock D44.
It was going to be too expensive to convert the front to disc and the rear would need to
have new axles ,35 spline,to live with a Detroit.
The stock NP200 is a great unit and I doubt you will ever break it so you could keep it.
But I really would consider swapping the tranny with the SM465 or 420.
The stock T98A is an awesome tranny.Advanced Adaptors may have what you need to
keep it.I would check the 1st gear though.They are usually ground on the ramp where
"recruits"tried to jam it into 1st gear.
Don't know if that helped....
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:starting a 350 swap POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10013
NEXT>10032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hivolt,
I just checked out a 465 today that was rebuilt and has 0 miles.But it filled up with water
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and needs a rerebuild.
Anyhow,how does this tranny mount?The bellhousing he had looked like it mounted on
either side at the bellhousing instead of towards the tail.I didn't think to check for a
mount when I was there.Is there also a provision for a rubber mount at the rear of the
trans?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:need major help GAS IN OIL!!!!!!O NO POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 9:15 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10012
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If that isnt it and I hope it is.your ring are not seating properly.to find out do a
compression ck
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10011 NEXT>10036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dont feel bad perk told me that same line a few months back.But the 454 is in and
running good.Hey perk what ever happened to those 460 pics?I remember several
members interested in them.
I went the with the chevy do to the price of the motor and abundance of parts.Hey I dont
claim to have the badest truck around but I bet it it will out muscle most of the stuff in my
area.Atleast anything driven on a regular basis.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing -Options?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear that.I agree its much safer to have balance at high speeds.Its just some of
use do more city driving than hiway.In my case anyway.My 42"handle fine but in tow
and on the hiway.I just would hate to do something to make it bad in either spot.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockouts on Ebay POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 May 2002,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10001 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
No those won't work on an M715.
I believe MileMarker/Selectro is the only manufacturer that has recently made front
lockouts that fit our trucks.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:starting a 350 swap POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,There are a few engine swap pictures of my 715 in the members gallery under "Paul
B.".If you want any specific picture,just e-mail me.I run a Chevy 350 TBI w/auto and
AtlasII T-case,stock axles w/Detroit Lockers front and rear,37"tires.Chevy is easy
swap.Good luck!!!
SUBJECT>Inner door panel?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10022 10028 10050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey guys,I wanna get a look inside my door,how do I remove those little
round clips on
the inside panel without breaking them?Or is there another way to get at the doors
insides?I tried looking on the online manuals but had no luck.
thanks,
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:James POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9937
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located between El indio during the week and woodsboro weekend and when dozer
is in shop,i am waiting on didital camera to build small libary for donation to this site,
old pw have same wheel and i have been fasinated bu these old trucks especially m715
wm200 w200 300 and the w300.I an trying to sellmy haul truck to duplicate a dodge
truck w500 army built called smamp fox.I have been cavitated by these truck since riding
to rescue plane crashes at nas chase field which joined by grandfathers ranch in texas.I
still can see m715,m725 going thru not over or around the heavy brush to rescue pilot that
was hung in parachute in oak motte while jet fuel fire underneath and rescue stood top of
ambulance to cut guy down,crash truck some kind of oskosh got stuck in mud cause too
heavy,truck saved guy life for sure,also next door neighbor ejected straight into same
drainage ditch after flameout on takeoff and landing,yea,m715 drove into ditch and
removed guy from ejection seat still in,survived with back injuries,seems like
yesterday,35 years ago iguess,wonder where that truck is,anyway i saw some isarali tires
at takt and they are like terras and short but 16 inch tube 30 inches wide.
ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com what are you building?
SUBJECT>Re:Inner door panel?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10020
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just pry them out.They are tough steel,not cheap ones.
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mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Picture posting to this site POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please send a dumbass instructions for posting and address,i have been building a small
libary of photos of military tires,unimogs tires,metric european tires that have bee
flooding texas this year,i also have some photos of m715 wheel centers (actually wm200)
i saw for sale in surplus tire place,have some photos of the wheels sam winer ohip has
for 25$to 70$great for donation center to weld in 9x20 wheel or 22.5,24.Thanks for a
clean orderly polite site,you should see the stuff on the local dodge site,yuk!Do you
have stock rims on your rig?What is the best camera to buy for this stuff?I ahve 300$to
spend for camera if all i have to do is plug in to port and transmit,i bet its not that easy?
thanks.james
SUBJECT>Re:attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 9:33 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10004 NEXT>10029
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One last thing,
Make sure you go to a reputable parts store (Napa,etc.).When initially driving around to
round up a few extra parts (sunday,Napa closed),I must have gotten every idiot in the
world at the parts counters at Auto Zone and Checkers.I asked for a brake adapter,they
ask me for what year and make vehicle.I told 'em that it's not in their computer.When i
did tell them them year/model,they said it wasn't in the computer,and therefore wasn't
available.All for a 5/16 to 1/4 brake adapter.So I went home,had a few beers,and
waited for NApa to open up on monday!Best of luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I am currently having a shaft made.It will be 3"from center to center of U-joints.I
hope it works!mike
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9891 NEXT>10074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,do you get any vibration from the lack of a shaft?Mike.
SUBJECT>Bows POSTER>Warren Duchesne EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone give me the length mesurement of the wood uprights that hold up the bow
corners.Thanks Warren
SUBJECT>Re:Inner door panel?POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10020
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just pry them out.I replaced all of mine with blind treaded rivets.They tighten up better
w/no rattle or noise.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10024 NEXT>10034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again Arnold.Napa's main store here in Albuquerque is located 150 yds.from my
Lot.I'm still surprised at the obscure parts they have.I just bought a Zenith carb kit for a
50s Chicago Pneumatic air compressor.They had it in stock.The Guys there get pretty
cocky about their inventory.Until I throw 'em for a loop asking for Unimog parts!
SUBJECT>20"rims POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18.May 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>10041
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know where i can get 4 20"rims?and how much money?thanx
SUBJECT>Terrible day truck caught on fire :(POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well today was the worst day of my life the last six months of work i have put into the
truck went up in flames.i was starting the new 350 this morning and flames arrupted it
almost took out the whole garage.i am not sure where i will go from here.it was very
disapointing.
munch
SUBJECT>Re:starting a 350 swap POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10014 NEXT>10047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chris,it must be an early unit or a medium duty truck unit.73 and up trans use a tailshaft
mount instead of a bellhousing mount.
SUBJECT>Re:Terrible day truck caught on fire :(POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10031 NEXT>10040 10088 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
bummer,how much is salvagable?
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SUBJECT>Re:attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10029 NEXT>10081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man,i thought it was just around here.i don't know where autozone gets their counterme
but they couldn't find their posterior with both hands.as far as they are concerned if it is
not listed on their viewmaster screen then you may as well be asking for parts for a
spacecraft.
SUBJECT>Re:350 Chevy Swap POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the easiest way would be to take a chevy th400 and swap your jeep output shaft into it.
that way your trans would bolt up to chevy engine without adapter and your transfercase /
driveshafts would be in stock location.then all you need to do is fab a pair of engine
mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10016 NEXT>10049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.there is a reason why everyone on the planet runs
chevys.they are ultra reliable,parts are
everywhere,parts interchange is easy (ford can't even decide what bellhousing pattern to
use)and they are simple to hotrod.if you are avoiding them just to be different,the
really be different...flathead six from a hudson terraplane.come on luke....give in to the
darkside!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9895
NEXT>10122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the 22.5"wheels on my truck.I'm running new 11R22.5 BF Goodrich DR444 tires.
Mine are rated at load range "G"(12 ply),but actually only have one steel ply in the
sidewall.These are a tubeless radial tire.They ride at least as well,and probably better
than,the Goodyear bias plys that I had on the stock wheels.I have mine at 50 PSI
SUBJECT>chevy 350 headers POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10055 10063 10228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can any one tell me about headers that will fit a C/350coversion ?will slick fit headers
work or will I have to buy from advanced?Thank you
SUBJECT>Which Port goes to what on Power Brake Conversion?POSTER>VaM715
EMAIL>LBruffeyjr@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the middle of putting power brakes on the M715.Got a complete unit,Booster,
master cylinder and proportional valve,from a donor J4000.Circa 1975.Which port on
the Master cylinder goes to the Front Brakes?I forgot to look when I took it off.DUH!!!
Since this was a setup for disc brakes,does the rear port,closest to the booster go to the
front brakes?or vice versa?
I searched both clubs,here and at Yahoo!!and could'nt come up with an answer.
Thanks,
VaM715
SUBJECT>Re:Terrible day truck caught on fire :(POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 May 2002,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10033 NEXT>10056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to hear about somthing like this I know you feel bad.It is probably not as bad as it
looks or as bad as you think.Give us a damage report maby we can help.Warren
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10030
NEXT>10048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Homre,Diamond racing wheels,makes 20''rims for the M-715,$150.00-$170.00
each.Phone 800-937-4407 PerkM715
SUBJECT>HELPPPPPP POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports.EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took the stock motor out and now need to get the bellhousing off---any good ideas that
would help me--i took all the bolts out and the inspection cover for over the flywheel---
thats it--she`s on there---helppppppp.thanks mike
SUBJECT>6 Lug wheel POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Sunday,
19 May 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10067 10077
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to work the other day I saw some 6 lug 1 piece wheels that look close to the M715
bolt pattern.I could not measure them because the truck was moveing.They were on one
of those Japanese built GMC box trucks,the ones that look like baby class 6 trucks.Has
anyone looked at using those wheels?do they fit?
SUBJECT>Tie rods POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Sunday,19
May 2002,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10092 10114
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for part numbers for the tie rod ends.Can anyone help?Thanks Larry
SUBJECT>Re:HELPPPPPP POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10042
NEXT>10070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Inside behind the flywheel is two bolts.
SUBJECT>M-725 POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought my 725,20 years ago for $350.Drove as a daily ride and camping trips for 5
years,has sat for the last 15....Until thanks to this site and you guys,with all this
knowledge.I have been inspired to resurrect the old buggy,have canned the six and
pulled the body and scrounged a 350,just warning you all I will be full of questions.
Thanks for this site and the help you guys give.
SUBJECT>Re:starting a 350 swap POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10032
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's from a C30 of unknown vintage.Maybe I can find a tailhouse with the mounting
bosses if this one doesn't have them.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
19 May 2002,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10041 NEXT>10052
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanx,hey will 10 x 20 tires fit without any suspension mods?
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10036
NEXT>10082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love my Dodge flathead!How about that and a fluid drive for the old Kaiser?
I just love sixes now thanks to that 'ol Dodge.It seems that the Ford six has a better
following than the Chevy and I'm more of a Ford guy.Unfortunately right now the good
points of the Chevy are outweighing the Ford stuff.
Looks like that trans needs a complete overhaul though so the price dropped a bunch.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Inner door panel?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19 May
2002,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10020 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pry 'em out I think that the parts or hardware store should have something similar if you
break them.
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,
at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 For Sale asking $1400 OBO no tranny,no top,has a little rust,comes with
new Novak motor mounts and 350 chevy.I don't have time to finish the project.Located
near Joplin,Missouri
e-mail:gsanders84@hotmail.com
call:(417)624-8726
Thanks,
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10048
NEXT>10058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Homere,I run Firestone 9.00-20 at 41''tall,you will need to lift front,the back is ok.I lifted
the cab only 3''using hockey pucks stacked three tall,drilled out with 1/2''grade 5
bolts.This lift is easy compared with a spring over axle deal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Attn.Lee Alessi 300M axles POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,Have you found out any price info on the the 300M axles for our D-60's.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Lee Alessi 300M axles POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10053 NEXT>10076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.he just emailed me and said he would have prices next
week.
i ballparked it at 10 sets of axles,and asked him if he could do it for 400 a set.he said
400 a set is not possible,but did not give a guess
ill let yall know as soon as i find out
SUBJECT>Re:chevy 350 headers POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10038
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a set of truck hedders off Ebay.They worked fine,there is so much room
under these trucks.My .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Terrible day truck caught on fire :(POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear your bad news.That must have been tough to see happen.
mudclod
SUBJECT>turn signal selector POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>10060 10069 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Does anyone have an extra "original"turn signal selector from an engine swap or
whatever?Or maybe the color code schematic for a 20 year old after market Grote brand
switch?There's one on E-bay but I'd like to install this before this weekend's off road trip.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
19 May 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10052 NEXT>10065
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just wondering did you have to lengthen the clutch linkage or the steering shaft at all?to
acomidate the 3"increase in length
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal selector POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10057 NEXT>10062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
If you come up short,Pep Boys carries an all metal unit that has built in indicators,
diagram,and a relay for around $20.
SUBJECT>turn signal revisited POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>10101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Maybe I'm missing something,or I have a unique
truck,but my distribution box does not
have a letter "G"anywhere on it,like the ones in the online manual and in the donated
m725 schematic.Here's what I have:
Right side /Left side
A/H
B/J
C/K
D/L
E/M
F/
Now my problem is I don't know how to wire the (read correctly)after market selector
switch into the box.I know where the wires go that are part of the original harness
because they are label as such,but those are the "out"wires from the box.I need to know
which terminal post need what signals "in"to the box.Does anybody have this type of
distribution box?Or any suggestions?
maybe I'm missing something real obvious,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal selector POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10060 NEXT>10068 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kevin,
Unfortunatley I've got no local Pep Boys around here.Is it 24volt relay?maybe I could
order it.I'd like to tie back into the original wiring,to get away from all this external fire
dept wiring I've got now,I just got some Gamma Goat tailights and I'd like to plug them
up the correct way.
thanks,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:chevy 350 headers POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Summit has Blockhuggers that will work for $79.
SUBJECT>Re:Which Port goes to what on Power Brake Conversion?POSTER>Kevi
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10039 NEXT>10078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scroll down to:Attn:Kevin Braddock.
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10058
NEXT>10075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Homere,Only on the clutch a wee bit,every thing else was ok.PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>hivolt
EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9995
NEXT>10079 10118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you need a good D60??Closed knuckle of coarse!
I'm in Arkansas and will throw in the tires and wheels for $200.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug wheel POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10043
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought the same thing.i tell you where i saw some that i think would work.on the rear
of kubota small tractor.they were 16"and about 10"wide.real heavy built.
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal selector POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I keep forgetting I've converted mine to Chevy and 12 volt!It is a 12v relay.You might
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call some other local parts houses.If they don't have one,let me know,I'll get one for you
and send it out.
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal selector POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Sunday,19 May 2002,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10057 NEXT>10072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one from my 12volt conversion.It is the one with the long green indicator and
clamps to the steering column.Let me know if interested.P.S.hows that altenator holding
up?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:HELPPPPPP POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10045 NEXT>10090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks--found them---i will not need these if i put a chevy in right---does the adapter for
the trans from advance bolt to a chevy bellhousing and the t98 ???thanks mike
SUBJECT>Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 4:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>10084
10109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The weatherstripping that clips to the door panels is needing replacement on my truck.
Does anyone know of a source?
Thanks in advance,.Steve
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal selector POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
Does it have the terminal type ends on the harness(should be six wires)?If you could get
it to me before this weekend I'm definatley interested.How's $25.00 altogether sound?
Send me an E-mail.The alternator works like a champ,thanks again.
Rhino
SUBJECT>attn:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I was reading a post a ways down about your brake conversion and saw you are i
alnuquerque?I just bought an M715 about 2mo ago,and i'm also in albuquerque.I would
love to take a look at your truck,and also your brake conversion.The only bad thing is
that i can't claim i'm the only M715 in albuquerque anymore (i knew it was a lie but
made me feel special anyway.....),
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case Shift lever mounting POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I finally got my truck running this weekend.I had to replace alot of brake lines and
repalce 3/4 of the shoes.I had some motor work to do,and I needed to change the lube.I
got it all done and finally took it for it's test drive.I figured with the 350 in it I would be
able to go like hell,but it seemed to really drag and wouldn't go much at all.I figured I
had the brakes too tight,but after a little power washing I saw that it was in 4 Lo.I gotta
mount my shift levers to tell if it vibrates much at hight speed.It didn't when I had it
wound out in the low range though.
Any luck with your lever mounting?I haven't come up with a thing yet.
E-mail me if you want.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:20"rims POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10065
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanx once i get the truck to my house then ill be able to get started on everything.thanx
again
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Lee Alessi 300M axles POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 6:32
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,as 'set'do you mean both sides complete?Better expect $600 minimum whether we
buy 10 or 50....and that's still a good price.
My $0.02
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug wheel POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10043
NEXT>10138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked an Isuzu/chevy box truck and they were a larger pattern.
SUBJECT>Re:Which Port goes to what on Power Brake Conversion?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at
6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front one.
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 6:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gimme a couple of weeks dude,I just bought a NP205 for the truck.Got a good deal.
Rebuilt,painted,full of oil,new ujoint straps,$250.00
NOW,I can look for a disk E brake and a longer rear drive shaft.
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring 'em on...we are not afraid!
SUBJECT>Re:attention:Kevin Braddock POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm whipping the local advanced auto guys into shape.They see me come in,start
laughing and turn the books around and let me hunt what I need.I went through the whole
adapter deal,I finally told the guy to go help someone else and I'd find it.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10049 NEXT>10106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm definatley a GM guy,but I too am sick of 350 in EVERYTHING!In fact I refuse to
build a 350.Anything else...maybe I'm a few cards short of the deck,but they've take
over!Even the low rider toyotas have em now!Actually,I'm just flat sick of the whole
rocker arm/pushrod thing.GM has made some of the best 'Cammers'in the industry;LT-.5/ZR 1 350 (I know it's 350 but
it's a DOHC motor so it's in),the Aurora V-8,and the
Northstar V-8's,yet it still dicks around with the pushrod engines!Eh,oh well...I found a
near 900 cubic inch air cooled,all aluminum v-6 that got my attention...Maybe the next
truck?The v-12 version would require a V-drive from the bed!LOL!
Oh,Perk...maybe I'll just have to settle with dragging you around by my hydraulic
motored duece N a half winch.Heh,heh.
Hey,where are you located man?
SUBJECT>Stock Mirrors POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at
8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10085 10089 10178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to find the stock side view mirrors to put back on my M715,where could I get
some?I think the factory brackets are still there but someone took off the mirrors and
mounted some aftermarket thing that is no good.Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10071 NEXT>10091 10103 10159 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used napa PN#770-1875 for the door.It's kinda a pain because it doesn't have those clips
so it has to be glued on.I used 3m weather stripping glue and it seems to work great,once
you figure it out.You spread it on the door and the stripping and let them dry.Then you
spread a little more on the weather stripping and stick it to the door.I did my passenger
door yesterday,it took a while cause I didn't know what I was doing.But what a
difference it makes!The door shuts soo much tighter and quieter.Definately worth the
effort in my mind.
Mike Falcone
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10083
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my mirrors thru Memphis Equipment...I forgot the price,po$$ibly on purpo$e.
SUBJECT>Re:VACUUM LOCKING DIFFRENTIALS who wants some?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at
8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The spline count is what gets us Ed.Man,if somebody would broach us the correct
splines in the spools,that would be the SH!t....even a mini spool would lock the front
nicely.
SUBJECT>Michelins XL 11.00 X16 POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10095 10096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello.Any one have a true opinion on how these tire ’s work in the rock ’s and mud ?A fellow
715er asked me and ,well I just don ’ t know.
Thanks
Rick
Michelins XL 11.00 X16
SUBJECT>Re:Terrible day truck caught on fire :(POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a week or so break,then reasses it.It'll be a lil'different then.I had to do the same
when my Lincoln welder nearly electricuted me,or when mine caught on fire and burned
through the nylon oil pressure line.Nearly burned down the truck and the bottom end!
These projects are always a long haul,but wait til you're driving it...this set back will just
be a hiccup.I was helping a guy fire a new 350 one time and for three hours we couldn't
get it running.We took a break and in chatting he said he got the starter from a buddy at a
marina.For some reason it triggered me...we tried the motor again and found that his
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'buddy'had given him a reverse roation starter!It's funny now,but I was ready to file a
notch on my browning that day!
By the way...I think you're distributor is a 180 out,and make sure the needle/seat is good
in your carb...if it's holley.If that's bad it will pour fuel out of the boosters and into the
engine.I already hydraulic locked a 454 I was working on because of that.
We're all behind you...
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>ScottAmes EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTEMlSrUinmA PREVIOUS>10083 NEXT>10094 10098
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has NOS mirrors.I got mine thru him on EBay.Started bid at $20 for a set.
Contact AB at ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:HELPPPPPP POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10070
NEXT>10115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep,thats the method.The 230's bellhousing can go wherever the 230 is going cause it
isn't gona be needed.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Mike!
Sounds like the way to go..Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tie rods POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're in the posted parts cardfile on this site:)
SUBJECT>LOOKING FOR PERKM715 POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY PERK remember my post in Jan2002 saying may get m715 v8 well looks like deal
may go throgh this wk will let you know I am in Mass (Tewksbury)
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10089
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found some at my local hardware store that look identical to stock,but they are white.
I'm going to get them tomorrow to see if they'll work,if they do I'll post the part number
and price
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10087 NEXT>10097 10160 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rick,
I have been running these for a little over a month,and I have been in rocks,sand,small
creeks,highway and only a little mud(nothing over the axles),I am biased towards the all
tractions in the mud (by far the best mud tire I have ever run or seen)I'm sure these don't
hold a candle to those.They are fine in the rocks,especially due to the clearance issues,I
ran them at a high PSI (50)at first because I was scared to air down because they weren't
designed for split rims.However some m37 friends told me that they have run them flat
without the bead separating from the rim,so since I've gone down to 10psi and they are
GREAT in the rock.
The best thing about theses babies,in my opinion is that they are 39 inches tall and they
are radials and they were made for our stock rim width.Since I've mounted them all my
front end shimmy has disappeared.
They look great on the truck...fills the wheel well up perfectly and I've had no instance of
rubbing (even through big rocks).I'll take them through the serious mud in a couple of
weeks and let you know how they are.
I was weary at first about making the swap,but as far as running the stock suspension and
stock rims,I can't think of a more perfect all around tire.Even if I ever go bigger or
gnarlier than this I'll always keep these as my standard hoofs for all around day to day
use.Oh yeah,maybe it was the weather change coinciding with the tire change,but I.think the ole 230 runs better with
the XLs on (makes more sense for the gearing)
very pleased with the LAV tire as an all around,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10096
NEXT>10099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much do these tires cost and what is the tread design?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10089
NEXT>10100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has some on ebay right now.Good picture,the large mirrors.Mine had some
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small round ones when I got it.Linn is good to deal with.My .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10097 NEXT>10112 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Homere,
That's the tricky part my friend.They are about $400 a piece brand new from michelin
(you can visit their website for all the specs and details).However they are a military
contract tire and Michelin is not releasing them to the public due to recent events.They
can be aquired through someone who deals in DRMO'ed military vehicles and or tires.I
waited for a year for the 4 (80%treads)I have right now.I'm still on hold for my spare.
They have them up in Canada,but can't ship them due to strict guidlines because of recent
events.A good source for them is the military vehicle shows or ask around the m37 site(I
think they have a bigger audience than us).They range anywhere from $100 to $300
depending on quality and seller.I personally wouldn't pay more than $250 a piece for
brand new ones.If you go with a 20 inch rim you can get the same tread design in a
bigger selection of sizes.But then you have to include the rim price and the fact that you
won't get as much side wall play on a 40inch tire with a 20inch rim as you do with 40
inch tire and 16 inch rim.
I have some old leads that turned up sour a year ago,if you want to try them out,maybe
they are good.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is in no way a slam on AB...if you do buy these from him,pay attention to the fact
that the glass portion of the mirror is held on by 35 year old glue.I had one go AWOL on
me while I was driving down the highway with a state trooper on my 6.Needless to say.he pulled me over and marveled
at my truck for about 30 minutes,and let me go after I
had properly cleaned the mud off my liscense plate and blew enough good ole boy smoke
up his ass.Again this is not a slam on AB,or his products,just a hindsight.I have since
reinstalled a new glass portion and put a thin bead of clear silicone around the edges of
them.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal revisited POSTER>Bob W EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10061
NEXT>10119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
If you are using an aftermarket turnsignal switch you don't need the distribution box.The
aftermarket switch and flasher should replace the original switch and distribution box.
Bob W
SUBJECT>Re:attn:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10073 NEXT>10107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Cool!My trucks are at 1418 4th NW.Give me a call or stop by!440-7261.
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10084
NEXT>10110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This webpage address was posted quite a few months ago as a suitable replacement for
the weatherstripping.It doesn't need glue.I haven't bought it,yet,however.
http://www.jcwhitney.com/item.jhtml?ITEMID=20016
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING FOR PERKM715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10093 NEXT>10199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,Good luck on the M-715 deal.Keep me posted.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:gas fired heaters POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9984
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Krob725,I will definately get one.....Kaiserjeeps..(AL)...
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10082 NEXT>10111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I am located in Maine,most likely too far away from you.Good thing you have a.big winch on your truck because
that is your only chance towing the 460 rat exterminator
around.LOL!!!!!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:attn:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10102
NEXT>10152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll give you a call next week,and stop by.I'm close to carslisle and central but right now
my trucks undrivable.It will be nice to see another to see what's wrong with mine.
SUBJECT>Lockouts on ebay POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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LINKNAME>Lockouts
LINKURL>http://cgi.aol.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2105336487
Has anybody seen these lockouts?Are they the same as Selectro?I just realized that I
have the money but I guess the Selectros are cheaper by a bit.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10071
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn once had some brand new complete weatherstrip kits from KIA that were
supposed to fit our trucks.You can email him at ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's for the door opening where the window it,he was asking about the stuff that goes
around the door.I just ordered that stuff for the window opening,I can't wait to get it!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Decisions,decisions...POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like spicer is gonna need some more cable.LOL,Will
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 how to get new ones for 300 each POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10099 NEXT>10221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this was taken from the bigelectric.com site
It goes from April 1,2002 thru March 31,2003
Qualified users:All those "associated with the MVPA"
Purchase Method:Through any local Michelin authorized dealer.
The Dealer has to order the tires on Form "GS"(Sales support Claim-Item #MIE40186)
"MVPA 2002"Must appear on all sales support documents.Prices including delivery to the local dealer
XL:
9.00x16 $257.50
11.00X16 $300.25
14.00x20 $525.75
XML:
325/85R16 $387.50
395/85R20 $740.75
SUBJECT>bell housing plug and air cleaner mushroom POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,20 May 2002,at 10:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a common plug that fits?or is the military one special?
i need one if anyone wants to part with one,also i need a mushroom for my air cleaner
SUBJECT>Re:Tie rods POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10044
NEXT>10139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LARRY the MOOG part #for tie rod ends on the 69-M 725 JEEP IS
MOOG ES235R INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER they are around $70 bucks i hope
this helps.
SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>Re:HELPPPPPP POSTER>J.A.M.MOTORSPORTSM
EMAIL>MIKE.RICCI@TWCABLE.COM DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10090 NEXT>10117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks buddy--after all the bs of trying to take it off--i had a beer and kicked myself---
should of had the beer sooner.i am putting a 427 in and will not need it.boy sometimes i
make myself wonder---mike
SUBJECT>Re:bell housing plug and air cleaner mushroom POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10113 NEXT>10125
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I have a spare mushroom and I'd be willing to trade it for a Miller Lite in the bottle.
E-mail me if you're interested.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:HELPPPPPP POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10115
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.NOW YOU'RE TALKIN!!
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>wilsonthorne@hsvboeing.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10066 NEXT>10145 10147 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would be interested in the d60 ,what part of arkansas do you live.
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal revisited POSTER>Paul EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10101 NEXT>10140 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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The Fire Dept installed this.It's running on a 12 volt relay,they just tapped into one
battery and ran all new wires,Now that I have 24 volt lights in the rear and up front,I'm
going to run throuh the original wire bundle instead of hard wiring it to the battery.I was
going to use just the selector switch without the relay,by tapping into the distribution box
through the terminal post,because that's all the original switch does.Then I could use the
original harness and it would function as advertised.I tried tapping into 24 volts,with
their setup and the relay didn't work right.Not to mention it was all rigged on external
wires,which Doesn't appeal to me.
Rhino
SUBJECT>m715 for sale in New Hampshire POSTER>Da
EMAIL>daninghram@go.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aae7okccL8DU.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>click here LINKURL>http://vwbusnh.tripod.com
I have a 1967 that I would like to sell.The truck has all original drive train ,has bee
converted to 12 volt.
Last year it was posted for $3300 I would take $2200 or BRO now.That is what I paid
and have put more money into it.
I bought this truck thinking that it was a good deal for $2200 and I still think it's a good
deal.
The truck needs some work and has not been run lately.If you are really interested call
me on the phone at 603.869.2360
I have had it for around 7 years
Here is a list of things that I know need attention on the truck.
exhaust manifold has a crack and needs to be welded.
Some rust in the passenger rocker and floor,some small dents here and there,
body is good for the year though and that was one of the main reasons I bought the truck.
I did four new wheel cylinders and brake shoes had the drums turned so the brakes
where good but I did notice a little leak on a fitting in the rear and now they seem to need
to be bled.
It Needs to be tuned up and needs a battery.
The top is not a great one but usable.Cracked windshield
The truck is located in Northern New Hampshire.Call 603.869.2360
Dan Inghram
SUBJECT>military graphics POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello all.i just painted my m-715 and i want to put the origional military star on the doors
and i want to put the writing back on the hood.does anybody know what the dimensions
of the star are and how exactly to cut out an acurate stencil?thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:22.5 wheels POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10037
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How tall do you think the 22.5 you have is inflatedis/did you have to do any lifting?Who
made wheel and how much,can i get some made,i just need the centers to weld in to
m35 wheels laying around yard so i could try to put the 9x20 first and then 22.5,wonder
which is taller 9x20 ndt or your 22.5 rubber,i need height,have thought about the 11x24
but i think it would bw way to tall.thanks james
SUBJECT>VIN Again POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I lost the previous message (a very long time ago)about VIN's.Where are they located??
1)Engine compartment,passenger side,top of frame
2)Below the bed,top/side of frame over rear axle
3)On the metal plate affixed to the dash
What if they are in neither places?Is it true that some vehicles didn't get a civ/mil VIN
when manufactured because of the rush in making them?
I cannot find mine...help?
Thanks,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Tuffy products group buy POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my friends is starting up a web site for jeep products and is having a group buy on
tuffy products.I ordered the 12.5 inch wide tuffy consule already and will work well i
place of the battery box.You can't beat the prices.Take a look at www.mesa4x4.com,
and click on "M715 owners".For the price list just email him,and an automatic price list
will be sent right back to you.
Daniel.SUBJECT>Re:bell housing plug and air cleaner mushroom POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10116 NEXT>10167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The plug is a standard pipe fitting.3/4"I think.Any hardware store will have one.
SUBJECT>16.5 WHEELS POSTER>DAN EMAIL>DAN1025972000@YAHOO.COM
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10129 10130 10131 10149 10223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i'M LOOKING FOR SOMEONE WHO SELLS 16.5X 10 OR 12 INCH WHEELS
FOR AN M715 I CALLED STOCKTON AND THEY WANTED $205 EACH.I DON'T
WANT TO SPEND THAT MUCH ON SOME UGLY STEEL WHEELS.I'M ALSO
WONDERING WHERE I CAN FIND THE SELECTRO HUBS FOR THE FRONT,
THE AUTO PARTS STORES I'VE BEEN TO HAVE BEEN NO HELP WITH THE
HUBS.ANY HELP WOULD BE APPRECIATED.
SUBJECT>Title wrangle (long)POSTER>Title woes EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 May
2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10128 10133 10144
10155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,here's the story:
I bought this truck a while back from a local volunteer fire department and have bee
trying to get it registered here in South Carolina.
I went to the motor vehicles office and they told me there was a title out there.They
couldn't tell me whose name it was in,but did give me enough hints to let me know that it
wasn't in the name of the VFD.So,I took the forms and filled them out for a title search,
sent them off and waited.
In the meantime,the assistant chief,who handled the sale for the VFD,called me to say
he had found the title in the back of the filing cabinet (good thing,because the title search
avenue with the state was a waste of time --but they did send my check back.But that's
another story).
The problem is that the VFD didn't get a title in its name in 1988 when they were give
the truck from the county emergency people --they just got a bill of sale.That maybe
wouldn't be too tough,but the county emergency folks who "sold"it to the VFD didn't
title it in 1981 when they "bought"it from the state law enforcement folks.The transfer is
signed over on the back of the title to them.
So,I have a title from 1981 in the name of an agency I didn't buy the truck from and a
paper trail through 21 years.The nice lady at the DMV said to get the agencies back
down the line to title it and do what they should have done through the years,down to the
VFD,which can then sign it over to me.I can do this,but it seems incredibly complicated
and drawn out.
Should I go that route or should I stick the title I have in a dark drawer,get one of those
title services in a nice state like Alabama to sell the truck back to me and be done with it.
My concern with the second route is that when I go in with my bill of sale from the out-.of-state transaction,they
will say "This truck is already titled in SC."
Any suggestions?
Thanks,
My name's Chris but I'm staying otherwise anonymous on this one :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10127 NEXT>10154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for what it is worth,my granddad had a saying about these things.(the easy way will
always come back to bite you in the a**).if it were me,i would go the long way and get it
signed by all the right people.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there are several posts on here about a company called diamond wheel.the 'zoners made a
group buy from them about three months ago and every post i have seen about them has
been good.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10126
NEXT>10135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,Diamond Racing Wheels,1-800-937 4407 They have the best price.The cheapest
price on Selectros is Autozone.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10126 NEXT>10150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
We build a 16.5x9.75 or 16.5x12 to fit the M715 truck.We offer these in either the Sport
Wheel or the Solid center wheel.The Sport wheel has 5 cut outs between the lug patter
and the rim.It is available in either black,white or silver powder coat finish.The
16.5x9.75 is priced at $130.00 for the solid or $170.00 for the Sport Wheel.The 16.5x12
is $145.00 for the Solid or $185.00 for the Sport Wheel.You may want to check and see
if anyone else is looking for wheels.We did a M715 group order in March which saved
everyone by ordering wheel together.A minimum of 50 wheels or more qualifies for a
group price.It saves about 20%off of retail by ordering together.If you need more
information please contact me at 1-800-937-4407.
SUBJECT>Bow upright and ridge pole POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a old ridge pole and a bow upright that I could purchase for a patter
or could send drawings ?Thanks Warren.SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10127 NEXT>10134 10162 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Dear Title,I did'nt know we did stuff like that in this Great State.Will in Alabama(hey
John S do we?)
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
na!!!!!!!!!not us fine folks in alabama wouldn't do anything like that!!!!!!!!!!1
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes autozone get them to look in there mile marker book for a m715 or it might be under
jeep 1 1/4 ton
SUBJECT>TURN SIGNAL FLASHER???????POSTER>JASON O
EMAIL>SASLUVZCHRIST@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A 67 M715 THE BLINKERS DONT FLASH I HAVE TO MOVE LEVER UP
AND DOWN TO FLASH THEM,I GOT ONE OFF OF EBAY COMPLETE WIRE
HARNESS WITH
THE BOX INCLUDED BUT IT IS NOT EVEN CLOSE IT HAS 5 WIRES GOING TO
IT
AND MINE HAS 3 A,B,GROUND.CAN ANY ONE TELL ME WHAT THE DEAL
IS,IF THE EBAY GUY DIDN'T KNOW WHAT HE WAS SELLING OR WHAT?
MINE JUST HAS A PLUG THE OTHER BOX HAS SCREWS TO SECURE THE
WIRES.
I MAY NEED TO BUY THE RIGHT BOX IF ANY ONE HAS ONE TO SELL OR
CAN TELL ME WWHERE TO BUY ONE!
SUBJECT>fuel tank filler neck POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for a replacement for the original filler neck mine is cracked very badly and
the duct tape is starting to let go.if anyone has any ideas on an alternative to the original i
would be interested.thanx
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug wheel POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10077
NEXT>10165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It would of been hard for me I did't have a tape measure and the truck was doing 40
mph.
SUBJECT>Re:Tie rods POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 May 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10114 NEXT>10142
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:turn signal revisited POSTER>Bob W EMAIL>52cj3a@warwick.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10119
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the aftermarket 12v turnsignal switch functions differently than the original
switch.There is probably a way to do what you want,but I haven't had the time to figure
out exactly how the distribution box operates.
Good luck!
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank filler neck POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21
May 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10137 NEXT>10163
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mean the rubber part,AB Linn has them.ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:Tie rods POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 May 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10139 NEXT>10198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Larry,
There's a better alternative to the parts store pieces.ABLinn has the left hand ends for less
than 20 bucks (can't remember the exact price).Memphis has the right hand ones
(probably left hand too but I didn't ask)for 33 and some change.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Unimog on Ebay POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10148 10172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way Cool '68 Unimog on Ebay.Have to rob a bank to buy it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about there,in Arkansas you can get a dealer to do a title reasignment and it
is done.Once the title is in your name you don't have anything to worry about.It may be
different where you are.Just my .02.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10118
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Central.Benton to be exact.
I do want to point out this is the closed knuckle 60.I have an open knuckle but it's
MINE!!(bragging I guess)(actually,it's not mine but I'm building this for a friend)
I also have the D70 rear in great shape and the tranny and xfer case and engine.ALL FOR
SALE!
One of the cool things about the tires are 3 of them are the originals!They have 10/68
stamped/branded into the sides.
If anyone is interested,e-mail me directly and I'll send some pics.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Accelerator pump cam POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to help someone out here.He needs an accelerator pump cam for a Falcon.It
uses the same cam as our trucks so somebody with a parts carb please lend a hand.
Let me know what you have and for how much
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10118 NEXT>10157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wilson,
I will trade you an excellent d60 if you build my brakes for my d60 and d70.What do you
think?
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10143 NEXT>10158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's also a '78 U1300 @10k.This is a good deal,it's in excellent condition.Caveat
Emptor though.There are many of these "Big"Mogs coming in,and although titled (w/o
EPA/DOT paperwork),they are "for farm use"and can be seized by the DOT if caught
running down the highway (albeit rather slowly!).The '68 you saw is a 406 (U900)these
are THE most killer off road machines.With optional gearing,low 1st has a ratio of
4006:1.Not a misprint!They will go 3 feet per minute....at redline!!!
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 May
2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10126 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Autozone part number on the hubs is 11035-01,diamond wheels all the way ,call bill.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10131 NEXT>10161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'd be up for a "solid style"set of 4,possibly 5 if we get the discount...not sure if i'd go
w/9.75 or 12"?i would like to run radials...since i run the pavement often...any
recommendations as to tire type vs.price vs.cool look?I do like "meatier"tires!!i went
through a bunch of the posts,but started getting confused...
SUBJECT>Re:Bow upright and ridge pole POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10132 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill take some digital picture/measurements and get them to you
SUBJECT>Re:attn:Kevin Braddock POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Sounds good.Actually there are several here.In fact,there is one in a garage near you at
Lomas and Carlisle!It must be very,very shy though.I haven't seen it ever come out to
play!!!(no,it's not for sale).
SUBJECT>Re:TURN SIGNAL FLASHER???????POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10136 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Saturn Surplus www.saturnsurplus.com for the flasher.For the wiring diagrams go to
the on-line manuals page linked above and scroll to the bottom.
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In missouri what they did is called title jumping.Illegal and punishible by law.(bee
there done that &did not enjoy it)Check your local laws as this might give you some
leverage if they are hesitante to help you.If it was an individual here in mo.they wouldnt
want to do it because all the people involved would haft to pay back taxes for the vehicle
plus penaltys.But not sure as far as goverment deals....
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 May 2002,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10127
NEXT>10164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say you take your truck and drive it through the front door of the DMV,maybe they'll.help you then.
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ha
mike
SUBJECT>Re:military graphics POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 May
2002,at 11:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10121 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,There is a good article in the June 2002 issue of Military Vehicles Magazine
(www.militaryvehiclesmagazine.com)about Vietnam-Era Vehicle Markings by David
Doyle.Recommended sizes for the Stars are as follows:top of hood 20"with point facing
forward;doors stars are 16"and tailgate,front bumper 6".On the hood,the U S ARMY
and registration numbers should be 3 inches tall and can be in one or two lines depending
on space.The article does not go into making stencils.One source for buying them is
www.militarystencils.com.Maybe someone else can help.Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Direct D60 Question POSTER>WILSON THORNE
EMAIL>wilsonthorne@boeing.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am working on getting a price together for a disk brake kit that i can sale for a more
resonable price than the ones that i have seen.but thanks for the offer i have a couple of
d60 front ends for projects that are on the back burner.but i need a closed one for a mud
truck i am working on.
thanks wilson.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10148 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That ’ s right my buddy has one ,when in low and watching it move,it is so slow my
balance was thrown off and I stumbled.
Rick Hawkins
NH
SUBJECT>Re:Weatherstripping for doors -where?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>10084 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi again,Mike!
I installed the NAPA #770-1875 weatherstripping that you recommended,and it worked
great!Thanks for the help!Of course,I'm still stuck to the truck!!(dam that 3M glue).:o)
I ended up removing the doors,with the help of a friend,and that helped greatly in being
able to get at all of the places around the door.The whole job took about 2-1/2 hours.
Again,many thanks..Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10096 NEXT>10168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino
Thanks for the great feed back on the tire.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would also probably be in four wheels if we can get the discount.
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>Title woes EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
22 May 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10133 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Broadway Title's "how it works"page
LINKURL>http://www.broadwaytitle.com/how.htm
Hey,Will,
Broadway Title is located in Alabama,and they have built a pretty good business and
reputation by offering their service,which takes advantage of some pretty lenient laws in
Alabama.
Check out the link at http://www.broadwaytitle.com/how.htm for their "how it works"
page.
I'm probably going to go the long route and just take the assistant chief and someone from
the county emergency office to the DMV with me,pay $20 times 2 to get the title
instantly,have them do the signing and be done with it.Cheaper and,as bowtiedave
pointed out,safer.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank filler neck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ABlinn usually has them on eBay.
SUBJECT>Re:Title wrangle (long)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you have a buddy who's wife does notary work?I thought we all did.:)
Nobody at the DMV really gives a rats ass about a 35 year old truck that was given to a
fire co....or whatever transpired.Just bend the written word a little bit.If anyone
questions it just tell'em it's military and for some reason there was processing confusion.
Everytime I get pulled over I tell 'them'it's military and that seems to be enough to soothe.them.
SUBJECT>Re:6 Lug wheel POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ha,ha,HA!Yeah,I almost fell out of a friends jeep at a light!
SUBJECT>Longer rear drive shaft POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a NP205 and am wonerding what rear driveshaft to use?I haven't searched the
junkyard yet...any good donor suggestions?I would much rather cut one down than have
to lengthen one.Um,obviously it'll need to have the slip yoke.
Thanks fellas.
SUBJECT>Re:bell housing plug and air cleaner mushroom POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a plug from the local hardware store.It would only go in 1/2 turn.There was no
damage to the cover it just would not twist in.I had to buy the correct tap and run it in a
few times.It twists in about 4-5 turns now.Still seems a little tight though...
kaiserjeeps....(al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 a new source for used tires POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this guy has called me several times this week,but we play phone tag.he hjas a line on
used ones,and last time i think he wanted 150 a tire.....
pierre (in miami)
3058240447
SUBJECT>Looking for a M715 POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10170 10185 10186 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Im looking to buy a M715 for a project this Summer.I live in western CT.Is there any
one around the area that I could swing by and just look at your truck and talk about it.I
want to make a good purchase,that list of what to look for is great just I don't know what
a bunch of the things on the list are.If you do know of any trucks for sale in the North
East please let me know I've been keeping any eye on this site time to time also.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a M715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 11:15 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10169 NEXT>10171
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you happen through central Pa,give me a heads up,and you're welcome to check out
my rig.There are some other guys in the couple state area.Perk is in Maine,but his has a
ford engine.LOL
Sorry Perk...couldn't resist!
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK Spicer,You got me on that one!LOL!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10143 NEXT>10174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unimogs are great rigs,but they all seem to be very expensive!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Stupid Question of the Week!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>10175 10244 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Here we go,I have a mildly built 388 SBC motor in my 715 and the rotating assy.was
balanced to a manual tranny flyweel.Question is can I or has anyone heard of running an
auto tranny on manual flywheel?Trying to get OD gearing without paying for manual
NV4500 tranny and adaptor.700R4 auto trannies are alot cheaper.So guys either LOL at
me or give me some advise.Thanks in advance....I think
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10172 NEXT>10180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't the Unimogs need more than 'usual'maitainance on the drives?I've heard that and
that on highway use tears up the drives as well.
Truth,myth...Anyone a Unimog person?
Oh,and not to discredit a cool mule like the 'mog,but what the hell can anyone use a
4006:1 ratio for?!36"/hr!Cripes,the minute hand on my watch,with a face width of 1",
will travel 188.496"/hr!...and that operation has a function!Hmmm,I can hold my breath
for over 6.283"of minute hand travel...lil'dizzy though.
Work is a little slow today.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid Question of the Week!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 12:30 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10173 NEXT>10176
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Okay...the 388,.060 over 350 and cut down 400 crank...When the assembly was
balanced did they modify the Harmonic balancer or alter the 400 manual flywheel?Or
was it internally balanced.If it's been internally balanced any neutral balance flywheels
will work...305,350,etc.If the 'notched'400 balancer and weighted flywheel were used
during the balance,you need to keep it externally balanced.Check and see if the flywheel
has a cast weight on it and/or has any 'fresh'looking holes drilled into it for balancing.If
the flywheel is a weighted one and hasn't been drilled,lightened,or modified in any way,
you may as well use a standard 400 flexplate with the weight welded onto it.I think the
manual flywheel and torque converter will be too long.
Clear as mud?
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid Question of the Week!POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>10175 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,clear as mud,no just kidding.We used 400 external balance components.My
friends who build drag motors claim you have to use the parts that are balanced together
or it was a waste of time.Of course they are running 10 grand rpms and I plan to max out
at 6500 if that high so I may get away with changing flywheel/flexplates.
They all tell me my SBC will grenade itself into boat anchor status anyway so why
worry.....I thought I would beat the Fomoco amd Mopar guys to the punch with that line!
LOL
I'm also sick of everyone and thier dog running a 350.But it's hard to beat a stroker SBC
mildly built for tourque,economy and reliablty.Thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Oversized pistons for 230 POSTER>Dave Billings
EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>NEXT>10179
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to get oversized pistons and rings?I need to boar the block but
Memphis Truck says it can't get anything but stock.I found out the hard way that a
civilian motor won't bolt up in a military winch model.Please Help!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Mirrors POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,22
May 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10083 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has a pair of NOS mirrors on eBay right now.
SUBJECT>Re:Oversized pistons for 230 POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Check Kanter.You'll have to call them to get the available sizes because their
catalog and
website are pretty vague.But they do have engine parts listed for the Tornadoes.
Kanter.com
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10174 NEXT>10181 10187 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 404 Unimog Camper powered by a 300 Ford six with an Offy intake and a
Holley 390 4bbl.As far as driving tearing up anything,NAW!Just keep the hubs lubed!
You don't grease the bearings,they each hold about a quart of oil.No planned
obsolescence here Boys!I don't have the low 20spd tranny from the 406,but even still,
sometimes I put mine in low,get out,walk across a field,crack a cocktail,and wait for it
for 20 minutes or so.People really freak when they see a "pilotless"vehicle traversing
terrain!!
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10180 NEXT>10182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way,
404 Mogs are relatively cheap.In Europe,they can be had for less than a grand.Many
outfits are bringing 'em over,one ex-firetruck in excellent condition went for $4100 on E-
bay last week.He has 3 more.I have a soft top 404 ex-radio truck.I converted to Ford
power,12.50x20 Michelin Radials,wood paneling,Berber carpet,desert sand paint etc.I
have about $5200 in it.I have owned many,many off road rigs.This is THE best by far!
Where else can you get gear reduced portal axles,enclosed drivelines,locking
differentials,reverse by pulling a lever (your never out of gear on a hill),long travel coil
springs (rides like a Cadillac)zerk fittings on the doors,heck even the water pump has a
oil resevoir!,for so little money?Parts are readily available (and relatively cheap!).Take
one for a spin,and you'll be a believer!
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you say ARCA Kevin?How about FARMINGTON?I knew that you could!Take
me with you....I can start a fire with two sticks!HA!
SUBJECT>Re:Two M715s On E-BAY POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 May 2002,at 11:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10183 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
There are two m715s on e-bay.when you do the serch put a space between the m and the
715 "m 715"or it will not find it..Just a heads up.
Nathan...
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a M715 POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott
Your welcome to stop by if your in New Hamphsire.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,I just saw this for sale in the Want Ad magizine out of Mass.67 M-715 exc.cond.
includs snowplow,new wiring and lights,too many new parts to list,runs exc.immac.cond.
for year.call 978-355-6204 located in Barre Mass.call 5-10pm Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10180
NEXT>10188 10195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I noticed that Mogs and Land Rovers are cheap across the big pond.Do you have
any idea what the shipping would cost on one of these rigs?Your Mog with a Ford 300!I
think i am getting a woodie!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10187
NEXT>10197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How fast does one of these things go?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>9998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SOLD!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>joined the ranks POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10191 10192 10208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well good fellows i have finally aquired a rig!
thanks to John Leischner here on this group .
I must comend John on the work he did on this vehicle the pictures in the galery do not
do it justice!!its beautiful .i was a littel apprehensive abot driving the beast such a
distance but i thought what the hell its an adventure..John lives about 250 miles from
me ,but after i saw it i was sure there would be no problems and there wernt ..almost.as i.drove away i was planning
on a long ride home a buddy of mine came along to drive my
93 blazer S-10 back as a chace vehicle the M-715 was loaded to the gills with extra parts
includeing an engine block,new tranny ,and boxs of other goodies .
it was slow going as John lives in a valley and the first grade to a pass starts just about at
his driveway.the first 28 miles was done at about 30 mph this was going to be a longer
drive than i expected .
We stopped to stuff some grocerys down our neck in Ellensberg and i was imedeatly
swarmed by folks asking questions about the rig..food in the tummy and on our way i
settel in for the drive .about 20 miles later..the truck starts to bog down reall bad all of a
sudden im wonderin what the @#$$%?and pull to the side of the hiway..over the CB i
hear FIRE!!!!!!!!
luckly John had included 2 fire extinguishers on board ..some how the parking break
had enguaged no idea how put out the flames and examined the damage ..wernt none
really just a littel singed but oh the ex itement !from then on it was an uneventfull trip ..
most of the way doing 50 -55 mph fully loaded i was amazed the trip back took about 5
hours or so and the beast purred like a kitten .i however did not those seats are HARD
and i shoulda brought ear plugs didnt know theses things were so loud any way looking
forward to learning all the in and outs of these wonderfull vehicles im sure ill have
questions but you all at the site here are a great resour e .
Basenji
SUBJECT>Re:joined the ranks POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10190 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Welcome to the family Basenji!
SUBJECT>Re:joined the ranks POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10190 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SPEAK UP!!I CAN'T HEAR YOU!!WHAT DID YOU SAY?Welcome to the Club.
Klinger715
SUBJECT>John Leishner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the advice,part #'s,card refs,and all that!
We'll leave a light on for ya!
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SUBJECT>CORRECTION:Oil pan gasket &rr.seal #'s POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>10241
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last November,I posted the wrong Fel-Pro numbers for the Oil Pan Gasket and the Rear.Seal (sorry -incorrect
database).
Here are the CORRECT numbers:
Oil Pan Gasket =Fel-Pro #OS13347D
Rear Seal =Fel-Pro #BS13349
Sorry for the confusion;I got "bit",too!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10187 NEXT>10200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's been a couple of years since I checked on shipping.I was going to bring over a
Pinzgaur (these are equipped like the Mog,but are minivan size and zippier)but couldn't
find someone to go halves on a container.They were going for about 2k including
insurance.This is for a container that would hold 2 trucks to Houston.New York and LA
run about the same.If you guys want to go to a great Mog site,check out:Rocky
Mountain Moggers/Pinzgaurs.They also have a bunch of excellent links from all over the
world.Also,anything older than 1968 does not require EPA/DOT clearances,so titling is
no problem.
SUBJECT>Group Wheel Order POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10203 10217 10242 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There has been a few inquiries about doing another M715ZONE Group wheel order.
Diamond Wheel can offer wheels in 15",16"16.5"17"20"22.5"wheel sizes in various
widths to fit the M715 type trucks.These wheels are available in either black,white or
silver powder coat finish.If we get enough interest we will offer O-D Green at no extra
charge as well.This is usually a special order color and has a $75.00 set up charge.If we
can get a minimum of 50 wheels together we will offer the same discounts as we did i
March.You can e-mail your quantity,size and zip code or call it in and I will quote you a
price for whatever size you neeed.We also can quote some wheel &tire combo packages
which has a wheel and tire mounted &balanced ready to install on your truck.We have
tires available in some 20"and 22.5"sizes.Super Swamper and other brands we are not
able to deal in.If you need any help with sizes please contact me.1-800-937-4407 or
sswheel@execpc.com
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 3:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10188 NEXT>10214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 404 (gas engine)has a rated top speed of 58 mph.This is at sea level,winshield
folded down,decent tailwind,and the driver in a full tuck!!Any type of hill relegates you
to driving on the shoulder.The bigger diesel brethren like the 416 all the way up to the
U2450 (had one on Jurrasic Park,Lost World)run about the same speed but uphill too.
You can also get a "fast axle ratio"gearset.Then with the injector pump turned up,and.with bigger tires,you can run
65mph.These bigger Mogs run anywhere from about 15k
for a nice 416,to 200k for a new 2450.The little U900 (406)that are on E-bay,are
basically road going tractors (thus the 4006:1).These only run about 40 mph with the
stock gears.You can get a fast axle ratio set for 'em,but they are short wheelbase and
squirelly.Not to mention the fast axle gearsets are rare,and run about 3k!.The stock 404
(the cheap ones)have a sedan based 2.2 inline 6 producing 80 hp.I went with the 4.9 6
(300 Ford)and the power increase is sunstantial (can you say,Hot Rod Unimog?)I ca
short shift it into 6th going 20mph,and run down the highway at 65 mph+while still
pulling the hills at 5200 ft.This is with the big 12.50x20"Michelins.There is an outfit in
Canada that is making adapter kits for these engines.I'm having some vibration problems
with my homemade adapter,and want to order a kit.They run about $750.The fella will
make a deal on multiple kits,so if any of you are interested,let me know!!He also just
built a 404 with an LT1 350 and 700R4!It runs 90mph+!Definite overkill.The 300 with
the Offy intake and 4bbl.is more than adequate.
SUBJECT>Re:Tie rods POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lrogosin@msn.com DATE>Thursday,
23 May 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10142 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tip.
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING FOR PERKM715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10104 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,Did you get your new M-715 yet?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10195
NEXT>10202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I saw a Pinzgauer in Ocala Fla last winter.Man what a cool rig,and talk about
ground clearence,I would say the tires were about 34''tall with 14-15 inches clearence,no
big diff's hanging down.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:Longer rear drive shaft POSTER>Dean EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10166
NEXT>10213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 205 trnsfer and 4 inch lift and all I needed was an inch and a half longer slip
yoke.The local bearing shop had one in stock.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>10200 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We saw a 6x6 Pinzgaur at a MV convention 2 yrs.ago.Talk about getting a woodie.I.swear if I wasn't eye deep in my
Kaiser project I would have one of those little beasts!
SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10196
NEXT>10215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what was the price of the wheels?say a10/15
SUBJECT>Keepin'it real POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't fret Ford guys,I just bought a T-18 from a '86 F series in good used shape and a
hour later,the 300-6 that I was squakin'about last week.
It turned out the Chevy trans was junk -it's a bad idea to store a tranny outside for a few
years with the pto covers and tailhouse totally loose.
I'm curious if the T98 tailhouse is interchangeable with the T18 so I can use the stock
tranny mount.Anyone know?
Fordspeed to all!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:John Leishner POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10193
NEXT>10207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes its always great to gain a new memeber but also sad to see one leave.I am fairly new
to the sight and have bought some stuff from john.He has always been very honest and
very helpful.Good luck John and hope you still hang out on the site as you are a big help
to many.
Steve
SUBJECT>new michelin 900x 16 XL's for sale POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill's Tire Supply in Pacheco,CA has access to 63 Michelin 9.00 X 16 XL's.These are
brand new tires and the price is $190.00 which includes the federal tax.
Call Bill at Bill's Tire Supply at 925.689.2678
look at 'em here
imageevent.com/search4one/michelinxzl900x16
SUBJECT>Re:John Leishner POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10205 NEXT>10216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I might not own one any more,but I have to do something in my spare time.I'll be
here still helping where I can.My heart is still in it.
Thanks to all who helped me from time to time,or sold me parts.Thanks to the ZONE i
General!This is the very best site I have ever visited and the best bunch of guys,and gals.also!I never would have
had the rig I did with out it all.
Thanks Again.
SUBJECT>Re:joined the ranks POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,23 May 2002,at 9:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10190 NEXT>10210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear you made it home!Sorry I forgot to warn you on that E Brake.It works
great,but it tends to be over looked when you jump in,all excited to move and get along
down the road.
I did the same thing the first day I had it,but that was before it was adjusted correctly.
Good Luck and welcome to the ownership gig.
Couldn't be a better place to get help.
SUBJECT>454 installed POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,
23 May 2002,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10224 10262
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to let everyone know I got the 454 in tonight.I moved the motor mounts up 4"
and that cleared the firewall.I will move the radiator mounts up after I get the front clip
back on.
The power steering conversion is not going as smoothly though.The box I got with the 1
ton is one that mounts on the outside of the frame and I'm afraid this is going to interfer
with the 40"tires turning to the right.I may fab up some way to mount it inside the frame
rail or do hyd steering.
What bites about this is I spent alot of time cutting and welding the mounting bracket to
the frame and now I may have gring all my welds to get it off.
Hopefully,I will get the new D60 in the front tomorrow and then I will be able to tell
more on the sector situation.
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I also am going to install the GM heater box.It is all external and I think it will go i
fairly easily.I will need to make custom duct too.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:joined the ranks POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipiid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 12:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10208
NEXT>10211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea well whats a trip in a Jeep with out some excitement?if i wanted sedate motility ..i
would have bought a Volvo
SUBJECT>Re:joined the ranks POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipiid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 12:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10210
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats a littel joke John LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Keepin'it real POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10204
NEXT>10219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Chris,On my Ford 460 swap I used the T-98A with an imput shaft from a Ford T-18
because if you are going to use a PTO winch,the door needs to be on the drivers side.The
Ford T-18 door is on the passenger side.I would imagine that you could change
tailhouse,though it may be a lot of work,might be less work to fab a new rear tranny
mount.So are you back with the blue oval?You seem to change brands more often than I
change underware!LOL!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Longer rear drive shaft POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I've been waiting for!Thanks Dean!
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10197
NEXT>10246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,so you have a 404 with a 300/6 Ford...and get 65+mph?Easy,Perk...I'm not
leading to a Ford cut.:)
I was just checking eBay...oh man!I thought out trucks were really militarily obnoxious
'til I checked some of the mogs again.I'm an honest guy folks...I'm having thought of
Zone betrayal.Wow and I thought my 715 scared the pretentious high rollers...The 'Mog,
uh..I'm in trouble!
Oh,what about break parts and consumables like that?Available?$$$Pricey$$$?
SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rob,
The price of a 15x10 wheel in the Solid center would be $130.00.If there is enough
interest in a group order the price will be less.I can quote the freight if you provide me
with your zip code.
SUBJECT>Re:John Leishner POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>10207 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks John for those wiring diagrams,they were a great help
SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10196 NEXT>10233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill--
I might be interested in the group order.Can you post a picture of your wheels?What do
they weigh each?Would it be possible to chrome plate them?My tires are 9x16--I.presume that you could make a set to
fit them?Do you also sell the lug nuts?Thanks
Tom L.
SUBJECT>Delivery dates and VIN numbers POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10227 10249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have compiled the delivery dates and VIN numbers that were submitted to the old
Geocities site into an html document.They are sorted first by vehivle type,then by
month,so that all the vin's for say 10-68 are all together.Before I post this page,which
includes between 75 and 100 vins,I am giving anyone interested a chance to send in their
data for inclusion.
All you have to send is the type of vehicle,M7xx,the delivery date,if known,and the 5
digit VIN.I will add it to the list.The list will not include any other personal info about
anyone,just month,year and VIN.If you don't have the delivery date I will put it i
sequence and hopefully be able to show what month it is.If you don't have the original,5
digit type,VIN,there isn't much I can do.
Email yours to me at brute4c@yahoo.com
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Keepin'it real POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10212
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
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The PTO is no biggie for me.Sometime in the past a previous owner hacked off the
winch and only left the PTO box.I figured I could spin a little propeller off of it or more
realisitcally an air compressor.I'll probably just sell it though.
Yea I know I changed my mind a lot.It was hard choosing between what I wanted and
what was more logical/affordable.The Ford stuff won't end up costing that much more
though.
Gotta find a bellhousing and flywheel now...
Chris
SUBJECT>wheel clearence POSTER>DAN
EMAIL>DAN1025972000@YAHOO.COM DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10225 10226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will a 15 inch wheel fit on these axles it doesnt look to me like they would clear the front
drum
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 how to get new ones for 300 each
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at
12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10112 NEXT>10231 10320
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the 14.5R20?They are only 43.4"tall as opposed to the 49.4 of the 14R20..Still near $Five Bills?
SUBJECT>Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10230 10251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Salvagable?Some wires and some paint???
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>Brad EMAIL>bradm@naxs.net DATE>Friday,
24 May 2002,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10126 NEXT>10238
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I WOULD BUY 4 USED HUMMER WHEELS AND RUNFLATS.EXTREME
OFFROAD EQUIPMENT IN ASHEVILLE HAVE THEM $80-$100 EACH.CUT THE
CENTERS AND HAVE YOURS WELDED IN.PRETTY CHEAP TO HAVE
RUNFLAT 16.5"
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10209
NEXT>10229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at an s-10 blazer with ac the other day checking out the heater/ac box on the
firwall.I think this would be a very close fit to the civilian heater only thing someone put
in my 715 before I got it.The heater core would be on the insided though.Oh and politely
getting one out of an s-10 is really difficult.Still,the fit looked very similiar.I'd like to
put ac on the truck...it'd really be cool then!Oooh,that was bad,sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel clearence POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10220
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,I am running 15"buckshot mudders on mine.The previous owner cut the centers out
of a chevy rim and welded the 715 centers in.Works great.Let me know if you need more
info.Will
SUBJECT>Re:wheel clearence POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10220 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dan,
You are right.The front drums are a little too big to slide a heavy guage 15"rim over too
far.However if you keep the backspacing down to under 5",they will work just fine.I am
running 15"rims with 4.5"backspacing on mine and it fits just fine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery dates and VIN numbers POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab81hJhKlH2U PREVIOUS>10218 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for doing this.just something neat.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:chevy 350 headers POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@sirius.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10038
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got Hooker Block-Hugger headers on mine.Fits perfect.
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10224
NEXT>10235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hivolt,you need a steering gear from chevy car (mid 70's)they bolt to inside of frame and
a wagoneer pitman arm..easy bolt on
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10222 NEXT>10232 10318 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i went today bought a 69 chevelle project car 454 turbo 400 12 bolt went to unload it off
the trailer it did not have any breaks and my yard is on a hill so i was going to let it roll
off the trailer and ram it in park let it roll until the back tires hit the ground put it in park
pulled it back out front tires hit the ground went to put it in park woudnt go rolled down
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the hill finaly got it in park rolling about 15 miles an hour it spun around the stering
wheel came off in my hand it didnt have a nut on it i was sitting in the floor the seats
were out so i rolled in the back floorboardcar spinning ran over 30 feet of chainlink fence
ond ended up stopping in my dogs pen so if any ones afternoon can beet that i want to
here it its kinda funny now !!!!!!!!!besides now tomarow instead of working on yhe
chevelle or the m715 i get to put up new fence
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 how to get new ones for 300 each POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah 525 ea
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 9:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10230 NEXT>10236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John leave the car where it is take your wifes car park it behind the chevelle put some
plywood along the sides of both cars so the dog can't get out and work on your truck.Will
Hey what time you gonna be home tomorrow or sunday?
SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 10:22 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10217 NEXT>10273
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chrome wheels on a m715,come on you got to be pulling our legs.......Right?
SUBJECT>Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know what bellhousings and flywheels will fit my 300-6 and T-18.Any 289,
302,351 manual tranny bellhouse?What years?Same questions for the flywheel.
Damn wrecking yards want a grip of cash for them but there seems to be a bunch of stuff
on Ebay.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,24 May 2002,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10229
NEXT>10272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why not use the wagoneer steering gear or J 10 truck gear for direct bolt in
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 3:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call sunday about lunch if im not home i would only be about 15 min from here 229
3002cell
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10234 NEXT>10247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,When you bought the 300,there was no flywheel?I have books on hi performance
Ford engins,it dose not include the 300,only v-8's.The flywheel could be 164 tooth 18
5/16 pressure plate bolt holes on a 12 3/8 bolt circle and 11 cultch,I am not shure on
these measurements.The 300,302 and 351 windsor should all be the same
bellhouseing.Do not try to use a 351 cleveland,351M or 400M These will not fit.I would
say any Ford pick up with a 300 and 4 speed tranny is a doaner to your project.If you were
to buy an old ratty F-150 late 80's or early 90's you would have everything including the
EFI set up.Sometimes you can buy a whole truck for $100.00 or so,get it out of my yard
type deal,now that would be sweet.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10223
NEXT>10240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the number to EXTREME OFFROAD EQUIPMENT IN ASHEVILLE?thanks i
advance
SUBJECT>mopar?POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25.May 2002,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>10245 10254 10263
10360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there any morpar fans in here?
i'm getting ready to wedge a 440 wedge in my M715.going to use a NP4535 trans.a
direct bolt in to the NP435 except w/syncro first.same trans mount though.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10238
NEXT>10265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have Hummer beadlock wheels for sale in cental Pa.$100 each.=====Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:CORRECTION:Oil pan gasket &rr.seal #'s POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10194 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the car-quest ones you posted incorect?I just ordered the pan gasket and rear main,
$#@!*Is the Westling #on the pressure plate correct?
SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10196 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I would be interested as well (4 solid style,black,size?)...i would like to get some
info/prices on the wheel/tire combo options.I'd like to go wider (11-15"for a tire width),
but taller doesn't matter much...what are my options (no lifts or mods)?thanks!
SUBJECT>Smells flooded...wife thinks i'm dumb?POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>10253
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry...new to these beasts,so questions are on the novice side.this is an awesome site...i
post pics soon.I have a stock 24v 230 1968 M715.I have had problems starting it once
it's warmed up.it ALWAYS starts and runs forever if its sat for a couple of hours or
more...but once it's warm and you shut it off...you better have some other plans...cuz
your goin'nowhere!This REALLY sucks when at a gas station!i have replaced the
condensor...I do notice that when it starts it smells like it's getting too much gas...and
smokes a bit,doesn't burn oil (it leaks it instead!)I notice that the rare chance that it starts
(when warm)..i have to leave the air cleaner off for a few minutes while i turn it over and
keep my foot as far from the gas pedal as possible after about a minute (solid)of this,it
really "tries"to start,and sometimes does...so i assume it must be flooding out cuz at this
point it REALLY smells like gas?Any recommendations on carb.settings?It idles
forever (which is great)when it starts,so i hope not to screw it up too bad.I have a
manual on order...but it's cross-wise in my driveway (don't ask,this is where the wife
thinks i'm dumb!)so i have my other two cars locked in!I have had it for a year or so...
and the previous owner was even less mechanical than myself.He said "it's been that way.for about a year or
two...just don't shut it off til your done w/it"...I'm thinking he may
have messed w/the carb settings?
Sorry for the length of this!Any insights would be great!
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid Question of the Week!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DUHHHHHH
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10239
NEXT>10250 10264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,DON'T forget the three deuces.Now that would be very COOL!440-6 pack.Keep me
posted,Will
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog on Ebay POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mog parts are plentiful,especially for the 404.The 404 was made from 1958 through
1980.There are several parts houses.To give you an idea,the last parts I've bought were:
turn signal lenses,$12.95.Speedo cable,$25.Throwout bearing,$55.Battery box
wingnuts w/springs,$1.My local brake shop even refurbishes Mog clutches and brakes.
I've seen rebuilt transmission/transfer cases (all-in-one unit)for $700.These tranny's are
cool in that they have 2 low gears along with 4 for the road,2 speeds in reverse accessible
by a single lever.If you're in 1st or 2nd,simply pull the lever and you're in revers!(great
on hills).There is also a crawler gearset available giving you 4 crawler gears.The stock
tranny is pretty low though.It is said you can put it in low,put it up against a building,
and it will idle itself till it grinds its way down to the diffs.I've not tried this,but you ca
put it first,get out,take a nap,then walk down the road to pick it up later!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10237 NEXT>10258 LINKNAME>Iclandic 4x4
club LINKURL>http://www.f4x4.is
Cleveland has the same bellhousing to it was sopposed to be Ford's the smali-block
engine of the future,but it arrived just in time to sing the low-compression'70s smog-era
blues.but the 300 is great truck engine full of torqu if you want more out of it call
Clifford and good luck
SUBJECT>spark plug tool POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know ive read a post on this before but cant seem to find it when i need it,so please
forgive me.i need to know how to make the tool to remove the plug wires on the military.230s.
thanx
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery dates and VIN numbers POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10218
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 725 ,delivered 4/68 ,vin 11331.It is still stock ,for now.
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
25 May 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10245 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like the idea!!!!I like Mopar.But 440 wedge I was thinkin the
legendary 426 Hemi.Could u get a NV4500 to bolt to that 440
wedge.That would be cool.Will u post some pics when u get it
in??
Sean
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SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10222 NEXT>10277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well two days after the fire i found out that i needed to move from NY to Michigan for
work.so the truck was not at the top of my mind.but now that i am in michigan i miss it.
so i am going to try to get back out there at some point in the next couple months to finish
it.the fire was not as bad as i originally thought.all the wires hoses brake lines need to be
replaced.the front needs to be repainted.the brand new powermaster alternator that i just
put on was melted together.but other than that i think that i made out alright.it was just a
good thing that i got it out when i did.i am just thankful that not only do i still have a
truck but i still have a garage.i can not imagine the fire that would have happened if the
garge would have come down.so i am just thankful for that.
Munch
SUBJECT>NV5600 POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25
May 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10255 10270
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The other day I was lookin through one of my Petersen's 4wheel
and offroad magazines (May 2002)and saw an article where they installed an NV5600
six speed trans in a Ford full size pick-up.I
don't think its availible for the public yet.But I think it
would make a kool swap.If you have a cummins in your truck it
will bolt right up.Has anyone else herd of this trans??
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Smells flooded...wife thinks i'm dumb?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10243
NEXT>10256 10257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Once it's cooled off and you think it will start again,you can remove the
"economizer"
valve (three screws on the top right-hand side of the float bowl on the carb),then check
the wet fuel level.It should be 3/4"from the top of the float bowl to the fuel level while
the engine is running (it will idle a little fast because of the vacuum leak you created by
removing the valve).Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
25 May 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10239 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes i am a mopar fan.going to put a small block in mine.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:NV5600 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
25 May 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10252 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the new dodge ram cummins have six speeds in them.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Smells flooded...wife thinks i'm dumb?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you know you're not alone,I had the same problem with a pals flathead Ford.
Everytime we shut it down,fuel would spew from the vent down the carb and making it
next to impossible to start again.Check that the float is dry inside if it's brass (I can't
remember)and check that the float valve is seating properly.We couldn't figure out the
problem with his carb so we ended up changing it.But in theory it should be related to the
float.
Usually it'll run like poop at anything under full throttle and try to stall at idle with this
condition.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Smells flooded...wife thinks i'm dumb?POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10253 NEXT>
10275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,i'll check it out tomorrow.what to do if it's more or less than 3/4"?Do the
adjustment screws control this level?If so,what should they (it)be at?
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10247 NEXT>10260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks dudes,.One more question though -Are the transmission ends of the bellhousings all the same
for cars and trucks alike?From what I can gather it seems like they're all the same.
The engine is coming from in front of a C-6 so no luck on the flywheel.I may have forgot
to mention that the engine and trans come from two seperate sellers.The junkyard guy
asked if I wanted 10 or 11 inch clutch so there must be more that one flywheel.Guess I'll
reasearch that a bit more.
As for Clifford,I love their stuff but this motor already has an Offy intake and RV cam.If
anything I'll get the stock dual exhaust manifolds and Y them into single 3"tube or
something to that effect.
Chris
SUBJECT>A day on the army base POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
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DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got back about an hour ago from Ft.Irwin (Barstow)seeing my aunt and uncle who
are fixing to move.
First thing we did was shoot some skeet.I haven't shot a shotgun in ten years and it sure
is a blast.That army skeet range was super nice and there were two cute chickies working
there.
After that was a cheeseball car show.The only thing I really liked was a stock 48
Plymouth.
Up next was a driving tour of the base.Tons of Hummers as expected as well as deuces
and 5 tonners.Saw a few M1 tanks cruising around.A bunch of Amored personel carriers
were parked.Some neat aluminum tanks used for air drops (Sheriton?)that are being
phased out but still used for training.The museum had some seized Iraqi tank type things.
I saw those badass block tread tires.LAV or Michelin,I can't remember which.They
were on deuces and some things that had a cab similar to those Volvo cabover trucks.
Very impressive tires to say the least.Probably the coolest thing was trying to boogie out
of the way of a M998 superdupersizedmondobeast.Those trucks are HUGE.I guess
they're for towing around the M60 tanks.
I went last year but that was before having the 726 so the trucks weren't that interesting to
me.
Overall a good day spent with family in the searing heat of the Mojave desert.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10258
NEXT>10261 10292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
most of the flywheels are drill and tapped for both the 10 and 11 inch clutchs,at least on
newer trucks.Also Daggi the cleveland in not a small block and never was it is a big
block and uses a big block bolt pattern.If you stay with the parts from new vehicles say
90's there are only two ring teeth counts and two starters used for 300,302,351w.
if you would like I believer that I still have the ford printed referrence on the tranys.let
me know and I will try to digg it up..SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10260 NEXT>10266 10267 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not sure how much it'll help.The engine is in a 66 truck so I'll probably be dealing
with old stuff.If you find the info,please post it anyhow.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed UPDATE POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10209
NEXT>10268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the tranny and it's new custom cross-over in last night and then we got the NP205 i
and it's crossover,custom.
Then we got the new D60 open knuckle in and springs hung.
What's so cool is my math worked out and the NP205 is flush with the bottom of the
frame rails so my flat skid plate idea is gonna work.
The steering sector will work fine on the outside of the frame rail!!!!That was a huge
relief!
The rear driveshaft is looking to be over 62"long.Most likely,we will put a carrier
bearing in to help with that.
I am going to copy Currie on their twin stick and I plan to get that done tomorrow along
with second checks on everything being tight.
If someone could tell me where to send some jpegs to get them posted,I will send them.
PS,I had planned from the start to not exceed a 25"frame bottom and I am proud to say
that the Kaiser now sits with 25"of ground clearance at the lowest point on the skidplate,
which is the entire skid since it is completely flat.
Thanks for letting me gloat a little!!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25
May 2002,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10239 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody done this before?any problems?
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25
May 2002,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10245 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have an edelbrock triple duce intake,however i need carbs that dont cost in the $600
price range plus a 300 airfilter.you have any lying about?
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 10:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10240
NEXT>10282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.how much to get to texas?remember i cant run radials on a bias rim
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 10:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10261
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you sure that you have a t-18 and not a np435,they can be confuzzed with each other.
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I have the book
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 10:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10261
NEXT>10269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry only goes back to 80
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed UPDATE POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 May 2002,at 11:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way cool Hivolt!!Can't wait to see the pics!!
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 12:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10267 NEXT>10271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a T-18.It's a Borg-Warner with the 13-01 casting #.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:NV5600 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,
26 May 2002,at 12:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>10252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dynatrac did the conversion but it was a one of prototype and will be 3 months at least
before they have anything for public sale.{I called them )Found a source for good used
NV5600s at under a grand in OKC so it's real tempting to experiment.They way 360 lbs.
and are 28"long,quite a piece of hardware.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10269 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris ,No dought,you have a T-18.You can identify a Ford NP435 with it's aluminium top
cover.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:454 installed POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10235
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didn't because wagoneers are more scarce than hen teeth around here..SUBJECT>Re:Group Wheel Order POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a lot of chrome trim on my truck--including mirrors,headlight bezels,and rhino
grill.Adds a little class to my truck!
SUBJECT>230 to chevy s.b.electrical.PLEASE HELP POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10276 10306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently installed a chevy in my 715.I am,among other things,totally ignorant when it
comes to automotive electrical systems.Can anyone help me with a simple wiring
diagram or description of what needs to be done to get her fired up?I have everything
else ready to go except for this issue because of my reluctance to deal with it,but now I
nave now where else to hide.Can I still use the original floor button starter that was on
the old system?Any help,even the most basic comments would be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Smells flooded...wife thinks i'm dumb?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10257
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the level is wrong,you have to remove the float bowl cover and bend a metal tab on the
float arm.The procedure is outlined in the manuals.
SUBJECT>Re:230 to chevy s.b.electrical.PLEASE HELP POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10274 NEXT>10286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you did a engine swap I would trash the entire wiring system if you're getting away
from the 24 volt system.It's over 30 years old with increasing resistance due to age,
cracked insulation,etc.You can go to the library and get any schematic from a 70's
chevy.I would get rid of the floor starter (I always hit it when I'm bouncing around )and
add a key switch.You can do the changeover circuit by circuit to add a fuse box or buy a
complete universal wiring kit for 250 to 300 from Painless,Ron Francis Wireworks,
among others.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear you are ok and that everything isn't a total loss...I realize it sucks and
wouldn't wish it on anyone,but at least there is a bright side...you and the truck are still
with us!!
Thank God,
brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 NEWBIE POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,26 May
2002,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10279 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
HELLO JUST PURCHASED APROJECT M715 (FINALLY GOT IT PERK!!)HAS A
327 V8 FAIRLY SOLID EXCEPT CAB FLOORS OUTSIDE UNDER PINE TREE FOR
10YRS IN THE NEW ENGLAND WET PINE NEEDLES ROTTED THE FLOOR ANY
WELD IN FLOOR PANS AVAILABLE??MY COMPLIMENTS TO YOUR SITE THE
ONLINE MANUALS ARE VERY IMPREESIVE !!!FRANKO'
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SUBJECT>Re:M715 NEWBIE POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10278
NEXT>10280 10281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Franko!Is your new rig a 327 AMC or Chevy.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 NEWBIE POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,26 May
2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10279 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
PERK AS FAR AS KNOW IT A CHEVY SUPPOSLEDLY FROM AVETTE BUT WE
WILL HAVE TO CHEK THE NUMBERS ON IT RUSTY FLOOR PAN LOT OF
AREA RUST FROM NO TOP //TARP COVER FOR 10YRS UP THIS WAY CARPET
HAS NEVER BEEN DRY WE ALL THAT STORY HOPE TO GET IT STARTED BY
END OF MONTH WILL KEEP YOU POSTED FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:M715 NEWBIE POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,26 May
2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10279 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
PERK AS FAR AS KNOW IT A CHEVY SUPPOSLEDLY FROM AVETTE BUT WE
WILL HAVE TO CHEK THE NUMBERS ON IT RUSTY FLOOR PAN LOT OF
AREA RUST FROM NO TOP //TARP COVER FOR 10YRS UP THIS WAY CARPET
HAS NEVER BEEN DRY WE ALL THAT STORY HOPE TO GET IT STARTED BY
END OF MONTH WILL KEEP YOU POSTED HAVING TROUBLE GETTING THIS
TO POST MAY COME DOUBLE FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10265
NEXT>10283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of hummer wheels do you have,i am looking fot thr radial wheel but i want
the bolt together magniusezm run flats,not the rubber type,are you making wheels for
m715?Price,do your wheels still have tires on them?Looking for 10 wheels,please post
photos.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10282
NEXT>10284 10357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James ,I tried to E mail you .Your address was no good.I have the 8 bolt bias wheels.with the magnesium run flat
inserts.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 May 2002,at 11:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10283
NEXT>10285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
know where i can get some radial rims at?i never know what i will run on the gree
machine.i was told that i can run bias or radial on the radial rim,this true?
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 12:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10284
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,that is true.You can run the bias or radial tires on the
radial rims.But you can't run radial tires on bias rims.
Sean
SUBJECT>Re:230 to chevy s.b.electrical.PLEASE HELP POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your fairly good at figuring things out,you can get a chevy repair manual for the
vehicle your engine came out of and get a wiring schematic from it.I did this for the
Chevy engine I put in mine.Buying the whole new wiring harness is MUCH simpler,but
if your like me,buy the time I got to this point,money wouldn't allow me to go that route.
I bought a couple different manuals,all of them don't have real detailed diagrams.I even
had to go to a reputable mechanic that had a computer program that had a total diagram,
(mine is fuel injected,computerized).Yours won't be near that complicated.You can go
to Ebay,and go to manuals,and find almost any one you need.Just my $.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>wheel cylinders-leaking POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well at 60k miles i now have a wheel cylinder leaking.what is the best rebuild kit and it's
source and part #
thankr rick-wildfire
SUBJECT>Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10289 10295 10298 10302 10304 10313 10316 10362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have uploaded the VIN number/Delivery dates page and it is linked in the left hand
menu at the top.
If you have a VIN not on the list,feel free to submit it for the records.
Thank you!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>PerkM715.EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288 NEXT>10290 10291 10374 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,9-67,15597.PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10289
NEXT>10305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Added.
Any more?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10289
NEXT>10296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5-67 11424 and 10-68 30569
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>Daggi
EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10260 NEXT>10310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are totally wrong there.For your information I have an 351 Cleveland Cobra Jet
engine and have tried it to a bellhousing from 351w and 302 and checked out the story
and information of that engine.I could tell you much more about it but we ´ll leave it at
this.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plug tool POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 May
2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ
PREVIOUS>10248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this was posted by mozarkid on May 7th:
Simple enough.Get you a pair of deep well sockets.
Grab your dremmel or an angle grinder.
Cut out the side of the socket,just enough to slip over the wire -both in width and height.
If you know what a flare nut wrench is,that's the footprint you'll end up with on your
socket.
This will take care of the spark plug wire.
Took me less than a hour to make mine.
Use the second unmodified socket for the spark plug itself.Don't try to break free a spark
plug with the modified one..SUBJECT>distributor cap POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10299 10303 10315 10354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ablinn has the rotor but not the cap,mine is cracked and the peice is missing does anyone
know where i can get a new one,all i need is the plastic part that goes inside the
aluminum housing.
thanx
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288
NEXT>10297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The F715 project has a vin of 15795,del of 9-67.
PS progress is slow.....
John
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10291
NEXT>10300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Added those too....soonm we will have them all??
Keep em comin,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10295
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your added too....good luck with your project,I know it will be unbelievable when it's
done!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,1-68,19764,Bill
SUBJECT>Re:distributor cap POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rapco has them.Sorry,I don't have his number any more.The one I bought was made
pretty well.the cost was some where in the range of $20.00.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10296
NEXT>10301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1-68 20014
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10300
NEXT>10309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whoops,its a 715
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288
NEXT>10332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brute,my VIN is 2364468?Is 468 the date?Thanks,Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor cap POSTER>John A EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>10294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought mine at Memphis Equipment.They are on the internet but you must call to
order...it was salty at somewhere around $40.That price was for only the insert to which
you are refering.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
27 May 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ
PREVIOUS>10288 NEXT>10308 10422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,my VIN is 22383 (it's a 68),where to find the del.date?I got the VIN off the title...
the truck is out in Deerfield,WI anxiously awaiting fixing...
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10290
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my m725 has vin.#12968 delivered 3-68
SUBJECT>Re:230 to chevy s.b.electrical.PLEASE HELP POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I recently installed a 400 chevy engine in mine and retained the stock wiring for a
12 volt conversion.The downside to that is that I can't use the stock guages.The stock
generator has a constant power wire and a switched power wire to it,you need to splice
them into your GM alternater.It is all very simple if your harness is in good shape.My
wires are good and I have not had any problems yet!Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>transfer case regearing POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all,was just reading this thing about regearing a jeep tcase for lower low range while
keeping the hi range normal for on road use.got to thinking why not turn this around and.regear the high range in
the np200 and keep low like it is?am i talking out of my hat here
any one think this is possible and what would it involve?i didnt buy the mag it was just a
2 minute scan in the walmart mag section but it didnt look too bad if,like me youre
gonna need to pull the tcase anyway.nothing serious just need new seals but why not
make it hairy while i got it out.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 May
2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10304 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
S/N 13179 Delivery Date 7-67 (Old style turn signalbox too)
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Though I do not own the rig any more.I am sure the new owner would not mind me
listing the numbers.
The M715 was registered as a 68 model year,but the dats plates read:
35742
delivered 2/69
SUBJECT>Re:Perk or any other Ford experts POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daggi,By god I think your right,I have done some research on this and my Ford
interchange manual group the 302,351W as the same bellhousing.The 351M and 400M
are the same as the 429-460.The Manual dose state that the 351 cleveland dosen't have
the same bellhousing bolt pattern as the 351M,400M,429,or the 460.Now that tells me a
351 cleveland is the same as the small block Fords.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10307
NEXT>10317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would bet that the case is too small to allow a bigger gear.
SUBJECT>?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPzPY.zXat2w PREVIOUS>NEXT>10314
10353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the wheels off my truck yesterday for some brake work and noticed that two of the
rims have all concave bolt holes and two have alternating concave and convex bolt holes.
The spare is all concave bolt holes.
Any reason for this,or is it just a different manufacture?
TIA,.Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 May
2002,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288 NEXT>10335
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a m725 ,delivered 4/68 ,vin#11331.It is still stock ,for now.
Just one question ,Why does Leo's have a higher vin#than mine and a earlier delivery
date???
Eric
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SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 May 2002,at
10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10312
NEXT>10324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the same question.
One of my wheels also has the alternating convex and concave bolt holes.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:distributor cap POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10294
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it just me,or have prices on distributor caps taken a jump?
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May
2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288 NEXT>10328
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
9-67 #15801
10-67 #17027
2-68 #21018
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10311 NEXT>10319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Outta luck dude.You could get one of the aluminum chain cases and get like a 4:1 low
and 1:1 high....not that I prefer chain to gear but it does get the crawl ratio down.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10230 NEXT>10347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I've got some spare Rat parts,blocks,cranks,heads,manual flywheels.I'm going to
be moving some of it soon.Let me know if you're interested.One 454 block is still in the
machine shop bag...+.030,brass freeze plugs,cam bearings,all that.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>John Leischner.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at
6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10317 NEXT>10321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he is talking about the high range gears.It is a good idea if the parts could be
made/found.
Imagine the Np200 having the high range gear acting like an overdrive gear (sorta').I
beleive land rover does this.
Instead of having a high range of 1.1.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelins XL 11.00 X16 how to get new ones for 300 each
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at
6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two grand in tires...that's a tough pill!
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10319 NEXT>10329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohhh,Like a Gear Vendor OD?...but in the case?I had often thought about seeing if it
would be possible to gut a 3053 Spicer and use the near 6:1 granny and OD only in one
custom box.That would give a stock 715 around a 400:1 crawl ratio +a 12%or 15%(it's
monday,I forget exactly)overdrive.
It's nice to dream...
SUBJECT>Re:wheel cylinders-leaking POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wild,
See the "Posted Parts File"to your left.You'll find everythign you could possibly ever
want to know there.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>68 M715 for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
28 May 2002,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10338 10456
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 for sale
90%orginal
tires at 80%tread (good year )
soft top is about 6 months old
all lights and gauges work,even the black out ones
very minimal rust
no holes in the bed,tail gate on it
missing troop seats,and canvas supports,and canvas for the back.comes with a ton of spare parts
have $6,000 in it
asking $5,000 for it
located in maryland
cjeeptj@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10314 NEXT>10325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The only obvious purpose of the concave holes are to secure and center brake drums more
effectively.Have no idea why some have them and some don't.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at
8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10324 NEXT>10327 10340
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did all of them have the bolts that hold the drums on?Maybe some connection there???
SUBJECT>throwout bearing POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need heip finding the corect throwout bearing for a chevy 350/clutch/bell housing mated
to a AMC T 18 out of a waogoneer can any one help thanks
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May
2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10325 NEXT>10341
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll bet the alternating hole wheels are supposed to be for dual wheel application.old fords
used this style.the outside wheel's convex holes nest in the inside wheels concave holes.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10316
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,I have a M715 delivered 11/68,ser number #30945
Thanks...Kaiserjeeps...(al)...
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10321
NEXT>10343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some Land Rovers use a 3 speed transfer case.Supposed to strong as hell.
SUBJECT>Transfer Case ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 10:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>10331 10355 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know offhand if the transfer case is in 4 wheele drive when the rod (post,knob,
button)on the front of the transfer case is pushed in or pulled out?Same question as to
when it's shifted into
in 4 low or high.
I mounted my twin sticks to shift it,but can't tell what's what.I have no speedometer or
tach,so it's hard to tell about the low gear and unless I jack it up to see about 4 or not I'm
lost.
Also,the stock shift levers are set up so it can't be in low range 2 wheel drive-is there a
reason for that?It's not really important,I have it set up where you can be in 2 low and
didn't want to screw it up.
As always,thanks.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10330
NEXT>10339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
When both shifters are pulled back,it's in four low.I'd take that as the 'post,knob,button'
on the case as being out at that point in time.
The lack of a two low may be because of the low drive on the case...I really don't know
for sure.I have the MM lockouts,so it doesn't matter any more.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10302
NEXT>10334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know exactly what you're lookin at here.The original VIN's were 5 digit and the
the month and year of delivery were seperate.For yours,it might be VIN 23644 and a 68
year vehicle,or its missing a digit in the vin,2364 and 4/68 or it is something altogether
different that just appears to be close to a vin and delivery combo.See if you can check
the frame to find the vin.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>I'm the New guy to the board...POSTER>Chris "Lube"Lublin
EMAIL>rednecklube@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10418 10433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy!
I am in the process of acquiring a M-715 from a fellow here in MI.I had orgionally
bought it to get some parts and pieces from it to build a Crew Cab M-715.For the 4 door.body,I was planning to use a
full size Cherokee 4 door body that was to be cut off behind
the back doors.I had planned on using a Chevy 1 ton Crew Cab frame as well.I have
decided not to go thru with that project.The major things with this truck are:the Cab is
rusted really bad,and the engine all tho it runs,it smokes badly.I will probably put a Civi
J-Truck Cab on it and retro fit some other engine for it.
This is my first M-715.I have played some with AMC-Jeep,as I have a 1962 Rambler
car,and a 1982 Jeep Cherokee 4 door.I have mostly messed with old Dodge trucks,
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Mostly the 61-71 Trucks and the M-37's and Power Wagons.As a matter of fact,some of
the names on this board look farmilliar,as I have seen some of you at
dodgepowerwagon.com
Have a good one!
Chris "Lube"Lublin
Imlay City,Michigan.
SUBJECT>Hey Brute...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10332
NEXT>10336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you tell from the VIN if the truck was an original winch truck or not?The guy I got
mine from said it was but the winch went with part of the aquisition deal with the surplus
he worked for.
???
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10313
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a good question....I have 2 guesses....
1.Modifications were made to vehicles at the factory that delayed the delivery,could
have been for some defect that needed correcting or for additional/optional equipment
requested after original build.
2.Command/Unit,etc.may have been unable to take delivery right away,thus the
delivery date was after other vehicles made later.
Remember,delivery is not build date,it is the date it went from Kaiser to the military
branch that ordered it.
Anybody that can clarify this,please let me know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10334
NEXT>10337 10366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cannot tell any specifics like that at this time...I would love to be able to find Kaiser or
military records that show such details,but have not discovered a source to date....sorry...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:25
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10336
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem...just wondering.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for sale POSTER>holley68 EMAIL>holley68@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10323
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could u send me so info on the M715 and pics.
At holley68@hotmail.com
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10331
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Prociate it,now I can finally say for sure "Yep,even with a 350 this is still one slow
SOB."
Take it light.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,they all have those big pesky flathead screws.
The screws are only for holding the drum in place when the wheel is dismounted,they
don't necessarily anchor/locate the drum.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10327 NEXT>10392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aren't the wheel studs are too short/small/wrong for that?
even if kelsey hayes did intend these rims for optional dually use?
SUBJECT>ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Natha
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10351
10365 10372 10592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just trying to find out if there are any m715ers out here in Washington or Oregon?And if
there are any meets around here?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 1:44 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10329 NEXT>10345 10361
10363 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Correction,I worked for a land rover shop for years and have owned 7 rovers also one
Discovery and i can say Discovery rovers are over rated and the trannys and tranfercases
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are really brit crap.
Fact not fiction.
Rick
SUBJECT>Wrong Damn wheel cylinders POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last year I went to memphis equipment and bought two wheel cylinders finally got
around to putting them in.Guess what.I paid $38.00 each.Not that I am complaining(YES
I AM)for that much I should have gotten the right ones.Guess I'll take a file to them so
they will fit the shoes.To late today but guess who is gonna get their ears burned
tomorrow.Yes I feel better now,Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10343
NEXT>10368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
Don't hold yourself back.Let us know how you feel.
SUBJECT>230 stock plugs POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May
2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10348 10350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I realize there are volumes of info (on this site)for this...but it gets a bit confusing.i want
to replace my plugs for my stock mil.1968 24v 230 m715...can i go with the Autolite
#2344 plug?sorry,but ANY insight would be great!...a simple yes,or no use ""...
thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10318 NEXT>10373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me with what you got and$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock plugs POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10346
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the previous owner of my 715 had wrote down some notes and campion #327 was
excange plug
SUBJECT>Anyone who has converted POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net.DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 6:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10352 10359 10399 10428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did anyone out there convert to a different/non-divorced transfer case?I need to know if
they put a 62"driveshaft in or did they go with a carrier bearing?
Also,does anyone run JUST an electric fan?I see all these CFM ratings on the electric
but don't know if any of them equal what a manual fan puts out.If you do have a
electric,does it cool it while idling around?This rig we are building is going to be a
serious rock crawler so I need all the cooling I can get.
Thanks everyone and I really like y'alls site.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock plugs POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
May 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10346 NEXT>10356
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!Prices seem to vary widely for this plug,but last time I checked,Schucks (Kragen,
or Checker depending on your location)Auto had (or could get)them for about $7 each.
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Brad Skee
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in northeast Washington,but don't know of any meets around here.There is the Silver
Valley Jeep Jamboree,but it's not specifically for '715s.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what type of trany are you using T18 if so did it come with the modle 20 transfer or what
about using (which I plan to do)doubling transfer cases the dana20 and the np200 that
should take of the drive shaft lenght
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10312 NEXT>10358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wheels that have alternating convex/concave holes are for dually use,but M715's
were never set up for that.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor cap POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May
2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10294 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Also check with any of the M37 parts dealers.They use the same cap,rotor,points,etc.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case ?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10330
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brian,how did youend up mounting the shift levers?Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:230 stock plugs POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
May 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ
PREVIOUS>10350 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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thanks!I'll try checker in the morning...appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10283
NEXT>10371 10496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry my email is good must have got lost in soup,please send photos and prices,I need
to make sure they dont weigh over 70 pounds for ups,tire must be removed,also do you
know if the run flat mag off of the bias rim will work on the radial wheel,i need eight
bolt bolt bias wheel with the mag runflat,i am going to cut center out of them to weld up
wheels for pw andm37,m715.I have some 12 bolt radial wheels with the rubber runflat,i
just want to make sure i get 8 bolt with mag runflat this time,guy i bought from last time
did not know difference and i did not either,i just kept them as freight was way too much
to ship back.Thanks,james.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,
at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10353 NEXT>10417 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brad you are correct,i think the dually set up with the extra hole is for a spacer made out
of cast iron that attached to the front drum so that the offset could be used sidebyside on
back but turned around for mounting for the front,that is to say a dually uses the extra
hole wheel to allow for one spare to fit front or back by simply turning them around.By
the way i had hand mount the front wrong one time,really sticks out with offset wrong.
My grain trucks with 10 hole budd use 5 hole on the front and ten bolt holes on the back!
It also has the spacer i am refering to on front brake drum,it is 2wd c80 chevy.I have
been trying to build some m715 wheels with a similar spacer to mount 14x20 rubber
super singles .
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10349 NEXT>10389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy hivolt,i put an electric fan in my rig (converted to chev.283 motor is mounted
way back with no fan shroud)i had no problem overheating on the road but everytime id
go into tellico id crawl 30 mins and sit for an hour waiting for betsy to cool down.i put in
the mid size fan from advance (around 40 beans)i think it was for between 300 and 360
ci motors and no further problems never gets over 190 these things work great ive eve
been thinking of ditching the old fan completely.hope this helps,jc
SUBJECT>Re:mopar?POSTER>Cappy EMAIL>webejeepin99@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10239.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I'm a Mopar fan.I have a sb318/NP435/NP205 combo out of my 69'Power Wagon
waiting to be placed in a M715,but have not been able to find one in my area (North
Idaho)for a decent price.The 318 may not be a real powerhouse,but it has been very
reliable for me.Besides being reliable,it will also make for a somewhat unique
transplant,as most people go for Chevy or Ford.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rick,ihad a 79 109 and it was one stout mutha.i dont know about the discovery,being a
po boy,but somehow i dont think they measure up.they're just too purty.one can o
worms comin right up!jc
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715,#34096,1/69,wo/w.cheers jc
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10343 NEXT>10413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey rick while im thinking landrover,where can i score a couple of those curved windows
that go in the county tops?thanks jc.
SUBJECT>brake splitter question POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 May
2002,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10376 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a replacement part or have a jeep part number for the brake splitter
that mounts to the frame?I broke the splitter bracket off that holds its to the frame.
Thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipiid27@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 May 2002,at 11:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E PREVIOUS>10342 NEXT>
10382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im in NW washington up by the canadian boarder dont know of any meets tho id be
interested if ya find any
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute...POSTER>Daggi EMAIL>tippalingur@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10336 NEXT>10369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has an id plate on the dash with v/w on it.SUBJECT>Re:Wrong Damn wheel cylinders POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10344 NEXT>10394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Dude,get used to it with the Memphis 'quipment parts!About every other thing I buy
there breaks or doesn't fit.I bought wipers there and they told me these were the 'heavy
duty'upgraded models,I didn't really care as long as they pushed water.I put them on and
the one broke (are you ready for this)sitting over night!It's own tension spring broke it!
The casting was so pitted an pourus...I've seen more solid Nestle Crunch candy bars!
Then the guy in Chambersburg blew me a bunch of crap on the phone about it.When I
showed up and hour later and dumped the sh!t on his desk he sweetened up real fast.The
E-brake strap I purchased wouldn't fit over the tower,or shaft on the drivers side of the
transfer case.I had to put it on an anvil and open the hole up with a large,square,tapered
chisel.Yeah,and what they wanted for a 3053A spicer overdrive tranny...NV4500
ballpark!The same guy treated me like an idiot and told me that the big Spicer tranny
would not fit in the truck,and that I would butcher the truck trying to get it in.It actually
fit quite nicely and I didn't even need to modify the crossmember.Of course...I made sure
I told him how nicely it went in and how well it works.Heh,heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10345 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys are cracking'me up!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm missing those,but can see clearly where they used to be mounted to the dash...like
three of them,I think.?.
SUBJECT>Diamond wheel order POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning on ordering a set of wheels (15x10's)from Bill at Diamond.We get about
$15+off per wheel if we get 50 or more orders...if anyone else is interested,please let
me/Bill at Diamond (sswheel@execpc.com)know asap...thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10357 NEXT>10495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James ,I'll send you some pictures soon.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>kswa@direcpc.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>10342 NEXT>10377.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
I'm in Vernonia,Oregon.I have not heard of any meets but I think there was a thread a
couple months ago about having a get together in the Tillamook state forest this summer.
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Munch...what's the damage report?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not looking to dump the lot,but let me know what you're interested in.I've got a
pretty good connection that keeps me usually in 454's.A lot of this will interchange with
427 and some with 396 and 366 big blocks.
(3)454 cast cranks,<$125,$75,$75>two will need clean up.
(1)454 two bolt main <$500>w/windage tray block,.030 one cyl sleaved,cooked
cleaned,new cam bearings,freeze plugs,still in machine shop bag.
(1)454 four bolt mains <$600 iffy on selling this>w/windage tray block,.030,lost the
cam at very low hours,block is great.
(8)454 con rods w/flat top,<$150>valve relief,pistons (7.9-8.0:1 ratio)'used'from above
block.
(8)454 con rods no pistons <$60>think..been a while since inventory.
(2)454 Aluminum oil pan,one ribbed,<$200 rib,$150 smooth>*heavy duty*,like .250"
min thick,notched for extra crank clearance like a quarter in stroker w/steel rods,
extended sump(towards the front of the engine).8-10 qt capacity.
(1)454 Cast iron <$75>extended sump oil pan.This baby is super heavy duty and like .
250 thick!
(2)454 truck heads <$200>remachined and still in machine shop bags.
(2)454 performance ovals <$200>(not blue ovals PerkM715)cooked,cleaned,and
magnafluxed for cracks,bare.Has a few nicks in one chamber,not cracked needs guides
and valve job,have performance stainless valves for them and keeper hardware.
(3)454 balanced flywheels..maybe four <$60>*WILL NEED RING FLIPPED TO
OTHER SIDE OF FLYWHEEL...no biggy.
(3)454 balanced harmonic balancers..maybe four <$50>
(3)454 cast iron oval port intakes with rochesters of unknown condition.<$50>
None of this stuff is particularly light so keep shipping in mind.Prices are firm..ish.Don't
insult me and we'll do business.:)
Oh,I also have three marine transmissions.One is a Velvet drive '61'series,I believe,
haven't looked at the tag lately.The other two are,I'm pretty sure,'62's'from a twi
screw,big block Chris Craft.All three are good internally,the velvet drive is clean and
the '62's'are a bit crusty on the outside.All worked when pulled.MAKE AN OFFER ON.THE LOT...ALL THREE WILL STRAP TO
A PALLET.
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SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,I dont know if this will help.The flowing ten m715 were imported from belgium
in 1983 by sarafan auty supply in N.Y.sn#15004,32383,15260,35010,
23408,25800,15226,32178,26036,and my truck #32877 with a del.date of 7-68.
SUBJECT>For Auction Again POSTER>Tom Madden EMAIL>cehb@tellico.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD0x7vPCyI1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>10378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We tried to auction our old first response M-715 May 04,weather cancelled all events,
(lightning).We have rescheduled the event for June 15,rain or shine.We will auction our
'67 Jeep/Kaiser 5/4 ton around three (3:00)PM.We are located in the extreme south east
corner of Tennessee.Will send pics to all interested parties.Truck in excellent condition.
Garage kept.Also a '51 Willys pick-up truck in deplorable condition will be auctioned,
never seen a garage.Will accept certified checks in lieu of personal attendance.Tom,
Pres.BVFD.
SUBJECT>Re:brake splitter question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10364 NEXT>10388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know the part number off hand but I know that the 66 wagonneer used it.Must be
a few other years/vehicles from Jeep that did.If you can go to a wrecking yard and find
one...just look for the master cylinder like the stock M715's and you'll find the splitter
you're looking for.I had to do this a while back!!
Also while you're at it,grab the top for the master from the civvy vehicle.It fits the mil
master but doesn't have that vent pipe off the top.Since brake fluid absorps water like a
sponge,even humidity,and the stock wheel cylinders are very prone to rusting from this,
it is a good thing to install.You can always change to the other if you want when fording,
but for everyday use,it will help the brake system live longer.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10372 NEXT>10385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Aloha Oregon.Right next to Beaverton.I brought up the idea about meeting for a
quick weekend in the Tillimook state forest.I did not get much response,and one said he
could not make it.We could still do something like this.I know the woods well.My
summer is filling up fast with stuff though,so if we want to do something like this we
should plan it.There is always next year too.If I can't make it I can provide trail maps
and advice on where to camp.It's a very fun area.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)....SUBJECT>Re:For Auction Again POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10375 NEXT>10387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why not just put them on e-bay
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheel order POSTER>DAN
EMAIL>DAN1025972000@YAHOO.COM DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 9:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10370 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M INTERESTED IN SOME 15X12'S
SUBJECT>Paint suppliers,what is best?POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,29
May 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10411 10419
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen messages before but could not find them in a search.
I am getting ready to paint my truck and need some help.I am going to paint it Sand
color,the OD Green is too dark for my hot weather.I have seen the Krylon camo paint
but it sprays a round pattern making it hard to cover evenly.Duplicolor has a nice fa
spray but I can not find a flat sand color.
I have seen posts about two other companies talked about here,Gillespie and Averoe?Do
either of these spray in a fan pattern?Which is better?I am willing to pay a little more to
get something that will last longer.
SUBJECT>Re:new michelin 900x 16 XL's for sale POSTER>Eaton
EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10206 NEXT>10384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I'm a nubee here on the site I gota ask,What is the tread pattern on the Michelin
900 X 16LT tire?
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10365 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Basenji,
I'm in Bellingham and would be interested in getting together sometime.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Military Truck Insurance POSTER>John EMAIL>amc70amx@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10402 10408 10410 10414 10420 10551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have a good source for military truck insurance?I called my local Farmers
insurance rep and they dont know what a M715 is.I did get a quote though for a 67'J20,
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go figure.I think it would be better to talk to a company that knew what they were.insuring.I was thinking of
classic car type insurance,so one could state a replacment
value.Anyone have a insurance company in mind?
Thanks for all inputs.
SUBJECT>Re:new michelin 900x 16 XL's for sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10381 NEXT>10429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.michelin.com
look for truck tires and browse around through there.It's kind of fun too!
I really should be working harder today.:)
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Natha
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10377 NEXT>
10386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to get somthing worked out where we could take our rigs and have a M715
INVASION!It may be a little ticky,being that we are all spread out.It will take someone
other then my-self to get it set up,because I don't know where the trails are.Sad,hua?
Well hope someone can help pull something together.would be great fun!
SUBJECT>We need a Northeast FE as well!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10385 NEXT>10397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's middle ground for the Northeast?N Pa.Border?Albany area?
???
SUBJECT>Re:For Auction Again POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who is the auction company?
E-bay would be better.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:brake splitter question POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10376 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one if you want to buy it.
Whats a fair price for a fellow WEPSter?
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>10359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've go the 4 core radiator but the motor is a 454 punched to a 468!
So,heat will be a major problem.I thought about putting a ridgit fan in then put some
expanded metal on the radiator.This should keep the fan from "propping"into the rad
during deep water crossings.
Thanks everyone!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>np205 swap:what donor vehicle POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10391 10401 10446 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Subject line says it all.What vehicles and years am I looking for to source an np205 with
the outputs in the right places?Thanks,Alan,on Columbia,MO
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap:what donor vehicle POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you want a divorced mount case mid 70's dodge.if you are doing an engine /tranny
swap anyway get a complete unit from 73 to 87 chevy they are attached to trans by a
adapter.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May
2002,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10341 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yea probably but these wheels could have been for something else.some military trailers
use this pattern too.that was the first thought i had.on dual applications they used this
hole type so they would only fit a certain way.that way dufuses(like me)couldn't put the
outside wheel in a clocked wrong position and block access to valve stem on inner wheel.
SUBJECT>M715 ownership POSTER>Ryan Walden EMAIL>rwalden@iccnet.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10396 10403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently became interested in owning an M715.I have two questions.First,I want
this truck as a daily driver,and I have a sixty mile round trip to work.Is the maintenance
any more or less expensive/demanding than other 4 wheel drive trucks and is the M715 as
reliable?
One other thing I was curious about,was the M715 used in the Marine Corps and are
there any pictures available?
I am totally new to military vehicles as I was in the infantry.Thank you for any help to
my questions.
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SUBJECT>Re:Wrong Damn wheel cylinders POSTER>Will Wright.EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 3:41
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.Calm now,I called Memphis today and talked to John in parts he said
they have sold (A boat load)and not one problem.I told him that I wanted original
parts.For $12.00 I could go to the part house get a one that I would have to take a file
to.Tomorrow i'm shipping them back and let the(EXPERTS)look at them.What you
wanna bet i get them back with file marks on them.Lol Thanks for letting me rant.Will
SUBJECT>Ford guys again -help needed POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure what bellhousings will work for the 300 +T-18 but the flywheel issue is
pretty hazy.I've seen 3 different flywheels listed to fit the small block ford engine series,
2 of them have the same starter ring gear but are for internal or external balance engines.
Does anybody know which I need for a 60's 300?I assume it's internally balanced and
needs a neutral flywheel but I want to be for sure.
Oh yea,can a hydraulic clutch style throwout arm be changed for a mechanical linkage
style?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 ownership POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10393 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To answer your first question,These trucks were built to last.and last they do.However,
they can and will break.But when they do,it has been my experience that parts are
readily available.
Or at least they can be found at reasonable prices.
Keep in mind that you will need to get some ear plugs or you WILL GO DEAF!NO
JOKE.Transmission ratios:1st,6.398 and 2nd,3.092 in other words it screams like
Taliban!hehehe
I believe that all the Armed forces used this truck.however I will let someone with more
knowledge answer that one.
Well there is my two cents worth.They are wonderfully tough trucks!!!
SUBJECT>We need a Southeast FE as well!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10386 NEXT>10404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is common ground for all.I am in Alabama.Suggestions Please
SUBJECT>cookie baker?POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>10400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you still planning the informal get together in kansas?I think I would like to attend if
hasnt already happened.I forget when you weregoing to do this.
Thanks Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10349 NEXT>10409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed a Advanced Adapters Atlas II T-case which is mounted via a adapter to a
700R4 tranny.The Atlas is as strong as you can get.Look under the memberes gallery
under "Paul B."for some pictures.If you want aditional info,just e-mail me.I spent a
week at Moab earier in the year and went everywhere,with the exception of upper-
helderado,and the truck performed well.I plan to bob off about 14"this fall and rebuild
the entirs back part of the truck for a better departure angle.I run Detroits front and rear.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:cookie baker?POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It will be the weekend of June 27-28-29-30th.Randolph Kansas at the off road park.Lots
of fun trails for stock trucks and lots of hard trails for trucks with lockers!Come join the
fun!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap:what donor vehicle POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10390 NEXT>10415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
70's Internationals have divorced 205's also.If you want a married 205 with a 10 spline
input I've got one.
Jeff in Merriam,KS
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>jesse koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your in the military usaa should work my m38a1 is insured through them
SUBJECT>Re:M715 ownership POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ryan,these trucks are tough as nails and easy to work on,but....man are they slow and
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loud.i love my truck but you couldnt pay me to drive it 60 miles every day.(well you
could if i lived in the woods and worked for a trail maintenance outfit,but then it wouldnt
be work).anyway if you get one and plan on doing alot of high speed hiway driving test.drive it at least 20 miles at
top speed (50)and see if the t-case is hot if it is youre probably
better off looking for another truck or replacing that trnsfer case.for more info on this
check out old postings or ask brute4c for his 2c,hope this helps and doesnt dissuade you.
jc
SUBJECT>Re:We need a Southeast FE as well!POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will,cmon up to tellico.far western N.C.ive got free camping for m715 type folks 8
miles from the trailhead.check the trails at www.tellico4x4.com,also anybody else if
youre in the neighbourhood.jc.
SUBJECT>4.56 Rearend Gears on EBay POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10405 NEXT>
10407 10421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I decided not to use the 4.56 Gears I just bought from Reider Racing,and have listed
them on Ebay.If anyone is thinking of going that route,it may be a good way to pick up a
new complete kit for well under the new price.
4.56 gears will increse an M715's top speed about 15 mph.That is from 50 mph to about
65 mph.
The following link should take you directly to the Ebay listing:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1833058082
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 Rearend Gears on EBay POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10406 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a note.
The Ebay listing is only for the Rearend Gears.
You would need to purchase a similar set for the front axle to be complete.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>Hippie EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
29 May 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went with progressive ins as a kaiser jeep liability only no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10399 NEXT>10412 10416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Paul,I noticed you were running dual electric fans.How do they
work?Did you have any
over-heating in Moab?Is that the stock radiator?Did you go with the electrics due to lack
of space?
Your rear driveshaft has to be close to 60"long,right?Does it it give you any binding
problems?
Here's advice for you on bobbing the rear.When you go to cut the tail gate "box"off,cut
a good inch in front of the seam.I cut right at the seam and then had to grind the weld to
make it again,the seam that is.If I would have cut an inch in front,then I would have had
a flat surface and grinding smooth would have been alot easier.
I also took the time to gring the welds on the corrigated bed floor to free it from the
bottom of the tailgate box.Then I cut the sidewalls of the bed and frame.After I slid the
tailgate box in,I cut the floorpan to give it a factory look.In other words,it extends over
the bottom of the box like stock.
I will get some pics up as soon as I figure out who to send them to.
LMK about the fans,PLEASE!!
hivolt
PS Do y'all concider the Kaiser a "Jeep"?I do....
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipiid27@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just aquired my truck last week and got it insured through Farmers no prob and since im
not going to use it as a daily driver i put a "storage "policy on it if i want to drive it i have
to call and tell them but its only $5.80 a month so who cares :)
SUBJECT>Re:Paint suppliers,what is best?POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipiid27@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 May 2002,at 10:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if your talking about rattel cans of paint ..just use the Duplicolor spray top on the Krylon
can problem solved
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
30 May 2002,at 4:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10409 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cool a 460 with 2 14"works great but I just putter around the trails I don't run the piss
out of my truck.I haul passengers in the back so we party hard instead of go fast.Now
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don't think I'm scared because none of these trucks are.My friends always make me do
the hard spots 1st.I'm just saying I go slow and it stays cool.I use to run 12'ers and they
couldn't keep it cool on a hot day.I mouted my trany cooler in front of the fans so it pulls
trough it then the fans on the front of the rad pushing though it.I used the donor car rad
too.(76 linlcon)Old pics in gallery.Now it runs on propane and has the larger 14 fans.
Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 4:06 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10363 NEXT>10450
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John
There hard to come by,your best bet is to look for a used safari top out of an 88 or 109,
any year
R
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I insured mine as a 1967 Jeep Gladiator,with 100/300 liability,$2,500 comprehensive,
through State Farm.They will go higher on the comprehensive if it's appraised at a higher
value.Now all I have to do is find an appraiser that knows what an M715 is.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap:what donor vehicle POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe mid/early '70's chevy's had them too.Divorced that is.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10409 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the dual 12V fans at MOAB and ran a little hotter than I wanted.I have a Chevy
350 TBI and the computer likes the engine around 210 degrees.I eased up to about 235 at
times.I pulled the electric fans (which are now for sale)and pulled the stock radiator and
added a alumumin two core radiator made by Northern.Found on internet for $179.It is
all welded and all I had to do was weld some tabs on each side and mount it up to the
existing holes.I now run 210 all the time with about 215 at 75 MPH on highway crusing.
I will be in the Colorado mountians most of JUly,so I will let you know how it works.
Thnaks for info on the bob job.Plan to do work in October and have it ready for the
Easter Jeep Safari next year.And YES,this is a Jeep.Everyone at the Jeep events I go to
spend a lot of time checking out the 715.It usually draws a crowd,not only because of
teh way it looks,but the performs well on the rocks also.
The Full Size Jeep Invasaion is in Ouray,Colorado on August 15,16,and 17th.There are
over 100 full size Jeeps planning to attend.I will be there as well as several other M715's.
Check it out!!
Paul
PS Pictures would be great.I will send you some pictures of nes radiator.
SUBJECT>Re:?Why are the bolt holes different on some stock wheel rims?
POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,30 May
2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10358 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I solved my problem withe those "big pesky flathead screws"by putting anti-seize
compound on the threads and countersunk area.Now it is easy to remove the screws.
Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the New guy to the board...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome,Lube.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Paint suggestion POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
I just did my truck.I got 2 gallons of Rustoleom from Home Depot for $22/gallon.It is
oil based and required no primer.I have one of the $65 Wagner paint sprayers and did the
truck (inside and out)in about 6 hours-sanding too.
It's now coated inside and out.They had the sand color you asked about and this paint is
tough and won't come off easy.The whole job cosyt about $150,but I don't reckon I'll
have to do it again.
Just a thought......
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
State a replacemant value?Why?
Are you wanting full coverage?
Just get liability and let them call the vehicle whatever they want,so long as they show
that VIN correctly.
It's insane what Am Fam listed my M725 as...but it just doesn't matter.
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 Rearend Gears on EBay POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 11:12 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10406 NEXT>10423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie--
why are you not using these gears?I understand it is not a simple chore to swap them out.
What are your thoughts on that?
SUBJECT>Re:Vin number Registry POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
30 May 2002,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ
PREVIOUS>10304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.found it...Del date 4-68 vin:22383
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 Rearend Gears on EBay POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10421 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I am now running 44"tires on my M715 and use it mostly for offroad work close to home
so I don't really need the higher speeds as much as I did.
From what I've heard,the hardest or most technical part of installing the new gears is to
make sure they are set up with the correct clearances.I have never done that myself,so I
would probably hire a shop to set them up.
Rollie
SUBJECT>SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10425 10427 10432 10435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
1967 M715
Repowered with 427 tall deck chevy truck engine with performance oval port heads (not
the super small port truck heads)stock cam and holley 600,stock intake has twin
thermostats for high flow.Engine has less than 2000 miles from complete rebuild,heads
completely redone as well.2.5"exhaust,OVER THE FRAME for extra clearance,2.5"
glass packs above bottom of frame behind rockers exiting behind cab.RUNS GREAT
and has GOBS OF TORQUE.Recored stock radiator and new water pump.Engine also
has new GM alternator and a custom mounted GM power steering pump.The pump was
originally used to run the winch and now could be used for a power steer box quite easily.
Gladiator power booster with corvette non power master cylinder,rebuilt wheel cylinders
(have brand new Tru-Torq cylinders to go with truck)brakes work very good.One rear
cylinder leaks very slightly.
Modified stock linkage works a 13"clutch,3053A duece and a half 5 speed OD
transmission.I've cruised for over two hours at 60-65MPH without any problem.Stock
NP200 case,new E-brake strap.Tranny has rebuilt Chelsea PTO driving a large hydraulic
pump.Hydraulic lines run up drivers side frame rail to a control valve mounted on top of
inner fender.There is a spare port on the valve which could easily be plumbed to work a
plow lift cylinder.From there they run down to the Orbmark hydraulic motor that runs a
10,000#duece and a half winch w/125'of 1/2"cable.Will flat drag truck (and Pop's John
Deere)with no problem.Winch is mounted on heavy duty bumper consisting of 6"
channel and 1/2"x 3"stock and 1/4"steel plate.Brush guard bottom center and grill tines
have been cut to accept the set-back I've given the winch.Everything looks in good
proportion with the setback and super beefy!Bumper also has lugs and stepped D-rings
from duece and a half bumper.
Body is very solid with only a couple of areas of 'typical'rust.Painted Olive drab.Bed is.solid,a couple of small
holes.Bed has hauled heavy loads and floor is pushed dow
some...sides are not blown out,tailgate in good shape.Frame in good shape.37"x 13"
Boggers on stock wheels with a bead lock 'look'split rings...12 bolts per ring (very
aggressive look and great stance with the Boggers).Interior is in good condition,
warantee and 'good driver'stickers are readable...and amusing.All controls for t-case and
e-brake work and are in original locations.I've installed Simpson 3"Simpson lap belts for
both seats.Batter box is complete with two 12 volt deep cycle batteries.Truck has bee
converted to 12 volt and had necessary rewiring done.Top is 6-8 months old and in great
shape.Truck has heater box,I'm guessing from a civilian donor.
Oh,Mile Marker Lockout Hubs too!Working great now.
I have four spare wheels with 50%NTD's mounted on them.I have a full set of tire
chains for the NDT's as well.
Both diffs are open and leak a lil at the pinion seal.Had planned on resealing whe
installing posi's but new opportunites have arisen.T-case is needing seals as well.New
gear oil in trans,t-case,and diffs.
This is a great looking and super strong truck.
Pictures located at:http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
$8000.00
I'm in Pennsylvania...can arrange shipping if needed.Email with any questions.Can get
more pics if needed.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10424 NEXT>10426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Why are you selling?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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SPICER WAKE UP it's only a nightmare.why?Will.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10424 NEXT>10436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know why,he want's a Unimog!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has converted POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
30 May 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10349 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dual 14 inch fans keep mine at thermostat temp.In my case 190.I've never had it go over
196.Dual 12's won't cool a big block on a hot day.My new fans also cover almost the
whole rad now..SUBJECT>Re:new michelin 900x 16 XL's for sale POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E PREVIOUS>10384 NEXT>
10438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are these the same tires?if not will they fit our trucks?
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=57001
SUBJECT>Carburetor Help!Please POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,30 May 2002,at 11:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10434 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I noticed a little bit of fuel leaking out of my carb.And now it keeps flooding and stalling
when I stop.
I don't riley know that much about carbs so can anybody tell me if this sounds Like I need
a new carb,or if it can can be fixed?
This started after I put a fuel additive in.It said it cleaned the fuel system.
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME AND HELP GUYS!
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 12:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
Neat rig.Quite a "come-a-long"you got up front.Now I know why your handle is
"spicergear".Someday I might be known as "Allison".haha
Just curious,what are you going to move up to next?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the New guy to the board...POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 1:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Lube,
Too bad your going to ditch the crewcab idea.I have a 4x mag from a few years back.I
the readers'rides section,a fella had a crewcab 715.Boy Oh Boy!!what a killer rig!!I too
like old Power Wagons,having owned a '42 WC-54 ambulance and a '52 as well.Always
wanted a 6x6 WC-62?There used to be an old man here in NM who had a perfectly
restored one and would launch his boat at Elephant Butte lake.Just goes to show your
never too old to have a happy childhood!Welcome aboard!
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Help!Please POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 4:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>10431 NEXT>
10439 10583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Nathan.
My guess (and only a guess)is that the fuel additive is disolving the gaskets and seals i.the carburetor.
Prime suspect is an o-ring that's a part of the float valve assembly (see item 34 on
Illustration 4-1,in the #TM 9-2320-244-34 online manual).This o-ring slips over the
brass barrel of item #35,preventing gas from bypassing the float valve.If this o-ring is
gone or not sealing,gas will bypass the float valve and flood your engine.You can get o-
rings at a hardware store for cheap (I don't remember if the o-ring's included in a rebuild
kit,but any hardware store carries them.Just pick up an assortment pack if you're not sure
of the size.).
Also,if the needle valve's rubber tip is shot,that could cause flooding.
Finally,if the float has a leak and won't "float",that would cause flooding.
Basically,a carburetor rebuild kit should fix your problems.Your carburetor should not
need replacing.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10424 NEXT>10466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A hell of a truck for a VERY reasonable price.I can appreciate how much work,thought,
and money has gone into it!I'm committed to mine,but anybody out there that's looking
should look hard at this one!Good luck on your next project!
SUBJECT>Reason and ADDITION POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guessed it!I'm actually looking at one today!
Don't worry fellas...this truck has been a 'template'for Kaiser building...I'll be back and
won't take so DAMN LONG next time either!
LOL
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OH,I HAVE ELECTRIC WIPERS AND A FULL SIZE 37"x 13"BOGGER SPARE TO
GO ALONG TOO!!!
SUBJECT>New Owner POSTER>Jim Ferguson EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10449 10480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello there,
Well,the bug hit me again.I have just purchased my very own M-715.My previous
addiction had me purchase an M-37 and a M-105 trailor.Prior to the purchase of my new
toy,I had been reading this forum,which helped me to the decision of purchasing the
truck.I am used to the problems of the Flat-head Dodge I-6...the Tornado 6 seems like
modern technology!
My truck has no rust and comes with the PTO winch.Can you all give me any pointers on.the engine's quirks?I bought
the truck,even though it would not start for me...the engine
turns over,though.
All in all,the truck seems to be better suited to daily driving than my M-37 and has a hell
of a lot more foot room (16EEEE shoe here).
Thanks a lot for the forum!
Jim Ferguson
SUBJECT>Re:new michelin 900x 16 XL's for sale POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10429
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.Those are 20 inch tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Help!Please POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10434 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wonderful!Steve,thanks so very much for your time and help!!!
SUBJECT>Hey Brute,vin number POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is the vin #for the 726 I had delivery date feb 6 1969
vin #10232
koobster
SUBJECT>vets POSTER>koobster EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
31 May 2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10536
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a little somehing I found on the g503 web sightWHAT IS A VET
Some veterans bear visible signs of their service:a missing limb,a jagged scar,a certain
look in the eye.Others may carry the evidence inside them:a pin holding a bone together,
a piece of shrapnel in the leg -or perhaps another sort of inner steel:the soul's ally forged
in the refinery of adversity.Except in parades,however,the men and women who have
kept America safe wear no badge or emblem.You can't tell a vet just by looking.
What is a vet?He is the cop on the beat who spent six months in Saudi Arabia sweating
two gallons a day making sure the armored personnel carriers didn't run out
of fuel.He is the barroom loudmouth,dumber than five wooden planks,whose
overgrown frat-boy behavior is outweighed a hundred times in the cosmic scales by four
hours of exquisite bravery near the 38th parallel.She or he-is the nurse who fought
against futility and went to sleep sobbing every night for two solid years in Da Nang.He is
the POW who went away one person and came back another-or didn't come back AT
ALL.He is the Quantico drill instructor who has never seen combat-but has saved
countless lives by turning slouchy,no-account rednecks and gang members into Marines,.and teaching them to watch
each other's backs.He is the parade-riding Legionnaire who
pins on his ribbons and medals with a prosthetic hand.He is the career quartermaster who
watches the ribbons and medals pass him by.He is the three anonymous heroes in The
Tomb Of The Unknowns,whose presence at the Arlington National Cemetery must
forever preserve the memory of all the anonymous heroes whose valor dies unrecognized
with them on the battlefield or in the ocean's sunless deep.He is the old guy bagging
groceries at the supermarket-palsied now and aggravatingly slow-who helped liberate a
Nazi death camp and who wishes all day long that his wife were still alive to hold him
when the nightmares come.He is an ordinary and yet an extraordinary human being-a
person who offered some of his life's most vital years in the service of his country,and
who sacrificed his ambitions so others would not have to sacrifice theirs.He is a soldier
and a savior and a sword against the darkness,and he is nothing more than the finest,
greatest testimony on behalf of the finest,greatest nation ever known.
So remember,each time you see someone who has served our country,just lean over and
say Thank You.That's all most people need,and in most cases it will mean more than any
medals they could have been awarded or were awarded.Two little words that mean a lot,
"THANK YOU.""It is the soldier,not the reporter,who has given us freedom of the
press.It is the soldier,not the poet,who has given us freedom of speech.It is the soldier,
not the campus organizer,who has given us the freedom to demonstrate.It is the soldier,
who salutes the flag,who serves beneath the flag,and whose coffin is draped by the flag,
who allows the protester to burn the flag."
Father Dennis Edward O'Brien,USMC
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute,vin number POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10440
NEXT>10453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Koobster,will add it in tonight.
brute4c
SUBJECT>LS7 454 engine FS or trade POSTER>Neil EMAIL>neil@compu-powr.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>Pictures and Descriptions
LINKURL>http://members.netfox.net/~neil/index.html
Located in MD.$3100.Please see the "For Sale"bulletin board for details.
SUBJECT>Pam,ETA on the T-Shirts?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pam,
I know you are a very busy person and that you have a ton of them there shirts to do...just
wondering if you have an idea of when they will be ready to ship....within a 7 to 10 day
window is close enough for me.
Thanks in advance!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Crew-Cab M715 POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com.DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 11:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aao7cNAHzRLhI PREVIOUS>NEXT>10447 10457 10458
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have pics of a crew-cab M715?There was photo's on the web of one,but
that was last year.I am looking into the idea of building one.Two cab welded together
and shorten the bed.Any ideas or sugestion are always welcome.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 swap:what donor vehicle POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
Try this guy he runs a yard Shade Tree Recycling in Passaic MO.phone #660-679-0734
ask for Russ.
SUBJECT>Re:Crew-Cab M715 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10445
NEXT>10477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might have one in a mag from a couple years ago,guy up in Seattle it said....he cut the
frame and added in (I think)22 inches and had a full cage over the entire cab that would
seem to preclude the use of anything but a very heavily customized top...not only due to
the crew cab but the cage had several bars running north/south and several running
east/west...it looked rowdy!!
I'll see if I can dig it up for ya.
brute4c
SUBJECT>data plate website POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ran across this web site www.mvdataplates.com Will
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome aboard jim,jc.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case regearing POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,thanks rick.jc
SUBJECT>Attn.Spicer POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Spicer,What Kind of winch is on your truck?brand and model.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:data plate website POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>Bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10448
NEXT>10454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Started frame off restore project (what was I thinking).The M-725 body is off,any reason
there are no rubber mounts between body and frame in front mount positions?Mounting
a 12,000 Braden hydraulic winch,will weight be a factor and what is the most reliable
hydraulic source,PTO won't work if the engine ain't running,small engine/pump combo?
have a 24volt electric motor/pump?Also I understand full hydraulic steering is not legal,
but if the vehicle is used off road only.I have the Char-lynn control unit and cylinder,
how would this handle compared to power steering?Feed back greatly appreciated,
thanks for this site,most entertaining place on the net
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute,vin number POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10442
NEXT>10494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brute4c
M725
del date:8-67
10478
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krob725
SUBJECT>Re:data plate website POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10452 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you would be able to steer 44"tires with one finger but it would drive terible on the road
SUBJECT>How do you get a suspension lift for an M715??POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im thinking about getting an M715 and i want to put 44 inch boggers on it,and i know
nothing about the truck really,and i need to know how you get a suspension lift for one.
Any help will be greatly appreciated,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for sale POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10323 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send some more info and some pics,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Club-Cab M715 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10445 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.There is a "Club Cab"type in the Members Gallery under Bump_r
Rollie
SUBJECT>My idea.......POSTER>Chris "Lube"Lublin (in Michigan)
EMAIL>rednecklube@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 May 2002,at 11:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10445 NEXT>10459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a couple months ago,I seriously thought about building a Crew Cab M-715.My idea was
to take this '82 Jeep Cherokee 4 door fullsize that I have,cut the body off behind the back
doors.Take a standard J-truck back wall out of a J-truck cab and weld that in.Use the M-
715 box and front clip.I was gonna put this on a Chevy Crew Cab frame,use the M-715
axles.I was gonna use a diesel of some kind and a PTO 10 Deuce winch.I have since
decided to drop the idea tho.bummer,I know........
SUBJECT>Re:My idea.......POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at
1:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10458 NEXT>10491 10501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not get a M725???
SUBJECT>2bbl intake Question POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>10462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am installing a 2 bbl intake and carb and have a question about the tube comming out of
the block beside the oil filter.Where do I run this or do I cap it off or what?This is on the
stock 230.
Thanks,Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:How do you get a suspension lift for an M715??POSTER>weps
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10455 NEXT>10683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi Jordan,you really don't want to run 44"boggers on the front until you put an axle with
bigger shafts in it.(I.E.35 spline D60)
The easiest way to get proper lift on a 715 is by putting the springs on top of the front
axle where they belong.This will get you to where you can run 40"tires without too
much rubbing.44's will fit and work if you want a Mall Crawler.Off road,they'll hit the
sheet metal.I "think"Alcan makes springs for a suspension lift (spring under)but they are
around 800$
SUBJECT>Re:2bbl intake Question POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10460 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi again,Wayne!
that tube that is next to the oil filter is a breather (or so I was told).Do not cap it off,as
this allows for crankcase ventilation.The civvie engines had a breather cap similiar to the.chevy cap that plugged
into the valve cover on chevy engines(oil filler cap/breather).On
my 230 (military)there is a rubber hose that fits around that tube,and runs into the air
cleaner.Since I put a civvie intake on my truck,I bought an aftermarket air filter set up,
and the breather elbow on the new air filter housing just happened to be the same size as
the military breather/hose,and the two fit together fine.Hope this is somewhat clear,it is
hard to visualize.Good luck,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Cross-over steering POSTER>Jordan Abbott
EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone put cross over steering on their m715?
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10435 NEXT>10533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would you please tell what how you put overdrive in you truck,is it a clark,what
bellhousing mod if any are needed,i do not know what a duce and a half is,is that a M 35
thanks james.where could i get a trans for my m715 Can i run same bellhousing (stock)
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or do i have to go to chevy?Will overdrive bolt up to chy 318 bell?
SUBJECT>Carter YF POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1
June 2002,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Check "For Sale"listings if you want one for a stock motor.
Chris
SUBJECT>M-725 POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Started frame off restore project (what was I thinking).The M-725 body is off,any reason
there are no rubber mounts between body and frame in front mount positions?Mounting
a 12,000 Braden hydraulic winch,will weight be a factor and what is the most reliable
hydraulic source,PTO won't work if the engine ain't running,small engine/pump combo?
have a 24volt electric motor/pump?Also I understand full hydraulic steering is not legal,
but if the vehicle is used off road only.I have the Char-lynn control unit and cylinder,
how would this handle compared to power steering?Feed back greatly appreciated,
thanks for this site,most entertaining place on the net
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBJECT>Re:Pam,ETA on the T-Shirts?POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>10444 NEXT>10490 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I honestly have no idea on shirt delivery.The order has been put into the screenprinter,
they are suppose to be working on the artwork.When the artwork is done I am suppose to
approve it before they start printing.I have tried to call them a couple of time and left
messaages but I have had no response from them.I will continue trying to contact them
and try and get them nailed down on a date so I can let you folks know.I really thought
changing to a more professional printer would be better,but I am really starting to
question my decision.I hope the shirt will be good enough for me not to regret this whole
thing.
Pam
SUBJECT>Costa Mesa M715 POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was out riding with my buddy today and saw a blue M715,no brush guard and no top
cruising about.It looked like it had a spring over cuz it was waaay up there and Chevy
axles due to the 8 lugs.Great big 'ol swampers on it too.
Anyhow,if it belongs to you,it's badass.Come check out my 726/soon to be 715 if you'd
like.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10468
NEXT>10476 10500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you wait until tomorrow I'll check mine.
SUBJECT>Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>BillF EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaxCY5qe48g1k PREVIOUS>NEXT>10475 10479 10481 10482 10483
10486 10487 10489 10492 10493 10499 10505 10506 10514 10515 10529 10543 10549
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted about 3 weeks back that a Tool and Die Fabrication shop in south eastern PA had
designed and built a four wheel disc brake (or front disc only)conversion kits for the 715
series trucks.The kits use stock Ford 13 inch rotors,and calipers from post 96 Ford F250-
F350 trucks.I had promised to put out some pictures as soon as I bought a digital camera.
Last week I stopped over at his shop and took some pictures (and looked at the owners
725 that he is rebuilding).I currently was going to email to the list of folks below,the 6
pictures.If anyone else would be interested,just respond to this post or email me direct.
In order to keep the detail up,I didn't compress them too hard so the file sizes are kind of
big (about 330 KB per picture).I was going to send them as 2 emails with 3 pictures in
each.
The Current List of people I'm emailing the pictures to:
M715MAN,ED J.,Mike,PerkM715,Daniel,wout,and Gary T
SUBJECT>Re:Help No Spark POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 6:49 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10464 NEXT>10474
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bad Coil
Broken Power wire to coil
Bad resistor for coil
Bad points condenser
Bad set of points
Bad/Broken Distributor cap
Bad Ignition Switch
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>10520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too!
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SUBJECT>Re:M-725 POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10471
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the only drawback i see to hyd steering is that there is no mechanical link if pump fails.
other than that they work well at work we have 90 ton capacity dumptrucks that use this
system and they have good response.
SUBJECT>Re:Crew-Cab M715 POSTER>mudturtle715
EMAIL>mudturtle715@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10447 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have already started my crew cab with wagonier tub cut behind rear doors,shortened
m715 bed,715 frame(stock length),chevy 350,auto tranny ,divorced 205.Waiting on one
thing to finish (TIME).
SUBJECT>Re:Help No Spark POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 June
2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10474 NEXT>10485 10502
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems to me that troubleshooting the ignition would be much quicker and easier than a
engine swap,unless you're just looking for an excuse to do the swap.Personally,I like the
230,but if I was going to go for a V8,I'd do the AMC 360.AMC's hold way more
coolant in the block than a chevy and don't overheat so easily.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too.Will
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 June
2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10437 NEXT>10488
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Welcome!I am a fan of the 230 OHC engine (it was way ahead of it's time),so I'll try to
help if I can.Check for spark first.If that's ok,check the compression.If that's not right,
check the cam timing before assuming that the engine is toast (timing chain may have
skipped).If you've got spark (properly timed),compression,and fuel,it should run!
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send me some too
ltalessi@mac.com
p.s.how much?
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>drwfc EMAIL>nypper@uswest.net
DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,d like to see some pictures of the setup as I am interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Saturday,1 June 2002,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here!What is the cost?Thanks for the info and pics.
Steve
SUBJECT>SPRING OVER QUESTION POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 12:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10512 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I AM WANTING TO DO A SPRING OVER ON MY RIG.HOWEVER I HAVE
NEVER PREFORMED ONE BEFORE.SO MY QUESTIONS.
WHAT TOOLS WILL I NEED TO DO A SPRING OVER?
IS THIS SOMETHING THAT IS EASILY DONE?
IF YOU DO A SPRING OVER IN THE FRONT,HOW DO YOU LIFT THE REAR
END?
IS THIS SOMETHING I SHOULD TRY TO DO.ARE AM I BETTER OFF HAVING
IT DONE AT A SHOP?
ANY INFORMATION WILL BE VERY HELPFUL TO ME!!!!!
THANKS!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,2 June
2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe you should send them to Brute4c and just put them on the site.SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The disk brake issue is something we all want to see,if we can afford it or not,let us see
it.put it up on this site,please.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot for the tips!I plan on writing down this information.I am soon to be delving
into the engine.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send them please!Thanks Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Pam,ETA on the T-Shirts?POSTER>Lee Solda
EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10469 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,Is it the same outfit that did the other shirts?If so,I know "I"will be happy!Thanks
for all the trouble.I trust you!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:My idea.......POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10459
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Had two of them and compared to the truck the are to BIG and Bulky!Plus you can't see
you friends face when you go over the top of a very steep hill.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send me some please
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would appreciate some pics also.
Thanks
Paul.SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute,vin number POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10453
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brute,
My 715 tag says delivery 3-68 with a number of 22525.Doesn't line up with your other
list though but close.
Matt
Did you get my pics of my truck towing the 105 howitzer?
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,I sent you some pictures.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10357
NEXT>10673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,The pictures came back,Bad address.Please send me your email address and I'll
try again.Barry.
SUBJECT>brake shoes POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10498 10507 10508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went to replace the wheel cylinders today and noticed it is also time for brake shoes.what
are replacement options?i looked in the faq section did not see shoes and i can not seem
to get the card files to download [to dumb i guess ]so if any one can give mepart #s sure
would be thank full
rick
SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10497 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AB LNN HAS THEM ON E-BAY FROM TIME TO TIME.
HE HAS A SET OF 4 ON THERE RIGHT NOW.GO TO:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1833379721&r=0&t
=0
HOPE THIS HELPS A LITTLE.
P.S.U R NOT DUMB!
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>10504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Send it to me at hewl35@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10471
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has rubber mounts at the front.
SUBJECT>Re:My idea.......POSTER>Chris "Lube"Lublin (in Michigan)
EMAIL>rednecklube@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10459 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont want a M-725.I want a Crew Cab 4 door pickup with a full 8 foot box.
SUBJECT>Re:Help No Spark POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>10478 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I fixed it.It was the power wire to the distributer.Thanks for the input.
SUBJECT>KING PIN POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone out there have for sale the top right kig pin,the one with the steering arm on
top of it Thanks Brandon.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,you could down load all the pictures on the yahoo site.Everyone who wanted to
could see them and you could save some download time.I put some shots of a CJ cowl
seal up there awhile back and it seemed to work well to answer the question at hand.
Just a thought to save you some down load time.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me Too!!!!
fyratnyt@charter.net
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please include me !!!!
Devil Dog devlin@tqci.net.SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10497
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B.Lynn has them for $140.00 A set .Will
SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10497
NEXT>10519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a 273 series shoe set.There's also some letters that precede those numbers but they
vary according to manufacturer.The application is Jeep Gladiator 8000lb.GVW dually
rear shoes (according to the cardfile).Same front and rear on our trucks.
I can't vouch personally for these as I went with the Chevy shoes but they require much
modification.Supposedly the Gladiator shoes are a direct match.Oh yea,mid 70's
Gladiator.Expect to pay around 100 bucks for all 4 corners.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>leaf springs POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2
June 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
if anyone cares....the front leaf springs from my 84 grand wagoneer are the same length
and width as the the ones on my m725.had them off to replace bushings.if some of you
spring over guys want a softer spring you could try it or maybe some aftermarket lift kit
springs?the shackles are the same also except the M725 is made from thicker material.i
did not check the rear springs yet.
krob725
SUBJECT>67 Kaiser Ambulance on EBay,M725?POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a cheap 67 Kaiser Ambulance.
Starting bid is $50 with a buy it now for $200
No Pics,but text reads poor frame but great parts
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1833319528
I am not Ambulance kinda fellow,but just wanted to pass this on.
Bryan Smith
Fort Wayne,Indiana
bsmith2277@comcast.net.SUBJECT>Brake problems POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help!I changed to a Chevy 3/4 ton power booster and dual master cylinder.I bought the
parts at Auto Zone (dumb me).After about a year the power booster started to leak
vacuum,causing the brakes to grab.Now I have almost no brakes until the petal is 3/4 of
the way to the floor,and it just wants to grab the front.I have to apply a lot of presure to
get this much brake.I finally have it running at least good enough to drive,it just does't
want to stop,unless the front locks.Of course I don't need a horn to get anyone's attention
when that happens.If anyone has any suggestions,please let me know.I want to drive
this thing.Buy the way,it is getting vacuum to the booster,and when I checked for air i
the lines,there wasn't any,but it seemed to be moving fluid down the lines.
Thank you in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:SPRING OVER QUESTION POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nathan,you should try to do this yourself.it is realatively straight forward.you have to do
a spring over in the front and then flip the rear shackles down in the rear(plus a block if
you do not turn the front spring hanger over on the rear spring.)
there is a lot of info on this site so use the search.also look at other members sites withi
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this family of sites.when i did mine i read over hammers write up hundreds of times.try
www.m715.com to find this tech write up.if you have more specific questions after doing
this post again and i'm sure people will help out.
roger
SUBJECT>fair price for a m35 POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10523 10545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've run across a 1967 m35.it has recently had a new multi fuel turbo diesel engine
installed,10 new tires (ndt),a fiberglass top,heater,and minimal rust.the price now is
4500.it doesn't have troop seats/racks of bed cover.is this a good deal,high,low?will
this year have the air shift transfercase.
if i get i plan on towing my monster m715 around on a flat bed trailer.i know it'll pull
know problem but the gas milage will kill me,on the other hand just about anthing that is
up to the taks of towing my beast around will get about the same mpg.
what about super singling the tires.doesn't this mean you put 12 or 14.00 tires on and
take the duals off.this should help with milage and speed,how much i don't know.
anyone that has expierence with these trucks please chime in
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 June 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>10538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i know a guy who has a m37 dodge and he just told me two days ago about his front disk
conversion.He said it stops like a newer model truck.The name of the company is
Helitool.com but when your in that site they will lead you to Uglytruckling.com they
make all kinds of disk brake conversion kits from powerwagon to m37 and m715 for
around 600+.All the pictures and instuctions is on the latter site
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Martin Uebermuth
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interested
PArtslist
distributor?
SUBJECT>Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Martin Uebermuth
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does someone know of interchanges for the I6 230 enginestarter that is in the M 715
need a starter that is working
soon
can spomeone help
"for a resonable price not too cheap and not too expensive"
Tnaks a lot
Kind regards from germany to yoi good forum here
Martin Uebermuthplease reply dirctly to
meere@web.de
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10451
NEXT>10542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have the 'tags'infront of me but it's the 10,000lb unit from a typical duece and a
half...the ones we all want the front axles out of.In fact,I don't think it actually says
anywhere what exact make it is.
Sorry,not much help...I'll check the tags next trip to the farm.
Any friends interested in a stout truck????
SUBJECT>Re:Brake problems POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10511 NEXT>10541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a guess but if the problem didn't start until after you replaced the booster i would say
one of two things is wrong.either the pedal pushrod is not adjusted correctly and you are
not getting full travel or the booster is incorrect(big suprise there if you are dealing with
autozone)and it is not contacting master cylinder until the pedal's stroke is almost
through.if i remember correctly,the rear brakes come in a little later than the fronts to.keep them from locking
up.if that is right then too much stroke before engagement would
account for why you have no rear brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10508
NEXT>10522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you go the gladiator shoe route,you will have to bend one end of the return spring
90deg.no biggie and self explanitory once you start putting them on.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10475
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too.Pix,contact info,pricing,would all be great.Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:67 Kaiser Ambulance on EBay,M725?POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks B.S.
SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10519
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had mine rebuilt at a remanufacture place in Ft.Smith Ark for $50.00.Can't remember
the name,but there are places all over the country that redo brake shoes.Check it out
SUBJECT>Re:fair price for a m35 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Memphis Equipment and ask them about running singles in the rear...no wait.Better
idea,Check 411 information for Long Island Brush Truck (NY)and call them.Ask for
Alan,tell him you know Tom Lawlor (um,me)and ask him about singles and tire
suggestions for the rear.They always run the singles the whole way around on the brush
truck (off road fire truck)so that nothing gets between them (duals)and blows out both.
I've seen the old GM 2.5 tons and the later 5 ton trucks with singles.Memphis sells the
single for the 5 ton,but I'm not sure about the dueces.Ask Memphis what they'd get for a
truck with the same loot you has on it.See if you can manage to hang the phone up before
losing it laughing!I failed that little test when they told me they wanted $7800 for a stock
and beat up M715!
SUBJECT>6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10528 10532 10590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,this isn't another NV 5600 post.
I was doin some thinking this past weekend,and started thinking of putting a T-56 in my.715.Anyone have any opinions
on this?
I figure it'll give me good highway cruising charecteristics,and it is a fairly stout trans.
Gotta love that .5 to 1 6th gear.Plus,first on the one I have is a respectable 3.73 to one....
What do you think?
SUBJECT>tires and rims POSTER>tom EMAIL>col10ga@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10526 10530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gentlemen,
My brother and I are getting his 1968 m715 ready for nauset beach.Our question is we
would like to replace the stock split rims and 9.00x16 bais tires with new or used rims
and radial tubless tires.what if any rims matchn up and what tire sizes corropnded to the
9.00 size tire.All suggestion greatly appreciated.
Tom and Sean
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10525
NEXT>10557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They only non split rim that fits the bolt pattern is used on some 58-71 Dodge
Powerwagons.They aren't real common.Otherwise you have to get rims made.On the
tires,they are about 34 to 34.5 inches tall....metric size is roughly 305/85R16 or
315/85R16.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>wilsonthorne@hsvboeing.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10516 NEXT>10537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that was used about a month after it was rebuilt before i did a engine
converson.i really don't know what to ask for it .the shop that rebuilt it charged one
hundred seventy dollers.i don't expect to get that amount for it.if anybody has any
sugestions on what to ask please respond.
thanks wilson
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10524
NEXT>10531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the T56's only had the .50 o.d.if they came in the Vipers.I may be off,but it sticks
like something like that...helps the big motor do better on emissions when it can loaf
along a 1200rpm @60mph.You'd do better off to find one with the gear spacing closer
and you'll be happier with the weight of our trucks.The .50 o.d.might not be able to be
pulled by most motors with the weight and frontal area of our trucks.
Love the idea,just not the supertall 6th..Somebody correct me if I'm wrong on that Viper o.d.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send them to me also.please give price if possible...
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10525
NEXT>10559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have four (4)one piece wheels for sale.They are OD green in color and are 16"by 6.5
wide.These wheels came off of my M715 which I was running 37x12.5x16 Super
Swamper SSR's.Will work well w/military type/size tires found on stock M715's or
radials or whatever.Wheels are in good shape.Can ship UPS individually boxed.$90
each wheel plus shipping.
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E-mail or post or call 918-951-2677.Wheels in Tulsa,OKlahoma.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10528
NEXT>10535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I have is a GMPP unit.5th is .79 to 1.The truck is going to get a 350 cuin engine
that will produce about 350 horse,and 400 ft-lbs of torque at the flywheel.I intend to
leave the rear end gears there.I really don't want to open em up.Plus 5.87's are cool.
Also,if I can get a way with the stock suspension,I will,and run 37's or 38's.
The frontal area and weight issue are definately worth considering.That is one of the
reasons I am asking this question.With all the info I give here,what do you think?still
not enough power?
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 June
2002,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10524 NEXT>10540
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good,but don't forget about the affects of high drive shaft RPM.Match your
ujoint angles real well and use a high quality drive shaft.
And what about the transfer case?The stock NP200 absolutely will not take that kind of
RPM.On second thought,if you drive at night,that red-orange glow under the truck
would look kinda cool!
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10466 NEXT>10621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay...the tranny is a Dana/Spicer 3053A overdrive from a duece and a half with a diesel
engine...yes,an M35.There is one for sale on the message board with a PTO on it.The
only bell I've found,and particularly looked for was to go to a chevy mill.Medium duty
big trucks with 6 and 7 liter (366 and 427)big blocks will have the correct bell housing..They'll also give you the
correct flywheel for ANY neutral balance chevy,small or big
block,13"clutch and pressure plate too.I've found these bells with manual clutch on the
driver's side and hydraulic clutch for either side.The most important part is the
sandwiched plate between the engine and bell.You may be able to get a chrysler to chevy
adapter plate to work and then use the 318.I have NO idea if it'll work or not.Good luck
finding a smaller clutch with the big splines too!About the only other thing was,I made
an .125"sleave/bushing to go onto the input shaft on the tranny into the ball bearing
pressed into the center of the flywheel...the chevy truck had a bigger pilot input.You'll
have to make a rear tranny mount as these don't have one.Mine was from some .25"x 2"
angle bolted to the back then braced from the upper/top load hold down bolts then dow
to the angle piece.Set it up so that the large yoke just clears the dip in the crossmember
and you'll be in good shape for frontal clearance of the motor to rad and to firewall.
Check my pics from the link in the first 'spicer's truck for sale'posting...or you could just
buy my truck.
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>Steve Wilwerding
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 Winch model with 9900 miles.No Rust,runs great,many new parts,make me an
offer.Located in western Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10531
NEXT>10539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My opinion...Nah dude,the Viper can't pull .50 sixth to the reline and they are really
slippery.I've got 400+lbs torque with my 427 and it does very well with 37's and stock
ring and pins,but I think it would flatten out real quick with 'second'overdrive.
Personally,I'd bump up to 39"boggers and keep a lesser od.
Trial and error...the damn thing may work great...let us know!
SUBJECT>Re:vets POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,3
June 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10441 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ooh Rah.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Martin Uebermuth
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10527 NEXT>10552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it 24 Volts?
If so i am interested
i live in germany and here it is hard to get anything from this car.
I just have bougth is from a netherlands person who has started to rebuildt it and need it
to start the car and drive it home.
Lets discuss the price.Mail me at
Meere@web.de
or muebermuth@yahoo.com
Thanks a lot for ypur reply
Martin Uebermuth
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10514
NEXT>10548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Talked to the guy at Helitool today and he told me he will have a rear disc brake kit in a
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few months.We all are concerned about price so maybe we should talk to both and see
who will give us the beat price on a group order.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10535
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to keep it low budget here.That's why the thought of the t-56.My other
options are Ch465,and T-98A.Which of course,leaves me with no OD.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10532
NEXT>10564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Smartass....Definately something to consider though.Roasting marshmellows is cool,
just not off t-cases.
How many of you guys run at 70 +MPH.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake problems POSTER>wayne EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10518
NEXT>10563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there anyway to check if the booster is working?I am pumping fluid,I loosened the
bleeders and got good fluid when I hit the brakes.It is just when I'm running and hit them,
there is a lot of resistance,just nothing happens.The power booster is the same as the one
I replaced from them.Thank you for the idea.Any more?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10517
NEXT>10554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,The reason why I asked is,I have a Braden LU-2 mounted on my rig,with a 10,000
lb rating.I was wondering if we had the same winch?I think my winch was off a.duce.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pictures look great.Im hooked now let us know (DRUM ROLL)the price.Lol Will
SUBJECT>anyone around Fort Huachuca,AZ?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me ASAP please!!!!!!!!
ltalessi@mac.com
SUBJECT>Re:fair price for a m35 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10513 NEXT>10633 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Roger,to run singles,you need an M-34 which is set up to do so.The offset is differant
so that the singles in the rear,track with the fronts.You can put just singles on an M35,
but the wheels will track to the inside of the fronts.You can run the 12:00 NDT's for the
14:00 Michelins would be very nice for super-singles.I run an M-135 which is the single
version of the M-211 GMC circa mid 1950's.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>BillF
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaxCY5qe48g1k PREVIOUS>NEXT>10547
10562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent out the pictures to everyone that had requested them,but I got a few returned on
some accounts for exceding the individuals allocated space.There were some good
sugestions made previously about posting them on this page or Yahoo,neither of which I
knew how to do (if anyone can help with it,that would be great).
As can be seen in the pictures the quality is first class.I should point out that the hub
shown in the pictures on the stand was machined from a single piece of steel (read that
expensive)but the ones he is making now are identical to the rear hub picture in that the
factory hub is modified with an adapter plate.
I looked at the Helitool (uglyduckling.com website)offering and that looked like a nice
setup also (last year Helitool was using too small a rotor in my opinion).The new
Helicoil is based on the 12.5 inch 1995 and earlier Ford truck rotor and caliper.The only
disadvantages I see to the Helitool disc brakes is (1)It uses a smaller rotor (12.5
compared to 13 for the Pro Tool rotor
(2)It uses the earlier caliper which I have found prone to sticking and (3)that it apparantly
uses a custom modification to the stock rotor (which may need to be replaced every so
often especially if the vehicle sees alot of mud and dirt).(4)The Helitool offering
appeared more difficult to install in that the rotor was drawn onto an adapter while.measuring the clearance to an
adapter plate (shouldn't be any big deal).However I have
not seen the Helitool setup in person and I believe the Helitool brakes will have a more
attractive price.
Which brings me to price.I still did not get a final price on the brakes from Pro Tool.
Rich Brandi,the owner,is talking with some other shops that specialize in CNC work to
pre-fab several of the pieces (his shop does mostly specialty one off prototype pieces).He
would then do the final setup,welding,and finishing on each caliper bracket and hub
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assembly.
If anyone has any easy questions please feel free to email me or if you have tough
questions,call Pro-Tool and ask for Rich Brandi (610)275-5667.By the way,that M725
in the background of several of the pictures is Richs and he is selling the engine,trans,
tranfer case (he has a 400 chevy,NV4500,and NP205 sitting close by that is about to be
installed.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10546 NEXT>10553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the pics.Thanks....Look good keep us posted when you get a price.Maybe we could
arrange a group buy and possible save some cash?
Anyways thanks
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10538
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good idea .
SUBJECT>Re:Disk Brake Pictures POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10472
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me some pictures.Thank you.
SUBJECT>rock ram system POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has someone put a rock ram gearbox,rock ram cylinder and super pump.Where can i get
heavy duty tie rods.Do i really need ram cylinder I have 11x18 tires.thank you for any
comments and suggestions.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Truck Insurance POSTER>Fred EMAIL>McAppys@vtc.net
DATE>Monday,3 June 2002,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10383
NEXT>LINKNAME>McAppys.com LINKURL>http://www.McAppys.com.Might try American Truck Historical Society
www.aths.com
as they are working with an insurance company
that is supposed to give good rates and coverage.
Fred
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>wilsonthorne@boeing.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10537 NEXT>10580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it is 24 volts,i work contract for mercedes and have friends that travel to and from
germany weekly what part of germany do you live.
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
REally goo looking work,and as with the others,keep me posted on price and availabilty.
I think a group bulk buy is a good idea,and a nice reward for pro-tools doing the
prototyping work.Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10542
NEXT>10555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just checked out your pics,that's positively a different winch.Well,it's not off the M35.
The front plate for the worm on yours is way different.On the M35 style winch,it has a
much larger plate with a strap and drum brake on the inside of it.It also has 3 half inch
bolt hole on the front for a fairlead,non roller.It also has 6 bolts per side in a vertical
crescent shaped boss with 3 bolts on the rearward boss and 3 on the forward boss.Both
sides are like this.The right side,drivers side,has the drive,the other has the drum lock
coming straight out and the clutch handle mounted in the rear,bending up toward the
front.The bottom of it has a heavy bar that keeps it together,a heavy piece of "C"shaped
sheet steel on the back,and another piece of "C"shaped sheet steel on the top where the
tags are mounted to.It's 145 lbs with out any cable and the case is aluminum.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>jzoliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10554
NEXT>10560 10585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Braden LU2 is off a civilian PowerWagon,predecessor to the LU4 that is common to
the M715 and the M37.If you check out Vintage Power Wagons website,they have a
breakdown of the LU2 so you can identify it,the LU2 has round ends,and the LU4 has
squarish ends like Spicers.The typical winch on an M35 is made by Garwood,and is
ENORMOUS compared to the LU2 or 4,not to say that the Bradens aren't stout winches
in their own right.
SUBJECT>Short shaft POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaO2MDcpFb5Cg PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there anyone out there who is not running a drive shaft between the tranny and transfer
case?
Just curious.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>tom EMAIL>col10ga@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10526
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you brutec.would like to find the rims since we'll be running
low tire pressures(10-15 ils)for the beach.we feel tubeless is the way tyo go.thanks again
and great site
tom and sean
SUBJECT>Gas Mileage POSTER>Ryan Walden EMAIL>rwalden@iccnet.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10561 10570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am new to the idea of buying an M715,and want it to be a daily driver.What kind of gas
mileage does the stock set-up get.Thanks for any help.Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>tom EMAIL>col10ga@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10530
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oaul thank you for your offer ,will talk to my brother and get back to
you.wheels sound good.you have a picture maybe,you could post?Any way thanks again
Tom and Sean
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10555
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had thought about putting a second winch under the bed in the spare tire area.I did
round up a second M35 winch,but before that I had come across a great deal on a winch
off off a 5 ton truck.I think it was a 20,000 pounder!The thing was like 17"tall!!!It
wouldn't even fit between the bed and the pumpkin.Sweet deal,but for what?
Had to pass...a sad day.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock I used to get between 7 and 10 depending on time of year,less in winter in northern
Wisconsin due to more idling/warmup time.I changed out to a civvy dist with vacuum
advance and picked up a little.Then with a civvy intake and 2 barrel and lockout hubs on.the front added,I have run
12.25 mpg on the highway and 11-12 overall.
Hope that helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10546 NEXT>10575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sending you an email with an address to email these to so I can put them up on the
site.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brake problems POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10541
NEXT>10598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mean the pedal is like a rock when you hit it,the booster is bad,and I mean like a
rock,stiffer than non power brakes by far.
brute45c
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 June
2002,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10540 NEXT>10594 10603
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you think I'm kidding or something?
You will need a different t-case or a ring/pinion gear change.
SUBJECT>back spacing POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm sure it was posted before but i'm about to order some wheels from diamond for
44x19.5x15 super swampers and i need the correct back spacing.I would hate to spend
this much $and have them hit the brake drums.
SUBJECT>Re:rock ram system POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10550
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tom,go to the members pics and take a look at my pics listed under (roger).i have a
standard ram mounted on my rockwells with an assist from my power steering box.you
could do the same thing except use a smaller ram (1.5x8")would probably work best.you
could do this easily for less than 300 bucks...and that is a high figure.beats the 800-1000
that agr wants for their rockram.if it looks like something you'd like let me know and i'll
help you out some more.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10565
NEXT>10568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I believe Rollie posted recently that 4.5 inches was max.Try searching the board with
his
name in the posted by box....
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10567
NEXT>10573 10579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
found it...Rollie posted this when asked about using thick 15 inch rims on the stock brake
drum:
"The front drums are a little too big to slide a heavy guage 15"rim over too far.However
if you keep the backspacing down to under 5",they will work just fine.I am running 15"
rims with 4.5"backspacing on mine and it fits just fine."
Our system at work went down so I have a few minutes to "play".
brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10572 10578 10584 10587 10595 10597
10623 10635 10713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats right!My jeep is for sale and not by my choice!The wife says it has to go!I have
around 6500.00 invested but will sale all of it for 3500.00 obo.It sucks for me but
SOMEONE WILL GET A HELL OF A GOOD DEAL!
Rust free truck has been stripped down and sanded.
327 sbc rebuilt with everything on it (carb,headers,you get the point)
700r4 tranny already bolted to the engine and ready to go
---automatic lockup for the converter
brand new brakes-lines,wheel cylinders etc.
brand new tires-radial 35"
2 sets of axles
2 sets of fenders (inners and outers)
2 front clips
4 rims and ndt on the spare axles
stock np200 transfercase
excellent condition tailgate and bed (herculined)
extra cab
brand new wiring harness
gm steering wheel and power steering gear box (already on the truck)
Lots of extra goodies too!(Battery,brand new radiator,amsoil 75w-90w for the axles
and transfercase,new oil for the motor,new tranny fluid,extra drive shafts etc.)
The truck has a springover already done with a shackle reversal in the rear as well as a
front hanger flip.
New u-bolts
New gas tank
old gauges
I keep thinking of more and more.Still lots more to list!.It all goes with the deal.This truck has everything it
needs to run.
I will deliver to a reasonable location if needed too;otherwise,you will have to pick it up.
DON'T MISS THIS DEAL!I HAVE TO GET RID OF IT OR THE WIFE IS PACKING!
SHE HATES THIS THING AND ALWAYS HAS!JUST TAKE IT OFF OF MY
HANDS-PLEASE!!!!MARK
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shitty,but it shouldn't matter,you will have something that everyone will envy.so
mileage will be of little concern.ask anyone of us.lol.....
SUBJECT>Daily driver POSTER>Ryan Walden EMAIL>rwalden@iccnet.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10576 10596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in getting an M715,but I need a little better MPG than the stock set-up
offers.I will primarily be using the truck to drive back and forth to work,with some light
duty residential snow plowing.
My questions are,What gears would I need for the stock 230?Or,would I be better off
with a 350 c.i.and what gearing would I need for that set-up?What kind of cost am I
talking about,for the gears,and is this enough to get better mileage?
I am totally not on your level mechanically and don't want to waste time or space,but all
of your help is greatly apprieciated.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>10577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHI-PISSSSHHHHHH!!!
What if you just sold the extra parts and kept the main truck?
SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10568
NEXT>10574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info.now i'm in a real delima.I just got off the phone with interco and they
said 20"Boggers are in the works.I feel like i'm buying a computer that will be out of
date in a month.
SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10573
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NEXT>10582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DUDE,NO SHIT!?DID THEY MENTION WIDTHS??????...OR A TIME FRAME???
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>BillF
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 1:19 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7d.4CTbslCw
PREVIOUS>10562 NEXT>
10581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many thanks to Brute4c.I passed the pics over to him a few minutes ago to post on the
site.Sending out the emails across my 56Kbps line was painfully slow.If there is
anything I can do to help out,just let me know.I don't have a M725 truck yet (still
looking -one of the zones members has contacted me with one)but,I have been picking
up parts for an engine/trans/transfer case conversion.If a group purchase is put together
for brakes,I'm in.I think the hardest decision may be to get consensus among the
interested folks as to which system to pursue (Helitool or Pro-Tool)but the first step may
be to see if there is genuine interest of at least 5-10 people.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10571
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The gear ratios are 5.88 to 1.The best you can do is 4.56.I would say if snow plowing is
your future use a v8 for torque and run a rear locker for sure.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10572
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i sure would like to know everything about that new wiring harness...i need one.is that a
spare you're advertising?if so,would you consider a seperate sale?
thanks,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>10607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715MAN,Keep the truck,get rid of the wife!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10568 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Brute.
Just some more info on that.
I am running 44x18.5x15 Gumbo Monster Mudders on 15"by 13"wide Diamond wheels
with a 4.5"offset.I originally asked for 12"wide,but Diamond informed me the 13's
were made out of larger gauge steel and much stronger.I also called Stockton Wheel in
California and they confirmed the heavy duty wheels they were selling were close to the
same gauge steel as the 15x13 Diamonds.Although Stockton uses a thicker plate in the
middle..As for backspacing,I believe the 4.5"may be as much as you want to go.5"might fit,but
it would be very close on the front drums.Overall width measurements with my set up is
about 95"outside of sidewall to sidewall.With the stock suspension setup and no
springover (I have a 4"body lift and custom body work on the front fenders)With the
wheel turned all the way to the left or right,I still clear the frame by at 2"at the closeset
point.If I had it to to over again I would even consider trying to go with a 5"backspace to
move the tires in a little closer,but I would take very tight measurements on the front
drum first to make sure they fit.
Hope this helps
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Martin EMAIL>Meere@web.de
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10552
NEXT>10628 10644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
West germany
near KÖLN and Düsseldorf
That would be very nice
Need brakehoses too
mine are as old as the car is and i do not trust in them
Is that also possible?
If you loke you can mail me
my E-mail is Meere@web.de
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10575 NEXT>10601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in for a group purchase.I would like the front and rear brakes.Heli Tool says he will
have a rear brake kit soon.maybe a group buy would speed up the timing.I am looking
for the best price so lets get prices from both places.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:back spacing POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10574
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
from what they told me i would look for a 44"x19x20 for sure within the next year.This
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will be great but if i buy 20"rims now i'm screwed.I live next to the Stewart&Stevenson
plant where they build the new style duece's and several high up employees told me they
can get me used michelin xl 9 or 11x20's but none have come through.Maybe if enough
of us called interco 337-334-3272 they would hurry the hell up.
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Help!Please You should check your fuel pump too!
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,
at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10434 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
My truck was flooding and leaking fuel out of the air cleaner and I thought tat there was
something wrong with the carb.After taking it apart a couple of times I realized that the
fuel pump diaphram was leaking and the over flow vent line dumps out rignt next to the
carb inside the air cleaner housing.I bought a fuel pump rebuild kit and it solved the
problem.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you know how many battered women it takes to change a light bulb..................one if she
knows whats good for her!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10555
NEXT>10588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer and JZOliver,I called Braden about my winch,they told me that a Braden LU-4 has
a 7500 lb empty drum rating,The Braden LU-2 has a empty drum rating of 10,000 lb.It
sounds like your winch is a Garwood,Spicer,why is your winch larger with the same
rating?Mabey it has a higher rating than that.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Bills disc pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10589 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/disc/billdisc.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/disc/billdisc.html
I have received Bills disc brake pics and made a page with the text he posted here earlier.
The page can be found in the online manuals link above,at the bottom of the page...or by
clicking the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569
NEXT>10591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having troubles e-mailing you.Where is the truck located?Please send some pictures.
Thanks Justin
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10585
NEXT>10600 10701 12056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am pretty sure the Garwood is in the 15-20000#range,10000 is a very conservative
estimate.As Perk said,it is HUGE compared to the 2 Bradens.At any rate,all three are
very robust and will work fine on a light truck like the 715,LOL.I have a couple of the.LU2's if anyone is
interested,I'm swapping in a slushbox,so I won't be able to power the
PTO anymore,sorry it isn't an Allison either.
SUBJECT>Re:Bills disc pics POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10586
NEXT>10615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as long as he is machining....how about making the hubs 8 (eight)lug so we can get
wheels cheaper.think of all the bad ass tire/wheel combo's !!
krob725
SUBJECT>Why???POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10524 NEXT>10645 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You'll lose your granny gear,and how far do you plan on driving?OD is pretty useless on
any MV that has a gas motor,in my opinion.You can't cruise over 60 any lenth of time
with the stock T-case,and MV cabs aren't designed for any sort of long-distance travel.
Oh yeah,that .5:1 6th has proven itself to be pretty useless even in Vipers,top speed is in
5th.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Justin,
I don't have any pics of the truck right now,but I will get some to you.The truck is
located in Pittsburg,Kansas.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10342 NEXT>10593 10689 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I live in Oak Harbor Washington!ON Whidbey island I was thinking the same thing.All
the get togethers I've seen are for people that live on the east coast.I'd like to be involved
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in some sort of get together around here.I know alot of trail areas to go to in the north
west area of washington.Hay Rollie,I'm up in the Bellingham area all the time,I've only
seen 4 other m-715's around here,what does yours look like?Mine's O.D.Green,
sprungover,with 42in swampers.I got it off of a guy in seattle,and his friend had one
down there as well.And I know of one othere one on the south end of whidbey island.
Craig
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 9:42 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10592
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm sounds like the beginin of a M715 Bham invasion
any time your up here in the Ham Craig ..stop By KALAMALKA would love to take a
peep at yer truck addy is 2518 Meridain ..and if ya need a tattoo..well..its a ttoo shop so
i can hook ya up
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 9:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10564
NEXT>10599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a thought ..but what about running a Klune-V mounted backwards for overdrive?
or ...now im really dreaming here cause the buggers are like 3 grand...a GearVendors
between the trany and the transfercase?its a nice dream tho eight gears forward
mmmmmmmmmmm tasty !!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 June 2002,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
You make me very sad.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
4 June 2002,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE
PREVIOUS>10571 NEXT>10609 10629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ryan,
As much as I like to see M715's on the road,I'd have to discourage you from trying to
make a daily driver out of an M715.I've had mine for about three years now and put
maybe 4,000 miles on it.When I first bought it I had to make one good motor out of two
bad ones.In the brief period it's been on the road,I've replaced the rear main seal once,
rebuilt the fuel/vacuum pump twice,replaced the valve cover gasket once a year,and
replaced the water pump ($160).I haven't had to do brakes yet but they are high too.The
government replaced the M715 after only three years due to their poor reliability.Even if
you spend $1500+to drop a 350 in it'll still be noisy,drafty,and a gas hog.After all that I
still love mine but sometimes it's a real hassle.I must be a glutton for punishment cause
now I have a M725 Ambulance too.If you have your heart set on a mil truck get a Chevy
CUCV (if you have $6000+)or a Dodge M880.I've got a nice 880 for sale near Charlotte,
NC for $3000,only 41,000 miles and a near perfect body (yes,that was a shameless
plug).Good luck to ya.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Terminator EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4
June 2002,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For $3500 I'll take care of your problem......Dirty deeds ,done dirt cheap..SUBJECT>Re:Brake problems POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10563
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may be it,then.Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10594
NEXT>10604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My thoughts on 'the way.'A NP205 case with Gear Vendors $1800 od unit.That about
$2200 if you buy the 205 high for a total of 4 speeds with splitting capability on each
gear.I'd pull my 3053 and put in a 3052 non OD duece tranny for the gear sets just that
little bit closer together and then have ten gears.That would be tits!
Oh the NP205 deal is for the better oiling and the ability to have GV OD bolt up.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10588
NEXT>10622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,is your winch housing cast iron or aluminum?Mine is aluminum with a very heavy
casting.I have one spare and one that had the line 'stack up'and bust the bottom brace out
of the casting.I took that one apart and looked at the guts.Very impressive with the
widths of the driven gear and the size of the thread on the worm!Oh,and the shaft that
goes from the driven over to the clutch on the opposite side...MASSIVE,JUST FLAT
MASSIVE!
Thanks for the info JZOliver,I'll not be bothering with that snatch block for a while.:)
Who needs to double 15,000 #?!?
SUBJECT>Re:More on the Disc Brake Pictures POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I would also be interested in front/rear set up but i'm in the process of throwing a 350 i
my CJ7 so money is of highest improtance.Daniel
SUBJECT>Revisited Truck Sale!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,for the Zone brotherhood...
I'm at $7000 on the truck.That gets posi's and seals in for under 8Gs.Come on...nobody
really wants to do all the work I have.:)
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Copy and paste the above link into you address bar.When you get to the yahoo site,click
on the words 'm715 pics'and there's my rig,something like 10 pics.Please call with ANY.questions.
1.717.731.9315 it is the correct #although my machine message is a bit odd.:)I'm in
Pennsylvania.Can ship.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10564
NEXT>10606 10616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No man,I don't doubt you are kidding,but the t-case will run at the same RPM regardless
of the OD in the trans.That's why I ask how many of you run at 70 MPH.
Like I say,I'd like to keep it on the cheap...
How hot does the t-case get at 60?What speed is sustainable?
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10599
NEXT>10605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All of these are definately good ideas,but as the fundage is running precariously low,I
am digging for ways to do this swap with off the shelf (for me,anyway)parts.That's why
I asked about the T-56.
I was actually doubting it's durability in such a monster of a truck.
Chances are,I'll end up with the CH 465,the NP200,and the biggest tires I can.I know
those work and are bulletproof.....
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10604
NEXT>10630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the durability would be ok.Don't forget the the 5.87's really will take a load off the
tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10603
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the guys ar running the Amsoil synthetic with very good results and no
overheating.I've had no problems at 60-65 for nearly two hours.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10578 NEXT>10611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BRAVO!BRAVO!
SUBJECT>THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:56 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aao7cNAHzRLhI
PREVIOUS>NEXT>10610
10612 10639 10647 10654 10690 10710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many thanks to you for doing such a good job keeping this website up and running.I can't
speak for everybody,but I believe they would have the same opinion.I have learned a
great deal from you and all the people on this site.Lets keep it up.THANK AGAIN!!!
Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10596
NEXT>10617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with TC.The cost of,making and maintaining,the M715 as a daily is far greater
than many alternatives.I suggest using it the way it was built to be used,off road,heavy
hauling.You can put together many cool daily drivers that will be more reliably,and cost
less.I think your total,on-going,cost will be less,(total cost for both).Mine is stock and
used for some hauling and weekend fun.My daily driver is a 1967 extended cab Chevy
pickup with a 500 cuin Caddy engine,Caddy T400 tranie,and Caddy rearend,now that ’s
fun for daily driving!Total investment in the M715,$1400.00,it is very clean,no rust,
everything works,stock 18000 original miles.Total investment in the Chevy $3000.00,
with a lot of the work done by me at no dollars spent.I do have a few other toys but that ’s
another story … Cadpowered
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll second that!!!!!Thanks for all your hard work.The fact that there are more 715's on
the road (or trails)than ever is a large part due to this site.The hardest part of any project
is getting information ,not only about the big items (i.e.engines,trannies,etc.)but also
about the small stuff (the small stuff seems to be the most time consuming!!)This site
doses a great job w/information exchange.
Thanks again,
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Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10607 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?Doesn't the girlfriend like it either?LOL
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10608
NEXT>10613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,Damn fine job Brute!
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10612 NEXT>10631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HE DA MAN!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Fuel Pump P/N's POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 June
2002,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
An earlier post listed the 230 OHC civy fuel pump (no vacuum for wipers)as an Airtex
p/n 6510 available for about $30 from Autozone.Since no Autozones in my area,decided
to go the NAPA route.The NAPA cross reference p/n is M3561 at $33.33.Now,I have a
spare pump to get me home when the stock one dies.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5
June 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10603 NEXT>10618
10643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same RPM?Technically yes.But my point is that you will run at higher RPM because
you'll be going faster.After all,that's what you want to do,right?Many of us have
experienced the overheated oil smell associated with that.If you get time,read Brute4c's
account of his 1999 Field exercise.His was exceptionally bad.New units didn't have this
problem,and some lucky people still don't.
X-fer case temp will vary depending on how worn or rust damaged the gears/bearings are
(it's loaded with needle type roller bearings).Less of a factor is how good your oil is (I've
tried several sythetics).Mine runs at about 180 deg F on a 90 deg day,if I don't do more
than 60 MPH.On hot summer days,that t-case temp is what limits my road speed,180
being my personal limit.Temp can rise very quickly if you let it go above 190,burning
your oil and worse,your seals.
Thermal runaway is a problem,the NP200 doesn't get rid of it's heat well enough.We
know it's very sensitive to adequate air flow.If your's is caked with crud,clean it off.
Adding an oil cooler would be very beneficial,probably the best thing you can do for it.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Ryan Walden EMAIL>rwalden@iccnet.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10609 NEXT>10620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot guys.I really liked that whole convertible thing but it would have to be my
primary vehicle for getting back and forth to work.So,maybe I can piece together a
M151.The truck I have now is reliable,but two trucks for me is excessive (it's a 4-wheel
drive F250).Thank you very much for the quality advice.You all have the best forum for
exchanging knowledge that I have seen anywhere,and have been a great help.
Regretfully,Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10616 NEXT>10650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In all seriousness with an odd idea;what about tack welding 1/8"x 1"x
6"ish fins on the
upperside,or anywhere above frame for that matter,for cooling?
NO!I'm not on anything!...M&m's and Cherry Coke,but that's it!If it didn't work you
could wack'em off with a hammer or pliers...we know it won't hurt the case.
SUBJECT>New in the Online Manuals POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night I completed editing and upoading the Adobe Acrobat versions of the "new"-34
manual,the lube order,the -24 body section and the -24 tuneup section.The -34 and lube
order had sections added in from the -24 manual and it's apendix that were loaned to me
by 2 of our members,thanks guys!!I hope you find these useful!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10617
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ryan,
Just toss the M715 cab and bed on the Ford frame and running gear!
You get the best of both worlds except for a comfortable cab.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 2:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10533 NEXT>10652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for how to on your transmission from m35,i heard of this but until you see or hear
from actual swamp it is holy grail.If that transmission is out of m35 it should be tuff
enuk.I am blessed with buddy who owns clutchrebuilding shop.I think this may solve
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problem i have,save money on transmission plus have a tranny made for truck in first
place with overdrive.That m35 trans should be perfect for w200 w300 dodge we have
with same problem,too low rearend to run on hiway @speed limit.I am trying to mount
windmill rig on m715 for hard to get locations,needs dual pto if possible.thank you for
sharing info,love your truck,real pro sounding.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10600
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,My winch housing is heavy aluminum,and it looks quite rugged to me.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5
June 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,.Where is your truck?I'd like to see pictures of it.I already got one 715 but in search of
another.Mine is lonely.
Brent
SUBJECT>Fuel Tank Replacement POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 June
2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a suitable non-steel replacement for the original fuel tank?Thanks
in advance.
SUBJECT>plug gap POSTER>Ridgway EMAIL>ridgway88@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was wondering if anyone knows what the proper spark plug gap is for a 1968 jeep kaiser
m715 1-1/4 ton 4x4 truck.
SUBJECT>Re:plug gap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10625
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/24tuneup.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/24tuneup.html
Straight from the tuneup section of the -24 manual:
Adjust electrode gap to .028 to .032 in.and torque all spark plugs from 28 to 30 lb-ft.
If you want to check out the whole tuneup section click the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Anyone into Javascript?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to rework the site to eliminate the sidebar and just have one easy to use
navigation bar on the homepage.I need to talk to someone who knows Javascript fairly
well....nothing super hard...if you have a good knowledge of Javascript,I'm sure you'll be
plenty knowledgeable to help.
Contact me at brute4c@yahoo.com if you can help.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>john campbell
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10580 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi martin,there are brake shoes on ebay right now.i think they are about $70.search
under m715 or Ablinn.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 June
2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10596 NEXT>10632 10636.10648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've been able to find out,it's not true that the government "replaced the M715
after only 3 years due to poor reliability".The government actually bought more M715's
than the original contract terms called for,and many stayed in service for many years
before being transferred to fire departments or other duty.It doesn't sound like you've had
to replace anything that wouldn't have gone bad on any other rig of the same vintage.I
don't mean for this to sound like a "flame",but I had heard all of the "poor reliability"talk
before I bought my 715,so I did some research,and honestly couldn't find any real
evidence for it.I agree,however that the M715 would not make a good daily driver unless
you have a pretty short drive.It takes a certain amount of energy to move something as
heavy and non-aerodynamic as the M715 no matter what power plant you put in it.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10605 NEXT>10641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why not sell the t56 and buy a ranger overdrive?it would fit between bellhousing and a
sm465 and give you 8 forwards and 2 reverses as well as being plenty stout
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEAH,WHAT THEY SAID!
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Willie EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,
at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10629 NEXT>10680 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is all in how you build it and design your running gear.Yes I agree they are very heavy
and very unearodynamic but neither are most cabover trucks or any big rig or even a
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motorhome or camper or even the light small unearodynamic CJ/YJ/TJ/yet all of these
manage to be highway driven vehicles.My 715 has been a daily driven vehicle for the last
9 years other than the 2 month stints of it being down(every other year)when I decide to
change something.As it is now I average 17 MPG and cruise at 70+mph and probably do
not have but about $15,000 invested in it for the last 9 years yes that sounds high but
unless you have priced a new pickup or even car in the last 10 years that is not much$$$I
have every thing a new truck has power everything and more power to out pull or pass
anyone I like and average 17+mpg to boot.I drive the 715 from Waco to Victoria nearly
every week and that alone is a 450 mile round trip.I am fixing to tear the transmission I
had built for it out(slushbucket cannot handle the engines 800 ft lbs trq at 1200 RPM)I
am now installing an Eaton Fuller 5 speed with 7.5to1 first and 25%overdrive with 14
inch spicer clutch and an add on air to water aftercooler for the ol Cummins for lower
EGT abd an additional 60+hp and 100 ft lbs trq.Don,t knock it until you,ve done it
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:fair price for a m35 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:36 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10545
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the difference between m34 vsm35,is there some sort of spacer on the front
drums to make them track wuith rear or do they do it with rear spacers on the rear drums.
I have some of these wheels but i removed nato tire and put it on brush tractor with 9 bolt
hole ,sure thought about trying to put them on gmc 7500 all the way around,but dont
know what kind of set up they use.thanks for the help and info,do you sell just the
machined spacers to weld in center of wheels for conversions other than gamma goat?
Have you any experience with the hummer wheel&mag run flat?
SUBJECT>stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10638 10640 10667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok,my guy wants 1500,yes 1500.00 for the front axle shaft...obviously no thanks
he asked if we were interested in brake conversions and i said yes.
he claims he can do an 8 lug disc brake conversion for 700 bucks for the front,if yall
even care anymore
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like my wife says "There are a lot WORSE things I could be into!"by the way,she
LOVES my M715.........
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 10:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10629 NEXT>10637 10681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I admit that I haven't researched the reliability issues that Uncle Sam and others
experienced.You have to admit that it does share (with the relatively light duty M880
that was never intended for "forward area duty")the dubious distinction of the shortest
run for a 4x4 tactical cargo truck in US history.The M715 remained in the fleet for only
about 9 years.My intent was to relate my personal experience.That being that the M715
has a lot going for it,but that Tornado motor ain't one of 'em.It is by far the biggest pai
in the ***to keep running that I have ever experienced.Ditch that dead weight,and you
got something that's hard to beat.So why am I running a Tornado in my M715 and
pulling a brand new 350 out of the M725 I bought to install a Tornado.Just a purist I
guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 June 2002,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i run mine as a STOCK daily driver.come to baton rouge,and ill let you drive it.i think
the brake and stock tires are much worse than my engine.the engine will spin the tires in.second (in a turn)on dry
pavement.no it doesnt have much pickup,but i guess im a purist
too.
then again i drove a stock m38a1 for two years as a daily driver and had no top,ever.
then again i drove a harley davidson as a daily driver and didnt own a car.
of course,speed,pickup,reliabiliy and comfort are all relative and everyones perception
is different.i drive no top 99%of the time here,and average probably 300 miles a week.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,Axle shafts for $750.00 each?are these made out of 18 or 24 caret gold?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c!Great Job!mike petrus
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 4:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10634 NEXT>10646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that was a disc brake conversion that allows use of 8 lug wheels....
I KNOW NO ONE WANTS 1500 front axles IT WAS A FYI POST
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SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10630
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been trying to sell it since I abandoned my Firebird project last year in favor of the
715 project.Just not having any luck.I paid like 1800 from GMPP about 2 yrs ago.
SUBJECT>backspacing--last time POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok guys--i have been reading conflicting info--backspacing--which brings your rim closer
to the leaf springs--ie:if i was running a 38.5x13x16 inch tire on a 4.5 inch backspacing
rim,would that stick outside of the fender or bring it inside the fender.so a closer rim
would be 3 inch or a 5 inch backspacing ???????????????thanks guys
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10616
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I am looking to go faster.If I do 60 I'll get rear ended by some soccer mom in a
exploder or something yapping on her cell phone.Then I have to touch up the paint on
the bumperettes.Such a PITA.
Seriously though,I am replacing a 1987 Chevy C10 with the M-715.I would like for it to.retain all of the same
capabilities while having a bulletproof 4WD drivetrain.Ride?I just
don't care...I'm 24 and still more balls than brains...Besides,Theree will be less hobby
horsing than my 80 CJ-7 with late 80's heavy duty Rancho 4.5"lift springs...
Perfect example of the usage of the Chevy.On one sat,a buddy and I jumped in and
drove from Woodbridge,NJ out to Ohio.We did this to pick up a CJ-5 frame,two D-44
axles,a D-30 axle,a Ford 9",and four 33x9.5's mounted on Alcoa rims.Then we turned
around and came home.We were hanging out at our local bar by 11:00 pm.Aside from
crazy long road trips in a day,it serves as a daily driver when my CJ is down (which is
frequently).
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>wilsonthorne@boeing.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10580 NEXT>10691 10878 11305 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello martin i tryed to email you but it keeps coming back to me if you want to try to
email me @wilsonthorne@boeing.com
thanks wilson.
SUBJECT>Re:Why???POSTER>Pete EMAIL>nightflyr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6
June 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10590 NEXT>10651
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you read the post I just put up about the road trip to Ohio,you'll see.I'll do one of those
about three times a year.Plus a long road trip here and there.
The uncomfort thing dosen't bother me.Again,if you read one of my earlier posts you'll
see.One other thing I should tell you is that I once drove my bone stock 2A up to Maine
for a "skiing"weekend (ie..hammered off our asses for two whole days.)in January.It is
still one of my favorite road trips.The only thing that really got me was how fast I had to
spin the engine.It developed a knock on the way back,which quickly became a bang.I
drove it home anyway,and replace the engine the next weekend.
The other point you brign up,is good.However the limiting factor on the Viper is a lack
of torque at that speed being able to overcome the wind resistance of pushing the body
through the air.One of the reasons I put this post up.We are pretty much pushing a box
through the air...much higher co of friction...Means a much lower top speed.My
quandry is if the second overdrive will ever get used,what with the cf of a barn,and all.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10640 NEXT>10675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geeze Perk,try to follow along...they are ONLY gold plated!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10608
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll more than second the notes,BRUTE4C has the site going VERY nicely,it is a
GREAT !!!!site keep it going,it can only get better.With this much info on the site one
could have the best M-715 /726 going.
Warren
SUBJECT>Tornado Grenade POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10629
NEXT>10656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had heard a story from one of my surplus guys about the contract awarded for the
M715's.It basically boiled down a surplus of engines that need to be gotten rid of.The
715 contract took care of that.
I don't know enough about the jeep engine to give a yeah or neah,but anyone trying to go
50+mph is going to destroy an engine.Of course the jeep will swallow valves and wear
out pumps...it's a torque engine,put in a high speed environment.A buddy of mine
dropped a valve on his 350 over 60 mph with stock gearing and tranny.I think the biggest
thing that kills the daily drive is the non od tranny.That leads to the consumption of the
other parts.So run synthetics and forget about the T-case.My suggestion is to NOT (sorry
Brute)put a temp guage in the t-case.That's why new cars don't have numbered
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guages...people would freak out if they knew the engine was 220-240 degrees.I have a lot
of faith in synthetics over mineral based oils.I have been running them in motorcycles for
years.The bikes that share the same oil for engine and tranny break down the mineral
based oils.The others really shine with abuse.
SUBJECT>Re:backspacing--last time POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June
2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10642 NEXT>10661
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Backspacing is the measurement from the back of the rim to the mounting surface.So a 5
inch back spacing would tuck the tire in further.I just bought 16 x 10 and mounted
15/39.5 -16 swamper and have room at the frame.Mine were 5 inch back spacing and I
wish I had gotten 5.5 inch.
SUBJECT>Re:6 speed in a 715 POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June
2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10618 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's a very good,simple idea.It will help,no doubt about that.
SUBJECT>Re:Why???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10645
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is where the law of 'Diminishing Return'comes in.You may actually be able to get
it into 6th on the flats at higher speeds,but(the diminishing part)you may be so far in the
pedal for power to push your "barn"through the air that you'll guzzle more gas at that
lower rpm than you would in 5th at a higher rpm...And that's a great way to burn a
piston,load it past the point where the motor makes decent vacuum..SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE
POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10621 NEXT>10757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks James,tell some friends about it!
Oh,good luck finding a double ended pto for the M35 tranny.THEY are scarce...from
what I've heard they only came on M35 based dump trucks with the winch...oh and
speculation on the wreckers with a front winch.I only ever SAW one and the guy wanted
$700 for it.I politely asked if he smoked crack then left.
SUBJECT>Re:New in the Online Manuals POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10619 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These new sections are GREAT !!Thanks a million!
Steve
Illinois
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!You read my mind.Yesterday as I was trying to fix my brakes I was thinking just
that!If it weren't for this site I never would have gotten mine where it is today.Thanks a
million.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Revisited Truck Sale!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10602 NEXT>10657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I deffinately have more than that in mine.It ain't near the truck.I wish I could jump on it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Grenade POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10648
NEXT>10658 10682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"It basically boiled down a surplus of engines that need to be gotten rid of.The 715
contract took care of that."
I don't think this is accurate as there are too many differences between the civilian engine
and the military one to suppose that one could be a version of the other with a few parts
changed.The Military engine has motor mounts on bosses cast to the block.The civvy
engine doesn't have these bosses at all and instead uses a very bizarre method of having
the motor mounts on a steel shim plate that bolts between the timing cover and the block.
Also the timing cover and water pump are not interchangeable without changing blocks.
It would seem unlikely the military engines in our trucks came from civilian engines that
had their blocks,timing covers and water pumps thrown away and whole new castings.made,while the rest of the parts
were saved.It is more likely these 230's were made for
the military application.I probably didn't include all the differences between the military
and civvy engines either,not counting other differences,like ignition and such that can be
readily explained as something made specifically for the military application no matter
what the source of the original engine.
I do wonder why this engine was chosen instead of one with a shorter stroke at a similiar
or higher cubic inch....but I don't think this is the explanation....my opinion of course.
As far as not temp gauge and using synthetics:I would definately recommend the use of
synthetics,especially in the possible blast furnace conditions of the t-case....but to not run
a gauge might lead to failure that could have been delayed until such time as a
replacement was located and installed or possibly prevented by much more reserved use
than what caused the heat problem and related failure.I do realize not evryone needs a
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gauge as many of these t-cases,driven at 60 and sometimes more,never overheat.But in
my case and in others,the fact that the lube temp escalates beyond ANY lubes ability to
properly carry away the heat and lubricate the bearings means that catastrophic failure
could result.I was driving from northern Wisconsin to Kentucky,over 600 miles away,
and having the heat problems.Without the gauge,I might have just run 60 miles an hour
and waited for bearing failure.With the gauge,we were able to determine a safe speed to
prevent failure,even though it added hours to an already long day,I feel it was worth it.
Just my thoughts....I have been wrong before,today would be no exception to the rule.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Revisited Truck Sale!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too...tell your friends!:)I found a factory winch truck that I think I can get pretty
reasonably...along with,perhaps,another toy.I think the build up is becoming quite a
addiction.I'd better stay single for a while!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Grenade POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10656
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read your road trip post...I didn't envy that trip.WHEW!
On the Tornado's,I did mean the military versions...what else would they have gone in at
that point in time.Like you said the civvy's are different.Scrap them or use them,so why
not put them in scrap.Down fellas...I mean that as a military spending/waste
comment...we've all been to the surplus and seen thousands of un opened boxes of
ungodly expensive loot sitting in the rain sinking into the ground.-scrap-
I gotta get a buddy of mine with am M715 to join the site...he's the one who told me,
think he said he read it somewhere about the engines.
Hey Brute,Did you know you could fix your overheating whoa's with duct-tape?Put a
piece over the guage.LOL
SUBJECT>M715 Track Width POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa8VfymyPdBzc PREVIOUS>NEXT>10660 10664 10670 10676
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm new to these trucks and have a question I can't seem to find the answer to.What is the
stock track width (outside of tire to outside of opposite tire)for a 1968 M715?I need to
know this so I can be sure it will fit on one of my trailers.Also,what size trailer deck do
any of you use to carry your trucks?
Thanks in advance,Joe (Hopeful future M715 owner)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10659
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The track is normally measured from the center of left and right tires,this measures 67
inches.Since the stock tires are 9 inches wide,4.5 from the center to edge of tread,
67+9=76 inches.This would be at the tread,there is sidewall past the tread to consider,I
would look around 80 to 81 inches to be sure.
If I wasn't at work,I'd measure for you....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:backspacing--last time POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10649 NEXT>10662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks--i might be ok with the 4.5 inch backspacing---tell me what boggers you got--do
you like them --mud ??road ??overall ??there about the right size.thanks for your
help--mike
SUBJECT>Re:backspacing--last time POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June
2002,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10661 NEXT>10663
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought the new Truxus STS All-Terrain.I was looking for something that would do
good off-road but still do better than a regular swamper on the road.They advertised this
tire as the new all-terrain that was good in snow,sand and ok in rocks,with good road
characteristices.I have been doing a springover for clearance so have not had them off-
road yet.Here is a link to the tire http://www.intercotire.com/html/trxus_mt_sts.htm
SUBJECT>Re:backspacing--last time POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks buddy--i`ll give them a look
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10659 NEXT>10665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brute is right it's around 80"+_rch......I currently
have one loaded on my trailer (82"
inside width on trailer).The truck has stock ndt's on it.When you are loading it watch out
for the hubs that seems to be the widest spot...go real slow..I'd use a winch or come-a-
long....kinda tricky to drive it up there even in low 4 cause of the need for exact
placement on the trailer...hope this helps...I should be buying a running M715 soon
myself
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10664 NEXT>10666 10671 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bobby,I saw there was one on the for sale board with a big block and 5 speed.:)
LOL
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice try....there is one in Alabama...much more my speed (stock and lower price):)
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>hivolt
EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10634 NEXT>10669 10687 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lee,I will sell you the whole front axle for $200.I have an extra one.If you live too far
away from Arkansas,I will have to charge you $1300 for shipping and handling!!!
Do you need it??
hivolt
SUBJECT>trailer wiring POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like the keep the 24 volt gauges ect.but need suggestions as to wiring to pull my 12
volt electric brake utility trailer.
SUBJECT>Where M715's Have A Loving Home...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10667 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and owned by smart asses.
GREAT SITE!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10659
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks one and all for the quick responses.My trailer deck is 83"wide so it shouldn't be
a problem.
Thanks,Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10665 NEXT>10674
10694 10700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
When no one buys that monster off you and your dream of a Unimog falls apart,and you
decide to part out your truck-I'd like dibs on your transmission.
I reckon we'll talk dollars after you start drinking to make the dream die.
-B.
SUBJECT>Tourque Splitter?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>10678 10685 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does one of you fine gentelmen or anybody else know what Tourque Splitters are going
for?This may be the least exspensive way to go for OD.I wanted to put in a SM420
anyway.Thanks in advance Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5 WHEELS POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10496
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My email address is ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com,mailing adress is box 133 Beeville
Texas 781040133 c/o Knight Ranch,thanks please keep trying somehow we will get
together on the web what is your web adress?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew all the time that Spicer is a Mog Dog,in 715 clothing.LOL PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Only gold plated?What the f&%#!Now I know it's a rip off!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10659
NEXT>10677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dont forget the hubs.They stick out four inches past the rims.If your trailor has rails
then
they will rub.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my trailer is 82"and the hubs will fit (if you have rims and tires on the truck).....I would
worry about tire rub if the truck has other than stock width tires
SUBJECT>Check this out!POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at
6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10672 NEXT>10696 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Anybody going to Camp Jeep this year?They moved it out west.We had a blast last year.
Check out the pictures at:
www.jeep.com/campjeep/
click on "Trip Tips"
and you should see us at the top of the page.
The same shot is under "Things to Do"
Click on Vehicles,then View Gallery and we're #10.
SUBJECT>What a fun ride!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am finally rapping up my TH350 conversion and just installed the driveshafts today.
Being very anxious after three months of working on it,I decided to fire it up and drive it!
On my very short trip around the block I realized just how cool these vehicles are and
how much I missed driving it!Thanks to everyone for all of the great advise on this site,I
could not have survived the project with out it!Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June
2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10632 NEXT>10684
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
17+mpg is great for that truck,but I guess I still wouldn't consider that "good"for a daily
driver!I drive about 100 miles a day round trip,and I occasionally drive the 715 for fun,
but it's usually a Honda Civic that does the daily duty and it gets an honest 40 mpg.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 June
2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10636 NEXT>10688
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe I'm lucky and got an exceptional motor,but I've been pretty impressed with the
old Tornado.It's true that they aren't high-revving motors,and pushing them to 60 mph
for long distances probably shortens their lifespan.I used to have a Willys CJ2A that you.had to flog just to get to
45 mph,so the 715 seems like a big improvement!
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Grenade POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6
June 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10656 NEXT>10693
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you're correct about the Tornado.I'm sure the designers were looking for torque
more than top speed for this truck.From what I have found out so far,the military was in
a hurry to replace the M37,so Kaiser used an existing engine design (with minor
modifications)for the 715 project.It outperformed the M37 by a significant margin,and
was more than fast enough for the military's needs.It was one of the first attempts to
build a military truck with off-the-shelf civilian parts.
SUBJECT>Re:How do you get a suspension lift for an M715??POSTER>Lance Gaston
EMAIL>redneck8000@bolt.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the idea of a spring-over with 4 inch springs myself.I do not have one of these
beasts yet but I should change that with-in the month.I can also remember seeing one in
the Four Wheeler TTC in either 97 or 98.It had 12in springs from National Spring and
the front axle was relocated a couple of inches foward.It was clearing a 44in Bogger
without any trouble.If you have the TTC video you will see that this truck was pushed to
the limits with no obvious tire contact.I hope that this helps you some.
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Lance Gaston EMAIL>redneck8000@bolt.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10680
NEXT>10731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To hell with gas mileage.Drive what you want to.Right now I drive a 99 Ram 2500
w/35in Swampers a V-10 and a 5 speed.I average 8 MPG on a good day and I have a
9hour one way drive to work 4 times a month.Would I trade it for a 40 MPG Civic?Do
you really have to ask me that question?Within the month I will have a 715 for a daily
driver when I am at home.Basically just do what makes YOU happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Tourque Splitter?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10672
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gear Splitters are made by Advance Adapters,its a copy of a Borg Warner designed
overdrive.They are roughly 1300 to 1500 new depending on the dealer.Used ones go for
400 to 750.
SUBJECT>Empty car trailer from Charlotte,NC...POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>NEXT>10728
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to Erie,PA and then to MD in the next few weeks.Yes,I'm the lucky winner of the
hacked up ambulance in PA and also a CJ-10A tug in MD so it looks like I'll be dragging.an empty trailer on two
trips north.Anyone need to move anything up that way?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10667 NEXT>10692 10734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yall are killing me!
i only found the guys info on the m37 site.i remember some posts about nobody could
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find anyone in the US that could build the axle shafts for our axles.so me,not being a
quitter,found someone who could and would.i cant control his prices,and wouldnt pay
1500 for shafts myself,then again i wouldnt put a big block,low revving motor in a stock
geared truck,with stock axles.but thats me,
i have no fear of breaking any axle shafts with my stock motor.
my post was just to conclude my search.
i guess everyone lost interest in the front axle disc brake conversions that would allow
use of 8 lug wheels.my what a fickle bunch we are!
SUBJECT>My 230 performed very well POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10681 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just thought I would jump in.
My M715 had 65,000 miles on it before I pulled out the original 230.During that time it
spent many hours traveling down the freeway with the speedometer pegged past 60mph
somewhere.It never gave me trouble all the many years I drove it with the original
engine.
And as long as I kept it tuned and well maintained,it seemed to have enough power to
keep up with the traffic except for the steep hills.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:ANY M715 OWNERS IN THE NORTHWEST POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 June 2002,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>10592 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Craig,
I just scrolled down enough and saw your posting.
I was just emailing Lipid and we are thinking of getting together for something sometime.
My M715 is an ugly multi color brown,black and partly painted OD Green.I hope to
finish the OD painting soon.I'm running 44"Mudders WITHOUT a spring over,but I
have a 4"body lift and some custom body work on the front fenders.It seem to handle.just fine offroad without the
tires hitting the body.And my front bumper IS legal height
as well as my extended fender flares and mudflaps.I'm not afraid to drive it clear down to
Oak Harbor if a good event was planned.
Rollie
SUBJECT>THANKS BRUTE4C !!!!!!POSTER>Martin Uebermuth germany
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 1:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll second that tooo!!!!!Thanks for all your hard work.
great site.
If it is not there it would not be possible for me to get INFO about hte car and
APrtsresources herer in germany
MANYMANY thanks
The hardest part of any project is getting information ,not only about the big items (i.e.
engines,trannies,etc.)but also about the small stuff
(the small stuff seems to be the most time consuming!!)This site doses a great job w/
information exchange.
Thanks again,
Martin
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Martin Uebermuth germany
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 1:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10644 NEXT>10709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have tried it too but it does not work for me either
lets check if yahoo works
I have two mor
first:
Einspritzer@t-online.de
second:
muebermuth@yahoo.com
Thanks
Third
URALAZ@gmx.de
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 4:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10687 NEXT>10702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,Your hard work on this axle deal is appreciated.Nobody is blaming you for the high
prices.I tried Moser,they were not interested in building our axles for any price!We will
have to keep working on this.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Grenade POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10682
NEXT>10732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brad,I dare you to make that post over at the Big Electric web site.Then stand by for
WWIII!LOL!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10671 NEXT>10756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brian,thanks for the encouraging thoughts.LOL
Sorry,the engine and tranny would go as one unit to make sure nobody tries to bolt some
silly blue oval in front of it.heh,heh.Oops,Oh,hey Perk.:)
Did you see the Unimog Ambulance on eBay?I sat in that last week!I recognized the
background as where MY truck actually was originally towed to.I took a mid day
'business'trip and checked it out.The 'Mog definately is a different animal.
SUBJECT>New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10697 10714 10755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read an article about this engine a few months ago and was wondering if it was actually
out or not?I don't tend to pay attention to the brand new stuff,but this 6 actually sounds
like a VERY potent and reliable engine.
Is it out?What's it in?Anyone driven any?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Check this out!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10678
NEXT>10705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought Camp Jeep was going to be in Branson,Mo.?
SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10695 NEXT>10699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is out in chevy trailblazer.makes 270hp and gobs of torque
SUBJECT>Re:What a fun ride!POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June
2002,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10679 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
PRICELESS!
SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10697 NEXT>10745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.T.Dave,
Is that a DOHC or SOHC motor?I forget.I knew the numbers were really good and the.engine seemed to be very beefy.I
may have some odd plans for one.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
June 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10671 NEXT>10703
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,is a Coyote is sheeps'clothing.He'll be back!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10588
NEXT>10762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZOliver,you dump a NP205 in your truck and you can regain a PTO drive.Do what I
did,hook it to a hydraulic pump and fluid power the winch with a hydraulic motor.Hell,I
zip tied the lines to the frame...it doesn't get much easier.Screw driveshafts and hangers!
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion
POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are a special breed!Elite!(I think)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10700 NEXT>10763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's funny you said that...I was a club last night and didn't wash the stamp off my hand...in
big letters is stamped "COYOTE"LOL!
Oh,I'll definately be back...and with another set of 37"Boggers too!The owner of my
company told me that if we landed a certain job he'd buy me a new set of tires for my
truck.It was a real long shot...well,we got it so I've got a free set of gummies coming!
The others are hardly used too!I think I'll tell him they're 39"Boggers and do a do a 2'
body lift on the next one.I love being under estimated!
SUBJECT>Civilian Specs POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Friday,7
June 2002,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10706
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 was converted to 12 volt.I believe it has a civilian tornado distributor.Does
anyone know the point gap and dwell?
SUBJECT>Re:Check this out!POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June
2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10696 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is.From his point of view,that's west.Cool pic there Wout!
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Specs POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10704
NEXT>10708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The dwell is 38 degrees,the gap is the same as the military one,.020 inch.
I run one of these,setting it by the dwell is the way to go!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>67 725 in St.Joe $800 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>10719 10736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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The guy who picked up my Willys motor turned me on too this 725.Supposed to be in
overall good condition.I'm not interested but if anyone is I have contact numbers and ca
post them or email.Trying to help,or get some one divrced maybe?
I want to echo what has been said about Brute and this sight also.If nothing else at least I
know I'm not the only old military iron nut/gearhead out there.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Specs POSTER>Martin EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10706
NEXT>10722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need such an distributor complete
who has such a thing and does not need it anymore
I need it complete with cap and rotor because here in germany there i no such thing
Thanks
Martin
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Martin
EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10691 NEXT>10766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi WIL this below is the thing that allwys comes back
I can not reach you from any E-mailadress of mine
??
suggestions
do you ahve another e-mail
at GMX.net or so
it is free there
Kind regards
Martin
The original message was received at Fri,7 Jun 2002 05:16:47 -0500
(CDT)
from [216.136.172.26 ]
-----The following addresses had permanent fatal errors -----.SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO2MDcpFb5Cg PREVIOUS>10608 NEXT>
10711 10718 10824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep Brute,
You tha man.If you're ever in Memphis,look me up and I'll get you a hooker.You,
Rollie,Spicer,Perk,and Lee have been there for me alot and seem to know it all.
I still owe you one for the wrench you gave me at the FE '99 that takes off stock plugs.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10710 NEXT>10712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
What address can I send a wrench to!!I'll throw in some sockets also!!
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10711 NEXT>10715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd give you my adress,but I fear that I would go to the shop one morning and find bits
and pieces of my truck stripped off and not even a thank-you note left behind.If you feel
like giving me some miscellaneous tools,give me YOUR adress and just leave your shop
unlocked.You can trust me......
Also,what's going on with that "LOL"shit?Are we in some singles chat room?Fag.
Take it light,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10569 NEXT>10717
10737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
In your next marriage follow my rules of questioning:
{First date,at dinner}
Me:"So....you like big-ass,ugly trucks that are really noisy and slow?"
(if she says yes,move to question #2)
Me:"Swallow?"
(if she says yes,move to question #3)
Me:"Think you could EVER do better than me?".(if she says no,move to question #4)
Me:"Kids?,Drug habbit?,Ever been in prison?,Graduate high school?,Got a job?......
etc."
You see,you get the important stuff out in the open first.If you follow this simple quide
then you won't ever be in this situation again.Alot of guys look for a smart,funny girl
who's good to her mom and can cook,but the first 3 questions in my list,along with big
jugs are all you really need for happiness.
Trust me.
Glad to help.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10695 NEXT>10716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remember reading about the new inline.I was excited about it,until I read what GM is
doing with it.It seems on the new Trailblazers,the front differential is mounted on the
block,and part of the axle goes through the oilpan.Mind you this is from memory...I read
about in Four Wheeler a little over a year ago and I am sure i still have the magazine
somewhere.
I know that most modern SUV's are not meant to take the abuse that the old Scouts,
Ramchargers,Broncos,and Wagoneers did...I also recognize that SUV's are more an all
wheel drive/something to get you and the kids from point A to point B in weather that is
less than desireable.Still,I hated the idea of the front end mounted to the block...I mean,
it makes scaveging the engine so much more difficult now *L*
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh that's nice...I was gonna send you some tools to hook me up when I went down to
Memphis!Geeze,your gonna hook Brute up for what,having a great site,posting pics,
being a plethera of information,lending tools...um,yeah,hook him up twice...he deserves
it!!:)
Thanks Brute4c!
Funny,lately it seems like having a 715 is making some guys single,or on the verge of
singularity...-canned laughing here-
SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do remember something about that now...I'll have to dig up some magazines.I
moved...uh oh,where did I put them??
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 12:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10713
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You just got me smacked from some chick at work!She was wondering what I was
losing it over!It's ok...she's fun to look at.:)
Dude,that's great!
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10710 NEXT>10783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,If we all go to Memphis,you better get hookers for all of us!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:67 725 in St.Joe $800 POSTER>Luis EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June
2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10707 NEXT>10889
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im are really interested to buy a m715 or m725 can you sendmy the phone number or
email to contact him,sorry for my grammar
SUBJECT>Need help getting M715 started POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10721 10723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had my M715 about 2 months now,a '68 with 10K original miles.Drove it over 500
miles so far,ran like a champ.I did replace the starter coil,a 12V conversion from the
previous owner.It works just fine.Last night it wouldn't start.So here's the problem:I hit
the starter switch (main switch is in "on"position),it starts to turn over,but nothing
happens.Plenty of fuel in the tank,disconnected the fuel line at the carb (downstream
from the fuel pump and filter)and cranked it over,fuel came out.So the fuel is getting to
the carb.I also tried starter fluid in the air intake;no dice.Is it the carb?What should I do
now?Any help is greatly appreciated.Thanks,JK my email is:kilcrease@infowest.com
SUBJECT>Re:Need help getting M715 started POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a spark problem to me.Seems like a lot of guys lately have been having the
condensor go out.Give the distributor a good once over -check the points,cap and rotor
contacts and plug wire connections.Make certain that the dist.is getting power where it's
supposed to and that nothing it grounding out.
Most likely if the carb is getting fuel and you tried starting fluid you would have gotten
something to burn unless of course there's no spark.
Happy hunting
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Specs POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10708
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Martin,I have one.It needs to be cleaned and rebuilt.I can buy new cap,rotor,points,
condensor,plug wires and maybe the vacuum cannister and ship them out if you so
desire.Make me an offer if you're interested.
Chris
Luckypabst@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Need help getting M715 started POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I have been a little quiet lately so I thought I would throw my two cents in.You need five
things to make a motor run.
1.Air,unless your getting different air than the rest of us,it's probably not that (ha ha)....
2.Fuel,Sounds like you are getting fuel from your check.Fuel delivery problems will
sometimes at least allow your motor to sputter or stumble,and your not getting anything
even with starting fluid.soooo that leaves..
3.Timing,could have slipped a tooth or two.It should still pop and sputter right guys???
This has never happened to me on the 230 so I don't know if it will still run.
4.Spark,I would say Chris is onto something.Check for spark if you can.
5.Compression,Most likely not that either.Very unlikely to change unless your timing is
off and your hanging valves open on your compression stroke.It would still pop and
backfire providing spark is there.
So Jon,I would follow Chris's lead and chase down wether or not you have spark.
Hopefully it's just your condenser or something simple.Keep us informed and most of all
good luck.You are in good hands here so don't be afraid to ask for more help.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Shirt Update POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,
at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey All!!!I went and looked at the shirt design tonight,had to do a few modification,but
it all looks like a go.I will hopefully get a proto-type the end of next week,if I approve
then it is a go.So hopefully sometime in the next two weeks I will be mailing out shirts.I
will keep you posted as information comes to me.
SUBJECT>Informal get together POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
June 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>10741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget we are having an "informal"meet the end of this month.June 28th,29th,and
30th at Tuttle Creek.If you need more information let me know.We will be camping at
Randolph State park south.I didn't reserve the picnic shelter,but if you think we need to
and it is availablem,do I need to?I will if everyone will agree to pitch in some to help
cover the rental..Let me know what ya think.
Pam
SUBJECT>whatjc whitney catalog POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June
2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10727 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello i
I am trying to order a jc whitney catalog when it ask what vechicle what one do i request
highest rating or unlisted this site has incredible tech info tou guys definetly put some
time into these trucks thanks in advance FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:whatjc whitney catalog POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10726
NEXT>10759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The closest thing to the M715 family that they understand is a 1967 to 69 Jeep Gladiator
pickup.
By using a Jeep model,you should get on their list for both the regular catalog and the
Jeep catalog...not that much from either will work without fabbing but there are a few
things...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Empty car trailer from Charlotte,NC...POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TC when you get beck would like to see your new prize ROB
SUBJECT>8 lug disc brake conversion AND CTIS!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can do it for about 100$more than the Helitool price but with an 8 lug
hub and better design for 4 piston calipers and ad about 200$more you can
get CTIS Central tire inflation)!
Daniel
this is what the axle guy gave me......
SUBJECT>STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>Natha
Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10735
10751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I NEED TO GET A NEW CARB.TO REPLACE THE STOCK CARB ON MY 230
TORNADO.I RILLY DON'T WANT TO REBUILD IF I DON'T HAVE TO.
ANY BODY OUT THERE STILL MAKE A CARBURETOR THAT FITS?OR IS A
REBUILT CARB THE ONLY WAY I CAN GO?PLEASE HELP ME OUT WITH.THIS ONE.
MY TRUCK HAS BEEN DOWN FOR A WEEK AND A HALF NOW!
THANKS GUYS!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Daily driver POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,
at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10684 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I agree.If you want to drive something that gets 8-10 mpg and can afford it,go for it!I'm
not saying that everyone should trade their '715 for an econobox/dispose-a-car.The
original poster seemed concerned about gas mileage,and I was merely trying to point out
that fuel economy is not one of the M715's strong points.Sorry if I touched a nerve!
SUBJECT>Re:Tornado Grenade POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 June
2002,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10693 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There's a video you can get called "The M715 Story"that is mostly footage of the Army's
tests of the M715.One segment shows an M37 and an M715,both fully loaded,going up
a sand dune.The M37 bogs down,but the M715 keeps chugging up the hill.It also
mentions that the initial cost of the M715 was less than the M37,and in the Army's way
of measuring (cost per ton-mile),cheaper to operate.The movie was originally produce
by Kaiser,however,so I'm sure they fail to mention the areas where the M37
outperformed the M715.Don't get me wrong,I think M37's are very cool,and would like
to own one someday!
SUBJECT>Re:stronger axle shafts and 8 lug disc brake conversion POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyones work to benifet the group is always a welcome thing.So let me say thank you.
No I will not be spending $1500.on shafts nor would I want to convert to Eight lug now
that I have purchased duiamond wheels.If I was to spend that kind of money in the first
place I would buy a open knickle d60 w/disc brakes already.By the way I have stock
gearing,42inch swampers,and a big block!All I can say is what a joy to drive.
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10730 NEXT>10738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
I have a Carter YF,used but it has been rebuilt recently.It's in very nice condition.This
carb supposedly bolts right onto the M715 intake and gives a slight improvement over
stock.The Jeep version is the one that I've seen recommended but this should be about
the same.You'd probably have to do a little work on the linkage and air cleaner mount
too but I'm not sure.
Search previous posts for further details.
Make an offer if you're interested..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:67 725 in St.Joe $800 POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy who owns the 725 goes by soupy here on the zone.Just search back under his
screen name to get an email contact.He is a good guy.He also has a 715 he drives quite
often.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE!!POSTER>Terrence Morris
EMAIL>mrbones@ixks.com DATE>Friday,7 June 2002,at 9:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa3kxsKzvuQMc PREVIOUS>10713 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
That sounds like an excellent start on a Pre-Nuptial Agreement for any military vehicle
owner.
I hope things work out for M715Man.I used to have a trick '57 Chevy that I sold for a
down payment for our first house.Now wife and car are long gone.Guess which one I
miss.
Bones
P.S.I have found over the years that it always pays to have at least one girlfriend who is a
Notary Public,for just such occasions.
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10735 NEXT>10742 10746 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A friend gave me a Carter YF of a Ford and The bore was too small.I would go with one
from a 1972-1974 Jeep CJ with a 232 or 256 Engine.
I was told by another member that it will fit and runs goooooooood.
SUBJECT>MUST SELL 67 M715 POSTER>ALLFORFUN EMAIL>beaird1@ionet.net
DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacubYewXWvIA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10740 10748 10758 10829
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I PURCHASED THIS TRUCK THIS TIME LAST YEAR FROM AUCTION WITH
GOOD INTENTIONS AND NOW I JUST DONT HAVE TIME FOR IT.IT IS GOD
RUNNING CONDITION.WHEN I GOT IT IT DIDNT HAVE ANY BRAKES SO THE
BRAKE SYSTEM IS ALL BRAND NEW (WHEEL CYLINDERS,MASTER
CYLINDER,LININGS).I ALSO PURCHASED A NEW CANVAS TOP AND PUT A
NEW STARTER ON.IT STILL HAS THE ORIGINAL SIX WITH ABOUT 45,000
MILES.THE ENGINE RUNS GREAT.I PUT A NEW VALVE COVER GASKET ON
AND WAS AMAZED AT HOW CLEAN THE ENGINE IS INSIDE.THE TRUCK
ITSELF WAS USED FOR CIVIL DEFENSE SO IT HAS A COAT OF WHITE PAINT.OVER THE GREEN.THERE IS A LITTLE SURFACE RUST HERE
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AND THERE
BUT NOTHING MAJOR,NO HOLES OR ANYTHING.I WOULD POSSIBLY
CONSIDER TRADE FOR A CJ OR WJ BUT AM ASKING $2800.I AM LOCATED IN
OKLAHOMA CITY.I DO NOT HAVE ANY PICTURES TO POST BUT CAN
POSSIBLY EMAIL SOME.
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL 67 M715 POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10739
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '75 CJ5:304 eng,3 speed man.pto winch,new suspension,many new parts.
Might trade.Email at cheanac@msn.com.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Informal get together POSTER>reutey EMAIL>reuteyd@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10725
NEXT>10743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is Tuttle Creek ?
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10738 NEXT>10747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess I'll stop trying to peddle it here.
Thanks for the tip John
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Informal get together POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10741
NEXT>10744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.kdwp.state.ks.us/pmforum/tuttlecrk.html
Tis is the web site address.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Informal get together POSTER>reutey EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8 June
2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10743 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks much...
SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's a dohc.lotza cool stuff inside.
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.
POSTER>Nathan Berg EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at
1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>10742.NEXT>10749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ANY BODY KNOW WHAT THE CARB NUMBER IS??
THANKS.
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL 67 M715 POSTER>ALLFORFUN
EMAIL>kbeaird1@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarLMnsEz23JY PREVIOUS>10739 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I CHANGED MY EMAIL kbeaird1@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>John
Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called JC Whitney to get an idea how they did it.They told me to find some one that
owns a CJ model with the carb I needed,and borrow that number for referance.If you
know someone your in luck,or try a wrecking yard.
Be aware that some AMC cars used the same in-line 6 as the Jeeps.
SUBJECT>attn:spicergear POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
quick question,wondering where you got he adapter or how you mated the 3053a to the
427 chevy.is that adapter still available.
thanx much.
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>Brad
Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10730 NEXT>10753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been toying with the idea of putting a Weber carb on my '715.I have a Weber on my
'75 CJ (258 six)and it works great.I've had the Weber for about 8 years now,and it's
never given me any trouble.You can get a Weber kit that's made for CJ's with a one-
barrel carb (includes an adapter)that should bolt on to the '715,though you'd probably
have to monkey with the linkage.This isn't the cheapest solution however.The Weber
kits go for about $400 from Quadratech or Four Wheel Drive Hardware.Still about half
the cost of a Holley ProJection system,though!
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug disc brake conversion AND CTIS!POSTER>homere
EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10729 NEXT>10754 10760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
im newto this site,how much does the helitool kit cost?
SUBJECT>Re:STOCK Carburetor QUESTION.SOME INFO PLEASE.POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 7:22 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10751
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The other day there were 4 Carter's on BeGay for next to nothing.I don't remember
applications but they were cheap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug disc brake conversion AND CTIS!POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More than it costs to put a late model D60 with discs and 8 lugs under your Kaiser.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New Chevy Inline Six.POSTER>Joe Courtney
EMAIL>soilcarbon@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 June 2002,at 9:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't remember the mounting situation,what I do remember is this motor is basicly a
new factory version of a hot rodded 50's -60's straight six.Hillborn style fuel injection
Wayne Horning 12 port cross flow heads and headers.Like you said the numbers were
excellent torque is the key.I've been debating what motor to swap with either a fuel
injected small block 427 or a GMC 302 straight six buildup.Clifford performance and
Arias industries still make all the trick parts for Straight sixes you can stay with the mild
200 -300 Hp below 5000 rpm with gobs of torque starting at 1200 rpm or you can go up
to 600 Hp without getting totally insane with the larger sixes GMC 292,302,Ford 300.I
really would like to say I have a 427 under the hood,but I keep looking at the sixes:very
simple,very dependable.I have a little 235 in my 61 Chev Apache 10,she just will not
quit,getting close to 200,000 mi.on a rebuild with lots of tough dirty farm driving behind
her.2cents
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>Martin EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10694
NEXT>10768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi spicer
Tried to send you UNIMOG pics but have not the chance to get them through to you
they have come back now several times?
ideas other E-mailadress?
MArtin from Aachen germany
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>Martin
EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 3:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10652 NEXT>10770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can not reach you by email all the mails i send to you incl pics of MOG came back
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL 67 M715 POSTER>Rigo
EMAIL>chicagorigo@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10739 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am very interested in your M715.I was hoping if you can send
any pictures to my email
address.If all looks good,I can make a fast transaction over the internet to your bank,but
I would not be able to pick up the truck immediately.I have a few friends in Stillwater,so
they may do me the favor and pick it up and hold it until I can get to Oklahoma.
Regards,
Rigo
SUBJECT>Re:whatjc whitney catalog POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,9
June 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10727 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info Brute4c great site sunday FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:8 lug disc brake conversion AND CTIS!POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.helitool.com It's about $615.00 or so.I haven't seen any late model dana 60's under
$1000 in years.
SUBJECT>Re:Shirt Update POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,9 June
2002,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10724 NEXT>10795
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In two weeks I will have moved.How do I get a hold of you to update my new address.
Thanks Chris Thorgesen
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10701
NEXT>10769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
You mentioned in your forsale that your truck has a power steering pump on it,did you
try to run the winch with that first?How did that work?That is how the Milemarker
winches on the Hummers work right?I may do something with a 205 down the line,but
right now,I just need to scrape together enough cash to make it run again,I'm going to
Drummond Island this summer and need the truck,not the winch.:)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,9 June 2002,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10703
NEXT>10767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do you work?I'd love my boss to buy be $1000 worth of tires!
SUBJECT>Fuel Sending Unit -M725 POSTER>John A EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 3:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>10765 10773 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have taken off my fuel tank to track down the souce of much rust inside the tank.The.fuel sending unit is in bad
shape...does not move so well.Does anyone know where/what
to use as a replacement?Is another sending unit from another jeep close enough to give
me fuel level and seal on the top?
Also,There was a large box hanging in the rear of my 725?I think the spare tire was
supposed to go in that location?Did the 725 have a spare tire or was there a potable water
tank?Does anyone have pictures of the original tank or spare tire holder?
Thanks in advance.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending Unit -M725 POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>10764 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,John!
Regarding the fuel sender unit,I believe my M715 has the same gas tank as your M725.
That being the case,Memphis Equipment has the correct unit.I purchased and installed
one a couple of months ago,and it's working fine.The only problem I had with the new
sender unit was that the 6 screw holes for the flange and gasket didn't line up quite right,
and required a little enlarging with a dremel (do it away from the gas tank!).Although I
only lowered the tank about a foot to replace the sender unit,I promised to myself that,
next time,I'd take it completely out to make the job a whole lot easier (and safer).Good
luck!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10709
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a starter for sale on e-bay,it is item #1834844040.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10763 NEXT>10772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a special agent that works for the British Government.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Martin,I replied to the Yahoo address you had sent.It hasn't come back 'undeliverable'
yet.Let me know if you get it.Sent it around 8:30am U.S.East coast time.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10762
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I initially ran it off the PS pump...it was
SSSSSS-LLLLLLLLLLLL-OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!
The pump didn't have anywhere near the volume I needed for the hydraulic motor I have.
The MM setup MUST us a smaller motor.Hydraulic/Fluid power is so powerful that you
really don't need big stuff to get a job done.I have a much larger pump now and it works
good.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let's see if your Yahoo address will work.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10750
NEXT>10780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adapter?NOPE.It's a stock piece out of a late '60's and '70's medium duty truck.It's a
like 1/4"plate that must be used with the bell housing if you're to get the 3053 or 3052 to
bolt up to the Chevy engines.Look for a truck with the 366 or 427 engines,TALL DECK
TRUCK ENGINES.These trucks are still laying around.The plate gets bolted directly to
the block by a couple of bolts,'sandwiched'by two others,then bolts to the bell housing
with a couple more.These bell's have a dual pattern on the tranny mounting pad.In
donor,GM form,the tranny will be bolted to the bell in the traditional way with the bolts
going through the tranny ears and threading into the bell.There will also be 5 unthreaded
holes which you'll use to bolt the bell TO the duece's five speed.The duece tranny is
drilled an tapped for the bolts to thread into it.I've found a bunch of these medium duty
trucks with the engine out and the bell still there,but the plate stayed with the motor and
is gone.I haven't tried GM to see if it's still available.Grab flywheel,plate and bell and
you'll be set!There are also availabe with left and right hand hydraulic clutch set ups too.
OH,GRAB THE STARTER IF YOU CAN,IT BOLTS TO THE PLATE AND THE
BLOCK.There's two different starter designs one for big block and one for small block
(although I've yet to see a mouse motor in one of these trucks)the difference is where the
solenoid is located and manifold clearance...um,which I've found doesn't really matter.I
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took pics of the motor mount plates I'd metioned and sent to a few guys a month or so
ago.This mount will locate the engine and tranny really nicely in the bay and allow the
use of the stock 715 rubber mount.
Any other ?'s just ask!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Track Width POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10767
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'd like that shaken,not shtirred......
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending Unit -M725 POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10764
NEXT>10775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M725 is identical to the M715 (with the exception of the sheet metal cosmetics).
Yes,that was where the spare tire was located.Not sure of a source for the bracket.
SUBJECT>Cad.500 and Turbo 400 POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a line on a 1976 Cad 500 ci engine and t-400 trans.Is there anyone here running
this combo?How is it as an all-around truck engine?I assume it has gobs of torque,
which is what I am after,but how about cooling issues,and durability?Any real life
experiences with the big Cad motors?
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending Unit -M725 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be a source for the bracket.My truck had a bunch of stuff in the bed when I got it.
I'm pretty sure that was there.Gimme a couple of days to get up to the farm and check
around for it.If I find it,pay the shipping and it's yours.
SUBJECT>Selectro Hubs -problem POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
June 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10779 10814
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while back there were some posts about folks having problems with the Selectro hubs.
I got mine about a year ago,but just recently put them on the truck.Well,the first time I
actually used them on a trail,I noticed that my front tires weren't actually doing any work.
To make a long story shorter,when I got off the trail and tried to disengage the hubs the
passenger side hub was really stubborn about disengaging and I had to futz around with it
for about five minutes to get it to turn.When it did finally turn,I was able to just keep
spinning it all the way around.Pretty sure it's not supposed to do that!I haven't had a
chance to tear them off yet,but was just wondering what experience others have had with
these.For two hundred something dollars,I'd expect them to work more than once.
SUBJECT>Trail clearing tool pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,
Got some new pics up in Louies directory...shows his 715 with canvas top and modified
20 inch 6x6 rims and his fathers truck with hardtop..There is a military anti aircraft gun on the pintle of Louies
truck,just what ya need for
clearing the trail ahead!!!
Enjoy!!
I will be posting a close up of his wheel so anyone interested can se what is going on
there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro Hubs -problem POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,don't do that!I've had some issues with these hubs but have gotten everything
straight now.You cannot force these hubs to disengage.When they won't disengage,they
still have force from the axle exerted on them and they are not coming undone by the
knob.Back the truck up in 2wd and turn the wheel then try them again.I usually just 'hop'
the truck in reverse a couple of times.It's kind of like when the T-case won't come out of
4wd.Same deal..a bind.Tom@snakeriver has the MM phone #for you to get a
replacement part.
HEED THIS;when you put the lockouts on your truck,fill the entire hub,the hub on the
trucks spindle,with grease.You want it to be a pile of grease with a splined shaft sticking
out.Silicon the lockout and push it on.If a litte grease squeezes out when tightening,
consider it 'piece of mind.'Put some grease in the lockout itself,but don't pack it tight or
it will have problems functioning...mainly disengaging.Oh,and try to engage the hubs
when you first go off road,not after you've stuck it.That tends not to allow the hub to
fully engage before power is put to them and breaks stuff.
They are good hubs,axles bust before the lockout pops.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10771
NEXT>10784 10785 10786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please post pics if you dont mind,i have a c60 1975,1985 7500 gmc both with tall decks,
one is 366 with 5 speed with 2spd rear,c60,gmc has 427 with fuller 10speed (5spd+aux),
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no such plate,i wonder if the bh you have bolts up to anything else (mopar),if i had part
#or pic i could order one and see or scrounge in junkyard,that must be key to holygrail
of 3053a,wish some one had pic of what bh the m35 used to boltup the 3053a,might be
the same bell?Thanks,this is worth persuing,3053a is cheaper,hd iron case,+overdrive,
does anyone have the military pn for the 3053a&bell so i can hit search engines,with the
20inch rubber and3053a m715 waterwell rig will save me thousands over new rig+plus
better truck than new,hands hate it because too loud&slow&hot as is now.Clark 5 speed
conversion $2500,nv4500 same,this is got to be the answer i have been looking for,
boyce only wants700$for rebuildt tranny!Hombre what mtr are you looking to use it
with?
SUBJECT>new m715 questions POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10788 10854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have some questions about a M715 I am going to buy.Oil
pressure with the 230?
Doesn't seem to have much.Nor does my 258 in my Jeep,but has run that way for years
with no problems.Concern or not?Engine swap.Would a 258 AMC be a good swap?
The truck has a Braden winch and so I need to retain the t98 tranny for the PTO.Thanks
for the insights.bryan
SUBJECT>TAKING OFF THE BED POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
10 June 2002,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10796
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just curios about taking bed off snapped the3/4 bolts off 6 going to take off fuel tank
anything else to consider how to lift off/how heavy??appreciate all advice thanks
FRANKO
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just DON'T let my wife know.Blackmail money later.(canned laughter now)
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10780
NEXT>10787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not sure what engine yet i know where i can get a 427 tall deck for 500 and i can take
anything that ill need to make it work.but ideally i would love to have a diesel was
looking for a 6.2 or 6.5 l chevy.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10780
NEXT>10791 10797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,finally found conversion adapter from sae#2 to sae #3Phone is 620 227 7441,
adapter is $100,clutch is $!50,good used 3053a is $450 ask for roger in truck parts,
dodgecity army surplus dodge city ka.nsas.I think this adapter could be modified to fit
318 also,thatjust a guess,is a m35 a kaiser also?Might also bolt up to amc v-8 too?
Wonder who made the diesel that came in the m35 with 3053a?Thanks james
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10780
NEXT>10809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you positive the C-60 doesn't have it?The bell has a big,roundish pattern to it.I can't
get pics for a couple of days,but I will.Does your bell have a large,two bolt access cover
on top of it?Mine do.It will not direct bolt to mopar.The original M35 bell is very thi
and uses the extended bell area on the block to make up the difference.Memphis
Equipment should be able to tell you some info on the tranny.
Double check that C-60...the top bolt on the Chevy bell is shared and so are the the ones
right above the dowel pins.I have a spare bell so I can get pics of it...I don't have a spare.plate yet.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10784
NEXT>10798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as the flywheel bolt patterns on the crank flange are the same and the motor is
neutral balanced the big 366 or 427 flywheel will work.I had one on a 305 with no
problems,bolted right up.This conversion,3053,will also give you a 13"clutch too.
SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10781 NEXT>10789
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah....I'm going to try and help you out seeing as how we have the same name.
Alright,oil pressure varies depending on temp,RPMs,and oil level.On a stock motor it
will idle (at opperating temp)with a very low reading.Don't be alarmed if the motor has
enough oil and the gauge moves.
As far as a swap,No.A 258 (though similar is apperance)will not fit snugly in place of
the 230.It seems that it would,but it's just as easy to swap in a 350 V-8.A few years ago
it seemed that it was almost impossible to put a modern motor in a 715,but now most of
the guys here have.We'll help you with words of encouragement and advice.
Those were the only 2 questions you had,but I'll give you the bonus plan here:
If you find one with the stock winch,and apparently a running original motor,it's not a
bad find.If you get it and can keep the motor running then you got a sweet truck,if you
get it and the motor craps out on you in 300 miles then you get a crash course on
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throwing in a different motor.If you have a little mechanic savy and a little time the
you're set.
Go ahead and buy it.I got a good feeling about this one.
Let us know how it goes.Work is pretty boring this time of year for most of us and this is
a nice escape.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10788
NEXT>10790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,thanks for the reply.The motor does run well.It has less than 10,000 miles and
appears in overall good shape.I hope to have it home soon and then will probably be
asking more questions.I plan for it to be a daily driver.Despite the obvious comfort
issues associated with such a vehicle,I think I can live with it as I will rarely go over 40
or 45.Do you all recommend synthetic oil and fluids in all gearboxes and the engine?
There are so many cool switches and such in the cab,will a swap to a 12 volt motor
necessitate a change of all switches and things like that?Or is there a way to keep the 24
volt items while running the engine on 12 volts?thanks again.bryan.SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10789 NEXT>10804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,Synthetic oil is the only way to go.I have done quite a bit of research on this,and
Amsoil seems to have the best numbers as far protection goes.All those cool switches in
the cab can be used in a 12 volt conversion,good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10785
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,Most of the diesels in M-35's were made by Continentel.PerkM715
SUBJECT>V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 June
2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10838 10853
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE MOTOR IN MY TRUCK I AM TOLD 327 DONT KNOW IF IT IS ACHEVY OR
PERKM715 THOUGHT IT WAS A AMC??OIL FILTER IS DIRECTLY BEHIND OIL
PANV VERTICAL NOT ON THE SIDE OF THE BLOCK ANY IDEAS THANKS
FRANKO'
SUBJECT>California Salvage Yards?POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All you California or west coast guys,Do you know of any good military surplus salvage
yards in California?I'm looking for a set of front Rockwells and I'm having a hard time
finding miltary wrecking yards in California.Thanks for the info,
Nate
SUBJECT>'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone who has worked on swapping 2.5 ton axles tell me if the rears from under a
'54 GMC 6X6 work for swapping in?I found a good deal close to me,but I need to know
right away.Are these ones that will work?I don't have any details about it.Thank you i
advance!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Shirt Update POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>10761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you get moved drop me an e-mail with your new address,and I'll get your shirt out
to ya.
Thanks.Pam
SUBJECT>Re:TAKING OFF THE BED POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10782 NEXT>10799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been told by others who have done it that the bed weighs between 600 and 700
pounds.One member removed his with the help of 4 55 gallon drums and some nice
wood planks.Once the bed was unbolted,they put the barrels near the 4 corners,the
picked up one end at a time and shoved the boardunder the bed and on top of the barrels.
Do that at both ends and drive the truck out.Makes it kinda nice to put back on too unless
you plan a big lift while it's off.....
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10785
NEXT>10802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holy Crap Batman,
I live in the Kansas City area,342 miles away.I wonder if the Conti.Turbo diesel will
also fit in the 725?Those prices are up my alley.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10787
NEXT>10812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Any problems with the 305 hooked up to this?I have a 86 305 IROC TPI with 40K miles
that had a automatic on it.Think I could use this?
SUBJECT>Re:TAKING OFF THE BED POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10796
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE INFO BRUTE4C I WAS GUESSING IT WAS GOING TO WAY
A LOT
SUBJECT>preventative maitenence POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just took the bed off my m-715 to fix some rotted out spots and i realized that the two
supports in the middle of the bed that the mounts are on dont have holes drilled in the
middle of them,so water was able to accumulate inside and settle on the bottom.the two
holes drilled near the sides dont really do much when somthing heavy has been put in the
bed because the two supports tend to bend a little allowing water to accumulate and cause
rust...so in order to save some people a lot of work in the future i thoiught i'd suggest that
if your bed doesnt have holes drilled in the middle of the supports maybe it woiuld be a
good idea to do so before it starts to rust out..SUBJECT>the long haul POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10828 10851 10895 10911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i plan on driving my m-715 from New Hampshire to Utah for college and i was
wandering if there are any precautions or things i should know about before making such
a long trip.thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10797
NEXT>10806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow,has to be swap made in kaiser heaven,wonder how long those motors are and if
they are axleeaters?Great brainstorming posts,keep it up!Now if i could just get those
combat beadloks for the m35 to adapt tom715 6 bolt hole centers?14x20 nato sahara
michlins with a grip like a rat terrier,guess could cut rim down to run those firestone
9x20 mudgrips with thebeadloks runflats with 6 bolt holes!!!New radial rim and tire at
Idaho motor pool was $200(includes runflat&beadlok)Tire lists for 450 500 each at mic
store here,no tube,flap etc.Can hear the m35 turbo whistle in your sleep,what is its hp%
torgue?Thanks and may god bless and protect you!
SUBJECT>new m715.POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com DATE>Monday,
10 June 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10808
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks so much for all your help with this new purchase.Few more questions for you
guys.I am going to need heat.60's 70's J trucks I am assuming for donor vehicles.Now,
how about the 24 volt fan?I won't find that in an old j truck.I am assuming I can do a
search here somehow of old postings.I imagine I am not the first guy to wonder why they
didn't come with heat.Can I reasonably expect this thing to drive to work everyday
without a lot of headaches?The weak link appears to be the 230.Sounds like a pos.I
have heard all the leaking problems,grenading the bottom end problems,fuel pump
problems,cracked manifold problems,etc.Any reasons why?Anyone like the 230?I
think a 350 w/FI and a/c sounds like a good way to end all my worries.That will come
eventually but I would like to bounce around town in it for awhile first.
On a side note,I have been building CJ's for awhile now.If anyone hasof any CJ to YJ
tub swap questions or a need for some troubleshooting help with those just ask.I pretty
much got those under control now after thousands of dollars and a lot of skinned
knuckles.But what else would I do?bryan
SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One thing I have noticed about synthetic is that is very "small".If you have drips now,
they will only worsen.Synthetic IS the way to go,just wanted to warn you.
SUBJECT>Re:'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com.DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 6:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10794
NEXT>10807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The GMC didn't use the sought after Rockwell toploaders like everyone uses for swaps.
They are a stout axle,but not common.I believe they were made by Eaton,but wouldn't
swear by it.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10802
NEXT>10810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the non turbo is 165hsp but its the torque you want.I/m looking for enough torque
to pull 2 houses...what can I say the ol lady is gaining weight!Try www.usa6x6.com for
the big tires &wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10805
NEXT>10813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't the GMC's have a reverse rotation?You had to use their transfer case also.I
vaguely remember this...
SUBJECT>Re:new m715.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 June
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2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10803 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keep an eye on eBay for 24V heater fans.They show up there now and then.I like the
230,but you have to realize that it's a long-stroke motor,and generally speaking,long-
stroke motors don't like to run at high rpm's.Unfortunately high rpm's are a fact of life
given the M715's gearing.I don't think the truck was really designed to be driven at 60
mph,since it would have been passing nearly every other military vehicle made at the
time.If your daily drive doesn't include a lot of freeway driving,and the 230 is in decent
condition,it will probably be fine.The fuel pump problems are mainly related to the use
of the so-called "oxygenated"fuels we have nowadays,and as far as cracked manifolds,
that's a problem with engines from every manufacturer.The oil leaks are a legitimate
gripe,but not really a showstopper.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10786
NEXT>10821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer i am going to look again,i may have missed it did not stay too long fire ants under
truck,i sure think the extended area is where the adapter you have go be the sae2 to sae 3
conversion,i am only guessing but am ordering one from dodge city manana,they sell
adapter seperate from "flywheel housing"are they supposed to come together and just
used for spacer to cont engine?I may be and probably off here,i have never seen one,i
am sure that 7500 is different,cked again,but to tell the truth i could be wrong and will be
first to admitit,my fuller is huge compared to c60,c60 looks like 3/4 ton transmission,
but with small clutch,11 i think,bet if it had 13 clutch it would have your bell housing,.key to mopar is here
also,must take a bell big enuk to clear 13 flywhee/clutch,and the
the dodge city adapter,am i off here,i think mopar has giant bh for old w500 with13
clutch,where to find one,?
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10806
NEXT>10820 10830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hewl35 is the 35 for m-35?I know some of the old multifuel were solid junk as i used to
go to san antonio to pick up heads for fire trucks in local vfd,always cracked or blew
gasket in summer when idled at fire site,but new turbo m35-2 new engine&head gasket
according to sb,wonder how much more it weighs and would it make m715 nose heavy
and hard to steer?Do you know if all 3053a are overdrives?Worse nitemare no overdrive
for truck.If it has .85 overdrive with 41 inch tall firestones what will that make my truck
rpm with stock m715 motor?how many mph,will stock pull it,how bout with windmill
rig on its back?(3000pounds),i need 318 ithink,i just want to be able for hand to due 65
70 coming home on interstae 37 from job instead of overreving and boiling oil in case etc
trying to keep up with traffic.I ahve been working 4 different sites trying to get
confidence to try this,wish i could see m35 in flesh,anyway thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:Cad.500 and Turbo 400 POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check the members gallery out.look for a heading with roger m715 with rockwells.i've
put one in and have 44's on it.it has plenty of power with the stock t-case.and stock
engine.haven't driven much cause i'm still playing it.
i wouldn't hesitate a bit to put the engine in if torque is what you're looking for
roger
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you would need a flywheel from a 366/427 with one piece rear main seal.older flywheels
won't fit your engine
SUBJECT>Re:'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10807
NEXT>10819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know anything about these.If this is true,I don't believe I need this.Anyone else
know anything?Thank you,might save some wasted money and time.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro Hubs -problem POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10777 NEXT>10817 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.If you have a problem or need parts,call the factory at 800-886-8647.They
are great to
help their customers.Tom
SUBJECT>m715 needs to be transported POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10818 10827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any ideas on the cheapest way to transport an m715?
It is in need of a trailer to tow it from Long Island NY to Albany NY.The reason for
trailer is the tires on this truck are old and cracked (dry rotted)and wont make the trip on
the road by tow truck.It has no motor.
U-haul has a trailer that it will fit on but have not been able to find one in this area.The
lighter duty trailers are available but cant handle this weight.Anyone able to transport it
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or know of someone?Thanks Frank
SUBJECT>Spotlight Application?NSN 6220-790-7780 POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up a couple of spotlights with above number thinking they would be correct for
my M725.As it turns out,the parts book calls for NSN 6220-846-3445.They look
identical to the one that came on my M725 except for the piece where it passes through
the body.Does anyone know what the correct application for these is?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro Hubs -problem POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
June 2002,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10814 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot for the phone number.I'll give them a call this week.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 June 2002,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10815 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,if it's under 100 miles and you have the upgraded AAA service,they'll do it for
free.Just make up an excuse why you can't drive it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10813
NEXT>10822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would ask Daniel Little who owns www.usa6x6.com He lives and breathes these things.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10810
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,take a couple of deep breaths into the bag.......a couple more
From the information I've found the 3053 ONLY came behind the diesel engines.The
diesels need the overdrive because they don't turn as many rpm's as the gas motors do.
What I haven't found is the difference between the 3053 and the 3053A...if there is one.
Maybe one had the pto?...I don't know.The 3052 came behind the gas engine and did not
have od.For guys with the 44"+tires that may be a good tranny with slightly closer gear
spacing.
1st gear is a near 6:1 granny
2nd gear is basically to get her rolling and you're out of it by the other side of the
intersection.If I'm on a downhill,I'll start in 3rd.These tranny's do not have a standard 'H'
pattern.The one odd shift is from 3rd to 4th,its up over to the right then back down.
After a couple of drives its forgotten about.
Not to offend,but why do you want some big ass anemic fuel burner?I can understand a
good price,but cheap doesn't always make good.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10809
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I had forgotten...there is a big round spacer bell thing between the diesel block and
the little bell that the 3053 is bolted to.I'm thinking you're going to play some serious hell
making or find an adaper for that.
Try this...find the correct chevy bell and sandwhich plate then call advance adapters or
novak and see if they have an adapter to go from chevy to dodge.Seeing how I know
nothing about the larger dodge rigs that may have used big dana transmissions...I'd try
that route.
SUBJECT>Re:'54 GMC 2.5 ton POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10819
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My dad worked for a place that made these into brush trucks until they moved to the
newer 2.5 tons that we're familiar with.The axles seemed plenty strong and that's with
750 gallons of water +pumps and that jazz...what I have heard is that the T-case can fail.
These trucks also had one very cool feature;they had a seperate driveshaft for each axle.
They could loose any two and still return.Quite a nice feature when you're driving in hell.
SUBJECT>Rancho shocks POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the part number for the stock front,but I have a shakle reversal in the rear,will this
effect it,or can I run a stock length rear shock?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS BRUTE4C !!POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10710.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
being anew m725 owner---8 months,i have gotten a great amount of info from reading
the posts,thanks Brute for all the hard work.Also thanx to John Leichsner for those great
wiring diagrams.
Leo D.
SUBJECT>Still in need of starter POSTER>Martin EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10831 10841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail contact has been cut no one knows why can not reach whilson who has good
starter
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Any ideas for affordable starter a re welcome
have 50-80 Dollars to spend incl transport to germany
Who can help?
Starter must work!
or must be repairable with parts with the thing (brushes or so)
Thanks
Martin Aachen
Germany
SUBJECT>Re:California Salvage Yards?POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi nate,
try calling Antelope Valley truck and equipment.they are located in Lancaster,Ca.The
other biggee is Barstow Truck,located in Barstow.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>Texas715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10815
NEXT>10834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have a truck rent a 16'flat bed.I have hauler a couple over a thousand miles no
problem.Just make sure the trailer is wide enough.
SUBJECT>Re:the long haul POSTER>Texas715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11 June
2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10801 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lots of money for fuel,a lot to drink,time,time,time...
SUBJECT>Re:MUST SELL 67 M715 POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10739 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
Pictures?complete truck,what type of top,tail gate,jack tire irons?etc.How long could.you store?
What else would you trade for Ford tractor?
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10810
NEXT>10840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
41"tires with a 5.88 axle ratio @60mph with .85 trans ratio =2458
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10825
NEXT>10832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check Ebay regularly,do search for "military truck"or "M715".
0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10831 NEXT>10849
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may help:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?viewItem&item=1834844040
I don't know if you can get it for the price you had wanted,they are pretty rare.
SUBJECT>wheels POSTER>tom EMAIL>col10ga@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,11
June 2002,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10877
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi all
Want to thank all here for a great site and all the helpful and must say,friendly
advice.Think i solved my wheel problems by ordering a set of
4 fron diamnod racing wheels.A Bill(forgot to get last name)was very helpful and
knowledgable(sic).Good people.Got four plain black 16x8 rims shipped to door for $600
(pretty fair in my mind).Says he can do better on gruop orders but I couldn't wait.Sorry I
missed the posting for the group purchase be fore.Anyway will be off to cape cod soon
catching monster strippers.Need the Kaiser to haul all my fish HA!Really getting to love
this truck;good luck to all and thanks again
tom and sean
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10827
NEXT>10845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way,How is your truck doing?
SUBJECT>Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10869 10872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just posted more pics on the yahoo link.There's like 40 to be bored with now.I also
posted 4 pics of the Motor Plate to go from Chevy to the stock jeep rubber mount.Have
fun,tell a friend,divorce your wife and splurge!
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
I'm at 1.717.731.9315
Thanks!
SUBJECT>5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>10837 11121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know somebody on this site has/or has thought about swapping in
a 5.9 L Cummins.My question is How hard is it and will I have to move the motor
mounts???Thanks in advance.
Sean
Oregon
SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 2:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10836 NEXT>10846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sean,Contact Willie 715 or Utahjeeper on this site,I belive they have done this
swap.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10792
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is bit a canister type or the screw on kind
SUBJECT>m715 man's M715 POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10859 10880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wa looking to get a hold of this guy.His email doesn't work.Does anyone still know if
he still has the m715 for sale or if he has some parts left or what?I am looking to buy one
here locally and maybe would like two if I can swing it.thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10830
NEXT>10862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what woould it take to bolt the 3053a to a stock 230 what bellhousing would one need?
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com.DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 3:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10825
NEXT>10901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Martin,
You may end up spending that much on shipping alone.I sent a small but heavy radio to
Sweden and it cost $30 just for shipping.A starter will be much much heavier and a bit
larger.
GOod Luck
Chris
SUBJECT>SBC intake POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
11 June 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10843 10844
10852 10861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can one of you Chevy guys help me out?I am going to try one more time to get my fuel
injection working.I am taking it to a mechanic and put it on his computer.Anyway,I am
thinking of jerking it and going with a four barrel.Can someone tell me what kind of
intake is best?My engine 350 is out of an '87 GMC truck,first year with TBI.I see
"single plane","duel plane".And what carb?I am a little famiar with Holleys,but I don't
know whether a 650,650 double pumper,do you get the idea?I'm a little in the dark here.
I want something with all around dependability,as good of fuel milage as I can expect (I
know that won't be much),but I do want some performance too.Thank you for all the
help!I have gotten a good education on this site.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my 350 I run a 4bbl Qjet on a factory manifold and get about 15 mpg in a 725
weighing 6200 lbs.For a aftermarket maifold go with a torquer style rather than super
high rpm levels.I dont care too much for Holleys.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10842
NEXT>10848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Single plane intakes are not good at low rpm but give outstanding high rpm breathing.
Dual planes on the other hand give loads of low end torque and good power up to around
5500 rpm.For most 4x4 owners,even us,the dual plane is the way to go.If you plan on
doing mud bog races at wide open throttle,go with the single plane,if you plan to crawl
rocks,hills,etc,dual plane.
As far as carbs,stay away from double pumpers,you don't need it.A CFM rating no
higher than 650 woujld be good for power/economy.If you are looking for more toward
economy/power instead of vice-versa,go a little smaller.Also,you can get a bit more
economy in the same size carb by using a spread bore instead of an equal bore...equal
bore has all 4 barrels the same diameter,spread bore has smaller primarys (front barrels)
and bigger secondaries.Because the primaries are smaller,until you step into it a bit to.open the secondaries,youre
running a smaller carb than half a 650...more like a third.So
anytime you are on just the front barrels,you save gas,but when you step on it,you have
the same 650 carb.
Hope that helps without confusion....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>frank
EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 5:30 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10834 NEXT>10847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was sold and buyer is having a hard time moving it to his home.I am tring to help the
guy by asking if anyone had any ideas.We tried U-haul but no heavy duty trailers are
around when you need them.What a bad system U-haul has in knowing whats where and
when you can pick it up....Thank you in advance for everyones help Frank
SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10837
NEXT>10856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,how might I do that???Is there a link????
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>bigugly
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10845 NEXT>10858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about a rollback wrecker.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10844
NEXT>10850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks.I wondered why some have the one large opening,while others have the four
smaller/larger holes.
Thank you guys for the tips.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10832
NEXT>10857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got the starter.What are you willing to pay for it??
This starter is working and work well it does.
LMK
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hiv0lt@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,
11 June 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10848 NEXT>10855
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.One hole is single barrel is better for lower rpm use.
The best carb for your truck would a two barrel.
A carb does not put fuel mixture into the motor but lets the motor take in what it can.
If a motor can only drw 450cfm,than a 650 cfm would be a waste and uneffient.
The Ford 2150 is a good choice for a two barrel.
But if you're sold on a 4 barrel,go with the Eddie Dominator with the new Holley Truck
Avenger.
If you can,put a smaller diameter runner header with a 2 1/2"collector.Tri-Y is eve
better.
Smaller is better for our trucks.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:the long haul POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10801
NEXT>10866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A drum of gear oil might be a good idea.Change it when you boil whats in the transfer
case and tranny.Don't let the EPA see you dumping it on the road.They tend to frown on
stuff like that.Will
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I have run several different SBC's with many different combo's in different
vehicles.I have found my best performance with the Weiand Stealth manifold.It has
great low end response,with a very nice power curve up to about 5500 to 6000 rpm.
(upper levels also depend on cam)The average engine is not going to see over about 5500
rpm anyway.The Q-Jet is a good all around carb on these engines.(You will need a
adapter for this as it is a square bore intake.Mr Gasket part #720-1932 at Jegs for 16.99)I
am partial to using a Holly 600 cfm carb with vacuum secondaries.These carbs seem to
make more HP and are considerably cheaper.(part #510-O-80457S for electric choke or
part #510-O-1850C for manual choke at Jegs)I like to make a few mods such as vent
extentions,spring loaded needle and seats ,vent cross over tube and secondary spring
quick change kit.Holley has taken care of this for us with the new Truck Avenger carb.
(Part #510-O-90670 also at Jegs)You can buy the regular carb and make these mods
yourself quite a bit cheaper though and have great performance on and off the trail.Hope
I've helped a bit.Gotta love the SBC.Gimme an e-mail if I can be of more help.
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10792
NEXT>10870 10926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is AMC or Dodge,it should have it's CID cast on both sides of the block between the
exaust manifold and the oil pan in large numbers such as 304,318,360,401,ect.Could
be IH.If it is an old cornbinder,it will most likely be a 345.Is the distributor in the front
or the back of the engine?Where is the thermostat housing?Can you find any identifying
numbers anywhere on the engine?under the valve covers on the heads?If it is a SBC,the.block casting numbers will be
on the drivers side of the bell housing flange at about the
10 to 11 o'clock position looking at it from the rear of the engine.Let me know what you
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come up with.I have a few resources for identifying engines.Send me an e-mail.I'll do
what I can.
SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>Kirk Marks
EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10781 NEXT>10860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two cents worth.A good rule of thumb on sufficient oil pressure (and this comes from
the boys and girls at GM)is 1 psi of oil pressure per 100 rpms.(10 psi per 1000)
Personally,I would prefer a bit more,but this seems to be what the engineer's consider
sufficient.You might step up to a heavier weight oil to get higher pressure,or it could
just be a bad gauge.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>steve EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 June 2002,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10850
NEXT>10899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone should have read the subject line!
Oh well,atleast hes trying to help.
SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10846 NEXT>10881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sean,Scroll back through old posts by Willie 715 or Utahjeeper,click on to there names
and this should give you there E-mail address.Or contact Brute4c,the president of this
zone.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may have a spare starter but I know that shipping alone from USA to Germany is going
to be a lot.The starter weighs 35 lbs.My starter will be $55 Plus shipping to Germany.It
is 24 volt and I might have a 12 volt but have to check.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:m715 needs to be transported POSTER>frank
EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just started to ask for price quotes.But so far the 200 mile trip is going to cost big
bucks$$$$.More then the guy has spent on truck.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 man's M715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10839 NEXT>10864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,.Just buy one...mine!
SUBJECT>Re:new m715 questions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was a lil'nervous about the low oil pressure thing on a 454 I had for a while.It would
only hold 20 lbs of pressure hot at idle.This was a 500hp engine with a 200hp nitrous kit
in a street car.As soon as the throttle was touched the oil pressure kept well ahead of the
engine rpm's...like 90 lbs at 7500 rpm.My $.02 is if it's at 10+idle,forget about it and
drive as long as it picks up.I think that gauges aren't going to really function dead on
until they get a little more pressure to work on anyway.My $.04 now.-canned laughter
here-
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10842 NEXT>10863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been screwing around with SBC's for a while now...Both cars and trucks....So I've
gleaned some of the basics for these engines.
So far as intakes are concerned,Brute hit many of the major points.Dual plane vs.
Single...Go dual.My suggestion is the Edelbrock Air gap.Flows good right out of the
box (no pocket porting needed till about 350-400 horse)and it is a bit of a split
personality.Good down low,but still flows good up high (if you're mudding it).Also,due
to it being aluminum,and the basic design of it,it keeps the mixture cooler longer,which
helps power.
On carbs,I really like the Demons.They are bulletproof and for the tinkering kind of guy
I am,I like it.However,that said,my next carb purchase is goin to be the new Holley
truck Dominator.In my experiance,650 is good for a healthy 350 (but I've always run
cams and headers).
SUBJECT>Re:attn:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOooh,I've been waiting for this one...
There's a few big variables here.The T-98 has a very long imput shaft,I'm pretty sure
longer than the big spicer.(if anyone has both of these kicking around to varify that,
please check)
You would need a steel plate,minimum of 3/4"machined to have the T-98's odd four bolt
pattern drilled into it along with having all of these holes counterbored to that allen head
bolts(cap screws)can be used and keep the mounting surface flat.the plate would also
need to be machined for the larger,mostly taller,5 bolt pattern of the 3053 tranny.
*HERE'S THE CATCH*
The 3053 has the bell bolted into it.The tranny has tapped holes and the bolts go from the
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inside of the bell(in stock form)and bolt the bell to the tranny.I gave my original tornado
and T-98 away so I don't have a pattern for those anymore.What I'm getting at is that the.adapter plate may need to
be a magical plate that would allow both to be bolted together
at the same time.One will trap the others bolts which isn't good.The only hope is if the
mounting 'ears'on the T-98 are just slightly wider than the 'earless'case of the 3053
tranny.IF that is the case the plate can be made.If it isn't,then the adapter plate will need
to be bolted to the bell from the inside of the bell...which would suck.
Before you get all gung ho,the spicer is longer then the T-98,so it may locate the fan i
the radiator.
I'll try and get some dims off of a tornado bell and match it up with on of my 5 speed
bells.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10861 NEXT>10867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No matter what intake you choose,I'd lean to dual plane...,do not over-carb it!The last
thing you want is a pig on low end.I've got a 600 holley vacuum secondary on a 427
chevy.No hesitation,no bog,starts in what seems like 4 revolutions every time,and
torque out the ying!
One other thing that I don't think was touched on...Are you planning one going off road?
If you're leaning toward a Holley,go with the new 4x4 series which will accept MUCH
greater off camber angles the the stock type ones which WILL flood before the truck is
done climbing.Most Rochester Quad's will go a little further than the Holleys before load
up or lean out.
Are you sure you want to dump the FI?I'll take it!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 man's M715 POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10859 NEXT>10865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is it?bryan
SUBJECT>Re:m715 man's M715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
Go to the 'for sale'board and look for spicers truck,or you can scroll down through the
board and look for SPICER'S TRUCK FOR SALE.
That will give you enough info to decide to go any further.
I will say...it's a torque machine!
SUBJECT>Two Words...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EAR PLUGS.SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10863 NEXT>10868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!What an education!Thank you all.I am not sure on the tbi,I do plan on giving it
one more shot,I pulled the wiring harness,computer,and all off the other truck,
something is just not right.I can't figure it out,so if this mech.can't help,my truck is
useless.When it is cold,it runs like it has the choke closed,flooding terrible.Once it
warms up,it will run smooth if you only throttle very lightly.On the highway,it will go
up to 55,but accelaration is nill,giving more fuel only slows it down,again,acting as tho
the extra fuel is bogging it down.I will be in touch.Thank you again!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10867 NEXT>10890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Replace the coolant temp sender.They give the computer the base for calibrations.
A Painless Wiring harness may help too.You may have something unneeded in there that
the harness will eliminate.Also,make sure the engine doesn't have too much timing into
it.The factory knock sensors will not just pull a degree or two out if it senses a knock,it
will dump like 8 or 10 degrees.
I'd take a look at those before you box it up and send it to me.
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
June 2002,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10853 NEXT>10871
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kirk,do you have a way to determine if a 350 SBC long block is internally or externally
balanced?
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10870 NEXT>10883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 400 sbc is the only external balance small block.The balancer has a relieved area on
it and the flywheel has a balance weight.
Sorry Kirk...beat cha'
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10872 NEXT>10874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,that's pretty clever...$5K,I'm peeing myself over here.
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It cost too damn much to have anyone make 16"beadlocks and the split ring on these
trucks is so wide that it,to me,kind of looked like one.I took a degree wheel,put it on a
bench,they put the ring around it and marked off every 30 degrees.I drilled and tapped.each hole then ran a 1/4"bolt
and lockwasher in tight.I cut them off in the back,put two
punch marks on each bolt so that they couldn't back out even if the washer didn't hold.
I've had a ton of compliments on the 'cool beadlock wheels'and I think they add the little
hint of aggression that the stock wheels lack.
-B,pound sand.
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10874 NEXT>10876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-B,
You don't work on commission do you?Oh,don't forget to breathe into your inhaler next
time you get an asthetic attack.You have a picture of that truck accessory in a jeep right?
LOL =Laugh Out Loud
ROFL =Roll On Floor Laughing
LMAO =Laugh My Ass Off (or,if you've given a CC #...nevermind)
It's always the ones that complain the most that have the most to hide.It's okay to come
out of the closet,we all know anyway.
-canned laughter here-
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10833 NEXT>10885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was that monster stripers or monster strippers.a truck load of strippers would be fun!
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Antelope Valley Equipment &Truck
Parts EMAIL>avettruck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10644 NEXT>10879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have a 24 volt starter for the M715
Cost is $150.00 R/B
Core charge $65.00 refundable after we receive it back.
Plus shipping
Antelope VAlley Equipment &Truck Parts
44532 Trevor Ave.
Lancaster,Ca.93534
661 945 6788
661 942 6887 Fax
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10878 NEXT>10896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOLY CRAP.SUBJECT>Re:m715 man's M715 POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10839 NEXT>10888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IT IS STILL FOR SALE WITH ALL PARTS!I AM AT PENN STATE DOING
RESEARCH FOR KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY!WILL BE GONE UNTIL
AUGUST 5,BUT I WILL TRY TO CHECK THE BOARD MORE OFTEN!MARK
SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10856 NEXT>11145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help Perk???
SUBJECT>Tourque Converter POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 June 2002,at 10:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>10898 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys any idea on type or style of converter to put between SBC and 700R4?My
motor is built for low end tourque and I thought I read somewhere to use a converter out
of a diesel for a 4x4 with our kind of axle gears.I'm a manual tranny man so am pretty
clueless.Thanks for any help as usual.
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10871
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heehee...yes you did...
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10876 NEXT>10886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you get that 'Lite'from Lee yet??
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10877
NEXT>10902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully they won't smell as close as they spell as close.
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10884 NEXT>10887
10891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Naaaa...I think he's gonna screw me over.He says he's going to send me a steering wheel,
but UPS ain't stopped here yet..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>10886 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I deleted the rest of my posts from this thread since it seemed like a waste of the board.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 man's M715 POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10880
NEXT>11036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why don't you email me directly.We could talk about it that way.Your email doesn't
work.Time is important because there is one here locally I intend to purchase.Kansas is
not too far for me though.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:67 725 in St.Joe $800 POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10719
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
luis,
i'm the guy with the 725 for sale in st joe.just e-mail me and i'll gget back with you asap.
soupy.....
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQK2uUn51my.PREVIOUS>10868 NEXT>10892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know your stuff.I got the truck to the machanic yesterday.The computer said the
temp sending unit was shorted,or not working properly.It also said the throttle possition
sensor was not working,or had an open circuit.I just replaced it,50 miles back,the other
time I put it on the computer it gave that readout.After replacing it,and the O2 sensor
with a 3 wire,it ran great,that day.Next time I cranked it,same o same o.It died twice
yesterday,on the way to and from the mech.Once warmed up,it acts as tho fuel
availability is sparadic.going down the road,holding the throttle constant,you could feel
it,some times sputter like no fuel,then pickup again,the sputter,you could accellarate,
and it would smooth out.Then,when off the highway,when stopping in traffic,it would
quit,like out of gas.Then it wouldn't restart till it had set for 10 to 15 min.
I'm about to get the gun.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Revisited Truck Sale POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rschilling@mindspring.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10886 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I WILL take the steering wheel off tonight and make sure it is
sent.....sorry for the delays.
Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10890
NEXT>10893 10897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother has a car that pulled almost exactly the same stunts yours is...turned out the
computer was bad and giving faulty info.He went through a couple O2 sensors,throttle
position sensor,map sensor,and something else I forgot.When it said the throtlle
position and O2 sensors were bad again,he tried the computer and it solved the problem.
Hopefully yours is less expensive than his was...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10892
NEXT>10894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have both flow and pressure on the fuel rail?You can esily have one,with the
other being inadequate.Fuel pump?Filter?How about vapor lock?
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,
at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10893 NEXT>10900 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you replace your fuel pump with one that puts out 12-13 psi?One that's made for a
carb won't be putting out enough pressure.Is your fuel return line plumbed into a spot
that the fuel can flow freely back into the tank?If you have access to a Snap-On or other
good code reader,it will tell you if the computer is bad or give you the trouble code for
what's wrong.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:the long haul POSTER>Eaton EMAIL>eaton@umich.edu
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aao99R9E8jxHk PREVIOUS>10801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Change out the mineral oil in the gear boxes (transfer case and rear pig for sure )and put
in some real good synthetic gear grease (85/140 type)
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey that ain't to bad.I paid $145.00 to convert one to 12 volts.But there was no
shipping.Will
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SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10892
NEXT>10903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,I'll email you with my address next week.If you have an adapter to go from.a spreadbore to the tbi...send
that too!
Seriously...do you have a performace cam in the engine?That will wig those things out
too.You may need to get a hypertek chip for it to have a closer 'map.'Try unplugging the
computer from any juice for a day and then try restarting it.That will give it enough time
to erase any input and start in a safe,rich,mode.
Brute's suggestion is a damn good one too!
Hope some of this mumbo makes sense or helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Tourque Converter POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10882 NEXT>10906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you would want one with as low a stall speed as possible.i think b&m and art carr both
make a rv type convertor.a high stall convertor will generate a lot of heat and cook a
tranny if used all the time with our gearing.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10855
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would use an edelbrock performer or performer airgap with a q-jet or edelbrock carb
(carter afb clone)i don't care much for holly either
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10894
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey 'clod one other thing.the bolt holes that mount the intake to your heads are on a
different angle than on a non injected engine..no biggie..just elongate holes on carb intake
or edelbrock makes a special intake for carbs on tbi engines.
SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>MArti
EMAIL>muebermuth@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10841 NEXT>10927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What i need only is the rotor and some new brushes,rest is ok.
what i have.
Ideas
IS ther a possibility to get tehe rotor and new brushes itself?
PArtsnumber avaibility?
Heeelp
MArtin germany
It is urgent!
Car needs to be moved!
SUBJECT>Re:wheels POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i prefer my strippers in a smaller size than monster!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:SBC intake POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQK2uUn51my.PREVIOUS>10897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vaporlock is a consideration.I realized my fuel lines run inside the frame,with the
header a short distance away.Yesterday,since I had thought of this,I put a shield on the
header,and I bought some ac tape on Ebay the other day,going to wrap the line with.On
some of the other messages,I do have the correct fuel pump.I mounted it right behind the
cab,I used a fuel filter with the return line built in for my return.I had a guy tell me he
did a swap with computer and all,and he said he was told bringing the engine up to
operating temp something like 10 times would let the computer reset.He said each time
he ran it it got a little better.I will try diconecting power also.Thank you all!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Civilian Dist.Setup Guidance...POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>10905
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After all the postings on the benefits of the civilian setup,i decided to give it a shot.I
read the FAQ posting (which is VERY helpful...thanks!)to the left on this page and
believe i understand the parts i need:dist,cap,plugs,coil,points,cond.,switch,
wire...etc.I do have a couple of questions on process:
1)Do i just run power from ONE of the 12v batteries to the "new"system (using a
switch)...ie:can i keep the 2 batteries in series?
2)Can i keep all else 24v?...like the gauges,alternater,starter,basically all but the
ignition system?or is this a "bad"idea.
3)How do i get the vaccuum for the vaccuum advance?maybe it's obvious when i get the
dist?
That's all for now...got the parts on order from NAPA...thanks in advance!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Dist.Setup Guidance...POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10904 NEXT>10907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure the stock carb dosen't have a timed vacuum port for the distributor.Some
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people will suggest running full vacuum off the manifold but that's not how the system is
designed.It'll act fine at speed but it just won't be right at idle.You'll definitely have to
plug the vacuum when setting the timing or it'll be waaaaay off.
As for running off one battery,it seems that plenty of people here have done it with pretty
good success but I think it will cause premature battery failure due to uneven discharge
rates or something.
You'd have to run a wire from the battery to ignition switch to coil,just be sure it's the
first battery in the series.Use a resistor matched to the coil unless the coil is explicitely.designed for straight
12 volts.
I'd suggest a full conversion to 12 volts simply for convenience (and I have a 12 volt
starter to sell)but it does increase the cost a bit.
Good Luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tourque Converter POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>10898 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Bowtie,I thought that was the way to go,that is low stall instead of high.I'll get
my beast on the road yet!
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Dist.Setup Guidance...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10905 NEXT>10908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use vacuum off the civilian 2 barrel carb for my vacuum advance but before when I had
the stock carb,I ran vacuum off the same line that runs vacuum to the military distributor
housing.The military one has 2 lines.One is vacuum and the other is on the air cleaner.
The reason is they were causing positive circulation through it to remove ozone which
builds up from the points arcing and in the waterproof setup,wouldn't escape otherwise.
Just make sure you use the one from the forward drivers side of the head.I found the
engine ran so much smoother at idle with the civvy ignition that it took off the line much
smoother,idled great,even letting me reduce idle speed down in the 450-500 rpm range
for crawling really slow,and gave more top speed on hills and much smoother through all
rpm ranges.As was previously mentioned,you MUST disconnect the vacuum advance
when setting the timing...you want to set the initial timing when you time the motor,not
the total timing that includes the advances timing advance.
As for running off one battery,the rule of thumb is if you keep it under 5 amps,you're ok.
I run a 3 amp fuse on the civvy ignition with no problem.charging isn't a big issue with
that small a draw.Good idea to check the battery voltage periodically and charge the first,
12 volt,battery if needed.
As far as wiring,run a wire to either an on/off switch like the dash has or a keyed switch.
JC Whitney sells some of each that are plenty good for this...remember since your not
running the starter with this switch,you can get any one out there,you don't have to
worry about the big amp ratings.From the switch to the coil positive,small terminal,
resistor inbetween if needed.Then the primary wire from coil negative to the points.This
wire you can get at Napa and they sell lengths up to about 20 inches.This gives you some
flexibility as to where to mount your coil.
If you need more info,just ask,no sweat.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Dist.Setup Guidance...POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10907 NEXT>
10910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris and Brute4c,great info!!!When setting the initial timing...do i plug the
vac.line off the carb as well,or just disconnect?Thanks again....can't wait for the parts
now!
SUBJECT>Loud Backfire POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 June
2002,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10913 10915 10934
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know the cause of a loud backfire heard from the exhaust after I shut the engine
off when it's warm?Could this be caused by incorrect timing or poor carb adjustments?
Thanks for any info.Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Dist.Setup Guidance...POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10908 NEXT>10919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should plug it otherwise you'll have a vacuum leak that'll throw off the rpm.
Chris
SUBJECT>Drove from WA to MI in '96....POSTER>Mark Fisher
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,13 June 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
I drove my stock 715 from Seattle to Lansing,MI with everything I owned (including a
motorcycle)in a homemade box on the back.Bring earplugs,TOOLS,extra fluids (for
you and the truck),DUCT TAPE (it saved my butt),and I would think seriously about
getting some lock out hubs,or making a homemade set of covers so the front wheels will
roll freely and remove the front driveshaft (unless you think you will actually need 4WD-
I had to make my own lock out hubs out of duct tape,see below).Check your fluids
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often-my front diff went dry sometime during the trip and my rear pinion bearing
grenaded outside Benton Harbor,MI.I was able to pull the driveshaft,remove the hubs,
cover everything with duct tape (including taping the pinion back into the differential)
and continue on my merry way.I kept it under 55-not always by choice but the 715 won't
go through the passes at more than 35 MPH.I have the soft top and the heater kept me
from freezing going through North Dakota in February,but if you travel in the winter
bring a set of carharts.I stopped overnight in the Dakotas and my accelerator cable froze,
but that and the pinion bearing were the only real problems I encountered.Also,watch
out for state troopers at 3 A.M.in North Dakota-an M715 with a big plywood topper
driving on a deserted road that early in the morning tends to fit all sorts of anti
government militia-type profiles (actually though,he turned out to be one of the nicest
troopers I've met-told me my rear differential was leaking).And try to get a co-driver,no
matter how much your brother complains about you trying to kill him with your M715....Cheers
Mark
SUBJECT>A maintenance man's world POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>10914
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this website is meant for more serious subjects,but once in a while something
comes up that brings a smile.Besides,some of these items could relate to our
Jeeps.----------------------------------
Here are some actual maintenance complaints submitted by US Air Force pilots and the
replies from the maintenance crews."Squawks"are problem listings that pilots generally
leave for maintenance crews to fix before the next flight.
(P)=PROBLEM (S)=SOLUTION
(P)Left inside main tire almost needs replacement.
(S)Almost replaced left inside main tire.
(P)Test flight OK,except autoland very rough.
(S)Autoland not installed on this aircraft.
(P)#2 propeller seeping prop fluid.
(S)#2 propeller seepage normal -#1,#3 and #4 propellers lack normal seepage.
(P)Something loose in cockpit.
(S)Something tightened in cockpit.
(P)Evidence of leak on right main landing gear.
(S)Evidence removed.
(P)DME volume unbelievably loud.
(S)Volume set to more believable level.
(P)Dead bugs on windshield.
(S)Live bugs on order.
(P)Autopilot in altitude hold mode produces a 200 fpm descent.
(S)Cannot reproduce problem on the ground.
(P)IFF inoperative.
(S)IFF always inoperative in OFF mode.
(P)Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
(S)That's what they are there for.
(P)Number three engine missing.
(S)Engine found on right wing after brief search.
(P)Aircraft handles FUNNY.
(S)Aircraft warned to straighten up,"fly right"and be serious.
(P)Target radar hums.
(S)Reprogrammed Target Radar with the words..SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 June
2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10909 NEXT>10916
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The explosion can be unburnt fuel igniting in your exhaust system.
You're too rich,lean out your carb adjustment and absolutely check the timing.Look for
fouled plugs,bad spark plug wire,anything that could cause fuel to pass unused into the
exhaust system.
SUBJECT>Re:A maintenance man's world POSTER>Kirk Marks
EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10912 NEXT>10944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks....nothing like a good laugh!
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10909
NEXT>10917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These old engines are not exactly fuel efficient anyway.You are probably going to have
some unburnt fuel in the exaust no matter what you do.My guess.....do you have a
exaust leak?This will cause a loud backfire also.Can be quite amusing when passing
people on the side of the road.Simply turn off the ignition while still in gear and rolling
then turn it back on,creating a nice loud backfire to scare the beejezus out of anyone
nearby.This can also be a cure for the exaust leak because this has been known to also
remove much of the exaust system from the truck for you.Caution,do not do this in a bad
neighborhood as these trucks are not armor plated.
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10913
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have also seen this caused by a leak at or near manifold.cold fresh air gets sucked into
exhaust and ignites exhaust gases that otherwise would not have enough air to ignite
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10915
NEXT>10918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah that is a real easy way to blow the exhaust right off the truck.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10917
NEXT>10922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let it idle for 20 or 30 secs before you shut it down,especially if you been running it
hard.That should cure it...it might only run backwards then.
SUBJECT>Distributer replacement???POSTER>sanjayolson.EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 1:08
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10910 NEXT>
10920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELP!Napa called...they can no longer get the distributer (Prestolite AT-4416 10T)
listed on the "FAQ page"any other suggestions?What else will work and what would be
the associated points/cond/cap...?Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Distributer replacement???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10919 NEXT>10921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think there is any other ready to drop in distributor out there for the 230.I have
seen 1 GM EI dist that was modified to drop in the 230,you would have to do this
yourself....
Otherwise your hope is to find someone who has one they are selling or a junkyard that
has any 63 to 65 Jeep fullsize or utility series with a 230 OHC engine that still has the
distributor in it.
Good Luck
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Distributer replacement???POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10920 NEXT>10923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that's used (dirty).At the very least the cap,rotor,points,condensor and
vacuum can should be replaced for good measure.It probably wouldn't be a bad idea to
have it fully rebuilt though.I also have a 12 volt starter that's rebuilt (standard parts store
variety).It's never been used since being rebuilt so I assume it's perfect.Now all you need
is a 12 volt alternator of your choice!
If you're interested in either or both,make me an offer.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10918
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the dealership where i used to work had a wrecker that would let you kill it and get about
15 feet away before it let out the most ungodly backfire.it never failed to scare the hell
out of me!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Distributer replacement???POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10921 NEXT>
10924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where would i have the dist rebuilt?Is that commonly done at a shop?
SUBJECT>Re:Distributer replacement???POSTER>chris.EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10923 NEXT>10925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most cities have a shop that specializes in ignition stuff.Your favorite mechanic ought to
be able to recommend a place or he could do it himself.Usually it just entails cleaning it
up and replacing the bushings if needed then replacing the tune up stuff and checking the
mechanical advance on the distributor machine.
If it was me,I'd just clean it and throw the new parts in but it's always nice to start with
new or rebuilt parts.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Distributer replacement???POSTER>sanjayolson
EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>10924 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I emailed you offline...to not annoy the rest!
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 June
2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10853 NEXT>10931
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kirk and all other m715ers thanks for the info have not had a chance to look but was
shown a 327 vette motor with the letter H designation it was on the passenger side
standing in front of the car is this different from the SBC non H designation I have to
travel to the public library to use the coomputer it a pain!!thanks FRANKO"
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SUBJECT>Re:Still in need of starter POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I only have whole starter for sale.Try Memphis Equipment Company at (901)774-
0600 or (717)263-4194 EST.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotlight Application?NSN 6220-790-7780 POSTER>woody
EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Characteristics Data Response for NSN 6220-00-846-3445
Item Name:SPOTLIGHT
MRC Requirement Statement Clear Text Reply
NAME ITEM NAME SPOTLIGHT
ABHP OVERALL LENGTH ANY ACCEPTABLE
ADAV OVERALL DIAMETER 6.312 INCHES NOMINAL
AEUJ LAMP BASE TYPE ACCOMMODATED TWO SCREW TERMINALS
AEXD LENS COLOR COLORLESS
AEXK LENS TRANSPARENCY TRANSPARENT.AEYB WIRING PROVISION METHOD INDIVIDUAL WIRE
AEYM LIGHT BEAM MOTION FIXED
AHHZ WIRING PROVISION LENGTH 72.0 INCHES NOMINAL SINGLE
PROVISION
ASXH VOLTAGE RATING IN VOLTS 6.0 DC NOMINAL
AXGY MOUNTING METHOD FLANGE
CRHX LAMP TYPE ACCOMMODATED AND 1 INCANDESCENT
QUANTITY
CRLP LENS TYPE AND QUANTITY 1 PLANO CONVEX
CSHJ LAMP PROTECTION DEVICE GRILL WITH HOOK
CTXJ LENS SURFACE CONDITION SMOOTH BACK
CTXJ LENS SURFACE CONDITION SMOOTH FACE
MATT MATERIAL ALUMINUM BODY AND STEEL
CORROSION RESISTING
SHPE SHAPE ROUND
TMQY FURNISHED ITEMS AND 1 LAMP
QUANTITY
TTQY TERMINAL TYPE AND QUANTITY 1 WIRE LEAD
SUBJECT>Re:W A N T E D POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10928 NEXT>10932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish I could help more,but this might be of a little help.They are the same as the ones
found on the realy early CJ's or the M38A1 Jeeps.They are called windshield bumpers.
You could try Beachwood Canvas.www.beachwoodcanvas.com ,if you find no luck
here.
SUBJECT>Re:V8MOTOR ID ??POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 June 2002,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10926
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DUDE,you need a dell.Lol Sorry I could'nt resist.Will
SUBJECT>Re:W A N T E D POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 June
2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10928 NEXT>10939 10980
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe the correct term for those is "handle like loops on the windshield".
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 June
2002,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10909 NEXT>10937
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not have an exhaust leak,the plugs and wires are new,I may have an intake manifold
leak (how do you check?)I may be running too rich.The timing has been adjusted and
still this backfire occurs approx 3 seconds after turning engine off even if just idling..SUBJECT>Timing
POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at
5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10936 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a BBChevy engine that I am trying to adjust the timing on.It did not have a timing
tab on it when I bought it.I bought an after market timing tab that bolts to the timing
chain cover and is now in place.The mark on the harmonic balancer is no where near the
timing tab when using timing light.Top dead center is not there either.I believe that this
engine used a different way to time it.Does anyone have any clues?It is a 427T with
electronic ignition and electronic advance (via MSD).I know that you disconnect vacuum
advances,but if I disconnect the electronic MSD advance,the engine wont start.Thanks
for any and all help -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Timing POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10935
NEXT>10976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran into this on my small block,earlier engines you had to shine the timing light down
between the block and the water pump,because the mark was straight up.Later motors,
they realized that sucked and moved it over to the drivers side.So,spin your motor over
to top dead center,and make a mark at the 0 degree on your timing tab on the balancer
and happy timing.Oh,and do unhook the vacuum line,but not the MSD box.
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SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10934 NEXT>10938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What does the vacuum reading look like?If it is realy low and jumps up when you hit the
accelerator then drops like a rock when the gas is let go it could be an intake leak.Rough
idoling,stalling,bucking in gear and wild backfiring when coasting in gear is the problem
I had.It ended up being a carb.base gasket.Only found it cause I fixed or checked
everything else.
SUBJECT>Re:Loud Backfire POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10937
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used to check for intake leaks by spraying choke cleaner around intake flange with
engine running.if idle changes you have a leak.
SUBJECT>Ford 300 stuff POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do any of you folks have access to a rear sump oil pan for a 300-6 Ford and a digital
camera?I need to see what the baffle looks like.Seems that some chunderhead decided
that my pan didn't really need the baffle and hacked it out.
Thanks
Chris.SUBJECT>M715 VALUE ?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10942 10963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IHAVE JUST PURCHASED A 1968 M725 AND KNOW NOTHING ABOUT THESE
VEHICKLES WHAT IS THEIR VALUE?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 11:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10941
NEXT>10946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well...not to be sarcastic,but i would imagine a scrap yard would haul it away for free,
and i've seen them for up to 15k for a truck with balls.Details would help.If your trying
to sell it,you've probaly come to the right place.
SUBJECT>motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,15 June 2002,at 11:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10945 10947 10973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There seems to be a problem doing a Caddy swap with the motor mounts being at the
front of the block,it looks like it will be right in the way of the steering before the box.A
guy at work suggested a "pro mount".He explained it as a flat plate that bolts to the front
of the engine,i guess water pump bolts with holes bored for circulation or any thing else
avalible.Has any one else tryied this set up?Thanks ,Bill
SUBJECT>Re:A maintenance man's world POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 12:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10914 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I love is
left main landing gear almost worn out of limits.
(I have had a pilot make this write up
SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 1:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
That's a pretty common setup in all out race cars.I don't think there's any rubber mount
involved but something could certainly be improvised.It'd have to be pretty thick or
gusseted somehow otherwise you'd have a lot of front to back flex in the plate.What I've
seen in catalogs is a motor plate that goes between the engine and trans and spans across
to the frame but those are made to certain dirt track frames.
If the mount's not too far forward (assuming you have to make some sort of frame perch),
could you just run the steering shaft through the perch?Drill a 1 inch or so hole in line
with the shaft and pass through that.
It seems to me that a motor plate would be cumbersome and in the way of everything.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10942 NEXT>10948 10950 10960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I PURCHASED THIS TRUCK FROM THE COUNTY SHERIFF DEPT IN DAYTONA
FLA.IT HAS 700 MILES AND IS COMPLETELY ORIGINAL.IT HAS THE MAINT
BED WITH SEPERATE COMPARTMENTS.IT HAS THE PTO WINCH AND
EVERYTHING WORKS.THERE IS SOME RUST ON ONE ROCKER PANEL AND
UNDER THE GRILL.JEEP 6CYL.(TORNADO?),FORDING KIT,AND A NEW
CANVAS TOP(1 YEAR OLD).
SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10943 NEXT>10959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front motor plates are a pain the a$$.They are hard to seal.I would take a close at the
caddy mount and improvise.In the past we've cut the frame mount towers off and just
welded the whole thing in.
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SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>reutey EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 June
2002,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10946 NEXT>10952
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do want to sell it???
SUBJECT>just drove my truck 1000 miles POSTER>munch EMAIL>swix145@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just drove my truck from ny to michigan 1000 miles 25 hours straight through.what a
trip.considering the truck caught on fire only like a month ago.and i ran into a cement
wall in a tunnel at like 45 two weeks ago i am surprised it made it that far.just thought i
would let you all know that it is possible to drive them that far.
munch
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10946
NEXT>10953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autocop,What's up with all the CAPITAL LETTERS.PerkM715
SUBJECT>We should start an "Iron Butt"club...POSTER>Mark Fisher
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10949 NEXT>10996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way to go!Maybe we should have some sort of award for those of us who have drive
over 1000 Miles in one trip in an M715.Was the truck stock?You get extra points for
that....Cheers
Mark
(Went from Seattle to MI in mine)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10948 NEXT>10954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I'm going to sell it,but I was misinformed about the value before I bought it.I have
only had it for two days and had hoped for $4500.00.I was involved in the auction that
the county that sold this M715 and wound up buying it and making a 1,000 mile round
trip (22 hours)to get it.I am open for an offer!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I know less about computers than JEEPS!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10952
NEXT>10957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From your description,I think 4500 would be very easy to get.There's probably plenty of
lurkers on this site that would be interested in it at the very least.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Complete Winch Setup For Sale POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Complete winch set up off 67 M715.Complete from bumpers to floor shifter and boot.
Works great,just don't need it.Converting to V8 with a different winch setup.Am selling
whole works,includes tranny and complete stock 230 motor with all military parts from
aircleaner to oilpan.The only thing the winch is missing is the 4 foot chain at the end of
the cable,cable is original and excellent shape.Asking $1600.00 OBO and stock none
winch bumper.
SUBJECT>milemarker winches POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone tried milemarker winches?if so how well do they perform and how many
pounds of pull do i need to pull an m715 out of the mud?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10954 NEXT>10958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Unloaded truck and drove about 3 hours on power line.ran
bad due to 4 year old gas.
Drained tank and put fresh gas in but truck will not crank back due to fuel pump not
pumping.Could the fuel pump be bad or does it have to be primed?I only put 6 gallons
of fuel in do I need more?I could only find 1 inline filter at carb.HELP PLEASE!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a filter screen inside the fuel pump,lower half intake side.If you were running
fuel that old it is probebly clogged up.You'll have to flush and clean the entire fuel
system.
The price you mentioned seems very fair to me,from the mileage and condition,plus the
fact that the contact/utility bed models are a rare find.
If you do not have any manuals for the rig,they can be found in on-line versions above
(See on-line manuals)this might help a bit.For the fuel system look to the -34 manual.
Good Luck
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SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10947
NEXT>10962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounded like a pain,air circulation,water tight,all the previous mensioned problems,
ect.ect.I just wanted to throw it out there since I've not heard anyone talk about it,just in
case I was'nt seeing the hole picture.A beefie motor mount with a thru hole for the
steering shaft was more along the lines of what I was thinking also.Thanks for the input!
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10946
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a pretty good deal.Hope you did'nt get dirt in your carb.But even if you did
theres not much to them.You may not want to sell it in haist...hmmm...Bill
SUBJECT>Near Death Experience POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So on Saturday I went and did some minor wheelin'with my friend Matt.First we drove
through a creek that was about 4 feet deep with no problems.Then we went to a hill I had
tried to climb at the base of a mountain but had been unsuccesful at climing.So after a
couple attempts I finally got up on top.I put it in neutral,stepped on the brake,and the
pedal dropped to the floor.The hill opened up into a field with motocross jumps with
mounds of dirt I had to dodge.The truck picked up speed instantly rolling backwards and
I had to act very fast to dodge the 5 foot high dirt piles.After the main sections of dirt it
opened up into a field where I continued to pick up speed because of a the slope in the
ground.Matt yelled to turn up hill which I did.Just as I started to make the turn we
slammed into a huge bump and then the ground smoothed out,we made the mellow tur.uphill and rolled to a stop.We
estimated that we had to be going at least 50 mph
backwards because we were traveling for so long.It was at least a quarter mile from the
top of the hill to where we finally stopped.About that large bump we hit near the end,it
turns out it was a ridge of dirt about knee high that was a cut out made by the dirt bikes.
After the bump was grass that was about a foot and a half high which had tire tracks
crushed in it.There was a gap of completely uncrushed grass after the bump where the
truck went airborne,we measured the gap to be 16 feet!It was one of the scariest things
that has ever happened to me.Matt and I are still thanking our lucky stars we are alive.As
far as damage to the truck is concerned,I have yet to do a full assessment.Obviously the
brakes are out!But I did drive it home and park it with no real trouble,I'll find out this
week if there are any major problems.One thing is for sure,I'll be adding a roll bar very
soon!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10959 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill,check with maximum torque specialties or cadilliac motorsport development.they
make mounts to drop these engines in pickups,streetrods ,etc.maybe they have something
that would work.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VALUE ?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10941
NEXT>10964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What part of Alabama are you in?If your not to far from Birmingham I would like to
look at it.Will Wright
SUBJECT>never mind POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10963
NEXT>10965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops typed before looking in for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:never mind POSTER>AUTOCOPP EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM
DATE>Sunday,16 June 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10964
NEXT>10988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your interested in looking let me know here I will give you my cell #to arrange a day
and time!I fell into this deal and I don't think these are my cup of tea!You may be
getting a great deal!
SUBJECT>STEERING STABILIZER POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 1:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>10967 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking to get a steering stabilizer for my m715..I would like to know what kind of stabilizer to get.
any info will help.thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:STEERING STABILIZER POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 2:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10966 NEXT>10968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
Have seen what is called "Big Red",or something similar on EBAY.Believe price is
$37.00.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:STEERING STABILIZER POSTER>RandallEdge
EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 3:41 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is what the cardfile has:
I used a rancho kit,I think it was part #RS97355.Check their website to be sure,
www.gorancho.com.
from Nate Walker 1 apr 02
SUBJECT>Re:Complete Winch Setup For Sale POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i sent u and email
SUBJECT>troop seatsand or winch POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to Huntsville,Al.from Baton Rouge,La.to buy a 715.....does anyone have
troop seats (or brackets)for sale in between???same for the winch.....Does anyone know
if troop seat from a HUMVV will fit?Thanks Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:troop seatsand or winch POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Troop seats from the Hummer will not work,unless you plan on drilling holes.The
again the lenth would not be right either.
Brackets from a 21/2-ton or 5-ton will though,you just have to cut the wood down and
remove one of the verticle supports.
SUBJECT>Re:milemarker winches POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10956
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Milemarker 9000 hydraulic on my m715..I have been over the 42"swampers i
mud and pulled out with this winch on a single line.I have had the winch for about 3.years now with no problems thus
far.As far as the MM electric goes I have been told by
several sources that they are a CHINA job with a MM sticker..Same one that Harbor
Freight carried a few years back.
SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10943 NEXT>10975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed a Caddy(500)in my 3rd M715 Chassis.I cut a hole inthe motor mount and
welded in a steel tube for the steering shaft to go through.Also to get rid of the rag joint I
used a u joint set up out of a van on the end of the steering shaft.
The big thing to remember with the race car style engine mounts isd that it puts a bunch
of strain on the bellhousing..I am speaking from experience here..I had a Toyota Land
Cruiser with a SBC conversion..It had one of those mounts.I hit a large ramp bump sort
of thing a bit faster than I should have and broke my TH 350 in half..My advice is adapt
the m715 mounts..Much more support.
SUBJECT>M715 Sighting in Texas POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>10981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was traveling through Uvalde,Texas,west of San Antonio on Father's Day and saw a
fairly complete,straight and solid M715 WOW on Hiway 83 north just on the outskirts of
town near an auto repair garage.Windhsield was cracked but the rest of the door glass
was there.Had the original 230 Tornado which looked to be all there.The bed and
tailgate are in very good shape.Would make a good restoration project if someone is
interested.It was light blue so may have been an Air Force truck?There was no phone
number so you'll have to make the trip if you want to see it.
SUBJECT>Re:motor mounts alternative ?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Something to keep in mind...some GM motor mounts do NOT trap the top half to the
bottom half,or just has small tabs to hold the mount in case the rubber tears.It's like the
first gen camaro style.Convenient and easy,but...
I've torn two of these apart,one with a 454 and the other with a 283.I changed the
mounts in my truck to have the later model trapped bolt design where the bolt cannot
excape and let the engine stand up.
My $.02
SUBJECT>Re:Timing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10936
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your timing tab should be in around the 2 O'clock position.I've got a 427 tall deck in
mine.Something I've seen happen with some chevy engines is that the outer ring on the
balancer for one reason or another has moved and you will not be able to time it for that.reason.Spin it over with
the driverside valve cover off and find your compression stroke
and top dead center.Make sure all the wires are right and the firing order is in line
1,8,4,3,6,5,7,2...fire the thing and then ear tune it.The 427 truck engines have very low
compression and will damn near run on dirt of beer.
SUBJECT>Re:Near Death Experience POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10961
NEXT>10978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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So glad you are both ok.The brakes are something on these trucks that really need to be
gone over and worked when you buy one,espeially due to the venting of the master
cylinder and the readiness at which the brake fluid sucks water out of the air,or any other
source for that matter.Besides the normal brake stuff,inspecting al major components
and adjusting shoes,make sure to blow all the old brake fluid out with compressed air if
it has been in there very long.Then replace with fresh.
Keep all 4 under ya!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Near Death Experience POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10977 NEXT>10979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make damn sure the emergency brake is functioning,too.That has saved me a couple of
times.
SUBJECT>Re:Near Death Experience POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
17 June 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10978 NEXT>10983
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Surely you are kidding about driving home with no brakes.That would have been worse
than rolling off the hill.I know there aren't many,but there are a few vehicles that I'd
prefer not to hit,such as dump trucks,concrete mixers,trains,etc.If your tranny shifts
like mine,engine braking is not an option since it will not downshift at high rpm.Get
those brakes fixed.Be ready to pay for the shoes.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:W A N T E D POSTER>Ronnie EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10933
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These are called footman loops and some are listed on e-bay now.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Sighting in Texas POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10974 NEXT>10985 11008 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whereabouts on 83 is it?There used to be a guy named Bubba in Batesville (20 miles
south of Uvalde)that had a repair shop who had 2 715s.My grandfather traded an old beat.up m38a1 for one of them
about 18 years ago,and the other one was light blue.I know
Bubba moved to Uvalde,he may still own it.I bet I can find his number somewhere.
The other 715 is now mine and i finally got it home to San Antonio 2 weeks ago.Its
sitting out front of my house and so far about 20 people have stopped by to ask "what is
that thing?!?!?"LOL its great.....but have a lot more work to do.Been a ranch-hunting
vehicle for the past 18 years so I have to replace all the wiring and hook everything back
up,Some of this stuff is really hard to figure out!.Can't wait till I can drive it around
town and scare the hell outta the yuppies in their Lexus's and fancy bottled water!
Whoop!!
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Wiring questions POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>10986 11005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know is there some kind of rubber plug for the wires that connect to the
brake light switch?The old one on mine was broken off and I couldnt find anything in the
TM about it.Also,is anyone running a Signal Stat turn signal setup?I'm having some
difficulty with the rear turn lights and brake lights interfering with each other,plus do i
need a double filament bulb?
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Near Death Experience POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
June 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10979 NEXT>10995
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Experience,if you are lucky enough to get enough of it is a great teacher.I once topped
an unknown hill in my 725,only to find drop off on on side and a widening wash on the
other side of the trail,getting steeper by the foot.Shut it down in low low and stood on
the brakes and slid for 100yds.Noticed two things at the bottom,wet around the gas filler
tube from gas coming out and wet in the seat of the truck
SUBJECT>Replacement Fuel Tank POSTER>John A EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>10990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok.The word is back.My gas tank is soooo rusty that the local shop recommends either
sealing or replacement.Sealing is $200.Sealing is a baking and sealing process that
eliminates rust.
As an alternative does anyone have a line on a good replacement tank (preferably new)?
Thanks
John
M725 (same tank as M715).SUBJECT>Re:M715 Sighting in Texas POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought every one in Texas was named Bubba??
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10982 NEXT>11001 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Caleb,
I just spent a week converting my truck back to the original lighting system.I used the
online manuals for a reference,and they worked great,much easier to use than the TM
diagram.Go to Online manuals and scroll down to the bottom for the different
schematics.If these don't help I'll be glad to lend a hand...I know the lighting system like
the inside of my beer cooler now.
1)"is there some kind of rubber plug for the wires that connect to the brake light switch?"
not quite sure what you're asking here.
2)I had an aftermarket turn signal that bypassed the distribution box,and caused me all
kinds of grief.I finally ditched it and bought the original one and routed it through the
box the way it was supposed to be,and threw away all the external wiring that the
previous owner(fire dept)had installed.
3)"I'm having some difficulty with the rear turn lights and brake lights interfering with
each other"The brake light and the turn light are in fact routed on the same wire,so I'm
kinda confused as to what you mean about interfering?The original lights,and most other
compatibale military light assemblies have independant bulbs for each wire,and each
signal is the same voltage(24v).So you don't need double filament bulbs.
My recomendation is to take the time and wire it the right way now instead of rigging it
(like my previous $%@!ing owner).It will only cause much confusion later and turn the
wiring diagrams into a week long puzzle.Let me know if this helps (or hurts)you any.Or
if I can help drop me an email
Rhino
SUBJECT>Attn.Rhino POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Did you ever get those Michelin 11.00-16 XL's?If so,how do they work on the
trail?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:never mind POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10965
NEXT>10992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 715.It is mostly stock but i was wanting to look and see how to improve.mine.Also a guy from work is
interested in one.As soon as we can work it I will call you
for appt.Yes i will bring my own drool can.E mail me with phone #.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Chad's rig POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,17
June 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>10993 11030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Friend of mine went wheeling in Mount Eagle a couple of weekends ago,and ran into
Chad Moliter and his ultimate M715.I've got pictures and will be sending them to Brute
soon.He's now got Rockwell 2.5 ton axles(Detroits in both)with rear wheel steering,and
pinion brakes sitting on 44/19.5 inch boggers with beadlocks.Pushing all this is a 426
crate motor.
Unbelievable!
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Fuel Tank POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>10984 NEXT>11022 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a spare tank and it's not in bad shape located in central Kansas.Let me know if
interested,it's just taking up space.
We don't have many Bubba's here but have gained quite a few Jose's,Jesus's and a couple
of Nuguyen's.

SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>10987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Got them on,and I love 'em.I posted a couple of weeks ago about the pro and cons on
them.I haven't had a chance to really test them in the goo yet,but in everything else
they're great.The best part about them is that they are radials,and ever since I mounted
them all my front end wobble vanished.Look in the history about a month ago (end of
May),for my post.I'd planned on mud testing them two weeks ago but I ran into some
"lighting issues".I'm back up now,so I should have a report to ya'soon.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:never mind POSTER>AUTOCOPP EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10988
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
contact me at Autocopp@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's rig POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10989
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Chad and his truck are class acts all the way.Chad let me drive,and nearly destroy,his
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truck when the club met in Kentucky in 2000.That was with stock axles yet.We talked
on the phone about the Rockwells,but I haven't seen good pics of this setup on his yet....I
know it will be top shelf.Chad and Travis work an M715 project with the skill and
expertise that NASA used to put a man on the moon.
Can't wait to see 'em!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>starter button POSTER>Jay EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
10997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get a starter button for 24 volt,I have an m725 that I am
putting it in and then it is gonna be for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Near Death Experience POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10983
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAN!Sounds like a pucker factor of about 9.7 out of 10.0 Glad to hear you and the rig
are alright.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:We should start an "Iron Butt"club...POSTER>munch
EMAIL>swix145@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not stock got a chevy 350 in it but the engine dosnt run to well.i am impressed seatlle to
mi that is along ways.
munch
SUBJECT>Re:starter button POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 June
2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10994 NEXT>11000
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen them on eBay before.I'd try an email to ablinn@cbiinternet.com to see if he
might have one.
SUBJECT>Bye Bye M725 POSTER>Jay EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to sell my little baby ,is it ok to advertise it here?I was going to e-bay it but I
havent really decide.It is in great shape,it was converted to a disaster communications
unit .It does diesel when you shut it down and I need to put a start button on it if anyone
is interested e mail me at sroberts2@woh.rr.com I can send pictures or whatever I am in
OHIO.probably looking to get about 3500.
SUBJECT>will wright POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,17
June 2002,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11007 11023 11028
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.will,
are you located near birmingham,al?you may have seen me commuting from odenville
into southside in my tan 715...it's the one with all the cars behind it...
would love to find someone with knowledge and spare parts for sale near me.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:starter button POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10997
NEXT>11004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a start button.Email me if interested.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10986 NEXT>11011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,thanks for the help.I'll clarify some things so its a little more
understanding...sorry,lol.the truck is 12 volt system with a chevy 292.I fixed the wiring
for the turn signal switch so thats all good.the problem was my front left marker light
(someone put the civilian ones under the headlights in)wasnt blinking right...theres a
problem with the socket and the bulb isnt getting the juice...so i can fix that.If i use the
stock front markers they work fine BUT theres a monster grill guard bumper that blocks
the view so I kinda have to use the civvy ones.
As for the stoplight switch,theres those 2 little brass posts that you attach the wires to.I
could just wrap the wire around each post and solder it but...hell no.What I was
wondering is if theres some kind of wire end connector that fits on the post or what.
Now for the taillights.I know one bulb is for the tail light,which i have wired into the
headlights as it should be.The other is for the stop and turn.Now i wired the turn signal
wire and the brakelight wire into the wire from that bulb.But since the brake light wire
from the switch forks to both tail lights,whenever i signal either left or right both tail
lights flash.Now I havent hooked up the brake light switch yet,as we know,but will this
stop when i hook it up?
The online manual wiring diagram is very clear and helpful but i dont have the stock
main lighting switch,just a generic push/pull switch.I'll definately search thru the other
manuals though.Hope this post is a little more understandable,us Aggies always
complicate the hell outta things.LOL!!!
SUBJECT>Need parts near home.POSTER>Julian"Border Bandit"Guerra
EMAIL>JulWar2000@aol.com.DATE>Monday,17 June 2002,at 10:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need a military type bed for my truck.If any member's know of any M715 trucks near the
Rio Grande Valley please email at JulWar2000@aol.com.Have any member's seen the
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redone M715's done by a company in Florida-they have cummins engines with heavy
duty auto,s,new wiring ,bed's(like the one I wish I had or found).They also have new
front end's.They are sold to oversea armies.You can get a booket on line -CMS-.Commerical Military Specalty,I'll
look for the booket with the correct address These
M715's are pretty awsome with all the new additions-TAKE A LOOK bORDERbANDIT
OVER AND OUT!!!
SUBJECT>Re:starter button POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 3:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11000
NEXT>11027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased one from Memphis Equipment,but it's not NOS.The only problem with the
button is that the threaded studs are shorter and wimpier.Definitely try to find a NOS one
if you can.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 3:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10982
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Caleb!
The closest "stoplight switch"that I could find was at NAPA.It's the complete 2-piece
unit.
It's almost identical,except the plug doesn't have a rubber boot and a couple of screws to
hold it on,like the original did.The new one just pushes onto the 2 terminal studs,and
seems to stay on OK.Bring the old one with you to NAPA,and they can match it up
(specify 24-volt).Cost is reasonable.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:SILLY QUESTION POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11003
NEXT>11009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can lower the profile you can fit more in a tighter area,for clearance reasons.Also
there is not anything finer than bugs in your mouth for breakfast,when your c's have run
out.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10999
NEXT>11077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay....I'm in southern middle Tn.I've got a few parts.What are ya needing?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Sighting in Texas POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aggie,
It's on the north side of Uvalde going out of town.83 splits and goes right and an FM
road goes left.The truck is parked next to the hiway at an auto garage just past that fork
in the road.You can't miss it...H.SUBJECT>Re:SILLY QUESTION POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
June 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11006 NEXT>11010
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's also that reflection off the windshield.What's worse than thinking you're sneaking
up on the enemy and getting shot because window flash gave away your position?Getting
everybody else killed too...
SUBJECT>Re:SILLY QUESTION POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>11009 NEXT>11012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You also get an unobsructed FOV so you can spot the "skinny"hidding behind the palm
tree with an AK at 300yards,that would have been blocked by the top lip of the window
frame,etc..
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11001
NEXT>11015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You shouldn't have a separate wire going to the back for turn signals and brake lights.
The way the turn signal stalk on the steering colum works is with a ring of contacts,that
tell what wires should get constant power(ie brake light)and which should get flash
power(turn signal).Depending on what postion the turn signal stalk is in,it divides the
power accordingly.Sounds like you have some make shift wiring that needs to be
straightened out.I got an aftermarket turn signal switch,wired in a 12v blinker switch and
switched all the bulbs to 12v,works like a champ.If you tear your turn signal stalk apart,
you will see what I mean about a ring of contacts,its pretty simple once you figure it out.
SUBJECT>Re:SILLY QUESTION POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11010 NEXT>11013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Makes a damn good shooting rest too!
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:SILLY QUESTION POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11012 NEXT>11016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They look cool?
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SUBJECT>Lee Alessi &Bobby POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just got the steering wheel,it looks great.
I got some J B weld and I plan on having it look like a new one by friday.I do appreciate
it and will be eternally greatful.
You guys ever get up this way,look me up.I think you're the closest members to me.
Thanks again,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11011 NEXT>11037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The way the wiring diagram for this thing is,the power for the whole thing comes thru
the flasher,and after lookin at it again,im supposed to use a 3-prong flasher.Im using a 2
prong....I assume that on a 3-prong one is for power,one delivers flash and the other full
current?I took the thing apart as you suggested and i see that there is a correct wire thats
supposed to power the wire to the stoplight switch,which is one of the wires running to
the flasher.If my guess on the 3-prong flasher is correct,this will remedy the problem.
The way this thing is supposed to be set up is there are 7 wires coming out of the switch:
4 come out going to each turn signal bulb on each light,front left and right,and rear left
and right.
2 come out and go to the 3-prong flasher,and then wire the other prong into a power
source (im using the accessory terminal on the ignition switch)
1 wire going to the stoplight switch.from there a wire runs to the back of the truck,forks,
and sends a wire to each turn/stop bulb where i put a Y connector connecting the tur
wire and stop wire together and run them to their respective bulbs.
I finally found a plug at Napa today that will fit the stoplight switch so i will hook
everything up accordingly and see if it works right.My only worry is that even with
everything hooked up,both tail turn lights will still flash....but I can only hook it up and
see.
Thanks for all the help.If I'm still being retarded with the way i'm doing this please let me
know!
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Need parts near home.POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pics web site photos phone where in valley are you i am in woodsborros tx
SUBJECT>radiator POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18
June 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11019 11025 11031
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my radiator apears to have crashed into my fan and is now spraying anitfreeze all over my.engine.does anyone know
where to obtain a replacement.i am running a stock 230.
thanx
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
18 June 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11018 NEXT>11020
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could get a new core installed at a radiator shop.
I hate when those radiators go monkeying around,crashing into stuff.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
18 June 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11019 NEXT>11021
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would take it to the local shop but as far as i can tell its not the right radiator its resting
on the frame and it looks like the hood smashed into the top of it
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>Joe EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,18 June
2002,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG65lMS9ua6I
PREVIOUS>11020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a stock radiator out of a 67 M715.Make an offer.I'm in Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Fuel Tank POSTER>Brian s
EMAIL>bsalazar@mhmconline.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10990 NEXT>11048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If no one wants it i'll take it let me know more about its condition and how much it will
cost...
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10999
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jay i live inbetween spingville and ashville i have lots of spare parts 2 trucks lots of
wheels most tires dry rotted motor and body parts and front and rear ends give me a holler
594 0109 or cell 229 3002
SUBJECT>Wheel replacement?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11026 11032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I keep this M715 I would like to do away with this type of wheel.Will a 6 lug chevy
work?
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
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18 June 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11018 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.As I remember,the M715 radiator is darn close to a CJ radiator except for the hose
connections.If you get a CJ radiator for a Chevy V8 conversion,it should bolt up and the
hose connections will be in the proper locations.These run about $200.4 wheel drive
warehouse,OK4WD.com just to name a couple.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 June
2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>11024 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AC,
If you want something other than the stock rims,check out the wheel interchange index
on the left hand side of the page.When you can't find any of those vehicles in your local
junk yard call Bill at Diamond Racing and order a set of custom wheels of any size you
want (he makes them all).It'll cost around $650 for 5 of normal size and more if want
20inch or bigger.Occasionaly some zone members will get together for a "group buy"
and lower the price a little.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:starter button POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11004
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Local parts stores have them.I got one made by Standard.It was slightly smaller than the
orginal but was every bit as big where the wires connect.
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10999
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give me a call.I know just enough to get me hurt or killed.John Summers is the guru
around here.(205)672-8668.Hope I can help.Will
SUBJECT>I really need this!POSTER>Randy Curran EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1837254441
So who's gonna buy it for me?
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's rig POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10989
NEXT>11057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John Summers,that sounds like your rig better check and see if its missing.Will.SUBJECT>Re:radiator
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11018
NEXT>11042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found this on the board for you:
Posted by Kevin Braddock on Monday,11 March 2002,at 5:07 p.m.,in response to
radiator,posted by bowtiedave on Monday,11 March
2002,at 5:59 a.m.
Summit (800-230-3030)has a Griffin aluminum radiator that fits.Part NO#GRI-1-
25202-X for $181.It's a 2 row (tubes are 1")and is said to
outcool 5 row copper units.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 June 2002,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11024 NEXT>11038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are going to sell it keep the tires,wheels stock.If you are going to enjoy it buy
some hummer wheels bias type with the mag runflats,about$100 each,Longs in Jax can
remove your centers and weld them in the hummer beadloks,close to you swamp
builders,freight will eat you up on these wheels,arent you in fla?Kascar has mountains
of mounted hummer wheels and tires close also,need centers adapted.If you ever get
offroad and airdown and slip tire you will wish you had the beadloks,entirely changed
my truck and driving style,i get stuck further and deeper in mud,aint it great!!!The
diamond pass inspection and allow radial tires if wanted,what are you doing with truck,
driver,restore,mudracer,sandìd driving,swamp bogging.If you put the hummers and
giant swampers on it you will not regret it,Barry on this site has pictures on his web site
and does wheels too but is in new york i think,very awesome looking truck,wish he lived
down here.its only money,heck do both and 20 inchers!U still have many options,
Michlins,firestones,9x20 etc.
SUBJECT>Starter POSTER>Martin EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Wednesday,19
June 2002,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11035
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEy guys so many swaps to V8 and ther is no damn starter for me
I can pay up to 80 Dollars for a working starter incl.shipping
IS there no one?
150 is laso a fiar price here in germany they want to charge me 256 Dollars and that is
nearly all i have spend for the whole truck
so help would be nice
Thanks
Martin
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Meere@web.de
Or need rotor and fitting brushes 4 pieces?.Ideas?
SUBJECT>Bellhousing to get rid of POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone interested in a stock M715 230 bellhousing?Has the removable cover on the
bottom side and throwout bearing mechanism with bearing.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got a 715 for $256?Damn,I bet with $500 and a pack of Marlbro Lights I could be a
king.
-B.
SUBJECT>Bryan POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>10888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you still interested in the Jeep?If that email doesn't work,try mafrisch@pittstate.edu.
Ask any questions that you might have!I need to get rid of this and fast!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring questions POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11015 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 4 wires that you talk about going to the turn signal bulbs,also control your brake
lights.They shouldn't be tied to one another at all,or it will do exactly as you describe.
Now,the wire you spliced into near the back of the truck may be your running lights?Do
those work?The bulbs should have 2 filaments in them,just like a trailer light,a bright
one for stop and turn,and a dimmer one for running lights.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11032 NEXT>11046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Located close to B'ham Al.I'm defintely selling,too many irons in fire now!In the
middle of 88 toyota 4x4 project.I thought I would drive M715 some untill it sells.I will
leave original wheels on if it helps value.Thanks (i hope i'm not banned from web site for
using the toy 4x4 word)
SUBJECT>Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a look at this jeep by going to hometown.aol.com/autocopp
SUBJECT>Re:I really need this!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>11029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,but does any of it still work???
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11039 NEXT>11044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
link is not working ?Please fix
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11031 NEXT>11043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put the Summit brand alumn radiator in mine,a little cheaper than the Griffin same
radiator.Had to move one bracket over a little,tanks on the side not top and bottom.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:radiator POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What did you use for brackets and how did you hook it up?
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11041 NEXT>11045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.hometown.aol.com/autocopp
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11044 NEXT>11047
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that's actually a M-726.More rare,and in some eyes more valuable.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11038 NEXT>11049 11051 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Autocop,Let me get this straight.You come on to this site to get imformation on what to
do with a Kaiser M seires truck.Most everyone tries to help you,just to tell us that you
have too many irons in the fire,so that you can build a Jap Toyota?Perhaps that's cool
with some,but not with me.Sell the Kaiser,to some one that knows what a real 4X4 is.I
am shure that there are plenty of Jap Toyota sites that you can join.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>11045 NEXT>11052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,it's the contact maintenance vehicle,the M726.Many of which are known to have
"M715"on the nameplate because the generator/welder and aluminum "tool shed"was a
subcontract package installed on an M715 chasis.Many did not have their nameplates
changed.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Fuel Tank POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11022 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The fuel tank appears only to have small spots of surface rust and a few assorted cobwebs
inside.I looked in the filler neck and sending unit holes.How about $25 and you pay
shipping?
I'm in central Kansas but should be making a trip to KC area soon if that helps.Let me
know what you think.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11046 NEXT>11050
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amen.Most of us here are struggling to make ours better and bigger or at least to keep a
little old iron on the road.
Making a quick buck isn't really something we cotton to.Good luck selling it,you've got
a rare,nice truck there-and I hope whoever gets it has the heart to appreciate it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11049 NEXT>11053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
amen,what a way to make friends on the only and best m715 site,thanks for this fine free
site!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11046 NEXT>11066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh!that hurt!1 week ago ihad never heard of a M715 in my
42 years on earth!I started
the toyota 2 months ago.I thank eveyone for answers to my ?I also have 4 other trucks
(chevys)that are a constant labor of love!I bought this Kaiser because of the low miles
and good condition!I had plans to re-sell but wanted actual value and thats when I found
this site!This site is the best I've visited with a wealth of KNOWLEDGE!My hat's off to
ALL of You!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11047 NEXT>11055 11068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's not a M726.I think it's a 724 with the welder body.The M726 has a lower bed on
it with no "roof".
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11050 NEXT>11054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cut him some slack.At least he had the foresight to save it from rotting and bring it to the
attention of some folks that can appreciate such a workhorse/toy.Ya can't blame a guy for
wanting to make a buck,this is America where capitolism rules.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I just didn't want to GIVE it awawy!but I don'Mind if someone buy's to RE-
SELL!I'll give it a month.$2800.00 best offer so far and i'm not sure he knows any more
than me!
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11052 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you do sell it I know where there is another one for parts.....the pto welder/generator is
there....missing transmission and body parts...but some salvage left
SUBJECT>transfer cases POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if anyone is interested i have eight transfer cases built by stewart&stevenson(the guys
who are building the new army trucks).these cases look like atlas cases they are 2:1 ratio
and they are bullet proof.they were built to go behind 400 diesel horsepower.the gears
are twice the size of our np200 gears.these are unused cases they are weathered on the
outside but in perfect shape mechanically.i have no way of posting pictures but if
someone is really interested i bet we can figure something out.i am asking $750.00 per.case thats $1100.00 less than
atlas and twice the case.i am located just west of houston
on I10.email me at nelson1225@yahoo.com or call 979-885-6534
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's rig POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>11030 NEXT>11058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
na!!thats why i put rockwells under mine he spanked my ass in monteagle i showed him
how to explode both dana 60 axles at the same time thats when i decided 44"boggers
were to big for stock axles
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's rig POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11057 NEXT>11060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK.My bad.Would you e-mail me if you found the blackout light wire?Is there any way
to change the light to 12 volts?Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:transfer cases POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
poasting's like that kill us folks on budgets!
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's rig POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11058 NEXT>11085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i forgot to check i'll look tomorrow i'm pretty shure theres one there i don't think theres
any way to convert it
SUBJECT>Wheels for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have four (4)one piece M715 wheels for sale.They are 16"x 6.5 wide.Heavy duty and
painted OD green.Paint is about 95 %.No dents.See wheels in members gallery under
"Paul B.".I was running 37x12.5 SSR Swampers at the time picture was taken.Wheels
only,no tires.$85 each plus shipping from Tulsa,OK.If buyer is in Colorado,I can
deliver.Check following schedule:Steamboat Springs area July 5-8th,Colorado
Springs/Denver July 9-18,Ouray/Durango August 14.E-mail,post or call 918-951-2677.
Paul
SUBJECT>368 caddy?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey there folks,a good friend of mine has a caddy 368 that he'll sell me for cheap.He
says lots of chevy stuff will fit and it has the same bellhousing pattern as a 350.Anyone
know anything about it and have advice for or against?.thanks,
Mike
SUBJECT>1968 m715 POSTER>pat sullivan EMAIL>pat4x4@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey whats this thing worth with absolutely no drivetrain parts?just a straight body/chassis
its rattle can red.ex fire truck thanks Pat im in WA across the water from seattle.
SUBJECT>Tranny rebuild question...POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 June 2002,at 10:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>11088 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I have a 700R4 auto OD tranny on the way and thought I would go through it before
I put it in my Kaiser.Does anybody have suggestions on what type of kit or mods to use?
It's an 82 model and I've heard I'll want to make some changes to upgrade it.Thanks as
usual for any help,Ed J.
SUBJECT>Tune-Up parts POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>NEXT>11072 11097 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am in Missouri and would like to know if any one on this board knows of a source for
ignition parts for the 230 6 cylinder engine.I am looking for:cap/rotor/points/coil/plugs.
Part numbers would also be helpful.
Thanks in advance,Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel replacement?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11051 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry autocopp,i feel bad now about blasting you.i guess you and chris were right.my
bad.please accept my humble appology.
-b.
(note the lowercase shows my shame)
SUBJECT>Re:1968 m715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11063 NEXT>11070 11087 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got a Smith and Wesson model 1006 10mm auto pistol and a six pack of Bud.
If you ship it to me I'll throw in my sister on the trade..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
20 June 2002,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11052 NEXT>11069
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to TM 9-2320-244-20 "DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL
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MANUAL ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE MANUAL"
TRUCK,MAINTENANCE,1 1/4 Ton,4X4,M726 (That's the welder rig).
M724 was a designation used for the cab/chasis.
Some of these became "telephone"trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11068
NEXT>11075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I know about has an M724 data plate but has a pto drive
welder/generator???????????
SUBJECT>Re:1968 m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11067
NEXT>11076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two cases of Lite Bottles,if you ship sis'to me!
SUBJECT>vacuum hose schematic POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11073 11078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a vacuum hose schematic for the M-715,I've got some hose
missing and no home.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Tune-Up parts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11065
NEXT>11079 LINKNAME>http://www.memphisequipment.com
LINKURL>http://www.memphisequipment.com
Memphis Equipment will have it all,see link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum hose schematic POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11071
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was sent vacuum diagrams for both the early and late style systems from one of our
members,I need to convert them and get them online for you,and everyone else.Will try
to do this tonight.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:368 caddy?POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com.DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 11:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11062
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is completely different from a 350(chevy)the bell housing pattern is different,all
accessory mounts are different,and if you are going to run man.trans you will have to
have crank machined for pilot bearing and buy an expensive flywheel.if you want to go
caddy,go pull a 500 out of an old eldorado.same size as 368 but lots more power.
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
20 June 2002,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11069 NEXT>11081
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely.I should have been more specific...sorry.
"the generator/welder and aluminum "tool shed"was a subcontract package installed on
an M715 chasis."There were three ways this was done:
1)Remove bed from an M715 and install the generator/welder package.
2)Get a M724 cab/chasis and install the generator/welder package.
In either of case above,the original VIN Data Plate was not generally changed,whereas
the Weight &Dimension Data Plate may have been changed.
3)Factory installation.These have M726 on the VIN Data Plate.
The "official"designation is M726 in all cases,describing the actual vehicle in service.
SUBJECT>Re:1968 m715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a sucker for the Miller Lite (in a bottle),but as fat as my sister is shipping would eat
me alive.
-B.
(Spicergear has a thing for my sister and they talk on the phone.)
SUBJECT>Re:Kirk Marks POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>11007 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi Kirk,Do you still have the parts truck?I am going to be off from work the first 2
weeks in July and would like to get together then.how much do you want for what you
have left of the truck at the towing yard?Thanks Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum hose schematic POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11071
NEXT>11082 11084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While we are on this topic....I have a question.Under my truck at the bellhousing
passenger side all my vacuum lines meet to go to the engine.I am missing the fitting to
join these three lines.All I have are hard lines with a cut or torn piece of hose on the end
of all three.Is there supposed to be a three way fitting here???Is it brass?Plastic?Does.anybody have one???I
normally would just go build one but I am trying to keep this truck
original.If anybody could answer my question and or sell me the right fitting I'd be real
happy.....Thanks in advance....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
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SUBJECT>Re:Tune-Up parts POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11072
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info brute4c.
Joe
By the way I am the proud new owner of a 1967 M715
SUBJECT>Autocopps M715 is a M724 POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at data plate and this is what it shows -
1 1/4 TON,4x4,M724 W/WN
MFR Model 3521C
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser pictures on line !POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11075
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
726 was a telephone maintenance truck with a smaller utility bed and no welder.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum hose schematic POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11078
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has what I call a modified y-type plastic fitting with the "going to the vent lines"on
the straight ends of the 'y'and the "from the vent"line hooking to the angled port of the
fitting.What I mean by modified y-type is:
it isn't a true y or a true t by shape,but is more like a straight connector with 1 side
connection that is angled around 45 degrees off the center connector.Looks like a capital
Y that is drawn with a completely straight vertical line and then an angled one.
I have never changed this but since I don't see this part in the books and don't have
another 715 to compare with,I am unsure.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Vent diagrams are up POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11086 11104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The early style,carb mounted round,air cleaner and late style,hood mounted canister,air
cleaner vent diagrams are up.Go to the online Manuals page linked above and scroll
down,they are near the bottom.These were submitted by John Leischner,who has given.us several excellent diagrams in
the past few months.
THANKS JOHN!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum hose schematic POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11078 NEXT>11111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The "Y"in question is the same as the one for the wiper motors.The one that splits the
line into two (one hose for each wiper motor)from the switch (valve).
The line from the front axle should tie into the vent line from the rest of the drive train
before it enters the "T"branch into the bellhousing.Then the line from the bellhousing is
a strait shot up to the crankcase vent.
SUBJECT>Blackout wire POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11060
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Will
SUBJECT>THANKS...............POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11083 NEXT>11103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But are those deep water fording installation instuctions I sent comming as well?Thanks
again Brute for posting those diagrams,hope they come to good use.
SUBJECT>Re:1968 m715 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11067
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally Brian is drinking great BEER.Bout time.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny rebuild question...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11064
NEXT>11090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try this link
krob725
SUBJECT>Difference between M715 and M724 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>11080 NEXT>
11099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe the original configuration of the M724 as it came from Kaiser and was delivered
to the military was just a cab and chassis,or what you would have if you removed the bed
from an M715.Adding an M715 bed to an M724 would make it appear in all respects as
a complete M715,except for the data plate.I believe.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Tranny rebuild question...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11088
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NEXT>11091 LINKNAME>700r4.com LINKURL>http://www.700r4.com
OOOOOOPS !!!!I guess if i put it on here it would help!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny rebuild question...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11090
NEXT>11095 LINKNAME>bulkparts.com LINKURL>http://www.bulkparts.com
here is another...
krob725
SUBJECT>Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11094 11106 11114 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking to swap in a chev 454,Is there a good,easy to find,4 or possibly 5 speed
MANUAL!to swap in that fits alright.I'm trying to decide if I want to go this route,or,if
it's too hard and I should just use the novac and put in a 350.anyone put in a 454 and
have information that they can share?It would be much appreicated..Thanks
Craig
SUBJECT>Fuel Pump Replacement POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Evidently my fuel pump is bad.I cleaned screen in lower half but it still won't pump.
Where can I get a replacement?Anniston,Al.
SUBJECT>Re:Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11092 NEXT>11096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure the Novak will work with your 454.You'll need some sort of adapter
regardless.
The T-98 is plenty strong for that motor but remember that it does have some lubrication
issues.The T-18 was the fix for that.You could pick up a SM465 for less than the
adapter and it'll bolt right to your engine.Of course you'll need to redo the Tcase shifter
and jack shaft.
I'm sure others will add to this.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny rebuild question...POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,20 June 2002,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11091 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Thanks Krob!
SUBJECT>Re:Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at
4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11094 NEXT>11149 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Craig,Chris is correct.The T98A tranny is plenty rugged,it's the older brother to the super
strong T-18.My T-98A is hooked on to a 460 Ford and this engine is built,so far no
problems.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Tune-Up parts POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11065
NEXT>11126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe
I Have both inner and outer cap,rotor an point.I also may have a used coil (condition
unknown).Let me know if interested.
SUBJECT>Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>11102
11112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,folks!Hope you've got your thinkin'caps on,because I've got a problem with one of
my brakes.
The right rear brake activates ahead of the others,even though I've backed-out the
adjustment all the way and rebuilt the wheel cylinder twice (rebuilt the others once).
When the truck's up on jacks,I spin the wheel and adjust the brake,just like I do the rest,
but this one particular wheel seems to tighten-up when I take it out and test drive it,
forcing me to back the adjust out all the way before it's even somewhere close to being
right (but it's still too tight).I've pulled the drum and inspected the springs,shoes,
cylinder,etc.and everything seems to be fine.I've bled the brakes a couple of times,too,
and the brake pedal is firm and consistent.
Any ideas what my problem is?
Thanks in advance,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Difference between M715 and M724 POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11089 NEXT>11100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah but what about the fuel tank????the one (with m724 data plate)I've seen has a fuel
tank just like the m725???and spare tire mount?
SUBJECT>Re:Difference between M715 and M724 POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 5:35 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The fuel tank is 28 gal.located at the rear of truck frame.Factory spare mount inside
utility bed.
SUBJECT>parade POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 June
2002,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had my m725 in the local flag day parade,first time out.was placed behind post color
guard was alot of fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11098 NEXT>11105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a thought...wild guess at best...
Did you check closely to see that the parts,even the little ones,are the same on the
problem brake as on the non problem brakes?Suppose it's possible somebody rebuilt one
with the wrong part somewhere in there and it screwed up the whole setup.....
Like I said,it's a guess.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS...............POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11086
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_3.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_3_Section_3.html
The fording info is in the online -20 manual already.I believe it is verbatim from the
instructions you had sent me the copy of.This info is actually from the -24 Kaiser
manual,but since that manual had so much info that was redundant between the -34 and
-20,I only added the new information into the existing sections.Link below takes you to
the page.
I do have the template scanned and am figuring how to post it.I scanned it in 2 pieces due
to the size.I am thinking I can post it as 2 pieces that can be printed and rejoined by the
user AND as one piece,that if you have a good printer/imaging program,can be printed
on 2 pages from the one file.That should cover everyones needs,but I haven't had a
chance to check to see that it all works right.
Presently,I am preparing to move,bout 15 miles,and the truck is doing lots of work.I
the last 3 weeks I have filled a 24x10 storage full of stuff that can wait until we move in
to be brought.Still working on other stuff.The pc that I have those templates on and the
scanner are presently in the storage,I still have tons of stuff left including my "new"715
cab to move...so it might be a while before I can get that online.We move the weekend
after the 4th of July and I may even begetting a broadband connection to go with the new
house!!
I may be a little scarce for a few weeks,but never fear,I'll be back!!!!
brute4
SUBJECT>Re:Vent diagrams are up POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net.DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 9:20
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11083
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>11102 NEXT>
11107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I'll check it out.
I'm wondering,once all 4 brakes make contact (even though some may touch before the
other ones),why then don't all 4 brakes apply pressure to the drum on an equal basis?I
can understand if one touches the drum first but,since they're all on the same hydraulic
circuit,why doesn't the hydraulic pressure equalize as the brake pressure is increased?
Weird.
Thanks again!I'll let you know if/when I find the answer.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could try a 420 4 speed.Used in everything from school buses,dump trucks,and
light pickup trucks in 50's to 70.Cost is about 75 to 200 on where you shop.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11105 NEXT>11109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
think the rubber hoses may be swelling?
SUBJECT>cab top bows POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at
10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11113 11115 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are the two bows for the cab the same height?My rear one is higher than the front one.
The soft top seems to baggy and i cant get it any tighter.My truck had a homemade metal
hard top,i'm thinking maybe someone cut the front bow down.Thanks for any help,
Landon
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 10:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11107 NEXT>11110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Make a real close inspection of the pads,not for small debris,but for consistency of the
pad material.Compare the one that grips first to the ones that don't.Back in the
day...about the time I hatched,they made pads for power units much harder than the non.power pads and they would
grip differently.
Somehow a different material/compound got shoed?Another variable to check.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11109 NEXT>11131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have the shoes ever seen oil or brake fluid?That will make em grab and chatter.Just a
thought.....Kaiserjeeps..(al)..
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum hose schematic POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11084
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John and Jon!Now I know what I need.Does anyone have a parts truck with this
"Y"fitting on it that you could sell me????????I would like to button my vacuum lines
up.Thanks!!Kaiserjeeps...(al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>Bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11098 NEXT>11117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A common problem in 90's Gmc/Chevy trucks is a bad brake line,acts like a check valve
and will hold pressure on the disc,causing problems similar to yours,just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:cab top bows POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11108
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rear is higher on mine,I believe that's the way they're 'sposed to be...
SUBJECT>Re:Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 1:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the SM465 in mine behind a 350SBC..Had to build my own jack shaft..Has stood
up very well and the cost was much less than the adapter.
SUBJECT>Re:cab top bows POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11108
NEXT>11116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my rear is higher the first time i put my top on every year it's loose fitting i spray it with
the hose when it dries it's tight
SUBJECT>Re:cab top bows POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11115
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The two removeable bows on mine are exactly the same but it tapers from the forward.most bow to the window frame.Any
looseness here will come out in a week or so.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,21 June 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If a piece of trash was in the line,I believe it could work like a one way valve,causing the
fluid going in to not return.So each time the brakes are applied,the presure on that brake
is just building,not being allowed to bleed off when the pedal is released.I know this ca
happen with a front rubber line,but maybe it has happened in one of the steel lines.Just
something to add to the list of ideas..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Body lift POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Saturday,22 June 2002,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why cant the 2 inch body lift for the 1972-84 J-10/J-20 be used on my M-715.
SUBJECT>Re:Body lift POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,22 June 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11118
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,I don't see why you can't.On my rig I used hockey pucks stacked three
tall.Simple easy and cheap.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Slow day POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,22
June 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Looks like the tumbleweed and crickets have taken over.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Difficulty is a relative thing.For someone who has done an engine swap before,it is not
that hard to do.The motor mounts do need to be moved about 1"and you will need to
shorten your 715 motor mounts.If you use a 94 and up engine you will need to either fab
your own mounts or use pre 94 mounts on the engine.
SUBJECT>fan shroud POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,23
June 2002,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>11123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Any body got any replacement ideas for a 230 fan shroud,I would repair it if I could but
apparently these things don't get along too well with the fan when it's turning about.3000rpm.It also shot a chunk
of itself through the back side of my radiator,leaving a
nickel sized hole.The radiator is an easy replacement.However I can't find anything i
the parts file on the fan shroud.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:fan shroud POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11122
NEXT>11124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino I am starting a 3 inch body lift and won't be needing mine.20.00 plus shipping.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:fan shroud POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,
23 June 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>11123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sold...I'll send you an e-mail for all the particulars.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:parade POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11101
NEXT>11143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right on!those are always fun.I,m in every local parade my town has.The offroad shop
rectuited me to be in every event they are in!Just about everyone in my town knows me
by my big green army truck now
SUBJECT>Re:Tune-Up parts POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaknL4INV1l36 PREVIOUS>11097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
If the coil is good,shoot me a price.The coil in my "new"M715 has a cracked case and is
the culprit of a no spark situation.
Thanks in advance,Joe
SUBJECT>Lift kits POSTER>Stephen EMAIL>pettibone8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
23 June 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11129 11132
11140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1968 M 715 and I want to put a 4 inch lift on it to run 35.Where can I buy a kit?
SUBJECT>Wheels for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11133 11135 11171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't believe nobody needs these wheels.Guess the price is too high!!
Ok,$50 per wheel plus shipping.One piece wheels,heavy duty,16"x 6.5 wide.OD
green.See pictures of wheels under "Paul B."in members gallery.Someone needs to take.these off my hands,Taking up
garage space.E-mail,post or call me at 918-951-2677.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>11127 NEXT>11130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just a thought.
Many places such as Washington State where I live only allow a maximum of a 3"body
lift kit.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>Ron Darling EMAIL>bbmach1@netzero.net
DATE>Sunday,23 June 2002,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11129
NEXT>11138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought that you could put 40"x 12.5"on in stock form.
I have the stock mil spec tires and they seem lost in the wheel wells at 34"tall.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>11110 NEXT>
11134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now I know why I love this website!Your ideas are excellent.I'll inspect the hoses and
shoes closely (as soon as the temperatures cool off just a trifle).
THANKS a million!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stephen,For 35''tall tires,you need no lift on a M-715.Around 40''then you need a
lift.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11128 NEXT>11136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?and whats your E-mail address?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Adjustment Problem POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dont forget to check the drum being out of round while you're
in there.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11128
NEXT>11137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Did you receive my e-mail?I am definitely interested in your wheels.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11133
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tulsa,OK.psbrown2@swbell.net
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11135
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,
Yes I did.Check your e-mail.Sorry for delay,did not get in until late last night.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11130
NEXT>11144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 11.00 by 18 Gamma Goat tires can bemounted on a stock M715 without lift.These
tires are 40 inches tall NDT's.They don't leave a whole lot of room in the wheel well but
they do allow for the truck to be driven on road and give an overdrive effect.Off road,
they are gonna hit if you flex much at all.With a couple inches of lift you would be ok.
brute4c
SUBJECT>steering knuckles POSTER>brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11141 11154 11176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are the steering knuckles suppose to have gear oil in them?and if so,where can i get the
seals?where can i get windshield wipers also?
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11127
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Short answer:no one makes a lift kit outta the box for these.Longer answer:alcan,
national and others will make whatever you want,or spring it over...Alan.SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11139
NEXT>11142 11148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steering knuckles should have grease in there.I think there's a lube maintanance order
posted somewhere...Jon?...You can get a parts list for the knuckle rebuild outta the card
fiole and take it to napa
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>11141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ablinn has the seals,usually he has some on ebay.I think I got mine from him for $20.00,
that way..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:parade POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at
2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11125 NEXT>11177 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Seems like I have my own parade anytime I go anywhere.There's always at least four or
five cars piled up trying to get around me.You can really feel the love.
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11138
NEXT>11151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size tire are you trying to run and what kind of driving are you doing,do you want
to run giant boggers,groundhogs,20 inch firestones,20 inch nd etc????Lots of options,i
like 9x20 firestones,if only i get get 20inch beadloks for both sides of wheels with the
mag run flat that the hummer has,it will change your driving style and helps amke the
truck updated,better get disc brakes soon,good luck,there are some people on dodge
ramcharger formum that are building shackles hangers axle flips for 44 60 70 axles,m715
could be adapted with these for more flex.I hate the stock springs,would like to buy set
from national spring for flex&ride but $1000 custom made.Good luck with your truck,
got any photos.???Greaseable shackles,revolvers,velvet rides,are all out there waiting to
be adapted to m715 for better or worse,hopefully better,not butchered,saw m715 with
rockwalls,way out of line,never be restored hak job,poor truck,free country though,the
best!I wish somebody would make an adjustable springshackle hanger where you could
return to stock height by moving bolt to original position like my old 57 chey,jacked up
nites low on monday 1970 high school,ran L78-15 off caddy with cutput centers for wide
rear tires with high shackle to clear tires in back,5.13 rear,take off in 3 gear,just like
m715 but with 396 chevelle engine.Mite go to rancharger central to look at products they
are making down in corpus christi texas,wonder if m715 spring is same width as dodge
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chey,ford,etc.Must go measure!.SUBJECT>Re:5.9 L Cummins swap???POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sean there is guy in north carolina doing cummings but 4cylinder with spicer 3053a 5
speed overdrive,name is Charles talbert phone 704 474 4683,please keep us updated
with your swamp i am trying to put 3053a in a power wagon with hopes that next i go to
m715 with overdrive &mopar v8 power steering disc brakes etc,good luck and weather!
got any pictures of your truck for us?Please i never see phots on this site of new swamps
etc,it is great site!!!
SUBJECT>Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11147 11153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was wondering who has tallest tire on their truck and what set up are you running,i just
keep thinking about 12x20 michilins nato radials,did anybody see the new Petersens4x4
magazine of the blazer with them on page18 july issue???I think think these are wheels
off m35 military with center of hummer welded in ,could be simple doityourself for
m715,there are combat super single wheels for these 12x20 michilin radials these were
designed for sahara desert,usa6x6.com has phots and does conversions,hey can u see
m715 with 6x6 rear ends cool but kooky!I am still looking for clark 280vo parts book,
np542 parts book,anybody got transmission builder to make 5speed overdrive out of
5speed direct?I am trying 3053a in my pw iwth eye on m715 if it works.nv4500 are too
high 1700 noexchange down here if you can find one,clarks are 350$and $500
conversion if you can find gears to do it as it uses same shaft.Please phots of your tires
pleae!1
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11146 NEXT>11150 11152 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The tallest I ave seen is 53 to 54 inches,14x20's,with Rockwell axles.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11141
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lube order...see online manuals above,it's in there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Will the stock tranny hold up to the power of a 454?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
keep it stock until u ruin it then put 3053a spicer out of m35 5 speed od with granny,
major rehab to install.no engine to trnsmission adapter for pw or m715 or anything but.chevy,it bolts up to chey big
block see juanm37 site has 6.5 in front,so far few starting to
show up for crawlers,clarks are good if you find one,np542 also,all these are overdrives
with granny sycro out of medium duty heavy duty trucks,some are shorter,mostly
everything but the one i am working on 3053a spaicer,i was thinking about putting it in a
torpedo tube if swamp fails,it is really lomg and jeep buds say no way jeep but lomg
truck with divorced tc git it on..Good luck any pics of truck???
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can i see?i was looking for stock type trucks but would love to download pic to
print out for wall,thanks for your site!!Hey if that thing has 6.13 what trans and can it be
driven on street if you put short tires back on it?I wonder if it flexs or was it bogger
truck?Thats an extreme m715!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Lift kits POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11144
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you are close to guy in new york he has 16.5 hummer wheels for sale and has done the
crossover,very nice fellow,wish he was down here,freight eats you up if you are poboy
like me,His truck is cover of magazine material,anybody remember when i was looking
for hummer wheels after i got gyped by offsite source,i am still waiting for chargeback
from mastercard,i smell ratfink!!!!!He was on old post?
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,when you see thosae wheels are they combat wheels or are they using rockwall
wheels with out beadloks(combat)I cannot emagine what it would be like to hammer
down on those big critters with big hp!!!!!Wish i could see the sauage if they make
pictures when they grind up,reminds me of final drive failures in d-8 cats at ranch,lots of
shinny razor blades to fish out and $7500 in used parts to get to running again,no truck
money that summer!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11146 NEXT>11155 11159 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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James,scroll down on the left to menbers gallery and click on roger 715 with rockwells its
sharp.Will
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
June 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11139 NEXT>11156 11170
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Here's the paragraph from Dana/Spicer's own shop manual:
"The closed steering knuckle requires lubrication from a source other than the gear carrier
assembly.Inboard tube seals contain the hypoid gear lube in the housing to provide
adequate lubricant level for the gears,bearings,etc.This then requires an additional
lubricant level to be maintained outboard,in each steering knuckle,which can be
observed by removing fill plugs on each knuckle.Adequate level would be to the bottom
of the fill plug hole,when the vehicle is observed to be in a normal horizontal position.
Recommended lubricant is an S.A.E.140 grade,multi-purpose gear lubricant meeting the
MIL-L-2105C specification."
I've been flamed for mentioning this before,but the military lube order is just plain
wrong.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11153 NEXT>11158 11174 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
lost my password info and my email is screwy,it is ranchoblanco70@hotmail,i have
friend coming tomorrow to fix so i can email&post pictures,i will have to dream about
that truck until fixed password,Anybody have any idea of how may members in texas or
list in ark ok la?I am alone in desert of chebbies,guy from valley never came back,tam
in san antone where did you go?I am in south texas brush country rebulding haul truck
for D-8,anybody ever come thru have 3600 acre ranch and rock quarrey at cambelton
plus ranch in mexico to 4x4,it is 115 in shade at 2pm,drought 3 years in a row work is
nonexistant,anybody want to buy otc trackpress and 100 ton sprocket puller pusher,i
rather have a container of m715 parts than this shop stuff wityh no work,oilfield gone to
hell again,only rich run tractors and they go to cat dealership for rebuilds.oh,well
tormorrow will be a better day.
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,we have been here before.Shall we beat the dead horse more?
SUBJECT>M715 value POSTER>G Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11161 11164 11166 11178 11181 11198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering if anyone can help me to determine what would be a fair price for a
USMC M715 in the following condition:Body has light rust,no front bumper and no
tailgate,one center bow is missing,no canvas at all;headlights broken but all oyher lights
intact.It has been outside for years so the seats are frame only and the tires are trash.The
gauges are faded badly and the trans shifter is missing.Under the hood the air cleaner is
there,but not connected to the engine.The seller is not representing that the engine runs
because he says he has no idea.The trans,transfer case,and diffs all appear to be intact
also...Any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>M715Aggie.EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Monday,24 June
2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in San Antonio,I know at least one other guy here that has one,one in Uvalde,and
another in Pleasanton,but thats it.Not many in this part of Texas,or the ones that are are
out rusting away in the mesquite and blackbrush somewhere...
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11153 NEXT>11160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the compliment.i'm getting ready to add the cam and heads,intake,headers,
etc.to the engine.i finnaly got the suspension worked out.it's even bigger and much
stronger than what i have pictured.let's put it this way,i have 44's on it now and they look
like spare donut tires on it.
i'm also looking for an adapter that mates an np 205 to a th 400.i'm going to mate my 205
and then slide the np 200 back and run two cases so that i can really spin those 53's.
forgot to add that i'm also planning some nitrous into the scheme.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11159 NEXT>11169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice I was thinking the same thing.Only I'll be running a 350 to a sm465 to a 205 to the
200.The only thing is the rear shaft is going to be rear short not that big of a deal but the
front shaft will the size of the hole rig and I don't think I like that.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11157 NEXT>11163 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
everybody will have a difrent opinion on how much the truck is worth.Personaly I would
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pay around $600.00 to $800.00 for it if I wanted it bad enough.but it woulod help to
know if the engine works!!Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>G Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 10:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11161
NEXT>11165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,thanks for responding.I have worshiped this site for weeks,since I saw the truck,
and I was hoping for more feedback (I'm hoping many of the users are on EST and I
posted too late for them).I honestly could care less about the engine.Although it's about
99%complete,I have a Chevy SM 383 that I've had on an engine stand for years and I'm
dieing to use it in something (I'd go through it again first)and I know the swap will open
up Pandora's Box so I guess I'm looking at the truck from the stand point of "potential".only.I've not seen any for
sale anywhere before.I am in Northern California and the guy
I'm talking to has about 20 (this being the most complete)and he wants $1500.00.I might
get him down some,but if I pay 15 am I crazy or stupid,or both?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 June 2002,at 11:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11157
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd pay 1000 bucks tops.My 726 went from 3600 down to 1200 in similar condition.The
transfer case shifters may be difficult to find,depends on whether someone is parting out
a truck.The tailgates are sort of hard to come by too,unless of course you're not looking
for one.They seem simple enough to fabricate though.Plan on spending a minimum of
1000 bucks to replace the tires,cab canvas and seat covers if you don't take your time
looking for sweet deals.
I reread your post and I guess you're talking about the tranny shifter.Without a shifter
plugging the hole and no canvas,you can bet that some rain got down in there and more
than likely the trans is shot.
Personally,I'd run the SBC with a Chevy trans of your choice and fab up the missing
parts.
It's a safe bet that the brakes are shot too.A complete overhaul just set me back 600
bucks.
Offer him half what he wants and go from there.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 12:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11163 NEXT>11249 11251
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well if you have a engine for it,I don't think you would be dumb to pay $1500.There are
not that meany m715s on the west cost,at least not as meany as there are on the east.I
would always try to get a better deal on it.But if you can't then get it!!
At least thats how I feel about it.
I mean think about it,you can hardly pick up a 80's rice burner for $1500!!!When you
look at it that way it puts a hole new light on it.
Well best of luck to you!!!
Let us all know if you get it.
Nathan............
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 4:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>11157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!You are starting where a lot of us did;with a truck that was pretty much "all there"
but needed a thorough going-over..My personal experience is that I bought a 1967 M715 last year for $920.It was "all
there"
and relatively free of rust.It had sat out only the last 2 years as a static display for a
museum.Since then,I have invested about 1,000 manhours and (not counting replacing
the engine)about $5,500.If you enjoy working on trucks,this is a vehicle that's relatively
easy to work on.Also,this website and its supporters are priceless!If you just want the
finished product without all the blood,sweat and tears that go along with getting it to that
point,then it's easier (and cheaper)to buy one that's already rebuilt.
Also,for a little more money,there are other M715's out there that are in better condition
and not missing important parts.Some are even running!For my truck,most of my
money went to replacing worn parts,but I didn't have to replace any missing ones.If I
had,my costs would have soared.
Good luck!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Fuel Pump POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>9933 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Jerome!
Sorry it took me so long to respond to your question about the civilian Airtex fuel pump.I
was just "surfing"today,and saw that you had a question about the civilian fuel pump
(see below).In case you still need answers,I figured I'd better respond now.
The Airtex Model 6510 is all you need to tell Autozone.
It fits the stock 230 engine beautifully.If you have to force it to go on,don't!Just hand-
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turn the engine a little bit to turn the camshaft;this will relieve the problem.
I have about 1,000 miles on the new fuel pump,and it's working wonderfully!No more
"sitting on needles and pins",waiting for the military diaphram to spring another leak.
Just in case,I did buy a second Airtex pump to throw behind the seat.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump Replacement POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>11093 NEXT>
11197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!
If you don't mind a civilian version (without vacuum pump),the Airtex Model 6510 is
available at Autozone for under $30.
It fits the stock 230 engine beautifully.If you have to force it to go on,don't!Just hand-
turn the engine a little bit to turn the camshaft;this will relieve the problem.
I have about 1,000 miles on the new fuel pump,and it's working wonderfully!No more
"sitting on needles and pins",waiting for the military diaphram to spring another leak..Just in case,I did buy a
second Airtex pump to throw behind the seat.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11160 NEXT>11175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you'll like the 3053A once you get used to the non standard 3rd to 4th shift.If
you're thinking of running gigantic gummies,you may want to consider the 3052 non o.d.
duece tranny.It will give a little closer gearing and in turning those massive tires it may
give you a little more oomph.
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11154
NEXT>11245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Brad,I'm lightin'ya.
I put oil in my knuckles and it leaked like mad.This post went around a few months ago.
I pulled a lower ball bolt and drained them then put grease in the knuckle.
Here's what did it for me,I'm at a surplus and see a 5 ton front drive axle with the spindle
and knuckle apart and the the thing was full of grease.Also,Barry Yar...(I think)made a
posting about the different types of knuckle configurations the military has used.Some
had large balls in them in a 'cv'sort of style joint in some of the rockwell deuce and a half
axles.Some of these different types were in need of gear oil...our's aren't.Would you
really want to lube your king pins and U's with oil?
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11128
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
06-25-02
The wheels are gone,I just sent Paul a check for them.
Joe
SUBJECT>800 miles in 715 w/50"tires POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11173 11182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I drove my 715 from Missouri to Colorado in a caravan full of my other vehicles
driven by inlaws.The trip went much better than I thought.To my surprise I could drive
that truck at 80 mph without the slightest shimmy.At first it shimmies a little untill the
50"(14r20)rubber warms up.I had no problems with the drive train.The Allison and 205
as well as the rockwell and Eaton diffs performed flawlessly.They act as if they were
made for each other.We had a 4.5 hour layover at Annaheim,Kansas because my fathter
in laws new chevy z71 lost it's fuel pump.Then we had a 2 hour layover in Oakley
because I lost my starter.Luckily,the small town parts store had a BBC starter in stock
and it cost less than what I could find in Kansas City.Other than that,we did pretty good..I loaded it down with
metal scrap,tool boxes,welders,transfercases,trannies,and other
heavy stuff and it didn't seem to care.I figured out that going against a VERY strong
wind at between 65 and 80 mph,loaded down with as much weight as I could,it got 5.6
miles per gallon.That's almost as good as my Grand Wagoneer got at 7.I had Soooo
many people kink their necks as I passed them on the freeway.One CJ had to jerk his
steering wheel back on the road because he just couldn't look away.Pretty Cool!!!!!!
-Jeepclown
SUBJECT>Re:800 miles in 715 w/50"tires POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11172 NEXT>11200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What ratio are those rear end?I thought they were 6.13 or lower?What does the tall tire
make the final ratio??Got any pictures of your rig,does it stil have emergency brakes,?
How was it getting inspected??Sounds like a great truck!!!Who masde the wheels are
they super single combat wheels?
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11155 NEXT>11188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb and two of us are here in SA.When you e-mail gets fixed,post the board or e-mail
me and I'll reply you with a COLD BEER(s).Klinger715
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SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11169 NEXT>11179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the 3053 a direct 5 gear,what mil truck does it come from how do you identify it/same
as 3053a??My adapter is lost on freight truck,does 3052 look exactly like 3953a,i hope i
don't have it now as i have never seen either,does it have same inputshaft,stickout od,bh
batternetc??Thanks for info!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>11139 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
wiper blades,i used Anco winter wipers,Anco30-13.If these do not fit on your wiper arms
i used mighty clear arms #42883.You can get them at Autozone or NAPA
SUBJECT>Re:parade POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
25 June 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11143 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been there and had that long line behind me too.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11157
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Buy it!!!!You are better off knowing going in what you are up againgst,everything!!!!!
Thats the american way,think about it this way you get to have stress releiving project,
looking forword to getting to know ups driver on first name basis,clerk at 711 will think
you are a drug dealer with all the money orders you will be buying at all hours,u get to
know surplus dealers all over U.S.,people will ask u what it is a old chevy or binder,u
will get stock in enron for all gas u will burn and safety store guy will keep running out of
ear plugs due to u !!!Don't forgot trying to read military manuals parts books etc!Aslo
everyone will call you to pull them out especially if you have winch on front at all hours!
Hurrey up and feed that m715 addiction before someone gets u in a chevy rehab!!!!!!!!!!!!
Aint it great.Hope u beat him down some especially if no winch and title,donot sweat
title there are title stores out of state for trucks like this,tell guy it will take 200$for title,
no winch knock$500 etc,go get you m715!
SUBJECT>3053 stuff for james.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11175
NEXT>11183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,take your ritalin.
The 3053A (3053)is the overdrive tranny in the M35,the typical duece truck.*Does
anyone know what the 'A'signifies?*
The 3052 is the non overdrive,1:1 ration tranny in the M35.
The 3053A and 3053 are behind diesel engines and needs the o.d.because of its lower
rpm availability.
The 3052 is behind gas engines.
SUBJECT>Colorado M715's?POSTER>Steve EMAIL>on1belay@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11189 11201 11204 11205 11206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I currently do not have a M715.I would like to have one someday.
But I was wondering,is there any M715 Guys out here in Colorado.I would love to see
your rig.
Thanks,Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
G.-
I'm gonna vote for you to go get this one too.It sounded to me like the parts that are
missing/broken/incomplete are the ones that you'd generally want to replace or fabricate
yourself.As to the price-an item is only worth in a dollar amount the price you'd pay to
have the happiness said item will bring you.
Here are things to look for:
If the frame is straight,and the body is decent then there is no reason for you to wait.It.seems to me that the best
thing that a M715 owner can do is get a truck that has no motor.
That 230 will kill you keeping it alive.
Get it,throw a SBC in there with a Turbo 350,put on some 38"mudders,get a six pack,
and then go to your local mud pits and dominate.
-B.
(James's enthusiasm is contagious)
SUBJECT>Re:800 miles in 715 w/50"tires POSTER>Lee Soldan
EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To bad I did not know you where driving by.I would have liked to take a little peak at
your rig.I live in Salina Kansas at the junction of I-35 and I-70.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:3053 stuff for james.POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11179 NEXT>11196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the guy i bought it from said it came out of newer m35 diesel,wow i hope i havent pulled
a mixup it supposed to be overdrive 3053a,hey dou know what it is like to turn input
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shaft without knowing where the gears are in their pattern,i guess shifter is with sae
adapter/i guess i could pull cover and count gear teeth somehow???What are the id areas
between i have ton of greenod grease on this thing repainted fresh over&over again?Do
you have phot or parts book source for the trans?Thanks!!!!!!
SUBJECT>cheap wheels POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11186 11209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to my local dirt tracker supplier who has 15"wheels in several backspacings with
the "wide five"pattern.I took some 3/8 plate and made centers to fit our funky patter
and my chevy pattern.Now i have heavy gauge wheels that i can use on my 715 or my
chevy by unbolting my center piece from the wheel.By the way these wheels are only
about $75.00 a piece and if you are somewhat talented in the art of metal work you ca
make your centers with ease.I can't believe I haven't seen this done before!
SUBJECT>part numbers help POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELLO ALL
I WANTED TO KNOW IF ANYONE HAD THE PART NUMBERS STORED
SOMEWHERE
FOR THE PINION BEARINGS ON THE REAREND OF THE M715 DANA 70
I NEED BOTH THE FRONT AND REAR BEARINGS,RACES,AND SEALS
IM JUST HOPING THIS WILL SAVE SOME DOWN TIME
BECAUSE I FIGURE WERE I LIVE THIS WILL PROBABLY HAVE TO BE
ORDERED.THANKS
JEROME
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11184
NEXT>11193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go to the old yahoo site,you'll see tmanII had proposed to make these in bulk for
members some time back....but it didn't pan out for some reason.
brute4c
SUBJECT>715 for sale in ma POSTER>alan EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaMchgBCgAO8s PREVIOUS>NEXT>11282 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
an old friend of mine is thinking of selling his 715,it has a factory winch,needs some
work and it needs to have a new fuel pump installed and a new master cylinder put on the
truck is in beverly ma he's thinking 700 -1000
SUBJECT>Re:Who has tallest tire on m715&how tall?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm in northeast tex.
SUBJECT>Re:Colorado M715's?POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11180
NEXT>11190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi steve i live in empire co .would be more than glad to show you my 3.5 m715syou ca
reach me at 303 569 2523.i will be around for the next week then back out to the
wildfires.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Colorado M715's?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 June
2002,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11189 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My truck and I live in the Denver area.I'd be happy to get together with any other folks
with the sickness.
SUBJECT>Zone shirts?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone heard anything about the shirts?Just curious?
SUBJECT>Martin -still need starter parts?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,at 9:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Martin,
Tell me what exactly you need to get your starter going and I'll see what I can do.
Chris
Luckypabst@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 June 2002,
at 10:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11186 NEXT>11194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You DON'T want 15"wheels on a (your)M715.I strongly DO NOT recommend them.I
have 15's on mine,and its the WORST mod/investment on the truck.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 1:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11193 NEXT>11195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats wrong with them?Just curious
Caleb
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SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 June
2002,at 2:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11194 NEXT>11211 11232
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you go to upgrade to disc brakes you are pretty much "screwed".I mistakenly
believed the 15"wheel "safety bead"myth,and thought I was making a good decision.
I'm trying to point others in the right direction.Hummer beadlock wheels in 16.5 are dirt
cheap,add a 50$center with the 715 bolt pattern and go with it.
SUBJECT>Re:3053 stuff for james.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11183 NEXT>11213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,Don't take it apart...way too much to count in there!Does it have the tag on the
left side,above and behind the pto cover?
Here's the shift pattern:
Reverse-towards you and up to the dash.
1st/granny-towards you and back.
2nd-Up and over to the right and up to the dash.
3rd-straight back from 2nd.
4th-Up,over to the right,then down.It's and odd shift initially.
5th-Up to the dash from 4th.
So put the thing in fifth,the whole way to the right and up,mark the input shaft and the
rear yoke with something.Then turn the input one turn and the rear yoke should have
made about one and a quarter turns.That the overdrive.
The first gear granny is around 6:1.
To fit these in the truck you'll need to make two bends in the shifter...one back then one.up to clear the dash.It's
pretty self explanitory when you're to that point.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump Replacement POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks steve,Just ordered at Autozone (got some strange looks)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>Alan Smith EMAIL>alans@ids.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11157 NEXT>11236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up a 1966 M-715 about 4 months ago and paid $500.00.The truck was in decent
shape,had a running motor(Ford 390)minus the carb.It also needed a front bumper,canvas
top,seat covers,complete exhaust,and some body work.I feel I got got a great deal.
The truck also came with 2 tailgates.I would be willing to sell one of the gates for $80.00
plus shipping.
SUBJECT>6.2L swap POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11208 11238 11303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anybody out there running a 6.2 oil burner in their 715?I'm planning on throwing one
in with a Spicer 3053 and I'm looking for some reactions from people that have done it.Is
the diesel worth it?What do you do for the glow plug harness/timer?Do you run a
vacuum pump for the power brakes,or do you run a hydroboost setup?
Does the 6.2l take the same flywheel as a 350?
Thanks for the help
SUBJECT>Re:800 miles in 715 w/50"tires POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11173 NEXT>11212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The axles are not the military ones,so there is a large selection of ratios for them.My
ratio is 7.80 for the low range and 5.56 for the high range.(2 spd rear axle).My
emergency brake consists of a brake drum on the Allison tranny just like the original.It
passed Missouri safety inspection just a week ago.They are the Michelins just like Roger
and some other people are running.
SUBJECT>Re:Colorado M715's?POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 June 2002,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11180 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Salida,Colorado,about two hours from Colorado Springs.
SUBJECT>Big Axles POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What kind of axles are under the newer style,rear engined,three drive axle cement
mixers?...and gearsets?Is this what Roger is running?
A front and a rear from one of them with a set of 14-20 XML Michelin's on Alcoa's
would be sweet!I'd even reform the fenders on the 715 to fit their larger radius.
My dad had a new shop built at the farm and one of this big ass transit mix trucks
showed.He was checking out my truck and axles and I was under his!They are the
epitome of overkill,but damn are they cool,and those big Michelins...the tread was a
inch deep!
Drool,drool,drool.
SUBJECT>Troop seat supports POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11215 11216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
06-26-02
My truck has the troop seats in thew bed but I believe they are missing some type of
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support for when they are in the sitting position.Does anyone have the dimensions or
specs on the "legs?"that go under the seats?Are they made of metal or wood?If you
know I would appreciate the info.
Just a note,This site has been extremely helpful so far,keep up the good work.
Joe --1967 M715 owner
SUBJECT>Re:Cool!!!POSTER>Steve EMAIL>on1belay@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!!!!I had no idea there were any M715 out here.
You guys do much 4 wheeling with them or are they for show or work.
We should meet sometime.That would be cool!
I haven't seen any Colorado M715 websites yet.Would you like One?
Who knows Maybe we can run a trail or two sometime.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Colorado M715's?POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 June
2002,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11180 NEXT>11235
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Florissant,about 45 minutes west of COS,and have a 67,it is currently
undergoing a spring over to fit the 40"swampers.Also have a friend who just acquired
one from the local fire department,his has a chrysler 400 and 727 auto,seems like a good
combo.
SUBJECT>Re:Colorado M715's?POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have property in Divide,CO.The 715 and driver (me)spend about 6-months a
year
there.Does that quailfy?Also,hi to Jeepclown.I still have the Corp 14 bolt sitting in the
garage,but it will go into a Blazer project truck this winter.Glad to see you got moved
back to CO.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Big Axles POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11202 NEXT>11233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear head over to www.tulsatruckmfg.com,get diaper and bib on first,then go to
www.usa6x6.com,then go to www.chuckstrucks.net/,what are your favorite extreme4x4
sites?bty 14x20,16x20 are 4 sale cheap in houston&san antonio,even have old hand
making rims for anything,saw 16x20 new goodyear radials for 160$$$they have web
page at www.genscotires.com in houston and ship,20 ply!!!!I put them on tractor for
brush protection,no flat and lug looks like tractor,no spinning on catus like old airplane
slicktypes.Pw site has link to 2 ton axles pn,make,etc in old w500 dodge w600 click on
old dodge link history,see swamp fox w400 with terra goodyears for army in 1963!2 ton
axles!The wheel i dream about is the combat 20 inch wheel newsurplus that is coming
with the 14x20 supersingle military,just cut out 10 hole budd center and weld in 5 6 8
hole whatever axle pattern,6x6 guy has them come with run flats,i like the 20 boltwheel,
there is 12 bolt pattern also,looks hd and no spinning tire off rim when airdown,has
beadloks both sides i think,steel wheels better for me i can beat the s out of it i i wreck to
straighten back where alcoa ruin and break,but i wish i had both!
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Juan from Argentia has this on m37 site do search for back posts,has pics in member
area,great m37 and person,he has shared everything with me,unfortunely he has chevy
in front of 3053a instead of mopar,my favorite,very easy swamp,bolton everything from
blazer diesel,bellhousing should be easy bolton too&cheap compared to surlus
cummings too high.Dodge city surplus prob has the whole works,engine bh trans etc,
ask for roger,good luck!!!
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11184 NEXT>11214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,are they available in 16 or 16.5,that way i could have the same tires available for
my w100 m37 or m715 by changing centers out,kinda like the gamma goat wheels
conversion snake river has but based on a 16 or 16.5 instead of 18 gammagoats tires with
ndt,they flat suk suk suk,do not buy them,no traction and most gamma goats tire dry
roted i founf/looked at,just my humblre .02$Could you post phone email picturesd?
Thanks James,great idea if you dont have disc at the moment but when you did you could
build chebbie center to sell them to go to 16 or 16.5,what axle do they bolt up to on race
car???.SUBJECT>Summit Radiator POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11223 11225 11237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The one that Brute posted a few weeks ago-is that a drop-in replacement,or do you have
to move the support brackets?Spiceer says that it's about 3/8 of an inch off,but he isn't
running one.
Anyone got one of these in their 715?They told me it would cool a 350 with no
problems.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it possible to have the hummer beadloks made up like the stockcar where they could
have several bhp for m37,m715,w100,w200,w300 etc,wonder if there is room,
invention of year or frankinstein wheel company?
SUBJECT>Re:800 miles in 715 w/50"tires POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More info,more info pic pic pleae i cannot wait!!!!!!!Pleae,i have a bunch of grain trucks
with 2 speed read end laying around,what front axle is it out of what are u doing for
wheels,brakes?
SUBJECT>Re:3053 stuff for james.POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11196 NEXT>11221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could you please post the pattern as it appears on knob i am mental basket case from
walking back and forth to look at screen must go to walmart 70 miles for printer ink
thank your tranny patient!i have been pressing some d8 bottom rollers apart and need a
break,you ought to hear bang when gauge go over 50 tons!!!all i found was old plate
location no plate gone,looks like gone long time,hope i have overdrive or i am going to
be very disapointed!My buddy picks this stuff up from mineral wells when he goes to
work dfrom San antonio to power plant in ark,some guy i think quit surlus,at least that
what i was told,i think it is guy in military truck mag this issue,they want to keep it
secret from me so i won't go back and buy the others if this works out,a lot of people
want cheap overdrive,the nv4500 are too high and none down here anyway but at dealer
at 3500 exchange!Where did you get your from if you dont mid and how much do u have
parts book or source foe stuff?Thank thank thank!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11209 NEXT>11217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.james,
i don't know if they make other sizes but the reason i went to 15's is that it is the only size
to fit 44's.I realize they make 44's in 16.5 but anyone that has ever done any real riding
knows that 16.5 suck.they will not keep there bead.as far as disc go if you have the
money for disc then you probably are not looking for a cheap wheel alternative.you ca
call Day Motorsports in Tyler,tx @903-593-9815 for more wheel info.they call it a
"wide five"pattern/its a dirt track wheel that comes in a 15x12 with 2,3,or 5"
backspacing.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat supports POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The supports are metal.I'd have to measure when I get home if someone hasn't posted the
specs already.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat supports POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11203 NEXT>11218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe--
The legs for the troop seats fold up under the seats and then the entire seats are secured by
small tabs that fold over to keep them folded up
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 June
2002,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11214 NEXT>11241
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are'nt gonna "Really wheel"a M715 with 44's anyways.You are going to say "WOW
these stock little front axle shafts SUCK!"(and they'll hit and get cut up from the front
fenders)I've broken enough of them with 40"swampers with my "little"400.BTW my
rear disc brakes on my stock rear axle work great in spite of the 15"wheels.just trying to
help you out....its your money
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat supports POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11216 NEXT>11234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.
All of the seat assembly is there except for the 6?supports [ 3 @side ].Dimensions
would be real helpful and a picture if anyone happens to be so inclined.
Joe
SUBJECT>Heyulp!Timing woes contd POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>itcb247@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaL0H1Mcn.ZJs PREVIOUS>NEXT>11224
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.All right,fellers.Let's just pretend that a certain m715 w/a stock 230 Tornader was
hopelessly out of time and its owner needed to start all over.Just how would I,uh,I mea
he,go about this?The pics from the online manual are fuzzy at best and the explanations
are somewhat cornfusin.I've,er,HE's literally tried everything else.Believe me,this was
the last resort.Thanks once again,oh wise ones.
SUBJECT>Re:3053 stuff for james.POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11213 NEXT>11222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my 3053 from Greene Equipment in Pa,sadly,owner Rich Greene has passed on
and all his loot,like 30-40 dueces and trailers of parts were sold cheap and fast.I didn't
find out until later...like $150 per Rockwell axle!!I gave $375 for mine in good used
condition.
Do you have a fax #?I can jot down the shift pattern and fax it to ya.When you get the
tranny,make sure it has the yoke on the rear and try to get a hund of driveshaft with
another yoke for making the stub shaft between the tranny and the t-case.
I got a pic of it posted at http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
It's under the heading,'serious stubshaft.'The big yoke has about a 1/4"clearence
between the crossmember and the caps on it.That's a good place to start for designing a
mount.
Let me try something,I don't know how this will come out...
R 2 5
N
1 3 4
That's the shift pattern...hopefully it posts the way it put it.
SUBJECT>Re:3053 stuff for james.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,the shift pattern as far as the gear locations posted properly,you'll get the clue from
that.
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Radiator POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got one in mine,had friend put it in had to move right bracket over he told me.Cools my
old 6cyl great.
SUBJECT>Re:Heyulp!Timing woes contd POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11220 NEXT>11228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pull the #1 plug and put your finger over the whole...get a buddy to crank the truck.(ignition off)till the
compression blows your finger off then set your timing mark on the
balancer to 0 degrees....this is TDC.put the distributor in the slot and make sure the rotor
points at #1 plug wire.this should get it close enough to run..12 volt battery to a timing
light and the adaptor in the #1 plug wire and you should be able to time it with the light.
hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Radiator POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't hold me to that "3/8"post.I just told Brian that to give him a hard time knowing he
thought it would drop it.I don't know the actual measured amount the right support needs
to move...3/8"just seemed to be little enough amount to be more work to piss off a
already pissed of person.
SUBJECT>Re:Martin -still need starter parts?POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11192 NEXT>11812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Martin,I tried my second and last starter,the brushes are half used and the armature has
slung some lead and looks like it has been arcing.Hate to send something you might not
use,USPS is proud of their service overseas,good luck!
SUBJECT>Calling all M-715s POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11229 11324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy everyone!Looks like this is the weekend to have some fun!Come one,come all,
to the Off road park at Tuttle Creek Lake this Friday and Saturday.Campsite will be at
GPS N39.42846 W96.71101 The Off Road Park is located just south east of
RANDOLPH Kansas GPS for the park is N39.41155 W96.73985 Come on and have
some fun!!This is a great place to test out your rig.We got a great campsite with
showers!Going to be lots of fun!!!!This invite is for any and all 4 wheelers not just M-
715 trucks I like to watch the little jeeps try and keep up.Come on and maybe we can all
sit down and drink a beer!Or why not two or three,four,,,,,Hope to see ya there.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Heyulp!Timing woes contd POSTER>smartybritches
EMAIL>itcb247@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11224 NEXT>11250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should have mentioned in my msg that I had taken off the timing cover and all.
However,I have since found some better pics and text that should get me through.
Thanks for the quick reply!
SUBJECT>Re:Calling all M-715s POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11227 NEXT>11230 11258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had been hoping to come,but moving into a different house over the weekend.Don't.think the wife would let me slip
out.My truck isn't running right yet anyhow.Have fun,
maybe I'll make the next one.
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Re:Calling all M-715s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like lots o fun!Reach into the coldest part of your cooler and have one for me!!!
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Zone shirts?POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howie,I was thinking the same thing.I go look in the mail box everyday looking for new
shirts.No luck yet.Will try tomorrow.
Shirtless in Virginia (glad it is summer )
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>letsgo29th@roanokeva.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wep,Do you have the hummer wheels on your 715 ?Where did you get the centers to fit
the truck ?Rudy
SUBJECT>Re:Big Axles POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11207 NEXT>11270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought all my stuff,axles and 16.00x20 tires,from woody.he's a member on the board
that hasn't been around much lately.i've been talking to him and he still does have some
stuff to sell.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat supports POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11218 NEXT>11239
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig116.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig116.jpg
There is an image online from the -34 parts manual,linked below.
The pieces numbered 19 and 21 are the supports.The end ones measure 21 and 1/16th
inch and the center is 18 and 1/16th inch.That is measured from the round end at the top
to the round end at the bottom.
If you need more,let us know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Picture request POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>11205 NEXT>11240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to see pics of the 400 and 727 in the 715....including the motor mounts and
tranny mount/cross member...if you can get them I would be most grateful!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11198 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder what a 66 M715 is worth since they didnt start making them until 67....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Radiator POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11210 NEXT>11244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I used the Summit,copper and brass rad.Ford SUM-380425 4-row.For Chevy,SUM-
380325.These radiators will fit very tightly between stock rad supports,you may need a
little persuation with a hammer and a block of wood.This unit keeps my big 460 Ford
cool,I am shure it will keep a small block cool.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZ,Talk to Rollie715 on this site,he has a 6.2 smoker.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Picture request POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11235 NEXT>11253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to see those too...
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels attn;weps POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11217 NEXT>11262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you put [what parts ] the disc brakes on the old D-70 M-715 rear end.
SUBJECT>Re:part numbers help POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11185 NEXT>11260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give Randy's rig and pinion a call.I do not have the number,but it can be found in the
back of a 4-Wheeler Mag.
SUBJECT>Anyone need dist.box internals?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 7:10 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11277
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna use the power distribution box to hide some 12v stuff on the conversion so I'm
gutting the stuff inside it.Anyone have any need for the electronic stuff inside?
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Radiator POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11237 NEXT>11254 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Perk,does the Summit chevy radiator have auto tranny fluid cooler built in?Thanks
for any help
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckles POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 June 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11170 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess we'll have to agree to disagree.I think if Dana had intended grease to go in the
knuckles,they would have provided zerk fittings instead of pipe plugs.From what I've
been told,it's the "cv"type of joint that's supposed to get grease,not the cardan (like our
'715s)joint,so who really knows?Personally,I believe Dana knows best,so I use SAE
140 gear oil,and don't have a leakage problem.If you want to use grease,fine.I know
some people use a mixture of grease and gear oil which is maybe the best of both worlds?
LOL.
SUBJECT>pioneer tools POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any one interested in five crates of pioneer tools?
they are for the M-818 which i think is a five ton but not sure .
looks like each crate has a set of chocks ,shovel ,ax a bottel jack and an air fitting ,some
other stuff too im not sure what it is.page address is
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=64166
SUBJECT>Turn signal confusion POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tore up my wiring harness today in preparation for 12volts.Looking at the turn signal
switch,there's only 4 wires going to the switch itself and two more for the light.It seems
that there wouldn't be any front signals with this setup.Can anyone shed some light?
Then to complicate matters,I checked the online wiring diagrams.The one marked "early
style"turn signal diagram matches my setup on a '69.It seems like I should have the late
style.
I'm going to bed.Chris
SUBJECT>Cummins swap POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys thanx for the info.And I was just checking into the
swap.But thanx for the help.I would have responed sooner but I
was at football camp.(I'm in high school)But thanx for the info incase I choose to do the
swap WHEN I get one of these beastly trucks.
Thanx again
Sean
OREGON
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>G Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!With thanks to Nathan,JAMES (you should write Hallmark
cards Bro)and Brian...I realized that what it cost was not as important as how much I
wanted it.Since I made up my mind,I've read postings from guys that got great deals
(especially on that '66 ?),but I don't care really.Even though I'm so cash poor I gotta
bring a sack lunch to work till August...I love my truck.I gave the full $1500 but I was
able to strip all the parts and pieces mine was missing,shifter knob,tailgate,battery top
box,and the guy threw in a FRESH pair of stake beds or seats to be more accurate.(He's
got a least 8 more sets in an ambulance).This truck is missing some stock parts but they
are parts I'd not use anyway.You can still read the USMC covering US NAVY on the
hood (I will never paint it)BUT>>>>>the right front wheel is frozen,so now I'll look
through the old postings because I can't figure out how to get the brake drum off....boy do
I have a lot to learn.THE ZONE RULES!
SUBJECT>Re:Heyulp!Timing woes contd POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11228 NEXT>11255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we had mine barely run at all and it was advanced 30 degrees or so.put a new condenser
in,reset the distributer and it fired and idled like a sewing machine without any
hesitation!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 value POSTER>G Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 June 2002,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11165 NEXT>11261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!With thanks to Nathan,JAMES (you should write Hallmark
cards Bro)and Brian...I realized that what it cost was not as important as how much I
wanted it.Since I made up my mind,I've read postings from guys that got great deals
(especially on that '66 ?),but I don't care really.Even though I'm so cash poor I gotta
bring a sack lunch to work till August...I love my truck.I gave the full $1500 but I was.able to strip all the parts
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and pieces mine was missing,shifter knob,tailgate,battery top
box,and the guy threw in a FRESH pair of stake beds or seats to be more accurate.(He's
got a least 8 more sets in an ambulance).This truck is missing some stock parts but they
are parts I'd not use anyway.You can still read the USMC covering US NAVY on the
hood (I will never paint it)BUT>>>>>the right front wheel is frozen,so now I'll look
through the old postings because I can't figure out how to get the brake drum off....boy do
I have a lot to learn.THE ZONE RULES!
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signal confusion POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 2:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11247 NEXT>11291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
The "early style"refers to those M715 series that have the power distribution box and do
not have the four way flasher capability.When you follow the diagram,don't like I did...
I attached all wires to the distribution box,had permanent brake lights and then realized I
had not installed the distribution box upside down,as stated in the wiring diagram.Hang
in there.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Picture request POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11240
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please post the pics my brother has all my left over 440 stuff laying around his house
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Radiator POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11244
NEXT>11259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,No it dose not.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Heyulp!Timing woes contd POSTER>brandxgarage EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,not to be possibly stating the obvious,the timing marks on my 715 are on the driver
side of the engine timing cover and not on the pass side like every other car i have ever
worked on.
hope this is new info good luck
SUBJECT>SBC power in M715?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11257 11264 11266 11321 11331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got done replacing my worn out I-6 in my 83 CJ7 with a 94'350.There really isn't
anything special about the engine i have a carb on it right now but hopefully TPI in a few
months.I was supprised by the power though.It doesn't seem to have as much as i
thought it would,and that made me think it would be a bad choice for my M715.I would.love to hear what everyone with
350's opinions are,and also from the 454 guys.I was
thinking i could go with maybe a ZZ4 in the M715 to help but that may also be low.
Thanks for the advice.Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The later engines really weren't anything special...move a vehicle and pass emissions.
Double check your timing.If that's off it will make any engine a pig.
I love the torque of my stock 427 chev truck engine.I gotta put a FI system on it so it
doesn't bog on the real steep climbs.On the street,it accelerates impressively fast.
Torque.
SUBJECT>Hey Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11229
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't receive any packages yet...you get that tbi working?
SUBJECT>Hey Perk,Summit Radiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11254 NEXT>11280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of money was it?
SUBJECT>Randy's R&P POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11242
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.800.292.1031
SUBJECT>The relationship POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11251
NEXT>11263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the fifth ring of Hell.Trust me...you'll feel that way now and then.This is
one of the most truest love/hate relationships you'll be in.You'll smash fingers and hands,
bust plenty of knuckles,whack you head on a cross member...let's not forget about molten
steel burning through the clothes while using the hot wrench.BUT,at the end,or
beginning of each day you think,"Damn is this a cool truck,"the planning continues and
the pain goes away.That is,until you find that newest laceration while cleaning up.
EEyaaaaaa!!
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels attn;weps POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
June 2002,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11241 NEXT>11435
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used '96 chevy 3/4 ton FRONT calipers,(they were the lowest profile I could find)and
78 chev 3/4 ton rotors.I had to make and bore my own backing/mounting plates which.bolt on where the stock ones
were.IT TOOK ALOT of machine work,and if you are
scared of grinding on brake parts (the calipers)you might as well move away from this
thread.I about gave up a few times,but finally got it all together.They work great.I ca
plow thru muddy slime,come up out of a creek,step on the pedal,and actually stop the
damn thing!not an easy task though.
SUBJECT>Re:The relationship POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11261 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
SSSHHHHHH....Quiet Spicer....don't scare him off....it's too much fun LOL as he posts
his experiences as time goes by....
Just kidding,these have to be the coolest trucks ever made and are great at keeping you
out of jail and off the street.You'll want to spend all your free time workng on it.
Welcome
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>steve
EMAIL>stevbronco@magiccable.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 454 in mine.Nothing fancy either Just 4 bolt main with passenger car heads
comp cam 280 grind,eldebrock intake,750 holley carb,and headers.I love it.This truck
was not a whole lot of fun for me to drive with the six,but know oh boy.
She has alot of torque,I love to smoke the 42 inch swampers.Although I am thinking I
lose about twenty dollars woth the rubber every time I do it!
Better make sure someone is around to see it or it is just a waste.
Steve
SUBJECT>J Cab swap on a M715 POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know your opinion or your flames.
I do not own a M715 yet,but plan to.
I love my creature comforts (yes,you may call me a wuss)
When I do get an M715,I would like to swap out the military cab
for a late model J series truck Cab with heat,A/C,tunes,comfty seat for my fat butt and a
nice hard top.
I have read where some M715 owners have already performed this swap,but does this
take away from it's value.
I am not a pursit,but I also hate when some people butcher a good ride.
Bryan Smith
Fort Wayne,Indiana
BSmith2277@comcast.net.BSmith
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11256
NEXT>11268 11285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 725 with a 350 &420 transmission with 34"tires that weighs 6200 lbs.Unless
you're hauling a house everyday it's great.Just aquired a brownie box (over &under drive
from Ed Jecha)for the highway &backwoods.If I was to build up a small block it'd be a
383.Look for torque not horsepower.
SUBJECT>Re:J Cab swap on a M715 POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11265
NEXT>11269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not go the other way and start with a J10 or Wagonner for the crew cab effect.Use
fenders &grille guard off a 715.I'd forget about resale and just build what you want.I'm
building up my 725 for HEAT &a/c after that it's a complete rewiring with dual batteries
job.But first installing the brownie &205 transfer case.Then its time to punch some
holes for windows in the sides.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11266 NEXT>11276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you gimme a little catch up on where the 'brownie'goes in?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:J Cab swap on a M715 POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would do the same.Start w/a J-10.If you get a 715 you will probably want to swap the
drive train to a more powerful one.And the 715 axles are expensive to change to disc
brakes.so if you swap the cab whats left.If I were you I'd get a late 60 /early 70.Slap in
a small block,big block,ect.dump the stock dana 44's for a 60/14 bolt,or rockwells.
And find a 715 bed to top it all off.Just the rantings of some one w/way to much time.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Big Axles POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11233 NEXT>11271 11272 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
If anyone is looking for 2 1/2 ton rockwell in the new england area I have a buddy w/4
sets top loading axle off millitary trucks and he has two sets of rear/front loading
rockwells off of late 1960ish dodge 4x4 hiway plow trucks.
I also just scored a winch off a duice an a half for a rear winch for my 715.any one done
this.If so how was it..SUBJECT>Re:Big Axles POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11270
NEXT>11298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a duece winch on the front and have spent plenty of time under the rear thinking of
putting one there as well.Spare tire area right behind the round cross member would be a
decent place.You'll have plenty of clearence too.If you have a 205 t-case you can pto
drive it from that.
My $02's worth.
SUBJECT>Selling Rockwell Front Axle POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one on the for sale board.I took a glance at it last night and I think it's new.It
didn't appear to have any spring pad,hanger marks on it or marks at the drums.
I'm at $900 and it's complete drum to drum.A very,very sweet rear.
Email or call 1.717.731.9315.It is the M35 'typical'deuce truck 2.5 ton front axle that is
used.
I'm in central pa would ship.
SUBJECT>Alternator cable POSTER>jon kilcrease EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11275 11308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,
I'm undoing the 12V wiring in my rig and need the cable that goes from the starter switch
to the 24V alternator.Anybody got one or know where I can get one?I'll have a set of
civilian plugs,plug wires,and a 12V ignitor coil and alternator available if I can make the
switch.Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:pioneer tools POSTER>Wes Smith EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11246
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I started to biding on these tools but do not need 5 sets,2 would do me fine,I am looking
for stock tools that came with a m715,or pictures of stock tools and cost info.
SUBJECT>Re:Alternator cable POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to the local battery shop and had the cables made.I replaced all the battery cables
with "00"size cable,a bit of overkill but what the heck....If you measure your needed
length and tell them to make it with the lug ends with the size stud hole in each end you
need,they can usually set you up in a day or 2 for less than you will pay to have one
shipped to you.If you need the length or gauge,ask and I'll measure mine..(I did move my batteries into the bed so
bigger wire is a good thing due to the length but
"00"is pretty rowdy stuff to try and make turns with.)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11268
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brownies,Brown-Lipe,overunderdrive units,go between the tranny and the t-case.
Wish I had one......
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone need dist.box internals?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11243 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't mind the spares for sure....email me at brute4c@yahoo.com with details.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>11279 11288 11293
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a chemical or treatmet to derust or seal the inside of a gas tank?
I found a perfect in-bed fuel tank at the county landfill when I was dropping off some tree
limbs ,yes I'm a closet dumpster diver.It's made of heavy gage steel and perfect shape and
the best part is it was free.It's just a little rusty inside.Thanks for any help,Ed J
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>Autocopp EMAIL>autocopp@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11278
NEXT>11281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must confess I'm a dumpster diver also!I work for our county at the the landfill and I
find all kind of good stuff!I've not seen any m715 parts yet
SUBJECT>Radiator Info.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11259 NEXT>11283 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Guys,
Alright,here are the details:
Part #SUM-380325 will fit a Chevy small block or above and is $169 plus tax and
shipping.It's measurements are 25 3/4"X 19"and is aluminum-brass.
Part #GRI-1-25202-X will fit a Chevy small block or above too,but is said to cool a
bigger block better.It's all aluminum.It measures 24"X 19"and is $181 plus ship and
tax..They both are made to fit a Chevy.The first one is out of stock right now,but will be
available shorty.I got the second model and if the FedEx tracking is right I'll be putting it
in saturday.I'll report Monday.I think it'll fit with no mods since a post earlier said the
one that's 25 3/4"fit with a little sweet talking.
As of Monday I'll have a stock radiator that's in good shape and works fine (for the 230)
up for sale.I'm trying to get $50+shipping.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11279
NEXT>11491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my tank into a Gas Tank RENU place,they did a great job.The burned out about
an inch of gunk in the bottom of the tank,sand blasted it inside and out,then sealed the
interior with some kind of epoxy.No plugged fuel filters,worth every penny.
You can also buy a kit to do it yourself at most autoparts stores,as long as the rust isn't
too scaly.2 part kit,1st is a conditioner that etches the metal,a lot like Kwikprep for
paint jobs,the second is a white creme stuff that makes a rubbery coating inside your
tank.Works pretty good,did it on a couple tractor tanks.
SUBJECT>Re:715 for sale in ma POSTER>Tray EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa63XOBCWUlJU PREVIOUS>11187 NEXT>11301 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi
What shape is the body of the M715 in?What year is it?Do you have any pictures of the
M715 that can be viewed?Do you have any idea of the cost to ship it to NM?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator Info.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11280
NEXT>11289 11385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll make sure all of the Bar's Leak and egg whites are included with that price,right?
Eat me,
Spicer
SUBJECT>Stuck brake drum POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here it starts.I had the truck towed home and much to my suprise the right front wheel is
stuck (froze solid)and I can't figure how to take the brake drum off.Help.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
27 June 2002,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11266 NEXT>11294.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I think I'm the only Buick engine nut on this site,so I wanted to throw out that the '68-'71
ones have lots of torque,if you can find one.I've got a '70 455 that I hope to cram in the
beast at some point.If you want to stay with a small block,the '70 Buick 350 was making
375@3000rpm's.That's stock,with the 4 bbl Q-jet.There was a higher compression
version (10.25:1)that year,which produced 410@3200.The '68-69's produced
375@3200.Put a Th350 behind it and you'll probably due Ok.The downside is no one
makes kits for these.The motor mounts,jackshaft,etc.would have to be custom.Sorry
for the long post,just throwing out options.
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11284
NEXT>11287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GT,
After you take the screws out (please say your done this)start whacking drum with
hammer using some judgement so as not to break it.It needs to be 'shocked'to break the
bond that's formed.Hopefully there isn't a big ass lip on the back of it or the easiest way
may be to smash it and pick up another.They can be as bad as the bolt that you wished
would have broken off and didn't and just tortured you for an hour with a breaker bar.
WD 40 may help some.
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11286 NEXT>11295
11299 11304 11307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GT,
Our good friend Spicer is knowledgeable about some aspects,but he's more of a Unimog
guy and 715's aren't his cup of tea.It may be frozen to the point where you have to beat it
off with a sledge,but remember that hammers are for building houses and axles require
more finess.There are 3 screws that hold the drum to the hub after the lug nuts are
removed.They are usually covered over in dirt and rusted in place.It's not recomended,
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but alright to drill the heads off them to get the drum to move.After you do that see if the
drum will wiggle at all.If it will then the chances are that your brake shoes are adjusted
out so that they are tight against the drum,or maybe not tight against the drum,but too
tight to slip the drum off.At the back of the brake shoes mounting plate you'll see an oval
hole on the bottom side about an inch up.Take a flash light and shine it in the hole and
you'll see teeth on a geared wheel.Use a straight screw driver to turn that wheel.Move
the handle of the screw driver in an upward motion and I believe that will back the shoes
off the drum.In about 15 clicks the drum will slide off and you'll see that your axles isn't
screwed,you just need to get new shoes and maybe rebuild the brake piston.
Congrats on your new truck and hope this works for you.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
June 2002,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11278 NEXT>11311
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
most radiator shops will do gas tank cleaning and sealing.
SUBJECT>Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>11292 11300 11306 11330 11375
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shirts were at my house(picked them up yesterday)and now they are all gone,almost.
I mailed all of them today except for the ones that I will be delivering in KS this
weekend.I hope ya'll enjoy them,they turned out quite nice.
Thanks for all the orders and the support.
Pam
P.S.We ended up with having 73 shirts ordered by 37 different people.Hopefully we ca
do this again in a year.
SUBJECT>Re:Turn signal confusion POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11252
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I guess my '69 has the early style signals.
By four way flashers you mean like emergency flasher?Or turn signals at all 4 corners?
Looking at my switch it seems there's only going to be signals at the rear but there are
some extra terminals -maybe I can get the fronts hooked up.I can't remember if I had
front signals before I ripped everything out.Stupid me I guess.
Mine has the distribution box,with a bunch of mumbo jumbo inside it and the clamp on
turn signal switch with the long narrow light.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11290
NEXT>11296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Pam,I do alot for my 4x4 club so I know how much work you went to.Just
wanted to say thanks.Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11278
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I treated my CJ rear tank several years ago using a product called kreem.It included a
phosphoric based etcher,a neutralizer,and the actual sealant itself.It was a little bit of
time consuming work.I made plates and plugs for the filler neck,vent and sending unit
hole..1 1/2 to 2 years later I developed a leak on a seam.Granted it could have been a run
through the rubicon that caused the leak,But a leak developed all the same.If I were you
I would go to a shop that does this frequently and have it done.They are setup for this
kind of work.If you are a real glutton for punishment,I believe I just saw the same
product at NAPA.They used to sell it in J.C.whitney also.
By the way I now run a plastic 15 gallon tank with no leaks!!!
When my 715 tank shows signs of leaking,it will come out and get professionally sealed.
No worries then!Good luck.....Kaiserjeeps..(al)..
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11285
NEXT>11332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats two buick nuts here!I run a mildly hopped up 69 350 in the wag.and a also mild 69
225 V-6 in the CJ.That 225 is the best running motor I have ever owned.I actually had a
buick 455 slated for the M715,But after finially getting the truck,I decided to stay stock.
The old 230 OHC is still running like a top.Hope I did'nt just jinx myself!
Maybe The wag needs a 455????Go Buick!!!Kaiserjeeps...(al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11287
NEXT>11297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AH HA!I kew it all the time,Spicer is a closit Unimog guy dressed in 715
clothing.LOL.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11292
NEXT>11309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great news Pam...Raymond has been asking about them almost every day and now he has
roseola(?)which is fever for several days,lack of energy and red spots all over.I'm sure
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when they arrive he will perk up nicely!!
Thanks much!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11295 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe Spicer is an internet spy for the Unimoggers?715's must be their only real
competition.....ah ha...it's all becoming quite clear now!...or maybe the smoke from my
torch flaming off old Kaiser bolts coated with 30 yr.old grease is finally getting to me....
SUBJECT>Re:Big duice winch POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11271 NEXT>11312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Right now I have a 350 to a sm 465 to the np 200
T-case.So my thought was to use the
pto off the sm 465 for now.What kind of truck would I pull a divorced 205 out of and
what are the advantages?
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
June 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11287 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
before you drill out the screws try applying a little heat to the heads of the screws.I had to
do this to mine.Also if the truck runs but the wheel is locked up try putting it in 4 wheel
drive low side and do a little forward and backward moving,this will help break the
shoes loose from the drum if the are seized.
Do not drive it far as it can heat up very fast and possible create a fire.
steve
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Pam,My wife and I are looking forward to their arrival.We want to say thank you
for all the work you and others have done on this and everything else.Thanks Will &
Connie Wright
SUBJECT>Re:715 for sale in ma POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11282 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im interested in your friends truck and I live in CT.If you could get some more
information and maybe pictures that would be great.I sent and email also.
Scott
SUBJECT>M715 bed on a M724 ???POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11341 11361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Working on this M724 is time-consuming and frustrating!!!BUT it's addictive!and I
think I'm enjoying it!My question is -Can I put a m715 bed on the m724?must I move
the gas tank?Will this affect the value since the data plate will still show M724?
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>11199 NEXT>11314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JZ,
Good choice!
I put a 6.2 in my m715 using an Advance adapter to bolt it up to the original T98A
transmission.The only flywheel that will work is one from a GM 6.2 or 6.5 diesel engine,.which may be hard to find
as so many 6.2's came with automatic transmissions.The 350
or big block flywheels may bolt up but are not balanced correctly to run the 6.2.The
clutch and pressure plates may interchange with the gas engine,but I chose to buy new
ones made for the diesel because I believed they were stronger and had heavier springs.
For the glow plug controller,I chose to eliminate it completely and simply wired up a
pushbutton on the dash directly to the glowplug solenoid.I mentally count up to 7 or 10
while holding the button before I hit the starter and it always starts right up.I'm running
the original type glowplugs that they say will burn out if ran for more then 15 or 20
seconds at a time,but so far they have been just great.GM now makes a new style
glowplug that has a built in resister that won't burn out even if you leave them on too
long.The extra step of manually pressing the glowplug button takes a little more
thinking,but other then myself and my son,no one else drives my truck,so I don't have to
explain it to anyone else.
My 6.2 still has the vacuum pump which I plumbed into the original M715 vacuum
wipers and they seen to work fine all except when the engine is idling.I don't have power
brakes.
The stock 6.2 without a turbo is somewhat under powered.I added an ATS turbo which I
picked up used for $450.With the turbo it puts out about 200 horsepower and with the
high torque at lower rpm,responds similar to a bigblock gas engine.It's a good choice for
a heavy pickup.The rpm range is lower then a gas V8 which will cut your cruising speed
down a little more.I'm running 44"tires with the stock gears and can easily cruise 65 on
the freeway.According to Texas Willie,the 6.2 will hold up very well when subjected to
the higher rpms better then other diesels.
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I am very happy with the performance and reliabity I've had with the diesel.
Hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>G Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,27 June 2002,at 11:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11287
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS SO MUCH.I took a wire brush to the outside of the drum and sure enough,
after the mud and rust was gone,I saw the screws.I can not ever explain how hard it was
to get them off (it took wacking them almost flat,buying a Monster screw driver,and
SERIOUS muscle before they broke loose).Once I did I adjusted them down like you
said but it didn't help.More hammering and a ton of prying later and I saw the shoes
melted to the drums.I had to use a small recip saw to cut the retaining pins between the
shoes and the backing plate (and more wacks)and it all came off.I am amazed that the
shoes have tons of material left and the drums are super smooth...all the springs and
hardware,however,are rusted junk.The wheel cylinders were full of yellow dust betwee
the rubber outer seal and the plunger.I haven't even thought about trying to remove the
piston untill it soaks in solvent for a few days.My truck's odometer reads just over 9000.
I wonder if thats 109,000 or 9000?Anyway,I LOVE The Zone and I can't thank you
enough (and the others that chimed in)for the help.I'll be asking for help all along the
way...especially when I have to figure out the Small Block Chevy (and whats a sm465?).transplant operation.
Gary Topaz
SUBJECT>Re:Starter for M 715 needed POSTER>MArtin EMAIL>Meere@web.de
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 3:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10644
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whilson i can not get to you e-mail even Boeing says taht ther is no one with this name in
their books
Mail me at mebermuth@yahoo.com
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 3:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of your efforts!:o)
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>11287 NEXT>11310 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know it's a moot point because the drum is off,but I believe you "RAISE"the
screwdriver hand to tighten.I've been doing a lot of that lately on my M715.To help
remember,think,"Tighten -UP"to tighten.
SUBJECT>Re:Alternator cable POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Jon!
I recabled my Jeep doing the following:
o Cable clamps and battery disconnect switch from NAPA.
o 3/8"Burns Electrical Lug Connectors from an electrical supply (they loaned me the
Thomas &Betts crimping tool for free).Also,I used 3M heat-shrink sleeves to put on the
cable ends to provide a clean-looking job that will last.
o #4 Cable was found at an International Truck dealer.
Have a good one!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11296 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,man!I had Roseola one time.It took the doc over a week to diagnos it.My neighbors
thought I was gonna die.I live in a bean bag in front of the tv for 3 weeks!.That was harder to get rid of than that
HIV thing...don't want that again either!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11307
NEXT>11313 11327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those little 'impact driver'screw driver jobbies that you wack with a small sledge are
indespensible with these trucks.
Perk and -B,
Sooooo?Manually locking diffs...that is so damn cool!I found a couple,one is kinda
rough but may make a nice beat mog.My 715 is still for sale,but I'm not sure for how
long...I'm jonesing to put in posi's and break an axle or two!
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!That's the post I've been waiting for!I'm sick of changing filters!The last time I
forgot to latch my hood...well,that made for some excitment down the road.
SUBJECT>Re:Big duice winch POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11298
NEXT>11317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'll nut shell this,
Big older dodges,and chevy's will have the 205 with front pumpkin on the correct side.
Stay away from a Ford 205 unless you're going to swap in a front axle with a driver's side
pumpkin.
Like early 70's through late 70's.There's some other much more thorough posts on this
back the board some.The 205 has better oil system,high drive rear output,and won't
overheat.
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11303
NEXT>11315 11333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,but I'm not sure it will work out for me.I was planning on hooking it
to a spicer 3053,but if you have to use a 6.2 specific flywheel,chances are I won't find
one to use the 13"clutch on the big trans.I have to look at the motors,supposedly some
guy was going to make a racecar motor out of them,which leads me to believe they are
the olds 5.7s.No good.I haven't seen them yet,how do you identify a 6.2 readily?Some
pictures I saw had 3 softplugs down the side,where a 350 only has 2....Others?
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11314
NEXT>11316 11523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be off,and let me know if I am,but wasn't the 350 fueler a different bell pattern,.like Oldsmobile?The 350
were grenades and busted cranks,but had bitchin rods in them.
They could be offset bushed to over 6"for small block low buck racing applications.
You may still be able to use the 6.2's flywheel and the 3053 tranny.You'll have to abuse
some parts store guys,but there may be a clutch disk that has the rivet from the center
section to the disk area in the same location.I've already drilled them out and used high
grade bolts to get the correct spline count with the proper size disk.That was in a drag
racing application and the high grade small bolts worked fine,in fact the guy busted the
transmission case.
Another option may be 'balance plates.'They have them for 400 smalls and 454 big
blocks.It's an offset plate that gets sandwiched between the crank flange and flywheel.
Moroso makes them.It allows a neutral balance flywheel to be used with the external
balance engines.
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11315
NEXT>11319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,the 5.7 diesel was based on the olds engine,so it had the BOC bellhousing pattern.I
want to say the race car guys use the cranks and rods out of them as you said.The mai
problem with the engines was not enough headbolts to stand up to the 21:1 compression.
My dad had 3 Bonnevilles with them and loved the motor,28mpg in a boat.He traded
one in with blown head gaskets,then a couple years later,bought one with blown gaskets
and had it repaired.go figure.I want to say it was the headbolt they used to mount the AC
compressor broke typically,causing a head gasket soon to follow.
I've seen the balance plates,but I don't know if they build them for 6.2s though.It would
be worth looking into.Did the 6.2s follow the pattern of the 350 and switch rear mai
seal design in 86?
SUBJECT>Re:Big deuce winch POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,
at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11312 NEXT>11334 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a winch off of a 2 1/2 on my truck.The stock 715 winches IMO are too expensive
and too small as I have seen two of them bust.I got my 2 1/2 winch from
www.adelmans.com for 275$about 2 years ago.It was brand new,never used,wrapped
in canvas,burlap,and cosmoline.They probably had 1,000 of them.I am also running a
SM 465 trans to power the winch.the most difficult (time consuming)was mounting and
making the PTO shafts and mounts.Don't forget IH trucks for divorce mount Xfer cases,
usually 1/2 price since IH stuff is hard to move.
SUBJECT>M724 POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net DATE>Friday,
28 June 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11322
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok...I have seen several references to the M724....I am trying to figure out exactly what
an M724 is....Is this just the M715 without the bed?
There are no stupid questions....just inquisitive idiots....SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11316
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,6.2's and 6.5's have the traditional Chevy "home plate"bell pattern.
Here's another one for ya...what style of balancer do they have on the front.I ask for this
reason.If you took one and had it internally balance with heavy mallory metal at a shop,
if the crank snout is the same as a small block or perhaps a big block (internal balaced)
you'd have access to a gazillion balancer and then could use the big flywheel for the 13"
clutch....as long as the crank flange is the same.That I don't know,maybe Bowtie Dave
knows?
SUBJECT>Light Switch Diagram POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11325 11328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have the original light switch which I would like to reuse for my conversion to 12 volt.
Does anyone out there have or know of a good wiring diagram for the bundle (11 wires)
that runs into that thing?The plug seems to have an alphabetic labeling scheme to
identify the wires but I need a code to figure out what the letters mean.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28
June 2002,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11256 NEXT>11323
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As you probably know,there have been a HUGE variety of GM small blocks over the
years.Power and torque are all over the map.I have a 400sb with the double hump heads,
stock truck Q-jet (650?),stock rear exit exhaust manifolds,and a high torque cam that
doesn't want the motor to run much past 3200.I also have a Ranger OD with the tires,
gears,and trans.stock.With this combo,I have adequate power,but I'm not going to wi
any races.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:M724 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
28 June 2002,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11318 NEXT>11329
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M724 is the cab and chassis version,no bed in back just frame rails,wiring and gas
tank etc.If you go to the online manuals linked above and look in the Project Manager
Manual,Army Mobility Command under Section I:VEHICLE DESCRIPTION:you
should see one and its specs.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Different Angle SBC Power and Cooling POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11321 NEXT>11326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the Small Block Chevy Diehards,this may be a good combination for a torquey,.medium displacement,COOL RUNNING
motor.
The 350's are mostly gobble up so this is the other angle.
Taka 305 block,punch it .030,have the shop relieve the bottom/pan rail as they would on
a 350 for a 400 crank (383 motor)application.Pick up a summit 383 crank kit,comes
with bearings and 3.75 stroke crank with the 350 mains.Drop this crank kit in the 305
and you get a 334.The 305 had small bores with LOTS of coolant area around them.
Here's the best part;use 400 small block connecting rods and you can use standard .030
over 305 pistons!Pick up some small chamber heads and your set.
Ingredients:
1)305 dime a dozen block.
1)383 summit racing crank kit w/bearings.
8)400 connecting rods.
8).030 overbore 305 pistons.
2)small chamber,proferably drilled for accessories,heads.
1)mid '80's stock aluminum Q-jet intake.
1)Good running Q-jet
1)Late '70's HEI distributor.
This will make a good low buck,strong engine.Oh,and if you're planning on putting a
big oil cooler on it,you can also use a big block oil pump for extra volume.They'll bolt
right on and require only the driveshaft to shortened around .100",or you could buy one
from summit.
For greater rpm availability,use 350 rods and buy the more expensive piston for the 305
stroker application.
I thought I'd throw this out considering we're not made of money and the junkyards are
littered with 305's.
SUBJECT>Re:Calling all M-715s POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had planned on hooking up with you guys,but the agency that books my band got some
weeks transposed,and now I'm working Friday and Saturday instead of wheeling(and
then drinking,)with y'all.We had a really fun,interesting,and not too tragic time at the
last one of these...great wheeling,great companionship,and a fairly complicated vehicle
recovery where no one was injured,'cept the rig.Anyone know if mw-mules got his rig
back together?Anyway,have a good weekend,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Light Switch Diagram POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11320
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the on-line manuals on the top of the screen.
SUBJECT>Re:Different Angle SBC Power and Cooling POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 1:43 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11323 NEXT>11337
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice write up spicergear,
Keep in mind I have a complete 86 305 IROC TPI for 900.40,000 miles on rebuild.
Located in Kansas.
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck brake drum POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11310
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,If you get a Mog,I will be green with envy!PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:Light Switch Diagram POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11320
NEXT>11382 LINKNAME>http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mseries_lightswitch.php3
LINKURL>http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mseries_lightswitch.php3
I think the link below has it all...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M724 POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 3:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11322 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute....and thanks also for all of the work that you put into this page.
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11290
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,Thanks for making this shirt order happen!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11256
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a .060 over 400 with a TH350 trans.It produces amazing torque.Just today
some kid lined up next to me in a turbo Eclipse.Both of us were suprised-I had a full
truck length on him 'til I topped out at 65-70MPH.I was wishin'for another couple of
gears.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC power in M715?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i put a buford 350 in mine to start with .the th350 was too long to use a proper driveshaft.
couldn't get the driveline vibration out..SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>11314 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not exactly sure,but if the 5.7 was based on the 350 then it may be the size of a
smallblock.The 6.2 is more the size of a bigblock.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Big deuce winch POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hivolt1@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa9nxRguvgvXI PREVIOUS>11317 NEXT>21009 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am building a 454/SM465/NP205 right now.
I found a tranny from a two wheel drive truck to get the rear tranny cover from and I will
find out what the front cover on the 205 came out of.
I divorced them to equal out the driveshafts so the owner,tblackj,would only have to
carry one spare driveshaft.
I believe the 465 has a PTO output on it too but I'm not 100%sure.
If you did put a PTO in the rear,that's gonna be a hellava shaft!!
The bed and long box may be in the way in order to run a one piece,straight shaft.
I just remembered,Chelsea makes a PTO for the SM465.I can get the part number
tomorrow if anyone needs it.
I,personally,would put an electric in the rear.At least thats what I'm doing.A 10,000
Superwinch in the rear and a 12.5 worm drive Ramsey in the front.
hivolt
SUBJECT>Still have parts POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hivolt1@alltel.net DATE>Friday,
28 June 2002,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11336 11339
11342 11348 11354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have the entire running gear from an M715.
I also have a brand new exhaust manifold and rear bearings and seals for the D70.
I would hate to throw this stuff away for scrap!!!!
Someone just make an offer!Starter,carb,brake splitter with brake light switch,voltage
reg,alternator,etc etc etc....
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11335 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What part of the country are you located in?If that's not too personal of a question....
SUBJECT>Re:Different Angle SBC Power and Cooling POSTER>Ed J..EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,28 June 2002,at
10:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11326 NEXT>
11340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I tried to take it home with me but all he offered was old rims and tires....go figure
LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 2:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11335
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
06-29-02
Ed,
Do you have any frame parts?I'm looking for the four frame mounted hinge halfs for the
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tailgate.If you have them and want to sell them just shoot me an email.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Different Angle SBC Power and Cooling POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anytime you got the money you are more than welcome.Until then ....its old tires &
rims....plus maybe a lugnut or two.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 bed on a M724 ???POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11302
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It can be done....I don't know about the value...Barry Yarworth has an ex fire department
one done like that with the fuel filler neck in the rear and from the pics it looks well done
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11335
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the exhaust manifold &were are you located?
Yhanks Wayne
SUBJECT>help shipping from PA towards Louisiana POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is anyone coming near here and can transport a windshield frame?
SUBJECT>Camo Paint POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,
29 June 2002,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>11350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was in the parts house and ordered some O.D.paint bombs(spray paint).The
clerk asked
if I knew the paint won't come out in a camo paint scheme like the jeep on the lable of the
can.I asked him if he was kidding or what and he said no,that a customer had returned
some paint because it only sprayed on in one color!....LOL
SUBJECT>Re:help shipping from PA towards Louisiana POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11344 NEXT>11383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee
I will be making a trip from Washington DC to Clarksville TN on 12 Jul if that would be
any help.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Disc Brakes POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Saturday,
29 June 2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats the story on the disc brake guy in PA?I want front and rears if there is going to be
a group order.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,29 June
2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11335 NEXT>11356
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're willing to pull the axle shafts (both sides front and rear),I'd be interested i
them.
SUBJECT>420 Ranger Overdrive POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a heads up,
I have found some one selling a Ranger overdrive for a 420 transmission and suggested
he post to this board.
SUBJECT>Re:Camo Paint POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11345 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LOL!!!!!!!!HEHEHE THATS BAD!
SUBJECT>shirts POSTER>johnsummers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11352 11359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.got mine today they are great looking thanks pam
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11351
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,We got ours to today.Like John said they look GREAT.Thanks for all you did.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brakes POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11347
NEXT>11461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure you want to pay $1500.00 for them.I think that is the right amount.Correct
me if i am wrong.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11335
NEXT>11384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in the generator if it isnt to much of a problem to ship it.I'm located in
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N.W.washington.my Cell is (360)672-2427 mt name is Craig.
SUBJECT>Re:420 Ranger Overdrive POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,29
June 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11349 NEXT>11373
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who?How much?I'm very interested if the price is reasonable.
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11348
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a pair of rear nos shafts I would be willing to sell.$100.00 +shipping from zip
53901
John
SUBJECT>New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I received pictures from Lee A.of his truck,nice work,and of Chad's truck with the
Rockwells and big tires.You gotta check out both of these in the members section!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>chad,member pics.....POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,29 June 2002,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11366 11397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me offline,i need info on the roll cage
ltalessi@mac.com.SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,
30 June 2002,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11351 NEXT>11374
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got my shirts Saturday also.Thanks Pam!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 bed on a M724 ???POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have done this swap,my truck had the welder generator body on it.I swaped to a 715
bed,you will need to change the gas tank.Also the bed mounts that are located closet to
the cab are different.You will need to find a doner 715 and grind the rivetts holding the
bed mount to the frame.Also at the rear of the frame you will have to remove 2 braces
going side to side if you want to mount a spare tire in the stock 715 location.All in all its
not hard,I did this with only a farmall tractor,a long chain floorjack.And 5 boxes of
bandaids for my busted knuckles.Mark.
SUBJECT>engine conversion question POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11364 11392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all.You guys always have the answers for me so here I go again.Finally got that
small block in the truck.I made my own adapter set up and it bolted in just fine.Chevy
small block to stock transmission.The problem I am facing now is that it sets in there
very low.To retain the original trans location,the engine would mount directly to the
stock mounts on the frame.This would not be a problem except for the fact that the
exhaust manifolds have no where to go now.I am debating a different manifold set up or
maybe removing the stock mounts all together and making something else.Any
suggestions?What did you guys do to mount your small blocks in?What about the cradle
type mount?I have no knowledge at all on these.Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thanks again,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11362 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,my sbc conversion used the stock 715 perches and sbc block mounts.I used block
hugger headers and they cleared everything.I should still have some pictures here
somewere.Email me offline if you want to see them.Just trying to help.....
SUBJECT>Stock Tires NDT Tread Depth POSTER>John A
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>11371
11379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am attempting to assess the condition of my tires that came on my M725.What is the
approximate new tread depth on the stock tires?At what thread depth would you consider
to be in need of replacement?
Thanks in advance.
John Allington
M725 in Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Re:chad,member pics.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11358
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/custom_cages.htm
LINKURL>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/custom_cages.htm
Actually Chad's cage was made by the company linked below.This is where I got the
pics,not actually from Chad directly.
brute4c
SUBJECT>lifting shackles POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Sunday,30
June 2002,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11369
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just for anyone (like me)whos lifting shackles /clevis were missing,
www.armysurpluswarehouse.com has a set of four for $24.95 .They are missing the pins
and stuff,but you should be able to find those at a tractor supply house.
SUBJECT>Winch Question POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11370 11438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's wrong with running a 12 volt winch off the one battery that's 12v in the M-715.I
have a 24v winch on the front now,was thinking of moving it to the rear and putting the
12v one up front.Anyone see a problem with this.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:lifting shackles POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11367
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was ready to make the same post.I ordered a set of them a few days ago.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Question POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11368
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
You will wear out your ground side battery faster than your positive side battery unless
you use some sort of a battery equalizer.Check Vanner to see if they make an equalizer
heavy enough.I think that the largest one is around 50A,you would have to stack enough
of them to equal the amp load of the winch.Easier to stick with 24v..Another option may be to run a second 12v
alternator and battery just for the 12v winch.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Tires NDT Tread Depth POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11365 NEXT>11378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When the sidewalls have big chunks falling off them.
SUBJECT>5 speed clark overdrive 280vo pics POSTER>Brushbuster
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>test
LINKURL>http://home.stx.rr.com/trugar/xmission.jpg
Here are the www.4x4gearmasters.com pics!
SUBJECT>Re:420 Ranger Overdrive POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11355
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email LCexplorer@telus.net for details.
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 5:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11359 NEXT>11404 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WOW,the shirts came out GREAT!!!!THANKS LM
SUBJECT>Re:Here and Gone!!!!!POSTER>Dave Freema
EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Pam,Our t-shirts arrived yesterday and we are very impressed!Great job and
outstanding art work.Thanks for your energys and efforts.We'll wear them with pride.
Regards,Dave Freeman (Col,USA,Ret)
SUBJECT>715 markings POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Sunday,30
June 2002,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11377
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to repaint my 715.Does anybody know what the markings mean?I was
particularly interested in "X-13"on the rear bumperette.Also,what was the exact
wording on the fender by the fuel filler?My sander dug in a little deep.Thanks for all the
help!
SUBJECT>Re:715 markings POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11376 NEXT>11399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The X-13 sounds like a vehicle motor pool number.Was it on the passenger side rear?if.so that is what it is,should
be on the driver's side front bumper as well.
The fuel marking:
CAUTION
-------------------
DO NOT OVERFILL
ALLOW FOR EXPANSION
The units markings should be on driver side rear passenger front.
Then the serial number would be on the sides of the hood and on the tailgate.Assuming
you are putting Army/Marine Corp markings,or on the doors for Navy or Air Force.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Tires NDT Tread Depth POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11371 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ther are wear marks in a few of the lugs.When the tire's tread wears down to a penny's
thickness of these,get new tires.Or before then if you don't like driving on slicks.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Tires NDT Tread Depth POSTER>krob725
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EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11365 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i new Denmans on mine.the treads are 11/16"tall.
krob725
SUBJECT>Rockwell t-case on ebay POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 June 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm selling this new rebuilt duece and a half airshifted t-case for cheap.
here's the link:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1840554733&ssPag
eName=ADME:B:LC:US:1
If it doesn't work,just copy and paste into your browser.
SUBJECT>M715 armorments POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 4:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaR.HYl3G0.iQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>11395
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am presently restoring a 1968 M715.The vehicle from the best info
so far came from germany.The bumper markings (visable)VII 22 VN
it was U.S.Army 03F74468.
What I am looking for is some information(authentic)of a USMC vehicle
that may have been use in Vietnam.Also I was wondering if anyone heard of one being
used as a Gun Truck.
Thanks
Glen.SUBJECT>Re:Light Switch Diagram (Thank you)NTXT POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re:Light Switch Diagram (Thank you)NTXT
SUBJECT>Re:help shipping from PA towards Louisiana POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm heading from Harrisburg to Memphis on the 3rd.Think it will fit comfortably in a
3000GT?
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11354
NEXT>11389 11394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be interested in the complete rear...Lincoln lock test rear.
Where are you?
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator Info.POSTER>A concerned member
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is my follow up,the part number above that I ordered did not fit for the following
reasons:
It had no mounting brackets whatsoever,not even a lip that could be drilled.It also had
the lower pipe angled so that it would point right into the fan.I have no idea why,but it's
directed up and toward the driver's side.
I'm returning mine.
-B.
SUBJECT>All Truck Nationals past weekend POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The All Truck Nationals in Carlisle Pa was this past weekend.I was really surprised at
how many vehicles and from the different places all had traveled from.There had to be a
thousand (minimum)trucks there and the place was packed with people!
I took my 715 and had the only one there!!There were even two unimogs,I parked beside
one,all day the guy kept saying "I can't believe you put a big block in that!"He's got
buddies with 350 M715 and was impressed with their power.Oh and the truck was all
muddied up and crusty from a big ass mud pit I found last weekend.Other people spend
the week preparing rubbing with diaper and spend the week hoping it doesn't rain a wash
my clumps off!It was a fun day.
On the way out I made sure I took the long way through one of the longest vending lanes
and made a big loop to the gate.I put'er in granny gear and crept up through.People love.the thing...and half don't
know what it is.
SUBJECT>Stock Rear Diff.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a complete rear differential kicking around?My goal is to have full
positraction front and rear for on a $200 budget.
My Lincoln locking device is poised and ready for action!
SUBJECT>Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11390
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In a short,badly planned run down the highway in an effort to determine the top speed of
my truck the motor lost a few of it's rod bearings.I really have 2 choices here-I could
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replace the rod bearings and go from there,or I could pull the 350 and rebuild the motor
and also replace my turbo 350 and NP200 with a 700R and 205 mated together.
I'm looking for the donor vehicle so I can call junk yards and see if the price is close to
right.
Any advice is appreciated.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hivolt1@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11384
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in central Arkansas.A northern suburb of Texas.
I really don't want to break up any major components.I want to sell the entire rear axle or
front axle or etc..
The only price set in stone is the BRAND NEW exhaust manifold.$140.
That is what was paid for it.
Make an offer!!
hivolt
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11388 NEXT>11391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm not sure that combo will come stock.the 700 r4 is looked at as being a mild to light
duty tranny while the np 205 is stout.they typically wouldn't put the two together.i'm not
saying that you can't put them together,just i don't think that you will find them together
in a donor vehicle from the factory.
then again i've been wrong before.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at
12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11390 NEXT>11393
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After making some calls I heard the same thing all morning.I was looking to mate
together a stout transfer case with an equally stout tranny and also get overdrive.I hear a
turbo 400 is tough.....and cheap.
Thanks for your advice.For some reason having to rebuild the motor in my mind equalled
a complete restructuring of my drive train.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion question POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11362 NEXT>11396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a pair of stock corvette center dump manifolds.These seemed to work fine.I used
the Novak adaptor and their motor mount kit.I could have made the mounts myself after
seeing them.They bolted to the stock frame horns.
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11391 NEXT>11407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what ever you do get a tach and consider a rev limiter
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11384 NEXT>11420 11434 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i have a complete rear that i had nos gears 587 put in new wheel cylinders and shoes in
past year lincon locker already instaled!!!put rockweels under mine dont need any more
$250+shipping i'm in alabama also have lots of other parts on 2 parts trucks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 armorments POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho PREVIOUS>11381 NEXT>11401 11427
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glen,good luck in your search.What I saw in nam was the same creativity that these
guys have in the zone.If it could be bought,traded for or stolen it could end up on a 715.
Quad 50 cal machine guns??The 715 was a tool that the GI used to their best advantage
and rules did not always apply.
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion question POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11392 NEXT>11416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know where I can get the Novak adapter?I cant decide if I want to use the stock.tranny or add a Chevy 4 speed
tranny to the small block and worry about how to mate it
with the tranfer case.My decision may come down to the expense of it all....Is the stock
tranny a good piece?
SUBJECT>Re:chad,member pics.....POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee did you get my email regarding the seats?I guess you did and California is too far
away??I don't know what those things are worth.Mine have a military sticker on the
bottom that show 6/78 as the date of manufacture.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rear Diff.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
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DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11387
NEXT>11432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoa Spicer!You are going to weld the spiders in front and rear?If you do that your
truck will be useless on the dry pavement,every time you go around a corner your thuck
will wheel hop,skid,scuff,bind,and minimize tire life,not to mention giant stress on drive
train parts and crab walking in mud,snow,and ice.I can see doing this on the rear only,but
the front,with the stock D-60 weak axles,with big block power,you are heading for
broken axle city.Good luck anyway.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:715 markings POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Monday,
1 July 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11377 NEXT>11463
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep X-13 is on the rear bumperette passenger side.I can't read the front driver side yet.
502S is on the front passenger and rear driver.What's the yellow circle with the number
in it on the passenger door?Were subdued (black)markings always used in war time?
What I'm getting at is,how can I tell if mine was in Vietnam or stateside?Thanks for the
help
SUBJECT>Military Winching Techniques POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11402 11406 11410
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/winch/index.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/winch/index.html
Have a winch and need a little primer on recovering vehicles from different situation the
correct way?Well I found a Military manual online that covers this and even talks about
using the wheels/hubs as a winch in a pinch...and it uses an M715 to illustrate this!!!
Find this new addition to the site in the 'Online Manuals'section linked above under the
title 'Military Winching Guide'or at the link below.
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 armorments POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11395.NEXT>11411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have any pics of active duty 715's??????I want to put my Dad's unit's bumper
numbers (and stuff)on mine and need a model
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I had pieces of a manual that showed,raising the rig with no jack,skiding with
broken axle,using the hubs w/cables to act as a winch(It works),lot o'tricks.My Dad
drove a truck in WW11,they learned to winch across ravines,bury a rope in sand for
several yards,then attach a winch to the end of it.If it is a straight line pull,you got a
anchor.The original on this site,I would crown you KING
SUBJECT>rear u joint #?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,
at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11415 11430 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone have the part number for the rear u-joints.I am having trouble with the parts
file so I thought I would just ask.
Thanks in advance
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,1
July 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>11374 NEXT>11405 11408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine today,look great,Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
1 July 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11404 NEXT>11538
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Pam from all of us up here who will very proudly be wearing our new shirts for
the 4th of July!!!!!!
By the way,they are absolutely perfect....you done one hell of a job there and we all owe
you one!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great job jon.as usual you have found us some good info about our trucks.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:22 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11393
NEXT>
11409 11429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 700R4/NP208 combo for sale in central KS.Out of 82 Suburban,bought of ebay,
sold to me as good.Also info on adaptor for 700R4 to 205 case is available.I have a 205
also I was going to use for sale.And last but not least have adaptor/bell hsng for SBC to
stock tranny available.I just bought a ranger overdrive so won't need this stuff and need
to raise a little coin to finish my Kaiser....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1
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July 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11404 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got mine today also.nice work pam!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11407 NEXT>11413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please tell us about the pro/con of the ranger o.d.so far,why did you chose it over other
stuff,how bout pics,Please???
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11400 NEXT>11419 11442 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Excellent,please more,more!!!!!Good idea if you could cover cheap snatch blocks i see
people using for real us iron,they can really fly when the truck is stuck in hole,wonder
what snatch block should be used correctly with the m715 when winching or pulling out
with other truck??What winch line raing lay,etc,how to attach chain&clamps correctly
etc.I could use refresher,especially on where and what to make shear keys out of the
correct materials if none are available.Thanks for info!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 armorments POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11401 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Search under Army Transportation Association Vietnam on the web.Military Vehicles
Magazine ran a couple of articles about guntrucks mostly 5 and 2 1/2 ton 6 bys.This was
one of the info contacts.My search came up with al kinds of neat sites.Let us know if
you find any 715s...OK
SUBJECT>Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*POSTER>Jim
Ferguson EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 7:09.p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11414
11443 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
While I was painting the budd rim on my Kaiser,my mind began to wonder (damn paint
fumes).I know that our trucks have the T-98,which is the Daddy to the T-18.Is it
possible to mate a Dana 18 transfer case to the T-98?The reason for asking is that I know
that there is a bolt on overdrive for the Dana 18 (Saturn/Warn overdrive).For someone
who had a healthy Tornado,or a re-power,that would give the truck a few less RPM's on
the straight and narrow path.I was not thinking about this for speed,as much as reducing
RPM's,and increasing mileage a we bit.
Ok...you guys can get me now *L*
Have a great one!
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11409 NEXT>
11421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know it's strong and reliable 7 1/2"long gearbox that bolts between tranny and
bell hsng.Made by Advanced Adaptors for more than 25yrs it has 1:1 and 27%overdrive.
According to their catalog,it can be bolted to Chevy,Ford,and AMC engine but is limited
to a few trannies styles.I'm going to put it between my .060 over 383 (390?)sbc and
SM420.I wanted to keep my clutch,have overdrive and low 1st gear.A big reason I'm
going this way is the good deal I'm getting.I found out that the 700R4 wouldn't handle
my strokers torque (425lbs.)without major rebuild and more of my limited funds.This all
I know,go to Adv.Adptrs.web site for pictures and more info...hopes this helps
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hivolt1@alltel.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's pretty smart thankin if you ask me.
But,the Saturn doesn't have provisions for a divorced case does it??
You would need to bolt the xfer case directly to the O/D unit.
But you could use a D300 with the 1 1/2"output shaft and the 4 to 1 kit from Tera!!!
You'd have a true twin stick with front wheel only drive!
By the time you got done with the adptors and new drive shafts and custom mounts,you
could have put an Atlas in with lower gears in the pumpkins.
hivolt
Pass the paint dude...
SUBJECT>Re:rear u joint #?POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11403
NEXT>11417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.steve,the napa #is 369 same as small gm joint with external snaprings.by the by,all
joints in the drivelines are the same
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion question POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me make a suggestion.if the chevy is really close to bolting up to stock frame horns
try mounts for 67-72 chevy pu.with small block.they are thin and use a single frame side
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bolt to locate mount.i would replace it with a pointed stud though.easier to line up.as for
manifolds,ramshorn units from same model truck will work and 81-86 pu.manifolds may
work.they stay up high and dump at rear.
SUBJECT>Re:rear u joint #?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1 July
2002,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11415 NEXT>11418
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks dave
No napa in my area but I will see if they can cross reference the number.Thanks agai
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:rear u joint #?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11417
NEXT>11457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Off the top of my head,I want to say the dimensions are 1-1/16"diameter caps x 3-1/4"
from cap to cap.I think it actually mic'ed out to 3.225"but the driveshaft guy said it was
3-1/4".Assuming I remember correctly (I just did the work last week),any good
driveshaft shop or parts house should be able to get what you need.Outside clips is
important to tell them too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques attn Brute POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11410 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just got a copy of the Vehicle recovery and feild expediant book from portrayal press,i
could scan it........
also i have checked around and here is the best and cheapest snatch block i could find....
good rating AND fits our 7'16"cable
http://www.4by4connection.com/arbsnatchblock.html
i found it as cheap as 45 bucks.also with 4 snatch blocks you can winch yourself
backwards..........
SUBJECT>M-715 for chevy?Lol POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11394
NEXT>11433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.John,trade spicer the rear for some chevy parts,Lol.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11413 NEXT>11424 11431 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,sounds sound to me,how much are they rated at?The clark280vo are not flying off
the self at $2300 each plus misc!!!!!I sure tried to find some kind of medium duty 2 ton
5speed od that would be tuff and cheappppp!!!!!!!It is not spicer 3053a to mopar either,
so far it is frankenstein swap,the truck bh from w300 is setup wrong or something with
the flywheel i have not figured out yet,finally rained 5 inches first time since feb.We are
still in a federal declared diaster county and state as well.Good luck!!!!!!!!!!!!Have you
ever seen anybody with the crankshaft bearigs that make up for hole not being drilled in
crankshaft for standard transmission on web?Like it would go in kinda like a torgue
converter does i think,odd stuff gives me headache like this!
SUBJECT>fire brush truck story POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i met a guy tonigh who drove a fire brush truck m715 for 4 years and used to haul a
loaded 500 gallon water tank (3500lbs)and all the equipment offroad.he said they rarely
got it stuck and it did great off road in ravines.he said off camber the water would slosh
and pick up a wheel,but he said he loved the truck.they rarely got it stuck and had stock
NDT's.he also said the winch never let them down.i know they had to have the truck
pushing at least 10000 pounds.he said the truck is STILL running with the STOCK
original motor in north louisiana.he also said he believes the truck (prior to 12v
conversion)started with 24volts bud a solinoid (sp)switched in for 12 volt accesories?
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11422
NEXT>11425 11436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he also said they fabricated 4 long bars that went through the hub shackles and they used
as big stick/pry bar.you would put it in 4 wheel drive and it would lift itself out of the
ruts!!!!!!!!!!is that nuts?????
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11421 NEXT>
11426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm paying $550 +shpg and the seller says that's half price.I remember seeing them go
for a little over $1200 a few yrs.back from a dealer.Not with in my budget!I would still
be planning on 700R4/205 if I hadn't stumbeled onto this one.I'm clueless about the
crank bearing deal you mentioned.Keep us posted....later.SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>Ed
J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11423 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
An engineer at my work place who heads the local VFD said about the same except they
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even had the tires on fire a couple of times!Had to rewire one because of the heat melting
the insulation from driving over grass fires trying to put them out.Never been stuck and
had pulled out a 6x6 stuck in blow sand.......cool or what
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,1 July 2002,at 11:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11424 NEXT>11445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I too am looking at a variety of options to get my newly acquired M715 running.I
have a 383 torque monster that I built for a '77 Chevy 4x4 PU,just before it was stole
and never again to be seen.I am interested in the adapter you mentioned for the stock
tranny/SBC combo....how much?I can't decide how deep I want to plunge into this truck
at this point.I know I will end up going off the deep end,but for now...I am trying to
convince myself to pay my house payment first and drive it a while before I shoot for
perfection.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 armorments POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 12:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11395 NEXT>11428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
God,a 715 with a quad of 50's.....now thats a wet dream come true!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:M715 armorments POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 3:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11427
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a picture of a truck some guy had put a skaterail in,that looked cool.I would do
that.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11407 NEXT>11446
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
I have my turbo 350 divorced right now and guess I'm going to keep it that way.I
appreciate the offer,but from what everyone tells me the NP200 is aobut as bulletproof as
I can get and if I can keep the heat down and put up with the noise it'll last forever.I do
plan on upgrading the tranny to a 700R,but I reckon I need to tear up my turbo 350 first.so I'll have the need as
well as the core.
Let us know how the Ranger works once installed.....
Thanks again,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:rear u joint #?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11403
NEXT>11480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,It's a standard Spicer 1310 series joint.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11421 NEXT>11539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,some of the big truck stuff has a ball bearing pressed into the center of the
flywheel.My 6 and 7 liter big block chevy truck flywheel had this and I was able to use it
with the 3053a od tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rear Diff.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11398
NEXT>11454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,here's a little reasoning to the madness.I'm not spending $500 bucks on a front posi
to only be used when I need it.I have lockouts so having the front solid won't affect
driving it any other time than in 4wd and locked in.I do foresee the hubs not wanting to
unlock easily,but I'll deal with it.I came across a front axle for $150.that'll give me the
diff to weld,and spare axle shafts to keep on the truck.So that's the front logic.
I'm still debating about welding the rear.I've heard all kinds of stories about the super
impressive strength of the D70 shafts and wouldn't be worried about breakage there,just
extra tire wear.
So I'll throw this out;Does the Detriot No-Spin,the $300 dollar lunchbox unit,hop the
inside tire on pavement on a turn or does it actually release it?
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for chevy?Lol POSTER>Wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11420 NEXT>11466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey john what part of alabama do you live.i live in russellville al and need a few parts.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11394
NEXT>11467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey JohnSummers...I've got big block parts and other stuff...
Huh,huh?.How'd that thing work Lincoln locked?
SUBJECT>Re:cheap wheels attn;weps POSTER>Wilson thorne
EMAIL>danielwthorne@boeing.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the same thing but used half ton calipers and all i had to was grind the brackets .i
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also used the wide five stock car wheels and they work great.on the rear brakes the 3/4
ton brackets were the right size for the axle and all i had to do was position them and
weld.
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11423 NEXT>11437
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried this once.I was sitting on the frame and had no winch.The CJ-7s that came by
were good for moral support,but none of them had the weight to get me out.I had broken
my come-along and so I stuck the handle through the hub shackle and tried to use it to lift
me out.Instead of lifting me the foot I needed,it just spun the other wheel.So i got a
crowbar and stuck it in that one.It then bent my crowbar.I then got a beer and sat on the
tailgate and waited for a guy with a winch.
I lost all faith in my hub shakles on that day.Now I just consider them a pain when I'm
trying to get through a really tight spot.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11436 NEXT>11439 11440 11557 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey -B,they do come off...hint,hint.
Somebody bolted a set of them behind the bumperettes on my truck and put big pulling
shackles through them...was this a factory set up?It doesn't seem like it,but who knows
with the military stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11368 NEXT>11444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
Joe's right.I tried this and it wouldn't ever charge my second battery.It wouldn't run it
down too quick,but no matter how little I used it,it just wouldn't charge.I never tried
getting a battery isolator...I just gave up.I'm a quitter.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:19 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>11437 NEXT>11476
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
I'm going to take them off,but I have bigger fish to fry (remember the burnt up motor?).I
am trying to get the truck completely done before I start with the little stuff.
My rear bumper is about 2"thick plate steel that's about a foot wide and runs from frame
rail to frame rail.I used my new-fangled welder to weld on some massive D-ring
shackles.I have the sunburn to prove it.
I need to take some pictures of my truck to send to Lee and Will,can I borrow your
digital camera?I swear on your mother that I'll return it.
-B.
(wonder if Brute will edit this-he seems to every time I mention you have a mother)
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2
July 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11437 NEXT>11441
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's stock.If you don't want them,send them to me,I'll pay for the shipping!
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Moz,
I'm gonna keep them.They aren't centered and didn't quite look right.I was just
wondering.
Isn't anyone interested in my Rockwell steer axle???
"You cannot build a reputation on what you say you're going to build."
~Henry Ford~
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11410
NEXT>11447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re the snatch blocks,I built a couple using some very large U shackles that had a
threaded cross bolt.The shackles were 1-1/4 stock as was the cross bolt.I bored a piece
of heavy wall pipe to fit and welded a washer on each end to act as a sheave then slipped
that over the cross pin.A coat of grease helps the pipe turn.To use it,you run the winch
hook and cable thru the shackle and back to the truck,then attach the ahackle to the
anchor (or stuck vehicle)with a chain.Bearings would be better but I figured the low
speed of a PTO winch wouldn't cause it to seize and it has worked well a couple of times.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 9:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11412 NEXT>11448 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Jim,I run the newer Saturn unit in my CJ 5.I would'nt recommend it for a heavy rig like
the M715.The internals are remarkably small.They are only good for 300 ft lbs anyway.
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And surprisingly they take a lot of power to turn.Not much good for hills.And my V6 is
way more powerful than my 230.Another thing is you should'nt use them offroad.I have
helped more than one friend rebuild their overdrive after blowing up the planetaries
playing around off road.Save your money.At around 1000.00 bucks,you could do alot to
a M715 for a grand.My .02 cents........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Question POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11438
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guy's,i'll stick with the 24v winches.
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11426 NEXT>11455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OUCH!and they wonder why thieves get shot when caught in the act!Was going to ask
$175+shpg for adptr with bell hsng.I was asking less if I could sell all my trannies and
tcase as a group.I believe the stock tranny is good and strong.Some guys are running big
blocs with it.Working on pictures of adptr and unit will be out of truck next week.Good
luck with everything.....
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11429 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good plan.I was just trying to clean out my spare parts a little.The transfer case can be
converted to drive off the center or ebrake output for less heat and wear.WW2 6x6 power
wagons used same tcase and drove one of its rear axles off it.Parts are available from
Vintage Power Wagons but a little pricey.I'm checking elsewere.You can search this site
for posting's on this subject.Just more info I haved learned here on the Zone!
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11442 NEXT>11501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the idea of 1 1/4 size shackle but was it american made and how many tons was it
rated for?The small shackles i see people using are not of enough capacity for the
appilication.I was trying to make the point that the liitle blocks are unsafe at any pull,
due to the fact that when they are overloaded they become guided missiles.I have a grass
feed sack soaked with oil that i keep 3/4 oil soaked cable about 300 feet coiled up and.tied.I always try to have a
snatch block at least 20 tons with it as well as some 3/4 hitest
chain with hooks to attach it to a tree or something solid.Point is,how manny times have
you seen some one not be able to unstick someone with a straight pull with no winch?
Next thing they try is to run into the cable and snatch block increasing the load 3 or 4
times the rating,bang,into the windsheild,off body,thru the air by guardian angel etc.
The small stuff is overpriced anyway.Seco has the military surplus schakles,snatch
blocks,heavy chains like for the m35,sam winer also has the same overkill h/d.stuff
especially cable clamps,chain,20 ton snatch blocks,all in cosminline when i got them 3
years ago.A 30 ton block with inspected hook is about 759$$new with a safety tag.Most
oilfield safety guys will run you off if you have wrong blocks on 30 ton pole truck.I had
30 ton mack for about 15 years but sold it.Tulsa 100,60 34 and 21 with 30 foot live
poles,14x24 rubber.I always checked my boxes good for loose pins bearings dragging
and snares stressing,bridles slipping.You are always in a bind in the oilfield and if you
use wrong sheuves you can kill your self and injure others,actually was on site whe
worm hooked up chain upside down and dropped load o n
himself,we used to have saying"hooklook to sky,swamper gonna die"jjust my safety
rant sorrey,hope someone gets the h.d.snatch block setup for their truck to keep from
long walk home!
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*POSTER>Ed
J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11443 NEXT>
11452 11490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaserjeeps,you seem to be up on CJ stuff.Do you know how tough the model 20 tcase
is?Just curious.I have a handful of them and a half done adaptor in the works to mate to
a SM420.I figured one wouldn't be strong enough for the 715 though.Any help is
appreciated,Thanks
SUBJECT>engine swap POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it looks like I am going to purchase an m715.The engine is hsot and am looking for
some engine swap advice.The owner is throwing in a dodge 318 and a NP435 trans.The
t98 is good,230 is bad.What would be the most cost efective way to have a good swap
with the least effort.The 318 is already mated to the np435.Will the PTO that is on the
t98 work on the np435?ANy ideas here?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11451 11575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am having problems trying to find a throw out lever and bearing that will work on the
3053a with chy bell or lakewood.Seems the spicer o.d length is different and wont work
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with my truck bell,i dont know what was supossed to be with the m35 setup,but surplus
guy said that bearing was nla?Am i going to have to put chevy in truck or what,i donot.like this idea as whole idea
was to do mopar,any brain stormings pleae shoot this way,
also have prob with input into crankshaft bearing,anybody make these,think maybe for
adapter kits on web i could try to cut down or open up?thanks Jasmes,i think my
problem is flywheel is too small,clutch set up for 13 inch t/o lever,must need the giant
dodge truck bh i never could find,thats why ibought lakewoodblank bh,but it is for small
clutch and low ringgear teeth setup,i though it was like a universal for small and big
flywheels,back to drawing board to beg for w300 w400 w500 (dodge 1 2 3 ton
bellhousing and giant flywheel and throwout lever setup.God i hope that works!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11450 NEXT>11456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,scrap the M35 mini bell and throwout arm.All you need is the tranny.See if
Novak or Advanced Adapters has a plates style adapter to go from chevy to dodge,the
use the GM medium duty bell and sandwich plate.
OR...find the GM medium duty truck that has that big bell and get a 3 from the tranny and
see if any dodge trucks had that tranny.Then you ought to get the big flywheel and
clutch....maybe.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>whoopiewagon EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July
2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11448 NEXT>11453
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a t18/dana 20 out of a 79 cj in my 715.been runing it for about 2 years and not had
any trouble out of it and i dont baby it.
I got a good deal on the set and had my doughts about the D20 but so far so good.
whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*POSTER>Ed
J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11452 NEXT>
11470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Whoopie,what kind of motor with how much torque?This is very interesting.The
Jeep bible says the 20 was used in one ton trucks.Most stuff I have read or heard says it's
a lightweight....
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rear Diff.POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11432
NEXT>11584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,I would say that the NO-Spin Unit in my D-70 will free wheel a bit on dry
pavement.On dirt,it will not free wheel,the Firestone 9.00-20's dig up the driveway a bit
when I cut the wheel hard.Remember,the front D-60 axles in the 715 is only about the
same strenth as a modern D-44.PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll agree to that,but I wonder what shipping to California will cost???I hope it doesn't
make it cost prohibitive.I tried to e-mail you direct,but it was kicked back for some
reason.Let me know via e-mail and we can do the deal.I'm in no hurry,as I've got lots to
do before I install the engine.Like removing the 230 for starters.THX
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11451 NEXT>11526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you are right about the min bell out!I think iam going to have to come uo with the 1 ton
w300 truck bellhousing and large 13 inch flywheel with different ringgear tooth count.I
know if i have too i guess i could mill the 366 truck (chevytalltrk)and make an adapter
plate to convert it from chevy to dodge bh pattern,the 360 setup wont work due to t/o
bearing that came with trans will not fit the t/o lever it is too big,mopar will not go over
the input shaft,needs one for w300 and up.Thanks for help.hey i have a 366 chevy but i
never see the intake plates for fuel injection for the tall blocks,are you running carb or fi,
how do you run fuel injection with the mismath due to block height for the tall deck,
make your own?I always think about that but see no listing to convert it to fi.There must
be 40 miles of hoses,wiring,and 2 different pumps on this grain truck motor.1987 model
with carb,is there a swap for this if i get pissed at mopar search for giant dodge truck ?
bellhousing?Overdrive is hell due to all the different setups dodge has,i have dead 460
but it auto and i still need to come up with the big bellhousing but at least ford is still i
production,most dodges (big)are smashed due to room in jy down here,i am junk rat and
know of no 1970s w300 for miles that is being parted.Any around you??Thanks again,
rainned 6 inches,flooding down here finally,it too late for crop though.have dead 460 70
3/4 ford trk,dodge w200 318,dead m37 and m715 sick.2 gmc 7000,s one with 427 and
fuller,other has 5spd 2 spd rear 366 dead,blown head,ideas?Dodge looks out and i am
going to look at dt 466 in with bell that is good runner friend has (diesel with the correct
bell)Mopar forum has no bell for 2 weeks i have been looking,found one in colorado but
guy wants me to pull it out ns,i am in texas 1200 miles away!Something will happe
with this next week i have got a lot of people looking for the dang w300 bellhousing
setup on line,web is strong saometomes but slow>
SUBJECT>not all the same POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11418
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted about this on the old site sometime back in '98 or '99 and several told me it
wasn't that way but....
My u-joints are not all the same size,the ones in the spud shaft are 3 inch crosses,the
ones in the rear shaft are 2 1/2,and the ones in the front shaft are 2 inch.I know because
when I did the clutch back in 96,I changed all of them and I still have the receipts with 3
different part numbers.
Just letting people know that it is possible not to have all the same ones.I was told there.was a recall that
changed early trucks to all the same ones,but mine was missed....seems
to me mine wouldn't be the only one missed though....so who knows.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11459 11460 11465 11479 11510 11528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked with Dan Tibus,big time machinist,the guy with the 300M axles for our weak D-
60's.He claims that our front axles are weaker than the old 9.5 Dodge M-37 axles,the
same as a D-44,but the price is still the same,$1500.00 a pair,man,that's a lot of
cake.Though he say's that,once installed,they would be stronger than any modern D-
60,Food for thought.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11458
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,If he would be willing to put his product where his mouth is,I would be more tha
happy to "Test "his product and give everybody a full report.LOL Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11458 NEXT>11462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Too bad we can't find a small machine shop that needs work in a big way.They might be
willing to turn out beefy axle shafts or alot less.I know when the oilfield buiz dropped i
my hometown area people were pickin up aluminum cans to sell and begging for
work.....Is machining the hard part or is it getting axle blanks to start with?
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brakes POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11353
NEXT>11478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be spending alot to make it go...guess a little more to make it stop would be a good
idea.How do I contact the manufacturer?
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11460
NEXT>11464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry and Ed,I would love to put them to test myself!I think Ed is on the right track.We
need to find a machine shop that has experince with axles,that won't rip us off.Tibus
claimes that the 300M material is very expensive and this is a good price,I would say
about the same price as gold axles.He has been on the Big Electric M37 site,pitching his
big time axles to those guys.If any knows a machine shop,that won't put the wood to.us,please speak up.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:715 markings POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11399 NEXT>11534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These trucks came with white markings on the O.D.green paint,though I believe
(??????)that the Corp used yellow markings.The marking on the door would be for the
temporary bridge classification system.See the on-line manuals 5/4 quiks for more info.
In the mid 70's the rigs were phased out by the regular Army.If any survived and were i
service with any Army unit they would have been camo'ed and painted with black
markings.
For the ones that were transfered to other services they would have,possibly,been
painted for that particular service.I know the Navy loves 24084 semi gloss with black
markings.As far as I know the same goes for the Air Force as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>11462 NEXT>11471 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man
I need to go back and do some reading.i havent been on the site for some time and you
guys are coming up with some good info i could never find...need to find out what this
300m material is...be back with questions if i cant find the answers...ps how are you guys
doing my narrowed closed knuckles are doing fine with the 42,s and the 6 cylinder with a
dana 300 and a 4-1 klune.....a lot of rock crawling and some mud running
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for chevy?Lol POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11433 NEXT>11468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ashville about 30 miles above b-ham
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SUBJECT>Re:Still have parts POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i broke 1 axle doing burn outs with my old big block and 44 boggers it was fine till i
started rev to first and dumping it at 5500 i put nos axle in it 2 years ago no more probs
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 for chevy?Lol POSTER>johnsummers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
o yeah evening 205 594-0109 days cell 205 229-3002 call me
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11449.NEXT>11473 11527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any one know about the 318 and np435?Would a 350 be better?bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>whoopiewagon EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July
2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11453 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's not some big power house just a AMC 258 bored 30 over and tweeked a little here
and there.dont know the torque or the hp for that matter but it as strong or stronger than a
run of the mill stock v8.
i have seen the D20 in J20's with 360's in front but allways heard they were weak.the
dana 20 would not be my first choice to put in a 715.but for what i've got in it i figured
why not try it.the thing may come apart tomarrow but up till now it's served me well.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>11464 NEXT>11472 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
also when you said he said stronger than any modern dana 60.thats a 35 spline 1.5 inch
inner and outer he is speaking of ???
Thanks Mike
hey i found the post back a few days...you can add dynatrac and dutchman racing to the
list of...not interested.i sent a set of axles to dutchman.thinking we might have a bite and
they said no thanks ????
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11471
NEXT>11474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Tibus said that stock D-60 axles for our trucks has a diameter of 1.30,by using 1.37
300M material they would be stronger than a 1.50 D-60 or 70 axle.As far as spline count
goes,He didn't say anything about changing that.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11469
NEXT>11475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,I don't think the GM ever used the NP 435,only Ford and Dodge.The NP 435 is a
super strong tranny,the dodge set up would require some fabbing with motor,and tranny
mounts,clutch linkage.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11472
NEXT>11481 11482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder about that super axle myself,got to be somebody with axle building knowledge.on the web somewhere,what
about all the other hotrod axle makers,strange,etc,
Where can we get blank axles at?What is so special about 300m,what has their track
record been,let Barry test them!!!!I wonder if they are just axles with shotpeaning or oil
squeching or something like that.Is 300 a reference to what$?Donot think its rockwell #
oor carbon,or alloy or someting?We need old axle builder to quiz up on this stuff,i
agree there are still people who want to work on this stuff somewhere,it is a shame to see
them tagged as weak and unfixable!!!
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11473
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call advance adapters they have free 80 page book at805 238 7000,alot of good info,
every see pinto to jeep 200cc adapter on web shout back i have one but no adapter,n.l.a.
from novak!Novaks has book too ithnk.Good luck keep pushing you will get
there!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,PLEASE don't write what I did on the package it won't make it through Alabama
customs.Looking forward to the pics.(canned laughter here).Will
SUBJECT>Desperately seeking w300 big"clutchbh"POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11542 11558 11696 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have concluded that the bellhousing i have been trying to use for 3053a swap is wrong
size,1/2 ton will not work,too small and short for this m35 transmission.I found out
from helicoil guys thast i need a bellhousing out of a 1 ton truck with 1 ton flywheel 13 or
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14 inch clutch etc,throwout bearing linkage etc,please send any info price delivery etc
swap cash etc,will travel in texas are if needed,i have it down i think for the last time,
build a face for the 3053a to mount on the big dodge truck bellhousing and get vorrect
motor that has crank shaft drilled out,i thought i had 360 but wormed out and got one not
drilled for standard thanks for emails photos calls etc,when tru will post pic and info for
swaps with this and doge engine,hope there is room for this giant flywheel housing and
linkage in the m715,still looking like a chaep,reversable not butchering swap for the
stock lovers!I like both but my truck rust bucket from texas gulfcoast and having cow
sprayer full of chemicals in it for years.Everrything rusts quick down here.Thanks and
happy 4th to site and all members,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brakes POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11461
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A zone member Bill F,posted it I can't remember the name of the company he said sorry .
A little help here please.Will.SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11458 NEXT>11488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I frequent the bigelectric forum a bit,since I also own a '52 M-37 (not for long,though).I
know a few of the individuals through correspondence as well as by reading their posts.
Charlie Arrons has purchased a set of Dan's axles and liked them so much,he is selling
his Foote axles.
The price is way too steep for me,but I would be interested in one day upgrading that
front axle.My father is a machinist.I will ask him about the material that dan's axles are
made of...see if he has heard of it.
Have a good one,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:rear u joint #?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 July
2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11430 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks again guys!
I some how rememeber or thought I had read that they where spicer 1310.So while at the
parts store with book opened infront of me my eyes where drawn to the 1310s,I wasnt for
sure but went with the gut feeling and for once it was actually correct!wow!Antways
there in and so is shaft so I can drive it over the long holiday.
Thanks for the help
steve
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles 300m specs POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11474
NEXT>11503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.suppliersonline.com/propertypages/300M.asp
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>hivolt EMAIL>hivolt1@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11474
NEXT>11483 11485 11499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to jump in on this.
The axle shaft is not the problem.It's the little joint.What needs to be done is the knuckle
need to be cut off and an open D60 knuckle welded on.
This guy blowing smoke up everyone's arse is forgetting one thing.What about the
diameter at the drive gear in the diff???
It would still be the stock 1.30"and like every chain ever made,it would be the weak
link.Unless he provided new,larger drive gears for the spider set,then he's full of sheet.
Shear,tensile and torque are three of the major properties of steel.What we need is
torque.The ability to twist and they have enough memory to return to it's original shape.
Too high a tensil,and the things shatter.Too low a shear,then they have no memory.
Foote Axle and Gear,LLC,make the best axles,IMHO.They make the Superior axle and.I run them in my TJ.Never a
problem.
Also,the shot peening of axles doesn't sound like a good idea to me.That hardens the
outer shell and ups the tensil and makes the outer portion very brittle.It's great for
connecting rods because there is actually tensil forces applied,pushing and pulling.
i'll get the measurements between the tubes of my open and closed knuckle 60's and let
y'all know if it's possible to weld on open knuckles.
hivolt
PS Do y'all break alot of front axles or is it just the fear of it happening??Do y'all run
lockers in the front to compound the problem??
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles (anyone who has broken one-read)POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,2 July 2002,at 10:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11482 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
before you sweat open vs closed knuckles has ANYONE broken those parts?all ive heard
is the axle shafts,has anyone broken ANY other part?
lets see what we are talking about.so far new axle shafts is a weak link
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11482
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never snapped a front axle,with a built 460 Ford,somewhere around 474 cubes,
9.00-20 Firestone superall traction at 41''tall,it's just a matter of time.Barry Yorwarth has
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broken a bunch of axles,he will have to tell you guys what part of the axle gives
out.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump question?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
3 July 2002,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11484 NEXT>11516
11552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try ablinn@cbiinternet.com,or www.kanter.com.
SUBJECT>USMC Vehicle markings UPDATE!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI-i just got in touch with the guy in charge of vehicle markings in quantico VA at the
MC museum.hes going to dig a picture up next week and email it.he says he should have
some good vietnam era solid green pics......
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11479
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey fellows
I got this out of my Machinery ’ s handbook.
These M300 axle would be made out of Molybdenum which is a high speed tool steel:I.small amounts,Molybdenum improves
certain metallurgical properties of alloy
steels,such as deep hardening and toughness.it is used ofen in larger amounts in certain
high-speed toolsteel to replace tungsten,primarily for economic reasons,often with
nearly equivalent result.depending on the Rockwell this steel is given it could have a
tensile strength anywhere from 110,000psi to 185,000psi.
At the price this Dan is asking for these axles he better make sure that he obtains the tool
steel from a reliable source and inspects the material for detectable defects which he
unknowingly could pass on to his customers,I know if I broke one of these 1500 dollar
axles due to inadequate quality of steel for what ever reason the vendor would be getting
a call.Bottom line:Nothing is prefect and if it can be broken you can do it.
Good luck
Rick H
SUBJECT>Hey Cookiebaker!POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@mindspring.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a quick note of thanks for a terrific job with the T-shirts.Way cool!
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at
7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11448 NEXT>11494 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ed,Sorry bout the long response time.I have been out of town with the inlaws (yeehaw).
The Dana 20 is no slouch.I have seen it get pretty abused,on the trail and racing.I would
tend to lean towards a 205 case for a M715 though.I personally have split a Dana 18 Xfer
case clean in half.I was not being kind to it.I think I had a driveline that was a tad too
long and punched the transfer case on heavy compression.Back to the dana 20.It is a
good gearbox though.
If you have a few,that would be a cheap way to go.Kaiserjeeps..(al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank Treatment POSTER>cb EMAIL>warp5@mindspring.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11281
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also used Gas Tank Renu.Excellent results.Look for a shop that can do this in your
area.
SUBJECT>Re:USMC Vehicle markings UPDATE!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anything you can uncover,I will be more than happy to post!!!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Marine Corps Insignia POSTER>Chili EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 July
2002,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11498 11525
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
I'm looking for pictures of the original Marine Corps insignia/markings that were painted
on M-715s.Any ideas where I can locate these?Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*POSTER>Ed
J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11490 NEXT>
11497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Kaiser,I seem to keep finding them for cheap so have a few.Used one in Willys
pickup for yrs but only with mild SBC.Current plan is to use stock tcase with ebrake
drive conversion.I think this will match up better with the weight of my 715 and output
of the 383 motor.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Cookiebaker!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11489 NEXT>11519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cookie--
Is is too late to still get a shirt?Advise?
SUBJECT>engine swap.POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
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DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not getting much response about an engine swap so i will ask some more questions.
Will a 304 work with the t98 that's in there?What all do i need?I want to retain the pto
on the transmission for the winch.What's the easiest swap?I don't mind having a 350 or
whatever,but it seems to retain that transmission I could use a 304 or 360 or whatever.
Otherwise I have a 318 and a NP435 that could go in there but I am unsure about the PTO
for the winch.Does anyone know if that transmission will work with the pto?help me out
here please.I want to get this thing this weekend and I would like to have a plan by then.
thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...I Was Brainstorming...so Please do not Kill me ...*L*
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at
9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good choice Ed,That ought to work for ya......Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Marine Corps Insignia POSTER>Bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.check with lee alessi
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at
10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11482 NEXT>11500 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HIVOLT-what "little joint"are you talking about??You must have never had one of
these apart.Don't badmouth the closed knuckle just because you cannot see in there.That
joint is at least as large as the D60 (297?)joint.Nice,safe,slathered in grease...hell they
should last forever!I have broken 2 fronts,both the short side,right at the splines of the
carrier.The 1st time was when the front was still OPEN crawling a big rock!The 2nd
was when the front was locked (I.E.welded).I do not run lockouts,drive flanges
only.The stub and joints are still perfect on the busted pieces.Maybe someday I'll use
'em....
BTW my bro-in-law sells blank axles to Moser,picks them up at the Dana Ft Wayne
plant,reboxes them,and off they go to be modified at moser.I'm guessing the "small
machine shop"you guys are looking for does not have a forging operation that a company
like Dana does?!?
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11499 NEXT>11502 11505 11506
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just my thoughts here,I've been a machinist for 17 yrs.mostly production CNC work but
my fair share of manual lathe and some mill work.
If we could get the correct axle blanks we should be able to find a shop to machine
splines and yoke end.Small shops are capable if you find the right one.I've personally
seen some amazing things come out of some old mans garage full of machine tools.I'm
sure alot of you guys have too.One old geezer made a head for irragition motor from
scratch.Sorry to ramble on but I think if we shake the bushes we should be able to find a
way to get these axles made alot cheaper.....just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11447 NEXT>11507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,I hope you are not running a chain around trees for winching.I'm sure you have a
tree protector (strap)in your pile of gear....right?
Use em but don't kill em...
Sorry man,I had to say something.I hope I just missread your message or
something...............Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>11500 NEXT>11517 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have 2 comments
1st like the guy above i have an axle sheared right at the splines.in this case it was the
long side.i bought the axles with it in their.when i tore it down both sides had the splines
spun and the ling side was sheared.
2.i have heard the small u-joint comment before.these are d-60 size ujoints.i have a
friend with a chevy open knuckle and we compared u-joints.with the idea od getting rid
of all the grease.from outer surface of the caps to outer surface then open is maybe an 1/8
wider.everything else seems the same......the material and shaft size id the problem.
what we want is basically warn chrome alloy shafts for our closed knuckle 60.inners and
outers.and i would like to use a closed cap u-joint.now who knows who warn has make
their shafts or are they the ones....last time i talked to warn they were the same.we only
have dana 44 no we arent interested in making them...
it seems like the 300m alloy is what we are after.i wonder if we can get a run down of
what alloy warn is using.then find out how much a piece of bar stock would cost.the
like others have said find the right machine shop ?????the question is.warn gets about
800.00 i think for inner and outer maybe thats with u-joints.this guy want 1500.00 what
are people willing to pay.....???????maybe i am wrong and some one can set up there
machines to turn these out but i would think each would be a custom build ?????
Mike
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SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles 300m specs POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It appears that this material,like some hi-tech knife steels,require heat treatment after the
machine work is completed.Not normally expensive for small stuff -may be another
story for something this size,I don't know.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,
at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>11496 NEXT>11509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the chevy small block because of it's economical ability to be built,or bought,and
maintained.They are excelent unless running on high end of rpm and horsepower the
they get exspensive like every other high performance engine.Parts are everywere
literally.
I think almost all brands of 4 and 5 speed trannies out of HD pickups will have PTO
output on them for winch use.Hope this helps.I'm using common stroked 350 chevy
built for torque.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11500 NEXT>11511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have twisted off (3)front axle shafts so far.Hivolt doesn't have a clue about what he is
talking about.The U joint is huge and would be one of the last parts to ever break on one
of these trucks.Two of the shafts were NOS ,and the one lasted only about an hour.It is.the small 30 spline shaft
that is killing us and there is'nt enough room to slide a 35 spline
shaft down the axle tube.We have gone over this all before .These axles are fine for a
stock to slightly modified truck.Put some horsepower to them and then add some
traction,they just don't take it!================Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 July
2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11500 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There's likely more to this than finding somebody who can "machine"the part...Realize
that steels like 300M require special,specific heat treatment(s)also,(after machining and
sometimes before grinding and then sometimes again after that).
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11501 NEXT>11518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To be honest friend,i do not,i don't understand.What is going on with this tree
protection stuff?I have seen this and i guess it is for the public land that northerners are
blessed with.Down here you get the first mesquite and if you kill it or catface it no big
deal.Mesquite is the only thing besides juaiche i would do this to as it is a pest down here
in swamps crowding out everything in wetlands.What happens if you get caught catfacing
a tree where you are?Do you have to buy the tree?I ahve had land clearing jobs where i
had to paY the landowner $10 for every live oak i hit with D-8 and 24 foot stacker blade,
stayed away from most.Thats why i donot get it,no public land for this to come up with
down here,also why no rockcrawlin etc,usually just the backyard hack mug pits on
somebodies ranch.I go every once to watch but am shocked at the unsafe attempts.No
roll cage,nets,no fuel cell,nomex,etc helment,also think it is a matter of time before
someone burns to death while upside down or has rock go in open cab with no door and
kill someone on cable tv.I will post some pictures of the 34 ton texas Choperzilla,the
brush chopper i pull over ranch for $45 per acre,that why i have these trucks is to access
the D-8 to repair or fuel them up,and then drive home.What are tree protecter straps,
how much,and where do you but them,I have never seen one but it a good idea,i am not
mad at any trees!Buy the way,snatch block prices were at the wirecable store,Sam
Winer,Seco about .15$on the dollar,they have nice 5/8 double sheive for $85,20 ton i
think.Thanks for the shout,post a pic of tree cover if you don"t mind.What state do you
live,4x4 in?Happy 4th!
SUBJECT>Sam WinerMotors Akron Ohio.Near2U?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey i got a email from guy who sends clark and spicer 5speeds out to have the
bellhousing opened up and converted to small 6cyl(m715,wmpw.m37),Would someone
mind going buy and checking it out,i would do it myself but i live in South Texas,lost
the guys name temp,but is 3/4 mile from Sam Whiner Shop in Arkon Ohio,They have
done several m37 and m715 conversion,it just took a sitesurfer to tell them someone was
looking for swap info,guy at winers has done spicer3053a and the clarkd 280vo and new.about the trouble i was having
with t/o bell clearance with the 318 or 360 small bell and
flywheel.Email if you might have time and are interested.thanks for any and all help!!!!
Happy 4 th!
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11504 NEXT>11515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bryan,
I gotta go with Ed on this-the 350 gives this truck ample power and the parts are easy to
get and cheap as dirt.I burned up my 350 sunday and got a crank and bearing kit for $147
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from Napa today.I got enought stuff to rebuild the motor and tonight Spicer and I plan on
doing it.I'll tell you friday how the motor did in water since tomorrow we're meeting
about 20 other vehicles.
Anyway-I had alot of choices for parts and had some room to bargain.Go with the 350,
you won't be dissapointed.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11458 NEXT>11512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I glanced briefly once about the benefits of cryrogenics and their applications in axles.Is
there anyone on this forum that can better educate myself or others about this process?
From what I have read,the metals treated are much more resistant to normal wear and
breakage.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11505
NEXT>11513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry dose not say too much,but when he dose,you damn well want to listen.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11510 NEXT>11514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heard about it...in the freezing process they do get a bit stronger but they also become
more brittle...real bad news when twisting,torque,type forces are involved.Also bee
told that when they break,they turn to powder making a giant mess all over in the axle
instead of breaking in one spot and leaving pretty much 2 large pieces.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11511 NEXT>11521 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.It never fails...just when I think I know a little about somethng I learn how uninformed I
still am!L Happy 4th everybody....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>11512 NEXT>
11524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok
I called Warn again.their axles are made by warn a small division of the larger company.
they only have the 1.3 inch shafts and they have 297 u-joints...dana 44.so with that being
said you can buy blanks and have them cut to the length and splined.then i think CTM is
making new u-joints for about 175.00.you will be stronger but how much.
by the way he said they are using 4140 chrome alloy to make the shafts and they do heat
treat them after they have built them ????
also they are barely keeping up with orders.......
does anyone know of some guys in Idaho who with a bunch with the 715,s ???forgot their
names
Mike
ps i am with perk
when Barry speaks Hello Hello
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11509
NEXT>11529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK.what do i need to put it in then?Parts lists please,including 12 volt conversion
things and maybe a little help with wiring the alternator to battery utilizing the existing
starter switch.I would also like some opinions on using a 258 AMC.I understand the
whole horsepower (or lack of)by using another small six cylinder.However,I got one,I
like them,and they last and last.I wouldlike to put this one in and go driving rather than
wrenching.What parts do I need to use this motor with the existing trans?I think I canuse
the 230's clutch and stuff but let me know if I am full of shit.Thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump question?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11486
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,you can have the one out of my old engine.30000 miles and the gauge showed
60 psi.What's it worth to you?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11502
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's not as simple as bar stock.It'd have to be as big around as the yoke is and therefore
would require massive amounts of turning to cut the rest of the shaft down to the 1.3"or
whatever.
The axle blanks are forged into the rough shape then finish machined.More than likely
the axle guys buy the blanks at close to finished size then cut to exact length and do the
splines.For the most part very little machining at all.
If made from a billet of bar stock,you would most definitely bust up the yokes in no time
flat,due to the grain structure.The forged axles would correct this problem
Chris
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SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11507 NEXT>11522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,Thanks for the reply.It sounds like you get to wheel where there is no one looking
over your shoulder itching for you to make a eco mistake.I on the other hand live i
Oregon(orygun)where there are enough environazis to fill all our publicly owned state
lands with tree huggers who don't have all the facts about the offroad motorized
community.We are lucky the Dept of Forestry lets us use the land we own.(Ha!NOT!)
Here in the Pacific Northwest most everybody knows about tree savers (straps)
(protectors)ect.If they don't they should.In the local trail system we have here,we have
many great trails.These trails are watched pretty closely by the Oregon dept of Forestry
(ODF).I have stood by a big fir with the ODF folks looking at winch cable damage trying
to explain that surely it was an independant wheeler and not anyone from any of the many
clubs in the area.They (ODF)really frown on that stuff.They have closed many trails
from hard use like that.Those closures squeeze us onto fewer trails which get more use
than they can handle.So yes,we are under alot of pressure over here on the west coast.I
am glad to hear you do not have to go through that kind of frustrating BS where you are.
Having been up all last night,I am a little tired and briefly forgot that not everyone has
forest systems like we do here.I thank you for not responding negatively.And thanks for
clarifying your situation to me.And I believe some of the local 4x4 mags have tree straps
in them,if your still curious.I just blazed through two mags and the only mention of a
tree strap was in a warn winch acc kit.NO pic's.Its just a super thick 3"strap about 6 or 8
feet in length.Take care!...Kaiserjeeps..(Al).
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Cookiebaker!POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
3 July 2002,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11495 NEXT>11520
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Tom,is long ago to late.I will run another batch in about a year.
Try next year.
Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Cookiebaker!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11519 NEXT>11560 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have an extra XXL if your interested.I love the shirts but believe it or not lost a bunch
of weight this past winter and it's almost too big.
$19.50 shipped,that's what it cost me,let me know if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11513
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally,i think these axles could stand some heat treatment and oil queching.I
Belize when manual trans in d8 goes out it is usually 3rd gear in the countershaft in the
jungle with no power i have seen villiage welder with ancient lincoln 300dc with flathed
gas build up gear teeth with bu-90 and then finish grind the teeth and roll them thru trans
by hand.Then the hand would take the gear and heat up 5 gallons of oil and sermerge the
gear(on counter shaft)in the oil for 15 minutes and remove heat,and let it cool in the oil.
I asked why and said didnt know why but if didnt reweld would break off.Would
something like this make these axles any worse,better same or no difference.I have
never seen a aftermarket axle,are they heat treated after manu.?Maybe they are just too
small dia no matter what is used to strengthen,wonder how much u can heat treat them
before they snap at stopsing at 7-11 bump?ideas on heat treat?
SUBJECT>Re:Military Winching Techniques POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All i ever think of is going out to giant rockpile called oregon,down here flat brush desert
of thorns!That picture of people looking at trees to give bs to is scary.All i imagined is
pictures i see in the The Litle Saleman,heany eq from Egene ore.I thought with all the
loging going in the the open land u could really do what u wanted to tress as they were
going to be loged anyway.If a logging truck gets stuck what in heaven does he do whe
he is in mud to his ass and nothing to tie to,do they have to use giant rated straps
too,someday i am going to sell out this monkeyjacking track shop and go on vacation.I
have never been on one and dream about pulling a couple of m37&m715 from texas
around with a w500 and 45 foot trailer with web dish so i could talk to members on the
road,we really live in a great country,sometimes it kinda suks with all the city people
moving to the brush.I never leave bobcats on top of my dogbox anymore,too many nuts
moved to beeville from out of cities.I gotta check does straps too see how wormy they
are,i bet made of chesse in china!Later friend!!!Check for U.S.made block hd!
SUBJECT>Re:6.2L swap POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11315
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it helps,boyce equiptment sold the m37 parts to do the 3053a conversion,I think spicer
has a great tip with the clutch disc trick,wish had pic.I have overdone it with the
mopar/3053a swap i am trying to pull off,i have a 366 with the large bh that is supposed
to work by bolting up straight to the 3053a and 6.2.There is even some stock driveshaft
juan uses for a jack shaft from some canadian built blazer that is surplus.A very easy.swap if you dig chevys,i just
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like the odd mopar,but man so many rubic cubes with
different wrecks popping up everytime one is solved.I think that you would find a blazer
with ther 6.2 and manual with 205 and use every thing especially the jack shaft if it
doenot have to be a mod,imagine a 6.2 withbell,clurtch,t/o andtied down on pallet,next
to it the 3053a with custon disc from boyce tied to hole on trans,next to it a pallet with all
the drive shafts out of facxtory blazer set up and the 205 for spare when u wreck your if
ever,$1000 used if u find rite place cash and their when they pull it.Where are u located?
Good luck i may follow you,are they 6.2 hotrod kits sites,froums?Please advise,Later,
happy 4th!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11514 NEXT>11544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you Perk and Mike for your support.Sorry to be so rough around the edges to
other members,BUT,there are alot of other people out there that look to this site for
information.Brute and alot of other guys (sorry I can't name all of you )have put alot of
time and energy into making this one of the most informative sites on the web.So all the
information on this site should be correct.I'm sorry if you get offended ,but people are
only looking for good information about these trucks.No CJ's ,Bronco's,Scouts ,ETC.
We are working with a very unique truck .There are some members that have done some
highly modified M715's and others that just love the stock trucks.I just happen to be i
the position that I deal with both,and I have several of each.Members need to start to
help themselves a little bit.We cannot keep bringing up the same "old stuff "everytime a
new member has a problem to work out.I get tired of looking at "what lube goes in the
knuckles"and "what part of the axle breaks ",These points have all been covered several
times.I will now go back out to the garage and work on my trucks rather than talk about
them.=====================B.
SUBJECT>Re:Marine Corps Insignia POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11493
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try the:
USMC Historical Company
3807 Baker Valley Rd.
Frederick,Md 21704-7652
Ph 301 662-3141
Fax 301 662-0219
Sorry I do not have an email address.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11456 NEXT>11531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
james
i am a mopar fan also.i want to put a small block mopar in my M725.what trans is in the.W200?what year is it?could
you put the whole thing,engine trans and transfer case in
the M715?where are you?in san antonio?i am a little south of S.A.i might be interested
in the mopar stuff if you don't use it.
also,i have seen the pilot bearing that fits into the large crankshaft hole(torque converter
hole).i don't remember where right now.i will look for it.other wise you have to change
your crankshaft for one with the small hole that is made for the standard trans.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11469
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bite your tongue !!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11458
NEXT>11530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did any one else see the article in some unnamed 4x4 mag couple months back about
boring out the axle housing to accept bigger shafts?serious pain in the rear and i
disremember pricing but its another option maybe,regards jc
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>Keith Parker EMAIL>keithparker@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11515
NEXT>11535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The trick to putting a modern jeep motor is bellhousing and input shaft length.
The T18 is an updated version of your T98.
Jeep,for whatever reason,used about 14 different flavors of T18 transmission.
Options.
1.Find a 70something truck with v8 and swap guts.Sometimes a donor vehicle can be
picked up cheap,good source of upgrades.
Power steering,power brakes,radiator your gonna need,heater,air conditioning,doors
can be used,hood,grill.Ah,hell,throw the whole cab on that bad boy!
2.Have the input shaft replaced with the input shaft from a jeep T18.
Important Note:Before you go this route make sure you have the correct bellhousing for
that particular input shaft,that could get ugly.
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Once you have the right input shaft/bellousing combo your set.
I like the 258,great motor,not intended for a 5000 pound monster.
Once you set your motor mounts you can use all AMC V8 fom 304 to 401,same block.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>11528 NEXT>11533 11537 11540
LINKNAME>Armstrong manufacturing LINKURL>http://www.armstrongblue.com/.After reading all the posts on the axle
questions I decided to call my brother who works at
Armstrong manufacturing in Portland,OR.for the last 25 years or so.He is the shop
foreman and is interested in bidding on this.They do these types of projects on the side as
filler work fairly often and have done work for the company I work for and they do a
good job.They have CNC machines,heat treating equipment etc.To do this properly,he
would need a set of stock axles for measurement,and he can research the sourcing of the
blanks.I do not have a set of stock axles available.Would anyone be willing to ship a set
to me or the company to get a quote?If there is enough interest as pointed out by others
qty is the key to price.If it makes sense the person loaning the stock axles maybe/should
be the person inspecting the prototype set to verify that they are correct and fit if this goes
that far.It may also be a good idea for the person loaning the axles to talk to my brother
and/or myself to build a level of trust to this project.
If there is enough interest then people will need to think about payment ideas.
I put the companies URL below for more information about them.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11526 NEXT>11543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
w200 has 435 4 speed but set up with the little bell (11 inch max),Ineed the deeper big
bell and flywheel for the 14 inch clutch set up to clear spicer 5speed 3053a.Truck is on
Brewster county with welding machine in bed,has not been on road legally inyears,drive
to alpine once in a while.I have been working on job in El Indio but ranch has just sold,
moving everything back to homeplace at woodsboro,some junk in town some behind old
navy base,only thing i have on the road legal is wussy w100 i bought to get back in 4x4
ing.Have a great place to go as long as not hunting season on,I have d8 cat and was
going to try to get m37,pw (any)and m715 guys to look ranch i have over for a small
course,have a lot of sand,some lakes when wet,and no neighbors,wanted to build a
samll bunch of hills,off camber etc something to fart around on not kill each other rigs.I
cannot aford any one getting hurt.Quarry at cambellton has a little river and some cool
washout creeks to try but need winch on every other truck due to bottom land.I wanted to
have my truck going first and it looks bad,i am ashamed to tell the truth,thought about
buying one thast wasnot rusted all out,sat out while we left in 1976 ,u can see the ground
if u look down ,donot drop or goes thru,goats used it for bed due to being in kiding shed
for years,rats have eaten all old mil wiring,jsut running dstock jeep picjup and charging
battery up when go somewhere with the welder in bed,yeah i know,its bad!Give me call
or email me sometime,got to get busy planting sunflowerrs for hunter next 2or 3 days but
ciome after that.Is your truk legal and on road?Ther are 2 or 3 more in sa i think not
sure,i have not seen another in 10 or more years down here,anything with good body
around you i could switch out or buy outrite,i really like this site,its small enough u ca
meet and rember who everybody is.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11530 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Kevin,I can pull the axles out of my parts truck if you need them.I think there are better
qualified members than I to be the gobetween and tester though.Keep us informed.
SUBJECT>Re:715 markings POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11463
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For yall experts,I uncovered several numbers while taking off paint and have no clue
what they are.I found a 6 -digit number painted on both sides of the frame between the
rear wheels and bumper.Is this the Army registration number?also I found some on the
back bumper,but not on the bumperettes where i figured they would be,but between the
bumperettes and the pintle hitch.I cant read all of them but one the drivers side rear it
says "4A2F???"and the other side there is evidense of 5 digits that look like they might
say HQ?28 or B.
Now I have been told that you read the unit right to left,big to small.So i guess its 4th
Army,2nd Field Arty Battalion of somethin .....Headquarters,something maybe vehicle
number 28 ?.
Also I am wanting to paint the hood numbers so are the ones on the frame the right ones?
They are different from the VIN and all.
I see pics of 715s with US ARMY 3F ####68 on them...is there some formula for these
numbers?
Any help is appreciated.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 10:36 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11529 NEXT>11594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a amc 258 in my 715.have had it in there for about 6 years it is a very simple
swap.i started with a '82 cherokee that i got for cheep.
you can swap a t18 input shaft to the t98 and use a bell houseing off any late '70 early '80
jeep that use the ford trans pattern.you may have to move the trans up or back but should
be close,not for sure as i used a jeep t18/dana 20 in mine.
I used the stock frame horn's on the 715.grind off the flat plate that are on the frame
horn's of the cherokee,bolt them to the motor mount.set the motor on the 715.check for
clearance on the fire wall,when you have it where you want it tack weld the plate.un bolt
the motor and jack it up to get clearance .and weld a good bead top and bottom of the
plate to the horn.
the cherokee radiator will bolt up to the radiator support.
the 258 is no big power house horse power wise but has a lot of tork and you can find
parts easy and is very capable of hualing the 715 around.
my truck has stock gears with LAV tires and it will run down the interstate at 65 to 70
easy.
I just hit the high spots of the swap.if you would like pic's or more info feel free to
contact me..Whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:YOU ALL HAVE A GREAT 4TH !!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 July 2002,at 11:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto on the forth.But the fifth is my Birthday,My wife hopes i start to grow up and stop
growing out.Ya'll have a great weekend.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 3:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11530
NEXT>11545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keven,Sounds like a good idea,keep us all posted.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:shirts POSTER>RandallEdge EMAIL>BBadMonkey@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11405
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine yesterday!I'll be wearing it later today when I fire up the grill.:)Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Donor vehicle for 700r/NP205 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess i am to go to San Anntonio to brake and clutch and try to con parts man with
bring out a pile of these bearings to try to put in crankshaft especially the one you
mention out of the chey big set up..Dodge has too many varaibles sometime betwee
swamp within the same motor but with different clutch/bell housing setups,I think if i
score the big clutchsetup i am home free,found one i think last nite near here complete.
Just have to keep trying to find the giant bell,Maybe ican find the guy in Colorado who
has the 2 w500 w600 Dodges that were in last months trucktraderonline,it comes out
again friday and i lost my issue with the trucks,one had a 361 industrial with the giant 14
inch clutch setup and a np540,all i would have to do is buy all and i bet the 3053a would
bolt straight in with the chevy bearing out of similar spicerman set up,might have to mod
it but that is the light i am looking for today!Happy 4th!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>stock motor stall AND "field"FIX!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just got back from a 4th of july parade and my motor stalled.we tried and tried to get it
started when an older man stepped out of the ranks and told us to pour water or ice on the
fuel pump,as the slow speeds used to cause vapor lock,it started right up!!!!!!!!!!!just a
FYI for a "field"fix
SUBJECT>Re:Desperately seeking w300 big"clutchbh"POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11477 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i'm not a ford(i can't believe i even typed the word..lol)guy
but alot of my friends are.i
don't think a one ton uses anything larger than a 12"clutch.i think to get a 13"or larger
clutch you will need flywheel/bellhousing from f600/700 truck.you might even get lucky
and find one with correct trans pattern as these trucks used several different 4 &5spd
trannys.go to a big truck salvage yard.there is one in longview tx.if you want i can find
out name and #around here most older county dumptrucks were ordered as cheapest
possible so most would have 6cyls.
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11531 NEXT>11549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy fellow texans.i live in north east corner of tex.just to scatter shoot a little,dt466
is one big mutha.we use them in 4x4ih trucks at work.i don't think it's gonna fit.but
int.makes a smaller eng.(i think a dt401?)that i think would work.we have one of these i
an eight door double double cab crewtruck.runs well and comes with a small allison auto
.i have thought about this swap often!!as for putting injection on 366,either use late
model fuelie manifold from 366/427 big truck or 454pickup manifold with moroso intake
spacers.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 10:25 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11524 NEXT>11546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know or claim to know anything about metalology but has any one seen anything
on toyota super burfields.This product is made posible by cryogenics and gets a great
reveiw by all the yota freaks.A friend of mine runs 35/14.5 boggers on stock toyota axles
and snaped burfield joints all the time.He swaped to the super burfield and cant brake
them.I don't know why this won't work for us.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11537
NEXT>11548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of NOS front axles still in the box i'd be a will'in to ship to ya if it would help.
I'm a Shade Tree meck-i-neck though and a quad in a wheel chair at that,so it would be
hard for me to test-and-tune them.Let me know,Happy 4TH everyone thanks for all the
help and let's pray for this old USA.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles...anyone concider Cryrogenics?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the pirates 4x4 website and on the left margin look up product reviews.They have
some info on the super birfield.Aside from being a very entertaining website they have
some good info.They are even doing a review on the new CTM u-joint.Now lets see if I
can get this link thing working...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
http://www.pirate4x4.com/welcome1.html.SUBJECT>rockwell axles POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i found rockwell axles for sale at www.matkinsextreme.com/rockwellaxles.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at
11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>11545
NEXT>11550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
I think these would be perfect to copy from.You can ship them to the address below.I
will then take them to armstrong mfg.with information I received from Lee Alessi on
dimensions.When I get the quote back.I will post prices for some different quanties.If
pricing is reasonable.We should have a prototype made and shipped with the NOS set
from Brandon to someone who would like to verify that they are going to work.Brandon
as long as this is acceptable to you as the NOS axles are yours.I'm looking for input at
this point,if anyone has a better way of doing this let me know.
Brandon,
If pricing is unacceptable I will ship your axles back to you my cost.
Thanks
Kevin
Ship to address:
Kevin Swayze
55102 Siedelman road
Vernonia,OR.
97064
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11543 NEXT>11565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your are rite,where does a guy find out about w400 w500 w600 dodes or the 2wd400
500 600 in your area,the bell i need has to be out of the 2 ton truck not 1 ton like i have
been begging for,what transmission/bh does the little 401 use,was supposed to look at
wrecker with this but it been at flood duty in hill country all week andlooks like more.I
think a truck still in production would be a better candiate for a motor bell that mite work
on the m715,to many dodges have been smashed and it would be too hard for somebody
to reproduce,man i am looking and emailing every time i come home or at shop butt time
on the bell clutch,no junkyard locally with line is a killer,have to drive 100 miles one
way and then at mercy of pirate.com wrecking your walletnorefund policy/netnobell!I
hope you donot mind posting the phone #of wrecking yard that might have any w or d
400 500 600 with dumptruck setup,sounds like a great lead,thanks,we have had 8 inches
so far pouring as we type.End of summer one way or another gotta have a ranch meet and
bs session,there are 4 or 5 san antonio area (100)miles from me and some guy in valley
maybe.Any ideas on how many m715 mite want to go to ranch for session,have some
good places but needs to be done before dove season,prob have room for about 10 people.primitive camping but water
and some power like butane.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11548
NEXT>11556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,Thanks for taking bull by the horns on this subject.The guy's running big power
and big tires,this is a must.Can you try to find out about this super duper 300M
material,Tibus say's it's the strongest stuff out there.Matter of fact,he say's that 1.37
diameter 300M is way stronger than modern day stock 1.50 dia.D-60 or D-70 axle
Material.Thanks Brandon for helping out with your stock axles.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Another New Guy question POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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For the life of me,I can't figure out how to pull the stock 230 out of the truck without
taking the tranny also.What am I missing?And how on earth does the top right bolt get
removed with the shift levers in the way?I looked through the archives but evidently I'm
the only guy that can't figure this on out my himself.Yes I've taken the six bolts off the
fly wheel,but it looks like the clutch goes with the engine???I'm SO confused.....
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump question?POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11486
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is one on eBay right now
eBay #1841619909
ABLinn has it listed
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Another New Guy question POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 5:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11551 NEXT>11554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your not even close to the only person who didn't figute this one out on the first try.The
way the bell housing is on the 230 is,well,bizzare.To leave the tranny in the truck,you
need to unbolt the 4 bolts holding the tranny to the bellhousing,and pull the motor with
the bellhousing in place....at least this is the easiest way.A few brave souls have taken the
bellhousing off in the truck but with all the work to remove everything inside it and use
your contortionist skills to get at the bolts....much easier to leave it on and pull with the
motor.And those shift levers on the side of the tranny are no picnic to remove either,if
you don't have to,don't.
FYI:If you loosen up the t-case bolts and remove the shaft between the t-case and tranny,
and slide the t-case back a little in it's mounts when doing so,you will have enough room
to pull the tranny out when doing a clutch job or other maintenance,without pulling the
engine ot t-case out.(Just thought I'd throw it in if you needed it.)
Good Luck!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Another New Guy question POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for that.At this point I have three of the four.And as soon as I figure out how to
get that top right bolt out,then I'm ready to say goodbye to the Tornado.If you or anyone
you know wants any part of my stock engine (It's 100%intact)let me know,it'll only cost
shipping from California.It's about the only way I can give anything back to the folks
here for all the help.That and I'm sure some will get a laugh at my struggles.Thanks
again.
SUBJECT>Attn.Bill F POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Thursday,
4 July 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11616
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
I am ready to do the brakes on my truck,is the guy in PA still serious about puting them
in production?I want to be part of a group order if this is going to happen.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11550
NEXT>11563 11564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem guy's glad to be of some help,the Zone and it's members haved helped me
greatly.Get those NOS axles out first of the week.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:fire brush truck story POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicergear Those shackle brackets on the rear are stock!I was surprised to see this as
well.
SUBJECT>Re:Desperately seeking w300 big"clutchbh"POSTER>bob
EMAIL>nypper@uswest.net DATE>Thursday,4 July 2002,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaja064Bx98S6 PREVIOUS>11477 NEXT>11559
11679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don,t understand why you need this elusive big truck bellhousing unless it is for clutch
size alone.If the input shaft is too long-use an adapter plate to make up the needed length
and drill the bolt patterns for each transmissions and or housing,shoulder the plate to
index on the bellhousing throwout retainer diameter so it is self centering.Chrysler
products have been notorious over the years for drilled crankshafts for sticks and not
drilled for autos.Unless you have a drilled crank you are stuck with either locating one or
drilling yours.Snout length is another variable.Most other manufacturers use a short.length while chrysler used a
long one for pilot bearing support.Throw out bearings and
collars vary so its a matter of detective work to come up with a combination that will
work.Sleaving is another option.Sometimes the impossible is not so-you just need to
attack in a different direction.Good luck.Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Desperately seeking w300 big"clutchbh"POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 12:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11558 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Throwout lever doenot work on t/o bearing of the spicer on the small 11 bell i have,
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thought would try ginat bell and its t/o bearing set up due to its having a 13 clutch with
different t/o bearing and lever.I am not positive about any of this and will be the first to
say i donnot know my ass about this swap,heck i could not even shift if (3053a)until
post told me the pattern,all of this is effort to get the spicer bolted up to bell with stock
part first,the t/o bearing dia is the rub.Thanks for the interest,if i ever find one and it fits
in m715 here is path to putting medium 2 ton trans direct and overdriven into these trucks
so they could keep up in traffic,still have granny,and be able to be found by going to this
site for p/n and help.Please remember i am very isolated 200 mile rounf trip to pirate
junkyards in s.a.and no dodge dealer with paper books to look up the p/n on old trucks,
also donot have hollander interchange to see what app to ask for on locater line.Swap
does work if you use bbc or 6.2 or 6.5,ita bolton direct for those lucky guys!!!I wish you
were in area,you sound like you have great line on how to get it done at machine shop
and i may end up doing that.Thanks
james!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Cookiebaker!POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed--
I will take the shirt,though it will be too big for me.Send address and I will send you a
money order.Thanks Tom L.
SUBJECT>Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11567 11576 11596 11609 11633
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Memphis,Tn.Spicergear was going to come down here for the 4th so he could
enjoy some Mempis mudding.Last weekend my 350 started knocking and when I opened
it up I saw the rod bearings burned into the crank.I wrote him and said the trip was i
dire straights and he said he could get here on the 3rd,we could work all night and
rebuild my motor and then on the 4th we coudl ride with all the other vehicles as planned.
He drove the 15 hours here,we worked throughout the night,and sucessfully rebuilt the
motor.We drove the 30 miles to the mud pits and all seemed well.We rode the trails for
about 2 hours (covering very little distance)and then decided to go eat and when I pulled.back on the interstate
there was a loud pop noise and then a sound like a broken drive
shaft.
I then learned why I needed a jackshaft.It had broken my transmision open like an egg.
Odd,there hadn't been any real bad vibrations on the ride there,but I guess it was the
silent killer.
I think I'm gonna get a 700R and then use the double caradine joint.
It was a good time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell axles POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11547
NEXT>11568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought all my stuff from Woody,he was the best price i could find and had the rockwell
axles and 16.00 tires.he has just about everything you need as far as the big stuff.in fact
i'm now going down to buy an old ford from him to tow my junk around.if you need his
#918-458-5303 .he's located in NE OK.and delivers just about anywhere at a very
reasonable price.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>11556 NEXT>11574 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kevin
you want to put togther an e-mail contact list along with posting the results.does he plan
to heat treat these also ???
Thanks Mike
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11549 NEXT>11572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
james,i'll try to run down phone#for salvage yard.but,be prepared ...we don't have a lot
of big dodge stuff around here.a buddy of mine has an old dodge grain truck with an old
style big block and 5spd that he might sell.i would love to get together for a run
sometime.i am the only one around here but there are several in dfw area.mine is on the
disabled list right now waiting on nv4500 swap.as for small ih engine the only trans i
have seen is an allison auto but i'm sure 5spds and maybe 9spds are avail.dove
season....man i can see it now...a cooler and a case of shells.i sure wish it was sept.!!!!!
SUBJECT>Parts for M715 POSTER>Tray EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCMXulyoBo26 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11570 11670 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I am looking for a hood and doors for a M715.Can anyone help?
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11561
NEXT>11569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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BRian,what let go to cause the sauage,the trans first,or did the jackshaft come loose and
smack the tailshaft,i do not have a pictyre to look at,you are running a stock tranny to
divorced t/c right.Sometimes i think there are people that run the tranmarried to keep this
from happening.Sorry to hear about bd!!At least you had some time in the pit,am still
trying to put the 2 ton transmission conversion together for m715 with dodge,there is guy
in lumberton that has the setup to run the clark 5 speed out of 2 1/2 ton truck married to
205,but he has not adapter for my bell.Where will get the double cara joint?Will you
send it off or do you have shop that can make it up over the phone,always wonder about
how many guys get too long or too short from those guys.I am worderied that i am going
to have a lot of trobule with the mopar bell i am forced to run with the 3053a,it is huge
and has a frame earcrossmember setup that does not look good for m715.I have still not
got one but got some pics of one in L.A.,i am in texas!Are you going to put the
overdrive version of the automatic in your trk?Build it up yourself or canu buy one close
buy with a torgue converter for muddin?I remember seeing a cluthc bell housing for a
400 somebody made for sanddraggin!It was outlawed due to fact it gave unfair advatage
to trucks that were seperated according to trans type.You dropped hammer at high rpm
5500 and got hole shot like standard on slower automatic converter types.Pissed a lot of
guys off and they banned it.Now they prob donnot even rember them.Hope you get back
together soon got any pictures of your truck at mud pit,it rained all day and night dow
here,9 or 10 inches so far.Good luck!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell axles POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the 16x20s,does he wreck out any m35,been looking for the 20 inch
combattype wheels to run the 16x20,does he have them or can get,what rim are you
usinf 6 hole rockwall?Does he have web site????Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11567 NEXT>11627 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
James,
(I'm going to try and answer you questions,but there were hundreds and it was hard to
follow-slow down and use more of a flow to yoru post)
I had my 350 V-8 with the 350 turbo in some really nice motor mounts,but that's as far as
the previous owner got before his wife left him and he was stuck with the kids and lost all
his play time.I towed the truck home and saw that it had no jack shaft (stub-shaft)
between the stock transfer case and the tranny.I posted and asked if one was absolutely
necessary and got a few letters back,but most of the guys just told me to put one in there.and had no real
substantial reason why (except one guy who told me all about orbits and
such).I wrote Spicergear since he seemed to know it all and he wrote me back and asked
if I had any real bad vibrations.I didn't and so he said to try it and if it started leaking out
of seals of messing with my rear tranny mount then to add one.My motor looked straight
as could be in line with the transfer case,so I wasn't worried.
I guess this was an exprement to prove to the rest of you (who already knew)that you do
indeed need a jack shaft.I really wanted either a manual tranny of a 700R anyhow,so this
was lucky since now the wife will aprove funds.
I do have a coworker who has a '79 Chevy 3/4 ton 4x4 that had the 350 V-8 in it.He took
the motor,but didn't want the manual tanny of the transfer case.I think that's an SM465
and a NP205.I'm gonna ask Spicer,but he's asleep right now (or pimping on my sister).
He's still recouping from the all nighter of rebuilding the 350.
Man,work is slow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for M715 POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11566
NEXT>11573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tray,
Have a good hood.I am located in MD.I could crate and ship if you can not pick up.
Devil Dog
devlin@tqci.net
SUBJECT>Attn:Kirk Marks POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Kirk this is Wayne in Murfreesboro Tn.I am going to remove the heater from the
truck this weekend and I wanted to check to see if you still wanted it.I am in need of a
exhaust manifold and left and right inner fenders.Let me know via e-mail at
cws37085@aol.com
Thanks and have a good weekend.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11565 NEXT>11628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man watch out on the nv4500,its back ordered until aug sept,i tried to buy one new
$1250 from JB Conversions but sent me to Advance adapters same thing,A lot of
unkown for it into dodge but jeep is great swap especially if come up with one out of 2wd
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chebbie,i think it is longer but might get away with the t/c moved,san antonio has rebuilt
ones for 1250 plus core!The spicer 3053a are 300to500 grto at surplus yard,have .80
fifth!I am trying to get my rusty updated with this but bell is prob for the 360 i have..Looks like only rb will
work,getting very close and will post pics of it soon as cd comes
back.Are there any military surplus truck/tire sources your area,i hear waco has military
unimogs tires and some 14,16,13x20 rubber from nato takeoffs.Magic tire in sa
antonio says so anyway.San antonio airplane surplace tire has some new aggressive
michlin in 13x20 in but have not seen them.Old dodge,am interested,will part,will pull
parts,i dont mind,any bell in a storm,d400?Thanks for help.Hope you get some kind of
od in it before gas goes to high again!!!I wonder about that 5 speed in grain truck?od or
direct,if it is np542 u mite be able to get gear for od conversion somewhere?
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for M715 POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11570
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should try your local junkyard.I'm pretty sure the hood and doors off of a grand
wagoneer or a J-10 truck would fit Just fine.I know the hood off of mine is not orignal.It
has unnesscary latches and holes in it.I was also thinking about taking some doors off of
a junkrard truck and making some half doors for summertime cruzin with the top off and
the front window down!
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>11564 NEXT>11583 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mike,
Yes Charles(my brother)will heat treat as needed,Charles started explaining the process
and the range of hardness for different types of metal and that you do not want to go
outside of a range that each metal can be harden to and I stopped him,I know Unix
computers not metal.I told him to wait until after looking into the "300M"material next
week then dump the information to me.I will relay the information as I get it.If interested
people would email me directly I will put together a email list and keep everyone
interested in the loop and post once we have some solid information.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,i'll check around the neighborhood.A old man up the road has a bunch of junk
trucks laying around rusting single and double axle dump trucks.I'll check for the b/h for
you.It should be cheap,he is kin to my wife someway.It will only cost you a deer
hunt.Lol.Let you know what i find out next week.Will P.S.I am in Alabama
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 July 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11561
NEXT>11586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I am really sorry to hear about your truck.All that work shot to hell.Sucks don't.it.Gotta love the truck
though.Will
SUBJECT>Attn.Alabama M715 Owners POSTER>AUTOCOPP
EMAIL>AUTOCOPP@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,6 July 2002,at 3:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you or some-one you know is interested in a M724 let me know.This truck will make
some-one a good 4x4.I've just about got the kinks worked out (Batteries,fuel pump,gas
line,points &condensor)732 actual miles with pto winch and new canvas top.This jeep
was kept under shed but has a little rust on rocker and under grill.looking for a decent
offer.
SUBJECT>3/4 Dodge POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Saturday,6
July 2002,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11579
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a buddy that blew the motor in his mid 80's (I think '84)Dodge 3/4 ton a few years
ago.He has now decided to get rid of it.It has the 8 lug wheels.I am thinking of the
rearends for my m715.How can I find out what they are?Would they be any stronger
than our axels?I have a set of 44's I hope to get on it one day,and I have read all the
discussions on what to expect.I don't think I will be able to afford the new upgrade axels.
This guy will likely let me trade for something.Thank you in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:3/4 Dodge POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,6 July 2002,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11578
NEXT>11607 11613 11621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at back of the rear end next to the back cover,prob will be a 60 or 70 cast into the
housing on the right side low,if you will search for tag it will have code u can post for
read,ratio will stamped on the tag if it is still there.Usually dana 60 or dana 70
depending on who what swap,is it a 4x4,should have very good floating axle,should be
part time hub in front of course someone might have changes them out.You can pull bolt
cover to see if it has any locking system.Could count the ring and pinion teeth and divide
them to get ratio if rear end is pulled.Make sure its a 3/4,1/2 usually have 44 front
sometimes 60 rear usually 44 also,nonfloater though.Good luck,count the number of
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splines on axles,that will help id it as well or post a picture of the rearend hub and or
rearend cover with bolt count.Buy them if they are 60,s they are stout and would be a
good update if you are to hp m715.I have a w100 with 44 rears and am waiting for them
to blow,44 fulltime front end does not like tall tires or hp,nongreaseable yokeujoint.60
or 70 are the way to go?What transfer case does it have,241 or something?
SUBJECT>its back!POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,8
July 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11587 11589
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have beed having withdrawal.what happened brute?
SUBJECT>Flasher Location POSTER>Will EMAIL>wsdecker@csg.net.DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/AvjIrYFDYY PREVIOUS>NEXT>11588 11620 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am trying to get my truck ready to inspect,but I am having diffuculty locating the stock
location for the turn signal flasher.Anybody know the location?My wiring harness has
been hacked up pretty bad (previous owner(s)converted all of the lighting over to 12
volt).Any help that can be offered will be appreciacted.
Thanks!!
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Axles POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11574
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in further information concerning this line of thought for beefing the
front axles.Feel free to e-mail any information.Especially numbers (if you have em)
regarding heat treating.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rear Diff.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11454
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you're tellin me I should buy one of those big spindle nut sockets?:)I'm just sick of
peg-legging up the powerlines and $500+for the front posi isn't going to do.I spend a
buck fifty,weld the thing and still have a dif,set of gears,and two spare axle shafts.
Maybe I'll just cool it on the 715 and build a mud/rock buggy.
Hmmmmmm...
SUBJECT>floorboard cover POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO2MDcpFb5Cg PREVIOUS>NEXT>11590 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,if anyone is parting out a truck (725 or 715),I need the floorboard cover that fits
over the transmission.Mine was welded up so that it could be used for an auto and now
I'm going back to a stickshift.
Please?I'll pay you.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11576
NEXT>11599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YAWNNNNNNN...Don't give him too much pity,he got the inevitable outta the way.early.He already got a bangin'deal on
replacement parts.I still think that the tranny
mount wasn't correct and put upward pressure on the yoke.The worst part was the that
the yoke,slip yoke on the tranny,was sticking out about four or five inches from the
tranny giving any vibration or movement a ton of leverage on the TH350's,known for
lacking,case.It busted and inch or so infront of the tailhousing bolts.-B's lucky he
bought it that way or I'd really have fun blasting him!:)
It definately was a fun trip with all kinds of challenges.
-Rebuilding a motor/replacing the crank while it's still in the truck.
-Timing a motor without marks on the cam gear.
-Avoiding being cut in half by 5/16"galvanized boat winch cable snapping as it tries to
pull a 6200 lb truck,sunk to the axles in sand,out.5/16"...LOL!
It was a fun time,all his family seemed like good people and a lot of fun to be with...what
happened to him is anyone's guess.
940 miles door to door...Got in at 2:00am and nearly destroyed my alarm clock this
morning.
SUBJECT>Re:its back!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11580
NEXT>11597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I was blocked for pickin'on Sisson.
SUBJECT>Re:Flasher Location POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11582
NEXT>11592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it in the water-tight box on the firewall?I say water-tight because when I opened mine,
you got it,it was full of water and hadn't leaked a drop.There was all kinds of corroded
electrical components in there...maybe flasher?I didn't see anything anyplace else on the
rewire project.
SUBJECT>Re:floorboard cover POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11585
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NEXT>11606 11669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not cut that one??
I got mine from a civvy truck so as not to cut up an original 715 item.I am Spicergear for
the people.
SUBJECT>Let's try this way!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody HAVE a Rockwell axle,preferably a front,but will consider a rear based on
price...FOR SALE OR TRADE?.Barry Y,anything?...I think you're the closest.
SUBJECT>Re:Flasher Location POSTER>Will EMAIL>wsdecker@csg.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/AvjIrYFDYY PREVIOUS>11588 NEXT>11593 11601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer-
Inside of the firewall or under the hood?Is it behind the dash mounted on the inside of
the firewall?I have tried to remove the dash before to straighten out some of the wiring,
was never able to get it loose.From what I found,the windshield needed to be laid flat to
get that dash panel out.I can not do that on my truck due to the top (home made sheet
metal hard top riveted to windsheild frame,soft top frame and sheet metal on back side of
cab,by previous owners).I have not seen any kind of box like this under the hood
mounted on the fire wall (possibly removed previously?).Thanks for your help!!
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Flasher Location POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11592
NEXT>11608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would have been to the...left,I'm pretty sure,of the brake booster.It's a nasty
contraption and if it's gone somebody save you some work.
If this helps,a quick way to pick up four way flashers,if you're re wiring it,put a jumper
wire with a toggle switch between the left and right side turn signal wires.To put the four
ways on just turn on one side or the other and flip the switch on the jumper,both sides
will flash.Functional and easy.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap.POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11535
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am also considering an engine swap.I already have a CJ-5 with the 304 mated to a T-18.
What is the difference between the T98 and T18 input shafts?Is it just the length or are
the pilot stubs different dimensions?
I haven't heard anything yet regarding the electrics.Can you keep the 24V system and
make the new engine 24V (i.e.replace coil,etc.)or do you have to convert the truck to
12V?
Thanks for the info!
Reagan
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale or Trade!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11614 11683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 for sale with no motor or tranny.There is no rust except to two tiny holes in.the driverside rocker panel
(dime size)Frame has been sandblasted and undercoated.Bed
has been Herculined completely!!!!Wiring harness is brand new!T-case is stock np200.
Brakes have been reworked with new lines and stainless steel wheel cylinders.A
springover and shackle flip has been performed.Located in Chanute,Kansas.I ca
deliver if needed.I have no pictures at this time,but you won't be disappointed!Extra cab
and body panels are included!!!Also,it has the powersteering gearbox conversion.I am
looking for an old fj40 land cruiser.
I also have a rebuilt sbc 327 (all new:headers,distributor,alternator,starter,hv oil pump,
oil filter,fuel filter,etc.)
Make an offer!!!I need to sale it all!
I can't sell it for nothing because I have so much invested!
Ask questions and make offers via email!
SUBJECT>700r4 POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11561
NEXT>11598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 700r4 tranny that needs a home!I bought it from a guy I know that wrecked his
truck!It is a great tranny!I also have the automatic lockup switch if interested!Mark
SUBJECT>Re:its back!POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,
8 July 2002,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11587 NEXT>11600
11602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i doubt anyone could be blocked for picking on sissons
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11596
NEXT>11605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Price and location??What year did it come out of?
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Here are the parts that amused me:
When we were into our our 5th consecutive hour of the rebuild and Spicer says "look at
this-see how your piston rods don't swing free?You should start shopping for a new
motor,this one won't last but a few hundred miles."
That really killed my enthusiasm for the rebuild,but did't effect him at all.
Then the first drive when he had his big-ass foot resting on my 4WD low/hi lever to stop
the amazing amount of vibration and accidentally (at 40 MPH)shifted it into low-or tried
anyway.
Then when we were cruising down the interstate at 50 and there was a sound amazingly
similar to both barrels of a side by side 10 gague going off at once and I turned to look at
him and he just waved a hand and goes "Don't worry,it was probably one of your.wrenches being lost".It turned out to
be my power steering bracket wasting itself.
Or maybe there was the first day he was there when we were eating a nice sit-down
dinner with my mom and innocent sister and he was offered some bread and he says to
my mom "I guess I'll get the garlic,it was only 900 miles here."We all (even my mom)
knew he meant that my sister didn't have to put out since she was not over the 1000 mile
mark.
Someone ask me about Amanda,Spicer,the river,the stick,and 10 guys making fun of
him.It's classic.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:its back!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11597 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way harsh Bobby.Way harsh.
-B.
SUBJECT>Removing dash panel POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11592
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just gutted out an entire cab.To get the dash section out,I needed to take out the bolts
along the front of the dash on top,2 bolts on each end that you access from up
underneath,and then remove the steering column support and there is a brace on the gas
pedal side of the column that goes to the upper cowl area that needs to be removed.Since
I had the cab off the truck and most of the interior gutted already,it was easy....and there
was no windshield frame on it.I do see that the windshield holddown levers would need
to be released.I think it should come off then even with the windshield in place and not
folded....could be wrong but I'm not sure what else would hold it up.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:its back!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11597
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Soooo much material to work with!
Take it light Brian...
SUBJECT>Website downtime POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11604 11615 11623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunately,as you probably noticed,the website was unacessable for a few days due
to server problems.It wasn't just us,it was our gracious webhost,MG Force's,whole
server that was affected.I don't have solid information at present as to the cause but I
have been told it was not due to anything that was supposed to be happening....
Sorry for any inconvenience.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Website downtime POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11603
NEXT>11610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just glad it's back
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11598
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is the old version,not the 30 spline,but had been rebuilt with upgrades by my friend
who had it in his truck.Needless to say,my friend wrecked his truck early on!Located i
Chanute,Kansas!Make an offer!
SUBJECT>Re:floorboard cover POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11590 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's got a point.Forget it.
-B.
(Spice,I'll delete my last post if you can delete yours and that way we'll not waste board
space)
SUBJECT>Re:3/4 Dodge POSTER>loshbaugha@missouri.edu EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11579
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It should have dana 60's front and rear,but as was mentioned earlier,this is cast into the
housing,so be sure and check.
SUBJECT>Re:Flasher Location POSTER>Will EMAIL>wsdecker@csg.net
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DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/AvjIrYFDYY PREVIOUS>11593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess it was previously removed.All I need is something temporary to get it inspected.
After that,I think that I will go to a Painless harness and get rid of all of the original
wiring and the mess that has been hacked into it.
Thanks for all of the help!!
SUBJECT>Don't Use The 700R4!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 1:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11561 NEXT>11611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's a weak CAR transmission.They're expensive to build "properly"and they still don't
hold up.Call the late-model salvage yards in your area,and get an Allison out of a
Duramax truck.It bolts up behind your SB Chevy.It uses a stand-alone computer,so be
sure to get it and the wiring or you're screwed.There is a small blurb about this wap in a.current civvy 4X4
magazine,in the "Ask XXXX"section.
I figure the Allison swap won't cost much more than building and installing the 700.Stop
reading the magazine articles where they were given,or even paid to use,the 700;they
really aren't very good transmnissions.Go get an Allison TRUCK transmission!!
J A Banks
MVPA #3553
SUBJECT>Re:Website downtime POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11604 NEXT>11619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm glad it's back also...reminds me to thank Brute again for making this all possible.
Thanks Brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Don't Use The 700R4!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THat's why I asked what year...they did get considerably stronger right before they (GM)
changed to the 4L80 and 4L80E's.
That's a pretty tough tranny.I saw one out on the salt at Bonneville with a 704 inch
mountain motor infront of it.
SUBJECT>Re:Let's try this way!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11591
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Spicer,I don't have any Rockwell spares yet !Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:3/4 Dodge POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11579 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If my memory serves me correct,the mid 80's Dodges had a NP 208 on the half tons and
a NP 205 for the3/4 and one tons...but do not bet the farm on this...hell,I would not eve
bet wormy rooster on this *L*
Best Regards,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale or Trade!POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11595 NEXT>11630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested.You never return email.I have tried to contact you like 100 times.
bryanperry@aol.com 402-934-2899.SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bill F POSTER>BillF EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aajfMKNH1hTm2 PREVIOUS>11555 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't suspect that there is going to be enough interest to get a group order,but contact
Rich Brandi at 610-275-5667 (Pro Tool and Machine Shop).He has a 725 at the shop that
he's about to install 4 wheel discs onto.I'll be ordering a 4 wheel set up this summer as
well.
Bill
SUBJECT>Rockwell axles and Woody POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11624 LINKNAME>http://www.tahlequah.com/woodys/
LINKURL>http://www.tahlequah.com/woodys/
There was a thread going on where to get Rockwells and the 16.00-20 tires like Roger has
on his.Woody,a member of The Zone,had them last I knew and this is where Roger got
his.Woody is in Oklahoma and here is his contact info:
WOODYS SURPLUS SALES
4900 S MUSKOGEE AVE
PO BOX 423 (mail)
PARK HILL,0K 74451
918-458-5303 918-456-8231 fax
rwoody@fullnet.net email
918-760-055cell
His website is linked below.
Tell him we sent ya,Woody is a real cool guy.
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Website downtime POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
holy crap!!!i thought i was going to have to start going to bed early
SUBJECT>Re:Flasher Location POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11582
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Will,
Most states allow hand signals I believe.I know out here (in CA),if the vehicle didn't
originally have turn signals,then you don't need them.Just tell the inspector that the truck
never had any as a stock option.Be sure to remove the lever assembly first though.
On a side note,I just converted my truck to 12v and found out that the turn signal switch
(old style)can't be used for front and rear signals in addition to running the stop lights on
the same filament.You'll have to buy an aftermarket 6 wire switch.On our trucks,they.have 6 wires too but one is
ground and one is for the pilot light.The aftermarket one
actually has 8 wires.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:3/4 Dodge POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQK2uUn51my.PREVIOUS>11579 NEXT>11625 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thank you,
He said it doesn't have any lockers,thinks it has 341 gears?I'll crawl under it and see
what I can find out.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Any body looking for an m715 in WA State?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>11581 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
I would consider buying one.I live in Bellingham,WA.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Website downtime POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad it's back I was having withdrawals.Thanks Brute from my wife.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell axles and Woody POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11617 NEXT>11629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just got back from getting my truck i bought from him.he said that he has plenty of sets
just like what i got from him last year (axles,wheels,and tires).give him a call and let
him know what you're putting them on.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:3/4 Dodge POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11621
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3/4 tons will probably be 60rear/44front unless it is a cummins or a crewcab.then it will
be 60/60.1 ton should be 60/60.also some dodge 3/4 have front 44's with no front hubs
(one large axle nut sticks out of wheel flange.these have weak bearings and won't stand
up to big tires(all this is according to local mopar fiends..
SUBJECT>attn james POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
james,sorry i've been gone over the holiday weekend.when i talked to him friday night
he said he had plenty of axles,tires,and a few wheels.keep in mind that the wheels are
only made to fit a max of 14.00 tires.if you look at my pics you can see my side wall is
sucked in a little.it can be done but i takes some work,and a lot of pressure to get the
side wall of that big tire down enough to put the split ring on.
sorry it took so long to get back.,
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11569
NEXT>11635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't think a shaft with only one ujoint will work.instead of turning through the joint
the driveshaft will tend to"jumprope"and creat one heck of a vibration.on short
drivelines even a tiny misalignment magnifys a vibration.
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11572 NEXT>11642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ilucked into a $75 nv4500 out of a 2wd chebby a couple of years ago.i'm just waiting on
time and money to come along at same time.a company in okla has cheapest and best
surplus 20's i have seen web site is www.usa6x6.com does the san antone company keep
any grande(11"or bigger )surplus 16"tires?
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell axles and Woody POSTER>RRWOODYSURPLUS
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EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys
got axles and trans and transfer cases
and them tires
new adress and Poc below
been busy buying and selling aircaft
and surplus junk
selling my 715 also(see midwest fe)
so i can build a big 1 like rodgers
with ford diesel
here is a update
got a new house~~~
and military this weekend
so call next week or soon!!!!!!
WOODYS
22203 STICK ROSS MTN RD(delivery).Tahlequah,OK 74464
PO BOX 423 (mail)
PARK HILL,0K 74451
918-458-5303-voice
918-458-1624-fax
918-458-7841-cell
rwoody@fullnet.net email
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale or Trade!POSTER>M715Ma
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 July 2002,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an email.It that email does not work,try mafrisch@pittstate.edu
SUBJECT>M715 active duty photos POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.34signalbn.org/krabbenloch8.asp
Take a look thru these pages.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11561
NEXT>11636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow ,What a band of brothers here,15 hours one way,work all night,wheel in the
morning.There are some really good decent people on this broad.
Rick H
NH
SUBJECT>Vin #'s and ID POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR.HYl3G0.iQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>11644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok on my front bumper is the letters and numbers from L to R:
VII 22 VN ......
The hood is marked with the typical:
U.S.Army
03F74468
Under the hood it has the 03F...#
on the right rear section of the frame waas another #
I believe it was the same 03F...#,it was well worn.
I was told by a couple of people on the list,the vehicle was with
the 7th Corp.22nd Infantry.I found a group stationed in Germany
with the 7th Corp 34th Signal Bn.but no 22nd.does anyone have information on the 7th
Corp.22nd that I might look up online?.Thanks in advance.
Glen
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11627 NEXT>11639 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bowtie Dave,
You seem to have a knack for telling people's future a few days late.Maybe I'll call to get
my lucky lotto numbers from you.....after they announce the winner.
It felt fine,and there in lay the rub.I couldn't really detect any vibration and thus my
thouhgts (and Spicer's)that all was well.We both blame the failure on the light truck
tranny that had been installed by the previous owner.I'll post some pics of it (split ope
like and egg)if you'll let me borrow a digital camera.
Again,thanks for the info.On a side note,do you think that Spicer and I will be able to
rebuild the motor?I mean,we're going to try to do it in less than 12 hours......
Just joking with you-take it light,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11633 NEXT>11640 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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It's true,not only did he help me do all that,but he kept a smile on his face the whole
time.Spicer's got my vote for member of the year.
On a side note-I am not going to get a 700R.Or the coveted Allison (like I have the
dough).I have opted for a SM465 with a mated NP205.I got one for $150 and it appears
to be in perfect shape.I got the clutch,bell and flywheel ring.Aside from actually putting
it in the truck and getting the driveshafts,I'm all set.Spicer was impressed since this
particular setup gives me 3 PTO locations.
Thanks for all the advice,you guys rock.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11635
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian,i've been through this train wreck myself.th350 and driveshaft with about 3"
between ujoints.as my grandmother would say"shook like a dog passing peach pits"tried
several times to correct vibration to no avail.finally said screw it and put in a sm420 and
stretched the driveline back to about 24"no more trouble.about those lotto #18 9 25 47
34 3 lol.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 8:47
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11636
NEXT>11643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sm465 and np205 are about as stout as you will find in 1 ton and under.man i can see it
now...pto winch in front,pto winch in rear,and extra pto for whatever.
SUBJECT>Cookiebaker,shirt still missing POSTER>Jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have not received my shirt that I ordered.I'm sure that the problem has to do with
me moving to Colorado.My new address again is Chris Thorgesen 11300 Hwy 291
Salida Colorado 81201 Let me know if you know anything.Thanks -Chris
SUBJECT>Re:fouled up trans swap,t/o setup?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11628 NEXT>11681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tire in san antone has 16x20,14x20 etc,Airplane tire sold and built the wheels tires on
AAA on the power site,go to photo classified for the pictures of mich 13x20 on 4 door
w300 4x4 with fac diesl 1965 i think!Gensco in houston gas about 5 stacks of them each
size for 90 to 115 each new surplus,they put them on tractors with conversion 20 inch
wheels with 9 bolt hole centers for the 20 ply thorn issue down here some have the
sarahar desert pattern xl xyl and san antone had some contintal dot unimog tires that were
tractor like tread and 20 ply 13 x20 about 43 or 44 inches tall.I was thinking about trying
to put the 14x20 on back and remove the fender and run 9x20 in the front just to have the
rubber for the mud holes on ranch.14x20 is tall!!gENSCO phone is 1 800 663 5287,
Airplane Tire Salvage is 210 627 2691 ask for henry peterson 67 year old lifer type wheel
converter mil in sa for ranchers 4x4 ers,kinda pricey but does get it right!Magic tire guy
thinks henry is nuts but will sell you tire cheaper if you tell him you are talking to henry
about them,I think they all but from giant surplus tir outlet in Waco.I saw container of
tires from same location at gensco,wish i could bust their secret so we could buy a pile of
them,they are getting them for a song,think about it,new goodyear for 20 ply for
like$119 each.Wonder if taliban are stealing them and selling them bak to us?I paid
$700 each for michlin 14x24 for rigup 30 ton and had to wait months for 2!I sold truck
due to this,14x25 is only available in ndt and got busted by dot man at laredo weigh
station for them,work was slow 2 years ago and could not find canada tires 14x24 for it
and sold to mex logger.Now the tire are as cheap as family beater tires!Great for you
guys now,i would but 2 or 3 different sizes treads if i had money and a hp mtr to pull
them.
Zezcon indusrties in ga was selling the 14x20 with wheel for $250 each mounted,they
were 20 bolt beadlok from military,781 793 6730 and they were getting from someone
nearby,yes thats rite,with the tire!All you gotta do is rent a plasma cutter for $50,get a
axle bolted in vise with a fixed point to ref and weld in your donor wheel center,hey i
built 9x20 out of gmc wheels 10 hole budd to w100 dodge tiny hole!Its pretty easy,just
tak the first one and mount it on front f truck to make sure it doesnot hit spring or fenfer
before you weld out,hope u get some big boots and show us the boots pic!!!!!!!!!!!Magic
tire is 800 292 0381.I10 surplus has hummers bias wheels with mag for 65$each other.day on
wevsite,www.I10surplus.com or something in arizona have a few 14x20 big $$
250 each for new no wheel tuvbe,flap etc.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11640 NEXT>11665 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer had said that there is a compressor option available,but he didn't really have
details.
I just got an electric 12000#Ramsey for the front,so to trade for a PTO would have to be
some serious convincing.
My loving wife is planning to leave town thursday through sunday,so insead of my time-
talbe of 1 to 2 months of cojmpleting my drivetrain swap,I may do it saturday and the
only have to wait on shafts being made.Sweeet.
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I reckon then I'm gonna get some 4.56 gears for the front and rear.Seeing as how I opted
to not get the overdrive.
How many guys are around here?We had an FE in Kentucky a few years ago and it was a
blast.I know there's Will,Me,and some guy across the Arkansas line (who's selling),
who else?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin #'s and ID POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11634
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found numbers on mine too that Ive been trying to figure out.
I couldn't find any nunbers on the hood or tailgate but did find on the rear bumper
between the bumperettes some unit numbers....4A 2F???
HQ ?28.I assume this is 4th Army,Snd Field Artillery Battalion of some unit HQ
company,vehicle 28.THe ?s are letters that are so faded I couldnt read them.
However as for the army registration number,the only numbers i found were painted on
both sides of the frame behind the rear wheels and said 943863.Does anyone know what
this number is for?I thought all hood registration numbers started with 3F and ended with
the production year,'68.
Anybody have a clue what this number is??
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump instalation?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11637
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One way to prime the new pump is to leave your ignition off and crank the engine until
you hear the pitch of the cranking change,about 30 seconds if you don't hear it ought to
be plenty as long as the oil filter wasn't removed.The engine will be spining a little free-
er until the pump is full and trying to push pressure instead of air..You might be able to do this also:Remove the
distributor,turn the engine to tdc first and
make sure the rotor is pointing at the #1 wire on the cap,and then you can use a power
screwdriver with a large stright blade tip to turn it as the distributor is turned...not sure if
the power screwdrivers are strong enough for this but it's worth a try if you have the skils
and tools.Oil starvation means death and being dry on startup is the absolute worst time
to be dry.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>ATTN:Steve,Spicergear,BBC help?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,i think i'll end up going with a 454 in my M715 and wanted to ask you a few more
questions.I would like to retain the stock tranny and/or someday go to the t-18 for down
shift capability.I would like to know how you guys did it,and what adapters you used.
Also any problems or things you wished you did differently.ANy info would be helpful...
Daniel
SUBJECT>Amanda,Spicer,River,Stick,10 Guys........POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,you promised!
SUBJECT>Re:Amanda,Spicer,River,Stick,10 Guys........POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11647 NEXT>11649
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno,it's sort of a personal story and he might get offended if I told it.
YO!Spice!If you mind,say so.It's 2:00 my time,you got 'till 2:20 then I tell the boys all.
SUBJECT>This will be long POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11648 NEXT>11650 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,I guess he didn't care.
So anyhow,here's some background.Spicer's a real rough-and-tumble guy.He knew how
to handle any gun I handed him and even was brave enough to eat a crawdad when he had
never seen it done.What I'm getting at is he's no sissy.I'm from the South and down here
we have ideas of what a man can and cannot do and still be macho.Well,he and I have
been writing for the last month or so talkin'about trucks and motorcycles and girls we
met at church camp and such.(he sits at a PC all day too)Then at night he has apparently
been calling my younger sister (22 yrs old)and forming some sort of deep relationship
with her.Anyhow,about 3 weeks ago it came up in their conversation that he had a belly-
button ring.Around here girls get them,but not so much guys.So I was a little freaked.out,but he assured me it was
just a northern thing and it didn't mean he was a woman and
he was willing to prove his heterosexuality on my sister.So she and I hashed it out and
decided that it would still be cool to have him here for the 4th.
So after my truck crapped out he sort of dumped hanging out with me and went mudding
with Amanda.Around here on a saturday there will be between 10 and 20 jeeps and
trucks riding the trails.They all thought he was cool as hell and admired him for his
willingness to work the tow straps and his knowledge about trucks.
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Then they all decided to go swimming in the river and he took off his shirt.
You can imagine the reaction from a bunch of guys who had been drinking,all had pistols
on them,and most likely all played high school football.A normal man would have tried
to explain that it's a northern thing and they wouldn't understand.
Spicergear calmly bent down,picked up a stick the size of my thumb,stuck it through the
ring and then used the ring as a pry point to break the stick.
They all want him to come back and mud with them.Amanda says he's the last of the
"real men".
-B.
SUBJECT>He was in the ZONE!1 tuff machoman.POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11649 NEXT>11654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,you need to sell that story to hollywood,all the trucks 4x4s,m715s and some
muddin!i pay to see that or buy the video so i could grimance when the stick breaks,or
does'nt.yeowow!!Raining so bad all boots waterloged and boot dryer has shorted out.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>715 Ancestor?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>11668 11675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm sure this won't be as exciting as belly ring habits of our southern friends(L)but I was
curious if the old 1 ton FC170(?)made by Jeep donated some of its genes to the M715.
They both have big six bolt pattern wheels and D60 front and D70 rear.Just a thought.
Came in from the heat to cool off.Tearing down Kaiser to chasis to clean and paint and
it's running almost 100 outside and I'm not used to this crap yet.
SUBJECT>Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>11653
11656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the differences between a T-18 and a 435?Which one is the more "heavy duty"
Tranny?
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11652 NEXT>11657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I have owned both,each one is is a super strong.The New Process 435 has a wee bit
of a lower granny than the Borg Warner T-18,6.69 vs.6.32,I belive.Both are bullit proof
tranny's.Your a winner with either one.PerkM715
SUBJECT>northeast summer m.v.rally POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11650 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
F.Y.I.the merrimack vally military vehicle rally we be held july 25-27 in weare new
hampshire.They have camping spaces,trail rides,and venders selling military parts.This
was a blast.Last year,they had 150 military vehicles of all types.Anyone in the northeast
intersted in reserving vender space or wanting more info call larry damour 603-529-
2884.Hope to see some zone members.
SUBJECT>fuel trouble shooting POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11661 11706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can seem to get any fuel to the carb,i suspect a fuel pump but is there anything i could
check instaed of automatically taking it as a bad pump,and yes there is gas in the tank.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11652 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cjfordstormloader.com/tech/mantransinfo1.htm has a pile of gear ratios for about
100 different 4 and 5 speeds several different application
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>11653 NEXT>
11658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,you are the Blue Oval God.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11657 NEXT>11660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're doing the swap into a Kaiser,I'd have to vote for the
T-18.I just finished the swap and it was too easy.I had to buy a conversion U-joint to use
the stock jackshaft and make a mount to adapt from the stock rubber trans mount to the
T-18 tailhouse.The shifter moves about 4"forward and you lose the t-case shifter
mounts.The bellhousing face is in the same place as stock too.The.T-18 and T-98 are extremely close dimensionally.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Cookiebaker,shirt still missing POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11641
NEXT>11702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
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When I mailed the shirts all I had was your old address I was hoping that it would be
forwarded to you.You might do some checking at your old address.Sorry for the mix up.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11658 NEXT>11662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Chris is on the money,the T-18 is damn near identical to the stock T-98A,this will
make a Ford swap a bit easier.What is your plan?are thinking of a Ford swap?let us
know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:fuel trouble shooting POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11655
NEXT>11664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are a few things to check....
The line from the tank to the metal line,have to drop the tank to get at,frequently is
found to be cracked and sucking air into the system.There is another non metal hose up
front where the line goes from the frame to the engine,haven't heard of problems here but
of course checking is good.
The pump may have a bad diaphragm and be leaking into the block,eventually ending up
in the oil pan....if the oil level is too high,smells like gas,or is very thin,suspect this.
The "sock",a filter found in the tank made of plastic type stuff very similiar to the ones i
my full size Ford (79-91 style),has been reported in some trucks to have melted.I
recently had my tank out,sandblasted,painted and rhinolined but this sock was fine in
mine and there was no reason to change it...must be lucky in my case or it could be the
gas used in others tanks,or additives,that caused it so don't rule it out.
Plugged fuel line due to rust or something else sucked from the tank.....rare but I suppose
remotely possible....
Plugged fuel filter,I'm sure you checked this....also a corroded carb inside would maybe
leave the needle and seat so corroded together that they won't open to allow fuel
in....unlikely though....
The tank does vent through a hose that runs to the air filter.It comes off the fuel filler
neck,metal part,and runs down under the truck,then back up in the engine compartment.
This can become plugged if the tank is overfilled,mine was when I bought it,and gas sits
in the low part of the hose,unable to be vented.I blew out the line with the air
compressor and made a nice little mess under the hood.If you have opened the tank
recently,then you don't have to worry,cause that vented it....mine shut off on a long trip.and after scratching my
head and a friend suggesting the tank might not be venting,I
opened the cap to hear the tank suck in a few gallons of air...got home and blew it out....
I think that pretty much covers it....good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11660 NEXT>11663 11688 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was up in the air between a S6 300(last forever and found everywhere)and the 460(tons
of torque and power).I'm just sizing everything up for the most ideal thing for me right
now.When I decide,or when I find something reasonable I'll let ya'know.If the T-18 and
98 are so close...would it be possible to adapt the 98 to either of those two engines?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk (or any other Ford experts)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just did the 300-6 swap along with the T-18.The stock frame perches are the same angle
as the engine mounts.I cut the perches off,connected the two long slots into one longer
slot and moved them around until the perches fit the engine mounts and the frame.The
engine mounts aren't symmetrical so one perch is higher up than the other.Overall a
pretty simple setup and it looks stock.There's no out of place filler pieces or gussets or
anything.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:fuel trouble shooting POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11661 NEXT>11691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You I am going to check out those and i will let you know how it goes.
SUBJECT>Re:Sad,sad story POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11643 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian,where are you?im in western NC just outside murphy and want to wheel with
some other 715s jc
SUBJECT>how do i id my tranny?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,i need to know what tranny ive got and im not sure how to tell what model it is.
previous owner swapped in a sbc 283 from a 65 c30 and said this trans also came from
that donor.its got a wickedly low granny but its real noisy and im thinking its time to
rebuild.are there any #s stamped/cast into it that i can tell what it is?thanks jc..SUBJECT>M-715 History
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POSTER>dave kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My neighbor worked at Toledo in the business office on the M-151 and the M-715
projects.I am getting in touuch with the 'Father"of the 715 now.He was tasked with
putting the whole 715 truck show together.He is over 75 now.
I am in need of the 3/4 round by about 2 foot long winch shaft.Also am needing photos
of the 715 with a radio kit installed.I have the radio,mounts and need toe locations.
Thanks......
SUBJECT>Re:715 Ancestor?POSTER>Dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11651
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think this 715 got stuff from the Gladiator.dave
SUBJECT>Re:floorboard cover POSTER>Dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11590
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still need a cover?.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for M715 POSTER>Dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11566
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 2 doors.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Steve,Spicergear,BBC help?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11646
NEXT>11672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you plan to change trannys later maybe now is the time as adapter can be pricey!I went
with the novak kit including the motor mounts.Adapter kit is of good quality and so are
motor mounts although they say for a small block you need to dimple the firewall for
clearance and then told me for the big block I would need a slightly larger dimple!What I
did was to cut and weld in new portions of the firewall,as the whole dimple idea did not
work for me.I am after apperance as well as performance.I am not afraid to modify the
truck (resale or other)but it needs to look good and almost factory or I am not content.
Does your truck have the heater?Mine did but I would have had to modify it heavily for
clearance so I sold it to another member with intentions of putting an under dash unit in.
What would I change?not alot...maybe move engine a little further forward by lengthing
j-shaft.
I dont use first even when in the mud.Big block torque with 5:87,t-98 four speed and 42"
swampers.What a thrill to drive is all I can say but then again my six was pretty sick.So
its like driveing a different truck.Good luck and keep us posted...Feel free to ask any
questions you might have.
Steve.SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Steve,Spicergear,BBC help?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11671
NEXT>11676 11699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention with the novack kit they designed it to work with the point type dist.
Urge!I run HEI but had to do a little work to get it to clear.You can get electronic dist
from aftermarket sources but can be pricey and stock HEI is pretty good to about 4500
rpm.
SUBJECT>pitman arm POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 July 2002,at 11:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought agr power steering what grand wagoneer year model would fit good
60`s,70`s or 80`s?Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Ancestor?POSTER>Bob EMAIL>nypper@uswest.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 12:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Possibly the 70 rear from the fc170 duel rear wheel but the front axle was only a 44.Don,t
know if the spring pad mounts are the same.Bob
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Steve,Spicergear,BBC help?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11672 NEXT>
11677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dumped the stock style tranny and went with the longer 5 speed.I have 3 inches from
firewall to HEI distributor and an inch or so fan to rad clearance.When I changed from
small to big block I changed the original mounts in the truck.I cut them off and the
rewelded them ahead by just about the width of them.I did this so I could use the trapped
bolt GM motormount with the rat motor.I've torn many of the rubber 'tab trapped'jobbies
and didn't want that with this.I love the way it fits.
I had to dimple my driverside valve cover for booster clearance like the '66 corvettes do.
No firewall mod needed at all.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Steve,Spicergear,BBC help?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11676 NEXT>11687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have to run the points style distributor for clearance,stuff in a Pertronix electronic
ignition.It directly replaces the points and gives you the comfort of an electronic ignition.
I've used them on boat motors and there is usually a noticable difference.Usually the idle
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qualitly improves and it's only +'s from there.
$40-50 if I'm not mistaken.
SUBJECT>Re:how do i id my tranny?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 11:29 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11666 NEXT>11695
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like old 420,jeep guys around here and some dodge guys dream about his bugger,
unsync 1 gear low low,brings good money in jy,still plenty of parts available,any 4x4
shop should have parts,somebody jusat rebuilt one in 4x4 mag this month has web site
for parts kits,gears,bearings,or just go to medium duty gmc dealer.Easy to rebuild
yourself,go for it you can do,,also see www.helitool.com ask for dc real gear head on
4x4 transmissions.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Desperately seeking w300 big"clutchbh"POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11558 NEXT>11689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was trying to stay out of the machine shop.The spicer has a t/o bearing nla from
suppliers i have asked.The od on the spicer is 1 1/2 11 spline,the throwout bearing will
not work with the small bell setup as the splines on the spicer are located on the end of
the input shaft.It is also too long for the stock bell i have for the 11inch 360 bell in most
trucks./The big bell is setup to run the giant clutch and its throw out bearing,(spicer
clutch and od bearig)from the factory.I have given up on the big bell and now am
looking for the machine shop who can turn this input shaft down to size and heattreat it
again>Thanks for your interst!
SUBJECT>I gotta get this straight POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11642 NEXT>11690 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
James,
If you have the opportunity,call me.1.717.731.9315,anytime,I'm usually up too late and
don't get enough sleep anyway.
Your dilemma has intrigued me.
SUBJECT>Re:FUEL PUMP NOT PUMPING??HELP !POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you read Brute4c's response to Jay the 1/2 wit guy?I found it to be very informative
and I think it will help you out if you understand a bit more about how the whole system
works.But I don't even have half a wit so that's the best I can do for you.I'd like to know
how you resolved it though.Good luck.G
SUBJECT>Does anyone want this Jeep?!POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 July 2002,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11595 NEXT>11685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Come on,there has to be someone out there!
SUBJECT>MUD-A-THON results POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14
July 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11798.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just returned home from a local mud run and my truck was ran three times,First by me,
followed by my little brother and then the wife.
All three resulting in a trophy and one even took the purse.
My run took fourth in class c super modified.
Little brother took fifth in class c super modified.
Wife took first in class F-womens open!
Sorry to be bragging a little I am just proud of my truck and even more of the wife!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending and Gage POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 July 2002,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11753 NEXT>11778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has never worked,and its time to fix it.its converted to 12v,do i need a 12v
sending unit and or gauge?or can i salvage what i got (assuming its a bad ground or
connection somewhere)and if not any part #s would be much appreshetated thanks,jc
SUBJECT>engine swap?POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 July 2002,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know if anyone makes an adapter to mate a 400 small block Chevy to the
stock tranny?How about a 440?I was offered BOTH of these motors for free,they need
to be gone through,but wanted to know if they would an easy swap or a nightmare,
before I took either of them.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending and Gage POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11776 NEXT>11846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I switched to 12v,I got a new gage and sending unit at Carquest.The old sending
unit was rusted into a ball,with no hope of ever working again.You have to measure tank
depth and set up the sender accordingly,but it has worked perfect ever since.Seems like
it was less than $50,but it was a couple years ago.Well worth it.
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11736 NEXT>11790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those E4's look bitchin!Shame they're only 10.5"wide,but still a great looking tire!
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SUBJECT>Re:stock tranny,transfer case and axel ratio POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11780 NEXT>11783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See the TechSpecs on this site,it's all there.Tranny is 6.3,transfer is 1.9,axles are 5.88...
SUBJECT>Re:$32.00 gauges POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11738.NEXT>11814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For all.
SUBJECT>Re:stock tranny,transfer case and axel ratio POSTER>Natha
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11781 NEXT>
11784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Alan!
SUBJECT>Re:stock tranny,transfer case and axel ratio POSTER>Natha
EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11783 NEXT>
11792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the trans a T-18???
SUBJECT>Re:pulls left when hard braking POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11730
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's why I went with 1/4"lines...
SUBJECT>Re:pulls left when hard braking POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11737
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a good possibility,but I have the same problem,intermittently,and I have braided
lines.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap?POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11777
NEXT>11794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
novak makes engine mounts and trans adapt for chevy.i don't know of one for mopar.
SUBJECT>If only I lived in CA.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11791
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On Ebay-my dream truck:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1843475371
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11773
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Brandon..SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11779 NEXT>11799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish they made a 40 inch tire in a 16 inch rim...I can dream!
SUBJECT>Re:If only I lived in CA.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11788 NEXT>
11793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you get way too much sleep.
SUBJECT>Re:stock tranny,transfer case and axel ratio POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11784 NEXT>11809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-98.Our t-case,for some odd reason,has the ratio '1.96 to 1'cast right into it across the
lower backside of the case.Just fyi.
SUBJECT>Re:If only I lived in CA.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11791 NEXT>11795
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really?I'd buy that murf in a heartbeat if I lived there (or if I lived here,but had the
dough to get it shipped).
I've always had a sick love afair with the old J series pickups.
I do get too much sleep though,I slept a total of 8 extra hours yesterday during the
daylight hours.It seems that now that my truck is across town and I can't work on it I've
fallen into a deep depression and sleep is the only escape.I also have wicked diareah,but
I think that's from eating old deer meat.
On a side note:I save all the reciepts from parts and such on my truck and my wife added
them up after a heated argument the other day.I had no idea-$5200 and it still needs to
be towed home.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11787 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went with chevy...cheap,workable,good output,and parts are everywere.I had many chev
parts already also.True our trucks are not race cars but big Mopars are legendary on
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performance and durability.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:If only I lived in CA.POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11793 NEXT>
11796 11811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do like I do...throw the receipts away!Ignorance is bliss!
Besides,Advanced Auto has my phone #so I can return any parts on that...it's in their
computer.Who needs receipts?
Are we learning anything yet?
SUBJECT>Re:If only I lived in CA.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11795 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder who has the most invested and what that dollar amount is.I bet it's not one of
those guys who has the big monster motor and sweet tires and Rockwells,but the guy
who is always taking his to the mechanic to get it running.
That would be an interesting poll,start that thread.
-B.
SUBJECT>2 1/2 ton Rockwell axles for sale POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine has basically the entire chassis from an old Army 6x6 for sale.It has 3
top-loading Rockwell axles,a huge ass transfer case and some big springs.This truck has
single wheels,no duals,so all the axles are the same width,meaning the front is the same
width as both rears.Axles are complete and in good shape,but the brakes and stuff will
need to be gone through.E-mail me for more info.Parts are located in North Dakota.
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:MUD-A-THON results POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad your wife got the purse.You would look funny with it,Lol.GREAT JOB glad to here
your truck kicked some butt.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11790 NEXT>11800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,They do!Well close enough,the Michelin 11.00-16 is about 39 tall.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11799 NEXT>11804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>....I guess what I meant was that I wish they made them
affordable *L*I am a teacher (i
spite of the poor typing skills *L*)in Alabama.They might give us a pay raise next year!
*L*
When I get the money saved up,I do plan on buying some used XLs...they are just such a
great tire.
SUBJECT>Gas tank POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>11802 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My gas tank on my m715 has rusted through and now has a hole in it.I was wondering if
there is a tank I can buy,or maybe a Poly tank or rust proof tank available?An y help is
appreciated.
Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11801
NEXT>11803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How big is the hole in your tank?I had my tank coated at Gas Tank Renu,the repaired
several leaks and coated it so there would never be any more.Probably cheaper tha
buying a new tank,don't remember what the cost was though.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,
15 July 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>11802 NEXT>11805 11806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got an extra stock tank in good shape.Only minor surface rust spots on inside.
Located central KS would take $40 plus shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11800 NEXT>
11807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interco,the super swamper and bogger tire guys have a Swamper STS trXus 15/39.5-16
for $222.95 in latest 4X4 mag.Not cheap but another option.Also show a 21/44-16 but
you have to call them for that price.Probably ought to be sitting down when they tell it to
ya L .http://www.tyres1.com is their website.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>11803 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for the help,I think i'll take it all the way off and check to see how bad the rest of
the tank is,before I get ahead of my self..Thanks again for the help!!
SUBJECT>Re:If Myron won't,I will.ntxt POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 July 2002,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11803
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 3:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11804 NEXT>11808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They would never fit on a stock 715 rim,way too wide.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11807 NEXT>
11810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your'e right no saftey minded sane person would run them but I've seen guys run scarrier
stuff then that.Worked for farmer when growing up who ran ditch witch tires on the back
of 2wd International with welded up differential.Ran down the road at 75 and
everything.....not the way I would do it ......he also sprayed fields with halftrack until
county made him stop destroying roads with it.
SUBJECT>Re:stock tranny,transfer case and axel ratio POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought it was a T-98A?
And no,I don't know the difference.
SUBJECT>Re:Aggressive tread for 18"wheel?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11808 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Early on I had a '79 4x4 Chevy Luv truck.I orignially had a full set of snow tires on it and
wore the back ones out because I was sixteen.A guy I knew had an old car in his field
and told me I could have that to beat on the farm if I could get it running.I did,got it
home and busted the trunk open to see what loot was in there.There was a pristeen set of
Mach II 275/60 14's in the trunk!...the old,hard as hell,poly-glass monsters!I wedged
them on the 5.5"Luv rims,checked the circumference,and they were within a half a
inch of the front tires.Those sidewalls were strained so badly they looked like Dizzy
Gillespie's cheeks!It was actually a very capable truck and handled well.I'd go through a
head gasket about every three months until I stacked two together.That worked great
until the water pump blew.I ran it air cooled until I busted a front cv joint hauling a huge
load of wood.I'd put blocks between the frame and the axle to keep the ass from.dragging.The cv retired it.
I really don't know why I'm still alive with some of the Indiana Jones crap I've pulled and
my need for speed...been fun so far!
SUBJECT>Re:If only I lived in CA.POSTER>Martin EMAIL>Meere@web.de
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11795
NEXT>11813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi spicergear have you thought about the MOGdeal?
I think this J Series is interesting to me is ther a possibility to get this car to Germany?
Are there still parts like doorcovers and rubberparts available?
Yourth kind regards Martin
SUBJECT>Re:Martin -still need starter parts?POSTER>Martin
EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tommy have you received the money yet?
Can you send some screws to reasseble the housing mine are gone with the owner before
who has disassembled the starter.
SUBJECT>The MOG deal POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11811 NEXT>11816 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Martin,I've thought about it a LOT,I just don't want to layout the cash or trade and have
to foot a trucks shipping to Europe just to get a UNIMOG.The radio truck is a nice truck,
I just can't do an even up for my 715 with all the mods I've done.
It would be really flattering to have my built truck in Germany tooling around but I'm
going to have to decline at this time.
AB Linn and Memphis Equipment have a lot of the parts for these trucks still able to be
bought new and our 'zone'brotherhood has a ton of connections to track down other
needed items.
SUBJECT>Re:$32.00 gauges POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11782
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are they at?And how do i contact them.I need them BAD.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>715 bellhousing w/cover on ebay POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.Unloading a bit of stock.There is a cast iron 715 bellhousing on ebay with the
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cover and throw out bearing set up.Even has a clutch.Ohh boy.Item number
1844442533.Going cheap..Thanks guys,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11813
NEXT>11823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK folks,there it is in a hand basket!Spicer is a Mog dog for shure,LOL.PerkM715
SUBJECT>715 Block Sale or Trade POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aalBM4c/QhT6s PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale is one 715 block.It has been stored indoors and turns freely.It comes with
everything inside the oil pan (pistons to oil pan).I have removed the head,oil pump and
timing chain stuff.It is located in houston texas.I would like 100.00 for the block.my
email is dkane@houston.rr.com.
SUBJECT>715 Radio Kit Information Wanted POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaiS0yPmQqeR6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11825
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just trying to get the correct antenna mount location and other info for the 715 used with
a radio.I have a rt524,tunable base/antenna/troop seats brace and mounting plate.Any
info would be appreciated.
Dave.
SUBJECT>Coolest 4x4 POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 July 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho PREVIOUS>NEXT>11827 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Browsing thru an old 4Wheel &off road magazine tonite.TOP 10 COOLEST VINTAGE
4x4 PICKUPS #1 Jeep/Kaiser M-715,I guess that makes it official,but we always knew.
SUBJECT>Re:"Let's Make A Deal!"POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>8057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found a taker to the offer.Thanks for everyone's interest.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:P.S.:Surplus City Jeep &Rebuilt Engines POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>7561 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rebuilt engine status report:.A few months and about 3,000 miles later,the engine is running smooth and strong.I did
replace the rear seal for a Felpro brand,since the new seal installed wasn't doing the job.
Other than that,no problems.I would recommend Surplus City's rebuilt engine as a good
product.
Steve
SUBJECT>Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11831 11841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I am installing a built 4 cylinder Cummins out of a Chevy bread wagon in my 715.We
estimate 250 hp and 500 lb ft torque.Would a 700r4 trans hold up to this engine?
Thanks,
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11816 NEXT>11824 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He's what his parents call "dissapointing".
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11823 NEXT>11826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well -B,that Hooked on Phonics has you on the right path...
Disappoint:One s and two p's in it's spelling,not the other way.
You get a B-for the day.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Radio Kit Information Wanted POSTER>Coby
EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11818 NEXT>11870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I think there is a mount out there to adapt the standard (sugar)scoop style mount
for an M715,but I haven't been able to find it.I just mounted the top part of the mount to
the lip of the bed,and made a bracket to mount the bottom part to the bed.I used a back
plate behind it so the vibration wouldn't crack my bed.In the "M715 Story"video,it
looks like an antenna may have been mounted on the front post of the troop seats.
Pictures I have seen had it mounted on the passenger side,across from the gas can holder.
Coby
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SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 7:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11824 NEXT>11829 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sensative?I guess that comment must have really cut to the quick.Sorry.
By the way,I got my truck home yesterday.It was towed to the tune of $140 for 40 miles.
I got ripped,but the part of town it was stranded in is not known for it's scenery.I took off
my driveshafts and all the linkage to the tranny and Xfer case.This weekend I'm going to
throw my new tranny and Xfer in.The u-joints are the same for my old Xfer case as well
as my 205,so if God smiles on me and the drive shafts are about close to the right length-
I'll be back in business by sunday morn.
On a side note,I think I speak for the whole group when I say that we all feel that you
selling your truck saddens us.I hate to see someone put so much time and energy into
something and make it so beautiful and great and then give it up.Maybe selling your
truck isn't the answer,but suicide is.Just remember me in your will.
Hope this helps,
-B.
If you are keeping your truck,I'll mail you my disk parking brake setup,but I'm not
interested in giving it to you if you're selling out.That's an ultimatum.
Also,can we get a Spellcheck here?
SUBJECT>Re:Coolest 4x4 POSTER>D.Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahTBj.c2ZiII PREVIOUS>11819 NEXT>11837 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Which issue was that in ??.Thanks.............
SUBJECT>buying m715 POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11830 11833 11839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could I get a descent m715 for around $2000?
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11826 NEXT>11844 11856
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,I may take you up on that.If I go with the high drive conversion like John L did,
then I'll keep the 200 and accept your gracious offer.I have a shiney rebuilt 205 sitting i
the barn waiting for me...that would give me a spare pto port.
Well folks,CONSIDER THE TRUCK OFF THE MARKET...umm unless there's
someone who'll pay me 10K cash.Then it's yours!:)
It's looking like I'll be welding the diffs,dumping in my spare duece 10K winch and
revamping my hydraulic system with a much higher capacity tank and the ability for.power in and out on both front
and rear winchs.
Anyone have a suggestion on a compact,underdash,easily attainable,A/C set up?These
115 degree cab temps are killing my office a/c acclimated ass!
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,keep an eye on the open board,for sale board,and on eBay.You'll get one!Oh,start
gathering chevy parts for the conversion.Sorry Perk.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 July
2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11822 NEXT>11832
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know about the tranny but those are pretty optimistic numbers for a 4B.Currently
they only go up to 135 Hp.and 333 lb-ft of torque in comercial use and only to 150 Hp.i
marine use.I can not imagine how you would ever get 250 Hp.out of the 4B.But good
luck if you try.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11831 NEXT>11836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
I have a guy that hot rods these and he assures me that is not a problem but time will tell.
These originally came with a rotary pump and I will be installing an inline pump that will
allow for more fuel along with some other stuff this guy has in mind.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11833 NEXT>11835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nothin special,i expect some rust holes.something to be worked on.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>11834 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure you can find one some where!
good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 July
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2002,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11832 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You might be able to get that high if it is really tweaked,but I would make sure you had.everything gauged,exhaust
temp.,boost,turbo speed if possible,etc.,to make sure you
don't damage it.
SUBJECT>Re:Coolest 4x4 POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11827 NEXT>11866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
April 1997 page 6
SUBJECT>Radiator,Eng,Trans,Case for sale POSTER>BillF
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aajfMKNH1hTm2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11840
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyboby is looking for a radiator,complete engine (with accessories),transmission,and
transfer case please contact Rich at 610-275-5667 (or feel free to email me).These parts
are take outs from a V8 conversion to a M725.The truck has 22,000 miles and all parts
are in very good condition (no leaks or smoke).The price is $400 FIRM.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11828 NEXT>11847 11848 11858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,Where are you located?There are a few for sale in the New England area.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator,Eng,Trans,Case for sale POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11838 NEXT>11853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you were closer to me,I'd buy it up today....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11822 NEXT>11881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These are giant numbers for a Cummins 4 banger,these are 6 banger numbers.To get that
kind of power,you will have to really wind that thing way beyond the factory red
line,sounds like you are building a grenade to me.I hope your engine builder knowes what
he's doing.Good Luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>M715 for Sale POSTER>Jason Surface EMAIL>surfacej@prodigy.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11843 11923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Sale:1967,M715,1-1/4 ton,4x4 Kaiser Jeep,rebuilt 327 engine,hard top,bucket
seats,also have original waterproof engine.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for Sale POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11842 NEXT>11845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jason,We might need a little more info,like,how much money,location and
condition.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,There are a couple of nice Unimogs on Ebay right now,check them out.i am shure
you could adapt air in a Mog!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for Sale POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11843 NEXT>11895 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is the hardtop removable and for sale or trade?I have exc.fabric top and bows to trade or
cash.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Sending and Gage POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks jz,mysending units probably in the same state,jc.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11839 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im in wester CT
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11839 NEXT>11851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im in western CT
SUBJECT>bellhousing POSTER>Tim EMAIL>timnheather@naxs.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the near future I am planning a 350 eng sm420 trans swap into my m-715.The problem
is the truck,the transmission that is coming out of it has a hydralic clutch.The truck is a
1962 3/4 chevy I had planned on using the bell housing from the chevy until I opened the
hood to look and was surprised to see no linkage just a tube running to passenger side of
the bellhousing there I saw the slave cylinder.Has any body used a bellhouing like this or
would I be better off trying to find one from a later model that used the regular linkage
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and fork?I always thought the hydralic clutch wasn't introduced until the 80s but I've
been wrong before.
SUBJECT>still in service POSTER>jay ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net.DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 6:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11854 11865 11879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've seen two of these truck still in service in the last week.
the first was an ambulance body (m-726?).still dressed in od green,looking fresh from
the motorpool,wearing a gov't tag.she's parked at the end of a taxi-way at the springfield,
MO airport.nobody else in my group understood my screams of excitement as we drove
past.i asked one our party to take some pics of her on the way out,i'm still waiting on the
email...
btw,we just drove by the 726,but parked between the hangars was a flat-fender in grey
paint with a hard cab and the most bizzare split windshield i've seen on one.she's still in
serice too.
the second 715 in service turns out to be fairly close to home.a shiny red brush-fire truck
is on duty just outside of Oneonta,AL.i've stopped and checked her,she seems all
factory except for the pump and tank package in the bed.
a buddy of mine in the army pulled documents and parts listings for these trucks a couple
of months ago,he said that based on that,there are still vehicles in federal service.of
course,his reserve unit was still issued Colt 1911A1's last time i checked.
just thought i'd add my ramblings...
jay
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've have been looking for a truck around that price as well for the last 6 months or so and
have been hardpressed to find one the North East that isn't like 4 or 5 grand.I think I
might start building a small block 350 this summer and keep my eyes open,its harder
than I thought it would be to find a truck.I live in New Fairfield CT,a little town north of
Danbury in western CT.There is a truck on ebay I saw to day for like $2875.00 located in
VT but I couldn't find an e-mail address b/c the auction ends in a few hours.Good luck
searching and if you see anything in the area leme know.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11849 NEXT>11872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ford was using hydraulic clutch linkage in the mid/late fifties.
The plus to using hydraulic is that you get to avoid building the clutch linkage which can
sometimes be a real pain in the butt.
The drawback is having to mount the master cylinder.It can be done but would require a
good bit of thought.If you do decide to use the hydraulic,I'd recommend not using the
old Chevy master simply because it'll be harder to find in an emergency than a late model..Be sure to match the bore
diameter and you should be ok no matter who makes the
master.
On the other hand,I bet there's a ton of standard linkage type bellhousings out there that'll
work for you.They did use that trans for quite some time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator,Eng,Trans,Case for sale POSTER>BillF
EMAIL>fields@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aajfMKNH1hTm2 PREVIOUS>11840 NEXT>
11915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good point.I forgot to say that the parts are in South Eastern Pennsylvania.
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11850 NEXT>11855 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Here in Hutchinson Ks.I know of three 715 in service as brush fire trucks and one sold
from same two yrs.ago.The Firemen I talked to said they will hate to give them up whe
forced too.Said their superiors don't want OLD,out of date equipment so are looking to
replace them.Won't be an easy job.
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>11854 NEXT>11857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ed,
My truck was pretty close to you at one time,it still has the fire department insignia of
"Rush County,Kansas".Small world,isn't it.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:The MOG deal POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 July
2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11829 NEXT>11859
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi ya spicer
im the guy that bought John L.'s truck as far as the drive line conversion goes I'd say it
works great have taken it on several 300 plus mile trips and the case dosent over heat and
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the case dosent seem to whine much tho with all the other racket in these buggies my
hearing may be going .and John if ya read this post ..again i say great job on this beast !!
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11855 NEXT>11861 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.It's smaller than you might think.My home town,Timken,is in Rush county.It's named
after the familly of origin of the inventor of the Timken buggy spring,Roller Bearing,and
differential rearend.I think I saw your truck on ebay a while back?My truck comes from
Dodge City parks dept.and has the coolest decals on the doors showing crossed sixguns
and steam locomotive.I'm not going to paint over them,just put magnetic back material
over them and paint that.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Jerald Pardue
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Wednesday,17 July 2002,at 11:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11839 NEXT>11860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took a chance and bought one on ebay a few weeks ago for $1450.00,couldn't be
happier with the purchase,it turned out it was exactly as owner represented it to be,
rusted out rocker panels,floor rusted through on driver side.Original except for heater
and metal top,and paint.About as good a shape as one could be that hadn't had work
done on it,I would think.Except for rocker panels,body was near perfect,no damage or
sign of use in bed,a very minor hard to see crease in driver door.It also runs pretty
decent,original engine.Showed no sign of ever being used hard.Ordered fiberglass top
the other day,in process of installing 350,power steering ect.
SUBJECT>Hey Perk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11856 NEXT>11867 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You actually,kind of,summed it up in your last post."...nice Unimog's..."I've decided I
don't want a nice Unimog.I want a beater unimog!I found one for two grand that ran two
years ago but the engine has gotten tight since.Perfect?I want to build a mog that will
piss of the mog purists to know end.Oh,like say the duece and a half bumper I have,cut
down to fit the front for tree pushing and get rid of that sissy (not Sisson)bumper that's
on it now.
Hmmm,maybe the guy will trade me for rockwell and a 454?
Sooo,we'll see.
Basenji,thanks for the high drive feedback.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>11858 NEXT>11862 11863 11904
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jerald,
Where did you buy your fiberglass top?I am in the process of locating one now.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>11857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
If you saw the truck about a month ago and it was pictured in the Arizona desert,that's
the one.I couldn't believe how near perfect it is as far as the body goes --no dents or rust
and very little changed on it.A long trip from St.Louis to Phoenix,but well worth it in
my opinion.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11860
NEXT>11871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is one on ebay
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11860 NEXT>11864 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you have details on the hardtop that came with your truck?I'm trying to find artic top
that is removeable and does not slope like canvas top.I know it exsists,seen it in tech
manuals and parts manuals.Thanks for any info.Ed .
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11863
NEXT>11877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis (rape me)Equipment has them new.I priced them one time...I'm thinking it was
over a grand.Pass...the T-case makes enough heat for winter.lol!
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
July 2002,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11850 NEXT>11869
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do business on the Mexican border and have seen M715's,M37's and M38A1 Jeeps in
active service on their army posts.They appear to be well maintained so we need to be
patient since I'm sure they will decommission one of these days.
SUBJECT>Re:Coolest 4x4 POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>mrippey715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11837
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys the M715 has been listed every year in the,"Most Bulletproof","Best Ever",or the
"We Want One"categories.I would say that the M715 is named as the best at something
atleast 2 to 3 times a year.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Perk POSTER>Jim Ferguson EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com.DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 10:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11859
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I always wanted Dana 80 portal axles...but I digress *L*
SUBJECT>PTO ADAPTER POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a SM465 transmission and would like to find a PTO adapter for it.Anybody have a
good spare?Or know where to find one?Or have any good suggestions?I want to install
a hydraulic pump to run a winch or other accessories.Thanks folks
James e-mail me.I hunt close to Freer,Tx.And would like to talk Jeep over a "Cold
Cerveza"
SUBJECT>Re:still in service POSTER>Dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZAJ4iWHMKdA PREVIOUS>11865 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In Mexico they love all the free new vehicles the USA gives them.Too bad the country is
totally corrupt.
SUBJECT>Re:715 Radio Kit Information Wanted POSTER>D.Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may need to get the video.I have one of the mounts but want to make sure its original.
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>11862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,
Saw it and know who has it for sale.Read the add --won't ship the top,you must pick it
up and it is on the east coast.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jpepper@essex1.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11852
NEXT>11880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to check the old bellhousing also.If the '62 has a six cylinder,I don't think
the bellhousing will bolt up to the small block.Chevy changed the 6 cylinder bellhousing
pattern in 1963 (when they introduced the 230 and 292)so it would match the small block
V-8 pattern.The 235 and 261 don't match the small block.Somebody correct me if I'm
wrong,but its probably worth checking.
SUBJECT>Spicer 3053 for sale POSTER>jzoliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com.DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 4:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is interested,I posted my 3053 on Ebay at the URL below.Go out and bid high
on this,so your truck can be as awesome as SpicerGear's is.Good luck.You can also
search under 3053 or M715 and should find it.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&showtutorial=0&ed=0&t=
0&indexurl=0&item=1844963485&r=0&rd=1
SUBJECT>m715 front fenders POSTER>randy poff EMAIL>shieldwolf@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know where I can purchase a set of front fenders?
SUBJECT>Re:m715 front fenders POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11874
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John Bizal who owns Midwest Military,a surplus outfit from Minnesota posted a couple
months back with the following:
I have several NOS and several very good used left front fenders.I need to make room for
other parts,blowing them out.NOS $100 ea.Used,$50 ea.Shipping extra.Call 952-440-
8778 to order yours.
I know Mr.Bizal and he is a very reputable man and a real nice guy.
brute4c
SUBJECT>New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11878 11888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted pictures for Brian and Rick,both are interesting especially Rick's "Mobile Pool",
in the Members Gallery linked at left,and I added one "action"shot to Chad's page that I
found on the web.
As always...Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11864
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Joe,Try Boyce equipment of Utah,they have glass tops for about $600.00 and they look
good.PerkM7154
SUBJECT>Question for Brute4c POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11876
NEXT>11901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jon,
You've seen Chad's truck up close and personal I believe...
I'm contemplating a cage similar to his and had a few questions.
First,it looks like he dosen't use a stock top,but does it look pretty easy to fit the bows
around the cage?
The other problem I can see is the windshield clamps.It looks like the tubing would end
up right in front of them and wouldn't allow you to lower the windshield.The only idea I
came up with was moving them inboard a few inches.What did Chad do about that?Or
did it just work out?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11872
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think that is right.a housing for 63-67 pickup will give you mechanical linkage and bolt
up to your tranny
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 July 2002,at 11:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11841 NEXT>11900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if built properly it should hold up.i know that when they first started hotrodding 700's art
carr trans.put one in a hba(humongus big-assed)motor home behind a stout bigblock as a
torture test and it lived.with stock gearing the trans shouldn't be in a bind.just be sure you
get one from a '85 up (10 vane pump)as older ones with 7 vane pump had some problems.
i have seen them live in drag cars and buick grandnationals used the weaker 200 4 r with
no trouble.
SUBJECT>M715 POSTER>Manny EMAIL>jmanuelx@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 July
2002,at 12:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11887 11939
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi there are two M715 for sale one is almost restored,is driveable but need some work,
they are asking $6000 for it.I think is to hi of a price but is blocks from my home,the
owner is willing to negociate the price and even through in a partial jeep for parts.What
should I offer.I'm at $3500 is this a disent offer.I saw a expectacular one on ebay and has
a option to buy for $5000,and the one I'm looking at is no way neer this one,the guy at
ebay e-mail me and told me it would cost aroun $800 dollars to ship it to my address,
from Washinton to Nevada.Please give me some advice,I dont want to be riped off.
SUBJECT>Anybody in CA,good parts truck!POSTER>Mike Arnott
EMAIL>mikea@mich.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1843475371
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody in CA,good parts truck!POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 July
2002,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11883 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I have been writing this guy and he says the truck runs.He is having trouble with the
tranny and from what he told me it is unclear if it's an auto or a stick.He can ship it
anyhwere and his price was reasonalbe.
I'm California dreamin'.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO ADAPTER POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11868
NEXT>11892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to a decent size junkyard with some older stuff in it and crawl under every truck with
anykind of wrecker bed,dump box,anything that looks like it needs to have a separated
drive on it and you should find something.When I was looking for a PTO for the big
spicer I have I found a ton of the types you're looking for.The 3053 has the teeth cut in
the other direction and can be alittle more difficult to find a pto for.It shouldn't take you
too long to come up with one.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer 3053 for sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11873 NEXT>11891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn it!My head can't fit through the door again!!LOL
It's a good tranny and positions the motor very nicely in our trucks,no firewall
clearancing needed.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Manny,
Something is only worth in money what it's worth to you in the amount of joy it will
bring.Ponder that.
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Here's a simple formula to determine if it's a good price:
{(cost in $asking for truck)-(amount of cash you have laying around)}divided by {(joy it
will bring you)-(wife's disposition)}=answer.
Good luck and I hope you get it,we need more men like you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New Members Pics POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11876 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute!It's always been my dream ever since this site started.
-B.
SUBJECT>Spicergear,appology to follow POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>11890
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,
In a recent post I flamed you for saying that my tranny was alright without a jackshaft.I
am duely sorry.You were right and I should have trusted you.
Last night I was taking my NP200 out and since I had the driveshafts off I could spin the
tranny and Xfer.I was turning them and noticed that the tranny got jerked to the side at
one point and I assumed that was why it failed.When I removed the Xfer I saw the
problem-during our brief trail ride I lost a U-joint cap (the one that's pressed into the
yoke).That explains the noise that sounded like the driveshaft had come off and also why
the tranny destroyed itself.
If the u-joint had been installed proppeerly it might have lasted as was.
Or,it might have been doomed from the start,I still don't know.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear,appology to follow POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11889 NEXT>
11894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem B-.
That was such a priceless moment along side the highway,both of us laughing in
hysterics about the tranny case breaking after spending all night spinning wrenches on the
motor.Even in the sleepless delirium that we were in...I can still remember you wife
shrieking about the tranny being busted like it was a big deal.Too funny,we gotta do that
again sometime now that you'll be slush-box free.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer 3053 for sale POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11886
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep in mind,I've never seen Spicer's truck,I was just going off what he said.He can't be
real smart if he was going to sell it to by a MOG though.LOL.I suppose the Mogs have
their place too,if you like really tall gearing and lots of ground clearance,wait,where is
the problem....
SUBJECT>Re:PTO ADAPTER POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11885
NEXT>11903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a PTO for a T98 I would like to get rid of.I planned on putting it in and
dropping a
winch on the front,until I swapped the trans for a slushbox.Don't know if it would fit the
465 though.
SUBJECT>engine conversion POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11896 11938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anybody ever put a ford 460 w/a ford 4 speed tranny in an m715?just curious
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear,appology to follow POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11890 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed.If all goes well within the next year you'll be fired from your crummy job and
move down here and then we can wheel every weekend.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for Sale POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11845 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This 715 for sale is here in Hutchinson,KS.The word is....basic stock with rebuilt 327
sbc,hardtop,and earth yellow paint.Price is 6K with stock motor in bed.I believe it's the
same one that has been sitting for a few yrs at auto repair shop near here.I looked it over
then and looked pretty straight and clean.It was still displayed beside the road for sale
last eve.
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11893 NEXT>11897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,I have a 460 Ford with a Ford T-18 imput shaft swapped in to the stock T-98A.The
power is unreal!PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11896
NEXT>11898 11899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
However...with a Chevy big block swap it will be 'real'power.
Sorry Perk,couldn't resist!
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11897
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lets not get into that.SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of these days,Spicer,Pow too the moon !!!.HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11881 NEXT>11907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
by the way,how is the cummins adapted to gm tranny?
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11878
NEXT>11902 LINKNAME>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/
LINKURL>http://www.metalfusionfab.com/
Chris,
I haven't had the pleasure of seeing Chad's rig with the cage except in pictures.I do see i
the pics that he has the windshield up and down but I don't have the specific on hand.The
place that made the cage has a website,linked below,where you can get more info I
would think.
As far as a top,I don't recall seeing a top on Chads truck ever.I think if he had one it
would be a bikini style,top piece to keep the sun off but open sides and back,and would
most likely be mounted to the cage,possibly by velcroing it to itself on the ends.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Brute4c POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 July 2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11901
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I built a similar cage in my truck,nowhere near as pretty as Chads,but functional.We
notched the pipe for the windshield hooks,although we need to do some clearancing,
because the windshield won't flip down now,minor.When I built mine,I left the top
bows on it,so when you put the canvas on,the rollcage disappears.Looking back,I think
I could have eliminated the windshield hooks,just used the top bows and the nylon tie
down strap around the rollbar to hold the glass up.When I take the top bows sides off to
give it the full convertible look,the windshield rattles,so I have the strap around the roll
bar anyway.Works good.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO ADAPTER POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 July
2002,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11892 NEXT>11909
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much ya want for the PTO ?
SUBJECT>Re:buying m715 POSTER>Jerald Pardue
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 12:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Superior Fiberglass Inc,4098 S 300 W,Murray,UT 84107-PH 801
266 6921
SUBJECT>What are parts worth?POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 12:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I had the only 715 in the area,turns out someone else has one,he spotted mine
at the shop where,I am getting my engine conversion,5 speed trans ect done.He wants to
buy my stock engine,(the engine runs),wheels,tires,guages,trans.What would be a fair
price?
SUBJECT>Cab Bows POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11916 11926 11927 11937 11988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find out the height of the cab bows,my 715 came with a hard top and no bows.
Either a measurement from the top of the side window frame or from the base of the
frame would work to give me an idea how tall they need to be.
If given the specs,I could make replacement bows for anyone else who needs them.I own
a tubing bender,so all I would need would be good measurements of the bows including
tube diameter and the radius of the bends.
I am preparing to build an in-cab roll cage/overhead console for my truck and I want to
make sure I can install a soft top on my truck at a later date so getting the bow height is
all I really need at the moment.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11900
NEXT>11919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
The Cummins engine blocks are cast with out the flywheel housing and then a flywheel
housing for whatever tranny you want to use is bolted to the block.This engine came out
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of a chevy bread truck so it is a bolt up to the Chevy bell housing.If this was from
another application you could just change the flywheel housing and use it for that trans.
Thanks for the info on the trans.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>reciver hitch for m715?POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>11910 11921 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can some one tell me if there is a reciver hitch that fits the m715?Also has any one run
the pto to the rear to run a bush hog,post hole digger.I use my truck more for work tha
play even though this truck never cesis to amaze me at its abilities..Any help on thease items is greatly
appreciated.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:PTO ADAPTER POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11903
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got $65 in it,so for $65 plus shipping I'd be happy.I never tried it on my trans,but it
was marked for a T98,so I assume it will fit.
SUBJECT>Re:reciver hitch for m715?POSTER>P.Scott EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
July 2002,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11908 NEXT>11911
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my M-715 it already had a receiver hitch installed.It was done by a
fabricator I'm sure.I dont think the military ever used receiver hitches on tactical
vehicles.I use mine all the time to pull hay trailers or hay equipment to different
locations.I like the idea of a rear PTO shaft.
SUBJECT>Re:reciver hitch for m715?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11910
NEXT>11934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Draw-tite makes a universal hitch.You can switch the side plates around to accomodate
different frame widths.Check with a hitch installer for what frame sizes it accomodates.
Chris
SUBJECT>20"x8"wheels POSTER>m715 Gray Gost EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
July 2002,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11914
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where can you find or get made a 20"x8"wheel for a 5/4 ton m715 truck
SUBJECT>Re:20"x8"wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11912
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best prices are from Diamond Racing Wheels.800-937-4407 ask for Bill.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator,Eng,Trans,Case for sale POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of radiator do you have?I'm in Bucks County-and I could use some good
cooling these days?Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Bows POSTER>Joe EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Saturday,20
July 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11906 NEXT>11920
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would also like to build an inside the cab rollcage.How do you plan on clearing the
windshield latches and the window cranks?I've been thinking about it a long time and
can't come up with any good ideas.
SUBJECT>wiper arma and blades POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone found any substitute for the wiper arm.mine are ofcourse missing and i pla
on slinging some mud soon...it makes it easier to see if i have something to help clean.
has anyone tried a regular cj wiper arm?let me know what works and what doesn't.
thanks
roger
SUBJECT>27500 dollar M715??POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,20 July 2002,at 11:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,is on ebay.....i like the ear receiver hitch though.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11907 NEXT>11936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like it would be a good repower for a 3/4 or 1ton chebby.
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Bows POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11916
NEXT>11922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still working on that.So far my best idea is to run the front hoop down to brackets at
the corners of the dash.I would then "sandwich"the dash and run a leg down from
another bracket on the back side of the dash.I don't much like that idea,but unless I come
up with a better plan I'll give it a try.Making the brackets strong enough shouldn't be a
problem.The weak link in my mind is that the bolts would be stressed in shear and could
fail in a violent roll.Shearing a few grade 8 bolts would absorb a great deal of force,but
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what if it goes over again?
I hope to come up with a better solution once I start building,some of my best ideas come
to me right after I have welded in the piece that will be replaced.
SUBJECT>Re:reciver hitch for m715?POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I built my own.It just seemed easier to me than trying to find and/or modify something
else to fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Bows POSTER>Joe EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Sunday,21
July 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11920 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I had similar thoughts.Another idea I had was to attach to the windshield frame like on a
YJ or a TJ.The two problems with that would be the inability to lay down the windshield
and more importantly I don't know if it would be strong enough.Thanks for your input.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for Sale POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How Much are you asking?
SUBJECT>ebay truck POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com DATE>Sunday,
21 July 2002,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11925 11931
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you guys think this truck would be ok if there was no flat bed on it?
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1845522966
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11924
NEXT>11929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want a bed for it I have one.I want $500.00 plus you figure how you want it
shipped.I live in central Kansas.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:27500 dollar M715??POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats chads truck i talked to him awile back he is going to get a tube chasis rock buggie
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11925
NEXT>11930 11933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the tailgate on it?
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>11929 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Matt,Looks like a good starter truck at least.If I was closer to it I'd bid on it.I like the
hardtop myself.Goodluck
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11924
NEXT>11932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks like a solid enough truck,but do the front tires look A LOT smaller than the rears
to anyone else?The rears look like a 9 or 11.00x16,and the fronts look like a 7.50x16..Given that county workers are
not the sharpest people in the world,I would wonder what
kind of shape the transfer case is in?If they ran 4 wheel drive,what would be the weakest
link,the NP200,or a U-joint maybe?If they used it like a standard 2wheel drive truck,
there would be no issue,but if they didn't.....
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>sanjayolson EMAIL>sanjayolson@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,21 July 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLukZYdF9yJQ PREVIOUS>11931 NEXT>11935 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
FYI:That's my truck...i should have thought to sell here,but for some foolish reason,did
not.If anyone on this site is interested,let me know.
Those are the same size tires?...must just be an illusion (photo wise),i have had no
problems w/the tranny/t-case at all...i believe that many counties have acquired these
vehicles from the military (atleast from info,i got from this site?)...anyway,no
mechanical problems accept one i worked w/several guys on this site about:Doesn't start
well warmed up...always starts cold,runs perfect until you shut it off...then will not start
(smells flooded)until it's cooled for two plus hours...i rebuilt the carb,rebuilt the fuel
pump...to no avail...it must be vapor lock or timing???
I am really struggling w/selling it...and have almost pulled it off ebay twice already
today...the more i write/talk about it...the more i want to keep it!I drew straws...and two
of my jeeps have to go...the other was/is my J10 (check it out on ebay by "sellers other
auctions"it has the 258 t-18).If it (m715)suddenly disappears off ebay...you will know i
decide to keep it!
Let me know of any questions...by the way:the county welded the top on...seems like a
good fit here in frigid WI!
Sorry for not coming here first...
PS:i have already received about 20 emails (ad listed for 9 hours!)with about 10 being
local dudes...makes me want to keep it more!
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
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DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11929
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sorry i sold it over a year ago.
SUBJECT>Re:reciver hitch for m715?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11911 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you slap in an NP205 it will give you and additional PTO location on it to run
rearward.
SUBJECT>Re:ebay truck POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Monday,
22 July 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11932 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Bad coil......?
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Bowtie Dave POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11919
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I think it would be an excelent choice.The motor mounts that come with the
Cummins/Chevy set up would probably be a drop in as the engine was in a Chevy 1 ton
chassis.I selected the 4 cylinder version for the 715 because it was shorter and will give
me more room to mount the intercoolr and radiator and with a little work should have the
hp and torque of the 6 cylinder.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Bows POSTER>D.Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaOtgvDXZ2HK.PREVIOUS>11906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember that the bows are like they say and "Bowed".My bows came from the fire
dept and they straightened them out when they put a hardtop on.
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZAKZB0EOZcg PREVIOUS>11893 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,It was a 460 and a C6 auto.Ran wild I was told.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11882
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brain,
May want to consider reviewing "What to Look For"under the Public Menu.
Howard
SUBJECT>FSJ Invasion POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>NEXT>11942 LINKNAME>Ouray 2002
FSJ Invasion LINKURL>http://www.cfsja.org
We are gearing up to head out to the FSJ Invasion at Ouray Colorado August,15th thru
the17th.We will be pulling out of Cozad,Nebraska on August 13th,we are going to
make it a two day trip,instead of killing ourselves and trying to make it in one.If anyone
is interested in convoying up together drop us a line and we'll give you our route of travel.
We will be driving the 715 up so it will not be a real fast paced drive.
Hope to see some of you there,for more information on the Invasion go to the link below.
Pam and Alan Bennett.SUBJECT>Re:wiper arma and blades POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11917 NEXT>11943
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use my wife's arm.Take the top off and a grown woman can usually reach the entire
windshield with little or no help.
If that doesn't work,call Memphis Equipment,they sell the arms seperately,as does JC
Whitney.Good luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Invasion POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even though it'll be a couple o years till I can make one of these...However,I am glad to
see that you are organizing another 715 (ish)get together.Not a Field Exercise,but still.
SUBJECT>Re:wiper arma and blades POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11941 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis (rape me)Equipment has new style wiper arms that will directly replace the
smaller,thinner looking stock jobbies and looks a little more like a conventional blade.
I don't have a lot of faith in them.They have a pot metal casting in them that the tension
spring goes into.I put them on my truck,turned it on watched them move,then turned
them off.The next day the wiper blade,spring and the pot metal piece,in two peices,was
laying on the cowl in front of the windshield.The cast piece snapped,because of the
MASSIVE porosity in the casting.The inside seriously looked like the inside of a nestle
crunch candy bar.I called them and one guy gave me all kinds of shit about it.I showed
up at Memphis (r.m.)Equipment,Chambersburg,PA about an hour later and put the parts
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on his desk.I may have said a couple things not entirely nice about his professionalism on
the phone.The same guy had told me a 3053A wouldn't fit and laughed at me.Dick.Oh,I
made sure to tell him how well the tranny works while I was at it.
So there you have it...they're an option,but don't lose the receipt.
Another thing,if you look for their website,you need to spell it incorrectly when you put
it in for the search.'Memphis Equiptment'if you don't put the 't'in and spell it correctly,
'equipment'it'll take forever to find.
SUBJECT>engine swap POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at putting in a Cummings turbo deisel with a five speed transmission out of
a mid 90's dodge into my 67 M715.Has anyone ever seen this or better yet done it?Rusty.SUBJECT>Brakes POSTER>Jay the
half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11947 11951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally got my m725 runnuing and now I got no brakes.The pedal just goes all the way
to the floor and stays there.They worked fine when I parked it.Thanks for any
suggestions.
SUBJECT>radiator/transmission POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacvLeGcHHbsc PREVIOUS>NEXT>11956 11966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm planning to put a 454 chevy engine what kind of radiator will fit with no or less
modification?I'm going for a 700r4 to match this engine.Could you pls.tell me how did
you make the crossmember.Thank you for any input.I lived in jackson,tn is there anybody
close to jackson with m715?Hope I'll see some m715 and members this thursday on camp
jeep.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>ReblRoach03@AOL.com
DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11945
NEXT>11948 11949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!someone help us.....I replaced the cylinders,shoes and all,bled the lines,and had
full pedal when its parked.But when i started it up and pulled out of the garage I lost all
brakes and broke my E-brake cable trying to get it stopped.....went plowing thru the
neighbors yard before it finally stopped.
Do you have power brakes?What I'm gonna try tomorrow is bleed them again with the
engine on so I have power brakes....maybe theres enuff pressure in the line for stock
brakes but not enuff for the booster.other than that I'm all out of ideas
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Monday,22 July 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11947 NEXT>11954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have stock everything.I have no idea whats wrong
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,
22 July 2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11947 NEXT>11986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of two things:
Either you blew a seal or hose somewhere (or broke a steel line)and lost the fluid -may
be also just a TON of air still in the lines.
OR
The brakes need adjustment
Check the inside of the tires for any slung fluid or drips.Check ALL the connections -at.the hoses,junction
block,M/C,W/C's,line unions,etc.
Check the M/C bore,inside the rubber boot for leakage there too.
It boils down to whether there's fluid in the M/C or not.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>11944 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check in the members section with utah jeepster he did one and devil dog is putting a 4
cyclinder cumming with auto in his
SUBJECT>axel grease questions POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11958 11960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of oil do you put in the front knuckles.I looked in the lubrication order and it
states that the bearings get pack with grease and the knuckle get filled with 80-90w.Isn't
the wheel bearings exposed to the oil from the knuckle?I have the same question about
the rears.The order also states that the rear wheel bearings get packed but the way the
axle goes together it looks are those the grease from the rearend can flow to the bearings.
I would like to know what is the correct way the lubricate the axles.Thanks alot
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11948
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jay,
Does the pedal come back up,or does it stay at the floor.It seems simple,but did the rod
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come off the brake pedal that goes to the MC?When I put power brakes on,I had to fight
to get the rod on,started pumping up the brakes and it fell off.I couldn't believe it could
fall off so easy after I struggled to install it,put on an E clip and if cured it.
If the pedal comes up slow,you may have had moisture in the MC and it caused some
rust to form while it was in your garage.You'll need to pull and either rebuild or replace
your MC.Your MC is spring loaded,so there is no reason the pedal shouldn't pop right
back up other than corrosion.
SUBJECT>welder/generator POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>11957 11989 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is anyone interested in the Hobart pto driven welder/generator from a
M726/M724??????I have one and have no need for it but hate to see it go to waste.Parts
swap would be the way to go for me.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/transmission POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:51 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>11946 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I live in Memphis,TN.
I have to fabricate a crossmember for an SM465 (Chevy Manual 4 speed)at some point i
the next week or so.I got a 350 in mine.
If you need any help or advice (for what it's worth)e-mail me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11955
NEXT>11963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES!!!TELL ME MORE!
WHERE ARE YOU?
WHAT PARTS INTERESTED IN?
SUBJECT>Re:axel grease questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
July 2002,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11953 NEXT>11959
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,the rear axle's wheel bearings are lubed by the R&P gear oil.
The front axle's wheel bearings are not exposed to the R&P gear oil,they must be
greased.It's easy,but you need a big ass socket to get the spindle nut off (standard auto
parts store stuff).
Most of us use grease in the knuckles,as the seals will not hold gear oil.I replaced the
stock knuckle fill plugs:bought brass ones with hex heads and installed grease zirks in
the center -now it's much easier to get grease in there.
SUBJECT>Re:axel grease questions POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>11958 NEXT>11965
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,Mozar,that's genius.I've had a hell of a time greasing those,but never thought
about replacing the plugs and adding grease fittings.
My hat's off to you and I know what I'll be doing tonight.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:axel grease questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
July 2002,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11953 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"The order also states that the rear wheel bearings get packed..."
That's to ensure that the wheel bearing has lube when installed,there is always the.possibility that gear oil won't
get to the wheel bearing right away -low fill,truck on
slope,etc.
To avoid compatibilty issues,I just squirt gear oil on the bearings when installing them.
It's also easier...
SUBJECT>Military Show in NH POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>11977 11987 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
July 26-28
Are any of you planing on going to this show?It sounds like it will be a good show.It is
off rte.114 in Weare,NH at the Center Woods Scool.I will be there on friday weather
permiting.
SUBJECT>205 Conversion POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11968 11981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To Those that have converted their trucks'transfer case to a divorced 205 did you keep
the transfer case level (for better oiling)or is front output side lower for some reason?
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>11957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent u and email and pics
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SUBJECT>Chads Truck for sale on ebay POSTER>bigugly
EMAIL>cws37085@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't believe he is selling it.item #1845442649
SUBJECT>Re:axel grease questions POSTER>Tommy
EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11959 NEXT>11980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A bushing is available same thread as plug with 1/8 npt ID,no drilling or tapping.Screw
bushing and screw grease zerk.A vent plug is also available to eliminate the vent system
on these rigs,my original equipment was a mess.I installed these little cheapies,no lines,
no hassles.Spring loaded to let pressure out-no water in,probably didn't have these in the
60's.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/transmission POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11946 NEXT>11995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tom,wheres jackson near?im 2hrs east of chattanooga in murphy n.c.jc.SUBJECT>brake master cylinder POSTER>Rusty
EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
11970 11971 11972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I need a brake master cylinder,can I find that at a parts house like napa or look for it
elsewhere.Thanks for your help.Rusty
SUBJECT>Re:205 Conversion POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11962
NEXT>11973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same question.A friend of mine has a 205 from an IH truck that I would like to
install but I don't know what is involved?Thanks for any input.
SUBJECT>Re:brake master cylinder POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine from AB Linn.Can't remember how much though.
SUBJECT>Re:brake master cylinder POSTER>Cliff Morriss EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
23 July 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11967 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look on e-bay for m715 parts.And the sellers name of Military54.He has sold two in the
past couple months on e-bay.Hope this helps.
later
Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:brake master cylinder POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked with NAPA some time back and they listed our master for the civilian Jeeps.I
remember they had a picture of it in their book and it was exact.I also know the civvy
trucks used it as I have the cover off the civilian one on mine,came off a scrapyard
Wagoneer.
As to the year,I beleive it was a 1966 civilian model as the 67 and up were dual line.I
know they have it,if you have trouble getting it,let me know and I'll run down the part
number for you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:205 Conversion POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 July
2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11968 NEXT>11974
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put in a NP202,and the since my truck is not lifted,the major consideration was
positioning the t-case so that the front drive shaft fit through the frame crossmember hole.
You'll have some leeway with the input end,but since the shaft from the tranny to the t-.case is so short just make
sure the u-joint angles aren't too steep.It ended up in about the
same position as the stock t-case.Of course if your truck is lifted or you're using a
married t-case there will be different things to consider.
SUBJECT>Re:205 Conversion POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11973
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my 725 the orginal crossmember had been torched long ago.The drivetrain is a 350
Chevy and a 420 transmission.This meant that the NP200 case was moved about 10
inches to the rear.Now it getting moved to just in front of the crossmember by the gas
tank.A brownie is being inserted where the t-case used to be.The truck is not lifted and
never will be.The crossmember hole has been cut open to the bottom long ago.I'm
thinking about running the 205 level or maybe a gnat's hair drop to the passenger side.
The front 2 driveshafts will be about 10 to 12"long a piece.Everything has to be slid
over to the passenger side for the offset in the rear end.Driveshaft angles look pretty
good so far.
SUBJECT>AMC V8 304 swap POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>11976 11985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
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I have several questions about an AMC V8 conversion that remain even after reading the
FAQ.
1.If I use the bell housing and tube adaptor from an AMC V8/T-18 combo (with the
14.125 in.input shaft stickout length),will the motor mounts line up with the horns on
the truck frame?If not,what kind of modifications are required?
2.If I can find a long input shaft,can I swap it into my original T-98 tranny?The FAQ
says that the shafts on the T-98 and T-18 have slightly different diameters.
3.Are there any other show-stoppers?Does anyone have any experience they can share?
4.Does anybody in Southern California have any parts they want to sell?
Thanks,
Reagan
1969 M726
SUBJECT>Re:AMC V8 304 swap POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11975
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in SoCal are you?
I don't have any parts for sale right now though.
I'm in Costa Mesa and have a M726 too but it's been converted to a 715.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Military Show in NH POSTER>Adam Goodwi.EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 10:14
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be at the Weare show on Saterday and will be going to the deep woods 4x4 truck
show in Epping NH off RT 125 at star speedway on sunday.
SUBJECT>the perfect electric fan POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 10:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just an FYI to all those interested in going with an electric fan.Go to your local junk yard
and for under $20 you can get a early to mid 90's fan ford tarus.This is a two speed fa
on low it moves as much air as a flex-a-lite on high it will blow the hat off your head
from across the garage.
keep cool.
Adam
SUBJECT>My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 July 2002,at 11:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>11982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Generator has not worked for a little while,so I Flashed the feilds to get it charging
again.I did this and now it is over charging my batteries.I tried to use the voltage
regulator but it did not change the voltage output at all..i'm cranking out 26volts at idle
and when I'm at cruzing rpm's im charging at over 30volts!!!anyone know how I can fix
it,or do I need to take it to a repair shop.
SUBJECT>Re:axel grease questions POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do you get the vent plugs?
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11979 NEXT>11999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The standard charging voltage for a lead acid battery is 14.7 volts.
Double this for two in series,that's 29.4 volts.
Dude,don't mess with the alternator,it's fine.
Do not adjust it,30 volts is well within tolerance.
If you leave your batteries sit (without a FLOAT charger on them)for more than a month
or two,their plates will sulfate and fail.Simply driving your truck once in while isn't
going to help much.
Also,if you are tapping off 12V for a stereo or 12V ignition or CB or whatever,you will
cause the high side battery to overcharge and fail (explosions have been experienced).
The low side side battery will undercharge and continue to sulfate.Still,a few people.have been successfull doing
this with very small 12V loads.I use a DC-DC converter,it's
a high frequency switcher (takes the 24V and very efficiently converts it to 12V).Love it.
Take a tour of the wonderfull world of batteries and stuff here:
http://www.batterystuff.com/
Prior to getting a "FLOAT"charger,my batteries would be trash in one year.Charging
and fussing with them got another year.Dead and useless after two years."Trickle"
chargers are NOT the same thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off M-725 POSTER>D.Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Putting the bed on my frame off restoration today.I talked to the factory supervisor about
the colors at leaving the factory.As much black almost as white.
SUBJECT>winch driveshaft?POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have the measurements for the driveshafts for the winch?I'm thinking of
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getting a machine shop to build them.Memphis equipment has them but last time I
checked they were $250.And thats been a year or so.Thanks later Dave
SUBJECT>Re:AMC V8 304 swap POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Reagan,
In about a month,I am going to pull the engine/trans out of my CJ-5,and replace it with a
401/NP435 combo.I was planning on selling the motor and T-18 to offset the cost of the
401.I do have an M-715,but no parts for sale for that.I live in the Redlands area (inland
empire),so if interested,drop me a line here.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>oddave@lexcominc.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My master cylinder went bad and the same thing happened to mine.Look for brake fluid
on the floorboard.Mine leaked were the rod goes through.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Show in NH POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was there two years ago.Many rigs to check out,and lots of good stuff to buy.
Rick
NH.SUBJECT>Re:Cab Bows POSTER>Glen Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Sam Winer motors in Akron Ohio
They had quite a few 715s
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
July 2002,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11955 NEXT>11990 11992
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you get the spicer number from the drive flange that's on the e-brake drum (goes to
the drive shaft for the generator).
Would you be interested in selling yours?
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>11989 NEXT>11991 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wait?...what?How do they drive those things?PTO,right?
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11989 NEXT>11994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll check it in the morning....and get back back with ya'll
SUBJECT>NAPA M-715 Fresh Shocks POSTER>D.Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just mounted a new set of NAPA Gas Grande sjocks on the front of my 715.They
actually have a little more travel than the originals which is always okay.Both ends have
the 5/8"rubber bushing just like the original.The new napa shock has the metal sleeve to
be slipped out and discarded which leaves the correct 5/8"hole.
These shocks fit the new full size surburban so I am not worried about them failing.
NAPA number is 76824.
SUBJECT>Re:welder/generator POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't mean to mislead anyone about the welder/generator being run from a seperate
PTO.....the lever is labeled PTO but it actually runs off of the xfer case.Sorry for the
confusion.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/transmission POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11966 NEXT>11998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.man that would be terrible to live a skip hop ,jump from
tellico !!love that place just 3
hours from home
SUBJECT>Cad power question POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELP!!!I'm real close to dropping in a '71 472.Can someone tell me what pullies they
used after removing the air pump and air conditioning pump?Thanks!!!
SUBJECT>ford question POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is needed to install a 460 in a 715?are there any adapters that will alow use of the
stock tranny or will i need to get the ford tranny?
SUBJECT>Re:radiator/transmission POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11995 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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cmon down,lets go wheeling.its ten minutes away.
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11982 NEXT>12005 12020 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mozarkid
i would like to know more about your 24V to 12V converter.
thank you
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:winch driveshaft?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
24 July 2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11984 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can take measurment tommorrow if someone else dosent post first but before I ever
spent that money I would go to a local TRACTOR SUPPLY COMPANY or equiv.and
get a shaft and u-joints for a pto set up and fab up my own.I havent priced the individual
peices but I would think one could do it for a lot less than $250
Just my thoughts.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:the perfect electric fan POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>11978 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey hatless adam.What are the dimensions on the fan?16"17"or other.
Thanks for the info
Steve
SUBJECT>Bow corners POSTER>Warren Duchesne EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the outside edge of the bow corners there is a flat spot at the place where the strap to
hold the canvas is .this flat spot is closer to one end of the bow than the other .My
question is does that spot go closer to the upright or the top bow ?Thanks Warren
SUBJECT>m715 going to Hawaii POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 July 2002,at 10:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>12004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just thought I would let you guys know that my m715 is going to it's new home.
HAWAII!!!LUCKY THING!
I am taking it up to the port of Seattle for it's Ocean treck!
I really did not want to sell,but I needed to.=(
Thanks guys for all your help!!!take care all!
Nathan......
SUBJECT>4x's in Hawaii POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12003 NEXT>12021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nathan,
I went to Kauai for my honeymoon (this last March)and apparently the island is about
75%dirt roads and for that reason almost everyone had a 4x of some type.It was
impressive the things that they had done to them.Mostly older models that had a
average of 35"tires.
Yours should have plenty of company.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11999
NEXT>12010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right,give me a day or two to dig up the info...
SUBJECT>Hard Top?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12011 12024 12065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking of purchasing a 715 in the next few days and was wondering how hard it is.to come by a hard top for
these vehicles?Anyone know if someone sells them new
(repro.)or do you just have to find one that is used.Any help would be appreciated.Also,
I'm interested in anyone's opinion on which type,model,size,etc.of tire is the best for
ON-ROAD use,something that still looks beefy yet rides nice and hopefully not to loud.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 July
2002,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12008 12035
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody going to "Camp Jeep"in near Branson Mo?
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12007 NEXT>12009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mozarkid--
I was going to drive my Jeep J-10 p/u to Branson (only 3 hour drove for me from Kansas
City),but I came to find out it costs $300.00 to register for Camp Jeep!!!Am going to
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pass on that.Have a good time if you go
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12008 NEXT>
12014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was Jeep Jambori or Jeep Camp in western PA I was going to go to until I saw the
$250 or $300 registration fee!
CRIPES,do they put you up in a motel,feed you for a week and change your oil!?
My M715 has nothing to do with those little 'it's a jeep thing'stickers,and this is a
example why.Three bills is a No-Spin Locker for the D70!Yes,I got up on the same side
as always.
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I originally had the 24V lighting and the ignition and starter running off of one battery.It
didn't work very well and the one battery would always go flat.Changed the lights and
alt.to 12V and now have had no charging problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top?POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12006
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,
You can't find a tire that you'll be able to hear over the transfer case at 45 mph.I'm not
kidding.As for the hard top,my guess is that they are very hard to find.These trucks are.pretty hard to find at
all,much less one with a hard top that is being parted out.I have a
hard top on my truck,and it is steel.I've seen one other hard top and it was fiberglass.
Mine matches the one pictured in the military parts/repair manual as the "cab
winterization top".It looks home made from one inch square tube and fairly heavy
sheetmetal.The tubes run front to back and are welded to an otherwise stock folding
windshield.Obviously it won't fold any more,but you could unbolt the whole thing.If
you make one,don't worry about getting the top of the windows to fit exactly.The factory
didn't.The windows nearly overlap the top which has a rubber gasket,and a rain gutter
above that.Hope this helps.
Grant
SUBJECT>M14/M16 rifle mount POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12013 12017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Original Equipment:
I just spoke to a machinist locally who is going to give me an estimate on reproducing the
original bottom piece to this rifle mount.
It is the old style (oval shape)
If there are any collectors interested Email me with a qty.
It should be about a week before I find out.
Glen
SUBJECT>Re:M14/M16 rifle mount POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12012 NEXT>
12023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My SKS fit's perfectly in my stock mount.
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
July 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12009 NEXT>12015
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a bit much to pay...I'm not going this year.They did show an M725 on one of their
adds.Just wondering if any M715's would be there...somebody's got to yank them little
critters out the mud and hoist 'em outa the ravines!I mean,put some perspective back
into the minds of Dumler/Cryzler.I'm still bitter about the Germans terminating the retro
Power Wagon Chrysler was going to introduce.Jerks.But,I am liking the idea of that
new Rubicon Wrangler -it's too small but it's a step in the right direction.
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12014
NEXT>12029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when is it?I was going to take my 715 down there...thought i might be able to get some
magazine coverage if any showed up.the old kaiser may just stick out a bit there...the.again i may run over
somebodies little thing they like to pass off as a Jeep (see my pics in
the member's section).i don't know,maybe i'll go.i had a trip planned for Indiapolis IN
for the huge Jamboree there in late September,now the company is telling me i have to
go on a business trip over the dates.i'm upset and am trying to get there but maybe
Branson's jeep jamboree is the next best thing.
Roger
SUBJECT>wiper arm help please POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12019 12026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was told by AB Linn that you can go to the parts store and buy a wiper blade/arm that
works on the trucks.i know people have replaced the blade...and it was bought at the
parts store,so what application was it.
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Thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M14/M16 rifle mount POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to www.armysurpluswarehouse.com they have m16-m14 rifle brackets and lots of
other stuff.look under mil veh parts
wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:Bow corners POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12002
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warren,I tried to E mail you but it keeps comming back as undeliverable.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:wiper arm help please POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12016
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to the Jeep dealership in my Home town and they set me up with a set.I dont know
what they were for but the dealership found the right part for me.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>11999
NEXT>12027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.avellindberg.com/
(860)355-4711,in New Milford,CT.
Avel-Linberg,DC-DC Converter,#LC100-24-12.
18 to 32V input,13.7V output at 10 Amps.
I got the spade connections,not the wires.
It's designed primarily for radio communications,has a very clean output.
Was about $125 in 1999..SUBJECT>Re:4x's in Hawaii POSTER>Nathan EMAIL>sberg63@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>12004 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cool!
I guess the guy who bought it is going to use it as part of a Vietnam
Memorial.So that is very cool indeed!!!And I am sure it will get used on them dirt roads
as well.=)It was kinda sad just leaving her at the docks like that!!Well it's best that way.
All I ever did was keep the thing in the garage anyhow.
over and out~
SUBJECT>M725 Price POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to sell my M725 on E-bay and was curious if the price I got on it is good.I got
more than this in it .Its Item #1846454230.
I have $2000 on it.
SUBJECT>Re:M14/M16 rifle mount POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12013 NEXT>12040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Your are not only a Chevy lover,but you own a SKS,Man,now I know that you are
a Communist,LOL.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12006
NEXT>12058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,Finding a good used hard top is going to be real tough.Contact Boyce Equipment
in Utah,they have glass tops for about $600.00 and they are the flat tops not the bogus
angle tops.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Rancho Shocks POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just installed Rancho 5000 series shocks today,What a difference!I got the part
numbers from a previous post #5116(front)#5118(rear)The parts guy said they fit a J20
w/3"lift.Thanks to everyone for input on this site,it saves alot of time and agg.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:wiper arm help please POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
25 July 2002,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12016 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '75 CJ that has identical looking wiper arms (except they're silver instead of OD).
I would think that any CJ arm from about '72 up to the Wrangler era would work.Good.Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:My Generator fried my batteries!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU FOR THE INFO!
KROB725
SUBJECT>315/75R16 POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Thursday,
25 July 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12030 12031
12047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of radial tires,315 /75 R 16.I need tubes for them and would liek the tubes
with the longer valve stems.Anybody know where to get them?The tubes are either bias
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ply or have the short stem.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Jeep,Branson POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
25 July 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12015 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm one of the trail crew that helps put on the Silver Valley Jeep Jamboree (Idaho),and I
hear many people complain about the price.I agree that at first it seems pretty expensive,
but realize that the price includes three all-you-can-eat breakfasts,two all-you-can eat
dinners,and two well-packed sack lunches to eat while on the trail.Also,you're entered
in a drawing for goodies such as a Ramsey winch,a set of Goodyear tires,and an ARB air
compressor.If you're lucky,you might come out ahead on the deal.I've been involved
with the Jamboree for three years now and I haven't heard anyone complain that they
didn't get their money's worth,but I agree that there is a certain amount of "sticker shock"
there.Anyone who'd like more info on the Jeep Jamboree can go to
www.jeepjamboreeusa.com
SUBJECT>Re:315/75R16 POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12028
NEXT>12038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure do!Contact Webber tire company out of Herington Kansas.Tell him what you want
and he will be able to get them.Just call information and they will be able to give you the
Phone #.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:315/75R16 POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 11:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12028
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Toby Sexton tire has them also.Check the parts file for the number.I bought 11.00R16
and radial flaps from them.Real nice guys over there.I did have to lengthen the stem
holes in the stock wheels by about a quarter inch though because the stems are on center
and not offset like stock..Chris
SUBJECT>civilian distributor POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 July 2002,at 11:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a good place to buy an after market distributor?Part number might be
helpful.Thanx
SUBJECT>pressure plate POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
before i get flamed,i have a mac,and cannot access the card file.
what/where do i get a pressure plate from?how much?
SUBJECT>Re:pressure plate POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 3:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12033
NEXT>12036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got 1...in the process of pulling a spare motor apart to fix my other one...
SUBJECT>mozarkid POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
26 July 2002,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12007 NEXT>12039
12042 12044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it looks like the branson camp jeep was in early May.is this correct or do you know
another story?
roger
SUBJECT>Re:pressure plate POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12034
NEXT>12043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,where can I get one?
SUBJECT>Stock Fuel Gauge &12 Volt Conversion POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently converted the truck to 12 volt and purchased all new gauges except for the fuel
level gauge.Can I use the gauge?How to wire it?I connected the sending unit wire &a
hot from the ignition and the gauge just surges back a hair when the ignition switch is
engaged.Thanks for your help.
SUBJECT>Re:315/75R16 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12030
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got tubes for my 37x13-16 boggers there.Real fast and a good price.One thing to
mention...the stems seem a tad bit on the long side so if you're doing heavy mudding or.rock crawling you may want
to ask if they have like a 1"shorter stem.
SUBJECT>Re:mozarkid POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at
6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12035 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's rigth now,25 Jul to 28 Jul.
SUBJECT>Re:M14/M16 rifle mount POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Perk...I didn't have the green to buy the SPAS 15 I'd found.I'm still working on the
guy though.What an AWESOME looking arm!It's like the Schwarzenegger of assault
style weapons!
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SUBJECT>Re:Stock Fuel Gauge &12 Volt Conversion POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to the little used scal of the military sending unit,you will need to change the
sending unit out.JC Whitney,Napa and other places sell compatable sending units,I
bought one for $15.The universal pattern is what you looking for,it has 5 bolt holes in a
circle roughly 3 to 3 1/2 inches across and the holes are not evenly spaced,like say lug
nuts on a wheel,some are closer together,others farther apart.These come in different
resistance scales,you need to match the gauge to the scale of the sender or,since it seems
you have the new gauge,match the sender to your gauge.
As for wiring:
On the tank end,I clipped the military end off the wire and hooked it to the center post of
the sending unit,they usually have a stud for this.Their is also a ground wire from the
sending unit to the frame,hooked to one of the 5 mounting screws.The other end of the
wire from the sending unit,which by the way is #28 in the military wiring guide,is right
behind the dash.You can clip the military end off of there and splice your gauges signal
wire to it.On the power side,you need a wire from power,through a fuse or circuit
breaker preferably,then to gauges power position.For a ground,I usually run a wire to
the ground screw/mounting screw on the drivers side of my early style/large,distribution
box under the hood.Of course as long as its grounded somwhere your fine.
I still have the stock lighting system so I havent hooked the dimmer up yet,though you
could hook it to a variable rheostat type switch...I just didn't figure it was worth it in my
case for one gauge as I am going digital and it is already lit.
FYI:The wire from the tank to the dash does have a connector...it's on the drivers inner
fender with a bunch of other wires that go to the tail lights/turn signals...just in case it
looks funny if you're trying to remove the old wire and find yourself somewhere other
than you were expecting.
If I am unclear or missed something,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:mozarkid POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at
6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12035 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oops,my bad,it's in Potosi.
SUBJECT>Re:pressure plate POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12036
NEXT>12054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Lee,
Don't worry about flames for that...heres the info from the card file:
NU5551 is the kit,pressure plate,disk,and T-O bearing.
$99.99 no core.
CA5552 is the Pressure plate by itself.
$18.99 w/a $12 core charge.
CP3348 is the Disk.
$19.99 w/a $6 core charge.
from spicergear 26 April 02
Car Quest parts:
Heavy duty Clutch disk:Westling #RBP CD3271
Heavy duty Pressure plate:Westling #RBP CA1470
Throw out Bearing:Fed Mugul #BGS 1562
Rear main Seal:#JV734
from Lee Soldan 8 aug 01
Check with Vermont Commercial Salvage.He had NOS clutch disks for about $50 and if
memory serves me,pressure plates for $60.There's a link on one of the club sites.
from vam715 #9065 2/9/01
Send your cores clutch and pressure plate we can refinish and rebuild same with good
cores provided and also include TO bearing for $135.
Steve Davis Parts
1010 West Main St.Oklahoma City,OK.73106 or e-mail klassikars@aol.com
from klassikars #9063 2/8/01
When my clutch needed replacing,due to 1/3 of the friction material taking a hike when I
pushed in the clutch one day,I bought the civilian Jeep,J series,clutch and pressure plate
for the 1967 4 speed tranny.The details are:
clutch---10 1/2 inch part number K/M CD3387
pressure plate---CA1470
from brute4c #4315 10/7/99
By the way,I am working on an html version of the card file for posting on the site to
make it useful for those who are having trouble accessing the current version.Also a
acrobat formatted one for easy offline viewing....it's got a way to go till it's ready,but it is
coming.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:mozarkid POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at
6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12035 NEXT>12060 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Boy,am I confused!
It's right now near Branson.
It's "Camp Jeep"not the "Jeep Jamboree".
http://www.jeep.com/campjeep/index.html
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SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12032
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only sources for the civilian distributor I know of are salvage yard or swap meet,etc.
There are no new ones to buy.It only fits the 63 to 65 Jeep 230 OHC engine.These came
in J series trucks,Wagonneers and the smaller utility series pickups.Some of the utility
series,due to some complex issues,were not sold until 66 or 67 so the vehicle,though it
was made earlier,may have a vin later than it's actual year of production.I got mine from
one that claimed to be a 66...
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>James:Any Progress POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How's the spicer swap going?
Ya didn't drown down there,did you?
SUBJECT>Re:315/75R16 POSTER>Matt EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at
7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks alot!
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Price POSTER>jk EMAIL>jonkobe@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
26 July 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12022 NEXT>12061
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think your price is right.I have a M725 that is very similar.Mine also has a roof air unit,
breakerbox,conduit and electrical boxes located throughout the vehicle.It was a
communications vehicle for FEMA and still has the large circle Fema seals on the sides
of the truck.I am going to sell mine and will ask a price in the 3 to 4 range.Otherwise I'll
keep it because I really like it.Just my $.02 worth.Good luck to you.Jon
SUBJECT>Motor rebuild POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Friday,
26 July 2002,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12051
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a manual on rebuilding the 230 motor...Memphis does not carry
one and does not know where to get one...surely,the goverment had one for dummies like
me...any help would be thankful at this point in my life...took 2 hours to figure out how to
get the damn flywheel off...these guy's must have worked overtime to try to figure out.how to make it as difficult
as possible...un-believable...thanks in advance,David.
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho Shocks POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 July
2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12025 NEXT>12057
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to verify,those part numbers are for a truck with stock suspension?No lift,etc.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor rebuild POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12049
NEXT>12052 LINKNAME>-34 manual
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/toc34.html
David,
The -34 manual contains fairly detailed overhaul instructions...assuming you already
know general engine overhaul practices.
Reagan
P.S.I just looked through some of the overhaul instructions and a CAUTION suprised
me:
"Do not plane cylinder block or cylinder head.This would alter the timing chain centers,
piston-to-cylinder-head clearance."
Read:warped block or head equals scrap...what a finicky engine!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor rebuild POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12051
NEXT>12053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually on the head/block decks...I have seen different thickness shims in parts books
that were at least .060 thick to make up for the difference in height.This still uses the
standard head gasket on one side I believe,just essentially a spacer.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Motor rebuild POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12052
NEXT>12063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhh...that makes more sense.I figured that shimming might be possible.However,the
manual doesn't allude to that solution.
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:pressure plate POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12043
NEXT>12055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute email me off line so i can scan vehicle recovery book.i can scan individual pages,
but dont know how to combine them.SUBJECT>Re:pressure plate POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12054 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Lee,my parts motor still has all the clutch parts bolted to it,if you want used parts they
are available,cheap.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Spicer POSTER>Haiku Man EMAIL>haiku1965@netscape.net
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>10588
NEXT>LINKNAME>The Real Haiku Ma
LINKURL>http://haikuman.freeservers.com/
prod scour replacing
doubling chattered kidney
paradoxes skins
If you'd like to include a link to another page with your message,
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho Shocks POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12050
NEXT>12083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct,I don't have any sort of lift.The new shocks compress to the same size as the
stock shocks...they extend 2-4"longer than stock.The ride quality is much better.Mike
SUBJECT>RE:Hard Top?And HEY long time no post!I'm glad to be back,what have I
missed?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,26
July 2002,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12024 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love my soft top from New Life.All last winter (in Maine)it was snug and warm!As to
the tires,try some 315 75 16's in a "all terrain"tread.And as for the t-case noise...mine is
really quiet??Go figure.
SUBJECT>So have I missed much?I have not checked site much......more
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,26 July
2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12064 12068
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know,bad Doug BAD BAD BAD!!Call me a loser,consider me a newbie again,call
me what you will...the truck has just been going SOOO well that I have not had to mess
with it!WELLLL,ok maybe a little.I resealed my transfer......now it leaks out of
EVERY seal!DAMMM NOS seal kit with felt seals!I know better but still I used it.So
got to change those.The rest of the truck has been used hard,lots of workin'the old girl
(or boy as my wife has affectionately named it "Big Dick"Haha..)a few LONG trips
belive it or not!!New joints in front end,(minor)and a lame attempt at balancing the
wheels that did help a "little"on the long trips..So Perk,Brute,Tom L and others who have been here a bit...what
have I missed?
Anything stick out as a must know item??I must say the front end knuckle grease fitting
idea I just read was a great one.
So all,I am back with my pain in the ass questions and comments and for the record I was
not off on a toyota site or anything so don't flame me too hard!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:mozarkid POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looks like i won't make it.the truck is torn down and waiting for a cam,shocks,ladder
bars,etc.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Price POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12048
NEXT>12062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to know about your roof air.how does it work?do you have to plug it in to
110 volt?or can you use it driving down the road?i see them on top of campers but i
have never looked at one.
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Price POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Friday,26 July 2002,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have to plug it in
SUBJECT>Re:Motor rebuild POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 July 2002,at 3:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12053
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guy's...will see if I can get the -34 manual and go from there...I know
1 thing,they don't make it easy to work on...
SUBJECT>Re:So have I missed much?I have not checked site much......more
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Saturday,27 July 2002,at
4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12059 NEXT>12074 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,Welcome back!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top?POSTER>Saddle Tramp EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net
DATE>Saturday,27 July 2002,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12006
NEXT>12117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered Fiberglass top from Superior Fiberglass,Murray,UT.for $400.00
Boyce no longer makes them..SUBJECT>power brakes,lock out hubs POSTER>herman EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 July 2002,at 11:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa/AzYWjJ9USs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,just recently got a 725,need to go through the brakes,how can i put power brakes on
her?also where do i find lockout hubs?later i might want 20 inch wheels,any help would
be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Single lever transfer case?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 2:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>12069 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just curious,since I'm converting stock NP200 transfercase to ebrake output or highdrive
setup,can shifting be done with one lever like a 205?couldn't sleep and it's raining so
can't wrench on the Kaiser.....later
Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:So have I missed much?I have not checked site much......more
POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at
9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12059 NEXT>12073 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug--
Glad to have you back--remember,the only way is up.Regards.Tom Lovingggood
SUBJECT>Re:Single lever transfer case?POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see how.One shifter locks the front axle in for four wheel drive high.The other
locks the unit into four low.you cn't move the one lever without moving the other one.I
guess if all you want to run is four high it could be considered a one lever operation.I
most cases I have found that 4-High and 1st gear seem to get the job done.
SUBJECT>computer Fried POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been having withdrawals.Our computer fried,So I can't get the zone.So DUDE I
AM GETTING A DELL.Hope to be back online next week.Hopefully.Later Will
SUBJECT>Overdrive?POSTER>Dj EMAIL>killspam@impakt.net DATE>Sunday,28
July 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12076
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been wondering,and I didn't find it in the FAQ (maybe I just looked in the wrong
part?),but is it possible to either swap the tranny for a 5-speed,or put in an overdrive unit.of some sort?
Or is changing the R&P's in my diffs the only solution?
Basically what I'm looking for is a way to run the truck at full speed without the engine
screaming it's 35 year old head off at 60mph...In addition to hopeful fuel savings at such
speeds.
Talking about a Tornado here,but I'd like to keep my options open for swapping in a
AMC V8 to save my Tornado for historical purposes if/when I decide to do a full military
restoration (if/when I get a truck!).
cheers,
dj
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes,lock out hubs POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12066 NEXT>12088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Power brakes are easy,find yourself a booster out of,well,just about anything really.
Wagoneers work good if you can find one.I pulled the booster out of an '81 chevy 2wd
truck,picked up a rebuilt master cylinder from a 70's chevy truck with 4wheel drums and
bolted it all up.The only mod on the chevy booster was to shorten the rod back to the
brake pedal.Works great,stops like 4 wheel discs(not really,but MUCH better tha
before).I'm not sure where you would draw vacuum for the booster on a Tornado,tee into
your vacuum wipers or something maybe.Easy to find on a 350 :>
Snake River has the Selectro lockouts,something like $265 a set I think.I haven't sprung
for them yet,I just like to hear everything spinning.
SUBJECT>Thanks!Still shoulda'bought your truck!!!!How's your new(er)one?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,28 July
2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12068 NEXT>12080
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
??
SUBJECT>Thanks!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12064
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How's your truck going?Did the 20's work out?You were putting them on about the time
my life got flipped over and WAY busy!All good though!Doug.
SUBJECT>paint source POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
found a paint source.prices look ok.
www.aervoe.com/merchant2/merchant.mv?screen
rick.SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,28 July 2002,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12071
NEXT>12077 12082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You can put any tranny in you want....the problem is there isn't one out there in a 5 speed
or other overdrive that bolts to the 230's bizzare bellhousing setup so you would have to
make your own and then fuss with all the stickout length/pilot bushing/clutch/pressure
plate/clutch pedal linkage issues....oh and you would most likely have to make a new rear
crossmenber,rear tranny mount location and move either the engine forward or the
transfer case back.
It's easy to see that it would be easier to swap out the engine and tranny to what pleases
you and/or the ring and pinions and go from there.There is one overdrive unit,can't come
up with the name off the top of my head at the moment,that is essentially the front of the
stock tranny,bolts to original bellhousing,and will give right at a .70 top gear.This
requires you to move the tranny back but I think you can just redrill the frame and
remount the crossmember,taking care of those issues,and the clutch works out too.With
this you have 2 shifters in the cab for the tranny,the regular one and a kind of hi/low
range or normal/overdrive actually.These units were around $2400 last I heard but they
work well.
You of course also have the tire/wheel change for some overdrive effect,if you do a
springover,you can run 40's without rubbing and taller for on road where big time flex is
not a real concern.
There are also the combo's,wheel and tire with ring and pinion,wheels and tires with
overdrive,etc.
There are as many ways to do it as there are people who own them and one of the biggest
factors in deciding how to do it,besides time and money,is how are you going to use
it...do you need tons of low end like stock for your off road needs,or can you sacrifice
some amount and gain top end speed in the process...and if so how much can you give up
before you go to far for your own comfort.Being able to accurately solve that riddle for
YOUR needs is the hardest part.
Best of luck and throw ideas at me...always willing to learn!!
SUBJECT>Bobby,POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at 7:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Regarding your welder/generator rig:
Can you get the spicer number from the drive flange that's on the e-brake drum (goes to
the drive shaft for the generator).
Would you be interested in selling yours?
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby,POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,
29 July 2002,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aabnuIOqRogHQ
PREVIOUS>12078 NEXT>12081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it rained here the past few days and I didn't feel like crawling under it......I will check
shortly and decide if I want sell it.Sorry for the delay
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!Still shoulda'bought your truck!!!!How's your new(er)one?.POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at
8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12073 NEXT>12086 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug--
Check it out--it is listed under the Member'sPhoto Gallery listed under Tom.Runs great
chevy 350 is the way to go.Right now,I am accumulating some chrome pieces to trim it
out.Power steering and power brakes are the way to go.Regards Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby,POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at
8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12079 NEXT>12137 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,take your time!
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>12076 NEXT>12100 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi,Brute (and others in-the-know)!
I've been considering a pinion/ring gear change,since that would slow down everything
upstream of the differentials.The best information that I've been able to find is a Dana
4:56 setup.This looks like I would gain about 10 mph in high gear at the same engine
rpm as before,and I could use the stock differential housings.
o Am I on the right track?
o Has anyone installed this setup?
o What's the cost?
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rancho Shocks POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 July
2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12057 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I think it's time to upgrade!
SUBJECT>Fuel tank sending unit and float POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>12090
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering where you can get a new sending unit and float for the gas tank!Mine is
rusted and nothing will move so I need to replace,with hopefully a NOS one!Thanks for
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any help!!!!
SUBJECT>Let me know what chrome you need,I POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,29 July
2002,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have lots of pieces...grill,light trim rings etc.And yes the power brakes etc are the way
to go!I am going on another long ride with mine this week.About 550 miles round trip in
one long day.Should be a blast!Doug.
SUBJECT>Considering building new top bows that fold with top so POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12089 12134 12135 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it is more like a "real"convertible.Would anyone else be interested in this?I build boats
for a living and do canvas top bows for those.I got looking at the top on our trucks and I
think it would work slick!!It would have a couple screws to undo,unsnap most of it the
it would fold down and rest on the fwd edge of the back body.You could use the original
top and snaps etc,just have an easy true convertible.Any takers?I will be doing mine
soon and post pics.
SUBJECT>Re:power brakes,lock out hubs POSTER>hspap EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Monday,29 July 2002,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12072
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey thanks a lot ill be working on it.
SUBJECT>Re:Considering building new top bows that fold with top so
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at
5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12087 NEXT>12120 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,the UNIMOG's have a convertable top...right Perk?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank sending unit and float POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12085 NEXT>12106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment
SUBJECT>Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12093 12097 12098 12102 12104
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone replaced this with a bolt on true U-joint style knuckle or does the stock type
need to be retained?
You know,taking a friend for a ride to show off the truck and it lets loose on the first
obstacle.
Thanks.SUBJECT>Fuel gauge not working POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12099 12112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a m715 and found out the fuel gauge doesn't work.I was wondering if
anybody knew how or what to test to see which part was the problem,like is it the float,
the sending unit or the actual gauge.Any ideas on how I can test these different parts
would be appreciated.
Thanks-Dustin
Also I'm looking at putting 38's on it and possibly changing out my 587's for 411's to gain
some more top end.Anybody have any thoughts on this?Any help is appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12091 NEXT>12094
12095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
I'm experimenting with replacing my shaft with a u-joint type.I saw them in magazines
and figured it was for me.I gave up on trying to get one prefabbed that fit,so I checked
out my local Tractor Supply Store and am getting the stuff to make a very light weight
driveshaft.They have some small u-joints and yokes to fit 1"box tube.I can make a slip
joint pretty easy,but the only bad part is that I think it's going to have to be welded into
my steering gearbox and the stub from my steering wheel.
Don't you have a Lincoln?Aren't you pretty inventive?Don't you have more time tha
most of us?Isn't your steering broken and in need of replacement?
Get back to us with the details of how it went,and maybe some pics of your new u-joint
equippet steering shaft.
Glad to point you in the right direction,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12093 NEXT>12103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,
I'll shoot up to the farm tonight an do some measuring of the shafts and spline counts.I'm
going to take a closer look at what the original setup consists of.I'd rather go with the u-
joint style.
A square tube slip yoke.?.you don't think that would be a little loose for steering?
I think you should use the square tube stuff for your new driveshafts.Save you some $$$.
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Oh,remember me saying about how my bogger flat spot quickly?They're great in the
warm weather,they round out in seconds...it's the winter time sub freezing weather that
flattens them for a while.You should be in good shape with your Swampers in the 115.degree weather down there.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12093 NEXT>12096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A possible option might be an aftermarket steering shaft.If you have power steering on
your rig the box should be the right style.The column may have a different spline count
but shouldn't be hard to find a u-joint.I'm getting one for my CJ and it is cut to fit,so it
should work with the kaiser also.I will let you know what i find when it comes in if your
interested.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,please do.
I'll be looking in the meantime to see what I can find as well.No,I don't have power
steering.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12091
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,Drew almost squashed the both of us when his failed.
He put on a custom u-joint style shaft that went out around the outside of the frame to
avoid the hulking 460.
It took some play out of the steering,he seemed very pleased with it.
Contact him for further details.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>dkane@houston.rr.com
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aassA8SHgKbWU PREVIOUS>12091 NEXT>
12101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is wrong with the original steering shaft?.I just put a new old stock shaft in my
steering column and I don't see anything looking to let go.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel gauge not working POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
30 July 2002,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12092 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A)the gauge itself is surely rusted solid,get a new one on order while you take the tank
down.
B)there is a ground wire on top of the tank that is a common suspect.
Be sure to replace the rubber fuel line on top of the tank while you have it down.
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12082
NEXT>12292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4.56,I think is the most common gear swap I have seen for the M715's.It does work well
for picking up speed on road.Of course you lose a little on the bottom but not like your
not gonna have good off road capabilities.Randy's Ring and Pinion has the stuff.I am not
sure on price,best to call and be current...contact them at:
Randy's Ring and Pinion.
(800)347-1188
Good Luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12098
NEXT>12148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,just the 35 year old rag joint,that's all.
No big deal -TILL IT SUDDENLY SHREDS AND YOU HIT A FREAK'N TREE!
Simply replacing the rag joint is a good idea and will do just fine.It's just that u-joints are
better...A u-joint shaft also replaces the upper joint which wears badly.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12091 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When mine ripped apart,I dug around in the shop and found a U-joint off an old Honda
Big Red shaftdrive 3-wheeler.After a little fabricating,I now have a very strong solid
setup.I'm not suggesting you do the same,but it worked for me.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12094 NEXT>12107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
My wife has a gaggle of women coming over tonight for bunko and I have bee
instructed to find other means of entertainment.I'll see if I can get results by tomorrow.
Assuming they have all the parts I need on the shelf,I figure to be done by 9 tonight.
On a side note-
Those grease fittings for the front knuckles worked so well that I toyed with the idea of
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getting some plugs and makeing you a set and mailing them to you as a 'Thanks for the
rebuild help'gift.Then I toyed with the idea of making an ass load of them and puting $5
a set on them on this page.Then I finnished my beer and went to sleep.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12091 NEXT>12110 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've busted mine off twice.It's not a long term fix,but,you can buy one of those "fit all
vehicle"rag joints at your local auto store for about $8.(I usually keep one in the tool box
now).They will hold while you fabricate a new set-up.I also rigged it with saftey wire so
if it does break free I have at least something to avoid hitting a tree.It's become part of
my before trail inspection list.I've been waiting to install a u-joint on mine after I upgrade
to power steering.I've been waiting to upgrade to power steering after I blow this engine
up.I've got all the parts for power steering conversion but haven't bought the new steering
shaft set,I'll be using a saginaw box.Let me know what you come up with.In the mean
time I'll be trying to kill this 230.I did manage to crack the exhaust manifold last
weekend.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Soft Tops POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,
30 July 2002,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12108
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if you can get a black soft top for these and if so where.I can only
find drab green.Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank sending unit and float POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OR Saturn Surplus.Most any MIL-SPEC one will work as long as the height is correct.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>12103 NEXT>
12114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You ought to try making them out of clear plastic so they could be a sight plug as well.
Seriously though...how do you know how much grease you've put in?
Thanks for the offer,but I gotta tell ya...that $30 metal seal you got for mY 3000GT that
I'll never be able to use is payment enough.So was the look on your wife's face after I
puller her back from looking straight down on your winch line telling her that "if it breaks
it could cut you in half,"we get about 15'back and it let go.
PRICELESS!
SUBJECT>Re:Soft Tops POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12105 NEXT>12115 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.New Life Resource 802-827-6124,nlrm@together.net They advertise black canvas for
their tops.
SUBJECT>mud tested the 11.00 R 16 XLs POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12116 12128 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Had the beast buried to the top of the tires in carolina gumbo this weekend,and the XLs
performed fine.4 hours of testing and no stuck Rhino.I was yanking YJs out all morning
(good feeling)since they usually kick my 7000lb ass on the rocks.I had one scare where
the engine actually died in the middle of the puddle (which turned out to be a cracked
exhaust manifold)I don't know if it happened when I went in or when it stalled and took
water from the tailpipe,but after i got it started again she walked right out of the hole
with no problem.
Needless to say I was a proud owner on Sunday.Especially when my bycycles tires(which
is the name dubbed them by my bogger clad friends)pulled out the wide tire guys.
Afterwards I discoverd how clean my vehicle was because these XLs stay inside the wells
so nicley.They don't look as pretty as TSLs or boggers,but they have definatley got the
job done for me on any surface I've tried.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12104 NEXT>12111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
You just made a purist cringe in pain with those last two sentences!
I didn't even think about the rag joint tearing!
How about this for a rag joint fix:
Open up the Grainger book and at the end of the 'Motors &Power Transmission'section
there are 'Lovejoy'Jaw Shaft Couplings in several models and the next page or so has
'Browing'Chain Type Shaft Couplings for use on sprockets.
Ya ain't gonna tear them up!...probably tear the center out of the steering wheel first.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12110 NEXT>12119 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Spicer,
Thanks,I'll check into that this afternoon (while I should be working).Well the purist
should be happy to know that the 230OHC is alot tougher than people give it credit for.
She's definatley not got many ponies but will crawl through anything.For the record I'll
be willing to trade it to somebody for a 460.If that doesn't seem like a good deal whe.you just read it...then
your'e probably not a purist either.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Fuel gauge troubleshootinig website POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>12092 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back in January,"Bob W."sent us a website that is very helpful in troubleshooting fuel
gauge &sender unit problems.I used it to debug my own truck -great stuff!
I did a search on this website and it's still there.Enjoy!
http://www.willys.i8.com/gbc/milgage.htm
Steve
SUBJECT>Windshield cowl seal?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to find the windshield cowl seal,and the door handle seals,but have had no
luck with ablinn,and memphis.Does anyone know where i can get these?Thanks in
advance..Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea...thanks for saving my wife's life.I had to pay an even $9000 last week for some
school loan shit she 'forgot'to mention when we got married.I see that as money that I
never would have had to cut a check for if she had been killed in the winch line accident.
$9000 will buy alot of beer,bullets,and driveshafts.
About the grease fittings-it squishes out the seals.I used to wrap the grease sun nozzle in
electric tape so it was tight and then shove it in there and grease until it popped my nozzle
out,but now I think I'm geting more grease in and it just looks alot nicer.It was easy to
drill the hole since the inside of the plug is concave.I had some of the angled grease
fittings and I just welded them in there.It took a few minutes per plug and looks really
professional.
I think I'm gonna do the steering shaft replacement,but as Amanda reminded me-I got
clutch linkage to fabricate,driveshafts to get made,and a fuel gauge that doesn't work.I
guess I should do all that before I replace what works.You,on the other hand.....tell me
how it goes.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Soft Tops POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I called Beachwood Canvas and he said it was about $300
even,it was nylon and sounded
nice.That was 3 months ago.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:mud tested the 11.00 R 16 XLs POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12109 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to here this,i've got a set on my rig havent mud tested mine yet.Mailing that money
order for the mil-6000 to ya tomorrow.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top?POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12065
NEXT>12131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please tell us the #?
thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield cowl seal?POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12113 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cowl seal is $35 at surplusjeep.com.Unsure about door handles.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now your talking,Rhino!460 FOMOCO!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Considering building new top bows that fold with top so
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at
4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12089 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Seems like most of the military Mog's have a soft top.The civvies have hard
tops.PerkM715
SUBJECT>ignition trouble POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,
at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12123 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
having a weird problem with spark.i have juice at ballast,coil,and points.yet no spark at
plugs.only get spark at coil when i stop cranking the engine over.also if i touch anything
inside the distributor with a screw drive will the ignition is on i get sparks.
any help is much apprieciated
SUBJECT>rear axle POSTER>bamuiba EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 5:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any source for a speedy sleeve to repair axle housing wear from seal.Other remedies???.SUBJECT>Re:ignition trouble
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12121
NEXT>12124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same problem on an electronic ignition and it took changing the coil to cure it.It
did the same thing,crank forever and nothing but as the key is turned off,one spark.
I don't claim to understand it,just know a new coil fixed it.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ignition trouble POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 July
2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12123 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
tried a new coil still doing the same thing only thing i forgot to get was the external
regulator
SUBJECT>Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to get the ol'400 to cool off,tried different t.stats/no t.stat,mechanical and
electric fans.I'm having good luck with my electric fan on normal days,but lately the
temps have been pushing 100 degrees or more while my temp gauge reads 210-215.I
read past posts about Griffin radiator #GRI-1-25202X,has anyone tried this?How well
does it cool?Thanks.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12125
NEXT>12127 12132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike try this stuff,Red Lines Water Wetter.Water Wetter is a unique wetting agent for
cooling systems which reduces coolant temperature by as much as 30 degrees F.This
liquid product can be used to provide rust and corrosion protection in plain water for
racing engines,which provides much better heat transfer properties than glycol based
antifreeze.Or it can be added to new or used antifreeze to improve heat transfer.
Designed for modern aluminum,cast iron,brass and bronze systems.(1-2 bottles per
system)12 oz.bottle.Sells for $9.95 a bottle.It helped keep my truck 20 Degrees cooler
just by adding two bottles.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12126
NEXT>12130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just more info :WaterWetter ®
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Red Line WaterWetter ® is designed to provide improved metal wetting and excellent
corrosion inhibition when added to plain water or a glycol coolant.The most poorly.maintained system in an
automobile is usually the cooling system.Maintenance is quite
simple and only required once each year,but most vehicle owners never routinely change
the coolant or replenish the corrosion inhibitors which are required for trouble-free
operation.Proper cooling system maintenance is very critical for most modern engines
which utilize more aluminum.Aluminum has a very high corrosion potential,even higher
than zinc,which is very widely used as a sacrificial anode.The only property which
enables aluminum to be used in a cooling system is that it will form protective films
under the proper conditions which will prevent the uncontrolled corrosive attack of acids
or bases.Poor aluminum corrosion inhibition will cause the dissolution of aluminum at
the heat rejection surfaces,weakening the cooling system walls and water pump casing
and weakening the head gasket mating surfaces.These corrosion products will then form
deposits on the lower temperature surfaces such as in radiator tubes which have very poor
heat transfer properties,causing a significant reduction in the cooling ability of the entire
system.Red Line WaterWetter ® will provide the proper corrosion inhibition for all
cooling system metals,including aluminum,cast iron,steel,copper,brass,and lead.
Water has twice the heat transfer capability when compared to 50%glycol
antifreeze/coolant in water.Most passenger automobiles have a cooling system designed
to reject sufficient heat under normal operating conditions using a 50/50 glycol solution
in water.However,in racing applications,the use of water and WaterWetter ® will enable
the use of smaller radiator systems,which means less frontal drag,and it will also reduce
cylinder head temperatures,even when compared to water alone,which means more
spark advance may be used to improve engine torque.
BENEFIT SUMMARY
Doubles the wetting ability of water
Improves heat transfer
Reduces cylinder head temperatures
May allow more spark advance for increased torque
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Reduces rust,corrosion and electrolysis of all metals
Provides long term corrosion protection
Cleans and lubricates water pump seals
Prevents foaming
Reduces cavitation corrosion
Complexes with hard water to reduce scale
COOLING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The conventional spark ignition gasoline engine is not a very efficient powerplant.A
considerable amount of the available fuel energy must be rejected from the metal
combustion chamber parts by the coolant and dispersed to the atmosphere through the
radiator.This heat rejection is necessary in order to prevent thermal fatigue of the pistons,
cylinder walls,and the cylinder head.Another problem is that the combustion chamber
must be cooled enough to prevent preignition and detonation.The higher the combustion
chamber temperatures,the higher the octane number required to prevent preignition and
detonation.Since the octane of the available fuel is limited,increasing temperatures in the
combustion chamber require retarding the spark timing which reduces the peak torque
available.Higher inlet temperatures also reduce the density of the fuel/air mixture,
reducing available torque further.For these reasons reducing the flow of heat to the.coolant usually reduces the
efficiency of the engine.Figure 1 shows a typical heat balance
diagram for a spark ignition engine.This diagram demonstrates that the coolant in a
automobile engine must absorb and reject through the radiator 2 to 3 times the amount of
energy which is converted to brake power.
THERMAL PROPERTIES
Water has amazingly superior heat transfer properties compared to virtually any other
liquid cooling medium -far superior to glycol-based coolants.As shown in Table 1,water
has almost 2.5 times greater thermal conductivity compared to glycol coolants.Mixtures
of glycol and water have nearly proportional improvement due to the addition of water.
Most heat is transferred in a cooling system by convection from hot metal to a cooler
liquid as in the engine block or from a hot liquid to cooler metal surfaces,as in the
radiator.The convection coefficient of liquids in a tube is a complicated relationship
between the thermal conductivity,viscosity of the liquid,and the tube diameter which
determines the amount of turbulent flow.Since 50/50 glycol solution has about 4 times
the viscosity and only 70%of the thermal conductivity of water,the thermal convection
coefficient for a 50/50 glycol solution is approximately 50%of the coefficient for water.
Water in the cooling system is capable of transferring twice as much heat out of the same
system as compared to a 50/50 glycol coolant and water solution.In order for a 50/50
glycol mixture to reject as much heat as water (amount of heat rejected is independent of
the coolant),the temperature differentials at the heat transfer surface must be twice as
great,which means higher cylinder head temperatures.
Table 1
Thermal Properties of Cooling System Materials Material Density
g/cm3 Thermal
Conductivity
Watt/m · °C Thermal
Convection
Watt/m · °C Heat
Capacity
cal/g · ° C Heat of
Vaporization
cal/g
Water 1.000 0.60 1829 1.000 539
Glycol 1.114 0.25 ------0.573 226
50/50 1.059 0.41 897 0.836 374
Aluminum 2.70 155 0.225
Cast Iron 7.25 58 0.119
Copper 8.93 384 0.093
Brass 8.40 113 0.091
Ceramics 1 -10
Air .0013 .026 0.240
HEAT TRANSFER
Red Line WaterWetter ® can reduce cooling system temperatures compared to glycol
solutions and even plain water.Water has excellent heat transfer properties in its liquid.state,but very high
surface tension makes it difficult to release water vapor from the
metal surface.Under heavy load conditions,much of the heat in the cylinder head is
transferred by localized boiling at hot spots,even though the bulk of the cooling solution
is below the boiling point.Red Line's unique WaterWetter ® reduces the surface tension
of water by a factor of two,which means that much smaller vapor bubbles will be
formed.Vapor bubbles on the metal surface create an insulating layer which impedes heat
transfer.Releasing these vapor bubbles from the metal surface can improve the heat
transfer properties in this localized boiling region by as much as 15%as shown in Figure
2.This figure demonstrates the removal of heat from an aluminum bar at 304 °F by
quenching the bar in different coolants at 214 °F under 15 psi pressure.Compare the time
required to reduce the temperature of the aluminum to 250 °F,or the boiling point of
water at 15 psi.WaterWetter ® required 3.2 seconds,water alone 3.7 sec,50/50 glycol in
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water required 10.2 sec,and 100%glycol required 21 sec.Water alone required 15%
longer,50/50 glycol 220%longer,and 100%glycol required 550%longer.
Performance Properties of Coolants
Cooling System Fluid Stabilized Temperature
50%Glycol/50%Water 228 °F
50/50 with WaterWetter 220 °F
Water 220 °F
Water with WaterWetter 202 °F
DYNO TEST RESULTS
Dynomometer tests performed by Malcolm Garrett Racing Engines showed significant
improvements in coolant temperatures using WaterWetter.These tests were performed
with a Chevrolet 350 V-8 with a cast iron block and aluminum cylinder heads.The
thermostat temperature was 160 °F.The engine operated at 7200 rpm for three hours and
the stabilized cooling system temperature was recorded and tabulated below:
These numbers are similar to the temperatures recorded in track use and heavy-duty street
use.
COOLANT EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE
Under moderate load conditions,each percent glycol raises cylinder head temperatures by
1 °F.50%glycol raises head temperatures by 45 °F.This increase in temperature will raise
the octane required for trace knock levels by typically 3.5 octane numbers.A car
equipped with a knock sensor will retard the timing to compensate for the increase i
octane requirement by approximately 5 °,which will reduce the maximum brake torque by
about 2.1%.Racing vehicles not equipped with knock sensors can advance timing for
increased torque.
BOILING POINT ELEVATION
Red Line WaterWetter ® does not significantly increase the boiling point of water;
however,increasing pressure will raise the boiling point.The boiling point of water
treated with Red Line using a 15 psi cap is 250 °F compared to 265 °F at 15 psi for 50%
glycol.Increasing the pressure by 50%to 23 psi will increase the boiling point of water to
265 °F.Because of the doubling of the ability of the radiator to transfer heat,boilover
using Red Line treated water is not a problem as long as the engine is circulating coolant
through the head and the fan is circulating air.Sudden shutdown after very hard driving.may cause boilover.
SAE 880266 Water +
Red Line 50%Glycol 70%Glycol
Increase in Cylinder
Head Temperature Baseline +45 °F +65 °F
Increase in Octane
(RON)Requirement Baseline +3.5 +5.0
Change in Spark Timing
for Trace Knock Baseline -5.2 ° --7.5 °
Change in Torque Baseline -2.1%-3.1%
FREEZING POINT DEPRESSION
Red Line WaterWetter ® does not significantly reduce the freezing point of water.If the
vehicle will see freezing temperatures,an antifreeze must be used.Water expands
approximately 9%upon freezing which can cause severe engine damage.Even i
summertime,the use of air-conditioning can blow freezing air through the heater and
cause freezing of the heater core unless approximately 20%antifreeze is used.
CORROSION PROTECTION
Modern automotive engines now use aluminum for heads,radiators,water pump
housings,and nearly all hose fittings.These engines require significantly greater
corrosion protection than their cast iron counterparts of the past.Aluminum is such a
electroactive metal that it requires an impenetrable corrosion inhibitor film to prevent
rapid corrosion.Acid neutralization capability is very important.Coolant which has been
left in a cooling system for several years has probably become acidic from the oxidation
of the glycol to acids.Also,keeping the glycol concentration in the cooling system below
50%will help stability.
Red Line also provides excellent protection from cavitation erosion in the water pump
and cylinder head.Localized boiling in the cylinder head forms vapor bubbles which
collapse when they come in contact with cooler liquids.This collapse creates tremendous
shock waves which removes the inhibitor film from the aluminum surface and can cause
catastrophic erosion of the aluminum if the inhibitor does not reform the film quickly.
Another problem created by cavitation erosion is the deposition of the removed aluminum
as a salt with poor heat transfer properties in the lower temperature radiator tubes.Red
Line prevents this corrosion through effective film formation and smaller vapor bubble
formation,which has a less violent collapse.Foam control is equally important since
entrained air will cause cavitation erosion due to the collapse of foam bubbles.Red Line
provides excellent control of foam with water alone and glycol solutions.
Most coolants additives on the market provide only protection for iron and perhaps
moderate protection for aluminum.The milky soluble oil types can actually impede heat
transfer by wetting the metal surface with oil and this oil can swell and soften rubber
coolant hoses.Table 3 shows the many tests which the Red Line formula will satisfy and
how it compares to a standard antifreeze.
TABLE 3
Comparison of Corrosion Inhibition Properties.PROPERTY RED LINE SPEC COOLANT A
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pH 8.6 7.5 -11 9.8
Boiling Point @15 psig 250 °F 265 °F (50%)
Freezing Point 31 °F -35 °F(50%)-35 °F
Foaming Height,ml 75 150 50
Color Pink green
Ash,%0.5 5,max 1
Surface Tension @100 °C,
Dynes/cm2 28.3 58.9 (water)
ASTM D4340 Heat Transfer
Corrosion Test,Aluminum
Weight loss,mg/cm2/wk 0.21 1 max 0.45
ASTM D1384 Corrosion,
Weight loss,mg/specimen
Copper 1 10 max 5
Solder 6 30 7
Brass 2 10 5
Steel 1 10 6
Cast Iron 0 10 3
Aluminum 16 30 30
SLIPPERINESS OF COOLANTS
Red Line WaterWetter ® does not alter the frictional property of tire rubber and water on
a pavement surface.The chart below shows the static and dynamic friction of pavement
wetted with different coolant types.Higher friction indicates less slipperiness.The
dynamic friction indicates the increase in slipping which occurs after the tire begins to
break loose.Water and water with WaterWetter ® reduce the friction relative to dry
pavement about 50%,but it is much less than the reduction in friction caused by ethylene
glycol and even more slippery is propylene glycol.
USE DIRECTIONS
One 12 ounce bottle treats 12-16 quarts of water or a 50%ethylene or propylene glycol
solution.In smaller cooling systems,use 4-5 caps per quart.Add directly through the
cooling system fill cap into the radiator or into the overflow tank.Do not open a cooling
system while hot.For best protection for aluminum,replenish or replace every 15,000
miles.The anti-scaling ingredients in Red Line WaterWetter allow its use with ordinary
tap water.However,using with distilled or deionized water will accomplish some scale
removal in the cylinder head area.For maximum temperature reductions use the most
water and the least antifreeze possible to prevent freezing in your climate.Even i
summertime the use of air-conditioning can blow freezing air through the heater and
cause freezing of the heater core unless approximately 20%antifreeze is used.Red Line
WaterWetter is available in 12 ounce containers.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Red Line Synthetic Oil Corp.
6100 Egret Court
Benicia,CA 94510.(707)745-6100
© 2000 Red Line Synthetic Oil Corp.
SUBJECT>Re:NC wheelin'POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12109
NEXT>12129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
Let me know next time you head to Uhwarrie.I only live a few minutes from there and
it'd be great to meet you and do some wheelin'.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:NC wheelin'POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12128 NEXT>12156 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
TC,
We are planning on a trip during the Labor Day weekend.As it gets closer I'll drop ya'a
line.I'm presently without a tow rig and won't have another one until October time frame.
So I'll probably drive up there.Should be an adventure in itself.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I heard the talk about Redline Water Wetter and I just had to jump in.I'm working as
an Intern for the Summer for Prestone Products,and I work in the Enineering Lab.Were
testing a bunch of competitive products including the Water Wetter.Testing has just
started up and it doesn't seem to anything too too special.There are other products out
there that can lower surface tension of water better and increase heat transfer.
Personally what I would do is check your mixture of coolant,50/50 is great for all year
long under normal driving with a normal car.To increase heat transfer you might want to
go with a 60/40 mix or 80/20 mix with high side being the WATER.I'd choose a low
silicate formula also (like Prime Anti-Freeze,its just a private label in a white gallon)if
your looking to significanly reduce heat and less about long time wear and lubrication of
engine components.
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Remember that you would have to change your coolant in the fall if you live where it gets
cool,because your running a low consentration of Ethelene Glycol and it could freeze
rather easliy.Also never Mix Conventional Coolants with Long-Life Coolants (more
corrosive than salt water -general rule,don't mix the green and red coolants together.
Water Wetter is a decent product but your really paying for the Red Line name you could
also check into the CRC products,and don't always trust the claims on the side of the
container,if its from a small no name company its pritty much is a lie.
Scott.SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top?POSTER>Saddle Tramp EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 July 2002,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12117
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The #for Superior Fiberglass is 801 266 6921,my top came in today,looks great!I don't
have a clue how good the fit is,haven't had a chance to try it yet.I bet it fits fine,the
appearance and quality of workmanship is to good for it to fit poorly.There is no rear
window,I took it to a glass shop to have window installed.
JBP
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 3:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12126 NEXT>12141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for responding!I tried Water Wetter but it changed nothing with my 50/50
mixture.The stock radiator has been re-cored but I don't think it can handle a 400 Chevy
with an automatic.
SUBJECT>Grabbing Brake Problem Solved POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>12138
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while back,I posted about a brake problem that I was having.It appears to finally be
solved.Here's the scoop:
When applying the brakes in a normal manner (not stomping on them),the right rear
brake would apply harder than the rest,pulling the truck to the right and skidding the tire.
Even after backing-off on the adjuster all the way,the right rear brake was still braking
too aggressively.
I rechecked the shoes and the newly-rebuilt brake cylinder,rebled the lines,readjusted the
brakes (per manual),and the problem still persisted.I "got by"by leaving the brake
adjuster backed out all the way,but it wasn't a proper "fix"and good brakes are pretty
important.
Some folks from the Zone suggested that the shoes might be contaminated and to clea
them with a brake cleaner.That seems to have fixed the problem.I can now adjust the
brakes and get consistent results (which I couldn't get before -they were always grabby).
When I bought the truck last year,it had no brakes and the brake assemblies were more
than a little dirty.
So,for those of you out there in the Zone that gave me the "tip":Thank you!From now
on,I'll keep a $1.99 can of brake cleaner in my garage.
Keep the muddy side down,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Considering building new top bows that fold with top so
POSTER>Cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,31 July
2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12087 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Doug,
I would be interested!!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Considering building new top bows that fold with top so POSTER>Gary
Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12087 NEXT>
12136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I am Bow-less and I need to acquire them anyway,I am interested,but I can't quite
picture how they would work.Keep me posted on the idea and your progress.Gary
SUBJECT>Re:Considering building new top bows that fold with top so
POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 8:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also interested...let me know what you come up with...have a hard top for winter,but
would love to have a fold down for the summer...thanks in advance,David
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby,POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12081 NEXT>12139 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
got more rain but in the next few day I'll drag it to the front with my tractor and then give
ya'll the number.
SUBJECT>Re:Grabbing Brake Problem Solved POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12133 NEXT>12173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for letting us know what caused it....that is another impossible problem solved
and hopefully less haedaches for the rest of us going forward.
brute4c
(ain't it always the little stuff...)
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SUBJECT>Re:Bobby,POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,
at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12137 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Post it with a fresh message so it doesn't get lost way down the list here...
SUBJECT>Brakes POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,
31 July 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12144
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What options are out there as far as brakes go?What's the best and what's it going to cost.me?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31
July 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12132 NEXT>12143
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you running the stock 400 heads?and head gaskets
SUBJECT>heater ducts POSTER>tsj1209 EMAIL>tsj1209@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the original heater ducts that bolt to the cowl under the dash?I ca
make the right side work (from j series truck).The light switch is in the way on the left
side.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12141 NEXT>12146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The heads are stock 400/cast iron.Has anyone tried a brass/copper 4 row CJ radiator with
a bigger engine?I don't want to waste money on something that won't help.Maybe I'll
wait till summer is over,when the temp is below 85 degrees I don't have any problems.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12140 NEXT>12150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just saw a four wheel disk set-up using Ford parts and an adapter to bolt up to our hubs.
Sameone posted about these brakes a few months ago,a guy in Bridgeport,PA is making
the parts and should have a price for the set this Fall.Quality work,over the counter
parts,and HUGE rotors.Mike.
SUBJECT>m37 for sale POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the guy across the street has an m37 for sale.1951 all stock,runs,is about 90 %complete.
the wife says i have to much stuff now.3.5 m715s,1951 cj3a,97 dodge.m37 is located
in empire colo.the phone #is 303 569 2034.rick
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12143 NEXT>12149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i now have a 400 with a cj 4 row radiator i still get up to 215 when i keep my foot on the
gas in the woods but lots better than my stoke radiator 230 to 240 was normal
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com.DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 6:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12122 NEXT>12159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't know of a speedy sleeve but an old redneck trick is to either space the seal out a
little(don't bottom it out)or if there is room you can double seal it.i can't remember if
there is room or not but i have done it on other stuff before.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering shaft joint let go.POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,31 July 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
summit racing has steering u-joints splined for gm box and i think stock box has same
spline count.i did mine several years ago when i added powersteering.works great.
SUBJECT>Re:Aluminum Radiator?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12146 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 427 BB Chevy will run all day long at 55mph and 210 on a 90-95 degree day with a
stock recored radiator.If I start to push 60mph the temp climbs upwards of 230+.An
hour and a half on the Pa Turnpike with it's hills,dips,a load of furniture and 215 was all
it saw @55mph.Obviously the cooling system is right on the brink because on a long
downhill the temp will drop usually 10+degrees.The temp shouldn't fluctuate that much
if the cooling system was a little better.Oh,my MPH is based on my OD tranny.Non OD
guys truck may want to back that 55mph down a little.
Does anyone have an idea of how much cooler an oil cooler would make it run?10
degrees?I'm going to try the water wetter as well.If I can get 15 to 20 degrees out of the
engine on the hottest days the factory rad will stay.
A commonly overlooked yet simple thing to check is the initial timing.My buddy's truck
was at 12 degrees BTDC!We ain't drag racing fellas,and backing it down to 6 took some
heat outta the mill.Another thing is the vacuum advance.The 'light spring'kits for the
HEI,for example,isn't all that needed and with the rpm we're already turning the advance
could be 'swung'in and that's going to result in more engine heat.
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One other thing I ran into one time was with a street strip car.The thing turned a lot of
rpm on the street and wouldn't keep cool.After trying a bunch of stuff,reduction pulleys
ended up being the solution.The pump was spinning so fast that the coolant wasn't
spending enough time in the rad to exchange the heat.Slowed down the pump,cooled off
the engine.
Sorry for the book.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12144
NEXT>12152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,anyway we can do a group buy on these brakes ---count me in asap---PLEASE--as
i`m building my m715 and are almost at the brake part----thanks mike.SUBJECT>Attn:California M715 Owners
POSTER>James 007
EMAIL>FSJeepers@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12154 12158 12161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey All,
I would like to envite all M715 owners(not just in CA)for a SoCal FSJ Gathering-Oct.
12th-13th
Here is my homepage w/more info &maps-www.geocities.com/fsjeepers/
If you have any questions,feel free to e-mail.Thanx James
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Thursday,
1 August 2002,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12150 NEXT>12155
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone interested in brakes should contact Rich Brandi at Pro Tool &Machine Shop
610-275-5667.I talked to him a few days ago and he needs a few more orders to make it
worth while doing a run.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Brownie Overdrive POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are running one these please write and tell me how you built your support.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:California M715 Owners POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent!This gives me a goal to work towards...have the truck drivable and 4-
wheelable by October!
Reagan
M726
California City
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12152
NEXT>12157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A group purchase would be great!Rich's work is top quality.If I can get the funds,I'll
pick up a set.
SUBJECT>Re:NC wheelin'POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12129
NEXT>12186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Excellent...hope to see you there.Lemme know the details when you firm them up.Or
better yet,post them up here and try to get some more turn out.I tried the last couple
years with very little success.Maybe this will be the year!I can probably round up a
couple of OD trucks here locally.Later.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12155 NEXT>12166 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've read a lot of comments about these,but no one has ever stated the cost.I know the
more ordered the cheaper,and I too am interested,but what are we talking here?Anyone
have a ballpark figure?
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:California M715 Owners POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good to me,gives me a chance to get out on I-10 and really piss some people off
while I chug away at 50mph in the fast lane!
Arnold (Redlands)
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle POSTER>bamuiba EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,
at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12147 NEXT>12164 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the redneck info,I get away from my roots and I stop
thinking shade tree,appreciate the comeback
SUBJECT>hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>12163 12197 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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the number from the e-brake drive shaft flange (to the generator)is DETROIT 0516402-
A.......this is on the truck with the generator gone....I ASSUME it's the same on the one
with the generator still there
SUBJECT>California M-715/M-724/M-725/M-726 Owners POSTER>James 007
EMAIL>FSJeepers@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12151 NEXT>12162 LINKNAME>CA FSJ
Gathering-Oct.12th/13th INFO LINKURL>http://www.geocities.com/fsjeepers/
Glad to hear from you,Reagan &Arnold.I'm sure alot of people would LUV to see your
rigs!!!Send me an e-mail,I'll give you more info &put you on the "Up-Date"list.I'm
sure there are a couple of more Kaisers running around here in CA,...come out &play
with us!!!
My e-mail:FSJeepers at yahoo.com (didn't use @cuz of "search bot's"w/junk e-mail).Anyone else interested in
attending/would like more info...please feel free &let me
know.Thanx James
SUBJECT>Re:California M-715/M-724/M-725/M-726 Owners POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,
I'm interested.Hopefully I'll be trail ready by then.Keep me updated.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12160 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey is that Ujoint yoke the same size/series as stock driveline Ujoit?Just wondering if it
would work for Ebrake or highdrive conversion off Tcase.Thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12159 NEXT>12170 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you can get me exact dimensions I could turn a sleeve for you.Just a thought.I might
have to make one for myself anyway.Haven't tore into my rearend yet though.Let me
know....Ed J.
SUBJECT>tie rod ends POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 August
2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12167 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey I still cannot access the parts file,so could someone help me out?I need to find tie
rod ends.Perfer parts house over memphis.....etc....but all help would be appreciated.
Thanks in advance Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12157
NEXT>12190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
count me in---i think only one person should be the front man as we did for the rims--
come on someone step up----i did the last one.
SUBJECT>Re:tie rod ends POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12165
NEXT>12169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These is from the card files,.Moog p/n's:ES235R ES235L (right and left thread).They aren't cheap--$80 range at parts
stores.Memphis sells them for about $35 each.
They have them for $32.00 each,plus shipping.
Sam Winer Motors,Inc
3417 E.Waterloo Rd
Akron,Ohio 44312
330-628-4881
330-628-0948 fax
i got mine at O'Reilly auto parts
ES235L
ES235R
they were $50.99 each last year.you need two of each.
krob725
John
SUBJECT>Re:tie rod ends POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12167
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ABLinn's even cheaper,about 15 bucks per.When I needed them,he only had left hand
ones but recently I saw him selling both sides on ebay at about 30 bucks a pair.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12164
NEXT>12202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if it'll work or not or what it'd cost but here's my idea:
Run a weld bead around the worn part,maybe even with a hardfacing alloy and have the
diameter ground back to specs by a machinist.
I wanted to try it on some pulleys I have but they ended up working anyhow.
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Hell,our college has a few grinders that could be used and assuming you can weld,the
job could be done for free.I suppose a tool post grinder mounted on a lathe would do the
trick too.
Chris
SUBJECT>All this talk about steering joints...POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12174 12179 12181 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What are y'all doing about the upper steering joint?It looks like some I've seen on
Chevy's but I don't know about compatability.
My problem is a rattling feeling/noise coming out of the steering.It sounds like a metal to
metal back and forth shaking and I assume it's that joint (it is a little loose).
It's got new spring bushings and the kingpins are tight.Steering box feels pretty tight as.well.Am I on the right
track?
Has anyone changed that joint?With what?Oh yea,the tractor store parts fix won't work
for me.There's probably not a tractor store within 200 miles of here (wish there was
though).
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Brake parts update?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>12175 12176 12177 12178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doing my front brakes and I searched the forum for brake shoe info.The best I could find
was Advanced Auto prt#FR320 for shoes.These are the dually J truck shoes I believe.
Does anybody have any updates on shoes?My system won't let me search cardfile
(webtv).
I bought bulk lining and rivets today for about $130 for all corners but I think I'm taking
the stuff back tomorow and try the above mentioend #.
By the way,bought wheel cyls for ford van as recomended here and part#s for
Autospeciality W-93006(left)and W-93007(right).I had never heard of them eiher but
they look well made and $16 ea.Thanks for all the help Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Grabbing Brake Problem Solved POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>12138 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for this post-solution!I have had this problem too.There is nothing worse to
me than to "fix"something repeatedly,and it still give me trouble.Thank you again.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:All this talk about steering joints...POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey chris i just changed mine out,my local jeep boneyard had a barrel full of these joints
and when i compared mine it looked dandy,but the outer shell was too big where it fits
onto the splined end of the shaft.luckily all the new guts fit right into the old housing,
works great no more play.seems like it was around 20 beans.if you cant find the right
one let me know i can get you one of these.bye,john.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Those shoes should work.I used the Chevy shoes and they require modification.Others.say the Jeep dually are a direct
swap.Give it a shot and let us know what you find.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey ed,i used the hd dually j3000 shoes on my front brakes and they work well,only you
gotta do some modificating.if/when you get your drums off youll notice a weird triangle
block on the backing plate sandwiched between the brake shoe ends,you can remove this,
which leaves a round post which engages the rounded ends on the shoes.another
alternative is to use your old shoes as a pattern and grind/cut the shoe ends to match so
you can keep the triangle block/centering thingamabob in its rightful place.then you need
to drill a hole in the shoe,install a small bolt so you can hook the return spring to oh yeah
you gotta bend the hooked ends on the springs 90 deg so theyll mount.careful i broke a
spring.or...you can call up ablinn and get some nos shoes and do it the easy way.either
way good luck and happy braking,john.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12172
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just finishing up my brakes.carquest brake shoes part #BS273R four shoes per box 70$
wheel cylinder kit #c530 18$
everything fits just fine
rick
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SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12172 NEXT>12180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ed,forgot to mention about the cylinders,i also used the ford e 350 van cyls and they also
work,with....some modificating,youll have to grind on your backing plate.not much
only about an 1/8 the cyls are identical to stock except the piston isnt alum,and the
mounting holes are offset precisely enough to not allow you to bolt it on.you can finally
use that dremel you got for christmas 87.a chainsaw file works well too,have fun with it.
jc
SUBJECT>Re:All this talk about steering joints...POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i replaced mine with borgelson joint.drove the pin out of the shaft and slipped the u-joint
on and had it welded,D shaft and u-joint at the box.rick
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12178 NEXT>12184 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Thanks again guys,will let you know how it turns out.
SUBJECT>Re:All this talk about steering joints...POSTER>Snake River 4x4
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,1 August 2002,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12171 NEXT>12183 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have been a dealer for Flaming River joints now for about 7 years.A good Flaming
River or Borgeson u-joint will run you about $65.00.We did hot rod steering linkages for
several years,and have some good expertise.The manufacturers recomend "never"weld a
u-joint.You might have luck at a junk yard,I have looked for years and not found much.
Tom
SUBJECT>M715 dicast toy POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 1:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if any one is interested heres one for sale ..this is a fairly rare piece and the first one i
have seen for sale in a long time .
http://www.carhobby.com/page1967-A.htm
SUBJECT>Re:All this talk about steering joints...POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought u-joints from a race shop.they have a lot of cheap alternatives to the expensive
name brand joints.i'm not driving mine on the street so don't worry much about it...plus i
have power assist so i have very little stress and no bind on the any of the steering
lingakge.if this is driven on the road much you might want to go for piece of mind and
spin the extra money.look in any jegs or summit magazine and you find these cheap weld
on and also splined u joints,then you can just make your own steering shaft and all if you
want.
Roger
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts update?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12180 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I forgot to mention that the steering knuckle cavities were filled with grease not gear oil.
I'm fairly sure this was from maintanance from the miliary.Not taking sides in the
discussion/argument just reporting what I found.
SUBJECT>SPICER'S GARAGE SALE!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>12187
12200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.On the 'for sale'board I'm having a garage sale.Many,MANY good parts.Even a couple
of Ford items for PerkM715.
Please check out sale,
Thanks,
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:NC wheelin'POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12156
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can count me in !that is if I have my truck finished ????
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S GARAGE SALE!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12185 NEXT>12188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford stuff,is the only good stuff you have!HAHAHAHAHAHA!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S GARAGE SALE!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12187 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I almost feel bad asking any money for THAT stuff...at least there's a Dana axle with it.:)
SUBJECT>Michelin xl's POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>12191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get a set of the 16's relitivly cheap.I would not mind if
they are used.I just need a set to get me around the stock tires are in pretty rough shape.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Friday,2
August 2002,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc
PREVIOUS>12166 NEXT>12225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any pictures or details of this brake conversion and what is the ballpark price
for a 4 wheel set up?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin xl's POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,2 August 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stump,
Are you talking about the 11.00R16s?If so You can try Tire Farmers(talk to Bob@770-
867-7430).Or,you can try Toby Sexton Tire Co in Georgia (800-899-5535).If you do a.search on this site you can find
several other sources,these are just the ones I used.
However,If you just want some tires to drive you around I'd go with 9.00R16's much
easier to come by,and depending upon what state you live in you can get the NDT,which
are very cheap.If you live in eastern NC,I have a set of used 9.00R16 multi-mile super
all-tractions I'll sell you for $100 (for four).You must come get them though.
Rhino
SUBJECT>fuel tank screen strainer POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have any of the screen fuel strainers for sale?or a source?
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank screen strainer POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3
August 2002,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12192 NEXT>12194
LINKNAME>Military Jeep M38A1 M151 fuel strainer
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1847955
512
Lee,A used fuel tank neck strainer for the M38A1/M151 is on ebay.This is
interchangeable with the M715.Item 1847955512.Search M38A1 or click on the link.
good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank screen strainer POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12193
NEXT>12195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just in case you mean the one in the tank,the 'sock',or if anyone else is looking for one....
I recently redid my tank and the sock down in there is a standard type used by at least
Ford in the 79-91 Crown Victoria cars and wagons...I'm on my 3rd wagon from this era
and they are an identical part.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank screen strainer POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12194
NEXT>12201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i mean the one that looks like a sno-cone and goes in the neck,under the cap
SUBJECT>Can't Find a M-715 For Sale POSTER>Jaremy Golightly
EMAIL>elguapovaquero@msn.com DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12198 12349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If Any body has a Kaiser M-715 for sale.Please Contact me at my e-mail
elguapovaquero@msn.com thanks
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3
August 2002,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12160 NEXT>12199.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Bobby!
Would you be interested in selling it?
SUBJECT>Re:Can't Find a M-715 For Sale POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12196 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's one here locally in central KS,kinda pricey(my opnion)but runs.I'd take first
shot at hardtop though if you buy truck and don't want it.I have exc.soft top and bows to
trade.Also search for 715MAN posts on forum he had a project truck with a truck load of
goodies for good price.Good luck.....Keep coming back here for the best info,tips,and
discsions(arguments)on the kewlist trucks ever made(fact,not opinion lol).Most
important some of the best people you'll ever find
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12197 NEXT>12243 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
gotta check a few things first....going to look at a truck in the AM
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S GARAGE SALE!POSTER>Chris Robinson
EMAIL>cmr45@msn.com DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12185 NEXT>12236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?I have seen you reference Chambersburg,PA at one time.I am
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originally from Chambersburg/Greencastle.I now live in Staunton,VA.If you are close
to C-Burg I would like to come see your truck the next time I am up north at my parent's
house.
Chris Robinson
SUBJECT>Re:fuel tank screen strainer POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok here's what I did.Went to Lowes and found some heavy weight galvanized screen Cut
it so when I forced it together it made a cone shape,laced the seam with heavy wire.The
forced it down the gas tank inlet and done!Cost around two Bucks.Good luck Lee
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother has a machine shop and used to do this type of thing all the time.He would
weld up the part with a standard Mig Welder,then turn it down in the lathe,no grinder.necessary.You should have a
local machine shop that would do it for you for $20 or
less...Speedy Sleeves are also widely available,take in the dimensions and most
Autoparts stores can hook you up.The pinion bearing on an M37 takes the same speedy
sleeve as a harmonic balancer on a Ford Windstar,go figure!If you tell them its for a
M715,they won't have it,tell them dimensions and they will find it.
SUBJECT>USMC Historical info.POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone looking for historical USMC info can e-mail GunnyUSMCHC@aol.com
Gunny Williams is a great guy and willing to help.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Brownie Overdrive POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12153
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mounts are cast into the top of the case.Using 1/2"thick plate bolted to the top of the
case with rubber insulators made from a old car tire,welding on 1 1/2"square tube legs
13"long,attaching 3"wide 1/4"plate for bolt flanges.Attach the flanged legs to 3"wide
1/2"thick crossmember about 44"long.Weld 1/4"angle iron on each frame rail for
mounting and bolt the crossmemeber.Only problem so far is a section of the transmission
tunnel needs to be cut out for clearence.Drive shaft should be 8 to 10"long.
SUBJECT>M715 winch for sale/trade POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12210 12219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Winch and pto assembly work great.Would consider trade for set of 15X10 rims for
M715.Also parting out original engine and tranny.Engine is complete with 24 volt
waterproof system.Make Offer
SUBJECT>Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am back got a lot of catching up to do.Type to ya'll later.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,3 August 2002,at 8:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12206
NEXT>12208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey DUDE !!!!I personally don't care that you are back.How about not wasting my time
(or any other members )with your B.S.!!!!I really don't have time for your
nonsensense !!!!!!Ask a M715 question ,,,and you'll get an M15 answer.----------B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 1:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12207 NEXT>12211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Barry,I am sorry I ruffled your feathers.But if you knew
what i was using you would also
be excited for me.Now for the M715 part of this post;the guy is supposed to have my
brakes relined,and back to me tomorrow,I am going with the webbing design.It's going
to run approx $120 for the complete set.Thanks,Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 dicast toy POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>res0whn2@verizon.net
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12182
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Brute4c was looking for one.This is only the second time I seen one.
John
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch for sale/trade POSTER>james
EMAIL>marshj@bluegrass.net DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12205 NEXT>12217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really dont know how much they are worth,so I have no idea how much to offer you.I
do have a bone stock M715 w/o winch and want one for it.Where are you located at?
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12208 NEXT>12212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man!!who got his draws in a wad!!welcome back ,Will
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12211
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NEXT>12213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe he's got something against folks that own Dell'S.
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>Bob EMAIL>elguapovaquero@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12212
NEXT>12214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He Uses Gateways :P
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,4 August
2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12213 NEXT>12220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dells suck .I build my own
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch for sale/trade POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located in western Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch for sale/trade POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 2:44 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo
PREVIOUS>12205 NEXT>
12221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you still have the winch for sale?I am located in eastern NE,by Lincoln.THanks
SUBJECT>Re:Dude's I got my Dell POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could really say something about sucking,But I will leave that alone.Since this thing set
me way back in the truck fund department.Now to the M-715 post The guy brought my
brake shoes back to me today,(Sunday)They are the webbed kind,he says they will stop
better in the mud and when they are wet.Gonna put them on tomorrow and we will see.I
will keep ya'll posted on how they work.Will THANKS Everyone
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch for sale/trade POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I do still have it.Email me and i'll give you my number.
SUBJECT>cargo bows POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
4 August 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12230
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im finally trying to put them together.does the "long"side of the curve go to the troop
seat wood?or to the roof supports?
SUBJECT>cargo top HELP POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone email me pics on how you attach the darn end curtains!
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,
4 August 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12190 NEXT>12248
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So who should we contact about this setup?What's his phone #?I'll give the guy a call
and figure out the money thing if nobody else wants to.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12218
NEXT>12227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK guy's,Time to mellow out.Barry can be a bit tough at times,but there isn't a guy on
this site that knowes more about M-715's than him.I have rebuilt my 715 from bow to
stern,and He is light years ahead of me.He's the kind of guy that wants to talk about
trucks,not computers or anything else.Like I said before,when Barry speaks,ya damn well.better to listen.PerkM715
SUBJECT>I'll stick my neck out POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I met B Yorwarth for the first time a few weeks ago.I have only good things to say about
him.He may come across rough here,but i can assure you he is a very cool guy,just a
"strait-shooter"type and has been on this board for quite some time.He knows his shit.I
did notice that most all the people that had their own opinions are newer names,so dont
be so judgmental and quick to throw flames,at least if you want help from everyone.
After meeting him,and reading his response,I thought it was more funny than insulting.
Will's first message did'nt have anything to do with m-715's other than mabye reading
about them.Will's explanation was enough for it to be left alone,I thought.Mabye we all
should'nt take things so hard/personal sometimes.Just another 2 cents.
SUBJECT>Re:cargo top HELP POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12224
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig140.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig140.jpg
I only have one illustration that has anything on this....linked below...I think the 'rope'just
weaves back and forth in the holes to 'sew'them together.
Good Luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:cargo bows POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12222
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig140.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig140.jpg
Hi Lee,
The link below has what is in the -34P manual and it looks like the short end is down and
the long end is up...
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>M-37 vs M715 winch POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>12262 12263 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have been looking for a Braden LU-4 winch to install on my M715 W/W that I bought
with no sign of a winch anywhere (except for a strange cut out in the floor pan and no
front bumper...also clue #2 was that the winch was gone).I have found a M37 nearby w/
a winch I can remove (for a small fortune,of course)if I do this:Can anyone tell me if the
PTO,shaft,or any other part of a "53 M37 will bolt up to my stock M715?I know the
winch mounting brackets are different-what I'd like to know is-what is the same?.SUBJECT>Broke my rear Axle
!!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,4 August 2002,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>12235 12345 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I finally did it.
I was pulling really hard with my 44's in the sand and twisted a rear axle right off.The
driver's side axle shaft twisted more them 90 degrees before it broke apart with a nice
spiral break.Haven't pulled the inside piece out to see what it looks like,but I was sure
suprised to see it happened.I expected a U-joint or the locker to strip out first,or eve
another break on the front axle but not the rear axle.I've got a message into to AB Linn
right now to get a price on a new axle.
Anybody out there have any experience with breaking a rear axle?
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 3:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12234 NEXT>12240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Rollie,what kind of power plant do you have in your beast?
SUBJECT>Re:SPICER'S GARAGE SALE!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm near harrisburg,in Camp Hill.The truck is usually about 35 miles north of there but I
bring it down once in a while to terrorize the yuppies.
Let me know when you're around.
SUBJECT>Steering wheel center piece POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does the damned thing come off!?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Nevermind.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted that under with the intent on buying the spring,a second different spring,dust
cover,and new retainer.I'd need to pull the shaft to get the boot and one spring on.
(*BRUTE,GREAT ONLINE MANUAL*)The only piece available is a spring that
doesn't really have a tough job,item #21 in the manual.The 'bearing'as they call them
have no choice but to stay where they're at so the spring is just another piece to get
ground up.
My problem was the thin metal retainer let loose and allowed the joint to pull apart.I'm.going to spin one tonight
as thick as I can make it and still clear the retainer clip.I'm also
going to put a zerk fitting in the U-joint coupling (female end toward steer box)so It ca
be pumped up now and then.
A quick note:Try not to pull yourself out of your seat toward the windshield on a big hill
too often with the stock steering joint.The retainer is only as thick as the backing for
most seals.
SUBJECT>Grant steering adapter P/N POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just recieved my grant stuff the other day,and did a quick test fit.It seems to work fine.
The adapter P/N i got is 4403.If you talk to grant this P/N is for 71-?gladiators.
Hopefully this will help some people out there.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12235 NEXT>
12247 12259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GM Detroit Diesel 6.2 with ATS turbo.I believe it puts out around 200 horsepower with
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the torque range being similar to a stock bigblock gas engine.I was pulling a big log to
cut up as firewood at our campsite.The weight of the log was pulling down hard on the
back of the truck,so I was getting lots of traction.I was in 2nd gear low range,but admit I
was doing a lot of ramming and jamming back and forth to keep it moving.
I just ordered a new axle from Ab Linn this morning.$35 NOS,very reasonable price.
Rollie
SUBJECT>M726?Question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>12242 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On the contact maintanance truck(M726?)the welder/generator is run off ebrake output
on Tcase correct?Is the Ujoint there PTO size or driveline size/series?Just wondering if
it's big enough for rear drive.Can't find anything in manuals.Parts suppliers want up to
$250 for conversion parts from 6X6 powerwagon.Just trying to save a few $s.Thanks for
any help.
SUBJECT>Re:M726?Question POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12241 NEXT>12249 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's drive line size......Detroit 0516402-A.SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12199 NEXT>12245 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gonna keep it for now....I'll let u know if I change my mind.
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12243 NEXT>12246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna pass on the gen/welder for now.
Thanks for the info and time spent.
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer /mozarkid POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12245
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ur welcome
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very reasonable price indeed...and a great choice for repower.When the tornado looses
wind in my rig,I would really like to do a diesel repower if my finances at that given time
can accomodate.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12225
NEXT>12258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try mike petrus on this,i think he said he knows the guy in philly who is making these
rotors and brakes---let me know the cost,it will get the ball rolling on who will get some
with us---then we can call the guy and tell him how many we need----if it`s reasonable
count me in.thanks mike
SUBJECT>Re:M726?Question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12242 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,Bobby
SUBJECT>Barry Y.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,.I got my new transmission plate today.I thank you and will credit you with mailing me
the last item necessary to complete my truck.
Take it light and I approciate it.
-B.
SUBJECT>AXLES POSTER>DAN EMAIL>DAN1025972000@YAHOO.COM
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHATS A FAIR PRICE FOR A SET OF M715 AXLES THAT ARE IN GOOD
SHAPE,THE GEARS LOOK PRETTY GOOD THE AXLES HAVE BEEN STRIPPED
AND PAINTED.THANKS FOR ANY INFO
SUBJECT>Sm465 question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>12253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my tranny in,my crossmember fabricated,and made some clutch linkage.
I was sitting in my shop pretending to drive (no driveshafts made yet)and noticed the
tranny doesn't want to go into 4th.It grinds.Are these gears synchronized?
Any advice?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sm465 question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12252 NEXT>12254 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Sometimes they won't shift well until they're warmed up and the oil thins out a bit.My
big spicer is a little 'notchy'sometimes when it's cool.
Or...you can fire the guy for selling you a tranny with a bum synchro.
SUBJECT>Re:Sm465 question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12253 NEXT>12256 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,
Always the voice of reason.I was working on it during 105 degree weather and it had
been running for about 5 minutes.I guess I just needed you to tell me what I didn't want
to hear.
By the by-I took your advice and pulled my transmission and xfer case back out to
replace my flywheel bolts.The ones made for it were about a centimeter longer.Sure do
wish I'd replaced that synchro while I had it out.
Isn't it a cruel twist of fate that I wanted a 4 speed and ended up with a 3 speed?It was.running (with no
driveshafts)and the speedo indicated it will do about 80 at 2000 rpm,so
I shoud be in good shape anyhow.(What is it you say here-LOL)
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>12257 12412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a source to make a stainless steel gas tank with all the right holes.Wondering if
anyone is interested in one.They will be square,instead of curved on the ends,but they'll
last forever.Let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:Sm465 question POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,5
August 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12254 NEXT>12264
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
keep in mind it will take alot less rpm to do 80 with no load on motor or drivetrain.Plus
you need to factor in the rear end gearing.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12255
NEXT>12260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much will they cost,Where they being built,And how much would shipping be (ball
park)
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,
5 August 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12248 NEXT>12261
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds easy enough,does anyone know how to get a hold of Mike Petrus then?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12240
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Rollie,if anyone was gonna break a rear I wouldn't have guessed you off
hand...sorry to hear it,but with your skills it should be up to snuff again soon...if you do
find any other damage in there,post,could be interesting.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12257 NEXT>12273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.They will be built professionaly in a welding shop,Cost will be materials.Shipping will
probably be 75-100 bucks depending on weight.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12258
NEXT>12297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should will be talking to Rich in a few days,I'll ask him if he is interested in producing
the brakes,price,shipping...I'll post when I find out the info.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Everything different except winch itself POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatwI5URLbYvE PREVIOUS>12233 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had totally gone through both an M37 and an M715 winch set-up and can say for sure
that only the winch itself is the same.Sorry.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:M-37 vs M715 winch POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Monday,5 August 2002,at
10:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12233 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'd be interested in the M37 parts.....
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CD
SUBJECT>Re:Sm465 question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12256 NEXT>12265 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-,
take 80 divided by 5.87 and that will give you your new top speed of 13.62mph.LOL
Glad to hear you changed those bolts,a buddy of mine had a flywheel come up through
his dash...he's lucky to still have his feet.You'll probably still be able to find a 'sweet'spot
for shifting where the fourth gear won't grind.On your rpm/mph,you'll be turning the
same rpm as your other truck with the stock four speed..whatever that was.With the 38's,
60mph will still be pushing a few r's on the tach.
SUBJECT>Re:Sm465 question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12264 NEXT>12267 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Damn,Spice,I can understand Steve not knowing I was joshing about the top speed,but
you've met me and I consider it an insult you didn't read that right.
I reckon that the 4th gear ratio of 1:1 will be the same rpm's as my turbo 350's 3rd gear
1:1.I just thought it was funny.I guess I was wrong..I checked it over pretty good last night and you're right,at a
certain rpm it doesn't grind
much,but it still bumps.That NP205 really is quiet.My 200 would whine like my wife
with cramps,but that 205 can't be heard at all.The stock lever can be used to shift the
205,just remove one of the levers and it works fine.
By the by-I still got that disk e-brake setup if you want to keep the 200 and use it.If not,
let me know since Will wanted it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Windshield cowl seal.Please help...POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12272 12284 12288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been trying to track down a windshield cowl seal.Everyone i've tried doesn't have
one.Surplus city,memphis,AB,and everyone i could find on the interenet.If someone
knows of another place to try i would appreciate that.I would also like to know if people
have made their own,and how they did it.Thanks in advance for the help
Daniel
SUBJECT>Disk E-brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12265 NEXT>12270 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Can you check something for me?In the Photo Gallery,could you check out John
Leischner's pics of the 'high drive'conversion he did and in your educated opinion will
your e-brake set up still work?
Oh,YES...I'm interested in it.These drum e-brakes SUCK!
Thanks!
SUBJECT>T-case drive flange for thru-drive POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to Bobby we know the welder/genny rig used a Detroit 0516402-A.
I've not been able to find this animal thru autopart stores.
Anybody have suggestions?
SUBJECT>Heavy Duty Steering Joint Fix POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>12282
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,where the column shaft meets the shaft coming up from the steering box there is a
socket style greased joint there.This joint has a very thin,like .042",retainer/seal combo
that holds the joint together.Mine pulled apart while going up a steep,off camber,hill.making up for the lack of
articulation in the suspension.Yeah,beating the truck.The
shaft coming down from the steering wheel has a cross pin at the bottom of it and has two
square blocks with the center drilled through that sit on the cross pin and then slip into the
socket,or lower,part of the joint.There is a spring clip on the outside of the socket that
holds the retainer/assembly together.
THE FIX:I took a very large washer and chucked it up in the lathe and turned the inside
diameter out so that with a little maneuvering it would go over the cross pin and on the
shaft.I then turned the outside diameter down so that it would just fit in the socket side of
the joint.This washer is a hefty .187"(3/16"),more than four times the thickness of the
original retainer.Before I installed the retainer on the shaft,I needed a dust boot.I took a
wheel cylinder boot,we all have these kicking around,and cut the small center out of it
then stretched it over the steering shaft past the cross pin.Then the heavy retainer,the
the two square blocks.I installed a grease fitting on the lower end of the socket before
assembly.With that heaped with grease and the ability to add further grease,I slipped the
assembly together and put the snap ring in place.The snap ring fits nice and snug.I got in
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the cab and thrashed hell out of the steering wheel and it all stayed together.
Even though I wrote a book,this is a very easy fix and a heavy duty upgrade....and the
search goes on for the next weak link!
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12267 NEXT>12271 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stumpy,
Alright,here's the scoop:
What my previous owner did was a little out of the ordinary and a little too hard for most
owners.He took the stock e-brake off and used a Lincoln to weld a caliper in it's place on
the transfer case.It looks like he just stuck it on in place of the stock linkage.He then
took the flange off the output and bolted it to a small disk (like off a Festiva or Yugo).It
looks tough and sturdy and I used it alot to stop before I got my brakes done.I didn't get
into taking ot off,but it all appeared to be removable (I'll check closer tomorrow).I guess
it involved alot of fabricating and welding,but it was nice while it lasted.
In light of the above you can see,it wouldn't work with the hi-drive.That would replace
the output flange with a yoke and that would change the whole shebang.You're probably
thinking you could just reverse them and put the e-brake on the lower output,but it is too
big to fit with room for the frame.I guess they make smaller disks,but I ain't seen one in
all my born days.
I'm pondering the purchase of a digital camera,and the old xfer is laying in my carport so
I may have some pics........or my new fangled HD driveshafts may use all my lunch
money for the next year.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12270
NEXT>12278 12279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ok man,
I'm gonna pass on it then.Did you ever get the 'light from Will last time?Heh,heh.
I forgot your's was juice brake as well.I don't feel like dicking with MORE fluids on the
truck.The plan is to take of the drum and find a rotor that isn't obscenely thicker,drill it
for the original pattern and sandwhich it with the highdrive conversion.
I'll probably go with a mechanical caliper.
Thanks for the offer!
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield cowl seal.Please help...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12266 NEXT>12289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This was talked about awhile back.Somebody on this list was going to give it a shot at
making a cowl seal from other materials.I don't remember who it was but they said they
would post their results and possibly sell them to members on the zone here.There was
also question on the CJ cowl seal and if it would work.I just happened to have a new CJ
seal and upon looking at it found it is too short.I posted pic's of the CJ cowl seal at the
other M715 Yahoo site.I think they are still there.Try doing a search and maybe you will
find the person who was making one.Until then better carefully save that old seal.Good
luck...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12260 NEXT>12274 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you come up with an estimated total please post.I'm interested
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much will they cost and how soon can they be made?I need one bad cause mine is
leaking.If I don't find a replacement soon I'm just gonna screw down a fuel cell in the
bed.
mike
SUBJECT>Can't Disengage Front Axle POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>bchadwick@enscous.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa3SgZVOvIEvY PREVIOUS>NEXT>12276
12277 12314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My newly acquired 715 is coming along nicely,except that I can't get the front wheel
drive to disengage.The transfer case functions properly,but the lever which controle the
front axle is engaged and won't budge,
Any helpful suggestions?.SUBJECT>Re:Can't Disengage Front Axle POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12275 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The T-case is 'loaded'and has pressure on it creating a bind.Backing up usually works or
I like to put it in reverse and bump the clutch a couple of times so as to just spin a rear
wheel and relieve the drivetrain pressure.If you apple some pressure to the handle while
you're backing it should come out.
They all do this.
The same thing happens in the lockouts sometimes...once they're installed.
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SUBJECT>Re:Can't Disengage Front Axle POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
On mine,you have to drive it in reverse several feet,and sometimes back in forth
between 1st and Rev a couple of times before it will disengage.I'm not trying to insult
you if you've already tried this.If that doesn't work I'd make sure the linakage isn't
hanging up on something.I've had branches and debris lodged in every place imaginable
on this truck.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12271
NEXT>12280 12305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Any thoughts on where to find a mechanical caliper?I wonder if a guy could use a
motorcycle disc?They are quite thin.Still stuck on finding a mechanical caliper,though.
Even motorcycles have juice calipers.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake &Light POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12271 NEXT>12285 12299 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,he said he enjoyed his light.Although ups shook it a little.Brian how much for the
T/Case and brake from hell?Working on my new brakes got one wheel changed,tried to
get the lugnuts off the other side(found out my ass ain't big enough)240 pounds jumping
on a 4 way was'nt a pretty sight.Lol Brought a cheeter bar home from work.I think a 8'two
inch pipe should work.let ya'll know tomorrow.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12278 NEXT>12309 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Honda Odessy's(gocart)had mechanical rear disc brakes with cable on the first ones with
front suspension only.I believe gocart parts suppliers have them also.Not sure if big
enough but just a thought.I think Ebrakes need to be mechanical to be legal anyway,no
hydraulics?Iv'e been wrong before.trying to help
SUBJECT>m725 ambulance question....POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fella's,i have a question...i happened to purchase an
ambulance(725),last year that did not run.it has been sitting
around for a year now and i really need to do something with
it.because it did not run and that the majority of it has
been stripped (inside the back half),i was planning on using
it as a parts vehicle.all in all,it has a great body and
the only reason why it does not run is because of the timming
belt.
i bought it for $800 and i'm not really forsure what to do
with it...should i strip the rest of it,or try and salvage
what's left.i have a really tight budget since i already
have a beast(m715).i would consider trading it or selling it
for a doner chevy that ran or an engine-trans set up.any
thoughts would be greatly welcomed....
SUBJECT>Re:Heavy Duty Steering Joint Fix POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12269 NEXT>12302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another project to do...but worth it....THANKS SPICER!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>New to M715:Many questions!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally found an M715 and bought it last month.Great shape except the electrical system
has been hacked (partially 12 volt).I would like to convert to 12 volt completely and
correctly.How is this done?I figure the starter,alternator,harness,lights,distributor,etc
need to be replaced.Can the original distributor simply be replaced with one from a 62-
62 gladiator (with coil)?This task seems a bit daunting,is this very difficult?Thanks for
any help.Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield cowl seal.Please help...POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Daniel,I had no luck finding the seal either.What I did was to
use a heavy duty garage
door bottom seal.The one I found looked good and worked fine.The only thing you need
to do is trim the cutouts for the defroster holes if your truck has a heater.If you install the
seal then fold your windshield back up it will make a impression where the cutouts need
to be on the new seal.Good luck,mark.
SUBJECT>The Cheeter pipe worked POSTER>Will Wright
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EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back brakes done ,with new wheel cylinders.waiting on the weekend to get the front.lost
to much weight sweating.Will
SUBJECT>Re:m725 ambulance question....POSTER>Jay the half witted mechanic
EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12281 NEXT>12388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,i got a suggestion,buy my m725 so my wife will pipe down.No seriously I am
selling it and it is in great working condition.Its on E-bay
SUBJECT>Re:New to M715:Many questions!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ignition sweap is easy and though you lose the waterproff stuff you do gain some
power and mileage as the civvy unit has vacuum advance whereas the military unit
doesn't.Look through the M715/M725 FAQ linked at left,it's in there.Post if you need
more.
And by the way,Welcome Abaord!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield cowl seal.Please help...POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12266 NEXT>12308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,.I am the one that Kaiserjeeps mentioned in his reply.I found a company in Flordia that
sold me some weatherstrip material which I made into a cowl seal.I had to experiment
with different widths and materials,but came up with a seal that I have been using since
April,2002,with good results.The only drawback is that I have to buy this stuff in fairly
large quanities,and it's kinda high dollar.It is a closed cell type of foam rubber,black,
and the correct width.If anyone is interested,I can supply the seal for around $20 per
truck,plus shipping.This solution is nothing fancy,but it works great,looks good,and is
easy to install.I supplied the seal to a couple of people,one of which thinks he got ripped
off because it is to simple and costs so much.Anyway,let me know if you are interested.I
will have another shipment in next week.I'm not sure if you can see it well,but look in
the members gallery under "Paul B."and the pictures of the truck at the Easter Jeep Safari
in Moab have the seal in place.
Paul
SUBJECT>Hey Roger POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at
7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12294 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I noticed you are trying to sell your 16x20s.I was thinking of doing a conversion to
Rockwells and would like to get your thoughts about how the conversion went and if you
are happy with it.Pros and cons and any other info would be appreciated.Thanks.Steve
SUBJECT>Parts File Online in New Format!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12311 12339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After a bit of work,I have managed to convert and organize the parts file for easier use.It
is now in the Online Manuals section linked above.There is an html version for viewing
online,sorted by category,and an Adobe Acrobat format that you can download as one
long list with bookmarks in the left hand window where you can click on a category name
and navigate right to that part of the file.It came out to 94 pages in Acrobat format.File
size is approx 185K,so download time is pretty short.
If you find any problems,let me know.
Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Overdrive?POSTER>Dj EMAIL>killspam@impakt.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12100
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool.Thanks for the info,guys.I think the R&P swap is what I will end up doing...
Once I finally have my truck.
Still looking for a 715,have a lead on a good 725 that's nearby,but talking with a guy
with a 715 that's just as close (500 miles).
If anyone is close to Dallas with a reasonable price on a 715,please contact me at
killspam@impakt.net.cheers,
dj
SUBJECT>red hot manifold POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 August 2002,at 11:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12295 12316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't had my truck for long,but tonight after work,I drove home opened the hood and
the exhast manifold was glowing orange (work to home is 1 mile).The truck has bee
sluggish and has been chugging under a load.Haven't had time to check anything out yet,
just thought I'ld ask until time was avaailable.Anyone have this happen before?Any
suggestions would be helpful.
Thanx Justin
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Roger POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12290 NEXT>12301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i built mine specifically to run through the mud and not much else.it looks cool and
makes me happy so i guesse that's what counts.i'm trying to get into some competitions
and mud drags later this year if i can get it all together.i haven't driven it much so i can't
speak of how it would handle on the road,but keep in mind that i've never intended to
drive it on the street.
the geometry on the lifted springs in relation to the length of the shackle was the most
difficult to figure out.it was mostly trial and error.
Chris,on this board,just moved to CO and drove his rig from KC.he was traveling on
some large meats also and said he was very impressed.i got a chance to look at his ride
before he left and it was very well thought out and built.
i'm confident that mine will handle well on the road by the time i'm done,but right now
i'm concentrating on getting in about 3,4,5 feet of mud...if i can find any during this little
drought we're in.
i'm wanting to sell these tires cause i want to buy some rice tires to go all the way around
the beast.these tires have about 3"deep "V"tread with wide spaces in between them.
they should take a big bite.
hope it helps.if you have any more ?ion's i'll try to help.i'm also planning to take some
more pics real soon.It's got a little bigger since the last ones!
roger
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,7
August 2002,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12293 NEXT>12303
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It might be running way too rich.
SUBJECT>Winch Questions POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12306 12310 12312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 715 with no winch and am wondering what it would all entail to put one on from.a truck that does have
one.I've already purchased the winch from a guy and he said I ca
have all the parts off the other truck to make it work.What all do I need to take off that
other truck?and is putting this winch on my truck going to be huge pain in the butt job or
what,I guess I just don't know what to expect.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mike,we all appreciate the help(and brakes).
-Dustin
SUBJECT>587's for 411's POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody ever switched out there gears for 4.11's?or any other gear for that matter?I'm
just looking to gain some top end for on-road use,any other suggestions or thoughts
would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake &Light POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12279 NEXT>12324
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
You're the closest to me (except the guy in Jackson,Tn who never posts anymore),so if
you're willing to drive up here you can have it all.
If you really don't need another T-case,I checked it out and I can take off the brake and
disk and UPS it to you.It's hydraulic,so you have to plumb it into your lines.I can detail
that for you too.
4 way?Man,stop screwing around and get a socket to fit your lug nuts.
Glad to hear you got your brakes done,I get my drive shafts today.
Tell Connie 'Howdy'and I hope she's doing alright.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12298 NEXT>12313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4.56's are the only gear available for our rears.Try Randy's Ring &Pinion.Guys who use
the trucks more on the street seem to like the change....they go great with the diesel crowd
too.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey BPA272 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>12294 NEXT>12343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a very nice and complete drum to drum (not that you'll use those)Rockwell steer
axle I'm selling.$800 and I can ship,I'm in Central Pa.
SUBJECT>Re:Heavy Duty Steering Joint Fix POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12282 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem...and THANK YOU for maintaining a great site!When you get into that if
you have any questions,email me.
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
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DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12295 NEXT>12304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With all due respect,I disagree.A rich condition will usually create a cooler manifold
temp.(unless you have an exaust leak whereby fresh air can be pulled in due to a venturi
effect creating a raw burn in the manifold.This is quite rare,but can happen)A lea
condition is usually the culprit that causes the manifold to go all "glow worm"on ya.
Check out your fuel filter and lines for restrictions.Check the intake manifold,carb.base,
and all vacuum lines for leaks.I believe that this is where you will discover a problem.
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12303 NEXT>12307 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree....look for a too lean problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12278 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Actually a lot of vehicles have with rear disk brakes have a mechanical e-brake side to it.
That's what I'd be looking for.You then have the option of juice or cable/linkage to work
it.It may be a tad overkill,but perhaps plumbing a line lock into the juice side whe
crawling for ease of button operation and have the mechanical for a longer duration stop
on the e-brake.Several guys have mentioned that the line lock will bleed down after a
while.
I have thought about the motorcycle rotor,but they're usually a lil'on the pricey side and
hell,a simple disk off of something four lug will allow plenty of room to change the bolt
pattern to fit the high drive four bolt pattern.Oh yeah,and I don't think that 1/4"of added
thickness is going to bind the slip yoke or anything like that.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Questions POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12296 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's just a bolt on deal.Make sure you get everything
including the pto handle...nuts and
bolts ect.A helper makes things go better.You will also need a pto gasket...we made ours
from a sheet of gasket material.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12304 NEXT>12319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look for the timing retarded as well.If it is firing late,all the fire is ending up in the
exhaust manifold.
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield cowl seal.Please help...POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the replies.I think i'll take a look at the local hardware stores and see what
i can come up with.If not i'll probably take you (paul)up on that.Thanks again.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12280 NEXT>12315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should have thought of that,I even have Odessy parts.Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Questions POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12296 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dustin,
While you are taking off the parts from the other truck,don't forget the front
crossmember piece that bolts to the backside of the winch.At first glance,it may look
like part of the truck,but you will need it.Also,if you really want every piece to be
authentic,the trucks with winches had an additional data plate on the dash plate which
shows the pto shift positions.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:YOUR THE MAN!!!POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It works great!I had problems also with the other format.Thanks you for your effort and
the board members,It keeps my truck running.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Questions POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12296 NEXT>12328 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
oh yeah I forgot to tell you about what Rollie just said.....there are also two "trick
brackets"inside the winch mount plate....please get these also...they're a pain to get out
but it can be done.
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12300 NEXT>12346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Members-
I have thought of changing my ring/pinion gears,but the few shops that I have talked to
say that it is a monumental task,not to mention expensive.Has anyone on the board had
any luck with this gear switch?Is it worth the money and effort?Thanks in advance to all
SUBJECT>Re:Can't Disengage Front Axle POSTER>Mike Arnott
EMAIL>mikea@mich.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack up one front tire,works like a charm!
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12309 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Binderman,if you stumble on an extra disc and caliper and want to get rid of it give me a
hollar.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12293 NEXT>12317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you might want to check to see if you had a family of sqirls in your exhaust i had a truck
with a stoped up muffler iit did the same thing
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12316 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My parts trucks exhaust was stuffed full of walnut shells,seat stuffing,and mouse pellets.
They shot out like a shotgun all over the yard when I fired it up.
SUBJECT>Original light switch POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12320 12321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Please forgive my ignorance,but I have a simple question about the original light
switch.
It appears from my manuals that the lightswitch can't be placed into a position in which
the headlights and brake lights would work at the same time.I can't test this in my truck
because the previous owner hacked up the original harness (partial 12 volt system).
Anyway,if I restore the 24 volt system to its original configuration will the stop lights
and turn signals work when the headlights are on (ie in service drive)?Also,is it best to
keep the 24 volt system or convert to 12 volt?Thank you.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,7
August 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12307 NEXT>12327
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention that.I once had a small block chevy that had glowing exhaust
manifolds,and I found the cure to be both a leaner mixture and proper timing.Just a
suggestion.
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12318 NEXT>12322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have had no problems with 24 volts,and have no intentions of a 12 volt conversion.yes
headlights and brake lights work together.the top switch one click right is brake and tur
signals.two clicks right is brake,turn,parking and headlights.the trucks front lights do
NOT work as parking lams when headlights are on.
if you decide to go 12 volts im interested in 24 volt parts
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12318 NEXT>12323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original headlight switch,or 3 lever light switch works as follows,starting with the
top lever in the center,straight up,position:
If you move the top lever of the 3 lever light switch one position to the right,the tur
signals and stop lamps work.
If you move it 2 positions to the right,in addition to the stop and turn signal lights,the
marker lights and headlights come on.
If you move it one position to the left,the blackout stop and turn signals are on.
If you move it 2 positions to the left,the blackout marker and hood mounted headlight are
on in addition to the stop and turn signals.
The switch on the lower right needs to be pulled upward to unlock the top lever for
movement.
The switch on the lower right has the dash lights,low and high,and the parking lights,
which are activated when you put the top switch in service drive,full left position,and
put the lower right lever in the parking light position.This makes the headlights go out
but leaves the parking/marker lights on.
As far as which is better,that depends on you...the 24 volt stuff is usually more expensive.but it's out there.The
12 volt never looks original.Depends what your needs/wants are for
your truck.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch POSTER>John L.
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EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want the truck's front parking lights on you have to have the switch (top rocker)i
servive drive and the bottom left rocker down in park (this will also turn on the dash
lights in low setting).The rear parking lights will come on with the head lights,in service
drive and the brake lights and turn signals will work in the stop light possition.
The top rocker controls exterior lights.The bottom left rocker controls the panel(gauge)
lights.and the right lower rocker controls the lock to unlock the other switches (except
blackout brake).
If you need a diagram for any future wiring jobs consult the on-line manuals page all the
way to the bottom.
SUBJECT>Re:Original light switch POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original lights can be used in a 12V conversion,except for the black out drive light
(hood)this takes some tinkering to convert,or you can buy a 12V one.
The 24V bulbs use the same bayonette base as the #69 and 1156 bulbs.
As far as the parking lights and turn signals,They will not come on in the the blackout
drive possistion.
In case if you are wondering about Blackout drive.They are the little lights mounted
below the service lights in the military light housings.Not too many people seem to know
about these.
On the front of the rig the blackout markers should be blue/white cat eyes just under the
service turn/marker lights.Then the blackout headlight is mounted to the driver's side of
the hood.
In the rear it should be the same with the exception that the lights are red and there is one
extra set of cat eyes per housing.The on the passenger side of the rig mounted inboard of
the tail light there should be a single bulb housing,this is the blackout brake light.this
should have a single cat eye that shines a subdued white/greenish glow.
I am talkin original M715 lights the more modern assemlys(i.e.large lenses)that some
run are a little different having bigger lenses for service lights and a blackout brake light
on both sides rear.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake &Light POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12299 NEXT>12325 12350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother stopped over one day with a 4 way that has the correct size for the truck as the
smallest of the 4....not sure what the others are for...he gave it to me for free because he.found it laying on the
side of the road on the way over and thought it might be the right
size since the sizes were so large.Plus it is definately thicker by quite a bit and longer
across the beams.It weighs at least double what a standard car 4 way does.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake &Light POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmn....I think thats the four way I lost on the side of the road!ha ha ha just kidding
SUBJECT>Vent line tees,who was looking?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebody was looking for the vent line Tee -still need it?I have one that's aluminum
and more of a "Y"shape.Free of charge.Leftover from the engine swap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,7 August 2002,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12319 NEXT>12347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brad,Kirk is correct,a lean condition will make more heat every time,it will burn valves
and pistons.A rich condition will run cooler and carbon up everything.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Questions POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12312
NEXT>12329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the bumper,should I switch these out also?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Questions POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12328 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The winch line feeds out right thru the middle of the bumper,so you will need to change
it also.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Spring-over question POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,8 August
2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am in the process of doing a spring over up front to clear larger tires.Last night I cut the
tranny cross member to give clearance for the front driveshaft and that worked fine.Next
I jacked up the front of the truck to get full droop of the axle and the driveshaft now does.not fit.The yoke on the
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t-case binds with the driveshaft.I have had this happen before on
other vehicles and a small amount grinding on the yokes solves this problem.
Has anyone else with a spring over had this problem?
SUBJECT>Re:Vent line tees,who was looking?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was me Chris.I have not done anything about it yet.So I still need one.I'll send you
a few bucks if you are into sending it my way....Let me know...Thanks....Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:T-case drive flange for thru-drive POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought mine from Vintage Power Wagons.It was from a W-62 Dodge.Probably a little
bit different design in the u.joint retaining strap,but it works great.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12334 NEXT>12336 12338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brian,
To save you some time and frustration,what about posting them in the photos section of
the Yahoo site?That way anybody could look at them and not be concerned about asking
you to send pic's when you are already backed up a bit.Just a thought.....Kaiserjeeps..
(al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12335 NEXT>12337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Why not just take 3 or 4 GOOD pics to post or send and spend the rest of the time playing
with your future kids mother.Use your head man.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts File Online in New Format!!!POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute,your great.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm agnostic...you'll have to do better than that..I just sent an email with the parts description from out gracious
brother John Leischner
about the through drive conversion.Hopefully they'll know exactly the parts and get a
price back to me.Once I'm working in that general vacinity,then I'll do something about
that anemic e-brake.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12338 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I sent you a quick note.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Hey BPA272 POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,8 August
2002,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12301 NEXT>12344 12362
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info Roger.I live in CO and was wanting to build something that will
break the rocks out here.The M715 is doing real well so far,but the last round went to
the rocks when I broke a spring mount off the frame.If you can give me more info on the
spring mounting and shackle lengths.Do you think it would be possible to keep the stock
springs?I'll probably be running 44's or 48's and want to keep the truck as low as possible
while still getting some good articulation out of the suspension and not breaking the bank.
Spicergear -I saw that axle you have for sale,but this is still in the planning stages and
I'm saving up the $right now.If you'd like to ship it out to me I'd be happy to give it a
long term function test for you!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey BPA272 POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12343
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BPA272,
when using the toploading rockwells you have to keep in mind that the tower set's a little
higher than the average diff.a lot of times you have to have quite a bit of spring lift so
that the tower doesn't hit the oil pan.that is one of the drawl backs to using these axles.so
the minimum lift needed may still be more than what you want.it all depends on the
engine you use (use a rear sump oil pan)and the geometry of the drive shafts,as well as
the location of the axles.
i used chevy lift spring from the rear of a chevy (6"but 9"total arch).then the spring
hangers are dropped a tad...as well as extended to the front of the fram.this moved the
axle forward a little bit,extending the wheelbase.
Chris,who moved somewhere in CO.used some rockwell axles,but they from large road
tractors (2 ton front,5 ton rear).he used the stock springs and cleared the 48"radial tires
like mine.these sprung over ofcourse.i'm sure you can use stock springs with a spring
over and clear 44's.you may use a little body lift on the cab and fenders (i have 3").
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feel free to e mail me w/anything else.if chris would chime in you should see if he is i
your neighborhood.if you cold see his truck it may give you some ideas as to what needs
to be done for your project.i'm going to try and take some pics this weekend.
i'll try and help as much as i can.i made so many mistakes that kept me out in the sun for.so long i'd never wish
that on anyone.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12234 NEXT>12364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jesus!Wasn't that you Rollie that was attempting to free a mobile home from the
quagmire on the side of the road to the point of hopping the rear end while it was on
asphalt?Maybe some stress cracks set up after a "recovery"like that.Certainly,44s i
sand wouldn't place the same stress as an ill fated mission like that.
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12313
NEXT>12348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tom
i looked into having it done.a shop here quoted me about $1200.00 total parts and labor.
this was in san antonio.i think it would be worth it when i get the dough.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:red hot manifold POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,8
August 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12327 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I know that's usually the case,but all I can tell you is what worked for me.Maybe
there's some explanation for it,but what worked was less gas and more advance.Again,
just a suggestion.
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12346
NEXT>12352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its a good idea,but 1200 would buy BRAND NEW 1100x16's and top speed goes to
68mph....ive clocked it with a radar gun,and the truck now has a usable 1st gear
SUBJECT>Re:Can't Find a M-715 For Sale POSTER>neal busby
EMAIL>btire@aeneas.net DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
68 orginal no title 1500.in tenn.
SUBJECT>Re:4 way POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12324
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right after I bought the truck my wife bought me this 4 way.She bought it at sears.I think
it was around $20.00.Thank goodness I have not needed it for a flat(knock on wood)
since i don't have a spare yet.John S.I hav'nt forgot you just been busy.Will
SUBJECT>spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>wildfirem715.EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 7:13
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how many cans of spray paint will it take to paint my truck?
would it be possible to buy/make an axel for a trailer with the same wheel bolt pattern as
the m715,i have 2/3 of a frame,springs and bed off of a 715 .
thanks rick
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12348
NEXT>12354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,
please school me a little bit here;"BRAND NEW 1100 x 16's at top speed of 68".What
exactly are you talking about?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12351 NEXT>12357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used 4 cases (6 cans per case).I divided the body up into sections then kept to one ca
per section as not to be too thin in any one area.
Also if you prime use a heavily pigmented brown primer and etch any bare metal dow
with white viniger.
My paint job seemed to hold up very well.
One more note I bought two extra cans to cover the wheel wells,then ended up camo-ing
the bed to make the last of the paint stretch.
I did not have to do the inside of the cab.
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12352
NEXT>12355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,well the 1100x16's are 38.7"(by the book-i havent measured them)in diameter.i get
my speedo to 60mph (whish is as fast as i will run it)and the radar gun puts me at 68mph.
the tires DO NOT HOWL.they are soft and grip well on wet pavement and offroad.i
bought new ones at 300 ea,from the michelin dealer.i can post the info again,or you can
do a search under my name.they are 300 delivered to the michelin dealer of your choice,
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and NEW.used ones were too much of a gamble for me as the truck is a daily driver.i
was going to do ring and pinions,but i didnt want to lose off road ability,as 68 is fine for
me.plus i keep it at 55 usually (via speedo)so i should be around 62-63mph,and the
truck will never be an interstate machine.although i do still pass cars and trucks on the
interstate here and its a 60mph limit through town.there is a post on big electric that the
tires can be re-treaded,but i havent looked into it.if thats the case then these seem to b
the best option imho.of course i do still plan on lockers front and rear (cable actuated).
look at the link to see the tires.no lift,no rubbing and the bump stops dont appear to let.the tires come within 2
inches of the fenders.one more thing,mine are NOT balanced,
and do not shake,rattle,or roll
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's (lost link)POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12354
NEXT>12359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Personal8.html
SUBJECT>Does anyone know anything about CJ-10a's?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12360 12366 12372 12390 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have the opportunity to but some CJ-10s but know very little about them.Is the aircraft
tug version 4wd and what kind of motor would it have in it(I know that it is diesel).I
have also heard that the only thing that limits their speed is a plate that locks it in low
range.Is this true?Any help would be greatly appreciated.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12353 NEXT>12358 12386 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow!!Sounds expensive.Wouldn't it be easier to buy a cheap spray gun for you air
compressor and spray it down in the driveway.Or find a backyard mechanic with one.
Keep in mind bulk paint purchases(pint or gallon)are almost always cheaper than rattle
cans.And a gun can put it on faster,more evenly,and easier.Either way use a dust mask
or respirator or you'll be picking OD Green boogers for 2 weeks.
Also do the 3/4 ton mil.trailers share the same goofy pattern as the M715?If so one
could be acquired easily and cheaply or you could just use the trailer frame and put the
M715 bed on it.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,8 August 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12357 NEXT>12361 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't think any of the mil.trailers share wheel bolt patterns with the 715.M37s and 6x6s
yes but the 715 is on it's own.I spent about $100 on O.D.krylon to do frame and under
carrige.I knew I would be doing a piece or two at a time and krylon is good at sticking to
quickly prepared surfaces,that is I just roughed everything up and degreased it.Plan on
using gu non sheetmetal though.Will be alot cheaper.Just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's (lost link)POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 2:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12355
NEXT>12551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.anyone want to see before and after pictures of the tires let me know.i have scaled two
pics of the left side of my tuck with both sets of tires
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone know anything about CJ-10a's?POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12356 NEXT>12387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The CJ-10 is an aircraft tug.To the best of my knowledge,it is 2WD,and has only the
rear output on the t-case.Engine I don't know about,though.If they are cheap it might be
worth it just for the front clip.Sorry I can't be more help.
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12358 NEXT>12363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought 7 cans of Krylon olive drab out of ther camo series.It matched my new top
perfectly.5 cans did the body,not counting the inside of the bed.They were less than $6 a
piece.Looks good,but the paint is thin.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey BPA272 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,hey,that's a great idea!How 'bout I pay the shipping and all?
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12361 NEXT>12395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process my self,and so far it takes about 5-6 cans a coat with the krylon.I'm on
my 4th coat now,and i have 2 good layers of paint.I get the paint at the local walmarts
for 2 bucks each,so 48 dollars was cheaper than the local paint shop,plus it is easy to
touch up.Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Broke my rear Axle !!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12345 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
You are right.I belive it did have some previous stress before I broke it in the sand.I
know last time I did the brakes,I noticed a permanent twist in that same axle just above
the splines.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12331 NEXT>12384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/lst?.dir=/Disk+E-
brake&.src=gr&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%
3a//photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/lst%3f.dir=/Disk%2bE-brake%
26.src=gr%26.view=t
Go here.
It's under the old Zone's photo page.
(thanks Al)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone know anything about CJ-10a's?POSTER>mozarkid
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12356 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check this pic:
http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/4994/camoCJ10.jpg
SUBJECT>Lube Tech?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,9
August 2002,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>12368 12371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of a good gearbox/differential lube additave?I have a 5gal.bucket of
85/90wt.and hate to not use it but too broke to buy synthetic right now.Just curious,any
help appreciated.Another thing,be careful when cleaning up your axleshafts,the short
end likes to flop over pinching your fingers and splashing solvent all over the place(L).
Gotta luv these trucks......
SUBJECT>Re:Lube Tech?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 August
2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12367 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you absolutely must pollute your oil,you could use a modest,small amount of Lucas
Oil,don't use much because it foams.
If it were me in that predicament,I'd just save my money and use what's on hand.It's not
like you need synthetic to survive some gargantuan event right now,is it?The oil you
have is perfectly good oil,right?
I must admit I'm usually first in line to be anal about oil...
One may notice a slight streak of obsessive compulsive disorder among many of us here
when it comes to oil...or for that matter,engines,tires,carburetors,diesel power,power
steering,brakes,disk brakes,axles,t-cases,paint,ignition,u-joints,prices,batteries,
women...
Actually,oil-schmoil!.Oil ought to be the least concern on a 35 year old truck.The
condition of the steels,bearing conditions/preloads and R&P adjustments are more
critical concerns.
Lube it,drive it,smile.
SUBJECT>chevy tranny ID POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12370 12391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just saw an ad in the paper for a 4-speed transmission from a 1976 Chevy truck
($100)...
what kind of transmission is this and what is its potential for replacing my T98?
Background:
I just bought a 1969 M726 with a seized 230 OHC engine and I am still unsure about
what I will replace it with.I have an AMC 304 sitting around that I could use,but I
haven't had any luck finding a bellhousing and long input shaft.I considered a small
block Chevy engine swap but I don't have any small blocks laying around (although I'm
sure I could easily get one from a junkyard!).A also don't want to outlay the cash required
for the Novak adaptor.But if I had a Chevy transmission...
Reagan
California City
1969 M726
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12369 NEXT>12373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Reagan,
If the tranny is about a foot by a foot by a foot by a foot and ribbed vertically and
horizontally,it's most likely the one I have-a Muncie 4 speed or Sm465.Mine came out
of a Chevy C10 from 1979 (which is the last year they came from what I hear).It's said to
be an excellent tranny and almost as strong as stock.It's able to be mated to an NP205
that makes it ride as quiet as you can get.It should have two PTo ports in the tranny if it's
like mine.This tranny was put in everything from their 1/2 ton to the 1 ton from early 70's
to 80 or so.
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I paid $150 for mine mated to the NP205,but it was from one of my employees and so he
cut me a deal.I see them for around $300 for the tranny alone.I like mine.It's got a super
low 1st.
Good luck,and my $.02 is to go to the Chevy swap-it's cheaper in the long run and the
you can get one of those slick bumper stickers that says "Made Jeep tough with Chevy
Stuff".
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube Tech?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12367
NEXT>12374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,If you have a jug of of petro based 85-90,well what the hell,use it.If need the best
stuff,the Amsoil series 2000 75-90 synthetic is the way to go.PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone know anything about
CJ-10a's?POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12356 NEXT>LINKNAME>Cj-10
LINKURL>http://www.eese.bee.qut.edu.au/QUAV/Rod/cj2a/interesting_jeeps/army_j10/
Army_j10.jpg
Here is another pic for you.This one was a prototype for the Austrailian Army.
Jim
http://www.eese.bee.qut.edu.au/QUAV/Rod/cj2a/interesting_jeeps/army_j10/Army_j10.j
pg
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12370
NEXT>12375 12376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Thanks for the response.What else is involved with installing this transmission?
Assuming that the trans is a 2WD version,could I use the original jack shaft to connect to
the transfer case?I would have to fabricate something for the transfer case linkage.
Would the trans shifter lever line up with the hole in the floor?Would I have to move the
engine mount towers?
Thanks,
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:Lube Tech?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12371 NEXT>12377 12379
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,just picking your brains for something I might have missed.Was concerned
about Tcase heat and the like,that's why I asked.Got rained out of working on the truck
today,we needed rain bad so no problem.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12373 NEXT>12378 12385 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Reagan,
You'll have to get a jackshaft made,but if you play your cards right and make your motor
mounts to your specs then you could probably get it to line up with your floor hole.
I read alot about how guys are scared to put a 350 in their truck,but if you've got a welder
and some time it's not too bad.If you go with a 350,you'll have to make some clutch
linkage and that's about it.You'll have to fab a crossmemeber for your new tranny,but if
you use a tape measurer it's easy..You'll love the end product.That tranny is beefy,low geared,and if mated to an
NP205
case it's quiet.If you need any help,e-mail me.It's first gear is so low that I think I could
go up to 4.56's and still keep all the power (only use the 1st gear more).
Buy a Lincoln welder before you start,you'll need it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube Tech?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 August
2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12374 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Personally,I like the Mobil SHC 634.It's SAE 140.
It's synthetic with much higher oxidation stability than the regular automotive synthetic
go's.
Has additives for corrosion protection.
It has a much higher operating temp than Mobil 1 synthetic gear lube,a big plus for use in
the NP200.
It's even rated for worm gears.Amsoil's good,but it won't do worms.
There's also Mobil SHC 630 (SAE 90).
Can't beat this stuff.Grainger has it.Check it out.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12376 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Clutch linkage with 350 chevy is no big deal.Mine was just modified stock belcrank and
simple block mounting plate.Can advise or fabricate to help you out.
SUBJECT>Re:Lube Tech?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9 August
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2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12374 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BTW,oxidation is what causes oil to become acidic.
This is the leading cause of the requirement to change gear oil (unless you like driving i
deep water,then water contamination comes first).
SUBJECT>TSM brake swap POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been thinking of CUCV axles.The rear axle is around 51"wide from backing plate to
backing plate.But however the backing plate is inset about 2",so if the rear disk swap
would be even with the axle flange I believe it will work.I tried to call TSM today but no
one was there,answering machine said on vac and be back next week.So will try then.
Their web address is www.tsmmfg.com if anyone is interested.Oh yeah,I can get a set of
CUCV axles for $2k.What do you think is this reasonable?
SUBJECT>Adaptors:Midway Supply POSTER>Reaga.EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12382 12383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know if Midway Supply still sells the Chevy adaptor kit?I saw on the
FAQ that they were rumored to be going out of business a couple of years ago,but they
are still listed in the phone book (the internet one,anyway).I called but there was no
answer.
Anyone?
Thanks!
Reagan
M726
California City
SUBJECT>Re:Adaptors:Midway Supply POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are out of business.Sorry to say i enjoyed doing business with them.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Adaptors:Midway Supply POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12381 NEXT>12400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are out of business.Sorry to say i enjoyed doing business with them.Leo Porter is a
great guy.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:Disk E-brake Pics POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Friday,9
August 2002,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12365 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cannot see the pics am I doing something wrong?
Thanks steve
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12376
NEXT>12389 12406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reagan,
You may not need a new jackshaft.I put the T-18 in mine with a Ford engine because
they're better and only had to buy a conversion U-joint.Take the jackshaft and the Chevy
U-joint for reference if you can.For mine,they had to mix-n-match parts from two U-
joints but only charged for one.
If you go this route,you have to do the engine swap in reverse order.Bolt the jackshaft to
the trans to get the front to back placement in order.From there adjust engine/trans height
and angle and fab your motor mounts.I set it at the stock angle to keep the jackshaft
joints at the same angle.Before comitting to this method though,be sure that the trans is
long enough to clear the firewall because you won't be able to adjust the front to back
placement.The T-18 is identical on the critical measurements so the engine ends up in the.same place as stock.
Linkage and shifter holes are the easy part.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12357 NEXT>12404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Paint cost $13.70 a case(local Aervoe distributer).The primer averaged $4.00 a ca
and I used around 6.If I couldn't find any at work to "borrow"!
If I purchased the bulk can it would have been around $30 for the paint and another $30
to ship(HAZMAT fee).this still does not include the reducer,excellerator and other
chemicals to add to the paint for spraying.
Upon comparing MSDS's the VOC of the spary cans was close to the bulk paint,when
mixed,as well as the coverage area of the two compared.
Plus using the rattle cans I could paint a body panel at a time and not have to worry about
mixing and cleaning.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone know anything about CJ-10a's?POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12360 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Enigine is a Perkins,to the best of my knowledge.I saw it once in one of those fix
everything Chilton's Manuals.
SUBJECT>Re:m725 ambulance question....POSTER>John A
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 6:34 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Soupy,Fix it up and drive it daily.The my timing chain skipped two teeth and caused a
great deal of greif for some time until I figured it out.
Jay,The wife settles down after awhile and accepts the situation.Stick with it.If it sells,
you deserve at least your buy it now...good looking unit (conversions and all).
John Allington
1967 M725,Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12385
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You tell em Chris!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:I just got mine running!!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,9 August 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12356
NEXT>12413 12445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As luck would have it,I just acquired a CJ-10A tug a couple of months ago.Everything
under the hood had been disconnected as if somebody was getting ready to pull the.motor/tranny/t'case.It was also
missing the starter and steering column.I managed to
scrounge up a missing starter (no easy task as a new one cost $500)and put in a column
with a combination of a CJ shaft and FSJ column.I managed to reconnect everything
(kinda reminded me of a jigsaw puzzle with no box)and took it for its maiden voyage
around the yard.I have no idea why it was all torn apart as it runs great.And what a trip
to drive.It turns on a dime and almost snatches the front wheels off the ground when it
grabs second gear due to low gearing and weight distribution.
This is what I know about this strange beast:
-two wheel drive
-built on a modified full-size Jeep frame with an 80"wheelbase
-the little suckers weigh 6000lbs due to 3/8"thick bumpers,1/4"thick tow bed,and a
1000lb chunk of ballast iron sitting directly above the rearend
-40,000lb (yep,20 tons)tow capacity
-Nissan SD33 diesel engine 198ci (this motor was very rare in the US,only other
application was in '76-'80 International Scouts).
-Starter,alternator/vacuum pump combo (?yuh?),glow plug controller,and servo motor
stopping device made by Hitachi.
-TF727 auto
-NP208 t'case (can be made fully functional with removal of an external bar on the shift
shaft and an internal detent that requires disassembly of the t'case to remove)
-D70 4.88 dually rear (really wide)running little bitty 7.50-16.5 single tires
-dead frontend with 8-lug GM outers
-really cool 2-seater CJ cab with hardtop and hard doors
-sorts CJ front clip with weird grill and fenders (lights are in the front of the fenders
instead of the grill)
A word to the wise...any motor part or accesory will be very (very)expensive.But I think
an AMC gasser I6 or V8 should be pretty much a bolt-in.
Here's a couple links I found to discussion groups:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CJ-10List/
http://atlas.binderbulletin.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=94c0c7bef7d97d78be6e6cceff
d6e1bd&daysprune=&forumid=5
If you would be so kind,please pass on that guys contact info (after you get what you
want of course).I could definitely use a good parts source as I plan to keep mine to use
around the house as a yard mule.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12369 NEXT>12528 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
check out the transmission
guidehttp://www.motivegear.com/tech_info/tranny_guide/tranny_guide.html
SUBJECT>Member Access POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com.DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've registered as a member,have gotten my password and everything else yet it still won't
let me gain access to the members site when I try to log in.Any suggestions?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>M724-Rebuilding POSTER>Matt EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10 August
2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am in the process of rebuilding a M724 trailer.Where can I get new brake line cables,
brake handle,and brake pads?
Has any one ever adapted the brakes to electronic type?
Thanks in advance for the info.
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Member Access POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12392 NEXT>12398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I sent you an email,I beleive this is resolved.If not,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>12363 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the same.I tried some from from Lowe's,the colors are not the same.It fades bad.
But it touches up easy!My .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Anyone need seat springs?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the seat springs for both seats without the wood base.One set is all together,the
other falling apart.Free to whomever needs them,just pay shipping.They're going in the
trash shortly otherwise.
Chris
SUBJECT>Four M715's for sale POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12399 12414 12455 12457 12523 12634
12695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Today I found four M715's in a farmers boneyard while looking for Powerwagons.The
owner will sell all four as a package deal.All four are soft top type trucks.Weeds,snakes,.and wasps prevented a
real close inspection.Two have bows over the pickup bed that
canvas went over at one time.All look pretty complete bodywise.I think 3 have the
original 6 cyl.engines and one has no engine.Owner said they robbed parts from 2
engines to keep 2 of the trucks running.Three are sitting on the ground,but several of the
tires and wheels are laying nearby.I think one had all wheels on it.None have run in a
good while.Owner has equipment avail.to lift trucks onto a trailer for shipping.Location
is 30 miles north of Dallas,Tx.Owner wants 2000.00 total for all four as a package deal.
He will not sell then separatly.E-mail me and I can put you directly in touch with the
owner.
SUBJECT>Re:Member Access POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12394 NEXT>12401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your help brute4c.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Saturday,10 August 2002,at 10:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone on The Zone buys these (if they were in California,I'd have bought 'em
already)...I'll buy the cab bows!!
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12383 NEXT>12405 12407 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just purchased a Power Steering pitman arm from him last week,so they can't be out of
buisness.The Phone number i used was (972)-399-1532.Maybe this is where the
problem is coming from.Let me know if i can help anymore..Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Member Access POSTER>George EMAIL>FDR2NY@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUM9DCLpKERc PREVIOUS>12398 NEXT>12410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have not been able to gain access to the members area.
SUBJECT>distribution box,directional switch POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the directional switch and distribution box still available from anyone?AB Linn
doesn't have either.
Thanks.
Steven.SUBJECT>Military wrap on spring eye POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is my new (old)M715 spring okay?The outer wrap at the forward eye is not snug against
the inner wrap (about a 3/4 inch space all the way around).Has someone rawhided this
thing and bent the springs or is this normal?
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:spray paint,and trailer axel POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A trailer axle could be made if you could scrounge up the front spindles off of another
M715 along with the front hub.Welding these to an adequate piece of tubing would give
you an axle with the same bolt pattern as the M715.As long as the load was not too
extreme you would not have to worry about the lack of a pre-stressed axle tube.Brand
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new spring perches could be acquired from your local farm supply of trailer supply store
along with springs and other related hardware.
I have done this for other trailers I have made and have not had a problem GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's the number I called....I'll try again on Monday.
Thanks,
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12385 NEXT>12418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Ford engine!?!?!Arrgh...not another option!Now I REALLY don't know what to do!
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12400 NEXT>12408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much was the pitman arm?Is it different than what you can get at the local auto
parts store for a full size '70's Jeep pick-up?I'm getting ready to do the power steering
swap myself,have the pump and box just about ready to go in.The info would be
appreciated,Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12407 NEXT>12411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Bill,I don't know why these guys are buying after market
pitman arms.I used a stock PS
unit from a 85 Wagoneer,the box and pitman arm was a direct bolt up and works great
with good size meats,9.00-20's at 41''tall.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Military wrap on spring eye POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are about the same.It goes from touching just below where the shackle is and
gradually opens to about a 5/8"gap at the end of the 2nd leaf.Both front springs are like
that,I assume the rears are too.I wouldn't worry unless the truck sags on one side.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Member Access POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12401
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sending you an email on this,if you still have trouble,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12408 NEXT>12415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TmanII,who is a master builder and fabricator and the first person I ever heard of to do
his own springover and disc brakes and more just because he could see how to do it and
make it look like it was made that way from the factory,posted about the Pittman arm on
the Yahoo site and it is now listed in the parts file...heres his text:
The Saginaw box off of any G.M.full size vehicle from aprox.1969 to 1976 will bolt on
with no modifications.(Monte Carlo,Chevelle,Cutlass,etc.)I used a 72 Chevelle box.
You have to use the G.M.rag joint.You can get the pitman arm from Leo Porter i
Midway Texas.The arm is slightly shorter,increasing the turn radius.(6.5")
from tman11 27 oct 98
So maybe that's why??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tanklkkkkkk POSTER>Rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12255
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in the gas tank.My tank is full of rust and trash.I was going to have
it boiled and lined for about the same price.Please let me know the cost and where it will
be shipping from.Thanks Rusty.SUBJECT>Re:I just got mine running!!POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tc theres one for sale up here in murphy,seems like hes asking 4000 for it (too much i
think)but its in pretty good shape and i had no idea they wre so stout.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Tray EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com
DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397
NEXT>12416 12442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Jeff
I am really interested in these,sent me all the information you have.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,11 August 2002,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12411 NEXT>12468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stand corrected.Every time I have called that number it rang and rang and etc.Thanks for
the info.Will
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SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 3:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tray,
I will send you an e-mail this evening with the owners name and phone #.Will fill you i
on what I know about them also in that e-mail.
Jeff
jthomasmet@juno.com
SUBJECT>Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 3:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>12421
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!
Well,it's always something to keep us occupied.
This time,after about 2,000 trouble-free miles,the starter is beginning to act up.It doesn't
always engage the flywheel.
1.It has about 2,000 miles on it since it was rebuilt (A.B.Linn).
2.The flywheel ring gear is new.
3.I pulled the starter yesterday,and inspected /lubed the bendix.The bendix looked fine
and moved freely.
4.Reinstalled the starter yesterday,and it still (sometimes)won't engage.
5.Batteries are new with plenty of power.Starter seems to spin freely with plenty of rpm..6.Electrical connections
are tight.
My best guess is to replace the bendix.Any suggestions?
Thanks in advance,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12406 NEXT>12423 12429 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Reagan,
I wouldn't consider the Ford an 'option'were I you......unless you like others laughing at
you.
Some of our brethren had no access to Chevy stuff and so we pitty them,rather tha
mocking them.
-B.
SUBJECT>HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12420 12426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have found a cure.4,000 pounds of concrete mix stacked between the wheel wells
should do the trick.It worked great for me.
I have to haul something like this every once in a while to remind me why I wanted this
thing.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,12
August 2002,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12419 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just two days ago saw some poor idjit on the side of the road in an F250,had a load of
large boulders and no rubber left on the rear axle...don't think he was say'n anything i
ought to post!
do you have some badass 10 ply tires or something?
SUBJECT>Re:Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12417 NEXT>12422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure it's not caked with grease,I've run into that as a problem for not engaging all
the time.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>12421 NEXT>.12424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Spicer!
Thanks for the comeback.
The bendix is clean,with a thin film of lubricant applied (also clean).
Is it possible that the 2 little compression springs (that push on the bendix's detent pins)
are too long or stiff?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?No we don't!...Oh,hi Perk.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12422 NEXT>12425 12427 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmm,could be.It's tough to say what 30 year old parts and what new parts are in there
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and how they may affect each other.Make sense?
SUBJECT>Re:Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12424 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A close inspection of cables and connections some times paysoff.I've run into new
looking cables that are coroded inside and not conducting the needed current to turn over
engine.Had this happen on several vehicles,starter would click but not turn over and all
other lowdraw electrics worked fine.Just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12419 NEXT>12452 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
2 Tons,that's impressive!That's a pretty neat stack to fit 100 sacks between the wheel
wells.Unless you bought 80lbers then it's only 50!Nice work
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Starter doesn't always engage -Suggestions?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>12424 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah,it does make sense.
I won't have time for about a week,but plan to pull the starter and have a real close look
at the bendix.I'll also check those electrical connections real close,like Ed J.suggests.
Thanks for the good advice!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:distribution box,directional switch POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one of each that I pulled off during the 12 volt conversion.Both appear to be fine,
but I don't have 24 volts to check them out.I'll make you a good deal if your
interested....Email me at Jeepm715@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12418
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Brian,we could go to war over this Ford Chevy thing,but it would be a waste of
time.It's too bad that you and Spicer,with your mice and rats,didn't live closer to Maine.It
would give me great pleasure denonstrating the power of the 460 rodent extermator,the
we would see who's laughing then.HAHAHAHA.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Stock seats POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,
12 August 2002,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12432 12436
12437 12459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the guys with stock seats
Does the seat seem incredibly high up and way too close to the steering wheel?I just put
on my new seat covers,eliminating the springs and using real thick foam and I feel like
I'm going to fall out if it weren't for the steering wheel pressed to my legs.
Has anyone lowered their seat frame?I do plan on getting a slightly smaller wheel but
that still dosen't fix how high I sit.
Chris
SUBJECT>Surgical Light POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12446 12511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for the ambulance surgical light with the switch.If anyone knows where I might
be able to pick one up let me know.
Thanks in advance-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12430
NEXT>12433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well I'm 5'7"and fit perfect so if your any taller than that I can see where you might
have
problems.I do have a '76 FJ40 though that I ran into the same problems with and by
getting a slightly smaller steering wheel and yes,cutting the legs,weldeing some 3/8"
plate to the bottom(so as to have something to bolt through)was able to achieve what I
had hoped for-LEG ROOM!!
Good Luck-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12432 NEXT>12434 12435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The M-37 is even worse!I am 6'1 and wear a 16EEEE shoe.There was no way I was able
to press the clutch on that old Dodge.I hopped in the Kaiser and I felt like I was sitting i
an '82 Buick Park Avenue *L*
SUBJECT>M37's POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at
5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12433 NEXT>12444 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm 6'3"and don't have too much of an issue with the M37,aside from only being able to
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see the wiper motor.But,I do wear a 1 1/2 EEE shoe.
My 6'5"long-legged friend,however,couldn't pick up his leg high enough to use the
clutch,it would get wedged between the door and the steering wheel!
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12433
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I'll try installing a lowering kit on the seat frame.I'm only 6'and I figured the
army would allow for that height.It'll be nice seeing out the middle of the glass too.
Thanks for the responses and letting me know I'm not alone.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12430
NEXT>12475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but if you lower the seats then you won't be able to bang your head on the door window
frame.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12430
NEXT>12490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Trashed military seats.Installed Steel Horse Super Seats!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Looking for M715 in Tulsa,OK POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any other M715,s here in Tulsa?I need to look at another truck for some
solutions.If not in Tulsa,what about Muskogee,Broken Arrow,etc.
Paul
SUBJECT>New tops??POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a top from new life resources?How well does it fit?What colors are
available?How much?I'm thinking about having a custom top done in black but my guy
can't get at it for approx.8 months.Cost of about $350 to $400.Should I wait or go with
one from new life????Cost isn't a factor but I'm getting anxious to put a new top on the
old girl!
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 in Tulsa,OK POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12438 NEXT>12591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check with sam's off road.he did have one he used to move scrap metal with.
SUBJECT>Re:TSM brake swap POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Called TSM,I was wrong won't be in till Mon 19th.Anyway I did some researching and
you can turn the calipers to several positions.And by looking at there site I believe it will
clear the springs just fine.I found this site of someone putting this kit on a blazer,some
good pics.http://c2.webshots.com/album/22492316ZFpGfowUVx Drew did this swap on
his truck and it is were I got the idea of possibly making the CUCV axles work.Check
out his truck at http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/index.html If you go to the link for
his gas tank swap there is a pic of his truck were you can see the disks pretty good.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12414 NEXT>12451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tray,
I tried to e-mail you tonight and it bounced back.Send me your e-mail address and I will
try again.
Jeff Thomas
SUBJECT>Go with new life!POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12439 NEXT>12447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one from them in no time flat.In Tan canvas,but they do it all sorts of colors and
materials.I paid $230 delivered to my door in the military spec (THICK and VERY
waterproof )canvas.Fits PERFECT and looks 100%.You can see it on my truck in the
members pics."Doug F's truck"
SUBJECT>Re:M37's POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
12 August 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12434 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 6'6",275 lbs,wear a 15 EEEE shoe and I fit.It was a bit tight but not unsafely so,i
stock form.I did go to a 14 3/4 inch wheel and Seats from a Cherokee,which do sit quite
a bit lower.I had to put 2 inch lifts under the seats,hockey pucks,to get up to a decent
level.The J-truck seats are normally as high as I have mine set to now,theres are 2 inches
or so higher than the Waggy/Cherokee seats.I also moved the seats back what I could
when I mounted them.It is much nicer to have the extra room and higher seat
backs...though when I drove to Kentucky and back in '99,my right knee got sore sitting in
one position and not having a way to stretch it out...it was over 600 miles each way and
done in a one day on the way down and all but the last 100 in one day on the way home.
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If anything now,I wouldn't mind adding about 3 inches more room between me and the
dash....either I need a straight up seat back that is pretty thin,like a drag seat,or stretch
the cab...of which I now have a spare...who knows....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I just got mine running!!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12390 NEXT>12479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think I will be buying them because aparently they are missing the starter.These
are up for sale by the General Services Administration(US government)and are located in
New Mexico.If you want more info e-mail me.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Surgical Light POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12431
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.avettruck.com/LINKURL>http://www.avettruck.com/
Dustin,
Antelope valley equipment and truck stocks alot of parts and they also have an M725 i
good shape in their lot.However,I don't know if they sell parts off of it...you can give it a
try.I bought my M726 from them but I haven't purchased any parts yet.
Antelope Valley Equipment and Truck
Lancaster,CA
NOTE:their website hasn't been updated...ever.They have many more parts than appear
on the website.
Good Luck,.Reagan
M726
California City
SUBJECT>Re:Go with new life!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,12 August 2002,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12443 NEXT>12474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is also in the members section under Al Temple.I purchased new seat covers,
top,and rear canvas with both end curtians.All from New life Resources.I really like the
fit and the options they gave me at the time.Big window or small,nylon rope or hemp.
New life is a good company to deal with.On top of that,during my three day drive home
with the truck I spent the night in the back of the bed in a downpour and the inner walls
of the canvas never got wet.
So their waterproofing works...Anyway,should you choose New life,I don't think you
will be disappointed.My 0.002 cents worth..Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Wheel thing POSTER>townsend rick EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 1:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I know many of you have already been down this road.But tiz my first,in fact I'm
hooked..the past couple of days I have been looking for a wheel/s either 15"or 16.5...I
have 3 sets of 38.5 swampers and mudders.also have 2 sets of 40"swampers...So I have
yet to find a set of wheels in my price range (next to nothing of course)until this evening
...Digging deep in Apachie Auto.I crested upon a "ditch witch"..Don't know what year,
make,model or anything other than it appeared to have a 6-lug bolt pattern that looked
like it would fit my m715....I'll know more Sunday morning ..
They are 15"x 10.00 with tractor tires....I guess my biggest road block that I can eyeball
is the offset.
Just was wondering if anyone has done/heard of this ?....Or what works..
SUBJECT>no doors stress the cab?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12450 12456 12466
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
recently I removed my doors for some type of ventilation with the top on(which is
canvas),and I love it.However a friend of mine(m37 fanatic)told me that this would
stress the cab frame.I'm presently just driving it to work and back but plan on doing some
heavy wheeling during labor day (rock crawling,not mudding).My first thought on this
was it would be great in the rocks without doors,because you can hang out and see what's
going on immediately in front of and below you.But if it means I would be damaging the
cab structure in doing so I don't think I will.Has anyone ever heard of this or have any
input/advise?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,.13 August 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12449 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It does allow the cab sheet metal to flex a bit more.
Find out:put the doors on and go wheeling a few times.
"IF"you've been flexing this much,you will find bright metal where the doors have been
pushed up against the cab,at the latch end (the hinged end is anchored).
If the extra flex from not having doors bothers you,why not install a 1.5"pipe accross the
top of the space where the door was and use it as something to lean on and hold.You
could curve it outward too.
Keep in mind that whatever you anchor that pipe to will be supporting the stress.
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 6:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
Tray's e-mail adress is bjones@carlsbadnm.com
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12426
NEXT>12454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running standard size 9.00x16.00.They are load range D (8 plies?)made by Denman,
the company that makes Groundhawg tires.As for the loading,it took a while to teach the
guy at Lowes how to get the pallet (42 80 lb bags)in the truck WITHOUT crushing my
tailgate.I just tossed the other 10 bags up towards the cab.This load made the truck ride
almost perfectly level.I've had that much weight in there before,but it was gravel,so it
filled the bed.You have to be careful how you load something like concrete.I would have
had trouble steering if the load had been further back.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel thing POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 August
2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12448 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes.There's a ditch witch factory not far from where I live.
I called them and inquired about 5 years ago.
They're not DOT approved for highway use.They're way expensive -considerably higher
than Stockton Wheel.
Unless you can get a junked ditch witch real cheap,forget it.
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13
August 2002,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12452 NEXT>12458
12472 12513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Max load for those Denmans is 3030 lbs,each.
You loaded (42 x 80)+(10 x 80)=4160 lbs.
Add some for yourself and the pallet,call it 4300 lbs..That leaves you 880 lbs for the truck itself.
The M715's curb weight,fully equipped less payload and crew,at the rear axle is 2700 lbs
-that's 1350 lbs per rear tire.
So,you've overloaded the tires by 470 lbs with a 4300 lb payload.Not technically safe,
but if the tires aren't old I wouldn't worry about it.M715's kick butt.
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Texas715
EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am very interested also.Let me know so I can caontact them.
Please email me.
Gregg
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12449 NEXT>12465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run my 715 with out the doors from spring til late fall.Have done this for 7 years now
and have sufferd no damage to the cab.it does flex a bit more when i take it off road but
when i put the doors on in the winter they still shut good.it would depend on how rough
you are on it.All i can say is i've not had any trouble with doing it and i have been know
to be pretty rough on my truck at times.
Whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>12462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
could you email me the person's phone #.If the trucks are buildable I've got a buddy in
Dallas that can pick them up.thanks---nelson1225@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
another reaon i went with 1100x16.load rating per tire?=4520!which would leave my
underpowered,poor braking beast another ton!i LOVE these trucks
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"I'm 4'6",101 lbs (wet),wear a 5 AAA shoe and I fit".But I have Toyota seats in mine
now and they are comfortable.My navigator is I'm 6'2",230 lbs,wear a 13E shoe and he
fits also.
SUBJECT>Fuel Tank POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at.12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the fuel tanks the same on the M725 and the M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 August
2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12460 NEXT>12464
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Identical,except for one thing -the large rubber filler neck tube is different.
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 1:18 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12457 NEXT>12463 12469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tray,
I am receiving your e-mails,but everything I send you bounces back.I do not know what
is going on.If you will e-mail me your ph.#I will call you with the info.
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tray said his e-mail is disfunctional,his ph #is 505 887 1729
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12456 NEXT>12476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Having seen some WC's and the European PW's that VPW sells without doors,I don't
buy the stress story.Seems to me that it would take a lot of force to "Z"that opening.In a
very bad wreck,the doors probably offer some protection but normal off roading
shouldn't affect it.
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12449 NEXT>12478 12489 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do you take the doors off?It seems that you would take the 4 bolts out that hold the
hinge to the door frame.
Also,has anyone seen or heard of soft doors for the 715?I guy who makes doors for CJ's
said he could make 715 doors for about $175 each.Anyway,any suggestions??
Paul
SUBJECT>New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>12477 12488 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
For all those interested in the new tanks i'm having made,here are some of the ballpark
prices.Materials=$65,Labor for welding=$35 for a price of about $100 +actual shipping
of about $75 or so (depending where tou live)for a total price of APPROXIMATELY
$200.I will include new stainless straps with them.A note is that these tanks will be
square,not rounded corners,but as i said i will include new stainless straps that will
work.All holes will be in them,and I will tap holes where the sending unit mounts.
Baffles also.I have a 715 so I will make sure everything fits right.If you are seriously
interested,e-mail me so I can get a good count of how much material I need.Thanks!!,
Myron
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12415 NEXT>12470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was able to get in touch with him at this number.I already had a box and pump,so i just
needed the arm.From what i was told the arm is longer than most fullsize trucks so that
the steering will still go lock to lock.The price was 37.50 plus shipping which seems fair
to me for a new pitman arm.I will let you know when i get it all set up.I just made my
mounts for the pump to the stock engine,so it should all be coming together shortly...
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul Nelson 979-885-6534
SUBJECT>Re:Midway supply NOT OUT OF BUISNESS POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12468 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,keep us posted,thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Disc Brake Info POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Folks!I don't have information yet!I went to Rich Brandi's machine shop today to
get the scoop on the brakes,but the shop was closed.I'll check in with him next week!
Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12454 NEXT>12473 12485 12487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.So how lucky am I to have the same tire weight rating and
loading 3 yds of granite,wet,
at 2850lbs a yard in the bed.I've scaled my truck,empty,at 5360 with a quarter tank of
gas.....
It was light in the front and due to wandering on the road I couldn't exceed 45,but I drove
20 miles that way.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12472 NEXT>12522 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Brute,
forget lucky...That's the manliest thing I've heard in a month!4 tons+.I can't wait to put a
big block with this driveline.
I'm guessing the 1 1/4 ton (off road)and 1 1/5 ton (highway)were seriously under rated
for military use.They had to make it Marine proof I guess.If you tell a jar-head he ca
only load it to 2 tons,he'll have 2.5 in there by morning with no time to unload.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Go with new life!POSTER>howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12447 NEXT>12483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the advice guys!I think I'll go with them,how do I contact them??Anyone
have a phone number or web address?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 August
2002,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12436 NEXT>12480
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No doubt!!I've almost knocked myself out more than once by hanging my head out while
driving over an obstacle.Gotta love it!
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13
August 2002,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12465 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems to me that since the cab is mounted to the frame,the only stresses on the cab will
be those that result from flexing of the frame.I've had my truck pretty twisted up at times
and it will ping and pop,but there hasn't been any noticable wear around the doors.Also,
the hinges and door latch aren't structural,so I can't see how they could prevent the cab
from flexing anyway.Heck,if your cab flexed enough to mess with the doors,I'd say it'd
be better to have them out since at least you wouldn't have to repair them too!
SUBJECT>Re:New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
13 August 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12467 NEXT>12481
12482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.How many gallons do they hold?
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12466 NEXT>12491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it street legal to drive these without doors?Here is San Antonio,I know people who
have got tickets for not having doors on their CJs.Maybe just some policeman with a
quota to fill...who knows.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Thanks for the tip,but too far away.POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12475 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,tryin to get into the cab is bad enuff,I've forgotten to duck several times and
knocked myself back on my ass.Lol wouldnt trade the truck for the world though lol.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12477 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They will hold approx.28 gallons the same as the original.I forgot to mention that these
will be welded by a professionl at the welding shop.
SUBJECT>Re:Go with new life!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Life Resources 1-802-827-6124 Good luck....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone need seat springs?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,13 August 2002,at 10:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Chris,
I could use 'em if their still available.I was unable to e-mail you.My zip is 87123.Let me
know the shipping,and I'll send you a MO.Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Ron EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,13 August
2002,at 11:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12472 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.That's pretty stout!!
I'm building a 32'x32'garage and have had to convince the guys at Lowe's to put in the 42
80#bags of concrete (rode nice &level)and the guys at the lumber yard to drop in the 18
square of shingles &6x6 posts.Argued with me until I signed a waiver -never even
bottomed out the 15 mile trip home.5332#according to the trip ticket.Loved the look on
his face as I complimented his 1/2 ton truck.L
SUBJECT>hey justin POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>12623 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Hey Justin did you get the red hot manifold problem fixed???Just curious as to what it
was.
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12472 NEXT>12500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brute,
My truck is 6300+#empty.Wow,big motor,tranny,winch and bumper put a grand on
your weight.
SUBJECT>Re:New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12467 NEXT>12507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a real cool deal.
Would you mind answering some questions:
What gage sheet metal?
What kind of "stainless"304,310,316?
Will it have the slosh baffles inside?
Will it have the suction line installed?If so,descibe.
Drain plug with well?
How soon do you need to know if I want one?
SUBJECT>Taking doors off POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
It's not just the 4 bolts per door,you gotta take out an additional 5tha dn 6th bolt for each
hinge that is inside the hinge.It's an identical bolt,only way back in there.You'll see it
when you open the door all the way and get level with the hinge.
Doors weigh about 60 pounds each.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock seats POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 7:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I've seen those,they're not too expensive and look great.Were they anywhere close to the
stock bolt holes?Do they lower the height and move it back,or just more comforatable?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12478 NEXT>12505 12533 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The issue with the doors in Texas and Oklahoma (other states most likley)is that on the
CJ as well as the M715,the left rear view mirror is on the door.The mirror is required as
minimum saftey equipment.That is why most aftermarket Jeep manufactures make a
relocation kit for the mirrors which moves the mirror to the body.This only effects hard
door jeeps,I think.
Paul
SUBJECT>Uwharrie Trip Labor Day weekend POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12520
12527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For any in North Carolina that are interested ...Myslef and a group of short wheel base
guys,will be "Camp Wheeling"in Uwharrie during Labor Day Weekend.We will be i
Arrowhead camp ground sites 45-50,(2 TJs,2YJs,myself and a Jeep Commando).Drop
me an e-mail if you might be going and I'll give you my number.
Rhino
SUBJECT>M715 steering u-joints POSTER>Dave EMAIL>ddubuc@airnow.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12496 12521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking at replacing the stock upper steering joint.I measured it .715 and 36 splines
bottom end,top end .755 top end of shaft.My qestion is will the flaming river 3/4x 3/4
with 36 slines for standard GM shaft fit or not?If not which one do I order so I don't blow
$70.
SUBJECT>Rear end disassembly POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,14
August 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>NEXT>12495 12497 12498 12515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The online manual shows a spreader tool to remove the differental assembly,any shade
tree options out there,appreciate any help.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,.14 August 2002,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12494 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive use a Hi-Lift to do it before ..but ya can rent a spreader for cheapy so thats a better
route
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12493 NEXT>
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12509 12512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go down throught the message board and read 'Heavy Duty Steering Joint'by me.It a
quick and super stong improvement over the stock joint.Any questions,just ask.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12494 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About 50%or more of the people who I've seen who needed to remove and replace the
rear differential reported they did it without having to use a spreader.When I installed my
rear locker it came out and back in easy enough without it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,14
August 2002,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12494 NEXT>12503
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put the detroit in my rear axle a few nights ago.The fit was very close to line to line
but no press.It dropped out with a little prying and slid back in most of the way by hand.
Very easy.If it does have a little press,you can get it in by angleing the races slightly and
using a peice of wood to slowly tap it in.
SUBJECT>Selectro fit problems?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>12501 12502 12510 12519
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody else have fitting problems with the flange or base of Selectro hubs onto the
rotor studs?I tried replacing studs and fitting 2nd set of hubs I have and even original
flanges catch on studs.As far as I now I did everythingby the book when rehabbing
fronted.Any ideas?Wish I had found a cheaper source for my hubs too,ended up paying
$265 a set.I was told you couldn't find them anywere else by salesperson.Older and wiser
I guess.Thanks for any help Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I do have new tires and tubes,and the sidewalls looked fine under load.I was
more
worried about the wheel bearings,but had no problems.
I'm curious about the weight also.Mine weighed 6200#empty at the rock quarry.I do
have the Braden winch and a chevy 400sb with a Ranger od,but those aren't that heavy.I
guess the winch/bumper combo might add 300#or so.I had an awful time getting that
quarry to give me a full load of gravel,which weighed about 3500#.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>Jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds very strange.I replaced my Selectro hubs because the internals were shot.
Both old and new fit like a glove.I wonder if you have the right parts,or if something has
been changed on your truck.Maybe one of the other guys can supply you with the
MileMarker numbers for reference.I don't think I kept the box.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12499 NEXT>12506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just one stud bent a lil will throw off the alignment of the six holes.Also,make sure the
bottoms of the stud where the original drive flange mounted are clean.I think a part of the
difficulty in fitment is that the holes for the hubs are just slighly smaller (more precision
than mass production)and cause a hang up with trucks that have been in the woods or
came in contact with anything to tweak a stud.MAKE SURE YOU PACK THE
TRUCKS HUB FULL OF GREASE RIGHT OUT TO THE AXLE STUB OR YOU
MAY HAVE A LOCKOUT HUB FAILURE.Grease the lockout hub,but do not overfill
or completely pack it.Too much and it will not work properly.I had a problem with my
hubs until I packed the trucks hub with grease so that just the splined end of the axle was
sticking out through the grease...then slid lockout on and buttoned it up.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12498 NEXT>12504 12529 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dan,
What did you torque the caps to?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
14 August 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>12503 NEXT>12516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help,the jack worked fine,put the axle open side down on stands,
wrapped a chain around each end then jacked in the center,diff fell out onto a piece of.plywood.Probably would have
came out easier if it hadn't sat in a lake for a few months.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12491 NEXT>12534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It HAS to stress the cab...the only question is how much.Yes,obviously the cab is
attached to the frame and that is where the twist is translated from,but come on.I had a
rear wheel two feet off the ground the other day on an off camber and couldn't get out
until I really put a shoulder into the door.The gap at the door had increased and eigth to
three sixteenths.When I got 'er back on all four and level it had returned to the normal
gap and the door operated fine.An overlooked punishing factor to the cabs sheetmetal on
these trucks is the stiff suspension.If it flexed more it would stress the frame and thereby
the frame's only 'truss,'the cab,less.We throw posi's front and rear on these heavy trucks
and take them off road half the time on three wheels because of lack of articulation.
The question is what will visably pull/fatigue in the cabs metal first and what
repercussions will it have on the overall alignment of the doors when put back on,or life
of the floors.
An apple to orange,but still relative,example of this is the mustang gt convertable.I've
seen two,(and I obviously don't hang around the ford crowd much)one with a four
banger and beaten badly and the other with a 325 horse HO motor,develop stress cracks
across the floor from not having the extra rigidity from the roof.We've got all this too.
Yes,I got up the same side as always.
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12502 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got the grease packed like you said and the hubs lock in and out OK.I didn't have to
force them on but I know something was out of spec.It was both sides even after
replacing studs.Will brake out the calipers and check bolt circle/location on hubs and
studs.Film at eleven (L).Thanks for the input.
SUBJECT>Re:New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12488 NEXT>
12508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They will be 18 guage,but i'm not sure which grade.They wont be polished.They will
have slosh baffles,but i'm not going to put in suction line unless someone wants me to.I
think they have a filter or something on the end of the line,if anyone knows anything
about them or where to get them,I would be willing to put in for whatever they cost.Will
have drain plug and well.Any other questions,just post.They are probaly three to four
weeks out in the making,but as soon as i get one done i'll let everyone know.Let me
know in a couple of weeks if you want one..SUBJECT>Re:New stainless fuel tanks.POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested......I think Lee might be too.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12496 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in a U-joint part number too because I want to do the same thing.At least
you got far enough to measure.Was the column end splined or just the intermediate
shaft?
I was looking at mine and it almost looks like the intermediate shaft may be too short for
a new U-joint so maybe order a new shaft at the same time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12499 NEXT>12518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
auto zone 199 a set life time warantee
SUBJECT>Re:Surgical Light POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still looking for one?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12496 NEXT>12531 12536 12558
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,
Did you ever cook up a fix for the rag joint end?That seems to be the weak link in my
steering.(for now)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>Joe Courtney
EMAIL>soilcarbon@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a Farmer and routinely load 85 50#sacks of bean seed when planting.So 2 1/4 tons
makes it ride nice actually.
SUBJECT>rear parking lights POSTER>Dave EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>12517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just bought this M715 and all the lights work but the rear tail lights.When I have
the
oem light switch in the position when the front parking lights are on shouldn't the rear tail
lights be on too?
It's got all the original lights and switchs but was converted to 12v.
Any ideas guys.I haven't checked the bulbs yet but i will.the directionals work.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12494 NEXT>12550 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've taken mine out twice before with a crow bar and a 2x4(for leverage).Mine was
extremely tight,as it only had 6k miles on the truck when I bought it.It would be
impossible for me to explain this,but I could show you (if you lived in Havelock,NC).I
used the same 2x4 to tap it back in,when I was done.Sometimes with stuff like this you
just gotta'find that ideal angle and it'll pop right out.Like taking the perfect line up a pile
of rocks.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12504 NEXT>12530 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dan,
I didn't know you had the axle off...disregard my crow-bar and 2x4 method.Why do you
have the axle off?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:rear parking lights POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Go to Online manuals,then go to the -20,then look under maintenance of batteries and
lighting.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12510 NEXT>12526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what would be the autozone part#?
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12499 NEXT>12525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I replaced the four longer studs with grade five bolts.The studs are
fine thread where the
nuts are but inside the hub its coarse thread.I also had problems with my hubs,the
splined part of the lockout seeme to be to small.I got this from another memeber who
said he used a tourch.I remove the outside half of the lock out(part you turn)and the
removed the o-rings.Next I used a heat gun to heat up the splined part and the lock out
and it slid right together!Careful not to heat to much,it just took a little.Use gloves and
heat it just enough you wouldnt want to touch it with bear skin.After it cools of reinstall
the o-rings and knobs.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in.POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12492 NEXT>12524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll plan to bring my 715,at least for one day.When are you arriving?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12493 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
If you guys need help,give me a call,I have at least seven years experience with u-joints
and a dealer for Flaming River.Owning Snake River Rod &Custom for several years
was a lot of experience putting hot-rods togeather was interesting,but my heart was in
MV trucks.The bottom spline on the M715 column,I believe is the 3/4"36 spline.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:HARSH RIDE?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad you liked it...it impressed me greatly...
On the weight rating,I have been told the military always underrated by approx 50%due
to just what you mention....tell then it'll hold a ton and a ton and a half oughta be just
about right...specailly since most of the lower ranked guys are 18-22 years old and have
yet to learn the details of long term ownership in a lot of cases.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in what is happening with these 4 trucks.
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Are they sold yet?
If so,who bought them?
If I were so far away,I would be interested in the M715 with no engine,just as long as if
had axles and a decent body.
I understand that these trucks are package deal,but it would be nice if 4 of us pitched i.$500 each to buy them.
Jeff,even though I can not drive to Dallas from northern Indiana to get one right now,I
would kindly request that you send me an email with more detailed info on these 4 piece
of Jeep history.
It would take much planing,time off from work,and lots roses/candy/jewelry for my wife
to come get one
How did a farmer come about to obtain FOUR of these trucks!
WOW.Maybe I need to move to Texas and buy a ranch/farm!:-)
Thanx Jeff for sharing this knowledge with us!
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in.POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12520 NEXT>12561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
TC,
I'm leaving Havelock at 8am on Friday morning.It's about 230 miles,so...if I average
35mph that would be about 6.5 hours actual driving time,and if I stopped every 1.5 hours
for 30mins to let everything cool down and give my ears and knees a break,that would
add an extra 2 hours so all together putting me at arrowhead around 4:30 or 5:00.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro fit problems?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12519 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The problem is not bolt pattern.(I had to pull a rotor to jig up in my old lathe to tur
drums.Local auto mach.shop couldn't handle them.)Before I removed the studs I test fit
the selectros and stock flange and both fit perfect.It must be in the fit between axle
splines and hub splines.Like I said it's not a forcefit so I'm not too worried.Thanks for all
the input guys.
SUBJECT>Re:MM selectro part #POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 11:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12518 NEXT>12541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The auto zone part #for the MM hubs are 11035-01 if my memory hasn't failed me.
SUBJECT>Re:Uwharrie Trip Labor Day weekend POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,14 August 2002,at 11:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure would like to go,but my 715 is not nearly complete.I have been to Uwharrie many
times and it is a nice place to go hunting or to wheel.Have fun..SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID=sm465 POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12391 NEXT>12532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The sm465 went in chevy's from 68-98.Sm420's went in from 47-67.The sm465,while a
fine transmission,will net you no real gearing advantage,as,depending on model year
and application,they were geared between 6.3 and 6.5 in first,same as the t98 you
already have (6.3).If you're looking for gear reduction,the sm420 came with a 7.0 to 1
first gear,about an 18%increase in crawl ration compared to the t98...They came i
everything from 1/2 ton pickups to 2 1/2 ton grain trucks,school buses,wreckers,
etc...The sm465 is a fully synchro'd tranny,the sm420 is a non-synchro first,and sychro'd
2-4.They are both "granny low"followed by a wide ratio three speed,as is the t98.HTH,
Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,15
August 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12503 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could not find a torque spec for the caps on the rear but the fronts are listed as 70 -90
lbs-ft.So I torqued the rears to 80 lbs-ft and called it good.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,15
August 2002,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12516 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did not have the axle off,just the axles out of the housing.As you say the pulling out the
diff can be fun sometimes.Mine was very close fit and the prying cocked it a few times
so I would tap it back in and try prying from a different location to load it evenly and
bring it out straight.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,that hasn't failed...yet.I've got some ideas about a .375"to .400"thick piece of
aluminum with poly or hard rubber inserts in it to absorb a lil vibration and misalignment.
I kind of jump off each bridge as I get to them.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy tranny ID=sm465 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12528 NEXT>
12548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brian's 465 isn't fully synchro'ed.He hasn't mentioned anything about a pile of brass i
the oil...yet.
Hey B-,get it apart yet??
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12491
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I moved my mirrors 2 inch forward onto the body,looks stock with the doors on and
closed,you would have to triple take it to figure it out.I think they vibrate less up there.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12505 NEXT>12539 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,
When you got up did you land on your feet or your hands?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Wierdness happenings POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12538 12544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#1)My truck has recently developed a strange shimmy when doing simple driving on the
road.It starts at about 30mph and gets worse the faster I go.It is a 3-5 second steering
wheel shaking experience with about 8 seconds of smooth riding.
Are my tires out of balance or is the front end out of whack?
#2)How loud is the stock drivetrain supposed to sound?Does it have a noticable whine
for normal driving?Is there an easy way to change the fluids,etc for servicing it?If it's
low on fluid -I need to find out...how?Is it the drain plug or overflow plug in the
differential?What's the easiest way to refill this?
#3)The idle is smooth and nice,the revv'ing in neutral is quick and snappy,but when i
gear taking off -it spits and sputters like it's trying to choke.It doesn't necessarily loose
power,it just acts like it's choking...thoughts?
Thanks!!
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,15
August 2002,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12512 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had problems with a 66 J3000 on the rag joint and it was due to a 3"body lift putting
too much of an angle on the joint so the posts were not engaged and all the load was
going through the flex joint,and it will not handle that.That rag joint is only there to hold
things together..SUBJECT>fan shroud POSTER>Dave EMAIL>ddubuc@airnow.com DATE>Thursday,
15 August 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where can I get a fan shroud that will fit the stock rad with a 17inch flex fan?
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12535 NEXT>
12540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)Does the vibration go away after the tires warm up?Is there a rock or chunk of mud in
the wheel?Are the tires showing signs of uneven wear?
2)Everything about these trucks is mechanical noise.The whine is from the T-case and is
normal.T-case has a drain on the bottom and fill on the drivers side near the top.Pull the
top plug and add gear oil.The diffs have a drain on the bottom and a fill on the cover.Put
grease in the plug at the closed knuckle joint.
3)Yank it and repower it with something less fickle.Big block Chevy's fit well.
SUBJECT>Re:no doors stress the cab?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12534 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Head.
Actually,had food poisoning from some nasty Mexican food at lunch that day.9 hours of
double evacuations really sucks!
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12538 NEXT>12542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)
>Does the vibration go away after the tires warm up?
Not really
>Is there a rock or chunk of mud in the wheel?
Nope
>Are the tires showing signs of uneven wear?
Not that I can tell.I originally thought it was because they were a few pounds different i
pressure,but when I corrected that -it didn't make any difference.
2)Are the fill holes in the Tcase easy to get to from the underneath...or is there access
from the top inside the cab?
3)All in good time :)
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SUBJECT>Re:MM selectro part #POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>12526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12540 NEXT>
12543 12546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)>still running NDT's?
2)>it's not the worst thing you'll do on the truck,gotta go from underneath.
3)>GREAT ANSWER!!!...keep an eye on that Perk715 guy,you know the ol'"one bad
apple.."thing.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12542 NEXT>12545 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sell the stock engine accessories to Bobby or Lee :)
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
15 August 2002,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12535 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had a similar behavior on my cherokee.
The u-joint on one of the front axle shafts had worn and thrown the needles.
The extra room in the u-joint would allow the axle get non-concentric.
Hitting a bump or slight steering would knock the axle to the side,then it'd tend to self
center and go away.Then it'd be back.
It was an easy thing to find,but on a closed knuckle axle...
Check your wheel bearing too,if they're loose you'll get a wobble.
Check your drive shafts and be sure they're not bent.Particularly the rear one.If some
idjit yanks the e-brake hard while the truck is moving,the drive shaft will twist.Drive
train imbalances often cause cyclic vibrations.
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about the whole engine?Just so happens I have a spare 233...runs excellent except
the rear main bearing is out (which means it ran great up until that point).It's bee
converted to 12v by a fire department I picked it up from.
Right now -it's taking up space in my garage that I could really use.
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 1:10 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12542 NEXT>12547
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>still running NDT's?
As far as I can tell -they're the originals.Still have tons of life left in them (meaning no
dry rot,splits,thorns,missing chunks,etc).Are the NDT's notorious for shakes and
shimmies?
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12546 NEXT>
12549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well let's just say that when I put on 37x13-16 boggers the ride improved a ton and the
shakes went away.One thing,the truck is heavy and the boggers cold,like winter time,
flat spot and take a few minutes to 'round out.'Until they do,they shake like hell.
SUBJECT>sm465 woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12532 NEXT>12559 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I took the top off of it and saw the 4th gear all tore up and the teeth were ground dow
alot.The rest of it looked new and I asked Sam and he said it only had 54K miles on it.I
have a buddy at a semi-truck parts and service company here who rebuilds trannies in his
spare time and he said he'd do it for $125.New parts and all.I think I'm gonna pull it and
take it in monday.
I was all pissed since I put the tranny in,took the tranny out,replaced my flywheel bolts
and then put the tranny in and now I have to take the tranny out.I mentioned all this to
my loving wife and she goes "Didn't you buy that truck so you'd have something to work
on?"It brought me back to reality.
I'm still happy with the deal I got.That will add up to about $600 for the total drivetrai
swap.Not bad still.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12547 NEXT>12574 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Same scenerio with my truck,when I bought it it had basically a bad tire up front,and
was causing the exact same vibration you are describing.I tried everything above
mentioned,only when I replaced The tires did it completly go away.I assumed it was
because the new tires were radials,but,I've heard of others having the same trouble with
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the same kind of fix.
Jack up the front and see if the wheels will move when you wiggle them,if they don't,I'd
rotate the tires to the back and see if the problem goes away.By doing that you ca.eliminate the easy stuff in
30mins.Then you can start inspecting drive shafts,and u-joints
etc..
My advise on the truck is drive it and enjoy it stock,before you automatically start
swapping in Chevy stuff.Find out what you do and don't like about it and then make a
experienced upgrade,everybody uses their's for different purposes.Try it first..It just
might already be perfect for what you want,if it doesn't acomplish you needs the
upgrade it.I understand being proactive,but the bottom line is driving it.Don't look for
ways to keep it in the garage ,look for ways to keep it rolling.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rear end disassembly POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>12515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know you have it out but,i like use a nylon strap or rope.loop it from the carrier to the
bumper or something out side.put a large screw driver in it and start twisting.it will
stretch then pop right out and gently in my past exp....
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's (lost link)POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12359 NEXT>12557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then again,for $1200 you could get both late model 1 ton axles and disc brakes,with
similar gearing.At least in the junkyards orund here...
SUBJECT>Kaiser 230 "Tornado"Items For Sale POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.,USAF,
Ret.EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 4:14
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWEL0yKlzAH.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
12555 12562 12563 12593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am currently in the process of removing the 230 "Tornado"engine from my 1967 Kaiser
M715.I will be installing a brand new GM 350 small block.I have stripped all of the
useful items off of the 230's block and would like to know if there are any folks that are
interested in these items:
1.Stock one-barrel Holley carburetor w/intake manifold.
2.Stock exhaust manifold (item has a small crack /will sell for cost of shipping).
3.Stock oil pump.
4.Stock 24 VDC alternator.
5.Stock water pump.
6.Stock starter.
7.Stock fuel pump.
If you're interested in any of these items,please contact me at:
kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net.
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>12471 NEXT>12556 12618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to Rich twice in the last few weeks.He is waiting for 2 to 4 more orders so he ca
have enough to make it worthwile having the parts made.He tells me it should run 7 to 9
hundred a set but it is to early to know as he does not know how many orders he is
dealing with.The price may seem a little steep but I think knowing I can stop the beast is
worth alot.Lets get those orders in so we can get a solid price.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>registration number (where did my truck serve?)POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to figure out where my M715 served while in the military.I have the
registration number (it was on the hood in decals).But I didn't see any unit markings on
the bumpers (even after lightly sanding down to the metal.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Short block???POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't suppose it's any good is it?If so,what's your location?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12553 NEXT>12560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill take a set.i want front AND rear.whos the ordering "boss"?
SUBJECT>Re:587's for 411's (lost link)POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree with that.im hardheaded,and NO ONE has axles that cheap here
SUBJECT>Re:M715 steering u-joints POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,15 August 2002,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same issue with the 3"body lift in my 74 J-10 ripping the rage joint.The cure
was the use the lower shaft section w/U-joint from a cj-7 parts jig I had in the "historical
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resting place"(my personal junk yard)I swapt the shafts at slip but I had to cut a few
inches off the cj shaft I think around 4-5"the rest uas a bolt up.I haven't done this on the
715 project yet cause it not to that point.Adam
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12548 NEXT>12567 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Even though you bought it to work on,you still need to account for your wasted time and
think of how much that has cost you...especially in mental anguish.The soon to be $600
plus the past time spent,plus then,having to put it back again...I think you took this one
in the pooper.Better luck with the next truck...maybe I'll help you set up a SBC and a
3053A so at least all the pain a suffering will net you an overdrive.
Take it hard.
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12556
NEXT>12564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would probably be interested as well if that 700-900 is for front and rear.I still haven't
seen any solid info on the price,and what it includes.Does that price include rotors,
calipers,and all necesarry parts?or is it just for the adaptor stuff and we will need to
purchase the calipers and rotors.If these questions can be awnsered it would make the
decesion easier..
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Count me in.POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12524
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
Mine says right on the glove box that it'll do 50 mph on the aotobahn,and that was before
the 400sb and the ranger od.I bet you get that thing up to 45 anyhow.If you make Harnett
county,I can get it cooled down for you.We can't wash it with all the water restrictions,
but we can roll that baby into the Cape Fear for a few minutes.I wish I could join you
guys in Uwharrie,but unless something changes,I can't make it.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser 230 "Tornado"Items For Sale POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.,
USAF,Ret.EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at
8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWEL0yKlzAH.PREVIOUS>12552
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,forgot to mention that I have a stock distributor assy w/cables and spark plugs for
sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser 230 "Tornado"Items For Sale POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.,
USAF,Ret.EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at
8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWEL0yKlzAH.PREVIOUS>12552
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,forgot to mention that I have a stock distributor assy w/cables and spark plugs and.oil pump for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12560 NEXT>12580 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree with Daniel.We need information on what is included in the "kit".Pictures of the
conversion would be very helpful.I am interested if it is a well thought out and produced
conversion.We should all think "SAFETY"first.
Joe
SUBJECT>Fuel Tank Question POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12566 12576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a `84-`86 Chevy military Blazer or Pick-up 28G fuel tank fit in an M715?And if so,
would there be any problems with it having been a diesel tank?
Thanks,
JOE
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16
August 2002,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12565 NEXT>12568
12569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's plenty of room to mount darn near anything under there if you're willing to get rid
of the spare tire carrier.
Don't know beans about diesel issues,but if you flush it out and it's clean,what's there to
worry about?FYI,I mix a quart of kerosene with every tank of gas I burn in mine just to
help the old critter along (a good tip I picked up here).Don't worryabowdit.
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
I rate my time at $1.29 an hour.
I rate mental anguish at $.04 a square inch of ulcer.
I rate my new upgraded drivetrain at PRICELESS.
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Don't you have to get back to selling your cracked-frame junk yard refugee?
(you did get me with the comment about not having an overdrive-I guess you knew
where to hit to hurt me since you were here when I was going on and on about wanting a
OD.Bastard.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 11:48 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>12566 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the GM diesel tanks have a bypass on them because of the fuel 'gelling'at low
temps.If you kept the tank past half,fuel would be picked up through the bypass.Pain i
the d!ck.Not sure how the larger tanks you're talking about are...shouldn't be much to
plug it or perhaps use it as a return.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12566
NEXT>12573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mozarkid,what does kerosene in the fuel tank do for you???
I'm curious,could you explain???.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al).....
SUBJECT>Bleeding brakes POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>NEXT>12571 12575 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know this is soooo simple,but I am not getting it.I bled mine before by myself,putting
a rubber line off the bleeder screw into a bottle with an inch of fluid in bottom to keep
from sucking air.I would push the pedal slowly to the floor.After 3 or 4 times,refilling
the res.I did each wheel 4 times.Still not working.Here is what I have:3/4 ton power
brake booster with duel line master cylinder.Then I have a proportioning valve off 3/4
ton 4x4 GMC.My pedal goes almost to the floor most times,when they do catch,no
matter how "light"I am trying to push it,they grab hard.Any sugestions?Is there another
way better to bleed them by myself?I had tried just loosening the bleeder screws and
"gravity"bleeding.I had been told this would work,but it didn't.I am still having trouble
with getting the fuel injection right,it is hard to drive without brakes,to get to a shop
with a computer reader.I read a message about keeping the rig on the road,not in the
shop?!I second that!!!Any suggestions appreciated!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16 August
2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12570 NEXT>12572
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wierd.Couple thoughts...
A)I don't trust the bleed to bottle method,it doesn't absolutely prevent fluid from getting
sucked back up the line -putting that air bubble right back where it was in the first place.
You're much better off bleeding with two people,somebdy to operate the brake while you
open close the bleed screw (one at a time).
B)Did you first bleed the master cylinder seperately from the lines?
When you did that,did you double check to be sure that the pump for the rear lines
started it's flow before the front pump?(just to be sure they aren't backwards).
They only better way to bleed I know of is the vacuum method,which requires the tool,
which requires the money...and a second person..SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12571 NEXT>12589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Autozone now carries the one man "speed bleeder"bleeder bolts.They were about $10 a
set,but then you don't have to trust the gravity method or the bottle method.
Just a thought.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16
August 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12569 NEXT>12578
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Explain?Not really.There was much discussion about fuel additives a while back and I
think somebody pointed out that the additives are mostly kerosine and that they just
added a quart per 10 gallons or something like that.The 230's don't necessarily need the
lead and I think it was pointed out that kerosene increases the octane rating and adds lube
qualities.Anyhow,I didn't think about it much,just did it (I use it with sta-bil).Plugs
look good,gas keeps a long while,but there is a distinct odor to the exhaust.
Do you think it's crazy?thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Wierdness happenings POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12549
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELL SPOKEN!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12570 NEXT>12577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a weird story;
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about a month ago,I found out that both of the rubber brake lines up front were leaking.I
went to a local hose shop,and they made me two beautiful,stainless steel brake lines.
Bolted on no problem.Could not get them to bleed.My dad and I worked on bleeding for
three hours,and went through a quart of fluid.I got mad and gave up.I let the truck sit for
two weeks.I finally got the courage up to attempt bleeding.I got in the cab and had a
solid brake pedal!?!?!Don't ask why this happened.I now have brakes,no more
problems.Be nice if someone could explain this one to me!
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12565
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EXCELLENT!!THANKS FOR THE INFO.
If anyone is interested these tanks are used and 25$each from Coleman surplus,if they.still have em.
Thanks again
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes POSTER>Mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16 August
2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12575 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Could be corrosion and crud buildup inside those 35 year old 3/16"lines.Replaced mine
with 1/4"lines about 12 years ago.The insides of the old lines were ugly...
Getcha a good quality Rigid Tool double flare tubing tool and their tubing bender and go
to town.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Tank Question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12573
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm,Thanks.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>front diff.not engaging POSTER>townsend rick
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have tips for the front diff not engaging..The driveshaft turns but the wheels
don't....Haven't really checked anything out ,,just happened ....Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12564
NEXT>12583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Bad news that price is for one set.I do not have the info in front of me right now but I
posted the info.on 1 Sep 02 if you look there you will find the number for Rich and you
can call him and get all the details you need.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins 5.9l engine swap POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Friday,16
August 2002,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12581 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nope but got a 7.3l with banks turbo and brake.and cant stop it a cummins is a good
motor good luck I had a lot of custom work to fit but when you start the motor and hear
the rumble its all worth it .
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,16 August 2002,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12580 NEXT>12585 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Devil Dog,
How did you post something on "1 Sept 02"when were only in Aug 02 right now?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Cummins 5.9l engine swap POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I've got a 91 (early non-intercooled)Cummins in my truck.I used an NV-4500
tranny from a 96 instead of the Getrag.The Getrag doesn't exactly have the best
reputation.
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12583 NEXT>12600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will give him a call,and get the details.For 700-900 dollars i hope the kit includes
everything needed.I'm still debating making my own conversion,anyone ever think of
this and/or try it?
SUBJECT>barbeque grill grill POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bear with me,I'm a newbe.Behind the grill guard,just in front of my radiator is a wire
mesh that looks like it belongs on a barbeque.Is this original??If not,what is supposed to
be in that hole?Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:barbeque grill grill POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12586 NEXT>12598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Supposed to be nothing there.Grill guard,nothing,radiator.
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Chris
SUBJECT>'67 M715 For Sale POSTER>Marco Rodriguez
EMAIL>mrodriguez@rgv.rr.com DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasJeenzqGfH6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>12602
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna miss it but it's got to go,excellent condition,absolutely no rust,pictures
available upon request.Serious buyers only,$5,000.Stock tornado engin,stock axles,
stock tranny and transfer case.Call 956-227-9271 Monday through Friday Anytime..SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes
POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12572 NEXT>12697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Phil,here's your brake info POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Phil,
It was a pleasure to meet you!Heres the info I promised to post for you:
Source of master cylinder part number:Wagner,Alabama Plant (205)593-7260,product
engineering.
Master Cylinder:Wagner #F66857
Same unit by other manufacturers:Raybestos #36246,A1 Cardone #A-1-10-1331.
At fire wall:bolts right on,no modifications necessary,use stock brake pedal and push
rod.
Outlets are threaded for 1/2-20 and 9/16-18.
Steel nuts for 1/4"brake line are Edelmann #121045 and Edelmann #121049.You will
need a double flare tool to make up 1/4"brake lines for them.In the front brake circuit
don't terminate 3/16"line at the master cylinder,the brass flair cone is too big.Use 1/4"
line and convert to 3/16"line down at the tee fitting you'll need to install down at the
frame where the two front lines are near each other.
The primary circuit is the rear brake circuit.
The secondary circuit,nearest firewall,is the front brake circuit.A proportioning valve
isn't necessary.
You have several options from here,but you MUST split the lines between front and rear.
I replaced all the lines with 1/4",removed the hydraulic brake switch and installed a
mechanical switch at the brake pedal (JB welded a limit switch on the steering column
directly between it and the brake pedal,a standard cylinder type brake switch can be
installed on the existing bracket).The wiring from the old switch will reach these
locations.The tee located at the left front wheel flex hose connection will need to be
changed to one with 1/4"connections.
If you choose to keep the 3/16"brake lines and the hydraulic brake switch:Put the brake
switch in the rear brake circuit.Put plugs in the two outlets that went to the front circuit.
CAUTION:If you can't position the hydraulic switch in a manner that will not trap air in
the plugged section or the switch section,don't use it.If you want to use DOT 5 brake
fluid,be sure to get a new brake switch to avoid the possibility of melting the seals.
If you want to use DOT 5 brake fluid,be sure to get new flex hoses,2 on front,one at rear
axle.
Wheel cylinder rebuild kit is Wagner #F3609,this kit has upgraded boots,seals and
springs -others mfgs do not.Get new bleeder screws Wagner #F11579,these have BIG
wrench flats and stick out farther so you can reach them.Wheel cylinder pistons are not
available,if you need some,you'll need to buy some other 1-1/16"diameter wheel
cylinder.Try Wagner #F35472,F41718 or F73614;they're expensive,but you'll get steel.or stainless steel pistons out
of them.
That should hold you for now,if you need more info,please ask.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 in Tulsa,OK POSTER>jeff dixon EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 M715 that I have.It is repainted to military color and have had it in parades
and at the air show in Ok city 2 or 3 years ago.I putting it up for sale for about $5000 if
you need it.I am looking for something in the www2 area because I'm helping out with
the WWW Adt and a C-47 out of lawton.
SUBJECT>HO SCALE M715 MODELS POSTER>peeler
EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net DATE>Saturday,17 August 2002,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I KNOW I SAW SOMEWHERE THAT SOMEONE WAS LOOKING FOR DIE CAST
M715 MODELS.
I DON`T KNOW WHAT THESE MODELS ARE EXCEPT THAT THEY ARE "HO"
SCALE.
http://www.discount-train.com/trains/trident/ho/trident_ho_2.html
HOPE YOU CAN USE IT.
JOE
SUBJECT>Re:Kaiser 230 "Tornado"Items For Sale POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,18 August 2002,at 11:05 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOw much do you want for the 24v generator?My adress is merrillt@earthlink.net
SUBJECT>what brake booster to use with big block chevy POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,18 August 2002,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12606 12727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a 1969 M715 with a big block chevy/turbo400 conversion.It has what
appears to be stock dual master cylinder,I want to bolt up a vaccum brake booster.Does
anyone know what one will fit without hacking the firewall,and still clear the left valve
cover and provide the sufficient boost to increase braking power it needs.
Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>stock generator bracket POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,18 August 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>12620 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey ya'll I need a stock generator bracket....any help please...Bobby.SUBJECT>WTB M715 POSTER>Alex Burris
EMAIL>MBurris@caolina.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,18 August 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaj9jiQ/lLcWs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have a decent M715 for sale in NC or upper SC?Motor and tranny not important,
planning on doing Chevy swap.Thanks in advance.
Alex
SUBJECT>Re:registration number (where did my truck serve?)POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Sunday,18 August 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,
unless you're lucky &find some paperwork in the truck somewhere,you'll never find out
the history of your truck.I have read on another list(MV mailing list)that some Navy
vehicles can be researched because the Navy kept a large number of archived records.
The other military branches threw away the paperwork on your truck when it was
surplused.
Luckily,my '715 had some paperwork in the glovebox &the original bumper numbers &
hood numbers were still legible.I can verify it's where abouts since about 1973.
One of the lucky ones,
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:barbeque grill grill POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12587
NEXT>12607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think of it as your radiator is the first line of defense in protecting your engine
compartment from sticks or brush that fit through the grill guard.Makes me feel warm
and fuzzy!
SUBJECT>ATTN:Paul B.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I have looked for any weatherstripping that resembles the stock cowl seal and have come
up with nothing.I would like to get some of the weatherstripping from you.Just to verify
the weatherstripping is the correct length,width and thickness,and it is also made of
rubber,(not the cheap foam you see everywhere).If this is the case e-mail me with where
i can send the check.
Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12585 NEXT>12601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,count me in on the brakes---but like everyone else---need more info---please keep
me posted---thanks mike.SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12600
NEXT>12621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,
One of those brain farts I guess.1 Aug was was the posting date but I am sure you figured
that out by now.Any way give Rich a call if you are interested.The set up seems well
thought out and since he is using the system on his 725,unless he is suicidal,should be a
good one.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:'67 M715 For Sale POSTER>Cadpowered
EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am I missing something,what is the price based on??????Bought one just like you
described,4 months ago for $1200.00.Have passed on several more for $2500.00 or less.
SUBJECT>DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>PEELER
EMAIL>DEIMOS2869@COX.NET DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12604 12609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM LOOKING TO UPGRADE MY AXLES.
WOULD I BE BETTER OFF WITH A DANA 60 REAR,OR A GM 14 BOLT/
THE 60 IS OUT OF A MILITARY DODGE 3/4 TON,AND THE 14 BOLT IS OUT OF
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A CHEVY 1 1/4 TON MILITARY PICK-UP.
THE 60 IS 450$.I DON`T HAVE THE 14 BOLT PRICE YET.
THANKS
PEELER
JOE
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>Jeep EMAIL>DATE>Monday,19
August 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12603 NEXT>12605
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How is that an upgrade from a Dana 70 rear end?
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>PEELER
EMAIL>DEIMOS2869@COX.NET DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12604 NEXT>12613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NEW BOLT PATTERN,MUCH EASIER DISC CONVERSION,EASE OF FINDING
PARTS.
SUBJECT>Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12594 NEXT>12638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a tough question due to the fact the damn near everyone's motor is mounted.differently.I have my motor
mounted a little higher that most...I think.I have a mid '70's
Gladiator jeep pickup booster with a mid '70's corvette NON power master bolted on it.It
fit perfectly and the firewall only needed to have the upper bolt holes drilled.Mounts in
stock location.I did have to dimple the rear of my drivers side valve cover,similiar to the
65 or 66 big block corvette covers to clear the booster.Most people should have ample
clearance using these parts in this swap.
SUBJECT>Re:barbeque grill grill POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12598
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what my duece winch is for!:)
SUBJECT>Re:front diff.not engaging POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12579 NEXT>12672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Busted axle?The spider gears will drive it to the busted side and nothing will happe
propulsion wise.
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand what you are saying.the new generation dana 60 front is stronger.Ope
knuckles,disc brakes,and common lug pattern.As for the corperate 14 rear,this axle is
pretty bombprof.I wheel w/5 trucks with this axle combo.three fullsize chevys and two
cj-8's three of witch have built 454's.All axles are locked,most are welded.nobody
brakes anything offten.All 5 are running between 37/13 boggers and 42/15 swampers.
P.S.Rockwells are better.
SUBJECT>Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the sterring column get it's center shaft ground at the rag joint.If not where does it
get ground for the horn.Before you speak to fast ,think about it.Plastic bushings hold the
center shaft and the horn grounds to the center shaft.......Hum!?
Everybody is quick to answer "bolts to the dash".NOT!
If anyone could clear this up for me I would appreciate it.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
19 August 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12611 NEXT>12622
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,Confusion say:"Don't be so fast to say "NOT!"when everybody else is quick to say
otherwise.".Grounds through a bearing at the top,then it's off to that "bolts to the dash"bit.So,you
push the button,it goes "bleet"-elementary.
Have a look at TM 9-2320-244-20,Figure 2-73,Steering column item 20,"Upper bearing
and horn connector".
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12605 NEXT>12625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Dana 60 with 35 spline axles is a definite upgrade over our Dana 70s.Bigger axle
shafts,easier to upgrade,more parts availability,and 8 bolt wheels that you can find
alongside the road free.The 14bolt corporate is also an excellent choice,similar axle
sizes,slightly larger ring gear,and a dime a dozen.Your best bet is to pick the one with
the gear ratio you need,and try to find one with a factory locker.The Gov lock in the corp
axle seems to work well and be fairly stout,the only drawback is that it requires
wheelspin to lock up.
SUBJECT>Reminder to California Kaiser M-715/24/25/26 Owners POSTER>James 007
EMAIL>FSJeepers@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,
Just wanted to remind all California Kaiser M-715/24/25/26 Owners of the "SoCal FSJ
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Gathering/Trailrun:Oct.12th &13th,Sat/Sun".Here's my homepage w/more info on the
event.www.geocities.com/fsjeepers/
Looking forward to meeting those I've already spoken to &will be sending final details to
you soon.As for any NEW members on this forum...this is an open invitation to all FSJ
Owners &we'll be meeting @Flying J's restaurant for breakfast starting 8:30am &
leaving around 11am to Gorman/Hungry Valley.Time is the same for Sat/Sun.See you
all there!
SUBJECT>FOR SALE:M725 &a 77 Cherokee POSTER>Mike G EMAIL>mike-
g@mike-g.net DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>12616 12619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This M725 (or atleast I think it's a M725)isn't mine,but I saw one for sale in Big Bear,
CA last year on 10/21/01.It's a huge beast and it's preaty tempting!Anyhow,so I was
there again and I'm preaty sure I saw it again.
http://www.mike-g.net/jeep4sale/milit4sale.jpg
http://www.mike-g.net/jeep4sale/milit4sale2.jpg
http://www.mike-g.net/jeep4sale/milit4sale3.jpg
On a side note,I AM selling this Cherokee on 38"tires on eBay:
http://www.mike-g.net/jeep4sale/
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE:M725 &a 77 Cherokee POSTER>Joe
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12615 NEXT>.12626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Unless I'm mistaken*that appears to be a WWII vintage Dodge Power Wagon
Ambulance not a Kaiser Jeep at all.
Guys correct me if I'm wrong.
Joe
*I don't know that much about the Dodges
SUBJECT>Kerosene addition POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the purpose of adding kerosene to the fuel tank?
Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12553
NEXT>12664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can count me in but I agree we need to know more details of what this all entails.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE:M725 &a 77 Cherokee POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is actually an M-43,the ambulance version of the M-37.If my memory serves me
correct,I think it has a 124 inch wheelbase,vs.the M-37's 112.I may be off a smidge on
the wheelbase,but the truck is an old Dodge.Nice truck.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:stock generator bracket POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12595 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i should have what you need need to know the exact braket i have a motor out from a
chevy swap email me johnsummers@alltel.net
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Devil Dog,
Thanks for the info --the date just kind of threw me!.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,19 August 2002,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12612
NEXT>12624 12628 12629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I have studied this part X2.I must be missing a part.The entire circumference of
this part is plastic.The metal ring that the horn button pushes on is connected to the wire
that runs down the column and out to the ground side of the horn.Then the bearing for
the shaft is inside this plastic bushing.But does not have any wiper or other device to
send ground to the center shaft.Both columns I have are like this.In order for the horn to
work the center shaft of the column needs a ground from somewhere.Both part #20 ’ s I
own do not provide this.My horn will work if I ground the center shaft or disconnect the
wire that attaches to part 20 and touch it to ground.Are you sure you don ’ t have a ground
strap at the rag joint.If you still say that part 20 is responsible for grounding the center
shaft tell me how it does it.
Signed Smokin crack or confused.:)
SUBJECT>Re:hey justin POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 2:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12486
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haven't had time yet.I'm a few thousand miles away from my Jeep right now (in
Germany),and will be for another 2 and a half months or so.I'll keep you posted when i
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return.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think mine had one of those small,webbed mesh grounds going from the box side to the
column side around the rag joint.My horn never worked,I can't get the damned center
cap off the wheel,and with a big block and glass packs...who needs a horn?
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12613 NEXT>12627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OR,find one with the gears you like that's an open rear and stuff in a lunch box locker.
The diff is so heavy on the 14 bolt,like our D70's that you only need to replace the
spiders not the entire diff.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE:M725 &a 77 Cherokee POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is post WWII,they didn't start building the M37 style trucks until the early 50s.It is an
M43 Dodge,that you are correct on.
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 60 VS 14 BOLT?POSTER>PEELER EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,.20 August 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12625 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the great info,I`ve found a set from a mil 1 1/4 ton chevy for $1500,front
and rear which has 4:56 gears.
That should work.Please keep info coming I can use it all!
PEELER/Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFMwdVnoE6Ac PREVIOUS>12622 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tim,
I don't know if this is what your asking,but...on the original rag joint there is a flat copper
conductor strip running from the metal side of the rag joint to the mating bolt hole on the
shaft.This provides a ground from the frame via the steering box,up to the press switch
on the steering wheel.If you have had an after market rag joint installed chances are it
doesn't have this conductor on it.Simple fix is to install a dash mounted horn button.
However if you are building for restoration.You could tap a small hole on the box side
metal of the rag joint screw in a wire with terminal crimp,then crimp on a large terminal
end (big enough for the rag joint bolts)and send the shaft side bolt through it when you
install the rag joint thus making the connection and completeing the ground.This is what
I would do if I cared enough,because it would be fully removable and replacable with out
damaging anything,but...All I need a horn for is inspection purposes,and I plan on
changing the steering setup one day.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
20 August 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12622 NEXT>12630
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok...If my rag joint has the bonding jumper,I'll find time to disconnect it and see if the
horn still works.I can't imagine the "u-joint"and especially the steering gear being used
to carry current...I suspect it only serves to ground the shaft for saftey purposes.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12629 NEXT>12631 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It can't pull that much current,it's only a horn.As long there is a connection what would
it matter anyway?We are dealing with the ground side after the load has already been
dropped through the circuit.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
20 August 2002,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12630 NEXT>12632.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gears are not hard connections,they arc -that damages the metal and the grease.It may
be "only a horn"but it draws much more than enough current to cause contact damage.
And,the current is the same regardless of which side of the load you're on.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12631 NEXT>12635 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It wouldn't have to pass through any gears...it would take the easy way out,through the
bearing to the box to the bolt that holds the box to the frame.What contacts?Current is
constant in a circuit...if you are still in that circuit.Once it's returned to zero there isn't
anything.If .35 amps would damage the u-joint,wouldn't it also damage the bearing i
the upper portion of the steering column?
Gotta'go back to work,email me with your phone number and I'll give you a call (or vice
versa).
Rhino
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SUBJECT>Re:WTB M715 POSTER>brent allen EMAIL>brenta@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have a M715 for sale.95%orginal.with metal hard top and home made bikini top.runs
great with orginal motor with water proof components,has just over 18K miles and live
in foothills of nc.
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff
Whats the status of these m715s.Name and Phone number of owner.
Any other info.
Thanks Wes (VA.)
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
20 August 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12632 NEXT>12640
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bearing,yea probably,but that's another place you don't want arc damage to occur.By
"contacts"I mean the gear tooth-to-tooth contact or race-bearing-race contact (there's a
gap and it's created by the grease film and vibration).These areas will suffer the same
damage as contacts in a switch or relay.
About the upper bearing,it would have to unless these is a ground path elsewhere (upper
bearing seal?item 19)..It's no wonder these horns bleet so miserably...
I've got a spare steering column,I'll get into it and see what I can find out.
SUBJECT>Buick 350 -Common swap?POSTER>M715 Buyer EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12637 12647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking to buy an M715 that had a Buick 350 and tranny swapped in.No tcase,so
it's only 2wd right now.What are my options to getting this thing hooked up with a tcase?
Will I need a tranny/tcase combo?
Are Buick 350s commonly swapped into M715s?
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 -Common swap?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12636 NEXT>12639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that is the first combo i used.if it has no transfer case you can use a np205 or np203 out
of a chevy 4x4 just be sure you get the transmission output shaft and transfer case
adapter.i guess your trans is a th350.if so then the donor truck must be a th350also.have
a trans shop install the output shaft in your trans and bolt it all together.another way is to
get a divorced np205 transfer case from a international pickup or mid 70's dodge with
front output on rh side and run a jackshaft from your tranny to it.
SUBJECT>Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12606 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if space is a problem you could use a hydroboost unit from mid 80's chevy 1 ton.it only
takes a small area directly behind master cyl.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 -Common swap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12637 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one of these NP203 t-cases and transmission shaft and adapter for sale.
$75,you pay shipping from 17402,south central PA.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12635 NEXT>12642 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wish mine were still in original condition,so I could do something other than guess
about it.
An easy way to check would be to disconnect the rag joint,and shoot continuity to ground
from the shaft,or just see if the horn works when disconnected If it's there,then it must
be grounded somewhere inside the column.If not then it has to be through the rag,
strange as that may seem.Let me know what you find out..Maybe that's why these upper steering u-joints go bad so
frequently...you'd have to do a
lot of honking,but,after 35 years maybe they have.
Rhino
SUBJECT>230 OHC weight HELP POSTER>steve EMAIL>steve@specialtyparts.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12643 12644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know the weight of a Complete 230 OHC motor.Please email me at
steve@specialtyparts.com or call me ASAP at 1-800-504 5337
Thank You
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12640 NEXT>12653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Know the horn won't work without the ground strap at the rag joint.I have two
examples that prove it.:)
Didn't mean to start poop.But current will only arc at the switch.The path thru the
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gearbox has plenty of harmless groung potential.
Thanks everybody for clearing that up for me.
SUBJECT>Re:230 OHC weight HELP POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's one heavy mother!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:230 OHC weight HELP POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a service manual,factory type,on cd for the civilian 230 which lists the weight of
the motor with accessories as 575 lbs.
brute4c
SUBJECT>New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wanna see why Al is so proud of his truck...wanna see a great example of a stock
truck...how bout a cool license plate??
Check out Al's new pics in the members gallery!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>KaiserJeeps POSTER>Ron EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at
7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12649 12663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Al,
Iwas just looking at your picts and wanted to say -Sweey Ride!
I was also hopeing you couls answer a couple of questions for me.
The heater you installed,does it really heat that well -I live in Michigan.Does it vent
well?I have two girls (3yrs &7months)that I would like to take around with me this
winter.Also,I was wondering if you could give me the #to the place you got it and the
price.Thanks.
P.S.My truck is going to be the color of that heater also -someday.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 -Common swap?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 August 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know how common they are,but I know they can be done.My 230 runs good,but
if I were going to go to a V8,I'd go with the Buick for a couple of reasons.One is that it's
a very torquey engine,(they're undersquare)and secondly,it would have probably bee
the engine that Kaiser would have used if the military had wanted V8 power in the trucks
originally,since Wagoneers and J-series pickups used Buick V8's until about '71.Good
Luck!
SUBJECT>ATTN:BOWTIEDAVE POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently acquired an intake manifold (complete),wiring harness,sensors and 3
computers for a 97 or 98 Vortec 350.What I am wondering is what year it really is,so I
can go and get an FSM for it.Thanks in advance.
PS:I don't get to check this board often enough...could you e-mail me?Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:KaiserJeeps POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12646 NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.midwestmil.com/
LINKURL>http://www.midwestmil.com/
Mr Bizal from Midwest Military,the source for the artic heaters.I swa him this last
weekend and he had 2 of those left.A while back he posted the following on this site:
I have 3 NOS gas fired cab heater kits.Still in original crate.Includes everything you
need to install a heater in a truck that has never had one.Instruction manual and
maintenance book also included.$280 ea.Call 952-440-8778 to pick one up.
He is located in Prior Lake,Minnesota and is a super guy.I pujt a link to his website
below.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Hummer Wheels POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK...I know this has been covered here before,but I forget.(Early onset of Ol'timers I
think)Is someone making adapters to put Hummer wheels on our 6 on Huge bolt pattern.
If not,has anyone done the machine work?I have run across a set with pretty new tires
for 250 bucks for all four.Thanks
SUBJECT>Choptop M715/Wag project pics.POSTER>Pascalray
EMAIL>pascalray@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12654 12701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been away from this board for a while but finally decided which way to go on my
M715 project.I decided to build a shortbed crewcab M715 as it would be the most useful
for me.The only thing M715 on it is the front clip and the military trim.The basis of the
project is an 81 Wagoneer with the top chopped and an M715 lookalike short bed fabbed
into the body.Here are pics of the progress so far:
http://froadin.com/pascal/
The engine is Willie's built up GM diesel,an Eaton gear splitter OD,SM465,Doubler
NP203/NP205.32 forward gears,can cruise at 70 with 1900 rpms,or go 110 to 1 low
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range.Dana 60 front/14 bolt rear,both locked with detroits,4.56 gears.Hummer
beadlock/runflat 2 piece rims with 38.5 SX's.I should have it up and running within the
month.
SUBJECT>2 bbl.Carb POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know of a stock two barrle carb that would fit with a hood mounted air cleaner
and stock manifold?
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12642 NEXT>12655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Tim,you were right and all us chickens who told you otherwise...
Anyhow,looked at my spare,the upper bearing is held in a plastic sleeve.This prevents
current from flowing through it.The ground path goes down through the steering shaft,
through the rag joint and right into the steering gear!Yikes!That's a critical worm gear!I
can only assume the input shaft has a ground connection at the end (inside the steering
gear)so that current doesn't flow through the worm.
Nice can of worms,Dude.
SUBJECT>Re:Choptop M715/Wag project pics.POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Pascal,
How you doing buddy?I like the look of it.
Jeff in Merriam,KS
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12653 NEXT>
12658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mozarkid,
Wait...for real?You're worried about arching damage to the steering gear from the horn
ground?FOR REAL?Maybe that's what wore out the retainer on my upper steering joint.
:)If it were like a headlight ground,yeah...I wouldn't want it either,but the horn?
Just bustin'your balls...
Spicer
SUBJECT>24v coil POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>bamuiba33@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24v coil-instrument panel less fuel guage-heater motor with core-M725 vent motor/fan.
What's it worth?
SUBJECT>ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>12666
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please count me in for one of those Stainless tanks you'd posted last week.How soon
before production???
As I lay under the truck last night along side the highway getting pelted by marbles and
wind blasts from the rigs changing my fuel filter wishing I'd have purchased road
flares...Your Stainless tank post filled my thoughts.Well,competed with the fear
thoughts of getting smashed and ground to a pulp under my truck by a semi.
I am going to blow my stock tank up...it's pushed me to the limit.
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12655 NEXT>12660 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
spicer,
Last night when I finally broke down and tore my steering apart to investigate this ground
thing,I went ahead and did your upper joint upgrade,works like a champ!no more weird
grinding noise when I turn at low speeds.My spacer/paper thin retainer was toast.I also
figured out why my rag joints are breaking so frequently...Apparently the steering gear
had been struck by something and the mounts were bent and broken,when whoever.repaired it they didn't straighten out
the mounts before they welded them back together,
which puts the box at a peculiar angle to the shaft it's supposed to mate to at the rag joint.
So I've got some work to do!Or I could just try and find a suitable u-joint for a
replacement.Oh yeah,to make matters worse they also welded the new rag joint on (box
side)to the shaft.
Rhino
SUBJECT>door wanted POSTER>harris EMAIL>moto_man5@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,anyone have a drivers side door for sale?I thinking about buying a m715,but its
missing the drivers side door.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Rag joint ground strap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12658 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Rhino,
Glad to hear it!Isn't that $hitty little retainer a joke?I also threw in a grease fitting at the
lower side of the 'socket'so I could 'refresh'it once in a while.Mine feels better steering
now too.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Wheels POSTER>Pascalray EMAIL>pascalray@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12650 NEXT>12668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get new centers welded into the hummer wheels with the M715
bolt pattern and can also get whatever offset you want.Go to 4x4factory.com.
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12645 NEXT>12669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Jon,
Thanks for posting my updated Pic's.Since I bought it I have fixed and added several
things.Many with the help of list members found right here.I know I speak for most
everybody when I thank you for the work you do on the zone.I check the sight every day
and enjoy all the post's.Thanks again....
Al Temple.....kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:KaiserJeeps POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I like the heater.It really puts out heat.It's so hot I would worry about cracking an iced.over window.Have not
tried to defrost anything yet.I plan on driving it this winter,
maybe on a snow run with my club.I will say that the heater motor is a little loud.
Combine that with a transfer case whine and at speed you would have to raise your voice
a little to talk.The only other thing maybe worth mentioning is once in a great while I
will get a brief smell from the heater.I would compare it to dropping half a drop of wax
into a hot skillet.I get a quick shot of a smell and it goes away.
I can't see anything it is real quick and its gone.
Granted the heater is new and it might be burning in.Dunno,it is not enough to bother
me.I do know that it will be toasty warm in my cab this winter.I do like it.I hope that
answers your question.
Mr Bizal is great to deal with,and I believe Brute4c has posted his number in the next
message.I hope that works for you...P.S.if you go with a gas fired heater you will like the
ten foot long blueprint.
It's cool...
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12618 NEXT>12665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK OK We need to get this rolling.Send me your specific questions and I will make
contact and get the answers.
Email questions to devlin@tqci.net and I will make the call the middle of next week.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake Info POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually had called and got some of my questions awnsered.From what he said nothing
is set in stone so don't quote me.The kit would include the necessary adapters,but not the
calipers and rotors.(would make for cheaper shipping).I would also assume we would
need to do the brake lines as well.The 700-900 price range is dependant on the quotes he
gets back from the machine shops to see how cheaply he can do it,and is also just for
ONE axle.He also said he would be quite busy until after labor day so i don't imagine we
will get any more info until after then.At that price i will probably attempt to design my
own and have them machined,or at least get a quote to see where i would stand cost wise.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12657 NEXT>
12680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,
They wont be made probably for a couple weeks.Materials have been ordered and i have
enough for 6,but it still has to come in .Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com.DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 4:04
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12671 12674 12686
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I currently don't have a floor jack or a lift,is there a secret to removing the front hubs,I've
already tried driving around the block and tapping them with a hammer?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Wheels POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12661 NEXT>12673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got hummer wheels also and would want the 6 bolt patten centers welded in but the
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web site is not worker.Is there some where else?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12662 NEXT>12678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice rig!What's the story with the sup'ed up m38a1 beside the M7?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Cargo bows or building specs POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in installing a cargo cover bows.Does anyone know where i can find the
specs or parts needed for this.I read that people are using cutdown bows from a deuce
and a half.I don't want troop seats.
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 August 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12667 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I put the locking hubs on I had to carefully remove mine with a chisel...nothing
else was doing anything.Be careful to work all the way around,not just in a few spots,
and go slow as not to destroy the flat surface on the hub.
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:front diff.not engaging POSTER>townsend rick
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 3:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would agree,but,no noise is coming from the front..My experience with broken things
is they usually make noise.SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12668 NEXT>12696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,Diamond Racing Wheels of Milwaukee,can do this for you.800-937-4407 PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12667 NEXT>
12675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
What I found out on mine was the studs were very tight where they go through the holes
on the hub plate.After removing all the nuts,I started with the longer studs and put two
nuts back on the same stud,tightened them against each other really tight and the
unscrewed the stud completely out of the hub.I found that as I got enough of them
removed,the hub plate eventually became loose enough to come off.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12675 NEXT>12689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WD40 on the studs where they go through the drive flange and a sharp chisel and a
decent sized hand maul.That'll do.
Make sure the studs are clean before you put the lockouts on or they'll hang up.
REMEMBER TO PACK THE HUB ON THE TRUCK FULL OF GREASE SO THAT
YOU JUST HAVE THE SPLINED AXLE STUB STICKING OUT OF THE GREASE.
Until I packed mine like that I went through two bushings in the lockout.
SUBJECT>Ditto POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 8:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12670 NEXT>12691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ditto,I will buy the cargo top but I would like to make my own sides and top bows.Any
info on sizing,heights etc.would be helpful
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12669 NEXT>12684 12692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for asking Rhino,It's actually a CJ-5.It does have a M38A1 fully boxed frame
though.Warn full floater rear,Dana 44 up front,4:88 gears,rear springs up front,under
hood welder,heater and defrost from Vintage air.
T-18 trans and saturn overdrive,with a 225 oddfire V-6 pushing everything.First rig I
ever bought (at age 17)and it will be the last one ever sold.At the risk of drifting off
topic for this list I would welcome talking about it or my M715 offline.I could rant and.rave about it all day long
if you will let me...Ha..ha...Thanks for asking.It is indeed my
beloved money pit number 1.....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
Oh yea Check out the very rare round cornered tilt out windsheild.Not very
common...Take care...
SUBJECT>Re:door wanted POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12659 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can use a door off of a civilian full size.I don't know about the 4 door models,but a
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2 door will work fine.I had a slight altercation with a medium size oak with my
passenger door open (don't ask ).You just need to cut the window frame off with a
hacksaw and swap the glass over.It does use a different regulator,and you'll be left with a
lock cylinder in the door,but the 715 regulator is in the way,so it won't be functional.
You'll spend a while hunting for a good door from a 715.If you need the regulator,I think
you'll have a better time finding that.I have extra passenger side glass,and I think it will
swap.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12666 NEXT>12683 12685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,
I would like a tank &straps as well.Do you think you will be able to install the suction
line?
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12675 NEXT>12704 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tommy,
What cones???
Rhino
SUBJECT>Compter Fixed POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,
at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12688 12736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I,ve missed 1936 posts....sad,but am back on line again.We have a new E-mail
address too,amygeurts@connectnc.net for all you who used to sent me stuff.Oh I want a
cab bow the small one closest to the windsheild if any one has one.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm also in the market for a new tank.I have a new sending
unit,but I don't feel like
messin'with that rusty old tank cause it isn't leaking YET!It probably will after I take it
out.Thanks Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First thing I noticed!Sweet
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12680 NEXT>
12726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can,but i'm unsure where to get the stuff I need to install them,any leads or info where
is very much appreciated.want to install original equipment or something better.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12667 NEXT>12702 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the help guys,got 'em off and the locking hubs installed,I discovered that it's
easier to line up the studs and the spline if you have that side jacked just high enough for
the tire to clear.
Even though they are full floaters,my guess is that the weight of the vehicle moves the
studs down slightly leaving the axle shaft in it's "center position",which is binding on the
flange and making it hard to remove and install.If you jack it until it lines up it will slap
right on (unless you have a bent or damaged stud).
I discovered this at the end of installing the first one,which I replaced all the studs on
(about 3 hours).The second one took 30mins,that includes cleaning and repacking the
grease.once I had it off I held it on and a buddy gently jack the vehicle on that side until
it slipped right on,even though I had to chisel and pry it off.
As usual,about the time I get good at something that skill is no longer needed
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12675 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tommy,
If I remember right,the front has no cones to loosen up in the usual way.Just some fat
studs that fit snugly in the holes.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Compter Fixed POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com.DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12682 NEXT>12690 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wout,
Welcome back.A few of us are going to Uwharrie Labor day weekend.Are ya'in?
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Rhino
SUBJECT>Packed with grease?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12676 NEXT>12700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I did this mine wouldn't lock in.The grease kept the gear from sliding.I had to take
it out and just leave a good coating on it.Did I do something wrong with it?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Compter Fixed POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 August
2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12688 NEXT>12693 12694
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We might ride up for the day but that is all.Sorry.I want to see y'alls trucks.In the past
me and TC are all that ever show up.Everyone is welcome to wheel here and camp if you
want.It's not the size of uwharrie but I got mud.
SUBJECT>Re:Ditto POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,
22 August 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12677 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if yall can email me after thursday of NEXT week ill measure all of it.im moving so i
cant right now
SUBJECT>Re:New Pics from Al Temple POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
I guess I should have read the captions first.I just saw the split window and the hood
looked like it had that little lip in the right front,do cj-5's have that too?Regardless...that
baby is nice!I bet she's got some stories...not to take anything away from the 715 which
looks like it just got delivered to the motor pool yesterday.
Great work,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Compter Fixed POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12690 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm driving my truck from Havelock Friday morning (260 miles).I had your number but.it's lost now so if ya'email it
to me I'll give you a call next week closer to when I leave.I
could definatley use a pit stop about the time I get to Carthage.I'd like to check your
place out one weekend,but,We've already got everything reserved at Uwharrie.I like the
idea of mud as well.Those short wheel base guys always kick my ass on the rocks.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Four M715's for sale POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For all those who requested info on these trucks.I have received an e-mail that these
trucks have been sold to a member of this forum.Glad to see them find a good home.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Wheels POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12673 NEXT>12728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys..
SUBJECT>Re:Bleeding brakes POSTER>Kirk EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I realize this may be a bit late but,the bleed to the bottle method does work....Just place
the bottle higher than the bleeder.This allows the bubble to rise in the hose,leaving only
brake fluid at the bleeder.I have my own shop (public type)and use this method on a
regular basis.I have tried the reverse bleeders,vacuum pumps,ect...I keep going back to
this method.Just my $.02 worth.
SUBJECT>lug bolts POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,
22 August 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know the part #or where to get lug bolts&nuts
Thanks
SUBJECT>used my stock truck for tree work....LONG POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,22 August 2002,at 10:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12706 12707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my brother called me today and asked could i come help him with tree work.im moving
in the next week and said no.he calls back to say they buried a (z71)4wd in his yard that
was hauling the tree trunk parts to the front to be disposed of.
i get there in my truck,and gently pull the truck out (it wasnt buried)and try and leave.he
cons me into loading MY truck with stumps and pulling them around.well the arborist
gets back and proceedes to bury his bucket truck in the mud!well he tells me it weighs
about 22000 pounds and if i didnt mind,could i winch him out.i tell him no,at that
weight i doubt it (i have 0 snatch blocks....note to self...buy 4).i tell him ill pull him out.i pull him out (my
truck is totally stock except for my xl tires)i
pull hi mout in reverse with no tire spin on my part!i couldnt believe it!well i jocky him
around the best i can and he sticks it again.the problem?hes now between two trees and
the only pulling i can do is at a right angle.imaggine a "T"and thats how i was.i hook up
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at a bad angle and figure "what the hell...."i let the little tired underpowered 6 cylender
clutch out and drag his truck sideways!i know you say "so"but im not pulling straight,as
you see i have to turn as im pulling to AVOID a house.turning and pulling with ope
differentials is a NO NO,as ive buried myself too many times to know better.i get him
out and he is amazed at this point.he laughs and says "no way my dodge 4x4 dually could
have done that"and i just smile.
They trap me in the yard as they cut the tops out of the gum trees.12"-18"diameter logs,
some cut down to 36"and some still whole.they drop limbs and debris all over.well i say
"im going home"and they say "we'll clear a path!"not to be out done i figure if i want to
really show them ill drive OVER all the stuff and through the mud too!i figure theres no
real way to make it,but i have a winch!i line up down the fence line (about 100'of limbs,
mud,and trunk)i throw on the seat belt as its going to be bumpy!the limbs are stacked
up in places almost to the hood.i do a pre-damage checklist.....radiator,headlights,and
sheetmetal.....not bad to keep face!i go to let out the clutch and they yell STOP!i look
over the mound and they grab a video camera!i get the go ahead and make it about
halfway bumping and jumping (in second)when i grind to a halt on some tree trunk and
limbs,and its going no where fast!i figure oh well and try for reverse....i back up maybe
15 feet and take another second gear stab and launched over and through the rest!
no damage at all,and 6 new believers in a stock M715!
just thought anyone feeling there stock truck cant hang....it will!
also im going to try and post the video
SUBJECT>Re:Packed with grease?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12689 NEXT>12713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Don't pack the MM Lockout with grease,pack the hub on the truck with grease.If you
pack the lockout the grease won't compress and the lockout won't work.Pack the trucks
hub right to the edge,not the lockout.It'll work then.I used that red military grease,got 5
gallons of it at a surplus,and have had no problems at all with the Lockout's bushing
failing since.
You gonna ship me that tbi soon?:)
SUBJECT>Re:Choptop M715/Wag project pics.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12651 NEXT>12703
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pascal,
That's an abomination.......so creative and ingenuitive...you sick freak.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23
August 2002,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12686 NEXT>12711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,good note.The wheel bearings are not preloaded,actually they're supposed to be
ever so slightly loose,allowing the hub to skew just a tad when there's weight on it.If
your hub skews that much though,you may want to check the your bearing adjustment -
maybey tighten it up a bit.
Which brings up a question I have:
Does anyone have a good idea for how to bend the lock washer tabs "outward"over the
spindle nut when re-installing the hub?
SUBJECT>Re:Choptop M715/Wag project pics.POSTER>pascalray
EMAIL>pascalray@aol.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12701 NEXT>12705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was that a compliment?
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>tommy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23
August 2002,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>12681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stand corrected,I am on the rear end.
SUBJECT>Re:Choptop M715/Wag project pics.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12703 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pascal,
Take into consideration the source on that one.
SUBJECT>Re:used my stock truck for tree work....LONG POSTER>Jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12699 NEXT>12730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love the "pre-damage checklist".And just to think,all these new trucks are more
worried about scratching the paint.I'm sure you are glad you didn't get stuck in the
process,since nobody could have gotten you out.It sounds like they cut down all of your
winch anchors as well.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:used my stock truck for tree work....LONG POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12699
NEXT>12708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another great story for the record.
And Ford has the nerve to advertise their luxurious new dually pulling a stuck Icebreaker
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through the artic ice.What a joke automakers have become..SUBJECT>Utter Stupidity POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12707 NEXT>12712 12724
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stopped at a bar one night for a burger,fries and lager and saw that rediculous Ford 'ice
breaker'commercial...nearly blew lager out my nose!!However,(easy Perk..)that
commercial is a good competition for the farsicle 400'tall HD Chevy's running over
mountains and nearly horse farms driven by the Paul Bunyan's of the construction
industry...oh and lets not forget that the music is slowed down to subliminally lesson your
senses of perception.It's as rediculous as my 427,Boggered Kaiser getting the same
milage as a 2002 Lincoln Navigator!All those dumb (book smart,mind you..)industry
bastards need to get a friggin clue.
On a more realistic note,my dad got a new air compressor and his other one's electric
motor stopped working the same day.It's looking like I'm going to be putting that on my
truck.I've got a couple of automotive a/c pump clutches and hopefully one of them will
be close enough to work.I've got the whole setup,regulators,valves,guages,it should
work...and it won't be 40'tall or need to be airlifted by a helicopter either.(the HD Isuzu,
GM Duramax diesel engine magazine add...ill)
Yes,same side as always.
SUBJECT>WHO bought the 4 m715 in north texas ??POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@attbi.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatTJUlPNxL3s PREVIOUS>NEXT>12752
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who bought the 4 trucks in Texas ???
If you are selling any of them,Please e-mail me.
I'm interested in buying one.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>SoCal FSJ Flyer &Driving info...POSTER>James 007
EMAIL>FSJeepers@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings Everyone,
To view the flyer,you'll need a free software Adobe Acrobat Reader on your computer.
Here's the link &after you've installed it,you can view &print it out.
www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
Meeting place/breakfast will be at Flying J's restaurant/truckstop both Sat/Sun @8:30am.
Flying J's http://www.flyingj.com/
42810 Frazier Mtn.Park Rd.
Lebec,CA 93243-9704
(661)248-2600
I-5 Frazier Park Exit.Driving Directions:
http://maps.where2getit.com/flyingj/directions.html
Park fees are $5 per-day &camping is around $5-$10.
SUBJECT>Re:cant remove front hubs?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12702 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I replaced them with keyed washers that have 8 or 10 square "teeth"?around the O.D.to
fold over.Alot easier to work with.The stock ones had deformed keys and needed
replaced anyway.I used a small pybar/crowbar looking tool to gently pry the washers
edge up.Hardest part is getting the edge to start bending my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12708
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have an idea on using one of these air pumps for air suspensions?I believe
they are electric.I have seen them second hand on Ebay cheap.Would they work with a
air tank?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Packed with grease?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12700
NEXT>12750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.The jury is still out on that last one.If I wasn't to lazy to remount the engine
(mine sets up so high I don't have room for a high rise and carb)I would be more serious
about swapping.I had a guy tell me he thought the problem I'm having was because my
fuel pump was wired direct off the ignition,not off the fuel pump relay,causing the pump
to run always,over presuring the injectors.Then my return was run into a fuel filter with
a second line on it.He said some of these have to have about 4 pounds to allow the fuel to
start flowing,but the return should flow free,thus also causing too much presure in the
injectors.So I have a few more things to try.
I'll keep you posted.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Tuttle creek POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,
at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12715 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Planning on going to tuttle creek for labor day weekend.Would like to see some other
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kaisers show up and meet the owners but all are welcome.So come out and have some
fun.Plan on getting there on friday after noon and staying until we get bored.Or break!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12714
NEXT>12717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is Tuttle Creek?Wanted to take Kaiser somewhere over holiday.
Paul in Tulsa,OK
SUBJECT>MV magazine Article POSTER>Warren Duchesne
EMAIL>gunfreakdad@aol.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12722 12768 12783 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve Turchet once again makes the 715 look like crap .His article has several incorrect
statements about the 715 .For one he said that the 715 has no more power than the M37 .
I own both trucks and the 715 is more powerful and much quicker 0-50 than the M37 not
that I like to drag race the thucks but sometimes you have to pull on to the highway from
a dead stop.He also says the frame is weak ,I just dont see it I havent heard of frame
trouble on these trucks.They do not ride as smooth as my 37 but the steering is easier.
Both trucks have their pros and cons.Warren Duchesne
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12715
NEXT>12718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is the State park web site.Got to the down loadable maps and look at the ORV park
by Randoulph.I hope to make it up and play.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12717
NEXT>12719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.kdwp.state.ks.us/pmforum/tuttlecrk.html
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23 August
2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12718 NEXT>12720
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee hope to see you there and maybe some others.Looks to be a good time.
Paul,tuttle creek is located in kansas.Lee was nice enough to post the web address so
check it out and try to make it if you can.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12719
NEXT>12721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the info!!!If I decide to head up that way,I'll get with you guys next week
and
find out where to meet.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23 August
2002,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12720 NEXT>12732
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good just let us know.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,23 August 2002,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12716 NEXT>12723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree Warren.In fact,I don't know if my M43 (ambulance M37)ever even made it to 50
mph!I liked the ride better too,too bad the 'ol Wagons needed an act of God to stop
though.I also had a WC54 ambulance.I found it was best to look ahead for a sturdy
building to run into.The frames on those were definitely sturdy.Too bad certain property
owners can't take a joke.
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 12:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12722 NEXT>12743 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah they seem to dog on 715s,don't they?Well at least they mention them.I don't think
the MVPA guys even recognise them as mil.Must be the 2 or 3 pieces of civi sheet metal
that throws them.....just my opinon
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12708 NEXT>12725 12749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I agree.Most all of these auto makers have rediculous ad's that insult our
inteligence.How about the Explorer driving up a 90 degree shear rock wall,it must have
lockers front and rear,don't ya think,HAHAHAHA.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12724 NEXT>12744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,I was surprised to see an Explorer do something besides taking tykes to soccer
practice *L*
All kidding aside,as I also own a newer truck (2000 Dakota Quad-cab 4X4).But,as I tell
those who ask me when I am "Gonna go wheeling"in it,I reply,"I have a real truck for
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that."The Dakota gets me to work and back and is a better vehicle to take on a date tha
the Kaiser *L*(if she is a keeper,she gets to take a trip in the Kaiser...but she has to be.special!)
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12685 NEXT>12734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,
I'll take one of your tanks as well,the suction line would be nice.
SUBJECT>BAD INFO!Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy
POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 1:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12594 NEXT>12729 12738 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
I purchased a power brake booster for a 70's J20 based on this advice from Autozone with
the matching 2 chamber master cylinder for $138 without the core.The master cylinder
apears to match the firewall and studs perfectly.However the power brake booster does
NOT bolt up to the firewall!So it is being returned.I am considering keeping the $19.99
master cylinder because it is so much larger than the anemic stock master cylinder and
would move much more fluid.Maybe I wouldn't have to bleed the brakes everytime I left
the driveway.
I read one place in that public rolodex you can download off one of these sights that some
guy bolted the J20 power booster onto the firewall and then ran a hummer master
cylinder...what's the advantage of using a master cylinder from a hummer?
May the force be with you,
Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Wheels POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey let us know how much your paying to get a set of wheels when it's all said and done,
please.Thanks,Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:BAD INFO!Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy
POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 1:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use the dual chamber M/C,power or not for the added safety advantage.I used the mid
70's FSJ one listed in the parts file for a direct bolt in.As for boosters,I prefer manual
brakes but every booster I've ever seen uses 4 bolts so it's definitely not a direct bolt in.
Though it is worth the fab time if you like the assistance.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:used my stock truck for tree work....LONG POSTER>Ryan.EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,24 August
2002,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12706 NEXT>12731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Winch anchors"Are you talking about the shackles in the front bumper?They would
make using snatch blocks a lot easier if they could handle 4x8000 lbs =32,000lbs of
winching power...Anyone know what they are rated for?
:)Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:used my stock truck for tree work....LONG POSTER>bobby EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe he was talking about the trees
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12721 NEXT>12735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Checked w/park web site and all reserved camping spots full.Can a person get camp site
if arriving 6:00 PM Friday?Are there motels within a reasonable distance?What part of
the park do you wheel in?Do you guys camp or are you local or hotels?Sorry for all
questions.Lived in Tulsa all of my life and never heard of Tuttle until this week.Post or
e-mail at psbrown2@swbell.net.
Thanks
SUBJECT>NOS Foot Starter Switch -Need one POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!
Does anyone have a NOS foot starter switch for sale?
If so,please email me.Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Myron,SS Fuel Tanks...POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12726 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll let you know when they are ready!
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek POSTER>Lee Soldan EMAIL>Lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If you go to the Randolph state camping ground,just north and east of Randolph,there
are lots of camping places.I dont think that they all will be full.I have been to the orv all.the big summer dates
and I have never had any trouble finding a place to camp.The Off
road park is only 1 1/2 miles south of the state park.Your truck must have a tag to drive
to the o.r.v.on the state roads,but once in the park no tag's are needed.There is a great
off loading ramp at the orv.Most camp,but the motels in Manhatton and Junction City
Kansas are about 15 to 20 miles south of the park on highway 77.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Compter Fixed POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
Your letter U must still be broke?hyuk.Wondered where you'd been,glad your back.I'm
planning to meet Rhino at Arrowhead about 0900 Saturday.Hope you can make it.Tell
your buddies too.I can't help you with the bow.That's one of the few things I don't have
too many of.
TC
SUBJECT>Hummer wheels with run-flat beadlocks POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Saturday,24 August 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12739 12740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To all those interested in hummer wheels/bead locks for M715's and M37's.I've bee
talking with some fellows here in NC that are making these wheels.Price was $175 ea
w/o beadlock,$225 ea with beadlock.I just acquired a load of hummer wheels and am
trying to do some horse trading with them right now.How many sets do I tell him we
need?Maybe we can get a little discount if we do a quantity buy.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:BAD INFO!Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy
POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,
at 2:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12727
NEXT>12751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you ever read a single post that claimed it was a direct bolt up?No you haven't.Just
because others have made it work doesn't mean they didn't "massage"it to fit.Don't sell
yourself short.Your truck was never built to accept a power booster,so obviously any
addition will require a little engineering.Don't give up.You can make virtually anything
work with enough effort.I am at the same point as you,and brother...it's all about
imagination.Hang in there..You've gotten no BAD INFO here.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer wheels with run-flat beadlocks POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12737 NEXT>
12746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TC,
I'm in for a set of 4 of the regulars,if a group buy would get the price on the beadlocks
down around $200,I'd be in for those.Where at in NC?What about different offsets,and
different widths?.Rhino
SUBJECT>battery box cover POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,25 August
2002,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a battery box cover they would like to sell????Please.
SUBJECT>New Pics &Wiring Diagrams POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
I have several updates to note:
2 pictures of a nice fire department M715 in the misc pics gallery.I was told they have
had 6 in service since 1982.They are at the end of the 4th page and have their "Fire Rat"
logo on the door.
Also,a couple of other single pics at the end of the 4th page of misc.pics.
I found a couple of M715 pics on the web thanks to a members link,where they were i
service in Germany.They were added to the Active Duty Pics.
In the Members Pictures Gallery,I added some pics of Chad's truck to his gallery.Also,
Dave sent in 6 shots of his big block M715,nice truck!!
As if that's not enough,I recently finished a new set of wiring diagrams that are
applicable to all of our vehicles,with stock wiring of course.After buying a cab to work
up for my truck,which came with the whole front harness,I decided to document it i
whole and wire by wire.It is from a truck with the early,large distribution box,style turn
signals.You can find them in the online manuals linked above or at the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12723
NEXT>12748 12818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the MVPA guys that I hang out with have drool down to their knees when I tell
them I swapped in Power steering and Power brakes in a couple hours,and I have less
than $100 in the whole deal.Try doing that on an M37.We put power steering on my
brothers M37 with Snake River parts,and he has 3-400 in just that,and it uses a junk
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Ford power steering pump.
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12725
NEXT>12745 12759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leave your Dakota at home.I went 4 wheeling on Drummond Island this weekend,with
about 38 other trucks.It seems the stock intake snorkel on a 2000 Ford Ranger is just.below the headlight on the
passenger side,and if you get it in about 3'of water,it
becomes a six cylinder water pump.Not real efficient,since it only made 1 revolution.
My M715 happened to be right in front of him,so I pulled him up out of the water hole to
survey the damage.Long story short,after pulling the plugs out and cranking,he got it
started,just to suck the remainder of the water out of the intake manifold at about 4000
rpms(redneck tuneup),and it made a big bang.After that,you could hear the rod spinning
around wacking the inside of the block,and the motor was a bit out of balance.So,the
big M715 got to tow the bone stock 5 cylinder Ranger back out through about 5 miles of
trail and 15 miles of road back to camp.He not only drove this thing up to Drummond
(500 miles from home),he needed it to get to work monday.
I guess that 35000 miles is all you expect to get out of a 3.0 liter Ranger motor anyway,
right Perk?
Did I mention the 715 didn't really notice it had anything in Tow?Thanks to the 350,
turbo 350 combo.
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,25 August 2002,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,I have the V-8,so one would be towing a 7 cylinder truck ;-)
Time to get back to the lesson plans!
All the best,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer wheels with run-flat beadlocks POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 3:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I own Hummer wheels already with bead locks and I asked the guys in NC how much to
cut my wheels and install solid centers would be ,$150 per wheel was the answer.
Rick
SUBJECT>Looking for Dan K.about hardtop POSTER>Harold Breede
EMAIL>spunkysmotorpool@cox.net DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 3:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I was looking through the members photo gallery,and saw an entry from Dan K.showing
4 pictures of his hardtop.Does anyone know how to contact him -I would really like to
talk to him about it,especially to know where he got the back window for it.
Thanks in advance,
Harold
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 5:46 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>12743 NEXT>
12753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's probably some thick headed old fart that fell in love with the power wagons 'back in
the day'and thinks that nothing can compare.My dad's like that.He even had the thick
headedness to tell me one day that his ol'32 three window and it's hopped up flatty v-8
could "trim"my chevy.My 'chevy'at that time was a rectangle headed 454,nitrous
assisted,strip five speed '69 Camaro.One day I was like "THAT'S IT!"shoved him in the
car and headed to a nice section of freshly paved highway.From a 1st gear roll on and
letting the tires hook before grabbing the next gear,(and w/o the spray)I still put down
about a 1000'feet of rubber,was still breaking traction going into 5th over 100mph and
shut his $hit up for good!Silly old fool,when a 21 stud flatty does 700hp and 7500rpm
then he can talk.
Lets hunt down the MV Magazine dude...open his eyes too!
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It absolutely is an insult to our intelligence.Yeah..the Exploder on the cliff...did you hear
about the latest Ford Exploder tire recall?I think it's Continentals this time,"...losing
sections of tread..."I think the invincable soccer Mom's need to stop driving 95mph to the
games!
SUBJECT>Re:Packed with grease?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12713 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?The electric fuel pump is always going to run.Try a return line straight back to the
tank.OH..Check this!...the TBI is actually a 'low pressure'efi set up.I think it's only like
13 or 14 pounds of fuel pressure.If you got a multi port pump,the pressure is going to be
in the low 40's and be way to much.
SUBJECT>Re:BAD INFO!Re:what brake booster to use with big block chevy
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,
at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12738
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reread my post Ryan...two holes need drilled.I didn't lengthen any rods make spacers of
any of that.Just split the system front and rear.
SUBJECT>Re:WHO bought the 4 m715 in north texas ??POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12709 NEXT>12758 12784 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
myself and two friends bought them.picked them up last weekend.i was amazed that all
four trucks were rust free after all those years of sitting in the weather.we plan to rebuild.three of them and use
the fourth for parts.
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12748 NEXT>12754
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somehow Spicer's anger toward his father has been attatched to the MV magazine writer.
Glad to open up that can of worms.Save it for your shrink Spicer.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12753 NEXT>
12766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My company won't pay for it anymore so I stopped going.
SUBJECT>wiring harness POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have an idea of what it cost to put all new wiring guages and seals in a truck
that use to run but has sit up for many years.I prefer to use all nos parts.also has anyone
had much experince with fording with the original drivetrain.I wondered if it really will
run hasle free under water and for how long.thanks
SUBJECT>Power steering rag joint?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12760 12761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm goint to be putting in my power steering this coming weekend,and the only part i
have yet to get is the rag joint.I was going to wait until i got the box in and then go
search for a match at napa,but i figured someone might know here.Help would be
appreciated.Daniel
SUBJECT>Uwharrie POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 3:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Guys I won't be there this weekend I.m going to see my daughter at ASU Saterday
and come back Sunday.I might would ride up Sunday about 1600hrs If y'all will still be
there.Let me know.For those driving by Carthage Friday afternoon your welcome to stop
by to show me your truck.910-947-6276.I'm 4 miles off 24/27 just west of town.Oh ,I
need one cab bow if someone has one.--Wout
SUBJECT>Re:WHO bought the 4 m715 in north texas ??POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Are you going to do an original restoration on them or
modify?Hope you plan on at least
keeping one original,especially since the evil rust demon hasn't gotten ahold of them.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12744
NEXT>12776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZ,Are you talking to me?Most all fuel injected trucks today from Detroit have the
engine air intake in the grill somewhere.They are not designed to run in water 3 plus feet
deep,hell you should know that.When water is sucked in to the engine,the first cylinder
that water enters,the piston tries to compress it and KA-POW!bent rod,valve or hole in
the piston.Water can not be compresed without a violent reaction,hell you should know
that too.Not even my 460 rodent exterminator could handle compressing water in the
cylinder,LOL.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering rag joint?POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i were you i would use a steering ujiont they might cost more initially but after breaking
a couple of rags you'll wish you would have.they come with splined unsplined and square
type ends.call your local hot rod shop they can fix you up.i bought mine from day racing
in tyler tx 903-593-9815.
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering rag joint?POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,26
August 2002,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12756 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put a power steering box off of a 78 cherokee and the rag joint for it was the same
as the original 715 one.I think all cherokees and trucks used the same joint for a lng time,
my 66 jeep truck had the same one,I think.
As for the durability of the rag joint,if it is assembled correctly it should not be a problem
as it does not take the load.It just holds the assembly together and the load is transfered
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through the pins.
SUBJECT>Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,26
August 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12765 12767
12772 12775 12785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The gas pedal on my truck has a slight problem,the rubber flap that bolts to the floor is
broken.It works good most of the time as it kind of snaps on the two posts,but rough
wheeling pulls it off too often.Where can I get a new pedal or better yet,has anyone got a
simple fix to re-assemble the old one.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Uwharrie POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,
26 August 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSSRRppd7D8U.PREVIOUS>12757 NEXT>12790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
I'm on leave until the middle of Sept.I'll be at Uwharrie until midday Monday.We ca
get up for a late evening run,or a night run on Sunday,or we could go at it Monday
morning.I'm in no hurry...thanks for the phone #,I'll give you a call on Friday around
noonish...If that's good for you?
Rhino
SUBJECT>King pin part #'s POSTER>Dave EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looking for the part #'s to rebuild the front knuckle joints.Are they availible at napa?I
tryed the parts list,but i couldn't get either one to work and i use windows 98se.
THANKS DAVE
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12762 NEXT>LINKNAME>gas pedal
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1853964
710
there's one on ebay right now
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way to go Spicer
I all ways did like a guy that will really tell you how it is.
That was great Spicer.Good to know that there are still a few of us stright shoots out
there.
Later Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12762 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
I wish I could be more accurate right now,too many Busch Lts...I remember when I took
mine off to Herculine the floor boards,I had this same problem.Something was in upside
down or backwards at the joint inside the cab.Once I switched it back the right way it
worked perfect.
just trying to save money and time,.Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12716
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Warren,
Which military mag is the article in?I would like to read it.
I looked at the store today and came up empty handed......Is it online???...Kaiserjeeps..
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:battery box cover POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,26 August
2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12741 NEXT>12773
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will sell you the entire box,top and bottom together ,for 50$plus shipping.E mail me
if interested.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:King pin part #'s POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 August 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12764
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By going to Online Manuals linked above,there is a link in the table on the left hand side
called M715 Zone Parts List.That will take you to an index of the parts list by subject,
example Axle Parts.Click on the title and you go to that page of the file.
If you click on the one on the right side and wait for it to load,you can save the file in
adobe acrobat format in one document with bookmarks for each section for faster access.
That should take care of you on the parts file,if not let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Spicer:Fuel pressure POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,I just read your last message on the fuel pressure.I have a 12 to 14 psi fuel
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pump,inline mounted on the frame.Supposed to be the correct one for this engine.I did
the return line to the tank,(right now just temporary,I ran it in the fill neck).I am getting
about the same responce.Sometimes it will idle,very rough,but usually it won't,I got it
to a gas station last week,I guy told me the cam was sounding good!The computer has to
be not reading something right.Part of the time I could not accelerate,it would just fall
on its face,some of the time it would accelerate fine,just flood out trying to idle.It would
change every 10 to 20 seconds.I guese I will have to save some coins and break down
and buy a painless wiring harness.(Crying here!)My brakes still won't work,spongy till
almost to the floor,then the front left wheel locks up.I think I will try replacing the
master cyl.I have pumped 2 quarts of brake fluid thru bleeding them.With everything on
the axels stock,running vac booster and master cyl off 3/4 ton chevy,do I need a
porportioning valve?
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 3:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One or two self tapping screws straight down thru the floor will hold it just fine..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:battery box cover POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested but don't have ypour emal address......email me
rjs5991@charter.net....Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer:Fuel pressure POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12771 NEXT>
12780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,have you had the O2 and coolant temp senders checked?These seem to head up
the pack with stumbling problems...especially the coolant sender.The entire fuel 'map'is
based on engine temp.Something else...do you have a knock sensor?If you have one and
have your initial crank timing too much and it detects a knock,it will not just pull out the
needed amount of time to stop the knock it will wack out like 8 or 10 degrees.
Breaks suck...have fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12762 NEXT>12778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
I let a guy drive my truck about 3 months ago and he tore the rubber connector in half and
I thus had the same problem.I didn't want to spend money on a replacement when the
original seemed so weak,so I made my own out of a piece of diamond tread aluminum
and a door hinge.I welded one side of the hinge to the floor and then bolted it to the
pedal.
It took about 10 minutes and now I have a part I don't ever foresee breaking.Ponder that,
will you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12759
NEXT>12777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Perk,I'm just jerking your chain.The worst part about it is,the damage didn't
happen until after he pulled the plugs out and put them back in.The intake manifold was.still full of water,and this
jerk that was a "Professional"mechanic was telling him to rev
the heck out of it.So he had the pedal right to the floor so the motor got a big gulp of
water and bang,busted a rod.If he'd have kept his foot out of it,and just let the motor
work out the water slowly,he may have been able to save it.It was a Ford though,so
saving it may not have been possible,LOL...
SUBJECT>Re:Utter Stupidity POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA!Look at Perk go...with his best Brooklyn accent,"Are you talkin'to ME?"
I got lucky as crap one time...I hydraulic locked a cylinder in a 454 due to a bad needle
valve.The key was on and the electric pump kept pumping.Stopped the starter like a
rock.Found the problem and beat hell outta the carb with a screwdriver handle to seat the
needle.Good thing those rat motors have healthy rods..unlike..some..other......
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
27 August 2002,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12775 NEXT>12779
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
I think I will try the hinge idea.Did you remove the posts in back at the same time and
just use the hinge to locate the pedal?
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12778 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Show did.It's one clean install.I welded the hinge to the little bump where the rubber was
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screwed in.
Soooooo niiiiiiiccccceeeeee.
Want me to take a pic (with my new digital camera)and e-mail it to you?I'm here for you
man.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer:Fuel pressure POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,yeah the temp sensor showed as not working when I ran a check with a mechanic's
computer read out thing?.I replaced it,I had already replaced the o2 sensor and the
throttle pos sensor when I put it on a computer test machine before.Seems each time I put
it on one of those testers it always says "o2 sensor,temp sensor,and or the throttle pos
sensor".Oh,yes there is a knock sensor,Who knows if its working.Oh well,always
something.
mudclod.SUBJECT>mission impossible POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12782 12786 12793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey everyone awhil back i announced that i was going to be driving my m-715 across
country from New Hampshire to Utah for college and asked for some suggestions.well,i
made it.my m-715 averaged 10 mpg and 55mph.it was a long trip.i also got stuck in
Erie,PA for 3 days with tranny and t-case problems.thanks all for the advice.like
making the unlocking hubs,and bringing extra gear oil and stuff.it helped a lot.thanks!
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats!glad you made it!
mike
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12716 NEXT>12787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there can only be one reason for this:Steve has been eating too much of the old meat pole
if you know what i mean.715's are one of the manliest trucks ever made and
affordable.i've found that the only people that don't think my 715 is way cool are either
women or sissies.
SUBJECT>Re:WHO bought the 4 m715 in north texas ??POSTER>Jeff in North Texas
EMAIL>jthomasmet@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,27 August 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,how complete did they turn out to be?I only saw them buried in the weeds.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Pedal keeps coming off...POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I changed the orinigal pedal out when I put in a small block Chevy.Used a Lokar pedal
assembly which mounts directly on the floor of the cab.Secured throught the sheet metal
with a backing plate (included in kit from Lokar).Cable protrudes through floor slightly
different than stock.Seems to work well.Let me know if you want any pictures.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 10:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12781 NEXT>12792 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What kind of problems did you have with the tranny and t-case?.SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a c 3,4,5 quad and my sister and mother take me for a ride in my M-715 all the time,
they think it's a blast.Badest old truck on or off road they tell me,to heck with them old
farts.Brandon
SUBJECT>Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>Harold Breede
EMAIL>spunkysmotorpool@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi List,
Wanted to let you know that I'm selling a couple of items for a M715 and also some other
items that would work on any M-series truck.Headlight buckets,front tow shackles,and
some lights,etc.
If interested,you can take a look at the stuff on the Surplus page at
www.spunkysmotorpool.com
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12788 NEXT>12791 12794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a cab bow for a canvas top.Doesn't matter which one but the smaller one would
work better,I'll take either one.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Uwharrie POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,
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at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12763 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stop by Friday evening on your way.As you go out of Carthage on 24/27 down a big hill
then up a slow hill turn right on Myrick rd-cont straight it will turn into Kelly plantation
rd then into a dirt rd.cont to the 1st house 1194 on left 2 miles down.This is a total of
about 4 miles of 24/27.I should be home between 3 &5.
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wout,
There is a set of bows on Ebay right now.One is slightly bent and from the looks of it,it
can be straightened with a little effort.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.the tranfer case was spewing gear oil out of the 2 front seals and the
transmission was
making horrible ringing/grinding noises the pilot bearing and throwout bearing were also
wasted.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12781 NEXT>12845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok botton line,How long did it take you.Driving time.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12789 NEXT>12796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dude,Mine are exactly the same and the top fits perfect over them so I'd bet that with
one shorter,the top will be very loose and flap around.
Chris
SUBJECT>Brakes again POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 August 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well boys and girls i had to redo the brakes again.went to move the 725 and almost
moved the shop too....no brakes!!the right front wheel cylinder was leaking and when i
took it apart it was full of crud.so i went to buy new ones again,and could not find my
old numbers.i remembered someone (maybe me)said 93 ford van.well those are wrong.
went home and found the old receipts.i originally had installed bendix,but now they sell
raybestos.so he crossed the numbers for me.i hope he did it right.
so here it is the actual numbers that fit both the backing plate and the brake line.
bendix numbers 33595 and 33596....i know these fit
raybestos numbers 37262 and 37263
i will install tomorrow nite.if anything does not fit right i will post.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 3:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12794 NEXT>12797 12810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to install a 3ed bow about 6inchs behind the windshield and then put 2 bars in near
the center to the middle bow so I put my CB and move my music up where the mud and
garden hose won't bother them.I will have to lower it some no matter which bow I get.
Can y'all get a pic of that in your mind?I have trouble passing on ideas when I write.
Maybe it's best just to take on of my bows somewhere and have it copied.Oh well thanks
y'all.
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 6:42 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12796
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get the picture,good idea!!I have a radio that has a nylon web type strap that is
adjustable and have straddled it over the 2 existing bows,good sound output and out of
the way.Your way would be even more secure.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>Matt EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12795 NEXT>12800 12801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That info is good to know.I am having a hard time searching the archives,maybe
someone would know what is need for the dual master cylinder setup.Master cylinder
number and any other info would be greatly appreciated.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>M725 POSTER>Matt EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 7:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all
I am looking at a 725 that is for sale.What is it worth?The frame is rusty,big chunky
rusty,more than my 715.the body and cab and stretcher compartment are immaculate.no
stretchers but the ladder and brackets for stretchers are there.I didn't know seats were in
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back when the brackets are stowed.9600 miles on odometer,VIN is 10963.No brakes.
Any idea for cost?Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a almost new dual master cylinder.$25 plus shipping from Tulsa,OK.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12798 NEXT>12802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a MC for a 1 ton chev truck,early 70's I believe.You will want the one with equal
sized reservoirs for drum brakes.I used one for a cj5 before that,but the braking really
sucked.The 1 tonner has a bigger piston and is better matched to the size of the 715.You
may have to modify your brake rod,but that is easy.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12801 NEXT>12808 12844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mid '70's corvette NON power has good sized piston for original disc applications.Works.great with my stock wheel
cylinders.Moves plenty of fluid!Used with Delco/jeep
gladiator booster.
SUBJECT>M715 POSTER>Dave Ball EMAIL>vought@msn.com DATE>Thursday,29
August 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12804
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many items off of the civillian trucks (J200-J300)will fit on a Military?
such as:
AMC 360 V8,Power sterring,brake power booster and dual master cylinder.
will these items just bolt right in?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12803 NEXT>12809 12811 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I feel bad for you older members who see this post after post and just reply with the same
old tired line of "check the FAQ".
-B.
SUBJECT>Tire Size ???POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>12806 12807 12817 12852
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know it has been asked before but I can't get in to the file.
How big of a tire can I run on my stock M715 with stock rims ?
Thanks for any input.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>12805 NEXT>12821 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
38x13x16 Swampers
38.5x11x16 Boggers
1100x16 military tires
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12802 NEXT>12835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your truck came with original Discs?????How lucky are you!!!Sorry man,had to do it.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>John L.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at
3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.NOW!NOW!,LETS BE NICE
SUBJECT>Re:Some M715 and other M-series parts for sale POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12796 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good idea to me too.Sure is plenty of head room up there so the radio stuff
would be right at home.I just mentioned that the bows I've seen are all the same so that
you're not on a wild goose chase.Any railing fabricator should be able to bend exactly
what you need for a nominal fee.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Dave Ball EMAIL>vought@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12804 NEXT>12822 12825 12834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry guys I am not worthy *Bowing*I am not worthy *Bowing*
Thanks Brian for helping the newbie out before he stepped on anything
Hazardous....
Dave
SUBJECT>Rhino POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 4:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you see my post under Uwharie?
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SUBJECT>Mint M715 for sale at Weare NH this year POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12836 12847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know who owns the stock mint M715 that was for sale at Weare NH rally
this year.It had NH plates and was semi gloss OD.
Does anyone know what he was asking for it.It probably sold.
SUBJECT>Brute4c...Parts list correction POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,
First of all...I don't know what I would do without this site.Thanks for your efforts to
post all of the tech info.
I hate to be the one to bring this to your attention,but I think I have found a bad part
number in the parts list.I purchased the carb kit from Napa that you had posted in the
parts list.Unfortunately,the only piece from the kit that would fit the M715 carb was the
fuel bowl gasket.
No hard feelings though.That stuff happens all the time when working on old and
obscure stuff.In addition,your efforts have saved me many times over the price of that.little kit.
Best Regards,
TC
SUBJECT>CRAZY QUESTION of the DAY POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12823 12850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i took the engine,trans,and transfer out of my 84 GW,could i somehow flip the
transfer case over to make it a righthand output?all late model wagoneers have the front
drive shaft on the left (driver)side.i know that they make the same transfer in in a
righthand drop,but is the same?just inverted?could i flip it and make new linkages?
you see,this is what happens to us old timers.
and don't worry....i have many more of these.....
krob725
SUBJECT>Wheels that fit m715's POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's one for ya !!!!!!What if I took the brake drum and drilled a new wheel pattern..
Here's the deal I have all kinds of GM 4x4 stuff like 35"to 40"Monster Mudders,
Swampers,BFG's and the wheels that fit them.I am thinking of drilling a 8-lug pattern i
the brake drums.....Has anyone tried or know of anyone that maybe has tried some thing
like this ???????Its totally a budget thing ya know...Shoot trying to keep 3 4x4's equiped
and in good running order is kind of expensive...LOL...
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12805 NEXT>12824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These things will take about any tire you throw at them.The thing I am running into is I
have a few sets of 16.5 tires and wheels.I really don't want to go buy another set of 16's
when I have several 16.5's around..I am thinking of drilling a new 8-lug pattern in the
brake drums...Any thoughts on that ???????
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 9:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12743 NEXT>12829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you be willing to provide me with info on your power steering swap.....????
PLZ>..
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c...Parts list correction POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12814 NEXT>12830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have removed the part number from the list,thanks for letting me know...it is how we
learn..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Rhino POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,29
August 2002,at 10:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>12812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
Sorry I didn't respond,I've been working all day,getting the beast ready for the trip
tomorrow...I started at 0830 and it's 0130 now,other than coffee,copenhagen and some
Busch Lt's I barely even had time to eat.I plan on leaving around 0800 tomorrow,So If
I'm in your neck of the woods around noon I'll give ya'a call.I have your directions
written down.If you want me to give you a call regardless what time I get to Carthage I
will.Either way I'll make time this weekend to check your place out and your rig.If not
on Friday then on Monday night.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,29 August 2002,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSSRRppd7D8U PREVIOUS>12807 NEXT>12849 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rollie,
I was thinking of running 38.5/14.5 on a 15 inch rim.I'm going to get custom rims made.
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Would I run into any issues with the tires being too wide If I went with the normal back
spacing "Diamond"puts on there 15x10 rims for the 715?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:CRAZY QUESTION of the DAY POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12815 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't thind the oiling design will like that too much.I'd thought about that with a ford
NP205 to use on the Kaiser with a 203 box.The mounts would be odd as well.
But...what do I know...?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12817
NEXT>12827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
37x13-16 bogger is about the widest you want to stuff on the stock wheel.I have them on
mine,look great and fit the 44"fender opening really nicely with NO lift.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard Dave!The search mode will answer a lot of questions for you.Oh,and.don't sweat Brian...he's just like
that,when you're a buck-forty soaking wet you have to be
mean.LOL!
SUBJECT>Hey Mudclod!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12839 12848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was thinking about you TBI problems the other night and came up with an off the wall
suggestion.It's pretty left field...the knock sensor.If you unplug it it will probably send a
error signal.Would it be possible to take it out of the block/head wrap it in a thick rag to
isolate it from engine 'sound'and run the thing to see if it may have been giving you input
to the computer?Ya follow?
Just a thought on a boring drive.
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12824
NEXT>12828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do any of you rub at all when using 38"tires?I was thinking about this size for mine
after a spring over,but it sounds like they may be too small.I want to not rub at full stuff
though,and not buy new rims,what tire would that be?
Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12827
NEXT>12832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running the 38.5x11 Boggers on stock wheels,no rubbing whatsoever.Of course
that could have something to do with the somewhat stiff suspension,full stuff means the
front tire moves about an inch.I have had the truck pretty twisted up,with no tire
rubbing,although the doors won't open....
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine Article POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12818
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothing to it,I got a power box from an El Camino and bolted it up.You have to watch
out,GM used 2 different power boxes on the inside of the frame rails,a heavy and a light
duty one.The HD one is the one to get(4 bolt cover on top,instead of a circlip holding in
the guts).I did have to clearance the frame on the front a touch for the HD box,but it was
worth it.If you are driving primarily on the street,the LD one would work.It bolts into
the stock location,and I believe it will take the stock pitman arm.We ended up
modifying the El Camino pitman arm,to try to get more range of motion on it,the jury is
still out on that.If you are running a Chev 350,you can pull the pump and all off the GM
car.If you are running a tornado,you'll have to build some brackets.
I've heard that wagoneer stuff is a bolt up as well,but my favorite junk yard doesn't stock
wagoneers,and they do happen to have a couple mid70's to early 80s GM cars..SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c...Parts list
correction POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12819
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,that part number may have been for the civilian model.
it's not a waterproof design and several parts are not the same.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels that fit m715's POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30
August 2002,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12816 NEXT>12837
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'd also need to drill an 8-lug pattern in the hub flange to mount eight wheel studs.If
you can do all this accurately,why not?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12828 NEXT>12833 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sisson runs 38x13-16 swampers and I don't think his rub.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12832 NEXT>12853 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed,mine don't rub at all....but I have a 2"body lift and my steering is locked an inch
short.A memeber here had my tires on a stock rig and it didn't rub either,so you shoudl
be in good shape.
Good luck
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12811 NEXT>12838 12842 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
I'm sorry man,it's just that yesterday I found out my appendix has to come out or I'll die.
It really bummed me out.
Anyhow,to set you straight-most all parts off a civvy rig are ALMOST right.The doors
are the same-except the windows.The fenders are the same-except the flares.The power
steering is not too close from what I hear.The 304 will fit if you make motor mounts,but
it won't bolt to the tranny without an adapter.
It's just best to scrap the motor and tranny and go with Chevy.Get a small block and drop
it in and then get either a turbo 400,or an SM465 and you're set.
Lee Schrock just finnished this swap about a week ago (if he could stay sober long.enough)and from his last e-mails
he was really happy and didn't have any real trouble.
If you decide to go down the dark path and do a ford swap,then Perk can help you......but
the rest of us will wash our hands of you.
Again,sorry I was so mean to you.I have no excuse and my therapist gave up trying long
ago.If you need any help with a swap,or some creative abuse-e-mail me direct.I don't
know my ass from a hole in the ground,but I'm eager to help.
And welcome aboard.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BUUHHHHWAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!HE GOT YOU SPICE!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Mint M715 for sale at Weare NH this year POSTER>tlovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want a mint M-715,check out www.militaryconvoy.com
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels that fit m715's POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12831 NEXT>12840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the hub center is too large to do this.also,the rear hubs have this goofy
arrangement where the back of hub is tapered and only the lug holes are flat and
reinforced
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12834
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh man,did that appendix thing a few years ago.was glad to see it go .i confessed to
every crime including killing lincoln if they would just take it out.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mudclod!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12826
NEXT>12841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I have no idea how it works,only that it is there.I will try that,where is it?This is
my first experience with computerized vehicle.Thank you for the suggestion.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels that fit m715's POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have the center whipped a little grinding and bam !they
slide right on...So it sounds
like if they fit over the axle and I have enough stock on the brake drums (careful now to
weaken them)This should be a inexpensive task,just time consuming...Sure does help to
have friends that own machine shops !!!!!!
Thanks and keep'em coming.
M517 with Buick 350 on vitamins.Hopefully soon with 40"swampers.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mudclod!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 August
2002,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12839 NEXT>12843 12882
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's one for you.I never could get my TBI system to run correctly,so I replaced it with
a carb.It ran alright,but didn't have as much power as I thought it should have.Anyway,
to make a long story slightly shorter,I found a shop that had a chassis dyno that would do
a tune up for me.Once the truck was on the dyno they do a power timing set where they
have the engine running under load and turn the distributor to see where the engine makes
the most power.Turns out that my timing was WAY off,about 30 degrees or so!The
timing indicator on the block was not in the right place.The guy said that this was not the
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first time they had seen this problem with Chevy engines.The new timing doubled my
horsepower.I'm convinced that the timing being so far off just messed the computer up so
much that it couldn't make the motor run right.Hope this helps.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,30
August 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12834 NEXT>12883
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a saganaw steering sector off a early-mid 70's Monte Carlo.Bolted right up..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mudclod!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12841
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still writing.
Thank you mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 August
2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12802 NEXT>12884
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
How well do you think the Corvette mc would work without the booster?
SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12793
NEXT>12846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it took me about 48 hours with minimal rest stops.SUBJECT>Re:mission impossible POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Mint M715 for sale at Weare NH this year POSTER>NH-68M715
EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>12813 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one for sale in NH but it needs TLC.It is in good running condition and on the
road.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mudclod!POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12826
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located.I have installed several TBI's and would be happy to stop by and
look at it,if I'm passing your way.I have had a few bugs every once in a while,but for the
most part,the TBI system is far superior to a carb and works at most all angles.If you
have a dianostic plug,run a code test.If you don't know how,e-mail me and I'll send
instructions.Will be at Tuttle Creek until Monday.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12821
NEXT>12896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I'm running Diamond 16x10 wheels with 4.5"backspacing.37x12.50 SSR's just
clear the front fenders when turned,but I don't have any lift.I have heard that 38's fit with
no problems but they must be a tight fit.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:CRAZY QUESTION of the DAY POSTER>Ron EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12815
NEXT>12872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is a np231 there is a kit to do that.Read 'bout in a 4X4 mag 1 or 2 months ago.W/O
the kit oil leaks out breather holes,and the oil pump is sucking air.Plus,the chain drive
231 is a littls weak for the weight of our trucks.You should be able to find a chevy np205
and an adapter if you don't want to run a divorced mount.
See 'Ya
Ron
SUBJECT>Redball Rally POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Redball Rally MV show and flea market in Gilbert,PA.Sept.6-8 Has anyone ever bee
to this show?I was wondering if any 715's ever show up there?Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,30 August 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12805
NEXT>12854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well size isn't everything!!!Well at least with some things:I'm talking about tires.I took
a couple of springs out of the spring packs w/stock suspension and run Super Swamper
Radials SSR's in 37x12.5x16.Can run 75MPH on highway w/no problem at all w/
SSR's.Still agressive on rock.Have not tried them in mud however No tire rub,even with
full articulation.38's would work fine also.You can check out the 37's in the memebers
gallery under Paul B.
Off to Tuttle Creek,
Later
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for the replies.I'm planning on taking a leaf or two out of each spring,and having
teflon pads put between so i can have better flex,but it sounds like i'll have no problems.
Thanks again..
SUBJECT>Paul..stock suspension POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12852 NEXT>12860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Your truck looks like it is the stock suspension,ie.no spring over.Also,was wondering
how many leaves you took out of the front and rear,and how many you would if you did
it again (sometimes not the same).Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>rubber bed spacers POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,31
August 2002,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12871 13016
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello just went through FAQ did not see a listing for the spacers between the bed and
frame have the bed off would like to put in new rubber??spacers any leads would be
appreciated thanks
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys just thought I'd let you all know that there's an M715 for sale on ebay.There's
less than 24hrs left on this auction.It has a 440 mag.installed and sounds BAD ASS!No.bids as of yet,starting at
$4000.00.I did a search with the words "kaiser jeep"to find it.
The owner hyphenated the name to M-715,I think that's why he hasn't got any bids yet.I
think it's out of Illinois.Just thought I'd help the guy out!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Gotta laugh POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12859 12863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get off work thurs nite and I'm kinda frustrated from being forced to work with the
cerebrally challenged...I decide to take the truck for a short spin to move some oil around
and take the edge off my mood.I'm driving down this side street and I see this kid about
6-8 years old walking a dog towards me.He spots my truck,comes to an abrupt stop,
turns and faces the street at the curb,makes his dog sit next to him,and stands straight up
at attention and salutes me as I drive by!I laughed for two blocks!Ya never know what
kind of reaction your going to get with these trucks.In the two years of owning my rig
that was the best.Definately worth a good chuckle...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Gotta laugh POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12858 NEXT>12862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is so cute...I can picture the scene....cooool!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Paul..stock suspension POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm curious as well.How much lift did you lose?
Chris
SUBJECT>1967 M-715 W/Winch For sale.POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>Buster159@aol.com DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaM2uhJy1bZPE PREVIOUS>NEXT>12865
12941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M-715 with braden winch for sale.The truck is a very straight and in good
condition.The tornadoe motor has a just been rebuilt and needs to be put in.I have alot of
spare parts that go with the truck.It was an fire dept.truck and was released obout 4 years
ago.I'm asking $2800.00 obo.
SUBJECT>Re:Gotta laugh POSTER>jeff dixon EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,31 August
2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12859 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have seen this many at parades that we drive in.There are two of of that have 715s and
one guy has a 725 and those x GIs stand a little taller.I believe thats the real reason all of
us 715ers do this.We are ever called the jeep dawgs whatever that means.
SUBJECT>Re:Gotta laugh POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 1:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12858 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haha,thats happened me too,several times.i use mine as my 1 and onley daily driver so i
get that a lot.i got it a lot when i drove from new hampshire to Utah.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12856 NEXT>13196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did someone from here end up buying that truck on ebay?I see the auction ended early so
I didn't get to bid on it but was curious who the lucky bastard was that did.
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 W/Winch For sale.POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>jeepaholik@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,31 August 2002,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,where are you located.I might be interested depending on where it is.
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SUBJECT>Anybody Got A ?POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1 September
2002,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12867 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Extra cab bow?I need one for my truck.It don't mater which one it is the tall or short one
will work.I guess I could call ABLinn too.He is realy nice and good to order stuff from.
For y'all who don't know he is much cheaper on stuff then the other surplus suppliers.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody Got A ?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,1 September 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me
SUBJECT>VERY CLEAN M715 FOR SALE IN CA POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,1 September 2002,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IV GOT A VERY CLEAN 68 M715 FOR SALE IN LOS ANGELES CA.TRUCK IS
RUNNING AND COMPLETE WITH NEW FULL CANVAS TOP AND CARGO
COVER.COMPLETE TROOP SEATS AND ACCERORIES.350 SB CHEVY WITH
NOVAK
KIT.YOU CAN SEE PICS IN MEMBERS GALLERY UNDER CHRIS BENNETT.I
HAVE TO SELL TRUCK SOON.DONT WANT TO LET GO.BUT NEED MONEY
QUICK.ASKING
$6000.00 OR BEST OFFER
PHONE #562 927 1627 WK 562 929 7064 OR EMAIL
SUBJECT>Ignitor wire for stock ignition POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,1 September 2002,at 4:36 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12895
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi all,
I am trying to help a member in Utah to get his truck running and at this point he needs
the #12 wire that runs from the on/off switch to the ignitor housing with the metal cap
screw on the end.
If anyone has this wire laying around from a conversion,please email me at
brute4c@yahoo.com.
If all you have is the end of the wire with the connector on it,that would be ok as I can
splice it into a wire with the proper end to go to the on/off switch...just dont have the
ignitor end.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Parts Drive train POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 September 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone looking a parts truck or should i say drive train?
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1854340480
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12855 NEXT>12911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,I used hockey pucks,they worked great.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:CRAZY QUESTION of the DAY POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12850 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know if it would help you or anyone else but I have a Dana 24 divorced transfercase
(similar to a np205).It has the driver side drop.If you would like more info.do a search
for History of Napco,they have a very good article on the Dana transfercases.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Am I missing something on the steering?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have tried to get my P.S.switched but i'm having trouble with the steering shaft
connection.I've tried to locate the correct rag joint,but no pep boys,napa,etc.has the
right one.I'll be checking the dealers tomorrow.I was also thinking about doing a
complete shaft but the end of the steering column has a joint on it i can't seem to get rid
of,and can't find the correct part (30 spline male connector)to go into that joint.Any help
would be appreciated.I thought this was the easy part?????
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Parts Drive train POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com.DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 7:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12870 NEXT>12876 12877 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't read the ad too close or you will realize that the guy is clueless to what he is selling.
M715 "Weapons Carrier"with Dana "80"axles (I wish).
It also appears that in one of the pictures that the rear tires are mounted backwards.
Joe
SUBJECT>fuel pump kits POSTER>jerome EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 September
2002,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12878 12879
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY GUYS
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I WANDERED IF ANYONE KNEW WERE TO GET REBUILD KITS
FOR THE ORIGINAL FUEL PUMPS.
ANY INPUT WILL HELP THANKS
JEROME
SUBJECT>Re:Parts Drive train POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>12874 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The whole thing is an abomination.It's sad what that guy did to such a fine truck...there
ought to be a law....
SUBJECT>backwards mounted wheels POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12874 NEXT>12888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 2 stock wheels that the holes appear to be made to do this.I meet up with Rhino
yesterday and one of his wheels is this way also.Not real sure as to what purpose it would
have served to mount them that way other than to look like a dually.I'll try to get some
pics of these wheels taken and have them posted.In the active duty photos section,the
first pic on the second row,I sent the pic in and the caption with it from where I got it
read M-715s with experimental wheels.Maybe those wheels are the same ones.I'll try to
get those pics took asap.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump kits POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 September
2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12875 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AB Linn
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump kits POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1856248442
SUBJECT>Paul Browns truck!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2
September 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12897
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got back from tuttle creek,where I got to meet and check out pauls truck.I gotta say
WOW!Pictures dont do this truck justice.The attention to detail was excellent.Very
nicely done.I am afraid we didnt get a chance to wheel together due to a guy in my group
losing his motor early on.Hope you had a good weekend paul and enjoyed tuttle creek.It
was nice to meet you and your wife.
Steve
SUBJECT>fuel cell POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,2 September 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12893 12898 12918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi guys,I just bought a 22 gallon fuel cell from summit.I figure I'm just gonna stick it in
the bed of the truck.All I have to do is take out my old tank and run the fuel line to the
new cell,correct?Also,what is the legal way to dispose of gasoline?I don't wanna save
the stuff in my old take because I'm pretty sure there is water in it,so what do I do with
these old fluids?thanks for any help.
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mudclod!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12841 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen that timing thing happen with 305 timing covers making their way onto 350's or
other motors.I think it's the timing cover with the 'tube'that you have to look dow
through.?.they're off from the normal tab.
SUBJECT>Wayne!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12842 NEXT>12928 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rag joint and pitman arm bolted right up?
Brian,sorry 'bout your luck.So,laproscopic of open?I did a whole presentation on this
surgury for school last year.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes again POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12844 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got me...works fine on mine.I used a mid '70 corvette non power master because the
piston size was larger than the power masters.I figured with the weight of our trucks and
the decent sized wheel cylinders why not go for as much fluid displacement as possible.I
didn't need to modify any rods and the master bolted right to the Gladiators 'Delco'.booster."That's all I have to
say about tha-at."
SUBJECT>Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>12886
12908 12976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My right hand is nearly crippled today from wheeling last night.Coming down an off-
camber tilting down from right to left and the left front tire decided to 'hook'the side of a
ditch at the bottom and back-spins the steering wheel about 90 miles per hour and the
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steering wheel's center spokes whacked the sun loving crap out of my right hand.
Seriously,beaten bloody and purple....like Sisson looked in high school.Anyway,with
the power steering conversion does this still happen??This is the second or third time this
has happened but the first my hand got caught in the spokes...and the last.If PS cures this,
I'm going junkyarding this weekend!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>Beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12885 NEXT>12887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had my power steering for a year now.I have never had the wheel kickback.Back
when I had the stock unit,I also experance the dreaded mule kick wheel.It almost broke
my arm!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12886 NEXT>12889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With as modified as your truck is,the question is why wouldn't you want PS.It is the
clear ticket offroad,especially if you have a big rat right over the front tires.I say go for
it!
SUBJECT>Re:backwards mounted wheels POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a wheel like that too,the story I got was to put duals on the back,that way the
tapers on the 2 wheels would interlock.Don't know why.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12887 NEXT>12890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a PS pump from like mid '80 cavalier or celebrity would have
enough volume to run the early 70's PS box?I already have one of those pumps mounted
and if that would work it would save a bunch of time.Anyone???Bowtie Dave???
I hadn't changed the box yet thinking it was just a minor inconvenience and not a weak
link.Now that my hand is fubar'ed,and my knuckles are turning a darker purple...I think
it's time to re-evaluate the situation..SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12889 NEXT>12891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should be fine.The worst case is you won't have quite as much power assist.Back whe
mine worked,it was almost over assisted.I believe I smoked the pump on mine finally,
took a lot of work,running it empty most of the time....
Make sure you get the heavy duty saginaw box,I got mine from an El Camino,but any
GM Midsizer from 75-82ish should work,maybe more.The heavy duty box has a 4 bolt
cover on top,directly above the pitman arm shaft.The LD box has an E-clip cast into the
same place,you'll know the difference when you see it.I did have to clearance the
crossmember to fit the box on mine,but its worth it for the heavier box.I believe you ca
use your original pitman arm with the HD box as well,otherwise,you have to drill out the
tie rod hole with a tapered drill bit to use the one that comes on the box.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12890 NEXT>12892 12900 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
COOL!Thanks JZ!I think I'll take the truck to the junkyard and match it up right on the
spot!
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12891 NEXT>12899
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'd think that while you were in Memphis you would have paid closer attention to my
truck's setup to see how yours SHOULD be.
On a side note,I took mine out this weekend for the first time-the new radiator (Part
number 43 3289 Ready-Rad Radiators Brand to replace part number GM 28)worked
beautifully and kept my 350 at 210 the whole time.I was towing an 18'trailer with a Ford
8N on it at highway speeds (2500 rpm)for about 30 miles.The new transfer case was
quiet as a mouse and the new tranny was smooth shifting.I mudded the truck all sunday
and the 38"swampers never rubbed.I was pretty pleased with it.I did find that I have a
leak on my intake manifold that I need to fix.
Ponder that-the sucess of my rig's weekend,as opposed to your rigs failure and the
subsequent halt to your sex life until your hand is better.
Bite me,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel cell POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mike,
At one time I ran a fuel cell.All I had was the plumbing from the stock tank ran through a
hole in the bed to the fuel cell.It worked fine.I removed it due to the lack of fuel gauge,
and the restriction to my bed space.
I don't know about your local laws,but in my great state of Mississippi we are required
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(by state law)to dispose of old gasoline in the same way we dispose of used motor oil.It
must be dumped on either (1)a fire ant nest,or (2)kudzo.If it's over 10 gallons of gas,I'd
use it to burn something big,but then again arson may be against your state laws.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Special wrench?POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12901 12909 12916 12917 12944 13069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is/was there a special wrench used to remove the stock 24v military plugs?My 3/4"
wrench will make the plug wire removable by hand,but there's not really any room to
twist the wrench...My 3/4"deep well socket seems to bottom out before engaging the
plug nut.
I'm still trying to diagnose why all of a sudden my engine is running increadibly rough for
no apparent reason.I thought maybe I sucked some sludge up from a refuel,but I changed
the fuel filter and it still runs very bad.I added lead additive to the fuel,no change so I
put in a bit of that Marvel Mystery Oil...no change either.I spray cleaned the carb out -
no change.I pulled the cap from the ignitor and cleaned points.No apparent carboning
was seen.Again -no change in how it runs...I'll try to describe :)
Running idle is fine.Foot to the floor will get the job done,but anything in between the
engine cuts/coughs/spits/sputters.I notice a white fog when revving (which I'm taking as
unburnt fuel)which is either a carb problem or timing of which I'm trying to determine
now,but ran into this problem of I can't get the plugs out with my current assortment of
tools...
Any suggestions?Is there an equivalent to the military plug that I can get that will work
ok in the 24v system?
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Ignitor wire for stock ignition POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12869 NEXT>12926
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
If you can't find it (as I couldn't a few years ago),Memphis Equipment sells just the tail
with the cap and it was $13.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size ???POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed,13"wide Swampers leave little room at full lock.Maybe an inch when no flex is
applied on stock rim backspacing.
Let us know if it works,I think everyone is interested in bigger tires.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browns truck!POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12880 NEXT>12924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steve for the nice comments.We really liked Tuttle Creek!!We need to meet
back there later in the year when it's a little cooler.You have an excellent truck.Makes
mine look so small w/your 42's and spring-over.I need to give you a call on a land line
sometime and discuss some of your mods.I really need a sprayed in bed liner.That really
makes the back look great;excellent job.Also,I decided after seeing your roll bar/cage,
that that's how I need to do mine.I was going to put one in the bed,but the way you did it
is much cleaner.I can't beleieve I didn't get some pictures of your truck.Well I'll make
sure next time we camp w/you guys so I can spend some serious time looking over your
rig.
You asked me about cooling,and I run about 210 all the time,but did creep up to 225-
235 in low range and in the woods.Can't remember if you had aux fan or not.I think I
will add a shroud and a pusher fan to the alumiunm radiator and try to pick up a few
degrees.Also plan to relocate tranny cooling fan and larger cooler to the bed area and get
it out of engine area.Have you heard of anyone adding vents to top of hood for
ventaltion???
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:fuel cell POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in Oklahoma,we are required to use it as liquid herbicide.I spread it on the
neighbors fence line where he refuses to weed eat.Also,pour it down a old tree trunk
which needs to decay before I can take it out.Also,storm sewer dumping is not legal,so I
go opposite direction of drain opening (about three of four houses,depending on how
much gas is invovled)and slowly deposit gas next to curb as I walk away from my house.
Gas usually evaporates before reaching drain opening.
Paul
P.S.I run a fuel cell in bed.Works well.Let me know if you want to see some pictures,
I'll e-mail to you.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12892 NEXT>.12903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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It's leaking coolant from around the waterneck...RIGHT?lol!THAT was inevidable...that
fix we did on that probably shouldn't have lasted as long as it has.
Well B-,with as many things that went wrong with your truck when I was down...can you
blame me for not looking?
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should be cool as long as you find one that mounts inside the frame,with 3 bolts.
Chev trucks and such use a bigger box,mounted outside with 4 bolts,which obviously
won't work.
BEWARE,there are 2 different styles of hose,one with a double flare(brake line),and
one with an O-ring style end.My box uses 1 of each.Just be sure to get one that has the
hoses intact,and take it all.If you can get the pump too,your better off,since the pump
end has a matching connection.You can convert the pump from 1 style to the other if you
take it apart 1 stage farther than the hose connection and swap the parts.The pumps are
all the same,I believe.
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you take a couple bolts out down by the frame,and a couple more back by the
transmission,you can fix your driveability problem and the need for those expensive
plugs when you switch to a 350 :)
OR,there is in fact a special wrench to pull the plugs out,looks a lot like a 3/4"wrench,
but it is bent in a 90 right at the box end so it will reach down to the base of the plug.
There is a picture of it in one of the tech manuals,under special tools I believe.Luckily,
all the plugs had been removed several years before I bought my 715,so I didn't have to
worry about the Tornado's driveability.It was froze up hard.
SUBJECT>Blow torch in the cab POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12907 12915 12938 12948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was out 4 wheeling last weekend,and it was extremely hot in the cab.All the holes i
the floor had air being forced up through them,that felt like a blow torch.The top was off
and the windows down,but it was still extremely hot in the cab.I patched the shifter hole
and the floor starter switch hole,that helped some,but the entire floor radiates heat.Has
anyone tried using the reflective heat shield stuff,or any other fix that helps with heat?
The only heat shield I have now is a thin layer of Mud insulation,but that just isn't cutting
it!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:05 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>12899 NEXT>12904
12906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you say alot went wrong with my truck,I think you're really exagerating.Sure,it
needed a new crank and rod bearings,and the tranny split like an egg,but in the bigger
picture-didn't it all work well?The steering was tight,and the brakes wroked well.I
demand a retraction.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey spicer,the stock pitman won't work.it is strait splined and gm arms are tapered so
that they get tighter as they go on.i got my box from a 85 monte carlo ss (quick ratio)and
had a machine shop ream the tierod end to match the orig.arm.but it increases turn
radius.go to parts store and look at a pitman arm for early 80's j-20 or wagoneer.the
tierod end looks very close and as jeep used saginaw boxes the splines should match up.
as for the cavalier pump i think it will work.lots of dirt car racers use them around here.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I missing something on the steering?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12873 NEXT>12913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
daniel,i don't know what you robbed the gear box from but i got mine from mid 80's
monte carlo with 800 series(four bolts on top cover and it fell in place.i used stock
stuff..no trouble.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12903 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay B-...I probably should have been more specific...I apologize for that.Yup,the crank
and rod bearings,the spit u joint cap that polished off the tranny,the wimpy winch line
that nearly cut your wife in half,the coil crapping out leaving the truck dead in the
water...what am I missing...OH(!!!)THE TIMING GEARS NOT BEING MARKED!!!
CRIPES!!!
But the steering and brakes did work great!
...the steering pump bracket did break too.LOL!
It really was a great time and I thank Brian and his family for their generous southern
hospitality.His truck has damn near zero rust and is super solid...it did take him a while
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to grow a set and ditch the slushbox however.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have the same problem and I'm thinking of insulating the floor also.I also
noticed a lot
of heat rising up between the cab and the bed so I stuffed a length of pipe insulation in
there and it a big difference in cab temperature.Mike.
SUBJECT>How Are You Holding the Wheel?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at
11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>12885
NEXT>12910 12914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10 and 2,with your thumbs OUTSIDE of the rim?That's the proper off-road way,that's
the way I drive,and I've NEVER been hurt by a spinning wheel
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3
September 2002,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>12912
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take one of those deep well sockets and cut the side out of it so you end up with a "flare
nut wrench"pattern.The cut-out has to be big enough to slip over the plug wires.
SUBJECT>Re:How Are You Holding the Wheel?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12908 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My mom asked me the same thing.If I keep them both on the wheel,I can't look out and
watch my boggers tear into terra firma.
"..10 and 2.."back to the days of drivers ed!LOL I wear my seatbelt though...keeps me
from sliding off the seat!
Thanks CreepingD
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3
September 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12871 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk thanks for the reply on the hockey pucks was thinking of them did you see M715 for
sale in sanford Maine ??
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wrenches are on Ebay.Last time I looked under "military truck"I saw a few.They
are cheap too....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Am I missing something on the steering?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12905 NEXT>13254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.my Steering set up is off an 84 CJ7.Did you use the 80's
Monte Carlo rag joint also?
SUBJECT>Re:How Are You Holding the Wheel?POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are right on holding the wheel,but when you get in the rocks it can still be hard to
hold.
I ran Holy Cross City trail in colorado last weekend,without power steering,and it was a
work out.There wer several times that I would catch a rock and it would try to turn,I
would be able to hold on but I could feel my shoulder pop out and back into the socket.I
have a power steering box,pump and hoses hooked up but could not get a belt to fit
before the trip.I will not be going out again without a PS belt and a steering stabilizer.By
the way I am run 40"swampers,that does not halp any.
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12902 NEXT>12980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put in a carpet set from JC Whitney with insulation on the back side.It helped a LOT!I
also bought a roll of heat shield insulation from them as well and did the firewall and rear
of the cab.MUCH quieter and cooler/nicer.
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,
I don't think the "white fog"is a problem.I've seen it in several of my cars,only under a
acceleration condition like when you're checking stuff under the hood and snap the
throttle open.I think the low vacuum caused by sudden throttle opening along with the
accelerator and power circuit enrichment send some surplus fuel back up the carb.At
least that's my explanation for it.
I'd check for weak spark.Seems that lots of guys have had condensors go bad recently,I
believe that a failing condensor would cause your troubles.Burned points could be it too.
I guess check the plugs and poke around inside the distributor before you go blaming the
carb.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
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DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It could be a blown head gasket allowing coolant to infiltrate a cylinder,hence the white
smoke.Check the radiator for oil and conduct a pressure test of each cylinder.This could
cause rough idling.Good luck.
T.ni.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel cell POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful,gasoline evaporates fairly slowly and poses a hazard for a while.Don't dump it.
You should have a local hazardous waste disposal section in your county.Call and
dispose of it properly.That's where your tax dollars are being spent,so take advantage of
it!I just dumped 10 gallons from my M715 (it looked like urine it was so old).
T.ni.
SUBJECT>New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12921 12940 12950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings from the Land of Enchantment.I just finished placing a winning bid on a
M715,and now I can't wait to get it in the driveway.I was hoping to get some friendly
advice as to what needs to be done with one of these beasts to make them roadworthy and
civilized.Thanks in advance.Chad
SUBJECT>24v to 12v POSTER>RALLSTOT EMAIL>rkallstot@bentonrea.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone could describe for me how to convert my m715 to 12 volts.
I'm in the process of putting a chevy 350 in place of the 230.Any help would be
appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12919 NEXT>12923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First you need to find a Ford engine and trans,do the swap and presto!All finished and
perfect.
Chris
SUBJECT>24 volt jeep heater in 12volt M715 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has any one else put one of those 69$24v jeep heaters in there 12v M715?.If so How
does it work?How and where was it mounted?
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12921 NEXT>12925 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Then when you realize what a mistake you have made you can put a GM engine and
transmission in the Mighty M715 so that it can really run like it was meant to.
Remember and Repeat --Jeep Tough with GM Stuff!!!.But seriously Welcome aboard.
Joe
'67 M715 soon to be 350 EFI/T700R4 /NP205 powered
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browns truck!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3
September 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12897 NEXT>12931
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul
Im glad you liked my truck also.I am in the process of getting some pics taken so I ca
get them posted here.If you need to see something other than I post just ask and I will do
my best to get a pic for you.
After this weekend I am also rethinking my cooling situation.I was running about 230 i
the woods,a little warmer than I like to see.I am going to go with a larger radaitor,and a
pusher in front w/engine fan or dual electric puller.I am also thinking about dumping the
hydro-boost brakes for a vaccumn setup like yours.So I will most likely have a few
questions for you.
We liked tuttle creek also.Plan to try and make it back a few times before the winter sets
in.My truck will never be done,I am wanting to convert to fuel injection over the winter.
I have a list of wants a mile long for her.
I am only sorry we didnt get a chance to wheel together.Maybe sometime I can make it to
your neck of the woods to play!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.nwt DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12923 NEXT>12946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dido!!350,700R4 w/AtlasII T-case.Welcome aboard!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Ignitor wire for stock ignition POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
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Thanks,never even figured they would have it....will pass the info along!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt jeep heater in 12volt M715 POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12922 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try to find an old Wagoneer or J-truck in a salvage yard.I just picked up the fan motor,
heater coil box,all the ductwork,the controller and wiring from a Wagonner for $48.00.
Everything bolts directly in except for the defroster ducts which will take a little
modifying to get in but they'll work.Good luck..SUBJECT>Re:Wayne!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
3 September 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12883 NEXT>
12947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I followed the same as the other posts.Drilled with a tapered grinding stone from
opposite end for tie rod end.I can't remember what I did on the rag joint part,I do
rememper cutting and welding something there.Sorry,the memory chip in the gray
matter is bad.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Tulsa PTO gear POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I picked up a Ramsey 8000lb pto winch and Tulsa gear box.Does anyone know how
to tell what the gear box will bolt to?It looks like the kind of square-ish plate that was on
the side of the original tranny.Any ideas?I couldn't find a websight for Tulsa gear.
Thanks in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12920 NEXT>12932 12933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Swap the bulbs and headlights,replace the gages,and ditch the mechanical blinker box
and get a solid state blinker switch.You also have to change the blinker switch on the
column,since it is not set up right for the solid state blinker.Wire in a delco 12 volt
alternator to charge up your battery and you should be good to go.I also changed out the
ignition switch and floor mounted cranking switch because mine were fried,and went to
a key switch to simplify things.That should be all there is to it.I did mine a couple years
ago,but should be able to help if you have any specific questions.
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browns truck!POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12924 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you decide on a twin puller fan setup,let me know.I have a almost new unit just setting
on the shelf.The guy's at Danny's (4x4 shop)here in Tulsa seem to think that if it doesn't
boil over,then it is not "too hot".At least that was their reaction to my comment that I
was running 230-235 this weekend.Since I run headers,I also wonder if my sender is
getting too hot and sending a false reading.Plan to use a ifrared thermometer this
weekend to try to determine if gauge is correct.Also,when I went to a aluminum radiator
I dropped the temp about 10 degrees.There could have been some other factors invovled,
however.Good luck on the mods.If you want to meet at Dinsey some weekend,let me
know.There are a couple of major events there over the next couple of months.I'll e-mail
you with info.Even if it is a Bronco bash,a few Kaisers might steel the show.
Paul.SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know i am the redneck of the bunch here.All I did was change the coil,starter,alternator
and rewire the head lights.Crossed my fingers and it worked.Not saying this is correct but
it works for me.I am also running a 30,000 btu heater that is 24volts hav,nt burned it up
yet running it 5 years.Brian sorry to hear about your appendix,had that surgery bout 20 yrs
ago.The pain BITES.Hope this helps Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12930 NEXT>12936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd recommend starting anew and scrapping the stock wiring.I know,I know,it's probably
fine as is but it sure is difficult trying to splice into existing wiring,especially considering
that there's no color coding on the military wiring.It may take longer but you'll know
exactly how and where everything is and you can be assured that there are no frayed or
broken wires.
You could start with a basic fuse panel from the aftermarket,maybe even step up a bit
and get the universal wire harness and go from there.If you do go with a fuel infected
motor,most of the aftermarket companies make EFI harnesses that are easy to install
especially with their harness kits.
On the other hand,I used a couple 6 circuit fuse blocks from the auto parts store,One is
constant hot,the other is turned on with a relay (to take the load off the switch)and went
from there making my own harness as I went.
Remember to fuse everything accordingly (or use breakers),put the fuses as close to the
power source as feasible,use relays on high load items (cooling fan,heater fan,etc.)
Volts x Amps =Watts (to figure fuse sizes),so for a 55 W headlamp at 12 V as a
example,12 Volts x 4.58 Amps =55 W (about 5 amps per headlamp plus about a 50%
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margin of error =15 amp headlight fuse).
Good Luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>Willie EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 September
2002,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12935 12989
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while back someone posted about producing stainless steel fuel tanks for the 715.What
are we looking at for a price?
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12934 NEXT>12982 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,.They are in he works,had problems finding some stuff but i have everything ordered and
on the way.The will run around 100-150,APPROXIAMATELY.Let you all know whe
they are done.
SUBJECT>Solid state turn signal conversion POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12933 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have the early style distribution box turn signal setup and want to go to 12 volt you
have to either swap everything out to 12 volt civvy stuff you have to figure out how and
where to mount and wire or you can get the solid state turn signal setup,complete and
ready to install.
For $100 plus shipping you get:
NEW solid state flasher unit for the engine sire of the firewall
NEW turn signal switch for the column
NEW wiring harness with all the wires to connect these 2 items to the truck except for the
wire to the units for power...you just need to splice into the "j"pin wire of the 3 lever
light switch for that.
Anyone interested should contact:
Star Electric Ordnance
Kevin B.Emdee,President
368 Big Oak Trial
Radcliff,KY 40160-9749
Phone 1-270-877-0813
Fax 1-270-877-5042
Email:kemdee@earthlink.net
brute4c
SUBJECT>Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>12939 12942 12943 12956
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well guys I finally killed the 230.However not where and when I wanted it to go,but
she's dead.I was on the way home about 15 miles into a 280mile trip and she started low
end knocking,pulled over to check the oil,which was good.Then,when my buddy was
tapping the throttle so I could find out where the noise was generating from she seized up
never to be heard from again.
So...two days later I'm finally home with my truck and a 460 waiting to do the swap.Is
there anything I need to get before I start digging in?I'm going to keep the original tranny.
Not to exclude anyone else on the site,if you've done this swap feel free to give me
advise.
By the way..I met Wout and ODDave this weekend,great people,I'm definatley coming
back once I get the power plant fixed to try and dig a hole in Wout's trails..Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my doors off.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12937 NEXT>12964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I enjoyed meeting you,wish I could've rode with you guys some.Maybe next
time.I was wondering if you had made it home okay.I guess not.Oh well,at least you've
got that big block power to look forward to.How did you end up getting it home?Later,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12919 NEXT>12954 12968 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am also fairly new owner of a M715,and also from the Land of Enchantment,south of
you at Artesia.Found mine on e-bay,did you get the last one to sell on e-bay?
JBP
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 W/Winch For sale.POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 September 2002,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Mark-
Where are you located?Do you have any pictures of the truck to e-mail?Any other info?
Thanks!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 3:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12937 NEXT>12969
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keeping the original trans will make the swap more costly because you'll have to buy a
adapater.I don't know where to get one but I think someone should make it.You may
have trouble with the cluch linkage too.I don't know.Oh well have a great day and
enjoyed meeting you.Wout
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>bperkins@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 3:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12937 NEXT>12990 12992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Rhino,I will tell you the whole 9 yards tonight,time to go to work now.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ask your local auto parts dealer for an Autolite 2344 plug.Last time I got some,they
were about $8 each at Schuck's (Checker/Kragen).Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Tulsa PTO gear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12929 NEXT>13140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are a LOT of PTO's that will bolt to the original trans.The biggest thing is the
depth of gear in the case and the angle the teeth run.*For anyone swapping a 3053A OD
2.5ton trans...these pto's are scarce and on the pricey side.I found one,non military,but it
took three months of junkyarding and crawling through surplus warehouses.They make
shims and spacers too to get the proper gear mesh.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,while we're at it...427/3053A OD trans/37x13 boggers :)
SUBJECT>Re:Wayne!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12928 NEXT>12953 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No problem...I typically jump off of each bridge as I get to them anyway.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12902 NEXT>12952 12957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have that same problem.I noticed that my manifold was glowing red.Can't look at mine
right now,but perhaps that's the source of the everyone's heat.
SUBJECT>Hey Barry Y.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahoZH8e1yjbg PREVIOUS>NEXT>12971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you ever been to Roman's Surplus in Chambersburg?They have a stack of stock
trannies,a couple with pto's,a few rears and like 14 front axles.He's also got a bunch of
Continental near 1800 cubic inch air cooled V-12's...might be something big enough for
those ZF Planetary axles of yours.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12919 NEXT>12955
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.100%Original.Use it every day 4 years and going strong.Just love being
stock.
SUBJECT>carb kit POSTER>flami EMAIL>flami@northnet.net DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12963 12973
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the museum i volunteer at has a m-725 they want running,it has been sitting at least 4
years and the carb is all varnished up and the main jet is broken off,anyone know where i
can order a kit or a re-built carb?
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a 350 chev with turbo 350 trans.I did have one of my headers cherry red,but
fixed it with timing adjustment.Since then,I threw the headers away and installed ram
horns,much nicer.Its too bad we don't have a cowl vent like the M37's do.I put an incab
rollcage in,so my windshield doesn't fold anymore,so that is out till I fix that little
problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Wayne!POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recall using a combination of parts from the 715 and the donor El Camino to get the rag
joint to work.The first power box I used,I did the same as wayne,with the tapered drill
bit from the opposite side of the pitman arm,got the steering geometry pretty close to
stock.The second time(went to the heavy duty box,the LD one didn't like the dose of
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sand it got before adding the hoses),I made a custom pitman arm from the El Camino big
end,and the original small end,also extended it an inch so I have full lock to lock
steering.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>12940 NEXT>
12967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey now..your's wouldn't be a green one parked on US285 would it?If so -you're only
30 miles from me in Carlsbad.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12950 NEXT>12970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Chad,I'm in Albuquerque.I'd tell you what it takes to get it road worthy,but
haven't yet got mine there.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:01
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12937 NEXT>12958
12959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to see a good truck go bad.
Maybe if you pass a hat some of us would pitch in to get you the GM plant.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know when we drove to the first FE,that my tcase ran at 230 degrees or hotter,
sometimes over 300,all day long.There was some pop in the cab behind the passenger
seat and we were amazed they didn't blow.We had to hold them out the window for
nearly an hour to get them down to a temp,still hot,that we could stand to drink....this
was on the highway at 50 MPH....
The tcase location is under the cab,under the passenger seat and behind said seat....a real
roaster....could roast a pig on a spit over that!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in for a $1.00.
Hey Perk,have you ever looked at one of the od trannies like I have?I'm thinking that
instead of using a 3/16"sandwich plate between the motor and bell (to clear the big
flywheel)you may be able to get away with a 3/8"plate and do a direct adapt.The stock
GM large truck bell only uses the one center top bolt and one other on either side.That's
only three out of seven bolt holes going directly from the bell to the block.The others
bolt into weld nuts on the sandwich plate.The truck bell has a large round bell shape to it
like some mopars only larger.I helped a buddy pull a knocking ford truck engine
(332?..broke crank)out of a grain truck and it had a huge flywheel on it...it think it would
accept the 13"truck clutch that I'm using with the big spicer trans.If you were interested
and have a spare block for a bell pattern laying around,I have a spare truck bell I'd
borrow to you if you'd want to take a look at it.???
(Borrow to you...Geeze..I was only in Tennessee for four days!!Wolf River contaminated
water.)
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12956 NEXT>12960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's just more cost effective for me and the 460 does outperform the 454 in the stock
variety.I wanted a big block for my truck,and I wanted to keep the original trans without
too much problem,since the T98 is practically a T18 I figured the ford motor the way to.go.After driving Wout's this
weekend I'm sure I've made the right decision.Are you
running the 454???
However,if you'd pitch in the money I'd tell you I bought whatever you wanted me to
buy:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12959 NEXT>12961
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I'm running a 350,but with my new CLEAN air filter and synthetic oil it seems to
have the power of a 454.
I once dreamed that as a joke someone swapped out my drivetrain with Ford parts and I
kept getting horrible vibrations,oil leaks,and no power and when I popped the hood to
see what was happening all that was in my engine compartment was a huge blue oval.To
this day I can still feel that horrible feeling of dread,and sorrow only equaled by a
pregnancy test going bad.
If I don't agree with your decision,I at least respect it.
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Good luck and let us know how it turns out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>12960 NEXT>
12962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,
So I take it you've been gutted of the offending appendix?It's kind of obvious that you're
on some type of medication today....rambling more than normal.
I'm glad to hear that those super tight wrist pins haven't wiped out your motor yet.
....as a hush falls over Bri's thoughts....
SUBJECT>To Spicergear POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12961 NEXT>12979 12984 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicergear,
This web page is for the discussion of the M-715,M-726,and the M-725.The members
of this board come here to ask questions of one another of a technical nature.If you want
to talk to a member in a personal nature,please don't waste our time and the board's space
with your post.
Perhaps you should read the "Posting Board Rules"accesable by the link above.If we all
follow them then this can be a very educational site..Thank you.
Brian Sisson
By the way,I lied about my appendix,as Melissa lied about not sleeping around on you.
SUBJECT>Re:carb kit POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm working on a rebuilt carb from Tomco......when it comes in I'll let ya'll know if it was
the right one.AB Linn has carb kits.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dave,
I stayed the night in Troy and had one of the guys that trailered their rig up that weekend
drive back the next day and pick us up.It wasn't a hassle at all...nothing like being stuck
with a truck full of camping gear and about 60 iced down beers.We sat on the road side
drinking beer watching cars drive by talking about life and doing an engine swap all day
long.Oh and I finally got to test my winch out getting on and off the trailers,however
that's not what I had in mind when I told you I was waiting to get stuck to test it.
Later that night (the day you stopped by)I took the top off,and loaded up ten guys in the
Rhino and took them all up Kodak rock,it was a blast.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Spring over axle POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question,does anyone know how far to move the spring pads on a 1986 Dodge Dana 60
to fit the M-715,or the distance center to center of the 715's springs.Gona build an axle
for a spring over one day.
SUBJECT>krob725 POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,
4 September 2002,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12993
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did the brakes work out???I'm getting ready to rebuild mine...I'm sure it needs a
master cycliner and wheel cyclinders at a minimum?So what is the work on dual res.
master cyclinder for manual brakes???thanks for the help
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 12:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12954 NEXT>12985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's it parked at A &B Enterprises,have you been by it since I put custom Stockton.wheels on it?Are you the owner
of a M715?
JBP
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I found mine at a GSA auction in Rio Rancho it was used by the Forest Service.
Hopefully all the paper work will be done this week so I can pick it up on Friday!!
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12942 NEXT>12975 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wout,
Sorry we didn't get back up with you on Sunday,we started at about 1030 that day and
didn't get off the trail until around 1700 and everybody was exhausted,Uwharrie is a
different place when it's raining,those boring trails all of a sudden turned into challenges.
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I had planned on stopping by your pad on the way out but decided to destroy my motor
instead :)
We'll see ya'soon,thanks for the hospitality,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12955 NEXT>12974 13022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I thought I'd be the only one terrorizing the streets of Albuquerque!!!He-He.I hope
what everyone says about people scrambling to get out of your way is true,cause it'll
make for a much better commute than now.Drop me a line anytime I'd love to keep in
contact with anybody else with one of these especially if they live in ABQ.Chad.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Y.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12949 NEXT>13010
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Roman's is on my list of places to visit.I just have been too busy with my current
projects to get there.Barry
SUBJECT>NOS Doors POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>12998 13027
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of getting some NOS M715 door shells (right +left sides ).If you are
interested please contact me ASAP.They will be sold on a first come first serve basis.I
don't know how much they will be until they get here and I see how much the shipping is
going to cost.Email me @germ@ptd.net Thanks,Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:carb kit POSTER>BARRY G.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4.September 2002,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12951
NEXT>13072
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE FOLLOWING KIT NUMBERS ARE FOR SOME ANOTHER CARBURTATOR
NUMBER.
ANYONE OF THESE KITS CONTAIN ALL THE NECESSARY PARTS TO
REBUILD THE STOCK 1920 HOLLEY EXCEPT THE "O"RING AT THE NEEDLE
SEAT ASSEMBLY.THIS WILL HAVE TO BE PURCHASED SEPERATELY.
BOR -10195
HOLLEY -85R -2997
FEDERATED -10195
ECHLIN -2-5195
THE ECHLIN KIT CAN BE PURCHASED AT NAPA AUTO PARTS.
THE MAIN JET IS A HOLLEY,PURCHASED AT ANY SPEED SHOP.
I LIKE TO USE A NUMBER 68.
IF IT'S BROKEN TRY SOME LIQUID WRENCH AND A EASY OUT.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12970 NEXT>13018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with you Chad.When i got mine in May i thought i would be the only one too,but i
found out not the case.There is a few,kevin braddock is here also.I was going to try to
go see his,but haven't got around to it yet (i wanted to drive mine down there).I'm over
by the university,where are you at?By the way this is the best web site for info,i now
check it daily either for info or just a good laugh.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk &Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12969 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're welcome,please come back sometime.You will be very happy with the 460 and if
you find a pre-74 engine it will have higher compression then mine (much more power)I
think I've only got about 200 HP.However,I think my low comp.engine will last me a
long time and be very dependable partly also do to clean burning propane.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Power Steering Guys POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know if its stock,but with a trail boss steering dampener on mine,Ive never had
the wheel jerk that bad,and its been thru plenty of tuff stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over axle POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12965 NEXT>12978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.spring width on m715 is 37"dont know about a dodge
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over axle POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12977 NEXT>13025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats center to center
SUBJECT>Re:To Spicergear POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Love it,you guys add laughter to a sometimes challenging hobby.
SUBJECT>Re:Blow torch in the cab POSTER>John A EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Doug Foster,
What part number did you buy from JC Whit?How well did it fit?I thought if I buy the J
series truck or even the Wagoneer vynl carpet...it would fit great!What did you use?
Thanks
John Allington
Lafayette,IN
M725
SUBJECT>licensing POSTER>John Weide EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12986 12987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well well well...So I have replaced the engine in my M715 and have gotten it ready for
some fun in the last waining days of summer and...$165.00 for a license plate!!!!!!Hey,
my fullsize Dodge only cost $38.00 for the year whats up??They say it is because it
weighs over 5000 lbs....#!%~&!*##@$$$$So,how much do they really weigh?I go
tomorrow to a certified scale at a gravel pit and will strip the truck of its doors,hood and
box before I give the state another of my hard earned red cents!Ha!
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>John A EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,
You get me a stainless tank that is a drop in for the existing tank replacement for
$125+shipping...I am in.
John Allington
Lafayette,IN
M725.SUBJECT>Ford Help POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12988 13012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The owner before me replaced the stock engine with a ford 300 straight 6.Just the other
day the battery went dead,and now the alternator will not charge the battery.So i went
out and bought a new 3 wire alternator and a voltage regulator.I hooked them up and still
it will not charge the battery.So I broke out the haynes manual and reworked the wiring
as the diagram showed(as it was a little cobbled).The only part I did not have the is the
capacitor that hooks up to the strator slot.Would this be the reason why it will not be
charging?I am stumped to why this will not work.
Is there a one wire alternator that will fit in this place like Chevys.I am getting really
fustrated with this ford engine.I would like to go show my buddies what the m715 ca
do.
Thanks for any help
StumpPuller
SUBJECT>Re:To Spicergear POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
September 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12962 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's right or Barry Yorwarth will flame you.I had to put that in.Will
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've stopped and drooled on your tailgate a time or two,but I've not been by it lately.Yes,
I've finally gotten mine tagged and licensed with the state MVD (a whole 'nother
volume).
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12981 NEXT>12991 12995 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wouldn't have even told them how much it weighed.It's not like they would have any
idea.It's actually smaller than my 1/2 ton.What state?Depending on what you've done to
it and if you have a winch and roll bar,etc...it's gonna weigh anywhere between 5500 and
6000.If you've got a metal top it's gonna be a little more.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford alternator I have is three wire but it's internally regulated.You sure you need an.external regulator?I
think the year application on mine was mid 80's up to 96,if yours is
the same,I bet you need to ditch the reg.As for wiring,one of the small wires requires a
inline diode (otherwise the truck keeps running)and attaches to a keyed "on"source.The
other small wire jumps to the battery (large)post.The large guy goes straight to the
battery.
If this isn't the alternator you have,you ought to update,it bolts into the stock truck
alternator mount and was affordable for a brand new one.
I can help more later but now it's dark.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>Willie_715
EMAIL>Willie_715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12934 NEXT>12994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If you can get me one for anywhere under $175 count me in as my tank has been cleaned
and lined but still I expect a leak or trouble from it one day.
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have scaled mine with hardtop,1/4 tank of gas and a spare in the bed at 5360 lbs....book
sas they weigh 5500 lbs.
Here in Wisconsin they title by gross vehicle weight rating,since I titled mine for 8000
lbs,I pay right at $75.If I went up to 10,000lbs,I would need big truck type plates and
cost would be $123 per year.
Not sure how they do it by you....just throwing my experiences out there...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12943 NEXT>13006 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Perk,
I've been trying to email you,but they keep bouncing.Before you get all the part numbers
and components for the 460 swap,I've got another option,I'm going to go buy a rebuilt
390 W/C-6 tomorrow instead.I'm not sure of the gear ratios on the C-6 being low enough
for compression breaking down steep hills,but the 390 is a torque monster and It's got
zero miles on it since the rebuild.Let me know what you think?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12966 NEXT>13008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.bobby
the wheel cylinders worked great.i got a dual diaphram booster and master cyl at the junk
yard.replaced the master cyl with a rebuilt unit.i got it off of a 89 Jeep Grand Wagoneer.
after a few trips to o'reilly's for adapters i got it hooked up sunday.drove it around some
monday and it seems to work great!i can lock up all four tires if i wanted to.my M725 is
all stock right now with new ND's.boy do they make a howl when you lock em up.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>12989 NEXT>13021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I cant make any promises on the exact price,due to the fact that I have to make enough
for materials,welding wire,welder,and his time.
I am waiting on materials right now,so it could be 2-3 weeks before i can really get one
put together and make sure everything is kosher.
I will keep everyone posted,and if you have questions,just e-mail me and i'll be happy to
answer.Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>john weide EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12987 NEXT>13009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its Michigan and the weight is printed on the title (5500)I had a similar problem with my
plow truck,a 66'Gladiator.Didnt have a weight or fee catagory on the title so I had to
have it weighed to get a plate &registration.It went 4800 and thats with the plow frame
(not blade)and a 455 buick.At least the weighing is unsupervised,Hell,I should just get a
weight slip for the 66'.A Jeep pickup is a Jeep pickup is a Jeep pickup,right?
SUBJECT>chevy vs.ford POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>12997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well while you boys are pissing on each other about your ford and chevy.i'll be driving by
in my M725 with a DODGE engine.i was always told they made chevy parts cheep
because you had to buy them in bulk to keep it running and as for the ford,well we all
know what f.o.r.d.stands for....
i have now put on my fire proof nomex racing suit.so let the flames begin!!!!HA!HA!
HA!CHEVY HA HA HA!!!FORD HA HA HA!!!!
BEWARE OF THE MOPAR!!!!HA!HA!HA!(evil laugh)
and to think that i am usually the quite one???
cheers
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>12996 NEXT>12999 13000 13026
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I could have found a AMC401 I would have done that instead,but they are no where to
be found.What are you running a 440?
I'm going to start a new side here...Not Ford,Chevy,Mopar,etc...But,BIG block versus
small block.This truck deserves big block power regardless of what manufacturer.I
would take a 454 over a 351,and a 360 any day of the week,and vice versa.
Or a diesel would also be ideal,but I'm just a poor jar-head,that spends too much money
on beer for that swap.
there's my worthless 2 cents,
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Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Doors POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
barry,im interested,email me and let me know how much,right and left sides....im at
work or id mail you myself
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm an inliner myself.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>12997 NEXT>13002 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't want to get into a brandname or block style flame war but I'm curious why a big
block?
If that's what is available or what you are used to working with I understand.The small
block I built is rated at 400hp and 425 tork.It's not that radical of a build either.Like I
said not trying to knock anybodies choices just curious.Of course my buddies tell me I
should wear a flack jacket cause my Chevy is going to grenade sooner than later.:)later
Ed J.
SUBJECT>Wout POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,
4 September 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13005
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.would like to know more about the propane conversion
is it something you did your self ?did you buy a kit ?
how about the timeing
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13000 NEXT>13003 13004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Because they last and are built for abuse.That's why they put them in big vehicles made
for towing and pullling.I'm sure you could build a SB up to and beyond stock big block
specs,but as you said,for how long would it last.I can get a rebuilt BBlock with tranny
for $500.
I'm no master engine mech so I have to stick with what works from the factory.(for the
most part)
I'm also an I6 fan,thought very hard about converting to a 300,but I figured for the same
price why not get a big block,more stock power and torque,and more potential if I ever
needed it.I considered this for a while and it always came back to..."there is no
replacement for displacement".
If I'm wrong,enlighten me...I don't think we are in a war here,I think we are just
disscusing differences in opinions,and disparities in facts.I'm always open to new
suggestioms that seem more logical than my own.I agree that a Ford versus a Chevy
argument is pointless,a well built motor is a well built motor.I've owned them all.But I
wouldn't put a stroked out dog heart into a draft horse if it where up to me:)
I'll let you borrow my Flak jacket if ya'want
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 11:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13002 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You have alot better prices in your area evidently.Again if that's what a guy is used too
and has on hand I understand completely.But from a dollar investment point A mildly
built small block can match the bigger block in output and I havn't seen a reliabiity issue
in trucks up to 2 1/2 tons.Again the prices I'm exsposed too may be different from other
parts of the country.And if a big block is what a guy wants to run for what ever reason
power too him.I just was curious of the advantages of a big block considering the higher
initial prices.I guess if I was really practical about costs I wouldn't be investing time and
money in a 35 yr old vehicle whos main purpose in life will be putting a smile on my
face.later Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 September 2002,at 11:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13002 NEXT>13007 13017
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you can get a rebuilt BB Chevy with tranny for $500 I want one!CHECK THAT:I
want 10!I'm not calling bullshit,but in Cen.Calif.a BARE 454 block will fetch more
than $500,as will a clean pair of rebuildable heads.A small block BUILT goes for $750
on up.You should start your own business with that $500 rebuilt engine &tranny deal...I
can't even buy a rebuild kit for that much.
SUBJECT>Re:Wout POSTER>wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at
2:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13001 NEXT>13056 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I work for a propane co.so it took me about 4 months to scarf up the old parts and buy
rebuild kits and a tank and put them on.You have to advance the timing a lot so if you
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have a high proformance set up you will need a custom ground cam.There are 4 things
one needs:a tank for fuel,a vaperizer witch changes the liquid into a vaper,a mixer to
regulate to amount of air to propane vaper to the correct volumes,and a thing I don't
know the name of now but it turns off the fuel supply when not in use.The last thing is
for safty.There are no floats or fuel pumps and it acts just like injection.Oh propane
burns at 104 octane so you also need hotter spark plugs.I need to get ready to go now ,
hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 3:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I have a new E-mail ad sperkin1@mainerr.com PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13004 NEXT>13014 13037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn right it will,just sold a 454 block on eBay for $525 to a guy in CA.
The battle of the powerplants really doesn't matter as long as there's torque enough not to
want for when pulling loaded.It's just a lot of fun to pick on Perk.:)
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>12993 NEXT>13028 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you have to get the aluminum spacer (or whatever that's called)as well?????and you
did say those wheel cyclinders bolt to the backing plate (no drilling)and the same line
size?Still trying to decide about the master cyclinder.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12995 NEXT>13011 13048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I TOLD them what it weighed...4900#.Heh,heh...if they think I'm paying over $100 to
drive on Pennsylvania's roads they're crazy!.SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Y.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12971 NEXT>13040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just in case..
81 south
Scotland exit go right
Go to RT 11 turn left
Down the road about a mile and there's a car lot on the right and a road that T's into the
one you're on from the right.
Take that right and he's about 100 yards on the left.
He's the guy with the piles of stock 715 wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13009 NEXT>13013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everybody calls us Arkansas folks hillbillies,but my cj5 and my m715 are both over 25
yrs old,so I pay a one time fee of $9.75 and have a PERMANANT "antique vehicle tag".
Course my m715 don't run so what diff does it make?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>12983 NEXT>13015 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stumpy,
This is a far cry for help,but I have a ford tractor that I switched from 6 to 12 volts.I got
a 3 wire alternator and slapped it on there,and tried to wire it in as per the old one.It
wouldn't alternate and just drained my battery.The parts store sold me a little plug that fit
in it to loop the two side wires and then it started putting out.It is a self-regulating type
and it really jumps the amps when I run the lights and then drops them back down whe
normally running.It was all in how the 3 wires were hooked up.If it sees no need for
juice,it won't do anything.
I don't know if this helped,but I tried.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a similar thing here in Michigan,with a Same Year plate.I went out and found a
1968 plate,sent in a form with a photocopy of it,and for $10-15,it is a lifetime plate.No
more registration,ever!It's a good thing I got 2 plates with the deal,since I lost the first
one going down the road.I mounted the second one more securely.:)
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13007 NEXT>13029 13052 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
True.
Sorry Perk,but it makes our day pass quicker.If it's getting to you then we can pick on
guys who have any chrome on their rigs.
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Anyone?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13012 NEXT>13023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brain and Chris i sent you a picture of my alternator and the regulator.
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12855 NEXT>13035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered a universel body mounting kit from 4wd hardwhare.It is a 24"tube of rubber
2.5"round w/a 5/8"hole thru the center.$25.00 a piece,I got two and will be mounting
the body this weekend or the following week.What is this about a 715 in sanford maine
that is 15 min from me.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13004 NEXT>13019 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gary,
I can't get a 454 for $500,or a 350 for that point.That's what I was getting at.I (read that
correctly),not the general population where I live,but myself personally can get a 460 or
390 with C-6,which are both rebuilt today.No shit it's a good deal!That's what I look for
when I shop...the best price.I've gotten better deals than that before.E-bay isn't exactly
the good deal it was 5 years ago.
I'm in a buisness,and a location where people pack up and move on a moments notice,so
not all the time do they get to take all their goodies with them.You'd be suprised at what
you can get.I can go get a 460 out of a friend's back yard today that is moving in a week
for free,as long as I pick it up (but it needs rebuilt).If I didn't already have a Hummer
winch on my truck I could go get one for $250 right now.
That 390 comes with the B&M shifter on the C-6 and the exhuast as well,It will be
loaded in my truck tonight at 1700.I just got off the phone with him and he told me to
take everything for $500.
Hey,but I guess the weather is better in California :).Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12974 NEXT>13020 13141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live at San Mateo and Lomas,so not very far from you.I saw some of your other posts
and it looks like you have similar plans with yours as I do.I'm a jeeper at heart and now
with my new M715 I'll probably never finish any of my projects (1986 CJ7 Rockcrawler
for one,thats just been collecting parts to fill my garage!)
I'm finishing the paperwork up today,but I need to find some way that the agency can fax
me back the release form before I can get it otherwise I will have to wait for snail mail.
Chad.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13017 NEXT>13036 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll have to send you a copy of the Carolina Bargain Trader so your jaw can drop.The
prices in that are even inflated compared to just word of mouth selling.I bought a 1/2 ton
truck 6 years ago for 1000 dollars,and the only thing that I've replaced was the starter
yesterday,and she's a work horse not only myself but damn near everybody I work with
has used it to haul something at one time or another and it's a daily driver for me.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13018 NEXT>13024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chad,You're extremely close to me.I'm at Carslisle and Coal about.If i were you i would
have it faxed to a local kinko's,i think they can do that.I also have a bunch of nice
vehicle tie down straps and axle straps if you need them,from when i picked up mine.Let
me know if there is anything i can do to help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12994 NEXT>13064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,
I can't wait to take my old tank out and blow the bastard up!
Thanks for going ahead and building these!
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Chad,
Keep in mind the 28'turning radius or you'll be cleaning them off the sidewalk as well!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13015 NEXT>13047 13061 13074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok could not get the email to work so here is a link to the pics.If anyone could show me
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how to hook this up that would be great.
http://www.me.mtu.edu/~jmking/M715/
There also is a pic of my m715 in there.The box is all taped off to have a scorpion bed
liner sprayed in it.
Thanks for any help
StumpPuller
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13020 NEXT>13044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it's paid for and they just faxed the custodian with the release paperwork.So now
I'm waiting for a phone call from him to be able to go and get it.
I'm not sure as to its driveability so I'm not really sure how I'm going to get it home from
somewhere in Rio Rancho.Any suggestions??
I've got a 3/4 ton GMC,but it doesn't have a bumper or reciever hitch.My Jimmy does
however,but I don't really know what I could use with it to put the M715 on.I guess if
worst comes to worst I can drive to Willard and borrow my Dad's 1 ton and flat bed goose
neck.I just really need to be able to access its condition.For now I wait.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over axle POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12978 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12997 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you for your unbiased response.mine is stock right now but i do have a big block
on the stand.......
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Doors POSTER>DAW EMAIL>snakeyes@nacs.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi I also would be interested in a pair thanks..SUBJECT>Re:krob725 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 September
2002,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13008 NEXT>13033
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes the wheel cyl fit the plate and the line.yes i got the alum spacer for the booster.had to
enlarge two holes and drill two holes.also had to modify the pushrod?thing that hooks to
the pedal.it was too short and the hole was too small.i cut it off and welded on the "eye"
from the original MC.just be sure to wrap a wet rag around it so the booster won't get
hot.also had to move the turn signal box over about an inch.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13014 NEXT>13030
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
i am not perk.i wonder why he has not responded?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13029 NEXT>13032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Come on man,Perks a busy guy ya know...running a Ford engine and all,that's time
consuming in itself.:)
SUBJECT>ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13034
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i only started that thread to show you that while you may make fun of some people,there
are others making fun of you.personally i like most all engines.i have always liked
things with wheels and engines.and if it is big,green and ugly,so much the better.
i have owned all brands and many different ages/generations of engines.hell i even had a
rotary engine one time,it was cool.
i plan on putting a dodge small block in mine.i would like to put a cummins in there but i
don't have that kind of money.i already have the dodge stuff so why not?if i had an LT1
and a 700R4 i'd put that in there.or a 300 ford six.or a ......
glad that everyone can take a joke...i guess that's why this my favorite place to hang out.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13030 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there you go
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 September.2002,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13028
NEXT>13071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i also wanted to say that it was a PITA to get the right fittings for the MC.i wish i would
have got the Wagner one that was in the parts file.someone did alot of homework on that
one if i remember correctly.
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krob725
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13031 NEXT>13050 13063 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BUT...the guy who puts a rotary engine in will be horse whipped and dragged down the
street.
I like these engines for all rpm,built a bunch of them,but they have zero torque.
Great group of guys you have here Brute4C!
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13016 NEXT>13042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,
I've been looking everywhere for that-what is 4WD hardware?Do you have a #?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13019 NEXT>13049 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow,while your at it find me a Braden LU4 cheap!They all seem to be on the east coast
and the owners think they're gold plated OR if they go cheap the seller won't ship it.
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13007 NEXT>13038 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,how will you ship that BB?I tried to buy a winch on eBay yesterday,but the seller
would only,"strap it to a pallet and take it to a trucking company."How's that work?It
sounded expensive so I didn't bid...that's also what kept me out of your garage sale...I'm
still having convulsions...I wanted ALL OF IT!
SUBJECT>Gary...Shipping POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13037 NEXT>13039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gary,
If you're serious about shipping something as LTL (less than load)like something banded
to a pallet,seriously call this place.Unishippers at 1.717.737.1227 and ask for Sharon.I
shipped a Northstar V-8 to CA from PA for $250 and still had $50 in it for my time!
Unishippers is a shipping broker and is super competitive and will give you a rundown of
10-12 different prices.They are also online.If you can pick up something from the dock
at the receiving end it will save lot$$$$.
I have an account and get a different discount than someone off the street,but the prices
will still surprise you.Central Express is one of the standout low cost truck companies
I've been using.Get's there,no damage and good price.
SUBJECT>Re:Gary...Shipping POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13038 NEXT>13083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Had I known that yesterday,I wouldn't have let a LU4 go on eBay for $255!Thanks for
the info,it will change my angle on my winch hunt.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Y.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13010 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Spicer.Barry
SUBJECT>M715 FORSALE IN MAINE POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just passing on a ad i saw in uncle henrys 1967 M715 14000 miles $4200 bo sorry adam
no phone number today Thursday will post it friday by 430 maybe Perk has it was in
sanford reply if you see this post her Perk saw some pics of your truck very nice sorry no
e-mail post here FRANKO thursday 500pm
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
September 2002,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13035 NEXT>13046
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.4wd.com or 1-800-333-5535
John
SUBJECT>licensing POSTER>John Weide EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got up this morning and thought about removing parts to get the 715 under 5000
lbs.Here in Michigan anything over #4999 lbs.you get to add a hundred bucks to the cost
of a plate,isnt that nice!(A historical plate was out of the question as I plan on hauling the
occasional load of building material and fire wood and dont need any hassles)I thought I.would call the local gravel
pit to make sure the scale was certified.A young woman
answered the phone.That gave me an idea.Knowing how most women do not know the
difference between a pliers and a crescent wrench,let alone old trucks,(I'm not infering
they are all like this)I thought I would try to substitute my 85 Dodge 1/2 ton.After it was
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weighed I parked it out of view.I went in and she asked me what it was for.I told her there
was a typo on the title.She asked what kind of truck it was to write on the weight slip.I
told her a 68'Jeep pickup.Guess what?now my M715 weighs #3890.With a license plate
on it.Ha.
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13024 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Considering the drive from there,i would suggest trailering it,unless you know the
condition of brakes and steering.My brakes worked,but not well,so i would have
rearended atleast a few people.I've got tie straps for a trailer if you need to borrow them,
just e-mail me.Good luck.
SUBJECT>need pre 77 chevy rag joint.I think POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13057 13058 13060 13068 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have been running around and researching all week about the steering rag-joint i need
with my 83 cj7 box.I have tried just about everything except the one that should work.It
would be off of a pre 75 full-size chevy car w/PS.If anyone has easy access to on,or has
a spare laying around i would love to buy it.The dealer's don't carry it,no parts stores,
and junk yards here suck.
SUBJECT>Re:rubber bed spacers POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen people use boat trailer rollers.From what Adam describes it may be the same
thing.They are cheap and you can cut to size.They are softer than hockey pucks.Try a
boating store or a well equipped sporting goods store....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I like the color,kinda the shade I want to use but I'll probably go flatter.
That's definitely an externally regulated alternator.That kinda crap always confuses me.
Your best bet is going to a generator shop since those guys know exactly how those damn
things work and can tell you how to set it all up in a custom situation.I had to sort out
some problems with a chevy alt in a 6V Plymouth and the guy knew right away what to
do -something that NO repair manual will ever show.
Sorry I can't be of any more help..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13009 NEXT>13085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In PA 3/4 ton trucks are over $100 a year to register.Somehow I get away with $38 a
year.I guess Penn DOT finally screwed up in my favor!Spicer's correct-PA roads Suck!
Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13036 NEXT>13053 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gary,
Just got home from bringing my engine back,the guy also threw in a york compressor.
This engine is ready to drop in,oil pump primed,timing some set,brand new carb,the
list goes on...this was a steal!I take back what I said about getting better deals before,this
could be the best.
It's got those old "ford power"valve covers...I think I'll send those to spicer as a
Christmas present.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13034 NEXT>13065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear ya on the rotaries,torqueless is it in a nut shell...
Personally,I think since the truck came with a hemi head,swaps shouldn't compromise
down to a splayed valve or wedge head....stick with the most volumetricaly efficient
design out there.
Just think what 750 horses from a 426 Hemi would do on or off road....
My opinion of course...
brute4c
And I agree,this club has the best guys and gals in the world!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,
5 September 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13043 NEXT>13080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I obviously don't publicly condone anything illegal,but,Nice job!
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13014 NEXT>13067 13076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ok you guys,Here is my story.I have been working big hours,going
through a divorce and
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seeing two chicks.I need to spend more time on the zone and get my priorities in
order,trucks beer and chicks,instead of the other way around.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13049 NEXT>13054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,did you get the 460?or the 390?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 390,I just fired you an E-mail
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FORSALE IN MAINE POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,It's not my truck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Wout POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I'll be doing some more resurch
SUBJECT>Re:need pre 77 chevy rag joint.I think POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13045 NEXT>
13070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE CJ7 ZONE,
where CJ7's have a loving home
If it's the same as a M715 any fullsize GM car late 60's through mid 70's will work,I can't
believe there are none of those in your junkyards.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Another try POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,
5 September 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13093
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I have some time tomorrow,I have lined up appointment to put my truck on a
computer scanner,and a guy who has a wiring harness just like mine,said I can lay it out
next to mine and try to run down my problem.If I can't do any good,I may have to give it
up.My patience ran out a while back,I love working on this thing,but I need to be able
to DRIVE it every now and then.I'll post any success.I thank all who have made.suggestions!Oh,by the way,I just saw
that Ford pull the icebreaker.WOW!Am I
impressed.Ha Ha!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:need pre 77 chevy rag joint.I think POSTER>mseven15er
EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13045 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a problem like that before.I made one from some conveyer belting.
SUBJECT>Re:Ford Help POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice rig,those XL's rock don't they?good all around tire for the stock rim.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:VERY CLEAN M715 FOR SALE IN CA POSTER>Alan Hanson
EMAIL>hanson128@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would you concider a partial trade?78 trans am new engine
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13034 NEXT>13082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ya spicer
we could take two rotary engines and mount them to both sides of a transfer case and use
the input for an output and then.....
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless fuel tank?POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like another 4th of july is going to happen.
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13050 NEXT>13081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brute4c
i just noticed the Diplomat in one of your photos.two thumbs up!i had an 87 ex-trooper
car.added an MSD,carter afb,headers,dual ex 2.5",one size bigger tires etc etc.that thing
would do 135mph all day long.maybe if i put an intercepter engine in the 725 it would go
over 50mph!
krob725
SUBJECT>oil pressure POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,.5 September 2002,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13075
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had the 725 out the other day and noticed that when driving about 40 mph in 4th gear i
had only about 10 psi oil pressure.i have an after market (junk walmart)gauge in
there.the mechanical kind with the tube.i took the oil pump apart and stretched the spring
out about 1/8"longer.it helped very little.this is on a stock 230.
i know my bearings are good because i had to replace them.where else could i lose
pressure?or could the pump be no good?it appeared to look ok when i had it apart but i
did not measure anything.
when the oil is cold and i rev it up,i only get about 25 psi with 20w50 castrol gtx.whe
warmed up at idle it is at zero.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13052 NEXT>13095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill take the chicks off of your hands,lol
on the truck side of things,i guess ill just stcik with my 230.to poor to put anything else
in there.:)
SUBJECT>Re:need pre 77 chevy rag joint.I think POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13045 NEXT>13078 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have some good rag-joints on the shelf,They are GM,I believe that both ends are 3/4"
36 spline.$30.00,e-mail me off my web-site or the phone #is posted there also.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>12894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
09-05-2002
Tony,
One of these wrenches is listed on eBay right now for $3.50 Buy It Now.
The item number is 2137784610
Joe
SUBJECT>Junkyards POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,5 September 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13058 NEXT>13073 13079
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,if you ever get the chance to travel the world's junkyards,you might come to.realize that you,my friend,might
possibly live in junkyard heaven...the weather maybe
better in California (it sucks in Cen.Cal.though,it's HOT-Smog,or Cool-Fog),but I'd take
a Carolina junkyard life any day.Here,if you don't speak Spanish or own a bank,you
walk away empty handed.I'll bet most junkyard items cost about 75%of a new part AND
most parts stores are on a computer w/a high school drop out at the helm.If you can't tell
them the year,make,model,engine,and paint code...they can't help you.
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 3:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>13033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought the wagner wheel cyclinders yesterday.Will check to see if they fit today I hope.
Gonna have to order the manual dual resevoir master cyclinder Brute posted about a
while ago.Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:carb kit POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 3:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>12973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Tomco carb number is 1-187 the parts book only listed with an auto choke but my
parts guy was smart enough to know that his listing with an A at the end ment auto choke
and he called Tomco directly to get the right one.Rebuilt with a 90 warranty.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyards POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13070 NEXT>13077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have better luck at the parts store if I pull the book out of the kids hands,look for it
myself and point to what I want when I find it.I do get a chuckle when the kid types in 68
m715 and says its not in the computer,though.
SUBJECT>MTU POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13023 NEXT>13110
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are a ME at MTU and can't figure out a generator?Take a walk over to the EERC
and ask anyone if they have ever seen a generator,answer will probably be no.Just
pulling your chain,I graduated in 1998 with an ME degree up there,great place to go 4
wheeling.Wish I had my 715 when I was up there,instead of destroying my 92 blazer,
Doh!Good luck,if you can't figure it out,swap in a Delco 1 wire and call it a day.
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,
at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13066 NEXT>13134 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You mention the junk pressure gauge early on but then seem to forget that it could be the
problem also.Find another gauge and hook it up to verify there really is a problem before
going to far.
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SUBJECT>Poor Perk POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13052 NEXT>13091 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Damn,
I know that in alot of arguments with my wife I would have a moment of clarity where I
knew if I called it quits and told her to pack her shit and get out she'd go straight to the
lawyer and say the words she knows would hurt me most.
"I don't want his money or house,just get me all his guns and his 715."
Hope she just takes your money Perk.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyards POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13073 NEXT>13136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with you guys.Most of the parts stores didn't know what a rag joint/steering coupler
is.The problem with this part is that no stores carry it,and GM discontinued making it.
Our "junkyards"seem to get rid of cars pre 80's around here.There is one that said they
had three,then when i drove down there they couldn't find them (the whole cars!!!).I
figured i'd have better luck asking.There are a few on ebay,but i asked some questions
and haven't recieved replies.This is a pain....
SUBJECT>Re:need pre 77 chevy rag joint.I think POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunetly,i need the 13/16"-36 spline end,then the bolt spacing of about 2.5"for the
stock shaft.Only pre 75'chevy's had the 13/16'shaft,and i don't know if they had the 2.5"
spacing.I'm still trying to find one to verify that.
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyards POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13070 NEXT>13087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
It's starting to sound that way.I almost feel guilty about having all this at my disposal.I
might start taking orders for some of you next time I go (granted that it's something small,
like a rag joint).
I will have to say that as good as the junkyards are here in eastern North Carolina.They
don't compare to the ones in central Texas,or Memphis.When I go to California it's
usually southern,like San Diego and I usually don't do any junkyard shopping when I'm
out there.I wonder what they do with all of their cars,while they are waiting to be
crushed?They probably just get to it quicker than the laid back country boys dow
here...who knows?
I'll let ya'know when next time I hit the junkyards.Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13051 NEXT>13084 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did that too!HA!
I personally condone sinking to anyones level to teach them a lesson or beat them at their
own game!!
Example:Some jerk at work accused me of shagging his girlfriend which pissed me off.
About a month later she invited me over one evening...I felt justified!:)
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13065 NEXT>13089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with on that Brute!This will make Perk happy...I'd put a Ford in mine if it were a 427
Cammer.That was an awesome engine!...outlawed from NHRA!
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13063 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've built about 20 of those little buggers.The baddest was a custom ported 6 port to 4
port (big!)with a turbo and a N2)fogger system.My boss broke three transmissions i
three weeks before he parked the car!He broke one a lil'before the 1000'mark and pulled
a 10-0 quarter!
SUBJECT>Re:Gary...Shipping POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,lemme know,I can help you out!
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13080 NEXT>13086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you shag her?
SUBJECT>Hey Mike POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13048 NEXT>13102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you in PA?I'm south/central near Harrisburg.
SUBJECT>Re:licensing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Got Damn right I did!Brings a smile to my face every time I see him.:)
Motto:Live for Revenge!
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyards POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll start making my list.....
SUBJECT>Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>13103
13112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I know that it's not standard to shim the starter on an M715,but mine doesn't want to
engage sometimes (rebuilt starter,new bendix,etc.,etc.).Believe me,I've pulled the
starter more than a dozen times and inspected every piece on it.Still,maybe 1 time out of
6,the starter spins but won't engage.When this happens,I hand-turn the engine a few
degrees and,more often than not,it will then engage the flywheel just fine.By-the-way,
about a thousand miles ago,the flywheel was resurfaced on a mill,and the ring gear was
replaced.I'm wondering if the bendix needs to move out (away from the flywheel)just a
touch,which can be accomplished by a little shimming on one side of the starter.
Comments?
Also,the old (and new)bendixes show a swirling wear pattern on the front face of the
bendix drive cover,caused by the bendix extending so far that it rubs against the face of
the ring gear (see tech article about this situation at
http://www.egrproducts.com/html/tech_tip_9.html).
It's strange that Jeep never shimmed this starter.Too cheap?
Finally,does a civilian starter work a lot better?I'm beginning to seriously consider one,
but would rather not if I can get the orginal 24V starter to work reliably.
Thanks for any and all suggestions.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13081 NEXT>13090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,The 427 Ford Cammer was also outlawed from Nascar comp.The factory rating
with duel 4 barrel carbs was 657 hp!!!Stock!!!no wonder they outlawed it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13089 NEXT>13092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,but timing chains longer than well ropes!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Poor Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com.DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:14
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13076 NEXT>13184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brian,looks like she is going for about 300K,but I am going to hang on to the ole
715 no matter what!For 300K I could have owned most all of the 715's in the whole
country.Mabey it's time to buy her a brand new pair of cement shoes!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:ford vrs chevy Redux POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Another try POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13059 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,another day down the tube.My electic fan quit,had to wire direct.The mechanic
wouldn't take the time to put my truck on his machine,I guess he spent the money I paid
for the engine when he promised to help me make it run.For some reason it started
running better while driving it.It will idle some of the time now.Still won't accelerate
smoothly.I went ahead and bled the brakes again,they seem to be working ok now.
Drilled a whole in the gas tank to run the return fuel line into.Also took the plate off the
floor,the breather tube on my slushbox was plugged and blowing fluid out the fill tube.
So I accomplished a couple things,shame it still won't run.Oh well,maybe another day.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Attn.Rhino POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,If you E-mailed me,the damn thing is'nt working.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:chevy vs.ford POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heck,if you are seeing two chicks you have your priorities in order!
SUBJECT>M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>Mark EMAIL>Buster159@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaM2uhJy1bZPE PREVIOUS>NEXT>13104 13108 13109 13162 13332
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M-725 w/braden winch for sale.It has a rebuilt motor that needs to be
installed.This truck is straight and all electrical works.Asking $2800.00.I'm located in
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St.Louis,Mo.
SUBJECT>motor change POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>13113 13117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please reply if you can assist i have a 1967 tornado in my kaiser it all runs and works i
dont want to keep this though im thinking of replacing the motor and possibly the tranny
with a cat ,perkins or maby a cummings diesel engine and using a allison transmission
automatic any thoughts on this and has anyone you know done this thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,
6 September 2002,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13094 NEXT>13100 13106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
I'll just lay it out here.I got the 390.I spent all day checking it out and getting her ready to
drop in and she looks great,except I don't have a bellhousing or a manual flywheel.I am
trying to get a NP435 out of a school bus that was behind a 330,which should have the
same bellhousing,if not.I can get a NP435 out of a dodge with a transfer case mounted to
it and just run inline t-cases and try to find a bellhousing.I figured I could swap
driveshafts(front to rear)to make up the difference when I move the t-case back,too hard
to tell right now,but it looks like it will work.Or if possible I could just find a
bellhousing and flywheel and keep my original T98.Let me know what you think of the
whole thing...lay some of that blue oval wisdom on me,brother.
I have to get cleaned up and go to a party tonight so I can't chat.Besides,I'm all hopped
up on cleaning solvent right now,too many things floating around in my head for any
logical reasoning.Any advise is greatly appreciated,I'm off to clear my head.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got those "Power by Ford"valve covers all cleaned up and shiny.I don't know what
kind of decor your house has,but I bet these babies would look good above your fire
place.Let me know
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13098 NEXT>13119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't exclude the T-18,used in Ford up to '86.It's the younger better brother to the T-98,
dimensionally they're extremely similar.
Chris
SUBJECT>M715 Wanted....POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anyone know of a M715 around the southwestern part of Kansas or the vicinity.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13085 NEXT>13185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just north of Philly in Bucks County.There is an MV show in Gilbert PA this
weekend if you get bored.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13088 NEXT>13107 13123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have not heard of this as a problem on the 230 with either the civvy or mil starters
unless there was something out of whack between all the items you seem to have already
removed the problems from.
I have no idea what the negatives might be to shimming,but could it really hurt to start
with a thin one and see what happens...if nothing else you should be able to rule it in or
out...which potentially could leave you a real head scratcher.My starter has almost
30,000 miles on it without ever once having this problem that I know of.I have seen 230
powered trucks up to 300,000 miles without this problem...
Give the shim idea a try and let us know what happens.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it a 715 or 725?Send me some pics I might be interested.
-Dustin
doe97@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Anyone up for 2 1/2 tons POSTER>Cliff Morriss EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6
September 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey
Check this out.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1856213209&rd=1
Later Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
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DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13098 NEXT>13120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Chris is correct about the T-18,that tranny is a damn good one,though,the Np-435.is real good too.Any FE group
truck engine,330,352,360,390,and 428 share the same
bellhousing.The Ford T-18 will adapt to the T case 4wd hi lo shif assembly perfectly.Be
careful with the Dodge thing.A lot of them were close ratio trannys not wide,meaning
that the first gear would be around 4 to 1 you want 6 to 1.I don't belive that the Dodge
tranny will bolt up to a Ford bell,I thought they had different bolt patterns,though I could
be wrong.The FE 390 is a great torque engine,with it's real long stroke and smaller
valves,than the 385 series engines,429-460.If you want to make the 390 really come
alive,the 428 CJ heads are way too go if you can find a set cheap,or find a dead 428 and
swap the crank and you go to 410 ci.You are on your way to having one bad ass
715.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd have to agree.I don't see a problem with trying it.The starter would not always engage
the flywheel on my truck when I first got it,but luckily my truck came with a spare
engine and accessories,so I changed it out.Later I took the original starter apart and
found that the thrust bushings were so worn that instead of the drive gear being pushed
out toward the flywheel,the starter's armature was being shoved backward.Hope the
shimming helps your truck.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Where in St.Louis are you located?I may be interested in you truck.
Is it 715 or a 725?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 September 2002,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could you send more info and pictures my way!Thanks,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:MTU POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu DATE>Friday,
6 September 2002,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13074 NEXT>
13114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I managed to get that alternator working.Thanks for all you help.I'll get to go out
with the MTU four-wheeling club this weekend and show them up what a real truck is.
StumpPuller
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted....POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>13101 NEXT>13124 13131 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Chris
Financial setbacks force me to put my truck up for sale.
Located in western Oklahoma,near Weatherford.1967 vintage,serial number 17027,has
approx 16000 miles.Truck is VERY straight and rust free,but the paint looks
terrible.Runs,drives,and stops very well,but leaks and burns some oil.Good NDT's,and
has most everything except cargo bows and canvas and no troop seats.Non winch model.
Asking $3500.00.
Please e-mail any questions.
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 3:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13088 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar problem on an old CJ I owned.However,it turned out that the ring gear
was slightly worn (rounded over)in one spot.About once every 10th start (intermittant
really)it would spin.Are you certain that the ring gear is "square"around the entire
circumference of the fly wheel?If this is the case,and the teeth are only worn on one
side,then shimming should alleviate this problem.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:motor change POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your talking about the Allison that GM is putting in the HD trucks,I've heard it is
pretty tough to make it work with any motor other than the Chev V8 it comes with.
Computer issues are the problem,and no company has cracked the code to make a
aftermarket standalone computer yet.As for a smoker conversion,there are several guys
here running them,and they are a great choice for the 715.The 350 chev is by far the
most common swap though.
SUBJECT>Re:MTU POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13110 NEXT>13116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have fun with that,I went four wheeling with those guys once,they were a bit nuts for
my taste.Although,after what I have been through with the 715,I doubt what they did
would be much of a challenge.Have fun,and try not to swamp out that ford,they can't
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take very much of that.LOL....
SUBJECT>engin converson POSTER>JEFF MATTHEW
EMAIL>jkmatthew@rap.midco.net DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaI9EEHimOMH2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13118
13121 13237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would like to take the 230 out and replace with a small block or big block chevy.The
problem is who has the parts and adaptor plates to do this.Also is there any other black.holes and expenses that I
might encounter during this conversion.(SOS ?!?!).
SUBJECT>Re:MTU POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13114 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haha I know,Next summer it is going to get a bigblock chevy.I really dont care for that
Ford stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:motor change POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13097 NEXT>13144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Cummins 5.9L diesel from a 91 Dodge Ram in my 715.I am running a 5 speed
manual NV-4500 transmisson out of a 96 Dodge Ram.If you wish to run an automatic
the Dodge auto is a possibility.Allison automatics are available to run behind Cummins
5.9 engines,they are used often in medium duty trucks..The only problem I can see is
mounting a transfer case behind one of these transmissions.The 715 divorce mount
transfer case will have to be placed quite far back in the frame due to the length of
engine/trans combo.
SUBJECT>Re:engin converson POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me know if you decide to get rid of the 230 accessories
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13100 NEXT>13122 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,
If I could find a T-18,I'd do it.They are hard to come by around here.A lot of jeep
owners take them for their CJ's and YJ's.The only one I can get my hands on is in an old
Cherokee,and I'd have to mod it to fit the Ford engine(I think).
I'm not sure what the bus tranny is,I'm going there tonight to check it out.It could be a t-
18,or a np-435,or maybe even a Clark,did they put clarks behind 330's?
I'll let you know what I come up with,but for now I'm stuck.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13106 NEXT>13130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Perk,.Man does that head swap sound like a good idea!If I'm hung up on this bellhousing
tranny issue for a while I'll probably investigate that.However,right now I'm just anxious
to get the Rhino back on his feet.The 390 is going to be such an upgrade in power from
stock,I'll probably be satisfied for a while.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:engin converson POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13115 NEXT>13175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak-adapt.com has the adaptor and some engine mounts.Don't forget that the truck
will need to be converted to 12 V and though it's not necessary,I'd recommend a full
rewire.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13119 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see why the Jeepers would go for the 2wd version so those should be out there.
Unless you want to eliminate the divorced transfer case,then I see your dilemma.I guess
I'm just rambling,I don't have anything real important to say here.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>13103 NEXT>
13125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried the shimming.No better.Removed shim.
Brad's mention of the "backwards thrust",due to not enough (or lack of)shim washers in
the starter makes me think.I'll double-check how much end play the starter has.Thanks,
Brad!
Steven mentioned the ring gear teeth.I checked them and they look good.Thanks,Steve!
Today,I replaced the Echlin brand push starter switch.It's only a few months old,but I
was desperate.Came to find out that the contacts were in bad shape (cheap switch).so,I
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replaced it with another Echlin switch,because that's all that I can find.Result:Starter
still doesn't reliably engage (sigh).At least I ruled-out the starter switch.
Also today,I removed the spring-loaded pins in the bendix,thinking that it would engage
better if it didn't have all of that drag.Result:No improvement.
Also today,I replaced the power cable that goes to the starter with a brand new heavier
duty one.Result:Same problem.
This problem has sure been a head-scratcher.Thanks to all for your help;I'll let you know.if/when I find the
solution.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted....POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13111 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I believe there is still one here in Hutchinson,KS....northwest of Witchita about 30 mns.
New 327 chevy,hardtp,earth yellow,set up to pull trailer.Last I heard about $6K.It's
been sitting for sale for quite a while so you mght get him talked down.Looked pretty
clean a couple of months ago.
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13123 NEXT>13127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I had a similar problem except I'm running a Ford motor.Anyhow,when it would not
catch I'd rock the truck in gear a bit (same effect as you turning the engine by hand)and
it'd be fine for a few more tries.It turned out that the starter drive was THRASHED (my
fault from a previous overheated smoking starter session)-all bent up and crap and the
drive gear wouldn't operate smoothly.It would also hang on the ring gear after the engine
started.
I didn't say anything before because it sounded like the drive was all new and good but
I'm throwing this out since you still haven't pinpointed the trouble.
SUBJECT>Bed Floor?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
7 September 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13128
13200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone out there replaced the bed floor completely?I'm halfway through removing
the corrugated part and decided to measure for a new piece.I had assumed it was 48"
wide but apparently it's 51 or 52"so my plan of buying a 4'x8'diamond plate is out now.I
know JC whitney has replacement panels but they're kinda expensive but has anyone used
these?How do I know which one to order?I know they won't have a listing for our
trucks.
Any other ideas for a preferably one piece replacement?I'm not going to try to pull a floor
off a junkyard bed -it's hard enough getting this one off.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Shim the Starter?-Starter Problems POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>13125 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Chris!.You know something,your story about hand-turning the engine a little sounds familiar.
That's what I've been doing for the last couple weeks (with good success).However,the
misstarts are becoming more frequent.I keep thinking,"It's either the starter or the
bendix".Although the bendix looks and feels OK,I've had it apart so many times that I
really can't count on it (or anything else,for that matter)being OK anymore.
So,it's "bite the bullet"time.I've ordered a rebuilt starter and a NOS foot switch.I'll let
everyone know in about 2 weeks if my problems are over.
Thanks much for your help,and Happy Trails!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13126 NEXT>13133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try these guys.They may have it or may build it for you....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
http://www.g503.com/dealer/jp-trail.htm
SUBJECT>Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know where I can find the ROUND on-off dash plaque for the main power
switch?I have seen the upside down teardrop shaped ones on Ebay,but I want the round
one.I saw these somewhere and for the life of me I can't find it.Thanks in
advance.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Rhino POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13120 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I know for shure you will be satisfied with the big 390.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted....POSTER>baddboy758 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13111 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do have any pictures?
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SUBJECT>Wanted:Cheap Kaiser M715 Near Central Texas (or Texas at most)
POSTER>Jaremy Golightly EMAIL>elguapovaquero@msn.com DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a truck somewhere around $3000.00.I'd Like for it to be pretty much stock (mabey
a different engine)Need it to be in Decent shape!Soft Top Prefered,but if not...I'll give
it a chance.Please e-mail me at elguapovaquero@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13128 NEXT>13135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would also suggest looking for a steel supplier locally who has access to larger size
diamond tread.I'm planning to do the same thing (if i ever finish what i'm doing)and
there is a local shop who can cut me the exact size for 65.00,and this is albuquerque
where we have nothing....
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13075 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look for a possible restriction where the gauge hooks up.Or try another port if available.
I have seen sludge form in or around these and this will also cause an inaccurate reading.
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13133 NEXT>13139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I may call around on Monday.I assumed that 4'x8'was the max.Maybe I'll buy two
sheets and have to cut a front half and back half.I was excited though when I found out
that a sheet was only about 65 bucks for 14 gage (the smallest that the local place ca
get).I'll see if they can get a wider piece.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Junkyards POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 September
2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13077 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Heres one for you,The local auto zone has the tool loan program.I was building a
buddies motor and went in search of a balancer installer.The kid looked and looked for
one then he asked for help.Out came the big older guy (you know the one,been there
done that)He ask what I needed.So I told him,He began to explain how he had never
heard of such a thing and he had building engines all his life (beat you didnt see that one
coming did you)!He simply explained his professional way of using the dampner bolt
and cramming it on.Dont get me wrong most of us are all guilty of one time or another
using this approach.But I wasnt about to strip the threads out of my buddies new $1200.
crank.So needless to say I told the old fart what I thought of his masterful way and the
496 had to sit a few more days.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13129 NEXT>13151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may have one.I'll check later tonight or tomorrow.If I can find it,you can have it.
Paul.SUBJECT>body parts POSTER>jim EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,7 September 2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for inner and outer front fenders for 1957 m715
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 September
2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13135 NEXT>13150
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would go with at least 1/8 inch for strength if you plan on using the bed of your truck.
You have to remember that the ribs in the original bed floor is what gave it strength not
the gauge of the metal.I used this when I replaced the floor in my M100 Jeep trailer and
haven't had any problems.
I really haven't looked at it but you may have to add pieces of angle iron to the edges so
that you have something structural for the floor to be welded to.If it were me I would
have two separate pieces cut for the front and the back.Also you might want to add more
support if the unsupported span exceeds about 16 inches.
Just some thoughts GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Tulsa PTO gear POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12945 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give a call to Tulsa winch!Many of these winch companies haven't changed their designs
in years making it easy to reference such things.I know that this is true for Ramsey PTO
winches because I bought an older one and was able to get a brand new service manual
for it.The service manual is the same one for the newer PTO winches they have just
updated the case.So all of the parts for your winch are available.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:New Owner Here!!!!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13018 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Having expirience with the GSA you will probably get it snail mail about next Thurs.if
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they feel like it.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:body parts POSTER>baddboy758 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
September 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13138 NEXT>13148
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1957???How about 67,the M715 wasnt started developing until 1965.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?[2 ] POSTER>>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a wrench that works just as well,a 13/16 deep well impact socket is the trick.The.impact sockets don't have
the internal shoulders like the standard deep sockets do,so I
picked one up at the local store for cheap bucks.Worked like a charm.Thanks for the
ebay info Joe,I may still get one.
However;once I put the cleaned plugs back in and fired it up it ran SUPER smooth...
until I bogged it a bit in the driveway pulling out.This is a carb problem which is fouling
the plugs or do I have some ring leakage?The plugs were black and oily,but that could
have come from my fuel (the Marvel Mystery Oil and lead additive).
I've read that 1 bbl carbs are pretty cheap for these trucks with the orig motors..is this
true?Would I be aggravation ahead by purchasing a ready to go carb or rebuilding the
stock one?
Thanks again.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:motor change POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13117 NEXT>13181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Utah,
did you replace your t-case also or no?if so with what?if not what could you have
replaced it with?I'm thinking off doing this conversion and am trying to price it out,any
and all info will help.What are the benefits of running the diesel over the 350?I also
have a rebuilt Pontiac 389,does anyone know much about these engines?Would it be a
beneficial engine to the 715 or would I be better off with something else?
thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13146 13155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone please look at the 715 on ebay that has a 'buy it now'price of $11,000 and
give me their honest opinion on what it is really worth?It looks to me like all it has is a
nice new shiny paint job,just perfect to get scratched up,and a new 350 with stock
everything else,am I missing something?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8
September 2002,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13145 NEXT>13178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yah you sure are the history of the truck .I seen that truck before he bought it and the paint
is a couple years old ..and the price is fair for the work and parts in it I added the price of
the truck added the motor trany and transfer case which I know was not in the truck and
all the other mods and that leaves about a 1000.00 for labor .so yah its worth it I own 2
m725 and one m715 W.W.and I bought my parts from the same guy he got his truck
from .and each truck runs about 15,000 in used and new old stock parts .thats just parts ,
then you add a frame off resto on all three and 20,000 is not to far fetched with sand
blasting priming and painting removal of axles and all dive train and off to the machine.shop for rebuilding all
componets .I hope this helps on your quest for answers .and in my
opinion offer him 10,000 .
SUBJECT>Re:Special wrench?[2 ] POSTER>>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,
If it's oily,then it's probably not the carb.Could be rings but they usually blow oil in the
upper RPM's.Check the valve seals and check for worn valve guides.They'd have to be
severly worn to bog the engine though.
If they're just wet,then the carb is acting up,most likely the choke is on or the carb is
overflowing (stuck needle/seat).To check for overflowing,pull the air cleaner and with it
running,look down the carb throat -at idle you really shouldn't see any fuel so if there's a
waterfall (fuelfall?)coming from the vent,that's your problem.I've actually seen several
carbs that wouldn't seal,no matter what I tried and would gush gas everywhere.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:body parts POSTER>jim EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13142 NEXT>13149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry,a typo
SUBJECT>Re:body parts POSTER>Beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net DATE>Sunday,
8 September 2002,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13148 NEXT>
13168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of inter fender wells.$125 and I will ship them to you.Sorry no fenders they
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have already been sold.
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13139 NEXT>13188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Gsanders,
I was thinking of putting in 1"x2"rectangular stock every 16"or so which would give me
plenty of welding area and strength.I was also thinking of making the gas tank supports
go all the way accross so that i could eventually put a shorter gas tank that went all the
way accross.(better ground clearance.)Let me know how it turns out.
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13137 NEXT>13179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!!!THX!...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)....SUBJECT>Attn:Perk POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,8
September 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Are all FE style flywheels internally balanced?and how hard would it be to adapt the
stock T-98 to the FE bellhousing?Worst case scenario I have a friend who owns a
machine shop in WI that could make me an adapter,If I sent him both bellhousings(230
and 390).That would be pretty costly though.Let me know,I'm dead in the water.
Rhino
SUBJECT>charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13154
13160 13182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is possible to do,but I have no idea what to buy.I'm going to be converting
the truck to 12 volt in conjunction with the engine swap,but I want to keep my 24 volt
hummer winch.I figured that the truck and lighting could all be 12 volts,while I kept a
battery in parallel with the charging circuit for the winch only.How would I go about
doing this?
I know people do it for winches,starters,stereos,etc...Any input?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13153 NEXT>13164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With 2 12 volt batteries hooked in parallel,how do you plan on getting 24 volts to run the
winch?Don't you need the batteries hooked in series to do that?
What am I missing?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13145 NEXT>13177 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dustin,
You may want to take a closer look at that truck.
I see several flaws with the price of the vehicle.
1)Look at the pictures an you will see that the batteries are secured with "bungee"straps
--a major mistake.
2)As you noted the only real major change is the engine [no power steering or power
brakes ].
3)The truck is described as having a massive welded winch bumper but it is not shown --.the pictured truck has a
bent stock front bumper.
4)The general wiring looks like an amateur in installation.
In my opinion --NOT worth $11,000 maybe $6,000 if you really want it.
There is also a '68 listed that seems to have a lot of potential for a much more reasonable
price.
I'm not trying to step on any toes with my description of the truck,just stating my
observations and opinions.
Hope this helps,Joe
SUBJECT>Hey Brute4C POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Sunday,
8 September 2002,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any particular reason you posted to use the stock stoplight switch in the rear brake
circuit as opposed to the front?I'm trying to get mine together and it looks easier to use
the front.thanks Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13156 NEXT>13158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did I post this and in relation to what...there are only 25000 or so posts betwee
the 2 sites...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13157 NEXT>13159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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It may be due to the fact that you want the rear shoes to contact the drums just before the
fronts due...but of course you want the fronts to do most of the braking,roughly 70/30.
Maybe that's what is going on...I'm sure your referring to somekind of conversion,but we
have been over at least 50 different methods on the site(s)over the last few years.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4C POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8 September
2002,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13158 NEXT>13161
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rear brake line is first to receive pressure thus turning on the light.Sooner the light
comes on,sooner people see you stopping.
John
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13153 NEXT>13165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Get the winch motor rewound for 12 volt
John
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4C POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry I was talking about a post on here on 8/17/02.I should have said that......I'm gonna
try to use the front brake circuit because the lines are already run to the pressure switch
and in place.I'll swap to the rear if it presents a problem.Thankyou again.Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>John Paul Pahmeier
EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPEI3CkDTJd6 PREVIOUS>13096 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested please send me some photos
SUBJECT>Brake advice POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13183 13235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know all you old timers are probably tired of revisiting the same topics.However,this is
all new to me (being a new owner).I looked through the FAQs and read much of the
postings,but I'm still not certain about the simple conversion to a dual reservoir master
cylinder.Is the Wagner #F66857 (or equivalent)the best?If so,do I simply replace the
MC with F66857 running separate lines to the fron t and rear?Details would be very
helpful.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 3:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13154 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I planned on running the winch in series with the batteries,but running the "back"battery
in parallel with the 12volt system so it would charge off the 12 volt alternator.
That was my thought anyway,maybe it wouldn't work.I figurwed if I ran it in series,the
the two would only get 7 volts a piece.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13160 NEXT>
13169 13170 13180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought about that,but figured there was a cheaper way to just keep it 24v and only use
the two batteries for the winch..I've seen it done..as a matter of fact the $11,000 m715 on ebay has two optimas
running
off a GM 350?he's got a 12volt system powering two batteries??which is all I need to do
what I want to accomplish,how did he do it?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Wiring POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bear with me.I'm trying to piece together a 24 volt harness from 4 sources.The turn
signal switch I have has wires with tags:B,C,D,E,F,and G.However,the distribution
box is not labeled as it is in the wiring diagram provided by Bob on this site.My box has
labels A through F on one side and H,J,K,L,and M on the other?According to wiring
diagram on this site it should have B,L,K,J,and G.What gives?Were several versions
of this box made?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
8 September 2002,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13166 NEXT>
13171
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
You mean like mine...check the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:body parts POSTER>jim EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>13149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what kind of shape are they in
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just having a thought out load,but maybe it could be benificial.I believe the thing
hurting you will be the ground.Each battery is 12V relative to the ground,and would
charge as such from the alternator.In order to get the 24v for the winch the second
battery's negative post would be the positive post of the first battery.Unfortunetely this
puts it ground already at 12V,so i would think your alternator (since it is grounded to the
block?)would see this as 12v and not be able to charge it.I'm not sure however if there is
a way to "trick"your alternator though.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13165 NEXT>13176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If your not willing rewind the winch motor,it sounds like to me that
your not willing to
spend alot for a solution.The more money you spend on a problem,the more exotic the
answer.
You have a choice of wiring the batteries in either series or parallel.Don't ask me which
is which.
Here's my example using 2 12 volt 500amp batteries
12 volt and 1000 amps or 24 volt and 500 amps
Hope this helps
John
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13167 NEXT>13172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So the later distribution box (that I have)will not work with the earlier turn signal
switch?
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
8 September 2002,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13171 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are only 2 boxes...the early,large box,was used at least as early as the M37 and
into the M715 production.Then military vehicles went to solid state turn signals,
including the later M715's and all the way up to the Hummer's of today.
Maybe your wiring is a little off,but I have never seen or heard of any other.
brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13174 13217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 for sale
400 Pontiac engine Fresh-Strong
SM 465 Trans
Detroit locker in rear with disc brakes
Lincoln Locker in front
new top
10,000 LB PTO winch
15 x 39.5 x15 Super swampers
Autometer Gauges
Converted to 12V
Battery under hood
Full size spare
Pioneer kit,Pintle hitch
Complete spare front axle
extra parts,Manual
Truck is in Northeast Indiana
5300$with trailer,all you need is your checkbook,and a truck with a 2"ball!4500$truck.only
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13173 NEXT>13209 13222 13326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Possible trades on a CJ8..I'll have this truck for sale for a few weeks then I will part it out
and cut it up.You cannot build one for this price!
SUBJECT>Re:engin converson POSTER>JEFF MATTHEW
EMAIL>jkmatthew@rap.midco.net DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13121 NEXT>13189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris thank you for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13155 NEXT>13232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
joe,
ia agree 100%with you and went through the same thought process and came up with,
yeah maybe 6,000.I'm not in dire need any way as I already have a 715 but am always
looking.
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thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jake,
i hope the tranny and t-case were in that truck before because he claims that they are
stock!This isn't your friends truck is it?or yours?Just sounds like you took offense to me
asking the general public their honest opinion-no hard feelings.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13151 NEXT>13195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,bad news.I found several things I have been looking for,but no switch plate.Sorry.
I'll check a couple of other places.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Sunday,8 September 2002,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just last week I sold a battery isolater on Ebay that is made to run two twelve volt
batteries.It keeps them both charged,but it does not let them run in series,which is what.you would need to do for
24 volt.I have never heard of doing what you are talking about.
I have two large deep cylcle 6 volts on mine,run in series for 12 volts..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:motor change POSTER>utahjeepr EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would recommend using a Dodge transmission and transfer case.The Cummins version
of the NV-4500 (94-up Dodge Ram)and an NP-205 (89-93 Dodge Ram is my choice.
The 94 and up transfer cases have the drop to the wrong side and are chain drive.For the
ultimate t-case AA makes an Atlas II for Dodge Cummins applications.
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13153 NEXT>13194 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get a series-parallel switch that will do what you need.I once converted a diesel
tractor from 24 to 12 volts,and used one of these.It's basically just a heavy-duty starter
relay with more contacts.It allowed the tractor to start at 24V and use the stock starter
motor,then switches back to parallel mode and the batteries charge at 12V.You should
be able to find one at a truck or tractor supplier (maybe NAPA?)or I know that JC
Whitney used to carry one.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake advice POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There should be a junction block on the frame rail directly under the master cylinder.
Separate the rear brakes off this junction block and plug the port.Then connect the front
reservoir to the rear brake line,and the rear reservoir to the junction block to feed the
front brakes.At this point,I would take the extra time to replace the brake lines if it hasn't
already been done.More than likely you will break one of them getting it out of the brass
junction block anyway.Good luck,and you will be rewarded in the end with the safety of
a dual system.
SUBJECT>Re:Poor Perk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13091 NEXT>13243 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm for hire.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13102 NEXT>13215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I missed that.:)
I had my truck down in the Morgantown/Pottstown area a couple of weeks ago moving.some furniture.The thing ran great
on the PATP and I didn't even have to stop and
change fuel filters.Next time I'm heading down,I'll let you know.
SUBJECT>Power box from a '96 blazer!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>13191
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hit the junkyard Saturday and found a '96 blazer with the sheetmetal,axle,motor,and
suspention all stripped off the front.I checked the steer box and the mounts looked the
same.$40 with lines and pitman arm.My original ragjoint bolted right up,the box is the
same length and the mounting hole threads are the same!I had to grind about an 1/8"
chamfer on the top front to clear the front crossmember,but that was it.This box is 2.75
turns lock to lock!...instead of 6.It's travel is about 1/4"less than the original box.I used
it's original arm,cutting off the ball joint,and my 715's arm and welded them together
lengthening the arm so it is just short of the crosslink and steers to the locks.I already had
a late model PS box mounted but had modified it for hydraulic pump use.I'll pick up a
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new one in the next couple of days.This REALLY ended up being an easy swap.Backing
it out of the shop and only going about 1.5 turns to the lock put a big smile on my
face...no more hand over hand over hand over hand to turn the damn thing!Oh,the box is
still the 'heavy duty'version with the four bolt top.
Thanks for all the advice and input fellas!!!Hopefully this late model crap will hold
up...off to the next weak link!
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13176 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran my two 12's and forgot about it.Have had no charging probs with a gm 3 wire alt.
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13150 NEXT>13208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked into corrogated 'B-deck'like the stuff used on bridges and mezzanines that they
pour concrete or other decking to.The minimum step that they'll manufacture is 9/16"
and I think 18 guage (.0478")
They'll make it any length but only certain width's.It's still up in the air with me...maybe
go easy and diamond plate it.
SUBJECT>Re:engin converson POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Find a GM truck with a four or five speed and a married case.That'll make it easier..SUBJECT>Re:Spicer
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't feel comfortable accepting such extravagant gifts...How 'bout I trade you a bent
BB chevy rod for them.I figure you Blue Oval guys need all the ammo and reassurance
you can get,so a bent rat rod would may make you feel better about you misled engine
endeavors.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Power box from a '96 blazer!POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll be even happier when you get the power to it.When I hooked up mine the first
time,I wondered how I ever drove it without it.It'll make turning those 13"wide boggers
a piece of cake.
SUBJECT>ATTN:Paul Brown POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13193 13202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I tried e-mailing you,but i figured something may not be working.I wanted to get the
weatherstripping to make the cowl seal from you.If you would e-mail me i would
appreciate it.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Paul Brown POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Paul,
Me too!
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13182 NEXT>
13214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brad,
Is that an automatic switch or do you have to manually engage it one way or the other?
For my series application(winch)I would need to switch it over manually and keep it that
way until I was done winching,would this still work?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,9 September
2002,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13179 NEXT>13197 13201 13204 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paul,Thanks for taking the time to look let alone offer it up.Maybe it will turn up.In the
mean time maybe one of the zone members might know where to buy one.Anybody????
THX!!Kaiserjeeps..(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>12864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that jeep is still for sale and 4 grand is over priced for it still needs a lot af work
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Three sources for the on/off data plate.Second Armor Productions,2802 Sable Mill Rd,
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Jeffersonville,In 47130 ph:812-284-0282 listed under:M38A1 on/off data plate:$8.95.
A second source is RACPO,www.rapcopartscompany.com,PO Box191,Bowie,TX
76230,ph:940-872-2403.listed under data plates:M38/M38A1 On/Off plate,$8.50 (note
min order of $20)
Another source is T.W.Murray,www.tnjmurray.com,PO Box 214,Dover,DE 19903.
Ph:877-736-1790 listed under p/n 8754667 on/off plate,take-off $21.00 (shows picture of
round plate).Note:I own an M38A1 jeep and the M715.The round style plate is found
on both vehicles along with the M151.Happy hunting,Robert
SUBJECT>Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13199 13207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called my local brake relighning shop today and he said there was no such thing as semi-
metallic lining for brake shoes,just pads.I've seen from posts and parts list that this
works best.Can anyone clarify this for me,and also maybe give me a phone number of a
shop i could send mine to.Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13198 NEXT>13203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Where are you located?The place I got mine done,San Antonio Brake and Clutch,has
the semi-metallic linings.Theyre hard to find because not many people still use this kind
of lining.Plus this place was cheap,like $15 per set.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 10:49 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13126
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond plate comes is 36",48",60",72"wide depend in the thickness
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,is the the same one as in the M151A2 if so I got one.I'll go out and check now,but
am sure there's one there.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Paul Brown POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13192 NEXT>13206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will have some more material in on Friday.$15 includes shipping to your door.E-mail
me at psbrown@swbell.net.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13199 NEXT>
13205 13261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you please post the telephone number and address.....I'd like to go semi metalic also.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13195 NEXT>13220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,I got one and it looks the same as the one in my truck.BUT it is scratched up and
the colors are faded.BUT it's perfect because I always give my stuff away for free.Ask
Jon.Let me know what you want me to do with it.Wout.
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in New mexico,but if it is worth it i will ship them anywhere.Is it worth it for semi
metallic?
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Paul Brown POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13202 NEXT>13221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried emailing you at the psbrown@swbell.net,but came back as unknown user,so sent
one to the psbrown2@swbell.net (under your name).If you don't get either please e-mail
me at DanSzenasi@aol.com.SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13198 NEXT>13210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just had my shoes relined.They are (webbing)they stop better than the originals and
hold up better in the mud and stop better when you come out of water.I am very
pleased.Thanks John Summers for telling me about them.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13188 NEXT>13224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I ordered the diamond plate today.The thinnest available was 11 ga.(.120")that
could be cut to 52"x 96"but it was outrageous at 160 bucks.So I paid for a 48"x 120"
sheet,cut into two 48"x 52"squares -14 ga.at 90 bucks including the cuts.I'll then have
to weld together the front and rear halves.I'm also going to have a sheet metal shop brake
some flanges down each side so I can spot weld it in like stock.
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I'm not too worried about the strength but I may add a few front to back connectors in
addition to the two stock crossmembers.I never haul anything more than a motorcycle
anyhow.
Really I just need a solid place to hang my fuel tank.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13174 NEXT>13211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you part it out,i got dibs on the back axle if you will ship it
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13207 NEXT>13212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they do not have metalic material for shoes but i and will used what they call webbed
material they use it on bigger truck e brakes and other stuff any good brake shop should
have the webbed material
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13209 NEXT>13213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a extra axle thats got a lincon locker in it took it out and put in rockwells
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13210 NEXT>13218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.now that i think of it maybe they called it
woven!material
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>Chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13211 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im after disk brakes
(still waiting on the brake recall,lol )
SUBJECT>Re:charging two batts on a 12volt system?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13194 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a relay with a 12 volt coil,very similar to a Ford type starter relay.Seems like it
would work if you wired it into the winch controls,but I don't know the particulars of
your winch.For instance,if the motor is reversable,it would make things more
complicated.May not be worth the trouble,but perhaps worth investigating.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13185 NEXT>13227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I head in your direction I'll email you.A buddy of mine met you at Carlisle earlier this
year,he told me your truck was EVIL.Mike
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>Jon Spence EMAIL>TJGSPENCE@aol.net
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
715 cab and chassis,30k miles missing seats and top not running frame,cab,and all
running gear very good.$900 or best offer must go before winter!located in New
Hampshire.603 536 4285
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>gpierce EMAIL>nfadams@naxs.net
DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am very interested in the truck.What about the transfer case?Is it stock?Can you e-mail
some pics?Sounds like the truck I've been looking for.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-Woven brake linnings?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13212 NEXT>13223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who cares,They work great.Sometime this week going to take the truck to get the exhaust
fixed.If they will let me off work long enough.Will Wright
SUBJECT>brake caliper POSTER>Wilson thorne
EMAIL>wilson.thorne@hsvboeing.com DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 6:54 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/6fzMh7dAeI
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read a post some time back about a disk brake conversion,the guy that was doing it tried
to use gm brake calipers but they hit the steering knuckle.he then used a howe aftermarket
caliper that worked.i have the same problem and would be greatful for any help finding
the howe part number.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13204 NEXT>13242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what I was looking for....Thanks Robert and Wout!Robert I will use your advice to
pick up a new plaque.Wout,I thank you for being so generous and willing to give me the
one you have.I have found several people on this list who will send you a part or offer up
info without expecting anything in return.I hope to return the favor some day.Please
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don't be offended Wout if I don't accept your offer.I was targeting a new plaque from the
start.Mine too,is in the condition you describe.I do thank you though...I would hate to
have you go to the trouble to send it if I was not sure I was going to use it.So Thanks
anyway.No hard feelings I hope!!!Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Paul Brown POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,9 September 2002,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry about typo.Got your e-mail.psbrown2@swbell.net
Will respond in morning.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>Paul Battaglia EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
10 September 2002,at 3:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13174 NEXT>
13225 13226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a scrambler 350 chev cam headers quadrajet.....7oor trans dana 300 t case
lifted 3 in body 4 inch spring under.......reverse shakle
4/10 gears arb front and rear
1/2 hard top new in box full rag top and installed cj 7 rag top two rear seats front seat
need upholstery
runs good are you interested i can e mail pics would like to see pics or your truck
paul
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-Woven brake linnings?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the input,i think i will try the woven material
although it was not
recommended by our local shop.That also means i don't have to ship them anywhere.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Floor?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13208 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't think about bending the sides.Good idea,i think i'll use that.When you're done
send me a picture,i would love to see how it turned out.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SORRY ALL:see pics here:www.weps.alloffroad.com (I really thought I had that in the
original ad)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,I am interested in a trade,send or post your email.Where are you at?WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,look forward to it sometime!
"Evil,"huh?NICE!
SUBJECT>rebuild kits \fuel pump \ POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I SENT THIS SAME MESSAGE A WHILE BACK
MY NET SERVICE WENT OUT AND COULDNT GET ON TO CHECK
IF ANYONE KNOWS WERE TO GET A REBUILD KIT FOR THE STOCK FUEL
PUMP PLEASE LET ME KNOW
THANKS JEROME
SUBJECT>ATTN BRUTE 4C POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13231 13236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY
I WANDERED IF THERE WAS ANYWAY TO GO BACK THROUGH THE
MESSAGE
BOARD.
I POSTED A MESSAGE A WEEK OR SO AGO ABOUT REBUILD KITS.FOR THE FUEL PUMP,MY NET SERVICE WENT OUT,SO I MISSED ANY
REPLIES.
I HATED TO POST IT AGAIN,FIGURED EVERYONE WOULD THINK I JUST
ANSWERED THIS DUMMIES QUESTION.
BUT DID IT ANYWAY.
ANYWAY I JUST THOUGHT I WOULD ASK
BY THE WAY DO YOU KNOW WERE TO GET A REBUILD KIT FOR THE
ORIGINAL
FUEL PUMP
THANKS
JEROME
SUBJECT>Re:rebuild kits \fuel pump \ POSTER>rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have one,and since I'm doing an engine swap I'll give it to ya'.You pay shipping.It
might be cheaper some other way,let me know.
Rhino
28532
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN BRUTE 4C POSTER>rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just go to seacrh/personalize display and fill in the blanks,hope this helps
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>mikecmisplaced1
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 2:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13177 NEXT>13238 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it sure seems a little high to me as i just bought a 715 for 2000.00 and have put 4000.00
in it in upgrades.body was a little rust on rockers but all ran great with 15600 miles at
pick up and there was a leak in t-case but all lights worked.hell for 125.00 more dollars i
even gor a spare engine and a worn out set of mil treads.just seems a little high,even w/
all work done.just my opinion though.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
September 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13216 NEXT>13280
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JON-where in N.H,are located how are door and the cab floors??hood I live in
Tewksbury Mass outside lowell please reply it tues 630 thanks FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Power steering update and p/n's POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I thought i would post what i did,and all the part numbers i learned
from my power
steering swap.After researching a lot,there are several boxes to use,and most are the
same piston etc.There is a larger piston version but it is very hard to find on only a few
vehicles,or from AGR.I used an 84 CJ7 box (it has the 76 cast into it,which is one of
the stronger versions),and a Pitman arm from midway supply that has the correct splines
and is slightly longer.The rag joint was difficult to track down,but it is from a pre 76'
cheverolet full size car.the "help"products at most parts stores(not here)p/n is 31015.
The chevy p/n is #7828871 but is discontinued.The rag joints will change depending on
the box used.Just thought this might help.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake advice POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Steven,
I used a master cylinder off of a 72 wagoneer (the type that had drums all the way
around).The reservior is marked front and rear.I ran a 7/8 to 5/16 adapter for the rear at
the master cylinder.You have to disconnect the rear lines from the splitter on the frame,
and use a 5/16 to 5/16 female adapter to connect the rears together.You also have to plug
off the splitter at the rear with a 5/16 plug.Now the rear lines completely bypass the
splitter.The for the front,I ran a 7/16 to 3/8 adapter at the reservoir,and ran the 3/8 line
back down to the splitter.bled everything and now stops much better than before.Glad I
did it.Hope this helps,
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN BRUTE 4C POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jerome,I got mine fron ab lynn.He puts lots of parts on e-bay,just type m715 hit search.
SUBJECT>Re:engin converson POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know what Novak is getting for it's conversion kit.I've got one in a truck I bought
with a 350 in it already.Now it has a 454 but I'd like a Chevy automatic to mud run.I
may be looking to sell the conversion kit.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on ebay $11,000?POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
September 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13232 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do know the truck it was delivered in a ice storm to troy new york and my 725 was
going to be hauled back to the guy he got it from to be stenceled .and I did look into the
trucks pictures and agree maybe 6500 no more to many little things that is not safe or
right .just my opinion .
SUBJECT>shocks POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,.10 September 2002,at 5:00
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13244
13245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know what the p/n is for stock shocks that i can get at the parts house
SUBJECT>parts POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,10
September 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
230w/12v dist rad,tranny $250.00 you pull it!located in bmt,tx
SUBJECT>rear axle D70 pinion/carier bearings and seals POSTER>mikecmisplaced1
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EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 5:11
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13246 13260 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know what the part numbers might be or if i can even get the pinion bearings
and carrier bearings and seals for the dana 70 at my local parts store such as napa or
orielly's????
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13220 NEXT>13253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have an alternator in my truck so I can drive it courtesy of the generosity of Wout.....and
don't think I forgot that...I remember it every time I start it up.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Poor Perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I just might take you up on this problem.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:shocks POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 September 2002,
at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13239 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look above in the "Online Manuals"under "M715 zone parts list"and scroll down until
you get to "Suspension".You will find some posts for Shock part numbers.
SUBJECT>Re:shocks POSTER>Ralph EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11 September
2002,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13239 NEXT>13248
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to SECO a few days ago....they suggest NAPA 5864 for the front shock.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle D70 pinion/carier bearings and seals POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 4:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13241 NEXT>13249
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mikey,
You can't get them at your local shop.I had to replace them last year due to a bent drive
shaft and the only place I coudl get them was Memphis Equipment.They were $60 for all
that stuff.
-B.
SUBJECT>M715 For sale POSTER>Jeepkaiser EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Gang
"I am Back"Been a while since I visited the group because ofmy new house and the big
move (6 trucks,3 cars,a boat,2 sheds and 2.5 Kaisers in parts)My M725 moved it all,I am
sorry to say due to home improvement needs
I am anticapating selling the New "Yellow dog"It needs a motor and
some assembly but it has no rust and no rot the frame is perfect.The
truck has low miles.I purchased the truck from US Hydraulics and I
am looking for offers?I got a lot of inquires about selling it and
really do not want to sell but "oh well"Life goes on.I am located
in NH Between Nashua and Keene please email me direct for information
jeepkaiser@a...
I will post pics in my photo album soon.
Have a very safe and patriotic day,go about your life and show no
fear because we are proud to be American
"Paint it ODG and drive it every day"
SUBJECT>Ralph POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ralph,
Is this Ralph from Alabama?The guy who bought my last truck?How the hell are you?
How's the marriage going?I got hitched to that chick who you met when you came over.I
also got another truck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle D70 pinion/carier bearings and seals POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would try Reider Racing or Randy's ring and pinion.I called the guy at Reider and told
him I had a 715,he started quoting part numbers for lockers,spline counts and axle sizes,
I was really impressed.He had all the stuff in stock as well.The number is in all the 4x4
rags.
SUBJECT>junkyard run POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm making a junkyard run this afternoon.If there is
anybody with hard to find items let
me know and I'll take a look while I'm there.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Rockwell Axle POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>NEXT>13293 13339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rockwell in very good condition,it's on the for sale board too.
$500.
Central Pa 17011.
SUBJECT>M880 CUCV Troop seats for sale POSTER>Jeepkaiser
EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some M880 troop seats for sale best offer as well as other items to be posted at this
link
http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/jeepkaiser/lst?&.dir=/Army+Trucks&.scr=ph&view=t&last=
1&err=troop%20seats%201.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13242 NEXT>13257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea its pretty cool that people will do that.This IS a great list.Hopefully Wout
understands me wanting a new plaque.I felt kinda funny turning it down.....Thanks
though....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Am I missing something on the steering?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 10:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>12913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,it bolted up to steering shaft flange of truck.but since then i have swapped to a
telescoping shaft.just something about being impaled by a horn button that didn't appeal
to me.
SUBJECT>attn:B-Sisson POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>13286 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you put anymore though into that onboard halon system?I hear install is a lot less
hassle than replacing everthing 'soft/flammable'in the engine compartment.
Your thoughts?:)
SUBJECT>Re:Dash plaque for main power switch???POSTER>wout EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem I might have gotten a new one too.
SUBJECT>GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13263 13265 13270 13275 13331
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the adapter that novak makes for this conversion fit between the tranny and the
bellhousing?If so I think I might have found a comparable item for the ford swap,in lieu
of moving the tranny forward.
The T-18's that came in wagoneers and J series truck used the same long input shaft as
our T-98's because they used that tranny in CJ's behind 258s.So what they did to fit them
to the v-8s was install an adater block(spacer)between the tranny and the bellhousing.
The AMC 360 and 401 are hot items so there are tons of old waggy's and J trucks in the
junk yards (out here)with no motors in them and just a bellhousing.My thought is to
remove the bellhousing and take the adapter to install between my tranny and bell,which
would leave evreything in the same place.Is this what the Novak adapter does?The only
question would be if it would bolt up to a Ford bell.I looked at one my buddy has on his
cj between a t-18 and a 401,and it looks to be exaclty the length I need.
The other good thing about this is when the short wheel base jeeps do this conversion it
moves their tranny too far back,so they scrap the spacer and install a short input shaft
from a two wheel drive t-18,and should have the spacer laying around.I've posted about
this on a short wheel base message board to see if there are any laying around.
any thoughts???
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13250 NEXT>13267 13335 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hurry up and get your order in!I've found a M715.mostly rusted,everything under the
hood looks decent though,I can't get to much under the vehicle either.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle D70 pinion/carier bearings and seals POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
auto zone crossed the numbers off mine got new tinkman bearings the next day
SUBJECT>Re:Semi-metalic brake linnings?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.San Antonio Brake &Clutch Service INC
902 Avenue B
San Antonio,TX 78215
210-226-0254
SUBJECT>1967 kaiser jeep for sale POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>NEXT>13284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all original must sell soon or get a new girlfriend 3000.00 or make offer no winch or roof
surface rust only no rot no rust holes help if you can 713 910 7369 located in pasadena
texas
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13258 NEXT>13264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I have a 1 inch (roughly)thick factory spacer at home.I can't remember exactly
what it came out of.I wanna say it was a jeep truck with a T18 and V8.I know its a jeep
product.But its been 15 or so years that I have been lugging it around.Like I said I am not
sure exactly.I can take a picture of it and post it on the Yahoo site or even send a pic to
you.If it will work for you then its free.I have an extra two wheel drive Ford T18 at
home.I could see if it fits.Granted there are about 20 different case styles for the T18
between Jeep,IHC,Dodge,and Ford.Anyway if you or anyone else wants this thing its
yours.....I'll try to post a pic at yahoo tonight...
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13263 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Al,either way is good for me.The one I saw today looked thicker than an inch,
but,my vision was probably impaired by the swarm of West Nile infected mosquitos
attacking me...I can't wait for the weather to turn so these damn things will go away!You
don't happen to have a ford bell housing laying around your house you could match it up
against do you?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>mseven15er EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13258 NEXT>13266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one of those spacer blocks from a J4000-360-T18.It may work together with the
Ford bell houseing,It may not.Or it may place your engine to far forward.
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13265 NEXT>.13373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how thick is the block?I'm looking at about 3inches for it to be perfect.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>mseven15er EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13259 NEXT>13269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the transfer shift levers and yoke.Also a vacuum wiper motor if there is one.I know
its a pain to crawl underneath so throw me a $figure if you want.
SUBJECT>valve seals?POSTER>mseven15er EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 230 that seems to run very good,as in I can go 65-70 MPH no problem.I mention
this as I have seen posted here instances where some can only get up to 45-50 and seem to
run good otherwise.To the point.When I accelerate there is no smoke at all ,but I noticed
when I decelerate from ,say 50 mph,the engine smokes noticeably.Big blue cloud thats
very annoying with the top off.I have done a compression check and it revealed
nothing.All cylinders were within spec.I have heard that one of the main troubles with the
230 is valve guide wear and sealing problems.I have a spare head thats off the engine that
I replaced.I'd just as soon replace the seals only but if the guides are shot that may not
help.Any suggestions or experience with this?
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13267 NEXT>13287 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
when you say vacum wiper motor,do you mean the actual assembly mounted on the
windshield,or the top part of the fuel pump assembly?I'll see if I can get to the t-case,
but,from what I remember I don't think I will be able to,the floor might be rusted out
enough to get the levers off from the top.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rob
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13258 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rino it also depends on the deepth fthe bell housing .
I have three of the T-18s the one that came behind the
wagonner is about 1.5inches deeper than the cj type .
the input shaft is also longer I could go measure if you like?
the trany to bell housing part shuold be a direct fit
the bell to motot dont know
you cuold make a spacer out of alum.for weight savings.betweenthe long wag .spacer and the ford bell housingbecuase
of the longer wag bell
housing
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Rob
SUBJECT>flexy suspension POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now that i have my m-715 out here in Utah,what are some things i can do to make the
suspension more flexy for all the slickrock out here?i've heard about taking a leaf out,
but which leaf do i take out?and are there any downfalls to doing that?what other things
are there that i can do to make the suspension flex a little more?any input would be
appreciated.also,where on a stock m-715 is the muffler?mine hangs down below the
frame and i recenty pancaked it on a rock.thanks for the advise!
-Brian
SUBJECT>full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13277 13281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one other thing,my math teacher was talking about full-fielding an alternator so you ca
use power tools and things with it.has anybody tried this?my teacher said he'd help me
hook it up but i wanted another opinion if this is really a good idea or not.does anybody
know if it will fry my alternator or anything?thanks.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:valve seals?POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13268 NEXT>13276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i actually just went through this in school.im onley a student so im not sure if i'm right
about this but yeah,it sounds like it could definitley be the valve seals.if the engine has
quite a few miles on it then the guides could be worn.one way to fix that is to get valves
with over-sized stems to fill in the gap (so the books say).i think you would need to get
the head machined though.im not sure,but you may be able to replace the valve guides
themselves.the easiest and cheapest way to fix it is to just get valve seals.If the engine is
old,but with not many miles on it,it would make perfect sense that the valve seals would
be gone.i'd try the valve seals first.
-Brian
SUBJECT>bikini top?POSTER>Adam Goodwin EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is every one using for bikini tops for there trucks/what fits the best and what do you
need for a windshield channal/ect?
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Kaiserjeeps.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September
2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13258 NEXT>13323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rhino,I took some pics and measurements of the adapter I mentioned.I don't think
it's what your looking for,but you or anyone who can use it are welcome to it.The two
pictures are over at the Yahoo site in the photos section.I will post the rough
measurements.
Thickness .875
Center bore 4.870
Transmission side:
Top bolts across Center to center 8.500
Bottom bolts across 8.750
Passenger side top to bottom 4.750
Drivers side top to bottom 2.775
Bellhousing side
Top bolts across 5.300
Bottom bolts across 6.450
Passenger side top to bottom 7.325
Drivers side top to bottom 7.325
There you go.If anybody can use this thing let me know.I have kept this thing long
enough.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:valve seals?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13273 NEXT>13282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced my valve seals a few months back.They're difficult to find,Fel-Pro has
obsoleted the part number (though Kragen had three sets in their warehouse collecting
dust).You'll have to research the part number too,I forgot it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 September 2002,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13272 NEXT>13279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen more than one rig on the trail with an extra alternator hooked up for welding.I
can't remember how its done using the existing alternator,But I think the Pirates of the
Rubicon have the instructions tucked away in their website somewhere.I've done this
before,you can weld with car batteries in a jam.I hooked them up with visegrips and
metal files.Had to use jumper cables and six pair of sunglasses all tywrapped together...
Three batteries were too much,two batterys works better...It got us out.....Kaiserjeeps..
(Al)...
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SUBJECT>Re:flexy suspension POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11
September 2002,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13271 NEXT>13327
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.while it wont give you much to any more flex,getting rid of anything that would hinder
flex is a good way to start.Of courses this is something to use good judgement on.A
spring over will help also,and while it is expensive,custom springs specifically designed
for flex could be a road to take.Also one way i have seen work very well in some
vehicles,is to use a different spring pack out of a light truck.Two year ago in TTC an old
ford used Dodge 1/2 ton rear springs and he was able to ramp 911.again just an example.
Keep looking.but these are some ideas other people have used and they seem to work
very well.Just use good judgement and keep it within reason.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13277 NEXT>13283 13291
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Kaiser,was that you on McGyver or were you and Mr.T welding together on the A-
team?.....but seriously were the files the electrodes or what?I might need to know this
stuff when I'm stuck hip deep in the river or up to my chin in a snow drift this winter.......
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>Jon Spence EMAIL>TJGSPENCE@aol.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 2:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,I am in the lakes region near squam lake.the door are good and the floors are very
good .It has been stored inside since I got it.any thing else?
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 2:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13272 NEXT>13307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian
I have done this before and could run drills,lights,grinder,you remove the diode inside
the alternator and run the one wire to the out side using it and a ground as power wires
the more rpms the more AC VOLTS will be made,so at 2500rpm you could run your
drill no problem.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:valve seals?POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 September
2002,at 3:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13276 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ablinn has them.
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 3:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've also seen it done with a coat hanger as the stick.Once I get my new engine in I.considered using my original
alternator for that purpose,it would have to get stepped up
from 60amps though,I would think you would need at least 150-200.I have a friend with
an onboard welder,It looked a tad bit complicated at first glance,but I'll see what kind of
info I can get from him today.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:1967 kaiser jeep for sale POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13262 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are more women than M715's left in the world...and so little time.At least flip a
coin in front of her.:)
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13274 NEXT>13299 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know a CJ7 bikini is too short (from windshield to bed).
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:B-Sisson POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13256 NEXT>13288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It was presented to me yesterday by Sam who is a part time fireman (and who deals in
used Sm465's that need rebuilt).I got all the parts to replace what was desroyed or
damaged in the fire (along with a new intake manifold just for kicks)and it came to $163.
Everyone thought I was joking when I told them the truck burnt up,they thought I just
didn't want to drive it.Am I that much of a liar?
My next project is the gear change and posi install.
A message to all those out there:Put a clamp on your fuel inlet hose wherever it joins
anyhting.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>mseven15er EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13269 NEXT>13289 13297 13334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ther wiper motor on the windshield frame I meant,thanks
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SUBJECT>Re:attn:B-Sisson POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13286 NEXT>13292 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Sorry B-...had to be done.
Hmmm,I don't think your a liar,'cept for that appendectomy thing (liar),other than
that..no.Maybe it's because you're skinny and shifty looking that people don't believe
you?.Lose the beard and go with the 5 O'clock shadow thing like me.Makes a person
look like they have more things to do than trim in a mirror.
I really need to get a fire bottle for my truck.I keep a big denim coat in there to smother
things or lay on when changing fuel filters along the road.
'take it light'
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13287 NEXT>13296 13374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey M...5'er,
I have one of those vacuum wiper jobbies you can have for $1.00 and shipping.I took it
off my truck early on and never ran it from a vacuum pump.My 6 was blown when I got
the truck.If I pushed it back and fourth it would push the wipers,??other than that I can't
say of it's condition.
Let me know.
Spicer
SUBJECT>Electric windshield wipers??POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahEAscB9eoX.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What elec wiper motors for what years of civilian jeeps will work best on my M715,
Thanks,
JBP
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,Actually we had welding rod,But nothing else.We had to use jumper cables to
hook up to the batteries and hold the electrode.The files we clamped on the battery posts
to hook the two batteries together.The sunglasses thing was our only choice.I only saw
blue dots for two months .....Just kidding.I have been wanting to get one of those folding
leather welding helmuts for my new welder.Hey Christmas is coming...
The jeep we were welding on had the frame cracked 3/4 of the way through.This was in
the middle of the rubicon one year at Buck island lake.Beautiful place for
sure....Anybody ever get a M715 through the Rubicon???Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:attn:B-Sisson POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13288 NEXT>13294 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Sporty Spice,
I see you've tried to blend into The South with the use of "Take it lgiht".It's a good start.
Try this one-"He ain't nocount."Use it in refernce to someone you disslike,but for a
reason you don't care to explain.For example-"That Lee Schrock,with all that chrome on
his truck-he ain't nocount."This sentence leaves no room for a rebutal.
Anyhow-I'm gonna get a 'fire bottle',but that brings up the need for something to mount
it to.That leads to the only possible solution-a roll bar.But,if I were to get a roll bar,
then I'd want to justify it by acutally having the need.That need could come about by my
truck being able to travel at high speeds.That would necessitate a gear change to the
coveted 4.56's.Then,of course,I'd have the pumpkin apart and would be enticed to drop
in a posi (front and rear).If I had a posi in the front and rear,then I'd need lockout hubs
so I could still truck along on the highway.In order to get lockout hubs I'll have to call
Reidner Racing and pay out the $225 for them.$225 ain't easy to come by on a blue collar
salary.So,I guess I'll just give up.
I'll see ya when I see ya.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:B-Sisson POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13292 NEXT>13302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How long have you been on here!?AutoZone Hubs 1 1/4 ton military for $199.99.The
PN has a couple of 0's,couple of 1's and I think a 35 in it.There..doesn't that make it all
better?$25 savings.
You should have put in an od tranny when you had the chance.
Let's all learn from Bri's lack of attentiveness and forthought.For these oversight's...he
ain't nocount.
On a different note,I did actually think about plumbing a fire system into the engine
compartment and under dash.
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Axle POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13293 NEXT>13301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a front axle.If my 'burn out'sale wasn't going so well I'd keep it.Um,in an
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application like our 715's it could be used for both front or rear axle...it's plenty heavy
enough and the through drive top load pumpkins make it a snap for drive lines.They're
also rated at 18,000#in the duece and a halfs.
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13289 NEXT>13298 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.yeah,let me know too,soon.
$1!come on Spicer,give it to the guy:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neither of mine worked when I got my truck,tore them apart and there was a bug that
decided to cram itself in the exhaust port.pushed it out,and it worked like a charm.
Decided to fix the other one and busted a little tiny pot metal piece inside,so now it only
goes 1 way and stops.So,if you end up with an extra one,I would take it off your hands.
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13296 NEXT>13304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh come on man...that's like six miles worth of gas in my truck.:)
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top?POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13285 NEXT>13300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My sister-n-law made a bikini top for my brother's M37(the black sheep of the family).
Bought a canvas tarp in OD from a local hardware,cut it up and sewed the edges.For the
strip in front,she found a piece of stiff rope the right size and wrapped it up in the canvas.
She used the rings on the edge of the tarp to tie it down to the back of the cab,stretched
over his roll bar,but the top bow would work fine too.I haven't been able to talk her into
making me one yet,someday....
SUBJECT>Re:bikini top?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZ,
Buy her loyalty...my sister bought mine after an incident we'd had.
"Nothing is more reliable than a person who's loyalty can be bought with cold hard cash."
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Axle POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13295 NEXT>13325 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't really want it,I just figured I'd ask for the guy who's to shy to.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:attn:B-Sisson POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you cut me spice,you cut me deep.
(the lack of caps denotes my sadness)
-b.
SUBJECT>Cargo Top Supplier POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 September
2002,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Watching the postings,I have seen many people saying New Life is good for tops.Has
anyone bought anything from Howell,they have pretty good prices.
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13298 NEXT>13305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While your at it,why don't you give me some of those big block parts you have,as well
as that rockwell axle.You know,because we're buddies!
I have to say though,I would never charge someone a buck for anything.If it's only worth
a buck to you,you might as well give it away or throw it away.I gave some parts to a guy
on this list that asked,and he made me take $20 for shipping.I was just glad to see them
get used.Wouldn't that make you feel better Spice,to see something put to good use?????
Now,about those big block parts....
SUBJECT>The ol'garage sale POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13304 NEXT>13306 13312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A very wise man once told me to never give anything away.Always attach some type of
value to it.Something that is given as valueless will more easily be disregarded and that
unselfish favor you had done them forgotten than with something with any value
attached.I just haven't gotten around to putting it on eBay yet.So there.:)
JZ,old buddy,old pal...remember 'spicer's garage sale?'The Zone brotherhood had a
week before that stuff hit eBay.Damn near all is gone.Milling machine,rat motors,
northstar,flathead v-8,t-cases,trannies,etc...gone.My ebay id is spicergear@yahoo.com,
you can look me up by that and check my auctions if you'd like.I'll probably be listing
more stuff Monday.Hydraulic parts are next on the list and have I got some goodies
there.
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SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13305 NEXT>13309
13311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Aimen.I agree,but I always said to myself "A dollar ain't shit,but a nice Miller Lite lets
them know I placed some value on the item."
I,too,missed out on the Spicer's garage sale.Since it's too late to get it from your 'garage
sale',how 'bout go truck your ass out to your dad's barn and see if you have the following:
1)any performance parts for a 350,
2)a locker or ring and pinion set (front or rear)
3)a pair of my wife's panties that have been missing since you were here.
You ain't nocount.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13281 NEXT>13308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just took a look at the pirate site for the welding info I was talking about.Its under the
tech section.If anybody wants a welder and does not want to spend big bucks for a
premade set up,this will guide you a bit.Try
http://www.pirate4x4.com/tech/on-boardwelder/index.html
Just passing it along.....kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13307 NEXT>13321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Al!
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13306 NEXT>13310 13313
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd prefer Corona...but anyway,
1)A set of Olds 350 diesel rods,2 750 vac holleys,2 windage trays.
2)You have the same Lincoln Locking welder I have.
3)I'm wearing them.
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13309 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I laughed,I cried,I pondered welding my gears.
Want to mail me your Browning Hi-Power in trade for my Beretta?Just for a month or
so?Or maybe my 10mm?I'm just tired of shooting the same guns.Actually work is really
slow.I just got a 30-06 Remington sniper rifle and at 100 yards I was shooting a 5"group.
Impressed?.I gotta go,e-mail me and tell me if you want to go white water rafting with me,Amanda,
and Jean Ellen.We're thinking of going for Thanksgiving somehwere over in N.C.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13306 NEXT>13315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple performance cranks laying around for 350's,with matching bearings that
have all that silver stuff taken off,you know the kind that all there is left is copper.Makes
for a good running motor,you don't have all that parasitic loss caused by excessive oil
pressure,to be more precise,ANY oil pressure.I also have some nice cast pistons that the
taper is gone out of,so now they just slap the cylinder walls like a red headed step child.
All can be yours for the Spiceresque price of $1.00!
Interested???
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13305 NEXT>13314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Setting:Spicer with his truck up to the mirrors in a mud hole in the middle of nowhere,
with out a dime in his pocket.Up rolls Mseven15er,with a brand new snatch strap.
Spicer:Hey man,can ya'give me a tug?
Mseven15er:For a dollar,I don't want you thinking this is valuless.
Spicer:But all I have are these panties that I'm wearing :(
I'm off to the junkyard,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13312 NEXT>13316
13322 13329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY!!!!!!YOU SON-O-A-BITCH!!!!!!!THOSE ARE MY WIFE'S PANITES YOU'RE
TALKING ABOUT!!!!!!!!IF I EVER GET MY HANDS ON YOU.......
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13311 NEXT>13317
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sure am,I can get them cranks turned and in a few months when I have to rebuild my
lower end I'll slap it in there and give you credit.
Glad you only wanted a dollar,I figured shipping on those cranks would be $40 or so.
Send me an adress..You're tha man JZ (if that is your real name).
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:)
ROFL=Rolling On Floor Laughing!
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13315 NEXT>13320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Better get the pistons too,the pins HAVE to be looser than yours.
This cotton is nice.
SUBJECT>THE BEST FORUM EVER!!POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 12:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have an M-715,don't plan on getting one anytime soon,but this is the BEST and
most entertaining forum on the net.Due mostly to Sisson and Spicer.You guys kill me!If
I didn't live in North Dakota,we would have to go four-wheeling,or at least drink some
beer,or both.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:THE BEST FORUM EVER!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13318 NEXT>13342
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Maybe this is amusing for you,but this is Spicer and my life and from our point of views-
it's more sad than funny.
Why don't you get a truck?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the journals are wore to the point you would need custom bearings.I think the one
crank is .020/.020 under,and there is a ridge between the rods that is easily .010.This is
what happens when you lose your bearings and oil pressure early in the day,and continue
fourwheeling until the end of the day.Never had any rod knocking or excessive noise,but
the cranks are SCREWED!!!I've been toying with the idea of building a coffee table out.of them,using the cranks for
2 of the legs,and the matching cams(also screwed)for the
other 2 legs.Might be kind of cool,but would have to convince the wife of that before I
installed it in the house.
What's the story on the wrist pins?Did you try pressing them on yourself?
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13308 NEXT>13330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey anytime.I take great pleasure in helping people spend money!!
............:)...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You brought your wife's panties into this not me,
If you need a place to stay during Thanksgiving in Eastern NC give me a call.Brings
some guns,I've got mounds of .06 rounds laying around.I've definatley got your fix for
shooting different weapons,if you show up.Is your Rem the brand new 710?I've bee
wanting to shoot one of those.I loaded some "hot"3/4 jacket xtps that would do nicely i
that baby.
Rhino
(252)444-1331
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13275 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
that looks to be the right bolt pattern,from looking at my bell,and crawling under the
truck,and half-cocked measuring the tranny,I'll know for sure tomorrow when I pull the
old motor out,and get the exact numbers off the tranny holes,unless someone has a t-98
laying around,they can measure.I'll also have to get the right gap in between the two.I'll
let ya'know tomorrow.If it is the right one,then I guess I'll have to give you a dollar for
it(plus shipping of course).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For sale POSTER>John Paul Pahmeier
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EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13247 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me some pics,I am interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Axle POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want it,but I'm nocount,so can't afford it.Did I use that right?
Just trying to fit in.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FOR SALE POSTER>John Paul Pahmeier
EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me photos.Iam interested were are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:flexy suspension POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13278 NEXT>13328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the ideas
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:flexy suspension POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i measured the spring a while back and noticed that the fronts are the same length and
width as my 84 Grand Wagoneer.maybe if you used a combination of GW springs/leaves
and 715's you could get what you're after.or how about a GW lift spring like a "superlift"
or soft ride spring?might work?
my $0.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:The ol'garage sale POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bet he got the "dirty"ones too
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13321 NEXT>13333 LINKNAME>onboard welder
LINKURL>http://www.huv.com/jon/jeep/Welder/on-board-welder.html
i've been wanting to get a junk yard alt and try this too.have you seen this site?
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13258 NEXT>13336 13338 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
rhino writes:The AMC 360 and 401 are hot items so there are tons of old waggy's and J.trucks in the junk yards (out
here)with no motors in them and just a bellhousing.
how many 360's do you want Rhino?i know where there are about five right now in the
junk yard.don't know if they run but they look good --no holes.i took a heater box off a
GW the other day that had a shiny rebuilt carb on it,still had the rebuilt sticker on the
side.i can find out how much they want for them.i might go to the junk yard this
weekend.....let me know.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>J P EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13096 NEXT>13376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,Have been trying to reach yo by e-mail I am going to be at SCOTT AIR FORCE
BASE in ST LOUIS,MO next week.I would like to see if I could make a deal on your
truck.
SUBJECT>Re:full-fielding an alternator POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool site!I like the schematic's..It would be fun to build one like they did on the
plywood....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12
September 2002,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13287 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These motors are the same as used on the 6x6's and are relatively easy and cheap to find.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,12 September 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13259 NEXT>13346 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wouldnt happenned to have a tailgate?
Myron
SUBJECT>Ladies,is an M715 in your future?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 3:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>NEXT>13349
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I live in a little farm town in central Illinois.It's pretty much Redneck country.The
assistant Post Master is a cute little gal (sorry,married)who drives a BMW sportscar.
One day,she saw my M715 parked outside in front of the post office and asked me THE
question that most women ask (or think):"Why would you want something like THAT?"
So I took a few minutes and explained how it keeps me at home and out of the bars,how
it provides me with a mental break from my 9 -5 job,how it's a piece of history,and how.it also brings out a lot of
interesting stories from the old soldiers who used to drive one.
Then,I looked at her and said,"I don't know why every single woman in these parts don't
own one!"When asked,"Why's that?",I invited her to watch when I drive it up to the
CO-OP gas station across the street and fuel it.When I did,sure enough,it drew a crowd
of curious (and admiring)male onlookers.The next time I saw her,she didn't ask any
more questions;just smiled.
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 3:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13331 NEXT>
13361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are several here as well in that condition.The junkyard I was at yesterday wanted
$250 for a decent looking one out of a J10.I told a friend of mine about it,and he's
already made arrangements to pick it up Saturday morning.
I'll take a 401 if ya'got one.I know it's a small block,but it's the biggest AMC I know of
(I'm sure someone will correct me on this).I don't recall asking for a 360,but thanks for
the thought.I know some guys that would be interested in a recently rebuilt 360.Where
do ya'live?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Axle POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13251 NEXT>13340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the for sale board?
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell Axle POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Top of main screen under 'public.'
SUBJECT>A Dream Come True POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the M-715 on E-Bay Motors right now!If I win the Lottery Saturday night,this
is the first thing I am buying!!!
SUBJECT>Re:THE BEST FORUM EVER!!POSTER>Binderma
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1949 Dodge Power Wagon and a 1969 IHC 3/4 ton crewcab 4x4.Also a 1990
GMC Suburban that takes all my free time by making me fix it.
Dave
SUBJECT>M715 need help POSTER>J.Z.Lovelace EMAIL>Baltimorejake@aol.com.DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB1TJWMaZhZA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13345 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need some help finding out some info on the M715 just recently got a freebee,non
running but in good condition any help with some info would be great E-mail
Baltimorejake@aol.com thanx......
SUBJECT>Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wanting to know who runs the Yahoo M715 site.I could'nt find the owner.I am
wondering if they mind me using the site for photos to show people stuff.Anybody know,
or think it is a problem to do this???Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 need help POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you are in the right place.If you have specific questions then just post them here,and they
will certainly get answered.If you just want tech specs,part numbers,history,etc...The
use the links on the left hand side of the page.Spend some time checking all the links out,
they will probably answer most of your questions.
welcome aboard and good luck,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,
13 September 2002,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13335 NEXT>13446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,
no tailgate,but If your a meatl worker(a good one).I know where there is one,It was
beyond my repair so I didn't buy it.She's plenty twisted and banged,looks like it fell off
during Nam and was run over by a half-track.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>Rollie715
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EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>13344 NEXT>
13356 13366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Brute4c is the founder and there are a few others including myself who can do
maintenance.We've kind of abandoned it and now use this site mostly,but the Yahoo site
is a good place for regular members to post pictures.I would suggest that you go ahead
and post your pictures as long as they are somewhat remotely related to M715's,Jeeps,
4x4's etc.If they are of a nature that would be offensive or contrary to what the club.wants to promote,then that
wouldn't be a good idea and we would have to remove them.
Thanks for asking
Rollie
SUBJECT>What size/series battery?POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13351 13358 13362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to fire up the M this weekend but need to pick up some batteries first.Seeing
how there were none in it when bought I'm unsure as to the correct size,and the counter
man at Sear's would probably just give me that blank stare I get when looking for parts
for it.Thanks in advance.Chad
SUBJECT>Re:Ladies,is an M715 in your future?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very nice story!Well done.
SUBJECT>m715 POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an opportunity to purchase a M715 fairly reasonably.The engine is shot,and I
want to upgrade anyway.What is the best upgrade for engine while retaining the original
T98a?The reason I want to retain that tranny is because it runs the winch.Will a Buick
350 work with the original bellhousing?It seems those came in the J trucks.thanks,brya
SUBJECT>Re:What size/series battery?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13348 NEXT>13357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just an odd thought...if you go to an implement dealer and look at some of the odd shaped
tractor batteries,you may be able to fit 3,12 volt batteries and wire them to give you a
mega solid 12v source.
I'm looking that way on the next set of batteries.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 September
2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13350 NEXT>13353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
Call Novak (877.602.1500)and talk with them.Most of their stuff is for Chebbies,but
some stuff works with other motors.I've got a Buick 455 that I will eventually cram in the
old girl.They didn't have anything for bb Buicks when I talked to them,but I think they
had some engine mounts and maybe an adaptor that worked with the small block.Not
sure,but worth checking on.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 12:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13352 NEXT>13355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,
I have an adapter I made out of 1"steel plate to go from T-98 to GM bellhousing.If you
can find a standard bell with the typical muncie type 4 bolt pattern,this may work.I never
used it because I found a five speed.With the stock T-98 the input shaft still sticks out
some and I had a different spacer I made for that that has since been used for parts.This
1"adapter will require the threads in the bell to be drilled out so the adapter can be bolted
to the bell from inside,then the tranny gets bolted to that.
For the 'Spiceresque'price of $25.Sorry boys,not a dollar.
SUBJECT>yo rhino POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
13 September 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY ILL TAKE YA UP ON THAT REBUILD KIT SORRY IT TOOK SO LONG TO
GET BACK TO YA
E MAIL ME AND WE WILL FILL IN THE BLANKS
THANKS JEROME
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 September
2002,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13353 NEXT>13360
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Thanks,but I found a Th400 to stick behind the engine.Course,I need to have a real
short jackshaft made.Maybe Bryan can use your adapter.I'm just hurt we didn't warrent a
$1 price tag.
SUBJECT>Re:Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13347 NEXT>13359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sounds good Rollie,I put the pic of the early chrome grille there to sell awhile back.I
would let it go for cheap folks....I'll try to keep the for sale stuff to a minimum to none.I
can send out pics individually to possible buyers and not put it on the site.The adapter is
still free +shipping.My work is anouncing what depts are facing layoffs next week.
Oregon is the leader in the USA for unenjoyment.Maybe I will be selling a few things if
it hits me.
Hopefully not my beloved truck....Thanks for responding Rollie....
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:What size/series battery?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chad,.Unless you are trying to duplicate the original batteries,I wouldn't worry about the size.
I've had several different shapes and sizes in there,and they all fit.If you are just trying to
start it or drive it down the road,any two will do.Do you still have the original brackets
for them?If so those things are mounted on a swivel,and attach to the outside corner of
the batteries holding them together and down,so it shouldn't be a problem.
Make sure they are the same battery,if you plan on long term use.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13356 NEXT>13365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the grill,I've been looking and can't find any around here.
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Friday,13
September 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13355 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look for whats called a "H-Yoke".It's 2.69 center to center in the 1310 series,the
shortest "driveshaft"I've seen.You'll also need the 4 in.tailshaft (thanks Barry),if it
does'nt already have it.I'm making the templates to swap in a 472/th400 tomorrow,
should be a real treat.
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13338 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i live in san antonio tx.lots of junk yards around here.maybe i misunderstood.i thought
that you had trouble finding engines there.
i have a busy day tomorrow but i am going to try a trip to the yard.i always need
something for one of my junky vehicles.i spotted a mid 70's dodge 3/4 ton last time.i am
going to see if it has a 205 transfer.
keep on junkin'
krob725
SUBJECT>Group 65 or 24 are good choices POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13348 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as they usually have the highest CCA's and reserve ratings in any given line of batteries.
The 65's take up a little more of the ample real estate in the boxes.The 24's are a little
taller and have a slightly smaller footprint.
SUBJECT>Vacuum lines.POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,13 September 2002,at 11:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Im looking for pictures of where each of the vacuum lines go to.I have the air cleaner
that
sits on top of the carb.Also the whole on the left side of the choke what is that for?
Thanks,
Chris
SUBJECT>68 M715 w/o winch for sale POSTER>Paul EMAIL>T120Paul@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 12:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
68 M715 W/O Winch for sale.No rust,engine,or tansmission.Otherwise complete and
clean.New cab canvas,cargo bow hardware.Excellent conversion candidate.Low,Low
price of $1500 if removed by Oct 1.Located near Ft Collins,CO.Contact at
T120Paul@aol.com or 970-221-8520 for additional details off list.
SUBJECT>Re:Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would take 25 bucks +shipping.Actually I bought it at a swap meet this summer.25 is
what I paid for it.I knew I would'nt be using it,I figured I would grab it and pass it along
to another zone member.It does have two minor dings on the center column.I have
removed 95%of the dings.You can still see them though.Very usable,all the mounting
tabs are there.If you want it send me an Email to my home at altempl@ihpc.net as I will
not be back here at work till wednesday.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Who runs the Yahoo site???POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13347 NEXT>13372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Rollie Been wondering where i could post the pics i took at the river .
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if any one wants to see what happens when Rollie lets his dog drive his M715 check out
the yahoo site photos they are in the Basenji album
SUBJECT>Re:Vacuum lines.POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look in the online manuals if you haven't found it already
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>saint48 EMAIL>st_john_david@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13369 13378 13382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Sale 1967 M715 Complete,some rust,not running.Located in Lane County Oregon
$1000 obo Will Part
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you part it out,I could use the little doors on the storage box at the
front of the bed.
Chris
SUBJECT>vERY NICE M715 FOR SALE ON E-BAY POSTER>Natha
EMAIL>sberg63@attbi.com DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13371
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,There is a nice m715 for sale on e-bay.However you will need to do a search
for "1968 Jeep :M175 Military JEEP RESTORED!!!!"Maybe a typo or could be
dyslexia =)lol....
SUBJECT>Re:vERY NICE M715 FOR SALE ON E-BAY POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13370 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The auction says 68 all over it,but when you right click the pictures and save them,it
says a 67.So which one is it?I wonder how much the reserve,I emailed him and he wont
say.
Chris
SUBJECT>Thanks Basenji POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>13366 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Basenji,
Great pictures.I believe those are the only pictures I've seen of my own M715 on the site
since I got the 44's.Do you have more digital pictures of the same occasion?I would be
interested in them.
It sure was great to meet you and see your fixed up stock M715.It was even greater to see
your stock truck assist in pulling mine out.I guess I will have to teach my old dog a little
more about how to handle the truck off road.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:GM small block Novak adapter POSTER>mseven15er
EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rhino,That spacer is 5"long and has a 5/8"plate on it that goes towards the trans.Its
actualy not a block but a hollow aluminum casting that cannot be cut down(shortened).
This was from a 72 J4000 and the front bearing retainer as well as the trans input shaft
were very long.
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>mseven15er EMAIL>jjww@voyager.net
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.$1.00?Ok.E mail your address and tell me how much to send for shipping,my zip
is
49707.Thanks.The one I have in there now on the drivers side has the little manual handle
on it.
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 w/o winch for sale POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know and I will come up and take it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J P,
I just got an email from him and it sounds as if it is already sold.
Joe
SUBJECT>Need a rear locker...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have one they want to sell?Or how 'bout a recomendation?Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>J P EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13368 NEXT>13387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have an artic top,braden winch and a good bed??
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SUBJECT>M715 dana 60 axle length POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13393 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone have a of axles for spares or out of the the axle tubes.I am looking for the length
of the inner shafts from the center of the dog ear to the end of the shaft....
Thanks Mike
SUBJECT>steering wheel removal?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking at putting a different steering wheel on the beast.i know it can be done w/the
grant steering adapter kit,but my question is how does the cover (the horn cover)come
off the wheel.does it just pry off like a normal vehicle or is there a trick?just thought i'd
ask before i pry on it and break something..roger
SUBJECT>Re:Need a rear locker...POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13377 NEXT>13486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the detroit for the rear is pretty cheap.i bought my two (but for rockwells)from drivetrai
warehouse.what i did was call Randy's ring and pinion and got there best price...then did
the same for drivetrain wh.trust me,they want your business.many people don't realize
that these mail order companies will haggle with you.so don't go for the first price.ask
them what the price is and say "well you're already 20 bucks higher than Randy's"or
whomever you call.
i think they came down 20-30 dollars for me,did the same on my jacobs ignirion too.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>jesse koob EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13368 NEXT>13386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in the whole truck depending on how much rust the.can u send pics or
post them on the yahoo site.Also what part of or.east west north south.
SUBJECT>TAILGATE POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 September 2002,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>13615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ANy Tailgates out there?Would like to have one in any condition,(USABLE),Thanks for
any help
SUBJECT>Re:steering wheel removal?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a pop off affair...their is a large rubber o-ring in there giving it a little bit of a "stick"
but not bad.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>saint48 EMAIL>st_john_david@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13382 NEXT>13388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has rust on floor and rocker panels.Truck is located in Blachly Oregon.35 miles west of
Eugene.Can mail pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>saint48 EMAIL>st_john_david@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No top.No winch.Has good bed.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does it have a hard top that would be for sale?
SUBJECT>Arctic Top POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,
15 September 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for Arctic top,anybody able to help?BESIDES boyce equip.
SUBJECT>Need Artic Top POSTER>J P EMAIL>jppahmeier@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for an artic top.
SUBJECT>Part on front passenger fender.POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I seen it in the '99 FE pics and also on the restored 67/68 they have for sale on ebay.What
is it?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Part on front passenger fender.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you are referring to the outlet for the vehicle interconnect,slave,cable.There is a
screw on cover that you remove and plug in a cable with a special end on it...other end to
same receptacle on another vehicle,military standard type item so it doesn't have to be a
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m715,and you have a jump start or power to run diagnostics,etc.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 dana 60 axle length POSTER>Bamuiba EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
15 September 2002,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>13379 NEXT>13396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
19 3/4 &34 5/8 end of shaft to center of bearing cup.
SUBJECT>my m715 killed a car today POSTER>chris EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13402 13406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I THOUGHT I WOULD SHARE WHAT I AT FIRST THOUGHT WOULD BE A
VERY BAD ACCIDENY TODAY ALADY RAN THROUGH A BLIND.INTERSECTION AND HIT ME IN MY 68 M715 IN THE RIGHT REAR WHEEL IT
FELT LIKE I GOT HIT BY A TRAIN I HIT MY LEFT ARM ON THE DOOR.WHEN I
GOT OUT TO SEE WHAT MY TRUCK LOOKED LIKE,SOME WITTNESS MADE
ME SIT DOWN ON THE CURB.WHEN POLICE ARRIVED THEY ALL WANETED
TO TAKE PHOTOS OF THE ACCIDENT.THE POLICE SAID COME LOOK AT
YOUR TRUCK MAN.NOT A SCRATCH WELL A LITTLE ON THE
RIGHT REAR HUB.AS FOR THE 97 DODGE INTREPID.THEY COULD HARDLY
GET IT ON THE FLATBED.BOTH AIR BAGS DEPLOYED,RADIATOR
RUPTURED,FRONT BUMPER COVER TORE OFF AND STUCK TO MY REAR
HUB,GOOD THING IS THE BAD DRIVER LADY WASENT HURT,SHE
COMPLAINED THAT HEAD HURT BUT SHE LOOKED GOOD WHILE SHE
WAITED FOR A RIDE AND ME AND MY M715 DROVE AWAY.IF YOU READ
THIS POST ALOT YOU MIGHT HAVE SEEN THAT I WAS GOING TO SELL MY
TRUCK.WELL SHES NOT FOR SALE FOREVER.THANKS FOR LISTENING GUYS
KEEP YOUR TRUCKS THERE CAR KILLERS!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 dana 60 axle length POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>13393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks you
Mike
SUBJECT>pictures of a M715 working POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aap1XI.3ctrZA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13415 LINKNAME>Let me see for
myself!LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum9.html
well,i'm building a new fence for my kids,and am trying to finish it before it rains.i
went to LOWES and bought a pallet (42 80#bags)of quickrete (i had two bags anyway,
and that made 44!),and 23 fence posts.the guy comes out with the forklift and says
wheres your trailer.i tell him"i dont own one,put it in the truck"He laughs and says no
way,that it wont fit,and his buddy says it is gonna squat down to the ground.i laugh and
say yeah right.....do it anyway.i roll out in my stock powered,stock braked beast.i sure
got alot of looks!
SUBJECT>Field Exercise?POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 September 2002,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13400 13404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there going to be anymore?
Chris
SUBJECT>Camp Grayling Color Tour POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13399 NEXT>13401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While not an official 715 Zone excercise,there is a Trail ride at Camp Grayling Michiga.Sept 27,28,29.Primitive
camping is available,or Grayling is only a few miles away with
all the normal facilities.I should be there with my 715,and there is usually a big block
powered 725 there as well,along with 40-50 other trucks.We spend the weekend doing
sandy hill climbs and basic trail running,usually a bit of fording as well.If anyone is
interested,drop me a note,and I can look for the information on it.The run is sponsored
by the GLMVPA.Hope to see you there.
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Grayling Color Tour POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13400 NEXT>
13416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be jumping out of a perfectly good airplane on the 28th!I'm pumped!Anything in the
North East happening?Anyone?
SUBJECT>Re:my m715 killed a car today POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13394 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,a couple of months ago a guy in a metro ran a stop sign and hit my truck like you
had described.I drove home to but was suffering a slow leak in one of my boggers.
His...destroyed and drooling tranny oil and anitfreeze all over.His exhaust manifold was
the new front end.
Fire guys and Fuzz were pretty impressed.
SUBJECT>Hey Barry POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>13414 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I threw that whole rear in but used my drums.Works nice!I made a bracket and mounted
the steering dampener to the pumpkin on the driver's side.
Thanks...and by the way...that's a sweet collection of rigs!
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercise?POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13399 NEXT>13420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be there on Friday.Always a outstanding run.
SUBJECT>M715 Advice POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13407 13413 13423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,all.I was directed here by the fine folks at the International Full Size Jeep
Association website (www.ifsja.org).I started out looking for a J-series pickup.That was
narrowed down to a 3/4 ton,due to camper and towing needs.I've always been fascinated
by M715 trucks,but assumed they were out of my price range,if I could even find a.decent one.Now there are two
available at a motor pool close by.(And I've been looking
for a 3/4 ton for so long that my finances have gotten significantly better!)The point to
my post is this:I need any information,advice,experience,etc.that you can give me.
Now,here are the specifics.I drive about 15-20 miles on the freeway to work M-F.If
necessary,however,my boyfriend could use the truck as his daily driver,as he's only a
couple of miles from his work.Of course,I'd rather drive it,but I could probably make do
with once a week if I absolutely had to.We'd like to be able to put a camper on the truck
and be able to tow his CJ7 occasionally.I guess I'm wondering how practical a truck this
would be for this sort of situation.What sort of adjustments would we have to make as
far as tires,gearing,etc?I REALLY want one of these trucks,but it's the never ending
war between vehicle lust and practicality.If it makes any difference,my boyfriend has
been building Jeeps for about the past 10-15 years and we have ready access to a
excellent machinist.Any input would be really helpful here,since I'm just beginning the
learning curve.Thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>Re:my m715 killed a car today POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13394 NEXT>13408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4 more and you are an Ace.Local police might not like you putting the "kill"marks on
your door.Thank God,you and the lady were not hurt.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
First of all these are underated 1 1/4 ton trucks (should have been rated at 2tons).
Members on this board consistently load them all the way up to 4 tons with no problems.
I don't think these make good long distance towing vehicles due to their 60 mph
(downhill)top speed.However there are members that have put gamma goat tires on
them and diesel swaps that use them just for that purpose.The stock 5.88 gearing and
locked front hubs slow you down considerably,not to mention that divorced mounted
NP200 would probably melt if it traveled much faster than 65 for any considerable
amount of time (if it didn't make you deaf first).For that type of use I would suggest a
gear swap down to 4.89's,unlockable hubs for the front,38.5 tires,maybe some 20inch
rims,for easier big street tire accessability,a diesel if you could get your hands on one
cheap,with a tranny that provides overdrive and possibly a married t-case.Braking would
be an issue when your towing at higher speeds,so a front disc conversion is in order,or at
least a power booster (I personally don't have a problem with the drums,but you have to
stay on top of them).
These trucks were designed for off-road use,but could be adapted for highway towing.
Mine was a daily driver,with no problems,but only 6-7 miles,you'll have to leave early
to drive 20 in this thing.These trucks could pull a house down,but,it would take 3 hours
to pull it to the next town.Think of these things as a tractor,not a truck..I hope you get one,you'll love it,they
are bullet proof.
my opinion,which is no where close to being "know all,end all",
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:my m715 killed a car today POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13406 NEXT>13409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ooh Rah,Frank
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:my m715 killed a car today POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13408 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Frank,those 'kill'stickers are a good idea!!!A buddy of mine has a bucket truck and
contracts for the power company.He has 7 squirrel stickers on..um..his..door.NO,HE
DOESN'T ELECTRICUTE THEM...just spins the wire in circles 'til they fling off.:)
SUBJECT>phone number for Perk?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
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DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have Scott's phone number?He hasn't posted in a while,I figured I'd give
him a call him and make sure one of the two women he's dating didn't kill him,and I need
some technical Ford swap advise.send me an E-mail if you know it.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:phone number for Perk?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13410 NEXT>
13412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I can give you some Ford advice and save you a dime in the process.
SUBJECT>Re:phone number for Perk?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13411 NEXT>13441 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know,I know..."sell it for scap metal,and save the money for a GM product".
thanks for the help
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net.DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 8:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13405 NEXT>13421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the cost of swapping gears,new custom wheels or adapter kits to put on different
wheels.For my two cents I`d swap the axles.
The (CUCV)military chevy pickups from the mid 80`s use a Dana 60 front end with
discs,and a Gm 14 bolt rear.These axles come with 4:56 gears and a Gov`t locker in the
rear.They have have a standard 1-ton 8 lug bolt pattern,so wheels are much cheaper,and
parts are much easier to find.I don`t have the site in front of me,but I have priced a set of
these axles at 1500.00.Thats without freight.
If you are interested I should be able to find the site in a day or so.
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16
September 2002,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13403 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I knew that you would be happy with that set up .It worked great for me.I
mounted that steering valve up on Sat.That looks like it is going to work out real nice .
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:pictures of a M715 working POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very impressive!So,that's how ya'get 44 bags in the back.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Camp Grayling Color Tour POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13401 NEXT>13418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,We are having our big Mud Bog weekend on the 28th and 29th.It's only 5 miles
from my house.Bring your rig up and give it a run.Barry.
SUBJECT>Missed out on a B17G ride yesterday POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See if I ever let my wife sleep in again.We jumped in the M715 to go out to one of our
smaller airports where a restored 4 engine B17G was out for tours and rides.We got there
1/2 hour past the last ride.Can you imagine rumbling and shaking down the runway
barely able to hear yourself think.Four 1200 horse radials pulling hard.Oh well...I woke
up at 4 am thinking about it but let my wife sleep in cause she was tired.If I had only
known....My truck proved to be popular.There was quite a crowd around my truck eve
though it was the wrong era.Two of the guys with the B17 thanked me for bringing it out.
Man,If I had only gotten a picture of my truck with the plane.Two of my favorite pieces
of equipment.They will be back in two years,so will I....kaiserjeeps...(Al)....SUBJECT>Re:Camp Grayling Color Tour
POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be able to make it on the 29th.Thanks!
SUBJECT>M715 dana 60/70 axles,custom 15 inch rims and 44's for sale POSTER>TIM
EMAIL>ActionPaintball@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaybFWGfomsnk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a beefed up cj-7 frame with stock m715 running gear under her.It has the stock
dana 60 front and dana 70 rear with custom steel 15 inch diameter 15 inch wide rims
(painted).The body is shot and I am parting it out.I have pictures if you email me.The
drivtrain and rims are in VERY good shape and they are complete from hub to hub with
all steering arms (raised knuckle)and brakes.I also have two brand new NOS tie rod ends
and a cutom bent drag link that can be easily modified.I am willing to part everything out
and freight ship.I am located in northern NY and can arrange shipping/delivery in
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NY/MA/PA/CT/NJ area or meet you halfway with a trailer or ground ship.I have no idea
what this stuff goes for-so any input would also be appreciated.I am trying to fund the
last stages of my hummer kit build-pics on www.geocities.com/actionpaintball.E mail
me at ActionPaintball@yahoo.com for any info or advice.
Thanks!
~TIM~
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercise?POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13404 NEXT>13426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this Danny with the M725?I have never noticed you posting on here.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13413 NEXT>13422 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree,that's a much better solution.Drew has done this swap on his 715.
Actually the CUCV drive train has exactly what you are looking for,6.2 liter diesel,turbo
400,&NP205,and it's GM so finding parts would be easy.If you could find one of them
laying around for cheap that would be your answer.
Course,If I could find a CUCV laying around cheap,I'd just keep it the way it was,they
are tough trucks.Maybe I'd put a Jeep bumper sticker on it:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13421 NEXT>13428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Rhino and Peeler--
Thanks for the advice.I will definitely keep this in mind.A diesel conversion has been i
the back of our minds all along--it's good to hear the idea reinforced.
I still welcome any input anyone else has--or any further input from those who've already
responded.I appreciate any thoughts at all.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A lady in a M715!WOW!The men will flock to you like a magnet.Klinger715
SUBJECT>Re:Missed out on a B17G ride yesterday POSTER>Jay Ritch
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13417 NEXT>13425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me and a buddy took that ride a couple of years ago...well worth it,it was incredible.shot
a roll of black and white inside the plane during the ride,they let you walk around to the
different stations once airborne (except the ball turret and tailgunner positions).
would love to post a couple of shots,but they are very large files.could brute4c somehow
reduce the Mbyte?
definately go.was it "Aluminum Overcast"?
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Missed out on a B17G ride yesterday POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea it was Aluminum Overcast.I went back out to the airport this morning.I wanted to
hear and feel those Radials.But it was gone,on its way to Sacramento Ca.I bet your
flight was the coolest!Great idea using black and white film.Like to see the
shots....Kaiserjeeps..(al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercise?POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13420 NEXT>13429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its me 1-725 2-715.I love them.
Dan
SUBJECT>Attn:Brute4c POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,
16 September 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13433
13434 13440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have some pics of the b-17g flight,could i upload those here for Kaiserjeep?i'd email
them,but if anybody else reads the thread,i'd like for them to be able to see the pics too.
here's the problem,there are 3 or 4 pics,but they are large file size,.jpg format,but about.6 meg each.should i just
give up,or can the file size be reduced?sorry to ask,but i'm not
that computer literate...
don't put yourself to aby trouble,just wondering if a better solution to emailing them
exists.
thanks,
jay
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Advice POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
On the transfer case,both drives drive out of the lower position.The t-cases are know to
get pretty warm after extended highway time.Vintage Power Wagon has the parts (I have
a list w/$ing and PN's)to convert the rear drive to the upper yoke on the transfer case.
This is said to quite gear noise considerably and the case will run much cooler.For
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around $130+or -a few buck this is done.37"-38"tires,and a good overdrive tranny will
keep you at highway speed and make the truck more livable on the road AND not have to
change the 5.87's out.
Welcome aboard and bring your friends!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercise?POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13426 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on being up there with my 715,it'll be interesting to try it in the sand since I
switched to an Automatic this summer.My brother Matt won't be there to tease in his
M37 though,he has some boy scout thing going on so he can't make it.We'll see you up
there.
SUBJECT>Locker Part Numbers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13432
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting my axles locked and did the research if anyone is interested:
I called around and Randy's Ring and Pinion was indeed the cheapest and more
importantly they knew what I needed.
The rear axle is $324 for the Detroit No-Spin (p.n.225S-15)for a Dana 70,23 spline.
Shipping from their warehouse in Nashville to Memphis was about $15.
The front is $308.11 for a Lock-Right (P.N.2610)for a Dana 60,30 spline.
If you want one and want to save the hassle of them looking it up,ask for 'Jay'at X5558
and tell him quote number 346908.He had both in stock and ready to ship out.
-B..SUBJECT>Door Locks POSTER>Brain EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13439 13493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey everyone,i was wondering if anyone has ever installed or attempted to install door
locks on thier m-715,and how it was accomplished.thanks
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:Locker Part Numbers POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13430 NEXT>13437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I called around this spring,4 wheel parts wholesalers was almost $60 cheaper tha
Randy's,although they didn't have any and didn't know when they could get it.I got mine
from Randy's and it arrived no problem.Cake to install too,slid under the truck,20
minutes later I rolled out with it done.Did the whole job sitting up under the back of the
truck with the tires on the ground.Except the axleshafts of course....Good luck,let me
know how you like the lockrite in the front.
JZ
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Brute4c POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jay,
Why don't you go ahead and send them to my work..Unless someone else on the list
wants to see them.My home is still a dial up modem and would take forever to dow
load.If ya don't mind,send them to my work.They have the best of everything.The
address is
al.t.temple@intel.com Looking forward to seeing them.Thanks!Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Brute4c POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay can you resize them in whatever photo editing software you are using???You could
resize them to like 480 x 600 give or take.Just a thought.I'd like to see them.Bobby
SUBJECT>I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone out there has to know where to look for this...
I'm running a 300 ford in my Kaiser but the center sump pan hits the axle.So what I need
is a rear sump pan,with the dipstick in the side of the pan,along with the dipstick tube
and dipstick.According to the part #,'67 was the first year for it.
Dealer can't help me.The "auto recylcers"want 65-75 bucks (hell,a brand new late
model pan from the dealer is $85).The pickyerpart wants 15 bucks but it's missing the.dipstick stuff.
Please help!I need it for the October FSJ outing here in Cali.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13435 NEXT>
13447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I know where a 86-87ish F-150 w/300 is I can ask how much he wants for the oil pan,but
there is no dipstick.I took it about a month ago.It'll probably be about $30,plus the
shipping from here(NC),so you might not make out.I can tell you how long the dip stick
is and you can fabricate one for it,for the time being.
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Let me know,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Locker Part Numbers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13432 NEXT>13445 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
Is that a full locker for the front,or a posi?You have to replace the whole carrier in the
front,right?I've been wanting to do that,but was waiting for power steering first.Since
I'm about to get PS with my engine swap,I'd be interested in a "hind-sight"view from ya'
when you get it done.Be sure and post when you get it all completed.JZ's right the rear is
a snap.(It's a two beer job)
thanks,
Rhino
SUBJECT>BB ford swap update POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well here's the way I'm going with this:
BB 390,which will set in the motor mounts
NP435,which will mate up directly with no adapter,and has a lower 1st and Rev then the
T-98,it also has the mounting holes for the NP200 shift linkage,It looks like it will
probably move my shift hole up an inch or two,but I have the oddly shaped shift lever
that will clear the dash fine.It also comes with a rev light switch(I'll probably attach 2
million candlewatt spotlights for that:).Oh yeah and reverse is where it supposed to
be...right and down.I'll have to lengthen the drive shaft for the t-case,move the tranny
mounts,and fab a clutch bracket.Other than that I'm ready to drop this in on Thursday,
that gives me time to turn the flywheel down and,buy a new clutch.That should bring the
total dollar amount to around $750-800..Then it'll be a week or two spent on the 12volt conversion,and power
steering,and the
Rhino should ride again before The new Fiscal year (give or take a month,of course)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Door Locks POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13431 NEXT>13459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw an M715 in the Absorka Wilderness of Montana that had a civvy trucks key lock on
the drivers door,no knob on top just the key part,and on the passenger door it had the
pull knob on top but no key part.I guess you opened the drivers with the key and let the
passenger in if you wanted to.All the hardware was from a J series truck.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13427 NEXT>13442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can email them to me at jonmon@pcpros.net
Also you can mail copies to me if you have them...I'm thinking these are digital?
Opening them with an imaging program,then cropping out any extra stuff and resizing at
any size up to 1024X768 should get them into a much reduced file size that you can send
much quicker.
Let me know what I can do to help you further.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:phone number for Perk?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13412 NEXT>13444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rhino,
I'm not much on the 4x4 parts yet,but I've been building General killers for years now.
Chevy's are like bellybuttons,every man has one and NO one wants to see it:-)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Brute4c POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!...........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Monday,16
September 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715
38,000 miles
orginal drive train.runs excellent
good year tires
extra heavy duty bumper
new soft top
very minimal rust
located in maryland (eastern shore )
many extra parts
asking $5,000
call 410-632-0134 for details
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SUBJECT>Re:phone number for Perk?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13441 NEXT>13449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BB,
I kinda'figured out everything I needed.It's all up to just dropping parts in and joining
everything together.
thanks anyway,I'll keep ya'on my list,since Perk dropped off the planet,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Locker Part Numbers POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It replaces the spider gears.The case removal on mine was very hard to get out and
replace.On the front the ring gear has to come off of the carrier because the retaining pi
that holds one set of the spider gears will not slide out past it.I have had the same lockers
in my unit for a over a year with out any trouble.I like the way the lock right works up
front.When turning tight corners it will not crab side ways unless the gas pedal is being
applyed.When the gas is on the front locks up.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:junkyard run POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just happens to be thats what i do is sheetmetal(go figure)
If its the right price!!!
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 September 2002,at 9:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13436 NEXT>13451 13505 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rhino,
I'll be in Charlotte next week but I think the pan on that one won't work.I'd be interested
in it if it has the dipstick in the pan..Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:BB ford swap update POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 3:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13438 NEXT>13450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go Rhino Go!A 390 rodent exterminator,I love it!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:phone number for Perk?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 3:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13444 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,I just tried to send you an e-mail with my ph.no.Let me know if you get
it.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:BB ford swap update POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13448 NEXT>13452
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"And Jesus wept."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13447 NEXT>13487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
This is the cheap way,but they sell a "Universal Dipstick"that adjusts to the level you
want.It's around $13.(J.C.Whitney)
If you don't want to spend that,then a section of fish tape works just the same.
If you don't want to spend that then you can use a coat hanger.
If you don't want to ruin a good coat hanger,then go out in the yard and find a propper
size stick.
Glad to help.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BB ford swap update POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13450 NEXT>
13455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Come on Bri,that's not the attitude to have...we are all in together to help one
another...and if some guys want to put a less dependable more expensive engine in their
truck we should support them as well..SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you decided on the Lincoln locker idea yet?
I am pondering locking the front myself,but I was hopeing you could try it first seeing as
how you have spare parts to replace any that fail.
It's looking like it breaks down like this:
$675 for lockers front and rear -----or-----
$2.87 for welding sticks.
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Your thoughts?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13453 NEXT>13456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just put got a complete rear with a detroit in it and dumped that in and it works NICE.
I'm still on the fence with the front.$300+to $500 for the front posi,or plating and
welding the spare diff carrier I have.I was at Barry's the other day and brought this
subject up.His thoughts were that with the Lincoln locked front it's definatly going to be
prone to be hard on axles.We both did agree that *only having 37"boggers will keep the
axles around for a longer time than 42"s or 44"s,so I may just try it.I also have lockouts,
so it'll only be locked when they are locked in...and they have a warranty.Gimme a few
weeks to test it with the rear locked and see how it does.If I get stuck or pissed,I'm
welding the front!If something breaks we'll jump off that bridge then.Powerlines...here I
come!
...oughtta bleed the rear brakes first though.:)
SUBJECT>Re:BB ford swap update POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13452 NEXT>13462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,
You did catch that price tag on the engine,right?$500 for a rebuilt BB complete,plus a
C-6 w/B&M shifter ,york compressor,entire back sliding windshield to a F250,exhaust,
and power brake booster.The dependable thing is a matter of unresolvable opinion,but as
far as it being more expensive,I'm going to have to call B.S.
I also got a bellhousing,manual flywheel,pressure plate,clutch,and linkage to fit it for
$25.I can turn the flywheel for $20,and buy a new clutch for about $25.
I'll play the game...If you have the equivalent in GM parts for cheaper,and will back your
products up,I'll pay you today.
I personally don't have any problems with AMC,Chevy,or Mopar.A good deal is a good.deal,a good engine is a good
engine.GM should pay you for all your advertisng...Or
maybe they do?Are you a GM agent planted here on this Jeep website,to sell or promote
products?
I'd still pull you out of a mud puddle for free,brother.Panties or not,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Not spicer,but I want to play too POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13454 NEXT>
13457 13461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a question,and a thought...If you weld the front,and the tires are in a bind off road,
How hard would this be on the steering application?I pondered doing the same up front,
but then considered that at least with the lockright you could turn easier with out any
accelerator applied.It seems like it would have to give somewhere or you just wouldn't be
able to turn,which is a problem anyway in this vehicle.It makes me laugh when I see
YJ's (that have welded front 60's)having to 3 point on a trail,when I don't.Or constantly
hopping in and out of the jeep to either lock or unlock the front when they are off road.
These are only 44 sized shafts up front,right?If so...I've seen a lot of these break on
vehicles that weigh a ton less than we do with smaller tires,welding them would only
increase the chances of that happening.
I will probably weld mine later,just so I can break them,and give my wife an excuse to
buy Rockwells:)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Not spicer,but I want to play too POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13456 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Detroit in the front.Works great.Seems like Randy's has it for $500 plus change.
Paul
SUBJECT>U-Bolts POSTER>Warren Chard EMAIL>musmilhist@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Restoreing a M715 my U-Bolts are shot what is a good source for these I here Midway
Supply is one where is he located are there any others thanks for the help.
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:Door Locks POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13439 NEXT>13530
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I swapped a Cherokee door on my truck,and the lock linkage interfered with the window
regulator.I think the cylinder part would work,but the rod/knob was in the way.I have.used cables through the door
handle and the top closed anchor on the bed.If you get the
cable length right,this works well.The door will only open an inch or two.I only did this
back before I put a keyed ignition in the truck.There isn't anything worth stealing in
there,and most people figure only some nutcase would be driving it anyhow.As for
stealing it,it took me a couple of weeks to get all the shifters figured out.Just put it i
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neutral in both spots (three with the Ranger OD ).Hell,they couldn't steal it with the
keys then.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:U-Bolts POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
17 September 2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc
PREVIOUS>13458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warren,
AB Linn just had some on eBay.You might check eBay or directly with AB Linn.
Antelope Valley is another possibility.
You might also check with a local spring shop if you have any in the area.They can
usually make what you want.
Hope this helps,Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Not spicer,but I want to play too POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13456 NEXT>
13464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even back in the days of building LEGO crawlers with locked differentials I remember
them having a much larger turning radius.When I went to Sisson's this past July and went
riding with a group there,it was very obvious that the 715's really don't have a place on a
tight trail unless you really want to bitch up a cool truck.My thoughts on the welded front
diff would be that I don't put extreme loads on the truck like using one wheel to pull the
vehicle up a rock ledge,more on the lines of keeping the back from fishtailing on an off
camber trying to 'push'the front and keeping the vehicle on it line.Most of my wheeling
is on powerline areas where you'll push through or spin.Sometimes the occasional
straight pull of a stuck vehicle or moving some junkers for a friend.Basically,I'd just like
to have a full four when I need it and don't want to lay out the green.If I happen on a deal
for a lockright or another detroit,maybe then.We'll see.
SUBJECT>Re:BB ford swap update POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!"..panties or not."
No,I'm all for putting whatever a person is comfortable with using,affording,gas,diesel,
rat,mouse,blue oval,oblong,whatever.It's about being out there and enjoying it or being
under it,hating it...then getting over it,once the bleeding stops.
That's a great deal you swung!My buddy and I bought an old F250 with a 390,4 speed,.div dana 24 and 4.11's for 100
bucks.The stuff is still out there if you look hard enough.I
do only have about $550 in my 427 tall deck...gotta love the online auctions and people
inattentiveness to worn out exhaust lobes.:)
Is that compressor one of the V style compressors?Would one from a mid 70's dodge
truck be a good candidate?Truck had a divorced NP205 in it so whatever years that may
be.?.
SUBJECT>Field Exercises POSTER>Rande EMAIL>zingflap@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag0bHLeQ7/iA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there Feild Exercises scheduled for 2003?
SUBJECT>Re:Not spicer,but I want to play too POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13461 NEXT>13465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A lot of guys I wheel with,only lock in 1 hub when they are in a tight twisty location,that
gives you steering like an open diff.If the trail is straight,but gnarly,they get out and
lock the other hub.If you have a younger brother with you,or possibly your wife,
convince them that it has to be the passenger side hub that gets locked and unlocked
because of how the pinion and ring gear align(complete BS),and you won't even have to
get out of the truck.
This would work with either a locker or a Weld job.I would be in favor of the lock rite or
detroit up front,because they will give some,compared to a spool or lincoln locker.But
hey,its your truck.Fire up that buzz box and let us know.
SUBJECT>Re:Not spicer,but I want to play too POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13464 NEXT>13467
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Zeb's blunt,but with a good point-it's your truck so do it and let us know.You're our test
pilot.Either a Lincoln Locker is the way to go and you get all the glory of discovering this
for the group,or it's not and you are still a hero for setting us strait.
I see this as a win/win situation for you,Safrongear,you'll get the attention that you
always dreamed of,as well as our unflagging admiration for having the gutts to see if the
famed Dana 60 is strong enough to stand a Lincoln Locker.I suggest you start on this
project tonight.Weld that sucker and then mud it like it's borowed.Don't be shy,or easy
on your rig seeing as how the stress test is the most important part.
Remember-the group's eyes are on you,don't let us down.
-B.
SUBJECT>swap POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13470
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey fellas,
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i have finally purchased my donor vehicle and i need some advise.
the vehicle is a 79 wagoneer.it has a 360 and a th400 trans.
i was wanting to use the trans,but i'm not sure if it will connect
to the np200.i was wondering how,or if it is a streight froward
hookup or will i need to change something.i know that a few of
you have swapped to an auto,so any help would be greatly appreciated.
thanks....
soupy.....
SUBJECT>Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13465 NEXT>
13468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saffron has two f's not one...nice attempt...no wonder you don't have O.D.
saf ·fron [ sáffrn ]
noun (plural saf ·frons,saf ·fron)
When I get back from the Carolina's I'm gonna spend a few days looking at the dana 60
diff to see the best way to weld and plate it locked.Gimme a few weeks fellas...
When are you getting the MM lockouts B-?
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13467 NEXT>13473
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seeing as how you've turned ugly today and lowered yourself to poking fun at my child-
like spelling skills,I'm done here and I wash my hands of you.You've pissed off Rhino
earlier and now I'm all angry.
You know what?I hate to say it,but I couldn't be more dissapointed in you.
Ponder that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Long POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13482
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,this winter I'm tearing down the 715 to re-power w/460-C6-205 combo and I want to
make sure I have something else to drive (I have a chevy silverado,but I get tired of the
grandma's in Escorts pulling me out)so I go to a local military vehicle auction to maybe
pick up a spare 715 for parts and to drive this winter.They have 3 that are in OK shape -
I'm thinking,cool,shouldn't be too much.While I was looking around before the bidding
I meet this guy w/his 14 year old kid looking for a 715 father/son project.Sweet!I spend
the next 1/2 hour helping out with tips and tricks and enjoying the morning.
Bidding starts -WOW!Did I miss something?There must have been some gold plate on.the 715's because the most raggety
one sold for almost 3g and the one nicer that mine
went for $5000.Way out of my,and the father/son combo's league.They also had a 5/4
ton '74 Jeep J20 in great shape.V8/auto 4x4 HEATER,perfect thing to drive this winter,
maybe w/a plow so I won't lose the ground clearence on the 715.It only sold for $1200
and I wanted it so bad I could taste it,but the guy who started bidding against me was the
one with the son.SHIT!!Why did I ever listen to the angel in white?The red one was
pointing out how great a winter/summer 5/4 ton pair this would be!!
I guess the look on the kid's face is enough to make up for it!I told the kid I get first dibbs
if he wants to sell and that he should check out this site to get ready for the real thing
when he gets a little older.The little shit says (with a straight face)that with a couple
hundred AND my 715 that I could have the J20!I almost fell down laughing!!!
It is nice to see that these trucks still induce intrest in the young kids,not just at parades,
but to want to live with and drive.The kid is already way ahead of me,when I was 14 I
was daydreaming about a '69 MACH1 Mustang,not working on my first 4X4.
Sorry for the long post.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:swap POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13466 NEXT>13472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as the waggoneer was 2WD no problem.Most were 4x4 and that means you are
going to have to get the 2wd tail housing and then use the jack shaft to the np200.Don't
the waggoneers have a passenger side drop to their t cases?If so,it would be much easier
just to use that t-case -not quite as strong,but nothing a factory stock engine should be
able to break.
My .02
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13463 NEXT>13474 13483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the FE should be March 28th,29th and 30th,2003 at Tuttle Creek Kansas (Not
Too cold,not Too hot)..Plenty of camping for those who camp,motels close by for those
who don't camp.Cookout Friday and Saturday night."Show and shine"Satruday
morning,including awards for "Best Overall","Most Modified","Most Stock","Most
Ugly","Ladies Choice".Trails Friday and Satruday afternoon.Raffle on Saturday night
(one prize already donated).Plan something for the kids.Bring can food for collection for
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local food bank.
Just some ideas.Paul
SUBJECT>Re:swap POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13470 NEXT>13481 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.That T-case is most likely a Quatra-trac,a chain drive one.My sister has a Cj-7 with the
same set-up.Her Xfer keeps tearing up the chain due to too much stress from running 35"
tires.You'll want to convert that to a 2wd Th400 and then using your stub-shaft to
connect to your NP200.Look around junk yards and see if you can find any older Chevy
with the TH400 in a 2wd version and then just get the end off of it.It's 4 bolts and it
slides out.You need a Chevy one so the u-joint will be the same as your NP200.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13468 NEXT>13476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you two having a clandestine realtionship or something?
You're like Lucy and Ricardo -or funnier lol
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13471 NEXT>13478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with on the date and the location.
Chris
SUBJECT>another question POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13484 13515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,again.....
i looked up in the archives and i found very little about an 360 swap
with the th400.so i thought i would as you all if it is possible and
how or where do i find the parts needed.i called novac and they said
that they do not make any motor mounts and that i'd be better off
connecting the th400 to a np205 and not the 200.i don't know if
they are right or wrong.please help,i want to get the swap going and have a 4x4 this
winter.thanks.....
soupy......
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13473 NEXT>
13485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good word...3 syllables...but no.I just don't have any friends with common interests that
aren't exhausting to be around here.It's good fun to be able to insult the hell out of
someone,have them take it in stride and fire back.Makes the day of sitting infront of a
electronic box go a tad bit quicker.
SUBJECT>Clutch Replacement POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>13479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what parts I need,but I seen a website on here somewhere and I can't seem to find
it now.It was www.geocities.com/MotorCity/1140 or something of the sort.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>Beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in!
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch Replacement POSTER>Beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13477 NEXT>13480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on the Online Manuals link above and go to the M-715 zone parts list.Easy thanks
to Brute force and the gang!
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch Replacement,I know what parts..POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13479 NEXT>13491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But there was a website that dealt with the procedure of how to do it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:swap POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could run two T-cases,for a super low 1st gear,and there wouldn't be as much
stress on the chain if you used the NP200 for the drive shaft output (I think).I think I
heard someone say you could oppose the t-cases and maybe even get an OD effect,but
I'm not sure how that would work.It would take some remounting,but the thought of 4 to
1,on top of 6.5,on top of 5.88 sounds pretty appealing to me.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Long POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 September
2002,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13469 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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What state was this auction in?
Nice to see the value going up,finally...
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>Cookie Baker EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs
PREVIOUS>13471 NEXT>13488 18238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You go boys!!!!!I hope you have better luck with your FE than I have in the past..Pam
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13475 NEXT>13522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just checked in the FAQ section and the post in there says that the motor mounts for an
amc 401 (hence 360)are almost identical so bolting the engine in shouldn't be a problem.
The NP205 is just about a newer version of the 200.Supposed to be THE factory killer t-
case.Not as much noise,a netrual gear choice,much quieter,and put on thousands of
chevy and early Dodge trucks with the correct passenger side front output.
I know the bell pattern is dirrerent,but you should check and see if you can transfer the
tailshaft housing and married t-case from a doner verses going with a divorced mount like
the 200 i there now.
.02
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13476 NEXT>13518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks -I had to call my wife to find out how to spell it.
I did know about saffron though lol
Ron
SUBJECT>Thanks!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13451 NEXT>13495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't quote me on this .lord knows i'm not an expert on brand x parts but a blue oval fan i
know (wears underwear on outside at home)says that a van pan has the required rear
sump.
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13483 NEXT>13496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,I know how much work you put into the last FE.If there is enough interst,I will
help plan a M715 weekend on the dates mentioned in previous post.I have been involved
in some other Jeep and Bronco events .It is possible to get a magazine person there if we
have at least 30 trucks (not a guarantee,but possible).They won't come out for less.Also,
some kind of non-refundable deposit will be required ($25 ?)so we can cover food.expenses for Satruday night.I want
everyone attending to get a raffle prize.Already have
comitments from two vendors.Basically,this will be a bunch of people getting together
who like M715's and 4-wheeling,sitting down for dinner,equipment raffle,and maby a
special guest speaker Satruday night.Everyone will be own for trail rides (insurance
might be needed if we get to formal),but I'm sure there will be plenty of people to lead us
into Tuttle Creek.I would be Ok if I just got to see all of the other trucks I see discussed
here!!!I met Steve a couple of weeks ago,and what a truck he has!!!Got some great
ideas.
If there is interest in this trip,please send the following information,via MAIL (post is
OK,but unless I get something in writing so I can build a database and send out hardcopy
info,I can't keep track of everyone).This way,everything will be spelled out in advance
in writing so everyone knows what to expect.Again,please MAIL me info!!!Just basic
info to determine interest.
Name
Number of People w/your group
Address
Home Phone #
Second Phone #
Send to:
Paul Brown
P.O.Box 521173
Tulsa,OK 74152
918-951-2677
I will let everyone know weekly how many people have written me.
AGAIN
Dates are March 28th,29th,and 30th,Tuttle Creek,Kansas.
Paul
SUBJECT>Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How the heck do you get the pulley off a Saginaw power steering pump?I have tried to
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turn it off,using an allen wrench in the end of the shaft with no luck.If it does thread on,
is it left or right hand thread?
My problem is,the pump ran dry for some unknown length of time and now I have no
power assist,or very little at best.I filled it back up with fluid and it doesn't make any
noise,just doesn't give me power.Is there a relief valve in it that could be stuck?Or is the
pump smoked?I have a couple other pumps around,but the bracket that is on my pump
has a bolt behind the pulley,so I need to get the pulley off to swap the brackets around.
Thanks
JZ.SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13489 NEXT>
13494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need to pull it off with a puller.....Autozone may rent one....I bought a Snap On
several years ago so they are around
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch Replacement,I know what parts..POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We used to have 2 geocities sites with their annoying pop up ads and etc.One of the
geocities sites had a page with the clutch stuff on it....I made the page and remember it
was a pain as I was just starting to do OCR stuff.Since then I have scanned and posted
the entire manuals.The info from the geocities page came from these manuals.
brute4c
SUBJECT>TRIP TO INDY POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm taking the trip to Indianapolis on thursday to show the beast off.i think that there is a
work in progress (WIP)class,so that is certainly what i'll be placed in.its big,ugly,and
very noisy.the 500 cadillac only has manifolds and about 15 inches of 2 1/2 diameter
pipes.
the truck is close to being able to do what it was ment to do...drive through 4 feet of mud.
i need some traction bars,a trac bar in the front,and still working on some sort of doubler
for the t-case or i'll put the sm 465/205 behind my th 400.i'm looking into selling the
16.00x20's and going to some tractor tires.
it'll be done soon.i'll try and take some pics of it this weekend at the show and update my
members pics.
anyone else going up to Indy,if so look for the m715 that stands over 9 feet tall and i'll be
there...introduce yourself.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Door Locks POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13431 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brain,mine has a padlock hasp welded to the door and the cab has a bar which jams
the pass door.it looks great,particularly the nicely textured custom unchipped welding.
and even though the top is off right now i know my truck is secure because you need
three hands and more brains than the average car thief to crank it.gotta love those
previous owners.good luck jc.
SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13490 NEXT>13498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah its just a press fit.If you dont need the pulley you might try to pry it off but I dont
know if you will have any success,other than bending the pulley.Having the right tool
makes it easy.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking the same but the only van I could find with said engine had the dipstick i
the block and a bare pan.I've only seen it in a truck.No telling if those were original
applications though.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13488 NEXT>13499
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY PAUL
STEVE HERE,count me in,I will mail you the info you requested.I am also willing to
help in any way,so if you need some help just shout.I was upset to see that i had missed
out on the FE events.So needless to say I am glad to see some one get the ball rolling
again.Like I said before I will help in any way I can so lets try and get this thing together.
Steve
P.S.Hopefully pam will come even though there fe experiences werent the best.
SUBJECT>M715 Gathering/FE POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am kicking around a M715 get-together/social/FE etc.March 28th,29th,and 30th
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(2003)at Tuttle Creek,Kansas.There seems to be some interest.Please check my
previous post (#6 response to question about FE,September 17th,9:55 AM)for
additional info.
If intersted,send me a short note via US MAIL (only)w/following info:
Name
#People Attending
Address
Home Phone Number
2nd Phone Numner
I will post results weekly.At some point(not now)a non-refundale deposit will be
requried (chump change).So,check your calenders,your wifes calendar,your kids.calendar,etc.and mail me the above
information.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13494 NEXT>13500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I'll check the local Autoparts store for the puller.
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13496 NEXT>13502 13503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,good to hear from you.Added an aux.pusher fan last weekend.Seems to help
when sitting still and no air flow.Also trashed my compressor and went with a electric
York unit.I hope it will speed up those re-inflations.Did I get the measurments to you
you asked for?Let me know,my mind is weak,too much work.
I hope Pam will make it.I plan to call her sometime soon.I would like to learn from her
about some things that worked and some things that didn't.Oh,I'll take you up on your
offer to help.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>13498 NEXT>
13516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autozone loaner tool program and i would bet a bumnch of money it is
smoked..grabsaround the center so you dont bend the pulley....
Mike
SUBJECT>Hey Barry from another person POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>13507
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry
its mike green down here in Dallas.its been a good year since we spoke.send me an e-
mail if you would i have a couple questions....billyji@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13499 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No you never got the measurements for me but I figured you were just busy.I will be glad
to help in any way I can.Glad to hear about your fan working out for you,I am in the.process of mounting a larger
radatior and then I will address the fan issue.How was the
bronco bash at disney?Did you make it?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>CookieBaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aad8UtTN1u.Gs PREVIOUS>13499 NEXT>13504 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You put it together and I'll be there,I'll even offer the use of my already purchased
cooking supplies,and volunteer to cook.If you want to e-mail me off-line you are more
than welcome too.I only have one major suggestion at this point from past experience
with this group,don't be surprised if you over $200.00 in debt.As for the past FEs I had a
blast as with everyone else there.Don't get me wrong,I would love to host another one,I
love to do it,but when you get little support from the club that you are hosting it for it is
pretty disappointing.Especially when you have a "NATIONAL"event,someone flies up
from Brazil to see a pathetic 4 trucks,and about 20 people,and no parts to buy for which
he made the trip.Talk about egg on the face.If you would like to know more about my
FE woes we'll take it off-line.These are a few of the reasons why at the last National
event it was decided by the club president and the members present that there wouldn't be
anymore FE's due to lack of support.
Anyhow,Off my soap box.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13503 NEXT>13524
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ouch
sounds like a big disappointment.I understand your point exactly.I will let paul contact
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you as he has the ball at this point.But let me be the first to say thanks for still lending
advice.I am sure it will be of great help.Never did hear,but how did your fsj trip to
colorado go?Hope you had a good time.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:I need help finding an oil pan (FORD)POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13447 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I'll be on the lookout...consider yourself on my junkyard list.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Gathering/FE -ADDRESS POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13497 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I guess it would help if I gave address:
Paul Brown
P.O.Box 521173
Tulsa,OK 74152
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry from another person POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Mike,E mail me at germ@ptd.net Barry.
SUBJECT>Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13536 13537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a drivers door,lower door hinge.If anyone has an extra one or knows where to get
one,please let me know.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Back spacing on custom rims.POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Have 39.5/15/15 swampers for the front and 39.5/18/15 boggers for the rear.I gutted out
the centers on a set of 15/10 and 15/12 rims.My brother (a machinest)is going to mill up
some centers and needs to know where in the rim they are going to sit to get an exact fit.I
know this is a common tire choose and was woundering if any one knows what the offset
is on the rims.
Also any advise from those that have made there own rims would be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Back spacing on custom rims.POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,17 September 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13509 NEXT>
13535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,I'm sure others will be able to give you more information on this,heck,maybe
Stevbronco will post to tell you how good his rims are and how much he likes his,but I
just bought a set from Diamond Racing (thanks to the praise I found in the archives)and
Bill,the owner,told me that a majority of the members from the group order went with a
4 1/2 inch backspacing...so I did too.My best measurment of the stock wheel put it at 6
1/2 inches.I'll bet 4 1/2 will work nicely.Good luck.
-G-
SUBJECT>hardtop POSTER>sal EMAIL>sswarriors@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,17
September 2002,at 11:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13527.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need a hardtop...any known supplier..as well as numerous parts;B.O.lights,parking
brake assembling,weatherstripping.Any info will be greatly appreaciated...please
SUBJECT>M715 headlight trouble POSTER>Jeff Begema
EMAIL>Wolfwalker223@aool.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 3:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13513 13545 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Head lites go out after a few min along with dash and tail lites is there a circut breaker
any where ,maybe in the swith or some place and the lights come back on a few min.
later but can go out again at any time.Can anyone shed some light on this subject????
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13512 NEXT>13514 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice pun...Does this only happen when your driving or if it's just sitting in the driveway
as well?Is your wiring completley original or has it been modified?It Could be
something behind your headlight switch shorting out,when it vibrates against something
(like the dash).That would be the only place I can think that the dash lights and
headlights share any kind of common ground(that's a pun of my own).
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13513 NEXT>13517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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There's a breaker in the headlight switch (if it's stock).If it's tripping then you have a
short somewhere and it's overloading that relay.Brute can tell you more,he's practiacally
the modern day Einstein of pre-modern army trucks.He's like McGyver-NO!HE'S
BETTER!He's so in tune with these truck's electrical systems he probably already has
this problem worked out in a 3-step-easy-to-follow-plan.
Anyway-there's a breaker in the switch.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>Kirk Marks EMAIL>fyratnyt@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13475 NEXT>13523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If connecting the AMC version of the TH400 to the NP200 is your problem....You don't
really have big problem.From the bellhousing back,it is the same TH400 as any other.
You can go to your local junkyard and get a 2WD version of this tranny.Most yards will
sell cores (junk tranny's)for about $25.You just pull the tail shaft and tail shaft housing
from the 2WD version and put it in your tranny...Now you have a 2WD TH400 with a.AMC bolt pattern.The TH400 came in
short and long tail shaft versions.I would
recommend the short version so you don't have to move the transfer case.You have to
dissassemble both trannys to do this,but don't feel intimidated..It's not that bad.Take
apart the junk tranny first,take pictures if nessessary,get comfortable with it,then dive
into yours.Just keep it clean in there.If you have problems,drop me an e-mail.I can scan
the manual pages for comlete dissassembly and reassembly for this tranny for ya...Good
luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13500 NEXT>13636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know on most there is a recessed ring in the center to pull on,the pulleys bend easily so
be careful.You might also try to pull the bolt loose and drop it into the backside of the
pulley getting enough room to pull the bracket out.This is how i got to one of mine,it
just takes some time and finesse (sp?).
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13514 NEXT>13519 13626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did have this problem...and tore my hair out for a week to figure it out....finally bought a
new switch and put it in then took the old one apart to see what the problem was.You
have to do some irreversable maiming to get in there so I wouldn't advise anyone to look
in unless the switch is no longer to be used.
Inside the switch there is a metal strip that runs from the unlock lever,lower right,to a
toothed gear on the top lever for the lights.When you pull up on the unlock,the strip goes
down,letting the upper lever move freely.The circuit breaker is right behind this.On
mine,the strip had turned sideways and was able at times to touch the breaker and
short...especially when driving and hitting a bump or turning a corner.It broke free after 2
or 3 days of this and was just laying inside the switch so that whenever you tried to turn it
on,you would hear a loud click,then after several seconds a softer click and you could try
again...
Bottom line,it isn't repair friendly so buying a new switch is the way to go.
Good luck!
brute4c
(hey Brian...thanks for the accolades...what am I being set up for??)
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13485 NEXT>13520 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
enuff with the spellin'what the hell does "saffron"mean!
Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 7:01 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>13517 NEXT>13635
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
I don't know what accolades are,but I think it's some type of fruit that makes guacomole.
I'm more and more impressed with the vocabulary and spelling skills of this group.It
really puts my own short coming under the spotlight.
Can we get some sort of a spell check here?It sure would help me out.
Always a fan,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Do it right if you're gonna POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saffron is a spice,as in Saffrongear,instead of spicergear...
SUBJECT>Interesting Website POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>ID Motor Pool
LINKURL>http://www.idahomotorpool.com
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Here is information on an interesting website:
The place is located in Fruitland,Idaho,which is between the Idaho/Oregon border and
Boise.He has military vehicles,parts,etc.and keeps an entertaining site.I don't think it's
completely accurate,though since I've driven by and seen things not listed on the site.It's
worth checking out the site just for the entertainment value and the interesting things he's
got for sale.Hope this information is of use to someone.I may be going to visit soon-ish,
depending on what I talk myself into--or can't talk myself out of!
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks ron,i'll re-check the archives and see what i missed.
later...
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks kirk,i e-mailed you and if i have any other questions,
i'll call.....
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13504 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey paul,
count me in.i ahould have more than enought time to get the
turtle done and on the trail by then.just ask steve about my
truck.he is my point of contact.i'll get you the info.in
the mail.let me know if any help is needed also.i'll do what
i can....
soupy.....
SUBJECT>Dana 60 Question POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13526 13528 13529 13532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone ever put a newer style D-60 say a 80's model under the leaf springs like the
one is now.Can it be done with out a lot of modification.I know it would make it sit a
little lower in the front but could you put arched springs to compensate.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Question POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I`ve never done it...but I know it can be done.You would have to change the spring
mounts anyway,so nothing says that you can`t weld the mounts so they mount under the
axle.
And it would have the stock height,you wouldn`t have any other mods I can forsee,aside
from putting the mounts on the donor axle.
If you want more lift thats a different story.
Re-arching I don`t know about.
Having a new set made would cost a bit,but might be what your looking for.
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:hardtop POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13511 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boyce Equipment sells a fiberglass top.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Door Locks POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13459 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeepgrant,how do you like your Ranger OD?Anything you'ld do different?I'm mounting
one up in my truck now and was curious how they pan out.Thanks for any info....Ed J.
SUBJECT>24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatyS@ec.rrcom
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13534 13540
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay,
I've researched this on the archived files and I'll try and compile it into one list for anyone
else who needs it later,please correct me if I'm wrong...
After doing an engine swap,and converting the electrical/lighting system to 12 volts from
the original 24volt early style distribution box system,I will need to:
1.replace all bulbs ,including Headlights
2.replace all gauges except Speedo and Fuel
3.install the Turn signal kit from Star Electronics(solid state flasher and turn signal
switch)
4.wire batteries in parallel,or switch to just one battery.
taken for granted that I have a 12 volt starter and alternator with the engine.
Seems like I missed something obvious,let me know
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Question POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatyS@ec.rrcom
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DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13525 NEXT>13533 13562 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brandon,
I'm a little confused,Why would it sit lower if you put it under the springs???You are
talking about the front axle,right?
What do you plan on doing about the rear axle?If you plan on changing both,like a 14
bolt in the rear and a D-60 in the front,then,Drew has done this and could help you,or
you could just look at the pics on his website.It Shouldn't require too much modification
at all.If you only change the front then you would have a different lug pattern in the front
than the rear.
I originally thought of changing the front to a newer(stronger,disc braked)D-60,and
plugging and re-drilling the back 70 to fit an 8 bolt pattern,but,couldn't find anybody that
had done it,or knew if it was possible.Someone told me that a couple of M-37 guys had
done this,but,I posted on the "Bigelectric"website and no one had heard of it.
If the newer front 60 comes with sprung over perches,then I'd keep it the way it was and
do a hanger flip in the back,so I could run bigger tires,which is the only reason I would
want to change axles anyway(because these are plenty strong).If you want disc up
front...they make a conversion kit,and if you are concerned with your front axles
breaking then don't go over 40 inch tires,which would require a spring over anyway,
which is essentially what you are saying,right?
these ramblings,and confusion brought to you courtesy of Busch Lt,
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Question POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say if you have the oportunity to pick up a cheap newer axle with discs to do it.
You would have to probably reweld the spring perches anyways,as the width would
probably be different.I have heard that rearched springs generally do not last half as long
as if you never touched them (metal fatigue?).I would like to hear about that 6-8 lug
swap in the rear though.Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13531 NEXT>13555 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't forget about the horn.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Back spacing on custom rims.POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13510 NEXT>13539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Must have me confused with some one else,as I also have a set of diamond wheels.
Either that or Im getting slammed and just to dumb to figure it out!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13508 NEXT>13538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul I think these are very similar to the ones found on wagoneers.Not for sure but I
seem to think I remember seeing that they looked very close.May or may not work but
just a thought.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13508 NEXT>13561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The civvy doors have been bolted on the 715 in the past....should still work now...so the
hinges will work.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13536 NEXT>13541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steve,.A M715 owner in Colunbia,TN (KirK)got in touch with me yesterday and we made a
deal on a hinge today.Real nice guy.Was very helpful and even shipped it out today.
Excellent!!!So I think I am set.
I have the deminsions you wanted but I have to make a short run.When I get back later
tonight,I will e-mail to you.
Thaks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Back spacing on custom rims.POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess I should have read the wanted post first.Just to clearify for everyone I was just
trying to help,I had seen that another memeber stated he had to pay $1500 for his and
knew where to get one for $1200.I was just simply trying to let gary know that if he
waited and looked around I think he could find one alot cheaper.As would have been the
case when I was trying to sell mine.I am not mocking anyone.
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Just trying to help as so many here have helped me!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13531 NEXT>13557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm curious,why wouldn't the fuel guage need to be changed also?
SUBJECT>Re:Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Paul
If you dont get it done tonight dont worry about it.Tomorrow will work also.Thanks
again for the help.
Steve
SUBJECT>makeing wheels POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13550 13603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anybody made aset of wheels out of 15x10 and old stock wheels ?how is it done?
how do you measure back spaceing?
SUBJECT>another dana 60 question POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was at the junk yard the other day and found a 74 dodge 3/4 ton 4x4.it had the big axles
and 8 lugs.my question is about the front axle.it has drum brakes,can i convert them to.disk?it MIGHT have been a
dana 44.i was too skeeered to craw under it because of the
way it was propped up.i want to buy these axles but i would only gain 8 lugs and 4.10
ratio.i don't really care if it is a D44.i just want to be rid of these stock axles.i don't pla
any major offroading with this thing (M725).i think the D44 will be ok.
the way i see it with the stock axles...
1.very expensive to get disk brakes
2.gear change a must
3.no stock locker or posi unit
4.goof-ball lug pattern
5.split rims (with goofy pattern)
6.ridiculous rear hubs that stick WAY out
7.brakes that are not self adjusting
that's my $1.25 "buck ana quota"(for brian s)
krob725
SUBJECT>distributer removal POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>13556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a stock motor with a broke crank that I salavaging parts off of it for spares and
wondering if anyone has hints for removing the distributer?
Thanks in advance
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF it happens just sitting there,IF they seem to come on and off at somewhat of a regular
interval,check the main power wires and their grounds.If there is a cracked wire or
partially broken connector when these heat up they can expand to break the flow of
electricity until they cool down and make the connection again.Especially trus if it only
happens when there is a heavy current draw..ie turning your headlights on.
.02
Ron
SUBJECT>pilot bushing removal?POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>13547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I'm full of questions tonight.I'm trying to remove the pilot bushing and having
little luck.I tried filling it with grease and using a round piece of wood poping it out with
no success.It looks like a 3/4"bushing does anyone have any ideas?If not I was going to
go buy a 3/4"drill bit and drill it out.I would rather not go this route if possible.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing removal?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13546 NEXT>13554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried the hydrogrease method on my flathead with absolutely no luck,maybe it's easier
when you're not on your back under the car.Try a slide hammer with an internal three
arm attachment.Autozone loans tools for free,with a deposit.I would definitely NOT
drill it -if it is indeed 3/4"then a 3/4"drill would almost guaranteed open the hole up a
bit (drills are very inaccurate when compared with boring or reaming)and your new pilot
bushing won't be a press fit anymore.
Chris
SUBJECT>HEY RHINO POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 September 2002,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>13551 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is that mangeled tailgate still around?The one you said you could come uip with?If its
cheap i would take it off your hands.Thanks
SUBJECT>Rear Axle cone washers?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm missing 4 of those cone washers that go below the nuts that hold the rear axleshafts i
place.Does anyone know a napa or dealer p/n for these.Thanks in advance.Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13542 NEXT>13564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I made my wheels,15x14 using the stock centers and the 15"wheel "shells".I don't
understand what you mean about asking for the backspacing...set them up on your jig,
measure what spacing you want,tack 'em,test fit them,burn the welds in.
One word of advice;DO NOT GO WITH 15"WHEELS!!It is the WORST mistake I
have made on my truck,and I regret it every day...You can see some pics (not specific
wheel pics)at www.weps.alloffroad.com
SUBJECT>Re:stop SCREAMING!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13548 NEXT>13575 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Myron,
I haven't forgot about you,I've just been busy trying to swap this engine,and move
houses.The tailgate is about an hour away from where I live,so I haven't gone to check it
out in awhile.You can call the place or visit there website:
White Owl Parts,locatedin Kinston,NC
they deal in distributing surplus military vehicles for agriculture and industrial use,so you.don't have to talk to
them like you do the highschool drop out behind the Autozone
Counter,or the junkyard owner that thinks it's a J-10.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Axle cone washers?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13549 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If now one can find them,Let me know,and I will check the M715 in the junkyard whe
I go back next week.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:another dana 60 question POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy hear in Michigan that runs a M725 with a 44 in front and no problems.He
has 35"BFG MT tires,and a nice 454/automatic in it and uses it as his tow vehicle and
camper.The 44 should be equivalent strength to the 60 we have now,assuming it is a
open knuckle 44.
You should be able to convert this axle to discs by changing it from the knuckle out,
using either chevy or dodge 44 parts.It seems like there was an article a couple years ago
in one of the four wheeler rags about it,but don't know which month.For my money,I
would keep looking though and find a 44 with discs already on it,or better yet get a 60
with discs.
my buck ana quota...
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing removal?POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13547 NEXT>13569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used a 1/2"drive extension with good luck to hydro push them out.Worked every
time for me,but the bushings had only been in the cranks for a couple years,not since
1968.The slide hammer bit will work if you can get finger small enough to get behind the
bushing,but most times the bushing is bottomed out,so you may have trouble.Heating
the bushing up and quenching it may help if there is any corrosion issues there,along
with getting all that grease out,have a fire extinguisher handy....
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13534 NEXT>13588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I putting in an airhorn,because I'll be running on board air...And it's cool to scare the shit
out of people that pull out in front of me.
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:distributer removal POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13544 NEXT>13559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spray WD-40,turn dist.back and forth while pulling out,this will slowly come apart.
The o-ring seal that's in there is dried out and hard,plus dust and dirt don't help.
This is the way my neighbor suggested.He should know,he was a mechanic in the
military for 24 yrs and was at proving grounds when they dropped the first one out of
airplanes for testing.Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
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DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13540 NEXT>13560 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's just what I readfrom previous post.I was also confused by this,but figured if I
posted that list then the experts could critique it and tell me if it was either right or wrong.
If Barry,or Brute don't respond to it in a week,then it's probably golden.
Rhino
SUBJECT>m715 for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19
September 2002,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just posted a 1968 M715 for sale in the for sale section
SUBJECT>Re:distributer removal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13556 NEXT>13639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have removed one from a military engine and a civilian engine.Besides the o-ring,the
mounting area of the distributor is steel while the timing cover is aluminum,read
dissimiliar metals corrosion.
In order to get both of the ones out I removed,a torch was required.Carefully and slowly
heating the timing cover where the distibutor mounts for 20-30 seconds and then pausing
to see if it would come out,then heat,etc...did this a few times and it turned a bit freer
each time...after 5 or 6 times it came out.After it's out,you may want to remove any
corrosion from the shaft and the timing cover with fine sandpaper....need to stuff a rag
down in the timing cover hole to catch anything that drops....then coat the distributor
mounting area with anti-seize compound and you will eliminate future troubles.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13557 NEXT>13567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the fuel gauge...theoretically the sending unit is essentially a variable ground so it is.not voltage
specific...though I dont know anyone who has gone 12 volt and not changed
it.It may be due to the gauge needing 24 volt.Remember the sending unit ohms scale is
30-90 for the military unit.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Need Lower Door Hinge POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Question POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought it mite sit a little lower in the front because of axle tube size.The newer D-60
has a 3 in.tube,dont know about the older D-60.I was trying to stay away from a spring
over been there done that,dont want to ride that high.My truck would not fit in the barn
then,could'ent have that.I'm thinking of running 39 in.Boggers one day with that Chevy
Rat motor and wanted the strength in the front end.
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>Brandon EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13550 NEXT>13565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why do you regreat 15 in.wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,19
September 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13564 NEXT>13576
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great question Brandon,
When I made them 15"I followed the "no safety bead"myth of the 16 and 16.5 wheels.
Hummer beadlocks were NOT yet available as surplus.
I REALLY regretted the 15"ers when I went to put disc brakes on my rig.I had to grind
the piss out of the rims and calipers.i did'nt like that.
And now that I am trying to sell/part out the truck,the 15"tires are of no use to me now.I
have to sell at a big loss,where as I could have used those nearly new tires on my "new"
junk.
I hear the Diamond racing wheels are nice,and a good deal,but to do it over,I'd have
hummer beadlocks (50$)ea.with M715 bolt pattern centers made(50$)weld them in,and
have everything you'd ever need in rims for your rig.The Hummer wheels look great on a
'715 too!
If you still want 15's,let me know,My rig is still for sale,but will probably get cut up and
parted.
SUBJECT>Always amazed.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 3:23
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was finishing up my powersteering,and brakes today and was amazed at past owners.I
always knew to never trust the condition of things done before,but again i found out how
true it was.I had finished my brake job,with only the rear brake hose to replace.I took
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the old one off,and started to put the new one on,when i saw a philips head sticking out
of the hard line.I thought that was wierd,but who knows it's military right?Well i took it
out,and there were no holes or anything for fluid to pass through.It turns out some one
down the line decided rear brakes were not worth replacing wheel cylinders over.now i
don't think you guys who said stock brakes aren't that bad,are so crazy anymore.Moral:
DON'T trust the condition of anything unless you've seen it for yourself.
Sorry it's so long.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13560 NEXT>13570 13571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just did my conversion a few months back and if I remember correct,I couldn't use the
fuel gauge.I may not have tried though since I wanted all matching gauges.But I bet I
tried and it didn't work.You gotta remember that though the resistance dosen't change,
the voltage does,therefore so does the available amperage.I believe the gauge works on
how much amperage is allowed to pass through the sender so it'll allow half the amps at
half the volts.I think.Any electrical engineers wanna correct me?
And about the turn signal switch,if you don't care for a military replacement,your local
auto parts shop can get clamp on switches.Mine came from "Grote"but I think cole-
hersee and standard make them too.You have to mount the flasher (standard auto
replacement type)under the dash and everything else is self contained.You also get 4way
flashers and it sorts out the weird wiring of the early style signals (so they work like every
other car on the road).The one I got was expensive as shit to me at about 65 bucks but I
guess that's way cheaper than the military thing.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Always amazed.POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13566 NEXT>13580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Was it you that wanted the pictures of my bed floor replacement?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing removal?POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for everyones help I went to Autozone today for the first time and they did not.have the tool that would fit
but they called Schucks and they had one.So this is done,
now I just need to put all the new parts in then install the motor,hope the tranny slides
into it without to much problem and hope that it fires up.This would have been a a lot
harder if the motor was still in the vehicle.
Thanks
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatyS@ec.rrcom
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13567 NEXT>13582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,
I want to keep the military style lighting.It's one of the things I like about the truck,I
ripped out a aftermarket Grote signal to replace it with stock and re-wired the entire truck
back to military specs.There's nothing cooler than creeping through the woods without
brake lights,or just blackout markers for that matter.
I've been in the Marine Corps for almost 11 years now,so I guess I'm used to the way it is
setup,it's the same as all our tactical vehicles.
Thanks for the info on the fuel gauge,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
19 September 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13567 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're correct about the amperage through the fuel guage being halved.The only way I
can see to make it work would be to cut the resistance of the sender in half to use the
stock guage.
SUBJECT>pilot bushing POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatyS@ec.rrcom DATE>Thursday,
19 September 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13574 13578 13581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get ready to laugh at me,or cry with me...
I dropped the BB ford in today,and decided,that I would need to fabricate some different
engine mounts.I then decided to "mock"everything up so as to make sure how it would
sit before I tacked the metal pieces in place....long story short I bolted and torqued the
flywheel,clutch,and bellhousing (which required me to make several parts store runs)As
I'm mounting the new 175lbs tranny to the bellhousing.I'm feeling pretty good,because it
had only been about 5 to 6 hours since I started (which included removing the old tranny,
and letting the air out of the front tires so I could push the engine over the front clip,and
turning the flywheel),and it looked like I'd be able to tack and weld the mounts tonight
and possibly set it down for good in it's new home...Then after the last bolt of the tranny,I
remember that I had not installed the @#$%ing pilot bushing!It's like I was just
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practicing for the big event tomorrow!
Damn!.Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAHA!
Sorry,I had to.
Don't feel bad though,I got mine all installed,thinking in the back of my head "Did I
torque the flywheel bolts?"while at the same time reassuring myself that I'm not that
retarded.On my way to the muffler shop with about 5 miles under my belt when the
clutch stops unclutching.I was ready to be pissed at the parts house for selling me some
junk.Anyhow,spent a full day R&Ring the trans (had to remove the front d.shaft and
move the T-case)with help from my ex-girlfriend (not much help when it comes to
lowering a t-18).Finally found out that one flywheel bolt backed out and was contacting
the clutch disc.After all was said and done,I felt like I'd spent the day having my
shoulders rotated to places they shouldn't have been.Even my damn grandma made fun
of me for that one.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:stop SCREAMING!POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my last post was way down there,and i even had a hard time finding it,but thanks for the
reply.
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13565 NEXT>13586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Most 16"rims have a "safety bead"it is the 16.5"rims that usually don't have "safety
beads".That is why 16.5s come off the rim when they go flat and most 16s and 15s stay
seated on the bead.
Joe
SUBJECT>X-fer case and T-98 POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,19 September 2002,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>13579 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am nearing the point where I will be ready to drop in a new engine in my truck.I have
not touched the transfer case or tranny yet...they seem to shift normally.Any suggestions
as to what I should do with either componets?Other than a drain and fill?The truck has
been sitting idle for????several years.
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 2:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>13573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,No problem,just a minor set back.You are well on your way to some big blue oval
power,Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:X-fer case and T-98 POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 3:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Replace the fluid with Amzoil gear lube.I did it to my truck and it made it shift and run
cooler.On the realy cold mornings thats when you can realy tell the differance.Cost
about $100.00.One of the best improvements made to my truck other than,power
steering,lock out hubs,and locker's front and rear,radial tires from Nebraska Tire
Company at $60.50 per 315-10.5-16in tire.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Always amazed.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13568 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,i wanted to see what i might expect.
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>PEELER EMAIL>DEIMOS2869@COX.NET
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13573 NEXT>13583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
Kit #MM 29J Engine mounts
98$
I wrote to Novak,and this is the mail they hit me back with.
for 98$not too bad.
Peeler/Joe
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13570 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The way I have my turn signals wired up,I use an aftermarket(not sure if its a grote or
what,its chrome)signal stalk and standard flasher,but I get power from the same place
the military did,so I can still turn the blinkers on and off with the headlight switch.
Works good,haven't had any issues,as long as I remember to turn the lights on.
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13581 NEXT>13585 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Peeler,
Thanks,I'll keep it in mind.I'm making mine out of 3/8 inch steel and 1/4inch tubing.It's
an easy piece to make,and I have the materials and the capability to do it.I'll take a.picture of it and measure it
for you.It'll save you about $90 dollars.
Rhino
SUBJECT>E-bay stuff POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>GOVERNOR
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/ebayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1862356
410&r=0&t=0
I have a belt driven governor from an industrial Hemi on E-bay.It can be adapted to any
engine pretty easily.Use it to maintain constant RPM under varying loads on any engine.
Winch truck,poor man's cruise control (NOT RECOMMENDED).Thanks
Dave
ITEM #1862356410
6.2 L GM diesel guys,check my other auctions.
SUBJECT>Re:pilot bushing POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Rhino!
I could use it.
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13576 NEXT>13652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the advice
I,m still trying to decide if I,m goind to take on this project
SUBJECT>715E1 POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Friday,20
September 2002,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,you guys!What is it???
Data plate says it's a 715E1.Serial number is 36153.Distribution box looks a beer ca
with wires going to it.Monstrous brackets on the frame to hold the springs on the frame.
No dog house--batteries are end-to-end behind the seats.Passenger seat is a double,so it
can carry three people.Emergency brake (the small type)is on the driver's side mounted
to the hump.The two door windows meet at an angle at the top,about a half inch higher
in the center where they meet than on the ends.Anyone know anything about this.I know
the guy who has it and might be willing to sell.
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v conversion POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>reblroach03@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13555 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I wanna do the same thing with the airhorn...how do you set
one up?Let me know how u
progress with it.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>stock brake drums POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who has stock drums for sale.i thought i had read/emailed,or called someone who had a
mountain of them.any leads on nos,or turnable drums?anyone have any cheap?
SUBJECT>Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13591 13592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a TBI Chevy and a 700 r 4 overdrive auto.The little shaft is really just both u joint
knuckles welded together.Yes I have had it balanced and if I get the alignment "JUST"
right it is not "TOO"bad.If it (the side to side of trans )is off AT ALL...even a 1/16"to
one side it will rattle your teeth under no load conditions.Would moving my T-case back
18 inches or so solve this???I have had trouble for a long time now!Any ideas?Going
on a LONG ride in two weeks so...Thanks so much,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13590 NEXT>13593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is it a slip yoke?or mounted solid to trans like on the t98?i had the bushing inside of the
trans go bad one time and it vibrated pretty bad.the slip yoke could move around in there.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13590 NEXT>13594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I run a TH350.the jack shaft is two yokes welded together.It is not balanced,and
my trans.and transfer case are not 100%aligned.I have been driving it hard everyday for
3 months w/o vibration.Check to make sure your jack shaft and rear drive shaft are
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properly phased,If they are not it will feel like an earthquake!Just trying to help.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13591 NEXT>13647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a slip yoke on the trans,and feels pretty tight.You can grab on it and push/pull up.and down and it has slight
movement...seems pretty normal?Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13592 NEXT>13601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you say phased?Do you mean each ujoint at the same angle but opposite direction
(if that makes sense).If so yes the rear is close...I plan to shim that a bit I am getting
some "normal"vibe from the rear at high speeds.The trans/transfer is totally straight,no
angles up down or side to side.But there is VERY slight play in the splines on the slip
yoke into the trans...As I said in the response above it seemed normal?Maybe I am
wrong?Thanks again for your help!Doug.
SUBJECT>One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front axle?
Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made some drop down brackets that have lasted too long!I need to do it right.Any ideas
on what will fit in front and be a lot longer than the originals?Maybe a rear of some sort.
Thanks guys.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front
axle?Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 September
2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13595 NEXT>13597
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not too far from where I live is a company that specializes in making hydraulic hose
assemblies and if you bring in your old brake line,they can match up the fittings and cut
the hose as long as you want.Maybe there's a similar company near you.I would not
recommend the so-called stainless steel lines like 4WD Hardware and Quadratech sell.
I've seen those lines get hung up on rocks and sticks and the lines pull right out of the
metal fittings!I've got a set on my Jeep CJ now,but I'm going to get rid of them asap.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front
axle?Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13596 NEXT>13607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,thought of that...no place near me does it anymore!They all claim liability
issues.I guess I can understand.I guess I'll just spend some time at my local parts store,
after all I know them VERY well and they are pretty helpful!Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Pull Motor or Drop Tranny....POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13600 13602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats the easier way to replace the clutch,pressure plate,and throwout being.I have read.the Online Manuals,almost
have the memorized (not really).I cant seem to find how to
do it.
Chris
SUBJECT>starter parts POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know if the bendix drive and bushings can be purchased at a local auto
parts store or starter shop.i spent 100.00 dollars to have it rebuilt 2 yaers ago and the guy
used the wrong bushings and it sheared the ends of the bendix teeth of b/c only 1/4 inch
of teeth would engage on the flywheel.
SUBJECT>Re:Pull Motor or Drop Tranny....POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13598 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would take the short drive shaft out.Disconnect the linkages.Slide the tranny back and
go from there.But that is just this Rednecks thoughts.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13594 NEXT>13606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is hard to explain but very simple once you see it.Phasing means the ends of
driveshaft have to match.Look at your front ujoint and for example say it is bolted into
the yoke pocket facing up.Now look at the end of the shaft at the rear yoke pocket is
turned say parrell to the rear axle housing and you have the ujoint itself facing up.In this
case your driveshaft is out of phase.
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>JASON
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 8:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13542 NEXT>13678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I HAVE HEARD THAT YOU CAN ORDER BLANK WHEELS FOR ABOUT $50 A
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WHEEL AND HAVE THEM CUT TO YOUR SPECS YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOOK
INTO THAT.ALSO I HAVE A FRIEND THAT HAS AT LEAST ONE SET OF 15/10
WHEEL WITH THE BIG SIX PATTERN I WILL SEE IF HE HAS MORE AND LET
YOU KNOW.
JASON aka ICEMAN
SUBJECT>Re:Pull Motor or Drop Tranny....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I loosened the tcase mounting bolts,took the u joint straps of the jack shaft,dropped the.axle end of the front and
rear driveshafts,then slid the t case back while removing the
jack shaft...only need to move it enough to get the jack shaft out.Then drop the tranny off
the bellhousing...make sure you have a cradle on your jack or a strong helper...this thing
is heavy,especially when your at the kind of angles you will be at under there,not the
best position...
Once the tranny is out,and make sure you diagram the tcase and brake linkage,you ca
get the stuff out through the cover on the bottom of the bellhousing.The stock throwout
bearing in mine,stock,was safety wired in,you can cut and remove that...didn't do it
when I put it together and haven't had a problem.
It is a bit difficult,but patience and a helping hand from a friend go a long way.
Good luck and if you need more,let us know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13601 NEXT>13610 13616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I for one have no idea how to envision how you explained that....paticularly the parallel to
the rear axle housing part....course I can be thick headed so it may be my problem.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front
axle?Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,
20 September 2002,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13597 NEXT>
13609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please excuse too much booze
Rubber lines require DOT approval and extra long hoses are basically nonexistant.Your
best bet are braided SS lines,cut to fit to custome lengths.I had the hose shop cut the old
swivels from my front lines and solder them to the new ends.That way the new braided
lines fit the wheel cylinders in a stock manner.The swivels are the ends -about 2 inches
long -that are 1/4"steel line with the inverted flare ends.
I found a place in AZ that makes the rubber lines,DOT approved,but you have to send
what you got and tell them the length you need.Basically the same price as braided and
50 times the wait.
Oh yea,braided SS lines are automatically DOT approved.
Chris
Expect about 30 -40 bucks per line with braided.
And I'll gladly broker a deal with the local hose shop if you don't have any local.
SUBJECT>SoCal guys,Gorman?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 September 2002,at 10:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Who's going to the Gorman FSJ thing October 12 and 13?I'm coming up from
Costa Mesa and Brian (who dosen't post but keeps up)is coming as well..Anyone?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front
axle?Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13607 NEXT>13611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I will keep the "broker"idea in mind if I can't find these lines locally.Thanks
again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:vibrations...sorry,long Thanks for all the help guys!!!POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at
5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13606 NEXT>13614 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think I know what he meant.The yokes should be in line with each other.If you sight
down the shaft like you were looking down a 2x6 to see if it was warped the yokes will be
in the same "phase".Yes mine are!And strange as it may seem when I bought the truck
they were 90 deg.to each other!The truck had sooo many other problems that I didn't
really even notice it.Sad.The more I think about it the more I think it is that
bushing/yoke in the tail of the trans.My transfer is rebuilt,shafts are new and made at a
reputable shop,balanced twice to be sure and even the slightest change of center to the
position of the trans mount and the vibe is deadly!Thanks for all the help,feel free to
throw out any other ideas!Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:One more question!Longer flexible brake lines for spring over front
axle?Any ideas?Thanks.POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>13609 NEXT>13612 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug
I used a combination of stock lines.i have the hard line on the frame.then i took 2 rear
lines with the (T)removed.it is just threaded on.then put this into my front lines and
then into the backing plates.so my front is 2 rears and 2 fronts on each side.my old front
lines had a long metal section which was not good.(8 inches)it could bend easy.i threw
those in the trail spare box and bought new surplus.these had about a 3 inch piece of
metal into the backing plate.this allowed me to install them,then put the fitting up which
in turn makes a semi circle in the line and keeps it away from the wheel.also with these
old stock lines you get the metal spring around the line.this is excellent protection i have
seen steel braided lines hit the side wall and next thing you know the teflon tubing has a
huge hole in it and you have no brakes...
Mike
SUBJECT>Neat!More...Proportioning valve?My rears lock up WAY before front!
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,21
September 2002,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13611 NEXT>13613.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!That is sort of the idea I had.I will look into that one!I was thinking of
keeping my stock ones as they are new (year old)and making a bracket that held them off
the top of the spring plate or axle tube or something.Away from the tire and suspension
but would let the wheel turn.Then going from that with a longer flexible (like rear type)
up to my hard lines (also new)on the frame.Also I don't know if anyone has any ideas for
getting the rear brakes to "ease up"a bit...I had to brake to avoid a big deer the other day,
and the rear end locked up sooo easy flingin'it out into the other lane.I have driven other
trucks of course and I know this is a typical problem,but this was bad!I have checked the
brakes and all are adjusted right and working great.Any ideas of a proportioning valve?
Where would I find maybe an adjustable one?Thanks again!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Neat!More...Proportioning valve?My rears lock up WAY before front!
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at
7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13612 NEXT>13621
LINKNAME>http://summitracing.com/LINKURL>http://summitracing.com/
Summit has a nice one with their name:
http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=679
Also they sell a Wilwood one that seems real similiar:
http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=8990
You can search from their home page liked below
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vibrations...sorry,long Thanks for all the help guys!!!POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13610 NEXT>13617 13623 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
The way I read it,you have no U-joint,right?Just the two yokes welded together and
balanced and whatnot.If so,phasing is of no concern,as long as you can balance it the
way it is.With a rigid jackshaft,it seems the slightest misalignment will cause a pretty
good vibration and VERY rapid wear.That's why all the divorced set ups use two joints
(can handle a bit of angular difference)and the married t-cases are mounted solid to the
trans (no misalignment).I think your best bet is to move the t-case back and build a 12"
or so jackshaft like stock.Or get a married 205 or something.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:TAILGATE POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21
September 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13383 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?I can probably get you one if you still need it.I have a parts
source in SW Missouri that has a lot of M715 stuff.GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major
vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13606 NEXT>13622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
like this o)====(o
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:vibrations...sorry,long Thanks for all the help guys!!!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,21 September 2002,at 11:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out an "H-Yoke".good luck
SUBJECT>350/TH350 Swap POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-m715@excite.com
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>13619 13645 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like to know where is the best place to purchase motor and trans mounts for this
conversion.Also I am going to use shorty headers if any of you have the part #please let
me know what it is or if anyone has a better idea feel free to give me some ideas.Thanks
for any input.
SUBJECT>Re:350/TH350 Swap POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
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DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Advanced Adapters motor mounts.They fit perfect and require minor
modifications.Depending on the T-case you use,you most likley you will support the
tranny at the t-case.You can see how I did it in the members gallery uner Paul B.
SUBJECT>FE \ M175 Truckfest POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are in the process of seeing how much interest there is for a M715 get togethter on
March 28th ,29th and 30th (2003)in Tuttle Creek,Kansas.Camping,trail rides,
equipment raffle,tall stories,stuff for the kids,etc.
If interested in attending,please mail me information on how many people in your group,
your mailing address,two phone numbers and whether you are willing to help w/the
event.I have currently recieved two (2)letters from M715 owners and one (1)Bronco
owner from Texas(he wants to own a M715 real bad).
We currenly have three raffle items donated.I will be meeting w/Ramsey winch next
week concerning the possiblity of a raffle item.I have contacted a possible speaker for
Saturday night.Check your calendars.There will be a small non-refundable deposit
required by the end of the year to secure your place for the Saturday dinner/raffle.Do you
guys like barbque?Hambugers?.Mail me if interested.Companies may be willing to donate parts for our raffle if they
know there will be a audience.
Paul Brown
P.O.Box 521173
Tulsa,OK 74152
918-951-2677
SUBJECT>Thanks!!!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot,that was a big help.I looked at Jegs on line but there site was hard to find
anything on.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13616 NEXT>13638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YUP!Nice little computer art!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:vibrations...sorry,long Thanks for all the help guys!!!POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 1:11
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a ujoint on both ends.Transfer end is like stock,trans end is a slip joint into the
trans.(stock GM 700 r4)The yokes are just welded together...or you can think of it
having like a 1/4 inch shaft between them.I really have a feeling it is the splined slip
joint/bushing at the trans.I will find out this week!Thanks for all the help everone,Doug.
SUBJECT>BB Ford POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net DATE>Sunday,22
September 2002,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13628 13630
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone need a good 460 ci ford engine?I have a friend with a 74 Lincoln with a rusted
out body but the engine runs good.If interested email me at devlin@tqci.net
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>tcase heat POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13627 13632 13711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi guys,like many here ive got a hot t case.also starting to leak real bad (the t case,not
me).my question is,does switching the rear drive shaft to the ebrake mount help this?
also going with the synthetic dope once the leak is fixed (again,the t case,not me!).any
other options and thoughts would help a lot.thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:M715 headlight trouble POSTER>Jeff Begema
EMAIL>Wolfwalker223@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 5:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13517
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks everyone for the great advice on the m715 headlight switch and circut breaker will
try to pin point the problem and try a new switch if all else fails Keep Truck In Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:tcase heat POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never had that trouble,but when I opened mine up to re-seal and did bearings since it
was apart I found that it looked brand new inside.A lot of people seem to say that theirs
was a little rusty inside and that seems to be the problem.The short answer to your
question is YES the synthetic should help!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>Dan Dailey EMAIL>leatherneck@newsgroup.com
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13624 NEXT>13629 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ooh Rah,teufel hunden
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 September 2002,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>13628 NEXT>13631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT?!?
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,
23 September 2002,at 3:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13624 NEXT>13659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the Lincoln version of the 460 have a front or rear sump oil pan?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Monday,
23 September 2002,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13629 NEXT>13640 13648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tuefel Hunden,is german for devil dog,which is a Marine Corps nickname,and "ooh
rah"is just something you say...kinda'like "hoo yah"in the Navy.
I'm presently running into trouble trying to set my BBFord,because I have a front sump
oil pan(car engine).I finally made the decision that I would need to get a rear sump off
any old ford truck with a FE style block.Then I will have to replace the pickup and tube,
and weld in a dipstick port through the side of the oil pan,because I don't see any cast
holes in the rear of the block.I don't know if the Lincoln 460,has it in the front or the
rear,either way it's an easy enough fix and a great engine.
Ooh Rah,
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:tcase heat POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a hot tcase and using synthetic helped only marginally...though it is better than the
old kind.I either need to rebuild mine,add a cooler,or swap to an NP205...which is my
choice for the long haul.
Good luck with yours.
brute4c
SUBJECT>lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
September 2002,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys there's a set of NOS Dana/spicer lockout hubs on e-bay if anyone is interested
the link is
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1862710408
SUBJECT>Re:M715 spelling trouble POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13519 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,
How 'bout a mute,rewind and erase instead of the spellcheck?HA!
SUBJECT>Re:Saginaw Steering pump question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13516 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZ,
Go to Advanced and have them pop it off for you.It'll take about two mins and you'll be
on the way and no $$'s out of pocket.
Daniel,that's the proper spelling.LOL!
SUBJECT>Hood and Grill bar POSTER>Warren Chard EMAIL>musmilhist@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help looking for a hood and grill bar for my M715 Thanks
Warren
SUBJECT>see if this link works.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13622 NEXT>13644 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is a link to my yahoo briefcase pic of the stubshaft in my truck.It goes from the big.ass ujoint from the 3053A
to the standard m715 series join in the stock stubby.In phase,
no vibes,and a monster U.Copy to the address bar.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/spicergear/vwp?.dir=/M-
715+pics&.dnm=Serious+Stubshaft.jpg&.src=bc&.view=l&.done=http%
3a//briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/spicergear/lst%3f%26.dir=/M-715%2bpics%26.src=bc%
26.view=l
SUBJECT>Re:distributer removal POSTER>kevins EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>13559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c,
Thanks for the information.As I looked closer the aluminum is cracked and broke so I
guess in my case I will get it out with your suggestion or I will continue to breakup the
pieces and hope the distributor is ok.
kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13631 NEXT>13658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Rhino,Do not forget the Air Force battle cry
"That's Cool!!"
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13637 NEXT>13650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a stock grill guard in fair shape,not great.Where are you located as shipping may
not be worth it!As for hood,find one from a J truck or Wagoneer...salvage yards should
have lots.Then just drill your holes for latches and light etc if you want.Doug.
SUBJECT>bendix drive same on 12v as 24v POSTER>mikecmisplaced1
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know if the bendix drive on the 12v 230 starter is the same as the one on the
24v.
SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13634 NEXT>13653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I already saw it...wasn't going to say anything...if you know what I mean!!;-)
SUBJECT>Re:see if this link works.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That is a serious shaft!!I have ordered all the bushings,seals
and a new splined yoke for
the transmission.I will get all that in and see if it works~~~fingers crossed!Thanks,
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:350/TH350 Swap POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13618 NEXT>13646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Novak mounts,they fit real good.I modified the original crossmember to fit the
TH350.Don't buy Trans-dapt headers,They fit in the engine bay but the engine bolt holes
don't line up!?I plan on purchasing full length Hooker Super Comp headers and melting
down the shorty headers so they can't possibly irritate anyone else!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:350/TH350 Swap POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nh-
m715@excite.com DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 2:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>13645 NEXT>
13675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike
The hooker super comps?What part #will fit the M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else with an automatic get major vibration from jack shaft to
transfer?More inside...Thanks for the help!POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
either the ujoints are out of phase or driveline angle is wrong..my 2c
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,
23 September 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13631 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've come across the same problem I have with the 300 except I have a center sump.
It's slowly clearancing itself though,thanks to speedbumps.By the way,don't worry about
looking for an oil pan for me.If a local guy dosen't come through I'm going to set up my
own dipstick,since I have the rear sump pan already.
Chris
SUBJECT>axels POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,23
September 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13670
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need feed back on this one im considering two options do i replace my complete front and
rear axel to update brakes ,drums and have the ability to replace parts as needed as well
as haveing better gearing or do i change out ring and pinion and hope replacement parts
for the rest of the axel are available when needed???if i am to change out the axel what is
recomended to put in for a dailey driver thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
September 2002,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13641 NEXT>13661.13718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the iece behind the guard,that the headlights and all are on...the face.someone cut
the center to hell because they were putting in a different radiator and it looks like crap,
Can i get this at the junk yard?are there any modifications to be made?
Caleb
SUBJECT>bulbs??POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13677 13887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get a headlight an some dash lights for the ol girl?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>sal EMAIL>sswarriors@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 September 2002,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Abel's Performance Automotive in L.A.can redo (make)some 16.5 x 10 with a set of
your original rims with approx 5"back space.I have those done for me and they fit
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perfect within the wheel wells/fenders with a set of super swampers 39.5 x 15's.Call for
more info 323-263-3332.
SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13643 NEXT>13657 13674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much is to much to pay for these hubs?
SUBJECT>Disc brake conversion POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any more news as to when the disc brake conversion that is being built will be done,the
price and all it entails?-Dustin
SUBJECT>SS gas tanks POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering where we are with the stainless gas tanks,no hurry just excited to get my
truck running again.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak motor mounts for sale!$90.00+shipping!These things are stainless steel mounts
for small block chevy!.SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13653 NEXT>13662 13666 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dustin,
The price is already at the too much level.
Just consider this --any problems with these and you will have a tough time with repair
parts.
Unless you are trying for a vintage "show"vehicle go with the Milemarker/Selectro
11035-1 hubs.You can get these from Boyce,Snake River and AutoZone to name a few
places.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13640 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm Army myself,but that was just cold lol
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:BB Ford POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13630 NEXT>13676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I think mine is front sump.Pretty sure but I'll check this evening when I get home and let
you know.
Dave
SUBJECT>For those who love the closed knuckle POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A thought;
Let's say,for conversation sake,that the long side axle is 2"longer than any axle blank
we can get.So why not get the driver's side tube cut down by 2"and the other side
lengthened 2"?It would move the pumpkin to the left 2"which may cause some pan
interference for the stock spring under guys depending on how the motor was set up but
would leave the axle the stock width.Once we can use a 'standard'axle blank,the sky's
the limit as to what we can have custom made.I'm thinking why spend the BIG $$$for
the 300M alloy axles when for a lot less the housing can be cut and the inner shafts can be
made of standard high strenth alloy cheaper.It won't be as strong as the 300M alloy,but it
will be shorter so there's an added strength gain there.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at
9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13650 NEXT>13680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should be able to get that as well.The yard will have to have some old stuff,lots of
places I know have gotten rid of anything much over 10 years old!It should be illegal to
get rid of old "classics"like that!!!They should be the same from the truck/wagoneer to
the 715.I know any grill like the later model grandwagoneer will fit on our truck as I had
one on it briefly.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13657 NEXT>13664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I thought as well!My thought was to see if nobody bid and then email him
with an offer of around $125-$150 as that is really what I felt they were worth.Just my
opinion though.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:For those who love the closed knuckle POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>13660 NEXT>13679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Dana already fixed all the problems with the closed knuckle 60's.They upgraded
the axle shafts,35 spline and 1.5 or 1.7 diameter inners with 1.5 outters.Lock out hubs,
Disc brakes and a standard wheel pattern.They also made the parts easy to get,And they
are still available (and will be for a long time ).Don't get me wrong,I like the "old stuff "
in my stock trucks.They will hold up to a slightly modified truck with some care.But If
you are breaking axles like I was,It's time to update to some new stuff,And stop trying to
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear !!LOL !Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
24 September 2002,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13662 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are 35 spline and won't work on a M715.Barry.
SUBJECT>Anyone know where to get a new slip yoke to go in my 700r4?The stealer
(dealer)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,
24 September 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13667
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wants $128 my wholesale account cost (180+retail)for it!!!!It is a standard I think 27
spline slip type that goes in the rear of the 700r4 that the rear drivshaft would be hooked
to.I have it coupled to a ujoint (obviously)then to my "tiny"stub shaft to another ujoint
to the T-case.Does summit,or jegs or anyone like that sell them?Any other people
selling new ones?It is the same one that a T 350 trans uses too.Pretty common item!
Thanks for any help...$130 was a bit more than I anticipated.Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On closer inspection of the ads pictures,I would have to say that these hubs appear to be
for a Civi Chevy or Ford 1 ton with the closed knuckle axle or a very early open knuckle
design.They are also of the older (weaker)knob design (notice they have single set
screws not pairs to retain the knob --thinner knob).
Hope this helps
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know where to get a new slip yoke to go in my 700r4?The
stealer (dealer)POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,24
September 2002,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13665 NEXT>13668
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a local drive line shop.I bought one for a th400 for $60.82
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know where to get a new slip yoke to go in my 700r4?The
stealer (dealer)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13667 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I located a shop an hour from me that "thinks"they have it.They need to see it to
be sure?I told them what it was ,what it fit and the size/splines.Still they need it in hand
to say yea we have it!Guess better safe then sorry...road trip tomorrow!Doug.
SUBJECT>My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13697 13770 13775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHOOP!Finally got my truck street legal and official and drove it home today from the
shop where its been for a month.I didn't know what yall meant about it being loud on the
road but DAMN...its LOUD!Sure dod get a kick out of seeing people in their little
hondas and kias eyes bug out when i pull into traffic with this thing.I have never drive
the truck on teh street before,but all things considered,its not too bad.BERTHA,as its
called has a 292 chevy in it and it roars and screams when i take off from a stop but it gets
goin pretty quick.A few things i know i need to do is insulate the floor better because of
the heat and noise,the astroturf carpet just doesnt hack it.Will a different tranny make it
go easier because the stock one really whines and doesnt yield much speed?Well any info
yall have is greatly apppreciated,this is an awesome site.
Look out San Antonio,Bertha and a redneck Aggie are on the streets!
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:axels POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13649 NEXT>13673 13694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 14 Bolt GM and Dana 60 pair out of a 1 ton Chevy truck are as good as your going to.get for reliability and
strength under the 715(barring the Rockwell axle).They are
relatively reasonable in junk yards,not to mention plentiful.If you go crazy and buy a
rear axle out of a 99 or newer 3/4 ton,you can even get rear discs out of the deal.Odds
are,if you find a pair,they will have 4.11 or 4.56 gears,perfect for a 715 with 38s and a
350.If your running stock motor and tires,you probably don't need an axle swap.
As far as replacement parts,Dana Axles have been around forever,and I don't forsee
them stopping making parts for our axles.But that's a guess.
For my money,I'm keeping my eyes open for a 1 ton chev truck with the body falling off,
and 60000 miles on the drive train.Buy the whole truck and get the motor,trans,transfer
case,and axles.What a deal.
SUBJECT>Jeep Axle question for an M170 POSTER>JZOliver
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EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13672 13682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this isn't a question about a M715,but thought someone might have run across it.
We just put a Power Trax locker in the Dana 44 rear in our M170(basically a CJ6).We
disassembled it,pulling the axle bearings out with a slide hammer per instructions,
reassembled it and now the axle bearings are too loose.The outboard bearing is a tapered
roller bearing.The bearing needs to be shimmed,but we can't figure out how the
shimming procedure in the manual does anything to affect the bearing endplay.The
manual says to put shims between the end of the axle tube and the brake backing plate.
All this does is move the backing plate out deeper into the drum,it doesn't affect the axle
shaft endplay that we can tell.If anyone has set up one of these axles,I would be
interested in your experience.
The axles are 2 piece,with a taper and key arrangement that holds the hub on the
axleshaft.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Axle question for an M170 POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same deal on my Dodge and Plymouth cars (early-mid 50's).I had to make shims that
would bear between the backing plate and bearing race,pushing the race deeper than the
end of the axle tube.From what I can tell,this means that something else is wrong
because the race is supposed to sit a little outside the axle tube.The only thing I could
come up with is that the diff side gears are worn and allowing slop.But you said you
installed an aftermarket locker right?Maybe it's allowing the axles to sit just a touch
farther inboard than stock.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:axels POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13670 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that is the best info i this i have read so far thanks much curtis.SUBJECT>Re:lock out hubs for sale POSTER>john
summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
autozone 199 life time warantee forgot part number
SUBJECT>Re:350/TH350 Swap POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't now yet,my guess is a 4x4 chevy truck application.I had them on a '72 chevy 2
wheel drive with a 402.They never leaked,and provided excellent flow.Mike.
SUBJECT>Yep front sump POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13659 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry its so late getting this posted but I just got home.Later Dave
SUBJECT>Re:bulbs??POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are not keeping it stock you can install Hella's H-4 conversion headlamps.Total
cost was $95 for 24volt bulbs and lens assembly.I purchased this set up at a speed shop
but the replacement bulbs can be purchased at Pep Boys,NAPA,..in 12 or 24 volt for
$10-$15 each.And they are BRIGHT!I rarely need my high beams.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:makeing wheels POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Jason if he has a set let me know please !!!
SUBJECT>Re:For those who love the closed knuckle POSTER>Weps EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13663 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..Never said I "loved"the closed knuckles,still run them since they are bought,paid for,I
have spares,and (unfortunately)I can tear them apart in my sleep!Oh,my wheels fit them
too!
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24
September 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13661 NEXT>13689
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy in Carthage,Missouri that has several M715s that he is parting out.I am
pretty sure that has nearly anything you need.Post again if you are interested.GSanders
SUBJECT>Another M-715 on the auction block POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 6:39 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ebay Item #1863463050 or #1860444823
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Axle question for an M170 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13671 NEXT>13709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey JZoliver,The tapered shaft dana 44 should have a thrust block of some sort in the
diff.The open diff version has a thrust block and the Powr Loc limited slip frequently
found in that axle also has a thrust buttons.They provide support to the axle shafts.
Check your parts you took out.With a center thrust block in place you should see your
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axle wheel bearings sticking out from your housing by a hair or two.Enough to
compensate with shims and your backing plate.One piece flanged dana 44 axle shafts do
not need the center thrust block.1972 and up are this way............Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:SS gas tanks POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13655 NEXT>13695 13705
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
I have one cut and partially welded,but i'm waiting on the 3'tube which isnt here yet.
WHen I get it,i'm going to post some pictures so everyone can look before they buy.
Thanks,and hope to have within 1-2 weeks
SUBJECT>Cute????POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13686 13710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was test driving a lady's 88'wagoneer she has for sale yesterday,when she looks dow
the street at my beloved 67'M715,and asks."Is that your Jeep?"To which I proudly
respond,"Sure is!"Then she says,"that's CUTE!"Now wait a minute,"CUTE?"I've
never had someone call my flat-black,36"Buckshot wearin',oil leakin',more duct tape
than canvas top havin',SUV eatin',no power steerin'Kaiser...CUTE????I gotta tell ya
guys it ALMOST hurt my feelings.HA!Oh yeah,did I mention she was single and easy
on the eyes?HA!
SUBJECT>B_Yorwarth POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13687 13702 13706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
In the members gallery I was looking at your pics and the 715 you were doing a resto on
has that semi-shiny brown/green color.This the color I want my 715 to be.What is the
color,where can I get some,and was it expensive?
Thanks
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:Cute????POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 September 2002,at 10:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13684 NEXT>13688 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Howie,just keep showing her all you have that you are proud of..if she keeps saying
"cute,"you're in Brother!...
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 3:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13685 NEXT>13698 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BB,
If you are in NC,you can get the original semi-gloss OD vehicle paint from White Owl
for $30 a gallon.I bought 2 gallons,and didn't even use the second one.
White Owl has a website
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Cute????POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 3:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13686 NEXT>13693 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Howie,
If she said that,I think you've already got her on the line!That's like you telling her how
much you like her cat,and that they really do make better pets than dogs.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>Warren Chard
EMAIL>musmilhist@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasR9uwdap1uE PREVIOUS>13680 NEXT>
13717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi G Sanders still need that hood and grill let me know how to contact him thanks
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports
EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13656 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you still have them--i would be interested--also quick question--whats the spline count
on the t98 trans--as i`m setting up a new big block---i think 10 spline course--right ???
SUBJECT>spline count POSTER>J.A.M.Motorsports EMAIL>mike.ricci@twcable.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13692 13696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.could someone tell me the correct spline count on the t-98 trans--i
think 10 course--is that
correct ???please help as i am ready to get the clutch,also where would you go to buy a
adapter plate for the big block chevy to the t-98 ??????
SUBJECT>Re:spline count POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13691 NEXT>13714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10,course,yes.
SUBJECT>Re:Cute????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13688 NEXT>13708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU GO BOY!!!
But just in case...don't show it to her up close.She have a sister?
SUBJECT>Re:axels POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13670 NEXT>13707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JZ-
The junkyards around here,PA,are asking around $800 to a grand for an open knuckle
dana 60 and the Army stores are going $1500!!!
So to all...wonder no more why I'm chasing heavy upgrades for the closed knuckle Dana
60's...let alone ANOTHER brake change and wheels.It would be like a $2000 snowball
affect for me to change.
...and only for the Spiceresque price of $.02.
SUBJECT>Re:SS gas tanks POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13683 NEXT>13712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you make one with different dimensions?If so is there a extra charge?
SUBJECT>Re:spline count POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13691 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak or Advance,try Novak first,they have better prices.
peeler
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13669 NEXT>13701
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,.Congrats on getting your truck on the road.Sounds like you and that truck have found
each other and love is in the air.....
To answer your question,it's not so much the tranny (though I have no idea if yours is
stock or not)that's so loud,it's the transfer case.If it's the original,then there in lies the
scream.
Enjoy your new truck,it's a jewel in the rough.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13687 NEXT>13699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
What part of N.C.?
I`m in Norfolk,so I might be pretty close,and I could use some semi-gloss sand tan.
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13698 NEXT>LINKNAME>White Owl
Parts LINKURL>http://www.whiteowl.com/
They are located in Kinston.Which should be about a 2.5 to 3 hour drive from Norfolk.
They have a website,
Rhino
SUBJECT>headlights POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>13737 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anybody know the proper name and where I can get some new connectors that go
between the stock headlight (built in wiring harness)and the headlight bucket harness.
I'm told they are about 1"long and look like cigarette filters.They should be a female
connector on both ends.thanks bobby
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13697 NEXT>13703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info about the t-case.The T-case is stock and yea today i figured out thats
where its screaming.Will locking hubs help in any respect?I hear a lot of yall are putting
them on.And hada suprise today,I THOUGHT i had got all the water out of the tank but
I didnt,and its a thrill in traffic when the engine cuts out and you lose power steering and
everything.Luckily with some work I got it goin again so its back her at the house and
getting loaded up with lots of stabilizer.Gonna take it offraoding at a spot nearby tonite
and definately dopnt want it to do that again!.-Caleb
SUBJECT>Uh,Ron..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you mean Barry,not Brian.He's got a lot of connections so I don't think you'll
want to let that happen again...we never found the last guy and Lee A.got off lucky.Just
a lil'heads up for ya.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13701 NEXT>
13704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,
An overdrive tranny will definately help highway speed and engine R's.NV4500 would
be sweet,Spicer 3053A isn't too shabby(have one),Clark somethin or other out of school
bus and truck isn't too bad either.The right NV and Clark will bolt right up to your 292
whistler!3053A will with a slight mods.Don't make a mistake and replace a four speed
or non od trans with another just for a t-case.Right B-?
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13703 NEXT>13798
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,isn't it weird how no one responds to you (not even with the pointless 'hello'letter)
until I do and now you've got Spicer and I working for you,just to out do each other?
Sweet.You lucked out.
Anyhow,You already got power steering?That'll save you a headache in the future after
you fix everything broken and want to make it better than stock.
As far as the tranny,I hate to admit it,but Spicer may be right.You'll probably want a
overdrive tranny.You indicated you drive it on the road,so that will be nice.I wouldn't
go with Spicer's choice of the rare and grotesquely large 303586AJi4,but instead go with
the 700R.It's an auto,so you won't have to worry about clutch linkage and it's common as
any auto out there.Paul B runs one and seems to love it.It was my first choice,but it has
to be divorced from your xfer case and so you still would want to run the NP200 (stock
unit)and thus still have the whine.
Lockouts most likely won't help you.The guys on here who are getting them are either
getting them to save themselves some power loss,or to prevent wear on a locker.As far
as the noise,unless you want to swap xfer cases or do a driveline swap (look for past
posts)then you're stuck listening to it.Just think of it like this-that noise is from the gears
in your transfer case revolving.GEARS,not a chain like the majority of this sissy xfer
casses have.Damn,your case could stomp the gutts out of modern cases and the only
thing it asks is that you overlook that slightly annoying sound of raw power..Sorry for my spelling mistakes here,I
twice as much sense as Spicer,but spell half as
well.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:SS gas tanks POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13683 NEXT>13713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
count me in,I haven't run my truck in months!
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25
September 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13685 NEXT>13716
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi BB,First off I'm not Brian.My name is Barry.That truck is painted with Gillespie
Semi Gloss #24087.It can be bought at any good quality military dealer.Gillespie is a
manufacturer of military spec paint.It's around $28 a gallon.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:axels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25
September 2002,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13694 NEXT>13723
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I can get you hooked up for less.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Cute????POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13693 NEXT>13722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,but I hear Sisson does.....
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Axle question for an M170 POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with you.I wasn't there when they tore it apart,but that makes perfect sense.I will
check with my nephew and see what all he took out.We may have to come up with some
other scheme to make the Lock Rite work.
Thanks Much
JZ
SUBJECT>Marry her.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't I know some friends who would!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:tcase heat POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thank for the input guys jc
SUBJECT>Re:SS gas tanks POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could do that,give me your dimensions and specifics,and as soon as i get supplies i will
see what i can do.Price hasn't been posted yet because i keep having to buy more stuff to
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complete it.
SUBJECT>Re:SS gas tanks POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13705 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll post pics when done and ready.
SUBJECT>Giant Terra Tires see pic@site!POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 4:06
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13692 NEXT>13725 LINKNAME>Apple tire
photos 44x18.5x16.1 LINKURL>http://www.alaskaoffroad.com
hey spicer barry will wright,i found some excellent terra tires that might interest you
guys,go to www,alaskaoffroad.com,they are terra tires made by an owner of a power
wagon who drives to alasks himseld,apple tire,yackoma washington,kevin frank is the
owner and very nice guy,they are cheaper than goodyears and have been run on 16 and
16.1(yup tractor non dot)the size is 44x18.5x16.1 at 8 plys,the tread cleans out good,i
had the exact tire but a shorty on a sandrail with the pinto beans 185hp engine,they were
great in mud and sand but i lost interst and sold car but kept motor.My family is involved
in probate court fight trucks are in ther except the wussy w100 i drive on the street.sorry i
never got around to explaing what happened but it was like ton of bricks when people
who raised you go to court.Kevin phone number is 509 248 3523 in washington and he
can make sell blank wheels for m715,think the tires are 325 and wheel 250$but hey you
may not like them.sorry for any gas or phone calls emails that went unanswered,i was
walking wounded but have survived!Big stash of 20 inch michlins just in at San antonio
aircraft tire Company yup the xy xyzs!ask for henry
SUBJECT>tailgate POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Wednesday,
25 September 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13724
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a good tailgate i am on the east cost any help would be great
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13706 NEXT>13719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Brian,uh Mr Barry Sir,
Thanks for the info with the part #.
Spicergear isn't your enforcer is he?.I hear those saffron spelling champion dudes are a real terror.
They make you watch their latest competition without any comercial breaks!!
Oh,the inhumanity!!
lol
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25
September 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13689 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
His name is Carl Ritter and he owns Northgate Army Truck Parts.The phone number is
(417)358-4994
I don't know how much shipping he does but I have never asked him about it.He's a
pretty good guy to deal with.He's currently trying to get out of the business but still has a
lot of M715 stuff.
Good Luck GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Hood and Grill bar POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13650 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb
HOWDY NEIGHBOR!!
in south san antonio there is a junk yard where you can find the part that the headlights
mount on.i think it is called a grill support or radiator support?well anyway take 410
south to 281 south like you are goin to pleasanton.about a mile south of 410 on the left is
the junk yard.i don't know the name of it but they have a big red and yellow sign.they
have several wagoneers in there.i think the front parts are all the same???it is a pull it yo
self place.also on the same side of the road is a place called "airplane tire"that sells used
military tires.
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25
September 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13716 NEXT>13720
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BB,No "sir"is needed on this end.I've been called alot worse things than Brian,and not
by accident either!!If you need anything else just hollar.And yes ,Spicer is on the
payroll.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 September 2002,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13719 NEXT>13721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B_you should be honored by all that you have been called.Heck,I'll bet an archive
search on "B_Yorwarth"alone will result in some pretty informative and interesting info.
You're a byGod celebrity in our midst...both a villian AND a hero..P.S.I finally got that 2nd money order off
today.So you see my delay should exhibit that
time is not a big factor on either item...don't worry...and I'm not just saying that to avoid
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a Spicergearismautomy..it's all good now......no need to dispatch your man to California.
And thanks,again.
SUBJECT>Re:B_Yorwarth POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 4:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aw geez Gary...well that 'work'trip is cancelled!There go those frequent flyer miles.
SUBJECT>Re:Cute????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,she's definately cool and can wheel with the best of them!
SUBJECT>Re:axels POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll keep it in mind Barry...I think I'll beat my head against the wall of closed knuckle 60's
or 70's for spell and see what I come with.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13715 NEXT>13727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I live in Idaho,I can't give you any info on the East Coast,but on the links page of
this website,there are a couple of likely parts source pages.www.whiteowl.com looks
like a good bet and they are located in NC.Hope this gives you a start.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Good to see you back James POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I though you had drown down there a month or so ago with all that soaking weather you
were dealing with.
Good link...nice gummies!
SUBJECT>black out lights POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need the brackets that behind the front black out lights they have 3 bolts to hold them to
the rad suport and the black out lights bolt to them thanks jim 1968 m715 ex fire service
13k still 24 volt
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13724 NEXT>13739 13783
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Katie,
Does this mean that you're ONE OF US and have decided on the 715 as your dream
truck?
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey Brute POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10721 is the vin on my '67 M715.Have we ran into any in series #'s yet?
SUBJECT>Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone a few months ago asked me about it and I couldn't find it.It's since emerged and
I can't remember who asked.
Yours for the Spiceresque price of tweni fi dolla.
SUBJECT>Attn:Tom Lovinggood POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I didn't know if you were still around,but I was wondering about your ring and pinion
swap.I saw where you were going after that a while ago and curious if it ever came off.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>Bria
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:55
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13729 NEXT>
13733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the guy doesn't come up,I've got $25 kicking around.
Or.......we could trade for some Joe Rocket Kevlar stitched racing gloves.
-B.
SUBJECT>body lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,26
September 2002,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.How much of a body lift would be required to clear 39.5/15 tires mounted on
rims with
4.5inch back spacing?
My guess was about 2 inches.I would be running them off road,and at max flex (LOL!)
Rhino
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SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13731 NEXT>13736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Let me give the guy a few days on the honor system and then we'll talk gloves if he
doesn't show.What color are they?Black and silver would match my jacket and bucket.
SUBJECT>Interest in a sailcloth top?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering...I am looking into getting a sailcloth top made for my 715,it will be
done by a reputable company.I'd rather not mention the company here,cause they are
making an exception for me,and it is their first time doing this sort of thing...
I am going to procure the material.The sailcloth material used in the new Wranglers
(which is only available from the manufacturer in spice or black),and the windows used
in those tops,either tinted (available in many colors)or clear.
Once I procure the material,I will deliver it to the company,and they will make the top to
their high level of quality.One cavate,here though.As I haven't gotten the sailcloth to
them,they don't know if they will be able to work with it (although I bet they will,as
their regular canvas tops are heavier than the sailcloth).If the owner feels he can't work
with it all bets are off.
I am just curious if there would be an interest here in doing this..
SUBJECT>Re:Interest in a sailcloth top?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
depends on the price,but It sounds like a good investment.Let usknow
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13733 NEXT>13738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer that was me....email me off line,I'm still interested.Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:headlights POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.For those who want to know.....it looks like some early M715's used Douglas
connectors
in the headlight to bucket wiring harness.any idea who has them?
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13736 NEXT>
13742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Since you'll never use them again for their intended superbike riding purposes,like I
will...I'll take 'em off your hands.
What will your zone brother discount,Sis-quitoesque price be?
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>JIM EMAIL>JIMSLATE@IX.NETCOM.COM
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13727 NEXT>13748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES I HAVE A SMALL WILLYS SHOP MOSTLY CJ2A 3A 3B I THOUGHT I
WOULD LOOK GOOD IF I TOWED WITH A JEEP AND HAVE ALWAYS LIKED
THE M715 JUST COULD NOT AFFORD ONE.WHEN I WAS OFFFERD I ALMOST
RUST FREE M715 FROM THE LOCAL FD FOR 1100 I JUMPED AT THE CHANCE
OF OWENING SUCH A GREAT TRUCK I AM GOING TO DO A USEABLY RESTO
WITH A DIESEL REPOWER IN THE FURTURE THANKS JIM
SUBJECT>Steering arm lenght POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>13741 13750 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got saginaw power steering box conversion done but need to lengthen the steering
arm to get full lock to lock steering.Anyone have an idea what finished length should be
cntr to cntr?
As a side note:my mailman has always been real sure to wave and be friendly...must be
the fact I'm building a military vehicle in my driveway,that and always getting military
vehicle,NRA,and gun mags delivered?...
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13740 NEXT>13749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
I just put a new PS box in my truck and needed to extend the arm.I have about 3/16"
clearance from the tie rod on the steering arm to the crosslink.I took the stock saginaw
arm,cut off the non replaceable ball joint,then took my original 715 arm,cut the spline
hole in half for clearance of the large nut that holds the steering arm on then welded them
together.The extension was like 1.5"roughly...it was as much as I could get and clear the
crosslink.I also was able to decrease the steering angle by flipping the 715's arm before I.welded it.
Jack up the front axle and put the wheels and the box in the center.Then turn the wheels
to the locks and then turn the box and see how far the arm has to be extended to push to
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the lock.Follow?
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>Bria
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 12:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13738 NEXT>
13744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seeing as how you once helped me rebuild a 350,I'd give them to you.But then again,
something free has no value.We could ask Mseven15er what he thinks I should charge
you for a pair of $65 black and silver gloves,but I saddle my own broncs and stomp my
own snakes-so I'll just leave it at this:
If you can answer me this one question (off the top of your head)I'll mail you the gloves.
The woman who rents the house across the street from me parked her lawn mower in my
shop in the spot God told me was reserved for my Super Truck.I parked my truck in it's
spot and thus blocked her access to her mower.She didn't complain to me,but instead
sent a letter to my mom with the rent check asking mom that I be persuaded to sell my
truck since it's "ugly and loud".Little does she know at the end of this month I'm
purchasing that house,her yard,and all else on that side of the road from my mom.Come
November I'll own that property and have control over her house.Now,my question is
will I
A)tell her to please direct any more problems she has with me to me,
B)tell her to find another spot for her mower,
or
C)Tell her she has to be moved out by December so I can set fire to the rent house and
watch the pretty glow it makes.
Get it right and the gloves are yours.
-B.
SUBJECT>350 into m715 POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13768 13769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to gather info on a 350 into m715 swap.I want to retain the t98.I need to
retain that b/c of the winch pto.I have a 350,bellhousing,flywheel.I know I need motor
mounts,the adapter for engine to trans.What do i use for exhaust manifolds?
Radiator?Clutch?Etc.thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13742 NEXT>13745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat man...We'll go in reverse order.
C)If you burn down the house,you lose income and property value..so that's out..B)If she's touchy about her stuff
sitting out then this approach may not behoof you.Then
you may turn a sweet tennant into a jackass that won't respect the house,your house,she's
in..so that's out.
A)Advise her that you will be the property manager come whenever you said and as a
token gesture offer to put a small roof on a couple poles off of your barn for her mower,
or find another way to politely appease her.At least you don't have to mow it so that's
worth it weight in gold too.Oh,and since you've been so sweet to her she'll can it about
the truck.
Your thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>Bria
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 1:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13744 NEXT>
13774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You were wrong,but if you e-mail me your adress I'll pretend to not be such a prick to
women who can't respect a good truck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:body lift?POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13732 NEXT>13747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino
Will that put you at eye level with some of the AV-8B pilots?
one of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:body lift?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,
26 September 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!that will probably put me about a foot above them,and two feet below the SGT
MAJ.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,
26 September 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>13739 NEXT>13753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent choice!Nothing like carring your "own"on and off the battlefield.
stay Jeep,
Rhino.SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13741 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Yeah,I'm knee deep in fabbing tranny and engine mounts so my mind is kinda occupied,
but that makes sense,thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13740 NEXT>13758 13779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the lengthened arm is available from Leo Porter,Midway Supply just for this purpose.
Contact him at:
Phone number (972)399-1532
If I'm reading the old Yahoo board right it is 6.5 inches.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13728 NEXT>13773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I added your vin along with a few others I have collected since the last update and put up
the updated page.
As far as the "any in series #'s yet?",what do you mean exactly...I'm lost,but that seems
to be easy to accomplish these days...
brute4c
SUBJECT>sand blasting soon POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these trucks really become an addiction for me any way today the front clip inner and
outer fender radiator and hood have been removed only had 1 bolt break and one bolt on
the pass side had to be groung off ,tomorrow the bed will be removed and the engine
adjusted for removal .Next week sand blasting and industrial primer .have a question
where should i look for the spacers for the bed and cab i read a post awhile back that said
a two inch body lift for running some size tires and it recomended cj???lift spacers that
were drilled out ???what is the best and any advice on the sand blasting would be helpful
thanks c
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,26 September
2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13748 NEXT>13778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim where on the East coast are you just wondering FRANKO
SUBJECT>Re:starter parts POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net.DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 5:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aal3dXsmgNALo PREVIOUS>13599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased a new starter bendix from A.B.Linn a few months ago.It was $10,I think.
SUBJECT>Re:sand blasting soon POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13752 NEXT>13766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure what size tires you want to run.I run 37's and have room for 38's w/stock
suspension (less a couple of leafs)and have no rub at full extention.If you do the blasting
yourself,make sure you wear a hood or other approiate/approved beathing filter.
Paul
SUBJECT>vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13761 13804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vin 11639 6/67
SUBJECT>M715 Truckfest!!!POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,one week into some minor planning and I have major interest from one group in
Texas (2 trucks),one truck from Hot Springs,at least one from St.Joseph,MO,and one
truck from Kansas City.
We are in the early stages of planning a M715 Truckfest(or FE if you like)on March
28th,29th,and 30th (2003)in Tuttle Creek Rec Area,in Kansas (close to Manhattan).
For those of you you have never been to Tuttle Creek,there are some great trails,some
mud,some rocks,etc.,all in a State approved ORV park.There will be camping (or
motels close by),good food,some tall stories (lies)about who has gone through the
deepest mud,an equipment raffle,and maby a special guest speaker.All of this for small
change and interest by 715 owners.
If there is enough interest,it (M715 FE)will happen.I am building a database so I can
mail out information as the date gets closer.If interested,PLEASE MAIL me information
on how many in your group,your address,two phone numbers,and any other information
you think I might want.Also,let me know if you are willing to help.One stamp is all that
I ask.
Paul Brown
P.O.Box 521173
Tulsa,OK 74105
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13750 NEXT>13764 13772
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the help,I'm on a tight budget so will lengthen mine.Have a friend who is
long time certified stick welder so it will get done right.I can wire weld enough to fab
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stuff but I don't want to skimp on a steering component.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Truckfest!!!POSTER>Paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13757 NEXT>13876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Zip should read:74152
Paul
SUBJECT>Couple of questions POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13762 13791 13803 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since my truck is now my main source of transportation for awhile -I gotta wonder....
Is there an adjustment for the brake lights when stopping?I have them but only whe
stopping on dimes.
What would cause the dash guages to 'tic'?...meaning bounce from the proper reading to
something else on the dial..(the fuel guage bounces or 'tics'from 1/4 tank to full)
Is there a practical way to pull a standard modern trailer without alot of modification?i.e.
1 1/4"and 2"ball bumper hitch trailers.
I have a couple of 'things'that I thought were standard on these trucks -but I can't find out
what they are/were for...Does anyone else have the slide inserts that fit into the bed rail
pockets.They affix with a large eye bolt through the tabs on the top of the bed.What are
these?
And finally -a bit of humor.I took my truck into the local tire/frame shop to have the
split rim NDT's balanced to smooth out the front end shimmy (which did BTW).They
couldn't believe it took 3.5 pounds on the outside top and 2.75 pounds on the inside
bottom to balance these tires/wheels.Yep,6 lbs.of weight to balance one wheel.The
owner of the shop told me to get new wheels at www.i10surplus.com for $45 a piece.I
haven't seen it yet but thought I'd pass that on.
See ya gang,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13756 NEXT>13780 13781 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine's 14597.I'll get the mfg date soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 6:42
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13760 NEXT>13763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,On your brake lights,check your pressure switch.I just had one fail in my CJ this
weekend.Same symptoms.Heavy pedal and erratic response.I think I saw only one
pressure switch on the frame by the clutch bellhousing on the 715.There may be another.
I'll have to look.Anyway,what you describe could be a pressure switch.You can test it
with a meter and a helper.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13762 NEXT>13801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running silicone brake fluid?On regular parts store brake switches,that stuff will
eat 'em up (but someone on here said they had no problem with the military switches).
But I bet the switch is toast,same symptoms I had when the fluid would eat up the inside
of the switch.You can get the stock switch,I'm sure from ABLinn or by changing the
wire ends,you can replace it with a 6 dollar pepboys pressure type brake light switch,
1/8"NPT (I'm pretty sure).
The fuel gauge thing may be normal.Remember that the fuel is sloshing around and
bouncing the crap outta the sender.I would think that it should be a damped gauge but I
can't remember how my stock stuff was.Annoying but maybe normal.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,
I've shortened a pitman arm and made my own steering arms in the past but will ONLY
use TIG to do the welding.Remember that these pieces are forged steel and therefore are
an oddball alloy.They like to crack super easy while welding until it's up to temperature.
If you trust your guy,have him preheat everything.I recommend TIG though because you
have better control over heat and filler addition.What I did on my project,to keep my
butt safe,was to build a 1/4"gusset,cut out to fit around the arm so that it made a kind of
spline,about 3/4"wide all around.Where the arms were cut,I tapered down,like a pencil
for a full penetration weld.The gussets were welded with a 3 pass fillet both sides.No
problems on either car and I'm extremely confident with the jobs.
Chris
SUBJECT>KIA Kaiser sighting (over in Korea though)and a heads up on some for sale
POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at
7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm over in Charlotte on vacation and talked to my uncle today.He's stationed in Korea
for a year.Anyhow he remembered me joking about bringing back some parts for my
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truck and said that he's seen 'em all over the place there (new guys and those that forgot -.KIA has been remaking
loose copies of our trucks -diesel,5speed,different fenders).
Something about no copyright laws so they just imitate whatever they need.Also he's
seen the CJ5 knockoffs (I think they were on the KIA website as well).I wish he could
throw one in a C130 for me,maybe two.
On another note,in the trading post classifieds over here,there's two m715's for sale.One
was about 6000 and the other around 4000.More than I'd pay but then again,I didn't go
check them out.If there's any interest,I'll pass on the info.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:sand blasting soon POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>13755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you snadblast yourself,be careful not to warp fenders/panels.If you can use something
other then sand like crushed coal or other blasting materia.I have blasted fenders,and if
you go over fast and take a little at a time your ok hope this helps
SUBJECT>tire question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13771 13847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a reason that some 715 owners are not using the military tire such as a balance
problem ,i was under the impression that they(NDT)were fairly good tires for off road
use,but maybe not for on road use .Maybe another reason for the tire change is for
better?traction and looks too ???any one
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13743 NEXT>13899 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bryan,a REALLY great guy from The Zone (Ed J.you know who you are)sold me some
motor mounts and a few other goodies for my engine transplant.If you have the
equipment or know someone that does I'd be glad to take detailed photos and
measurements and I think you could easily make your mounts.I'm not sure where my
adaptor came from,but Novack sells them for ALOT of $$$.I bought a radiator sized to
fit from Summit Racing for $200,go to summitracing.com and get a catalog,you'll need
it.As for a clutch...a can also provide photos that will get you close.Good Luck,-G-
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Saddle Tramp
EMAIL>sdletrmp@pvtnetworks.net DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13743 NEXT>13776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you be interested in buying new Novak motor mounts for the 350,swap?
JBP
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,26 September 2002,at 11:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13669 NEXT>13795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.what is the reason you chose to put a 292 into it
instead of another motor ?
did you keep the t98 tranny and transfer?
how does it drive and handel got any pics you can post or any other mods you would like
to share thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13767 NEXT>13799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got stuck on wet leaves,wet grass,pavement with .25"of snow,nearly wet pavement
and a banana peel.Their load capacities are good,a couple tons easy,but the traction is
terrible.It's really bad if the differentials are open.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13758 NEXT>13777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Once mine was welded I wrapped it tightly with electrical tape then painted all the near
components black to blend in.I'm not sure how legal it it to modify a component like
that.This was done for what seems to be routine credential checks I've gotten and also for
inspection purposes.It will now take more than a glance to see that the arm has bee
modified.
No,the tape isn't a backup.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13751 NEXT>13810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I mean like 10721 and 10722 or 11896 and 11897.Two in a row off the line.That would
be neat!
SUBJECT>Re:Who was looking for a spare tire holder a spell back POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13745 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh well...if diplomacy is out the window,move in some hottie after you've booted her
out!
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13669 NEXT>13796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Caleb,where are you going to play in the dirt at?Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bryan save your money and have Gary send you the pictures &measurmentsfor the.adaptors .I was pleased with the
quilityof the motor mounts .but disapointed at how easy
it would have been to make besides that you could use polyurathane motor mounts.save
the money you would spend on the mounts and buy a sm420or 465 for an easy eng swap
the trany is just as good as the t98 and a bolt up no adapters to buy .if your lucky you ca
get the np205 with the trany insted of the whining np200
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13772 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The welder has made his living as big truck mechanic.You know lengthening or
shortening frames,Rockwell axle conversions,heavy winch and boom stuff too.I'm sure
his work will be good.An old oilfield man..he knows that if it's not right somebody
looses a body part or worse.
I'm still Sub-arc cerified so fairly familiar with the ins and outs of welding theory,but can
always learn more so keep the tips coming if you have them.
I try to make whatever mods I do look "factory".Blended in and deburred before painting.
The law here is loose until they stop you or a accident then the code books come out,if
they feel like harrassing you.I like everything built well and squared away so usually
don't have any problems.
Thanks again for the help....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Friday,
27 September 2002,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13753 NEXT>
13793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in reding ct where are you
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm lenght POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13750 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He said $37.50.He has them now and says it is good from lock to lock.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vin 10499 5/67
SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vin 10499 5/67 m715.SUBJECT>350 into m715 POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13784 13785 13809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a friend who is a machinist.He could no doubt make some motor mounts if I had
the appropriate illustration.I need to keep the t98 to run the winch I think.Unless
someone knows if I can install the pto on a sm420 or sm465.Any input on this is
appreciated.I was told by a guy that the stock radiator would be ok as long as I extended
the fan shroud or used electric fans.True or false?I think I have a line on a 350 with
either a Sm420 or sm 465 also.Which trans.would fit my needs better?The truck it is
out of is like a 1965...thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Friday,
27 September 2002,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13727 NEXT>
13786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian--
Sigh...I just don't know yet!!!I've really got to make that hour drive some Saturday and
go look at a couple.Between meetings to try to keep access to public lands,parents i
town to visit,boyfriend/mechanic/conscience out of town,place not open,etc.--well,I'm
working on it.I think I go back and forth about 500 times a day."It would look so cool!"
"But can I afford to drive it?""But can I stand NOT to drive it?"And so on.Thanks for
asking,though!
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13782 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can email you pictures of motor mounts and the adptr that came with my parts truck.
The mounts are easy and the adptr could be made by experienced machinist with
torch,welder,drll press,and medium size lathe(12 or 14"swing).Also have pctures of
basic dual exhaust using block hugger headers and clutch belcrank mods for using sbc
350.Sm420 tranny is HD with PTO port and nice low 1st(7.05 to 1)but getting hard to
find.Just trying to help.
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>13782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did not get the cooling I wanted w/the stock radiator.I have heard of some guys saying
it's Ok.I run a two core aluminium unit w/flex fan and aux electric.
Paul
SUBJECT>Just like a bandaid POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Katie,
It's a love hate relationship.
Prepare for:
1)8-11 miles per gallon.
2)a warm cab.
3)thinking,"those sissy little jeeps and their '...jeep thing'"
4)the ability to haul 4000 Lbs.
5)the ease of lip reading "what the @#%*is that?"of passers by.
6)having little kids salute.
7)having the 'nam guys speak of the kidney pain the 715's gave them.
8)cursing NTD's if they're still on when stuck on a wet leaf.
9)realizing that,off road,momentum is you friend.
10)smiling ear to ear as the 'beamer'driving yuppy croud give you P.L.E.N.T.Y of room
in traffic.:)
It becomes a way of life.
SUBJECT>350 into m715 POSTER>bryan Johnson EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13788 13797 13816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you could send me any pictures you have I would be very appreciative.Is the port on
the sm420 on the correct side,is it the right size for my pto on the t98?Don't really know
much about those things...Dual exhaust for this truck would have to be custom made of
course.Do I need a particular set of exhaust manifolds?Or can I only use headers?thanks
again,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27
September 2002,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13787 NEXT>13790
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think GM switched to sm465 from sm420 around '72.The 465 would need some work
to mount the t-case shift levers,where the 420 works fine.The pto will bolt right on the
420 as well.The motor mounts are definitely a custom job.The exhaust is custom as
well,and I think any manifold will work,but you probably can't get headers to fit.The
rear spring hangers are the problem.Good luck.
Grant
SUBJECT>350 into a m715 POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,my PTO will bolt on to an SM420?Now,the levers and what have you will too?It
seems that this would be the best alternative as a transmission is probably cheaper tha
the adapter kits...Can anyone verify if this is true?What other problems will I run into
doing itthis way?The SM 465 seems way easier to find,but evidently would be much
more difficult to install...thanks again,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 12:51
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13788 NEXT>13792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
depending on where your engine ends up sitting,height wise,in the engine compartment
try and see it you can bring the exhaust over the frame and down the back of the
fenderwell.There's an area of the fenderwell that's cut out and make for a nice exhaust
passage down to the behind the rocker panal area for a couple of glasspacks.This is how I
routed my big block exhaust.It wasn't the easiest thing tucking 2.5"up and around,but
they'll not snag anything that way,or get crushed when dragging the frame over
something.Something to think about.
Oh,and you can post in 'thread'and not start a new heading every time...just scroll to the
bottom of the screen.
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions POSTER>Dave EMAIL>kdc49@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm guessing you have the pintle hook on your truck.Try JC Whitney--They have an
adapter to change to a 2"receiver hitch or they have a pintle type hitch that has any size
ball you might need.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13790 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 420 came in 68 according to advanced adaptors catalog.You can use block hugger
headers with early chevy motor mounts pre70(?)and make simple adaptr to stock Kaiser
motor pearches.I only have 1 3/4 exhaust and ran down and in front of spring mount.It
looks to clear my 38/13x16 swampers at full lock to lock.The VFD brush truck 715s run
that style exhaust.It can be pieced together and welded in you driveway or have a shop do
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it.Will send pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27 September
2002,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13778 NEXT>13836
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim I am in Tewksbury mass outsideof Lowellright off 495north did you try Veterans
Vechicles Bob Stahl owner he has mostly m37 stuff I know he also takes in 715
FRANKO'
SUBJECT>anybody with custon wheels?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone advise me on how much back spacing is required to run 15inch wide rubber.on 10 inch rims with stock
suspension????
Or can anyone that has custom rims on there rig,tell me how well they like the back
spacing they ordered and on what size tire they use it with?
Or does anyone have a guess as to what is the Max size tire you could run on stock
suspension,2inch body lift,and 4.5 inch backspacing
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13770 NEXT>13909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the engine wasn't my choice.I got the truck from my grandfather when we got rid of
our hunting lease this year and it had to come home.He put the 292 in about 1984.Along
with power brakes,power steering,and the transmission.I looked at the data plates today
and realized the shift pattern is different,the reverse is down instead of up,but have no
idea what kind it is,It must be something they use on GM big trucks because thats what it
said when i had to replace the backup light switch.Also the e-brake handle was removed
and a pedal and shoe and cable came out of a wagoneer was installed.At one time it had a
winch but that was replaced by a monster piper brushguard welded onto the frame
extensions,with KC lites on it.Also welded a spot on there to mount the spare....works
well for running over anything !.Also a toolbox thats set vback about a foot for a bench
to shoot over the hood when we go hunting.And a ball hitch on the back below the pintle
hitch,but thats about it.
Just got a scanner so as soon as i figure out how to use it ill post some pics.All the wiring
was replaced,and then i did the same this summer....looks like crap but everything works.
Drives pretty well,getting better each day,considering its never been on pavement in 18
years.Took care of the whistling from the engine.....some vacuum on the carb needed a
plug.Other than that theres something wrong with the steering at extremes,basically it
looks like i just need to adjust the stabilizer's arm length.Also I think I got some bad gas
cuz its acting like theres water stil in the gas.....keeps cutting out every once in a while.
Drained the tank a week ago and about 2 buckets of rust and water came out,drained
completely,lines blown out,carb rebuilt,lots of fuel stabilizer put in and fresh gas but
still the saem prob.But im getting it taken care of.Oh the gas tank is homemade as well,
capacity of about 50-60 gallons.Thats about it.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13775 NEXT>13807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well so far the only place nearby the house is Bud Lake,off of Blanco and West.....cool
little place,just up the creek from that Walker Ranch park on West near Nakoma.Got a
invite out to Devils Den sunday but some club.....actually the guys cutting yards up the
street told me they hava a thing out there every sunday but i figure what the hell why not?
Know of any other places?Lemme know when and ill bring it by and let ya see it..Adios,
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK.So is it the general consensus that a 350 mated to the sm 420 is easier/more cost
effective than buying the adapter to mate it to the t98a?Keep in mind I still don't really
get the winch thing and the pto...thanks again,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13704 NEXT>13833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haha,yea this is a hell of a treat getting some response,really appreciate it yall.Lord
knows when yall start squabbling,its serious...bad spelling and all!LOL
Will those trannys just bolt up ,the nv4500 and the 700r?About the t-case youre right f-
it,the sound of those gears isnt too bad anymore.....got complements on how powerful the
truck sounds.Also it doesnt sound as bad anymore...prolly cuz im going deaf lol.Another
thing,the tranny on there i figured out isnt stock...the shift patterns is different.Reverse is
down instead of up,and 1-2-3-4 is L-1-2-3....have no idea what kind it is,i think its some
GM thing because thats what it came up as at autozone when i had to get a new backup
light pressure switch.
As for the power steering,the truck seems to buck when have the wheel turned to either
extreme.I got under it and I think itsthe steering stabilizer needs to be repositioned,the
arm on teh shock maybe be extending to far.I mean the damn steering wheel bucks back
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and forth sometimes.Ill adjust that and maybe that will fix it.
Also the 292 whistler whistles a lot less now.Found that a plug for one of the vacuum
lines on the carb shot off and after plugging it,the whole deal was a helluva lot quieter
and ran better.
Biggest problem right now os the gas.Over the years the tank was never drained,just a
few gallons here and there but never dropped below 1/4 tank.Well the mechanic had it
quit on him and drained the tank and about 10 gallons of rusty crap water came gushing
out.Well drained the tank,flushed the lines,rebuilt the carb and fresh gasand brought it
home,but now the same things happening of the truck cutting out.Dumped plenty of
stabilizer and such in the tank,but that only helped a little.My conclusion is where i got
the gas was at a Datafleet pump that had been underwater in the flood a month ago.....and
water must have seeped into their tanks.Hopefully with fresh gas and more additives this
will be fixed.
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13771 NEXT>13832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you are saying that with the ndt you were getting stuck?.what tire did you switch to size /style and are you totaly
happy with what you have
now ???
SUBJECT>Re:anybody with custon wheels?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13794 NEXT>13814 13863 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tman was the first to do this that I know of...he posted the following info on 2 seperate
occasions:
I'm running 15 inch wheels,the backspacing is 5"and there is plenty of clearance
between the wheel and the drum.The stock backspacing is 6"on the split rims.I like em'
I'm running a set of 39.5X15.5 swampers with a spring over,on a set of rims I built
myself.(15 x 10),These tires are about 1/2"shy of rubbing the fender flairs with the
springs compressed and the wheels turned to the lock.The spring over sets the truck up
about 5".I think a larger tire will require some cutting if you intend to use the truck off
road.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13763 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has been reported that the gauges which ground through the dash,need a better ground
and read erratically at times due to the grounds inconsistencies.Running a wire from each
gauge to a good ground may be overkill but it works,running a wire from the panel that
they are all grounding with,bare metal of course,to a good ground should do it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 WANTED IN WISCONSIN POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENAGB@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aalnRlA62SNTU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY LEADS ON ANY M715'S FOR SALE IN WISCONSIN,
RUNNING,WITH AN OPERATIONAL WINCH,NOT TOO CANCEROUS
PREFERRED,THE CLOSER TO GREEN BAY THE BETTER.THANKS IN
ADVANCE.
SUBJECT>Re:Couple of questions POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27
September 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13760 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it just the fuel gauge that's bouncing or do all the gauges "tic"together?If it's just the
fuel,a certain amount of bouncing would be normal,but if it's excessive,I'd check the
ground connection on the tank sender (had problems there on my truck).If all the gauges
are erratic,look for a problem with the common power or ground connections.Check out
the online wiring diagrams on this site.Good Luck!.SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13756 NEXT>13813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All have been added and thanks for adding to the database!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>gas in oil POSTER>sargetom EMAIL>sargetom@military.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me what would cause me to have gas in my oil.I've replaced the stock
fuel pump diaphram twice and the valve seals were replaced when I had the head done
last year.The compression is good and the rings were replaced less than 100 miles ago.
Am I missing something?the Truck runs well otherwise but I'm still working on it so
haven't driven it much.Any help appreciated
SUBJECT>M725 gas heater POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 M725 and am going to attempt to get the gas heater working.However,I am
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missing the lamp on the control box.Does anyone know where I could get one or a
suitable replacement?Thanks.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13796 NEXT>13818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey caleb,is your reverse left and down,with no synchro in 1st and reverse also with 1st
being a serious granny crawler?if so you may have an old sm 420 like me,mines
matched up to a chev.283 out of a 65 p/up its a dandy,strong,bulletproof,with that real
nasty granny only drawback is no overdrive but hell,im never in a hurry anyway...enjoy
your rig jc
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,
27 September 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13805 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only reason I have ever heard or experienced was from the fuel pump.If you had an
electric pump to use temporarily instead of the manual one,you could find out that way.
Just my .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have stock size,new radiator with supposed high performance duel high volume
electric
fans.The thermostat control has quit,and they will not keep it cool enough on hot days
running 3,000 rpm on the highway.Going slow it works well enough,it hasn't run enough
to see what will happen off-roading.Just my .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would be real cool to have more listed than left to find....but what are the odds??
Keep dreaming,
brute4c
SUBJECT>It's alive and well brute!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>JASON"Iceman"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 9:08
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13812 13820 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well this is the first message i've posted with the group since i joined.I have just traded a
big block 454 that needed to be rebuilt for a 68 M715.I have had this truck for 7 days and
with the help of brute and all of your messages i have started on this monster!!The truck
has not been started in over 6 years and has set up for as many or more.I put a new fuel
pump and some new fuel hose,plus fuel filter and she cranked off like nothing has ever
happened!!I work for Garland county sheriff's department in Hot Springs,AR and plan to
use it at work.I have got with brute and sent him some pics of my rig and plan to start
working on it every chance i get.I want to say that this is the best informed group of
people i think i have ever ran across about thier favorite subject.KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK and i'm proud to be apart of this.
Jason"Iceman"
SUBJECT>Re:It's alive and well brute!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congradulations !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!onyour new addiction you will enjoy it
SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 9:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13804 NEXT>
13821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VIN#31428 M715 10/68
SUBJECT>Re:anybody with custon wheels?POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,27 September 2002,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>13800 NEXT>
13815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks brute,
I'm thinking about putting a 2"body lift on,to give more room for the new engine,and at
the same time throw some bigger meats on (trying to kill two birds with one stone)
without having to spring over and keep my truck tied up in the shop any longer than it
needs to be.I'm having withdrawl dilusions.
I think I'm going to stay with under 13inches on width for now.It doesn't look like they
make tires any taller than 38.5,under 13 inches wide,except for 20"rims.Maybe I should
start investigating that route.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:anybody with custon wheels?POSTER>peeler
EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 2:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
If you go with 12"wide in the front you`ll clear much easier,and steering will be "lighter"
if that`s at all possible.
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But nothing says you can`t go 15"wide in the rear!
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,28 September
2002,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13787 NEXT>13817
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at some of the Jeep Wagoneer conversions to 350.A lot of the parts should be
interchangeable with theM715.I used a 400sb with block hugger headers back to a 3"
flowmaster and exhaust.
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13816 NEXT>13830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't a Buick 350 come in the J trucks with a t98?Why can't I use a Buick?If I can,
which one do I use?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its a lot like that but reverse is right and down.granny Low is left up,1st is left down,
2nd up and over the the right,3rd down from there,reverse over and down to the right
from that.
L 2
1 3 R
An yea youre right it doesnt go anywhere fast,it just gets where i need to go.
thanks,
Caleb.SUBJECT>Re:350 into a m715 POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you are talking about a stock m715 unit then no it will not work on a sm420.the drive
gear is different.on some units you can change just the gear.on others the whole thing
must be changed.
SUBJECT>Re:It's alive and well brute!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13811 NEXT>13860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome iceman.good luck with your rig
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:vin #'s for Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Added also,thanks and keep them coming!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>New wiring harness POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,28 September 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13824 13840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I bit the bullet,and ordered a wiring harness from Painless Wiring today,they sell
thru Auto Zone.Cost $320.00,had to roll all my change I had been saving for a couple
years.I should have it by next weekend,so hopefully I will have mine running better.
Hoping to go to Kansas in the spring.
mudclod
SUBJECT>clutch POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,28 September
2002,at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm doing the 350 chevy,novak conversion soon.what i would like to know is has anyone
used a ram clutch that summit sells?It's about 3 times cheaper than a gm clutch.Just
wondering if there is that much difference between the two....thanks
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:New wiring harness POSTER>JASON"ICEMAN"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 4:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13822 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WAYNE I NEED TO GET WITH YOU ON MY RIG.YOU MAY HAVE SOME
ANSWERS ON SOME OF THE WIREING I NEED TO KNOW ABOUT.
JASON"ICEMAN".SUBJECT>springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>13828 13829 13861 13929
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to get everybody's opinion on which one they feel is the better route to take to
get bigger meat under their truck.
I personally don't want to run bigger than 40inch tires.I also want to maintain a military
apperance to the vehicle.Because of that I'm leaning toward the 2-3 inch body lift.I
currently run the 11.00R16s which brand new are almost 39 (38.7)inches and I have had
no problems rubbing,but they are only 11inches wide.The next biggest tire is the 39.5/15
TSL,I think theses will rub due to their width,but can't tell for sure until I lift the truck
and mount them up.
I know That the spring over will definatley clear these tires and then some,but...I like the
stock suspension (maybe I'm nuts)and I hate to lay my truck up for another couple of
months re-doing the steering ,driveline,etc..Plus I think it makes the truck look
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obviously modified and not very "military"anymore.
I wish I had two trucks,I'd have a monster/trail/play rig,and a daily driver/work/hunting
rig.
any opinions welcome and appreciated,
Rhino
SUBJECT>HOW DO YOU MAKE A SNORKEL KIT POSTER>JASON"ICEMAN"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 6:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOES ANYONE HAVE A WAY TO MAKE A SNORKEL KIT FOR MY RIG.OR IF
SOMEONE KNOWS WHERE I CAN GET ONE ALREADY MADE.ALL
RESPONSES ARE HELPFUL.THANKS
JASON aka"ICEMAN"
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13826 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To start you know which will be quicker and easier,by a long shot!
There are other benefits of a body lift VS spring over,which mainly depend on what kind
of off roading you do.If you are into steep angles and "contortionist"driving,a spring
over changes your center of gravity much more than just the body lift.You`ve just got the
weight of the body higher with the body lift.With the spring over you`ve got the body
higher,and the frame and engine and tranny.
A little more top heavy!It`s not as much of a concern with the wheel base of the 715,as it
is with say....a CJ or FJ-40,but it`s still an issue.
Also,if you decide its not enough with just the body lift the most it should cost you is
some time and under a hundred dollars.
And you can still go spring over at a later date..+2 cents
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13826 NEXT>13831 13834 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll give you my two cents worth also.I like the stock suspension.For what I do (MOAB,
Colorado,New mexico)this is a great set-up.I took a couple of springs out of the packs
which made the truck more flexible.Basically,I can go anywhere a Unimog can go,and
have.I can keep up with 90%of all modified jeeps.I can't do (won't try)Helldarado or
some other extreme trails where even short wheel based vechiles have body damage.I run
37's SSR's because I like the radial design for highway driving between trails.You could
easily fit 38's w/stock suspension.The other issue is that I can run standard brake lines
and other stock parts.
Don't get me wrong,I had a few "monster"Jeeps over the years.Trucks with big tires
look cool and sometimes work well.I met Steve at Tuttle Creek breifly a few weeks ago,
and his M715 w/big tires and string-over makes mine look small.He has a great looking
ride and I bet it's functional.But for me and my M715,I like the closer to stock look.
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>Tim EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29 September
2002,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13817 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It did.It also used a modified turbo 400 with a different bell housing.
By engine swap was pretty easy.I used the sb 400 and a 700R4.Used an adapter from
advanced adapter to mate the tranny to the stock transfer case.Used their motor mounts
also.I didn't think to look and see if the stock buick mounts would have worked.
Cheap Chevy radiator from Summit fit the space perfectly.
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,I agree with your post 100%.When I bought my truck it had been "sprung over"so I
left it but only run 35-36 inch radial tires.It performs really well in everday driving and
on the trails.Also with that size tire it still locks pretty millitary/stock.(you can see the
truck in the members pics---"Doug F"---)I also removed two leaves out of all four
spring packs.That dropped the truck an inch or two and REALLY helped the ride.
Rhino,If I were you I would do the body lift and see how you like it,but personally I
don't like the big gaps between the frame and body,and I wouldn't run tires more tha
maybe 37-38?So what the hell do I know?;-)Just my .02!!Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13799 NEXT>13844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I believe spicer will agree with me,Boggers are the one.At least for the
type of 4
wheeling I do,they have proved to be well worth the cost.The NDTs are decent offroad,
but onroad they are a bit scary.Onroad,the NDTs ride on the center bead,making the tire
about the width of a bicycle tire.Any grooves in the pavement,they follow them.The
boggers are decent onroad,although quite noisy.But if you drive a 715,you ca
obviously put up with some noise.I run the 38.5x11,Spicer runs the 37x13 bogger.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If your trans has a backup light pressure switch,its definitly not a T98.The 715 didn't
come with any backup light provisions.Would be kind of nice at times though....
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
29 September 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13829 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well other than jumping in an out of my truck (Daily driver)I love the spring over.I
never did any wheeling in it,when it was stock,so I cant say it is any better or worse.I
personally dont like body lifts.My truck works very well,I think.Kept up with the cjs in
tuttle just fine other than a couple of 4 point turns.But then again a kaiser is twice the
wheel base of any cj!
The biggest problem on any spring over is how to handle the steering arms.
Steve
SUBJECT>Brake drum resurfacing POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the middle of a frame off restoration and need to have all of the drums resurfaced.
On most vehicles I'm familiar with,the maximum diameter for resurfacing is cast into the
drum.However,my M715 doesn't have this number (at least on the one drum I looked
over).Does anyone know the maximum diameter and can any machine shop do this job
or does it require special equipment?
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Sunday,
29 September 2002,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13793 NEXT>
13870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
drove right past there today on 495 .dont know Veterans Vechicles any contact info
would be great thanks jim
SUBJECT>U.S.27 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
29 September 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was heading North on 27 tonight -just North of Lansing,MI-around 6,in a vibration.induced fog heading out to pick
up the 460/c6 that is going in my rig now that my garage
is finished,when my daughter(3yrs old)starts laughing and pointing to the South bound
lane.I look up and there is a 725 with a guy waving out the window.Just wondered who
it was.
Ron
SUBJECT>Motor Update POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaf5cuTViI1bo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis give me a call,am taking a break monday but will pull motor and stuff tuesday,
2819350166
SUBJECT>Re:Brake drum resurfacing POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A good mechanic should be able to use good judgement to decide the max.diameter I
would think.Also,you'll probably need to leave the drums attached to the hubs and eve
then the Kragen type of "technician"probably still won't be able to do it.I had a local
mechanic in an established shop do it,no problem.Others recommend going to a big
truck shop,especially if you seperate the drums from the hubs.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New wiring harness POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29
September 2002,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13822 NEXT>13842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which harness did you buy?Please post and let us know how difficult or easy it was to
install.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:HOW DO YOU MAKE A SNORKEL KIT POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have NOS intake tubes and exhaust stacks.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:New wiring harness POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,29 September 2002,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13840 NEXT>13853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to PainlessWiring.com and picked the one I needed,'87 tbi.I got just the engine
harness.I had the part number off the web sight,didn't have to count on the rocket
scientist behind the counter in the "zone".They couldn't believe they could make that
large a sale and they didn't have to do anything but ring it up.Hopefully they will order it
correctly.I'll ket you know how it turns out.
mudclod
SUBJECT>southwest connecticut jeep show-m715 POSTER>bernie durant.EMAIL>bern1m715@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,30
September 2002,at 3:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my new trucking job consists of a lot of trips to the southwestern area of
Connecticut.there was a sort of jeep gathering at a dealership.it had all phases of jeep
vehicles present,and right out front all nice and new looking was one of our beloved
trucks of fame.i wish i could have stopped to chat,but i was running behind.i just wanted
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to say to the owner how nice a restoration he had done.
i dont know if the owner might be a member or not,but if it is seen again im going to stop
and get a closer look.
still around-bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,what he said.I really like the stance the 37x13x16 bogger on the stock wheels gave
the truck.Fit really nice with no lift and look proportional to the fender openings...oh,and
put down about 10 times more road traction then the NDT's.When the weather is cold I
noticed that they'll flat spot a little,but then found that my air pressure was at 20psi,so
most of that has gone away.The best part is looking out window and watching them
gnaw at anything you aim them into.
SUBJECT>What type brake fluid to use POSTER>Ronnie Harris EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all.What do you recommend to use for brake fluid in original M715 with no
changes made to it.I had truck sitting about one month and went to move it other day and
hard to stop so guess it needs brake fluid.Thanks for all f your help.
P>S does not look like it has been leaking anywhere?
SUBJECT>Trailer Plug POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Monday,30
September 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13928
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know where I can get a trailer plug to mate the recepticle on my 715?I ca
find the replacement recepticle,but not the plug.Thanks
Coby
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13767 NEXT>13867 13872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another idea,though it's just theoretical at this point.I've got a friend who has MANY
Jeeps (a CJ7 and 3 Cherokees)who recently put 37 inch Goodyears on his 7.I'm leaning
heavily toward buying an M715--no,I don't have one YET--and seriously looking at these
tires.My friend,Joe,loves his.He says they are relatively quiet and handle well on-road,.but still give good
performance off-road.Since they're still pretty new,a long-term report
is obvoiusly not there,but they seem to be working really well so far.
So there's another idea to consider...Hope you find something that works out well for
you.
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>13849 13850 13852 13868 LINKNAME>eBay M715
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1864258
038&rd=1
(This message is a continuation of a side thread that started with a tailgate question a
week or so ago)
Well--I've taken a large leap toward the decision of ownership...Went to the motor pool
about an hour away where they have two for sale.One is "restored"for $8500 and the
other is impressively ugly for $3000.Ugly because it was some sort of pumper truck for a
govt.agency which put a funky bed on it and painted it...maybe...chartreuse?That
favorite neon yellow/green.Well,someone started to re-paint it basic army green and got
the doors done.So the doors are that color and the rest is BRIGHT!Including inside the
cab.The guy who owns the motor pool has a new bed for it--red,just to add to really
incredible color scheme.
Anyway--I drove it around and around on the gravel lot and wished for a seat belt to keep
me on the seat.It was very cool,though and may be the start of an addiction.Just gotta
wait a tiny bit longer to watch one on eBay.
I could use some opinions and/or advice on this.There is one on eBay and I'll provide the
URL at the end of the message.It is in the San Diego area and I'm in Boise.There would
be a transport fee involved to get it here.It has no motor or tranny,the seats are bad and
the tires are rotted.I've been pondering whether it would be better to get the running one I
can drive home with the aim of replaceing the motor,tranny,seats and tires,or to
transport the dead one up here if I can buy it cheap enough.Again,the running one is
about an hour away and is $3000.I would then have to find and buy all the replacement
parts.The eBay one is far away and would need to be transported,then I would have to
find and buy the replacement parts.All this is based on the possibility that it may not sell
for much because of the condition.Another consideration is that I'm going to have to
borrow money either way,between purchase price and getting it ready to be a daily
driver.
I apologize for the length of this message,but I could really use input from anyone who
has any thoughts on this matter.BTW,I've been really impressed with all the information
flying around on this site.Everyone's so helpful and there are always lots of good ideas.
So,from a newbie,"Thank You!"
Just in case the URL doesn't work,the item number on eBay is 1864258038.
SUBJECT>Nope,URL doesn't work POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>13848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,the URL doesn't get the item up on eBay.Use the item number in the text of the
message instead..katie (c:
SUBJECT>Responding again to my own post!POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13848 NEXT>13851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,a part of the first message that I forgot to include...
Is there any market for the stock motor,tranny,and/or seats if they are in good condition?
This is in case I end up with the running truck and want to replace above-mentioned parts.
Thanks once again,and I'll try to wait until someone else posts before I add another tag to
this message!
katie (c:
SUBJECT>Re:Responding again to my own post!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13850 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
Yes,a lapbelt will much inprove the ride!LOL!
As far as shipping of transport goes,try Unishippers,1.800.377.3105 or 1.717.737.1227
and ask for Sharon.She's a friend of mine and will definately be able to get that thing
shipped or any other shipping information.Tell her Tom,the one she went skydiving
with,referred you.If there's a way to ship it,Sharon will find it.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>Joe
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13848 NEXT>
13854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
The truck in San Diego is extremely rough (Navy truck --watch out for salt water
damage),notice in the pictures that the speedometer is even rusted through.In my humble
opinion it is a basket case.
You may want to check item #1863463050 --it has a lot of potential.
Keep looking and you will find one thats right for you.
I looked for a couple of years and passed on many trucks.I finally found one with a rust
free (Arizona)body &frame.It was also basically unmodified --all original military
issue.
Good luck hunting for one.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:New wiring harness POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaPhVtTrG8zN.PREVIOUS>13842 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought a EZ wiring 21 circuit harness for under 2
bills.looks well made and marked
with good instructions.Havn't installed it yet(soon hopefully)but thought I would throw
in my 2 cents of experience.
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13852 NEXT>13855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe--
Thanks for the pointers on the eBay truck.See,it's always a good thing to have sanity and
a clear head intervene.And that's a good tip about the salt water,too.I so much
appreciate your help.
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13854 NEXT>
13857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Joe,look around a little,it pays to learn the market a little sometimes.I kept
my eyes open for a few yrs and found a good deal and then a good parts truck!There's
one still here in central Ks,running,with new 327 chevy for $5 K.I walked around it and
looks clean and well done.It's sat for several months so the price may be cheaper.I ca
runout and get pics and info if interested ,it's not far.later.....Ed J.
SUBJECT>kaisers on ebay:POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just thought I'd let you guys know there are a couple of M715's for sale on ebay right
now.Search with key words "kaiser jeep".Hope this helps someone!
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed--
Y'Know...I'd love a little more information on that one.People who already have
vehicles like this,I tend to trust.So if you say it's worth a look,I'd like to see some pics
and any other info you can get.Thanks so much.I really appreciate it.
katie (c:
SUBJECT>715 parts POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Northgate Army Truck Parts.Carl Ritter Owner
417-358-4994
I just returned from a visit to Carl's place in Mo.
The man is a true gentleman.If anyone needs parts carl is thew man to see.I told him i
would spread the word.He had many 715 parts there,but limited sheet metal.
SUBJECT>Canadian M-715's POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Monday,
30 September 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13877
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Canadian Govt never used the M-715 :(
We went from the M-37 to the 1976 GM cucv then to the 1986 Diesel cucv
now the white star lsvw
Thus there are no 715 around these parts.
Just wondering if there are any Canadians on this list who have brought one home?
Thanks
Al
SUBJECT>Re:It's alive and well brute!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13820 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JASON aka "Iceman,"
Not a bad trade!Most seem to end up in the $1000 to $3000 area for procurement of one
of these babies.Good horse trading.
Spicergear-
aka "Spicer,"aka "Spice,"aka "Saffrongear,"aka "Deathwish"
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
September 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13826 NEXT>13871
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tough debate,
One thing not mentioned here is the added clearance gained under the truck with the
spring-over.You move the spring out from under the axle,one less thing to hang up on,
and you raise the frame,tranny,t-case up also.This give a lot of clearance for off road
use,with my spring-over and 39.5 swampers,I have 22.5 inches clearance at the lowest
center point,that is a pretty big rock to do any damage.
SUBJECT>light brackets POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need the black out light brackets for the front lights.they go betwen the grill and the
lights thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:anybody with custon wheels?POSTER>Adam Goodwi.EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 September
2002,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is great timing on this info about T-mans rims.what rim size and back spacing did
he use for his boggers.
SUBJECT>sheet metal POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,30
September 2002,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13865
13933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have to repair some rust out damage to the cab floor pan.it's not extensive,but there
seems to be a little more bondo for dent filler than i would like to have.so,rust out under
the drivers seat,and bondo all around.
any thoughts from anyone who has done this before?i'm looking for the easiest way to
repair this...oh yeah,it has to be idiot proof and pretty cheap,and not involve any bondo...
?
jay
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13864 NEXT>13874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay...three words:
Speed Limit Sign.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 gas heater POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13806 NEXT>13873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also have an m725 .I have some aircraft 28volt press to test lites that i think will do as a
replacement.E mail me at juno721@aol.com
i
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13847 NEXT>13869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What Goodyear tire did he use?I am planning on making my m715 a daily driver,if
above mentioned wiring harness works,so I have my cj5 for sale,and want to go to a 37-
39 inch to inprove gearing etc.
Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:just like a bandaid (fr.spicergear)POSTER>frank
EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi
I would go for the one near you.You can at least enjoy it as you change it around.Plus
you know that everything works.Shipping will be a lot.I sold an m715 to a guy a few
hundred miles away
(about 250)and it cost him about $500.Basicly a dead truck that you dont know much
about,ie;electrical,rears and body rot.Hope this helps.
About the motor and trany,yes there are people out in m715 zone that look for stock
motors and stuff.Just visit the for sale section.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13867 NEXT>13915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll double check with him and get back to this thread.
katie
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 September
2002,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13836 NEXT>13903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim I can not find veteran vechicles on the web its there somewhere It is right near
foxboro stadium in Mass bob stahl couldbe wrentham mass not sure ask on this forum or
big electric as he does mostly m37 nice yard his farm is full of 4wd vechicles keeplooking
i will too monday 740pm FRANKO
SUBJECT>Dan,do you like the tire size?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
I would like to do a spring over,but with cost i would like to go the 38.5 x 11.00 boggers
so i can keep the rims.I don't want the tires to look small,but i also don't want to hit at
full stuff (i'll remove a leaf or two so i can actually stuff it...)I'd love to see some pics or
something.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13847 NEXT>13890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to all thanks for the replys alot of thought and research im leaning toward the boggers and
have been for a while and since this truck /toy will bee on road more than off looks do
matter also .
p.s.katie since you do not have a 715 to work on yet fell free to come by as needed and
get a lil dirt and greas on ya thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:M725 gas heater POSTER>Bmoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Great!Thanks for the info!I'll be in touch.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>JASON"Iceman"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13865 NEXT>13883 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jay spicer is right they will hold up better than most sheet metal.If you can get them
without getting into trouble.They don't rust as fast.
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13845 NEXT>13886 13897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dot 3 should do ya just fine....you should probably check the shoes for pad depth and
adjustment and while you are into the brakes,if it has been a while since it's bee
serviced,pump a ton a fluid through it.Basically you want to replace all the fluid in the
system.You also want to check and see if there is a bunch of "mud"in the bottom of the
master cylinder.If so,you need to get that out of there.The big problem on the stock
system is the vent on the master....brake fluid,non silicone types like dot 3 and dot 4,
absorb water like a sponge.This makes the aforementioned "mud"and corrodes the
pistons in the wheel cylinders and the lines.The system is supposed to have the fluid
completely replaced every year or 2.If the wheel cylinders haven't been inspected and the
fluid has been sitting in there for several years,you can bet there corroded to some extent
too.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Truckfest!!!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13759 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paul,
my info.is in the mail.should get it in a couple of days or so.depending on how the snail
mail service is in your neck of the woods..
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:Canadian M-715's POSTER>Larry Small EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Al,I'm currently looking at a 68-69 M715 in South Dakota.The truck is in fantastic shape
and near original.I've offered and they will accept $2250 US if a cousin doesn't want it.
The cousin is from Winnipeg as am I.So,if he doesn't take it I will and it will be here i
Manitoba.Larry
SUBJECT>Am I going to be the only 715 at this years $$Jeep Jamboree $$in Maine this.week?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,30
September 2002,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13912 13930
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know it is really f#*cking expensive,and they don't let you drink beer on the trail...but
it's a lot of fun anyway.So...anyone else coming?Or am I going to be the only lone 715
representing the bunch like last year!?If so I will do my best to make you all proud.OH,
and by the way thanks for the help with my vibration problem,ALL fixed (for now
anyway).New mount,bushing and yoke in tail of trans and a CV joint on the front axle.
Thanks again guys!Doug.
SUBJECT>howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13885 13898 13943 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
howie,
the other day at work,one of my employees was asking about my truck and was very
intregied about it.as we were talking,another employee(an awsome looking 18yr old
beauty)came by and overheard the conversation and stated that she thought that Mr.
Turtle was CUTE!!!!
now,never mind that she is simply hot,drop dead beautiful,a nice body and a smile that
would make ray charles ask for darker sunglasses,but i could hardly believe what i just
heard.i just simply gave her that raised eye brow look,just like The Rock on wrestling,
and told her that that comment will never be made again about the Turtle.i was so
shocked that any hot chick would ever make a comment like that and then ask if she
could have a ride in it some time.i told her that no ride will be given as long as Cute is
being mentioned.........
soupy..
SUBJECT>I'm (-)this close.POSTER>Larry Small EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13882 13893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at a 68-69 M715 last weekend in North Dakota.Excellent running,no rust,
original six.I think it is a great deal at $2250.It was purchased last year from a
Wisconsin fire department and is in great shape.The fellow who is selling it is posted
down south and needs some cash.I have offered the $2250 and will be able to buy it if a
cousin doesn't want it.I could have closed the deal if I wasn't so nice and had them wait
for the cousin.Damn me!What do you guys think of the truck and the price?Wish me
luck,I really want this truck.I hope to be part of the M715 family soon!If this fails are
there any similar trucks out there?Larry
SUBJECT>Who can solve this one?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13884 13896 13989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forever I have left my light switch with the upper lever in the first position right of.center,power to the brake
lights and turn signals,when I turn the truck off.Have never
had a problem until the last 2 weeks.If the truck sits for a couple of days,the brake lights
come on and stay on.This is without anyone touching it.Since they are activated by
pressure,I thought maybe the spring was getting weak and drooping allowing some minor
amount of pressure to light em up....last time it did this,I pulled up on the pedal to see if
this were the case,it made no difference at all...in fact the only way to turn them off,
other than turning the switch to off,is to push the pedal.After doing that they go out like
normal...wait a couple days and there on again.
Is this a symptom of the pressure switch going bad or does anyone hve a different take on
this?
Any/all responses appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm (-)this close.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13880 NEXT>13904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this the one from Pelican Lake?I know that truck fairly well...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13874 NEXT>13926 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Real good signs won,t rust at all --they are made of aluminum.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13881 NEXT>13888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c
Well the most likely part to fail would be the pressure switch.It's relatively cheap too.
That sure is a weird symptom though.I just had a pressure switch fail.I just happen to
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have my brake and turn signal lights wired to my dash.(On the CJ)I can see when my
turn signals and brake lights work.So I could tell immediately when they were acting
up.The three days I drove it were interesting with what it would do.Sometimes it would
come on with next to no pressure and others I could really stuff the pedal and nothing but
a flicker or nothing at all.Jon,try unplugging the pressure switch after the lights have
come on from sitting.If you have a meter you can check across the two terminals to see if
thats what it is..Good luck and keep us posted.More ideas anybody???............
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,30 September 2002,at 9:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>13879 NEXT>
13889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey now soupy,don't let your pride get in the way of a hot babe!(Sorry Brute,I just read
your post about your brake light problem too and after great contemplation,it jusy
occured to me that our trucks actually HAVE brake lights!!!???...wwhoaa wwhhooo!!
Now,hot babes...I know about I'm sorry that I've reached the end of my M715 knowledge
so soon).soupy,give that girl a ride!
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>tony
EMAIL>lighthousebeer@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 2:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13875 NEXT>13908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iam in the process of doing the brakes on our 67'M715.They are
in realy bad shape.I would suggest finding and using the silicone type brake fluid rather
than the DOT 3 or DOT 4.There must have been a good reason why the military speck'd
Silicone type fluid.
SUBJECT>Re:bulbs??POSTER>tony EMAIL>lighthousebeer@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 2:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13651
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can purchase headlight bulbs and dash bulbs and directional/brake
bulbs from Southeastern Equipment Co.Inc.Augusta,Ga.I have gotten
several parts from them bulbs encluded.Ask for Roy Smith or
Byron.Their phone #is 1-800-733-7326.They also have a web site.
I think its SECOaugusta.com.
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big in-dash switch with the three handles (pressure switch?)on my truck went nuts
on me.It had worked fine for the previous owner then the truck sat for a while.When I
got it it worked ok for a few weeks then it got frustrating and I took it out.
It's a good guess it's going bad...it's 30 years old and an electrical component.
SUBJECT>Re:howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13885 NEXT>13894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO,NO...Don't listen to Gary!...Play the hard to get angle,that's the thing now a days.If
you're not a challenge she'll lose interest QUICK.Yup,she'll need to retract that 'cute
turtle'comment to get a ride.Oh and 18 is,of course,legal...but flakey pain in the ass.
You know what to do.
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13872
NEXT>13905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
Another tire with really good load caps and a decent pattern,and comparable to boggers.price wise..maybe a little
more,are the Parnelli Jones tires.The PJ's have had rave
reviews and oughta wear pretty good too for more street than off roading.
I love my boggers though.:)
SUBJECT>Speed Bleeders POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
Last night I replaced my master cylinder with the dual circuit model and also added those
new fangled Speed Bleeders.All I had to do was loosen them,pump the peddle a few
times and then tighten them.I didn't have to get help holding pressure on the line or any
of that mess.They saved me a lot of time and energey.If you get a chance-
Autozone had them for $16 for 4.The package is in their section with all the misc.little
parts.It says HELP!SPEED BLEEDERS on the box and you want part number 12701.
On a side note,now I only have to press my brake pedal about an inch and for the first
time ever it'll lock up all 4 tires.Best $38 I ever spent.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Speed Bleeders POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13891 NEXT>13895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I must have missed something?4 for $16.why was it $38?They sound like a great add-
on to the beast.
Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:I'm (-)this close.POSTER>KLINGER715
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EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good!BUY IT!It's only $$$$It is better to drive $2250,than to look at it in your
hand.Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13889 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take her out to the local Lake/mud hole park in the middle and the ask her to retract her
statement.She has 3 options.1)Put out!2)Get out!3)go fishing!HeHe!Klinger
SUBJECT>Re:Speed Bleeders POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13892
NEXT>14044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The master cylinder was the rest...the mid 70's 'vette masters are relatively low priced.I.got mine from Advanced
for something like $16!
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13881 NEXT>13923 13927 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Had exact same problem and changed pressure switch,problem went away.My problem
was with aftermarket switch,low pressure activation type.It wouldn't fail all the time and
I thought barometric pressure might have something to do with it?Anyway,I bet if you
change the switch,the problem will go away.Painless wiring has two types:a standard
and low pressure.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>Ronnie Harris EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys.I put dot 3 in and it works good now but i now am going to go through
system and check it all out.Thanks for all the help.
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13879 NEXT>13900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,when I read the post about the first "cute"comment,I thought that at least I would
never be so silly as to have ever applied such a label to these trucks.I must admit,though,
that I now have.In ONE situation.I went to look at one near where I live and there were
two parked side by side in a lot full of 5-ton 6x6 trucks.Ya gotta admit,in such an
atmosphere,the M715's come out looking a little cute-n-cuddly.Sorry if I've offended any
sensabilities,and I'm not defending anyone who calls anyone's rig "cute"out of sheer
disregard for what they are and what they can do.
SUBJECT>Re:350 into m715 POSTER>ivan EMAIL>k_sauve76@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13768
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gary,i am thinking of doing the same swap.could you send me the same pictures?
SUBJECT>Katie...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13898
NEXT>13906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was at a surplus and the guy had a really cool looking 5 ton,6 by,beadlocked,Michelin
shod dumptruck there and I said "that would be a neat little toy."The guy stopped and
stared me as if waiting for an apology or something.I ignored him and went over and
crawled under it.
"Butt-ass ugly,"is a popular term with the ladies,as is the line,"you built THAT?!".Nice to have ya around Kate!
SUBJECT>anyone in SW spare a spare?POSTER>ivan
EMAIL>k_sauve76@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13902 13907 13917 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i am in Las Cruces New Mexico and i need to get a spare tire.there are no other m-715
that i know of in the area,and i can't find anyone willing to part with a rim from the
wheel interchange list on this site.i am a full-time college student with not much mula to
spare,so custom rims are out of the question at $200-275 a piece.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone in SW spare a spare?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You just need a stock wheel?
Contact Roman's Surplus in Chambersburg PA.
Actually,it's Roman's Army Store.1.717.263.3700
He's got a ton of 715 wheels in surplus condition for $25 with ring.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Land EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at
8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13870 NEXT>13913
LINKNAME>Veteran Vehicles/Bob Stahl info
LINKURL>http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/stahl/index.html
This link should get you Veteran Vehicles's/Bob Stahl's contact info:
http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/stahl/index.html
Regards,
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christopher land
Seneca,SC
SUBJECT>Re:I'm (-)this close.POSTER>Larry Small EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,
I don't know if it did come from Pelican Lake but I'll try and find out.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.I spent some time last night on some online classifieds,tying to get a little break
on the price.
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:anyone in SW spare a spare?POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out www.i10surplus.com,Lots of tires and wheels and close to you in Tucson Az.
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13886 NEXT>13920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tony...just a quick question and please tell me if I'm wrong with the following.
Was that silicon fluid the best then?Is that why the military used it and do you think that
technology,even in brake fluid,has made that type of fluid use obsolete and no longer
'special,'or a specified item?
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13795 NEXT>13910
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,
There's a screen on the fuel inlet pipe IN the bottom of the tank.I found that on the last 2
715s I had that screen got all packed full of rust chips and wouldn't let much gas through.
I tore off that screen and payed attantion to the filter and didn't have any trouble since.
As for your tranny-my truck has an SM465 that has reverse to the right and down.It has
a PTO port on both sides of it and is ribbed like a murf.There are also 3 holes on the
passenger side of the tranny that look to be right for mounting the shift levers for the xfer
case.I dunno if you got the same,but with that wealth of information I just gave you-you
should be able to tell.
Sounds like your rig needs a little love and you're giving it to her.Really gentle like.All
caring and easy-not asking for too much too quick,but just a gentle nudge for more than
she wants to give.It's like your truck is all "I don't want to do that now."and you're all
"That's cool,I'll just wait until you're ready.I'm here for you and when you work up to
doing the things I want then we can."Don't worry about her not feeling comfortable going
the places you have a burning desire to take her,or being entirely comfortable with the
stuff you need to do to her,she'll come into her own soon enough.
Anyhow......I'm looking forward to seeing those pics of her.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13909 NEXT>13914 13956 13960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicergear -is Brian scareing you too?
SUBJECT>brake pads POSTER>westernnewyorkm715 EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com.DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 12:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13916 13919 13921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the dimensions of the 715's (stock)brakes?Will the 13"x 2.5"listed for J-
Trucks (and certain FCs)work.I looked in the card file and it appeared that someone said
the J-Truck "rears"would work for the 715 "fronts."Any help would be most
appreciated.If anyone has common (NAPA,Bendix,etc)part nos.for "off-the-shelf"
brake parts (i.e.wheel and master cyl,etc.)could you send 'em my way.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I going to be the only 715 at this years $$Jeep Jamboree $$in Maine
this week?POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 12:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13878 NEXT>13918 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug where in Maine are you I am in Mass.have a camp in Starks outside farmington
ME.working this weekend sorry FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,
at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13903 NEXT>13959 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ThanksChris knew it was out there somewhere are you in the New England area I am
from Mass ??Franko'
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13910 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't know about Spicer but I'll never leave my truck alone with Brian after reading that
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post!She's all mine :)
SUBJECT>Re:tire question POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13869
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most likely Katie is talking about the MT/R.They are quite well received among the
rockcrawler crowd,but I haven't heard much about their mud performance.If you pick up
any of the fourwheeler rags that cover rocks,the MT/R is the current tire of choice.The
MT/Rs would be significantly quieter than the boggers,but in the sloppy mud,the
boggers would still run circles around the MT/Rs.
I just put tires on my Silverado last week and priced MT/Rs,285 75R16s were 209 each.I
didn't buy them.My 38.5x11 boggers were 200 each....something to chew on...
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13911
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a set of 6 rims For $100.00 2 problems ---I'm in New York and they have dry
rotted tires so they are heavy.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone in SW spare a spare?POSTER>frank
EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of 6 rims for $100 but I live in New York and they still have the dry rotted
tires so they are heavy.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Am I going to be the only 715 at this years $$Jeep Jamboree $$in Maine
this week?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,
1 October 2002,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on Mount Desert Island.(Acadia national Park,Bar Harbor )Sorry to hear you have
to work!Guess I'm on my own.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>tony EMAIL>lighthousebeer@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13911
NEXT>13925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced the fronts using parts from Advance Auto Parts.
Have them punch in FR320.They fit just fine.Now Iam looking
to do the rears but I need to know if they are the same as the fronts.
Brake cyclinders are another story.
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>tony
EMAIL>lighthousebeer@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13908 NEXT>13935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not know the answer to your question.I only know what someone else had said that
DOT fluid soaks up water like a sponge and creates sediment.I was talkting to a guy at
JUST BRAKES today and he a
break specialist did not have a clue about Silicone fluid.However
he was sure to enlighten me as to the need to change any fluid yearly or 12,000 miles.I
just know I have seen the silicone stuff at
a few shows.I need to research it a bit more.Anyone with military
knowledge about silicone break fuild?
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>Tommy EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 October
2002,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3VrmvBuqho
PREVIOUS>13911 NEXT>13951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found the following in an old ammo box,came from Leo Porter Wagner 2530-00-933-
3584 Marked M715 left wheel cyl.no #on right
WC kit 998360 3609
EIS brake parts..Master Cyl kit 932833..Thats all I got
SUBJECT>Which manual...POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has the proper order for the spark plug wires?I wanted to see if mine were in the proper
cylinder since I can't seem to settle the engine down any other way...
Thanks,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So -where does one obtain one of these pressure switches?
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13922
NEXT>13965 14036 14037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the 230 engine,from #1 the wires go on the distributor in a counter clock wise
rotation.The manuals never actually say this.I found out the hard way by putting them on
backward and never quite getting it to start.The order is printed on the valve cover....easy
to remember...
15 36 24
just think about it this way,15 is too young,36 to old,24 is just right....an old mechanic
told me that one...not that I agree with the numbers but it does make em easier to
remember.
If I missed anything you need to know,repost.
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13919
NEXT>13931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All the brake shoes on the truck are the same....well there is a longer and shorter shoe in
each drum,but all 4 use the same ones.The wheel cylinders are the same on the left front
and rear and then the right front and rear are the same,just the side matters,if I remember
right,because of the brake line mounting at an angle.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13883
NEXT>13938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aluminum does "rust"...ever seen that white powder on an alternator with an aluminum
case....thats aluminum rusting/corroding.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13896.NEXT>13932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,I couldn't figure anything but that switch but then ya never know till ya ask.
Do you happen to have a prt number for the pressure switch...is this something I can order
online?
Thanks in advance.
By the way,I have a 300 mile road trip planned for this weekend in the truck...if your in
northern Wisconsin,just listen for the roar!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer Plug POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13846
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.midwestmil.com/
LINKURL>http://www.midwestmil.com/
I remember a few years ago that John Bizal from Midwest Military had a couple of those
cables for sale....don't know if he has any now but he may know where some are.You ca
email him from his website at the link below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1
October 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13826 NEXT>13934
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,you've seen mine sprung over and a cab lift,thats what you got to do to run 40's
SUBJECT>Re:Am I going to be the only 715 at this years $$Jeep Jamboree $$in Maine
this week?POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13878 NEXT>13954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug if you ever are down Farmington way give me a heads up on the computer must be
like heaven on mt.Desert isle in the fall!!
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads and Ujoint yokes?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13925 NEXT>
13936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brute I didn't know abut the twp different sizes of shoes?I just did my fronts with dually
Jtruck rear shoes and the shoes appeared to be identical and mounted up like they were
supposed too after modifying the return spring anchors.Did I miss something important
here?I did use the different left and right cylinders.Any info is appreciated.
Also has anyone converted to larger Ujoint yokes on Tcase and differentials?I've got cab
and sheet metal off making tranny and motor mounts and was going to do drive shafts
next.Thought maybe someone might have part numbers or info....later
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13927
NEXT>13937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get the cheap type at the regular parts stores,about 6 bucks a piece.I've had no
trouble with them using dot 3 or 4 brake fluid but dot5 (silicone)fluid will eat them in
maybe two months.You can get the silicone ready ones for about 25 bucks from some
street rod based electric supply but I can't remember the name right now -It's named after
some guy.The cheapy ones typically have two male bullet connectors and 1/8NPT fitting.
Pretty standard stuff,any employee should know what you're looking for.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13864
NEXT>13944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jay,im pretty sure you could cut the pan out of a j truck and weld it in (assuming you ca
find a non rusted one)good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13929 NEXT>13950 13953 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hang on there Wout,I have a 3''cab lift only with 900-20 Firestone superall traction tires
at 41''tall.There is plenty of clearince.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:What type brake fluid to use POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Silicone will NOT eat paint -to me that's the best positive to it.And yea,it won't absorb
moisture but on a vented system moisture will find it's way into the reservoir and over
time it builds up in the fluid.From what I've heard,in extreme cases the moisture will
settle (remember the 'ol oil and water in a bottle thing?)and make its way to the lowest
point in the system -usually the wheel cylinders -and screw them up faster than with dot
3 or 4.
In my mind the main negative is the cost,I think about 10 bucks a pint.Also,you're not
supposed to switch from regular to silicone fluid without also replacing ALL the rubber.in the system,otherwise
it'll swell and fail.
I've used the stuff in my '51 Dodge for about 3 years and I'm very happy with it.I
recommend it if you have a few extra bucks to spend but performance wise,I've noticed
no real advantages -maybe even a bit spongier than regular fluid.
Also remember that the newer master cylinders are sealed and allow for any fluid level
change with the bellowed rubber gasket under the cap so in most cases water absorption
shouldn't be an issue either way.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads and Ujoint yokes?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13931 NEXT>13945 13946 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You'd need bigger yokes otherwise you'll have a bunch of conversion u-joints.
The shoes are the same front to rear,left to right but the lining is different lengths.The
short lining goes in front of the axle,the long lining behind the axle.Same for each
wheel.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13932
NEXT>13942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just remembered,Ron Francis Wireworks has the premium switches.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13926
NEXT>13940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oxidizing would be more correct.Either way,it would be tough to weld an Aluminum
patch panel into a steel floor
SUBJECT>Steering assist ???POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1
October 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone with experience in this area?I am getting ready to do this and have a few
questions for you.I know roger has done this but he hasnt answered my email yet.Must
be busy.
My questions deal mainly with modifying the gear box to drive the ram.
Thanks for any replys
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>13938 NEXT>13970 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Pretty much the point that I was aiming at --dissimilar metals.
I never said aluminum wouldn't oxidize or corrode,it won't "rust".
Iron (steel)products rust.
Joe
SUBJECT>ANTENNA POSTER>arlindo vilar EMAIL>arvilar@yahoo.com.br
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A KAISER HERE IN BRAZIL AND I AM LOOKING FOR A MILITARY
ANTENNA THA FITS MY JEEP.IF ANYBODY HAVE THE ADRESS PLEASE
INFORM BECAUSE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BUY SUCH EQUIPMENT HERE IN
BRAZIL,TKS.
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13937
NEXT>13949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris....gonna do a brake swap in a while with dot 5...for now the cheapie will
work as I'm using dot 3...now I'm covered for both.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:howie,another CUTE comment.....POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13879
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brian
If she wants a ride bad enough maybe youll get to show her mini mr turtle.Tell her if shes
nice to him he will poke his head out of his shell!
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13933 NEXT>13952 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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You might check JC Whitney,they have a mess of different repair panels available,
maybe for J truck also.
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads and Ujoint yokes?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>13936 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah what I meant is larger size U joint series yokes that fit stock Tcase and diffs to
upgrade to stronger parts.Just thought somebody may have done it already.Driveshafts.are going to be upgaded
regardless with conversion joints for now until I figure out what
part numbers will fit stock Tcase and diffs.
SUBJECT>Looking for M715 in the Northwest.POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have an M715 in the Washington,Oregon,Idaho area?I would like to
purchase one with a good body,not running ok,for under $2000.
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>kaiser 350 progress report POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hood and fenders are now off the jeep most of the cab is striped engine and transmission
have been removed.
the next phase is sand blasting and then on to the replacement motor automatic
transmission and transfer case.i will be keeping the original axels and brakes,i would
like to replace them with disc brakes but due to the fact the entire axels are soo cost
prohibitive i will keep it for now .so everyone that has done this swap before i will be
rereading your post and i am open to any and all opinions and suggestions thanks in
advance curtis
ps are there any other 715 owners in the houston area ??????????
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>StumpPuller
EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu DATE>Tuesday,1 October 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13942 NEXT>13993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute where in wisconsin you going?
SUBJECT>Re:springover -vs-bodylift POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
October 2002,at 1:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13934 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what I did too,3 of cab lift only.The bed is now level to the bottom of the cab
insteed of the top of the cab
SUBJECT>Re:brake pads POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13921 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered the Advaced Auto FR320's and should be able to put them in Thursday eve.
I've been doing some tests and I think that the pads are the reason my truck is pullin whe
the brakes are applied.I'll let all know!Oh,and the price was something like $21 with a
$16 core.I'll varify that Thurs.
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13944 NEXT>13966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bend the sign,drill a couple holes,tek screw it in,hit the mud.
Nuff sed.
SUBJECT>Perk..nice to see ya.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13934 NEXT>14005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you going to be needing my assistance yet in any post marrital disagreements?
How the two others working out??
SUBJECT>Re:Am I going to be the only 715 at this years $$Jeep Jamboree $$in Maine
this week?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea it's great...even better when all the tourists start going away!
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>13910 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're got damn right he is!He's probably trying to cure his truck's depression about
having a NON overdrive transmission swapped BACK IN.Be like talking a wife/girl into
a boob job and only going 50cc's!Brian's subconscience doesn't particularly like him
anymore.
We should pass around a hat for some counciling for him.
It'll be ok B-,no need to eat a bullet yet.
SUBJECT>Attn-Jason "Iceman"POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13958
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13979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason,
I sent you a letter,but got no reply.
I'm going to be in Hot Springs in 2 weeks and would love to see your truck.I'm going to
the wedding of my cousin (Les Jessup)whom I believe you work with on the police dept.
Let me know if you are interested.
E-mail me if you can.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>Land EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at.6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13913
NEXT>13983 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Franko',
I'm in the South Carolina Upstate,roughly halfway between Charlotte,NC and Atlanta,
GA.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13910 NEXT>13962 14002 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian's brain,needs a week off at the lake and 5-6 cases of beer.
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13924 NEXT>13973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which is the #1 cylinder on the Ignitor (distributor)?I can start there and go CCW -but
which is the #1?
Can you find a picture showing?
Thanks,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13952 NEXT>13967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Jeep panels plus.The have floor panels and braces for the M715.Cheap too.Little bit
of work drilling out spotwelds and stuff,but the end product is better than anything
else....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13966 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link to jeep panels did not work.Try this...http://www.g503.com/dealer/jp-trail.htm
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)....
SUBJECT>winch for sale POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13971 13990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found this winch on ebay less than $500.00 at this time.The add says its for the M715.
Just thought I post my findings.
Winch,PTO driven,7500#cap.Military Truck.Item #1863221609
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 October
2002,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13940 NEXT>13972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a question of semantics really,rust=ferrous oxide
white powdery crap on the side of my trailer =aluminium oxide
chemists joke :Fe -Fe
Fe/\Fe
||
Fe Fe =Ferrous Wheel
\ /
Fe -Fe
SUBJECT>Re:winch for sale POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
October 2002,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13968 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i believe that's off a gama goat ..think it is a LU-2 not LU-4 close but not exactly correct
SUBJECT>Re:sheet metal POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 October
2002,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13970 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DAMN !!this programe took out all my spaces hope ya get the gist of the joke any way ..
the Fe symbols were supposed to be in a circle :(
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>13965 NEXT>13985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
pull the #1 plug and with the switch off get an assistant to "bump"the engine over while
you hold your finger over the #1 spark plug hole.When you feel compression it's on #1
compression stroke (firing)...line up the timing marks (or look to make sure the piston)is
at tdc and look to see where the rotor is pointing...it's #1.Good luck...it sounds more
difficult than it actually is.
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SUBJECT>Re:ANTENNA POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
October 2002,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13941 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo!Dude!Try this:
http://www.shakespeare-ce.com/milintro.htm
SUBJECT>HURRICANE!and im ready-i think POSTER>lee alessi.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at
12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>13978 13980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well im going to play rescue tomorrow!ive got all the fluids checked,and the fording kit
is prepped!anyone else in its path?
18miles EAST of Baton Rouge
SUBJECT>Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>13994 13999 14018 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
First,does anyone run an NP205 mounted completely above the frame rails?
Next,I have a serious vibration at around 3000 rpm,but only in my top gear.I had the
tranny rebuilt (Sm465)and the driveshafts made at a reputable shop.I got lockouts to see
if the vibration was a bearing going out in the front or rear output of my xfer case,but it
didn't stop with the front axle dissengaged (and the driveshaft tied to not spin at all).I put
the xfer case in neutral and the vibration is gone.I assumed it was a bearing going out on
my rear output of my tranny,but then I looked at some web pages and it occured to me
that my driveshaft angle may be too severe.I have the output almost all the way to the
floor of the cab since I mounted it all as high as I could.Any thoughts?Anyone done a
high-drive conversion on a NP200 and had any trouble?
I guess I'll take out the rear shaft and see if it makes the noise running it front wheel drive
style.I have a shakle reversal in the rear,but not a spring over in the front,so that adds to
the angle.My xfer case is so high that the shaft almost rubs my dog trot.
By the way,all my yokes feel tight.The yokes on my shaft are phased,and it's balanced.
Please help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!and im ready-i think POSTER>JASON"Iceman"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13976 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you could use a hand i can come down and help if need be.Just let me know.Hope
everything will be ok for all of yall in LA.Keep your chin up and follow your procedures
yall will be fine.GOD BLESS
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:Attn-Jason "Iceman"POSTER>JASON"Iceman"
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian i just got your e-mail i sent you one.Les works at the hspd i work for the sheriff's
office.Come on down ill show you around and have a heck of a time.
Iceman.SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!and im ready-i think POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13976 NEXT>13984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,Paul here from Tulsa.Let me know if you need any help down your way.I've
been through a couple of those storms and it can get kinda weird!!Anyway,if you have
power during the worst of it,send us some storm updates.Take care!!
Paul
SUBJECT>m725 accelerator pedal POSTER>Bmoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13982 13987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all!What kind of gas pedal originally comes on a m715 truck?My m725 has this
little stub.Is there a pedal unit that hooks to it?I am used to driving it this way,but am
curious.Thanks for any help.
Here is a link to a photo of my pedals.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:m725 accelerator pedal POSTER>Bmoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13981 NEXT>LINKNAME>m725 pedal photo
LINKURL>http://www.awarehead.com/m725-pedal.jpg
Oops..here is that link :-)
www.awarehead.com/m725-pedal.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:tailgate POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 October
2002,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13959 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Chris thanksfor the reply thought you may have been up this way since you had
heard of veteran vechicles see ya FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!and im ready-i think POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13980 NEXT>14000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
remember no matter how much air you put in your tires the truck won't float.be safe rick
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>Tony Alston
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EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13973 NEXT>13992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm....got any suggestions for the single person?
SUBJECT>Gas pedal studs POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the 2 bolts/studs that fit inside the accelerator pedal still available for purchase
somewhere?Mine didn't survive being sandblasted (too much rust).Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:m725 accelerator pedal POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has new gas pedals.ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must begin this post by stating that although I'm new to this board and the M715 family,
I've been very impressed with the willingness of many of its members to go out of their
way to help a fellow M715 owner (member).Gary Topaz went out of his way to buy me a
tailgate and ship it to me--he asked for no profit and sent it before being paid!I've had
similar experiences with Andy Hinson who sold me a harness (cheap!),and Tommy
Phillips and Jesse Oliver who both GAVE me some electrical parts for free because they
weren't using them.This is indeed a special group of people that I am proud to be
associated with.
I want to follow these examples of unselfishness by offering a good tailgate to whomever
can use it for FREE.It came with my truck,is home-made out of quarter-inch plate steel.
It looks very similar to the original but is VERY heavy and would have to be picked up (I
can't ship it).If you are not interested in having an original tailgate,but need one that
works,here it is (for FREE).
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you're correct to suspect the pressure switch.
SUBJECT>Re:winch for sale POSTER>45dukw EMAIL>dukw@sterlingmicro.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I noticed the input shaft is on the wrong side for an M715.
SUBJECT>no wiring harness yet POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>13995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,am i disgusted.went to the zone to get my wiring harness,they said the order had
been cancelled.no one knew why,possibly it was out of stock.i went to ez wiring,they.don't have this harness,as best
i could tell,theirs are for the cab etc.anyone have an idea.
i had this weekend to work on my truck,now i won't have the parts.please excuse the no
caps,my computer has a tendency to erase large sections of what i have typed,when i hit
the shift keys,and i get a little iritated at this.i guess right now i am kind of on edge
anyway.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13985 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take all the plugs out and you can usually turn it by hand using the fan.Or put a socket on
the crank pulley bolt and turn it.You can turn it rather slow and still get good pressure at
your finger tip.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Who can solve this one?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in the Wausau area and am driving to Spread Eagle which is near Iron Mountain,
MI.My wife parents live there and her sister is in with her family from the Czech
Republic.A few years ago,last time they were here,I drove my truck most of the way
there and had my water pump catastrophically fail ruining the fan,pump and pulley,
radiator,shroud and the front half of the crank pulley.Had to tow it the last 15 miles and
leave it there 2 weeks till I had time off and new parts to reassemble it....my point....My
brother in law really liked the truck and wanted to go trail riding even though the water
pump was gone....so this time I definately want to give him the brute4c experience!!
Are you in Wisconsin?If so where?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13977 NEXT>14008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 205 above the bottom frame rail.Its a Dodge divorced 205 that's been twin
sticked.No vibration due to no driveshafts though.Whats the length of your rear
driveshaft and rear offset (left to right)?
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SUBJECT>Re:no wiring harness yet POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13991 NEXT>14010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I have found that Summitt Racing keeps most of the Painless Wiring parts in stock.If
they don't have it,try Parr Automotive in OKC.I have completed several engine swaps
using Painless and several w/Howell.Howell has a web site which is very good.There is
no doubt that Howell has the best quailty harness made today.They have great tech.support.The only drawback is they
are somewhat higher in price than Painless.I used the
Painless harness on my 715 and it has worked great.
Having said all that,I assume that you are trying to find a fuel injection harness.The
Howell website is Howellautomotive.com.
Paul
SUBJECT>Paint-removal and replacement POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14009 14016 14052 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay,
I'm cabinet sandblasting the smaller trim items from my M715.The hideous yellow
sprayed on by the fire department is coming right off,the army green is coming off but a
lot slower.This stuff is TOUGH!Is this CARC paint and should I be concerned about it's
hazardous properties ?What about when I try to start stripping the body outdoors?Next,I
want to re-paint using a simlilarly tough paint that is flat and non-glossy like military
paint,preferably in an Air Force color scheme (dark blue or blue gray).Any ideas?Is
there surplus paint out there that is safe to use?Thanks for any help,JK
SUBJECT>Disconnecting the winch POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I disconnect the winch drive shaft from the the PTO shaft?
SUBJECT>More new pictures are up POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14021 14114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Members Pictures for Jason,who is getting started on his purple beast,Justin,who
has a cammo paint job with a dually rear axle and a dump bed on top,and Rollie has sent
new pics of his truck with 44 inch tires on 15 inch rims...this was accomplished with NO
springover,a cab lift of 4 inches was done along with some fender trimming.Widened
fender flares help keep these monster tires "in"the wheelwell.
Check all these new pictures out in the Members Gallery linked at left.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
October 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13977 NEXT>14007
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a NP202 mounted up high like yours.Since you checked most everything else,all
I can think of is that you have different angles at each end.If you just flipped the shackle
and didn't flip the front mount,you effectively rotated the rear end slightly.The angles
coming from the t-case yoke and the rear end yoke should be the same to within a degree
or two.You may need to shim the rear end a little to get them to match up.When you did
the shackle flip did you need to lengthen the driveshaft?Maybe your slip joint is getting.worn by running stretched
out by the shackle flip?$0.02.
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!NOT READY !!!UPDATE!!!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13984 NEXT>14001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont know why it didnt post....
i just went home and traded my cop car for the beast.got the troop seats in,food,
lanterns,generators,and chainsaw.
it just turned north and is going to pass very close to baton rouge,and my house is
18miles or so NE of that.i hope it will still be standing.
this is now the second worst hurricane in the history of louisiana,after betsy...1965
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!NOT READY !!!UPDATE!!!POSTER>M 715 mudder
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCCFZ7XsULGE PREVIOUS>14000 NEXT>14004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
good luck Lee.living in NC i have been through quite a few of those beasts.our prayers
are with everyone in it's path.....
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 October 2002,at 11:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13960 NEXT>14030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,its okay to love your truck...just dont LOOOOVVEE your truck!As inviting as
that exhaust pipe is......well just let it cool down first!LOL just kidding.Thanks for the
advice..that sounds like my transmission.I really need to go to A&M College Station this
weekend,but I dunno if shes ready for that long of a haul just yet.Hell I might try it
anyways.Ill keep yall posted on what all is getting done,should have those pics soon
Caleb
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SUBJECT>Rollie's truck POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 1:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14041 14139 14143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holly crap Rollie!!
Your truck is looking so good that hard top doesn't even detract from it anymore!!Do you
think you could have gone just a little wider with those tires?Look a little narrow
compared to -uh,uh -maybe the running gear under a Boeing 767 -maybe:-)Nice job on
the diesel conversion.Does it run as good as it looks?
One question,why a tach with a diesel,to tell between 1500 &2000 RPM?lol
Hope mine looks that good some day!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICANE!NOT READY !!!UPDATE!!!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:38 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14001
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck to all members and everyone else in the path of the hurricane.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Perk..nice to see ya.POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13953 NEXT>14011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,My computer died for damn near two weeks.Somthing to do with the driver?Big
trouble with the two wenches,the both found out about each outher,Oh well back to the
drawing board.To hell with the wenches,time to start working on the old 715 again,there
a lot cheaper than chicks.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,
I wanted to give you a list of parts i could use from the junkyard the next time you go if
possible.I'll pay you for you time.Or if anyone has these parts laying around,or on a
parts truck i'd like to get them.
4x metal door panel clips
2x rear axle cone washers
toolbox door latch
Front lower shock mount.
Thank for your help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13999 NEXT>14038
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BPA,
That's what I figured.I checked it out and that appears to be the only thing I can think of.
I took off the rear driveshaft and put a brick on the accelerator and the rear yoke on my
205 spun like a champ and was almost silent.I had it going at 70 mph.Then I reattached
the rear drive and jacked up the back wheel and ran it again at about 60 mph and the rear
output of my 205 sounded like hell.
Non of the yokes look too extreeme,but the 205's yoke is at a bad angle and the 70's yoke
has almost no angle.Think that's it?
If I lower the back end back down then I gotta cut a little from my dog trot since I had the
shafts made and they are about 4"thick.
Hmmmm.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:40
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13994 NEXT>14013
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have no idea of the length,but mine is married to my Sm465,so it's about what yours is
plus about a foot.The left to right offset looks to be about an inch or so.
You had to get custom shafts,didn't you?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint-removal and replacement POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JK,
I finished taking my body down to the metal a few months ago,and it was not fun.I used
aircraft remover which is a brand of paint remover.Once i let that sit for a while i would
scrap as much of the paint off as possible with a putty knife being careful not to gouge the
metal.After i got almost all of it off i would put more aircraft remover on and then use a
scotch brite pad to remove the rest.Finsih sanded by hand and then painted.I also sand
blasted some of the nooks that were difficult to get to.It was more work than i had
wanted and took forever,but it was done right.Good luck.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:no wiring harness yet POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13995 NEXT>14012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thank you,yes I have '87 tbi.i will try howell,i may try calling painless to see if they can
tell me why this happened with the zone.i found one last night on some site,they wanted
475.00.ouch.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Perk..nice to see ya.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14005 NEXT>14028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I had a blind date last night...if I were blind it would have been fine.
Back to the truck...new front pads tonight that will hopefully cure the dreaded pull from
the right front not locking up,pads look dark.
This weekend I should be tearing apart the front to slip in a posi.If all goes well I'll have
sweet,even hard braking,and a true four wheel drive...which sensibly should snowball
into making a roll bar since now I'll be able to climb where I aim...'til the holley floods
from the angle.
SUBJECT>Re:no wiring harness yet POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14010 NEXT>14014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wayne,
One of my buddies has a website that seems to always beat the prices of,he carries
painless also.It is MESA4X4.com.Try him out if you're interested in painless.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14008 NEXT>14017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now mine will be 16"long with a 3"dogleg.I can run it like this with a double
cardan joint on each end.The rear end should point to tcase output (without a dogleg
mind you)to avoid problems with ujoints.Yep custom made driveshafts;all four of them.
I run a SM420 trans,brownie (28%over &under drive),Dodge divorced 205.
SUBJECT>I lied Wayne POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14012 NEXT>14024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Sorry i just got off the phone with my buddy,and he said he doesn't carry painless.
Daniel
SUBJECT>custom rim backspacing for 39.5/15/15 boggers.POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the post a week ago on spacing and saw the info from T-man on spacing his 39
swampers and was wondering if anyone knows what the rear boggers were spaced?
Thanks for any info.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint-removal and replacement POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You don't want to inhale if your sanding/blasting CARC paint.Known to cause cancer.
CARC (or commercial equalate)is safe is applied and removed according to
manufactures instructions.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14013 NEXT>14025
14054 14055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's this "Dogleg"you speak of?Is that just a jut over?
I have about a 6'driveshaft and of that it goes to the left about 2 inches.The angle of my
D70 is almost none,but the angle to my NP205 is pretty steep.Does that matter?
Did you have to cut your dog trot to get your rear driveshaft to not rub?.SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian
Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>13977 NEXT>14074
14086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/lst?&.dir=/Disk+E-
brake&.src=gr&.view=t&.last=1
Here are some pics of my driveshaft angle
SUBJECT>Re:Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13988 NEXT>14020 14053 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14019 NEXT>14023
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a front bumper I've been trying to give to someone.Same as the tailgate he
mentioned,it's not stock,but a stronger version and thus weights too much to ship.I'll
carry it to your truck,but I can't UPS.
Memphis,TN.
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Please take it,it needs a home.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:More new pictures are up POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie toooo cooool
SUBJECT>Re:custom rim backspacing for 39.5/15/15 boggers.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14015 NEXT>14034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tman used the same backspacing all round....if I remember right.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14020 NEXT>
14039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Steve,
GREAT WORD!And you even squoze two more syllables out of a two syllable root!.Makes me out to look like a bastard
with that $1 thing.
SUBJECT>Re:I lied Wayne POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14014 NEXT>14027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I lied also!!The web site for Howell(TBI harness/wiring)is howell-efi.com.The other
Howell has some 715 parts though.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14017 NEXT>14029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By dogleg I mean the amount left to right.You got a 2 inch dogleg to the left according to
your message.You can put in a double cardan joint (2 ujoints mounted together)some call
this a CV joint.That way you operate in 2 rotational planes instead of one.Are the
springs flat or still in good shape?My rear axle has about 3 to 5 degrees up angle at the
pinion.In truth I'll probably need like 9 degrees before its over.My rear driveshaft will
probably need double cardans at each end if I dont adjust for the angle.Each one of these
joints cost about $300 locally (KC area).You can reshim (or reweld the spring mounts)on
the rear end so the pinion is pointed at the output of the tcase.Yes I had to offset the
brownie &tcase by 5/8"from each other as well as from the transmission.In other words
everything is 5/8"(2 to 4 degrees)to the right of whatever is in front of it.Buy a cheap
1.00 protractor anywhere they sell school supplies and measure your rear angle if its
getting past 16 degrees and well on the way to 20 degrees I'd get a a double cardan.If all
you do is run trails you could probably live with it.If you street drive it (like I do)and
expect to do 50 to 70 mph make all the transitions as smooth as possible.
SUBJECT>vin #for brute4c POSTER>Land EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 October
2002,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14049 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
The vin #for my 9/67 M715 wo/wn is 15651.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'67 M715 wo/wn
SUBJECT>Re:I lied Wayne POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14024 NEXT>14035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow thank you all,i called painless,they said they were out of stock,and their computer
just cancells the zone orders if the product is not in stock,and it could be a week or two
until it would be in stock.so they recommended summit,or jegs.i couldn't find it on jegs
site,so i went to summit,they had it in stock.i got it with overnight shipping and still.saved 41.00 over the
zone.anyway,that is where i am so far,maybe it will help someone
else if they need it.i will let you know how it installs.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Perk..nice to see ya.POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14011 NEXT>14088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would you mind telling me a little about what it takes to put the locker in.i've had one for
about 2 years now,have gotten my nerve up to tear all the front apart.if my harness
works,i'm going to start back on these other things.thanks in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14025 NEXT>14031
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hew,
My springs are in good shape.I couldn't ask for more.My axle pinion is almost in line
with the driveshaft as far as angle is concerned,but my xfer pinion has quite a steep
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angle.I'll check it out with the protractor idea.
I have the shakel reversal going,and I think that's alot of my problem,because that's
about 5"(?)of lift that's going to angle my transfer case more.
So,what you're saying is that it's alright that I have a 2"dogleg,and alright that I have my
axle pinion pointed at my xfer yoke,but bad that I may have more angle at one yoke tha
I do at another?
I hate to get a CV joint since I just go these driveshafts made.Damn.I do drive it on the
road alot and always at top speed (I live ON the highway-literally).
Hmmmmm.My next test is to cut a hump outta my dog trot,lower my truck back to
normal height,and run it and see how it does.
Think it'll work?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14002 NEXT>14048
14075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhhhh.....The Truth About Cat's and Dogs.Date movie for me-1997 it was,her eyes
were blue and her hair was bleach blond.She was stupid and I told her no one ever got
drunk on Boone's Farm.She hated me the next day,but I'd already gotten what I was
after.
My truck has 2 1/2 inch exhaust pipes.I don't get why you keep bringing that up.What do
you guys do over there in the Lone Star?.I've tried to drive my truck the 30 miles to work twice now.Never made it
over 7.Just
bring plenty of gear oil and every tool you own (though you'll only need the one your
forgot).
Whistler.Tornado.Who names the motors?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14029 NEXT>14032 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Throw in a Gear Vendor's Overdrive unit while you're at it too.
Why not just drop t case mount an inch or two.You have the shackles reversed so you'll
still be over stock height.And don't forget that your truck is a tab bit snug on the little
jeep trails and usually has another 6 inches of clearance over the lil'jeeps anyway.
Quit acting like a twist.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14031 NEXT>14033
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your solution was stupid and I think you should be banned.Since I'm in dire straights
here and you just wasted my time I'm gonna type what Amanda just said:
"Why does he hate Jeeps so much now?Bitter?"She also says that you won't ever have a
good relationship since you're such a prick and have little people skills.She laughs that it
hurt your feelings that she blocked your e-mail.
(Actually,she only said what's in quotes,I just threw the rest in to make you cry at work
so your co-workers would laugh at you)
-B.(AKA B-)
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14032 NEXT>14042 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That had nothing to do with hating jeeps,dimwit.I'm just saying that you're all saying
about the t case above the rails which is nice unless it pinches the u joint angle.You may
wanna try and unbolt the crossmember and let the rear of the case down on a jack and see
if the vibration goes away.You still have the front mounts so it shouldn't get a way.It
may work.Even if you lose a couple inches of clearance you'll be winning the war,and
not spending the green on a new shaft of cardian joint.
"...,bitter?"Funny,no.Did she replace the t case belt yet?
And the only Jeeps I may be bitter about are actually the owners of some of the new
Rubicon's.Posi's,GPS,all that and these jackasses bought it because of the tag and.luminous goodies instead of the
ability to climb a tree.That's not a 'Jeep thing.'
SUBJECT>Re:custom rim backspacing for 39.5/15/15 boggers.POSTER>Adam
Goodwin EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at
11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14022 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
same backspacing but with a 12"rim.Ok sounds like a plain
SUBJECT>Re:I lied Wayne POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad you found one.Painless has great tech department via 800 number.I have called
them many times and always found solutions to problems.Let me know if you need
anything.
Paul
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SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>13924 NEXT>
14076 LINKNAME>Ignitor Drawing LINKURL>http://198.59.163.12/images/ignitor.jpg
So -I make a quick drawing of what I have.Does it match anyone elses setup?
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3
October 2002,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14007 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,the angles gotta match up pretty close.You can probably assume that the left to
right (dogleg)angles are good unless your frame is bent to hell.I'm running pretty much
stock height so a single u-joint at each end is fine.If you get much lift going you'll start to
max out the operating angles of the joints,especially when you get it twisted up.There is
an outfit called High Angle Driveline that makes a very cool transfer case e-brake and
1350 CV joint set up the bolts to a NP205.Kinda pricey but will fix most problems and is
trick.Call them at (530)877-2875 or check out their website.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the shoe fits......LOL
SUBJECT>power steering install POSTER>westernnewyorkm715
EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FWIW-This month's JP MAGAZINE has an article on "Big Steering,bolt-on power
assist for FSJs"Good discussion on steering shaft updates...and the 715s are actually
mentioned.Funny thing tho',the very next article deals with repairing and reinforcing the.steering bracketry and
frame mount after their FSJ power steering tore loose.
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's truck POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14003 NEXT>14142 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rollie,
Outstanding job!That is a perfect example of what I'm trying to achieve.It doesn't look
like you touched the outside body of the truck other than shortening the front of the
fender(which I've already done anyway).How much cutting to the underbody was
required?Do you think you could get pics of the under fender with the wheel cocked all
the way to one side?
I only want to run 40's so...I am now sure it can be done with a 3 inch body lift.The only
question is how much permanent hacking I would have to do on the ole girl?
again,GREAT job!keep us posted on how well that front axle holds up to 44's and that
low down dirty diesel torque.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14033 NEXT>14050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to agree with you about the rubicon,most wrangler drivers wouldn't know a "jeep
wave"if it hit them in the face.I'm glad jeep is thinking of us even though none of us
(maybe just me)can afford the rubicon.
SUBJECT>20"wheel guys POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know some of you have built 20"wheels for your trucks.What thickness metal did you
use for your centers?have you had any trouble using flat metal instead of centers with
reinforcing sections?
SUBJECT>Re:Speed Bleeders POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13895 NEXT>14087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Did you use a power booster also or just the master cylinder?
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheel guys POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14043 NEXT>14047 14093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I run 900-20 on Diamond custom wheels,the center thickness is 3/8 they seem very
strong.PerkM715.SUBJECT>need some measurements.POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have a cast iron sm465 bell housing?if so would you please measure the flat
surface area where the trans bolts up?what i am trying to do is use one -if it is large
enough-to put a nv4500 in my truck without selling a kidney for advance's housing.the
index hole is the same size and if there is enough room i can drill and tap new mounting
holes in cast iron housing.
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheel guys POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14045 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks perk,i was afraid that without stamped reinforcements that they would flex.
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SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What keeps goin wrong after 7 miles?Mine seems to be driving better and better the
more i go...but i do keep just about every spare part or replacement i can think of in the
toolbox just in case.So far Ive had it up to 50 mph with no probs...although its kinda
scary cuz ive never driven her that fast before and the power steering is really sensitive so
the slightest bump sends me careening over two lanes,scares the shit outta the other
people in traffic lol.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14026 NEXT>14057 14079 14090 14174 14212 14249 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for adding to the list...we are up to 178 M715's,18 M725's and 4 M726's...no
M724's to date....bet theres more out there somewhere....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just for grins,did you guys Know the partial meaning of "Rubicon"???
I pulled this from an old dictionary,it says...A bounding or limiting line,one that whe
crossed commits a person irrevocably....
Basically,once you get started you can't turn back..
Ok its slow here at work....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:37 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>14006 NEXT>
14059 14062 14082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
It'll be a while before I go junkin'next.I'm moving into a new house this weekend,and
next.Then I'll be in Texas the weekend of the 18th.If you haven't found anything before
then,I'll see what I can do.
I'll post next time I go.Have you tried e-mailing AB for some of that stuff?
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Paint-removal and replacement POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13996 NEXT>14056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
The primary hazard with the original base color green is that it contains lead.I tested
mine but did not quantify the concentration,however,I believe it to be fairly high.You
don't want to pulverize this stuff by sanding because it will be all over the place.Children
are particularly susceptible to the effects of lead,so be careful if you have kids.The
chemical stripping is a better idea becasue it prevents aerosolization of the lead.I had all
of my big pieces sandblasted by a professional and all of the little pieces I chemically
stripped with a lye solution (see military vehicle mag).Thie original paint on these
vehicles is not CARC (chemical agent resistanct covering).CARC is dangerous primarily
from the component,hexamethyl diisothiocyanate --don't quote me on the chemical,I'll
check in the morning at work).This chemical causes sensitization (apparently from the
studies),asthma and similar ailments.CARC was used (I think)sometime after the late
70s.This information is not absolutely accurate and I am not a expert.I would advise
checking with an expert or researching the topic yourselves.Good luck!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Altruistic group (free tailgate)POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I'm in north central Florida (Gainesville).
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14017 NEXT>14081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dog leg,dog trot.ruff ruff,what the @#*^%are you talking about?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14017 NEXT>14073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian your pinion needs to point the same angle as your tcase to stop vibes like //get a.cheep angle finder at lowes
or homedepot if you tcase is 2 degres down your pinnion
needs two be 2 degres up
SUBJECT>Re:Paint-removal and replacement POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 4:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14052 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,Your correct about when CARC was used.I don't know the date either but I think
it was around 1979-1980 when they first started using it.I ran into a 715 last year that had
been repainted with CARC paint.The military has sold CARC paint a auctions (although
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a Army depot guy told me that shouldn't happen)and some people might have gotten a
hold of some.I'm not an expert either,but I did meet a guy suffering from cancer and
lung related problems who had been in an enviroment where the commerical version was
sanded.He seemed to think that is what caused his problems.Anyway,most of our trucks
don't have CARC paint on them.The test is to use some acetone on a small area of the
paint.If it does not start taking off the paint,it's most likley CARC.At least that's what
my Army buddy says.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14049 NEXT>14071 14182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon the vin#s'for my 2 715s are 10409 and 10079 both are 67'models if you want to
redgister them.thanks matt
SUBJECT>How to register no e-mail POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3
October 2002,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14061
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there can help appreciate it-using public computer that does not allow e-mail
address so I cannot register to become member help!!THANKS FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I saw some of those conical washers at the auto parts store.They were in the orange bins
where the head bolts and studs are.Probably have to go to a big independent or NAPA,
not Autozone or the like.
I think they are used on some intake/exhaust manifolds to center an oversize hole on a
smaller bolt.They may not quite be exactly like stock but definitely close enough.If
you're lazy like me and don't want to look,I can pick some up for you for the cost plus
shipping.
Chris
SUBJECT>Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU
PREVIOUS>NEXT>14064
14066 14067 14072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,my name is Jon.I currently own a 1986 Jeep Grand Wagoneer,and it has too many
things that are needed to be done to make it a serious off-road rig,so Im going to sell it.
My friend told me he had 5 M715's at his fathers house.I asked him how much he wanted
for one,and he said $500.I asked what is wrong with them.He said they all had bee
sitting.We plan on going out there Saturday(day after tomarrow)to look at them and see
which one I want.Im pretty excited.I need to ask some questions though.
What kind of axles and transmissions do they have?What kind of gear ratios?Where ca
I get parts?
Thank you all in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:How to register no e-mail POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14058 NEXT>14070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,You should buy a 2nd hand computer if money is a problem,you could get one for
short money.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14051 NEXT>14068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,Let me know if you want some lobsters,the price is real low right now.PerkM715
SUBJECT>big month at tellico POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,this weekend is the dixie run,next is the jeep jambo and the one after is the fall
crawl.anybody coming down?love to meet you and talk trucks.could use another m715
to really intimidate those little jeeps.cmon down.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey jon,check out the tech specs in the public menu on the left of the page and definately
read what to look for,right above it.good luck and if theyre not total basket cases thats a
sweet deal.jc
SUBJECT>Bedliner or undercoating?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wewbtv.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>14069 14096 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got my cab off and on it's back and want to insulate aganst sound and heat.Not sure.weather to use bedliner in
a can or good ol rubberized spray on under coating.Any body
have any tips?Was going to use the aluminum foil backed insulating carpet on firewall
but figured it would get wet and fall apart on bottom of cab.Any help is appreciated.
Hope all our southern friends are surviving Lili.Looks pretty rough on the news.Prayers
go out to ya.
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SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!!You could be a very lucky man!!Be sure and check the what to look for in the left
margin of this page.Then again for 500 bucks I wouldn't be to picky...I hope you have a
hard time choosing...May they all be that nice.Hey maybe you should collect vi
numbers off the dash for our records...Good luck and keep us posted...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at $500 a pop,grab a couple for me while you are there(LOL)!What part of the country
are they in?
If they are in decent shape (ie...they at least roll and you can stand on them without falling
through)You'd be either crazy or broke if you don't grab a few of them.
Let us know,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>Rhino
EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14062 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
If I don't call you later next week,I'll set it up for around the Halloween weekend time
frame.(House Warming party)
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Bedliner or undercoating?POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>14065 NEXT>
14092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used spray-on bedliner on my other project truck,and its been on there for 5 years,no
problems.Also the undercoatimg will come off if it contacts gas,and other oil and fluids,
where the bedliner wont.
One thing with bedliner is you have to make sure that you have a clean rough surface to
adhere to,i my case i sandblasted.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:How to register no e-mail POSTER>BBM715.EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14061 NEXT>14101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Franko,
Get an e-mail account on one of the free servers ie:excite or yahoo.I think you can just
sign up no matter where you get on the net.I use a yahoo account and I know I have been
able to get my mail off the computer at work,though I did sign up from home.
Good luck jarhead!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 VIN #27355 w/o winch
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14060 NEXT>14080 14111 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm also interested in where these are located.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14055 NEXT>14084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely perfect!Unless your driveshaft is on a monster truck alpine like angle (\ )
then you can just get a magnetic base angle protractor -usually easy to find at any parts
store -and attach it to a flat surface on the t-case and rear end.The degrees should be
equal and opposite "+2 &-2".If you can't find anything else rotate the yolks parallel to
the ground and use a flat surface to bridge the ears(you WILL need help for this one
unless you are WAY more coordinated than I).Dropping the trans/t-case down a bit helps
the reduce the severity of the angles and you can get shim packs to help turn up,or down,
the rear end so you won't have to move the spring perches.
.02 from a drag racer
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14018 NEXT>14085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!The rock crawler guys would love you.That t-case is UP there tight!The pic of the
driveshaft from the rear looks like you are going the wear grooves in the shaft if you carry
any weight.Are you really that close to the brace?If you aren't a rock fanatic I'd unbolt
the t-case plate and drop it down under the mounts about an inch.If rock crawling is your.thing mount it from the
top of the t-case and use the origional mount for a skid plate -but
still lower it down.If you don't then you are going to have to cut the brace and the
strengthen it,point the D70 AT the t-case(re-weld perches)and buy a cv shaft.
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What ever happened to the disk parking brake setup in the pics (np200)?
Good luck
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is home!!!!!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 October 2002,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
At least yours has a name.Mine is called a "Lima"or "385"
Creative.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Which manual...POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 October
2002,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14037 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tony,Nice drawing.My plug wires are indexed one position counter clockwise from
your drawing.My number 1 sparkplug wire is connected where you have #5 and the
firing order follows around.The previous posts are correct on verifying where your rotor
is pointing in relation to top dead center on the crank and would take the guess work out
of setting up the distributor.Since the oil pump gear drives the dist,the pump may have
been indexed wrong years ago and the rotor could be pointed at any angle for number one
cylinder.The plug wires would need to be repositioned accordingly.good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>my m715 was on good morning america!POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 3:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had to pull extra duty at a hotel that the crew was staying at.i had gone home and
switched my truck for the police car so i could get home.One of the tech guys overslept
so i brought him over to the camera crew at around 6 CST.Glenn Bedel saw it,and i wish
i had it taped.......anyone else see it?
we fared well in the storm.right before it hit the storm lost 50mph,and went from a cat 4
to a cat two..an unheard of drop.......
not to self,buy a better top and get the leaks sealed.....
SUBJECT>M715 coil POSTER>Bill EMAIL>Ozzy1@alltel.net DATE>Friday,4
October 2002,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaahEUvrh0j0o
PREVIOUS>NEXT>14094 14116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in need of a coil for my M715.Is there anyone who knows where one can be
purchased.I got one a year or two ago but lost the contact.
I currently have it up for sale.Very good condition,everything working (except coil at.moment).
Located in the Young Harris,Hiawassee,GA area just across the border from Hayesville,
NC.
Thanks,
Bill Oswald
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14049
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee and I have and M724 with welder/generator vin 10351 3/69
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14072 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geeze Louise!Like a bunch of circling vultures!LOL!
SUBJECT>a canine explanation POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That silly sod is talking about the humped up cross memeber at the front of the bed or the
utility box that goes from side to side.He did tell me,but I wasn't paying much attention.
It's one or the other.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Rhino,or any with Parts Truck POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,
Rhino i hadn't thought of checking AB for these type of parts,but i will.I would
appreciate it if you would still let me know when your going back to the junk yard.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14107
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's looking like I'll be installing a LockRite in the front this weekend.So I'm thinking of
the greasy friggin mess with the hubs,spindle nut,spindle studs and that crap and think,
'why can't I just take off the dust cover,get two new 'ball'seals and take out the upper and
lower king pins and just take the entire knuckle off in one piece?'
Why wouldn't that work,seems like a lot less work?...and I need to replace the big
knuckle seal anyway..Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:00 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14073 NEXT>14118
14128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does it matter that my driveshaft goes down about 12"and to the right about 2"?Or is
that alright as long as I have the +2/-2?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14074 NEXT>14105
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still got that disk brake.Will wanted it,but then never mentioned it again.I think he got
sidetracked by brake shoes on his axles and crap like that.
I'm gonna do the following:I'm going to do whatever it takes to get my up/down angles
closer,and then test it.I know that's where my problem is since my D70 has almost no
angle and my 205 has about 6 degrees.
I appreciate all the help and if you're interested in the xfer case brake,e-mail me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14018
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to remove that rear crossmember.The divorced 205 sits there now.The mount is
made from 1/2"thick x 4"flat iron &8"channel iron.Nothing hangs down below the
frame rails.I have to move the gas tank behind the rear axle (where the spare tire rides ).
SUBJECT>Re:Speed Bleeders POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
My set up was a booster from a late 60's early 70's (I'm guessing,I don't know the civvy
trucks well)Gladiator Pickup and the master was a '76 or'77 corvette NON power unit
with bleeders right on the master cylinder.I went with the non power master because it
has a larger piston than the power units do.The only thing I needed to do was to drill two
more holes in the firewall because the booster mounted with four bolts instead of two.All
pedal linkage bolted up without any modification.This setup definately pushes enough
fluid to work the brakes and the pedal effort is hardly anything.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk..nice to see ya.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14028 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll let you know Wayne.
SUBJECT>FR320 Brake pads POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14103 14125 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went to put them on last night thinking they would be a better fit then they were and
would slap right on and am taking them back today and seeing if advanced can send my
originals out and have them reshoed.The FR320 had several differences from the 715's.
The shoes are the right size,but the mounting is different and not to my liking.Yes,
they'll fit but be prepared to have to use a little creative engineering.Simple stuff,but not
what I feel like doing to get them in there.Where the spring would end up it would rub on
the boots on the wheel cylinders.I didn't feel like drilling another hole or anything else.
Once again...they will fit,but I'm not using them.
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 October
2002,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14049 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,my M725 is a '68 vin #10100.
I'll have to check the M715 later...
SUBJECT>Re:my m715 was on good morning america!POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Morning,
Didn't see the 715 on good morning america.Wasn't
watching that station.Good story.Better get that
top and fix the leaks.Glad to hear you folks didn't
get all that was forcast.We are waiting for the rain
this evening and tomorrow.I have a 715 and the float
carb is saturated I think.Wants to flood out.I am
gonna check the needle valve seat and dip the float in
some gas tank sealer.What do you think about that?
Sure is pretty here today.Leaves falling,slight wind
about 70 degrees.
Jasper Monroe
Buffalo,Kentucky
SUBJECT>Re:Bedliner or undercoating?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14069 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Thanks for the info.exchanged the undercoating for bedliner this morning..SUBJECT>Perk how are the tires??POSTER>dan
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 October
2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14045 NEXT>14130
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have been thinking about going to the 20"rims.
How are the heavy truck tires for traction off-road and on wet pavement.I am worried the
harder durometer and sidewalls might hurt the performance on a lighter truck?Any input
would be appreciated...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 coil POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Friday,
4 October 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc
PREVIOUS>14078 NEXT>14108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
Try Antelope Valley,I got one from them earlier this year.
Joe
SUBJECT>"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14097 14098 14119 14120 14129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and plunge on in,"is what I told myself last night at about 5PM.So I did and am now
the proud,excited,and slightly nervous owner of an M715.It may be the ugliest one on
the face of the earth at present.It's neon yellow/green--front and back of cab,inside of
cab,and bed.It's also splotchy army green--doors and under hood.The canvas top seems
to be brand new and is also army green.It's got a pumper truck bed on it from whatever
government agency had it.They chopped off a foot or two from the end of the frame,but
the piece came with the truck.We need to get that welded back on,go to where it was
purchased and get the regular bed that was included with the deal.It is faded red.So until
we get around to the paint part of the project,I can just pretend I'm driving a really ugly
rainbow.I'm very excited about the project,though.It's going to be a lot of fun.
It did drive all the way home--which is about 40 minutes at the regular freeway speed of
65 and 75MPH.It was a bit longer at 50.It had 7493 on the odometer when I left and the
motor and underhood area are totally clean.No rust anywhere that we could find.We had
a nice bonding experience on the drive home,so it will be a good thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Bedliner or undercoating?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14065 NEXT>14115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd insulate it with bedliner.Heard of others doing the same and it worked really well.I'm
planning to do it on the inside of the 725.
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14095 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Congrats Katie!!
Sucks they cut the frame,but it's not a bad fix...and while you're back there you can start
the gears clicking about mounting a rear winch in that area.*nudge,nudge,wink,wink*:)
Glad to see you found one!
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14095 NEXT>14099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Congratulations!It doesn't sound ugly to me.I think the only ugly color scheme on one of
these would be pink with chrome.
"bonding experience"...???Is that code?
welcome to the family,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14098
NEXT>14102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pink--Oh Dear Lord!The chrome I would shake my head,but still accept.PINK!!!???
Blech!Okay,mine looks MUCH better now.Thank you.And the bonding experience
was because I really had no idea if it would make it all the way home without blowing
something up.It made me a little nervous,but I figured I had to try.So once it was
running along well--noisy and slow,but well--I began to relax and actually enjoy the ride.
And since it's not pink,I'm so much looking forward to seeing how it develops.
SUBJECT>Iceman's bumper POSTER>Land EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,
at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14109 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jason,
I checked out the pics of your truck in the members'gallery (under "Jason,M715,5
pictures,"for those of you who haven't bee there yet).
Pretty cool,but have you considered replacing that incredibly wimpy front
bumper/brushguard with something substantial enough to provide some protection for the
truck if you actually bump into something.:-)
Wonder how much that setup weighs?
Good luck with the truck.
Regards,
Christopher Land
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Seneca,SC
'67 M715 wo/wn
SUBJECT>Re:How to register no e-mail POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at
11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,
Hit a friend or family member for a 5 min stint on their computer and then sign up like a
yahoo account then the library computer may work.Public computers are a real pain.
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14099
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats Katie!!You made me remember when I drove three days to get my new toy
home.It will grow on you for sure...
Again congrats...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14089 NEXT>14106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,If you can get the shoes re-lined go with the webbing liner instead of stock.I had
mine done and you would not believe the difference they stop better than stock and hold
up better in the mud.I had clutch and brake here in Birmingham do them $60.00 a
axle.The only draw back (if you can call it)They are bonded not rivited.Hope this
helps.Will
SUBJECT>M715 POSTER>JOE EMAIL>hARVVV@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,4
October 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14113
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale M715 1968...great shape......been converted to a chevy 350 no rust,,have the
original motor....$2000 or b/o located in north jersey....will transport for fee....forced to
sell
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14085
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I e-mailed you
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14103 NEXT>14121 14146
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Will,I'll keep that in mind.The only thing is that the rear pads would be different.
Hmmmm....
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14083 NEXT>14110 14127 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Should work,keep in mind the weight you are talking about though.You already have the
drum off,so it won't be AS bad.It might be a trick trying to line the axle and the kingpin
up at the same time during reassembly.If you blocked up the pieces,you wouldn't eve
have to disconnect the steering link and brake line.You only have to pull the axle shaft
out about 3 inches,just enough to clear the pig.Sounds like you might be on to
something here.....But I suppose if I want to do it that way,I'll have to send you $1.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:M715 coil POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14094
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 24v coil from any MV should work.Probably any of a hundred sources should stock it,
AB Linn comes to mind.
SUBJECT>Re:Iceman's bumper POSTER>Iceman EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14100
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,I think your right maybe i need to make something alot more heavier and that
will protect my rig better!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lol
No Chris that bumper was on it when i got it but i am going to do some mods on the
front.
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14107 NEXT>14112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,that's the way I'm going to go at.I'll definatly have to disconnect the brake lines.I
figure since I have the knuckles broken,so to speak,I'll reseal the ball.That big ass seal
that holds the grease in?...that one.Hopefully my posi will be at my door when I get
home!
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>14072 NEXT>
14122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Theyre in Loco,Oklahoma(Southwest Oklahoma).Im hoping to look at them tomarrow.I
will collect vin numbers if you guys wish.I am only buying one at the moment.I may buy
a second one at a later date.My friend said he dont know whats wrong with them.All he
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knows is they had been sitting when he bought them.Im going to make sure the engine
atleast moves,the shifter on the transmission moves,and that it will budge.When he
bought his,the engine was froze up.He poured some mystik in through the spark plug
holes,let it sit over night,and turned it over the next morning.If their engines are even
remotely similar to the old flathead 4's,theyll be tough as nails!.SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the
'easy'way???POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14110 NEXT>14117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you even have to pull the pig out?The front is an open carrier,so you can probably
cram everything in through the side with it in the truck.After doing the rear,I'm not sure I
wouldn't drop it out just so you have better access though.Did you get the Lockrite?Let
us know how it works,I would like to install one,but I need lockouts as well.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 POSTER>Larry Small EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14104
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,
E-mail me at lazarus48@shaw.ca and send me info about the truck.I've been looking at
one in North Dakota but it may go to a cousin.Are you able to send pictures?I am
interested.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:More new pictures are up POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>13998
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason's purple truck looks better then my pink one!Brute4c once called a picture of mine
CUTE!No chrome though,purple tiger stipes.
SUBJECT>Re:Bedliner or undercoating?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14096 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Put about 5 or 6 coats on after rotary wire brushing,degreasing,and hitting it wth brake
clean.Doesn't look very thick but it cured up real nice.Going to fab Tcase linkage and
paint cab tomorow.This sure is habit forming.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes it has to come out the pin doesn't fit by the ring gear it has to be removed
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the ofset to the side should be the same angle already get the other the same or real close
and it should be fine but make shure thal when you turn the pinion down that it doesn't
bind the ujoint in rev the pinion will wrap downward
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>drsmith.EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie we have all been there done that and now YOU have too congrats on the new too
cool ride send in some pics ,you are now one of the FEW very few 715 owners .C
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14095
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CONGRATS KATIE!!!!
good luck with your project.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14106
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey spiceman
i used bendix #451 shoes.i did not modify anything.$39.27 and lifetime warranty
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Fixin to buy an M715 POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>14111 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive heard that the 230cid engine in these beasts has a GM bolt pattern.Is this true?It
would be nice to know since the engine might not run.
Oh and by the way,anybody wanna buy a 1986 Jeep Grand Wagoneer?Ive got to sell that
beast to get the M715!$1000 takes it.Its in Comanche,Oklahoma.Its in the
southwestern quarter of Oklahoma.Ive got all the info and pics on it on my web page:
www.angelfire.com/rebellion/bigbadjon8/jeep.html
SUBJECT>Looking for an M715!POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an '84 S-10 extracab on a '76 Chevy 1/2 frame.Five inches of lift(no rear blocks)
with 38.5"RVT mudders.Stock Dana 44/12 bolt axles.New brakes and driveshafts.
Rough but workable.No motor.
I would kill for a M715.Stock or otherwise.Doesn't even need a motor.Just something to
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start with.I live in South Bend which is in the Northern part of Indiana.
I would love to look at somebody else's truck up close.I've been doing my research on
these killer trucks.It's killing me not having one!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thanks and I love this messageboard!!!!!.SUBJECT>hey rhino POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey rhino,i ran into a buddy of yours today.i cruised over to the campsite to check out a
few rigs at the dixie run (lots of cool stuff,many sweet jeeps,2 badass unimogs and only
one m715,mine,)anyway this cat comes over says nice truck,my buddys got one too but
he blew his motor and is dropping in a 390 i think he calls himself rhino on the board.
small world man,cmon up next year.later jc
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14089
NEXT>14147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,try to find a brake shop.I had mine done at Trenton Brake (NJ)$85 got my shoes
relined,3 new brake hoses,and 4 drums turned.Mike.
SUBJECT>Who was on I-476North today?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spotted a 715 driving on interstate 476 North near the Villanova,Pa exit today.It looked
good from the south bound lanes(almost wrecked my work truck while looking at it from
5 lanes away)The driver's door had the name "Fitzgerald"painted on it.I have not see
any other 715's in this area,it was nice to see one.Nice truck!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14107 NEXT>14224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does that mean i have to send a dollar too?hey,this could add up spice.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14084
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
How far down or side to side doesn't really matter that much.Remember that the
origional t-case rear output is about 6"to the passenger side.As far as the 12"drop take a
look at any newer jeep w/33"or larger tires and the factory slip yolk on the t-case -
severe drop,the only problem there is actually binding the U joints.I forgot to mention
that you need to make sure the rear is pointed up at least a couple of degrees(t-case down)
as John pointed out you will increase the chances of binding when backing up.Not a big
thing to worry about with our trucks as the spring packs are SO heavy duty that "S"ing the
springs isn't much of a concern as long as you haven't messed with them too much -like
taking out 3 or more leaves.By the way,don't worry about getting exactly 2 degrees.Find
out how far the motor/tranny/t-case will lean back,jack it up some and check for
clearence everywhere.The rear end is easy once you set the front -if close,shim it -if.not,weld away.
Never guess that I'm Irish and like to talk,would you?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:"Take a Deep Breath...POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,4 October 2002,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCCFZ7XsULGE PREVIOUS>14095 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go Katie!...well next month I will have had mine for 2 years and you have already drive
yours more than I have...lol...my restoration is gonna take forever...oh well ,congrats and
welcome to the family.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:Perk how are the tires??POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 4:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,I run 900-20 Firestone Superall Traction load range E at 41''tall and I got to tell
you,there great!Unreal in mud and snow,not too loud on the pavement.I like bias ply
tires off road better because they have stronger side walls than raidials.The prices of 20''
tires are cheaper than 15''or 16''tires,I paid $160.00 per tire.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>12 volts from 24 POSTER>Mike Adams EMAIL>mica@aurorastudios.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14135 14222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may have been discussed before but I want to put a 12 volt winch on my 24 volt
vehicle.Has anyone used a couple of marine switches to disconect the two batteries and
then recombine them in parallel to run the winch for short periods of time?This would of
course be done without the motor running.One drawback I see is that the two batteries
would have to be disconnected first or there could be some fireworks.Though I own a
m715 ,this is going on my m422a1 so it would be a pretty small winch.
SUBJECT>TRUCKS!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5
October 2002,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14133 14152
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who's truck is that on trucks!today?it is very nice.
krob725
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SUBJECT>Re:TRUCKS!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14132
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ooops!i should have known by the doors..
IT'S CHAD'S TRUCK!!!!
NICE TRUCK CHAD!!!!!!.krob725
SUBJECT>M715 Wanted.....POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy,I was going to get a truck from backed out on me.I am looking for one around
the ball-park of no farther than 500 miles from Liberal,Ks.Does not have to have
motor/tranny.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12 volts from 24 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14131 NEXT>14136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they discuss it often.your idea may work if you hooked the two batteries up in parallell.
the problem you will have is the fact that the partial draining of one battery results in the
overcharging of the other battery.i do not know of a 24 volt to 12 volt converter that
would run that many amps,and a 40 amp unit is around 300 bucks.why not call warn or
whoever makes your winch and buy a 24volt winch motor?
or try a search online for one
or go here.
http://www.wms1.com/wms1/pages98/24v_winch_motors.html
SUBJECT>Re:12 volts from 24 POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Lee is right...Call Warn.They are nice folks.I was going to put a 24 volt winch on
my truck but later realized I would have to settle for a stock overpriced PTO winch for
originality.I wish I had bought Rollies winch...Killer deal,but I hesitated.Get a part
number and a price and call around.I bet thats your best and most reliable bet.That is if
you have a Warn winch.Good luck with your decision....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14134 NEXT>14138 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,there's still one here in Hutchinson.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14137 NEXT>14141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would rather not have one with a hard top,unless its the artic top,that comes off.
Chris.SUBJECT>Need a thermostat stock vehicle POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a new thermostat for the engine,does anyone have a part number and/or is it the
same part as lets say a 1964 jeep truck with the same engine?
Also the exhaust gasket from the manifold to the pipe is it the same as a civilian truck.
I hope to be back on the road this week
Thanks in advance,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14138 NEXT>14153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one in n.e.texas about 60mi south of red river.i don't know if that falls in your
500mi radius or not.
SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's truck POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14041 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rhino.
I did no hacking at all on the inner fenderwell.But if you look closely at the side view of
the front fender,you will see the rear sloping fenderflare angles back further then a stock
one does and almost comes to a point right where the fender meets the door.I'm no body
man.All I did was cut a line in the sheetmetal with the sawsall,bent the fender flare up to
meet that new line and welded the feneder flare back to the sheetmetal from the inside.
I'm already planning to start a new M715 project and will probably try to use some J-
Series front fenders to hack on instead of cutting up good M715 fenders.My
rationalization this time was that my existing stock fenders were already dented up
anyway.
As for clearance,the tires generally clear even when the wheels are turned all the way and
the truck is sitting twisted with opposite corners up.My biggest clearance problem comes
when I'm backing up and turning at the same time and a front tire comes up,they will
catch on the front lip of the fender flare.Next time I'm thinking of rearcing the front
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flares the same as I did for the rear.
Why all this trouble?I guess I just was determined to make the 44's fit without doing a
springover or suspension lift.As it sits today I still have all the original driveshaft angles
and steering.My front bumper is even low enough to keep the local law enforcement
people off my case.I'm the only Pickup I know of in Whatcom county Washington that
can make that claim.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Rollie's truck POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14003 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,
Thanks for the comments.
As far as width goes,my next set of wide wheels are going to have up to a couple more
inches of backspacing so they don't stick out so wide.Curently my overall width from
outside of sidewalls is just 1 inch under 8 feet or a total of 95 inches.I have a little more
clearance to work with on the inside suspension parts and they would even clear the
fenderwells better if they didn't stick out so far when they were turned all the way to the
left or right.The wheels I'm running now are Diamond Racing Wheels 13"wide by 15"
with a 4.5"backspace.That is about the most backspace you could go with a 15"wheel
without it hitting the front brake drums.I'm thinking of going to a 6"or 6.5"backspace on
my next set of 15"wheels.To make them fit,it will require I shave just a little off the
inside ridge of the front brake drums,but I think it will still be ok.
As for the tach,with the stock 5.87 gears even with 44"tires,the engine still turns quite
high rpm when I'm going down the highway.The GM 6.2 will tolerate and performs well
at the higher rpm,but still I don't want to push it too far for too long.I often run it up to
about 65 mph on the highway and that equates to about 3000 rpm or somewhere close to
that.I would really like to have a tach in front of me just as a reminder to quit pushing the
engine so hard.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Disconnecting the winch POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>13997 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Without unbolting the winch,you may be able to drive out the shear pin which holds the
furthest forward yoke onto the winch shaft and then it should slide back along the hex
shaped slip shaft enough to drop down and miss the winch.If that does'nt work,maybe
you could unbolt the center pto shaft bearing and get a little more room to work with.If
that is still not enough,I suppose you could disassemble one of the u-joints and take it
apart first.I'm only guessing at these solutions because I've never done them.The times
when I've needed to remove or install the pto shafts on my own M715,I've also had the
winch out so I always slipped the winch on or off the shafts after the pto shafts were
already in place.
Hope this helps a little.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Iceman
EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 6:23 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14148 14180
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok guys how much of a block would i have to put in the back if i spring over the front to
make it level?I dont want to get to radical just yet.
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,5
October 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get them all done and give the ones you can't use to Brian.Just trying to help.Will
SUBJECT>Re:FR320 Brake pads POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike,that's a good deal.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14145 NEXT>14155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Iceman,give me a buzz tomorrow,I'll bring mine over and show you it.The rearend
is pretty easy,reverse the rear shackle,but reversing the shackle mount on the front of the
rear springs is a little more difficult.Mine is running now,I'd be glad to share what I
know.
mudclod wayne
SUBJECT>Winch and bumper pix POSTER>Ed .EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>14151 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Today I horse traded for a 5 tn ramsey PTO winch and need a idea of what the stock
winch and bumper set up looks like so I can build a simlar copy.I know it's not correct
stock equipment but it's paid for and looks well built.Any help or pix would be
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appreciated.What was the ton rating on the stock Braden anyway?It was a Braden wasn't
it?Thanks again guys,I'll have this truck done one of these days......
SUBJECT>Harness installed!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the install went pretty smooth,if I had never tried to use the other harness,this
would have went smoother.Painless provides adaptors for the plugs,since different plugs
are used on different engines.Each plug was labeled,which was almost unnessesary,
since they are all different,you can plug one in the wrong hole.If you really knew what
you were doing,and didn't have a mess to undo and sort thru like I did it would probably.only be a few hour
job.About the only complaint I would have,is that they don't have all
the senders grouped together on the harness.Some the plugs seemed to end up on
opposite ends of the harness,and the wires hardly reached.But it all worked.
The real kicker!!!!????The problem was not fixed!!!So I put a guage on the fuel line and
found the culprit.The dipsticks at the parts house ashured me that is was a 15 psi pump.
So I have not been able to use my truck for a year!because I suspected the wiring-
computer,even my mechanic said this.I am trying to keep myself from going up to that
parts house and going postal!!Now I have the correct fuel pump,and it
runs!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!It will spin the tires,pass people on the highway,etc !!!!!!
I am sorry to have rambled on so long,please I hope someone will benefit from my pain
and suffering!Don't take those dipsticks behind the counters word for it!!!I am not
mechanically inclined enough to always catch these things.
Now I have one question to you guys who have worked on efi chevy's,mudclod still
won't idle.It still floods and runs rough at an idle.The wiring harness came with a check
engine light,and it has been on plenty.I ran it according to their directions with not using
a speed sensor,or lockup torque converter.Any ieas?Thanks in advance.
And thanks for letting me rant about minimum wage whatevers causing grief.
mudclod wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Winch and bumper pix POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14149 NEXT>14179 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK,I did what I should have done in the first place and search the on line tech manuals
and miscelaneous photo files.The stock winch is rated 7,500 lbs.line pull,150'of 7/16
cable and there's some great photos,especially in file #4.Man what a beautiful truck and
trailer!If only my truck could end up lookng half that good.
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCKS!POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,5
October 2002,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCCFZ7XsULGE
PREVIOUS>14132 NEXT>14157 14341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i saw that rerun today also krob.Chad has an awesome truck.my wife was watching the
show with me when i told her it was for sale.she laughed and said NO.i said "come on
please"we could go pick it up and be home by sunday night....it wouldn't fly....sorry
Chad,i'd love to have it....lol
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14141 NEXT>14156 14158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any pics?
SUBJECT>Re:Harness installed!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,5 October 2002,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14150 NEXT>14173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sounds like your computer is stuck in a closed loop mode -ment for
higher RPM warm
engine running.Start by checking the coolant sensor and the O2 sensor.GM computers
will send you in to limp (I know,this describes chevy "performance"too)home mode -a
modified closed loop -when certain perameters are attained.Get a code reader and hook
it up and see why the engine light keeps coming on.I bet if you fix that you'll get a nice
EFI start &idle and really be able to give them hell!
Good luck
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>utahjeepr
EMAIL>utahjeepr@thevine.net DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14148 NEXT>14160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I flipped the rear shackle,but instead of flipping the front hanger I installed a 3"block
(actually it tapers from 2-1/2"to 3")The truck sits level and I haven't had any issues.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14153
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 69 for sale in bloomington,in.soft top,it runs but it has a miss in the engine and
a short in the elec...cannot find it...if interested,let me know...
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCKS!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14152
NEXT>14191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After hearing you guys talking about Chads truck,I finially got a chance to see the
segment on TNN this morn.Cool Truck Chad!Well built.I wish I could afford a second
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non stock truck.It would be fun to tweak it and graft in better components.I do enjoy
reading up on what everybodys building though...Take care...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Wanted.....POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on it this week,i'll send you some.
SUBJECT>SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14163 14230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when purchasing a vehicle out of state,which state should the sales tax be paid in?the
state where the truck is or the state where the truck is going to?sorry this may sound
dumb,but i nor anyone i know has ever bought an out of state vehicle.thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14155
NEXT>14176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Wayne,can you tell me what all was involved in flipping the spring mount in the
rear?I'm considering a springover and was wondering how difficult that part will be.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Fuel consumption POSTER>Benni EMAIL>benzi@torg.is DATE>Sunday,6
October 2002,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14164 14165
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello guys
We are wondering what kind of engine is most suitable to put in the M715 to get the
lowest fuel consumption.We are thinking about installing a GM 6.2 litre diesel with
modified 700 transmission with overdrive.Has anybody tried to do that?Is there a way to
get a higher drive ratio,to lower the engine rev?
Benni
SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14159 NEXT>14166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Texas you pay it when you register it in your name.So at least here it is home state.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel consumption POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that is about it other than higher gearing,an auxillary trans.,or taller tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel consumption POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14161 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Benni.
I've got a 6.2 in my M715 using the original t98a 4-speed and am running 44"tires.I
usually don't drive far enough on the road to get a good fuel mileage check,but I do know
that it gets much better mileage then my 80 Chev 1-ton with a 454.
As for engine choices,I believe the 6.2 may be just about the most economical choice you
could find and still have enough torque to comfortably move the M715 around.I added a
turbo to mine and it now feels just like a bigblock.I'm also considering putting a 700R4
transmission in it which may increase the mileage even more.
Another option would be to install a set of 4.56 rearend gears (and frontend),but that may
be more expensive then going with the overdrive tranny.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>Joe
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>14163 NEXT>.14168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Missouri is the same --tax and title paid when registering the vehicle.
Joe
SUBJECT>460 swap POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at
5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14240 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
is there any way to retain the t98 with the 460?
SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14166
NEXT>14169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In missouri we pay state tax and local tax.Not sales tax.It is usually around 5%unlike
the 7.475%for sales tax.Here you pay tax for the state you are titleing the vehicle in.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14168 NEXT>14172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,you pay the tax when you register the vehicle.Have the seller put some super low
price on the bill of sale or title.Something like 200 bucks.The dmv folks don't care and
don't know any better anyhow.At least you'll save a few bucks.
Chris
SUBJECT>New part number for the part list POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I couldn't find a useable part number in the online parts list so here it is...
Rear axle pinion seal -ABI#9316.
Some folks on here suggested just using the seal from any DANA 70 and that was it!
Application is mid/late 70's one ton chevy with 70 axle.Also had a redi-sleeve listed for
that application.D60 seal was the same number but I don't know if it works for our funky
60's.
Chris
SUBJECT>Who has a windsheild assembly for sale POSTER>Icema
EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a windsheild assembly for my rig.Mine didn't have one and i Need one before i
can start on the top.Any help would be helpful or if you have one let me know.Thanks
Iceman.SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Arkansas it is the same,pay when register,but you don't have to pay tax if it is priced
under $2500.00.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Harness installed!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14154
NEXT>14237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I will try that tomorrow.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>Jon Greca EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14049
NEXT>14181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just purcased M715E1 vin 36153 was told it was a experimental trk has winch artic top
and heater need a tailgate thinking @eng swap maybe a chevy
SUBJECT>little black box?POSTER>Randy Beyer EMAIL>rbmopar@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.I just bought a 67 715 last week and I have a couple of questions.The previous
owner put a 350 in it,but never did the 12 volt conversion.I am hoping that I can feed the
existing system with 12 volts,and just change the components over to 12 volt units.I am
wondering what in the heck the box on the cowl with all the wires hooked up to it is.
Looking at the skematic I think it is what they called a ground box,but when I took the
cover off of it,there is coils and resistors and all sorts of fun stuff in there.What does the
thing do,and more importantly,what will it do with 12 volts?Also,I have a 500 cadillac
engine that I would like to put in the truck eventually,but don't know if it is possible.I
know a guy could figure something out for motor mounts.You can buy transmission
adapter kits to bolt them in place of small block chev's,but can you stack adapters
together like that?Any help you guys can give me would be greatly appreciated.
ps.I wish I had found out about these trucks a long time ago,they are really cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to drop the fuel tank,and cut the back plate off,it is the same dimention as the
outside.Also,the shaft that the spring mounts on is welded thru the frame,this is
somewhat difficult.I went and looked at Iceman's truck (By the way Jason is a real cool
guy,great addition to the club!)and he was talking about using blocks instead of turning
this mount over,also.It looked like a good idea to me,maybe some other folks have.some ideas on it.I know some
people don't like using blocks.Just my .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>red light on blinkers POSTER>Brian EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,i have a slight problem with my blinkers.they work fine but when the lever is in the
off position the red light on it stays on.i disconnected the wire that control it,but it also
controls the indicators.does anyone know what the red light is for and why it woiuld be
on all the time?thanks
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:little black box?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14175
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That box should be the flasher assembly.It won't work on 12v.
Stacking adaptors has been done before,usually pretty successfully,at least for hot rods.
Remember that the caddy engine dosen't have a pilot hole in the crank for the trans pinion
shaft so you'll have to have the crank machined.I think your best bet is to stick with the
SBC or step up to a BBC (though a Ford is an all around better choice).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Winch and bumper pix POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14151 NEXT>
14184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ed,I recently acquired every stock piece from the tranny forward,nothing is installed
(yet)I'll photo,chart,diagram,draw,mold--you name it,anything you need.I have the
bumper extentions...I'm sure if you saw the stock parts,you could make that winch work,
If I can help,let me know.-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Jim Ferguson
EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14145 NEXT>14187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For those who do not want the reversal,but are somewhat leery of a rear lift block,would
having the block welded on the housing be a viable option?I seem to have remembered
seeing a truck that actually came like this stock...I think it was a military truck,but it is
late,and my memory is froggy.
Best reguards,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14174.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell me more about this experimental....this interests me greatly.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14057
NEXT>14192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congratulations Matt,you have the lowest documented vin number to date!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Off the road again...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got in from 300+miles of driving since Friday noon...went ujp north for a family
function.Truck did great....we went on some trails my Father in law found...pretty nice
for riding with people in the troop seats....actually,16 people in the bed and 3 in the
cab....19 passenger pickup....thats what I call a sport utility!!!!
It was great fun.Also did 60 pretty much the whole way home...it was 35 to 40 degrees
out so the t-case stayed cool....also on the way up I noted 13.2 MPG...with a 230 engine
no less....unbelievable!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Winch and bumper pix POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,6 October 2002,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14179 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks G-man,I've got a pretty good idea from the great pix in the misc.photo files.A
pix of frame exstensions would help though.Thanks.After I degrunged my PTO drive
box I found out it's a Braden so at least some of it will be stock,I think.My parts truck
most of had a winch cause it came with a couple of pto drive shafts and a box on the
tranny.
SUBJECT>Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14189 14247 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For anyone who cared enough to follow my story:
I was working on the truck saturday and trying to do all the things that members
suggested when an elderly gentleman drove by and saw me working.He stopped in and
we talked trucks for a while and then he asked what I was trying to do.I explained about
the vibration at 60 or so mph and he looked at my driveshafts and said the magic words:
"It don't give a damn if the angles are the same,as long as you ain't got more than 13*on.any of them."So I lowered
the ass end back to stock height,cut a chunk out of my dog
trot and it cured everything.I jacked it up and it not only cured the vibration,but my
whole truck used to shimmy when on jackstands and running at 60,but now it is smooth
as silk.
Thanks for all the advice you guys gave me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Spindles POSTER>Willie EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:10
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14190 14199 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lookin for a stock set of M-715 front spindles.I am attempting to machine a little more
user friendly version of my disc brake conversion.If anyone has a pair or knows anyone
who has a pair post on this sight and a way to contact and a price.
Thanks,
Willie
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14180 NEXT>14188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My only incounter w/block lifts was on my tuff truck for essex jct.VT two years ago.An
'84 grand wagoneer.the only down fall I had w/the lift was I bought aluminun 3"blocks
and the aluminum cant take 6'jumps.the blocks were beat in almost 3/4"If you do blocks
get steel.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over question!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.
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EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14187 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen guys using a length of rectangular tubing in between the springs and axle.The
forward length of the tubing runs forward under the sprng pack and is used like a traction
bar(?)with a rubber snubber or linked to the spring pack somehow.The tubing could be
welded to axle housing I think for added strength.I was going to do this if neccesary.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14185 NEXT>14193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a bad mential pic of a 715 doing 60 on jackstands and shaking.Sounds like the
rescipe for a great story about to be made.
SUBJECT>Re:Spindles POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14186
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Carl Ritter down in Carthage,Mo.417-358-4994.tell him glen sent you.
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCKS!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chad,
i finally got to see that segment,your truck is the shit.
i didn't know you were selling it.how much......
did you do all the work.....just wanting a little info.
thabnks..
soupy...
SUBJECT>New lower Vin #,Brute POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14182 NEXT>14204 14206 14217 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
First truck is 10065,delivery 2-67.Second truck is 16321,delivery 10-67.Sorry Matt,but
ya had it for a little while.
Later,dave
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14189
NEXT>14245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,but the best part was the wiz-kid was laying under it while it was running and
shaking on the stands!
Another missed Kodak moment.Sad.
Glad you got it straightened out B-.
SUBJECT>Thank for e-mail info POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7
October 2002,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just wanted to give a quickthank you for the responses to my question 400pm monday no
M715 zone all wkend have to splurge for my own computer thanks again FRANKO'
SUBJECT>IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14208
14221 14394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I jacked the front up and left it on two jacks then took off the gummies and the brake
drums.I then took out the lower kingpin then the upper pin,wiggled the knuckle and
pulled the assembly apart and slid it out about 8 inches and let it sit on the top of a
jackstand.Didn't have to disconnect the brakes or pull steering joints or anything.I.resealed the closed knuckle
ball with a NOS seal and NOS felt gaskets.The big seal has a
cut in it so it can be sprung around the axle without having to pull the axle the whole way
out to reseal the knuckle like if it were one solid piece.The felt was on piece and I put a
cut in it then put it around the knuckle,with the cut on top,and bolted it back together.
the differential came out pretty easily with the curled end of a crowbar against one of the
ring gear bolts and the housing.The other side I just evenly pryed with a screwdriver and
it came out nice and controlled and didn't even smash my hand to the floor.I went back
without too much hassle too.A block or wood and a maul urged it together.The Lockrite
for the D60 is a pretty large unit in comparison to the D44's.Let me just say in the past
three weeks I've gotten a detroit locked rear (thanks Barry)and this locker upfront (thanks
Mike)and completely transformed this cool looking yet vulnerable double peg legging
truck into a climbing,mudding machine!I can't believe some of the stuff I was climbing
this weekend.Really,really damn impressive.The locker in the back was good,but this
puts it over the hump and leaves one's mouth gaping at the obstacle just traversed.Oh,
and I finally got a high pressure line for my power steering set up,modified a late 80's
caddy line.Less than three turns lock to lock and palm steer it through all the rough stuff.
So nice!
I'm a happy man.
SUBJECT>powersteering POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,
7 October 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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who what when where why how?is it possoble to swap a powersteering box from a J10
or J20.how bout a rockram?is it a DIRECT bolt in minus an arm or so.tires are big and
now is my upper body.
still working on the 440 wedge conversion.tring to make diagrams and prints of all
custom work
SUBJECT>BLACK LIGHT BRACKETS POSTER>jim
EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NEED 2 OF THE FRONT BLACK OUT LIGHT BRACKETS THANKS JIM
SUBJECT>Re:powersteering POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14196
NEXT>14220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I had posted a while back about my ps swap with a cj7 box,and if you search under my
name a ton of info should come up.If you have other questions just e-mail me.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Spindles POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 October
2002,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14186 NEXT>14202
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Willie ,I have some.E mail me .Barry.
SUBJECT>"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14201 14214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took some spare brake shoes to w.c.supply in tyler tx last week to get relined and asked
for the semi metallic.i was informed they don't make the semi met.for these size pads so
whatever i'll pick them up tommorrow.tomorrow came and i was told they're ready that
will be $142.50.$142.50,HOLY #%$!the guy told me some line of B.S.about these
being odd balls.SO WHAT!the liners themselves aren't i spendt an hour trying to match
them at Oreilly who had several pairs of shoes that were identical except for the part of
the shoe that contacts the cylinder.I believe the guy looked up the #on the shoe and
thought since these are not availble new that i deserve 13"'s of shoe up my ass.has
anyone else experienced the humping that i got.surley they don't charge this for
undiscontinued shoes with the same size liners.
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>14200 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul that is a little steep but not to bad.I paid $120.00 for a complete re-lined set.Except
mine was the webbing type.I love them.Call around,I think Memphis wants $12.50 a
shoe plus $5.50 core charge per shoe or it might be $7.50.Plus shipping your shoes to
them.Hope this makes you feel a little better Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:Spindles POSTER>Willie EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at
5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry I have no Idea how to contact you by E-mail so if you would please contact me with
a price at Willie_715@yahoo.com or just post here on the board.
Thanks,
Willie
SUBJECT>Sharp M-715 on e-bay POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.aol.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1865477202
SUBJECT>Re:New lower Vin #,Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14192
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Added to the list,boy thats getting down there!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:red light on blinkers POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14177.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my light is green.it only blinks with the light outside.it must have the power wire hooked
up wrong,to the indicator.or the it could have a short inside the box,like two wires or
connections touching each other.
try looking up there in the "ONLINE MANUALS."it might have a trouble shooting
section.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:New lower Vin #,Brute POSTER>matt rigsby
EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CONGRATS DAVE ,IF THESE WERE MB`S OR MA`S WE WOULD BE IN Jp
MAGINZE LATER MATT
SUBJECT>Re:Off the road again...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14183
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's great jon
glad your t-case stayed cool.maybe it is finally getting broken'-in!i bet it just needs a
little wear to loosen up a little.that's great mileage too.was it down hill both ways and a
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tailwind?ha ha
glad you had fun
and no trouble
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
way to go spiceman
did you take any pics of that install?i would like to see some...
krob725
SUBJECT>Superlift run in Hot Springs,AR POSTER>Iceman
EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys I know this short notice but Superlift is haveing a big trail run OCT 18-19.Myself
and Mudclod are going to attend i hope.I will take some pic and let everyone see what
happens or if your close come on down or up depending where you are and lets show
these jeep runners what our rigs are made of.I know Mudclod would like to show what
his rig will do.
Brought to you from your resident redneck,
Iceman
SUBJECT>pioneer kit POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net.DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did the m-725 have a pioneer kit if so were was it?thanks matt
SUBJECT>Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im still thinking of puting my 1986 D-60 front end under the springs like the old one is
now.Has anyone done this,if so does the tie rod miss the leaf springs.Can it be done,
don't want a spring over been there done that.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>john summers EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7
October 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14049 NEXT>14227
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
11559 m715 i'll check my other one and get it to you
SUBJECT>Re:pioneer kit POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14210
NEXT>14216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not on any i have seen.the older dodge ambulances did have one.it was mounted on the
passenger side,horizontally about chest high,between the door and the rear fender.i want
to get/make one and mount it there.most people would not know the difference,and it
would be a nice item to have on the trail.
i am going to make my own that will hold modern tools you can get at walmart or home
depot.it will also have a mount for a high lift jack.as long as everything is painted O.D.i
think it will look authentic.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14200 NEXT>14218 14323 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
paul,since you want to tyler,i assume you are a fellow east-texan.we used to use custom
clutch and driveshaft in texarkana.i guess they are still in biz.anyway,they do good
work..so does longview spring and brake.
SUBJECT>Re:BLACK LIGHT BRACKETS POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14197
NEXT>14225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
I bought a set from ABLinn.I think I paid $6.00 each.
>Bracket,parking and signal mounting,right front.>Qty 1
>no FSN
>P/N 11657849-2
>
>Bracket,parking and signal mounting,left front
>Qty 1
>FSN 6220-403-9492
>P/N 11657849-1
Reagan
California City
1969 M726
SUBJECT>Re:pioneer kit POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14213
NEXT>14229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that would look really good ,krob.the brackets would be easy to make and it would
be original.It seems that the army would put them on there because those vehicles stayed
at the front.I met a guy who has 2 of them.Igave him a 230 and tranny .I think I made
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afriend .Itwas the first time I have seen another kaiser down here in bmt tx .Good luck
on the brackets Matt
SUBJECT>Re:New lower Vin #,Brute POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14192 NEXT>14226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next time I go to the boneyard I'll get info off the trucks there.
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,7 October 2002,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14214 NEXT>14242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
surplus city is 50 an axle
SUBJECT>Bombing POSTER>BIG BAD JON EMAIL>big_nad_jon32586@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 3:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>14231 14268 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Alright,how many of you have got "bombed"by birds when youre topless in your M715?
I dont even own mine yet,but just Sunday when riding in my friend's M715,I got
bombed!Ticked me off bad!Wished I had a little hand gun...
SUBJECT>Re:powersteering POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_nad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>14198 NEXT>
14228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya know,Im a newbie on the board,and when seeing my friend struggle to get his wheels.turned,I decided I want some
power steering!Whats your e-mail address Daniel?
SUBJECT>Re:IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 3:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14195 NEXT>14223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great!Now I can't wait to do mine!I drove mine Sunday,somehow sprung an oil leak
behind the water pump.It is squirting oil out behind the water pump.That will give me
something else.Oh well...
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:12 volts from 24 POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Mike
I was in the same boat as you.Here ’s what I was thinking my options were,install a
separate 12vdc alternator and battery or to get a new 24volt motor for my Warn
10000LBS,This is the cheaper of the two at only $220 for a new motor vs.an alternator
battery and the time making up brackets to hold all the stuff.After all the headaches and
research I bolted the winch in with the 12volt motor and it runs like a mongoose chasing
a cobra,Very torquey and does not over heat …(yet).Now my winch is 5 years old and
has been beat to death,so when this motor goes I ’ll get a 24volt one.this may not be for
everone but it worked for me.
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14221 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,make a mental note of these two things.When you slide the knuckle apart the lower
bearing will most likely fall on the floor into whatever dirt and crap that's already falle
off the truck.Lay something down to keep the bearing clean.The other...whe
reassembling the upper kingpin make sure not to force it together because there's a small
key that must be lined up.A lil'finesse and you back together.Sorry,didn't have a camera
at my disposal.It's pretty straight forward though.Pull cover,dump oil,pull kingpins,
wiggle joint apart 6 or 8 inches and set them on stands then pop out the differential.
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14127 NEXT>
14265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
You send a buck and you'll be the proud owner of some stolen Mississippian panties.I've
kept them in a ziplock bag for you.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:BLACK LIGHT BRACKETS POSTER>jim.EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need contact info for ABLinn thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:New lower Vin #,Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14217
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would appreciate that....anywhere we can find 'em...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14212
NEXT>14233 14244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I added this one and will wait for the other,thanks!!
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:powersteering POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14220
NEXT>14312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My email is danSzenasi@aol.com.You are also able to access this by clicking on my
name at the top of messages i leave.
SUBJECT>what else was included?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14216
NEXT>14238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was mounting up my pioneer kit this weekend and saw that there must have bee
something else on the drivers side,in addition to the axe.Does anyone know what this
was?
SUBJECT>Re:SALES TAX -WHICH STATE POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see that the question has been answered--and correctly,but I thought I'd add a bit of
reinforecement.I work at a car dealership and sit right in front of the finance office,so I
hear all that kind of stuff.Being in Idaho,near the Oregon boarder,we deal with that all
the time (Oregon has no sales tax).The Oregon residents--and any out of state people--
don't pay the sales tax.There's even a special form that has to be filled out and filed since
the state wants to know where their tax money went.Anyone from out of state just
worries about the tax when they get home and zip into the DMV to register the vehicle.
When I bought my M715 from a dealer who actually filled out the state title application,I
paid the sales tax,since I bought it in Idaho and live in Idaho.The tax paid is noted on the
title application so the DMV cannot collect it again.
SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14219
NEXT>14235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't feel bad..I was walking through a car show this summer and my wife and I see this
huge flock of geese flying over the cars.I laughed and jokingly said watch it!
Incoming...Three seconds later I get hit square on the top of the head and three places on
MY ZONE SHIRT!!with thumb sized goose turds and liquid blech.....Heh heh My hair
had such a nice sheen afterwards.....I'm thinkin about putting a shotgun on my Christmas
list yet....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Spicergear--Addition to the Joys of Ownership POSTER>Katie
EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14234 14246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is the original list:
Prepare for:
1)8-11 miles per gallon.
2)a warm cab.
3)thinking,"those sissy little jeeps and their '...jeep thing'"
4)the ability to haul 4000 Lbs.
5)the ease of lip reading "what the @#%*is that?"of passers by.
6)having little kids salute.
7)having the 'nam guys speak of the kidney pain the 715's gave them.
8)cursing NTD's if they're still on when stuck on a wet leaf.
9)realizing that,off road,momentum is you friend.
10)smiling ear to ear as the 'beamer'driving yuppy croud give you P.L.E.N.T.Y of room
in traffic.:)
I have another one to add--I've noticed that I've developed a strange affection for the
smell of canvas...
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 #11161 M-715
Rick Hawkins
New Hampshire
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear--Addition to the Joys of Ownership POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>14232 NEXT>
14239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE ADDITION!Maybe now you'll be able to kick that kinky leather habit...it worked
for me!
LOL!.SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14231
NEXT>14236 14243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to add my wife called me sh*thead for a whole week.....AT...
SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14235 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I was 5,my sister was carrying me around and dropped me head first (read-face
first)into a big pile of goose poop.I couldn't breathe and every time I tried to I'd nearly
puke...I almost passed out.My older sister crying-laughing in hysterics didn't help while I
was hyperventilating in poo.
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From early on...no fecal fetish for this kid!
SUBJECT>Re:Harness installed!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,nice chevy dig...subtle yet stirring.
Wayne,yeah...the parts guys can somedays be really frustrating.I wanted a gasket for the
D60 and the guy looked through the book and said it wasn't listed and they wouldn't have
it.I told him it would be in there and he insisted it wouldn't.He finally just turned the
book around to me and said "HERE."I looked through and had him fetch a GM 1 ton '10
bolt'.Then thumbed back into a ford section and matched it up with a listed dana 60
axle...you know,the one that he couldn't get the part for.He was wearing a back
brace/belt and I asked what was with the girdle just in case he had some dignity left.:)
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14229 NEXT>14241 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A pick/mattock(?)goes there.I'm not sure that is the right name or spelling.It's a miners
pick type tool for breaking up hard soil or clay.The head stores with the pointed end up,
behind the axe and the handle above it.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear--Addition to the Joys of Ownership POSTER>Katie
EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14234 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(c;
SUBJECT>Re:460 swap POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.look at advance adapters web site.i think they make an adapter for ford stuff
but get
ready for sticker shock.
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14238 NEXT>14251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
The picks i've seen all have a flat spade end that is perpendicular to the handle.(if holding
the handle vertical the spade would be horizontally out).I don't think this will fit in the
"pocket".does anyone know where to get it,or have pictures?
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got mine done along with all 4 drums turned for 110.00 total.I thought that was
pretty good?
SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>john summers EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 October
2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14235 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey that's what mine calles me all the time
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>john summers EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8
October 2002,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14227 NEXT>14248
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
18859 m715 12-67 still have one more moved it over to a buddys house
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Iceman EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14193
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear you got it worked out.
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear--Addition to the Joys of Ownership POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that is too much :-)))))
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14185 NEXT>14264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man that poor dog,its bad enough to name him trot,but come on dont go cutting chunks
out of him too.glad it cured your shimmy though.happy trails.jc..SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14244
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both have been added,thanks guys!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com/DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14049 NEXT>14256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Dad and I have a few trucks and I want to share them.We have a 1967 M725
ambulance that dates 9-67 and serial number 10230.We have a M715 that dates 8-67 and
serial number 14495.We have a M715 with a winch that dates 2-68 and serial number
21047.We have a M715 that dates 11-67 serial number 17928.And we have a M726
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with winch that dates 3-69 serial number 10349.Hope this helps with the count.On
another note we met you at the Fe in tuttle creek.My dad and I really enjoy the site.Keep
up the good work.
SUBJECT>HELP!!!Need a Cadd Eldorado oil pan POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well i'm at a stand still with my 472 swap.I need a rear sump oil pan and pick-up tube
from a '70-'76 500 c.i.d.Eldorado.No local bone yards have any old Cadds.The downfall
is,the engine has to be pulled to get to it because it's front wheel drive.Ya,,,That makes it
a bit difficult for the "You Pull"yards.So...if anyone has a lead,or can snag one thats
already loose for me,It would be a great help.I really miss driving the old beast.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14241
NEXT>14252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
The pick head mounts sideways without the handle installed.If the handle were installed,
you'd be whacking everything within 3 feet of the bedside.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14251 NEXT>14257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand now.I was wondering how it would work.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!Need a Cadd Eldorado oil pan POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14250
NEXT>14255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,you can just loosen the mounts and jack the engine up.you may not have to pull the.entire engine out.also,a pan
from the later 425 caddy should also work.you may have to
make one indention to clear a main bolt...i can't remember,but i read this can be used if
you take the pick up w/the pan.oh yea,the 425 has a rear sump as well as the eldo 472-
500's.
check out www.500cid.com it has a lot of info on cadillac engines and you may be able to
find someone that does have one
hope this helps
roger
SUBJECT>Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14262 14307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone want to buy these for 80.00 dollars?
SUBJECT>Hey roger!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14253
NEXT>14270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a few steering assist questions for you if you dont mind?I sent you an email a
week or so ago and since then I have figured out several of my questions but would still
like to talk to you and get your ideas and answers.
Thanks steve
reddobe@stjoelive.com
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14249
NEXT>14450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Don,
I will add these to the list...and I do remember you guys...was just watching video from
that yesterday.Still need to do some editing to get it up on the site....
Say hi to your dad for me...anytime we can get together to wheel.fine with me!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14252 NEXT>14263 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,what he said,I'm not good at explaining things sometimes.I got my pioneer set
from Paul B.for $25!Yeah don't tell him but I thnk he got the short end on that deal(+:
anyway can take pix and email if you need them.I'm going to rig up some kind of cable
and lock so no one "borrows"any of them when I'm not around.
SUBJECT>Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>E J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:44 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>14261
LINKNAME>west texas offroad LINKURL>http://www.westtexasoffroad.com
Anybody know of a budget priced implement type paint close to the old Willys/Jeep
pickup jade green?I can get some made up but it's high dollar auto paint.Tractor type
paint better fits my budget nd painting skills.My truck is half tractor anyway I figure.
Any info is apprecated.
Also does anyone know how the PS pump mods are done to increase output?I searched
the recomended site but my webtv won't bring up all of the site.If someone with a real
system could punch it up and find out the story it might help all of us with PS
conversions.Thanks for any help as usual and I put a link to the website.
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SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,8 October 2002,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14260 NEXT>
14269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to mention the info is supposed to be in the tech section of the web site...oops
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>www.jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 2:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for what eng need details
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14257 NEXT>14266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the offer of the pics but i can see it now.I'll just need to find a pick.
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft angle ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14247 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JC,
You're one of a kind.........thank God.
Anyhow,I got it on the road and wanted to know the correct speed,and no one would
help me-so I got a GPS.Nice.I was off by an average of 6 mph.
Now one of my guys has quit and I have to run all over town fixing phones,so I'll never
get to drive my truck to work.Life sure is ironic.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Could this be the 'easy'way???POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:16 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14224
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have enough trouble explaining to my wife wife I laugh so hard when reading the posts
on this sight,I don't think I need to explain that package to her.(We just celebrated our
21 ann.Oct.3,I think I'll pass on your offer)Of course I spent the afternoon replacing a
wax ring under a comode and replacing the floor that had rotted out.:)
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14263 NEXT>14267 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Might check with AB linn.He's got an axe and shovel on Ebay right now but no pick.
Just look under M715 items.I've dealt with him and he ships pretty quick and good
prices.
SUBJECT>Re:what else was included?POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
9 October 2002,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E
PREVIOUS>14266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heres a place that sells em ..not original but will do if your not going for show type
restoration
http://www.legendmine.com/cgi-
bin/miva?Merchant2/merchant.mv+Screen=PROD&Store_Code=legend&Product_Code
=05805
SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14219 NEXT>14283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Birdy,birdy in the sky.Drop alittle whitewash in my eye.I am not an airman,so I want
cry.I am just thankful that COWS can't fly!
A little ditty from Parris Island.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14261 NEXT>14271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you are looking for jade type color,you might look at oliver tractor green.it is a lot
darker than monkey snot john deere
SUBJECT>Re:Hey roger!POSTER>bowtiedave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14255 NEXT>14292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should also get engine oil dipstick and tube.i think they are different
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9
October 2002,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14269 NEXT>14278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed...Why do you need to soup it up?Are you running a ram or a PS box?
SUBJECT>m715 video POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought it from vintage,and it doesnt work.anyone else have it???just wondering if it
had any good shots of the truck
SUBJECT>Re:m715 video POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>14272 NEXT>14284 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I have it and it is ok,not a lot of technical information.For the cost of postage I could
send it to you I would like it back after you are done with it.If you are interested.
kevin
SUBJECT>Hey,MudAnchor POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
I noticed while looking through the members gallery that you have a South Carolina
license plate.
Where are you?I'm in Seneca,in the Upstate.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'67 M715 wo/wn
SUBJECT>Anyone have one of these?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14277
14287 14301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for an air tank off of a semi.The ones that look to be 8-10"in dia,and about
24"or so long.
Need one for a hydraulic tank.First tank was too small and allowed the oil to aerate and
destroyed some parts.
Thanks...yes,I'll pay more than a dollar or trade for my ziplocked Mississippian prize #1.
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,MudAnchor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14274 NEXT>14280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudanchor used to live in South Carolina but moved to New Hampshire a couple years
ago..sorry...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14275 NEXT>14279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer,couldn't you use a portable air tank like for airing up tires?they are about that
size...just a thought..and they are cheap to boot.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14271 NEXT>
14281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a GM 4 bolt top cover PS box.I was thinking of a ram later but really was just
curious how the mods were done and if they would help out the steering.I've ot 38"
swampers right now but want to run 20"rims with 40"tires eventually.All this is subject
to budget and time as usual.....
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14277 NEXT>14282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that may be a little more 'plump'than what I'm looking for,but I will go to Sears
or somewhere and check one out.I had thought about the ones on the rigs because I spend
a lot of time on my bike and check out the goodies on the big truck when I pass them
slowly and it looked to be a decent size to politely tuck under the truck near the t-case.I
also thought about partitioning the storage compartment under the bed for a tank.Be
slick...but a bee-ach to weld!
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,MudAnchor POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Jon.
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC
'67 M715 wo/wn
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14278 NEXT>.14285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I just put one of those boxes on my truck with a pump from a late 80's cavalier,one of
the buggers that has the plastic tank right on the pump,and it works fine.I even had to
extend the arm to give full steering which takes more mechanical power to steer and have
no problems.37x13 boggers and can palm steer them lock to lock no problems.Once I
had a set up pump mounted I went out and bought a reman pump for a hopeful problem
free conversion.
Behind the fitting in the pump is a spring and small 'check valve,'that would be what I
would think would need to be modified to gain more pressure.Stretching or shimming
the spring tighter.Keep in mind that these pumps make like 1800psi stock.The volume
sucks because they're small but it's sufficient for the normal boxes.
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SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just thought of this.northern hydraulics used to sell tanks like that for building
woodsplitters,etc.they usually have a few different ones to choose from.
SUBJECT>Re:Bombing POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_nad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14268 NEXT>14349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROTFLMFAO!!If a cow could fly,and he decided to bomb ya,that could break your
neck!;)
SUBJECT>Re:m715 video POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14273 NEXT>14428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine was a gift,but they should relplace it
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14281 NEXT>
14286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info Senor'Spicero,just basically curious about what they were
modifying.Probably run my pump stock for now but always trying to look for tricks and
tips,especially if theyre cheap!Will go ahead and paint the 715 OD since I have a couple
of quarts of that color already.Still like that jade green though.Oh well,I'd like a hot tub
full of bikini models too...but can't afford them either...later
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>bpa272
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14285 NEXT>14295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed.Check out www.rockstomper.com.They have a couple of hydraulic assist setups.the aren't too expensive.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>john summers EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14275 NEXT>14290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spice the only thing about using a air tank is it holds air,air holds moisture,moiture in a
steel tank means rust not very good for powerstering pumps northern has hydralic tanks
that probaly would work
SUBJECT>oil leak question POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>14300 14302 14326
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went to mvpa show at Quonset point R.I.from Mass.On the way down my m725 ran real
good.Show was good went on trail ride took the grandkids.On the way back at night on
I95 oil pressure dropped to zero.coud not find leak.Added oil twice got it home.In the
morning i found out the oil must have got so hot it blew the seal on the oil filter.Oil all
over truck,front back sides.Anyone have any idea what happened?
SUBJECT>VIN help!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14293 14299 14306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I need some urgent help...I almost bought a M715 but it's missing all the data plates and I
can't find the VIN anywhere.The seller has a good title and all I need is to find the VIN
somewhere in the truck.Where could it be located??
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>14287 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An old WWII bomber airtank might work.The one I have is about 10"dia and 24"long.
Aluminum with pale green finish (Zinc Chromate?).Sorry I'm going to use mine but a
surplus store should have some?Just trying to help
SUBJECT>Oil temp gauge POSTER>Mike Adams EMAIL>mica@aurorastudios.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it ok to substitute a water temperature sender and gauge to measure oil temperature?
SUBJECT>year &model for 425 ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>14270 NEXT>14309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MTS does have them in stock,"fresh pulls"for the tune of $200 plus shipping.Ouch!
Yes,i'll also need the dipstick and tube.Just having the pan would make me feel more
comfortable before i start welding the motor mounts in.I did'nt know the 425 pan would
work though,hot tip,what year and model?thanks all
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>Beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14289 NEXT>14296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go look on the top of the frame rail inside the passanger side rear wheel well.It should be
stamped there.Lee
SUBJECT>transmission question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since i do not want the JOY of shifting gears again im considering an automatic
transmission the 700r4 .
Has anyone had a bad experience with this tranny ,will it hold up to the 715 with a 350
engine or is there another choice.
this is not an off road mud toy more for work (chores)and play (not serious off road)any
suggestions appreciated thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14286 NEXT>14304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or...http://www.ih8mud.com
Let us know what you find out,same thought,same circumstances
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14293 NEXT>14313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just checked mine 15028 on cab plate 17381 on frame what is the deal on this cab
switched??are nthere any other areas to find vin numbers??
SUBJECT>1968 M715 w/31k $4200.00-Have pictures POSTER>Andy Hinson
EMAIL>breezyknollfarm@mindspring.com DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 6:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaITEkKv8dt/g PREVIOUS>NEXT>14305
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 with 31000 miles.Complete truck.It will take you where you need to go.
Inspected,tagged and insured.Lots of pictures and some extra parts included.$4200.00
Call 1-704-283-9198.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission question POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 6:50 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14294 NEXT>14314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a 700R4 w/a 350.Had a few mods done to tranny when built (Corvette sevro etc.).
Most builders know which parts need upgrading.When this tranny was introduced,GM
had a bunch of problems which seemed to take years to work out.After the bugs were
worked out,the 700R has turned out to be a great tranny.Most hardcore Jeep guys run
this tranny w/35"and up tires,up to 350 (or more)HP and and have few problems.I
have built several CJ-7's w/this tranny behind a 350SB and all have worked well.What I
really like is the overdrive.I can cruise at 65-75 all day w/reasonable RPM's.I good
source for info on the 700R is 4-Wheel Parts Wholesalers.I believe they sell a updated
tranny w/all of the goodies for about $1800.I myself didn't need to spend that much and
opted for a local builder.Got the tranny for $250 and built it for another $875.
Good luck!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>14289 NEXT>14322 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
From what I've gathered by asking that before,and what the NM State Police have told
me -there are basically two places to find the VIN if the ID plates were removed.
If you have the hard top:The VIN would be stamped in the engine compartment on the
passenger side,top of the frame where the radiator bracket welds to the frame.
If you have the soft top:The VIN would be stamped on the top of the frame above the
rear axle on the passenger side.
Both places were notorious for being painted over with the frame sealant,so wire
brushing and scrubbing may be the only way to identify it.
The NMSP did find mine stamped in the frame above the rear axle on the passenger side.
According to them,my truck was last registered to the US Forestry Service many years
ago.I was able to get the title cleared up with that info.
I can't say if that's privvy info -but everyone I've talked to says to keep it your best secret.
Brutedude -is this the case?
Best,
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:oil leak question POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if it is a 230,i don't think it could have enough oil pressure to blow the filter.filters are
supposed to handle over 100 psi.and if the oil got hot enough to melt the seal,the engine
probably would not run.
maybe it was defective.or maybe two gaskets stuck together?like if the old one was.stuck to the block and you
screwed the new filter down on top of it?
i would clean it up and install a new one (PH8A)and some fresh oil.run it a little,check
for leaks,run,check etc etc..
i have had many leaks.countless valve cover gaskets.i sometimes leak oil from the front
of the engine between the block and head.if i tighten the head bolts it stops.the front
cover can leak alot too.
also check your hose that sends oil from the block to the head.
that's about all i can think of now,anyone else??
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krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have one of these?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 October 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14275 NEXT>14348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one.i got it to put on board air in my 725.did you know those tanks are partitioned
in the middle?that way it has a wet side and a dry side.air goes in the top on one end,and
out the top near the middle and through a one way valve.back into the other side at the
top near the middle,then out the top of the other end.it has a drain on each end on the
bottom.
if you know how to weld you could make a square one.hyd fluid don't care what shape it
is.
i used to make prototype forklifts for the military.i have made many hyd and fuel tanks.
just make one out of some 10 ga.sheet.when you weld a tank you have to weld the seam
continuous,don't stop in the middle.
email me if you want.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:oil leak question POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had the two oil filter gaskets stick and leak on my cj-5 (old gasket stuck to block,
new oil filter spun on on top of it).Did the same thing,lost oil pressure and blew oil
everywhere.I have also had a NAPA gold filter go bad.The seam was defective and it
leaked in the same manner.Replaced and no further problems.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Sand Blasting POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was planing on doing some what up a ground up redo of my truck I just bought this
summer.I want to remove the bed,cab,etc,and sand blast the frame,and other areas
which need it and repaint/bedline it.What recomendations does anyone have for sand
blasters.At work I use a boxed in one which was great for cleaning up all the old rusty
plow mount pieces that came with the truck.I want something that you can wheel around,
I looked at sears.com and saw 100lb ones 50lb ones,I probably need a larger sized one so
I can get a decent sized spray..Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Paint info?and How to soup up steering pump POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14295 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great site for info!!http://www.ih8mud.com
SUBJECT>Re:1968 M715 w/31k $4200.00-Have pictures POSTER>Brandon
EMAIL>jeepaholik@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail me the pics.Do u live in VA?Let me know,I'm interested
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all!I hope I can find the number.This is the truck:
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Mvc-696l.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14254 NEXT>14334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a set of motor mounts for 350 small block instulation if this is what you have let
me know i will buy them
thanks Sod Buster
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>14303 NEXT>14310 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Scott,
You might want to check into renting a unit or having a local blasting company do it for
you.Most blasting companies have large controlled booths and that way you don't have to
deal with the mess and the clean-up.Some companies will even primer the parts right
after the blast them --this way rust never gets a chance to start.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:year &model for 425 ?POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14292 NEXT>14327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've been told that even the 368 pan from late 70's will work.just has to be from eldo.
they are only ones with rear sump..SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>14308 NEXT>14316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have experience with what media types works well?I will be doing a piece
by piece sandblast and repaint on the whole truck this winter and would prefer to lear
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from others.I've done enough learning byself.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Brake parts?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Where could I find brake shoes,cylinders and seals?How hard is it to convert the brakes
to power brakes?
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:powersteering POSTER>tom EMAIL>kithe@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14228 NEXT>14445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you know if a J20 or J10 box will bolt directly in?agr makes a rock ram set up for the
J10 's and J20's is why i'm askin'
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14296 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Iv'e learned anything is possible.On my truck the title VIN number was taken off the
engine which was a replacement which was changed out before sold to civilians.What a
mess!Luckily the seller was a stand up guy and got it straightened out with the state.
They put the chasis number on the my new title.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecka2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14298 NEXT>14315 14319
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've still got a 82'700R4 out of 4x4 Suburban for sale cheap.Say $180?If your near KS I
could even work out delivery.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission question POSTER>paul brown.EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 11:41
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14314 NEXT>14333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in Kansas?
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14310 NEXT>14317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use medium grit glass bead and I wish it were faster at removing junk.I think the key is
to be able to use alot of air pressure and volume to hurl the media at whatever your
blasting.I have a small 30 gallon compressor and its too small!!I have a big upright two
stage compressor on my wish list.To answer your question,I like the medium grit glass
bead,but my compressor blows....If you have a stout compressor I bet the medium or
coarse grit would work for you..
Granted it won't cut through 3/4 inch of packed on grease,but it should do nice finish
work......Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>14316 NEXT>14318 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Al,
Would you use the medium or course on the sheetmetal?I have allot of old paint to cut
through but would prefer not to warp the body.I'm not looking for guarantees just
opinions and experience.
I do have a two stage 30gal rngersoll-rand so I should have plenty of air
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14317 NEXT>14320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy I would use medium to fine.And be real careful about warping a panel with some
area to it.Just to minimize your time blasting the sheet metal,have you considered
chemically removing most of your paint first followed by the blaster?I have not tried any
panels yet,but I do know that you don't want to warp em...I think there are a few guys
here on the list that have done this.Maybe they could post their do's and don't's....I did
warp a small sheet metal part in my cabinet at home.So I know it does not take
much....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:transmission question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.let me know about the tranny ,,,off line if you need to thanks curtis
by the way cold not get through on your email Ed
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>14318 NEXT>14321 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
The key to not warping a panel is to go over it several times real fast,and alternate or
change your pattern everytime you go back and forth.I use silica sand with my blaster.
Just take your time and take a little at a time.Haven't warped a panel yet,but if your not
careful and stay in one spot to long you'll warp it.Hope this helps a little.
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14320 NEXT>14324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you use silica as a blast medium MAKE SURE you use the hood with an air supply
from outside the blasting area.
If you need to know why,do a quick little net search on "Silicosis"...you don't need it,
don't want it,and wouldn't enjoy it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN help!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard these 2 places are where vins are found on the frame,as far as being
exclusively for hard tops or soft tops,I haven't heard that before.
They would be the places I were to check...and I would go with the frame number over
the cab number...more likely the cab was changed than the frame....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>kgstahl EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14214 NEXT>14351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll second that on Longview Spring and Brake.That guy down there is very honest and
nice to boot.Where are you located?There is one more 715 here in Longview.Nice to
know that there are more of us around.
Gavin Stahl
Longview,TX
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14321 NEXT>14328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a place i worked at used a product named "BLACK BEAUTY".it is ground up slag.no
free air silica..krob725
SUBJECT>paint POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com DATE>Thursday,10
October 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14407
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how semi-gloss is the semi-gloss i want to repaint m m715 but do not want a flat finish its
red now not a fitting tone anyone had exp with any of the paint the surplus guys sell
thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:oil leak question POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,what they said.Same thing happend to me,old gasket stuck to block.Did you change
the filter lately?
SUBJECT>Re:year &model for 425 ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14309 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get it.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14324 NEXT>14337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know what silica is but silicone carbide is some sharp shit,that'll cut real nice in a
small blasting cabinet.For the frame,I'd have a shop do it in their booth but they may
want all the grease and crap scraped off first cuz that shit'll make the abrasive useless.
For basic paint removal,I recommend aircraft stripper and maybe blast only rusted spots.
Or check out the shops that dip the body panels into chemical baths -fairly reasonable
considering the work savings.
Remember that you don't have to strip to bare metal for a simple repaint.Just remove any
cracked or peeling paint and of course you have to address the rust but any good adhering
paint just needs to be scuffed for a nice bond.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14311 NEXT>14363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the parts list in the online manuals for part numbers that can be used at most auto
parts stores.I used the brake shoes for the chevy trucks but to be installed correctly they
require quite a bit of modification.For the same price you can have you stock shoes
relined.
Chris
SUBJECT>Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris.EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at
6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14332 14346 14364 14401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I'm taking a trip this weekend and doing the caravan thing so I'm using a CB.Only
problem is the electric fan puts out so much "noise"that I can't hear anything over the CB
but the fan.Any help?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Last time I'll ask,anyone else going to Gorman?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out here in SoCal going up to Gorman on Saturday?Myself and a buddy are
taking our trucks to the FSJ get together and I'm seeing if there's anyone else to convoy
with.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14330 NEXT>14335 14343 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,Go to radio shack and ask if they have a noise suppressor.Tell them what the
problem is and the moron behind the counter should be helpful.This should cost around
$10.00.It hooks into the positive side.Also check your swr's if there to high it will pick up
noise.They should be 1.1 to 1.4.Hope this helps it should,Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:transmission question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14315 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hutchinson,45 mins west of Witchita.I should be going to Tulsa next weekend for
gunshow.
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14307 NEXT>14362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are for a sbc 350!If you want them,email me at markus_118@yahoo.com!Thanks,
Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14332 NEXT>14336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Will,
Positive side of the CB power?What the heck is a swr?Signal to wave ratio?Wild guess
there.After I find out what a swr is,how do I check it?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14335 NEXT>14338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWR=Standing Wave Ratio.....basically you need to tune the antenna to put out the best,
longest reaching,wave.It is more complicated but all you need to do is get an SWR
meter....Radio shack should have that too,and read the instructions,it'll tell you what it is
and how to tune it.
I agree with the noise suppresor....most ignitions have one somewhere,always used to be
mounted right on the coil....pre/early computers.If you took it off,you could listen to
your ignition through the radio....not a catchy tune in my book....
Good Luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14328 NEXT>14339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Silica is what sand is made of...as in sand blasting...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14336 NEXT>14340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Jon,
I know about the ignition noise,solid core wires really help it too.But on this one,I know
it's the fan,since it makes noise with only the fan on and as the fan begins spooling up.
The antenna was a freebie but worked pretty good on the bench.I didn't know you could
tune them though.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14337 NEXT>14366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh yea,duh.must have had a blood clot at the time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 October 2002,at 10:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14338 NEXT>14347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm sorry....did I infer your problem was the
ignition...I was just using that as a
reference....I could see the fan,especially the big ones,making interference like
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that....now I know that when I go to one of those,I'll need a supressor!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCKS!POSTER>Patrick EMAIL>turbo4d@veriomail.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 12:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the info page on the episode w/a nice(but small)side shot of the truck:
http://www.truckstv.com/schedule/viewShow.asp?show_id=229&show_date=10052002
Makes me miss my 69 J3000.(had to sell it a couple years ago for something that got
better gas mileage and could go over 55mph on the freeway.But that thing could 'wheel
like a mother.;)
http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid18/p854a71cdb2e0a33917146ce4e7938654/fd
cc01c7.jpg
SUBJECT>Hi all.New Here.POSTER>Patrick EMAIL>turbo4d@veriomail.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14345 LINKNAME>My 69 J3000
LINKURL>http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid35/p0d092ed1c6ab5475839b66b4
4084987b/fd2e2d02.jpg
Just wanted to check in and say hi.Loved the M715 since a friend bought a 65 J200.Had
to have one,so a couple months later,I picked up a 69 J3000 I found for sale on a farm in
Sebastapol,CA.It had the Buick 350 with the T18 4-speed.Had a lot of fun with it,but
after a year or so,I needed something that got better gas mileage and could go faster than
55mph on the freeway.
Looking forward to the day I have the $and space to buy another one and build it up
right.
Patrick
San Jose,CA
SUBJECT>pictures of terra alaska apples POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14332 NEXT>14344 14365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will,spicer,check out the alaska pictures of the Apple terra tire,guy owns apple has 5
bolt budd wheels and is making me a set for the giant 44x18.5x16.1 (non dot)8 ply with
a m715/m37 bhp.Tire is $269,wheel $100.
SUBJECT>Re:pictures of terra alaska apples POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.imageevent.com/oddball/tradingpost.SUBJECT>Re:Here's some more pics...POSTER>Patrick
EMAIL>turbo4d@veriomail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might as well throw them all up while I'm here....
http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid35/pa16c1f3c8378c65e42fd59a89c858a55/fd2
e2f42.jpg.orig.jpg
http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid35/p9ce4225cb80019680eb9281f6de55060/fd
2e2f46.jpg.orig.jpg
http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid35/p09a5e56e238e6bd7e23508bbd0c1c108/fd
2e2f49.jpg.orig.jpg
http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid35/p9ff7de594425d3f1022d95cd88dd2e0c/fd2
e2f4c.jpg.orig.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 2:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14330
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the exact same problem...went to radio shack got the suppresser (20$)and read the
directions on the back....disconnect the ant and if you hear the noise it will fix the
problem if you don't it will not fix it because it's picking it up in the ant.It also said to
make sure all the grounds were good.So I regrounded my fans...seemed to help and I don't
have to turn up the squelch when I turn the fans on any more but I still hear then.I think
we just have to live with it.
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 3:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14340 NEXT>14372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a radio yet,did hook up a cb yesterday,but haven't turned it on with truck
running yet.I missed tho how to hook it up,just any hot wire?Oh,I do have two large
electric fans.Thanks for the tip.
mudclod
SUBJECT>John N Krob POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14301
NEXT>14376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I used to work in a forklift house and a lot of the tanks a thin guage steel or some
were even part of the counterbalance casting.This is for a full on hydraulic system not
powersteering.MOst the hyd tanks I've seen are steel so I'm not going to sweat the
moisture thing...I did look into a couple of the air tanks at advaced auto the 5 and 10
gallon ones.I think I'll be in good shape with one of them slightly modified.
Krob,thanks for the offer and insight on the partitioning.For the time and labor,it's
cheaper to buy an air tank for $30 than build another tank.
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Thanks for the help fellas!
SUBJECT>Translation...if needed POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 4:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14283 NEXT>14399 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ROTFLMFAO is and acronym for:
Rolling On The Floor Laughing My Fu#*ing Ass Off.
LMAO-Laugh My Ass Off,is quite popular too.
Oh,and if anyone is doing any internet dating and you write someone that seems into you,
but you don't write anything funny and you receive a LMAO,it's other meaning is Lick
Me All Over...just so you that that opportunity may be knocking.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil temp gauge POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14291
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why I think that's a fine idea.I don't see why it wouldn't work unless there is something
in the fitting that the oil would 'eat.'I doubt that though...if the sender will take 300
degrees and 15+pounds of pressure it should do the oil fine.I've thought about this as
well...let us know how it works.
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14323 NEXT>14352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mt.Vernon...where the men are men and the sheep are nervous.
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14351 NEXT>14359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a little fyi,(I'll leave that sheep thing go..)the FR320,R351,351,R450,and a couple
of other's are the 13"x 2.5"shoe size we need.Mostly they will fit.Mostly...they have a
few slight variences between them with depth of the cut out for the wheel cylinder 'pins'
and the spring/adjuster at the bottom and how the upper springs attach.My stockers have
a tab that sticks down from the pad and the spring hooks to that.None of the others have
this,they all have a hole for the spring to hook into.I didn't like how it postioned the
spring to rub on the wheel cyl boot or had the spring turned about 90 degrees a way it
doesn't comfortable want to be.I didn't feel like doing it...others may.My $.02.
SUBJECT>wheel adapter POSTER>Rob EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has any one thought of makeing or haveing made wheel adapters for 715to 8lug 0r other
bolt pattern?
SUBJECT>Re:wheel adapter POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>14353 NEXT>14412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Every one of us at some point or another.Don't worry...it will pass and then you'll look to
Diamond Wheel for custom centers.:)
SUBJECT>YIKES!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was at that gas station twice this week on business trips to VA where that chicken shit
sniper has shot someone again today!
I hope they catch him alive and he has to pick up every bar of soap in the prison.
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14355 NEXT>14357 14358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send him down here to South Texas.We'll put him a hog trap with a 400lb wild hog.(I
wonder which would win???)
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>Ed J EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,11
October 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>14356 NEXT>14377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....He'd make a good 1000 yrd 3d target for the Corps sniper program...right Rhino?They
could pick off little pieces of him for each of his victums.
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,
at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14356 NEXT>14373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't think of myself as much of a maverick,but if I saw somebody fire a rifle at
civilians,I am taking their ass out if at all possible.What is this crap about people saying
he left in a white van?If I couldn't remove him and his vehicle from the road by hitting
him,I would at least follow him.I don't think Lee Oswald could shoot somebody FROM
a moving vehicle,maybe IN a moving vehicle (if we buy the magical one bullet theory ).
What is the deal?I'd toast my Saleen Mustang if it was the only way to stop some nutcase
like this,and I would have hoped others would grow some balls and do likewise.
If I witnessed this stupidity from the old Jeep,he'd have "Braden Winch"branded on his
ass.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:"i'll have mine relined with a little vaseline"POSTER>bowtiedave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 12:59 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.yea,i've done the 90deg spring thing on mine.no trouble so
far.just kidding about that
sheep thing...they really aren't all that nervous
SUBJECT>Vac leak or normal POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A stooopid sounding question but...
I had the rare opportunity living in New Mexico to actually use the windshield wipers
while driving my truck.I still have the vacuum operated kind.
When traveling down the road they work wonderfully well,(neither are in sync with the
other)but when coasting to stop they double their speed.When accelerating,they slow
down -speed up when changing gears...etc etc.
Notwithstanding I almost wrecked from laughing about it because it's hillarous to watch..
is it normal or do I have a vacuum leak somewhere in my system?
BTW -I'm still running very rough (which still concerns me -I haven't found any vac
leaks,carb probs or other)and through tinkering I'm up to about 5mpg in fuel usage.
That's right UP to 5mpg.I still go through about 30-35 gals per week in town driving.Is
there any way to guage how rich a carb is running other than pulling the plugs (or worse
the heads)to see?I'm giving my richness screw a turn to the leaner every day to see if it is
making any difference.So far is nill.
Thanks.-T
SUBJECT>rubber question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could someone please refer the source for body bushings and the source for the
windshield to cowl rubber i cant seem to find it thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14334
NEXT>14378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715MAN I HAVE MADE SEVERAL ATTEMPS TO E MAIL YOU WITH NO
LUCK I DO WANT THE MOUNTS TRY MY E MAIL hammett@shelby.net
thanks a bunch
SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14329
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you!
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>Will Wright.EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October
2002,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14330 NEXT>14375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,you can tune an antenna if it has a copper wire wrapped around it under the plastic
or a set screw at the base.If it is a whip antenna you have to cut the coax to length.What
kind of antenna do you have?Before I get you confused,Also how far is the antenna from
the radio.What is the length of the coax?As far as setting the swr's thats a no brainer(yeah
right)Just bring the radio,coax and antenna on over to the house and I'll do it for you.The
supresser goes on the pos side make sure it's grounded good.E-mail me and i'll try to help
an old cb'er here.Do you need a 1000 watt kicker for it?Lol No it ain't for sale.Hope to
help you Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:pictures of terra alaska apples POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14343 NEXT>14369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,I know what to tell my wife when she asks What do you want for christmas.That,s
awesome,good luck with them.Did you ever get the tranny figured out?Will
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14339 NEXT>14392 14409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the input guys,I headed down to sears to see what they had.They had 50 and
100 pound sandblasters which were pretty much the same thing but a larger container for
the 100.The specs on the side said that it only required a 1 hp or better compressor that
had an air delivery of 4.5 CFM at 40 psi or better.I was looking for a compressor also
and the salemans was telling me that this 2 gallon,1.5 hp with max 90 psi compressor
would be great for the job.Do you guys think this is realistic.I don't have any air tools
and I don't need some huge air compressor,just looking for a small basic one that comes
with the basics,hoses,and an accessory kit.
Scott
SUBJECT>M-715 Dana 70 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the M-715 D-70 rear 6-lug hubs/brakes be changed out to the newer
D-70 8-lug hubs/brakes.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Dana 70 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11
October 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14367 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The axle flanges are on a differant bolt circle.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:pictures of terra alaska apples POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:30 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14365 NEXT>14404
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes i did but i do not have a truck anymore,have traded interests in some ranch property
to keep from legal action,my truck was rusted out and was part of an estate due to the
cattle sprayer left in it since bought at surplus in san antonio,it had goat drench stored in
it as well and was pretty much wasted.Problem with swap was the crankshaft in
automatic 360 are not drilled to accept manual input shaft.So you need to make sure you
get a crankshaft for manual transmission.I also thought that spicerman was using the
minbell housing to bolt up to his bib bellhousing.Remember my truck when i had it was
about 500 miles away from me on west texas remote ranch,it is real hard to work on
these trucks if you have no other truckin buds.I learned more from this site in 1 month
than i did in the previous 20 years,the truck was treated kinda like a tractor,it hauled 400
amp dc lincoln for water well pumping.The other party with interest has it now and am
sure it will remain rusted and working.There is a lot of swap action on big electric about
the 3 different 5 speed 2 ton trannys and moving t/c back for different drive shafts to get
away from vivabrations.I have a lot of loose ends to finsh tying up with the passing of
my uncle still.as soon as done i will be hunting a m715 to complete the dodge 3053a
swap all the way thru,i am going to build a site to show all the pics.I have really gotte
into making wheels,(have 5 bolt project left overparts)have found the giant terra tires and
am waiting on one to come in for a pattern,if anybody is intersted please hollar!You will
have to lift truck as these are 44 inches inflated but not that much that it will become
frankensteeringstein!Basically i am taking a 16.1 ag wheel blank and plasma cutting the
center out of the budd m715/m37 wheels,the terra is being run on 16.1 inch wheels with
tubes,some are running tubes,others tubless,it is 8 ply and i had some shorty terras (28
inchers)that were on sand/mud rail with the souped up pinto motor,I have been looking
for some tires like these for floation for a long time,will need to get someboady to come
down some weekend to see what offset will work.Should have the tires in 2 weeks,they
are in Tenn plant i think.See ya later!
SUBJECT>Re:Vac leak or normal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14360
NEXT>14416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get yourself a tach that you can hook up to the truck and adjust the mixture screw for
maximum rpm.If you can turn the mixture screw all the way in,lean,rebuild the carb.
Also if turning it makes no difference to rpm,no matter how much you turn,rebuild it.
You should be able to get the mixture to go up to a certain point,after that,no matter
which way you turn it,the rpm will drop.The high point is the right point.
If ya got a real good ear you could do it that way...I'm not that good.
Good luck!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Transfer Case Color??!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Odd question for the group.I'm nearly done with the sheet metal restoration so I decided
to get the chassis ready for garage before the winter sets in.So,I pressure washed the.thing this evening.Under all
the grime and dirt,the transfer case and pto were red.Is this
the correct color or is it primer?The sheet metal only had its orignal green.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14347 NEXT>14374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put it on the power wire to the item in question,cb or whatever.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,
11 October 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14358 NEXT>14391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was hoping some of you Southern boys would find the dude and take him "hunting"
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14372 NEXT>14413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the only filter I could find was a cheapy from Kragen.Radio Shack has NOTHING
CB related now (in stock).Anyhow,it didn't work.I've tried 2 other CB's and a seperate
battery to isolate the circuit and even moved the antenna to the back of the bed with all
kinds of results.Seems the best thing to do is adjust the "squelch"and that helps a bit.
Thanks for the tips guys.And Jon,I hope I didn't offend you or anything,I kinda got the
feeling that I did.
I should really replace the Chinese antenna and go from there but for now this will work.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14364 NEXT>14390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The antenna is cheap Chinese crap.I'll get a new one after this trip and it's mounted at the
rearmost part of the bed,seemed to help in one test I did.Yea,the noise goes away with
the antenna removed so apparently it's not power wire related.I assume they make some
kind of inline antenna noise reducer?I'll have to check it out when I'm ready for the new
antenna.
Thanks guys
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:John N Krob POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>14348 NEXT>LINKNAME>hydraulic.tanks
LINKURL>http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/LLCategoryDisplay
View?storeId=6970&langId=-
1&catalogId=4006970&PHOTOS=on&TEST=Y&productId=469149&categoryId=0
i meant that the big rig AIR tanks have partitions.you don't need one with a hydo tank.
maybe a baffle if you don't want slosh.no harm done...sometimes i ramble on and on.....
someone else said something about the tanks at northern.the last time i was there,they
had one about 2 or 3 gallon that would be a good size for what you are doing.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,11
October 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>14357 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Today at work,we pondered traveling up to DC just to check out the sites...you know,
being a three day weekend and not having anything to do until deer season opens on the
16th.
We quickly discarded that idea...realizing that five Marines in a van with high powered
rifles would be hard to explain,given the present circumstances.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14362 NEXT>14393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sod Buster
I've sent you a message.
Let me know if you receive it!
SUBJECT>All moved in POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com DATE>Friday,11
October 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs
PREVIOUS>NEXT>14388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I'm all moved in to my new house,but won't have the shop completly built for
another couple of weeks.I guess I'm still a spectator for now.The shop I used to have is
currently laying in piles in my new garage waiting for it's new home.It took me two hours
last night to find my impact wrench,just to rotate the tires on my wife's jeep.Not to
mention that the compressor was so burried in a pile all you could see was an air hose
poking through the mess.
You would think I would just break down and do it by hand...but what would the new
neighbors think if they saw me?
Rhino
SUBJECT>drop voltage from 24 to 12 POSTER>Dave EMAIL>thimmesch1@msn.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQJgCTYfY4c2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14381 14432 14478.LINKNAME>MY BEEST
LINKURL>http://http://www.ofoto.com/BrowsePhotos.jsp?UV=210347254532_724588
32603&US=0&collid=36499571203
is there any way to drop the 24 volts to 12 volts...besides running it off one battery??
my coil went out and was replaced with a 12 volt??
I want to use the same ignition coil lead!!!
Thanks
Dave
BUY my BEEST 2400.00$$
http://www.ofoto.com/BrowsePhotos.jsp?UV=210347254532_72458832603&US=0&col
lid=36499571203
Thanks Dave in MN
SUBJECT>Re:drop voltage from 24 to 12 POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14380 NEXT>14406 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It looks like they put your winch bumper on upside down as well.
Rhino
SUBJECT>PTO gasket POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>14383 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know the proper thickness for the PTO to T-98 gasket...?Are they different
for each truck depending on the adjustment of the gears?And if so,tell me what I need to
know to get it right.
The online manuals refer to the gasket,but not it's size.THANKS
-G-
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SUBJECT>Re:PTO gasket POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14382 NEXT>14389 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can't tell you for sure where I read it but the gaskets come in different thicknesses so you
can vary gear mesh.I made several out of different thickness material and tried then till I
got the best "feel"of engagement with .030 thick gasket.This is with a SM420 and
Braden PTO box.I also installed studs instead of bolts,it made assy easier.
SUBJECT>2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@directvinternet.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14385 14395 14396 14415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm currently working on putting some rockwell's into my truck,and I want to switch the
drums to disc brakes.I'm planning on running disc's at the wheel;not the pinion.Now I
know that Chucks'Trucks sells a at the wheel disc brake kit for the 2.5's for $1000;but
those are only 1/2 ton calipers and discs.On www.usa6x6.com (follow the links to
military axles)they sell a at the wheel kit from Differential Engineering that uses 2.5 ton
calipers and discs!!Thats more like it!!However,I'm not to fond of the idea of throwing
down the $1000+for the kit.
So I'm trying to find these 2.5 ton calipers and rotors to see if it is cheaper to buy those
parts myself,and then purchase the brackets for the caliper from Diff.Eng.I'm having a
hard time finding these calipers and discs though.Would any of you know what kind of
vehicle these things would come off of?I think someone mentioned a Topkick before but
I have yet to find the info on that truck yet.
Thanks,Nate
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14384 NEXT>14386 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just curious...Why run the disc at the wheel and not the pinion?Seems to me that pinion
brakes are the way to go.
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@directvinternet.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14385 NEXT>14387 14405 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Running the brake at the pinion puts a lot of stress on the pinion bearings if your using
them on the street.At low speeds like offroad,its not an issue.Plus I think they are also
not street legal,and I still want to run it on the street.They also should provide more
stopping power than a pinion mount brake I think.I'm not sure about how the effect of the
pinion brake not having to go through the gear ratio of the differential helps its braking
power.
SUBJECT>Re:All moved in POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14379 NEXT>14400 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gotta break in those new neighbors.If they even thought you could turn a wrench without
the sound of a compressor and air tools,they might expect that kinda stuff...for good
measure you should connect a leaky hose to the compressor so it kicks on at all hours of
the night for a few days...maybe use your angle grinder for no good reason...this way
when you are working on the truck during hours that end in A.M.they won't complain so
much.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO gasket POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net.DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 9:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14383 NEXT>14397 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK,what type of material???&where can I get it?I shoulda just e-mailed you but I
cleared my E-mail lists and I can't originate an e-mail to your web TV,only reply.
By the way,that .50 cal gave me chills,but since I'm in California I have to check if just
looking at a picture of a gun like that is now a felony.
One day I'll move out of here and go back to the USA with the rest of you.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14375 NEXT>14418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An inline antenna noise reducer,that is a new one on me.Unless that's what ya'll call
parking your truck in a deep hole.You have the coax and antenna.Let me know if I ca
help.Have a good one.Will
SUBJECT>Re:YIKES!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a 7mm mag that needs sighting in.It's hitting 2 inches left at 700 yards.Bring the dip
s=it on down to Alabama.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14366 NEXT>14398 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No way will you be happy with that little compressor.You don't have any air tools now,
but I'll bet that's cause you don't have a compressor.Once you do...you'll start buying air
tolls (no doubt).I have the small Craftsman sand blaster and it works well,but spraying
sand is a mess!For $269 you can buy a 6hp,33 gallon compressor and it will be years
before you think it's too small.The 1.5hp is only good for airing up tires (small ones).
Even a basic impact wrench requires about what that little guy puts out max,go w/120 psi
max.
Just an opinion..
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Novak Motor Mounts For Sale.POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at 11:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
want the mnts if you still have how much e mail jtg@chartermi.net or call 7346541718
days or 734 243 2657 eves after8pm thanks Jon
SUBJECT>Re:IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>Jon Greca.EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Friday,11 October 2002,at
11:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14195 NEXT>14447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are you useing for a ps gear box
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 12:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14384 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nate print out a picture of those brakes and take them to junkyard or a large truck brake
repair shop and or parts house,i think they are way to high meself,buy them used a t the
jyard and save money for wheels or tires,bet is a easy score,look harder,show the photo,
someone will help you!Good luck!Any photos of your truck?
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 2:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14384 NEXT>14408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are off a Topkick.(heavy duty chevy truck like tow trucks)
SUBJECT>Re:PTO gasket POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 3:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14389 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Parts store should have an assortment pack of different thickness and/or type of material
for gaskets.You can even use an old Wheaties box if it's the right thickness.Truck supply
stores should have gaskets ready to go.Around here though that means "pricey".An
empty 45-70 rifle cartridge case makes a good hole cutter also.
Yeah that .50 was pretty impressive.Maybe the guy who owns it should hire out to hunt
down that SOB in Virginia.He would probably do it for free,I think most of us would.
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14392 NEXT>14437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct.Go with the larger upright compressor now.I have a 2 hp craftsman and
its not enough to power large tools.Also Brute is correct wear as much protection as
possible.You can rent the equipment if needed.Don't forget that the old paint on these
trucks is loaded with lead and if you have kids around could be a problem.Just my two
cents.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Translation...if needed POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14349 NEXT>14424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is so funny.I never knew thats what it meant.I'm getting use to LOL (lots of
laughs).Frank.SUBJECT>Re:All moved in POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rhino,you are still new to this.You have seen how many military trucks I have in my
yard and I have 2 air compressors to run for the neighbors.My neighbors swear they
could hear there property values dropping the day I moved in.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
PS,found the stuff in the truck.Now,where do you park?Got some kittens to get rid of.
{House warming gift}
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya think grounding the fans to the engine instead of the frame would help with the feed
back?If the ant is on the bed maybe it more able to pick up the noise with the ground on
the frame.If I try it and it helps I'll let you know.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Color??!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14371 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless someone has taken out the transfer case on all four of them that I have owned the
red was the stock color.The transmission on three where also red but the last one was
black.lee
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SUBJECT>Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14410 14411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Is it true that the lowest gears available for a dana 70 are 4.56?I'm playing with the idea
of swapping a 6.5L GM diesel engine and I would like to go a bit higher,maybe 4.10's.
Any ideas?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:pictures of terra alaska apples POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14369 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to get a set of these wheels for my M-715 are they the 16.1x16.Keep me
posted,Thanks Brandon.
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It helps the braking power b/c it is appling the brake before the
mulitplication of the
gears.so they do in turn stop a lot better than you might think.it's hard to grasp that two
brakes can lock the all four tires when four brakes won't at the corners.one disadvantage
of the pinion brakes is the fact:if you're on a rock ledge and apply the brake there is some
slop in between the tires and the pinnion mounted brake...therefore you could drop off the
ledge even after pushing on the brake.that is if three inches of slop will allow you to go
over.another drawback:same ledge scenerio...and you don't have lockers or not welded
up.the truck can pivot a little b/c each wheel does not have a brake applied.from what i
read these aren't near as bad as they sound and once you get use to this little fact you plan
ahead and it won't affect you.
just what i heard.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:drop voltage from 24 to 12 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>thimmesch1@msn.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQJgCTYfY4c2 PREVIOUS>14381 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no that is just a huge piece of h beam!!!for a bumper!!!heavy duty...no winch??
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:paint POSTER>Dave EMAIL>thimmesch1@msn.com DATE>Saturday,
12 October 2002,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaQJgCTYfY4c2
PREVIOUS>14325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a profesional painter....
and what i would use is a good quality single stage urethane and put flattening agent in
it!!!
that way it wont chalk out like alot of them do!!!
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@directvinternet.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 10:37
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help guys.I'll have to head on down to a truck wrecking yard and see what
I can find.I do have some pictures of my truck but not on my comp.Guess I'll have to get
off my lazy butt and scan my pictures at work sometime.
Nate
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Joe EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>14366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
Like I said before have the large stuff done or possibly rent the equipment and do it
yourself (I don't recommend renting unless you have the space and ability to handle a.large sandblast setup).The
compressor at Sears is a joke for a sandblaster.In my business
we occassionaly do some sandblasting.The equipment that we use consists of a 180cfm
IR compressor,a 600#Schmidt blast pot,filtered air fed hood and suit along with all
required hoses.Our operators are trained by the manufacturer in the use of this
equipment.For the small stuff a blast cabinet and a 5HP/30gal minimum compressor
would be recommended.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beyond 4.56 you have to change the carrier.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14403 NEXT>14426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What size tires?4.56 should be great with anything over 35-36 inch.(so stock or
above---37-38's and it would be right on!)
SUBJECT>Re:wheel adapter POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
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DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14354 NEXT>14423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep and I searched the world over and found a DitchWitch (trencher type vehicle)and
low and behold 15'WHEELS WITH 6 LUG EXACTLYB THE SAME AS MY M715....
10"WIDE...$100.00 AND HAD GOOD TRACTOR TIRES ON THEM....
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14374 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Offended...far from it...not in the least.....I thought I confused you earlier but definately no
offense on my end.
Let us know if you find the "ideal solution".More of us will need the info some day.
brute4c
SUBJECT>front aglinment POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could anyone help me with the front alignment specs.toein and soforth
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>john summers EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12
October 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14384 NEXT>14422
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dude pinion brakes are the sh!t you get the brakes mutiplied by the gears i have 44"
boggers and can lock all for on asphalt no pulling problems its like having 20 times the.brakes the origanal brakes
had the pinion bearings are huge i've been runing them for a
year now and no problems with the berings on and off road
SUBJECT>Re:Vac leak or normal POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12
October 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14370 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the timing too.Hooking up a timing light to the military wiring is difficult,but you
can use a vacuum gage and get it pretty close.Hook the guage to a manifold vacuum
source,start the engine,then adjust the timing until you get a maximum vacuum reading,
make a note of the reading,then retard the timing (rpm will decrease)until the guage
reads 1"less than the maximum.This should get you in the ball park.As for your wipers,
I think the behaviour you describe is pretty normal.
SUBJECT>1968 M715 $4000.00 in Monroe,North Carolina POSTER>Andy Hinson
EMAIL>breezyknollfarm@mindspring.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 6:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaITEkKv8dt/g PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 in Monroe,North Carolina for sale for $4000.00 I have pictures so you can see
condition.Parts truck is already sold with tailgate.This 1968 model runs good and drives
good.It still has 24 volt system with new batteries installed this year.It also has bee
inspected this year.It also has new spare tire.It has troop seats and top bed bows.It has a
hard top and I have a NOS windshield and hardware to make it back into a soft top minus
the canvas cab cover.Some extra parts included.Tires are good.I tried to show good
points and bad points in pictures.I have owned it since 1994.And it has been tagged,
licensed and insured on the road in all that time also.Email me with any questions you
might have about it.Telephone is 1-704-283-9198.
SUBJECT>Re:Radio noise,electrical interference POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haha,I guess that would reduce some noise.I just assumed that someone made
something to keep the antenna from picking up the crap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Joined the ranks of you oil fryers out there POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14425 14440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took the truck out for the first time today -first freeway run (240 miles round trip)-first
4wheel drive trip -first time over Tejon pass.
The truck ran great,lost some power coming up the passes as the water temp.closed in
on 220 degrees,it's mostly stock save for the Ford 300 and Xterrain tires.I'm running the
stock radiator that's been rodded out and it did better than I expected.Mostly I played
with the truckers and hung around 55-65 mph (here in Cali those speeds are dangerous as
everyone else does 85mph)..Got to the Flying J for the meeting place and noticed both axles,lt.rear shock,fuel tank,
left frame rail and crossmembers drenched in oil.My buddy was wondering why he was
getting "rained on"coming up the freeway (just something to hold the dirt on better I
say).Seems that the vent hose that I cut and left dangling from the engine swap spewed
T-case oil.The trans spit a bit and the engine too but not much.T-case oil was the
consistency of Aunt Jemima after being microwaved,this with brand new Valvoline
synthetic.I guess I'll change the oil after every freeway trip until it clears itself out.
Otherwise I had a great time,took an easy trail 'cuz buddy's 715 didn't have the front axle
hooked up yet.Lots of guys out hunting but the only thing we saw was an old mine and
some bear poop.It's nice getting out to "nowhere",the quiet almost hurts your ears after
listening to the city for so long and then taking a drive in a M715.
I think I'm hooked again on off-roading,but this time by a different means.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:front aglinment POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14414 NEXT>14421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try clicking on the on line manual on the home page and see if you can find your info
there ..mucho info for you hope this helps c.
SUBJECT>Re:front aglinment POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14420 NEXT>14472
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
The direct link is below.
Any more questions,let us know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:2.5 Ton Brakes?POSTER>walkers4x4
EMAIL>walkers4x4@directvinternet.com DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 9:05
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you guy's have convinced me to go with the pinion brake.I think the price tag is
one of the major convincing factors for me,plus the testament from John about them
being fine on the street.I figure even if they are bad on the pinion bearings you can just
replace those every few years.From you guy's who have done the driveline brake
conversion which kit do you recommend?Chuck's Trucks?Seems like a good deal for
the $250 price tag per axle.Thanks for all the help guy's,this forum rules.
Nate
SUBJECT>Re:How tall?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,
12 October 2002,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14412 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How tall is that 10in.DitchWitch rim?And offset?.SUBJECT>Re:Translation...if needed POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,12 October 2002,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Laugh out loud.
SUBJECT>Re:Joined the ranks of you oil fryers out there POSTER>FRANKO'
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris glad to see you are enjoying the quiet of the country stuck in the city myself The
sound of a old military truck on a deserted street is very relaxing FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14411
NEXT>14441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug how was the jeep fest in Maine and the foliage??
SUBJECT>Almost There!?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14430 14431 14442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my truck to the mechanic Friday.His scanner said bad message from map sensor.
Come to find out,he figured out the egr valve was stuck open.A little hammering and
she smoothed out sooooo sweet.But,then on the road,now I have hesatation when taking
off,much more pronounced when cold.But the worse part is,when you hold the throttle
down,it starts popping and sputtering.If you never mash the gas over 1/2,it is fine.If
you do it starts sputtering,even if I'm running out on the highway at 50,as long as I only
accelerate gradually it does OK.We ran the scan again,this time it said the knock sensor,
so I replaced it,installed a plate over the egr valve,and plugged that vaccuum line.Still
the same thing.I unplugged the battery to clear the comp each time.I hope someone with
Chevy knowledge will have a suggestion.Oh,we also checked the fuel pressure again,its
fine.Any ideas?Thank you in advance!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:m715 video POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14284
NEXT>14429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
A couple of years ago,I bought the same video for a good friend of mine.(he LIVES
Jeep)Anyway,before I gave it to him,I "checked"the quality of the video,to make sure
the video wasn't defective.
What a friend,eh??;-)
Darryl
4-67 M715 w/newly restored winch
SUBJECT>Re:m715 video POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com.DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 9:02
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14428
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they sent me another.its pretty good.i wonder why the flotation tires never made it.
SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>Iceman EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne give me a holler and maybe i can help.I used to be a tech at a dealership.And i,m
closer than most.Also i got that new dana 70 in last night by myself.
Iceman
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SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14427 NEXT>14439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The problem is not w/the EGR,at least that is my opinion.Hook back up the EGR and
replace the valve while you are there,just in case.Check the vacume to the map sensor.
Make sure that the vacume line is attached to the throddle body at the correct location.
Second,check the throttle postion sensor.Having said all of that,I think it's a fuel
problem.Make sure the return line is the correct size,very important!!!!.Make sure the
correct voltage is present at the pump during operation.Too small of wire at pump or low
voltage may make pump lower pressure.Compare,side by side,a factory TBI installation
and and yours,and make sure everything is there and hooked up.It's important everything
is in the same port,same size vacume lines,etc.Also,did you unhook the timing
connector,set the base timing,power down the system and re-hook up the timing
connector?(follow instructions in manual).I have never known the codes to be wrong.
Run a code machine with you when you are driving and check to see if it throws a code
when it starts to miss.If it dosen't,look at fuel delivery system.Clean injectors.
Just some thoughts on my part.If the GM tech can stop by,he is your best bet.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:drop voltage from 24 to 12 POSTER>bgb
EMAIL>berkahn.a.b@inspire.net.nz DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 3:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i use a separate 12v alternator running off the spare pully sheaves charging a separate 12v
battery,plenty of amps this way,both 12 and 24 volt systems using the same earth.has
worked well for me for the last 6 months.
SUBJECT>Canvas bows for cab POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one cab bow and AB Linn will only sell in sets of 2 (???).Any body got a spare to
sell or want to go in on a set with me?Thanks,JK.SUBJECT>Diamond wheels POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14435 14436 14438 14443 14444 14449 14517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to order some 16.5 x 9.75 wheels (solid style)from Diamond and read in an
earlier post we get a discount with an order of 50 (that would be between 10 and 12
sets/orders).Any body interested ?email me or post up,Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14434
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would POSSIBLY be interested if there are enough people.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>14434 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I might be interested also.Do they have a web sight to look at?
SUBJECT>Re:Sand Blasting POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14398
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be a little late but thought i would throw in my experience.On the frame i would
use the copper slag as the medium.It seemed to work the best,not as bad a health risk,
and reusable to an extent.I used fine sand on the sheet metal (after stripping as much as
possible,HARD AND TIME CONSUMING).NO warping at all.As far as compressors,
i have some friends with the 6hp 30 gal craftsman,so we hooked all three together with
some fittings,and this worked well(except for blowing fuses time and again).I would
recommend around 9 cfm @90psi for sandblasting,however you will never need this for
all your other tools,except maybe an air sander.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>homere EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14434
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im interested
SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14431 NEXT>14487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,I also have a TBI in mine and the size/location of vac lines etc is SOOO
important.I second the throttle position sensor or MAP I had similar trouble with a TBI
system years ago.Good luck!Doug..SUBJECT>Re:Joined the ranks of you oil fryers out there POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great!Sounds like a pretty typical day in a 715!;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14426 NEXT>14451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perfect!Great trails,lots of fun and met some really great people.A few tight spots for
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the old girl to squeeze through and lots of mud and rocks to play on!I'll post some pics
soon of it getting pulled out of the mud by a TJ!!!Hanging my head in shame...well...we
all get stuck sometimes!Good time was had by all.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14427 NEXT>14490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I have a wrangler that did the popping and sputtering thing.Had a friend that works for
dodge dealer check it on the computer.It wouldn't show anything.Turned out to be bad
plug wires.He dropped a wrench near the wires and when he picked it up he got shocked.
Just a thought,hope it helps.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14434 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I may be interested in buying another set.I purchased a set on the previous group order
and may be ready for another set for my second truck.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14434
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me know how much
SUBJECT>Re:powersteering POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 October 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14312
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heres the power steering info from the old "Yahoo site,edited and reformatted....should
answer your questions.
brute4c.Power Steering
FYI:
If you have an early truck,don't ask what serial number this changed at,you will find that
the stock steering box is bolted to one side of the frame only,not all the way through to
the other side.It has been reported that trucks,especially with larger than stock tires
and/or springovers,tend to tear the box off the frame,the stock box or power,requiring a
good deal of work to fix.The simple solution is to mount the box,as the factory did on
later trucks,through both sides of the frame with longer bolts and spacers between the
frame sides to prevent crushing or deflecting of the frame rails in this area.If the factory
figured it out in less than 3 years of production,so should we.Stock trucks with stock
steering have torn the box loose when used for heavy rock crawling and trail use that
must be considered 'rough'.My truck has the early style,it is an 8-1967 vintage with a
serial of 14119.I have personally seen both types in stock form and have seen the
devasting failure caused on a 40 inch tired,springover rig when this tore out.It also bent
the bar going to the passenger steering arm as the steering box ended up closer to the
center of the radiator than it was to the drivers edge of the radiator...and that is darn tough
to fix when you are already 'up in the hills and off camber'when it goes,not to mention
the nice,rough and irregularly shaped mess that use to be a frame mount for it.
QUESTIONS:
I am planning a power steering and brake conversion in one of my 715's and have been
gathering info from various owners over the past 3 years.I am interested in hearing from
members who have done this and what parts they used,etc..I want to do as little
permanent modification to the truck as possible.I have been told that the power brake
unit from a 1968-1971 J Series jeep with 4 wheel DRUM brakes will work well but have
never found a part number to match.I have also been told that a saginaw steering box
from a GM CAR will bolt right in with no drilling but that the pitman arm has to be
modified.Anyone have experience
with this?
I understand that the box from any 69-76 GM car with Saginaw power steering will bolt
in.I also read that a GM rag joint will have to be used.Does the GM rag joint mate to the
715's steering shaft without modification?Second question:Is a power steering pump
matched to the box or can I use a different (higher flow/pressure)pump?
I spoke to a few people here in Alaska and they said that the Saginaw steering box came
in different steering ratios.What is the best one to use?
Putting a steering box from 76 Wagoneer on.The pitman is 1/2"longer than the original.
Found a little discussion on an old post,but no answer.What do I do about the extra
1/2"?Besides having to recenter the steering wheel I don't see any reason not to use it.
ANSWERS:
Miday Supply in Irving Texas,have done over 400 M715 rebuild for fire dept.'s says that
a gm car saginaw box bolts right on,and sells a lengthened pitman arm so you keep
steering lock.A friend of mine did the box without the arm,and steering lock was very
limited.Midway Supply phone number (972)399-1532.
The Saginaw box off of any G.M.full size vehicle from aprox.1969 to 1976 will bolt on.with no modifications.(Monte
Carlo,Chevelle,Cutlass,etc.)I used a 72 chevelle box.
You have to use the G.M.rag joint.You can get the pitman arm from Leo Porter i
Midway Texas.The arm is slightly shorter,increasing the turn radius.(6.5")Some Jeep
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vehicles used this same Saginaw box.A Wagoneer pitman arm might work and is .5"
longer.
As far as the Power steering swap goes,a mid 70's Waggoneer is the most available donor
in this area and it was by far the easiest conversion to date.
I converted my truck to power steering using '70s and '80s full-size Jeep truck parts.Here
are the specifics:The power steering box &pitman arm came from a '74 Cherokee and
was a direct-bolt in,although it's a tight fit next to the frame brace (a box from any '74 to
'91 full-size Jeep should fit).Jeep trucks used a standard GM Saginaw pump unit,which
came stock on many Jeep and most GM engines (and even some Fords!)so engine
mounting brackets should not be a problem.I used
a Ford PS pump because it came with the 460 engine and modified a Ford F350 high-
pressure hose by removing the fitting at the steering box end and crimping
on a flare fitting to match the GM box.
Option#1--The saginaw power steering box off of almost any70"s-80"s fullsize GM car
will bolt right onto your frame and I found that the splines on the 715 ragjoint matched.
But in order for this to work you will need a pitman arm off of a 79-88 Ford Bronco,it has
the same splines as the saginaw box and is the correct length and has a large enough hole
for the 715 tierod end.
Option#2--You can also use the saginaw box off of a Grand Wagoneer (no modification
straight bolt on).The saginaw power steering pump that is used by all GM products,80"s
Dodge trucks,and all Jeeps is an excellent power steering pump and is cheap and plentiful
and will work with all saginaw boxes.I do not like the pump Ford uses because the
housing is plastic and always leaks (besides plastic belongs on toys not on a 715)
Yes a Saginaw power steering box out of a Wagoneer or Cherokee will bolt right in with
no mods I have done this to my 67 M-715.
My own personal experience with adding PS to a M715 is to use the PS box off another
Jeep full-size vehicle (J-series truck,Wagoneer,Cherokee).The input shaft and pitma
arm on a CJ box will be incorrect --I know this cause I had a CJ box and it won't connect
to the J truck/M715 intermediate shaft.
Leo Porter steering parts
I bought the extended length pitman arm that allows full steering lock in conjunction with
a saginaw auto power steering box.The extra 1/2inch will come in handy when you need
to turn real sharp.
I used a Power Steering pump and steering box from a think,mid 80's chevy caprice.the
box was a bolt in but the pump i had to make brackets for.I used a pitman arm from a
jeep pickup,probably j-20 or j-30 with power steering.fit perfectly.i did add a cooler to
keep the temperature down on the fluid.The whole price for the conversion was about
$50.The most expensive thing was the power steering hoses,they are higher pressure.
I used a Saginaw from a 69 Nova (any late 60's to early 70 GM pass.car should fit).Any
steering shop should be able to swap the internal valves to a higher volume/pressure set to.handle the larger
tires,weight,etc.
I used a Wagoneer pitman arm for my power steering conversion.Works fine,all I had to
do was realign the steering wheel and adjust the tie rod end so that the tires turned equally
in both directions.
Some of the J-series pitman's will work as is.I know for a fact that a 72'-79'Ford Bronco
pitman will work.
The power steering is a bolt on project up to the pitman arm,the tapered bolt on the 715
steering rod is much bigger than the tapered bolt hole in a J truck pittman arm.
Actually,some of the Saginaw power boxes have 4 mounting holes/tabs instead of three.
They still bolt-up just fine to the M-715 frame,there just isn't anything to bolt the extra
mounting tab to.
The power steering box will bolt to the M715 with three of the bolts.
Look for a saginaw box with a 7 and a 6 cast into the box on the side towards the front of
the box.While others will work,the 76 series box is reputed to be the strongest box.
There are two input shaft sizes..780 and .800 thousandths.So take the rag joint or
coupler that was attached to the box.I bought one for my CJ awhile back from a 77
firebird.This was for my CJ not my 715.I'm trying to keep the 715 stock for now.Also
look at the top adjustment allen head screw found in the top aluminum cap.It should have
quite a few threads sticking above the jam nut.If not the box is close to being worn out.
The most direct fit is the grand wagoneer set up,it is a GM set up,everything is a direct
bolt on,there is one bolt hole on the box that you can't use unless you drill the frame,for
the pump you might have to make bracket for that.The best thing with this set up is that
the turning radius is shortend by quite a bit,I bought the whole deal at my local junk yard
for $50.00,you got to love that!
(Just to avoid confusion on this.The GM Saginaw box IS the box that Jeep used in the
70's and 80's....these are the same box in both applications,though I have heard there are
stronger and weaker versions,partially due to different piston sizes in the box.)
QUESTIONS:
Is there any way to run a power steering pump on the 230?
Just wondering what type of brackets everyone was using for the power steering pump.
Have the stock military motor.Looking at putting on PS from a FSJ.Is there a source or
something common to use,or is everyone just making their own?
ANSWERS:
I could not find a stock bracket that would work for the stock motor.I welded a slotted
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bracket onto the top of the orginal stock generator bracket above the bolt hole before the
slotted adjustment hole.I then mounted the pump to that.I then fabricated a slotted upper
and lower support bracket.I mounted one end of this bracket to the thermostat housing
and the other end to the back of the pump.So far it hasn't thrown a belt or blown up on
me.
I got a 1984/85 J-20 power steering box with pitman arm along with the pump and
installed it.I had to make the brackets to mount the pump.I dropped the non-stock.altenator down a little bit and
mounted the pump above that.My pump mounting bracket
came off of the stock altenator bracket with another bracket off of the back of the pump to
the intake manifold.
QUESTION:
Will power steering stop the feed back in my steering or do I have to live with it as long
as the 40"boggers are on the truck?Maybe a steering stablizer will stop the feed back.
ANSWER:
Dual stabilizers should decrease the feedback,but 40 inch boggers are BEEFY tires,so
some will probably remain present,power steering will just provide much less resistance
to turning the wheel.
QUESTION:
I have a question or two about power steering for our Kaisers.I hope the Engineering
gurus in our club can see if this could work.I noticed in one of the Jeep CJ catalogs that
there is an after-market power steering box and pump replacement for the CJ`s that`s
pretty heavy duty.They`re made by a company called AGR and they are called "Super
Pumps"and "Super Boxes".Do you think they could be modified to our M715`s to
handle the larger tires that some of us are doing to our Kaisers?I found the pumps and
boxes in a Quadratec Catalog.
ANSWER:
I have one of these AGR boxes and pumps on my YJ (35"tires).No noticable change
over the stock one.Good deal if you need a rebuilt box,but don't expect much.
QUESTION:
What pittman arm does one use with a springover?
ANSWER:
If your trying to find out what type of dropped pitman arm to use on your Saginaw
powersteering conversion?Use the dropped pitman arm available out of any 4x4
magazine for a 1980-1988 Ford Bronco.This pitman arm splines onto the Saginaw box
and the 715 tierod end is the same diameter as the Bronco,s.
QUESTION:
Pressure port on the saginaw box...Anybody know which port is the pressure side?Large
or small.Basic hydraulics say large is return side but I don't know in this case.
ANSWER:
The larger port on the box is the pressure side.I found this out the hard way today,but the
rest of you now know,so it was worth the oil bath!
Vam715
SUBJECT>MUST SELL M715 POSTER>Kenny EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 October
2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/LdhjfV8txE PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.67 Kaiser for sale now on ebay.THe zone helped me out when I was looking at
purchasing my Kaiser and now I hope you all can help me in selling it.Any enthusiest
who has been looking this is the one to buy.Search under M715 and check out the
pictures posted.I have a few more pics that I can email upon request.Check it out and
pass along this info please.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:IT WAS THE EASY WAY!!!WHAHOO!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just picked one up a month ago out of a '96 Chevy Blazer.It has the heavier four bolt top
on it.The pitman arm shaft has a cover on the top of the box with four bolts holding it
together...these are the heavier boxes.I kind of took a gamble with the late model stuff
and so far it has worked great.
SUBJECT>More Cuteness...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14476 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So my Aunt from Jersey comes to visit my folks at the farm and walks into the garage and
says "Thomas,this is SUCH a cute truck!"I'm at the workbench pulling the gears out of a
hydraulic pump thinking "I didn't think people that old did crack.?"Then,of course...she
insists on hugging me.My pants are my grease rags,my shirt is full of holes compliments
of a battery explosion,and I'm hydraulic fluid up to my elbows from the pump I just tore
out of the truck.She hugs my torso as I stand there with my arms straight out giving my
mom a look of disgust at her state to state 'pop in.'
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14434 NEXT>14453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there some sort of website where we could look at the wheels and how much are we
talking?I'm definetly interested.-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:vin #for brute4c POSTER>steve renick
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 7:41 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's mine brute.68'M-715 vin.#21944.Did you get the pics I sent you?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14441 NEXT>14452 14454 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
4.56 sounds like the best compromise...2700RPM at 65MPH.Has anyone put a NV4500
in an M715?If I go for a 6.2/6.5L GM diesel,bellhousing bolt patterns wouldn't be a
problem.Would I still have room for the driveshaft to the transfer case?.Thank you all,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14451 NEXT>14455 14456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You should still have room for the T-case stubshaft.I have big spicer five speed od in
mine and the t-case in stock location and a 427.It all was a good fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14449 NEXT>14469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14451 NEXT>14470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should still have room for the T-case stubshaft.I have big spicer five speed od in
mine and the t-case in stock location and a 427.It all was a good fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14452 NEXT>14459 LINKNAME>3053a pics
LINKURL>http://imageevent.com/oddball/tradingpost
Mikel,leave the nv4500 alone,it is a pos and not a truck transmission for a m715,the
spicer 3053a that spicerman is running is a 500,000 mile transmission when in an fleet.
The nv4500 is alumiumn case,5 gear sits high with no oil and has problems with nut
backing off around 80,000 miles,they dont offer it anymore!The spicer is cheap,it has a
cast iron case,ptp ports on both sides if you get one out of winch truck,and spicer has
already done the dirty work on the hd jaackshaft!The spicer 3053a is real hot on the m37
site as well as the dodge powerwagon forum,lots of them following spicers lead
especially if they are running a chevy motor,there is a guy with a m37 and diesel with the
3053a swap and it is a bolt on if you have the pilot bushing and the right clutch disc,ask
spicer for his view as he will give it!The spicer is everywhere there are army surplus
trucks.I ahve soem pix at my site of one,www.imageevent.com/oddball/trading post and
some giant terras i just ordered to build some m715/m37/powerwagon set ups,there is a
good transmission site on garbees site on m37 big e site that shows ratios etc.Make sure
you get a jack shaft like the one spicer made up,it is the way to go inmo!Spicer if he gets
a 6.5 and high gears wont it suk big,would not leaving the diffs alone +spicer 3053a be
better?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14452 NEXT>14458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mikel,leave the nv4500 alone,it is a pos and not a truck
transmission for a m715,the
spicer 3053a that spicerman is running is a 500,000 mile transmission when in an fleet.
The nv4500 is alumiumn case,5 gear sits high with no oil and has problems with nut
backing off around 80,000 miles,they dont offer it anymore!The spicer is cheap,it has a
cast iron case,ptp ports on both sides if you get one out of winch truck,and spicer has
already done the dirty work on the hd jaackshaft!The spicer 3053a is real hot on the m37
site as well as the dodge powerwagon forum,lots of them following spicers lead
especially if they are running a chevy motor,there is a guy with a m37 and diesel with the
3053a swap and it is a bolt on if you have the pilot bushing and the right clutch disc,ask
spicer for his view as he will give it!The spicer is everywhere there are army surplus
trucks.I ahve soem pix at my site of one%
SUBJECT>m715 with tbi POSTER>russ allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14467 14479 14481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm in the process of swapping in and '89 tbi 350 into my '67 m715 and i was wondering if
someone could tell me if the knock sensor is a must,the flange on the block hugger
headers that i want to use make contact with the knock sensor.any help would be great.
thanks
russ
SUBJECT>Webmaster help!Need new password etc please POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14456 NEXT>14477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have lost my passwprd and member id my em is ranchoblanco i am james knight
beeville texas had all them stored but flood wiped out my lists thanks,i ahve msn hot
mail and your address comes back as undelivered,msn is prob wrong but please help me
get back in zone,if i am banned please expain why and how i can fix?
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SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14455 NEXT>14460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,with the diesel torque and lower rpm availability the 3053A and 4.56's may be a
real hot ticket.With 37's it should net him a comfortable highway rpm for the oil burner.
I'd think that the smaller,gas motor guys,would stay with the 5.87's and have a few more
rpm to keep the 6,000Lb beast moving up the hills.
For the GM guys...the 3053A is a plentiful,cheaper,super solid tranny for the '37's and
715's and is a bolt up to any chevy engine with the 'homeplate'bell housing pattern.Just
need a truck bell and matching 'sandwich'plate...all stock GM item in their older Medium
Series truck line.Let's not forget the 13"clutch too.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14459 NEXT>14462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hello George and Spicergear,
How about a NV5600?Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>1967 M715 for sale in AZ POSTER>Dave in AZ
EMAIL>dave.s.boehmer@intel.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aajYLleknK7vk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 For Sale in AZ;Nice truck in good shape,all original,24v,Braden PTO
winch,11.00-16 Michellins,no rust,body in good condition,tailgate has some dents but
can be fixed,original engine runs good,new seats,soft top,some misc.extra parts.$4200
obo.I'll try to get a picture posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14460 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
320 Lbs,iron case,a bitch to adapt because the bell is part of the front of the case and I
may have heard something about the diesel trucks twisting off 6th.Somebody correct me
if I'm wrong on that.
Oh,and the co$t for one...
SUBJECT>Looking for Richard POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_nad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was browsing through the Members Gallery and I came across this really cool truck
owned by a guy named Richard.Does he still participate on the message board?If so,I
want to ask a few questions about the truck.
SUBJECT>Transfer case neutral?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can the M715 transfer case be placed in a neutral position?I was shipting it the other day
trying to get it into 2 wd and noticed that in one position the middle drive shaft betwee
the transfer case and tranny would spin freely.Is this normal or is mine broken?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case neutral?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14464 NEXT>
14474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,technically it has a neutral although the shift rails aren't notched to have it 'click'
into a neutral position..SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap (revisited)POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I posted this up here because the discussion was getting harder and harder to find,and I
thought there were many good points to be discussed.
About the 3052A,being only 15%overdrive with a 6:1 first gear,does it really offer a big
improvement over the stock T-98 with 1:1 fourth and 6.4:1 first gear?
With 4.56 gears,2:1 low range and 35in tires:
3052A:
Crawl ratio:57:1
RPMs at 65MPH:2418RPM
---------------------------
With 4.10 gears,2:1 low range and 35in tires:
T-98:
Crawl ratio:58.37
RPMs at 65MPH:2845RPM
With 4.10 gears and T-98:
Crawl ratio:52.48
RPMs at 65MPH:2559RPM
Note:RPM calculator from www.4lo.com
It seems a small difference...Am I better off re-gearing and keeping the T-98?Does the
3052A have a PTO for a winch?
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Thank you for your input!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>Iceman EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14457 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod has one similar to yours you might get some info from him.If you are useing
the stock computer and wireing will just about have to to make it not throw codes at you.
Iceman
SUBJECT>pinion brake question POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
October 2002,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14471
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just wondering if any one has thought of or installed pinoin brakes on the stock dana
60/70?
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14453 NEXT>14493 14494
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last month I bought (5)16.5x9.75 solid center,black powercoated wheels for $130 each,
Bill at Diamond is a great guy to deal with and the wheels are perfect.They make them in
any size you want and shipping to Calif.from Wisconsin was about $18 each...they also
make a "Sport"wheel for $145...the wider the wheel,the more they charge.I don't know
what the group discount was back them,but I'm sure it was benefical...btw,Stockton
Whell wanted $199 each!!
Hope this helps.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>sod buster
EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14454 NEXT>14501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M725 and I am installing a 400 s.b.c.will i be ok with a 3053a tranny if so what
did they come in and what is a good price range?[900x16 tires 587 ratio ]
SUBJECT>Re:pinion brake question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen them done with a Rockwell 2.5 ton axle conversion...should work just fine on
a stock one too as long as you find the right flanges etc.This is a very effective method of
braking as it is before the gears in the axle which reduce the rpm's,therefore your braking
effect is faster.Also you don't have to brake the tire which may lock up on certai
surfaces,but the driveline,which seems to make the lockup less likely.
I do not know if this is street legal as a reprlcement for the wheel brakes...off road it
would be fine....plus if you dont need the other braking components,you can save some
unsprung weight.When Chad did his 2.5 ton axles,he said he saved 185 lbs.per axle by
ditching the drum stuff and going to the pinion type.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:front aglinment POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14421 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS A BUNCH THAT'S WHAT I NEEDED
SUBJECT>sandblasting the exhaust manifold,OK?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it okay to sandblast the exhaust manifold?I was concerned about having it warp.Is this
a legitimate concern?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case neutral?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14465 NEXT>14488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Agreed,and if you ever have you truck towed,lets say your water pump explodes in the
middle of nowhere....,and you put it in neutral,the front tires will still be turned from the
drivtrain.This happened to me and I was puzzled at first because I knew already if I put it
in 4WD and moved the hi-low to the center position and let out the clutch,the truck
doesn't move.The fact that the truck has to go into 4wd before going to the nuetral
position of hi-low,means the front is hooked to the rear axle through the t-case...both are
"online".If it were left in 2wd with the tranny in nuetral,the front axle would be
"neutraled".
Makes sense if you think about it.....there is a neutral but if the truck is moved by outside
forces,it doesn't act like neutral....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:sandblasting the exhaust manifold,OK?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14473 NEXT>14522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think the cast iron is too thick to warp....but it is brittle and might
crack...something these manifolds have a tendancy to do in this application already....
Are you trying to make it look better,non rusty?I don't think losing thickness by any
method on a part prone to cracking from stress already is a good idea....maybe you have a
different reason though....
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brue4c
SUBJECT>Re:More Cuteness...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work for a gentleman who is paralyzed.He is super cool and so is his wife....but she
always says,"I see you brought your cute little truck."whenever I drive the 715 over
there.
It does seem weird to have someone say that...and she is a dedicated Volvo driver...go
figure....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Webmaster help!Need new password etc please POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll look into this when I get home tonight....you have not been banned I'm sure.Will
email you with info....sorry bout the flood....hope it gets better!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:drop voltage from 24 to 12 POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14380 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://samlexamerica.com/samlexhome.htm.LINKURL>http://samlexamerica.com/samlexhome.htm
I recently purchased a 24 to 12 volt converter from Samlex...quality little box.Chack the
link below,they usually have some reconditioned on their website for $61 and change
with warranty and free shiping in North America.They don't sell new direct to the public,
but they stand behind the reconditioned ones.
From their homepage,click on "products"on the left,then on "converters"for the picture
and specs,click on "products"and then "reconditioned products"and scroll for the
SDC15 and SDC23.
I bought the SDC23,which is pretty small,5x7x2.5 or so and less than 3 pounds.They
are highly efficient and rugged.The SDC23 is 20 amps continous and 23 amps peak
while the SDC15 is 12 continous and 15 amps peak.
I like it alot!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14457 NEXT>14480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES it is very much a MUST!Don't go without it!You can move it to a different plug
spot in the block.Just keep it in the same "area".Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By plug spot I mean a different hole like it is in now.Just keep it near the same level as it
is now.You can even extend the wires and put it on the other side just in the same low
down area.The way it works is by sensing the knocking or "pinging"vibrations in the
cast block underload and adjusting the timing to make up for it.It really is a must and a
pretty simple unit.I run a motor from a 89 GM TBI as well and used the whole wire
harness and computer etc.I have put a LOT of miles on with GREAT success.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14457 NEXT>14485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Must have knock sensor!!Will not run correctly w/o sensor.Mounted mine on spare hole
by oil filter.Also,make sure you hook-up transmission lock-up if an auto tranny and
brake circuit which diconnects lock-up when brakes are applied.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap (revisited)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14466 NEXT>14496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel
First off,I don't think you'll ever notice the difference in 1st gear ratios..Second point -the T-98 is known for
lubrication problems and short life span compared
to similar trannys.
And I believe you miscalculated some of the info -for the two T-98 comparisons,one in
low range the other in high (that's how I'm reading it),the low range example will have
twice the crawl ratio as high and twice the RPM's at the same vehicle speed.
This weekend my pal was pulling right around 2000 rpm with 38"tires,4.56 gears and
stock trans/tcase at around 65 mph.He actually complained that it kept the chevy too low
in the power band and liked to lug up the hills.For him,4.88's would be ideal and O/D
would be unnecessary.On the other hand,I was running 35"tires on stock axles and I
guess I was turning closer to 3500 RPM which was a bit scary with my long stroke Ford
6.O/D would have been great for me.
Personally,I'd go with the O/D trans and slightly lower gears (lower than 4.56)assuming
you have nonstock axles (from what I've heard you only have one other R&P choice).
It just occured to me that this discussion is about Diesel engines so maybe I'm way off
here and some higher gears are what you want.But I don't feel like deleting what I just
typed so it's food for thought.
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Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>715 Truckfest!!!!!POSTER>PAUL BROWN EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A M715 get-together is planned for March 28th,29th,and 30th (2003)at Tuttle Creek
Off-Road Park in Kansas (by Manhattan).We are planning a catered dinner Satruday
night w/a raffle and guest speaker.I RTI ramp is scheduled to be there.We have some
raffle prizes already in hand.There is excellent camping within the adjioning State Park
and many motels in Manhattan,Kansas.The weather is going to be great.Trail rides all
day Satruday and Sunday morning.We have several requests for a night trail ride as
well!!!!!
Check your schedules.This event requires planning and reservations so we need your
help in checking your calanders and letting me know if you are going to attend.We
currently have one Texas truck,one from Arkansas,one (possible)from Mew Mexico,
one (and some CJ driver buddies)from Missouri,and one from Oklahoma.Please drop
me a short note on how many people in your party,address,phone numbers,etc.,to :Paul
Brown P.O.Box 521173,Tulsa,OK 74152.I am creating a database and will follow up
with everyone who responds by mail.
My partner in crime,Steve and I are meeting at Tuttle Creek on November 2nd and 3rd to
scout out group camping sites and began the process of planning the on-site details.
Questions?Comments?Paul @918-951-2677 or E-mail at psbrown2@swbell.net.
Thanks
SUBJECT>more than i bargained for POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>14492 14503 14532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now i know the source of that phrase,upon stripping the cab tub in preperation for
painting,i discovered alot more rust-through and bondo than i was ever led to believe
existed on this truck.in fact,i'd say i was purposefully deceived!
so now,about two years after purchasing it,how do i fix it?shall i cut out all the rusted-
through portions and weld in new metal?i despise bondo,and it chipped out way too easy
for me to trust it to hold the cab together in the event of an accident.rust through is a the
edge of the floor pan,across the entire back,and some of the sides and front foot areas...
my question for those who know alot more about this than me is...should i try to restore
this or just try to find a real "rust-free"cab?
thanks in advance for any info.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14481 NEXT>14489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My auto overdrive (700r4)came out of a van and had no lock up,not vac or electric...so
you "may"have one of those.It will be obvious though if there is an electrical plug or vac
line running to it!Make sure you run a HUGE cooler to it (if you are running and auto
even?)
SUBJECT>Dual wheels POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at
6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14507 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Looking for a set of dual wheels for my M-715 to fit the original lug pattern.I still want
to run 9x16's all the way around and be able to rotate/swap front and rear tires/wheels.
Any ideas?Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to be so long in getting back.Thanks for all the ideas,Iceman,I will take you up on
that.I'm sorry I didn't get back to you the night you called.Proud to hear you got the rear
end in.I will check the suggestions,all the vac lines are original,I never moved them,
and I have the original fuel lines in and out of the throttle body.I ran a return line directly
into the gas tank.The day I took it to the mechanic,I hooked a different map sensor to it,
one he had off another,no difference.The first code that showed a problem as the map
sensor as reading too high a number,I think that is what the mech said.This never
showed again after beating on the egr valve,and it closing.The last time we ran it,it
showed the knock sensor.Now I have replaced the temp sensor,O2 sensor,throttle
position sensor,and the knock sensor,all since putting this engine in the truck.It ra
perfect the day I pulled it out of the other truck,it was rebuilt about 20k back.I will
double check the vac lines,I think the mechanic would have noticed if they were wrong..The power line going to the
pump is rather small,could be it.I put the guage on it,but
not driving down the road.Thank you all again!
mudclod
PS:It sure is fun driving it again!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case neutral?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,great info,I didn't realize that is how it worked.Thanx!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
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DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14485 NEXT>14508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running tubo 400 auto,when I went with the painless harness,their insructions said
if not using the lockup,just to tape off the plug for it,and the brake sensor.Don't know if
this helps.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Almost There!?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never thought of this!The tranny was burned up in the truck I pulled it out of,it only
went in reverse,so I never knew if it did this before.And I just imagined with a fairly
fresh rebuild the wires would have been replaced,but now I think,maybe not.Thanx!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>14505
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,gear boxes can be blindspot for me.I understand the advantage of driving rear off
Ebrake out put or High drive.But is there a way to shift or modify stock Tcase so in 2wd
Hi the lower outputs do not spin?I guess similar to NP205?Any info appreciated.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:more than i bargained for POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a true rust free cab in central colorado,with metal top
wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
October 2002,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14469 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definetely interested,but is it possible to also get beadlocks from them?Also if anyone
does have a pic post or show us where to go.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14469 NEXT>14497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Talked to Bill at Diamond today and he said he would post a message for us.The deal is
$130 for a 16.5 x 9.75 "solid"style,$145 for a "sport"style (has cut outs instead of a
solid wheel).Price is higher for a bigger size wheel,lower for a smaller size wheel,so we
don't have to order the same size for all of us,you can get exaclty the size and style you
want,they come powder coated in black,white,or silver.He is working on getting the
pics up on the website:
(http://www.diamondracingwheels.com/DIAMONDRacingWheels/TruckerSeries.htm)
Bill quoted a 20%discount for 50 or more wheels in a previous post.We can all order
individually by calling Bill and will get the discount when we get enough orders together,
mention the M715zone to get the discount.I'm not in a hurry for mine but will place my
order probably later this week,I'm thinking I might just use my discount to buy a 5th
wheel as a spare.Shipping will be from Milwaukee,Wisconsin to your zip and weights
will vary depending on the size you order.Let's do this and save some damn money!!!
Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Chevy 350 conversion POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Monday,14 October 2002,at 10:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14500 14504 14546 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi all,
Can I run a Chevy 350 in a 24 Volt configuration?Will I keep my 24 V generator,
alternator,and distributor or will certain portions have to be modified?Also,which
tranny adapter and engine mounts are best for the job?Any other hints from those who
have attempted this conversion?Any help is greatly appreciated.
Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap (revisited)POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14482 NEXT>14498 14530 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi Chris,
The crawl ratio was calculated with 4.56 gears,2:1 low range and either 6 or 6.4:1 first
gear,depending on which tranny I was talking about.I've been known to make mistakes
every once in a while...:-)
It might seem a bit high,but I was playing with the idea of using a 6.2 or 6.5L diesel,.specially since the truck
I'm buying already has a Chevy 350,with the correct motor
mounts and bellhousing pattern.Those diesels have their peak torque at 2000RPM,so
that would be a very nice cruising RPM range.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 3:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>14494 NEXT>14513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill at Diamond is a great guy.He also makes a damn good product.I went with the big
20''wheels not the baby 16.5's.With 20's you can go as small as 37''or as tall as 53''.
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Wait a minute...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14496 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Gotta get these trannies straight.The 3052 Spicer trans is a five speed 2.5 ton truck tranny
that originally had a gas engine infront of it and DOES NOT HAVE OVERDRIVE.The
3053 and 3053A (I still don't know what the 'A'signifies)were behind diesels in the 2.5
ton trucks and HAVE THE OVERDRIVE because of the lower rpm availability of diesel
engine.Yes,they have the PTO port for the winch or whatever you feel like running PTO
wise...mine pushes a hydraulic pump for the winch,screw winch driveshafts and bearing
hangers.You drop under 4.56's in the pumpkins and you'll be needing to get new carriers.
That would be a great time to step up to detroits,but the lunchbox lockers work well in
these rears and are less than 2/3 the cost.
SUBJECT>230 TORNADO DISTRIBUTOR QUSETION POSTER>Icema
EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 4:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A LITTLE PROBLEM WITH THE DISTRIBUTOR ON MY RIG.DOES
ANYONE KNOW WHAT KIND OF DISTRIBUTOR I CAN REPLACE MY OLD ONE
WITH SO I CAN GET THIS THING GOING,I COULD USE PART NUMBERS OR
WHAT KIND OF TRUCK I CAN GET ONE OFF OF THAT WILL FIT WITH
MINIMAL TROUBLE.THANKS FOR THE HELP.
ICEMAN
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 350 conversion POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14495 NEXT>14502
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's alot easier to just use the 350's stock parts and replace bulbs and gauges.ALOT easier,
though if you are able to get the 24V motor parts to work on you 12V 350,you'll have our
respect and admiration..Do a search of this page for all the key words 350,swap,adapters.It's been discussed a
few times over the years and all the answers to any of your questions are in the previous
posts.
Good luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 3053's came in the diesel powered duece and a half trucks...the one's we all want the
front axels out of.You need that tranny and a hunk of jackshaft,a medium duty chevy big
truck bell housing,motor/sandwich plate (it's between the motor and tranny..stock)the
chevy starter,flywheel and TO fork.The only thing you'll need to make or buy would be
a .125"sleave to go from the .750"pilot shaft on the 3053 to the 1.000"pilot bearing in
the flywheel.The only thing that may be tricky for you would be that you would need to
use the medium duty's flywheel.These trucks had 366 (6.0 liter)and 427 (7 liter)
internal/neutral balance engines.The 400sb you have needs an external balance.Moroso
sells 'balance plates'that sandwich between the crank flange and the flywheel.They are
about 3/16"thick and there should be enough room from the end of the splines on the
input shaft to the pilot bearing area to accomodate the flywheel being moved back that
slight amount.You'll need to fab a rear transmission mount for the 3053 as they don't
have one.I positioned mine so that the 'dip'in the tranny crossmember is right where the
large truck yoke spins with about 1/4"clear.The motor will be positioned very nicely in
the engine bay doing that.I've also posted a link to a yahoo site where I have some pics i
the past.I don't have it handy...do a search under my name and 3053A and you should
find it.I made 1/4"plates that bolted to the stock frame mounts and then bolted to the
small block I originally had in.
SUBJECT>Nice to see you back B-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14500 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sucks having to work,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:more than i bargained for POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a rust free cab in Kansas.No top.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 350 conversion YES POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a chevy 24 volt waterproof distributer for a m114 APC.they are like ours just
bigger.i originally planned to keep mine stock,then not.now stock..heres what i found.ill let you have the
distributer cheap.everything you have but the
starter should work
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June 13,2002
Dear Mr.Alessi:
What you are looking to do,can be done.
24 Volt Starter $200.00
24 Volt Distributor $185.00
We have this in stock.
Call if you need questions asked
661 945 6788
Norm
A V Equipment &Truck Parts
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14491 NEXT>14506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Simple.
Take the guts out of the t-case...
Forget about it,you're thinking too much.
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14505 NEXT>14509 14604 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Use it as an accessory drive.Weld a pulley on it an use it to drive a compressor or
something.
SUBJECT>Re:Dual wheels POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14486 NEXT>14557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the wheel interchange menu under public menu on the left hand side of your
screen...I used duallies off of a 1964 f-350...they fit perfect except I had to make spacers
for the inside between the center of the wheel and the hub,and also between both
wheels...had to do that because the standard military tires rubbed on the frame and also
touched each other once the wheels were put on...I now have
1/4"clearance to frame and 1/8"between the 2 tires...also had to replace the standard
length stud from 2"to 3"so I had a full thread on the nut...NAPA has the longer studs...it
looks awesome from the rear of the truck...
SUBJECT>Re:m715 with tbi POSTER>russ allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks for all the responses,they have been very helpful.
Russ
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14506 NEXT>
14512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Na,I'm not thinking too much and I have a PTO for accesories.Just figured there might
have been a way to save wear and tear on Tcase and prevent unwanted heat.That is the
reason I changed over to high drive in the first place.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 for sale in Dallas..M715 with a 350 Buick..good condition.Needs paint but body
is in good cond.email me for pics and additional info.
I can be reached @817-467-5023
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimconway@mindspring.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa61yIsXW5Yt.PREVIOUS>14510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please email me pics and asking price.
Thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14509 NEXT>14526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put a 205 in to avoid heat.
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 October
2002,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14497 NEXT>14544
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What width and offset did you get for the 9-20 tires?Also,any reasin why you did not go
with the 10-20 or 11-20?I have a set of 16x10 wheels with 40"swampers and am
thinking it would be nice to have a set of narrower tires for different cicumstances....
SUBJECT>Re:230 TORNADO DISTRIBUTOR QUSETION POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 October 2002,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14499 NEXT>14515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iceman,there is whole ignition set up in the for sale section.May help you.If you ca
search old posts,I believe the interchange numbers have been posted some time back.If.your computer still won't do
this,let me know,I'll try to check for you.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:230 TORNADO DISTRIBUTOR QUSETION POSTER>Iceman
EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 7:37 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14514 NEXT>14529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10-4 WAYNE ILL LET YOU KNOW
ICEMAN
SUBJECT>pitman arm question POSTER>Rick H EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello 715ers
I have a pitman arm question.Will the M715 pitman arm fit on a CJ-7 Box?
Thanks for the help
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16
October 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E
PREVIOUS>14434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would also be interested what qould the cost be ?
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Joe W.EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 for sale
38,000 orginal miles
all orginal,except paint
runs like a champ
miniaml rust
new soft top
asking $4,000
have over $5,000 into it
call Joe at 410-632-0134 (located in maryland )
also it comes with alot of extra parts
SUBJECT>Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14521
14548 14562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So how many has it been now?Like four or five trucks all in seeming decent condition
pop up for sale since you purchased you rainbow colored beast?Everytime a new one hits
the board you get a sympathetic chuckle from me..Yank the stock engine and tranny yet??:)
SUBJECT>Brake shoes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14523 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Frontline Military Parts (I'll try and post the #tomorrow)has stock,no hassle,NOS
brakes for the 715's still in Uncle Sam's wrapping papers.Gladiator booster,'Vette non
power master cyl,and stock pads on turned drums will lock all four 37x13 Boggers on
fresh asphault...FINALLY,NO BRAKE PULL!
$50 an axle.Oh,they also have relining kits for $12 and change if you know somebody
who can rivit them,that'd be really sweet!
The Advanced Auto brakes were $39 and change but needed some mods.Screw that crap
for the $11 difference.No vasaline required.
That's my $53 and $.02 on the matter.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>Joe W.
EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14519 NEXT>14525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol,i would of been glad to sell mine to a girl :)
SUBJECT>Re:sandblasting the exhaust manifold,OK?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 11:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14475 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's why I asked.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16
October 2002,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14520 NEXT>14534
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got to do mine soon.Thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>M715 FOR SALE Michigan POSTER>ridgway white
EMAIL>ridgway88@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.h/eOzkTyDw PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 jeep kaiser for sale
$3200 runs well,but needs a lot of work,if you want to turn it into a show truck.The
truck is located in Flint Michigan.
If you want a project this is the truck for you.If you have questions
I can be reached via email at ridgway88@hotmail.com or at 810-691-9282.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>14521 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO SH!T...ANOTHER ONE JUST POSTED!LMAO!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 2:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14512 NEXT>14545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could move to Michigan to avoid the heat,a Fall like 30 degrees and windy here
today...
SUBJECT>Axles spline count and diameter Dana 60,70 M715 POSTER>Jeepkaiser
EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello
I was going to sell 5 Kaiser axles this weekend,a guy is driving to NH from Indiana to
get them but has doubts about the strength of the axles here is his questions,a letter from
him,Can anybody help?
I ran into some technical information about the m715 dana 60's.I was told the 30 spline
dana 60 has the same axle diameter as the dana 44 wich is 1.31 inches.The GM dana 60
(35)spline is 1.5 inches in diameter.My problem with these vehicles i am building is that
the axle shafts break when I ad a set of big tires to them.The dana 60 front axles you
have I think have the same diameter shafts as the dana 44 front.Could you shed some
light on this for me you been messing with these jeeps for probably alot longer than i
have.I goto work at 3pm so if I dont here from you by then i'll call you.
SUBJECT>Re:Axles spline count and diameter Dana 60,70 M715
POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He is right.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:230 TORNADO DISTRIBUTOR QUSETION POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Find a civilian truck with the same engine.It came in Wagoneers?,J-series trucks and the
Willys trucks and wagons.I've seen the engine listed as only 63-65 but also up to 68 in
trucks only.Distributor is a drop in,you get regular plug wires and vacuum advance.I
think the part number listed for NAPA is unavailable these days so you'll have to do some
junkyarding.Call Scotty's Jeep in Fontana,CA if you can't come up with anything.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70 gears and diesel swap (revisited)POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14496 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,.I was talking about the example you gave with 4.1 gears,in high and low but who cares...
I'd stay away from diesel myself 'cuz I have an ingrained idea that they're for big trucks
with alcoa wheels that do a lot of cross country driving or pull horse trailers.I'm just a
gasman I suppose -hell I always seem to have plenty of it.That 350 will rev to the moon
in comparison and you could build 5 of 'em for what it costs to rebuild a diesel.No
argument on the torque though.It all boils down to your intended use.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Steering wheel swap POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a CJ or Wrangler steering wheel will fit our shafts?Or any other
OEM wheel that'll go on there?I don't especially like the looks (or price)of the
aftermarket wheels out there.I just want something purely utilitarian that looks like it
belongs on a truck,not a street rod.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:more than i bargained for POSTER>john summers EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14484 NEXT>14541 14559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jay check with frankie he has a j10 that probaly has a good floor pan or i have that
otherm715 that has a pretty good floor
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel swap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14531 NEXT>14539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only wheels I know of that go on the stock column are the original style and
aftermarket with the Grant steering wheel adapter.
I found an aftermarket wheel by Grant that has only 2 spokes,kinda wide spokes,that
looks good in the truck to me.I chose this one due to the fact that most of the wheel has
no spokes,less chance of getting your thumbs bent with wheel kickback,and that it is 14
3/4 inches...wanted smaller than stock but with no power steering,I didn't want to small.
This one is all black and has a good gripping surface.
Of course what you do is up to you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14523 NEXT>14554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a regular riveter rivet these?Do they take something special?I need to do my rear
axel.Are those for relining,the nos,or are they the new stile material?Thanx
mudclod.SUBJECT>hey perk POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,
at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14537 14543 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
i am thinking about getting the 20 inch rims from diamond and was wondering what your
thoughts are about putting a tube type tire on a tubless rim bill at diamond is a little
uncertain.
thanx
SUBJECT>Re:pitman arm question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14516 NEXT>14540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that the tapered bolt on the 715 steering rod is much bigger than the tapered bolt
hole in a J truck pittman arm.I would think the same would hold true for the CJ's and
etc...but cannot confirm this....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hey perk POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Perk is running tubes on his rims because he is running a tire that says "tube type".
Haven't heard him report any trouble yet....
brute4c
SUBJECT>230 Tornado For Sale POSTER>JEFF MATTHEW
EMAIL>jkmatthew@rap.midco.net DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBQ/Yy7kKWdM PREVIOUS>NEXT>14550
14612 LINKNAME>230 Tornado for sale LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/
I have a complete 230 Tornado for sale.Replaced the old 230 with a 350 Chevy.If
anyone is interested this 230 has only 24,000 mi on it.Howerver the rear main is leaking
and needs the timming gears and chain replaced.every thing else seems to be in good
condition.If you are interested reply at the M715 Zone or email jkmatthew@rap.midc.net
Let me know and we can haggle about the price?
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel swap POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14533 NEXT>14547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can tell you for sure that 75 on CJ wheels do not fit our shafts.I tried several different
years.
SUBJECT>Re:pitman arm question POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14536 NEXT>14553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The Pitman arm will not fit on the CJ box.I tried it.I ended up getting
one from midway.
It turns lock to lock still,i paid @40.00.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:more than i bargained for POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>14532 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,I am borrowing a spicer line.(Use a road sign)in the floor board where you can.Find
some good metal,drill some holes and bolt that sucker in.Worked wonders in a baja I had
years ago.Will
SUBJECT>d-44 POSTER>dave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,
16 October 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14568
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a free j-20 with 4.10's and disc brakes.now,riddle me this...what do ya'll think
about using dana 44fr/dana 60rr under truck?would it be like gelding it?
SUBJECT>Re:hey perk POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Homere,I have no problem running the 20''Diamond rims with tubes.I did go with 18''
farm tractor type tubes with short stems,the 900-20 tubes have valve stems almost four
inches long,they could get torn apart in heavy wheeling.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14513 NEXT>14572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,I went with 20x7 rims,the backspace is 4''if I remember correct.The tires were load
range E,when you go to 10.00 11,or 12 the ply rating gets very high or the tire is very
stiff.The high ply ratings are designed for heavy trucks hauling huge loads.These high ply
tires will provide less traction than a softer tire.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14526 NEXT>
14561 14587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Extra heat will come in handy here in a couple of weeks.If I could only get it up to the
windshield or drivers seat to do some good.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 350 conversion POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Check around in your area for a wrecked CUCV (Chevy military
trucks and blazers in the
'80's)they ran diesels but the electronics should still work.
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Good luck
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel swap POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14539 NEXT>14579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Daniel,pretty much what I wanted to hear because I saw a few on Ebay.
Jon,how was the steering with the smaller wheel?I think it's pretty easy as is with the
stock wheel so I guess the one you speak of wouldn't take too much away.I've never see
the two spoke one though,I'll have to look for it.
Thanks guys
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14519 NEXT>14577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not so funny,i bought the one on ebay last week,and i cringe every time i see another go
for sale,especially the one in michigan,so close to home here in wisconsin.i am waiting
for mine to be shipped up from tennessee as we speak.i'll pass along the vin #when it
arrives,in the meantime i am wettin'my pants in anticipation.
SUBJECT>!2 V bolbs and gauges POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get 12 V bulbs and that work in the stock head,signal and blackout lights
and guages that fit in the dash holes?Will I re-wire for guages or use the present layout of
dash wiring,removing boots where necessary?
Will my 3 lever switch still work in this configuration?
thanks for the help everyone!JK
SUBJECT>Re:230 Tornado For Sale POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 October 2002,at 9:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60's under m715 POSTER>dana60 EMAIL>zooky@insightbb.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 2:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aabzsULuf5F9E PREVIOUS>14551 NEXT>14563 14598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have trouble breaking these axles under extreme 4x4 conditions with big.tires?What size tire is safe to
run with these axles in the stock condition?
SUBJECT>Re:pitman arm question POSTER>Rick H EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 3:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14534 NEXT>14569 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure it's Uncle Sam's NOS linings.
SUBJECT>Re:!2 V bolbs and gauges POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14549 NEXT>14566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I got my bulbs from pep boys.I just had to look at the mounting and figured it out.it's not
too hard.The three lever switch will work with a 12V.I replaced the headlights
completely with 12v ones.I would assume the you can keep the dash layout the same,but
you will need to change the gauges since they won't work on 12V.(i tried to do this and
couldn't get it to work,doesn't mean it's not possible though).You'll need to change the
sending units to match your new gauges.Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Finally joined the group POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to post my excitement.Today for the first time i actually drove the M715 further
than around the block.(it's only taken me 7 mo!!!!!).I took it to the exhaust shop,and all
the guys were drooling all over it.They wouldn't even let me tell them what i wanted
done to the exhaust until they had 15min to look it over.I still have several small things i
need to do,but when it's totally complete i don't think i'll want to drive anything else.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Dual wheels POSTER>Brent EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 October
2002,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14507 NEXT>14658
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great info---thanks Reutey.Do you have a wheel dimension or was it a standard size for
that truck/year.
SUBJECT>Re:Finally joined the group POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14556 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Welcome!To the World of leaking oil and howling gears.
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SUBJECT>Re:more than i bargained for POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
coming along slowly...
SUBJECT>m715 fire Brush truck POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice conversion I Found on E-bay
Al
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1867544581
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14545 NEXT>
14576 14590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's another idea:
Find a high pinion dana 60 and have the pumpkin offset to the driver's side of the truck so
that the pinion will clear the dana 70 axle with enough room for some articulation.Are
you getting this...a three axle M715!I think dual axles,but not monster rockwells,and
single wheels (like 37"),with the bed modified with a correct looking fend would be the
sh!t.The stock T-case is set to go.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>Katie
EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14519 NEXT>14565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well...I guess it's life,but still funny.Not only all the ones here,but I started out looking
for a long-bed J-truck and I've seen or heard word of no fewer than four or five in the
local area since I bought Ugly Truck just a couple weeks ago!I can tell I made the right
choice in M715 over J-truck though.All of the ones around here don't even stir a bit of
longing.And I still like the deal I got since the miles are low,there's no rust,and it was
really close.
As for the "project"phase...Well...Life happens.First came finding space in the shop,
which is not so easy.It's the shop used for storage of vehicles and supplies for my
boyfriend's mobile business.His business partner currently has his CJ7 undergoing an
axle swap in the empty bay.Plus,an incredible collection of stuff has sprung up which
has to be sorted through and moved around so that we can make even more room.Then,
the weather was so nice the last two weekends that we had to go camping "Just one more
time."So,this week was going to be when we finally go the truck up to the shop to at
least start some preliminary figuring out.And of course,there's the perceived starting
point which takes about six or so steps backward to get to the actual starting point.So this.week the Grand
Cherokee,which has been my daily transportation,decided not to start.
There were two nights gone getting that back to running.Yes I'd say the whole thing is
moving along quite splendidly.It's not what I'd hoped,of course,but it's rather what I
expected.I've learned that you take however long you think the project might take,
multiply by three,and never,EVER dare to say "Done"or "Finished".
I'll do updates when something starts happening besides me petting the truck as I walk by.
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60's under m715 POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>14552 NEXT>14564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just what is your definition of "extreme"?I have seen pictures of a busted off knuckle i
one of the 4x4 rags,but I seem to recall that some jumping was involved and 44"tires
helped.It's not unrealistic to think that if you sky a 5200 lb truck,you can expect some
carnage at some pont or another.Breakage from extreme non-airborne wheeling?
Depends as much on terrain,powertrain,driving style,and maintenance as much as
anything else.It can happen.With the stock tornado,the 60/70 should be OK under most
conditions until normal metal fatigue and wear play a role.
As for tires,I,and many others,run 38 and 39"rubber without mods.You may hear and
feel some "b-r-r-a-a-p-p-s-s"as the front inner lugs are introduced to the front leaf springs
under full wheel lock but nothing horrrendous.
Just my $0.02
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60's under m715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14563 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know exactly the picture you're talking about.The guy had 44"on the 715 and slammed
into a rut or bank at the top of a fast hillclimb.It didn't actually 'break'anything as it
"..pulled the spindle studs from the knuckle.."THAT takes a super hard shot to do!I was
impressed.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14562 NEXT>
14567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...but have you named it yet?LOL!
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SUBJECT>Re:!2 V bolbs and gauges POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
17 October 2002,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14555 NEXT>14575
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Headlights would be stock for round light FSJ
My truck was switched to 12 volt and the guy put all Stewart Warner gauges in it..Everything works.I don't know if
they are still available,but they fit all the holes great.
Good Luck
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>Katie
EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14565 NEXT>14573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Noooo....I think I'm going to see what sort of character (and characteristics)develops.
Right now it's Ugly Truck,but it's temporary.I'm sure it will earn a name all of its very
own eventually.We'll just have to see what happens...(c:
SUBJECT>Re:d-44 POSTER>Peeler EMAIL>deimos2869@cox.net DATE>Thursday,
17 October 2002,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14542 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The dana 44 front is as strong as the 715`s d-60.
And the same applies for the rear your looking to go to.
4:10 gears will limit your tire height to under 36"but if your comfortable with that your
set.
Plus you get your front disc`s and you can use much more common wheels.
Overall it doesn`t sound like a bad swap...but try to go for a 60 front when you can afford
it.
Peeler
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>mikecmisplaced1
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 10:16
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14554 NEXT>14588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the relining kits are liners and rivets.no the rivets are not like a "regular rivet gun"they
are the kind that were once used on large trucks and trailers.they are flat on the liner side
so that they don't contact the drums until the liners are almost gone.they take a special
press to use.I went this route on my 715 when i had to do brakes on the front.It was
easier and cheaper in the long run to pay the extra and get the relined shoes.I used
Memphis Equipment but i later leraned that AB Linn has much better prices on parts.
SUBJECT>Alternator adjustment POSTER>Rick H EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alternator adjustment
What is the lowest DC volts I can adjust my 24 volt Alternator down to,I was thinking if
it would go down to say 18 or better yet 16 volts I could convert over to all 12volt bulbs
(25 bucks for a headlight is crazy talk)and they and the IGN coil would burn a bit
brighter,maybe not as long but never the less brighter,not to mention my which motor is
still 12 Volts.
Thanks for the output (get it,output-voltage J.Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:m715 fire Brush truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14560 NEXT>
14592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is nice,but what can you do with it?!
SUBJECT>Re:Diamond wheels POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 October
2002,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14544 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE INFO...
SUBJECT>Name Katie's truck POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14567 NEXT>14589 14608 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Ugly Truck"...that's harsh.Notice that no one gives theirs a name too demeaning-
BRUTE4C,STUMPJUMPER,TREEPUSHER,PERK'SMARRIAGESTOPPER,
SUPERTRUCK.It's a mental thing.You name yours "Ugly Truck"and it sort of becomes
the ugly truck forever.
Try this on for size-"Mud-Momma's Ride"
You see?You like?
-B.
Hey,Spicer-what do you call yours (when no one's around)?
SUBJECT>Iceman POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumpy,
I'm leaving tomorrow for the Hot Springs.If you still want that bumper,I need a few
directions and a time to meet you.
I'm outta here at 5 tomorrow,so e-mail it to me tonight if you can.
Take it light,
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!2 V bolbs and gauges POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14566 NEXT>14651
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get it all at Autozone.When I did this I just eyeballed the bulbs to see what's
close.THe gauges need to have their sending units replaced as well.It's going to be about.$60 total for the Sunpro
gauges and lights and all.When you get the gauges,get them all
at once to avoid the dash layout I have of 3 different styles.
Ohh,and they are the standard size that all stores sell.
Good luck and God speed.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14561 NEXT>14583 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That would put it to good use.lets see that would make it a 1 7/8 ton?The old 5/4tn 6x6
WW2 dodges(WC-63?)used the 200 Tcase didn't they?....sweeet
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you yet?POSTER>Bill@Diamond
Wheel EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14548 NEXT>14591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a nice looking truck for sale last fall in Wittenberg WI.and also Pelican Lake
Fire Department.I don't know how much they were or if they finally sold them.I passed
by on my way hunting every weekend.
SUBJECT>Thanks Mr.Webmaster!!!!Password working!POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help,it was a problem on the SBC dsl line..Had to do with somebody
tapping my dsl line to try to merge into a t1.At least thats what the kid who figured it out
told me..I was going nuts.They have blocked the persom who was hacking me.Now for
the first time i can acces site and see members photos.Wow,people have been busy with
updates.Thanks,James Knight Beeville Texas!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering wheel swap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the wheel on the truck still,been 5 years now....I only notice needing more than the
old effort when it's sitting still...if it is moving at all,it is the same to me....either way it
isn't a big deal at this size...if you went to a 13 or smaller size,I bet it would add up
quick.
I have about 10,000 miles on it since the wheel was changed....don't regret it at all.
If you want,I should have the receipt,can get the model number for you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14581 LINKNAME>ALaska m715 terras
LINKURL>http://www.imageevent.com/oddball/tradingpost.I was wondering if anybody has a idea where to get some 9x20
budd wheels with the
correct bolt hole pattern for m715.I am trying to figure out how to get some cheap to
weld the budd web look into some 16.1,16,and 20 inch blanks i found today for the terra
tires i am trying to build up.The site if anyone is interested is www.unverfertth.com see
floatation wheels,lots of extreme stuff on this site for adapting a m37,m715,w300 to the
giant terras with the tractor tread.The terras are only $275 each tubless at goodyear
everywhere,you just need code as most have never heard of them,getting the wheel has
stopped me until now.I can get 16.1 ag wheels blank for $79.50 for a 16 inch wide wheel
with 8 bolt hole pattern.It is also available blank in 16 as well.Have sent $for a cd of
wheels and catolog etc.They also have the wide 20 inch wheels with 10 hole budd
patterns.Have seen a lot of flat plate welded in these wheel conversions but i want to
retain the web budd mil look.Where can i guy get a m715 budd bhp donor to weld in a
superwide blank,especially in 16 inch or even 16.1.I have not thought out how to put the
web (from m715 16 budd)into a superwide blank yet.Antbody ever see a place to order a
m715 replacement center or a new 9x20 budd web wheel with m715 bhp?I think the m35
9x20 wheel will work for cheep center but what can get to put in it for m715?There is a 4
inch difference in the od between the 16 and 20 inch wheels.Just brainstorming but
would like any ideas and critics.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14580 NEXT>14586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey james
could you get a machinist to weld-up the holes and drill new ones?
krob725
SUBJECT>?'s on M35A2 winch,operation temps of 230 Tornado,fan shorud for 230,
more.cxtx POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October
2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaMzUADYg0w0c
PREVIOUS>NEXT>14584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a few questions about various aspects of my M715.
1.My truck is equiped with a winch from a M35A2.When I used the winch to pull my
truck up a hill the other day,the winch vibrated badly but pulled me up fine.My friend
thought that the winch was low on gear oil.I had lubed the u-joints on the PTO shaft
before the winch was used.The oil level is low in the winch housing,but what is the
proper level for this winch?I guess it holds more than the original Braden 7,500#winch?
2.My truck's temp rises to 200 and stays there during operation.I was under the
impression that it should run at about 180.Is it dangerous to run the truck at 200.What
should I do to lower the temp,while keeping the truck 100%stock.
3.The truck has a plastic fan shroud.Is this original.Could,in some strange way,be
making my truck run hotter?
4.Who offers replacement canvas pads for the two grab irons(windshield pads)above the
windshield?Mine are rotted..Sorry for all the question's,I thought by putting them all in the same question it would
take up less board space.
Thanks for the help,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>Darryl
EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
Put locking hubs on the front axle.This will slow down the front driveshaft,if not stop it
altogether.Plus lessen drag.The rear lower output will always turn.
Did you notice any noise difference after doing the driveshaft yoke mod?
I did,but then I installed 13x38.5x16 Super Swamper TSL's And there's alot of noise
from the tires,now.
Darryl
SUBJECT>Re:?'s on M35A2 winch,operation temps of 230 Tornado,fan shorud for
230,more.cxtx POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17
October 2002,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14582 NEXT>14593
14645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
200 isn't too bad on the engine.My truck was seeing 220 pulling hills on the freeway with
a Ford 6 and stayed around 190 on the flats.Around town I'm usually a bit under 180.It
depends on whether or not the engine is losing power with the extra heat (probably not at
only 200).Some of the modern engines are meant to run around 210,or so I've heard.
If you're worried,have the radiator opened up and rodded out,I bet it's probably
somewhat plugged up after 30+years.
The fan shroud should help with cooling assuming it's installed correctly.I couldn't
imagine it would hinder cooling though.
You can also have a thicker,3 or 4 row core installed between the stock tanks if you do
heavy work with the truck too.
Oh yea,the truck in theory shoud run somewhere around where the thermostat is set to
open except under extreme situations.Maybe someone put in a 195 thermostat?You may
check that as well.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>for sale 2/12 POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at
6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14672 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
1shorty,2long beds missle program ,1tractor all multi fuel
spare eng 7 total,diff ,tran,cabs,steering columes etc.SUBJECT>Re:Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14581 NEXT>14641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes but i am deathly afraid of the fatiguing of the metal if done,need a new blank center
to drill out,i guess somewhere there is a 5 bolt blank center pattern in budd.I thought
about something similar in that taking the 6 bhp of the 9x20 budd out and replacing it
with a 16 inch 5 bolt hole m715 center,that is not touching the wheel next to the star but
on the flat part that actually goes to the drum/hub.I have seen them done like this and just
donot like it.Soimeone suggested that a dayton wheel blank has a different face area to
weld a m715 center onto,i donot know anything about dayton type wheels as i banned
them due to no interchangeability with all my 10 hole budd wheels.I am going to junk
yark to prowl around some more.thanks for the idea.There are no bad ideas here i just
want the budd look in the wide terra tire comversion.Its easy to get the plate but i donot
like the flat look,i think the budd look on any m715 should be left alone if possible,there
has to be a way to get some new centers i have just started and with help we will find a
waY!Krob they offer a beef up replacement for the 16.1 bolt hole pattern along the line
you memtioned,i wonder if there was ever a m715 center repair center or the smaller
circle?Thanks,good rubber to ya!
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14545 NEXT>14601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eat more tacos.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14569 NEXT>14614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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AB had some for 60 bucks on ebay,four shoes,one axle.I intend to drive mine every day,
I wanted to get the best wear.Frome some of the posts,some guys seem to feel the newer
linings last longer than the old material.I thank all you guys sharing your experiences,I
have learned much from you.THANX!!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Name Katie's truck POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14573 NEXT>14594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"MUDCLOD"IS ALREADY TAKEN!When I get mad at it,I insult it by calling it
"dirtclod".
mudclods owner
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14561 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,you are one seriously whacked out critter..SUBJECT>Re:Hey Katie...is their timing killing you
yet?POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 October 2002,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't tell me that,i only live in green bay and hunt in shawano,now i will torture myself
with why don't i drive through wittenberg more often.just like guns,you find the best
deals when you don't have money or aren't looking for something and when you are ready
to buyand really want one in particular there are none around.go figure,must be my bad
karma.i'll have to start being nice.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 fire Brush truck POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14571
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FIGHT FIRE!
SUBJECT>winch POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
18 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>14584 NEXT>14602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure the winch has a fill plug on the drive side of it.I'd use gear oil.
SUBJECT>VELVET POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14589 NEXT>14595 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup,that's 'er name...Velvet.Smoothe piles of power to cover any terrain like a blanket.
Oh,and if you're in the PA area and see a Kaiser with a plate license plate 'SPICER
G'...that's velvet.
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14594 NEXT>14600 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spice,
I feel I speak for the WHOLE group when I say "faggot".
-B.
SUBJECT>Perk (Wheels)POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are those the 20"Diamond wheels that are on your truck in the member's gallery?Does
anyone have a picture of the solid rims?
thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Iceman POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14574 NEXT>14682 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jason,
Not to be a spoil sport,but here's my reason for giving you the finger:
The phone number you gave me was only 6 digits and that don't fly so far.
I gotta drive my truck to carry the bumper and that means my wife,my mom,and I piled
into a standard cab GMC for 4 hours.That ain't so appealing to me,but I'd have done it if
you'd have showed some interest.
Driving 4 hours to give a guy a bumper and him not giving me any directions or a time to
meet,but instead saying "Just page me when you get here"blows.
Take it light,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60's under m715 POSTER>Weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18
October 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14552 NEXT>14599
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,you'll bust them.I break shit with 40's.I cannot imagine how much harder 44
boggers must be on these parts.
SUBJECT>HEY WEPS POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14598 NEXT>14615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Have you ever broken a U joint in the front axle??
I'm slowly compiling information.
Thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14595 NEXT>14605 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought it would be an odd play on things,kind of like a chick named Dale or a guy
named Stacy...truck named Velvet.
Sorry to hear that you're a homophobe but that's fitting with the rest of you dismal
personality,and just a little fyi...nobody's 'gaydar'goes off around me.
Nice to have you back...so you hired that guy?Back to reading paperback western's
during the day?
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>14587 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to turn into a Mucho Grande Nacho if I eat at Taco Bell much more often.
Wacked out critter is actually pretty close to the mark.THANKS!
I've heard that mentioned before about them using the same t-cases.I think our long lost
John Leischner may have posted something about that along with his high drive
information.
I get this crazy 'light'6x6 idea whenever I have one of the front tires off.I always roll it to
the other side just to see how it would look.I think just a flat 2 ton cargo would suffice.
M715-2TC.:)
SUBJECT>Re:windshield pads POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14593
NEXT>14603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from beachwood canvas.They don't show them anywhere but call them and
they'll make them.I think i paid @10.00.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:windshield pads POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14602
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Ebrake/Highdrive Tcase question POSTER>George E Sollish
EMAIL>gsollish@autogear.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The New Process 201 TCase in the early '60's Dodge PowerWagons had only the upper
output in the same case.If you really want to eliminate the lower rear output (which drove
the front rear in the WWII Dodge 6x6's),just look for an old Dodge 201 and swap the
parts.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14600 NEXT>14607 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually no,I haven't gottan a replacement yet.Things just haven't heated up yet today.
I'm just ribbing you about the gay thing.I reckon Velvet is funny.....in a gay way.Just for
anyone else-Spice sent me a pic of his girl and she ain't hard on the eyes by a long shot.
Jean Ellen's mad at me because I wore my Beretta in a shoulder holster under my suit
jacket to a wedding last night.I tell you,no matter how much you try to talk sense to that
woman she still refuses to see me as James Bond and instead I'm just some crazy guy
with a drink in one hand and a pistol under his armpit.It sure was cold in bed last night.with no heat on and my
wife all pissed at me.I started to beg forgiveness just so I
wouldn't freeze to death.Damn winter.
Just for shits and giggles I went to "Pirate 4X4"yesterday and posted a simple question.
They flamed me and even posted pics to hurt my feelings.Made me miss The Zone.
Anyhow,since you got lockers you and I have nothing in common,so I bid you farewell.
-B.
SUBJECT>?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14623 14624 14646 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I recently started driving my turck finally and had a few questions since i have no
experience with it.The power is EXTREMLY low.I can't get above 37 going down a
hill.I'm going to rebuild the carb as soon as the parts come in.(have a leak from the
bowl).I figure that's not all my problem though.My question is what should i replace in
the distributor/ignition for a good tune up?I was thinking cap,rotor,pluge,wires,
capacitor.What about ballast or anything else.Is there anything else people have run into
causeing lack of power?Also,should i be able to shift into second while still moving (5-
10MPH)?Thanks for the help as always.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14605 NEXT>14611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeaner thought it was you on the phone the other day when I called.I think
subconsciously she'd like you to have a lower more masculine voice like me.Talk some
sense into her will ya,Squeak.
SUBJECT>Re:Name Katie's truck POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14573
NEXT>14610 14628 14633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,no,I promise...Ugly Truck is temporary.Since the Grand Cherokee has gotten jealous
and demanded all of our time since I bought the truck,I haven't had a chance to really get
a feel for its quirks and attitude.I don't want to just choose something arbitrary and the
have it not work!I think whereas people grow into their names,names grow onto trucks.
So I'm waiting for the name to become more apparent.I'm considering a license plate of
CHKTRK (or some variation thereof)though.Hopefully this weekend will see the truck
getting to the shop.BTW,I love the posts on this site.And this particular one gets me
giggling first thing in the morning,so that's a good thing.Thanks!
SUBJECT>oil question response POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.to those who responded to my question of oil blowing out from
the filter.i bought this
truck about a year ago,engine rebuilt ,oil clesan so i havent changed oil.found out that
whoever installed the oil filter there was no gasket on it.I do not know how it did not leak
before this.thanks for the help.Leo
SUBJECT>CHKTRK POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14608 NEXT>14616 14617 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now,this gets me upset.You buy a big-ass truck that's masculine to the T and then you
want to push it into being feminine.I mean,really-it's tougher than any truck on the road,
it's made with no creature comforts,and specifically designed for utilitarian type use.
Much like a man in general,this truck is designed for work and not really known for
being "user friendly".
I got a feeling you'll get plush seats,put a radio in it,carpet,maybe some chrome,and
paint it something glossy.Katie,I just don't want to see that.We'll loose all respect for
you.
Do what my sister did-tear out the carpet,Rhino line that murf,get a CB in place of the
radio,stuff some tires under it,and go.Just remember you got THAT truck because it
was tough,not so much a CHKTRK.
I know,back when I was a swinging single,when I pulled up to a woman in a CJ that had
35's under it,a full roll cage,a Warn sitting up front,and a High-Lift straped to the rear it
really got me worked up,but it all went sour when I saw that bumper sticker that said
"Girl's do it in the mud",since it sort of implies she did all that just to stand out.Ponder
that,won't you.
Just my buck,380.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14607 NEXT>14613 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I tell you to not call me "Squeak"are you going to call me "Little Bitch"?
Amanda said she's going to unblock your e-mail for your birthday.
I told her not to do anything rash.
I got new seats yesterday for my truck-tractor seats.$36 a pop.Nice.L.O.L.!(did I use
that right?)
B-
SUBJECT>Re:230 Tornado For Sale POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18
October 2002,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14538 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where are you located
SUBJECT>Re:VELVET POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In reverse order...
Yes,you used LOL correctly...congrats.
Amanda told me a week ago that she already unblocked me...nice try.
Skinny bitch?
This is turning into one Magnum thread!Did I use that correctly?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14588
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From my research recently i found that there is no "new"lining but rather woven or not.
The woven was used on mechanical brakes,but not on hydrolic.I would recommend
going to a local shop and having the hydrolic linning bonded to the shoes rather tha
riveted.That way you don't cut into the drum at all when the shoes get low.(i'm sure
drums are expensive).Mine work fine,and later i plan on doing a power brake upgrade to
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boot.Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:HEY WEPS POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14599
NEXT>14650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does a newer d-60 (open knuckle?)allow for a tighter turning radius?
SUBJECT>Re:CHKTRK POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14610 NEXT>14618 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Katie,
Let me be the first to apologize for brother Brian's daunting little speach on the correct
way to build 'utilitarian type'vehicles without librality,or personal creature options
involved.He get's all pissy when he actually has to work.
CHKTRK is cool.You'll especially adore that when you look down at some CJ with the
'jeep thing'stickers,Tiger Paw radials,and a couple of young guys that up until a few
seconds earlier thought they were the sh!t.
Three words:YOU GO GIRL!
SUBJECT>Re:CHKTRK POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14610
NEXT>14619 14620 14635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Okay--Now my point of view.Every time someone asks me about the
truck,they're going
to assume that it belongs to my (insert male person here).The license plate is simply my
way of letting people know that it's my truck--not my husband's or my boyfriend's or my
father's.As far as color--flat black.Carpet,I'm not sure about yet,though it's a possibility
but it'll be basic.Bedliner--DEFINITELY!!!I'm currently undecided about the seat issue
as well.But that's down the list quite a ways.Radio is also down the list a way,though it
may happen someday.And,as far as your assumptions,most of the creature comforts that
go into this truck will be because my boyfriend wants them there.And,no,it's not a case
of him telling me what to do.Most of the stuff he literally has laying around or can get for
dirt cheap.So,no,I'm not going to make the truck "girly."Trust me...girly is not
something I do well or have much patience for.
And maybe that bumper sticker on the big Jeep was simply that woman's way of declaring
that the Jeep was hers.And I'm sure you realize just as well as I do that 90%of people
will see a woman in a big vehicle--or any vehicle that is modified or specialized--assume
that she's driving something belonging to a man.Many times it's true,but any woma
who does own such a vehicle gets VERY tired of the many(often unintentionally)
condescending and demeaning comments.Any woman who even drives,let alone owns a
vehicle of this sort sticks out anyway,regardless of what bumper sticker or license plate is
used.
Just to clarify,since sometimes typing comes across differently than speaking,there is no
anger involved in this.It's just a different point of view and something you may want to
consider.And thank you for the insight on how some people will view that license plate.
It's not something I have my heart set on,just one possibility.
SUBJECT>Re:CHKTRK POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14616
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear--
Thanks,but really no apology in necessary.It's good to know how other people view
things,too.Just because it means one thing to me doesn't mean that the whole rest of the
world will interpret it that way.Especially license plates!I know I've driven behind
enough thinking "Huh...?"or "What were they thinking when they put THAT on their
car???!!!"
And I'll go ahead and do what I want to with this truck anyway,so :-P
(imagine sound of giant raspberry here)
SUBJECT>Hey B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
18 October 2002,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>14617 NEXT>14634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAPISHHHHH!!!
*you know the childish whipping sound a guy will make to another guy when he's put in
his place by a well spoken gal?
LOL!!!
SUBJECT>winshield cawl rebber POSTER>chuck edwards.EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at
8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14622
14629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to find a replacement cawl to windshield frame rummer,or one
that can be used?
Also I have 100 amp system and need to replace the screw in wiring that runs from the
volatage regulator to groun and atarter?
Help.
SUBJECT>Re:winshield cawl rebber POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14621 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,
look down about 7 posts to Daniels,windshield pad post.
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>bob
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14606 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First and formost,check your timing.You can advance it a bit over spec,as we don't run
the rated 86 octance fuel,so we can get by with more timing without detonation.
Second,check parts before replacing -especially spark plug wires,VERY $$$
Third,replace and set points -Borg-Warner A-85 work well,but can be cross-referenced
to another supplier.And don't set 'em when drinking beer.Trust me on that one.
With my stock engine and 38 Swampers,I can pull from a stop in 2nd.Truck doesn't like
it,but can be done with little fanfare.
i got my carb rebiuld kit here,I highly recommend them.Tell 'em the guy with the
exploding muffler in Ohio sent you.Long story.
Jeepsurpls4U@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>bob
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14606 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and another thing -DON'T get those "yup,these'll fit anyting -if ya make
modifications"plugs on e-bay.You have to hack-up your waterproof spark plug wires to
make them fit,and even then it's not a "clean"installation.
I've been running civi plugs for years,makes for a cheaper tune-up.
SUBJECT>Just Puschased M715 POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14627.14643 14659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told about this site and have looked at it everyday.So glad so many folks are fixing
these trucks up and driving them.I purchased mine three weeks ago and think it"t a pretty
good one.It has 18,000 org.miles,body in dood shape,runs good,but rubber parts like
master cyclender and belts need replacing,just getting into checking everything out on it.
It has all originial military lights and 24v system,100 amp generator system,was a civil
air patrol truck,looks like it was taken care of..The rear end and transmission do wine
very loud when driving 50 mph,I was told this was norm?Removing gas tank this
weekend to clean out some debris in it did stop up fuel filter.
Glad I found M715 Zone!!!
SUBJECT>Cowl to windshield seal POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of you have been waiting for me to get some more seals in stock.The guy I had
been buying them from says he can no longer get the material after telling me for two
months it would just be "next week".I think he was getting the material directly from the
manufacturer and these people will not sell him small quanities any more.I am looking
for another source.I'll keep everyone updated.Those of you who e-mailed me,I have
your e-mail addresses and if I can get any more,I'll let you know.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Just Puschased M715 POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14625 NEXT>14630 14632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Glad your on board!!!!!Where are you located??
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Name Katie's truck POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14608
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my opinion:
A.ladies in 4x4's are hot
B.an "anti-truck"would be cool -named fluffy or bunny,painted pink or yellow,
possibly with a shag or velvet dashbord and seats.
C.cool but not my style,i'd like to see something like that,just not park it in my yard.
just blowin'smoke waiting for mine to get up here.
SUBJECT>Re:winshield cawl rebber POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14621
NEXT>14631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,.I have called every manufacturer/supplier i can find and no one has any.I tried to make
my own from some wrangler peices and wasted my money.I've decided to use the old
one(interior is waterproof too right?)untill i find something or paul has some luck.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:winshield cawl rubber POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14629 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did not wont to remove mine untill I found a replacement.May fall apart.
SUBJECT>Re:Paul -Location POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 9:41 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14627 NEXT>
14639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul I live in southern IN.Work in louisville Ky.I am new to using computor on internet
also so hope you get this.Chuck
SUBJECT>Re:Name Katie's truck POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
CHK TRK would be a cool name/vanity plate for your M715.
The name reminds me of a rodeo bull a few years ago (maybe he's still around)named
"Creampuff."
Regards.
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14620 NEXT>14636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think she told Brian to F@#K OFF in a Political way.I like a woman that is out spoken.
It keeps use men in shape.Challenges are good for the mind.I like the bumper sticker "
Size Matters ".It's time to put my ear plugs in!Klinger
SUBJECT>MudMomma POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14617 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell your guy that he's a lucky man and that if he doesn't appreciate you then he'd better
watch his ass since there's quite a number of men on this page who've been looking for a
woman who's inteligent,well sploken,and has a love of 715's..I picture you as Linda Hamilton in Terminator 2 when
she's doing all them pull-ups in the
nervous hospital.Not that you belong in a nervous hospital,but that's where she was
when she was doing them and looking all fine.
If you and Mr.X ever have trouble let me know,I got a buddy I want to introduce you to.
His name is Spicer,but you'll end up calling him Tom.......
You made your point and have earned my respect,not that you care.
Welcome aboard.
-B.
SUBJECT>to the guys-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14634 NEXT>14638 14640 14647
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,did you guys read that?Man,ain't it ironic how about a month ago somone posted
about how if a chick ever wanted to have guys drool she should get a 715......and now this
woman.
Spicer-Get rid of Melissa and do the subtle "I'm your bud"thing until Katie and her
current man crack up.Then you're in.
I'm in shock.Someone ask if she's against gun control.I would,but she hates me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Cowl to windshield seal POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18
October 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14626 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please post again if you find a source.
SUBJECT>Re:to the guys-POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Honestly,honestly,honestly Brian I don't hate you.Actually,I appreciate the chance to
see how other people view my ideas.It prepares me for the day that someone else has the
same concerns.Besides,if you've been around this site long enough to put up the number
and variety of posts I've seen with your name on them,you can't be TOO bad!
On the issue of gun control--Am I anti-gun?No.Do I support gun control?I suppose in a
theoretical way,yes,but our current system sure doesn't seem to work.The only people it
seems to control are the ones who are responsible enough to follow the guidelines,who
aren't the ones who cause the problems anyway.
Sort of like protecting land from off-road users with Wilderness designation.The only
ones you're keeping out are the ones who'd stay on the trails anyway!Hmmm...Too bad
we can't solve all the world's problems here.
Seriously,Brian,this has been fun!.SUBJECT>Re:Paul -Location POSTER>PAUL BROWN
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14632 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got your message.Just wondered if you were close to Tulsa,OK,my location.Sounds
like a nice truck.If you get a chance,get some digital pictures of the truck and send them
to the Zone via E-mail,and they will post the pictures under "members gallery".
Paul
SUBJECT>Gun control POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14636
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Brian,Is that using two hands.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14586 NEXT>14649 14662 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey james
did you look at airplane tire in san antonio?they have a lot of military wheels and tires.or
they might know where to get them.also some places there on roosevelt ave that are
surplus/junk yards.
krob725
SUBJECT>Carb.rebuild question POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dove into my carb.today and found that there was no "float stabilizing spring",and it
was not included in the rebuild kit.Can i do without this or is it necessary.I figure the
truck will drive pporly off road without,but hopefully this isn't my problem with power.
thanks for the help
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Just Puschased M715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14625
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME to the club ,hope you have a blast .there are a lot of people willing to help
and answer all your questions C.
SUBJECT>Defrost windshield POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>14655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that my rig is on the road again.What has people used to hook there heaters into the
defrost ducts?.Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:?'s on M35A2 winch,operation temps of 230 Tornado,fan shorud for
230,more.cxtx POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18
October 2002,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14584 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock shroud is plastic.The stock thermostat is listed as startting to open at 187,fully
open at 190....mine runs at 195 all day long with a 195 thermostat....northern Wisconsin,
need the heat....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14606 NEXT>14653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine was down on power when i got it running.the timing chain/gears were off by two
teeth.also the rocker arms might need adjusting,the timing at the dist might be off,the
fuel filter might be stopped up,etc,etc,.
just check one thing at a time and you'll have running great in no time.
good luck
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:to the guys-POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14636
NEXT>14648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
suddenly "mean mutha"comes to mind
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:to the guys-Katie POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14647
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't mean that you are mean.more like bad-ass,or spank brian's ass sort of way.ha ha
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Friday,18 October 2002,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure,but I thought someone posted sometime ago that they found U.P.S trucks in a
bone yard with the same bolt pattern,but the center hub hole was too small???Or
something like that.Maybe someone else remembers the particulars.
SUBJECT>Re:HEY WEPS POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14615 NEXT>14654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yes and no.You can only turn the wheels until the tires hit the
spring,then it doesn't
matter what axle you have.If you have the right offset,an open knuckle axle will allow it
to turn farther.As a side benefit,the open knuckle 60s run bigger U-joints and 35 spline
axles.mmmmmm.
SUBJECT>Re:!2 V bolbs and gauges POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian's right.I have a variety pack of gages as well,so its better to get them all.If you use
electric sending units on your gages,you can use the stock wiring.I have all manual
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gages and they work fine too.I also have the gages set up to work with the stock light
switch and it works fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Perk (Wheels)POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14596 NEXT>14664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,Yes!They are 20''Diamond wheels on my truck,along with 9.00-20 Firestone
Superall Traction load range E.They are 41''tall.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14646 NEXT>14699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How have you all checked the timing?I've got one of those cheapy timing lights that
hook around the number one wire,but it doesn't seem to read it.Krob725,how did you
know the teeth were off?Was it because you couldn't get the correct timing from the
distributor?
SUBJECT>Re:HEY WEPS POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14650 NEXT>14709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply,i forgot about the springs.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14644 NEXT>14656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the inside part of the heater box from a 84 F S Grand Wagoneer,and ran a hose up
under the dash attached to a length a 2 inch PVC tube.The tube ran side to side under the
dash and I cut slots in it to match the defroster slots in the windshield frame.Then sealed
the gaps with foam rubber weather strips.Works great and was cheap and easy...except
for the contorted positions you have to get into under the dash!Good luck keeping warm,
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>14655 NEXT>14666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the units out of a J4000 pickup.The difussers under the dash just bolted into my
715 and hook up just like in the truck.The only problem is you have to do the contortion
thing twice,once to get the difussers out and again to get them back in.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>windshield cowl ruber POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i wonder if the rubber off of an m35a2 could be made to fit our trucks?another late nite
pondering.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Dual wheels POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14557 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same as the original...split rims and all...
SUBJECT>Re:Just Puschased M715 POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!
I purchased my truck not quite a year ago and this site has been great for help.Sounds
like you got a good stock truck.It would be neat to restore the C.A.P.markings.I'm sure
theres not many M715s running around with those markins on them.
Karl
SUBJECT>In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14661 14665 14702 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I REALLY need a rebuildable carb.I found after getting mine completely apart that the
idle screw mixture bolt was pushed through the housing.I would appreciate any help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>matt EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14660 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try surplus city jeep parts and trade yours in for your core return ..
SUBJECT>Re:Budd wheel donor center 20"Wanted POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14641 NEXT>14663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.krob,i just donot want to ask henry as i want to make my
own budd center/terras up.It is
easy to weld up the flat plate wheels.i jsut had some crazy idea that you could still get the
centers seperately like they did in the 1960s.I found some 8,25x20 m715 bhp but had
tires on them and were at sam winers,ohio,freight is usually more than the tire/wheel.I
have found 16 inch wide 16.,16.1 and 20 inch blanks new at the floATion wheel
company.They donot have any centers so far.Diamond wheel has the bolt hole patter
for m715 but in the limited 22.5 wheel/tire size.I guess i will have to ask diamond if they
will sell a m715 face seperate so i can weld it in a 16.1 wide blank for the terra.If a
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person could get the blank budd m715 center with web then you could buy the almost free
m35 20 inch wheels and remove the 6 hole rockwell pattern and replace it with the m715
patteren,then mil look with the 20 inch michlin nato mud lug tire i am in love with.I just
feel bad taking advantage of airplane tire,they have made a lot of tire/wheels for me.
Accuraride is now owner of the budd wheel company and i am trying to see if i can get
some brand new centers or even complete wheels made for m715 in wider sizes or eve
stock.This is a deciated to the doityourselfers,the 18.5x44.5x16.1 is at T&W in S.A.for
$269,but no wheels.I am hot on some wheels and waiting on email pics of some in
Lubock,home of titan international wheel company.I am aiming for some m715
wheels/terra for about $400 each!Remember a bogger is almost that much without a
wheel!I want some webs so if the tire is too wide i could put them in some other new
wheel blank.I need to have the center tacked so i can move it where tire does not hit.
These tire may end up on the rear if clearance is an issue.I just am certain the terra have a
place just below a race truck calling.They just float and pull when in gumbo,a lot of
other tires quit if not revved up to clean lugs.If i end up with them on the back(big deal!)
i will still be able to put the 12.5x20 contintal nato mud bartype on the front,they are
about 42 inches i think.Anyway,there is a post on m37 about the chevy 10 bolt wheels
robin sage is opening up for the bolt hole pattern to put 20 inch junkyard wheel with ndt
rubber on the old m37 power wagon.See big electric.Have to have a texas meet i
January,willbuild a small mud pit on ranch,have d-8 cat to overhaul so no big deal if it
ever quits raining.Dove season had its first good day this morning and now is raining
again.Thanks for you interest!
SUBJECT>Wheel Interchange Index?POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anybody ever used the index to try to ask for new wheels for the different
applications?What wheel is available new,where,how much,phone number etc.Where
can a person get a complete interchange index?Phone,price etc?Thanks,i bet some
wheel company has got to have a new wheel for m715 somewhere or spec to make it
again in budd.Is there an obselete wheel website or something like it around,would a
junkyard locater do any good.I am so scared of junkyard wheels if i have to get them
shippe.Ususally junk anfd rusty,but if i had a good pic of wheel with out rubber i guess
it would be ok,what is the price on a nos,used,and then in 20 inch 8.25x20 m715 bhp?
SUBJECT>Re:Perk (Wheels)POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14652 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Perkm715,please give us the specs on you wheels,are they how wide,were new or
custom made up,how much,delivery,offsett.Somehow i thought you had 22.5s!20 inch
firestone is a beauty in mud lug!Are they solid or do they have the web look?I am going
to try to see the photos in gallery,do you have an extreme closeup of the wheel or could
you post one?I bet that rim would take one of those 10x20 michlin radial up at henrys!
Nato tread and 16 ply $150!
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>14660 NEXT>
14671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tomco has a factory rebuilt one....let me know and I'll find the #for u.bobby
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14656 NEXT>14668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used ShopVac floor nozzles (for 2"hose).Trim them down slightly and they work
perfectly.You can also use the ShopVac 2"hose and end fittings to connect to the heater
box,although I used some surplus hose I had laying around.You can buy them at Home
Depot:Ridgid 14"Floor Brush #335-085 UPC 648846000152.Here are some pics:
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/pics/interior_hvac/def_vents.jpg
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/pics/interior_hvac/def_vents_installed.jpg
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/pics/interior_hvac/hvac_installed_rh.jpg
-Drew
SUBJECT>Attn Brute4c POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tryed to send you those pics again.I hope it worked this time.I'm kind of a moron when
I'm in front of a computer so bare with me on this.Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14666 NEXT>14674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudog715,
What kind of heater box is that?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Will a Mopar 318 swap into the 715?POSTER>Hans
EMAIL>hanshammond@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought my first 715 and I am very excited to get it going.I already have a running
318 and I wondered if youguys know if it will bolt up to the tranny?Will I have to get a.adapter?I know they make
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them for the 350 and others but I don't want to have to buy
another motor when I already have this one in good condition...HELP!
SUBJECT>Re:Will a Mopar 318 swap into the 715?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14669 NEXT>14692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hans,
It'd be easier to find Mopar's version of the heavy duty 4 speed that will bolt up to your
engine and go that route.I think they used the NP435 in trucks so that's what you'd be
looking for.It's probably much cheaper than having an adaptor made and the only extra
work would be the tranny mount and jackshaft.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14665 NEXT>14673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunately,my carb is no good as a core.I will try all the places come monday and see
the prices.i was hoping to find a good used one from someone who did an engine swap
though.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:for sale 2/12 POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
were are you
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>14671 NEXT>
14675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOOD used ones are hard to find......not so good ones are easier....I paid like 140.00 from
CarQuest...they had to order it from Tomco.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14668 NEXT>14683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's out of a '95 Jeep XJ (R134a)...heater core,a/c condensor,blower in one housing.
Fitting it in a '715 is NOT a trivial matter,but as you can see below,it CAN be done.
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/pics/interior_hvac/hvac_installed_rh.jpg
-Drew
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 3:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14673 NEXT>14676 14678
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bobby,
The rebuild kits are only 30.00 from ABlinn,so it shouldn't really matter what shape it's
in right?at least that was my impression,fill me in if i'm wrong.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14675 NEXT>14677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a carb that worked before the engine threw a rod.It is a two barrel carb.You ca
have it for the price of 20.00 +shipping.email me if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>homere
EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive got the original 1 barrell needs to be rebuild.if you are interested let me know
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,Carb rebuilt kits usually only come with small items and gaskets.If your idle
mixture needle has pushed through into the bore and cracked some of the housing (like
happened to me),then your in need of the carb's base,or another carb to rebuild (which
you already said).Don't believe that the two barrel carb will fit the single barrel manifold.
Hope somebody can help.Robert
SUBJECT>hog head on front of m715 POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>mccartyef@peoplepc.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which side is the hoghead located on on the 68 m715 i am looking into swapping the
axles out of one into my ford truck.The guy doesn't have pics.Thanks any info would be
great.
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:hog head on front of m715 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wrong side buddy,Chevy's &early Dodge's have the pumpkin on the passenger side like
our M715.
A little sawzall work and a different t-case could solve the dilema.
Ron.SUBJECT>Battery Question POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
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DATE>Saturday,19 October 2002,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>14684 14687 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm about to buy a battery.It will probably be an HDX or Optima for better performance...
(12v conversion),but can someone tell me what is different about a Marine battery and
why I should or shouldn't use one in my truck?
Thanks for any input.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Iceman POSTER>Iceman EMAIL>cowboycop184@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14597
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about that my computer at the house really sucks and i am haveing alot of problems
with it.I sent another e-mail right after that one and added some numbers and time to call
but i guess you didn't get it sorry bud.
Iceman
SUBJECT>Re:Defrost windshield POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14674
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm...I was thinking more in the lines of a FSJ heater box,but the AC part sure
sounds tempting :-)
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Question POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14681
NEXT>14685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
From what i understand about the deep cycle(marine batteries)is that you can completely
discharge them,and you are still able to recharge them,where as the regular type would
be dead after a while.Someone else might be able to tell you more.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Question POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14684
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deep cycle is meant for a continuous light load such as reading lights or a water pump or
small fan like you'd find in an RV or boat and they're meant to be "cycled"repeatedly.
They're not as good for CCA and sudden heavy loads like a standard starting battery.But
a starting battery won't live very long being constantly discharged and recharged.
I'm not extrememly versed on the differences but that's what I picked up working at a.RV supply for a few years.
Chris
SUBJECT>Filler for Gas Tank POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 October
2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14688 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Looking at the truck yesterday,it seems that "Someone"(aka IFO aka Idiot Former
Owner)changed the position of the filler neck for the gas tank by chopping off some of
the rubber boot between the neck and the gas tank and then reattaching.Before we can
put the regular bed back on,we need to fix that situation.My question is:Is there a
readily available parts source for these trucks?Either web-based or a printed catalog?We
can figure something out if not,but thought we'd try the easy way first.Any ideas and
input would be a really big help.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Question POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 October
2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14681 NEXT>14690
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A marine battery has thicker,heavier charging plates and therefore it allows for a more
powerful discharge for longer periods of time.They take much longer to re-charge,ie.a
quick trip to the grocery store won't recover the battery.This may or may not be a
problem.If you're going to be discharging the battery often without the vehicle running
(winching,etc.)this can be a great battery.However,frequent short trips can be the death
of a deep-cycle battery.Whereas you can have a conventional battery re-charged in about
3 hours on a charger,a marine battery can take a day and a half or so.Hope this
information helps you solve your dilemma.
SUBJECT>Re:Filler for Gas Tank POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14686
NEXT>14689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ABLinn.They have what you need.Check ebay,they have a bunch of listings and if you
don't see what you need,just email them.But they usually have the rubber filler hose on
ebay.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Filler for Gas Tank POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14688 NEXT>14700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB is a member of this club.Good to do bizness with.Memphis Equipment also has
parts,and web site.They have a book with major parts breakdowns also.If you order
something,they used to give you one free with order,but just to buy the booklet I heard
was around $20.00 now.$.02
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(that was one of the first things I had to replace on mine,rotted out)
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com.DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 10:39
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14687 NEXT>14705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to use tons of the deep cycle batteries in my work.(floor scrubbers)As Katie
pointed out,they can handle being discharged frequently,actually they will last longer the
more frequently they are discharged.In fact,they benefit from a total discharge from time
to time.They do take a long time to recharge,you would want a battery charger to be able
to leave on it over night,or over the weekend,if you run it way down.I took two off one
of my machines,they are 6 volt,I ran them in series to get 12 volts.They are huge,
mounted one behind each seat.I ran them down once,took two days with my little battery
charger to get them back up.On our machines,they would run 4 or 6 of these batteries,
24 or 36 volt,but we had a large charger,and they would recharge in 6 to 8 hours.Maybe
this will help.
mudclod
SUBJECT>M 715 for sale in Texas POSTER>T-Bone EMAIL>squyrest@ecsinc.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Members,I put my 1968 M 715 on E-bay yesterday.It is in great shape,everything
works,all stock except for the hood,straight body and no rust (but some peeling paint
from the blistering Texas sun).I am the first civi owner after the forest service.Details
and pics on Ebay,but you can contact me at squyrest@ecsinc.com if you are interested.I
am willing to discuss a trade for a decent CJ.
SUBJECT>Re:Will a Mopar 318 swap into the 715?POSTER>Hans
EMAIL>hanshammond@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14670 NEXT>14701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I already have the 435 bolted to my 318 now so that works out great!should I replace the
transfercase with the NP205 I have also???
SUBJECT>M715 Feed truck Texas $7000&feeder POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>m715 cow feeder!
LINKURL>http://www.livestockweekly.com
In the livestock weekly san angelo texas under equiptment there is a m715 with a slide in
cube feeder for sale at $7000,feeder might be worth $3000 if no salt feed,watch out,
looks ok in crummy picture,they have web site at www.livestockweekly.com add reads,
off road feed truck 1967 jeep,350 motor 1 1/2 ton,with pto winch,T&S feeder 2500
pounds.Phone number is Ed Harrel !806-944-5222,have no idea where truck is located.
Line was busy when i called,othe rphone is 467-8412.Watch out if it had salt feed in it it
could be sleeper problem!Might be good i just dont know.I am sure guy would seperate,
looks to be gob sale?
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 for sale in Texas POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14691 NEXT>14695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Please,how much,where is it,condition,photos etc,i can
not find it on ebay,how about
a link or the info for us here who donot use ebay.afterall,the web has seen it before we
have,did you list it in an eariler post?Thanks,does it have title,drive home or trailer,
please give us the spec sheet!
SUBJECT>I Think This Is It POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at
2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14694 NEXT>14698
LINKNAME>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=18702
27513
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1870227
513
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1870227513
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14667
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you sent the pics a 2nd time,I didn't get them.I did reply to the message you sent with
them which I assume you got and thats why you tried to resend.....
Will see what happens,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Need M715 near CT POSTER>Matt EMAIL>sledneck827@sno-x.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anybody has an M715 near CT.lemmi know.I'll look at anything!!!
SUBJECT>Re:I Think This Is It POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks friend,ya the best!
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14653 NEXT>14724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i checked it when i had the valve cover off to adjust the rockers.put the harmonic
balancer on "0"and see where the cam gear is pointed.make sure it is on the compression
stroke.check the online manuals above to see the timing mark.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Filler for Gas Tank POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14689
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine was rotted out too.I didn't notice it until I stalled the truck in an off camber.situation,and smelled gas
pouring out.AB Linn has them for about $30,new
construction,not NOS.
SUBJECT>Re:Will a Mopar 318 swap into the 715?POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14692 NEXT>14718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 seems to be the way to go for strength and a vast improvement in driveability
(less heat and noise).May as well go for the gusto all at once.I'd swap all three if I were
in your shoes.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Bigugly
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>14660 NEXT>
14703 14708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one you can have for cost of shipping.I went to 2bbl carb and intake.(The 2bbl
will not fit the stock 1bbl intake ).If interested let me know.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,If Daniel don't want it I'll take it.If that's ok with you.Thanks Will Wright
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14706 14707 14731 15509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Arlington Texas is where you'll find my m715 for sale..Its in good condition.I just found
out it needs a front pinion shaft.other than that just needs a paint job if thats what your
after and some as they say TLC..I have all kinds of pics if you e-mail me...asking
$2300.00 obo or trade for other 4x4/stuff
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14704 NEXT>14806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a rebuilt 327 sbc with the all the goodies attached to a great working 700r4.Trade
ya!
SUBJECT>Tell Me More.....POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,20 October 2002,at
11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14704 NEXT>14807 LINKNAME>'78
F150 4X4 and other stuff LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
I've got a '78 F-150 4X4,and a LOT of parts,maybe including another '78 F-150 4X4,for.sale/trade.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 4:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14702 NEXT>14738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I e-mailed you with my address and stuff.
Daniel
SUBJECT>HELLO??POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>14654 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you ever broken a U joint in the front axle??
SUBJECT>M715's up for auction!!POSTER>Chad EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are two M715's up for auction on the GSA auction web site in Idaho.One is a '69
W/W,and the other is a '67 WO/W.The bidding closes tomorrow evening so if someone
from here can give these M's a good home go for it,and let the fun begin!
P.S.If some buys one of these for parts I'd be willing to buy a tailgate with a finders fee
discount!!(o;
Chad.
SUBJECT>Spicergear POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy birthday you worthless meat-sack.Add another candle to that cake and have a
drink.Try not to drown on you own puke after you get drunk tonight,but if that does
happen,can I have "Velvet"?
31......damn.
Seriously,happy birthday man.Sorry you got stabbed by the mugger.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's up for auction!!POSTER>Chad EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14710 NEXT>LINKNAME>GSA Auctions
LINKURL>http://gsaauctions.gov
Sorry,here is the link to the web page.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:05
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14711 NEXT>14714 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks B-,nice try....I'm 29.Yeah,that bastard didn't get me bad,I think I just got the
back of the point drug across me in two spots.There is no way he didn't have to get his
lips stitched back together.My hand is a little sore.Man did he ever pick the wrong time
and person.LOL!
Yes,if I drown in puke tonight you can have Velvet...she's high centered in a mud pit
down on the powerlines.Working on the hydraulic system last week and didn't have any
oil to refill it...figures.I'm thinking it's soon time for a 205,PTO on the 205 and a
mechanical winch under the bed for back pulling.It's only another 250 Lbs.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14713 NEXT>14716 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ahhh,I'm FEDEXing you a bottle of PGA to arrive later tonight.First thing I'll do to
Velvet is get rid of that crap hyraulic winch and get an electric.
Amanda is selling a Ramsey 8000#for $400.I pondered getting it and sticking it under
my bed.Still pondering it.
So....your intense POSI test turned up a flaw in the fact that nothing saves a high-centered
truck.It seems that every time I've been stick it was sitting on the frame and all 4 wheels
were in goop and turning.I might try the rear locker anyhow.I gotta get my wife to buy
me one or else it'll be used against me in a fight later.
Speaking of such,how are things going with Katie?Did she write you off screen to wish
you a happy birthday?
-B.
SUBJECT>Welding the body POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14717 14766 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone who's welded into the body-I got a Lincoln stick and it seems every time I try to
weld on the floor or any other thin section it just burns through.Can you give me a
pointer on the stick to use and amp setting?
I hear Barry has a hood cowl on his that's a pretty sweet welded job.I got a spare hood.
So you can see where this is going....
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14714 NEXT>14719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Still pondering an appropriate response here...
:-P
SUBJECT>Re:Welding the body POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14715 NEXT>14720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
buy a wire welder,stick welders are not made for sheet metal work.
SUBJECT>Re:Will a Mopar 318 swap into the 715?POSTER>Hans
EMAIL>hanshammond@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man that's great,thanks for the help!!
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14716 NEXT>14721 14726 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Katie,
Your response should be the update of your truck's progress.You see,this page isn't just
to share information the easy way about how to fix up a truck,but it's also entertainment
for some of us whose jobs are boring.
I see you and Mr.X are trying to get the original bed back on.How did that go?Did you
use Brute4C's method with the 4-50 gallon drums and boards to hold it up while you
position the truck right?Can you send us some digital pics of your work in progress?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Welding the body POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14717 NEXT>14732 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Like Traver's or Eastwood offer a resistor type of thing that clips into the stickwelder
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handle and then you use their smaller,wire like,rods and you can weld thin guage with
the lincoln.
I'm positive they're in the Eastwood catalog.
A 250X Miller Mig would be the sweet second choice.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14719 NEXT>14722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Progress report:Truck still stuck..Entertainment:Quit kissing ass B-.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14721 NEXT>14723 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Things are just slow here.It seems that until I get to take my truck in the mud on a ride
where it's vital to my ego that nothing brakes,nothing will brake.As soon as I'm out with
a bunch of kids goofing off showing them what a 715 can do,it'll all go horribly wrong
and I'll have something to work on.
On a side note,since I drove my truck to my mom's house and left it in HER yard,Jea
Ellen and I have been getting along fabulously.It seems that she was jealous of the truck.
Women.Now she's talking about having a baby.I was all "But remember the dog?How I
got pissed and just took it to the pound?They don't take kids there."
Anyhow,I don't know how long Chris has been a memeber,but that guy knows his shit.
He's really come through on some tough questions.He makes you look plumb dumb.
You'd better get the books out.
Later,
B-
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14722 NEXT>14725 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Progress Report:Truck still high centered in 30"of mud and no oil for hyd winch.I'll try
a pair of HighLift's a shove and a John Deere tonight.
Entertainment:Hey B-,how long do you think those super tight wristpins will last before
they weaken the pistons,pull out and destroy your engine?
SUBJECT>Re:?for anyone with stock engine.POSTER>bump-r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>14699 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the OE wires are shielded,you'll have to fabricate a jumper out of normal civvi-type wire
between your wire and plug end,then your induction-type light will get a signal off this
segment.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14723 NEXT>14727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I realize that you're in a really different part of the country...30"of mud seems like A
LOT!And before there are lots of snide replies,remember that I'm writing you from
Boise,in the middle of the Idaho desert.Just a couple of weeks ago,we were driving.through the desert and sent up a
literal wake of dust above the level of the hood of a CJ7
with 35"tires.
Anyway,happy birthday and may I suggest that you wish for those really burly Kaiser
fairies to lift your truck up and out of the mud.Best of luck with the High Lifts etc.
tonight.Do you think that will work best before or after heavy drinking?
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14719 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian--
Not quite sure of the method yet.It should happen this week,though.Barring more
jealous fits on the part of the Grand Cherokee.
I'm very sorry to hear that you find your job less than fulfilling.I'll be sure to post
periodic updates to try to lift you from your dreary daily drudge.Can you tell that the
sympathy is oozing?
Seriously,though,I hope your day is wonderful and gets more exciting as each moment
passes.
I assume from some of your posts that you live in the same general area as spicergear.
Too bad that's on the other side of the country.I think we could all have a blast.Or,
maybe not,who knows?
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for providing entertainment throughout
my workday.I always enjoy seeing what new stuff you've come up with.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14725 NEXT>14728 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't know Idaho HAD a desert!?Didn't know potato's grew in the desert.?PA,was
nearly a desert until it rained for a week last week.The stuff I'm stuck in has about six
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inches of grass and small roots then muck from being in a valley basin.I appreciate your
kind thoughts for my trucks extraction,but I don't think Brian will be able to fly up and
lift it.:)
Definately afterwards.I'm going to be using the lift and topple technique.Jack it up out of
the ruts then yank it over sideways into fresh traction.Highlifts will take a beating!
Oh,Brian is based in the Northern Mississippi/Memphis area.Their 'gumbo'mud smells
really bad,not like wet dirt like here.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14727 NEXT>14741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So...Are you calling Brian a burly Kaiser fairy who stinks like gumbo mud?
I hope that your late-night,drunken truck extraction goes as well as only those types of.things can.aka "I can't
BELIEVE that actually worked!!"
SUBJECT>Selling M-715 (Unfortunatley)POSTER>Brian Moulton
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Located in Ogden,Utah.its in really good condition and runs and drives great.No Rust.
Its been my daily driver for about 6 months now.it has a chevy 250 with rebuilt sm 465
tranny in it and has been converted to 12 volts by the portsmouth,Rhode Island fire dept.
it has lots of new parts.includes homemade rear cargo top and a really nice custom made
hard cab top -leaks a little (but what doesnt?)body is pretty good,minor dents.new paint
job (o.d.greeen with military numbers and stars).this truck has been taken really good
care of and is really nice.theres a lot to list but i dont want to make this too long.i hate to
sell it.I'll be asking 4,500.e-mail me at Jeepthing1987@aol.com for pictures or more
info.
SUBJECT>what to go with next?POSTER>Brian Moulton
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14745 14748 14800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i know this is for m-715 trucks and such but i was wandering what a good 4x4 vehicle
would be?i want somthing fairly cheap(under 3,000)thats fairly easy to build up to be a
decent off-road vehicle and daily driver.the full-size m-715 didnt work too well off-road
which is one reason i need to sell it.somthing mid sized would be great.any suggestions
would be appreciated.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Your E-mail Is Bouncing POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at
2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14704 NEXT>14808 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please send some pictures to CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com ,I'm interested in
trading for a '78 F-150 +lots of parts.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Welding the body POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,the MIG is the way to go,or even TIG if you have patience.
On the other hand,buy the smallest electrodes you can find and you'll probably need no
more than 60 amps.I'm not sure if they make electrodes down to 1/16"but that's what I'd
shoot for.
Good luck
Chris.SUBJECT>PTO box question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>14751 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anybody know right off if the pto box of a M715 will fit chevy SM420 tranny?
Another member needs the one off my parts truck and I thought someone might know.
I'm trying to get as much done on my truck before the weather turns bad so it would save
me some time to not have to crawl under it to remove to find out it doesn't fit.Thanks for
any info.
SUBJECT>Krob725:Help with Timing chain?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,
I pulled my valve cover to verify my timing chain today,and needed a second opinion.
With the nose of the number one pointed down,and the dowel pin in the the 6 o'clock
position,while the crankshaft was at 0 degrees,the timing mark on the camshaft was
towards the 4 o'clock position.I think i'm correct but wasn't TOTALLY sure.I was also
thinking of putting the crankshaft at 6 degrees (or so)BTC and then aiming my rotor to
the number 1 plug.Will this work?I really appreciate your help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Does anyone have the original jack &handle that came with the M715?
POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at
4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPykmpVpUXUY PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I would like to see pictures of the original jack,handle,lug nut wrench,and cross bar.
I think I have an original lug nut wrench.It looks like a double ended socket.One end of
which has two sizes in it.The cross bar is hex shaped and about a foot long.
If anyone has a picture of the original tool set for the M715 please post or e-mail me.
Thanks
Karl
mildot20@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>NEXT>14737 14744 14747 14775
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off...I've read and heard tons of opinions on which of these is better,and for what
reasons.
However the more I hear,the more I start to think this could be a Chevy versus Ford
thing.What I would consider to be the only facts so far is that Ground Hawgs are made.out of a harder composite than
Swampers,thus giving them an extended life on the road.
This also somehow translates into them not being as good when rock crawling or on wet
surfaces.
Since I'm NOT considering these tires for anything other than my M715 I figured I would
ask some other M715 owners opinions,because our trucks tend to act differently than
SWB jeeps and light trucks.
I will primarily be in the mud (sloppy gumbo is more acurate),but several times a year I
do go rock crawling.Please feel free to give me your two cents and personal experiences.
I'm comparing the original TSL and the original Ground Hawg.(not the monster mudders
or Boggers or anything radial)
Rhino
Hey Spicer,I had a day and a half "lay-over"in Pittsburgh...pretty place,great beer!
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14736 NEXT>14739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Swampers !!B.
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14708 NEXT>14746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,does that mean I aint gonna get it?Lol,Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
21 October 2002,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14737 NEXT>14740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In 1980 ground hawgs were popular ONLY because they had the largest tire available at
the time (38")Their road wear is HORRIBLE,I've seen more than a few sets run bald in
less that 15,000 miles.I am shocked that they are even still made,and literally would not
take time to mount a set if you gave them to me!!SWAMPERS BABY!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>mikecmisplaced1
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 October 2002,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14739 NEXT>14743 14767 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i have run almost every tire combination you can think of.The Sampers wear out at
around 15000 if you use lockers,as do Hawgs and every other tire on the market.If you
plan to do both mud and rock....a good combination is a bogger on rear and swamper up
front for latteral (more steering)control.I run boggers because i do rock crawling mostly,
but we have some pretty nast holes where I run,Monteagle/Cowan TN.The swamper has
pretty good road manners until you step up to around 40"and above,but no tire that tall "
handles the curves"because of all the side wall flex.just my .02
SUBJECT>Success!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 4:31
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14728 NEXT>14803 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Katie,
Brian's about 150#soaking wet,fully clothed (maybe),so the 'burly'thing is out...the rest
is on target though.:)
The extraction was quite successful.I dug a trough straight away from the right rear in the
direction I was going to pull,dug the frame out on the same side,jacked the back up with
a pair of highlifts to get the boggers out of the ruts,then had my dad put a pull on it at 90
degrees from the back with the John Deere while I churned in so the thing would slide
sideways.Once the back end came around I was able to get traction on some rocks in a
small stream that was there and was able to unhook it and maneuver her out over a couple
slimey ditches to freedom.The worst part is,now because it's all torn up and slimey I
can't get to the new hill climb I made!Hmmm,guess I'll have to drive down it then back
up it!Anyone ever 'end-O'one of these.This thing will climb about 50 degrees!
SUBJECT>Batterie spark normal?POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 4:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14755
14769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 100 amp system on my 715,origanal 24v system.I was going to connect the
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ground cable to the batterie (all other cables are connected correctly)and noticed a small
spark.All lights,and switches are off.Is this normal or do I have a small short
somewhwre?Help.
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14740 NEXT>14811
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Are you on the Tennessee Offroad page too?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14736 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,been to Pittsburgh a couple of times.Fun town,lots of bitter beer budweiser
people.:)
Swampers.The Hawgs don't have a break in the tread around the circumference of the
tire and will never net the traction or 'tread squirm'from the seperate tread blocks being
able to move (like the swampers/boggers)and also lessen steering effort.Oh,and for
some reason they only look at home on mid to late 70's ford f 250's and 350's..SUBJECT>Re:what to go with
next?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14730 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A '79 Chevy LUV truck on an early 70's blazer frame with 35x16x15 boggers,a 305 or
4.3 with a world class richmond T-5,and 4.88 or 5.13 gearing.Now it's midsize.
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14738 NEXT>14780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would assume so,but i'll sell you my old one cheap,it just runs a little rich.(with a huge
hole where the mixture screw is.).LOL
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22
October 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14736 NEXT>14757
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Swampers....
The Hawgs are a directionional tread and give little traction in reverse.They do ok i
sloppy mud,but if it gets thicker they tend to clog and they are terrible on the rocks and
slippery clay.I have run both and would never run a hawg again,for any reason.
SUBJECT>Re:what to go with next?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14730 NEXT>14772
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Box Broncos are good.Not too small,but not too big for the trail.
Or you could go with the Cj like everyone else.Maybe break out of the box and go
Scrambler.
-B.
SUBJECT>Slip Yoke POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14752 14876 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know of a slip yoke,or source for one,that is longer than the stock rear one and
would allow me to dump in my NP205 and NOT have to make a new rear driveshaft
because of the added length needed to work with the high rear NP205 output application?
SUBJECT>m715 budd center+16"whee&terra/$160 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.M37 has 5 budd center removed,blasted,primed,underwerths has
the 16 iwde by 16.1
wheel new blank for $100,weld in your yourself at around 4 1/2 backspace to your truck
for giant terra,terra also available under American farmwe 6 ply size 18.6x44.8x16.1 for
around $290,Apple line is ame tire different branding.Tom at Snake river also has some
m715 weld in flat centers if anyone is looking,his site is on big e links,ha schevy ford etc
different bhp center on cnc machine.The goodyear is same tire but has about 20/32 taller
tread for same money almost,depending on who you buy from.I have found some ag 20
inch wheels in a short wide terra type tread used that might be nice for rockwells if you
want a wide tractor type tread,New they are about $800 tire,$500 wheel with 10 bhp,
have to remove and replace,think they were $500 with tire and wheel takeoffs from
tradein,80%rubber guy says he has pics.email me if interested i have misplaced the add
rite now but it is on desk.The centers are for sale on m37 big e site see wheels making
post.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO box question POSTER>Jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22
October 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14733 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure you are set.My truck already had the sm420 in it so I can't be positive,but
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the pto says Chelsea on it and it is on the driver's side.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14749 NEXT>14753 14827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tom woods or some place like that might have one,think it called tom woods drive shaft
or something like that have seen site has a lot of differnt shaft including something
similar u might be able to save $!www.4xshafts.com i think
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14752 NEXT>14754 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking of going that direction but thought I'd post...maybe someone knows of some
International or something that may have an extended yoke.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14753 NEXT>14758 14779 14783
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Assuming you can mount that 205 at approximately the same spot as the 200 was,you'll
need about 5"more shaft than you got.I had trouble with mine since I wanted it too high
so it wouldn't get scraped on rocks and such.What I was told after it was all said and
done is that a double caradine joint would have been the way to go.The guy at the
driveling shop said he could have added one for about $120 and it would have solved all
my problems..Ponder that.It would fill in the 5"gap and you'd not have trouble with too tight of angles
since you're too lazy to shim your axle.
Let's see what Chris says,he's been really good with the obscure advice.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Batterie spark normal?POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22
October 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>14742 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this:
(1)disconnect positive terminal
(2)connect ground terminal
(3)connect ammeter inline as such:
"positive post-->ammeter-->positive terminal
This will give you an idea of current draw,and therefore what type of circuit to check.
(4)double-triple check that pesky three-lever light switch,you may have black-out or
dash lights on.I had one of these go bad and created a shorted circuit,be ready to get a
new one if the levers feel goofy
(5)start pulling bulbs and/or disconnecting terminals till the amp reading goes nil.
(6)fix whatever you find
SUBJECT>wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14761 14791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just got acall from memphis equip.ihad back ordered a crowl about a year ago and they
said they got some in.they said they are going through their past custmers who had
ordered them .so if you ordered one they will probly call you .mine will be in fri.no
more silicon!hopefuly later matt
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>14747 NEXT>14765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do they even offer 'hogs in 16",or just 15"and 16.5"?I have never seen an ad for 16"
'hogs in any diameter or width...
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14754 NEXT>14759 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I HAVE to get the 205 in the same position.I'm NOT making another stubshaft from the
big tranny to the T-case again.There's some machine work in making a sleave to fit them
together that I'd rather not replicate.I haven't heard any of the high drive conversion guys
having any problems and I figure I'll be in the same position.So it won't be mounted.against the floor,or need the
infamous 'dog trot'(your a sick twist)notched for clearance.
I'll just do it the correct way the first time.:)Oh,and so you don't pout,I'll mention the
double caradine thing to Tom Woods or Chris.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14758 NEXT>14760 14763 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I were Chris,I'd ignore your question as too stupid to warrant a response.
I didn't coin the term "Dog trot"a member back in '99 called it that and since another
name hasn't been presented it's still known as that in my little mind.
Newbie.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14759 NEXT>14764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Double cad joint is repeated over and over agin in m37,w100 to 300 swaps as way to
overcome the angle prob,could you put a slip yoke on one end of it and have room,is
anyone running it in a m715 iwth v8 conversion?I have extra spring pak and ruined the
driveshaft angle to run the 9x20s on the dana 44,it needs the shims to turn it back up i
guess,where are they online?Anybody know?The surplus driveshaft place only has 1 of
my shafts left and after that i will have to do something similar i guess?Does anybody
know what happened to the truck on ebay up at devine,when i got card to bid on it was
gone?Are there trucks on ebay regularly,i had never been to it and still donot get how
you find m715 on the search engine,do you look manually under jeep,antique,trucks,
commerical or everything?Anybody got a dead truck or could be swap project in texas
area?
SUBJECT>Re:wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14756 NEXT>14762 14771 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Matt...Thanks a million for posting.I just called them and told them I had heard that they
had some in.His reply was Wow news travels fast!I ordered one up.He told me it would
be up to 90 days probably sooner.He had a few back orders to fill.He said they should be
getting in a couple hundred inside that 90 days.If any of you want one I would strongly
suggest you call and place an order/backorder...And get your order placed on the stack in
shipping.He quoted about 48 bucks....Thanks again Matt!
Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh yea....Memphis Equipment 1-901-774-0600 Fax 901-946-1919
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14759 NEXT>14792 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Follower.
You mean the humped up crossmember behind the T-case,right?Oh that dog trot...how
stupid of me.Put the pipe down B-.
Has anyone,off hand used a slave cylinder or small master cyl to push fluid to a disk
ebrake on a 205?I'd like to stay away from cable if possible.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14760 NEXT>14794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
James,here are some of the things I use for E-bay...M715 of course,Military truck,and
Kaiser jeep.Not usually much under military truck,but once in awhile something pops
up.Anybody else got any good que words???Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think they do in the Ground Hawg,but,Denman does offer several tires in the 16
inch rim.But they are smaller
I'm pretty sure I'm running the biggest tire you can put on our stock rim right now
(michelin XL 11.00R16 @38.7 inches tall)and there is no way I'm going down in size.
The ones I'm considering are in the 40/17 size.You'll need a 15 or 16.5 inch rim for
those.
Sounds like we've got no Ground Hawg fans out there....
Thanks for the input guys,
Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:Welding the body POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,Don't bother with a stick welder.To much heat.Last time I replaced body panels I
rented a small wire feed for a reasonable price.Worked pretty good.You can pretty much
bet on a lot of warpage with a stick welder.Wire feeds are a cinch to use anyway...
Good luck...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've seriously considered running that combo,TSL up
front and Bogger Rear.The only
thing that is keeping me from this is that it doesn't look very military,which is one of my
prerequisites.
I have also heard (and seen)2 problems with Boggers:
1.Side sliding on wet rock,or clay
2.Not having enough horse to turn them fast enough in deep mud,making them not as
effective.
By running the TSL up front Do you think it would counter the side slide?I'm not
worried about horsepower after the BB gets installed.
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Rhino
SUBJECT>230 rebuild kit POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the best place to purchase a rebuild kit for the original 230
(rings,bearings,gaskets)and what kind of cost to expect.
SUBJECT>Re:Batterie spark normal?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14742 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is normal for 30+year old rubber insulated wiring to have "issues".Primarily,the main
power wiring near the batteries will have "semiconducting"insulation.First,disconnect
the positive baterry cable and measure it's resistance to chasis ground;you might be
suprised at what you read.Both my trucks read about 10K ohms.This is mostly due to the
main power wiring having been exposed to acid and acid fumes for 30+years -
conductive salts get deposited in the aging rubber insulation.
Next,also disconnect the negative battery cable and measure it's resistance to chasis
ground.You'll likely get a similar reading.
The rest of the wiring has a similar problem,the conductive salts are from road salt and
oil.Old oil is acidic.
Yes,this problem does slowly drain your batteries -but no more than modern vehicles do
with all those electronic gadgets.
Replacing affected wiring solves the problem.Look for stiff insulation (dry rot).The best
indicator is low resitance to ground.By "low resistance"I mean less than a megohm.
SUBJECT>GSA M715's on the block.POSTER>Chad C.Zens
EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14850 LINKNAME>GSA Home Page.
LINKURL>http://gsaauctions.gov
I just wanted to let someone who might not know of these auctions that 2 M715's are for
auction in Idaho (listed under Trucks,Trailers &Tractors,)and 1 in South Carolina
(currently at $325 listed under Salavage/Scrap Vehicles).SUBJECT>Re:wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
matt thanks for posting this info.have had tons of calls.
we are making a back order list.first come first serve
"keep those cards and letters coming"THANKS,ROY COATES
SUBJECT>Re:what to go with next?POSTER>Brian Moulton
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14748 NEXT>14903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i heard a lot of good things about the jeep cherokee xj,how does that do?
SUBJECT>Exhaust manifold bolts POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14777
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone knoe where I can find new replacement exhaust manifold bolts,ones that
screw into block.
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14736 NEXT>
14778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I may be the only Hawg Fan responding to this post.
I've got a set of two 44"Hawgs and have been considering buying two more and putting
them all on my truck.I admit part of the reason I have an M715 with big tires is just
because it looks impressive and I really like the looks of the directional tread Ground
Hawgs.My experience with other directional type tires has been good i the past.I was
under the impression the Ground Hawgs would last longer on the road then the Swampers
and definitely longer then a set of Boggers.Willie down in Texas has been running 37"
Hawgs and just recently put on 40"and he says he gets great mileage out of them.
If anyone has some good negative facts on them,please speak up before I spend another
$1000 buying more tires.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:m715 budd center+16"whee&terra/$160 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me at 361 358 4820 and i will walk you thru the options,about three ways to do it
depends on where you live to save some $
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold bolts POSTER>Rhino EMAIL>beatys@ec.rr.com.DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 1:06
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZPpOsc86fDs PREVIOUS>14774 NEXT>14785 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chuck,
If there are any parts stores around,you can take one in and match it up against the ones
they have,or sometimes they'll let you dig through the bins (if you are a regular).Just ask
them for manifold studs.
If that falls through,I can send you some used ones,how many do you need?
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Rhino
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14775 NEXT>14797
LINKNAME>Rodent Exterminator
LINKURL>http://performanceunlimited.com/photos_stuck/rodentmired.html
Rollie ,you aren't the only Hawg fan.I have a set of 17/40's sitting in the basement just
waiting for the f-715 project to move under its own power.For part time street driving,I
can't see how Hawgs wouldn't outlast swampers and boggers.The rubber is so soft.The
link below (if I did it right)is of a truck that I am getting alot of ideas for my truck.He
was also the '98 Four Wheeler Magazine's Top Truck Challenge.This is why I'm going
with HAWGS.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14754 NEXT>14795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,I've tried to stay out of your banter but I guess I've been sucked in.Can't help with
any obscure advice since I just call the driveline shop and they come out to measure and
take care of everything.
"chris"is kinda boring so maybe one of these days I'll change to something more fun.
And to answer the earlier question,I've been on here for close to a year and a half now.
Obscure info for the day:I bought a chopper (BSA)so I can pop wheelies and jump over
stuff.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:In DESPERATE need of a carb.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,But no thanks.Rebuilt mine last year But it just ain't right.Hoping to figure it out
before deer season starts.Guess I will go to the local fire dept and borrow their carb just to
see.Hope the carb works for you.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Chris T,s truck spec?POSTER>james.EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have been checking out the rockwells in the chris t truck and was wondering where do
you get lockers for these and are they stronger than the mil units,could you also explain
how and what t/c you are running,do you have a big doubler cad joint etc,can you get
different gear ratios for these and where does a person look for them,are they 2 ton 4wd
truck units?I saw they had 10 hole budd centers,sure is a great truck,how is it doing?
Please explain the set up,do you have a 2 speed rear end in the back,i am confused?
Thanks!Love the tires!
SUBJECT>Adapting Wheels POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 4:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14784 14799 14805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone out there tried to redrill the standard lug pattern from the 6 to a standard 8 lug
from a typical 3/4 or 1-ton pickup?We have a set of 42 inch Swampers mounted on 8 lug
16.5 inch wheels.A quick measurement showed the hubs on the front of the M715 to be
about 5.250 inches in diameter.A rough measurement of the wheels packed into a storage
shed at an awkward angle,looked to be about 5.125-5.250 which would seem close
enough to be able to weld up the holes and redrill them although you might need to
slightly turn down the indexing ring at the end of the hubs,front and rear.Has anybody
tried it?We'll keep looking into it here,too.Also,someone mentioned something about
the spindles on the axles being the same as a Dana 44.Has anyone tried using standard
3/4 ton Dana 44 rotors and hubs in order to simultaneously convert to disc brakes as well
as an easier to use 8 lug design?Haven't taken any measurements,but saw a reference to
this and wondered if anyone's had any experience.We can do some fabricating--we have
a friend who does custom axle machining.Thanks for any thoughts on all or part of this.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with the joint idea!Go for that.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Adapting Wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14782 NEXT>14789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you do about drums with the redrilled pattern?The stock bolt pattern os 6 bolt
on 7 1/4 inch....did you say stock was 5 1/4?
What am I missing?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold bolts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14777 NEXT>14816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are a standard size...got all new ones from Napa last time I worked on the exhaust..brute4c
SUBJECT>Anyone interested in buying my project??He,He,everyones needs another!
More.....;-)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SOOO...I have this '61 Willys station wagon that is BUILT!By built I mean rugged and
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solid...it needs assembly.I have ALL the parts to put it together.It is mounted on a
Grand Wagoneer chassis modded with steering braces,extra crossmembers etc.and done
RIGHT,this thing is SWEET!!Tons of parts avail.will sell with our without all the
extras for A VERY VERY reasonable $$$.I have realized I am not going to finish this
beast and I really want it to have a good home.What better home than a fellow m715
owner (with more time than I ).You wouldn't belive the $$$and time I have in this
truck,but it needs to go as I have a buisness to run,a house to build and family to tend to.
Please help me out if you have any interest as I will sell for a fraction of my investment.
POSSIBLE DELIVERY as well,we can discuss!HELP and thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Tailgate for sale POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>14812 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have a tailgate for a m715.IT is is fairly good shape,with a dent on one of the tubes that
run vertically,and has ruat,but nothing a sandblaster wouldn't take care of.Asking
225obo +shipping.It will go to ebay in one week if not sold.
SUBJECT>To all-about ss tanks POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>14798 14814 14861
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need some feedback.
I cant seem to find a good filter to put on the new fuel pickups in the SS gas tanks i'm
putting together.I was thinking abour just running the line down in and not putting
anything on the end.Then i would make them so you could pull the pickup line out so
you can put whatever you want on the end to filter.What would you guys do?
By the way my welder just finished harvesting,and is going to weld the first one up in the
next week,godwilling.Thanks for everyone's patience,and hope to have them out soon,
so i can get my rig up and running again.Later
SUBJECT>Re:Adapting Wheels POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,we were measuring the diameter of the hub that the wheel has to slide over,not the
bolt pattern.Sorry if that wasn't overly clear.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Randy Curra.EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:19
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14819 14822 14828 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got fairly stock '78 Chevy 1/2,Dana 44/12-bolt rear,350 w/headers/Flowmasters,part
time 203(which needs work).And a '84 S-10 on a '76 Chevy 1/2 ton frame same as above
except with 5"lift,38.5"RVT mudders,new driveshafts and brakes.
I really am dying for a M715!As long as it runs decent,that's all I ask for.
Please help!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14756 NEXT>14821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this the rubber around the windshield,or under the frame?
Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 October
2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14763 NEXT>14823
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out www.highangledriveline.com.They have a e-brake/CV joint unit that bolts
onto a NP205.
SUBJECT>Re:Krob725:Help with Timing chain?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14734 NEXT>14815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes daniel
it sounds like your chain is installed correctly.i think it would be difficult to turn the
crank back 6 degrees and set the dist like that.it might be an idea though.....hummm.i
always set it to "0"then use a timing light to get it right.but i am using civilian plugs and
wires that i made myself to fit the military dist.i hook the timing light to the #1 plug wire
and connect the power side to a battery charger to get 12V.
did you adjust the rockers while you were in there?if they are too tight you will not have
much compression,or vacuum,or power.if they are too loose,it won't be able to breathe
and again,no power.
i'm sure everyone here will help you and WE will get your truck running good.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One that was listed the other day he listed as M_715,so it wouldn't come up with the
usual M715.I just use all the same ones mentioned.
$.02 mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>14779 NEXT>14802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of BSA?I have a buddy that is into old european bikes.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone have the original jack &handle that came with the M715?
POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14735 NEXT>14840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mine came wih a large scissor type jack and fold-up handle.i guess it is the right one.it is
O.D.green and it will jack up my m725 pretty easy.i don't have a digital camera yet.next
time i'm taking pics of stuff i will take one of it.i could scan it.let me know.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14778 NEXT>14813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to work with a guy who swore by Hawgs,ran nothing but them,and claimed to get
great life out of his.and he was mostly highway.I have been thinking this same question,
my 35's are about to get useless,and I want to go to a 38,but cost is going to weigh in a
lot on what I get.if i don't sell this cj5,I may have to stay on the pavement at deercamp.
the ultimate pits!!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14788 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a frame mounted remote filter?Make sure the pickup is cut at a angle so 1
piece of crap won't block it.
SUBJECT>Re:Adapting Wheels POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thing to do is have your axle guy remove the centers from your 8 bhp wheels and build
some new ones out of 3/8 plate on a cnc machine to fit the m715 6 on 7,25 bhp.Or just
sell the wheels and buy new wheels for the tire you have from diamond or stockton,they
are pretty and higher,its no good welding up holes and redrilling,bad idea and no
machine shop should do it,too much fatique and stress on a plate that might crack lose
wheel in moment of need!Just get new centers for the wheels you have.You might also
send them in to stockton or diamond but freight will kill ya I guess.It is real hard to find
somebody to work on wheels,especially sell you a part or center for a used one so you
can doityourself.Bob kelly,Tom Snake river,stockton,Diamond are about the only ones
working on these that i have seen or heard of,sure there are more i guess.I would get.your guy to do 1 at a time and
tack in the first one for a pattern and then you get it(offset)
where you want it,keep control of wheels(no lost in space of ups)pay for 1 at a time and
doityourself.Goodluck!
SUBJECT>Re:what to go with next?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just happen to have cj5 i need to sell.im asking 2850.00 obo.i have almost 3500.00
invested.(i always do that somehow)email if you want more info.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Please,on my knees begging...;-)Maybe you have a buddy who needs a
project?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14786 NEXT>14817
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone should have seven or eight projects!!!Thanks in advance,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14795 NEXT>14804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a 68 (I think)A65.The rear frame section has been hacked off and replaced with a
hardtail (vintage 70's).The engine is in a few boxes and I know I'll have to source a few
parts.I oughta get a whole parts engine to pick from as I build it up.
Right now it's mostly just for building since here in SoCal riding a motorcycle is insanely
dangerous.Maybe I'll have to move before it's finished.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Success!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14741 NEXT>14824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haven't seen and end-o yet,be sure and take pics!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll see him tomorrow,he has some parts he is wanting to get rid of,but I think he said
they are Triumph.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Adapting Wheels POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 7:45 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thing to do is have your axle guy remove the centers from your 8 bhp wheels and build.some new ones out of 3/8 plate
on a cnc machine to fit the m715 6 on 7,25 bhp.Or just
sell the wheels and buy new wheels for the tire you have from diamond or stockton,they
are pretty and higher,its no good welding up holes and redrilling,bad idea and no
machine shop should do it,too much fatique and stress on a plate that might crack lose
wheel in moment of need!Just get new centers for the wheels you have.You might also
send them in to stockton or diamond but freight will kill ya I guess.It is real hard to find
somebody to work on wheels,especially sell you a part or center for a used one so you
can doityourself.Bob kelly,Tom Snake river,stockton,Diamond are about the only ones
working on these that i have seen or heard of,sure there are more i guess.I would get
your guy to do 1 at a time and tack in the first one for a pattern and then you get it(offset)
where you want it,keep control of wheels(no lost in space of ups)pay for 1 at a time and
doityourself.Goodluck!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you put about 800.00 with it maybe that would work...
SUBJECT>Re:Tell Me More.....POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14707 NEXT>14995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds interesting..where u located ?????
SUBJECT>Re:Your E-mail Is Bouncing POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check your e=mail////r u saying aries269@attbi.com is not working ??????
my home fone is 817-467-5023 ..
SUBJECT>Rick Townsend Please See Text POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at
9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>Stuff For Sale LINKURL>http://m37b1ww.homestead.com/ForSale.html
Your e-mail keeps bouncing:
"This Message was undeliverable due to the following reason:
The user(s)account is temporarily over quota.
SUBJECT>Brake Parts POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>14818 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I've gone through the parts lists above (Thanks Brute4c!)and I've collected everything
thing I need for a power brake conversion (jury is still out on brake shoes though....was
that resolved???),But what I need is brake hardware...springs and retaining pins,etc.Can
anyone help me with this?
What are you guys using?
My parts hording is soon to become a building exercise.
Thanks for your help.
PS,Spicergear,you were right on about Sharon at Unishippers.Thanks.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>mike c EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14743 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no I am not.I have run with them when I was a member of Xtreme4x4 in Columbia TN,
but I moved to Winchester this year.I am trying to get info on Middle Tennessee Trail
Runners.I think they are a great club.Some family of mine owns land on Monteagle and
on the Cowan side of the mountain so I ride there when it isn't hunting season.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate for sale POSTER>Chris EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 October 2002,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14787 NEXT>14939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is this tailgate at?What would be the cost to ship it to 67869 (zip).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:ground hawgs vs.swampers POSTER>mike c EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
22 October 2002,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14797 NEXT>
21577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found that Hawgs were an excellent mud tire,ok in rock.They wear better tha
swampers or Boggers,but not as good as the BFG Mud Terrain TKO.Michelin has a
massive new tire in the 49.5"range called the XMLs that are suppose to be the sh*t!(we
should all have these they look bad in Nov issue of Peterson's but I'm sure they are pricey)
Buckshot Mudders are economical,ok in mud,not too good in slickrock unless heavily
siped,wear out fast.Most tires on our trucks will wear fast due to the sheer weight of the
vehicles.If you add a locker,weld up diff,or spool your axles......woooh nelly will you
eat up tires.My last set were Buckshots.I hated them and they wore out in about 13000
due to a spool in rear at 5000 or so.Before that I ran the Mil treads and they were way too
hard for rock and road,but would dig like hell in mud but would also sink you fast.For
price and economy I think the Swamper is a good bet.But I want to use irrigation tires
next time on mine.Sure they aren't street legal,ride like crap,and wear out fast,but who
else have you seen on the trail with them.Not many!:)
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SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 1:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14788 NEXT>14820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Patiently waiting as my rust factory makes my M725 stall
quite often and clog the filter
all the time...
Very interested.Please contact me at Allingtonj@aol.com when you have availability for
a tank.
Thanks
John Allington
SUBJECT>Re:Krob725:Help with Timing chain?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14793 NEXT>14841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunetely i did not adjust the rockers while i was in there.One of my buddies is
moving this weekend and really needs a truck,So,i'm just trying to get it going well
enough to move some of the larger things,then next week work out all the other stuff.My
engine is fairly easy to turn over by hand,and that had me concerned about the
compression a little,but i figured i would do a compression test next week.Thanks for
the help.What is the easiest (and cleanest)way to adjust the rockers?I can do it without
the engine running and turn the engine over then check gap,right?
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold bolts POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14785 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input.I did try the Jeep parts dept.in my town.They are NO help.Whe
you tell then your truck is 35 years old they act like they can't help you.Will try Napa.
SUBJECT>Re:Please,on my knees begging...;-)Maybe you have a buddy who needs a
project?POSTER>Reutey EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October
2002,at 4:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14801 NEXT>14842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much and where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14810 NEXT>14825 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gary...She's VERY attractive and riot too.We went skydiving a few weeks ago!
Uncle Sam's NOS pads lock up my 37"boggers @$50 per axle and no hassle with spring
mods or fit.My $.02.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14790 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've got an NP203 without the reduction box if anyone needs the rest of it.
SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14814 NEXT>
14865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as Advanced Auto has the FP20011's I'm good to go!I get about three weeks out
of one.It weighs about a pound when I replace it.:)
SUBJECT>Re:wind shield crowl (rubber)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14791 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Under the frame.You know the one that allows all the water from the hood and cowl area
to run down the dash and onto your right ankle while on the gas pedal.I called Memphis
Equipment,PA,yesterday and told them they'd have stock soon.They call Memphis,
Memphis and had me put on the 90 day list.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got any photos of two trucks and where you located.
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll check them out,thanks.I think ORU has one as well...I could be mistaken.
Bike guys:Buy a Suzuki Hayabusa and you'll never look back!!!I should be at 170 Rear
Wheel Horsepower by the end of next week with NO internal engine mods.(Hmmmm,as
Brian eagerly rubs his hands together in hopes owning Velvet.)
SUBJECT>Re:Success!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14803 NEXT>14852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Umm,yeah.Somebody remind me now and then to quit jacking around with oil and air
and put in a roll bar...and a fire extinguisher.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Parts POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
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DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14818 NEXT>14826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just read your post re:shoes from Frontline Military Parts,how can I reach them AND....What about the springs and
such?That's my real dilemna.
-G-
SUBJECT>Frontline Military Parts...NOS Brake pads POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14825 NEXT>
14833 14834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is them!Jeff is the guy I'd spoken with.Tell him Tom,from a couple weeks ago that
bought 715 pads sent you.Maybe he'll scratch my back sometime.
Contact Information
Telephone
717 252-4489
FAX
717 252 4499
Postal address
560 Bull Run Rd,Wrightsville Pa 17368
Electronic mail
General Information:flmv@flmv.net
Sales:flmv@flmv.net
Customer Support:flmv@flmv.net
Webmaster:flmv@flmv.net
He has some parts,possibly a parts truck or spare axle to get those little parts
from...maybe.If not...maybe Memphis Equipment.Oh,Or email Barry Y,he's a wealth of
parts location information!
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicergear,When I did my 205 change i used
a fine spline yoke that accepts a 369 u-joint.this yoke bolts to the transfer case.so you
dont have to change drive shaft.you can bolt it up 2 ways.either way takes a fabricaton
but is well worth it.If you decide to rebuild the case it is easy to take apart but a bugger to
put back together IT goes only one way,not like the 200 .Good luck Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Brian Moulton
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14790 NEXT>14829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i may be interested in your offer.my m-715 doesnt really cut it on the trails (although i
still love it to death)more info would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14828 NEXT>14830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try and get some pics up.Or email them if possible.I'm located in South Bend,IN..Home of Notre Dame if that
helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14829 NEXT>14831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell me about your M715's!I'm so excited.I love these trucks!!!!!!!!OK I'll calm down
now.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14830 NEXT>14835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can see photos of Mine at following homepage.
http://www.angelfire.com/country/M715/
I am located in Arkansas.
I have digital camera so can take more current photos
SUBJECT>Wold Wheel&Rim 16.1 Terra Wheel M715 POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 12:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>44.8x18.6x16.1 Terra
Tites LINKURL>http://www.imageevent.com/oddball/tradingpost
Finally found the phone number of the guy Firestone rep located for m175 bolt hole
pattern with 4 1/2 backspacing,It is in Iowa,phone is 641-713-2205 ask for ivan,these
are 16x16.1 wheels complete with plate centers&m715 bhp&backspacing for $162.00
each ,ask for Ivan,also available in 18 inch widths for &10 extra.These wheels allow the
running of Apple,Titan,Firestone.American farmer,Goodyear Terra grips in the
18.6x44.8x16.1,usually around $275 to $300 out the door,no tax as ag use items.Tel
them it is for a farm truck or spray rig or feed bunk truck.Tire is available in some lines
in a 21 inch width but have not located any so far.I called titan wheel and they will
reproduce the m715 wheel but need a min of 100 wheels so i guess the budd look is over
unless you weld your own up out of used wheels and new blanks,Would not sell the
centers seperate either,i asked.Good rubber to ya,if you order just do one a time for
saftey until pattern is 100%
SUBJECT>Re:Frontline Military Parts...NOS Brake pads POSTER>Daniel
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EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14826 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
I purchased most of the springs from memphis.The shoe hold downs i reused,but you
could buy the regular type springs for these at napa,but you'd have to find them.The shoe
hold down pins are in the parts file.I had my shoes religned which i prefer because there
are no rivets to hurt the drums ever since they use the epoxy.Good luck
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Frontline Military Parts...NOS Brake pads POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>14826 NEXT>14838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The springs and the hold down clips and pins are available at NAPA.You have to take
the old stuff in and match it up.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14831 NEXT>14837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a pic of my truck while I was working with UMGS cleaning up a cemetary.Scroll
down.It's the only truck on the page.That's me throwing a log.Exciting huh?
http://uppermidwestghostsociety.homestead.com/week4.html
SUBJECT>Looking for hood light and seats.POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14839 14885 14897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking for the hood mounted light with the gaurd and some original seats.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14835 NEXT>14848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice truck there.Are both the trucks you have in good running order?
My M715 runs great with no know mechanical problems at all and everything works on
it,winch 4 wheel drive etc.I live Between Jonesboro Arkansas and West Memphis
Arkansas in NE corner of Arkansas in little town called Lepanto.About 50 Miles from
Memphis Tenn.
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:Frontline Military Parts...NOS Brake pads POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14834 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys....I'm gonna have to make sure I limit my caffine intake and double up on
my blood pressure pills before I to go the parts store.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for hood light and seats.POSTER>Joe EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of original seats that need new canvas.I'm located in Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone have the original jack &handle that came with the M715?
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,
at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14796 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Hey Krob,If you wouldn't mind send me a pic of the jack too (when you get it taken).I
would like to find one but don't know exactly what they look like.That way when I am
out scroungin I will know what to look for....You are lucky to have yours,thats cool.
Thankyou....Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Krob725:Help with Timing chain?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14815 NEXT>14855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes
do it with the engine off.just make sure that the lobe is pointed away from the rocker you
are adjusting.
good luck!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Please,on my knees begging...;-)Maybe you have a buddy who needs a
project?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14817 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am located on the mid coast of Maine,but I may be able to deliver?As for $$I really
have not come to an exact price.There are SOOOO many parts including new rubber
gaskets,new chrome,new BFG 33's,alloy wheels,extra trans and transfer,extra Dana
44's front and rear,gas tanks,a COMPLETELY rebuilt and built right 360 V8 with
edelbrock extras and more,set of headers etc etc etc etc etc...SOO much stuff,and if you
want it all,or only some of it,or just the body and chassis??See what I mean??!!I have a
fortune invested,probably around 12-14K.The last time I added it up it was over 12K
and I have since got mor parts and tires and the chrome trim etc.I don't expect anywhere
near that...I am realistic...what I am looking for is an offer with or without certain parts...
AND YOU CAN'T INSULT ME!!!I really need to get some cash to finish the house and
pay bills.So let me know what you think,I can email pictures and feel free to email me
directly if you want.Or call me @(207)288-0070.Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>military jack pic POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
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DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>NEXT>14859 14872 14920
LINKNAME>military jack LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1947-
1965-Willys/militaryjack.JPG
here is the jack that came with my M725
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:230 rebuild kit POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
October 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14768 NEXT>14854
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kanter Auto Parts (www.kanter.com)has a 230 rebuild kit listed,and I think the price
was about $700 for a complete kit,but you can buy the parts you need if you want.Might
check NAPA too.Good Luck..SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14837 NEXT>14857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The S-10 needs a motor but does have a turbo 350 tranny and 203 t-case.The case is
fulltime but I have the part-time kit for it.Brand new!And the rear spring hangers need
fixing.The Fullsize only needs some transfer case work.It works,just makes a lot of
noise.Both have the usual rust that midwest trucks do.Nothing that can't be repaired.
I was gonna combine the two to make one excellent truck but what I really want is a
M715!
Tell me more about your truck.
SUBJECT>Tuttle creek nov.2nd and 3rd POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Local jeep dealership in manhattan kansas.is hosting its annual jeep gathering on
november 3rd.Would like to see some other kaisers show up!
Paul Brown is coming up from oklahoma in his truck,Soupy and myself are coming from
the kansas city missouri area,along with a few of my cj buddies.We plan to spend
saturday doing our own thing at the orv park and then meet up with the jeep group sunday
morning at the dealership @7 am.I think?With the jeep group heading back to the orv
area by mid morning for what is hoped to be a good time for all.
Come on come all.They ask you have a seat belt for every passenger.
Hope to see a few other kaisers there other than the three mentioned above.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:GSA M715's on the block.POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep in mind that the price usually shoots way up in the last couple of days GSanders
SUBJECT>Hey Brute4c POSTER>Jon Kilcrease EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried emailing you a couple times about the ignitor but haven't heard back,what's the
status?Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:Success!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just got my extinguisher mounted on the cross bar on my cage,just over and in front of
the pasenger position.also a set of clips to hold my mag light,and a bracket to mount my
cb and possibly a radio one day on the center top bar.Now I am working on a gun rack.
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 October 2002,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14851 NEXT>14878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Swamped in at the moment....today the radiator blew in the van and I had to work all day,
pick one up and change it in the dark in the snow....WHILE....my wife took the 4 kids to a
friends house and to the library in their town,bout 15 miles out...noticed the car was
steering funny....the tie rod broke and she was stuck there....had to get our friend to drive
the kids and her back over here and arrange to get the car fixed over there....it has been a
disaster lately...if it isn't one thing,it's everything else!!!
I'll get the wire and your adapter piece out by Saturday at the latest...hopefully,will let
you know if there are more delays...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:230 rebuild kit POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,23
October 2002,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14846 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About 5 years back,NAPA could get piston rings,crank and rod bearings and a Felpro
gasket set.The gasket set has many items that will work on the military engine but the
timing case cover and waterpump gaskets are different.AB Linn has the timing case
cover and water pump gaskets and much more.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Krob725:Help with Timing chain?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14841 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
You have been such a big help with this.I'm always nervous with engine work,so it's
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nice to have someone to check everything with.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Exhaust manifold POSTER>Chuck E EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14869 14882 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do any of the suppliers have new replacement exhaust manifolds?If not who has the
cheapest /best take offs.Thanks for any info.
SUBJECT>Re:Willing to trade for M715 POSTER>Ronnie
EMAIL>hippie667@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-mail me at hippie667@yahoo.com and we can talk more.What is your e-mail address?
SUBJECT>Suspension bushings?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>14860 14874 14921
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who's the best source for suspension bushing.My new found posi-forced suspension
articulation has punished the 35 year old bushings in the front.
Thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Krob725!!Thats quite the handle....Thanks again...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14858 NEXT>14867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try this guy i got the body bushings at a good price .
Tony 602 484 7127 or 602 484 7161 curtis
SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14788 NEXT>
14938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What will be the price?Original sending unit fit?
SUBJECT>ambulance POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at
7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
for sale comp run make offer
SUBJECT>m715 POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 7:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14864 14868 14871 14883 15508
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
selling total of 3trucks 1ambul 2m715 make offers
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Thursday,
24 October 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY
PREVIOUS>14863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14820 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which I had to change another at 9:30pm on the powerlines.Oh,and actually I had
forgotten to put the new one I had bought in the truck so I had to beat the mud out of the
old one and put it back.Wheelin in the dark is GREAT!
SUBJECT>Re:ambulance POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 October
2002,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14862 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you might get some response if you indicate what city you're in...
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
24 October 2002,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14860 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has them too.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Texas715 EMAIL>gregg_carlson@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know where you are located and price?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14856 NEXT>14870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last year Memphis Equipment had them for $140.00
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14869 NEXT>14892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You can have the one off my parts truck for $25 and shpg.Or come get the whole motor
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for free.Located in central KS.Dist,water pump,alt.,carb,and starter are already gone.
Had bad bottom end knock but head and manifolds should still be good.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you!!!!!Need to know location.
Paul
SUBJECT>Thanks!POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24
October 2002,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14845 NEXT>14875.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the search is on.:)
Thanks for taking the time to post the pic.
Karl
SUBJECT>Paint:Is one brand really better than another?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZLVi3bSaGaA PREVIOUS>NEXT>14877
14880 14887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am almost ready to order paint.I am going with Semi gloss OD (yes,all stock).I have
read the past posts on the board about some paint fades quicker than others and some is
easier to apply.I also notice that some paint costs more than others.
Is there really a huge difference between brands?I want good paint,but is more
expensive really better?
If you have recomendations on who to buy the paint from it would be really helpfull.
Also,is it a stupid idea to use spray cans to paint the truck.I know it would cost more,
but would the finish suffer versus having the paint professionally applied?
Thanks for the help.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>14858 NEXT>LINKNAME>prothane
bushings LINKURL>http://www.prothanesuspension.com/
you can get poly ones from this guy.i got some for my GW a couple months ago.i hard
the part number,but i don't know where i put it.here is the link
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14872 NEXT>14911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Karl,If you find a source for the jack and handle,please let me know.I of course
will do the same....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Slip Yoke POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14749 NEXT>14894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicergear,the #for the end yoke is 2-4-4191
32 splines .I used them for both outputs and my input.tobolt it up i had to fab 2 brackets
one shaped like a 90 on pass side the other shaped like a 45 degree on drivers side .I
made some adjustable mounts on my floor jack to set the case on.Then put it up in the.frame where i lined every
thing up,got measerments and went to work ,later on I
changed the rear output yoke to a yoke out of 72 power wagon,machined a lip so could
mount e-brake drum .Ialso had to machine the backing plate.
Spicer gear,
the #for the yoke end is2-4-4191,i used them on the input &front output.Iused end yoke
out of a 72 power wagon,machined alip for e-brake drum ,also backing plate .Made
brackets for mounting the case up in the frame,it took about 2 days and 2.5 cases of
miller lite and alittle #$@%^!@ing
good luck matt
SUBJECT>Re:Paint:Is one brand really better than another?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Professional is MUCH better and worth the cost if your going to do a nice job with prep
etc,and yes there is a big diff.between paint manufacturers.Can't really tell ya what's
better though!I know Dupont is great and so is Siecens (sp?)Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4c POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!What a day!Hope things start looking up for you!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Engine backfires through carb?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went and bought a rebuilt carb today (i'll return it when the other one comes)to figure
out everything else in the mean time.Here's my problem i replaced the condensor and
points,and adjusted the valces but still get the backfire through the carb.I then shrunk the
point gap to .016 and still got backfire.Readjusted the valves to .010 yet still got backfire.
Retarding or advancing timing doesn't change it either.My timing chain is not off any
teeth.I've also leaned and richen the mixture.I'm out of ideas on what to check.Is this
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what happens when i have a bad condensor,or something else.Please help so i can get it
going.Thanks as always,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Paint:Is one brand really better than another?POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used spray cans from Wally World,but,I did almost no prep work,I got my truck to be
able to go off roading without worrying about dents or scratches.Plus mine was painted
once with a brush!And it shows!But I have had vehicles painted by shops,and there is
NO comparison.If I had an original good shape truck like I have seen some people have,
and wanted it to stay that way,I would NOT use spray cans.Just my .02.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Engine backfires through carb?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14879 NEXT>14888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you've already checked the easy stuff.You can just disconnect the condenser
and try it again,it won't hurt anything.At least it might tell you if the condenser is bad
(I'm assuming you didn't replace it?).I saw a Ford engine once that had a bad cam that
caused a similar problem.One of the exhaust lobes had gone round,the exhaust valve
was barely moving,so when the intake valve opened,the built-up pressure in the cylinder
would blow out the carburetor.You'd have probably noticed a bad cam lobe when you
were adjusting the valves,but I don't have any other ideas.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24
October 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14856 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sam Winer Motors has new exhaust manifolds listed in their ad in the October issue of
MV magazine for $150.Their number is 330-628-4881.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at
6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are the trucks
SUBJECT>M-715 on E-bay POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>NEXT>14958 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sharp truck on E-bay with trailer.Item #1871079616
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for hood light and seats.POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seats with new canvas on the frames but not on the stands (the legs part).I put
other seats on the stands.$100 each.
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek nov.2nd and 3rd POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14849 NEXT>14926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,Do we need to register w/the Jeep dealer?Also,we better check to see if there is a
home game that weekend.Rooms will be scarce if that is the case.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Paint:Is one brand really better than another?POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 8:25 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>14873 NEXT>
14890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,it's all about the prep work.If you want it to look factory new,you have to spend
TONS of time sanding and priming.Because no matter how good the paint is...what's
underneath will show.And of equal importance is how well you care for the finish.If
you're doing a resto,you will get what you pay for with paint.If you want to wheel and
have a badass truck in OD green,I'm with Mudclod...Paint it and from a distance it'll
look good and up close,well it'll look good enough...
just don't use a roller!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Engine backfires through carb?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 October 2002,at 11:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14881 NEXT>14889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Daniel.Is the engine backfiring through the carb at idle or just at higher RPM's?Is it
only on acceleration?Try the easy things first.NAPA Condenser:P/N AL869 or any
known good condenser will work temporarly.Look inside the distributor cap for carbon
tracks that may be causing a crossfire between cylinders.Double check the firing order if
you have messed with the spark plug wires.Next,If its backfiring at idle and all rpm's
then I suspect a sticky or burned intake valve--do a compression test to check for the
burned valve.If only backfiring when you step on the gas,then most likely your rebuilt
carb has something wrong internally with the accelerator pump.If backfiring at higher
Rpm's but not idle,the carb might be jetted to lean (too lean of a mixture causes
backfiring,a problem I had with both a rebuilt carb and NOS carb on my 230).Try
experimenting by pulling the choke out some and driving.Vary the amount of choke to
see if you can do away with the backfiring.This worked for me and helped me diagnose
the carb.If the float level is correct,then look at your main jet size.I ended up replacing a
#58 with a jet #69 (Holley,larger numbers means richer mixture)that did away with the
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lean mixture .Good Luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Engine backfires through carb?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 3:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14888 NEXT>14907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the ideas,I have replaced the condensor,but i will try another one.I'm also
going to try to do a compression check as soon as i can borrow my friends tester.The
problem is mainly on acceleration so i'll also try the choke idea.Keep the ideas coming if
anything else comes to mind,and i'll let you know what i find.
Unfortunetely i don't get to keep this carb,and will have to return it to my friend whe
mine gets here,so i don't want to mess with it too much.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Paint:Is one brand really better than another?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Karl,
I used the krylon camo series paint and it worked fine.I took it down to the metal and
spent 2 months on prep work.The paint looks fine from up close or a distance.It's not as
good as what i would have gotten but for easy maintanence and no worry scratches i
figure it will be worth it.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Interesting conversation POSTER>Mike Arnott EMAIL>mikea@mich.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night at an SAE meeting,I met a guy who was on the original military team that
evaluated the '715.Apparently at the time,GM was trying to sell a specialty vehicle to the
mil for 5k -when the jeep guys came in and proposed the '715 for 3k.They spent a year
beating the vehicles up at test locations all over the country before deciding,bang for the
buck,the jeep won!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust manifold POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14870 NEXT>
14893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed J thank you for tour response.Please E mail me at chuckedwards@bellsouth.net with
phone number thans again.Need to see how far you live from me.
SUBJECT>To:Ed J POSTER>Chuck E EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>14892 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,Please E mail me with phone #have a question.chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
SUBJECT>Matt R POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
25 October 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>14876 NEXT>14898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do I need the yoke that bolts on the 205 AND the '72 PW yoke?Is the PW yoke the
driveshaft slip yoke part??
This 205 is going in soon and all help is much appreciated!
SUBJECT>Pinion Spline Count POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>14988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know off the top of their head what the spline count is on the front and rear
pinions?
I'm looking to go to 4.56 gears and wanted to utilize ye 'ole Ebay.
Thanks,
-B..SUBJECT>Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the tie rod is the same on the 80's Dodge/Chevy Dana 60 front end.
If so does anyone have a good used one for sale.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for hood light and seats.POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just so you get as many options as possible--I also have two original seats and the
mounts.The driver's one is in great shape,but the passenger canvas is starting to show
wear.I'm out in Idaho.
SUBJECT>Re:Matt R POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14894
NEXT>14900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicergear,
What type of yokes are on the case now?MY205 came out of a powerwagon.SoIwent to
adrive shaft place (dont go to auto zone).The #I gaveu will match all of your drive shafts
so u could havestarting point.Bolt all three yokes to your case,then put the case up in the
frame.Make your brackets (if you want to use the PTO,you have to use the top four bolts
in the case,making room for the PTO case.)After you get everything where you want it,
you need to install the e-brake.What I did was bore the e-brake bracket to fit the bearing
in the case.Then I took the dodge yoke,machined a lip on it,drilled and tapped it for the
e-brake drum.The only reason i use this yoke is because there was plenty of meat to hold
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the drum.Then i went back to the drive shaft place and matched a slip yoke to fit the
dodge yoke,that way i wouldn't have to change the splines on the drive shaft.
Later,
Matt
SUBJECT>PTO POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smdh.sheets@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,
25 October 2002,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14901 14902
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am new to this site so please bear with me if I am asking questions that have bee
answered multiple times.I have allot of questions but will start with a subject that I have
seen referenced,but did not provide the info I was looking for.Also,please excuse me if I
use third grade technical speak.I am not a mechanic...
The output shaft of my PTO fist inside of the shaft going to my winch.Where these two
shafts overlap there is (at least on mine)a bolt that acts like a set screw to hold the two
together.I saw referenced somewhere down below that a "normal"bolt wont work for
this application.What is the proper bolt to use as the "set screw"and any idea's where to
find it?Mine broke under load and the winch cable is payed out enough that I have it run
over the cab and in to the bed of the truck..Thanks in advance,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Matt R POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14898 NEXT>14990 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't know what mine came out of.A guy I knew had it,rebuilt it for a 4x4 dumptruck
project then cancer did him in.I bought it from his brother then.It just has regular 'strap'
style yokes.I'm going to Colemans's surplus tomorrow to look an old powerwagon they
had that had a 205 in it...maybe the slipyokes and driveshafts are still there...I hope.As
long as I know something is out there...I can find it!Thanks for the info!Oh,and I'll
probably lean toward a disk e brake.And the PTO is a definate!Rear 10,000LB winch
here we come!
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
On the duece and a halfs they have special bolts designed to break under too much load
and prevent winch/drive damage.You could use a high grade bolt and gamble...it could
be expensive or get you out of a stick.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14899 NEXT>14904 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AB Linn sells 'shear pins'for a buck and a half.
SUBJECT>Re:what to go with next?POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are decent offroaders,but take quite a bit of lift to get big tires on.Stay with 33s or
less to keep you axles intact.And whatever you do,don't buy one with the GM 2.8l V6.
What a piece of junk.The 4.0l trucks are the one to get.Seating for 4 comfortably and has
solid axles,you can't go wrong.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smdh.sheets@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14902
NEXT>14905 14906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I keep seeing references to AB Linn,but so far have been unsuccessful in finding contact
info for him (?)or a link...
I looked under links and didnt see anything.Is my blonde showing thru??
SDS.SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14904 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AB sells a lot of M715 and M37 parts on eBay.As far as I know,there is no AB Linn
web site,but they are very responsive to e-mail and have been a pleasure to deal with.I
am amazed at some of the parts AB has in stock AND at a fair price to boot.The e-mail
address is:
ABLinn@cbiinternet.com
Good luck
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:PTO POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at
2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On tractor bushhogs they usually use non graded bolts.This works great in this
application and if you hit something hard the bolt does break and allow the shaft to spi
freely saving the gear box.These are easy to find and relatively cheap.They can be
identified as having no marks on their heads.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14889 NEXT>14908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Okay,here is the next round.The engine was still backfiring through the carb so i bega
to disconnect spark plugs until i pinpointed that it stopped when the #2 plug was
disconnected.I'm assuming this means i have either a misadjusted valve or the valve is
sticking.I didn't change by doing anything with the choke while driving,and my timing
seems to be correct.Any ideas to check the valve for adjustment or sticking or any other
ideas?
Thanks,Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14907
NEXT>14909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yer gonna hafta pull the valve cover.Just check that the lash isn't set too tight and see
that the valves close each time.Maybe pull the valve springs for that cylinder and see that
the valves move freely.You'll need a spring compressor and air fitting in order to remove
the spring with the head on.
A compression test would also clue you in that one of the valves isn't closing fully but
you would have caught that when you set the valves before (can't remember,you did set
them already?).
Well,my original guess was timing but I suppose I was wrong.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14908 NEXT>14910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've checked,rechecked,and triple checked the valves,but i feel like i'm doing it wrong
or something because it doesn't seem to change anything.I put the .008 feeler under the
valve and tighten until the slightest snug is felt while sliding the gauge.I was reading
back through posts and came accross the capacitor,and ballast.I checked the coil primary
it was 6.5 and the secondary was high too,by about the same percent.Can any of this be
my problem or am i tracing too much.I'm getting fed up with it,so i might just pass on
the problem to my mechanic,of course i'd rather not.Thanks for the ideas and keep them
coming.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14909
NEXT>14919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how does the plug look for that (#2)cylinder?are you sure the plug wires for #1 and #2
are not reversed?check your firing order.
did you check for vacuum leaks?i think there is a large vacuum port close to the #2 cyl.
under the intake where the temp gauge sender is.maybe the plug fell out or it is missing.
does it miss?does it idle good or bad?idle too fast?spray carb cleaner around on the
intake and carb base and see if the speed increases.but don't be fooled by fumes getting
sucked into the carb.
hang in there
krob725
SUBJECT>Sure thing!ntxt POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14914 14915 14918 14924 14928 15016
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any interest in brand new in the crate dana 70's with detroit lockers?I have alot and I
need input on reasonable offers.Thats realistic value,no cheap offers.I am located i
texas.
SUBJECT>Ebay generator POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,
25 October 2002,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone with original running gear,item #1871133360.Don't know anything about it,
thought someone might could use it..mudclod
SUBJECT>Damm,I just bought a detroit on ebay!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck,should be some takers here!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>Fred
EMAIL>McAppys@vtc.net DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What gear ratio are the 70's and what year Are they?
6 or 8 lug bolt hubs.
SUBJECT>need to find a top POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to get a top.I am looking for links to canves shops.I've seen some posts about new
life canves but can't find a site.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:need to find a top POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.nt
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DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14916 NEXT>14923
LINKNAME>Beachwood Canvas LINKURL>http://www.beachwoodcanvas.com
I don't think they have website but here's their contact info nlrm@yogether.net
ph#802-827-6124 fx#802-827-3660
also here's the link for Beachwood Canvas
goodluck
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 October 2002,at 10:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey like show us some pictures,are they fronts,rears,drum disc m715,powerwagon or
what,I would like to see some pictures,or they used,takeouts rebuildts or what?I am i
texas where can we see them,are you dealer,restorer,etc?Got any m715 parts besides
these,they are m715 right?hope they are not stock units for my sake,doesnt it mean if
they have a detroit they are for soemthing else?If you show a picture you will get some
action,especially if they are not stock as far as i am concerned.How much do they weigh
and can you ship,how much etc?do you have any lockers seperate or extra axles for
these units?Take a picture of the front hub so we can see bhp pleae.Thaanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Friday,25
October 2002,at 11:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14910 NEXT>14922
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hang in there Daniel.Seems like you're on the right track with #2 cylinder.Krob725 is
"right on"with the info on the vacuum leak at the fitting below the intake manifold
around #2 cylinder.This connects to the vacuum diaphram on the top of the fuel pump
and then its routed to your vacuum wiper motors.Any break in these lines or a ruptured
vacuum diaphram will cause a vacuum leak and a lean mixture.In the past,I had my
windshield vacuum hose disconnected but not plugged and this caused my #2 cylinder to
run just lean enough to miss at idle (though it did not backfire like yours).For
troubleshooting,could you disconnect the vacuum line leading to the intake manifold and
cap it at an easy to reach place,such as at the vacuum pump?Back to a possible sticky
valve.Using something soft like a piece of wood and a hammer,try tapping the top of the
#2 intake valve with the rocker loosened and turned out of the way (engine off).Does the
valve snap back closed as expected or is it sluggesh to close?The cylinder compression
test would also help rule out a burned valve,when you borrow the tester.good luck,
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic POSTER>BARRY G.EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 2:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14845 NEXT>14930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE SIZZOR JACK YOU HAVE IS SUPPLIED WITH AND USED FOR THE
MILITARY M151 JEEP
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>BARRY G.
EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14858 NEXT>14925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOR THE FRONT OF THE FRONT SPRING USE SILENT BLOCK 62505f.g.or RB
71
FOR THE REAR OF THE FRONT SPRING AND THE UPPER FRONT SHACKEL
USE SILENTBLOCK 62001f.g.OR RB120.YOU CAN ALSO USE SILENTBLOCK
62516 OR RB58
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14919 NEXT>14927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the ideas.Krob,i'm sure the plug lines are correct,and the idle is not good
either,it misses.I've tried the carb cleaner sprayed around the base of the carb and intake
mounting but i will check into the fitting,and double check for vaccum leaks.Robert,i
used a brass hammer and tapped the intake valve for #2 already and it seemed to come
back quickly.I have noticed that my fuel pump diaphrams seem to be in poor shape with
some fuel noticable around the seams.Would this also cause my problem with the
vaccum in the #2 cylinder?Thanks again.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:need to find a top POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14917 NEXT>15013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Ooops that email is....nlrm@together.net
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested.Whats the details.
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14921 NEXT>14933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Silent block?Is this a type or manufacture?Where can we find these?
Thanks steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek nov.2nd and 3rd POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14886 NEXT>14931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I called the dealership today and I need to call back on monday.The lady with the info
does not work on saturdays.I will post as soon as I find out.
As for the game I have no clue.I do not even know where to start looking.Let me know
if you find out something.Or if a fellow k-state fan knows if there is a home game next
weekend?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,26
October 2002,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14922 NEXT>14932
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Daniel,The fuel weeping from the fuel pump may or maynot mean much.The
diaphram for the vacuum side of the pump is different than the fuel diaphram.The
vacuum diaphram could be ruptured causing a vacuum leak while the fuel diaphram
could still be intact and working.The age of these pumps and modern fuels take their toll
on the diaphrams.A very common problem with owners of the 230 engine.If your
vacuum wiper motors work at idle but stops or slooows down alot when accelerating,
then the vacuum side of the pump is most likely shot.I haven't seen any replacements.
AB Linn sells the diaphrams for the fuel side of the pump.Check the Zone Parts List in
Online Manuals above.NAPA sells a fuel pump (p/n M3561)that doesn't have the
vacuum side.Not to helpful if you want to keep your vacuum wipers but good to have i
your "fly away kit"to get your truck home.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>ReblRoach03@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in Texas are you?Bout how much are ya asking for one?.-Caleb
SUBJECT>FREE 230 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,
26 October 2002,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15054
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I have a supposedly low miles 230 that came with my M715.The problem is that it sat
outdoors for a year with a bag covering the carb.It doesn't seem to want to turn.Please
come take it!I'm in New Haven,CT.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14920 NEXT>14946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Barry for setting us straight on that one...I would imagine finding the correct one
may be difficult.....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek nov.2nd and 3rd POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14926 NEXT>
14936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
K State is on the road at Kansas on Nov.2.
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14927 NEXT>14943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you had a look at the distributor cap/rotor?Maybe you've got a cracked cap or
carbon tracings that are causing #2 to spark at the wrong time?Just a thought.Keep
trying!
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>BARRY G.
EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14925 NEXT>14935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ANYONE IN YOUR AREA WHO REPAIRS SUSPENSION SYSTEMS OR LEAF
SPRINGS
SHOULD HAVE THESE IN STOCK.THEY ARE A COMMON ITEM.
SUBJECT>M-715 main light switch assembly needed POSTER>P.Scott
EMAIL>pscott1712@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have a light switch assembly for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14933 NEXT>14945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.So I take it these are rubber components then and not
urethane.Correct?
THANKS FOR THE HELP!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek nov.2nd and 3rd POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 main light switch assembly needed POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14934 NEXT>14941 14942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I am correct the light switch is the same as the 6x6s so they should be pretty plentiful
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and relatively cheap.Any surplus dealer should have one.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:To all-about ss tanks POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>14861 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Price is going to be About 150-200 and the original sending unit will work.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate for sale POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>14812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tialgate is located in Lincoln Ne,and shipping would be about 50-75 bucks.
SUBJECT>SS GAS TANKS POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>14944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey the first one has been welded,and weather permitting it will be on my m715 in a
couple of weeks.I have pictures and can e-mail them to you,just e-mail and i'll send
them.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 main light switch assembly needed POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>baddboy758@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried AB Linn,he probably has what you need and maybe more.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 main light switch assembly needed POSTER>P.Scott
EMAIL>pscott1712@aol.com DATE>Saturday,26 October 2002,at 11:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14937 NEXT>14955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.OK<Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14932 NEXT>14948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brad,
I checked the ohm resistance from the cap towers to the rotor contact points on the cap
and my resitance was showing around 9,300 ohms for all of them.Is this bad or good?I
thought i should have very little resistance?
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:SS GAS TANKS POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good news Myron.I've sent you a scan of the tank I'm needing.
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension bushings?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14935
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes rubber
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14930
NEXT>14947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey al
barry is correct,it is not the right one.i looked and looked and finally found a manual
with a description of it.it is listed in TM-9-2320-244-10 "owner's manual"page 83.
"JACK,hyd.,hand,self-contd,3-ton cap,10 1/8"closed,20 1/2"open (65909-948251).in
tool compt on R.H.side of body (replaces 932115)"
"HANDLE,jack,tubular,0.80"dia.x 26"lg.in tool compt on R.H.side of body 65909-
948252 (replaces 932124)"
"WRENCH,socket,wheel stud nut,L-Hdl,10.5"offset,1"hex opng,24"long.in tool
compt on R.H.side of body.65909-925304"
65909 is a cage code for "Kaiser Jeep Corp"and the numbers starting with "9"are the
part numbers.these part numbers are not listed in the part number manual "TM 9-2320-
244-20P"no pics are supplied in any manuals and could not find any remarks as to the
operation of it.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic BRUTE4C POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14946 NEXT>14952 14954 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.why does the online manual list the jack as:
HANDLE,Jack,Flat Strip,¼ x 7//8 x 20",Tapered End.In tool compt on R.H.or L.H.
lower front side of body.65909-932124 1
JACK,Mach,Dbl-Screw,3-Ton,Ratchet Type,9"Closed,18"Open (65909-932115)In
tool compt on R.H.or L.H.lower front side of body.
my manual is an NOS one dated august 1968.
have you found any pics of that one?maybe it is like mine.since the cage code is generic,
maybe the jack is used in more than one type of vehicle.anyone have the manuals that list
the part numbers for the M151 mutt?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
27 October 2002,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14943 NEXT>14949
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,that does seem strange.As far as I know,the resistance there (if I understand what
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you're checking)should be very little.Are you checking from the center contact inside the
plug wire towers to the corresponding post on the inside of the cap?
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,27
October 2002,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14948 NEXT>14953
14965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original military distributor cab has some built in resistance molded into each tower
of the cap.This is normal.Aftermarket reproduction caps don't have this from what I've
seen.9,000 ohms is normal.
Robert
SUBJECT>late style military tail lights POSTER>Matt Rigsby
EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anybody tried installing late style military tail lights with a12volt converson.I got aset
and i cant find a double filment bulb turn and stop any info would be great.thanks matt
SUBJECT>Re:late style military tail lights POSTER>chris
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Matt,
I put a set of those on this summer.I can't remember what I did but I know I switched a
few wires around to eliminate the blackout lights.I set it up so regular tail and stop/signal
lights used the same bulb (#1157)and left all the other sockets empty.You'll have to
swap the turn signal switch most likely.I know the early style won't work at least.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic BRUTE4C POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have never seen a stock jack.I included the information that
was in the manuals have
verbatim.If there was more than 1 jack issued,I don't know.If there were revisions in the
manuals that change the info you have to or from the info I have,I don't know that either.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Update,but still having problem POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14949 NEXT>14960 14966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for all the hard thought everyone is putting into this,i really appreciate it.I
checked compression and i have 120-125 in all cylinders,with oil added to the cylinders i
have 150-155.I checked the dwell angle and i had around 40 so i gapped the points to .
024 and got 35 which is still out of the range of 31-34 but close.I checked my timing and
i'm at 7 BTC.The same problem exists.If i disconnect #2 plug wire the backfire through
carb goes away.In general the truck is running poorly with little power,but the the idle
seems to be much smoother.All plug cables show to have no resistance,and spark plugs
looked fine,but maybe a little rich.I'm still open to any suggestions,and will take a
chevy 350 donation if it is offered.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic BRUTE4C POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14947 NEXT>14967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never seen a stock jack.I included the information that was in the manuals have
verbatim.If there was more than 1 jack issued,I don't know.If there were revisions in the
manuals that change the info you have to or from the info I have,I don't know that either.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 main light switch assembly needed POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's one for sale om ebay right now.search under m715 and you will find it.
SUBJECT>Just got back from Barstow POSTER>chris EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,three weekends and two trips,both about 250 miles round trip and I couldn't be
more pleased with the truck.Of course I still burned a bunch of Tcase oil but this time
around I had the vent lines hooked to the air cleaner so I didn't have to smell it or wash
down my buddies trucks on the freeway.
This time I went out to Barstow for a poker run.Barstow is high
desert/rocky/sandy/mountainous/valley terrain.I loved blasting through the sand washes
(wadi to you military type)at 30-40 mph.The springs could definitely be replaced with
something softer though.Broght the Xterrains down to 20psi and that soaked up a lot of.the harshness but the big
rollers and square edge bumps were ruff nonetheless.
Had some trouble making a few 50 degree hills,thanks to no lockers but if the hills had
some rocks,no problem.
We got to watch some race truck doing about 100 from a mountaintop.Pretty impressive
and I bet it's damn fun.
A couple tips:
Painters canvas dropcloths,treated with Thompson's water seal isn't the same as the nice
treated canvas like over the cab and water seems to flow right through,on yer face whe
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yer sleeping.
Synthetic fill mummy bags still keep you warm though not comfortable when wet.And
they dry very fast.
Looking forward to more trips!
Oh yea,some dude clued me in to 3 trucks in Daggett (outside Barstow)so if any high
desert guys are interested,I could give you the clues to find them.And across the street
from there,PILES of beds (could be 2-1/2 ton beds though),maybe I'll check into them
next time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Member formerly known as "chris"POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I'll change my member name today.I'm the lowercase chris and there seems to be
an uppercase Chris too.And a few Chris'with last names.So I'll jump out of the common
name crew and use my AOL screenname
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 on E-bay POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14884 NEXT>14959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the link:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1871079616
I'm fairly certain I've seen this listed on EBay before.
Anyone know the the story 'bout this rig?
Is the seller asking to much $$$and no one can meet the reserve?
Dead beat Bidders?
Scam Seller?
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 on E-bay POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>14958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,I am glad you posted the link.Still trying to figure this puter stuff out.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Chevy 350 if offered POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 3:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14953
NEXT>14981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,Take a number and stand in line
SUBJECT>windshield glass POSTER>Jim Beers EMAIL>Swmpfx52@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need help in locating windshield glass,frame is in good shape with no rust
SUBJECT>Power brakes question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,27
October 2002,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14968
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
I just bought a 1969 M715 thanks to an ad from this board.The truck needs some brake
work,and I figured this might be the time to upgrade to power brakes.What would be the
easiest booster/master cylinder swap?
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:windshield glass POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14961
NEXT>14971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have your local auto glass shop cut a new one.It's just flat glass so it can be cut from a
laminated sheet.You can make your own pattern and save a few bucks or just drop off
the frame and let them do it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Member formerly known as "chris"POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!Ha!I ran into the same thing,so I went back to my Yahoo zone name.It has
been working for over Four years now.Man time fly's when you own and work on a "M"
truck.Looks like after the first of the year my rig will be old enough to be an antique here
in kansas.It will be the last tag and taxs that i will have to buy.So I am looking for some
thing that will leave a lasting statement in the poor folks that want one of these trucks
mind.Any Ideas????Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Some more help please?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
27 October 2002,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14949 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wondered about that!Thanks for the info!
SUBJECT>Re:Update,but still having problem POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14953.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess if I were you,I'd try swapping another plug wire with the one going to #2,just to
be sure,and if that doesn't work,try swapping spark plugs.Your compression sounds
pretty good,which would seem to suggest that the valves and cylinders are in decent
condition.
SUBJECT>Re:military jack pic BRUTE4C POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 5:26 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14954 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,thanks Krob and Brute4c.I didn't think to look in the manuals...Go figure.I would
imagine it was pretty easy for a stock jack to grow legs and walk to another home...Hope
to find one some day.....THX guys.....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14962
NEXT>14969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,I saw your post over at the IFSJA site.I thought I would check over here and see if
you posted...You did....When I was looking for a truck I started stock piling parts.I
wanted a boggered 455 powered go gettin rig to play with in the woods near by.After
finially getting my truck I realized it would be a shame to alter it.In my small collection
of parts I have a 1977 wagoneer power brake master,booster and aluminum adapter.I
also have a 1973 J4000 power brake master,and booster with linkage.Here is the good
part.You can have either one for the cost of shipping.I would hope the group can advise
which one would be the better choice.I would ask this group for that answer.Also I
would replace or rebuild the master cylinder for sure.If you are not interested,don't sweat
it.Just let me know if you are and we can talk offline to arrange shipping.For the rest of
you out there I would be willing to give away the other one to someone who can use it.I
am doing a ground up on my 69 wagoneer and really need some shelf space back.Just let
me know...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14968 NEXT>14974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
I assume the wagoneer one is for front discs?And the J series is for drums?If so,send
him the J series master.If both are for drum/drum then I'd suggest the easier of the two to
install.If both are disc/drum,I'd recommend at the very least to find a master cylinder for
drum/drum that'll fit the booster.
Did I make any sense?
Chris
SUBJECT>paul brown.....POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14980 14989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.paul
i have a question on the 700r4 trans.i have found one pretty cheap
here in kc.it's from a 91 camaro...i was wondering will it need
any modifications like the early 700r4's or will it just be fine as
is.oh,have you had any real trouble with it since you put it in
the beast.
i could have asked these questions when i see ya,but it may not be
around by then.
thanks....
soupy...
ps
steve,name the time and date for the meeting in joetown...
SUBJECT>Re:Same ole Chris POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Sunday,27 October 2002,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>14963 NEXT>14991 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
New name.Same good advise.As soon as I find another Gary Topaz -I'm changin'to
"Adolf Coors!"So 'Chris,'what else did you see in Dagget?I don't need a bed,But I do
need parts and the high desert is just a tank of gas away...........
SUBJECT>Brute4c,vin#and coil question POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14973 14986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys found another m715 all stock still 24v needs a coil where can i score one?also
for brute4c the vin is 34666 del date 1/69.thanks as always.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c,vin#and coil question POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn and Memphis Equipment should have the coil.
I added the Vin to the list...thanks!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14969 NEXT>14975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perfect sense Chris...Thanks for the input,it does matter and good point.I think he is
leaning towards a hummer setup from what I am reading over at the IFSJA board.I will
wait for a response and then turn them loose on the rest of the members here at the ZONE
if he does not need one.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>14974 NEXT>14977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Kaiserjeeps.
I just found a very cheap J20 double diaphragm brake booster/master cylinder(front
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disks).I think the booster should work with your master cylinder (drums I think?).
Thank you again for your kind offer!
Mikel
SUBJECT>transmission and transfer fluid...POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 1:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i know this is probably a stupid question,but i really don't know the answer....what type
of fluid is used in the trans and x-fer case....unless i'm blind as a bat,but i can't find any
fluid that
says for either one of them.i can find auto fluid but no manuel or
transfer case fluid.and i didn't want to look like an ass at the
auto store and ask them a question.is there a specific weight to
use...and are they the same....
thanks...
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14975 NEXT>14978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Both set ups I have came off of non running rigs.I don't know how the brakes worked on
these rigs.Be sure to put a rebuild kit in it for sure.At this time both boosters have bee
claimed.Thanks for clearing some space for me.I'm off to the shop to box them
up....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14977 NEXT>14982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.Please let me know how much...
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer fluid...POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14976 NEXT>
14998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Soupy,
I believe all the gearboxes take the same oil and that would be 80 to 90 weight gear oil.
Gearboxes include Transmission,Transfercase,Front and Rear Differentials,Steering
box,and Winch (if you have one)..If you are changing all them at the same time,a 5 gallon bucket would be more the
enough for all.Otherwise I would look at the 1-gallon jugs or even the 1-quart squirt
bottles if you only need to add a little.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Another 700r4 question POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>14970 NEXT>15107 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm also thinking of using a 700r4 transmission.
What are their basic specs and how common are they?What do I look for when buying
one?
I'm thinking of putting one behind a 6.2 diesel or a gas 350.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Power brakes question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14978 NEXT>14987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem..I have them boxed.I will find out as soon as I get to the post office.Have
not gotten the second mailing address yet.
Probably tomorrow,the lines are long this time of day....
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>head gasket POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>14985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to restore an M715 to original condition.The engine I have runs fairly well
(18000 miles).Naturally,all of the gaskets are shot and leak oil.I have purchased a
engine gasket kit to replace them all.However,should I leave the original head gasket in
it or replace it too?It seems fine and I figured I should leave sleeping dogs lie.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>b/o head light gaurd POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need a b/o head light gaurd thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:head gasket POSTER>BARRY G.EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU MUST REPLACE THE HEAD GASKET.I ALWAYS USED FEL PRO #8023SH
THIS WAS AN EXCELLENT COATED GASKET,BUT I CAN'T FIND THESE.ANYMORE,
SO NOW I USE VICTOR #3844BS.THIS IS A STEEL STAMPED GASKET THAT
REPLACES THE ORIGINAL.SPRAY THE HEAD,THE BLOCK,AND BOTH SIDES
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OF THE GASKET WITH K&W COPPER COAT GASKET COMPOUND
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c,vin#and coil question POSTER>BARRY G.
EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE 24V COIL FOR THE M715 ALSO FITS THE MI51 JEEP SO WHO EVER GIVES
YOU THE BEST PRICE BUY IT
SUBJECT>THIS WORKS.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14982 NEXT>14994 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Late 60's early 70's Jeep Gladiator booster,the large booster,and '76/'77 Corvette NON
POWER master.The non power has a larger piston than the power units.They have disk-
disk,we have drum-drum,same crap,works great.Will lock up 37"boggers with little
effort.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion Spline Count POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14895 NEXT>
14992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,just had my rear one off to replace the seal...corse,like 10 spline.I'll post the seal PN
tomorrow.It was close looking and out of a 72 dodge w/dana 70.
SUBJECT>Re:paul brown.....POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14970 NEXT>15000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By 1991,most of the problems w/the 700r's had been worked out.I am not familar with
the Camero version,although it is most likley the same tranny.Most good tranny builders
who do work on 700R's know the weak points and can offer some upgrades.I have
several meetings tonignt so I will have to pull out my re-build paperwork tomorrow,but I
do remember adding a Corvette sevro and more clutches in the clutch pack.The tranny
has worked real well.I run a cooler w/a temp controlled fan on it mounted in the bed.I
was wheeling fairly hard last weekend at Disney,OK,and the fan came on only a few
times (set to come on at 160 degrees).I control the lock-up converter with the engine
computer and utilize a VSS for other computer parameters.If you don't have a engine
computer (TBI/TPI)there are other ways to control lock-up (check B &M).I usually run
at 65-70 on the road;2450 RPM at 65 and about 2550 RPM at 69 -70.I have 2000 miles
on the tranny so far.I plan to change the fluid soon and check the color and smell,but I
bet it is OK.I go the some extreme Jeep events every once in a while and most of the
guys run the 700R.Some of them are using the 350/400 trannies if the only trailer the.trucks and use a Klune or
doubler (203-205 combo t-case setup).I work in a 4x4 shop,
and we rarely see problems w/a 700R.Currently finishing a build-up of a YJ w/front and
rear Dana 60's,Corrvette motor,203/205 t-case doubler and the 700R4 as the tranny,
running 38"tires.Seems to be a strong tranny.
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Got one!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>14900 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hit the Coleman's Surplus in PA on Saturday and found an old dodge that someone
grabbed the 205 out of and,graciously,left me the rear slip yoke!It looks as if it will
definately work.It's roughly an inch longer,but has the splines the entire length of it.I
think that will be the ticket.Thanks Matt and others!It'll be a few weeks before I dump
the 205 in.
SUBJECT>Re:Same ole Chris POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,some oddball ex-fireman that was happy about his divorce and second wife's death
was rambling on about our trucks and some other big trucks.He just mentioned the three
trucks out by the tank farm in Daggett,on the North side,near some broken fiberglass
tanks.I've never been out on the 40 so I really don't know the area.
The beds are across the street/freeway or something -stacks of 'em.
I figured when I get out that way next time I'll go check it out.
Of course Barstow truck parts on rte.66 has two complete trucks but they want 1500 each
and won't part them out.Not really worth it in my mind considering what I paid for mine.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion Spline Count POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14988 NEXT>15008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the seal box right in front of me!ABI #9316 for 1 ton Chevy D70.I posted a few
weeks ago but I don't know if it made it to the parts file.
Chris
SUBJECT>Hey you gunnuts/gunsmiths POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>14997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My cousin brought over a Springfield 12 gage that he decided to clean but took it too far
apart and got it all boogered up.Damn kids with no mechanical ability -they need to quit
teaching crap in school and bring back tech classes (man I sound old for being only 24).
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Anyhow,I took the action out (I guess that's what you call it)and the main casting is.broken in a few places -crappy
pot metal.Where can I find a new one?I need one that's
fairly cheap so I guess I'd be happy with only the casting but one fully assembled would
be great.Oh yea,the part I'm calling the action is the part with the trigger and hammer
and safety and all that stuff,remove a screw and a pin and it comes out as an assembly.
The model is "NATO GAMEBIRD MODEL 10"and underneath the barrel is "36E".I
can't find crap online about it.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:THIS WORKS.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14987 NEXT>15003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear that sounds like a good combo...Hopefully the guys will pick up on that.Hey I
am having a little trouble getting a hold of Brian S.It sounds like you guys live fairly
close together.If you have his phone number could you call him and tell him he forgot to
include his mailing address.I have only tomorrow as the last day of my weekend and
would like to send these two boxes out at the same time.Going to the post office and
waiting in line TWICE for another comatose postal clerk is kind of like drinking a beer
with two cigarettes in it...Not much fun if you know what I mean.
I intended to do most of this offline,but it looks like we are just spreading the fun around
a little bit.Spicer if you get a hold of him thanks....If not I guess they will have to wait a
week.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Tell Me More.....POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Located in Arlington TX and U ??
SUBJECT>AVALANCHE ENGINEERING!POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was in Denver CO over the weekend.(unfortunatley w/o the M715)I figured I'd check
out the local 4wheel drive shops.I'm sure you have all heard of Avalanche Engineering
by now.If you've picked up a 4wheel magazine in the last few years,chances are ONE of
their vehicles is featured in it.These guys are F*$%!&G insane!I've never seen a jeep
taken to this level.Custom tube frames,portal axles,42's-44's,1/4 eliptic suspensions,
SOMEBODY STOP MEEEEE!I know some people don't like their moon buggy looking
vehicles,but these guys really know what their doing!Some of their milder jeep based
vehicles are to say the least AWESOME.Now,being the die hard M715er that I am I had
to ask,ever done a kaiser?Not yet,they said.I would love to turn my baby over to these
guys and see what they could come up with!Now granted I wouldn't want to pay for it,
but I'd just love to see it!I had a neat conversation with the owner of the Denver store
Cliff.He says they do custom stuff for customers but there is a waiting list,after seeing
their vehicles and QUALITY workmanship,I can see why.If your ever in the Denver CO.area look em up,you won't be
disappointed!If not,check out the Nov.26th 02'issue of
JP Magazine,that's Clifton and one of his jeeps on the cover,SWEET!Just my
$.02........Howie
SUBJECT>Re:Hey you gunnuts/gunsmiths POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>14993 NEXT>
15001 LINKNAME>The Gun Parts Corp.LINKURL>http://www.gunpartscorp.com
Here's a link to a place that will have info and parts if anybody does.Let me know what
you find out.Gunshows and local gunsmiths can be a good source of parts also.my .02
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer fluid...POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14979 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks.....
i was just making sure before i added something i shouldn't...
SUBJECT>R&P and Locker instal POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>15004
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A hypothetical:
If a borderline alcoholic,M715 owner,whose trying to save money but is committed to
building an awesome truck,wants to change the gear ratio and install lockers(and has
never done so before)...can he do it if he buys a dial caliper,reads the instructions,and
stays (relatively)sober?Or is this a job for a professional?
Any thoughts from those who have been down this road before would be greatly
appreciated.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:paul brown.....POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,28 October 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info.i'll ask a tranny man near my neighborhood and
see if the 91 camaro is the same or not.
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soupy...
ps.
see ya on fri or sat....
SUBJECT>Re:Hey you gunnuts/gunsmiths POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 2:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14997 NEXT>15017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put every thing into a box and take it to a good gun smith.My father in law got lucky
when he took his 10 guage auto apart and forgot how to how to put back together.He was.lucky,his gunsmith said some
thing like it would be $75 gun smith fee to put it back
together or he could pay $35 to have the gun cleaned and the gunsmith would still put
back together.My father in law went with the cleaning.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Brandxgarage
EMAIL>moparmulet@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 2:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15015 15029 15047 15113 15139
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gents i'm looking for a good running stock 230.
i know w/all the conversions some one out there must have one.
i'live in lake george ny and travel a little for the rigth
engine.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS WORKS.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>14994 NEXT>15006 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Al,
Sorry,I was a little spacey yesterday-My wife turned up pregnant and I was all scared
about telling my mom-but I sent you a letter this morning.If it didn't come through,
Brian Sisson
3600 Commerce Circle
Memphis,Tn.38118
I really appreciate this.You've got a good heart and I'm endebted to you for the duration.
Also,Spice doesn't live anywhere near me.Thank God,otherwise he'd always be over
shooting my guns and drinking up all my beer.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:R&P and Locker instal POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go back thru the posts,there are guys who have done it and tell you how.One guy,
I don't remember who,maybe he will speak up,has a link to his site,he tells you how and
has pics.I put a locker in the rear of mine,no sweat.I am not a mechanic..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Heater POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smdh.sheets@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15009 15022 15030 15033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question on the heater blower motor.Will the stock (I assume 24V)blower motor work
on a 12V conversion truck?(at half speed?)Not sure how much of my truck has bee
converted to 12V and would like to have some kind of heat in the cab to make it thru the.S.Texas deer season.How
hard is it to replace the blower motor if I have to?
Let me guess,AB Linn and Memphis Eqpt are good sources for the blower motor...I may
ask some stupid questions,but I do catch on quick!
Thanks in advance,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:THIS WORKS.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lol!!Thanks for responding.I'll head out in a little bit.I'll send them third class to keep
the cost down.I would imagine about a week.
Hope you guys can do something with them...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Data Plate for M726 POSTER>Marc Lesko EMAIL>jeeplightman@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a data plate for a M726 that I recieved in the box of extra parts I got with my
M715.I would like to return this data plate to its rightful owner for free.Just E-mail me
with your trucks serial number.
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion Spline Count POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Advance Auto has it as a 9316 or S-9316,'72 Dodge one ton dana 70.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15005 NEXT>15010 15011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My m725 has been converted to 12v and the stock blower does work at reduced speed.
I'm in upstate NY,however,and the cab can still get cold at times.Soon,I am going to
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bug the guys down at Advance Auto to puruse through their 12v blower selection.I'll let
you know what I find out.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smdh.sheets@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Bill.I will be interested in your findings.I havent been under the dash to check
wiring or anything like that.My blower doesnt run at all but I have not determined the
reason.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used a blower out of a late 70s early 80 chevy tk bolted right on.rick
SUBJECT>Re:AVALANCHE ENGINEERING!POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work at an off road shop in Dover NH and I have in stalled a few of there products.
They are well thought out and well made.I haven't been to Colorodo in years.I need to go
back.
SUBJECT>Re:need to find a top POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14923 NEXT>15014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these Ph#don't work.Is there any other Ph#that you know of.
SUBJECT>Re:need to find a top POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15013 NEXT>15028 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't know what to tell ya,the numbers are correct from their add in Oct.02 issue of Mil.
Veh.Mag.Might try information they are in Bakersfield,VT
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Larry
EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15002 NEXT>15026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can try Joe at harvvv@aol.com
He had a M715 up for sale with a 350 in it and said that he also had the original 6 for it.
He is up in NJ.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's w/detroit lockers for sale!POSTER>iva
EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am interested,please send more info k_suave76@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Hey you gunnuts/gunsmiths POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,
I've been to that link.I think it was the one that had like 30 springfield models listed but
not the one I have.
I've already got it back together and working OK,still one little thing I have to talk to my
cousin about and I think he lost a piece where the shells are stored under the barrel..I'd just rather replace the
broken casting and have it all good again.On the other hand the
broken pieces have no bearing on how it works,I just like to not repair stuff using broken
parts.
Chris
SUBJECT>So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,29
October 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15019 15023
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So...if I wanted to say,put in a motor/trans and transfer from a later model truck...like
lets just say a 24 valve high output cummins or maayyybeee a V10 magnum,or
maaayyybeee a ford powerstroke.AND wanted to use the transfer from it (the donor
vehicle)that has the front drive shaft dropping on the drivers side.WHAT IF ---"here he
goes"---I were to move the front diff over to the drivers side of the stock axle?You know
cut the drivers side short,move it over and extend the pass.side?Could I then take the
inner shafts and just swap them side to side??ALSO would the rotation be right for the
late model Ford or Dodge transfer?OR could the ring and pinion on the stock dana 60 be
swapped out for opposite rotation IF need be?GEEESH,what a friggin'mouthful!SO
AM I NUTS??(by the way I have leeds on both of these trucks wrecked and complete
for good $$$)THANKS ,DOUG.
SUBJECT>Re:So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15018 NEXT>15025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 7.3 liter in one of my m715 trucks nice motor for a swap.tuff fit buy the
firewall ..good luck with what ever you do.and ask lots of questions.
SUBJECT>Tuttle creek update for nov.3rd POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can pre register at www.briggsjeep.net or do it the day of the event.Fee is $30 for
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those who preregister and $35 the day of the event.Just print off the form and mail it in
or if you choose to pay by credit card you can fax the form.
Also you can purchase event shirts for $8 I think if you let them know in advance.
Sorry to get this to you so late.
As of last count there will be three m715s there and would like to see more.So if you are
in the area and own a jeep vehicle please come out,especially if you own a kaiser breed!
Looks to be alot of fun!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle creek update for nov.3rd POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15020 NEXT>LINKNAME>briggs jeep jambo
LINKURL>http://www.briggsjeep.net.Sorry
try this for the link
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A wagoneer from the late seventys is a direct bolt in and twelve volt.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 5:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15018 NEXT>15024 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you should be able to remove the tubes and reinstall them in the opposite sides.and the
shafts as well.i am not an axle pro but i've seen it done in the magazines.i think i saw a
article about custom axles in "four wheel &sport utility".they drilled the welds out of the
housing(dif)where the tubes go in.then they were able to slide the tubes out.the rotation
should be right but who knows?evrything else is unique.
why not just get an axle out of a super duty ford truck.they have left side diff straight
axle.
wow another buck ana quata from the mind of keith!
cheers!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,29
October 2002,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15023 NEXT>15034
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!I don't want to change the axles as they are mint,resealed and new brakes,
work great and I love the old hubs/bolt pattern and wheels.They "make"the truck as far
as I am concerned!Also I just bought a Detroit locker for the rear off ebay as well.
Thanks for the positive outlook anyway!I will be checking into it asap to be sure!Just
thought someone here may have done it already.For now my TBI chevy is still going.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,29
October 2002,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15019 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!!And I will,and alreadt have...seems I just can't stop friggin'with this thing.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15015 NEXT>15052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.my engine is not out of my beast yet,but it will be in a
few
weeks.i have an engine,amc 360,to swap in and a little cash
will help me in my conversion.the engine is strong and runs
well.i don't know what its worth,but i would be willing to
part with it.
let me know.i live in kc missouri....
soupy...
SUBJECT>seats POSTER>sal EMAIL>sswarriors@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,29
October 2002,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15106
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know what seat bolt patterns are interchangeable between Jeeps...I want to
put some "85 or newer Grand Wagoneer seats in my 715 but don't know if they will sit
properly...floor board bolt pattern and seat height.
SUBJECT>Re:need to find a top POSTER>Adam Goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 October 2002,at 10:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know I might of screw it up or somthing.I'll try again in the AM.Thanks for the
info.I might just drive out to see them.I'm in NH.
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15002 NEXT>15053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brand X,I have a 230 with 20,000 mi,it ran great.I live in southern Maine,asking $250.00
PerkM715
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SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott,i assumed that a motor from a 79 fs cherokee would work as the mounting and box
and everything was so similar...no dice.what did bolt right in with no mods,sweat or
curses was the motor/squirrel cage (all one piece)from a 69 chev 1 1/4 ton c/30 i think
maybe c/50.hope this helps,jc.
SUBJECT>hi cycle generator POSTER>Drake Guin
EMAIL>amanda@concretecoringofnc.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 5:13
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.dEcn04hrkA PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a quile shaft for hi cycle generator
SUBJECT>Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was reading a previous post that said i could run without a
distributor capacitor and just
wiring straigt to the coil.But the follow up said this eventuallyhurts the engine.Which is
true,and/or what are the problems associated with it.
Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smdh.sheets@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To all.Thanks for all of the info.If I cant get the blower that is in there to work,I now
have a good starting point to look for a replacement.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:So here's a new one!!(maybe)Ahhh,kinda long as all my posts are ;-)...
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October
2002,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15024 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will the upper kingpins/steering links be able to be swapped to the front?Swapping side
for side will give you a rear steer.Something to check.
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15032 NEXT>15036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15035 NEXT>15039 15056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,If you're talking about the condensor (capacitor)then I would not recommend
running without it.Your points would not last long.The condensor acts like a shock
absorber for the points,reducing the spark across the points when they open.The points
would overheat and erode quickly without the condensor.
Robert
SUBJECT>Width between the "ears"?POSTER>David Brya
EMAIL>dwbm715@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of buying an equipment trailer and I am 700 miles from home.What
width traler do i need to haul an M-715?The specs say 85"s but I need to know what the
width is outside the tires.Any ideas.David
SUBJECT>heater core POSTER>wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aavHvyb9gehhU PREVIOUS>NEXT>15062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Could any one please give me the cross reference number
for a heater core that will
replace the stock one.I saw this posted last winter but have lost the note I took.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15036 NEXT>15041 LINKNAME>online manual
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_14.html
Daniel,After looking at the exploded view of the distributor in the online manuals,I see
what you are talking about.Item #26,Figure 2-33.Ignitor-exploded view.This capacitor
is used for radio noise suppression and could be removed without affecting your ignition.
SUBJECT>Re:Width between the "ears"?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15037 NEXT>15048
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running the 13"Swampers and I needed 89"for my rig.
I reckon it varies with tire width.The front are wider though.
My trailer was 86".$130 towing bill ensued.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Robert,
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I'll let everyone know how it works out in the end for sure.
Daniel
SUBJECT>axle offset POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering if you can offset the rear axle to the drivers side?If so how do you do
this?
SUBJECT>military trucks POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15045 15046 15059 15061 15072 15105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted an M715 very bad basically because of all the good stuff i read on this site.
Well,I couldn't find one and I ended up buying a m37 instead.Now I am stuck over at the
big electric site.You guys are way ahead in technical advise and modifications.Ca
anyone recommend a better site than bigelectric.It's not that the site is bad it just isn't
very informative for someone who would rather have a small block and what have you.
The guys on there want to mostly keep them stock.I have a 318 I want to put in but don't
know exactly where to start and can't find a bellhousing and tranny anyway.Any help you.guys can give is much
appreciated.thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>M715ZONE GROUP WHEEL ORDER POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel
EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadeQM0Sbee7U PREVIOUS>NEXT>15110
15111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is interested in ordering wheels for the M715 NOW is the time for another
Group Sale.There has been quite a few inquiries about wheels to warrant another group
order.Call Bill @Diamond Wheel at 1-800-937-4407 or e-mail him at
sswheel@execpc.com or our web site at www.diamondracingwheels.com for a quote.
Save 20%by ordering as a group.We need a minimum of 50 wheels in order to do it.
Sale will end November 11,2002.
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,
at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The good tech guys got sick of answering the sae thing over and over.Eric's been really
busy with other projects,so the site hasn't been updated much in quite a while.Brian in
Oregon has swapped,or is in process,a SBM into an M37.Helitool,a/k/a
www.uglytruckling.com ,has all the 318 info you could want.By the way,the stock 230
really isn't that bad.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
The best site by far for your M37 is the Dodge Power Wagon site.The guys know
everything there about Power Wagons and are very helpful.Go to
www.dodgepowerwagon.com
Larry
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you get my email?
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:Width between the "ears"?POSTER>David Brya
EMAIL>dwbm715@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15040 NEXT>15055 15058 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Anybody with 9:00:16's that can give a ballpark figure on width of front tires,outside
edge?
SUBJECT>Need left fender and Hood light Please help!POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Am looking for a left fender and hood light.Please help guys.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Original markings POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '67 M715 I recently bought from the fire department I am a part of.I plan on
restoring it back to original with markings and all.On the front bumper there was a
yellow painted circle between the tow shackles.I sanded away at it to make out what it
was but all I found was gray primer??underneath.Did they paint bridge plates on some
trucks?Or could it have been something else?Also can you put all markings back on a
truck like U.S.ARMY etc.and legally run it on the roads.
SUBJECT>Need info on putting in a ford big block to the factory trans.POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need info on putting in a ford big block to the factory trans.I have a powerstroke and
would like to mate it to the factory trans also need info on mounts.
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SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
interested in your eng call me 734 654 1718 thanks jon day or after 8 at 7342432657
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me 7346541718 day or 7342432657 eve.thanks Jon
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 POSTER>Jon Greca EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me 734 654 1718 Jon thanks interested in mtr
SUBJECT>Re:Width between the "ears"?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just went out and measured mine,as best I could.I am running 35"X 12"tires on
original wheels,and the axel hubs pertrude about 2 inches beyond my tires.I have.removed the hoops (?)on the end of
my axels.So if you are running 900 X 16 tires I
would think the factory specs would work.It looked like my tires are about 81"(it is dark
out and I almost broke my toe on a rock pile)so if you add 4"for the hubs,I would say
86"is going to be really close.But close can work.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15036 NEXT>15069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Robert is correct about the points not lasting long,but as a troubleshooting measure,you
can temporarily disconnect a condensor and see if the engine runs better if you suspect the
condensor may be a problem.
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,how long did it take you to do the front locker install?I am thinking of tackling
mine tomorrow.Thanx
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Width between the "ears"?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15048 NEXT>15064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David...I run a stock truck with the exception of locking hubs up front and here's what I
measured.Front axle is 78"outer sidewall to outer sidewall.The front locking hubs stick
out to 80 1/2"The lowest point of the hubs was about 15"meaning your fenders of your
trailer need to be 14"inches or lower to get the rig on.The rear axle was also 78"inches
outer to outer and with stock bearing hubs the width was 85"inches.That's with the
shackle brackets installed.The lowest point of these rear hubs was also about 15"inches.
So again you would need fairly short trailer fenders to clear the hubs front and back.If
you have an unusually wide trailer,no sweat.Good luck.All measurements figured with
the two beer fudge factor included...Jus kidding...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The Big Electric site is a good site,it is just that the M715 being newer and based on a
civilian conversion,lends itself to easier modifications that the M37.A lot of excellant
expertise has floated in and out on the M37 site.A lot of us older users have discussed
everything to death.So anyone with a new question just has to throw it out,and hopefully
someone with the expertise will answer.Tom
SUBJECT>Barry Y.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>15088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry I was just looking at the pic's of the truck you were restoring under members pic's.
Do you have it done yet???I and I'm sure lots of members would like to see more pic's of
the final product.It looks like you do damn fine work and it would be cool to see a truck
of that caliber.If your not done how about a progress report???
Thanks...Kaiserjeeps....(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>james EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>15065 15066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,am able to send you about 100 pics of m37 conversion 318,spicer 3053a 5 speed
etc into m37/m715,you need to go back and post a picture and ask for help on m37,they
are full of swappers but not gonna beg you,show us some pics,where are you,what do
you need,lockers,lift kit,wiring,etc there are some of us who lurk on5 sites these trucks
have,make sure your 318 has crank drilled for standard,it is right?adapting bearing is at
helitool,power steering,trans info for 4 speed etc,tom from snake river has a lot of cool
parts,have you looked or talked to him he has very cool 18 inch wheels conversion with
3 or 4 type tires available,he sells power steering and steering colums update,get off ya
butt and ask for help,it will come,donto be bashful!This is a great site also nobody turns
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anyone away,why do yopu think lurkers surff it?It rocks and has a good group of stock
mod extremists!Fix you 37 and sell it for m715 when u finish donot forget m37,pw,
m715 all have archives to read befgore you start,buy sometyhing from one of the site
budds and u will get help quick,lots of kids dream and waste time on these sites who
doinot own or even drive trucks sometimes,so it makes guys holdback until they know u
are for real,show us the pics.Can u email handle 30 pics in jpegs?
SUBJECT>Re:heater core POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the online manuals section,linked above,there is a parts list.I copied the heater core
info listed there:
Heater Cores
These are the Balkamp/napa #'s I came up with,
'72-77 660-3053
'78-91 660-3097
Both #'s are for FSJs
from wi715 14 Jan 02
the part number for the Gladiator is 399244.it is the same height and width but it is only
2 inches thick.
from krob725 28 Dec 01
Ready Aire part number 399241.
Ready Aire (GDI)is sold through all radiator shops in the US and Canada.also in
Autozone,Pep Boys,Hi/Lo,O'Reilly,Checker,Parts Plus,Poppe,Gonzalez,.Schuck's,Kragen,Big Wheel/Rossi,and Carquest
auto parts stores.did i miss any?oh yea,
NAPA sells a different brand.
from krob725 27 Dec 01
The company name is Ready-Aire,their part number is 399043.It also has two other
numbers listed,the first one is 4 Seasons #94557,the second one is Murray
Inc.#279129.The dimensions are 10 3/4"x 6 3/8"x 2 1/2".5/8"inlet &3/4"outlet.The
core itself is a GM replacement,it is identical to my original with the
exception of the inlet/outlet tubes.The new ones are longer by +/-6".
mike petrus 12/25/01
That should do ya,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Went Muddin!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I reset the timing on my truck,and it is actually running much better.It is still
sluggish when cold,but when warmed up it runs great.So I was talked into an unprepared
mud run.We had a ball,and mudclod was awsome!It did soo good,we dropped back and
ran half the night in 2X.Of course that was until when tried to cross this slew in the
wrong place.When the headlights went under the muddy water and everything went
black,we knew this could get bad.Even tho I wasn't ready for this trip,I did have a
highlift jack,shovel,and axe in the storage under the bed.Of course this was under water,
actually the water lacked just a few inches being over the top of the tailgate.After the
winch solonoid shorted,and caused the positive battery cable end to melt off,we finally
got it out.Three hours of jacking,shoving trees under the front wheels and winching,and
we were out.What a blast!In Arkansas,the cross country gas pipelines are always a good
place to find mud.I have a lot to make up for not having this thing going for two years.I
just think if I had that locker in I might not have even gotten stuck.Oh well...
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Width between the "ears"?POSTER>David Brya
EMAIL>dwbm715@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds really good!78 inches on the ground and 85 at the hub.The trailer I am looking at
has 80 to 82 inches between the fenders.I will drive to Carson tomorrow and check the
fender height but I think it will work.Free bandaids for all of you intrepid researchers
next time you come by my house.Might have a cold one also.Thanks for your help.
SUBJECT>I'd Like To See Those Please!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,
at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15061 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And I can handle it!
CD.SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>bryanperry EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15061 NEXT>15094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I have gotten more response on this board in one posting than on the
other one in ten.I am trying to decide whether to put in the 318 or keep the 230.It runs
good,but a 318 would be of course at least double the power.I need help with some stuff
that seems to be at least common among M series vehicles.The charging system for
instance.Mine doesn't(charge)Although the gauge says it does.Any thoughts on
changing the charging system to something a little more user friendly?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>halftrack dead or alive anywhere/parts/POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 10:16
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a white halftrack in bad shape no tracks needed,just want to get track driving
assbly to run new wide tall growsered cat challanger tracks with m715 rear for driving
axle,uses 16 bhp off military 1 1/4 ton truck,also would like some m114 tracks if anyone
has them and any related driving boggies idlers suspension,am making own rear tracked
truck either m715,m37 after work out track assembly for the 24 inch rubber with 4 inch
high v tread,picture of white is at www.imageevent.com/oddball/tradingpost,if you look
close looks to be a m715 bhp on wheels,anytracks were you guys prowl around,trying to
build one side up as mock up amd then bolt it inside frame rails as nnot to bucther m715
anyideas?Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:halftrack dead or alive anywhere/parts/POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,30 October 2002,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15067 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You won't believe this,I was just thinking about a halftrack 715.Don't worry I'm still
trying to get my 4x4 715 finished.Here's some halftrack part info from latest issue of
Military Vehicle Magazine.Let me know if you need more lnks I'm sure I can find them
with a little looking.....goodluck
New Tracks......SOUTHWESTERNCORP@EARTHLINK.NET
All kinds of 1/2 tracks and parts Gary Hebbing 630-257-
1100....ghebding@aol.com....www.halftracks.com
Rod Shavers MV Parts 480-893-2201...602-421-0858
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor (not condensor)?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15056 NEXT>15099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry if i used the wrong terminollogy.The part i'm wondering about is the
"capacitor"that the power wire connects to and then goes to the coil +side.The
condensor that is connected to the points is fine,and i will not be removing that.Thanks.and sorry for the confusion
SUBJECT>canvas POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have nos tan top and bed covers in stock while the last.contact
me at mecoparts@hotmail.com for price.
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15063 NEXT>15080 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,
Did you tell me you were in Blythville?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>15076 15095 LINKNAME>bigelectric
LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com
This is a great site,but don't give up on bigelectric.There are lots of great folks over there
who can and will answer your questions.
Spend some time over there and learn a lot about M37s.Please don't take this the wrong
way,but the fact that you didn't know about the Helitool conversion that is available
points out that you haven't spent a great deal of time at bigelectric exploring the site.
Also,the responses you got here are mostly from people who also use the bigelectric site
(J.A.Banks aka CREEPING DEATH,Tom @Snake River,James --who uses a different
handle over there).
Check out the Helitool site (www.uglytruckling.com or www.helitool.com --there is also
a link on the biglectric homepage)and ask your questions about putting a Mopar small
block into an M37 at bigelectric.There are people over there who have done or are doing
what you want to do.
Good luck with your conversion.I hope to see you on bigelectric.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Universal joint part #POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey does anyone have the spicer or NAPA part #for the
universals.
Thanks in advance
Cliff
SUBJECT>Anyone in CT,or near?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15133 15258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Any members from CT?As soon as I get my M715 on the road I'd like to run some trails.
Is anyone around?
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Mikel
SUBJECT>M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15081 15082 15089 15098 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have been trying to locate the correct rubber for my jeep.so far none of the restoration
folks I've tried have stocked anything for my M-715.Anybody had better luck.??Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15072 NEXT>15078 15079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know about the kit from Helitool.I have spent a lot of time over there.Now,that being
said it sounds as if the kits are going to be available in the near future.I am interested i
something besides a 318 swap maybe and that's all there seems to be much info.on.I was
considering a 390 Ford and NP 435 I have.The 318 I have would be much easier I think
though.Thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>front Winch shaft POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am trying to find the round 3/4"front winch shaft.Or one to borrow and mark a new one
for the keyway cuts.This shaft is 3/4 "round steel with a keyway on each end.Would pay
all the shipping to buy or borrow one for a template.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have seen a lot of swapping posts on big electric in the past,i was considering an m37
purchase.at that time the hot topic was diesel conversions.the participants may just be
temporarily tired of talking swap info right now,but it will come up again.the dodge
power wagon site is useful but oriented more toward civilian 1 tons than anything.the
expertise and technical information available was a major selling point in my decision to.but an m715.i am not a
mechanic or engineer myself and will have many "dumb"
questions once,if ever,my truck gets shipped up here.in the meantime i say thank you to
all those with indepth technical knowledge and the willingness to share and everyone who
assembled the parts manual,tech specs,wheel interchange,etc.this is a superior website.
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aau185fby6xQM PREVIOUS>15076 NEXT>
LINKNAME>bigelectric.com LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com
Bryan,
Your questions can --and already have (I went and looked)--added to the knowledge
and discussions available on bigelectric.com.
So you have an NP435,a 318 and a 390,right?
You could use your NP435 with your 318 (or a 360)with a kit from Helitool if you don't
have the PTO winch.My M37 has stock engine and transmission,but I keep hearing great
things about the Helitool kits,and I would not hesitate to use one if I wanted to put a
small-block Mopar V8 in my truck.Ray is moving his operation,and the kits won't be
available for a while (but they are right now),but I think he will be ramping back up i
the future.
Whether you decide to use what you have or not,there are lots of swappers over at
bigelectric.com who can give you lots of help.
Some examples:
Brian in Oregon,who is a regular at the M37 site,is working on an M37 with a 318 that
he swapped in using the Helotool kit.Also,he is a Ford fan and used to race Fords
(though he likes Mopars in M37s),so he could probably offer some help if you decide to
use your 390.
Jim Cunningham has a big-block Chevy in an M37,and he could answer some questions
for you if you want to go that route.As I understand it,the big block is his second swap
into the truck.He wanted more power than the small block he originally swapped in had.
Cabell Garbee has swapped a Cummins 4-cylinder diesel into an M37 and has info on
that,and Charlie Aarons in Alaska has done diesel swaps.
Will Liebscher posts over there and has swapped small-block Chevies into M37s.He has
talked of putting kits together for that.
Bryan Sage has SBMs in M37s,and he modified one of his M37s into a 6x6.
There's Juan from Buenos Aries who has swapped a 6.2 or 6.5 GM diesel into an M37,
and Daniel from Germany also has a GM diesel in his M37,I think.Daniel is the guy
behind killeraxles.com and makes lockers and axles for M37s.
Bob Kelly,who ran his M37 w/Chevy 350 in FourWheeler magazine's 2001 Top Truck
Challenge (and came in 5th)posts there occasionally.He builds wheels for M37s using
beadlock wheels from HMMWVs.
There's a wealth of knowledge and experience over there,and the folks like to help..Whichever way you decide to go
with the M37,good luck --and let the folks at
bigelectric help you out.
BTW,where are you located?
Regards,
Christopher Land
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Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15071 NEXT>15083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Hot Springs.I went muddin down in Arkadelphia,along the river.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 11:26
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15075 NEXT>15091 15182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
There are some great resources on this site.Jon (brute4ce)pulls posts with useful part
numbers/contact info and adds them to the parts list he maintains here.
From the "Online Manuals"link above,here's the info for NAPA parts for door seals:
PN#770-1875 for the door.
PN#770-1885 for the door opening.
Looks like that will cost you about $65-70 a side.Not positive it is the "correct"stuff,but
it probably is.
If you just want to seal out the weather and do it cheaper,check out the "Online Manuals"
link above.Click on the "M715Zone Parts List"link,then click "Body Parts"and scroll
down to "door seals"for an alternative that could save you some $$$.Since my truck is
not not a resto candidate,I'll be using the cheaper alternative.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Matt Rigsby
EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I used the door and window gaskets out of a early model wagoneer ihad to do some
cutting but it worked Matt.SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15080 NEXT>15087 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WAIT,really?Arkadelphia?Sorry,being an hour and a half from Philly that's funny to
me.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15057 NEXT>15115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
I think it was like three to four hours.I do recommend the kingpin disassembly trick.
Pull the pan/dump the oil.
pull the wheels and brake drums.
Pull upper and lower kingpins..four bolts each.
Wiggle the assembly and pull the knuckle apart...once it splits,grab the axleshaft and
make sure it stays in the spindle.makes assembly a tad quicker.
Pull carrier...a crowbar against the pinion bolts works nicely.
Pull ring gear and pin.
stack in posi.
Reverse yadda,yadda and have fun!
SUBJECT>T-shirt POSTER>daggi EMAIL>daggi@heimsnet.is DATE>Thursday,31
October 2002,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15101 15153
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a person can buy a M715 t-shirt?I don ´t live in USA so I have to be
able to buy it on the web.
SUBJECT>Thanks to those who helped.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15096 15097 15100 15112 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wanted to thank everyone who racked their brain for my engine problem.I cannot say
how greatful i am to this group.After hours of switching spark plugs and plug wires
between here and there,and wrapping the wires in electrical tape.I've discovered i had
two bad plugs (although they looked fine).It's running much better now,and i just have
to go back through and fix the things i played with to figure it out.Thanks again to
everyone.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15083 NEXT>15114 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I don't get it.
Wayne?
It must be a northerner thing.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Barry Y.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,31 October
2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15060 NEXT>15090
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Al,No it is not done yet.As a matter of fact,I have not worked on it in about a year.
(Too many mud truck projects !)But during that time I have located and purchased a ton
of NOS parts for it.So I look at this way.The longer it takes,the nicer it will be.I'll have
Brute post some more pictures when I get back to work on it.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15075 NEXT>15093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have the correct door glass weatherstrip for the cab bow.part #11657943 $14.95 and part
#11657943-1 $4.10 you will need 1 each for each door.also have replacement foam
weatherstrip for the door .not original but it is what we use.part #7373292 $12.45 each
per door.
SUBJECT>Re:Barry Y.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15088 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool...good things take time.I'll tell ya it sure looks good!!Looking forward to the
pic's....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
easiest and cheapest is to go to home depot get the one sided stickyfoam insulation about
a1/2 inch thick.cheap and worked fine.Leom725
SUBJECT>free hummer wheels&rockwell drawing!POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.usa6x6.com is just celebrating new forum opening up with set of custom wheels
and rockwell rear end drawing!DAN LITTLE is guy who just buildt green 6x6 and sold
50 ford 6x6s to mexico based on 450/500 trucks,has a lot of custom tire and military
ruber combinations,has 37s,35 m715 bhp etc see ya there,hope somebody here gets
them!
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 4:33 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15089 NEXT>15116
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do we contact you roy?
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can get a GM style alternator that runs on one wire.that is the simplest thing to do.i
put one on the M725.it was about $110.00.
as for the 318,it is a great engine.there is another place that sells conversion kits for it.
try to contact this guy:
nick mazzeo
33 birch ave.
lake george,ny 12845
he makes kits to install dodge V8s in M37 and chevy V8 in M715.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Land,
you are right about big electric.a lot of people here and there.lots of good people and
info on both sites.i hang out here,big electric,and IFSJA.
krob725
keith roberts
san antonio tx
67 M725
52 M37
84 GW
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to those who helped.POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
glad to hear its running better daniel.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to those who helped.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad you got it going.I put new plugs in mine right after I got it,and it made a world of
difference.Mine looked obviously bad,though.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.AB Linn at one time had some brand new weatherstripping from KIA (KIA still
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builds a
copy of the 715)that he said worked perfectly,but I haven't tried it.Might be worth a try.
ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:Can I run without dist.capacitor (not condensor)?POSTER>Brad Skee
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's just there for radio noise suppression,so it shouldn't hurt anything.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to those who helped.POSTER>brut4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also glad you got it figured out...who'd a thunk it?!?!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:T-shirt POSTER>brut4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
31 October 2002,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15085 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We had some shirts for sale a while back...at some time in the future,Pam,Our tshirt
expert,may make another batch....keep watching for details.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings POSTER>Darryl EMAIL>Dbaumanjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15050 NEXT>15104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been running my truck's original markings that I restencilled for 3 years now &had
no problems.I'd warn against trying to enter a military base,though.....
I find that the restored vehicle's markings are much better quality than the current military
vehicles markings.
Darryl
4-67 m715 w/winch
SUBJECT>Re:Universal joint part #POSTER>brut4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15073 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the parts list in the online manuals section linked above:
Universal Joints
Precision 369 w/grease fitting on the trunion and Precision 280 w/grease fitting on the
cap.I just picked up 2 280's 'cause I got tired of installing the 369's the wrong way (with
the grease fitting too close to the yoke so you can't get a grease gun on 'em).I haven't
installed the 280's yet,but they look the same as the 369's.
from MudAnchor #5452 12/15/99
looks like military P/N is 2520-9273331,or NAPA P/N 369.from bump r #5430 12/15/99
all three driveshafts are the same,this from memphis equipment this afternoon...Precision
#369,napa #369
from komual #635 12/18/98
That should cover ya,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I am still working on uncovering all the original markings under all
that red paint!
SUBJECT>Re:military trucks POSTER>dave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
off road magazine did a swap a few years ago in a power wagon ambulance.they used
360/torqueflite/np203 combo.they may have articles on their website.i think they used a
late model toyota landcruiser power steering box.
SUBJECT>Re:seats POSTER>dave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a set of buckets from a 77 cherokee and the frames aren't even close.i can't speak
for wagoneers but mine don't work
SUBJECT>Re:Another 700r4 question POSTER>dave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>14980 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you want post '85 as older ones used 7 vane pump and will self distruct.92 and up are out
because they shift electronically.
SUBJECT>Re:front Winch shaft POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which shaft are you looking for?
Long one from PTO to block mounted bearing?(rear)
Short one from bearing to winch.(front)
The real front shaft is hex stock and uses a slider to accomadate frame flex.
SUBJECT>motor and trany swap questions POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anyone out here put a M8 chevy trans in a m715?(90's chevy truck cast iron 5 speed
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overdrive)
I was looking for some more info on clearance issues.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M715ZONE GROUP WHEEL ORDER POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15044 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to say that I got some wheels on the first order and the were (and are)
excellent!!!I get many comments like "great wheels","added a lot to the truck",
"excellent welds"etc.).The wheels arrived as promised,ready to go.We have a few
wheel manufactures in the Texas-Oklahoma-Arkansas area who charge twice the price
and still don't match the quality of Diamond Wheels.Just wanted to add my two cents
worth.Just one other note:I had a lot of questions,as I am not a wheel expert.Called Bill
a number of times and he glady discussed wheels with me.One time when I called,he
was out.His staff said he would return my call the next day.I figured,right!!.No one
returns calls anymore.The next day he returned the call,said he was sorry he missed me
the previous day,and proceeded to answer my questions.First class company!!They also
have a great web site.
Paul
SUBJECT>Backspacing note POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>15044 NEXT>15134 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just a little info for those wondering what backspacing to go with.
The maximum backspacing a 15"wheel can go and still fit on the front drum is 5".As for
16"or bigger wheels,you could probably go to even 6"or more backspacing and still
have plenty of clearance when the wheels are turned all the way left or right.I got the
impression on last group order that some of the wheels ordered placed the tires out a little
wider then some people wanted.I personally may go this time with a 13"wide wheel,a
6.5"backspace and be mounting some 44x18.5 tires on them.My last order was the same,
except with a 4.5"backspace and my tires stuck out further then I really want them to.
Also remember that wheel width will make a difference.The narrower the wheel,the
more the tire sidewall will bulge out with a wide tire and the less backspacing you could
go with.For example,if you put a 18.5"wide tire on a 10"rim,then 4.5"of backspacing
may be the most you would want to go with.
Hope this helps somebody and isn't just a lot of confusion :)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to those who helped.POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,31 October 2002,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Daniel,good show,ol'boy!
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 2:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15002 NEXT>15127 15145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one in Lebanon N.H.$200.00 less than 2hrs.from lake George
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15087 NEXT>15120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They probably named a town up there after our Arkadelphia here in Arkansas.Its a lack
of imagination.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,
1 November 2002,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15084 NEXT>15121
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I started yesterday,I have a way to make it NOT fun.Got it apart,having trouble getting
pins back in.Can't seem to wiggle it just right.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
901-774-0600 ask for paul bowman or
901-946-1919 fax or
mecoparts@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15118 15124 15129 15137 15151 15160
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I have a story for you....Back in February,I was at the end of doing my springover
converstion.I wanted to order custom steering (Heim Joint Steering).I was told to call
FRANKIES Offroad and he could set everything up for my new steering.I called him and
he said that he could and would do it for $300.00 dollars +$30.00 for shipping.I said that
I would take it and mailed the money order to him.A few weeks went by and I called to
see how everything was going and he said that everything was coming together for the
project.Anyway a month or so later,I called and he said that UPS had come by,but no
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one had been home,so UPS returned it to him.I asked if he could send it again,but he
said that he would have to make it again because one of his guys had used it for another
project.I said fine and he said he would get it to me.I also told him to send it to my.mother-in-law's house because
SHE IS ALWAYS HOME!!I told him to call me when he
sent it off so I could get a tracking number-No Calles Ever!Anyway I left for the summer
to do research for Pennsylvania State/Kansas State.At no time was a package delivered to
her house!I still have the money order receipt-should I just go see a lawyer or give the
guy another chance-HA?!The thing is-I don't even have my M715 anymore!!This is one
of the reasons that I sold my m715 (burned out after this situation).I talked with ED J
about it via email when I annouced that I was going to sell my M715.
Any words of wisdom from you guys?
Thanks,
Mark
(Trying to find another M715)
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
November 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15117 NEXT>15123
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you get proof that he actually did ship it the first time?
I doubt that he shipped it because UPS tries 3 times and leaves notes.
Happens to me all the time -the note they leave states all the rules they follow.Contact
UPS and verify this yourself,it may help your arguement.Insist that he show proof of
shipment(s).
Since you don't have your M715,try to cancel and get your money back.
If you had used a credit card,you could contact the credit card company and speak with
them about it.Most of them can reverse the charge.
He's likely long since spent your money and feels,at this point,that filling your order will
cost HIM $300.Some people are funny that way.It also doesn't work smoothly with
quartery tax reporting.Maybe he's simply not running a reputable business.
Report this to the better business bureau,even if nothing comes of it but giving him a
record,it's absolutely worth while.
Keep it in perspective,life is short.
SUBJECT>wanted:someone to haul my m715 POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 9:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15122 15125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
from Burns,TN to Green Bay,WI.the shipping company i had a contract with cancelled
claiming the truck weight 8,500lbs and would only move it if i paid double.i thought
these things only weigh 6k empty?anyhow i won't mention the company's,if you want it i
tell you,so the truck as paid for but still sitting in TN.any takers please email me,i
would prefer not to drive an vehicle of unknown quality that far.also any
recommendations for reliable movers who haul big stuff would also be appreciated.
thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15114 NEXT>15161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Make fun of PA all you want...I'm not a native.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15115 NEXT>15163 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Put the bottom in first.The top has a keyway that needs to be lined up.Don't force
it...treat like a chick you met at the bar and it will all come together.
Sorry for forgetting that key thing.
SUBJECT>Re:wanted:someone to haul my m715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15119 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are usually under 6000#empty...screw them.
Try unishippers...hop online and get their 800 #and call them.I've had great luck
shipping with them...let us know how you do...I may need to do the same sometime.
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15118 NEXT>
15132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OBVIOUSLY YOU HAVE HIS ADDRESS...GO VISIT...and on the way stop at a
plumbing place and pick up 1.5"x18"pipe nipple.
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
November 2002,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15117 NEXT>15128
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would suggest that he refund you the $300.It sounds like he might have actually sent it
the first time.But he hasn't tried again,and now you don't need it.It sounds like your only
leverage is his reputation.If it doesn't ge well,I'd let him know that you are going to
publicize this.Likewise,you should let us know if he gives you the money back.
Good luck.
Jeepgrant
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SUBJECT>Re:wanted:someone to haul my m715 POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15119 NEXT>15126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,
Check out the posts at the Yesterday's Tractors Website.You might be able to split a trip
with someone or at least find a hauler who is used to handling loads heavier than Yugos.
Good luck..The site is at
http://www.ytmag.com/cgi-bin/haulquery.pl
Regards,
Chrstopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Here's the link POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15125 NEXT>15149 LINKNAME>Yesterday's Tractors haling site
LINKURL>http://www.ytmag.com/cgi-bin/haulquery.pl
I neglected to put a link title in my earlier post.Here's the link.
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Commando 7
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey joe
you get your 350 in the 715 yet?
Rick
Maybe we can do some wheeling whan its done
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Guys!I will let you know either way!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If this took place via mail wouldn't it be mail fraud?That's a federal rap you know.
Demand your money back,for poor service.If he refuses to give it back ,I hope you used
a U.S.Postal money order.They can and will help you get it back.
And everybody talks bad about the mail service.Shame on you.
SUBJECT>Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15131 15135 15143 15152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,I am the proud new owner of an M-715.I have been reading these boards and am
looking to learning from y'all.
I just registered today,because I picked up my new toy this afternoon.It's a 1967 M-715
hardtop with no engine,trans,or transfercase.I got it from the GSA auction in.Columbia,SC.I will probably do a K-5
Blazer/K-10 pickup,or a Wagoneer drivetrain.
Whatever is the easiest to find..
I also own a 1968 Mercedes Unimog (stock),and a 1979 CJ-7 with an AMC 401,Dana
60's,39.5 boggers and everything else that drained my bank account.
I am looking foward to getting this up and running soon.Any suggestions are always
welcome..
Thanks,
Ricky
Charleston,SC
www.aphlac.com
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Ricky!!And congrats on your new M715.This is a good group and if it can be
done it probably has been done here.Nice sounding CJ-7.I have a 5 that has equally
damaged my bank account,so I can relate.welcome aboard!!.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15123 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with Spicergear on this one.Once upon a time the same thing happened to me.I
called the guy and he told me I couldn't do sH%&cause I was so far away...A 14 hour
non-stop drive later,I politely introduced myself and BAMM!Just like that,I got my
money back!A miracle!!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in CT,or near?POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15074 NEXT>15156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi jimslate here i am in ct newtown area
SUBJECT>Re:Backspacing note POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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thanks rollie
good tip.someone with a lot of experience always knows a good one.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats ricky!!!
good luck with your project..krob725
SUBJECT>front axle flip POSTER>dave EMAIL>dbarrygnt@aol.com DATE>Friday,1
November 2002,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15148
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to know if there is an easy way to do a front axle flip,or a kit available to
accoplish this task?
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15117 NEXT>15150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i sometimes have to go out and collect money from customers that write bad checks.i
have found that a pair of pliers works wonders for deadbeats memory and ability to find
cash in their pockets and desk drawers.my motto is a hundred bucks a finger....if its
more than a thousand,i pick something more important to grab onto!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Need left fender and Hood light Please help!POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dbarrygnt@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a hood light that came off a 67
dave
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dbarrygnt@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15002 NEXT>15141 15144 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 67 with under 20k,new carb and tune up the motor is still in the truck if
interested you can drive it then decide,I line in MA.
Dave
SUBJECT>front axle flip POSTER>dave EMAIL>dbarrygnt@aol.com DATE>Friday,1
November 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15142 15154
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to know if there is an easy way to do a front axle flip,or a kit available to
accoplish this task?
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:front axle flip POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.And by flip you mean,a spring over??Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME AND CONGRATS!!Now if your smart you'll sell me that pesky old 'Mog...
I really want one of those!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>john
EMAIL>threetoughtrucks@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBxNgTzmZtWM PREVIOUS>15139 NEXT>
15146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a good running 230 in a '68.I am just about ready to pull it out.I live in New York
City and would be willing to let you here it run before I yank it out.The price would be
minimul.It would just help to offset the conversion costs.
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me I will buy it 734 243 2657 or 734 654 1718 day thanks Jon
SUBJECT>Re:any one got a running stock 230 for sale POSTER>Jon Greca
EMAIL>jtg@chartermi.net DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call me Im interested 734 654 1718 or 734 243 2657 thanks Jon
SUBJECT>ATTN Basenji POSTER>John L.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 November
2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaaMpMt491jLE PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I visited the Zone today.The first time I have done that in a while.Saw your post from
back in July.Glad to here the truck is doing great for you.
That $60 I spent on the drive line swap was the best money I think I spent on that thing!!!
Ha Ha It was all worth it.Glad to hear you are getting some use out of it.
I here there are some pics of it doing some pulling.If so could you send me the link or
even some photos (if they are digital)And if you can e mail them can you Cc them to
johnleischner@yahoo.com My MSN for some reason does not like to down load pics.
Anyway glad to hear you are having fun with it and that I wasn't some dead beat that just
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sold you a hunk of crap.Also could you mail me with an email address that works.I tried
your old one but it failed.
Happy Wheeling
-John L.
SUBJECT>Re:front axle flip POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 9:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15136 NEXT>15179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh let me play.I think he means swap the diff to the
drivers side.Did I win
SUBJECT>Re:Here's the link POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 11:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the help,there are tons of transport adds on here,i emailed about 5 guys,
thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 November 2002,at 11:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have any openings in your collection department?willing to relocate family if the
wages are good,at least job satisfaction and a long term career are part of the equation.
have size,experience,and a desire to learn more and suceed.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15130 NEXT>15159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the nice welcome.I hope to be able to contibute as well as recieve help here.I
am presently repairing my cj-7 from its last trip to Tellico.My repair entails,boring the
spindles on the rear Dana 60 to allow for a pair of 35 spline shafts.The 30 splined ones
broke 2 weekends in a row (1 on each side).The spares shafts ran out.I am also replacing
the sidegears on my Detroit Locker to accept the 35 splined shafts.If anyone needs advise
on this please let me know.
The M-715 project will start as soon as my jeep is nursed to health.Probably next
weekend..
Thanks in advance for all of the help..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:T-shirt POSTER>Dale www EMAIL>snakeyes@nacs.netthe
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15085 NEXT>15162 LINKNAME>Lake Screen Printing Inc.
LINKURL>http://www.lakescreenprinting.com
there is a guy in Ohio that owns a screen printing buisness that prints all kinds of t shirts
with military vehicles and also belongs to the Military Vehicle Preservation
Association,and would have a add in the supply line .heres his address
www.lakescreenprinting.com
Lake Screen Printing Inc.
1924 Broadway Ave.
Lorain Ohio 44052
1 440 244 5707 phone
1 440 244 5482 fax
hope this will help you out may be ,he`s a good friend if you go to the web page may be
you can add his page as a link ?Dale.SUBJECT>Re:front axle flip POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,what doug was saying is the front end needs to be sprung over the axle,rather tha
the stock spring under the axle.When you read "flipped"that pertains (with our vehicles)
to the rear shackle.the shackle is flipped from the solid mounting to the frame in relation
to it's original positon.
search for spring over from several eons ago,and try www.m715.com.Look at the tech
section and there is a nice write up on both front and rear.after that just ask some more
specific questions and i'm sure we can your truck sitting high.
roger
SUBJECT>flywheel and bellhousing removal (please help)POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15158 15164 15170 15188 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I removed the engine today from my M715.However,I can't for the life of me get the
flywheel off or the bellhousing off.I need to get these off to put the engine on a stand for
rebuilding.Why kind of moronic design is this??I punched the flywheel bolt back like
the manual said,but the flywheel still can't be removed!I was able to remove 4 bolts (2
outside on top of the bellhousing,2 FROM INSIDE!)I also removed the last 2 oil pa
bolts.The bellhousing will slightly rotate (about 1 eighth of an inch)but it will NOT
come off.PLEASE,how do I get this thing off??Thank you!I need help soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in CT,or near?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Jim,I sent you an email about a FSJ meeting tomorrow in New Haven.
Mikel
SUBJECT>saw a m-725 on interstate 85 in Charlottte today POSTER>oddave715
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EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any body know whos it is?Was on a trailer.Apeared to be all original.It was real nice,
anybody know anything about it?Dave
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel and bellhousing removal (please help)POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Man
I feel your pain.I to not long ago pulled the flywheel and bell housing.The Design really
sucks.There is one bolt at 12 oclock on the inside.What i had to do to get the flywheel
out was cut a open end wrench short and work it in behind the flywheel with the flywheel.loose.And one or two flats
at a time back the bolt out.And to keep from cutting my big
toe off when the flywheel fell out i had my son hold on to the flywheel.Hope this helps.
Later Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie +just got a 715 POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome.I hope you have better success with your little jeep than i did.i finally set my
cj5 up for sale,otherwise instead of working on my m715,i was always repairing my cj.
of course i drive mine everyday.i just finished my locker install on my m715 today.
looking forward to trying it out.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Legal Issues....Advice.....POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15117 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to go along with the guys on doing something.i went out of business a year ago,
with over ten thousand in accts recievable.since it was out of business,many thought
they wouldn't have to pay.By just repeatedly calling,writing letters,and asking to find
out who the person who makes the final descisions,we got every penny.If people think
you will give up and go away,they will ignore you.You can politely let them know that
is not going to happen,and that you have paper work to back your side,and even some
who would try to beat you out of it,will finally shell out.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15120 NEXT>15168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well really,i was just trying to get ahead of the slam arkansas lines.seems to be
everyones favorite.jay leno hit us last night.of well,no respect.
SUBJECT>Re:T-shirt POSTER>daggi EMAIL>daggi@heimsnet.is DATE>Saturday,2
November 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15153 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for this information
SUBJECT>HAND SQUEEZED!!!POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now i have to tell you the dumbest!!!when installing the second side,the little pin fell
out!i had just finished packing the knuckle with grease,the pin disapeared.i hand
scooped and sqeezed every bit of that grease looking for that pin.:(after resqeezing and
reshoving it all back in,i found the pin wedged between two of the shimms on top of the
knuckle.this was after the screw up on the ring gear.seems i forgot the impact wrench i.was using was a newly
purchased remanufactured unit.wow!!it just kept tightening the
bolts holding the ring on.how many of you already know what happened next?yep...now
i have all new bolts holding the ring gear on my new locker.i am writing this so that all
may get a good laugh,and or maybe someone might learn something that will keep this 3
or 4 hour job from taking...well lets just say a long time.
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel and bellhousing removal (please help)POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15155 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I had a take-out engine sitting here,and I made a quick sale on the bell-houseing to a guy.
I probably charged him $60.00 before I found out what a pain in the a--it was to get that
thing off.I earned every penney of that sale.Tom
SUBJECT>HOW MANY 715 OWNERS IN CLT POSTER>ROB
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15167 15181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just woundering how many owners live in the Charlotte N.C.area?
SUBJECT>M 715 for sale POSTER>ernie faltersack EMAIL>ernie4x4@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0ZctJuh4.co PREVIOUS>NEXT>15169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M 715 18K tow truck for sale.a bueaty.350 V8 P.S.new tires,new canvas.drive
anywhere.$5,000.ernie4x4@webtv.net
SUBJECT>Re:HOW MANY 715 OWNERS IN CLT POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 November 2002,at 11:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I was born there but now I'm in Cali.Close enough?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Went Muddin!POSTER>ICEMAN
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 5:20
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY WAYNE,WEE NEED TO GO TO THAT SUPERLIFT TRACK OFF OF
MILLCREEK RD.I HAVE TRYED TO GET YOU ON THE PHONE.GIVE ME A
CALL.
YOUR BUDDY,
ICEMAN
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 for sale POSTER>Frank McConnell EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Do you have more details?and any PICs.And where are you located?
Thanks Frank
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel and bellhousing removal (please help)POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At one point,I was contemplating rebuilding the 230 that I pulled out of my 715.The
motor was seized up,so there was no way to turn the crank to get to the pressure plate
bolts,so I ended up pulling the mains and rods off the crank,and removing the crank still
attached to the flywheel and pressure plate.At that point,the bellhousing was a piece of
cake.I don't recommend this method,but it did work!
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Yoke needed POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a rear yoke,10 spine to Spicer 1350.
Paul
SUBJECT>Replacement rocker panels?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15175 15210 15220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Does anyone know of a source for replacement rocker panels?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Yoke needed POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15171 NEXT>15198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whent 4 wheeeeeelin again huh?
SUBJECT>How does second gear work?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know my tranny needs to be rebuilt as second gear pops out when on the coast side of
the gears,but i was wondering if i should be able to shift into second going around
10MPH.Like if i was coming to a stop light and then it turned green when i was at
10MPH,and i wanted to shift into second instead of coming to a complete stop.I figure
this could just be a cause of second being my bad gear,and if so i will be rebuilding the
tranny sooner than later.Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement rocker panels?POSTER>NH-68M715.EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 3:46
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>15172 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can find some rocker panels at jeepanelsplus.com
SUBJECT>Re:How does second gear work?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15174 NEXT>15183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,second thru fourth are synchronized and you should be able to get each geat at
any speed,forward or reverse.Only first and reverse require a complete stop.
I had the same problem (the popping outta gear)in a 3 speed once and there are several
things to check,worn synchro blocker rings (bronze rings in the synchro assy.)would be
the first to check since it's difficult to get second while rolling.Also a misaligned
bellhousing,worn bearings,worn synchro dogs,worn out trans case come to mind as
possibilities.
How many miles?Those trannys are known for poor oiling but I was always curious how
many miles one could expect before it happens.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>flywheel bellhousing removal POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,Thanks to those who "felt my pain"about trying to remove the bellhousing and
flywheel.All I can say is that the design is extremely POOR!I finally got the flywheel
off,after that the bellhousing was cake.The way I got it off is like this:Remove oil pan,
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remove rear block filler (holds lower main seal),remove the rear bearing cap,drive out
the LOWER crank/flywheel studs,rotate the engine so that the removed stud holes are on
the topside,wiggle the snot out of the flywheel,boom your done.The bellhousing comes
off with 5 bolts (2 external at the top,3 internal).I don't know if I will be able to
reassemble the bloody thing,but at least I disassembled it successfully.For reassembly,
I'm primarily concerned with getting those 3 studs back on the crankshaft.These appear
to be pressed on like a tie rod.If anyone has any suggestions,PLEASE offer them.I'm a
little concerned.
Steven
SUBJECT>Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15201 15207 15219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ok,me 'n the buddy were yappin'about swapping the driveshaft to the top so he says I get
to be the guinea pig before he does it.I'll do the search later for part numbers,etc.but I
don't recall hearing any long term test results..How much more enjoyable is the noise level?Tcase heat?I recall
there needing to be
some machine work done to use the e-brake in the stock location -is it very involved?
So um,don't have me taken out for beating a dead horse.I'm doing a service to the new
guys that don't know about it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:front axle flip POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 November
2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15148 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe he wants to switch the shackel to trail the spring instead of lead it.
SUBJECT>Re:that was me POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Sunday,
3 November 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15157 NEXT>
15185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took it to an antique truck show in Greensboro to meet up with some fellows from the
newly formed NC chapter of the MVPA.I live just east of Charlotte near Locust.I hate it
was on a trailer but I had just finished it.It's maiden voyage was once around the block
the day before so I wasn't sure if it would be up to the trip.It's so new I don't even have a
good pic yet.It was a big hit at the show.Let's get together some time,see the next post
up.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:here's a couple more POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15165 NEXT>15184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an M715 and an M725,both pretty much original.I live just east of Charlotte near
Locust.
Wout has one with a propane fed 460 out in Carthage.
I'm into camping and trail riding.Uhwarrie National Forest is a pretty good spot to
excercise these things.
Anyone up for a campout/trailride in Uhwarrie on Sat.Nov 16?
TC
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Door /Window Gaskets POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the NAPA numbers,my napa guy would not work on it for he is very busy
and behind schedule.I will try to order this monday.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:How does second gear work?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15176 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck shows 22,000 on the odometer,but i expect that with everyone,(previous.owners,military,etc.)learning the
quarks of the tranny that there were some tough miles
on it.I was planning on driving it for a while until i figured out all the needed repairs and
then taking it down again and doing them all at the same time.I'm glad to hear i should be
able to shift into 2nd at 10mph,that was the only complaint i had about driving it.
Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:here's a couple more POSTER>ROB EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the responce have to see what the if I'm working
maybe one day we can go trail rideing
Rob
SUBJECT>Re:that was me POSTER>ROB EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com
DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TC
there is a725in S.C.just(I think )out side peachland on 501
SUBJECT>Official Marking Locations POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,3 November 2002,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Is there a website somewhere that shows the "official"military markings and their
locations and meanings?I just purchased Alan Bennett's M-715.It's several shades of
what looks like some original green paint and some original looking markings.I'd like to
know what and where they go in the event that I decide to repaint the truck so that it's at
least all ONE color.
SUBJECT>My locker story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My loving wife got my the Detroit for my birthday,so saturday I got up at 5,built a fire i
the stove in the shop,put on a pot of coffee,and started in.It was suprisingly easy to do
and the only advice I have for someone who is about to do it is that the cone washers
don't want to come out and the easiest way is to whap the hub with a hammer until they
vibrate out.
Anyhow,I got my new locker put in the carrier,the carrier put in the houseing,and the
shafts put back in.My wife came out about then to check on the progress and was amazed
to find it had only taken me 4 hours to do.I suggested we test it out and we proceeded to
drive down the dirt road my house is on.Then I suggested we drive through the little
pond on our property.I locked my hub and asked her to do the same.She then changed
her mind and so I took her back to the house and tackled the pond on my own.
Well,it's been raining for about 3 months here in Memphis and so the pond was up about.2 feet,but I had confidence
in my truck.I eased off into the water and knew I was i
trouble when the headlights went under.I floored it in an effort to level out the truck in
the pond and thus not nose down into the water.It leveled out,and was proceeding to
crawl across the bottom of the pond when all hell broke loose.First,the motor died and
then before I could start it the truck caught fire.This time the fire originated from the
tranny.I splashed water on the fire and got it put out and then just gave up on trying to
start the motor since i could hear a gurgling and pictured the crankcase full of mud and
water.So,I relied on my trusty winch and it got me free of the pond where I checked the
motor and found it dry and willing to drive me back to the shop.
The long and short was that one of my hubs (passenger side)had not been locked in.The
locker did get me further than I ever had in 4wd before.And now I have to empty and
refill everything to get the water out.
I'd suggest the locker to anyone since it was easy to install and cheap.It's nice,but you
can't beat a good winch........right Spicer?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel and bellhousing removal (please help)POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is the bolt at 12 o-clock that is the hard one to get to.I went to sears and bought a
ratchet wrench it was to long to do any good but a vise and a hacksaw made it just the
right length.I tried a regular wrench and the stroke turn the wrench over and stroke got
old fast,the bolt is about an 1 and 1/4 in long.That's why I made my trip to Sears for the
rachet wrench.Lee
SUBJECT>Electric winch question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15191 15200 15204 15218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since my muddin experience last weekend I have a question.I thought that by putting a
old style gear drive elctric 12,000lb winch on the fromt of mine I would not have all the
problems I have seen with electric winches.Well I was greatly disapointed!First thing
was my solonoid aparently shorted out,it would not reliese,even with power dropped
from the switch side it kept power going to the winch.This was the first or sencond time
to use it.The next problem was it melted the clamp on my battery cable.I have double 00
welding leads with the heavy brass ends soddered on.I am using the battery clamps like
they use for boats,even the bat powered machines I took these bats off of,the type with
the bolt that sticks out the top with a wing nut on it.I don't know of any heavier.The
winch just couldn't pull me out.After repeatedly jacking it up and putting trees under the
front tires,and pulling,it would just pull until it would stop,killing the entire power to
the truck,(computer would quit).Then I started pouring water over the winch to cool it,it
was barely warm to the touch,and it started pulling longer,so we poured 10,000 cans of
pond water over it.I don't know if this makes sence,my question is,what can I do to
make my winch not melt my cables down,and short the solonoid.By the way,I finally
used my block to double the cable and got out.Any suggestions would be appreciated.
And I put in an auto tranny with this motor,so I can't go with pto,but I am considering a.hydrolic winch.Thanks
mudclod
SUBJECT>overdrive POSTER>herman EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com DATE>Monday,4
November 2002,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG3K2M7t.blI
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,anybody got overdrive in there 715 or 725?have a 4oo turb and big v8 setup in mine 5
mph.help .please email hspap2@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15189 NEXT>15197
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
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What line rating is your winch?If it's the 8000,then it's a bit light for that truck.I got a
12000 pound Ramsey and it works fine.
I put all new selenoids on it,since it was a used winch and I didn't want to have any
trouble with it working.You may want to try that.It's about $36 a seloid and you can get
them at any parts store.
Here's some tips-
Don't wet your winch down.It's electric and water tends to ground out electric stuff.If it's
overheating then that should be a sign you're pulling too much.
A snatch block is a good idea as it lessens the pull load by 1/2.
Try to pull straight using as little cable as possible.The longer the cable,the harder the
winch has to work.I use 5/8"cable.Anything smaller tends to snap.
Put a floor mat over the cable while pulling,if it breaks then it will fall instead of sling-
shotting back at you.
You shouldn't need any larger power cable than that,it's just pulling too many amps since
it's pulling too hard.
If you have an 8000#winch,replace it with the 12000#and get a worm gear one-it'll last
longer.
I run one battery and it will pull me out even with the motor off.
If you plan on going to a mechanical winch,or a hydraulic-ask Spicergear about his.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Another winch question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>15194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I picked up a mechanical worm drive Ramsey winch but I believe it's an industrial type as
it has no brake on it.Is this a big saftey factor,no brake that is?I've worked with winches
lifting and positioning but not in vehicle recovery,we just always used another vehicle.and tow rope.Any input is
appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:My locker story POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15187 NEXT>15196 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
Do you have a Lock-Right up front or any type of locker?I want to avoid locking hubs,
but I understand there will be driveability concessions if the front is always locked.I only
ask cause I know you posted the price of a Lock-Right from Randy's and that's the way I
plan to go,unless it requires locking hubs.Can you clarify this and give advice.Thanks
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Another winch question POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
November 2002,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15192 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would not worry about it not having a brake,The beauty of the worm drive it that it
cannot be driven by a "overhauling"load.
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel bellhousing removal POSTER>Jay Ritch
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a goat sacrifice to the sadistic god of kaiser bellhousings aided me immensly...i felt your
pain,twice,and if i had to do it all over again i believe i'd do like the book says,the
crank,flywheel,and clutch are assembled as a unit,balanced,and then installed...
SUBJECT>Re:My locker story POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15193 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Bitch.I knew as soon as I'd read "..trusty winch..."something was coming.Happy
Birthday with the weekends lateness.The wheel cyl's will be UPS tomorrow.Oh,it's
good to hear you got some decent winchline finally...cheap bastard.
Gary,running a locker in the front with the drive flanges and not lockouts will work the
crap out of the locker and make the truck drive/steer like a BIG truck.It won't be pretty.I
have a lockright in my front axle with lockouts and adore it!It has not once let a tire spi
on it's own under power.Only occasionly will I hear it 'click'as well.I bought it used too
and it had weldmarks on it from previous axle it had broken.That's what I'm talking
'bout!Now that both axles have posi's I've begun to tear hunks out of my bogger!I love
it!Chunked up Boggers just ooze cool.
SUBJECT>Hydraulic retrofit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15191 NEXT>15202 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Okay....
I've had a couple of problems with my hydraulic winch.What I have is a duece 10,000
pounder with a hydraulic motor chain driven up from it's mount below it.These are
orignally shaft drive.I mounted the winch a little higher than the stock 715 winches
because it's a larger winch and it wouldn't have looked right.No room for a driveshaft,
nor did I want to hang one.This way I have hydraulic lines zip tied to the frame,
crossmember,whatever and it nice and simple.The problems that I'd had were directly
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related to the location of the tank.I mis mounted it and in turn burned up a good
hydraulic motor.:(The truck is parked in a in a field beside a shop and I couldn't tell that
oil was leaking out of the vent until the system didn't have enough to function,aerated the
oil and burned the motor.What I've been struggling to make time for is a higher mounted
tank in the engine bay.Time constraints have been killing lately and pushing it back.I
basically stepped on my bird with the location of the first tank,close to the pump,but not
at the top of the system.I'll post an update soon,and hopefull be back to near
invincibility...and not have to take jabs from Sisson...who should consider an onboard
halon system.
SUBJECT>Re:Yoke needed POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check ebay under dana 60 or dana 70.There are usually a few on there.
SUBJECT>Klez virus warning POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15203 15205 15267 15318 15391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebody sent me the klez virus.My antivirus stuff did not catch it.It went to my
address book in outlook and sent it to every one in there.Some of those addresses were
folks from this list.DO NOT open anything from altempl@ihpc.net!!I just spent 7 very
frustrating hours cleaning my computer,so now its gone.I just wanted to give a heads up.
Sorry if it affected any of you guys I have spoken with offline.Norton here I
come.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,I work for a large 4x4 shop and we install 3-4 winches a week (Ramsey).We use
the cable supplied from Ramsey and go staight to battery for both postive and negitive.I
would agree with the post by Mudclod,water in large amounts can't be good for the
winch.Also,715's should use nothing less than a 12,000lb winch and I would recommeed
a 15,000lb rated winch (were talking electric here).You may have some internal motor
problem.That seems most likley to me.Good luck!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i would like to hear about longterm results as well.this seems
like the only way i would
want to keep the np200.i want to able to drive mine on long trips.about 1000 miles
round trip.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic retrofit POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
November 2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15197 NEXT>15226
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my expirience not all hydraulic winches are the same.I would go with a factory made
setup such as those made by MileMarker,Ramsey(Commercial),Braden,or Tulsa.The
last three I know,know how to build hydraulic winches.Their winches have been the
staple of oil exploration and tow trucks for years.For Braden and Tulsa 12K and 15K
winches would be some of the smallest they make.Most of these winches,I have heard,
can pull more than they're rated to.
Also,like Brian Sisson said,you want to make sure that it is plumbed correctly.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15199 NEXT>15212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the warning Al.what does the virus do?mine has been acting strange lately.i
just bought the new Norton software last weekend.my old one (2001)crapped out.i
guess my virus software had a virus!ha !ha !
when i ran the new one it said i had 132 errors....but NO virus.it automatically repaired
the problems and seems to be working better now.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHAT ABOUT THE ORIGINAL/STOCK PTO WINCHES,THE ONE ON THE
TRUCK I AM WAITING TO BE DELIVERED IS #7,500.DOES THIS WINCH HAVE
ANY MAJOR FAULTS OR ARE THEY RELIABLE/DURABLE AND POWERFUL
ENOUGH TO PULL THE TRUCK IS KEPT WITH THE STOCK DRIVETRAIN.I'M
GETTING WORRIED I'LL NEED TO BUY A NEW WINCH TO GET MYSELF OUT
OF ALL THE SH*T I WAS PLANNING ON GETTING MYSELF INTO?
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15199 NEXT>15211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had a headache today and may have gotten your virus,Dave
SUBJECT>3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 5:56 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just trying again to get my front winch shaft.I could make up
one by guessing on the
length and keyway spacing but wish to keep it original.
My new cable is fresh from the roll and waiting to pull something......I will just make
some measurements and return any that can be sent.Postage paid both ways and a case of
Bud.
Dave.
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15178 NEXT>15214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has been swapped for several thousand miles...the t-case whine is gone...as far as
heat reduction...my tcase makes enough heat to warm a large house at the north pole in
the dead of winter whether it is in the stock location or modified.
As far as the brake,the parts list is:
This mod moves the rear driveshaft from its stock position,to the parking brake
drumshaft,while retaining the parking brake...
...First off,the whole mod is a bolt on affair.you remove the flange that holds the parking
brake drum on.Install the new flange.Change the slipyoke on the
driveshaft.(with the new u.joint installed)Bolt everything together.The only problem that
I ran into,was that the bolts for the parking brake drum &the u.joint
retaining bolts are very close.If I were to do this again,I'd inquire about special bolts
from Vintage Power Wagons.They won't volunteer any info,so you need to
know what you need.The parking brake drum yoke:Detroit #53640 (fits a Dodge WC-62
6x6 weapons carrier)
The U.joint:Detroit#53625/725/825(this fits the above)
The slipyoke:Detroit#53610
Also you'll need the U-joint retaining straps for the brake drum yoke.(they're special)
from Darryl 16 feb 01
according to the parts list.
I did not do this but I really should.
I do not know any negatives to doing the swap,unless you lose the ebrake and dont add
something else.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:overdrive POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15190 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEP!I have a 700 R4.Works great!Easy swap,just put a big cooler on it and get a temp
guage for the tranny asap (to keep an eye on it).Doug.
SUBJECT>starter trouble POSTER>mike c EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know if anyone has had their starter bendix lock all the way out and not start the.vehicle,only run.I put
in a new bendix from ab linn and the new one did the same.I
checked the shims in the starter and the flywheel teeth.All seem ok.Any ideas before I
possibly waste money for a new starter.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement rocker panels?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got mine from JC Whitney.Did the job!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,you would not have gotten it from me unless you were in my personal address
book.I posted it to this list because over the last few months I have talked with several
different list members offline who ended up in my address book even though I did not put
them there.I have not figured out how to turn off that silly feature yet.So unless you sent
me something personally I'll bet you were never in my address book.Therefore you didn't
get it from me.So,If I look guilty ...well thats my natural state of affairs....Go to
Norton.com and flush the toilet.It worked for me.Geez it's even free and mcafee tried to
charge me for a download that would not work.The klez virus laughed at mcafee and
turned it off to do its damage.Go to Norton man...it will work wonders.....Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Krob,,,,It sound like you escaped the wrath of klez.First clue something was wrong
was the 20-25 returned failure emails from everyone in my address book that had good
virus protection.Next I tried to use mcafee to find out and kill the virus.Klez closed the
downloads and erased my desktop and tool bars.Restarting the computer brought these
back enough for me to try norton which did indeed work after correcting my computer to
accept these downloads from norton.Happy to be back virus free.In a nutshell folks,
update and keep current your virus protection.I didn't and it cost me some
heartache....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Mikel and Brian POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
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DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15216 15217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent both you guys an Email.I checked beforehand and the messages are virus free.Just
wanted to give you both a safe heads up...
Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Jon,
I was more interested in losing some of the heat but I guess I could stand to stop stealing
earplugs from work,though I feel cool driving with 'em in.
Does anyone know if the Ujoint listed is the same as stock or larger/smaller?I'm not too
keen on losing driveline strength in order to reduce noise.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,4 November 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15206 NEXT>
15228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I would love to help you,but I don't understand what the hell you're talking about.
Tim pointed out on your last post that the front shaft is a 6 sided (hexagon?)slip shaft.
Help me,help you.
-Gary
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel and Brian POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
The master cyl came in last night...I coulnd't email you because my email is blocked at
work.I can't wait to start working on the brakes...Thank you again!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel and Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15213 NEXT>15230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Had the Kluez once about 6 months ago.It was bad.I had no protection and it ended up
formatting my hard drive.
I don't appear to have gotten it from you,though I didn't learn my lesson and still don't
have any virus stuff.
I got the brake booster and it looks great.I wanted to put it on last night,but there was no
time.Maybe tonight.Again,thanks for helping me out and I owe you one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15189 NEXT>15253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanx all for the ideas.As I mentioned,mine is a 12,000,and is the stand up gear drive
Ramsey.It is one that has only one power cable,pulls only one direction,has an in and
out of gear,and a hand brake on the side.It had no solonoids on it,just one lug on top for
the power wire to hook up.I have a cable that runs straight from the bat (which is in the.cab)to the solonoid (which
was new)under the hood.Than same size cable runs from
other side of solonoid to winch.Since the motor is completely sealed,I don't think the
water could in anyway damage it.Maybe it was because the truck was trying to climb out
of the creek,and the winch was tending to pull the front down into the mud,when I
finally started doing some good,I tied about 4 ft up on a tree,and off to the side a little,
which started the truck onto new ground.Again,Thanx!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15178 NEXT>15254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine had no e-brake,so the swap was simple.Only it did nothing for the noise level that
I could tell.But if I don't like the noise,all I have to do is turn on my elec winshield
wipers,than that is all I hear.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement rocker panels?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15225 15247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm going to replace the rocker panels in my M715.I just ordered a pair from
JeePanelsPlus.com and I was wondering,would it be worth the $$to get those galvanized
before I put them in?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15223
15224 15246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just read a post from Brute4C that explained the operation of the stock vacuum
windshield wiper motors.From what I can understand it appears that you cannot use them
by just plumbing them into manifold vacuum,but instead they have to have a push/pull
type vacuum that can only be supplied by the stock fuel pump.
Is this true?I plumbed mine in and they go to one side of the windshield and just sit there
quivering.
I hate to call J.C.Whitney for the electric ones.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,.5 November 2002,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15222 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've never heard of "push/pull"vacuum,explain ???
the vacuum pump is just a simple vacuum pump.the external applied vacuum is constant.
the windshield wipers are pneumatic motors which are valved internally to allow reversal.
take the wiper motor apart and check the valve mechanism,it's pretty simple.make sure
the venting holes aren't clogged with crud -or capped off.
use oil on the leather after cleaning it.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15222 NEXT>15227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jc sells a combo fuel pump/vac pump for the old jeeps that have not had an electric
conversion done,it occasionally shows up in their catalogue.call em,from the pic,it
looks like the exact same uniti used on these jeep engines,although jc whitney sells them
for the old flat-four application.the memphis eq and white owls of this world also sell the
fuel-vac pump units.
i tried manifold vac too,the previous owner had installed an electric fuel pump,and it did
the same yours did.i swapped over just the vac bottom section,and it got me from ga to
al in the rain!
good luck,and the jcw unit was around 30 bucks i think?!
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15221 NEXT>
15229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,if I may ask,how much did those cost you?
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic retrofit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15202 NEXT>15250 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Right after putting my system together (read still full of fluid not foam)it made a VERY
impressive pull.I'd wedged the truck nose first in a 3'high ditch off of steep slope.The
ditch was not square with the front of the truck.I hooked onto a tree,using a tree saver
chain instead of cable,and began the pull.The winch was at ground level with the top of
the ditch.It began to pull the back of the truck around to square the front.By pulling the
back around by the winch on the front was impressive to me,so was the fact that it was
pushing the back up a hill and piling dirt up on the sides of the tires to do this!Once it
squared up I used the ganny gear to drive up the ditch instead of having the suspension.ripped off as the rear
raised a little.Winches are usually downrated quite a bit,usually a
couple of tons for the larger ones,however when the stock is 7500#and a truck like mine
is 6300#and we can cargo another 4000#makes me a lil leary.I've had a deuce 10,000
apart and the guts are massive.
I used a PTO to drive a pump,but the MM and Ramsey Hydraulics will run off PS
pumps.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
5 November 2002,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15224 NEXT>15241
15242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like manifold vacuum is not great enough to actuate the valving.
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15215 NEXT>15233 15234 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay,I meant the after shaft.My winch has been removed for a year and I forgot which
shaft is the forward one.
The shaft is item #16 of figure 133 on page 369 of TM 9-2320-244-34P.It is round.One
shaft is hex and the other is round.The round shaft is the one I need.
The nomenclature states:SHAFT,INTERMEDIATE,nsn#2590-248-0638 and Jeep part#
(manuf)1165026.The shaft measures about .875-.880"or 22.38-22.36 mm.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15225 NEXT>15232 15244 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
$48 each +S/H.I've heard they are good quality pieces.The guy who makes them says
they are slightly thicker than stock.
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel and Brian POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15217 NEXT>15231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,This came highly recommended from several people.Best of all it is FREE!I was
about to pay Norton 70.00 bucks for the same thing.
Try:::http://www.grisoft.com/html/us_index.htm?session=992f512a307f21003bf60d441e
7f9033
Go for the free edition.Takes a bit to download but its cool.It checks your computer on
start up and every incoming and outgoing Email with monthly updates.I'll try to put this
topic to bed now so we can talk about about more important stuff like M715's!!!
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel and Brian POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 10:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15230 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or just try grisoft.com if that link does not work...KJ..
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15229 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmmm,he might of just sold two more.Thanks.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15228 NEXT>
15325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll e-mail you tonight.I have that sitting in a box.Maybe if you UPS your children as
ransom,no make it your wife and your kids,I'll let you borrow it.Seriously,I'll help you
out......probably.I guess -man that was hard to come by.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
November 2002,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15228 NEXT>15235
15259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I took some measurements of the stock PTO shaft,aft section.Diameter is 0.872
inches (round bar stock)both ends slightly chamfered.Length is 26.75 inches.It has two
woodruff keyways,one on each end,that are in the same alignment.Keyway width is
0.250.Depth at deepest point is 0.205 inches (approx).Length of slots at surface are
0.703 inch.Slot is set back from ends of shaft 0.630 inches to the midpoint of the slot.
regards,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
November 2002,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15234 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
P.S.The Woodruff slots look like they were cut with a tool that has a diameter of .750
(diameter of a penny)or just slightly larger.A nickel diameter is too large to fit the arch
of the slot cut.Robert
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>Barry Creasy EMAIL>glock23@gamewood.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help!I need to find a set of tires for my M715 (9.00 X 16).Having trouble finding them.
SUBJECT>Tires for sale?and duece axles swap?POSTER>Ed J..EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at
11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>15238
15240 15261 15283 15289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea I've got 5 mounted but never run 38/13x16 swampers I may want to sell reasonable,if
anybody is in the market for them?I'm thinking of different size and style and will need
to move what I got to offset exspense.I could help on delivery in a couple hundred mile
area of central KS.
Second,found a pair of duece rockwell axles VERY reasonable and local so the voices in
my head are telling me to buy them and swaping them in my 715.The big downer is this
would be more delay of getting my truck running,I've been at this for a couple of yrs now
and getting close to done but this would set me back some..The positives are obvious,
super strong,reliable and way cool!Help me as I think the voices are winning the fight!
SUBJECT>Re:Tires for sale?and duece axles swap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15237 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lockouts and Detroits are available...give in to the dark side.
SUBJECT>Hey Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15248 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How's that front locker work??
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Beat the pins back in?LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagMvvHVD7kv.PREVIOUS>15237 NEXT>15249 15272
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,What else do those voices say???
I just got my truck and have been planning to do this swap after seeing Chad Molitors
truck in Mont Eagle TN.We rode some trails with him and couldn't believe what his
truck could do where I had to pull string with my CJ.
I am a little concerned with going full hydraulic for a vehicle that will see time on the
street.I have hydraulic assist in my CJ and would like to do the same if possible with the
M-715.It works very well.
Rear steer???Well,if you are doing Rockwells...Why not.Its just one more hurdle.
Pinion brakes would be my choice for braking.Seems to be less expensive and definitely
does its job stopping a vehicle.Also the track would be a little narrower with the flipped
hubs.
Other than these hurdles,its only money right???
Keep us up on your thoughts (little voices)and progress....Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15227 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad he doesn't have a port on his body.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are hooked up to the manifold and work like my old 2A,slows way down on
acceleration and goes crazy when you let off the gas.I'd open them up and make sure
thier not gumed up.
SUBJECT>Brake Booster/Master Cylinder POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the ez brake booster/ms swap for the M-715 with disc front drum back anyone
know.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a pair from JPanel's and they are good quality.He leaves them log so you can bend
them to fix your cab corners.Thier floor panel's work good,too,but need some fitting.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster/Master Cylinder POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15243 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click the ONLINE MANUALS above.Then go to The Zone Parts List (bottom left)you
can spend hours in there gathering information that has been discussed over and over on
this board.I've also found it helpful to use the customized/personal search feature and
plug key words like "Master Cylinder"and you will be amazed brother...have fun.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15222 NEXT>15251 15393 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,I hooked mine into the manifold when I went to a electric fuel pump.They are
working good no complaints.Will Wright.SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15221 NEXT>15252 15255 15260 15271
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you do get them galvanized take caution when installing them.The coating is toxic
when it is cut with a torch or welded.Just take extra precautions.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Wayne POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15239 NEXT>15292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haven't had a chance to try it.Been working on the wife's Maxima.Axels,breaks
bearings.Just some of that 200k stuff.Pulled the drain plug on the rear,left the water
max draining when I left it.Yea,it takes a BIG hammer to get those in.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in your tires.I have a cj for sale,but I might could sweet talk the wife for
a loan.Let me know your decision and price.cheanac@msn.com
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic retrofit POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15226 NEXT>15274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to check w/my brother-in-law.He used to have a hydrolic winch on the back of
his mobile home moving truck.Used it to raise and lower hitch with trailor on it.Eve
could hook to the hitch on the trailor and keep his truck on solid ground and pull it too
him.He went with a hydrolic ram hitch system,I'll see what he did with the old unit.I
have a tendency to like everything over-kill,why I hope to one day get rich enough to do
the 2 1/4 swap.We all need a dream.At least that is what my shrink says.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15246 NEXT>15275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yer motors are gummed up.Manifold vacuum should work sufficiently except when you
accelerate.The vacuum pumps typically have a means of sensing manifold vacuum and
kicking in when it drops so the vacuum signal to the wipers is constant.There is no
"push-pull",that'd be alternating vacuum/pressure.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Luckypabst.EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 4:06
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15247 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say go for it if the price isn't outrageous.Keep in mind that all modern cars are built of
galvanized steel so it must be good.
Yea,it's toxic but not a huge concern for what you'd be doing.Get a respirator if you're
worried.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15218 NEXT>15277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Was that solenoid just a regular Ford type starter relay or the continuous duty type?If it
was the parts store Ford type,that may be your problem and you should get the cont.duty
guy from an RV supply.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15219 NEXT>15278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of wipers do you have?I'll probaly have to go electric due to a V8 swap and I
dont want that to be the only thing I hear.
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15247 NEXT>15256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've welded galvanized in a fab shop (once).The galvanize will contaminate the weld and
blow out leaving you on fire and pissed.Thiner coating/plating may not be so bad but it
will atleast make your welds have porousity and be brittle,the solution is to scrape or
grind the plating off first,but then your back to where you started,an unprotected area,
atleast where the welds are.Just my two cents,I would save the money and prep the
metal like it should be and paint it,and undercoat it.Tip:If your welding galvanized and
start feeling bad....drink milk.Keep us posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Myron
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>15255 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it were me i would prep and paint the metal.I work in a sheetmetal shop,and the paint
will typically last longer than the galvanizing.Also the rocker inside wont see much dirt
and crap.
Just my 2 cents.SUBJECT>For Sale M715 POSTER>d evans EMAIL>kakagi@wpcusrgrp.org
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My friend has a mint M715 for sale that spent most of it's life in a fire hall..It has the
wooden hoops and canvas for the back and a tail gate.The motor and tires are in excellent
condition no rust and no dents...If any one is interested send me a note and I will pass
messages along to him.
d Evans
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in CT,or near?POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5
November 2002,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15074 NEXT>15294
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Ellington ,and the trails I have tried with my 725 seem kind of narrow ,a chain
saw might be a good pioneer tool.
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15234 NEXT>15264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Robert,Thanks for taking the time to do all these measurements.I will print this out and
take it to the machine shop with my borrowed shaft.The cable will be on my newly done
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frame off restoration for the first time.
PS.I talk to 2 of the guys that were in charge of the 715 program at Toledo from time to
time.One lives in my neighborhood and will really enjoy seeing another 715.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15247 NEXT>15269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I THINK THE COATING IS ASBESTOS BASED AND WILL BURN AND SMOKE
FROM A TORCH,GRINDER OR WELDER.RESPIRATORS OR AT LEAST AN
OPEN OR VENTED WORKSPACE ARE RECOMMENDED.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires for sale?POSTER>Steve EMAIL>swilwerding@harlan.k12.ia.us
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would you like to have for the tires?
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5
November 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15236 NEXT>15266
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for stock ones you can get them from wallace wade in dallas or rapco.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:For Sale M715 POSTER>Alan EMAIL>alan@userfriendlyonline.com.DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 7:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much &where?
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave you really need to share with everyone one the zone what ive already had the
pleasure of seeing ,get a digital camera and send in some good photos of your truck .
curtis
SUBJECT>TEXAS 715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15286 15305 15324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any 715 owners in Texas in or near houston ?
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Tuesday,5
November 2002,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15262 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Best deal going right now for stock is Second armour productions in Louisville KY
125.00 per tire with flap.
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15199 NEXT>15268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buy a Mac,that crap wouldn't happen to you.:)
SUBJECT>Good one!!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HE HE HE,I'm with you!!---knocking on wood---my Mac stays free of all that crap.;-)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,5 November 2002,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't screw around...If its galvanized and you are going to weld it into place get a damn
respirator.Its toxic period...Good ventilation just is not good enough.Get a respirator.Or
hold your breath for an hour while your work space clears...Get a
respirator!...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Spanish M715 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hello,
I found this M715 at a junkyard in Spain,years ago.I tried to buy it,but the thing had no
papers and in Spain,that could be a big problem.Heck,it's in better shape than the one I
have now!
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files//M715_1.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files//M715_2jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files//M715_3jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files//M715_5jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15247 NEXT>15337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
My original plan was to coat the entire underside/frame/floors with POR-15 and paint
both the inside and the outside of the rockers with that.My concern is that I won't be able
to coat the areas right next to the welds,and they might start rusting.
Thank you all!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
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DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15240 NEXT>15273 15276 15293
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now I got one real sick voice tellng me if I'm gonna swap why not get Unimog axles?I've
already got Mog rims from another project...Does anbody else think like this?:)
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DO IT!That will pump up the ground clearance a bit!...and look great with michelins.I
did hear some stirring that tsl might be coming out with a large rim swamper/bogger
soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic retrofit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My shrink fell asleep...so I ate him.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I approciate all your help.Last night I took one apart and replaced the gasket on the
cover.That was the trick Now it goes like hell.I'll do the other tonight..I looked for a piece of leather to oil,as
suggested,but found none.
Thanks again,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep I know of one other who does think like that.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric winch question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you hit it on the head.It was the Ford style,and I did get a continous duty
yesterday at a parts house.(Read "auto parts house"not the "zone"or one of those other
import junk shops).
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15254 NEXT>15334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are the ones JC Whitney sells.I don't remember the brand,and I think they have two
different ones,I bought these a couple years ago,and I don't remember the details.I do
remember they were for old Jeeps,and from JC W.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Heater POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,
6 November 2002,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15291
15314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a heater on ebay item #1872004818 and was wondering if anybody knows if this
will fit on or 715's and how?If not does any one have a heater for sale?Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Water in diffs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never can remember,will the water sit on top of the gear oil,or vice-versa?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Water in diffs POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
November 2002,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15280 NEXT>15312
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oil floats.but if you run it,the oil will mix with the water and "emulsify"into a sludge.
SUBJECT>Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:11 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15284 15308
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I decided to rebuild the brake cylinders in my 69 M715.I ordered a rebuild kit from
Memphis Equipment and the parts they sent me were too small.My cylinders have a ID
of 1.250in,while the ones ME sent me were for 1 1/8in.I called them up and they swear
they have been selling them for years.Do I have some oddball brake cylinders?The
numbers on the cylinders are:BENDIX 302857.
Any ideas??
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Tires for sale?and duece axles swap?POSTER>Adam Goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed I am a few mouths away from completeing the phase one of my 715.this is spring
over on stock axle locked f+r with 39.5/15/15 swampers front 39.5/18.5/15 boggers rear
and hydro steer using a forklift colum.Powered w/350/sm465/np200.And this is not at
all what I want to end up with.I plan on wheeling it like this for a year.Then I am pulling
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the drive train/tires/rims and puting it in my '74 J-10 and the sale of this truck will help
fund Phase two,disel,duces,and 44 boggers.
I guess what I am saying is don't be affaid to do your truck in steps.I don't know about
you but I can't wait to wheel my truck.And I wouldn't do anything to add to the time it
will take to get on the trail.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15282 NEXT>15285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stock M715 is 1-1/8".the civilian trucks used 1"cylinders.
my memory isn't perfect,but that bendix casting number sounds right.
these cylinders are very prone to corrosion pitting because of the aluminum pistons.your
cylinders were probably honed out -enough to receive 1-1/4"parts.if you're lucky,he
used stainless pistons.
a good parts store will be able to hook you up with useable 1-1/4"kits.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15284 NEXT>15287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
But the dust boots from the Memphis Equip rebuild kit were much smaller than what I
have in now.Could these be totally different cylinders??
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 8:40
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15265 NEXT>15302 15306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
50 miles west of houston in sealy.i've got one and a parts truck and some buddies in tyler
w/a couple of 715's and a bad ass 725(look in members gallery under mark hunter).give
me a ring 979-885-6534
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15285 NEXT>15288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like they are different.might be best to get new cylinders.oversize cylinders
require more brake fluid volume to actuate the brake shoes,what if it's more fluid tha
the master cylinder was designed to provide?have you had any problems with the brake
pedal going to the floor?
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15287 NEXT>15297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I bought the truck with no brakes.When it came in,I added fluid and purged the brakes.
One wheel was locked and one cyl was leaking a bit.I showed the cylinders to a friend at
work and he says they have probably been rebuilt already.There is some crud,but it looks
like it will clean right up.The seals look brand new,and the dust boots seen to be in good
shape.I might clean everything and put them back together.If the pedal goes too far
down,then it might be time to replace the cylinders.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Tires for sale?and duece axles swap?POSTER>wanger
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHlpwY4WWqak PREVIOUS>15237 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in the wheels and tires,waht do you want for them?Where are they located,
I'm east of St.Louis,could pick up meet or ship depending on location.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in CT,or near?(RE:Eric)POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
Please email me at BW1339@yahoo.com I'd love to go off-roading with you.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15279 NEXT>15300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am also in the market for a heater.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,come on...where are your priorities??:)
SUBJECT>Re:duece axles swap?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15272 NEXT>15295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with you on this one Ed!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in CT,or near?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 10:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15258 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea I'm in New Fairfield,north of Danbury.Just bought a project M715 this summer
hoping to get a good jump on its this winter brake from school.I usually go wheeling up
in Kent.
Scott
SUBJECT>What's the 'Mog ratio?I forget.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15293 NEXT>15296 15301 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's the total axle ratio on the Unimog.I thought it was 6 somthing but have forgotten.
Thanks for the trivia.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Personally I've never had luck rebuilding wheel cylinders.They ALWAYS leak again in
short time.Check the parts file for the Ford wheel cylinders -same bore,same fitting -
and you only have to elongate the two mounting holes.They're only a few bucks more
than rebuild kits too at around 15 bucks a piece.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What's the 'Mog ratio?I forget.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15296 NEXT>
15323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.404 mogs had 7.56 ratio,406 mogs had 6.527,6.061,and 5.308 ratios....found rear axles
assys.for $650 and fronts for $1350 but fronts are drying up fast,must be all the rock
crawlers buying them up.
SUBJECT>Attn:brute4c,VIN#s POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VIN#11229 DEL.DATE 4-67.I sent these to you via e-mail but I am new to computers
so don't know if you got them?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still debating whether I want to sell mine.I'll have to do some big mods to make it
work with the carb/engine I'm using.
I'll keep y'all in mind.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one in Frisco that I am trying to sell.I am north of Dallas,and just north of Frisco.
I don't get time to visit this site much,but if you are looking for another Kaiser,e-mail me
and I will give you a call.
Mark
T-Man
SUBJECT>Rear main seal POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have any experience with the rear main seal.I've replaced several but the one I
got from Memphis equipment doesn't look like the one in the vehicle now.The new one
seems to be neoprene or some such material.Perhaps this is a replacement????thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Rear main seal POSTER>BARRY G.EMAIL>barryg79936@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'VE ALWAYS USED NATIONAL #6808-N.THIS WILL FIT THE FRONT AND THE
REAR
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15265 NEXT>15307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i live near san antonio.there are some in and around houston.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Marks ride is a nice one i was checking his out just last night and wishing he had more
pics to post ,I would like to know more about that one thanks for replying ,Texas is large
so we have room for a few more curtis
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15305 NEXT>15400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there you are i knew we had room for at least on more thanks ,curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>sod buster
EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:40 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15282 NEXT>15319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Moz I changed my cylenders to a larger size using Raybestos W.C.9344
and W.C.9345 left and right I forgot which was which they are 1 1/4 I D and they work
like a top,if you change yours you may want to look at that change.
SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>another question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is in pieces and parts and while cleaning up today I was wondering where the
water went that entered the cowl,so i got the hose and filled it up .I used the air hose and
tried to find out where the drain area was .There was so much leaf debris that came out,
it was amazing is was not rusted out.Heres the question can the drain area safely be
enlarged ?Do i just drill a 3/4 or so hole or what ?thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15309 NEXT>15313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
I thought exactly the same thing.I was considering enlarging the holes at the bottom of
each side.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:brute4c,VIN#s POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I forgot to tell you it is an M715.
SUBJECT>Re:Water in diffs POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks the same coming out of the winch as it does the diffs.Kinda light colored and
lumpy.Just drained all mine.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15310 NEXT>15317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great minds think alike ...did you have a lot of debris in yours?
im wondering i if i drill it out that solves one problem ,but how do i keep it from getting
in ,plexiglas with a self adheasive foam strip on it thats easily removable ?
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15279 NEXT>15339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had sold my factory heater last year.But I just got done installing a heater from a 78
jeep wagonner.Bolted up using the original holes and looks just like the original.Great
swap if you are already converted to 12 volts.
Steve
SUBJECT>Modifying Military air compressors POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I realize that this is not about M715s but you guys seem to always give good help on
anything.
Yesterday I bought a bunch of military standard air compressors.The problem is that
most of them are rated for 3.5 cfm and 2000psi(thats not a typo).I think that the cfm can
be helped with a little engine speed but I am having trouble figuring out what I need to do
to drop the pressure down to about 125-150psi.I want to install a tank for storage and
don't know where to put the regulator(before or after the tank).If I put it after won't it
overload the tank(300 psi rated)?
I have heard that it can be done.I hope that it can because these are just the right size to
put in the back of a truck,they're the size of a small generator.Any help would be
appreciated!!
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Modifying Military air compressors POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 November 2002,at 9:31 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15315 NEXT>15326
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Typically the regulator is installed between the tank and output and I've never seen one to
accept 2K psi line pressure.Plus the regulator only restricts the air pressure leaving the
unit.
What you need is a pressure operated switch.Basically when the air pressure reaches a
predetermined amount it opens an electric circuit.On a fully electric compressor,it would
open a relay and shut off the motor.I assume the ones you got are gas operated?If so
you'd have to incorporate the press.switch into the ignition circuit but you'd need to
restart the engine every time the pressure dropped.I'm sure there's a way to make it fully
automatic though.Maybe there's a clutch you could install that would engage and
disengage with the pressure switch and the engine could run nonstop.
Now,for the cfh rating,most compressors pump out considerably higher flowrates at
lower pressures so maybe at 200 psi the cfh would be OUTRAGEOUS.
Does it sound like I'm anywhere close to what you have?Or way off base?
Good luck
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 12:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15313 NEXT>15322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can put some fiberglass screen material under the cowl air intake grille.At least
you'll know when leaves start to pile up!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15199 NEXT>15321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al,ive been sick for a week,coughing,sneezing,aches,chills.i think maybe i got
your virus...just kidding and thanks for the heads up.john
SUBJECT>Re:Brake cylinder rebuild problems POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15308 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Does the brake pedal go too far down?
Thanks.
MIkel
SUBJECT>Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15331
15338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.you skinny polecat!
Post up how those ford wheel cyl's worked.Sister Amanda was impressed and gave me
her best 'at a boy'with,and I quote,"Good job,penis..."
Did your voice get any deeper with this coming of age?...other testical drop?
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15318 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,heh,heh!!!....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
excellent suggestion!That will also not be noticible.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:What's the 'Mog ratio?I forget.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15298 NEXT>15329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>Randy Hergesheimer
EMAIL>madoc@attglobal.net DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Houston near the Astrodome.I look forward to an exchange of M715
information!
Randy
SUBJECT>Re:3/4"Winch Drive shaft POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,I tried to email but is came back from lightspeed.Can I give you a call about the
winch shaft.Dave.....281.935.0166
SUBJECT>Re:Modifying Military air compressors POSTER>dave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15316 NEXT>15327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the only regulator i know of that would handle that much pressure is one for cng
(compressed natural gas).ups and some other fleets use them on vehicles .i don't know
how one would work on your application.
SUBJECT>Re:Modifying Military air compressors POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>.DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 12:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15326 NEXT>15477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I guess I need to ask the guy who told me he's seen it done and ask
him how.but if anyone else has any suggestions I would be open to them.GSanders
SUBJECT>m715 for sale dana 70's built 360 np435 np205 POSTER>nick graham
EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a m715 without a trans.I have the original engine and transfere case.It came from
the Mud Tavren fire dept.It has a make shift top (metel),stock axles.the body is in fare
shape except for the front pass.fender has a wrinkle and the bed foor needs to be
replaced.the stock seats are shot it has all the factory gages.good windows.the dana 70
axles I have are out of a 1972 1 ton dodge truck with 4.88:1 gears and drum brakes they
have warn lockouts and are in good condition.The 360 has a fresh rebuild with new
pistons,crank,&bearings.It has a mopar 300 hp cam (like what came in a 340 cuda
motor),the heads have been ported,polished,with gasket matching done to the intake
and exhaust ports and to the high rise elderbrock intake.It has 2.02 intake and 1.88
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exhaust valves.I also have headers.the np 435 has been rebuilt and is set up for a divorce
mounted transfere case (the motor trans transfere all came out of the 72 dodge I have the
bellhousing driveshafts and everything to put it together)The 205 transfere is in good
condition.I'm taking offers if interested let me know on this site and I'll give you more
info or a phone #.I'm located in southern indiana.
SUBJECT>Re:What's the 'Mog ratio?I forget.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15323 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also Mog axles are almost same weight as stock 715s.My axle swap is on hold for now
unless someone wants to buy a mess of Kaiser stuff (axles,lockouts,trannies ect.)to help
me finance my fantasies,er..axle swap that is....later
SUBJECT>re:brute force POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brute
write me.....
Billyji@hotmail.com
Thanks Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15320 NEXT>15332
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Funny.
When I woke up this morning I felt older.......though not as old as you (31?...32?).
I told my wife that on my birthday I like to be woken up with what I like to call "Good
morning sex",but this morning I just got the alarm.
I didn't have time with the wheel cylinders due to rusty bolts and so it looks like a bigger
project than I had time for.I'll let you know,and thanks for them.You're 1 in a
1000000000.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're welcome.
The one in a billion thing is flamingly gay.Don't do it again.
No wonder Jeaner held off.
SUBJECT>Rustoleum paint POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15335 15336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone used the mixture of one part hunter green,one part leather brown,and one
part flattening agent to get OD Green?I found it in the parts list in the Online Manuals.If
so,how did it look?It is easy enough to get and with Rustoleum it must be durable.
SUBJECT>Re:Let's rediscuss the driveshaft swap POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15278 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Rustoleum paint POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15333 NEXT>15342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
I don't think rustoleum would be the most durable choice.But it is priced right and in my
opinion it's a good paint for a trail truck that will get scratched and touched up constantly.
For durability,a catalyzed paint is hands-down the way to go.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rustoleum paint POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.if you mix green,brown,and black you get camo....
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Galvanizing rocker panels?POSTER>Joe EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced one of my rocker panels with one that was already galvanized.I bought it
at Wheelers,a local autobody supply store.I wasn't totally satisfied with the fit though.
To avoid the rust problem at the welds I used panel adhesive instead.It sounds scary but I
used it to glue a whole new side on my Wrangler a year and a half ago and have had
absolutely no problems with it holding up.The Wrangler has been twisted up pretty good
off road with no joint failures.Just my .02.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15320 NEXT>15341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRIAN
i'll drink to that.how many are you?you and the wife got enough digits to cipher it?she
gonna have a youngin'?how did that happen?
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we don't hear much out of you lately.how's that dogtrot?ha ha ha!!
live long and prosper!
cheers
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15314 NEXT>15340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still a bit shaky about getting rid of my heater.This is the first vehicle I've owned that
has an operational heater in it (or near it,as the case may be)so I'm kind of excited.If one
of you get the cherokee heater,I'll trade a 24v blower motor for the 12v one.
On the other hand,I don't care if it's stock or not so I'd trade for one of those little
underdash street rod type heaters,even a used one that didn't leak.
Chris,still contemplating selling the heater
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 November 2002,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the under the dash part (box).It isn't in the best shape,but someone might be able
to use it!
Mark.SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15338 NEXT>15343
15365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob725,
I'm now the proud owner of 27 years on this planet.Some good,some bad,some just
passed by.
My wife and I are,indeed expecting a baby.Not to our planning,but more to the 'rhythm'
method's collosal failure.She's only about a month along,so we don't really count on it
yet seeing as how she hasn't much got the hips for birthin'.
She's already using it as an excuse.Last night she said she couldn't paint the bathroom
since the fumes might hurt the baby.This morning she claimed doing laundry was too
much lifting.Damn lazy women.
Anyhow,I approciate your best wishes.This birthday,much like them all,was just
another reminder that death is imminent and getting closer every day.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rustoleum paint POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15335 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Artist formerly known as Chris,
My truck has Rustoleom on its inside and out and it's reasonalby durable.It won't
withstand cable rubs,but I've hit a few trees and it stays.
Don't make the mistake did-let your paint cure for a week before you get it muddy.It
won't wash off the stains otherwise.
Also,Rustoleum is oil based and alot easier to use in weather below 65 degrees.It runs
too fast otherwise.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15341 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard one time that a pessimist is an optimist with experience.You're not that old so
cheer up Murf!Geeze,glass is half empty,partly cloudy,hasnt much got the hips for
birthin...sheesh!
SUBJECT>How to rebuild your hi-lift jack -To funny!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://128.83.80.200/taco/hilift.html.SUBJECT>Re:How to rebuild your hi-lift jack -To funny!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15344 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found it both amusing and informative.
SUBJECT>M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15348 15369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I just bought the truck about a month ago.Yes,I'm now selling it.Gonna be way too
much money for what I was looking to with it at this point in my life.So,I want to sell it
to someone who will actually enjoy it--sort of like big dog/small apartment scenario.
It's a 1967 and the odometer reads right around 8,000 mi.I can't guarantee that it's the
first trip around,but from the condition of the truck I would guess it is.The drivetrain is
all stock,as are the axles.It still has the military wheels and tires on it.It has a canvas top
which looks to be in brand new condition.All the glass is good and it has a heater in it.I
drove it about 45 miles home the evening I bought it and had no problems.I also drove it
to work for four days in a row,which is about 35 miles round trip.No problems.One of
those days was in serious rain and I didn't find any leaks.
It's ugly colored.The BLM apparently had it for a while and stuck their neon
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yellow/green paint all over it--inside and out.Then someone decided to cover it up with
olive drab,but only got the outside of the doors done.Also,the BLM had a flatbed on it.
It came with a regular M715 bed,which is now mounted on the truck,but it's red.The
bed is a little rough,but I'm working on straightening it out.Then I'm planning to paint it
one,consistent color.
I'm asking $4000 OBO at this point.Obviously,if someone was interested and wanted to
do all this work themselves,I will consider much lower offers than if I get it all done first.
Keep in mind that the truck is in Boise,Idaho.It is driveable (and legal)if the taillights
are re-wired.Email me if you'd like pictures.I'll keep an eye on it here,too,if there are
any questions.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale dana 70's built 360 np435 np205 POSTER>Reutey
EMAIL>ReuteyD@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15328 NEXT>15430 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nick...let me know...I live in Bloomington...ReuteyD@aol.com...812.334.2631
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15346 NEXT>15351
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once had a dog in an apartment.Some said it was cruel to have such a big dog in such a
small space,but I'd reply by telling them that I found the dog living on the streets and
eating garbage with no one to love it,so it's really in a good home considering the
alternative..Young Katie,I think your CHKTRK is much like that dog.Who would love that truck,if
not you?Who looked at a bunch of 715's and decided that was THEIR dream.
We can make this work.If that spark is still alive then we can work through this together
and build on what we once had.Just don't give up on us.Please.
-B.
SUBJECT>Rusty nuts POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15350 15360 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm trying to replace my front and rear pinion gasket,but the nut is rusted on.
I tried the cheater bar,but it rolled the wheels.So I chalked them but then it rolled over
my chalk.Then I backed it into a tree and again applied the cheater,but it turned the tires
(I'm powerful as a murf).So I gave up on that.
Now,should I invest in a compressor and impact wrench?
I own a torch,and have been told to use that,but I fear cutting my pinion.Any ideas?I
soaked it in WD-40 and then Liquid Wrench for a day.
Help,I gotta ride tomorrow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15349 NEXT>15352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do the front diff.first.Disconnect the front driveshaft from the axle and the transfer case.
Put the wrench on the pinion nut.Put a big enough cheater on the wrench so it will brace
itself against the ground,preferably on asphalt or concrete.Now,get in your truck,start
it,put it in gear,and use it to break the nut loose.Repeat for the rear.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15348 NEXT>
15354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh Geeze B-,that last line and the one in a billion thing.?.
People are raising eyebrows about you masculinity.The bun in the oven is a clever
distraction isn't it?
We're all friends here if there's something you want to tell us.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15350 NEXT>15353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are they supposed to be torqued to?.SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>Binderman EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15352 NEXT>15355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No idea.Shouldn't be that tight.Another method would be to use a pipe wrench to hold
the yoke still with a cheater on the handle braced against the ground,then put the wrench
on the nut and go to it.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15351 NEXT>15356
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I was talking about her truck.Why does everything with you relate to sexuality?
Let's recap-I'm a true Southerner who's married,has a large collection of guns,avid
hunter,part time mechanic,wears alot of flannel,and has not styled my hair in any way i
the last 7 years.
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You're single,has a bunch of Maryilyn Monroe posters in your apartment,belly-button
ring,wears ties,and I heard you blow drying your hair when youw ere here.
Need I say more?
Actually,maybe we shouldn't write anymore.........fag.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15353 NEXT>15374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brian,I made a cheap easy pinion yoke holding tool by welding a 3 foot long 1 1/2
angle iron to a piece of 4 inch channel that was 6 or so inches long.I cut a square piece
out of the channel and welded a strap on the end to close the box.This slips over the yoke
and hits the ground when torqued the right way.I have even used my legs while holding
onto the body to break them free.Have your wife hold the brake when you try to break it
free.Good luck....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15354 NEXT>
15357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bitter,bitter,B-,
Nice to have you back...thought all that working was making you soft.
And I'm 29.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com.DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 1:30
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15356 NEXT>15361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm so confused!!:)
SUBJECT>Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>15359
15366 15368 15373 15403 15449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I just broke my third axle.This time it was the Front Right.So far I've broke the
Rear Left,and both Fronts.Now I'm trying to figure out how to make it a complete set
and break the Rear Right just so I can get experience replacing each one :)
I've got an idea.Since we've been learning lately how weak our front axles really are,
especially for those running the big tires such as 44's,and even more so for those who
have lockers in the front,what about inventing some kind of weak link or shear pin that
would break before the axle breaks and be easily replaced in the field?My idea is to take
a stock outer hub flange,cut the center out with a lathe and weld a piece of pipe to each
part so that when reassembled back to the original position,one pipe would fit inside the
other.You could even put some kind of O-ring in there to seal out the water and keep the
grease in.Next drill a hole through both pipes and put something like a soft bolt or
shearpin in.Then when wheelin,the shearpin would take the force of the axle torque and
break before the axle does.When that happens,just knock the old shearpin pieces out of
the hole,get another bolt out of the glovebox and reinstall back in the hole.You are off
and wheelin again in 5 minutes.
What do you think?
Could we make this work?
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>john EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take the hubs grind the teeth out and drill a hole for a pin .or bolt.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
According to the manuals,the pinion nut on the Dana 70 should be torqued to 225-275
foot pounds.However,the rotational torque at the yoke (bearing preload)should be
between 10 and 25 INCH pounds!I would start at 200 foot pounds and work up to
achieve the correct preload.Fortunately there isn't a crush sleeve in this differential,
preload is accomplished completely with shims.You don't need an impact wrench.
However,you do need a yoke holding tool.This can be easily fashioned out of quarter
stock as described in one of replys to your post.Good luck.Steven.SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Brian
Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15357 NEXT>15362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
For some reason Tom get's his jollies out of trying to make me mad so I'll abuse him on
this board and through e-mail.
He's a sick twist and I recomend you steer clear.Don't be fooled by his spelling skills,
he's got problems.
Have a good one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 4:48 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this board is turning into a soap opera everyone is sick and twisted now i know why i like
it so much C.
SUBJECT>Floor mounted starter switch POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone provide me with the correct part number for the floor mounted starter switch
in a M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Floor mounted starter switch POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15363 NEXT>15390 15415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
from the TM9-2320-244-20P:
SWITCH,PUSH,STARTER
federal stock number:2920-168-2339
reference number and Mfg.code:11657929 (19207)
i'm sure you could get one from A B Linn or Memphis Equipment or Saturn surplus etc
etc.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15341 NEXT>15367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well brian
27 is good.your just getting broke in.i got ten on you.just turned 37.i best now of my
whole life,quit smokin,work out,good woman(#2),good hobbies etc.
and not to start any rumors but.....could it possibly be a......scroll down.......
SPICE,SPICE,BABY !!??
HA HA HA
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>jim EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
8 November 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could just install a set of Milemarker lockouts.Mine seem to serve the same
function as a shear pin...just a bit more expensive ;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15365 NEXT>15394 15431 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
NOW THATS JUST DAMN FUNNY!
Just hope its not true
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>Ed Drake
EMAIL>eddrake@webtv.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Every drive train component has a torque rating that the factory assigns to that part.If the
axle shaft breaks it must be the weak link in the system.How about finding out what the
torque rating of our axles shafts are and using possibly a universal joint with a slightly
lower rating so it breaks first.I would rather change a u-joint than tear down a axle
assembly.Ed
SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15346 NEXT>15376 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Katie,I will keep an eye open here on the east side of the state,if anyone is interested.
We just happen to drive Dodges here in eastern Idaho.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>brute4c vin #/transport POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck finally arrived from TN this afternoon,I was so excited I called in sick to work
to be home when it showed.Brute4c:M715 w/winch,11/67,#18009.Thanks to Larry in
TN for selling it and bearing with me while waiting for shipping.Thanks to Admiralty
Transport for moving it,I would recommend them if you need a truck moved,they.moved fast.now I can start breaking
sh*t like everybodt else.
SUBJECT>siping/grooving ndt's POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Friday,8 November 2002,at 10:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15377 15395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone tried to sipe/groove ndt's for added traction?
mine seem a little low on tread and the account is a little low on cash right now,i'm
looking for a stopgap solution to get through deer hunting with an eye toward limited
winter use and some buckshots next spring/summer.
SUBJECT>Brute Force send me an e-mail POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon
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give me an update
thanks
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.nwt DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>15422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my suppliers at work is Wagner Machine Shop (WMS).They told me about a guy
running 35 spine axles w/a standard 715 60 tube.I think there was some machining
involved.I'll get more info.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15355 NEXT>15375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the same delima right now with the rear pinion yoke,and i have an impact wrench.
I've been soaking it for a week and will try again today,and heat it with my torch if no
luck.I know on CJ's the pinion nuts are torqued to 200lb,and have been told the best
thing is to just hammer them down with an impact.If this is how the military did it,were
both in for a long day...
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Rusty nuts POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,
at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15374 NEXT>15379 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dont heat that nut .soak it and make a tool to hold it and dont use a impact the hammering
action is not good for the teeth on the end of the gear .big socket big ratchet and take your
time I did all three of my trucks and have one more to go .take your time or bring a realy
big freind over a few beers and itll come loose.hope this helps.SUBJECT>Re:M715 WAY Out in Idaho POSTER>Katie
EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15369 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom--
I appreciate it.The funny thing about your response is that I work at a Dodge dealership,
so I agree with you!
SUBJECT>Re:siping/grooving ndt's POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15371 NEXT>15378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've heard you can use a die grinder or rotozip type tool and it's fairly quick work.I did a
set of used hummer tires with a hand grooving iron and it seemed to take forever.
SUBJECT>Re:siping/grooving ndt's POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
9 November 2002,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15377 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've regrooved tires with a small chain saw and a router.These methods are a little
dangerous but they will remove alot of material in a short period of time.The trick is to
mount a stop so you don't cut to deep.A die grinder with a cut-off wheel works well for
siping the tires.Good luck.-------B.
SUBJECT>Too late john,but it's loose POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15375 NEXT>15405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got the pinion nut loose on mine.I ended up heating it,then it broke loose with the
impact.I figured the heat would only ruin the pinion seal,which i was replacing anyways.
I had already tried soaking all week,and using a 3 ft breaker but to no avail.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Value of complete axles?POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of m715 axles,complete with brakes,hub to hub.I need to sell these,and I'm
wondering if someone can advise me on what I should be getting for the pair?
SUBJECT>Spicer 5 speed military trans 4 sale POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This tranny I got from boyce equipment,here I'm selling it at less than half price.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1872246410&rd=1.SUBJECT>np205 divorced 4 sale
POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need to replace your t/c here's a NP205
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1872252549&rd=1
SUBJECT>Re:np205 divorced 4 sale POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15382 NEXT>15404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
somebody told me this isn't a np205...Hmmm.I stand corrected
SUBJECT>need a pic of a dana 200 POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'm trying to ID a t-case I have (check my np205 post)on ebay.Its not a new process and
now I'm thinking its a dana of some sort.Does anyone have any picture of a dana 200?
Thanks,-Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Value of complete axles?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought 2 frames (one was hosed),two diffs/axles (one 70 one 60 complete),one NP200,
one T-98A and some assorted parts,all for $350.
Paul
SUBJECT>Harmonic Balancer POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody got a take off harmonic balancer laying around?I pulled mine off this afternoon
and it has a hairline crack in it.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Why do our NP200's overheat at highway speeds?Is there a way to prevent this?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Ignitor Springs?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm looking for a new little spring that fits the weights for
the distributer.The previous
owner had gave me a bunch of broken ones and one good one in his parts box.There was
also one that must have been picked up at a hardware store that is a similar size but the k-
value or compressor value is different.Its the Number 49 on figure 06-9-Ignitor on page
107 of the technical manual.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:need a pic of a NP 200 POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15384 NEXT>15411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I meant to say I need a picture of a NP 200,please excuse the confusion
SUBJECT>Re:Floor mounted starter switch POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,9 November 2002,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Krob!
SUBJECT>Re:Klez virus warning POSTER>Pat EMAIL>fordelmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too got the virus a while back,Had to flush my whole computer,Keep your norton
updated,If you have it,it won't let you load antivirus software,Also,When it comes,it
may or may not be attached to a file,it can come just as an email,Once you have it,it
seems they keep coming for awhile,they have now stopped coming for me,Get out your
computer recovery disks,I don't think you can get rid of it any other way once you have
it,
P.K.
SUBJECT>Tire and rim ???POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>15396 15435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will a 38.5 X 11.00 X 16.5 tire fit on a rim that is 9.75 X 16.5 ?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock windshield wipers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you find it?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15367 NEXT>15414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice does have a pair of her panties........SUBJECT>Re:siping/grooving ndt's POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15371 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Holy crap,now I have heard it all,chain saws,die grinders,and routers!I have had a
truck shop sipe a set and was well pleased.However I would be interested in the router
idea,as you could set your depth and width.It would sure cut a wider width than a knife
cut.But would surely give you better traction.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Tire and rim ???POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes it will fit.you MUST make sure it is 16.5"and NOT 16.
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krob725
SUBJECT>Other wheel sources?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a wheel source other than Stockton or Diamond?They have 1 piece
wheels,but they look nothing like the original wheels.The part where the wheel bolts to
the hub is flat on those wheels.
I'd like something that is a closer representation of the rugged,heavy duty truck look of
stock wheels.But not split rim,of course.
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10
November 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15397 NEXT>15399
15408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look to your left its called wheel interchange
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15398 NEXT>15440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna sound dumb,but how do I read it?Hand holes?
I'm used to seeing 6 on 5 or something like that,meaning 6 lugs on a 5"diameter circle.
What's the stock pattern?(I did look for it but didn't see it)
I've never dealt with big rig wheels B4,so it's all new to me.
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15307 NEXT>15445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
I am down in bmt.Ithink I have the only one in this area.It is my daily driver .I"ve had it.for about 4 years,done a
few mods-350,205,456 gears,detroits,12,500 military winch.It
would great if we could all get together!let me know.Hell we could find enough 715s to
have a jamberee.
Matt.
SUBJECT>If you Love Your Truck...POSTER>Larry Small
EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15407 15446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you love your truck watch who you sell them to.I've been searching for a M715 for a
little while and have received help from a number of you guys.I've received pictures,
phone calls,and e-mails from people helping out when I asked for information on their
vehicles.I had to pass up on a most excellent truck from Al Berger because of a business
change.A few dollars less might have made a difference,but that's not the point.This is
the point.A few months ago I had the opportunity to by a 715 in North Dakota.It was
sweet and sound.I made an offer which was accepted but told the owner to contact his
cousin-in-law,who told me about the truck first,to see if he wanted to buy it.I could
have purchased the truck on the spot,and wanted to,but I was too darn nice.Why?
Because the cousin bought the truck and now three weeks later doesn't want it because it
is too big,so he says.He called me and I went over and agreed on a price.It fit my
budget....almost.I phoned today and he has now decided to up the price because he wants
to sell the truck in Northern Canada to a fish camp where he thinks he can get more
money.A shake of the hand means nothing to him,but at the same time he's not trying to
squeeze me he's just trying to get a large profit without thinking about the truck.Do you
have any idea what will happen to this 35 year old mint machine in that fish camp.I give
the truck one year.What a way to go.I really appreciate you guys and your love for your
vehicles...but please watch out for ***holes.If you care about your truck,ask the buyer
what his plans are and than possibly wait until a straight shooter comes along.Thanks for
listening and your help.Larry in Winnipeg
SUBJECT>Whats an easy power brake swap.Tried Online manuals.still need more info
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 November
2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anyone tried to use a power brake booster off of a Gladiator or a J-10,to attain power
brakes?I'm tyring to find the EASIEST way to put power brakes under my hood.I dont
mind spending a litlte extra to make the installation a little easier.I tried looking at the
parts list in the online manuals but I live in the northwest and none of the part #'s do me
any good here becaues I have never heard of any of the parts houses mentioned.If you
have any info it would help,thanks
CRAGAR.
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>15432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about cutting half of the teeth out of the drive flange.The only problem is finding.more drive flanges.Or you
could have some made out of a softer metal such as aluminum
or soft steel.
I think that I saw the later done on a ARCA competition rig,with a D60,that used vintage
aluminum drive flanges instead of steel or lockouts.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:np205 divorced 4 sale POSTER>adam goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10 November 2002,at 9:26 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Huh?It has a pto block off plate.My NP 200 dosn't.What is it then?
SUBJECT>Re:Too late john,but it's loose POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15379 NEXT>15438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I had no luck at all.
I tried the whloe "drop it in gear"thing and it just pushed the wheels instead of turning
them.So I put stuff in front of the wheels that I hoped would make them turn.No luck.
Then I spent a good hour making a bracket to hold the yoke so I could turn it.I ran out of
muscle,so I snatched my winch up to pull my wrench.Lucky Husky brand has a lifetime
warranty.
I need to regroup and come up with another plan.Maybe an impact is in my future.
-B.
SUBJECT>for sale m715 built360 np435 np205 dana 70's w/4.88:1 gears POSTER>nick
graham EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 715 body and chassis with stock axles,the original motor and transfere case,
with a 360 built with a new crank,pistons,300 hp mopar cam,stainless valves 2.02
intake,1.88 exhaust,ported and polished ports,gasket matched to intake and exhaust.
The np 435 is rebuilt,the 205 is in good working condition.The dana 70's have 4.88:1
gears and the stock steering arms/ball joint caps bolt right on off of a stock 715 dana 60,
besides the welding of spring perches it is a direct swap.The motor,trans,transfere,and
axles all came out of a 1972 dodge truck so I have all the drive shafts and the u-joints are
huge.I'm only asking $2,800 for all of it.If intrested e-mail me at glfarm@evansville.net
or call me at 812-897-1816 home or 812-499-6405 cell.I'm located in southern indiana
about 20 miles east of evansville in a town called boonville.
SUBJECT>Re:If you Love Your Truck...POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What goes around comes around.He will get his.
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15398 NEXT>15417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jake,Please tell me if the correct pattern is 6 on 7 1/4 ..I found this index kinda hard to
understand also.Do you know what the Rockwell bolt pattern is?
Thanks,Ricky
SUBJECT>Re:Whats an easy power brake swap.Tried Online manuals.still need more
info POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11
November 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>15402 NEXT>15427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did.The gladiator large booster with a '77,in think Corvette NON power master.Works
great.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15387 NEXT>
15426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both shafts driving out of the bottom causes extra heat in the t-case's gearing.5.87's in the
pig's doesn't help.Bullet proof,but antiquated design doesn't help.Through drive/high
drive/driveline conversion helps.Synthetic oils help some too.Good seals to keep oil
level up helps too.
SUBJECT>Re:need a pic of a NP 200 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15389 NEXT>15418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,the NP200 has raised lettering on the rear output side that says "1.96:1 RATIO"i
large letters.
SUBJECT>Re:Ignitor Springs?POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15388 NEXT>15510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott we have them new in a set of 2 for $1.34 per set.
call paul at memphis equip.to order at (901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
memphis equip.has new balancer and pulley assy.for $141.78
call paul at meco parts at (901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15394 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.JZ,don't play dumb man...you know I mailed them to you a month ago.
Brian and I have similar builds,brown hair and can grow facial hair quickly...I hope
they'll not ask me for a blood test in eight months.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Floor mounted starter switch POSTER>paul bowman
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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memphis equip.has them new for $14.93 each.
paul at memphis equip.(901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Hydraulic winch retro...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15419
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's back in action!I found out that the control valve I'd been using was for a hydraulic
ram.Sometimes you can get away with 'ram spools'when using a motor,but usually
motors will require a special 'motor spool'valve...@$106.00.I upgraded the lines going
to the motor while I was at it,@$70.00 and now the thing is back to a no sweat flat drag
of the truck.
It's been painful getting past some of these hurdles so keep a couple of things in mind.
For a hyd motor:
make sure the system is matched pressure and volume wise.
make sure the valve is the proper one for the application.
good deals on shit on eBay may still cost you in the end.
For a hyd ram:
make sure the system is matched pressure and volume wise.
make sure the valve is the proper one for the application.
make sure res tank has enough volume for the rams displacement.
good deals on shit on eBay may still cost you in the end.
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
November 2002,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15408 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
find a old dodge 300 or a old dodge motor home the front buds look great and do fit or
truck with out a split rim .I have four wheels from a dodge rv 1973 they fit with no mods
just bolt on .so people also say havent tried yet but ups trucks did run a rim that would fit
SUBJECT>Re:need a pic of a NP 200 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15411 NEXT>15420
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,Stumpy,that ain't no NP200.And it doesn't look like any NP205 I ever saw..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic winch retro...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15416 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like a show of hands of anyone who's using a hydraulic winch.Is there anyone but
you?
I blew a hole in a metal fitting on my power steering saturday.After that I have no faith i
hipressure hydraulics.I think it must have been rubbed at one point since it wasn't in a
bend or anything.
I'm gonna start a thread about fender flares now.Wish me luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Joe,I got it!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a Dana Model 24.I just sold one on eBay a few weeks ago.
try this link and compare yours to mine,it was out of an older Ford F-250.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1869648939&rd=1
SUBJECT>Fender Flares POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15423 15425 15437 15439
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the trails around here are tight and every time I go out I spend the next couple of
days beating my flares back in shape.Anyone else have this trouble,or is it just me?
I'm pondering torching off all but a 2"lip and then bolting in some rubber ones.Would
that look like homemade soap,or would it be functional and thus not too hard on the
eyes?
I hate stopping and saying "I gotta find another trail,fenders for this rig are pricey."
On a side note,my long term test of my 350,SM465,NP205 came to a close saturday
after an 8 hour test.I rode 30 miles on the interstate at top speed with no noise to speak
of,and no worries.Then I wheeled for about 6 hours on tight trails and deep ravines with
no gearing trouble.I had it in low range on the 205 and ran it in 2nd or 3rd on the trail
with an occasional use of 1st for steep hills.I have a rear locker that I just put in.The
whole combo enabled me to keep up with CJ7s that had both axles locked and Terra-low
gears.I got stuck 3 times and used my pull string with no trouble.It was a comfortable
ride until I blew up my hi-pressure line on my power steering and then (ironically)my
rear blakes went out completely and left me with just front brakes.Aside form body
dammage,there were no worries.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>15373 NEXT>
15436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
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I,as well as others would be very interested if you find out more info on how to use the
35 spline axles in our housings.
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>15421 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
I'm guessing that someone may speak up and suggest cutting up original M715 fenders
may not be too good.Having said that,I think it would work just fine.I myself am
running 44"tires with a 4"rubber extension added to the stock fenders.I think it is just
great when I run up against a tree and the rubber just flexes around the obstacle and the
springs back.My tires stick out so far that I rarely get hits on the fenders themselves.
Rollie
SUBJECT>NP200 diagram request POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm looking for a diagram that shows how a NP200 works.
Thank you...
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15421 NEXT>15434 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
Nothing to do with fender flares (my advice is to get flatter tires like Rollie so you flatte
the obstacle before it rubs),but I'm curious about your rear brake failure...is your power
steering pump connected to your brake power assist?I swear I saw that once.If not was it
just karma?
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15410 NEXT>15456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Uh,no,we know that moving the rear driveshaft to the thru drive side
does not decrease
operating temp.This mod only reduces the noise.
It is the opinion of some us who've tackled this problem before that these t-cases overheat
because of internal rust.Much of it's guts sit above the oil level,after sitting a long time
without being run,the gear teeth and needle bearings rust.
SUBJECT>Re:Whats an easy power brake swap.Tried Online manuals.still need more
info POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 November
2002,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15409 NEXT>15429
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,Do you have the part #for that master cyl.?None of the local parts stores
have info for a non power 'vette.Thanks.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 diagram request POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
11 November 2002,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15424 NEXT>
15453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on the green header "online Manuals"above.
Look at the -20 and -34 manuals.A glance at the index in each will get you to the t-case
sections quick.
SUBJECT>Re:Whats an easy power brake swap.Tried Online manuals.still need more
info POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11
November 2002,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>15427 NEXT>15444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1977 model Corvette master cylinder,Advanced Auto #101749,like $20.
Mine has bleeders right on the master for easy bench bleeding.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale dana 70's built 360 np435 np205 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15347 NEXT>
15443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that an open or closed knuckle D70?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brian S,Happy Birthday...POSTER>KLINGER715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHOAA!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>Michael Whitfield
EMAIL>whitfimb@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa1vKvyRxSguc PREVIOUS>15403 NEXT>
LINKNAME>RRO outfitters (Suzuki Samurai parts)LINKURL>http://www.rocky-
road.com/zukdrive.html
I don't think Warn is making lockouts for the M-715 but if they did the axel breakage.could be quickly solved with
the Warn Hub Fuse.My other Hobby is building Suzuki
Samurai's (underpowered 60 hp light weight axles and shafts)run 35's &38's locked both
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ends.
\|/
Warn Hub Fuse Ad.V
Sick of breaking front axles?The Warn Hub Fuse was designed for the special needs of
hardcore competition rockcrawlers,here is the perfect cure for most of the broken axle
joint blues.The Warn hub fuse is designed to give before the axle.It can be replaced on
the trail with standard tools in just minutes.
When the hub fuse works,it strips the teeth.You simply pull the cap,replace the fuse,
then replace the cap and you're up and running again.the hub fuse is sold in pairs.Keep a
spare set on your and save yourself some potential big $$$.Can only be used with Warn
Premium hubs.See above....
SUBJECT>Looking 4 Late Model I-6 EFI Sawps POSTER>Michael Whitfield
EMAIL>whitfimb@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15441 15442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just kicking around the ideia of a late model fuel injected I-6 Jeep or Ford swap.I
know that a I-6 would not produce massive Hp #'s but it might make a great maintenance
free daily driver and would keep the drive train reliable.I'm thinking with the right
bellhousing the Jeep 4.0L would almost be a bolt in and give late model Efi reliability.
I've swapped a 258 for a 360 in a CJ and I keep reading about 360 swaps into the 715.I
have an article detailing the 4.0L efi swap into a CJ.SO I'm thinking the 4.0L should fit
similarly into the M-715.Can anyone give advice or direct me to more info on the 4.0L
Jeep or Ford 4.9L swap.
Thanks,
Michael
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,power steering assist brakes are very common these days.GM uses PS boost on
all 2500 and up trucks and suburbans,starting in 1999.Before that,all Diesel powered
pickups came with power steering assist.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire and rim ???POSTER>Dave EMAIL>jetdoctor@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure it will,use the balancing beads instaed of lead wieghts that fall off.
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>john summers EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.it's not the outer axles that give the problems it the inner the outer is
about the same size
as open nuckle dana 60's i broke five inners and one outer
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15421 NEXT>15455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian,i have the same problem and ive been thinking about torching out the rear ones and
putting 3/8 steel bent to the same radius in.i think the bed sides are stout enough to do it
and if you rub on something then it just moves the truck over.the front though it almost
seems like theyre sacrificial so theyll bend before the actual fender,cause it dont gots no
support behind it and they look much easier to replace than the rears.anyway let us know
what you come up with.good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:Too late john,but it's loose POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in the past i have resorted to putting my 2 ton floor jack under the end of my wrench to
get more muscle to get the nut to turn.chain your truck to a tree.
wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15421 NEXT>15454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I've been looking at Drew's truck a lot because he has the lift/tire size i'm thinking of,but
if i'm not mistaken his rear flares are trimmed also.Check it out in the members gallery.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15399 NEXT>15485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is 6 lugs on 7 1/4"circle.you can get your center sections welded into new outer rims.
diamond might do it?or southwest wheel in san antonio.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Looking 4 Late Model I-6 EFI Sawps POSTER>daggi
EMAIL>daggi@heimsnet.is DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for the 4,9 Ford
SUBJECT>Re:Looking 4 Late Model I-6 EFI Sawps POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>15433 NEXT>
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15486 LINKNAME>advanced adapters
LINKURL>http://www.advanceadapters.com/catalog/catalog.html.Michael i like the way you think.
from what some have said that have tried to put AMC V8s in,you need a bellhousing that
was on a T98 or t90(?)trans.the 258 and 4.0 have the same bellhousing (bh)bolt patter
as the V8 (304,360,401)engines.you might have to change the input shaft if the depth of
the BH is different than the military T98.T98s were made with many different input shaft
lengths and BH depths.if you use the FI 4.0,you will have to cut a hole in the BH for the
crank trigger to mount onto.i read alot about this in Advanced adapters catalog a while
back.if you use the trans out of the jeep you get the engine out of,it will work if it will
fit.the engine and trans combo might be too long.it might be a little light duty for the
size and weight of the truck too.hope this helps.
i think you can put just about anything in anything,but it is always better if it slides right
in!try this link
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale dana 70's built 360 np435 np205 POSTER>nick graham
EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15430 NEXT>15457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
closed
SUBJECT>Re:Whats an easy power brake swap.Tried Online manuals.still need more
info POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 November
2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15429 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THANKS!!!
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15400 NEXT>15480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
group meeting good idea ,i would love to see some pics and here the details of your 7 ,i
am planning a 350 with a 700r4 tranny and a different transfer case possably a 208 ..i
will not need much since i dont do a lot of rock crawling or mudding ,,thanks for writing
and sind me some pics if you will.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:If you Love Your Truck...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is one of the big reasons I can never sell my truck!!!I have to keep it forever 'cause
it would make me sick to see some sh*t kid around here destroy it!Good luch with your
search.Doug.
SUBJECT>68 M715 for sale in Missouri POSTER>Bryan Curtma
EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDpM5YiMkYGE PREVIOUS>NEXT>15450
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.This is a 68 M-715 Kaiser.It has 13xxx original miles and needs nothing mechanically.
Get in it and go.Brakes are good as is oil pressure,clutch,all lights working,and it is
original with the exception of a NICE hardtop that has been fabricated and insulated over
the top bows,the addition of newer taillights,civilian coil,wires,and distributor,and
paint.No visible rust,no dents,all glass is good,and tires are just fair.All gauges are
intact but fuel gauge shows full all the time and temp gauge does not come up,tailgate is
straight and tool racks are intact.Speedo and odometer work correctly.Battery box cover
and tailgate are unmolested!Good Missouri title.No rear bows,seats,or canvas.Runs
and drives well with good power.Wipers work.Blackout lights work.Batteries are older,
but hot.If you are looking for one you have to work on,this is not it.Drive it home.All
lights and turn signals work!No dickering @$3200 as -is where is in Owensville,
Missouri.vintage1@fidnet.com or 573-437-4971.
SUBJECT>M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,
at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15451 15469 15475
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the weight of just the bed on an M715?Can two average men move
it around and lift it up?Thanks for your answers in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15358 NEXT>15452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about rockwells?
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for sale in Missouri POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15447 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you send me some pics?Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a two ton chain hoist and a big tree limb and moved mine all by myself.I'm
average build too(175 lbs).
SUBJECT>Re:Broke another axle,I got an idea!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,11 November 2002,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warn stopped selling the locking hubs for M715's years ago.They were not selling
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enough to warrant manufacturing them.They also were bought out by an investment
group called Northwest Investments last year or the year before.These clowns have
discontinued several cool products like the coil suspension conversion kit ect.I don't
believe any one of the new owners has any outdoor experience,therefore does not see the.value in some aftermarket
stuff.I'm still waiting to see what is going to change next.
Anyway the hubs are long gone.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 diagram request POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found it.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep.They do appear to be trimmed down,but then again if you run tires the size of his
then it stands alot less chance of the flares getting hit.I got the 13"wide ones and trees
kept pounding my flares.
I looked at them again last night and it doesn't look like 2 of them can be beat out to look
anything like right.I'll take some pics of the new flares.......unless I'm ashamed.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fender Flares POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JC,
This is true,but I'd rather have some hard plastic or rubber ones that I don't have to worry
about anymore.3/8"ain't so easy to bend unless you have the tools anyhow-and I don't.
My wife has a temporary restraining order against me and my truck,so it appears it'll be a
few weeks until I get to replacing them.If you get yours done before me,mail me some
pics if you would.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15426 NEXT>15458
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
My first 715 kept blowing the seals out whenever I got it over 50 for any amount of time.
I replaced them a few times and then after the 3rd set I filled the case with a combination
of diesel and a gallon of parts cleaner.I jacked it up and ran it at low speed for a few
minutes and then let it sit for a few days and repeated.After 2 weeks of this I drained it
and some of the most God-awful crap came out.Stuff that had never come out when I
changed the gear oil before.It was nasty.Anyhow-I filled it with gear oil and never had
any trouble out of it again.It was still loud as hell,but never melted any seals and I drove
it at highway speeds alot..I'm not suggesting you try that seeing as how it was a little dangerous,but just FYI.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 for sale dana 70's built 360 np435 np205 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THanks!
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15456 NEXT>15462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a similar routine with marvel mystery oil,that stuff cleans very well.Grossly
overfilled it with mm-oil and drove it a couple miles and drained the crud out.Repeated a
second time with fresh mm-oil and it came out pretty clean.No oil can fix damaged
bearings,especially needle bearings,so don't expect any majic.
SUBJECT>Giving up the old iron POSTER>Bad715 EMAIL>masher100@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15460 15464 15490 15529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im consitering selling or parting out my M715 what are people looking for.Any feed
back?
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
November 2002,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15459 NEXT>15461
15526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about your location?
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15458 NEXT>15463 15467 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For transfercase overheating there is a guy over at the full size jeep board that seems to
know his stuff.
He writes:::If you run 50%lucus oil additive and 50%Redline high shock gear lube i
your NP200,you will not have any overheating problems on the highway with your tcase.
This is proven over years of highway use.
When I get my seals replaced I think I will try this.By the way has any of you guys or
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gals replaced all your seals while the X-fer case was still in the rig???Or will I have to
pull it??I'm to lazy to go out and look.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You can do 3 out of 4,but it's a bear to get at that input
with the tcase in.
Ponder that,and whatever you do-don't let it fall off your jack onto your hand.Hurts.
Bad.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15459 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?What kind of condition?Does it run?
SUBJECT>Can anyone use Windshields?POSTER>tbonadeo
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,I own a custom plastic shop in Colorado called
Four Wheel Plastics.I specialize in offroad accesories.I can build just about anything.
One of the products I build are lexan windshields.These are great for people using their
vehicles primarily on the trail.They are cheaper then new glass,but are NOT D.O.T.
approved.The plastic scratches easier than glass but I ran one in Florida (on the street and
trails)on my '49 3a for 8 months without scratching it.I still ran wipers but I also used
rainx.If the members are interested I can cut the price if we do a quantity because I can
get the materials cheaper.I can also build them in tinted.Post a reply or email me.
SUBJECT>Re:Can anyone use Windshields?POSTER>MArk WOodworth
EMAIL>skymarx@pcisys.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15465 NEXT>15483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one for a 66 CJ5.CAn you fit my frame and have it to me by Thanksgiving?Rock
crawling in New Mexico and I have broken far too many glass pieces.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15462 NEXT>15484 15511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've run that stuff before,but with less than 20%lucas oil.Several of us have experienced
foaming from the lucas oil -so don't use too much.50%is crazy,just ruins an otherwise
superb oil.My opinion is that top shelf gear oils like the Redline shockproof need no help
from the likes of lucas oil.No oil will fix corrosion damaged bearings or eliminate the
heat -so quit dreaming.
My favorite oil is Mobil SHC 634,it's SAE 140 and synthetic.Far superior to Mobil 1
Synthetic Gear Oil.In my opinion,it's better than amsoil and redline.Two drawbacks
though:
1)you'll need to carefully flush the t-case of any other oils before you use it.
2)Expensive and not easy to find,but Grainger has it (about $10/quart).
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at
12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15461 NEXT>
15487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clever and poignant,subtle yet striking.
Concept magnifique!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>15448 NEXT>
15476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My son and I removed our bed by ourselves by using a couple long planks and 4 barrels.I
could lift each corner a bit while he blocked it up and eventually supported it with the two
planks crosswise sitting on the barrels.We could then roll the truck out from under them.
I'm not sure what the actual weight is,but it would take more then two people to pick it
up and move it very far.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15472
15499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of any early Dodge dana 70 closed knuckle axles kicking around?I have
some pig plans I'd like to start on.I've heard that Internationals had them as well,but I'd
like to get one that's truck not BIG truck width.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't know that he could spell some of those words!
SUBJECT>Re:Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15470 NEXT>15496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Spicer,A buddy of mine had one about a month ago.I'll see if he still has it.B.
SUBJECT>Wiring Info POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12 November
2002,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15474 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Here's a good resource for anybody wondering about rewiring or voltage conversion
issues.Has 12VDC wire ampacity tables,etc.
http://www.ancorproducts.com/technical.html.SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bed is HEAVY.Two people couldn't move it.I used my engine hoist on one end and
a friend and I picked up the other end (But even the one side was very heavy for 2
people).I'm 6'4"and weigh 200 pounds.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
November 2002,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15469 NEXT>15478
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
two many small boys here two men can pick it up off frame and carry it 50 feet to a bench
.eat more wheaties .its lighter than a full size chevy with a tail gate .
SUBJECT>Re:Modifying Military air compressors POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The earlier post is correct in that most units are rated for different cfms at varying
pressures.For example,a rating on the same unit might be 12 scfm at 75psi,9 scfm at
100psi and 6.5 at 125psi.Any air compressor will run until something blows up unless a
pressure switch is installed so perhaps install one that is set at 125psi.That will turn off
the unit at that pressure -the regulator is to control the tank outlet to the working line.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>15476 NEXT>
15479 15482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I forgot to mention my bed has a fifth wheel trailer mount hitch inside of it that
consists of a 4'x 4'x 1/2"steel plate with the associated trailer hitch hardware.And it
also has a 4"subframe welded to it underneath because it was set up as a dump bed.I
forgot those details.I guess without the extra steel,two guys should be able to pick it up.
oops :)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,12
November 2002,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15478 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I install those plates with the fold down goose neck balls they are real heavy .the fifth
wheel combos are alot heavyer .I recomend four guys to not dent the bed one on each
corner and walk it to the rear watch your shins on the buds on the wheels good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:TEXAS 715 POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Curtis,A group meeting would be great.We could set it up to were everybody
drives the
same distance.As for as pictures i only have a few,but when get a digital camera iwill take
some and put them on the zone.A 350 is the way to go,leaving it stock it still has plenty
of torque.later Matt
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>daggi EMAIL>daggi@heimsnet.is
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15461 NEXT>15492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is for sale board on top of page
SUBJECT>Re:M715 BED WEIGHT POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeez,I guess I am a wimp.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Can anyone use Windshields?POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can have it to you by the 20th.It will be about $120 to $160 depending on delivery and
if you want it tinted.Email me with your address and phone number and I'll get it made in
the next couple of days.
~TONY BONADEO
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15467 NEXT>15501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just read it on another board.Thought i would pass it along...and trust me I've bee
awake the whole damn time.Don't shoot the messenger....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Other wheel sources?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.At least now I know sorta what I'm looking for!It would be neat to
get the centers welded in,but I'd bet between shipping and cutting the center section out,
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I'd be @the price of a new custom wheel.I emailed Stockton and asked for a pic of their
wheel.I told them I didn't want one with a flat center section.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Looking 4 Late Model I-6 EFI Sawps POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have Alan Bennett's former truck (67 715)and he did a conversion to an AMC 360 with
a TH400.It runs great.He has a website on the LINKS page detailing what he did to make it fit.
Somehow,the way it worked,he had to shorten BOTH driveshafts.Dunno how that
happened.The only other weird thing was that he used a quadratrak and it has a pass.side
offset on front AND rear outputs.Thus,there is little clearance between the driveshaft
and the 3"exhaust pipe he put in there.But it does all work.
Oh,he also had to fabricate a custom crossmember.too.
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yet again,I am in awe!Simply basking in the radiance of your staggering intelect leaves
me shockingly envious!!
Or was the staggering after you had a few too many?
Ron
SUBJECT>700r4 transmission question POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15494 15497 15507 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any one out there that has used a floor mount shifter for a 700r4 transmission ?could you
steer me in the right direction on what type is more desirable than the next or which to
stay away from.
thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>4.56 gears for sale POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aamhOp4Cc9vsk PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front dana 60 and rear dana 70 4.56 gears for m715 on ebay!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Mark EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 November 2002,at 10:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15459 NEXT>15491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The funny thing about the comments about your post is that the "for sale"section should
be called the "I will whine 'til I get a picture"section,or "I want but I have no $"section,
or the "we will joke about where you are from"section.Sell it for scrap,and save yourself
some grief.
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,13
November 2002,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15490 NEXT>15493
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree thats why I dont even look at th for sale board any more .
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 transmission question POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:20 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15488
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me your e-mail address and I will send you some pictures of my shifter.
Paul
SUBJECT>Ramsey Electric Winches POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Ryno 4WD
LINKURL>http://ryno4wd.com
If anyone is looking for a Ramsey winch,please let me know.Our shop is now a dealer
for Ramsey products.You can e-mail for a quote at:rynosd@aol.com or see link below.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great,thanks Barry!If I'm gonna spend the time to build a stock looking front axle that's
bullet proof,what's another 3/16 of lost ground clearance for the 70's pig.
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 transmission question POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a Lockar floor shifter.Ordered it from Summit (about $179).Installed fine and was
adjustable enough to fit through existing shifter penetration.Looks good &works fine.If
you are interested,Email me and I can give you more detail.
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15493 NEXT>15500 15503 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Was that clear to anyone?Or am I just having a low wattage day?
It blurred on me...I think he means well.
SUBJECT>Re:Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15470 NEXT>15502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one.Have not opened it but it should have 4.56 gears and a Traclock in it.E-mail
me at work ryno@aol.com for price.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15498 NEXT>15504 15528 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Blow me,halfwit.
Clear?
I'm just pissed because I spent alot of yesterday looking for NOS fenders and found none,
then tried to get used fenders (that were straight)and found they are around $500 for a
set....all because they are so rare.And then Mike suggests that the new guy sell his truck
for scrap (not parts,but scrap).I did get a little off in my tirade,but it was early and I
hadn't had any coffee.
I've been in a bad mood this week since I lost respect for my best friend on Monday.I
shouldn't have taken it out on Mike or steve.Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,keep it coming Dude,we love this board because it's an information rich environment
and many of us have met each other because of it.
SUBJECT>Re:Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15499 NEXT>15506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,aol address not working.Email me.
thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Front D70...anyone know of?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry about that.Try:ryan@ryno4wd.com
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 transmission question POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 5:08
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used an el-cheapo B&M floor one with a cable.Woks great!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Tray EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you still have your trucks?Where are they located?How much are you asking?
Thanks
Tray.SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Tray EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>14704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
Do you still have your M715?Do you have any pictures?
Thanks
Tray
SUBJECT>Re:Ignitor Springs?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 November 2002,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great thanks a lot.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 high speed problems...Why?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15467 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Amsoil 75-90 synthetic,it did quiet the case down some and cooled it down a bit as
well.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Who's running duece axles?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>15513 15524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was wondering who's running duece axles.I'm still being tempted by cheap set of axles
here locally so any info is appreciated.By the way a local salvage yard has several dueces
to part out cheap if someone else is interested....located in central KS.I will investigate
further if anybody is interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15512 NEXT>15514 15522 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ed,
Could you email me what you know about these axles.Price etc.I can get them around
here for 700 a pair.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15513 NEXT>15516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that fronts?Rears?or a front and a rear for $700?
Thanks.SUBJECT>Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15520 15531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking about doing a spring over in january and wanted to get an idea of cost.I was
wondering what people have done (if anything)about driveshafts.Did you have to
lengthen front and back?Also where the front goes through the crossmember,did the
crossmember have to be cut,or some other alteration?Finally the steering linkage.I don't
want to heat or bend the knuckle steering arms,but instead would like to flip the tie rods
to the top.Does this buy me enough clearence,or is there something else i should do?
Thanks in advance for the help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15514 NEXT>15519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Either way you want it!700.00 for two!
Mark
SUBJECT>need rebuild kit for 230 POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at
10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15532 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need a rebuild kit for my 230 tronado motor and a gasket set.Does any one known
where i can get one?
SUBJECT>FORDING YOUR M715 POSTER>CHRIS EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
November 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY GUYS I WANTED TO KNOW IF ANYONE KNEW WHAT I NEEDED TO DO
TO BE ABLE TO DRIVE MY M715 WITH A SMALL BLOCK 350 OPEN ELEMENT
AIR FILTER
THROUGH WATER OR BIG PUDDLES OF MUDY WATER WITHOUT MY
ENGINE STALLING I ALSO HAVE FLEX FAN AND I HAVE HEARD THAT IF IT
TOUCHES WATER OR IS SUBMURGED IT CAN BREAK?ANY INFO WOULD BE
GOOD
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gotta get another truck!
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15515 NEXT>15521 15527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you thought about a body/bed lift instead?
Easier,cheaper and maintains a lower center of gravity.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought breifly.I'm of the mind that any body lift over 2 inches puts added stresses on
the steering shaft,body mounts,and other connecting linkages.I prefer a spring over for
the increase in flex and also the higher clearence of the undercarraige.I don't think i will
need the lower center of gravity with the width of the truck especially since i'm used to
the CJ's.I plan on takeing out a leaf or two as well.I have thought about a 1"body at
somepoint if i rub anywhere,but that wouldn't be enough for the hieght i want.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where you located?
SUBJECT>Cross over rod POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the size of the cross over rod ends and inside thread size/threads per
inch also mabe.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15512 NEXT>15525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I'm in the middle of building one .B.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
14 November 2002,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>15524 NEXT>15534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Yorwarth,any words of wisdom on axle swap?What species of master cylinder,
what tire size ect.You gonna run front and rear steering and lockers?Thanks for any
info...or have some fun and listen to me bitch as I find out all the snags on my own :)
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Bad715
EMAIL>masher100@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15460 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in central CT
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Mozarkid POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net.DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 5:44
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15520 NEXT>15530 15533 15539
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MOZARKID,
I have thought of a body lift to fit the 38's I just bought.I will be replacing the steering
column but my concern is with the funtion of the shifters/PTO lever if I go,say 3 inches
with the cab.Do you have experience with a body lift?If so what will I need to consider?
I'd sure appreciate any help.
-Gary
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Bad715
EMAIL>masher100@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15500 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will part the thing out but it has to be worth it
SUBJECT>Re:Giving up the old iron POSTER>Bad715
EMAIL>masher100@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15459 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I WILL POST IN THE FOR SALE SECTION AND E MAIL PICS
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Mozarkid POSTER>beafire EMAIL>lsoldan@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sure to run 38's no lift is needed.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>15515 NEXT>
15540 15541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take the arms off of the top of the knuckles and have a machine shop reverse the taper on
the holes so you can put the drag link on top.Take the front driveshaft loose and let it
hang down to its farthest travel.Jack the frame up until the driveshaft comes up to the
pinion.Weld chains from the frame to the lower shock mount to limit the travel to this
ammount so you wont break your u-joint.Notch the crossmember and then add a piece of
1/2 x 3 inch stap back to the bottom of it to strethen it.Leave all of the leaves in the
springs.Flip the rear shackles over and add a 2 inch block in the rear to bring it up to the
front level.
SUBJECT>Re:need rebuild kit for 230 POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on "Links"on the left side of this page,then click "Parts Sources".Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Mozarkid POSTER>PAUL BROWN.EMAIL>PSBROWN2@SWBELL.NET DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 7:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
38's will fit stock suspension w/no spring-over.I am stock and run 37's and have plenty
of room for 39's if they made them for 16's.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 November 2002,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15525 NEXT>15545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I'm sorry but I can't help you to much.I'm building a strictly off road truck.I have
14:00X20 Michelins on custom rims.Hydraulic 4 wheel steering,Pinion mounted disc
brakes,Dual transfer cases,Turbo 400 ,Powered by an injected 427 tall deck torque
monster.The only thing that I can tell you for sure is,It takes alot of room up in my
shop !!I will have it running for next years Mud Bogs.Let me know if you want some
pictures.B.
SUBJECT>NP200 available?POSTER>Willie EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
November 2002,at 10:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15567
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok fellah,s I,m lookin for a descent rebuildable NP200 going in an offroad christian
missionary truck(M-37)used to run medical supplies in and out of the mountains to
villages in Haiti.If anyone has one available post on this sight and I will contact you or
Email me at Willie_715@yahoo.com
Thanks
Willie
SUBJECT>gary topaz,re 38s POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey gary just got another 715 totally stock exept it has swamper 13/38 tsl radials no rub
no sweat and it really makes my other 715 look puny(well not really but you know what
imean)good luck jc
SUBJECT>coil POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well dammit i lost the auction on ebay for the take out coil,any body got a working one
laying around?thanks jc
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SUBJECT>If anyone needs stuff moved (shipping)POSTER>frank
EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a site that you can list your hauling needs or if you have a trailer or even a pickup.truck and are
traveling across country,you can earn some extra cash.The site is called
"Yesterdays Tractors"www.ytmag.com Look at the left side of the page and find
"community"section.Then click on "hauling schedule"and you can find someone in your
area or someone going your way.You work out the shipping cost with the person.You
can also put up an add for an item you want moved.Hope this helps.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Mozarkid POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
November 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15527 NEXT>15546
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the PTO shifter.Don't have one.
The t-case shifter/rods are no big deal.
The Tranny shifter rod shouldn't be a problem,you shouldn't need to widen the hole,
depends on your specific rig.
The brake line(s)from master cylinder down to the frame will need to be redone.
Gas lines from tank to frame and frame to engine will need replaced.
Some wiring may need to be spliced or replaced.
The steering shaft needs to be replaced with an aftermarket u-jointed shaft,but you've got
that.
If I remember correctly,Rollie did a 4 or 5"body lift,email him for details on his
experiences too.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15531 NEXT>15542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information,from what you wrote i assume no lengthening of the
driveshafts are required.I had thought however that if you flip over the front rear hanger
also no blocks would be required,is this true?Also why would you suggest not taking
leaves out of the springs for extra flex?Thanks for the advice.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15531 NEXT>15550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll also need:
A new pitman arm with a couple more inches of drop.
New flex lines for the brakes,two front,one rear.
New shocks of custom length.
Anyone remember anything else?
As far as taking leaves out of the springs,you need to decide if you want to maintain the
payload capacity or go for more axle articulation.I've never seen these,but other
members have used custom spring packs and they say they're the best.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15540 NEXT>15544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.forget the blocks.
SUBJECT>WIll this brake booster work?(SPICEGEAR)POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking about buying a 1973 wagoneer brake booster,and wasn't sure if this one
would work for the 70's non power corvette master cylinder.Also,how much should i
offer?If not,anyone have any ideas on where to find one
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aside from just flipping the shackle,you need to take the frame mounted shakcle bracket
off,flip it over bolt it back on.
Grinding those rivets off is a task,but worth it.Infinitely better than blocks.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>15534 NEXT>15552
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B..pictures would be great.What master cylinder are you going to run?I'm new to big
truck stuff...was going to use non power drum brake corvette master,not sure if that will
move enough juice though.I may just wait and build seperate big axles truck as I have
parts truck with good title.So many projects and ideas and so little time and money
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Mozarkid POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15539 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks much.Everything you mentioned has been planned for renovation anyway,so I
think I'm set-I was mostly concerned with the shifter function-THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:WIll this brake booster work?(SPICEGEAR)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15543 NEXT>
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15548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm really not sure...I got mine from a Gladiator pickup and it was about 10-12"in
diameter.It should be stamped delco on it somewhere and should bolt up to the master.
You will need to drill tw holes in the firewall as the big boosters use four studs not two
like the masters.
SUBJECT>Re:WIll this brake booster work?(SPICEGEAR)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15547 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Copy this link into your address bar.It has a bunch of pics of my truck and the two
marked 'torque monster 427..'and 'valve for hyd..'allow you to see the booster I'm using.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/spicergear/lst?.dir=/M-715+pics&.view=l
SUBJECT>Re:If anyone needs stuff moved (shipping)POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked out this site before I had my truck moved,lots of good transport options on this
site,but some planning ahead is usually needed.I ended up having Admiralty Transport
move my truck and was very happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15541 NEXT>15553 15561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the information.I'm hoping to not need a dropped pitman arm,and will put up
with a little bump steer,but hopefully the tie rod flip will reduce that.The shocks and
brake lines are no big deal,nor is the rear axle or front axle.Mainly my concerns were
steering and driveshafts,but i'm determined so i'll make it work.Thanks again for
everyone's input.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Civilian J series conversion to M715 POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15554 15558 15560 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was thinking (and that gets me in trouble sometimes)about taking a J20 or suchlike and
installing military front fenders and military bed from a M715.
I would like to have the hard top (weather tight cab)and heater,
but have some look of ruggedness with the military bed and front fenders.
Finding a J series truck should not be a problem,but the bed and fender will be difficult.
Comments?
Advice?
Opinions?
Flames?
SUBJECT>Re:Who's running duece axles?POSTER>john summers EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vetts didn't have drum brakes i used 77 vett non power master cylinder with pinion brakes.workes great have
44"boggers stops better than my 99 250 superduty
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>15550 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I offroad alot in my 715.I have noticed that with the stiff springs and the chains on the
front axles that my truck will kinda float through places where everyone else leans way
over from the axles dropping in the holes.It really out performs in this area.Also I would
use the blocks in the back.I have hammered on my truck with 350HP up rock hills that
dissenegrate the axles but have had no problem with the blocks in the rear.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian J series conversion to M715 POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15551 NEXT>
15555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you think about it,there are a lot of guys adding V8's,heaters,power brakes and
steering (and hardtops)to M715's for the civilian creature comforts,so in a way,your
plan amounts to the same thing...IF...you also believe that a KawaSuzukiHonda Faker
bike is "just like a Harley."
just an opinion...good luck Bryan.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian J series conversion to M715 POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll lose the (IMO)cool flat straightup 90 degree windshield and the very "military"
looking doors on the sides,too.I'd also be willing to wager that the final height of the 715
cab is taller than the civilian trucks.It seems bigger when I go from my 88 GW to the M-
715.
B4 I got mine,Alan had added a tilt wheel,CRUISE CONTROL
SUBJECT>Why no M725 ?POSTER>Jay Roberts EMAIL>sroberts2@woh.rr.com
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>15557 15576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an M725 that is near perfection in shape and I am having a whale of a time selling
it.I put it in the paper,e-bay twice,and on this place and I cant even get a nibble.I am
asking 2900 for it and I think its worth a lot more.If anyone has any advice or something
I am missing please let me know.Thanks Jay
SUBJECT>Re:Why no M725 ?POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15556 NEXT>15563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Location might help.Your price sounds fair enough.I wish you luck.
One of the few,the proud,Frank.SUBJECT>Re:Civilian J series conversion to M715 POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bryan,take a look at richards (treepusher)truck i think its in the members gallery and if
not you can get to his page under the links on the left.he put a j series cab on an m715
frame,give you an idea what your looking at.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>M715 dump at auction in Idaho POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15562 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://wwwsnakeriver4x4.com
At www.gsaauctions.gov there is a 715 with a dump box installed.The truck is located i
Boise,ID.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian J series conversion to M715 POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15551 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Sounds good to me.After converting my M715 to a V8,power steering,dual brake
booster,bench seat.You would have a lot of that whipped.I have built a fake M38A1 out
of a CJ5.Originality is not there,but what the heck,if done nicely,would be a great
driver.You would fake-out 95%of the people anyway.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over driveshaft/steering questions POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I for one did need to lenghten my front shaft by about 1.5"to 2".My local drive shaft sold
me the longer slip yoke instead of replacing the tubing in the shaft.They had it in stock
and I think it was about $60.If you can do it with out blocks then go that route but with
only a 2"block you shouldnt have any troubles.I run a 454 with 42"swampers and a 2"
rear block and have yet to have any problems.Also I converted to power steering and
flipped my tie rods and I did not need any drop on the pitman arm,it sits almost level,I
used a box and arm from a '76 wagonner.
steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 dump at auction in Idaho POSTER>jessie koob EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 November 2002,at 11:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15559 NEXT>15570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tom shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh im trying to get it.been missing the 715 series scince I had to
gte rid of my 726
SUBJECT>Re:Why no M725 ?POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>15557 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I have an m725 also in great shape.refurbished from ground up.was thinking of selling
next year.hope i do not have the same problem.I also would like to know why m725's do
not sell readily.
SUBJECT>military antenna mount POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need a picture of the radio antenna mount on the truck,please.
SUBJECT>HELP TRE'S POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the size of the tie rod ends on a M-715.Are they the same size on the
cross over rod.
SUBJECT>anyone heard from brute force POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
trying to get in touch with him......billyji@hotmail.com
Thanks Mike
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 available?POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>devlin@tqci.net
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie,
I have a good np200 in Maryland.
Email me if it will help.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>M 715 on e-bay ,with tailgate and hard top ....cheap POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>15779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Item #1872454708 1968 jeep in New York.Vin #28199 tailgate looks like it is in good
shape.The bid as of now is $305.00 .Just thought you guys might want to know.
SUBJECT>you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>NEXT>15573
15577 15585 15599 15605 15612 15678 15759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have two parts trucks
post part request and offer.trucks produced between 5/68 and 12/68
SUBJECT>Re:M715 dump at auction in Idaho POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15562 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Well,good luck,I am not interested,I know another M715 showed up for sale in Boise.If
anyone is interested,e-mail me and I will find the address.Tom
SUBJECT>M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>Gary L.Feist EMAIL>feist4@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15572 15575 15578 15581 15613 15654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone had a custom radiator fabricated to fit in the existing M715 radiator frame or
does anyone know of any type of radiator that can be installed in the existing frame.I
have had two M715s since 1984 that my father and I installed Buick 350s,power brakes,
and power steering.We use one on the hunting lease -it runs cool rattling around the
lease,however,running at 50 -55 the temperature soars to 230 degrees.I understand the
reasons for the heat,but I hate trailering it to the lease as it needs to be driven at a
reasonable highway speeds to keep the engine "exercised"so to speak.I know that a lot of
the owners cut out the front section and install larger radiators,but I want to leave it stock
should I decide to restore it to original military specs as I am doing with the other one.So,
as I mentioned earlier -has anyone had a radiator shop custom build a 3 or 4 row radiator
to fit in the stock position or know of an existing radiator that will fit and has the cooling
capacity to keep the V-8 running @200 degrees or less.Thanks in advance for any ideas
anyone has and is willing to divulge.
Gary
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gary use the search option on this site and look for posts with "aluminum radiator"and
you will find info you need.
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,16 November 2002,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>
15652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What part of the country are you in and do
you have a factory flat not angled hardtop?
SUBJECT>Swapping:Shaft Diameters &Spline Counts POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 12:18 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15603
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Subject line sounds kinda sexy,huh?Anyway...I am planning a repower,swqapping in a
1971 Cadillac 472 with its TH400 tranny into my '69 M715 w/winch.Altho I'm new to
this,I see a few potential problems.First,what is the output shaft diameter and spline
count of the end of the TH400,and the input diameter and spline count for the NP200 t-
case?I know they're divorced,but will I need a Tom Woods shaft or what?Second,how
to keep the Braden LU-4 winch operational?It's PTO power is derived from the tranny,
right?So if I swap in a different trans,I'll lose the PTO.Any suggestions?Thanks,i
advance...
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 1:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 350 in a M725.I measured the width of the opening in the front end and called a
local radiator shop for a GM 4 core cross flow.It was about $175.Make your own
mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:Why no M725 ?POSTER>John Allington EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>15556 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dressed mine up for tailgating at Purdue football games!Problem with M725s is that
they are big and ugly...yet Fun!try selling as the ultimate camping vehicle or offroad
workhorse...Or find a local college Alum or Frat boy that wants a fun toy.
You can see pictures of my M725 dressed for tailgating at
http://www.allingtons.com/
Thanks
John Allington
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 6:03 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>15579 15653 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
billyb,let me know what you want for a coil.i just missed one on ebay for $20.50 ill go
to 25 for a working used one and pay shipping of course.thanks .jc
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>john foster
EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2R1Y04qMvzk PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a ram jet 350 in my 715.Get you a dirt track aluminum radiator.Take the radiator
support on one side and cut it loose and move it over.It has two holes at the bottom
where it bolts with rubber to the frame.Move it to the other hole and cut out the sheet.metal and you can slip an
aluminum right in place.Mine works great.john foster
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need two of the lathces that hold the battery box lid on,and a rear D70 pinion yoke.
SUBJECT>Ranger OD and V8 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15583 15584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
My M715 came with a Chevy 350 with the Novak kit.I would like to eventually get a
Ranger OD unit and go for a GM 6.5L diesel.The Ranger I believe adds an extra 7 inches
of length to the powertrain,but since the V8 is shorter than a 230,maybe I won't have to
move the engine/transfer case,etc.
What do you guys think??
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had same problem w/TBI V-8.Went with aluminium radiator and pusher cooling fan.
Radiator came from e-bay and is made by Northern.They make two sizes and I went with
the smaller size.Larger Chevy size would work.Truck now runs 210 all the time eve
with low range driving on trails for extended time.I run 65-70 on highway w/no
problems.
Let me know if you want pictures of install.
Paul
SUBJECT>Steering arms POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I/m replacing the stock tie rod and steering shaft w/Heim joint type units from Wagner
Machine Shop (WMS).I have never had the steering arms off the knuckles,but I assume
that If I support the axles (w/wheels removed)I can take the steering arms off the
knuckles with no problem.Any comments would be helpful.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Ranger OD and V8 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15580 NEXT>15586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Why do you want to put a Ranger OD in it?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Ranger OD and V8 POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15580 NEXT>
15588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get in touch with Ed J.-he has done all the work already and his installation is sweet.Ed
will set you down the right path.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
R and L steering arms off of knuckles.E-mail me at psbrown2@swbell.net w/price and I
will fire you off a money order.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Ranger OD and V8 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
That would lower my cruising RPM's by 29%,making highway driving a more pleasant
experience.Are there any problems I'm not aware of??
Thanks.
PS.Gary,thanks,I'll email him.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arms POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15582 NEXT>15593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I answered most of my questions by pulling off the arms.Still one question.The
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bearing has a keyway on each side.The side used was gouged out due to the key being
broken.Can I put in a new key in the kingpin and rotate the bearing to use the good side,
assuming everything else checks OK?
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Ranger OD and V8 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15584 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I set up a ranger O.D.with Chevy small block and SM 420 transmission.I kept the stock
length driveshaft between the tranny and Tcase and moved motor forward about 5 inches..Everything came together real
well.The rangers shifter came in about where your ankle
will be by the throttle pedal and almost within stock tranny access hole.Moving the
motor forward solved distributor clearance problems also but I'm running electric radiator
fans so may not work with engine mounted fans.If I figured correctly rpms at 65 will be
2600 running 38"swampers.I can email some pics if needed.
SUBJECT>Looking for M715 Metal POSTER>Jerry EMAIL>jerry@carriesdesigns.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15591 15592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for M715 body and frame.No motor,tranny or running gear.COmplete sheet
metal.Anyone with this available who is close to the Washington state coast,please
email at jerry@carriesdesigns.com.
SUBJECT>ATTN.Spicer...Brake line info?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>15606
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,so I have booster and Master cyl.set up like yours....How did you run your hard lines
to front and back brakes?I have a adjustble prop.valve from an earlier project...should I
use that in the back brakes line?I searched past posts and your name and wisdom keeps
popping up so any info would be helpful...thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 Metal POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15589 NEXT>15594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jerry,
You need to check out www.gsaauctions.gov
Currently there are a couple rolling chassis in Dry Branch,Georgia for auction with the
bid right now @$50 each
From the slighty poor pics,they look complete.
They are few others going for $125
You need to get an account (free)and then search on the words:Jeep,Kaiser,
M715...there are others,but this should get you
started.
But,from your message,you are like me,to far away to get them.
Even if they were FREE,as come and get them,it would cost me a small fortune to go
and pick them up.
Also like you,I would love to find a rolling chassis to work on that was CLOSE by,say
within a less than 4 hours drive.
But wish me well,for Wednesday,I am going to get a 1978 Cherokee Chief,so an M715
is outa the question for me now..You M715ers in the South,I hope you fellows do not let these 'Project Vehicles'pass
you
by!
Good Luck on finding a good rig close!
SUBJECT>LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15589 NEXT>15602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!
I just looked again and under "Scrap/Salvage Vehicles",there must eight or ten M715s
for auction!
Also,one M37 for you Dodge Fans!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arms POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 November
2002,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15587 NEXT>15595
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEP!It seems (to me)thats why there is more than one slot in them.Ok probably not the
reason,but I did the same on mine a year or two ago,no problems...
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for M715 Metal POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15591 NEXT>15597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan when you get your chief you should sign up on the International Full Sized Jeep
Association website.They Know everything about those.There are a few of us M715'ers
on there also.Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arms POSTER>PAUL BROWN EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15593 NEXT>15616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks weps.It seems like that "might"have been the reason.Anyway,that's what I pla
to do.On the woodruff key,is that a special key or will any hardened key work?Did you
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have to replace your key?
Thanks in advance!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Heater Core to Engine Hook Up -What to do?POSTER>Terry
EMAIL>ThierryMichael@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me where or how to run the lines from my hot water heater core,taken
out of an old Wrangler,but now installed on my M715?Water pump has outlet,but it is
capped (what is this for?)!
By-pass hose from my thermostat housing beneath carberator to water pump looks
interesting!.SUBJECT>Thanx!POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15594 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanx for tip Al,but I am already a member over there.
They are a great bunch of guys and appreciate all the info I get from thier forum.
I own a 1987 Grand Wagoneer (Mom Bus),so FSJs are no stranger in my driveway.I
love the power of those AMC 360s!
I lust after M715s,but the timing is not right for me.
I am planning to replace my 1997 Dodge Dakota 4x4 Sport (318 V8)with something that
I can haul my family in,have more low end power than my 318 and get the same crappy
gas mileage.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Heater Core to Engine Hook Up -What to do?POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the passenger side of the water pump you will find an outlet that is capped I can not
remember what size hose it takes.
Then on the passenger side of the engine in the block between the #4 and #5 cyl(I think)
there will be a plug.
this is where the other hose goes.
I suggest using some sort of shut off valves on both in case the core ever developes a
leak.And remember to extend the barb fitting in the block so the heat from the exhaust
mannifold does not affect it.
The pics of the hook-ups are in the 34 manual linked above under on-line manuals.
I would not hook up to the bypass hose,but I am sure it has been done.The plug is a bitch
to get out.I ended up drilling it out a little at a time and then cleaning the threads up with
a tap.
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Billyb!
I need the two storage box doors at the front of the bed,down low.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:HELP TRE'S POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleive they are the same,just pay attention to the thread orientation.
Chris.SUBJECT>need m-715 plug wires POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 7:35
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need new plug wires for my m-715 230ohc tornadow !!!!
my phone is (580)470-9078 please help
and a new distr.
SUBJECT>Re:LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>adam
goodwin EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at
11:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15592 NEXT>15608 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
is this a web site?
SUBJECT>Re:Swapping:Shaft Diameters &Spline Counts POSTER>adam goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 November 2002,at 11:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15574 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
swap the transfer for a devorsed np 205 with pto
SUBJECT>Re:need m-715 plug wires POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heath,try ab linn he has most anything you need for an m715 ph 704 637 9076.hes
located in central n.carolina good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Ralph
EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarZSycZxrD12 PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need the plate that the rear brake hardware mounts to,also known as a rear backing plate,
Also the four brackets that the rear tail lights mount to.Let me know price and I'll have a
money order in the mail asap.
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Ralph
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.Spicer...Brake line info?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15590 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch using that "W"word Ed,I got roasted last week for lack of it.I ran the rear res to
the rear brakes and the front to the front.It worked out that when I split the front lines,I
put the pressure switch for the lights in that split.I figured I try it first without the prop
valve and it doesn't appear that it needs it.Maybe it was just $h!t luck.
SUBJECT>NP205 Installed.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15609 15614 15620
15755
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I changed out the 200 for a 205 and the driveshaft change was 1/4".No sweat for the
slipyokes!On my direct swap of what I believe to be a Chevy version NP205 the
difference in the slip yoke was barely visable.The sound difference,or lack of sound,is
surprising.My 3053A has an overdrive 'sing'to it in fifth and this is the only gear noise
heard now,(aside from granny)in second through fourth is completely quiet and the only
noise is Bogger howl,2.5"glasspacks and the windows rattling.
The swap was pretty straight forward even though the mounts are a little unnerving whe
the two cases are placed side by side on the floor.The stock 205 mount on the passenger
side was flipped and bent down to be welded onto the stock 200 mount after a bunch of
checking to make sure it would give the case the same mounted position and especially
yoke heights.On my divorced 205 case,it had a heavy mounting ear on the bottom
driver's side which I bored out to 1/2".I took a piece of 1/2"x2 1/2"and made a bracket
going from one t-case crossmember to the other and welded ears on it to accept the
mounting boss with the now 1/2"hole.A 4",1/2"-13 bolt did the fastening.Once the ears
were all welded and the brace was reinstalled I made one more,probably unnecessary,
mount from one of the output bolts down to the the 1/2"x 2 1/2"bracket.The case sits
nicely,fit great,and has 6-7 degrees of angle in the output u joint angle and clears the
ever popular 'dogtrot'storage box with nearly two inches.No vibes at 60mph and shifts
much nicer than the 200 did.I did leave the stock 'single handle'style shift hookup on the
t case and used one of my 200 shifter to work it.The 205 isn't set up for twin stick use
(yet?)so why bother making both sticks work.
SUBJECT>Re:LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15602 NEXT>15610 15684 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,www.gsaauctions.gov is a web site.
It is sorta like 'EBay'for government surplus.
Getting an account is easy and it is free.
They have lots of good deals,but you need to be warned,the folks that have the stuff you
are bidding on,will not help you load,ship it to you or assist the buyer i
anyway....so....if you bid,win the auction,you will have a short period of time to get your
stuff off the govt's property.
Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15607 NEXT>15639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to see pics of this Spiceman.you did take pics?
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15608 NEXT>15611 15621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From personal expirience they will help you load it on a trailer if they have the equipment
to do so.My advice would be that you call and talk to the property custodian before you
buy.Sometimes they can even tell you something about the property.Sometimes not.
Usually,if you do the arangements for shipping they will help you some.It really depends
on how nice the property custodian is.
I had some winch bumpers sent from New Orleans to Joplin,MO and they eve
palletized it for me,but don't ever expect them to do this.Then again you'll never know
unless you ask and remember they are just people.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Good Experience with GSAAuctions property custodians POSTER>Brya
Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 6:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15610 NEXT>15617 15658 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
GSanders,
I am very glad to hear of your pleasant experience with GSAAuctions property
custodians.
I would like to hope that I went to GA to pick up one of these cheap M715,that there
would be some kind person working there that would help me push it upon my trailer.
But,as I warned and so did you,a buyer can not count on having the kind and considerate
GSA employee to help out.
Yes,I will admit that I am naive in my thinking,but I do believe that there are good,kind
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and considerate people to be found,no matter where a person goes.
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Billy,
I need:brushbar,side mirror posts and drivers'side tailight bracket.Give me a good deal,
and I'll send out a MO asap.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,18 November 2002,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>15757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has an AMC 360 and the PO (Alan Bennett)put a J-truck rad.support in so he
could use the SJ series radiator.It would be a "bolt in"swap that would allow you to
restore it to stock condition later should you ever want to go back to the stock 6.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15607 NEXT>15615 15619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds cool!I drove mine 150 miles to deer camp over the weekend.The front locker
works great.It was so dry,almost no mud at all.One question.How do you tell a NP205?
The truck I took my 350 engine out of is a '87 GMC 3/4 ton.I think the transfercase is
still in it at the junk yard.How do I tell what it is?Thanks
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,the NP205 is all cast iron and has a tag between the input and front axle output
drives that will be stamped with the case #on it.Pretty sure that '87 will have 203 or 208.
Glad to hear that locker worked nice for ya!
I'll see if I can grab a digital cam this afternoon and snag some pics tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arms POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 November
2002,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15595 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As I recall,they key itself was fine...
SUBJECT>You guys near Georgia should jump on this!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15611 NEXT>
15648 15659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just mapquested it at over 800 miles one way for me to tow bar drag one of these trucks
home to Penns Woods.Which with nickel and dime crap would be over 1700 miles and
dragging a 5300Lb brick behind would tip the gasoline consumption to over 200 gallons
for the trip.Looks like I'll hold off on this round.Damn it.
So...you lucky southern rackin'frackin'thus and so's....should grab one!!!
SUBJECT>The infamous Southwind 978 Heater Manual POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15626 LINKNAME>Southwind M978
Service Manual LINKURL>http://www.awarehead.com/m715/m978-svc-manual.pdf
Hey fellow m715zoners!I came across this manual for a the Southwind heaters in some
of our trucks.I have been trying to get mine running in my m725 and found this very
useful.So,I thought I'd share!
Enjoy!
-Bill
P.S.Brute4c..feel free to post this in the online manuals section as I can't keep it on my
server forever.Thanks :).SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15614 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Go here:
http://www.chuckschevytruckpages.com/drivetrains.html
and it describes a 205.Get that case if you can,you'll be glad you did.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15607 NEXT>15627
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there with a 205 got a correct speedo reading?
The speedo drive is basically a bolt with a gear end and I'm looking to learn where
someone would get that gear with the amount of teeth required for our stock gears and
tires.
-B.
SUBJECT>LOOKING FOR...POSTER>BIGHURT EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.mil
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody!This is Bighurt,back on the board.I,ve been away for a while,been real
busy doing the family oriented stuff.Hope all are well .This message is also a call out to
Barry Yarworth.If you could give me a call tonite,if possible,I would really appreciate it.I
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will gladly call right back to incur the cost of the call.The call is M715 related.My
number is (732)303 0150,and just ask for Tom.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Spark Plug wire locations POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15628 15630 15667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This summer I removed the ignitor from my truck and it is all fixed up with a new shaft
and other such pieces.My question is what spark plug wire goes where.In the small
reference manual on page 46 in the electrical diagram they have it drawn out but I just
wanted to make sure that was correct.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>For sale parts M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15629 15632 15645 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.This M-715 has the troop racks and the tail gate still on it.Body is rusty,Good parts truck
or strip it to the frame for a swamp buggy.$500.00 or best offer.Truck is in North
Carolina.Thanks.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING FOR...POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19
November 2002,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15622 NEXT>15640
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Bighurt,I'll call you tomorrow night if that's alright.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:The infamous Southwind 978 Heater Manual POSTER>mozarkid
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15620 NEXT>15647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speedometer Shops have them.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plug wire locations POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
I'm sure the picture is correct,but i didn't check.The number one plug wire goes on the
tower that is in line with a cap mounting bolt.If you're looking from the passenger side
and the distributor is clocked about 45,then it is the top mounting bolt.Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>sod buster EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15624 NEXT>15642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank where in N.C.
LARRY U.S.M.C.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plug wire locations POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
I'm sure the picture is correct,but i didn't check.The number one plug wire goes on the
tower that is in line with a cap mounting bolt.If you're looking from the passenger side
and the distributor is clocked about 45,then it is the top mounting bolt.Hope this helps.
Daniel.SUBJECT>Another brake hose question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjech2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>15633 15634 15660
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I can get N.O.S.brake hoses from Ab Linn ect.but does anyone know of brake
hoses from local parts house that will fit our trucks?I'm a little leary of 30 some year old
rubber lines and not ready to spend for custom or braided steel lines unless I have too.I
checked the parts file with no luck but was wondering if other jeeps or J trucks share a
common part...any info is appreciated...thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15624 NEXT>15643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Frank,
I'd be willing to give you $200 for:The grill guard,the side mirrors,pintle hook,drivers
side tailight bracket,E-brake handle and the troop seat brackets (don't need the wood)
Thanks,Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:Another brake hose question POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,
I got some stainless steel brake lines for 100.00 bucks from a local 4x4 shop!If I
remember right,they fit a f250 or f350.Just trying to help.
Mark
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SUBJECT>Re:Another brake hose question POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15631 NEXT>15637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Ed,
After I did the spring over on my truck,the rubber lines started to crack from being
stretched.I went to a local hose shop,and they built me custom stainless lines,6"longer,
for $30.00 apiece.Came to 65.00 with tax.Shop around and you might fins as good a
deal.Some guys do not like the braided lines.I have used them on my cj-5 now for 7
years (hard wheeling)with no problems.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>12 VDC Headlights POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15636 15661 15675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me if there are any 12 VDC headlights that will fit the M715?I recently
converted my M715 powerplant to a Chevy 350 (brand new crate engine).Now that I
have converted to a 12 volt system,I'm slowly modifying or replacing 24 VDC items with.12 VDC items.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:12 VDC Headlights POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15635 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno the part number but any 7"round headlight from the parts store will fit.The same
ones for almost all 50's and 60's cars and trucks with single headlights.You'll need to
replace the wiring pigtail where the light plugs in as well -the parts house will have them
too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Another brake hose question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15634 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys...will stop by the parts house and pick thier brains too.I let
youall know if I come up with a part number that works....later
SUBJECT>Lake Arrowhead trip POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 November 2002,at 10:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well after a week and a half of computer woes,it looks like I may be back in the game.
I took a day trip up to Lake arrowhead on Saturday (3rd trip this season!)and had a blast.
Such a beautiful area,y'all should all get up there for a vacation some time.I got the luck
of driving through a creek,over a rocky rise out of the creek then back again.I was very
pleased with how the truck made it over the rocks (medicine ball sized)with a mostly
stock setup.But a few Samaurai's and Jeeps came through and made us full sizers look
like clumsy oafs.
Once again the FORD engine ran flawlessly.Tcase ran hot and noisy.I'm beginning to
think the Tcase is close to death,in 4low it feels like something is dragging and broken as
I let the clutch out.
Hell,that motor's even got a cracked and welded head,must be some special super high
tech iron alloy (is that possible?)that FORD uses to build the greatest engines known to
man.
Good to be back and whet my appetite for truck tech.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to see that also.A pic is worth a hunderd cuts and welds..Rick
SUBJECT>Re:LOOKING FOR...POSTER>BIGHURT EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.mil
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SOUNDS GREAT!LOOKING FORWARD TO IT.
SUBJECT>Re:Lake Arrowhead trip POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15638 NEXT>15646 15651 15669 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lucky,You just can't beat those F-715's.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15629 NEXT>15677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in town called Newport,just down from MCAS Cherry Point.The truck is i
Swainsboro just down from Camp Lejeune.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15632 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I would like to sell the truck as a unit,trying to thin the herd.I will keep your offer
just in case it does not sell and i have to cut it up.Thanks for your reply.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Foot Starter Switch POSTER>Will Decker EMAIL>wdecker@bceinc.com
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DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15663 15687 15753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get a new foot starter switch?Does anyone know the part number?I looked
in the card file from this website and I couldn't find anything.Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>Ralph EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarZSycZxrD12 PREVIOUS>15624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
If the truck doesn't go as a whoel,I'd be interested in the troop seat hardware.....$150
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Lake Arrowhead trip POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.F-715,huh?...I'll let it go.Hey Perk,how're the girlfriends treating you??:)
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15627 NEXT>15649
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure do approciate the lead,I wrote them and am anxiously awaiting a reply.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys near Georgia should jump on this!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15617 NEXT>15656
15657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
I'm no towing expert,but I ain't ever seen a Mitsubishi 3000GT tow ANYTHING.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15647 NEXT>15650 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yo B-,keep me posted of what you come up with.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Speedometer Corrector Assemby POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15649 NEXT>15655
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's actually called a "ratio adapter",but I figured that anyone searching for info by thread
subject wouldn't recognize it.
Alright,it cost $65 plus shipping and tax.He can make on that's about the size of your
fist and screws into the plug on your transfer case where your speedo cable currently
connects.It's a 2 minute installation.Bascially it's a big gear that turns a smaller gear that
in turn turns your speedo cable.
I got a number if you want one.He'll figure your tire height and build one that corrects it
to exactly what your spped is.
-B.
(the $80 was a little rich for my blood,but as Mark so nicely pointed out I'm cheap.)
SUBJECT>Re:Lake Arrowhead trip POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:46 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>15641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
F-715.........Jesus wept.
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>15573 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry no hard tops
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>15577 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
parts trucks to be delivered soon
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>Billyb EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>15571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i run a stock rad and it does just fine
SUBJECT>Re:Speedometer Corrector Assemby POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 8:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15650 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks B-.Sit on that for a while and I'll see what I can round up through GM.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys near Georgia should jump on this!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 10:08 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15648 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw one with a jet ski in the Hampton's.What?..you think the truck is too much?
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Good Experience with GSAAuctions property custodians
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I have never not had them help me load anything that I have bought.I imagine if
it were something incredibly heavy or awkward where they did not have the equipment to
load it they wouldn't help you but with a vehicle you should have no such problem.
Most of the places that the property is located at are equipment and property depots,
where they distribute or redistribute equipment to local,state,and county governments.and their departments for
their use so most of them have the equipment to load what you
buy.I would advise anyone who is thinking of buying things off of GSA to call and find
out before doing so.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:You guys near Georgia should jump on this!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15617 NEXT>15686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't be surprised if Memphis Equipment is going to bid on these seeing how close
they are.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Another brake hose question POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the parts store and have them look for some that will work by bringing in what's
left of the old ones.After they have pulled out 10-20 boxes then ask what the hell do
these fit,you can laugh and then tell them what an M715 is.
Truthfully most brakelines are the same diameter and fitting size so all you need to do is
find the right length.Hope this helps.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:12 VDC Headlights POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15635 NEXT>15662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fred,i was just looking in the faqs last night and theres a couple posts in there about
some hella lights that sound pretty sweet.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:12 VDC Headlights POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 1:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15661 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doh!Thanks J.C.I forgot all about the FAQs.I looked through the archived PDF file.
SUBJECT>Re:Foot Starter Switch POSTER>ndt715fan-{mark}
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15644 NEXT>15664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,try army jeep parts.Web site www.armyyjeepparts.com they are in pa.They list one
in military vehicles mag.for $18.00
SUBJECT>Re:Foot Starter Switch POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15663 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You can have mine for the traditional "Zone Only"price of $1.00 plus shipping($3?)I
just installed GM tilt colun and won't need it...
SUBJECT>flywheel teeth POSTER>mike c EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my starter is only engaging on about 1/4 inch deep on the teeth of the flywheel.I can't
figure out why.The starter is freshly rebuilt with a new bendix and shims.Do any of you
think it is 1.shimmed too tight and not spinning fast enough 2.Has a loose internal
connection that could cause this or 3.it is normal to only engage on the teeth this way?It
seems the first two are the most likely culprits but maybe some of you have had this
problem and could help me.thanks
SUBJECT>Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November
2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15668 15694 15730
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm driving my M715 today,and brake fluid started to shoot out into the cab from the MS.
I've been looking for a Gladiator brake booster but no luck locally or on e-bay.If anyone
has one,or can find one for me,i'll pay a finders fee.I greatly appreciate the help,and pay
it back if i can.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plug wire locations POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just start at number 1 plug on the dist and follow the firing order on the valve cover and
add the wires in a counter clockwise order on the dist.dave
SUBJECT>Re:Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,20
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November 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>15666 NEXT>15670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A NEW one at NAPA costs $138.00
If you want to pay that much.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Lake Arrowhead trip POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Quite original,I would say.Actually,I laughed out loud!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15668 NEXT>15673 15676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,i will if i have to,do you know a P/N,earlier today they said they didn't show a part
for a mid 60's gladiator brake booster.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Free 230 engine block,crank,etc POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWkSlLNAE37I PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Free 715 engine,still has crank,bellhousing,pistons oilpan.Must pick up in houston
texas.
SUBJECT>Re:flywheel teeth POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
were shims installed originally and if so did it mesh correctly before the rebuild.dave
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>M715MAN
EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15670 NEXT>15674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I will check in KC this weekend.You don't have to pay me anything!
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15673 NEXT>15680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mark,
I'll definetly owe you though.
SUBJECT>Re:12 VDC Headlights POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15635 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,I installed an H-4 conversion lamp in mine.The only mods are the wire ends.solder
on some standard 3 prong headlight plugs and you are set!Standard 65/60W bulbs are
great,but I'm currently running those "blue"bulbs (can't remember their technical name)-
they work extremely well.Good Luck!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15670 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure i could get it for you.Now that I think about it,I asked for a booster from a 68 J-.2000 or J-3000.It
wasn't a Gladiator.
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15642 NEXT>15681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
???????????
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got any good front fenders?
krob725
SUBJECT>?For Spicergear POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,Is your truck registered with a regular Pa plate?If so,what do you do for
state inspection?Thanks,Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15674 NEXT>15682 15685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
daniel,
i know you have junk yards there in albuquerque.find yourself a nice grand wagoneer and
get the booster and the firewall adapter.you will have to drill a couple of new holes.and
modify the rod that goes to the pedal.i am using one from a 89 GW and the MC too.
works great so far.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:For sale parts M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:37 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15677 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am close to MCAS Cherry Point,and the truck is on HWY 24 that runs to Camp
Lejeune.Both bases are about an hours drive apart.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15680 NEXT>15691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You can search past posts for "Brake Booster"and should come up with part number.I
think you can save some $going with the wagoneer stuff.
SUBJECT>weak spots on a M715 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com.DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 8:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>15688 15692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have heard of the front axles breaking often with swapped motors etc.Is there any other
parts that break?for example drivelines,ujoints etc.I thinking of spare parts to carry
when off-road.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,20 November 2002,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15608 NEXT>15693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a 1969 715 cargo truck off the site for $2500 all original with 24,ooo
miles.It was a forest service truck.very good condition.If you get a winning bid on a
vehicle they put you in contact with a custodian in charge of the unit.the guy I worked
with was very helpful in getting vehicle picked up and all the paper work done,pretty
painless all the way through!
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15680 NEXT>15707
15717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,
How did you modify the push rod?I got the Wagoneer one and the rod was too long and
had too small a hole for the pin.
I ended up cutting the rod and welding on a really thick washer I had,but it's booty fab
and I hate to do that to my brake system.
Did you have a different way?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys near Georgia should jump on this!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15659 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
Last time I was at ME (last week)the guy told me they were getting into 715's more
seeing as how interest on them has increased in the last couple of years.They said they
recently purchsed quite a few and now have parts like fenders and such.I imagine that
they will be there bidding.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Foot Starter Switch POSTER>Will EMAIL>wdecker@bceinc.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Found One!!
Borg Warner part#S42 Starter Switch
at O'Reilly Auto Parts
SUBJECT>Re:weak spots on a M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15683 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
I used to carry a few gallons of gear oil since it always seemed to me that the pumpkins
got water in them.I guess it depends on what you do and what your truck's specs are.Like
people these trucks are all different.
The best way to find out what you need to carry will be a process that will leave you
telling passerbys "I'm alright,just waiting on a buddy to bring XXXXX."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?For Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15679 NEXT>15690 15698
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
Yes,regular plate.I went to Penn Dot and told them that the weight had been incorrectly
registered previously and have it now registered at 4800 or 4800 Lbs to keep the fee
down.It was just a normal inspection.Brakes,tires,lights...a buddy with a license.:)No
problems.The 37x13 boggers are dead even with the fender flares and don't draw extra
attention to the truck like big big gummies hanging out past the fenders,which isn't legal
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in PA.I've been pulled over a couple of times for credential checks but all was well once
they saw current DOT papers and insurance.I just got a new plate too "SPICER G"now I
just have to mount where it won't get folded like the other.
SUBJECT>Re:?For Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15689 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops,4800 or 4900 Lbs.Over 5000 Lbs and the registration cost doubles.
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15682 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the gladiator booster and 'vette master I didn't have to modify the rod at all...maybe I
got lucky.I'll try and find a PN off the booster next time at the farm.
SUBJECT>Re:weak spots on a M715 POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:26 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15683 NEXT>15695
15697 15751 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have wheeled for a couple of years w/a 350 and auto tranny,stock gears w/Detroits
front and rear,w/37 inch tires and have never broken anything.I spend most of my time
on rocks (Disney OK and Moab Utah)and some mud trails as well.I like you,heard of
weak axles,small tubes,"don't run a Detroit up front"etc.,so I stocked up with extra
parts.Bottom line;If your running 44's and run in a lot of mud,hard,then you might
break something.For the rest of us,stock is plenty strong.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:LOTS of M715 "Projects"on GSAAuctions.gov POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15684 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope nobody hates me for this but there are a few more 715's on that site that are
mislisted like for example 1953 Jeep is a 715.Keep in mind that someone didn't like
having to parade around that place taking pics and putting #'s on things and most likely
doesn't give a rats ass if they're labeled correctly.
SUBJECT>Re:Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,21 November
2002,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15666 NEXT>15706
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the members gallery and look under Paul B.I did a brake swap and Brute put the
pictures of the swap w/part numbers on the picture page.Uses stock parts,currently
available.Been running this setup for over a year now w/no problems.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:weak spots on a M715 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15692 NEXT>15696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul and Brian thanks for the information.As I'm currently stock but plan to lock it up
next year I just want to take it slow and aquire spares that make sense.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:weak spots on a M715 POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
November 2002,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15695 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably the reason you hear about the front axle breakage is because the person(s)(me)
was really screwed when it happened,and made it a point to post (vent)about it.These
trucks ARE pretty robust,I can see where you might be worried as you read about
failures,but keep in mind there are countless hours of trouble free wheeling done in these.rigs,even mine.You'll be
fine....
WE~only carry a spare U joint and tools~PS
SUBJECT>Re:weak spots on a M715 POSTER>Hardcharger 14
EMAIL>FurnsolutionNC@NorthState.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 8:27
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only ,this should have been better enginered ,problem I have had is the bracket
where the steering box connects to the frame.Look for cracks around the bolt holes in
bracket.A failure here can be a lot worst than just a long walk home.I first found the
problem when I installed the power steering from a Wagoneer.I found repair welds had
been made to the bracket.They looked OK so I went ahead with the instalation ,which I
am sure helped over stress the under strength bracket.I took the truck on a hunting trip ,
about 30%off road,on the way home,55 mph,the steering just did not feel right but I got
home.The next day,Sunday,I crawled under the truck I said a few THANK YOU
LORDS,as I looked at the steering box,one bent bolt holding it in place.I solved the
problem by beating and welding the bracket back together and replacing the rear bolt with
one that went through the frame.There is already a hole in the frame.The trick was to
build a plate to act as a washer,plus lock washer and lock tight.There may be a better fix
but this was quick and has lasted 15+years.
SUBJECT>Re:?For Spicergear POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>15689 NEXT>15699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a buddy with a license also.He "didn't notice"the tires are about 1 inch out of the
flares-However the local authorities did last night while I was driving.$125 ticket.I have
owned the truck just over a year now and I've been pulled over 11 times!Only to check
my registration,insurance,etc.None of them even looked at the tires,not even the State
Police.Most of them are just curious as to what the truck is,and get a laugh out of it.#12
was yesterday in my own town where I've been driving this truck everyday for a year and
he didn't like it one bit.I guess I'll have to find some flares.Sorry for the long story!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:?For Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a flare regulation too.You'll be ok however...I think the maximum allowable flare
size is three inches off the body.This state sucks.
SUBJECT>Dropped Pitman Arm?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>15704 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there a dropped pitman arm available to fit the stock manual steering box?
I've seen a lot of posts mentioning the 70-88 Bronco pitman arm for use when added
power steering,but no mention of what people are using that are doing a springover but.not adding power steering.
I'm guessing the Bronco pitman fits a power steering box but not a manual box.
Any clues?
Rollie
SUBJECT>tbi fuel pump POSTER>russ allatot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15702 15705 15720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm in the middle of my engine swap,using a tbi 350,and i was wondering if any one
knows what fuel pump i could us.i would like to use an in-line pump,but don't want to
pay an arm and a leg.Also will i need to run return lines?Thanks for any help,
Russ Allstot
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
November 2002,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15701 NEXT>15703
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right a tbi system has a spec of 15-18 lbs.of fuel pressure.Use this to find
a pump at the local parts store
On a swap of mine I used a pump that actually fit a Ford Diesel.If I remember correctly
this cost about $60 or a little less.Word to the wise DO NOT buy from Autozone,the
first pump I bought lasted about 6 weeks before going to crap.
Hope this helps.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 November
2002,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15702 NEXT>15708
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa sells a universal fuel pump that is specifically for the TBI systems.It is a good one,
but may run $75 or more,been a while since I priced one.Also,be wary of the pumps for
racing applications,these pupms do not have the durability required for 4-wheeling,they
are made more for high performance racing applications.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropped Pitman Arm?POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>pbbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15700 NEXT>15786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just had pitman arm built by Wagoner Machine Shop,here in Oklahoma.They are the
guys who you may have seen in all the magazines who build and run extreme jeeps.If
you want I can get you a price on a arm.They can make it any size you want and eve
help correct if you are not turning to each stop.I also got a steering rod and tie rod from
them (super strong)to run w/Heim joints as well.They also custom fab 60 and 70 axles.
They have a web site.The co-owner and estimater is in our shop daily picking up and
delivering axles and parts,so let me know if I can help.If you have any questions you ca.call me at 918-951-2677.I
think I am going to have them change out my closed knuckles
w/open type and add Chevy 14"ends to my rear 70 so I can run disks all around.Later,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>pbbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Ford (yuk!!)fuel pump on my TBI system.Look in members gallery under Paul B.
and one of the built-up pictures shows a good picture of the pump.Let me know if you
want the model number.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,
at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15694 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What was the total cost of your set-up paul?
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>john summers EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>15685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but the question is???was it high quality booty fab???
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
November 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15703 NEXT>15711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not sure how much I payed way back when but I do remember that the pump I ended
up using was quite a bit cheaper than the one specified for the TBI.
Also,when installing the pump try to get it as close to the tank as possible as most pumps
push better than they pull.When routing your lines try to anticipate and plan for where
the exhaust will run to avoid vapor-locked fuel lines.
When you go to the parts store to find the right fittings be persistent no matter what they
say because they DO have the right fittings no matter what the 16 year old behind the
counter says.From expirience they will look at you like you are speaking Greek until a
epiffany hits and they understand what you need.
GSanders
SUBJECT>ab linn rules POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15719 15734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,broke down and called ablinn today about a coil.after calling memphis
equipment.m.e.wanted 115 beans for a taiwan clone.ab said well ill sell you one for 40.but they suck ive got some
take out ones thatve tested good for20 why doncha buy one of
those?well i did after i pinched myself.point being,this guy is great i highly recommend
him to any new owners that need parts.ok gotta go wash my nose.jc
SUBJECT>440 Chrysler in a M-715 ??POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15713 15718 16050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,any know of one,or know someone who has done this..I found a 1978 Ramcharger
complete with a 727 and 203.I know the 203 is supposedly weak,but it is something I
might can use for a doubler.I can get the whole POS for $200.It runs and drives...I really
don't want to re-invent the wheel here,but it may be something,or something to pass on..
I plan on Rockwells and 44's.Whatcha'think???
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15708 NEXT>15714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
epiffany?hmmm.does she have big hair?i think i used to date her
SUBJECT>Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15715 15716 15721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what the sizes are for the most recent super single tires for dueces and
5 toners.I am trying to help a friend find a cheaper alternative to $350-425 44 inchers for
a project.If at all possible include the approximate height and designated size.Any help
would be appreciated.
Also does anyone know how much a set of custom wheels to run these monsters would
cost?
Thanks,
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:440 Chrysler in a M-715 ??POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You picked the right group to ask.If it's been invented probably someone in this group
has found some way to mount it on or in an M715.I can't think of anyone off the top of
my head but look through past post and see if you can track down some info or person
who has done this swap.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
November 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15711 NEXT>15762
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ha Ha Ha !!
Its good to see that there is always a good sense of humor in the group.What would we
be without it.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The sizes are differant for the deuces and the 5 tons.Go to the Michelin site.They have
all the info there.I have the 14:00X20 Michilins mounted on single rims that I made.I'll
send you some pic's if you want them.--------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at stuff on the www.usa6x6.com .Daniel is a pretty smart dude and has lots
of ideas and inventory for Rockwells.Check it out..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>15685 NEXT>15821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
young brian
it's all that booty talk that gets your wife pregnant you know.of course i welded the M715
"eye"to the GW rod.on the GW booster i used,the rod was too short(?!?)by about a
inch.i wanted this setup because i also have an 84 GW.this way,both trucks have
interchangable parts.now if i could just get 2 cummins engines.....
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:440 Chrysler in a M-715 ??POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>15710 NEXT>
15722 LINKNAME>440 Jeepster
LINKURL>http://www.carcraft.com/editorial/article.jsp?viewtype=text&id=73400
yes it has been done.i think jon (Brute4c)is getting the parts together to install a dodge
big block also.it is a big ass engine but not as big physically as a big block ford or chev.
lots of members here are running those.
i say go for it.i like dodge big blocks.the 440 is a torque monster and will make lots of
power with very little work.there was an article in CarCraft a few months ago where they
did a big block build up/showdown.
here is another article,if he could get one this thing you should be fine.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15709 NEXT>15738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What phone #do you have for them?The one I had was for a fax or modem
line.TIA
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Master E2000 on my GM TBI equipped Grand Wagoneer.I think they're now
recommending a different model on the DIY EFI list,but this one has worked for me.I
got the same one @Checker for $80 that NAPA was selling for $150.Put a traditional
filter in front of the pump and an EFI filter after it.
Tell the parts guy you want something from a late 80's Ford F350,IIRC.You might need
to say that if you get a blank response asking about an E2000.
yes,you'll need a return line.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15712 NEXT>15750 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Believe it or not,I was stareing at a set of 12:50 x 20 Michelins the other day.They were
brand new surplus.Very odd sized.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:440 Chrysler in a M-715 ??POSTER>james
EMAIL>ranchoblanco70@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,21 November 2002,at 10:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch out for undrilled crankshaft if you are going to run a standard transmission,you
drill it out yourself with magnet drill,idid it to a roadrunner when we bought a junkyard
motor and forgot to check for drilling,sure would be a great swap with an overdrive
3053a!
SUBJECT>350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello to all ,i am planning to install a 350 or 400 sbc engine into my kaiser .I have bee
told that it can be placed forward or rearward within the engine compartment depending
on the motor mounts that are used.What is the differance ,does it matter as far as the
positioning ?Which moter mounts are available for either application ?What mounts
should be avoided ?thanks much Curtis
SUBJECT>battery box,transmission POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone need a battery box or the t 98 tranny for the kaiser ?
make me an offer for both and pay for shipping .located in pasadena texas thanks curtis
SUBJECT>New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>mitchell715.EMAIL>curtism@crmsolutionsinc.com DATE>Friday,22 November
2002,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaonmX11BvH4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>15728
15749 15758 15763 15795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just purchased a stock 69 M-715 with the 230 engine.I would like to replace the tires.I
have researched my options but am still unsure of my best direction.If possible,I want to
drive her on the interstate at a resonable speed (65-70 mph).I do understand the trade-
offs between tire size/gearing etc.Can she perform on 44's?and if so,how would I
achieve the clearance for them?Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>715 For sale in Atlanta POSTER>Chris Bailey EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22
November 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15733 15788
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are looking for a 715 this is it.This truck has everything you need to be a great trail
truck or just driving around town.Some of the mods include,chevy small block 400,
sm465 four speed,AGR power steering,custom heater,large brake booster,detroit
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lockers F&R,custom wheels nothing fancy but they work,all sitting on brand new 44-
18.5-16.5 swamper TSL's.Also has a bikini top and a hard top.The hard top looks
factory.Also has selectro hubs.This truck was featured in the petersons top 10 of 2001 as
one of the top 10,it was also in the mag earlier in the year but can't remember the month.
Full size spare is mounted in the back.I really hate to get rid of it but expanding buisness
is forcing sale.My loss your gain.I'm working on getting pics avaliable for email.If
you've ever built something then you know 7500$is a great price for a truck like this.
Tires alone cost around 1800$and they have approx 50 miles.Email me with questions at
cmbailey4@aol.
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try the Michlen 1100x16 r XL's,they are a current military tire used worldwide and
should give you about 10 mph more.Dave
Michelin has them on special for 300 each till 11.30.02.They are monster quality radial
tires.
SUBJECT>Re:battery box,transmission POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15724 NEXT>15744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curits,I need a sweet young honey to nurse me through my knee surgery.Just give my
number to any Y&T's.
SUBJECT>Re:Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,
at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15666 NEXT>15754 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Daniel,.Have you gone to All Jeeps down on broadway???I was just there about a month ago and
pulled some parts from an older (60's)J-truck.They also had several GW's from around
that era.The manager let me walk around the yard to lok for anything I could use.By the
way I just purchased a '64 J-truck booster and its going to bolt right in.So I may have
mine going in a while.
Chad
SUBJECT>Booster connections??POSTER>Chad C.Zens EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15746 15756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I just got a '64 J-truck brake booster and MC and it's going to bolt right in with the
addition of a couple of holes.So my question now is how the heck do I connect the MC
to the hard lines??Do I need to have special SS lines made to directly connect to the hard
lines?Is that possiable??Do I need some "L"blocks instead of the "T"??I'm lost,
HELP!!Thanks,Chad
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15723 NEXT>15745 15910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The distributor of the SBC is at the rear center and WILL impact the firewall.You will
have to pound the firewall back an inch or two to clear the distributor cap.A cab lift
would reduce the required "dent."That being the case,I'd opt for mounting the engine
forward.There's plenty of room.This will also make the fan shroud problem easier to
solve -it won't have to reach as far to cover the fan.
SUBJECT>Re:715 For sale in Atlanta POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send pics and more info,I tried to email you but I don't think it went through.-
Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15709 NEXT>15737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to mortisemaker
lets get your story correct.
first of all our coils are not taiwan clones!!!!!!
they are american made originals
second they are not $115.00 they are $105.00 plus shipping.
you can purchase junk anywhere.we have not been in business for
56 years selling junk.if u can't afford to buy the best.park.your truck.all i have to say,will now wash my hands of
this deal.
and blow my nose!!!thanks and call us sometime
SUBJECT>pinion brake POSTER>ROB EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this months jp mag p.49 there is apicture of a pinion brake
has any one thought of this ?how well do you think it would work
SUBJECT>Improving turning radius POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Is there anything that could be done to our closed knuckle Dana 60 to improve the turning
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radius?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15734 NEXT>15739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
roy,i stand corrected.iwasnt putting you down,just raving about a great deal.jc
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15719 NEXT>15766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ethan,704 637 9076.but he doesnt always answer,probably in the middle of something.
keep trying good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15737 NEXT>15742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats cool,call sometime
SUBJECT>Re:Improving turning radius POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15736 NEXT>
15741 15747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Turn the stops in and pay attention to not put much power to them cranked to the new
stop height or they'll bind.KERPOW!
You could put a 60 in the back and rear steer it as well.:)
SUBJECT>Rear steering POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
22 November 2002,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15740 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been playing with the idea of rear steering for a long time.If I take a front 60,invert
and reweld the pumpkin,I could put a separate power steering box with its own pump,
and some kind of steering shaft going into the rear,that might work.What worries me is
highway manners and how safe that would be.My goal in life is to die of old age,ya
know :-)
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15739 NEXT>15743 15814
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROY,I too have dealt with AB and I have been very satisfied,however,there are many
parts I still need that AB doesn't have.Does M.E.have a parts availability list,catalog or
something?
'Preciate any help.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15742 NEXT>15752 15815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Roy,How about an update on the lower windshield cowl gaskets???Sure am eager
to get one...Thanks...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:battery box,transmission POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15729 NEXT>15775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave you already have three girlfriends ,if you take on anymore you will not have time to
play with your 715
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15732 NEXT>15760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the front will not be a problem i dont think due to the electric fan ,however i really dont
want to use the hammer method ,is there a mount made to move the engine forward so
that i can avoid this
SUBJECT>Re:Booster connections??POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put a MC on my 715 that's the largest bore MC almost anywhere,it's over an inch.I
had to buy brake line,a "T"connection,adapters to go into the MC,and into the "t"that
were the right ID for the tube,and of course a flaring tool had to be rented from O'Reiley..Don't know what parts
stores you have available but bending brake tubing isn't that hard,
use the tools and your imagination.My brother wanted to fix it so 2 chamber MC worked
the way it does on other vehicles where the forward chamber only works the front brakes
and the rear for rear brakes but using a "t"and putting all the fluid to the original line was
easiest.
SUBJECT>Re:Improving turning radius POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My left and rigth radius are very different.Is it all in the stops?they look easy enough to
adjust,is the binding comming from the joints in the knuckle?Surely I should be able to
turn as far to the left as I do to the right,right?Currently I can barely make it into the
correct lane when making a left at a 4 way stop.
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SUBJECT>Re:pinion brake POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15735 NEXT>15765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have thought about it.We don't have 2 1/2 ton rockwell axles with exposed pinions but
we do have that fly wheel your parking brake pad grabs,it should work the same way.Of
course the band brakes suck compared to what a caliper could do.Maybe you could work
a plan from their for a flywheel and calipur and tie it in with the rest of the brakes?
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Ryan
EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15726 NEXT>15768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
44's will fit stock.That is one unique thing that makes the M715 one of the coolest
offroad trucks ever built.No lift required!As for the speed...don't know dude.
SUBJECT>Re:Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>Rya
EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15721 NEXT>15767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate the way these military tires are sized.I want to know their overall height!How do I
know how tall a 20 x 16 is?
SUBJECT>Front axle w/locker &short shaft for me POSTER>Rya
EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Previous owner removed Trac Lock after breaking too many axles,says it runs pretty
good with just 3x4 though.I had some slop in my transmission mount and maybe trasfer
case mount that resulted in the short shaft trying to bust through the floor on the highway.
I've thrown u-joints in the front shaft ever since.I think it's cause I damaged the yoke
though.Those 2 u-joints take more torque than any other on the truck though.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>15743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto....
SUBJECT>Re:Foot Starter Switch POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
after going through paper catalogs at O'Reilys with a bored salesperson we found them
for less than $20,I think it was like $12.Go to a parts store when they're not busy and it's
amazing what they can find.Napa carries odd stuff.They'd have it for sure,or at least can
order it.Do your self a favor,have them special order everything that looks close and
then pick the one that's right once they're all at the store.
SUBJECT>Re:Can someone find me a brake booster.I'll pay money for help.
POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at
4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll look forward to seeing it,we still have to get together.Well,Kevin Braddock emailed
me also,and it looks like you both got the last ones.I called earlier this week and they
said they didn't have anymore but they sure seemed to be popular lately,now i know
why.....i still drive mine,i just keep an IV of brake fluid going to the MS.
I've posted on the FSJ page too,so hopefully something will come through.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15607 NEXT>15812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice work dude.What prompted the swap inthe first place?surely your not a M715
owner worried about noise?The 200 is an all gear unti too right?Is this a gear ratio
thing?What is the 5 spd.tranny you listed anyway?
SUBJECT>Re:Booster connections??POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15731 NEXT>15771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chad,
About the easiest way...
Remove the rear brake line from the Tee and plug the hole.Make sure you get a IFM plug
and not NPT,I believe the correct one is
3/8-24IFM.
Attach the original line at the MC to one of the new MC outlets (dosen't necessarily
matter which one on a drum/drum system -I assume that early of a MC is for
drum/drum?)
Attach a new line from the other MC outlet,use a union at the other end to make the
connection at the original rear brake line.
Done..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 overheating w/V-8 POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Support came from where?Is this the original support or did you get it from a j truck too?
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think most folks have found that 38.5 is as large as you can get without rubbing.
I recommend the 35"X-terrains because that's what I have.They don't do a damn for
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freeway speed,I'm still kickin'around 55-60 and I feel bad for my engine at those speeds.
But the tires are super quiet compared to mud tires and they look excellent.
Don't forget new tubes and flaps,and they have different types for radial and bias ply
tires.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:you will not belive the parts I got POSTER>Ryan
EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a new yoke for the Tranny.I'm in houston,where are you and how much?
Ryan
rch75@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15745 NEXT>15764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're planning on using the adaptor to stock trans,yer pretty much set on one position
for the engine and that's where the distributor hits (sorry,I can't help but soak up Chevy
info -we need more Ford swaps).
If you swap in a Chevy trans as well,you can put it pretty much anywhere that the combo
will fit.
Chris
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment Rules POSTER>Matt Rigsby
EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roy,Just installed the new windshield cowel.Fits great .The only problem was getting the
screws loose,after that that it was a brezze.Later Matt
SUBJECT>Re:tbi fuel pump POSTER>Russ Allstot
EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks for all the help.
Russ
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15726 NEXT>15808 15918 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I run Super Swamper SSR (Radials)in 37x12.5x16.Check out pictures under Paul B.on
members gallery to see how they fit.Run 55-70 all day.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks chris i am planning on using a 700r4 with a 208 transfer i finally have the donor
truck curtis
SUBJECT>Re:pinion brake POSTER>ROB EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the only problem that I can see with the diek on the trany would be twisting the drive
shaft large tires carry alot of momentom
they put pinion disk brakes on clark tugs (the tug that pulls the carts at the airport)I'llhave
to go to the gse shop and take alook
may be do some talking to amachine shop
you never know
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.I'll try again.Seems like all these MV suppliers are "part time"one or two person
shops.Since I work for a chain store with 1200 nationwide stores,tt's nice dealing and
supporting a "little guy".
SUBJECT>Re:Super Single Tire Size Question POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15750 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A rough "Guesstimation"method to size tires is double the hundred or decimal number
and then add rim size.Example....11.00/16s...double the 11...is 22,then add rim size...22
+16 =38.
This will get you with in an inch either way...most of the time..SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice
POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,22 November 2002,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
44s will not fit stock by no means.You need to either do a spring over or a body lift to
clear tires that large.I dont think you said if you still had the 230 or not but if you do this
is probabaly not a good combo.
Again it all depends on what you plan to do with your truck.If you off road it hard then
other members have said to stay under the 39-40 inch range to minimize breakage.
Steve
SUBJECT>Tire replacements for NDTs POSTER>Steve
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EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15772 15776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still consider myself new to M715 ownership (had my M715 about 4 months now).
From what I've heard on this board and elsewhere,the NDTs are not very good tires ON
or OFF road.I would like to replace them with something that has a similar height and
width but with a more aggressive tread (primarily for the rugged,offroad look).Ca
someone suggest a tire for me.I want it to fit my original rims and have the same load
capacity as the originals.Thanks for any advice.
Steven
SUBJECT>Anyone ever cut the fenders a bit to fit a diesel from a school bus in thier
truck?I have a POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bus with a rather large (OK huge )V8 turbo diesel and allison auto...thought it would be
pretty cool!!Stock axles may not like it though?I guess if I was really easy on it....Am I
being stupid?The bus was cheap,friend bought it to build a car carrier and is not using it.
It's a '89 international,pretty low miles and maintained to top standards.What do you
guys think?Thanks!!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Booster connections??POSTER>Chad C.Zens
EMAIL>cczens@spinn.net DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15756 NEXT>15773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris,thats what I needed to know as I would like to have the safety of a dual
outlet MC.Where are the best places to get brake line componets,NAPA??
SUBJECT>Re:Tire replacements for NDTs POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15769 NEXT>15831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/photos5.htm
Michelin 900r16 XZL Tires for 165
Michelin 900r16 XL Tires for 190.SUBJECT>Re:Booster connections??POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA should be fine.I use Kragen and a no-chain store around here since the nearest
NAPA is 20 minutes away.The plugs would be the most difficult to find at Kragen or the
like.Also you may need to bring in the MC because you may need adapters to get down
to the 3/8-24 IFM fittings of the stock 3/16 brake line.Most of the dual MC's I've used
have 1/2 and 9/16"fittings.
Chris
SUBJECT>Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just when I thought I could bolt up my air cleaner canister I found out that the front
brackets were missing.I have everything but these few pieces,anybody have a lead on
these parts.thanks......dave
dkane@houston.rr.com
SUBJECT>Re:battery box,transmission POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My veterans day parade no show is a no more.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire replacements for NDTs POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15769 NEXT>15784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
use the michlen 1100 16r xl's.They will give you more mph without increasing your
rpms.they are aggresive and military also.dk
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15774 NEXT>15785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
What exactly do you need?I couldn't quickly locate the pictures you were referencing.I
have the pieces that attach to the hood still.
Chris
SUBJECT>It's Probably A 7.3 Liter,Same As In Ford Trucks POSTER>CREEPING
DEATH EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Saturday,23
November 2002,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15770 NEXT>15787
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DT444?DT444 is the 7.3,nearly identical to the ones that powered millions of Ford
pickups.It should fit without too much modification..CD
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 on e-bay ,with tailgate and hard top ....cheap POSTER>tim furry
EMAIL>tfurryjr@neo.rr.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15568 NEXT>15781 15807 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought that 715 due to pick up sat after thanks giving
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 on e-bay ,with tailgate and hard top ....cheap POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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congrats on your purchase.hope it looks good.
krob725
SUBJECT>Cheap 2 1/2 Rockwells?POSTER>Randy Curran
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of a place to get them?I need a pair.Front and rear,duh.And didn't
somebody say they use the pinion brakes and they work fine on the street?
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap 2 1/2 Rockwells?POSTER>adam goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 November 2002,at 11:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15782 NEXT>15804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy in NH with a few sets.Were are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire replacements for NDTs POSTER>mitchell715
EMAIL>curtism@crmsolutionsinc.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 3:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoVKrs0GPiSs PREVIOUS>15776 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you still need tubes and if so where do you get them.
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15777 NEXT>15789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi from Houston,
The parts I need are for the top bracket assembly.On the drawing figure 28 in book 9-
2320-244-34P page 85.
The long shaft #21,with bracket 22.Bracket #3,the flexible wire thing #19,and the four
bracket parts #15,16,17,and 18.
I also need the u clamps/nuts that go with these.On page 84 I need #19 the gasket that
goes between carb and gooseneck.And finally if your #11 on page 84,the round rubber
dust valve is good mine is kind of warped.
If you do not have this book I can fax these over or maybe get my scanner going.Thanks.for answering back.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropped Pitman Arm?POSTER>Darrell EMAIL>darrellm@hiwaay.net
DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNbOejhdTh3Y PREVIOUS>15704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try checking out this site.They sell dropped pitman arms for FSJ for $59.00 .....not too
bad
http://www.natltire.com/ntw0799/pages/steering.html
DMoore
SUBJECT>Re:It's Probably A 7.3 Liter,Same As In Ford Trucks POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15778 NEXT>15792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It just looks soooo huge in the bus?I know they are big...maybe it's just the way it's i
there.COOOL,I may just have to do it then,the allison auto makes me drool,as does the
big 'ol turbo.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:715 For sale in Atlanta POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please e-maol me more info I'm very intrested.jeepcj559@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15785 NEXT>15797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't find any exploded diagrams anywhere in the online manuals and I don't have any
books.Maybe Brute4c knows where the picture file is,otherwise try emailing it to me.
Chris
SUBJECT>transfer case POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24 November
2002,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15791 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
im getting ready to install a 460 with a 4 speed and a married t case.problem is the tcase
drops to the drivers side.does anyone know of a tcase that will bolt to my 4 speed but
drops to the passenger side.kinda important
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15790 NEXT>15794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can move your front diff to the drivers side.I am probably going to be doing this.
The transfer is going to be hard to find/fit.Advance Adapters could probably help but
will be expensive$$$.Doug..SUBJECT>Ahhh,it's HUGE!!Looked it up,it's like a 4000 pound motor!!
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24
November 2002,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15787 NEXT>15906
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is NOT a 7.3,it's a monster and no way in HELL it will fit!Oh well,back to the
drawing board.;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Anyone with experience swapping sides with the front diff.more...
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24
November 2002,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15798
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In other words shortening the drivers side,moving the pumpkin over and making a new
longer tube for the pass side,then swapping shafts side to side?I know I brought this up
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before,but I am VERY seriously considering it...anyone done it...or know of it being
done?Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24 November
2002,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15791 NEXT>15799
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aside from replacing the axel there is no way to relocate the diff
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>15726 NEXT>
15809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 do NOT do 65 mph you bought the wrong truck
SUBJECT>Rocker panel replacement tips POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm in the process of replacing the rocker panels in my jeep.The outer spotwelds seem
fairly straight forward to do with a MIG,but I'm a little confused about the rear corners.
Anyone who's done this before...Any ideas??
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15789 NEXT>15825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try to scan the pages from the tech manuals tonight or tommorow.
I think that some of the parts are coming from Gary Topaz,I will get some photos over
soon.thanks..........Dave.SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience swapping sides with the front diff.more...
POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at
5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15793 NEXT>15801 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
FWIW,I think that is too much of a project.You may be better off finding a Ford front
Dana 60.I know the bolt patterns are different,and may be narrower than the stock front
too..
The tubes in most axles are pressed,then rosette welded.I feel that you may not get these
out without loosing the integrity of the axles.
Then,you must press the tubes back in and make sure you have the correct caster..
WOW...
Seems like lots of fun though.Why not get a different transfer case?Something out of a
Dodge,or Chevy?
Again,my opinion is to find a Ford F-350 and use both axles...
I am new to the board,so be gentle on me......
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case POSTER>Ethan Brady EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15794 NEXT>15800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can retube the axle ($$$)to move the diff around.That's the HARD way of doing it,
but it works.I've got a Borg-Warner Quadratrak case in mine and it's a pass side drop.
Dunno how it would mate to a manual tranny.Mine's stuck on a TH400 (they came that
way from Jeep,so no adapter needed.)
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15799 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I have two of those...one with a sweet built up 360...but they are for my 61 willys
wagon project!I really want to swp in a BIG turbo diesel and trans/transfer from a later
model truck that would be driverside drop.I am going to check with my local machine
shop on cost...fingers crossed.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience swapping sides with the front diff.more...
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24
November 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15798 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great ideas,however I am set on keeping the military axles for looks more than anything.
Plus I know mine are good,all gone over and I have a Detroit for the rear etc.Any
transfer from a 87 back Chevy (or up to 92 Suburb or FS Blazer)will work as will pre 94
dodge.Trouble is I want to use a newer diesel and all related gear.Thanks for the help
though!Doug.
SUBJECT>Allright,one more maybe "easier"question?Tranny/transfer question.
Thanks!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,24.November 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15805
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,changing the axle seems as though ---maybe--it is a bit too much.Will a transfer
(bolt up type)from an older (pass side front drop)Dodge ---OR---Chevy fit onto a newer
trans from either one?Anyone know???In other words take a newer 24 valve high output
cummins and matching trans and mate it to an older pre 94 transfer?
Or maybe a Ford Powerstroke and trans (any)will fit an older chevy transfer (any).??
Thanks in advance for any help...my next call may be to advance adapters,but really
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don't have that cash$$Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Rocker panel replacement tips POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm in the process of replacing the rocker panels in my jeep.The outer spotwelds seem
fairly straight forward to do with a MIG,but I'm a little confused about the rear corners.
Anyone who's done this before...Any ideas??
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap 2 1/2 Rockwells?POSTER>Randy Curra
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,24 November 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
South Bend,IN.Or northern Indiana if that helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Allright,one more maybe "easier"question?Tranny/transfer question.
Thanks!POSTER>Ethan Brady EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,24
November 2002,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15802 NEXT>15829
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AA i'm sure will have what you need.Your truck will just be a bit bouncier because of
your much lighter wallet,tho!
A friend of mine has an AMC 401 mated to a 700R4 which is coupled to a Quadratrak,
which is pass side drop.Sounds like you're wanting to put some serious power thru your
drivetrain.Maybe an Atlas II is in your future.
SUBJECT>Saw one on VH1!POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was watching "Bubblegum Babylon"on VH1,some stupid show about bubblegum
music (insert jokes here)and saw a super quick action shot of a M715.They were talking
about the war and despair and tying it into the fun of bubblegum and happened to pa
quickly past the rear of the truck with a few guys in the back and a few around the bed all
unloading M16's.Pretty cool in my eyes..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M 715 on e-bay ,with tailgate and hard top ....cheap POSTER>Will
Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck.Let us know if we can help.Will
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15763 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mitchell,
Paul runs an overdrive tranny.If you try to run 65-70 it's going to redline your 230.
His tire size specified is what the majority of members run who want the biggest mud
tires you can get STOCK and still use with no rubbing at full lock.I just got a set of these
and it ran right at $1K with mounting,tubes and flaps.They do look great and perform
well.
Just my $.02.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15795 NEXT>15810
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a little harsh,but true to a point.
If you want speed,big tires and performance,then you'll have to do alot of modifications
to get that.As SteveBronco said,it all depends on what you want to do with your rig.
These trucks were designed for lower speeds and a tire around 36".If you want bigger
tires,you won't be dissapointed with the 37-39"range.If you want greater speeds,the
you need to do the following:ring and pinion swap or overdrive tranny,and most likely a
larger motor.The price range for this is all about the same depending on where you get
your parts.R&P swap will be high since there aren't alot of used 4.56's laying around.An
overdrive tranny will be high if you try to mate it to the stock motor.From what I hear it's
cheapest and easiest to just get a junkyard motor and tranny and swap them in.
I ran a 715 with the stock motor and tranny and 37"Buchshots and it was fine.Top speed
was limited to 55 or so,but it performed well.
Good luck with your rig.
-B.
SUBJECT>Where did you find 37"POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15809 NEXT>15813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brian,where did you find 37"Buckshots?The tallest I have seen is
36".Thanx mudclod
SUBJECT>Photos uploaded and small winch part POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took some photos of my close to finished 715.will get some sunny in the dirt photos
soon.Loaded my winch with new cable yesterday and installed all the winch shafts.Am
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missing the one small bracket that mounts between engine and backet that mounts at
alternator bracket base.Any body have a spare???
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 Installed.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A couple of things promted it actually.The 200 leaked oil from every output,yet never
overheated...but nobody enjoys pumping in gear oil every two weeks.Noise wasn't too
much of a concern with big block/glasspacks and boggers.The biggest was the lack of a
PTO on the stock case and wanting to put a mechanical winch in the rear of the truck.
The gearing in the two cases 200/205 is the same so there was nothing there.Over the
weekend I began mounting another duece and a half 10,000#winch on the truck...just
behind the tube crossmember above the rear axle.It will be driveshaft driven by a pto
from the NP205.I'd also been sitting on a prestine 205 for about 6 months and figured it's
time had come.The 5 speed is a duece and a halfs Spicer/Dana 3053A overdrive from
behind a diesel mill.The gas dueces 5 speeds don't have the overdrive.It has an odd 3-4
shift but I like it,doubt it will ever break in a light truck like the 715 compared to it's
donor and it actually fit pretty good.
SUBJECT>Re:Where did you find 37"POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15810 NEXT>15827
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,they were 36".I always round up......it helps my ego.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15742 NEXT>15816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we have a m175 condensed parts book of engine thru winch of fast moving items such as
all engine parts,carb,cooling,clutch,dist.
trans,transfer,axles,brakes etc.neat book.cost is $10.00
plus shipping
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.we still think it will be around or just after christmas
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15814 NEXT>15819 15822 15828
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roy,
I got that book,but mine is lacking in prices.Can I give mine back to you and get you to
get Jon to pencil in how much everything is worth?It sure would be a help in allocating
budget dollars for each month.
Also,me and some of the boys were talking and it was brought up that a type of raffle for
a gift certificate or some front fenders would be mighty white of you guys.You could go
the route of dropping all our names in a hat and them every week pulling one out.I bet
Brute would put a banner on the top of this board that says some shit like "SPONSERED
BY MEMPHIS EQUIPMENT".Ponder that.
I need some brake parts,so I'll see you guys later this week and I expect to be shown the
raffle hat.
-B.
SUBJECT>Gas sending unit question POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 11:18
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
15818 15836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have removed and cleaned my gas tank.Purchased and installed a new sending unit
(other one rusted away).Replaced the ground wire and the wire from the sending unit to
the wiring harness where it connects to the frame.The gas gage worked for one day and
quit.I replaced the fuel gage on the dash,still didn't work.I checked the voltage at the
wiring harness and got 3.6 volts.The guy that sold me the unit said that sounded right.
Still no gage reading.I sent the sending unit back and they say it is good.HELP.What
can I try before puting the unit back in the tank and installing the tank itself.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15817 NEXT>15823
15826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I had this problem I found that my arm on the sending unit wasn't able to swing up
to show any fuel in the tank and thus it always showed empty.I,too,replaced all that
stuff and was in the process of replacing the sending unit when I saw it was hitting a
'slosh gaurd'in the tank.
That may be your trouble too,or maybe I'm stupid as all my elementary teachers said.
-B..SUBJECT>The Memphis Raffle POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15816 NEXT>15820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would kick in $2.00 a month at least for a chance at some fenders.Or other sheet
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metal.Good suggestion Brian.Lets see if it flies.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:The Memphis Raffle POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15819 NEXT>15845
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
I think that what Roy is saying is that we won't have to pitch in any $,they will list this
under "advertising expense"in their books and will chalk up the cost of the stuff we win
or the gift certificate to the price of being an m715zone.com sponsor.
From what I've heard about ME's plans with this,it sounds like a good deal for them and
us.
Spicer,have you gotten any word if the PA M.E.is doing a raffle too?I'm not sure how
they work.
Roy,will you guys pay shipping too to get us our raffled items,or is shipping not
included.I'm cool either way.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15717 NEXT>15869
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought what got my wife knocked up was THE SEMI-ANUAL HALOWEEN SALE at
Voctoria's secret.
At any rate,I took off my power brake dream because the booster killed my motor when I
pushed in the pedal.It also blocked my dipstick and so I just quit.
I'm a quitter.
My botty fab is 'poor'at best.Usually the welds break and people laugh.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15816 NEXT>15833 15839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian is all wet.can't have a raffle in tennessee.but we could raffle brians land in
mississippi!all raffle prizes are to be purchased by brian.he is the man!he has enough
money to burn a wet mule under water..SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>15818 NEXT>
15842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian I did check that when I removed the tank.Thanks It moves freely.
PS When you have time send me those dash lights.
E-mail me i will send address Thanks
SUBJECT>E-bay 715 POSTER>Cliff Morriss EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 November
2002,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone looking for a complete truck?
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873463911
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaner Brackets POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15797 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will still need 15,16,17,18 and rubber parts.The rest will be in route soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,you seem to love leaving yourself open for cuts.Your brave.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Where did you find 37"POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,got me excited for naught.Oh well...
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>wayne EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15816 NEXT>15840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You go Brian!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Thanks!!More...from Mr.Long Wind myself...;-)POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15805 NEXT>15832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I happen to have TWO quadratracs with T400 trannies already!!They are a.GREAT trans and transfer...very
misunderstood by people who don't maintain them.I
would LOVE to use a 700 r4 (that is what is in my truck now--TBI with 700r4 and stock
case---you can see my truck in the members pics under "Doug F")How did he mate it to
the transfer???That I would love to know!I do want to put some power to this thing,I
have lived with the OK power of the 4.3 TBI for quite a while and she is starting to get
noisey.;-(
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I have already a 6.2 chevy diesel that I am thinking of bolting 6.5 heads and a turbo to?
Maybe bolt that to the T400,but I would loose my OD.Did your friend use an Advance
adapters unit to put the OD in?I looked into that,'cause I also have a DANA model 20
transfer that is good,but bolting to anything newer is like a $6-700.00 adapter!!!Is a dana
20 strong enough?
SORRY to be so long winded,just have sooo many ideas running through my head!
Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>M-715 W/Winch POSTER>Mark EMAIL>buster159@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M-715 with braden winch for sale.It has a rebuilt motor that needs to be
put in truck.It has alot of extra spare parts that that come with truck.This truck is straight
and all electrical works.I'm located ouside of St.Louis,Mo.I'm asking $1800.00 firm.
Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire replacements for NDTs POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info on the tires ,very informative .c.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!!More...from Mr.Long Wind myself...;-)POSTER>weps
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15829 NEXT>15834 15870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Dana 20 will NOT live behind even a chevy Diesel.If you still want to run a married
Tcase to the Ford 460/C6 combo you "can",BUT you will need a Chevy 205 case,and
have it(the case)bored out so that a Ford input gear can be installed.Ford's use a
internal female spline,chevy an external male spline.For further explanation and pics go
here:http://www.offroaddesign.com/NP205tech.htm
SUBJECT>Brian's Raffle POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15822 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roy sell the part to brian (cheap),then Brian can raffle it to us.Of course this would mea
cheap ticket prices.This would fly in my opinion.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!!More...from Mr.Long Wind myself...;-)POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 8:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks,that was my thought on the 20 as well.The 205 sound
cool though...thanks,
Doug.
SUBJECT>Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>Ethan Brady
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,25 November 2002,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was staring at my D60 front end today when I realized that the spring perches are NOT
part of the cast iron pumpkin.Thus,welding new perches on the topside would not be as
big a hassle as I thought.
I couldn't download the archives to check,and didn't see anything in the FAQ,either.
Who has done SOA's and aside from longer brake lines,new driveshafts (yes?no?,
dropped pitman arm or high steering arms (can you get those off the shelf?)and lifting
the rear,what else do I need to know?
I've thought of flipping the rear shackle but I don't think that would match the amount of
lift you get in the front.Has anyone had success with blocks in the rear?I'm kind of
hesitant to do blocks in the rear with a Dana 70.On my "little"Dana 44 under my FSJ,
that was OK.
TIA.I'm not ready to break out the grinder and welding mask just yet.I'm in the planning
stage.It's too expensive of an project to screw up.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
25 November 2002,at 11:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15817 NEXT>
15837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,A previous post from John Leischner gave the resistance values for the sending
unit as follows:FUEL SENDER:30 ohms full,15 ohms 1/2,0 ohms empty.I have not
measured them myself.If you have access to a multimeter you can do some checking.I
would suggest to take some measurements at the two wires going to the gauge with it
disconnected.With the negative lead of your meter on a good ground find out which wire
has 24-28volts with the ignition switch "on".That confirms you have power into the
gauge.This wire should lead to the "spider"harness that connects to the other gauges for
power.Now for safety,turn off the ignition switch.You will be measuring the resistance
of the other wire that leads to your fuel tank sending unit (assuming you have temporarily
connected the sending unit into the system).With your meter set to resistance,and the
negative side still on a good ground,measure the resistance back into the sending unit.
Since it's currently out to the tank,you can simulate "empty","full",etc.Just make sure
the sending unit's body is grounded well,just like it would be if it was in the tank.You
should get values close to the numbers above.If not,then now you can look at the wiring
or connections at the sending unit.Good luck.Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>15836 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks Robert I will try that.SUBJECT>715 For sale in atlanta POSTER>Chris Bailey EMAIL>cmbailey4@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are interested in a 715 with all the goodies look at the post with the same subject,
715 for sale in atlanta by Chris Bailey.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15822 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roy,
"burn a wet mule under water".....I like it.I'll ad it to my list of southern phrases.
I have several questions for you.First,how do you know I have land in Ms.when my
adress in your accounting PC always comes up as Germantown?Second,do you assume I
have money just because I buy parts from ME as opposed to going to AB Linn?Third,is
this really Roy,since when I was there the other day a Paul told me that you all take turns
posting under Roy's name.
So....you guys are withdrawing your offer to raffle prizes?Bastards.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15828 NEXT>15846 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,
I'm gonna make it my duty in life to keep this rumor going until finally,in an act of
desperation,M.E.does raffle off some shit just to avoid a possible false advertising law
suit.
Help me out if you will.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15823 NEXT>15844
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck,
I still have your adress from the bridge plate marker deal.I think I have 3 of the dash
lights and I believe at least 2 are new.You grossly overpaid me for the bridge plates,so
this one is on the house.
You'll get a box in the mail in a couple of days.It may contain lights,or it may contain a
dead cat.The suspense is terrible..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15835 NEXT>15854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
I'm in the same place you are i think.I'm planning on doing the spring over come febuary
after I complete all the little tasks i have remaining.From what i understand from
previous posts (you should do a search also)if you flip the rear shakle and also flip the
rear axle hanger you're just about sitting level.To flip the rear axle front hanger requires
grinding,and removal of the gas tank,and is sopposedly some work.People have used
blocks to even it rather than the rear,front hanger,but i don't like the idea of blocks.I
plan on flipping the tie rods to the top of the knuckles and hear this will clear the springs.
Some have heated and bent the steering arms to clear,but that is not the best thing.I don't
believe anyone makes high clear steering knuckles for ours.I imagine i will need to
lengthen driveshafts,and maybe cut out some of the crossmember where the front goes
through,but everyone i've heard from seems to be a little different.IF you get to yours
first i would love to hear about it.Sorry for the length.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Gas sending unit question POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>15842 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep the cat.send the lights.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:The Memphis Raffle POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15820 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They had no clue what I was talking about....but I'm used to that.
SUBJECT>Re:ab linn rules POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15840 NEXT>15847 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
I think you've got Roy,or Paul or Curt or whatever the hell his names are...on the run.
Maybe I'll call ab linn on some duece tranny prices and see if they try to belittle me about
putting a 3053A in an M715...something that obviously can't be done...guess that
quadruples the value of my magical truck with the impossible dream accomplished.
Roy,check the new 'heavy duty'M715 wiper arms for porosity in the pot metal casting.
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Raffle that.
SUBJECT>Angry Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15846 NEXT>15851 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I always thought of paprika as the 'angry spice'seeing as how it'll reach out and smack
you if you screw with it.
I sense some hostility in your posts towards ME,but I gotta defend them here-they are
costly,but they never sold me any crap and they always had what I needed.I know the
branch in PA have screwed with you to the point that you hate them,but remember that
that wasn't really 'Memphis Equipment'.That's like if a "Brian Sisson"in PA was a dick
to you.That would be no reason to hate me.Fair?The guys here are just good country
boys who are friendly and caring.
They have a big buletin board with pictures of 715's and such that their customers have
sent them.When one of my customers send me a thank you note,I just trash it so they
must be nicer than me.
Besides,the TN version of Memphis Equipment is having a raffle to GIVE away parts.
How bad can they be?
Ponder it,asswipe.
-B.
SUBJECT>Snowball effect POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15849 15852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So the NP205 install and the PTO port prompted me to build the mounts needed to put
the spare duece and a half 10,000#winch in rear of the frame just behind the axle.The
winch tucked up nicely and the added crossmember is 4"channel and the sideplates for
the winch are 1/4"plate.All is welded in place and the winch is bolted in.The PTO drive
is on the drivers side of the truck and so is the drive for the winch,although the worm has
been removed and reinstalled so the drive somes out the front of it.I dropped the gas tank
the other day after replacing the dozenth fuel filter and it is completly caked with rust.I
will blow it up soon and smile.A new tank is in order and I'll have to pull my name from
Myrons SS tank list.It will need to be custom to clear the driveshaft for the winch.The
next couple of weeks should be interesting.
SUBJECT>Re:Snowball effect POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15848 NEXT>15850 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicerack,
Look At Paul B's pics of his fuel cell.If money is an object,then that would be the route
to go.
Also,if you get a fuel tank in the stock location,don't put a filter there.Tear out the in-.tank filter too.It'll
make your life easier.
Just a thought.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Snowball effect POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,
You'll love this.The fuel tank is going to have a piece of 4"ish (for now)tubing welded in
so the driveshaft for the winch can pass through it.Kind of like a Hemi-deep sump drag
race oil pan where the steering link passes through the pan.That's the custom tank fab I'm
in for.
Do you fell better this one isn't hydraulic?LOL!
SUBJECT>Insulted Spice?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15847 NEXT>15853 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't hate them...I've only hated three people in my life and two are dead,although I
sadly can claim no credit.The PA M.E.has just insulted my intelligence several times
and it gets on my nerves that they have the part I may need now and then when their
manners are quite lacking time to time.They sweetend up some after the last incident and
were just a nice as could be when I bought some seals for the front knuckles.I'll try and
sublimate my M.E.comments away from your 'good ole boys'and keep the sites on
Chambersburg,M.E.,PA.
My humblest apologies to Roy,Paul or whatever the hell his pen names are.
SUBJECT>Re:Snowball effect POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
November 2002,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15848 NEXT>15857
15917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't care about originality,put in an aftermarket,spin-on cartridge type fuel filter
under the hood.I bought one from NAPA complete with housing and element then
mounted it to the frame on the right side on my M37.It is a larger size than most oil
filters and is designed for commercial trucks plus the element has a drain cock to dump
any water.It will take a long time to clog and will be easy to replace when it does happen.
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So far,it's been on the truck for a year with no trouble and I drive once or twice a week.
SUBJECT>Re:Insulted Spice?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15851 NEXT>15858 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does this mean that you'll be in the raffle?
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
November 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15843 NEXT>15855
15856 15860 15865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys are on the right track.I did not mess with the front hanger on the rear end,I
made a 2 1/2"block.I do not understand why folks are afraid of lift blocks when done
correctly.You are so much smarter and wiser than Ford and GM and IH??You have
probably built and tested more trucks than them also...The front crossmember will need
cut out,and the steering arms bent up for clearance,or some other method.You had
better be able to Fab your own stuff if you have a 715.High steer arms for a 32 year old
obsolete axle???Thats funny!How about a "Bolt in"rollcage too!?!
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ouch,having a bad day,are we?
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
November 2002,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15854 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree about the blocks,as you say,if they are done right and not too big.As for the high
cross-over steering,it already has the high arms,you just need to drill them out and use
rod ends to go to the higher steering.Made my own steering links and bought rod ends,
the whole steering cast about $150,and is working great.
SUBJECT>Re:Snowball effect POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a twin filter set up and some Marine hardware I'll be putting on my 427 when I put
an oil cooler on it.
SUBJECT>Re:Insulted Spice?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15853 NEXT>15859 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,I'm in..maybe Rob,Troy or whatever his names are can raffle off the windshield
seal/dash seal pad I've been waiting on the list for.
I'll put in $2 for that.
SUBJECT>Re:Insulted Spice?POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15858 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Keep your $2 in the bank till January.A buddy of mine talked to someone at M.E.today
and they said "at least"another 60 days for the seals...
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15854 NEXT>15862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps,
I didn't mean any disrespect for your blocks,or truck.I believe that blocks increase the
lever (therefore torque)that the axle is able to place on the spring.For my truck,if i ca
avoid this by spending extra time i will,even if it would never fail the other way.Of
course after i actually get around to it,i may be saying the time spend wasn't worth it,but
we'll see.
Daniel
SUBJECT>'HELP'Spring Under Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone put a newer style 80's model Dana 60 in like the stock front axle is.I don't
want to do a spring over,but would like the 1.50 bigger axles and disc brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
November 2002,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15860 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO prob,I was just being a crab-ass.What I did was to actually incorporate a "traction
bar"into my block...In other words I used a 2 1/2"tube "about"30"long,cut a taper on
the front,and mounted a piece of UHMW plastic as a bumper.(Imagine a 70's Camaro
with slapper bars)so far I am really pleased,the rear end acts good and does not exhibit
any spring wrap when I stand on it.Just an idea..
SUBJECT>M.E.Raffle -Thanks ROY POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this raffle thing that M.E.is doing sounds like a great idea.i'll throw in a few bucks for
the front fender raffle.hell,i'll even throw in 2 dollars for the windshield seal.
i'm glad Brian is on good terms with Roy.they must be good buddies.
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thanks Brian for talking Roy into doing this raffle.
how do we order the tickets?will there be more than one item at a time to buy tickets for?
this is great!maybe they can put an order form on the web site?
krob725
SUBJECT>anyone with a spare grill panel?POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my grill panel is rusted out on the ends where the brush guard bolts on.does anyone have.a spare they would part
with?
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>Ethan Brady
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,26 November 2002,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15854 NEXT>15866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doesn't WMS make high steer arms?I thought the flat top thing (sorry,I don't know what
the real name is)on the knuckle is what allows you to (sort of)bolt on higher steering
arms.Yes?No?
My truck has the 360/TH400/QT conversion and I haven't looked at the crossmember yet.
Right now,I'm just dreaming out loud.I won't be able to work on this until it warms up,
and by then I'll wanna go out and PLAY instead of wrenching.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
27 November 2002,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15865 NEXT>
15883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not aware of the WMS arms,if they do,that would be the ticket.The High steer
arms for "regular"D60's are different since the 715's have the closed knuckle,the steer
arm and top King Pin are incorporated into the same unit.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone with a spare grill panel?POSTER>Gunny Pall
EMAIL>cjckpall@att.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a spare but a civi J series or a Cherokee 74-83 will work I own a 715 and a
cherokee That I had to replace the front end on and the are IDENTICAL!!
SUBJECT>rear axle seal POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15871 15874 15881 15893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a leak on the right side of my rear axle.I have grease on my brake drum and some
shows around the lugs.I had a complete brake job done a couple of years ago,and they
replaced the seals.After about 6 months,it started leaking,and I had the seal replaced
again.I haven't been into it yet,but this time I'm going to replace the seal.Just wondering
if anyone had any suggestions as to the short seal life at this wheel?I'm suspecting that I
need to replace the bearing,but I don't see a complete listing in the parts list (no cup #).
Thanks for the help.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15821 NEXT>
15878 15886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,
What vacuum port were you using?Try another one or get rid of that stinking Weber.carb...GLORIFIED CARTER.
Why not try one of the new Holley 'off road'carbs and tell us how they work?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 20 Weak???POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
November 2002,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15832 NEXT>15940
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a friend running the stock dana 20 in a 66 jeep truck with a Caddy 500 in front and
running 35"tires and posi's in both axles.he has broke a lot of stuff in the truck but never
the dana 20.This case came stock in all the Jeep trucks in the 60's and early 70's,even the
J3000 and J4000 and motors were up to the 401.They are a pretty stout gear drive
case......
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seal POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepgrant,
If the seal seating surface has a groove notched into it,or it is rough that could also cause
the seal to fail prematurely.I recently replaced my seals with NOS ones and was
concerned on the life span of 20+year old seals,which could also be the cause of your
problems.
Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Ignitor Springs POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
November 2002,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15875
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered a set of ignitor springs,because I thought that mine were wrong.I had two
different springs,one stiffer compression type springs,and a nother similar sized tension
type spring.Is this correct?The new ones I just got are similar to what I have already.It
shouldn't matter which goes on each side right?And one more quick one,is it possible to
use a civilian distributer cap which I could by at a regular parts store.
Scott
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SUBJECT>Re:M.E.Raffle -Thanks ROY POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15863 NEXT>15876
15885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KROB725,
I spoke with Roy yesterday and it appears that they can't have the raffle due to some anti-
gambling law.
He thinks we can get around it though if anyone who lives out of state (anywhere but TN)
gets someone in TN to buy their ticket.
My adress is:.Brian "THE DUKE"Sisson
3600 Commerce Circle
Memphis,TN 38118
I'll agree to be your agent,but I don't want to be bogged down with an ass-load of checks.
I do accept that new gold coin though.
Glad to help,
-B.
(if anyone thinks I'm serious.....I'm not.Don't send me money or I'll spend it on myself.)
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seal POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepgrant,
I did this job last weekend,so I'll offer some help.
My axle was doing the same thing yours is,where it got gear oil on my brake shoes and
slung some out when driving.
I jacked up the truck and put it on a jackstand.
I took off the tire.
I removed the drum.
I took all the nuts off the 6 studs through the hub.
I smacked the hub with my hammer until the cone washers vibrated out.
I pulled out my axle shaft,wiped it down and leaned it against the wall.
I used some channel locks to get the spindle nut off (it's not torqued tight).
I removed the star lock-washer under the spindle nut.
I took off the inner spindle nut.
I pulled off the hub itself.
I inspected and cleaned both sets of bearings.
I put the hub in my vice.
I used a crowbar to get the old gasket out.
I used my rubber mallet and a block of wood to put the new gasket in.
I put a dab of gear oil around the new gasket.
I then put it all back together.
When torquing your spindle nut,spin the hub and make sure it spins free,but not too free.
It just needs to be snugged up and then a little more.I used the bent section of the star
washer to gauge how much to tighten it.
Good luck and hopes this helps.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ignitor Springs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the springs,but the civvy cap won't work.Yours is a special cap and
bolts on to be water tight.The civvy one just snaps in.You gotta get a civvy distributor to.run that cap.Then you
gotta switch it to 12V.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M.E.Raffle -Thanks ROY POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15873 NEXT>
15877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"The Duke"LOL!I'm dying up here!
Hey B-,are you going to wear a cape from now on?
SUBJECT>Northerners....go figure.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15876 NEXT>15879
15884 15887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not "The Duke"like an englishman,but "The Duke"like John Wayne.
God,I hate northerners.I can't imagine what goes for a good movie up there since
apparently you guys aren't familiar with Wayne.Damn,I pitty you.
Go out tonight and rent "The Shootist".It's really good.If you've never seen "True Gritt",
then it's bad ass too,but overplayed.Whatever you do,avoid "The Cowboys".It'll make
you cry.
We'll all think more of you and stop calling you names if you familiarize yourself with
great southern films.
-B.
P.S.-when my wife births my new son,instead of planting him in front of Barney or
Blue's Clues,he'll spend the day watching "The Outlaw Josey Whales"or maybe
"Tombstone".
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SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15869 NEXT>15880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's not a carter,it's an Edlebrock.
That's all I have to say to you.
Except-"Go to hell."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Northerners....go figure.POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,You have good taste in movies!!....Kaiserjeeps...(aL_)..oops
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>JZOliver.EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 3:56
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe it stalled because it can't run the power brakes,and move the rods back and forth
with those tight wrist pins....
I run an Edelbrock 1405 carb,works great.Heads and tails above the whipped out
quadrajet that I had before.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seal POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15868 NEXT>15888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you find the seal surface is damaged,look into a redi-sleeve?or something to that
effect.I bet it's the same for the later model D70 axles.
My money is on a damaged seal surface,by the way.Check the parts file for parts store
numbers on the new seals.No point in using ancient rubber.
Chris
SUBJECT>HAPPY TURKEY DAY POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello to all from Texas hope everyone has a safe and happy Thanksgiving C
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>Ethan Brady
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15866 NEXT>15894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WMS probably only makes the open knuckle version...:-(
I'd think a flat top is a flat top,tho.,right?What would prevent you from bolting on a big
thick chunk of machined steel to make your own steering arm?Someday....
SUBJECT>Re:Northerners....go figure.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i was little my dad and i would watch the good the bad and the ugly,and dirty
harry.
krob
SUBJECT>Re:M.E.Raffle -Thanks ROY POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to THE DUKE aka Brian aka BIG BRI
the check is in the mail!!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Gary,do you know a P/N POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
careful there spicebreath ;)
i think the AFB edelbrock carter is a good carb.and as for the holley,it SUCKS (ha ha
get it?)
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Northerners....go figure.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15877 NEXT>15891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
speaking of northerners....
you know what BIG BRI?i was married to G-D yankee girl for too many years and i
could never get used to their lack of english skills.i have since divorced her and now
have a fine southern girl.i know this may cause some offense with the northern members,
but sometimes the truth must be spoken.....southern girls are just better :)
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seal POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sometimes you can drive the seal in a little further into the hole.this way it will ride on a
"new"part of the shaft.make sure the shaft is clean.maybe use some emery cloth on it.
krob725
SUBJECT>drive line vibration POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>15911 15912 15913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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HELPPPPPPPPP,I got a vibration in my driveline and I cant figure this one out.I
replaced all u-joints from tranny back .Ihave checked bearings in tranny transfer and
pinon input.Idont have a lift.Drive shaft is straight,has any body heard of bearings in the
hub assembly being wore making the driveline vibrate?Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks Matt
SUBJECT>Looking for a few parts in texas POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 8:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15892 15919 15922 16043
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The parts I am looking for are:
-Right &Left fender
-Original seats R &L
-Hood with hood black out light or just the bracket and light
-Battery Box
-Tailgate
-Alternator.I am in texas and prefer someone in texas or someone who will ship.
SUBJECT>Re:Northerners....go figure.POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15887 NEXT>15905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not better,just easier.I cannot blame them though,how high can you set your sights
when your idea of higher education is a one room school house with a class taught in the
attic?
Just kidding!You all obiviously have phones,what's next?Indoor plumbing?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a few parts in texas POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,27 November 2002,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JP i am in pasadena and have a battery box and maybe a few other parts that you could
use ,eme or call 713 910 7369 ...Dave Kane may have a few other parts look him up on
the posts and send him an e mail directly hope this helps curtis
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seal POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
November 2002,at 11:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15868 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rear wheel bearing p/n's are as follows.Timkin brg's inner cone is 469,inner cup
453X (not positive),outer cone is 368A,and I don't know the outer cup.The rear wheel
bearing seal is National p/n 416282 (size 2.750 x 4.249 x .468 double lip seal)which
replaced National p/n 476282-X54.There is no seal between the differential and the
wheel brg's so expect to have gear oil lubing the whl brg's.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15883 NEXT>15907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the king pin is made on the arm on the closed knuckel 60
SUBJECT>Re:HAPPY TURKEY DAY POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15882 NEXT>15896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto from Portland!
SUBJECT>Re:HAPPY TURKEY DAY POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And the same from Minnesota!Now eat your hungry man dinner and hit the trails!I
actually won't be hitting the trails today(need a gas tank)but we always do have our
annual clay pigeon shoot so I guess I'll just have to get my jolly's from that this year..Everybody take care and
have a safe T-Day.-Dustin
SUBJECT>H A P P Y T H A N K S G I V I N G !!!!!POSTER>Nathan
EMAIL>sberg63@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>15904
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You all have a great thanks giving!!!!
SUBJECT>HAPPY FRIED TURKEY DAY POSTER>ROB
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TO EVERY ONE OUT THERE WISH YOU A HAPPY SOUTHERN FREID TURKEY
DAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 2:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15900 15939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am currently in the process of acquiring parts and things that I need to swap in a 500hp
ramjet 502 crate motor.I was wondering if anyone had any insight that would help with
the swap.headers,valve cover/firewall clearance,and overall engine compartment
clearance(steering shaft,radiator,fenderwell framerail.)Upgrading the
stubshaft/drivelines(Who should I go to)One thing that concerned me was the intake
tower.the intake manifold tower stands ONE FOOT off of the block..Im wondering
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wether or not that will fit under the hood,or if I will have to add a hood scoup.Anyone
have any other things that I need to adress which I forgot.Thanks for any advice.
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 November
2002,at 2:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15899 NEXT>15966
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to rethink the intake unless you're drag racing.Seems most folks find the
long runners KILL the bottom end in comparison to a short lowrise intake.Not to be a
buzzkill or anything but keep in mind what the truck will be used for.What's the
powerband spec on that motor?
Oh yea,we're talking for a carbureted setup right?And yea,I bet you'll have trouble
hiding that under an uncut hood.
Chris
SUBJECT>parts trucks are here POSTER>Billyb EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>NEXT>15902 15903 15931 15968 16012
16217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
name your parts need and make an offer (fob)spencer MA USA.SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>joe
EMAIL>joeannepatton@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for 4 complete headlight assemblies.Any available?
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the two toolbox doors,located at the lower front of the bed.I'm looking to pay
around 25 bucks plus shipping.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:H A P P Y T H A N K S G I V I N G !!!!!POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 4:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hope you all are getting stuffed with turkey,ham,and all the fixings.just think,some of
you will get to see those unwanted family members again in less than a month.just a
happy note......
soupy.....
SUBJECT>Re:Northerners....go figure.POSTER>dave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 November 2002,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15891 NEXT>15957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew a guy once that had six months to live.He asked his doctor if there was anything
he could do.The doctor told him to move up north and marry a yankee..you will still have
six months but they will be the longest damn six months you have ever spent.
SUBJECT>Re:Ahhh,it's HUGE!!Looked it up,it's like a 4000 pound motor!!
POSTER>dave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 November
2002,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15792 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it is probably an 8.2liter detroit.gm,ford,and ih all used them in mid 80's they are ok
engines but they have head gasket woes.they also have a goofy injection system that uses
a third pushrod per cyl.to open the fuel injector.
SUBJECT>Re:Springover "Gotchya"s?POSTER>mikec
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 1:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok guys a great site for you all to visit is www.m715.com....the guy there tels you exactly
how to do the spring over with as little headache as possible.I did mine this way with the
exception of the steering arms.I have a friend who machined me new ones with about 1.5
inches of more height to clear the springs while at full flex.and on the lift blocks,yeah
the are ok for most applications as long as you never put any in the front axle.....spit them.out in front and you
have a nightmare.BUT with the blocks in back you put more
rotational torque on the springs and causes the spring to bend in a s shape (axle wrap).If
you have a stock motor and stock springs with 40"or smaller tires this won't be a
problem.If you plan to remove some leaves,run a bigger motor and tires with lockers and
do some serious crawling you may consider not using blocks.Just some tech info for ya.
SUBJECT>8-lug hubs for Dana 60 POSTER>Fernando J Rico-Cusi
EMAIL>ferran@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone found an 8-lug hub that will fit the front Dana 60 on the M-715?
I also want to convert to front disk brakes?
Please respond to ferran@hotmail.com
Thanks
SUBJECT>Beadlocks for split rim tires POSTER>Ken M EMAIL>vajeeps@cox.net
DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2Ht9/cOqsg2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>15916 15921 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Was surfing the net and came across a conversion kit made by rockstomper.com for 20"
split rim military tires.Very interesting idea that could def be adapted for m715 split
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rims.The URL is http://www.rockstomper.com/catalog/wheels/beadlocks.htm
"3-piece military split-rim retrofit beadlock kits available--allows you to get rid of the
giant split-rim ring and replace it with a nice burly beadlock instead.3-piece beadlock kit
may not fit dually style wheels,and will only work on split-rim wheels.Split-rim 3-piece
20"beadlock kits start at $200 with hex head bolts,Nylock nuts,washers,and all three
rings,per wheel."They are expensive at $200 per rim plus welding,but the idea is pretty
sweet.May have to give them a call and see if they could make the kit in a smaller size
for the M715 stock 16"rim.-Ken
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>Tim EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29
November 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15732 NEXT>15914
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use mounts for the Jeep Wagoneer available from Adavanced adapters.They work fine.
Plenty of room to use a mechanical fan.I have a 400
SUBJECT>Re:drive line vibration POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15889 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have had several problems with this and it was from the sorry ass heavy wheels and tires
that are impossible to balance.
SUBJECT>Re:drive line vibration POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>15889 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What might help you narrow down the possibilities is by determining what frequency the
vibration is.For example:
1.Same as tire rotation:Tires/Wheels/Axles.
2.Same as engine rpm:Ignition/loose valve guide/valves/up to (and including)input
shaft on transmission.I had a loose valve guide that would create a dead engine miss on
one cylinder when driving down the road,but would not show up at an idle (engine idled
smoothly).I had erroneously thought I had a "vibration",but it turned out to be a bad
valve guide.
3.Varies with the gear that you're in:Output shaft on transmission up to (and including)
input shaft on transfer case.
SUBJECT>Re:drive line vibration POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29
November 2002,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15889 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are your driveshafts "in phase "????---Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 SBC motor mounts POSTER>adam smith
EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the M715 i have has a 350,fire dept made a motor plate(bolts to front of engine)with
rubber insulators.don`t know who`s trans adaptor but no hammering of the firewall was
needed.will look at adaptor closer for id and post it here.
SUBJECT>heater POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com DATE>Friday,29
November 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15920
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey for those of you with no heat,(like me)if you see a 60`s mid 70`s datsun in the
junkyard check out the fully enclosed heater unit.i`ve had one of these i`ve used i
different trucks for 5 years now.saved my ass from freezing plowing snow,check it out.
SUBJECT>Re:Beadlocks for split rim tires POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COME ON!!!With 20 beadlocks what incentive do you have to stay with 16's.Slap some
dueces under your 715 and buy some of these wheels.Surplus 20 inch tires go relatively
cheap when compared with 44 inch Swampers!!!
Hey if you want to stay with 16's call Diamond wheel and they can set you up with a set
for about $125-175 each depending on the bells and whistles that you want.If you can get
another group wheel order like has been done in the past you can assure yourself the
lowest price.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Snowball effect POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29.November 2002,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15852 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before you bolt up a new tank I would cover the inside good with a quality sealer.As you
have learned,once a tank gets rusty you NEVER get the rust out.As for the filter,it
shouldn't matter how big it is if the system is clean.Although something easy to change
like the spin-on or those used on gas powered GM 2 1/2 tons would save you from a lot
of headaches.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:New M-715 ,Need Tire Advice POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG8YrXNeBpWQ PREVIOUS>15763 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,where is a good place to get 1 piece rims in the 16x7-8 range?Thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>Looking for parts in Arizona POSTER>Jack Clark EMAIL>j12b06@aol.com
DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>15890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for the top bows and troop seats for my M-715,also looking for a good
tailgate...and a Military 3/4 ton trailer with top bows and canvas top...
SUBJECT>Re:heater POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,29
November 2002,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15915 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any mods we should know about?-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Beadlocks for split rim tires POSTER>Dusti
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15909 NEXT>16001 16080 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They do make a smaller kit for the 16".I believe they are $90 ea.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a few parts in texas POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a hood,not the best but okay,dave
SUBJECT>Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 November 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15925 15935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I finally got to see stumpys truck.The body and motor are mechanically sound.
Everyone including Spicer the motor is a work of art as well as the tranny &t-case.I dont.really know why you want
to dog the little fella,(I did'nt get to meet stumpy)But his truck
is what I want mine to be almost.HE HAS DONE ONE HELL OF A JOB.Cut the little
fella a little slack.I want to personally thank Brian for the e-brake and every thing else.If
he ever needs this RED-NECKS help all he has to do is CALL.THANKS Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:715 For sale in atlanta POSTER>John A.Tharpe
EMAIL>nibslayer@msn.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 12:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapcTwm3b8f9o PREVIOUS>15838 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like some info on the truck,Condition,mechanical and cosmetic.and the asking
price,and the equipment on board.
Thank you \
John T.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Dusti
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15923 NEXT>15926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumpy-Show us some pics of your marvelous truck!
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15925 NEXT>15927 15937 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dustin,Go to members gallery and click on Brian S.The pics don't do the truck justice.Its
one sweet truck.I like the way he mated everything together.A lot of blood,sweat and
cussing went into this truck.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Problems posting New messages POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15926 NEXT>15933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well computer problems are not new to me.I upgraded to MSN8,what a mistake!I have
been having trouble getting around,in this sight and everywhere on the net lately,so I
thought maybe I needed to upgrade.Anyway,I haven't been able to get online for two
days.But the reason I am bringing this up,I can not post a new message.I get no
response when I click on the "Post a new message".I can post a responce,like here,but
no new message.Anyone have a suggestion?
Thanx mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:8-lug hubs for Dana 60 POSTER>Elliott
EMAIL>elliottsydnam@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15908 NEXT>15929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try uglytruckling.com,they got a write up on it.
SUBJECT>Re:8-lug hubs for Dana 60 POSTER>Elliott.EMAIL>elliottsydnam@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at
12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://uglytruckling.com/12_kits_m715.html
SUBJECT>lost my job--i think my 715 has to go POSTER>j.a.m.motorsports
EMAIL>mrice005@twcny.rr.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 1:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doesn`t life throw you curves--(but why all the time)not complaining,well maybe i am.
they call it restructoring.anyway have a 67 m715-no motor--EVERYTHING else is there
and in great shape,with it will go new inner and outer rockers and new rims from the last
deal we got together-16 inch-.it has a hard top-front grill and grill guard.3k takes it all--
or as they say money talks.i'm in upstate new york just above utica--truck came from the
south,i got it from ohio.
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>SCkaiser67
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EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaG8YrXNeBpWQ PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>
15932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tailgate (of course),bed cover w/bows,troop seats.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah almost forgot most important thing...front seats!!I've got none
SUBJECT>Re:Problems posting New messages POSTER>autumnpaige
EMAIL>autompage@optik.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a glitch myself.when I go to the message board it automatically shows a bodylift
post from a year ago.
I have to click return to index and start over.goofy!!
SUBJECT>Window seals POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a source for the rubber seals that go in the grooves in the door next to
the roll up windows?Mine are rotten and there are large gaps missing from them.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,30 November 2002,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15923 NEXT>15944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought brian and spice were two different people?
krob725.SUBJECT>diesel or gas burner swap?opinions please POSTER>mikec
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 12:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15938 15945 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am wanting to drop in a new motor for my 715.The tired old 230 is not the trail
contender it used to be.I like diesels but I don't want to change axles,tranny,or t case,
but may consider a clune V overdrive kit if needed.Well anyways some of you guys may
know can I run a diesel and it bolt up to the stock tranny?If so how fast will the truck go
without an overdrive?Is a 350 gas burner (fuel injected)cheaper and easier to install?I
am looking for overall performance.I mostly rock crawl now and so torque is key,but
mostly reliability and I can't afford to fix the engine each trip like I do now.Please put i
your $.02.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15926 NEXT>15955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He says he's running 39x13 swampers.I've never heard of that size.Is that a "Q"tire?that
is the exact tire I want to run and I would like to know the advertised size for ordering
purposes.Thanks,
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:diesel or gas burner swap?opinions please POSTER>Bdavis
EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15936 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I installed a Chevy 350 throttle body fuel injected with the Novak adaptor.It runs
great.Plenty of power and it starts every time.I found a donor van and moved the motor
and fuel system.
I think you will find that a diesel does not have the RPM range for the low gearing that
you have.You will be shifting more.You will have gobs of low end torque but you will
run out of top end real fast.The 350 will rev higher,and does,when going down the
highway and when wheeling.If you were to use a 700R4 tranny with the diesel,the
overdrive will certainly help.You just need to keep it alive behind the diesel.This means
a "strong"rebuild.
I like diesels but I think for overall driveability you will be happier with the gas motor.
My 2 cents.
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>Bdavis EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 8:57
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15899 NEXT>15959 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Craig,Are you staying with the T-98 tranny?If you are,and plan to use the Novak
adaptor,be prepared to clearance your firewall.You would better off to relocate the
tranny forward a tad to give you more room.This means some mount work but that is not
a big deal.I can't give you an answer on the height for the 502.However you could.investigate lowering the motor
into the frame a little since you will modifying motor
mounts anyway.Look out that the front pumpkin will clear the oil pan.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 20 Weak???POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!!I may give it a try??Who knows.Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>M715 hardtop trade for soft-top POSTER>Bdavis EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com
DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15947 15952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M715 hard-top that came on my M715.It is NOT a soft-top conversion.The rear
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glass and gasget are in good shape.Is it original?I couldn't tell you.It looks like it from
pictures that I have seen.No numbers anywhere.I am looking for a complete soft-top set
of bows and brackets.Already have the new canvas.Anybody want to trade?Top is i
New Hampshire.
SUBJECT>52"michelin xls on ebay POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873734252
SUBJECT>military records?POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how to access military records to the serial#of their vehicle?looking
at pics of the instrument panel of stock m715`s i noticed that mine is`nt
original,S/WARNER yes but registers 80mph,no wonder the odometer says 3,968.i`m i
ohio so i figure it was stationed at wright pattersonAFB.ANY insight would be greatly
appreciated!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>wayne
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15935 NEXT>15956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe they are doing something like the Memphis Equip guys.This is getting scary.
Insults himself and everything.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:diesel or gas burner swap?opinions please POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15936 NEXT>15953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had a 350 in mine for a little over a year now (see build-up pictures in members gallery
under Paul B.).The TBI 350 is the way to go.Bdavis and several others are using TBI
and it works well.I go out to Moab UT a couple of times a year for some slickrock.action,and the combination of 350
w/700R4 and Atlas II t-case is excellent.Let me
know if you need some additional pictures.Good luck!!
Paul
SUBJECT>dana 300 POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at
4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15948 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just wondering if you guys think a dana 300 will hold up in a 715 with a 460 and a t18?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hardtop trade for soft-top POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will trade,call me at 214-325-6860
SUBJECT>Re:dana 300 POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think so with moderate whellin'.They are pretty rugged case...I am trying to
decide if a dana 20 would?It is gear drive,similar to a 300.Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a really nice 200 t-case that has new bearings,seals and is in great shape.Bee
running synthetic for a year now and it does not get "bubble over"at higher speeds.E-
brake works great as well.Swapping in a later model unit soon (still not completely sure
what)and wanted to see if there was any interest in this one.Not sure of $$$it's worth,
it's solid,rebuilt in and out,clean and fresh paint etc.
Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15949 NEXT>15954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Possibly,but I bet shipping would kill the deal.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:52"michelin xls on ebay POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1
December 2002,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15942 NEXT>16161
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set for sale (5)650$NOT including shipping.In INDIANA if you're close..They
are like 340#each..
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hardtop trade for soft-top POSTER>Ed J..EMAIL>edjech2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 9:46
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>15941 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an email...been looking for one if it's not traded already...thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:diesel or gas burner swap?opinions please POSTER>Ethan Brady
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,1 December 2002,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15945 NEXT>15962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got an AMC 360 in my 715 and I've got a TBI injected 360 in my Grand Wagoneer.
That's one of the easiest swaps.AA will allow you to use the 700R4 (Overdrive!)and a
quadratrak t-case will give you full time 4wd (viscous clutches)and LOCKED part time
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4wd.
With the lower gearing we've already got,I think you'd have good torque even with a
gasoline engine.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15950 NEXT>15976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ship it with yellow trucking,should be not much.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15937 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're 38x13x16 Swampers on stock rims.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15944 NEXT>
15986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,....'spice truck?'
Wayne,....we are different people...think Will bumped his head.
All,....Brian's truck is super clean as far as rust,or lack there of on the body and frame.
The big 38"swampers fit well with what he's done.And for the record...'Super Truck'as
Jeaner calls it..SUBJECT>A Northerner....go figure.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15905 NEXT>
16049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna use that joke...probably five times a day!
SUBJECT>I NEED A PTO.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>15981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need a PTO that will bolt onto an NP205.If you have the cover off the side and are
looking straight in at it,the drive gear is on the right/rear side and the teeth are cut from
front to back,bottom to top.[/] The slash it the tooth helix direction.I need one that has a
simple keyed shaft sticking out of it preferably 1".I was at the surplus this weekend and
found an S-load of PTO's but they had the drive on the left side/front of the PTO,or
wrong helix angle.I need this to drive the rear 10,000#winch that's been hung in the rear
of the truck.Then I can do the driveshaft,then start on the new tank.
Many,many thanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December
2002,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>15939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep the fuel injection.The Ramjet will have more power low still than most of the
engines that have been planted in the 715's.The F.I.will also allow trouble free starting
AND steep hill traversing without bogging out or flooding.I cut the original mounting
horns on the truck off and rewelded them farther forward to allow for better exhaust
clearance.I am running COPO big block manifolds.Later model headers that run back,
then dump down should be good for your application.The tough part is where to snake
the exhaust and not have it get smashed.I got mine above the frame and down the back of
the fenderwell the glasspacked behind the rockers...out of harms way and totally above
the bottom of the frame.
Front diff clearance is something to keep in mind.My front diff will contact the pan on
full articulation of the right front.It's a tin pan that will give and not crack so I'm not
concerned.The pumpkin so far just has a slight rub mark from the occasional stuffing of
the right front wheel.I have a tall deck 427,stock truck intake,600 Holley,a three inch
element with a dropped base and a humped up Moroso top cover.I've got half and inch to
the hood.
My firewall to HEI clearance is like 4-5 inches and the rad to fan,with a 1/2 adapter is
like 1.5".The bell is a large GM truck bell and a 3053A overdrive tranny with the back of
the tranny mounted just ahead of the angle iron stock mount on the truck's crossmember.
If you spring over the truck you'll not have to worry about half of this jazz and be able to
mount the motor a little lower too..SUBJECT>Who won those 715's from GSA?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15974 15984 15996 16048 16114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody on the board pick up one of those 715's from the GSA auction in Columbia,SC
or Dry Branch,GA two weeks ago?
SUBJECT>M715 winch?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>15963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this winch from an M715?http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/winch.jpg
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:diesel or gas burner swap?opinions please POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15953 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it were a trailer puller/street truck,I'd say dump in 4.56's and a diesel but for rock
climbing an injected gas motor will probably be a better ticket...and usually cheaper.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15961 NEXT>15964 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is not an original,stock winch.The M715 winch was made by the Braden Winch Co.,
model LU4.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15963 NEXT>15965 15967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is supposed to come from an M35,model M2-135 T ,M2-144
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's NOT a duece and a half winch...not even close.
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 December
2002,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15900 NEXT>15969
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Accually it's fuel injected,and that's why the intake rise is so tall.The engine has a peak
500hp and 565ft lb of torque.I am not quite sure what RPM's the peak power hits at.
With that much power I don't think it really matters for what I will be using the truck for.
Even with the off peak power it will still be still smokin compared to what's under the
hood now.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15964 NEXT>15970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,I meant M37,not M35
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a wheel,(original)But how much?and how much will shipping be to southern IN.
zip 47115.
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 December
2002,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15966 NEXT>16002
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess Spicergear knows better than I anyhow (though I'm still confused why anyone
would want to keep Chevy info stored away).Yea,EFI would be much more doable than
a carb with such long runners and it sounds like much fun!
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>15967 NEXT>15971 15972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same thing...that is not an LU4 and is also not the stock winch from an M37.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15970 NEXT>16004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Braden MU2?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15970 NEXT>15973 LINKNAME>www.dodgepowerwagon.com
LINKURL>http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/
As Gary stated,that isn't the M37 winch..The M37 and the M715 use the same winch,the Braden LU4.
Are there any data plates on the winch or any info stamped on or cast into the cases?
My guess is that it is a Braden winch,maybe from a Dodge Power Wagon (Brade
MU2?).
You might go over to http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/and post your question and
link.
Good luck ID-ing it.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 wown
'53 M37 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:OK,I re-read your post POSTER>Land
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EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Sorry,I just noticed that you do have the model number in one of your posts.
I'm pretty sure M2 (or MU2)winches were used on Dodge Power Wagons,so I'd still
advise you to ask over at the dodgepoweragon.com site,especially if you are looking to
sell it.If you're looking to put it on an M715,I'm sure it could be made to work.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 wown
'53 M37 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:Who won those 715's from GSA?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15960 NEXT>15975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did,going to pick it up tomorrow!!The guy who handles the stuff says it was one of the
nicer ones (fingers crossed).
SUBJECT>Re:Who won those 715's from GSA?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got it in Dry Branch.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15954 NEXT>15977 15982 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Depending where located I "may"be able to deliver or meet part way.(My in laws are in
PA and we visit them all too often!!)
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15976 NEXT>15987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested.What part of Pa do you visit?Mike.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Monday,2
December 2002,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15979
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 for sale
all orgianl except paint
around 37,000 miles
runs great
asking $4,000
located in maryland
410-632-0134
ask for joe
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Monday,
2 December 2002,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15978 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot to add
pics are available
and it comes with a ton of spare parts
SUBJECT>rebuilt NP200 POSTER>Willie EMAIL>Willie_715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We were looking for a NP200 for a missionary truck project to rebuild but if you have
one already rebuilt,what do you want for it$$.E-mail me if it is not sold yet.
SUBJECT>Re:I NEED A PTO.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15958 NEXT>15995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i do business with a hyd/pto shop.i'll ask tomorrow if they make such a beast.if i'm
reading it right,you want a rear output shaft to mount on a passenger side drop NP205.i'll
see what i can do.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15976 NEXT>15988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where do you leave from???
SUBJECT>.30 rings POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at
6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>15991 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone have a set of .30 over rings laying around?I'm rebulding a 230
my brother-in-law pulled out of his (my old )715.If ya'll don't have any guess I'll try
Memphis or AB.
SUBJECT>Re:Who won those 715's from GSA?POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@aOL.COM DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I BOUGHT 3 OF THEM AT THE DRY BRANCH SALE.I GOT 1 THAT'S
COMPLETE WITH WINCH,SOLID BODY &HARDTOP FOR LESS THAN
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$500.00,DEFINATELY A KEEPER.ONE OF THE OTHERS IS ALREADY SOLD.THE
OTHER IS FOR PARTS.I'M GOING TO PICK THEM UP TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:military records?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15943 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The best way to figure out the service of any truck,is to carefully get the numbers and
letters off of the front bumper and bumperettes.Rick Larson that does the stencils is
about the best authority on helping you out,once you have the info.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>15956 NEXT>
15993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,you are right I did bump my head.I figured since you helped with the motor i
BRIAN'S truck you should get a little credit.Sorry if I offended you.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are in Villanova,near Valley Forge.I come form the north so...Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15982 NEXT>15999 16011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mid coast of Maine.Doug.
SUBJECT>Paid to play!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com.DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16005 16007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a new internet service,trashed that stupid msn8!If I get too long winded,I will
apologize in advance.I escort mobile homes for my brother in law sometimes.Week
before last I had to tie mudclod to the 16X70 home and pull him into the spot.Looks like
I may be doing that some this winter.So I got to thinking if I was going to escort with
mudclod to have it there when needed to winch,I might go higher gear,sometimes I may
escort a one to two hundred mile run.So I bought the 4.56 gears.Then I read spices and
brians 205 trade and decided to go that route.Because I do not have the gray matter
neccesary to install,setup,shim,etc,the gears,THEY ARE FOR SALE.I will take a
loss,I have everything Randy's Ring and Pinion gives in the installation kit.Cost me
$515.00.I can send them back and it will cost me about $85.00-100.00.I will accept
offers over $400.00.If you are interested,this will save you at least 20%.Or if you have
something to trade,37"or larger tires,a np205 t-case,20-30 ton winch.Or any thing else
related,trailer,who knows?I have about 20 days I can send these back,so I can't get
involved in something that can't be completed in that time.
Anyway,I know I have rambled on,if I can get some good pics dragging someones 15
ton home up a mountain,I'll try to get them posted.I can still be reached at
cheanac@msn.com for now.
mudclod I think I gave a whole .07!
SUBJECT>Starter?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This weekend I was home from school and put a bunch of time under the hood of my
jeep.At the end of the summer I had removed the ignitor and oilpump because the tounge
on the shaft broke and need to replaced with a few other things.In the fall the truck would
crank when the key was turned.After everything was fixed and put back with the correct
procedure with the timing cover,etc the starter wouldn't click.I understand that this is a
problem with a lot of car that sit for an extended period of time.I was told to tap it with a
hammer maybe to free it up and I have to check the wiring over to make sure there are no
breaks,any other ideas?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 December 2002,
at 11:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15983 NEXT>15992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They may still be available through NAPA.Not sure of the brand,might be Perfect
Circle.The part number for .030 oversize set of rings is E-568KC 30.The old label from
the box shows the ring sizes.
Top ring 3.3440 X .0780 p/n RF10U090.Middle ring 3.3440 X .0780 p/n BT10049.
Bottom ring oil rings 3.3440 X .1875 p/n SS50U435.
good luck,Robert.SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at
12:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15991 NEXT>16009 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THANK YOU VERY MUCH ROBERT.I WILL TRY THEM FIRST THING IN THE
A.M.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:38 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>15986 NEXT>15997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,let me say that I resent my truck being associated with Spicer in any way.Any ma
who does not know who John Wayne is deserves to die horribly.
Second,it was nice talking to you Will,and I'm glad that my old 200 got a good home.I
appreciate the beer,you either have good taste or remembered that I like the Miller.I'm
going to take your advice on the 7mm and ask Santa for one.
I got up saturday at 6 and put on a pot 'o coffee and started a fire in the shop.I had the
place warm and good smelling by 7 with the anticipation of company,then I walked over
to the truck and saw the 200 gone and knew that you two had lost your ass at Tunica and
headed home.I also saw the note.Maybe another time we'll get together.
Good luck adapting the brake and let us know how it works for you.If you need any
pointers,e-mail me when you get around to it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Trailer Cable POSTER>Leo S.Dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in a past post,someone was looking for a trailer cable for m715.I have one,make a
offer.Leo D.
SUBJECT>Re:I NEED A PTO.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15981 NEXT>16000 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know it's made.I found one with the correct gear setup,but it originally had a pump
mounted directly to it.Also,if it's a simple in out PTO,without the reversing gears,the
drive can be swapped to go out either side.I've already done this with the other one I
have.Any help is MUCH appreciated.I get this in and the driveshaft made I can start on
the new fuel tank and stop dicking around with the ten gallon tank that's been strapped in
the bed for a week.Going from 28 to 10 sucks @9-11mpg...or 7 ish gallons an hour.
SUBJECT>Re:Congrats POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3
December 2002,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15960 NEXT>16008.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like there were some pretty good deals to be had at Dry Branch.I wish I could have
gotten down there,but it was too far for me.I looked at the two in Columbia.They went
pretty high in my opinion.The one I wanted had a beautiful cab and bed but was missing
too much;tranny,t'case,distributor,starter,alternator,and entire winch drivetrain,
tailgate,just to name the major stuff.Whoever picked that one up may be a little unhappy
because the only thing mentioned as missing in the description was the distributor.The
other had a Chevy I6 stuck in it,no mention of that in the description either.
If anybody plans to ditch their Tornados,let me know.
Enjoy your new toys!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>15993 NEXT>
15998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That post is touching my heart(sniff-sniff).I remembered that you like Bud run-off.Yeah
we lost a little more than we wanted to but thats life.Sorry we did'nt get to meet maybe
next time.I tried to put Spicer in the (good ol boy club)But my dad said you can't convert
one of them damn yankees.All you can do is show them the way to the good life.I want to
know how a little fella like yourself moved the T-case around?All I have to do now is
figure out how to plumb it into the lines through the cab,with a ball valve for a parking
brake.Your truck is a work of art.You have done one hell of a job on it.Thanks for the
case and your southern hospitality.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Truck(aka)Spice Truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15997 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think I've understood much of this thread.I did get the John Wayne thing...just
didn't feel like accrediting the association B-was shooting for.
...such an evil yankee bastard.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15988 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try www.unishippers.com and look for a local branch and contact them.You should
definately be able to ship for under $100.I shipped a big block chevy long block from
central PA to Maine for $140.
Try Central Exprss as well,they have great rates.
SUBJECT>Re:I NEED A PTO.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3
December 2002,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15995 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SPICER
i know you are made out of money.....
$291.61
Chelsea brand pto #442KSBLX-W4XD
it runs at 89%of engine speed,single speed,cable operated,6 bolt,1.25"shaft w/5/16"
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keyway.
he said you need a 7A093 gear and a 7170-3X stud kit.
the name of the place is Certified Power.it's in the warehouse building next to mine.the
guy's name is Joe and the #888-229-1170
good luck
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Beadlocks for split rim tires POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15921 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or,you could do this:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/spicergear/lst?.dir=/M-715+pics&.view=l
Go to the pic labeled 'bead lock look.'Nobody at the truck show could tell they weren't
beadlocked and people that did notice them thought they were the $hit!
I know it's not the same as having them,but it fills the space that wide flat lock ring
makes.:)
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December
2002,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>15969 NEXT>16010 16022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ramjet:
The new undisputed heavy weight champion,the Ram Jet 502,makes 510 horsepower at
5500 rpm and 550 ft.lbs.of torque at 4500 rpm with just 9.6:1 compression.But the real
story is the torque curve,the Ram Jet 502 makes more torque throughout its operating
range.This is possible because Ram Jet has a larger plenum and runners than would ever
be possible in a carbureted application.This means greater intake efficiency and greater
torque without sacrificing driveability.The Ram Jet manifold is so efficient that all of this
horsepower and torque is made with a production L98 throttle body assembly.It's all
about airflow quality,velocity,and fuel and spark management.
You'll just have to drive one to appreciate it.If the one-second cold starts,no stalling,
instant throttle response,and the solid pull from idle to red line don't convince you that a
Ram Jet 502 is for you,then maybe we could interest you in an eco scooter.
Blue Oval Emasculator.
SUBJECT>New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>Rick.EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 1:13
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16015 16023 16027 16034 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Who makes a better quality top,New life or beachwood?
thank you for your comments.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:M715 winch?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>15971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey...could that winch be from a 1952 era 2 1/2 ton GMC truck,the ones DUKW's were
built on.The ones that the M35's,we're used to with the rockwells,took the place of?
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15989 NEXT>16006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the np205 t-case swap do you still have the high pitch whine and t-case heating up
problems with high speeds?Can you still run the PTO and Winch?With the 205 what
kind of highway speeds can now be reached.What about the acceleration,any better?
Thanks in advance-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 is very quiet.I thought the noise I had was in my 2 1/2 ton tranny but I've now
found out that it only sings in the overdrive all the other howling was from the NP200.
The NP205's have a superior oiling system compared to the NP200's and do not have the
overheating problems at speed.Drive it how you want,it doesn't care.If you're talking
about the winch driven from the stock tranny,then you just need to get a divorced NP205
and dump in and it won't affect the PTO/winch drive in the least AND will give you
another PTO port that the NP200 does not have.Acceleration?Not real change that I've
noticed.
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 December
2002,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15989 NEXT>16026
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that gears and stuff for both axles?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Congrats POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15996 NEXT>16039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My buddy bought the red one with no drivetrain.The body on that thing is SWEET!!!.Mine is complete except for seats
batt.box and tailgate.It was the tan one in Dry Branch
that turned out to be school bus yellow.....mmm I dont know....might get a desert camo
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job!!
SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15992 NEXT>16014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured there'd be more responses by now so I was sitting back.Kanter has ring sets
listed in their catalog for 50 bucks (as of a year ago).Call 'em at 800-526-1096,located in
Boonton,NJ.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December
2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16002 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds tempting but I'll keep dreaming of the stock EFI for my 300-6,killer of all that is
Chevy.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>FRANKO
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>15988 NEXT>16025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DOUG I would be interested in the t case how much I am in Mass go up to Maine leave
me a message at 978 640 9704 I will call you back tuesday 8pm thanks FRANKO
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3
December 2002,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Billyb looking for a grill guard call me at 978 640 9704 I will call back in Tewksbury
Mass (Lowell)tuesday FRANKO
SUBJECT>Tailgate hinge question POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What did the trucks use stock for the tailgate hinge pin?Just a long bolt or some fancy
round bar with clips to hold it in place?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at
6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16009 NEXT>16065 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Thanks Chris,I did not have much luck with NAPA.$109 for molly was all
she could find.Memphis Equipment $133.Waiting to hear from AB.Yours
sounds like the best deal.Again thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>Bryan
EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found the best price at Surplus City for a new CANVAS top.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>68 M715 for sale on ebay POSTER>Bryan EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put my 68 on ebay.Sold it last week but the buyer is some punk who dosnt have the
funds to back up his bid.So its back on there.Reserve is only set at $2500.Good luck.Ill
sell it now and stop the auction for $2750.
Bryan
SUBJECT>what tube for 38x12.50 POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what tube are you using for the 38x12.50 swamper or even considering the 38x11
bogger?thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>cowl hoods!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16019 16020 16024 LINKNAME>cowl hoods
LINKURL>http://www.hotrodhoods.com
I stumbled onto this web site and thought I might pass it along.For those of you who
might be interested in either a stock fiberglass hood our a cowl induction hood to fit our
trucks.
Hoods are for wagoneers but are the same as we all know.
http://www.hotrodhoods.com
SUBJECT>Re:cowl hoods!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops!there actually listed to fit a cherokee but it is the correct hood
SUBJECT>Re:cowl hoods!POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Steve!!How's it going.What have you been doing to your truck besides looking for
hood scoops?Just chunked tie rods and steering rod for solid bars w/heim joints and
custom dropped pitman arm from Wagoner Machine Shop.That's about it from here..Thanks for the info on scoops.
Paul
SUBJECT>need 12volt 230 dist POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
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DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have a 12volt distributor for a 230 6cyl this is all i need to hear my 715 run i
have a 24volt to trade or $$$$
SUBJECT>Re:502 Ram Jet GM crate swap.I'm going for the Big Block.
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,
at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16002 NEXT>16066 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just finished looking at your pics and was in the mood to compliment a job well done -
and you had to go and start this.
PN M-6007-B460
535hp @6250 rpm
530ftlbs @4250 rpm
runs on pump gas AND costs less than the GM 502502502502502 (bright name,sounds
like a pair of Levi's)
I would have compared the Ford 514,but I didn't want to make you cry.OK,I lied...600
hp 590 ftlbs and still cheaper!
Sorry bellybutton,I mean Chevy lover!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my humble opinion I would say New Life by far!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:cowl hoods!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's awsome...
i can see you now steve,pulling up to a stop light next to a 70 chevelle with an ls6 and
you take him in the quarter mile by a winch lead.
we all need dreams,especially our 1 1/4 beasts.they are the big dogs of the 4wheel world.
just ask anyone of us......
later..
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a rebuilt stock t-case?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Not sure on $$,I was just trying to see what I had for
interest to see if I should pull it or
not.It is in the truck now,and I have not fully decided what to do as far as a swap...I
should know soon and will post as soon as my mind is made up and clear.(clear is a
pretty liberal term these days.)I am finishing up building a new house and don't /havn't
had the time to deal with the truck too much.Thanks,Doug.I am looking for ideas on
what to swap in...thinking turbo diesel?Creative Ideas anyone???
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16007 NEXT>16028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it is the pinion w/gear and new shims for front and rear.New crush sleave for front.
All still in the boxes.Someone payed $404.00 for the same thing to one of us on ebay,
and his had 200 miles.This seem to me to be a good deal.Too many things I sold on
ebay,the buyer takes too long to pay.I can return these,and pay a restocking fee,but I
have about 20 days.So if you would like to save some money,this would be the ticket.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16003 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have done all my business with New Life.Judith may not have it on the shelf,and it
might take some lead time.But the price and quality are great.Tom @Snake River
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16026 NEXT>16054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may want these...How would putting those in compare with using a 700r4 overdrive
(which I have now)if I swap in a NON overdrive tranny.In other words is the rpm
reduction similar?I think the 700 r4 is a .7 or so overdrive or 30 %.5.87 to 4.56 should
be about the same (22%)if my calcs are correct.Does this sound right?Email me with
your best (fair for both of us)price shipped if you can.Zip 04609 Maine.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,3
December 2002,at 9:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16035 16052
16053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple of these one with a quadratrac and am tossing the idea around...any
thoughts?I know my 700 r4 is not really up to what I want to do so...Thanks for any
ideas,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate hinge question POSTER>Dave Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,3 December 2002,at 11:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16013 NEXT>16056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.They are pins with a lip on one end and a hole on the
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other for a cotter pin.
SUBJECT>Paint colours POSTER>Jimmy Snowling EMAIL>harleston@ukonline.co.uk
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 2:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
My Name is Jim,I live in the uk and I have recently bought an M-715 that i found on a
farm.the vehicle is in pretty good condition,but needs a re-spray.Could anyone tell me
exactly what shade of green it should be finished?Any help would be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>divorced NP205 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16040 16042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can a guy find a divorced NP205 t-case?Are there a lot of mods needed to put this
in?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Steering arm POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>16060 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there supposed to be a bend in the steering arm,(the one w/the two ball joints that goes
from the pitman arm to the right king pin)?
Mine is not straight and I'm betting it should be...any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>Rick EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16003 NEXT>16036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the replys ,Prices is not an issue ,It ’s the Quality that must be there over any
thing else.
Thanks
Rick
New life is only a 45 min drive for me.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard that the military has had problems with TH400s in CUCVs behind stock
non-turbo 6.2 Diesels but this could be because of infrequent maintinence and stupid
drivers.
However,from what I have heard they can be built to take about 700 horsepower.They
really can't be that bad considering they have been used for years and GM still uses a
updated version of it in trucks today..GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:New life or beachwood?For Tops POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some pictures in the members section under al temple.All the canvas is from new
life.Top notch company if ya ask me....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...Oh yea,drove it home for
three days,rained like heck in California.Spent the night in it and no signs of moisture
came through at all.Made a good camper...KJ...
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
December 2002,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16031 NEXT>16046
16078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24087 Military Semi-Gloss Olive Drab.Gillespie Coatings and Aervoe both sell a good
product.
SUBJECT>Re:what tube for 38x12.50 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>16017 NEXT>
16041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Richard,
After looking around awhile and not easily finding something,I used the stock 900x16
tubes in my 38.5x11x16 Boggers.They seemed to stretch out that far and work just fine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>DRAT.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted that tan one but PA is too long of a haul for a towbar pull with another 715.
Glad to see someone from here got it.
SUBJECT>Re:what tube for 38x12.50 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16038 NEXT>
16055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used stock size tubes from Weber Tire in Kansas for my 37x13x16 boggers and I'm
pretty sure Brian Sisson used stock size tubes in his 38x13x16 Swampers.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16032 NEXT>16047 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Older Chevy 3/4 and 1 ton+trucks and the same with Dodge.If it's crew cabbed or.duallied it worth a look under.Ford
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has the drop on the wrong side and cannot be
converted.
If all you're doing is swapping t-case for t-case,no drive shaft mods need to be done.
Mine didn't anyway.On the pass side I used part of the stock 200 mount for the frame
mount and part of the 205 mount off of the case bent down to meet the 200 mount then
welded together.The bottom of the case is about one inch above the bottom of the two t-
case crossmembers.The drivers side included a mount going front to rear and bolting to
both t-case crossmembers and had two ears welded onto it to catch a mounting boss that
the bottom of the 205 case had in it.I DO NOT KNOW IF ALL THE 205 DIVORCED
CASES HAVE THIS BOSS.I put one more small mount from one of the rear tailhousing
bolts down the this crossmember.So far so good.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a few parts in texas POSTER>Rya
EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Katy just outside of Houston.I've been looking at swapping out the seats for some
racing styles.My covers are shot,would you be interested in the frames and what cushion
is left?Also I have no use for the light on the hood.What are they worth to ya?
Ryan
SUBJECT>TBI FOR 230 POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does such a system exist?If would make the 230 more reliable and more likely to remai
in my truck.Would the setup off a 250 work?either way i would most likely have to
switch to 12v,which doesn't excite me either.thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>brute4c:iola military show POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c:could you email me concern the possible date for the '03 Iola military show,if or
how stock the truck has to be and what entry fees are etc.?thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16037 NEXT>16061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I second that,blasting to bare metal,prime and paint will last a new lifetime.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>72 Blazer
EMAIL>tomgoolsby_jr_@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 12:08
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16042 NEXT>16051 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In my experience the reference spicegear gave you was mainly correct,in that you want to
find the 205 from a Dodge,as Chevy only utilised the married case even in the one tons..And I don't know about your
area but anytime I go looking for 205's around here I don't
have to try to find the Dodge ones.
SUBJECT>Re:More Congrats POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES!Many Congratulations to those who won those auctions!
I would have loved to been able to bid on the runt unit of the bunch.
I griped some earlier about how GSA Auctions might not have been the easiest folks to
deal and now I know that I was wrong.
I am very happy to see some fellow M-715 enthusiast got their hands on these rigs.
Happy Trails!!
SUBJECT>Re:A Northerner....go figure.POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 1:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15957 NEXT>16082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yuk it up guys.I'm about as far north as anyone here (Maine),and I definately know who
"The Duke"is.He drove some orange car with a rebel flag painted on the roof and
jumped creeks with it or something running moonshine.Haha,no seriously,John Wayne
is the best in my book.We aren't all that dense up here.
SUBJECT>Re:440 Chrysler in a M-715 ??POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>15710 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at the conversation about 440's back on April 3,2001.
Someone was doing what you're thinking of.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
December 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16047 NEXT>16057
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The full size International trucks used divorced 205s also.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,4
December 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16029 NEXT>16073
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one behind a ls6 450 horse 465 ft pounds touqe no problems at all
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
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POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,
at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16029 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I have one in my truck,it came out of a school bus.Mine has the place to bolt the drive
shaft to it,instead of the slip yoke.I talked to a guy who had one that had come out of a
bus that had been military rig,and he said it also had the bolt up drive shaft.I'm sorry I
don't know what these things are called.I have been told that the heavy duty ones don't
have the slip yoke.I only have a tbi 350 in mine,but I did pull a 16X70 mobile home into
place a couple weeks ago.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16028 NEXT>16072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I can't get the email to go thru.I can't answer the question on gearing,the reason I
wanted the gears,is it would take the presure off the t-case.If you use the over-drive,the
t-case is still turning the same high speed,even tho you slowed the motor.I decided to
hunt for a np205 so I can put in a pto winch.If you can email me with your zip,I'll find
the shipping.Thanks
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:what tube for 38x12.50 POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used 11.00R16 tubes in mine,35x12.50 X'terrains.Be sure to get radial tubes and flaps
if you're using radial tires (The rubber is much thicker for the heat).
Toby Sexton can get the right tubes,call 'em and tell 'em the tire size and valve stem you
want and they'll come up with something that should work.Look in the parts file for their
number.And if I remember correct,I paid around 120 bucks for 4 tubes and flaps (they
aint cheap!).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate hinge question POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Dave,I think I'll just round up some bolts and locknuts.Any idea on the
diameter?My hinges measure out from 7/16"to 1/2".
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16051 NEXT>16069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When looking under the truck at the t-case is the number NP205 stamped on it
somewhere?And my Stock PTO will bolt right up to this for my Winch?If so,it's a
beautiful thing!!.-Dustin
SUBJECT>Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16059 16063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So since I am trying to think of ANYTHING and everything possible as far as swaping
motor/trans/transfer,here's another one.Has anyone ever flipped a transfer case over,
plugged up the vent,put a new vent on the "now top"and run it?I noticed some of the
newer transfers use a pretty round mount to the trans...possible with mild machining?(I
know oiling is an issue...or is it?don't even the newer ones just slob the chain thru the oil
and fling it around?)
Or am I just sooo far gone that you guys would like to take turns shooting at me?!AS I
SAID,I am just shooting in the dark here,thinking of everything,-and-driving myself
nuts.Thanks for putting up with the "village idiot"here,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16058 NEXT>16067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They make a flip kit for D300's for the newer jeeps so maybe it'll werk.Why don't you
just flip the front end over instead....high pinion here we come!!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16033 NEXT>16062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
How are you?I just removed my front axle.The pitman arm on my M715 is bent (kind of
an "S"shape),but the drag link you described is straight.That's a major drag link!How'd
you bend that sucker?Hope this helps.
Steven (tailgate recipient)
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go to bare metal make sure you use a self etching primer.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering arm POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16060 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All is well.I'm just about to go through the whole front end,just a few $$and a locker
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shy.I've NEVER driven the truck so I'm guessing it got bent by someone towing off it.I
just KNEW it wasn't supposed to be that way.
Anyone have an extra?
-G-.SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16058 NEXT>16068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oiling will be a problem witht the new style transferrs (alum)case
they use ATF and there is a small pump inside of them that pumps oil into the front
bearing for oiling and cooling.If you flip it you will need to address the pump and pick
up for the pump.when a pump goes bad the transfer does no make it very far.also think
of the shift linkage it will also be upside down
SUBJECT>Re:need 12volt 230 dist POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16021 NEXT>16076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep the distributor and change out the coil.Thats what I did.Memphis Equipment should
have them.Now I assume that you have changed the alt,&starter lights etc.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16014 NEXT>16109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try O'Reilly,i bought rod bearings from them for about half of what NAPA wanted.
krob725
SUBJECT>apples and oranges POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16022 NEXT>16077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or should I say carbs and injectors.
Last time I checked my motorsports catalog they didnt offer either of these in and injected
form.Yes there are always aftermarket kits but for added cost$$$$$.
Lets admit that 500+horses of fuel injected power from either breed would be all out
sweet!
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16059 NEXT>16086 16101 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe this is stupid (as always)but wont the gears be turning the wrong way then?
Anyone know for sure what way they turn?Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16063 NEXT>16083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oiling maybe could be delt with...shift linkage...that had not entered into my little brain.
These are the things that keep me up at night!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com.DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16057 NEXT>16074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the winch pto on a stock truck bolts to the transmission.
SUBJECT>Re:TBI FOR 230--LONG!;-)POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16044 NEXT>16071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I built my own on a jeep 4.2 as I could not afford a pro-jection or mopar kit (and those
kits were JUST coming on the market at the time).I used a TBI and all sensors,comp.,
wires etc from a 4.3 chevy.They are very simple systems to hook up as most everything
you need is right in the TBI.I made my own custom plate to mount it to the intake with
aluminum.Then hooked the O2 sensor into the exhaust in what seemed the right area (I
looked at a new FI 4.0),installed the knock sensor low in the block in a pluged hole,
changed the coolant sensor to gm one and picked up a signal from the dist.I forget what
else,I know it was a little rough when I first started it and I had to change something...
can't think of it,but it was pretty simple.Something with timing maybe??Anyway I put
about 15K miles on it before I sold it with not a single hitch.It didn't seem to make much
more power but a little maybe.MUCH smoother (as my carb was toasted)and the gas
miles were about the same.BUT offroad was GREAT!!I would recomend you do it if
you feel you know how TBI works ---or want a good lesson in it.Good luck!Doug
SUBJECT>Re:TBI FOR 230--LONG!;-)POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH!and yes you will have to switch to 12V and the distributer will have to be electronic-
no points etc.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Paid to play!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,you've got mail!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,4
December 2002,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16052 NEXT>16079
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that's plenty of power!Any thoughts on stock quadratracs if maintained right and
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not beat on?Thanks again,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>72 Blazer
EMAIL>tomgoolsby_jr_@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16069 NEXT>16087 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.there should be a tag if memeory serves me right ,on the front of the case up near the
front output.
SUBJECT>emailaddress??POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what e mail address do i use to send m715zone pics of my truck?thanks ahead of time
folks!
SUBJECT>Re:need 12volt 230 dist POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16064 NEXT>16100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info Will,I had thought of doing that but would like to eliminate the high
dollar plugs and wires,and get the benefits of spark advance with the civilian distibutor.
SUBJECT>Re:apples and oranges POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16066 NEXT>16081 16088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Busted!!And by annother Ford guy too!Oh!the injustice!!Oh!the...screw it.Yeah the
502 is impressive and were someone to give me one I would be hard pressed not to pair it
with a 4L80E(VERY burly auto overdrive tranny)and a married 205.I do get GM envy
every time I run across the right Ford part that won't fit 'cause it is from the wrong engine
family(ie:351w vs.351c/351m).Being able to bolt up ANY v8,and some v6,tranny to
any motor big or small block does seem like it would take the fun out of junkyarding
though.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 December 2002,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16037 NEXT>16089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aaaahh!Don't tell me I'm supposed to use SEMI gloss!!I've been using Aervoe's flat
finish.Looks good to me.Once you start,don't switch to another manufacturer,cuz it
won't match.BTDT.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,4 December
2002,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16073 NEXT>16085
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
QT's get a bad rap because people put Dex III instead of the special QT fluid in it and
they burn out the clutches and then it doesn't work anymore.I know of a lot of people
who run QT's in their FSJ (full size Jeeps)with NO problems.Again,like anything,as
long as it's maintained.You CAN beat on them pretty hard,too,tho.
SUBJECT>Re:Beadlocks for split rim tires POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 2:25 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15921
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not just get a 15,16 or 16.5 rims made from Diamond with bead locks?I am going
to try and make my own,and if they don't come out well,I will purchase a set of 15"
rims.
T-Man
SUBJECT>Re:apples and oranges POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16077 NEXT>16096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,As you well know,the 514 FORD,has the 502 rat well covered.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:A Northerner....go figure.POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,I am in Maine as well.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>Willie
EMAIL>Willie_715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16068 NEXT>16084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why exactly are you trying to flip the transfercase?Drivers side differential?
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16083 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mostly because I am a little bit nuts and yes also for the diff.,thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:How much power do you think a stock turbo 400 auto will handle?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,5
December 2002,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16079 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks so much,I am REALLY interested in how he hooked a 700 r4 to a quadratrac.I
checked advance adapt and novak they don't have an adapter for that...at least not on
thier web sites.Was this a custom deal?Please let me know as that would be perfect for
me!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:30 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16067 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Flip the t-case and let us know how it turns out!Fill the case up more if worried about
oiling??
SUBJECT>Re:divorced NP205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:35
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,the metal tag is between the input and front output yokes on the 205 case.
SUBJECT>PERK LIVES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16077 NEXT>16110 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice to see ya.Are you going to get any of the snow dumping through PA at the moment?
We may see a foot in central PA!
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5
December 2002,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16078 NEXT>16105
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use Aervoe too because I just like the color better.I bought a gallon of Gillespie,which
didn't come close to matching so I gave it to a friend and went back to Aervoe.24087 is a
semi-gloss but the flatter finish hides some of the dings.The Gillespie product will
develop a much higher gloss after a few coats.
SUBJECT>M715 in San Antonio?POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:59
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16113 16118 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone here own or know the driver of the M715 parked at Nagel's Gun Shop last
Saturday in San Antonio?Was a neat looking,mostly stock rig and I was just curious
about the truck...Hollis
SUBJECT>Wanted:2-Barrel Carb.w/Intake Manifold POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>16092
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can find such an assembly?I'd like to upgrade from the stock
1-barrel setup.
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:2-Barrel Carb.w/Intake Manifold POSTER>Matt
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a two barrel setup with or without carb.The carb that would be included needs a
rebuild.I have manifolds in various conditions from NOS to used.Thanks
Matt.SUBJECT>parts store fuel pump rebuild kit?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16098 16133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy all,put in my new coil,no joy.discovered the wire from the fitting on the dist.to
the coil was toast.fixed that,got fire.now i got no fuel.any one know of a p/n for the kit
to rebuild the fuel pump?i know theres one on ebay right now but im hoping to go to
town and get one and be in the woods by the weekend.oh yeah its for the stock 230 i
case thats not clear.sure am glad its so cold and i have to wrench on ol'betsy outside...
dont know what the hell id do if i had nothing to cuss at.thanks jc
SUBJECT>need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16095 16099 16127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,m looking for a stock distribtor for my 715
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16094 NEXT>16453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ebay had one.New 125.00,Look under M715.If you can't find it look up completed
items and find out who the seller was.E-mail them and I bet you could pick it
up............Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:apples and oranges POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16081 NEXT>16130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah and I think that was just killing the boys @gm.I guess thats why they uped the ante
with the new 572 (?not for sure on actual displacement)I saw it on an episode of trucks.
The didnt say a price or if it would be available with fuel injection or not.
Seems like the skys the limit on monster motors!
Gotta go rob a bank and beat up a few school kids for there lunch money and the try and
win the lottery,then I might be able to have one of them big boys.Not to mention
needing to upgrade the whole truck after the new motor!
SUBJECT>VIDEO FOOTAGE ON JP MAG WEBSITE POSTER>DMC EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF YOU CHECK OUT JPMAGAZINE.COM AND LOOK IN THE VIDEO LIBRARY,
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THERE IS A GREAT VIDEO OF A M715 OFFROAD.FYI.
SUBJECT>Re:parts store fuel pump rebuild kit?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 6:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16093 NEXT>16129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I tried ordering from surplus city Jeep parts.I
installed their rebuild kit and the Diaphram
broke as soon as I started the engine up.....It cost me $80.00 to go that route.I tried to go
to different parts stores but nobody had anything for the vacume assist fuel pumps..so I
ended up finding a 24v electric inline fuel pump.The pump,all the hoses,the safety
shutoff swich,fuse and all that ended up costing me about $100.00 A little more
expencive but better then the diaphram setup (in my case anyways).And you dont have to
worry about losing you vacume wipers.They do slow down alot when you stomp on the
skinny pedal though.if you commect all the hoses back to the pump,and remove the arm
that goes into the engine block.
Just letting you know the route I went.Hope it helps
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>sod buster
EMAIL>hammett@shelby.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16094 NEXT>16102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Banjo get you a 6 cyl.chevy H.E.I.cut the shaft off of them and use the H.E.I.top and the
old 24 volt shaft.The best way to do this that I have found is use i pipe coupler and set
screws to put the shaft on the distributor.I hope this helps [WORKS LIKE A TOP ]
SOD BUSTER
SUBJECT>Re:need 12volt 230 dist POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like that is what I need to do.As soon as this distributor goes south.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Dumb-a**question of the night.POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16067 NEXT>16104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
......uuummmmm I was kidding.and yes the gears would be turning backwards,hence
reverse cut gears for high pinion diffs.
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Banjo
EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks sod buster but the shaft has a plastic coupling that is the problem .It is coming
apart Can you tell me how to time my oil pump
SUBJECT>Oil pump timing POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me how to install the oil pump or where to get info
SUBJECT>Screw it!!What's the number for Adavance adapters?1-888-empty-your-
wallet POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,5
December 2002,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16101 NEXT>16108.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AHH,ok...you have to go easy on me as it is usually late when I post here!!It's 11:40
here now,must go to sleep!I am having serious thoughts of biting the BIG bullet and
calling advance adapters for a conversion to bolt a quadratrac onto my 700 r4.I know the
case is good,will throw in a new chain to be sure and off I go...no vibrations,no hassles
and still have my loved OD.Then I just stuff a mildly modded (turboed)6.2 diesel in
there in place of the knocking TBI chevy.(I happen to have also in my garage a low mile
6.2 and a used turbo from a Saab car---don't know how well that would work??Maybe
my wife will buy me a Banks turbo kit for christmas!!)Thanks for the help and the
humor,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint colours POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,5 December 2002,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16089 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used The Aervoe out of a spray bomb can and even that looks good!I went with the
flat finish because I thought that's what it had and like you said,it hides dents and dings
better.It's only 50 cents more per can than the Krylon which is too shiny as well as being
the wrong color.Since I have a can of it,I'll use it on the undercarriage area and the
shackles.
SUBJECT>Experiance with quadratrac overdrive kit?Good?thinking of making the call
to...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Thursday,5
December 2002,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16107
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Advance adapters for a adapter to go from my 2 wheel drive 700r4 to quadratrac,as I
have two I know are good,and want to keep my OD.Besides I am one of the few,the
proud,who love the old quadratracs-I grew up with them and they saw me thru some
pretty tough Maine winters.
So any thoughts on the 16%overdrive kit they offer for it?A little extra OD would be
nice and since I will put a new chain in before I swap and the 2.72 low more than makes
up for the OD.OR does the 16%OD only effect high?I rather assume it effects all of the
case?Also I DON'T want part the time kit,as I want to keep it full time,does the OD
affect this?Someone out there know???Thanks so much for all your help through my
trying times!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Experience with quadratrac overdrive kit?Good?thinking of making the
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call to...POSTER>Ethan Brady EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,5
December 2002,at 11:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16106 NEXT>16122
16136 LINKNAME>IFSJA website LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org
The QT OD kit affects BOTH HI and LO ranges!You will lose the (IMHO)awesome full
time 4WD benefits,though.I don't recall there being a FT OD kit.I could be wrong.
SUBJECT>Re:Screw it!!What's the number for Adavance adapters?1-888-empty-your-
wallet POSTER>ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,5 December
2002,at 11:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16104 NEXT>16123.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What tires are you running?Stock size?For all the $$$you'd send off to AA,you
probably could get yourself a set of those Gamma Goat conversion disks and 4 tires and
wheels!Bigger tires,and better highway speeds!What more could you ask for.And the
best thing is that the whole tire/wheel deal is a BOLT-ON affair with NO fabricating!:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:.30 rings POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 December
2002,at 11:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16065 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Bill C,
Curious if you had any luck finding the ring set?In '96 I paid $90 in CA.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16088
NEXT>16111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Looks like you guys are going to get all the snow down your way.Up here in
Sonthern Maine,we only got an inch or so.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16110 NEXT>16120 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ended up with about 10"yesterday.Had the truck out and about and had blast with it!It
took and hour and a half to go 23 miles to work.I even got a chance to try and yank out a
Freightliner rollback.I moved him about a foot,with a run,but that was it.Fun trying
anyway.He got stuck trying to pull out a semi.It was quite a cluster....
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump timing POSTER>Dave Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>16103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its easy,Just use a ratchet and rotate the engine clockwise until #1 cylinder is at top dead
center.By looking at the cam it will be at the lowest point on #1 cylinder when #1 is at
top dead center.
Then insert the pump with the inside groove in the 3 and 9 oclock position,with the
narrow side of the slot on top.
Then just put the dist in with the cam sitting just before #1 cylinder.Remember the dist
goes counter clockwise when it is runnning.
This should be very lose to the right timing now just use a light and set the timing at 3-5
degrees before tdc.
Dave.SUBJECT>Re:M715 in San Antonio?POSTER>Texas715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16090 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It wasn't me or my friend since our at ranches hunting.I did see one driving down 281.It
had a white star on the door.
Gregg
SUBJECT>Re:Who won those 715's from GSA?POSTER>Wes Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>15960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased two in Ga.with winches to add to my collection.I have
a friend that purchased two in N.C.with winches.
Wes
SUBJECT>.30 RINGS FOUND POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at
8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JUST TO LET ALL YA'LL KNOW HOW MY WEEK LONG SEARCH ENDED.
MEMPHIS EQUIPMENT $133.OO
NAPA (ONLY HAD MOLLY RINGS )$109.OO
KANTER $66.OO PLUS SHIPPING :}
AB HAD STANDARD,.20 AND .60 BUT HE DID NOT QUOTE A PRICE SINCE
NO .30.
SUBJECT>M725 Hat Pin POSTER>Charlie Bennet EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
New pin of M725 Ambulance in color.Very nice!!Perfect Gift!Picture avaialble by
email!!$5 plus $2 shipping.Limited availability hurry before they are gone.
Charlie Bennet
Lakewood,CO
CharlieBennet@msn.com
SUBJECT>Thanks Robert POSTER>Chuck E EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
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DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>16119 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Robert thanks for the gas sending unit information you posted on 11-25.It was usfull
information on how to ohm out the gas sending unit.It did help me.I did find my
problem,after checking all my wiring,fuel gage,etc.I removed sending unit,checked it
out of the tank,checked ok,put the tank back in the truck,didn't work.removed sending
from tank worked ok.I put sending unit back in tank with tank on the floor,wired it up,
did not work.What the #*#@.I found when I started removing the screws that hold the.unit in it started working.I
didnt have it overtightened.It must be shorting out inside the
top cover cap.The guys I bought the sending unit from are sending me a new one.I dont
thiink they believe me but thats ok.Never would have thought that was the problem.
Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:M715 in San Antonio?POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16090 NEXT>16158
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It could have been Caleb.Large pipe front bumper?He used to work there.
Klinger715 Gone Huntin'
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Robert POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 December
2002,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16117 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chuck,Happy to hear you found the problem.Good shoot'n.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16111
NEXT>16173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I don't even have my plow mounted on the ole 715 yet.I am shure we will get
blasted soon.Now about moving that semi,if you had FORD power in your rig it would
have done the job!HAHAHAHAHA!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 December
2002,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16172 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,I'm going to be coming down your way.Need anything ??I bought a M1028
and I have to pick it up soon.------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Experience with quadratrac overdrive kit?Good?thinking of making the
call to...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I am going with the quadratrac and keeping it stock as I too LOVE the FT 4x4.It
was Mile Marker I was refering to...AA call was for the adapter to my 700r4.I called
them today,and plan on getting the adapter unless I can find one used (yea right)or find
another company doing one (yea right again).Thanks for the vote of encouragment,
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Screw it!!What's the number for Adavance adapters?1-888-empty-your-
wallet POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16108 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I already have a 700 r4 and TBI chevy installed,that stock T-case is the only "weak"point
now.Not that it is bad,in fact it is rebuilt and runs flawlessly,but I want something
smoother,quieter and better all around.(full time 4x4 is sweet!!)Doug.
SUBJECT>hey perk POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at
4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how did you mount the 460?are there any kits out there i was thinking about using plates
one at the front and one at the bellhousing
SUBJECT>Tailgate Bumper Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,have you ever wondered where you could find replacements for the little round
rubber "donut"bumpers that are attached to your M715's tailgate?Well,you can find
them at "www.awdirect.com".The site is a towing,recovery &service vehicle
accessories site.
Item #:THB-621
Dimensions:1 1/2"D x 1"H
Price:$1.95 ea.
These don't have the metal cores like the originals.You'll have to find some washers that
have the right size hole in the center as well as a wide surface to prevent your bolt head
from pulling through the bumper's mounting hole.They work great!
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate Bumper Source POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or there are always some on ebay it seems,never clicked on them but probably AB Linn
(sp).He sells tons of stuff like that.I just got two extra NOS front hub drive shaft "caps"
for a buy it now of like 12 bucks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6
December 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I
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PREVIOUS>16094 NEXT>16128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is one on ebay under m 715 Put a space between the m and 715.was at 6.00
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16127
NEXT>16134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ad says it's for an M715,but the picture shows a four cylinder distributor,so proceed
with caution if you go that route.
SUBJECT>Re:parts store fuel pump rebuild kit?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 6:48 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16098
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info craig.maybe ill go that way,jc
SUBJECT>Re:apples and oranges POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16096
NEXT>16131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is sad,is that as expensive as crate motors are,you can make a phone call,melt
your visa,and have a race motor delivered to your door.Not much interaction and actual
building involved.I'm still trying to convince my savings account to let me get the
aluminum heads for my 460 just to put in a truck that already has 587 gears.I keep asking
myself-exactly how often do I really want to replace axel shafts?Especially when that
same money could get me an overdrive tranny.Nah!I'll probably go for the horse power -
twisted and mangled axelshafts make great garage decorations!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:apples and oranges POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
agreed
carnage sucks in the timber or gumbo but after all is said and done,you should atleast
have a few trophys!
SUBJECT>Dist on ebay (beware)POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,6 December 2002,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out this 4 cyl distributor on ebay..
Since when did they put a 4 cyl in an M-715???
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1874098480
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:parts store fuel pump rebuild kit?POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16093 NEXT>16138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought one from AB Linn a few yrs ago....12$or 15$is all he charges You've all been
told before that A B rules NOT that other place named after a town.
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
7 December 2002,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16128 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,Just saw the auction and was passing it along
Wayne.SUBJECT>m726 on junkyard wars POSTER>Brian EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was watching the show junkyard wars on TLC the other day and i saw that they were
using an m-726 for the minesweeper.i couldnt believe they found a mint m-726 in the
junkyard!anyway,i just thought it was cool and figured i put a post up on it.oh yeah,
they won,of course.
SUBJECT>Re:Experience with quadratrac overdrive kit?Good?thinking of making the
call to...POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Saturday,7 December
2002,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16107 NEXT>16141
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother has an '84 (I think)J10 "Honcho",with 360,auto and quadratrac.This is one
awsome truck.He ran 36"buckshots,before my m715,it was tops in my book.Vaccuum
lockers,it was something else.
Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>undercoating POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16139 16145 16189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello i am considering useing a undercoating or the spray on liner like is used in truck
beds one my k715 cab im wondering if anyone else has used any type of product like this
and what was the result im sure the liner like line x wold list much longer however im
watching my pennies thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:parts store fuel pump rebuild kit?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wout thanks for the info,i called him and i guess hes out of em.all he had was the fuel
pump itself not sure if it was the right one (fuel/vacuum)or a 24v electric.so i bid on the
ebay repair kit.aint goona get in the woods this weekend.oh well.later jc
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SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remove undercoating since it seems to catch a lot the crap you're trying to avoid.I
remove the undercoating by heating it with a propane torch until rubbery and then remove
it like a banna peel.Then clean the area and put fiberglass over the joints.I find that the
snow &slush can't stick to the areas.
SUBJECT>Carb shaft seals POSTER>D.Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anybody ever found a source for the throttle and choke shaft seals.The are rubber
with a thin brass retainer.This is one of those may never find things.??
SUBJECT>Re:Experience with quadratrac overdrive kit?Good?thinking of making the
call to...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,7
December 2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16136 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am pretty sure I am going quadratrac,just what else with it is now a question!Thanks,
Doug.
SUBJECT>401?POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Saturday,7
December 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16143
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have found a 401 that is still in a 1975 J20 for a cheap price.I know little about these
engines.I was wondering if it was a good swap into our trucks?
Thanx for any advice
SUBJECT>Re:401?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16142 NEXT>16144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhh,......no it's terrible and you should give me the address so I can go talk to the guy
and let him know that he should stop advertising such junk for sale.(then I can load it
into my truck and bring it home!!)Seriously,it is a GREAT swap.Keep in mind that if it
needs to be rebuilt they are a little pricier than a chevy or something since parts are not as
common.Also MAKE SURE it is a 401 not a 360!!It will have a "401"stamped into the
block down near the motor mount,sometimes hard to find...MAKE SURE you find it!!I
learned this the hard way,went on what the guy told me and the truck had a 401 when
new...but had been swapped at some point with a much cheaper replacement.(360)So I
have a rebuilt 360 NOT 401 waiting to go into my 61 Willys Wagon.;-)Sorry,rambled
on there,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:401?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 10:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look on the side of the block,underneath the motor mount.It will have a cast #in it,
either 360 or 401.
I have a 360/TH400/QT combination in my truck and it's great.Of course,I have 2 other
FSJ's as well,so I'm biased towards the AMC engines.
If you do the whole drivetrain swap,then you don't have to do the AA thing ($$$)and
you'll just need to fabricate a new trans/t-case mount and new driveshafts.(both
shortened,IIRC,from what Alan Bennett said he did)
SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,7 December 2002,at 10:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16137 NEXT>16146 16153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you're on the east coast,look at Ziebart coatings.It's
specifically designed as an
undercoat product.A spray in liner would most likey work,but the prep cost would be a
killer!you have to remove every trace of grease and dirt!Yuk!Unless you're doing a
frame off resto,dirt removal would be difficult at best.
Why are you undercoating it?To reduce road noise?If so,consider putting the spray on
the inside of the cab.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16145 NEXT>16154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sprayed undercoating under and on the inside of mine.The heat from the drive trai
softens the crap inside so that it sticks to your shoes,traps dirt and sticks on everything
you set in the floor once you start driving and it warms up.TOTAL MESS!!!What it
does underneith the floor,I have not checked,but I had sprayed part of it one year ago,
and it seems to do well,dirt seems to wash off easier.My solution to the mess inside is I
am going to go to builders supply and by some antifatigue mat,and put it down for a floor
mat.It will insulate noise and temperature,and I figure once the undercoating heats up
and it sticks it will stay in place just fine.Just my 0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered a new canvas top from New Life Resource about three months ago and they said
that it would be about a 3 month wait.Well they finally shipped it last Tuesday,they said
it would be about 4 working days till it gets here.I CAN'T WAIT THAT LONG!!!!!!!!!!!
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This is better than Christmas!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>16147 NEXT>16149 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My top came from Beechwood and I think I got it in about a month.I'm no expert on
fabric tops but it installed easily and snapped down nice and tight.It's made out of
synthetic material that's supposed to last several times longer but doesn't have the "exact"
same feel or look as canvas but I'm satisfied.my .02
SUBJECT>Re:New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16148 NEXT>16150 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How about a general price comparison on the two?canvas vs synthetic
SUBJECT>Re:New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>Bryan Curtma.EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16149 NEXT>16156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine form Surplus City Jeep Parts.Ordered Monday,got it Thursday.It is brand
new,not surplus,is canvas just EXACTLY like OEM Military top,and was only $284
including shipping.Installed nicely.Looks great.Now for a heater......
By the way,I have lowered the reserve on the 715 I am selling on e-bay to $2200.Gotta
go.Item number 1874097099
SUBJECT>I just bought an M715 and I need some parts,etc!POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16152 16155 16160 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just bought a 67 M715 and I need some parts and general help on some things.
The PO took out the cool military parking lights (between the radiator and the headlights)
which I have a new set of old to put in.He also put regular taillights on it and I don't like
them.What sort of taillights did these come with?Does anyone have any close up
pictures of how they mount,etc?
Does anyone have a spare tailgate?(Kind of doubt this)or maybe some hinges so I ca
build a tailgate?
I need some bumperettes for the rear also.
Should I drive the 230 until it dies then replace it with a SBC or BBC or should I sell it
(runs really well)and put in a SBC or a BBC before it dies.Would anyone be interested
in it?
Thanks in advance for your help!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:I just bought an M715 and I need some parts,etc!POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent you came to the right place look around in the members gallery and the for sale
pages for parts you need and how the 715 should look.Also read as many posts as you
can to glean info from it.if you have some extra dollars in your pocket and are iching to
spend it go for the new motor ,however if your motor runs fine do whatever restoration
you need to do with the small parts at this time and bite the engine bullet when the time
comes GOOD LUCK Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The undercoating will serve several functions noise ,insulation,floor mat ,ease of
cleaning rust proofing .the jeep is going thru a frame off restoration as we speak it has.been sand blasted and
primed im leaning toward the bed liner on the inside as you
mentioned great idea thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heat factor not a good thing ,im leanng toward spray on liner thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:I just bought an M715 and I need some parts,etc!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are a lot more parts out there for these trucks than you may first realize.What
ussually happens is that no one in your area knows what you are talking about until they
see yours then they come out of the wood work.
The rear light mount through the rear bumper with two 3/8 inch bolts next to the small
black-out lamp mounts.Join up as a member(free)and look through the picture gallery to
get an idea.As for parts there are many members of this group throughout the country and
entire continent so finding one within a reasonable distance of you should be possible.So
where do you live?
Finally no matter what you wife and everyone else says these are awesome trucks.It
doesn't matter if you want your truck to remain bone stock or modify it till you can't
recognize what it is someone in this group has done it.Welcome to the group.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
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DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>16150 NEXT>16214 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not for sure but they were a contract over run but not rejects.I think $180 but I'll try to
find the add to be sure.
SUBJECT>CTC Brute Force POSTER>Mike Green EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8
December 2002,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I contact Brute force.i have been trying to get him for about 2 months.does
anyone know how to reah him.I havent been able to get to respond to e-mails ????
Mike
billyji@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>THATS ME POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16118 NEXT>16175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one outside Nagel's is mine,I'm workin there everyday except tuesday.Have to park.it on the side or out back so
as not to take up customer parking....hell it would prolly
bring more people in if it sat out front!If yall wanna look at it,I'm there everyday cept
tuesdays and thursday mornings.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16166 16168 16186 16191 16389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"The San Antonio Police department regrets to inform you that your mini-van is
dead"...because my NDTS dont stop on slick streets.Wow,i was pulling up to a stoplight
on a winding part of Ingram Road,downshifted,hit the brakes,slid,and used a miniva
to finally stop.I sidewiped some uppity mexican woman ,hooked my bumper into her
side and took the passenger doors off.and sent her flying thru the intersection.Allof this
from a love tap at about 5 MPH.I was amazed at my truck,when i peeled her door off my
bumper and fender,swept all the glass off the hood,and puller her lailight housing off my
gas can carrier,all i had was a few paint smudges and a dent in my fender.Oh and the
sealed beam KC lights popped out of their mounts on top of the bumper,so my truck
looked like its eyes were bugged out.One swift kick and the fender popped back straight.
The woman was pissed and started cussing me in spanish,her husband showed up
wanting to fight,at least until he saw me and my truck,then changed his mind,and the
womans friends in the car behind her were makin up bullshit to tell the cops and wrecker
huys who were just laughing at the womans van.After the mexicans left,they helped get
my truck cleaned up,and i got a free car wash at the gas station where the wreck
happened because the owner thought the whole show was quite entertaining.
I'm sure its not going to be quite as funny when i get the insurance bill,but for now its
still pretty cool.Well looks like im asking for new tires for Christmas.
Would it be tacky to put kill marks on the side of the truck like nose art?How about
sending the mexicans their door (which i kept as a trophy)with a seasons greetings card?
LOL
-Caleb Roach
1968 M715 "Bertha"-the minivan masher
SUBJECT>Re:I just bought an M715 and I need some parts,etc!POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>16151 NEXT>
16170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent
i have a few sets of tail lights some new
let me know if you want to buy them
billy b
spencer ma
SUBJECT>Re:52"michelin xls on ebay POSTER>Billyb EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>15951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.what is the size on the tires
like 14.00x16 or something like that???????
SUBJECT>M715 for sale (Nice!!)POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was at the Soomer Gun Show here in Tulsa this weekend,and the local military club was
there.One member has a real nice 715 for sale.All orinigal w/correct (working)winch,
rear bows,all canvas,etc.All correct markings,new paint and excellent condition
overall.I could find only two issues.The rear (engine)main seal is leaking slightly and
the seats need new covers.Other than that,I would rate this truck at least a "9"and most
likley closer to a "9.5".He wants $4850.I have his phone number.I'm not able to check
my e-mail as often as I like,so If there are serious interested parties out there,please call
me at 918-951-2677 and I will give out his number.I don't know this guy (except for
meeting him Satruday)but he seems like he knows his military trucks.Would highly
reccomeed this one.
SUBJECT>blackout light POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>16167 16174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have the right rear tailight (blackout)or the blackout drive light for an M37?I
think they might be the same for a M715.bryan
SUBJECT>ethan amc???POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ethan,
i have a 360/th400 combo from a fc 79 wagonner.i was wanting to know if you have
installed the combo in you m715.if so,was the engine a drop in or did you have to make
your own engine mounts??
thanks in advance....
soupy....
SUBJECT>re:brake hose and fittings (tubi freno)POSTER>qinwei
EMAIL>qdgs@parts-cn.com DATE>Sunday,8 December 2002,at 10:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaGvpbCOTFNuA PREVIOUS>NEXT>16184
LINKNAME>manager LINKURL>http://www.parts-cn.com
REF:QDGS11 DEC.09.2002
CHINA.QINGDAO GUOSONG MACHINERY PARTS.,LTD
Dear Sir,
We are one of the largest professional manufacturer of rubber hose ,we have approached
you in order to establish trade relations with you.In china,we have 1/3 marketing for.domestic motor OEM.Our QDGY
brand hose have been exporting to United States.
Poland.Australia.Lran.Philippines.Pakistan.India and Russia,about more 15 countries.
Our main products as follow:
GSG001:Motorcycle hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8 ¡± HL SAE J1401
GSG003A:Automobile hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8"HL SAE J1401
GSG003B:Automobile hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8 ¡±HL SAE J1401
GSG008:Automobile air brake hose 10mmX17mm ,3/8"SAE J1402
Other Products:Hose fitting &assembly ;Air/water hose ;oil hose
>>Are you interested in above our goods?If so,pls do not hesitate to contact us.
If you do not need our hose at present,it does not matter,please remember us.Because
our task and goal is let's all over the world vehicles can be used the best quality and
lowest price hose-------QDGY brand hose within 3-5 years.
Qin Wei/zhang qi(director)
**********************************************************************
FAX:0086-532-5760225
TEL:0086-532-5779141
Web:http://www.parts-cn.com
email:qdgs@parts-cn.com;zqi@public.qd.sd.cn
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16159 NEXT>16171 16176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems to me that those Mexicans DID have reasons to be upset...
SUBJECT>Re:blackout light POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn had some NOS ones a few weeks ago.....try him.
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16159 NEXT>16169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still say we should have best wrecks page on this site with pictures to show how cheesey
cars are made now.Maybe t shirts made up with picture and some snappy comment on it
asking which would you rather have your kid driving??
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16168 NEXT>
16178 16180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I never was able to get the ins co release the pics of the Geo Metro that ran a stop
sig
and drove into the side of my truck and was totalled from it.
SUBJECT>Re:I just bought an M715 and I need some parts,etc!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16160 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!Sell the stocker and dump in any more reliable v8 (like the BBC idea)and most
importantly find an od tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16166 NEXT>16199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes they do have a very valid excuse to be upset,i probably totalled their car,which is
very unfortunate during the holidays.Dont think im a heartless redneck bastard or
anything,its just my excitement over my truck outweighed my guilt for the accident at the
time.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Barry.Hey,I don't have the spare scratch around for your buddies front rear at the
moment.X-mas and an upcoming trip have put me on a budget til the new year.I'm still
really interested but it's gonna have to wait for a little while.
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16120 NEXT>16205 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,your right about that...a couple of those 460's in the bed would have given me the
weight I'd need for traction.:)
SUBJECT>Re:blackout light POSTER>Larry EMAIL>lazarus48@shaw.ca
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
I have rear blackout lights for my 1954 M152(Dodge,same as a M37).If you are stuck I'll
let you have them for shipping cost.Larry
SUBJECT>Re:THATS ME POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 9:13
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll come by one Saturday and talk to you.I go to Nagel's all the time...Hollis.SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer
POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure,anyone who gets hit (and hit my an M715,too!)has the right to be upset.But no
one has the right to get cursed at,yelled at and treated rudely because of an ACCIDENT.
Now,if this guy INTENTIONALLY rammed the vehicle,then yes,I'd be ranting and
raving,too.But this doesn't sound like the case.
Seems like all involved were un-injured.Insurance can replace a vehicle,but not a
person.
That said,it is interesting how much damage these trucks can inflict.Drive safely out
there,guys!(and gals!)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Black out bulb numbers POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings all,I looked in the parts file and the napa number 8467 does not ring up at my
local napa.I'm looking for a number for the 3/4"globe,dual filament,single contact bulb
found in our turn signal housings and rear blackout lamp.Does anybody know of a
correct bulb for these?BTW I found a number 623 that is an exact match in description
but its an aircraft bulb at 28 volts.Can somebody shed some light (heh,heh)on
this???..Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16169 NEXT>16190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Years ago I was going to get a bumper sticker printed up that said
"Size is safety,Don't blame me for your poor choice!"But It was just another passing
thought and I never did it...It was pretty much in response to the enviromentalists
complaining about the larger rigs on the road...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:ethan amc???POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't install it.Alan Bennett did (NE guy).See is writeup fron the Links section of this
site.YES,he did have to move motor mounts and fab a new tranny cross member.Email
me direct and I can furnish you some pix of the finished product.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16169 NEXT>16181 16182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You can go to the wrecking yard and they'll let you in to take
pix.Tell them you're
investigating the accident.In many states,PI's (Private Investigators)do not have to be
licensed,so you shouldn't have to prove who you are.
The insurance company should release the pix if your company is paying out.But in your
case,it sounds like the other car was at fault.
Or just tell em that the car hit YOU and you need to document the damage to their car so
you don't get hosed on an insurance claim.
Lucky for me,my last accident happened 2 blocks from where I worked and I was able to
call my boss and he came over and brought a camera for me.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16180 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NDT's suck.When I replaced mine with the 37"boggers it was like a new truck.A LOT
of the hard ride went away and the wet and dry traction obviously improved.No more
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getting stuck on a wet maple leaf.
SUBJECT>Re:m726 on junkyard wars POSTER>Da
EMAIL>dusmcmt2002@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Caught the same TLC re-run,broke my heart to see them rathole a decent 726 !It makes
me wonder what other kind of finds like that are sitting in junk yards waiting to be found,
I've started checking the Austin/San Antonio area,no luck yet.
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16165 NEXT>
16185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reading this gave me the heebie geebies.At this time in our country's history,more tha
ever,I say...BUY AMERICAN...
(when you can)
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16184 NEXT>16188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought this site didn't have commercial addvertising?!
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 12:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16159 NEXT>16187
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should have yelled "remember the alamo"as you slammed into the spaniards.
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I'm a Spaniard!You guys should give us Cuba back...And a bunch of mint M715's
(With winch,of course!)as interest :-)
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16185 NEXT>
16194 16202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm probably going to get skewered for this...
Any thoughts on the Mitsubishi engines in the Chrysler/Plymouths?Hitachi starters I've
seen on some Harleys,Porsche designed heads on the V-Rod?Just some quick examples.
It's also cheaper to *SHIP*steel from overseas.SHIP STEEL!..and let me tell you,that
Japanese steel,like bars and rolls,is good material.I don't mean to come across anti
American,BECAUSE I'M NOT,but $hit like that is ridiculous!Cast iron weight lifting
plates floated over from china and they're cheaper than York Barbell or the other
American contenders.We've been putting ourselves out of business for a long time and
seemingly blatently disregarding it and simplifying it to 'cheap japanese garbage'or
something else to make it easier on ourselves when in fact the technology involved with
much of their production rivals or surpasses our own.If this guy has rubber lines that will
work for $8 then would any of us pay $30 at M.E.,NAPA,AutoZone,Advaced...etc?
That $22 is 15 gallons of fuel for time on the trail or new pinion seals when you don't
realize that your vent is blocked.
My $.02,and yes...I got up the same side as always.
SUBJECT>Re:undercoating POSTER>Steve Balir EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>16137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I brushed POR-15 on my frame this summer.The job took a couple of half-days.Started
with their spray-on water-based degreaser,then their spray-on water-based primer,the
brushed on the undercoating (you can also spray it on.It's very tough stuff,dries (and
looks)like a high gloss enamel.I used a gloss black,but it does come in other colors.
About 1 1/2 quarts will be plenty of primer (1 quart might suffice).
Your total cost for materials will be around $60 -$75.
Visit their website @www.por15.com
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com.DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 2:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16178 NEXT>16192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My favorites are the environmentalists who complain about any sort of specialty or hobby
vehicle polluting the atmosphere and they're driving around a smoking,choking VW bus.
They don't seem to realize that when a vehicle is a hobby,it's most likely going to run
cleaner than anything they'll ever try to shove down the road.I think maybe they'd make
really good targets...
On a slightly related note,last year the local paper seemed to have a problem when a
enterprising soul had T-shirts for sale at a get-together involving ranchers,off-road users,
etc.The T-shirts were kelly green with fat white letters that said "Tree Huggers Suck."If
I'd had any money on me,I would've bought one!
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Chad EMAIL>CDHENKLE@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16159 NEXT>16206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sweet mother!I gotta get a Kaiser!Have you considered using low-riders as speed-
bumps?:)
Glad no one was hurt.
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16190 NEXT>16208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think preservation and off-roading can go together.Extremisms of any kind are bad.
In Spain (I'm Spanish),enviromentalists complain when someone tries to build a dam,
nuclear power plants,wind-powered generators...How do they think their magir hair
driers work?Preservation requires a certain degree of thinking.Nothing comes for free.
Mikel
SUBJECT>LOOKING FOR Billyb POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9
December 2002,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BILL give me a ring on those parts truck 978 640 9704 (no e mail)will call you back
monday dec 9 7 20 pm l(leave message on answering mach)grille guard??FRANK
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16188 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I agree with the factual basis of what you have to say.It is the unfortuate reality,
BUT,I will NOT buy one damn thing from a foreign country if I can help it (especially
not now).The problem usually is that I can't find things made in America anymore...to a
point I WILL pay more for Made in USA,often alot more...and it gripes me that all the.electronics on my Harley are
imported and the leaf springs on my Chevy PU have made
in Mexico stamped on them.And it really pisses me off that the gasoline you mentioned
doesn't come from Alaska either,BUT I do the best I can and I won't be buying any "tubi
freno"anytime soon.
SUBJECT>Front fender removal ??POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16196 16197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at my truck today to see what can be removed for quick engine/tranny install.
Well,not quick,but less restrictive install (howz that?).
The question is:I see most of the bolts to take out,but where are the bolts that attach the
rear of the fender to the body.It seems that there is little if ANY access to these.Am I
missing something?
Also,anyone who is running an automatic,specifically a th400,did y'all remove the
tranny crossmember?It looks like it will be a close fit.
I'm still contemplating the 454/400/205.
Suggestions...
Bueller?????
anyone?
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Front fender removal ??POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>16195 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front fenders attach to the cowl with some bolts that can be found when the doors are
open near the hinges.There are also a couple inside the fenderwell that may be covered
with dirt or road tar.Don'n't be suprised if one or two bolts break off when you try to
loosen them.Also you will find some attached to the hood raising mechanism that will
need removed.
Hope this helps
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Front fender removal ??POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A good idea is to use plenty of pb blaster or wd 40 keep looking for the bolts and you will
find them .
I removed my crossmember to install the 700r4 tranny and will have to build a
crosmember for the 400 chevy good luck curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Black out bulb numbers POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I answered my own question.The bulb number I found in the
parts file.Its a 1251 28volt
3 candlepower.the other option is a 623 which is the same bulb but 6 candlepower.
Found that out tonight...
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the way the mexicans drive in san antonio,i'm surprised they were stopped at the red
light.....
krob725
SUBJECT>heat sink in grill??POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
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DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truckhas an electrical rectifier looking box in the grill with huge heat sinks on it.Just
wondering if it's something special.Thanks,Richard
BTW got the truck running yesterday.Most happy!!great oil pressure no leaks.Don't
know about generator but the guage stayed in the yellow area on gauge.
SUBJECT>updated vin registry???POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent Brute 4c my vin ect 2 weeks ago.Got exited for a minute there.
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>S-O'Riley
EMAIL>Ofloxin@ipa.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16188 NEXT>16204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct me if I am wrong in saying that japan has a very limited amount of natural
resources.Such much so that they buy it from other countries.As such most of our logs
and oil in alaska are sold to japan.It seems to me that they also buy most of their steel
from the U.S.if the form of scrap and then recycle it and then sell it back to us.So really,
your sort of buying american only that was processed off shore.China is a whole other
story though.
SUBJECT>Re:heat sink in grill??POSTER>D.Kane EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16200 NEXT>16224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
100 amp alternator,if you care to sell the 100 amp kit and go with the updated 24v
60amp alternator let me know.dsave
SUBJECT>Re:(tubi freno)TOO WEIRD POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16202 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.S-
Thanks,that will make me feel better the next time I'm forced to buy a drill,TV,or
whatever cause I can't find a red,white&blue version...and you're right,CHINA is
different (unforgivable in my book).
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16173 NEXT>16212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now there is some "prime chevy"(oxymoron)(yes,you'll have to look it up spicegirl er
gear)thinking.The best use for a BBC,and especially a SBC,is as ballast,but a FORD
BB is meant for working!!!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer ATTN Aggie POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Monday,9 December 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16191 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY CALEB
Glad to hear YOU weren't hurt.Crashing always sucks,and I'm sorry for you,but thanks
for sharing your story.I can just picture Alfredo Tabasco showin'up w/a 'tude till he saw
you and your monster!Ask Santa for some damn tires!
SUBJECT>Help-M715 parts-shipping(colorado)POSTER>Jeepkaiser
EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16235 16237 16277 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello club members
I have been advertising a lot of M715 parts for sale and it seems most of our fellow Full
size Jeepers are spread far all over the world.I am not very good at shipping cabs to Ice
land,beds too Nebraska,axles to Indiana or doors to Colorado.The cost is always double
the price of the parts.
So if anybody is going from New England to Colorado can you please deliver a drivers
door for a M715 to my new friends he has an awesome Kaiser M715 less a drivers door.
This would drive me insane to have such a cool truck and not be able to drive it.Or if you
have a door closer to them I will forward the information.Like the famouse Willie once
said and we can get them "on the road again"See Kadee and Aaron I am trying to help
Thank you,
Daniel
Monadnoc Region SW NH
Jeepkaiser@aol.com
Owner,driver and constant repairer of
Black Bear (M715)No longer Yellow Dog,We can rebuild her
Yellow Dog (M715)Part Red dog
Red Dog (M715)May she rest in pieces and thanx for the service
She will be greatly missed and a donor to all my trucks and a few of yours..Ambulance (M725)My baby
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I completely agree that the two go together.They have to.If you want to go four-
wheeling,you have to have somewhere to go,so why would we want to destroy our
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opportunity for what we love to do?I've met some very reasonable environmentalists who
absolutely see that point.Unfortunately,they get buried by the rhetoric of the "Eco-Nazis"
who base most of their "facts"on the idiots who go out in their junky,falling apart,
leaking fluids,and spewing noxious fumes 4x4s and tear up areas they shouldn't even be.
'Cause I know there are plenty of those out there,too.Maybe we could just lock the idiots
on both sides in a large room,let them go at it,and the rest of us could actually figure out
something that works!Extremists and -isms are just so exhausting!
SUBJECT>Front axle Spline count POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
December 2002,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16210
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am thinking about getting a posi for the front of my truck and was wondering what the
spline count was at the diff and is it different than the count at the hub???
SUBJECT>Re:Front axle Spline count POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16209 NEXT>
16211 16221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me thinks it's 23 diff,and 10 at the hub.Someone jump in if I'm mistaken.Randy's Ring
and Pinion is familiar with them and will know also.
SUBJECT>Re:Front axle Spline count POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
December 2002,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16210 NEXT>16220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
front axle is 30 spline 1.31 inch
rear axle is 23 spline 1.5 inch
John
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16205 NEXT>16213 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Aw man...where's the love?Oxymoron,huh?Without looking it up I'll render a couple of
guesses;Good Country Music,Military Intelligence and Ford Power.I think they'll
suffice.:)
SUBJECT>Re:PERK LIVES!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>16212 NEXT>16216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As the saying goes,two out of three ain't bad.
Have you actually driven one of those 454ss chubby er chevy trucks.Great combination,
crappy gas milage and no power.I was more impressed with the vortec v6.I swear it feels
like my 5.0 Mustang has more torque.Chevy enging-plastic diaper what do they have in
common?Cheap and disposable.
(I do have part price envy though)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:New Top!!!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up mine from Memphis Equip...,PA.It was around $300.It stung,but the top
looks great,fit great,withstood small hail at two years old,but cannot be taken off
because the snaps have rusted and will pull apart.It really did turn the whole overview of
the truck around as the build was ongoing.Oh,and the color couldn't have matched the
Krylon rattle can drab (part of their rattle can camo series)and better!
I'd suggest some type of rust inhibitor on the snaps if planning on going topless during at
some point.
SUBJECT>Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16219
16222 16230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just outside of York,PA on I-83 North I spotted the top of a Military cab that looked a
LOT like the 715 cab and bows with the canvas over them.Anyone?Mike,Barry?My
3000GT sits pretty low and I couldn't see any of the truck because of the highway divider.
Just wondering...
SUBJECT>The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16213 NEXT>
16218 16226 16241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So whether we are Chevy,ford (lowercase denoting my affinity),Dodge or Diesel fans,
most won't argue that all have done well at some point with their big engines AND all
have stepped on their d!cks at some point too.The example of the late model EFI 454 is a
perfect one.This engine sucks and GM should have thrown in a Paxton Supercharger on
EVERY ONE.That upgrade completely transforms this pittiful sleeping giant.Or,
dumped their straight marine motors in...they have a little more poop anyway.Sad.
I'm pretty happy with my stock rebuilt 427 talldeck in my 715.My only gripe isn't eve
the engine,it's the carb.The out of the box Holley 600 vac sec floods when put on steep
angles way before the truck would get stuck.I have to keep more pedal in it than I'd like
to when crawling to over come this.Barry has a Projection on his and really likes it and I.think I'll step to that
at some point.Otherwise the engine yanks the truck around no
problem and drinks 87 octane without a hiccup and varies milage between 8-11mpg
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SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>Leo S.Dyer EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>15901 NEXT>16254 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
need heater parts,nozzle defosters 2,diverter assy1 etc.live in hyde park ma.could pick
up.
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,you might want to check out Hollys'new truck carbs -supposed to be much
better with the off camber flooding.Unfortunatly nothing is going to beat FI for cold
start,off camber,fuel efficiency,part throttle response ect.ect.
Oh,by the way,if you are going to strip an OEM EFI system off a vehicle,make sure it is
a FORD(all caps for my affinity)because GM's system will need a new chip as it really
doesn't interact with the world very well(like chevy owners),unlike the FORD system -of
course (c:
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16215 NEXT>16223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally it is all becoming clear.With the 'Vette as chevy's only sporty car you fell into
despair and off the deep end.They have therapy sessions for those in search of rice
power.When the weather clears bring your rice rocket up here to MI and I'll show you
what you are missing out on in push-rod V8 US muscle cars.Fear not,there is hope even
for you!Well maybe not for you.Tell me you dropped in a LS1 (they really got this
motor right)and the sun shines again,my faith in humanity is restored -or at the very
least you go back into the cool colum.lol
Ron
SUBJECT>hmmm......POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Tuesday,
10 December 2002,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16211 NEXT>
16225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Detroit locker from my rear Dana 60 (30 spline)..hmmmmmmm.I know the
locker may need a spacer for the ring gear,but are they the same size carrier???????
That is too easy...Prolly won't work.Mr.Pessimist.
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Front axle Spline count POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16210 NEXT>16232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Me knows it's 30.Cus I gots a pile of twisted off un's.B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wasn't me !!!B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16219 NEXT>
16227 16228 16231 16259 16336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,allow me to deteriorate your faith in humanity.First,the LS1 ISN'T right,it's still a
friggin pushrod engine!GM has had the LS5 (ZR1)to draw from,and now the Aurora
and Northstar four cam V-8's that are damn fine engines.Yet they continue to make the
these silly,full of power robbing fulcrum and friction point pushrod engines.I've had a 67
Camaro w/350/glide,a 69 Corvette 350/350hp/M22,and a 69 Camaro w/454,480+hp,
rectangle heads,Nitrous 225hp system,and Bullet proof 5 speed,all of which I built.I'm
way familiar with US muscle.I like the Japanese power too.I've got a Suzuki Hayabusa
(GSX1300R)that ran 140mph in the quarter mile...*STOCK.0-60's in 3.1 secs and
topped out at 194mph,*STOCK.It should be in the high 9's/140's in the spring and the
top speed should bump over 200mph with the couple mods I've made.It's an affinity for
power...So what column is that?:)
SUBJECT>Re:heat sink in grill??POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So If I go looking for replacements will I ask for the "100 amp version"?How do you test
them?Thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm......POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16220 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes it wiil work as long as your rear 60 was a full floater
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16216 NEXT>16238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spice if your a poorboy like me projection is to expensive i have a 400 CHEVY small
block with the best part off a ford the motorcraft 2barrel carb with a 2 to 4barrel adaptor
run great up ,down on the side,bouncing for a 427 just try one off a 460 if you go to buy
one tell them it a 70 or 72 so it won't have the heat riser and will be cheaper i've had
quadraboggs holleys edelbrocks carters don all the tricks to them but a motercraft out of
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the box kicks ass!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>brya.EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at
6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16223 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't want this to seem derogatory,but I raced a Hayabusa last year on a track with my
old z1.Now,my z1 is only a 1075 and I was able to get that hayabusa by almost a half
second.In stock form the hayabusa is fast,modified is faster of course.I have a hard time
shelling out 10 grand for bike and then paying 2600 a year for insurance.My old z1 with
a 1075 and cams and 29 smoothbores will run a 9.3 or 9.4.All for about 3,000 bucks
total.Not that I wouldn't take a hayabusa as I think they are the new bike with the most
potential to be a classic muscle bike at some point.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>brya
EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16223 NEXT>16229 16233 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh,just so we are clear the Hayabusa has a much faster top speed due to having a sixth
gear and some semblance of aerodynamics.The old z1 of mine is good for perhaps 170
with the raked frame and five gears.However,200 is so fast I would probably pee my
pants before I got there anyway.bryan
SUBJECT>Umm,No POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at
6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16228 NEXT>LINKNAME>Los Leos
Bonneville Racing Team LINKURL>http://users.ev1.net/~3cbxs/losleos.htm
NO naked bike is good for better than 180,and I seriously doubt your Z1 will come eve
close.Want proof?Click the link below.It's the web site of a co-owner of the fastest non-
streamlined motorcycle in the world.My father is another owner,that's how I know about
it.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wasn't me,wasn't Barry?Was he daydreaming about driving something cool?Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16223 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right,All right,enough already.
Love the collection of american iron and have to admit an affinity for Japanese bikes.
Took a ZX-11 over 200 -ok I cheated w/NO2-and am currently lusting after Honda's
1800cc cruiser -and yes,I am getting old.To be perfectly honest my wife is trying to
convince me to get her one of those '66 Mustang Fastback copy cats -excuse me,a
(camaro)I hate even writing that word.Just kidding.Really..When they can give me the off-idle torque and
affordability that OHV offers in an OHC
engine,then I'll switch -unless they build a road course near my home that is.
Oh,by the way,COOL colum again via the 'Busa -one BAD bike!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Front axle Spline count POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B
You were going to sell me two bumperettes a couple of months ago but were busy at the
time.I've lost your number but if you still have them and want to sell e-mail me.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16228 NEXT>16234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for correcting something I didn't say.I said 170.The small word before 170 was
maybe.Perhaps I should have clarified that I didn't really know for sure but I thought my
use of the word maybe should have helped you come to that conclusion.Since the speedo
stops at 160 I was kind of guessing after that.Since you don't know me I guess maybe
you didn't pick that up.In addition,in no way was i trying to say that spicergear's bike
was not extremely fast or extremely cool.It is.In addition almost everyone on this board
that I have read is either very good at what they do or polite at answering other's
questions.Maybe you should try that.bryan
SUBJECT>Sorry Bryan...POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at
9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16233 NEXT>16236 16248
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wasn't trying to be dick or anything.You might not know that most production
motorcycle speedometers are 15-20%optimistic over 100MPH.The reason for this is
they want you to think you're going faster than you are because speed sells.
I've ridden various motorcycles since I was 4 years old (Yamaha Y-Zinger)and don't
claim to know everything.But,I can say with some authority that you weren't doing more
than 140-150 MPH even though your speedometer said much more.Spicer's Hayabusa
most likely did a TIMED 194 MPH,not indicated.There can be a MAJOR difference.
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The point I was trying to make was that your bike wasn't doing near 170.
One of the reasons I quit riding often was because of squids claiming that their
CBR600F3 went 200 MPH with a slip-on and a K&N,and maybe a jet kit.These idiots
rode like maniacs,and caused a few friends to get hurt due to poor riding,intoxication,
drug use,etc.I got sick of them and their garbage,and still have a bit of an attitude
concerning riding and speed.
I'm sure you are not one of these people.I just still have the urge to tell people to STFU
or FOAD whenever they say something that I'm pretty sure can't be right concerning 2-
wheelers.You didn't deserve it and I apologize..For the record,the bike in the web site puts out well over 200 RWHP
and still didn't
break 180,although the wheel was spinning at 220+.And,I do like your choice in bikes!
Did you see the Z-1 turbo kit on eBay a couple of weeks ago?
Sincerely,
J A Banks
SUBJECT>Re:Help-M715 parts-shipping(colorado)POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,10 December 2002,at 10:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,couldn't you just use a FSJ (Full Size Jeep)door,whack off the vent window and
install the M715 version?Of course,this is NOT an option for a proper restoration,but
otherwise,I'd think it would work fine.You'd just have to match the latches to the M715
(newer FSJ's used different door latches after the late 70's).
Then,you'd just have to ship the vent window,latches and maybe the internal window
hardware.I haven't been inside my doors yet,so I don't know how different they are from
the civilian versions.
Would it be sacriligious to put POWER windows in my M715?
SUBJECT>Try adding weight?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16234 NEXT>16239 16257
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dig the Z1 man.I've got a spare cylinder case that I'm debating about punching out to
1396 for the 'Busa.
I've raced Motorcycle at the Salt and found weight to be a best friend.I ran an FZR1000
that wouldn't keep the rear tire from spinning @170mph.At about 9600rpm the tach
would spike t the redline and the back would wiggle around then settle down and start
climbing from 9000rpm again.Don't be afraid to overweight the bike.Get 100Lbs in the
tail and see what happens.In 3 or 5 miles you'll know if the difference has been made.
Aerodynamics are a HUGE factor but the crappy traction is as well.
The Speedo on my FZR was off by 25 @170mph.The 'Busa has a sensor on the
countershaft.With stock gearing they are on with a few mile per hour.I'm at 170rwhp and
still need to fine tune the fuel map on the Power Commander...it's a little fat down low.
Being able to do 80mph in first gear and smoke the rear tire while already at 50mph is a
blast!
Anybody have a buddy with a '67-'69 Camaro project car they've lost interest in?
SUBJECT>Re:Help-M715 parts-shipping(colorado)POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get it to Tulsa OK,and I can deliver to Denver area Jan 2nd.That might not help much,
but thought I would offer..Paul
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16226 NEXT>
16252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the Motorcraft a Carter knock off?I have an Uncle,who's an old Federal Mogul guy,
and he swears by the old Carters.How 'bout one from a 429?I've looked at the new
Holley Off Road series carbs and I still think I'll have a problem on the up hill from the
angles thry've listed.I've got to line up a junkyard (ford lot)run soon and I'll check out
those Motorcraft carbs.What kind of price is decent for one of them things?I know the
motors are throw away but the carb may be worth something.
:)
SUBJECT>Life's funny POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16236 NEXT>16240 16242 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Funny story,
In college I had a bud who had a 900RR that he said would do 190.I called bullshit and
said his speedo was off.I bet him a Benjamin and he got a GPS and duct taped it to his
windscreen and hit the highway.
He came back in 30 minutes with a depressed look and a $20 for me.He said 172 was as
fast as it went.
Later he got hit by a frat boy in a Camero and is now 90%dissabled.After a lengthy
lawsuite in which the frat boy produced witness after witness to testify that my bud hit
him (all witnesses wearing ATO shirts)the case was closed and it was ruled as my
buddy's fault.He was stuck with about $100K of hospital bills and a permanant gimp leg
and arm.
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I hung out with him one more time before i graduated and he got drunk and told me that
he couldn't get out of debt,he couldn't get over his depression of this life-long
debilatation,and he couldn't stop blaming the frat boy.I had no response (since i'm not
sensative)and he said he had a plan to make it all better and said he had found out where
the frat boy's parents lived and was going to shoot the guy's mom.I was a little take
aback and asked what his mom did.Jason said this:"His mom didn't do anything and
that's what will hurt him the most.He assed-up and now he gets to spend the rest of his
life knowing he got his innocent mom killed."
I quit riding bikes shortly there after and can't find Jason now.I think he did it and is i
jail.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Life's funny POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11
December 2002,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16239 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.HA HA HA HA that's a funny story Brian.got any more?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the last place i worked my boss bought a new dually 454.thought he was big shit.it
would not spin the tires.made him mad.took it back.the dealer worked on it.it would
only bark the tire a little.i raced him in my co.truck,94 dodge 318 auto,kicked his butt.
raced him on the highway next time,kicked his butt.raced him pulling identical 3600
pound trailers,kicked his butt.he got rid of it and bought a new dodge.....
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Life's funny POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16239 NEXT>16243 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
Thanks for the motivational pep talk.I knew a guy that was all bitter like that because of
a bike wreck,then his wife took him to the cleaners and took like $300,000 of a $340,000
settlement.I tried to do him a favor and sell his cripled ass a car cheap and told him that it
would get him around.He's all happy and thanks me then tells people the cars a POS and
trashed me behind my back.$200 for a running registered car and I disclosed EVERY
detail of what may need work in the future.For two bills the d!ck should have been happy
it had a motor.
Due to my Northern ignorance,I'm unsure what "assed-up"means and am wondering if
it's a place to park a bicycle.
SUBJECT>Re:Life's funny POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16242 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhh....culture differences.
"Assed-up"is the result of someone not bein'mindful.
Here's another:Last night I was hunting with a 12 gauge and a Q-beam and attempting to
get rabbit meat for my family.Well,a passerby saw me and stopped to alert me that this
was frowned upon by the "twig pig".It took me a minute to figure out that was a wildlife
officer.
Well,I'd tell you more southern phrases,but I gotta eat now.My stomach's thinking my
throat's been cut.
-B.
SUBJECT>More welding advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>16245.16246 16256 16261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I got an air compressor,and I got a square tube front bumper,and I got a chuck.
I drilled a hole in one of the arms of my bumper and attempted to weld on a fitting to
screw my chuck into.I figured I'd be the envy of the 4x4 crowd when I was airing up tires
on the trail from my bumper/reserve tank.I got it all together and it looked clean and
really good,but when I filled the arm it leaked out of my weld from the fitting to the
bumper.I grinded it down and did it again and I can't seem to keep the pin-holes out.
It's a 1/4"thick 6x6"square tube bumper,sealed (it hissed when I drilled into it)and I'm
welding on a pipe fitting that's about 1/2"thick in a 1"diameter ring.I am using a Lincoln
stick welder set at 120 amps and a general use stick.
Any advice?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16244 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may be able to locate the pin holes with water then just hit them.I had to do this in
the corners of a tank I'd built out of quarter in plate.The heat should be good for that
stuff...that's where I'd have it.
OR...jack the truck on it's side and put fix O flat in it.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>16244 NEXT>16247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have welded a lot of black pipe to carry steam.We used a 6011 rod for the root pass
with a 7018 for the cover with a light grind between.I hope you are not using a 6013
since they typically suffer from slag inclusions.I would grind it out and use the 1/8 6011
on 90-120 amps.If you weld over slag,you will never get rid of the leaks.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16246 NEXT>16255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhh....I was using a 1108 rod,but I got some of the ones you mentioned.I think it was
the slag that got me.I'll try it ASAP with the suggestions you gave me.
I was told that it can't be done with a stick and I needed a mig with argon shielding,but
I'm glad I can do it with what I got.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry Bryan...POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 12:20.p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16234
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the apology...I also am sorry that i was a bit smart assed in that last post.I
think sometimes we lose sight of why we visit sites like this.We all like things with
wheels.Whether japanese or american.sincerely,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:updated vin registry???POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent mine a month ago or better and still no response.Does anyone out there know of
Brute4c's whereabouts?I hope he wasn't abducted by aliens or something.Hehe.
SUBJECT>Blackout Parking Lights POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16251 16272 16290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the front hole between the headlights and the grille is the spot for the blackout lights.I
have a set but they don't seem to want to "bolt"in.Is there supposed to be a bracket inside
this hole that these bolt to?Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16238 NEXT>16253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i woudn't pay more than 40 or 50 for a good used one autozone has good prices on new
reman i think about 125 to 150
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16252 NEXT>16280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
o the one off a 429 should be fine
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
11 December 2002,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16217 NEXT>
16301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LEO whats upI am in Tewksbury Mass (LOWELL)what cond.is your truck in ?looking
for a brush guard trying to Billyb for a week to look at his stuff If you have any luck let
me know thank FRANK
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16247 NEXT>16289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I built mine out of 4"square tube,welded with plain wire welder,(no gas hook up).I pla
to use mine for air tanks,I never thought it might leak.You give me something to look
forward to..mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16244 NEXT>16262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need to weld all the way around the fitting without stopping.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Try adding weight?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,
at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16236 NEXT>LINKNAME>Los Leos
Bonneville Racing Team LINKURL>http://users.ev1.net/~3cbxs/losleos.htm
I think there was some talk about it,but the class is very restricted.Any streamlining is
against the rules.Check out the stories on the site,there was a link to download an .mp3
or .wav of the big turbo motor running,I'll post the link if I can find it.
I'm still very curious as to how much power it puts out,they fried the dyno twice!
CD
SUBJECT>Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16260 16288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered a maddock from vintage power wagons,but got a pick instead.It doesn't fit on
the side of the bed though.I thought i needed a pick type tool except the one end was
rotated 90 degrees like an axe.If this is true where can i get one?If not,how does the
pick go on the bed?
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Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Hey spicer....POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11
December 2002,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16223 NEXT>16269
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer nice to see some bikers on this site also.I've ridden forever it seems.I have
trophies from my moto-x days from three decades..(read old..lol).My first ride after I got
my DL was a new 78 xs 1100 yamaha...ahhh to be 16 again..anyway after many years of
flying around on sport bikes I now have retired to a more sedate riding style.I'm now on a
03 honda Valkyrie standard.nice ride that Busa is though.I have a friend down the road
with one and it's a real tire eater!
Live to ride....
wade
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16258 NEXT>16267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.its called a madax ,still avalible at garden centers wallmart home depot
and lowes .agway
hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16244 NEXT>16264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,a question from the welding stupid.Why weld it?Couldn't you drill the hole and
tap it for threads and simply screw in a fitting?Or if the metal isn't thick enough,tack a
nut to the inside and screw in to that?
Really can't weld.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 8:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16256 NEXT>16266 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
EXACTLY my response.Unless you use a mig with gas shield you will have to do it in
one pass...even then it may have a leak at your start/stop area.I build boats,and have
done some metal work and a mig is a MUST so you don't get leaks and rust holes.As for
the wire with "flux"(no gas)you could/will have trouble with that as well.At 1/4 inch
why not NPT thread the tube?It should hold pretty well,maybe not the best...but?Good
luck!Doug.
SUBJECT>re:brake hose and fittings POSTER>qinwei EMAIL>qdgs@parts-cn.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aawWDZ6qjx9Tw PREVIOUS>NEXT>16270 LINKNAME>manager
LINKURL>http://www.parts-cn.com
REF:QDGS11 DEC.12.2002
CHINA.QINGDAO GUOSONG MACHINERY PARTS.,LTD
Dear Sir,
We are one of the largest professional manufacturer of rubber hose ,we have approached
you in order to establish trade relations with you.In china,we have 1/3 marketing for
domestic motor OEM.Our QDGY brand hose have been exporting to United States.
Poland.Australia.Lran.Philippines.Pakistan.India and Russia,about more 15 countries.
Our main products as follow:
GSG001:Motorcycle hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8 ¡± HL SAE J1401
GSG003A:Automobile hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8"HL SAE J1401
GSG003B:Automobile hydraulic brake hose 3.2mmX10.5mm,1/8 ¡±HL SAE J1401
GSG008:Automobile air brake hose 10mmX17mm ,3/8"SAE J1402
Other Products:Hose fitting &assembly ;Air/water hose ;oil hose.>>Are you interested in above our goods?If so,pls do
not hesitate to contact us.
If you do not need our hose at present,it does not matter,please remember us.Because
our task and goal is let's all vehicles on over the world can be used the best quality and
lowest price hose-------QDGY brand hose within 3-5 years.
Qin Wei/zhang qi(director)
**********************************************************************
FAX:0086-532-5760225
TEL:0086-532-5779141
Web:http://www.parts-cn.com
email:qdgs@parts-cn.com;zqi@public.qd.sd.cn
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 December 2002,at 9:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16261 NEXT>16265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being a pressure fitting,the nut idea will probably leak because it's not "one"with the
tank -it'll leak between the nut and tank,despite the tack welds.This idea would work
great in most other applications.
The tank wall most likely isn't thick enough to tap -NPT threads rely on depth of
threading and the angle to seal.Plus the one or two threads you'd get cut into something
that thin would let loose eventually.
The threads are a wonderful place for cracks to begin so a welded in bung is a better
design anyhow.At least if the bung cracks you can simply replace it with new rather tha
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all the work to fully remove and fill a crack in something not replaceable.The bung will
also keep any twisting/flexing stress directly off the threads,though the weld would now
be subject.I'll quit rambling now.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16264 NEXT>16268
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Exactly.
If it's just threaded and I hit a tree (which happens alot)and it snaps off my chuck,I ca
just extract the remainder of the chuck and get a new one.If it was just threaded into the
wall of my bumper then it would inevitably dammage the 2 to 3 threads that I could get
out of that thin a wall.
Besides,it looks more bad-ass to have a fitting welded on as opposed to just threaded.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16262 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhhh....I got the right rods and tried it last night with my 4th fitting.It all looked good,
but when I gassed up the tank it had 4 or 5 pin holes.I did some grinding and started all
over again.I finally gave up and grinded it all off again.
I'll try it tonight with the continuous bead.I was using a 90 bend,but tonight is the
straight nipple.One continuous thin bead,right?
I've spent about 4 hours on this one job and people are really starting to question my
welding ability and also why I'd need this.Am I crazy?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16260 NEXT>16276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tool that goes on the side of the truck bed is called a mattock.A mattock has the
features of both adz and an ax or pick.The one that is most often seen is the combination
of a adz and pick.Real handy tool.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 7:59
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16265 NEXT>16302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A very large number of pressure vessels have been welded with methods other than a
MIG.I also have a MIG that I use with an Argon/CO2 gas mix but the stick will do a
perfectly acceptable job.You have to have clean metal,you can't weld over slag
inclusions and you don't have to do it with one pass.You do have to make sure the passes
overlap and that the previous one is CLEAN (see above on slag inclusions).All of the
steam pipe we welded with a stick was leak tested with air at 90psi so it would hold 15lbs
of steam (very nasty stuff if it leaks).I can't comment on your technique but when using a
6010 or 6011,it works well to strike the arc,drop a bead in the root,then weave the rod
out slightly to allow the puddle to freeze,then repeat.Pipe seams with a repeating "C"
pattern are done this way.I have built some pipe bumpers to hold air and it's also good
practice to always put in a pressure release plug.This can be a 1/4x20 tapped hole
containing a hex bolt covered with lock-tight.In the event pressure builds up from
expansion,the threads on the bolt should blow out before the tank becomes a bomb.
Good luck...H
SUBJECT>Re:Hey spicer....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16259 NEXT>16284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I started with a '79 KZ1000,then to an '84 FJ1100 (which I destroyed and spent a month
looking like a mummy,but didn't break anything)Briefly had a '91 CBR1000,then '
94FZR1000 and now the '99 Hayabusa.It's the same weight as my FZR was but with 50.more horse at the wheel!...and the
FZR was fast!I vary between 160 and 165Lbs so the
thing is damn near remote control.It's a handful getting off the line sometimes at the digs
with a street tire.:)Debating about a big bore kit,or a Schnitz dry nitrous set up.We'll
see how bored I get this winter.
Oh,and the Valkyrie is a NICE ride.
SUBJECT>Qinwei POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16263 NEXT>16271 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Qinwei,
We have your post from five whole days ago.You needn't repost the same information,
we have it,we'll call if we need it.Thanks.
Spicer-
SUBJECT>Re:Qinwei POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16270 NEXT>16273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Specialspice,
You should get a shirt printed up that labels you as "Captain of the Obvious"and become
a full-fledged super hero.You could spend your time letting people know things that
others of us take for granted as known facts.You did well on Charlie,but on a
American?
Test your skills:
I told my wife last night that we couldn't do it since making out with her and her huge
pregnant belly was like me trying to climb Everest.Think she's mad at me today?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Blackout Parking Lights POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>16250 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there is a bracket there that the light bolts on to before it attaches to the frame of the truck
SUBJECT>I already have one POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16271 NEXT>16282 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a shirt like that,hangs right beside the one that says,'I don't believe in
Superstitions...they just bring bad luck.'
I was trying to be polite ya d!ck.Much unlike you.No mountin'the mountain,huh?I bet.your glad you didn't injure your
thumb?
That fitting you're so ineptly welding...is it in a position where it will get knocked off by a
tree???I'm confused.Why not hide it?...I've seen you hit trees.
SUBJECT>John Summers...Motorcraft carb POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16275
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info on that carb.I'll try the parts store tonight and see what they have i
the line of those carbs.What type of choke design do they have?Simple,like Holley?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Uh,John..?...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16274 NEXT>16283 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
$260-$290 from Advanced.They could only go beck to '76.I wonder if Perk has a boat
anchor carb kicking around?
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16267 NEXT>16279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BE carefull when buying one of these.I bought one from Home Depot and it did not fit in
the holder.The center section was too thick and pushed the whole head out to far.I have
not gone back to buy a smaller one yet,hopefully they have one that will work.
SUBJECT>Re:Help-M715 parts-shipping(colorado)POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are two owners out here in Colorado Springs are,one going to the Minneapolis
area the other Detroit,for the Christmas holiday.Not quite New England but closer than
Colorado.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16276 NEXT>16281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck came with all the tools and tool bags mine is all original .around were I live the
tool that you speek of is called a madax there could be many other names ,and of course
there could be different styles ,I have four of them they are a great tool the ground is real
boney here and a shovel and a madax will get the job done .good luck in finding your tool
SUBJECT>Re:The Emasculation of a Powerhouse POSTER>dave
EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.the motorcraft 2bls are super easy to work on if you have to
trailside fix.almost no
moving parts and other than an accel pump diaphram almost no leaks
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16279 NEXT>16285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jake,Any chance of you posting a pic of your tool bag and contents?I am a stocker
and would like to find the correct tool bag,but as usual I have no idea what I'm looking
for...If ya can't,no biggie.It does not hurt to ask though...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:I already have one POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16273 NEXT>
16296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he hides it no one will be able to notice his super-cool bumper air tank set up.After all
the trouble welding the damn thing,you want people to notice it!
Brian,are you done yet?
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SUBJECT>Re:Uh,John..?...POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16275 NEXT>16298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to autozone get one for 70,72 no heat riser $cheaper$
SUBJECT>Re:Hey spicer....POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16269 NEXT>16300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey spice
i used to ride a YSR50 !!and also a GS700E.probably the GSXR's father.my buddy had
a GS1100E and i could beat him.i had the carbs done,yoshimura header and race (load)
muffler etc.it was fast for it's day.fast enough for a speeding ticket for $185.00
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey al
i can give you a list with the NSN numbers if you want
krob725
SUBJECT>Sold!!(check email Dave)POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16278 NEXT>16295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Dave.
SUBJECT>what kind of carb do you need?POSTER>bryan.EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 6:00
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can probably help with any ford question on carburetors...and I have about a zillion.
bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16258 NEXT>16303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,here's what ya need:http://www.ccp.com/~cleform/fx060045.htm
You don't need the mattock with the axe blade on it,you should already be carrying a
axe.You'll have to figure out what length handle you need for the tool to fit properly on
the vehicle's brackets.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>blue53 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12
December 2002,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16255 NEXT>16297
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the Fitting IS cast Try preheating to 500 deg.Temp solder melts at.6010 grind 7018 as
hot as you can run it.
Roy
SUBJECT>Re:Blackout Parking Lights POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16250 NEXT>
16294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent,I have e-mailed you a photo of the bracket you need.Two bolts are easy,one (I
THINK)is accessed thru the fender well.
SUBJECT>1968 M715 for sale POSTER>Joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 for sale
38,000 miles
newer soft top
2 new batterys
good year tires
very minimal rust
only thing it needs is a paint job
comes with a TON of spare parts (tie rod ends,generator,engine parts,brake shoes,and
many more)
runs like a champ
pics.available
located in snow hill,md.asking $4,000
call Joe at 410-632-0134
SUBJECT>ATTENTION DAVE CANE POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave are you interested in buying that 725 ambulance call me,Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:what kind of carb do you need?POSTER>D.Kane
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Thursday,12 December 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16287 NEXT>16299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need the shaft seals that go on the throttle and choke shafts.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Blackout Parking Lights POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 12:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Gary!!Does anyone have a set of brackets for me?
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SUBJECT>Saw your trucks Kevin.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
I went by and saw your trucks a few weeks ago,but you weren't there.They look great,
mine is similar to your desert tan one.I was sad to see how 39"looked on a stock truck
(Too good),i was planning on doing a spring over with 38.5"boggers,but know i know
they would be too small.Anyways nice trucks.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:I already have one POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16282 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a negative Big Chief.I am now shackled with my sister's CJ7.She has a carport to
work in and I have the enclosed shop with fireplace and coffee maker.Last night she
smuggled it across the state line from TN to MS in order to get a winch mount,a set of
pinion seals,and her quatratrac seals replaced.
The quotes of the night:
Amanda:"You need to work on something that actually gets used."
Jean Ellen:"So now we have 2 crapped out trucks in your shop?"
Mom:"Don't tell your older sister you're going to have a baby,it will only upset her.
We're going to wait until after the holidays to let her know.She's off her medication
now."
-B..SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16289 NEXT>16318
16322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a cast fitting,of black iron.So,you're saying to stick it in the oven at 500 degrees for a
while?Will that help it get an air tight weld?
I bought 4 more fittings last night.I don't plan to give up until I ruin the bumper or get it
set right.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,John..?...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks!I'll check 'em out at lunch!
SUBJECT>Re:what kind of carb do you need?POSTER>brya
EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16293 NEXT>16360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For what a 2100?bryan
SUBJECT>GS 10 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
13 December 2002,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>16284 NEXT>16304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a GS1000 rolling chassis I'm holding onto to do something,at some point that will
probably annihalate me...but I'm choosing to ignore that.
Anyone have access to small,like 10-12"x 60-74"jet engines?
No really.Seriously.Not a pulse jet either.Really.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:parts trucks are here POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>16254 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
FRANKO--my truck has been rebuilt practically from the ground up.Pictures in members
gallery.Still missing odds and ends of parts.Heater parts but what the hell I do not run it
in the winter usually,anyway.Leo D.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Andrew
EMAIL>alandoll@chatmaninc.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried to locate any 3,000 lb pipe fittings?
The fitting are "machined"from solid steel stock,same as the bumper,and are much.easier to weld to than the cast
iron fittings.These fittings are commonly used in the oil
field so you might need to look for them at a tubing supply house.
As stated in other posts,clean metal is a must before welding.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16288 NEXT>16307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what i got,but how does it go on the side of the bed.Do i have to take the hanlde
off everytime i want to store it?If someone has a pic of one mounted i would sure love to
see it.
Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:GS 10 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16300 NEXT>16306 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
My mental picture of Spicer's parent's farm (where he has all his stuff)is a junkyard that
knows no limits or constraints.
No wonder your parents hate you.If I had a kid and he piled all that crap at my yard it
would be ass-whip time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Help please POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,
13 December 2002,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a winch handle for a Braden LU-4 (the handle on the winch itself).AB Linn
doesn't have any more aftermarket and Vintage Powerwagons is out of reproductions as
well.A good used one would be just fine.....or even the half with the knob on it would
help.Thanks Bobby
SUBJECT>The Bargaining Process POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16304 NEXT>
16313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,pop was getting a little tense.He said not to get anything else and I asked if I sold
some stuff if I could get more,kind of a one out one in deal.He agreed before thinking,as
mom was my witness,and I bolted out the door before he could change his mind!HA!I
figure that if I get rid of the Tire-Bird (a 67 firebird on a 79 bronco frame with 44"
swampers),I can park a duece and a half in it's place.:)One with a boom would be the
Sh!t!
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16303 NEXT>16309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.On some mattocks,the handle just slips out of the head.They must be
seperated to store.
The handle cannot be longer than 36 inches.The head on mine is 19.5 inches long.If any
longer it would be difficult to make it fit.The head is stored with pick end up strapped on
L.H.rear side of cargo body.You need to angle the flat end of the head into the pocket on
the bed,keeping it close to the body so that the pick end slides aft under the sheet metal
lip of the bed.The handle is stored against the cargo body with the small end aft,slipping
under the mattock head and the wide end forward.
SUBJECT>M35 Duece and a half winch on ebay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the subject line said.The bottom bar is bent and isn't anything to worry about...most
of them are.I have two of these on my truck...in process of finishing up the drive for the
rear one.
These are large,like 11"tall and come in at 145Lbs with no cable.
Military rated for 10,000Lbs but are more like 15,000Lbs.The price isn't too bad either,
plus you get a yoke and hunk of driveshaft.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1874728719
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16307 NEXT>16310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look in the Members Gallery,under:Rick M715.He has one picture that might help you
out.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16309 NEXT>
16319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder if Rick still has that slick looking hard top kicking around.LOL!
Great looking redo!
SUBJECT>Re:Help please POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16305 NEXT>16330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
handle lu4-143b reproduction $82.93
shaft 7412454 new $4.67
spring 7412464 new $3.21
knob 7412420 new $29.85
roy coates at memphis equip.901-774-0600
SUBJECT>PTO Info POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 1:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If,by chance you're looking for a PTO for something besides a 3053,the only one not
listed,try these people...$100 cheaper than Chelsea brand new.
www.ptohydraulics.com
SUBJECT>Re:The Bargaining Process POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16306 NEXT>16314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a duece with a boom on ebay under military trucks.Big time
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droooool!I wonder what my neighbors would think?
SUBJECT>Re:The Bargaining Process POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here you go spicer...
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1874161518
SUBJECT>How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16317 16327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering what to expect when I get it back to spec.Thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>Re:PTO Info POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16312 NEXT>16381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a chelsea on my truck pointing backwards.I'm thinking about hooking it to a York
for air.Need adaptor info for the shaft.Is it keyed or just a set screw type thing.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16315 NEXT>16321
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this attitude-the cup is half full,it's party sunny,how FAST are these trucks?
In stock form the top speed is 55 with high-comfortable RPM speed.They can be pushed
to 60 and turning about 3300 RPM.
I found that you can get about 200 miles out of a truck running it at 65 and 70 constantly,
then it eats bearings.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>blue53 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13.December 2002,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16297 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Talked to uor lead welder at work,the man says cast Iron a real bitch,cast steel is easier.
The 500 degree mark is a little cold.cast steel or iron use torch to heat fiting red hot and
then weld 6010,grind heat and 7018.Remember its the little things that piss you off.
best of luck,practice makes perfectand theres always time for a barley pop.
merry X-mas Roy
SUBJECT>Re:Is a pick what goes on the side of the bed?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16310 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awnsers my question,thanks guys.I guess i'll have to go looking for one that the head
can slide off and on easier.
Daniel
SUBJECT>TC,Uwharrie Tommorrow POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Meeting tomm.morn.at 8am at Eldorado Outpost.I'll be in my Cherokee,it's burgandy.
Last weekend you know.Later Dave
SUBJECT>Re:How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16317 NEXT>16323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with your outlook.I had a '46 CJ2A with 5.38 gears,and that thing was wound out
(and then some)at 45 mph,so to my way of thinking,55 mph in stock form is pretty fast!
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16297 NEXT>16331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Screw that cast crap.
Get a piece of 3/8"steel -cold rolled,hot rolled -don't matter.Cut out a square about
2"x2"or some other fun size or shape.Drill &tap approximately in the center for 1/4"
NPT or whatever size you're using.Weld it on.The steel will be much easier to weld
(welding cast usually ends up porous unless you use NiRod,even then a good weld is
difficult)and the square shape will make stick welding a bit more straightforward 'cuz the
angle stays constant.
Chris
SUBJECT>let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>SCkaiser67.EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Friday,13 December
2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16321 NEXT>16329 16332 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I guess I should have specified.How much power do they have?Do you really need a v8
in there or can they be used with the 6?Rich
SUBJECT>What type fuel pump?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16341 16344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,you guys that have put in fuel injected engines,what fuel pump are you using?I am
still having problems with my truck.It is sluggish on take off,pops alot out the exhaust,
sometimes has hesitation when taking off.I put new plug wires,cap and rotor,reset the
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timing (at every setting it would run at).When sitting,it runs great,idling and revving
while parked.When start down the road it does all this.Computer just says 02 is lean.
Plugs were light brown when removed.I have inline pump,gauge reads 15lbs when at the
shop.I was told Holly blue was the pump to go with,but some of these on Ebay say not
for efi use.Any help?Thanx.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:TC,Uwharrie Tommorrow POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Really wish I could,but my kid's birthday party is Saturday afternoon.I was thinkin'
about heading out there in the evening and camping out at the Group Camp then ride a
little on Sunday morning.Maybe I'll see you there.
TC
SUBJECT>Shoulder belts idea....POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,13 December 2002,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16328 16345 16376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're restoring your M715 to stock,don't read this,or if you do,don't get mad!:-)
I have installed FSJ power seats in my M-715.They sure sit up higher than the manual
seat pedastal from an FSJ.Either that or the old seat was REALLY worn.
I was sitting in my truck and wondering how to install shoulder (3 point)belts,like most
modern vehicles have.I like my truck,but I do not want to become intimately involved
with the steering wheel and nor do I want to be ejected.(That will most certainly kill you
in most situations)
I have the soft top 'cage'installed and was looking at the cab corner area where it bolts to
the cab.
My idea is to weld a rectangular plate (1/4",depending on the thickness of existing metal
tubes)in between the two metal upright tubes.Drill a hole in the new plate and use that to
mount the anchor for the shoulder belt..Yes,I know this would not be ideal,as it is hardly a very secure mounting
point,but one
could add additional support by fashioning a support UNDER the part where the soft top
caqe bolts to the cab.
This would help retain the exterior stock look of the truck (one of my goals is to not make
the truck stand out as radically modified)and yet still increase the safety factor a little bit.
Has anyone else done this,or is everyone just installing roll cages or 5 point racing
harnesses?
SUBJECT>Re:How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 3:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16315 NEXT>16339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In low range there fine with power to spin the tires....a little,in high you will have to up
gear on almost every hill you come to.
SUBJECT>Re:Shoulder belts idea....POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice disclaimer!;-)I had a simlilar idea that included a couple braces as well.Only mine
did not attach to the top bows as I remove them offten in the summer.(I am also working
on a fold down set like a new type convertible!)Right now I have lap belts...better tha
skidding across the highway or being flung through the windshield and into a tree...but
the steering wheel could hurt a bit.;-(Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16323 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a TBI 4.3 V6 and 700r4 auto so it's apples to oranges but it is great with the 6.I am
swapping in a bigger motor soon...so I guess that answers that!Actually it was great with
the 6 but I do a lot of towing (I own a boatbuilding shop)so I need some more grunt.The
stock six a little short winded,but really it all depends on what you want it for.---that
comment should ruffle some "stock"feathers,he he.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Help please POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16311 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Roy!!!!!!I really must apologize.....Memphis Truck,unfortunately,did not even
cross my mind and it should have.Thanks again....I'll be calling soon.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16322 NEXT>16335 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree...thought about that yesteday but could not post it.....even thicker plate would not
kill you..SUBJECT>Re:let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16323 NEXT>16338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn man...
What happened to "I think I'm going to keep it all stock"??You are worse than a
woman.Drive the damn thing first and judge for yourself.
BTW,come over and see mine now..The front fenders and grill are off awaiting the new
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stuff.....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>M715 water pump POSTER>Dave EMAIL>3dfarm@ecol.net
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKpVM7zdfdqc PREVIOUS>NEXT>16340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Unlike what the manual I have shows,the fan belt pulley appears not to bolt on to the
water pump.I picked up a water pump at a local parts store,and it looks like what is
shown in the manual.Parts store says they cannot get a pulley.I'm relatively new these
vehicles,and am wondering if I should be trying to find a pulley,to go with water pump I
got from the parts store,or try to find parts to rebuild the water pump with the pulley I
have.I'm leaning toward finding a different pulley,becuase I don't know wether I would
need to take the pulley off of the shaft or the impeller,or how to do it eather way.
SUBJECT>Setting Timing POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 9:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know how to tell if your timing is set right on a M-725 or how to reset it
and I also need a radiator.
SUBJECT>Re:More welding advice POSTER>blue53 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,14
December 2002,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Tapped plate sounds like an exellent Idea If the cast fitting still has pin holesafter
welding hot/if you go there.Please post how you make out.
BOL,Roy
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>daniel EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16223 NEXT>16377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was faster with my girlfriends 2002 Porsche Turbo (factory modified 450hp)!I got it up
to 198mph,I also raced against a haybusa and the haybusa was slower !We tested the top
speed and raced against the hayabusa on the German autobahn at night.But the sad part is
a Dodge Viper was even faster,I dont know what he did with the engine.A guy told me
he is running 2 turbos.Oh forgot to say my girlfriend works for Porsche,so I can drive.those cars for free!
SUBJECT>Re:Setting Timing POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16334 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look in the messages for the last 2 weeks.I explained how to do this from scratch in
there.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16332 NEXT>16349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just trying to get a basis for my expectations.I think Mr "bigblock"Is scared that
another one of my jeeps is going to walk the dog on him.....he's a little touchy about that
stuff tee hee!!LOL
Later
SUBJECT>Re:How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16327 NEXT>16417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank You.I thought I was have to go into Layterms
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16333 NEXT>16347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I never really got into my stock engine but from what I understand,the civilian water
pump isn't the same as the Military one.So before you get too deep into it,make sure the
pumps mount the same to the enigne.
Correct me if I'm wrong?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What type fuel pump?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think you need a pump made specifically for FI.the holley blue pump is for drag racing
with carb(s).
krob725
SUBJECT>Knuckle grease POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is any good quality lithium bearing grease acceptable for packing the front knuckles?
That's what was inside when I disassembled them..SUBJECT>Jeremy's tires POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16350 16365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeremy (or anyone whose seen Jeremy's 715 in the members gallery),
What kind of tires are those?I like them and may put them on my truck.I'm a little afraid
of keeping the NDCCs that I currently have after all the postings describing how slick
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they are on the road.Thanks to anyone who can tell me the make of this tire.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:What type fuel pump?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@wbell.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16324 NEXT>16348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Ford (I know,it sucks)frame mounted pump on my TBI Chevy.I have done quite
a few engine conversions and this pump is by far the best.Mounts directly to flat surface,
is enclosed in a damping material,and is availible at any Ford dealership nationwide.
Will have to get part number later tonight.E-mail me and I will reply later tonight.If you
don't like that option,Howell Engine Development sells a nice pump also.Check out
their web page for info.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Shoulder belts idea....POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@wbell.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run RCI saftey belts.Check them out,I think you will like them based on your items.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Dave EMAIL>3dfarm@ecol.net
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa9lC5yU.SPYQ PREVIOUS>16340 NEXT>16351 16357
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your reply,
There is a difference in the mounting holes of these two water pumps.
The one on this Jeep Tornado 230 engine uses eight stud/bolt holes,and the one I picked
up at the parts store,and looking like the picture in the military manual I have,has only
seven holes.
I do not believe this is the origenal engine for this vehicle,but I could be wrong.
Eather way,I guess I'm looking for a water pump,or rebuild parts,for the pump with 8
holes.Any idea who may have such a part or parts.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:What type fuel pump?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>16344
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,I can't get an email to you.I would like the info cheanac@msn.com.Thank you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16338 NEXT>16380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Touchy??naahhh.....Walk the dog?I think your spotter (ME)made the BIG difference..
AND..I am NOT Mr.Big Block yet...
BTW.Who made his wife drive him home from the club party????
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Jeremy's tires POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those might be michelin 1100x20's.My buddy has them on his Mog
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16347 NEXT>16362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd try AB Linn or Memphis Equipment first.Seems that AB Linn usually has the best
prices.For a contact on AB,I just find one of their auctions on ebay and email from there.
Also check in the online manuals under the parts file for more sources.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Knuckle grease POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Saturday,14 December 2002,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should be fine,get them warm,or the grease a little warm.Makes it a lot easier to get the
right amount in there!Doug.
SUBJECT>What happened to the parts file?POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone tell me where the parts file has been moved?Please
Thanks Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:What happened to the parts file?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16353 NEXT>16356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
online manuals.Chris
SUBJECT>pto question POSTER>adam goodwin EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running a 350 to a 465 to a 200 and I want to run a pto winch in the rear of my truck.
The stock 200 transer case doesn't have a pto plate and I was told if the rig is 4x4 then
you want to run your pto off the X-fer not the tranny.
This makes no sence to me cause the stock winches came off the T-98 not the NP-200.
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Can anyone see a draw back to running the pto off the tranny and not the t-case?
SUBJECT>Re:What happened to the parts file?POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I wasn't paying attention when I went there earlier.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from Naglich Enterprises.Their ad is in Military Vehicles Magazine.It comes
with the pulley.
SUBJECT>t-case position POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the t-case need to be moved when a SBC/th400 combo is swaped into one of these
trucks?The trans is a 2 w.d.type.thx steve
SUBJECT>Re:pto question POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>16355 NEXT>16370 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The original M715 pto consists of a small gear box which bolted to the side of the
transmission and meshed with one of the gears that turned when the clutch was out.It
was limited to a single speed of eiher Forward or Reverse or could be put in Neutral when
not needed.Separate from the pto,the regular 4-speed and transfer case could be used at
the same time as the winching sometimes as an aid in self recovery.The main drawback I
can see is that it is limited to just the single speed forward or reverse.
The difference with having the pto mounted on the transfer case,is that in that position,
you would be relying on the gears of the transmission to choose the direction and speed of
the winching.In most cases that would mean 4 different speeds of winching the cable i
which has the advantage of going fast to spool up the loose line or going slow when the
pull is much harder.To let the line out,you would shift the transmission into reverse..You would still have the
option to run the wheels at the same time by putting the transfer
case into low or high,but not as much wheel speed choices because both the pto and the
wheels would be powered by the same transmission position.
I have run pto winches quite a lot using both methods and my own personal preference
would be to have the pto mounted on the transfercase,but I think the transmission
mounted location also works very well.
Just my 2 cents worth.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:what kind of carb do you need?POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The regular Holley 1920 on the Tornado 230 engine.dave
SUBJECT>44s on an M715 POSTER>Jordan EMAIL>colosusabbott@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do you get a suspension lift for an m715,other than doing a spring over,and what
are some other ways of fitting them...please send me pictures of m715s with 44s,ive
became very interested in them now,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16351 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought mine from Rapco
SUBJECT>Question for Lee Alessi POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
What kind of tires do you have on your M715.I like them very much.Could you please
provide me with the size and make.Do they fit the rims okay without any problems?
Thank you.
Steven
SUBJECT>heater again POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It`s getting colder!!For you guys w/out heat look for a late 60`s mid70`s datsun truck.
This heater is fully enclosed,heater core blower motor,2ft+2ft+2ft,and mounts very easily
on the passenger side firewall inside the cab.my truck had holes for the heater hoses,used
copper tubing and a grommet,only had to drill 1 hole for a bolt,pushed out plastic clip
from other hole.hard wired this thing (full blast)on a toggle switch,defrost mode blows.thru 2 2in diameter flexible
hoses,one goes to my feet,one gets Y`d with a Y 2in pvc,and
some radiator hoses and the original plastic defroster vents.HOPE THIS HELPS
SOMEONE,THANKS EVERYONE FOR POSTING TIPS HERE!!AIN`T IT GREAT
PULLING UP TO A NEW Z71 KNOWING YOU COULD DRAG HIM TO THE NEXT
STATE!!THANK YOU FIRE DEPT GUYS FOR INSTALLING THAT BRAND NEW
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SMALL BLOCK CHEV!!
SUBJECT>Re:Jeremy's tires POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those are michelin XL 11.00 x 16.00.These tires fit on stock rim and fit in the wheel
openings.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16358 NEXT>16367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not really,but your motor and tranny want to be as far fwd as possible and it will be a
tiny(short)stub shaft.Alignment,balance and the bearing/bushing in the tail of your
tranny has to be perfect or it will vibrate---mine still does a bit!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16366 NEXT>16369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug.Did you just cut down the stock shaft or have to build a new one?
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Lee Alessi POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
michelin xl,1100x16's
i like them ALOT,they fit the stock rims just fine
i happen to have a 1.5"ring shank nail through the center tread.been there 2 months...i
need to pull it but havent started the truck in over o month!
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum9.html
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16367 NEXT>16371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did that same swap,the one u-joint was different,so I had another shaft built,the shop
had a huge pile of shaffs and ends,so we found one in good shape and I didn't have to pay
for a new one.My 0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:pto question POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16359 NEXT>16378 16379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey,very informative!I was wondering the same thing,I hope to be
swapping in a 205
soon (as soon as I find one)and I hope to go get a winch next weekend to put in the back
end.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16369 NEXT>16372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,new shaft...sort of.Mine is really just two joints welded together.It is REALLY
short.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16371 NEXT>16374 16392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you were doing it again,would you move the case back a little?Three or four inches
maybe?Then adjust the drive shafts as needed.I'm paying someone to do the work for me
due to my lack of time,tools and fab.skills.It's allready payed for so I want to get 'er
done right the first time around.thx for the info guys.this site RULES!
SUBJECT>CUTWORM?????POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at
9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ARE YOU STILL AROUND?IF SO EMAIL ME @
CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,15 December 2002,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16372 NEXT>16388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see a lot of value in moving it,you would have to have all three shafts done then.
The tube on my stub shaft is about 6 inches if I remember right,but if it was a little
shorter it might be alittle better.I had to switch from pulling elec fans to pushing,(I didn't
have room for belt driven fan)but there was plenty of room between the rad and the front
end.I put a piece of expanded metal in front of fans,that is my "grill".
mudclod
SUBJECT>Need 100 amp alternator POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a 100 amp alternator.Mine toasted.does any one have one (working)they have
removed when changing to 12v system?I could change to the 60 amp but would like to
keep truck as is.Any info on rebuilding mine would be good also.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Shoulder belts idea....POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>16326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 99 Dodge Ram with quad cab.
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Because of a lack of a door post (because of the rear door.)
The seatbelt is located in the upper portion seat itself.
But I think a proper in cab roll bar would be the safer non stock way to go.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16336 NEXT>
16382 16396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had my busa nearly to 200mph this weekend.The last time I drove it I had gotten behind
a truck for just a short span and got a bunch of wet grime on the windscreen.I whacked it
open on a long straightaway yesterday and realized passing 195 that I couldn't see through
the visor and figured it'd be best to back off and do 195+twice than 200 ONCE.Really
pissed me off too!I had quite a bit more room and would have 'clipsed the 2 bill mark
easily!DAMN IT.
SUBJECT>Re:pto question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16370 NEXT>16394 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
One of the reasons I ran the hydraulic pump drive off my tranny was to be able to make
the forward and reverse of the winch with the control valve and not have to have a
gearbox pto...and being able to still churn the wheels while winching.The rear winch is
mounted and awaiting the procurement of a pto for the NP205.Anyone looking for
particular pto should try this site;www.ptohydraulics.com.I gave them a call,told them
what t-case I had and the guy was able to look it up and was $100 cheaper than the
competition.They may have pto's with a reverser for the mechanical winch if driven off
of the tranny.
Oh,that price on the NP205 single output,lever/cable activated pto was $190 as
compared to $290 for Chelsea.
Hope it helps.
SUBJECT>Re:let me refrase....how weak are they?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16349 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"There's no replacement for displacement."
...and put in an overdrive tranny in the process.
SUBJECT>Re:PTO Info POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16316 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My chelsea is a keyed shaft and rebuilt to aim
backwards.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16377 NEXT>16385
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct me if I'm wrong,but won't you be just as dead if you wreck at 195 or if you wreck
at 200?
Is there a preferntial degree of hamburger?
-B.
SUBJECT>Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16419 16430 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have the rotor and caliper now mounted on the back of the NP205 that's recently made
home in Velvet.The rotor is and early 90's Honda Accord unit that isn't too big i
diameter and not too thick and heavy.I mounted it on a piece of quarter inch plate that I
machined the center out of then pressed it onto the rear output yoke for the 205.I welded
the plate to the yoke,then chucked the the welded assembly into the lathe by the yoke's
side that slips into the t-case and trued the welded assembly.I turned the outside of the
plate down so that it just fit the inside machined area of the Honda rotor.From there,
center punched the four (original honda wheel lug holes)mounting holes,bored them to
1/2"then bolted the rotor to the yoke/plate assy.The caliper I used was a '91 Escort
floating caliper with double pins to hold the pads in the rotor without a bunch other crap
to get in the way.I cut out a plate of 1/4"that was contoured to curve with the rounded
casting of the 205's output housing and catch three of the housing's mounting bolt holes.
The plate is also drilled for the two bolts that the caliper floats on.The plate/caliper was
spaced off of the205's housing flange by three,7/8"long pieces of 1"x 1/8"wall pipe.
Longer bolts were installed and the caliper and plate were then bolted to the t-case.
Another great point of the escorts (oops,Freudian slip)..I mean THE Escort caliper is that
it is a two piece design that allows the pison side to be bolted down where the bolts
would have otherwise been trapped.Then,the other half can be bolted on with the pads
hanging on the pins.It's a good looking set up so far,very rigid and I'll,hopefully,be
mounting a master cylinder this week.
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16382 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Well,three more seconds at that speed would have been another nearly 900 feet in
distance.That's pretty far...blind.If I hop on the binders,I can get my head up around
160mph and see what's happening again.Knowing that,I decided to back'er down.
Actually,I'd lean more towards sausage...like the leathers would be the skin for which the
sh!t meat is stuffed into.One nurse I dated called it a 'donor cycle'...I dumped her.:).SUBJECT>?for Spicer
POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I picked up a Gladiator brake booster and a Corvette manual m/c.The booster has
four studs to mount to the firewall-no of them are close to lining up.Also,the front side
of the booster has four bolts to mount the m/c which only has two mounting holes.Did
Manni,Moe and Jack sell me the wrong booster,cylinder or both?Thanks for any help!
Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:?for Spicer POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16386 NEXT>16400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure there isn't supposed to be a bellcrank assembly in front of the booster?
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16374 NEXT>16401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does the stock radiator keep it cool?My electrics on my CJ/350 restrict on the highway at
55 and it gets a little warm.
SUBJECT>Re:Mini Van Destroyer POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16
December 2002,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16159 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what you call putting it in the "10 ring"Good hunting Caleb Call me home time on
the cell #.Mike
SUBJECT>Paltalk??POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any of you guys ever use Paltalk?If so look for a jeep room in sports and rec.or on the
main page.I'd like to pick some brains!!
SUBJECT>Re:Paltalk??POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.paltalk.com
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16372 NEXT>16409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably not as you would have to make the linkage for the t-case longer as well,and
change all three shafts.Just keep the engine as far fwd as possible (I did not!)Doug.
SUBJECT>USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>dave.EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRnhxQ6v7wQ2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>16395
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Trying to finish my restoration with some kind of correct USMC markings for one of
these 715 in Vietnam.Wish them to be accurate,have only seen a photo of 715 in a circle
using headlights to illuminate a bomb defusing in progress.....bomb blew up,trucks blew
up.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:pto question POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool.good find spiceman
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16393 NEXT>16399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
portrail press sells some manuals on markings.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Spotted another M715 today...maybe POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16377 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm tuckin'my pant legs into my boots.....
you know,i once had my YSR up to 65!
krob725
SUBJECT>Brian the welder POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brian
how is that fitting coming?i am trying to find you a pic of a weld-on fitting i used to use
that would be perfect for your tank.i'll post you link if i can find it.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Brian the welder POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>16397 NEXT>16408 LINKNAME>weld flange
LINKURL>http://www.callshaughnessy.com/tanks/hydraulic_parts.htm
found it:
scroll down to the section called "forged welding flanges"you can probably find them
there local.print out a pic and take it to a pipe supply place.hope the link works.if not it.is
http://www.callshaughnessy.com/tanks/hydraulic_parts.htm
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16395 NEXT>16402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the manual is basic.i have it.if you want i can paraprhase it
yellow markings for USMC,no stars,and limited unit assignment numbers.seriously i
can dig it up if you need specifics.
i too would like a accurate picture,but have never been able to get one.id like to see the
bomb one.
i once found one on the internest of a m715 with a ring turret for a machine gun...but lost
it.....
SUBJECT>Re:?for Spicer POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16387 NEXT>16407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you probably have the correct booster but you need the alum.bracket that mounts it to the
firewall.It will also have 4 bolts but two will line up and the other two need to be drilled.
Go to your local salvage yard and get the bracket from a mid 70s to late 80s jeep
wagonner or eve a grand wagonner.
Hope to have helped
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16388 NEXT>16406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it does now.I got very concerned after putting in the 350,the 302 (yes I had a Ford)
ran at about 180.The 350 runs at about 210,and I freaked.But when I bought a new
thermostat,they told me a 190 was the best,which it would ran at about 205 to 210.
When it is 90 plus degrees and I am running 3400 rpm on the hyway,it is not enough.It
will gradually start going up.Slowing down to 3000 to 2800 would bring it back down.I
added a remote oil filter with a cooler,and I never really got to drive it in hot weather to
test it after that.I think part of what was happening too,was that I wasn't used to seeing it
go past 200 degrees,and since on my gauge,the difference from 180 to 210 is a lot,it
may not have been getting too terribly hot.I know I have said a lot and not really
answered your question,but that is the best way I can.Hope you can get something out of
it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16399 NEXT>16404 16432 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Lee,I just tried to find the bomb one.It had about 6 715's in a semi-circle around a big
crater.Some solder had decided to do some home bomb de-fuzing and it exploded.In the
photo all that was left was a foot covered up by a box out of respect.the trucks were
mangled.
I will keep on looking.and somebody had a 715 w/ring mount for sale about 1.5 years
ago.
Dave
SUBJECT>Parts washer solvent in CA POSTER>Reagan
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know of a place to buy parts washing solvent in California?I am looking
for a good old fashioned solvent like safety solvent or stoddard solvent,not one of those
new-fangled water-based cleaners.I think "real"solvents have been banned in our
progressive state.
Do any Nevada residents know of a supplier?I am traveling through Las Vegas i
January and I would be able to pick some up if somebody gave me an address.
Thanks,
Reagan
California City
1969 M726
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,16 December 2002,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe thats where i saw it.id really like to put one on mine (ring mount)
SUBJECT>ENGINE/TRUCK REBUILD POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,
at 1:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16412 16455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello all.I just wanted to say hi and thanks for the good info on this site.Some of you
may remember me,I bought a 715 from the Arkansas Game and Fish in 1996.Then sold
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it to my brother-in-law in 1998 when my baby girl was born.I've been missing it ever
since.Well now b-i-n is changing out for a 350 an I'm getting the left overs.Going to
build my own the hard way.Anyway I have a couple of questions?I opened up the
distributer today,what a mess,covered with white stuff.If I am going to keep it 24volt do
I have to have a special cap and rotor or can I pick one up at NAPA.Also,there was a
guy not to far from me called Cutworm,does any one know him?I was going to ask if he
had a frame with axles for sale,thats how I am going to start engine rebuild,frame and
axle rebuild,T98 and np200 rebuild,then the cab and front cap.B-I-N is giving me the
bed and tailgate so he can put a on-the-frame camper on.Sorry this is so long but I just
thought I'd let ya'll know who I am when I ask all the dumb questions in the future.Bill
C.in Cabot AR..SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats really not that bad.E.F.I motors operate at 210 comfortably.Mine runs about 200
in the SC 95+100%humidity crap.
SUBJECT>Re:?for Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16400 NEXT>16413 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve's on the right track with the bracket,I got mine from a junkyard and took it off the
firewall.Only two new holes should have to be drilled in the firewall,two,as mentioned,
will line up.
The four on the front though is bizarre.It should just be two simple mounting studs.
I feel the need to apologize for not getting back to the junkyard lately to try and scrap a
year or vin#off the gladiator I got the booster from.I'll see what I can do this
weekend...maybe get up there and dig up that info!
Oh,and with the booster set up I used,I didn't have to do any modifying of the linkage.
SUBJECT>I suck.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16398 NEXT>16410 16411 16414 16427
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KROB,or is your name Kyle Rob or something?
Anyhow,I tried again last night.
Here's what I've doen so far:I've tried the idea of some mild steel fitting by using a pipe
nub and welding it on there.I burned through the pipe and that went to hell.So then I
tried the idea of heating my fitting with the torch and welding it on.I got it red-hot and
stuck it on and then it still leaked.So I grinded all that off and welded on a 1/4"piece of
plate and tonight I plan to tap it and just screw it in.I've used about 20 rods in all and 6
fittings now.I've also been through 4 blades for my side grinder.
This stupid project is getting old.
I made a winch bumper saturday for my sister's CJ and her 8000#winch.I now question
my welds on it.
That web page had alot of good stuff.I'd like some of those drain plugs.
Thanks for caring,you're alright with me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case position POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There should be PLENTY of room for an SBC/TH350/400 combo.I have like 4-5"clear.from the HEI to the firewall with
the big block and still have radiator room with the four
groove truck pulley set on the harmonic balance.
SUBJECT>...but you're honest.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much does that Ramsey 8000 weigh?It ought to make a nitsy projectile!
Kidding...anyway,I think the biggest problem before was the low heat you were using.
You should be ok now with the plate steel welds now.
You're close with with the KROB.Half of the last half isn't bad.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE/TRUCK REBUILD POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i may have access to a frame....
SUBJECT>Re:?for Spicer POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16407 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I have the firewall bracket but I never had the original booster from
the donor Gladiator.Stupid me didn't think of the $60 core charge or the fact that it is a
lot easier to order a new one when I know what it is supposed to look like.Another lesson
learned!thanks.mike.
SUBJECT>Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 7:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16408 NEXT>16418 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get some scrap plate and start burning rods.A 3/32 size E6011 will do OK on 1/8
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material at 60-75 amps.You will feel VERY proud when you finally do get it to hold
pressure.
SUBJECT>tubless rims NEW for 79.95-89.95 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16416 16457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont know why it has not been posted but i called MRT racing and he'll do steel wheels
in 16x8 for 79.95,and 16x10 for 89.95.the beadl;ock wheels jump to 200.has anyone
used these?hes currently building a set of 16's for someone.....and yes these are 6 on 7 &
1/4
SUBJECT>Re:tubless rims NEW for 79.95-89.95 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16415 NEXT>16421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they do 15's,and 17 's too.SUBJECT>Re:How slow are these truck stock?POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>16339 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got my m725 up to 62mph downhill in the hills of N.H.going to Weare truck show.
SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16414 NEXT>16420
16425 16429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howard (?),
I've burned my share of rods.I made my skid plate,cross member,rear trailer hitch,
sister's winch bumper,and a hundred misc.crappy things.I can weld like a murf on any
steel but this one piece.And the weird part is that the weld looks good.
I'm a quitter by nature and so I am going to give up on welding it and just drill and tap it.
(throw rotten vegetable at me NOW)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16384 NEXT>16426
16428 16436 16437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,Spicerack,you wrote that long-ass novel and no one (but me)cared enough to read
it and reply.
Loser.
I bet now that I've posted a reply you'll get some feedback from other members,showing
once again that without my witty retort to your posts they are dry and too technical for the
average member.
Ponder that,won't you?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 11:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16418 NEXT>16433 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
It appears you just had some bad luck -I think your new idea sounds great.FYI,when we
occasionally had small leaks,we would put radiater Stop-Leak in the tank with some
water and pressurize the system since it would often work to plug the holes.The lime in
hard water will do it,too,after a few days running.Good luck...Hollis
SUBJECT>Re:tubless rims NEW for 79.95-89.95 POSTER>john summers.EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,17
December 2002,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16416 NEXT>16424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had a set of mrt wheels a couple of years ago had a center break out the wheel shells they
use are to thin called them they wouldn't even listen to me said all they could do is sell
me another wheel i found a local wheel company that built me new ones for 75 a piece i
would not buy another wheel from them if it only cost 1 dollar
SUBJECT>new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16423 16431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have the roll/or zip up style cab top?i need a pic,cause im thinking on
buying this one
SUBJECT>Re:new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I just got a call that mine is on the way(hopefully by X-mas),so as soon as i get it and put
it on i can send a pick your way.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:tubless rims NEW for 79.95-89.95 POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetmech05201@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16421 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got a set of solid diamond 16x8 wheels this fall,and there so damn thick they could
probably with stand a claymore explosion.In my opinion well worth the money.you ca
check them out under members gallery under Dave D.
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SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>16418 NEXT>
16434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess suggesting to check for damp welding rods are out then Huh?Will
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You tell him Brian.
SUBJECT>Re:I suck.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
17 December 2002,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16408 NEXT>
16442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is hard to learn little tricks on your own.i would be happy to show you if you were not.a 1000 miles away.i have
been welding for a living for many years.it's funny what you
take for granted after doing something a long time.you will learn,you seem to be
persistent.
krob725
keith roberts
somewhere south of san antonio texas
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i refuse to reply to that one until he shows some pics.it does sound good though.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice..quitter?.POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16418 NEXT>16435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how are you trying to weld this fitting?on the top or the side?i must know.what is this
tank made from?is it a pipe with plates on the ends?you might not want to have much
pressure in it anyway.some materials are not happy with 100+psi.is old?is it rusty?is it
seamless?it wouldn't be too cool to have that thing blow up on you...
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 December 2002,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16384 NEXT>16440 16441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck didn't have an ebrake when I got it.My question,If I swap in the 205,to run the
pto winch off it,how will I hold it in place?Using the tranny to power it,I won't be in
park.I have installed and electric brake lock on the front brakes:Total waste.It will not
hold the truck idling in gear.Does anyone know if they are adjustable?I know that will
not hold when I tie on to a stuck mobile home,so what solution other than tieing to a
tree?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXSC8k24rz9c PREVIOUS>16422 NEXT>16484 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have the new life top with a roll up back window.I'm quite pleased with it,but their's 3
funny straps that go from the top of the window to the bottom.They're kind of like
burglar bars.I think they keep the center of th top taught when the window is not
supporting it.I'll send you some bad photos if you want.I don't see how to post them
here.Send me and email address and I'll send them to you.
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:11 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16402 NEXT>16542
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I saw that picture years ago.I will try find it myself,but I thought the trucks where
the open cab Internationals the Navy bought during the Viet Nam war.It has been years
sence I saw the photo so I might be wrong.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16420 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hollis,
I got the fitting on last night.It all looked good,but as I got closer to the max pressure of
135,I found leaks on the bumper that were from the bumper manufacture.I plugged them
all except one on the back and running verticle.
It all looked good and holds about 2 gallons of air at 135.I reckon that's a tire or so.
I need to stick the bumper uner water to see if it has any more leaks,but the pool is
covered for the winter.I hate to fill it with water since the inside will rust then.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Practice,practice,practice...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16425 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I started with damp rods,but then got some new ones.It really made a difference.
I'll take some pics and e-mail them to you.You'll be impresed.
-B.
SUBJECT>It worked!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16429 NEXT>16454 16464 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
K.Rob,
damn,that was alot of questions.
Here goes-it's 6X6"square tubing that's probably about 1/2"thick.It was new tube about
6 months ago.It had plates welded on the ends.I had it fabricated by a pro boiler maker.
I'm welding my fitting on the top flat section.I added a 4X4"suare of 1/2"plate,then cut
the end off a pipe nubbin and welded it in.It only had a couple of pin holes,so I did
something I hadn't done before-I welded it from the inside too.It then had no leaks and
so I built up the bead on the outside.I uded teflon tape on my threads and put my chuck
on.I filled it and saw it leaking from several spots totaly unrelated to my weld.I got the
garden hose and looked for bubles.I then set my 6011 rod to 120 amps and put a bead on.the holes.At one point my leg
touched the wet bumper whilst I was welding and I got a
jolt.
Anyhow,it's all working now.I was all excited and called my wife out to the shop and
she looked at my work and then goes:"You mean THIS is what you've been doing for the
last 2 weeks?That's stupid."
I was pleased with it.I'm gonna post a pic tomorrow of what I did since there seems to be
alot of interest in it.
Thanks for your support.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16419 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,thanks B-.Well,the first spin and pull of my .44 caliber Roulette game has sadly
allowed me write some type of rebuttle.
It took me one try to weld a fitting on a 1/4"tank I'd built...two whole minutes...maybe.
Loser.
Ponder that.
Oh well...back to the game.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16419 NEXT>16438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian youre quite right ,my member doesnt like it dry...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16437 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ha-HAAAAAAAAAAA!Man,that's good!I almost blew jelly donut out my nose!LOL!
SUBJECT>New Rig on Ebay POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was Listed as a 1967 J15 fire truck in Commercial trucks
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1875138016
Al
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16430 NEXT>.16443 16456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
B-,had a neat design on an ebrake that you may be able to adapt.He had a juice caliper,
which was the only brake on the truck when he got it,and then put wheel brakes on it.He
put a valve in the line that was accessible from the cab that he would open a valve,push
the brake pedal,then close the valve and it would keep pressure on the ebrake.Maybe
you could lock all your brakes that way???
I found the old drum-drum master I had changed off my '69 Camaro when I'd gone to disk
on it,last night and will be mounting that to push juice to the ebrake.I'll try running both
outlet ports into a 'T'fitting,then the to the caliper.That should be plenty overkill.Oh,I
started on a mount last night.It will be mounted off of a bracket bolted to the tranny X-
member above the front driveshaft beside the tranny.Linkage should be pretty easy to fab
using one of the upper x-member to frame bolts as the fulcrum point...maybe tonight.
Oh,and I hope you all found the comment "...too techinical for the average member,"by
brother Brian,not just a dig on me but an insulting insinuation of being low watt bulbs.I
have a home address if any of you bright southern folk would like to pay him a visit.
SUBJECT>Re:I suck.POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at
9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16427 NEXT>16465 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Keith,
I noticed you are south of SA -I'm in New Braunfels,north of town.Lots of old oilfield
welders around.
Take care,
Hollis
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16441 NEXT>16444
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know what I always say:"I like a firm matress,but a soft pillow!"
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16443 NEXT>
16526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?!Are you saying that you don't like implants?Saline rules.
SUBJECT>D-60 Ring and Pinion POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 11:38 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16452
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the R/P in the M-715 D-60 front end the same as the R/P in the 1980's Chevy/Dodge
D-60 front end.
SUBJECT>Gamma Goat Tread Patterns ??POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>16448
16449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know where I can get some other styles of tread for my gamma goat
wheels?The stock NDT's seem to lack good traction on the wet roads and I heard there
was some better used tires out there that were more road friendly.Or if you know of
someone who could lead me to the answer,I would appreciate the contact info.
The size I'm looking for is about an 1100x18
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>What do you think about this?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16451 16469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What if we were to create a link that opened up a page with peoples business and phone
numbers on it.Like AB linn,Memphis Equipment,Rapco,Saturn Surplus,ect....I can't
count how many times I have tried to find a number and spent alot of time doing it.We
could put it in the online manuals or leave it a separate link.I know some of these are
availible in the parts file,but that involves a bit of looking.With my idea,one click and
there they are....Maybe Brute4c can say if this is feasible or not...Whatcha think????
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Tread Patterns ??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16446 NEXT>
16473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Rollie,
Try some tires srom the earth moving crowd to fit the 18's.Michelin and Goodyear
-commercial-has nothin.
http://www.goodyearotr.com/catalog/SP-T9_G405_70R18_153A2Data.html
This is one of several!MEAN LOOKING!11.00x 18 and 13.00x 18!
SUBJECT>Axles?Ed?POSTER>M715MAN EMAIL>markus_118@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,email me!I am interested in this deal if it is still available!!.SUBJECT>Re:What do you think about
this?POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>cirkl29@lightspeed.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16447 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We kinda already have that.When I want a number I click on "links"to the left and the
on part soures,not sure if AB is there though,but I think it's a great idea Al.
SUBJECT>Re:D-60 Ring and Pinion POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16445 NEXT>16459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What i'm trying to say did Dana make a thick ring gear and a thin ring gear for the D-60
front end.
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Banjo
EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16095 NEXT>16568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Igot the dist on ebay thanks
SUBJECT>Re:It worked!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your wife must be related to mine.Glad to hear it worked!I made front and rear bumpers
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out of 4x4 square tube.Am going to make tanks out of both (soon).Going to put ac
compresser for on board air.Thanks for all your posts,I learned a lot.Just finished a
homemade snorkle on mine,used 3"pvc pipe.Looks OK.Had to rewire the remote on
my winch.Power steering sector started leaking,will have to fix that...
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE/TRUCK REBUILD POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16405 NEXT>16466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,I'm in Hot Springs.Mine is extremely modified (some of it is good).If you ever get
down this way,give me a hollor.I already got rid of my original parts,I gave them away.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,that is what I have on my front brake line.They call it a line lock.It is electric,
mounts in the line right next to the master cyl.When I turn it on,after applying the
brakes,it holds a little,but not completely.It has a nut on top,like an adjustment.It has a
lable that says not to torque it too much.I am not much on adjusting things I don't know
what I'm doing..mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:tubless rims NEW for 79.95-89.95 POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the center sections still flat,like the Diamond and Stockton wheels?Or are they more
like the original?
Ethan
SUBJECT>steering shimmy?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16460 16475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has a bad shimmy around 50mph.It has power steering,stock hubs,and i have
checked the bearings and all tie rods etc.has anyone ever had this problem,and what did
it turn out to be?
Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:D-60 Ring and Pinion POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16452 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes they wiil work i a regular 60 the carrier split is at 456 so you need a 456 carrier
SUBJECT>Re:steering shimmy?POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had that trouble with mine place a steering stabolizer on it and it is gone.First jack up
the front end and grasp the tire at the top and bottom and move the tire back and forth any
shake and it could be that up have some loose bearings.I took mine out and cleaned and
repacked them and it helped some.Lee
SUBJECT>M715 Value POSTER>Steve EMAIL>Heavychevy1971@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2O39vP13jw6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>16462 16467 16470 16474 16477
16478 16605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
I know a guy who has an M17 that may sell it,but I was wondering what should I offer
him.The vehicle is in ok shape,needs complete restoration.I want a Jeep to wheel semi-
cheaply.The cab corners are a little rusty,the rockers are gone,floor is pretty solid,bed is
a little beat up around the corners.Non-original engine and transmission (not running).
No seats.So it sounds more like an expensive basket case,but what do you guys think?I
would want to get an older chevy pickup with a 350/th350/205 transfer case and swap the
drivetrain.What is it going to take to fix and would it all be worth it in the end?Oh and
one more thing,he never titled it and can't find the title.I know everyone is probably.laughing right now but I am
being serious here.What would this be worth?How much to
redo enough to get it on the road and wheel it?What should I offer if anything?
Thanks
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>Tyler Petrus
EMAIL>rotarynv8power@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
In the end an m715 will always be worth its,your problem is more up front,do you have
the time or the money to do this.From what it sounds like,all of the stuff that its missing
you would have changed anyway.I personally would go over 2 grand.Best of luck
Tyler
SUBJECT>stock master cylinder POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any of you guys know if the stock master cylinder is the same as the civvy one from 63-
66?in my chiltons book it looks identical and i got aleak in mine,but no info on
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bore/piston size etc.found a kit for the civ one,hoping itll work
SUBJECT>Re:It worked!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats brian
SUBJECT>Re:I suck.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there seems to be more and more of us around here.
krob
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE/TRUCK REBUILD POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Wednesday,18 December
2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16455 NEXT>16499
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Email me with info on how to get in touch with you.Wife and I like Hot Springs.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thousand bucks tops.Mine was mostly complete and ran,though it needed work but only
had one or two small spots of serious rust -$1200..I hate rust with a passion and it's not fun cutting and grinding
rusty crap all day.Sounds
like a complete chevy truck mixed with the Kaiser would take care of all the missing bits
and if you're resourceful,you could adapt most anything you need from the chevy.
What would you pay for a similar vintage/condition 1 ton ford/chevy/dodge?I know it's
not the same but keep in mind it's only a truck.
Chris
SUBJECT>cab corners POSTER>ken715 EMAIL>vajeeps@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,
18 December 2002,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently bought a 1967 M715...prob is that I need to find some replacement cab corners.
the lower sections of the cab are rusted bad despite the frame and box being in great
condition.Any suggestions beside JC Whitney?I found a couple of places that have 46-
63 jeep pickup parts like www.kaiserwilleys.com but are these the same as the M715?
Thanks,Ken
SUBJECT>Re:What do you think about this?POSTER>ken715
EMAIL>vajeeps@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16447 NEXT>16479 16507 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've searched but have not found a website for AB linn.Do they have one at all,or are
they strictly a call 'em and ask kindo place?-Ken
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>ken715 EMAIL>vajeeps@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I just picked up a 1967 M715 for $1800.It was pretty much all original drivelin
(19980 miles),no winch,top or tailgate,but I got it running easy,though I bought it
allready planning on doing a GM driveline swap.It looks like h%^l with at least six coats
of different colour paints,but it's all solid except for the rockers/floor/and corners of the
cab.I suspect that the price you will pay varies greatly depending on where you are
located and if the guy selling it has 1/2 a clue about what he is selling.Also if you want to
restore it vice make a modified wheeling vechicle will greatly effect how much the 715
you are looking at will be worth.But for one with a solid frame/body with a non running,
non-original driveline I prob wouldn't go over 1K...unless you just HAVE to get it;)-Ken
SUBJECT>Re:stock master cylinder POSTER>hspap EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16463 NEXT>16549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey i have a brand new one 4 ,30.00 plus shipping only 1.herman hspap2@aol.com
SUBJECT>m725 4 sale POSTER>hspap EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,
18 December 2002,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaVu2XoU1uKIk
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1967 m725 ,many up grades,power steering,tilt wheel,power brakes,350 hp gm v 8,3
speed 400 turbo automatic transmission,hurst floor shifter,lock out hubs,brand new 37
inch buckshot mudder tires,front mounted big ramesy winch,iron horse steps,reese
receiver hitch,headers,12 volt with 2 new batteries,radiator and gas tank just
serviced,excelent condition,drive home an were in usa.every thing works ,turn key.rear
original,surgical light works,rear steps.email for pics.hspap2@aol.com 8500.00 obo
can not duplicate for under 12000.00 .interested in flat fendered jeep.
all light work get in a drive,drives great.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Tread Patterns ??POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16449 NEXT>16480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool tire Spice,but it says "is suitable for applications up to 25 mph"
Now,I know you drive chevy,but the rest of CAN go a wee bit faster.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 December 2002,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>16482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say nothing over $1K.Now,it DOES have the original axles,right?
SUBJECT>Re:steering shimmy?POSTER>Marc Lesko EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,19
December 2002,at 3:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16458 NEXT>16481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try swapping the wheels from front to back.This solved my shimmy.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale in central Arkansas POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found this truck on an old back road this week.Talked to the owner,he said his son is
going to sell it.Didn't come factory with winch,but an original one is on it,needs new
shaft to it.Truck is in complete condition,actually I would say good.I didn't realize how
bad mine was until I saw this one.Motor shot,original running gear,NDTs about 60%,
has one of those hydraulic dump bed inside the bed.(Factory)hard top I think.He said
nothing about price,I will give you his Phone #if you want it.I do not know the man,do
not recommend the truck,all those usual things.$200.00 to $300.00 will NOT buy it,He
told me that,and that is the most I could afford.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're looking at a lot of time and money to get it where it's useable.Also,the missing
title can be a problem.If I were you,I'd save my money and buy one that's in real good.(driveable)condition,that
also has a clean body.They are out there,and the prices are
cheaper than what it would cost you to do it yourself.
Case in point:I paid less than $1K for my complete M715,which has a very clean body
and frame.In about a year,I spent an additional $10K on it.It doesn't look much
different,but it is reliable and roadable (albeit slow).If I were to sell it today,I would be
LUCKY to get $6,500 for it.No regrets,but I advise that you proceed with your "eyes
wide open".
Best of luck,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
steve,id agree on the less than 1k,even less if you can swing it.ive bought 2 so far,1
running with chev small block/sm420 and snow plow for $960 and one bone stock except
for 13/38 swamper tsls,bad wire in the dist.and blown fuel pump diaphragm for $1500.
like the man said compare a similar year 1 ton for price.good luck hope you get a deal.
SUBJECT>Re:What do you think about this?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16469 NEXT>16509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ken,they dont seem to have a website,althogh they do have email and if youcheck ebay
under m715 a lot of the stuff youll find is theirs.
SUBJECT>Re:Gamma Goat Tread Patterns ??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16473 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd thought about that at one time until I was at the mud races and saw some guys with
impliment rubber spinning them with an Enderle Injected big block...slightly faster tha
they'd be going at 25mph.Run them by feel,they shouldn't sweat at 50mph.:)
SUBJECT>Re:steering shimmy?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16475 NEXT>16483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've checked the kingpins and they seem fine.I'll try the tire swap and then if no change
i'll throw a stabilizer on it.Thanks for the help.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with Ethan,cash talks.$500 cash and beat him up (nicely)about the body condition..The one piece
*engine/trans/xcase is a good repower.Mounts and shafts and you'll be
under power.
SUBJECT>Re:steering shimmy?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure where you're located,but these trucks are heavy and will flat spot the tires
which will give a wicked shimmy without a stabilizer.Mine will shake the truck from
cold weather flatspotting,but with the stabilizer,the steering isn't affected.
SUBJECT>Re:new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16431 NEXT>16485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would you send me the pics as well?i wanna buy one of those tops.
M715Aggie@AOL.com
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Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16484 NEXT>
16514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it looks good I'm going to order one soon too.Maybe with 3 or 4 of the same tops they
would shorten production time?????
SUBJECT>Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16495
16501 16531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are these things any good to use for an onboard air system?I can get it for $25.Anyone
know if rebuild kits are available?
Basically is it worth the while?
Thanks!
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:cab corners POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16468 NEXT>16488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes!
JeePanels Plus
www.jeepanelsplus.com
i seemed to remember that the pricing was real good.
(having a local metal fab shop make my patch panels...even cheaper,but they're still.working on it,it's been a month
or more.hard to get them to put aside paying work and
do mine for cheap;guess i won't complain.
good luck
SUBJECT>Re:cab corners POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of patch panels are you having made?????I need a right door lower patch
panel.
SUBJECT>VIN #s POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,19 December
2002,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaR.HYl3G0.iQ PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I find the vin #of my 715.the U.S.Army #is 03F74468
this number is both on the frame and hood.My data plate for d.o.d.is missing.?
SUBJECT>Lug Spacing for 1968 M-715 POSTER>Tony Zerante
EMAIL>azerante@vt.edu DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16491 16537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the lug spacing for the rear D70 on a 1968 M-715.I am looking into
buying a M-715,but it needs a rim and tire before it can be hauled out of the yard.also,
any leads on where to find a spare rim would be great.Thanks in advance.
Tony
1973 Wagoneer/J4000
1979 Wagoneer/Cherokee
SUBJECT>Re:Lug Spacing for 1968 M-715 POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are near CT you can borrow one of mine.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in central Arkansas POSTER>BILL C
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,
at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16476 NEXT>16497 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
CAN YOU TELL ME HOW TO GET THERE.MAY DRIVE DOWN THIS WEEKEND
AND LOOK AT IT.
SUBJECT>Membership Location List POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 2:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey!What about a list of addresses of the members of the M715 Zone?It would be nice
to know if there was a fellow M715 owner within spittin'distance of where you live at..Whaddya think?Of course,this
personal information would be given voluntarily by the
respective member.
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>adam goodwi
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16493 NEXT>16498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think thats a shabby idea.It might be a way to help organize parts swaping and
trail rides on a more localized level.I go on a lot of organized trail rides and it would be
nice to be able to invite other local members.
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a clue,to me since I can get GM brackets to put a GM compresser on mine,
that just seems much easier.0.02
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mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16489 NEXT>16545 16551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your VIN should be stamped on top of the passenger side frame rail directly above the
axle.I believe there is another stamping up front but I can't remember where,
Group???........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in central Arkansas POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16492 NEXT>16558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Email me and I'll give you his #.I am sorry,it was somewhere I have never been before,I
was escorting a mobile home.I can't begin to tell you,it is about 20-25 miles south of
Little Rock towards Pine Bluff.For some reason I cannot email people by clicking on
their name anymore.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16494 NEXT>16510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now there is a fella using his brain!!What do you say Brute Can it be done???
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE/TRUCK REBUILD POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaHrSIhqt2SbE PREVIOUS>16466 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My email is cheanac@msn.com.
mudclod
SUBJECT>IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod.EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,19 December
2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck FINALLY runs right!I bought a $160.00 Holley pump for their
"pro-jection"system.I blew my other engine in the ice storm two years ago.It took me 6
months to get this engine in,and it has never run right until today!How Sweet it is!!!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes they do.but don't give so much money for it.i would say $10.00
krob725
SUBJECT>Door locks POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if I can put just a wagoneer door lock in or do I need the whole lock,
handle etc.assembly?
Thanks,Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16500 NEXT>16520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool.glad to hear it.
k
SUBJECT>12v motor...what about lights POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16508 16574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are you guys doing to keep your military lights when you go to a 12v motor?also,
are you jumping the solenoid at the motor and still using the foot switch?thanks
SUBJECT>trouble with new top POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16506 16598 16622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a new canvas top from surplusjeep.com.It looks great,but it fits a
little tight and won't snap into place.Has anyone had this problem or have a suggestion
on what to try?
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16505 NEXT>16512 16614 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Sounds a bit tight.Mine was super loose when I got it and tightened up after a few days i
the weather.But now it's SUPER tuff to get snapped and I have to pull,tug,stretch,cuss,
etc.to get the snaps lined up and repeat the process just to get 'em snapped.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What do you think about this?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16469 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn does not have a website.He does have an E-mail address but not a website.He
is a call and ask type of business.
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16504 NEXT>16511 16637 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I just finished having a brand new Chevy 350 SB put into my 67'M715.Of course this
meant that the truck is no longer 24 VDC.I left the foot switch in the starting system.I
put a keyed master cut-off switch in the side of the battery box for extra theft deterence.
I replaced the front amber composite lights and rear red composite lights with new,
modern light assemblies from Owen's Export.Look for the following items at their web
site:Front Amber Composite Light
P/N 11614156 and Rear Red Composite Light P/N 11614157.When I received these new
composite light assemblies,I pulled all the 24 VDC light bulbs out of them and replaced
them with their 12 VDC equivalents.I liked the larger lense pieces that these lighting
assemblies had.
The light bulbs that you're going to need for your composite lights are #1156s and #67s.
These bulbs will fit in the original composite light assemblies or the new modern ones.
The headlights will require changing too.I went with Hella Vision Plus high performance
Halogen conversion headlamps /PN#70 477.They fit perfectly in the M715's headlight
assemblies.The initial cost of the Hella's may shock you.I paid $52.00 a peice for them.
But,before you get sticker shock,let me explain something to you.You're getting a light
that produces a 50%more powerful beam on low beam and a 25%more powerful beam
on high beam.When the Hella's light burns out,the replacement light bulb costs around
$7 to $10.You just pull the little light bulb out the Hella headlamp and pop in the new
one.I mated a modular plug onto the existing harness wires to make it easy to change
bulbs.
SUBJECT>Re:What do you think about this?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just found the vendors list in the parts file.I had not seen that.Never mind my idea,the
parts file is easy enough....
SUBJECT>Membership Location List POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 7:41 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16498
NEXT>16518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Count me in for this idea.What do you say Brute?Given voluntarily by the respective
member sound like the way to go.
Later Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:cable gauge POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16508 NEXT>16521 16554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,
Did you upgrade the cables between the battery and the foot switch and between the foot
switch and the starter with larger-gauge cables?I'm thinking that half the voltage results
in twice the current,thus larger cables should be required.
What have other members done?
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>chris EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16506 NEXT>16513 16559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TRY LETTING IT SIT IN THE SUN FOR A HOUR THEN PUT IT ON MINE
TIGHTENS UP WHEN COLD AND GETS LOOSE WHEN THE SUN HEATS IT UP
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 9:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16512 NEXT>16515 16516 16621 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anybody else had trouble with surplus city tops,i was gonna order one
tomorrow...lemme know if i shouldnt!
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:new life roll/zip up top???POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,19 December 2002,at 10:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16485 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to the guys at Surplus City Jeeps today and they just made one,i'll be ordering
tomorrow.I dunno if a group order will be faster because they make only one at a time,
hand fitting it to a frame,like cut to fit.I dont think they just cut and sew a pattern.Ask
them ,maybe they can do something,i dunno.....talk to Chuck,hes the manager and is
really helpful.
Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16513 NEXT>16525 16544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i cant remember if mine came from there or houston truck parts.it
lasted 18 months,after
ripping about 2 inches the first day,and the strap in the back in the third month.it ripped
apart last month and now i have NO top.either way im going new life or beechwood.
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20
December 2002,at 3:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16513 NEXT>16517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got two from them they were snugg fitting but made very nice.temprature will be a
factor .if I had to order again I will order from them ,and it will be only a week or so to
get.
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SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a black canvas top with extra large rear window which unzips and rolls up($285
w/shipping).I got it from new life and I love it,yeah it took two months to get but it's
worth the wait if you ask me.
can send pics of it if you want.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16510 NEXT>16556
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm all for it,I've had 2 members over-one helped me out immensely and the other traded
parts for beer.Very nice to meet who you write to also.
Man,that was the best idea presented since we tried to ban Perk last spring!
-B.
SUBJECT>Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm currently trying to find a source for replacement window sweep material.You
know...those rubber pieces that your roll-up door glass slides between.These rubber
pieces also keep water from creeping down inside your doors and starting corrosion.Will
let everyone know.
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16503 NEXT>16523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way cool!!There's nothing like a problem solved!
SUBJECT>Hella's POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Friday,20
December 2002,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16511 NEXT>16522.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also,don't forget.If you want to take full advantage of the Hella light output,a relay
setup is the best way to get the the most current to the lights.
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Hella's POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16521 NEXT>16548 16550 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please elaborate on the relay setup,Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16520 NEXT>16524
16541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod,
2 years on a project?Are you a government worker?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16523 NEXT>16527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO!!!
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16515 NEXT>
16547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment $300 and has been on for over a year with no probles...'cept for the
snaps rusting some.I don't dick with it and it hasn't given me any problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16444 NEXT>16528
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
I was on a 6 hour drive the other day to fix a phone line and I passed a plant that said
"Sealey Matress Company Firm"and I pondered it for a while.I decided I needed a new
catch phrase since "Up yours"has been over used by me.So I came up with that above.It
seemed a good all-around phrase.Jean Ellen was bitching at me about working on my
truck too much and so I tried it out.She just shook her head and walked away-instant
sucess.I've said it to my customers when I didn't know the answer to a question they
asked,and they seemed satisfied by that.All in all,it's gone over well.You can use it if.you want.
Try it out to the next person you see.It's all in the inflection in your voice too,don't forget
that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16524 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
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Glad you were able weld that fitting on your bumper in one try and not having to be
ridiculed by friends,neighbors,family,on line acquaintances,people at the plumbing
shop/hardware store,and some small animals.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16526 NEXT>
16534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice,I'll try that!Katie suggested "yes dear,"for all types and it has gone over well at
work the managers and at the farm with pop.I'm doing a project for Sealy right
now...funny you mention them.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16519 NEXT>16530 16535 16543 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WE HAVE NEW WINDOW SWEEPS IN STOCK (NOT SURPLUS)
THEY SELL FOR $10.70 PER PIECE AND HAVE PLENTY IN STOCK
MEMPHIS EQUIPMENT (901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16529 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Roy,or Bob or whoever is using that pen name today...are the inside and outside the
same??
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16486 NEXT>16532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think if you use a York they have an internal oiling system rather than the GM versions
don't.Not sure about Chrysler.I have a long stroke York you can have for shipping cost.I
made my on board air system two years ago and it is great.Although,i rarely use it.It
will run an impact,etc no problem.I spent like 60 bucks toatl and it runs at 180 psi.brya.SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's
Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16531 NEXT>
16533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bryan,my zip is 17011,if you could check the shipping $$please.
Do you have a pressure switch on it to turn in on when the tank pressure gets down while
system is 'on?'
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16532 NEXT>16539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try to check the shipping.Where is that address?Realistically,the compressor
should not cost more than 15 bucks at salvage.I think this one was ten or 12.There are
certain versions that have a longer stroke--better for air compressing of course.There are
like,7,9,10 or something.The way to tell involves pulling offthe clutch and checking
the end of the shaft.This is all very easy and I can help with whatever you need.The
shutoff switch can be had anywhere for like 25 bucks.Or you can get one off a junk
compressor.A 110 volt or 220 will work fine as it is just a pressure switch.I have a setup
on a CJ 7 and it works fantastic.Even better than i was counting on.If the shipping is less
than the price of one locally I will send you htis one no problem.I also have a great little
tank setup that I would part with for not too much if you wanted it.It's brand new from
kilby air and has mounting brackets welded on etc.Has lots of threaded inputs and is a
really nice setup.I thought having air on my truck would be great,but i have only actually
used it for something important like twice.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Disk (juice)E-brake POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16528 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So now it's out that you and Katie are in cahoots.Does she approve of you outting her and
you to the group?
Let me be the first to congratulate you on your procurement of a woman who owns/has
owned a 715.You are currently the envy of all the members.I admire you for that......and
only for that.No matter that every other aspect of your life sucks,at least you finally got a
hottie.
(I've seen pics)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16529 NEXT>16536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roy,are these window sweeps cut to length for the M715 or are they lengths of rubber.material that requires cutting
and fitting?
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hey Roy,How about an update on the cowl gaskets you were getting in????
SUBJECT>Re:Lug Spacing for 1968 M-715 POSTER>adam smith
EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16490 NEXT>16538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try a 3/4 ton international,their 6 lug so is early ford and dodge
SUBJECT>Re:Lug Spacing for 1968 M-715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16537 NEXT>
16680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look to the left at the WHEEL INTERCHANGE INDEX.That has a ton of donors.
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16533 NEXT>
16540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That zip,170ll is Camp Hill,PA.It's worth my time to just have you send it and I'll throw
a couple bucks in for you and you time.I'll probably have a couple of questions down the
road anyway.
Thanks,let me know on the shipping.
Does it come with a clutch??I'll need one.
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>bryan Johnson
EMAIL>bjohnson@childsaving.org DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16539 NEXT>16668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think there is a clutch on there.I'll check and see.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16523 NEXT>16555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,but I used to be a railroader...same difference.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:USMC 715 Vietnam Markings??POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,Leaving sunday for a 90 day non conus trip.Back soon?.Dave.SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source
POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16529 NEXT>16553 16562 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there are left hand and right hand door glass wipers.
the ones that we have are already cut to fit with the
clips in the correct posistions.m715s have a sticky
backed felt on the inside part of the door but we have
used the outter door wipes on the inside because there
is provisions for the hooks on the inside.some modification
may be required for use on the inside.
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>jetmech05201@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have both front and rear canvas from newlife and there great.price is good too.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #s POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16496 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's also a stamp on the top of the frame rail (passenger side)near the front (about 1
foot behind the bumper).Steven
SUBJECT>?for those with bb/th400 power POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16563 16589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Were you able to use the long tailed 400 or did you have go with the short tailed version?
I do not want to move the t-case.Approximate length of the stub shaft?I will need room
up front for a stock type fan.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20
December 2002,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16525 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just put a Memphi Equipment top on mine and it fit pretty good.It was what I would
consider a good fit,not too loose and you had to pull a little bit to get it snapped but not
too hard.Fits nice with no wrinkles or loose spots.The material was not plain canvs,but
a material similar to jeep tops but a little lighter in weight.
SUBJECT>Re:Hella's POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the stereo shop in the area and get a bosch relay 12v ,#86=grd,#30=12v ,#87=light.hotwire.potter and brumfield
work too but not as good as bosch.
SUBJECT>Re:stock master cylinder POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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thanks hspap,found one at the parts store.$28 and i dont have to sit on my hands waiting
like i am for my fuel pump kit.preciate the response though.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Hella's POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Friday,
20 December 2002,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16522 NEXT>
16552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,About wiring and electricity,long runs of wire loose power (amps).So,with a
higher drawing (amps)light,like the Hella's,the relays will shorten the length of wire to
the lights.
Anotherwords,if you put the relays near the lights,then the short run of wire will give
you more bang for the buck.
Run some heavy wire from the batterys to the relay,then use the light switch wire
(existing wire from the switch)to "trigger"the relay.Then some decent wire to the lights.
I would use 4 relays,and put them as close to the lights as possible,keeping the runs from
relay to headlight short.
In reality,if people would do this with the stock lights there would be noticeable increace
in output.Also this would take a major load off of the light switch itself.I'm sure you feel
the heat from your headlight switch in your daily driver's when you switch your lights off
when you get home..My suburban's switch is scary hot..
I figure the switch will soon burn out.
Anyway sorry for the length...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,
20 December 2002,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16496 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was not very clear.The stamping I refer to is above the rear axle.
SUBJECT>Re:Hella's POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,Rick.I should have remembered this set-up from the time that I
wired up my Hella driving lights on the Cherokee.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the good news,Roy.This saves me the trouble of looking at all 3,743,000
internet sites that came up on my search parameters,heh!.SUBJECT>Re:cable gauge POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16511 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As soon as the temps get above 20F degrees,I'll crawl under the beast and draw you a
picture of what I did on "Taz".
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16541 NEXT>16612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne does this mean that santa is'nt going to bring you that stick of dynamite for
christmas?Lol Will
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>16518 NEXT>
16613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I would go for this even though I got an e-mail from B-saying that I was to sorry to
write my own thank you note.But as my wife (Connie)said,If you write it Brian could'nt
read it.So here goes Brian thank you so much for the T-case I am sorry that we could not
meet (because you go to bed at sun down).Sorry I had to put that in.Brute try to get this
going I think it would be cool.Thanks Will(sorry Stumpy)
SUBJECT>Re:Axles?Ed?POSTER>P.Scott EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 December
2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16450 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
M-715 Man,since you won't respond to my 15 or 20 e-mails I sent you trying to get the
title and the rest of the parts for the M715 that I bought from you in July maybe you ca
answer me on here.When can I get the title and other parts????Or do I need to just drop
by?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in central Arkansas POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>16497 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still looking for a factory non sloping hardtop....if somebody buys this truck and
wants to sell/trade for soft top let me know.Goodluck with the deal regardless...
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16512 NEXT>16560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can try letting it sit in the sun for a while.But in California,sun has been rare lately.The
rear part needs to go down about one inch and I have been trying for a couple weeks now.
I'll keep trying.That's for all the other posts..Justin
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 December 2002,at 10:41 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16559 NEXT>16561 16565 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Justin,
Where in Cali are you?I'm in Orange County.I kinda feel like meeting up with s'more
fellows.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top-no prob!POSTER>mikec
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 1:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got two new tops about 3 years ago.
had a local auto apolstery shop make a vinyl/rubber black top that was super for wet
weather and a canvas top that I use year round for the original look.I like the canvas top
best for ease of removal and it was cheap!Only 225.00 from Surplus City.It fits perfect
and if I rip it on something I can either have it fixed cheap or buy another.If you buy
canvas only treat it with NON SILICONE water-repellent or you will give it a shorter life.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16543 NEXT>16564 16567 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What about the plastic peices between the operable and stationary window,does anyone
know where to get these?They ride in the rail and help the window from chattering.
SUBJECT>Re:?for those with bb/th400 power POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16546 NEXT>16566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got the 500 cad w/th400.I had to use the short tail shaft with mine.Even still,the
engine was mounted exteremly close to the radiator.the bonus is the t case did't have to
be moved.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,have you tried J.C.Whitney?I have not taken any measurements of the window
channel material as I have no need of replacing them.However,J.C.appears to have quite
a few different types (46 styles)of window channel material to choose from.They give all
their dimensions in a chart in their magazine so you could compare them with the existing
channel material and see if something is a match..SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Justin
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16560 NEXT>16571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fairfield
SUBJECT>Re:?for those with bb/th400 power POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,
How do you like the 500?What kind of MPG are you getting?
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16562 NEXT>16584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,here's another link you might try for the channel strip:http://www.stanpro.com .
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>16453 NEXT>
19342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
k
SUBJECT>chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16585 16640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i was surfing the web and noticed that chad has his truck 4 sale on ebay.it is a great
looking truck and it's gonna take alot of pretty pennys to get it.hope you get it sold chad,
and to the lucky person,your gonna have a hellofatruck.
soupy....
SUBJECT>input shaft POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,
at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i heard that some one was running a 460 wikth the stock t 98 and was wondering how to
do this.would be very helpfull info and would save a great deal of work in the driveline
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16565 NEXT>16580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm,Looks a bit far for a quickie meet.Hopefully one of these days I'll make it up
that way into the mother lode area..Chris
SUBJECT>Shock Boots?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,
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21 December 2002,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16573 16601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious what peoples opions are about running rubber shock boots on thier
shocks...or not.I've heard and read both sides of the discussion....any input is
helpful..thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16572 NEXT>16578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,at the 4x4 business where I work,most of the hard core wheelers don't run boots.
However,90%of our regular customers want them installed.Over the years I haven't
seen any adverse effects of boots.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16504 NEXT>16577 16583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just stay 24 volts.There are sources for 24 coils and starters.Or just use a voltage drop
on the coil.Leave everything else alone.AND you can add 28 volt aircraft landing lights
that make KC daylighters look like candles.:)
SUBJECT>5.0 with 700r4 POSTER>Brian EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know if a 305 with a 700r4 transmission will fit in the m-715 without having
to move the tranfer case?
SUBJECT>motor swap info requst POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok here is the scoop jeep has been sand blasted primed and painted i have the 400 chevy
engine with headers and electric fan ,a 700r4 tranny and a 208 transfer case ,how will
this fit in ,what motor mount will i need to buy,that is the next step ,i know some
fabrication will be needed for the transmission and transfer case mounts .what am i
missing ,what have i over looked thanks for all the info in advance Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16574 NEXT>16600 16610 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.So,I can just spin the starter with 24 volts or can I get a SBC starter wired for 24v?What
about the 6.2 or 6.5 military engines.did they have the same starter??Why not just
change the bulbs?would they be cheaper than a coil and starter?Thanks,Rich
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,21 December 2002,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16573 NEXT>16593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They get mud in them and rust out the shaft
SUBJECT>dist.cap &rotor????POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can obtain a new cap &rotor?I should specify a "QUALITY"
cap?I have seen some caps that are of cheaper quality,from experience,lasted about a
month then spidered everywhere.Some are more "heavy duty"than others,made of a
heavier material.I'm probably looking to purchase a couple of them,one for a spare.
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a top from new life and am very pleased with the construction and
materials.Granted I had to wait 3 months for it to arrive,but it was WELL worth the
wait.I picked up a black one with the original smaller rear window.Its made with very
thick heavy duty canvas and should last a long time.
SUBJECT>Front outer axleshaft POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg PREVIOUS>NEXT>16587 16597 LINKNAME>The
broken one
LINKURL>http://photos.imageevent.com/kaiserman/carnageattheswamp/icons/Carnage
%20at%20the%20swamp%20031.jpg
I broke a front outer shaft yesterday.Does anybody have one they want to sell?Could use
some sources and phone #s or web addresses if nobody has a used one.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:dist.cap &rotor????POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16579 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howie,sorry i cant help but if you find some please post where.id like a spare also.ive
been told there arent any to be had but surely theres some floating arond somewhere.
good luck jc.ps.if i find some ill post also
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16574 NEXT>16586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.tim,tell us more about these landing
lights,wattage,source,price or just a website to
scope em out.great idea.thanks jc
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SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16567 NEXT>16595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Fred,
I'll have to call JC whitney and get a catalog,if i can't find something from stanpro.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16569 NEXT>16594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont know if chads a member but that is a sweet truck.i like the four wheel steer and the
ebay blurb says it handles well on road.is this setup legal?maybe theres a lock for the
rear axle for on road use?or maybe Tennessee is a little more permissive in their road
rules.i wonder what the new turn radius is.right now school busses out turn me.
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.2aps.com/w6avland.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Front outer axleshaft POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16581 NEXT>16588 LINKNAME>axles
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1875322
396
there is a complete set on e-bay right now!!
SUBJECT>Re:Front outer axleshaft POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I bid on them before I saw your post.I appreciate the response.
SUBJECT>Re:?for those with bb/th400 power POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16546 NEXT>16607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 500 cad and a very long shafted Cad th400.Had to relocate transfer case.
SUBJECT>Big block survey POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,.I ´m going to put an Olds 455 in my M715.Those of you with big blocks in your rigs,how
do you like them?What kind of performance and MPG do you get?Did you regear?
I ´d love to hear any opinions!
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>715 on E-bay in Calif no reserve POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone looking a truck?
Later Cliff
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1875401741
SUBJECT>Re:715 on E-bay in Calif no reserve POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16591 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Church Point,La.
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>Ed .EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>16578 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the advice...I'm not going to run them mainly because the only color close to a
Military look I can find is black...I'm on a budget too right now....
Oh and everyone have a happy and safe Holiday if you can.....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16585 NEXT>16596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John Summers has the same set up.Hey John what is the turning radius?Will
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweeper Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,you do know that J.C.Whitney is on the Internet,right?:)Try this link:
http://www.jcwhitney.com/product.jhtml?CATID=65551&BQ=jcw2
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16594 NEXT>16606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
better than a cj5??don't know for shure as for tennesse rules its not street legal for
hydralic steering or here in alabama but the cops usualy are trying to figure what in the.hell your driving to
notice the steering
SUBJECT>Re:Front outer axleshaft POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hey Sgtharryp
I picked up a complete set of Nos for Ablinn for $100.00 Thats both sides left and right
with u-joint and short shafts.
Hope this helps.
Later Cliff Morriss
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16505 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the help of the only sun we've had in the past two weeks and two cargo straps
squeezing the cap bows inward,I finally got it.With all that tension on it,lets see how
long it lasts.
Thanx for the input
Justin
SUBJECT>Re:motor swap info requst POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16576 NEXT>16603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you could make your own motor mounts or modify the originals.if the transfer is a
married type,you will need to have new driveshafts made.you would be better off with
an engine driven fan.chevy makes some nice clutch fans.since YOU are installing the
power plant,you can move it for/aft to make everything line up as you need.
happy trails
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just change the bulbs
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16572 NEXT>16602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like to use them.they keep the shaft from getting nicks from gravel.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>16601 NEXT>16620 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Good point..alot of my driving will be on gravel roads...maybe the black ones would
blend in with the OD green?
SUBJECT>Re:motor swap info requst POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16599 NEXT>16617 16619 16624 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Krob it is a married transfer and i have knocked around the idea of making my own ,but i
also want to know what is out there and what will work.Unlike others out there i dont do
this type of hobbie as much as i would like to and so i lack the expertise and i only want
to do this one time .How would i be better off with the engine drive fan as opposed to the
electric ,with the electric i will hav more room to play with ,what are the other plus'
thanks curtis
SUBJECT>rear shackle flip ques POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22
December 2002,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16611
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you flip the rear spring shackle over without taking the rest of the spring bolts loose?
will the shackle rotate on the mount or do you have to take it off to flip it?Thanks
Landon
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Value POSTER>keith EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got two m715 one with a title,nether of them run but they are both complete for
$800.My first m715 was sitting in some guys back yard with flats but it ran good with a
360 dodge.he just wanted to get rid of it and I got it for $900 he even fixed the flat tires
and we drove it on a trailer.So what I'm getting to is they are a lot of jeeps out there and
the one you are talking about sounds like a good parts rig or even a good foundation for a
rock crawler that wouldn't hurt to get bang up a little.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16596 NEXT>16625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a good argument for rear steering now is that the new chevy comes with four wheel
steering from the factory.i'm sure they don't have a mechanical linkage going to the rear
of their truck.
roger.SUBJECT>Re:?for those with bb/th400 power POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't drive mine on the road.everyone i've talked to that have swapped out their bb
chevy say they have a lot more low end power and up to 4 mpg better w/the caddy.i
know i have plenty of power,but I warmed the old cad up a little before dropping it in.lol
roger
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SUBJECT>Who had Stainless Fuel Tanks for Sale?POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 December 2002,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who had the stainless fuel tanks in the works and for sale to others for the M715/725?
What is the status?
Thanks
John Allington (Allingtonj@aol.com)
M725 in Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Winter wheeling in VT POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Wheeler ’s
If any one is up for wheeling (Jeeps,Toys,Rovers,M715 whatever)I ’m Planning on a little
run at a state park on the 28th Saturday,If interested let me know,and I ’ll give you
directions.If you have snow chains ,Bring them you'll need them.
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Changing the bulbs will DEFINITELY be the less expensive route to go.Also the Hella
headlights that I swapped in are DOT approved,unlike the 28 volt aircraft landing
lights.:)
SUBJECT>Re:rear shackle flip ques POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16604 NEXT>16616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i flipped mine by removing the spring bolt and then loosening the shackel bolt .keep i
mind that you will need to support th e frame in some form (jack)or the frame will come
down on you if you dodnt hope this help.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:IT RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 10:12 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16555
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got that right!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16556 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What say you,Brutus?
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
December 2002,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16506 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put mine in front of furnace for hours then put on
SUBJECT>winch handle POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new winch handle arrived today.It cost a little more than I had hope but it will never
need to be replaced....the original was aluminum and this one is steel and looks good.
Thanks Roy Coats (Memphis Equipment)!
SUBJECT>Re:rear shackle flip ques POSTER>paul Brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16611 NEXT>16636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Curtis,
I attemped to send some pictures to you over the last few weeks,but they come back as
"undeliverable".Re-email me your address and I will try again.I take pictures that are
fairly high resolution,so your provider may not allow them through.Glad to see you on
the site.Sounds like you have made some decisions with your truck.Had my 205 t-case
humming today in my Blazer (actually it's a Jimmy,but I get too many jokes around the
shop).We had 6"of snow here in Tulsa.Later.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:motor swap info requst POSTER>paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,check my post above.Also,I ran electric fans at first,but found that the engine
driven "Flex"fan w/a electric pusher gets me where I want w/the cooling.I plan to send
Brute4c some new pictures this week on the Heim joint steering conversion as well as the
fan install and some other goodies.Check next week and see if they are on the members
gallery unber "Paul B.".
Paul.SUBJECT>FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16623 16626 16627 16652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's been a while since I posted an update on our planned M715 event,so check out all of
the new (and old)info.We are planning a get-together or FE(Field Exercise)on March
28th,29th and 30th of March 2003 at Tuttle Creek Off-Road Park in Manhattan,Kansas.
This location seems to be Ok for some,and not so good for others;but for now,Kansas is
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it.Check this out:
Good food
Good Friends
Trail rides (Excellent wheeling!!!!)
Show and Shine (Awards for best overall truck,ugly truck,most orinigal,etc.)
Equipmet Raffle (We currently have 2 T-98 trannies,1 NP200 T-case,electric winch,
miscellaneous parts)
Overall,just a good time.There is camping at the local State park (where we plan to have
the raffle,dinner,and meetings).We will reserve a group camp site.There is good
lodging in Manhattan (about 13 miles south of Tuttle Creek).The cost will be approx.
$25 per person and that fee will go mainly for food (Satruday lunch and dinner)and and a
few other items.
I have talked to JP magazine,and they may send a representive if we have at least 25
trucks booked by the end of Janruary.(Note from Paul:This was not a commitment from
them,only some interest was shown).
Basically,just a fun weekend,very casual,and a time to put some faces with the posts we
see here.This site is not organizing the event,and due to insurance,the trails rides are not
offically part of the event but I hope everyone will join together on Satruday afternoon
and evening (night ride)as well as Sunday,for some good wheeling.This event is being
put together by a lot of hard work by a few M715Zone members.
Now for the difficult part!!!!I need everyone to check your calenders and let me know if
you are interested.I pervisouly asked for a note in the mail,and have recieved six letters
(2 from Texas,2 from Arkansas,and 2 from Missouri,and 1 from Oklahoma.OK 7,I
can't count).If you would rather use e-mail or call on the phone,that's fine.But let's get it
done so we can finialize our planning.E-mail at PSBROWN2@SWBELL.NET OR
CALL 918-951-2677.If you want to post a responce here,that's OK also.If we don't get
at least 15 trucks by the middle of Janruary,we will most likley cancel most of the event
(such as the raffle and food).Steve and I will still be there.We wouldn't miss the
wheeling for anything.Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:motor swap info requst POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you want store bought mounts,the Advanced Adapters universal chevy mounts fit
good.you have to weld them in..as for the fan.the OEM clutch fan is the best bet.it is thermally activated and puts
out
LOTS MORE cfm's.if you are worried about cooling you can move the right side radiator
mount and use a late model wagoneer radiator.if you look at it(the rad mnt),it has a
extra hole by the frame.cut it off of the grill support.move it to the outside hole and weld
it back on to the grill support.you can buy late model grand wagoneer radiators at your
favorite auto parts store in 3 row and 4 row models.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Shock Boots?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
black is good.i am using Explorer Pro comp dark forest green ones.i got them at four
wheel parts wholesale.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:trouble with new top POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,23 December 2002,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2TBNzGnW71.PREVIOUS>16505 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a top from Surplus City Jeep Parts about a year ago.It fit beautifully (a little
loose initially).It took me 10 minutes to install by myself.
I suggest that you call Surplus City if the fit is more than a "little"tight.
SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16618 NEXT>16634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M STILL IN!!!
MUDCOD
SUBJECT>Re:motor swap info requst POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am still running an electric fan.Maybe 1,000 miles.Troubles?:wire hook ups have
broken twice,once when wheeling =got hot.The thermostat unit quit,now I am just
running them direct off the ingnition.This is a $225,00 set up.Yes it is from Auto Zone,
but I did not think that it would be chintzy.For what I paid,I could have gotten both
driveshafts redone,(I had to do one anyway).Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16606 NEXT>16629 16630 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do I find it on E-bay thanks.SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
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DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just picked my Vacation days and the 30th is one of them.Look forward to joining you
at the lake.Looks like I will be ariving around Noon on the 28th.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>jessie koob
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16618 NEXT>16628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I can bring my m38a1 and not on temporary duty I will come
SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16627 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring it on!!!M38's are cool.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>M 715 mudder EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,just type m715 into the box on the e-bay home page.Should carry you right there.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank there is'nt a space between the M and 715.But you probally knew that.Hope this
helps,Will
SUBJECT>Merry Christmas POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas from Connie and myself.I hope
everyone has their health and gets what they want from santa.P.S.Connie if you read this
a s.b.chevy 350 crate motor will work.I'll even wait til after christmas for it.Thanks From
me and mine to you all of yours.Merry Christmas,Will Wright
SUBJECT>12 volt conversion POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am about to buy a m715.A ford 390 v-8 was installed.the engine runs and kept 12 volt,
but the guy claims the gauges need to be hooked up and they will work.He also says he.doesn't know how the
headlights work.well my question is...Will i need some new set of
gauges and headlights to complete the conversion to 12 volt?or will the work or need just
some sort of current conversion box?thanks -scott
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Christmas POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
merry x-mas to you also will and to all the members of the zone,i hope you all have a
happy new year also.
p.s.
santa,if you are alive and well,please leave me a complete tool set to finish the turtle.
thanks....
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too.just let me know if you need anything and i'll an help...
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16632 NEXT>16638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the light should work mine did except they will not be as bright so i did change all of my
lights to the 12 volts as for the guages i dont have an experiencd answer to give you on
that one good luck with your jeep
SUBJECT>Re:rear shackle flip ques POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Attn Paul Brown check your mail and see if you have anything from me thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16508 NEXT>16639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred thanks for the info the lights are on order i should have them this week .They also
said you would be getting a big commision check and not to spend it all in one place
thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16635 NEXT>16645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You'll need new gauges.I found the Stewart Warner Deluxe series look OK
aside from
the chrome bezels.You'll also need new sending units.The gas tank is a touch deeper
than the universal fuel sender that SW offers so just get the longer of the two,left arm I
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believe (you'll see what I'm talking about when you order it).
Of Course the speedo dosen't need changing.
Assuming the wiring/lighting is still stock,you'll need to change all the bulbs and the
headlight sockets.Headlights are standard 7"round replacements available everywhere.
The older turn switch isn't compatible with 12v,dunno about the later style.
I recommed a full rewire since the stock stuff is getting kinda old and has been no doubt
cut and spliced.Plus it's a lot easier to start from scratch and it'll look much better.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12v motor...what about lights POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16637 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And me with no sales experience at all....who woulda thought!:)
SUBJECT>Re:chad's truck 4 sale on ebay....POSTER>keith
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see Chads jeep no more on ebay does anybody know how much it went for?
SUBJECT>725 4 sale in indiana POSTER>herman EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 December 2002,at 10:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 m725 ,many up grades,power steering,tilt wheel,power brakes,350 hp gm v 8,3
speed 400 turbo automatic transmission,hurst floor shifter,lock out hubs,brand new 37
inch buckshot mudder tires,front mounted big ramesy winch,iron horse steps,reese
receiver hitch,headers,12 volt with 2 new batteries,radiator and gas tank just
serviced,excelent condition,drive home an were in usa.every thing works ,turn key.rear
original,surgical light works,rear steps.email for pics.hspap2@aol.com 8500.00 obo
can not duplicate for under 12000.00 .interested in flat fendered jeep.
all light work get in a drive,drives great.
SUBJECT>Re:Big block survey POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 2:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16590 NEXT>16644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got an EFI Ford 460.Tight fit but do-able.MPG unknown,don't drive it on the street.
Off-road burns about 25 gallons in two days of trail riding and playing in the mud.Power
is damned good.In Hi4 it outruns small-block powered M715's that are in 4Low.On the
street it will light up both rear 39.5 swampers (locked rear end)then it hooks and hauls.
Running 4.56 gears.Wet curb weight of my truck is 6,200#(weighed at a truck scale).
SUBJECT>Who's in AZ?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com.DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 2:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any M715/725/726/724 owners in Arizona?Moved to the Phoenix area last year from
the Midwest.Curious to see who's out here.
SUBJECT>Re:Big block survey POSTER>homere EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25
December 2002,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16642 NEXT>16724
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey mudog715 i am planning on onstalling a 460 in my truck and was wondering if you
had any advise that would make the install go smoother.i am planning on running the t
19 that is in the ford right now and the 208 and the np 200.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16638 NEXT>16649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
the lights are pretty easy to change over,just like everyone told you.there's a great
schematic under online manuals i believe.The stock gauges could be retained but you
would need a 24V source to work them.These are available for about 130.00 that convert
the 12V to 24V.the only problem is that your volt gauge would always read 24V even if
your actually running like 10V.I haven't switched mine over completely yet,but this is
what i figured out.I love the red gauges so i'll keep them when it comes time.Good luck.
Daniel
SUBJECT>torque on head bolts POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at
11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does any one know how much foot pounds of torque the head takes,main caps and the
rod caps on the 230 tornado.Don
SUBJECT>Re:torque on head bolts POSTER>BILL C.
EMAIL>CANDLEMAKER1@NETSCAPE.NET DATE>Wednesday,25 December
2002,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16646 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
80-95
SUBJECT>Re:725 4 sale in indiana POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16641 NEXT>16723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 59 cj5 to trade.not a flat fender but close.401AMC V8 t18 4sd 38"swampers on
and on,very custom.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com.DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 4:43
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16645 NEXT>16651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Daniel correct me if im wrong but could you just swap the lights to 12 volt that are in
the red lenses and keep the red glow to the guages when the swap is complete i do know
the you could still use the 24 volt bulbs if you were to run 12 volt ,however they would
not be as bright Curtis
SUBJECT>ATTENTION DREW POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>16653 16669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drew i wanted to thank you for the info on the paint numbers that you gave me the truck
has been sand blated frame and body (off)primed and painted sand,frame is gloss black
the sand color is a very good choice thanks again mucho Curtis :-)))))
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16649 NEXT>16654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The thing with keeping the "red"gauges is that the stock gauges are cut away around the
case to allow light in from the backside.Most any gauge you replace them with for 12v
have solid casings and are lit from inside (Though you could use red bulbs inside each
gauge).On mine,I've kept the red dash lights and speedo but the 4 gauges are lit from
inside with white.Looks OK to me plus it's easier to read them at night.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:FE-M715 Truckfest POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be there and plan to try and get the whole gang to join in also.No more kaisers but
cjs and others.Looks to be a good time.
Hope to meet and see several other m-715 owners there.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION DREW POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 December 2002,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16650 NEXT>16656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're welcome!Did you end up getting ahold of a PPG rep that knew anything?Whe
you get a chance post some pics.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 2:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16651 NEXT>16655 16670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to know my truck came with red lights from the factory.I was thinking I needed to
switch them over,anyway!.B4 I bought my truck from Alan,he re-wired the ENTIRE truck with a harness from a
mid 70's J-series Jeep pickup.Works great,and I even have a TILT steering wheel!
Has anyone used the JCWhipme "universal"digital dash readout?Looks like it would fit
with room to spare,but I don't know how "adjustable'the digital speedo is....
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In order for the stock gauges to be retained with a full 12V conversion you need to have
24V go to the gauges for them to read correctly.(the sending units don't work with just
12V)I hadn't thought of replacing the lights in aftermarket gauges with a red bulb though,
so that might be the anwser to getting better reading and keeping a more stock look.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION DREW POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it did take some searching to fing someone with brain tissue but i did get lucky and found
someone that was a tremendous help the paint looks great i have gotten several
complements and post pics when i am closer to completion thanks again Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:5.0 with 700r4 POSTER>dave EMAIL>bowtiedave@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think a 700 is too long.i had almost no driveshaft left on a short tailshaft th350 swap
SUBJECT>12 to 24 voltage reducers off of CUCVs POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16688 16918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at some of the CUCVs I'm parting out and was wondering if they have
voltage reducers to run the gauges and lights?I know that these are not full 12 volt
vehicles--I have heard that only the starter and glowplugs run on 24 volt.There are two
cylindrical objects about 8-9 inches long mounted on the firewall that have fairly heavy
gauge wiring running in and out of them,could these be the reducers?Any help
appreciated!!
Hey if you need CUCV Blazer parts or bodies e-mail me or post it here.
GSanders
SUBJECT>PTO or electric?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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So what should I go with?A PTO winch or an electric winch?I understand there are.benefits of both,but I think I'm
leaning towards electric.I drive through deep water
somtimes and I figure if I stall out,the only way to get out will be with an electric.Any
comments or winch sources?
thanks,
Mike
68M715
SUBJECT>Re:PTO or electric?POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,26
December 2002,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16659 NEXT>16661
16665 16706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was at the same point once,I chose the PTO.It is really powerful,but clumsy to operate
(takes 2 people)To do it again,I'd go with a good electric winch.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:PTO or electric?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16660 NEXT>16663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excuse my ignorance,but why two people?Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>69 M715 creampuff on e-bay POSTER>Bryan Curtman
EMAIL>vintage1@fidnet.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didnt want to do it...but it has been confirmed that we are building a new house this
spring,so I needs the cash.This is a nice truck.Reserve is set at only $2800.Enjoy.
Bryan
SUBJECT>Re:PTO or electric?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>16661 NEXT>16664 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
>but why two people?
One person sitting inside the cab,running the controls and a second person outside
handling the line,such as when winding up the cable.
With an electric winch,one person can do both jobs since the electrical controls are on a
cord outside next to the winch.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:PTO or electric?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16663 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks :-).SUBJECT>Re:PTO or electric?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16660 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My electric got wet when I went into deep water,cost $95.00 to have rebuilt.They also
get hot,if it is a hard long pull,like axles buried,water in the cab,and a long way out.
Unless you have a lot of battery,the electric may not get you out either.Trade out with
either way.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>725 parts needed POSTER>P Thompson EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
currently looking for rear steps,one left and two right front fenders and a front bumper,
got any and what are you asking,please reply off list,Thanks Pat
SUBJECT>Re:725 parts needed POSTER>P Thompson EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot to include the e-mail address,I'll get the hang of these things someday,NOT!!!It's
DandPThom@aol.com Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:Early 70's Dodge V-twin AC compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16540 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
I'm out west with limited Internet access...
I'll email you about the compressor next week!
Thanks man
SUBJECT>what about OD green color?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16650 NEXT>16671 16673 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Went to the paint shop only to find 500 different shades of olive drab!!is there a correct
one?
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16654 NEXT>16675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
quote:"Has anyone used the JCWhipme "universal"digital dash readout?".....If I could
knock you in the head from here I would.Leave that dash alone.make it look as original
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as you can!!!.SUBJECT>Re:what about OD green color?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out the on line manual above and look into vendors you may find what you are
looking for Curtis
SUBJECT>16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16674 16676 16704 16728 16748
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey is anyone out there running 16.5 Hummer rims on a Kaiser?They have become more
and more popular.The bronco in the TTC that one was running them,and there was a
article in recent Four Wheeler or Peterson's can't remember.I've heard that the cost isn't
that great and you usually get them mounted on a set of bald Goodyear military tire (36").
The main problem I see is the large 7 inch backspacing they have.I read that there is
some company that can plasma cut and re-weld them to any choosen offset.They came i
8 and 12 bolts for the bead locks and on 8 bolt lugs with a 6.5"dia if I remember right?
I'm not sure these would work on an axle shaft swap?I think that these would look great
on my Jeep,I could run Swampers that could be purchased easily with many different tire
size options rather than Gama Goat Tires I've been reading about.Keeping a rugged
military look and the double beadlock and a runflat as well would be great.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:what about OD green color?POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aervoe (sp?)makes a nice OD.I went with flat,better to hide dents and dings.From
Toledo,they were glossy,as seen in old photos (check out the Brief History on the left).
According to the label,their colors are MIL spec.
Just don't mix n match manufacturers.One person's OD is not always the same as the
other guys!(AMHIK.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
They seem to be pretty cool wheels,my buddy is running a set on his Kaiser but with
Chevy axles.
But remember that you're not too stuck on tire choices for the 16"wheels.I'm running 35"
X-terrains and others on here are riding on Swampers and Boggers..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 December 2002,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16670 NEXT>16677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now,now.I agree with you,but some like to be different -heck,I hear some even put
chevy motors in real vehicles.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Rick EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27
December 2002,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16672 NEXT>16683
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott
The cost of a bolt on Hummer rim is very high.I talked with a few guy that make this set
up and they wanted $225 per rim with out the beadlock and $275 with beadlock,I told
this guy that i had my own hummer rims and the price went to $150,this was just to weld
in centers,Big saving NOT.After i called around i found that must dealers are asking
$150 for the rim alone.This is still way to high for the odd ball 16.5 that is not that
popular.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt conversion POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And they put those Chevy engines in their trucks because they want a dependable
powerplant under their hoods.:)
SUBJECT>U joint -stock tranny to transfer POSTER>Wanger
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAtmZe3ZF/Zg PREVIOUS>NEXT>16687
16694 16695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I broke the U joint at the transmission on a stock set up.Is there a common part number
available or do I need to go to Memphis Supply for it.Looks like the yoke is still usable,
need u bolts and U joint.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's in AZ?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27
December 2002,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16643 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the Navajo up in 4 corners have a small fleet of propane fueled 6x6's that they use
for taking tourists through Canyon De Chelly.Fun trip.
SUBJECT>Re:Lug Spacing for 1968 M-715 POSTER>Recovry
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EMAIL>Recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.As far as the numbers its 6 on 7 1/4"bolt circle!
SUBJECT>M715 HANG DOWN AIR CLEANER KIT POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we here at memphis equipment have decided to offer to people who visit the m715zone
web site an exclusive offer for m715hang down air cleaner kits.this kit part #2910-
0175101 is the late style hood mounted kit that was a retrofit kit for m715'sto increase air
intake filtration.the complete kit can be seen on our web site at
www.memphisequipment.com go to parts specials at the top of the home page and scroll
down to the kit.we are selling this kit on our web site for $135.00 but tell us you saw this
post and we will sell this kit for $100.00 and will ship anywhere in the continental usa
ups ground free of charge.this offer is good thru january 31,2003
SUBJECT>Vin #'s POSTER>Gle C.Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16684 16686 16696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK on my title there is a vin Number 23336 ?
on my right frame rail (passenger side)just above the front axle
there is a number (which I think is a part Number)
It is stamped on the frame as follows:
35
245R
Is this a part number or the original vin?
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16676 NEXT>16764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the rim with the bead lock /run flat insert for $100 each.NO SHIPPING !!!They
must be picked up in Paxinos ,Pa.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin #'s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,
27 December 2002,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16682 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another place to look for your vin number is on top of the frame,passenger side directly
above the rear axle.Should be another stamping there...............................Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Winter wheeling in VT POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you going to?I go to school at UVM in Burlington got my lifted Explorer at
school with a rear detroit.Snow wheeling is a lot of fun and no one ever does it.I gota.friend at scool with an
older Range Rover with swampers.My Jeep in the garage at home
in CT finally running but half taken apart.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Vin #'s POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
27 December 2002,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16682 NEXT>
16689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps is right.The VIN should be stamped on the top of the frame by the passenger
side rear wheelwell.What you have doesn ´t look like a VIN.All M715 VINs I ´ve see
are a five digit number.Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:U joint -stock tranny to transfer POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wanger,
ABLinn had 'em -2 fer 15 bucks which is about the cheapest you'll find them (I think at
NAPA or the like,they're closer to 20 a piece).
Otherwise I'm not sure of the part#but they are available at any parts house,as well as the
U-bolts.Maybe check the parts file for a usable part number.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12 to 24 voltage reducers off of CUCVs POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16658 NEXT>16691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,that's what they are.I had a CUCV for a little while,and played with the wiring
some.I think the reducer is for the glow plugs only.That thing smoked big-time when I
got it working correctly.It hadn't worked in a while it seemed,from all of the junk
burning off of it.It only got hot during the glow plug cycle,then it cooled.
I don't think I would use that,because of the heat it generates and therefore a loss of
energy (not efficient).I didn't spend much time looking for converters on the truck,but
still think that is the only part (other than the starter like you said)that's 24v..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Vin #'s POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah I am pretty sure that is or was a part number as I to had found something similar.
The vin#is a there but is usually hard to see with the front rap on,if you ever have it off
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and get some of the dirt,rust,&paint cleaned up you will most likely see it.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 HANG DOWN AIR CLEANER KIT POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.GOOD DEAL ROY.
THANK YOU
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:12 to 24 voltage reducers off of CUCVs POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think the CUCV uses two alternators.they pull 12 v off of one of them for the civvy
stuff.i know it is a strange setup.
krob725
SUBJECT>bbbbad vvvvibbration POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 December 2002,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16693 16705 16743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i drove the 725 the other day and on the way home it developed a strange vibration above
30 mph.it would only vibrate when i gave it gas.if i let off,it would stop.i think it is a u-
joint.i have not had time to check it out.maybe this weekend.any ideas?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:bbbbad vvvvibbration POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 1:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a broken motor mount that caused terrible vibes.Bad u joints don't help either.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:U joint -stock tranny to transfer POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 1:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced those joints.I got them at Pep Boys for $12 each.They are the same as
Grand Wagoneer rear drive shaft joints.
SUBJECT>Re:U joint -stock tranny to transfer POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a stock 1310 series U joint.Available anywhere.-------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Vin #'s POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The number you described is simply a frame component number.All frame components
begin with the prefix 35.The VIN is stamped in two places on the frame,on top near the
rear passenger wheel well,and on top just behind the radiator support bolt (about 1 foot
behind the front frame horn).
SUBJECT>PART #FOR CARB KIT POSTER>MIKE EMAIL>ROAD715@aOL.COM
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>16701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE ABOUT 4 STOCK CARBS FOR THE 230 MOTOR THAT NEED
REBUILT.CAN ANYONE OUT THERE TELL ME THE PART #FOR THE KIT?I
PURCHASED A KIT FROM A COMPANY IN CALIFORNIA,BUT IT'S NOT A
COMPLETE KIT,MISSING FLOAT &SOME OTHER PARTS.I KNOW I HAVE
SEEN THE #LISTED ON HERE BEFORE,BUT IT'S BEEN AWHILE.THANKS IN
ADVANCE.
SUBJECT>AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>Steve EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16699 16703 16707 16742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning on buying a couple of M715's next weekend.I mainly want a tow vehicle
that is out of the norm.I plan on putting some 39-40"tires on it to cut down the RPM's at
highway speeds (65mph).I also have a divorced Np205 that I can swap in if the 200 is
not up to the task (maybe good at those speeds with some redline gear oil?).I also have a
360 AMC that I was thinking about swaping in.I have owned about a dozen jeep vehicles
over the years and this is the best running 360 I have owned.Anyone else towing with
one of these?My trailer is 6"channel and pretty heavy and my trail Jeep is not light.I
could probably get my hands on a SBC but the 360 needs a home and runs good (74
model with about 53k on it).I live near Tellico NC and trail ride about 1-2 times a month
(when it's not freezing cold).The furthest place I go is about 90 miles away.Am I asking
too much out of a 36 yr old vehicle?
SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16698 NEXT>16700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
steve i live 10 minutes from tellico,cmon by and test drive mine if you want.also i had a
full size cherokee with that motor gvw was around 6000-6500 and it never hesitated and
was reliable as anything ive ever driven.good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16699 NEXT>16718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you live on the TN side or NC side?I am near Madisonville TN in the Greenback/
Friendsville area.
SUBJECT>Re:PART #FOR CARB KIT POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 6:16 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16697 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've never seen a carb kit with the float included.
Chris
SUBJECT>fule tank sender POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>16712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need a new fule sender ab is no stock any one have one or know a good sorce thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the AMC engine is a much better choice than a SBC especially for heavy-duty use
such as towing (360 deg cylinder cooling,etc.).Many people seem to have problems with
the NP200 overheating,though not everyone.The NP200 sings pretty loudly at highway
speeds in stock form,however that can be remedied by swapping the rear driveline to the
upper output on the T/C.If you decide to swap the 360 in,it might be just as easy to swap
in the 205 as well.Just my $.02.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16672 NEXT>16725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would reccomend them for anyone looking for a stout wheel especially if you are stuck
on running 16.5 rims.They shouldn't cost any more for the M715 pattern than others
because it's a custom deal no matter what you put them on except the Hummer.
As for tires I would ask because I have heard of companies giving people a whole set for
about 75 bucks or less.Any how these can be bought off the government for a dime
dozen if you are looking for a cheap tire source.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:bbbbad vvvvibbration POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a Toyota do that same thing when the rearmost U-joint was going out.Replaced it
and it went away.Just personal expirience.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Neither:Use Hydraulic With Electric Back-up POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16660 NEXT>16716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Australia I saw some guys using hydraulic winches running off their motors but as a
back-up they took electric/hydraulic power pack(like used for snow plows)and hooked it
to the winch.If the motor died.One of the good things is that 24-volt power packs can be
grabbed for about $150 or less.
Hydraulic winches don't overheat like electric and the power packs allow you to use it if
the engine is dead.If you look at most pro wrecking trucks you'll see they do not use
electric.
PTOs are fine but are best left to those with plenty of man-power and strong young backs
like the military has.
GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 10:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16698 NEXT>16713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heck,while you're at it,why not swap a TH400 and a quadratrak unit in there,too.Of
course,I'm partial to that setup since that's what I have!
SUBJECT>Airing down split rims POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 10:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16711 16747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't seen any discussion on this topic.
Can I safely air down a split rim tire for wheeling?And,if so,any general ideas on how
much?I know,it all varies according to load and tires,etc,but a ballpark range.
Has anyone had a problem with hitting the rim of an aired down tire on rocks or other
trail obstacles?
I'm wondering if I should really be out there looking for 1 piece wheels or not!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Shocking details!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,28 December 2002,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell me what shocks I need to use,as in what shock that fits ANOTHER
truck that will also fit my 715??
I can't seem to find the specs for the Rancho shocks on their website.All they give me is
an application guide.
I have some available RS9000's for my FSJ with a 3"lift.They're RS9118's.They have
the right eyes on the end,I just don't know if the compressed length and extended length
is correct.
Yes,I can go out and articulate the truck,but I haven't had it on a trail yet that will let me
do that and I really don't wanna be UNDER the truck taking measurements while it's on
some rock that might decide to move at just the wrong moment!
Thanks!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Shocking details!POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 12:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>16709 NEXT>16714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
I got 5116 and 5118 (or 9116 &9118)from this website.I believe they're basically
interchangeable though,you'll have to see if they are.I noticed on my truck they seem to
sit pretty deep in the stroke but there's plenty left to not bottom out.
Check in the parts file for more part numbers too..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Airing down split rims POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 12:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16708 NEXT>16715 16717 16722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Me again,
I bring mine down to 20psi with 12.5"wide radials with no problems other than a stick
through the sidewall.I feel like I could go quite a bit lower but never had the need to.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:fule tank sender POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment has them in stock.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to keep the 4 spd and stock mounting locations so I don't have to fab new
transmission crossmember and stuff.With all the other stuff I am going to have to buy to
get it road worthy,everything I can keep stock will save me money.I can shorten and
lengthen driveshafts myself but don't have any way of balancing them which can be a
problem at high speeds (hard on the pinion seals).I have had a 700r4 (came behind the
4.3 I am running in my trail jeep)and would not recommend towing in overdirve they
don't last long that way.I was told there is a michelin or goodyear that measures around
39-40"that was a surplus tires with a semi aggresive tread and will fit the 16"rims.That
should help in the rpm dept.I may need to drive 65 some but not long distances.If I can't
find the T-18 bellhousing I might put in a AMC pattern th400/dana 20 combo I have but I
really would like to keep the stick (even if I have to put the divorced 205 in).I am not a
huge fan of the q-tec (I am sure they are great on the road).I have a good one if someone
wants to come get it I am not interested in shipping it.
SUBJECT>Re:Shocking details!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's GREAT news!I can move my current shocks (RS9000's are GREAT!)over to the
M715!I've sold the other truck and discounted it because I was keeping th "goodies".
I'll give it a whirl!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Airing down split rims POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I didn't know if there was ever an issue of the tire and/or the locking ring
unseating itself
at lower PSI.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Neither:Use Hydraulic With Electric Back-up POSTER>Mike EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16706 NEXT>16721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So where can I get a hydraulic winch?
mike
SUBJECT>Re:Airing down split rims POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also drop my radials down to 20 with out any trouble.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,N.C.side,between Murphy and the trailhead in the hanging dog area.828 837
0059 jc
SUBJECT>good links for 4x4 POSTER>Ronnie EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29 December
2002,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16720 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is good site i just found for 4x4 which may help someone looking for parts,etc.
Good listing of links
SUBJECT>Re:good links for 4x4 POSTER>Ronnie EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,29
December 2002,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16719 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.jeephead.com/links.htm
Sorry failed to put in on first post
SUBJECT>Re:Neither:Use Hydraulic With Electric Back-up POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16716 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Most of the companies that make electric and pto winches also make hydraulic.Some
names that come to mind are Ramsey,Superwinch,MileMarker,as well as the big
industrial companies like Braden,Tulsa.Check their web sites for info.Their sales are
too small for these winches to advertise them regularly.
The only drawback I can see is the complexity to put this together.The good thing is that
hydraulic parts are for the most part universal unlike rare PTO parts.
GSanders.SUBJECT>Re:Airing down split rims POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doesn't the dashplate say something about 5psi in mud??
SUBJECT>Re:725 4 sale in indiana POSTER>herman EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16648 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,ill look.send pic and price,herman
hspap2@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:Big block survey POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16644 NEXT>16754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would avoid the 208 if possible.It's a weak link.The T19 should be practically
unbreakable.If you have the money,I would get a Ford NP205 to mount to the T19 and
then a Ford Dana 60 front end to go with it (since the Ford t-case drops on the left side,
you'll need the matching front end).Otherwise,I'd try to find a 2wd tranny for the 460
and use that in front of the stock NP200.
Try to set the motor as far back as possible to get radiator clearance.You'll have to
relocate the lower radiator hose neck on a J20 radiator,get a custom radiator made or end
up with a funky S shaped lower hose like I did.You may want to install a minor body lift
(1-2")on the cab &front clip for more clearance.If you swap an EFI motor,get the
computer and entire front (engine compartment)harness from the donor vehicle and trim
out the wires you don't need (like lights).If the donor had an E4OD (overdrive automatic)
you'll need to keep it or you'll need a computer from a C6 or manual tranny equipped
truck.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Sean EMAIL>Viking84@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,29 December 2002,at 11:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>16704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey its been ahile since i posted a message but.....the hummer
rims will fit on unimog axles with no modifying i think.that
is if anyone out there is running unimog axles on their rig.I
wouldn't mind running unimog axles on an m-715 that would be
sweet.just my bs.
SUBJECT>WINDSHIELD WEATHERSTRIP ARE IN POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the m715 windshield/cowl weatherstrips are here and are going out today.we have about
40 orders to ship.if you have ordered one please give it untill about jan.6th to receive it..if you havent gotten it
by then call or e-mail us to make sure we had an order for you.
SUBJECT>Michelin 11.00 x 16 POSTER>Steve EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Checked with Toby Sexton and Bob at Tire Farmers niether one of them had any tires.
Anyone know of anyone else that might have then in the mid-south area.Kentucky,North
Carolina,Northern Alabama,or Mid Tennessee.
TIA
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to help out a little.The article was in Petersons,and the company is called Twisted
Customs.the number is 605-343-7288,they are in SD.Dont have a price quote but if
anyone can get one please share the news.
JD
SUBJECT>Spring over trouble!!!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
December 2002,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16730
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just finished my spring over and just now noticed the problem with the Tie-rod
placement.What is the solution for this.My best first hand guess is to tap out the holes
that the tie rod sits in but I dont thik that will work.Any advice is greatly appreciated and
needed.
JD
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over trouble!!!POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16729 NEXT>16756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm guessing the problem is that the springs hit the long tie rod?what i did on mine has
have the top of each knuckle reamed (tapered)so that the tie rod runs on top of the
steering knuckles.I've even heard of people bending the piece on the steering knuckle up
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so that it rides even higher.I don't think mine needed to be bent.
just my .02
roger
SUBJECT>leaky master cylinder POSTER>ivan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
December 2002,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16733 16737
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey fellas,my cylinder is leaking into the cab!stripped the paint off the floor!where ca
i find a rebuild kit or a new one?
SUBJECT>Another AMC question POSTER>GreenMachine.EMAIL>Jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 2:06
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16736 16738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the input shaft from a t18 all that is needed or the bellhousing and input shaft?The tech
write up confused me a little.
SUBJECT>Re:leaky master cylinder POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
December 2002,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16731 NEXT>16734
LINKNAME>master cylinder
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=603
3&item=1875774964
there is one on ebay right now!!!I've bought quite a few items from him.good to deal
with.
John
SUBJECT>Re:leaky master cylinder POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
December 2002,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16733 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
screwed up the link.search ebay for m715.its on there.
John
SUBJECT>Re:WINDSHIELD WEATHERSTRIP ARE IN POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16726 NEXT>16745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any extras.I missed the sale and could really use one.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Another AMC question POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you'll need a bellhousing.the 230's bolt pattern is different than the 360/258.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:leaky master cylinder POSTER>hspap EMAIL>hspap2@aol.com
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,i have a new one ,35.00.also a dual master with booster off 95 jeep,75.00
SUBJECT>Re:Another AMC question POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16732 NEXT>16739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the tech article your talking about?
SUBJECT>Re:Another AMC question POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>Jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 8:17 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16738 NEXT>16795
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the M715/m725 FAQ under engine swap info....
Another question along the same thread...Are not most AMC bellhousings the same?I
mean a T150 bellhousing should be the same as a T-18.It says I need the 14 1/8"stick-
out 4 speed stickout one...I am guessing a regular T-18 input shaft and normal
bellhousing will work physically but might need the extra long one and bellhousing
spacer so that the transmission can be kept in the stock location and not moved forward
(firewall clearance issues I guess)....Anyone?Am I correct on this?
SUBJECT>Trades POSTER>David Adolfson EMAIL>adol0009@umn.edu
DATE>Monday,30 December 2002,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody out there want to trade a 715 for a BSA M-20?Or maybe just flat-out buy it?
For those who may not know,BSA stands for Birmingham Small Arms,a manufacturer
of guns and motorcycles.
Anyhow,the M-20 was a WWII military motorcycle.It's a 500 flat-head.The one that I
have still has about 1/2 of the original cammo.It runs and rides beautifully and will
handle the dirt just like a 1980's vintage dirt bike.
It's lots of fun to ride,but,being as I don't have a car presently,I would think about
parting with it.
If you are interested,send me an email,I can send you some pictures and more
information.
Dave Adolfson
SUBJECT>My M715 is up for sale POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 2:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm building a new M715 project and have listed my old M715 for sale in the For Sale
section above.
Here's your chance to own an M715 with lot's of M715 Zone history.
Rollie
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SUBJECT>Re:AMC 360/M715 for towing POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have the 205,Put it in while your at it!The noise makes conversation difficult.It
doesn't have a pto port either.right now that may not matter,but later it may,and you'll
already have it there.Just my .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:bbbbad vvvvibbration POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com.DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 5:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has had a vibration,not bad about same speed.It wasn't bad enough to worry about
(I thought)was greasing everything the other day,found the rear u-joint bolts had
loosened off.Tightened up,no vibes..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Gas Heater -how well do they work?POSTER>Les Wesfall
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16746 16751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was considering purchasing a gas heater,have any of you used this type of heater and
would you recommend buying one?
SUBJECT>Re:WINDSHIELD WEATHERSTRIP ARE IN POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16735 NEXT>16752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
minimum run from the manufacturer was 100 peaces.have sold about 40 so far.if you
need one call 901-774-0600 or e-mail mecoparts@hotmail.com $46.85 each plus
shipping
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Heater -how well do they work?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased a NOS heater about a year and a half ago.I really like it.It's biggest draw
back is how noisy it is.The fan can get annoying but most of the time I tune it out.The
only other thing is every once in awhile I get a smell like hot wax dripped into a hot
skillet.I don't see any smoke or anything,but I do get a smell for a minute or two.It
doesn't happen very often.Other than that it really heats well.If you don't live in a very
cold climate the artic heater may be to much for you.You may consider the standard
heater that uses engine heat.So far I like mine,it heats like there's no tomorrow.It's just
loud....I have some pic's under Al Temple in the members gallery.....Good luck....
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Airing down split rims POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
just got back from a desert run with my 715.I am sure this is not news to anyone,but the
NDTs SUCK for any kind of off roading!First day,I aired down to 12 pounds in each
tire,and I wound up spinning a tire on the rim,which cut the valve stem.The spare
worked ok at that pressure.Seems like the only thing the NDTs are good for are digging
holes to china.Looks like I had better start invest in a better commercial tire.
Arnold.SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 12:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16672 NEXT>16749
LINKNAME>Hammerdown Offroad LINKURL>http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/
Bob Kelly,the guy from NC who ran an M37 in the 2001 FourWheeler magazine Top
Truck Challenge,converts Hummer wheels for use on M715s.His Web site (hotlinked
below)is at http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/
If you scroll down the first page,there is an M715 that has the wheels on it.I saw this
ruck (now painted red)at a jamboree a couple of months ago and the wheels looked really
good.The truck has a Chevy 350 and is sprung over.The tires are,I think,42s.
Anyway,look around at the site.There's a price list on it showing the wheels at $175-
$225.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 12:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16748 NEXT>LINKNAME>Hammerdow
Offroad LINKURL>http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/
Just went and looked again at the Hammerdown site.If you click on the 'vehicles in
action'link on the first page (http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/),the M715 is show
on the rock pile at the jamboree in Anderson,SC.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:Trades POSTER>jeff dixon EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,31 December
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2002,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16740 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 715 that I am wanting to sell or trade.Do you have any pics of your bike?My 7
is painted back to vm colors that I drive in parades here is Ok.I hope this sale is not too
old,just got I pc going jef
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Heater -how well do they work?POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not just put a heater core assy from a Full Size Jeep (FSJ).There should be plenty of
those around in boneyards.(There were 6-8 I saw today @Pull n Save in Denver,CO)
Ethan.SUBJECT>Re:WINDSHIELD WEATHERSTRIP ARE IN POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16745 NEXT>16765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good.Are the windshield gaskets still around?my windshield needs to be
replaced and I'm afraid the rubber will blow up when I remove it.Thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>HAPPY NEW YEAR!POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,31 December 2002,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope you all have a happy new year and a safe one at that!
SUBJECT>Re:Big block survey POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,31
December 2002,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16724 NEXT>16774
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mudog,I have to disagree with you on the 208 case.At one time I also thought the
same way.But over the last several years We have sucessfully run over 500 Hp thru a 208
.This is in deep mud with 44 Swampers .The same hole that will twist off stock axles !!
Just my 2 cents.----Barry.
SUBJECT>Need a tranny!POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 January
2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have an SM465 laying around that they want to sell?If you have the
bellhousing also that would be nice.If it happened to be married to a NP208 and have the
32 spline output,that would be even nicer.You can contact me
(stephenbstuckey@earthlink.net)or post here.Thanks.Happy New Year everyone.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over trouble!!!POSTER>rippey715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16730 NEXT>16854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine gave me an even better idea for this the other day.Instead of doing all
that,you can put rod-ends,or Heim joints on the ends of the bar and then just bolt it onto
the arm from the top.This is what all the rockcrawlers are boing right now,and it is great
for flex.
JD
SUBJECT>np 435 tranny bellhousing flywheel ,stock axles,transfere and motor
POSTER>Nick Graham EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Wednesday,1 January
2003,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a rebuilt np435 out of a dodge 1 ton with a bellhousing and flywheel for a 360.I'm
asking $400 for and the stock axles complete I'm not sure of the condition of the
brakes,but they are complete and still under a 715 I also have the stock np200 transfere.case and stock 6 cly.The
motor has a busted exhaust manifold and is missing the
distrubtor cap.I'm asking $300 obo for both my e-mail is glfarm@evansville.net or 812-
897-1816 or 812-499-6405 I'm located in southeren Indiana in Boonville.
SUBJECT>limited slip or lockers for m715s POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16761 16778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a kit or a company that makes a kit so i can up grade my dana 60 and 70 axles
into a locked position only when one of the primary traction wheels will start
sliping.pretty much mking the truck 4 wheel drive.my truck has no articulation and i have
been stuck because the right rear wheel will be in the air and left front wheel stuck in the
dirt.thanks if any one has any info
SUBJECT>353 turbo in 715 POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16762 16803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any one done a 353 turbo diesel any feed back would help thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:HAPPY NEW YEAR!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAPPY NEW YEAR !!
LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER GREAT YEAR ON THE ZONE !!!!!
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:limited slip or lockers for m715s POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try Randy's ring and pinion.
krob725
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SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1
January 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16759 NEXT>16763
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you mean a 3-53 Detroit Diesel right?TOO SMALL,cubic inch wise.Its'only 159 CID.
Yes physically it is fairly large and heavy,but these were mostly used on pumps and
generators and light sets.If you are not hearing impaired now,having a Detroit in a 715
will soon have you that way!
WEPS.SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,1 January 2003,at
10:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16762 NEXT>16783 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually,I think a 3-53T is about as powerful as the stock 230.It is a heavy,noisy sucker
though;better suited for use in front of Spicer 3053's in M37's.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 1:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16683 NEXT>16787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Barry,are you selling these rims?If you are,and I know you posted that you don't
want to ship,but I am interested in them.I already have the tires to bolt onto them.
Let me know.
Thanks
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:WINDSHIELD WEATHERSTRIP ARE IN POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
windsheild gaskets are nothing special.any glass company can supply them.
SUBJECT>help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>Mike Green EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>16767 16782 16793 16802
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to get a hold of brute force.i have tried to e-mail and leave messages here but
he wont respond does anyone know another e-mail or phone for him.I converted my
closed knuckle dana 60 to 35 splines with a full detroit and I didnt have to bore the tubes.
then I sent him a write up many months ago but he hasnt ever posted it.now i just aquired
another dana 60 closed knukle axle tube and knuckle.when i measured it.i came up with
the same I.D.1 3/4 inches.so ?????
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>Mike Gree
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/Lys1.IyD1Q PREVIOUS>16766 NEXT>16770 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe also it is posted and i dont knwo where to find it on the board
????Thanks Mike
SUBJECT>Increasing articulation POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>16769 16913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Is there a way to increase the articulation in our M715 ´s?I ´ve heard of people removing
leafs,but how does that affect ride height and load capacity?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Increasing articulation POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16768 NEXT>16771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I flipped the rear Shackle,Took out two leaves and added air shocks for heavy loads,But
the ride has improved 100%and it sit level.The articulation is great and i can now really
injoy off roading and street driving.
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try the M715 /M725 FAQ file in the left hand column.
SUBJECT>Re:Increasing articulation POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16769 NEXT>16797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
What kind of shocks are those?Do they provide any "lift"?How about hte front?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16779 16789 16798 16828 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Im building a newer style Dana 60 [86'] front end for my M-715 with the full 1.50 inner
and 1.50 35 spline outer stub axles and don't know if I should use a D-locker or spool.I
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only use 4x4 from time to time in extreame off-road conditions never use on highway
locked in 4x4.Im happy with the D-locker in my rear Dana 70 for 2-wheel'in but when I
lock it in 4x4 Im go'in for it.Brandon
SUBJECT>Brute4c where are you POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon has not been on the board for quite some time now.That is unlike him.Does anybody
have his home number to call and check up to see if everythings OK?Maybe I'm off the.wall here,but it does seem odd
that he is not responding to many emails.Could simply be
busy but you never know....Hoping everythings OK....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Big block survey POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
427 TALL DECK with 3053 od trans,600 Holley.8-10 mpg with 37-13-16 boggers.
Love it!
SUBJECT>I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16777
16781 16784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to announce a beautiful budding relationship between myself and our very
own,very lovely,Katie.Emails,phone calls and the best week and a half of my life
visiting the out west has culminated into a very enchanting relationship.She's a
awesome gal!Smart,funny,darn good looking,loves the 715's and seems to like me
too.;)
Through past experience I know that this is just the beginning of a very,very cool
relationship.I'm the happiest I've ever been and eagerly look forward to the future!
Thanks Zone founder Brute for the great site,Brian Sisson for the initial CC'ed emails
and the rest of you for making a fun page.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16776 NEXT>16800
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You thank us now for making all this happen.....but when she's pissing on your heart will
you still be as thankful?
Seriously-Make her call you "Brian"just once for me.
Glad you're back.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:limited slip or lockers for m715s POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16758 NEXT>16826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Detroit locker for the rear,only about $350.For the front,any Dana 60 device will work,
need the right carrier for the 5.89's,the split point is at 4.56.I would think a locker in the
front would put too much stress on the shafts if you have larger tires.The Power-Lock is
a clutch type unit allowing some slipping but is still pretty agressive with the torque
transfer.
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2
January 2003,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16772 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front spool will make turning very difficult,personal experience.The Detroit will allow
some differential when not under load which makes turning considerably easier.
SUBJECT>Oil Pump Drive Gear POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 3:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16807 16811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally got my truck running and drove it on my driveway.The oil pump was dripping a
lot so I drove it back into the garage.I was planning on changing the oil/filter as well,it
felt like I was finally getting somewhere with the truck.I took apart the oil pump and
sealed everything up with that blue gasket glue.Got the oil/filter chaged and everthing
bolted back up right.When to start it and the starter went but nothing from the cylinders.
After hours of tooling around with the ignitor I found that when it was started up the shaft
didnt't rotate.The Oil pump has locked up.I didnt put the last gasket on it and the plate as
the bottom of oil pump was rubbing against it.Turns out it completly chewed up the
oilpump drive gear,which is made out of brass or some soft metal.
How do I get a new one of these?Memphis Equp?This look like its gona take a while
anyone else ever have this problem?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats hope it all works out for the both of you and dont forget to post some good pics
of the honymoon C.
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I already asked you about it through email,can't wait to see the write up on it.I looked i
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the FAQ and it hasn't been added.
SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16763 NEXT>16785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"better suited for use in front of Spicer 3053's in M37's."
CD
what do you mean by that?m37's are heavier than m715's.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16776 NEXT>16804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.aw shucks,this makes me feel all warm inside.
does she still have the m715?maybe you could wheel together.
good luck spiceman!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16783 NEXT>16790 16791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am a detroit guy a 353 t turned up a bit can make 170 hp and turn 3 k rpm yes i know
that they are loud but the goverment did do some convertions with the non turbo from the
gama goat i was wondering if anyone on the list had ever driven one i have a good 353t
sitting here and was thinking about useing it thanks jim btw i cant be any worse than the
230 and it will atleast start
SUBJECT>M.I.A.POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16773 NEXT>16810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I to have noticed that he has gone AWALL!
Hope everything is O.K.
SUBJECT>Re:16.5"Hummer Beadlocks POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes Mark they are for sale.Barry.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale on ebay POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 for sale on ebay.Check out item #1876022179 It is located in Atlanta Ga.Starting
bid is $1000 No motor ...Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even with the stout front end you are building for your truck u-joint weakness could still
be a problem.I would advise against it.In a rear axle application you don't have this
problem;plus the front wheels tend to drag the rear around corners which helps relieve
some of the stress that is placed on the axleshafts.
Then of course steering effort will be effected tremendously.If you do decide to go with
the spool it would be smart to run Hub Fuses so if breakage does occur it is more easily
fixed on the trail than an axleshaft or u-joint.Just my two cents worth.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>16785
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
What bellhousing bolts up to the Detroit ’s?I heard that Chevrolet would,which would
make a conversion easier.The reason I ask is that I heard of places that have surplus all
aluminum 6v53's for sale that weight about 1100lbs which would work good in a M715.
What are your thoughts?
Thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that Soni Honneger,the builder of the Scorpion MK1 used a small Cat diesel
(171?)with limited sucess.The rig was plenty stout but the revs made it almost
impossible to climb rocks with any momentum.
If it were my money I would go with the Cummins I-6 because of parts availability and
upgradeability.These can be made into some baaaaddd a--engines if you want them to
be.You haven't lived until you've seen a 1-ton 4wd cut doughnuts in a dry parking lot.
Or you can go with the Powerstroke Ford,and a 3208 Cat would floor me if it were in a
M715.Diesela are awesome if you can afford to drop one in you rig.
GSanders
SUBJECT>M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Thursday,2 January 2003,at 11:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSL48Swt/dfQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>16796
16812 16814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well after reading the post on converting the dana 60 closed knuckle to 35
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spline...thought I'd see if there was interest again...
(I know I'd let to read that write up...sounds good Mike!)
If you still have the info email me the parts and I'll put it up
schulze@cj7jeep.com
I put together the M715/M725 FAQ of the nav bar on the left a long time ago...always
had good intention up adding more and updating...but things came up interest drifted,
went back to grad school...
Anyway I'm on break and should have some time...
Did anyone ever look at the FAQ page?was it usefull?
I know the one big thing everybody says...PICTURES,everybody wants pictures:)
Anybody interested in helping gather information and looking at the organization again?
If people think it will be useful...let me know and I can assemble and revise...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>T-Ma.EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,3 January
2003,at 12:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16766 NEXT>16794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike,I was going to call you and find out your schedule.Still need to come by and
get your old outers.I will probably try to swing by on my way to work one night.Ed said
you lived around the corner from him.
Talk to ya later,
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 12:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh ya,if you got it,can you e-mail me a copy of the write up?
mark
SUBJECT>Re:Another AMC question POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16739
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bell Housings between the t-18 and t150 and t4 &5 are all the same dimentions even the
258,304 360 401 are all interchangaable.
Hovever you will need to drill new holes on the bell housing for the tranny.
I do not know however for the 230.
I used the same bell housing in my cj from 258/t4 to t18 then to the 360.
Al
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16792 NEXT>16806 16835 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would love to give you a hand.I have some stuff myself from doing CJ 's for so long
that would carry over into M715's (like modifying NP205's for front drive and twinstick).
Let me know what kind of help you need,be it gathering info or actually editing HTML.
-Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Increasing articulation POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16771
NEXT>16840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel
Toyota truck shocks ,These were the longest I could find at Bond Auto.I made custom
mounts starting at the top support above the axle at a 45%angle down to the axle,Whe
aired up (105 PSI)they make up in load carrying capability of the two leafs I removed.It
don ’t matter what application the shocks are for ,Just get the longest set you can find,
This does involve welding and drilling and will take the better part of a weekend.If this is.what your choose to do.
Good luck
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16772
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can check,but I don't think they make a spool for this large of axle..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Trailer Size?POSTER>Les Wesfall EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
16805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a 715 in stock configuration and need to know how wide the truck is (tire to
tire)in order to determine if it will fit on my trailer.The trailer is 79.5"wide.The Tech
specifications on this page say the truck is 85",does anyone know if this is this tire to tire
or some other dimension?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16777 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes Dear.
It's good to be back and checking the posts and all,but it sure sucks to be back east again.
I had a better time than could have ever been expected.
SUBJECT>Bryan Johnson:A/C Compressor POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16936
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bryan,
Did you check that pump for a clutch?I'm still interested in that compressor for a
onboard air system.
Let me know,
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16766 NEXT>16809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to see this writeup also.
SUBJECT>Re:353 turbo in 715 POSTER>hewl35 EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16759.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saw a 453T Detroit in a 8 thousand pound 78 or so Chevy pickup.It ran a allison
transmission,205 transfer case,a gear vendors overdrive and got 13 mpg loaded or
empty.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16784 NEXT>
16817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She has a real good looking truck,changed quite a bit from her posted pic.I think we'll
wheeling in february...same truck however.:)WHAHOOOO!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer Size?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16799 NEXT>16824 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It will fit......just watch the hubs when you load it.It's very close.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16796 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The FAQ and the members parts list have been the starting point of ALL my work...the
pop ups in the FAQ are pretty annoying though.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16780 NEXT>16808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott that gear does tend to tear up because of the soft metal it is made out of (brass or
aluminum)it is beleived it is supposed to be the breaking point to save the oil pump and
distributor.we have had this gear made twice since the mid eightys out of steel.the gear
lives forever and we have never had anybody complain about vital componet failure do to
the steel gear.we only have 6 gears left and will probably not have them made again do to
the high cost high production minimum (100 ea.)and slow sales (sold 7 last year)part
#944470 $90.04 a piece ask for roy or paul at (901)774-0600 if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16807
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
memphis eq.supplied me with one a year or so ago.they had a similar story about no
NOS available and they had a run of these milled.don't know what metal it was,but the
cost was right in line with mr.coates.
good luck to you...it burned my cookies to know that i bought a $100 part to rebuild the.spare engine that cost me
$50 (with clutchpack and transmission attached)!
at that rate,considering the engine really cost me about $25,i should have bought 4 used
engines and hoped to get a good gear...(gov't purchasing logic)
SUBJECT>Re:help in finding moderator/35 spline article POSTER>Mike Gree
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/Lys1.IyD1Q PREVIOUS>16802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So would I
green machine.I measured another axle.the tube was 1 3/4 iches...
t-man i still have the wrapped in plastic.I am getting tired of them though...i am around
the corner
the guy saying look in tech i show the last update in 2000.are you refering to the article
maybe being there ??
thanks Mike......i have a choppy copy of the article at work but do not have the pics....
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>Mike Green EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/Lys1.IyD1Q PREVIOUS>16786 NEXT>16816 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I believe his last name is schmidt.does that sound right ??now where was he from?????I
lost his number.......!!!!!!
ps i tried a few people on the board that might of known but no one had his number?????
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear POSTER>roy coates
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EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16780 NEXT>16821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott that gear does tend to tear up because of the soft metal it is made out of (brass or
aluminum)it is beleived it is supposed to be the breaking point to save the oil pump and
distributor.we have had this gear made twice since the mid eightys out of steel.the gear
lives forever and we have never had anybody complain about vital componet failure do to
the steel gear.we only have 6 gears left and will probably not have them made again do to
the high cost high production minimum (100 ea.)and slow sales (sold 7 last year)part
#944470 $90.04 a piece ask for roy or paul at (901)774-0600 if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?Luke??POSTER>Mike Gree
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16792 NEXT>16815 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey Luke
you back from the military ??
if i can get this thing off my work computer what e-mail should i send it to........Mike
SUBJECT>Window Sweep Material Source POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered some window sweep strips from Memphis Equipment a couple of weeks ago.
The strips that they sell are only good for the outside of the door.
The strips do not fit on the inside as the clips that are on the strips do not line up with the
slots on the inside of the door.Contrary to what the salesman said at Memphis,you
CANNOT move the clips on these sweep strips.Besides the inner sweep strips are
supposed to be a felt material not rubber.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Luke you have mail POSTER>Mike Gree
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16792 NEXT>16820 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Luke
here it is minus the picture.read through and see if it makes sense
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?Luke??POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve-
I definatly see stuff from CJ projects being able to carry over,np205 twinstick
modification would be a cool add on
Gary-
I agree...pop up ads have to go,very annoying,at the time it was free hosting so I droped
it there
Mike-
Good to hear from you again...Nope,no millitary,just moving around the country,going
to grad school in Alaska,all my projects are in storage right now in NY
-Just got your write up;lets see,some questions...OOps...just got the rest,I read through
all the stuff first,I think I see where your going from the 1st message...
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16810 NEXT>16829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it is Jon Schmidt.I think I might have his number from 2 years ago when I was about
to buy a truck.I talked with him on the phone several times looking for advice.I will look
in my M715 file notes at home and see if I can find his number.It just seems odd that he
has pretty much vanished.I didn't want to stir anything up,but I too think something
might be up.If someone can pin point his home town,I will take the time to try to locate
him or his family by phone.I hope this is all for nothing and he is just taking a.break....kaiserjeeps...(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16804 NEXT>16837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,Good for you.Why don't ya'll plan on going to the shin-dig in Kansas in March.
We can meet you both!
I hope the best for you!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Windshield rubber POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
16832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ordered the new cowl rubber yesterday,got it today.I guess living 3 hours from
Memphis has some benefit.I hope to put it on this weekend,for those who have done
this,is there anything in particular I need to have or know?Thanx
mudclod
SUBJECT>Interesting Auctions on ebay POSTER>Will EMAIL>wdecker@bceinc.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana 60 housing (M715)
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33731&item=18
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76163496
1967 M715 M-715 ARMY TRUCK 4X4 PTO WINCH
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=187
6270749
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Organization THOUGHTS POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16814 NEXT>16834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I just read over the 35 spline coversion article...it can be done:)
FAQ organization...I see it has having broad chapters or sections and then under each of
those break it done into Stock &Modified.
-Then people who have a specifc interest in a topic can write modules that can be placed
under the different sections...
Example:
Section:
Engine
Stock
-Technical Specs
-How to Convert to Civilian Plugs &Wires
-Air Cleaner Element.Modified
-AMC 360 Swap
-Diesel Conversion
-Ford 460
Current Catagories:
Introduction
Tires &Wheels
Engine
Transmission
Transfercase
Axles
Brakes
Suspension &Steering
Body
Electrical
Miscellaneous
Resources
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I havent started pull things apart down there yet,but is this an easy
swap or do I need some kinda pitman arm puller or somthing like that to take it off?This
probably has to be put on perfect or the timing would be messed up right?
Thanks
Scott L.
SUBJECT>RE;Detroit locker POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16823 16836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the D-locker work well in the front end,is turning the truck hard or would a Trac
lock dif work better in the front.
SUBJECT>Re:RE;Detroit locker POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16822
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went with a lock right they both work the same way.As long as you are not into the gas
they will open up and let the outside tire rotate faster.
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer Size?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea you should measure how high the wheel wells of the trailer are.My friends trailer
that we used to get mine just happened to be like half and ninch lower than the hubs so it.went on no
problem.Remember that even if your trailer is wide enough once you get the
front on your gona have to steer around to staighten it out so wider is better.
SUBJECT>SECO AGUSTA POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 January
2003,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone heard of this company?secoagusta.com they seem high there is a m715 for
sale for3100 that is rough check the link over at the bigelectric site on the forum
SUBJECT>Re:limited slip or lockers for m715s POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive seen the OX locker on the trails and it looks like a great set-up.Its a cable actuated so
you flip a ballpined lever and it engauges and disengaues the locker.So far they only have
aplications for Dana 30,35,44 and some other smaller axles,but on their page they said
they were working on a dana 60 which would be sweet.
http://www.oxtrax.com/
Scott
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SUBJECT>M715 for sale on ebay POSTER>frank EMAIL>frankge5@mysfcu.net
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
16848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 for sale on ebay.Check out item #1876022179 It is located in Atlanta Ga.Starting
bid is $1000 No motor ...Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16772 NEXT>16878 17017 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You will be very un-happy w/spool.Go with locker so turning will be easier.We build
late model 60's all day long w/Detroits for extreme wheeling and have never seen a
Detroit blown up.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16816 NEXT>16830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
his name is jon
wausau wisconsin
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:11 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16829 NEXT>16833
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
his name is jon schmidt
wausau wisconsin
brute4c@yahoo.com
i sent him an email,we'll see what happens
krob725
SUBJECT>HELP -Thief Wanted!!POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The following post is cut and pasted from the Forum found on www.ifsj.org.
It is from a fellow Jeeper in trouble and needs our help.I did not see the message posted
here,so I thought I would do my very small part,help out and post it here for all to see.
"A friend of all Southern Oregon Jeep Owners was Robbed on December 23 of a M-715
tow truck.
It is still OD green with a small white star between the door and wheel tub,canvas top,
bed is stripped off and has a tow truck unit on the back.
It was stolen from Central Point Oregon.Would like to get it back for him before it
disappears into parts if its not already that way.
The Owners name is Ernie ~Jeep Freak!541-621-9130
If you see it or hear of someone on the West Coast that is parting one out that you have
never heard of,please let us know.
Thanks
If you need to see a pic of it and you can pull it up in the Nickel paper of Medford Oregon
on page 5 there is a picture of it thanks again"
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield rubber POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16818
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod i live in houston and also got mine today ups really drives fast .From what i
know when i removed my original rubber it was held in place with about 14 screws i dont
know if this is the correct way but everything looked original and the only thing i may do
when putting this rubber on is to use the black automotive silicone aroun the screw hols
and on the edge of the gasket good luck with your curtis
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
3 January 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16830 NEXT>16838
16842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got his number.I'll give him a call tomorrow.
John.SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Organization THOUGHTS POSTER>Jeepnstein EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aar5qmeVUBZ9A PREVIOUS>16820 NEXT>16847 16850
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where was this 35 spline conversion article that you mentioned?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Update?Anyone interested?POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16796
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am VERY interested in the 35 spline conversion.I was about to shuck lots of cash to
upgrade my axles,but if this conversion works,I will be eternally grateful.Please post it!
SUBJECT>Re:RE;Detroit locker POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16822
NEXT>16846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Detroit Locker in the front w/stock axles and lock-outs.Have wheeled with it for
two years in Disney OK,Colorado and Moab w/no problems.Excellent unit.It's
somewhat overkill because the front does not get the workout the rear does,but for a few
bucks more,it's a stronger unit that some of the other lockers available.No problem
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turning.
Go for it!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16817 NEXT>16859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I second that.Would like to see as many of you as possible,the more the better.
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,3 January 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
keep us posted!
SUBJECT>Re:Window Sweep Material Source POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 12:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried using FSJ front window sweeps?I dunno if it would be close enough a fit
(on the clips)or not.
I don't have an extra FSJ sweep to check it out myself,and the one's on my M715 are OK
for now and I'd rather leave well enough alone.
SUBJECT>Re:Increasing articulation POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 12:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>16797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which leafs did you remove?Obviously not the top two!
Having some more flex in the rear axle would be handy.Without any serious weight i
the back,it seems very stiff.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP -Thief Wanted!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16831
NEXT>16861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One thing for sure....They didn't get away fast!!!..I will keep my eyes open for it.I am in
Portland and talk to a lot of wheelers,I'll spread the word...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16833 NEXT>16849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wi715,yes please let us know.Thanks Krob725 for the home town.I found two Jon's in
Wausau.I was going to call this morn mid morning Sat.I will wait now that you have a
number.Hope all's well....
SUBJECT>Looking for someone with Detroit Diesel knowledge POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>16845 16908
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M715 that the motor will need to be replaced in the next 9-12 months.Since it
may turn into a daily driver I was thinking of a sbc or to be different a 6v52 all aluminum
Detroit surplus motor.The sbc conversion should be simple.But the Detroit does anyone
know what bellhousing bolts to them?I heard that it is a chevy but who knows?Also if
anyone has done this what are the pitfalls of this conversion.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>cab weight POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find out approximately what a m715 cab with windshield,doors,and a hardtop
weigh.Is 500#s a close guess?
Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for someone with Detroit Diesel knowledge
POSTER>CREEPING DEATH EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com
DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16843 NEXT>16909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know enough to know the following about Detroits:
A 6V53 is enough to power a half-track,and weighs 1500-2000 pounds.But I think it's a.little over 200 HP.
Avoid aluminium blocks live the plague.Gamma Goats had aluminium block 3-53N's
and they didn't last much more than 6,000 miles before a liner fell out.
If you really want a Detroit,an iron 3-53N or 3-53T backer by a Spicer 3053 tranny
should work pretty good.
The 350 would be a lot easier to install,cost effective,and bolts to the stock tranny with
an adaptor.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:RE;Detroit locker POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,4 January 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16836
NEXT>16856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul,do you have power steering in your truck?
mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 FAQ -Organization THOUGHTS POSTER>Mike Green EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepnstein
it is coming
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he has it and will post it soon
mike
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale on ebay POSTER>Da
EMAIL>dusmcmt2002@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
I saw that one and almost had to laugh when he claimed "No Rust"on the description !
There is another 715 posted Jan.03 in OK.,that looks like a much better truck (Auction
#1876399495)
dusmc
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>Mike Green EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16842 NEXT>16851 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah i have tried e-mailng him 3 or 4 times in the past few months.please let is know if
he is alright......
Mike
SUBJECT>Sline conversion POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16834.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would be the benefits of the 35 spline conversion?
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16849 NEXT>16852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since wi715 (John)has not posted yet,I went ahead and called the two numbers I found
for J.S.in Wausau.One was disconnected,the other was not the right Jon.Pretty normal
for people to come and go on these internet lists,but this seems abnormal with him being
the list moderator.Maybe he is on vacation sitting on a white sand beach somewhere...I
guess for now we will wait to see what wi715 finds out.
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16851
NEXT>16855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,unfortunately all I got was his answering machine.Asked him to either call or post
that he is alive and functional.Will call again tommorrow if he doesn't call tonight.
John
SUBJECT>Who had the stainless fuel tanks?POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who had the stainless fuel tanks in the works and for sale to others for the M715/725?
What is the status?
Thanks
John Allington (Allingtonj@aol.com)
M725 in Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over trouble!!!POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do the arms need to be modified for this to work?
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16852 NEXT>16869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please keep us posted.i know jon had some health probs in the past.we'll keep our
fingers crossed.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:RE;Detroit locker POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,5 January 2003,at 10:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16846.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes to power steering.AGR box to chevy stock pump.
SUBJECT>2 stick 205?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16858 16874 16876 16880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my np205 yesterday,and was wondering why you couldn't just hook each shift lever
to each shift rod,like on the original 200.With it on the ground,it seemed to work,I just
wondered if it could be that simple?If anyone has any experience,let me know.Thanx!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:2 stick 205?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
I looked at doing the same with mine when I got it but the shift pattern and the way the
sticks pull and push wasn't the same as the 200...I think it was somthing like that.I used
the single stick stock type 205 design and used the rearward,think it was originally
hi/low,and just used a single stick.The only thing I really had to modify was the stick
itself.I drilled a hole about 4 inches higher in the stick for the pull point of the linkage to
the t-case so that it would pull it a littler farther than the original,lower attachment point
would.By using that stick,4 low is the whole way back then up one click to Neutral,the
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up to 2 hi,then up to 4 high.I didn't grind the internal shift rods on the 205 for a true twi
stick and all kinds of drive selectivity design,so why bother with two sticks when one is
fine.Oh,I just zip tied the other stick to the 'hoop'by the dash.
Hope it helped,
Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16837 NEXT>
16871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this place near Wichita,or another active airport??It would be cool to get there,just
don't know if funds will allow it.
SUBJECT>Darn Heavy Truck!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16888 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had Velvet parked beside my dad's '53 Ford F-100 Custom Cab last and had always
thought that they were pretty decent sized trucks and pop said it weighed 3200#.?!?My
715 is now at 6300#and climbing!Twice the weight was surprising.
On a side note...since 1973,the Ford has had a Mercedes Diesel and four speed tranny i.it.Neat old ride.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP -Thief Wanted!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16841 NEXT>16862
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just imagine-wheeling in a 715 where you could "drive it like you stole it".No worry
about rev limit,no worry about body damage,no worry about getting stuck so bad you
had to abandon it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Speaking of good ideas...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16861 NEXT>
16863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
I was talking to Roy at Memphis Equipment and he said that they were going to raffle off
a 715 with a 350,4speed (non OD),NP205,posi rear,lockouts,winch and 38x13
Swampers.The only snag that he could forsee is that the truck is yours.
$10 a ticket.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of good ideas...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16862 NEXT>16864
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear that the owner of that particular truck got the bumper to hold air (by using radiator
stop leak)and can now pump up one of his tires to 30 psi from flat.The guy also made
his own fairlead for that monster winch by cutting iron pipe in half and welding it onto
the bumper lip.He ALSO fabricated a cb mount that fits between the cab top bows to
effectively hold the cb over the battery box and out of harms way while still allowing use
of the soft top.
------
Now that Brute is MIA and not here to delete my offensive posts to you I can talk all the
smack I wish with no worry of consequences.
Here goes:
So your girl is 4 states away,eh?You must REALLY trust her to be so sure no one is
bedding her tonight.It must have taken years to build trust like that.
Good to have you back,
-B.
SUBJECT>Speaking of Smack POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wow,that's some truck Roy and Paul and the gang have
down there!Okay,so I'm in for
two tickets,even if the thing doesn't have an overdrive.
In a sense,you're correct about taking years to develop trust.I've been in relationships for
years at a time and didn't have the trust that I've gotten from this one NOW.She's 7 states,
not some meager 4 states away and I trust her completely.Hmmmm,sorry B-,I'm sensing
you don't feel the same about yours...and a baby on the way.Worried?
Good thing people think we look alike.
SUBJECT>Juice E-brake WORKS!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>16866
16892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally,it's finished.The parts list is pretty easy,a '69 Camaro drum/drum master
cylinder,'91 Escort floating caliper (w/2 piece design and pin retained pads),early 90s
Honda Accord Rotor.The rest was fabbed.The linkage has a rod from the stock brake
handle to a lever that swings front to back attached to the t-case and another rod from that
pushing into the master cylinder that sits beside the tranny on the right side,bolted to a
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plate welded to the crossmember.The lines runs over the t-case to the rear yoke where the
caliper is mounted to the t-case via a 1/4"plate and three of the rear housing bolts.The
caliper is then bolted to that and the pads can be slipped in and pinned in place.
The brake will lock up the rear tires in two wheel drive and has held on a couple of pretty
steep hills in four.The best part is the mechanical advantage of going through all the
gearing while in low.I don't know if,or how long it takes to leak down,but don't need it
to hold for a day at a time.The biggest expense was the caliper because I didn't have a
core.$35 and $35,bastards.
SUBJECT>Re:Juice E-brake WORKS!POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16865 NEXT>16906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pictures !!!!!!Sounds great.Is this on the stock np200 or another t-case?
SUBJECT>460 Ford Motor POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a couple people have swapped these in and I found a decent priced one and was
toying with the idea of it instead of an AMC 360.The only problem is it is out of a car.I
was wondering if it was a simple oil pan swap or if the pickup was in the wrong place and
unable to be moved.It also has a C6.Can you use a slip yoke for one side of the short
driveshaft?If anybody knows about these let me know.It also has AC so that is even a
bigger plus...
SUBJECT>230 tornado dead cylinders???POSTER>Steve Clark
EMAIL>syntaxwarrior@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16870 16872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a 230 Tornado under the hood,though I confess the
hood belongs to a 65
Gladiator,not an M715.
I'm stumped by this problem:
I have three dead cylinders:3,5 and 6.I've got spark at all three,compression is approx.
150 all the way around.Plugs,rotor,cap and wires are new.I can smell fuel on the dead
cylinders'plugs after it's been running.The valves are adjusted and I didn't see evidence
of sticking valves when I removed the cover.
It gets stranger:
When I remove the No.3 plug wire there's no change in RPM.HOWEVER,when I move
the wire close enough to the plug that the spark starts jumping the gap again,suddenly the
RPM picks up as if that cylinder starts firing.The RPM drops again as soon as I get the
wire closer to the plug.It only seems to fire when I hold it about a 1/4 inch away and no
closer.
I don't get the same results with 5 and 6,though 5 did fire briefly the other day when I
was testing it.
I'm flummoxed.Any clues?
Thanks,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16855
NEXT>16873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good news,I talked with Mrs.Brute4c today and all is well.He has been very busy with
the holidays,a trip to one of the Dakotas,work,and the whole family having the flu.
Hopefully he will be back doing zone stuff soon.
John
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado dead cylinders???POSTER>bdavis EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16868
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I assume you checked firing order,plug gap and a different coil.Are the plugs new?Did
you check them with an ohm meter?Are you running resistor wires AND resistor plugs?
Check impedance on the wires with an ohm meter and compare them.They should be
close.Granted something that old and ugly ought to run on just about anything.Are the
distributor lobes worn down so the points don't open enough?Are the plugs wet from fuel
or oil?Are the intake valves really opening?Is the motor grounded to the chassis with a
ground wire?Just my 2 cents.Good luck.FYI I got rid of mine and went chevy :-)
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a Happy,Happy,HAPPY Man!!!POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is about 130 miles north of wichita and about 120 miles west of kansas city..I cant make any offers for any one
else but I think wichita may be on the way for paul
brown?He may come that way,and might have room.As for the kansas city route soupy
(Brian C.)is in that neck of the woods and I believe hey plans to make it.
I do not make any offers for any of these people these are just suggestions,so please guys
dont bash me.
I am just north of kansas city and could come and pick you up but for the trip to
manhattan I dont have any room.(at this time)Damn two seaters.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado dead cylinders???POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16868 NEXT>16895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe inspect the cap a bit closer?I believe people buying the currently available "new"
caps find that they're worthless.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I agree what town is brute from POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Thanks for making the call wi715.That is what we were hoping to hear....
SUBJECT>Re:2 stick 205?POSTER>Jim Pepper EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 January
2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16857 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keep in mind that the shift rails on the 205 work differently from the 200.One rail is for
rear axle control,the other for front.So,if you hooked it up to two sticks,one stick would
be Rear L-N-H and the other would be Front L-N-H.Some models of the 205 don't have
all three detents cut into both rails,so you may have to modify them.The 205 twin stick
works well if you don't accidently try to run low in one axle and high in the other!
SUBJECT>Brute4c MIA POSTER>Greg Miller EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 January
2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16881 16904 16968
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Wausau and occasionly read the postings for entertainment.I regret having to
inform all of your that Brute4c passed away due to all the stress caused by family life and
the holidays.Actually,I spoke with him yesterday evening and all is fine.The guys got
four kids for crying out loud,I would have given him a few more months before I would
have started to worry.Honestly,I have helped Jon work on his truck on occasion,I just
had to get a close up look at the ugliest truck ever made.Hopefully,one day I might be
fortunate enough to own one someday.Anyway,Jon is fine and all is well.
SUBJECT>Re:2 stick 205?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16857
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.One of the 4wd mags(4 Wheel &Offroad or Four Wheeler)showed how to properly
grind the shift rails in order to make it a true twin stick operation.The only drawback that
it said was that it makes it possible to shift one axle in high gear while the other is in low
because you must remove the shift detent in the process.This will send parts flying whe
you stomp the stupid pedal leaving you stranded or looking stupid.
Grinding the shift rails makes it possible to drop it into 2wd low for either the front or the
rear axle like the Atlas II without the expense.GSanders
SUBJECT>Wheel cylinders POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell me the part #'s so I can get parts from a local parts house.I would like
#'s for the wheel cylinders and brake pads.Thanks,Al.
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>Al EMAIL>alcrys@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16828
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone make a spool for the rear dana 70 that comes with the m715?AL
SUBJECT>transfercase shift lever POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have/know the configuration of the transfercase/brake lever.How its put
together,adjustments etc...Any help would sure be appreciated...
Thanks for your time.
SUBJECT>Re:2 stick 205?POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,6 January 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16857
NEXT>16882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a write up I did on ORC (off-road.com)a couple years ago.I thought the
peterson's article was a little vague and it was in black and white.Feel free to add this to
the tech section if you think it worthy.
http://bbs.off-
road.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=offroadjeepshortÍmber=647480&Foru
m=offroadjeepshort&Words=205%20twinstick&Match=Entire%
20Phrase&Searchpage=0&Limit=25&Old=allposts&Main=647480&Search=true#Post64
7480
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c MIA POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16875 NEXT>16885 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the info....we were getting concerned..SUBJECT>Re:2 stick 205?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's great info!Thanks.Now all I need is an NP205.
SUBJECT>ALIVE!!!POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>kaiser715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUkGezEE9JIk PREVIOUS>NEXT>16887 16971 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys!!It's KAISER715,and I'm still alive!!I don't think I've maybe posted for at
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least a couple of years.My 715 is still half in pieces in the garage,but I have a wife to
show for all the time I've taken away from the truck and the Zone.We built a new house
last summer,then the wedding stuff and all this past fall,and life is busy.But I have plans
to FINALLY bring the 715 on the road this spring if things go well.
I'll be around;or you old-timers,drop me a line at dp@sanlee.com if you want.See ya!
SUBJECT>Re:transfercase shift lever POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16879
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look up there ^
click on "ONLINE MANUALS"
lots of info in there
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c MIA POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16881
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya thanks,
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel cylinders POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
click on "ONLINE MANUALS"
scholl down to "PARTS LIST"
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:ALIVE!!!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>kbr725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16883
NEXT>16916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good to hear from you!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Darn Heavy Truck!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 6:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16860
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just weighed mine the other day and it came in at 6650#.They sure are heavy!
SUBJECT>NP205 or Atlas II POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16890 16893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the benefits of the np205 or atlas 2 over the stock np 200?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 or Atlas II POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16889
NEXT>16907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about 1800.00
SUBJECT>89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16894 16901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone used such powerplant in swap of tornadoe?
realize motor is fuel injected with computerized MULTIPORT injection system.
can it be operated with the comp.box?can the motors intake manidfold and multiport
injection sys.be swapped out for edelbrock 600/c.f.m.carb and performer intake
manifold.stock cam or edelbrock performer cam???????????pros-cons!!!thank you
bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:Juice E-brake WORKS!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16865
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!I'm too tired to say any thing else.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 or Atlas II POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16889
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First ran a 200.Noisey,runs hot,old technology.Have a 205 in a Blazer project truck.
Very heavy,very strong,and old technology.Have a AtlasII in the M715.Super deluxe!!!
Very quiet,very strong,very expensive!!The Atlas is the choice for most serious 4-
wheelers,although my shop has installed several 203/205 doubler boxes recently.If you
have the bucks,the AtlasII is the king of the hill.Good luck!!
Paul.SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16891 NEXT>16896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Easy swap.Commmon swap for YJ/CJ guys (some TJ's).Forget the carb.FI only way to
go.Check out Howell Engine Development for info on the swap.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:230 tornado dead cylinders???POSTER>Steve Clark
EMAIL>syntaxwarrior@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input,guys.I'll take a close look at the things you mentioned that I haven't
done,and double check the things I have.
SC
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SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16894
NEXT>16897 16898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paul-thanks for response,have you done this swap yourself?would this motor have
enough umph to turn 38-42 tsls,4-speed,stock geared?
thanks-bern1m715!
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16896 NEXT>16910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Plenty of OOMMPH!Use the FI..it is the the only way...Use the whole wire harness and
computer from the car if you can or contact "Painless wire"they make a plug and go kit
for that motor.Have fun!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16896 NEXT>16902 16912 16919 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
While the batch fire is kind of a weak FI it IS fuel injection so keep it by all means.It
should be more than capable of lighting up the rubber -by the way,mudder tires put out
an insane amount of smoke if you like to brake torque.Just a thought,but you might want
to keep the 700R4 that was in the car.They used to have a bad rep but now there are
several companies that offer up-grade kits to enable it to withstand way more power tha
that motor will make.Giving you an overdrive to go with those 587 gears,not to mention
the torque multiplication inherent to an automatic transmission.In addition,you could
switch out the tailshaft with a 4x4 one and bolt on a chevy NP205.Plus,with FI and a
auto tranny you could be the first person around with a remote start on a truck this
gloriously ugly!
WOW,I AM long winded,sorry..Ron
SUBJECT>bellhousing POSTER>Wade EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,7 January 2003,at
11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCCFZ7XsULGE PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16905 16911 16915 16917 16923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright guys I'm confused...(as usual).I have a 86 350 chevy I'm getting ready to drop in
the kiaser with the novak adapter.I picked up a bellhousing a while back from a 67 chevy
pick-up.I was told this would work with the 168 tooth flywheel and 11"clutch.Now,if
that is correct what about the starter?This particular bellhousing has 3 bolt holes where
the starter seems to mount directly to the bellhousing,not to the engine.Will this work?If
not what bellhousing ...(year and vehicle)should I use to get this show on the road?By
the way i have the small hole novak adapter.Thanks in advance for any light you ca
shed on this.
Wade
SUBJECT>Stock front D60 -35 Spline Conversion POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 1:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a first draft to read:
http://www.cj7jeep.com/m715_temp3/m715_35spline.html
Sorry it took so long...had to rip my iBook apart:(
http://www.cj7jeep.com/ibook_disaster/
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a TBI 4.3 (92 year model)in my CJ buggy.The older FI systems are insanely
simple and easy to diagnose and use.Like was mentioned Howell and painless both make
plug and play harness's.I believe last time i checked it was about a shade under $300 for
a harness that eliminates everything but the wires for power,start,ignition,etc,and the
plugs for the sensors.http://www.howell-efi.com/I think you can look at the manuals on
there too.You can of course use the stock harness but it has about 150 wires in it and you
only need about 30 of them.You will love FI in the woods,it never stalls (i have been on
my side with the motor running and had to turn the key off to get it to quit).
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BBM715-i had thoughts of using tranny,its still on the engine,60.000 original miles.been
almost2 yrs.since last drove in truck.kind of eager to motor again.picture this-the
beach,automatic,cruising,no more cramping in left leg,think i will use the auto.thanks
bern1m715.SUBJECT>Re:Stock front D60 -35 Spline Conversion POSTER>Mike
EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16900 NEXT>
16947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Luke
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c MIA POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>16875 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gregg
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thank you for letting us know....
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16899 NEXT>16944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,that's a truck bell alright.That will work,it's still going from chevy to chevy so it
should be okay.I have one of the larger truck bells with the similiar starter mount
configuration and 13"clutch.I'd be very surprised if it doesn't work.
SUBJECT>Re:Juice E-brake WORKS!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16866 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's on the rear output yoke of an NP205.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 or Atlas II POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16890 NEXT>17004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true that you get what you pay for.
That said,if you run a 205 and break it due to use,then you most likey have a couple of
broken axle shafts to boot.The 205 is readily available,tougher than nails,and about the
same configuration as the stock unit.You can pick one up at a junk yard for about $300
+/-.If you have to get it rebuilt (as I did)then you'll have about $500 in it,but a new xfer
case for your money.
The Atlas 2 is about $2000,but will be incredibly nicer,more user fiendly,tougher,and
lighter.It's got alot of distinct advantages (your speedo will work),but it costs alot too.
The thing that keeps most of us from them is that we hate to put a $2K transfer case into a
$1500 truck..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for someone with Detroit Diesel knowledge POSTER>l1o9s7t6
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the bellhousing is a stand SAE format.that is what is used in heavy trucks.A 3053A
would be a very good choice since it has an overdrive in it.You will be able to use just
qabout any transmision that is meant for heavy trucks and off highway.manual or auto,
Alison makes a great auto most are 5 to 6 speeds,they are expensive and heavy.One
thing about heavy trick part IE engines and trans you will probably never break one
SUBJECT>A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16845 NEXT>
16929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are these engines externally balanced with a weight cast into the flywheel or tacked to the
flexplate?I know the 4.3 V6's have an external balance on the hub/damper but am unsure,
but would guess,one on the flywheel too.Just something down the road I'm chewing on.
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16897 NEXT>16914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have painless wires web site?
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16899 NEXT>16920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wade,check out this page at Novak's site:http://www.novak-
adapt.com/knowledge/chevy_small_block_v8.htm .I just finished having a brand new
Chevrolet SB 350 crate engine put into my 1967 M715.I took a lot of pictures of the
work and these pictures are posted in the members gallery.Look for the bunch of pictures
titled "Fred".The bell housing that was used has the starter mounted to the bell housing.
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16898 NEXT>16922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bbm715-got any info on reputable tranny upgrades?was told might not be needed due to
factory hot roddedness.bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Increasing articulation POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone considered using a coil front spring to acheive more articulation?seems as
though a lot of RUBICON rigs use coils on all 4 corners.bern1m715!!!.SUBJECT>Re:Painless Wiring POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16910 NEXT>16940 16957 LINKNAME>Painless Wiring
LINKURL>http://www.painlesswiring.com/
Bernie,
Go to http://www.painlesswiring.com/(linked below)
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
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SUBJECT>Re:ALIVE!!!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,8 January
2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16887 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DP!Glad to hear you didn't fall in!Good to hear things are going your way,and real good
to see you back!I've been kind of "post-less"myself,letting the young bulls roam for a
while.So,what DOES "DP"stand for?You never did tell us!
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think my buddies Kaiser has the bellhouse you've got but if I remember right,he busted
the offending bits out so he could mount the starter to the engine block (not the way I'd
recommend doing it)like you're probably used to.
On a side note,check the bellhousing alignment every time you swap 'em.You need to
remove the dowel pins and lightly attach the bell to the engine.Mount a dial indicator to
the crank flange and indicate off the tranny bore at the rear of the bell.You want
somewhere around .005"runout or less.Tap the bell around until the runout is good and
ream the dowel holes (while still attached to the block)for larger dowels,install said
larger dowels and you're ready to go.
If the runout is too far off,you'll eat pilot bushings,clutch discs and trans pinion bearings.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12 to 24 voltage reducers off of CUCVs parts POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16658 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gsanders
do you still have the axles?what model are they?gear ratio?8 lug?
i wonder how much the freight would be to ship a pair to south texas?
i was thinking of using them on my M725 with hummer wheels and tires.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,8 January
2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16898 NEXT>16924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He wouldn't be the first though to get a remote starter!I have one in mine,since it takes
for ever to defog the windows in the winter!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16911 NEXT>16934 16935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred I've eaten foot before....but i think you have the same ol regular chevy truck
bellhousing with the starter mounted to the block.Its a 69-91 with the granny 4-spd aka
sm465 168 tooth flywheel and I think they are all the off-set bolt starter...maybe.Hope
that helps,Richard
SUBJECT>NV4500 2wd parts POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I scored a NV4500 today out of a 96 Dodge 3500.It is missing a few parts though to be
usable.I need a output shaft and tail housing.A friend of mine's work truck locked up the
R&P and when it did it screwed up his output shaft and tailhousing.He bought this one
minus the bellhousing it needs synchros on 3rd gear.He used the 4wd adapter and output
shaft for his.I am wanting to put this in my M715 and since I have plenty of length and a
divorced t-case already I figure it might be easier to get used 2wd parts off someone that
has converted already and using a bellhousing adapter hook up to my 360 and be good to
go.If anyone has one or knows someone please let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off,don't take my stuff as word-of-God on anything chevy -Spice and several other
members are the experts on the low-brow-chevy material.But...chevy worked most of
the problems out by '87 so yours'should be a good candidate.At 24-30 inches (w/or w/o
tail)it is about the same length as a TH400 and has the ability to use a married older
chevy NP205 t-case -very cool.However,it was designed for a 3000lb camaro,not a
6500lb Kaiser so a good towing shift improvement kit along with a non-lockup converter
and a better than stock tranny cooler would be a wise investment.Companies like TCI,
B&M,Art Carr Industries,Jet,Summit,and Jegs will all have something for you.Your
best bet is to call one up w/weight of vehicle,engine info,axle gearing,and your
probable use and use their knowledge and experience.
Man,I do like to hear myself talk.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16899 NEXT>16943 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
If I'm totally wrong about this,someone please let me know,BUT I have a 71 GMC
pickup with a sm420(67 to 72 were all the same)and that bellhousing is totally different
from what was on my 77 Chevy with a and what I put on my M715...mid 70's
GM....because,the bellhousing on a 67 to 72 bolts to a cross member and there are both
front and rear motor mounts.AND the starter is different cause it bolts to the bellhousing
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not the block.Wade,if you are going to use a 67 bellhousing,you will have to get a
starter that will bolt to it.Unless the bellhousing is a two piece job,I'd go find a
bellhousing from a 70's or 80's GM truck and use the block mounted starter that came
with your 86 motor.
Just my 2 cents.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16919 NEXT>16925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,you suck!!I have 7 trucks/cars/bikes to drive and they are all carb or stick shift!My
wife laughs at me all winter long :-(
You wouldn't happen to know anyone who has an extra FI setup and computer for a 460?
Everyone I find around here seems to want me to take out a second mortgage to pay for it.
I'm green with envy.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16924 NEXT>16926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure about that 460...I will ask around though.You can have my remote starter whe
I put the diesel in since I will have to turn the key for the glow plugs.Hmmmm,maybe I
can rig another remote switch to turn them on too...;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:89/iroc-z 5.7 litre G.M.usage POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depending on the brand of remote start you use,most have a channel open for accessories
-i.e.wire it to your glow plugs.How you would accomplist this -no clue,but a cool idea
any how.
Good luck with the diesel.
Ron.SUBJECT>gas in oil POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2OIbOT2VRCc PREVIOUS>NEXT>16928 16949 17067
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oil got deluted so I changed it.Ran engine aproximately 20 min and checked oil.Once
again fuel is somehow getting into the oil pan.Any help out there on what it may be.I
have checked all vent lines etc.Could the carb be doing it without flooding the
engine ????
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16927 NEXT>16931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if its a stock motor then its probably a bad fuel pump
SUBJECT>Re:A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>16909 NEXT>
16933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes the 6.2 and 6.5 diesels are externally balanced.On both the automatic and manual
flywheels they either have weights welded on or cast into the flywheel.You must use the
flywheel made for these engines.The gas engine flywheel may bolt on,but will not work
correctly.
Rollie
SUBJECT>FYI:Source for surgical lamp and spotlight bulbs POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16961 16966 16981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My surgical light burnt out,so the quest began.What came out of mine was a GE 4572,
28V,150W Flood.I studied a "comprehensive"list of sealed beam lamps and that
seemed to be the most likely candidate.That little sucker is high,$35-40 the few places
that knew what I was talking about.Found a place,litesourceinc.com,$26.Still no
bargain.Also found out AB Linn has the whole assembly,NOS,and he quoted me $60.
For the spotlight,found what I think to be a suitable replacement at litesource,GE 4553,
$27.
If anyone knows where to get 'em at more reasonable prices,please share.
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2OIbOT2VRCc PREVIOUS>16928 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Lee I'll check that pump out.
Jasper.SUBJECT>M715 on eBay POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,8 January 2003,at
11:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Kaiser on eBay
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=678
3&item=1876685218&rd=1
Just passing it along,I have NO involvement with it at all:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6783&item=187
6685218&rd=1
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CD
SUBJECT>Re:A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16929 NEXT>
16962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn it.That may make putting a 3053A behind one a little tricky.I wonder how much a
crank shop would gouge me to put heavy mallory metal in the crank and internally
balance it.Or,externally balance a 6 or 7 liter truck flywheel to work.The deal is
basically with the clutch,the 3053A takes a 13"clutch while most 6.2-6.5's are 1-2 inches
smaller clutch and don't have the large input shaft like the spicer does.Just looking
ahead...maybe.
Thanks Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope.Ya must be lookin'at the wrong set of pictures.One of my pictures clearly shows
the starter attached to the bell housing.You might wanna take another gander at them
there pictures,pard !
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops!Please disregard my previous post.The original configuration was going to be a
bell housing mounted starter.You are correct.Gee,that combat boot sure was tasty!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Bryan Johnson:A/C Compressor POSTER>bryanperry
EMAIL>bryanperry@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16801 NEXT>16937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh my god.I am so sorry I forgot.Haven't checked the board in while and totally spaced.
Will look today when I get home for it.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Bryan Johnson:A/C Compressor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16936 NEXT>.16963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat man,my minds been about 2100 miles elsewhere lately anyhow.
:)
SUBJECT>1968 M715 wo/w vin#23336 POSTER>Glen Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 wo/w vin#23336 confirmed.this was stamped where you guys said.Above
the rear axle,passenger side.
SUBJECT>Stock Muffler POSTER>Les W EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Thursday,
9 January 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16945
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a source for a stock muffler?I tried AB Linn and they do not have
them avaiable?
SUBJECT>Re:Painless Wiring POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9
January 2003,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16914 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for website info,bern1m715
SUBJECT>bellhousing to get rid of POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,
Got a stock bellhousing here complete with pan and all.Also have arm that holds
throwout.Anyone interested?
SUBJECT>attn:Brute4c ;vin number POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 m715 wo/w VIN 16968
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16923 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and another thing.that bellhousing doesn't cover very much unless you were lucky
enough to get the pan that goes with it!!I dont think the starter is such a big deal.The
correct bellhousings are super easy to find in the yards.
SUBJECT>Re:bellhousing POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>16905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it will work just get a starter for a 68 that it the same bell i used when i hade the novak
adaptor
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Muffler POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16939 NEXT>16946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought one from Memphis equipment.901 774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Muffler POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16945 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to a muffler shop and just built one with the original flanges......like $30 and some
time to weld the flanges on.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock front D60 -35 Spline Conversion POSTER>Mike Oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
luke is it posible to get a price list on the parts needed for this swap.Great info.
SUBJECT>Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:01
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16951 16964 16987 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I currently have no brakes on my M715 because the fluid keeps leaking out of the front
drum on the driver's side.I couldn't get the countersunk screws out with a screwdriver,so
I bought an impact screwdriver,and that hasn't worked either.Any suggestions?Those
aren't left-handed threads are they?My next step is to fire up the acetylene torch and get it
hot,but I would really like to avoid that if at all possible.
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16927 NEXT>17008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jasper,i just had the same woes,hole in the fuel pump diaphragm.bought one of the
repair kits on ebay and the rod on the diaphragm was 1/2"longer than the one i took out.
it came in a jeep box and looked identical in every other respect,but it dont pump fuel.
maybe its a civilian part that doesnt interchange or something.finally got fed up and
installed a 24v electric pump from NAPA i couldnt believe it but they had it on the shelf.
p/n p74016.hope this helps jc
SUBJECT>governor vacuum hose POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.anybody know where the other end of the vac hose on the governor
goes on the stock
230?mines been cut and plugged thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16948 NEXT>
16952 16954 16982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before you do that take a large (3/4"or so)round bar stock,punch,(or you didn't hear it
from me a ballpeen hammer)and put that on the screws.Then with a BFH (large
hammer)stike the punch and then use your impact driver.I've done several sets like this
with no problems.When you put it back use anti seize.It works on my tractor too.Oh
yeah use some penetrating oil too.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16951 NEXT>16953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took mine off tonight with a hammer and chisel....Didn't mess them up too bad.Use PB
Blaster too that helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16952 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just heat the screws.If your careful nothing will be harmed.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>16951 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On a couple of screws on mine I had to drill and use a ease out.Took a bolt to a nut &bolt
house got new ones put anti seize on them.And lived happily ever after.Just my
thoughts,Will Wright
SUBJECT>engine &tranny swap POSTER>michael smolnikar
EMAIL>staken@ctctel.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16958 16965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering if you can install a chevy v-8 and a 700r4 in the m715 and leave the stock
transfer case and 5.87 gears in place?
SUBJECT>GM flywheel+GM pressure plate+ford disk??POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you use an f250 12"1-1/16 10 spline clutch disk in the chevy pressure plate?thats all
the info I'm lacking for this swap.Novak said I could bolt the jeep pressure plate to the
GM flywheel.SUBJECT>Re:Painless Wiring POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16914 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the best way to get a painless harness is thru Jeggs.You can find the part #at the
painless sight.0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16955 NEXT>16991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Not a problem.However you will probably have to move the t-case back a little to gai
enough room for a decent stub shaft.Making you get new driveshafts is a bummer but
you also get better angles and shafts almost the same length.
Ron
SUBJECT>which headers???POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>16960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what headers are you guys using.I got a line on some ramhorn manifolds but he wants
$150 for the pair.good headers are cheaper than that.
SUBJECT>Re:which headers???POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>16959 NEXT>
16990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hooker Block huggers (same shape as ram horns)$138 at summitracing.com OR the
Summit brand,what I bought,for $75 bucks,2 1/2 inch collector.
SUBJECT>Re:FYI:Source for surgical lamp and spotlight bulbs POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the spot is part number 4530 GE.i bought one from a lighting supply.he was a GE
dealer.not automotive.he said it didn't matter as long as i had a GE p/n.i think it was
25.00.
this part number comes from the official parts manual "TM9-2320-244-20P"
The surgical lamp is listed as p/n 573141.i could not find this in GE's parts file.the
federal stock number is 6240-295-2421.
the FSN for the spot is 6240-019-3141,and MS18005-4530.the MS means military
standard.the surgical lamp has no MS number.
if i find the name of the place i'll let you know.
happy hunting!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>krob725.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:04
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16933 NEXT>16974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer
a good engine machine shop should be able to balance the rotating assembly.they will
have to have all of the rotating parts so they can weigh them and put bob weights on the
crank to simulate the rods and pistons.by the way...bring lots of $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Bryan Johnson:A/C Compressor POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dog
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PB lube overnight and heat work the best.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16955 NEXT>16967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would use a 4wd dirve version of the 700r and an Advanced Adapters adapter w/a
NP205 t-case or an Atlas.Keep everything together,so to speak.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:FYI:Source for surgical lamp and spotlight bulbs POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might want to check Cold War Marketing in Denver (Littleton).Not only does he have a
cool M-60 tank,lots of Unimogs and other military vechiles for sale,he also has had
some 725's and has a wearhouse full of parts.When I was there a few weeks ago,I think I
saw some lights.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16965 NEXT>16984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Much better idea,although more expensive,
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c MIA POSTER>HAMMER EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM.DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>16875 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOOD TO KNOW,HEY NEXT TIME YOU GET AROUNG GRENN BAY YOU CAN
HELP ME WORK ON MY TRUCK.THANKS IN ADVANCE.
SUBJECT>TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,9 January 2003,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16972 16977 16988 16989 17000 17001
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM LARGE 6'2"OR 3"AND PUSHING 300LBS.I DO NOT FIT BEHIND THE
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WHEEL OF MY TRUCK VERY WELL.AT THIS TIME I PREFER TO KEEP THIS
ALMOST STOCK TRUCK ALMOST STOCK BUT WOULD ENTERTAIN ANY
SUGGESTIONS ON TILT STEERING OR DIFFERENT SEATS OR
CONFIGURATIONS THEREOF TO GAIN A LITTLE ROOM.THE EASIEST MAY
BE TO DRILL NEW HOLES IN THE FLOOR AND MOVE THE SEAT BACK BUT
THAT WONT GIVE MUCH ROOM UNTIL I HIT THE FLOOR
SUPPORT/CROSSMEMBER.HAA ANYONE HAD A SIMILAR PROBLEM?HOW
DID YOU HANDLE IT.THANK YOU.
SUBJECT>May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 3:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>16976 16979 16998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi,I'm new to this world.I bought a '67 M715 SN 15157 last September.I live i
Fairbanks AK and bought it from a guy in Nenana about an hour away.I believe it was a
Air Force Truck that was later owned by a school ditrict.Past that I have no clue.It's
apparently a locally famous truck.They guy lives right on the highway and,I've been told,
was asking too much for it for too many years.Everyone that's driven between Fairbanks
and Anchorage says "Oh Yeah!!That one!!"when I tell 'em where I got it.He came down
to $4000 and I've not decided if I payed too much or got a deal.According to the
mountain of parts and labor receipts he gave me,the guy had about $10,000 wrapped up
in the thing after purchace price,new engine,trans,OD unit,t-case,custom driveshafts,
and fabrication work.It's got a 304ci V8 with GM power steering and Holley 600 on
Edelbrock intake,Ranger III torque splitter,T18 trans,Dana20 t-case,and stock axles.I
kept the 9.00-16 NDT's and rims,but I'm now rolling on 16.5 Dodge(?)rims and 36-
12.50-16.5 HMMWV Wrangler RT II's.The rims just needed the holes reamed a little;
the bolt pattern was perfect.It has remarkably little rust but does have an issue or two.I
just hope the project doesn't bankrupt or kill me by the time I'm done with it.
As for the bit off too much title...My newest hurtle is getting the Dana20 to stop slipping
out of 4 HI.Then I can fix all the engine leaks.It sat for so long the seals &gaskets are
shot.It leaks more fluids than a 40 year old gigalo.I'm eventually going to have custom
leaf springs made for a little more lift and better handling.I'll probably go with Detroit
lockers too.Power brakes would be nice.I'm going to try a salvaged power brake booster,
make new lines,recondition the wheel cylinders,and test my luck.It needs new seats,.too.I sit on a blanket over the
bare springs.When I finally get it mechanically sound,I'll
strip it down to the frame,sandblast,paint/undercoat,rhino line the bed &cab floor,and
give it a fresh coat of OD green.All of this has to happen on a not tight but conservative
budget over a few years.The hitch is that I'm trying to keep it driveable for the majority
of the time.(Haa!Good luck!)
I'm already very attached to this rig and looking forward to the build-up,but if any of the
dozens of people wanting to buy it off me come up with enough $$$before I put in the
wrench time,I may save the headaches.
If you've actually read this long winded story,please let me know what you think.This
forum has already been immensely helpful.Thank you all.
SUBJECT>Re:ALIVE!!!POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at
3:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mabe now you will make the 30 min trip to Carthage with the wife to come wheel'n one
weekend.I'm always ready.Here's the ph 910-947-6276
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 3:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>16973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm long legged too.It's tough to squeeze past the wheel.I'm just living with it but I have
to believe you can buy an aftermarket tilt column minus the wheel.Graft it in and some-
how use the old wheel to keep a stock look.
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 6'2,and had the same problem.I made custom seat mounts with aftermarket seats
pushed as far back as possible,but still have to squezze past the wheel.I'm in the process
of getting a CJ tilt column to put in,but it will be a month before i can even touch it.
Moral is i don't think moving the seat back will give you the room your're looking for
alone.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16962 NEXT>
16992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...that heavy Mallory metal ain't cheap!What about a harmonic balancer?Neutral
small or big block fit on the crank snout?
SUBJECT>Re:GM flywheel+GM pressure plate+ford disk??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16956 NEXT>
16986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.GM offered an 11 7/8"or 12 1/8"clutch in like late '70's 3/4 and I think 1 tons.So,
something like what you have may fit with the correct pressure plate.
My question to you is why go with the ford disk and guess when you can use GM?The
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corse,10 spline ought to be the same.
If I'm wrong I expect a flaming,but these are my thoughts.
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16970 NEXT>16978
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shoppe,
The only response I have is-"leaks more fluids than a 40 year olds gigalo".
That's just nasty.
As I've said and been told:price is relative to what money you have,how badly you want
something,and if your wife knows.
Good luck with your truck!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed a tilt GM colume which also allowed me to replace the old steering shaft w/a
heavy duty type.I think I got it from Snake River 4x4.Will check and get back to you.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16976 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just chew slowly,you'll handle it.It will be great fun!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The old adage about "get what you pay for"almost always applies.Sounds like you paid a
reasonable price for something that is running and more or less complete.Most of the
things you need to fix are very minor in the vast scheme of things.Driving it may fix
some of the leaks and if not,it's always good to check your fluids regularly (just like the
gigolo).Unless you have zero mechanical aptitude,which is probably not the case based
on your post,I don't think you got a bad deal.Good luck...H
SUBJECT>Donor Truck Booster POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:43
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will TRY to get to the junkyard tomorrow and find out what year jeep pickup I got my
simple,bolt in,booster from.
I'll post monday.
SUBJECT>Re:FYI:Source for surgical lamp and spotlight bulbs POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>16930 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for the spotlight you can get by with a 12volt bulb,GE4435 it is cheaper than the 28volt
bulb.justhook the wire to the spotlight to the second battery +terminal,that is 12volts.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16951 NEXT>16983 16985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So everyone agrees that they are right-handed threads,meaning that they turn counter-
clockwise for removal?Just use a punch and a hammer to turn them?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>16982 NEXT>16994
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's another option that you may frown upon,but I just drilled mine out and went on.It
was posted back in '99 by a competent member that those bolts aren't necessary and were
originally installed to keep the drum on the rig as it rolled down the assembly line.Newer
cars and trucks just have the rotor or drum on the lugs and not bolted or screwed on at all.
Ponder that.
I've done this on the last 2 715s I had and saw no ill effects.
But then again,I used electrician's tape to stop a plumbing leak I had in my bathroom last
night.I may not know my ass from a hole in the ground.
my $.01
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16967 NEXT>17005 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,bud,the previous may be the best bet,but I stuck a 500 cid Caddy w/a Turbo400 i
mine.I didn't move the T-case,but I did have to fabricate a different intermediate
driveshaft.I went to the junkyard,found a drive shaft with the front yoke and female
splines for my Turbo 400.Cut that off.Took the one off of my truck,cut it in two.Took.the two halves,put the smaller
diameter(T400)one inside the bigger(M715)and welded
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them together (after a lot of measuring).If you can find an old hacksaw band or the like to
insert between the inner and the outer it will center up the driveshafts so they won't be out
of round when you weld them.You will need to figure some play in the tranny whe
installed,in other words don't make the new intermediate driveshaft assembly too long
when welded.People told me that I couldn't do it because it would vibrate too bad,but I
never get over 60 and don't notice a problem with it.I suppose I could get mine balanced
somewhere if I really needed it.I did have to move and modify my engine mounts,and
also had to install a new radiator w/an electric fan.Keeping the stock T-case shifting
linkage in tact once the Warner 4-speed is gone is another trick.I wish I had this web site
before I started on mine.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>16982 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They turn ccw to unscrew.....hit the screw head inward,like you are driving a nail....this
will loosen them up and then use the impact driver.Be sure to use a rust penetrator too.
I'd heat,grind,and the like as a last step.
SUBJECT>Re:GM flywheel+GM pressure plate+ford disk??POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16975 NEXT>17058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the gm disks are 1-1/8 10 spline,the jeep is 1-1/16 10 spline (like ford)I guess I can use
the gm disk,i was just wondering what I should use.....What clutch have you guys bought
for the swap?My flywheel is 70's-ish 12"1/2 ton chevy that had the sm465.Thanks,
Richard
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16948 NEXT>17047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was able to get all of mine off with a medium punch.Two or three raps with a hammer
in the counterclockwise direction loosened them right up.The screws weren't too
buggered-up by this method.Wear goggles!
Steven
SUBJECT>Yes,I did design a tilt column !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Several years ago I did design a tilt column to go into the M37 and M715.The M37 was
more adaptable to the std Saginaw steering column and its stock bracket.The M715 is
more inclined to use a stright 2"column.They work great,as they incorporate tilt,turn
signals,and emergency flashers.It is adaptable to the std GM wireing plug.I believe that
prices would run about $260.00 to $300.00 all referbished,checked out and ready to go..Check my web-site listed
below,it will have a picture of an M37 tilt.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>16993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,I'm 6'5",the stock seats were the problem for me.I swapped in two high back
buckets from an early Izuzu Trooper.I used some angle iron to adapt the seat frames to
the floor and bolted them in.They are plenty comfortable and provide me with more leg
room with the stock column/wheel.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:which headers???POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16960
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't use Trans-Dapt headers.I got mine for free and found out why the hard way.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>michael smolnikar
EMAIL>staken@ctctel.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16958 NEXT>17002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ronron,what is a decent stub shaft length?I had a 61 gmc 4x4 with a 10 and a half inch
driveshaft yoke to yoke.does it have to be shorter?I've heard that a np202 transfer case is
the wat to go?
SUBJECT>Re:A quick 6.2 and 6.5 question POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they would balance that as part of the rotating mass.you might want to get in touch with
willie here in texas.he built up a 6.2 a few years ago.if you do a search for his posts,you
will find his phone number and email.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16989 NEXT>16996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,When I got mine from Tom at Snake River,I think he had several lengths availible,
or he made them different lengths,not sure which.I am 6'tall and could not live with the
existing set-up either.I don't think the overall lehgth is so critical because you simply put
it at the place you want it,then weld it to the brackets.There are some variables that Tom
can discuss with you.I remember that he and I talked several times before I placed the
order.Once the colume was in,I then took the measurments and orderd the steering shaft.
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It seemed like the whole installation was going to be difficult,but it turned out to be very
easy and one of the easy parts of the rebuild.Let me know if you want some pictures of
the finished colume.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>krob725.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well b
you might not know your ass from a hole in the ground,but at least they can't say that you
ain't got no sense!you did throw a penny in..
krob725
SUBJECT>Problems using different spark plugs in M-725 POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYJyVwoFyj2g PREVIOUS>NEXT>16997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am tring to get my M-725 running off of regular j-series spark plug and regular wires
but it will not start.I am also using the old cap and distributor.It is getting gas,the points
are firering,and I have spark to No.1 spark plug.Are the regular spark plug wires not
enough for the 24 volt system.Don
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16993 NEXT>16999 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Paul,when myself or anyone sits down and builds one from scratch,you can adjust the
length.If you have a nice picture,I would appreciate that you e-mail to me.Thanks Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Problems using different spark plugs in M-725 POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16995 NEXT>17011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how did you attach them to the military dist?i did mine years ago using some type of
radio connectors.it will work if you get the wires mounted tight to the cap.mine have
been on for about 4 years now.if i can find the instructions i'll post or email to you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16970 NEXT>17009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES,I did read your entire post!Looks like you got yourself a NICE rig.Funny that it's
"famous",too.These things ARE hard to hide!
RE the wheels you found.Were they from a newer rig,(as in are they still available)or
are they off something old?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16996 NEXT>17003 17013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.i am 6'-1"and find the position uncomfortable as well.how did you use the GM switches
to work the military turn signals?do you have an adapter with the kit?do you have to
change over to 12 volt?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has the GM column out of a 75 J series pickup truck.There were folding
manual Cherokee seats which sat too low for me (5'4")so I installed FSJ power seats
(leather,too!
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16969 NEXT>17007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Hammer,I'm 6'4 &300 and my solution was to put in the drivers seat out of a CJ
with its brackets.It does sit a little further back,but what really helped was the couple of
inches lower.We're tall enough to still see (sorry Ethan)and for the first time I ca
remember I can wear a hat w/o that annoying brushing the ceiling thing.You could
probably shorten the stock seat frame a bit to your comfort zone for that stock look too.
Good luck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ronron?The NP200 is a VERY strong t-case,but it is loud and has overheating problems
-however,it is FREE (my favorite word).The favorite t-case seems to be the NP205.
Same kind of strength,quieter,&meant to be driven at highway speeds,not to mention
you can get parts anywhere for them.I've been told the stub shaft should be at least 6"or
longer,but as I haven't ever had to make a shorter one I couldn't tell you for shure.Good
luck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:48 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I will e-mail you some pictures tomorrow.krob725,I pulled all of the military
wiring out and went w/a 12 volt system.The military switches are just there for looks.I
used a Painless Wiring harness and everything is GM color coded and matched up w/
Tom,s colume wiring.Later guy's.I worked all day fixing a Jeep TJ that some guy went
out and played "Dukes of Hazzard"with.I guess it was a nice jump(he was trying to show
off for some some chickly doodle),but the landing broke the rear lower control arm
bracket(Rubicon Express long arm kit)clean off the housing.Also destroyed the front.passenger side lower control arm
bracket.Had to replace the housing and swap gears and
weld up the front.So I'm tired and think I will sleep.But at least I got it back together so
he could go out and destroy something else this weekend.Good customer.Keeps me
busy.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 or Atlas II POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most generally the NP200 runs hot compared to other t-cases.It's strong as nails but is
loud and not user friendly.Parts are becoming harder to find and expensive.
The 205 has a huge parts availability,can be adapted to anything,tough as an old boot,
and you can score one for cheap.These can be adapted to use twin sticks and mating a
203 reduction housing to a 205 seems to be a popular thing.One of the drwbacks as
compared to the Atlas is the relative high gearing of about 2:1.
The biggest drawback of the Atlas is the price tag.Once you get over the sticker shock
and recover from bankruptcy you will be pleased with how it works,ease of use,and your
ability to pull stumps at idle.These also can be adapted to almost anything.However they
were designed for use in small lightweight vehicles like CJs or Wranglers and would be
considered about the same as an aging 205.
Personally,I would go with the 205 for the price and if I wasn't happy with the reduction
gears I throw a planetary underdrive between the tranny a t-case.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 9:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16984 NEXT>17006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the Caddy solution!!!Real cool.Would like to have that setup in a military Chevy
truck I was looking at last week.If I buy it I might consider chunking the 6.2 Diesel and
adding the 500.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17005 NEXT>17016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of shape is the 6.2 in?I need one for a CUCV Blazer if you decide to part with
it.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!!!Before the seat swap,I felt like the little old ladies driving their Chevy Caprices.and looking out the window
THRU the steering wheel!
With the power seat,I sit at about the same height as I do in my FSJ.I don't know how
low it will go.I haven't needed it.
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2OIbOT2VRCc PREVIOUS>16949 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JC thanks for the great info.I am heading to NAPA asap.Wanted to get rid of that darn
pump anyway.Gonna convert wipers to elect from JC Whitney soon as I get shaft lenght.
Again thanks a lot.Jasper
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16998 NEXT>17010 17019 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The rims are old.I got them from "Giant Tire"in Fairbanks,a dealer with a HUGE stock
of used stuff.He happened to have 5 of them sitting in a storage container and seemed to
think they came off an older Dodge Ram.They were probably the only set in Fairbanks
for sale.It was either those or some 17"dual tire rims from an old camper.Both had the
right bolt pattern.I took the 16.5's because they sat out a little wider and would hold
HMMWV tires.They stick out past the fenders about an inch or two.All I had to do was
have a machine shop slightly enlarge the bolt holes to fit over the heavier military lugs.
$75 per rim X 5 rims +$10 a piece for machine work.The tires are used with about 1/2
tread left.They threw them in for $50 a piece including mounting and a lot of balancing
weights.I'm not gonna spring for new rubber until the rest of the truck's done.
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,10 January 2003,at 11:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17009 NEXT>17023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply.I was just hoping,out of some dumb luck or a miracle,that I could
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walk down the the tire shop and ask for wheels for "such and such"vehicle that was made
in the past 10 years.I guess I'll have to hit the bone yards for old trucks.(Once I have the
$,of course!)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Problems using different spark plugs in M-725 POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 6:41
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I attached them by take out the old plug wires and I put some plug wires off of a 1966
chevelle and they fit in there pretty good .What type of connectors did you use on yours?
Don
SUBJECT>top bows??POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>17018 17069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you cut down m35 (2.5 ton)bows and use them on the 715?if not who has them?
Thanks,Richard
SUBJECT>Re:TILT STEERING/MOVING THE SEAT POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16999 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Krob,Paul is correct,to use the GM adapter you have to splice into the existing wiring.
The switches in the column should handle 24v,but as 12v conversions is nice,as 24v
light bulbs are EXPENSIVE.Tom
SUBJECT>CUCV Axles POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>17015 17020 17022 17029
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope this isn't off topic too much.
I'm considering some CUCV axles.You know those GM military 5/4 ton pickup trucks?
I understand they came commonly with 4.56 gears,Corp 14 with Detroit locker in rear,
Dana 60 with limited slip in front with lockout hubs and disc brakes.
Does anyone know what the hub to hub measurement is?I mean the surface the wheels
bolt up to.I heard they may be a little narrow for the M715,but I'm just curious what the
actual width is.Also where can I get a set near Washington state and what's a good price?
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 14 bolt measures 67"WMS to WMS (the 60 is around the same maybe 1"wider).I
see them out here on the East coast from $1400 to $2200.Not what I would call close to
WA though....
SUBJECT>Re:engine &tranny swap POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 12:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One minor tidbit I forgot to mention previously...its really not minor,its important.Whe
I purchased the salvaged 500 Caddy/Turbo 400 combo,the tranny had a "long"tailshaft.
This version of the Turbo 400 will make your life very difficult if you try to install it,
because of the additional length.Once I discovered my problem,I got on the telephone
and called several local tranny shops.Finally found one that had the short tailshaft and the
tail housing where the yoke slips in.So I swapped it out..I understand engines pretty well and feel comfortable
working on them.Transmissions,
on the other hand,are like a funny shaped box that has to be there for obvious reasons.I
only know what I am told about them.The Turbo 400 is supposed to be a very strong
unit.I have heard mixed reviews on the 700R4.Some say good things,other just curse as
they walk off.Maybe you could buy one out of Summit that is race-prepped.If I had it to
do over I would try to learn more about the 4L80E.I have a Cadillac engine,and the
tranny carries the Buick-Olds-Pontiac bellhousing pattern.I don't know if I could eve
find a newer tranny to work with the BOP engine pattern without an adapter kit.At any
rate,I will promise you this much.If you are going to put an M715 on the highway,try to
find tough tranny that has overdrive and find a way to get it in the truck.I don't believe
that you will ever regret it.I guess you could install taller gears to compensate for that
problem,but I prefer keeping the gears and getting bigger tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit locker vs Spool POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What part #Detroit lockers are compatable with the stock axles front and rear?The
people I went to couldn't find a good listing.
They also thought I might try an OX Locker on the front so I could disconnect it and be
able to steer well.
Side question...I have yet to take the axles apart myself.What is the actual spline count
and shaft diameter on the inners?Different sources seem to have different #s.
SUBJECT>Re:top bows??POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17012 NEXT>17025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a thought if you want to go a less expensive route try using pvc plumbing (the size
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you need)use a heat gun to heat it up and bend to the shape you need and paint if it is too
flimsy you can use a metal rod inside for stability and strength .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>luke
EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17009 NEXT>17105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SHoppe -Fairbanks AK
Sounds like you've got a cool truck!
I just moved up here in the Fall and am going to UAF
Have to get together sometime and see your truck...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,11 January
2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17014 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Drew's web page
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/index.html
Rollie,how off topic can it be if your going to put them on a 715????.As for your description,is right except for
the front limited slip.It is a trac loc (dana)and
was only used in m1028 and m1031.That diff is marginal at best.
Wheel mount surface to (wms)front 69",rear 66.5-67".
As for narrow,these are what Drew used on his truck.Ford 60f are only .5 inches wider
(what I'm using).If you what wider in the rear,use a van axle (appr 4",again,what I'm
using)
I hear up in the northwest,1 ton stuff is getting $$$$$($1500-2000 for the front axle
alone).Then,here in Wisconsin,a buddy of mine traded a m715 tailgate and a 230 with a
bad bearing for a complete but none running m1008.Go figure????
John
SUBJECT>leaf spring measurement POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the measurement of the leaf spring on a m715 also the pack number or leafs per
pack.I'm looking at getting some springs from alcan springs.Does anybody reading this
have alcan springs or heard of any body having them.Or have a better idea on lifting the
big jeep with a good flex for rock crawling.Want to run 39's or 42's.I live on advice
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17014 NEXT>17024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CUCVs have 3.08 gears.If they ran 4.56 they would go slower than a M715.The
transmisions on these beast are TH400s(no OD)with NP205 t-cases.What you do get is a
Detroit Locker.There are several companies that part out CUCVs--I think there is one in
PA that is selling stuff on e-bay.(search for CUCV)You should be able to pick these up
for less than $1200 unless they are gold plated.I wouldn't pay over about $600 for the set.
If they ask more than that they are trying to rip you off.Check out Andy's CUCV site for
more info.Not sure on the address.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 11:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17010 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You did post that your truck came with a dana 20 Tcase?Has that been holding up alright
in the truck?Just curious..I have about 4 or 5 of those 20's laying around and could put
them to use.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Saturday,11 January 2003,at 11:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17022 NEXT>17045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off the bazers had 10 bolt rears with 3.08 gears.The trucks had 14 bolt full float.rears with 4.56 and a
detroit.I believe you will have to swap the drums out for disks to
clear the springs.If you go to Drew's site and look at the pics under his gas tank install
you can see them there.I have some links to some places that offer kits and some links to
write ups on 14bolt disk installs.
www.tsmmfg.com
www.a-tron.net/
www.shakerbuilt.com/14_Bolt.html
www.truckworld.com/How-To-Tech/ChevyDiskBrakes/Chevrolet-brakes.html
www.off-road.com/chevy/reviews/tsm/
SUBJECT>Re:top bows??POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,12
January 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17018 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not to contradict drsmiths post-but if you can get some "grey"heavy schedule electrical
conduit it will bend up rather easily with the hest gun method he spoke of.i have used the
grey pvc to put winter storm cover over a large 40 foot boat and found it to withstand
very heavy snow loads,wind.it seems to be more durable than the plumbing pvc but might
cost more.make sure to get the heaviest wall or "schedule"available.good luck-
bern1m715
SUBJECT>Brake Problem POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>17034 17037 17050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was driving my 715 yesterday and I noticed the brakes seemed very "mushy".I pulled
over and checked the Master Dylinder.It was full of fluid and I did not see any leaks
around it.I checked all the brake lines and they were intact.I also checked around the
brake drums and did not see any leaks there.I am guessing the brake cylinders are going
out.Does anyone have a thought?Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Who had the Stainless Fuel Tanks?POSTER>John Allington
EMAIL>Allingtonj@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4qrcYcxyOiU PREVIOUS>NEXT>17033
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who had the stainless fuel tanks in the works and for sale to others for the M715/725?
What is the status?
Thanks
John Allington (Allingtonj@aol.com)
M725 in Lafayette,IN
SUBJECT>Dual reservoir master cylinder conversion POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17030 17038 17044 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Please bear with me for revisiting an area many of you are probably tired of,but,I am
now in the process of converting to a dual reservoir master cylinder and have a question.I
read all of information provided above and in old posts so I know what parts to use,
however,the majority of the recommendations suggest plugging two of the ports on the
original junction block (for the front lines)and leaving the rear brakes and pressure
switch attached to the original block.The rear would be run as the primary circuit
(farthest from the firewall).The front lines would require a new junction block to split the
left and right front wheels fed by the secondary circuit (closest to firewall).
Insead of doing this,can I simply run the rear line directly to the master cylinder
(primary),plug the original junction where the rear brake line was,and feed the fronts via
the original junction block (secondary)leaving the pressure switch in tact?This seems
easier but there may be some problems I am not foreseeing.Does anyone have any
experience with this routing configuration?Will there be enough pressure on the
secondary circuit to activate the pressure switch for the brakes?Sorry for the length,but I
want safe brakes and don't want to do this again (the frame is currently bare and easily
accessible).Many thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17014
NEXT>17031 17092 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Rollie,good to see your still here.You could always give BOYCE a call,1-800-748-4269
in Ogden,UT.But hang onto your pocket book.But they would be fully refurbisned and
guarenteed.I would sure watch the GSA auctions here in the PNW and buy the whole
darn truck.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Dual reservoir master cylinder conversion POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>17028 NEXT>
17032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's exactly what I did and have no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>17029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie I emailed you....please respond if you got it.Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:Dual reservoir master cylinder conversion POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,
I did the same (easy method).Though I've always seen the innermost half referred to as
the primary..It'll work fine either way.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Who had the Stainless Fuel Tanks?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron did.
I was thinking from the beginning that the price he quoted was awfully cheap for that
much stainless and the work involved but I didn't wanna ruin anyones good time.Seems
like he's not been around lately though.I would think something like that would run
closer to 5 bills resale,maybe 3 on a "bro"deal.
I guess we'll see soon enough if I just did the 'ol foot in mouth trick.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17026 NEXT>17035 17043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tom
have not heard from you in while.do you still have the original hoses at the wheels?if so,
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they get mushy and expand under pressure.you could try new ones.you should be able to
get them at an auto parts store.get them to match them up for you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
memphis equipment has them on sale on the internet site right now.i bought all 3 for less
than 40 $.talk to john.
rick
SUBJECT>Olds 455 and 4.56 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I have an Olds 455 that I want to put into my M715.I was thinking of regearing the axles
to 4.56.I figure that since I will have roughly twice the torque of the 230,I would still do
pretty good off-road,and I could turn 2200RPM's at 55mph.I've rebuilt several engines
and trannies,but never regeared any axles.Is getting the correct contact pattern difficult?
I suppose this could be a good time to put a locker in the rear too...What do you think?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would check the brake shoe adjustment.The shoes don't have auto
adjusters,and they
may have worn down enough to need adjusting back up tight.This can cause excess pedal
travel.0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Dual reservoir master cylinder conversion POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,If I understand what you said,the way you describe is exactly the way I did it and
everything works fine.I replaced the pressure switch due to age (but left it as you
described above)and added a Celeberty booster and a 1-ton GM master cyclinder.I agree
that this is easier and it works well for me.I have about 2000 miles on the conversion and
have had no problems.
Paul
SUBJECT>Door opening mechanism POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My drivers door doesn't always want to open from the inside,so Friday while trying to get
out,I twisted the knob right off.The handle is still in good shape,I just need the part that
sticks out,which I haven't looked yet,will probably mean I need the whole mechanism.
Anyone have one to get rid of?I guese I may need to lay off the Bowflex.(Ha!Ha!Ha!)
mudclod
SUBJECT>New MV Show in Ohio POSTER>Pat Thompson
EMAIL>DandPThom@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just learned that the Huron County Veterans Memorial Committee in Norwalk,Ohio is
including Military Vehicles in their 2003 show at the Huron County Airport.Its called
"WINGS and WHEELS SHOW"and incorporates old cars,trucks,cycles muscle cars ,
aircraft and M/V's in one nice show.There is also a parts swapmeet with the military stuff
kept apart from the antique auto stuff.No fee for registration,OR public admission,they
accept donations from the public.They have dash plaques for the early registrants too.
The show this year is June 14th,and it should be easy for those from the Ohio,Penn.
Mich.and Ind.areas to reach,and should be fun even IF its a one day show,and that
gives time to see that NEW "Dragster"rollercoaster at Cedar Point if youd like.Matter of
fact,that park has group salesand rates for admission too.But who cares,its not OD,but
they do have an M-152CDN on display on the Frontiertown Midway now outfitter as a
gravediggers truck for their Halloweekends Halloween promotions.I was dickering with
the salvage yard that had it when they just plopped down what he asked and then some
for it.Anyway,I digress.To register for the Norwalk,Ohio show call Dave or Bonny
Ballard at (419)668-2064.
SUBJECT>Re:Olds 455 and 4.56 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17036
NEXT>17126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mikel,Of the many tools you need for a R+P setup,a good manual detailing how to read
the pattern and what adjustments to make is very important.You would also need a dial
indicator on a magnetic base for checking backlash,an inch pound torque wrench for
setting up your pinion preload,brass drift to drive the pinion bearing cups carefully in and
out,contact paste GM part number 582J3,bearing seperator for the carrier bearings and
most likely a bearing press to put them back on the carrier each time.I also use a dial
caliper to read the shims I am moving around.I keep records of what changes I have
made just in case I have to back up.You would also need a small hobby paint brush to
apply the contact paste.I also put a dollop of contact paste in a small lid and dilute it just
a little bit with paint thinner or something equal.It's a bit thick straight out of the tube.
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Another very important thing is to try to obtain a decent pattern on both the coast and
drive side of the tooth.My first R+P 20 yrs ago I just set up the drive side...well it howled
pretty bad on the freeway.Two years later I took the gears out for a ratio change and they
were hammered.So be sure and check both sides of the tooth.Used gears may be tricky
to set up.Once they wear together in one housing,trying to get a good setup in another
housing might be a pain.This is not always the case.Anyway good luck and let us know
how it goes......Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Attn.Jasper Monroe POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jasper,may have given you bad info on the fuel pump.i slapped it on,the truck ran,on to
the next thing which i thought was timing.on closer inspection (rebuilding the carb)i
have gas pouring out of my bowl vent and since float and needle are good im thinking the
pump delivers too much volume/pressure.im sorry if this screwed you up,ill let you
know whats up when i get to the bottom of this.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17034
NEXT>17103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
krob--
Yes,I am still around--just don't check on the Board as much as I used to.Will check into
old brake lines.I was under the vehicle checking the brake lines and did not notice
anything out of place,and there were no leaks.Thanks Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:Dual reservoir master cylinder conversion POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bobby,Chris,Paul,Thank you for you responses.I now feel confident to complete this
conversion.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:CUCV Axles POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17024
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I knew that 10-bolts came under the Blazers because I own 5 of them.I just assumed that
they would have the sdame axle ratios as their 1 1/4 brethren.No biggie I like the taste of
my own foot.I seem to have let my alligator mouth overload by piss ant a--!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:leaf spring measurement POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great choice!!Where I work,we put Alcans on all our custom Jeeps.They cost a little
more,but our track record w/them is excellent.They are very flexy!!I was going to put
Alcans on the M715 but instead I took two leafs out of the stock pack and had a local
spring company re-arch them.They seem to work real well so far.I run 37's and could
easily run 39's,but not 42's.I was looking for stock height or a little higher.Check w/
Alcan and then give me call and I will see if I can beat their price.We are an Alcan dealer
but the way it's set up there is little margin in springs.If we can drop ship them maby I
can save you a little.Ryno 4WD 918-459-9003 and ask for Paul.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 brake drum removal POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 6:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,the center punch and hammer did the trick,no penetrating oil,no heat,no impact
screwdriver.I had actually used this method before and completely forgot about it until
that one guy said to use a big punch and a hammer on them.Then I thought to take the
center punch and start it in on the perimeter and then tilt it over to turn the screw counter
clockwise.
SUBJECT>Motor mounts for Olds 455?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
My M715 currently has a Chevy 350 with the Novak kit.The 350 is pretty much dead and
I have a healthy 455 that I want to put in.What kind of frame mounts could I use?Are the
Chevy mounts I currently have close enough that I could make them to work with a few
changes?
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Lube Leak Problem POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>8254 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17026 NEXT>17051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Could be the lines as said below,more likely the fluid
has an air bubble in the line(s).Just
start replacing things till it firms up!!Ha Ha.;-)Good luck!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17050
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with Doug,air in the lines.Get a buddy to help bleed them completely.Now would be
a good time to drain,flush and replace all brake fluid as DOT3 absorbs water over time.
Good luck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts for Olds 455?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17048 NEXT>17125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out the novak web site you may also be able to see the differance between the
mounts
SUBJECT>Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,12 January
2003,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17054 17068 17070
17071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am changing the truck over to 6.2 oil burner,700r4 and "mated"quadratrac transfer.I
would like a little more grunt from the 6.2.I plan on new performace injectors and pump,
as well as air intake and exhaust.Don't need a million HP,but I feel a diesel just isn't
right without that turbo "spool-up"sound!!!Anyone here have any insight on turbo kits?
Obviously I would love to make my own kit...have lots of the parts around.Anyway I
could go on forever...thoughts on this???Thanks guys,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,12 January 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17053 NEXT>17055 17061 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get rid of the Quackra -trac !!!------B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Sunday,12 January
2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17054 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
---Oh the sh*t I have taken over the quadra-crap.;-)----I have had great luck with them.
You just have to use the right fluid and keep an eye on the chain.With a little maint.and
love they can handle a ton of power,are quiet,smooth,dammm good in the snow-mud
etc.and also I have two on hand and extra parts!Plus they have a place near and dear to
my heart as I grew up with them.(tearing up...)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Door opening mechanism POSTER>Etha.EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 12:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17039 NEXT>17102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As usual,I'd recommend looking at older J trucks or Cherokees (those had manual
windows)to see if the mechanism is similar.I am planning on doing a power window
'upgrade'if the mechanism will fit in there reasonably easily.
I know,it's not exactly rough and tough like the rest of the truck,but it is MY truck.
SUBJECT>What if???POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17063 17075 17170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I originally posted this 'What if'question on the IFSJA's forum and got little response.
So,I'll try you fellows:
What if...when the Government ordered the M-715,they wanted an eight cylinder engine
instead of the 230 Tornado 6 cylinder.
Would they have gotten a rig with a Buick Dauntless 350 V8?
Secondly,what tranny/TC combo do you think would have been behind this V8?
SUBJECT>Re:GM flywheel+GM pressure plate+ford disk??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>16986 NEXT>
17080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hit the parts store and start matching them up!Another thing you can do,I've done this
on a couple of drag cars with mismatched pressure plates and disks,is to drill out the
rivets that hold the center in the clutch disk and put the center you need in it with hight
grade 1/4"bolts.As long as the rivets holes line up this will work if in that type of bind.
SUBJECT>NP 205 Divorced,Mounts and Disk Ebrake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17066
17087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the link to where I posted the pics.You'll be able to see how the rotor and caliper
were mounted along with the mount's for the 205 divorced case as well.I probably have
over 700 miles on the conversion now with zero problems and lot's less noise.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Later all.
SUBJECT>The Infamous Booster POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17089 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ok,I got to the junkyard to find the truck I got the booster out of and it was gone.There.was another one there with
the same booster on it.With a call to Katie,she helped me
identify the truck (the door tag stopped at 197-with the fourth digit worn off)as '70 to '73
J10.Had the full across grill and had 0's and 3's on the lenses that were left in it.This was
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the type booster that I dropped in mine with the corvette master and didn't need to do any
mods to linkage to have it work.
Hope it helps!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at
6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you ever had any bad experiences?I had one with 38"swampers and I loved it...
SUBJECT>Flat tire/locker woes POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17064
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a flat on the rear of my truck and have a locker in that axle.My spare is a stock tire
and my onther 3 are 38".My question is will the different size tired create one axle shaft
to spin faster than the other and tear up my locker,or will the locker think that it's just
making one big turn and un-lock for the duration?
It's a Detroit N0-Spin and for the 1/4 mile i drove it like that it sounded fine.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17057 NEXT>17073 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay,I'll bite.
Hypothetically speaking...I probably wouldn't have my truck right now.The Buick 350 is
about 13 times more reliable than the stock,in my little worlded opinion and have see
more of these motors blown than hemis at the drags,so the price would be more,the
truck I'd bought wouldn't have had pieces of valve stem in the exhaust and therefore
wouldn't have been sold so abruptly,and I wouldn't even have interest toward a site like
this.
So hypothetically,in effect,you've negated my existence in this forum's with your
buickian speculation.
Um,probably an SM420 witht he 7:1 first gear.
SUBJECT>Re:Flat tire/locker woes POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17062 NEXT>
17065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey B-,
Next time throw one of the front tires onto the back and keep that diff with the posi as
close to same as possible.That mismatch will cause a lot of stress on components,even
with the small tire in the front will still cause a lot of spider gear action as they make up
for the size difference.
If the tire you lost is bad enough that you'll replace it,see it you can get it volcanized or
put a boot patch in it and keep it as a full size spare.That's what I did when my one
bogger got the sidewall sliced by that metro.
SUBJECT>Re:Flat tire/locker woes POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17064 NEXT>17206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you'll be driving slow anyway,you can air down the larger tire that will compensate
some.0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 Divorced,Mounts and Disk Ebrake POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17059 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice,looks like a couple of grand's worth of fab wok from a REALLY good shop.
You're an artist with the torch and welder.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:gas in oil POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>16927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The replacement diaphrams for the original fuel pump do not hold up to today's fuel
additives (It turns the rubber to mush.).I went through 3 diaphrams in 3 months.
Hi,Jasper.
If you don't mind a civilian version (without vacuum pump),the Airtex Model 6510 is
available at Autozone for under $30.
It fits the stock 230 engine beautifully.If you have to force it to get it on,don't!Just hand-
turn the engine a little bit to turn the camshaft;this will relieve the problem.I attached the
suction hose for the wipers to a convenient port on the stock intake manifold.
I have about 3,000 miles on the new fuel pump,and it's working wonderfully!No more
"sitting on needles and pins",waiting for the military diaphram to spring another leak.
Just in case,I did buy a second Airtex pump to throw behind the seat.
Good luck!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:51 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17053 NEXT>17086
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I had a Chevy Suburban 6.2 diesel with a Banks turbo.I was very very happy with the
turbo diesel!Never had a single problem with the engine,I sold the truck with over
300000mls (first engine)!A twin Turbo 6.2 or 6.5 is my dream engine,no electronic like
the newer crap diesel engines (loaded with electronic)!
SUBJECT>Re:top bows??POSTER>Glen EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's the measurments:bows 50 3/4 ",sides 25",metal brace piece 46"long.all wood is
1X 2.5".
SUBJECT>Blown Head Gaskets,Weak bottom end POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17053 NEXT>17084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Putting a turbo on the 6.2 makes for a nice light duty engine but if you work it hard you
will have problems keeping the head gaskets in.As for the 6.5,it is borderline from the
factory.They cut fueling by 20%as the engine temp rises,again they do this to protect the
head gaskets.All in all they are decent engines for an SUV or truck not worked too hard,
but if you are going to try and treat it like a diesel,it will not hold up.....Just my input
from 11 years working in the diesel industry.....
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,
at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY
PREVIOUS>17053 NEXT>17085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I added an ATS turbo to my 6.2 in my m715 and it has really made a great difference i
acceleration and pulling power.There are a lot of Banks turbos around that will bolt on to
your 6.2.The ones from a 6.5 can be made to work but there are some differences.I have
found the following website to be a very good resource for GM 6.2 and 6.5 diesel
engines.
www.thedieselpage.com
When I was looking for a turbo,I placed an ad in their classified ad page and got back
about 6 replies from people who had turbos for sale.Most of them were in the $1500
range for the complete set up.I eventually paid $500 for a complete ATS with all the
parts.It bolted right on.My first truck had stock gearing and the original 4-speed.I'm
currently building a second M715,which is also a 6.2 with a turbo and I'm using the
700r4 transmission for that.I'm thinking of switching to 4.56 gears for this one.My first
engine came out of a van and had over 350K miles.The second engine came out of a
Suburban and has about 200K so to me it is just like new.
Good luck on your project.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Clutch for York Air Compressor Tapered Shaft POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17094
17128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have one of these kicking around??I have two possible compressor
options.One possibly a York.The other is a twin cylinder compressor off of a Craftsma
compressor.I tore it apart last night and it's clean as whistle and if I can find an clutch for
it's tapered shaft I'll be in fine shape!The '70's Yorks had tapered shafts.If anyone has
one they'd part with,please let me know.The cool part is that he donar compressor
should give me the relay and valve parts that would otherwise need to be acquired.
Any help is greatly appreciated!
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>DATE>Monday,13
January 2003,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17063 NEXT>17100
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Does this mean you no longer exist as a corporeal entity in the OD world of Kaiserdom?
SUBJECT>attn.Paul Brown POSTER>Don Ojeski EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul I have a question about the FE you have planed in march.My dad and I plan to
attend and I think we will bring my m715,my dad's m725 and his 1995 hummer pick up.
Please repost the entry form or let me know where to find it.
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17057 NEXT>17082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somewhere in some Jeep history book,I read about a prototype 715 chassis.It was
sporting dual rear wheels,the same Dana 70/60 axle combo,a divorced NP200,a Buick
350 w/TH400 trans.There was a picture of this particular chassis in the book,identical
except for the wheels and eng./trans.set-up.I wonder if Kaiser produced more than one?
What IF.......
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Jasper Monroe POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jasper,the pump works great.it was the needle in the carb not seating properly.sorry for
any confusion.jc
SUBJECT>M715 on the Maine Turnpike POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>
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DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17095 17096 17165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Was that anyone out here Sunday at around 400 on the side of the road(sorry
I was on the
other side or would have stopped)exit 10 cammo rig with big tires?or anyone know that
was FRANKO'
SUBJECT>rockwells POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good but short article on rockwell buildup on fourwheeler.com.contact info for chucks
trucks in orlando who did the work.
SUBJECT>Re:attn.Paul Brown POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don,
Glad to see you and your dad are interested in the FE.We don't have a entry form yet,as
we are still finialzing the plans.The dates are March 28th,29th,and 30th,at Tuttle Creek
Off-Road Park,near Mahattan Kansas.If you would e-mail me I will put you on the list
and then a e-mail w/the entry form and some other details will be sent out in Feburary.
We currently have a "for sure"committment from six (6)M715's as well as a M38 and a
few other types of Jeeps.Depending upon the number of solid enrties,we will have more
or less planned activities;but no matter what,there will be good wheeling and some cool
trucks.
Paul
SUBJECT>Which clutch kit for swap??POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17058 NEXT>17088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know someone has had to put a clutch in one of these things with the chevy motor and
the T-98.does the diameter of the shaft matter since they are both 10 spline?I would
think the splines would be the same just 1/32 shy in the clutch disk.What about the
throw-out bearing?I'm sure it needs to be 1-1/16"hmmm
SUBJECT>headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17083 17133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wiring for these was pulled for 12volt crap.I know the floor starter needs one wire
from the battery,one ground,then what?A wire to the on/off switch?The headlight/hi-
beam switch has a 3 recepticle boot but I have no idea where these wires should go.Any
help?I would like to buy rubber connectors too,but just knowing where the wires go into
would be enough to get me going.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you are talking about the same picture I'm thinking of,it was in Jim
Allen's book,and
it's more than just a prototype.I've seen what appears to be a Gladiator flatbed auto
wrecker with a long chassis,dual rear wheels,etc.Those readers in SoCal can see the
truck from the southbound lane of Fwy 14,just south of the Antelope Valley.I don't
know what engine/tranny combo it has,but it might be worth it to find out.
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17081 NEXT>17106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check the wiring diagram in the online manuals,look,^ up there ^
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Blown Head Gaskets,Weak bottom end POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!!Are there any things that can be done to help?(better head gaskets,better
cooling,better fuel delivery etc.?)I plan on being pretty easy on it,as I have a TBI 4.3 in
it now and am all in all pretty happy with that!Thanks again for your input.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,13 January
2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17071 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Rollie.The one I plan to use is from a van and was a factory replaced motor with
less than 60K on it.It has sat for about three years so I plan to do a LIGHT overhaul and
install.I figure it will need an inj.pump and injectors anyway so any "performance /
turbo"things I should look for or get?I have access to many turbos,friend who owns
salvage yard with lots of Saabs,and they are small quick spooling turbos.I was thinking
custom install with one on each side?Any idea as to what I would need for upgrades on
the fuel side of things?Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone with experience with aftermarket turbos and 6.2 diesels?
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Monday,13 January
2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17068 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am thinking twin turbos on this 6.2.Any sugestions or advice?Thanks,Doug.
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SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 Divorced,Mounts and Disk Ebrake POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17059 NEXT>17098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aside from ripping on you for the chevy power,I had forgotten how sweet your truck
looks!You got the stance just right and that big winch on the front is badass!!!Excellent
work on the E-brake too.I would screw that up big time with a welder..Ron
PS Nice 'Busa
SUBJECT>Re:Which clutch kit for swap??POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17080 NEXT>17131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use the stock clutch disc (or similar)with the Chevy stuff.The things to be concerned
with are the disc diameter,spline size and that nothing rubs down near the disc hub.
Otherwise you can pretty much mixnmatch clutches.
And,I'd be certain to match up the splines -you don't want too much play in there,just
enough to allow movement.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:The Infamous Booster POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17060 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you EVERY much for that info.As we all know,at most part stores (even the
"real"ones),it's easier to buy it by make,model,yr.then even the part number.
SUBJECT>Differentials POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17093 17137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I can get at an exploded view of the diferentials in our trucks?I
checked the manuals above and couldn't find one.Thanks.
Ron
SUBJECT>Winsheild Wipers -Vac.VS Electric?POSTER>Les W
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17135 17138 17257 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought a truck without wiper arms.I have not decided to replace the arms and stock vac.
motors w/electric.Are there any opinions out there for Vac.VS Electric which may help
me decide?Also,what is the length of the stock wiper arm and blade?Anyone out there
with some stock arms they would like to sell?
SUBJECT>CUCV M1008 ON ebay!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M1008 1 1/4 ton truck.Search for "CUCV"
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBaylSAPI.dll?ViewItem&Category=6767&item=24
00026598
Looks to be in fair shape.In description owner said he has several.It is located i.Alabama.The buy it now price is
$2500 whick is lower than they go for on GSA.It is up
to $1500 but the reserve is not met yet.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Differentials POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com
DATE>Monday,13 January 2003,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17090 NEXT>17109 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There is an exploded view of the front,Chapter 13,and the rear,Chapter 14,in the online
manuals in the TM 9-2320-244-34,but they are not as easy to read as are the actual
books.There are some on eBay now,but I don't know which ones...the one ending in 34
(or 34P)gives you all the exploded views and part numbers.
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch for York Air Compressor Tapered Shaft...??????
POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com DATE>Monday,13 January
2003,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>17072 NEXT>17097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As usual,I have nothing to offer,but much I need in return...so,sorry about this but -
what the hell are you talking about?
My dim bulb of a brain is picturing my 6HP,33 gallon Craftsman air compressor welded
to the inner wheel well of your truck (with nice bracketing because I saw your work on
the eBrake)and I just don't get it...what are you scheming?I've seen Yorks converted to
on board air systems,BUT a Craftsman air compressor!?
First the coup d'teat with Katie (remember all the "we"and,in general,"boyfriend"
references?),and now this?
You had me at "70-73 J-10 booster."
-G-
SUBJECT>Gary and I are slow POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17094 NEXT>17099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's true,I've had this explained to me numerous times by Spicey and still always picture
the same thing Gary does.I even went so far as to ask "Will that fit under your hood?".
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I blame my lack of understanding on the fact that this schmuck can't carry on a
conversation for any amount of time without going on and on about his one true love and
how they are perfect for each other.
He makes me sick.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NP 205 Divorced,Mounts and Disk Ebrake POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17087 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,I think the guys at Advanced were getting a little sick of me exchanging
calipers and rotors there for a while 'til I hit what I needed.
Yeah,the 'Busa is a blast!Just bought some special torx sockets for it last night to adjust
the TPS and get the new fuel and timing map right on the money.It never ends...LOL!
SUBJECT>Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17097 NEXT>
17104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,puke yet?
The twin cylinder compressor is what will be stuffed under the hood,and just barely fits
off of the passenger side of the big block leaning away from the engine.Having a full
compressor system to cannibalize gives me the relay,valves and a couple of guages to use
and not have to purchase.The crux of this matter is whether or not I'll be able to find an
A/C electric clutch that will bolt on.The York compressors have a tapered shaft as does
this Craftsman twin.I'm hoping I'll luck out and be able to adapt it to work.If not,I'll just
try the York.I'll put an air tank under the passenger side of the bed...unsure of how many
gallons it will be right at this moment...like to see 10 anyway.
The thing with Katie and the J-10 is that she had looked into getting one of these before
she saw the 715's so she did a lot of research on them.I don't know J trucks really at all,
so I called my darling Katie and she told me what to look for on the front of the truck.I've
known the old 'number on the lense trick,'but that started to go away in the 70's with so
many models sharing the same stuff and carring from year to year.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17073 NEXT>17110 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmm,I guess I still have enough corporeality that I still bleed everytime I work on the
truck.I am Spicer,hear me roar!
SUBJECT>Re:New MV Show in Ohio POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17040 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Pat,could you do a reminder posting in the April/May area.That might be a fun meet
to go to.I'm in Central Pa.
SUBJECT>Re:Door opening mechanism POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm pretty sure it is identical to the FSJ 2 door models.There
may be a different thread for
the allen screw that holds the handle on,but I think mine just needs the threads to be
cleaned up a little.I did this swap,and the splines are the same.I think you have to
change the window regulator over,and I know that the door lock linkage interferes with
the window.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Problem POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm no brake expert,but if you have a spongy pedal and no leaks,you either have air in
the line,or the line is expanding.The wheel cylinders will leak if that is your problem.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17099 NEXT>17107
17108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's where I show my ignorance:
I was just gonna get an AC compressor that would fit my 350 and plumb it into my
bumper.I'd just have a manual switch to work the clutch and go from there.Why would
this be better?I figure to only use this murf to air up tires after airing down on the trail.
Are you trying to get enough output to run an impact and such?
I guess you have a belt drive Craftsman compressor and have found some way to stick
those two cylinders to a bracket on your 427?Does it look as booty-fabbed as I picture it?
Does Katie know you're stalking her yet?When does the restraining order come,that's my
favorite part of any relationship.
Sincerely,
Brian Sisson,Esq.
SUBJECT>Re:May have bit off more than I can chew.POSTER>jeepgrant
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EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As for price,that Ranger OD is over $2k in a box.I bought my truck with it already on
there,but I would never pay for a new one (cheap bastard).However,in my opinion,it
makes the truck.I can't get a speeding ticket now,and I'm running a chevy 400sb.These
trucks are very tough and look great,but count me out if top end is 50mph with the stock
drivetrain.As for the 304,I had a '79 CJ with the factory 304 3 speed,and I loved it.You
DO NOT want to pay to rebuild that thing though.Check prices.I'd be on the lookout for
a 360 so you'll be ready.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:44 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17083 NEXT>17129
17184 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The wiring diagram appears to show 5 wires on the foot starter?And 4 for the hi-beam?
And the diagram doesn't really show how to differentiate between the 3 prongs on the hi-
beam selector.Is there a central splice point I'm looking for or am I looking to run each of
these wires to their destinations individually?
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17104 NEXT>
17116 17134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,yeah.I'll have a fitting for tires on the truck but would like to be able to run a small
pneumatic chainsaw.Yes,it's a real thing.With a decent tank I should be able to run air
tools,but that will just be a perk..(not the blue oval,lothario type or PERK we have here)
The thing with the pneumatic saw is that it can be stuffed in the dog box and won't leak
anything or make everything smell like gas and oil...these trucks do that enough.Tank
size will help for a greater volume of air before the pump kicks on...hopefully it will work
like that.
The mount,in my head,is looking like a piece of quarter inch plate (that's 6.35mm Brian)
bolted to the passenger side head with another plate welded and solidly braced to that to
make the shape of a 'T'.The compressor will bolt to another piece of plate about the same
size of the one just welded and the adjustment will be by making more space on one side
of it or the other...ie,tilting.Still working on the exacts of that,but have a pretty good
idea.It all still comes down to a clutch.The thing is a 20-30 cubic inch compressor (I
forget the exact stroke or I'd have the exact #)that when belt driven off of the motor near
1:1,will be turning almost the exact rpm at idle as it did in Craftsman form with the 6:1
underdrive and elec motor.This is the plan...time will tell.
SUBJECT>Oops,skipped a bit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17104 NEXT>17115 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yo B-,
That A/C compressor idea you have should work fine as long as you come up with a way
to lubricate the pump just a tad.You could probably get away with a couple drops or
tranny fluid now and then.If you're going with the rotary style (round jobbies)instead of
York/piston style,I have a compressor and brackets that should bolt onto your mouse
motor.I'm pretty sure it came off of a 4.3,if you're interested.It ought to fit in the helmet
box quite nicely.
Oh,and Katie is fine with me stalking her.I'm enjoying it too!Flight leaves at 8:30
Friday morning.
Puke yet?I can grab you one from the plane...she thinks you may need it soon.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Differentials POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 11:10
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17100 NEXT>17111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
That roar you hear is all the money you are spending to keep a bbc competitive with a
SMALL block Ford.I like your idea about the Craftsman compressor.When you find the
correct clutch pulley are you going to wire it up with a pressure switch,or just an on/off
one?
Ron
P.S.:Here's to keeping Katie ignorant of the true you :-)
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17110 NEXT>17113 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup,I'm hoping to use the 120V pressure switch that's on it.I think it will work,if not I'll
just have to pick one up.
Oh Ron,judging by my choice of engines,ignorance is my true self...um,although I've
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got more torque and less in a rebuild than your SMALL (and lets not forget about size)
block ford.Thanks for the reminder.
SUBJECT>Pinion brake idea POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,before I start,remember I cannot weld,so I don't know if this even posible.In the
FEB 03 edition of 4wheel &off road on page 32 there is a picture of a brake rotor with no
middle.That,with pics of Spice's E-brake still fresh made me wonder about pinion
brakes.Please refer to the on-line manual TM 9-2320-244-34 chapters 13&14 (thanks
again Gary).My question/proposal is;could a fairly permanant inner hub for these rotors
be made to replace part 16 or 19,or could it be welded to the back of the yolk -parts 17 &
18 respectivly?Or even one with splines to go between them?There are plenty of threads
sticking out to cover a 1/4 thick hub.With all the beef on the diff housing it doesn't seem
like it would be too much of a problem to rig up a caliper mount.If this could work,
changing pads would be stupid easy and changing rotors would only involve unbolting
the drive shaft (and rotor)and sliding it off over the yolk.Instant disks with 5.87 to 1
grabbing advantage over disks at the wheels.Full of shit?Workable idea?Please let me
know what you think..Ron
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17111 NEXT>17117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,yeah,yeah.I just haven't ragged on you about chevy stuff in a while and I was
going through withdrawl.
The concern I would have about using the pressure switch is it turning on while driving at
normal highway RPM vs.the idle speed you intended the compressor to turn at.Maybe a
on/off switch allowing you to determine when the pressure switch is energized.If you
wanted to go full on fancy,and have a spark box (MSD,Mallory)you could use an RPM
switch in reverse.Instead of lighting a shift light,it could turn off the air.
Just a comon sense Ford type thought.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion brake idea POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17112 NEXT>17118 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure it can be done,but the thing you need to decide is,'what's it's use going to be?'If the
truck is off road only this would work,as long as you had top notch posi's in the pigs.
Another thing would be that a lot of the posi's will allow you to turn the wheel by itself
because they,the posi,needs to be driven by the differential to work with great effect.It
may allow the vehicle to move because the tire isn't being driven...like maybe on an off
camber in the rocks.(?).or a rock might tear it up.Another thing is that it's a little more
wearing on the the pinion bearings and gears.On an open diffed truck,you may even get
one tire spinning backwards at the differential compensates for the traction diffence that
may occur.For a big ol'mud truck it would be a slick way to forget about brake
problems,oh..wait,then they'd be draggin in the slop badly.Um,I like them better on
high pinion rockwells.Someone jump on me if I'm out to lunch here.
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,skipped a bit POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17108 NEXT>17121
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you will ship me that compressor,and any brakets you may have that will fit,I'll ship
you a tanned beaver pelt from the one I shot on new year's day.
Ponder it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17107 NEXT>17119
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.First,let me say that your constantly putting measurements in metric for me alone is
awfully considerate of you.I hate to admit it,but I am an advocate of a unified,universal,
one-world,one system of measurement idea.I think it would be so much simpler to see
that a nut is one size and not have to gamble if it's an SAE or metric size.I would be all
about America and say we should go SAE all over this planet,but it appears that besides
us,only a few governments use it as their system.I guess also,I'm really bad at fractions
and that lead to this feeling some years ago.
Second,I did a search for your chainsaw on the net and came up with zilch.If you can't
buy it on the net,it don't exist.Sorry dipshit.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did think of that and would have a switch to 'arm'the system.That little bugger wouldn't
last too long splash oiling at three times it's normal rpm.I had Advanced order in a clutch
for me and I'll be able to check tonight to see if it will work,if I can make it work,or if it
won't.Eh,we'll see.
Yeah,where's that rascal Perk?He used to stir the blue oval vs BOWTIE pot a bit.For a
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while I nearly thought there was unity among the brands because of this site.Oh well,
screw brand unity...it hooked Katie and I up!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion brake idea POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17114 NEXT>17120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this idea what my truck came with?It had a disc in place of the stock parking brake.
It worked fine and would lock up one tire front and one rear,if in 4 wd.If not,then it
would just lock up one,but it never seemed to not stop.I liked it,but got flamed for using
it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17116 NEXT>
17123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.oliveaustralia.aust.com/Lisam_PN_Chainsaw.html
OR
www.timberkingpl.com.au
SEARCH:pneumatic chainsaw
dipshit.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion brake idea POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17118 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sort of,I think Ronman wanted it mounted on the diffs.
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,skipped a bit POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17115 NEXT>
17122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you do with it??
Seriously?Wall hang?Small rug?Hand lotion?What?
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,skipped a bit POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17121 NEXT>17124
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it's about 2'by 1'and I've found that there's nothing more the ladies love tha
making out on a beaver skin rug.
Maybe you could coax young Katie to you if only you had a beaver pelt of your own.
Maybe.
OR,
I'll send you my used pair of Carhart logger pants.They haven't gotten any holes in them
and the size should be right.
Think on it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17119 NEXT>17127
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Once again,you have bested me.I stand corrected.
How do Australian $compare to ours?Is it a decent deal?
I once dated a girl who moved to Australia.We got into a horrific fight the week before
she left and during the fight she told me I was really the reason she was moving because I
was "an overbearing,sarcastic ass".Now whenever I hear anything about that country I
feel sad.So you see,inadvertently you won this round by making me go to their web site
and remembering that beautiful woman so many years ago.I hope she's dead now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,skipped a bit POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17122 NEXT>17144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You two are very strange.
"Ponder it."
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts for Olds 455?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17052 NEXT>17189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Olds 455 and 4.56 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you Al.I'm trying to gather all the motivation to do it...
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17123 NEXT>17130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian you are cool and all,and I dig the way you diss Spice,but have you ever consitered
therapy?
lol
Ron
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SUBJECT>Heres a curve ball for you..POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17072 NEXT>17145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been thinking alot about OBA on my CJ trail jeep and I really don't want to add a
compressor to my 4.3.I have a spare winch motor laying around (gears are shot in the
winch)and I have been thinking about using it to turn a york I have.The only problem
with the winch motor is you don't want too many or too few RPM's.It would eliminate
your need for a clutch just switch the motor (assuming you have a motor laying around
too).
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>Samson EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
Brute posted a diagram of the early harness that explained the wiring for me.It is in the
online manuals section,low on the page.
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17127 NEXT>17132
17139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.BBM715,
I got a little bet going with a buddy and if things work out as I think they will,I'm going
to be getting a 454 in the future.When that happens,would you mind if I go by "BB-B."?
It's sort of like your name and I wanted your approval first.
As to my therapy-a few weeks ago I shot one of my neighbor's pit bulls.The week before
that I used my 715 to rutt up my other neighbor's front yard.This weekend I'm gonna pull
some hog wire.
Some people pay for their therapy,mine is mostly free.
Think on that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Which clutch kit for swap??POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17088 NEXT>17136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the T-98 diaphragm bolt to the chevy 12"flywheel??Thanks for all your help.I've
learned too many lessons the expensive way!!Richard
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 2:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When their hogs get out and trash your yard,will that be theropuetic?I know my spelling
stinks,but you get the idea.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
The starter switch has 4 wires.1 to the ignition,1 to the starter,1 to the battery,and one
to the alternator.The hi-beam switch has 3 wires,2 to the headlights,and 1 to the light
switch.If you don't get it figured out by the weekend,I'll crawl under my dash and try to
figure out the wire numbers.good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17107 NEXT>17143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer
most of the late model Grand Wagoneers have york type compressors.i understand what
you want to do with the craftsman comp.i have a compressor off of an 18 wheeler that
was setup for gear drive from the cam gear.it too has a tapered shaft.i looked for a long
time for an electric clutch,but so far no good.if you find something,let me know.i also
have a 18 wheeler air tank that will fit perfectly above and forward of the rear axle if.turned sideways.that is my
plan for the m725.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Winsheild Wipers -Vac.VS Electric?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Les,I bought new arms at the auto parts shop.I know NAPA has 'em.The arm length is
adjustable to suit your windshield.The blades are 12"or something close to that.Get the
blades that fit the new arms.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Which clutch kit for swap??POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably not,but we won't know till you try.Typically with mismatched engines &trans
you use the pressure plate that matches the flywheel and the clutch disc that matches the
tranny,assuming they will work together.
Chris
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SUBJECT>Re:Differentials POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dynamite,hi speed camera and safety glasses...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Winsheild Wipers -Vac.VS Electric?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vacuum wipers can work ok if the motors are in good shape and you have the original
fuel pump w/vacuum booster.I guess it kind of depends on whether you want originality
or a daily driver.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Craftsman Compressor and Devotion POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shot the neighbors pit bull?looks like i owe you a dollar!
krob725
SUBJECT>Paint Color and Markings POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>17141
17166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has USMC markings but came w/an ARMY tailgate.The drivers door has a
star and appears not to be original as the color is a lighter shade.The passenger.door,which I believe is
original,had no star,but after sanding,I found a blue half circle
with a white X stenciled to it.I saw similiar X's on the doors on a row of (trashed)725's
w/USMC markings at the place I bought my truck.The hood has no star but it has
USMC w/numbers below on either side and I can FAINTLY see US NAVY (looked like
a sticker)over the USMC on one side.The truck came from Pearl City,Hawaii to
Madera,Ca.years ago.
***FINALLY THE QUESTION***
Are stars US ARMY only or did The Marines have stars too?AND what color should a
'68 USMC truck be?24087 or 24084 or NoLuster#23..#340..something and is the interior
color any different?
And is it possible that the USMC markings were yellow and not white?
Thanks,-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Paint Color and Markings POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
14 January 2003,at 10:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17140 NEXT>17148
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Gary,The US Army uses stars,the USMC does not.USMC markings were yellow in
the 50's and 60's but when the camo paint was introduced,the markings were changed to
flat black.I don't know the correct paint color.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Axles POSTER>Jeepnstein EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14 January 2003,at
11:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>NEXT>
17152 17280 17482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a few quick questions for you guys.
1)I am relatively new to this kind of stuff,but I was wondering what is involved in
replacing the front axleshafts if one were to break
2)What are the highest (lowest numerically)gears that can be placed in the dana 60 front
on these trucks?
3)When "rebuilding"the front axle,what all should be done/replaced?
4)Where is the best place to get parts for these axles??
Thanks in advance,and any help would be greatly appreciated!
SUBJECT>Yo Keith POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17134 NEXT>17171 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I stopped by Advanced last night and checked out the York A/C clutch I had them 'trial
order'for me.I was excited as I looked at the taper it had.It didn't fit,but the good part is
that it doesn't fit because my compressor shaft's taper doesn't taper enough.I scuffed the
shaft with a file and it notched it really easily.I -should-be able to chuck the compressor
crankshaft in my lathe and turn down the taper to match the York's taper.The large end of
the York's taper is the same size as the large end of my compressor shaft's taper...so that.helps.I think I can do
this.The other good thing is that the Clutch assembly has a four
bolt plate that bolts to the compressor and has the electrical connection in it that should
be pretty easily bolted up,with a small adapter plate,to the Craftsman twin.I'm hoping
not this,but the following weekend I'll be able to get to work on it.Need to go to the
junkyard and find a clutch then we start from there with the machining.
How many gallon is the tank you have?I'll be looking for one soon and would rather not
have to make one if possible.
SUBJECT>I'm Pondering...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17124 NEXT>17146 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B-,
I don't think that a pelt would go well in my apartment and would be a waste of a
perfectly good beaver aphrodisiac.I'm pretty sure that 'young Katie'and I will be able to
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manage without it.
I'll ship the compressor,oh...maybe tomorrow or sometime next week.It has the two high
pressure lines on it and has a working clutch,I tested it.It ought to give you a good start.
Like I said,I'm pretty sure it came off of a 4.3 so it should work.Take a look at it,the
we'll talk.
Oh,and the 'buddy'of yours that isn't going to have to fork over a 454 is a darn nice guy
with an awesome girl friend.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Heres a curve ball for you..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17128 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,I'm not a big fan of high torque,low life motors,aside from starters.This
probably wouldn't have all that difficult of a life,just the now and then use,but it would
be tough to get the load right to have the motor last.
When I got my 427 tall deck,it came with a bottom pulley that is actually part of the
harmonic balancer and has four pulley grooves on it,and three on the pump.I've got two
used now with the water pump/power steering and water pump/alternator accessories.
This will use another,and I'm hoping that this spring/summer I'll be able to scrape up
enough dough for a Vintage Air A/C system.These things are just too hot in the summer.
That and maybe an MSD6A will complete the engine bay.Oops,damn...Holley
projection will complete the engine bay.Drat,I thought I was making ground.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Pondering...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17144 NEXT>17150 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Skippy,.No rush on that compressor,my truck's motor appears to have suffered from the hour or
so it was submerged on saturday.I hope it's not too waterlogged,but if it is-no worries
I'll have my big block before long.
So,naive Katie is letting you call her your girlfriend.Isn't that sweet......in an elementary
school way.Just remember what I said-"Don't trust her until she's legally binded to you."
Hope all this made you cry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Pop-ups?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17149 17151 17157 17167 17168
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did something change,or is it just me?About every 10th click from thread to thread I get
a pop-up advertising something I don't want.
Did Brute sell us out,or did I get a pop-up virus?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint Color and Markings POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am using 24052 gillespie from rapco.thats supposed to be the right color.
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not getting any.Don't email 'til your quarantine is up.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Pondering...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17146 NEXT>17153 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,and you'll be buying that rat motor too...when your wristpins lockup and tear your
350 apart.
My dear naive,angry Brian...I have an idea for you.Since Katie,my partner in
crime/girlfriend/woman/happiness,and I seem to nauseate you...maybe you could stitch
that beaver pelt into a nice sack to keep with you...to barf into.
I've heard it said that there's nothing sexier than a man yakking into a beaver pelt,
aphrodisiacally alluring barf bag.Shame you're married or they'd be flocking to you.Oh,
and by 'flocking'I don't mean your sheep.
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17147 NEXT>17155 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
It's you brother.
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>17142 NEXT>17154 17164
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)Depending on where the break is,the amount of work will vary for replacing a front
axle.If it breaks close to the outer hub,then the minimum work will involve removing
the wheel,outer hub flange,brake drum,backing plate,and spindle.The old axle should
then slide out fairly easy if you get the u-joint lined up correctly with the knuckle joint
housing.If the break is on the inside shaft or especially close to the differential,then you
may have to remove the differential cover,drain out all the oil,and try to work out the old
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broken axle piece.If it is stubborn or stuck in the splines,then you may have to also
remove the axle from the other side and poke a broom handle or something through from
the other side to get the axle piece out.If the old axle has broke off flush with the
differential splines and is really stuck hard then you may also have to remove the
differential gear carrier to get access to the broken piece or pieces.
2)I ’m not particularly familiar with the font dana 60 but think it is fairly common and has
lots of gear ratios available.It may be the available gears for the rear dana 70 that will be
the determining factor in choosing a ratio.In that case I know the 4.56 is available
without changing anything major.If you wanted to go to something like a 4.10 then you
would need to replace the rear carrier.
4)AB Linn is a good place for replacement axle assemblies.He wants about $50 each for
the shafts and/or u-joints.Reider Racing or Randy ’s Ring and Pinion would be good
places to call for new parts such as gears,bearings,seals etc.
Hope this helps
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Pondering...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17150 NEXT>17156 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I never touched them sheep,despite what everyone likes to imply.
If I knew that all this insinuating would follow,I wouldn't have even bought them.
I hate you,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've gathered,4.56 and 5.87 are the only ratios available for our rears..SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Brian
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess this virus is better than the one KaiserJeeps gave me and Mikel a while ago.
I do so hate solicitors.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Pondering...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I only make fun because we used to have sheep at the farm.Funny part is nobody made
fun of me,must a respect thing?
Is the neighbors yard healing?I thought that was funny as hell yanking him out in two
wheel drive!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17147 NEXT>17158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian--
Do you have more than one web page open at a time?I know I ususally have my Lycos
email page open and then open another window to look at other stuff on the internet.
Lycos sends me pop-ups even though it's minimized which come up over the top of
anything else that I'm working on.Just a thought.
Young,eh?What's that make you?
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17157 NEXT>17159 17160 17161 17162
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
I don't have another window open at the same time,nor have I just frequented a site that
allows pop-ups.I think others are having this problem too,but they are afraid to come
forward.
As to calling you young-you are referring to years.A year?What is a year?All time is
relative.One day may be a lifetime,a year can be forever.It is not the number of days but
what goes into those days.Age is a number to the naive,but a list of experiences to those
who value wisdom.
Damn,I'm so deep it scares me.
I can't wait to get my new motor.Did you know Spice is e-mailing my sister love letters
still?I'd kick him to the curb if I were you.
As Rob says,"Ponder that."
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I shouldn't do this in case the bad people are watching...but I get pop-ups occasionally
also on this site..shhhh...don't tell.I think they are after me.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ooo,Trickster B-,trying to low blow his way to a free big block!Yup,Amanda was
telling me how happy she was that I found someone ,then something sarcastic,and then
told me about the guy she's been seeing.
Nice try,pretty weak though...give up,you'll either lose with dignity or without it.Doesn't
matter to me.
Ponder that.
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to see that you're nervous about the big block thing.You should be.
As to years vs.experience,I put forth my previous questions:"Young,eh?What's that
make you?"
Sorry your pop-up answer isn't as easy as I tried to make it--but ya gotta try the simple
things first.
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17158 NEXT>17163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you fall out of your truck and hit your head?
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Virus,what virus??...:0
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>Jeepnstein EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,15 January
2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k
PREVIOUS>17152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that definately helps.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on the Maine Turnpike POSTER>Bill Maynard.EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 3:34
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17077 NEXT>17169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wasn't me,mine is under cover for the winter.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint Color and Markings POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
With the disclaimer that I'm no expert,here's my 2 cents.According to Military Vehicles
Magazine (December 2002 issue).During the Vietnam era,Army trucks were painted
with 24087.However,for M715s still in use after 28 August 1975 (TB 43-0209),they
were painted with the four color camouflage scheme.In that issue of MV,they show a
M715 with the paint diagram.Sorry,I don't know anything about the Marine colors,
although I think the Marine yellow lettering was pretty cool looking (despite my loyalty
as an Army Vet).Good Luck!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not getting any.Of course I wouldn't admit if I did.Ponder that...mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Pop-ups?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NOPE!But I'm on a Mac and seem to be pretty immune to all the troubles.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on the Maine Turnpike POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17165 NEXT>17190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in Maine are you???I'm on Mount Desert Island,would love to catch up with
some other 715's in the area!!And I will drive mine ANYWHERE in the state for a
"meet/trail ride"!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17057 NEXT>17215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard that some of the m725 had 455 buicks.So the air force could get down the
runway quick.I don't know if it was factory but I want one.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17143 NEXT>17180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.YO SPICEMAN
the tank is typical 18 wheeler size.8"X 28".it has a divider in the middle so it is like two
tanks and it has an anti bleed-down device.the compressor is a holeset brand and it is
water cooled and has a port to hook up an oil line from the engine.it is meant to run all
the time.it has a blow off valve like a waste gate on a turbo.when it reaches the desired
pressure it vents off the excess.i wanted to put a clutch on it because i don't need to run it
constantly.i think it would drag down the engine quite a lot.let me know what size that
taper is if you get a chance to measure it.
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>24 Volt Warn Winch POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
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DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this isn't as interesting as the post below,but for all you 24 volt guys,there are
two 24 volt Warn winches on E-bay.Search under "Warn winch".One is a 15,000lb unit
w/a nice description and currently the price is good.The other is listed as a Pinzguaer
winch.Both are elctric of course.
Paul
SUBJECT>how to get my truck west?POSTER>easyteager
EMAIL>teaguekernan@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17174 17175 17176 17196 17226
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought an m715 in MA when I was visiting my folks,and am trying to figure out
the best way to get it out west to Bellingham WA..It's got a winch and all the orig addtns,
including tires.I could have a friend try to drive it out after putting on some bigger tires,
but it's got only 11,000 mi and hasn't been run too often lately.Anyone know of a cheap
rail or car carrier Co?also what size/make tires would give me an ability to do 60 mph
without pushing too much on the highway but still be a good woodland workhorse?
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17173 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Man,I would hate to drive an MV 60 miles,let alone across the country.Call the
following number,it is a truck brokerage in southern Utah,but this gal has preformed
miricles for me.She moved a M715 to CO and a Weasel from CO to here in eastern
Idaho.She is great on partial loads.Either partial load to CO was about $425.00.I might
cost about $1,000.00 to get across country.
Lezah's Transport
435-879-0270
P.O.Box 461118
Leads,UT 84746
Tom @Snake River.SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally I wouldn't drive that thing cross country,not knowing any of the traits of the
truck first.
Cheap transport?Good luck.My buddy had a Merc hauled from VA to CA for 600 if I
remember right.Expect to pay up to a grand to carry something that big.
You could try CMBTow.com,he's a little Fred Sanford guy based down here in SoCal
that makes a living picking up and delivering parts and vehicles.I had him deliver a
M715 bed halfway across the country for 150 bucks (though he said next time it would be
more).He's not the fastest guy around either,so be patient.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 10:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17173 NEXT>17179 17187 17216 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Irecently puchased a 715 online,didn't expect to get the high bid,but did!had to move it
from Pennsylvania to Wyoming.It was $1150,and they moved it in a week.Company was
marshallautotrans@excite.com Remember these things are big trucks,almost 6000lbs.
with winch.By the time you factor the long SLOW drive and high possibility of some type
of setbacks occuring shipping for a grand doest,t sound too bad!Good Luck with the
truck they are AWSOME!!!Oh,by the way i got a 69 with 20,000 miles for $2510 on
gsaauctions.gov
SUBJECT>contact info for AB LIN POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 January 2003,at 11:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me how to contact ab lin for parts or a catolog?
SUBJECT>Re:contact info for AB LIN POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 1:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17177 NEXT>17182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
His e-mail is:
ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Enjoy.
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17176 NEXT>17181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeeper,where are you located in Wyoming?I'm in Cheyenne..SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17171 NEXT>17183 17193
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
It'll probably be not this coming,but the next week that'll I'll be working on it again.I
measur the taper.It's kind of a steep taper like 1/2"to 1"in and 1 1/2"-2".I'll measure and
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get you a good #though.
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17179 NEXT>17191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm up in Gillette,maybe we'll get the trucks together for some wyo style four wheeling!
SUBJECT>Re:contact info for AB LIN POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17178 NEXT>17254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He is also in the online manuals,click on parts list,click on vendor list.He should be in
there along with many others....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
8"x 28"huh?If the ends are rounded,that things only like 5.5-ish gallons.The good part
is that there ought to be room enough to hide 2 or 3 of them under the body.
Thanks,I'll check 'em out!
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17106 NEXT>17188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the hi beam selector switch I have,one terminal is above the other two.This wire goes
to the light switch on the dash.The other two go to your high beams and low beams.I
dont remember which one goes to which,so put male-female disconnects in your wires
and test the switch.theres no ground wire,the switch grounds itself.
Good luck
Caleb
SUBJECT>Tailgate Hinges POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in desperate need of some hinges for my tailgate...does anyone have an extra one or
two or three or four of them?If they don't have pins that's okay,I can figure that out if I
need to.Thanks in advance!.Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate Hinges POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@direcway.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17185 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two that are perfect and two that are a little bent and three pins.Send me an e-mail
and we'll work something out.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Dusti
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17176 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove my truck from Texas to Minnesota,went 65MPH the whole way,never had a
problem and LOVED every minute of it!I forgot to add that I did have 3000#on it as
well.I have 20"rims and 40"tires though so that helped.Good luck in what ever you
decide to do.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:headlight switch,floor starter HELP POSTER>samson EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That what the harness diagram I posted that link for shows.It has the high one going to
the dash light and the high beams as wire 17.There is a splice after the wire leaves the
swith that is a pain to unwrap,but its in there.the other wires are 16 for the power in
from the 3 lever deal and 18 which is the power out to the low beams.it even shows the
switch as it loks,well kinda,but the wire holes are right.
Thanks Brute,it's the first time I ever read a diagram and was able to use the information.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts for Olds 455?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might just put new rubber mounts on the block and just swing it over the engine
compartment and make a few adjustments to what you have.that's what I did with the big
caddy engine.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on the Maine Turnpike POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17169 NEXT>17203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm up in the Moosehead Lake area but I don't know if my truck will be ready for the trails
until next fall or later.I just got it from the local fire dept.which I am a member of,I
guess being a firefighter has it's benefits.Anyway,I plan on restoring it back to original
colors and there is a bunch of minor little odds and ends that need replacing and repair,.but it runs well and has
very minor rust.
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17181 NEXT>17192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's really no challenging terrain,as far as I've seen,that would really task an M715 in
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this area.I'd love to take her down to the Colorado and spend a few days around Silverton
and Durango.Maybe take a gander at the Black Bear road.
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17191 NEXT>17194 17197 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would NOT wanna do Black Bear in my M715.It is a loose shale road (from what I
hear)and requires multi-point turns and EXCELLENT brakes.With the stock manual
brakes,your leg would get tired REAL fast and your arms would be sore from spinning
that steering wheel all the way down.That said,even Poughkeepsie Gulch would be easy
in a 715,I think.I did it in my FSJ easily with 33's and a 3"lift.
If ya want some wheeling near Ft Collins,lemme know.Some mild trails west of town,
up near Rustic along the Poudre river.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17180 NEXT>17195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's fine,i'm in no hurry.i've had the thing for 10-11 years so as you can see i have other
priorities.
you best be careful with miss katie,when you get west of the mississippi river your ass is
mine.;)
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for the guys that live in wyoming I live in casper,I have three m715 but only one runs,
I'm working on the others.let me know if you go wheeling,if I got one of these jeeps
running maybe my wife will let me go jeepfreak8@yahoo.com.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17193 NEXT>17212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Callin'dibs on his ass?
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>drsmith.EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,16 January 2003,at 9:18
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17173 NEXT>17296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with some of the car dealers in your area and also where it is coming from you
may be able to make a full load out of a partial one and it may be a lot cheaper.
Another idea is to check the hauling schedule on the Yesterdays tractor web site or one of
there links .If all else fails i will fly up and drive it to you (this would be the most
expensive route ):)Good luck with your new toy Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said take a "gander"at the Black Bear road...not do it.I know what the road is like.I've
seen a copy of Colorado Pass Patrol's book regarding the road.No,I would not want to
complete the road,maybe just a little bit of the more negotiable parts.
SUBJECT>Interesting day!?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I put about 70 miles each day the last two days on mudclod,escorted a 16x65
mobile home.First day,had to drag the truck out of the mud twice,just trying to get to
the trailer.Man these trucks PULL!Had to get a dozer yesterday to get it out.When we
got to the new spot,we had to go up a steep hill in the yard.The truck was useless.Just
spun.I had to tie on and pull.The truck and trailer were too much,I just spun all four.
Tied my 12,000lb electric Warn to a huge tree.It only pulled us a couple feet,I had to
double the cable thru my block and finally pulled us up.His truck just sat there spinning.
That is a LOT of dead weight!But the troubles started shortly after I started winching.
My batteries were dead (two HUGE 6 volts).So I had to go buy batteries after I got done,
first stop Wal Mart.No 6 volt batteries there.Came out and had a flat tire.Put the spare
on and made it to the battery shop where it took one hour to get the big batteries out of
the custom cases I had them installed in behind the seats.I think I made them a little too
tight.Well,sorry to be so windy,thought maybe someone would find it interesting to hear
about a truck in daily use.Can't wait until I get the 30ton pto winch in the back,pulling
will be easy then.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Interesting day!?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17198 NEXT>17219
17286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Why did you go with 6 volters?
-B.
SUBJECT>rear axle seals and bearings POSTER>jeepgrant.EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at
6:39 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17211 17295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may be a simple fix,but I have never worked on a full floater before.I have gear oil
leaking into the right rear brakes.The brakes were recently redone,and new seals
installed.This leak occurred after a decent load (~3000#)was hauled at highway speed
for about 50 miles.I was hoping to get the parts I need before I get into it,but I can leave
it apart if I need to.I was thinking about just getting new bearings and a seal,and maybe a
hub.I haven't priced anything yet,and don't want to spend big money on something that
is a pain in the ass to replace and may not be the problem anyhow.I guess the hub is what
I'm suspicious about how expensive it is,and how to tell if it is bad.From the manual,I
can't see how the hub is retained.I guess the bearing retainer is larger than the inside of
the hub?
Thanks
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Pics of Idaho M715 For Sale POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17204 17209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got my truck for sale.I realize it may be a bit rich for those of you way over east or
down south,but out here demand outweighs supply!I won't go into all the details,but it's
listed on www.pirate4x4.com/forum
Go to the Vehicles for Sale category and look for Katie in the Thread Starter column.
There are four pictures there and all the information.Now you can see what the bright
yellow/OD green ugly beast turned into.I'm sad to have to sell it,but happy it turned out
pretty well.
By the way--you guys have been cracking me up the last few days.Since I read all this
stuff at work...Thanks!
SUBJECT>chassie for sale POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a unknown millitary type chassie that I would like to trade/sell..What I know is:it
has a dana-200 transfercase,dana 70 rear,60 closed knuckle front.3 good tires and 1 not
so bad.all steering linkage etc is there.I have several pics if u request them.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on the Maine Turnpike POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@downeast.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17190 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to hear you got one anyway!I also have the in with the fire dept.and almost bought
the old Dodge we were selling off a few years ago,glad I help out for a Jeep!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Idaho M715 For Sale POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know what you mean by supply and demand here in the
northwest.I looked at one that
was a runner but was pretty rough (rust in rockers and doors,flares bent,tires almost shot,
seats ripped that sold for $4000 here in Washington state.I ended up buying mine on
eBay and having it shipped and I was still ahead money and the truck I got was a lot nicer.
Granted it needs to be painted OD instead of piss yellow but that's easy.
Brent
SUBJECT>Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have headers on their AMC powered M-715?My 390 is close to being
finished,and am wondering which headers will fit.I plan to use the 727 transmission,if
that has any bearing..
I can't wait until this project is near completion,so I can get a good nights sleep..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Flat tire/locker woes POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think that would help too much.An aired down tire rides with a larger contact area
on the ground.The circumferance of the tire with 20 psi and 10 is the same,just the shape
of the tire is changes.So if one side a had a 31"tire and the other had a 38"aired down so
the truck was level in the back the smaller tire would still rotate more frequently.I had a
experience similar to this.Driving on asphalt will put more stress on the componts tha
dirt or grass too,because the mismatched tire is less likely to spin more/less on the better
surface of friction.
SUBJECT>How to get on 44's and whats a 390 V8 POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17210 17279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just picked myself up a M715.Its been a along search to find one.It has a Ford 390 V8
(carb.)backed by a ford 4 speed.Does anyone know what kind of power they produce
and what they came from?Also it needs new tires.I am looking to make the transistion
straight to the 44's so i can save money from not having to buy two sets of tires.What is
the cheapest way to fit them?Whats the best?I was told a springover in front and shackel
flip in the rear.how much work will that take?How about body lifts &fender cutting?
Anything would be helpful.Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>SCkaiser67
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EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17205 NEXT>17214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,you poor toyless baby.boo hoo
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Idaho M715 For Sale POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 3:00 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17201 NEXT>17230 17288
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice truck i guess you did get a new bed for it huh i did see the b4 photo WOW Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:How to get on 44's and whats a 390 V8 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17207 NEXT>17218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,The 390 Ford is a real good torque engine.This engine is from the FE series,thats
the 330,352,360,390 and the tourque monster 428.These engines are all long stroke and
that's where the grunt comes from.The 390 was in full size cars and trucks in the 60's and
70's.This engine will be plenty of power to move that 715 along without any
problem.Good luck,PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle seals and bearings POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hub is retained by a pair of roller bearings just like on the front.The oil seal is
pressed into the rear of the hub and seals against the axle housing.The wheel bearings
share oil with the diff/gears.
You have to pull the axle shaft out and there's a big fat nut on the end of the axle housing
that works the same as the front wheel bearing nut.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,
17 January 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17195 NEXT>17285
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only if he mis-treats that nice young lady.
k
SUBJECT>Re:chassie for sale POSTER>Bill C.EMAIL>candlemaker1@netscape.net
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17202
NEXT>17221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,pics would not open.Where are you and how much?
SUBJECT>Re:Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17208 NEXT>17244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right..from someone who has just as many toys,but who has NO where to put them..
You guys need to see Richard's cul-de-sac..His neighbors gotta think they live near Fred
G Sanford..Not only is his driveway full,but the neighbor (who isn't there half the time)
lets him put some of his other junk in her driveway..Now he is going Saturday to get
another jeep..
Now back to my headers...Wagoneer or J-10/20 360 headers ???.BTW....My junk (and I mean JUNK)lives in my back
yard...
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:What if???POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17170
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!455!
OH YEAH!!
I want one,too!!
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17176 NEXT>17255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$2150??
Did anyone tell you that you SUCK!
SUBJECT>Fiberglass top from Boyce POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17225 17238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a quote of $550 for a fiberglass top from Boyce Equipment in Ogden UT.I gotta
save up my pennies and drive out and get me one!
With soft tops costing $250-$300,it sounds like a good deal.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:How to get on 44's and whats a 390 V8 POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17210 NEXT>17293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Perk,you got a budy,another blue oval man!My brother had a pickup with 390 4
spd.MAN that thing was tough!I've had several tough fords,but I have never been brave
enough to admit that in here.Or that the first motor I put in mudclod was a 302.I guess
the flaming will begin.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Interesting day!?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,17 January 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17199
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I don't know the total science in batteries,but I know two batteries give you more storage
than one.If you use 12 volt,you have to use a battery isolater (for me that is that much
more electrical components to maintain).So I went with the two 6's.Besides,The two I
started with came from an old floor scrubber,they were 7"x11"x13".These batteries cost
$148.00 ea.They,and the smaller ones I put back in are deep cycle,they are designed to
be used golf carts,and other heavy load areas,like running a winch.I use my winch at.least once a week,and like I
said,pulling 20-30,000 lbs.
SUBJECT>Transfer Case Question POSTER>Dave EMAIL>david053164@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 12:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17222 17228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm considering an engine and tranny swap on my '69 M715 w/winch,and was wondering
what to do to power/drive the winch once the original tranny with it's PTO is gone.Is
there an NP200 that has a PTO?What about any other options?Thanks,in advance,for
any suggestions!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:chassie for sale POSTER>Rick Townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17213 NEXT>17224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Arlington TX....asking $700.00 obo..trades also concidered..where r u ???e-
mail me at aries269@attbi.com and I'll send more pics..
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Question POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17220 NEXT>17235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
205's have a pto plate and will run cooler/quieter.
SUBJECT>715 trivia POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at
10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to Military Vehicle Magazine AM General marketed a version of the 715 i
1978 as the AM-715 but no contracts for them came through.The picture they show is of
a slightly longer 715 (5")with civilian J truck front fenders,smaller wheels with 8 lug
bolt pattern,small fuel filler neck,and slightly different bumper and shackles on the
front.Everything else looks like a 715.Looks real close to the KIA Korean?version
mentioned here earlier last year.The whole article is pretty good and they didn't dog on
the Kaiser/Jeep M-715 for a change.
SUBJECT>Re:chassie for sale POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,18
January 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17221 NEXT>17229
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,If that stuff is too far away ,let me know.I have the same parts in Paxinos,Pa.
(cheeper too )Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass top from Boyce POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17217 NEXT>17234 17236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a picture of what these tops look like ???Barry..SUBJECT>drive it,dude!POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,
at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17173 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i bought my m-715 in rhode island for $1200 with 35,000 mi.with very little work
(several tranny and tranfer case seals)and some new Power King super traction tires from
goodyear i was good to go.i drove from newhampshire to utah going 60 mph pretty
easily.although i had the tranny rebuilt in pennsylvania,i didnt really run into nay
prblems,(i knew the tranny wasnt doing well when i left).the tires did thier job well,and
didnt wear too bad at all.just make sure your front end is aligned becaause i wasted my
two fronts because it was out of alignment.
-brian
SUBJECT>Re:715 trivia POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17223 NEXT>17265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you see that photo of the factory with all the M715s stacked up?Awesome!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Question POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17220 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Dave,your best bet would be to take off all the winch related parts and sell them to
me and go electric!....Ha ha..I had to do it....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:chassie for sale POSTER>rick townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of chassie are these...??????and make me an offer !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>rick townsend EMAIL>aries269@attbi.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1969 Kaiser M715 for sale...Has new front gears/carrier,ujoints,buick 350..It all works
just needs a little tlc...Pics available..asking $2500.00 OBO
SUBJECT>FSJ owners?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>17233 17237 17239 17245 17249 17250 17251 17259 17266 17268 17270
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many here own non-M715 full size jeeps?I used to have a 78 Cherokee wide track.
My roomate in college had a 75 Cherokee,which got me addicted...
Mikel
SUBJECT>brake swap guys....POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>17240 17248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought i would let everyone know what i've found on the power brake swap so far.I've
had an extremely hard time tracking down the 70-73 J10 Brake booster,but had already
bought the 77 corvette MS,so i took a look at Paul B.'s brake swap and went out and
bought the 82 celebrity brake booster.The corvette MS will fit,so i'm going to use the
two together.I thought i would let people know because this seems to be cheaper,and
easier than either one on their own.Thanks Paul B.,and Spice for all the info on both.
P.S.if it fails i'll be sure to let everyone know,hopefully it will be complete in 2 weeks.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17231 NEXT>17241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey mikel,
i used a 79 wagoneer for a donor vehicle and have only the shell left.do you know how
much it may be worth?the doors have no rust and same for the front fenders and back tail
gate.just wanting to know so that i can clear my drive way for some serious work on my
turtle....
thanks....
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass top from Boyce POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,
i might be interested in one if i say a pic of it....
let me know if anyone gets a pic or two...
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Question POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17222 NEXT>17292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much quieter?Any increase in top speed?
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass top from Boyce POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a pic of it on their website,it's a yelow truck with white top.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,18
January 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I own an '81 Wagoneer that was a former government vehicle.It has a 4-speed (T176),
part time transfer case(NP208),and bench seats.I love it.I wish Jeep still made vehicles
like this.
SUBJECT>Re:Fiberglass top from Boyce POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17217 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I apoligize,I was there about a month ago.And that was one thing that we did not look at.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup.I have a 1988 Grand Wag.which I use as a daily driver.I had an 83 (parted out),and
85 (sold)and have 2 other parts trucks,too.And of course I have the M-715.I got the bug
REAL bad.
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap guys....POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17232 NEXT>17242 17243 17252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like PB,too.But my only concern is how hard would it be to stop this sucker if the
motor died?Sure,ya get one or two pushes of the pedal,but then FORGET IT.I had that
happen to me once in my GW and it was not fun.
Any thoughts?aside from getting a $250 vac pump like those for a diesel engine.:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17233 NEXT>17291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would try posting it at www.ifsja.org ,at the classifieds section.You need to register
before you post,but it's free!
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap guys....POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as you keep the engine turning (in gear,not stepping on the clutch),your engine
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will provide the same vacuum as when it was running.
The engine once died on my old 78 Cherokee (TH400/QT),going down a very steep
twisty road and it was REALLY scary.This wouldn't have happened with a sandard
tranny.Ah...The beauty of standard transmissions :-)
SUBJECT>Hydroboost POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>17240 NEXT>17275 17281 17290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hydroboost could be a good alternative.I'm putting an Olds 455 in my M715 and if the
valve covers hit the brake booster,that's what I'll be using instead.But again,your engine
needs to be turning in order for that to work.
SUBJECT>Re:Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17214 NEXT>17246 17263 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a set of headers from a Wagonner with a 401 that I plan to use in my M726.Like I
said,I *plan*to use them and I don't see any reason why they shouldn't work.I also have
the motor mount towers from the Wagonner that I will bolt in.The one thing I haven't
done yet,and I'm going to soon,is measure the width between the frame rails on the
Wagoneer and compare the measurement with the M726.I suspect they are the same
widths.Does anyone out there know?
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aak9frNttayVQ PREVIOUS>17231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two non-M715 Jeep trucks.
1980 J-10 Sportside
1982 J-10 Sportside
Both have the 258 I-6,176 trans,NP-208 t-case.
I would really like a FSJ Cherokee 2dr Wide track,but the driveway is full right now;
time to move :)
Great trucks,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm pretty sure they are the same.i'm using a 360 out of a wagoneer and the trans too.i've
not seen any motor mounts by advance adapters or anyother manufacture.i wish someone
made one,it would be much easier to accomplish my task.
soupy...
SUBJECT>power steering.....POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,.i was wondering,do you have to strengthen up the frame when you add power steering to
the truck.how about the steering arm,how long/short does it half to be to fit.thanks...
soupy....
SUBJECT>works great!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17232 NEXT>17260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the exact same setup.It works great!I had went the hydro boost route to begin with
and was unhappy with it.My only complaint is the low pedal,From my understanding
this is do to the disc-disc master cyl.
Drum brakes require your master cyl.to keep about 10 psi of pressure on them to function
properly (when not on the pedal)The disc-disc master will not mantain the required
pressure therefore the piston in the master must travel farther.No big deal,just seems like
the pedal moves farther than normal.(kinda scary at first)You can purchase a residual
valve to place in-line of the brake lines and this will take care of the low pedal by
mantaining required pressure.
I have not done this do to the fact that once you get used to the pedal travel it is not a
problem.I run 42"swampers and if I haft to panic stop it will bring the beast to a halt
rather quick for having four wheel drums.
Sorry to be so long winded!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,18 January 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17231 NEXT>17261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a 1969 wagoneer custom.Thirsty 350 Buick,TH 400,Dana 20,Converted Rear dana
60,front converted to a disk brake Dana 44,currently undergoing a major teardown and
rebuild.One of the big reasons I'm not paying much attention to my M715.I need more
time in the day.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 1:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>17274 LINKNAME>BJ's Off-Road LINKURL>http://www.bjsoffroad.com
I have got the bug.In fact,I deal with FSJ parts at www.bjsoffroad.com
I have:
1979 Cherokee Chief -TPI 350,700r4,lift,tires,etc,etc.
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1969 Wagoneer -Buick 350,TH400,Dana 20...stock for now.
And of course I have my 1967 M715.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does a CJ 7 with a 119"wheelbase count as a FSJ?;)I have had a 1974 Wagon and a
1963 wagon.Wish I still had the 63 it was a neat old ride.I currently in addition to my 2
M715's also own a 97 Grand Cherokee and a 91 Cherokee.We are a all jeep family
here.....
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap guys....POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17240
NEXT>17253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be wrong but i always thought that if the engine dies and vacum is lost that the
brakes still work,they just aren't power anymore.That seems to be what has happened in
my CJ when the engine has died.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap guys....POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17252
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They loose vacuum boost,but the brakes are there...you have to push a lot harder.
SUBJECT>Re:contact info for AB LIN POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks guys ,i tried the email but it wont go so i'll try the manuals
SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
actually bryan it was 2510 but yeah i did SUCK it up,hope to get started on it this spring.
also just wanted to say this websight is soooo!!!!!helpful to me thanks to all
SUBJECT>M715 on Ebay (Montana)POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2400645992&catego
ry=6783
SUBJECT>Re:Winsheild Wipers -Vac.VS Electric?POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one easy alternative is to get elecric motors for an old jeep cj jeep they fit through the
windshield in the same place as the vacuum motors and can be wired together or
individually check 4wd.com they run about 40 bucks apiece
SUBJECT>Re:power steering.....POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17247
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.check the article in jp magazine dec.issue i think.very good article on fullsize jeep
steering box mount beefing.good pcs also.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in the last ten years I've owned over 40 jeeps.Some of my more memorable fsj's are the
84 waggy that I ran thru the tuff truck comp in essex jct.VT in '01 and my '74 J-10 that I
ran as a daily drive in '00 and '01.This truck was what got me thinking of getting a 715.I
still have this truck in the back yard and some day I will put it onthe 725 rolling chassie
that is setting beside it.
SUBJECT>Yo Steve POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17248 NEXT>17276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What,you long winded!!How's it going Steve?I need to talk to you on the phone
concerning the FE in March.Let me know what is a good time for you sometime this
week if possible.I'll be tied up most of today.Later,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17249 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 76 two door cherokee with a 401 the fender flares are cut out so right now I'm
running a set of 36x12.5r16 they rub a little when I'm turning in a hole or curb,but for a
hundred buck I'm not complaining (the whole jeep not the tires)and for that thristy 350
buick my dad took a 2bbl off a 70's model car and he gets 20 mpg in a 63 jeep pickup
with 900x16 on it.it still has the same power has it always had.My thoughts are the buick
moter is a good motor for the fsj.I'm still looking for the m725 with a buick 455.
SUBJECT>Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17264 17267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove up to Monroe NC to pick up another M715 (parts truck)yesterday and passed by a
place on 74a in Asheville that had a bunch of military vehicles parked out front including
a couple of M715s.I think the name is Extreme Off Road Vehicles but I was past it
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before I got to realizing what it was (wife said no we can absolutely not turn around and
go back and look ;).Anyways I was just trying to find out if anyone knew the guy that ra
it and maybe a telephone #.He had some stuff stacked out there that I might be interested
in......
SUBJECT>Re:Headers ??for my M-715 POSTER>shane
EMAIL>bulldawg1974@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i know a guy that builds headers for anyone who cant bye a set
that works he's in mt
clemons mi he is not some idiot he used to design headers for fords svo program if
interested e mail me and ill get you his no.
SUBJECT>Re:Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>Hardcharger 14
EMAIL>FurnsolutionNC@NorthState.net DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:57
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw an ad on Ebay under M715,Tires ???,What I do remember is the seller was a
company in Ashville N.C.I remember Ashville because I am in High Point N.C.
SUBJECT>Re:715 trivia POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,
19 January 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>17227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,made me wonder what happened to all those trucks...and if my two were in that
line up....pretty cool huh?
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Frank McConnell EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No full size here I have a CJ%
SUBJECT>Re:Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17262 NEXT>17272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Green Machine--
Extreme Off Road Equipment sells used M353A2's and other surplus military trucks,
including CUCV's.They advertise in Military Vehicle Magazine.I have talked to them
several times about the purchase of a restored M35A2--as they do a great job of
restoration--in contrast to some other places that also restore the M35,with less tha
marginal results.They have a web site at www.extremeoffroadequipment.com.I would
have an M35A2 sitting beside my M-715 if it weren't for my wife who finds little use for
my toys and hobbies.Hope this helps
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an '86 J-10 Pick-Up,an '89 Jeep Grand Wagoneer Woody,and an '86 Jeep CJ-7,
plus I own a '68 M-715---"So many Jeeps,so little time".
SUBJECT>What do you guys need in engine parts ??POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17284 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.Sitting out here in the middle of nowhere (Eastern Idaho)I have a complete
take-out
engine that I am just going to part out and put on Ebay.There is a carburator,3 pulley
generator,original distributor,fan and pulleys,air cleaner.What other parts do you guys
need that I could strip ?The only way I will do this,is just to put them and Ebay and let
the interested party know.I would put a decent beinging price and let the free market take
its course.I will not get around to this untill the end of the week.Bell houseing is gone
(hey,what a b----to get off)Fly wheel,clutch is there.I do not what to strip and try to sell
something that someone does not need.Either let me know here or my e-mail at
snakeriv@srv.net No private sales,unless someone wants the complete engine for
$400.00.The motor was running,but I forgot how good.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17231
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 1984 Grand Wagoneer.360,727,rancho aal's,rancho 5000,MSD,Edelbrock,
Dunlop 31's,etc
krob725
SUBJECT>springover alingment?POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19
January 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17278
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you need to have the front end alined after a springover or should you do it before?
Thanks LM
SUBJECT>Re:Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17267 NEXT>17299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They had stacks and stacks of michelin xl's outside but I bet they were the 20's.I am
having alot of difficulty finding a set of surplus 1100x 16's.I appreciate the address I
checked there site and emailed them to see if they have any.
SUBJECT>Random Question POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hey guys,what kind of engine/tranny set up do you think your average school bus has?
Apparently there's someplace near me that sells 10 year old school bus's for $1000.State
law says after 10 years school bus's must be retired,so they are forced to sell them for
cheap.I dunno,just lookin for engine ideas.
mike
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ owners?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!I didn't know you also had an M715.I've seen your site.Nice layout,and nice.prices.So far,with my backyard
junkyard,I'm doing OK on parts.But when I need em,
I'll remember you.:-)
Actually,remember that guy who asked about window sweeps?Maybe you could check
the spacing of the clips and see if they'll work in our M715 doors,too.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17243
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just like vacuum assist brakes you have one push and that's it.After that get something to
hold on to.
Hydro boost brakes work great for rigs with built motors that don't have great vacuum or
diesels.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Steve POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17260
NEXT>17289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul I sent you an email.
steve
SUBJECT>NOS Bumper POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17282 17310 17317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking about making my own bumper but I kind of like the stock front ones.None
of my trucks came with a bumper (one had a homemade one)and I was wondering if
anyone knows where I can get one.
SUBJECT>Re:springover alingment?POSTER>Andy EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19
January 2003,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k
PREVIOUS>17271 NEXT>17303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Align BEFORE you weld in your new perches.If you are off on the caster by an degree or
two,however,you can always use a shim.
SUBJECT>Re:How to get on 44's and whats a 390 V8 POSTER>Andy EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>17207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would you cut the fenders,they are already cut by the military,essentially.YOu ca
fit 38s stock,so you really only need about a 3-4 inch lift.
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>Jeepnstein EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19 January 2003,
at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>17142
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh,yeah,this goes back to my original question,but what needs to be done to "rebuild"
the front axle?
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 12:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17243 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hydroboost usually has a built in "reservoir"so you can get 5-6 brake pushes after the
engine is shut off or dies.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Bumper POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 3:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17277 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard AB Linn might have some NOS ones for very reasonable prices.
SUBJECT>Re:Random Question POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>Bobdevlin50@msn.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17273 NEXT>17287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
You will find many options from cummins diesels with allison trans to gas engines with
standard trans.Go talk to them and see what they have.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:What do you guys need in engine parts ??POSTER>Bigugly
EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>17269 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have an unbroken Exhaust manifold?
Thanks Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17212 NEXT>17308 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Thanks for the clarification on that Keith,'Lucky...'had me a little worried there about
what dibs were what.
Nah,no mistreatin'there...I'm even trying to bribe her with another truck.:)
Think it's working.
SUBJECT>An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17199 NEXT>.17309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the mobile home axles worth anything as far as making a trailer out of a pair or
perhaps three of them?Just wondering what kind of load they'll take.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Random Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you find one with a big block chevy,it will most likely have the dual pattern bell
housing that will allow the bolt up of a 3053 overdrive,or the 3052 non od,duece and a
half 5 speeds.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Idaho M715 POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17209 NEXT>17294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bed was sold with the truck,just not ATTACHED to the truck.I'm learning every
day how much semantics can mean!I've had lots of people express their astonishment at
how much a regular bed and one color of paint did for the truck.My response?Well,
DUH!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Steve POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17276 NEXT>17315 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,did you try a shoe adjustment?The corvette master has a larger pison in it than the
stock masters do.Maybe that's where the extra play is...I think Sisson ran across this.
I never saw any type of added valving on the stock arrangement,unless it's in the stock
master that would keep pressure on the system.??Not argueing,just making a
suggestion.
SUBJECT>Valve cover clearance POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17243 NEXT>17302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had to dimple my valve cover,similiarly to the '65 vettes with power brakes to clear the
booster.Is your BOP motor as wide as the BB Chevy's at the valve covers?
SUBJECT>Any FSJ'ers roll a J-10 and need a cab top?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17241 NEXT>
17313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a top off of a 70-73 J-10.Originally bought is a hard top project for Velvet and
decided that would be a nightmare to make work.It was cut off nicely with a wheel,not.'nibblers'or torched.I'll have
to double check,but I think it has half the windshield post
and several inches below the rear window.$30 and shipping gets it on the way.If in PA,
can possibly meet for a drop.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17235 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just put one in mine not long ago.The jet type gear whine is gone.Top speed?I dunno,
my 427 BBC has a ton torque so the difference,if any,is negligible.Maybe with a weak,
or Ford motor,you may notice a pick up.:)
Oh,the PTO plate is on the driver's side of the T-case (205).
SUBJECT>Re:How to get on 44's and whats a 390 V8 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17218 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,instead of flaming you as we would Perk...we bowtie crowder's will nominate
you for member of the month NOT for the admittance of the original motor,but for your
good sense and wise judgement in yanking the little anemic bugger.
Glad you finally got the TBI pump squared away.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Idaho M715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17288 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie's truck is REALLY clean.Frame in great shape,7700 original miles on all stock
drivetrain.Top in great shape,body in great shape (the truck too),synthetic lube in the T-
case...just a nice clean,solid truck.
I was there when another 715 owner came by to look at it and he was very impressed and
said how much better it was than the last one he bought.
SUBJECT>Check your vent first.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17200 NEXT>17330 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was pushing gear oil past the pinion seal on my 715 and replaced the seal.It was leaking
again badly by the end of a 60 mile trip.After cursing the new seal,I found that I had the
vent tube still electrical taped closed from when I transported the swapped in rear.Yep,
I'm a dumbass.When I took the tape off the vent it actally,audibly released the pressure
inside that had been forcing the oil outta the seal.No more leak.That load and milage you
stated would have built up a lot of heat/pressure if the vent is not working.
Just a thought..SUBJECT>Re:how to get my truck west?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17196 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I contacted some guys from Yesterday's tractor about some hauling prices on the east
coast.Some were crazy high and others,think I called like six people doing east coast
runs,were very affordably priced.It's worth a shot...a friend of my folks is one of these
old tractor collectors and has gone to ALASKA for a tractor and made a few week
vacation of it.PA to Alaska is sick to me.I draw the line at 2027 miles.
SUBJECT>M-715 w/winch for sale!POSTER>Mark EMAIL>Buster159@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715 w/winch for sale in Missouri.It has a new rebuilt motor that needs to be put back
together and be put in truck.This truck is straigh and has all military equipment still on it.
it was a fire dept truck up till about 4 years ago.I'm asking $1800.00.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 w/winch for sale!POSTER>Mark McKenna
EMAIL>mmckenna@mmckenna.org DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been looking for one of these.Do you have any images you can send me?
SUBJECT>Re:Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17272 NEXT>17301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Green--
If you find any Michelins,can you send me an e-mail?Thanks Tom L.
SUBJECT>Brake Drum Removal POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the best way to get the brake drums off our trucks?Is there any trick to it?
Thanks in advance Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:Extreme off-road vehicles in Asheville NC?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the reply they sent me....
Sorry no 11.00-16.but we do have 9.00-16 NDT or we have been converting wheels so
you can use a variety of tires.We can put 11.00-18 or 9.00-20 on a m715.Also have
36/37x12.5-16.5 humvee tires and wheels.
Let us know if we can help..Jeff/Extreme Offroad Equipment.
Are they not in use anymore?Seems like they are not to be found except new and I am
not willing to pay $360 a tire....
SUBJECT>Re:Valve cover clearance POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17290 NEXT>17323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know.I'm hoping there will be room.I got a J20 double diaphragm brake booster
that is smaller in diameter.If it still doesn't work,I'll install a hydroboost MC.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:springover alingment?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17278 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,it's a good idea to start with a known correct setup.But keep in mind that things will
change after the lift is done,so have it aligned afterwards too.
Chris
SUBJECT>np205 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20
January 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17305 17320
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if this T-case is the right one for our trucks,Can I put a winch on the
back with this(PTO of Course)?Please help as auction ends soon and would like to bid
on it if it's the right one.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,
20 January 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17304 NEXT>17307
17327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to post!Ebay item #2400273026
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drum Removal POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17300 NEXT>17311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Loosen the brake adjuster all the way (roll it up)and remove the three little screws and it
should come right off (sometimes have to punch or chisel the screws loose).
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 January
2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17305 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dustin,Thats what I run in my trucks.You will need to fab up mounts.I like to use the
new style crossmember that lets the 205 hang from it.Barry..SUBJECT>Re:Yo Keith POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought i might give you hard time for change instead of "sir brian esquire"
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17286 NEXT>17325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they will take alot of weight (a house)but they have weird wheels and odd sized tires
14.5"i think.i wouldn't use them.i borrowed a trailer made with them.it pulled good and
held up o.k.,but i wouldn't own one.
there is a lot of liability involved in a home built trailer.what if.......?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Bumper POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17277 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
last year,when some dumb ass chick ripped my front bumper off the turttle,i called
memphis equipment and they wanted $175 for a nos bumper.i think i'm right on the
price.
as for the dumb ass chick,i made a rip from the back door to the rear bumper of her ford
ltd.it looked like i had used a swiss army knife to open up a can of tuna on her poor
vehicle.
all i had to do was find a friendly wal-mart building and use it as a pushing stone to put it
back in place.
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Drum Removal POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17306 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After you get the wheel off and you have adjusted the star wheel adjuster thing down,
grab a wire brush,clean the face of the drun between the studs and locate the three flat
screws.Once you find them BEAT THE HELL out of them with a hammer,spray some
WD-40 on them,BEAT THEM some more and then grab a big screwdriver and they
should come off,if not,try heat.
SUBJECT>m715 t 98 to amc POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what bell housing do i need and does anyone have one to sell thanks jim
SUBJECT>Re:Any FSJ'ers roll a J-10 and need a cab top?POSTER>BBM715.EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 January
2003,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17291 NEXT>17324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
East or West side of PA?
SUBJECT>heat and steering POSTER>Andy EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>NEXT>17319 17322 17354 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just have a simple question regarding the steering arm things that sit on top of the
steering knuckle on the front of an m715 dana 60.These are the arms that connect the tie
rod from wheel to wheel.I was wondering if these arms are forged steel or cast steel,or if
you guys know how to tell.
The reason I was wondering is because I am basically doing a springover,except I am
putting the axles under an fsj,so I am using 2"springs on top of the axle.(but that is really
beside the point).I just want to make sure that the steering arms will take the added heat
if I heat them to bend them to clear the springs.I know retapering the holes would be a
better alternative,but heating is basically free,so I am thinking I will go that route.
In addition to my forged/cast question,I guess I should ask the general question of
whether or not you guys think the arms will take the pressure of bending them.Thanks i
Advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Steve POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah it was one of the many things I did try.The residual vavle is located in the drum
side of the master cyl.But I have seen aftermarket units that simply install in-line.I was
told this would cure my problem but dont feel I will ever do it,as it really isnt a problem.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:m715 t 98 to amc POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Jim,
Find yourself a full size jeep with the T-18 tranny installed.You will need the
bellhousing,bellhousing adaptor,input shaft,and bearing retainer.Then,you need to
swap the input shaft and bearing retainer into your T-98.From what I understand,the T-
18 came in many different flavors,each with different gear ratios and different input shaft
lengths.As long as you get all of the parts from a single jeep,you should be OK.
Sorry,I don't have any parts to sell.I had quite a bit of trouble finding my parts because
the FSJ T-18's are a hot commodity with the CJ guys.They've already scoured the
junkyards.They throw away the adaptor and cut the input shaft and bearing retainer and
install the trans into the CJ..Good luck!
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Bumper POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,20 January 2003,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17277 NEXT>17318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AFAIK,mine is stock and it looks like a big C channel with 4 long ovals cut out for the
front shackles to stick out of.I've been thinking of getting a new piece of C channel and
torching and grinding out the 4 oval cutouts.Maybe even angle back the ends to meet up
with the front fender flares.They seem a little unprotected sticking way out there!
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Bumper POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17317 NEXT>17329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually found a place that had them and the brush guard they were used take offs I
believe.Both for $100.I am going with them,if anybody is interested I will let you know
what they look like when they get here.Also found a smoking deal on the duece and half
side bows and wood pieces ($50 to do the whole thing).If I were going to make my own I
believe I would use a peice of rectangular tube that was my plan before I changed my
mind.You could make it the same length x width x depth as stock and cut your ovals.I
want mine to look basically stock so I am going to keep the exterior pretty much factory
(with the exception of a rhino grill and desert paint).
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>mike c
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know several guys who have heated and bent the arms with no problems on extreme
trails.not my choice but it works.they are forged and machined as far as i can tell by
looking at my old ones.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>mike c EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17304 NEXT>17321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
our trucks use the new process 200.i have used both in vehicles and i like the 200 better
because they haold up well.the 205 is strong,quieter and easier to find parts for though.
the pto for most winches runs off the transmission not the t case.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>mike c EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17320 NEXT>17328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dustin i went out and looked at a 205 i have and it seems to have a pto plate or something.
i asked a guy i know and he seems to think the 205 is pto ready so that may be a good
chioce for you.
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 January.2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17314 NEXT>17326 17355
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are forged,but heating a forged piece does weaken it,part of the strength of a
forged part comes from the work hardening during the forging process.You could drill
out the taper straight and use a rod end to make custom steering.
SUBJECT>Re:Valve cover clearance POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17302 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,you'll clear with that easy.I needed about 1 1/4"(31.75mm Brian)to clear my large j-
10 booster.The best part is that the big block doesn't have a valve at the rear corner of the
head and making a dent was fairly easy.It even doesn't leak.
SUBJECT>Re:Any FSJ'ers roll a J-10 and need a cab top?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17313 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
South Central-ish.Near Harrisburg,roughly.
SUBJECT>Re:An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17309 NEXT>
17346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not particularly fond of them either,but don't know much about them...ya know,
know you're enemy.A thought I've been kicking around for a while was to take two old
3/4 ton rears (eight lug floaters)and cut the center section out,then press the tubes into a
different pipe and then weld them together to have a full tubular axle with heavy hubs and
hydraulic drum brakes.On the tongue side,use one of those hitches that applies pressure
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to the trailer brakes by sensing the amount of pressure against the truck hitch as the truck
slows down ahead of the trailer.I've seen some spindly ass trailer with big loads and I
think this idea,as long as I nailed the axle tubes dead on,would make for a very durable
and high capacity trailer.I don't have any hang ups as far as building the rest of it and the
liability of it.I know I can't haul a D-8...darn it.
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17322 NEXT>17344 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
One of our members,who can volunteer if he'd like,has cut ehm off then rewelded them
flipped over.When done properly/professionally this is a stong alternative.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17305
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,
I mounted that exact divorced case in my truck not too long ago.I didn't hang however.
Take a look at the pics I took of the mounts I made.This will allow you to use the stock
crossmembers.I used the np200's right side mount and added a piece to it to catch the two
mount holes on the 205 and then made a front to back member to grab that mounting boss
under the input shaft.I used the factory single stick idea and it works great.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
NP205 and ebrake pics.
Hope it helps.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17321 NEXT>17332 17345
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.ptohydraulics.com
Call them and tell them you have an NP205 and the guy will tell you exactly what PTO
they have that will work.The brand new,single output PTO's are just under $200 from
them,about $100 cheaper than Chelsea.
The PTO port is on the driver's side.This is easy.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Bumper POSTER>roy coates EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17318 NEXT>17335 17336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all nos front bumpers are gone except for maybe a few people that might still have 1 or 2
still.we had to have them made last year.they are made to original specs and sell for
$136.96 plus shipping.if interested mecoparts@hotmail.com or (901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17295 NEXT>17331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the responses.I'll check the tube.Around here we get these damned dirt
dobbers that look like wasps without stingers,and they will make mud tubes for their
eggs,and they like closed in stuff on vehicles.That may be the problem.
Thanks,
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17330 NEXT>
17377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,know all about them 'mud wasps.'Another suggestion...check your gun barrels..Trust me.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 January 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17328 NEXT>17334
17375 17594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is a rebuilt 205 worth 450?or is that too high?
SUBJECT>disc brake coversion for stock 715 ?POSTER>jeremy payne
EMAIL>whtsnke94@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need any info on how to convert 715 stock running gear into disc on at least the front axle
and possibly the rear
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kinda depends on how badly you need it.The differences between the two are the quiet
running,pto,high/thru drive for the 205 and you'll lose the ebrake.If you don't need the
pto,and it's not overheating,swapping one isn't really a big push.Each case is dam
strong and that shouldn't be an argued point in this 200/205 swap.
SUBJECT>Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17329 NEXT>
17348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or imposter Paul?
If it is Roy,nice talkin to ya a few weeks ago about the windshield seal.Haven't gotten it
on yet,too cold to rain in PA so the big push is off for a little while.
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When's the M.E.Truck Raffle?I'm in for two tickets if it's the 350,Weber carbed,4
speed (non OD),mated np205,posi rear,lockout,proclaimed 39"Swampered truck in
Northern Missouri we'd discussed.Does Brian know his truck will be raffled?
Maybe three tickets,I get paid Thursday.
SUBJECT>hard starting POSTER>chase EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21
January 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
when its cold out (around 20-25 )my m715 is hard to start.it has the orginal engine.2
newer batterys,550 cca.and 10w-40 motor oil.it is really easy to start after its warmed
up,on in the summer.
thanks
SUBJECT>Power Steering POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>17389 17473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,okay.I read a lot of posts and things about power steering conversions.Sounds
pretty easy except for.....what sort of a bracket can one use for the original 6 cylinder for
a power steering pump???
Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>We've got a pair off the assembly line!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In case anyone cares...in our VIN Registry,for 12/67 we have two trucks that came off
the line one behind the other.18684 and 18685,I'm guessing that Jon has the names of
the members and the #'s.
Just bored and browsing and found this tidbit,I think it's pretty cool we've got a pair in
the club.
SUBJECT>Unimog Wheel Rumor POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I keep reading bits and pieces of how Unimog 20"wheels might fit the M715's.Let me
just settle this right now...they don't fit.I went to a place locally that restores these
monsters and they are 6 lug but the lug spacing is too big.I measures and compared it to
mine (I even tried to see if it was close by bolting one in...it didn't work)
Just more info for y'all.
Brent
SUBJECT>Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
21 January 2003,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17363
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey bill where in Maine are (near Moosehead)areyou located?I only have access to
public comp no e-mail have a camp in Starks Me near Skowhagen have to hook up this
spring?Frank
SUBJECT>Does any one Know the overall length of a 2 1/2 ton 6X6
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January
2003,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17343 17349 17385
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone knows the overall length of one these beast please tell me.I bought two of these
and I am trying to get them shipped.By the way one of these is going up for sale soon.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Does any one Know the overall length of a 2 1/2 ton 6X6 POSTER>jake.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at
4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what m series are they ..they very quiet a bit..
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17326 NEXT>17352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've welded several forged steering pieces with no problems so far.It takes a good preheat
to prevent cold cracking and you better be damn good at it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 January 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17328 NEXT>17359
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
I run an electric Winch on front and have a PTO from my other 715 that I was thinking of
using to run the rear winch,won't this work?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17325 NEXT>17347 LINKNAME>axles
LINKURL>http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/LLCategoryDisplay
View?storeId=6970&langId=-
1&catalogId=4006970&PHOTOS=on&TEST=Y&productId=560741&categoryId=0
i think you need to send those eight lug rearends to me and get yourself a real trailer axle
(s).
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look at these.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17346 NEXT>17361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
crap
it never works right
try this
http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/LLCategoryDisplayView?storeI
d=6970 Id=-
1&catalogId=4006970&PHOTOS=on&TEST=Y.uctId=560741&categoryId=0
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 6:09 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17336 NEXT>17360
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and i thought Sir Brian Esquire lived in Ten.?
i'll take two tickets as well
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Does any one Know the overall length of a 2 1/2 ton 6X6
POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at
6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M35A2?i say this because i know a lot of them sold recently.
M35A2 :WEIGHT:13,530 lbs
depending if it has a winch or some other body type,the book says:
WHEELBASE:142,154,OR 190 INCHES
LENGTH:242 TO 343 INCHES
WIDTH:85 TO 98 INCHES
HEIGHT:97 TO 130 INCHES
TREAD CENTER-CENTER FRONT:67 3/8 OR 69 5/8
GVW:23,530 lbs
enjoy!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake coversion for stock 715 ?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17333 NEXT>17357 LINKNAME>Dick brake
conversion LINKURL>http://uglytruckling.com
uglytruckling.com
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Wheel Rumor POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17340 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can confirm this..As I also have a Unimog 404.Getting close to have a running M-715
soon....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17344 NEXT>17358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am unsure if spicer is speaking of me?But this is the route I took.KEEP IN MIND,
THIS IS YOUR ASS if your weld fails,not mine.So make sure you or whoever does this
knows what the are doing.
I have run mine for over a year with 42"tires and have yet to have any problems.(nor do I
anticipate any)
As with any mod,its always a good idea to keep an extra close eye on the area.
Frequently check for stress cracks...etc......Steve
SUBJECT>Re:We've got a pair off the assembly line!POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17339 NEXT>17356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent mine to brute4c to be submitted but no show.How long does it usually take?
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>Andy EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>17314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks a lot you guys.I think I am going to just heat and bend the steering arm.I
like the idea of welding it,except that I am going to try to get out on the trails by Saturday
(if I say Saturday it won't happen until a month from now,but you know how that goes.),
and I won't have time to have my friend (professional welder)weld it up.
Thanks alot for the responses!
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>Andy EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 January 2003,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>17322 NEXT>17362 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When you say rod end,what exactly do you mean?Drilling them out is no problem,but I
am a little bit curious how you fill up the tapered hole.
SUBJECT>Re:We've got a pair off the assembly line!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17353 NEXT>
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17489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute's been busy.They'll get there.He's the man.
SUBJECT>Re:disc brake coversion for stock 715 ?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17350 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LIKE THAT KIT!
Question:Does it move the wheel out at all?I read that the hub was machined some,doe
this compensate for that?Anyone?I have no experience with this kit and this is my only
question.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually wasn't speaking of you,but thanks for volunteering liability.What a guy this.Steve is!
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17345 NEXT>17364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That T98's PTO won't work on the NP205,the gears have the wrong helix angle.The
PTO's for the NP205 are a little more difficult to find.I've spent a lot of time crawling
through surplus warehouses and junkyards and the ptohydraulics.com price fo $190 looks
better every day.
My problem is that I need a pto from a duece and a half and some of these sick surplus
guys want $300 for them!The PTO I have on my 3053 is not the correct one and makes a
TON of gear noise because of a slightly mismatched helix.I'm pretty sure that THAT one
will fit my NP205.I'm sitting in the corner waiting for the paint to dry.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17348 NEXT>
17381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
Keep in mind if you win that you'll need to tear the engine down and throw away the rods
and pistons.They probably have a nice blue-ish heat tint to them by now.You'll like that
Weber carb too,it's shiney.
Seriously,it's a very capable truck and it will be fun to see it in action again.
SUBJECT>Re:An off topic question for Wayne POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17347 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,not too shabby,although I think I can get two old ford dana 60 floaters,chop them,
sell the centers on ebay...
It's the $600 to $900 on axles that I'd hate to swallow.Good link,I'll keep it in mind,
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,22
January 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17355 NEXT>17382
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rod end or heim joint,they have a lot of names but essentually similar to a tie rod end
except it has a hole through the end instead of a stud.I drilled my arms out to 7/8 inch
which took out the entire taper and bought an FK rod end,about $60 a piece but they will
never break and I did not have to weaken the steering arms through heating or welding.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 6:49 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17341 NEXT>17373 17378
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in Rockwood.Halfway up Moosehead on the West shore.I'd like to get together if I
ever get my 715 painted and road legal.I'm waiting until spring for warm weather.-15
degrees outside with 30+mph winds right now.Damn cold,that's why I am sitting in
front of the computer right now,too cold to work outside!I wonder how the stock heaters
in these things would hold up in these temps or would it even want to start?
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>17359 NEXT>17365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,willthe T98's PTO will work with and SM465?
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno mate,I'm pretty sure the gears are cut the same direction but don't know for sure
if it's in the front or rear of the 'hole'or the proper depth.
SUBJECT>PTO POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,22
January 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know for sure if the T98 PTO will work with an SM465 transmission???
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Thanks
SUBJECT>M715 on Ebay (CT)POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2400588666&catego
ry=6286
SUBJECT>Low RPM when stopping POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17374
17380 17384 17399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't remember what causes this.It's a 350,carbed.It started after the motor got under
water.I cleaned the distributor out.It idles low and when I rev it up it goes fine,but whe
I let off the gas it bogs down.
I've put about 50 miles of highway travel on it since it got dunked.
Any ideas?
SUBJECT>VIN #POSTER>shane lunsford EMAIL>kittykiller73@yahoo.com.
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaBaKY0HBYpFg PREVIOUS>NEXT>17371 17400
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I HAVE A 68 M-715.CAN ANY ONE TELL WHERE THE VIN #is
SUBJECT>parts store on-line POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found this site that seems to have a decent selection of stock engine parts for our trucks.
www.hafers.net/m715.html
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17369 NEXT>17372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Passenger rear wheel well.Look on top of the frame directly above the rear axle.It is also
up front on the same side but I can't remember exactly where.Maybe someone else can
chime in...
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17371 NEXT>17386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe the other location is on the front of the frame,passenger side,on the top.But as
Kaiserjeeps said,it should be visible from the passenger side rear wheelwell,on top of
the frame.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17363 NEXT>17379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BILL-i had a chance to ice fish on moosehead about 9 years ago,bunch of us stayed at
MAYNARDS CAMPS on some river???are you the owner?what a time we all
had.cold,booze,food,not many fish but a good time had by all.bern1m715 Rochester n.h.
p.s.-our guide on the lake that we rented ice fishing camps from was a highly respected
man by the name of Joe King.he was in his 80s,from what i learned he was a registered
maine guide and one hell of a nice old man.i found his business card about eight years
later in a drawer of old cards and paperwork and tried to see if he was available for
guiding and was saddened to learn from a relative of his that he had passed on.may he rest
in piece.
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17368 NEXT>17391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How's that gun working.Maybe you need to do what they did to the old horse with the
broke leg.
That was for calling me a hippy.:).mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17332 NEXT>17388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought mine for $200.00 even.The guy has another one with a forward mounted pto he
said he would take $300.00 for.Has the shifter and all with it.Since I wanted to run my
pto in the rear,and knew the one he had would have the gears cut the wrong way,I took
the cheaper one.He is located in central Arkansas.Not rebuilt,just as it came out of a
old Dodge,it is the divorced style.Just 0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on Ebay (CT)POSTER>mark EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,22
January 2003,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17367 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also see item #2400764199 its a m725 listed as a military atv.
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17331 NEXT>17392 17588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,is there a story here we need to hear,"check your gun barrels"?:)
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>FRANKO EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill know exactly where rockwood is stay in greenville a couple of times have to get
together this spring summer mine is a work in progress let you know when I will be up
your way FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17373 NEXT>17415 LINKNAME>Maynards-In-
Maine LINKURL>http://www.maynardsinmaine.com
My folks own sporting camps on Moose River but I don't think we were open in the
winter 9 years ago.I am including a link to our website so you can check it out.I am sure
if you was in Rockwood you would remember seeing our place.I will be the owner whe
they get tired of running the camps.I haven't got out ice fishing much yet but plan on
getting out soon.Joe King was quite a guy.He lived directly across the river from us.He
used to guide people for my great grandfather who started these camps.In his eighties he
was in better shape than most 30 year olds and was once a world champion log roller for I
don't know how many years running.I think he retired from it before he was ever beat.
FRANKO-Look forward to meeting you.Keep me posted when you plan on coming to
my neck of the woods..SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17368 NEXT>17393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a vacuum leak.Check your carb and intake gaskets,as well as hoses.
Hopefully an easy fix.Although,it could be all your bearings whipped out from those
tight wrist pins....How's your oil pressure?
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17360 NEXT>17394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'd probably pull it out and put a mopar in there.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:heat and steering POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17362 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent idea!do they have grease zerks?
krob725
SUBJECT>Question of the Day-BOLTS POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am going to replace the spring-eye bushings on my M725.the front spring bushings are
now completely gone and the springs are rubbing on the bolts.i think i should replace
these bolts while i have it apart.should i use grade 8 for shear strength or grade 5 for a
little flexability?
i will be using Prothane bushings.i don't like the rubber ones.it's only 36 years old and
they are already shot!ha ha ha
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17368 NEXT>17387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
did the carb get dunked too?since gas floats on water,the water and dirt would have sunk
to the bottom of the fuel bowl.your jets and other fuel orifices,idle mixture screws,idle
enrichment slots in the base plate,etc etc.,these items might be plugged up with crap.you
should rebuild/clean it.if it is stopped up only on one side it could damage your engine by
running lean on that side.
good luck
let us know what is wrong if you find out what it is.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Does any one Know the overall length of a 2 1/2 ton 6X6 POSTER>Dave.Kurek EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M-215 dump truck with winch is around 21 ft.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 January 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17372 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The front #should be on a plate welded to the top of the right front frame rail,
immediately forward of the cross support bar that goes from the center of the frame under
the radiator to the frame HALF way between the center line of the RF spring mount and
axle.And look for 5 numbers...THEN be sure to let Brute know....cause (personally)I
want to know where 31427 and 31429 ended up.
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17384 NEXT>
17390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I was on my uncles boat one time and it started idling rough and lower than normal.He
just gotten a fresh load of fuel before we headed out into the Long Island Sound.He had
one of the Carter AFB's and I popped the top off to find a water bubble rolling around the
bottom of the bowl under the gas.I think you carb pulls the top off like that one did.A
vac leak is a real good possiblily too...or...just turn up the idle screw and be blissfully
ignorant.
SUBJECT>PTO rebuild POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the PTO is a simple one with just the main casting that in not off center with a single
shaft out of it,most of the time they can be rebuilt and swapped around to go out the
other direction.I did that with the Chelsea I currently have.They easy as crap to rebuild
too,couple of seals,couple of bearing and silicon and it's done.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17338 NEXT>17404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent,
I made my own that places the pump above the alt.on the drivers side.One bracket
comes from the bolts right under the valve cover on the front,and another bolts to the alt
mount.I can try to get some pictures this weekend if your interested.someone else made
a similar bracket the places it on the pass side,but i can't remeber where to find those
pics.
Daniel.SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17387 NEXT>17396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
I had turned up the idel screw and was blissfully ignorant,but that didn't last.I think this
sounds right.I had checked for vacuum leaks with my patented break cleaner method and
didn't hear any difference.I think that I'll pull the carb apart and check that.
Thanks guys.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17374 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yuppie,
I appreciate your input.Don't think that just because you didn't help out at all,or add
anything useful that what you said wasn't valuable to me.
I'll remember this and some day I'll get you back.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent and rifled barrels POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17377 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We've got some guns kicking around the farm and the mud wasps revere nothing being
sacred.If it has a hole they'll stick something in it.Hey Keith...Nevermind.Pop has had to
put pieces of rag down nearly every gun that goes out to the shop.When they got the
cylinder of the 1860 Navy,I thought he was gonna lose it.Darn.The fun one was
trickling powder down the 'light'hole and blasting them out of one of the cannons.I've
never had a gun blow up yet,but a trap door Custer type 45-70 with full on factory loads
makes me a little apprehensive when the barrel is full of mud.
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17380 NEXT>17395
17397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeb,
I looked into the vacuum leak idea,and couldn't find one-though it was good advice.
As to your suggestion that maybe my prized 350 is on it's way out (or maybe on life
support)-I think that my conclusive studies over the last year have proven without a
doubt that tight wrist pins are the way to go.They prevent what's known as "piston slap"
which is a common cause of pre-mature crank bearing wear.By tightening the connection
of the piston to the rod you ease much of the unevenness of the piston/rod combo in terms.of weight
inconsistencies.This process is a precessor to blueprinting an engine and has a
close similarity in effect.My motor at 1500 prm has only 2/1000000th's of a slap where
as a motor with relatively loose wrist pins will have a much greater slap.If your piston
rods will "fall"to the outside of your cylinder when the crank is removed,then you might
have a problem.
Ponder that,then take a torch to your wrist pens.
Spicer,can you back me up on this?
-BBB.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17381 NEXT>17424
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can keep silent no longer.
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Mopar?You bastard.I'd rather have a ford motor dropped in.My granddad's dying words
were "Boy,driving Mopar is like screwing a fat woman-it'll get you where you want to
be,but you'll be so ashamed getting there it ain't worth the trip."I used to like you.
I hve no defense of my rods except that I know this is bad and have made arrangements to
get a 454 to have on stand-by for when my 350 frags itself.Right now I'm not cutting it
any slack and ran it about an hour with watery oil at high rpm.It's like I'm daring it crapp
out.
I needed a rear winch worse that I needed a locker last outting and I cursed you guys who
have foresight.Nothing to winch on in front of me for 200 feet,and a tree 30'behind me.
Sod off,
-B.
SUBJECT>Tight wrist pins POSTER>mike c EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,23 January
2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17393 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I build engines for Nissan.They are small but produce lots of power per cubic inch and
have a long life due to high tollerances.One thing I know for a fact on small or big
engines is that if you can hold the piston and con rod on its side and the con rod not move
down with gravity your pins are too tight.A little 1000 grit will solve this.You should be
able to hold the piston and shake it left to right and your con rod move somewhat freely.
If they are a little tight they will loosen some when the engine is warm and as oil "breaks
them in".
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>mike c EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
23 January 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17390 NEXT>17398
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you suck water into the intake and down the heads?I did that to a 327 and it never
ran right until I rebuilt it.Cold water and hot metal don't mix.Wish someone would've.told mme my truck couldn't
swim:)
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17393 NEXT>
17428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In all actuality.The more friction a motor has in it,to a certain extent,the more torque it
will produce.A quick example is the 400 small block and it's stock 5.565"(14.135cm
Brian)rod length.All other traditional small blocks have 5.700"(14.478cm Brian)rod
length.In engine building a scale called 'rod ratio'is one to keep in mind for performance
applications.What happens with the stock rodded 400 is that as the crank comes around
from the bottom of the stroke and starts cycling the rod up,there is a lot of 'side loading'
on the piston as it begins to head up the cylinder bore.That side loading causes friction
and drag on the rotating assembly.If the rod length is longer,the wrist pin is mounted
higher in the piston (NO,this doesn't stroke the engine)and the rod angle is less,
therefore the amount of friction and drag is less.Rod ratio is calculated simply by
dividing the rod length by the stroke...400 sbc would be,5.565/3.75=1.484 which sucks.
When a standard '350'rod is added,with the appropriate piston,you'll have,1.52 which is
better and what most home built 383 sbc's run at.A stock 350 with a 3.48"(8.839cm B-)
stroke and 5.700 rod yeilds,1.63 rod ratio.1.6 and higher is the number that is
traditionally shot for.A quick stroker for 350 sbc is to get a 400 crank,get the mains
turned down and use the 400 rods with the 350 pistons.This will work and will be a
CHEAP torquey stroker with more cooling than a 400.
Tests done with the change of rod length in a motor have shown that shorter rods build a
motor with more torque than the longer rods which build more rpms and top end power.
Keep the oil clean in the stock 400's and you'll have a torque mother for a long time.So,
after all that long winded crap...in effect,Brian does have a 350 with more torque than the
standard 350 motor may have.He also has new bottom end bearings and pump to be
hammered on for a while.Don't doubt his two-ten millionths calculation,they're tight.
So I back him there,but the '-BBB'wanna be thing I will not endorse for the now.SBB-
Spicer
SUBJECT>Hey Mike C POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17396 NEXT>17407 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We all know about full floating pins in race engines,diesels,etc.
Shhhhhhhhhhh.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 7:47
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I had a tractor get dunked and the water got into the fuel
filter and acted as a choke.It
sounds like your idle circuit is somehow restricted since it runs fine at higher speed.
Maybe pull the idle screw and blow it out.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,
at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17369 NEXT>17402 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is the "VIN"different than the S/N on the data plate on the dash panel(assuming no
cannibalization/swapping has occurred)?
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SUBJECT>Rackin'Frackin'Southerners!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17429
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gsaauctions.gov is selling a few more M715's out of South Carolina,along with several
old GMC 2 1/2 tons.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17400 NEXT>17403 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No.Same number.So if your data plate is gone,and you can find a blank one,all you
gotta do is check the registery and figure out what month and year your truck was made
and you can stamp your own.Of course,I have no idea where to get a blank.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17402 NEXT>17408 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought a couple on ebay from a guy in NH or Vermont.Completley blank.#OF
CYLINDERS:8 TRANSMISSION TYPE:3053....
:)
I'll even get around to stamping it sometime.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17389 NEXT>17405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,thanks for the reply.I would love to see some pictures!Thanks in advance!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>17404 NEXT>17443 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'd like to see the pics too.Thanks
SUBJECT>M715 Parts on E-Bay POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
23 January 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some good parts on e-bay for them bad boys.Look under m715.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike C POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17398 NEXT>17410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went home during lunch,to shoot my neighbor's pitt bulls while he was at work,but he
was home and thus I couldn't carry out that plan.Instead I pulled the cap off my carb and
indeed there was an ice cube in each bowl.They were about a table spoon's worth.I got
them out,but wanted to clean out some other crap that was in there so I didn't reassemble
it and try it.
What I'm saying is that Spicer was right and it was water in the bowls just as he predicted.
He's my hero.
Thanks,
-BBB.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17403 NEXT>17467 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've seen them from time to time,but my problem is that I never want to bid on anything
till the end cause there's always some Billionaire (or a fool who acts like one)who runs
the price up and then I can NEVER remember to bid.
SUBJECT>52"Gummies...CHEAP!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EBAY Item #2400916471
They're are $50 with three days left.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike C POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17407 NEXT>17411 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey SBB-,
Glad to hear it was water in the Weber.Oh,I'll try and remember to put that A/C
compressor in my car and get it out next week.Keep the Carharts (SP?),I'd just burn.holes in them welding anyway,and
the pelt...well,maybe give it to Amanda's
boyfriend.:)
Truely a 'Spiceresque'deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike C POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17410 NEXT>17413 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Does this mean the raffle is back on?
SUBJECT>Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm going to replace both rocker panels in my M715,inner and outer.Will I need to weld
some bracing to keep things from shifting while the rockers are removed?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>WHAT?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17411 NEXT>17421 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey GT,
The raffle was never off!Where have you been?Geeze!You in for a couple tickets?I
think we're up to 6 now.
SUBJECT>jeepanals plus POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17420 17426 17448 17464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone bought or used any of these panals?what about the replacement floorpans?
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17379 NEXT>17460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yup,thats the place i spoke of.could you tell me if they still have the annual floatplane
fly-in in the 1st or 2nd week of september down to Folsoms Air Service.ive been wanting
to get up there for a weekend and check that fly-in out.much appreciate the get back
bern1m715!!!
SUBJECT>Carb help!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Thursday,23
January 2003,at 4:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17423 17430
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am doing a Chevy 350 engine upgrade and I need some suggestion on what kind of.carburetor to install.I have a
Holley contender intake,it is a spread bore intake.I do a lot
of hill climbing but the majority of the time it ’s just my daily driver,lots of flat land in
Kansas.Do I go with a stock quad-jet or do I spend the cash and go with some this else?I
will be using the stock transmission and gearing.Any ideas would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Curtis needs a real truck POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaaYogoWcC/Es PREVIOUS>NEXT>17427 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How is the 715 project coming.Back in town.DK
SUBJECT>9.00x16LT Power King super traction tires POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17419 17425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After considering the comments from the members of the "zone"I've decided not to use
the original NDCC tires on my M715.I would like an aggressive tread pattern (for
snow/mud)with similar dimensions to the NDCC's.A local guy can get me 9.00x16LT
power king super tractions in load range C or D.Are these acceptable tires?Anyone have
an opinion?Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:9.00x16LT Power King super traction tires POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,
Those should be fine,I think they're a pretty popular tire for these trucks.Match the load
range to stock (D)if you plan on using the truck to it's capacity.
On the other hand,I recommend the ProComp Xterrains in 315/75/16 -they're similar i
diameter but way wider and look good on my truck.THey seem to do fine offroad too.
If you go with radials,you'll need new tubes and flaps and it's probably a good idea to get
new tubes for bias ply if you go that route.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:jeepanals plus POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought the rockers and even though I haven't put them in yet,they look very solid.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17413 NEXT>17433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say put me in,but I'm not sure it would be worth going all the way to Memphis to
pick it up.It is 3 hours away.:).mudclod
SUBJECT>Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is the response I got from rockhard4x4.com.I asked if he'd be interested in building
a rollcage that mounted to stock bodymounts (to allow re-conversion to stock if ever
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desired)
If there are 4 or more people interested in this,email me direct and I'll start the ball
rolling.Otherwise,it's back to 2x4x1/4"steel for me.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2barrell ford motorcraft have one on my 400 chevy great on hills and off camber
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17394 NEXT>17434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sir brian esquire
maybe if you had a mopar in there,you wouldn't have the problem you have now.if you
are ashamed,don't open the hood.and i know you been hoggin'before.
i guess if you don't like me anymore i'll have to cry or something.boo hoo.i will still
offer help to you though.
i have always liked mopars and have taken alot of crap for it.but i have won alot of races
with them against other brands that were bigger engines than mine.everyone has a
favorite brand.some people say M37's are better than M715's,ford vs chevy vs mopar
etc.i've had all of them,as well as VW's,honda,jeeps,pontiac,mazda,suzuki,yamaha.
i didn't say anything against your choice of engine.i just prefer something more reliable.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:9.00x16LT Power King super traction tires POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17418 NEXT>17526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
steven,i dont like the super traction for mud they seem to not be able to sink in and bite i
think its because of the large central zigzag pattern not allowing the knobs to bite.right
now ive got swamper tsls but i had a set of the $60 apiece takeoffs from nebraska tire that
someone on here was kind enough to turn me on to and they were great.they are wild
country snow tread 315's about 2'bigger than stock and much wider.neb tire also had
new tubes to fit (from a backhoe i think)seems like it was about $450 for 5 tires,tubes
and shipping.check out nebraskatire.com .good luck jc.SUBJECT>Re:jeepanals plus POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh,panels.iwas beginning to wonder...
SUBJECT>Re:Curtis needs a real truck POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17417 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave i have a real truck it is just in pieces,how was the trip ?why are you back so
early ??Were you able to smuggle the goat jerky into the country .
P.s.i did use your truck while you were gone the dent in the bed is from my date she was
slightly LARGE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17397 NEXT>17441 17479 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
this is good news for brian
using spiceman's formula,brian's mopar would have the following ratio:
mopar 360 (5.9 litre brian)
6.123 (15.55cm brian)by 3.58 (9.09cm brian)=1.71 ratio.this is good brian but wait it
gets better....
mopar 440 (7.2 litre brian)
6.768 (17.19cm brian)by 3.75 (9.53cm brian)=1.80 ratio.
so there you go brian,i'm still helping you find your way.now i'm sure you won't like me.
thank you spicer!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Opinions Please POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17401 NEXT>17437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SC GSAAutions.gov rigs for sale.
OPINIONS:What do you guys think about the one unit that has no drive train,the hood is
have open with some funky firement platform welded on the back.
Wonder how hard it would be to fix the rear of the bed back to stock?
Would a tailgate be hard to find?
It a person swapped in his own engine/tranny combo,what he do for a transfer case?I
would think the choices for a Xfer case would be the deciding factor in the engine/tranny
combo.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,23 January
2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17416 NEXT>17438
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Holley's new Truck Avenger is a possibility.According to the magazine articles I've read,
it's supposed to outperform a Q-Jet.It's not cheap,though.Summit wants $390 for them.
I'm hoping they'll come out with a two barrel version.
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17422 NEXT>17451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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im interested,what 400-500???I WANT IN CAB ONLY
SUBJECT>Re:Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>Dave Kurek
EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17412 NEXT>17436 17456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not a problem.I replaced mine last year and they were almost gone on their own.Had to
fabricate both cab corners and part of the floor board also,along with the lower door
skins,and.....
Good luck,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17421 NEXT>17444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put me in for a couple.I could use a parts truck.I could probably even get the red cross to
take the current drive train (or non-drive as the chevy case may be),they'll take any old
junk!
By the way Spice,increased dwell at TDC is what makes a torque monster.The greater
the stroke,the longer the piston spends at TDC enabeling more efficient use of the
combustion process.The better the rod ratio,the less side loading (wasted motion)is
induced aiding in engine longevity and better ring seal i.e.more horsepower.Short
stroke/big bore engines are great for big RPM,high HP,producing a narrow powerband
mostly suited to racing.Not that,as a chevy fan,you like to race to win anyway.
As BBC BBB SBC CBS NBC (or whatever today's moniker is)would say,
Ponder that.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17424 NEXT>17440 17455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chrysler -first with the HEMI!!
Ford -first with the OHC!!(427 no less)
chevy -first with the...with the...chevette (lovely)
Ponder it.(or ponderous if a chevy fan).Ron
SUBJECT>12.5 x 20"michelins CHEAP POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,23 January 2003,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOR SALE:12.5x20 Michelin XL tires 75-95%,$50-$70 each.
Mike Shannon
SUBJECT>Re:Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17432 NEXT>17470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Dave,
Did you take any pics?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Opinions Please POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17429
NEXT>17439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read all the posts on the np205.Seems to be the best.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17430 NEXT>17469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Which ever way you go,just don't over-carb it.Have a 600 Holley on my 427 and it
works great except for crawling on really steep hills.
Trying to hold off for Holley Injection.
SUBJECT>Re:Opinions Please POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at that truck.The hood being bent sideways is a good indication that the
truck is in good shape.Part of a 'demilling'process or damaging so it can be sold as scrap.
I saw a line of little jeeps one time that all they had wrong was the hood jacked like that.
That truck is missing a door however and has a later model grill.
The NP205 is a cool piece to drop in,but not entirely necessary.The mechanical
advantage that the driveshafts have over the tires because of the 5.87's makes a super
tough Xcase really not entirely on call.A chevy turbo or manual tranny with a 'belt'Xcase
would be fine and last a long time in these trucks.I know for sure that the NP203 has a
PTO port on it as well.It's what's convenient for you.We've got eveything from Dana
24's to Atlas cases here..SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17434 NEXT>17446
17474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Evil Twins,
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First,Krob-I didn't mean to offend.I really don't have anyhting against Mopar,it was all
said for shits and giggles.I haven't written much to you and can't figure you yet and really
don't know if you were offended by my crappy joke,but I'm sorry.In a few months my
home-made 350 is going to crap out and when that happens I'm gonna be running
whatever I can get for a decent price-even if it's a ford.We buds again?
Second-BBM715-Seriously,can I be "BBB"?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17428 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,NICE!
SUBJECT>Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17445 17498 17518 17592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,I guess I was too lazy to scroll down,I never saw your question until this AM.
The axles are rated at 7500 lbs.They do have a queer size tire,but in the past couple
years they have come out with a slightly (1/2in)larger tire,that is tougher.I know a ma
who has a trailer with three of these axles,and pulls a full size backhoe on it.His tractor
stays on it all the time except when he is using it.He told me he has never had any
trouble.You have to narrow them down,which is not a problem,just cut them in the
middle and put a slide a piece of pipe over it and weld it up.
Now,for the negative:you have to keep the lugs tight.They can loosen up,and since they
are the "Bud"style (I believe that is what they are called)one loose nut can cause the
wheel to spin,or start coming off.
When you look at the price they get more attractive.If you get to know someone who
works in the biz,you can get an axle for around $50.00 and ea wheel for around $20.00.
That is about all I can think of about them right now.
For Brian only:I took a couple pics inside my truck of my roll bar,will try to send to you
this am.:)
muclod
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17405
NEXT>17466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try to get them this weekend if my friend can bring his camera.I really need one of my.own......
Daniel
SUBJECT>I've been...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17433 NEXT>17475 17481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My high school study halls consisted of pouring through old Hot Rod Magazine year
books and making a study of some engine building greats,like Keith Black,Ed Pink,and
GM fans Zora Arkus Duntov.A good friend of mine,an older fella,Bob..since cancer
taken,gave me all his old Hot Rod Magazine's from like '59 thru early 70's and had some
great stories that really geared me toward engine building a fab work.I've had rod ratio's,
b&s dimentions,head cc calcs lodged in a brain wrinkle for a long time.Bob was also i
the process of building a 4x4 dump truck when he passed and the NP205 he's acquired for
that is now in Velvet.Being a gear head has been a fun quest for the most part and this
forum has been good opportunity to meet a fun bunch of people.
Oh,and Ron,I'd still put in a Mopar or diesel before any ford.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17442 NEXT>
17453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,
That was for me.Do they have any one piece wheels at all?
Good info,THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17440 NEXT>
17476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
Chevy never wasted any time with that dingbat flathead design.OHV all the way baby!
Brian,
It cost like $200 for crank,rods,pistons,cam,timing,rings,bearings and gaskets from
Performance Automotive Wholesale (PAW)for the 350.If you go ford...I will ridicule
you for the rest of my entire existence and I'll will someone to do it in my death if your
crawdad eatin'ass out lives me,which I doubt.
.<--denoting disgust
SUBJECT>Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17468 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Are you interested in that J-10 top I have?There's no chance I'll use it.I think it even has
a sliding windowwwwww.
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SUBJECT>Re:jeepanals plus (Jeep Panels)POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17414 NEXT>LINKNAME>Jeep Panels
LINKURL>http://www.jeepanelsplus.com/default.htm
Link to their web site.
Nothing there to look at.
SUBJECT>Re:12.5 x 20"michelins CHEAP POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
by the way these were found on another site (unimog tires)
SUBJECT>on board mig welder POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>readywelder2 LINKURL>http://www.readywelder.com/
anyone interested in running an on board welder?
i bought a readywelder2 that i connect to my truck through a slave cable.i bought a slave
cable adapter and ran it to my 24 volt batteries.i bought a slave cable,and cut it and put
tweeco welding tips on it.(i have the other piece if anyone is actually interested)i have a
20lb co2 tank that i use for airing my tires up,running air tools,beer keg tap,and now a
mig welder.the welder will also run flux core for trail fixes and solid core whe
applicable.i paid 400 for the welder and it will weld sheet metal with one 12v battery,
and up to 3/4"with 24 to 36 volts.
200 amps at 24v
270 amps at 36volts
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>adam smith
EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17431 NEXT>17452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check misc photos newest page,red ex brush fire truck is mine.came with cage that bolts
to windshield frame and bed rails.don`t know who made it but its heavy!any thoughts as
far as custom built or does some company make these monstrosities?
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17451 NEXT>17454 17462 17487 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i may buy a tube bender and try and fab one.only problem is i have no idea how to bend
multiple angles and such
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17445 NEXT>17458
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,10,000 apologies.Oh can you ever forgive me?!The answer is no,they do not.
Since they are really designed for one time use,I guess they are cheaper to make this way.
I had a single axle trailer made out of one,towed back and forth to Denver from Arkansas
heavily loaded with no problems.The trailer was made from 3x3x3/8 angle,wheighed a
ton,5'x8'.Sure hated having to let it go with my biz,it set up high,matched my truck
great.
mudclod.
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>17452 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
myself and ethan make 2.we need 3 more for his shop to do it.there has to be 3 more
interested people.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17434 NEXT>17457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ummm wasnt the first OHC in the 230 that cam in our trucks stock ?i seem to remember
that from somewhere
SUBJECT>Re:Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>17432 NEXT>
17472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,how did you do the door skin?I need to do the lower right door skin.Thanks
SUBJECT>Enough about Roy.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17455 NEXT>17477 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 427 Ford cammer,the only ford engine I really like and would own,was started in
1964.Check this quick link.A great pic of the famous cammer and some info.
http://www.porsche917.com.ar/adversgt40_cammer.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17453 NEXT>17459
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I got them pics from your wife's e-mail account.That's the sweetest cage I ever did see.
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You really underrated it in your e-mail.I thought I'd seen some homemade cages that.looked nice-but that's a work of
art.I liked how you squished it for the windshield fold-
down hinge.Nice.
I'm forwarding them to Spice so he can see what nice welding looks like.
By the way-mbile home axles under a 715?That's the stupidest idea I ever heard of.And
you thought I was pondering that?I owe you an ass whippin'.
-BBB.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17458 NEXT>
17461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Please tell me you're kidding with the "by the way..."closing on that last posting,we
mean trailers.The ford comment earlier and now this.
IMPOSTER!What have you done with the real B-?He may have been ill tempered,
crass,sarcastic,and would lick the red off your candy,but not a low watt.I'm onto ya.
Not even a comment about shooting someoned dog.Dead give away.Send him back or
we hunt you down.You've been warned.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Bill Maynard POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to the Moosehead Lake Chamber of Commerce website they are having it
Sept.5-7.If your in the area look me up.Better bring your flyrod too,there's some good
fishing to be had that time of year,Bill.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17459 NEXT>17471
17494 17525 17604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My bad.I re-read it and it made sense.
I'm not sure what 'crass'is,but it sounds insulting.
I can't talk about shooting dogs anymore seeing as how (at my wife's suggestion)I've
taken to trying to get them to drink anti-freeze.I consider it the coward's way out,and it
shames me.Don't look at me,I'm not worthy.
Anyhow,how about we call it a tie and I ship you my 10mm and you ship me a 350 short
block?I'm freaking out about my wrist pins.
b minus (the lower case denotes my shame).SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>ROB
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17452 NEXT>17484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee go to pirate4x4.com check out bending tube 101
SUBJECT>wheelbase ideas POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17465 17497 17500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm cutting the frame on a m715 and wondering if any one's got a rock crawler jeep.Just
need to know what an ideal wheelbase would be I'm thinking about 118"or 120"!I
already bobbed the rear on the frame but nothing to the bed.I might be interested in that
rollcage that ties into the frame but I'm on a tight budget right now.Just so you know the
frame was extended 30"for a welder to fit between the cab and bed so I need to cut it
anyway.If you have any ideas that might make a good rock crawler let me know thanks
SUBJECT>Re:jeepanals plus POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@dbscorp.net
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17414
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They sell 2 different length floor panels.One stops at the inside support and the other is
full length.They have the groves and are wide enough to bend up the tranny hump about
3 inchs.Made of about the same gauge metal as the original floor.They don't have cab
corners.
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17463
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scramblers (CJ-8)have 103"wheelbase and some say that is ideal.I tend to think 110 to
118 is great.Check out next month's issue of JP Magazine for a good article on
wheelbase vs.tire size.Most of the rock crawlers in this area run YJ's w/extended frames
to accomadate longer springs.I have been rebuilding a moster Jeep in the shop,I'll
measure the wheelbase on Monday and let you know what is is.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>17443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me some pictures too.Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN #POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17408
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB linns "buy it now"prices are right in line.All his auctions have this option so its easy
to get stuff.I just bought 3 new plates from him for $20.I felt ok about that price..SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17447
NEXT>17483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I'd love to get that top from you to try to turn into a hard top for my rig.The problem is
that I don't know if I can get the time to get to you until spring.My plat is so full I'm
having to use a platter!
Thanks anyway.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,24 January
2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17438 NEXT>17478
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Agreed.That's why I wish they'd build a two-barrel version.670 CFM is too much for
most of my Jeeps.I have the Holley ProJection system on my Wagoneer.It works ok,but
I did have to replace an injector that would quit working in cold weather,and I had to
replace the fuel pump once.I think it would be more reliable if you'd use an OEM in-tank
style of fuel pump,and I'm thinking about doing that to my Wagoneer.Overall,I'm
pleased with the ProJection.The performance and throttle response is impressive,and the
gas mileage didn't suffer.
SUBJECT>Re:Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>Dave Kurek
EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17436 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I did take several pics,e-mail me and I'll send them over after I locate the disc.Did
this job a year ago.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How bad a shape can a 10mm be to bring it down to an even trade with a chevy block?
You really need to take better care of your armament.As to the dogs,put a bear trap in
your lawn with sign around it and wait for curiosity to cause an "accident."
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Rocker panel replacement question POSTER>Dave Kurek
EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17456 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bobby,
With the door off and supported upside down,I trimmed the edges of the door where the
new skin would cover,especially the corner radius using a "cookie cutter".I can't.remember where I ordered the skins
from as they had been collecting dust for a few years
but the corner radius was too small.Had to trim with a cookie cutter to leave about a half
an inch all the way around the door and then just clamp and crimp the skin around the
existing lip.Along the top edge of the skin I spot welded it every two inches then glassed
it in and fineshed it off with body filler.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering POSTER>Dave Kurek EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17338
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I converted mine to power steering,I just fabricated my own pump bracket and
used one of the three alternater belt pulleys.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes brian
i thought your remarks were very funny.it takes alot to make me mad.i was returning the
joke.
i guess if you want to be BBB you should get a BB first.what's wrong with SBBS?it
would look cool on a license plate "SBBS-715"
ponder it
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I've been...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17444
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EXCELLENT
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17446 NEXT>17531 17532 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
O K S p i c e ,I a m w r i t i n g a t c h e v y s p e e d n o w.
OHC -as in Over Head Cam.Not OHV.Hell chevy couldn't even win a trans-am race till
they copied Ford's 302.
BTW,have you ever taken apart a flat head,WAY wierd and kind of cool.As for
ridiculing B,you can say anything you want broke down on the side of the road relying in
"chevy power"-my favorite oxymoron.
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By the way B,you can call yourself anything you want,just as long as you come in from
the dark side.$200 X 3 rebuilds in a chevy just seems financially irresponsible compared
to the $400 you will spend once on a Ford..Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Enough about Roy.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17457
NEXT>17528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you are making me feel bad.I just got done baiting you for the last post and you
come up with a picture like that.I almost feel remorse -no,not really.Sweet pic though -
what?has Spice been investigating REAL power for a change?Dangerous,you knew it
would lead to a Ford once you looked far enough up the food chain.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17469
NEXT>17492 17551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you running a closed loop setup?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Low RPM when stopping POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Suitably impressed by your mathmatician like abilities.
(Spice translation =DUDE -you rock!!)
lol
Ron
SUBJECT>Question of the Day -E-BRAKES POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone ever tried to install parking brakes and cables onto the stock rear backing
plates?i'm thinking chevy dually parts might work.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I've been...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17444
NEXT>17501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was feeling all "warm and fuzzy"until you ruined it with the last line -sob,boo hoo.
Alas you've wounded me terribly.
BTW,have you checked the specs on Ford's new 6.0 diesel?
Does chevy always have to fall short?The name DURAMAX does sound kind of butch
though,gives you something to look forward to.Still having intense chevy envy for that
Allison auto tranny.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>Dave Kurek EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com.DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17142
NEXT>17502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings,
Right off hand I don't know the highest gear ratio that will fit the Dana 60 and 70.The
3:73 is a common higher ratio that I have set up.The 4:10 is very common and a good
choice for a 715.If you try to go higher than that you will experience a distinct loss of
power,especially when encountering a hill or a head wind.With my last 715 I set it up
with 4:10's.While I was at it I installed power lock carriers front and rear.Any fair sized
junk yard with trucks will have these gears and carriers for sale.Setting up a ring and
pinion is not for the novice,it's labor intensive and they have to be correct or they will not
hold up for long.If you are near south central Wisconsin I could do it for you.
Good luck,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 January 2003,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17468
NEXT>17524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE platE
platE platE platE platE platE
My quip would have made more sense if I could just type.
That is what I get for trying to be clever.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 12:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17462 NEXT>17486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive been there,thats definitly a lurker board.........
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -E-BRAKES POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17480 NEXT>17503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you thought wrong ..
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>ROB
EMAIL>threewiles@earthlink.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee there is another sight that might help call htp://blindchichenracing.com go to tube
binder
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SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17452 NEXT>17589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm having my cage put in @www.wayoffroad.com.Cory has
got the tube bent for the 5
hoops with 4 bends a piece and will be installing the cage in the next couple weeks.
SUBJECT>What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17491 17495 17496 17499 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A little off M715,but still in the military vein--what does multifuel mean.I see this for
this deuce and a halfs.Are these vehicles able to use diesel and gasoline?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:We've got a pair off the assembly line!POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>17356 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we also have two m725's from 3/68 with vin#12968,that is mine located in Mass.the
other is vin#12969,
.I would like to know where it is located and who owns it.
SUBJECT>205 "twin stick"/front wd low !!!POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night I "twin sticked"the devorced dodge 205 that is going in my truck.This is a
great,free that allows you to use front wheel only Hi and Low.I think it would also work
on the stock NP 200
heres some links
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~jrice/NP205/TwinStick.html
http://www.alaskaoffroad.com/tech_2.htm
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a buddy with 3 multi-fuels.He always explains "it will run on wolf piss if need be"
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,
25 January 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17478 NEXT>17552
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck carb from Holley is the top choice so far.The fuel injection system is just too
far out of my price range.The truck carb is a 670 cfm?To much carb?I don ’t plan on
drag racing any one and I would like to squeeze out as many mpg that I could.Any more
suggestions?
SUBJECT>HELP,foot starter puzzle POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have Brute's "Primary Battery Feed"diagram of the floor
starter switch,the problem is,
my starter switch doesn't have the top side button to step on.I have a floor step-switch
located just in front of the driver's seat.I opened the original starter switch plate to reveal
a barrel shaped thing with 2 large posts and 2 small posts.I have the #87 and #5 on the
large post passenger side,and the Starter wire on the large post driver side.There were
also 2 wires added for a 12 volt set-up that were clipped,one was on the small post
driver's side,the other was on the large post passenger side (with the #87 and #5).My
floor starter switch has 2 posts and I seem to recall that it had a ground,and then 2
clipped wires,one on the post with the ground,one on the other post.Is it possible to wire
this floor starter in (if so what goes where)or should I just get a new floor starter switch?
Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Shoot the dog "NOT"POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>17461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,don't try to shoot the dogs,As you have stated your not that good of a shot.Catch
them in your yard and test your driving capibality to run over them.Those swampers will
make a big spat if you are lucky enough to run over one.I just hope you drive better tha
you shoot.Will
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and if its a full moon,the turbo HOWLS twice as loud at full throttle!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!P.S.no pun intended.bern1m715
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most military trucks came with either the multi-fuel for Cummins motors in them.The
multi-fuels from what I can surmise have larger tolerances in the injector pump and
injectors to allow them to run lower grades of fuel if need be.This is mainly to keep them
from getting gummed up.Running on gasoline the engine doesn't run as well,tends to
wash the oil off the cylinders as well as many other detetrimental things.
By nature all diesel engines will do this.They can even be run on cooking oil if need be
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(wouldn't reccomend it).Some military guys I have heard have ran these on JP-5 jet fuel.
When we go pick up these trucks usually they can be started and ran if intact with little
fanfare.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17463 NEXT>17507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
118-120 should be good.To put it into perspective for you my '84 Toyota Extra-Cab pick-.up has a 120 wheel base.It's
long enough for safe hill-climbs but short enough to
manuever.
When you cut a frame you usually cut a V in one end and then the reverse on the other.
This gives you more surface area to weld to.When you get that together always reinforce
it with more steel.Just thought I give a little advice.This is common practice on bigger
trucks(2 ton and over)and shouldn't posed a problem here.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The good thing about trailer hous axle tires is that when you get a flat just chuck the old
one in the ditch...I mean take it to a proper recycling facility...then get a new tire/wheel
assembly.
Also if you run these always keep about 60 psi in them or they'll come apart.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at
3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>17488
NEXT>17506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're a type of compression (Diesel)engine.They have special injector pumps
equipped with fuel denseity compenators to vary the fuel charge depending on this
viscosity since gasoline is thinner than fuel oil.They have special combustion chambers,
and a unique injection system.
When in stock configuration,they can burn anything from diluted cooking oil to regular
unleaded gasoline.High Octane won't work well,neither will heavy oil.
Typicaly,in both NG and civilian service,the fuel density compensator is bypassed and
the truck is marked "DIESEL FUEL ONLY".This is done because fuel oil is much more
common today than when these trucks were designed 40+years ago,and the fact that they
tend to perform substantially better when modified as such.
There are several variation in these engines,the 465 series is superior to the earlier 427,
and turbocharged 465 engines are usually considered superior to naturally aspirated
versions.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17463 NEXT>17512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks so far,now I'm going narrow any ideas here?this might take me a little bit of
time.Maybe I can have it running by 2005.
SUBJECT>Re:I've been...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>17481 NEXT>17527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good trans yes,duramax no.it is an izuzu med truck engine.and it has already bee
outclassed by ford and dodge.it might be an ok engine for regular use,but if you want to
able to pull some big weight,get the cummins.
that's my $0.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Axles POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
25 January 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17482 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4.56 is as high (low numerically)as you can go without changing the carrier.if you
change carriers you can put anything you want from 2.76 to 6.??
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -E-BRAKES POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17485 NEXT>17505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tell me more jake
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:HELP,foot starter puzzle POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,25 January 2003,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i've had a few shots of liquor tonite,but i'll give it try...
not knowing what your switch is off of,i'll give you an example of something else.
on some 12v cars,the battery would connect to one side(big)and the starter to the other
(big).the little ones might be to the coil.on cars with a key switch when you turn it to
"start"the big one is energized to make the starter turn and the little one is energized to
send 12V to the coil.when the key is returned to the "run"position,the starter stops
turning and the power to the coil is diverted through a ballast resistor to lower the
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voltage.i think this is prolong point life or something.
however i could be completely wrong.the little one might go to the alternator to charge
the battery.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -E-BRAKES POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17503
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stick with the drive line still in use today on alot of trucks .you can make a parking brake
lever and a self adjuster if you had to but I would rather hold four wheels than two ,,i see
it all the time when doing winch outs with the wrecker it drags the two rear wheels .you
must then hold the brakes to hold all four .that takes two people ..just a opinion hope it
helps.not to mention if you go down the road and brakes fail the cable e brake whe
aplied could skid you .with the drum its a drive line brake like having a jake brake with.out the noise.good luck
keep us posted.
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17499 NEXT>17510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I have gotten an education.I have always wondered about this myself.Since we are
discussing this,is a 40 something model GM with a 6 banger multi-fuel,automatic tranny
worth anything?I found one in a junk yard,he said he would take $200 to $300 for it.
Since I am using my for pulling,I was thinking about starting my next prodject.It has
single wheels on the back already.I wouldn't be driving it on the road everyday,just to
pull the really bad jobs.Anyone mind giving me your opinion?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17497 NEXT>17508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once did a '70 chevy,made a long base into short base.I got a friend who welded semi
frames for a living.He made some plates somewhat like a diamond,except flat on the
ends.Put one on the inside and outside.Worked great.0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention,he offset the plates,on the inside and outside of the frame,so the
welds were offset.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Charging guage?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't remember what the guage is called,ammeter?Anyway,can someone tell me what
is wrong with mine?I have a hot wire coming from the fuse box to one side.The other
side runs to the plug on the back of the alternater.(GM 350)The other side of the
pluggoes directly to the hot side of the alternater.This plug hooks to the battery.The
guage does not work this way.When I put a tester on it,it also does not work.When I
hool the tester from one of the hot posts on the guage,and the other wire on the tester to
ground,then I get a reading.Does this make sense?Can someone tell me what I am doing
wrong?Thanx
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at
12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17506 NEXT>17511 17563
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GM has never made a multifuel as far as I know.What you are looking at sounds like
either an M211 or M135,the only difference is one is DRW and one is SRW.They're
powered by either 270 or 302 gasoline inline 6's,which aren't that bad,but the tranny is a
dual range 2 speed Hydra-Matic giving 4 forward speeds and 2 reverses.The transfer case
is a sprag type single speed,not the best.
The transmissions REALLY SUCK!If you try to back up in the wrong range at breaks.
Memphis Equipment makes a modification kit that fixes most of the problems,and
converts it to manual operation,but it's not cheap.Expect to spend $1-2,000 for a tranny
rebuild.
They make decent trucks,but you'd probably be better off spending $2-5K on an M35
"REO"than messing with one except as a stock restoration for exibition purposes.The
gas M35 is a good reliable truck,motor parts are pretty cheap,and the rest of the drive
train is pretty tough.The multifuel trucks are pretty reliable,but if anything on the motor
fails expect to spend a lot of money.
If you get me the model #on the truck you're looking at I can tell you more.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:What does multi-fuel mean?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17510 NEXT>17523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree these transmissions REALLY SUCK!!The prices of multi-fuel parts should be
going down because a lot of these are being phased out.Just don't try to buy new parts
because this will quickly clean your bank account.Go to a smaller surplus place tha
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Memphis.They're good people to deal with but their parts are a little pricey.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17500 NEXT>17517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My advice buy the cheapest old car or truck you can find and the biggest sledge hammer
you can find to take your frustrations out on.You may be better off to build a cab-truck
unless you are really set on having a M715.
GSanders
SUBJECT>NP200 How are they using them in swaps?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17514 17515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems that a lot of people are running the NP200 in their trucks when they swap to
deuce axles.Are they doing anything to these to combat the heat that these generate or is.that the dirty little
secret that they don't tell anyone?
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 How are they using them in swaps?POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the people I know who have duece axles use it as trail only.Slow speed
rockcrawling wont build up the heat.They find 200 at dirt cheap prices.I plan on using
duece axles in a street driven truck and I'm using a divorced 205.
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 How are they using them in swaps?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17513 NEXT>17522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they don't do the heat thing when they're rebuilt or not allowed to oxidize on the
insides.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Charging guage?POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17509
NEXT>17542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod -is it a voltmeter or ammeter?
Voltmeter is simple,and that's what would have been stock.One wire to a switched 12v
source and grounded on the other side.It simply shows the system volts.
Ammeter should be run inline from the 12+at the alternator to the fuse box main power
feed.This one measures all the amps passing into (or out of,in the case of discharge)the
fuse box.Basically it'll tell you if you're drawing more or less than the max available
amps from the alternator.Most folks feel that these are outdated and unsafe but I think
they're easier to use for troubleshooting.I think you'll want to hook the 10ga.battery
charge wire onto the fusebox side of the ammeter,either at the gauge or at the fuse panel,
but double check on that before you trust me.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17512 NEXT>17520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a '74 J-10 with a 119"wheel base.It might not be a bad idea to put the 715 on the
J-10 frame or just run the J-10.When it comes down to it,if you go hard core with a 715
the only thing that you keep is the body and the frame and you want a shorter frame.
Don't get me wrong.I'm not one of those that will tell you that it is a crying shame to
wheel hard in a rare jeep or MV.Thats BS.Its your rig you bought it and you can drive it
off a bridge if you want.I found my truck in a junk yard,where it sat for a decade with no
top and a foot of leafs in it.it was a rotted POS,friends said it couldn't be fixed and now
the bodys all good,the beds bobed and it on 40"swampers front 40"boggers rear.I fully.plan on wheelin'the dog snot
right outta that truck and it will still be better off in my
ownership then rotting into the ground at that yard.
SUBJECT>Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Maine anyway...last I knew,
more...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,26
January 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17442 NEXT>17540
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last I knew they were only legal for transporting homes then that's it.If you get caught by
your local Trooper who knows his/her stuff you may find out they are not legal.Just my .
02.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:205 "twin stick"/front wd low !!!POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
this is an awsome site to go to.lots of info.from this person and the site he is apart of.the
guys shop is to die for also.any man would give his left nut to have a garage like this.
well,at least i would.
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:wheelbase ideas POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,26 January 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17517
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mike for the tip if It makes you fill a little better I bought this jeep for parts,all
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thats really there is the frame and body,I stole some dana 60's out of a 1 ton jeep 76 or 77
model.There are no wires,lights,dash,or even a windsheild the frame is already cut
when I bought it.I'm just seeing if I can get another running jeep to add to my collection.
The more I look at trying to narrow it the more I don't want to.All the other parts that
were on the m715 are going on my all stock m715.
SUBJECT>removing leaves for flex POSTER>mike c EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27
January 2003,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17530 17538
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has been asked a million times but does anybody know which leaves can be
removed to allow the front and rear to flex well while not damaging the springs?????
SUBJECT>Re:NP200 How are they using them in swaps?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17515 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another thing I noticed on a couple of trucks that had them in is that they mount them
nearly vertically in the truck instead on only on a slight angly like we had.They ca
probably dump a LOT of oil in them them to help combat the heat.
SUBJECT>The key to the GM trannies.POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:14
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17511 NEXT>
17544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In stock form they shift all over the place all the time and do really suck for that feature.
The kit mentioned is called,I believe it's been a while,a REB Kit.This is similiar to
installing a manual valve body on lets say a TH350 or TH400.It makes the shifting so
positive that if you come to a stop in high gear you will stall the truck.My dad used to
make these truck in to brush truck for a company in Long Island and this,along with
sending the six cylinders head out to be redon was the ONLY things they did to the drive
train and made the truck a VERY capable truck.You do the REB kit and you can forget
about the tranny issues.Memphis may be the supplier for that.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17483 NEXT>17545 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,and this last post would have been better if you knew which letter to capitalize.:)
Where are you located,I may be able to get it near?Lemme know!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17461 NEXT>
17533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Don't sweat the wristpins.I've got a deal going for a couple of rat motors.Unsure of
condition,but if you have a 350 problem,we'll work something out.I've got a 327 large
journal that I think I'll bore and stroke out to 388 sometime.350's are so done to death
that saying that I stroked a 327 out to 388,or a 394 if the crank is offset ground,is much
cooler than the typical 350 to 383 thing.
So I'm odd,sue me.
SUBJECT>Re:9.00x16LT Power King super traction tires POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running those tires and I like them.My tire guy told me they were made by Denman,
which also make Super Swampers I think.Anyhow,I don't go offroad with mine really,
but I have gotten in some deep slick mud going behind recently logged wooded areas,and
they did great.They did better than I thought they would because I was worried about the
center design as well.I'd put them up against BFG Mud terrains in a heartbeat.What is
very good about these is the load rating.They are listed at D,but I've had 4,000+lbs.in
the bed and didn't see much flex,and I didn't even have to air them up as recommended.I
was only running 25psi.and they really didn't need any more.I still have a lot of tread,
but they look like they will be much quieter than just about anything you can fit on these
trucks,and to still be good in mud is pretty impressive in my book..I'd buy another set.
The only place I could find to mount tires on split rims also required that I buy the tires
from them.I paid around $600 to get 4 mounted.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Really?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17501 NEXT>17543 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought the trany was crap and the 32 valve engine was good?Haven't there been some
Allison problems there?
SUBJECT>Re:Enough about Roy.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17477 NEXT>
17550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Price a Cammer lately?I found one in it's factory crate and the guy wanted $18,000 for it.
Oh,wait,!!!Screw that.Buy an issue of National Dragster,flip it over,open the back two
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pages 'parts for sale'and buy a 572 BBC short block that needs freshened up for WELL
under $2000.And as far as looking up chains...I think you've got a link missing,like
Australopithecus,type of link.
SUBJECT>More about Roy and M.E.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17535
17564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed the windshield cowl seal strip yesterday and was severely impressed.This was
the piece with the 90 day wait...well worth it.It had all holes in exactly the right place and
fit perectly.Big thanks to Memphis Equipment for going through the process of having a
production run on this out of NOS part.
So how 'bout posting the dates of that raffle?
SUBJECT>Re:removing leaves for flex POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17521 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took out the second FROM the bottom,as well as the fourth...Maybe the first then the
third.I will check asap and repost.I have used the truck HARD and it has worked
GREAT!!Doug..SUBJECT>Re:Is this the Real Roy Coates?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17476 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what OHC is,isn't that something for marine motors?Oh,wait,that OMC.I have
done some work on the old flatties.PAIN IN THE ASS,heavy,low power...hey,typical
ford.Not fond of the keeper design on the guides.I did get to see a buddy of mine belt
himself on the head with a crowbar when it slipped off the keeper.It's easier to get them
cooked,then start taking the valve train out,works quite a bit better.I've also gone to the
junkyards searching for Mercury 4"stroke steel cranks to replace the 3.75"cast ford
stockers.Found a complete motor and got it,and also found one with the heads off and
swiped the crank.The key to flatheads is not upping the compression,but porting for
flow.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17525 NEXT>17534
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
Yep,you're odd.
I would be all about getting my 350 stroked and getting a bunch of performance upgrades
for it-but with the kid on the way it appears that all this is out.I'm having to scrape
together money for an air filter.
I used it this weekend to tow an oak tree out of the woods which I cut up for firewood.I
reckon it was a ton seeing as how it was a 2'diameter tree and I got all the limbs too.Jea
Ellen's response was that she was glad that truck had a use.
I don't hear about the future Mrs.Gear too much anymore,are you two in a lover's
quarrel?Is it over?Did she find out about Jasmine and you?That's sad for
you..........when can I expect my 454 to arrive?
Go to hell,
-B.
SUBJECT>Future Mrs.Gear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17533 NEXT>17536 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I like that B-.Future Mrs.Gear and I are doing great!The trip last weekend was another
awesome time and I hate to do this to you this early but,it would appear that the spoils of
victory you so desire will not come to fruition.Oh,and she is Jasmine.:)
I thought I'd make a mild effort into not nauseating you while you're supposed to be
working.
Nice to hear you put the truck to work,and even the arduous task of dumbing down the.size of the tree for us stupid
non metric loving Americans.You're not gonna sell it are
you?
Oh,did you give Amanda that pelt?LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:More about Roy and M.E.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17529 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine also.The quality is the best I have seen on a reproduced rubber part.No air
bubbles,excess slag,ect...I ordered one for my CJ a couple years ago and it's pretty poor
quality.This one is great!
SUBJECT>Woman advice for Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17534 NEXT>17537
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might I suggest that for Valentine's day you get Mrs.Gear nothing.That way she won't
expect too much in the future.Tell her that you don't celebrate it seeing as how you're
jewish and hate all holiday's named for Christian saints.
99.9%of a good relationship is getting off on the right foot.I used to treat a woman like
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crap on the first date so that it was always uphill from there.Do that,you won't be sorry.
(Key phrase here),
-SBB.
SUBJECT>Catholicism botches another!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17536 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,although it looks as if I've blown it and treated her properly already...and I'm not
jewish,umm,I'm metalic blueish today...even matched the tie.
The roots of St.Valentine's Day lie in the ancient Roman festival of Lupercalia,which
was celebrated on Feb.15.For 800 years the Romans had dedicated this day to the god
Lupercus.On Lupercalia,a young man would draw the name of a young woman in a
lottery and would then keep the woman as a sexual companion for the year.Romans were
cool.
I guess I'll just have to keep appreciating future Mrs.Gear and live life on the edge.
Hmmmm,
BBS <--Big Block Spice :)
SUBJECT>Re:removing leaves for flex POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>17521 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the rear starting at the bottom with the shortest leaf,I removed the first and third ones..It rides much softer.I
would guess it feels about like a 3/4 ton pickup now.
On the front I left them stock as I figured with a winch and bigblock engine,they were
already pretty close to what I wanted.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 January
2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo
PREVIOUS>17518 NEXT>17572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I was talking with my neighbor last nite.He said that a state trooper pulled him
over and gave him a ticket for his axles on his trailer,(car hauler).$295.50.If you do the
axles just don't bring it to Alabama.What is the pot up to on Spicer and Katie?Do I need
to send another $20?Lol.Will
SUBJECT>M-715 front end POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27
January 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17549
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how wide the M-715 Dana 60 front end is drum to drum.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Charging guage?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,I am sure it is an ammeter,I put this in when I switched completely to 12 volt.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17527 NEXT>17558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tell me more
maybe i was mislead.however i would rather have the cummins any day,even a 4bt.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:The key to the GM trannies.POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17523 NEXT>17556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been offered (FREE!!!)a late 70's Ford F9000 with a deisel and manual gear box.
The engine has about 10,000 mi on a rebuild,and then it has set for about 4 years.It is my
brother-in-laws old mobile home mover.I would be looking at mainly a LOT of labor,I
was just wondering if the truck would be worth the trouble.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>17524 NEXT>17557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I did capitolize the correct letter.I thought,as a chevy fan,you would get the humor -
after all chevy capitolizes all of their mistakes,they just call them "regular production
vehicles."
I live just South of Lansing,Michigan.
Ron
SUBJECT>Selectro hub POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17560 17584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well tomorrow I go get a set of 39.5 super swampers (used).I wonder what I'll break
then.I stripped a hub week and a half ago doing some hill climbing with some bald 35's.
Anyone have an extra?If I hadn't thought to keep one of the original hubs in the truck,I
sure would have had a long winch up that hill.
SUBJECT>15in Wheels POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>17587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone with a set of 15in wheels to fit our trucks for sale cheap?Sorta cheap?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Headlight Adjustment POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>17553
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if there is a formula out there,or a method to adjust headlights
properly?
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 front end POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17541 NEXT>
17570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Measuring in the dark with no one to hold the other end (that's my accuracy disclaimer)...
73 1/2 inches,and about 80 inches hub to hub.If you need exacting numbers let me
know,the wheels are off and it's sitting on jack stands.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Enough about Roy.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17528 NEXT>17559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While it is not suprising in the least that Ford products are so vastly superior that they.enjoy such a price
advantage over chevy offerings,I personally wouldn't want one.Who
wants to deal with a timing chain ten feet long?(hence,the food chain joke,I wondered if
that was too subtle)As for the pre-sapient reference,bravo!I would have had to consult a
dictionary to spell that one right -I would have used "Australopithecine"instead,but I'm
picky.
Ever played with a crank driven supercharger on a flat head?Wicked cool,and no worry
for trick ported heads.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 January
2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17478 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nope,mine's running in open loop mode.I may spring for the $100 closed loop kit one of
these days.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb help!POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 January
2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17492 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're running a Chevy 350?I don't think 670 cfm would be too much.The Holley 2-
barrel ProJection is also rated at 670 cfm,and it worked fine on my AMC 360.The cfm
rating is kind of misleading.It refers to the air flow that the carb can handle,so a 670 cfm
carb can flow enough air so that a 350 c.i.can run about 6600 rpm.After that,the carb
starts to restrict the air flow to the engine even though it's wide open.I believe that many
of the stock Q-jets on 350 Chevys were around the 700 cfm range.Good luck and let us
know how that Truck Avenger works!
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight Adjustment POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17548 NEXT>17554 LINKNAME>Lighting
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_17.html
Gary,
I've seen your truck,and I'd say you are several months away from having to worry about
aiming your headlights!
But seriously,there are some instuctions in the -20 maintenance manual.Happy aiming!
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight Adjustment POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,27 January 2003,at 9:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17553 NEXT>
17555 17579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,you've got me.One day I'll need to know this for the M715,but for now...ever since I
lowered my dually I drive with my highbeams on all the time and no one flashes me...
except EVERY big rig..PS.The truck has moved a long way since Saturday-I actually sanded on a door!,next
stop could be headlights!!
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight Adjustment POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
January 2003,at 3:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17554 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you get it inspected they will adjust them if they are out .with a set of hoppys.
SUBJECT>Re:The key to the GM trannies.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17544 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are a pretty stoudt truck.They'd put like 800 to 1000 gallon tanks and pumper
motors on them and drive them through the woods.The have a great fron suspension
design with three very heavy link from the axle back to the frame.You could take a
stump to the front wheel and not 'unwrap'anything like the RIO trucks would unwrap the
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spring eye.I've heard a couple of things about not having the strongest t-case,but never
personally new of one being changed.You could do a lot worse.
My $.02
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17545 NEXT>17593 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
MiChIgAn?!Holy crap.Want me to see what I can ship it for?Gimme your zip.Pay the
ship and it's yours.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard that the first year duramax and allison had some teething problems with the
tranny.A dealer ought to know for sure.I think I read it in Four Wheeler when someone
asked about swapping the drivetrain.My mind went to the first few years of TH700R4's,
but that's probably way more drastic comparison than the problem really is.As far as the
motor being out done already by the ford or cummins,that's going to happen all the time.
I don't think anyone can say that it's a weak motor by any means.
SUBJECT>Re:Enough about Roy.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17550 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a GMC 4-71,ford flatty and merc crank and sold them to put N20 on my big block
camaro at the time...like I could get any traction already.So,no I haven't.It's a cool motor
and I dig it's nostalgic value but I've got other things to do.Just sold a V8 60 too..SUBJECT>Re:Selectro hub
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17546 NEXT>17562 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yo Wayne,I have one.I have to see if I can find it.I have two spare,and one is broken.
I'd planned on sending it back to MM for replacement,or parts...I'm not sure if their
warranty will cover it.I'm going to the farm tonight and I'll see it I can find it.
SUBJECT>Floor Covering?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17565 17571 17583 17585 17608
17617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the best shtuff to coat/paint/durably cover the floors with.I'm talking 'in cab'here.
Something that isn't going to cost an arm and a leg.How expensive are the bed liner
products that can be applied at home?Thinking of insulation and J10 carpet to keep some
of the summer heat out but want a good floor coating first.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro hub POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17560 NEXT>17566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks,I never thought about buying a part,do you have a way to get in touch with
them?
mudclod
SUBJECT>I run two of the GM's POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17510 NEXT>17622 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
CR,what you said is very correct.I run both an M-135 with a stock Hydro-matic and a
M-211 with a REB Kit.The 302 engines are fool proof but weak.And the transmissions,
I would not fool with them unless they do not need any work.Open them up and you
open up your wallet.I have a picture of the M-135 on my web-site.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:More about Roy and M.E.POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17529 NEXT>17567 17568 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sorry gambling is still illegal in tennessee and we dont want the internet pigs coming
down on us.but anyhow this friday is the last day to order the m715 hood mounted air
cleaner kit for $100.00 and get free shipping.the kit can be seen on the meco web site.
just as soon as gambling is legal in tenn.we will have that raffle i am thinking the prize
will be a slightly used (slightly worn out)350 sbc out of a m715 down in mississippi.provided somebody helps the
non-welding but of the owner with a big block.anybody
know who this is.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>17595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear--
I had a local upholstery shop put several layers of insulation over the trannsmission hump
in my 715.That really helps to keep down the heat and noise.Then,I put in carpeting
over that insulation that also keeps down heat and noise.Over that,I put in large rubber
mats and that keeps everything clean--only cost a few hundred for entire process
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SUBJECT>Re:Selectro hub POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17562 NEXT>17581 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Email Tom at Snake River 4x4.He's given me the number a couple of times and a name
of a guy to talk to.They had NO problem with sending me the replacement part I needed.
Try them.
SUBJECT>Re:More about Roy and M.E.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17564 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay...so what if you posted the raffle from IT's home state of Mississippi?Come on
Roy,there's always a loophole with fund raising!
Yeah,I may help Brian out with a rat motor is he's nice to future Mrs.Gear...and if he
doesn't have to sell his truck.
:]
SUBJECT>Gambling?!POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,
28 January 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17564 NEXT>17569
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys just aren't thinking creatively enough.I'm sure there's no law against donations
by individuals to a company.And I'm sure there's no law against that company keeping
track of who gives them donations...in whatever format they see fit.And I'm sure that you
could find a way to thank one of those kind donors with a gift of appreciation,or some
such thing.Now,there's no evil "G"word anywhere in that scenario other than in the
subject!It all depends on how you look at it.:)
SUBJECT>Creative Donation Appreciation?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17568 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Raffle no more!The church takes donations and claims not to sell you religion,yet you'll
be judged by those around you if you don't make an offering...they're not to fond of
making change in the collection plate either...or rolls of money.But,I'll keep the
hipocrital nature of religion out of this discussion.Katie has a good look on getting
around the implied illegality of the raffle.We shouldn't argue with women's intuition
anyway...just sleeps us on the sofa to buck it.I'm with her...literally too.:)
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 front end POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
28 January 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17549 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary when ya get some help give me an exacto on that,no hurry Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>17573
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumpy,
My sis did her Jeep floor in Rhino lining and it was just under $100.It's still intact and
looks good.You can get it at any auto parts store and even Home Depot or Lowes now.
I'm thinking of going that route as a rust prevenative.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January
2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>17540 NEXT>17574 17586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm dissapointed Will.You were the last guys I thought would stoop to use that chat room
LOL crap.
Anyhow,I wasn't the Einstein who wants this.It was all Spicey.I think love has made
him soft in the mellon.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17571 NEXT>17576 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought that's what she used.I was gonna email her and ask if you gave her that pelt,and
what floor liner she used.Been busy today,forgot.THANKS SBB-.
BBS
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,
at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17572
NEXT>17580 17591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was talking to a guy that worked in a tire shop for a long time and he scared
the crap out
of me with the wheel design on the trailer axles.So reverting to my eight lug,chopped
floater axle idea,what if the axles were shortened just a little bit more and the mid 50's
front wheel spacers that went from 8 lug to our six lug were used?THEN,the trailer
could have the same wheels as the truck.Pretty snazzy then.The crappy part would be
how tall they are,I still think that would be neat though.It's beginning to take shape in
my mind.
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SUBJECT>manuals POSTER>erik EMAIL>eatsugar@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,28
January 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZ82cNsJMLk.
PREVIOUS>NEXT>17578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Recently purchased 67 m715.Plan to restore to function not for authenticity.Are manuals
a good starting place.If so,which manual or manuals?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17573 NEXT>17577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't give her my beaver pelt seeing as how I had intended to trade it for an AC pump.I
got it all boxed up in my office and everything.
Do you really think my motor is going to crap out?I had planned to drive it the 4 hours to
see Mudclod sometime this year.I guess that trip is out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put fresh oil in it and drive it.It's been fun building up your paranoia.Seriously,I'd try it.
Getting there is half the fun,right?
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:manuals POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17575 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
top of the page that says
Online
Manuals
thats MUCH cheaper than buying manuals
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight Adjustment POSTER>Wade EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
January 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17554 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Gary,you sound like me.I've been working on mine for over 2 years,but i've made.great progress lately...for me
anyway...I just the truck painted and if my luck holds out I
might slip the chevy in the old tank this weekend..good luck and remember...it's all fun....
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January
2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>17574 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I fell I speak for the entire group when I say:
"You're a schmuck"
(that includes speaking for Katie too)
SUBJECT>Here is the number !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17566 NEXT>17597 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Call Mile Marker at 800-886-8647 and explain your situation.Mile Marker has been very
good at customer service.No sence of having a hub sit broken on the shelf,when you can
get it repaired.Tom
SUBJECT>M-715 parts on Ebay !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I finally got around to stripping some items off,and am now offering them for sale.
A complete take-off manual steering box.
A complete air cleaner and inner bracket.
60 amp Generator with both brackets.
Exaust manifold with both cast washers.
Holley Model 1920 carb.
Go to Ebay and they are listed under key word "M715"
Thanks Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>17623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Por-15"paint and then j-10 carpet was what I used.That paint KICKS_A**!!!The
carpet I got from JC Whiteney with padding already on it,I added a couple more layers
though.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Selectro hub POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Keep a set of spare NOS original type hubs in the truck for back up.I picked
up a set
from ABLinn for like 15 bucks for both.Cheap insurance to get you home!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You can use the front half of the carpet from a Grand Wagoneer.That should be easier to
find than a good J truck carpet in a boneyard!
It'll leave part of the rear end unexposed,but you won't notice too much.I've got FSJ
power seats in mine,and the front carpet piece fit perfectly.I didn't even have to cut it to
go around the seat mounting points.I can slide it out for cleaning if I want.The OEM
carpet has a good insulation on it already.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January
2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo
PREVIOUS>17572 NEXT>17590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumpy you are dissaponted in me?At least I did'nt wound Benji.Thats a dog if you are
not old enough to remember.As far as Spicer having a soft mellon because he is in
love,lust whatever that is to be expected,Remember when you fell for your wife you did
some stupid stuff to.I'll bet a T case on that.All I was saying is that the trailer axles are
against the law in Alabama.Now I am ROFLMFAO at you.Sorry to take the other
members through this.Will
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17547 NEXT>17596 17609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne how wide of a rim are you talking about?John Summers use to have a set of
15x10 for sale.Don't know if he still has them or not.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17377 NEXT>17600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,down here we call those suckers dirt dobbers.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Custom built rollcage for M-715 POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 8:42
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey bud,
I suppose that I am interested.Even though it will take up bed space,I was always more
interested in a roll bar.But,I will entertain the idea of a rollcage.Will the rollcage take
the place of the bows that stretch the rag top?Where will it mount in the cab?Cost?.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at
9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17586 NEXT>17599 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Appearently I don't curse with enough fluency,because "ROFLMFAO"leaves me feeling
like a chevy fan -clueless!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Mobile home axle tires are not legal here in Alabama anyway.
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at
9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17574 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While you're on this vein,why not do the same thing with portal axles,but flip them
upside down?Killer strength and a low deck height.I know the axles are expensive,but
since you've given up on HP (see chevy motor)you should have plenty of dough for the
coolest trailer around (c:
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brian:Trailer house axles POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
28 January 2003,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17442 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have buit a 2 axle trail from moblie home fram and axles,goose neck will very easily
carry 4 tons.built in Utah and towed to Alaska carrying about 6 tons the entire trip,also
built a single axle one for snowmachinces,IE toys
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 January 2003,at 10:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17557 NEXT>17598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?!?You aren't going to deliver it to my door,gift wrapped with a bow?I wanted it
for a hard top but I can probably find one closer.Was looking for a Gladiator or J20 as a
winter truck when my wife reminded me that we're going to have a third papoos.Not
good.So,even though I hate to admit it,but I'm looking for a -dare I say it?-71/72 GMC
Jimmy (same as a Blazer,but with a cooler grill).Now,if you have one of these in your
stable,I'll gladly make the drive,if only to give your dad some of his barn space back.
Granted,the 66-77 Bronco is a better 4x4,and has better styling to boot,but it is just too
small for my 6'4"frame.Say,maybe I should put a 351W/C6/divorced205 in and have a
REAL 4x4.
As SBB would say:
Ponder the possibilities!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:np205 POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 12:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>17332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rebuild kit for a NP205 (all new bearings and seals)will run you $200 plus labor.If
the t-case is in fact a full rebuild with all new bearings and the $450 is an outright price
(not exchange)then it sounds reasonable.In many parts of the country a used NP205 will
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run you $200-300 by itself if in good shape.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,maybe you would like to invest a little in my m715 project.:)
Just joking...Your truck really sounds nice!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17587 NEXT>17602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like at least 10in.I have a set of 14in wide wheels.I may just have to make
centers and put in them.The old budget is already screaming.
mudclod
SUBJECT>THANKS!!!!!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This site always rocks!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17593 NEXT>17616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll make you a deal on a 79 Bronco frame with 3.50 gears and a spare third member with
a posi.I know where the origninal NP205 is for it and I'll even throw in a set of 15x10 or
15x12 wheels.
I'll have to take the 44's and the '67 Firebird body off though.
SUBJECT>Ron:Translation POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17590 NEXT>17610 17618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
"ROFLMFAO"is not Will's way or serenading Brian.It's not really an acronym by
meaning but it short for,"Rolling On Floor Laughing My F'ing Ass Off"It's an upgrade
from LOL or LMAO or ROFL or ROFLOL.
You should talk to your kids more..SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17588 NEXT>
17805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think "dobber"is one of the forbidden 'Northern words.'You have to be a Northern
resident for some time before they are brought to you,so you're out of luck for knowing
the rest of them.
Give up,you lost.
SUBJECT>Number database POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Are there any records that would tell us which unit our trucks were assigned to?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17596 NEXT>17606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your telling me that a 15``rim will clear the drums?!!!if so this really opens up tire
selection.more info on this is needed.Thaks.
SUBJECT>Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17605 17611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a question for M725 owners this time.
are the sides of your M725 wavey or warpped looking?lots of them i have looked at are
this way.mine is too.anyone know of a way to make the sides flat?
krob725
SUBJECT>Brian,another axle idea POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17461 NEXT>
17612 17619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about this,along the lines of the 3/4 ton axles with the center removed and a pipe
welded in in it's sted,take two old jeep rears,(slightly smaller trailer)the kind you ca
put lockouts on and gut one removing the ringgear and leaving the rest stock,and the
other,lets say the forward axle,put the lockouts on it and leave it together.On the tongue
of the trailer you could mount an old lawnmower motor with a small hydraulic pump.For
the front stand you'd make a leg that would accept a wheel barrow size tire.THEN,you'd
mount a hydraulic motor to the pinion shaft directly,fire up the briggs (for simplicity
sake),have a valve mounted,lock in the hubs and hydraulic drive the trailer to where you.wanted it.Instead of
tearing up your yard or parking the trailing out in the open so you'll
be able to get the truck to it.You could park it anywhere now,on it's own.Or,your wife
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could use it for landscaping and moving stuff and you could watch football uninterupted.
Merit?
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>mark EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17603 NEXT>17607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,I have 2 725 and they both have wavy sides.Dont try to(fix it}Its not broken.Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17602 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Adam,if you're looking at buying wheels or having some made,look up Bill from
Diamond Racing Wheels in Milwaukee,Wisconsin at 1-800 937-4407.I bought five
16.5x10 for $130 each and shipping to California was $18 each.The stock back spacing
is 6 1/2 inches.Mine are 4 1/2 but Bill can make them however you want 15,16,16.5,20
and I'll bet even 17.
FYI,if I had to do it again,I'd have gone with stock backspacing and 12 inch rims so that
my brake drums would not be so exposed,but 38.5x16.5 SuperSwamper TSL's look
awesome on the truck.
(OK Reagan,I mean,the rear ones do at least!)
Good Luck
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17605 NEXT>17703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also have two m725 s and the panels are the same way I agree leave her be .
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Arnold EMAIL>mooreasm66@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>17627 17633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
uhm...Tom...two words "trunk paint".....
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17587 NEXT>17625 17652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there gone sold them but i can get more for $100 per wheel 15x10 others would be a little
more
SUBJECT>Re:Ron:Translation POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Spicer I thought that might go over well.(NOT)Will
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17603 NEXT>17613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I at one time owned two 725's and the sides also were wavey.Nature of the BEAST!!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,another axle idea POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17604 NEXT>17637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergearman
i notice if you write too much,brian does not respond.i also notice you have alot of time
on your hands.are you writing this during working hours?get to work.HA HA HA (see-
i don't use that LOL crap)
if you need something to think about,try to figure out how i can mount a mopar SB to the
stock T98!
ponder that Brian!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17611 NEXT>17809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks guys
i don't think i will ever try to fix it.it just bothers me to look at it.i don't remember ever
seeing an M43 with wavy sides.
krob725
SUBJECT>Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>NEXT>17615
17621 17629 17631 17640 17642 17643 17788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what should i spend my tax return money on?i should have about $500.00 left to spend
for anything i want.however that is the problem,too many things and not enough money
for all of them.here are a few of them:
1.engine rebuild kit for V8 to install in M725
2.bigger telescope for my astrophotography hobby
3.parts for my M37 (but it needs more like $5000 not 500)
4.stuff to finish the extra bathroom i started about 4 years ago.this would make the wife
happy and might cause other money to become available.
5.a big compressor for my workshop.
6.a 1946 CJ3A
7.put the money in the bank.
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these are just a few of the hundreds of things in my head that i want buy.please help me.
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>17620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get a life!You already know its #1 If it wasnt it will be!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17598 NEXT>17635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A jacked up 4x4 Firebird?
That's it,I have to go now,I think I'm going puke my red neck brains out.
Wrong,just wrong.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17561 NEXT>17632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think you should paint it with some polyurethane paint and then install the carpet with
the insulation.or you can get a preformed rubber mat from JC Whitney.i think it already
has the insulation on the back of it.that's what i'll be putting in mine.then you can hose it
out.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Ron:Translation POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17599 NEXT>17626 17654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My oldest is three,and you're right,she would probably have gotten it.Guess I'm getting
too old,or have just inhaled too much brake parts cleaner.Not sure I'm sorry for the loss
eighter way.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,another axle idea POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17604 NEXT>17636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was so convoluted that it caused swelling in my grey matter.
But,strangely,I now want to build one.
Is that your plan,are you brainwashing us BaBySpice?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17615 NEXT>17628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I just hope I won't have to pay any MORE taxes in April..The quarterly payments.kinda take the sting out of
being self employed.
Now,if we can get congress to pass this $45 K law for SUV's maybe we will all have
some value to our hobby.In reality,I would hate to see these yuppies all driving 715's
though.I guess one trip to the mall will fix that bug.
But back to the question...GET STUFF FOR THE M-715.......
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I vote for the '46 'cuz you always need more stuff to dream about.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I run two of the GM's POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17563 NEXT>17634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to one of the buyers for Memphis at a GSA auction and he said that years ago
after WWII when these trucks were first being sold for surplus they wouldn't bid on them
if they had over 100 miles on the odometer.I can't remeber his name,it's been a few
months back.He also said that he has pictures of them lined up with "sold"marked on a
lot of them.He said it was pretty amazing given their relative rarity today.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17583 NEXT>17657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree on the POR-15.I especially like the warning on the can that says,"If you get POR-
15 on your skin only time will take it off."It's totally true,by the time I got done painting
my fram it looked like I got my but kicked by a grease gun for about a week and a half.
I saw a built J-10 that the owner had take a rubber mat for the bed of a truck and cut it to
cover the floor.He put it upside down so that the little bumps were on top.If you get a
good quality mat it will be 2000 times better than any cheap JC Whitney part.
or
I think some lime green 3-inch shag would give the truck the 70s retro look for the ladies
or maybe linoleum then you could use a swiffer to clean it!!
All in good fun!!
GSanders
SUBJECT>axel breakage POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have read many post stating the axel has broken ,im wondering how this is happening ,
are you running large tires ,hitting trees ,are the axels a week point,or???????let me
know as i have the opportunity to buy a spare set thanks Curtis.SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>Andy
EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 January 2003,at 11:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17609 NEXT>17668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a way of getting just one?I may be interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17608 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used spray on bedliner from walmart.I tried brushing on the liquid out of a can but it
seems I got better buildup and texture with the spray cans.The stuff ain't cheap but looks
good.Just make sure your surface is roughed up and clean before you apply it.my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>jake EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17620 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be getting 2500,and I know it will be going to finish my m715.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,
I believe the CJ3a wasn't made until 48,so it's probably a CJ2a if it's from 46.I would
personally go for whatever got you more vehicles to drive.If your 725 doesn't drive do
the engine,if the 46 CJ is drivable get that,it's always more fun to drive different
vehicles,even if they aren't totally complete.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:axel breakage POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17624 NEXT>17639 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Axle breakage primarily is on 40"+tired and built motor or big block trucks with lockers
in the front axle.You gotta work like a mother to break a rear axle.It's not that the front
is entirely weak,you're asking anything with 5.87's and 40-44's to work a whole lot harder
than it was ever designed to.I'm running 37x13 boggers on stock wheels and posi's and
have had no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.4 dude.She'll be a lot happier knowing that you can accomplish a task and may free up
money to see a truck project finished if you show enough excitement.Another truck
project and the drywall torn up in the bath don't go together.Nice to dream,sorry Keith.
SUBJECT>One more Question.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17617 NEXT>17649 17656
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will these paints get hard and not have insulation stick to it?
Thanks for the input fellas!Oh,where do I get POR 15???
SUBJECT>Arnold,the workhorse,the machine...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17608 NEXT>
17669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy trying to sneak onto the zone after me pestering him for months!Arnold is the
guy I bought Velvet from...can remember crawling under it in his old basement and
looking at the tags on the pumpkins coming out drooling at the gear sets and beef.Good
guy,knows these trucks and many other military rigs.Oh,and sorry Ron,his present 715
is chevy powered.
Nice to see ya man!
SUBJECT>Hey GSanders POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you happen to have a PTO for a 2 1/2 ton manual tranny kicking around???I'm at a
halt with a big project until I get one.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17616 NEXT>17678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No really!It's pretty cool looking.The '68 Firebird's front end is just oddly enough ugly to
look distinctly awesome with 44"Swampers protruding from the fenders.I got bored one
day and decided to lift the body and put it on the '79 Bronco frame.Oh,and the body is
'Plum Crazy'purple.LOL!It's freakishly cool!
"THE TIREBIRD,"come on...it's got a neat ring to it.
Sadly,I'm parting it out,so if anyone's is interested in a 68 body that would be a good
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candidate for back halfing and drag racing,or a '79 Bronco frame with rears and
suspension,minus steering box...let me know.Oh,350 gears and a spare 31 spline 350
posi third member for it as well.Wheels are 15x10 or 15x12 for ford five lug.Will sell
44's for full size spares pretty cheap after the rest is gone..SUBJECT>Re:Brian,another axle idea POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17619 NEXT>
17644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In it's out in left fieldedness,it actually seems like something nearly useful.I know I've
nearly shot disks out of my back moving trailers around before and thought this may not
be too far out.It'probably take most of us an hour to fab up a mount from some small hyd
pump to their old verticle shaft lawn mower engine.Nah,no brainwashing here,just
thinking outloud,um...well in type anyway.
SUBJECT>Kbob POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17612 NEXT>17664 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wait,stock T98 with that longass input shaft?This has been prepondered and done.My
original plan of about two weeks was to keep the stock trans in Velvet.What I did was I
took a piece of 1"steel plate,burned a big hole out of the center of it like the bell
housings have for the tranny,made it so the T98 would bolt to that,then drilled out the
threaded holes in the chevy bell and bolted the plate to the bell running the bolts from the
inside into the new holes I tapped in the plate.Get it?Now the plate is like dual pattern.I
still needed to make up like 2"of room so I took a piece of 1/4"x 2"(6.35mm x 50.8mm
SBB)bar stock and bent it in my press to fit the Chevrolet 'home plate'bell housing
shape.I then cut 2"lengths of 1/2"tubing for the bell bolts to go through.After all this
crap was fabbed and welded,I came to my senses and thought,"I still don't have a friggin'
overdrive,damn I'm dumb."Then the hunt for the 3053A and correct bell was on.You
may be able to do something similiar,or,just pull your head from your butt and put in a
different trans!
So I do this at work,I'm a great 'multitasker,'what can I say?:)
SUBJECT>Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17658 17665 17682 17691
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My mom made me a bikini top for my 715 this last weekend and has offered to make
them for you guys too.
They are black vinyl and fit into the stock windshield channel,in the same manner as the
stock top.The top is just a rectangle of material that does not curve around to the door
channels,but instead just goes over the cab bows and straps back to the 2 eyes on the bed
rail.It comes complete with the straps and buckles.
It's a simple top,but well made.
$50 (shipping included)
If you want pics,I can e-mail them to you tomorrow morn.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:axel breakage POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17630 NEXT>17670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer is correct.I see jeeps in the shop where I work that run 40's-44's all day long on
Dana 44's.Not the best idea,but some people do it.They do break axles,but not on a
regular basis.Our axle shafts are stronger that the Dana 44's or Ford 9".It's about wheel
spin,in my opinion.If you drive in deep mud,fast,or just get the tires spinning then have
a sudden stop,things will break.There is nothing weak about the axles we run.Check out
the diameter compaired to other truck axles that you will usually see on the trails.Now if
you compare our axles to the more modern 60's or even late model 70's,the later models
are stronger due to spline count and some other items,but no one in the 4-wheeling
business considers the setup on a stock M715 weak.Having said that,I always carry a
extra axle.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>17641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#4 for sure.Always remember,If the wife thinks she happy you will be happy the whole
household will be happy and she won't care about the 725 and beside you'll get more
lovin'.You can't get too much for the 725 for $500.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17640 NEXT>17666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#4.I keep my Bride very happy.I have around 20 military trucks and trailers.You have to
keep her happy!!
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-
fitz@lycos.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>17645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another thought on the finishing the bathroom idea.Not only will it make her happy to
have it done...bragging rights can carry you on for a LONG time.See,if she gets to tell
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her friends that you spent your $500 tax return finishing up the bathroom for her,you've
increased that dollar amount and labor exponentially.I'm thinking that a $500 bathroom
translates into much more project money in the long run.
Just another $.02 to consider...
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,you know you've got to finish the bathroom.Do it..Don't expect the "happy"effect to last too long though.
There's an old saying...
"You're only as good as your last job."
If your "last job"(the bathroom)isn't recent...
Well,you get the picture.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,another axle idea POSTER>Ed J EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17636 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's not that far fetched...a buddy is building a smaller verson for landscaping buisness.
His will be narrow to fit between houses and such.Great minds think alike....
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17642 NEXT>17646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got to give a little to get a little...Think of it as an investment.You can remind her
of the bathroom next time you see a jeep with a "for sale"sign :-)
SUBJECT>Reply of the day....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17645 NEXT>17647 17651 17667
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob:"Gee honey...look,a 715 for sale at a good price."
Mrs.Krob:"No,you already have two trucks."
Krob:"Gee honey...but I spent all my tax money to finish the bathroom for you,doesn't
that mean anything."(You know,with his voice higher pitched trying to sweet talk her)
Mrs.Krob:"Yeah,but we BOTH use the bathroom."
Ra-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta-tat...as Keith is shot down in flames.
SUBJECT>Re:Reply of the day....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17646 NEXT>17648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BUWAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!
Here's another funny story:
At my bachelor party (where my neighbors and I stood around a campfire drinking vodka)
my neighbor told me he knew he loved his wife because no one could make him that
happy or that mad.I thought it was sort of sweet and when my wife and I have gotten into
fights I remembered that.Well,yesterday my wife went over to his house to complai
about his pit bulls and it turns out that he's in the nervous hospital suffereing from bi-
polar dissorder.Where he can't control his emotions.
Sometimes,the things you do for a woman will turn out to be just another example of
how crazy you are..I vote you spend the cash on a new gun.Or a locker.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Reply of the day....POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17647 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say down a couple of six packs and a rack or two of ribs.When your wife gets home,
burp a few times,tell her she's your "honey bunny,then proceed to expalin how she needs
to get a second job so there will be additional money for the bathroom,then go out and
spend the additional money and the $500 on the Kaiser.
or
Frank seems to have it figured out pretty well.20 trucks!!!You might want to take his
advise.
SUBJECT>Re:One more Question.POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17632 NEXT>17650 17653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got me one of those [someone called cheep ] JC Whitney molded rubber one piece floor
mats w/insulation and added some.[It will out last your truck it said ] It Rock''s,best 100
bucks I ever spent but thats my 02 cent's.
SUBJECT>Re:One more Question.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17649 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all for you opinions and suggestions!
SUBJECT>Re:Reply of the day....POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17646 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aaahhhh...But is there any restriction on BOTH of them using the truck?There's a
relevant factor.
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks John.Will
SUBJECT>Re:One more Question.POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17649 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon email me the part #of you floor liner so I can order me one!
SUBJECT>Re:Ron:Translation POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron I'm sorry,I was poking at Brian (SBB)for my chat talk.I was in a hurry when I posted
it.Will
SUBJECT>OTHER "por-15"uses.EVERYONE SHOULD READ!POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 3:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17632 NEXT>17686 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The por-15 gets damm hard,I used it (a "Wurth"brand,same sh*t different name )once
to repair the fenders on a cj instead of regular resin/'glass that will just pop off when it
rusts again underneath.That patch stayed on there for a few years till I sold it and I still
see the old Jeep around and the guy says it has lasted 100%...it's been over 8-9 years!!I
simply ground the rusty edge,layed up the fiberglass and "paint"like resin and let it
harden.The stuff cures,not just dries so it can be pretty thick.Then I used "good"bondo
to fair it and painted.I have also used it to patch with 'glass a floor pan,worked GREAT!
Just a little info I thought everyone would find helpfull.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17623 NEXT>17734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I've got the lime green astro-turf floor covering and its da bomb!
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17638 NEXT>17661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I'd like a pic.Can she make custom tops?Like pink studded leather?
Chris
SUBJECT>HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17660 17689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I installed my 205 t-case.It only came with two u-joint straps.I was going to drill
out the yokes to use the original style u-joint u-straps.The parts house (real parts store-
not the zone)did not have any long enough to go thru the thick yokes.They told me the
straps were used interchangably with u-bolts on three quarter tons.My 400 auto used
larger straps than these.So I just bought new straps.When I installed them,they would
not tighten on the u-joint caps.So I ground them down till they were tight on the caps.
When everything was done,I pulled out to a steep bank in front of my shop to try to
figure out where 2 wheel drive is with the shifter.I did not find it and was slowly pulling
back into the shop when one of the caps flew off one u-joint.I had another one,so I put it.on and ground the straps
down some more till I made sure they touched the cap before the
yoke.I didn't want to get them too tight a ruin the caps.Then I went back to the hill and
messed around until I found 2wd on the shifter.Then I went down the road.A couple
blocks and all *#/*!#!broke lose.Both joints on the front of the t-case were thrown out!I
know I was in 2wd,because only the rear wheels spun.But I have not replaced the busted
lock out,so one side of the front has the original full time hub,and I have a locker in the
front.But by accident once a couple weeks ago I drove it on pavement with it all locked
up,1/4 mi.So that alone did not cause the problem,what is the best solution for the
straps??My truck is not running and I need it going.All suggestions are appreciated!!!
Thanx!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17659 NEXT>17663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Screw the auto parts store.When yer mixnmatching driveline parts,go to a driveline
shop,the kind that makes driveshafts and whatnot.They usually will know just by
looking at what you got what will work.It helps to bring as much pertinent stuff as you
can and measure (accurately)what you can't bring.
I'd find the right Ubolts too,not the straps.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17658 NEXT>17681 17690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think she used all the pink cloth up for Velvet.
B I'd like to see the pics too.
What kind of cloth is she using?
Ron
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SUBJECT>C6 question?POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay to start with I have a 460 and 2wd c6 out of a lincoln.First off what all is involved
to change a 2wd transmission to 4wd?Second,could you make a chevy 205 bolt up to the
c6?
Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17660 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree 150%,go to a good drivline shop and get the stuff!I have a GREAT parts store
near me...but I will always drive the hour to the other shop for the good drivline stuff.
Doug..SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17637 NEXT>17688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kbob?my neck is a little red sometimes but kbob?ha ha ha
yeeee-haaaawww!
i have a heavy duty bellhousing that came out of an old dodge dump truck.it is a bigass
one made out of cast iron and has mounting ears on the sides.the bolt pattern looks close
but i have not put a tape to it.i'm not sure how many centimeters i would have to make up
with a spacer.
i also have a short output shaft 727 auto out of a 1 ton dodge.that is probably what i will
put in.
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17638 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,this sounds perfect.I will e-mail you so you can reply with a photo.I want one.I
could then add it to the pile of parts I have and show it to my friends.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DANG FRANK!
20?wow!i thought i was bad with 8!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Reply of the day....POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17646 NEXT>17685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OUCH!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17625 NEXT>17802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just one??????it won't drive to good on one wheel!!!!!email me with what you need ca
also get beedlocks 36boltcan get pics if needed
SUBJECT>Re:Arnold,the workhorse,the machine...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17633 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats OK Arnold,everyone has a flaw -Spice must have multiple personalities though,.as he seems to have so many.Glad
to have you finally aboard,if Spice says you're tops
that is good enough for most of us.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:axel breakage POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17639 NEXT>17672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK then i really dont have much to worry about then since im not using that large of tire
and it is only a 400 chevy C
SUBJECT>Re:C6 question?POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17662 NEXT>17674 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,a transmission is not a 2wd or a 4wd,it's just a transmission -just like an engine.
The transfer case and drive shafts after the tranny are the only difference.What you have
will work fine with a NP205,but I'm not sure if a Chevy version is the answer...these
transfer cases are somewhat universal.You can find a NP205 on a Chevy,a Dodge,and a
Ford,the only difference is if the case bolts directly to the transmission (and I'll bet some
NP205's were mated to C6's)If you want a divorced case (which connects to the
tranmission via a super short drive shaft)as came stock on a M715 w/the NP200,I'm
sure you could make any version work.Your planned conversion can be and has bee
done before on a M715.Unfortunately all I can do is cheer you on cause I just came to the
end of my knowledge.Good luck brother.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:axel breakage POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17670 NEXT>17673 17684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Truer words never spoken -"i really dont have much to worry about then since...it is only
a 400 chevy"
BTW does anyone (aka Spice)know why chevy went to the trouble to build both a small
and big block 400ci?And before you go there Spice,I realize Ford built 3 different 351's.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:C6 question?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17671 NEXT>17675 17679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the chevy and Dodge would work if you had an adapter to mate it to the C6,but
you would have to remove the tailhousing off the C6 first.The reason a Ford 205 won't
work is that Ford's front pumpkin,and corresponding front t-case output,is on the drivers
side while ours is on the passenger side.There was a post in here (I think)a while ago
where someone said that the Ford unit had a different case,so you couldn't take the.connecting plate off and use it
on a chevy/dodge version.However,a divorced
(chevy/Dodge)205 would work just fine with the transmission as is.
Stump pulling torque and an unbreakable tranny,what a great combination!!
Ron
SUBJECT>gary POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30
January 2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17673 NEXT>17677
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My appologies for pissing in your cereal gary,please feel free to never read annother post
put forth by yours truely.However,as stated on this board in the past,I own 2 chevy's -
including my daily winter driver -and am looking for a third.Not to mention two of the
three engines that I am currently working on for friends are chevy's(#3 is a Pontiac).Were
Fords the most popular I'd probably root for Olds Rocket power,I'm just contrary like
that.I DO enjoy prodding Spice,as he usually makes me laugh when he zings me back.
Not to mention the knowledge he reveals in doing so.If this has only pissed you off more,
feel free to e-mail me your problems or to come discuss them in PERSON.Especially
your obsession with my ass.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:gary POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17676 NEXT>17683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right,whoever deleted Gary's post that I was replying to please kill this one too.I do
enough on my own to look stupid without any extra help.
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17635 NEXT>17687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I'm curious.How did you attach the body to the frame?Did you narrow the frame
and channel the body?Or did you bolt the uni-body to the frame rails?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:C6 question?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17674 NEXT>17680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,I can tell you with absolute certainty a GM or Dodge NP205 will NOT bolt directly
to a Ford transmission!The case of a Ford NP205 is completely differenent,as are the
input gear and spline count.You can't "modify"a GM NP205 to work either --the
differences are too great.And,as been already pointed out,a Ford NP205 drops on the
left so unless you want to also swap a matching Ford Dana 60 front axle you can forget a
married Ford t-case..Second,the difference between a 4x2 tranny and 4x4 tranny is the tailhousing and the
output shaft.Most every 4x4 tranny will need to have the output shaft changed to be used
with a married t-case.The t-case adapter then bolts on the tranny in place of the tailshaft
housing.
Your best bet if you are intent on keeping the C6 is to either keep the stock NP200 t-case
or swap a Dodge divorced NP205 (which is the route I took --I run a 460/C6 also).
If you have the money another alternative is a dual t-case setup consisting of the
following:
-Ford NP203 low-range gearbox married to back of C6 (with 4wd output shaft)
-Off-Road Designs "Doubler"adapter plate on back of low-range gearbox (where the
chain case used to be)
-GM NP205 transfer case married to the Doubler adapter
The NP203 range box uses similar helical cut gears as the NP205,so it's plenty strong.
The advantage is now you would have a 4:1 low range option,as well as the normal 2:1
low-range.The downside is the Doubler runs about $900.
-Drew
SUBJECT>Re:C6 question?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17679 NEXT>17702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correction to previous post:I meant to say "Most every **4x2**tranny will need to have
the output shaft changed to be used with a married t-case"
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Sorry for the confusion.
-Drew
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 January 2003,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17661 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take pics aswell.Also interested in the type of material.
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17638
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It will be a month at least before I can afford it,but maybe by then you'll be coming to
Glenwood and can diliver.I would like one.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Ron's voices POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17677 NEXT>17713 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't see another post.I think years of struggling with blue ovals has warped your.senses.
Seek professional help.
BBS
SUBJECT>Hey Ronner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17672 NEXT>17693 17746
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Technically,I'm quite sure,they didn't build both small and big block 400's.The 400
small block 4.125 bore and 3.75 stroke yeilds a 400.9 cubes rounded to 400 for cool sake
and not that pesky 401.In big block version up till '69 there was the 396 obviously not a
400,but in '70 and for a few years they made 402's which were,from what I've gathered,
396's with flawed bores but a .030 overbore cleaned up fine.That '30 over'is what gave it
the few more cubes and let that engine live on into the machanically depressing 70's from
wence I hatched.I've dug into this before and never found a 400 big block anywhere.400
horse factory big blocks,but not 400 inch factory big blocks.Oh,the 402 is 4.125 bore
and 3.76 stroke.Have fun with your 351 W,C,and M.
Brian,see below:
4.125=104.775mm or 10.477cm
3.75 =95.25mm or 9.525cm
3.76 =95.504mm or 9.550cm
SUBJECT>Re:Reply of the day....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17667 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,there are darn few gals out there that think these things are cool like you and Keith
do.Like everything...there are exceptions.:)
SUBJECT>Re:OTHER "por-15"uses.EVERYONE SHOULD READ!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,
at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17656
NEXT>17737 17758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this stuff at like Home Depot,Lowes,Walmart???You've sold me,then the insulation,
then the mat.
Thanks all!
And a little mental note to all;be carful about shop vaccing metal objects on dry cold
days...I GOT B-JESUS SHOCKED OUT OF ME THE OTHER DAY while vacuuming
the dirt off the floors.Wicked little blue lightning bolt!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17678 NEXT>17735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I didn't.This stupid friggin'state with it's BS inspection laws wouldn't allow me to eve
come close to making the Tirebird legal or I'd've done it.I had a divorced ford (dana 24)
t-case with the proper side 'drop'for the front axle,a TH400HD tranny out of a dually,
and a spare 454.It would have been cake to drop that stuff in and roll,but to just make a
mud truck,without a trailer was a waste of time.So the body was just sat there,evened
off so it looked good and the thing just looked ominous.I'd planned on fabbing aluminum
diamond plate fender flares for it,then bought Velvet and rolled the Tirebird behind the
barn so pop wouldn't squawk.
Oh,and making mounts from the frame for the subframe mounts would have been easy
fab work.This state bites.
SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17664 NEXT>
17728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can probably get away with a 1/2"-3/4"plate to adapt that if it's not the direct bolt up
pattern.Countersunk capscrews,the allenhead bolts,do wonders for bolting thing to thing
and able to be trapped without haveing to deal with a protruding bolt head.
Good Luck man.
Liked the K-bob thing,huh?Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17659 NEXT>17739
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
This same scenario happened to me.It turned out that my front yoke was set up for a CV
joint on the front drive shaft.I didn't have one and didn't want to spend the $150 for one,
so I got some straps from a driveline shop and heated them a little and then they went in
(with a hammer).They fit tight,but if I run it with the front axle locked at high speeds the
vibrations are pretty bad and it eats needle bearings.
I'm not saying that is your trouble,but it might be.The yoke looked normal to me and if I
hadn't taken the yoke to the shop where a pro could see it I'd have never known.It seemed
just a little off.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17661 NEXT>17724 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
She used all the shiney sequents and purple dingle balls she had too.
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:40 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>17638 NEXT>17692
17725 17730 17745 LINKNAME>PICS of my top
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/wbrians/lst?.dir=/My+M715
All right,click on the link and it will take you to a brieface of my pics of the top.I told
Mom the top needed to be about a foot longer in the back,but I didn't think it needed
wider.
She said she can get different colors and material.She says she can also make a pink one
for Luckypabst and inquired why a girl would want a 715 in the first place.It's a custom
item,so you can tell me what you want as far as color,size,material.
She thinks it's need that these trucks will have something she made on them.
E-mail if you have any questions.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17691 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohh yeah,she said that she can get them made and UPSed a week after you order it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Ronner POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17684 NEXT>17694 17695 17747
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was all confused and drooling like a vegetable,then I got to the last paragraph and all
the conversions made me understand.......Ron's been brainwashed by Toby Keith into
thinking that in order to be macho you need to "be a Ford truck man".
Ron,we can help.Put down that wrench and step away from the powerless powerplant.
We can talk you through this.
BWAHHHAAAHHHH!!!!
-B.
p.s.-can anyone tell me how to get my intake manifold to stop leaking?I've redone that
gasket 3 times now.
SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
31 January 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>17693 NEXT>17696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it the gaskets at the front and back of the engine?THROW THOSE ROTTEN MURFS
AWAY!Put a nice bead of silicon/RTV across the front and rear rails there.Make sure
the bead is about as wide as the webbing and nearly as tall as it is wide AND grabs the
tab on the gaskets for the intake ports on the head.Only restorer's use those end piece.gaskets.Oh,and put a better
or another breather on the engine.Internal pressure from ring
blowby is causing those gaskets to push out.Silicon/RTV will hold up MUCH better.
Your heat stressed wrist pins have nothing to do with this...just a little FYI.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17695
NEXT>17697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumps,
Last time I did this I took your advice and used the black rvt silicone.I'm also running 2
PVC valves.
Any more help is appreciated as I seem unable to do this alone.
Also,Jean ellen is going to her bunko crap tonight.Should I:
1)replace my intake manifold gasket
2)trim my fenders down
3)go see BikerboyZ
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17696 NEXT>17698 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Movie.You'll have plenty of time to work on the truck after you guys bicker.:)
Oh,and make sure you get the manifold set down on the motor nicely.Sliding it around
will push out the silicon.OR,you can start a private fund for the rat motor I'll sell ya.
SUBJECT>Bikerboyz POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17697
NEXT>17900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,Jeaner and I are getting along like peas and carrots.I think it's her hormones making
things work better.Either way-I'm happy.
I think you're right about the movie.I know it'll put the needs on me for a bike again,but I
gotta see it.I wonder why they didn't wait to release it in the spring?
I DID slide my manifold around.I'll try it this time with one smooth set down.
-B.
SUBJECT>Newbie ???s POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17700 17736 17742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm picking up my new toy Saturday,I've got several wags,and a J-truck.
1967 M715 with rebuilt 230 (less than 1K ago),12v conversion.Supposed to be rust free,
but not classic restored/restorable condition..First off,I'm gettin it for 2500.That seemed fair based on what i've
seen.Sound like a
decent price?
It has a hard-top now.How easy is it to get/convert to a soft-top?
I'm sure that I'll have tons of questions later.
Thanks in advance
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17699
NEXT>17701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome...Sounds like a nice truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17700 NEXT>17706 17707
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard mate!
Where ya located?
SUBJECT>Re:C6 question?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have access to a Ford NP205 that was married to I think a C4.It's a buddy of mine's,but
he really doesn't have a use for it and may part with it if someone's interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17607 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has a wavy panel also,what the hell,if you look at it straight on you don't notice
SUBJECT>POR-15 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17738 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Informative site.
http://www.por15store.com/
And again,thanks for all the comments and suggestions.
Spicer~
SUBJECT>Re:Number database POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17601
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.good question i would like to know too
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17701 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Welcome to the addiction...I mean hobby.Do you know if your hardtop is "factory"or
"homemade"?I'm still looking for a factory non sloping hardtop and have nice soft top
and bows to deal/trade with.Let me know or send pics if possible,I've got pics of soft top
available.Thanks inadvance and good luck with the truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17701
NEXT>17719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the welcome,
I am over from the IFSJA board (like Mikel I think):http://www.ifsja.org/index.shtml
We are having a big outing at tellico memorial day weekend.I plan on bringing my new
M715.It would be great to see others out there,since they are FSJ's
I'm in Raleigh NC
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SUBJECT>Ponder This POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,
31 January 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>17709 17714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys and doll(s)since are trucks stock diff cases have these neat hoses coming out of
the tops why not figure a way to pump a couple pounds of air to them when deep water
fording to keep water out?You wouldn't have to pump air all the time just when needed
and a few pounds of pressure should work right?Just enough to keep H2O from seeping
in.Guess it couldn't be totally close system since you need venting during normal driving?
I have no idea what kind of pump to use but you guys are pretty smart.Just a thought.....
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17708 NEXT>17710 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ed,easy.Put a small smog pump on your motor.We're nearly all,aside for the Tornado
guys,running V8's and a small,say dodge colt smog pump (small and easy to mount)
ought to put enough pressure in the rears to keep the water out and not cost the motor
much at all...or your wallet.Run the vent system to where you can put a simple inline
valve in it and close it when fording.
Done pondering.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 12:00
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17709
NEXT>17711 17721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I disagree,a pump would constantly force air into the pumpkin or tranny or xfer case.I
routed all my hoses together for this and then realized that the 12V compressor I have
couldn't just be plumbed in since it would force air in and it would find a way out
(blowing out a seal)and so what you need would be a constant pressure.
I'd go for a pump with a gauge on it so you could cut it off at 4 psi or so.You don't want
it to bubble,you just want it to keep water out.
I'm the master ponderer here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17710 NEXT>17712 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think as long as you kept the pressure at a couple lbs.and only used it when needed It
would be alright.I guess it's my bearings and gears I'd be risking anyway.Just a thought.
I'm like Gary T.though I still have a non running truck and a lot of parts to show my
friends so I guess I'll work on getting it running first......but the sight of the diff vent lines
got me thinking.....
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17711 NEXT>17715 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey..how about one of those battery operated bait areators?Would have to figure out
converting vehicle voltage to run it but they don't put out much pressure.....
SUBJECT>Ron's not crazy POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17683 NEXT>17723 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll fall on my own sword here.About 30 seconds after posting a rude and offensive
response to a Ron submission late last night,I used the handy delete option feature below
to spare you all (especially Ron)from my Coors induced rambling.How it was that Ron
was able to read it was a freak thing cause it really was only up there less than a
minute...it was my worthless opinoin on the Ford Vs Chevy debate and it ended with a
suggestion that Ron have a blue oval tatooed on his...ah,rear.
RON I AM SORRY.I would never be so rude as to say that to you in person,it was BS,
and contrary to the spirit of this site.Had I known that you actually drove a Chevy I
would never have suggested that tatoo..SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>17708 NEXT>17716 17727 17740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could be wrong,but I think I read somewhere that the standard M715 water fording kit
included a valve that directed the blowby from the engine crankcase into those same lines
with the idea it would create just enough positive pressure to prevent water and junk from
leaking into the gear boxes.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17712 NEXT>17717 17853
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bait,huh?
Ask Brian,he's a master at baiting things.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17714
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NEXT>17718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard that the pressure came from the fuel pump somehow.Can't remember but I think I
read it on the zone somewhere.My .02
SUBJECT>Insult to Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17715
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHHHHAWWAAAAA!!!!!!!!!
Ahhhhh...in 45 minutes I'll be home and my loving wife will be waiting on me with
dinner on the table (a meat and 3)and then we'll cuddle up on the couch and watch some
TV and then off to bed.
Spice-I hope you've got a bottle waiting on you,'cuz your girl is 48 states away!!!!!!!
Man,I'm funny today.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17716
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Rollie's right.The valves you stroke with a dash control plumb the crank case
pressure to each of the gearboxes.I have the fording stacks but lack the valves.I hope to
find them someday.Just have not looked yet.If you didn't want the stacks,you could get
the valves for the pressure you are looking for..SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17707
NEXT>17722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard Adam.Are you the moderator I keep hearing everyone refer to over at
the IFSJA board?I wish I could make Tellico.To far to drive though...Anyway,welcome
to this crazy group.It's a fun bunch,chock full of it (knowledge that is)heh heh....
SUBJECT>WMS Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31
January 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17741
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me the true WMS [wheel mounting surface ] to WMS of the M--715 Dana
60 front end.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17710
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use a smog pump from the FSJ's.It'll mount to the PS bracket (you have power steering,
right?
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17719
NEXT>17756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think this is Adam the moderator.That Adam lives in Colorado last I heard
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17713
NEXT>17726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,I liked the tattoo idea,I just didn't want anyone to be thinking of my ass(bbs)as
it already belongs to my wife and the bank!!No offense taken.It is kind of funny that the
reason I was irritated before I read your post is that someone just bid over the limit I set
myself for a 1972 GMC Jimmy.
Oh,thanks,but I must be crazy to want annother GM vehicle.HA HA HA
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17690
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please,any discussion of your "dingle balls"should be kept to yourself,and possibly
Katie,if she has a strong constitution.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17691
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
Please ask your Mom if it would be possible to make it wider,like down to the door top
with a strap to the rear hoop.
Looks very nice,with some serious stitching.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17723 NEXT>
17729 17731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the forgiveness.I actually tired to craft something witty and I made three or
four attempts,but after I read my final product I was horrified!And then today at work I
was reading some old posts about seats and I read one of yours....and the only crazy ma
is me...(6'4"/300lbs!)...I musta been drunk!!!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17714
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rollie
yes this is true.my m37 has the valves.it closes the breather and pcv valves so that the
"blow-by"is diverted to the trans,transfer,and diffs.it says to check the boot on the
shifter because when it is activated,the boot will expand.i don't have the m37 running
yet to test it though..
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY inches??POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17688 NEXT>17732 17857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
1/2"to 3/4"???????
don't you mean 127mm to 191mm?sorry brian i had to do it.
i think i'll go for the 727.i wish i could have nabbed the 205,but someone beat me to it.
ps i think the metric system rocks!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat.I never think of my size 'cause the basketball league I play in I'm the small one.
I'm a guard (yes Spice,I can still dunk)although I must admit,NO one steps in to take a.charge when I drive the lane
-wimps!ha ha ha
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17691
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looks good brian
she does good work.
don't do me no good though.maybe you can get her to make me some stretchers??
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>ndt715fan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31 January
2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17726 NEXT>17733
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary and ron,you have each taught us a lesson on good manners.I for one am proud to
belong to a club with members who act as you do.Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY inches??POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17728 NEXT>17893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about the metric system rocking,but I just wish the auto makers would pick
just one.My wife's Blazer,or my new Mustang,take 2 complete tool sets and the odd
assortment of torque's,star,and allen wrenches to get anything done.I used to have a
IHC Scout that you could reduce to a pile of parts with just 3 wrenches -1/2 9/16 5/8 -
thats it!Oh well,it gives me an excuse to buy more tools,so I guess I should be happy!
Just wish tool boxes weren't SO expensive.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17731
NEXT>17743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now,don't get too excited there.Acting as I do will get your wife screaming at you about
how your truck/car/bike mean more to you than she does.I suppose I wouldn't get in as
much trouble if not for the pause before I tell her that she is #1.ha ha
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Covering?POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17657
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could paint some white lines on it and tell everyone you've got connections inside
the NFL that got you a piece from the field.That'll get the chicks!!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17687.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are sooo right Spice!Why don't you bring all of that junk up here to MI where I don't
have to deal with that stuff.You could move out West to be with Katie and I would uh
"watch"Velvet for you.
Call me anytime you want to take me up on my offer.Aren't I such a nice guy?
Ron
Maybe you should call me at work,as my better half wouldn't look kindly on my
acquiring MORE junk -I mean "Financially investing in rare pieces of our America
autmotive heritage."Yeah,unfortunatly she didn't buy that one eighter.Damn!
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17699
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto the welcome.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:OTHER "por-15"uses.EVERYONE SHOULD READ!
POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,
at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17686 NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I got POR-15 from 4wheelDrive Hardware.Have a lot of jeep stuff.Mostly for CJs.
Phone number is 800-333-5535 website:www.4wd.com I also used Durabak a rubberized
polyurethane liner--seemed a little thicker than other brands I've used.It's held up well.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17704
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is also carried by 4WheelDrive Hardware Great stuff!!phone:800-333-5535
website:www.4wd.com
They sell a lot of CJ parts and accesories includind hard to find axle and transmission
parts.Got a gasket kit for my T-90 in my flattie and have no complaints.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17689 NEXT>17744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think my problem is that there are no tabs on the yoke to hold the caps in.When I
crawled under it today,I saw the rear ujoint was thrown also.All three!I may try grinding
the yokes down and drilling them out to use my original u-bolts.Right now I am just
pouting.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaEAu4MBuFg7E PREVIOUS>17714 NEXT>17755 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
yup there is a cable operated valve body on the side of the carb i cant quite remember
zactly how it hooks up ..and it seems to me that the fellow i bought mine from said he
just used valves he bought at the hardware store to fabracate it if anyone wants more info
on how its hooked up e mail me ..i can draw up a diagrame fer ya
SUBJECT>Re:WMS Dana 60 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17720 NEXT>
17760 17771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,I guess I flaked out on you a bit,sorry (I was waiting for a Saturday).
So here's what I just did...I braved the 51 degree outside temp (confirmed on
Accuweather.com....tonight it may near 40!!!!)and I drilled out holes in some flat stock
and bolted it to the front hubs WITH the brake drums on.Near as I could tell they were
perfectly flat.Then I measured mounting to mounting.Then I put a jacket on 'Mrs.Topaz'
and had her officiate and assist with the measurements...every time I came up with 73
inches drum to drum plus or minus 1/8 inch.
I'd testify under oath that the drum to drum measurement of the front axle of a 1968
M715 is 73 inches.
Can't do any better.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17699
NEXT>17866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Nother North Caroliner!Well I'm not in NC but I'm from there.
Anyhow,sounds like an OK price.Only easy way the soft top conversion will happen is
if someone just added some sheet metal to the stock bows.Rip off the propietary metal
and put on the canvas.Otherwise you'll have to hunt down a nice set of top bows.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Ron's not crazy POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17733
NEXT>17854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chevy sucks
chris
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17739 NEXT>17794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't grind shit.Get the right Ubolts.And it dosen't sound right that the yokes don't have
the little tabs.Be sure there's no dirt keeping the joints from seating right..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Bikini Tops 4 Sale POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17691
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
girl?oh man that hurt.not really though.did I say pink?I meant to say "tan".I want one -
just gotta save the moneys,and yea,a bit longer in the back would be perfect.
CHris
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Ronner POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17684
NEXT>17855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we're from the same decade?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Ronner POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 9:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17693
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
get a ford
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SUBJECT>master cylinder rebuild POSTER>Reagan
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 January 2003,at 10:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if a rebuild kit exists for the master cylinder?I've got two master
cylinders (thanks,Gary)but still not enough parts to make one good one.I've seen rebuild
kits for the wheel cylinders for sale,which is why I ask.
Thanks,
Reagan
SUBJECT>Fording intake pipe template POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>Wolfwalker223@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 1:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/gE1.giHjJ.PREVIOUS>NEXT>17807
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,looking for a patternor template to find the correct location to make the hole in the
fender to put the intake fording snorkle pipe through.so I can make the hole in the right
spot .Can anyone email the pattern?????Thank you Jeff
SUBJECT>CAB BOWS POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>17751 17775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are the two bows are the same size and interchangeable?Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:CAB BOWS POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 7:12
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17750 NEXT>17753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes
SUBJECT>CAB BOWS POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the two bows are the same size and interchangeable?Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:CAB BOWS POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>17751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU.TOM.
SUBJECT>intake manifold gasket POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am replacing the intake manifold gasket on my 715.The TM instructions simply state
that the gasket is placed and the bolts tightened in sequence.Should I use some sort of
gasket sealer here?Like copper or such?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>John L.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17740 NEXT>17757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look under John L.'s rig in member's gallery.I think I listed the Part numbers there.
If not Basengii the part numbers and where I purchased the parts is in that stack of paper
work I gave to you when you bought the truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,Ya never know...It's a small world sometimes...
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17755 NEXT>17759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks John ..i must compliment you again on the amount of work and documentation
that you put into this vehicle
SUBJECT>Re:OTHER "por-15"uses.EVERYONE SHOULD READ!POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 9:20
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Get it a 4 wheel parts places or do a search on the
internet for por-15.IT IS NOT the
same as the "cheap"bedliner coatings...although that stuff has its place too!This is like
paint but it cures by absorbing moisture from the air and chemicaly hardens and stays
"pliable".Just be sure like any paint that the aplication surface is reasonably warm and
dry.
And on the other note I have done the same thing a couple times with a shop vac---
HURTS LIKE A SON-OF-A-BITCH,I got it once right near my eye as I was leaned over
my table saw vacuming around the base of it......my eye must have twitched for like 10
minutes!!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>John L.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any more updated pics of the rig?
I'd like to get copies if you do.email them if they are digital.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:WMS Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1
February 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17741 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thank you and your wife very much for this vinture sorry about the weather,it's gona be
close to 70 here in southeast Ga.today [Sat ].Now if I can find out what the WMS to
WMS of a 1985 model GM/Dodge Dana 60 front end is I'll be do'in good.
SUBJECT>Gas tank cleaning POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17764 17784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Decided to go the cheap route on the gas tank and clean it out myself.Here is what I have
read so far as the way to go....Pour in laquer thinner and a handfull of bolts or nuts and
shake it so it loosens up all the gunk in the bottom.Then rinse it out and let it dry.The
add phosphoric (sp?)acid to magically change the rust to metal....I read this described on
a few of the old hot rod restoration pages and wondered if anyone had tried it.I dropped
my tank today and while the exterior looks good the interior had gunk in it (like rust and
old dried gas).It doesn't appear rusted through and it did not have any water (liquid)in it
so I am guessing it might be ok.Anyone use this method with success?Also took the bed
off today by myself (if anyone needs a bed with a big dent from a tree in the side let me
know).I now have to figure out how to get the good bed on by myself.....
SUBJECT>Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 February
2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17763 17765
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the newer open knuckle GM/Dodge Dana 60 front end is wide
enough for the M-715.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 4:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not quite the answer you're looking for buy my buddy used a front axle from a 4x4 Chevy
dually and had to use Hummer wheels to keep the tires tucked under where they belong.
It's 6"?wider than a regular front end.So I would assume the regular front end is wide
enough and it seems to be a popular choice for a swap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank cleaning POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17761 NEXT>17797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used an engine hoist and hooked tiedowns in an X pattern from the 4 corner tiedow
loops to get my new bed on.The bed did flex a bit and it was cumbersome but I got it on
there.Maybe if you try this,you should reinforce the bed in case it wants to fold in half.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 February
2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17762 NEXT>17782
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,I put one under my truck.Barry.
SUBJECT>BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17767 17770 17772 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
NEED SOME ADVICE.LOOKING AT A 68 M715.RESTORED NICELY.NO RUST,
NEW CANVAS FOR CAB AND CARGO BED.ENGINE HAS 37K ON IT.ENGINE
ALSO HAS NEW WATER PUMP,NEW CARB,NEW FUEL PUMP AND A NEW
ALT.BRAKE SHOES,DRUMS NEW 6 YRS AGO.DROVE TRUCK RUNS AND
DRIVES GREAT.TRUCK ALSO HAS A SPARE TIRE (ALL TIRES ORIGINAL
MILITARY TYPE)NEW FORDING KIT AND A WORKING FIELD RADIO IN THE
BACK.4 WHEEL DRIVE WORKS GOOD AND PARKING BRAKE WORKS.
OWNER ASKING $5000,IS IT WORTH IT.IF ANY ONE COULD GIVE ME SOME
EXPERT ADVISE I WOULD GREATELY APPRECIATE IT.THANKS.
ANDY
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17766 NEXT>17769 17776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a very good deal to me.Go for it.
SUBJECT>Motor Swap POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,1
February 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17865.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yesterday was the last day for the old 230 in my truck.I have been gathering parts for the
swap and I thought that I was close enough to begin.Spent 4 hours taking this and that off
until I finally gave it the big yank!Look at the for sale page for stuff that I want to get rid
of.Thanks to Barry for helping me from across the country with this project.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17767 NEXT>17777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,
It could easily cost 2-3 times that to do it yourself.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17766 NEXT>17778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Over to the right of this page is a list of WHAT TO LOOK FOR go though it and as long
as you feel good about it.Buy her and drive her.
SUBJECT>Re:WMS Dana 60 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17741 NEXT>17774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gary
i hope you are ok.that is pretty damn cold.lucky for me it was up to about 70 today so i
only had to wear a sweatshirt.tonite it is getting down to 50 so i can't go outside.sunday
it will be 77
krob725 in south texas
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17766 NEXT>17779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naw,don't listen to these guys!Someone is trying to rip you off!!
Just give ME his name and number and you won't have to see that truck again.
OK,OK,sounds like a good deal,but be sure to check out the "What to look for"link to
the right.Lots of great info.
Good luck,and welcome to the group if you take the plunge.
Ron
SUBJECT>spring over?extended brake hoses ???POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 February 2003,at 10:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are you all using for brake hoses with your spring over lifts?.SUBJECT>Re:WMS Dana 60 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 12:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17771 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wore a hat so I'm pretty sure there was no lasting effects.Today was pretty scary cause
the month long fog lifted and I saw the sun for the first time since (?)AND THE WIND
BLEW!I felt it!!!!(just a little)
SUBJECT>Re:CAB BOWS POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,2 February
2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17750 NEXT>17781 17786
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats funny,my back bow is taller then my front bow
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE RESPONSE.ONE THING I DIDN'T MENTION WAS THAT
AFTER 35 YRS THE TRUCK HAS SOME LEAKY SEALS.TRANSFER CASE
OUTPUT SHAFT SEALS LEAK AND VARIOUS SMALL OIL LEAKS ON ENGINE
AND TRANS.IS THIS A BIG DEAL.
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17769 NEXT>17780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE RESPONSE.ONE THING I DIDN'T MENTION WAS THAT
AFTER 35 YRS THE TRUCK HAS SOME LEAKY SEALS.THE TRANSFER CASE
OUT PUT SHAFT SEALS LEAK AND SMALL OIL LEAKS ON ENGINE AND
TRANS.IS THIS A BIG DEAL OR NOT?
ANDY
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE RESPONSE.ONE THING I DIDN'T MENTION WAS THAT
AFTER 35 YRS SHE GOT SOME LEAKY SEALS.TRANSFER CASE OUT PUT
SHAFTS LEAK A LITTLE AND GOT SOME SMALL LEAKS ON ENGINE AND
TRANS.IS THIS A BIG DEAL OR NOT?
ANDY
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17772 NEXT>17793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS FOR THE RESPONSE.ONE THING I DIDN'T MENTION WAS THAT.AFTER 35 YRS THE TRUCK GOT SOME LEAKY SEALS.THE TRANSFER
CASE
OUTPUT SHAFTS LEAK A LITTLE AND THE ENGINGE TRANS HAVE SOME
SMALL LEAKS ON THEM.IS THIS A BIG DEAL OR NOT?
ANDY
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She is not leaking....just marking her spot.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:CAB BOWS POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17775
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not mine,they're identical and the top fits excellent.
Chris
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SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,2
February 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17765 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Yall'
SUBJECT>Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17789 17790 17792 17796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I blew my crappy Autozone electric fuel pump.The factory spec on TBI is 13-18 psi.I
want something that will last.I could run a regulator to bring it down if needed.
What has worked for you guys?Cheaper the better as always.There are some good deals
on Holley pumps on ebay but I would like to get some suggestions on thesea before
buying.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank cleaning POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17761 NEXT>17806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would reccomend after getting all of the big stuff out your tank to take it to a radiator
shop to have them thoroughly clean it.If you don't you'll be changing fuel filters every
500-1000 miles.
As for the bed get some friends or neughbors to help.Inviting people over for a barbecue
and then asking a favor could be the hot ticket.If you use an engine hoist you will need to
put counterweight on the other end to keep it from tipping.GSanders
SUBJECT>distributor POSTER>jeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Sunday,2
February 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17787 17795
17798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i have recently gotten a 68 m715 but the distributor is toast.i read somewhere that a civ
version was made,if anyone knows which one it is.i would be very pleased.
SUBJECT>Re:CAB BOWS POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey so are mine.if I remember right I could not get it to go together one way,maybe I
was drunk that night.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,2
February 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17785 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the for sale page and click on my parts for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day -$$$$$$$$$$$POSTER>wayne watson
EMAIL>sunstormsoffla@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
id be more than glad to take such a problem off your hands.sounds like your under too
much stress.just send it to me and your worries are over
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17783
NEXT>17820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take it back and get a new one.Maybe you got a bad one the first time around.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howell sells one for about $80.I have a holley from advanced and it was about $125.
You can find electric ones cheap but they are meant for carbs...I looked and looked for a
cheap one for TBI's or FI and never found one.If you do find a cheap inline let me know,
I really need to carry a spare.
SUBJECT>Re:spring over?extended brake hoses ???POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17773 NEXT>17815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im not running a spring over on my M715 but www.speedwaymotors.com has some of
the best prices I have seen on stainless steel brake hoses.I am running a couple on my cj
and other than having to adapt them from AN to standard I have no complaints.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17783 NEXT>17993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only one I found to work was a Holley for their Projection system.Cost me about.$180.00 from Speed shop.If you
can get it from Jeggs you will probably get better deal.
All the ones on Ebay,you can go check on Holley's websight and see they are not for FI.
They put out tons of pressure,and volume,but they are designed for carbs running in
races,not continous pressure like you need for FI.If you don't get one for FI it will NOT
hold up.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17779
NEXT>17800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As you said,its 35 yr old.Seals are not a big deal,unless its a rear main.A few drops of
fluid take a while to add up.Puddles are a different story,but output seals on the t-case or
tranny are only a few minutes with an impact wrench and $10.00 to replace.Welcome to
the club if you take the plunge.Just my 0.02
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 3:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17744 NEXT>17804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are clean as a whissel.I unbolted the case from the stripped frame,so I know that it
is factory.I am going to get on the phone Mon and see if I can learn anything,and what to
do.
One dejected mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:distributor POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17785
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have an offical M715 distributor that I just took off a motor.It is missing the brass plug
that sits right on top.It is for sale.$100.00.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17783
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use an Master E2000 on my Howell TBI setup.No regulator needed,as the GM TBI has
a built in pressure regulator.
More $$at NAPA than Checker,so look for the best price.IIRC,it was about $80 or so.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank cleaning POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17764
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you install the tailgate and bolt it in,instead of just the hooks on the end of the chains,
that should secure the rear end of the bed,helping to prevent fold in..Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:distributor POSTER>jeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Sunday,2
February 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17785 NEXT>17799
17864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you for responding but i would like to get away from the military verision of this
(too hard to find parts for it).i've got a 400 pontiac that im putting in next fall but i'd like
to drive it this winter.thanks for any responses
SUBJECT>Re:distributor POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,2
February 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17798 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want $50 for my 12vt distributor.It worked perfect when I removed it friday.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17793
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good deal go for it
SUBJECT>Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17803 17812 17821 17831 17837
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a YES /NO,but I'm sure there are some pretty strong opinions either way.
Are the Selectro hubs weaker or stronger than the originals.I may not bother changing
them at all.I'll soon "twin stick"my Dana 20 and use front wheel drive for the winter
time because I suspect a rear Detroit (No Spin)locker will spin me out a lot when I get
one.Fairbanks,AK doesn't use salt and the roads are always slick.Would it be worth the
time,effort,and $to swap hubs?
I KNOW I'm long winded!I can't help it!
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17668
NEXT>17822 17827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BEADLOCKS!????
I've got 16.5 rims.I can't really air down 'cause I'll spin the tire right off.Is there a
possibility for me too?
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes They would have to be weaker.Moving parts in the locking hubs.Solid steel in the
stock hubs..SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17794 NEXT>17813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if they are as cheap as dana 300/dana 20 yoke but you might be able to buy
new ones...I bought a couple for my dana 300 a while back for $25 each.They had the
straps and I wanted u-bolt type.The dana 300 dana 20 and dana 44 yokes are all
interchangeable,so you might try np208,np203,np229 etc...I don't have my np205 here
at the moment or i would pull a yoke off the np229 I have and see if it would fit.I have a
couple np203's too but i can't remember if they are strap or u-bolt type (And they are
mainly door props so I wouldn't mind parting with a couple yokes if they would work for
you).
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17600 NEXT>17903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,you did yankee.Will
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SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank cleaning POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17784
NEXT>17828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree take it to a radiator shop ,that is what i did ,after it was cleaned and rinsed they
coated mine with a chemical .I was told if I ever had a problem with it to bring it back
and they repair and or recoat at no charge C.
SUBJECT>Re:Fording intake pipe template POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent one to Brute4c last year in the hopes he would scan it and the fording kit's
installation instructions into the online manual portion of the board.It's been a while
since I last checked in on things here at the zone,so I do not know it they are there.
I can tell you this,it was one large piece of paper about double that of two pinter pages.
This is the sorta'thing were measurments have to be pretty darn right.
SUBJECT>Roger-hyraulic tie rod cyclinders POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>17873
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,I'm planning to put a ram assist and I seen your cyclinder in northern tool catalog .
What kind of cyclinder did you use(psi,bore,stoke closed pin center distance and shaft).
Could you please give an idea how did you do it.THANK YOU.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:Question of the Day-m725 Panels POSTER>david baker
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.my 67 is the same way too
SUBJECT>Re:master cylinder rebuild POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17748 NEXT>
17816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess you gotta take that as a NO.I have access to a Memphis Equip.catalog at work
and I will check tomorrow.
-G-
SUBJECT>Vac.Wipers POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,2 February 2003,at 11:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17818 17834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My driver side wiper swings faster than the passenger side wiper.Is this due to the longer
hose after the Y junction?Or is one wiper just happen to be slower than the other?
No,I don't wanna swap over to electrics.The vac.wipers have a certain "charm"to them.
Also,has anyone put a vac.reservoir in line with this hose,to help when you accelerate?
TIA
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definitely weaker.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17804 NEXT>17835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't mind using the straps,but I think that the problem is not having the tabs to hold
the caps.Some of the Dodges had an internal keeper,but they are not exactly the same
size u-joint,only hundredths of an inch difference,but I just don't know how precice you
need to be in this area.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Motor enema POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17817 17826 17838 17839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will it hurt anything if I pour a gallon or two of diesel into my crankcase to wash out any
water/grit/other debris that might have gotten in there when my truck was submerged?
I guess I'm asking if it'll mess with my seals.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:spring over?extended brake hoses ???POSTER>Dram88
EMAIL>nwgrayson@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17791 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just cut the brake line mounts off and welded more length to them.
SUBJECT>Re:master cylinder rebuild POSTER>roy coates
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fsn #2530-9333582 master cylinder repair kit
kit has all soft parts and spring,piston,lock ring and 2 metal diaphrams
sells for $31.52 each
email mecoparts@hotmail.com or (901)774-0600
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 February
2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aai.zUIGl6uAE
PREVIOUS>17814 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kerosene is commonly used (2qts kerosene/4qts oil),and the engine run (light revving)
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for less than a minute to "scrub"things up.
If your just gonna use the diesel to flush out debris,I wouldn't worry about there being
any significant affect on the crank seals.
Really,if I were that worried about the engines health,I wouldn't be submerging it in the
first place...know what i mean...
SUBJECT>Re:Vac.Wipers POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 February
2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17811 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ethan,It could be a number of things including your idea.May be just a weak motor or
the amount of drag that the wiper blade and arm combination is causing on that motor.
Could be a restricted vent port on the motor.Robert
SUBJECT>T-Shirts For Sale POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17832 17879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a post from www.ifsja.org in the Message Forum in the For Sale section if you
want to see it.It's gotten quite a bit of interest over there and I thought it might be worth
passing on.
**********************************************
Are you tired of environmentalists closing down the land you wheel on?Are you tired of
having people tell you that our sport is bad?Why not wear a shirt that tells people what
you really think?dfd
Examples:
Tree Huggers Suck!.Earth First!We'll Ride the Other Planets Later.
Wilderness:The Land of NO Uses!
These are just a few.
I got so tired of all of the crap and I have had 9 different shirts printed up.
Shirts are $15.00 each and that includes shipping!
Email me at onetonjeep@juno.com and send me your email address and I'll send you a
color sheet that shows all 9 shirts.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it started acting up shortly after I installed it.More than anything I have came to the
conclusion that Autozone simply sells cheap crap.I bought a distibutor cap for a 4.3 V6
and it went bad in a week.Thinking it was just a lemon I took it back and got another
one.Then it took about a week before that one went bad.Took it back ,got another one,
the replacement went bad so I decided to do to Oreily's and haven't had a problem since.
What can you expect out of another Wal-Mart company!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes they are weaker.Put the money into better things.And the front wheel drive only will
make the truck handle a lot worse than a Detroit in the rear.If you know it's there and are
used to it,they are not an issue.I have had them in a few trucks and they are great in the
ice and snow.Just don't throttle around corners in two wheel drive,etc!I am in Maine on
the coast where all we get is ice lots of the time.Just my $.02.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.k8pUfUG/HU PREVIOUS>17802 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Hammerdown Offroad LINKURL>http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/
There is a possibility for you --HMMWV ("Humvee")beadlocks.
Bob Kelly at Hammerdown Offroad can build you some Humvee wheels with the M715
bolt pattern.Bob is near Ashville,NC,and is the guy who campaigned an M37 in the
2001 "Top Truck Challenge."He came in 5th.
Go to http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/(link below)and scroll down to the "more
pictures"link.On the page that link takes you to,scroll down and you can see the
Humvee beadlock wheels on a red M715 on a rock pile at the Anderson,SC,jamboree
back in the fall.I talked with the owner and saw this truck at the jambo.The wheels
looked good.
I just went to the Hammerdown Offroad site and the "Click here for important message"
link says that Bob and his family lost their house to fire last week,so he probably has a.pretty full plate right
now,but you can file the information away for future reference.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Emergency POSTER>Andy EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com DATE>Monday,3
February 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi!It seems like there has been a lot of talk about e-brakes lately,and I was wondering
what the best setup is for an e-brake.
I have a civilian fsj truck sitting on m715 axles.I have a dana 20 Tcase,if that makes a
difference as far as pinion brake or anything like that.Thanks in Advance!
SUBJECT>Front Bumper POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
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DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the measurements for the front bumper on a M715?I bought a truck
without and am trying to fabricate one.Also,what are the measurements for the cutout
sections?or Does anyone have one they want to get rid of cheap somewhere close to VA
so shipping won't cost me an arm and leg.-Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17814 NEXT>17830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my grandpa has a 75 impala with a 350 he drains the oil fills it with a gallon of diesel or
kerosen and cranks it and idles it for a couple minutes,every other oil change bought it
new has 340,000 on it runs like new burns about 1qt in between changes
SUBJECT>Re:15in Wheels POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you took the words out of mouth !!!!hummer wheels and new centers
SUBJECT>Re:Gas tank cleaning POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17806 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think that stuff is called "renue"or it might be another cheaper one called "steelcoat"
krob725
SUBJECT>67 M715 For Sale w/Winch $1500.00 POSTER>J.P.
EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17833 17871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.1967 M715 with winch.The truck is pretty staight except
for some dents in the hood.No
rust except for some around the battery box breather tube.Was an Alabama forestry
truck,I had it shipped from Alabama (bought off GSA Site).It will turn over and start
with starter fluid.No alternator,tail gate,seats,and canvas top(bows are there).It is a
good truck to restore.Just need the money for home,so toys have to go.Located in
dallas,texas.214-325-6860
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17826 NEXT>17868 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
At what mileage did he start doing that at?340,000 is amazing.
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17801 NEXT>17841 17844 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Weaker,yes,but I would't trade them for anything.I run a Detroit up front (as well as
back).The locking hubs allow me to keep the front end under control while in 2WD.I
wheel hard at times,but have never broke a lock-out.As a weak link,I would rather have
a locking hub break than an axle.Most all of the hard core rock crawlers run them (War
hubs w/Dana 60's is commom).The Slectro Hubs are cheap insurance for only about
$100 a pair.That's my two cents worth.
Paul
SUBJECT>grrr...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,3
February 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17819 NEXT>17843
17847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great,give the Liberales more reason to bitch.It's a valid frustration,but what's the point?
Do you think the shirts will keep the trails open?Image is everything in land politics.
SUBJECT>Re:67 M715 For Sale w/Winch $1500.00 POSTER>Dan
EMAIL>dusmcmt2002@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTflpf08AXug PREVIOUS>17829 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J.P.,
Any pics of your 715 ?I'm in Austin and looking for a project truck !
dusmc
SUBJECT>Re:Vac.Wipers POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 February
2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17811 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ethan,i added a vaccuum res to my wipers ,they work great at idle.I have not had a true
road/rain test yet,but they outrun my 75 bronco elec wipers.I did oil the inside of the.vacc wipers motors,this
helped alot,all new vacc lines too.I have a 327 not the stock six.
LM
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't there any ujoint that would fit your application that has the C clip keepers on the
inside of both sets of caps?Seems like this would work.I've also seen straps that have the
tabs on them.Don't remember where -I know lots of help huh?Good luck anyway.
Ron
SUBJECT>rear bed tarp POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 February 2003,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are the measurments of the tarp that covers the troop bows?
thaks Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 3:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>17801 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy,you bring a tear to my eye when you mention that your roads aren't salted.I live in
the "Rust Belt"(Illinois),and the only time that 4WD is needed is to bust through the
piles of salt!
Sorry,but they're salting the roads again this morning,and your message caught me at a
vulnerable time.;o)
Happy Trails!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 February
2003,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17814 NEXT>17840
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did this in my m151 and two months later I had to rebuild the motor due to no oil psi.I'll
never try to flush motor in that fashon again.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17814 NEXT>17842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,A few old time mechanics told me the best way to wash out an engine is half tranny
fluid and half motor oil,run it a couple thousand miles.The tranny fluid will provide
decent lubrication where kerosene will not.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 February
2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17838 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.That brings up an important note,DON'T do this to an old engine -it will probably have
thick parafin deposits on the oil pan.Globs of the crap can come loose and clog your oil
pump,suction side.
Drop your oil pan,scrap out the sludge,then run the engine with the cleaner in it.
SUBJECT>$100 a pair??POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at
7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can you get these for that price??
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,
at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17839 NEXT>17851 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have used the tranny fluid method in the past with good success.Although I filled it
fully with tranny fluid and only let it run for about 5 minutes then drained and repeated.
Tranny fluid is very high detergent to help clean plus it attracts water and will pull it out
also.I used used tranny fluid to keep the cost down.
SUBJECT>Re:grrr...POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com DATE>Tuesday,4
February 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17832 NEXT>17845
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope.I also don't agree with all of the messages,but on a couple of them I like the sly
humor.The shirts are not my idea,nor do I have anything to do with them.I simply saw
the post on another website and thought that someone here might be interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17831 NEXT>17846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,with a locker in the front,my truck is almost impossible to drive on the roads
without lockouts.But I broke one of mine doing some serious wheeling,but I have worn
out 35's on mine.Oh,yeah,I also would like to know where you get $100.00 hubs.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:grrr...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought it was funny Katie.I'm glad you posted it.
I'm no letter writer or petitioner,so a crass shirt would be up my alley.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17844 NEXT>17849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mudclod:.I happen to have a set of hubs that I'd let go for $100 plus shipping.
The ones I ship you I will also gaurantee against failure.
You send me a certified check and I'll send you some hubs.I'll even wipe off the grease
so they'll look just as new as they did back in '68 when they were put on my rig.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:grrr...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17832 NEXT>17874 17907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shirts is not even stooping to their level.They have a new program where they go out
and put bumper stickers on other peoples cars and call it tagging (not to mention the stuff
they put in trees to injure loggers).When we start putting crap on their cars and poisoning
their granola then I would say we are presenting a bad image.The liberal
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environmentalist wakos and the pita people get away with too much as it is.I think it's
cool that they get a little fun poked at them.I get pissed off by the yahoos and joe six
pack you doesn't think the signs that say area closed and stay on the trail doesn't mea
him.And the dumb a$$people that can't pack out their trash or take beer into areas where
it is prohibited.That type of stuff gives 4 wheelers a bad image.
SUBJECT>Bellhousning removel?POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17850
17870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can the bellhousing be removed without removing the clutch first?
SUBJECT>Re:Are locking hubs weaker than stock?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAN you're all heart!I'm running to the post office even as we speak!
mudc...
SUBJECT>Re:Bellhousning removel?POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sadly,only with a dynamite or a blowtorch!
jay
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17842 NEXT>17856 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've known some guys to add the tranny fluid to help unclog lifters that won't pump up
and it seems to work.Mozarkid has a great point about washing all the crap down to the.pickup tube.
Pull the pan if you're really that concerned or just change the oil and a couple of filters.
SUBJECT>Carb problem?POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17878 17881 17896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up my new M715 and the fun is beginning
rebuilt 230 with a 1bbl carb
manual choke
stumbling at idle and stalling.runs well when accelerating,but stumbling when cruising
and stalls when i come to a stop unless i give it gas.
I sprayed a bunch of carb cleaner int it and i am replacing the fuel filter this afternoon
Advance auto didn't have a rebuild kit for a 67 Jtruck with a 1 bbl and a 230
I don't even know what kind of carb is in there.Any help would be appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Ponder This POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
7 States.Thanks for the reminder.
Going to bed at 7:30pm yet?Geeze.
Eat one.
SUBJECT>He's just overmedicated.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17743 NEXT>
17859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,thank you for including me in a couple of those replies.It feels good to have a
presence even when I'm not around.
6'4"and 300#?...the harder they fall.
Chris,have fun with all the 351's.
SUBJECT>Wow.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17746 NEXT>17877 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Huh?What happened to you?
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17851 NEXT>17862 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Here's my plan:
I'm gonna get a couple of gallons of kerosene and pour a gallon into each valve cover and
let it drain down and out the drain plug.Then I'm gonna bump the motor a couple of
times to shake out the rest of it.Then I'm gonna fill it back with oil and run it.
I wasn't trying to make the inside of the motor clean enough to eat off,I just wanted to get
that one piece of sand out.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY inches??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17728 NEXT>
17926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
12.7mm and 19.1mm.
SUBJECT>ATTN:Roy and Paul from M.E.POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>17869
17982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a question for you fellas...well,a statement and a question.
I seriously think that the stitching on your tops is not correct.On my top,on the sewn i
drip rail over the doors,it comes back the top of the door then raises up after that.How
the hell is water supposed to run out/off when they're sewn in an upward angle?I've got
an accumulation of gutter crap there because it can't just run out,it kind of irritates me.I
recently saw another canvas top that had them tapering down after they get past the top of
the door.What's the deal?
SUBJECT>Re:He's just overmedicated.POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17854 NEXT>17860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
By the time you get the ladder and a couple of buddies I won't have to worry about the
fall,I'll have lain down for a nap by then.
See 'Ya little spice.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:He's just overmedicated.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17859 NEXT>
17861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful now...you may awaken staked to the ground like Gulliver.
:].SUBJECT>Golaith rules!!!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17860 NEXT>17892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is OK,Katie would save me.She obivously favors the helpless -or in your case,the
happless.
Now,how did that go -ROFLMFAO -yeah,that's the one.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17856 NEXT>17883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
Just for the sake of arguement,why not split the difference.Try the ATF for 5 minutes
and then flush it out with the fuel oil?
Ron
SUBJECT>Membership Location List POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab619X8yEc7k PREVIOUS>NEXT>17867
18113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I've brought this up some time ago.Jon must have been MIA during the first listing
of this subject.
I thought it would be neat if the Zone had a listing of the member's addresses and contact
information.Of course,this personal information would ONLY be displayed voluntarily
by each member.
I just thought it would be cool to be able to find out if there was someone else in the
immediate vicinity that also had extremely good taste in vehicles.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor /pontiac 400 POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17798 NEXT>17875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff I found a 12v distributor at a salvage yard for $25,Ihad to pull it.You can search for a
1962-65 jeep wagoneer or truck with 230 engine.Also there are salvage yard sights that
will find parts for you if you know the models and years that will work.they have access
to thousands of salvage yards allover the US.About the pontiac engine ,I too plan a
pontiac swap soon.I have an amc 390,but think a455 poncho motor would be killer.these
motors have gobs of torque!!Ive built a few of these engines in cars with fantastic
results.Have you done any motor mount research to see about ease of install??
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Swap POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17768 NEXT>17889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Whats the new heart going to be????
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s/feeling a little jealous POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17742 NEXT>17891 17928 17952 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JEEEEEZZZZ!!!Guess my first post should have said newbie,I've yet to have the big
welcome party from all the big dogs on this sight,just feeling a little left out boy's.Adam
welcome and hope you enjoy the vast amount of info on this sight.I too have recently got
my first 5/4 tonner and love it.be sure and explore every nook and cranny of this sight
most every question can be answered if you look hard enough,and for parts sources go to
online manuals at the bottom.You'll find all these guys love and breath these trucks,and
are very willing to share info even with us NEWBIES!!!Just pokin'some fun BIG
DOGS!!!HA HA HA
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Mikel
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EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17863 NEXT>17880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good...There is a M715 not too far from here.Maybe the owner is a member of
this site :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17830 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he's been doing it the last 23 years i can remember
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Roy and Paul from M.E.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17858 NEXT>17876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine from New Life Resources goes down after the door...but it doesn't really drain that
well either.But it does drian pretty well for 1960's technology!The Maine winters are
pretty hard here,and it has worked really well.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Bellhousning removel?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay is absolutely right.To properly remove the bellhousing,the flywheel must be
removed,and to get the flywheel studs out the rear support block must be removed as
well as the rear main bearing cap.Of course this requires removal of the oil pan.The
flywheel studs have to be driven out of the crankshaft 3 at a time which will provide
enough room to get the flywheel out.I know all this from first-hand experience as I
recently had to replace the flywheel in my M715.If you can avoid it,do so.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:67 M715 For Sale w/Winch $1500.00 POSTER>Doug Foster.EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,4
February 2003,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a good deal...come on guys step up,help this guy out!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>For Sale M715 $1395 or OBO POSTER>George
EMAIL>gkopjak@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aae/FXCMk0bEk PREVIOUS>NEXT>17941
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715 for sale $1395 or OBO.Still has US NAVY marking on both doors.No
motor or transmission.The frame,axles and leaf springs have been sanded and painted
black.The bed has a coat of primer.Body in good condition with no dents.I have a 205
TC and the original drive shafts.Buyer must pick up truck in South Orange County,
California.Will consider a trade for a M38A1,M170 or CJ6.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Roger-hyraulic tie rod cyclinders POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17808 NEXT>17927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure if I'm the right roger as I know that there is more than one on the board.But I do
happen to have a cylinder so I'll pass on what I know.
I use a standard 2x8 ag cylinder from any farm store."2 inch"bore/8inch stroke.they ca
be had for less than 60 bucks.I run this off my regular powersteering pump.The gear box
is tapped,you can see where they were tapped in the pics in the gallery.
the rule of thumb is:the larger the bore the slower the reaction,the smaller of course the
faster it will move;yet you are giving up some power when you use a smaller stroke.
to find the amount of stroke you need turn you steering wheel all the way in one direction.
then make a mental note as to where the end of the tie rod is at.turn the wheels to the
opposite direction to full lock.measure the difference between the two locations.this
should be the amount of stoke you need.this is only true if you are using only one
cylinder.
hope this helps.
if you need more info let me know.I can probably help out more just don't know what
else to say.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:grrr...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well said.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:distributor /pontiac 400 POSTER>jeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks for the info on the distributor,i'll look into it.about the pontiac
motor i haven't
done any measurements or anything yet execpt pull the motor out of the car,it needs
some tlc.one question for those who converted to a v-8,are you running the stock tranny,
or did you install somthing else?i'm considering putting a pontiac 400 auto tranny in.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Roy and Paul from M.E.POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17869 NEXT>17887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine go down as well,from ODCloth.com
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
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DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry man,I was on a drunken rampage Friday night.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Carb problem?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,holley model 1920.good luck jc.
SUBJECT>Re:T-Shirts For Sale POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like to think im a tree huggin 4 wheeler but i would like a couple for irony value..jc
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17867 NEXT>17885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent idea!!I would glady provide my address,phone numbers and truck specs.We
need some more discussion on the subject and someone willing to take on the project if
everyone goes for it.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Carb problem?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine did some of the same things that you are describing if i were to go thru this process
again i would drain the fuel tank and blow out the fuel lines.Mine were clogged you may
want to check this out first ,unlike i did and checked this last >Curtis
SUBJECT>Markings Decisions POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com.DATE>Tuesday,4 February 2003,at 10:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know where i may find pictures of the different markings that were used on
the 715 and the meaning of each respectfully.
So far I have not found a great deal of jeeps the have been restored to also include a good
example of such,How ever some very nice creations .Also i need to decide which
division to use for my application ,ieArmy Navy Airforce Marines Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>17862 NEXT>17888 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did the diesel run it for 1 minute thing to a high milage engine and it turned it into an oil
burner.No explanations just my experience.
SUBJECT>Wheel size?POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the stock wheel size for teh M715?I'm finding these mean looking Michelin 52"
tires for 20"wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17880 NEXT>17886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same thing here.I don't mind providing my Address and phone number,but those should
only be available for M715zone members.What do you guys think?
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17885 NEXT>17898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Concur
SUBJECT>Even on the 'Active Duty Photos'POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17876 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just clicked there and there were a couple that could be seen with the drip edge tapering
off DOWNWARD after the door.That just pisses me off.Pay $300 and tax to a company
that lives trucks...
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17883 NEXT>17890 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
It washed the oil off the cylinders and decreased the ring seal by a bunch.By putting a
few healthy squirts of 10/30 down each plug hole,then putting the plugs back in,not
hooked to the wires,then turn the engine over a bunch of times,yanking those plugs,
installing new then firing the engine,it will smoke like a mother for a few then should
gradually clear up as the ring seal is now 'wet'again.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Swap POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats on yanking the purist mill!
If Barry has any involvement...I'm guessing a bowtie is in the works.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17888 NEXT>17915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did my plan and it came out the drain plug black.I was only worried about messing with
my seals,but I had a can of aerosol motor cleaner and it was 99%keroene,so i didn't feel
bad.
I noticed that my previous owner had his pvc valve running into a plug in the valve cover,
instead of a gromet.So,I was basically running a plug on one side and a vent on the other
of my V.Maybe that was why it blew out seals so fast.I got 2 pvc's now.
That is all,and thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>ALL HALE THE CONQUERING HERO!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17866 NEXT>
17897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME ABOARD JEEPERGUY!GLAD TO HAVE YA!HASN'T BEEN THE
SAME!WON'T BE THE SAME!CHANGED OUR LIVES FOREVER!
YOU GO BOY!!!
Better?
heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Ha,like fun!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17861 NEXT>17901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
She'd put an ant in your nostril and we'd watch you squirm...happlessly.
She has a gift.:).SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY inches??POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with you Ronner.
I sure do hate the variety.I'm engaged in an effort to make my 715 as few sizes as I can.It
came with the traditional 1/2,9/16/and 5/8,but the V-8 added a few more sizes.I'm also
replacing every bolt I take off with a grade 9 bolt or nut.I've never had any luck with
easy-outs and got tired of trying.
-B.
SUBJECT>civilian distributor part #POSTER>mike crow
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:21
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17899 17911 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anybody remember the civilian part number for the 12 volt distributor.I am tired of
the unreliable 24volt stuff and would like to convert over but no parts house has a way to
look up part #s past 66 and all they find is the 232 6 cylinder.Somebody please help!!!!!!!
Thanks In Advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Markings Decisions POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.k8pUfUG/HU PREVIOUS>17882 NEXT>
17918 LINKNAME>Rick Larsen st4encils LINKURL>http://www.ricklarsen.com/
Curtis,
What branch of service did the truck come from?If you don't have a strong pull to one of
the branches of service,you could let the truck's history decide for you.It could be cool to
put the markings the truck had in service back on it.
If you want stars on the hood and doors,you probably want Army markings.The Marine
Corps trucks didn't use them,and neither did the Navy and Air Force (someone please
correct me if I'm wrong).You could go with something a little different,like painting it
up as a Navy Seabee truck (the Seabee symbol is pretty cool looking).
Whatever you decide to do about markings,check out Rick Larsen's site at
http://www.ricklarsen.com/.He has a phone number on the site for questions.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Carb problem?POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys,and thanks for the welcome earlier.This seems like a great site.with lots of info and
helpful people.
I am going to do a full tune-up etc and we'll see what happens.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL HALE THE CONQUERING HERO!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17891 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DITTO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17886 NEXT>17904
17909 17988 17992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Can we also get a list of who stores their 715 in a locked garage and who's truck
is........shall we say "accessable"?
It sure would help me get some parts.Just a thought.
Brian Sisson
Memphis,Tn.
Locked up 24/7 and painted in a camo that resembles the shop's walls.
SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor part #POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17894 NEXT>17908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Crow,
On the top of this screen is a link marked "Online manuals"and if you click on it,it'll
show a page that has a bunch of downloadable manuals.One is "715 parts"and that page
will tell you everything you ever wanted to know.It'll give you some sources for parts
you didn't know existed.
I tried to cut and past the items you wanted,but Acrobat won't allow it.Sorry.
Good luck,I had a 12V distributor at one time and it was really easier to work with.
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17698 NEXT>17902 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BikerBoyz?Any 'Busa's?Any good?
SUBJECT>Re:Ha,like fun!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17892 NEXT>17905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see that the Chevy/Ford debate has now turned violent..Can't we all just get along?Can't we be friends?
On a side note:Ron,I've met Spice and he's got one smart mouth.He's the type who got
his ass whipped alot and learned how to wipe the blood out of his eyes and keep coming.
I think he's a bit touched in the head too.I'm really a Ford fan,but I'm afraid that he'd kill
me if he found out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17900 NEXT>17913 17929 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Naaa,I only had about $15 and a movie is $7.50 here and I thought to myself "Little
Cowboy,you could spend this money on a movie that will make you miss your wild
single days,or you could build a fire in the shop,brew some coffee,and replace your
intake manifold gaskett and accept the fact you're old."So I drank some coffee and
worked on my 715.
If that movie was an accurate representation of street racing,then 99.9%of the bikes
would have been busas.Here,in Memfrica,every black guy and his cousin have one that
has a polished,lengthened swingarm.That's one reason I quit street racing-my 600's
couldn't hold a match to a busa and it's no fun loosing every run.
I also didn't go because everyone made fun of me for going to the movies alone.They
said it was because I have no friends.Is that true?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Check your vent first.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17805 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,I ain't worth it.We tried to set them straight back during The Late Unpleasantness,
but lost.
I can't help but wonder if we'd won The War of Northern Agression if the term "Coke"
would be universal for a soda and I wouldn't have had to figure out what he was talking
about when he said "mud wasp".
He didn't even know who John Wayne was.If that don't beat all.....
dissapointed in yankees,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i use the dipersel method of storage 3.5 trucks in 3 places.i would like to know where
other members live so that when i am fighting a foerst fire i know which houses to save..rick gaubatz
empire co
SUBJECT>Kiss that rat motor goodbye!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17901 NEXT>
17906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to the junkyard and pick up a 351 for $100 bucks then blue oval polisher.Try to be
nice to some people...back stabber.Of all 2,858,029 (census estimate)people in
Mississippi,you have disappointed me the most.
EAT ONE.
SUBJECT>Re:Kiss that rat motor goodbye!POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17905 NEXT>17912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SEE,THAT MURF IS CRAZY!!!!!!!
Actually,while riding the clock (southern term)the other day I was driving around some
back roads in YO!town and saw an abandoned factory back in the woods.The road to it
was pretty grown up,but I chanced it and around the factory were a few crapped out
vehicles that guys had dumped.One was a "Mobile Check Cashing Station"that some
crack heads had stolen and driven back in there to hide whilst they used a torch to cut into
the safe.The truck was complete (an ice-cream style truck)and had the motor and some
manual tranny in it.I reckon all was running since they stold it and droved it there.I think
I'm gonna go back and pull the motor and maybe tranny.The truck was a GM and so I
assume it was some Chevy big block.
There you go,I'm GM through and through.Screw Ford.We buds again?
BBB.
SUBJECT>Re:grrr...POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah.My favorite is coming up behind a vehicle that is in such a state of dis-repair that
you think you're coming up on a fog bank.When you recover from the fumes you realize
the back end is full of "Save the (insert animal,vegetable,mineral here)"stickers.The
they complain about big vehicles and all the pollution and damage they do.Considering
that most of the people who drive modified or specialized vehicles actually understand
and take care of them so they run cleanly and well,it's a good thing eco-nazis are trained
from a young age to ignore reality.Or perhaps it's just the exhaust fumes/carbon
monoxide that's affecting their thought processes.Who knows?
I also agree with you about the relatively small percentage of idiots who give the rest of
us a bad name with their total lack of regard for what they're doing out there!If you ever
want a completely frustrating and time-wasting experience try this.
Take a mountain bike out and ride it around,encountering one of the Idiots tearing up.ground off-trail.Try telling
him that what he's doing is innappropriate and that he needs
to stop.Watch his reaction to this coming from someone on a mountain bike--since he
doesn't know that you've got at least one vehicle at home capable of completely running
over his stock Bronco that he's so proud of.Boy is THAT lots of fun.
SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor part #POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
5 February 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17899 NEXT>17910
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,The 12 volt civilian distributor is made by Prestolite.The Part Number on mine is
IAT-4416-8M.There may be other part numbers that work.Good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brick pattern??:-)
SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor part #POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
5 February 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17908 NEXT>18022
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a 12volt Civilian Distributor for sell now on ebay.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402536425&catego
ry=33690
SUBJECT>did you call Mepco?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they still have parts in stock for the 715...some,anyway.
SUBJECT>...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,
5 February 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>17906 NEXT>17917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was it a GMC or a Chevrolet?A GMC may net you a big damn six cylinder.Chevy
stands a good chance of 427 truck or 350.Hope for the RAT,even if it ends up 366,still
a good motor with a ton of cooling area around the cylinders and good torque.The tranny
may end up being 250#'s of uselessness,but you may want to grab it anyway.
Good luck Bowtie Blaspheming Brian.(BBB)
Get it and we're buds again.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17902 NEXT>
17944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you would have listened to people all of your life you know where you'd've ended.up...You'd probably be some ill
tempered redneck living a lie of a happy life,having
some worthless project vehicle,a bun in the oven for some added marital strain,and a
dog.Good thing you ditched the dog.:)I used to go to the movies all the time by myself.
Much less coordination and irritation.
Yeah,I'm your friend.I think Will is too,he was the first one to jump at the chance to buy
those stolen skivvies I'd had.
I remapped my 'Busa last weekend and she pulled 190 without straining.What a fun toy.
SUBJECT>pto POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody have pto box that will fit a muncie sm465 "chevy granny four speed"that
would like to part with it?
SUBJECT>Re:Motor enema POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aai.00wxbGKzw PREVIOUS>17890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The diesel trick turned my motor into a rolling fogbank as young Miss Katie puts it.The
oldtimer who told me about the trick later told me that happens sometimes...thanks alot
right?Anyway like I said just my experience and .02
SUBJECT>69 kaiser duece POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 69 kaiser m35a2c duece for sale.This is not for women or sissies!Has turbo
multifuel and drop side bed.truck runs and drives strong but does need alot of nicknacks
to make it street legal.I am asking $3500.00.truck is in tyler tx(west of dallas)call me at
979-885-6534.
SUBJECT>Re:...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17912 NEXT>17957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went back there today,got the hood open and....it was a straight 6.It did have a 3 speed
with some cool type of yoke brake on it.
The motor was complete,but if I'm gonna stand a chance of getting caught with a stolen
vehicle-I'd want a V-8.
Sorry,but can we still be buds?I have a Chevy emblem that I got at a yard sale and I'm
going to put it on my 715.Cool?
-b.
SUBJECT>Re:Markings Decisions POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17895 NEXT>17942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks i will check that out .As far as i know the jeep was army i was
able to uncover a
star ans a few numbers that is all i know about it thanks C
SUBJECT>715 on TV POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17920 17921 17930 17949
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I was sandbagging at Bookstar about an hour ago.I had the intention of getting my
wife a VD gift,but ended up reading FANGORA.In the middle of the magazine there
was a section about a new show on Sci-Fi channel called "Tremmors"and in the pic
Stumpy and his girl were sitting atop the hood of a 715.It looked pretty sharp and
modified from the pic.
Can one of you record each episode for me?I don't have the option of the cable and I'm
too cheap for a dish.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab619X8yEc7k PREVIOUS>17919 NEXT>
17923 17950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure that it was a M715?Cuz,I remember in the movie they were driving a pale
blue Gladiator.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 February
2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17919 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,go rent tremmors 3,lots of good m715 shots.its even on the cover art of the box.
LM
SUBJECT>Clutch linkage?POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone send me a photo of the clutch linkage setup after instaling a Novak small
block conversion?
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at
3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17920 NEXT>17924 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In the second or third move they were using an M715.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 February.2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17923
NEXT>17956
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a orange one
SUBJECT>Hey Barry Yarwarth [RE Dana 60 ] POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Do you have any photos you can send me of that newer style front dana 60 in your truck.
Any close ups of that front end,im gona put one in mine but it's going in like the stock,
spring under [i hope ].Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Kbob -SPICEBOY inches??POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ooops!
SUBJECT>Re:Roger-hyraulic tie rod cyclinders POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>17873 NEXT>
17943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,what kind of power steering box did you use?I have a 72 wagoneer do you think
this will strong enough to use ?Thank you for your comments.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie ???s/feeling a little jealous POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome and ARF ARF
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you think you're old......
SUBJECT>Check out "Flatliners"that's where I fell in love with the '715.
POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,5
February 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17919 NEXT>17975
17976 17980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't remember the movie that well,but I remember that Kevin Bacon drove one and I
thought that was the coolest truck ever!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel size?POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.16's,but 20's are possible with custom work.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Yarwarth [RE Dana 60 ] POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17925 NEXT>17981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon I don't have any picture of mine.But I put mine in spring over and moved the
shackles to the rear of the spring.The frame mounts had to be moved under the frame to
make it the correct width.B.
SUBJECT>Another lame(but important!!)question to all you bowtie guys...kinda'long
winded ;-)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17934 17935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any thoughts on keeping a 700r4 alive behind a TBI 454?-----(my TWIN
turbo diesel idea is still in the works but a NICE 454 sort of fell in my lap!!!!woohooo!
less than 50K and all the wires/computer etc!)------I am talking "inexpensive"trans
things here.I know if I shell out the $$$I can have a shop build the trans big time.I need
to pull it apart to swap in a 4x4 output shaft (mine's 2x now and I am mating the t-case to
it so it has to be swaped out.)Any "less expensive"mods to beef it up??Anyone with
actual experiance keeping one alive behind the rat motor?Thanks guys,and sorry to be so
long winded!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Another lame(but important!!)question to all you bowtie guys...kinda'
long winded ;-)POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17933 NEXT>17936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think with 700r4's you either get a good one or a bad one.You probably already know
the early pre 87 ones are supposed to be weaker.I know hot rodders that use them behind
built small blocks and they live.I would use a stock torque convertor and don't put a shift
kit in it.
Do you have to take it apart?Why not run a divorced 205 behind it?You could probably
find one cheaper than having the tranny redone.I can't imagine having drivetrain length
issues but I suppose you could do some measuring.Just another angle to consider if you
haven't already.....
Or if you really wanted beefy you could also try to find a 4l80e or an allison 6 speed out
of one of the new gas 2500 or 3500 (drool...)
SUBJECT>Yeap!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at
7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17933 NEXT>17937 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Replace it with a TH400 or Allison.The Allison out of the Duramx trucks is a stand-
alone unit with it's own computer.
And get rid of the TBI!.CD
SUBJECT>Re:Another lame(but important!!)question to all you bowtie guys...kinda'
long winded ;-)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17934 NEXT>17953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Yea,drool,drool...allison.The divorced case is what I am trying to get away from.My
200 now works great but I just cant get the vibrations to go away!The shaft between is
too short and it just is a pain,so mating them seems the best FINAL fix?Thanks for the
info!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Yeap!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17935 NEXT>17940 17948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I LOVE my TBI 4.3 now...and I REALLY can't do the NON overdrive as I do use the
truck a lot for distance as well as needing the low first gear for severe pulling some times.
I have a turbo 400,two actually,as well as numerous sm465's etc.The overdrive really
transforms this truck so...it must stay?????Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17945 17946 17973 17979 18002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need one correct ,complete d ring /tow shackel who has one they want to part with
Curtis
SUBJECT>1968 M715 for sale POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for sale 1968 M715
38,000 miles
all orginal,except paint and front bumper
new soft top
2 new batteries
runs excelent
has minor rust
good year tires
a ton of spare parts
have $4,500 in it
asking $3,800 obo
call 410-632-0134
SUBJECT>Well...POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at
8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17937 NEXT>LINKNAME>US Gear
LINKURL>http://usgear.com/products.htm.You could go with a good TH400 and a GV or US Gear or other aftermarket OD
for
about the same money that a good TH700 would cost you if you MUST have OD,and the
TH400 w/OD is a stronger set-up.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:For Sale M715 $1395 or OBO POSTER>LJ EMAIL>ljcj5@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds interesting.Whats the rust condition and does the trade need to be running or are
you looking for a fixer upper?I have a 90 cherokee that is in really good condition but I
can not get it started,interested?
SUBJECT>Re:Markings Decisions POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17918 NEXT>18001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On military trucks and equipment the numbers along the hood are usually the VIN
number.On some vehicles like some deuces that is the only place they are marked!If you
look at the badge on the dash(if not missing or unreadable)it should tell you the
department that was responsible for the contract,contract no.,and department it was
delivered to as well as many other things that no one but the government cares about.
They sometimes used abreviations.
One of the great things about these trucks is that they are rare enough that only another
M715 owner or military enthusiast will know if it's painted incorrectly.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Roger-hyraulic tie rod cyclinders POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds like the exact same box as I have.I have the power steering pump that came
with my Caddy engine (saginaw).the ones on the caddy are said to be a little stronger
than normal.you can achieve more pressure by shimming the output of the pump with a
few washers.this will significantly increase the power,it is really easy.if interested just
search the web for power steering increase or saginaw increase if you can't find it,let me
know I've found it before.go to www.pirate4x4.com;go to the bullentin board and search
power steer assist and shimming power steering pump.that is where i found most of the
info.
let me know if you need some more info
Roger
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17913 NEXT>17958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How far south DO you live?It snowed most of the day here and if you went 190 on a bike
right now you'd lose body parts to frost bite.
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Ron.SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>17938 NEXT>
17999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And I need two that "look legit"....Curtis,if I can find a real one I'll give it to you......I
just need something that doesn't look stupid.
Anyone?
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17938 NEXT>17998 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have the NOS shackles with the proper aftermarket pin for $15.00 plus about $4.00 for
shipping.Go to my web site below.Tom
SUBJECT>Hey Spicergear POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 February 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>17959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just noticed your post about a duece manual tranny.I don't have one right now but this
guy might.
KLC Surplus
Kirby Cole
Work:(417)256-6948
Home:(417)256-0661
Cell:(417)331-3307
He buys a lot more surplus trucks and equipment than I do.Great guy!!We swap junk
back and forth often.He is located in West Plains,MO but makes trips all over to pick up
things he has bought.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Yeap!POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17937 NEXT>17955 17968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is one more thing that would probably be the cheapest way to get OD but I don't
know how strong it would be.You could get a quadratech th400 and the qtech.You
would have to swap the output shaft from it into the th400 to go on the big block then call
mile marker and get you the new part time and overdrive kit.Four wheel parts
wholesellers sell the part time kit with new chain 16%overdrive no hubs for $440.
I am not really suggesting a q-tech as I have no idea how well they hold up.They did
come in jeeps with the 401 and some of them had a decent low range box on them too.I
have a th400 q-tech sitting here and since this truck is going to be my daily driver I might
throw that in with the AMC 360 until I can get the nv4500 put back together...Just one
more possibility I though I would toss out...Th400 and qtech setups are usually cheap and.I have heard the chains
don't last more than 100k before they need changed.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>mark EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17919 NEXT>17970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A "VD"gift?That would get me shot!
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17920 NEXT>17951 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fred,
You have insulted me.
Do NOT look for a Christmas card from my family this year.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17950 NEXT>17962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please accept my most sincerest apology,Brian.The only reason that I'd brought the
matter up was that I'd seen Fred Ward's character driving the pale blue Gladiator in the
movie.I shall endeavor to not insult your powers of observation in the future.:)
SUBJECT>Little arf POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17866 NEXT>18014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just a little dog,but arf,arf.Welcome
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Another lame(but important!!)question to all you bowtie guys...kinda'
long winded ;-)POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
6 February 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>17936 NEXT>17967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That tbi 454 isn't a big bad powerhouse like the old ones used to be.A hotted up 350 will
easily product the same power.A few light mods,maybe heavier clutches and shift kit
will improve it.That 454 will have a bunch of torque down low and and will pull from
600rpm up.
SUBJECT>Brian:...Pondering...........POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>17960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been pondering for some time,actually ever since it came up,How could water get
in your carb?Even if it went in your breather intake,and into the engine,it could not
possibly get into your carb bowls,or could it?From my limited knowledge,(I can't eve.understand spicer's
explanations)the only way anything can get inside there is thru the
fuel line.So do you have a loose clamp on a line somewhere?Or am I totally ignorant?
Please enlighten me,I need to be focussing on getting a winch and 39.5 tires on my truck.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17948 NEXT>
17961 17969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate having sidehill and steep climb stumbling problems when trying to crawl.The
things will run upside down with a TBI...um,not wanting to exactly aspire to do that...
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17924 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tremors 3,orange truck.
SUBJECT>A Great Emblem POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17917 NEXT>17964 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get an old Chevy LUV truck emblem and break the 'L'off of it.It then just has a big 'UV'
with chevrolet stamped under it,looks kinda cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-,did you see it?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17944 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Near Harrisburg,Pa.It was 42 degrees Sunday and yes,my hands hurt for an hour,well
worth it though!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!I'll try him.
SUBJECT>Wayne,to set your mind to rest.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>17954 NEXT>17963
18004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are the circumstances:
When I got my rig it was minus fuel tank and had a fuel cell.I installed the fuel tank
myself and all the lines.They are secure and don't leak,as far as i know..On the day in question I drove the truck
into about 4'of iced water and it got stuck.My
alternator wasn't under,but the fan was mostly submerged and when the motor ran it
sprayed the alt with water and consequently it stopped alternating.Therefore I didn't want
to use my winch for fear of my motor not having enough juice to start later.So I sat for a
hour waiting on my buddy to get a rig to pull me out.He got a Bronco on 44 boggers and
yanked me out.There was water in my oil and so we changed it there on the trail.The
alternator dried quickly and we went on.The motor ran rough from that point on,but I
assumed it was a wet air filter.My sister's jeep lost an axle shaft on the way home and so
I towed her to my mom's house and by that point it was too late to drive the truck on to
my house (45 minutes away)so I left it at Mom's with the intention of taking it home the
next day.The next day the truck started,but ran poorly and then died.The fuel filter was
empty and when I checked the fuel pump it was not pumping and had a bent arm.I got a
replacement and the truck started running again.I got it home and then found the water in
the float bowls.My theory is that I got water in the fuel tank (somehow)and then it
settled in the pump and froze,thus bending the arm.Some had been pumped into the carb
in liquid form before the rest froze in the bowls.
I don't have any leaks in the tank,that I know of.It wasn't under water,even a little.I
think it was just a case of bad gas from the gas station.The station was called "Buck's
One Stop"and the Arabian cussed me out in his native language for the oil my rig leaked
while I was filling up.It was about a cup of water total.
Hope this helps.
-B.
Now get back to work.
SUBJECT>Re:Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17955 NEXT>17972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
My Weber used to stumble alot when I was on hills,but I leaned it out some and now it
doesn't have any trouble.I got a 600 cmf though.What size are you running?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17951 NEXT>17974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You're back on my good side.
Ward drove a Gladiator with the famed stepside bed.It was sitting on 36"Mikey
Thompson's I believe.It was a really sharp truck.The first movie was pretty good,but the
second and third (and I'm guessing the series)sucked.
I do admire the director/writer's use of cool trucks.He seems to really have his finger on
the pulse of FSJs.
Take it light,
-B..SUBJECT>Hey B and Muddy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17960 NEXT>17966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you think that you may have gotten water in the carb from the bowl vent?That could
happen.Also fuel usually runs back out of the main feed line up to the carb from the
pump.That could have had a siphoning affect and pulled water down into the pump to
freeze.I bent one of those cheap factory arms racing one time,so it may just be
coincidental,but I'd kinda doubt it.
Just a thought.
Did Amanda break one of her Moser axles?!
SUBJECT>Re:A Great Emblem POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's not cool and you're stupid for thinking that.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>24 V Coil POSTER>David Glazier EMAIL>glazier@ecs.umass.edu
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaRAeMl5DF3q2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>17987 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anyone help me locate a source or a part number
for the stock military 24 V coil.I just bought the
truck and want to keep it stock for now.
Thanks,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B and Muddy POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17963 NEXT>17971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She didn't break the actual shaft,but the flange that holds the shaft in.It was really
dramatic how she turned the corner and the shaft and wheel went flipping out and raced
toward a mini van.There were sparks and smoke and all manner of hell.I'm trying to get
her to get a set of those axles on the FOR SALE board to throw under her CJ7.I think
that would be nice.She was for it until she realized the rim situation and how she'll have
to chuck her new Pro Comps.She's getting a Dana 44 and a 9".Some people can't get the
steam up to go the distance.
About my water getting into the float bowls through the vent:
That's dumb.The vent sticks up about 2"from the rim of the carb and wouldn't have
gotten the water so equally distributed in both bowls seeing as how the motor was on a.slant whilst in the
water.Also,some would have pooled into my fuel filter if it drained
down as you speculate.
Let me tell you your theory so you can see how dumb it sounds:"Maybe the fan spray
shot up enough water to saturate your air filter,and then drain a cup down the vent tube to
equally fill both float bowls,then drain enough down the fuel line (despite the float bowls
being full and thus closing the line off)to fill the fuel pump-but allow it to start and run.
The fuel being pumped slipped around the water that had drained into the pump-allowing
the motor to run almost normal.Katie cares deeply for me."
Now that you step back and read it,doesn't it all sound a little far fetched to you too?
Glad to help,
GO FORD!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Another lame(but important!!)question to all you bowtie guys...kinda'
long winded ;-)POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17953 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Yeap!POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two of them...they are a good set up but,the 16%overdrive is "OK"but changing
the quadratrac to part time is defeating the purpose--if I wanted that I would just bolt a
gm chain drive transfer to my 700r4.Anyway,I really appreciate the help,don't get me
wrong.And I have pretty seriously considered putting the 400 in my truck,but with no
overdrive and a higher first gear...It's hard 'cause once you've had the 30%overdrive it's
impossible to go back!!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,that is my love as well!I will hold onto this thing even if I don't use it here as I will
at some point...and just to rub salt in the wounds it was CHEAP!!!And I knew the
truck.;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:715 on TV POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought that sounded a bit risky too!The last thing I would want is a VD "gift".And I
don't know if it would "get you shot",or you would have to "get a shot"!!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B and Muddy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17966 NEXT>18016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your crack rocks must be of much better quality down there...which explains the
abundance of pawn shops as well.
At one time you told us you submerged your entire engine.That,couple with the past
exaggerations tire size and masculinity let me allow the broad range of speculation.If
you'd've always stuck with 38"damn tires,instead of the 39"and 40"Swampers,and at
first mention,"well I had the front portion of my motor submerged enough that the fa
threw water on my alternator and there will be blood tests done upon birth,"THEN,
maybe...I'd've not made such a wild speculation.
You,Ron,and Perk in blue oval cahoots.A sad day.Hey,I've got a fun game you could
try with one of your 'cowboy'revolvers called Gene Pool Cleansing Roulette.
SUBJECT>Re:Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17961 NEXT>
17996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That change wouldn't matter.I have a stock 600 Holley.The problem is that when I go up
steep hills,fuel will pour out of the boosters,AND the overflow/vent down into the
engine.I took the air filter off,left the hood up and crawled up a hill until it stalled.I
hopped out,slid down the,scrambled back up,crawled up over the fender and looked in
the carb.Fuel was still running into the engine from the bowl through the boosters and
with a shake of the truck could see the fuel in the vent tube.Lean won't do.Will go EFI
sometime.
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17938 NEXT>18000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heres some good heavy duty ones
http://www.4by4connection.com/drings.html
SUBJECT>Yo Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17962 NEXT>17978 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They actually did pretty good on the second and third movies.The 'ass blaster blitzkreig'
in the third was odd to take at first but then just fell in place.
Try 'em.
SUBJECT>i thought it was an m37...nm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17930 NEXT>17977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.sdf
SUBJECT>Re:Check out "Flatliners"that's where I fell in love with the '715.
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at
9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too
SUBJECT>Re:i thought it was an m37...nm POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17975 NEXT>18013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh...maybe I should see it again,it's been a LONG time.Could have sworn it was a
715---I have been wrong once or "maybe"twice so...Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17974 NEXT>18017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I own #3,but the plot was pretty bad.I just got it for the 715 in it.It was a pretty sloppy
truck that lacked alot.....I think it was Ron's rig.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some on e-bay too fer got to post it
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402527013&catego
ry=10076
SUBJECT>Re:Check out "Flatliners"that's where I fell in love with the '715.
POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17930 NEXT>17994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Flatliners was on TV yesterday.
It was a 715 with a mis-matched paintjob.
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Kevin Bacon even points out to a stranger "That's my truck over there"it was a little out
of place in the story line.But I'd be pointing it out to everyone to if that was my ride ;)
Tremours #3 orange m715 "tour bus"(winshield down)
Tremours #1 With Fred Ward &Kevin Bacon have the Gladiator
Fred Ward in Remo Williams features a m715
(there is 6 degrees of separation for ya.)
Allan.
Any thoughts on a m715 on film and tv database?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Yarwarth [RE Dana 60 ] POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>.DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 10:16
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17932 NEXT>17997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you think it would be hard to put the newer front axle in the truck the same way the
stock axle is,spring under.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN:Roy and Paul from M.E.POSTER>paul
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17858 NEXT>17984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer
ive been out for a couple of days and just now saw your post.i dont quite follow what you
are saying but if you take some pictures of it and e-mail them to me i will check into it.
mecoparts@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>How does this M715 sound?POSTER>Chad
EMAIL>ChadsMach1@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTLSIIcRovWU PREVIOUS>NEXT>17985
17995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a 1967 M715 recently that I'm interestd in.Heres the details.
1967 JEEP TRUCK
1 3/4ton
4-wheel drive
convertible
electric winch
am/fm
alarm
heat
low miles
matching trailer
He's asking $6000 OBO for it.What should I be concerned with when I go look at it?
Anything in particular.I'm selling my 2000 Jeep Wrangler,and I want another capable
Jeep 4x4.
How do these do on the streets?I plan to run a 35 inch or larger tire and offroad
ocassionally.How bad are they on gas?I know it's not good.
Future plans would be to swap in a V8,and maybe a trans with a good overdrive gear.
Also not to mention lifting with,with larger than stock tires.Any suggestions and
comments appreciated.Will have pics of it as soon as I get there to look at it.Thanks
Chad
SUBJECT>Paul POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
6 February 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>17982 NEXT>17986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just emailed you six pics..SUBJECT>Re:How does this M715 sound?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17983 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good.Knock him back at least a grand,guilt him into it with the super deep
gearing and 10mpg.Front lockouts,at least a rear locker,and a V8-OD trans and married
case would be nice.37x13 boggers and 38"swampers clear on stock wheels with no lift.
No rub from the boggers either.
Happy trials
SUBJECT>box is full POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17984 NEXT>18031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you only got the first batch.They should be good.The rest were denied for
exceeding mailbox capacity.
SUBJECT>Re:24 V Coil POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17965 NEXT>18026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment or A.B.linn.Their numbers should be in the parts list under
vendors.Look at the top of the page under online manuals.Cool another stocker....
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Chuck E
EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>17898 NEXT>
17989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian FYI I park mine under my bedroom window in the driveway,I also keep my 12 ga.
next to my bed.
SUBJECT>Hey SBB POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17988 NEXT>17990 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That sounds like a challenge to me!$20 says you can't steal his truck without him getting
a round off.
See,now this may be a bet you can win.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17989 NEXT>17991 18196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd take that bet,but I think maybe this is THE Chuck Edwards....and I don't mess with
that ass-kickin'machine..Seriously,I'm pondering selling a few of my pistolas to buy one really nice S&W revolver
in stainless with a sweet laser sight and ported barrel.I've thought variety was the spice of
my gun room up until today and whilst I was sitting here listening to Lyle Lovett sing
about how his coal black .45 was a thing of beauty it occured to me that I need one
REALLY nice pistol.
I'd like a magnum,should I go for the .44 or the .357?I like the .44,but I can't shoot it
much or my ears ring for days.
Works really slow this week.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17990 NEXT>18033 18039
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dingbat...shoot with muffs.Anytime your ears ring from a loud noise you've done slight
permanent ear damage.Go with the .44.I've got an all stainless,Virginian Dragoon .44
Magnum with a big hunkin'barrel and really like it.I take it deer hunting.I drew up on a
pair of deer this year and they ran into each other and fell down.I lost the shot because I
was giggling to much to hold 'er straight.
Sorry Mr Edwards,I didn't realize it was you.
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 2:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>17898 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,I know where Brian parks his.And it is accessable.Though you would't want the
chevy motor.I would be willing to get in on this.Brian if you want to come to the backside
of hell to get some worn out parts come on.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump for TBI POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 2:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the same model #I used and bought it from Advance auto parts.They had it for
$124...Just thought you might be interested if you ever have to buy another....
The howell one is made for them but they use all GM TBI and MPI stuff so theirs should
work just fine for $80...
SUBJECT>Re:Check out "Flatliners"that's where I fell in love with the '715.
POSTER>Jerkm715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17980 NEXT>18041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Point break,baddies drive a 715
SUBJECT>Re:How does this M715 sound?POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 3:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17983 NEXT>18005
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't this the truck that is in the NC truck trader?If it is it has been in there for a long
time.Maybe something to use to bargain with.
SUBJECT>Re:Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@msn.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17972 NEXT>18036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Have you tried the trick where you tie the two vents together with a piece of hose,then
pierce a hole in the top to vent it.That way,the fuel that runs out of the front bowl ends
up in the rear,not down in the motor.The Truck Avenger carb has this setup on it from
the factory.Worth a shot.
JZ
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry Yarwarth [RE Dana 60 ] POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know without taking some measurements.Either way it is NOT a bolt in swap.----
B.
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom are these correct ?they dont look like what i have ,mine are a (perfect)U shape .
Maybe i dont have the correct ones C.
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17945 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
G thanks C
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SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Basinji I can get these here in Houston but thanks for the post Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Markings Decisions POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info C
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17938 NEXT>18006 LINKNAME>Snake River.4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
What I am selling is correct.What has been posted on Ebay are actually for the M37.
They are a lot narrower.It takes the bigger horseshoe style to fit through the front bumper
and also fit on the rear brackets and also out on the hubs.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Wayne,to set your mind to rest.POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>cheanac@msn.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Makes sense to me.When they first started putting alcohol in gas in the 70's,all the arkie
gas station owners decided they could add a percentage of water,the alcohol would
absorb it,so we got water often.Thanks for putting my mind at ease.
muddclod
SUBJECT>Re:How does this M715 sound?POSTER>Chad
EMAIL>ChadsMach1@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17995 NEXT>18008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sure is.The guy only lives about 10 minutes from me.Can't ever catch him home on the
phone.$6k is a bit steep,but I'm going to budget about $4k for a truck.I want to get the
most for my money.I'm also checking right now into maybe a nice shell,and install my
own V8 motor,trans and xfer case.Decisions decisions.:)Anyone know where a nice
rust free shell is near NC?
SUBJECT>Re:D ring /Tow shackel POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom Well i guess what i have is wrong but i have three of them and from what i knew
they were correct ,now im wondering what mine came from.thanks ,i will keep you i
mind if i cant find one like mine but i will need to order 4 from you now Curtis
SUBJECT>T-case Blues POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mdclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I completed the np205 install.For any who may care,or just want some cheap
entertainment.I finally called a driveshaft builder and he told me to get a u-joint with
Dodge caps with inside clips on two sides to hold the caps where the t-case had no clips.
The other two sides used the standard caps.I did this,used a reverse drill bit to remove
the one bolt that had sheared off when that joint flew out.I finally got it all put together
and took for a test drive.It howls at about 20 mph to 35 mph.Faster than that,it gradually
stops,it is quiet cool to go 50-55mph and not hear anything but the glass packs and tires.
(and whiny electric windshield wiper).So I called the chap I got it from and he told me to
bring it back,he has another one just like it I can trade out.Hopefully not JUST like it.
Oh,and all I had to do for a shifter is turn the end braket on the one t-case shift rod 90
degrees,and I have only one shifter now.I do not trust myself to go with a duel shifter,as
there is the odd chance I would mess up and have the front and rear in wrong gears.I ca.always unlock the front
hubs,(well right now only one hub).Well,for those of you who
have not fallen asleep during this long boring narrative,I'll post again probably Sat
evening after replacing the t-case again.I have a double wide mobile home,2 16X80's to
pull on Monday,hope mudclod's a running.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:How does this M715 sound?POSTER>Cliff Morriss
EMAIL>Cliff_Morriss@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18005 NEXT>18047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chad
What part of NC are you in?I'm in Roanoke Rapids NC.
Drop Me an e-mail sometime i may know of this truck or i should be able to find out a
little History on this Truck.There a couple of guys that deal with the Military stuff in NC.
Later Cliff Morriss
CLiff_Morriss@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard horror stories about these NP200 transfer cases overheating themselves
during a long trip.Is there any way to fix this problem?Synthetic gear oil????Would this
help??Thanks in advance.
Brent
SUBJECT>what exactly happened?(more)POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18007 NEXT>18089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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what's the deal??btw,for the sake of things like this,just use ALL GM STUFF.makes it
easier....
the twin stick is easy,if you follow the directions in that 4wheel &offroad article--it
leaves the interlock in so you can't put the axles in different ranges.
tell me more!
SUBJECT>Door Panels wanted POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a door panel (the steel ones)to use for a template to build some more?Does
anyone have one they could spare?Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Door Panels wanted POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>18011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call this guy he has them Randy 7132569214
SUBJECT>Re:i thought it was an m37...nm POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m715 not m37
SUBJECT>Re:Little arf POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17952 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys just a little poking at ya !!!!been a this sight now for about four moths and
consider all you guys big dogs.the amount of info on this sight is absolutely incredible.I
just recently bought a 69 715from gsa auction,was very pleased with the condition.always
wanted one of these trucks.havejeep cj's and have a 53 willys pick up with 400pontiac
th400 trans rockwell tcase and 3/4ton axles pwr steering@brakes.plans for the kaiser
include:spring over 42's pwr steer either 390amc or 455pontiac.what about swapping the
224rockwell in place of the 200,anyone done it?my tcase in the willys has never given
me any trouble,well guess I'm starting to ramble about jeeps,hard habit can't break and
don't really want to,,,,they trully are an addiction!!!!!thanks again guys glad you-all ca
take some jokin
SUBJECT>2 m715 trucks for sale in NM POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18049 18139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not mine,Listed in local thrifty nickel.
1 is in good original cond.and supposedly would run with a new 24v generator.no rust,
good body.$1600.
2nd needs eng.rebuild,but has good body w/no rust $1000.
Call Oscar 505-757-2132
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B and Muddy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford owners would have to use the pistols.If we owned chevy's we could just drive
out in the middle of BFE,watch the motor grenade,and die in the peace and tranquility of
nature.(Being chevy owners you probably weren't smart enough to pack food and
emergency equipment.)
Your game,Gene Pool Cleansing Roulette,sounds like fun.You chevy guys could play
too -just use an automatic instead of a revolver.
Have a great day babySpice.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Brian POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>17978 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cold Blooded.
That only hurts because it is true.
ron
-note the lower case saddness:c(
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18009 NEXT>18021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think rebuilding is the only way to go.I filled mine with synthetic and 120 miles later I
was down a quart and the front of my buddies truck had a new synthetic shine.
Chris
SUBJECT>electronic ignitions POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Thursday,6 February 2003,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18025 18030 18045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't find this in the FAQ or in the manuals.
Since i am planning on doing a major tune-up etc.I was considering this as an option.I
would love to get rid of the points.I was thinking either pertronix or DUI?Does anyone
know if anyone makes make a product for the 230?(I didn't see them on their websites)
Or will distributors for other engines "bolt in"?
Thanks in advance,
adam
SUBJECT>wagoneer hood latch POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 2:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>18038 18042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put in a canibalized hood latch from an old cherokee chief.It was pretty easy but not
as simple as I first hoped.The holes in the driver's side mounting point were not threaded.
I had to use some magnet wand acrobatics to fish bolts through the inside of the hood and
put the nuts on the outside.(except for one)Only one hole needed to be drilled for that
side's spring loaded stud.The passenger side bolted right in and the safety hook drops
right through the square hole and hooks like it should.I bent the lever up so I wouldn't
have to cut another hole for it and now you can barely see it.It all works great.
The best part is how much the connecting bar strengthened the hood itself.The front
center point of my hood split from all the flexing.All that flexing went away.Of course
the originals are still there holding down the corners.So now there's 5 latches holding my
hood down if you count the safety hook.
Any one else tried this or something similar?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com.DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18018
NEXT>18023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,you are saying that there is a defect that causes overheating which can be fixed with a
rebuild,correct?What is the root cause of the overheating -does anyone know?I have
only owned my truck for 2 months,it's been cold and I have not taken it on a long trip so I
do not know if my t-case will have this problem but I would like to understand what is
going on if I do.
SUBJECT>Re:civilian distributor part #POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
7 February 2003,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17910 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the information.I went to ebay and looked at it,talked to wife to get her
blessing (she says I spend too much on my money pit)and looked it up again and it was
sold.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18021 NEXT>18032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some people seem to think that moisture trapped over the years (our trucks usually have
extremely low mileages)corrodes the bearings and gears,creating a lot of friction (heat)
when the truck is driven.
SUBJECT>Hey spicergear POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 February
2003,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18029 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you know anything about the 500 cubic inch cadillac v8's.Are they reliable and do
you know what year of car they may be in.I read an article in Peterson's (i think)that says
they make 400 horses and 450+lb/ft torque!?????What do you think?
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18019 NEXT>18027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hoaks Four wheel Drive in PA makes them for old jeep motors.It uses all chevy parts.
They machine the distbitor to fit the jeep motor.Give them a call.They are i
Wrightsville PA.
SUBJECT>Re:24 V Coil POSTER>David Glazier EMAIL>glazier@ecs.umass.edu
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaRAeMl5DF3q2 PREVIOUS>17987 NEXT>18095 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps,
Thanks for the help on the 24 V coil question.
Dave.SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18025
NEXT>18046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pertronix will do it....i can try and dig up the info,but it is expensive.......
SUBJECT>mrt wheels POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,7
February 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a couple of weeks ago i called mrt and they said they were making m715 wheels.was it
for anyone on here?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18024 NEXT>18034 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They're good torque mills but not too great for RPM.I think Roger has one in his or is
more familiar with them.They all make great torque even into the anemic '70's.The 400
horse engine was in a 70 Eldorado and I thought had over 500Lbs of torque.They're a
little scarce.Even the earliear 472 Caddy's are no slouch.You can pick them up and their
TH400 trannies and go to work.
Hope this helped.
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>paul @meco
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
adam we build 6-10 m715s a year that are specked out to be 12 volt by the customer.
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needles to say 12 volt dist.just aint out there.a couple of years ago we had one of the
larger performance dist.manufacturers make us a hei distributor that we have been using
ever since on 12 volt applications.i have seen these dist.test run on engines in our shop
and they run smoother and are easier to work with than a point set style dist.the draw
back!!$496.80 those 24volt wires,plugs &coil dont look so bad now.we do keep the hei
dist.in stock if you want one.
SUBJECT>Re:box is full POSTER>paul @meco EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17986
NEXT>18040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicer got your pics we are questioning the manufacturer and will let you know what we
find out.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18023 NEXT>18054 18060 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I think this condition varies.When I bought my truck,I had to add almost 2 quarts of gear
oil before I drove it home (140 miles).After that,it never read low.I even went through it
since I was convinced the noise was due to bad bearings.I saw first hand that there was
nothing wrong.I obviously used new seals and gaskets,and to this day it only needs a
little oil every year or so.I have no idea how it got low to begin with.FYI,I'm running a
Ranger OD and frequently drive it around 60mph.I run stock everything from the np200
back,including tires.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Proven facts POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17991
NEXT>18112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
That rumor aobut doing 'permenant'damage is untrue.I've been shooting for about 20
years now and only wear the plugs now and again.They ring a few days and then I'm
back to normal.I do hear alot of white noise when things are really quiet though.
Also,I think that the rumor that when you are knocked out it's damaging to your brain is
false.As a younger man I was beated into unconciousness numerous times and have no
lasting effects,with the exception of my spelling problems.
Thirdly,when you say you 'giggled'it screams that you're either a small woman or a fag.
Next time say you 'howled'and it'll be better.
Last,but not least-is that pronounced "Dragon"like the big lizard,or "Drageeewwnn"
like the french soldier?I can't ever tell.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Stupid question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18029
NEXT>18035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
This is going to get me laughed at,but I always heard that you didn't want too big of a
motor seeing as how it will just break stuff quicker.
Also,I just got a 350,but it has plently of pick-up on the road and it never boggs dow
with the stock gears (off road).What more could a bigger motor give me?
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid question POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
February 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18034 NEXT>18037
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 350 w/sm465 stock diff.and there is tons of power and acceleration.Gid-e-up-
and-go power.Stomp on the petal and hang on!!I can go 0-30mph in 2.634 seconds..Thats top-end.HA!HA!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Keep the TBI or sell it to me!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17996 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at that.To do that I'd have to make an extention so that the vent would be above
the choke horn that it's cast into.If it were just dumping gas there,I'd be on it.But since it
pours it out of both booster as well,I'll just hold off until I can swing an EFI.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18035 NEXT>18043 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For hauling heavy stuff in bed or trailer,the big weights will suck the torque from a
smaller motor quicker.An odd thing that can sometimes happen is that they may get the
same milage.A big motor with more torque will pull with less throttle 'tip in'where a
smaller motor may take a little more pedal,though seemingly effortless,causing it to use
more fuel.I vary from 9-11mpg with a stock 427 truck big block.I ain't bitching.
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18020 NEXT>
18101 18108 18123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been looking into that too,my hood has a split on the front seam.Good post,thanks.
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SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>17991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interarms,Virginian Dragoon.Pronounced ...goon,like you are a goon,or a loon,or a
maroon.You may not think the beatings did anything...we do.A private vote showed 9
out of 10 board members think you're out there.The pit bull stories probably did it.
Yup,I giggle so hard I fell down and got grass up my skirt.
Sheesh.
SUBJECT>MECO POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
7 February 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>18031 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for looking into it..SUBJECT>Re:Check out "Flatliners"that's where I fell in love with the '715.
POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"She is in the Army now"
Girls steal a m715 are chased in a gravel pit by police.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
February 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18020 NEXT>18044
18063 18109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a suggestion about the safety latch.....wear a hard hat.i have hit my head on the one
on my wagoneer so many times that i am afraid to open the hood.that big yellow hook
scares me.my head hurts.i think i will cut it off with the blue wrench!!
i agree though,it does make the hood stiffer.did you install the cable release too?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18037
NEXT>18051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that with the stock 5.88's?I'm building an Olds 455 for mine and I'm thinking of
regearing,maybe 4.56's.
SUBJECT>Free hood POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18042 NEXT>18067 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got a stock hood if anyone wants it.It isn't cracked,but it did have the blackout light
holes and I had no blackout light.
It's not dented up much,and free-but I ain't shipping it anywhere.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18019
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's an e-mail i just got from DUI.Not dirt cheap,but not as much as soe others
apparently.
"Adam,
We do offer a DUI distributor for your 230 Tornado engine.It is part#40920 and costs
$375.00.We do not have this unit listed on the website,but the information on the AMC
DUI will apply to this distributor.Thank you.
Performance Distributors ".http://www.performancedistributors.com/
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18027
NEXT>18048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i cant find the info.so im going to mail them my distributer and see whats going on.it
looks like it should be expensive for one,but he said once they make the kit the rest
should drop.....
but i bet for 200 to 300 no one else wants one........
SUBJECT>Re:How does this M715 sound?POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Raleigh,but I haven't seen or heard of this truck yet.A couple of honest concerns
are:
-never seen or heard of anyone putting a radio in,much less an alarm
-to say these are "convertible"is a little far reaching (soft top)
-you mentioned some heavy duty conversions,are you able to do this yourself,because it
would be costly to have it done
-this is NOT a similar vehicle to a Wrangler TJ,my wife has a TJ and she won't eve
RIDE in the truck
Assuming all this doesn't break the deal,he does sound a little high on the price.My truck
has no rust,factory steel hardtop,chevy sb400,Ranger OD,and new 9.00 x 16.00 tires.
I'd take $6,000 and I'm not trying to sell my truck.BTW,I get around 10mpg.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18046
NEXT>18056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds good.I've got an e-mail in to them,but haven't heard back yet.
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Do you actually have this installed already or are you looking into also?
Thanks again
SUBJECT>hey joe russel POSTER>Ivan Saenz EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18015
NEXT>18059 18105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey man where in the land of enchantment are you?i am in Las Cruces
I saw another M715 for sale in Ruidoso it had not rust and had everything origional
except it was missing the front bumper
SUBJECT>Need to spend some money!!!POSTER>Ivan Saenz
EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey fellas,I am stuggling college students,but my financial
aid loan finally came in and i
am selling my other truck to pay for some upgrades for the mule that i have been putting
of for a looong time.all in all i am looking to spend around three G's.i know this is not
all that much so i want it to be the most benificial possible.everything is stock,and the
tires are in very bad shape so that will be my first expence...i am thinking of 38 inch super
swampers but how wide?anyways what do i do with the rest?i would appreciate any
suggestions or pointers you all could give me to make me king of the road/trail!!
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18043 NEXT>18053 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,stock 5.87's but have a 3053A Overdrive tranny with,something like a .79 or .85:1
OD She's no speed demon,but I'm not getting run off the road on the highway.I also have
37"tires.
SUBJECT>fiberglass hoods POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18070 18279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a reminder,US Body is selling fiberglass hoods,and a model w/a hood scoop.In case
anyone is curious lol..
tacoma
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18051
NEXT>18064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm.Interesting.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>ANDY
EMAIL>GUNFAN2001@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18032 NEXT>18188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M CURRENTLY LOOKING AT A 68 M715 WHEN I SPOKE TO THE OWNER HE
TOLD ME HE DROVE HIS TRUCK FOR 15 STRAIGHT HOURS COMING HOME
FROM A MILITARY SHOW AND HE HAD NO PROBLEMS WITH HIS TRANSFER
CASE.I BELIEVE HE TOLD ME HE RUNS SYNTHETIC GEAR OIL IN HIS CASE.
THE ONLY PROBLEM HE HAD IS THAT THE SEALS ARE BEGINNING TO
LEAK.
SUBJECT>Worth the effort?Long POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18066 18069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both my trucks have been sitting for a while and I bought them with the intention of
making one good one from the two.Since then I bought a parts truck that had the doors,
fenders and bed I needed to make two complete trucks instead of one.I have started on.the one with the best cab and
front end and took the bed off and coated the frame and
painted it.I have a AMC 360 and NV4500/divorced Np205 setup that I was planning on
swapping in latter but thought I might try and get it rolling with the stock drivetrain first.I
decided to drain the oil in the motor and it had what I think was water (came out first)
before the oil.I would guess about a pint.The oil didn't look milky like I have seen i
transmissions that have gotten water in them.It was black but a little chunky.I suppose I
should pull the oil pan and see if the bearings and crank are rusted.There is a rubber
house that looks like it goes in the block and toward the oil pan (not checked to see what
it is yet)might be how water got in it to begine with.The truck has a hood so i am
guessing condensation.Then I pulled the plug on the tranny and nothing came out not a
drop of anything.Had some black dust ball crap in it.No idea how it got empty.Didn't
check the NP200 yet I expect some condensation to have invaded it too.I am wondering
if i should waste any more time on the stock stuff.I have already put new brakes on it and
new master cylinder.I planned on rewiring it for the 360 but I doubt it would take much
to go from the 230 to the 360 when I put it in.I thought if i ran an couple gallons of
kerosene through the motor and then drained it out and squirted a little oil in each of the
cylinders it might be salvageable.If anyone has any advice i would like to hear it.I am
kinda disheartened by the discoveries.
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18048
NEXT>18057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont have one,im looking into it snd it seems 150-200 pr the first then 75 to 100 for
additional ones....anybody interested in it?it will fit in the stock distributor
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
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DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18056
NEXT>18094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HATE pertronix!I'll never buy another.That said,keep a spare set of points/condensor
and all necessary wires in your glovebox and know how to install and set them on the side
of the road.
Chris
SUBJECT>Dual trannies?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18079 18081 18159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I've been trying to come up with a way to get a good crawl ratio while maintaining some
decent highway RPM's.What if I got rid of the NP200 and behind the T98 I put some 4
speed tranny with a married TC?
If I regeared to 3.55's,the crawl ratio could be crazy (6.4 x 6 x 2 x 3.55 =272!!).That
would give me 2100RPMs at 65mph,which would be optimum for my Olds 455.At the
pirate4x4 forum there is a couple of threads on dual trannies,one of them:
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=56045&highlight=dual+t.ranny
What do you guys think??
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:hey joe russel POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18049
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there much open area for off highway use in NM?I've spent lots of time up around
Cimarron/Taos/Raton and miss it.It's getting time to move out of Granny's house and I
can't decide where to live.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 4:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18032 NEXT>18061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepgrant,
Keep the Ranger in direct and hit the freeway for an hour or so and see what happens.
Mine only has heat trouble at extended freeway speeds and with stock gears that equates
to very high Tcase speeds.
I think it's the low mileage/bad bearing theory,seems to be the only theory brought up
yet.I plan to tear into mine this summer and we'll see how it looks.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18060 NEXT>18193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh wait,nevermind.I'm thinking disabled,that ranger only reduces engine speed.Sorry
Chris
SUBJECT>High Desert Truckers POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reagan,Topaz?,anyone else up there,
I'm heading up to Victorville to a small dry lake below Fairview Mountain next weekend
if anyone wants to join.The folks I'm going with will be flying R/C planes and rockets.
I'll be mostly putting around checking out mines in the area.
It's a good excuse to skip a long love filled Valentine's weekend.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18042
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you use the pre-80's hoods,there is a manual release on the front of the hood.No cable
required.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Thanks Spicergear/everybody POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
7 February 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18053 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information.I am mostly looking for a caddy 500 just to be different and
have loads of torque.I mostly rock crawl and thus will soon be going to 2.5 or 5 ton axles
and 46 or 49.5 michelin tires.The truck rarely tows but I would love to have a big block.I
have a 350/7oor4 in a 93 Wrangler and it is great,but I want a Big Boy under the hood for
bragging rights.I do plan to run the stock tranny and t-case w/stock axles for about a year
or two because of money issues.Who knows what will actually take effect but these are
some ideas for now.The M715 is just more fun to drive than any other vehicle I have
ever had.So I plan to keep this one and pass it to my 3 year old one day.
SUBJECT>Re:High Desert Truckers POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18062 NEXT>18068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I'd love to!However,I can't escape the love-filled weekend stuff.Therefore,I need to
convince my wife that four-wheeling within sight of a bunch of model-rocketeers is more
romantic than sipping chiante in a darkened italian restaurant.I'll get back to you once my
plans are settled.
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Reagan
P.S.Although my truck is more intact than Gary's,it's still not driveable...I'll (hopefully)
be in my CJ-7.
SUBJECT>Re:Worth the effort?Long POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Instead of spending time on equipment that you sound like you are going to replace
anyway just change the fluids and go ,,,see what it will do and have some fun with it if it
craps out repair and replace as needed thats half the fun any how right good luck Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Free hood POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey stick a few stamps on that hood and send it to me Thanks C
SUBJECT>Re:High Desert Truckers POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18065 NEXT>
18072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sadly,Reagan is correct.The beast is scattered,has no chance of running before Summer
and my other 4X4 is a T-Maxx (also in a few pieces cause I can't keep the Stinger on).
BUT I will take a rain check.
And Reagan,you have to convince your wife that you love her so much that everyday is
Valentines Day and you won't have to buy a bunch of crap...or go to a fancy-schmancy
pizza place once a year!
Worked for me.
-G-
SUBJECT>not to me lol...(more)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18055
NEXT>18088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't even bother unless you've got a real Tornado jones.The swapped stuff is a way
better idea.Gut it and replace.Repeat until smiling at result.just my 2cents tho....
SUBJECT>Re:fiberglass hoods POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18052
NEXT>18075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tacoma
glad to see you are still around.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:mrt wheels POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacvLeGcHHbsc PREVIOUS>18028 NEXT>18082 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chad Molitor.
SUBJECT>Re:High Desert Truckers POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring the TMaxx.My Kaiser buddy dropped off his OFNA for me to play with.It's too
fast for around here -2 minutes after I got it running,I hit the wall and busted an A-arm.
Anyhow,I'm thinking of bringing that along if I get it all straightened out.
Chris
SUBJECT>DISC BRAKES FOR DANA 70 POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone here have already put disc brakes on Dana 70 stock axle.If there is where
could I buy the kit or donor brakes from other trucks.Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:Need to spend some money!!!POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:33 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>18050 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ever see that commercial where folks think a guy is the owner of a big company cause
he's an investor??How would you like to send me 3 Large and own .00023675%of my
truck??Seriously,have wheels made,put the most bitchin tires on it you can,set up
power steering,buy a nice winch and drive the hell out of it....graduate,make big bucks,
buy more parts...and pay off that student loan for the rest of your life.Just don't buy a big
stereo.
SUBJECT>sort of anyway (more)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18070
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm leaving again for a few months on Mar1.Gotta chase that dollar.
The 725 is a very nice storage shed on the side of my house now,since I am short of cash
for the moment.Hopefully one of my FSJ's will be running this summer,and I'd like it to
be the 725.I am going to try and get the axles and brake stuff in this summer.We'll see,
now that I've got storage space I'm in no hurry....but I would like to actually drive the
damn thing!!!
it's nice to be back,that's for sure....
SUBJECT>M715 on 3/4 ton Ford Chasis POSTER>Ryan Walde
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EMAIL>rwalden@iccnet.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRCszBFDFXEc PREVIOUS>NEXT>18077
18125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Several months ago,I was trying to work out an M715 for an everyday driver.I have a
88 Ford three quarter ton 4x4 that I've put alot of work into that is reliable.Someone
suggested putting an M715 body on my Ford frame.I am considering this idea again.Am
I barking up the wrong tree,or can the project work out to a nice end result?I have a
couple of friends with mv and pre-war auto restoring experience,but not this paticular
approach.Has anyone done it and will it work?Thank you for any advice.Ryan
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on 3/4 ton Ford Chasis POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18076 NEXT>18124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wheelbase is your biggest concern,if they're close say within an inch or so,you're in.
Width can be dealt with using spacers or different wheel offsets but I bet the width of the
two is fairly similar.
You can always shorten or lengthen the frame but that's a very involved task.Just begi
by comparing the distance between front and rear axle centerline,that should tell you if
the project if feasible.
In most places,you can register the vehicle based on the body and VIN tag,so you'd be
able to get past any smog requirements for the '88
Chris.SUBJECT>whose in charge these days?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18128 18141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
curious,because the site could use some updated info for suppliers,etc.Didn't there use
to be a linked page of vendors???It's been so long.We ought to put everything we ca
find on here LOL..It's the ZONE.
SUBJECT>Re:Dual trannies?POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18058
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in currently in the process of making an adapter for my th400 to the sm465 and
np2o5.I'll take a lot of pics through the process.I'll get it done soon.it'll take a lot of
custom work but I'll be able to spin those 53"tires quite easily.
roger
SUBJECT>hey perkm715!!POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18084 18106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was looking at the members gallery pics and saw your truck and had to say hey!ok who
made the rims and where did you get those meaty 20in.tires what brand dealer ect?how
big are those suckers?radial or bias?oh yeah nice truck dude!!!!
SUBJECT>SNAP POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,7
February 2003,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18058 NEXT>18083
18087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
with that low a ratio,you'll snap those little 60's Dana shafts like twigs LOL..though you
might be ok with the Tornado's awesome torque heheheh..
SUBJECT>Re:mrt wheels POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18071
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do they have the stock "bud wheel"looks to them?
SUBJECT>Re:SNAP POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 10:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18081 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey now....don't sugar coat it!
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 10:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18080 NEXT>
18085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I don't kow about those tires,but the wheels look like they were made by Diamond
Racing,Milwaukee,Wi.If they weren't-Diamond could make them (Sport wheels).I
know that in a 16.5 version those are around $145 per copy.
Very cool truck.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at
11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18084 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The rims are Diamond,the tires are Firestone Super All Traction 9.00-20
CD
SUBJECT>FS nice built 715 in WA POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 February 2003,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.carbuyer.com/moreinfo.html?adv=&key=787459&s=
SUBJECT>Re:SNAP POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18081 NEXT>18097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Just because I could end up with a 300:1 crawl ratio in first gear-first gear-low,doesn't
mean I would use it much.I had 55:1 in my 78 Cherokee and I thought it was pretty
adequate.
SUBJECT>Re:not to me lol...(more)POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18069 NEXT>18191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well there is a slight problem with the new stuff.The transmission had it's output shaft
and tail housing and 5th gear taken out to fix another transmission and supposedly the
synchros on 3rd gear were out.So the transmission guts are in a 5 gal bucket and I can't
get a manual,they say that they are out of them and don't know when they will get them
back.I have bought a output shaft and tail housing and have located 5th and the 3rd gear
synchros for about $80.However before I bought them I thought I should get the manual
and see what was what,and make sure exactly what I need.I have rebuilt a couple of
SM465's before and a couple of transfer cases,but they were simpler than this beast
(lighter too).
I am going to need one original drivetrain to work as I want to fix the other up as original
as money allows.I am hoping the other is in better shape mechanically.It has bee
converted to 12 volt however.
SUBJECT>Re:what exactly happened?(more)POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mdclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18010 NEXT>18098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.OK I give up.I can't figure out what you are asking.You
must remember,I am an Arkie.
What info do you want?
mudclod
SUBJECT>HUBS POSTER>ANDY EMAIL>GUNFAN2001@AOL.COM
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18093 18100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOW OFTEN DO THE HUBS ON THESE TRUCKS NEED SERVICED?IF THE BIG
NUTS HOLDING THE HUB TO THE AXLE HAS BACKED OFF A LITTLE IS IT A
MAJOR JOB TO GO IN AND TIGHTEN THEM UP?ANY INFO WOULD BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
THANKS,ANDY
SUBJECT>tried napa for AT-4416 10t distrib POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anybody ever had luck finding a civilian distributor at a local parts house.I tried the
part #'s in the archives and one that was posteda few days ago with no luck.Help?????!!!
SUBJECT>could the civ be 3.8litre L6 230??POSTER>mike crow EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18091 NEXT>18099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at napa online and they list the j30 as having the 3.8 litre 230 L6 6 cylinder.Is
this the same as our OHC 230???
SUBJECT>Re:HUBS POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18090 NEXT>18096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Andy,
That nut holds the hub on the spindle.If it's backing off then that isn't good.Repacking
the wheel bearings (on all four corners is actually very easy to do.I would recommend
buying the correct "socket"for removal of these nuts.You can buy them from AB LINN
or MECO for about $25--well worth the investment.Trying to do this job with a chisel is
not a good idea.
Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18057 NEXT>18116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,Please tell me why you don't like pertronix.I was going to get a set for my wifes
GTO.I can't seem to keep the points working well.I thought pertronix might be the way
to go...And yes I would carry the original components in the glove box just in case....But
I am curious what you have experienced with them....Thx!Kaiserjeeps.....SUBJECT>Re:24 V Coil POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18026 NEXT>18232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem Dave...Hope you find your coil....
SUBJECT>Re:HUBS POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they are not really backing off,but just a hair loose that is "normal wear and tear".
Repack and snug them up yes with the right socket is much better.It is a really easy job.I
do mine twice a year just since it's easy and cheap insurance and I use the hell out of my
truck every day.Doug.
SUBJECT>all a matter of perspective..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18087 NEXT>18129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Out here,I'd like something a little lower for my own Cherokee,but then again it would
come in handy,say in Moab or the other Moab-esque locales of southern UT.The 725 on
the other hand is a little creepy in the steep,so the gears can stay put at 30-40:1 with a
automatic.I won't take it anywhere where more is needed.
anyway,my point was just:watch out!The older Dana 60's have 44-size shafts,and
probably aren't the toughest things in the world,with the weight of a 715.
but post pics if you grenade it heheh..........
SUBJECT>Ahm trine ta akks......POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18089 NEXT>18163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
alright Arkie lol...
what I mean is,what happened to the tcase?not clear from post.it jsut says you can take
it back and swap out.so what broke I mean,or is the beginning of the post what went
wrong?
SUBJECT>could be but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18092 NEXT>18115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
might also be the 232,ie not the Tornado.
give Mepco a call,I know they used to have dist's in stock for the Beasts.Lemme know if
you need the #
SUBJECT>Re:HUBS POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18090 NEXT>18127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.GEt that fixed pronto to avoid any major screw ups.If not it will
eventually start a chain
reaction of destruction and your wheel will fall off.One of those nuts was apparently
loose,and the wheel bearings on the front started going bad,which caused the steering
knuckle U joint to go bad.Well the u joint blew,and sent the needle bearings into the
hub,which played hell with the bearings and nuts to come apart and eat the inside of that
hub up.That wheel started coming off and luckily the imbalance czught on my brake
shoes which slowed me down and made me get off the road.I pulled everything off and
the hub and all came off in my hands.I would up replacing the whole right front axle.
Now granted this is probaly a worst case scenario but its something worth fixing asap.Its
not hard to put everything back together,its finding the parts.....like the hub and spindle,
which i think are just M715 specific.All the bearings and such you can buy from NAPA
or somewhere but the hub and spindle are kinda hard to fin,unless u wanna spend a
helluva lot of money.Surplus City Jeep out of California has the hub for about $200.
Luckily i got everything from Leo Porter in Dallas for dirt cheap but i think it was the last
he had.
just my opinion tho,im new at this..
Caleb Roach
68 M715
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18038 NEXT>18164 18166 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ive been finding allthese little tears and crack in certain parts...thats all from flex?The
ones that are really annoying are in the inside window sill between the vent and roll up
windows....any idea on hwta causes it and how to stop it?You seem to be the most
knowledgeable about this stuff.
Thanks,
Caleb
SUBJECT>Ramsey winch POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8
February 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18118
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is a Ramsey DCY-24-200R a very good winch for the M-715.It is Ramsey's industial
worm gear 24 volt 8000 lb winch.They say it's the short drum model for 3/8 cable but
they don't say how much [cable footage ].
SUBJECT>BUYING M715 POSTER>TERRI EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8 February
2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18107 18146 18155
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOOKING FOR SOME PROFFESIONAL ADVISE.LOOKING AT A 68 M715
TRUCK LOOKS GREAT ON THE OUTSIDE,NO RUST,NEW CANVAS,TIRES
DESCENT SHAPE.ENGINE HAS 38K ORIGINAL MILES ON IT.DROVE TRUCK,
RUNS AND DRIVES VERY WELL.4 X 4 WORKS WELL.A FEW UGLY'S
THOUGH UNDERNEATH.LOOKS LIKE ABOUT ALL THE SEALS ARE.BEGINNING TO LEAK AND DRIP A LITTLE.RIGHT FRONT NUT THAT HOLDS
THE HUB ON HAS LOOSENED A LITTLE.WHEN YOU GRAB TIRE AND GIVE IT
A GOOD SHAKE YOU CAN HEAR SOME CLUNKING AND FEEL SOME PLAY IN
IT.OTHER THAN THE LAST TWO THE TRUCK IS VERY SOUND.BREAKS AND
DRUMS WERE REPLACED WITH NEW 6 YRS AGO AND ENGINE HAS HAD A
NEW WATER PUMP,FUEL PUMP AND CARB.THE ALTERNATOR WAS ALSO
REPLACED.ASKING PRICE IS $5000 VEHICLE IS AT A DEALER SHIP.ANY
ADVISE WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED.
THANKS,TERRI
SUBJECT>Bed Swap POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
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DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>Bed Swap Pics LINKURL>http://bbs.off-
road.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=offroadjeepshort&Number=1020595&
page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=31&fpart=1
I finished swapping beds today and it wasn't too bad really.I got a buddy to help me pick
up the tail gate end and used a cherry picker on the other side.Went on easier than either
of us expected.I posted a couple pics on another BBS that I frequent if anyone is
interested the link is
SUBJECT>Re:hey joe russel POSTER>Joe Russell EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18049 NEXT>18144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I live in Albuquerque.I'm hoping to make it down to your neck o'the desert for the
chile challenge!Usually I'm on www.ifsja.org where I'm known as Joe J-Truck.There's a
couple other members planning to attend too.I wheel a J10 and have a set of m715 axles
I'm planning to swap under it...someday!
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18080 NEXT>18114 18161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,As Gary and C.D.have alredy informed you,they are indeed Firestone Superall
traction bias ply,at 41''tall load range E.The rims are Diamond custom rims 20x7 at
$170.00 each.The tires were about $160.00 each.I highly recomend these tires,the traction
in mud is unreal and just as good in snow.I am located in Maine where we have bee
blasted with snow this winter,the ole 715 with it's 8'fisher plow and Ford 460 has had one
hell of a workout and the Firestones dig right through the deep snow.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Terri,Hello...First off,turn your cap locks off...Thats just like yelling.Now on to your
questions.Look to the left of this page and print out a copy of "What to look for".That
will tell you alot.I don't think the truck would be worth 5K.I really would have to see it,.but from what you
describe I would think 3500 to 4500 would be fair.It's a dealer so they
most likely will come down.Grab hold of that loose wheel as you are giving them a
offer.Good luck and if you get it,post pictures......Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also got the cross piece for the front of the hood from another wagoneer.It goes straight
across where the hood arches in the front.It would require drilling two holes in the front
of the hood,but will otherwise bolt right in using the original mounting hardware.
Haven't decided for sure if I'll use it yet.It'd change the look of the front end a little,
filling the gap between hood and brush guard.I can't tell for sure if it'll clear completely
or if a rod or two of the brush guard will need to be ground a little.It would further stiffe
up the front seam and look pretty mean,though.
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No cable release to be had.I just bent the bar lever up and it lays nicely over the radiator
cowling and about even with the inner lip of the hood.I reach in and push it straight up
instead of having the hokey second lever which pushed on the bar.A nice bonus were the
good rubber bumpers I got for the corners out of that cherokee chief.
SUBJECT>Original Vent Routing POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to restore my M715 to original condition.Unfortunately,my M715 was
somewhat modified when I received it and I have nothing to compare it with.I've looked
at the online manuals and it was a big help,but I'm a little confused about where the vents
terminate at the air filter housing.I have a 67 so it has the original air filter housing.O
the housing are 4 nipples,1 underneath,and 3 out on the air intake port.What gets
attached at these positions?I'm guessing that one was for the master cylinder vent,one
was for fuel pump vent,and one was for the fuel tank vent.What's the last one for?I
would greatly appreciate any help.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>engine swap advice POSTER>Cliff Eubank EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa1PXadgy/bj.PREVIOUS>NEXT>18119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
I'm looking for some advice.I have a good 67 M715,I've using for
about 10 yrs.This year I want to repower the beast.Always thought
I'd put a 350/465 or 420 In It,but a while back I bought a 75 Chev
1 ton ambulance with a 454/400.I want to use 454/400 with the stock
divorced transfer case.The one problem right off is the 400 has a long tail shaft.Sorry this.is getting a bit
long.Is anyone using the 454/400 combination,or a 454/420.whats the
good &Bad?Any advice would be appreciated.
Thanks
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Cliff
SUBJECT>Re:Proven facts cont.POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18033 NEXT>18117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That white noise is called tinnitus (sp?)It's a permanent hearing disorder.Have you ever
had a real audiology test done?I'll bet you're slowly losing your hearing in whatever
frequency ranges a gunshot sounds in.You won't be able to hear sound lower tha
however many dB's in those ranges and it only gets worse over time.Please trust me on
this.My job is one of the two in the Army in which you're ineligible for disability pay due
to hearing loss.(Field Artillery &Army Bands.Guess which ;-)I need to be tested at
least once a year.Protect your ears,hearing aids suck!!
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>17863 NEXT>18156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in.Who would want to do that much typing,though?
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Perk,how did you get that thing inspected with 41s on it.
SUBJECT>Re:could be but...POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18099 NEXT>18120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll never find a complete distributor designed for a 40 year old engine that only saw 3-
4 years service in any parts shop.Your best bet is an NOS supplier or Ebay or junkyards.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18094 NEXT>18122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To be honest,on another board,it seems the good votes outweigh the bad by 99:1 so it's
not common for them to die.And I believe Pertronix has redesigned their unit,not sure
though.
Anyhow,I put one in my 312 in a 62 F100,ran excellent after I got the trigger ring lined
up right with the pickup.It ran without a hitch for quite a while (though I only drive
maybe 3000 miles a year).Took a trip up the coast,about 200 miles to camp -truck ran
fine.Time to head home,truck won't fire,spent all morning dicking with it.I replaced all.the simple things,mainly
thinking it wasn't getting fuel.I knew that the fancyass $80
ignition module COULDN'T fail since it cost so much (I was young and naive ok?)and I
finally gave up and called the towtruck.$400 later and I was home,rebuilt the carb twice
with no luck.Totally frustrated I took a chance on new points and voila -ran like a
champ.
Just carry spares and don't trust new shit so much
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Proven facts cont.POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18112 NEXT>18317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What instrument do you play?
SUBJECT>Re:Ramsey winch POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ramsey's are great winches.If you ever need information on them call the technical
supervisor--he sent me the owners manual for a PTO winch that is close to 50 years old--
totally free.He said that every part is still available except for the drum.Just a little info.
GSanders
SUBJECT>find another 400 and..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18111 NEXT>18130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...swap that baby in.I assume the long tailshaft is too long fo rthe divorced 200?In any
case,a junkyard 400 or a new front shaft are probably about the same price.
SUBJECT>MEPCO is a NOS supplier (more)POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18115 NEXT>18185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they sell a bunch of stuff for old Jeeps,though lately they are geting known for
rockcrawlers etc.They had the 230 and mil.distributors IN STOCK in '01.I'd be happy to
call them and see if they still do.
SUBJECT>Re:FS nice built 715 in WA POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18086 NEXT>18175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice looking ride
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18116 NEXT>18145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Chris,thanks for the response.I think I will still buy the pertronix for our 400.pontiac.When I get the points
tweaked right it runs like a raped ape.After awhile it
looses power and starts surging.Annoys the heck outa me...And I will definately carry
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good original spares in the glove box.Looks like I will have to teach the wife about
points and installing them since its her car.She knows when I drive it will come back
with a little less tread on the rear tires,so I don't drive it that much...heh heh heh...
Thanks again Chris!
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>Arnold EMAIL>Mooreasm66@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18038 NEXT>18187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer....get out here,my brother has like 3 or more full size hoods and hardware in his
garage....and we need to get over to Dells "yard"...and I know of a few other "rescues"
that need to be...LOL
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on 3/4 ton Ford Chasis POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wheel base is no big deal if you ditch the bed and make it into a flat bed.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on 3/4 ton Ford Chasis POSTER>woody
EMAIL>rwoody@fullnet.net DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have done this
look at the fe pic of me playing
the frame on a jeep is flat on top
lots of mod to make a 86 frame flat but it worked for me
ck it out-----
or buy my converted 460/c-715 for 1850 with hummer tires!
so i can build a duce axle monster!
SUBJECT>Re:Original Vent Routing POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18110 NEXT>18177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The fuel tank,fuel pump and master cyl.vent to the ones on the air horn (intake).
the crankcase vent goes to the big hole underneeth.The distributor vent goes to the little
one underneeth.
The distributor (MIL water-tight type)is vented by manifold vacuum,so the other side of
it needs to be attached to the clean air side of the filter.
The drive train vents go into the crankcase via an inline nipple.
SUBJECT>Re:HUBS POSTER>Wade EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at
7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought a hub and spindle from ab linn for less than
75 bucks.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:whose in charge these days?POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18078 NEXT>18134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c is still in charge.he's been away for a while with family stuff.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:all a matter of perspective..POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18097 NEXT>18135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do some math with me on my little project.
2.48(1st th400)*6.58 (1st sm465)*2(for the torque converter)*1.96(np 205 low)*6.72
(rockwell axle)=430:1
that should be enough to spin some 49"rice tires when all the gears are coupled to my
500 caddy engine.
the cool thing about having the second tranny is that i will 2 wheel drive low just by
shifting the second tranny.my th400 is built for drag racing.i have a rachet shifter so
when the big amber light goes off on the tag i just jam it into the next gear.
i'll keep you posted
Roger
SUBJECT>Re:find another 400 and..POSTER>Cliff Eubank
EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18119 NEXT>18133 18160 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,I've been told-the 400's have different length tail shaft housings,i'm trying to find
a shorter one.The 454/400 was from a 4x2.
SUBJECT>Clutch linkage!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,
8 February 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18132
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK I know some one out there has got some photo's of their small block conversion
clutch linkage!Please send me one!
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch linkage!POSTER>Wade EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8 February
2003,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18131 NEXT>18142
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Beafire,look in the members gallery under fred.He has pics of a detailed 350 swap.
I'm just about ready to do the same swap myself.Did you put the bellhousing on the t-98
and then bolt up the engine or did ya put engine,bellhousing,adapter on as one piece?.Thanks for any insight you or
anyone else may have,just trying to save some time.
Wade
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SUBJECT>(more)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,8
February 2003,at 9:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18130 NEXT>18140
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try to find one out of a car if you can.How much too long is the tailshaft,just out of
curiousity??
SUBJECT>k..thanks!(nm)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18128 NEXT>18179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ksdfj
SUBJECT>what about the shifters...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18129 NEXT>18148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
going to be tough to shift w/the manual behind the auto,not to mention rigging the 205
shifters moooahahah.
seriously,if you can work it out I'd like to see pics.That rig will be a freaky beast.......
can't wait to see it.
SUBJECT>isn't there a members list??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 11:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
used to be one on the Yahoo site..
or if anyone knows how I can get in touch w/Drew Arbore I'd uh-purr-shee-ate it.Thanks
list!
SUBJECT>hey,a new parts source...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 11:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18138 18176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dont know why I didn't think of this,and not sure if this is accurate or not,but Hafer's i
Salt Lake might have some good stuff for you NOS guys.
SUBJECT>oops,the URL POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,8 February 2003,at 11:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here it is...http://www.hafers.net/m715.html
SUBJECT>Re:2 m715 trucks for sale in NM POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
8 February 2003,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18015 NEXT>18200
18225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where are are you located in nm i live in el paso
SUBJECT>Re:(more)POSTER>Cliff Eubank EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18133
NEXT>18154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll measure the tailshaft when the weather improves a little,I remember it being very
long.I was also wondering about clearence problems,firewall,steering box.Are the old
motor mounts any use or do they need removed?
SUBJECT>Re:whose in charge these days?POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18078 NEXT>18150 18151 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've seen this tons of times before,but I must have a mental block:what is LOL?"Lots o
Luck"?Please help this poor non-computer-savy dude.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch linkage!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18132
NEXT>18143 18240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be instaling every thing as a unit to the transmission.I have misplaced my zone user
password and have been waiting on a responce from the man in charge.I think I will try
and file a new password today!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Clutch linkage!POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18142
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to give some advice because it was something i leraned recently.I'd done a 350
swap on my CJ7 a while back,but had always had problems with the mechanical linkage
(similar to the M715).I couldn't get everything to line up perfectly,and parts kept
breaking.After the fourth time i decided to switch to a hydrolic linkage.It was a fairly
straight forward swap,and makes a world of difference,the clutch now feels like my
girlfriends honda clutch.I can send some info if anyone's interested.sorry for the length.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:hey joe russel POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18105
NEXT>18178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm also in albuqueruqe,and there are a few more.It would be cool to get us all together
for a run some time?
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18122 NEXT>18153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.if your wife drives a gto then you are automatically
cool you having an m715 is just the
icing on the cake im gonna have to add you to our christmas card list.jc
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SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18103
NEXT>18205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seals,bearings and the like are really no major problem.The seals are availible as are the
bearings.Most good shops have a $50 per hour rate and you are most likley looking at a
few hundred dollars overall if you take it to a shop.The brakes could be a couple hundred
as well (or maby a little more).For me the key is rust.If it is a rust free truck,I would
(and have)paid more.I would agree completly w/Kaiserjeeps.About $4500 on the high
side,and knowing car dealers as I do (scum),they don't really want a 67 model truck on
their lot.If everything checks out and you really want the truck,I would offer $3750 and
look at their counter offer.A nice 715 just sold here in Tulsa,OK for $6500.It was
complete in everyway and as good as I have seen.Good luck,and hopefully,welcome to
the ranks of 715 owners.
Paul
SUBJECT>CD from Pentagon books POSTER>Benzi EMAIL>benzi@torg.is
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
I found at Amazon,a CD from Pentagon books containing
500 pages of info on the m715,
Does anyone know if that is the same files and
I found here some timeago on pdf format?
Thanks
Benzi
SUBJECT>Re:what about the shifters...POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18135 NEXT>18152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep in that I do not expect to shift the 2nd four speed on the fly.The post on the
pirate4x4 board has two 4 speeds so there is a clutch and you can shift both trannies when
the clutch is pressed.mine,will simply be a gear selector that can be shifted when i
neutral or park.I'll take a lot of pics along the way and keep you updated.
I now have both trannies and t case.I have the adapters to take to the machinist and have
a little work done to couple the output of the th400 to the input of the sm 465.once i get
that done,i'll make the actual adapter that mates the two trannies together (I already have
the blueprints made).then I'll have to wait for some milder weather to drop the th400 out
of the truck.still haven't figured out how to do that...the truck is so darn tall even with the
axles set on the ground.
It might be a couple months before completion.but what is a few months when this has.been dreamed up in my head for
about two years now.
roger
SUBJECT>need air bags from semi POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for some airbags out of semi (road tractor)to use as my independent
suspension base.I know that they are a little more than 100 bucks new but i'm still
looking for a wrecking yard to pull four off of.anyone out there have any of these large
airbags they can get there hands on for me?
roger
SUBJECT>Re:whose in charge these days?POSTER>Justin
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
laugh-out-loud
SUBJECT>Re:whose in charge these days?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Laughing out loud.Will
SUBJECT>Re:what about the shifters...POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18148 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might like this:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402391563&catego
ry=6286
SUBJECT>Re:electronic ignitions POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big LOL!!Thanks JC..It's nice to know we have friends out there!!
SUBJECT>try this maybe.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18140 NEXT>18169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the motor mounts will need to be replaced.Novak can help,or better,yer local
welder.
If you were swapping an amc in you can reuse them,but they need to be unbolted and
moved.At least on FSJ's that works LOL>
someone on this list used a really short dbl Cardan joint between the tranny and tcase.I
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cn't remember who,but it's in the members pic gallery.That might be a solution..If it was me,I would just use what I
had,since a new shaft for moving the tcase back or a
new tranny from a yard are about the same.If you swap shafts,that's a pain.ANywya,my
2 cents again LOL
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>peter EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,9 February
2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18103 NEXT>18204
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do not buy !only 2 persons can afford a mercedes the rich and the mech
SUBJECT>Re:Membership Location List POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being new to this club I'm interested in finding 715s close at hand so I can figure out
where everthing is supposed to be.Mine has been owned by a couple of do it your selfers
who didn't know what to do.Long story short .I'm in.Juniata Nebraska (joo knee eta),
but I would like it to be members only.Also I would be willing to volenteer for some of
the typing duty.
SUBJECT>Re:isn't there a members list??POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,9
February 2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18136 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just say,Hey Mud'og.I've seen him on here every once in a while.
John
SUBJECT>Re:need air bags from semi POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18149
NEXT>18189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Firestone #E-FS6902 Cost $140.00 each.about three years ago.
I have four good bags with the one control valve.
$400.
SUBJECT>Re:Dual trannies?POSTER>geiri (iceland)EMAIL>toki@mmedia.is
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18058
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi
i am using a mecedes om352 turbo intecooler motor and the org.gearbox 1.gear 1:9
and 1 205 ford +2o5 gm (all mar.),i use the the ford in front of
the gm and i use the front output of the ford to power my winch
(braden).now i am changing the ratio from org.to 4.56
best regards from iceland thorgeir.
SUBJECT>Re:find another 400 and..POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18130
NEXT>18162 18183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Cliff,your best bet is to find a short tail 400 and move the engine mounts
foward.My
conversion uses stock mounts with Novak adapters.I used a short tail TH350,moved the
t.case back,and had all 3 driveshafts modified.It does work,but I still don't have good
firewall clearance.So if you plan carefully,you can reposition the motor mounts,make a
new jack shaft,and drive it!Sorry for writing a book here,I'm just trying to help!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>B.Davis EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18106
NEXT>18184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased the same rims from Diamond but have not installed them yet.Did you spring
over or lift the body.If you lifted the body,how much trouble was it?
SUBJECT>Re:find another 400 and..POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may not even need a new jackshaft.Get the conversion Ujoint to adapt from the
jackshaft to the chevy yoke and place the engine according to that.With the slip yoke i
the 400,you'll have a bit of fore/aft adjustability,assuming you don't have to go too far
forward and hit the radiator.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Ahm trine ta akks......POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,it just had a bad howl.When I took it back,and took my pto drive gear off,I noticed
the gears had been wet at one time,apparently had set and pitted.The other looked brand
new inside,grease even looked fresh.I haven't gotten to try it,it is all installed,but I
started my mount for the MONSTER winch,so the gas tank is out and bed off.It will
take a day or two to get back together.I'll post with how it works.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My doors had cracked by the windows like you are talking about.I welded them up with a
wire welder,a couple years ago,and they haven't cracked again.Just my 0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>replacement rockers for sale POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:23 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18171 18206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a set of rockers from jeep panels plus and never used them.They are nice and
thick steel.new they are cost me $48.00 a piece for the outter.the inners cost me $22.00 a
piece.And I bought a 36"piece of hatchannel for $15.00.This is a grand total of $155.00..I'll take $80.00 plus
shipping from N.H.
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My doors had cracked by the windows like you are talking about.I welded them up with a
wire welder,a couple years ago,and they haven't cracked again.Just my 0.02
mudclod
SUBJECT>front fenders POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18168 18172 18174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a set of front fenders and was woundering if anyone has cut out a set of J-truck or
waggy fenders and put the stock fender flare in.If so how did it work?
SUBJECT>Re:front fenders POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18167
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mike,I never seen the flares installed but I did see someone use diamond plate i
place of the 715 fenders.It looks pretty good.
SUBJECT>Re:try this maybe.POSTER>goodwrench_chevy
EMAIL>goodwrench_chevy@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18154 NEXT>18182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ran into the same problem...I swapped in a 500/400 combo in my '68.I managed to buy
the short tailshaft and have it installed in my tranny for $50,the local transmission shop
had a used one on the shelf.You might try calling around.On the motor mounts,I used
the stock ones.I just took an oxy-acetylene torch and *very*carefully cut out the welds.I
put the mounts on the engine and located everything like I wanted it and tacked them in.I
modified the mounts a little by cutting out an angular piece on the sides that run vertical
and flush to the frame.That allows the engine to sit down a little lower in the engine
compartment.Also,I went to the junkyard and found a driveshaft with a front yoke that
mated to a T400.I cut my short Jeep driveshaft into two pieces.I cut a thin piece of metal
band (probably 1/16"thk)and put it between the O.D.of the T400 shaft and the I.D.of
the Jeep shaft.If you get it the right thickness,it will center the two driveshafts up for
you.The T400 and Jeep driveshafts were mated up with a weld bead.Just make sure you
allow enough room to get the new driveshaft assembly in and out before you make your
final weld.Before you do this,you will need to have your engine mounts in place,since
the distance between the tranny and tcase could change if you don't.
SUBJECT>Who wants to buy a m715 POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Would anybody be interested in a 68 m715 that has a flat bed
with rails that can dump.It
runs and drives or it did four years ago.230 six cylinder,hard top,the tires all hold air,all
the glass is in good shape,the cab is in good shape but the hood could use some work,if
anybody is serious about it I can go start it and let you know.I was working when I found
it,so I didn't get to much info about it.He wants twenty five hundred for it or twenty
eight hundred for it and a parts truck.good title on the 68 but not on the parts
truck.Anything else you want to know about it let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18165 NEXT>18216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested,I got 2 rotten rocker pannels and was looking to buy some from Jeep
Pannels plus.I talked to they guy on the phone and he said they make them a little longer
so you can cut them down to fit perfect or something to that extent.I haven't taken my old
ones off yet.What is the hatchannel?Any pictures available?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>I'm about too..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
9 February 2003,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18167 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
since I can't seem to readily locate any stockers.Looks like the hardest part would be
cutting the arc.If you dont'get to it by then,I'm doing this in June,when I get back home.
I'll post pics when I get into it.
In the meantime,go for it!
SUBJECT>where is it???nm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18170
NEXT>18210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dfa
SUBJECT>hehe mine is too ROFL>....nm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18167
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nsdflaj
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SUBJECT>Re:FS nice built 715 in WA POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18121 NEXT>18192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what kind of lift is on that truck?It is a good looking truck.My wife said (NO!DON'T
EVEN THINK ABOUT IT)then she reminds me of my other six jeeps that don't run.
damn anyway.
SUBJECT>Here is what I know POSTER>Tom @Snake River.EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 9:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18137 NEXT>18180 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Hafer's has been in business,I am sure since WW-II.Several years ago when I last
stopped in,they have converted a lot of their business over to commercial truck.Alan
Packer and one other guy are the only ones that know squat about military stuff.They are
not very friendly to let you wonder around the yard at will.And prices were really no
bargain.Here is the 800 #,but I have called in there hours on end and the lines were busy.
800-662-5167.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Original Vent Routing POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18126 NEXT>
18202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,last week there was a discussion about putting positive pressure into the drive trai
vents by using 3-4 psi of air pressure.The talk was about exactly how to manage this -
does the original design (crankcase to vent lines)create the same effect?
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:hey joe russel POSTER>Joe Russell EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18144 NEXT>18199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be GREAT!I actually live up here in Rio Rancho.I'm always up for some
'wheelin.I have my rig(s)stored up in Santa Fe,but I can bring it down anytime.Lots of
places to go around here!Lets plan it!If you guys need any FSJ parts let me know...
SUBJECT>what the hell does that mean?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,9 February 2003,at 10:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18134 NEXT>
18181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
k s d f j
Help us dumb guys.
And what's with the (nm)?I understood the post from Iceland better.
Do they even speak English in Iceland?
-G-
SUBJECT>true..but POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,9
February 2003,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18176 NEXT>18203
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they are kind of prickly there.On the other hand,if they've got what you need,you're i
luck.Personally I'd go to someone like White Owl first,they've got a TON of NOS stuff
just sitting there,I have seen it w/my own eyes LOL..
SUBJECT>the translation:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 12:12
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK thanks No more (so don't open the message,there is nothing there)
hehehe
SUBJECT>Re:try this maybe.POSTER>Cliff Eubank EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,this is the exact information I was looking for
SUBJECT>Re:find another 400 and..POSTER>Cliff Eubank
EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:hey perkm715!!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.Davis,I used a cab only body lift,hockey pucks stacked three high,this gave the front
wheel wells the good clearence to the tires.Bill M.Inspection was no problem because the
ole 715 looks just a little higher than stock,it's height dosen't draw much attention.The
tires fit up inside the wheel wells very good,this gives the truck an almost stock look.Now
if you go with a spring over the truck is going to look a mile high and the cops will bust
your ass here in Maine,as you know.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:MEPCO is a NOS supplier (more)POSTER>mike crow
EMAIL>mikecmisplaced1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 4:57
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18120 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey tacoma that would be great.You could call or post the number and I 'll call them.
Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Air Cleaners POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,10
February 2003,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18190
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a 69 truck.The air cleaner does not have the round projection on the side
(precleaner I think they call it),other than that,I looks like all the other stock 715's
cleaners I seen.When I close the hood,the top of my air-cleaner hits the hood and causes
it to bow slightly.I'm wondering if this is a stock cleaner or if it was perhaps replaced w/
a civilian version at some time.Any insights?
Also,I have seen ads for a hood mounted air-cleaner.Does anyone know why these were
made.I can only assume it was for some special purpose -what I don't know.
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer hood latch POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 5:44
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18123 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will do!I emailed ya.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18054 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you're telling us that he probably overheated the case and fried the seals?Subtle,I like
it.
I saw a trick on a couple of NP200's.Take a 90 degree pipe elbow and a couple inch long
pipe nipple and a pipe cap and put that on the NP200.That gives you another couple of
inches of oil in the case.Haven't tried it,but like the concept.
SUBJECT>Re:need air bags from semi POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is the max and min height on these bags?can you send possibly send a pic?
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Air Cleaners POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My understanding is beginning in 1968 the round hood mounted air cleaner was used on
the vehicles.This was due to the addition of a govenor,which raised the height of the
carb.
SUBJECT>Re:not to me lol...(more)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18088 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Work with the NV4500,you'll be much happier having that overdrive then spinning the
gust out of your motor with a non od 465.And besides,the more headaches it gives you
the better you'll feel when it finally works....or get sick of it and sell it.:)
SUBJECT>Re:FS nice built 715 in WA POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18175 NEXT>
18212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One word:Consolidation.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Overheating POSTER>jeepgrant.EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at
7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
It takes a while to get that down.However,the OD does stress the tcase a little more,
since you are able to run around 65mph on stock tires/gears.That noise you guys talk
about really doesn't exist until you spin it up good like that,and mine does get very hot.
It's not glowing or anything,and my bearings weren't blue when I opened it up,but you
will only check the oil level just after running it once.Just like the stove when I was 5.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>anyone near ohio that wants a cheap rear dana 60?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its not mine
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402439341&catego
ry=33731
SUBJECT>4.56 dana 70 gears for 75 on ebay POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403312763&catego
ry=33731
SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>Chuck E EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>17990 NEXT>18228 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian I think the membership list is a good idea.If you are in Louisville,look me up.We
may be able to do some gun trading,and 715 parts trading,stories anyway.
PS I didn,t get the dead cat in the box of stuff you sent me.That is ok though.
And,I think you may have Some brain damage?
SUBJECT>dana 70 trac loc limited slip POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
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DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403083263&catego
ry=33731
SUBJECT>m715 on ebay that looks ok POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402605512&catego
ry=6286.SUBJECT>Re:hey joe russel POSTER>ivan saenz EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know how long it will take me to get up there driving @45mph,but if you guys get
something together for a run let me know!
SUBJECT>Re:2 m715 trucks for sale in NM POSTER>ivan saenz
EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i live in Las Cruces,and visit el paso almost every weekend
SUBJECT>AMC drivetrains:What mods are needed?POSTER>adam
EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18207 18213 18215 18220 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think the 230 is pretty weak.So i am toying with the idea of a swap.
I have a 79 wagoneer 360,TH400,Quadratrac as a beater/parts truck as a possible donor.
This would not be my ideal swap,but it's what i've got now.
I looked in the FAQ,but the details are sparse.
Can the original motor mounts be used without modification?fan/radiator positions OK?
Transmission crossmember would probably have to be moved.
Driveshaft length changes would be needed.
Wiring etc.would need to be done.
Other mods?would this be easy or would it be too hard as a temp swap,until I get
something else (i would like to get it together for the Tellico run memorial day)
Lastly,can i swap the entire steering column (i need turn signals to),power steering box,
pitman arm etc from the Wag?
Sorry for the long newbie post,
Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Original Vent Routing POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18177 NEXT>18214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.............In a way.
If you have the deep water fording kit installed.
The deep water fording kit uses two valves,operated from one single pull,pull
cable/handle.One in the PVC line and one in the crankcase vent line,just above where
the drive train vents enter.
When you pull the cable it closes off the engine's venting system.This allows crankcase
pressure to build an flow into the drive train components..Another main part of this system is the bellhousing drain
plug.For the pressure to build
up you need to have the plug installed,or it will all just blow out the bottom of the
housing.
The vent lines themselves run from the front/rear axle,transfer case,transmission and
bellhousing.
All other vital system vents are run to the air cleaner housing.Master cyl.fuel tank,and
fuel pump (air horn)cankcase vent and distributor vent to the clean air side of the air
filter housing.
One last note on the bellhousing.Even if you do not have a deep water fording kit I
recommend using the drain plug if going through marginally deep water.With the plug
removed you are effectivly lowering your drive train vent lines into the danger area of
sucking some water.
SUBJECT>Re:true..but POSTER>Wade EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,
at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCCFZ7XsULGE PREVIOUS>18180
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,I agree white owl is pretty good to deal with friendly and all,but they are very
high price wise on thier stuff.ab linn is the best i've found for prices.oh by the way I only
live 40 miles from white owl...been there many times myself.
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 2:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are we talking about the same kind of vehicle.
SUBJECT>Re:BUYING M715 POSTER>ANDY STAUFFER
EMAIL>gunfan2001@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18146 NEXT>18209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the comeback.once you own one of these trucks how much of a maintenance
animal are they.how long will that military paint hold up if the truck is not garage kept?
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>bernie durant EMAIL>
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DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18165 NEXT>18217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you in n.h.?im in rochester,need the parts.bern1m715
SUBJECT>not too bad POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
10 February 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18201 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The motor mounts can be reused,but need to be moved...back I think,same as swapping
a v8 into a 6cyl Wag.There are holes on the FSJ frames,but not sure about the Mtrucks,
and you may have to grind off the tack welds.Fan and radiator positions should be ok
after you move the mounts..as far as the steering goes,Alan Bennet did the same swap as you (motor/tranny/Qtrac
too),and it is almost a bolt-in.He has a page in the members gallery on his swap I think.
Overall I'd say if you're committed this isn't too bad a swap,and should be pretty doable.
There should be a p/s FAQ somewhere on here..dig!Dig!lol..
good luck
SUBJECT>MIKE CROW-Mepco info POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MEPCO 4x4
5241 S.300 W.
Murray,UT 84107
Phone:[801 ] 266-4294
Toll Free:[866 ] 827--4294
Fax:[801 ] 266-4947
online at http://www.mepco4x4.com/.Like I say,they're tending towards rockcrawling i
their ads etc but they have a ton of old parts too.They might have what you need.Or try
Hafers,I think I posted that URL too.They are less friendly than Mepco though,and a
LOT more ignorant.
SUBJECT>paint POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,10
February 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18205 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not sure about the maintenance,since my 725 is being dismantled,but it has been outside
for at least the last 3 yrs,and the paint has only oxidized a little.Still green,and still
covering all the metal.
That's 2 UT winters,and 3 summers in almost constant sun.
SUBJECT>Re:where is it???nm POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
casper,wy I'll see if I can get a number
SUBJECT>quick question POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>18226 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
is there alot of work invoved with converting a 715 to spring over?
you don't need to go into a whole lot of tech unless you want to.
im thinking about it but i want the stock tire size left as is.just want it taller then the guys
dodge at work.
p.s.i have acsess to very large welders so not much is impossible..any help is welcome.
Jeff from nebraska.
SUBJECT>Re:FS nice built 715 in WA POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will work for jeep.send money my way
SUBJECT>Re:AMC drivetrains:What mods are needed?POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18201 NEXT>18221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,glad you asked...I just got my truck pretty much done.Lots of little things though.
Here is what I got:
1970 AMX 390 with 1986 Grand Wagoneer 727 trans and a Dana 300.The engine
mounts were kept in their stock place and I used the rear crossmember from the GW.I
did have to unbolt the original crossmember that had the front driveshaft going thru it,
and grind the pass side mount for the same crossmember (transfer case was having
clearance problems).The engine does sit a little crooked in the bay,but it looks like its
going to clear.I haven't driven it yet.Getting the rear shaft tomorrow.It's 62 "long..
I did lift the cab about 1"for some clearance issues,but I really can't tell it was done until
I look at it from the front..
I used a 4 row rad from a CJ and headers from a J-10/20.The wiring was made from the
original harness,and used new wires for some other stuff (like the newer ignition module
and other stuff).I will let y'all know how it drives tomorrow night...I hope!!!!!!!!
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Original Vent Routing POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18202 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,thanks for that...adds a little more respect for the engineering of the truck.Though,
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I'm not certain it makes up for the clutch/bellhousing issue!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:AMC drivetrains:What mods are needed?POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,tell me more about the memorial day tellico run...jc
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18171 NEXT>18218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes they are made a little long for that reason.
hatchannel is the support rib under the flor pans..yes pics are possible but a pain in the a$$but can be done.
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18206 NEXT>18222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in rollinsford but work out of a shop in dover by the high school on belemy rd.
directions are here http://www.wayoffroad.com/directions1.htm I will be there tommorow
night from 5pm to 12pm working on putting the hydrolic steering on my truck.Swing by
check it out and leave with rockers.
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18216 NEXT>18219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,ill take them.ive emailed the listed address to no avail
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale I WILL BUY THEM NOW POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lee alessi
shipping to 70706
SUBJECT>Re:AMC drivetrains:What mods are needed?POSTER>adam
EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18201 NEXT>18224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the replies.
As usual,i guess there are a few more "hidden"issues that need to be dealt with whe
doing something like this.It seems more straight forward then some other swaps though.
I was thinking about swapping a 2wd tailshaft on the TH400 and using the stock Xfer.
That might be even easier.and wouldn't require driveshaft changes.Hmmmm?
Mortisemaker.
Check out www.ifsja.org.We are having a memorial day weekend get together at tellico.
There should be a Bunch of wags,cheros and J-trucks there (over 50 registered so far)It
would be cool to get some M7**trucks represented as well.
I am struggling between having my '74 J10 ready or getting the M715 ready.If worse
comes to worse I will bring my daily driver '82 wagoneer.
SUBJECT>Re:AMC drivetrains:What mods are needed?POSTER>adam
EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ricky,sounds great!
I may hit you with some e-mail for pics and such if i go through with this..Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:replacement rockers for sale POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18217 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh they sold but stop buy the shop and check out the truck.I can't belive I haven't seen
yours around.
SUBJECT>Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend POSTER>adam
EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 9:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have buried this in some other posts,but it probably should get a post all it's own.
Check out www.ifsja.org
The link to the website is on the homepage.
There should be over 50 FSJ's (Wags,cherokees,Gladiators,and J-trucks)there.It would
be cool to have some Mtruck representation.
SUBJECT>welll...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,10
February 2003,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18220 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you call rebuilding an automatic easier than welding or grinding<then have at it
LOL>..but anyway.I digress moooahahh.
post pics when you rip into the beast!
SUBJECT>Re:2 m715 trucks for sale in NM POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 10:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The trucks are in Pecos,NM.About 45 minutes drive from Santa Fe.I live in the
Albuquerque area.
SUBJECT>Re:quick question POSTER>Andy EMAIL>rickjans@attbi.com
DATE>Monday,10 February 2003,at 10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahtpiq3hIAGk PREVIOUS>18211 NEXT>18239 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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The biggest deal is getting the tie rods to clear the springs.I cut and welded mine with
awesome results (actually a friend did it,which explains the good results).Here is a post
that has most of the possible solutions:
SUBJECT>Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18236
18261 18295 18315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.On the driver's side of the bed,behind the wheel opening is the factory mounts
for the
Pick ax (mattock)head and handle.I painted two highlift 485's Krylon drab to match the
truck and mounted them with the foot end at the back 'post pocket'on the bed and have
the stems ending over the wheel well.
Pics are here:http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear.Go to M715 pics,then look for
Highlift 1,2 and 3.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18196 NEXT>18233 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mr.Edwards,
I was in Louisville once back in '96.It was a college road trip that a bunch of chicks were
going on and asked me along.It was all fun and games until the second day when (in a
drunken stupor)I found myself in an abortion clinic.It turned out that one of the wome
had caught pregnant a few months before and (at the time)Louisville was one of the only
places that would perform an abortion that late in the game.The women had planned the
trip for the sole purpose of getting the love child aborted and needed a man to go along so
they tricked me.It was uncomfortable for the rest of the trip.
I always associate Louisville with deception,and so it makes me wonder if you REALLY
have a 715.
Hmmmmm,
-B.
SUBJECT>Packard Connectors POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18230 18237 18242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a good source for packard connectors.I need to work on some of my
truck's wiring and would like to keep it looking STOCK if possible -Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Packard Connectors POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11
February 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18229 NEXT>18231
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whatchu mean by "packard"connector?
do you mean the waterproof splices and terminators?
if so,i wish i knew.
an aftermarket wiring harness vendor might know.
SUBJECT>Re:Packard Connectors POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11
February 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18230 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Often the connectors are sold on eBay.
SUBJECT>Re:24 V Coil POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11 February.2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18095
NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Used coil on ebay.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33689&item=24
02678776&rd=1
SUBJECT>Re:Hey SBB POSTER>Chuck E EMAIL>chuckedwards@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0gABmOMaNh2 PREVIOUS>18228 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian you really are a trip!!!I have a 68 715 with 18,000 miles on it.And I can prove it,I
Broke most of the time because I spend moat my $on guns and 715 truck.Would you
like pictures?If so give me your address.I will send some still pictures.I do not have a
dig.camara so don,t ask for pics.over the computor.PS I have meet two other guys with
715 in my area,they are putting disel engs.in theres.Mine is stock,I plan on leaving it
that way for now.I purchased a spare running eng.and trany from one guy.
PS I will show you mine,if you show me yours?
SUBJECT>SOA on A 715 POSTER>BASH EMAIL>bash75@egix.net DATE>Tuesday,
11 February 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18235
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking to put A set of 44"Boggers on my newly aquired 715.Have any of you done
A spring over on one of these monsters?If so,what kind of problems will I have with this
project?Also is there A way to loosen up the spring packs to allow for more articulation?
Please help A newbie out.
BASH
SUBJECT>Re:SOA on A 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18234 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Basher,
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Go to the top of the screen and click 'Search /Personalize Display'and then follow that
screen and type in 'spring over'or 'spring over conversion'and it should list a bunch of
threads that have been posted about that trick.Lots of guys have done the spring over.
Welcome aboard,mate!
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18227 NEXT>18248
18249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
UUuuuuuhhhhhh......yeeeaaaaaa.I guess that looks good.What did you have stuffed in
your dog trot that wouldn't allow your jacks in there?.Not that what you did looks bad.
Just different.
In a weird way.
Is this a final product,or is it a work in progress?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Packard Connectors POSTER>paul @meco
EMAIL>mecoparts@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we have all the pieces for the packard conectors(rubber)we also have the douglas
connectors(metal)that are common to pre-1960 army trucks such as m37s.just for
reference female connectors are for the most part part of the wiring harness and the male
connectors are usually on the accesory item such as your headlights for example.
male
ms-27148-2 pin .96 each
8338567 washer .50 each
8338556 shell 1.02 each
female
8338564 terminal .46 each
8338562 sleeve .50 each
8338561 shell .54 each
give me a call at (901)774-0600 if i can help you further
SUBJECT>Hello to Pam POSTER>Sarah Schowalter EMAIL>chicosarah2@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>13483 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to e-mail Pam...We met at the fsj invasion this past summer.Pam,if you see
this my email is chicosarah2@Netzero.net
Sarah(the crazy pregnant one!)
SUBJECT>Re:quick question POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks that told me alot.not sure im going to do it though.doen't sound too hard.
oh by the way if i had a million it would all be sunk into that truck.
thanks.
SUBJECT>just a suggestion POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18142 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But I think you will have better luck installing everything to the tranny and then line up.the bell housing to the
block as the clutch meshes.I tried the other way when I did mine
and due to the length of the input shaft and the fact that you now have 2 bearing retainers,
it is very tricky.What I had happen in my case was I had trouble getting everything lined
up like it should be and I must have moved it around two much trying to get it to mesh
and ended up snapping the new bearing retainer in the novak kit,although I did not
realize this until I got it together and had to pull it apart.
I got the replacement part through gm.
good luck
steve
SUBJECT>cheap tire chains POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
houston truck parts is closed and they have thousands of NOS and used and civilian tire
chains.NOS 1100 x 18 tire chains too!(these should fit the michelin xl's)
SUBJECT>Re:Packard Connectors POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
always shop mv parts
http://www.saturnsurplus.com/electrical/electrical.htm
SUBJECT>350 /400 chevy POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 10:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18250 18262 18273 18293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have any of you that have used the chevy 350 /400 motors in your 715 kept the stock
radiator ,if so did it over heat or were you forced to have a new radiator built to handle
the heat from this larger motor Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>726 for sale,pto welder!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11
February 2003,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18245
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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http://www.trucktraderonline.com/caddetail.html?/ad-cache/4/7/6/42239276.htm
5500bucks,in columbus jct,IA
looks nice
someone save it!
SUBJECT>I think it's a M724 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,11 February 2003,at 11:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18244 NEXT>
18246 18289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disclaimer:I don't know sh*#,it's 2303 PST,and I'm into my (?)Coors.
BUT...
I've never seen a utility bed that tall (Reagan give me an Amen)on a M726,so I think it's.a M724 and if so...maybe
that ridiculous price isn't so ridiculous.
-G-
SUBJECT>724,726,whtver it takes LOL.ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sdf;lka
SUBJECT>Re:Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend
POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18223 NEXT>18256
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam ill be there hope some other m715ers will be also i live in hanging dog,outside
murphy.ive got a 69 715 and so does my buddy down the road ill pass the word and try to
get him to attend also.im 8 miles from the trailhead and as ive posted before,always have
free camping for fellow m715 drivers
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18236 NEXT>
18252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dog Trot,LOL!I've got nothing in that storage area.I didn't want the jacks banging
around over every bump and rusting up from being forgotten about.Yes,that's the way
they'll be,it is a done deal.I think it looks pretty mean.I've got to get a couple of ammo
boxes and a 2x4 to bolt them to and put in the under bed storage compartment.
Eat one.
BBS
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18243 NEXT>18251 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Doc,I've got a 427 chevy truck motor running on a stock,recored radiator.It's right
on the edge of being able to cool sufficiently in summer when the temps are 90-95+.If
I'm on the highway at 60-65mph it's start heating up,if I drop to 55-60mph it'll top out
210-220 degrees.In the winter it runs 172 all day long.I'd like not to have to hassle
around with another radiator if possible.I'll be putting on an oil cooler this summer which
should knock a few degrees out it.This 427 is a low compression motor.RPM and higher
compression,as well as too much timing,will make any engine heat up.The stock
radiator may be fine with a 350 if it's a mild one.
SUBJECT>Hot stuff POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18250 NEXT>18253 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.DR,
I had a 350 (stock)with the stock radiator and it ran hot.It was around 85 degee weather
here and it was heating up when I got on the highway and it was running 210 or so on
trails.
A 350 radiator was around $210 from a radiator shop and well worth it.
Go that route.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18249 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohh.I was afraid of that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hot stuff POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18251 NEXT>18276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a 400 with a new modine radiator and it works perfectly to a 'T'and I'd definetly
recommend the switch over if you run anything bigger than a 350.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>4.56 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18257 18272
18308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got my 205 through ups yesterday and am now looking to put 4.56's on at the same
time as the t-case conversion,you know get it up once and it get it all taken care of.My
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question is what all is needed to change over to the 4.56'S besides the obvious ring and
pinion?Any help would be appreciated.Also any of you guys that have done any ring &
Pinion swapping I am just curious as to what brand you went with and if your happy with
the decision you've made.
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>cross on M-725 POSTER>Don Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at
7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18259 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there a cross that goes on the roof of the M-725 and does any one know where i can get
all of that stuff for them?
SUBJECT>Re:Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18247 NEXT>18288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I didn't realize there was a 715 over there.We usually
try to get to Nantahala every
summer,but the wife won't even ride to the grocery store in my truck.Hell,I won't ride i
it from Raleigh to Murphy.I'd love to go wheelin over there,but if it happens,it would
have to be the TJ,and that is her vehicle,and she isn't ready to bury it in mud yet.Maybe
in a year or 2.
jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18254 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
try Randy's ring and pinion.they know about m715's.i think you need an install kit that
has the shims and seals/bearings.
krob725
SUBJECT>tow bar POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,
12 February 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18270
18278 18302 18347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have the tow bar adapters and/or tow bar for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:cross on M-725 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18255 NEXT>18342
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is painted on the roof and sides.the dimensions for it are in the "markings"manual.
someone posted it before,you might try a search.or try a search at the M725 yahoo club.
krob725
SUBJECT>i am now insane POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18266 18277
18290 18300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i have gone over the edge and i'm not coming back.i bought the 46 willys yesterday.
i have not seen it yet,but for $50.00 who cares!it's been sitting for a while but everything
is there.i pick it up this weekend.i think after i get it running i will pull it behind the
M725 like those campers that pull their car with them.i can set up camp in the 725 the
use the 46 to drive around.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18227 NEXT>18271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i looked at your pics.it looks like they are bolted on?it will be hard to get your jack off!
ha!ha!
looks good though.did you make those brackets out of some 6mm material?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mike_koenig@mudnebr.com.DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 9:46
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18243 NEXT>18269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am using the stock radiator with a 400.I simply had the old one steamed and tested.I
also had the inlets/outlets relocated.Works fine in 90 degree weather.Obviously,this
option allows full use of old mounting &hardware.The bad is that I put about $80 in the
radiator to get cleaned and set up for the Chevy.I think Summit has a nice option for
about $200.Its just a matter of how much you ’ve budgeted (how tight you are)and what
your use of the truck will be.I do mostly city/highway driving.Look over the old posts on
this issue for more details as this is definitely an issue that has been thrown out there and
mauled over before.
SUBJECT>Re:Houston Truck Parts POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18241 NEXT>18274 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is this Houston Truck &Equipment on Long Drive????They've been open since 1946,I
hope they're not closing!
CD
SUBJECT>anyone interested in Lexan windshield?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>NEXT>18265
18268 LINKNAME>speedglass windshield
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LINKURL>http://www.percyshp.com/speedracwin.html
anyone interested in one?read the link for more info.
i called them and they are telling me they will do it for 200 a windshield if i get 3 other
people.
anyone have a windshield NOT in the frame that we could measure for a template?
any reaon not to look at this?
my local glass shop is figuring 100 or so,so 200 doesnt sound that bad.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone interested in Lexan windshield?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh yeah,it is NOT dot approved,
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>RIck EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18260 NEXT>18267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a great way to go.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>18266 NEXT>18281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!!!
SUBJECT>warning!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18264 NEXT>18275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
a guy down the street from me has a Speedglass setup for his rockcrawler,and at least in
the dusty state of UT,they get scratched up fairly easy.MUCH less so than regular
Lexan,but still.
so watch out!I'm going to use them for the rear windows on the 725,they sell blank
sheets too.
ALSO,Lexan doesnt'shatter like safety glass,it breaks into sharp spikes.Might be a
concern?Like driving these old drum brake vehicles is "safe"heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18262 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$170 FOR A SUMMIT RADIATOR 25 3/4"BY 19"
SUBJECT>no,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18258 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...I had one made to tow the 725 home.Attached to the front shackles,and chained to the
frame as well.Didn't cost much.
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18261 NEXT>
18287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
What do you call a car raising contest?-->A Jackoff.
The mounting pieces at the base of the jack are 1/8"(3.175mm)shim plate used to level
warehouse racking upright frames.I can get the jacks REMOVED FOR NON
VOYEURISTIC USE with a 9/16"(14mm)wrench and a 13/16"(20.63mm)(LOL)
wrench in like a minute or two.
SUBJECT>I've got Reider Racing 4.56 ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can find the order sheet and post it up if you want part #'s.
You might need a case spreader if the diff is tight in there.You'll want an install kit too..And new gear oil
heheh..that's always good.
SUBJECT>swap in GW rad ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18243 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The DSPO of my 725 swapped a 460 in,and also put a Wagoneer radiator in.No trouble
overheating.
Electric fans are a good idea too.
SUBJECT>Re:Houston Truck Parts is CLOSED they have some parts though
POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18263 NEXT>18280 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
they are out of business,and the place is in disarray.they have m715 doors and
windshield frames if anyone needs any.
SUBJECT>Re:warning!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doesn't that stuff yellow if exposed to the sun for awhile???Not sure,just seems like I
heard that when I used to work at a plastics shop.It was many years and beers ago....
SUBJECT>Re:Hot stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>18253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok that answers my question i did not know if a new radiator was in the plans or not but i
guess it will be thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that will be a sight and a good idea ,I agree you are crazy but for 50.00 who cares
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18258 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan Bennett welded one together with some BIG huge steel pipe and used 2 shackles
welded into the assembly to mount to the stock shackle points.You just wanna make it
beefy enough to handle the 5,500 lb load it will be dragging around.
Ethan
SUBJECT>One little note...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18052 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Those 'glass cowl hoods are only $549 plus truck
shipping.$499 plus for a stock style
hood.Yikes.
www.usbody.com
SUBJECT>Any Contact Information?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,
at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18274 NEXT>18283 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If this is the place I'm thinking about,they had several M37 and M715 parts trucks in the
back.Any idea the disposition of these vehicles?I have a place to put them if they just
need to be hauled off!
CD
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>18267 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Way to go...
SUBJECT>kaiserjeep.com POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFtdcM1MVH6s PREVIOUS>NEXT>18285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A new web site for history,photos,parts and such by a novice web guy started today.
SUBJECT>Re:Any Contact Information?POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18280 NEXT>18284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a lotta room for some more m715 and a large trailer to haul'm.
He how dies with the most m715 wins.Right!
SUBJECT>Re:Any Contact Information?POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18283 NEXT>18291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's "He WHO dies with the most m715 wins"not how.D-in english.
SUBJECT>Re:kaiserjeep.com POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18282 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a brother??!!!Heh heh...
SUBJECT>Ignition Distributor POSTER>Sid EMAIL>g741@tisd.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/DUAPoMyV0E PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Check out my NOS perfect M715 Distributor on e-bay,item
no.2403593256.Sid
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all this metric talk makes me thirsty.
SUBJECT>Re:Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend
POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12
February 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18256 NEXT>18318
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
c'mon down,or over.the wheeling is great so is the fishing and scenery just buy the beer
on the way as this is a (barbaric,uncivilized)dry county.were about 30 mins from
nantahala,say your not hiding Rudolph up there are you?jc
SUBJECT>Re:I think it's a M724 POSTER>Reaga
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 7:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Testify,brother!!!
That IS an M724 with the contact maintenance body.Mmmmm,welder...
Reagan
1969 M726
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!!For $50.00 I'd take any Jeep...that my wife would allow that is!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Any Contact Information?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,12 February 2003,at 11:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18284 NEXT>18292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy 7132569214
old houston truck parts
6716 long dr
houston
SUBJECT>It's a Shame...POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at
12:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>18291
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a shame that place closed.They'd been in business since 1946,one of the oldest if not
THE oldest surplus truck dealership in the world.I used to go there when I was a kid,and
a few times as an adult.Hell,they had an M37 bed and tailgate that I never got down.there to pick up.Although I
hadn't been there in a while,I'm going to miss the place.
Anybody know why they shut down?Last time I was down there business was great and
they couldn't keep up with M35 sales.
J A Banks
MVPA #3553
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 2:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18243 NEXT>18294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would finding a fan shroud that works (probably with a little modification)or making
one out of sheet metal help direct air through the radiator and cool the engine better?
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18293 NEXT>18296 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YES.It helps more air get pulled through the rad instead of the air just being 'thrown off'
the fan.I need to get one/make one myself.
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks tough!I never noticed mine rattling around any,but the one inch of mud that
settled in there did seem to have a slight affect on the jack.Of course my bed has bee
shortened,so I don't have much room there.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18294 NEXT>18297 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed,I made one for mine out of some sheet metal and it kept the temp at 210 on the
highway.It looked like a hammered turd,but did the trick.It was basically a large C
shape.
I got the new radiator since I don't run no half ass taxi service here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18296 NEXT>18298 18309
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,well...you're still SBB.So there.
SUBJECT>Tom.....the Angry Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at
8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18297 NEXT>18299
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why the animosity?Rumor has it that for this year you FINALLY have a date on VD.
Congrats.I think that if you put all your pent up romantic intentions that have bee
festering over the last 20 years into tomorrow night......I may loose a bet.
Remember,make all the Valentine's days sepecial now and after you're married you won't
have to do squat ever again.I'm planning a romantic evening of making it a Blockbuster
night,then reading some of my Louis L'Amour book and going to sleep early.If you
knock up your date and force her to marry you,then all this apathy over Halmark holidays
can be yours too.
Pon...no.....ruminate that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom.....The Smiling Spice POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18298 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VALENTINE'S DAY will definatley be a good one this.No stupid petty chicks that you
met the week before and now expect something grand.No catching dinner and a movie
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and having the 'happy couples'nauseate you.None of that crap,instead,Katie and I will
be the nauseating ones!HaHAAAA!Take that world!I haven't been happy for
Valentine's Day for since the first anniversay with the stripper I dated.This will far
eclipse even that!
Hey B-,I suggest Blockbuster,chili and dutch oven to show your affection for your
beautiful wife.
You may acquiesce that.
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13
February 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18260 NEXT>18303
18310 18312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What happen to the Bathroom project?Jeep vs Bathroom!Good move.Mike
SUBJECT>HELP I can't get my distributor together POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>18307
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took it apart 2mos ago and can't remember how the wires hook up.Does one of the
wires off the coil hook to the points?I tried that and can get no spark.the other wire was
broke under the coil and when i tried to take it apart it broke again just outside the
connecter before it goes into the distributor.I took pics of it if that would help.I looked at
the manual page and put it together like the pic but no luck on fire.any help is welcome.
Thanks.SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18258 NEXT>18357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found one my neighbor had that he had towed his early 80's 4 dr sedan behind his motor
home.Since I didn't have original bumper,I had built a bumper out of 4"square pipe.I
took a piece of 1/2"steel plate and cut it to fit around the bumper on 3 sides,top bottom
and front,sticking out about 2"in front,and welded it on.Then I put two holes thru it,I
think about 3/4 inch bolts,and I ran two pieces of 2"X1/2"steel down on either side of
the plate on the bumper,sandwiched it.These are about one foot long,and I bolted the
hitch to that,that dropped it down to the level to tow behind my 3/4 ton conversion van.I
then loaded the truck with over 2 thousand lbs of tires and tool boxes and everything else
I could get in it.I pulled it from central Arkansas to Denver Co.Then 6 months later I did
it over again when I moved back.I think it is stout enough.Sorry if this is too long.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18300 NEXT>18311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds great man....where did you find it??
-Caleb
SUBJECT>Chevy 292 guys...POSTER>M715Aggie EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18313 21642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any of yall know the part number for the accelerator cable on yalls rigs?Did you use a
jeep or chevy cable.....mine needs to be re-placed and the morons at the part shop cant
match it up unless its in their computer.
-Caleb
SUBJECT>vin#location POSTER>shane lunsford EMAIL>kittykiller73@yahoo.com.
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me where the vin#is on a m-715
SUBJECT>Re:vin#location POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18305 NEXT>18341 18350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems like I am the wheres the vin answer man lately.If you don't have a dash plaque
look on the top of the frame directly above the rear axle on the passenger side.It is in a
couple other places like the top of the frame up front but I can't remember exactly where.
The stamping is not real big like 2 inches long,so don't drink to much beer before you
look.
SUBJECT>IT"S ALIVE POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net.DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 5:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>18301 NEXT>18314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got it going,drove across town.Little bit of muddin in my yard (climbs the ditch great).
gonna get yelled at in the morning nothing a shovel can't fix.
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 POSTER>Matt Rigsby EMAIL>sharig@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,The 4.56 swap was pretty tough,after pulling the carrier Iendded up throwing it i
the bed put it in high range 4-wheel and took it to parsons diff in bmt and let him do it.
The damn thing weighed so much I couldnt stab it back in!As far parts Iused dana
parts,timkin bearings and anew shim kit.The 205 swap was easy compared to the diff
change.I drove it every day from bmt to orange until gas got pricey.The rpms changed
from 4000 to 2600 @60mph its not as torquey but its worth it.Matt
SUBJECT>Re:350 /400 chevy POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
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DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SBBS
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18300 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm working on it.just a little tile left to do.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey caleb
i found it out in Hondo.the guy was cleaning up his property and he wanted to get rid of
it.
i think i saw you one day on Austin hwy.about two weeks ago?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:i am now insane MIKE POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18300 NEXT>18396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey what happened to you.i thought you would call that friday.i was ready to meet you at
the corner for a beer!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 292 guys...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought one for Gladiator.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:IT"S ALIVE POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats!!i have a few ruts too
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Highlifts Jacks instead of Pick Ax POSTER>Arnold
EMAIL>Mooreasm66@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,they look good,they fit into the overall theme of the truck,and they are definatley
more functional than a pick axe in your trucks case....
SUBJECT>Oil Pump Drive Gear Replacement POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 February 2003,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone out there replaced the oil pump drive gear on the stock motor.Mine old one
got chewed to pieces,kinda a long story about forgeting a gasket.Any way I was
wondering how I take the bottom pulley off.I got the 2 bolts to the side of it that prevent
the nut from loosening up.When I try to loosen the main bolt for the pulley the hole
crankshaft spins natuarlly,so how I do I take this off.I was reading about a woodruff key
some where in the area.I this used to prevent the crank from spinning or something else
all together.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Proven facts cont.POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 12:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18117 NEXT>LINKNAME>I'm in here
LINKURL>http://www.wainwright.army.mil/9armyband/
http://www.wainwright.army.mil/9armyband/
SUBJECT>Re:Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18288 NEXT>18436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,that dry county thing is all about competition and tradition.I know you don't really
have trouble finding much better "local produce"over that way.You've got the best main
ingredient available,and plenty of it.
As for Rudolph,I haven't seen him.I'm not sure he's guilty,and it wouldn't be the first.time the feds had the wrong
guy.However,I sure could use the million bucks.We were
in Nantahala that summer,and the place looked like a police state.The feds were fying
low over the campgrounds at night with the infra red.I especially liked the low profile
they maintained with the swat uniforms and all the white 15 passenger Dodge vans with
black windows.One of the volunteer fire departments had a bingo game for which they
advertised "Rudolph plays here".This sign was in sight of many of the fed agents.Too
funny.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Strange Question POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry -I have to ask :)
Why is E-Bay not listed in the LINKS page as a Source for Parts and Accessories?Lordy
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knows alot of things skate across there fast and furious.
Anyway,there you have it.Thanks.-T
SUBJECT>Boyce Hardtops POSTER>kaiser715 EMAIL>dp@sanlee.com
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18328 18331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody had a close look at the boyce f/g hardtops?I got email from them tuesday,$525,
plus appx $200 shipping to NC.
It comes w/o a rear window cutout,so will have to find (buy)something to put there,that
and a new w/s frame since remains of hardtop are welded to mine.
BTW,gout,got your message,let's make time for wheeling in the spring,OK?
SUBJECT>Two M's for sale POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just happened to be browsing for M715 parts,and came across this website with two M
trucks for sale...Here's the info per page,and below is the website..
1968 M715 Contact Maintenance truck with winch and 15 KW generator -welder.Nice
original truck,everything works.
Price:$7,500.00
Location:Maine
1968 M725 Kaiser Contact Maintenance Truck.With winch and 15 K W generator-
welder.Beautifully restored,everything is new and everything works.
Price;$8750.00
Location:Chillicothe,Ohio
website:http://www.armyjeeps.net/Vehicle Pages 1 and 2
Contact info is:
David W.Uhrig.P.O.Box 726-A,Chillicothe,Ohio 45601
Phone and FAX:740-772-1540
SUBJECT>correct rifle for M715??POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18323 18324 18326 18349 18409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So what is the correct rifle?I have a nicely modified SKS but it just does not fit.Also
what is the going price for said rifle?And last but not least,what caliber?Thanks guys...
Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14
February 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18322 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m-16 /ar15 my colt and bushmaster fit perfect.223 caliber
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18322 NEXT>18325 18339 18340
18417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Either a M-14 or M-16 or maybye a M-1,M-2 carbine.Civi version of M-14 is M1A
semiauto for about $700 to $1000 or more.M-16 civi version is AR-15 or clone
(Bushmaster,Olympic Arms ect.)but you'll have to change handgards to old style
triangular(about $25)...they run from $600 to $1200.The M-1 carbine was mostly south
vietnamese weapon or sometimes special ops but can be bought for as cheap as $250.I
saw an add for plastic dummy M-16 lookalikes for $80 or $100 somewhere...I could look
it up if interested.....I got a head full of useless info but should be correct.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaRDaj2G4Njko PREVIOUS>18324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah the calibers are M1A .308,Ar-15 .223,M-1 carbine .30 cal carbine
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18322 NEXT>
18329 18332 18385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al be VERY careful.I am sitting in California and you just made me read "SKS"(and
now I've typed it!)....I'm pretty sure that I just committed a crime.Of course,being that
this is California,I won't actually be able to figure out if it's a crime for several more
years.
How ridiculous is it that your SKS is a straight up-go to prison felony in Ca.just for
owning one!.SUBJECT>M-726 for Sale POSTER>Will Decker EMAIL>wdecker@bceinc.com
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/AvjIrYFDYY PREVIOUS>NEXT>18336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://adcache.trucktraderonline.com/4/7/6/42239276.htm
I was poking around on the internet and found this truck for sale.The link is posted
above.This truck does not belong to me,but I would like to see it find a home in the
m715zone.
SUBJECT>no,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at
2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18320 NEXT>18333 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...I'd be happy to use your question as an excuse to go look at one for you.I've got to get
up there to check out some motors anyhoo.
Lemme know if I can help you...I need more ammo to justify the trip heheh,Boyce is
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about 1 1/2hrs away from here,with all the traffic.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18326 NEXT>18330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,I know a few folks that own 'em,didn't know it was so serious though.
On a side note,in the OC Register today they showed a new S&W .50 Caliber revolver.
Said to cost up to 1000 bucks.How fun would that be?
Chris
SUBJECT>none at all!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at
4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18329 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
imagine holding a .308 in one hand...boy that would be fun for about 1/2 a trigger pull
heheheh...
but if you're into that kind of thing,go for it...
they're only selling for a grand...
SUBJECT>Re:Boyce Hardtops POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14
February 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18320 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any interest in maybe trying to put together a group order ????Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18326
NEXT>18334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gary
i bet they would love my AK47 !!!.krob725
SUBJECT>Re:no,but..POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,
14 February 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18328 NEXT>18335
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey tacoma
maybe you could check out some of those dana axles they have.anyone up for a group
buy?
krob725
SUBJECT>that's unAmerican lol..ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14
February 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18332 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sldkfja
SUBJECT>tell ya what...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,
at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18333 NEXT>18354 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...I'm buying some this summer,if you want to wait.We'd have to see who's in,and
maybe coordinate a central meeting point.I can get a trailer to take the goods to the spot.
Boyce told me they would maybe let unrestored 60's go for about 1500.The local pricey
yard wants 1000,so check around,they may not be such a good deal.On the other hand
they may,depending on your area.
Boyce also has used 6.2's for 1500.And a shiteload of tires of various make and size...
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for Sale POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,14 February 2003,at 10:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18327 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,three days ago I called this very truck as an M-724 and my buddy Reagan (an M-
726 owner)gave me an Amen...I joke about it,but like you -I'd love someone to bring
this truck into The Zone.But I think 5 1/2 Large is too much.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear Replacement POSTER>Robert EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 12:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18316 NEXT>18338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at the reply under your original post in the "For Sale"section.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Pump Drive Gear Replacement POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot,Ill give it a whirl today,I though my message didn't go through or
something,guess I was on the wrong page..Scott
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool guys,I was wondering.I think I will look for a M1 carbine.I was hoping they would
be a little cheaper though.After the end of March I find out if Intel's laying us off.If I still
have a job,I will head out the the gunshows and see.Then again I would take Krobs
AK...heh heh.Gary,you have got to be kidding me!SKS =Jail time!How ridiculous.
Now I know why people call Cali the peoples republic of Kalifornia.I'll have to
remember to leave mine at home on our camping vacations.Dang...Thanks guys!Have a
good weekend!
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18324 NEXT>18343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey ED,I would be a little curious about the plastic dummy look alike M-16 you
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mentioned.If you could find out about them with out spending to much of your time I
would appreciate it.Thinking about it,putting my truck in car shows with a real rifle
might not be a good idea.I would of course fabricate a non intrusive (no drilling)lock so
some bonehead thief wouldn't try to make off with it.Like I said though,if you can't find
it easily don't sweat it.Thanks man!!
SUBJECT>Re:vin#location POSTER>shane lunsford
EMAIL>kittykiller73@yahoo.com.DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info.I was lost
SUBJECT>Re:cross on M-725 POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can get the ambulance markings,cadeus etc.at Rick Larsen stenils tel.413-269-0058
or www.militarystencils.com Ambulance decal set is$71.25 ,hood markings etc.are
about $30.They are a little difficult putting them on but mine came out pretty good.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18340 NEXT>18344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Galls,I think have them.They are a public saftey supplier.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18343 NEXT>18345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.galls.com/shop/viewProductDetail.jsp?item=TN026.SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18344 NEXT>18346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well thanks Oddave!Dang,why is everything so expensive?189.00 for a replica?I think
I will hold out for a real one.I have a slot or two left in my gun safe.I am convinced need
to win the lotto.Then I could buy everyone one.....2 hrs to go till my weekend!!THX
Dave!!
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18345 NEXT>18348 LINKNAME>dummy m16
LINKURL>http://www.eliteguns.com/mb/m16resin.html
elite firearms has resin m16s for $75
http://www.eliteguns.com/mb/m16resin.html
whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>tim anderson EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18258 NEXT>18356 18545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your looking for real military Intermediate towbar and M715 adapters......Well good
luck.
The bar will cost about 400 and are around.
The adapters:You can have them made or you could look for the next 20 years.
I can send you a drawing,I was going to make a set and then a gift from god.I found the
real thing.No you can't have them either!:)
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Whoopie!!Thanks for posting.I might have to do that.Toys toys toys!!
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18322 NEXT>18351 18355 18360
LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
When it comes to guns,I have to weigh in.The resin gun for $75.00 looks like a heck of a
good deal for a wall hanger.Dana at Army Surplus Warehouse did show me a military
dummy that he had aquired,but they are few and far between.If you use a real gun,I like
my AR-15 because I have a pristine set of butt stock and hand guard wrapped up and put
away.I went down to ASW and bought some knock around hardware off of a M-16 that I
keep on my AR-15 most of the time.The M-14 (M1-A)would be the next logical choice.
It bothers me when the Commie guns are mentioned (AK-47,SKS)as they were enemy.firearms.A good friend of mine was a
trained sniper in Nam,he said that when they did
insurgencies into the jungle,that they would put on sandles and pick up a AK-47,to
disquise themselves.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:vin#location POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On top of the frame,by the passenger side real wheelwell.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18349 NEXT>18353 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm still looking and will post it when I find it...that and someone was selling dual rifle
holder kits for like $25 a year ago.It's no bother I go through my MV mags regularly
when on the porcelan throne so to speak.
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Do any of the Nam vets know if the 106 recoiless rifle was ever used on a 715?I'm trying
to buy this mule I found and was going to make a replica 106 using potatoe gun
technologie(read redneck,white trash)for parades and such and thought it might go good
on my kaiser.....sick minds never rest.later Ed J.
SUBJECT>M715 CUSTOM WHEELS FOR SALE POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 6:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE ONE SET OF 5 TOTAL 16.5 X 9.75 WIDE WHEELS POWDER COATED
BLACK.
165.00 EACH.ALSO I HAVE ONE SET OF 5 TOTAL 16.5 X 12 WIDE POWDER
COATED BLACK FOR 225.00 EACH.
EMAIL IF INTERESTED.
BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18351 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Dual rifle mounts should be available in most places.Try Army Surplus Warehouse.My
M715 had a single rifle mount right behind the drivers seat.The M37 guys made a dual
mount that bolted to the dash to the right of the gear shift.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:tell ya what...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18335 NEXT>18366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
seems a little high to me.i'll check around here..thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.i have an AK47 but i don't put it in the truck.it is a fine weapon though.i can put
3 in a row in a 3 inch bull at 100 yards without a scope.
i would like to have an AR15 if i could afford it!!maybe someday!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,15 February 2003,at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18347 NEXT>18358 18368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,id like pics and/or drawing!
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at my set-up yesterday,actually,the plates stick out about 2 1/2"to 3"on the
front of the bumper,and the bar stock that goes down to the tow bar is 2 1/2"by 1/2"
instead of 2"by 1/2"that I said.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 February
2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18356 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LEE ,I sent you pictures of the correct tow bar and frame adapters.Barry.
SUBJECT>Looking for Glengar POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Tim,If you are still out there in M715 land,Please E mail me.Thanks,Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18349 NEXT>18363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where were these guns "stored"or "mounted"if at all?I'm talking about the man-portable
weapons,not the pedestal mounted stuff.
Ethan
SUBJECT>24 volt winch POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18362 18364
18387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Looking for a 24 volt winch for a Unimog?any ideas?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt winch POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
There were several on E-bay over the last few weeks.Search under "warn winch".Good
luck.715's rule;Unimogs a close second.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18360 NEXT>18365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Behind the seat.There's a rifle mount kit on ebay right now,look under M-715 in ebay
motors.I found an add for M-16 training rifles for $115 but I kow I seen them for $80.
Probably from the same source other members have listed in this thread.
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SUBJECT>try this:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at
2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://expeditionimports.zoovy.com/category/winches_and_accesories/
they've got a couple different,new winches listed.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 2:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18363 NEXT>18367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I went out to my truck and found that I *do*have that,already.The PO's never
removed it.
SUBJECT>Re:tell ya what...POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$1500 for a Dana 60 closed knuckle?That's VERY high.In CO,I bought a D60
REARend for $25.
When I emailed Boyce about 2 months ago,I got a price of $500 for the top.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18365 NEXT>18384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just remind youre self before you pick up your kid at school it is a big no no and definetly.dont put a magazine in
it ..a dummy gun is the best ..
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18356 NEXT>18402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,If you,would E-mail the pics.Getting a wild hair.Will
SUBJECT>M-715 bushings!!!POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELP!!!!has anyone put new leaf spring and shakle bushings on an m-715??
SUBJECT>iv done a soa,bobed bed,custom rollcage&bumpers,25.000 lb.winch,
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18376
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone need info on any of that let me no.I am looking for LOCKERS or welded cariors
any info?!!
SUBJECT>need lockers POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18375 18379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone drove an m-715 with welded gears??how well dose it turn??
anyone no what locker fits a 715=original gears.
SUBJECT>troop seats for sale POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have the original toop seats and the bow pec.for the cover
SUBJECT>i have 4 1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18386 18391 18400 18429 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
all original ,no running ,all parts trucks,got every part for an m-715 -the tail gate.got
compete running gear and powerplant 230 i6
they are in duncan oklahoma
SUBJECT>neep a pto!!!!please help POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18378 18415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for the original pto for the m-715 with t-98 trany please help!!!
SUBJECT>help is on the way.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 February.2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18371 NEXT>18381
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heath,I've got lockers in both axles,let me get back to you w/part numbers etc.I will say
this:it's ok on the street,but if you tow it you will need to disconnect the steering arm or
it will drag around the corners.From experience.
anyway,check back tomorrow,the info is buried in a messy file cabinet
SUBJECT>Re:iv done a soa,bobed bed,custom rollcage&bumpers,25.000 lb.winch,
POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,
at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18370 NEXT>18382 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like some details on the roll cage and the bobbed rear end
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats for sale POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18372 NEXT>18380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much?
SUBJECT>Re:neep a pto!!!!please help POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18374 NEXT>18397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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There was one on ebay the other day.Brand new too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:need lockers POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18371 NEXT>18453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Detroit in the rear from Randy's about $395.Front,Detroit about $575.Use lock-outs on
the front w/no turning issues.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats for sale POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18377 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they have all new wood and perfict working condition but the wood is cut 6feet see i
bobed the bed of my m-715 to a 6 foot bed and cut the wood to fit but the brakets will
work for any all ya got to do is get some 1/4s as long as your bed Make an offer!!for the
complete kit all 6 side post and 6 bow brakets for cover and 6 seat&leg brakets!
SUBJECT>Re:help is on the way.POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18375 NEXT>18383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thank you
SUBJECT>Re:iv done a soa,bobed bed,custom rollcage&bumpers,25.000 lb.winch,
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18376 NEXT>18420
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the rol cage is dual toob hoop over the bed and 2 running back to the end of the bed with
an (x)in the middle -the bed and frame were cut off right at the end of the rear finder and
the tail gate box welded back on and custom 4in,square toob rear crossmember and
costom rear bumper bobed the bed in obout 3 hours cut off with a plasma torch and the
tailgate box mached up perfict just had to tack it back on it makes a 6foot bed!!so the
aproch angle is 0!!!
SUBJECT>some stuff here for you..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
February 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18381 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I'm still looking for the front locker info,it's a LockRight...but for sure I have the
following for you,from Reider Racing...
4.56 r/p,d60-189.95 pt#60d/456,4.56 r/p,d70-198.95 pt#705D/456,Dana60 30spl
LockRight-350.00 pt#60D/LKR30,Dana70 D/L 23spl-331.95 pt#225S-14 (I guess the
rear is a Detroit)
this is from '96,from the DSPO.At least he spent some money on my vehicle
moohahaha..There is some other stuff like bearings,etc on the sheet if you want the pt.
numbers.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,16 February 2003,at 9:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18367 NEXT>18419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,these days having a dummy gun in there would surely end you up in jail for
SOMETHING.Can't say I blame anyone,either.Aside from MV shows,what use is there
to have what looks like a REAL machine gun in your vehicle,right?
I don't want my *ss shot off,so I'll leave it empty when driving.Good to know what it's
for,tho.
Ethan
SUBJECT>For those who want to keep their arms:POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>18326 NEXT>
18390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks like a lot of us M715 enthusiasts own (or have an interest in)firearms.Gary T.
gave us a teenie example of the laws that exist in California.New York,Massachusetts
and New Jersey are some other prime examples of states gone bad..If you care,check out the NRA.ORG website.Consider
joining them or a local grassroots
organization that's supported by the NRA.
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Meghan EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much?
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt winch POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with Unimog dealers.Do a search on "mercedes benz unimog".You never know
what they have or can get.The military uses 24 volters on Hummers but buyer beware--
I've hears that they usually don't get rid of them unless they're broken.
If it were me I would run hydraulics to the front and find a hydraulic winch.Several
dealers offer retrofit kits if you do not have front hydraulics.Just about all winch
companies make hydraulic winches.Good Luck
GSanders
SUBJECT>12V Electric wipers?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>NEXT>18389 18392 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking for some good quality 12 volt electric wipers.I've heard the ones JC Whitney
sells are really noisy and I think sometimes their parts are less then good quality.Any
leads on where I can find some for my M715?
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:12V Electric wipers?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18388 NEXT>18395 18403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rollie!On my CJ I have marine units.110 degree sweep,self parking,surface
mount.I have had the JC whitney units and I think they are junk.If you can withstand the
price,last I checked they were 80.00 bucks a piece.They are pretty quiet also.I am a true
believer in you get what you pay for.These marine units are built to last and the quality is
definately there.The marine store is about a mile away,if you want I can go get a brand,
model number and current price.That is if you can accept the prict tag.Let me know....
SUBJECT>Re:For those who want to keep their arms:POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18385 NEXT>18398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Steve,You Know the saying....The only way they
will get my firearms is from my
cold dead hand.....
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Cooper Fowler
EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heath,
I'm interested in the tail gate.Have you decided
on a price,and what kind of condition is the
tailgate in?Thanks for you help.
Cooper Fowler
SUBJECT>Re:12V Electric wipers?POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Beechwood Canvas sells them in 12 and 24 volt.You may want to check them
out....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>np435,bell housing,fly wheel for 360 dodge POSTER>nick graham
EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a rebuilt np 435 tranny set up for a divorced transfere case and a bellhousing and
fly wheel for a 360 dodge truck for $300.and if anybody has any info on where I can get
a set of new springs made with about 4 more inches of lift let me know.E-mail me at
glfarm@evansville.net or call me at 1(812)-897-1816 or 1-812-499-6405
SUBJECT>Broken fuel gauge?POSTER>jon kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a "new"floater in the tank from Memph.Equip.,checked continuity on the wire
from the tank to the gauge,got a good ground wire from the floater to the frame,checked
and have 24V current to the gauge,also checked continuity on the gauge,but I'm getting
no needle response for the fuel.Are broken fuel gauges rare?Is there any other check I
can do on the gauge before buying a new one?Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:12V Electric wipers?POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ckeck these guys out:
http://www.rcmarinecanada.com/wipers2.html
SUBJECT>Caleb POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>18312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets'get together and go out to visit Krob725.I'll drive.you buy the beer.
SUBJECT>Re:neep a pto!!!!please help POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403686234&catego
ry=10076
SUBJECT>Re:For those who want to keep their arms:POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,ll second that!
SUBJECT>"Ummm,you busy?"POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18401 18405 18412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got a phone call from my very-late-addition-to-the-family baby brother Saturday (he'll be
19 in about 3 weeks).
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He and some of his buddies and acquantances were playing at a spot they call the gator
hole.It's along a power line and has lots of slick red clay and a few big puddles (little
ponds).
Li'l bro wanted to know if I could come pull some guy's (daddy's)diesel F350 out of a
hole.
Didn't get to pull the F350 out of that stuck because a Dodge 3500 got there before me
and did the job,but I did get to yank a kid in a Toyota on 33s out after he burned up his
clutch.Supposedly,it was the first time he had ever been stuck in that truck.The way the
air smelled of burned clutch when he finally decided to take a strap,I'd bet he's going to
be stuck in the high school parking lot by the end of the week.
While I was on the way with the M715,li'l bro decided that he'd go ahead and push his
luck in his full-size Bronco on 33s.
He stuck it with both diffs sitting on the ground.I broke the wimpy strap he had trying to
pull him out forward.After that,the guy in the F350 broke another strap trying to pull
him out forward.I pulled him out using a logging chain hooked to the back of his Bronco.
Then I pulled the F350 back up a hill he was going down because he was headed right
back into the spot he'd been stuck in earlier.He was on some radial street tread,about 29"
worth.
Speaking of tires,I need new ones.I still have the NDTs on the truck.It can get itself
around in that stuff pretty well,but pulling the Bronco would have been a lot easier if I
could have gotten some dig-in traction..Unfortunately,no photos all of this fun (I know,I know ...).
Take care,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>troy conger
EMAIL>troy_conger@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interested in one of your M-715s,but want something complete and original including
troop seats.Body condition is not so important,just everything complete and original.Let
me know what your price is.
Troy
SUBJECT>Re:"Ummm,you busy?"POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some people get to dream and some have all the fun C.
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18368 NEXT>18438 18440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will i don't think the ranger would like pulling the kaiser over the mountain!!!
SUBJECT>Re:12V Electric wipers?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>18389 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tip on the Marine units.We live right next to Bellingham Bay and have a
lot of marine related stores nearby.I will check them out.They would probably also stand
up better to our wet weather here when I go wheelin with the top down.Although at that
price I may only buy one.:)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 bushings!!!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18369 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am currently talking with a manufacturer about making a kit for polyurethane bushings.
you can get OEM style rubber ones from your favorite auto parts store.they aren't
anything exotic.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:"Ummm,you busy?"POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 February 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>18399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you did good.that'll teach em.always good to hear a stuck truck story.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Broken fuel gauge?POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
February 2003,at 11:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18394 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,With you gauge installed normally,disconnect the wire leading to the sending unit
just beside the fuel tank.Don't let it touch ground and then temporarly turn on the ignition
switch to power the gauge.It should peg past full.Now temporarly touch this wire to on a
"good"(clean)frame ground.The gauge should go to empty.Turn off the ignition.This is
a quick test to confirm the gauge and wire leading to the tank is functional.You said that
you checked the wire and power to the gauge already so if the gauge doesn't respond as
discribed above,I would replace it.If it does check out,then the "new"sending unit or it's
ground is faulty.A previous post from John Leischner gave the resistance values for the
sending unit as follows:FUEL SENDER:30 ohms=full,15 ohms=1/2,0 ohms=empty .
Robert
SUBJECT>Going Topless POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
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DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 3:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I take my hard top off this summer I've got no real roll bars to bolt in.How bad
will the cab warp without some kind of reinforcement or will it.this year'll be the first
summer I've had the truck.I really can't wait to go topless with the windshield down.
SUBJECT>Re:Going Topless POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18407 NEXT>18411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You won't have any cab warp problems without the hardtop.From a structural standpoint,
rigs with soft tops are pretty much like being topless in that the supports for the soft tops
don't provide structural support for the cab tub.
Have you considered a rollbar for your and passengers'safety,though?
Unless you are looking to keep your truck completely stock,you could add one and add a
measure of safety.In the spirit of full disclosure,I'll admit that I don't have a rollbar,
either.Since my truck is not military stock anymore (it has a V8 swapped in and the fire
dept I bought it from took all the brackets and tiedown loops off it :-(),I'll probably add
one at some point for when I take the hard top off.I don't plan to add a rollbar to my
mostly stock,canvas-topped M37,though,and I do enjoy driving it top off and
windshield down.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327.SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18322 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny,my SKS fit's perfectly and looks great sticking up from behind the seat.
SUBJECT>Hey Arnold M POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18421 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I guess we should have tried harder to get together to get you those chains of mine?LOL!
What did you end up with?I had 24"on my deck in Camp Hill/Harrisburg.
I did some pulling out and a lot virgin passes on a lot of roads.Boggers,posi's and
6300Lbs cut through pretty nicely.
SUBJECT>Re:Going Topless POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18408 NEXT>18414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's right you won't have any more trouble with warping.And I agree with the roll bar
comment.Although I too,do not have one.;-(I have plans to build one...I just love the
look without it.I guess I would be willing to give up a little looks to save from having my
brains all over the trail/road.They are also great to mount propper seat belts to!If I do it I
will keep it as low as posible (match the windshield?)'cause I have been down trails sooo
many times that had I had my top/bows up I wouldn't have made it through.Maybe some
sort of really strong bolted slip together joint to remove the upper section so you could
put the windshield down and the bar to pass under anything?Sorry to ramble...trying to
avoid working!!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:"Ummm,you busy?"POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE!!Dammmm kids...;-)
SUBJECT>Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18427 18448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So with my wife out of town some of us guys decide to go out to the camp around 11pm
on Saturday.In the grand tradition of really stupid-ass things it was 10-15 below 0 (read:
instant testicle freezing temps)we were in one Jeep (read:no back up)and decided to go
in anyway.It's about a 2 mile drive in on one of the nastiest trails you have ever seen,
BUT...this time of year snowmobiles use it and pack it down smooth(sort of).We do
some quick "beer induced calculating"(actually I was sober,that's what makes this story.even worse!)and figure that
we'll be ok on the three feet of snow since her jeep is narrow
and light.(2000 wrangler with 2.5 inch lift and 31bfg)We figured the 715 would just
sink.We jump the snow bank on the side of the main road and onto the trail.Hard as a
rock!We are set!!Snow has drifted a bit as we head in,but the little 4.0 powers through.
I start to notice about a mile in that if I get off even a few inches to either side of the
snowmobile tracks(about two machines wide)that the tires want to sink...just about the
my buddy Ben says "this is great man...want a beer?"I say "no...rather keep my head till
we get there,"He responds with,"this is the easiest we have ever come in here,it's like a
highway,"silence falls as the jeep tilts a little,I try to power up and out,just make it back
onto the hard pack and as I tell him to stop jinxing us by talking like that we here
CRACK,CRUNCH and we SANK into 3 feet of snow and ice right to the frame in the
middle of trail.Needless to say I wanted kick his ass!We got out to survey the sitiuation
and found a poor little Wrangler helpless at all four wheels.---OK OK I'll skip ahead and
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stop dragging!!!----Sorry...long story short we jacked her up with the almost useless jack
that comes with the Jeep and started stuffing twigs and branches under it.By now it's
after midnight and we are frezzing our you know whats off.We decide to hike into camp.
Next morning we survey the deal.We manage to get her out and back up about 20 feet,
load up and decide to back out till "maybe"we find a spot to turn around.We go back
another 50-60 feet real slow in reverse when CRUNCH---SINK AGAIN---without the
speed of going fwd we just keep sinking.So it's now 3 in the afternoon--not enough light
left to really get her out so we hike to the main road.Come back the next day
(monday/yesturday)with my 715 loaded with gear.Chainsaw,tow straps,rope,axe,
couple long 2x10's---and the thing we should have had to sart with---the high-lift jack off
the front of my truck.With the help of another friends 4wheeler we haul all this in and get
her turned around and gun it back out.No damage,no frostbite (maybe a little on parts I
would rather not discuss)and a good time overall.Good one for the memory book.The
moral of this LONG tale is if you borrow the wifes Jeep to wheel into hunting camp with
your buddies make sure to bring plenty of beer 'cause by the time we got to camp and got
the fire going there were only a couple beers left for me!!!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Going Topless POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18411 NEXT>18416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having that dilemma too...I love the looks of an stock M715,but I plan on taking the
thing off road as much as I can,and my ambition in life is to die of old age...
SUBJECT>Re:neep a pto!!!!please help POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18374 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is one on ebay for $300 so far.NOS with drive shafts.I dont know much about it.It
has about one day left on it.personally I would like to have it,But I'm short on cash.
Anyway,it looks pretty clean.
SUBJECT>Re:Going Topless POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yea,me too.I always say that it pays to be a little
carefull.Not too much,but a bit!You
know--"wimp out now,to wimp out again"?!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:correct rifle for M715??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18324 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try my dad's M1 carbine to see if it fits.
SUBJECT>Oil pump depth on a 230 tornado?POSTER>Chris EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently started putting my m715 back to gether after a 7 ft.mud hole incident.I had
never messed with an external oil pump before and I was asking some friends about it.
One friend in particular said that you had to get the depth correct with the oil pump drive
gear,and that the thickness of the gasket determines this.The way he explained it to me
made it seem similiar to setting up a differential.If anybody knows anything about this or
where to get the things to correct the depth,please post it and let me know.
SUBJECT>tough laws POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>18384 NEXT>18426 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,all this talk about California and the laws has sure made me appreciate good 'ole
Mississippi.Almost all men in this state drive pickups and if there's a gun rack in it,it's
got a riffle hanging.If you don't drive a truck,your sexuality is questioned.
I carry a cheap break action 10 gague in my 715.I don't care if it gets wet or muddy and it
always shoots.If someone stole it,I'd only be out $75.
I also carry a gun permit and a lifetime NRA membership card.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:iv done a soa,bobed bed,custom rollcage&bumpers,25.000 lb.winch,
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February
2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18382 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Heath,
Got any pics?
-B.
SUBJECT>yer in Hburg?ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 February
2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18410 NEXT>18424
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some work in Hburg 2x a year,I'm usually there about a week,maybe we could get.together?Always nice to meet
Zoners.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil pump depth on a 230 tornado?POSTER>dave EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 is not super critical on this,using a average gasket thickness will be proper.I
have not measured the thickness lately but it is a relatively thin gasket with permatex #2
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best used on both sides.dave
SUBJECT>M-16 Replica static POSTER>dave EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my M-16 replica at a local shop in columbas ga.They get tons of stuff from fort
benning.The best value is a used one.They are referred to a rubber ducks in active duty.
Try Ranger Joes surplus (used store )in Columbas.
SUBJECT>Re:yer in Hburg?ctxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18421 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I'm across the river in Camp Hill.Email me when you're going to be in the area.
SUBJECT>targa top M715?;-)POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the high,sloping hardtop on my truck.
I know some of you prefer the looks of some of the other hardtops to this one,but I don't
mind it.
I was loking at it a while back,though,and thinking about how I could modify it if I
decided to.I think I could make a targa top kind of deal for it.
The top comes apart right at the top of the side window line (you can see that in the third
and fourth pics under Louie715 in the members gallery,in either the 3/4 passenger-side
view or the view with the 1/4-ton jeep in the bed ).With the top of the top off,it leaves
the corner pieces behind the side glasses and the back panel with the window in it.
In armchair fabricating mode,I was thinking that some simple angle iron around the
perimenter of the sides to tie the now-topless pieces of the top together (the pieces do bolt
together)and maybe to the windshield frame would work as attachment points for a cloth
top of some kind and for a bow system to hold the cloth up.
Another option would be to use the angle iron to stengthen the sides of the top and use a
yet-to-be-desigedd-and-fabbed in-cab rollbar to support the cloth.
It would make for a kinda cool option for warmer weather --or it might look not so good.
Anyway,this would be way down the road if I did it..While I'm armchair fabbin',have any of you who have these tops
and don't like the high,
sloping portion thought about usng the sides and back as a basis for fabbing a lower
hardtop out of sheetmetal?It doesn't look like it would be all that hard to do.
Take care,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:tough laws POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18419 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like a 10 too,I enjoy the recoil and watching my friends flench -great fun.I like my
shotguns like my pick-up truck -big and tough
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18413 NEXT>18432
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you had a good weekend.Next time you better grab a bottle of Scnapps and
tuck it away somewhere just for yourself.Who needs enemies with buddies who drink all
the beer.What did your wife have to say about your little fiasco?
SUBJECT>Hubs/Milage POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18430 18433
18447 18457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what kind of increase (if any)in fuel milage one might expect if the
stock hubs were replaced with locking versions in an otherwise stock truck.I'm interested
in highway driving,hubs unlocked.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>doug
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much for the entire lot,do you have photos?doug@brookermech.com
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs/Milage POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My guess would be 4-5 miles per gallon.Also less wear on driveline.
Paul
SUBJECT>Dana 60 photos POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18451
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anyone on the club have any photos of a install of the newer style open knuckle front
D60 into a M-715.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She's still out of town...and I am sure will laugh her ass off when she hears about it.She
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knows me well and it's a pretty typical story for me!!As for the good friends,they did
save me a couple at least and we found a little "JB"in the camp stock!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs/Milage POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3-4mpg at most probably.Enough to be worth it though if you put quite a few miles on
her.Doug.
SUBJECT>steering question POSTER>russ allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i plan on doing a PS swap this spring and i was wondering what pitman arm i will need to
use,also will i have to change any other linkage?thanks for any help.
Russ
SUBJECT>M725 and other mil veh.for sale POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>18532
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a 67 M725 (the vin tag says its a 69 but on the web site it says its a 67)and other
military vehicles for sale.
http://pdpatch.com/backroom/product_1.html
or search pdpatch.com .go to the back room and click on the "stuff"
SUBJECT>Re:Full Size Jeep Tellico run Memeorial Day Weekend
POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18
February 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18318 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jeepgrant,yeah the "local produce is mighty fine,also multi purpose.you ca
produce the desired effect,strip paint,use for zippo fuel and probably burn it in an m 715
in a pinch.yeah that whole rudolph thing was nuts up here,seems to have sorta died
down now.it was funny how all the media types portrayed us as the inspiration for
"deliverance"though.i mean c'mon i personally know at least 3 people with 1 or even 2
branches in their family tree.anyway give us a buzz if you come up next summer.828.837 0059.jc
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 February
2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18434 NEXT>18452
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The easiest (IMO)is a mid 70's J-20 box with its'attatched arm.There are numerous
other combos that work OK too."BUT"the stock manual box arm WILL NOT WORK!
Happy hunting..
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:M-16 Replica static POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Thanks Dave!
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18402 NEXT>18464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that.Gonna put it behind Connie's new yorker.At least she has a V-6.Did you ever
get with the rim guy.Will
SUBJECT>stupid wheel question POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,since im a mechanical moron and also since it takes fast talking and extra green to get
a tire mounted is it possible to just weld the split rim in place on the wheel thereby
making a one piece rim ?or is it too tall to get the bead of the tire over when in place?ok
flame away,i just got back from chicago and need the heat.jc
SUBJECT>governor removal POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all,what happens if i remove the gov on my stock 230?its my understanding the the
67 &68 models didnt have them,what is their purpose other than being a pain in my tail?
my reasoning here is without it i can go to the old style filter housing and find a k&n that
will fit.thanks jc
SUBJECT>Re:stupid wheel question POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18441 NEXT>18444 18469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Not possible.Too high.EXTREMELY UNSAFE.
It's very simple to mount the tires yourself.I typically use two screwdriver tip tire irons to
pry the ring on and off.You'll see there's two slots cut in the ring to help get the irons in.
After you do a couple it'll get rediculously easy.
There's not much danger to it either -the ring has a bonus lip on it that is confined by the
tire so assuming you have the ring seated properly,there's almost zero chance of it
popping out.Because of the lip,you have to have the sidewall smashed down an inch or
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so to get the ring on and off.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:stupid wheel question POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18443 NEXT>18446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh well,thanks Chris.jc
SUBJECT>Re:governor removal POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 February 2003,at 11:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18442 NEXT>18477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i havent tried to install my kit,yet.cant you use the setup without the governor?
SUBJECT>Re:stupid wheel question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 1:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18444 NEXT>18449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't feel bad ...I asked the same question a while ago and got the same answer....
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs/Milage POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19
February 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U
PREVIOUS>18428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two of the biggest bonuses are:
1.Less wear/tear on the drivetrain (already mentioned),meaning better reliability and less
maintenance costs.
2.A noticeable difference in the steering.With locking hubs,I noticed a lighter feel to the
steering when doing slow speed turning.Much better.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at
4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>18413
NEXT>18450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Wingnut!.The telling of your experience brought back memories.About 30 years ago,the wife and I
had a similar "awakening"in Northern Minnesota.It was a beautiful winter day in early
March.The winter had provided us with a lot of snow and we thought it would be a good
time to take a drive and enjoy the beauty.At the time,we had a 1970 Ford Maverick with
radial tires.We turned off the main state highway onto a road that ran through the pine
trees to a campground a few miles away.At first,we didn't realize why we had the road
all to ourselves.Finally,it dawned on me that the road was only being used by
snowmobiles and that was what had packed the snow on the road.How much snow?
Well,about 3 miles from the main highway,I stopped the car to take a pee.I stepped a
few feet off the road to perform the act,and sank in the snow up to my waiste!That's
when I said,"Oh,s--t!!"My wife's eyes were the size of saucers!She asked me what we
were going to do.I said,"Turn this car around VERY carefully and hope we make it back
out!"Thankfully,the road was fairly wide,and the car was light-weight.If we had sunk
in,the car would have been there until spring (or the local Indians stripped it).:o)
Have a great day!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:stupid wheel question POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18446 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thought crossed my feeble(sp?)mind to.;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18448 NEXT>18463 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got pretty lucky!;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 photos POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19
February 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6H3oltWsgrw
PREVIOUS>18431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drew did that,here's his current website:
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/index.html
If you were to email him he'd likely send you something specific to what you need.
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18437 NEXT>18455 18462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've been told,any 70's-80's Saginaw power steering box will work,but FSJ
ones have a slightly longer pitman arm that will improve the truck's turning radius.I just
bought one from a 77 Cherokee and I'll hopefully put it in shortly...
SUBJECT>Re:need lockers POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Detroit No-Spin for the rear for UNDER $400 and a
Lockright for the front for under
$300.I'm running the No Spin and Lockright combo with 37"boggers and love it.I've
never had a single let down moment from either posi device.Some people don't like the
Lockrights,and I was one of them having seeing them not work the best in a dana 44.I
got mine used with weld marks on it from an axle it had busted.They are BIG units for
the Dana 60 compared to the smaller 44's.It works great.I also had pretty much the
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whole 6300#of the truck being pushed by the left rear tire one day and the No Spin had
no problem.
You'll save some serious $$$going this way instead of two full on Detroit differentials.
SUBJECT>Get a roll bar!!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=010292
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18452 NEXT>
18456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By doing some research in the past posts,I learned that a Saginaw box from HUGE 70's
GM cars and some from the 80's will have a power steering box that will bolt in where
the stock one does but you've got to grind alot of meterial from the very front cross
member close to the frame.I got one out of a '71 Catalina the number 5687962 is stamped
on the top face.Generally boxes ending in '62'attach to the frame with four bolts,boxes
ending in '76'use three...there may be other distinctions but I don't know.When dealing
with GM power steering pumps keep in mind that there are two types of pump/box
combos...O ring connection hoses and Compression fitting hoses.Don't do what I did and
get a box from one car and a pump from another...hoses are expensive,try to get
box,pump,and hoses from the same car.THEN call Leo Porter at Midway Supply in
Irving,Texas-send him $39.50 +shipping and he will sell you a longer pittman arm that
is made for this conversion.You should be able to do this for $100 total...unless you are
trying to mount a GM pump on a different motor...can't help you there.Good Luck.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I'm not mistaken,the 'heavy duty'boxes have 4 bolts that hold the top cover on.I think
that's something to look for as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs/Milage POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18428 NEXT>18459 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.If you drive the truck a lot,you'll definately be able to tell the difference,especially if you
put in a front posi.Big BIG difference.
SUBJECT>Hydraulic Pump.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18461 18468 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone have a 13 spline,male,two bolt flange hydraulic pump?I need one.I've found a
PTO that will directly accept a 'married'hydraulic pump.The shaft size is around 7/8".
22.225mm Brian.
The PTO said something like GM dump truck,well actually the tag on it did.So anyone
having some scrapped out bigger trucks may have what I need.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Hubs/Milage POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 1:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18457 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I managed 11.2 MPG from Tucson to Portland with front hubs.160 gallons of gas at
260.00 dollars.Took three days to get home....
SUBJECT>Re:Get a roll bar!!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the model of the jeep that you need for the power steering unit for your M truck.I
took mine off of a 1978 cherokee sport.Pretty much a direct bolt on.
SUBJECT>maybe..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,
at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18458 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..I'm going to the yard this week to look for bus auto trans..and output shaft ebrake for
manuals,I'll look for a pump too.
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18452 NEXT>18467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mik,I used a box and pitman arm off an mid 80's wagoneer,it was a direct bolt up,it did
give me a little shorter turning radius.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18450 NEXT>18465 18466 18470 18489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excuse me?Did you say the "local Indians"might (strip)it?Where's Brute4c when you.need him?Did it ever occur to you
that Native Americans visit this website?I happen to
be a Native American that owns and drives an M715.I visit this website daily and don't
feel this the place to post your racial comments.Is this 2003 or 1903?For the record this
Native American would not have touched your 1970 Maveric,I know a turd when I see
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one.I would,however,have offered to help you out of your predicament,as would any
true 4 wheeler who happens upon a stranded motorist,whatever their race.Would you
deny the assistance simply because I might be of different ethnic origin,or would you
take the hand when it is extended to you?Please don't be so quick to deal out judgement
against people,I might be that truck that happens upon your stranded vehicle at 2am,
when there's no one else for miles,then what..............hhmmmmmmmmmm.Think about
it.........
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18440 NEXT>18497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damn i forgot!!!duh i'll see if my small brain will remeber tomorow
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18463 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many can "talk the talk,"but not as many can "talk the talk and walk the walk."
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18463 NEXT>18476 18484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I have Cherokee Indian blood in me and some of my close relatives are full blood
Cherokee's,and I'm damn certain that they would have stripped it.
You guy's need to lighten up.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18462 NEXT>18474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm...I was told that those boxes came with longer pitman arms.A longer arm,at the
same turning angle,should give a tighter turning radius...?
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Pump.POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18458 NEXT>18493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i might have one,now if i can find it.i'll make you a deal.
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:stupid wheel question POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris is correct.The tires are easy to mount yourself,and about the only way they could
be dangerous is if you put the split ring on upside down.The hardest part is breaking the
bead on a mounted tire,especially if they've been on there for a long time.I found that a
plastic tree-felling wedge (with the sharp edges rounded by a file)and a rubber mallet
works ok,though labor intensive.If you want to get fancy,you can get a pair of
Australian Tire Pliers (www.extremeoutback.com).Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18463 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhh,I assume that post was to be to the one above mine...since I also have a (small)
percentage of "Indian"in me.;-)
SUBJECT>What does everyone think of this for a project I'm doing?Thanks.
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18472 18478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw this as a good swap for a Jeep project I have going.Does anyone know if these are
rugged at all.And what is the "EL"on the shifter?I assume and extra low first???Thanks
guys,I am not a Toyota guy so I don't know these parts.Doug.
SUBJECT>oops here's the link.POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18471 NEXT>18483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=24
04045988&rd=1
SUBJECT>what to do...POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18475 18479 18506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '67 715 with a chevy 400 and the original tranny.Im putting in a np205 t-case
and am also switching out my diffs to 4.56's.My question is that do you guys think as far
as the tranny?Leave it in?put something else in,if so what and what would the
advantages be?Also,if I were to keep the tranny would I need any special adaptors to
install the 205?Thanks in advance for any and all your help and suggestions.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18467 NEXT>.18488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?...Well,it will effect how many turns of the steering to go from lock to lock....The arm
from Midway Supply is approx.7 inches center to center if that helps you...don't know
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how long a FSJ arm is.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:what to do...POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18473 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you already have the SBC mated to the stock tranny (and you want to keep a manual)
the only reason I see to change it out would be to get a tranny w/an overdrive...but your
gear change might cover that.Also if you have a stock winch,that tranny makes things
easy.I'll bet the tranny is typical military overkill and is pretty stout.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just because you pour syrup on S@don't make it pancakes.....................no what I mean?
SUBJECT>Re:governor removal POSTER>John L.EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You get a little better mileage and a little more power on the take off.I could actully pass
other vehicles.Another trick is to remove the pre filter.
All you need to do is get some shorter carb studs,and.........
Take the stock throttle cable mount,drill a hole a little higher,reattach and then adjust the
cable at the pedal.
Took me all of 3 hrs,(that includes the 10 minutes for the carb studs)trying to get the
cable to line up right.
SUBJECT>maybe..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,
at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18471 NEXT>18480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...might be ok for a little Jeep.No idea what the EL is.Granny 1st maybe??I'd look into
something a little more stout if it were me.
SUBJECT>do it!heh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,
at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18473 NEXT>18487 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
no real reason to swap,unless you want o/d..then you might want a 700r4,beefed up a.bit.
If you are using a divorced 205 you won't need any special adapters.If not,you might just
as well grab a sm465/205 out of a GM truck,cheap as hell,dime a dozen,and throw that
in instead.
The 465/205 will probably be cheaper than any adapter you can find,and bulletproof
here.Combo going for about 250 here in rockcrawler central.Less at pick n pull.
SUBJECT>Thanks.POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I just saw it as a quick easy overdrive!Doug.
SUBJECT>hydrolic stearing POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 8:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18507 18566 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
anyone done a hydro.stearing on a m-715 I plan to go with a 1/4 elliptic suspention and
hydrolic stearing any info??
SUBJECT>am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.tornado
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,19
February 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18485 18498
18516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help@!!!!i need some wires water proof original and i need a water pump!Help
SUBJECT>Re:oops here's the link.POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Toyota trannys are plenty stout for smaller vehicles but would be a little iffy in a M715.
Generally the trannies are the weak link,the t-case will handle all a mildly built small
block can dish out.
A while back some guys were talking about using a brownie over and under out of a
older semi to put between the tranny and t-case for added reduction as well as overdrive.I
don't know if anyone got this setup working but sounds like a good idea except for the
driveshaft length.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Wife out of town.Guys go out to hunting camp.Take wifes Jeep,bad
idea......long....POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 February 2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AMEN!RELAX A LITTLE FELLAS
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.
tornado POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,.19 February 2003,at 10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>18482 NEXT>18486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If you click on "LINKS"in the left column,then on "Parts Sources,"I'll bet you can find
those wires in no time.OR call Memphis Equipment at 901-774-0600.They list all the
wires in their (WORTHLESS)catalog on page 24 that doesn't tell you if they actually
have them or what they will cost.But they are out there.Good Luck.-G-
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.
tornado POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,19 February
2003,at 11:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18485 NEXT>18548
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ablinn has wires,and naglich has nos water pumps with pulleys.i love my stock truck,
and email me offline if you need help
SUBJECT>Re:do it!heh POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18479 NEXT>18491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the T98 suffers from the same problem as the Quadra Trac:People who don't
know what they are talking about,spreading misinformation.I keep hearing that the T98
has some "oiling problems",but yet,no one that I know has seen one fail prematurely,
and I know of quite a few that are rutinely abused and they still hold up fine.
Check
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=108356&highlight=t98
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 4:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18474 NEXT>18492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I was trying to say is that if both steering boxes turn the pitman arm to the same
angle,the one with the longer pitman arm will pull the tie rod farther,steering the wheels
to a tighter angle.:-)
SUBJECT>To Howie -An Apology to American Indians POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>18463 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're absolutely right,Howie,I stepped on that eggshell with both feet.Your point is
well-taken,and I'm man enough to apologize.In the future,I'll do my best to "walk-the-
walk",as some have mentioned.
OK,now regarding "walking-the-walk":My in-laws are Native American.So,too,are my
nieces and nephews from that side of the family.The time of this event was back in the
70's in Northern Minnesota,and this was in Indian Reservation country.By far the
greatest majority of the population was Indian.Times were economically very tough (for
all)and it wasn't unheard of for people (of all races)to do desperate things in desperate
times.I should have said that "my relatives"might strip the car over the course of the.winter,but I didn't.Truth
is,I worked with,played with,and went to school with plenty
of Indians,as well as Germans,French,Finnish,Scotch,English,Norwegian,Swedish,
Italian,Hungarian,Mexican,etc.in our little corner of the world.My mother was born in
that country in 1916.My grandfather sold the first Allis Chalmers tractor in Northern
Minnesota.
To single out just Indians was based on demographics.I wouldn't say,"Boy,I hope those
Ugandans don't plowed all the snow into my driveway!".Shoot,my nationality is Scotch,
Irish,English,German,Norwegian,and Polish.Can you imagine how many times I could
get offended by what someone says about one of those nationalities?A long time ago,I
decided that I'm just simply "an American".In fact,as small and diverse as this world's
getting,I'm think I'm going to start calling myself "an Earthing".
What say we all stop claiming we're some special nationality and just simply say that
we're human beings from Earth?Think of the money,lives,resources,(and eggshells)
that could be saved.
Sincerly,
Steve,The Ugly Earthing
SUBJECT>B.YARWORTH ATTN:POSTER>BIGHURT
EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.com DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18503 18505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY BARRY,IT'S ME AGAIN.COULD YOU PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL,WHEN
YOU GET A CHANCE.MY #IS (732)866 7266 (W).LEAVE A MESSAGE,I WILL
RETURN YOUR CALL.THANKS.
SUBJECT>Re:do it!heh POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently put a 205 in my truck,no driveshaft mods,just some thought on mounts.Also,
unless you're rock crawling,stick with the 205's single stick shifting for sweet simplicity!
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18488 NEXT>
18495 18496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds right,but our turcks have bigass steering stops that contact the knuckle so you ca
only steer as tight as the stock configuration allows...but I'll bet if we screwed them i
some we'd get a little tighter turn radius,but there's probably a good reason not to...brake
lines maybe?Has anyone done this????
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Pump.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,thanks,it will probably be a decent sized pump..Keith,we'll work out something if you have it.
SUBJECT>3rd Annual Greenland pond Trophy -April 18-19-20,2003 POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3rd Annual Greenland pond Trophy -April 18-19-20,2003 ,Adirondacks New York.We
will be driving into Greenland pond and camping under the stars .MUST HAVE
ITEMS!!!!A vehicle that is mechanically sound,Must have a Winch,Must be a team
Player,Mud terrain tires,Did I mention Winch,Warm winter apparel,Tent,Warm
sleeping bag (-30 rated),Food,Water,Sam Adams,Wood for fire,Snow Shovel,5
Gallons extra Gas or diesel fuel,one gallon antifreeze,you may over heat.We will be 15
to 20 miles from a Gas station;Bring your Fly rod as the fishing will be good,you are
responsible for fishing license.This is serious off roading and will be a lot of fun.
The conditions will be as followed,
Cold weather on the trail,possible rain,or snow fall,Over night temps in the 30 ’s,The
trail conditions will be rocky with deep Mud in spots and for a bit of fun there could be a
topping of snow.
Think Safe,Act Safe,No fire arms.
Limit of 10 vehicles.
Invite is for all Land rovers,Jeeps,and Pinz,don ’t matter
Contact:Rick Hawkins @sulzameck@yahoo.com or Dan Paro @
offroadrover57@juno.com
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18492 NEXT>18500 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brake lines,No.Binding U-joints,Yes.I haven't done this thinking I'd rather put another
point in the turn than hear a KA-BANG from the knuckle at full turn off roading with the
stops turned in.
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18492 NEXT>18499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I *think*it might be a durability issue.Even if those ball joints don't granade right away,
I suppose they will wear more as the angle increases.Those stops just ensure that you
never go beyond reasonable angles.U-joints get a lot of stress when they operate at large
angles.I drove my 78 Cherokee on the front axle for a while,and when the wheel was
turned to one side,you could feel the U-joints turning...It gives you a whole new
appreciation for CV joints :-)
SUBJECT>Did you know..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The average human has a brain volume of about
1400cc...a fuzz over 85 cubic inches of
gray matter,more than a Harley...cubes,not matter.The popular Australopithicus neared
600cc.
SUBJECT>New discount Wires POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.cm
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18482 NEXT>18508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
New Discount Wires.
I bought 2 sets of wires,new military issue for about 50.00 each.They are in 2 lengths,3
shorter and 3 longer.I bought these from a huge surplus place in idaho.I think the name
is army salvage surplus or something.they are in supply line and militay vehicles from
time to time.these are nice shiny stainless wires.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18496 NEXT>18501 18502
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried fabbing a longer pitman arm to decrease turning radius and it didn't work?Sounds
wierd but I couldn't even get enough steering improvement to get the hubs to contact the
locks at full travel.The arm I was experimenting with was so long that it would have hit
the drag link in actual use.I even tried disconecting the pitman arm and twisted the
wheels from end of travel to end of travel and they still didn't contact the stops.Missed
them by about 1/4'(6.35mm?).Anyway,something else to ponder.
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>Gary Topaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18495 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,I knew there was a good reason....
I still have a 2WD mindset.
Thanks
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,I think mine was the same way only with about 1/8"(3.175mm Brian)gap between
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the stops.It may get to the stops if the axle is in motion and doesn't have a standing bind
to it.If that is all it will go and the quarter inch gap remains,it probably wouldn't hurt to
back the stops out to there.If that's where the knuckles stop with out said stops,off
road...they may drive up against something that forces them further than they want to go
and something goes bang.Remember,these 5.87's and big tires put a bunch of strain on
things.
SUBJECT>Re:steering question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 1:19
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,forgot,it seems to me that the factory 6 turn lock to lock manual steering boxes have
more throw than the saginaw power boxes.Mine had more,how much...it's been about 4
months now...but I remember on the shop floor the stock box did turn further.I extended
my power box's pitman are so it has about 1/4"to 3/16"(roughly 5mm Brian)clearance to
the crosslink.The slight loss of steering radius is more than made up for by 3 turns lock
to lock instead of 6 and the ability to palm steer comfortably instead of the overhand-
underhand fling of the manual box.OH,and lets not forget snagging a stump and having
the steering wheel backspin (FAST)and try to rip your hand off.
SUBJECT>Re:B.YARWORTH ATTN:POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you my phone #.Barry.
SUBJECT>400 chevy POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 2:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I now know what a 400 chevy engine looks like in a 715 ,kind of small compared to the
space it took up in the truck it came out of .
Looks like a whole lot more space.But i think it will motivate the 7 just a tad better tha
the straight 6.
By the way if ANYONE has ANY words of wisdom on the installation and the bolt in of
the700R4 transmission ,208 transfer case and drive line please feel free .thanks curtis
SUBJECT>Re:B.YARWORTH ATTN:POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18490 NEXT>18510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The E mail came back as a mail failure.I called the phone #and they said that you went
home.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:what to do...POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you have the adapter already keep it if not if you still want a strait shift put a sm465 or
a sm420 then you wound't need the adapter two wheel drive 465's are a dime a dozen
SUBJECT>Re:hydrolic stearing POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,20 February 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18481 NEXT>18575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just wonderingwhat type of spring you were going to use that would hold the weight of a
m715 with quartereliptical suspention.SUBJECT>Re:New discount Wires POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
20 February 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18498 NEXT>18509
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>Re:New discount Wires POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
20 February 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18508 NEXT>18512
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,that didn't work.How about this:www.armysurpluswarehouse.com
SUBJECT>Re:B.YARWORTH ATTN:POSTER>BIGHURT
EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18505 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY BARRY,
I APOLOGIZE FOR THE CONFUSION.MY EMAIL SHOULD HAVE WENT
THROUGH.I DON'T KNOW WHAT HAPPENED.PLEASE CALL MY HOME,IF
YOU WOULD,AT (732)303 0150.I WILL RETURN THE CALL.THANKS AGAIN.
TOM
SUBJECT>Re:400 chevy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18504 NEXT>18521 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Plan on building a new crossmember,driveshafts,and don't forget to mount the engine far
enough forward so that the mechanical fuel pump doesn't end up where the frame motor
mount is.Uh..yeah...you'll have a tad more power all right.
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:New discount Wires POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.cm
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like a winner
SUBJECT>Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Does anyone know how to adjust our brakes so that the pedal will not travel to the floor?
I am thinking this is someone kind of brake shoe adjustment.Thanks in advance Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18513.NEXT>18515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to pull the brake drums off every once in a while and turn the adjustors to
compensate for wear.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
February 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18514 NEXT>18518
18526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am pretty sure you can adjust the brakes from a port on the lower portion of the backing
plate.No need to remove the drums.
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.
tornado POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21
February 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18482 NEXT>18517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heath,i just ordered some from ablinn $120,also priced them at memphis $150.havent
got them yet,hoping mon or tues.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.
tornado POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21
February 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18516 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damn,wish id seen that new discount wires post last week>oh well
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18515 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pull out the rubber plug and use a small brake spade or screwdriver and turn the star
adjuster.These trucks do not self adjust.
SUBJECT>EEEEeeeeeeeYUK!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18520 18533 18579
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just found a link that showed me my first AM715.Hopefully this won't offend
anyone...but what a shitty looking truck in comparison to the original M715.Looks like a
small tired canvas clad J10 with tiny tires.Ick.I'm glad the US Army didn't pick that up!
http://www.jed.simonides.org/transport/mike-numbers/m715_series/m715-series.html
SUBJECT>fugly,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at
12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18519 NEXT>18522 18534
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...didn't know they made a 715 version.I almost bought one of the am725's once...but.the little fenders just didn't
get me the way the big ones did...heheh.
That might be the chassis White Owl was selling,too---a 715 w/discs,from the factory,
w/the bed and cab but no front clip or engine.
SUBJECT>Re:400 chevy POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18511 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew there was a few things i was missing thanks much Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:fugly,more but...POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18520 NEXT>18523 18524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree that the AM715 is not as cool looking as the M715,but imagine the parts supply
and swap options if the DoD had picked up the AM.
It should be fairly simple to bolt M715 fenders or front clip on the AM.And what are
those 8-lug axles under it?Factory discs?I could live with that.I wonder what engine
they used?
A recent issue of Military Vehicles Magazine has a feature on the M715 series and
touches on the AM.I'll take a look at that and see if it lists specs.
In the AM715 pic link on the page Spicer linked us to,those tires do look small.Is that
just a perspective/optical illusion thing?Surely those are 9.00x16 tires that look small
because of camera angle and those fairly standard J-truck fenders.Whaddya think?
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
SUBJECT>Re:fugly,more but...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18522 NEXT>18525 18528
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be surprised if those tires hit 31"high.And the front axle;my money would be on an 8
lug Dana 44 like the 3/4 ton Chevy's.
SUBJECT>Re:fugly,more but...POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Did a little online looking.
Looks like the engine in the AM715 was the 258,not a V8.:-(
Someone thought the axles were geared at 3.73:1.:-(
I'd still like a couple,though.:-).Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:fugly,more but...POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
You're probably right about the axle,and those tires do look small.I wonder if they really
are as small as they look inthat pic.I sometimes look at the 9.00x16 NDTs on my truck
and think they look a little small in the wheelwells,especially in back.
Take care,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18515
NEXT>18527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Duh...What was I thinking...You are absolutely right.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake pedal adjustment POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And you can't correctly adjust the brakes with the drums off!You need the drums to gage
how far out to run the shoes.
My preferred method is to tighten the shoes until you can't turn the wheel.Then back off
the adjuster until you can hear the shoes very lightly dragging.Remember to count how
many "clicks"you backed off so you can get the other wheel even.Repeat said process
for the other axle.
Chris
SUBJECT>the one at White Owl...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
February 2003,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18523 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...had a 8lug 44 on it.They wanted a grand for a rusty frame,called it a "prototype".
I wonder why they didn't use bigger tires,the Jtruck fenders will fit 33's w/o rubbing...
heheh but they obviously should have put the old fenders on w/some big tires
mooohahahah
SUBJECT>My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one 18/20
and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18530 18557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.So who wants what?;-)Is there anyone with experience with the 202?They are rugged
as
hell,but do they overheat like the 200?I need to change mine and have gone though
several options.(as many of you guys know from my dumb-@ss questions posted here!)
My case works great,and stays pretty cool compared to others I notice.But at highway
speeds for hours it still will get pretty hot.My local yard has lots of old stuff,and I plan to
pick up all of his divorced cases and PTO's.Also he has lots of sm 420's,465's and a
couple heavy 5 speeds.
I am thinking about...follow me here...taking one 202 or 205 and turning it around so
that the input is facing back.Using what was or would be the rear output as the input......
still following?Then when it was in high it would be 1 to 1.In low since it's backwards,
it would be 1.96 to 1 OVERDRIVE.I would go from the "output"(what normally would
be in)to the second divorced case and run that normally.It would be long but by starting
with a sm420 that's really short,my rough calcs say it will fit pretty well.The .96
overdrive is a little extreme,but not that far off of the difference between 4th and 3rd
gears on the tranny.I think 3rd is like 1.8 or so.
Now other than drive train HP loss through all those gears can anyone think of anything
wrong with this?THIS IDEA HAS COME OUT OF SPENDING THE WHOLE DAY IN
A JUNK YARD THAT HAS LOTS OF OLD IH,JEEP,DODGE AND HEAVY
TRUCKS SO MAYBE MY BRAIN HAS FLOWN OUT THE WINDOW!!!!????If this
works it would be pretty cool?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18529
NEXT>18531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hay,doug where is this junk yard?and what is the name of it?I'm in Dover N.H.and love
to go junk yarding for the the same reasons.Its the best way to get ideas.I'm always
looking for the little hole in the wall old junkyards that don't want your hole pay check for
a part off a rig they got for free.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18530 NEXT>18542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,this is it,the prices are right and the guys are always ready to make a deal if you
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bring a six pack!And YEA RIGHT I'm gona'tell ya'were it is!!!!!;-)We are are the mid
coast of Maine,he is right outside of Ellsworth,near Bangor and Bar Harbor.Actually he
doesn't have a whole lot of old stuff left.I asked him a few years ago to save the old 4x4
and heavy truck stuff from the crusher and I would be up for it.That time has come and I
plan to make off with most of it this spring.I will post it for sale on this board then if it
doesn't sell I will ebay it for VERY reasonable $$.And I will give the stuff away for what
I have in it to any fellow 715-er.I AM NOT TRYING TO GET THIS STUFF TO MAKE
$$ON!!All the yards around here are getting rid of the old stuff as it doesn't make much
money compared to newer cars.I want to save these old iron cases and trannies as well as
axles from the crusher.
From my explorations today there are 4 sm 420 or 465's 2wd.(couple of each I think)3.4wd ones all with 205's.(and
one ford one with 205)and like 2-3 5 speed NO overdrives,
and 2 overdrive 5 speeds (the really heavy one--not nv4500,I forget the name)
As for T-cases there are 2 divorced 202's (ones with really big yokes and gears-still1.96 to
1 low)2 205's,and 1 200.Also 1 18 or 20 divorced,think it's 20.Lots of old jeep t-90's
with 18's mated,a few scouts with 4 speeds and 20's one complete with pto.Also a
couple busses with ford 6 cyl turbo diesels and allison autos--those I have my eye on!!He
has several PTO's,for both t-case and trans,but isn't sure which ones he wants to sell ;-
(Let me know what you're looking for and I will look!!DOUG.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 and other mil veh.for sale POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>18435 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if anybody has questions on this I live 10 miles from there.I can take more pics of any of
these and e mail them to you.
SUBJECT>Re:EEEEeeeeeeeYUK!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18519
NEXT>LINKNAME>kia trucks
LINKURL>http://global.kia.co.kr/vehicle/military/km45/introduction.html
Has anyone ever seen the Kia KM45?Looks similar to the 715,1 1/4 ton,5.86 gears,6
lug axles...Definitely not as cool looking as the 715,but possibly a parts donor?
SUBJECT>KIA motors is still building the M715 POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18520 NEXT>18535 18553 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kia Motors is still building the M715 !They using a 6cyl diesel and a 5 speed tranny,
they also changed the front clip !Search for the korean Kia webpage (it is in English)and
look for Military !They also building a 100 percent copy from the M35A2 and the 5 ton !
SUBJECT>Re:KIA motors is still building the M715 POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Friday,21 February 2003,at 10:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18534 NEXT>18539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.global.kia.co.kr
At the bottom click at other,and than click at military vehicles !
It is the Kia KM45 !
SUBJECT>I am looking for an m715 on the West Cost POSTER>Nathan
EMAIL>sberg63@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 12:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYHZa/rU41QA PREVIOUS>NEXT>18538
18546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for an m715 on the west cost.I live in Washington state.Please let me know
if there is one around here.Thanks!.SUBJECT>Can you adjust the input gear preload on the 200 t-case?Are there shims
etc??Thanks!POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My t-case woes have been traced to input gear "slop".It's too bad 'cause the case is great
otherwise.I plan on swapping it (see below posts)but would love to fix it so I can sell it,
or keep it for future.Is there some way to adjust the input to snug up the gear slap?
Thanks guys.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I am looking for an m715 on the West Cost POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know of one in Gig Harbor for $3700.It is complete except for the batteries.
It does run (I haven't heard it,but I trust the old guy that owns it).
It is very rust free,it has 11 or 12 thousand miles on it.
The rear hub seals leak a little and one of the tires is flat.
The seats have been replaced with some different buckets.
It is still painted OD green and all of the markings on the dash are still there.
The front bumper is a little bent.The rear bumper extension (taillight bracket)on the right
is bent a little also.
This is a really nice truck and I wish I would have seen it before I bought mine and had it
shipped from Kansas.
If you are interested e-mail me at brent@bjsoffroad.com and I will get you some more
information on it.By the way...it's not mine,I am just selling it for someone.Thanks.
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:KIA motors is still building the M715 POSTER>Land
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EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 12:29
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw these Kia M715 copies all the time when I was over there a couple of years ago.It
was cool to see them,and to see all the flatfendered M38 lookalikes.
Take care,
Chris
SUBJECT>Now,let me understand this brake shoe adjustment POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18541 18543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to all that answered my question about brake shoe adjust ments.So,you go to the
back of the brake drum,pull off a rubber stopper and then turn the adjuster until the brake.pads just barely
click?Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Now,let me understand this brake shoe adjustment POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 February
2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18540 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Click??You mean just start to stick?You want them to --just --stick.When you turn the
drum it should just catch a little bit here and there.You don't want it to really grab at all,
as that will cause wear and heat...at least for a while.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22 February
2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18531 NEXT>18549
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I'm running a 202 in my truck and it is a great unit.Very beefy and much quieter
that the 200.I'm going to replace it with a doubler unit this summer when I put the
Unimog axles under the truck,so if you see a 465 to 203 adpter and a Ford 205 let me
know.I live in Denver,but if the stuff is cheap enough,shipping might not be prohibitive.
Long live the old iron!
SUBJECT>Re:Now,let me understand this brake shoe adjustment POSTER>beafire
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_24.html
Copy and paste this and the answer awaits you!!!!
SUBJECT>Strange looking Deuce (long)POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18550 18556 LINKNAME>1967 Kaiser
Jeep,Witenburg Military truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2404278
998&category=6729
The following link is of an EBay auction of a different looking Deuce and a half.
I originally posted this on the IFSJA's forum and got little response.
I have never seen a 2 1/2 ton truck of that vintage with a fiberglass hood.I know the
newest Duece's have FG hood,but not one of that vintage
So,here is my string of questions:
Does anyone know anything more about these??
Where would a person get a replacement hood?
It sorta looks like it has the same shape as White truck of the same vintage.
Other that the FG hood,is it a standard 2 1/2 ton truck underneath?.Is this a commerical effort by Kaiser to sell
it's military truck to the public?
SUBJECT>Re:tow bar POSTER>Matt G EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net
DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the tow bar and ONE 715 adapter.I need one more.Any body have just one and
want to get rid of it?Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>Re:I am looking for an m715 on the West Cost POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>18536 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
Mine is for sale.I live in Bellingham WA.
I'm asking $3000.
You can see mostly what it looks like in the members gallery on this website under
Rollie715.The differences from the pictures are I sold the 44"tires and it currently has
40"military NDT gamma goat tires.It no longer has a locker in the rear end.Besides that,
the body is in solid condition with a few minor dents.The windshield is carcked but
usable.It has a GM 6.2 diesel engine bolted up to the stock 4-speed using an Advance
adapter.If you don't want the diesel,I have a good running 454 that I can swap out of a
Chev 1-ton for an additional $500.The front axle has been rebuilt with all new seals,
bearings,axle shafts,brake shoes and brake cylinder kits.A front steering stabilizer was
added when I put on the 44"tires.The rear axle is also in well maintained condition.It
has a fiberglass hardtop as shown in the pictures.It also has a tailgate in rough but usable
condition.Spare parts include a good NP200 transfercase,steering box,column and
wheel,2 good fuel tanks,2 original 16"wheels,and a complete frame if you can figure
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out a way to haul it home.I'm sure I also have a bunch of other parts to include with it,
but I would have to take inventory as I have stuff all over the shop.
I'm currently building a second M715 for myself which has all Chevy running gear and I
don't need two trucks anymore.If interested,you can email me at Rollie715@yahoo.com
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>68 M715 for Sale POSTER>mtmt715 EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>18552 18671 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,
Just went to an auction today and picked up a good ole 715.Needs a good home.It has
dents on the passenger door and a few other various dents,fiberglass top,no tailgate.
Motor is loose,and I will be toying with it in the next few days,to see if it will run..Anyone interested,I am
located just North of Lincoln,Ne.E-mail if interested,or
questions.Also have pics,just let me know and i'll e-mail them.
Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230.
tornado POSTER>Jimmy F."Jeno"Enocencio EMAIL>pointman_jeno@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18486 NEXT>18621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aloha from the big island of hawaii...no you're not the only on looking for wires...i'm also
looking for the waterproof sparkplugs and information as to the waterproof rotors and
distributor cap (if any)...i just go my m715 a few months back and want to do it right
when tuning it up....right now,the plugs,wires,distributor and rotor looks "civilian"to
me,totally "unmilitary"...pls e-me,mahalo,jeno
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18542 NEXT>18555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know there is a older Ford 205 mated case.As for the 465/203 I will check when I go
back up.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Strange looking Deuce (long)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18544 NEXT>18551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Link doesn't seem to work.;-(
SUBJECT>Re:Strange looking Deuce (EVEN LONGER!)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nope,linky brokey no workey
SUBJECT>few questions for ya POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22
February 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18547 NEXT>18567
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much?what kind of shape is it in?would you be super pissed if I cut out the guts
and gave it new ones instead of keeping it original heheheh?
I"m asking because I have next to no use for the original motor/axles.I realize these are
getting scarcer by the year,and since I"m going to gut whatever I get,I'd rather the nicer
ones went to someone who will restore it.I just need the shell heheheh.
anyhoo....
SUBJECT>Re:KIA motors is still building the M715 POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,22 February 2003,at 10:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just a thought I wonder how many rarts would interchange with
the original ???
SUBJECT>hood variations POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18558 18562 18573 18668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,my hood is rotted and bent,and it flew open yesterday (not a long story-just a dumb
one).so instead of tring to bend the hinges and such,what are the differences in a grand
wagoneer hood and ours.i know ill have to add the blackout light,but what else?
i found a 1989 hood for 125 thats within driving distance,but before i drive out there i
was wondering about the differences.....can i still use the hood mounted air cleaner?
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18549 NEXT>18560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug I am in the search for a mated ford 205.But I don't want to pay $50 for it cause
there all over the place.Although that meens you need to get it for $25 to get a decent
middle man cut on it.
SUBJECT>Link,Second try POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18544 NEXT>18559 18563 LINKNAME>1967 Kaiser Jeep,Witenburg
Military truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2404278
998&category=6729
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Ebay Auction Item #2404278998
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2404278998&catego
ry=6729
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Dave EMAIL>david053164@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18529 NEXT>18561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug-
Hey there!I am considering a swap where I will be getting rid of the manual trans and
replace it with a TH400.Problem is that my M715 has the PTO-driven LU-4 winch,
which,if I'm correct in my thinking (being a bit of a newbee to these trucks),takes off
from the tranny,NOT the t/case.Is there such an animal as a NP200 or 202 or 205 that
has a PTO that would work with the winch?If so,have you seen one in your junkyard
walkabouts?Thanks,in advance,for your help!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:hood variations POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18554 NEXT>18564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.When I swapped mine for the same stupid reason(flying up
at 50mph does bad things to
it!---I NEVER forget to latch the hooks now )I couldn't see too many differences at all.
Get the saftey catch from the wagoneer as well,I keep meaning to put one on for obvious
reasons.Doug.
SUBJECT>Link still dead,copy and paste works.That's a fugly truck!;-)
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,
23 February 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18556 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BUT the reserve is met at $500 +/-is cheap since they say it runs and drives!Good buy,
just take that nose off!!!In the grand tradition of military trucks I would say it is the same
under the skin as the others?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18555 NEXT>18580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Include shipping on that and it's not worth it?!This yard is great and he would probably
sell it to me with the whole bunch for like 25 but still shipping is going to run a bit.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18557 NEXT>18581 18591 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 205's all have a pto output.I think the 202 does too?I can't really remember.I know
there is one 205 divorced with a pto on it...but I am 99.9%sure I will be using that one!
It also has the ebrake on it just like our 200's.Just for comparison he wanted $150 if I
remove,and $200 if he removes and steam cleans.Being that I love grease and "mud
wrenching"I told him I would take it out!Doug.
SUBJECT>a few minor things POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23 February
2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18554 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you'll have to take out the little bridge thing in the peak,the older Jeeps didn't have it.
You'll have to add the hold-down latches,and probably remove the remote latch release
on the GW hood.Also the springs themselves.
The nice thing about FSJ's is that they hardly changed them in the whole production run
from 62-91.A LOT of body parts interchange or can be made to w/a new bolt hole or
something.
too bad you're nowhere near me,I'd give you a hood for free.
SUBJECT>might not be a Kaiser...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23
February 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18556 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>....looks kinda like the old Mack trucks w/the round,bulbous fenders,so maybe it's
something else..I can hope,can't I?That thing is a disgrace to the Kaiser name.
I suppose there's a data plate on there though....*sigh*
SUBJECT>Re:hood variations (anyone near louisiana)POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18558 NEXT>18565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need one.i guess shipping would be cost prohibitive
SUBJECT>Re:hood variations (anyone near louisiana)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 9:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18564 NEXT>18670 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yea,shipping would be a lot.Not that heavy,but bulky.
SUBJECT>Re:hydrolic stearing POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I setup full hydro on my truck a few weeks back but still have not started the truck sence
the frame up retro started a year ago,so I can't tell you how it works yet.
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Heres what I did.I Bought a steering columb off a clark fork truck used for $85.it is just
a rotery box.I'm using the stock GM pump that came on my 350.If it dosn't push enough
fluid I will increase it using the info found here
http://westtexasoffroad.homestead.com/powersteering.html The best sorce for hydrolic
cylenders was (I was tiped off by a 715 owner from a local board)is
http://www.baileynet.com/I used the same rame that rockstomper user and the same rame
that westtexas offroad uses.only they want $150 and thru baileynet I got it for $67 The
715 can handle a 6 1/2"ram.I choose not to push it and got a 6".I got the 6"stroke 2"
bore 2500 psi cheif cylender.I hope this helps
Oh yeah I almost forgot I took the steering armes and turned them around to go behind
the axle witch worked great with the spring over.I also made a new tie rod out of a piece
of schedule 180 that was the right size to tap for 3/4"hyme joints.I also needed to drill
the tapered holes out of the steering armes to except a 3/4"bolt that ties the new hyme
joint on.The new tierod also sets on top of the steering arms instead if below as in stock.
this allows for more clearance over the leaf springs.I am also running a auto tranny
cooler as a power steering cooler.
SUBJECT>Re:few questions for ya POSTER>Myron EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>18552 NEXT>18593 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,
Asking $1,300 but will negotiate.Has an excellent body except for passenger side door,
which is dented pretty good.Few other minor dents.I wouldn't care what you did with it,.when you buy it,its yours.
Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>Wanted:East Coast M-715 POSTER>Craig EMAIL>CKerkman@sc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a M-715 located on the East Coast.Please send location,price,pictures,
and contact information.THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:East Coast M-715 POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18568 NEXT>18571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
contact cjeeptj@aol.com he may have one
SUBJECT>pto POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,
23 February 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18574
18594 18616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if the t-98 pto will fit the sm-465 tranny?
Thanks
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:East Coast M-715 POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,i do have one for sale
its a 1968
38,000 miles
minor rust
newer soft top
2 newer batterys
all orginial but paint,and front bumper
runs excellent
comes with a ton of spare parts
asking $3,800 have over $4,500 into it
located in MD
410-632-0134 ask for joe
SUBJECT>Rebuild saginaw sector POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me the best place to get a rebuild kit for the 70's saginaw power steering
sector?I can't get one thing done without another breaking.I am driving my truck about
300 mi a week,just about got my Monster winch operating in the bed,and my power.steering is about to quit,sometimes
it doesn't work,the belt squeels aften when turning,
and the sector leaks like a sieve.Any help would be appreciated.I have been working on
the winch,and haven't taken time to track this down,thought maybe someone would
know off hand.Thanx
mudclod
SUBJECT>Here is the answer !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18554 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
You notice that the truck is out of Oregon.Whitenburg is out of Washington state.They
and BOYCE and HAFER'S out of Utah,all had aftermarket fiberglass hoods
manufactured for both the GMC 211 series and the M35 series of trucks.A lot of these
trucks were sold to go on potato operations in the Pacific Northwest.Now there seems to
be a lot of body parts around,but back in the 70's and 80's they would bring trucks in with
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body damage and slap on a fiberglass replacement.Sometimes they were well made,but I
am sure that they had their weakness.From What I have seen,I would pay less for a
fiberglass hood vs an all good metal cab.Tom
SUBJECT>not offhand.but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23 February
2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18570 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..if you count the teeth for me I'll pull the cover off the 465 sitting in the garge and check
for ya!
SUBJECT>Re:hydrolic stearing POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im gona use the fatory springs
SUBJECT>HELP i NEED SPRING BUSHINGS POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need leaf spring and shakle bushings for my m-715
SUBJECT>Re:HELP i NEED SPRING BUSHINGS POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 February 2003,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ABLinn
SUBJECT>MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 12:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>18587
18673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm mailing in my reup for subscription to MV mag.and was going to send a comment on
how they seem to dog on the M-715 most of the time.Don't get me wrong it's a great mag
and I'm not going to rant but they seem to put down our trucks or if they do complement
them it's in a left hand way.Like if you don't have a M-37,Jeep,or now a hummer you
are not part of the mv hobby crowd.
Just wanted to feel out you guys and what you think.Like I said I'm not looking to flame
them just let them know that the tone of alot of there articles are less than complientary to
our M-715s and not appreciated.Let me know what you think......Ed J.
PS this will be my own doing and I will in noway mention or include this great site and
you great guys in my comments to them.
SUBJECT>Re:EEEEeeeeeeeYUK!POSTER>Keller
EMAIL>HKELLERJR@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 1:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From MV Magizine,believe this is the what AM looked at producing in 1978.As I recall
from article,it had smaller wheels and different fuel filler neck,etc....Howard
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has...um,Doug?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18560 NEXT>
18589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That reversed t-case idea is neat,but I'm thinking that it may end up louder than a 200 full
of iron filings.Kind of like when you back up really fast in like a car of something that
can back up really fast...and you get that high pitched gear whine?It's because of the cut
on the gear.Oh,and what about the lubrication on the 205,would that be and issue in
reverse rotaion?
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18561 NEXT>18590 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You'll have to run the winch drive (from 205 to LU4)*through*the existing tranny
crossmember.Just a littl fyi.Break out the hot wrench!
SUBJECT>Hey Doug '...'Foster POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18588 18600 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What if you took the 2:1 spur gear reduction off of an NP203 and turned it around?May
take some machining,but wouldn't be any louder.
SUBJECT>Check this for heavy tranny info!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 6:50 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.gag.com/~cabell/transmission.htm
GREAT PAGE!
SUBJECT>Yo Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18622 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On your 205 winch project,do you happen to have a 'shaft tach'to be able to tell what the
pto's output speed is with the t-case in neutral and the tranny in fourth?I'm wonder what
the 1:1 (basic engine idle speed)driving into the t-case then out the pto.I had another
idea last night while laying under the back working out a couple winch things.
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SUBJECT>FOR ANYONE LOOKING AT A 2 1/2 TON WINCH SET UP
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February
2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was working on a duece and a half,10,000LB winch last night and ran across something
I thought may help someone,sometime,BIG.I drained the oil from the drive side and
water came out first,then the oil followed.I had to take the worm drive shaft out and turn
it around for the way it was to be driven in it's present application.It's not a bad swap and
requres nothing but a couple of sockets,big hammer and punch.
HERE'S THE THING TO LOOK FOR;From sitting with water in it the worm gear
rusted and scaled REALLY badly on just the section that would was in the water.That
heavy scale would have torn the sh!t out of the big bronze drive gear.I got lucky and
happened to have a spare parts winch that I was able to scarf a good worm drive out of
and get the thing put together.
My suggestion to anyone looking at one of these big babies is to pull the two bolts out of
the round side plate (when it's out of the truck it will only have two bolt holding it.Whe
in the truck it has eight due to the mounting bolts)and pop that cover off and spin the
worm shaft and check for any damage.*Oil shouldn't come out as the fill hole is lower
than the side cover.I don't mean this any kind of strike against this winch.THEY ARE
BEEFY UNITS and well under-rated at 10,000LBS.
Hmm,I should work now.
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>18578 NEXT>18602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree.After reading their "report"on M715 vs.M37,I got the impression that "the
M715 is junk.If you want a military pick-up,get an M37.You can only drive 50 mph to
keep the engine from exploding,and you'll definitely need spare axle shafts,but they.really are superior
trucks..."The M715 has always been the bastard-child of military
trucks,but they *could*have been more even-handed in the comparison.While they
certainly are entitled to their opinion,they should learn the difference between opinions
and stated factual information.I wouldn't mind having an M37,but I can't imagine that
one would truely outrun,outlast,outhaul,outwheel,outpull or out bad-ass my M715.
2 cents...
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug '...'Foster POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18582 NEXT>18595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that's an idea I had not thought of!Finally someone as nuts as I am,whooo hooo!;-)
Thanks,I will look into that one.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has...um,Doug?POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18580 NEXT>18596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had thought of the whine,and the lube was a good point.As I said I was really simply
under the influence of "junk yard eye glazeing"and my mind was racing!!Your above
idea of the 203 is a good one,but I still think the whine would be bad.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has several divorced t-cases.A 202,a few 205's,one
18/20 and some pto's.;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hot green wrench is our friend.;-)
SUBJECT>OH that price included All the shafts,crossmember and linkage and levers.
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,
24 February 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18561 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He also said I could have the axles if I wanted them for free with the cases.They were not
much though.
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuild saginaw sector POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18572 NEXT>18623
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA.Thats where I got mine.If it is just leaking around the sector shaft,you can put the
new seals in without having to remove the shaft or box from the truck.Just remove the
pitman arm and have at it.Actually getting the pitman off is the biggest PITA.
SUBJECT>Re:few questions for ya POSTER>craig EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18567 NEXT>18704
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.new englind?if so i will buy it if the body is in good no rot shap.
i can replace the door and find a tailgate.
SUBJECT>Re:pto POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:59
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18570 NEXT>18598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I DO KNOW that it WILL NOT.Sorry......
SUBJECT>Spicer and Doug check out this site POSTER>bpa272 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18588 NEXT>18597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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This guy mounts a 203 reduction box backwards on a 205 to get overdrive.Might give
you some ideas.www.exaxt.ca/.He's up in Vancouver.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:My local junk yard has...um,Doug?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18589 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You wouldn't have the wine.The 203 reduction is spur cut so it should be close to the
same sound each way.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer and Doug check out this site POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18595 NEXT>18599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW,Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>well that's that!hehe ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18594 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fdkl
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer and Doug check out this site POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18597 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Doug,what's the full link?I can't get what he posted to work.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>also available at...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 February
2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18582 NEXT>18601
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...www.sorv.com Out of FL it looks like,they are the guys linked from that Vancouver
site.Might be easier to deal w/than the Canucks LOL...SUBJECT>Re:also available at...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18600 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to 'Products,'then 'Axles-Unimog/Hybrid'and it's near the bottom of that page as
'NP203 to NP205 Reverse Double.'It's a pain to find otherwise.
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18587 NEXT>18604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The military rated the M-715 at 5/4 ton.They rated M-37 at 3/4 ton,that about says it
all.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Big Rig Wheel Question...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the late model 12 lug super single wheels fit on the duece and a half's 6 lug pattern?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18602 NEXT>
18605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,nice to see ya ole'boy!How the ladies of the north treatin ya lately?
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18604 NEXT>
18607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The remarks that got me were "imaginative rating of 11/4 ton hauling capacity","weak
sheet metal compared to the hearty M-37",and poor offroad abilities".Funny they don't
mention the non synchromesh gearbox of most m37s and rear axle shafts that snap even
when unloaded with stock 9.00 16s.
SUBJECT>brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18609 18610 18639 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just completed my power brake swap,with the celebrity booster,and the 77 corvette
m/s.I've bleed the system many many times,but it's not working well.The backs will
lock up,and the fronts won't,when fully depressed.I'd read somewhere that this is
corrected by a proportioning valve but i'm not sure.Could it be poor vacum from the.stock engine,or how i have it
connected.I have the rears conected straight to the front
port,and the rears connected through stock valve to the rear port on ms.any help is
appreciated.Sorry for the length.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Hey Now!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at
2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>18605
NEXT>18608 18613 18624 18674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M37 axles are NOT that weak!The trucks that break axles most often are former VFD
trucks that were kept overloaded and abused often.
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ALL M37's had synchromesh transmissions.The early trucks,3 and 4 were synchro,on
the B1 models and retrofitted early trucks 2,3,and 4 were sychronized (same as on a
M715).
M37 sheetmetal is a LOT more substantial than M715 stuff.
The M37 is amazingly capable off road.Axle articulation is better than many modified
vehicles.It is a TACTICAL TRUCK not a militarized civilian vehicle like the Kaiser 5/4
is.
I like both trucks,but if offered the choice I'll take a M37 over a M715 any day.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18607 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're going to run us out of here,CD,but I'm with you.
I'd have to take the M37 over the M715 if I had to choose (I do have both now;don't try
to make me choose!).
I do think the M715 gets a lot less credit than it deserves a lot of the time.It's a helluva
truck.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
'53 M37 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18606 NEXT>18611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Typically you run the discs to the large reservoir and the drums to the small reservoir.But
I think the Corvette is a disc/disc MC with equal reservoirs in which case it dosen't
matter.Personally I'd find a disc/drum MC if the one you have isn't.
For the valve,you need one.I'd recommend a combo valve like you'd find on a stock.application.The combo valves
combine proportioning,metering and residual valves into
one unit.You know what the prop.does right?Metering valve holds the discs off just a
bit until the fluid pressure brings the rear shoes into contact with the drums so basically
the drums are on a split second before the discs and it helps you stop controllably.The
residual pressure valve holds slight pressure on the calipers and wheel cylinders so there's
less pedal movement before the brakes begin working.Seems that the Chevy valve is
most common in custom applications but I can't recommend a particular one.Keep in
mind too that the Chevy trucks used a load sensing valve that lowered rear brake pressure
as the cargo weight lessened.Maybe call ABS brakes out here in Anaheim I think for a
recommendation on what valve to use.
The second way is using an adjustable proportioning valve that will reduce the pressure
going to the rear brakes.You have to make a few test stops until it's dialed in the way you
like.But you should still add residual pressure valves and a metering valve in the system
if you want it to stop correctly.These parts are available from most aftermarket brake or
street rod suppliers.
I think that the combo valve would be cheaper compared with the three different
aftermarket pieces.
Master Power's website describes these components pretty well too but I've had a bad
experience and advise to not buy from them.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18606 NEXT>18615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Two thoughts;
1)Did you bench bleed the master m/c?Pull the line at the m/c and slowly push in the
pedal to see if fluid flows.Also check to see that the push rod is moving far enough to
activate both valves,but not too far.
2)Get some brake cleaner and clean each connection on the front brake lines.Use some
air to dry the areas and check in a few minutes for leaks.You might have some air getting
in one of the connections when you bleed the system.I bet you will find a connector that
is not tight.
3)Are the front brakes adjusted correctly?Remember,with drums,you have to have the
initial setting somewhat close.
Try those things first.I don't think you need a porportioning valve w/the corvette m/c.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh wait,
I spoke again before I thought.You only changed the MC and didn't add discs right?
Paul said it right.Be sure the brakes are adjusted correctly.
chris
SUBJECT>2 725s for sale POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2 725s for sale one is in Pasadena Texas looks to be mostly complete has RUST and
needs a good home it has been sitting outside for quite a while and will need to be gone
thru alot of work.3500.00
The other is In Alvin Texas on hiway 35 going south thru Alvin on the West side this one
is in much better shape missing shackles and a few other little things owner wants
6500.00 dont have numbers at this time ,,,good luck Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18607 NEXT>18617 18643
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"The M37 is amazingly capable off road.Axle articulation is better than many modified
vehicles.It is a TACTICAL TRUCK not a militarized civilian vehicle like the Kaiser 5/4
is."-Creeping Death.
CD,this is exactly the kinda shit that Ed J.is talking about.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR ANYONE LOOKING AT A 2 1/2 TON WINCH SET UP
POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18586 NEXT>18640
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hay you wouldn't happened to have an extra one of those things that locks and releases
the free spool on that spare parts winch would you.I need one for my winch.
SUBJECT>paul,anything else?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18610 NEXT>18619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have already checked the brake fittings in the same way you mentioned,and all four
brakes would lock up before i did the swap.I didn't "bench bleed"the master but rather
bleed it once in the truck.When i depress the pedal about 1/2"fluid will shoot out of both
resevoirs so i figure the rod adjustment is correct.I'll recheck the brake adjustment when i
get time this week,(probably the end).If you can think of anything else to check i would
appreciate it.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:pto POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18570 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the offer tacoma,and thanks for the help weps!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18613 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did not mean any disrespect of the M37.I only wrote of the experiences of myself and
friends with several daily used trucks.It's actually one of my favorites and my friends 52
is very hard to shift and was told by an "expert"of the pre B1 tranny difficulties they
sometime have.
Again ment no disrespect.....I guess I'm just as touchy about 715s.They both have thier
flaws.
SUBJECT>t-98 rebuild POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where does one go for rebuild parts for the t-98.
I need a small parts kit and probably a bearing or two.
Thanks for the help
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:paul,anything else?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll think overnight and let you know tomorrow.I was fighting with the brakes on a
monster Jeep a few weeks ago we had in the shop.Had the same problem.Brakes worked
fine,changed m/c,no front brakes.After about 2 hours with two techs on the problem,we
found a small leak where the line attached to the caliper (in your case the wheel cycl
area).Also,if the piston gets jammed in too far,sometimes funny things happen.You
might get full front brakes initially,then lose them as the piston move forward.Most
likey not that,but check anyway.Good luck.I will check back with you tomorrow.If you
have a question during the day,you can reach me at Ryno 4WD at 918-459-9003.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:t-98 rebuild POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,Lester Gear here in Tulsa has the parts you need.I have a spare T-98 if you want it.
It's still mounted to a NP200 in a spare frame.I would need some time and better weather
to get it out.Let me know.Lester's phone number is 918-834-3601.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:am i the only person looking for new spark plug wires for the 230..tornado POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,
24 February 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18548 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aloha Jimmy,look in the on line manuals,theres a parts list there.i think its got every
thing you may need ignitionwise.good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18584 NEXT>18632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,like always,you are way beyond me.No I don't,and have never thought of it.I
got the drive shaft built over the weekend,the chain I bought for the drive wouldn't work.
Not standard "80"chain.Seems that the military used a "double pitch"chain.Anyway,I
finally found this out at 5:30 this evening,so tomorrow morning I should get one ordered
and maybe Wednesday I will get my chain and finally see if it will work.
Anyway,I am running 400 auto,which wouldn't help with speed for a manual.I ran it up
to about 2k rpm on the engine tach without the chain on.It didn't fly apart,so I was
happy.It is now sleeting and snowing in central Arkansas,so I have a couple days to get
it done before the next moble can be moved I need to tow.
Sorry I can't help you.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuild saginaw sector POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18592 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanx!Do I have to dis-sasemble it first,or will someone have the seals?The only Napa
in Hot Springs was poorly managed and closed a year ago.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18607 NEXT>18626 18627 18654 18732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I respect the M-715 for its ease of modification,and payload capasity.I visit this board 2
times a day.But look in my garage,its full of M-37s,I sold the one M-715 that I did
have.Too stiff and kept hitting my head on the upper door window frame.The M-715
with just several years of production kind of limits its following.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Can you adjust the input gear preload on the 200 t-case?Are there shims
etc??Thanks!POSTER>Dave Kurek EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18537 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes there are shims.Just pull off the bearing retainer and have a look.Dave
SUBJECT>I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 8:59 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18629 18634 18635
18672 18675
LINKNAME>LuckyPabst's truck LINKURL>http://photo.starblvd.net/luckypabst
I finally posted some pictures on another site of my truck and since Jon has been MIA for
so long I'll forego trying to get him to put them up on here for a bit.
I was prodded by a few on the FordSix forum about the engine swap so that's what's
mostly there and a couple shots taken in the desert and one in Arrowhead.You have to
trudge past the pics of the Peterson Auto Museum first too.Truck pics begin at the
bottom of page 2 and there's two on page 3.
This is a free photo hosting site,all y'all that have postable pics should get in on it so we
can keep up to date.It's quicker to use this than wait for them to get posted on here.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18628 NEXT>18660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool beans thanks for sharing !!!
it the engine a civilian ???what it is out of ???curtis
SUBJECT>MOTOR MOUNT PROBLEMS POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18633 18637 18641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For those of you in the know ,that have traveled this road before I did .Im trying to
install a 400 chevy 700r4 trany and 208 transfer Ive ordered the mm715 motor mounts
from Novak and am finding that i have VERY close tolerances between the fire wall and
the engine.this i am not comforable with.I have been told the mm29j motor mounts will
give me a better clearance and i will be able to adjust the height that the engine sets(these
are weld in )however I dont think that this will be a problem with clearance.My question
is what have you guys that have done the chevy 350 /400 used as far as motor mounts
go ?any help will be appreciated thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>TOW STRAPS POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ran across a website over the weekend while looking under jeep trucks on ebay .they sell
tow straps ratchet straps and other goodies today i ended up going there I thought it was a
good price so I bought a few straps 25000 pound 20 feet long for 19.95 they can and will
make other straps to your specs they are located in Pasadena Texas the name is Best-
Bargainz the have schackles too but not the size we need .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18622 NEXT>18685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mud clod do you have a fifth wheel in your 715 or do you just conect to
your pintel hitch
to move these is the front of your trck weighted??and how large of trailer can you
move ?just wondering I would like to see this in action Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>I'm using custom mts..ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
February 2003,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18630 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now the 725 has custom mounts for the 460,and when I swap to the 350 I will be
doing the same.If you're welding them in anyway,it's not a big deal to move them
around.
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,24 February 2003,at 10:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18628 NEXT>
18661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,the truck is awesome.Tell me about your wipers and brake system.dDid you
abandon the utility bed?And is it a 15 or 26?
PS...super cool top down photo....I wonder if there is another M series vehicle that ca
look so tough....
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>BIGHURT
EMAIL>tparke@earle.navy.mil DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18628 NEXT>18662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GREAT TRUCK.YOU APPEAR TO HAVE BEATEN ME (AS MANY PROBABLY
HAVE)TO THE 300 FORD SIX ROUTE.GREAT CHOICE!I HAVE BEEN PUTTING
THE PARTS TOGETHER FOR THE SAME SWAP.I HAVE A 300/T-19/205 COMBO
ABOUT READY TO GO IN.I SOLD THE 715 I HAD BECAUSE IT WAS IN POOR
CONDITION AND HAVE RECENTLY BEEN WORKING ON A NEW PROSPECT.IF
YOU COULD LET US KNOW OF ANY PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THIS
SWAP,IT WOULD A REAL HELP.THANKS IN ADVANCE.GOOD LUCK.
BIGHURT
SUBJECT>715 for towing-help?POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18638 18642 18647 18650 18664 18684 18709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,I am going to try to ask it all at once.I have a 68 M715 w/305 Chevy and stock
everything else.I recently purchased a car trailer.I have a 73 CJ5 set up for rock
crawling.I want to tow my CJ to events.I guess I need to add a receiver hitch to it...any
suggestions?I hear alot a chat about the transfer getting hot.I realize I can't go fast,and
really have no intention of going too fast.I just love the truck and want to tow my CJ
with it.Probably about 60 miles one way.What do I need to watch for in this transfer
case thing?My brakes are kinda so so.I figured on going over them first.Replacing lines,
cylinders,etc.It currently has a single reseviour master cyl on it.I assume this is a good
idea to swap out.Any suggestions there?What all would I have to consider to do that?I.know it is slow,and noisy,but
I want to do it anyway.I just don't want to bite off more
than I (or the truck)can chew.Please help.
thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:MOTOR MOUNT PROBLEMS POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab619X8yEc7k PREVIOUS>18630 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went with Novak's motor mounts and had a brand new Chevy 350 crate engine put into
my 1967 M715.I've got a collection of photos of my engine installation in the members
gallery that you might want to take a look at.Modifications had to be made to the metal
in the engine compartment to install the engine.I used the Novak transmission adapter
and it worked great.The techies at Novak are super!
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took a plamsa cutter and cut out the military hook/hitch.Then welded in a standard
reciever tube.Welded on the front and back of the rear crossmember.Seems to be very
strong.I have pulled a 20 ft trailer w/no problem.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18606 NEXT>
18659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I won't go with a dic drum master.Everything is the same size on our truck concerning
wheel cylinder so to go with a staggered or different sized master isn't the ticket.Make
sure the rubber lines on the front are good,if they get old or rotted they'll expand and
you'll lose pedal pressure.As already mentioned,double check the bench bleed,and
readjust the front pads.The corvette non power master on a power booster setup has
worked for a bunch of us.This system works without proportioning.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR ANYONE LOOKING AT A 2 1/2 TON WINCH SET UP
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February
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2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>18614 NEXT>18708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you need the entire end?I do have one,the stuff is a little rusted...it sat for a while
before I rescued it for parts,um...should clean up though.Let me take another look.I
should have that stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:MOTOR MOUNT PROBLEMS POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18630 NEXT>18658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Curtis,
I used the Advanced Adapters mounts.They can be either bolted in or welded (I used
bolts only).Are you trying to use the existing transmission mount?There should be
plenty of room for the engine tranny combo you mentioned but you may have to custom
build a tranny mount.Alao,did you remove the old motot mounts?
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I welded a reciever hitch below the pintle so I could use both.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do think that everyone is entitled to an opinion but to give it they should also be big
enough to remain open minded.I've dealt with a mostly closed minded person my 29
years on this rock and can relate him to these writers at MV Mag.My Dad,72,just flat
adores the old powerwagon and their heavy steel and constantly reminds me of my 'tinny'
thin skinned truck.The 715's definatley were a different truck then the 37's.Heavier
capacity,stronger mill,slightly better stance...expect to bounce around in something
capable of 3000LB on road payload capacity from something just over 5000LB itself.I
wonder if they praise the old GM 2 1/2 tons with their stock-crap tranny over an M35 just
because they MAY have ran one of those the same era as the M37's.It would be nice to
know if the MV Mag writers are wrench spinners or the dredded book smart.
SUBJECT>WANTED:Winch for my M715 POSTER>Be
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I am looking for a winch for my M715.I will consider any parts but really want a
complete set-up.I will consider a complete truck with winch on it.I am also looking for a
good seats for it.Feel free to call if you acn help or you know someone who can!My cell
#(618)407-2950 and leave a message if I don't answer.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Can anyone throw me an estimate POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18648
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've located a 903 cubic inch Cummins V8,turbo diesel with the words 'SPUN MAINS'
crayoned on it.It looks complete and clean.Oh,it's a 500 horse model if that helps.I
think it's a VT-903..What's something like this worth?And should 'spun mains'scare me on an engine like
this,otherwise it really doesn't.
Thanks!
Yes,it's big...and No,it's not for a stock 715.
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hitch is easy,just FIX YOUR BRAKES!If your'e not apposed to mods,swap in a power
brake booster and power steering.You will wonder how you ever did without it.Just my .
02!Doug.
SUBJECT>A LOT.POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18646 NEXT>18679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't really know,but they are expensive to fix...really expensive.I had one customers
boat with a 3208 turbo that we had looked at to rebuild.It was cheaper to buy a new one
after figuring labor.Plan on spending thousands by the time you open it up.??
SUBJECT>Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February
2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18652 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know of one near them?Lots of fire dept.had them.I want a really nice one,very
clean and drivable only.Can be modded slightly,but must be NICE!!Will travel,have
cash or will trade??????Thanks all,Doug.(don't ask,I've just always wanted one!)
SUBJECT>make your life happy again POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
February 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>18656
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally ,a stock 715 would be my last choice for a tow rig.Brakes suck,and if you
blow the master like I did,good luck with downshfting.Top speed peaking out at slow...
hmm not a good choice
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but with some new gears or axles and power brakes it would be a cool idea.Cheap way:
grab a set of axles and the power brake gear from the local u-pull-it and get on up!You'll
be able to go fast enough to avoid a ticket on the freeway hehehehehe
SUBJECT>Trailer POSTER>Wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25
February 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18657
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the "military"tool trailer on e-bay.Not sure how authentic,never run across
one before.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405179037&catego.ry=6737
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February
2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18649 NEXT>18655
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug--
There is usually one or two on E-bay.There was a "Show-Quality"FC Jeep recently,
from Detroit,but it sold before the bidding was over.By the way,why did you take up the
nickname "Wing-nut"?Regards Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Nos pto on ebay POSTER>Dave Ball EMAIL>dave.ball@pacbell.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10076&item=24
04547690&rd=1
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>18624 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Too stiff and kept hitting my head on the upper door window frame.The M-715 with
just several years of production kind of limits its following.Tom "....not to us Tom.See,
this is "Where M715's Have a Loving Home."
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,
25 February 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18652 NEXT>
18663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I am looking for a really nice one.Show quality it does not have be,but a clea
driver would be nice.As for the "wingnut",I don't know...I tend to use the term "what a
wingnut"for lots of people I know (in a friendly way--really)so being that I am the
ultimate doofuss most of the time it is only fitting!;-)Doug.
P.S.still kicking myself over not buying your truck...but I love mine anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:make your life happy again POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18650 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.I use mine for a lot of local towing and even then I have an overdrive,fuel
injection,ps and pb.The set up I have is nice,but far from stock.The axles are still a bit
slow for highway,but I have done it a few times pretty long distances.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer POSTER>Dave Freeman EMAIL>ColDaveF@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>18651 NEXT>18676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tool trailer is authentic.It's an engineer trailer(used by combat/combat support and
general support engineer units.)Originally outfitted with a small generator,welding
equip.and various other tools.I have just restored one (late sixties)with the original OD
semi-gloss paint and national symbols.Goes perfectly with the M-715 or M-37.Mine is
for sale @$1200.
SUBJECT>Re:MOTOR MOUNT PROBLEMS POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul the original motor mount perches are still there ,the mounts that I have from
AA are mm715 which are supposed to work with the originl perches ,the motor mounts
that AA are saying I should use now are the mm29j for the J series trucks.
As far as things go there will need to be mounts fabricated for the transmission.So as for
now im waiting on the new mounts(weld in )before I can go any farther so see how
everything will line up .Please send donations Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18639 NEXT>18757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,
It sounds like i need to go back through the front lines,and verify the adjustment.All
rubber lines are only 6mo.old so shouldn't be a problem.I had assumed it just happened
with the M/S,booster since i didn't have a problem before the swap.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
It's just a plain 'ol Ford 300 from around '66 to '74.I painted the OD stuff so it'll look like
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it belongs there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
It's technically a 726 and for the record for you restorer types,I offered to trade for a
similar shape 715 so the rarer utility truck wouldn't be lost with no luck.I had the bed
shipped from Kansas from M715Man and sent the util.bed to metal hell.
Brakes are basically stock with the Ford wheel cylinders and Chevy shoes (but don't use
the Chevy shoes 'cuz it takes a bit of work to make them fit right).I had custom braided.hoses made since the rubber
stuff is hard to come by except for NOS and I don't trust old
rubber.The master cylinder is the dual res.Jeep truck one listed in the parts file -direct
bolt in and it works great.Just add one line from the cylinder down toward the union.
Wipers are universal replacement arms and blades on stock motors.The universal stuff is
available at any competent parts shop.They're adjustable for length and I believe there's
two different sizes to choose from.The motors are crap without the vacuum pump -the
drivers one won't sweep quite far enough to automatically return unless I'm downshifting
and I tried to "rebuild"the passenger one and it dosen't work at all.Good thing those little
handles are there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18635 NEXT>18678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,turn off the caps and use the shift key at the beginning of your sentences.
The swap was super easy,I used a T-18 and the stock T-case.Using a conversion U-joint
I was able to use the stock jackshaft and used that to determine my engine setback.I made
a simple adaptor mount for the tranny to go from the stock rubber to the T18 tailhousing.
I carefully removed the frame perches and relocated them to fit the Ford engine mounts.
Coincidentally,the Ford mounts are at the same 45 degree angle as the Jeep ones so I
only had to move them a bit.The Ford mounts aren't symetrical on the engine so one
perch is a bit higher than the other to center the engine in the frame.
My only problem I've had is with the PCV system.It's not really up to the task of keeping
the crankcase clear at freeway speeds -3000-3500 rpm and I get a lot of oil seeping out of
the oil filler/crank vent at the front of the valve cover.I'm thinking that a swap to a later
model valve cover with a better oil cap may fix it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18655 NEXT>18665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug try Hemmings motor news it on the web also saw one for sale in Uncle Kenrys last
month in Maine Going to Cobscook state park in August any where near you??
FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What Bobby suggested is great.Either weld or better yet,bolt a reciever below the pintle
hitch.That way you have the option of either.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,
25 February 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18663 NEXT>18666.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on Mount Desert Island,where Acadia National Park is located.AKA Bar Harbor.
Come visit!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18665 NEXT>18667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug I will contact you here in the forum going 2nd wk in August also going up to
Moosehead this summer look up Bill Maynard I am about 1and half hours from his camps
where was the camp located that you guys stuck the jeep???Frank O'Hara
SUBJECT>Re:Kinda,sorta,maybe looking for a FC 170 single or dually.;-)
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,
25 February 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18666 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know when you're coming.Are you bringing the 715?!And as to where the camp
is...which stuck time?!;-)The most recent one is actually quite close by me here,but I've
been stuck several times up by Moosehead.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:hood variations POSTER>dave EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.cm
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can use a full size jeep hood up to 1991 I think.I bought a NOS hood from the Jeep
Factory made back in 1967 or so and it is a perfect match to the modern hood except for
one little hole where a trim piece is around the nose.Dave
SUBJECT>chelsea pto for np 205 on ebay POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:56 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy pilgrims,seems like someones always looking for one of these.its on ebay,search
under np205 good luck.jc
SUBJECT>Re:hood variations (anyone near louisiana)POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.cm DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid 80.00 to have an empty crate sent to CA and return to texas with a new hood inside.
SUBJECT>Re:68 M715 for Sale POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
interested,if you still have it.
Please email pics.]
Thanks steve.SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice truck!!!!!I like the bumper.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18578 NEXT>18695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a M37 and a M725.i think after looking at both,that the M37 is better made.why
is it that my M37 with no winch or top weighs almost as much my M725 ambulance with
a large steel body on the back.everything on it is heavier from the frame to the body.
i am a big fan of the 715/725 but the dodge is very heavy duty.if you had one of each
parked side by side you might understand better.everything on the dodge is thicker and
most people still say that it is the best 4x4 ever made including the current Hummer.of
course the M715/725 has always got a bad rap because of it's funky engine that the
"grunts"could not understand.i am impressed with the 230.i have reved mine far higher
than i would ever rev a flathead dodge.
flame away....nomex at the ready
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18607 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you da man CD!!!
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 February 2003,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18628 NEXT>18698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice truck.are those yokamhama"s?
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They also used them as Lube units.
Rick
SUBJECT>Door Panel Clips POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18702 18779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a source for the clips that hold the interior door panels on,about
1/2 of mine are broken/missing?.SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>BIGHURT
EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18662 NEXT>18699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for info.As for my typing,or should I say,the lack of my ability to do so.I'm a one
finger bandit and the task takes me about the same time it would a professional wearing a
baseball glove,you know,lack of dexterity and all that.So please bear with me.Now,how
about the clutch linkage,or did you use a hydraulic setup.Also,some additional info on
the conversion "u joint".Any help would be greatly appreciated.Thanks again.
BIGHURT
SUBJECT>Um...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18648 NEXT>18682 18683
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug.Anyone else with a *hint*less speculation?:)
SUBJECT>Re:chelsea pto for np 205 on ebay POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18669 NEXT>18681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you possibly hook up our LU4 Winch to these and have the winch mounted in the
rear of the truck?I already have an electric winch up front and am trying to figure out
how to utilize my stock winch.Any help is apprciated.-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:chelsea pto for np 205 on ebay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18680 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,Yes...Wayne is in process of doing this,as am I.He has a 30 ton jobbie and I'm
using a 5 ton duece and a half winch.One thing to check...When the winch is mounted on
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the front of the truck it is driven on the driver's side and from the back.When I put my
winch in the back I had to take the worm gear out and turn it around so that I could utilize
the big drive yoke and keep the drive on the driver's side.I'm basically pulling from what
was originally the back of the winch and driving it from the front.Makes no difference to
it.The NP205 has the PTO port on the driver's side.I'm not sure it your stock winch ca
have the worm drive flipped,otherwise you'll need to chain drive it across.I mounted
mine right behind the tube crossmemeber right above the rear axle and made another
crossmember out of 4"channel for the rear mount and 1/4"steel plate side mounts.If I
ever come up with the couple pto/pump parts I need,I'll get'er together.Basically just
waiting to build the driveline with a possible compressor drive as well.
SUBJECT>try calling here POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 February
2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18679 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.ENGINE OVERHAUL KITS.Agricultural and industrial.Most makes and models.For
information,toll free 1-888-877-7278,Ponoka,Alta.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CUMMINS ENGINE REPOWERS,rebuilt or used engines or parts.Overhaul kit for
most makes.403-783-4729,Ponoka,Alta.
The 903 was used mainly in agriculture and marine use.A crank would run close to
$1000 for used.....No idea on the rest of the rebuild,call above.
SUBJECT>Re:Um...POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18679 NEXT>18688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Huh?I thought I was pretty exact on that!;-)Sorry,I just get the shakes when someone
talks about rebuilding diesels...I'm so used to Chevy V8's that anything over a few
hundred bucks seems outrageous!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the pintel hitch and below that about 10 inches there is is a 1/2 inch angle welded
to the frame it has all the holes cut into it to accomadate all the standard stuff for trailers
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18632 NEXT>18689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I don't put the trailer on my truck,I pull with them hooked on the mobile home toater.
So when I pull it is his Ford 9000 truck,and the trailer.Sorry for not making that clear.I
keep tossing around the idea of a 6x6 with winch,and putting a hitch on it,but no
financing for that right now.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Engine swap questions POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>18687 18694 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will be replacing the stock engine for a GM350 bolting it to the stock tranny.I know
that AA and Hicks4x4 has adapters for the tranny and the motor mounts.Is there other
options for bolting the engine to this tranny as adapter kits are not cheap.Also has anyone
converted the 12v ignition system to 24v?This seems easier then converting the truck to
12v.
Thanks in advance
Kevin
SUBJECT>I know it's wrong but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
February 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18686 NEXT>18690.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...if it were me I'd just grab a whole 350/465 out of a 2wd truck and have some new
mounts made.Cheaper than the AA and easy.But I'm not into keeping the original stuff
either heheheh
ignore me!=)
SUBJECT>Re:Um...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18683 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18685 NEXT>18730 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Wayne,being down south and all,keep an eye on www.gsaauctions.gov/for 6x6's.
I've passed on several 2.5 tons and a couple of 5 ton truck because of the location.
SUBJECT>Re:I know it's wrong but...POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18687 NEXT>18691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I have thought of that also and I may still go that route except I was thinking Sm420 and a
NP205.I want to get information from people that have done swaps to help me figure the
best way to get it done.
Thanks
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Kevin
SUBJECT>420v465 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,
at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18690 NEXT>18692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
heheh
420 is nice if you can get but parts getting a little scarce.
465 has a slightly higher low gear (6.55 vs 7.?),but is found in trillions and gazillions of
trucks,and parts are plentiful.
but anyway..I"m not helping you am I hehehe sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:420v465 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18691 NEXT>18693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,I think Brian has one of those 465's in his truck.That thing has TWO pto
ports!Lucky dog!And he has a third on the NP205..Wonder where he's hiding?
SUBJECT>I plan on using all 3 of mine ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18692 NEXT>18718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh 2 for pto winches
not sure yet about the 3rd.
maybe a water pump or a blender LOL
the ambulance is going to be a kick arse camper
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18673 NEXT>18703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why is it most people think just becuz a truck has heaver body sheet metal or larger
heaver frame makes it better.Seems to me all that height would make it sink quick in that
old mud hole.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine swap questions POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18694 NEXT>18697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know with a small block it's close so my guess would be no.But then that doesn't help
you does it?!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're X-Terrains (Pro-Comp)
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18678 NEXT>18728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat on the typing.All caps makes it sorta hard to read.
I used the stock clutch linkage.I had to fab up a mount on the engine side of the cross
shaft,luckily there's 3 tapped holes already there for that purpose.Mine is somewhat
crude and still not finished but it works great.
I took the link that runs from the cross shaft back to the trans and flipped it around.Now
the little block that mounted to the throwout arm is mounted to the cross shaft arm and I
cut the other end to length (it was forged flat with a little stud at the end)and ground it
half round to fit in the Ford throwout arm.I also had to bend the rod a bit to get
everything to move in straight lines.
For the U-joint I took the jackshaft down to a local driveline shop and told them what I
needed.Since the T18 is pretty common,they knew what I was looking for.Basically
they took two Ujoints that had the same size "cross"and mixed the caps so it has two.small caps to fit the jackshaft
and two large caps to fit the trans yoke.Being the nice guys
that they are,they only charged me for one Ujoint and saved the rest for parts.It would
probably be the same part for the T19 you're using.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Engine swap questions POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18697 NEXT>18701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're really worried get a hydraulic brake booster that runs off the PS pump.They are
really narrow.And air cleaner?
SUBJECT>Re:Engine swap questions POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18700 NEXT>18707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nevermind,took me a minute,I got it.;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Door Panel Clips POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18677 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Les,
If you don't want the full military restoration look,use blind fasteners.Simply drill out
the hole to the correct size as indicated on the box,insert the treaded fastener and tighte
up the screw to crush the inter tube.Remove the screw and your ready to rock and roll.
Nice look w/the alloy screw head.Or try A.B.Linn for the clips.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:MV magazine and our favorite trucks POSTER>krob725
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EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>18695 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the m37 is a purpose built military tactical vehicle.the m715 is a civilian pick up truck
with some heavy duty parts added.it is not fair to compare them.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:few questions for ya POSTER>mtmt715
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>18593 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope Nebraska.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine swap questions POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18694 NEXT>18710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Using as rat motor and novak mounts (bolting to the
stock mounts)It will not clear the
wagonner booster.I used the celebrity booster (see paul browns pics)and then used
corvette master cyl.Works great and can still get the valve cover off for maint.
Steve
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>Brian Bauer EMAIL>bbauer@ci.sierra-vista.az.us
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa42RH3/hHALE PREVIOUS>NEXT>18711 18734 18739
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 needs new tires and I'd like to replace them with something a little bigger,
36/38 inch range,preferably using the same rims so they can't be too wide?Any
suggestions?Also,I've heard about some folks running 20 or 22.5 rims with some 40
inch tires?Anyone have information on,or pictures of those?Any help would be greatly
appreciated!
SUBJECT>duice whinch parts POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18640 NEXT>18720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I need is just the little piece that threeds into the side of the houseing and has a
bullet shaped end that is spring loaded and set into divits on the side of the brass gear.the
T handle broke off mine.
SUBJECT>Re:715 for towing-help?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
60 miles isn't all that far,so I doubt you'd have any trouble.I used my stock 715 to tow
my '75 CJ6 to the Silver Valley Jeep Jamboree,and I thought it did quite well (about 200
miles round trip).The CJ had a tow bar on it instead of being trailered,but I also had a
M100 trailer and a bunch of camping gear in the '715.I had to shift down to 3rd to climb
a mountain pass,but I was still passing semi's and motorhomes up the hill.I was actually
quite impressed with '715's performance.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>what I've got and what I know POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 February 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18706 NEXT>18717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 36"Super Swamper Radials,stock rims.DSPO put them on,so don't know if
he did them himself or what.None of the local shops I asked in this small town will touch
the split rim,but shouldn't be a problem if you a.know someone b.have access to larger
truck shops.
There are some shots of the 20"rims (or are they 22's?)somewhere in the photo galleries
over there <<<<<<but I can't remember whose truck.Look at them all and see how perty
they all are....hehehe
SUBJECT>Check out this GREAT DEAL!Which parts should I use???POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 12:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18713 18723
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is what I bought today.It is an 85 Surburban.It was a diesel and PO it converted it
to a rebuilt big block (454).He had the th400 tranny rebuilt and the NP 208 rebuilt.It had
a dash wiring fire so I offered to buy it back from the insurance company.I ended up
getting the whole tank for $1200.And oh yeah...it has a brand new gear vendors
overdrive unit on it.
I am definately going to use the big block but what do you guy think about:
using the TH400,putting the gear vendors on the TH400 and running a driveline into the
stock NP200.(four wheel drive with overdrive)
using the stock tranny and putting the gear vendors in the rear driveshaft spot of the
NP200
using the NP208 along with the th400 and scrapping the 200
OR finding a divorced NP205 and upgrading everything at once
I need some advice.Please help.
Thanks
Brent
SUBJECT>if it was me...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27 February
2003,at 1:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18712 NEXT>18716
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I'd go th400/GV overdrive/div.205
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however I have not found a div205 here,so 2nd would be however it's set up in the
'burban
SUBJECT>GSA SALE M725 POSTER>WES SMITH
EMAIL>WESJOLLYOX@HOTMAIL.COM DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at
4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sale Number 71FMPS03401
Lot 096 Address USDA FOREST SERVICE
OK DEPT OF AGRICULTURE,RURAL FIRE
830 NE 12TH AVENUE
GOLDSBY ,OK 73093
Sale Date Mar 12,2003 -Mar 13,2003
Sale Time 9:00 AM (local time)
Inspection Date &Time 03/10 -03/11/2003
09:00 AM -04:00 PM (local time)
Custodian Contact JIM PITTS
(405)288-2385
Noun/Item Name:
1968 KAISER JEEP.Additional Description of Sale:
AMBULANCE,1968 KAISER JEEP M725,4X4,1 1/4 TON,6 CYL,GAS,ST,
VIN:12289.(12732Y2294X182/0096)REPAIRS REQUIRED/MISSING RADIATOR,
CARBURETOR,MIRRORS **ADDITIONAL MECHANICAL,
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF 122:1986-361,
AG:0002434549
SUBJECT>M715 GSA SALE (4,5,6,7 +J20)POSTER>WES SMITH
EMAIL>WESJOLLYOX@HOTMAIL.COM DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at
4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sale Number 71FMPS03401
Lot 058 Address USDA FOREST SERVICE
OK DEPT OF AGRICULTURE,RURAL FIRE
830 NE 12TH AVENUE
GOLDSBY ,OK 73093
Sale Date Mar 12,2003 -Mar 13,2003
Sale Time 9:00 AM (local time)
Inspection Date &Time 03/10 -03/11/2003
09:00 AM -04:00 PM (local time)
Custodian Contact JIM PITTS
(405)288-2385
Noun/Item Name:
1967 KAISER JEEP
Additional Description of Sale:
CARGO TRUCK,1967 KAISER JEEP M715,4X4,1 1/4 TON,6 CYL,GAS,ST,
VIN:18530.(12732Y2294XK58/0058)MAJOR REPAIRS REQUIRED,INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO ENGINE/MISSING TAILGATE,TOP,HEADLIGHTS,REAR
GLASS,WINDSHIELD,RADIATOR.**ADDITIONAL MECHANICAL,
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF 122:1981-015,
AG:0002432049
Noun/Item Name:
1967 KAISER JEEP
Additional Description of Sale:
CARGO TRUCK,1967 KAISER JEEP M715,4X4,1 1/4 TON,6 CYL,GAS,ST,
VIN:15029.(12732Y2294XK57/0057)REPAIRS REQUIRED/MISSING TOP,REAR
GLASS,REAR DRIVELINE,BOTH DOORS,SEATS,WINDSHIELD,HEADLIGHTS,
RADIATOR,ALTERNATOR.**ADDITIONAL MECHANICAL,
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF 122:1980-227,
AG:0002432026
Noun/Item Name:
1968 KAISER JEEP
Additional Description of Sale:.UTILITY TRUCK,1968 KAISER JEEP M715,4X4,1 1/4 TON,6 CYL,GAS,ST,
W/WINCH,VIN:21968.(12732Y2294XK33/0033)MAJOR REPAIRS REQUIRED/
POOR CONDITION/MISSING 2 WHEELS.**ADDITIONAL MECHANICAL,
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF 122:1983-225,
AG:0002432607
Noun/Item Name:
1968 KAISER JEEP
Additional Description of Sale:
CARGO TRUCK,1968 KAISER JEEP 3521,4X4,1 1/4 TON,6 CYL,GAS,ST,
VIN:32292.(12732Y2294XK29/0029)REPAIRS REQUIRED/MISSING FRONT
BUMPER,2 WHEELS.**ADDITIONAL MECHANICAL,INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF 122:1985-324,AG:0001289316
Noun/Item Name:
1976 JEEP TRUCK
Additional Description of Sale:
CARGO TRUCK,1974 JEEP J20,4X4,3/4 TON,8 CYL,GAS,AT,
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VIN:J4A462ZN66966.(12732Y2294XK22/0022)MAJOR REPAIRS
REQUIRED/POOR CONDITION/MISSING MANY PARTS.**ADDITIONAL
MECHANICAL,INTERIOR/EXTERIOR DEFICIENCIES ARE UNKNOWN**SF
122:1993-354,AG:0001406479
http://www.surplussales.gsa.gov/housedisplay.cfm?salenum=71FMPS03401
SUBJECT>Re:if it was me...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18713 NEXT>18719 18751
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd dump it all in as is if it 'twer mine.There's really nothing wrong with the 208's.They
get a really bad rap over being a 'chain'case,but they're still quite strong.Just make sure
the right oil is used in it,NOT ATF.
My $.02
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18711 NEXT>
18724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 37x13x16 Boggers on stock rims and I know Brian has 38x13x16 Swampers on
stock rims.The lock ring design on these isn't really a design to be scared of.When the
tire is on the ring is securely trapped.PERKM715 has some good pics of the big
wheel/tire combo,I think his are in the area of 42".
My boggers clear,no lift,no rub.
SUBJECT>Re:I plan on using all 3 of mine ctxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 5:37 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>18693 NEXT>
18737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On board air baby!
SUBJECT>Re:if it was me...POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18716 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Either option is OK.Spicergear is correct w/regard to the 208.I'm not a big block fan,
but they do kick butt.I would look at which option requires more work.Spring is just
around the corner.Wheeling time!!!
My $.02
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:duice whinch parts POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,the spool lock thing.I'll check tonight,I'm heading up that way anyway.
SUBJECT>Chelsea PTO POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18725 18726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm considering bidding on the chelsea Pto on ebay(item#2405230032)I was just looking
over the pictures and comparing it to the other chelsea pto up for auction and noticed a
huge difference in the one I was considering bidding on.It only has one gear wheel(and
looks to have a lot of slop room because there's only one),while the others have 2 or 3
gear wheels and fill up the shaft nicely leaving no room for slop.If somebody who knows
more than me about pto's could take a look at these and let me know what they think I
would definetly appreciate it.These things are expensive enough in the first place that I
sure don't want to find out I've boughten the wrong one or one with parts missing.-thanks-
Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Check out this GREAT DEAL!Which parts should I use???
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,
27 February 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18712 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use it as it is in the Burb with the OD.You will be happy in the end,parts will easy to get
and it will be a smoother running nice set up.And yes I too have faith in the 208's they
will hold up to all but the heaviest of foots.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18717 NEXT>18727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do the bogger's handle off road,What i mean is do they really make the 715 go.farther??
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Chelsea PTO POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's nothing wrong with it as far as 'slop room'because of not having other gears.It
only has that one gear and a single shaft where most the ones with more gears usually
have two shafts,one with the engagement gear and then the other shaft as the output
driveshaft.The ones with multiple gears sometimes have that...well,for example if it has
two cut gears that would stick into the pto port on the tranny or case,one would be drive
by the tranny and the other gear on the shaft (usually they are cast together machined with
different tooth patters)drives the output shaft of the pto.On these styles the slider gear
for engagement of the output shaft is on that shaft itself.I do not know any kind of
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strenght comparisons between the single shaft ebay jobbie and the multiple shaft ones.
Personally I'd prefer the other ones for the ability to tear down and rebuild with the shaft
coming out the other side if needed,and in my clouded mind,a single shaft with all those
splines may not be as strong as one with more more meat left on the shaft...though I've
never heard of busting an output shaft.Gears,yes...but usually from a foot slipping off the
clutch.
Anyway...it looks like a good unit.People are bidding the sh!t out of it too early though.
SUBJECT>Re:Chelsea PTO POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18722 NEXT>18756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pto I have has only one gear.The "room for slop"you mentioned,is the slide area,
where the gear slides when taking it out of gear.I have another pto that has two gears in it
as you are talking about,but I don't know anything about it.This is my first experience
with these myself,so that is all I can tell you.Hope it helps.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18724 NEXT>
18735 18736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH MAN!My truck had the NDT's on it when I started wheeling it on the powerlines and
it basically didn't wheel worth crap...couldn't get over wet leaves.I had heavy duty tire
chains for the NDT's and tried them.It worked better and at least bit into the shale banks.
I put the 37"boggers on the some NOS 715 wheels and it worked as good,if not a little
better than the chains on most surfaces.The added width really helped it from digging
down compared to going up a climb.After the boggers,I swapped in another Dana 70
with a Detroit NO SPIN...that was sweet and made a big difference.Then a couple weeks
later dumped a Lock Right in stock front axle.IT IS NOW A MACHINE.I'm really
happy with the traction from the boggers and the impressive boost front and rear posi's
gave it.The boggers also did wonders for the ride.Still bouncy from the stiff springs,but.the abrupt bangs from
bumps and feeling like a bag of smashed a$$holes when the ride is
over is gone.I'd suggest a steering stabilizer for those cold weather days when the big
tires flat spot.They'll just shake a little 'til they warm up.I don't suggest this,but I never
even balanced mine and seemed to have gotten away with it.All even wear so far.
SUBJECT>Re:I've never shown my truck off so here it is POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18699 NEXT>18729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes that works,sometimes the caps are not the exact same length,and the rubber
seal won't seal,leaving room to get dirt into the bearings.Almost any combination of
caps can be ordered,I have one that goes from the Dodge 205 to the GM style I already
have.I have another that joins my turbo 400 in my short jack shaft to whatever size it is.
I'm sorry this is convoluted and may not make sense,what I mean is that if you have both
dimentions,you can get a u-joint that is made for it usually,in case the caps are not exact
fit.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>I've had this also POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a '69 Camaro that I dumped a 454 and Richmond 4+1 5 speed into.That tranny had
a TH400 style large yoke and the existing driveshaft had smaller TH350 size joints.I
went to a driveshaft shop and bought a U-joint that had a wider cross going one way
(TH400)and a narrower one the other (TH350).It simply ended up just installing this
particular 'staggered'u-joint and it all easily came together.Very tough too,that motor
was around 700HP with the 225 N20 shot.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18689 NEXT>18731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found an old GM with the single tires in the rear,(ready for a set of those 52"I bee
seeing)at a salvage yard,he said he'd take $200.00 to $300.00 for it.My brother in law
said he will donate the diesel eng and tranny out of his retired mobile home toater,it has
10,000mi on a rebuild.Just in a tight money spot right now,maybe summer will change
things.Thanks for the tip.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Wayne POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a fun project for the summer,hope it works out!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18624 NEXT>18733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I do hate hitting my head on the top,but that just makes me look forward
to summer,
when the top comes off!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Now!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a pair Simpson 3"lapbelts in Velvet.Made it a MUCH more comfortable ride.I
don't end up on the battery box off roading now either.
I really need to quit dicking around and put in a roll cage.
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I run Firestone Superall Traction 20x9.00 tires on custom Diamond 20x7 rims,thay
stand about 41''tall.There are pics of my truck and tires in the members photos.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>iva
EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i also run swampers.38.5x11x16 and they work great
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18727 NEXT>18738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that's real life imput that every one can use.I think i'll go with the
37X13.00x16.5 boggers.
I'm running the Detroit motor city locker in the rear ,but still have the NDT tires which i
think are a safety hazard.
Drive on
Rick
SUBJECT>if i can find the right pump,it's on!ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
`ldkfj
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18736 NEXT>18743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are going to run 16.5?Are you changing rims?The stock are 16's.Maybe you know
this.Doug.
SUBJECT>Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>Ricky.EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 11:03
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18706 NEXT>18740 18748 18754 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone got pics of their trucks with the 11.00 x 16 Michelin XL's ??Any advise on the
tires as far as off-road capability?
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>weps EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18739 NEXT>18742 18744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are interested,I have a set of 5 I will sell you cheap!
SUBJECT>BRAKES POSTER>mark EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,
27 February 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBIGBCcf8Pv6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anyone out there using the Helitool front disc brake conversion?I know,it is too
small---according to the women they all are---but is the swap easy,and does it work well?
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18740 NEXT>18749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Umm,ok,I'll bite....Shoot me an e-mail with what you consider cheap and a location.
Shipping possible??
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
ericselz@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:what I've got and what I know POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Opps 16 is correct,
I must have been dreaming about wheeling with the
(16.5)Boggers that I put on hummer rims last week,have not installed them on the
Commando 7 yet ,But would also get that type type in 16 inch for the stock rims.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>Brian Bauer
EMAIL>bbauer@ci.sierra-vista.az.us DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18740 NEXT>18752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone else have 1100 x 16 michelins for cheap?
SUBJECT>stock distributer cap POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey all,anyone know where i might get one?understand theyre
hard to come by thanks jc
SUBJECT>I just got an email from Brute4c...POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18750 18753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad it's a virus.The subject is Tcase heat and there's no text,just a klez worm.Don't
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download.
Heads up
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:stock distributer cap POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18745 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
uh,duh forgot about the parts file.nevermind.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayPAAlJCpqEs PREVIOUS>18739 NEXT>
LINKNAME>pick of 715 with LAV's
LINKURL>http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=174750
Im on my 2nd set of LAV's.they are pretty good tires but roar a bit on the road.so far i've
had good luck with them.they did wear a bit when i drove it to atlanta (350 mi one way)
in the middle of july.the first set i had was about 75%tread and i got a year and a half out
of them and was useing it as a daily driver.all and all if you can find them for a good
price they are worth the money to get big tires on your truck.
whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.cm DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18742 NEXT>18755 18854 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Me Too!!
Dave in Texas
SUBJECT>Re:I just got an email from Brute4c...POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris....
SUBJECT>Re:if it was me...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18716 NEXT>18764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as you're going to have it torn apart,why not go with a married 205 instead of the.208?The 208 is a good
case,but why not step up to the best OEM offering?Plus,the 208
doesn't have PTO ports,(does it?),eliminating any chance of ever having a PTO Winch.
My .02
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 9:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,does anyone know where I can get a price quote for these?
My local dealers look at me like I'm smoking crack 'an driving chevy's."XL?XML?Must
be some kind of special military only thing."Lovely.
Thanks.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:I just got an email from Brute4c...POSTER>mudmonkey EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know for a fact that Da Brute wasn't on the net yesterday or today...if you go to
symantec.com,the folks who sell norton antivirus and explore the klez stuff,it sends
itself with a fake email address from the senders address book or from the server that is
infected with it.By viewing full headers,you can see the path it came from and I betcha it
wasn't from Brute...hell I woulda got it and you know`how many people are in his address
book?That things a damn nightmare!!
Ill mention it to him,if he aint all doped up,threw his back out he told me and can hardly
walk.BUMMER!!
"Just like a monkey playing in the mud"
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 and how to buy them POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,27 February 2003,at 11:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18739 NEXT>18774 LINKNAME>michelin tires
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum9.html
here is how i got mine
http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/michelintires.htm
heres them on my truck and they work well.mine dont howl.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 ??POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 12:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Dave,can you e-mail me?I just tried to e-mail you and I got it kicked back..SUBJECT>Re:Chelsea PTO POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While the bolt pattern for the pto on the transmission or transfer is an sae standard,the
depth and width of gear engagement will vary by application.Make sure the box you're
bidding on will work with the gearbox you want it for or you're hosed.A websearch will
get you chelsea's contact info,contact them with a part number from the ebay auction if
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there is one,or the photo if there is one...Alan
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>ala
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18659 NEXT>18780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't been here for a long time...anyone got the part numbers for the master cylinder
and booster that are working for you guys?Are you using the smae pedal and rod?Alan,
Columbia,MO,67m715,sbc repower,38"swampers,all locked up...
SUBJECT>;-(Thinking of selling my 715...sad sad sad,comments please.More...
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,28
February 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18759 18769
18778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Times are a little tight so there is no way I can keep the 715 and have another Jeep...and I
REALLY have the bug for a FC 170 with the heavy axles and dual rear wheels.I have
located a couple,but just can't get it till the 715 is gone.;-(.....It absolutley kills me to be
saying that I may sell it,but it would be a lot easier if it went to someone here.I WILL
NOT sell it locally as it would KILL me to see it go down the road...or worse for some
damm teenager to beat the sh!t out of it.You guys all know how much time and effort
I've put into this truck,and that it's not a show queen.But it is a damm reliable,solid,safe
daily driver that has been a great truck.Is anyone interested in purchasing it?Like I said I
would MUCH prefer to sell to someone here for less than I would get elsewhere.I
considered Ebaying it,but want to run it buy you guys first.God this sucks,I am almost
shaking while I type!Why oh why did I have to get the Jeep bug again and want a
UGLY PUG JEEP!!;-)
What are all your thoughts?Anyone?Offers?Anyone have a FC they want to trade?
Thanks guys....saaaddly,Doug.
SUBJECT>specs and price,may be light at the end of the tunnel POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18758 NEXT>18760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be needing a new truck this summer,and I'd love a usable 715...so....what exactly
have you got and how much yooo want,mang?
heheh
SUBJECT>You can check it out under "DougF's"pics,more...POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,.at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18759 NEXT>18761 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is almost all in with the pics,I did a little write up on it a year and a haly ago or so.It's
had lots of new stuff since then as well.As for price I was hoping to get some input from
guys here on that...Obviously I will NEVER get what I have invested as I had no
intention to ever sell,but?I will listen to any reasonable offers considering it has bee
ALL gone through and could be driven across country.(long ride?he,he)As I said it is
not a show truck,but it works and is ready to play,work,wheel and enjoy.The body is
solid,nice paint,and running gear is good.Interior is comfortable with power seats,
heater,center console,carpet with pad,covered door panels,insulated/sound-proofed
doors and new top.Also has cd player that I would probably leave in.Extra -brand new-
spare tire with brand new wheel (yes new old stock wheel)Check the pics agai
"DougF's"pics.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:You can check it out under "DougF's"pics,more...POSTER>TLCox
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>18760 NEXT>
18762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you get to doug's pics ???
Thanks
SUBJECT>Go to memebers gallery over to right,POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18761 NEXT>18763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
then You'll probably have to sign in,(if you never signed up then??I don't remember how
that worked,too long ago!)scroll down till you see--"Doug F pics and text",click and
enjoy.Doug.
I could try to make a link,don't know if that would work?
SUBJECT>LEFT LEFT LEFT.Geesh!You'd think I'd get that right by this age.THAT is
why "wingnut";-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go over to your left in the side bar!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:if it was me...POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18751
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct the 208 does not have the PTO port C.
SUBJECT>Floor Pans POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18766 18770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Does anyone know where i can order a set of floor pans to weld into my M715?And
what kinda prices i am looking at.Or is it just easier to just make your own?-Thanks -
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Pans POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February
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2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18765 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
saw some at AB Linn's place once upon a time,full floor pan
SUBJECT>beadlocks reno for a split rim POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was hunting for some steel wheels for a chevy dually,but did run across
this...interesting,I may call about a 715 possibility (they speak of a military split 20")
http://www.rockstomper.com/catalog/wheels/beadlocks.htm
BTW,anybody got a set of chevy dually rims (rear,all 4)that they wanna be rid of?
dpd@sanlee.com
DP
SUBJECT>Re:beadlocks reno for a split rim POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUkGezEE9JIk PREVIOUS>18767 NEXT>LINKNAME>Rockstomper
Beadlocks LINKURL>http://www.rockstomper.com/catalog/wheels/beadlocks.htm
Maybe the link will be more better:
SUBJECT>woah Doug!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at
3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18758 NEXT>18809 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's a nice truck!I have to say up front that there is no way I can afford that nice a truck
this summer...unless you want to sell it for about $4000.If so,I'll come get it.If not,I'll
see if any of the good folks I know here will take care of your baby....
SUBJECT>you can use...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,
at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18765 NEXT>18771 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...Wagoneer/Cherokee/JTruck pans I'd think,should be easier to find as well.Minor
mods needed.
SUBJECT>Re:you can use...POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18770
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try these guys....http://www.g503.com/dealer/jp-trail.htm
Jeepanels plus.Several members have had good luck with them..Kaiserjeeps.......
SUBJECT>Interesting parts sources by state POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heres a cool list of parts yards organized by state.There are way more civilian places
than military,but I figured with all the different modifications everyones doing,these
might help.Actually this is how I found Jacks Gov't surplus in Tucson which is where I
bought my truck.Anyway,I hope this is helpful to at least one person out there.The
address is http://4wd.sofcom.com/Enews/9508.garcia.html
Cheers!!..kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>super swamper boggers POSTER>Randy Beyer
EMAIL>rbmopar@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am thinking about buying a set of 38.5"Boggers for the 715,but I was wondering how
fast the things wear.I will be mainly off road,But I dont want to worry about melting the
tires off with the occasional jaunt on the pavement.I know a few of you guys have these
on your trucks,so any input would be helpfull.Buy the way,does anyone have tsl"s on
thier truck?
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 and how to buy them POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18754 NEXT>18776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perfect fit,I need to find me some.How does it ride?
SUBJECT>My Apologies POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at
7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made a mistake while replying to a post on the Michelin Tires.The tires I have are 16.00
x 20's NOT 11.00 x 16's as I had replied.Thanks all for the Emails,and again,I'd like to
apologize for my mistake."IF"you want a set of 53"Michelins,I will sell the set of 5 for
500$.I can get them shipped,but will have to check on the cost for that.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Michelins on a 715 and how to buy them POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my tires are on original very rusty rims sandblasted and painted and no balanceing.they
dont wobble or howl and run great.some of the fuys with m37's run 0 air pressure off
road and dont spin them off the rims.
SUBJECT>I do!I do!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28 February 2003,at
10:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18773 NEXT>18806 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.heheh radials too.LOUD AND SQUISHY.and don't wear so good either.
Boggers are pretty popular around here on giant StupidDuty's and old K20's..Wear out
even faster on pavement.
and they sound like a...well,like a big loud set of tires heheh
Remember that they are made for soft,gooey mud,and it will ease the stress of eating up
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such spendy goods as tires.Money comes and goes,but the sheer joy of having gnarly
tires that can claw through anything and make other drivers hurry to get out of the way
can't be measured in terms of silly things like DOLLARS!!!
I'd say get 'em,especially if you're not doing a whole lot of onroad driving.
SUBJECT>Re:Door Panel Clips POSTER>scottprop EMAIL>scottprop@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaPPe.i9S.A1I PREVIOUS>18677 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to my local junk yard and found the exact same clips used on an old (40's)IH
truck.I guess I lucked out,but that would be my suggestion.
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18757 NEXT>18837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
I used the booster that Paul B.used (check under members gallery,nice write up),and
then a 77 non-power corvette master cylinder that spicer recommended.These were the
easiest to find for me,and just a few extra bolt holes to drill (no pedal mods).I'm
planning on figuring mine out today so i'll let you know what problems i ran into,and
how well it works.
Daniel
SUBJECT>FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18796 18890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have been planning a FE/Truckfest on March 28th,29th,and 30th at the Tuttle Creek
off-road park outside of Manhattan Kansas.As of this morning,here are the cold hard
facts.
We have only four(4)confirmed trucks (I'll be there no matter what!!catagory).We have
several people who have indicated they might show up.This is not enough people and
trucks for us to have a full blown event which was to include a raffle (new Ramsey
winch,T-98,NP200 and other M715 parts),a fully prepared dinner and a guest speaker,
as well as group camping facilities.
Here's the back-up plan:The four of us who have committed to being there are still going
to be there.**I will contact you guys by e-mail this weekend**We plan to meet Satruday
morning at the park for some good wheeling all day,then go into Manhattan Satruday
night for some good food at a local eatery.There will be plenty of time to check out the
trucks and for everyone to get to know each other.At least two trucks plan to stay in.Manhattan Friday and Satruday
nights,so let me know if anyone esle is "motel camping"
and I will get enough reservations so we can all stay at the same place.
Thanks to all who helped so far.Thanks to Ramsey for the winch.If we have more
interest next year,we will try for a bigger event.
Paul
SUBJECT>HELP >>I need plug wires and leaf spring bushings dos anyone have good
info?!!POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need leaf spring and shakle bushing and spark plug wires for the 230 i6 and a pto for the
t98 please give info..
SUBJECT>24v to 12 v conversion POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>18789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be converting to a 12v system soon with a engine swap,and would like to hear from
those that have done the conversion on any problems or hints to make this happen as easy
as possible.Ie:fuel guage,turn signals etc.
Thanks
Kevin
Note:I will have a few parts for sale after the conversion.The engine through transfer
case is being replaced.In a month or so.
SUBJECT>i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18803 18830 18958 18971 19107
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not running all original and complete how much should i sell them for??
SUBJECT>looking for soft top anyinfo/?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18788 18792 18794 18795 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i have frame just need the fabric and fasiners
SUBJECT>i have a perfict condition tail gate for the m-715 for sale!!POSTER>Heath
Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:15
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18804 18822 18829 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
shoot me a price /im in ducan oklahoma have lots of other parts too
SUBJECT>anyone need any drivetrain components ?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:17 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18791 18975
19102 19226 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
i got from trany to wheel!all work.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for soft top anyinfo/?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Three words "New Life Resources"Killer quality and very customer oriented.Their
number is in the vendor list located through the online manuals.I'm sure others will have
good input too.Look under Al Temple in members pics to see my canvas.I like em...
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12 v conversion POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18783 NEXT>18807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,
You'll need new gauges,except for the speedo.The early style turn signal isn't compatible
either,dunno about the late one.
I gutted the distribution box of the signal bits and fitted two fuse panels in there,one is
controlled by a relay so I have one panel always on for headlights,brake lights,etc.and
one that comes on with the key for engine power,gauges,signals,stuff like that.Also I
recommend a full rewire.I've never seen a 30+year old vehicle with a good harness,one
without cracked insulation or many many splices and repairs.
I used the later model taillights,like on the M151 that has the huge lens.The originals to
our truck have such a tiny lens that it's scary.If you keep the original harness,the M151
lights plug right in (and they bolt on perfectly)but one blackout light on the driver side
won't work.However I reworked my lights to only have brake/turn and taillights.
The headlight switch can work if you take your time figuring it out.Mine was busted up
and replacements are too expensive for me,so again I gutted the switch and modified the
housing to fit a universal pull type headlight switch.
I pretty much bastardized much of the militariness of my truck but swapping the engine in
my mind makes it necessary.
Chris
SUBJECT>Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to swape the yokes on the t-case and axle to take a larger U-joint or is
every one having good luck with the stock little joints?
SUBJECT>Re:anyone need any drivetrain components ?POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.E-mail me or call me at 918-605-5566 (Tulsa)and I will arrange
to drive down and take
some parts or trucks off your hands.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:looking for soft top anyinfo/?POSTER>brns1
EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Steve Davis in Oklahoma City.He used to have new original ones at a reasonable
price.
SUBJECT>good tire source POSTER>SCkaiser67 EMAIL>rdunncj7@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2nd Armored 812-284-0282 ask for Daryl or Logan.He has brand new Denman ndt's
with tubes and flaps for $119 as a special for march.He has lots of jeep parts also.I
ordered tubes for $14.95 and flaps for $5.Give him a shout
SUBJECT>Re:looking for soft top anyinfo/?POSTER>John L.
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want a good vinyl top beachwood canvas has very nice ones at a good price.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for soft top anyinfo/?POSTER>Chris EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18785
NEXT>18805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
White Owl military parts has the canvas cab tops for around $240.They are of really
good quality
SUBJECT>Re:FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18781 NEXT>18801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be there with a M725 if I get all four drivelines back by then.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP >>I need plug wires and leaf spring bushings dos anyone have
good info?!!POSTER>mortisemaker EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18782
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heath check out the post last week by dave,he found plug wires for around $50 which is a
sweet deal since i just shelled out 135 and thought that was reasonable.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>3rd appalachian spring jeep jambo POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.march 28-30 murphy N.C.upper tellico orv area
anybody coming down?ill be there,hopefully so will my bud up the road that makes 2
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715s we need more...these folks set up a huge camp with live music,kitchens you name
it.a good time will be had.hope to see some other 715ers there.
SUBJECT>Re:;-(Thinking of selling my 715...sad sad sad,comments please.More...
POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 5:59
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18778 NEXT>18808 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug you got to give us a rough figure of what your looking for.is there enough power
under that hood with only a v6?-Dustin
SUBJECT>new type of driveline--worth looking at POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all.
This here's the swell new joint,I've been waiting to see more on it,and the Apr03 4Wheel
and Off-Road has it.
It's the Cornay joint,able to take big angles,as in about 30degrees or so for driveshafts.
Looks like a sort of planetary almost,and uses a cool oiling system to keep the bearings
alive.
They're also using a 50deg.joint on the front of some Baja truck.The video played upside
down for me,but looked impressive.The website also has a neat little driveshaft spinning
on it...
anyway it might help some of us w/vibration etc,and those of us with "other projects"...
www.drivetechnologies.com
SUBJECT>Re:FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>paul brow
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18796 NEXT>18821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good!!Look for more posts the week before with info on where we plan to meet.
Goog luck on your divelines!!
Paul
SUBJECT>need front leaf spring POSTER>bill loomis EMAIL>wilybad@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>21026 21263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just bought a 725,it already had a 472caddy motor,turbo 400,power,tilt steering,and
power brakes.i'm planning to lift it and put 44"boggers on it.the truck has a bent front leaf
spring i would like to replace when lifting.does anybody have a stock leaf spring they
want to sell cheap?also,does anybody know how much lift i need?will a spring over and
maybe some fender trimming give me enough room in front for the boggers?also,will 15"
wheels clear the stock brake drums?.SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Chris
EMAIL>pacj@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,1 March 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaUOntqGl//Ps PREVIOUS>18784 NEXT>18891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where r u located.I am looking for an M715 that needs a motor.
SUBJECT>Re:i have a perfict condition tail gate for the m-715 for sale!!
POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at
5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am interested!!!email me at ddurb@aol.com with price!!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:soft top frame POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18795
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where i can find the frame and hardware for a soft top?
SUBJECT>Re:I do!I do!POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18777
NEXT>18836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have em too,and love em!!!!but they definately dont like pavement:)i agree that you
should buy em,and have fun!!
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12 v conversion POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>18789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Thanks for the information I will save it.
Any thoughts on using a battery isolator to keep 24v for the lights etc and 12v for the
motor and alternator?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:;-(Thinking of selling my 715...sad sad sad,comments please.More...
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2
March 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18799 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea there is plenty of power with the 4.3.It will pull anything I have ever tried (boats)
and will go down the road at a great clip with no fuss.I have had it on the highway and
with the overdrive it goes great!The 4.3's were a great engine.As for the price...I really
was hoping to see what everyone thought it may be worth?It is my baby and I have sooo
much invested,BUT I AM REASONABLE AND WILL LISTEN TO ANY OFFERS!!I.will NOT be insulted by anything.Sorry to not
reply sooner but I was gone all weekend!
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Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Thanks!Sorry,I've been gone a couple days...POSTER>Doug "wingnut"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$4K is getting there.(4K and something I can use as trade??any toys?)I really don't
know just what to sell it for.I guess as I said,I was looking for offers or comments on
what everyone thought she was worth.????I really just want to get enough to finance the
"pug-jeep"FC170.I have not found one as of yet and they seem to vary in price a lot.
OBVIOUSLY I'm not going to get my $$back out of it,and really want to give someone
a good deal rather than put it on ebay.;-(Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18790 NEXT>18814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can,but the little ones work well,and act as a "weak link"and offten will go before
an axle.With the 5.87 gears,the driveshafts don't get as stressed since you don't need to
push the motor as hard.Just my .02!Doug.
SUBJECT>Went away for a couple days of winter fun,realized I need mental therapy...
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2
March 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And I got thinking,in regards to my lower post,
AM I NUTS??I am having a really hard time with selling my truck.Has anyone ever
driven one of these FC Jeeps?I know the short little ones were terrible,but the heavy
ones?And I really want to get someone on this board who will love my truck to come get
it.That way I can check up on it down the road!And that way they can bitch and yell at
me when they take it offrad and break it.Because of course,it would be my fault!;-)
If the deal was right I would throw in my other project that seems to not be getting done.
It's a 61 Willys wagon (flat fendered suburban like thing)mounted on a Grand Wagonner
chassis and it's beautiful!It just needs assembly.I will make someone a package deal they
can't refuse if AND ONLY IF it goes to a "good"home.
Someone step up and chat with me on this,lets make a deal.I need to simplify and get rid
of projects and let someone have them who will use them!!The 715,you all know,the
Willys is MINT,and they both could go for one low price.MAN THAT SOUNDED
LIKE A CAR SALES PITCH!So now everyone is pumped up to buy right!?
My wife comes home tonight after being gone for two and a half weeks---MUST clean
house---and will flip if I tell I'm selling my truck.(she's named it "Big Dick"as she
thinks that's the only reason us guys want a 715,to make ...um,ya know,um...things
"bigger")Anyway,I'm rambling to avoid cleaning.If anyone wants to talk to me by
phone,email me your #and I'll call you to discuss.Doug.
SUBJECT>Diesel NOISE?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18813 18817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I've always wanted to have a diesel powered FSJ,but always thought that an open,un-
insulated (no carpet,insulation...)vehicle such as a M715 would be quite annoying to
drive with a diesel,which is why I decided to go for a 455 BBO.
Those of you with diesel experience,how bad are the noise levels?Are cummins (6BTA)
noisier than average?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Ask M.A.R.S.POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 12:30
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18812 NEXT>18815 LINKNAME>M.A.R.S.
LINKURL>http://www.kiva.net/~mars/index.html
They make a bolt-in Hercules Diesel kit for the M715.The motor used,the Hercules
DT3.7,is similar to the 4BT Cummins.They had a DT3.7 powered M715 shop truck the
last time I talked to them.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18810 NEXT>18816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not a bad point Doug,but I still want to to swap the u-joints for bigger stronger ones if the
stockes give me to much issue.If I choose to swap what parts do I use?
SUBJECT>yeah,it's cheap too..hehe ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,2
March 2003,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18813 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ldfj
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18814 NEXT>18818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any good shop that does driveshafts will have the parts you need.Our t-cases are
basically divorced 205's as far as bearings,seals,yokes etc.They "should"be able to set
you up with the right yokes that will slide right in.Then you just need new shafts to
match.Take this op.to make sure all your bearings/seals and shaft angles are right.Now
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is the time to check shaft spline length and condition as well as pinion angle and
condition.Have fun!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel NOISE?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18812
NEXT>18820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mikel if its too loud then ...you know the rest .I drive a 2001 cummins diesel inide
the
cab it is quiet with the windows up ,you do have to stop it to hear at a drive thru .There
is some aftermarket stuff iv done with it though ,,,,but I have no plans on switching back
to any gas dailey driver ...my .03 Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18816 NEXT>18819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
once agian thanks for the valied point Doug.But the info I need is the year make and
model that I need to remove the yokes off both tranny and transfer to use larger u-joints.
Has anyone out done this mod?and know what parts to use?
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18818 NEXT>18827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH!I was thinking you wanted new $$$parts.I don't know if they would fit in the
bearing/seal and or splines of the NP200.But a NP 202 used in a bunch of old
Internationals was a BIG unit with HUGE ujoints.I will have one of those in my shop
soon as I'm getting one from a junk yard so I'll let you know.The outside is a similar size
so maybe the internals are similar.I know some of the stuff is bigger?I'm really guessing
here so I'll shut up!!Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel NOISE?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18817
NEXT>18825 18842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
A friend has a 96 Ram with the Cummins and it's actually pretty quiet inside.But this is
in a close vehicle with good insulation.I'm trying to imagine what an M715 would be
like...
Thank you all,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18801 NEXT>18826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,my dad and I are still planning on attending.Please email me and let me know what
we need to do.I still plan on having my m715 and my dad is planning on bringing his 725
and maybe his hummer.I am going to be out of town till thursday but please email me and
let me know more.
ojinomaha@inebraska.com/
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:i have a perfict condition tail gate for the m-715 for sale!!
POSTER>Cooper Fowler EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at
5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If it hasn't sold -I'm in need.Please let me know if
its available,and please let me know what you are
asking.
thanks,
cooper
cooper@evpro.com
SUBJECT>Amazing POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,2
March 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Government Liquidation has a M715 listed for sale.Event number 805,Lot #566.
Located at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville,AL.A 67 model and looks fairly complete,
though kinda rough.This has got to be one of the last ones you can buy direct from
D.O.D.Where has this truck been sitting around overlooked?
SUBJECT>Re:Amazing POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 5:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18823 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They had an M37 a few months ago!
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel NOISE?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18820
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SLIGHTY LOUDER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:)
SUBJECT>Re:FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18821 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try to be there if I get my truck wired and debugged by then.Work schedual has bee
hectic.Still have some odds and ends of stock parts to donate regardless.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18819 NEXT>18832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm also interested in bigger yokes...and for the diffs also if anyone has info.I compared
yokes off a 205 a buddy lent me and they are alot finer splined than my 200 yokes.
SUBJECT>Wheel centers on Ebay POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,2 March 2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Under items matching M-715 you'll find laser cut centers for the M715 bolt pattern to be
used in 20"wheels.The bid price was pretty low considering.....
SUBJECT>Re:i have a perfict condition tail gate for the m-715 for sale!!
POSTER>WES SMITH EMAIL>WESJOLLYOX@HOTMAIL.COM DATE>Monday,
3 March 2003,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18786 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much and where are you at?
thanks wes smith
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>WES SMITH
EMAIL>WESJOLLYOX@HOTMAIL.COM DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 4:28
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you and more detail or phone number you can be reached at.
Thanks
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:new type of driveline--worth looking at POSTER>Rick EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18800
NEXT>18841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was in contact with them ,They will not be into full production till the end of this year.
Cost of product is about $600 or a bit more.
Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft U-joints POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AH!Good to know.I will let you know what I find soon.It may be a few days.Doug.
SUBJECT>ATTEN SPICER!PTO COMPRESSOR POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18834 18839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know you've been looking for compressor to run off your PTO and so when I found this
on ebay when I was looking up stuff the other night I thought of you instantly.I don't
exactly how it would work or even if it would at all but if there's someone who could
figure it out it would probably be you.Ebay item #2512906240.
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:ATTEN SPICER!PTO COMPRESSOR POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18833 NEXT>
18838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hmmm,I checked it out,thanks!
That's an interesting little unit.
I'm getting tired of waiting looking for key items for the build and just may buy a new
NP205 PTO from PTO Hydraulics.(ptohydraulics.com)Their price is about $100
cheaper than Chelsea and I'll be able to get to some fun fab work again.
Thanks for the compressor link.
SUBJECT>Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How thick should this plate for the insert on these wheels be?Is 1/4"thick enough,or
should you use 3/8"?What do the guys use that build the custom wheels?Anyone mind
checking,or if you already know?Thanx!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:I do!I do!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18806 NEXT>18846 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah...what he said.Statement/Question:I've heard that running boggers backwards on
the street makes them wear less.True?False?Not much diff?I could see where it may
not wear the leading center treads as much but by how much?Just wondering.
Yes,the boggers are great,but street,posi's and a heavy load now and then will shred
them.I hauled 1100#for 40 miles and when I got there took a look at the rear tires and
they had all these hairy whisps of shredded rubber on the tops of the treads.
SUBJECT>Re:brake swap help,do i need a proportioning valve?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18780 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked this weekend while I was wiring in a horn,finally,and yes,I did lengthen the
pushrod from the booster to the pedal.I took a piece of 1/4"x 1",drilled a hole in it big
enough for the pin on the pedal arm checked how long I needed it then cut it off and
welded it to the original one.Easy.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTEN SPICER!PTO COMPRESSOR POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know what you want it for,but here's an idea.My truck had been modified before I
got it.I have a Bendix compressor under the hood.I haven't used it yet.A buddy of mine
who runs logging trucks told me it was similar to what those trucks use for brakes,hence
the Bendix plate.Mine had at one time some sort of locking clamp,so it could be turned
to adust/remove the belt.With my 400sb,apparently the motor mounts didn't work with.the clamp,so it was welded in
place.That is one reason I haven't done anything with it,
but it should have a relief valve somewhere,since that is how the truck brakes work.Just
an idea.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:ATTEN SPICER!PTO COMPRESSOR POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18833 NEXT>18843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about having a York AC compressor ran by the engine?Any lubrication issues?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18835 NEXT>18857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You want to use 3/8 thick plate steel for this type of thing.
Rick
SUBJECT>woah!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 10:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guess that will be a last-resort type of product then.Since we actually have a wheelbase,I
don't see a real need for them on our burly monsters.Pretty cool for the CJ's though heheh
but man that's pricey.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel NOISE?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18820
NEXT>18844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
I don't think a diesel would be too loud in an M715.In fact,I doubt you'd even be able to
hear it over all the OTHER NOISE these trucks make.:-)
Just kidding.
This is a good question.Maybe Rollie can chime in about how loud the Chevy 6.x is i
his truck.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:ATTEN SPICER!PTO COMPRESSOR POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUkGezEE9JIk PREVIOUS>18839 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run this on my CJ-5,will probably transfer the setup to the 715 one day.There are many
writeups on this on the net.I put a oil separating filter on the output side of the.compressor --some oil does blow
thru the compressor....not much,just a little.I keep a
bottle of oil in the tool box,and just be sure to keep the level in the compressor up.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel NOISE?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I have never driven my M715 outside my driveway,and even with a Chevy 350,I was
amazed at how loud the thing was!I'd like to go diesel some day...
Mikel
SUBJECT>350 engine swap POSTER>Bill C.EMAIL>candlemaker1@netscape.net
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18847 18853 18999 19029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know of a web site,article,or previous message that has in depth info on doing
this?I have read most of the post here but have not seen an a-z one about swapping out
engines.THANKS in advance.Bill C.
SUBJECT>sum thawts POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at
2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18836 NEXT>18884 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
can't imagine it makes a real big difference,running them backwards...they're so squishy
they're just going to wear no matter what.I'm personally looking into a set of 37"
Goodyear MT/R's for the new axles,on 16"rims.I'd use the stock GM 16.5's but I'd like
to run beadlocks and don't want to pay a trillion dollars for them.The Goodyears last a
LONG time and aren't much more than the swampers.Slightly less monstrous looking
though...=(
SUBJECT>really isn't one--yet POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 March
2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18845 NEXT>18848
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THere are assorted posts dealing w/this topic,but nothing comprehensive.If you've got a
digital camera,why not be the first to post an inclusive,detailed article on it?I'm sure it
would help a lot of people out.
The main obstacles seem to be the mounts (tranny and motor).I'm not sure about the 230,
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since my 725 didn't have it when I got it,but you may need to swap radiators,and reallly
should anyway.You can use the radiator from a Wagoneer-came w/360's so cooling
performance should be comparable.
I'll be doing this swap this summer hopefully,or at least starting it w/the spun-bearing
block I've got sitting in the garage,and I'll be posting pics/details etc etc...
Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:really isn't one--yet POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 3:52 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My buddy had his radiator recored and it runs at 150 all day long (though he does need a
tighter thermostat to bring the temp up).
I think we'll probably be redoing his motor mounts this weekend using some custom
racing type mounts and 1/4"plate and we'll completely do away with the stock frame
perches.I'll throw some pictures on my picture site when we do so you can see.
Chris
SUBJECT>another 715 up fer grabs POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3
March 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18851
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405592807&catego
ry=6286
Nebraska.Looks ok,price is fair...
SUBJECT>OOOH 715 parts book POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3 March
2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18862 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405449224&catego
ry=6762
someone buy this!I'm broke or I'd get it m'self heheh
scan!post!disseminate!
SUBJECT>*Out of side of cheek*---oh,the one in Maine is better---;-)POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at
4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18849 NEXT>18852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He he!;-)
SUBJECT>well,it's cheaper...heheh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3
March 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18851 NEXT>18855
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lsdfj
SUBJECT>Re:350 engine swap POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,check out Fred w Sueves (sorry if i butchered your name
fred)pictures in the members gallery,on Dougs right (left side of the screen)not much
text but many pics.good luck.jc
SUBJECT>MESAGE FOR ALL!!POSTER>Heath Woods.EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18749 NEXT>18858 18860 18889 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
IM GOING TO WAR!!WISH ME LUCK DO SOME WHEELING FOR ME!
SUBJECT>So was mine when I got it in that condition!!;-)POSTER>Doug "wingnut"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone just needs to make me a serious realistic offer!?;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>clint
EMAIL>clintdeason365@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18859 18869 18953 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
have a m725 with the 230 tornado.i am wondering if needed a lead additive or if
unleaded would work fine and not cause any damage?does the octane matter?i would
appreciate any input.thanks clint
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18840 NEXT>18915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you're asking about the inserts on ebay,I'm guessing.1/4"is pretty think,but I agree that
I'd like something thicker for wheels,esp.since the inserts show are flat discs.If they are
bowl shaped,like the stock wheels,the curves add strength.for a flat wheel,I'd want
something thicker.I bet you could have a shop with a CNC machine or even a water jet
cutter ($$$)cut some out for you locally.I wouldn't wanna ship those buggers.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:MESAGE FOR ALL!!POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,3 March 2003,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18854
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good luck
what branch?mos?
semper fi!
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 3:56 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18856 NEXT>18867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Older motors such as the 230 do not have hardened valve seats,so in theory should not be
run on unleaded gas.BUT it seems that on low RPM applications,non-hardened valve
seats can last for many many miles on unleaded gas before they start deteriorating,so I
would not worry about it.You should also be able to run 87 octane with no problem.
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:MESAGE FOR ALL!!POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18854
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One shot,One kill.
God speed.
Rick
SUBJECT>Parts for Brakes POSTER>Dave Billings EMAIL>dbillings1@kscable.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yptsMeBCM PREVIOUS>NEXT>18863 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have just started back on my 68 715 after a year of putting it off.Does anyone know if I
can replace brake cylinders &shoes w/off the shelf parts or must reline and rebuild?
SUBJECT>Re:OOOH 715 parts book POSTER>hippie667 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4
March 2003,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18850 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,someone buy this as you NEED it,you NEED it,you Need it.Ha ha ha,Its mine and
its up for sale as no longer have the M715.Still love to look at this board.
Ronnie
SUBJECT>Re:Parts for Brakes POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aabjFWwwRTnGg PREVIOUS>18861 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on "Online Manuals"above,then page down a bit and on the left click on M715
Parts List and read the collection related to brakes,it'll help ALOT.
-G-
SUBJECT>anyone near huntsville,al?POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me off line
SUBJECT>that'll be tough...heh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 March
2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18864 NEXT>18909
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do you email someone offline heheh thought email was strictly ONline hehehehehhe
sorry...too much sugar last night!
SUBJECT>m715s in Pakistan POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18870 18872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=119966
A junkyard in Pakistan.Count the possiblities.
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4
March 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18859 NEXT>18868
18878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
add the lead or you will burn the valves out thats a fact.its a small price to pay .keep it
original and keep it the way it was ment to be .have five other m715 and 2 m725 they all
run great a little fuel stable and lead additive and your good to go ..and I have rebuilt the
230 from machine work to paint and parts are not cheap.good luck with what ever your
choice might be ..
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????jake,email me....POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have some motor questions
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 1:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18856 NEXT>18874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had my 230 rebuilt about 3 years ago (very spendy).When my builder pulled the head,
we found that it had hardened valve seats already installed.It had an engine overhaul tag
on it from 1977.Maybe the military installed them,I don't know,but my motor came
with valve seats.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:m715s in Pakistan POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18866
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drool
SUBJECT>killer fabrications POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone heard of this killer fabrications or something
similar?????????????????????????
SUBJECT>Re:m715s in Pakistan POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18866
NEXT>18907 18908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I say we invade and bring back all usable parts?Or have we already invaded Pakistan,its
hard to remember .C
SUBJECT>Re:killer fabrications POSTER>dk EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18871.NEXT>18875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?????
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most all engines had hardened seats after the mid 50's.Hell,my '50 Plymouth had 'em.
Unleaded all day long won't hurt a thing.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:killer fabrications POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18873
NEXT>18880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is a web site for jeep and other stuff ,ever heard of it there was a link here at one time ,
I cant find it now
SUBJECT>Rattling valves POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18892 18896 18903 18913 18951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The valves in my 715 are rattling like a big dog.Also when you start up a little hill you
have to downshift.It has old gas in it(a full tank to much to dump with the price of gas).
Do ya'll think it is the gas or has the timing slipped?Thanks in advance Will Wright
SUBJECT>on board air POSTER>ndt715fan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,
at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,saw a nice looking military air brake compressor on e-bay.Item #2405975329
looks like might be something to research to see if it will work for airing tires etc.Has
unloader valve,seller also has air tanks.Maybe some allready knows if this will work.
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.realoldspower.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=9604
SUBJECT>New Web-Site POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone checked out www.g503.com?Several M-715's listed for sale as well as a lot
of other MV's
SUBJECT>Re:killer fabrications POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18875 NEXT>18883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.killer 32 fabrications look in the links to the
right.its about half way down the page under
Sources for Parts and Accessories.
Whoopie
SUBJECT>ok don't laugh no question is dumb POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>18882
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the front plug the #1 plug.my reason for asking is when i put my timing light on i'm at
least 2 inches off the mark on the advance side.the truck runs fine untill i shift to 3rd and
then it dogs out and i can't get enough rpms to shift to 4th tops out at 35 mph.
SUBJECT>Re:ok don't laugh no question is dumb POSTER>samson EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18881
NEXT>18893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yepper,front is #1 and rear is #6.
SUBJECT>Re:killer fabrications POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18880
NEXT>18885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's got tube bumpers for FSJ's,front and rear.Nice stuff,but I'd go with 90 degree
angles and recangular tube steel for an M-715.Also,I saw one get dented on the outside
of the bend pretty easily.But if ya like tubes and you don't have a bender at home,it's the
way to go.
SUBJECT>Re:sum thawts POSTER>Gunny Pall EMAIL>cjckpall@att.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18846
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got em on mine too!!!!!!!!!There's nothing better than being able to put 38.5s'on you
truck and not have to do anything to the suspension!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:killer fabrications POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18883
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info I knew i saw it somewhere C
SUBJECT>Power steering upgrade ?POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>18895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to upgrade to power steering when I upgrade the motor.I seem to remember
that there was talk about this a while ago,is there a bolt in replacment power steering
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box.Does anyone know which vehicles they would come off of?The quicker the steering
ratio the better for my application.
Thanks.Kevin
SUBJECT>Y'all were looking for towbar parts?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18888 LINKNAME>Useful to someone?
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405493
621&category=6755
Is this one of those hard to come by things?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Y'all were looking for towbar parts?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sonofabitch.How come ebay links never work on this site?
Ebay item #2405493621
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:MESAGE FOR ALL!!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18854
NEXT>18905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good luck !!!
SUBJECT>Re:FE/Truckfest Tuttle Creek,Kansas POSTER>Rob F
EMAIL>droptt@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would y'all mind a former M725 owner coming out?I still haven't gotten another one yet,
but I'd love to come out and check out the big boys.
Rob F.
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Tray
EMAIL>bjones@carlsbadnm.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa63XOBCWUlJU PREVIOUS>18803 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are the m715s at?Do you have any pictures?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
4 March 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18876 NEXT>18894
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does your M715 still have the 230 in it?
and if it does is it still 24 volt,and single barrel carb?
if it does,then the uphill part sounds normal.SUBJECT>Re:ok don't laugh no question is dumb POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,4 March 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18882 NEXT>18955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my condenser was bad and gave me the EXACT same reading
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18892 NEXT>18899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 is still in it.Converted over to 12 volts,But it use to not rattle.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering upgrade ?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 4:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18886 NEXT>18897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I used a box off an mid 80's Wagoneer,it's a direct fit and works great.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5
March 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18876 NEXT>18918
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you hear the rattling even at idle or just when it's under load?It seems unlikely that
the valve clearance would suddenly change on all the valves at once,so I'm wondering if
the noise you hear is ping from the bad gas.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering upgrade ?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18895 NEXT>18921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a box of a mid 80's CJ,bolted right up and works great.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>dan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 March
2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18900 18901 18912
18914 18920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone ever replace the floor mounted gas pedal with a hanging pedal.I am not too fond
of the current design and have an wagoneer with a gas pedal that mounts to the firewall.
Does not look like a direct bolt in but could probably work.Anyone try anything like
this??
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>joe EMAIL>cjeeptj@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18894 NEXT>18902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try adding a bottle of octane boost in it,i know this works on some of our old gas tractors
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have not tryed this ,But it sounds like a good idea.The current pedal always
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pops off at
the wrong time.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18898 NEXT>18904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan Bennet did this conversion.(I have his truck,now).Looks like a "drill some holes
and bolt it on"affair.Since I didn't DO it,I don't know.It looks so good that I didn't
realize it wasn't stock until I saw another 60's FSJ with the other style pedal.
One advantage of the "hanging"pedal is that you can put slide-in/slide-out carpet in your
M715.Use the carpet while on the road,pull it out when ya wanna get dirty,while
fording or for cleaning.
The front piece of an FSJ's carpet will work well for that.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18899 NEXT>18916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could try draining the tank and putting some fresh gas to see if that makes a
difference.How old is the gas?
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bub,
28 gallons @$2 is only $56.Guess how much it costs to rebuild?
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18901 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you have a torch or just a good vise you can take a pedal and cable setup out of a donor
car/truck and bend it here and there to fit.I did this on my M715 and an old Willys
pickup.Both suprisingly only took a little bending of the rod behind the donor pedal and
and a couple new drilled holes in the floor board area for the mounting bracket...I may
have just got lucky(it does happen now and then)...but it shouldn't be too big a
challenge....just my .02
Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:MESAGE FOR ALL!!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webt.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18889 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
God be with you...thanks for serving your country and helping us breathe free......
SUBJECT>Stock Tachometer?POSTER>Les EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone ever installed a military surplus tachometer on an otherwise stock 715?I
would like to add one but do not know how to wire it.What I'm trying to aviod is buying
a tach that I can not use.Any input is appreciated -Thanks.
SUBJECT>FIGURES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18872 NEXT>18910 18925
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well that just pisses me right off!First it's these East of the Old Miss'Southerner's and
the GSA Auctions,now...the Pakistanis!
Couldn't be Pakistan,Pennsylvania...NOoooooo!
SUBJECT>Re:that'll be tough...heh POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18865 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tac,
That's a pretty good one,actually!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:FIGURES!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,what's up with the GSA auctions??Never anything within 1000 miles of CT!:-(
SUBJECT>NP205 on ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>18922 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405795052
It's a GM style married unit,correct/proper/the right way/right side/not that silly Ford left
hand drop.
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i took one out of a j10 and used self tapping screws to fasten
it to the firewall then used a
chevy truck cable to go to my 400 chevy dont know about what cable for the 230
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SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18876 NEXT>18919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will try some additive a coulple bottles should do it ive also used rubbing alcohol to
remove water that should fix it
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use a Lokar pedal assembly which mounts through the floor.Excellent design.Designed
for hot rods and other custom vechiles.Cable hooks up directly to throttle body.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18857 NEXT>18927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks you guys.He wants $85.00 each to make some 15".I was thinking of buy those
and cutting them down,but I thought that was too thin.Thanx again for the feedback.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>18902 NEXT>18930 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The gas is about 7-9 months old.I bought a bottle of octane boost today.I am going to
drain out 15 gallons put the boost in and refill with the old gas and hope for the best.I
have to get this thing going,there is a ride at the end of the month.All that I have to do is
get the exhaust replaced and fix the brake lights a small wiring problem.Then my wife
and I or going to Gardendale Alabama for a ride.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Getting closer...POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18924 18931 18934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to update the board on my project.I just got a set of 11.00x16 Michelins
installed and they look great.Too bad the tread is less than what was described,but,I at
least can drive with a little more comfort than the NDT's.
Here is what it is..
AMC 390 approx 375 hp,727 auto,Dana 300 x-case.The brake system is 1973 corvette
power assist(at first I wasn't going to do the vacuum assist,but now I'm glad I did),Jeep
CJ hang on underdash A/C unit.The rest is pretty much stock..
Been lots of fun building this.Can't wait to use the A/C system this summer..Here are some pics:
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1043889-Mvc-006s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1043843-Mvc-016s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1043844-Mvc-019s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1043854-Mvc-012s.jpg
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rattles when it's under a load.Idles smooth.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18913 NEXT>18926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought some gumout octane boost.The bottle says it will do up to 15 gallons.Gonna try it
when it dries out around here.See ya in Gardendale.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Hanging Gas Pedal POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18898 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
In the past several years,I have done two converisons,one on an M-37 and another on a
M-38A1.Both times I went down to the junk yard and pulled the petal,mount,and cable
out of a Chev Pick-up out of the 70's or 80's.It requires just the drilling of two holes for
the mounting screws,and of course a hole for the cable to go through.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Power steering upgrade ?POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>18897 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk and Daniel,Thanks for the information.I will now go find one.
Thanks again
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 on ebay POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18911 NEXT>18936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,there is a pto off a 6x6 listed too.I can't remember if that is what you were
looking or not.I was going to drop you a line,and here you are.Hope it is!
mudclod
SUBJECT>m725 with snowplow for sale POSTER>clint
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EMAIL>clintdeason365@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:47 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapymg.lt2cew
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 67 m725 for sale.has the original 230 tornado.lots new that are not in the pixs.
new tires,body is really straight no rust.all the ambulance is there other than the gas
heater and litters.newer batteries,has prestolite distributor.warn hubs.new tabs.ex
search and rescue rig.homemade snoplow.dont want to sell but buying a house,needs to
go.wenatchee,wa $2800/obo SEE PIXS IN THE MEMBERS GALLERY UNDER
CLINT'S M725.I HAVE MORE CURRENT PIXS if needed.clint
SUBJECT>Re:Getting closer...POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18917 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice rig!i really like those tires.that a/c looks factory installed too.you said the tires don't
have much tread?how much were they?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:FIGURES!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18908 NEXT>18937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's what you get for living up there!ha ha ha!snow?what's that?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18919 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need to call keith at offroad connection and check about the ride another buddy of mine
said that they were not having it that weekend ????dont know for shure if you think
about it give him a holler
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18915 NEXT>18928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
85 bucks apiece just for the centers!!!!i can get a 15x10 with center any backspacing for
a 100 bucks a piece plus shipping the last set i shipped was about 25 each to washington
state from alabama
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18927 NEXT>18941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and the centers are 3/8"
SUBJECT>Brake parts,spindle............POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18932 18935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Help,my other front wheel bearing went out.Now I need
brakes and a spindle.Any one
with a front end to sell,or already parting out.Someone was parting a front end on ebay a
couple weeks ago.I need brake shoes,and I think I will put new wheel cylinders in too
now.Anyone that can ship soon and want to sell?????
Please email me or post hear.THANK YOU!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be wrong,but 9 month old gas should not be bad to the point of causing trouble.
You could try some dry gas,though.Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Getting closer...POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>18917 NEXT>18933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got a Dana300 to bolt up to a 727?Did use use AA or is it a bolt on affair?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Brake parts,spindle............POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check ebay under "M715",no spaces or dashes.I saw a spindle the other day.
Ethan
SUBJECT>tire question POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 March 2003,
at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18931 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what size are those?I was thinking of getting the 39's,for another project heheh 725 is
tippy enough.
and the million dollar question:how much heheh
SUBJECT>one more question POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 March
2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18917 NEXT>18938
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who makes those headers?I need some for the cherokee..thanks in advance hehe
SUBJECT>give me a call..ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 March
2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18929 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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hey I've got just the ticket heheh as I am as you know gutting the remnants of the original
driveline in the interest of avoiding just such a problem.Give me a call at home (435-.843-9255),or on my wife's
cell (801-750-5880)or email me at whitet@sisna.com
Let me know what you need and we'll haggle over price.But not too much,because I
don't want the parts hahah.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 on ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 12:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18922 NEXT>18939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,I saw that...the friggin thing is off of a 5 ton.Too big.Crap.
SUBJECT>Re:FIGURES!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 12:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>18925 NEXT>18952 18959
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah I've got your snow...RIGHT HERE!(!)<--that's an attempt at a butt crack,with the
brown eye.Pucker up,buttercup!LOL
whew...it's really,really late/early.
SUBJECT>Re:one more question POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18934
NEXT>19000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the kind words guys..
The tires were $85 each from Toby Sexton Tire (got the info from the online manuals).
They are the the last 4 in stock (supposedly).I was told that they had 7/32 tread left.That
is supposedly about half left,they originally had 17/32 new.
Yes,the D300 is bolt on to the 727.The 727 was out of a 1985/6 GW that originally had
Q-track.The headers are Heddman for a Wagoneer/J truck.No clearance problems.
Radiator was from a 1979 CJ 4 row ($270).That was a safety thing with me for the
tranny cooler inside.
Let me know if any part #'s are needed.
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 on ebay POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18936
NEXT>18942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was another one off a 6x6 that I saw a little while ago,but didn't know anyone was
looking for one,i believe it went for under $200.Wish I'd would've known you were
looking.sorry,but will keep my eyes out for one.-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Tachometer?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18906
NEXT>18957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm also looking for a tach,but for a sm400.Anyone know of a good one that resembles
the military appearence?thanks-Dustin.SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18928 NEXT>18960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you get me the centers?I have some wheels,they are 14"wide,I can put the centers
in.Let me know please,mudclod61@hotmail.com.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 on ebay POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18939
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to www.g503.com and under trucks 1/2 to 2 1/2 ton there is a guy there with a
ramsey Front PTO for sale and Spicer Rear PTO for sale.Not sure what one could do
with them but he has all the model info written down there as well if that would help
anyone.Hope this helps someone.-Dustin
SUBJECT>M-715,1967 Must sell POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Baby on the way,So its get to go.
M-715 1967 All Stock.New paint,New Top,Mechanically in top shape,Two New Heavy
duty Batteries,Has new rear locker,10000LBS Warn winch .$4500.W/O winch
$4000.00,BRO
Serious inquiries Only.Rick Hawkins
Sulzameck@yahoo.com
Located in NH
Also Have
4Old 96 Discovery springs,Free
Bull bar,will fit Series,Came off my old Rover,$100
1984 CJ-7 Hood in perfect condition $100
Dana 30 front axle,CJ7 wide track Housing with 2.73 gear,No knuckles,Free
SUBJECT>Ideas about the Dana 70 axle POSTER>Walter EMAIL>w-
spill@ti.comwalterspill@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone has ever swap out the axles shafts from the axle and used
maybe am gm 14 bolt axles ,or similar dana 60 axles with 8 lugs.Keep in mind also the
diff.carriage and or spiders gears must be changed to accept the new axle splines.While
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you are at it add disk brakes using 73-87 GM ¾ ton front rotors and 76--78 Cadilac
Eldorado calipers,and pads,with integral parking brake so a parking brake can still be
used.
Understanding that you use must use a proportioning valve and regular brake fluid and
have an alike coversion for the front,which I've seen available at this link:,
http://www.uglytruckling.com/12_kits_m715.html ,and new brake lines and new master.brake cylinder.
Jusr thinking and wondering if anyone has an opinion?
-Walter (Clay)Spill
SUBJECT>Re:M-715,1967 Must sell POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18943
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to mention.the M715 has power steering
SUBJECT>why bother?ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 March
2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18944 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
for the hassle,why not just swap a 14blt in?much easier and practically free.
http://www.shakerbuilt.com/sells cheap brackets and I believe has a parts list for the disc
swap on the 14blt.
14blts are cheap,strong and plentiful,no need to go to the trouble of putting the axles in
our old housings heheh
SUBJECT>715 aircleaner POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i wanted to put a heater in my 65 715 .got the heater but someone had put the remote
aircleaner on the passeger side firewall,no hardware on the hood.located an aircleaner
for the carb ,but now the hood won't close.im not sure if i can put the aircleaner back on
the hood due to the snowplow pump and controls .is their more than one size carb
mounted aircleaner?also can i get bows for the cargo bed?
SUBJECT>Proper rear lights POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
What are the proper lights that go on the rear bumper?Composite lights like in the front?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Hood light question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>18970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
The hood in my M715 has no black out light.In it's place there is a little plate welded to
the underside of the hood where the light would be.Is this original,or was the light
removed and the holes patched with that plate?
Thanks.
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:Proper rear lights POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18948
NEXT>18988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look in the members gallery I think that would be the easiest was to describe what you
will be needing good luck C.
SUBJECT>Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18876 NEXT>18962 18964 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I drained 15 gallons out(PETUEE)mouth full of gas and put in 1 bottle of Gumout octane
booster put the gas back in went for a little drive to clean out the bed.Dumped beer
cans,leaves and assorted sh!t and the local dump just down the road.Coming back the
valves started rattling a little bit while I was coming up a hill.Going to check the timing
tomorrow just for kicks.Thanks for the input.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Spicer using LOL POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>18937 NEXT>19001 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
At least he is'nt as bad as Brian.Speaking of,Spicer where did you put the little
fella.Hav'nt heard from him in a while.Will
SUBJECT>Re:leaded or unleaded gas?????POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
6 March 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18856 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say run them all on propane!It burns at 104 octane.
SUBJECT>22 1/2 wheels POSTER>gray ghost EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6 March
2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18967 18968 18978
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to see 22 1/2 inch diamond wheels on M715 Truck.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:ok don't laugh no question is dumb POSTER>nebrjeff
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 3:26 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>18893 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can i use a 12 volt condenser or do i have to use a 24 v?if its 24 bout how much and i
everbodys best opinion where would i get one.thanks to all.
SUBJECT>Re:715 aircleaner POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18947
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You have a governor under the carb?If so,I believe you need to remove it to use the carb
mounted air cleaner.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Tachometer?POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stewart Warner with the bezel painted OD?S-W made our gauges originally and their
current line of Deluxe gauges are extremely similar save for the chrome bezel.I'm willing
to bet their Deluxe tach would look right.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Ken
EMAIL>dive4ken@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in a m715 fixer-upper,what do you have and where are you located
SUBJECT>Re:FIGURES!POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18937
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18941 NEXT>18961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need the inside mesurement on your wheels where the center sits i will also get price on
15x14 wheels
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18960 NEXT>18982 18983 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
will <still havent forgot about you 15x8 right
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18951 NEXT>18965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just wondering....
if you took the old gas out,why did you put it back in?you could have poured the booster
in on top of the old gas.....it would mix up as soon as you start driving and slooshing it
around.or did i misunderstand and you put in fresh new gas?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>.DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:23
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18951
NEXT>18966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds to me like you've got detonation (pinging)going on.If I were you,I'd back the
timing off a few degrees at least until you get that old gas worked through.Detonation
can be very destructive to an engine if allowed to continue.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>18962 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No I did'nt put fresh gas in.The directions said to pour it in and then fill up so I did.Now
the real reason my wife can't stand the smell of gas.She pissed me off yesterday.Payback I
love it.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18964 NEXT>18991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doing the timing thing tomorrow.Will
SUBJECT>Re:22 1/2 wheels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6
March 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18954 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,Why ?????I must be missing something.B.
SUBJECT>Re:22 1/2 wheels POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,6 March 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18954
NEXT>18969 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
22:50s and 20s have been discussed at length quite a while back.In brief the consensus
was that the 22:50s being the radial equvilent of the 20",are mostly designed for large
truck over the road type of application.Perk715 and others agreed that the bias ply 9:00
or 11:00x20 traction tread was probably the best way to go for the M715 application.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:22 1/2 wheels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,6
March 2003,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18968 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock PUNY 30 year old axle shafts will not take the abuse of a 38"and bigger
diameter tire!!!!Barry..SUBJECT>Re:Hood light question POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>18949 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine didn't have the plate under the blackout light just the mounting holes holding it i
place and I'm pretty sure it's original....
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>Wesjollyox
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you and how to contact.
Wes
SUBJECT>I DO!!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18787
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an email a couple days ago.Do you still have parts?Please let me know!Either
here or at mudclod61@hotmail.com.
Thank you
mudclod Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 for sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18963
NEXT>19108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't know what happened...Did you just copy clip the whole thing into the address bar
on you browser?
Otherwise,try here:
http://www.picturetrail.com/over2land
SUBJECT>aircleaner /carb POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i pull the governor and spacer off the carb,put shorter studs in will i need to replace the
accelerator control cable,and make any adjustments to the carb?(going from remote
aircleaner to carb mounted aircleaner,due to new heater and exhisting snowplow
controls)thanks jack
SUBJECT>Re:22 1/2 wheels POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18954
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at UtahJeeper's truck in the members gallery..He has 22.5 wheels.
Regards,
christopher Land
Senea,SC,USA
'67 m715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Steering arm pictures.POSTER>Andy EMAIL>heepofajeep@attbi.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>NEXT>18980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you guys want to take a look,the following two addresses are links to pictures of my
steering arms.They were bent,cut,rewelded,and gusseted,and turned out very nice.
Here they are:
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Heep8steerarm.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Heep9steerarm.jpg
SUBJECT>linky brokey POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at
11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18979 NEXT>18987 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
didn't work for me.i'll try later,maybe it's just slow right now....did not know about
fsj.com
SUBJECT>fuel pump rebuild PROBLEM POSTER>jerome
EMAIL>jeerome_e3@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>18993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY
I AM REBUILDING A STOCK FUEL PUMP AND HAVE A SLIGHT PROBLEM
I TOOK THE OLD ONE APART,PUT A REBUILD KIT IN IT
NOW MY PROBLEM IS THAT WHEN I TIGHTEN DOWN THE NUT THAT HOLDS
THE 2 BIG WASHERS AND FLAT O RING 4 THE WIPERS TOGETHER IT
CLAMPS DOWN
ON THE O RING SO TIGHT THAT THE RETURN SPRING CANNOT PUSH IT
BACK
DOWN
DID I LOOSE A SMALL SPACER WASHER THAT GOES IN BETWEEN THE 2
BIG WASHERS OR AM I JUST WRENCHING THE TOP SECURING NUT TOO
TIGHT
I HAVE A PARTS BOOK BUT IT DOES NOT HAVE A PARTS BREAKDOWN
ON THE COMPONANTS OF THE FUEL PUMP \
ANY HELP WOULD BE APPRECIATED
THANKS JEROME
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SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18961 NEXT>19017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.right
SUBJECT>No 15x7 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18961
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO 15x7
SUBJECT>cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>Lee Alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
18985 18989 18998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
first of all anyone who has done a 4bt,email me....
second anyone thought about doing a 6.2/6.5 and using the hummer connections (i.e.)
24v?this is an avenue i am looking at.
If,and i say If,i do a swap,it will be a diesel.
i can get a complete bread van for 3500 with a 4.bt and my choice of auto or standars......
anyone know if i get a 6.2/6.5 that a hummer pcb and glow plugs could be wired in easily
enough????
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
March 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18984 NEXT>18986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee ,I have several CUCV's and wiring up the glow plug system on a 6.2 is pretty easy.
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18985 NEXT>18990 18992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The wiring would be easy.But if it were me I'd go with the cummins.They are a better
motor in my opinion and with minimal mods can have a healthy power output.That
would be the way I'd go.Just my .02.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:linky brokey POSTER>Andy EMAIL>heepofajeep@attbi.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aatjRtz6FmP7k PREVIOUS>18980 NEXT>18997 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It should work,the file is about 200kbs,though,so it might have been taking a while to
load.You cut and pasted,right?You also might want to check out www.ifsja.org and
then click on forum.Lots of relevant info there too.
SUBJECT>Re:Proper rear lights POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18950
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>bobdevlin50@msn.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18984 NEXT>18996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I am doing the Cummins 4bt.I am doing a complete rebuild and will be getting about
200hp out of it,that is about tops with the rotary pump.I was hopeing to do better with a
inline pump but these are like hens teeth and very very expensive.I like the cummins
because it can fit in the engine compartment and have room for everything I will want to
put in there also.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18986
NEXT>18995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well im trying to do this without spending as much money as a new superduty.
my brother has a 94 dodge truck with a 6bt i can get for about 6000 (i think)with an auto
tranny.maybe i could part the truck out?
i can get 2 take out civilian 6.2's (maybe 6.5's he doesn know)for 200 each
my other option is a 6.9 or 7.3 ide.....
im scared its going to kill me with axles and such.....of course i cant recoup what ive
speb \nt at this point either.....
SUBJECT>Re:Rattling valves Fixed almost POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18966 NEXT>19003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will
when i bought mine it was off by two teeth on the timing gear.it ran like crap until i
timed it correctly.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 March
2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18986 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a m715 with 7.3l powerstroke with a banks turbo..if I had to chose go with a
cummins..wait to you start tweeking it a seting here a seting there I want a exaust brake
for mine nothing like letting of the gas and the rumble from the 4 inch twin pipes out the
rear..I got my motor from a salvge yard the truck had 10,000 miles on it was a rear hit that
totaled thr rear of the truck frame bed and one side of the cab ..two days and 1,500 dollars
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and the wireing motor and trany were mine had shafts made and has ben none stop for 6
months now with stock axles and brakes .no lockers afraid I might do them in..good luck
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump rebuild PROBLEM POSTER>krob725.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18981 NEXT>18994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU'VE GOT MAIL!
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:fuel pump rebuild PROBLEM POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahdiLejbBPEM PREVIOUS>18993 NEXT>
LINKNAME>fuel system
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
if that doesn't work try this
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
or this
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18990
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's just money.it made to spend.now if i only had a little...
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18989
NEXT>19008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bob the devil dog
please take lots of pics.i dream of making this swap in mine.the 4bt is a fine engine.
more than powerful enough IMHO for what i want to do.
krob725
SUBJECT>linky fixed!ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 March 2003,at
9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
apparently internet just jammed up when I tried before.I'm on a slow $&%@!dialup
here,happens sometimes.
SUBJECT>Re:350 engine swap POSTER>Pat Kelley EMAIL>Fordelmo@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18845
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
I bought an M725 with a 350,I didn't put it in,but I can take some digital pictures for you
and send them to you.
SUBJECT>Re:one more question POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18938 NEXT>19005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Great truck!Is that the exhaust coming out behind the
right door?I have been tossing
around the idea of running mine out right there,and then up in a stack,keeping it above
water line.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer using LOL POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18952
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe if we all talk about Brian he'll show up.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 POSTER>tagorman EMAIL>tagorman@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa62lPP7lkucE PREVIOUS>18998 NEXT>19004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I read somewhere that Hercules was trying to gather cores to start producing their field
change out kit for the M715 again.You might check with them.
SUBJECT>krob don't tell POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me that.Its giving me nightmares.The guy did'nt bring his timing light,so i am still at
square one.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 6bt is looking better POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i did some research on the dodge truck and it seems it has a stock dana 70 in the rear....
now im trying to figure out width......
so 6000 gets me a motor/axle....
SUBJECT>Re:one more question POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19000
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks...
Here are a couple more pics of the exhaust.Flowmaster 50 series 2.5"diameter pipes and
a 2.25"crossover pipe behind the trannsfer case.I think there is just enough room to slide
the case out if I have too.I hope never!!!!
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1046134-Mvc-024s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1046136-Mvc-026s.jpg
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Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 12:47 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19007 19024 19070
LINKNAME>photo of
the finished product LINKURL>http://www.awarehead.com/12v-24v.jpg
When I purchased my m725 ,it was already converted to 12v with a small block chevy
under the hood.It was disapointing that I could not use the gas heater,the surgical light
was dim,and the ventilator blowers were just plain sluggish running on 12v.I have spent
the last few months acquiring parts and rebuilding my southwind heater.Yesterday,I
picked up a Sure Power battery isolator/top charger (#41203),a second battery,and some
cables.The installation only took about 2 hours and I now have a fully functional 24v
loop for the rear chassis.It's great!No more freezing my butt off in the cold upstate NY
winter nights.:)
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>sargetom
EMAIL>sargetom@military.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19006 NEXT>19009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you located ,I also live in the Uostate atea near Albany and have a M-725 I'm
working on.
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 Yo DD POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18996
NEXT>19010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree take lots of photos im dreaming of a cummings in my M-715 when the old 230
bites the dust.Oh yea,can you retain he 24 volt dash system,lights,and my 24 volt winch
with the cummings conversion.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19007 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Oswego,NY (right on Lake Ontario)
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 Yo DD POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19008
NEXT>19023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone give information on vehicles to look for that had the 4bt in them I would like
to have one but I do not know what they were put in.Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>Dave Butler
EMAIL>dodge@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Saturday,8 March 2003,at 11:11
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19015 19018 19032 19169
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons is pleased to announce the purchase of the entire Kaiser Jeep
M715 inventory from Highland Auto Parts.Highland had puchased the remaining.inventory from the factory in Toledo
when the M715 contract was not renewed.
Over 250 tons of NOS parts are being moved back to Iowa in 40'containers during the
month of March.I have photographed as many parts as possible and there appear to be
nearly a 1,000 different NOS parts in quantities.Our containers are being specially loaded
with shelving so we will have immediate access as soon as the material arrives.NOTE!
We will have a new separate e-mail address set up in the next few days and will post it
for your inquires,so please be patient with us!All parts are NEW OLD STOCK,some
really nice stuff and many hard to find parts.We look forward to serving you.
Thanks
Dave Butler
Vintage Power Wagons Inc.
SUBJECT>New Tires POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>NEXT>19016 19054 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just got my new tires mounted yesterday and took my 715 for a little ride.I have 38 X
12.50 X 16.5/10 ply Super Swamper TSL's mounted on Diamond Racing Wheels 16.5 X
9.75.It raised the truck 3 inches and it looks great.
SUBJECT>Timing light with 24 volts POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19014 19025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are timing lights voltage specific?In other words,will my timing light that I have for (I
assume)12 volt vehicles work with my 24 volt 715?Or do I have to buy one specifically
for 24 volts systems?If so,where would I acquire such a device?Meco?Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Timing light with 24 volts POSTER>kevins
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 7:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19013 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just took a normal 12v timing light hook it to a spare battery.then I took a old
waterproof spark plug wire and striped it down to where the the timing light would pick
up the spark and timed it.
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>Ricky
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EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep us posted,and a soon as you can get us a list,or something about what you have..
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19012
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.post some picture so we may see your toy C
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel insert thickness????POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
k
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory prices??POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>dkane@houston.rr.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19011 NEXT>19022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like we may find some good parts for the old 715's here.I hope the prices are
better than Highland,Highland thought it was a pile of gold and the stuff has not moved
in years.
Send me the parts!!
SUBJECT>Oh my GOD!Have any of you seen this...link inside POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at
11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19021 LINKNAME>Lame
Jeep?
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405942
508&category=6281
This has to be one of the ugliest things I've seen on ebay!Check this "Jeep"out.Just
looking up Jeep parts and saw it.Hope the link works.Doug.
Also here:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405942508&catego
ry=6281
SUBJECT>HEY KROB725 POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aam.yjZJ7.CDA PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey thanks 4 the parts breakdown it answered my question
i typed my e mail wrong when i posted the message so if you sent
me something to my e mail i didnt get it.
thanks for the help
jerome
SUBJECT>would be fun in an accident..ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
9 March 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19019 NEXT>19046
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..when that body goes flying off that hairy looking frame.WEEEEE
that is almost as ugly as the lincoln 4x on Rockwells hiding on ebay heheh...
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory prices??POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
9 March 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19018 NEXT>19026.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it will be good to see parts for these trucks avalible .at any cost cant be cheap when it
comes to stuff that is no longer made and cant buy at a napa dealer .I say bring them on I
have five trucks each has its needs.
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt or 6.5 Yo DD POSTER>Devil Dog
EMAIL>bobdevlin50@msn.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19010 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 4bt's were in chevy step vans other than that I don't know
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19006 NEXT>19061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOOOOOOOOOH!
nice.will both batts charge from the 12v alt?that is an interesting gizzmo.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Timing light with 24 volts POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19013
NEXT>19043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your 12 volt timing light won't work on 24 volts.I ended up buying a self-powered
timing light that runs on D cells.Then,you have to rig up a "standard"spark plug wire to
temporarily replace the sheilded military plug wire on cylinder #1 so that the inductive
trigger on the timing light will work.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory prices??POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19022 NEXT>19027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Far prices are one thing,but ludicrest pricing is another.vintage power wagon will sell
you a set of used fenders for $500.00.At that sort of pricing he needs to invest in a lot of
hens to take turns seating on those parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory prices??POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
9 March 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19026 NEXT>19030
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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you could always get them from jc whitney I guess they got good replacement parts for
trucks..
SUBJECT>Found a nice FC to buy...MUST SELL THE TRUCK ;-(...POSTER>Doug
"wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at
7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19038 19040 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I know all you guys have probably read my post about selling my 715....very sad,but I
have found an FC170.Wife (and bank account)says the 715 must go before purchase of
FC.So,$6,500?Anyone?Anyone?I think considering how much I've done and how
much I have invested that's a pretty fair price...what do you guys think?My brother really
wants this thing for use on the Navy base he's stationed at (He's a "Doc"for them)but
with a wife and three kids cash is a little short.(If you're reading this Steve,step up,you
know I'll cut you a deal!)So buyers step up!I will help with delivery and any other way I
can.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:350 engine swap POSTER>Bill C.EMAIL>candlemaker1@netscape.net
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa3vHiu9AACGI PREVIOUS>18845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help guys.The pic's were just what I needed.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>Dave Butler
EMAIL>dodge@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19027 NEXT>19031 19053 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have been working straight for the last 2 weeks along with 3 other helpers,loading
moving and sorting,another 3 -4 weeks should complete the process.While not everyone
will agree with our prices,my company has to maintain a payroll for 10 employees as
well as pay the cost of nearly $40K just to move this stuff.We will do our best to keep
the prices fair.Every day I uncover more and more.Some really nice stuff and we are
happy to find a number of parts that interchange with the Dodges too.Will keep you
posted as the material arrives.
Thanks
Dave Butler
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
DATE>Sunday,9 March 2003,at 10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19030 NEXT>19033 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you have to have something than any price is resonable I guess....to bad AB Linn didn't
end up with the stuff.....it's funny though that if I sold both my 715s to "a big parts outfit"
I would surely get about what a pawn shop would give me(almost nothing)and all the
time hear about the high cost of their operation.....I'm in the wrong buisness I think....
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 3:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19011
NEXT>19035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is to bad AB LINN didn't end up with the stuff.He really is the most resonable dealer
out there.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>mike oxlong.EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 3:56
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19031 NEXT>19034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
funny thing you mentioning A B Linn.I have given A B Linn hundereds of $$$for parts
for parts because his parts are priced right.He is making $$$I am getting my truck done
and he won't die a poor poor man with a gold mine of parts parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19033
NEXT>19057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to agree with that.AB Linn,while not cheap,his stuff is reasonably priced and I've
purchased quite a few things from him too.
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19032 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amen to that,AB is also a pleasure to deal with.I hope Mr.Butler is half as cool.But
there is not one part I need that I'll bend over for.
SUBJECT>Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19041
19042 19058 19082 19093 19096 19109 19131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About a month ago I asked what to use to clean out the inside of my motor.The general
opinion was that kerosene was the best,but one member said that he did it a few years
ago and had to rebuild his motor 100 miles later.
I used the kerosene and this weekend was the first time taking the truck out.It started
knocking about 20 miles down the road.Main bearings are toast.I don't know if it was
the wash,or the wrist pins being too tight.
Luckily I have a 350 (4-bolt main)sitting on a motor stand ready to be rebuilt and
installed in place of my crapped out motor.
-B.
SUBJECT>Operation of winch on M715???POSTER>Be
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EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody!I just picked up a winch for my M715 in Tulsa OK over the weekend and
was curious if someone new the best procedure for using it?Are there any directions or
steps to using it?Any helpful advice I should know first or anything to check out?The
bumpers are both bent pretty bad if anyone has some for sale.Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Found a nice FC to buy...MUST SELL THE TRUCK ;-(...
POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at
8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19028 NEXT>19039 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Doug,
tell your brother to buy my 715,It cheaper
Rear has new locker ,New top,New brakes drums,Power steering,230 I 6cy that runs
great,Two New heavy duty Deep cycle batteries,Fresh paint last fall,10,000 lbs Warn
winch.Frame has coated with black rust shield,
I forgot to mention that right now I have bows on the back bed of the truck that have bee
cut down for a cool looking camper style in the summer,Also the wiring in the truck is i
great shape,no cracks,Seats have been changed out for black jeep sits,New Muffler and
pipes,I put LED light bulbs in all the blinkers,The heater works very good with the new
to
price @$4500.with the winch and $4000.with out Winch and bumper,I have a stock
bumper some where under two or three feet of snow.
Thanks
Rick Hawkins
sulzameck@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Found a nice FC to buy...MUST SELL THE TRUCK ;-(...
POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,
10 March 2003,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19038 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a good price,I can do better on mine but geeesh,I've got over ten invested and A
LOT of my time!Anyway,good luck selling yours it sounds really nice!Doug.
SUBJECT>Make me an offer!I can't be insulted...POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have over ten invested,but I'm willing to talk!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BUMMER!But good to know.Good luck with the new motor,and keep the kero away!!
Doug.
SUBJECT>oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
March 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>19045
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had no trouble whatsoever w/pure Simple Green or the like,straight and then rinse
rinse rinse...kerosene sticks around.And simple green is nice to bearings hehehe of all
types.
sorry to hear about yer motor
SUBJECT>Re:Timing light with 24 volts POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Monday,.10 March 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19025 NEXT>19073
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had good luck using a regular 12v induction timing light on my stock 24v M715.
Like the previous posts have stated,you need to rig up the #1 spark plug with a temporary
ignition wire for the inductive pickup to clamp on.The power wires of the timing light
need to be connected to a 12 volt battery (Not 24 volts!).I usually use my other car
battery for the 12volts.I just pull it along side the M715 and connect the timing light's
power wires to other car's battery.No need to disconnect any wires.Good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Winch driveshaft POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>19047 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whats the diameter of the stock front winch driveshaft set ups?OR,what's the diameter
of the duece and a half winch driveshaft set ups.Preferably,the duece set up.
Thanks...I'm doing some revamping.
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19042 NEXT>
19048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a shame the kero took out the bearings...I'd've been really interested to see how long it
would have lasted before the wrist pins took out the bearings.
Let me know if you have any questions on the rebuild.
SUBJECT>Re:would be fun in an accident..ctxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19021 NEXT>
19068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's pretty high milage though,999,999,999.That's impressive.LOL!
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SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19044 NEXT>
19049 19050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 round shaft and hex shafts are 7/8ths inch diameter,don't know about the
Duece's and I can't figure out the metric for Brian.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19045 NEXT>19052
19065 19067 19080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tacoma,
What the hell does "ctxt"mean?I never get your chat room talk.
Spicer,
Do you think it was the kero or the wrist pins?I'm not sure.
Katie,
Don't marry him-I need a new motor BAD.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19047 NEXT>19051 19069 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gary,did you get your top?
It was UPSed early last week.
Let me know what you think.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19047 NEXT>19062 19094
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks G,I'm looking at like 1.25"to 1.25"tube for the front winch drive.Oh,
22.225mm for Brian.
So I suppose I'll eat crow in front of everyone...I'm ripping out the hydraulic drive for the
front winch.I've had it working then a break.Then working,then a bad valve.Then a
new valve with a light bypass spring.Then a shimmed bypass and a blown motor seal.
Then I need to move the PTO driven pump for the PTO on the T-case.I've had it.I'm
taking my present PTO and seeing if it will fit on the T-case.If so,I connect it to the rear
winch.Then,get a duece PTO for my tranny and run a shaft along side the BBC oil pan,
put a hanger at the front,run it through the front crossmember with another bearing two
bearing and hook it up with the same chain that's on it now.I'm sick of hissing valves,
drips,shims,blown o rings (bastards),and shtuff.Once finished,it will give a bang,the
not work.No more trouble shooting this and that.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19049 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet,Mom said anyday now.
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 11:38 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>19048 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was the Kero.The tight pins didn't help,but the kero sure did accelerate the destruction.
Feel dumb?
HA!Another small block.Oh,if you bore it,I'd suggest Keith Black Hyperutectic (high
Silicon)Pistons.They don't like a ton of RPM,and hate nitrous,but would work great i
a truck motor and won't break the bank by any means.
Nice try.
Big Block Spicer
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad you're not in Colorado.For some "in store credit",I'd come down and help
unload and catalog the stuff!
NOS will always be more expensive.But I do agree,$500 a fender is a little silly whe
sometimes the whole damn truck goes for that price.Also,remember that price varies
with region.
That said,keep a look out for a pair of NOS doors or at least the windows if I can modify
an FSJ door to work...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at
12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19012 NEXT>19059 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How much $$$were the tires ???How do they work in the snow ????
SUBJECT>Randy's Ring and Pinion POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a contact number for Randy's Ring/Pinion?Thanks in advance Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Randy's Ring and Pinion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.800.292.1031
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
March 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19034 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought 99 percent of my parts from ab linn for all my trucks.and his prices are great and
his shipping costs are not crazy thats were they usually try to make there money..
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer said that motor would'nt hold up.Sorry to hear that Brian,Glad your back.I expect
you to toast me for that.Will
SUBJECT>Re:New Tires POSTER>NH-68M715 EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>19054 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went to Tire Warehouse and got the tires.They seem to work well.I haven't had them
on long enough to really know.If you email me I'll tell you how much they cost me.
SUBJECT>What weight engine oil should I use in my M715???POSTER>Be
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 2:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what oil was suggested for the 230 in my M715 when it was new?Do
any of you have any preferences or thoughts on an oil weight?Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19024 NEXT>19095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep!Both batteries will charge from the 12v alternator.It rocks!
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19050
NEXT>19083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check your conversion there SpiceBoy,last time I checked it was 25.4 something mm's
per inch,so 1.25 would be 31.75ish mm,for Brian.
SUBJECT>New Rims for the m715 POSTER>Phil Hayes
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19066 19087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see a lot of discussion on replacement rims for the m715.Here is another source for
rims.MRT Wheels.Their web site is www.rockcrawler-mrt.com.I just put on a set and
so far really like them.They can provide standard or beadlock rims.They will also make
them in 15",16",or 17"in about any width desired.They are a lot more reasonable then
Stockton Wheels.Just thought this may be another option for interested people.Phil
SUBJECT>Re:What weight engine oil should I use in my M715???.POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,
at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19060 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
10-30,10-40,20-50,depending on the temperature.
Back then they were probably still using single weight oils and straight 30 weight seems
to be the most common recommended general motor oil.
I'm sure someone here knows the true answer as mine came off the top of my head.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ctxt "c"text or see text.Yea ,it took me a few times b4 I figured it out .IMHO these
letters R lame I mean WTF?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19063 NEXT>19074 19135 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Uh,how much more reasonable?if you don't mind my asking...
Stockton quoted my ~$200 a few months ago when I asked.For $800,I decided to stay
with my split rims,esp.living in an agricultural area (easier to get split rim work).
Oh,are your wheels with a flat center part,or is it more like the stock wheel?
Ethan
SUBJECT>ctxt?see text heheh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 March
2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19048 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sorry..used to too many message boards.And I'm lazy,too lazy to type the whole thing
out hahahah..I mean,I'm 2 usd 2 msg brds U kno
SUBJECT>hey,it's a Jeep!run forever hehe ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
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DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19046
NEXT>19118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
df
SUBJECT>HELLO BRIAN!!!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19049
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Long time no hear!Are you OK?
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19006 NEXT>19072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,can you give a ballpark price for this.sounds good.wonder if you could run a
12v winch on stock system or maybe too much draw?thanks jc.
SUBJECT>M715 Truckfest/FE POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Update for 2/10/03:
The M715 event we have been planning is on for March 29th and 30th (Satruday and
Sunday).We have scaled back the event somewhat due to the overall number of people
willing to commit,but the event is on and it should be a good time for all who attend.
We plan to meet Satruday morning between 9:00-10:00AM in the parking area of the
Tuttle Creek off road park.For those who need instructions on how to get to the parking
area,please e-mail me.After we check out the trucks and meet each other,we plan to
wheel the rest of the morning until lunch.***Please bring lunch so we can find a nice
spot on the trail and stop and eat***.More wheeling in the afternoon until everyone is
hungry again.We plan to meet at a local eatery in Mahattan for dinner.Sunday wheeling
is available for those who want more.
Some are planning to camp,some are planning to do the motel thing.Currently there are
several 715's,a few Jeeps (Cherokees and CJ's)who are attending.We will postpone the
raffle and catered dinner for next year,when we hope to have more people attend.As for
this year,it looks like a good time for all.
NOTE:
Several people have e-mailed me and said that the have a 715 in the process of a re-build
or are planning to buy one in the near future and want to just come up and check the
trucks out.You guys can meet up with us Satruday morning in the parking area,and you
are welcome at dinner as well.
Also several have asked if other types of 4-wheel drive vehicles are OK.Yes,everyone
(everything)is welcome.And look at it this way,if you get stuck in something other tha
a M715,you won't be stuck for long.And for the Bronco guy,I guess it's OK too.
E-mail me if you have any additional questions.I will make one more post next week.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19070 NEXT>LINKNAME>Sure Power brochure
LINKURL>http://www.surepower.com/pdfs/converter%20brochure.pdf
I picked up mine (part #41203)for around $350.Of course,this one is designed for
maintaining 2 batteries on a 12v system and provides up to 20 amps for 24v loads.Sure
Power's 'beefiest'unit (#521009)provides up to 150 amps for 12v loads when installed on.a 24v system.I checked the
specs for some common 12v winches on the market.Since
some of them can draw up to 460 amps,I suspect that one of these Sure Power units
would not be enough.Below,I have included a link to Sure Power's brochure so you ca
check the specs out.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Timing light with 24 volts POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19043
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,this would work.The point was that you should *not*connect the 12V power leads
of your timing light to a 24V source.
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19066 NEXT>
19076 19078 19081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,you've got to get ahold of Bill (I think he's in a Craftsman Tool commercial???)at
Diamond Racing Wheels in Milwaukee,Ws.He made me a set of rims to my exact specs
for $130 per (no beadlocks)and $18 shipping to California.For $148 I got awesome
wheels...my advice is to go 16 inch or more,stock 6 1'2 inch back spacing to cover the
brake drums and a 12 inch width,that's if you don't want a stock look.Check the archives
for an e-mail address by searching 'Diamond Racing'or try 1-800-937-4407.
-G-
SUBJECT>Roll cage tube size?POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19077 19079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's about time to build a cage for my and buddy's trucks.We're trying to figure out what
tube to use.My thoughts were 1-1/2 x .120,his friend said 1-3/4 x .120 or larger Cro-
Moly.I'd rather avoid the Cro-Moly and use 1040 or similar DOM so there's no oddball
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filler or post weld heattreat.
The requirements are pretty simple -a safe solid mount for 4 point harnesses and
protection during a slow rollover.I don't imagine we'd be seeing much over 65mph so
NHRA spec isn't necessary.
What seems to be the standard for JEEP cages?The main reason I want 1-1/2"is so that I
don't have to move the Rt.windshield clamp so far that it gets in the way of the glovebox.
Please,tell me all you may know.
Chris
SUBJECT>all 4???wow good price!!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10
March 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19074 NEXT>19250
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's a GREAT price for all 4...I will be calling..SUBJECT>round here...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 March
2003,at
9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..the rock nutz are using 1 3/4 DOM for main tubes,and 1 1/2 for braces etc (inner tubes,
like diagonals etc)General consensus is that cromo pricey for not much advantage.
just move the cage out of the way of the windshield heeh
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,10 March 2003,at 9:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19074 NEXT>
19092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,you read the "$130 per"part right?$148 was also per.I just read my post and it was
it bit misleading (evidently)....four wheels cost $592....still a better deal then $800 plus
tax AND I'd have to amke a 200 mile round trip.And at $2.14 a gallon for 87 @11 miles
per gallon..Diamond is a GREAT deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 3:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19075 NEXT>19086 19106 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I notched my cage for the windshield brackets.I used 2"steel pipe,I'm sure there is a lot
of reasons not to,it is what I had,it is stought and I used it.I'm sure I lost some strength
notching it,but I know that I am a lot safer now than w/out it.If you would like,I ca
send a couple pics.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 3:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19048 NEXT>19084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear about your bad luck.Let us know when you get it going again.Shame it
didn't hold out at least long enough to get the famed BB.By the way,I haven't heard too
much from up there,seems Spice is back to working on the PTO again,means time on his
hands,maybe the BB is headed your way after all.:)
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stockton is a ripoff!They wanted $300.00 a rim for 20x7.I paid $160.00 a rim at
Diamond,and the quality is great.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brian,I knew that kerosene was going to be a horror show,way
too dry,no lubrication.The
next time you want to clean an engine,transmission fluid,50/50 with motor oil.Good luck
next time.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,but I was putting in millimeter #'s for the 7/8"shaft size from the post before.
Very attentive Ollie.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:oh hell no!simple green ctxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19080 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,well...he's come to the conclusion that he's not seeing that rat motor from THAT
deal he made.I'd have to be dead to break up with Katie.I'm am looking forward to that
new side arm however.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Anybody need a stock tranny with an origial PTO?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm heading to a place this weekend that has one.I can ask a price if anyone's interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19079 NEXT>
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19088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne's cage is SWEET!Take him up on the picture offer.
SUBJECT>Re:Rim Pictures POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19063
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to get some pictures of the aftermarket wheels you guys are running.Please
post a link or send them to me at brent@bjsoffroad.com
I would like to see the difference in MRT,Diamond and Stockton.
I am going to run 11x20 with some 12.5R20 tires and am trying to find a cool wheel that
isn't shiny.Thanks in advance!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 3:52 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19086
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I will.Send away,please Wayne.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>engine problem POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My engine has no power and is back firing into valve cover sometime exhast manifold is
runing red hot any ideas before I start replacing parts on disturber thanks
SUBJECT>Re:engine problem POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19089
NEXT>19091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ignition timing could be WAY retarded,causing the fuel to burn in the exhaust manifold.
This would reduce power a bit and maybe cause backfiring.Maybe cam timing is too
advanced causing the exhaust valves to open too soon,letting the burning gases into the
exhaust?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:engine problem POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19090
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look for an intake/vacuum leak
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 5:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19078 NEXT>19136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of wheel centers,tho?I like the stock look for the actual wheel center itself...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>19113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
we were about to send out a search party for you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19050
NEXT>19122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
too bad you couldn't have a hydraulic person look at it.(wink wink)it sounds to me like a.few mis-matched
parts.usually o-rings only "blow"if they are overloaded or installed
wrong.i am sure you know how to put things together,so it might only be a few parts (or
one)that is not compatible with the rest.
maybe it is just angry and needs some kind words...
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:24v on a 12v system...I did it!POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>19111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
i would like to know your procedure for washing the engine.did you put the kero in it and
run the engine?how long?how many RPMs?
i thought you were going to just pour it in and let it run out to "rinse"the inside out.i am
sure you can find a big block around there cheap.then you will be BSBB,but for now you
are BSSB
krob725
SUBJECT>insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19100 19110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if anyone cares......
i now have the body removed from the frame on the 46 CJ2A.the engine runs.the frame
looks good.the floor pan braces have some rust as well as the floor under the tool box.
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next i will sand-blast the frame and paint it.then the suspension,then the body work
(floor)and paint.i am still searching for a windshield frame.
i have not forgotten about the m725.replaced and packed the front wheel bearings and
adjusted the brakes,charged the batteries,drove it around some.what a beast...i will be
glad when i get back to the junk yard for that power steering unit.
krob725
SUBJECT>Unimog Axles POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19099 19101 19137 19182 19221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried putting a set of portal axles under a m715?I found a set in a junkyard
That I should be able to get really cheap.I was wondering if it would be worth the trouble
of putting them in my truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19098
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Stump,I have a Unimog....There are a few things that will be a concern.You will need to
address the coupling yoke issue.There are people selling this yoke,but it is very
expensive.It converts the torque tube setup to a regular driveshaft style yoke.You need 2
of these.Another item is the front differential.It does favor the driver's side,but will be
an issue for a front output on the transfer case.I guess a Ford transfer case would work?
If you need measurements from my 404 let me know...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has been down for a week because I didn't pack my front bearings.One went
out a few months ago,and I was busy working on my monster winch,so I ruined a
spindle this time.Maintenance is well worth the time spent.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19098 NEXT>19170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh...NO...they will never work,so just forget it!
Now,just tell me where that junkyard is??
SUBJECT>Re:anyone need any drivetrain components ?POSTER>bill loomis
EMAIL>wilybad@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you wouldn't happen to have a stock front leaf spring would you?
SUBJECT>front leaf spring POSTER>bill loomis EMAIL>wilybad@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody got 1 stock front leaf spring they want to get rid of?
SUBJECT>M715 Special Pricing on Springs,Axles and Differentials POSTER>Vintage
Power Wagons &M715 EMAIL>m715@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Tuesday,11
March 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
M715 Special Pricing on Springs,Axles and Differentials
Running some specials on a few of our heavier items before the big move,these sale
prices good thru Tuesday March 18th only.To reserve any of the below listed parts
simply contact us by this date at our new e-mail address:
m715@vintagepowerwagons.com .You can also fax in your order:641-472-4824
We accept Visa,Mastercard or any check.Freight or UPS is extra on all items.
Leaf Spring Special
4 complete leaf spring assemblies,(2 front and 2 rears),these are NOS and in excellent.condition and come complete
with the bushings.Will Ship freight collect to anywhere or
you pickup in Los Angeles.Weight-300lbs on the pallet.(We have a good discount on
freight).
(2)Rear spring 11657403 WO-943695
(2)Front spring 11657401 WO-946630
Special Price $200 for the package of 4
Axle Shaft Special
All (4)complete NOS front and rear axle shaft assemblies,(includes front joint and inner
and outer shafts).Can ship UPS as 2 separate boxes weighing 50 lbs and 45 lbs,or you
pick up in Los Angeles.
Front axle shaft left 902419-2
Front axle shaft right 902419-1
Rear axle shaft left 30961-2
Rear axle shaft right 30961-1
Special Price $200 for the package of 4
Differential Special
Both Front Dana 60 and Rear Dana 70 Differential Carriers,NOS in the boxes,carrier is
complete,assembled with spider and side gears,(ring and pinion not included).Can ship
UPS as one box 69lbs or you pick up in Los Angeles.
21083x Dana 70 differential 944573
26258x Dana 60 differential 944565
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Special Price $100 for the pair
All parts will be shipped within the month of March.Only selling these parts before the
move and only in the package deal.We welcome all other inquiries and questions for
parts at our new e-mail address ….please have a little patience and we will answer as
soon as possible.
Thanks and look forward to serving you.
Dave Butler
Vintage Power Wagons …&M715
SUBJECT>Re:front leaf spring POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 March 2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See the post on the main page right above your original one.$200 gets you a whole NOS
set!
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 2:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19079 NEXT>19134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I get some pics of the cage you did as well?
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>T-Ma
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 3:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18784 NEXT>19112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anyone found out whre he is located?
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 for sale POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>18976 NEXT>19125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete
Where are you located?
What's the asking price?
Whats missing?
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>David Glazier
EMAIL>glazier@ecs.umass.edu DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob725,
I was told not to start the engine but to tow it
around in gear.You can use diesel or kerosene.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19097 NEXT>19126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,
I also have a CJ2A,it has become my red headed step child because i've neglected it so
long.I rebuilt everything from the frame up,but need to get the body done,mainly floor
boards also.I have many small parts and a spare tranny,if you need anything.I've had to
drive my M715 for the last 2 weeks because my CJ7's tranny went out,but so far the
M715 is definetely the most fun to drive,and i've finally gotten used to it.I can't wait
until the summer.Good luck with your projects.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19096 NEXT>19127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
K-Rob,
My procedure was to dump in about 5 quarts,I started the motor,ran it about 10 seconds,
then cut it off and drained the kero.I then put in the oil.
It seemed to do fine,and the oil didn't turn brown or black or anything.I would
recommend the procedure to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:i have 4 >>>>1968 m-715s for sale POSTER>brns1
EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>19107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I thought he said Duncan,OK in an eariler post.A couple hundred miles for me if you
need an agent to check them out.
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19093 NEXT>19115 19219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know,work......work.....more work.
I'm paid (more or less)by my output and seeing as how I'm fixxin'to birth my eldest child
I needed to make some dough.It turns out that kids are expensive.I ain't even seen this
little bastard yet and she's already cost me about a grand.
Yep,that's right-it's a girl.Of all the shit luck.I had so many dreams and hopes for this
child,but now they're all gone.I told Jean Ellen I wanted to put this one up for adoption
and try again,but she's apparently attached already.
I'm going to divorce her and marry a woman who can make boys for me.
Wish me luck,
-B.
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SUBJECT>It seemed like a good idea POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19116
19121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,my loving wife is out of town for the week and I decided to use some of her shop
tools to aid in my 350 rebuild.I stuffed a bunch of parts in the dishwasher,to get off the
caked dirt and oil.
Then I put my rocker arms in the oven on CLEAN to burn of the oil crust.
Then I shoved all my shop rags in the washing machine to get them back to usable
condition.
I thought all these were brilliant plans,and went out to the shop to work on the truck.
When I came back (30 minutes later)the house was filled with smoke,the few dishes in
the washer were covered with oil,and the washing machine has a ring around the top of
the tank.
She's going to be so happy when she gets back saturday and sees that she really is needed
at home.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>brns1
EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aacY.EiJ39/IM PREVIOUS>19113 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You just need to find some other dude to supply the Y chromosome.
SUBJECT>Thanks for sharing!!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>19114 NEXT>19120 19142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife and I laughed quite heartily!BTW,she sells Melaleuca,and said she could
overnight you some stuff that would clean that up.:)
mudclod
SUBJECT>M715 on TV POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This show may have been mentioned before,Murder In the Heartland.Right at home for
you guys in Nebraska.Anyway,when the National Guard showed up,they were in a nice
clean M715.There are a couple good shots!I can't figure out how they did that,since the
murders and all happened in 1958.I'm just a country hick who can't do math.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:hey,it's a Jeep!run forever hehe ntxt POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No..It's not really a TRUE Jeep!
It's CHEBY with a wannbe Jeep Body
That thing is gross ugly!
144 times worse that ugly!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on TV POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19117 NEXT>19149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably a recreation of the event?My math's not so good either though.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for sharing!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19116 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure you can send that stuff in the mail?Isn't that a chicken flu strain?
Melaleuca?
:)
SUBJECT>Re:It seemed like a good idea POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19114 NEXT>19151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's great!Thanks for the good laugh...sounded way to much like things I've done!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch driveshaft POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19094 NEXT>19156 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It already got the angry words to the tune of,"THIS IS THE LAST G-D TIME YOU
DRIP THIS EFFIN OIL YOU C---SUCKING SON OF A B----.YOU ARE EFFIN OUT
OF HERE YOU PILE OF OIL POWERED S--T!!!!"
Something to that effect.Everything does finally match...it just passed the point of no
return whtn the pump dropped on me and nearly punched an inch-eigth hole into my
abdomen.I'm tired,it's gone,I may keep the pump,but driving the winches is out!
I shimmed the valve so it would have more pressure.I figured it would either work or
blow something.It did,so it didn't work.Well,in fairness...it worked great 'til then.
SUBJECT>MECO,Roy or Paul POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>19172 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you guys come up with anything on the drip rail being sewn in wrong.As I watched
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the water build up at the point where it tails upward at the back of the door and instead of
draining out the back,it runs down the door glass and fills the bottom of my door full of
water I'd remebered that I needed to email you once again.My door weighed about 90 lbs
from the ice in it the other day...I wasn't tickled.
Anything fellas?
SUBJECT>another question POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19133 19148 19217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For those of you the have done the350 /400 chevy motor swap.What header did you use
for your aplication ?Im leaning toward Hooker possibly,need some input on what will fit
.thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:1967 M-715 for sale POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wes,I am in NJ...What is missing??the data plates,and the engine.Although I could lay
hands on it for a price.I told the guy to keep it,cause I had no intentions of using it.Other
than that it's all there,as far as I can tell.It even has the later style aircleaner,and the OE
heater setup.
Email me for more info,or just to BS about it,as I don't check in here all that often
anymore.
over2land@yahoo.com,or over2land@msn.com.
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
March 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19110 NEXT>19128
19132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.daniel
i am looking for a front spring.mine have 10 leaves.and a front driveshaft.let me know
if you have them and how much $$$$$
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!!!I'LL TRY IT!!!!!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19126 NEXT>19173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunetely i don't have either.I've got an e-brake drum,skidplat,crossmember,spare
gauges,etc.I'll keep an ear out around though.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>19130
19157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while back Brian posted some photos of a bikini top his mom made for his truck.I
really liked it,but I wanted it a tad wider and about a foot longer in the back.Mom
offered to make one for anyone here and I got it today and it looks great!Now all I gotta
do is put the cab/doors/windsheild/windows/and bows back on and I'll see how cool it
looks on the truck!
I highly recommend one for anyone who wants to go topless w/o having the sun on your
head...if she'll make more that is.
THANKS MOM!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>Be
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COOL!Will you post pics of it when you get it all installed?!
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19036 NEXT>19145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have cleaned many parts for big diesels to small gas in kerosene.No problem at all.Are
you guys talking about pouring kerosene down the intake or what??dave
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>19126 NEXT>19166 19179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Krob,I might have a front driveline for you.Not sure ,I have to go look.That would
be the narrow shaft with the same size joints as the rear right???If I do have one it may
have a worn slip yoke.If thats the case you would need a new slip yoke which beats the
price of a new drive line.Could you please measure the distance between the center of the
U-joint caps,meaning from diff yoke to xfer yoke.
I'll go home and see what I have..,....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went with Summit Racing's block hugger.Then I had to go and get the passangers side
outlet changed because it dumped straight down on the pumpkin no room to place
exhaust.
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SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19106 NEXT>19159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me some also!Thanks Lee
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>Phil Hayes
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wheels are flat in the center.Regular rims are about $85/wheel.They also make
beadlocks at around $180/wheel.The shipping is what added to the cost.I think it cost me
about $40-$45 shipping per wheel.
SUBJECT>Re:New Rims for the m715 POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19092 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond does a solid center and a "Sport"that has cutouts similar to the stock look,but
not quite.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>Devil Dog EMAIL>bobdevlin50@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stump,
I have a ford divorced transfercase (dana 24)with the driverside drop if you need one.I
would need a weeks lead time to get it out of the truck and shipped.Let me know.
Devil Dog
SUBJECT>Frame and Axles POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net.DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 7:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19139 19140 19141 19162 19205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If a person (ME!)came into a good M-715 body,what are the chances of getting a frame
and axles?
All that I would looking at buying would be the front clip,Cab,and bed.
I would need everything else.
I would start with finding a frame,axles and some wheels.
Is this a crazy idea??
A M-715 Kit truck?
SUBJECT>couple o'options POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12 March
2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19138 NEXT>19147
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know where you can get a ridiculous frame and axles:$1000 from White Owl for a
rusted piece of junk w/discs.Most likely the AM715,but not worth it at 1/2 the price.So,
moving on:
Don't know.If you're in the Carolina's or near them,White Owl also has a few other
parted-out 715's...There may be a few near me,but the guy who knows where they are is
out of town right now.I will be checking on that ASAP.
Don't know if it will work or not but you could get a Jtruck frame,weld it up and fit it
onto that.Might have to make a custom toolbox or something to fit if there is any space,
as I don't know if the bed lengths are the same or what.Plus,with that you can have discs
and easily available parts...
Oh yeah,and if you're near UT I've got axles for sale cheap heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:Frame and Axles POSTER>tagorman EMAIL>tagorman@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19138 NEXT>19146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out:
anyone need any drivetrain components ?
Posted by Heath Woods on Saturday,1 March 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
Heath has a few M715's for sale...in all sorts of conditions.He probably has one that
would work well for you.
The problem is that he is in the Reserves and on his way to Turkey to knock on Saddam's
door.I doubt he will be back for a while.My email is tagorman@aol.com.I boughts
some parts off him recently.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Frame and Axles POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 March 2003,at 10:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Not too crazy.Like someone else posted,you could try and snag an FSJ
frame.Possibly a
70's era would fit better than a later 80-91 model.The springs changed in 1974,so that
might be the frame re-design,too.However,keep in mind that the Wagon body never
changed overall dimensions,so the wheelbase would be the same all around.
The exception would be of course the J trucks.The wheelbase for those ran all over the
place.Might wanna pop over to the FSJ list @www.ifsja.org and ask around.They have
a chat forum as well as an "old fashioned"email list.
If ya can weld on some body mounts,I bet you could make a J truck chassis work.Of
course,you wouldn't have a Dana 60/70 axles anymore,either.:-(
But you could end up with stock disc brakes on the front.:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:room POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,go here:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Go to M715 pics,then way down the list is one titled 'motor'and another titled 'torque
monster 427 BB chevy.'Those will give you a view of a civilian heater and the J-10
booster/Vette master combo around a BBC.I've got like 2 or three inches between motor
and heater core box and dimpled the valve cover for booster clearance.Do it,you'll love
it!
Have at it!
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19131 NEXT>19175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I poured it into the crankcase in place of 10W-40.It was more or less a desperate attempt
to remove the remains of about a gallon of creek water that flooded my motor.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame and Axles POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I emailed him several times,I gues he can't respond right now.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Real cheap??POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19139 NEXT>19153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tacoma,I may be interested in your complete front and rear.Would you put
them on a
pallet and deliver to trucking co.if I arranged shipping?After this last down time,I
would like to have spare parts sitting here.I was supposed to put mine together yesterday,
but ME sent me wheel bearings for the rear instead of the front,so I'm setting here
waiting for UPS to bring the correct (I hope)ones today.By the time you get ready to pull
those,I may have the money.Let me know.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm cheap,just bought a set in good shape used off ebay,just regular (I think)truck
headers.Only problem,which you are going to have to deal with on any of them,
clearance on the oil filter and starter.It is very tight,I put on a remote oil filter and cooler,
and made a shield for the starter.But as far as clearance with the truck,couldn't have bee
better.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on TV POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19119 NEXT>19249 19514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,it was a movie,not documentary.Good views of the truck tho.
mudclod
SUBJECT>m715 cab needed POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone anywhere near louisiana havae a good condition cab for sale?
anyone know how much one weighs (for shipping)
SUBJECT>Re:It seemed like a good idea POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife looks at me very strangly when I load the clothes washer full of empty shotgun
shells to wash the dove blood/feathers off of them!She calls me a "Redneck"for some
reason?Klinger
SUBJECT>Rhino lining care POSTER>Jon Kilcrease EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Rhino lining is black and when i clean it I want to shine it up.I was told by my local
rhino dealer not to use Armor All or silicone based products.They also told me that they
are phasing out their "Rhino shine"product that they sell because it leaves a white residue
(great way to sell the stuff!).Anyone know what I can use?thanks,JK.SUBJECT>summer..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at
10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19147 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..as I'm leaving within the next week,I will be unable to anything w/axles until mid June
at the earliest.But I'll keep in touch about it,they are going to be taking up space until
they're gone.
SUBJECT>what worked for me POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March
2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19152 NEXT>19180
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got a van Rhino lined a while ago,because it carries 225gal of water,and I got sick of the
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rust.I just use a Simple Green solution,and rinse.Deck brush to scrub out the junk.
Something similar should work for you...
SUBJECT>first hand exp...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March
2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19143 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..when I got my 725 I drove home thru Phoenix,where I met up w/some people off the
FJS List.One of them was a feller named George,who has a sweet Cherokee w/a 454.He
had about...ohhh,not much between the booster,and just a little more near the heater.It
fit but VERY close.He was also using solid motor/tranny mounts,so I'd imagine that
rubber ones would allow enough flex to wreck something.
My personal solution is the wonderful Mojave heater from Flexalite.Small and can fit
under our M-dashes.
SUBJECT>I have a feather POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19122 NEXT>19158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I think you need to package it all up and ship it to me.I'll send you some photo's
of me winching with the front wheels a foot off the ground,and a feather,and we'll both
be tickled.:)!!!
Or I guess its LOL now.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19129 NEXT>19165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does one go about getting a picture of Brians moms bikini???
SUBJECT>Re:I have a feather POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19156 NEXT>19161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,how's your rear winch project going??.SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19134 NEXT>19160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you send me a photo to.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube size?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's your email?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:I have a feather POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19158 NEXT>19190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I had posted.It is great!Right now I'm down with a wheel bearing.I am pulling
straight off the winch,no sort of guides,yet.I've pulled the front-end off the ground a few
times!The problem,is that when the front comes up,it will turn sideways and run the
cable on the side of the winch.If it wasn't setting in my father law's yard,I would be able
to work on a roller guide of sorts to put in the very back.I used 4"angle iron,with extra
beef for wheel scotches,chained to the back bumper.Once those bury down about a foot,
they become like small bull dozers.I'll try to get some more pics up soon.
mudclod
I take it you didn't like the feather idea?I was getting my hopes up.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame and Axles POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13
March 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19138 NEXT>19163
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have frames and axle sets .I have just about everything but the sheetmetal.Located i
eastern Pa.Bring a trailer and some $$$and we'll make a deal.Barry.
SUBJECT>PA,eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at
3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19162 NEXT>19164 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
where exactly are you in PA,I've got to roam all over the state,would be nice to get some
parts if you've got 'em,and meet another Zoner....
SUBJECT>Re:PA,eh?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March
2003,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19163 NEXT>19181
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Elysburg,Pa.to be exact.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19157 NEXT>19167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh no!Here we go....
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19132 NEXT>19176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Krob,whats up?Do you still need a front driveline for your 2A?
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19165 NEXT>19185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone was going to do it sooner or later so it may as well be me:)but I truly would lik
to see what it loos like.Curtis
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SUBJECT>Members Directory POSTER>Jim Morrison
EMAIL>webmaster@m715zone.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 5:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to some changes on the server some of the people that joined did not get their
Registration ID's.This would have happened since late January.
The problem has been fixed and all of the applications in the que have been put through.
If you signed up and didn't get a Registration ID e-mail please re-register and follow the
instructions.
If you have any other problems with your membership please e-mail me.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>JIM DELLINGER
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19011 NEXT>19247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOOKING FOR 230 6 CYLINDER OHC,EITHER NEW,REBUILT OR VERY GOOD
USED...
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>jordan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March
2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19101 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hahaha
SUBJECT>Re:room POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark it is very close but will work.I used the novak kit and motor mounts.My heater is
out of a wagonner (I assume the same as j-truck )#8 plug is hard to get to from up top
but clearance is ok.
Steve..I would haft to pull the heater to remove the valve cover..
68 m715 454
SUBJECT>Re:MECO,Roy or Paul POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19123 NEXT>19189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
clean out the drain holes in the bottom of the door.
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>a timing question POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13 March
2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19177 19178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just curious if anyone knows how to set the valve timing on the 230 tornado.I put it back
together and tried to start it and it turned slowly as if it was bending a valve (probably did
knowing my luck).If anyone has any input on timing marks or anything please reply.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Using kerosene to wash a motor POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19145 NEXT>19192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you put it in WITHOUT OIL???????
the horror.....the horror.....
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry i didn't get back to you.yes i need it.been workin'late.i will measure tomorrow.
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:a timing question POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look up there ^^^^^ ""online manuals"^^^^ ^
SUBJECT>Re:a timing question POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13
March 2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the #1 cylinder at TDC (on the compression stroke),the first lobe on the camshaft.(nearest the cam
sprocket)should be pointing straight down.Hope you didn't bend any
valves.
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19132 NEXT>19188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok al
it is 23 inches yoke to yoke at would be the center of each u-joint cap.the width would be
about 3 1/8"outside to outside of the caps.their both the same size.
thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:what worked for me POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i use simple green also,works very well.but i did have a can of pvc purple primer leak
onto the liner and it made the liner bubble up and get soft.just a warning.
rick
SUBJECT>hey!that's close to....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,13
March 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19164 NEXT>19183
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....Shenandoah...I have to go there,Hazleton,and Pottsville..mind if I swing by some
weekend?In about a month?
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're getting these cheap and they are in decent condition buy them whether you ca
use them or not.Price these things and you will see that if you are getting these for a
cheap price you can turn around and sell these for a handsome profit.Then you can buy
yourself whatever axles will work.Look on e-bay--these are probably the cheapest you
will find advertised anywhere.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:hey!that's close to....POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 March 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19181 NEXT>19200
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All three of those towns are 30 to 45 minutes from my place.Let me know when you will
be in the area and I'll give you directions.Barry.
SUBJECT>another source for tires POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19194 19238 LINKNAME>armytires.com.LINKURL>http://www.armytires.com/index.htm
other source for 1100x16 tires
they list 1100x16 ndt's (original look)
they also list 1100x16 goodyear tires
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19167 NEXT>
19187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,Somewhere in the archives are Brian's photos,but my top will be a tad wider and
longer in the back.I could send you a photo of it off the truck,but it wouldn't do it
justice.I'll send you a photo once I get the cab back on the frame and the rest of it put
back together,I'm shooting for June (ish).
-G-
SUBJECT>Source for Manuals ???POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Thursday,13 March 2003,at 10:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>NEXT>19199 19202 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This web-site has been very helpful for me in my search for a M715 and information on
modifications.
I have been banging around the FAQs and Links for several hours trying to locate
hardcopies of the following M715 manuals:
-TM 9-2320-244-20 Organizational Maintenance Manual
-TM 9-2320-244-34 Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Manual.
I also saw reference to a LO-9-2320-244-12 laminated (???)lube chart.
I have downloaded the pdf files (thanks Brute4c for your efforts),but these look to run
500+pages.I will print them off if I have to,but it would be nice to have a bound set.
Can y'all tell me where to go (no,not there ...)to find hardcopies ???
Will these cover most of the technical details required for working on /restoring an M715.
Will just the 244-34 suffice ???
Much appreciate your suggestions
Great Web-Site --Keep up the good work !!!
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's Mom's bikini top is awesome POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stumpies,
If you had ever met my sweet mother you guys wouldn't poke fun.She went with me last
saturday on a 6 hour drive to get a 350 (4-bolt main)and didn't complain once..Anyhow,Yahoo!!has apparently shut
down my pic site due to a lack of interest or some
such garbage.I'm going to set it back up with all my pics.Gary's top is more of a custom
fit than mine since mine was made with no pattern and Gary got to say "1 foot wider and
a little longer".
Anyhow,I'll get link.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19179
NEXT>19214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,I have one with a slip joint with no slop that is 24 1/2 inches approx.You could
have it cut down cheap.It has the same size u_joints as the rear.I have another one but
the slip joint is mildly sloppy.All I ask is you pay shipping.Other than that you can have
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it.Send me your address to altempl@ihpc.net And I'll try to get it out Mon or Tues (my
days off).Cool,more space on the shelf...I'll never use it..
SUBJECT>Re:MECO,Roy or Paul POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19172 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,now there's a thought...it's not the point.
SUBJECT>Re:I have a feather POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19161 NEXT>19211 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,try this for a quick cable guide;take a big D-ring,put the cable through it,then
put it in the pintle hook.That'll guide it.
The feather...'down'right funny.
SUBJECT>OKAY...enough's enough.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19175 NEXT>
19195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He stepped on his bird and feels bad enough.In fact,anyone in the rebel states that has a
decent short block might want to drop him a line.I'd help,but I'm too far up country.
SUBJECT>Bikini top pics POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The adress is:
http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/wbrians/lst?.dir=/715+pics
You gotta cut and paste,or else it gives you the finger..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:another source for tires POSTER>Rick EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14
March 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19184 NEXT>19201
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link is not working,Is there where else to check?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:OKAY...enough's enough.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19192 NEXT>19196
19215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,not only are you the Zone's only African American member,but you're also a hell
of a nice guy.That shines,that surely do.
I had high hopes of rebuilding this motor the right way and putting all the love that my
black heart has into the project.Then I ran a few numbers and it seems that the truck has
to become one of those vehicles that sits in someone's shed for years with a dusty tarp
over it.I'm going to put one of my liver's on Ebay and try to get the money.Is it a liver,or
a kidney that I have 2 of?Ohh well,I got a 50/50 shot of selling the right one.
Maybe,when I finally do get enough sratch to buy a short block I'll have a son who ca
help me build it.Dare to dream.
Thanks guys,some of you made me feel alright about this.The rest of you who posted
making fun of me can go to hell.
-B.
SUBJECT>One Liver,Two Kidney's and...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19195 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can't sell them on ebay anymore.Apparently it was being abused.I've got a friend
looking for a kidney,but I don't know how much she'd put up for it.
I would also like to commend all South Africans who've fought back against the
oppressive Apartied law and their despicable crimes against humanity.
SUBJECT>Cleaning heads POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I soak them in gasoline,or should I get some simple green?
What will take off all the burnt oil,but not hurt anything?
-B..SUBJECT>what I did..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at
11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19197 NEXT>19218 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..heh Simple Green them a few times.I have a pressure washing business,and that helps
too..hot water yee ha.Steams a lot of the junk right off of there.
After that I used brass brushes in a drill to get the caked on stuff..helped a lot.
SUBJECT>see this POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 11:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19186 NEXT>19203 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a parts list from Surplus City,came w/my 725,has manuals listed.This a few years
old,at least 5yrs,but they have listed:(pt numbers are Surplus City's I guess:
195190 operators 10.00
195195 manintenance 34 35.00
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195200 parts list 34p 41.67
195205 parts list 20p 27.50
195206 maintenance 20 27.50
that's verbatim,off the sheet.for anyone else looking,maybe to help w/date of this sheet,
they have cargo bow kit listed at $95,brake shoe set of 4 $35 plus core charge.
SUBJECT>will do..thanks..ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 March
2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19183 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dlkfa
SUBJECT>works for me..ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 March
2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19194 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dkf
SUBJECT>also see this:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at
12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19186 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://www.portrayal.com/manuals.html
forgot about them for some reason
SUBJECT>Source for Manuals ???POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>19199 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma:
Many thanks.Will check it out.What I found was:.Portrayal Press
PO Box 1190N
Andover,NJ 07821
USA
Phone:(973)579-5781
Truck 1-1/4 ton Kaiser Jeep M715 series 4x4:
Maintenance:186 pages.#TM9-2320-244-20 $35
Overhaul,rebuild:225 pages.#TM9-2320-244-34 $40
Recommended Shipping:$8.00 minimum plus $1.00 for each item beyond the first (for
example,$9.00 for 2 items).Swifter processing by us,and shipped by United Parcel
Service or Priority Mail.(2-3 weeks or less).
Tomasso
SUBJECT>M725 History POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys..I've been doing alot of work over the last few months restoring functionality to
the electrical system in the back of my m725.In the process,I have become increasingly
interested in the history of this fine machine and how it was used when it was in service.
My question is this:There is a receptacle in the back on the wall (to the right side of the
sliding door).What was this used for?Any ideas?
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Frame and Axles:Update POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Update:I moved to slowly.The Cab,Front Clip and Bed are gone!
Now,the search for a inexpensive M-715 project continues.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 History POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19204
NEXT>19209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
According to C1,TM9-2320-244-24,that is the resuscitator receptacle.I presume that
some sort of electric shock appartus was plugged into this receptacle (You know,like on
the show ER---"clear").
Steven
SUBJECT>Lots of room with HydroBoost!POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19143 NEXT>19240 19365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Instead of dealing with a vacuum brake booster,.why not consider a Hydrobooster.
http://www.monsterslayer.com/jeep/HydroBoost.htm
http://home.earthlink.net/~riverbeast/hybst.htm
Two good write-ups
HydroBoost are replacements for typical vacuum brake booster,
use power steering fuild from your Power Steering pump,
are much more powerful than Vucuum based units and best of all,
are MUCH smaller!
SUBJECT>CLUTCH LINKAGE POSTER>Bill C.EMAIL>candlemaker1@netscape.net
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCkOZTpjGa/w PREVIOUS>NEXT>19225 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ANYONE HAVE A PIC OF THEIR CLUTCH LINKAGE FROM A 350 SWAP?
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TIA BILL C.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 History POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19206
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steven!
Boy,I sure would like to get my hands on one of those...It would be a great way to mess
with my friends..hehe.CLEAR!!!
-Bill
SUBJECT>Wheel Backspacing POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to be getting some custom wheels made and I was wondering what the
original backspacing on these trucks is.Thanks in advance!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:I have a feather POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19190
NEXT>19269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would that no damage the cable?
mudclod
SUBJECT>sb350/sm465 mount question???POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 350 and a 2wd sm465 going in and before I dig in I was wondering if anybody
has done this swap.Wondering mostly about lining up the mid-shaft and the
trannymounts and engine mounts.Does the "elongated holes in factory horns"trick work.with this setup?I've got a gm
4wd xmember I was hoping to mount to the bottom of the
ears of the original xmember on the frame.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Backspacing POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19210 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 1/2 inches
SUBJECT>Re:insane update-cj2a POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19188
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sold
you have mail
SUBJECT>Re:OKAY...enough's enough.POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
if i had any chevy stuff i would be happy to give it to you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:sb350/sm465 mount question???POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,14 March 2003,at 9:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19212 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SC ,Hello Im doing the 400 chevy swap,from what i have found out (trial and error)is
that the motor mounts from Advanced (mm715 )gave me very little room between the
engine and firewall.So i called Advanced back and was sent the mm29j motor mounts
these are weld on /bolt on .These are the mounts I would recommend ,they have give
me the flexability to mount them ANYWHERE I need to .Me only hold up now are the
headers ,and ofcourse getting everything positioned ...good luck Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:another question POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19124
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I running a small block with a TH350.I picked up a set of Hooker Super Comp headers
for a '68-'72 Chevy 3/4 ton 4x4.I don't have any part numbers,I bought them from a
friend,but they do fit nice.they would interfere with clutch linkage if using Novak's kit.
Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:what I did..POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19198
NEXT>19220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you like Simple Green soooo much,you ought to get in with a company called.Banner Labs,in Houston Tx.They make
a product to compete with it,they call in Super
D-Green.It has all the earth friendly qualities of Simple Green,biodegradable etc.
Super...will out-clean Simple 3 to 1.I guarranty it!I had a cleaning and janitorial
company,and we sold supplies.The plant that makes Poulan chainsaws is in South
Arkansas,and they bought this stuff by the 330 gal "totes"from us.Used it to clean their
floors in the manufacturing part of the plant,they had a film of oil that covered
everything.It is not caustic,and sells for way less than Simple.I am no longer in
business,and don't have thier #,but I can promise it will be worth your while finding
them.They make a whole line of chemicals,and they have very good products,and great
pricing,you are buying direct.
mudclod
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SUBJECT>Another Point to Consider POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15
March 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19113 NEXT>19230
19270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian--
Before you dismiss the idea of a daughter as totally useless,consider this:
A girl raised to appreciate big,ugly trucks and the know-how to work on them is certainly
more interesting than a boy with the same qualities.Ponder that and what sort of a son-in-
law you might gain in the deal.
SUBJECT>oooh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 8:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19218 NEXT>19229 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey that would be great..Simple Green is what I use when we are out of our very pricey
and proprietary cleaning solution...I"ll get in touch w/them and see what the deal is...
Simple Green IS expensive..
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog Axles POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19098
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a customer that puts Unimog 404 axles under his M715 !
I sell the pinion conversion for 190$(per axle)so you are able to run a standart driveshaft
!
I sell a steering axle for 1000$and a non steering for700$.
i also have disc brake conversions for those axles !
If you need measurement look at my webpage,there are all measurements you need !
If you have any question regarding Unimog axles E mail me at daniel@tibus-offroad.com
or call me at 801 3347737 weekdays from 9am to 10pm saturdays-sundays from 10am to
9pm Utah time !
daniel@tibus-offroad.com
www.killeraxles.com
SUBJECT>Does anyone converted a lu4 winch to hydraulic?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 2:43 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19224
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to convert my winch to hydraulic !
I want to use a belt driven pump.Does anyone has experience with converting the LU4 to
hydraulic ?
I want to know what is the best motor to use (rpm,gpm etc),is a belt driven snowplow
pump big enugh (can get it cheap)?
Any help is more than welcome !
I would like to have the winch faster than stock !
Thanks
Daniel
SUBJECT>m725 for sale POSTER>clint EMAIL>clintdeason365@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 67 m725 for sale.has the original 230 tornado.lots new that are not in the pixs.
new tires,body is really straight no rust.all the ambulance is there other than the gas
heater and litters.newer batteries,has prestolite distributor.warn hubs.new tabs.ex
search and rescue rig.homemade snowplow.dont want to sell but buying a house,needs
to go.wenatchee,wa $2500/obo SEE PIXS IN THE MEMBERS GALLERY UNDER
CLINT'S M725.I HAVE MORE CURRENT PIXS if needed.clint
SUBJECT>Re:Does anyone converted a lu4 winch to hydraulic?POSTER>blue 53
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19222 NEXT>19277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I have had some thouhts on such a setup.Trouble with a belt driven pump is that its
always running unless you use an electric clutch @$200.and they are delicate.The pump
supplys pressure and volume what motor you use how fast you turn the input shaft to your
winch,the faster you go the less strength you have.
What Ive been thinking about is a truck (eng mounted)power steering pump cobbled to a
pto with a Lovejoy connection and the same with a Charlyn motor to the winch (20,000#
Garwood Duece+1/2 winch)
A Heavy Equipment mechanic or shop should be able to help you with pressure flow
speed setup.
My 2 cents Hope it helps,
Roy
SUBJECT>Re:CLUTCH LINKAGE POSTER>dan EMAIL>jumpdan@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFUEvRbcbr5Q PREVIOUS>19208 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to put a sb350into my m715 but decided to stay with the 6 instead.I was
going to use a hydraulic clutch system so I wouldn't have to worry about body twist.during rock crawling.What I did
do during rebuilding the 715 was to loose the bellcrank
assembly,so if you have an extra----I may be interested.Good luck and thanks.Dan
SUBJECT>Re:anyone need any drivetrain components ?POSTER>da
EMAIL>jumpdan@netzero.net DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaFUEvRbcbr5Q PREVIOUS>18787 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for the bellcrank for a m715 Thanks Dan
SUBJECT>Its done !!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,15
March 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19228 19232
19278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finished my engine swap.I have posted some of the details at the link below.This
is a free site and I feal a little lonely being the only M-715 on it.They let other four
wheelers rate your rig.Come take a look!Lee
http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesgallery.asp
SUBJECT>Re:Its done !!POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19227
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very COOL!I may try to put some of mine up there,it doesn't look as good as yours,but
a bad looking M715 looks better than all the tired old cj's.I like your paint color,whe
everyone in town here has seen mine,and it doesn't turn heads any more,I may go with
you paint idea.Enjoy it now!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:oooh POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19220
NEXT>19231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They do a lot of private label,manufacturing.But they have large catalog of chemicals
they put their label on.They were family run type business,friendly,but they shipped us
330gal totes on one to two days notice,and they can ship anywhere.I was able to sell
their chemicals easy,they worked well and where cheap priced.In fact,I sold a couple 55
gal drums of the Super that I had left over to a friend,he is in buz,he loved their products
so much,he has started buying all his supplies from them.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Another Point to Consider POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 16 year old daughter thinks my truck is the coolest truck in town.Her and her cousin
can't wait until I let them take it to town,(45mi away)to show it off to their friends.She
has a new boyfriend that she told her mom,he likes offroading,loves fixing up his car,
wears camo clothes,he's a redneck just like her dad..Oh well,
mudclod
SUBJECT>thanks for...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at
7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19229 NEXT>19233 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...the tip,we've been looking for a new supplier.I'm 1/4 of a small family business,and
every penny counts heheh means more Jeep parts moooahahahah thanks man!
SUBJECT>Re:Its done !!POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19227
NEXT>19237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beafire nice engine compartment,it looks like you spent alot of detail time in it ..Post
some pics on the zone ,More pics ...good luck with your toy.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:thanks for...POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19231
NEXT>19234 19264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a name for this business,I live one the out skirt of Houston and would like to get
some more info thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:thanks for...POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 8:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm curious as well as I own a small boat yard and use a lot of cleaners/degreasers.
Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>jumping time POSTER>aerocactus EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15 March
2003,at 8:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapymg.lt2cew PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've got a 230 tornado in my m725.i just put a newer prestolite distributor in.it has run
great the last couple days but then it decided to jump time.i reset the plug wires on the
distributor along the side of the road to work fine,goes a little way fine then jumps time
again.it did this in the past so i replaced the oil pump which had stripped gears and put
the newer distributor that is in it now.i cant figure out why it keeps doing this.i'm not
sure if there is anyway of shiming the oil pump shaft or adjusting the distributor shaft??i
cant afford to keep replacing oil pumps.i dont think it is running on the crank gear
correctly???any advice would be greatly appreciated.
SUBJECT>Spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>NEXT>19242 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is the autolite plug number for a stock 230 engine 2384 or 2344 or 2243.They are posted.up there ^^^^^^^^^.Just want
to know for sure,or does it really matter.I don't want to get
one that is to hot.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:Its done !!POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
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DATE>Saturday,15 March 2003,at 10:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19232 NEXT>19241 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lee,you are an inspiration.I'm so happy to hear that it's done.Now I've got you to rely
on.Thanks for the header photo,since it's running it must have worked...I'll have to do
the same thing.I agree with Curtis,NICE detail.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Its done !!POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,
16 March 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19237 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your welcome.Anything else you need just,ask and if I can help out I will.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 March
2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19236 NEXT>19244
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2344
SUBJECT>Re:jumping time POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 March
2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19235 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just a wild guess,but check the coupling on the distributor shaft.I've heard that they
sometimes slip and would cause the symptoms you describe.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19242
NEXT>19245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19244 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found some on e-bay
SUBJECT>32oz works way better heheh ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19238
NEXT>19248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
df
SUBJECT>Re:Huge M715 inventory just purchased POSTER>Vintage Power Wagons.&M715
EMAIL>m715@vintagepowerwagons.DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 9:36
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No complete engines,but many parts,I may have a core for rebuild back at the shop.
Check with me in a couple of weeks.Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on TV POSTER>jason EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,
at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19149 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there is a cool 715 in the movie flat liners.kevin bacons character drove it all through the
movie.
SUBJECT>Re:all 4???wow good price!!!POSTER>jason EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
March 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19076 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a friend of mine takes hummer wheels and puts costom centers in them to to fit m-715 or
m-37.they are available with or without run flat and are allready beed locked.his name is
bob kelly and can be contacted at www.hammerdownoffroad.com
SUBJECT>MOTOR MOUNTS POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello to all im needing a little help here.If anyone has used the motor mounts for
Advanced #mm29j for the J series truck could you send a few words of wisdom my way
and possibly a good picture or two of the installation,I need referance for mounting and
locating mine .The same goes for the B+M shifter (no clutch)Thanks much Curtis
SUBJECT>Transporting Advice?POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimconway@mindspring.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19253 19255 19256 19259 19260 19261 19291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After several near misses I'm about to join this elite group of M715 owners.I'm moving
up from a M38 A1 (fun but not designed for full figured guys).
The new rig is 500 miles away (CT to VA).Any suggestions on driving,towing,
trailering or a tow dolley?I've got a 1/2 ton 4x4 and am concerned about the weight -
stopping being a little tougher than getting going.I'd appreciate any comments.
Thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,where in VA I may have access to a trailer..Frank
SUBJECT>Horn ground question POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to hook up my horn and I am having a problem..
I know that the horn switch grounds the horn which makes the horn circuit work.There is
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12 volts(my system is 12v)to the horn,and the horn switch is working properly.
Here is the actual problem...My steering shaft isn't grounded.When I do ground the
shaft,the horn works correctly.I did this by using a jumper wire from a good ground to
the tightening bolt on the steering shaft.The center of the steering wheel isn't grounded.
Funny,but the steering column is grounded and will make the circuit work..but I do need
to turn the wheel :)
Does anyone know if this is common,if not,I need a source for a ground for the steering
shaft.
Really weird......
Thanks for the input,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
I bought my M715 last year from a guy in South Dakota.I live in Florida.I hired a
company to do it.They were fast,courteous,but a little expensive ($1400;a little less
than $1/mile).AAAdvantage Auto transport was the company (800-233-4875).My
shipping was more expensive because SD is OFF the normal truck traffic routes.I'll bet
you could do it for under $500.It's worth it in my opinion.Good luck.Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Horn ground question POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19254 NEXT>19283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres usualy a ground wire that goes inbetween the ragjoint and the bolts at the steering
shaft
SUBJECT>that blew MY truck up POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
March 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19255 NEXT>19263
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I towed my 725 from Phoenix to Salt Lake after the #@$#$460 in it blew up..Flat
towed,very unfriendly to the brakes but ok (tow rig was a 3/4t gmc 4x),but ended up
toasting the motor on the hills..well,made it home but motor died not long after.Could
have been a weak motor but that 725 is heavy and more than that,TALL.Lot of wind
resistance.I suspect you will have less trouble w/a 715.Also very creepy driving w/it,as
it wiggles and wanders behind you.Spooky feeling.I had to disconnect the steering on
the 725 or I'd have never gotten around a corner.The 36"swampers were a little
'resistant"..If I were doing it again,I'd grab either a good trailer or a tow dolly w/brakes...definitely
not going to flat tow it very far again,too sketchy.
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19252
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim ,good question,I drove from Houston to Oklahoma City last year to pick mine up ,
3/4 ton dodge diesel with a 22 foot tandem axel trailer with brakes.Even with this set up
it could have been a lot hairier than it was ,but I did make it back safely.If I were to do it
all over again I would have it shipped or rent a larger truck.Good luck!Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19252
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jim,
I flat towed mine from PA to Michigan behind a chevy 1/2 ton with,as I found out when I
gat back,no rear brakes.If a chevy can do it your Ford should be no sweat.Make sure to
unbolt the driveshafts from the axles and zip tie them up out of the way -LOTS easier.I
started out on the back roads,but found that the highway was a much easier gig,less
starting &stopping.Oh,by the way,if you use the hazzards w/o the engine running they
only last about 2 hours.Try bump starting a 6500lb truck by yourself in a parking lot -no
fun.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimconway@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19252 NEXT>19262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the input.I'm going to get a few quotes and have this baby shipped to me.
Thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Transporting Advice?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
You didn't mention the condition and since everyone else said to tow it,I'll say to drive it.
Are you adventuresome?Hop the greyhound with a sack full of earplugs and drive the
sucker home.That is assuming it's a daily/weekly driver.Maybe have a mechanic go over
the basics like brakes,tuneup and lube before you pick it up.
If it's been sitting for even a few months,tow it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:that blew MY truck up POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 7:46 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19258 NEXT>19265 19341
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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OK,when I towed mine home it was with a 10K mile chevy 350ci motor that was rebuilt
by a Ford Fanatic (me)but once I removed the drive shafts off the M715 it was a piece of
cake.The way cool and slippery aerodynamics of your M725 was probably the wandering
culprit.I just left the steering wheel loose and made sure the tow bar was REALLY tight.
The only possible casuality was that the loose and clunking chevy 10 bolt got a little
looser.Speaking of which,anyone have a cheap (read free)way to keep the axles in a 10
bolt once the carrier has grenaded,sending the c-clips out thru the pumpkin cover?A
buddy made a trailer out of the back half of a truck and let me steal the 12 bolt from
under it -but now wants to use the trailer again.Spice,anyone?Ever seen the center
retaining shaft (the one that holds the top/bottom spider gears)rip its way out thru the
carrier like it was paper?Too funny!
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:thanks for...POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19233
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BANNER LABS INC (I'm not positive about the inc)they have a product for shining
boats,we had one customer that bought a case ever year for the boat show.they have all
kinds of lubricants too.
mudclod
SUBJECT>14bolts are cheap heheh ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
March 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19263 NEXT>19275
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dkfj
SUBJECT>Fuel Filler Hose POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,16 March 2003,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19267 19268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a good source for the BIG fuel filler hose?I just emailed AB Linn and
he said he's been out of them for a while.
Are they still available or am I gonna have to have a custom tube bent for this application
and use straight hose on the ends?My current filler hose is in the final stages of dry rot.
TIA
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Filler Hose POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 March
2003,at 2:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19266 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.watch ebay there was one a week or so ,and try everyone on the links .and good luck ,I
bought four so I would have a extra I keep them in my gun safe dry and dampness
free.rubber parts are all very hard .1967-2003 I wish all trucks would last that long.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Filler Hose POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment has them....the price wasn't bad either.
SUBJECT>Re:I have a feather POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19211 NEXT>19288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It would be better than having it try and cut the truck in have rubbing on places
uncontrolled.I made a pull one time from the side,the only anchor point I had,and it cut
a big notch into the winch housing.Cable is generally pretty tough...just don't kink it.
SUBJECT>Heh,heh,heh...Hey Brian POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19219 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could end up with a son in law like me.LOL!
SUBJECT>re horn ground quest POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had the same problem.after replacing the horn switch and bracket with the brass plunger
the horn would only work when wheels were straight ahead.turns out the ground wire
that jumps the coupling and flange was bad.use a continuity tester with long test wires
and test away.hope that helps jack mcd
SUBJECT>Pittman arm POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19276 19282 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got the power steering conversion,and my wheels won't turn all the way to the bump-
stops.I ordered the special pittman arm from Midway and it still only turns to about a
inch away at full lock.
Does anyone else have this problem?
I put on my pittman arm where it points back towards the motor,but I've seen that the
majority of trucks I run with have theirs pointed away from the motor.What's right?
-B.
SUBJECT>ArmyTire.com,Michelin Prices POSTER>Rick EMAIL>DATE>Monday,.17 March 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>19344
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The price of the 325's 85/R16 at 85%tread are $180.00 and the same for the
11/00 r16 Xl michelins
Later
Rick
SUBJECT>715 in Garner NC POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a camo soft top hauling mattresses down US 70 east in Garner this morning.I could
tell by the exhaust that it was a v8 (BB chevy?)
Good looking truck.
SUBJECT>Re:14bolts are cheap heheh ntxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19265 NEXT>
19286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't think of anything on the free side to you problem.They make C-clip eliminator
kits,but they ain't free.I'm thinking those 10 bolts should be pretty cheap at the junk
yard...read not quite free.
SUBJECT>Re:Pittman arm POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19272 NEXT>19280 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keep it aimed back towards the motor,that's how these trucks run 'em.
It's becoming pretty evident that the manual steer boxes turn a tad more than the power
boxes do.I extended my pitman arm so it's about 1/4"(6.36mm Brian)from the crosslink.
It's close to the bump stops,but not quite.The trade off of 3 turns lock to lock and palm
steered as opposed to 6 turns of furious flinging lock to lock is well worth it.
Find a motor,B?
SUBJECT>BEEN THERE.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19224 NEXT>19362 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
First,Roy,a powersteering pump will not have anywhere near the volume for running a
Charlynn,DanFoss,Orbmark,etc...hydraulic motor of any size.It will run,but be slower
than dirt.
Daniel,go to a hydraulics shop and tell them exactly what you're planning on doing.
Make sure you get a valve that has a 'motor spool'instead of a 'ram spool'in it.Make sure
pressure is matched and pump volume and pumps RPM is sufficient for the motor..I mounted a Garwood winch on my 715
on the front and used a sprocket on the shaft and
drove it from a hyd motor mounted below it.Just as a reference as to what can be done.
My final thought is to spend the money and buy all new components.You'll be looking at
some decent cash layout,but it should payoff pretty nicely.
SUBJECT>Re:Its done !!POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice Rig!
I voted for ya!
SUBJECT>Re:715 in Garner NC POSTER>adam EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not me,but I'll be keepin my eyes peeled.
SUBJECT>My motor woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19276 NEXT>19285 19287 19293 19302
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.....I had an idea that I was going to get a 4-bolt main 350 short block for $499,but I
talked to some people "in the know"who dealt with this company and no one had
anything good to say.Rumor has it that this company will take my crapped out 350 with
200000 miles on it and use the pistons and cam and such in a rebuilt motor.So,i
essence I'd get a block that's got some new parts,some parts with 100000 miles,and some
parts with 300000 miles.The guy I talked to said that their motors will run about 20000
miles before they crapp out.Not good.
So,I'm gonna get my block bored,get it magnuafluxed,get new freeze plugs,and new
cam bearings-then wait until I get some money and get parts a piece at a time.I estimate
this motor to take about 5 months to build-but it'll be built with love.
In the mean time-I'm gonna throw a new crank in my truck's current crapped-out motor.
It'll be like old times,only with no Spicer complaining about the music.
-B.
By the by-I'm gonna have to stop posting here so I can gently fade away and thus weazel
out of a bet I made a while ago.Things look grim for my 10mm now.
SUBJECT>Power steering POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
March 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19292
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone put the p/s pump on the drivers side on the stock motor.
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SUBJECT>Re:Pittman arm POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19272
NEXT>19334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Call Casey at Wagoneer Machine Shop in Claremore,OK.WMS custom builds pitman
arms,tie rods,etc.They are the premier off-road manufacture in the U.S.and can solve
your problem.They made me a custom dropped pitman arm,tie rod and steering rod
which I tied into Hiem joints to replace factory joints.Their products are super overkill,
and you won't break the parts.Spent most of yesterday at the annual WMS spring run at
Disnet,OK,and all of the top trucks were running WMS axles,housings,arms,rods,etc.
Casey works out of the 4x4 shop I work at.He is familar with 715's and can fix you up.If
you have any questions,you can reach me at 918-605-5566.
Paul
P.S.They also have web site.
SUBJECT>Re:Horn....I'll check thanks..ntxt POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:I will look there thanks ....ntxt POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the help
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19280
NEXT>19289 19294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
I'm getting a new ('71)truck tomorrow and will have little use for the 350ci chevy motor
in my current truck.It is a large journal '68 327 block bored .030 over with all new
internals that I'd let you have for the $499 you were looking at.Keep your truck on the
road!Once you put it up the Honey Do's will keep it there forever!!!You could eve
volunteer Spice to meet me on the Ohio/Michigan border and have him bring it to you.
The crank is .010 under and it has about 20k on the clock so the wrist pins aren't eve
tight(c:|That is supposed to be Spice smiling with the mono-brow!!!Was planing to sell
with the truck,but I could just drop in a 305 instead -its not like a chevy guy would know
the difference anyway.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:14bolts are cheap heheh ntxt POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19275 NEXT>19290 19303 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I was thinking on it today and was wondering if,since the two middle spider gears are
gone,what if I put the side ones back in and tack welded the c clips on -toward the center
on course.Would JB weld hold 'em?Not any good w/a welder,&this is just a trailer..Thanks.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19280
NEXT>19296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry to hear your problems.If I still had my majic wand that made everything all
right,I'd run right over and help you out.OH,wait,I never did have one of those,thats
why I lost my business.If you ever want to hear a story that make you boo hoo,I got it.
Anyway,I do hate to hear the problems Brian.Its a shame there are not enough of us
close that we could get together and get one guys rigg fixed when it went down.
I wouldn't be much help,but I could come over and hand tools,beers,whatever.
mudclod
SUBJECT>My (PLANNED)solution POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19269 NEXT>19304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a device with the winch,it is two pulleys mounted together,on the same plain.It
guides the cable thru,one of these is adjustable to close the gap untill they almost touch.I
am planning on mounting it just inside the tailgate,standing straight up,so the cable will
be kept coming into the center of the bed.I don't know if I even understand what I just
wrote.Toooo long a day I guese.
Take care
mudclod
SUBJECT>I can help!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at
8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19285 NEXT>19295 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't know if this really will help,but I am heading from UT to Harrisburg PA this
weekend.I can take 80 and bring that motor to Spicer for $50 in gas/tolls.I'm leaving
probably Thursday,so let me know SOON heheheh..
whitet@sisna.com 435-843-9255
SUBJECT>if it's just a trailer,weld it up whatever way u can.ntxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 March 2003,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19286 NEXT>19307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dfadksf
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SUBJECT>Re:Power steering POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 4:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19281
NEXT>19369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I placed my P/S pump on the drivers side above the alternator.It uses the two bolts right
below the valve cover,then the back mount bolts to the alternator mount.I can probably
get pictures later this week if you're interested..Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19285 NEXT>19299 19305 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ronner,
I appreciate your help,but I saddle my own broncs and stomp my own snakes.I reckon
I'll just stick to rebuilding my 350 the hard way.I'm not worried about it too much.I've
got 2 350s and surely a dunce like me can get at least one working.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I can help!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19289 NEXT>19318 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Last time I was in geography Utah was almost as far from me as Harrisburg.
As per tradition,you have been no help and just wasted my precious time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19287 NEXT>19360 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,
Your story of losing your business has really cheered me up.It sort of put my minor
problems into perspective.Did you loose your house,car and wife too?Not to play on
your woes,but that would really make me realize how much I have.
After I get my new built 350 running,me and a buddy with an Explorer (on 36"
Swampers)are going to ride over to your neck of the woods.Think you can find some
trails for us?
As always-
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19293 NEXT>19300 19357 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's going to be a wedding present for Spicey (assuming he can knock this chick up and
force her to marry him)..On a side note-
I'm going to be so pissed if he get's married,she gets pregnant,and he has a boy.It'll be
like he has it all-the big block,the son,all the perks that go along with being a minority
in America.
And I'm here in Memfrica with a new daughter and a crapped out 350.
Life just ain't fair.
-B.
SUBJECT>Yo!Spicer!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicerator,
I was just curious what you and the rest of the African American community think of the
war?
Does the black opinion differ from the white community's oppinion?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saddle and stomp,huh?If your neck turn any more red it will burst into flames.:)
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's pretty good 'Girl-maker B.'You reap what you sew.Oh,hey...I may be picking up
another big block.:D
SUBJECT>Tread Lightly...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19298 NEXT>19306 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...X chromosome B.The Apartied's oppression of the South African communities should
be broached with care.It lends itself to a past of this country that won't soon be forgotten.
SUBJECT>You Bet It's Looking Grim!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19280 NEXT>
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19308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know where you live,work and your Mom lives.You can run...but you can't hide.Oh,
since I already have a few side arms,I figure your 'gift'will be Katie's new toy.Mmm,
that's gotta sting...losing a bet AND having to give a weapon to woman you've never met.
If I were you I chock another to my embarrassing life..Big Block Spicer
SUBJECT>How about...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19286 NEXT>19309 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not welding.All that stuff is super hard and weld doensn't particularly stick that well.
Just put the crosspin back in,the side gears and the clips.Wouldn't that work?
SUBJECT>Re:My (PLANNED)solution POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19288 NEXT>
19363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH....Mine will be coming out from under the bed.Now I gotcha...was wonder how you
got the leverage to pull the front wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19294
NEXT>19311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Working is a relative term,considering what you have to work with -chevy parts.
You know,I bet if you took both of your 350's you could find some gulible soul to trade
them for a 302 -well a straight 6 at least.
Good luck and don't forget the wrist pins.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Tread Lightly...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19301 NEXT>19310 19312 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ohhh my damn,still angry about the business relationship my grandfather had with your
grandfather?Man,let it go-your people are free now!
(notice that no one is posting to you now that the group knows you're a man of
color.....sad)
{Closed fist in air},
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:if it's just a trailer,weld it up whatever way u can.ntxt
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at
8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19290 NEXT>19319 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have no idea what in the world -dfadksf-is.
Old man Ron.SUBJECT>Black Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19302 NEXT>19313 19317 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We used to be buds.
That hurt.
I've seen the pics of your loving companion,and with her slight build there ain't no way i
hell she can shoot a 10mm comfortably.Picture her holding your dragoon and trying to
not break her wrist.....now imaging that in a sleek auto.See?
Seriously,I do think that was a little below the belt.That's like if when we were
rebuilding my 350 I had said "Damn,Jean Ellen sure will be glad when this is running
again so she can take her girlfriends out in it on friday nights."I worked really hard for
that pistola and admire it quite a bit.It's a work of art and I think no woman can
appreciate a weapon like that.I'm mad as hell now.
Angry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:How about...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19303
NEXT>19320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cross pin (thanks for the right term)ripped its way out of the carrier through the side,
with one spider gear still attached and one I had to use a magnet to find all the pieces of.
No cross pin to keep the axles pushed out,no way for the c clips to stay in place.Nice
design by chevy.Even worse my new 'Stang has the same design in the 8.8"Seems like
when you have a design so universally loved as the 9"you would keep,and improve upon
a proven winner.Oh well no one said the big wigs at Ford were smart.
Ron
SUBJECT>Um,anyone..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone with telekinesis take his fist and whack it into his thick head a few times
please?
Thanks in advace.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19305 NEXT>19315 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,I built a 305 out of 7 different donor motors,one of which was a big block for the
HV oil pump.Small blocks are easy,unlike your 351,351,351's..SUBJECT>Re:Tread Lightly...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19306
NEXT>19314 19316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Spice,
Were I you,when he has to hand over the 10mm I would get it annodized in a pink color
and make sure to send Brian a photo array.Maybe some pretty flowers painted on the
slide and some peace symbols on the side of the magazine.
Ron
SUBJECT>Angry sbb-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19308 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some lessons in life are easy,other...like this are fun for other people.It took some moxy
for you to offer a prideful toy such as that 10mm on a bet,and I credit you for that.Katie's
a good looking hunk of muscle,not some twiggy stalk.Careful on your assumptions...you
may get yourself into another bet.
Do you think you can get a couple days off in September?
SUBJECT>Re:Tread Lightly...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOOoo,I like that...how about a big yin-yan thinger engraved on the slide?
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19311
NEXT>19322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It only took 7 chevy motors to supply enough pieces to make 1 running motor?Boy
people must baby them in your part of the country.I was figuring more like 15 or 20.
And,by the way,what in the hell were you thinking to rebuild a 305?With that great
interchangeability you talked about why not just drop in a 350?
351W =torque
351C =hp
351m =not really sure about that abortion.
350 =um..uh..parts are cheap!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Tread Lightly...POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March
2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19312 NEXT>19328
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohhhh...Please,please,please,PLEASE not pink!!Purple is good,but I try to keep pink
out of my life,if at all possible.The rest of it--now that could be amusing.
SUBJECT>Re:Black Spice POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,.at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19308
NEXT>19321 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmm...Well,I'm not sure anyone has EVER called me slight.Wow.As Spicer advises,
careful with your assumptions.I've made you re-evaluate a couple of times already.Keep
throwing around terms like "slight"and there goes another!:D
As for "that pistola"I'm willing to wait and see on that one.See,I don't form assumptions
until I've actually gotten a bit of a handle on the situation.
SUBJECT>for sale:panty un-twister!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
March 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19295 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sheesh!
SUBJECT>it's secret code for...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March
2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19307 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..."ntxt means don't bother opening"hehheheh sorry bout that
SUBJECT>14blts are $100 or less here POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
March 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19309 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...pick n pull,yard sales,everywhere.and bulletproof as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Black Spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19317 NEXT>19324 19329 19353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie,
I admire your wisdom and am glad you bring that to this relationship you've formed.
A 10mm has roughly the same recoil as a .357 magnum.It was sort of a test cartridge for
the FBI chambered into the .45 frame of Smith and Wesson's 4506 large frame auto.The
FBI conducted extensive tests with this side arm and found it to have the knock-down
power they were looking for (about the .45),and also have a larger capacity than the .45
they had been using.The put it in the hands of agents and found that the first shot fired
was good,but there were rarely any quality follow-up hits due to the recoil.I liked the
look of the gun and got it,but found that I can't hit too much with it.Why do you think I
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threw it up in that bet against my bud's happiness.It's a nice gun,but mostly good for
looks.
I had a woman once shoot that gun and it sprained her wrist.She dumped me later and
moved to Texas.Thanks for bringing that up.
Love,
-B..SUBJECT>It didn't matter...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I destroyed a really nice stock bumper by having to drag it around with the tractor because
it didn't have a motor and since chevy's are so simple I knew that if I set up a small block,
the big block would bolt to the same bellhousing and motor mounts.I threw together a
305 from a bunch of used junk,scavenging off of scrap motor piles and put together a
very good running engine.
SUBJECT>Rust repair pics POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19325 19348 19404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I posted some pics of my work on my jeep.Any comments/advice?
Mikel
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=017747
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19323 NEXT>19330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Judging from what looks like prety good general condition of the rest of the cab floor,I'll
bet you were surprised when you lifted that crossmember and found that rust.I'll be
crawling under my truck soon with a light to see if I have any nasty surprises lurking i
that area.
I knew the rockers were somewhat prone to rust,but that rust under that brace is kinda
scary.Had your truck seen a lot of outside storage duing its life?Any idea if there were
special or unusual circumstances that led to your floor rusting there?
Anyway,it's looking good and I'll be curious to see more pics as you go along.
Good luck,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>GA folk POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at
12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19324 NEXT>19345 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice as pie in my opinion.After all,it was a Georgian who not only picked up my 725 for
me,he and his dad also tuned it up,and when the water pump blew up 20mi from his
house,he came and got it for me and put a spare in...and fed me,and let me stay the
night too.Oh,and adjusted my toe-in as well.Thank you Jeremy Jones in Hogansville.
SUBJECT>Re:Tread Lightly...POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 12:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19316 NEXT>19332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I give up.What the hell are ya'll talking about?I'm not that thick.I missed something
critical to the discussion here.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Black Spice POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19321 NEXT>19331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
I just went and used my wifes cloth tape and my wrists are just about 8 1/2"(215mm)just
in front of the bone.Why don't you bring the 10mm up here and I'll trade it for the motor
-heck I'll even throw in the junk -uh,I mean chevy -body to go around it.Just took
delivery of my new truck and the wife says 4 trucks is too much.I guess 3 cars is OK
though.
Yes I am a Redneck,but my relatives are ashamed of me as all of my vehicles not only
run,but -gasp -are insured.You know you have a problem when you have had a multi-
car discount,all by yourself,since your 16th birthday.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19325
NEXT>19337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
When I bought my truck all the rust I could see was a tiny area behind the rear cab
crossmember,and some paint bubbles in the rockers.I started sanding those bubbles,and
the bubbles turned into a hole!I cut those areas hoping to patch them,but I saw that the
inside of the inner/outer rockers was covered with very thick surface rust.I guess the
bubbles I saw were the thinnest areas.So I decided to replace both.The rear crossmember
was the scariest part.I decided to replace that part anyway,but didn't expect so much
rust!I'm going to coat everything with POR-15.I have to figure out how to rust proof the
areas that are going to be welded...I've never done this,so it's quite an adventure.I don't
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even know if the result is going to be satisfactory...
I don't know if my truck sat outdoors more than the average M715,but it doesn't look like
road salt was the culprit.The underside of the floors were actually in good shape.I
suppose there was a lot of dirt in the cab,and dirt traps moisture,and the rest is history.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Ron POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19329 NEXT>19333 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ronner,.I now have a brother in law who's a certified Ford mechanic and is all Ford.He and I
were talking and he said that the reason Ford always has the slightly bigger CID is
because they were a little off on their engineering work and couldn't come up with
comprable torque and horsepower,so they went the easy route and just upped the cubes.
He said that they used to have a slogan around Ford-"there's no replacement for
dissplacement.That explains why Chevy has the 350 and Ford the 351.Chevy the 454
and Ford the 460.
(My secretary says that this is bull and that you'll see through my attempt to spark bitter
controversy)
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey Jeep G Rant POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19328 NEXT>19336 19339 19343
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked back through the agreement and there wasn't any nondisclosure clause.
Anyway...what we're talking about is a bet that Brian made me.If,in one year from like
2/2/03 or 1/2/03 or around there,Katie and I are still together he would give me his
beloved 10mm.If,however,Katie and I don't make it...I have to fork over a 454.At this
point in time he's losing horribly and planning to keep a small block in his truck for a
long time.Um,so that's the info you've requested,Mr.Rant.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,again..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19331 NEXT>19340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pick an arguement with his secretary...if you thought he was short tempered...the
secretary...whew!
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Pittman arm POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19282 NEXT>19335 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did the saginaw GM PS conversion and was way short of steering stops...even after
fabbing my own 3/4"longer pitman arm.Yesterday went to the bone yard and got a J
truck or wagoneer pitman arm and now I almost hit the stops...ponder that....I plan on
getting a custom arm made like the ones Paul B.talks about for extra strength though
when funds allow.
SUBJECT>Re:Pittman arm POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19334 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Oh yeah forgot to mention ran into a old fellow at the bone yard who has a 50 something
Jimmy duece that runs for $500.Should be a M135 or M211.Would not have rockwell
axles though as far I know,Anyway I've got to many projects to be iterested but if
somebody else is email me...it's in central KS.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeep G Rant POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19332
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I am GLAD someone asked what the #$#%@!was going on.I,too,was soooooooo
lost...
Funny thing about email.You don't know the other person's color/background/etc.and
those that DO think that color makes a difference sometimes come to find out the truth.
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19330
NEXT>19372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anything that you can put a wrench on -I'm the man.But looking at your pictures scared
the bejeesus out of me!!I guess I'm going to have to buy a MIG welder and figure it all
out -after all,if Spice can do it,anyone can!!!While I have only used an old arc welder
on big ugly chunks of iron (imagine one of you welding with your eyes closed -X10)I do
read alot,they have weld thru primers out there that would give you a level of rust
protection where you couldn't POR15 it.Good luck and make sure to post the after pics!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeep G Rant POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19332
NEXT>19373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know Brian,that really was a fools bet.come on,if Katie is a gun enthusiast she only
has to put up with Spice for a year to get a 10mm.If Spice is,he only has to be nice for a
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year -and considering their geographical locations he probably won't be seeing her i
person enough to really screw up!!To add insult to injury,IF you do indeed win you only
get a chevy motor.That's like being on the wrong side of a 100 to 1 bet(c:
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,again..POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19333
NEXT>19379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Imagine these as your life choices:
Secretary for Brian or BurgerKing.Crappy job or work for Brian.Having to say "Want
fries with that?"or trying to make Brian look good.
AND YOU WONDER WHY SHE HAS A SHORT FUSE?!?
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:that blew MY truck up POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Summit or JEG's offers a C-clip eliminator kit that requires some welding but does
require Moser axle shafts.These are fairly common axles so they would be cheaper tha
most.Keep your eye out for a 14-bolt GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:need stock 230 distributor POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>16568 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kk
SUBJECT>Spicer the original POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19332 NEXT>19371 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Date was as per the E-mail To:"Brian Sisson"
Sent:Wednesday,January 08,2003 12:43 PM
Subject:Hmmm .Dottin the eyes and crossing the Tee's Will
SUBJECT>Re:ArmyTire.com,Michelin Prices POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19273 NEXT>19390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much are the 1100 x20 ?
SUBJECT>Re:GA folk POSTER>MIKE STONEROAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19326 NEXT>19354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TACOMA,ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT THE M725 YOU'VE HAD FOR
AWHILE?OR DID YOU JUST COME TO GA.FOR ANOTHER?IF I KNEW YOU
WERE HEADING THIS WAY,I'D HAVE SENT YOU THE PICTURES.BEFORE
WHEN I SAW YOU WERE WAY OUT WEST,I FIGURED IT WAS TOO FAR FOR
YOU.
SUBJECT>Forging Product POSTER>Sean Chang EMAIL>forgings@ms75.hinet.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear Sir /Madam,
We manufacture forging item in Taiwan and our product would be within transmission
parts,agricultural equipment parts,marine equipment parts,lifting accessories,...etc.We
visited your website and very interested in your world marketing service.
Please be advised many local trading companies in Taiwan they purchase forging item
from our factory and ship to overseas..We hope to do business with your company directly then you can save cost to
compete
with other competitors.
Please let us know if there are any opportunity we can serve you to increase your business
or if you would like to receive a quotation for your special product,please send us your
drawing by fax or email that will be highly appreciated.
Welcome samples from OEM partner for cooperative design and manufacture.
Best Regards
Sean Chang /Marketing Manager
Challenge Forged CO.,LTD
SUBJECT>Fixing rusty floor pans POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced my floor pans with pans out of a Wagoneer.They were exactly the same.
The only problem is that the braces under the pans are welded on(you have to bust or drill
out the welds and then fill them in and grind them down).I am going to herculine the
inside so i am not too worried about all the grinding.I would recommend just using
sheetmetal as the work would be a lot easier.Hope that helps anyone who is thinking
about doing theirs.-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19323
NEXT>19350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Real nice work Mikel!I hope I never have to do that...I would like to see the finished
pic's too...
SUBJECT>Re:Fixing rusty floor pans POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19347
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NEXT>19351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't bodyshops have special flat ended drill bits for drilling out spot welds?If you're
gonna do a lot of that work,buying that bit might be worth it.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19348
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!:-)
So far I've only been "undoing"things.Hopefully next week I'll start installing the floor
and the cab crossmember.
SUBJECT>Re:Fixing rusty floor pans POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19349
NEXT>19355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Eastwood has those for $20.For most cases,regular drill bits work good,unless you don't
want to go all the way through.
SUBJECT>Re:Forging Product POSTER>dave EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19346
NEXT>19374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please contact me at dave@kaiserjeep.com.thanks..dave
SUBJECT>Re:Black Spice POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19321
NEXT>19358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
texas?smart girl....
SUBJECT>quit yelling!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at
6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19345 NEXT>19356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was talking about the one I"ve had for awhile..sadly off the road at the moment due
to...NO BRAKES..and I"m waiting to put new axles in it.I'd love another but this house
is sucking all my money--wife demands silly things like a lawn instead of a Jeep heheheh
SUBJECT>eastwood POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at
6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19351 NEXT>19424 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
they have the super snazzy ones that drill around the weld,instead of drilling out the
center.Either or.
btw Herculiner is great for covering a multitude of sins heheh
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19297
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always knew I was a wierdo,I have two daughters,no sons,and I'm crazy about them.
And they love my Jeep!Except my 8 year old hates my noisy windshield wipers.And
ya'll thought I was just being a wuss wining about it.Every time I go to my shop to work
on it,she asks if I fixed those w/wipers.OH well,go figure....
mudclod
SUBJECT>for sale POSTER>jeff EMAIL>chy513@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March
2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKEYIDNTfgF6 PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey l have a m 715 for sale,in peaces but all there and current non-opp had small block
chevy,must go fast.call 909 364-8203 aft 6pm for more info.i live in chino calif.must take
everything,thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com.DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 7:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19296
NEXT>19376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pretty much,10 rental units,98 Dodge Ram Quad cab 4X4 w/Cummins,wife had 98
Yukon 4x4.We were able to sell the house,one bank tried to send me to jail over the
bankruptcy.One week in the sych ward in a Little Rock hospital and I'm trying to start
over.If that helps,than I'm glad good came to someone out of it.Let me know when your
coming,I have a drive shaft vibe that is SERIOUS,I am going to try to get rebuilt this
week or next.Then I have to get my wheels built so I can get my 39.5 on.My tires are
BALD.That gives me something to look forward to.
mudclod
SUBJECT>hehe brakes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at
8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19356 NEXT>19366 19367
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thought of just letting some air out of the swampers...lotta kids around though,and the
steering is less than responsive LOL
SUBJECT>Re:BEEN THERE.POSTER>blue 53 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 March
2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19277 NEXT>19380
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Im no expert nor did I pretend to be there Spicergear.Daniel should defere to your
advice.But on the smaller fishing boats Ive worked on the engine mounted power
steering pumps off a semi ran the charlyn motors on the salmon gurdys and anchor
winch's or capstains just fine.
Roy
SUBJECT>Re:My (PLANNED)solution POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19304 NEXT>19381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My monster winch takes up the front 1/3 of my bed.It is 2.5 feet off the floor.
mudclod
SUBJECT>For Those Looking For a One of a Kind Rig!!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 9:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I happened upon this truck while surfin'ebay.It's the kind of truck that turns heads,
makes people point and laugh,and you would be sleeping in as soon as the wife found
out that you bought it.You could fit two M715s and have room left over.It might still be
watertight!!
Here's the link:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407970000&catego
ry=6737.Title:CUSTOM Diesel 4WD Container Ambulance Truck
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of room with HydroBoost!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Usually can be picked up cheaply too.These came on diesel poered trucks,gas and diesel
powered dump trucks and buses and CUCVs.There are all shapes and sizes.I would
recommend them to anyone!GSanders
SUBJECT>What are you taliking about?NEXT POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,18 March 2003,at 11:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19361 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
??
SUBJECT>man...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at
12:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19361 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..w/less air in them,they will drag even more,thereby slowing my forward progress...
however there are many small,darting chillun in the area,so any forays into the
neighborhood (unavoidable due to my location)put them at risk.Without brakes,I'd
settle for steering to avoid them but there is so much slop in my poor Jeep it's like a fight
just to go straight.
that better?hehehheh
SUBJECT>Hey Tacoma....POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 2:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>19388 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you still have the stock axles with lockers for sale?How much you asking?thanks
SUBJECT>I'll post pics by sunday.POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A lot of people e-mailed me,but rather than replying to all of you,i'll put them up on a
buddys website and post the link.It probably won't be until saturday though.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if people had dropped their tranny by themselves.I have done this many
times with my CJ,but it has a nice skidplate to jack on,and help balance it.The M715
seems like the tranny would be tippsy without a skidplate,plus it's probably quite heavy.to have land on my chest.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19343 NEXT>19375 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will,NICE!That saved me a little digging.Actually Katie is a truck enthusiast that
doesn't mind guns.It would be pretty easy to go along with that for a year...but it will be
much more fun to make him cough it up honestly.Besides that,Katie's great!Like in for
the long haul great...you heard it here!
I'm a happy man!
SUBJECT>Yo Ronner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19337 NEXT>19420 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't as of yet have a mig welder.All stick baby!I've got my eye on a nice Miller
though...
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeep G Rant POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19339 NEXT>19421
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
Spicer is ugly as hell and has a personality to match.I figured it was too good to be true.
Ron,I'm not as up on motors as some of you guys,but whenever I tell anyone I'm trying
to rebuild my 350 they say that a SBC is no sweat,but a 351 is a pain.What's the
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difference?Seriously is there much?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Forging Product POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and this episode of The Twilight Zone was brought to you online by The M715 Zone,
Where M715's Have A Loving Home.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19371 NEXT>19377
19378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy now,but how will he feel when Perk finally lets Spice know that he and Katie
have a little thing going on the side?.Sad,that's how he'll feel.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19360 NEXT>19401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ohhh.sorry.i guess it's really not that funny.
my bad.
i'm the ass here.
i just made mike look like Ghandi.
sorry again,
-b.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19375 NEXT>19386 19427
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA!Another weak attempt.Katie told me that her long distance relationship limit is 7
states or 2150 miles.Poor Perk is like 9 or 10 and 2500 miles.
Another swing and a miss for sbb-
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,again..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19340 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's his sister and she knows all his tricks!She's a cool girl and has a serious jeep with
boggers and all.
SUBJECT>Oh POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19362 NEXT>19394 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"...off a semi..."maybe the key words there.I have no experiance with semi power
steering pumps.
SUBJECT>WHOA!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOT DAMN,that is MONSTER sized!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19382 NEXT>19385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A good floor jack underneath usually helps quite a bit.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19383 NEXT>
19389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dropped the NP200 on my chest,then tried to wheel out with it on the creeper (while it
was still on me)and got wedged under the framerail.Then,my dad tried to help by
pulling my legs which only lodged me in tighter.The blackness was closing in when I
finally pushed back under the truck.yeah...floor jack.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19378 NEXT>19413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well that clears things up a bit.It does sound like you want to firm up the terms of the bet
a little,since you are going to be expecting a guy to hand you his gun.You sure can't toss
that BB at him if things go wrong.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:For Those Looking For a One of a Kind Rig!!POSTER>Katie EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19364 NEXT>19393 19456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes there are good reasons for that "One of a kind"designation!I think this
vehicle covers many of those reasons.
SUBJECT>sort of POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at
8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes I do,but I"m leaving tomorrow for 2mos,so wont'be getting into them until June.
PLUS,Mudclods'got dibs on em.If he doesn't end up wanting them,open season again.
I'll repost in June.
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SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19385 NEXT>19392 19400 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,
I actually just did a similar thing with the 200,but i'm not going to do it with the tranny,
(it hurt bad enough once).My problem is that my friend borrowed my good floor jack,so
i have this small one that won't reach the tranny.I guess i'll try something.Thanks for all
the input.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:ArmyTire.com,Michelin Prices POSTER>Rick EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19344 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Don't know i didn't ask them for that size.
Rick
SUBJECT>Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19396 19450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Some day,when I finish all the patching and bodywork,I would like to repaint my truck.
I bought it painted in bumble-bee yellow and I'm convinced that the truck's original
markings are somewhere underneath the bumble-bee yellow and red FD paint.How could
I carefully get rid of the upper paint layers?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19389 NEXT>19430 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reccomend renting a low profile transmission jack.These have chains and brackets that
allow you to secure the tranny to the jack.Most of them also have a tilt feature that allows
you to tip the tranny to make it easier to get it back in.The $10-15 bucks is a lot chaeper
than a trip to the emergency room.The trick is rent it on Saturday so you get Sunday free.
GSanders
SUBJECT>JUST BUY A FRIGGIN"HYDRAULIC WINCH!!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19380 NEXT>19434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the time that you get done buying allthe parts that you need to convert to hydraulic
(motor,fabrication,time)you would be better off to just buy a new or used hydraulic
winch.Nearly every winch company makes these and the come with a warranty.
My advice:Sell your stock winch to someone who wants it and take the money to buy a
hydraulic winch that you KNOW will work.Just compare the cost of a new winch to the
cost of getting towed out of a remote area.
Just my 2 cents worth!(Maybe less!)
Gabe Sanders
SUBJECT>Re:For Those Looking For a One of a Kind Rig!!POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19393 NEXT>19397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back to the Twilight Zone!What in the world are you talking about?GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19391 NEXT>19399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Carefully?How carefull do you want it.There is no real
way to bring them so you don't
have to repaint them.The Army markings are usually:star on door(?)and numbers along
the bends on the sides of the hood(usually same as VIN number?).I would use a pnematic
(sp?)sander with medium grit paper to slowly strip the upper layers of paint on the
numbers but on the rest I would use aircraft paint stripper(do not let this get on body
filler,fiberglass or your skin(ouch it burns)or have it sandblasted.GSanders
SUBJECT>BBC for sale POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19402 19406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,or anyone interested,I saw a guy today that has a 74 chevy with a 454 in it.It is not
running,an old cop car.He wants $400.00.I told him I would let you know about it.Its
here in Hot Springs.Thats all I know about it,If you want more info,email me and I'll
give you the #at the shop he works at.Oh,I just remembered one more detail,the car is
brown.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19396 NEXT>19408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,no no...I just want to be able to see what was underneath to be able to replicate it.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19389 NEXT>19418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I only have a small floor jack,I put a large block of wood on top of it,and carefully
balanced the t-case on it.I am always alone when working on mine,actually the first time
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it fell off and cut my hand open on the way down.The cut has healed,the nerves are
taking a little longer.The next 3 or 4 times I was more careful,in and out,and it worked
great.The block is about the size of a r/r cross tie,(cut off about 16"of course).I did have
to jack the frame a little to clear it,but when it is the only way,it is better then the chest
to me.Of course if you didn't mind taking a little time,(I'm WAY too impatient!!)you
could secure the block to the jack with a chain.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19376 NEXT>19433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,no problem.It was three years ago,and I am trying to learn to laugh a little myself.
If I had learned to laugh more a few years ago,probably would have helped.It wasn't
tolerated in my house as a kid,its taking a while.So,really,it is no problemo.On to
better things:I did find out today that my pinion bearings are bad in the rearend,ordered
some from ME.I hope they send the right ones the first time this time.I'm still going to
get the rear drive shaft replaced,screwed it up letting the winch chain rub it.Oh well...
Got rained out of work today,little time on my hands..mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:BBC for sale POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19398 NEXT>19407 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If only it wasn't brown I'd be into it.
Thanks Wayne,but everyone knows me as SBB.
SUBJECT>Close knuckle question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How far can I open the steering stop screws?Why does the close knuckle thing make a
difference,since there is a normal U-joint inside?Please pardon my ignorance :-)
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Rust repair pics POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19323 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOOKS GREAT!!I do have a question,How will you know how deep the water is if it
doesn't come in the cab?Takes all the fun out of it.Actually,the part in the back of the
cab is what scared me,my batteries are mounted back there,and when I had to replace
them recently,one busted and flooded that area with acid.I put a box of baking soda all
over the area,and washed it with water.I know now that I need to work on it some more!
mudclod
SUBJECT>well...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at
3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19403 NEXT>19416 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..little tougher to CHANGE that u-joint..Also,the DSPO of my 725 didn't really do
maintenance on it,and some grit got inside the seal and scored the #*$^@#out of the ball
on the axle.Also a not-as-good thing.Not to mention:try finding closed knuckles
sometime,if you think normal D60's are hard to come by.
SUBJECT>Re:BBC for sale POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOOOO,it's brown I want it!Is the interior brown?Man I bet she's pretty!J/K I don't
really need it.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:BBC for sale POSTER>Doug "wingnut"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I should have looked at your post first...now I feel lame
about the brown joke...D
SUBJECT>Re:Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19399 NEXT>19461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chemical stripper.You can get a 'Zip Strip'type product that comes with a little squirt
bottle.It's slow,but if you adjust the spray pattern just right,you can get more even/better
coverage than with a brush.Usually,the repaint isn't as good quality paint as the military
used,and therefore more resistant to the stripper.Get PLASTIC putty knives to scrape
after one layer bubbles up.Mist on a little more stripper in spots if necessary.A real stiff
bristled scrub brush also works to clean off chemical after scraping,and to get into tight
spots that are hard to scrape.It worked for me.
SUBJECT>I washed my truck today and decided to keep it.Can you guys forgive me for
the impure sale thoughts?...POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19411 19414 19415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,Big Dick (my wifes name for the truck for those of you who don't know)was dirty,
and I mean long Maine winter dirty.I broke out the pressure washer being all nice and
warm today and you know what...I don't want to sell it.
Besides I think I wanted too much for it anyway seeing as I had no offers.It is just such a
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great truck why oh why did I have thoughts of switching to a FC Jeep PUG????I still
want one but it will come in time.
Also my accountant will ream me a new ass if I sell it.I claimed ALL of my costs on
rebuilding it and would have to pay like 2K alone in tax if I get rid of it without trading it
somewhere.Soooo,in the family it stays!!Now all I need is a Cummins turbo motor.....
must find the diesel,then she'll get a body off detailing this summer.Sorry to rammble
on...hope all you guys can forgive me for thinking of selling a beloved 715!Thanks,
Doug.
SUBJECT>Recent GSA Auction POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis Equipment scored the M725 and four of the M715's at the sale in Oklahoma
last week.Winning bids on these five vehicles ranged from $50.00 to $450.00.
Douglas Cook is listed as winning the other three 715's at $500.00 to $650.00.Anyone
here know this individual??
SUBJECT>you're forgiven.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19 March
2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19409 NEXT>19412
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think you were asking too much for it.I WAS a little concerned about the weird
obsession w/the FC but...you're ok now.Just don't do it again unless it's for a nicer
715/725/724/726/etc..SUBJECT>Re:you're forgiven.POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still feeling the urge toward the ugly 'ol pug Jeeps,it must be something in me that
wants to love the ugly old things because no one else will.You know how a mother loves
her children no matter what?It's like an ugly (or the ugly,other than all AMC products)
Jeep child?!Anyway I will have one someday.If I can sell my 61 Willys wagon and pay
some bills then maybe next year at this time I could have one.Thanks for the forgiveness,
it means a lot!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19386 NEXT>19428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer why don't you and Katie bite the bullet and get(are you ready for this)
married.After all you have been serious for a while that will prove that Brian is'nt getting
the BB and you live happily ever after.Oh got plugs comming from A.B.Linn and the bad
gas is gone.Will
SUBJECT>Re:I washed my truck today and decided to keep it.Can you guys forgive me
for the impure sale thoughts?...POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19409 NEXT>19419 19422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug
glad you came to your senses man.You werent asking to much for your truck,as you
know you couldnt ever replace it for what it would sell for.I still wish I could buy your
wagon but its just to far away for me to think about.
WELCOME BACK!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:well...POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19405 NEXT>19429 19440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you have to disassemble the spindle,etc.to do that?Or do you have to remove the
entire knuckle (the part that rotates)?
Ethan
SUBJECT>WAR !POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,
19 March 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well it has started,our hearts and prayers are with the brave soldiers over there.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 6:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19400 NEXT>19503
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remember dropping a TH400...I used a small floor jack,a cooking metal top and a piece
of wood.Some balancing skills!:-)
SUBJECT>Re:I washed my truck today and decided to keep it.Can you guys forgive me
for the impure sale thoughts?...POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothing is too far away,the delivery trucks travel everywhere!!I'll make someone a hell
of a deal.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ronner POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19372 NEXT>19423 19431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you did that bracket welding on your 205 with an arc welder I AM impressed!Well,I
never said you weren't skilled -just lacking in good fundamental power judgement.
Ron
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SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeep G Rant POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest difference?It's dirt cheap to rebuild a SBc!!Other than that,building a
engine -from a lawn mower to a Semi -is all the same.Pay attention to the details.
Measure everything multiple times and double check the wrist pins(c:As long as you are
not pressed for time get a grinder with an assortment of stones and remove all of the
stress risers and generally de-burr the entire block &rotating assembly.Hell,play with
gasket matching and blending the intake &exhaust ports,it's not like you could lower the
performance potential of a chevy motor.Hot tank everything and wash all parts again and
again until your hands turn blue.Even if you've never even changed your oil,attention to
the details will give you a motor that will last &last.
Good luck.
Ron
Oh,changing plug wires and the initial priming of the oil system is a lot more frustrating
on a chevy.
SUBJECT>Re:I washed my truck today and decided to keep it.Can you guys forgive me
for the impure sale thoughts?...POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19415 NEXT>19436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I know how you feel,I would love to have the wagon myself.those are my
softspot.Isn't that what they had on that one 4x4 tv show recently?SWEET!Oh well...I
have many repairs to make on mudclod to keep it going,and never quite enough money.I
think we all go thru those "I am going to sell this thing"moments.Spicer even did a while.back.Anyhow,keep enjoying
it.
mudclo
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ronner POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19420 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was in the welding supply house a few weeks ago,and the guy asked what I needed.I
was getting a few different things,and mentioned some 1/8 7018's.He asked if I was
using an electric machine.I told him I was,and he told me to use this particular 7018.He
said it was especially designed to make welding with an electric machine.MAN he was
right!Every now and then I need to get out in the world I reckon.If any of the rest of you
have been in the closit like me,ask for these rods!They are so sweet to use,and they
ARE 7018's.Anyway....I just thought I would share my little tidbit I learned.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:eastwood POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Wednesday,19 March 2003,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19355 NEXT>19425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish i would of known about these bits.I tore through about 5 -10 regular bits because i
couldn't find my bit sharpener.The other option i had was cut out the supports on the
m715 and weld the new pans on with the supports connected.Oh well,another lesson
learned.
SUBJECT>EASTWOOD IS KING POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19
March 2003,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19424 NEXT>19426
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they have all sorts of messed up specific tools for body repair.They also sell AMC blue
engine paint...I LOVE eastwood.THey will send you a million catalogs too,just request
one.You'll thank yourself later..hehe
SUBJECT>Re:EASTWOOD IS KING POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,Eastwood has the best selection for the old car people.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer the original POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19378 NEXT>19432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone knows I would walk a mile or 2500 for a vertical smile.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Spicer gets hitched POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night Jean Ellen and I were talking and she asked if I would drive or fly up there for.the wedding.I told her
I'd have to drive seeing as how I'd want to deliver my pistola i
person.
I'm not going to wrap it (or unload it)and lay it out on that wedding present table at the
reception.
-B.
SUBJECT>Yo,Tacoma POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19416 NEXT>19441 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know where 18 of the closed knuckle D60's are.Complete spindle to spindle,No hubs
or brakes.All for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19392 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have decent health insurance so the emergency room is pretty entertaining.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ronner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19420 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All stick.I use 7018 and on occasion 6018's.
SUBJECT>Oh that reminds me...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19427 NEXT>19468 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Perk...finalize the divorce?What did your girlfriends think of it?:D
Couldn't resist!
SUBJECT>Re:My motor woes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep your fingers crossed,if you happen to be superstitious (I'm not superstitious...it just
brings bad luck)that you'll get the correct parts.I went to M.E.yesterday and bought
three seals for a duece and a half PTO and the output shaft seal they gave me is too big.
It's about 2-3 time thinner too,which really doesn't matter...if it would have fit in the the
damn housing..SUBJECT>Re:JUST BUY A FRIGGIN"HYDRAULIC WINCH!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19394 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gabe's got a great point and MileMarker has some really good Hydraulic winch kits on
the market now.
SUBJECT>Doug "No Sale"Foster POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19453 19470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug--
Good move,you won't regret it.You won't have to go thru withdrawal pains like I did!
Regards Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:I washed my truck today and decided to keep it.Can you guys forgive me
for the impure sale thoughts?...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19422 NEXT>19471 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah...I'm glad I decided to keep Velvet.I put posi's and power steering in it since and it's
a whole different truck!You guy's will dig the next thing planned...um,after the winch
drives and new gas tank,that is.
Good move Doug!Did you keep the wife too?
SUBJECT>M715 hood POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19438 19439 19488 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i came across a hood for my 715,guy said it's in excelent condition (ready for finish
paint)375.00 +shipping.the hood on my truck went through a garage wall before i got
the truck!is that too much?thanks jack
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19437 NEXT>19442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems a bit pricy to me.You could probably use a normal FSJ hood with a few
modifications...
SUBJECT>YES POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19437 NEXT>19443 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wagoneer hoods are the same dang thing,and no one is charging anywhere near 375 for
'em here in UT heeh.have to swap a few things over but no biggie.you could get a wag hood,some OD paint,
and still have a bunch left over.
SUBJECT>Re:well...POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all.
SUBJECT>WOAH!!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at
9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19429 NEXT>19444 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
a treasure trove!perhaps I can see it?I"m all for those who want to keep these things
stock.I just cant'afford to break something in Southern UT and not be able to get parts..
vehicles in the desert have a tendency to get shot up for some reason...heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19438 NEXT>19458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have on that would sell for $100 plus shipping.Central Kansas 67401.Lee
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SUBJECT>You could get...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19439 NEXT>19448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A fiberglass one with cowl induction for a few bucks more.
SUBJECT>Re:WOAH!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice,huh?:)You may even drive by it.
SUBJECT>Future Ex-wife Forces Purchase!!!POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimconway@mindspring.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa61yIsXW5Yt.PREVIOUS>19445 NEXT>
19449 19451 19452 19469 19484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well my new rig arrived today.What a piece of Americam iron!Many thanks to those
that offered transportation advice.Jones moved it in three days from CN to VA for $350.
I have followed this site in silence for a long time both amused by the banter and your
guys mechanical ability and knowledge.Makes me wonder if I've got some defective
tools -they remove better than they install.Anyways what better way to break in a new
wife than bring home a M715!.Thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>715 auction Alabama POSTER>blue 53 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20
March 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Saw this on Goverment liquidation site.
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=169691&convertTo=US
SUBJECT>and dont'think I wont POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20
March 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19443 NEXT>19454
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh for the Cherokee,not the 725..now,if I had a 715,that'd be JUST THE TICKET
to let the 454 I"d have to put in it breathe.But wife says lawn,so....
SUBJECT>Re:Future Ex-wife Forces Purchase!!!POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19446 NEXT>19460 19486 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jim
Where in Virginia are you located?
I would like to start a list of m715 owners in Virginia.
With or with out wives.
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use a razor blade scraper and take your time.
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Future Ex-wife Forces Purchase!!!POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19446 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck.
Rick.SUBJECT>Re:and dont'think I wont POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19448 NEXT>
19459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What??LAWN!?That's a couple bags of grass seed and miracle grow.Lawn...you're
gonna have to do better than that.
SUBJECT>Hey Memphis Equipment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you guy's find out anything about the drip rail on your canvas tops from your
manufacturer???
SUBJECT>Sick,ugly,REALLY Square...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19387 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But I want the drivetrain anyway.:)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19442 NEXT>19463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Central KS huh?....I'm in Hutchinson...maybe we can get together and wheel or compare
spare parts lists?later Ed J.
SUBJECT>no,you dont'understand!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20
March 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19454 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's not just seed.I have to level existing "dirt"(ie sunbaked cement substance),rake some
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rocks out,cover the whole thing w/topsoil,put in sprinklers,THEN seed it..
but you know,a 715 can haul a lot of dirt...5/4tons worth.Perhaps my wife is just not
clear on the benefits of such a vehicle..and I could use a PTO to drive the seed spreader
and.....heh heheh
kidding aside,I am not looking forward to doing this (#$lawn project,going to be hot
and expensive.I only like that in...uh,cars and good food.
SUBJECT>VA M715ers POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19449 NEXT>19482 19487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's part or your start to the VA list.Scott Prunty.Virginia Beach,VA or Farmville,VA depending on the season.
smprunty@longwood.edu
SUBJECT>Re:Stripping paint layer by layer POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 3:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,i did the same thing,scrap apply more,scrap,apply more then brush.To get in
the nooks and crannys i sandblasted.My only additional advice is stock up on beer,and
buy some nice thick rubber gloves.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Anyone ever had this tranny problem?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off,thanks for all the advice.I ended up using 4 jackstands and dropping each one a
notch at a time.No emergency room either.Once i took it apart i found the c-clip that
holds 2nd gear on the main shaft had broken through its groove,so i ordered a new
mainshaft.Everything else looked great.It seems from looking at the mainshaft that this
might be common (small amount of material in that area).so i figured i would ask.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19458 NEXT>19465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Salina.All of the parts that I have sold have come off my parts truck.Are you
going to make the tuddle creek trails at the end of this month?
SUBJECT>Tire Size Question -How Big Can I Go?POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19466 19513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planning on doing a spring over on my M715.I don't and won't wheel the truck.
What is the biggest tire that I can fit on it with just the spring over?
How about with a 2 or 3 inch body lift also?
Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19463 NEXT>19479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am from missouri but I will be there.Looking forward to meeting seeing some other
kaisers and meeting there owners.
Remember it is next weekend the 28th 29th and 30th.I plan to arrive sometime before
noon on saturday..Hope to see several others attend!
Steve
SUBJECT>probly about 42's?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20 March
2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19464 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just guessing.
SUBJECT>SNOW POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It takes 82"of snow to get a 580D 4WD backhoe stuck!The Wife
SUBJECT>Re:Oh that reminds me...POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,Not divorced yet,things are moving slow.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Future Ex-wife Forces Purchase!!!POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19446 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Doug "No Sale"Foster POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Tom!
SUBJECT>HEY!!!this is the wife!......POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19436 NEXT>19472 19481 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No joken around about that!It's bad enough that Doug uses me as a scape goat all the
time,so he can buy and sell vehicals.Anyway,why would any woman want her man to
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sell his "Big Dick"!
SUBJECT>M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Myron Thomsen
EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>NEXT>19476
19477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey people.
I still have a good running m715 for sale.Asking 1,300,obo.Does not have a tailgate,but
other than that it is a complete truck,with fiberglass top.It doesnt have any rust holes,but
does have several spots with surface rust.It needs to go.Anyone interested e-mail me..Also have pictures upon
request.
Thanks,Myron
SUBJECT>wow,where is that?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,20 March
2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19467 NEXT>19475
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
//hope not along the i-80 or i-70 corridors...I've gotta get thru!
SUBJECT>Re:wow,where is that?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19474 NEXT>19490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I hear Wyoming and other northern states had drifts of 5 feet plus on the
highway.Sounds like fun--yeah right!GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,
Was it you that was making the gas tanks?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Zack
EMAIL>Baltimorejake@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 March 2003,at 10:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19473 NEXT>19478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
am intrested in the truck what are the specks on it stock or not and other info am located
in Baltimore Md.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 1:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19477 NEXT>
19480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myron,probably tired of hearing about it but I'm still interested in a hard top and have
exc.soft top and bows to deal with if somebody buys your truck and wants stock top.....I
would sweeten the trade if needed...just a shot in the dark here
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 1:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19465 NEXT>19483 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow I thought that was this weekend...I might make it next weekend..finishing up wiring
and should fire the beast up this weekend...don'thave an extra hardtop do yah?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Myron Thomse.EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 March
2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>19478 NEXT>
19507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know how it goes,the sqeaky wheel gets the oil
SUBJECT>Re:HEY!!!this is the wife!......POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19471 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My humblest apologies,ma'am.Brian was trying to sell a kidney last week...personally I'd
rather sell a kidney than the other,ma'am.;)
SUBJECT>Re:VA M715ers POSTER>Howard EMAIL>HKELLERJR@AOL.COM
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19460
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's another add-on to the Virginia list.
Howard Keller.Front Royal,VA
hkellerjr@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19479
NEXT>19562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy,and i thought i was getting ripped when i paid $20.00 for a perfect hood off a j series
that was on its way to the crusher!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>doug cook
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19410 NEXT>19492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow .....you guys are worse than the FEDS....Cant a guy buy some trucks without feeling
like someones going to crash through his front door and interrogate him?Just
kiddding,but still I found it very intertaining that you already knew my name and that I
had purchased three 715s.I already own one,so this makes four.Plan on keeping the
winch/maintnence truck and the worst one of the other three for myself and selling the
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other two after I get them home ,inspected,repaired,and painted O.D.green.Thought it
would be a good idea to bring some of them to Iowa as they are few and far between here.
I only know of three 715s and one amblulance her that run and I have looked under nearly
every rock here for seven or eight years.
Thanks for the laugh!!!
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Future Ex-wife Forces Purchase!!!POSTER>Frank McConnell
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm In Leesburg VA
SUBJECT>Re:VA M715ers POSTER>Frank McConnell EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19460
NEXT>19494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Leesburg all seasons
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:M715 hood POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19437
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry if it's a lister here who's selling it,but that is WAY TOO MUCH!!!
A regular Full Size Jeep (FSJ)hood is the same darned thing,with the few exceptions of
the missing blackout headlight,the little tie-down in the middle for the windshield and
the hold-downs on the sides.Here in Denver you can get an FSJ hood in excellent
condition for $35 at the U-pick-it yards.Hell,if ya really wanna pay $375,I'll sell you the
one off of MY M715 and I'll put an FSJ hood on mine!
The only reason to go with a "real"M-715 hood is if it's a resto job.Even then,it's easy to
drill some holes and weld on some backing plates to make it look "real"
Ethan
SUBJECT>hey mikel POSTER>doug cook EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i sand blasted my truck i went across the tailgate with one fast light pass and
realized i could see the original markings ....went care fully from then on and was able to
make tracings from the original markings.....wouldnt swear that it would that good
everytime.Good Luck!!!!!!!!!!!1
SUBJECT>Re:wow,where is that?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19475 NEXT>19525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It hit Denver too so no I-70 through Colorado.GSanders
SUBJECT>hood POSTER>jack mcdevitt EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for all the info on the hood.i think i'll hold off on buying the one i found.taking
the truck to the MTA show tomorrow in dover nj,it's about 40 mls from home.the
furthest i've gone in it so far is about 16 mls round trip,good thing for cell phones and
AAA ,100 mls free towing.jack
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19485 NEXT>
19508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Only 3,M715's and 1,725...yet there's 12 Doug Cook's in Iowa.
:)
SUBJECT>Thank you!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
21 March 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19489 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>Re:VA M715ers POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19487
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,I bought mine in VA.Does that count?I've even been brave/dumb enough to drive
it back home to good ol'Ferrum in Franklin County.The truck stays in NC near Raleigh
most of the time though.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Hydroboost?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19500 19512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Does anyone have any first hand experience with hydroboost in a M715?I'm afraid my
455 BBO won't clear the brake booster.Any comments?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>hoods POSTER>glen EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Friday,21
March 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19499
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fiber Glass hood stock or with scoop to fit 715s at
Hotrod hoods online.Not sure of the web site.
SUBJECT>Re:hollering,yelling,whatever POSTER>mark
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19497 NEXT>19501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AND WHAT WAS IT ALL ABOUT?
SUBJECT>www.usbody.com POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 March
2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19496 NEXT>19618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look on the left for link to wagoneer hoods.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,.at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19495
NEXT>19502 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
will fit w/the 455.booster is VERY TIGHT,assuming BBO is close to BBC dimnesions.
Can be done but very close.Hydro frees up room.
SUBJECT>Anyone know what this is?POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19498 NEXT>19504 19509 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry to but in on your post...but what are you talking about?You sound kinda'pissed??
What's up?!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost?POSTER>Doug "no pug jeep"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19500 NEXT>19506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or use a smaller vac booster,like from an S10 chevy or something.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Dropping tranny by myself?POSTER>SCkaiser67
EMAIL>rdunncj7@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAAAH!!I used a big rubbery horse feed bucket.let it drop on that and it mushed down
nice and slow where I could handle it.Took a couple of minutes for the bucket to re-form
then it was good as new.I don't think the horses liked the taste of tranny fluid but they got
over it !!!hehe
SUBJECT>curious m'self POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at
2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19501 NEXT>19511 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
reference man,reference!
SUBJECT>Put the top down/off today!!!WOOHOO,spring's a teaser!POSTER>Doug
"changes his user name repeatedly"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know it's not going to last here on the coast of Maine...we always get that last week or
two of cold and one BIG dump of snow in late March/early April.Oh well,today was
nice with the top off,it reminded me again why I'm glad I'm keeping the old pig.Heading
back to the junk yard soon for the old iron!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19502
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,.I have a MC with a double diaphragm booster from a J20,which is a bit smaller i
diameter than a single diaphragm booster.If that doesn't fit,I wanted to try a hydroboost
setup,but I wasn't sure how that would work with the drum brakes in the front.
Thank you all,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19480 NEXT>19515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nobody squeks louder than Ed.
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>doug cook
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19492 NEXT>19604 19605 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will have the wagons circled and several months worth of food,water,and amunition
stocked by the time you narrow down the 12 to me
SUBJECT>Re:Hydroboost Links POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The following Hydroboost Links are two very good write-ups.
http://www.monsterslayer.com/jeep/HydroBoost.htm
This one,Riverbeast,is a Full Size Jeeper and moderator
from over at the IFSJA.org's board
http://home.earthlink.net/~riverbeast/hybst.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size Question -How Big Can I Go?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19464 NEXT>19526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3"cab lift and spring over will clear 44 boggers
SUBJECT>Re:M715 on TV POSTER>George Broughton
EMAIL>geobrough2@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What was the name of the movie?
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SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19507 NEXT>
19545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEWI35....I guess that was a compliment?Myron could you email me a couple of pics of.your truck?And mabye I can see
how much I want to squeak?.....Thanks
SUBJECT>715 in auction POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,
21 March 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>NEXT>19518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just found out about this an hour ago and checked it out.Ex fire brush truck...new OD
paint...real clean...with one of those funny V8s with the distributor up front....lockouts
and cloth bucket seats.Will auction Sat.about noon
about 10 minutes west of Mcpherson KS wich is 30 minutes(?)north of Witchita.....I got
enough projects....
SUBJECT>12V fuel level sending unit?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19519 19523 19529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
My truck has been converted to 12V and the fuel level gage does not work.What can I
do?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:715 in auction POSTER>beafire EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19516
NEXT>19614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I might make a little road trip and check it out.
SUBJECT>keep a 5gal can?hehe more POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
March 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19517 NEXT>19521
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just kidding.all grounds ok?all connections secure?all connections correct?
I'm a big fan of the KISS principle when it comes to these beasts.
SUBJECT>Revolver shackles?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19522 19536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Has anyone tried using revolver shackles in a M715?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:keep a 5gal can?hehe more POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19519 NEXT>19528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi,
I must admit that I haven't checked those things since I figured that neither the sending
unit or the gauge would work accurately at 12V.Is this correct??
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Revolver shackles?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19520
NEXT>19524 19530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't,but I sure don't like the idea of the axle being able to "pop"out of the pocket
and suddenly allow it to release and travel more than usual.Seems like something for a
trails only rig,not one that sees highway driving.Can you imagine swerving and having
that shackle pop out?
Sure,it might never do it,but I,for one,do not wanna take that chance.That all said,no,I
have not seen them in action,but I sure don't like the concept.
AFAIK,no applications are available for FSJ's due to weight,so I doubt it would be a
good idea to stick on an M-715,either.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:12V fuel level sending unit?POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19517
NEXT>19527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA has a 12-volt universal kit that will work well on the M715.
Includes sending unit and gauge.Sorry,don't have the part #for you.
SUBJECT>Re:Revolver shackles?POSTER>slow ride EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19522
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to the guy that made them and they were tring them on a m715 in CA.but I don't
know the out come of the study.I'll see what happened and let you know.
SUBJECT>Re:wow,where is that?POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Wy.all that snow is now a lot of mud thats fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Size Question -How Big Can I Go?POSTER>slow ride
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I heard that a set of 42's will fit without a lift or s.o.a.I'm going with the 40"goodyear
MTR on a s.o.a.on my rock climber 715.
SUBJECT>Re:12V fuel level sending unit part number POSTER>Landon EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19523.NEXT>19552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
napa part number 501-1742 about $35.00 LM
SUBJECT>Re:keep a 5gal can?hehe more POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,21 March 2003,at 9:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19521 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine was 12v also...Sun brand guage...I went to a industrial type auto/truck parts store
and they sold me a seding unit setup for under $20.I had to bend the linkage a little but I
can tell when the tanks almost empty or full.
SUBJECT>Re:12V fuel level sending unit?POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my sending unit at Boater's World.It is the 240 ohm empty/44ohm full style.The
hole flange was identical and bolted right in.I got the guage to match the ohm level at the
local parts store.
Yesterday,I went to get fuel ($1.81/gal for 93 octane)because my guage was showing
approx.1/8 level.I put in 20 gallons.Although not exactly accurate,my guage/sender
setup is suitable for my needs..
If anyone needs a part #I can look though my notes...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>I used them on a Scrambler...POSTER>Doug "changes his user name
repeatedly"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,
at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19522 NEXT>19534 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was also concerned about the highway problem.I put a quick release pin in it in it's
"closed"folded state so it can not drop except offroad when you removed the pin.It
worked GREAT,except that I had to get new driveshafts with long slip joints as the first
time I tried it (in the yard luckily)it came apart.The weight of the 715 may be an issue?
Doug.
SUBJECT>state by state owners list ????POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19533 19541 19547 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
has anyone thought about a state by state list of 715&725 owners???i live in northeastern
wyoming and dont see many of our trucks,but if we had alist on this site we could contact
each other when we plan to wheel or travel and such,i'd like to meet other people and
share parts info and bullsh*t.i think everyone on this sight likes to talk these trucks cause
we are all somewhat sick and demented in some way,to own and love these with such
passion!!!i'm not a computer whiz so i dont know what it would take to do this,,,,,any.volunteers???
SUBJECT>NEED FRONT &REAR LIGHTS POSTER>jeeperguy
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19537 19553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone have any front military type turn signal lights and or rear tail/brake light
assemblies they would sell or trade????
SUBJECT>I"m all for it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at
10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19531 NEXT>19538 19554
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd actually even volunteer to compile that list,but I'm leaving for 2mos in about 12hrs.
I'm in Tooele UT if this info gets listed while I'm gone heheh
SUBJECT>local report POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at
10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19530 NEXT>19540 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
as you know Teraflex is local,and there are a few folk in fullsize rigs running Revolvers.
Not sure how they're holding up but it IS being done.
On a 715 I don't really see the point unless you're turning it into a rockpig,and even then I
don't know...
Something else hehehe our rigs are'nt really fullsize,they're more like big midsize.Guy
came to get a motor from me in an older Dakota,almost the same size as the Cherokee,
which is the same width as the Mtrucks.I guess if we count the fenders they're fullsize
hahah
*nomex suit on*
SUBJECT>I'm am an owner POSTER>Frank McConnell EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19539 19548 19555 19659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's officail Just paid formy M715.Wish me luck.Add one more jeep to the collection.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Revolver shackles?POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,22
March 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19520 NEXT>19551
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This has to do with revolver shackles being used on a CJ,not an M715,but it might give
you something to think about in any application.I think they're a great idea but,as this
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link points out,there may be a couple of things to consider...
http://www.idaho4x4.com/rockhopper/
On the menu to the left,click on Rollover,or just click on the caption under the picture at
the top of the page..At any rate,it's entertaining.
SUBJECT>Re:NEED FRONT &REAR LIGHTS POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try AB Linn
SUBJECT>Re:I"m all for it POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too...That would be nice to have.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm am an owner POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congradulations !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:local report POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19534 NEXT>19546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have a point...they're big overall but really not that wide etc.They just have a full
size presence.I'm with you on the point to using them.Check out my pics in the members
gallery (Doug F's pics)if you want to see some flex.I removed two leaves on all four
corners,and it is spring over...it WILL FLEX!!I wouldn't bother.It was nice on the
scrambler with the narrow axles and 33-9.50's.But I wouldn't spend the money again if I
were to do over on anything but a rock buggy.Doug.
SUBJECT>Let's Do It!!!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19531
NEXT>19544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say let's do it!I would be willing to help in any way or take my state and make a list?
Ben (Illinois-'67 M715 &'68 M715 w/winch)
SUBJECT>Hey Ed J.!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you willing to sell the top outright or do you just want to trade?Thanks,Ben
ps There is a top on e-bay?!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Ed J.!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19542 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.As soon as get a hardtop it will be for sale or trade I think.The one on ebay would kill me
on shipping....Myron is withn easy driving distance that's why I was seeing if we could
deal.It doesn't hurt to ask though....
SUBJECT>Re:Let's Do It!!!POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19541
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this board isn't set up for it but on some other message boards,your location is
listed right below your user name on each post.It's kinda nice knowing right away where
the person you're talking to is from.I think that'd probably require a complete reformat of
this board though.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 still for sale,needs to go.POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About as close as I can come.....Ponder That....
SUBJECT>Re:local report POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19540
NEXT>19549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Which leaves did you remove,and did the suspension drop afterwards?How much lift
over stock do you have now?
Thanks.
Mikle
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19531 NEXT>19563 19602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello a simple solution may be to add your location to you name as some already do in
there comunication ,,,just a thought.Pasadena Texas See ya
SUBJECT>Re:I'm am an owner POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19535
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME!!!!!!!!!!If you have any questions,learn to search past messages,you ca
learn about anything about your new toy.Of course you can ask too.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:local report POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19546 NEXT>19550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I think I took out the second and third or fourth from
the bottom,all around.It is spring
over and I would say it dropped 2 inches or so.It must still be about 3.5-4.5 over stock
sinch a spring over does like 5.5-6.It rides as well as any really heavy duty truck now,
flexes great and will still take a HUGE load in the bed/trailers.I haul some serious boats
and loads with the truck.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:local report POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19549
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you
SUBJECT>Are they needed?POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19536
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very entertaining pics and story!Since I put the Monster winch in my truck,I had to beef
my suspension.I put one of the leaves back in,and added one inch block,(I have done
the spring-over).Then I added a helper (over-load)spring,2.5 inches above the other
springs.I put the bracket for the over-loads about 1 3/4 inches above.I was told these
would limit my articulation.Well,I have gone thru some deep ditches,over steep banks,I
have not seen any problems,and one of the guys I work with who predicted I would not
like the difference,even was surprised.I know a lot of the new things that have come out
work,but I have done things,and put my truck in places people could not believe.But
then again,I don't have a craving to do some of the things some of these guys (and girls)
do.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:12V fuel level sending unit part number POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is what I have on mine.JC Whitney has it for under $20.00.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:NEED FRONT &REAR LIGHTS POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are some on E-bay very often.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:I"m all for it POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19533
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I-70 is open thru colorado,final count on the snow is 88 inches.finally got home after 6
days at work.stop off in empire co and say hi.
rick.SUBJECT>Re:I'm am an owner POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>19535 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My advice is don't take too much apart right away,unless you have to.Get the damn thing
to run and enjoy it....The first time it makes you bleed you will fall hopelessly in love....
Welcome.
-G-
SUBJECT>steering knuckle lubricant POSTER>aerocactus EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
22 March 2003,at 11:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapymg.lt2cew
PREVIOUS>NEXT>19572 19581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was wondering what kind of lubricant i shaould use on the steerin knuckles?thanks
SUBJECT>FSJ doors POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,22 March 2003,at 11:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone had any experience with using FSJ doors (the bottom part,obviously!)on a
M715?I examined both of mine (FSJ and M715)and it looks like the mounting points for
the military style window are still there (and used)on the FSJ doors.The FSJ door doesn't
have that oh-so-handy access hole on the front,tho.And yes,I know the latch hardware is
different,but that can be swapped easily.
The window crank mech.is the same as the civilian version and looks like it would be a
cinch to install the M715 style window and assorted hardware.
My original door is cracked (the usual spot)and I have plenty of FSJ doors to experiment
with.I was wondering if anyone else had ventured down this road B4.If not,I'll try and
document most of it for everyone here.
TIA
Ethan (in Colorado!)
SUBJECT>Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19560 19565 19566 19575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any suggestions as to what to replace the rubber protectant around the tailgate chains?
SUBJECT>hook and latch on battery door POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Anybody have a hook and latch set (1 pair)for the battery box they're interested in
selling?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>Mark EMAIL>wilkins55@msn.com.DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 6:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bike inter tube
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ doors POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>m715@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 12:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19557 NEXT>19564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ethan,
Came across the complete inner door shell for both sides,this is just the inner door shell
with out the inside door panel or outer skin.If you need just the bottom they could be
sawn in 1/2 and shipped easily UPS.These are New Old Stock.Not sure,but will check
the size to see if they might go UPS before cutting.otherwise probably will have to
freight.
Let me know if this might be what you are looking for.Did you receive the axles yet.
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:NOS M715 hood POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>m715@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 12:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19483 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have the M715 hood NOS,if you are looking for a one for restoration-$165,
otherwize the FJ hoods sound like the way to go.Has to be picked up as tough item to
ship.Container with the hoods and NOS front axle assemblies will ship to Iowa next
week.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>HAMMER
EMAIL>OWENABG@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 1:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19547 NEXT>19568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm all for a state list as well,I read the postings almost daily but rarely have information
to pass on.I think listings would make get togethers and parts swaps easier.I am in Gree
Bay,Wisconsin -68 m715 with winch.Could the information be connected to the
members gallery requiring the membership password to enterand access info.?
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ doors POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19561
NEXT>19592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got more FSJ doors than I know what to do with,so I can afford to hack into one and
see if it'll work.Otherwise,I'll have to learn MIG welding.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mark was right on with his answer.Did you see that AB Linn has NOS straps on ebay?
Left and right hand sides were different.Go figure.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19558 NEXT>19574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On M105 trailers and the beds of military trucks(2.5 ton,5 ton etc.)They have canvas
sleaves that slip over the chains.These keep them from rattling and are also green to
match the original color of the truck.Several companies make these for older civilian
pickups too.GSanders
SUBJECT>Parts Source List POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just thought of this.Is there any way that we can compile a parts source list that would
be categorized by state or region.We could include the big companies(AB Linn,
Antelope Valley,etc.)and the smaller unknown ones and even other enthusiasts who are
always selling items.The list should be compiled through members posts.
Or do we already have this?
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19563 NEXT>19576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's a good idea,but who's going to do it?Our prez,Brute Force,seems to be off
line these days.PerkM715
SUBJECT>fiberglass top on ebay POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was just on ebay and saw a top for sale #2407971968 it was $275 and 2 days left hope
this helps someone looking for a top
SUBJECT>THANKS MUDCLOD POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I WENT ON EBAY TODAY AND FOUND THE TAILIGHTS I WAS LOOKING FOR
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP STILL LOOKING FOR FRONT LIGHTS
SUBJECT>M715 Gathering/FE POSTER>Paul Brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19593 19594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In just a few days,some of us will be getting together at Tuttle Creek Off-Road
Park,
outside of Manhattan Kansas for some wheelin and good times.Here's the plan:
Several of us will be arriving on Friday,March 28th,and the rest on Saturday.We plan to
meet in the parking lot of the Tuttle Creek Off-Road park between 9-10:00 AM.Bring a
lunch.After checking out trucks and wheelin,we will meet back in Manattan for dinner,
then possibily retire to one of the expected campfires.All 4-wheel drive types are
welcome!!!!This is not an offical event sponsered by this site or any group or individual,
just a bunch of people getting together with commom interests.
Hope to see everyone there.As always,let me know if anyone needs directions or has any
questions.I can be reached via e-mail or at 918-605-5566 anytime.I will also have this
phone with me next weekend.
Attn:Steve.Let's try to make reservations for the Satruday dinner when we arrive on
Friday.I think I will be leaving Tulsa around 9:00AM on Friday.
Everyone have a safe trip,see you there!!!!
Paul
P.S.Just for a finial head count,either post here on the site or e-mail me if you plan to
attend and with how many.PB
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckle lubricant POSTER>krob725
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19556 NEXT>19578 19611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
here we go again.......
SUBJECT>oil pressure problem POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23 March
2003,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19580 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Recently I have put my m715 back together and I am having problems getting oil pressure
on my 230 tornado.I have traced the problem back to the oil pump.There is nothing
wrong with the external oil pump,but I am not sure If I have the pump primed properly.
If anyone knows the way to properly prime the oil pump,please post it.
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19566
NEXT>19754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds pretty simple to make,too.Good idea.My wife bought a heavy duty sewing
machine a few years back.I knew there was a reason I made sure it could sew canvas!
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Mark.Bike tube is cheep..SUBJECT>Perk what about POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19568 NEXT>19600 19613
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer since he has'nt been out to see Katie lately.Backed up testosderone and all.He
should have it typed out in about 45 seconds.Could'nt pass that one up.Will in(the back
side of hell)Alabama
SUBJECT>Pontiac 400 POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com DATE>Sunday,23
March 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19585
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any info on this engine going into a M715 as a swap.
Will it make a good engine.The engine is from a 67'Catilina.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckle lubricant POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh?Is this another can of worms,kinda like what tire pressure should I run at whe
wheelin'???
SUBJECT>sort of POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 5:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19567 NEXT>19601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There is a sort of parts source in the members section.When I get back I will volunteer
my compilation skills.As some of you know,I only work seasonally,summer not being
one of them.
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure problem POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 5:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19573 NEXT>19582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
If I remember right,the oil pump has the drive gear attached to it,rather than attached to
the distributor so you won't be able to prime it with a drill motor.Your best bet would be
to fill a tank with motor oil and pressurize the tank to 45lbs or so.You'd need a hose,
connecting the tank to an oil port,maybe the oil pressure sender hole and pump the oil i
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there while turning the engine over a few revolutions.
On the other hand,if you used enough assembly lube,you'd probably be ok just firing it
up without a prime.I can't imagine the factory prelubed the engines on the assembly line.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:steering knuckle lubricant POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19556.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana says to use SAE 140 gear oil,the military manuals say to use grease.Personally,I
use the gear oil.Some people use a mixture of gear oil and grease,which is probably the
best compromise between adequate lubrication and reduced leakage.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure problem POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19580
NEXT>19640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or packing the oil pump with petroleum jelly so that it starts sucking oil when the engine
is started.
BUT if there is any oil pressure,the oil pump has probably already started to move oil.
Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Seating options,suggestions please POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buddy Brian is wanting to get set on some seats for his truck.The stock seats are long
gone and he's currently got a crappy toyota truck seat strapped in.He was going to use
some Beard seats he had laying around but they just got "acquisitioned"for his pals race
truck.Oh,and he wants seating for 3.
I suggested the duece seat or a civilian truck seat,he likes both ideas but he needs to be
able to use the PTO shifter in the stock location (it can be relocated forward if necessary I
suppose).
What works?What's it take to put in the duece seats?
All suggestions are welcome.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Boards,Reading Posts POSTER>Dave EMAIL>david053164@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Everyone-
I have a couple of questions:
(1)Why is there still a Member's Board?Every time I go there,there are "No New
Messages",and has been that way since January 2001.Am I missing something?Is there
a second board I don't know about?And why was there a separate board in the first place?
I'm not trying to be antagonistic,just wondering...
(2)Why does it take so long to get back to the main board listing after reading a posting,
then trying to go back?Is it my computer?If it's that the whole thing has to be loaded,is.there a way that it could
be shortened?Possibly section off pieces by year or half-year?
I'm not Joe Computer,so maybe that's not the way...
Please post what you think,or answer any of my questions.Thanks,in advance,for any
info!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 400 POSTER>jeeperguy EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19577
NEXT>19595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too am thinking about pontiac power in my 715.I have a mild 69 400 in a willys
pickup.It runs very strong,these engines make loads of torque!!!As long as you keep the
revs below 5500 rpm they last a long time.I fabbed a crossmember from 2"square tubing
in a u-shape to fit the engine first then fit that between the rails on the willys.I think on
the 715 I'll adapt to the frame/engine mount tabs that are there.On my 69 model engine
the rubber mounts have only one bolt pointing down to the frame at a 45 degree angle.IT
shouldn't be too hard to fab a small adapter to hook to the frame.I think your engine has
this same mount design.hope this info helps and if you have any other questions email or
post here,,,good luck and keep us posted !!
SUBJECT>Re:Boards,Reading Posts POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
On the main message board it says something to the effect of "personalize display".From
there you can change whether you want the results to be "several eons"or several other
choices.Change that to "one week"and you're set.
The member board has me perplexed too.Probably some method to regulate problematic
posters/spammers.Luckily this board seems to be pretty self regulated thusfar with only
posts from folks with a firm interest in the hobby.
Chris
SUBJECT>Dana 300 Transfer case POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>19588 19589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I was planning to put a Dana 300 transfer case would this be strong enough?I'm going to
change the gear ratio 4:1 and change a heavy duty tailshaft(JB conversion).This is going
to a 454 engine and 700r4 transmission.Would be the 205 trasfer or atlas transfer case
better?Thank you.TOM
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 Transfer case POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tom,
We use a lot of Dana 300's in Jeep applications up to 33"tires and 6 cyclinders.Over 33's
or a V8 or with a lot of weight(M715's,surburbans,etc.)the 300 is a too light.The 205 is
a stronger t-case in every area,and will work well for our trucks.The 205 will hold up
well behind a 454/700R4 combo.You might also look at a Advanced Adapters AtlasII t-
case.Stronger than a 205,but not cheap.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 Transfer case POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19587 NEXT>19590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After owning many jeeps I can tell you the 300 is a stout "little"case but,it was also
desinged for a little jeep.With that in mind I would have to suggest the 205,major beef,
and can be found in slavage yards pretty cheap.the last one I scored was $150,I had to pull
it.I'm not sure about the atlas in a heavy vehicle,a freind has one in a rock crawler jeep
and he likes it but its a light vehicle once again,also atlas cases are expensive.Another
idea is to mate the front/low range half of a 203 case with a 205 and this would give you
beef,low=2to1 or double low=4to1 plus 1to1 high range.a company called off road design
makes the adapter and shifters hope this helps...
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 Transfer case POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>19589 NEXT>
19591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for all the input.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 Transfer case POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be sure to check out www.offroaddesign.com for loads of info on 205's and cool pic's also
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ doors POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19564
NEXT>19612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a door from a wagooner I plan to do the same thing with.I have already removed
the slanted vent peice but the project got set aside for now.I have no doubt that it will
work.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Gathering/FE POSTER>stevbronco
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like there will be five (vehicles)in my group,unfortunately only the one m-715.
Looks like I will be later on friday than I had wished,hopefully by 3:00!.Steve
SUBJECT>COME ON,COME ALL!!!!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
23 March 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19571 NEXT>19644
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would like to see any owner of a kaiser who is in the area try to make this trip!Fun for
all,modified,not so modified,ALL HOGGED OUT,dosent matter.Call your buddies
who may not monitor this site and invite them.Get out of the house this weekend and
meet some others and do some wheeling.
Steve
P.S.trucks do not haft to be licensed once inside the park,so feel free to trailer it if it
dosent have current tags.
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 400 POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at
8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I currently have a Pontiac 400 in my 715.I used a "Motor Plate"across the front of the
engine for the mount.It is hooked up to a SM 465 trans via a steel bellhousing that had to
be bored out a bit,as the 465 bearing retainer dia is larger that a stock pontiac (car)4
speed M21,M22,etc.The motor has great torque,as did the previous 455.I am using the
stock NP200 Tcase with a small jackshaft between it and the 2wd trans.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Seating options,suggestions please POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,23 March 2003,at 9:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19583 NEXT>19639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dunno where the stock PTO shifter is,but you could look at civilian FSJ bucket seating
that was in the later FSJ's.I've got power leather seats in mine.
SUBJECT>Hybrid Hand Throttle POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 12:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got tired of the 2X4 wedged between the seat and the gas pedal to idle up my 304 when
it's cold.There was an empty hole next to the choke knob so I figured "why not?"and
found a "T"handle for $3.It says "THROTTLE"but the cable was too short.Here's the
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best part...I bolted a shift lever from an old mountain bike to the firewall,attached the
"T"handle to the lever,and ran the bike cable to the carb.It works better than I imagined.
The lever reduces the cable pull length by about 2:1 which is perfect for the linkage on
the Holley 4bbl.
SUBJECT>It's Alive POSTER>Ed J./KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 3:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>19643 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.May not sound like much to some but got 99%of my wiring strait and finally got to hear
my motor run.Talk about a boost to my morale.Might make the FE this weekend yet.
SUBJECT>trans noise POSTER>jack mcdevitt EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went for my first long drive in the m715,about 84 mls.the trans made so much noise i
think i'm going to need a hearing aid.the noise seems to be constant except when letting
off the gas,i can't tell if it's the trans or the transfer case?(high pitched whining noise)
any sugestions would be great.thanks jack i live in southern ny,also the truck has about
39000 mls
SUBJECT>Just type it once POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19576 NEXT>19615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This seems like a good idea to me.
mudclod
SUBJECT>I thought you left...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19579 NEXT>19619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,I thought you had to go to work?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19547 NEXT>19663 19734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I guess the best start to all of this is for everyone to add their state to their name listing at
the front of each post like drsmith suggeted,I added mine to see if it works ...it will help
for sure anyone else game????
SUBJECT>Can't seem to get it right POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19606 19608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I replaced the pinion bearings in my rear Sat.I still have bad vibes,noise,etc.My
"new"t-case seems to be as loud as the original.Sometimes it is quiet,sometimes it
seems as if my head will explode,just LOUD gear noise.I think one of my next moves
will be to replace the tube on rear drive shaft,it is still original.Then,maybe bearings i
t-case.Any suggestions?For those not bored enough to read all my messages,I have SBC
350-400-np205 divorced.
One thing that did work!!I put one leave back in on the rear,with a one inch lift block,
and then a two inch block and then a overload spring.The overload hits after the springs
compress about two inches.It worked great!The chain on my pto winch no longer hits.drive shaft.It is good to see
something work like it should.
Oh well...must go to work.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19508 NEXT>
19625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't sweat it...I like things more challenging than that.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Can't seem to get it right POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19603 NEXT>
19617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,Brian had the same problem after he put a 205 in his.Remember,it was too much
angle on the Ujoint at the T-Case.You may need to put a CV style joint there.
SUBJECT>trans noise POSTER>jack mcdevitt EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went for my first long drive in the m715,about 84 mls.the trans made so much noise i
think i'm going to need a hearing aid.the noise seems to be constant except when letting
off the gas,i can't tell if it's the trans or the transfer case?(high pitched whining noise)
any sugestions would be great.thanks jack i live in southern ny,also the truck has about
39000 mls
SUBJECT>Re:Can't seem to get it right POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19603 NEXT>19655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it sounds like the driveline angle.Check the angle and get back to me.Most likley a
CV type of joint may solve your problem.before you do that however,are you sure the u-
joints are good?What yoke did you install on the 70?Also check the motor mounts and
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tranny mounts.I think it's driveline angle though.
Paul
SUBJECT>Almost Ready to Drag Again...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>19652
19654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last week was spent gathering parts for a hydraulic stripping and shaft drive front winch
reconversion.I scored a 2 1/2 ton PTO last week for cheap with a bent shifting shaft.after
some time infront of the lathe I made a new one,then ground the six detent notches back
into it.The 2 1/2 ton PTO's are pretty slick,they have a low range,high range,and a
reverse...with a neutral between gears.My original plan was to run a shaft up to the front.of the BBC,put a bearing
hanger there,then go to a four bolt flanged bearing housing on
the front crossmember and mount the chain drive on the front side with a pillow block on
the other side of that so that 'final'drive would be between two bearings.What changed,
for the better (I so lucked out),was that the 2 1/2 ton PTO has the drive about 4-5"higher
than the normal style PTO's with a drop as they come off the tranny.That increase i
height allows a single shaft to go straight from the PTO right to the four bolt flanged
housing without the need for a hanger inbetween.I did put a slip yoke in the shaft so that
the assembly can move with the engine torque and not put undo stress on the drive.The
driveshaft is solid 1"round stock about 31"long then the slip yoke assembly,then the
Ujoint at the flange.I used a holesaw to cut holes through both sides of the front
crossmember and put the sproket in the same location as the hydraulic motor used ta was.
The biggest pain in the ass of the whole thing was that the big truck bell housing that was
used to mate the 3053A 2 1/2 ton tranny to chevy originally had heavy,cast in,mounting
pads on it that was,of course,directly in the way of the drivshaft.A borrowed DeWalt
sawzall and air grinder took off a hunk of cast iron about 2"x 2"by 8"long.Once that
thudded to the floor,life was good again,and the install continued.The only remaining
things to do are to have keyways cut into the shafts where the yokes and the drive
sprocket is located,and hook up linkage to the PTO.I lightened the spring pressure on the
detent ball for the shift shaft and should be able to cable shift the PTO.With the driver's
side front wheel jacked up so that the axle is about an inch from the bump stop,there's
about 3-4"of clearance between the steering links and the winch drive shaft.A gritty,
successful,weekend.
SUBJECT>Re:trans noise POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19607 NEXT>19616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Probably the T-case,Mr.McDevitt.My NP200 used to hit a certain pitch that was really
piercing.It's probably heating up too.A rebuild,cleaning of the scale off the gears and
some good oil should fix you up if you plan to keep the 200.
SUBJECT>AERO...Email me POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ doors POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19592
NEXT>19650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This swap does indeed work.It seems to me that I had to swap the window regulator from
the 715,but I can't remember why.The FSJ one may have been broken.Also,the 715
window will hit the lock cylider linkage,so you have to remove it.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:715 in auction POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19518.NEXT>19647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I got one of those funny front mounted distributors in my '90 mustang.It also has
this nautilus shell looking thing that makes a lot of noise.I think that front distributor has
to be for racing,cause this thing is some kind of fast.
All is not lost for me though.My 715 has the distributor in the rear.Those damn plug
wires are on there for a while.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Time is Near...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19600 NEXT>19656 19658
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,I'll be seeing her shortly.Not time enough for you to get this list together though
and take advantage of my pent up speed typing ablilities...sorry.
Spicergear;located not in some country music lovin'rebel state,but in Camp Hill,South
Central PA.
SUBJECT>Re:trans noise POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19610
NEXT>19620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Does the 205 swap get rid of all the noise?My first plan was a good stereo,but i can get a
205 cheap so maybe i'll do that instead.
Daniel
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SUBJECT>Re:Can't seem to get it right POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19606 NEXT>19623
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true,I did have that trouble.You need to either have a CV in the front or rear seeing
as how the angle is so severe on one or the other.That's a reason that they had the 200
divorced (so they could level it with the frame).What I did was get one of those $12
magnetic angle gauges and stick it to my yokes.I noted the angles and made it -1 on the
205 and +1 on my 70.I got it to run smooth with no front driveshaft,then I just added
lockouts.Now the rear driveshaft is correct,but the front needs a CV.I don't want to put
in a CV seeing as how they are high dollar,so I just run the lockouts when I'm on the
road.
Wayne,if you need any more help-just ask.I can probably set you straight.
-b.
SUBJECT>Re:www.usbody.com POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19499 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If anyone is interested-I've got a 715 hood in good shape that I'll GIVE away if anyone
wants to drive to Memphis to get it.
-B.
SUBJECT>I do,#$!@&brake trouble POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
March 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19601 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DSPO routed all the brake lines through a pressure gauge for some reason,which has
developed a crack and is leaking.Bleeding the brakes in about 10min and then I'm off.
SUBJECT>Re:trans noise POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a definate distinction between the whine of the NP200 and the light whine of
the my overdrive.The jet type gear whine is gone.Now I only have the noise from
overdrive,boggers,and 2.5"glass packs to soothe my shattered nerves.
SUBJECT>m715 on ebay POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just saw this one on ebay #2407977210 seems to be all stock might be good deal for
someone looking.....
SUBJECT>SPACER BETWEEN BELLHOUSING AND TRANNY POSTER>BRETT
HUSTON EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,
at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19624 19635 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HI EVERYONE.I'M RESTORING A 1967 M715.MY QUESTION IS:MEMPHIS
CAT.SHOWS A SPACER BETWEEN THE BELL HOUSING AND THE TRANNY
(T98A I THINK.MY TRUCK ONLY HAD A THIN GASKET BETWEEN THE BELL
AND TRANNY,IS THAT CORRECT?OR DO I NEED THE SPACER?AND IF I DO
DOES ANYONE HAVE AN EXTRA TO SELL TO ME?I HOPE SOMEONE CAN
HELP ME WITH THIS QUESTION.BRETT HUSTON (724)336-4122 HOME PHONE
SUBJECT>Re:CV joints POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19617
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I recall reading somewhere (maybe here)that mid '60s to mid '70s Cadillacs had CV
joints from the factory.If that's true,junkyards might be a good source for relatively
inexpensive ones.They should be capable of taking some pretty high torque since those
big Caddy engines were torque monsters.
Regards,
Christopher Land.Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:SPACER BETWEEN BELLHOUSING AND TRANNY
POSTER>Robert/CA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Brett,I see what your are talking about in the parts catalog.Don't know what that's
about.In my stock truck the T98A just bolts directly to the bell housing,no spacer.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
March 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19605 NEXT>19626
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What state do you live in?Just curious.Would like to see some one do the state by state
owners list.Do you know of any recent estimates of how many of these trucks are still on
the road?When I purchased my first one out of tennesse they had licensed it as a station
wagon,HA.Apparently the lady got frustrated with the computer refusing the serial #due
to the difference between it and the VIN of a typical vehicle so she just used the Vin #
from a salvaged vehicle which happened to be a mid 70s ford station wagon.Needless to
say the DOT here in Iowa would not allow that so now she is titled correctly now,only
took three trips to thier office to get it right.Even if a guy could access the DOTs system
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there is probably so many different ways that they are titled that it would be impossible to
see how many are currently registered.
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19625 NEXT>
19628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree that it would pretty much be impossible to estimate how many are on the road.
I'm in South Central PA,originally from New York,another non rebel state.:]
SUBJECT>tires?POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>WebsterNorm@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>545
NEXT>19629 19633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought my first m715 last week.So I am new to this stuff.I need to know what you
guys are running for wheels and Tires.I have heard that you shouldn't run tubes with
tubeless tires and am wondering if any of you are having problems with excess heat
blowing tubes.This is not an every day driver.Should I keep stock wheels and run
tubeless tires with tubes or should I buy new wheels?
SUBJECT>Re:Recent GSA Auction POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
March 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19626 NEXT>19685
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was reading your other post....DO you have a 2 1/2 ton trans in your 715?or do you.have a 2 1/2 ton truck?
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19627 NEXT>19634 19664 19756
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running stock type tubes in 37x 13x 16 Boggers on stock rims and have had no
problems and they work great.Diamond wheel also has made a bunch of wheels for some
guys on the site.It seems like the prices range in the area of of $130 to $170 per plus
ship...which is a very good price compared to some other wheel manufacturers,then you
could run a tubeless whatever on it.Guys are running 38x11 Boggers and 38x 13
Swampers on stock rims.Plus Michelin XLT 11.00 -16's...etc.You've got plenty of
choices.
SUBJECT>Cracked block?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took off my 350's heads and antifreeze poured out of the bolt holes.I had already
drained it.Is this normal?It did it on every outside hole.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Cracked block?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19630 NEXT>19632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Let me take a guess...you drained it out of the lower hose from the water pump?Unless
you drained the block from the drain plugs located just above the panrail on either side of
the motor,you will still have water as high as the waterpump outlet...about 25mm higher
than the lower water pump attachment bolts.The bolt holes thread into the water jacket.
Physically the block is most likely alright...mentally,you may not be as lucky.
Spicer "not in a rebel state"Gear
SUBJECT>Spicer hates The South POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19631 NEXT>19636
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Spicergear,
I've noticed (from your last few posts)that you feel that you're lucky to not be included i
the region known as "the south".Is this due to the fact that the majority of southerners
support President Bush's actions of late and the ensuing war?
Or are you proud to not be from the south since shooting a neighbor's dog is considered "a
hoot"and you'd like to distance yourself from such actions?
Please explain,.Brian Sisson,Esq.
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19627 NEXT>19649 19651 19683 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just run radial tubes in the tires.You need RADIAL tubes they are heavier/thicker and
will hold up fine.I have put many miles on mine and run at highway speeds for an hour +
a few times as well.I know of a place to get 315/75/16 (35-12.50's)name brand "new"
radial agressive tread tires for around $100 shipped to your door.Let me know if you're
interested.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 2:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tubeless is fine,but if they are RADIAL tubeless you really need radial tubes unless
you're running it on trails only.The heat generated by radials against the bias ply type
tubes will cause trouble.Doug.
SUBJECT>Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19622 NEXT>19637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a friendly note to let you know that the caps lock in terms of "on line"use is like
screaming.This was pointed out to me by a guy on another page long ago and he was a
real jerk about it.So just a friendly heads-up that someday someone may try to ream you
a new one for it!No one here would do that though right guys??!!Happy Jeeping,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer hates The South POSTER>Doug "changes his user name
repeatedly"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,
at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19632 NEXT>19667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If shootin'your neighbors dog and calling it a hoot is southern then some people I know
here would consider coastal Maine south of the Mason Dixon line!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19635 NEXT>19638
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug "bulletin board etiquette advisor"Foster
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19637 NEXT>19642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well...just thought I'd let him know!I got drilled a new @sshole one time from some.JERK on another page for
capitalizing like half of my subject line.AND I was trying to
be "yelling".Some people have no life.Doug "all knowing leader of the bonehead
wingnuts --special edition--"Foster.
SUBJECT>Re:Seating options,suggestions please POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shifter is sorta beside your right leg,just in front of the seat,between the battery box
and seat.One of these days we'll go out to Scotty's and see what's there.But right now
he's leaning towards the truck bench seat.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure problem POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
March 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19582 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks mike
SUBJECT>Needing some M715 parts/Illinois POSTER>Ben/Illinois
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19662 19690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.I posted a want ad on the Wanted page with a list of parts I'm needing for my 2
M715's.Can anybody help or know someone that can.Is there anyone around me???I live
in Illinois really close to St.Louis MO.I think Brian S.can help me out with a couple of
them(Thanks Brian!)
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19638
NEXT>19645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That Spacer is most likley a water tight seal.Go ahead and bolt it togeather with out it.
YOU DONT NEED IT.Oh my god did i just yell!Excuse me!!!!SSSSSSSOOOOO
SORRYYYYYYY!!
SUBJECT>Re:It's Alive POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19598
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep working dont give up and lets go play!!
SUBJECT>Re:COME ON,COME ALL!!!!POSTER>beafire Ks
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19594 NEXT>19648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be coming in my truck.It will be the first road trip,After my engine up-grade.I
look forward to seeing if this Holley truck carb can handle the hills!
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 March.2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19642
NEXT>19646
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
exuse me,i was trying to take a nap and you guys were typing so loud you woke me up.
so please hold it down,...thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24 March
2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19645 NEXT>19657
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for info only:the last post was not by "Doug "changes his user name repeatedly"Foster "
but by $%^&(the jeepist formerly know as Doug Cook but had to change his name i
order not to be confused with the other Doug"changes his user name repeatedly"Foster).
SUBJECT>Re:715 in auction POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19614
NEXT>19668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tooka look at theat truck and it turns out that it was a nice little Ford 289.As for fast it
might be the ticket but a small block chevy like the wet stuff a little better.The wires in
the rear are a pain in the ass but as a plus it keeps the kids from playing them.
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SUBJECT>Re:COME ON,COME ALL!!!!POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great!!!Can't wait to see your truck.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19633
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At that price,I'm interested.Is it a regular sale type thing,or is this a special one-time
deal?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ doors POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19612
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to know that it will work.Thanks.Bummer that the lock cylinder will hit the
window.Oh well.Maybe I'll have to have remote power locks.That'll solve THAT
problem (until the battery dies and the locks don't work anymore!LOL!But hey,it's a
canvas SNAP ON top,right?
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>mike heater EMAIL>heatdog88@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19633.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in the tires too!
SUBJECT>Re:Almost Ready to Drag Again...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like fun!To me there is nothing like fabbing up something like that.The day I re-
did the suspension on the rear of mine,my brother-in-law wanted to go 4-wheeling.I
think I enjoyed working on my truck than if I had went w/him.We need to get together
and have a winch-off.I pulled a 14X80 today,there was a new water line in the road
buried down to the axles.Had the front end up about a foot and a half.I'll try to get some
good pics up in a week.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Hybrid Hand Throttle POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19597
NEXT>19661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good idea
SUBJECT>Re:Almost Ready to Drag Again...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19609 NEXT>19671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
excellent spiceman!!
SUBJECT>Re:Can't seem to get it right POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19608 NEXT>19660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,I never thought of that.I took the back off my top,kind of like a window,anyway,
the noise was seeming to come from the rear,I was wondering the chance of it being the
bearings in the rear.Since the pinion bearings were bad,I was wondering the chance of it
being the the other bearings.They looked fine,couldn't see pitting or anything obvious.It
is not constant,and I think it gets louder the longer I drive.Now I know,it should be
somewhat obvious wether or not it is louder when I start out than later,I don't know if it
is my imagination,nerves,or what.Would it change if it is the driveline angle?On the
other questions,the u-joint on the t-case is new,like two weeks new.The rear has a
couple tho miles,still tight.I used the yokes on the np205,out of a Dodge,uses inside
keepers,so I bought the joints with different caps on the different sides.I don't know
what the angle finder is.What type of place do you get them,parts house,welders
supply???Thanks for all the help,I can't stand this not being right,especially driving it
daily,like today,about 75 miles.I have read a lot of articles about drive line angle,never
thought I would have this problem in a long wheel base truck.I still don't have the lock
out replaced on the one front wheel,but the noise doesn't seem to be coming from the
front,but the front input seal started to leak after I put it in,it had been dry when I got it.
Also,since I have you all here (ha ha)what can I put on the speedo out put,I have.nothing on it,will it leak if I
don't put something on it?and is there some way to hook my
speedo to it?I would like to have it working again too.It is not my highest priority.
Thanx Again!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Time is Near...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But the weather here has been BEAUTIFUL!!Took the back out of my cab today.
Sunshine,high 60's.Cut my grass yesterday.Are you yanks still shovelin snow?
mudclod,from the south
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19646
NEXT>19669 19733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to beat a dead dog BUT I sometimes read this list WITHOUT my glasses.It's nice not
to have to squint.Will
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SUBJECT>Re:Time is Near...POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19615 NEXT>19674 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am going to let that one go.Good luck Katie
SUBJECT>Re:I'm am an owner POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too am a "newbie"compared to most of these guys ,got mine in October haven't been
able to work on it much yet due to wyoming weather,Congrats on an awsome rare
truck,where are you located??
SUBJECT>Re:Can't seem to get it right POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19655 NEXT>19665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Angle gauges can be had at most hardwear stores try to get the type with a round
magnetic end on it these will fit right on the u-joint cap,hope this helps ,also about the
speedo if there is a speedometer shop in your area they can build a custom cable ,some
napa stores have knowlegable people and can help find oddball cables and adapters.if you
just need to cap the output check fitment of say a pepsi bottle cap or similar,with a small
amount of silicone should seal it until you can cable it,there really is no pressure of fluid
there...
SUBJECT>Re:Hybrid Hand Throttle POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I hope so.If the plastic bike parts don't hold up I'll just
make a metal lever and use a
generic throttle cable from Napa.Same set-up,less character.
SUBJECT>Re:Needing some M715 parts/Illinois POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19641 NEXT>19666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check on ebay saw fiberglass top item #2407971968 only had afew days left might be
what you want,also check there in parts with m715 in search window for other pieces for
m715's good luck also go to the top of this page and click "Online Manuals"at the bottom
of the manual list you'll see "parts"go there for other sources hope this helps and stay
with this sight always lots of help here
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the credit I hope it works well for all.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:tires?POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 March 2003,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19629
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may have gotten lucky,but a local tire shop had five 16.5"X 9"rims that he thought
were from an old Dodge but wasn't sure.The bolt pattern and center were right but I had
to have the holes reamed out about 1/16"to fit over the larger lugs.I payed $75 per rim +
$10 each for machining.If you're near a place that deals in used wheels and has a large
stock on hand you might luck out.I'm running 36-12.50-16.5 Wrangler RT II HMMWV
tires and they took a curb sideways at 30 MPH without losing the bead.(It's very icy in
Fairbanks Alaska.)They were $50 each;used with a little better than half tread left.($224
each new)
SUBJECT>Speedo fix POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19660 NEXT>19735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wayne,
About your speedometer:I had the same problem you got now and looked into it about a
month ago.I found a place that made custom ratio adapters that would fit the 205.They
wanted $75 for the adapter.I opted not to get one then.I have my speedo connected to the
205 as it was to the 200 and it gives me a very rough estimate of my speed.Actually,it's
useless.
It won't leak if you leave it uncorked,but it will get mud in it and bog up.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Needing some M715 parts/Illinois POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19662 NEXT>19687.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
When you get one of those murfs running you and me and Wayne in Hot Springs should
plan a mini-mud trip.I think there's a guy in north-east Arkansas who posts here,but I
don't know him.
My estranged older sister lives in St.Louis doing genetic engineering.If you see her,tell
her Howdy for me.You'll know her as the hippie protesting the war.
-B.
SUBJECT>No,Not Really...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19636 NEXT>19672 19673
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's just fun to razz every once in a while.I suppose it's a way of venting frustration from
not having any decent GSA Auctions in the northern area.I'm not really fond of the
humidity either.Hats off to the dog shooting thing.I'm a dog owner,pure Rotty named
Magnum (she's Maggie for short)and my dad and I have each shot dogs trying to run the
animals at the farm.One was a police,German Sheppard...dropped like a stone!We don't
aim to mame or give a warning shot.
Better?
SUBJECT>Re:715 in auction POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19647
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always liked the idea of the cap and wires arcing as close to the fuel as possible.The
again,GM wants us to have to pull the damn distributor to swap motor mounts.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>YO WILL POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19657 NEXT>19785 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Buy a spare set...quit yer bitchin'.:D
SUBJECT>Electronic Distributor POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>19728
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi!Ive been on this message board before.Nearly sold my Grand Wagoneer and bought
an M715 for $500 from a good friend,but due to how much money Ive put into my Grand
Wagoneer,I would lose my @$$on selling it.I just cant afford two FSJ's.
Anyways,down to business.My friend,the guy who was going to sell me the said $500.M715 is having trouble with his
distributor.He has been on the search for a good
distributor.I personally have an electronic distributor in my Grand Wagoneer and LOVE
IT!!Unfortunately,his search has been cut short by his duty to serve our country(god
bless his soul).He has asked me to find him a new distributor.I hope to do him one better
and get him an electronic distributor.Is there anybody or any company out there that sells
waterproof electronic distributors for M715's?If they do sell them,but theyre not
waterproof,what would it take to make it waterproof?
Your help is greatly appreciated,and I thank you in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Almost Ready to Drag Again...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19654 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!I'm still telling myself that it's a labor of love.My new PTO for the NP205
should be here any day now so I can do the rear winch drive now too!Mine probably
won't pull the front wheels,seein's how it mounted under the bed,but she should
definatly have some moxy.
SUBJECT>Spicer/PA-Rebel at heart POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19667 NEXT>19675
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think we all see through your attempts to fit in.
Don't you want to change your user name?Everyone's doing it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19667
NEXT>19677 19678 19680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful there boys.Where I come from (also a GREAT song by AJ ),we'd be much more
inclined to shoot the guy who kicks a dog,even his own.Everybody knows you just don't
mess with somebody's dog.
I must be from the really deep and old south.As for my redneck status,I'm in good shape
on two counts.One,I own more than one american v-8 four wheel drive.Two,I own two
hot rod v-8s in addition to the trucks.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Time is Near...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19658 NEXT>19689 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks...um,twice I think.Yeah,Katie is a great girl!
The snow is finally melted and we got like 3/4"(19.05mm B-)of rain and it's flooded a.bunch of stuff.I live near a
big creek and the water made it into the parking lot.Some
roads are still closed.Today,partly sunny,60's,low humidity,and I'm on the 'Busa!
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer/PA-Rebel at heart POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19672 NEXT>
19679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll give you that...it was a pretty weak attempt.I'll change it sometime.
Didn't drain the block,did you?
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SUBJECT>mowed the pasture,found another truck...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
springs here,time to go wheeling!After a long winter of diagnostic constipation Betsy
mk vi is ready to roll.New coil,new dist.cap,new spark plug wires,new electric fuel
pump and much cursing and waiting.man am i ever ready to roll.havent taken her over
the mountain to tellico yet,hope this weekend.theres a jeep jambo up there this w/end
any one going?also memorial day w/end is the fsj run,hope to see some 715 type folks
there.Seems like everyones meeting at Crawfords camp which is fairly new but has a
garage w/tools,a mini rock garden,a log pit and a mud bog right in camp.Plus theyre
great folks with gear oil in their veins.as always though,if you dont wanna pay to camp
and have an m715 you can camp at our place.Trout stream,private trails (kinda short,but
hey were 8 miles from the real thing)and guided tours to the beer store.jc
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>Doug "from way north of the border"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,if someone kicked my dogs I'd but a boot in thier ass so fast...and AJ is probably
my all time hero,and I'm from the north...
SUBJECT>Oh Come On?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19673 NEXT>19736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you had a supplemental livelyhood of animals and there was some heathan running
them when they're only a couple of weeks from lambing,or has killed another pet,or has
attacked and injured one of the stock so a vet needs to be called in because 'blue coat'
won't cut it.So you're saying that doesn't constitute bumping the offender off?I love my
dog and realize that those are someone's 'pet,'but still won't think twice when some
dipsh!t neighbor grabs dogs from the pound to save them,puts them on a chain outside
and does nothing else with them.You can bet AJ's lyrics would change if he'd be in a
pasture and get attacked by a German Shepherd or a Chow.While he's screaming in pai
I'll make sure to say,"bad dog...don't eat Mr.Jackson...bad,(in background:AHH!GET
IT OFF ME!!HELP!!DON'T JUST TALK TO IT!!!)bad dog...go away...shoo...scat,bad.puppy...no more treats for you."
So in a nutshell,I'm not going to entirely agree with your post...but,we all are entirely
entitled to our opinions,so..oh well.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer/PA-Rebel at heart POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19675 NEXT>19682
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgiven.
Yep,you were all right.I didn't even see them there plugs until you directed me to look
there.I guess it didn't matter,but it scared me for a second.I take my 4-bolt in this
morning to get it magged,vatted,freeze plugged,cam bearinged,bored .40 over,and
honed.Am I expected to get the old freeze plugs out?I tried,but there must be a trick to
it.I called everyone in the yellow book to get prices,then drove by my top 3 sites to see
which shop had the friendliest staff,cleanest shop,most knowledgeable staff,etc.The
one I picked is going to cost about $210 for it all.He said it would take about a week.He
said $150 a head too if I want that done.I'm going to have to REALLY put it to the old
lady before she gives me that type of dough.
When do you start on your Hemi build?e-mail me with the details of that deal.I'm
awfully curious.Also,when's the wedding?I'm getting antsy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19673 NEXT>19681
19726 19779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cried like a little bitch with a skint knee when my black lab got hit by an 18 wheeler 2
years ago.She had been with me for 14 years and I loved her like a family member.
On the other hand my dope-dealing,redneck neighbor's pitt bulls have killed 2 of my
sheep,attacked my wife,and saturday night attacked me....whilst I had a 12 gauge assault
shotgun.I told the dirtbag about a month ago that I was going to kill his dogs if they came
on my property again and his response was "shoot 'em in the head".For these reasons,
saturday night when I finally had oppertunity and cause to shoot the miserable sons of
bitches and was able to put the 130 pound bastard down I was happy.I thought my wife
would be happy,but you know how women are-"How come you can hit cans all day
long,but when 2 huge dogs attack you you can only hit one?"
Anyhow,I agree and back my good buddy Spicey.I think shepards are pretty dogs,but a
dog is like a person and some are just brought up bad.In light of his lamb inspired dog
killin'ways,I vote he be allowed to claim the south as his home.Will?Should we let
him?Wayne?You agree?
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19680 NEXT>19684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brian,you need some claymores..i think ablinns got em
buy one get two free this week.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer/PA-Rebel at heart POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19679 NEXT>
19738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They'll take out the freeze plugs,don't sweat it.$150/head sounds a little loud to me,but
he may be giving you a high estimate based on the condition of the block.
The guy has this old '34 Ford coupe that he hasn't touched since like 1970 and now wants
to re-hotrod it.It has a 354 Hemi,little brother to the famed '57-'58 392's and a bunch of
carbs on it.He asked what I'd charge and I told him not a cent.I'm hoping now the
weather warmed and the ground is getting firm again that he'll dig it out of the shed and
yank the motor for me.I tried,but he won't sell it to me.Darn it.
Heh,heh...exact date still pending,but it will happen.:)
SUBJECT>Re:You can check it out under "DougF's"pics,more...POSTER>TLCox
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>19633 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug:
Ditto on interest in these tires.Can ya tell me where ta go ???
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pardon my northern ignorance...is that claymore thing like a clay pigeon or 'skeet?'If it is,
Brian is a really good shot.OR,if you mean the M18 Claymore,a directional
fragmentation mine,that is 8-1/2 inches long,1-3/8 inches wide,3-1/4 inches high,and
weighs 3-1/2 pounds,then...um,that may be hard on the livestock.
SUBJECT>Yipper!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do indeed have a Dana/Spicer 3053A overdrive duece and a half tranny in my M715
behind a chevy 427 truck engine...um,and infront of a divorced NP205.I like it,and it
didn't cost an arm and a leg.Think I paid $375 from a 2 1/2 ton 'recycler.'It's big,but
actually fits nicely and with the stock,unmodified,tranny crossmember.
If you do a search on my name and 3053A you should find some pretty in depth posting
on the install.
SUBJECT>hey spicergear POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19691 19692.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a trans from a M-35 in your M-715 or do you have a M-35 you were talking
about?
SUBJECT>715's !&Hippies ?POSTER>Ben/Illinois
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19666 NEXT>19688 19693 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Brian that would be great!My '68 is almost ready to go but it could use some new
shoes-the old Buckshot Mudders aren't what they use to be!Your truck would run circles
around my stock truck/6cyl though......but it would still be a blast.I do have an extra
Dodge 440 sitting in the corner of the garage and I've been having thoughts?!?!I am
hoping to get some time off and come see your truck in person and see about those parts
you said you have.Your truck looks great...I am really impressed!As for your hippie
sister I'll be sure and say "Howdy"for ya!I think I've been seeing her around a lot
lately...and she has a bunch of her friends with her.I think Americans have some really
big issues right now.I was driving my 715 down the road yesterday with a flag flying in
the bed and I actually had a tree-hugger screaming at me and giving me the finger!I was
so shocked that I couldn't even react.I did want them to know that my brakes aren't the
best and the steering is pretty loose so they might want to keep there little VW's/rice
burners/crappy little turd boxes out of the 715's path(hint hint).But hey B,don't worry I'll
be sure to steer clear of your sis!-Ben
SUBJECT>The new guy POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19687 NEXT>19696
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
Thanks for the sarcasm,you know my truck doesn't run.Prick.
What's the story on you having 2 715's?Get them on BUY ONE-GET ONE FREE day?
Get a sweet deal at a GSA auction?Find them whilst mowing a field?It's quite a
conundrum for me.
I sure do wish you'd get that bumper and hood outta my shop.That crap's in my way.If I
(someday)make up with my estranged sister,I'll bring you that stuff,but don't hold your
breath.If you need any help,just ask the board.There's alot of guys here who kept their
trucks mostly stock,and an equal number who have altered them.As far as that Dodge
motor goes-I don't recall anyone with a 440,but anything's possible if you have time and
money.
I agree about America having issues,but then again-I don't fault them for speaking their
minds since it's one of the rights we have that make this country what it is.I just wish
more of them were better informed before they spouted off.
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Eat one,
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Time is Near...POSTER>Brian Sisson/Memphis
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19674 NEXT>19707
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
If you and the 'busa go down........I'll look after Katie for you.She can stay in the pool
house and I shall call her "Wife #2".
Remember last year when you were trying to sell your truck and no one made an offer or
even inquired about it?You wrote all that crap about it on that post and then at the
bottom put "You know you want it."and still no one wanted it?That makes me laugh
still.Is the German who wanted it Mikel?Or is that an American guy with a Germanic
name?
Just making conversation,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Needing some M715 parts/Illinois POSTER>wanger
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19641 NEXT>19698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry don't have any of the parts you need but I'm in the neighborhood (Freeburg Il.)If
you want to compare note let me know @mwangelin@aol.com.I have had my stock
M715 for alittle over a year,and learned a few do's and dont's,what to buy from who...
local sources as well.
SUBJECT>Possible 1 of 12 Doug/IA POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19686 NEXT>
19694 19727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I have an M35 trans in my M715.The trans is from behind a diesel engine and has
an overdrive because of the diesel's lower RPM availability.The tranny is a Dana/Spicer
3053A.The tranny behind gas 2 1/2 tons is a 3052 five speed w/o overdrive.I put a few
buck down on one a few weeks ago.It's rough though,but should do for what I'm
thinking...
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicergear POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19686 NEXT>19701
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,should have looked back to the other post one more time.What bell housing or
adaptors were neccesary?I have acess to some M-35 parts and think that the overdrive
would be nice.Plus anything thats just ridiculously over kill just kinda gets me going.Still
running stock axels or did you swipe the rockwells too?I have one stock truck now but
my intentions are to restore the outward appearences of the 726 and add a bargin buy 6.2
diesel (purchased from a wrecked vehicle)with a novak adaptor plus dana 44's w/3.08
gears from a wagoneer that have just been taking up space im my garage.I know the 6.2 is.not everyones favorite but
feel that it along with the 3.08 gears will make the truck more
drivable than the stock set-up.Gave $50 for the 44s and $250 for the 6.2 along with all
wiring,comp,and etc.The truck I currently drive is going to be turned into a bobbed short
wheelbase 4 link rear suspension trail only truck.Also have a mile marker 10,000lb
hydrualic on it now.Sorry to all the purist for cutting up the truck but after all it is mine
and of my four trucks it is the least desireable for a restoration project.I will save the box
and build my own shortened box so that it will not be ruined.
SUBJECT>Hippies and Target Practice POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19687 NEXT>
19695 19697 19739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ben,next time that happens pull you Browing High Power 9mm out,aim it at them
and yell to them,"DO YOU WANT ME TO FLICK MY FINGER AT YOU?!"The
follow them so they can't get you license plate.It'll scare the crap out of them too.I
LOVE my High Power,I highly recommend it.
SUBJECT>Re:Possible 1 of 12 Doug/IA POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19691 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To bad your in PA,there is an old farmer here that has 6 dueces
(all missing front axels)but most other parts present and he is very easy to get along with
and also very CHEAP!Half the time he just gives me the smaal parts I need if I remove
them.
SUBJECT>Re:Hippies and Target Practice POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
isn't funny how the people that are against the war seem to be the most
agressive,fingering people ,calling names,throwing bottles and rocks at the police and
illegally demonstrating.....ship them to france as far as I'm concerned!!!
SUBJECT>Re:The new guy POSTER>Ben EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
OOOPS!I thought your engine was just knockin'?I didn't know it was "DOA"!There was
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no pun intended...but you could still probably push your truck around quicker then mine.I
figured you were still driving it.I drove a knockin-ass 350 for almost a year for just 4-
wheelin.It wasn't pretty when it went though...but I had a BB waiting for the SB to
die.I'm trying to get a date set to let you know when I'm coming to get that stuff out of
your way!If nothing else,you can drive my other 715 if we go wheelin....it wants to go
too.I got my 1st 715 about 4 years ago.It's a '68 with around 30,000 on it.I bought it from
my brothers friend.He had put the Buckshot Mudders on it and bucket seats in it.He also.went thru the engine because
he had cam troubles.I bought it and took it to a local 4wd
truck pull and hooked up to a sled.It did a good job but didn't have the speed it needed to
carry it down the track.I didn't when but my truck is the only one that people still
remember seeing.I bought the '67 a month or two ago because it had a factory winch I
wanted and around 13,000 miles.I want to keep both(1-original &1-V8 Mudder)but I
don't think I can afford both...because I also mud race with a 78 Dodge 3/4 4x4 with a
440.
I don't have a problem with freedom of speech either..but when they start mouthing off
and showing disrespect/ignorance then thats when I have a problem and can't be held
responsible for my actions!:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Hippies and Target Practice POSTER>Be
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19693 NEXT>19699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicergear
Hmmm.I'll have to try that.But I guess I'll have to get me a Browning High Power first.
Do you think my Desert Eagle .50 cal will get the same response?:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Needing some M715 parts/Illinois POSTER>Be
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19690 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wanger,
That's great to know there's someone in the area.I go that way a lot to do 4-wheelin.Keep
in touch and we'll have to get together sometime.I actually live in Alton.I also have
another e-mail different from the one on file here.It's i4xfourfun@msn.com
Hope to talk to you soon.-Ben
ps Do you know of anyone close to us with parts?
SUBJECT>Re:Hippies and Target Practice POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19697 NEXT>19704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I prefer the STI variant of the good old 1911 in 40 cal...but don't believe the hippies
would know the difference between any of them...do however admire the genious of all
John M Browings creations.
SUBJECT>To all who asked about the cheap tires...link...POSTER>Doug "from way
north of the border"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19737 19744
LINKNAME>tires LINKURL>http://www.nebraskatire.com/lt_truck/lt_to.htm
For all the old-timers on the board you may remember this deal on tires.Mine are still
running strong,and you can see them in my pics on the members board.Here is the link.
When you call it is a co-op so they will answer the phone "Firth co-op"don't think you
have the wrong #!This is a GREAT price on basically new tires.(mine still had the little
"fuzzies"on them)Any questions feel free to post or email me..I did contact them about a bulk order and they were
happy to make a deal,but I never
pursued it too far??Doug.
http://www.nebraskatire.com/lt_truck/lt_to.htm
SUBJECT>Wait...What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19692 NEXT>19702 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dana 44 w/3.08's,6.2 oil burner,and 44's?Two words:KA BANG!
On my swap,I only had to do a little fab work.The M35 tranny doesn't have a rear
mount,so I made one to sit right on top of the stock angle iron mount on the factory
crossmember.I used the big yoke with the tranny too.Set that about 3/16"-1/4"(6mm
Brian)above the dip in the crossmember and you're set for tranny height.OH,I put two
small rubber blocks between the frame mount and the tranny mount.The correct
bellhousing is key.You need to find a medium duty,like eary 70's-80's Chevy truck.
These are the style trucks that have a big differenctial that looks like a 9"on 'roids.It's a
LOT bigger than a 14 or 70 axle.These trucks had 366 (6.0 liter)and 427 (7 liter)tall
deck big blocks in them with 13"clutch.They bell housing they have is typically a dual
pattern for the tranny mount.The one I got had a big tranny bolted into the bell with four
bolts,the M35 tranny has five bolts that bolt from the inside of the bellhousing into the
tranny case.The GM bellhousing has a plate that bolts to the 'homeplate'chevrolet bell
pattern and then to the big bellhousing.That adapts the tranny to Chevy V-8.I used the
neutral balance flywheel off the talldeck engine and the 13"clutch,a new 13"clutch.The
other item I need to make was a bushing from the input shaft on the M35 tranny to the
ball bearing pilot bearing in the center of the big flywheel.The tranny has an pilot area .
750"dia and the bearing is 1"ID,so I made the .125"thick bushing to take up that space.
You'll have to heat the shifter and put two bends in it so it clears the dash...no biggy.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
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March 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19701 NEXT>19705
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
44 diffs and 35"tires --sorry for the confusion...works out to 2000rpm at around
65mph....and if the 6.2 would ever go boom I would be allready setup to go to any of the
many chevy engines
SUBJECT>Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help my 230 motor skips from time to time [not every time I drive it ]just driveing dow
the road some times at different speeds.Changed fuel filter a couple of times [clean fuel
no trash ],put in new points,condencer what's next.Brandon
SUBJECT>Yo Ben POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19699 NEXT>19714 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
LOL!Yeah,I think that .50 would do just fine.I even changed around my shoulder
holster so that I can (you know...if ever had to under,of course,extreme situation)pull it
with my left hand and not have to take my right hand off the twist grip on my bike.:)
I'm a big surprise.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19702 NEXT>19706 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gotcha!Good deal...you'll probably have a BBC before Brian does.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19705 NEXT>19708
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad I allready sold my supercharged 6-71 detroit and with the 5spd allison.....would
have really given ya something to think about.
SUBJECT>Re:Time is Near...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19689 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Katie...would hurt you,and not in a way that you'd enjoy having it done.I didn't know
you were a Morman?Moron on the occasion..but not Morman.Oh,and if the 'Busa kills
me before next year,you don't get the motor.Take that.Eh,that didn't really bother me
that much,in a sense...we're all cut a little from the same cloth.We can appreciate what
someone else has built but would take the chances on our own to round up parts and build
it then fork over a big wad of green.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19706 NEXT>19709 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is that the V6-71 or the humongous inline 6?
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19708 NEXT>19710
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
V6 ....was pretty cute with the supercharger on it ...came out of the 75 chevy dump truck i
cut up for the parts to make my M35 into a dump truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19709 NEXT>19711 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Any chance I can swap you two spare rears for one front rear,M35 stuff??I'm grasping...I
know.
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
March 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19710 NEXT>19716
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you want a front and rear rockwell?if so no I dont have any fronts.But do do no
where there are several rear tandoms at...probably pretty cheap as he told me $300 for the
trucks missing the fronts and engine.
SUBJECT>Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>19715
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To anyone who missed our big discussion about 715's on TV:this friday night starts SCI-
FI's airing of it's Tremmors show.It's going to be stupid as hell,but from what I hear,the
star's vehicle is a modified 715.
I need someone to record it seeing as how I'm too cheap to buy the cable.Set your VCR-
8:30 p.m.
Thanks alot,
-B.
SUBJECT>Hydroboost on eBay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#2408396267 brand new and priced well.
SUBJECT>Sneaky Spicer!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19704
NEXT>19719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look out!I'll have to remember that!......if for some weird extreme reason that may
happen...as last resort of course!LOL (I don't think I could hit a bus next to me though if
I'm shooting with my left hand....but I'm sure just the sight of the gun will do just fine!
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19712
NEXT>19717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forced my wife to watch the movie with me just to see the truck...ha,its a wonder she
puts up with me..
SUBJECT>Re:Wait...What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll have another front soon as well as two rears.I
don't need the rears and would like to
find another front.I traded off my other front rockwell for some 715 parts to one of our
premier members.Just putting feelers out for another one.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19715 NEXT>
19718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is is going to be the same orange one as in Tremors III?Then can do better!I wanna see
boggers,diesel stacks and a 3 point hitch.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19717
NEXT>19720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and a 50 mouted on the top!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Sneaky Spicer!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah but with a Ramline clip and one in the pipe you'll get 16 chances to try.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19718 NEXT>19721
19731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the pics I saw it was pretty modified.The truck in III was almost as crappy as Ron's.
Like my new name?I realized Mark hates me and thought I should try to blend in and
escape him.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>Doug "trend starter"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19720 NEXT>19722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have I started a trend in changing user names or what?!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>jeepist doug /IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19721
NEXT>19723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
which doug are you?
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>Doug "trend starter"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19722 NEXT>19750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Geesh,I am THE Doug.Who else could I be?;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19703 NEXT>19730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
I'm not sure if this will help,but i had leaky carb gasket and one bad spark plug.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:mowed the pasture,found another truck...POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a buddy taking his new Rubicon to the JJ this weekend.I went with JJ,and said
never again.We spent the ENTIRE day on upper 2.Dumba$$es never did an inspection,
and some jeeps weren't qualified to be on that trail.
I think I have graduated JJ anyway.Been to Tellico several times this past year with other
buddies.I usually stay at Crawfords.Steve,the owner,is a great host and will do mostly
anything to satisfy his guests.The rock courses are pretty fun too.I dont'have the
hueyvos to put my CJ on the big course though.There are some gaps that swallow my
39.5 boggers...
Anyway,I am planning a trip to Uwharrie for easter weekend.We will be staying at
arrowhead site #47.Paul and his "Rhino"should be there too.
Come join us.........
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
M-715 390 amc/727/D300
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>john summers
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EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19680 NEXT>19740 19743 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
for some reason i keep getting mental imiages of brian and sheep i just can't quit laughing
SUBJECT>Re:Possible 1 of 12 Doug/IA POSTER>Luckypabs -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19691 NEXT>19751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a 3052 on ebay right now,with PTO for 150 bucks.Located in Florida
Chris
SUBJECT>Anybody?POSTER>BIG BAD JON EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>19670 NEXT>19729 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
??????.SUBJECT>Re:Anybody?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19728
NEXT>19732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,
Some ignition shop may be able to retrofit the stock distributor with an electronic
module.But,you may be best off getting a civilian distributor and using a pertronix or
similar unit in place of the points.Maybe there's someone out there that will convert a
Chevy HEI to fit?
Otherwise I bet you're outta luck for a waterproof electronic distributor.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19724
NEXT>19759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I got my 715,it barely ran.I pulled the plugs and after seeing them,I was amazed
that it ran at all.The ground electrode on one of them was gone completely.A new set of
plugs (Autolite 2344)did wonders for it.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19720 NEXT>19745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For your sake,I'm going to make the assumption that you are refering to annother Ron.
After all,I drove mine today -how is your paperweight doing?
As the saying goes:"Bite One"
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 March
2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19729 NEXT>19837
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your friend's 715 is still 24V,there's not much choice out there.All the electronic
conversion modules I've ever seen are 12V.The military made some electronic
conversion kits for 4-cylinder engines.I've never seen a 6-cylinder version for sale,but I
keep thinking about modifying one to work.The other possibility is to use a 12V
distributor and a voltage regulator to supply 12V to it from the 24V ignition system.
Someone posted here not too long ago that D.U.I.(www.performancedistributors.com)
can supply an HEI distributor to fit the 230.If waterproof is what you need,you'll
probably have to stick with the stock unit.Check the links from on this site for a list of
parts vendors.Someone will have either new or rebuilt distributors available,or keep an
eye on Ebay.I've seen a few for sale there.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Caps lock on?;-)POSTER>Brett Huston
EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry about the cap letters guys,I use my computer at work
because it has a fast cable
internet connection.The caps lock is broken in the on position.The company will not buy
me a new one just for that small problem.Thank you guys that responded to my question,
it is a big help to to know that there are people out there that know what I'm asking about
and are willing to take the time to give a hand and some advise.Thanks again,Brett
SUBJECT>Re:state by state owners list ????POSTER>slow ride,WY.
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19602 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in.
SUBJECT>Thanx POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Off on Wed.going to try to fix the shaft angle.Thanks for the ideas!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Oh Come On?!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19678
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you people keep talking about shooting the neighbor's dog.hell last weekend i almost
shot the neighbor!
krob725 deep in south texas
SUBJECT>Source for Manuals ???POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>19700 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug:
Many thanks for the site and testamonial on these tires.I am planning to use my M715
primarily as a farm truck with short hauls to town,a bit of highway,and a bit off-roading
--but not rack crawling nor mud bustin.Looks like these may be "on the money"in terms
of price/value.
In terms of size,are the 35x12.5x16.5 the ones to be looking at.These semed to match up
best with your pics (cool beast --I love the clean looking interior !!!)
Many thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer/PA-Rebel at heart POSTER>krob725/almost in mexico
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can still get alot of stuff for those old hemis from PAW.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Hippies and Target Practice POSTER>krob725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:20
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i flashed my Ruger at some punk the other morning that gave me the finger.he put his
away before i did.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 March 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19726
NEXT>19746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha i'm glad somebody said it first ha ha ha ha ha
krob725
SUBJECT>Help the mentaly chalanged POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 1:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>19753 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I got my engine fired up finally and realized I forgot the procedure for
setting/adjusting the full roller rockers I bought 3 yrs ago.They have "poly locks"?and
forgot what I read in the instructions before I lost them.....I know I set them up according
the the directions when I built the motor....SBC by the way....any advise would be
appreciated.I know this reflects badly on my mechanical and organisational skills but is
an excellent opportuniy for you guys(and gal)to poke fun at me.So have at it...Still Ed J./
KS
SUBJECT>finally running POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 2:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19747 19755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I finally got my M715 going again.I have a 350 single barrel,(will be swapping that
out if I keep it)I swapped out the points style distributor with an HEI.The I had to
replace the electic fuel pump back with a mechanical pump,then plugs and wires.
It is slow,but it only has some really small 235/85/16's.Need to replace the intake and
carb for a 4brl,or go fuel injection,then get some tire that fit.May swap to some hummer
rims.
Does anyone have a line on a company that makes Hummer rims with the Kaiser bolt
pattern?
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19726 NEXT>19765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now,now,im sure brian is a good shepherd and will straighten those dogs out by hook or
by crook.spicer i was referring to the approx.1.3765 meter scottish war sword.jc
SUBJECT>Re:To all who asked about the cheap tires...link...
POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,.26 March 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19700 NEXT>19763
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,i also bought some 315/85 r16s from these guys for my first truck they were wild
country mud/snow with as you said the fuzzies still on with shipping it was around 70
beans per.they were great tires and are still going strong for the guy i sold the truck to.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19731 NEXT>19787
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Harsh Ronner,way harsh.I've got 8 pistons in my GMC and as soon as I clock in this
morning I'm going to run them over to the rebuilder so he can slap some new Federal-
Moguls on my rods.I estimate this project to take 4 weeks and 3 days to completion.
Ron,we're pretty tight,aren't we?I'd go so far as to say we're friends.Right?Let me ask
you a personal question-you got a VCR and cable?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19740 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I love my sheep........loooooooovvvvveeeeee my sheep.
-------
I used to have a ram that was friendly,but if you didn't pet him or feed him when he came
up to you he'd butt you.It was funny the first time,but then he got older (and bigger)and
it ceased to be funny.My dear old mother came down to the farm on Mother's day 2002
and we were getting eggs from the chickens and she was putting them all in one basket.
The ram thought she had some sweet feed in the basket and came charging up.He
knocked the basket out of her hand and in the process broke her thumb and all her eggs.It
was sort of funny to me,since it proved why you should seperate your eggs-but she didn't
laugh.He butted me one day when I was target shooting and that night Jean Ellen made
ram stew.It wasn't very good,but she tried.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:finally running POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>brns1@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19742 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might try usa 6X6
SUBJECT>Frame color?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19749 19768 19843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,.Was the frame on M715's painted in any particular color from the factory?Mine is black
and it doesn't look like it's been repainted recently.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Frame color?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
March 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19748 NEXT>19752
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Black.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19723 NEXT>
19762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful now,Doug F,I'm showing roughly 3 of you in Maine and there's roughly 12
Doug C's in Iowa.He's got odds.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Possible 1 of 12 Doug/IA POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19727 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5 speed non od around a 6:1 granny gear.For anyone with 4.56 conversion this is a nice
tranny.And the PTO...nice.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame color?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Help the mentaly chalanged POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19741 NEXT>
19760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll set them up like a normal rocker as far as the lash goes,I'm guessing hydraulic
lifters...slowly snug just until lash it elimintated then go another 3/4-1 full turn.Oh,and
make sure the that lifter is on the heel of the cam,not on the lift side.The poly lock is a
set screw that helps the lock nut stay in place,mostly used for racing so that the rockers
don't back off under race conditions.Once you get the main nut set with the lash
eliminated,take an allen wrench and tighten the set screw.It wouldn't hurt to use lock tite
either.If you don't have the heads set up yet,the best thing to do is grind the top of each
rocker stud flat so that the set screw has a nice flat surface to lock up against.
I had one back off one time and at 6500RPM on a 454 is did more damage that I would
have thought.Make 'em tight and forget about them..Hope it helped,
BBS
SUBJECT>Re:Tailgate chain rubber POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19574 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a piece of old canvas,rolled it around the chains,then put a couple of stripes of
electrical tape around the canvas.So it's green with black stripes...doesn't rattle.
SUBJECT>Re:finally running POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19742 NEXT>20081 LINKNAME>HammerDown Offroad
LINKURL>http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/
T-Man,
Bob Kelly at HammerDown Offroad near Ashville,NC,converts humvee wheels for use
on the M715.Go to http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/(link below)and click on
'Custom Options,'scroll down and see some on an M715 with a bobbed bed.
There's another pic somewhere on the site of a red M715 on a rock pile running Bob's
humvee wheels with 42s
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Bob's the guy who had the M37 in FourWheeler mag's 'Top Truck Challenge'in 2001.
I have no connection with the company except that I "know"Bob from an M37 site I
frequent (www.bigelectric.com)and I chatted with him at a jamboree back in the fall (that
is my photo on his Web page of his M37 doing a little wheelie on a rock course.I took it
at the jambo where I met Bob and sent it to him).
Good Luck,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/.030 Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Thanks for the Tire info POSTER>JordanBW
EMAIL>WebsterNorm@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19629 NEXT>19956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I just ran across a set of hummer tires 37/12.5 16.5 that were free so I
think I am going to have Bill over at Diamond racing make me some wheels.
SUBJECT>Rustproof your cab!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
I'm doing some rust repair work on my truck and I'm amazed to see how much rust builds
up at the areas where two panles are welded together with spotwelds.Moisture gets.between the two panels and rust
starts sooneer or later.If you have a nice cab,take care of
it before it's too late!
Mikel
SUBJECT>transfer case noise POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 9:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i wanted to check the bearings on the output side of the t case ,do i need to drop the
case or can it be done in place?if i do pull it whats the weight ?i'm not sure if my floor
jack will reach it and i don't want to use my chest or a bucket,but i do have good
insurance if it comes to that.thanks jack
SUBJECT>Re:Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19730 NEXT>19780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All that is well,I found the points badly burnt.I put in new points,that worked for a
while.Then it skiped,looked at new points and they were badly burnt.Why are the points
not lasting,could it be a resistor,condencer.
SUBJECT>Re:Help the mentaly chalanged POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19753 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks...I did all that when I set them up...they don't rattle when motor is running but
wasn't sure if they need to be adjusted like stamped steel rockers....
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case noise POSTER>Doug "T-case noise tracker"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19758 NEXT>19804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can check it in place.Drain the oil,pull the driveshafts off and pull the yokes out.
Then you can pull out the 5-6 bolts that hold the bearing/seal "holders"(very technical
term here)and have a look at the bearings.Generally you can grab ahold of the yokes and
if they slop around you know the bearings are bad.Take it apart to be sure?These cases
are noisey I know,as I have COMPLETELY rebuilt mine and it still has a little
slap/clatter of the gears.BUT I seem to have traced it to driveshaft angles etc.They are a
REALLY simple case to work on,and figure out so go for it.Put new seals in at least
when you put it back together,and don't forget to check and shim things if needed.
Totally confused now?I am,;-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>Doug "T-case noise tracker"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 12:01
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HE he he he.Oh well,I'll step down...;-0.SUBJECT>Re:To all who asked about the cheap tires...link...POSTER>Doug
"T-case
noise tracker"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March
2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19744 NEXT>19766
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep!One of the tires I got was the Wild Country,and 4 Big-O's.The one different is my
spare.Good deal all around.Doug.
SUBJECT>6 Banger Question POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19769 19842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would a 258 or a 4.0 Straight Six bolt up the where a 230 Straight six lives?
SUBJECT>Re:No,Not Really...POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian and Spicer,you guys must live a little further out than I do.I don't have any sheep,
just deer.I will admit that if I had a neighbor with loose and dangerous dogs,one or both
would have to hit the road.Just make sure it is an accident when you shoot the dam
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owner.I never have bought into that crap about certain breeds being "mean".If you want
a spaniel to be mean,he will.It's true that certain dogs pose greater threats if they are
mean though.
Didn't mean to upset you.I guess my neighbors are too nice.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Yo Doug "Yadda-Yadda"Foster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19763 NEXT>
19767 19790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How tall are thos 315/85 16's you been promoting?Like 36"x 10"?
??
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug "Yadda-Yadda"Foster POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are a little over 35 inches.And the ones I got are 315/75/16.I rolled a 35 12.5 16 up
next to it at the tire dealer I buy most of my tires from and mine were very slightly taller
and about the same width.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame color?POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19748 NEXT>19770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dark black not the light black
SUBJECT>Re:6 Banger Question POSTER>mark EMAIL>makfldyda@msn.com.DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 1:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See for sale "junk".I have one that has a 258"in it.Would love to sell all 3 trucks,but if I
tackle that one,will be glad to save the parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame color?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 March 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19768 NEXT>19771
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll dispute that,mine is all original and the frame is off black.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame color?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
March 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19770 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The correct black is chassis black.It is kind of a semi-gloss black.It is between gloss and
flat.Barry.
SUBJECT>tuttle creek this weekend POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul and everyone else...it's just gonna be too cold for me to wnat to camp this
weekend (snow forecasted friday,and lows in the mid 20's firday night),so regretfully,
I'm passing.I was really looking forward to meeting those of you that I hadn't met yet,
and hope we can do it again another time.There will be some other guys from
tornadoalley cruisers out there this weekend,so say hi to the guys driving puny little land
cruisers,and have fun.You all will just have to wait to see my new winch bumper,and
get a pull.Ping me direct if you care to,I don't check in here too often as my rig seems to
just keep running for now...Later,Alan
SUBJECT>Watch your trucks!POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys!I just thought I would pass this on,seeing as how some of us have our 715's
and 725's painted the military colors.There are some messed up people out there.The
other day,I caught a guy trying to steal one of the fuel cans from the back of my 725!So
anyway,this is an excerpt from a bulletin sent to government personel at Rome Research
Labs at the Air Force base in Rome,NY.It's applicable anywhere in the US though...
-Bill
We have disseminated a lot of information particularly in the last month to keep the RRS
personnel informed.We have passed information regarding planned demonstrations and
those that could/would occur at the onset of the hostilities with IRAQ.This office in
conjunction with our local AFOSI Det 102-D,have been touting vigilance and reporting
of incidents.To further keep you informed and involved our AFOSI wants all personnel
to be aware of the following:.The following incidents occurred at USAF/DoD recruiting stations and/or personnel
across NY State through 21 Mar 03.We are likely to see more of the same as the war
effort continues.Please continue to motivate your people to be vigilant to all potential
threats and keep us in the loop as events occur.
Plattsburgh,NY:A US Army recruiting office was vandalized.Unknown persons
dumped horse manure by their front door.There were also some flyers posted on the
Army/Navy entrance door,which faces the main road adjacent to the recruiting center.
One poster said "This War is Bush Shit".Similar posters were mailed to the Plattsburgh
NY and Burlington VT Army recruiting station.New York State Police responded to the
incident and will increase patrol coverage of the area.
Liverpool,NY:A Public Affairs NCO stopped at a local gas station and was refueling her
vehicle when another customer approached her and began a verbal assault.The man,a
tall,Caucasian in his late 20's dressed in a sweatshirt and jeans,unleashed profanities at
the NCO in connection with the ongoing military campaign,mentioning the "killing of
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innocent people."After about 1 minute of this loud assault,he asked her for a response.
She declined,after which he spit in her face.He returned to his vehicle,a high-end SUV,
and left the station,heading south toward the area's major highways.He appeared to have
been alone,had no distinct marks,scars,or tattoos,and did not speak with a foreig
accent.The NCO recorded the vehicle's license plate number and local authorities are
being contacted.
Elmira,NY:A Recruiter and flight returned to their government vehicle after conducting
business in a business establishment and found a long scratch on the side of their
government vehicle.The vehicle had GSA license plates.The scratch extended from the
passenger door to the gas cap door and was likely caused by a key.This matter was
reported to local authorities.
SUBJECT>Rear locker?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
What rear locker are you running and how do you like it?Any recommendations?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Rear locker?POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19774 NEXT>19776 19777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for info too.Matter of fact,I may want to change the ratio when I do the locker..
Anyone have any idea of who carries a Detroit for the D 70 rear using a 4.10 gear ratio?
Anotherwords,Are the rear 715 standard 70's?Spline count??
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Spline count =23 ntxt POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:Rear locker?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19775 NEXT>19797
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
randys ring and pinion can set you guys up and they are the cheapest I've seen.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19773 NEXT>19782 19788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.with the freaks out there,they would think you were regular army and might start
something or mess with your truck.be careful.
krob725
SUBJECT>Spicer a southnah...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19680 NEXT>19784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wuz studyin on it...just don't like rushin cisions like that.
I once shot neighbors dog,he was attacking a goat I had.He had already killed one.Hit
him at about 75 yards at a run in the dark.They sued me,judge said dogs won't attack
animals.'Sides,he said,if I didn't want something to get at my animals,I would need to
put a fence up to protect them.After all,dogs are going to roam.I lived out in the country
then.I think it was all their fault,what would you expect when you name your dog
"Bullet"?
SUBJECT>Re:Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19759 NEXT>19887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The condenser would be my first guess.Originally,there was a disc-shaped ballast
resistor that fit under the coil inside the distributor.Apparently this was necessary with
the original coil,but some replacement coils are designed to work without the resistor (or
so I've been told).My 715 doesn't have a ballast resistor,and the coil is marked "24V"
and I haven't had any problems with it so far.I believe the coil is a replacement unit and
appears to be slightly longer than the original.I don't think there would be room for a
resistor under it.Anyway,if your coil is the original type,but there's no resistor under it,
that might lead to your points burning (and the coil overheating).Maybe someone else
can shed some light on this subject.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>tires on ebay POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all found some tires on ebay some may be of interest ebay number 2517573186
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>19778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first saw the subject,I figured it was because so-called terrorist would be
STEALING them to get into gov't installations.Never thought the threat would be from
our own "citizens.":-(
I have "The Club"to use with mine for theft protection,esp.since the doors don't lock.
When I'm driving,I've found the rifle mount makes a great holder for it!:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Vintage M715 (bought stuff from Highland)POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just received the 2nd of my two packages of axle shafts (the moving special)and I
wanted to tell everyone that they arrive in excellent condition and on schedule.Often with
heavy items,the shipper doesn't pack em right,but Dave (or whoever packed em)did a
great job.Thanks!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer a southnah...POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19779 NEXT>
19801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well like Wayne sed,I got to study on that one.I ain't got a problem wif shotin dawgs,if
they do something stupid.Now John Summers has a vision of -B-and the sheep,I want to
know if Spicer is gonna be a Stumpbreaker or a true southren redneck(showing nothing
but respect).My sparkplugs got here today from A.B.Will(the backside of hell)Alabama
SUBJECT>YO SPICER POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DON'T NEED A SPARE SET,NOTHING WRONG WITH THIS PAIR.And I ain't
bitchin I have a wife.Will
SUBJECT>Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19792 19816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M.V.magazine had an article on the 715 series trucks last month.DOes any one else
subscribe?
SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19745 NEXT>19813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why shore 'nuff B.The little lady 'an I moved into a new house last year -less than a.hunnerd years old.I'm high
class Red Neck now!The previous owner even wasted money
by puttin'in indoor plummen!!!
Seriously though,I almost never watch the boob tube unless I'm feeling like wasteing
some brain cells.What do you have in mind?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19778 NEXT>19789 19791 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I AM regular Army and I drive around in BDU's in my M715 all the time.The reactions I
get to the old beast are priceless and always positive.
I'm proud to live in Fairbanks Alaska.The local community couldn't be more supportive
of the Army and Air Force in the area.In Fact,the Fairbanks Chamber of Commerce is
holding it's 35th annual Military Appreciation Banquet this Saturday.High class event -
lots of visiting civilian big wigs.I'm getting a plaque along with many other soldiers and
airmen for various accomplishments throughout the year.I'm also performing with my
unit for the event.Maybe they just love us up here because half of the population is
retired military.
(here's a link to our home page)
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19788 NEXT>LINKNAME>9th Army Band
LINKURL>http://http://www.wainwright.army.mil/9ArmyBand/
OOPS!here's the link...
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug "Yadda-Yadda"Foster POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19766 NEXT>19799 19806 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Spice.315/75r16 works out to 34.6"x 12.4"with a section height of 9.3"-biggest
tire I saw on the site.315/85r16 is 37.1"x12.4 with the section height of 10.5"
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19788 NEXT>19796 LINKNAME>9th Army Band
LINKURL>http://www.wainwright.army.mil/9ArmyBand/
3rd time's the charm...
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Rudy EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
March 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19786 NEXT>19793
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi,Doug
Yes I subscribe to MV Mag.I just got home on leave from the Army,I hope to get a
chance to read it be for I go back.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 March 2003,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19792 NEXT>19794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you stationed?
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
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DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 1:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>19793 NEXT>19795 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Been a subscriber for 5 yrs.Usually really enjoy the mag but they do dog on 715s and
overlook the shortcomings of "other"military pickups.I think part of it is all the history
and stories dealing with "other"trucks compared to the shortlived service life and the
unforgivable use of civi sheetmetal that ruins the 715s reputation.Besides if your not
careful you'll hit your head gettng into a 715....
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19794 NEXT>19800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought 20 back issues on Ebay and there is a couple of pieces on the M715,all
negative,of course.For some reason that magazine seems to worship the M37 and I
wonder if they *might*be biased a bit.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19791 NEXT>19798 19817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went out jogging the first day of war at 05:30,Wearing my Army sweat suit,which
apparently makes a good target for so called Peace Activists,One of these people
intentionally tried to run me over,came within 6inches of being road kill.It's very sad
when harm comes from within your own home town.I jog with two brick's in hand now.
Rick
SUBJECT>Detroit 'No Spin'POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19777 NEXT>19809 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
$300 worth every penny!It's a lunchbox locker so you don't need to reset gears...it takes
the place of the spiders.I traded parts for mine and am completely satisfied with it.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:09 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>19796 NEXT>
19803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to buy an 'ARMY'shirt this weekend.I feel like testing people...
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug "Yadda-Yadda"Foster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19790 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I've had the truck I really haven't had the use for the metric #'s on tire size,besides
they're rarely big enough for these babies.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19795 NEXT>19805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im not dogging an m37,am not saying my truck is the best,BUT,load 4000 lbs in a
m37 (44 80lb bags of quickrete)and show me an m37 driving it through a ditch......
SUBJECT>Uh,Will?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19784 NEXT>19834 19861
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is 'stumpbreaker?'
SUBJECT>Speedometer Drive Gear POSTER>Landoll
EMAIL>alandoll@chatmaninc.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in need of a speedometer drive gear.This is the gear that the speedometer cable
attaches to not the ring on the output tail shaft.Does any one have one on a old t-case
they would be willing to part with?
Thanks,
Landoll
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19798 NEXT>19807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He he,good test....keep us posted!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case noise POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19761 NEXT>19880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Doug--
What type gear fluid do you use in your differentials,gear boxes?I have heard that the
synthetic stuff is the best?Advise?Thanks Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19800 NEXT>19808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They complained about the M715's harsh ride...But a an empty 5/4 ton vehicle is going to
ride like brick no matter what.What's the load capacity of the M37?
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug "Yadda-Yadda"Foster POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's good to know.I took out the tape measure on mine when they were first mounted
and at 30 psi sitting on the ground with the weight of the truck on them the ones I got
were 35 and 5/8 inch.Some tires measure big some smaller I guess.Maybe I got lucky?!
When I ordered mine they didn't have the 315/85's...would have got those!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19803 NEXT>
19822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I go running a few times a week in a seemingly quite neighborhood...maybe I'll start
running with big block wrist pin in each hand.That'd be nice and stealthy.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19805 NEXT>19812 19815 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The M37 is rated as a 3/4 ton truck.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:Detroit 'No Spin'that's what I want ,but POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw that locker in the online manuals section..Now,I want to change my ratio down (or
up)to 4.10.Here's why..I have a non-overdrive 727,and I already have a detroit for a
dana 60 30 spline and a 4.10 r&p for it..
Then if I got the rear like that......WOW it would be great.I really don't plan to wheel this
vehicle much anyway..Any more suggestions??.Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Quick Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>19811 19818 19823 19826
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What front axle D44 or D60 would be in a '77 Dodge M-880??
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19810 NEXT>19814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Almost positive it is a 44.If you look at the front hub area on the truck you will see only a
big nut.There isn't really a normal style hub there to lock and unlock.There is a D60 rear
though,but still a 30 splined one at that.
Hope this helps..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe I should clarify that by adding that military trucks are rated at their cross-country
payload capacities.
The M37 is rated at 1,500 lbs payload cross country (the 3/4 ton rating)and 2,000 lbs
highway,so it is a ton truck on the highway.
The M715 is 2,500 lbs cross country (the 5/4-ton rating)and 3,000 lbs highway,so it is a
ton-and-a-half truck on the highway.
The conventioanl wisdom,which is backed up with anecdotal evidence of higher carrying
capacity (some of which you can read right here on the Zone),is that military trucks are
under-rated.
My M715 carried a 200ish-gallon water tank,a gas-powered pump,assorted hoses and
equipment and who knows what else for 20-odd years while it was a brush/grass/wildland
fire truck with a volunteer fire department.It was,of course,always loaded.
My M37 carried a similar load while it was in fire-department duty (I don't know how big
its water tank was because it was removed before I got the truck,but my guess is that it
was at least 150 gallons).
It's pretty safe to say that both trucks --and lots of other M715s and M37s --were
constantly overloaded for years and years.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327.SUBJECT>Re:Stupid TV show features 715 POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19787 NEXT>19853
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you please record Tremmors (the series)tomorrow night starting at 8:30 and going
for about 4 hours.It's on the Sci-fi channel and seeing as how I am a redneck and only get
4 channels where I live,I don't have the option of recording it.
If you could use a VHS tape and then mail it to:
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The Duke
3600 Commerce Circle
Memphis,TN 38118
I do thank you.I've been waiting months to watch that show and see the pretty 715 in it.
You're my new best board bud,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19811 NEXT>19819 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh right...thank you,I remember exactly what it looks like now.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19808 NEXT>19824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had to laugh at one article by the editor about his own WC51 several years ago.He made
the comment that he to remove the 1"lifting blocks that some moron installed on the
drivers side only.Didn't bother to tell him that they are correct and were installed to
counter the weight of the spare being mounted on the drivers side along with the weight
of the driver.the first ones were added in the field after the problem was discovered and
then they started installing them at the factory.
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19814 NEXT>19820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is id cast into the housing,lower right by the diff cover,it will say whether it's 44
or 60 in the casting...I believe it's 44 tho...Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a picture of the truck kind of in the weeds so I can't crawl under it.:)Thanks for the
input and refreshment fellas!.SUBJECT>Dana 60 Axle question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dumb Dana question.
The front 715 Dana60 axle Ring gear 5.86,Could this be transplanted to say a ford Dana
60,Dumb question I know,They both are Dana 60s but are the carriers the exact same,
What I like to do is take the 715 ring and pinion out and install it into a 1979 ford Dana
60,is this possible.
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19807 NEXT>19844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When my brother in-law was young ,the highschool kids would run over thier snowma
every night after school.He moved it to thier neighboors yard and built the snowma
around a fire hydrant.He did get in trouble but the laughs have lasted for years and expect
them to last longer yet.If you guys still have snow on the ground maybe you could put
some BDUs on a snowman and have him hold a flag.
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>Landoll EMAIL>alandoll@chatmaninc.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They have a Dana 44 in them.The M-880 I have has been a hard working truck.The only
thing to look out for on the front axle is the hub assembly.The 880 used a hub setup
called the FBJ.It is a real bear to dissamble and replace bearings.Everything has to be
pressed off.
AJL
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19815 NEXT>19830 19832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like M37's,but it seems that a lot of people love to badmouth M715's.Some of the
things they say,I agree with :-)
SUBJECT>M715 vs M37 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19831 19864 19905 19926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Inspired by the recent "Military vehicle magazine"thread.What's your opinion?
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>Ben EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19810 NEXT>19875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've got several old Dodge's and I have looked at a lot of M880's and
variants and I have
never seen a Dana 60 up front and I could never figure out why???I thought they would
use the biggest/baddest parts they could?!I have only found front 60's in a small number
of W200's(mainly 4 door state trucks)and some Sno-Commander's(snow package
option).The quick way I always tell is by the front hub....it looks a lot like the rear axle
hub.It sticks out and has a small bolt pattern on it to bolt the cap on.The 44 they used has
one big castle nut in the center of the hub with a cotter pin.You can also tell by the ball
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joints.Balljoints on a 60 are bolted in....on a 44 they were pressed in :)-Ben
SUBJECT>t-case noise POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug thanks for the info Jack
SUBJECT>FOR SALE!-1967 M715 -w/Braden Winch -$1500.00 -Dallas,Texas
POSTER>J.P.EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at
9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19829 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 1967 m715 w/Braden winch for sale.I bought this truck from the alabama
forestry service.The truck runs,it does need some brake work,generator,and some
batterys.The truck is straight,it does have some rust around the battery box breather tube,
but can be fixed very easy.Does have the bows but canvas top is shot.Needs a tail gate
and some seats.I have $1500.00 in this truck and need to get what I have in it.I am
selling because I need money for family.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE!-1967 M715 -w/Braden Winch -$1500.00 -Dallas,Texas
POSTER>J.P.EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at
9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My phone number is 214-325-6860
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19824 NEXT>
19838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a dog running loose?:]
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19825 NEXT>19833 LINKNAME>M37 site
LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com
Mikel,
Looks like we're having canned worms for lunch.:-)
To me,comparing the M37 and the M715 is like comparing apples and,umm,well,
another variety of apples..I've gone to http://www.bigelectric.com,the M37 site,and mentioned the MVM thread
and this thread.I opened a thread there with a subject line similar to this one.I imagine
some M37 owners will come over here to state their opinions.This discussion should be
interesting,especially if it focuses on the relative merits of each truck and doesn't get into
a "my truck is better than your truck"p--sing match (OK,that could be interesting,as
well --just not as informative).
I love my M37.I love my M715.As I've said before,if forced to choose between the two,
I'd keep the M37.Also,as I've said before,please don't try to make me choose.:-)
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/.030 over Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19831 NEXT>19839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please don't get me wrong.I love M715's and I like M37's.I think we are all adults
capable of intelligent reasoning,and I would like to know what you all think about these
two trucks,their weaknesses and strengths.I would specially appreciate opinions from
people who have first hand experience with both trucks.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,Will?POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19801 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHHHAAHHHAAA!!!!
Spicey,
Here in the south there's an art to having your way with a farm animal.Some use the 5
gallon bucket to gain height,and some use a stump.I prefer the front legs over the top 'o
the fence and the rear legs stuffed down in my boots.That way if a cop sees you you can
just say:
"What officer,I'm just helpin'my sheep over this here fence?"
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19817 NEXT>19836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys obviously have two related problems.First,you aren't in the south.Second,you
might still have snow on the ground (wtf?,it's been over 75 here already).
I guess I take forgranted that I live about 20 miles from Fort Bragg.Around here,the
military is very much appreciated,and the stray idiots don't tend to want confrontations.I.can't imagine anyone even
making a negative comment,much less trying to hurt someone
with military affiliation.
On a side note,I sure hate it for those assholes on the receiving end of that artillary.I can
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hear them train,and it rattles my windows.Like I said,it is 20 miles or more away.
To conclude,you boys need to consider a North Carolina home address.Both the people
and the weather are more friendly.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>mark EMAIL>makfldyda@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19835 NEXT>19872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,NC sounds good,and we have 150 acres or so---the side of a mtn---up there,but Ga
has it's good points,too.Plus,it's easier to spot the junk trucks here.That "you boys"
thing was a flashback to my aunt Wilma.No insult intended.If someone tried to run
down anyone in an Army T,she would have capped them with her 10-22 like they were a
dog in her trash can.Women can be direct.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody?POSTER>BIG BAD JON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>19732 NEXT>
19847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that he may be able to survive with a non-waterproof electronic distributor and a
can of WD-40.
Now,what about this Petronix?Is it any more reliable than points?Is there a place I ca
get some info on it.Ive never dealt with petronix,and really dont know jack about it.
What parts would we have to pull off of a civvy Wag with a 230 to convert it to 12v?He
HATES 24v!
The truck,for the most part,is pretty reliable.Its just that stupid points distributor that
makes it unreliable(not bashin yalls trucks at all).Just about all hes ever had to replace
was distributor parts and routine maintenance parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19830 NEXT>19840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19833 NEXT>19846 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have an M37 and have driven/ridden in M715's.I prefer the look and feel of the Dodge
but I think both are about the same for practical use.The only serious criticism I have.heard on the Jeep are the
stories about early and serious engine failure.They are both
heavy duty but underpowered.My Dodge absolutely screams on the road but it rides
pretty good and has outstanding performance in most off-road situations.I also find the
narrow stance to be an advantage in many tight places.
SUBJECT>Re:Military Vehicles Mag POSTER>mark EMAIL>makfldyda@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19838 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think that there is enough room in my Tom @Jerry jelly jar to get me ready for the
answer to this.
SUBJECT>TRANS POSTER>BOBBY NELSON EMAIL>RNELSON@NGC.COM
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How difficult is it to go from a stock 4 speed muncie 420 to a TH 400 automatic trans in
a 1978 GMC 1/2 ton Long Bed p/u.350 V8,any help would be appreciated.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:6 Banger Question POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
March 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19764 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know for sure but this may help.Mine's running a 232 installed by a previous
owner.The 232 and 258 are real similar.It's still got the stock tranny and the frame
mounts for the engine look original.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19822 NEXT>19906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if this kind of stuff would happen.Here in Portland since the war started
the protesters have blocked off most of the downtown streets until they get pepper
sprayed and move on.That includes all of our bridges over the river that runs through
downtown.The videos of the cops in riot gear holding their ground was amazing.The
crowds mostly kids were charging the cops pinning them against their patrol cars.There
was lots of flag burning (GRRRR)and when the cops finially got most of the bridges and
streets clear the groups headed for all the surrounding interstates.They crossed the
freeways and blocked them up solid.A few restrauants had their windows broken out and
a Starbucks had acid sprayed all over their windows.That was the first few nights.It's
been quiter since.Portland and neighboring Eugene are chock full of environmentist and
anarchists that simply need to move to a different country.So,do you think it would be a
good time to take the ole truck for a spin?????Actually I did last Tuesday.I was sitting at
a light to make a left and I looked around and every single set of eyes at the intersection
was staring at me.Weird...Yes I was packin...
SUBJECT>Tuttle Creek This Weekend!!!!!POSTER>Paul Brown
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EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 3:37 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last update.Looks like we are going to have over ten vehicles this weekend at Tuttle
Creek.We plan to meet at the Tuttle Creek ORV parking lot between 9-10AM on
Satruday.Some are staying in town while others are camping.Steve and I will be making
reservations for dinner Satruday night in Manhattan,Kansas.
715's rule,but everyone and everytype of 4WD is welcome.I will have my phone with
me and I should arrive tomorrow (Friday)afternoon so please call me if anyone has any
questions (918-605-5566).
See you there!!!!!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19839 NEXT>19852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey gang:I have had both vehicles,and my opinion is that they are both great!..
However,if you want to see a comparison of the two,watch the video called The M715
Story,and you can see them in action side by side.
Dave Durbahn
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,
I hate the Pertronix as it left me stranded far from home.Otherwise it works great,just
have spare points and condenser handy.
I happened to find my distributor on ebay but sold it again since I swapped engines.
You'll need the distributor,coil,ballast resistor,new plug wires and spark plugs.I'm not
familiar with Jeep stuff so I'd recommend picking up a new coil and matched resistor for
late 50's to 60's Ford products.
A full 12v conversion gets to be somewhat in depth and I fully recommend a complete
rewire since there's most likely things that will get omitted and other stuff added.Plus a
35-40 year old wiring harness is bound to have some trouble areas and the wire casing is
probably getting brittle.
For the 12v,some basics you'll need to replace are the lights,alternator,horn,gauges and
starter.
Better check first to see that a Pertronix is even available for that distributor before you
get too involved.
Chris
SUBJECT>M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>TrailReady725
EMAIL>FOURWHEELINFIEND@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at.4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamg5XJr5A/ys
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came across this one while I was looking for parts for my CJ it looks pretty solid,but I
don't know,I'm fairly new to the MV scene,What are your thoughts,Should I look into
another M-715 series truck?Item #2408726691
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19848 NEXT>19850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came up with cavalier marker lights using that item number.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>TrailReady725
EMAIL>FOURWHEELINFIEND@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at
4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamg5XJr5A/ys PREVIOUS>19849
NEXT>19865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just double checked the #and it is 2408726697,But if that doesn't get it for you it is in
the Jeep section under other vehicles,sorry for any confusion
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Axle question POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19821 NEXT>19911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't know about a ford but i've put some in a chevy 60 ablinn sells them cheep he had
some at the time on ebay so i called him and got some for 35 bucks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Bruce Clarke EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27
March 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqOu4j5nMtGU
PREVIOUS>19846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Dave,
Where can this video be had,Portrayal or someplace like that?Maybe the movie sellers
in MVM or Army Motors/Supply Line?
Bruce
SUBJECT>WHAT???!!!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19813 NEXT>19862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Newest best bud?????!!!!!I'm hurt!:(
mudclod
SUBJECT>Master Cylinder,Air Cleaner POSTER>Jeremy
EMAIL>JermiJerms@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19856 19866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I am the proud owner of a 1969 M-715 that is currently under restoration in my father.driveway (much to his
angst).We are having trouble with several things.Since we
usually only work on the small Jeeps we have no experience with this model and yet we
are nearly finished.My problem is this we can not identify the purposed of the hose
coming from the top of the brake master cylinder.It has been cut and hence shoots fluid
out like a squirt gun,can any tell me what in the hell that hose is supposed to connect to,
is something missing??Also some one has cut the rub hose coming out of the bottom of
our hood mounted air cleaner so all air lines in that area dont have anything to connect to,
is there some kind of a multi outletted attachment that fits on to that larger hose or what is
the story?This 715 actually came from the guy that got it directly from the USN Seabees
in 1997 where it was still be used as late as 1997!!Also what is the metal assembly that
sits directly appove the distributor cap?that has the metal hoses leading into it.Ours is
missing..would be nice to have the TM.
SUBJECT>M-715 or M -726 POSTER>Jeremy EMAIL>JermiJerms@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another interesting thing has come up.My M-715's nomenclature plate reads M-726
w/winch,yet I have the M-715 pick up style bed on the back that had very obvioulsy bee
severly messed with could the Navy for some reason decided to remove the panel truck
rear body and replaced it with that of another truck.the nomenclature plate is the correct
one in that at a close look you can see the original grey over spray on the edges of it,
indicating that the plate has not been replaced.Anyone know?
SUBJECT>Re:Master Cylinder,Air Cleaner POSTER>mark
EMAIL>makfldyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19854 NEXT>19857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,everything is vented through th air cleaner,tranny,diffs,brakes.If your M/C is
spitting out it's vent,it is toast.It is supposed to be pushing fluid down the pipe.Rebuild
it a have a use for that other pedal.
SUBJECT>Re:Master Cylinder,Air Cleaner POSTER>mark
EMAIL>makfldyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19856 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AND,AND
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 or M -726 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the serial numbers on the frame against the data plate numbers.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,Will?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19801 NEXT>19884 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.NOW THATS FUNNY.350 sounds like you are experienced.Just how many 5 gallion
buckets do you have to stack up to get the right height.Will
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT???!!!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19853 NEXT>19868 19869 19870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mud,don't be hurt.'Sides,B's going to be pissed.I just got home from,uh,work (at
a local topless establishment)and have missed the show.I'm not sure that I have the Sci-
Fi channel anyway -sorry B.
Ron
SUBJECT>attention creepin_death POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just recieved an email from you but i cant respond ,what are you sending me in the
attachments ???
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19825 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have owned both trucks.The M-37 is superior on the trail with its softer suspenion and
short wheel base.The axles are the weakest link.The old 230's are a little quirkey but
dependable.Put on a set of Michelin XL's and you would have to get in grandma's
Cadillac to find a better ride.When I had the M-715,I never did run the Tornado,we
dropped in a 350 Chev.Novak Kit.Excellant combination with the Dana axles.The
Kaiser was easier to modify.If you have a job that demands payload,then the M715 is the
ticket.Origional brake systems on both trucks leave room for improvement.Both trucks
are fairly comfortable to drive.(Try driveing an MB Jeep "good grief")Both trucks
should maintain their value and appreciate as time goes by.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19850 NEXT>19873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That one's a 726,a pretty solid example in my opinion.I really dig that dude's mullet in
the picture,I wish I could cultivate one that healthy.
The current bid is more than fair,the buy it now seems kinda high.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Master Cylinder,Air Cleaner POSTER>Robert/CA EMAIL>
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DATE>Thursday,27 March 2003,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeremy,Click on the "Online Manuals"above to view some of the TM's.The thing above
the distributor with the metal lines is the mechanical fuel and wiper vacuum pump assy.If.your's is missing,someone
may have installed an electric fuel pump elsewhere in the
system.From what you discribe,you have the later hood mounted air cleaner which I'm
not familiar with,but on the early style carb mounted aircleaner,the master cylinder vent
line connects right at the inlet of the aircleaner housing.Robert
SUBJECT>bastard 4 door?POSTER>johnc EMAIL>junkyardjohn2001@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 12:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19871 19877 19896 19949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried making a 4 door m715?Unsure of the wheelbase difference with the
waggy,but could you use some back doors and the "post"from the waggy?If the w/b
allowed,maybe the "post"with a set of front doors?
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT???!!!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAAAHAAAHAAAHAAAA!!!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT???!!!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>19862 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
In light of this development,you are demoted back to "That prick I joke on."
Tremmors wasn't on last night,it's on tonight.
I'll have to go to my mom's now and spend hours talking about what's new just so I ca
record it.
Thanks alot.
Wayne,you're back in.
Ronner,eat one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT???!!!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAAAHAAAHAAAHAAAA!!!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:bastard 4 door?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28
March 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19867 NEXT>19876
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have thought about it and did see pics of an extended cab.Should very well be posssible
as the contours of every thing are the same..SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19836 NEXT>19874 19907 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was aiming my comment to the "if you still have snow on the ground"crowd.Georgia
certainly has it's own strong points.However,you have indeed experienced the best.I
know that the NC mountains cannot be beat.One reason is that,aside from downtow
Asheville,the region can safely be described as Idiot Free.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19865 NEXT>19883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought the contact maintenance truck was the M726 and the telephone maintenance
truck was the M724 like this one.Am I misinformed?
SUBJECT>Re:Quick Question POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19826
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,if you get an M880 you can swap out everything from the balljoints out from
a Chevy to get lockouts.You could also force a Chevy 44 in it but its not exact.
SUBJECT>Re:bastard 4 door?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19871
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One guy at the Ouray 2002 FSJ gathering had an M715 chassis and M715 fenders on a
Wag body.He cut out the rear fenders to look like M715 fenders (not too hard,
considering they're ROUND!)and had a big pushbar on front and a hoist mounted on the
rear bumper/deck for hunting.It won the ugliest truck contest.
SUBJECT>Easy.POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19867
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take just back from the firewall back of a Wag and then graft/mount the rear wall of the
pickup to it behing the rear doors.Use the 715 windows/door tops.The rear doors would
take a little creativity to make windows that look right etc.But if you use the floor and all
from the wag it would be pretty painless?I don't know...UGLY,but,someone try it!!
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Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case noise POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19827
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No prob!I try to help,sometimes just make matters worse!~Doug..SUBJECT>transfer case winning POSTER>Dennis Wilkins
EMAIL>dw1993@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19881 19882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a m715 with a v-8 auto trans gear box is winning what oil an wieght is best for my
truck,,plus I need a tailgate...DW
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case noise POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use fully sythetic in everything.I buy it by the five gallon pails as I also use it in the
boats I maintain/build.(outboard/inboard gear cases).It seems to help,even more so on
those cold Maine mornings.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case winning POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19879
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cant help you out with the tailgate.They are getting hard to find,so goodluck.On the
transfer case fluid I switched to Amzoil gear lube,I think napa has it.It will cool things
down and also make it for a little less ear ringing!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case winning POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19879
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a tailgate for sale in the "for sale"section a few weeks ago.It might still be
available.
SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19873
NEXT>19886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on the Tech Specs link at the right of this page.The photos and specs dont eve
show or list a M724
SUBJECT>Good thing POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19861 NEXT>19894 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHEW!I'm damn glad genes don't mix like that!The northern Miss.would be full of
skinny,ill tempered sheep.
SUBJECT>68 715 in tx For Sale including trailer POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.jeepsunlimited.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=371984.SUBJECT>Re:M-724 for sale on EBAY
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19883
NEXT>19888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M-724 is the a very rare and the box is different from the M-726.I will look up more
info and post it here later today.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor skips,Help Shade Tree Mec.POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19780
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brad for info,gota love this site.Thanks all,Brandon.
SUBJECT>making it more interesting POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19886 NEXT>19898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have a article that gives details variants of the M715 including the
M715,M724,M725,M726,M142.To make things worse I have one that is a M3521 and
have also seen reference to a M6217,both of them are contract maintenance vehicles.If
anyone would like to read the copy of this post here with a request or e-mail me and I will
forward it to you.
SUBJECT>Army mechanic input....POSTER>Ed J.in Ks.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night at work a guy asked if I had a 5/4 ton as he had seen the in progress rebuild
pictures of my truck on my tool chest.Anyway he worked on army trucks between 1970
to 1974 and said they had more trouble with dueces and mutts(M151?)than the M-715s.
Said they seemed to hold up real well to rough use too.Butt in all fairness he also said it
was hard to beat the old Dodges if you could find one still in service.Just the facts....
SUBJECT>Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19891 19941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey All,
I had a quick question about the shear-pin on the driveshaft for my winch on my
M715.The shear pin is broken and I haven't even tried to get it out yet but I was
wondering what you guys recommend replacing it with?Would you go to a hardware
store or order some from a NOS distributor(Memphis,AB Linn,etc....)or use someting
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else?Thanks!-Ben.SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 12:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19890 NEXT>19910 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Only use a correct pin from a NOS!order extras while your at it.
SUBJECT>M725 Model POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
19895 19897 LINKNAME>725 Model
LINKURL>http://www.reynaulds.com/trident/td80185.asp
Hey guys.My girl friend found a 1/87th scale (HO scale)model of the M725 and secretly
ordered it for me.It just arrived so I thought I'd pass along the info in case any of you
725'ers want to get one.It is a Trident part#80185 (See link below).
-Bill
Wow..a woman who,on her own time,looks for 715 stuff on the net.Sounds like a
keeper.:-)
SUBJECT>re t-case noise POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
drained the t-case last night,plenty of oil some metal filings on the magnet (end of the
drain plug).then drained the rear diff,plenty of oil their too,more than just shavings on
the magnet that will be tomorrows project pulling the cover and taking a look.jack
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19884
NEXT>19899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep your right about that.Where does the brake light switch go?I've looked but cant find
it.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Model POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19892 NEXT>19902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does she have a sister?
SUBJECT>Re:bastard 4 door?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19867
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a 4 door M715 in an old 4 wheeler magazine.I'm not really sure which but I am
going too see if I can find it again(I'll have to check my library!)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Model POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 4:12 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19892
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KEEP HER!I think I have a great wife,but she has only gotten in my truck about three
times,in over three years!I wouldn't say she hates it,but she sure doesn't like me
spending money on it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:making it more interesting POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've gathered on this site is that the M724 is delivered as a cab and chassis
only and then it's outfitted with the box by the military.The 724 box is much higher tha
the 726 and actually has a roof and doors so you can get inside and do stuff that you don't
want others to see.Plus it has a welder and generator?inside the box.
The 726 has the open utility bed and I think there's supposed to be some racks up above
the bed to carry long stuff.The one on ebay is also missing the spotlight.
That 726 is pretty nice.The bed on mine was pretty well banged up.If you can find a bed
(I may have one for sale shortly),it's a simple swap but remember the utility bed adds
1000 lbs weight over the standard cargo bed.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19894
NEXT>19909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
straight down under the master cylinder on the frame follow the brake line
SUBJECT>Axles and parts for sale POSTER>Gary Zollinger EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
28 March 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19901
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have complete M715 front and rear axles that I am looking to sell,$200 each,as well as
two good trannys,a transfer case,and five rims with ND military tires.My e-mail is
rottiracks@yahoo.com,and I am in colorado.I would really like them to go to someone
who needs them,as I am going to school,and have to get rid of them by the end of April.
Thanks,Gary.
SUBJECT>Forgot the Braden PTO winch POSTER>Gary Zollinger EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19900
NEXT>19903 19904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also have a Braden PTO winch,8000 lbs.I think,with the take off for the tranny,$200.
rottiracks@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Model POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19895
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hehe..yeah..she has 2 sisters.Actually one of them drove me a few hours away to pick
up my newly purchased m725 last summer.They are good sports.:-)
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Forgot the Braden PTO winch POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19901 NEXT>20014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does everything on the winch/pto work?
-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Forgot the Braden PTO winch POSTER>John Keega
EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you still have the winch Iwill take it let me know
Thanks John
jtbkeegan@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19825
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have 1ea.i think the M37 is built beefier.everthing is thicker and well thought out.it is
a purpose built tactical military vehicle,not a civilian truck modified for use by the
military.it would be more fair to compare the M715 with the M880
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19844
NEXT>19912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be careful Al...
and thanks for the driveshaft!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>I'm NOT!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,28 March 2003,at 11:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ALL of my e-mails come from "Mr.Jeffry A.Banks"
Somebody that has me in their address book is virused,I'm getting KLEz about 5X a day
along with all sorts of other nasty things.
Not me!
J A Banks
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19899.NEXT>19932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Still getting it ready for Mount Olive.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19891 NEXT>19914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage PowerWagons has them
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Axle question POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19851 NEXT>19971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know it won't work on a ford hi pinion 60 cause those are reverse cut ring and pinion
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat,I never would have used it....
SUBJECT>Tremors the series POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19920 19921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody watch Tremors the series last night?They had the 715 in it a little.
SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19910 NEXT>19917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I'll have to get a hold of them and see how much they are.-Ben
SUBJECT>gotta turn easier POSTER>jeffro EMAIL>jeffandcathy@att.net
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone outline a power steering mod,or tell me who I can buy the required hardware
from?
SUBJECT>DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19935 19938 LINKNAME>Cummins
diesel 4cyl turbo
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2519159203&catego
ry=1267
A little small for a 715,but GREAT for a smaller rig!I wish I had the cash as I would buy
it for future use in something!Buy it now of $2800 and it's BRAND NEW!That is a nice.deal.Check it out if you have
need.Doug.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2519159203&category=1267
SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>bobby
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EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19914 NEXT>19918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try this.....they're listed at $2.00.
http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com/products/winch/lu4-p2.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19917 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I'll get some .....I guess I better get a hand full of them so I don't get stranded!
Thanks Again.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:gotta turn easier POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19915
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know,any 70's GM full size car steering box (saginaw box)and pitman will
work,specially FSJ steering box.I have one from a 77 Cherokee ready to go into my
M715.Then,of course,you will need a power steering pump.Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Tremors the series POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the show only to see the jeep and a few
t and a shots i imagine the 715 should ge a little advertisment now that the series is on ,,
they could have picked a different color jeep tho.C
SUBJECT>Re:Tremors the series POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried to watch it,wanted to see the truck.Show was just toooooo stupid.Couldn't handle
it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Rear axle ...AGAIN...POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,one more question..
Is there a case break for these Dana 70's?Does the carrier for the 5.87 also work for a
4.10?
I know the Dana 60 has a case break at 4.10 and down....Anyone....???
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle ...AGAIN...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19922 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it is at 4.56
SUBJECT>$500 score!!!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buddy Brian and I went in halves on a parts truck.we ended up with one fairly complete
truck and half of another.Plus for 50 bucks extra,Brian got a divorced 205,removed
from service about a year after being rebuilt.
Looks like we'll be pulling the bed,top bows,gas tank,seats and whatever little parts we
can use.
Worst part was he had another PERFECT bed that was going be turned into a trailer.
Lots of stuff for sale,see for sale section.
Chris
SUBJECT>230 Engine Block POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where there are NOS Bare Blocks for sale for the 230?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19825 NEXT>19940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's what I posted on BigE:
I can't stand to hold my tongue any longer.I've seen many of the recent articles extolling
the virtues of the M37 and railing on the M715.I am always amazed at some of the
criticisms that people can come up with against the M715.My personal favorite was a
comment in a recent article in MV Mag (Rag?)that said the M715 rode rough due to its
lighter sheetmetal.Perhaps it's because the M715 is rated for 1000lbs more cargo than the
M37,ya think?
I've owned and worked both.These are my conclusions:
Advantage M37;ventilation,more supple suspension,maneuverability on tight trails (if
you are strong enough to turn it),motor simplicity,rust resistance,vintage look,
Advantage M715;payload weight and cubage,drivetrain strength,speed,power,
handling,updated steering and drivetrain,tough look
To sum it up,in my opinion,the M715 is better at what a cargo truck is supposed to do,ie.hauling cargo.If people
want to argue the virtues outside of this intended function,that's
fine,just don't forget what they were originally built for.Guess which one I still have?
At any rate...the challenge:my stock M715 vs.any stock M37 (or M725 vs.M43 for that
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matter)in any speed,distance,payload,rough terrain,pulling,and/or any other contest
within the intended usage of these trucks.Any takers near Charlotte,NC?We could get
together in Uhwarrie for a friendly showdown!
TCasey
'68 M715
'68 M725
'84 M1009
Stanfield (Charlotte),NC
SUBJECT>Axles More Beefy Than Ours!?!POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19928 LINKNAME>Sunray Engineering
LINKURL>http://www.sunrayengineering.com/
Hey Everyone-
I just read an article in the latest Jp Magazine (May 2003,p.50)entitled "Punishment -
Custom Knuckles That Make Dana 60s Look Small"about this company Sunray
Engineering,that makes custom "hybrid"axles.They use these real beefy 1550 U-joints,
a shaved Ford 9-inch center section and 35-spline shafts/etc.,such that the completed
Sunray 1550 axle,in comparison to the Dana 60,weighs in about 130lbs less while their
U-joints can handle 1110lb-ft more (4440lb-ft),and better ground clearance!I don't know
if this would be applicable or even affordable.Or what about the rear Dana 70?.You
guys should at least check out the info on their website (www.sunrayengineering.com).
Thoughts anyone?
Just my $0.02 worth...
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Axles More Beefy Than Ours!?!POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 11:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19927 NEXT>19933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anything's possible with a custom builder.But it would probably cost more than I paid
for my entire truck!
SUBJECT>One Other Thing...Members Boards.POSTER>Dave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 11:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey again.Last week I posted about the Members Boards and reading posts:
"Why is there still a Member's Board?Every time I go there,there are "No New
Messages",and has been that way since January 2001.Am I missing something?Is there
a second board I don't know about?And why was there a separate board in the first place?
I'm not trying to be antagonistic,just wondering..."
My other qestion about reading posts and going back to the main index was answered by.Luckypabst (Thanks!)
I guess I don't get it.It's not like we're covert,or exclusive,right?And even so,nobody
seems to frequent those Message Boards anyway.So what gives?Inquiring minds want to
know!
Thanks for listening!
Dave
SUBJECT>Retrofitting Civilian FSJ doors POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,29 March 2003,at 11:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,it works.Sort of.Mostly.Really!
ALL the M715 holes and mounting points are there,with the exception of ONE.Now,I
was using an FSJ door from a late 80's truck.Power windows and locks.
The missing hole is the rear-most screw hole (sort of in the middle of the door)for the
non-moveable glass.On the original,there is an oversized hole and a small bracket is spot
welded to the inside to provide an attachment point for the non-moveable glass pillar.The
FRONT mounting hole (on the part of the door that closes and is hidden)is in fact there,
but you have to cut out/drill a hole in order to get a bolt and screwdriver to it.But it's
there.
The fixed and moveable window bolted right in.As someone mentioned,the moveable
windowinterferes with the door lock mechanism.The door latches are different AND so
are the mounting holes.:-(Bummer.I've got the original door latches on it right now.I
will have to figure something out,as it doesn't want to latch well at all right now.(But it
does latch)
Looks kinda funny with a woodgrain panel on it.;-)Don't worry,it's not staying...
It looks like the power window mechanism will work,but I haven't hooked it up yet.
If anyone else has rusted out and broken doors and it's not a NOS restoration candidate,a
civilian FSJ door just might be the ticket.
Any questions,just ask.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:One Other Thing...Members Boards.POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19929 NEXT>19947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I agree.I wonder,what's up with this dead board that no one uses.One more case for
Unsolved Misteries.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19909
NEXT>19958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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not looking good i think i killed my motor runs like shit thoght it was the carb put on a.new one not it did a
complete tuneup ran good for a little bit but it has bad blow by and
keeps fouling 2 plugs one alot 1 not as bad probaly got broke rings or someting going to
yank it out dont know when i've been working 60hrs a week
SUBJECT>Re:Axles More Beefy Than Ours!?!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs
Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 5:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19928 NEXT>19944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ditto.If I had the money,and wanted more beef,2 1/2T Rockwells would be the solution.
If your driving one of these trucks,why would weight be a concern?
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Retrofitting Civilian FSJ doors POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19930 NEXT>19942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you post some pics of it,inside and out?I'm looking to put locks on my doors any
suggestions?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19916 NEXT>19936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
85 hp @2600 rpms seem low for a 3.3 with turbo.
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a feeling it's rated a bit low.Cummins have a great rep as far as tweaking a lot
more power out of them.That 3.3 should be easy to get 120-150 out of with out too-too
many mods.At any rate I was thinking of a rock buggy or old little Willys.That would be
fine for those even at 85 HP as the torque would be unstoppable!Doug.
SUBJECT>Where is alternator repair manual?POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About a year ago,Brute4c said that the manuals were being updated with a section on
alternator troubleshooting,disassembly,and repair.I can't find that section.Is it up there
and I'm just too dense to find it,or did it get waylaid?Brute4c,thanks again for all your
efforts.
TCasey
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimconway@mindspring.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa61yIsXW5Yt.PREVIOUS>19916 NEXT>
19939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Any opinion on how good a candidate this would be to repower a CJ-6?
Thanks,Jim
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19938 NEXT>19959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think it would be a great repower.If I had an extra couple thousand it would
already be on its way to me!!Gobs of torque,just gear it with an overdrive or axles gears
if you want a good highway cruiser.I wouldn't hesitate for a smaller jeep or any CJ.It
would be easy to get over 100 hp out of it,and that would be plenty with all the torque.
My .02.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30
March 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19926 NEXT>19953
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very well said TC.I couldn't agree with you more !!!Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Question on shear-pin for winch driveshaft???POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19890 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I agree wholeheartedly that you should use an NOS correct pin.However if you do need
to do a field repair,use a section of redi-rod.Never use a bolt,as the shaft and the
threaded end will shear at a differant rate.A grade 2 redi-rod will shear the same on both
sides.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Retrofitting Civilian FSJ doors POSTER>Etha
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19934 NEXT>20029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't have my camera for the first door.I'll take pix on the second one.I'm still trying to
figure out how to swap the door latches to the later style.The original door latch gets in
the way of the key mechanism,so right now there are no door locks.That was one of the
reasons for the swap,so I'm gonna try and get the door locks working.
It's amazing when you look at both doors side by side.VERY few differences at all on the
sheetmetal.They just modified the dies as the years went by and never changed the "old"
stuff.Lucky for us!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Where is alternator repair manual?POSTER>mudmonkey EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19937
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NEXT>19973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think this is what youre lookin for...if not I can ask Brute where it is....MuDMoNKeY
SUBJECT>Re:Axles More Beefy Than Ours!?!POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19933
NEXT>20079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sink's to the bottom quicker....
SUBJECT>what does a cab weigh?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any ideas?
SUBJECT>Military 230 the same block as civ 230 POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a potentially bad military 230 block and I want to keep the stock 230.I need
another block,and was wondering if anyone knows if the civilian 230 block is the same
casting?Or does anyone know if the stock civilian 258 will bolt to the stock militry M715
transmission?
SUBJECT>Re:One Other Thing...Members Boards.POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19931 NEXT>20032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Way back when this site started there wasn't an open board on this site.Once the open
board was added no one seem to go to the members only board.hope this shed's some
light on this matter.
whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:what does a cab weigh?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19945 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can pick one up with my legs(no doors)I can t move it but my self and some one else
can so I would guess under 300 lbs>>>
SUBJECT>Re:bastard 4 door?POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19867
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you thinking about extending the frame or radically cutting the bed down like the
4door super-short bed trucks popular these days?The latter would look really cool!Give
me a few days with my photoshop program and I can fake up a picture if you'd like a
visual preview...
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>Steve EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19907.NEXT>19955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to laugh at some of the protesters and what they do to try and make a statement.
First off,do they think they're going to change anybody's mind by being obnoxious?The
worst is the hypocricy of flag burning.Of all the symbols to set fire to,why the flag?It's
only the symbol of a country that allows these dumb $#!ts to protest in he first place.And
what do they do in response to criticism?The little hypocrite b!&@#s hide behind heir
constitutional rights.
WHAT THE F&%@???!!
SUBJECT>Non M715 question for Spice POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19979 20036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As you are an admitted GM-a-holic I have a dumb question for you.I just got a '71 chevy
Blazer with a killer drive train (for a chevy)but the Demon carb is drinking me into the
poor house to the tune of 6mpg.I've already played w/the jetting and it is at the best
power setting.Sooo,I could jet down and lose power (like a normal chevy)OR switch
the 350turbo out for a 700r4.I have a married 205 at the back of the 350 and a 4x4 700r4
out of an 80's full size Blazer that I believe origionally had a 208 bolted on.As the Blazer
is my daily driver until I get the 'Stang out,I can't just tear it down while I'm checking this
out.My question is:-will the 205 just bolt up to the 700r4?
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19954 19975 20012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have the engine out of my M715,and am faced with a decision to make,rebuild the 230,
or swap in some other engine.Pros for keeping the 230 for me are the 24V electric,
perhaps cheaper overall to rebuild vs.the swap.Cons-I hear a lot of folks saying that the
230's don't hold up well,require a lot of work etc.I was wondering if anyone who
actually has the 230 installed and has rebuilt it can let me know if they regret the decision
for reasons other than more power?I don't intend to use my truck on the highway much at
all,mostly it will be used here on my property,with infrequent trips to town to pick up
supplies,or some such things.Does anyone out there have any advice?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vs M37 POSTER>Steve EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Too true TC.Military vehicles are meant for cross country hauling,not extreme off
roading.I have military licenses for HMMWV's,M927 series 5 ton trucks,and will soon
on FMTV series.If you break your truck or get stuck somewhere because you were.testing the limits,you're in deep
$#!t!!
That said,I agree that M37's have much better potential to become modified off road
perfromers.With the right mods,M715's are nothing to turn up your nose at,though.I've
taken my
M715 up and down trails that would have flipped my buddy's Wrangler end over end
because of his small wheel base.On the flip side,he can squeeze into lots of tighter spots.
(except he doesn't 'cause he's a little bit@#about his paint job)
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30
March 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19952 NEXT>19957
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love my stock 230 runs great doesnt smoke or miss a beat .if you plan to do lots of hard
off roading and use the truck for ways it was not ment for than go to a v8 350 with a
novak adapter and keep your stock tranny and transfercase the 230 parts a real expensive
you can buy a crate motor for the cost of the 230 rebuild kits .then you got machine work
and instalation of all those parts..I did one with me doing most of the work ran around
3,000 for all new or rebuilt .I have a m715 with a stock 230 and two m725s one with a
350 and the other has ben changed to a little less roof than a ambulance that one has a 7.3l
powerstroke .good luck and ask lots more of the zone members to help ..
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30 March
2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19950 NEXT>19966
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a man in my town thought he would burn a flag and a vet freind about 72 years old
walked behind him with lighter fluid the guy droped on the curb and soaked his back
while everyone was getting away and when the flag burning idiot waved old glory he set
him self a blaze the local cops quickly put the 3rd degree burns out and transported him
to a mental word for trying to kill him self at least thats what me and five others wrote a
report too play with fire and get burned ..support your troops ..and I was trying to get into
my local hardware department for bolts for my m715.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the Tire info POSTER>Steve
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19756 NEXT>19976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
37/???You got a set of the Wrangler MT radials (2nd generation HMMWV tire -36/RT
II bias ply like mine were used on older models)for free?????!!!!You sleaze!!Those run
about $400-$440 a piece new!!!What motor pool did ya'all hiest them from?:-)Are you
having him make beadlock rims?(I'M VERY JEALOUS!!!)
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19954 NEXT>19967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
memphis sells rebuilt motors for 2000.
mine is stock,for now,and may (MAY)remain that way.i have a waterproof 24volt.distributer for a 350,if i ever do
that...of course i have looked into diesels....
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19932
NEXT>19985 20017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,That sucks maybe if Spicer wants to piss Brian off he will let you borrow a BB til
you get yours rebuilt.What ya think Spice.Will
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>Willie
EMAIL>Willie_715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aay0Udj4kVTcg PREVIOUS>19939 NEXT>
19974 20019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 3.9 Litre 4BTA Cummins with the right mods is easily modified up to a streetable
and long living 215 hp and 400 ft lbs trq,easily enough for a 715.I run a heavily
modified 6BTA in my 715 that is my daily driven pickup and it rear wheel dynoed here
recently in Fort Worth at 420 hp and 910 ft lbs trq with an RPM range of peak trq at 1400
RPM with max hp at 2200 RPM and both following through to 3600 RPM whe
governor defueled.Mind that this is with a 14 inch 6 ceramic puck clutch that starts
slipping around 2300 RPM passing the power through a Eaton Fuller 5 speed.The only
problem I have with the 4BT is it is a vibrating fool compared to its more naturally
balanced big brother the 6BT.
Good Luck
Willie
SUBJECT>rear axle tips?POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19965 19970 19981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey all,gotta tear into the rear axle tomprrow,seal failed and ive got gear oil pumping
out of the brake backing plate.what turned me on to it was the pinion bearing squealing
so i refilled the pumpkin and limped 2 miles to a buddys house.question is do i need a
slide hammer or some kinda puller to pull the axle shaft and what do i do then?ive never
been in there before and dont know what to expect.also does any one know if parts from
a 69 hd ff (heavy duty full floating)dana 70 from the civ j 4000 will work?thanks
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guys..jc
SUBJECT>I found the source of failure in my 230 POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19969 20030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my M715 from Verteran Vehicles in Wrentham Mass.Bob Stahl said it was
supposed to have a decent engine in it,however It had been sitting,and was "sticking".
After I got it home,I finally got it to turn over,and it started squalling like a stuck pig.I
traced the noise to the bottom end,and found a spun bearing on the first crank.Whe
reveiwing the bearings,all were bad.Actually,the "spun"bearing was paper thin in spots,
and must have been run for a while to do the damage to the crank journal it did.Anyway,.I knew it at least needed
work.Well,now finally,I have pulled the engine,and removed
the main bearings.One is a lump of slag.There is NO way this bearing got into this shape
by this truck running for a little while with knocking.They must have run this truck
INTO THE GROUND.Anyway,once we were diggin around,I noticed that the oil
pickup tube had snapped right at the brace where it bolts to the bottom of the engine.This
I figured was the cause of the lack of lubrication that eventually caused the damage to the
bearings.Has anyone else experienced this snapped oil pickup tube?Or is my M715 the
only unlucky one?
SUBJECT>who is near carthage Mo?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PLEASE email me.....ltalessi@mac.com
SUBJECT>Vibration Dampner Part #?POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to buy,or the civilian equivalant part number for the Vibration
Dampner?I have the militry number,but did not see anything in the Parts File Index.
Thanks
Frederick
SUBJECT>Re:Military 230 the same block as civ 230 POSTER>Samson EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,30 March 2003,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19946
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the engine in civilian trucks uses goofball motor mounts and wont replace a stock engine
unless you put in new frame horns and mounts farther forward.
the 258 wont "bolt in"to the 230's mounts,it can be made to work but i dont know the
details.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle tips?POSTER>Samson EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,30 March
2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19960 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
when you take the nuts of and pull the wedge/spacers out,the axle just needs to be
started,tap on it if it doesn't come loose by hand,and pull it out,nothin else holdin it.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch your trucks!POSTER>P Scott EMAIL>pscott1712@aol.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 3:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19955
NEXT>19984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got to love the old vet!
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Monday,31
March 2003,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19957 NEXT>19968
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.was that for a complete motor ,like starter ,generator,waterpump,fuelpump and dis.
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19967 NEXT>19982 20011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thats a complete motor,(no accessories)no carb,starter,gen........COMPLETE everything
is 3000...
SUBJECT>Re:I found the source of failure in my 230 POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs
Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:27
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I can't help with the original engine.I pulled my 230 soon after I got my truck,gave
it away.I hope someone will help you out.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle tips?POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19960 NEXT>19980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The gasket that seals behind the bolts on the axle flange,is all you have to deal with.you
may have to really hit it hard,or use a chisel,(carefully)to get it loose.It will then slide
right out,and the seal will be right there exposed.Very easy,you can take the part #to
parts house and they may have it,can get overnoght usually,or AB Linn has them,I
recently bought set of all 4 wheels for $20.00 from him off ebay.Used a front and rear
already,have the other two for emergency.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 Axle question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19911
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Mike ,That's the kind of info i was looking for.
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Rick
SUBJECT>Tuttle Creek!!!!POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>19983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just back from Tuttle Creek.Thanks to everyone who showed up.Great weather and
great wheelin!!!When you see a bunch of 715's on the trail,it's clear who rules the trail.
Hope everyone had a safe trip home.There was a lot of talk about another get-together in
the fall.I'm in!!We even had a Hummer show up.I will e-mail my pictures to everyone
who attended tonight.If anyone else wants pictures,e-mail me and I will get them out this
week.
Paul.SUBJECT>Re:forget the link?ntxt POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19943
NEXT>20018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19959
NEXT>20009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is not the 4B 3.9,it is some new engine that appears to be developed for the marine
and indutrial market.It is significantly smaller and lighter than the 4B,almost 200 lbs
lighter.I do not know who makes it but it is probably not made by Cummins,probably a
joint venture with someone and just a cummins name on it.
SUBJECT>Re:Keep it...POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19952
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For your intended usage,that Tornado should provide years of service.I have a couple
that I run hard hauling wood and wheeling.Other than some minor oil leaks and a failed
water pump I've had no trouble.I did a rings/bearing/gaskets overhaul on one for about
$300.the other is untouched.The one thing I regret not doing is having the valve guides
done because it still lets out a little puff of smoke when I let off the gas.But that just adds
to the vintage look,right?Another fun thing to do with the stock motor is to pop the hood
in a crowd and listen to the comments like "Gawl dang what the hell is that thang?".Put a
Chevy in it and you'll just get that "oh it's another Chevy"look and they'll move on.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the Tire info POSTER>JordanBW
EMAIL>WebsterNorm@aol.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't get a hold of any Hummer wheels for the outers of the new rims and I think that
is the only way to get bead-locks on a 16.5 wheel.So no I did not get bead lock wheels.
This made me a little wheary since a 16.5 is known for loosing beads out on the trail.Did
you have bead locks made.if not let me know if you've had any trouble running low tire
pressure.Thanks for the info.
JordanBW
Fresno,CA
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy a crank and dampener POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frederick,
I have a good crank and dampener if you want for $150 plus shipping from Stanfield
(Charlotte)NC 28163.If you are anywhere in the area,I will be at shows in S Pittsburg,.TN this coming weekend and
Churchville,MD in May.
TCasey
SUBJECT>Hood #'s question POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20239 20241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
What exactly do the hood #'s stand for on my M715?I have been told before that they
were the truck serial number but that doesn't seem to match up???The truck ser.#is
12392 and the numbers on the hood are 3G2312 .....Any ideas?Thanks -Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Non M715 question for Spice POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19951 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,I don't know.I don't have first hand exp with swapping in the th700r4,4x4,trans.
Find a 600 holley that nobody's fiddled with and slap that on,you should see a
improvement in MPG.Another thing is the gearing and tire dia.If you've got 3.08's and
35's,milage will be crap...especially with the slushbox.
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle tips?POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19970
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is low miles and NO rust.However,I did have to pull those wedges out,and
still needed some good shots with the hammer.After removing the hub,I realized that my
seal had failed due to brake fluid leaking.What happened was the wheel cyl gave up,so I
had a brake job done,with new hub seals.Not very long after,I had gear oil on the
brakes.The guy had not noticed that the hub just beyond the old seal had gotten rusty.He
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then installed the new seal,but didn't get it seated past the rust so it would ride in the old
path.Hope this helps.
Grant
SUBJECT>Re:rear axle tips?POSTER>MORTISEMAKER/wnc EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19960
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS GENTS,mucho appreciado....jc
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>Robert/CA EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19968
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An advertisement in the Military Vehicle's Mag,April 2003,page 7.M715 short block
engine,new,$995.Sam Winer Motors,Inc.-Dept MV,3417 E.Waterloo Rd,PO Box
6258,Akron,OH 44312.PH 330-628-0948 (ask for Robert Zetzer)Email:
winermotor@aol.com Note,I've never had any dealings with them but know of someone.who bought the short block and had
the engine head rebuilt locally.Was happy with the
results.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek!!!!POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19972
NEXT>20022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a great day to Four Wheel.Doug ’ s truck is first class its fuel injected with a 700r4
and backed by an atlas transfer case and lockers front and rear.He is running 37 in tall
Super swampers.To say the least his truck climbs like a billygoat.He has a super looking
in the cab roll cage,Oasis on board air system,Warn winch with quick connects and
2inch receivers for the front and rear.Put it plainly his truck is totally awesome!
Steves truck is a Monster.He has it sprung over and he is running 42in Super swampers.
Under the hood (after you climb up and take a look)is a carbureted 454 mated to the
stock transmission and stock transfer case.He got a Detroit locker in the rear and up front
he plans to lock it up soon.It has the Braden pto driven winch.Put it this way I showed
him the deepest mud hole,it swallowed my truck last time I was there,and He blasted his
way through it.It was an awesome sight.Thanks Steve!!!The two guys from Oklahoma
sure have some very nice units and it was a pleasure to four wheel with them.
One of the funniest things that happened was when Steve sent his wife over to rescue this
stock Wrangler with his monster.The Wrangler wondered in to a little mud hole and was
buried to the frame.I told Steve to tell his wife to pull around in front of it and let them
know she would just PUSH them out!His truck is so big that it would have ran over the
top of that little jeep and crushed it down into the mud.She instead just gave them a little
tug and they were free.
We had a great time riding around the trails.Too bad YOU missed it!!Lee
SUBJECT>HA!How do you like the 12"of snow in NC NOW?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19966 NEXT>
20015 20222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I got an inch of snow on my deck in Central Pa.You guys crippled by that foot of
mtn snow?
:)
SUBJECT>Heh,heh...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm picking up an new one pretty soon.A 366 tall deck truck motor.Big block mule.
SUBJECT>oil pressure POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what should the oil pressure be when driving (230 eng )thanks Jack.SUBJECT>Yo Doug Cook-Iowa POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>19988 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you and that guy you know with the five duece parts trucks,w/o the front axles,live
near I-80??I'm looking for a set of front springs,full pack and the frame mounts/hangers.
I'll be heading through that route end of next month and need those parts.
Gimme some good news!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug Cook-Iowa POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19987 NEXT>19994 19995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope 3 miles out of your way is wont take all your gas money.I'll call him tonight and get
prices.I'm going over there in the next week or two to get some stuff for myself and
could pull the parts if you want.Will you be passing thru on a weekday or weekend and
what time?I live in Newton (about 30 miles east of Des Moines).
SUBJECT>oil pressure POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>19993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what should the oil pressure be when driving (230 eng )thanks Jack
SUBJECT>Valve Cover Gasket POSTER>Les/Louisville,KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>19991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to go to the parts store and get a valve cover gasket.Does anyone know if the
230 in our trucks uses the same gasket as some of the older civilian jeeps.Whenever I tell
the parts guy I have a M-715,the respond with "a M-WHAT?".This time I was going to
ask fro something that might be in their catalog if possible.
Thanks for the help -Les
SUBJECT>Re:Valve Cover Gasket POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19990 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sure does work.Napa ordered mine for me
SUBJECT>m715 POSTER>Glen C Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spotted a nice 715 in an old Dec.02 issue of international Military Machine.Caption says
they are Rare due to Rust...
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure POSTER>Jeeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,31.March 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19989 NEXT>19997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know what the specs say but 30 psi should be a real comfortable area and I have
seen many motors run as low as 10-15 with no apparant problems.If you have one that
daily runs in the 30 psi area but gets hot or over revs then drops to 15 I would be
worried.Volume is more important than pressure and the accuracy of a 35 year old guage
can be questionable.Hope this helps!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug Cook-Iowa POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19988 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SA-WEEET!The weekend of the 25th,26th,27th of April.Hopefully,Saturday the 26th
passing through your area...unsure of exact time at the moment.Must be back to PA late
Sunday for work Monday,so time may be limited.That would be great if you could get
pricing for me.Um,what's your time worth to drop the springs w/frame mounts and
possibly a 3053A tranny??
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug Cook-Iowa POSTER>Jeeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19994 NEXT>19998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$500,000 large unmarked bills.I'll see if he has them already off or not but it wouldn't
take too long with a blue wrench so prob around $50.I just hope they didnt torch the
springs to take the front axles off?He doesn't get home untill 4:00pm central time,I'll call
him then.Do you need the shock mount also?
SUBJECT>Re:oil pressure POSTER>kaiserjeeps /OR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>19993 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well a good rule of thumb is 10 PSI for every 1000 RPM....
SUBJECT>D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>19996 NEXT>
20001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be impressively sick if they cut the springs to get the front axles out.Hmmm,
shock mount...couldn't hurt.So we're at springs w/frame mounts/hangers,shock mounts,
and a tranny from behind a diesel,and $50ish on your time.NO SWEAT!I REALLY
appreciate it!I'll have a new toy in the stable by then be able to use this stuff pretty
directly.You'll get to meet Katie too.
You got my vote as the top Doug Cook in Iowa!
SUBJECT>re valve cover gasket POSTER>jack mcdevitt.EMAIL>www.mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at
12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whats the best way to keep the cover from leaking ?someone said to put vasiline on it or
silicone or ?also thanks for answering the oil press quest mine is at 30 psi,and sorry
about posting the question twice.Jack
SUBJECT>Anyone interested in getting your parts/715 frames galvanized?
POSTER>Frederick Barton EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Monday,31
March 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have been researching getting my frame galvanized,and I have a few sources.I am now
in the process of getting prices,but I expect the frame to run between $500 -$700.Is
anyone else interested?If there is demand,I may be able to get prices down.They will
also do small pieces also,like hoods,doors,beds gas caps etc.....

SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>Jeeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19998 NEXT>20002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for the vote but I'm pretty sure I got two of them beat anyway as I have been
hassled by the police on behalf of one of the others less than legal activities and the other
one almost got me in trouble when I was getting a divorce as he had held some people
hostage and threatened suicide,I had to point out to the judge that the incident had taken
place before I was born and the guy was 30 yrs older than me.....you would think that they
would be a little more thurough than that?!!Pretty funny in hindsight but freaked me out
at the time.Remarried now and all is good even had a third D.C.return the checks the
bank had mailed him when I moved(whew).Looking forward to meeting you and Katie.
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20001 NEXT>
20003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lookin'forward to it to,Doug.Lemme know what the guys looking for $$$wise,and
we'll go from there.Thanks again!
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>Jeeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20002 NEXT>20004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check you E-mail for the $$$$just got of the phone with him.
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 1:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20003 NEXT>
20006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 POSTER>Frederick Barton EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19992
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
see my galvanization question......
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20004 NEXT>20038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would you have a extra 715 split rim laying around?
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment has filler hoses POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just received my fuel filler hose from Roy @Memphis
Equipment.With a little WD40,
it slid right in and is A LOT better looking than the old one that was on there.In fact,the
old one was so old that I was able to peel it off.ME's price was more than reasonable and
CHEAPER than what they're going for on ebay.
Interestingly,I emailed AB Linn and he said he didn't have any.Then I see 3 of em he
offered up on ebay.Huh?I'm not complaining too loudly,as ME was a better price.Just
thought I'd tell everyone that I was happy with their service.
Ethan
SUBJECT>anyone know how to decipher the engine codes POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
trying to decipher my engine code
SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My guess is that it's a mitsu or isuzu.It looks a lot like the isuzu used in the cab over
trucks made by GMC etc.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment has filler hoses POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20007 NEXT>20023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed one of the NOS fuel filler hoses (ABLinn)about a year ago and it's cracking
already.A wonderful example of why NOS rubber anything sucks ass.I hope you guys
buying NOS brake hoses inspect them regularly.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>beafire Ks EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19968
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I pulled mine out it was running like a top.Rear main seal leak and a little smoke
on the down side of gear changes.But the scrap yard gave me $5.20 for it and I was glad
to see it go!
SUBJECT>Re:Are 230's a piece of crap?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19952 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 is a wonderful engine .It will hold your boat steady if the chain or rope is a good
one.:)Curtis
SUBJECT>14 bolt rear -Need phone call POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anyone who has installed a 14 Bolt rear in a 715,I would sure like
to talk to you on the
phone.E-mail me with your number and when would be a good time to call or if you
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have one of those cell phones where long distance if free,my number is 918-605-5566.
Thanks,
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Forgot the Braden PTO winch POSTER>Gary
EMAIL>rottiracks@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,as far as I know everything is fine,I never got around to putting the winch on my
truck,but I took it apart and it all looked fine to me.Take care,Gary.
SUBJECT>Re:HA!How do you like the 12"of snow in NC NOW?
POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,31
March 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19984 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it snowed hard all day yesterday luckily the ground was warm and no accumulation.all
the tops over 3000'have much snow though and i hear east of us (Asheville)really got
some.man i got used to the 70 deg sunshine,like to froze my spindle nuts off working on
betsys axle today,which wouldve been right handy as i couldnt find a socket big enough
to remove em.
SUBJECT>braden pto winch POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody interested in a braden pto winch dont know if its an lu4 or what,sure looks like
one.its bolted into a 3 point hitch right now,was set up for hydraulic now restored to pto
drive.the tractor it was put together for is gone and its collecting dust it will come with
over 100 ft 5/8 cable.saw it today told the guy i would pass the info along.email if
interested...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19958
NEXT>20021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was thinking of pulling the 454 out of my chevelle but after all the time and money i put
in it i just can't one good ride at gardedale and i wouldn't never get it clean again
SUBJECT>Re:forget the link?ntxt POSTER>mudmonkey EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
31 March 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19973 NEXT>20037
LINKNAME>alternator page
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter8.html
well i sure as hell did,sorry,here try this....damn,that was dumb.
MuDMoNKeY.SUBJECT>Re:DEAL on a 4 cyl Cummins turbo!!Ebay link...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19959 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where have you been willie?glad you still have the 715.
krob725
SUBJECT>M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20025 20053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where could I find a starter for a 67 M715 with a 24 volt system?About how much
would it cost?What has to be done to convert the 24v system to a 12v system?It has the
original 6cyl engine,which I think is the 230 tornado engine,but I am not sure.Also,if it
has the 24 volt system,does it use 2 batteries or one,and where would you find these
batteries?
SUBJECT>Re:Good thing POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20017
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,If you do decide to pull it and need some help give me a call.Spicer still did'nt say
you could borrow a motor even he is hording everything he can get his hands on(wife
guns,motors,trannys,axles etc)Guess the golden rule is in effect.He who has the most toys
wins.Put the plugs in today she is running much better.Tried to change out the brake
switch almost bent the brake lines into,Got to change gameplan twist like hell ai'nt going
to work.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek!!!!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19983 NEXT>20238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it was a good time,got ot meet some new and interesting people.Not to mention
check out some cool trucks.As I have mentioned in the past pictures do not do pauls
truck justice.
I am not sure which is cooler,Lees truck or his daughter Morgan!This was one of the
coolest little ladies I have ever seen.She was always ready to go four wheeling and would
even get out at the top of the big hills (like sidewinder and driveshaft)and cheer you on
as you made it to the top.Lee's truck is equally impresive very clean swap,looked better
than factory.Nice job Lee!
The truck from nebraska was way cool also.This was the father and son team with the
hummer.Your dad had us all rolling,he is very funny and intertaining.Hes not afraid to
play with the hummer,he went on the trails with it and even buried it in the mud.He had
on his all terrains for the drive down,its a good thing he didnt have his winter tires.He
would have showed us all up.There is something about a kaiser on boggers that is just
TO COOL!Nice truck.Had a great time and hope to do it again soon.
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Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment has filler hoses POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs.Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 6:50
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20010 NEXT>20028 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any suggestions on a "new stock"filler hose?Personally,I don't need one,I bought one
from ME 3 or 4 years ago,and it is just fine.
mudclod
SUBJECT>LU4 pic needed POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I'm looking at a winch and I'm not sure if it's a LU4.Does anyone have any close up
pictures of a Braden LU4?If you do,please email them to bw1339@yahoo.com
Thanks!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20020 NEXT>20026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd recommend deciding if you're going to do a voltage conversion before you buy a
starter.You'll have to hunt out a 12v starter so no point in buying a 24v one first.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20025 NEXT>20031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it extremely hard to find the 12v starter?What else would I need for a 12v conversion?
SUBJECT>Re:Sent some POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20024 NEXT>20058 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you need more,let me know.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment has filler hoses POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20023 NEXT>20077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I just got (from ME)looks like it was coated with some wax substance or
something like that.It started to come off when I sprayed it with WD40 to get it thru the
hole in the side of the truckbed.I dunno if it was "new production"or NOS,but it looks
fine and felt pliable (I flexed it several times to check!).It definitely had that new rubber
feel to it..I thought of having the elbow bend made in metal at a muffler shop,but that was B4 I
measured and found the tank inlet dia.was about 3"and the filler neck dia.was about 4".
Once they stop making them,I think we'll have to devise something at that point.Of
course,unless you're doing a military restoration,you could replace the tank with
something that has a smaller filler neck.The only problem is that it just wouldn't look as
cool!
SUBJECT>Re:Retrofitting Civilian FSJ doors POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19942 NEXT>20035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was able to redrill and tap the door pillar so I could use the later model door latches,so
I'll have POWER locks and power windows once I get the electrical stuff wired in.I'll
post a new message when I get it all done and have pictures.
I just have to get the woodgrain off the outside of the door.Man does that look weird!
SUBJECT>Re:I found the source of failure in my 230 POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19961
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's interesting.I haven't heard of this being a common problem,but I'm in the process
of replacing all the seals/gaskets in my motor so I will check that out while I have it apart.
Thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,31 March 2003,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go 12v you have the option of running just the motor on 12v,which means a
starter,alt,and maybe plug wires (that I'm not sure),and leaving the rest of the truck 24v
(tricky proposition for a fool like me).The batteries are not special,just two run of the
mill car batteries.If you go 12v for the whole truck,you will be replacing every bulb,
including headlamps and your gauges and sending units.You will soon learn that any
electrical work will be difficult with 35 year old wiring.I bought a new universal wiring
harness.Chris is right,do yourself a favor,read up on the old posts in the archives,ask a
ton of questions,and plan out your work before you start buying parts.
Good Luck.
-G-
SUBJECT>anybody burn out condensers often?POSTER>mikec EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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20034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see to be burning up condensers on the points about every 500 to 1000 miles leaving me
stranded or barely running home.Is there a fix.I replaced EVERYTHING in the
distributor with parts from Memephis equipment and all ran perfect but now I have
burned up 7 condensers in a year.Is an in line voltage regulator needed (stock had a.resistor of some type)or is
there maybe another problem.
SUBJECT>Re:anybody burn out condensers often?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20033 NEXT>20068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no idea,but i just had another coil go out!
SUBJECT>Re:Retrofitting Civilian FSJ doors POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
Just leave the woodgrain on the doors and get some for the rest of the truck.You could do
the flat sides of the bed and the front fenders.Maybe put a woodgrain stripe or two on the
hood.:-)
Seriously,I'll be interested to hear about (and see?)your door conversion with power
locks.
Good luck,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Re:Non M715 question for Spice POSTER>Katie EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19951
NEXT>20043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron--
If you don't already have the answer to your question from other sources,here's an idea.I
don't know about nationwide,but in this area,the Jeep club (CJ's,etc.)use Chevy
engines/transmissions A LOT!You might go to their discussion board and post the
question and I'm pretty sure someone there would have a good answer for you.There are
some great guys there who are always willing to share their knowledge.The website is
www.idaho4x4.com if you wanna give it a try.
SUBJECT>Re:YES!!That's it.Thank you!ntxt POSTER>TC EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20018
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20006 NEXT>
20039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,all mine have gummies on them...I can get one in decent condition with ring for $25.
Want it?.SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20038 NEXT>20040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take that one and up to five more if you can get them and we'll just trade them towards
what we agreed on for your parts.I only have 15 rims to go with my 4 m715's,plus
wouldn't hurt to have some extras around.
SUBJECT>Re:D.C.and the Hot Wrench!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20039 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deal,BUT...I'm flying over Iowa heading west,and driving east back.Shall I get some
shipping prices?If you have a truck shipper near you,I've got a great discount with a
shipping company to possibly send all six on one pallet and have you pick up.
Lemme know
SUBJECT>Gas Tank POSTER>Bill Geer EMAIL>geer@frontiergeneral.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aapkhPNWPR/4U PREVIOUS>NEXT>20062 20299 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need a gas tank for my newly purchased M-715.Does anyone have an extra or know
where I can get one?
SUBJECT>360 swap POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>WebsterNorm@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20045 20063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a neighbor that has an AMC 360 that he is getting rid of.He has an edelbrock
intake and a holley 4 barrel that is going with it.Has anyone swapped in a 360?what are
your thoughts on that motor?I am thinking maybe keeping the tranny (T-98)or going
with a turbo 400.I will also apreciate any thoughts on that.
Thanks for the input
JordanBW Fresno Ca
SUBJECT>Ron,Chevy fan POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20036 NEXT>20044
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
I researched this a bit about a year ago and everyone agreed that there was no 700r mated
to a 205.You can run the combo divorced,but not mated.
I'm glad you've seen that light and are getting back to a more sensible alternative to the
blue oval..Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,Chevy fan POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20043 NEXT>20055 20078
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Change one motor like say 305 to 454 and have it drop and bolt up to trans and mounts
and you'll be spoiled.It is your destiny,Luke.Err...um,Ron.
Advanced adapters can do it,but you'll probably be looking around $700+to do it.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20042
NEXT>20054 20057 20094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jordan,
I am in the middle of swapping in a 304.You need to find a different input shaft,bearing
retainer,and bellhousing to swap into your T-98.Parts from a full-size jeep (J-truck,
Wagoneer,etc.)that had the T-18/V8 combo will work.This is the route I am taking.
Warning:these parts are fairly rare and expensive.There were also many different flavors
of T-18's with different bellhousing lengths used over the years,so you should try to find
all of the parts from one vehicle.
Your other option is to swap in the auto/quadratrac drivetrain along with the V8.I have a
spare drivetrain if you're interested.I've heard that this is a relatively easy swap that
involves relocating the engine mounts and modifying the crossmember.Others in the
group can either advise you or urge you to take another path.
I really like the AMC V8's.Parts are not as cheap and easy to come by as with the Chevy
engines.However,I like having the distributor in front,the oil pump outside of the oil
pan,and the spark plugs above the manifolds.
Reagan
BTW,I am a short 3 hours south of you in California City.
SUBJECT>Pics of my M715 POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20047 20048 20049 LINKNAME>My truck
LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst?.dir=/Trucks&.view=t
If I did this correctly,you should be able to follw this url to a pic of my m715.
http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst?.dir=/Trucks&.view=t
Let me know if it works.
Rehards,
Chirstopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA.'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Re:Didn't work POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did something wrong.
And spelled my name and "regards"incorrectly,to boot.
Back to the drawing board.
SUBJECT>Re:Think it's working POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaYZoZr4M.0bQ PREVIOUS>20046 NEXT>
LINKNAME>My truck
LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst?.dir=/Trucks&.view=t
I changed the access settings for who can view the photos.
Take a look and see if you can see them.
Thanks,
Chris
SUBJECT>id work POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice rig.Like the windshield lights,and the flatty.
SUBJECT>Working out the bugs POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>20051 20061 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well my 715 is moving under it's ow power nowadays but engine(SBC)knocks under
load.I checked timing and put in premium but still have problems.....the pistons I used in
buld up were 9.3 to 1..is that too high for pump gas?I used to know all this sh%t in high
school but that was a "few"yrs.ago so any help is appreciated.
It's great to drive around with top off and windshield down.Makes the yrs of work worth
while.Most people look at me like I landed from Mars...it's so cool.....
SUBJECT>Re:Working out the bugs POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20050 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
9.3 isn't too hot for pump gas.You may have to hot of plug in it.
SUBJECT>LT turbo on a GM 6.2?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 2:04
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody else thought about putting a turbo from a M35 LT 465 on a GM 6.2 or is this
asking for a grenade?Only reason I ask is that I happen to have an extra one laying
around and that whistle sure would sound sweet from under the hood of my 715.Horse
power gain would also be a nice bonus feature.When it comes to deisels I know less than
I have written hear so be kind with your insults.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20020 NEXT>20069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my starter to a alt.shop.They rewound for 12 volts and rebuilt it for $128.00.I put in
12v headlights ran new wires,wired it to the battery through an inline fuse and put a
switch on the dash.Changed the coil to a 12 volt and thats it.But the guages don't
work.Hopfully that will be fixed soon.Will
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20045
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is some info if you go automatic.
I put in a 390 AMC.The AMC engine dimensions are all the same for V-8s.With that
said,I used the stock M-715 engine frame horns and used some engine mounts from my
CJ.
If you do the auto transmission (727)get the crossmember from the donor vehicle and use
it.It will fir inside the frame rails,but you will need to drill new holes in the frame.Also,
the front crossmember that the front drive shaft runs thru will need to be unbolted and
removed.
Enjoy spending several days under your truck.You will learn every inch of it...
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,Chevy fan POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20044
NEXT>20080 20088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,I knew I never should have asked you two.One innocent little question and
you have to go and personally insult me.And the only one that is helpful is someone
whose decision making ability is in serious doubt considering who she is dating.The fact
that I own yet annother chevy is actually an embarassment,not a bragging right.Actually
I was in the process of looking for a replacement (Gladiator)for past mistakes (chevy
truck)when the wife revealed plans to have a third papoos.Three car seats and a pickup
just don't mix.The styling,or lack there of,and $1500 for a 4"IFS lift told me to look for
a classic.I love the styling of the 66-77 Bronco,but at 6'4"and a family,it was just too
small.I decided to go for a Blazer,where the roof comes off from the windshield on
back,and it even has decent styling.I really wanted a Jimmy,so I wouldn't have to be.associated with that dirty word
you so cavaleirly included in the subject line (chevy).Oh
well.
BTW what about the (supposed)interchangeability of the GM line?Man,even GM
should be able to be proud of something.
Ron,POWER fan!
Sorry B,not a chevy thing.
SUBJECT>Anyone who has swaped in mated T-case...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front drive shaft with the spring over is already quite an angle.How do you deal with
the then shorter shaft if you use a mated t-case?I understand a double cardan or "cv"will
be nessasary but will that even be enough?Anyone with experience?Thanks guys!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20045
NEXT>20086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reagan,
I don't think the external oil pump in the AMC V8's is a good thing.The timing cover
wears over time and oil pressure will drop.$$$
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Sent some POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20027
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an email.Thanks!
SUBJECT>repro bed/body panels?anyone interested?POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.bigelectric.com/dcforum/DCForumI 12/424.html
hes in San Fernando,CA and said depending on interest he could make us stuff...he
charges 375 for a bed floor.....
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he can make m37 tailgates,fenders and tool box doors
SUBJECT>LU4 pulling power?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20074 20092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
For those with winches,is the pulling power of the LU4 (8,000lbs?)adequate for a
vehicle as heavy as a M715?
Thanks.
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:Working out the bugs POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20050 NEXT>20071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check timing/advance.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at
4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20041 NEXT>20065 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got one.$150 bucks in great shape except for the big black filler tube hose thingie.I
dont have the medal strapes that hold it up either.The tank was new when I got the truck
but I run on propane and can't use it.You pay shipping from cental N.C.910-947-6276
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20042
NEXT>20087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See the links to Alan Bennett's website.He did the swap and it looks and runs great.
Swapped in an AMC360,TH400 and a quadratrak unit with low range.
i have the truck now,so if ya have questions,lemme know.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Spring over POSTER>DAN EMAIL>danomorrison@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag5pzP9D8sQ2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>20067 20070 20082 20117
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am about to do a spring over and i am wondering what people do in the rear.The front
looks easy but the rear raises a few questions.If you do the spring over in the front and a
shackle slip in the rear then the front is raised more than the rear.on the rear i will flip the
rear front spring mount and just flip the shackle on the rear spring mount.So do people
block the rear to make the lift the same or what.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Tank POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20062
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wout,email me ltalessi@mac.com on the tank......
SUBJECT>What winch is this?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any ideas?Thanks.
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/winch1.jpg.SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20064
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I think most use a block.
My buddy only flipped the shackle and used about a 3"block and it looks level.That
method though will create pinion angle problems.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:anybody burn out condensers often?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mikec,
Are the points burning also?I'd been chasing down a burned points problem in my
Plymouth and traced it to a bad coil/resistor.Make sure you're not getting full 24v to the
points (I don't know what they should be getting but with a resistor in there,it's gonna be
less than 24v).Most points I've dealt with are designed to run 6v,regardless if the vehicle
is 6 or 12v.Even if it's seeing reduced voltage at idle,the volts may rise to close to
nominal (24)at speed -the problem I had -and the points will burn shortly.
If it is the condensor,be sure they are new manufacture.Condensers are capacitors which
over time can break down and lose their ability to store energy.
You could probably find a condenser at a parts store that fits.I understand that most are
rated the same,regardless of the application.No guarantees though.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 starter,and 12/24volt conversion POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I scored,back when I was planning on keeping the Tornado and got a reman starter off
ebay for 35 bucks.I bet they're few and far between on there though.Your other option is
hunting through junkyards for one,or as mentioned,have the original reconfigured.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
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DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20064
NEXT>20072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems most use blocks.If you want to go another route,you can get some custom
springs from Alcan.Real nice but pricey.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Working out the bugs POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 7:28 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>20061 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And Ed,I've been there before with a derby car,where I could get it to start and move,
but it ran aweful.I played with the timing and had the vacuum advance all pushed up to
the firewall...and I could never get the timing mark to show AND THEN I had a brain
storm and realized the distributor was 180 degrees off.Get back to high school Auto
Shop 101 basics and you'll figure it out.
Keep us posted!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacvLeGcHHbsc PREVIOUS>20070 NEXT>20075 20084
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,could you pls.give the phone #of Alcan.How much are the springs and how many
inches do they make.Did you buy your springs from them.Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>MU-2?POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20066
NEXT>20093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe this is the MU-2.Which is the LU-4s predecessor.
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 pulling power?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20060 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The LU-4 winch is very well designed for vehicles in this weight class.With the proper
equipment and a couple of snatch blocks,you can do a tremendous amount of damage.(to
what you are pulling).Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20072
NEXT>20115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted the same ?a year or so ago and I was told to flip the front hanger of the rear
spring as well.it work the great!truck sets level,with no axle wrap caused from block
lifts
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment has filler hoses POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 April 2003,at 9:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is probably not politically correct,but my filler hose had some large cracks up high,
looked like heck,but was not leaking.So I filled the cracks with body filler,sanded er
down,hit it with some paint,and it looked great.Tom.SUBJECT>Re:Ron,Chevy fan POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would look at Novak.I have priced their adapter for the SM420 and 700R4 to a D300
and it is $450 and under $400 respectively.
They have been around longer than Advanced,and from what I have seen,have better
quality in their machining.
They also have some really good information about tranny's and t-cases.Check them out,
it is worth the while.
SUBJECT>Re:Axles More Beefy Than Ours!?!POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19944 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have talked to Lance at Sunray(he is local,and was had the yokes at one of the FWD-
FWD runs),and that axle is going to be expensive.Depends what you want to do,and
how deep your pockets are.If you want a good quality replacement,and have the money,
this would be a viable option.Then I would slap in a 14bolt.
But you could get rockwells cheaper.But they are much heavier also.It all depends on
what you are building for,I guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,Chevy fan POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20055 NEXT>20125 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Somebody had info on a adaptor to go from a TH400/700R4 to a 205 case a while back.
Maybe it was HewI35?Anyway I don't think it was big bucks like Adv.Adptrs stuff.
Maybe you could search past posts?
SUBJECT>Re:finally running POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19755
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I e-mailed Hammer down last week,but haven't heard back from them.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
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EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 4:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20064 NEXT>20090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did both of the things you mentioned,then put in a 1 inch block.I ran it a couple years
before I put in the block,just think it looks a little better with it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>power steering pics POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>NEXT>20099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did the pics of the power steering pump mounted on the left side of the stock 230 engine
ever get posted?
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20072
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We use them at the shop for the monster rock crawler jeeps we build.There number is 1-
888-321-0870.They also have web site.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has swaped in mated T-case...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20076 NEXT>20229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll look into the cornay joint.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20057
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have a oil pressure gauge and watch it,then the pump is easy to replace when it
starts to drop.It seems to be the only real weakness of the motors.My .02 Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20063
NEXT>20116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am considering that swap...how do you like it?Do you have stock axles?Power,
cruising,trail riding?Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>'...(supposed)interchangeability ...'POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20055 NEXT>
20089 20127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly do you mean?Motors?265-400 basically all the same externally.Some of
the very early ones didn't have some of the bosses tapped in the front of the block...rarely
used anyway.A big block will drop right into typical small block motor mounts and bolt
to the tranny with no changes.Obviously it is larger,but bolting in directly is a great start.
That is for 366-427 truck and 396-502.Later crate motors don't have a provision for a
mechanical fuel pump on the engine.Truck blocks will only have one of the typical two
clutch,Z bar bosses in the block,they will not have the rear one over the filter area.Oh,
and the popular 'car'trannies...Muncie M-series and the Saginaw less performance
versions will bolt into TH350 tranny mount and use the same yoke.TH400 has a larger
yoke and is slightly longer.GM makes friendly parts..SUBJECT>Re:'...(supposed)interchangeability ...'POSTER>350-B.in
Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20088 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,you see Ronner-you're chosen wisely.
Now go out and spread the word about your conversion.
-B.
(You're 6'4"?Damn,I didn't know they stacked it that high!
BWAHHHAAHHHHHAAHH!!!!!!!)
SUBJECT>Mudclod POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20082 NEXT>20169 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm gonna be going through the Springs in 2 weeks,are you close to I-70?I'm passing
through your burg on my way to Glenwood.
(If you're more than 2 miles out of my way then forget it.)
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>m715 pics and text POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iwas just on www.jpmagazine.com and put m715 in the search box and found some cool
pics and interesting reading,......check it out!!
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 pulling power?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>20060 NEXT>20110 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In my experience,the LU-4 is underated.It will pull harder and take more abuse then
most other 8000 lb winches out there.With 150'of 7/16"cable and run by a pto,it will
outperform the electric 12000 lb winches all day.Comparing it with an 8000 lb electric
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winch isn't even fair.Even other 8000 lb rated pto winches are built much smaller.
For self recover,a single line pull is usually adequate for unsticking yourself,but as with
all winches,you need to know the limitations of the equipment and rig up for more snatch
blocks when needed.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Thanks ntxt POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20073
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ntxt
SUBJECT>Hey Reagan POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>jordanm715@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20045
NEXT>20104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reagan,
I may be interested in your spare drivetrain.Let me know what you want for it.I still have
not decided if that is the rout I am going to take but It is definitly an option.Go ahead and
email me (jordanm715@hotmail.com)that info if you like.And could you tell me what
kind of shape the stuff is in.Does it need to be rebuilt or need new seals or anything?
Thanks
SUBJECT>To Not Send Viruses On...Maybe?POSTER>Katie EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen a couple of posts on here concerning viruses getting sent.I've included the text
from an email I received a few months ago that might help in this regard.After reading it,
I figured that it can't hurt and may help,so I did this on both my email accounts.It's really
simple.
****************************************
I learned a computer trick today that's really ingenious in its
simplicity.As you may know,when/if a worm virus gets into your
computer it heads straight for your email address book,and sends itself to everyone in
there,thus infecting all your friends and associates.This trick won't keep the virus from
getting into your computer,but it will stop it from using your address book to spread
further,and it will alert you to the fact that the worm has gotten into your system.
Here's what you do:first,open your address book and click on "new
contact"just as you would do if you were adding a new friend to your
list of email addresses.In the window where you would type your
friend's first name,type in !000 (that's an exclamation mark followed by 3 zeros).In the
window below where it prompts you to enter the new email address,type in WormAlert.
It will tell you that your new email is invalid but say yes anyway then complete
everything by clicking add,enter,ok,etc.
Now,here's what you've done and why it works:The "name"!000 will be placed at the
top of your address book as entry #1.This will be where the worm will start in an effort
to send itself to all your friends.But when it tries to send itself to !000,it will be
undeliverable because of the phony email address you entered (WormAlert).If the first
attempt fails (which it will because of the phony address),the worm goes no further and
your friends will not be infected.
Here's the second great advantage of this method:If an email cannot be delivered,you
will be notified of this in your Inbox almost immediately.Hence,if you ever get an email
telling you that an email addressed to WormAlert could not be delivered,you know right
away that you have the worm virus in your system.You can then take steps to get rid of
it!.****************************************
One of my accounts would not let me enter WormAlert without @and .com so I just
typed a bunch of nonsense letters followed by .com and it was happy.
If you've read all through this and have already seen it and done it or not done it,my
apologies for the length.Hopefully it works and will help someone somewhere along the
line.
SUBJECT>Re:repro bed/body panels?anyone interested?POSTER>Hardcharger 14
EMAIL>FurnsolutionNC@NorthState.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 10:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20059 NEXT>20098 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can He Form Tail Gates??No JEEP of course.
SUBJECT>The Kleuz worm POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20095 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone sent me a virus last night/this morning.It was the Kleuz worm that went around
a while ago.This guy must be a member becuase he used Spicergear's name (but not
adress)to send it from.Spicer didn't have any viruses on his PC and seeing as how his PC
is network based for a large firm-I didn't think it was him.My virus software got it
before it could effect anyhting.
Whomever did this-it didn't work,but it did make me take a minute to realize that you
hate me enough to try and screw me up.Sorry for whatever I did to piss you off.
If Mark sent this to me-I was serious tuesday when I posted that I felt bad for you.I joke
around alot,but I was playing it straight that day.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:repro bed/body panels?anyone interested?POSTER>lee alessi /baton
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rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he can,the thing is he needs the parts to look at first.maybe someone by him could go by
hes in:
San Fernando,CA
SUBJECT>Re:power steering pics POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20083 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a look'in to see them to.Brandon
SUBJECT>Thermostat POSTER>BRETT HUSTON
EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:06
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What size thermostat does the 67 M715 take?Mine doesn't
have any numbers or degrees
stamped on it anywhere.I want to change it so that I know it is the right size(temp)and
that it will be working.I know the engine runs at 190.Most other jeeps have 180.
SUBJECT>digital headlight/blackout switch POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6745&item=240
9468222
SUBJECT>drive shaft POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all ,does any one need a front and rear drive shaft?both are in good shape ,715
only had 9200 miles on it thanks .Curtis
SUBJECT>look Doug Foster POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 April
2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug thismay be to far away--1962 jeep fc170 no bed 6cyl great for resto gd main glass
$1550b/o 860-774-2879 CT.saw it today in the want ad keep looking FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Reagan POSTER>Reagan EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20094 NEXT>20143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jordan,
That email address didn't work.
Reagan
SUBJECT>Re:m715 pics and text POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
April 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20091 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great find just check it out thanks FRANKO'
SUBJECT>V8 motor id POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2 April
2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20141 20149 20151
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would appreciate any help in this area how can I tell the diff between the amc327 and
buick350 that came in ealy civ pickups mine has the dist to the rear thought it was a
chevy but no vin#where I am told they should be it is a m715 that was rusting away I
ramped it to my house that all I know at this point thanks FRANK
SUBJECT>check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 3:06 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20108 20109 20148
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's on e-bay and its ended #2409468222 Sorry you got to cut &paste.Will
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Lee I posted before I read the list.Will
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20107 NEXT>20119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will that is too cool now i must have one .
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 pulling power?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.8000 lbs seemed a bit weak compared to electric winches with the same
rating....
SUBJECT>ana 60 [Help ] need install pic's POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20112 20157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have any photos of a newer style D-60 front end installed in a M-715.
Can't find any one who has done this or with pic's anyway.Anybody done this,please
help.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 [Help ] need install pic's POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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check to see how it was mounted on the truck that it came off of you need to fab shock
mounts and such think it out it will come to you >>
SUBJECT>AMC360with mated 205?POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@midohio.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20122 20126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried putting a married np205 onto a AMC 360/th400 combo?Seems if ya got
the right parts out of a Chevy this could work.Any body tried this or have any input?
Thanks.
Farmer Bill in mid Ohio
SUBJECT>Who had access to the dueces -mudclod?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:16 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20129
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could really use a seat from a duece,can you or anyone hook me up with something
reasonable?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@froadin.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Flip the front hanger and the and the shackle and the lift is even.The angle is even right
for the rear driveshaft!
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20087 NEXT>20124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's got the stock axles and stock gearing.Alan had that truck here in Colorado a few
summers ago and it walked all over stuff (has a Detroit in the rear).
Power seems OK.I still have to fine tune the carb I slapped on there.(I think it's a little
rich)On flat ground,it gets right up to 55 real fast.I think with some tuning,it'll hold up
better on the hills.
I'm debating between planning for taller gears (right now I'm at 55mph @3100rpm!)or
bigger tires.Tires are cool,but they have to be replaced.Taller gears are only done once.
Since I don't have the $$for either,right now it's a moot point.
Haven't played much on the trails.I bought it in Nov.of last year.Like I said,I've seen it
in action and I don't think it lacks grunt in LO range.
SUBJECT>Re:Spring over POSTER>Paul Nelson EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dan,look under colorado k5 page there use to have a shackle flip on there that you could
build yourself to fit a 715.i built some for my k5 and raised it 6"with just the flip.
basically your flipping your shackle down and lowering your pivot point however long
you build it.and yes its strong i race my k5 and have never had a problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Thermostat POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brett,mine runs at 190 too think this is normal operating temp.jc
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20109 NEXT>20144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have much more moola than I do.I guess I am happy with turning a switch.Will.SUBJECT>Wheel Bearing Adjustment
tool?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20140 20177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this a special tool that I need,or is it something that is standard for all D60/70 axles?
(Is there a standard?
SUBJECT>m725 for sale,he says make offer POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20133 20259 LINKNAME>m725 pics
LINKURL>http://www.geocities.com/carla_lynette/aviscommunications.html
am still looking for a buyer for a 1967 Kaiser Military jeep Ambulance,
M725.
Location:Southeast Kansas
Price:MAKE AN OFFER!!!
It is a 1967 Kaiser Jeep Military Ambulance M725
1 1/4 ton,4x4,4 speed manual,mileage 27,913
It was previously owned by a rural fire department and is currently painted
red on the outside,thought the interior is still OD green.The vehicle
does NOT have a title,but I have a clean bill of sale.
It is in good condition.It runs great and starts easy.The engine is
original.There is no rust.All of the windows are fully intact/no cracks.
They still have their canvas shades for the back,too.The cab seats have a
few rips in the canvas covering.The blackout headlight is on the front and
the surgery light is still in the back.It comes with the ladder steps for
the back.Overall the vehicle is very clean and needs little work.
Contact information:
620-226-3477 (ask for larry)
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For pictures
SUBJECT>Re:AMC360with mated 205?POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The output shaft on the amc T400 is different than the chevy.You can change it to a
chevy type as the internals are the same,but that means tearing it apart completely.Some
of the early 400's came with a dana 20 which is a pretty tough case all things considered.
Also some of the really early 400's had an adapter to mate the amc block to a gm bolt
pattern T400,but these adapters are under $200 anyway now.Hope this helps!Doug.
SUBJECT>THANKS!!I saw that too...POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really don't need a project though!I have found a really nice one in Colorado,just can't
bring myself to sell the 715 to get the "pugly"Jeep.Thanks for the thought,I really.appreciate it.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ethan,Doug.
SUBJECT>Thanks Chief POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:AMC360with mated 205?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20113 NEXT>20158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need an AMC pattern 400 that had a Dana 20 Transfercase mated to it.Take the
Model 20 and adapter off and all you need is a NP205 and factory adapter from a Chevy
turbo 400/205 set up.Works great !!Barry.
SUBJECT>yeah yeah yeah POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20088 NEXT>20135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK already,I knew all that.BUT I want the chevy 205 to bolt up to a chevy 700r4.The
idea is better gas mileage AND respectable power.Guess I'm spoiled from working on
Fords.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:LT turbo on a GM 6.2?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20052 NEXT>20136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being a realtively rare part I would say sell it and buy a Bank's Performance kit.Easier,
quicker,and you know it works.
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Who had access to the dueces -mudclod?POSTER>GSanders
EMAIL>gsanders84@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20114 NEXT>20130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the longer passenger side(?)seat that is in almost new condition.I bought it at an
auction a few years ago in a lot of other misc things.How does $50 plus shipping sound?
GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:Who had access to the dueces -mudclod?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20129 NEXT>20131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sold!You have one for Lee too?He wants the same piece.
SUBJECT>Re:Who had access to the dueces -mudclod?POSTER>lee alessi /baton
rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 April 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20130 NEXT>20134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not to be left behind,i need more seats (i have 3,under 3 kids).....im looking for a seat
too.
SUBJECT>Re:m725 for sale,he says make offer POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like a very nice truck.I wish my M715 was in that condition...
SUBJECT>Re:Who had access to the dueces -mudclod?POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need a passenger side seat?The long one for 2 people right?I have one if you need
it.I'll go out and see what kind of condition its in.I'm in FL.EMail me direct as I only get
to the site about once a week.
Kenny
SUBJECT>Spoiled?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like milk in a incubator.
SUBJECT>Re:LT turbo on a GM 6.2?POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20128
NEXT>20146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are they worth as I have a few?
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SUBJECT>Cheap Seats POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20138 20226 20307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you desire to have more than one passenger you might want to do what I did.Remove
the battery box and fab a seat frame...mine has a hook that slips under the front mount for
the bat box and then uses two bolts into the back bat box mount to hold it in.Only cost
$80 to have someone make padded covers for it and looks original.In the box of the truck
I installed a set of subaru brat seats....my boys love riding back there.Now the 715
uncomfortably seats five.I'll take some pics tonight,E-mail me if you want to see them..SUBJECT>Re:Cheap Seats
POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20137 NEXT>20159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One more thing.I used the 29"rocket box to relocate the batteries,bolted it right to the
front inside of the bed.It is a perfect fit for two batteries plus has a water tight lid to keep
the rain out.be sure not to seal your holes for wiring as the batteries need to
breath.Northern Tool &Equipment sells them for $24.99 1-800-556-7885
SUBJECT>Apt Message POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20142 20175 20192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Y'know how some businesses put funny little messages on their signs?Well,I saw a good
one last night,especially apt given some of the situations recently.
"Those who know the least know it the loudest."
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing Adjustment tool?POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20120 NEXT>20162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
The rears are a snap,after you get the wedges out.This may take some careful shots with
a hammer.You don't want to hurt the studs or damage the flange where it won't seal.
As for the "wheel bearing tool",I suspect you're talking about the retainer nut.You can
find big sockets for this,but a lot of people just use a big flat screwdriver and tap it a
little.It will spin off by hand after about a quarter of a turn.Obviously,you need to bend
the tang on the locking washer so it won't interfere.The second nut is usually easier.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:V8 motor id POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20106
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know about the amc 327,but amc 304s look like Ford sb,right down to the carb
and distributor,which is a Motorcraft and is in front.I think the heads on the GMs were
interchangeable.If so,you could run numbers from them to verify that they are GM.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>To Spicer's Woman POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20139 NEXT>20147
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JUST WHAT THE ****IS THAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN!!?????!!!!!!!
(Bwuahhhaahhhha!!!!!)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Reagan POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>jordanm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20104.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reagan,
I used to have a hotmail account so I put Hotmail instead of Yahoo.
Try jordanm715@yahoo.com
Sorry about that.
Jordan
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20119 NEXT>20145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoa!That switch cold for $22 more than I paid for my deuce,running!Ouch!
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shoulda said "sold"
SUBJECT>Re:LT turbo on a GM 6.2?POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20136 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the deuce world the "C"turbo (whistler)brings from $100 to $200.Some go higher
and I've bought way cheaper.Be accurate with your description and put it on Ebay,
should sell pretty well.People like the "C"turbo.
SUBJECT>Re:To Spicer's Woman POSTER>Katie EMAIL>katie-fitz@lycos.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20142
NEXT>20150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Exactly.
SUBJECT>Re:check out the new push button light switch POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab619X8yEc7k PREVIOUS>20107 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeezuz!!The seller is REALLY impressed with his electronics!I can think of much more
important things to get for my 715.Hah!
SUBJECT>Re:V8 motor id POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 April
2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20106 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Franko,
I'm not familar with the AMC's.The Buick has a front mounted dist.There are 6 bolts per
valve cover."350"may still be visible on the back of the intake manifold.If it has the.original 2 or 4 barrel
Q-jet,the fuel line hooks to the front of the carb.
The valve arrangement is Ex In In Ex Ex In In Ex.
SUBJECT>Re:To Spicer's Woman POSTER>Zack EMAIL>Baltimorejake@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20147
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea what she said it makes sence too me ......lol....
SUBJECT>Re:V8 motor id POSTER>verne redman EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20106
NEXT>20160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 has an AMC 327 engine.The ditributor is at the back (the distributor innards
uses std.GM parts).The valve covers are held down by two wingnuts per side,with said
wingnuts/hold-downs being on top of valve cover and not around the edge.Almost all
came with factory Holley Carb.
If memory serves me correctly;the Buick 350 has a (canted)front distributor and valve
covers with a six bolt pattern around the outside edge.
If you have the AMC 327--be forewarned--it is entirely unique from the Chev.327.Parts
are hard to come by--if you need sources,tips or tricks with this motor,drop me a line.
SUBJECT>M724 info POSTER>JTFDwigg38 EMAIL>nwwiggins@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqavrEBxzC/k PREVIOUS>NEXT>20153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I belong to the Jackson Township Voulenteer Fire Department in Ollie,Iowa.We have a
1968 M724 Serial #10109 stock #2320-921-6368 It has a utility box on it with a PTO
driven Generator in the back.It has 13325 miles on it and is totaly stock,well all but the
bright red paint!This rig gets very little use,so we have been toying with the idea of
taking the box and generator of and putting a watter tank and pump on to use as a brush
fire rig.I would like to know witch of the the truck I sould compare to on the tech specs
page.The info on or truck is un-readable so I'd like to know how much weight this truck
can handle.Any other info would be great to!
SUBJECT>Re:M724 info POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These 715's are rated at 3000#on highway,and 2500#off highway cargo capacity.We've
had a few members put over 4000#and haul without problem.I would not see why the
724 would have specs differing much from those.They'll easily handle a water tank and
pumping equipment...in fact,it will smooth out the ride nicely.
SUBJECT>stupid brake question POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hi everyone!!ok drivers side front and rear brakes make inermitant clunking
sound,somtimes this goes away but not for long.any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Re:stupid brake question POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20154 NEXT>20237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They have manual adjusters on them.You have to use a brake adjustment tool (bent
screwdriver).spread the adjuster out until the brakes just barely drag when you turn the
wheel.If you have never done this you might want to remove the drum and have a look
inside to see how every thing works.The adjuster is the object located between the
bottom of the brake pads and the acess hole is located directly behind it,usually has a
rubber plug in it to keep the dirt out.Do all wheels not just the one making the noise as to
much play in them can create other problems such as blowing the seals out of the master
cylinder by over stroking it.hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Pitman Arm POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 2:00
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will doing the spring over create a problem with the pitman arm,if so,what do you do.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 [Help ] need install pic's POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20111
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of installing an axle out of an '88 ford (drivers side drop).Also
sometime in this century,a 460/c6/205 combo is going in too.The axle is bolted in with
the stock springs (less 2 shortest leaves)and a combo of factory ford/gm ubolt plates.If
you want pics,let me know.
John
SUBJECT>Re:AMC360with mated 205?POSTER>Farmer Bill
EMAIL>whf@midohio.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to both of you for the input.I've got the 360/th400/20 now but wanted the added
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beef of the 205.Thanks again!
Farmer Bill in Ohio
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap Seats POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20138
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in the pictures.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:V8 motor id POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 April
2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20151 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Thanks for the info going to look tomorrow Frank
SUBJECT>FOR SALE!-1967 M715 -w/Braden Winch -$1300.00 nego -Dallas,Texas
POSTER>J.P.EMAIL>dallascarsource@attbi.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at
4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 1967 m715 w/Braden winch for sale.I bought this truck from the alabama
forestry service.The truck runs,it does need some brake work,generator,and some
batterys.The truck is straight,it does have some rust around the battery box breather tube,
but can be fixed very easy.Does have the bows but canvas top is shot.Needs a tail gate
and some seats.$1300.00 nego.I am selling because I need money for family.
My number is 214-325-6860.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing Adjustment tool?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20140 NEXT>20163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you!I didn't know if you needed something like the Dana44 Locknut removal tool
or not.Bending tangs and tapping with a screwdriver works for me.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing Adjustment tool?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
Yes you have to remove the spindle
If memory serves correct,the spindle nuts are 2-1/2"hex so those giant sheet metal
sockets they sell will work.
Chris
SUBJECT>VIN Registry POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since Brute4C has be MIA,is there anyone out there that is adding new listings to the
VIN registry?
Chris
SUBJECT>stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /baton
rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20166 20170 20176 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
heres my thoughts.
daniel (killeraxles.com)advised for 850 he will make us the custom front axle shafts...same deal as he has for the
m37's.
1)so for 850 we get stronger shafts,and WORST case we buy the disc conversion from
uglytrucling for 615 (plus 85 for the calipers)
so for 1550 you have much sturdier front axle than stock.you have no other fab problems
(and it will use dana 60 ujoints)
2)you go to a wrecker yard and get a front axle for ONE dollar.you buy rims for TWO
dollars and you fab the steering linkage,and factor in your labor THREE dollars,and the
ring gear that matches your rear is free too,as well as setting it up...
six dollars total and you have 8 lug front wheels and a nice 6 lug dana70 rear,on lock
ring hubs.realistically a front axle in good condition with DRUM brakes goes for about
800 here (used)or custom built 1500.that still leaves you with a unusable rear axle unless
you like different rim sizes.anyway ..........
3)if anyone is seriously interested in BETTER axle shafts please let me know...i know
you can buy replacement shafts for 100 for the front......but some of yall have broken
several,factor in labor (time is NOT free)and the hassle of worrying about it,and i dont
see this as such a bad deal......
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20165 NEXT>20167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,It might be the way to go,but,for $850.00 for these axles is a shit load of cake!I don't
want to sound cheap,perhaps we could we could find some small machine shop that
would help us out for a better deal.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>20166 NEXT>20181
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we tried that,remember?he is THE ONLY ONE anyone can find to do it!its not cheap,
but i think its CHEAPER in the long run....
i posted this a year ago,and someone else tried to no avail to get a local shop to do it...
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the shafts are too long.
SUBJECT>Re:drive shaft POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20132 NEXT>20174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do.You will note another post of mine.If they are available,let me know price and
details.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Mudclod POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well,I am about 4.5 miles if you go thru town,just under two
miles if you take the
bypass.Let me know.See my other post.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20165 NEXT>20172 20196 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Who's broken front axle shafts?What running gear and what situation?(Mud,rocks,too
much go-pedal?)
I've heard that up to 38"or so is OK for these shafts.Am I wrong?
BTW,$850 for new hi strength shafts sounds kinda high,but I've never gone looking for
them,either.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20186 20204 20207 20250 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Driving down the highway today at 55mph,and all the sudden I thought I had hit a land
mine!All kinds of banging and racket under the truck.I hit neutral as I went to the edge
of the road,and it quieted some,then I shut it off and it got quiet.When I stopped and got
out,my transmision was broken in two.About 2 to 3 inches back from the engine it broke
in two.You could see the torque converter,the tranny was turned 90 degrees,rear mount
broken off.Ain't that a load of CRAP!Broke one ear off the input yoke on the t-case,and
chewed up the end of the short shaft.Oh well,I just spent $140.00 rebuilding the
distributer and power steering pump.Still back-fires out the exhaust until driven about 30
minutes.Money pit!!!???I'm sorry to be so negative,just kind of bummed out.Found a
housing for almost nothing,and a tranny man that will take the guts out of mine and put
in this other one for $100.00,if nothing is broken.:(
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>20170 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
like i said the only option is stock axle shafts in our axle housings.50 dollars per shaft
or you can get other axles (at what price)??
or,now,you can get custom axle shafts for 850.
ive never broke one,but how can i with a stock truck?
SUBJECT>Anyone put 715 rears under a FSJ?POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:39 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20183 20194 20220
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My little brain has been working on a new plan lately.Does anyone know what would be
in store for me if I try to put 715 rears under a fullsize Cherokee using a springover
arrangement?I'd kinda like to keep the Cherokee springs for flex.
SUBJECT>Re:drive shaft POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20168
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I think I have a few,if Mark gets the others.Email me and I'll look around tomorrow.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Apt Message POSTER>Dj EMAIL>killspam@impakt.net
DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20139
NEXT>20190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw one once @a driveshaft shop..."Happiness is a good shaft."
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20165 NEXT>20178 20179 20180 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
After seeing the trucks at Tuttle Creek last weekend,I decided I needed to do a spring
over.I'm not sure what late model 60's go for in your area Lee,but I picked up a front
dually for $800.I will have the hubs machined down (Wagoneer Machine Shop)and then
bolt it in place.Will use Moser 35 spline outer axles.Not quite that simple,but should
have less in it than that the $1500 you mentioned.I think your solution is a good one,
also.I'm putting a 14 Bolt in the rear out of a van.Will run disks all the way around.
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Paul
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing Adjustment tool?POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>m715@vintagepowerwagons.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20120 NEXT>20264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
Think I have some surplus military wheel nut wrenches at home for the M715.Should be
back in a few weeks.Let me know if you want one.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,3 April 2003,at 10:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20176 NEXT>20187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ok,so how much is it to machine the hubs?
what about gear ratios in both axles?you found two axles used with adequate similar
gears?,if not its 150-200 per gear set
how much are moser axle shafts (there 300 a pair on the net)?800 for the axle,shafts
300,any brake work?
add the price of your 14 bolt rear...like i said my way doesnt include changing the rear,as
its strong enough
im not pickin just askin....
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 2:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20167 NEXT>20189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone called Mosier,or looked at Mike Greens 35 spline conversion.Mike is local
to me,and I haven't had a chance to get with him,he was giving me his outers,but I know
his Kaiser axles are running 44's,and he is having no problems.
BTW,he is in JP mag this month in the article about "Big Meats head out West"
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE!-1967 M715 -w/Braden Winch -$1300.00 nego -
Dallas,Texas POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,4 April
2003,at 2:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20161 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will call you later today.If you don't hear from me for some reason,please call me.I
sent you an e-mail.I would like to come out and take a look at it.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone put 715 rears under a FSJ?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if it's doable,but Cherokee springs don't take anywhere near the load the
standard M715 springs take.I had a 78 Cherokee Chief and once put an Olds 455 engine
in the back.The rear dropped almost 4 inches.Right now I have the same engine (plus a
230,two split rims and tires and parts from a third engine...probably just over 1 ton)in
the back of my M715 and there is no noticeable suspension drop.You might be better off
removing a couple of leafs.
SUBJECT>M715 delivery POSTER>frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Friday,
4 April 2003,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20185
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to get the M715 I just bought from MI to VA.Does anyone have a contact with an
auto transpoter?Thanks Frank
SUBJECT>Re:M715 delivery POSTER>Glen C.Bedel EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 April
2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20184 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.1-908-380-3516 ask for ken
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20171 NEXT>
20188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,my condolences brother.That really sucks.Keep your head up dude and think
about that hunkin,moon dragging,monster winch.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20180 NEXT>20197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All excellent points!!Since I have been in no hurry to do the swap,I have picked up some
of the parts you mentioned cheap as I find them (I cheat;I work at 4x4 shop).Second,w/
the 14 Bolt,I am limited to 5.13 (or close to that)gears,which is OK for me since I am
running a 3.8 Atlas and a 700R.Third,I may have been a little off on total price (maby by
a few hundred dollars)but look at what you are getting w/late model stuff as opposed to
the closed knuckle design.I have considered what you are describing.
I met a guy three weeks ago running late model 35 spline axle shafts in his old 60.The
conversion mod is in the archives I think,if not I will post web location tonight.He still
had about $1600 in it I think w/o disk brakes.All good stuff to think about.I think it
really comes down to the price of the late model 60.I have seen some go for as little as
200-300 dollars.If you start there,it seems that might be the best way to go.However,If
you have to give in the $1000-1500 dollar range,as many are priced,not a good starting
point.Keep me posted.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20186 NEXT>20191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
been there done that and it does suck!!!!rebuilt a 350th for a friend and they droped it
when trying to install.I guess it put a small crack by the bellhousing that they didnt think
was big enough to be a worry.Drove 60miles and the crack was 3/4 the way around the
bellhousing when they realized that they had a problem.Wish you luck on your repairs
and hope the expense of owning the beast stays to a minimum.so far i have an average
cost of $2.50 per mile and I have not done anything but maintain mine.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20181 NEXT>20193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
excellent point!
http://www.cj7jeep.com/m715_temp3/m715_35spline.html
this says the cost will be 1000-1500 (i think hes still using stock brakes at this point)
if you can email him ask him what he thinks of my axle proposal vs his..now according to his post his axle shafts
are custom made (so are ours)...my idea lets you
keep the originals as an emergency......his leaves you stuck IF you break them,
but we need more input!this is fun!
SUBJECT>Re:Apt Message POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20175 NEXT>20227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One from here in Iowa "Miller the Driller...our job is really boring"
one from Illinois "Bullseye Boring,,,Your hole is our goal"Used to have a hat from the
later,sad day when I lost it.
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20188 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
I think God hates you.
Best regards,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Apt Message POSTER>Katie EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at
7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20139 NEXT>20262 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,since we're on the subject of silly messages...
Here are a couple that I wish some people would take,not as humor but as a mission in
life.
Napping while driving prevents old age.
Sometimes the gene pool needs a little chlorine.<--My brother used this one as a
signature on his email messages for a few years.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20189 NEXT>
20195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got this from Rob Moser end of last year:
"The longest inner shafts we can make are approx 40"from the centerline of
the u-joint to the end of the spline.We can narrow they basically as short
as you want to go.
The price for them is $395.00/pair.
If you have any other questions,need anything else,or would like to place
an order please call us at (260)726-6689 and any of our technicians can help.you."
Now,I'm pretty sure that our axles are NOT over 40"long on the driver's side.Ran out of
money at that time and didn't persue it.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone put 715 rears under a FSJ?POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've installed them in a Chevy truck.Makes it a little wide on the trails but looks neat as
heck.My biggest consideration on the chevy was front spring spacing.I had to cut the
web above the pumpkin and build a perch out of 1/2"plate steel and tap in for bolts.It
worked very well but did require the fab work.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20193 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good points spicer!i called them.4 (2inners/2outers)is 790,they dont have any yet and
are saying they will be 20-25%stronger than stock
these will be a modified 1541 steel......
daniels axles are as follows
"I got finaly the M37 axle shafts in stock !
Made out of 4340 steel thru hardened to 30rc and than induction hardened to 55rc !
a pair of rear shafts is 590$
and a set for the front (4 shafts,no Ujoints)is 849$.""
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20170 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Usually 40"+,Gumbo sucking mud,and beer doesn't hurt either.Oh...let's not forget big
blocks with that combination.It's usually over over 40"and pounding on them.
Occasionally get a freak small tired break,but not often.I feel I've done pretty good so far
especially with having the rear tires off the ground with the front on pavement backing
out with a big truck on the winch line.
Yes,it's the wrong thing to do and gears aren't cut for that and what's wrong with me and
I've heard it before.I've got 37x13 boggers on stock wheels and will keep them and the
D60 for a while.I should also apologize to Barry Yarworth for having him check a friend
with a larger housing for me and not moving on it.I'll let the front stock,with the
exception of posi for now,and move on to bigger fish.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read
POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at
8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20187 NEXT>20198 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a question regarding all this.Obviously the guys breaking axles are running bigger.meats with springovers and
beating the trucks right?Anybody ever consider the deuce
axles?Plenty strong,plenty cheap and Detroit lockers aren't too expensive either.Added
plus for the springover lifted trucks is the double reduction setup which helps driveline
angles a bunch.Whats to word on this?
Kenny
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20197 NEXT>20199 20202 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
id do unimog axles before id do deuce....
side note wouldnt mog axles give you a 4 inch lift since centerline is that far off??
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts MOSER vs DANIEL POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20198 NEXT>20201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
from daniel
The 1541 steel is OEM material,dou to better heat treating they are
slightly stronger than stock.But Moser does not heat treat the fork from
the axle shafts !They widen up and break !Also Moser cuts the splines (not
good)and I roll the splines for the D60 (way stronger)
Mine are made out of 4340 steel thru hardened to 30rc and then induction
hardened to 55rc.My shafts are way stronger.
I know some guys that are using Moser front shafts and they are very
disapointed .I would say my shafts are 50%stronger than Moser shafts,and
my shafts are hardened also at the fork !That makes them far superior .
I dont say my shafts are better because i want to sell them ,I give you a
honestly statement .I also dont want to see that your are wasting your
money for nearly OEM shafts.
SUBJECT>Check this baby out!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20206 20211 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ebay Item #2408871698
6x6 amphibious.Cool.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts MOSER vs DANIEL POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20199 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,so if Moser's are 20-25%stronger than stock and these are 50%stronger than
Moser's...that's 75ish%stronger than stock.That's not too shabby a shaft then.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read.POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,4
April 2003,at
9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20198 NEXT>20203 20245
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How affordable are the mog axles?Not peddling my wares because I'm currently almost
out but I've been selling deuce axles locally for $750 a pair.I wouldn't mind having a set
of mog axles in the garage.
What do they sell for?
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://killeraxles.com/html/price_list.html
looks like 1000 front plus 200 to convert the pinion to standard ujoint....
700 rear...these COME with lockers too
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20171 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!Sorry to hear that,good luck...if you need any parts I may be able to help a fellow
715'er out.Doug.
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SUBJECT>Anyone else here going to spring Carlisle (sp)in PA?I may drive my 715
from Maine!!POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,
4 April 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20208
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know if I spelled that right?I've only been going for 20 years or so!Anyone here
going?I seriously may drive my 715 from Maine to the show to...um...well..SELL.Yes
you heard right,SELL.I know I know guys I have flip-floped back and forth on this a
million times...I just can't keep all these trucks.The idea of a FC 170 has been dropped
for now due to $$$and the 61 Willys wagon I have had for years -is-going to get
finished.So I need $$,the 715 needs a new home.I may drive it down,which means
anyone near there could get a free delivery!!!!Hope to see someone there,even if I don't
bring the beast!Doug.
PS,It *is*for sale,lowered price...
SUBJECT>Re:Check this baby out!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,that's the coolest thing I have seen in a long time.I want one!!
SUBJECT>Re:Bad Vibes...broke tranny!POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20171
NEXT>20221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mudclod,
That sucks.What kind of tranny is it?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else here going to spring Carlisle (sp)in PA?I may drive my 715
from Maine!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4
April 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>20205 NEXT>20209 20212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Doug,WHEN?I live about 15-20 miles away.Email when you're heading down.
SUBJECT>Uh,Scratch that...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20208 NEXT>20210 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm gonna be outta town the 24-27 of April and the show is 23-27 of the month.
www.carsatcarlisle.com for list of events.
SUBJECT>amm,would have loved to catch up!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,it's that weekend as you found.Anyone else?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Check this baby out!POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20200 NEXT>20223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COOL!!That is soooo great!
SUBJECT>Meet up for a beer on the eve of the 22nd??!!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20208 NEXT>20214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan to be down there on the eve of the 22nd.Catch up for a beer!!??Will you still be
around?I have two spaces in the show.One on the in-field and one in the car corral area.
Let me know,it would be a blast to meet a fellow Jeeper.Doug.
SUBJECT>As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Doug "can't make
up his mind"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at
1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20236 20271 20273 20279
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck IS for sale......sadly I have flip-flopped too many times,but it must be done.
This year has been tough on everyone and $$$wise I simply can't keep it.I have over
12K invested in my 61 Willys wagon,and as it is (not running or finished)I can't get
more than a couple "K"for it.But I can't really afford to finish it without getting rid of the
715.I have tried to keep it,thought about getting a FC 170...all these things are pointless
since I just have too much in the Willys.Please go easy on me guys,I know I've tossed.this around too much!And Tom
L.,I know you'll give a bunch of sh*t ,it's much
deserved...;-)
Doug.
SUBJECT>EAL POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
4 April 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>20212 NEXT>20215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell yeah!I'll bring Velvet over for you check out then we can grab a couple of 'oil cans.'
SUBJECT>GREAT!POSTER>oug "can't make up his mind"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20214 NEXT>20216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not positive when I'll roll in with the old beast (fingers WILL be crossed!),or
maybe it will sell over here or ebay before then?At any rate I should get there that eve.
When it gets a little closer I'll email you or something and swap phone/cell phone #'s or
some crazzy crap like that!I'll stay in touch!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:GREAT!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,
at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20215 NEXT>20217 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,You are welcome to stop by my place on your way by for some "refreshments ".
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Barry.
SUBJECT>Thanks.POSTER>Doug "can't make up his mind"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20216 NEXT>20218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you,I will probably need some pit-stops!Thanks so much,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at
2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20217 NEXT>20219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in Elysburg,Pa.I make it down to the Carlise Fairgrounds in about an hour.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks.POSTER>Doug "can't make up his mind"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll keep in touch,would love to catch up!Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone put 715 rears under a FSJ?POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
checked it before the cherokee spring mount under the frame m715 are out to the sides
2or3 inches if you get the spring and spring hangers it would be an easy bolt on on the
cheroke frame.SUBJECT>Thanks to all for the thoughts.POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20207 NEXT>20225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is GM 400 auto.Hopefully pull out this weekend,take about a week to get rebuilt.I'll
post.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:HA!How do you like the 12"of snow in NC NOW?POSTER>Will
Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>19984 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fishing weather
SUBJECT>Re:Check this baby out!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20211 NEXT>20224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The maintenance on these Stalwarts is frightening!They don't like to be street driven
much,and as a result,lots of pricey driveline binding and mucho hydraulic headaches.
Makes you feel better about not having one eh?
SUBJECT>Re:Check this baby out!POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20223 NEXT>20257 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does the Stalwart have the same running gear as the Saracen and Saladin?I had a bet
going with a buddy over that.just curious....
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to all for the thoughts.POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20221 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't feel lonely...just got my truck running and would not go into 3rd so had to split shift
with Ranger overdrive around it to 4th.Now it wont go into 4th and sounds like a
popcorn maker with ballbearngs in it.I had to pick through my spare sm420's for the best
one and swap them out.gotta luv these trucks....
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap Seats POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20137
NEXT>20263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been toying with the idea of putting a minivan bench seat back there.(older kind with
lap belts attached to the bench)I'd weld in the floor mounts reinforced from the bottom.and Rhinoline the whole
bed.With the seat out they could also be extra tie down points.I
guess I could even get 2 benches back there and have a convertible beach party wagon for
the summer...
Any opinions??
SUBJECT>Re:Apt Message POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20190
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
concrete pumper i used to work for had "we love to pump"
SUBJECT>NP205 vs.Dana20 POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20231 20233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a D20 mated to a BW T18-1B (AMC 304 &Ranger III OD)I've never even
played with a 205.Are they that much tougher than a 20 and is there an adapter to mate a
205 to a T18?My 20's been acting up and I'm exploring replacement options.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone who has swaped in mated T-case...POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 April 2003,at 11:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaeOirUOayvCI PREVIOUS>20085 NEXT>
20230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was not joking.Not trying to play,just pass info.Never mind.
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 vs.Dana20 POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
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DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 2:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20228
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use the NP205,it's all beef.
SUBJECT>5 new 12.5 x20"michelin xl tires fairly cheap!!!!!!!POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20234 20235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1100 for the set.thats 220 a tire.thats cheap,as they are over 500 a tire,new WITH the
MVPA discount plan
http://www.spunkysmotorpool.com/parts_page.htm#misc
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 vs.Dana20 POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20228
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes and yes.The adapter is available from Advance and Novak.As for strength,
comparing the two is like comparing bike parts to truck parts.
SUBJECT>Re:more 16',16.5"AND 20"DEALS POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ok,that price is cheap,but not unheard of.....
http://usa6x6.com/military/tires/
SUBJECT>Re:5 new 12.5 x20"michelin xl tires fairly cheap!!!!!!!POSTER>lee alessi /
baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these are 40.7 inches tall....13 inches wide
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20213 NEXT>20244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug--
You'll regret it!!!!Our trucks don't grow on trees,you know!!Regards Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:stupid brake question POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20155
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks doug!i`ve had the drums off and everything looks great!probably original shoes
ect.(5000 miles)adjusted fronts over winter was pulling.can hear drvers side rear spring
when realesing brakes and that damn noise!no broken shoes springs nothing.have to
inspect and adjust some more,hey at least ya don`t have ta pull the axles to get the drums
off!!!!that engineer deserves a keg o`beer from all of us!!thanks again AdamSmasher
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek!!!!POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com/DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys just want to say my dad and i had a great time.Thanks to Paul for putting on the
event.It was great to meet more people who have the m715 bug.I would love to meet up
with you guys again and wheel our rigs.
Here is my email address:ojinomaha@inebraska.com/
SUBJECT>Re:Hood #'s question POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19978
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your truck must be a 67.the 3 stands for weight class,3being 1 and1/4ton.the G is
anumerical sequence.they start with 3A0001,up to 3A9999,then to 3B0001 to 3B9999
then it changes to C,D,E,F,G etc.The truck serial number does not enter into what goes
on the hood.Hope this helps,Leo
SUBJECT>Lights POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5
April 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20272
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Question?Drove m725,shut ignition off forgot to shut light switch off.Batterys were
dead,recharged with 12 volt battery charger.Had disconnected jumper between them.
When charging battery #1 did not disconnect +lead from ignition switch,light switch still
on inadvertantly.With battery recharged truck running ,turn on light switch ,lights come
on for a second and click off as if there is a short.Could it be a short in light switch?
thanks Leo D.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood #'s question POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>19978
NEXT>20242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot to add that in 68 they changed again,03 being the weight class followed by a letter
with a 3 digit sequence number,followed by the year of manufacture.So a hood number
on a 68 might look like this 03D54268.The numbers were put on at the factory.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood #'s question POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20241
NEXT>20243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Leo,That helps!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Hood #'s question POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20242 NEXT>20288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,Thanks Leo!I hope to get some numbers back on my truck soon.Where do you find
info like that anyway???
SUBJECT>And...POSTER>Doug "can't make up his mind"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 2:02 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20236 NEXT>20292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neither does money!!!;-)
I know I will regret it,but I guess I can always get another one...the Willys I have done
SOOO much customizing to get it just the way I want it that it would be near impossible
to do again.Thanks Tom for going sorta'easy on me,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>aniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20202 NEXT>20248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am selling mog axles !A front or rear steering is 1000$a non steering axle is 700$.The
hub offset is 4 3/8"!
www.killeraxles.com
daniel@tibus-offroad.com
SUBJECT>Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20247 20256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll start with the master cylinder,I've read
relentlessly that a mid '70's is the one.A '77
non-power Advance #101749,no problem.The booster seems to be the grey area.I've
read;Wagoneer,J10,J20,Gladiator and Cavalier.No luck on finding spec.of year or
P.N.Some with and without spacers,and Wagoneer peddle and push rod.Can power
brakes be done as a strait bolt in keeping stock peddles and not using a spacer (other than
drilling two holes)?If so,does anyone have Advance Auto P.N.or exact model and year
for the absolute correct power booster?It looks like both will have to be ordered and want
to make sure I order about $130 of right parts.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>JEFFRO
EMAIL>JEFFANDCATHY@ATT.NET DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'VE GOT THE CIVILIAN MODEL SHOP MANUAL.IT LISTS A POWER BOOSTER
THAT TIES INTO THE STOCK BRAKE LINES AND IS PHYSICALLY MOUNTE
ON THE INNER FENDERWELL THIS ALSO LISTS THE MANUFACTURER PART
#,BUT AS I AM AT WORK AND THE BOOK IS AT HOME YOU WILL HAVE TO
WAIT UNTIL ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT BEFORE I'LL HAVE ANY
MORE SPECIFIC INFO.I'VE NEVER ACTUALLY SEEN A TRUCK WITH THIS
TYPE OF BOOSTER,BUT AN OLD FREIND OF MINE WHO OWNED A GARAGE
SINCE 1947 TOLD ME THAT THEY WERE NOT EXACTLY THE MOST
RELIABLE UNIT ON THE ROAD.HE DOES POINT OUT HOWEVER THAT
THERE IS NO PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS SYSTEM WITH A
FAILE DIAPHRAM AND A NON POWER SYSTEM.HE SAI THAT WHEN
THEY WOULD FAIL,MOST CUSTOMERS WOULD JUST HAVE HIM PIPE
AROUND THEM AND EXERCISE THEIR LEG A LITTLE MORE.
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20245 NEXT>
20275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,where's the mog axles located?trying to figure shipping to KS....thanks
SUBJECT>Exhaust Stacks POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone put any exhaust stacks on their m715?I was thinking about doing it to mine
but was wondering if it was worth it.Didn't know if the fumes were real bad with the top
off and whether i should mount it behind the cab or at the rear of the truck.If anyone has
some pictures i'd like to see them too.-thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Latest update....POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20171 NEXT>20258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pulled the tranny today.Found two bolts backed off from the torque converter,the other.sheered off.I don't know
which came first,vibes in the drive line,or these bolts backing
out.The bellhousing was completely shattered,tailhousing broke off and rear tranny
mount totally fragged.The u-joint on the t-case input yoke thru the caps,so the short shaft
beat everything to death.Shift cable frayed,t-case shifter broken off and gone,exhaust
beat in two,quite a sight!The input end of the tranny shaft is pretty chewed also.Well...
starting to do it all over again.I think I will use lock-tight on everything this time.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Stacks POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20249
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One day I'd like to do a stack like a duece....waiting untill I put a diesel in.ONE DAY
SUBJECT>radials on split rims POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this has probably been talked about before,but anyway.the other day i went to get new
tires put on my truck and the guys that were mounting them on the split rims said that i
could use radials without a problem.is he right?ive always heard that you cant use
radials on split rims.any input is appreciated.
-Brian
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SUBJECT>Re:radials on split rims POSTER>whoopiewagon
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20252 NEXT>20254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
radials on split rims work just fine.i have been running them for about 5 years now.just
use radial tubes with them just to be on the safe side,although i have run the bias tubes
with out any trouble.
whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:radials on split rims POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been told that the wheels aren't radial approved.However,I've been using radials on
'em for a while with no problems.
Chris
SUBJECT>GSanders,you out there?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 9:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,
email me about that Deuce seat.My buddy is very interested.I emailed you but haven't
heard back..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 10:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20246 NEXT>
20291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The "father"of that conversion has posted that the booster came from a '70-'73 J-10.
Just email Spicergear.
Your on the right track.
SUBJECT>Re:Check this baby out!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 10:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm about 90%sure it does.If your buddy isn't readin'this.........of course it does!!!!!!
hahaha
SUBJECT>Expensive vibrating bed POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,5 April 2003,at 10:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20250 NEXT>20260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clod,
Man I'm sorry to hear about your China Syndrome.Made me remember when my buddy
and I put a 700 R4 in my rig.I told him to Locktite the converter bolts.After it was all
bolted up,I noticed the unopened Locktite!!I know better than to crack beer while
wrentching,but it was the only way to motivate him.My fingers are crossed!!Did you
have any vibration before,or did it just come up before the meltdown?I had kinda the
same problem you had with my Unimog,it's locked up,vibrated so bad,2 ears fell off the
bellhousing.I haven't torn it down yet.I'm scared!!
SUBJECT>Re:m725 for sale,he says make offer POSTER>ICEMAN
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey lee how much is this person wanting to get out of this 725.I may want to come down
and take a look.
Thanks in advance,
Jason"aka ICEMAN"
SUBJECT>Re:Expensive vibrating bed POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20258 NEXT>20269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I had put in the divorced np205.I had vibes.I had some before,but it was bad after
the t-case install.So I started eliminating problems,reset the t-case,lowering the back
end,then found the u-joint on the output of the case was not centered,(it has inside clips
on the caps).So I had gotten rid of a lot of the vibes,tho I still had some,I just thought
"OK,old truck,designed for off-road,can't expect a '03 ride,right?"Now I know to keep.looking,I would never have
thought of looking there tho.Life is a learning experience.
mudclod
SUBJECT>windsheild assembley for sale?POSTER>ICEMAN
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a windsheild assembley for sale at a good price.
Thanks in advance,
Jason"aka ICEMAN"
SUBJECT>Re:Apt Message POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I liked the one "Some people are alive simply because it is illegle to kill them".
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap Seats POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the back seat out of a full size van in the back of mine for a year or two.Had three
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seat belts made to it.Worked great!Took it out to install the Monster winch.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Bearing Adjustment tool?POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs
Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in one.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Leaf Springs..kinda long POSTER>Mike Falcone EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
6 April 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20267 20278
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys so I have all new leaf springs which I got from vintage power wagons.I want to
remove some springs so soften the ride some.I know that in the back this isn't a problem
because I can flip the rear shackle to maintain ride height.
Do I remove the 2nd and 3rd springs or the 2nd and 4th?
Ok now what issues go along with removing front springs and have any of you done this?
Does the ride height stay the same because it is sprung under?My truck is stock so it's not
like I have in a big heavy engine or anything.
I would like to replace the parts I will be taking off this some new stuff so does anyone
have a source for shackles?Is there anything else I could replace while I'm at it?Also,is
there a part number for the U-bolts I'll need to bolt the springs back to the axles?
Sorry about all the questions,but thanks for the help!
Mike.SUBJECT>Re:windsheild assembley for sale?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might have one.Someone was interested in it but hasn't got back to me.See my for sale
list.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Leaf Springs..kinda long POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
U bolts can be fabbed for you at any good spring shop.As for shackles,I'd measure them
and start looking thru catalogs for the ones with similar specs.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Oil p-ump drive gear number??POSTER>Frederick Barton
EMAIL>bartonf@westelcom.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone ever replace this through NAPA or local places and have a number?Or is it only
avaiable from Memphis (hopefully)?
SUBJECT>Re:Expensive vibrating bed POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Huh,I wouldn't think to look there either...maybe I will if I have trouble in the future!
Doug
SUBJECT>project update (kinda long)POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20296 LINKNAME>Thanks to everyone thats helped
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/coydog5050
I figured I'd take the time to put a few pic's on the web and give you all an update since
I'm still contemplating this brake booster thing.I have'nt been on in a while,looks like the
site is still going strong.Would've been lost without it.So here's the latest (keep in mind
this thing started out as a F.D.truck,had a utility box with the last two feet torched off
the bed and hitch.A homemade sheetmetal hard top that looked like it was stick welded
then bondoed).Installed:Cadd 472/400t,power steering box in but need pitman arm,
tilt/telescopic in,but need to connect to box,new body rubber w/lift and stainless
hardware.Still need to fab up brackets for E-brake and T-case levers.I'll try to leave a
link but just incase it's:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/coydog5050
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Doug--
Yuo will regret it.As you know,our trucks don't grow on trees.Regards Tom
Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20240
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a breaker inside the switch.turn it off and on a few times and try bangin'on with
a hammer,not too hard,it might be stuck.if that does not work you might have to get a
new switch.you can get one from saturn surplus or others.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20213 NEXT>20274 20277 20311 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i hope you sell it.i for one have grown tired of your flipflopping.i think we as a group
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will pitch in and oust you from the group.i here by pleadge $20.00 to the group buy.after
we get together enough money,we will have your truck crushed at the local junk-yard.
have a nice day!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>ill give 20 too!total is 40.00...POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20273 NEXT>20276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
20 dollars here too
SUBJECT>Re:stronger stock axle shafts REVISITED-please read POSTER>aniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are located in Ogden Utah 84404.
I can call my shiping company for a quote.
Daniel
www.killeraxles.com
daniel@tibus-offroad.com
SUBJECT>Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20274 NEXT>20281 20322 20330 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry I have flip flopped,I really do feel bad.Come on $20 bucks...kick a guy when he's
down why don't you.And the crusher?I hope you were kidding...can't belive I offended
anyone that bad??Doug..SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20273 NEXT>20280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Crushed??I wouldn't sell it for 20 grand if you were just going to crush it.
If I didn't give a sh*t about it I could sell it locally to some bonehead tomorrow.I am
truely sorry for all the flip-flopping.I don't want to part with it,and I really enjoy
swapping info and stories with you guys here so geting rid of it I know is like "ousting"
myself from the group.I'll still own many other Jeeps!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>Mike Falcone EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20265
NEXT>20286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone who has taken springs off of their front pack,which ones did you ditch?
Thanks,
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20213 NEXT>20284 20287 LINKNAME>Snake
River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Doug,Where are you?If I remember right,you might be on the east coast.E-mail me and
let me know what you are asking and breifly the condition.I have been looking for some
more M-715's.Tom
SUBJECT>I understand the flip flop.Been there,doing that.........POSTER>stevbronco
missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20277 NEXT>20283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep your head up.Trust me you dont want to sell it to a local bonehead.Been there,
done that also.I almost cried as I had to watch it get tore to shit a little each day.Atleast it
only took this kid a couple months to total trash what I had spent a year and half building.
Makes me wish my daddy was RICH!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,6 April 2003,at 10:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20276 NEXT>20282 20293 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dont think you really offended any one ,we have al been there in one form or another in
some way shape or form .Im going out on a limb and going to donate 50.00 .Just think
of it as therapy to help you make up your mind :)Curtis.SUBJECT>Thanks.:)POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20281
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I appreciate the help!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I understand the flip flop.Been there,doing that.........POSTER>oug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20280 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've done the local sale as well,very painful.I sold a Scrambler that was really nice,only
to see it cut up and beat to snot within a few weeks.Sad,I did sell a nice CJ 5 that the
next owner did a really proper frame off on,that was cool.Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Thanks Tom,you've got mail.POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
*In the AOL voice*"You've got mail!"
SUBJECT>Wiper Arms &Blades -How long?POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a truck without windsheild wipers of arms.I am going to replace them and
wanted to know the size/lengths.How long are the stock wiper blades?How long are the
stock wiper arms?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:38
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20278 NEXT>20295 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I Haven't taken any out.However,I do know that if the goal is to soften up the ride then
you will need to remove the shorter ones first.Retain all the long ones and discard a few
of the shorter ones.This should soften up the ride and provide a little more flex.
If you really wanted to get into,you should blast the rust off pait,and then put pads in
between the edges of each spring.This will allow them to slide over each other
easier...less friction=more flex.
Just my .02,b/c that's all it's worth
roger
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20279 NEXT>20290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,let me know what your looking to get for it and if you have any current pics that
would be great.
-ustin
doe97@hotmail.com.SUBJECT>Re:Hood #'s question POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20243
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all that info came from mvp magazine issue 91,June 2002.It contains a lot of great
articles.if you have not subscibed i would recommend it.Leo
SUBJECT>stpd brk quest,answer POSTER>adam smith EMAIL>smasher2@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
took the top off to hear better,same sound as releasing brakes,hmm.out of round
drums!!spring trying to release when shoes hit the (big)spot!see ya`ll later smasher.
SUBJECT>You've got mail too!POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YGM>Thanks,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20256 NEXT>
20376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,my son.I haven't a part #for the booster since I grabbed on from a junked 70-
73 J10...I think it was a 70 or 71.I've posted be for that everything work,but upon closer
inspection,you'll need to lengthen the rod a little more than an inch.I took a piece of
1/4"x 1"drilled a hole in it to fit the 'peg'on the brake pedal,cut it off then welded it to
the existing pushrod that I got with the junkyard booster.My brakes will easily stop a
load and/or lock 37x13 bogger on asphault.
SUBJECT>Re:And...you'll still regret it POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20244 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh well,I almost sold mine...'til my senses returned,from another Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20281 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll meet the Doctor's pledge and go another $50.There,there...now you're up to $140.
SUBJECT>Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20302
20326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The duece PTO is bolted up,the main driveshaft (front winch)is all assembled and the
only thing needed is for a keyway to be plowed into the final shaft with the drive sprocket
on it.THIS WEEK.
The PTO for the NP205 arrived on Friday (rear winch).It's a unit from
www.ptohydraulics.com,800-577-2899 (ask for Jack for PTO stuff)that arrived in a kit
with cable,ball switch and wiring,mounting hardware for cable,stud kit...a nice set up.I
purchased a PTO drive yoke from Memphis Equipment and had a Dodge drivshaft yoke
kicking around.The U-joint that connected these,oddly,is off a 92 Audi.I shot over to
Coleman's Surplus in Millersburg,Pa and picked and rooted through their driveshafts
until I found a long one with the corse splines that matched my yoke.It's off of a 5 ton
6x6 winch.I have the rear winch mounted directly behind the tubular crossmember above
the rear axle.I shortened the 5 ton winch driveshaft 3-1/2"and it's now a perfect fit.I'm
hoping to have that U-joint later today.Just PTO linkage,and in/out clutch linkage for the
back winch and I'm done with that.Can't wait to latch onto something!
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>Mike Falcone EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at
12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20286 NEXT>20297 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Thanks for the tips,how does removing the shorter ones soften the ride and what kind of
pads do you mean?
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:project update (kinda long)POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20270
NEXT>20332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
Looks good so far!Did you keep the original t-case?If so,did you have to go with the
short-tailed (4 inch?)TH400?How long did your jackshaft end up being?
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20295
NEXT>20301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
REmoving the short overload springs will let the longer springs flex sooner.He means
teflon strips...I like Slip-Plate paint better,the strips tend to squeeze and twist out...slip
plate is used to paint grain hoppers and such,you can get it at your local ag store...Alan
SUBJECT>M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20300 20337 20445 20647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello
I am selling a M715 no rot some assemblee required or I will cut it up for parts excellent
bed and cab.
hank you,.Daniel
Jeepkaiser@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/jeepkaiser/index.html
Owner,driver and constant repairer of
Black Bear (M715)No longer Yellow Dog,We can rebuild her
Yellow Dog (M715)Part Red dog
Red Dog (M715)May she rest in pieces and thanx for the service
She will be greatly missed and a donor to all my trucks and a few of yours.
Ambulance (M725)My baby
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck Engine POSTER>Bill Geer EMAIL>geer@frontiergeneral.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aapkhPNWPR/4U PREVIOUS>20041 NEXT>20331 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just purchased a M-715 at an Navy surplus sale.It looks like it has been sitting for 10
years or so.The enginge is all there but won't turn over.Anyone have any suggestions
before I have to tear it down?
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>Bill Geer
EMAIL>geer@frontiergeneral.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapkhPNWPR/4U PREVIOUS>20298 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a gs tank,rear drive shaft or a radiator?If so how much for each?
Bill Geer
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>Mike Falcone EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20297
NEXT>20336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tip,I did some reading and that stuff sounds great.Have you painted
anything other than springs with it?I'd love to cover my frame in the stuff.Oh,and do
you use the spray on or paint on?
Thanks,
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20294 NEXT>20304 20306 20320 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spice ,just to make you happy and you can also be a hero im going out to find the wet
spot and get really stuck good .PS what is your phone number and how soon can you get
to Houston .Curtis
SUBJECT>np 435(rebuilt)with matching bellhousing and fly whee for dodge 360
POSTER>Nick Graham EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,.at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>20351 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey I've got a dodge np 435 that has been rebuilt and a parts transmission.I also have the
bellhousing and flywheel(orginal)for 360 dodge.I'm asking 300 for the whole deal or I'll
consider offers or trades.E-mail glfarm@evansville.net or 812-897-1816 or 812-499-
6405 ask for nick.
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me some photos when you can.I would love to have a rear mounted winch!
SUBJECT>Front Disc Brakes POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello to all,the beast is getting closer to completion every day and soon it may even be
drivable ,who out there has used the brake conversion to disc (uglytruckling /helitool )
and are you happy with the outcome of your braking system .Ive been ponder the disc
brake conversion and getting closer to biting the bullit .I just need any and all input on
this matter or is there another way thanks much Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>Brandon
Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice Boy,once your done you need to go out and find two of the biggest trees in PA.
with the room to put the truck between to two.Hook up the front winch cable to the tree
in front of the truck,then hook up the rear winch cable to the tree at the back of the truck.
And then see if you can pull that truck of your's into,great test for those duce winches on
a 1 ton truck.Don't ya think,LOL.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap Seats POSTER>Shane Goldsmith EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20137
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be great to see a picture of your seats i have a family of five and could use
some more seating room
SUBJECT>rusty fuel tank?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20310 20379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hello everyone,I started to remove my tank today and noticed the straps were a bit loose.
the tank does not leak,but it along with all of the mounting hardware has plenty o'surface
rust.Does anyone have any input on tank sealers and rust prevention?Also,the tank
should be mounted tight to prevent movement,right?thanks for any input!!Mike Petrus..SUBJECT>Tranny
Help-Please!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20315 20316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use my 715 mostly for work and so for that i do a lot of highway driving.I already have
20"rims with 40"tires on the truck and that helps out somewhat with giving me a little
more top speed.I recently purchased a beautiful np205 and 4:56 diffs-Not yet in.My
question is should I stay with the stock tranny or switch over to something else while I
have the rest of the driveline torn out?Any suggestions would be helpful.I'm currently
running a Chevy 400,will I need an adaptor to go to my NP 205 and if so does anyone
happen to have one or does anyone know where I can get one(reasonably).Thanks in
advance for all your help and suggestions.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20308
NEXT>20312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know of a company here in Minnesota that relines tanks and they do a fantastic job.
Tank Renew is the name of the company-about $215.Does anybody know of an off the
shelf 'tank liner'that would be a DIY?I have another tank to do and it just doesn't seem
like it would be that difficult and I don't want to shell out another 2+bones for it.
thanks-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:As indicated below,and in the "for sale",long...
POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7
April 2003,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20273 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill put in 20 too and ill do the crushing for free,just drop the truck off at my house and ill
crush it the day after you leave,no really iwill trust me...jc
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20310 NEXT>20313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a product called Creem,I think it's popular with the motorcycle crew.
Unfortunately I've heard that it comes apart eventually and plugs up the fuel system.Out
here,we have Mattson's that does the tank lining -Brian called today and they said $189,
not bad in my mind considering the results.
My tank seems to be loose too.The first time I remounted it,I stuck a block of wood
between the tank and where it sits against the bed to take up the slack.This time I just
turned the bolts as tight as I could and forgot about it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20312
NEXT>20319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I did call my local radiator repair shop,they told me that they are able to do the some
form of tank sealing.I'll get more info and pass it on.my mounting bolts were rusted and
loose,I had to cut them off(sort of scary-i kept the sparks to a minimum)It looks like
bolts go in from the bottom and the nut is welded to the top mounting strap?I'll have to
replace all of the hardware but it is all rusted together!Thanks for all the input!Mike
Petrus
SUBJECT>Civilian Door swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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20318 20327 20390 LINKNAME>Civilian Door swap
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/Index.htm
Below is a link to my Civilian Door Swap page.If you have any questions or discover any
errors,let me know.Enjoy.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny Help-Please!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20309
NEXT>20324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,are you staying with a manual or converting to auto.I'm running a 400 chevy with
a TH350 and stock t.case.I've been running this combo for a year now with great results.
There are plenty of stock and aftermarket adapters for the 205,that will be my next
project also.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny Help-Please!POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mudnredneck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20309
NEXT>20325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say to run the chevy Sm 465 found in any one ton truck it is a four like the t-98
but it a bullet proof tranny i have the same with the married t-case np205 it worked out
great.
SUBJECT>Tires POSTER>AN EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that i have heard you guys talk about this before.I plan on getting 37x13x16
boggers on the stock split rims.so from what i here they fit and work great but do they
rub when you are at full turn.
DAN
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Door swap POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20314 NEXT>20333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for all the pics and the time you took writing all the instructions.The idea of
electric windows is appealing,since my in cab roll bar prevents me from rolling my
windows up and down with my door closed.But it looks like a lot off work,right now I.have a lot of other things
pressing.BTW,the last two pics wouldn't open for me.Could
you show the web address of your page,so if I decide to do this later I can go to it
directly?
Thank you again.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20313 NEXT>20321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go to your search engine and type in gas tank sealer,you will come up with several
places that sell liners.One is an epoxy,I can't remember their address,but I can find it
again if you need it.The reason I marked it is because when I get caught up with other
more pressing issues,this is what I will use.I have a friend that used to use epoxy to
reline gas tanks at his radiater shop.He said it sets so hard it is difficult to drill (if
possible,I can't remember which).The sight I found says it works great on rust because it
adhears to the rough surface.They just recomend a way to knock the loose stuff off.It
was about $50.00.You will find some other that are a little cheaper,but I don't know
anything about them.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>mudclod Hot
Springs Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at
6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congratulations!I hope you enjoy yours as much as I do mine!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20319
NEXT>20335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll look into that.I'm all about doing this myself to save a buck or two.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20276 NEXT>20342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes doug
i was joking.i would never put one to the crusher.just trying to give you a hard time.you
do whatever you want with it.if you sell or not you are still welcome here.i thought a
while back about selling mine and getting a Unimog.
krob725
SUBJECT>WTB parts trucks in the west !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20329 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.Wanted to buy,parts trucks in the western US.Have need for especially good
sheet metal.
E-mail me at snakeriv@srv.net Thanks Tom
SUBJECT>Manual or Auto?that is the question POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I don't know.If anyome has a auto please inform me as to what set-up your using and
how you like it as far as the advantages/disadvantages.
thanks-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny Help-Please!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20316
NEXT>20344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are some of the advantages of the sm465 or nv700 over the stock t-98?
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20294 NEXT>20339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know you will,but please put pics on your site.it sounds very nice.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Door swap POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20314
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amazing-I think.couldn't open the "finished Product"picture.
Otherwise it looked great!
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Oil p-ump drive gear number??POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20268
NEXT>20581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked through the Memphis parts book and didn't see it listed,but it was posted here
not too long ago that they had some available.You'll have to call them.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:WTB parts trucks in the west !POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20323 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I have a little sheet metal left.Going to the scrapper soon.Email me if you're interested.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs
Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 6:55 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20276
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Believe me,I have thought of bailing on mine a FEW times!It's just that my wife knows I
have around 10 big ones in it,and going by the prices I see here,I couldn't get 3 for it.I
have many of times thought of going back to...I know I shouldn't say this here,...but a
Toyota.Go ahead,yell!Give someone else a brake.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Stuck Engine POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20299
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine was stuck also.put some oil in each cylinder and let it sit for a week or so.then try
to turn it over a little at a time with a breaker bar.if it moves,take it easy and only move it
a little at a time.if it does not move,put in more oil and try again next week.it took three
weeks for mine to turn.
after you get it to turn over by hand,put in some more oil and turn it over several times
by hand before you hook up the batteries.you should also remove the oil pump and put
some oil and or vaseline in it before you start it.and a new oil filter with oil in it.you see
the oil pump is hard to prime the first time and you don't want to run it dry.now you can
spin it with the starter motor.do this with all of the spark plugs removed so it can spin
freely.only after you are sure it is pumping oil and turning freely should you try to start it.
it will smoke alot until the oil burns off and it might foul a plug or two.after you run it
for a while,change the oil and filter again.hopefully it will run good.
good luck!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:project update (kinda long)POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20296
NEXT>20365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did keep the t-case original.The jackshaft turned out to be 4 5/8 in.center to center and
the 4"tailshaft is a must.I also had to buy a new slip yoke and have it,and the inner
splines shortened.It was that or have to buy bastard u-joints.If you have anymore
questions feel free to ask.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Door swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20318
NEXT>LINKNAME>Direct link to write-up
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/oor/Door.html
Oops.darned case sensitive file names....Pix are fixed and should load OK now.
Here's the direct link.I doubt it,but it might change.You can use my home page to find it
again,tho.
SUBJECT>np205 and stock winch POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,7 April 2003,at 11:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20357 20396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.is anyone using this combination?
als,if you drive the winch from the pto,dont the wheels turn too?
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
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DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 1:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20321 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I lined my tank with a sealer called Redcoat.They recomend steam cleaning if rusty then
flushing out with acetone before applying.It was $25 a quart and one qrt.will do a stock
tank.The fumes will make you see things so be advised to work outside.
SUBJECT>Re:Also POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,8
April 2003,at 1:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>20301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I painted my leaves with epoxy paint from the hardware store and put full length teflon
liners between the leaves.The truck rides better than my 4x4 Tacoma.I also removed 3
leaves from each pack.The liner material was from a co.called Total Cost Involved and I
think it was about 80 cents a foot.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20298 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a pinion brake assy,(the one for the emergency brake)and if so,how much
would you want for it.
Also,I need a bow assy,and soft top.If you have these,how much.If you don't,can you
lead me in the direction to get them.
Thanks,
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20317 NEXT>20383 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine don't rub.No suspension mods and stock wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20326 NEXT>
20385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try and grab the company camera for this weekend.HOPEFULLY I'll have all the
linkage set up too.The view from the back of the NP205 is pretty cool.You've got the pto
on it,the two driveshafts and the disk Ebrake,and maybe 8"of clearance from it spanning.across the width of the
frame.It's a pretty cool looking hunk of money...uh,metal.Oops.
Oh yeah,I'm also SOON getting rid of stock roll formed transfer case crossmembers that
stick down and grab EVERYTHING.
SUBJECT>Possibly Beware...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20341 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got an email yesterday,forget what the title was,something odd,but it was sent from
Brute4c.I deleted it because the sender and title didn't make sense.I've only ever emailed
Jon once and this wasn't from any account I recognized.It had a decent sized attachment
to it.Just a little FYI,somebody has a list.
SUBJECT>Re:Possibly Beware...POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20340 NEXT>20368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Spicer I too have received several of the same from members ,not expecting anything
and when ive emailed the member it was sent from they all tell me the same thing .
That they did not send an email ,I imagine that there may be a virus comeing from ebay
however I cannot prove it .Buyer Beware Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the understanding guys...POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20322 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!Mogs are nice!Doug.
SUBJECT>Easter Jeep Safari,MOAB Utah POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anyone else going to the Easter Jeep Safari next week in Moab?I will be staying at the
Slickrock campground/RV park in the North end of Moab.Hope to see some more 715's
there.
Paul
SUBJECT>All you need to know-right here POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20325 NEXT>20352
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,
Alot of this answer will depend on what type 205 you got.Is it a divorced unit (3 yokes),
or is made to be mated with a tranny (have an adapter on the input)?If it's a stand alone
unit then you can use any option you want.You can run your 400 to the 205,or you can
put in a 700R (overdrive auto tranny)and run it..If it's a mated 205 then you need to find out what type of adapter
you have on it now.The
adapters will cost almost as much as the 205 did in some cases.If it's an adapter to run an
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SM465 on it-then you're in luck as that tranny is (as mentioned)bulletproof and very
similar in size and meat to the stock tranny in the 715.I run a 465/205 mated combo and
have been very pleased with it.It's got an ultra low 1st.
Your 400 is tough enough for this truck and is a capable tranny.It also had adapters
available to mate it to the 205 (though not as common and the 465 adapter)and available
at junk yards for a reasonable price.
If you're 205 is divorced,then I'd recomend running the 700R.It'll give you overdrive and
a tough tranny to boot.Paul Brown runs a 700R and uses his truck rough with no
problems thus far.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>715 is on ebay ;-(...POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope it sells,taxes are due!Lucky for us we filed for a corporate extension this year,that
eases things a little.Thanks for the support guys,what's the "pot"up to now?
I have a feeling ebay is not really the market,Carlisle show may be better since
EVERYTHING is sooooo overpriced there,the 715 will be the only thing there less than
20 grand.Even the CRAP there seems to be priced thru the roof!(yea yea,save the
comments of mine being crap and priced thru the roof!he he )Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:715 is on ebay ;-(...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20345 NEXT>
20347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geeze Doug,you could have at least posted a direct link so that we could go there,'Ask
Seller A Question,'and send you a bunch of BS,questions until you took it off and kept
it.Come on man...think a little!LOL!
Sunday is the best day for Carlisle because most don't want to repack everything,are sick
and bored of being there and will sell CHEAP!I bought a V8-60 flathead and a TH700R4
for $60...I made some money there.
SUBJECT>Re:715 is on ebay ;-(...POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20346 NEXT>20348 LINKNAME>the dammm 715
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2410530637&rd=1
Alright here's your damm link!!And you're right about the Sunday,I've got some kick
@ss deals on Sunday!Someone may get a deal on a 715 then too.Maybe like $2,500
bucks?;-)Can you say "comfortable ride home in the friends new truck instead"?.Doug
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=241
0530637&rd=1
SUBJECT>Re:715 is on ebay ;-(...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20347 NEXT>20353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your dammmm link didn't work.
I was gonna bid,but if you can't get a link to work-how can I be assured the truck works?
-B.
SUBJECT>Looking for Mudanchor Mark Masse NH POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for Mudanchor Mark Masse NH,anybody heard from him lately?I am looking
for him
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Mudanchor Mark Masse NH POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20349 NEXT>20355
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I think Mudanchor retired.I don't remember hearing from him since 2001 or so.His links
are dead now and I think his e-mail is also dead.
Much like Brute4C and Rolli this site got sort of mundane for them seeing as how it got
to be the same questions year after year and they got tired of giving out the same answers.
Your best bet is to do a search and try to learn from the wisdom they imparted before
bordom set in.
(Wayne in Hot Springs is running the setup you want,so are a couple other members who
post regularly.)
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:np 435(rebuilt)with matching bellhousing and fly whee for dodge 360
POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April
2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20303 NEXT>20372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where you at Nick?
-B.
SUBJECT>A Side Note...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:51
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a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20344 NEXT>20356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian's 465 has 2,yes,TWO PTO ports on it.Oh,and he has the one on the NP205 to
make 3 PTO ports for the truck.Lucky bastard.
SUBJECT>Geesh...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20348
NEXT>20354 20367 LINKNAME>linky link again you lazzy b@stards
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2410530637&rd=1
here you go again,if it doesn't work this time I give up!
The abuse I have set myself up for is mind boggling.
If it still doesn't work copy and paste you weak wristed jokers...:)
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=241
0530637&rd=1
SUBJECT>The links here suck!!POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20353 NEXT>20364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I copy and paste from the body of the post and it works fine!The G#D DAMM link is the
same #$^^#@&*thing!Oh well,it just shows I spend my time getting my truck perfect,
not learning the computer arts.So THERE!
:)
Also just search ebay for M715,there are only like 2 pages.None of you jokers want my
truck anyway,you'd rather have one that doesn't work.he he he...
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Mudanchor Mark Masse NH POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20350 NEXT>20358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has become a little mundane,but it's fun to give each other sh!t since there is nothing
else going on!
SUBJECT>Re:A Side Note...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20352 NEXT>20360
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true,but much like my God-given potential-I'm not using any of it.
From all I've heard using a PTO winch is difficult,or maybe it's just that the guy who
keeps posting about his is a worthless twist who can't get jack to work.
BWAHHHHAAHHHAHAH!!!!!!!!.-B.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>20334 NEXT>
20387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the NP205,the shifter should have a position between high and low range that will
allow you to put the transfer case in neutral.That will disengage the wheels and allow
you to run the winch separately using all the gears in the transmission.Although you will
still have the option to use the wheels if desired in high or low range which is sometimes
useful when you are trying to get yourself unstuck.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Mudanchor Mark Masse NH POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20355 NEXT>20359
20375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True.There was a guy here a few months ago who just replied with "Do a search"to all
the "What brake booster do I use"and "What are the biggest tires I can run"questions.I
admired his forthrightness,but I think he thought he was making no friends by doing that,
so he quit.
I think that alot of new guys don't even realize there is a search option and that you can
find Anything that way.I didn't.
------
I once did a search for "voted to have the decision making ability of a small child or
woman"and got back a bunch of posts by Doug "will soon part out his rig"Foster.The
next day I searched for "Can't post because he's stump-breaking the new cow"and got
back a couple of Will's posts.I'm about to search for "Knows everything about trannys
and motors,but can't get a stupid PTO to work".Wonder who I'll get posts from?(insert
crazy laugh here)
-B.
SUBJECT>He he...POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20358
NEXT>20362 20363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You hit the nail square on the head!
However,you're being too nice to me on that one,more like the decision making ability
of a head of lettuce.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:A Side Note...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20356 NEXT>20361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I love my pto winch.I'm too dumb to think I can hook
mine up any other way than direct
driveshaft to run it.Not difficult to shift tcase to neutral,shift pto in gear,then tranny into
drive or reverse,depending on if I want cable in or out.AWESOME pulling power!
mudclod
BTW Closing in on replacement tranny,may have it on road by the time you get here this
weekend,sbb-memphis.
SUBJECT>Re:A Side Note...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20360 NEXT>20378
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Can you e-mail me an adress to drop off this crap?I got that flywheel and the stock
driveshafts,but I need to know where to deliver them.
Also-do you need a hood or a front bumper?I've been trying to give this stuff away for
months now.
By the by-I was just poking fun at Spicer with the winch stuff.No offense intended.
Cock holster.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:He he...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20359 NEXT>20366 20369 20373 20391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah-heh,ah-heh...it's hydraulic system,not PTO.Oh,hey Doug...I did a search with 'all of
these words'...'dumbass uses for kerosene'and take a guess who popped up a bunch of
times?You get one guess and it's not Will,Wayne,Katie,The Doctor,Lee,Barry,Jon,
Keith,Ice-Man,The Dougs (abroad),Dan,Dustin,Mike P,Chris,Ronner,Nick,Bill,
Brandon,Beafire,Mark,Les,Beachtruck,Frederick,Roger,Mike "The Falcon"Falcone,
Rick,SHoppe,Recovery 4x4,and Leo D...to name a few whom it isn't.
SUBJECT>Let's get him!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20354 NEXT>20371 20399
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,Ronner was thinking that your truck can't be perfect since it has a lil bowtie in
it.Are you gonna take that?LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:project update (kinda long)POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20332
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,thanks.I've got a 455/400 swap on the drawing board.
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you scroll through all the posts from the last month to compile that list?I'm
impressed.I think we'd all agree that you go the distance for a well put together joke.
Kudos to you,
-B.
SUBJECT>Nice truck POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20353 NEXT>20370 20377 20400
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,Doug-that's one nice rig.It makes mine look as bad as Ronner's.Not to question
you,but why the 6 cylinder?
I'm anxious to see what the bidding get's to.I think you'll get higher than your BUY IT
NOW.Just my gut feeling.
-B.
SUBJECT>It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20341 NEXT>20380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:He he...POSTER>Doug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20363
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice...:)
SUBJECT>Thanks for the vote.POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the positive vote!The six is plenty of power,small size,cheap on gas if run
easy and parts are a dime a dozen.I also happened to have one that I KNEW was very
good and low miles.If I had to do it again,I would not question it...but if I had a 350 TBI
I would have used it.I wanted to put a diesel in it,but never got to it since the little 4.3
just keeps pulling fine!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Let's get him!POSTER>oug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20364 NEXT>20398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ohh well,I'll take it I guess.We can't all be perfect like him right?Besides they all come
out of the same crate these days.Not like the good old days.:)
SUBJECT>Re:np 435(rebuilt)with matching bellhousing and fly whee for dodge 360.POSTER>Nick Graham
EMAIL>glfarm@evansville.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,
at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20351 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Boonville Indiana about 20 miles east of evansville in southeren indiana
SUBJECT>Re:He he...POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20363
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Attention Paul Brown POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check you email I sent a few questions your way Curtis
SUBJECT>Looking for a small calf for Brian POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>20358 NEXT>
20405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was funny NOT.I am to tall to use a stump.Spicer that was a great comeback.Brian
would have to have a 5'tall stump just to get into the saddle from what I here.Stumpy
have you tried www.babyboys.com.They take tradeins.My trucks in the shop to get the
brake lights fixed.Tired of chasing wires.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20291 NEXT>20389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh wise and old one,my i humbly ask....What is the diameter of that booster?I test fitted
the one out of the doner Cadd.and it was too big at about 11".Now leaning twards the '82
Celebrty booster/'77 Vette non-power master.If that setup is possible.
SUBJECT>Re:Nice truck POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DI O!Wow,for all I have done to mine,it looks like a moving scrap pile next to yours.
I'd love to see the 61(?)when your done!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:A Side Note...POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20361 NEXT>20407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I get more laughs here than anywhere!There is a street called Westinghouse drive
when you come into HS.It runs from 70E to 270E,so whichever highway you come in.on,you will see it when you come
into town.It is actually just before getting into town.
There is a subdivision on the west side of Westinghouse,about 1/2 way between 70 and
270,Joyce street is in the middle of the sub.It only turns west,about 4 blocks down it
turns right,my old garage is on the left right before you make the right turn.White block
building with ugly blue doors.You cannot miss it,it sits back off the road a little,and
there is a semi trailer out front.I will probably be there,my tranny may be in by then.
Don't really have a use for the hood or bumper,wish I did.Thanks a million!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:rusty fuel tank?Long POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20308 NEXT>20381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I took a small piece of 3/8 chain about 2'put it in the tank.Wrapped a badmitton net
around the tank took down my wifes swing put some bungee straps in the hooks and to
the net drove 2 stakes into the ground and hooked to more straps to them and bounced the
rust loose.(Wear ear protection)I put some rust stopper into the tank let it dry then used
epoxy.Be careful not to use to much IT WILL stop up your pick up tube.Learned that the
hard way.Been 3 years no problem.Will
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8
April 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20368 NEXT>20404 20500
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not me and be very carefull how we word it ..a man sold me miss fit parts and was mad at
him not zone members..and have ben a member and do like the zone info and pictures of
other zone members toys .and have bought lots of parts from most of you ..wally
SUBJECT>Thanks Everyone!POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20379
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help!My radiator shop will steam clean it for me and provide the
sealer-around $25.Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>I Need a Starter POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a 24 volt starter they would be willing to part with?This may seem
like a really dumb question,but where do the batteries go in these things?The starter and
bateries were stolen out of a truck that I am looking at.
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SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Tuesday,8
April 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY
PREVIOUS>20338 NEXT>20413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,
How many miles on your tires?when my stock size tires wear out I'm looking for.something bigger and I'm concerned
about the tires wearing funny with that wide of a tire
on the stock rims.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:I Need a Starter POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20382 NEXT>20386 20393 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Batteries go between the seats,in the big box that should be there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20339 NEXT>20414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool
too bad you live so far away...i could make you something.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I Need a Starter POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20384 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that can be had for next to nothing because they weigh SO MUCH that
shipping costs are outrageous and no one wants to buy it-that and I have no idea about
it's condition....shipping from 93637 and it can be yours.I think the weight is 25 pounds!
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20357 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i understand this right,does the PTO run off of the input shaft?doh!i guess it would
have to wouldn't it?
krob725
SUBJECT>Spare Tire ??POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>20401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a tire that will measure 37"-38"tall and still be about as narrow as
the stock tires?I bought an extra rim for a spare,but I think a 38x12.5x10 TSL will be
too thick to fit under the truck.What are you guys doing for a spare w/over sized tires?
Thanks,-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Beating a dead horse,brake booster #POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 7:55 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20376 NEXT>20417
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i put one on from a mid 80's grand wagoneer.you have to drill a couple of holes and
lenghten the shaft (sbb)to reach the brake pedal.i am also using the master cyl.with
good results so far.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Door swap POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20314
NEXT>20394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ethan
i wanted to say you did a very good job on those doors and the write-up.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:He he...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20363
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow
you did a lot of research on that one!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Engine Swap:Reputable Shop in the East?POSTER>ave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20403 20424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey!Just a quick question for everyone here on the board because I know you're all
probably busy with your trucks!
I live in Western New York,and have come into the possession of a '69 M715 Cargo
Truck.I want the M715 to be my tow vehicle,but in its presently stock configuration,it
would be less than ideal,underpowered by the 230 Tornado.I get Jp Magazine,and quite
often buy the other 4WD mags,and these guys seem to be forever repowering their trucks
with bigger and better engines,and I want to do the same for my brute.My gripe is that
these articles in Jp and others all utilize shops on the "other"coast,and it doesn't seem
practical (or advisable)to ship the vehicle all the way over to the "left"coast to use one of
the shops they used.Plus c'mon,we've got talent here on the East Coast,right?
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I know you guys have loads of experience,and "Skinned Knuckles Diplomas"and will
probably bust on me for not doing the swap myself,but the way I see it,my problem is
twofold:skill and time.I have very little wrenching experience under my belt and so I
feel I don't have the skill or knowledge to do a good job.It's a major job,not like
mounting a winch or something.Secondly,it's time...I have a family and a business that I
recently bought which kind of disallows much time for such a huge undertaking (which,
seeing as though I've never done an engine swap,I could count on it taking 3-4 times as
long as it normally should take).
This is where I could use some help from you guys:Do you know of or could recommend
any reputable,experienced shops here on the East Coast that would be able to do a
solid,.reliable,professional-looking job of swapping a V8 into my M715?Any close to Western
NY would of course be preferred,but really any suggestions would be great.Thanks,in
advance,for any help you can extend this novice!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:I Need a Starter POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20384
NEXT>20397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do they just use 2 normal 12 volt car batteries?
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Door swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20390
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.My wife,Susan,did the HTML.I'll let her know.:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Easter Jeep Safari,MOAB Utah POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20343 NEXT>20410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be there !I am coming with a Unimog axled GMC and a nearly stock Dodge M37.
Sorry no M715,but A m37 is close.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20334 NEXT>20411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To run the winch of the transvercase is much nicer than from the trans,because you can
shift thru all your tranny gears !
It makes the original PTO winch way more useable (line speed).
SUBJECT>Re:I Need a Starter POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,wired in series.Best to get two identical batteries.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Let's get him!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey now,you better watch that.My head will swell.Pretty soon I'll have to ask B how to
build an engine and then I'll be stuck out in the boonies with a wrist pin thru the side of
the engine block!!!
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:Let's get him!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20364
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet truck Doug!I'd rather a military paint job and a big block -yes,even one with a
bow tie,but then again I didn't have to pay for it.For $2500 bucks I'd gladly dump the v6
and drop in a 350 with FI and buy a couple of gallons of paint.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Nice truck POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20367
NEXT>20406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK B,we'll go over this once again.I have a truck -you know,one that moves under its
own power.You have an expensive lawn ornament.Put in that perspective,a rusted out
POS chevy looks better than your "truck".
To quote a fellow member,
"Bite One"
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 April 2003,at 11:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20388
NEXT>20425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What tires do you have now.
I know of several people that have put on the Super Swamper TSL 38x13x16's.
Apparently,they fit nice,and do not cause any rubbing.
SUBJECT>Looking for parts stores POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 12:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20412 20421 20422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find some stores to get parts.Specifically,I am looking for a bow assy,and
canvas top,for the cab only.And also an emergency brake assy.
Any leads would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
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Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swap:Reputable Shop in the East?POSTER>wally EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20392
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live about an hour from albany ny and I have several motor setups origanal 230 ,one
with a 350 ho and 454 chevy big block all in trucks and have two parts trucks ..my
address is kaiserm715@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9.April 2003,at 4:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20380 NEXT>20430
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen the parts wally buys and how many he has a few trucks with a deuce and I
bought parts from him a while ago and he showed me the part that caused the feud I
would have gotten mad too I dont think he has even made any further coment now you
blame him for your computer problems..JAKE
SUBJECT>'prociate the thought POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20375 NEXT>20408
20487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
You took your truck to a shop?
To get some guy to fix brake lights?
You shame me.
By the by-I'm warming up to the idea of having a girl.I'm not looking forward to it,but I
don't sob quietly at night either.I guess I'm not really warming up to it,but getting used to
the idea.Damn,life's a bitch.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ronner POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20400 NEXT>20409 20450 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have no comeback for that.I realized last night that my life is hell.I was trying to
educate my wife and get her to help me work on my motor (seeing as how I have no
friends).I was going to take off the main caps from my block and I pointed to the bolt and
go "What size wrench do you think I need?"and she goes "3."
Damn.
I got my Scat crank in yesterday and my Clevite's are in the mail,next friday night I'll
build my short block.It's alot of fun,but I'm up to $650 and don't even heave my heads
worked yet.
Thanks for your concern,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A Side Note...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20378 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you ain't there,no sweat-I'll just pile the crap outside the door..Hope to see you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:'prociate the thought POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20405 NEXT>
20415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo B,since the blood tests came back and she isn't mine,could I at least get an honory
'Uncle'status?
SUBJECT>The STP POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20406 NEXT>20416 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yo B-,did you find that STP stuff in the blue bottle???
SUBJECT>Re:Easter Jeep Safari,MOAB Utah POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20395 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"...close."?!?Not according to the guru's at MV Mag!Heh,heh.Don't mind me...I need
more sleep away from work.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20396 NEXT>
20451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my 3053A duece tranny,I just rounded up a stock duece PTO that drove the front
winch.This baby is cool!It has a low range,a high range,and a reverse...all in the PTO!
The thing has got to weight like 60#and the drive isn't out of the low part like the stock
715's,it's out of the upper gearset.This thing comes off the tranny and raises up to house
the upper gear set,then around the top of the housing,then down,then up from the drop
back to the tranny.Oh,it also has a PTO access port ON it so that another PTO could be
stacked.I'm out of room with about 6"to the frame and can't fit another.
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SUBJECT>Re:Looking for parts stores POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20402
NEXT>20457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has the E-brake parts.He might have the other stuff also?
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20383 NEXT>20449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I probably have about 4000 miles on my Boggers and they're about half gone.The small
tread is beginning to wear on an angle with the back side of the tread lower than the front.
It's pretty much what to expect,they dig,they grab,they have a cool on road howl,and
are not expected to last on asphault.I'd like to have them on maybe a two inch wider
wheel,but...they work and I've got $800 extra in my pocket for other stuff that I didn't
spend on wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Closing In On Functional Mechancal Winches!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20385 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking of replacing the 'hat'shaped stock Xcase mounts/crossmembers with 1/2"x
3"wide bar and mounting it on the upper side of the angle that factory stitched to the
frame.I called an engineer buddy of mine and he confirmed my thought that even though
the 1/2"x 3"is a hunking piece of steel the 'hat'shape is actuall stronger because of it's
verticle step height.I'm thinking now of heavy angle iron mounted on top of the angle
frame peice,notched,bent,and welded to accomodate the slight step I'll need to the
Xcase mount.That baby will be strong enough and won't be a grabber like the stock
Xcase crossmembers are.
Oh,thanks for the offer!
SUBJECT>Touchey subject POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20408 NEXT>20418
20436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm.....ok.....well,the thing is-Spicer-that the caucasian race really doesn't hold with
the whole 'Uncle'or 'Auntie'or 'Godfather'thing.We prefer more to only have relatives
that are actually relatives.It's just less confusing that way.
I hear that in your race you can have a 'play uncle',but white families really only have real
uncles.Not to slight your culture,nor to say that a black guy really wouldn't fit into my
family tree-but I doubt this will go through with the missus.
Again,Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The STP POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20409 NEXT>20419 20467 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got it,but I'm scared.As you may know-I've had lubrication problems in the past.
Does it matter that I plan to build my short block,then a few weeks later (maybe a month)
actually install the motor and run it?
Does it matter if I ship live ammo to your Pop's house in a box labelled as "Wedding gift"
with no other indication of danger?.-B.
SUBJECT>The Beat Goes On POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20389 NEXT>20448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not sure what the dia is,but it's pretty big.I had to 'dimple'the driver's side rear of the
big block valve cover to clear it,kinda like the '66 vettes...'65 or '66 it's a one year deal
whichever it is.
Go to:http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear,then M715 pics,then list all or the last page,
then to the bottom and you'll see,'torque monster 427.'Open that and take a gander at the
booster,it's also in the 'hydraulic valve'pic a couple under that one but not as good.
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20415 NEXT>20423 20434
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the masses...I'm the same color as B-,with the exception of his Corvette red...NECK.
I have an 'Uncle'who was a close friend of my dad's as they were growing up,he calls me
his 'shirt tail'nephew.I like him LOADS better than any blood relatives.
I was just trying to soften the burden of your emminent estrogen filled future.You're on
your own now.
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:The STP POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20416 NEXT>20420 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If possible,put the short block together with the exception of the cam.If you put it in
now,the break in lube may seep off it.I'd let that out until you're closer to putting on the
top end.Oh and before you fire it,pre-oil the system with a drill and an old distributor,or
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one to the aftermarket shafts.
SUBJECT>Re:The STP POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use the STP on the Crank and Rod bearing...not the cam,maybe a little on the time set as
well.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for parts stores POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20402
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,.Click on "Online manuals"at the top,then click on the "M715 parts list".Places to start
include AB Linn,Memphis Equipment,White Owl,etc.Happy hunting.
Note:No endorsements implied
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for parts stores POSTER>Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20402
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,Ebay lists a nedw top bow set,item #2410532232.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20418 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I won.
You played it off good the last month,but this brilliant turn on my ploy caused you to
crumble today.
I've had a couple of guys e-mail me with "Man,Spicer sounded as white as me.Who
knew?"
I support the war,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Swap:Reputable Shop in the East?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Try posting your question in the IFSJA board (www.ifsja.org).There is quite a few
people in NY state (I'm in CT)that could probably recommend you a good place.
Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20401 NEXT>
20432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's exactly what I have and they do fit the truck nicely,I'm just trying to figure out
how to store a spare.I'm thinking of getting a 20"x6"rim,but not sure about 20"tire
heights.
SUBJECT>UPS question about guns POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>20437
20438 20440 20466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone ever shipped a gun with UPS?I am planning to tomorrow,but they have a bunch.of rules against it and I was
scared (like a small rabbit).Any of you just misslabeled a box
that had a gun in it and shipped it anyhow?
What about shipping ammo?
Cordially,
-B.
SUBJECT>LAV Tires POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 April
2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20458 20462 20501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know of a supply of used 11.00x16 LAV tires here in the US.Thanks
SUBJECT>you all take care POSTER>koobster EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20429 20431 20433 20435 20442 20444 20454 20455 20475 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi all just wanted to say take care and God Bless.Ive been in Germany for the last few
weeks,I just got my travel papers and am heading into the war zone in the am.You all
take care and find me a M715 to get when I get home.
the one the only the koobster
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Godspeed Brutha!!Sniper Motto:"Take only one shot,hit what you aim at".
SUBJECT>Not this Wally!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20404 NEXT>20439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Wally.I didn't mean you.I was referring to a guy from a couple of years ago.It was
kind of an inside joke,I figured most wouldn't even get.Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
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DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
God-speed!and ESSAYONS!!!!!!!
Ride hard,shoot straight,and speak the truth!!!!
2lt J M Ritch
926th CBT ENG,Bravo Co
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20425 NEXT>20441 20443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gary,I run 20x7 Diamond rims with Firestone suprerall traction
900.20 tires,they
measure about 41''tall.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Koob!Don't come back with any more holes in ya than the good Lord gave ya.
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>Klinger715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9
April 2003,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20418 NEXT>20488
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry about your family tree!As long as you are a straight shooter and stand tall you will
be OK.
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't want to jinx ya'by saying good luck but...come home soon and bring all your
pieces with you!!We'll have a 715 waiting somewhere for ya'.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought a redneck family tree had no forks.Just one loonngg straight pole?Mine seems
to be that way...:)
SUBJECT>Re:UPS question about guns POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20426 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gun and ammo must be shipped in seperate packages.If it is crossing state lines it must be
shipped to or from a FFL (federal firearms license)holder.Meaning that either you or the
person that you are shipping it to must be a federally licensed gun dealer or you are
breaking federal law.PAY FOR THE INSURANCE!!!!I know one guy that lost two
guns through UPS,one was recovered the other has not been.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Ask here POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at
3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20426 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://subguns.biggerhammer.net/
LINKURL>http://subguns.biggerhammer.net/
http://subguns.biggerhammer.net/
SUBJECT>Re:Not this Wally!!POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 April
2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20430 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.thank you .wally
SUBJECT>Re:UPS question about guns POSTER>jon childers
EMAIL>bojuanajohnny@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20426 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guns can only be shipped next day air.
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20432 NEXT>
20452 20456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk thanks for feedback.Today I learned that dark haired men with beards (that'd be me)
should not approach a parked UPS truck in downtown Fresno with a tape measure and try
to measure the tires....cause neighborhhod watch has taken on a whole new meaning since
9/11.I got to see a UPS lady go apeshit and I met a bunch of nice policemen...it was only
83 degrees but damn that pavement was HOT!
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>
20461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just know,and tell any GI you meet there that America loves them and we are proud of
them.
...and if Doug really loved you,he'd pull that truck off eBay and give it to you when you
get back!
Be safe.
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??heyperk POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20432 NEXT>20460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk your Maine 715 family is losing a brother Doug Foster what do you think Franko in
Mass.
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SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Frank EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 April
2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>20446
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take care and god bless the USA
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20298 NEXT>20518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel I would be very very interested in the cab mine is total junk I dont have e-mail
capabilites so could you give me a call at(978)640-9704 that Lowell Mass leave a number
on my answering machine I can call you back wednesday april 9th 9.00pm thanks frank.SUBJECT>Re:you all take care
POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 April
2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20444 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
good luck and god bless .if you get time I saw a couple m715,s in pakistan salvage yard
when your done just load one on a boat and bring her home I would think even the rust
factor would be good ..but serious be safe and god speed ..
SUBJECT>FOR SALE POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1986 chevy pick up disc /drum 35 inch thornbird tires good tread complete truck with the
exception of no drive train ,i believe the rearend is a corporate ,comes with extras 350
chevy heads ,tool box good glass power steering and breakes .1200.00 or make offer or
trade Im located in Pasadena Texas .the truck needs a new home thanks Curtis 713 910
7369
SUBJECT>Re:The Beat Goes On and On and On POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20417 NEXT>20453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The other thing that throws me off,in the original master,the plunger/piston is recessed
for the push rod to sit in.Is the '77 Vette non-power master like that?Or is it flush like
power units?I'm now wondering if I can just use the '71 Caddy master in front of the
Celebrity booster,if they are all that simular.Banking on the fact that Cadillac is GM.
Jeep J20 double diaphram?
I know this is "old news",It was when i use to visit the site on a daily bases.Still working
on the truck,I slacked off.I just got stuck on the details.I knew the question would fly
like a lead brick and was just hoping for the updated,miracle,spacesaving,disk/disk or
drum/drum bolt on setup...huh huh.Yes,I killed the horse knowing I'd be the ass.Thanks
for the help still offered though.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>20413 NEXT>20578 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,has anyone tried the 38.5x11 16 boggers??Thats originally what I was going to
replace mine with when the current ones are done.but I like a wider tire as they seem to
give a better ride on the road.As least on my CJ it does.
Thanks again
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:Ronner POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20406 NEXT>20463 20465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i thought SCAT only made cranks for VW's.did it fit ok?did you
have to use two?
ha ha ha
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20411 NEXT>20464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go for it.stack on another one with a little hyd pump and make a dump bed.i know
you've been thinking about it.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's always better to ask first.i understand,i have the same look.
k
SUBJECT>Re:The Beat Goes On and On and On POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20448 NEXT>20483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bill
i tried to use a small diameter booster the first time.i think it came from a little chrysler.
it fit in the truck great but the bolts on the front were too close together to use a big
master cyl.and the hole were the MC sticks into the booster was small.i ended up using
the little one that came with it.it only had a 7/8"dia.piston,it did not have enough
volume to work the brakes properly.if i had the shoes adjusted just right and pumped it
once it worked great,if not i had to pump 2-3 times and that gets kind of scary driving the
big meatwagon.the setup i have now is far better.
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you should do some measuring on that little booster before you get ahead of yourself.
my $0.02
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU take care of yourself and make sure you and all your comrades (can we say
comrades,now?
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>20459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be careful kooby.please post when you get back.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>Ethan.EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20441 NEXT>20477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's too bad that little old ladies can't tell the difference between an MP-5 submachine
gun and a Home Depot take measure.
Hope you weren't roughed up or anything.
Did you get to measure the wheel pattern,tho?
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for parts stores POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,9 April 2003,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They'll be having a LOT more stuff,too.Dave said he gets back home the end of this
month.Won't be bargain basement prices,but NOS is always more,well,because it's
NOS.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires POSTER>GSanders EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 April
2003,at 12:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20427 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Check with anyone who deals in surplus tires.Tires are bought in bulk by the lot so they
never know exactly what they are getting.GSanders
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Rick EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 April
2003,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20455 NEXT>20474
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The enemy won't kill you but the MRE's will.
God speed.
SSG R Hawkins
CO A (SUP)186FSB
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??heyperk POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20443 NEXT>20478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Franko,He loves his Willys more than his Kaiser.Another one bites the
dust.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's that poll up to??If we got the poll up enough I would!!!!I'm looking to get near
6K,I'll kick in $1,000.:)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20427.NEXT>20492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://usa6x6.com/military/tires/
SUBJECT>Yo Keith POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20450 NEXT>20497 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Scat makes a bunch of cranks now.True,they did start in the Vdub's but now make some
very stout Cast Steel,not cast iron cranks.I believe they are a little stronger than a factory
forged steel crank due to the different alloy they use.Good stuff and decently priced.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20451 NEXT>
20469 20496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The way that the duece winch is set up...now,I can actually run straight through it and use
the rear side as a PTO,kinda like a tractor.I've thought about hooking a pump to that.As
long as the clutch on the winch isn't engaged it will drive straight through the worm and
not run the winch spool.I can do that on the front as well.
In fact,I'm making a flange to bolt onto the front drive before it driven up to the winch.
I've still got options.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Ronner POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20450 NEXT>20498 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
KRob,
I wondered why it only accepted 4 rods.
You've been a big help,despite everyone telling you you're useless.
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-B.
SUBJECT>id Spicer win????????POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20426 NEXT>20468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did I miss something?Spicer win already?:)
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:The STP POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never done this,but I helped a guy once.He put a torque wrench on the end of the
crank,and every rod he installed he would turn it over.This way if he ever got over 5lbs.on the wrench,he knew right
where the problem was.He did that with the complete
assembly of the main seals and all.Said he never believed that crap about new engines
being "tight".If you already knew this,ignore this post.Like I say,I am not an engine
rebuilder,just pick up things here and there.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Did Spicer win????????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20466 NEXT>
20470 20499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Brian realized the inevitability and futility of his his situation and conceded.Brian
is a man of principles and a person of few whom I can take is word as rock solid.A good
guy,darn few of us left...outside of this page.
Um,he ran out of room too...and was like,"take this now or I'm selling it and your ass
will have to wait until next January for the other one."Eh,so I took it.I'll probably shoot
a hole in my foot quick drawing with Pop.
SUBJECT>????????????????????POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20464 NEXT>20471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But will it work?
Sorry,I was feeling good this morning and just had to say that.I just came in from
camping on the lake,(forgot my toothbrush)going to try to catch some fish,drink some
beer,and the crawfish boil is tomorrow night.Have fun at work!!
Ha!Ha!Ha!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Did Spicer win????????POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20468 NEXT>20472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good for you!!Like I had said early on,I'm sentamental (sp)proud for you.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:????????????????????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20469 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny.
Don't fall in.
SUBJECT>Spicer is the weiner.POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20470 NEXT>20481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's true,I wrote Katie and she seemed to be in love (God help her).That combines with
my wife's "one in,one out"rule caused me to have to get rid of a pistol upon the
inheritance of my father's .357 S&W.
I'm UPSing it today,but I'm scared about the shells and as such will have to ponder.
Wayne,See you tomorrow.
-B.
SUBJECT>YEE HAA!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The trucks from Goldsby are coming in today!Just got off the phone with the truck driver
and he said he will be here at 2:30 central.I have been impatiently waiting for two weeks.
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20459 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish you well.You are making the world a safer place for my children to live in.Thanm
You!
SUBJECT>Re:you all take care POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kick some A$$for us..AND get back safe...
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>rims and tires POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I ran across a man that is selling his old rims and tires ,tires are in fair shape .does
anyone know what these are worth .rims are in good shape ???Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20456 NEXT>20491
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read in the paper the other day that UPS buys all it's uniforms from one vendor (and has
for years)and that an unknown person bought $32K worth of authentic UPS uniforms.
UPS was very concerned about someone having a shit-pot of their uniforms seeing as
how no one knows who the buyer was nor his/her plans for said uniforms.
I can see the concern-we open the door for the UPS guy and don't ask any questions
when he wants to leave a box with us.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??heyperk POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
10 April 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20460 NEXT>20484
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Perk are you related to any Perkins in Skowhagen I know a Ray Perkins going to stop
buy one of these days and say hello you are on exit2??Frank
SUBJECT>looking Daniel-jeepkaiser POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
10 April 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Daniel look at your post from Monday?give me a quick call with your number interested
in the cab Frank (978)640-9704
SUBJECT>Re:rims and tires POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20476 NEXT>20489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rims are 50 dollars NOS
sandblasters here want 20 a rim to blast...minus cost of the rims....then you have to paint
SUBJECT>Anyone else need a handgun POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20472 NEXT>20482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SW 629 classic powerport 6 1/2"Stainless 44mag Less than 100 rounds through it.$500
FIRM buyer pays shipping.Still have factory case,trigger lock and instructions.Reply
quick as I'm going to a gun show this weekend and will not bring it home with me!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else need a handgun POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20481 NEXT>20486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot-the cowboy style holster goes with it.
SUBJECT>Re:The Beat Goes On and On and On POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good sound advice.I will with out a doubt,post the results.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??heyperk POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20478 NEXT>20493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Franko,I live in Cape Neddick,a section of York.No close relation to Ray,That I know
of.E-mail me I will give you my ph#.PerkM715
SUBJECT>I'm in Manhatton,KS POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have to stay over for business...and I don't have my truck!!It's like salt in a wound to be
so close but the truck is back home.
Oh well,I'll make it back up here,with the truck,some day.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else need a handgun POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20482 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one but I'm looking for a 1911 clone.Plus I have no money to spend right now so I
guess I'm out either way.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:'prociate the thought POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>20405 NEXT>
20616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-shame this,you redneck wannabe you are a shame to the true southern tradition of
being a redneck.Giving up on a bet before it's time.I had rather have Spicer&Katie as
neighbors than you.I had to take it to a shop because I was tired working over time and of
chasing wires.But it only cost me $10.00 to get them fixed EAT ONE
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>20434 NEXT>20506 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Klinger,Brian can't shoot straight just ask him about shootin his neighbors dog.And after
this kid is born if Jean Ellen has anything to do with it(and we all know she does)He will
be shooting blanks.Will
SUBJECT>Re:rims and tires POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20480
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats not a bad price since these have already been sandblasted primed and painted let me
know if you run into someone that needs a set of four Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20447
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way it is a four wheel drive vehicle
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20477 NEXT>20495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thats interesting...I expect our lives as Americans is
going to change considering we just
made alot more enemies in the world.
Where is Osama anyway???
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10
April 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20462 NEXT>20502
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
USA 6X6 does not show a 11.00x16 LAV tire,thanks anyway.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tire ??heyperk POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
10 April 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20484 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk I do not have e-mail capabilites I use the school library on my breaks I will post you
a message here on the board and see if I can get up there love to see those 20 inch rims!!
FRank
SUBJECT>'Big Truck'POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 April
2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WOW,I thought my M-715 was the biggest truck on my little farm here in SE Ga.
thought wrong.Pop's just got him a new used 02'Chevy 2500 HD 4-door crew cab
w/Dura Max diesel damn things got a GVW over 9000 LB.The frame at the rear tires
must be 6 inches wide,talk about a truck.Think were just gona have to hook up the ole'
strap and see who's king of the barn yard.YEE-HAW OLO Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Spare Tires/UPS +Guns POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20491 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I saw the UPS lady go batshit it reminded me that our world has already changed.I
think we made many more friends than enemies.Those that hate us,still do.I can't image
how kickin'the dogsnot out of a terrorist dictator makes us less safe,I think it's the other
way around...either way,I'm saying away from those brown trucks!
SUBJECT>Re:np205 and stock winch POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i could do it,i would run a three point hook up back there and use it to shred with.you
would have enough power to run a big triple wide shedder.i could mow a lot of acres
pretty fast with a setup like that.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:YAO SPICEMAN POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20463
NEXT>20508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.what are you doing?taking up for B now?i thought maybe he got a nice 78mm stroker
for that thing.by the way,i have a european bug "VW 1500".it is like a bug version of a
mustang GT.it has factory disc brakes and many go fast goodies.when is the last time
you've seen a speedometer in bug that read 140?ha ha that's KPH though.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Ronner POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20465
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's not what SHE said!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Did Spicer win?maybe B did POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20468 NEXT>20505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think this means you are tied in to marry that fine young woman.if you take the gun it
gives us the legal right to a shotgun wedding.since you are not from the south you would
not understand that taking the prize for a bet means that you are now legally bounded to
completing the task at hand.if you do not complete your mission,we have the right to
complete it for you,or force you to complete it.Brian,being a Southern Gentleman,
understands this law and has actually got the better of you.i think you should be very
careful now.is that the sound of a 12ga.pump racking behind you?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20380 NEXT>20503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey wally osterhoudt,aka kaiserm725.I rember selling you a ladder and streacher for your
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m725.After you begging me to sell you the parts.I thought it would be nice to help a
fellow zone member.After selling you the parts for LESS than you offerd for them I was
shocked to find that when I listed my m725 on e-bay,You e mailed my bidders bad
mouthing my truck.Also you sent me a gas filler neck that had razor knife cuts on it.I
KNOW WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Thursday,10 April 2003,at 7:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20427
NEXT>20511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Boyce equipment in Ogden UT
They have 4or 5 left.I was there today and I saw them so call em .
Their phone is 801 393 0007
Daniel
www.killeraxles.com
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires correct,BUT read this POSTER>lee alessi /baton rouge.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,10
April 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the statistics for the xl is as follows
the statistics
325/85r16 1100x16
tread-xml xl
load range d e
catalog number 37984 64618
loaded radius 17.7 17.8
overall diameter 38.7 38.7
overall width 12.9 10.9
approved rims 9.00 6.5
revs per mile 540 538
tread depth 21/32 17/32
max speed 62mph 62mph
max tire load 5075lbs@65psi 4520lbs@80psi
they have the xml for sale......you are right.they do NOT sell 1100x16 LAV tires.
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 April
2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20500 NEXT>20523
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dont sell something that has rust and tell people it is rust free dont lie I saw it top and
bottom and own more trucks than you will ever see and I dont buy junk from people like
you who lie and cheat honest hard working americans who take your word and buy your
junk then to find out it is in fact JUNK ..whats the matter still got the old junker ..good
sugestion sell it in parts its worth more any way but then again dont mention what they
are off of cause I will be back ,well you have good day dear sir and good luck BE
HONEST BE TRUTHFUL AND DONT CHEAT PEOPLE ,how many people have
bought things even nos and still not the way it was explained buy seller and was feeling
ripped off when we got it and we all express it on the zone have seen it time and time
again .wally
SUBJECT>re-rims and tires POSTER>jack mcdevitt EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm interested in the four rims,what's the color?my e-mail is mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
thanks jack in NY
SUBJECT>Fine Print...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20499 NEXT>20533 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,BUT...being the Yankee gentleman that I am,when Brian requested that if Katie and.I bust he get the gun back,I
agreed and told him that if was fair.I think I'll have this gun,
and hopefully no projectile damage to my right foot from quick drawing,for a long,long
time.
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20488 NEXT>20539 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We can call him "V-"instead of "B-"then.:)
SUBJECT>Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...POSTER>Doug
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Only a little time left to get those bids in on ebay for my GREAT truck!:)
I have had quite a few emails,and one person in my home town saw it on ebay and came
over for a test drive...dammm,I put it on ebay so I wouldn't have to ever see it again!
How sad would it be to see it driving around here?!Oh well,he was really in love with it
and I told him he had to sleep on it,and I wouldn't end the ebay listing and sell it locally,
fair is fair.If he's the high bidder then so be it.He was a really nice guy,middle aged with
a late teen age son,both seemed nice and wanted it to go camping/hunting and trail
riding.The truck would be happy at least!
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Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:YAO SPICEMAN POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20497 NEXT>20513 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YO!I love that commercial!Um,anyway...I already grilled him off-zone-line about not
getting the stroker.I think I scared him,like a baby rabbit,when I mentioned that his
machine shop should have patterns to clearance the pan rail.I think that put him from
385,40 over,stroker B,to 350 B...with some type of overbore.
140 KILOMETERS?!You do realize that's a whopping 87(rounded up)mile per hour,
right?Hmmm,I guess it is right on par with a Mustang GT.I was just shy of 320kph on
my bike a few weeks ago.'Busa rules the wasteland!
SUBJECT>IRKED!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20510 20515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,once again you southerner's have some good items up for auction.gsaauctions.gov,
then trucks/trailer,then SC for 3 duece trucks in good condition.Rackin'frackin'
geographically lucky...
SUBJECT>Re:IRKE !POSTER>Jeepist Doug/Ia EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20509.NEXT>20519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We should get all of the Blue coats together and buy a 10 ton tractor and trailer so that we
can reap the benifits of the south!
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires Thanks POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
11 April 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20501 NEXT>20516
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Thanks to all'.Brandon
SUBJECT>M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>esully801@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20514 20549 20607 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The DMV is saying my 5 digit M715 VIN is not valid.Any suggestions on how to
explain to them about military 5 digit VIN's on these trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:YAO SPICEMAN POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 April
2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20508 NEXT>20612
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail busa boy!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>krob725 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20512
NEXT>20522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how many numbers do they want?it worked for me.if nothing else you could add a few
zero's.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:IRKE !POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,
at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20509 NEXT>20602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
maybe you should move.lots of room in texas and you would only be four states away
from miss katie.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires Thanks POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11
April 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20511 NEXT>20526
LINKNAME>tires
LINKURL>http://www.expeditionexchange.com/michelin/indexmain.htm
try this
http://www.expeditionexchange.com/michelin/indexmain.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at.1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20507
NEXT>20520 20603
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy untill that teenage son picks up his fat chick girlfriend ,shows off in the truck hes
not supposed to be driving and crams it into a LOCAL tree ...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>George Broughton
EMAIL>geobrough2@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20445 NEXT>20545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a battery box and cover.How much??
George
SUBJECT>Easy Doug !POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Friday,
11 April 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20510 NEXT>20528
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey now,us southerners need some good deals once in a while.Keep those Blue Coats in
the moth balls for now.I get frightened just thinking about that.
Hell,I got my M-715 from the GSA and am tickled pink to have gotten it.Sadly,the
$510 I spent on it was only the tip of the iceberg..Almost $5000 later,I am enjoying it.....
I may just go and bid on the M-35's just to mess with you ...hahaha.
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Really,If you do want the stuff,I am pretty sure I can get it stored for you.Columbia is
only 90 miles from here....You just gotta be the high bidder.
Ricky...seeya'll...
The SOUTH
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,11 April
2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20517 NEXT>20525
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,thought about that!Oh well,can't win 'um all right?I still hope someone far far
away ends up with it!Doug.
SUBJECT>Interesting military parts site POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of you guys may already know about this site.I thought it was cool.Now if I could
just win the lotto,I'd buy another truck and tweak the he!!out of it....Have a good
weekend everyone...
Here's the link...http://adelmans.com/military.htm
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20514 NEXT>20527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Clean the rust off the frame on the right rear where the
numbers are clear and take the fine
D.M.V.lady out to your truck and stick her head in the fender well and say SEE you find
some more numbers.Or ask her to get a vechicle inspector to check it out.It was'nt a
problem for me.Will
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>20503 NEXT>
20529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh-oh here we go again.Please no more I can't take it.I am out of blood pressure
medicine.Will
SUBJECT>measurements for troop seats?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20530 20553 20697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any know or willing to measure the length of the slats for the seats and the spreaders that
mount tie all posts together?I plan on doing this little project this weekend with 5/4
decking lumber and would love to have the proper specs.I bought all the mounts off of
some guy so I don't know what they are supposed to be.does anyone know of a pic that
shows the arrangement of the posts.I know they are offset andsome have little rings
welded to the top and some don't.Any help would be greatly appreaciated.
If someone is willing to measure...let me know what you measured...end to end of the
board or from bolt to bolt.
Thanks
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11
April 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20520 NEXT>20547
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,ill provide a good home and wont charge too much to do it added bonus ...im far
away.ponder it over jc
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires Thanks POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20516 NEXT>20538 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Michelin and B.F.Goodrich are French owned.Since they are such good allies.....Maybe
buying used ones wouldn't be bad...at least the money won't be going to them.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20522 NEXT>20546 20560 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Uh,you might not wanna call attention to your truck THAT way.
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Doug !POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20519
NEXT>20534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just keep yer Yankee butt outta North Carolina!They already got enough transplants.
And put a Ford in yer truck
Yet another Friday night drunken rampage.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20523 NEXT>20540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,C'mon crybabies.I thought this was over.Maybe you should wrestle over it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 7:36 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20524 NEXT>
20531 20532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roger,I just went out in the last of the light and snapped some pics and measured it all.I
will email you the photos I have and the measurements I took.If you need more detail get
back to me tonite or early in the AM P.S.T.cause I'll be gone until late in the day on
Sat.............always hopeful that I can return any knowledge back to The Zone.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20530 NEXT>
20535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,the two posts with the welded hoops go at the rear.The hoops connect a heavy
canvas strap that runs above the tailgate.
I sent 10 photos,hope it doesn't take too long to download.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20530 NEXT>20536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,that extremely nice of you to help me out.You may have saved me a lot of time and
some extra holes in the wood (not to mention splinters)if I drilled them wrong and had to
redrill.
On the other hand,I checked my email and didn't find anything.Did you have a problem.mailing them.I know I've had
plenty of trouble w/hotmail lately.
roger
seven772@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:Fine Print...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20505
NEXT>20600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yankee gentleman???never heard of such a thing,though you seem to be nice young
man.live long and prosper.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Doug !POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20528
NEXT>20544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll drink to that
k
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20531 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too me too!!!Uh,I mean,Gary could you please mail them to me also.
Thank you very much.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20532 NEXT>
20537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me at garytopaz@Direcway.Com
It might be me or maybe Hotmail didn't like such a huge file.
I'm up,let me know.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:TOO MANY PHOTOS POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20536 NEXT>
20541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just sent it to BBM715 also and noticed (I didn't the first time)that it took my virus scan
5 minutes just to scan the email and it usually takes seconds.If either of you don't get it
by say 9:15PST,let me know and I'll try something else.I'm not saavy enough to do a
Yahoo breifcase thing like Brian and Spiceman.
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires Thanks POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>20526 NEXT>
20542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ED,YOU ARE A FINE AMERICAN!!!!!
I LOVE THE THOUGHT PROCESS!
SUBJECT>Re:Touchey subject POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20506
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!For that one I'll forgive you the Mustang GT slam earlier.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20529 NEXT>20543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wrestle hell,get them together and have a duel.If eighter of them backs out we can shoot
'em on sight.
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Ron
SUBJECT>Re:TOO MANY PHOTOS POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Gary,they came through just fine.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:LAV Tires Thanks POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,11 April 2003,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20538 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks...I got called an "Real American"at work by a fellow worker who is aganst the
war and the U.S.She meant it as a insult I guess.She brought up her Native American
heritage and how persecuted she still is by the USA but when asked about reparations to
certain people who are decendants of slaves she replied "not wih any of my money".I
guess I'm a stupid american also cause I still can't figure out that logic.I'm ussually not
that openly patriotic or religous but GOD Bless the USA....my home.
SUBJECT>Re:It's Wally's Ghost !!nt POSTER>john EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12
April 2003,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20540 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe you guys should stand behind some one who watchs out for us all when it comes
to parts and there condition,just my 2 cents .john R
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Doug !POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com.DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 4:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20534
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Us Ford guys got to stick together!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20518 NEXT>20574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
George,I have a good bat box and cover for $25.00 located in York ME.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Louisiana they accepted the VIN from the data plate but I know of 2 M715's when you
run the VIN it shows up as a boat trailer....when you run it by name it shows up as a
Jeep/Kaiser.
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,12 April
2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20525 NEXT>20561
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you mean,"won't charge too much to do it"?:)Ponder over how much you want
to pay for it maybe??Buy buy buy buy!!He he.
SUBJECT>NOS parts on ebay POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just checked on ebay and found quite a list of nos parts check it out ....
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Gib-MA
EMAIL>Rchard.Dorr@wordnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Massachusetts,a your local policeman can verify your VIN by inspecting the vehicle
and filling out a form which you can take to DMV.Even if your state does'nt have a
similar form,you might get the locals to write you a letter.Hey,the reality is it is the
VIN!
SUBJECT>NEE HELP POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at
11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20551 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay i need some help please everyone.i am in the middle of my spring over and have
run into a prob.what do you do with the whole steering system.when you put the springs
on top of the axle they get in the way of your steering components.i had to put the front.end at an angle to make a
good drive line angle.so any hints will help me ,thanks.Dan
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20550
NEXT>20552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan look into the past post's and read all the info that you can also look at members
gallery at what others have done with thier trucks.I know this is not the answer you are
looking for but it is a good place to start Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20551
NEXT>20571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,you have a few options:
you can heat and bend the arms on the steering knuckles.this has been done many time
before but I would try option two before doing this.
or you can get a taper reamer (or go to a machinde shop)and counter sink the top portion
of the existing hole for the tierod.Once this is done,just mount the tierod on top of the
knuckle rather than below.
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Before I went with the rockwells I did this and everything cleared with out bending the
arms upward.However I never tested it because I soon went with rockwell axles and that
changed everything.I would ream the top portion of the holes first and see how much
room you have from the springs.Then if that doesn't work try slightly bending the arms
upward.Caution,don't use too much heat as it will weaken things...and nobody wants
weak parts when it comes to steering!But,I still think that if people do choose to heat
and bend method that this is an acceptable soloution to the spring over problem.
You could also try to fab some different spring pads to raise or lower the spring pack.
This will allow more or less room for the steering links.
let us know what you tried and what worked for you.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20524 NEXT>20558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,thanks so much for taking the time to send me the photos and type out the
measurements.I did find the e mail...it ended up in the junk mail section.hotmail dosen't
think much of you.lol
roger
SUBJECT>Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>20556
20596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm looking for a "good"sm420 or a married sm465/np205 setup and since your close I
thought I would hollar at you.I've got three 420's but all have worn out syncros and other
gremlins.Thanks for any help.
Oh yeah the 715 at the auction went for about $5K and had a 302 Ford in it.later
SUBJECT>:(didn't sell...what's the "crusher"poll up to?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20557 20559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geesh..not a single bid.Off to Carlisle PA I guess!!That will be a fun road trip anyway!
Oh well,the flood of after ebay emails has already begun,they all what it for less $$---
YEA RIGHT!:)Maybe a little better deal...but NO free shipping unless they're in PA.
Thanks for the support guys,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@kscable.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20554 NEXT>20567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will have to look around,ask some folks and look in the shed!I know for sure that I
have got a np200 transfercase.It has around 18,000 miles on it.I will lets you know what
I come up with.5 grand was quite a price for that truck!
SUBJECT>Re::(didn't sell...what's the "crusher"poll up to?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20555 NEXT>20562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug this is a sign from above telling you to keep it ,we told you so :)Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20553 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hotmail and a lot of other folks lately!
Glad you got 'em.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re::(didn't sell...what's the "crusher"poll up to?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20555 NEXT>
20563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,your opening bid was WAY TOO HIGH.You should have set the opening bid at
some RI ICULOUSLY low number,then set the reserve at $5700 (assuming that was
your bottom line)then what would happen is that you'd have gotten tons of bids and
sucked people into a bidding war.Also people are afraid of shipping costs-if you were to
repost it,you should set something up w/a transport company to give folks an idea of
how reasonable it would be-because it's in Maine is a problem.If it were in the center of
the country (or in CA.)you'd be a FORMER M715 owner now.Your truck is bitchin'and.it should sell at a good price.In
fact,it's so fine I can't believe you're selling it.The FC
truck is FUGLY dude.
My 2 cents.
...ok this was long......so make it 4 cents!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20527 NEXT>20566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,what is the matter with drawing attention to these beauties THAT way?Just think
about how popular you would be with all the people standing line at the DMV seeing a
person prove one of snooty b!tches wrong.Here in Alabama it was'nt a problem,hell I
could have said the serial #was 1 and they would'nt have cared.As long as you have
insurance and a bill of sale they will give you a tag.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
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POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,12
April 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20547 NEXT>20564
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug im a reasonable man,drive it down here and put $500 in my hand and as far as you
know ill crush it.do we have a deal here or what?jc (feeling ponderous in beautiful
western NC)
SUBJECT>Re::(didn't sell...what's the "crusher"poll up to?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20557 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea yea yea.I wish I could,belive me I do.It will sell,I have no doubt,it's a great truck.
Ebay is a weird market sometimes it's great,other times it's a real dud.Doug
SUBJECT>Re::(didn't sell...what's the "crusher"poll up to?POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My thought has always been that the low starting bids and higher reserve prices are a little
bit of a waste of time.If I see something with a higher start,but no reserve then I know if
I'm serious about it and bid,I'll get it.But then again,I understand the "getting wound up
and bidding"the other way.As for the shipping I said I would ship for free with the "buy
it now"and that I would cover half the shipping with regular bidding up to $400.
Meaning that if shipping was $800 I'd pay $400,they would pay $400 or if it was $1000
they would pay $500 etc.Maybe I was not really clear on that.Shipping to CA (about as
far away as possible)was around $8-900 or so.
And yea my bottom price was $5,700--could work a better deal to a fellow Zone member
though...
Anyway it's alright that it didn't sell,Im looking forward to my Carlisle PA show/trip in
the beast!Doug..SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,12 April
2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20561 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ahhhh,welllll...NO!:)Drive up here,put $5,500 in MY hand and you can drive it home.
SUBJECT>M715 vacuum line HELP POSTER>nathan hofstra EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net
DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a 68 M715 and need help with the 1/2 in.carb bowl vent line-they had it cut
and open to the outside air does anyone know where this line should go?At the base of
the carb is another 1/2 fitting and they had it plugged-does the line from the top of the
bowl just hook to the bottom of the carb?Won't this put it under constant vacuum?
HELP,please,thanks,Nathan
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 9:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20560 NEXT>20568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here,the local DMV is just that,local people who live in the town they work in,so
they're more relaxed.Can't say that for the NJ DMV where I grew up.THEY were a
bunch of snooty SOB's.Dunno if I mentioned it B4,but the only thing the clerk noticed
was the empty weight (5,500lbs)and remarked that it was heavy.I said,"Well,that's how
they made them back then."
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,12 April 2003,at 9:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20556 NEXT>
20594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool...thanks...I may have three 200's for sale or trade if I find a tranny with 205 case
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 4:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My experiences with CT DMV have been always so negative that one time I went there
and the lady at the couter took care of ALL my problems in five minutes (instead of the
usual "come back with the W7Z-1 form").I felt so absolutely amazed that I wanted to hug
her!
SUBJECT>parts to the u.k.POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaRYC14CKWwvw PREVIOUS>NEXT>20570 20575 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.hi,can any one help me .im trying to find some front blackout lights ,and also a pair of
rear lights.they often pop up on ebay,but no one seems to want to ship to england.please
could someone enlighten me?.
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20569
NEXT>20573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try AB Linn.He usually has those.His address is ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20552 NEXT>20601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to be careful about setting the pinion angle.If you turn the pinion up too high,
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the caster or camber (I can't remember which is which)will be thrown off.The rear axle
can be turned up or down as you want,the front has the knuckles set,so unless you cut
them off and reset them,you can't just turn it up or down at will.This is discussed at great
length in past posts.When I was doing mine a year and a half or so,ago,all this was
detailed.my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>SBC Brian IS THE MAN!!!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20584 20620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian brought me the drive shafts he promised!These two shafts are like new,especially
compared to mine!Thank you Brian.I missed getting to meet him,I keep having trouble
with the borrowed truck (FORD)and was not early to meet him,since he was early,I
didn't get to see him.My brother-in-law has some young calves,if anyone would wants to
chip in to get one for Brian.He also brought a flywheel,but I discovered and will pass on
to anyone that may face this,The '87 GM with throttle body uses a different flywheel.It
has a smaller bolt pattern on the crank,and is wheighted.Thank you anyway,Brian,and I
will return yours if you need it.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20570
NEXT>20576 20588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,thanks,but this is the trouble im having you see,he has lots of good n.o.s.gear along
with a few other dealers.it always seems readily available over the net but always
impossible to get sent here.its a shame really because my old girl is nearly ready after 8
mths restoration but looks a bit sad with its lights out.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>George Broughton
EMAIL>geobrough2@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 1:50 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20545 NEXT>20585
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like the battery box with cover.Can you give me and estimate on what it would
cost to ship it.Or give me you telephone number and I will call you.And find out about
paying you.
George
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>mark wright EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20569
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jimmy,I have some spares.If you want send me your address I will box them up and find
out how much shipping is.Send me a check for the shipping I will send them to you.After
you get them send me a check for what you think they are worth to you.
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20573
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jimmy,
This site is a wonderful resource,both for parts and advice.I have had nothing but good
experiences buying from members of this forum.
I must say I admire non-US M715 owners.I'm from Spain myself,even though I'm the
the US now.I know one M715 owner in Spain and I can't help but wonder how he gets
spares.
Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>M715 and civilian sheetmetal POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
One of the most common criticisms I hear about the M715 is that so much of the original
civilian sheetmetal was retained,but I never hear the same about CUCV's or M880's.Any
ideas?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>JZOliver EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20449
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running the 38.5x11 Boggers and I love them.No rubbing whatsoever,with stock
wheels and suspension.Mine have maybe 1000 miles on them,with a lot of offroad
miles,and they are still in excellent shape.A little chewed up from the rocks on
Drummond Island,but otherwise excellent.Lots of road noise,dig like a son of a bitch.
Onroad ride?????What are you thinking?Have you driven a 715?Just kidding,they ride.much better than the NDTs.They
don't wander like they are following every crack in the
pavement.There is another set in my future when these wear out.Unless they come out
with a 40x11 :).
JZ
SUBJECT>Antenna question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
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My M715's cab has a some holes in the drivers rear side that seem to be for an antenna.
What kind of equipment might it have carried?
The It's a big one inch hole surrounded by three smaller holes.The holes are located on
the driver's side behind the door,on top of the cab.
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Antenna question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20579
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a picture of the holes:
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-774F.JPG
SUBJECT>Re:Oil p-ump drive gear number??POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20328 NEXT>20582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one though Memphis Equipment this winter with intensions to replace it over
presidents weekend.I got their last one from there eastern supplier but they said they had
like 6 left overall,its like 94 bucks think.After many hours of taking all the things off to
get to the drive gear I found my old one pressed on very good,and ended up making relif
cuts in the old stripped one so I could break it off without damaging the end of the
crankshaft.I was stuck at putting the vibration dampener back on.At hammer was no
good,wasn't getting anywhere.So thats where my truck stands till school out for me.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Oil p-ump drive gear number??POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20581 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you might try chilling the shaft and heating the gear.sometimes they will slide on with a
little help from a brass hammer or brass punch.
krob725
SUBJECT>Pitman Arm Question POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>20587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.We put a pitman arm from a 72 wagoneer and it won't fit
on the tie rod end.The hole of
the pitman arm of the wagoneer is not tapered compared to the m715.So I guess I just to
drill the hole with a tapered drill or get a newer model pitman arm .Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC Brian IS THE MAN!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20572 NEXT>20599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne I agree.Brian is a man of his word.Thanks for the t-case Brian.Ok wayne I'll kick
in $20.00 for a yearling so he can have her and go out on the back 40 and remember the
way things were before Jean Ellen got pregnant.Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale or parts no rot SWNH POSTER>Eric
EMAIL>p200mg@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20574 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a 24 volt alternator and the voltage regulator.If you have it could you let me know
about how much you would ask for them.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm Question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
You need to find a taper reamer to do it right.It's a bit more complex than a taper drill
(and quite a bit more expensive).Have your favorite automotive machine shop do it for
you to save some dough.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20573
NEXT>20595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know any business associates or close friends in the US?Buy the parts,have
them shipped first to the US address and have your friend ship them to you.(No,I'm not
volunteering.:-)I've got enough stuff lying around my house/yard.)
Honestly,I don't know why they don't ship overseas.It might have to do with shipping
stuff that technically is still considerd a "military item"overseas.When I sell FSJ parts
and camera stuff,I always state that I ship internationally.If they wanna pay the shipping,
I'll send it anywhere.Once it's converted,foreign currency is just as good to me as
American dollars.
SUBJECT>ANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20591 20593 20654 20671 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HI GUYS.I WANTED TO KNOW IF THE DANA 70 REAR AXLE IS LIMITED SLIP OR IS IT
JUST HYPOID OR PEG LEG.I THINK THE FRONT AXLE IS DEFINATLY A
HYPOI PEG LEG UNIT BECAUSE IVE BEEN STUCK IN THE DIRT AN
WATCHE ONLY ONE FRONT TIRE TURN?ALSO ANOTHER QUESTION I
HAVE WHAT KIND OF AFTER MARKET SHOCK ABSORBERS CAN I
PURCHASE TO REPLACE ALL FOUR OF MY OLD LEAKING SHOCKS.AND IF
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THERE IS A AFTERMARKET REPLACEMENT,IS THERE ANY SPECIAL INFO
THAT PARTS PEOPL WILL NEED TO TRACK IT DOWN.ALOT OF PEOPLE IS
CALIFORNIA WHERE I LIVE DONT EVEN KNOW WHAT A JEEP GLADIATOR
PICK UP IS LITTLE ALONE WOULD THEY KNOW ABOUT A M715
SUBJECT>Re:NOS parts on ebay POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20548
NEXT>20592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gee,thanks.I DID just that and now I'm about $25 poorer.:-(
I found a NOS bridge plate kit.No,I don't NEE it for 4 wheeling,but it certainly does
help give the truck a finished look.(I'm trying my best to keep it stock looking on the
outside.Now I just have to remove all that woodgrain from my civilian doors and paint
those shiny chrome outside door handles!They're just begging to be shot at by the enemy!
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 10:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,turn off your CAPS LOCK.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS parts on ebay POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 10:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20590 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
!!!!!!!!!!!!I can't believe you still have the woodgrain!You should at least spray paint a
star on it.The bridge plate will add a nice neurotic touch to the truck.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 10:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rancho shocks
5000 type front rs5118 rear rs5113
9000 type front rs9116 rear rs9118
rick wildfirem715
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 11:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20567 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Didn't fid a sm420 yet but there's a nv4500 0 miles for $900 in Witchita paper.Not bad I
think but I already have a ranger OD....but with two ODs a guy could run mog axles.....
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k.POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,13 April 2003,at 11:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20588 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you can't find what you need I have an extra set of lights also(may need bulbs?)also
and a few stock odds and ends.I ship stuff to a friend in New Zealand now and then and
it's really not that complicated.They are nuts for anything "hotrod"or V8 and have to pay
three or four times what we pay here.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20554 NEXT>20597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NOt sure where you are located,but I have 2 SM420's.They are both out of 1/2 ton
trucks.I have never run them,so I don't know much about them.
Also,Novak is a great source for SM420's.THey have all kinds of part for them.THey
told me that they were working on getting the rights to start building them again.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Ed J in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 2:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20596 NEXT>
20598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man I'm in central KS...where are you?I ended up in Novaks website Sat.and there sm
420 rebuild kits were temporarily unavailable.Thanks the same for the tip though.I really
like the 420...had a 48 Willys truck I put one with a adapted Dana 20 Tcase.Worked well
with Scout axles and hummer rubber.That granny low 1st was always nice to have.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Beafire.....got any extra trannies?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 3:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20597 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just checked Novaks site again and they have the sm420 rebuild kits available now for
about 2 bills.
SUBJECT>Re:SBC Brian IS THE MAN!!!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20584 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks guys-you two are all heart.
I got rid of my cow in December.She got too big to 'ride'.
Wayne-keep the flywheel.I don't plan on ever using an auto again.If you find someone
who needs it,pass it along.
I was looking forward to seeing your truck,but it'll have to be next time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fine Print...POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20533 NEXT>20604
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true,there is no such thing as a Yankee gentleman.At the time that the term Southern
Gentleman was cloned-yankees were planning The War Of Northern Aggression.Now,
is that a gentlemanly thing to do?
I think not.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw one,very professionally done,that had cut the arms in half,flipped them over and
rewelded them.Very simple...have a good welder/shop do it.
SUBJECT>Re:IRKE !POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20515 NEXT>20629 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WAY TOO DAMN HOT IN TEXAS.Believe me,I'm stayin out of that kitchen!
I like Doug's tractor idea!
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20517
NEXT>20605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this feeling!I had a sweet '69 Camaro with a beefed up 454 on spray,bullet proof
Richmond 5 speed,4.11's...all that jazz.I put it on ebay and had over 7000 hits in seven
days.Some dude came down from Connecticut and I took him and his 15 year old some
for a quick burn.Well,the guy was thoroughly impressed and the kid was panting!They
came back a week later with a bank check and bought it.We pull into the U-Haul for the
trailer and the guy tosses the keys to his son and says,"it's yours."FIFTEEN!...with a
500HP (off the N20)Camaro.I wonder,every now and then,what the old girl has been
recycled into?
SUBJECT>Orchard.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20600 NEXT>20615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Geeze!Crack must grow on trees down there...
SUBJECT>Re:Only a day and a half left!!!Bid bid bid!!:)Kinda'long...
POSTER>oug Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April
2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20603 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WOW,that's scarey...I had a 57 Willys pick up with a Super Huricane 6,I think about 90
HP?It was all I needed though!!Doug.
SUBJECT>SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>oug "almost 715
less"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:31
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20608 20613 20614 20619 20627
20652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW,what mixed feelings.I accepted an offer from the local buyer,they are due here
today with the $$.So although it's not official,an over the phone handshake is good for
me.Sooo sad,yet happy and excited to be able to finish the 61 Willys project that will
make a 715 wimper in the corner...he he he.Get to pay off some debt,blah blah blah.It's
a good day I guess but I know I will kick myself when I see the buyers son out on the trail
hammering the piss out of the old beast.Maybe he'll be responsible...yea.
So I hope nobody will be too offended if I keep this page as a home page and chat
sometimes...I can still mislead and confuse just as well without my 715 around.Thanks
guys!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vehicle identification numbers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20512 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told that the military only used the last five digits of the vin #on these trucks.Push
that angle AND the fact that it's military and see what happens.If they still give you crap,
put thirteen 0's infront of your number to make it 18.Maybe that will shut them up.Oh,
also tell them that you're insurance carrier had no problem with it as well.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>
20622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No trip next week?OH SH!T,BETTER PAY MY TAXES!!!
SUBJECT>LONG Drive...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20651 20664 20675.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drove Velvet like 250 miles this weekend!Hauled back another truck big block and some
other neet steel items.The truck did great and never missed a beat.Only used about 30
gallons of gas.LOL!I'm still not sure what my top speed is,but it mustn't be too bad...I
wasn't getting run off the Pa Turnpike and occasionly made a pass.Oh,had to drive
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through three tunnels...man,did that sound cool!
Iowa Doug...you've got mail!
SUBJECT>re-dana/shock quest POSTER>jack mcdevitt
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used rancho 5000 shocks on 89 chevy astro 4x4 conversion,nothing but problems.every
15 to 20,000 mls the seals would blow,i tried diff sizes still had problems Sears honered
their warrenty every time,they would see me pull in and before i was in the door
someone would be looking for another set of shocks for me.i need shocks for my m715,
has anyone had problems running the rancho shocks on your trucks?(i sold the astro for
3000.00 with 238000 mls)thats alot of shocks!good luck
Jack
SUBJECT>Re:YAO SPICEMAN POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
April 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20513 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail again busa boy
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>Tom
Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>20623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug--
Since you have sold your 715--does this mean that you will be leaving the Board????
Regards Tom L.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>mudclod Hot
Springs Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>20617 20624
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your always welcome by me.It will only be as matter of time till you finish the Willy and
have a little scratch,you'll buy another "REAL"4X4.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Orchard.POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would that be what it takes to get you down here?.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:'prociate the thought POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20487 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,The things I have to say to you are so ugly that I cannot post them here.
Expect an e-mail from me that will be so hateful it'll make Connie cry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20614 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BRAVO!Wayne's the Man!
SUBJECT>RE:Wally POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20621 20641 20649 20653 20657
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have not said anything until now,but since Wally has broached the subject,I have
something to say.One year ago I was moving from Colorado back to Arkansas.Had some
parts didn't have room to bring,so listed on Ebay.In each listing I explained that I was
moving one week after end of auctions and needed money prior to that,as had no room to
take stuff.Wally won bid on my old gas pedal and linkage.His emails indicated he didn't
like paypal,and was put out with having to take off work to get a money order.It was 2
MONTHS before I got the money.Then,a week later,after he got the pedal,His WIFE
emailed and said the linkage was bent and there was a hole in the pedal.I had two pics on
the auction,you could very clearly see any defects.Would I send his money back?I sent
his money back,and said nothing to anyone else.Well since he seems to still do biz with
fellow UPSTANDING zoners,I think you all should know in advance how he opperates.
And Wally,you are welcome to tell your side here,and say whatever you want about the
part I sold you,about me,or about how many more trucks you own than I do.I have not
lied in telling my side,or in my transaction on Ebay.I have 100 positive feedback,the
only 2 negative I have are because I did what I am doing right now.I left negative
TRUTHFULL feedback on two purchases I made where the seller did lie,and then
wouldn't make it good.I am not interested in a popularity contest.I tell it just the way it
is.And the only change I have made in mine sign in id is to add my city and state in the
last almost 4 years.
mudclod
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>20625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.First off I wanted to give you my best regards during
your great loss.And no Willys will
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ever make a 715 "wimper"in the corner!You must be confused!It must be the
depression starting to set in and the reallity of your dull future sneaking up on you.Good
luck to ya though!
ps I thought a "Willy"was a male body part?:)
All well,good luck with project peter!
J/K -Ben :)
SUBJECT>Re:SBC Brian IS THE MAN!!!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20572 NEXT>20631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll pitch in on something too!He said he has a couple of parts for me too when I head
that way!He's a great guy!...and I hope he knows I really appreciate it!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20618 NEXT>20628
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's this all about?I'm slow,and haven't had time to go through all the posts from the
last couple of days.
Fill me in about Wally and why he is brought up now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Still taking a trip,just in a Suburban not a 715!!POSTER>Doug "almost 715
less"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20608 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Still coming to Carlisle PA,got a room reserved,have two spaces at the show and
everything.I'm just not coming in the beast.Hope to see some of you guys there??I have
some 715 items to sell there.(Detroit locker--new,more)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>Doug "almost
715 less"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20613 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HELL NO,you guys can't get rid of me that easy.I'll still be a pain in everyones @ss!!!
As long as I have some 715 part in my shop (and there are plenty)I'll be here...unless you
all boot my @ss...???Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>Doug "almost
715 less"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20614 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey hey hey,it's still a Jeep...and that means it's a real 4x4!!Plus it will eat a 715 for.breakfast and a Hummer
for lunch.(some reall sh!t talk here now boys!)You wait,it's
gona'be a tough truck.D
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>oug "almost 715 less"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20619 NEXT>20626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ha ha ha,project peter!That's funny!!It has a new name!The depression is setting in a
little,and it's still in the yard.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20625 NEXT>20639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,good luck with her bud.Are you gonna advertise any parts on here?..or are you just
taking them all to the show?That locker would be really nice!:)-Ben
Come on!!!...give your buddies 1st chance!
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>20638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sad about it.who will i pick on now?you will have to keep hanging around.you
know what will happen in about a month?you will be looking for another one or you will
see yours and want it back.then you will be Doug"looking for another 715"foster.ha ha
ha!i'm happy now.thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20621 NEXT>20655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the stream about "possibly danger"and "Wally's ghost",at the end of the messages.He
used to post as Wallas Ousterhount,or something like that.I do not mean to murder his
name,(I do not know the correct spelling)but his way of doing biz needs to be known.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:IRKE !POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April
2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20602 NEXT>20632
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TOO HOT?it hardly ever gets over 115 degrees.
krob725
SUBJECT>parts to the u.k POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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thanks for all the support that you guys have given me.I feel that i should be safe in the
dark pretty soon.excellant website i like the way everyone helps each other out.Keep up.the good work.
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20620 NEXT>20634 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
I've got a sister who lives in St.Louis and I was thinking that I could deliver the crap to
you if she and I made up-but it looks grim now.
She's a big hippie tree-hugger and she and I don't click,but it's been a couple of years
now since we spoke and I was feeling bad.My mom has 130 acres or so in the Hot
Springs area and since we don't get over there much it had been used by the locals and
used badly.They had been dumping trash on it and cutting roads through it for hunting.
Well,I was going to weld up a gate to put across the road and then concrete it in and alot
of other things.Pamela gives money to The Nature Conservancy and Greenpeace and shit
like that,so I e-mailed her and told her what my plans were and that the land was slated
to be willed to her,and would she like to pay for the gate and stuff.It was about $130,but
she said that since it was still mom's land she could pay for it all.I got all pissed and
called her a hypocrite and some other names....anyhow,it didn't go well and thus it
appears that I won't be driving to St.Louis in the forseable future.Damn,I hate people
who won't put up OR shut up.
I had a good weekend,but I was trying to burn up a camper that someone had left in the
center of the property and accidentally started a forest fire.2-3 acres burned,but the
camper is all gone too.
Let me know when you start this way and I'll try to be around (or to leave the stuff where
you can get it).
Eat one,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:IRKE !POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20629 NEXT>20633 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YYYYYYYYeahhhhhh,I'll pass.I'm not all that fond of weather warmer than me...or
withing 10 degrees for that matter.My metabolism is set on 'quick burn'so I'm either
hungry or hot all the time.Even if it's a dry heat.
SUBJECT>A Quick Clearification...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20632 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I happen to refer to 'Southerner's,'the group I'm basically meaning is the South East,
east of the Mississippi,from NC and TN on south.Possibly Arkansas,if Wayne feels.missed.Keith,you're someone else's
southerner,not mine.You're like South West.
Anyone of you true Reb's check out the 3 duece trucks on GSA???
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20631
NEXT>20635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Hippies!Why are they so hard to deal with?...sometimes I think they just aren't
right in the head.It sounds like you had a heck of a weekend...I had an interesting one
too.We had a call-out to a brush fire on a farm.Well I guess the fella was pushing brush
up into a big pile with his CAT dozer and by the time I got there the dozer was burning to
the ground,his hay barn was half burned up and the paint was starting do discolor and
bubble on his machine shed_from the heat and flames blowing)with about a million
dollars of farm equipment inside!And what did I have?!...the Ford F350 brush truck with
a 250 gallon tank!Talk about pissing in the wind!All I could do was sit back and cook
hod dogs and wait for the pumper and tanker to show up.It was a heck of a mess!The old
fella was bummin'!
Later -Ben(and I'll eat a couple-Thanx):)
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20634
NEXT>20636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's OK....I've been looking for a reason to get out of town anyway.I'll just have to start
planning a trip and I'll come get it and maybe find some good deals on the way too!!!
-Ben
SUBJECT>YO Ben POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20635 NEXT>20644 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That was one classy sign off on the previous post.Volunteering to 'eat a couple'to Brian's
typical crass,rebel-lious,"eat one,"closings.Nice!
SUBJECT>LU4 bearing retainer needed POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20640 20648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a parts winch or know where to get a bearing retainer?Might also need
the bronze gear,haven't tore it apart to inspect the damage yet.
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SUBJECT>no rest for the weary...POSTER>Doug "sucking it up"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20627 NEXT>20662 20923 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,I just have to suck it up and get on with life without my 715.You just love to give
me sh!t huh?!:)I am sure I'll want another one some day,that's life as a Jeep lover.without enough cash.Funny,years
ago I started out with a little coin in my pocket...
where did it go?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>oug "sucking it up"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20626 NEXT>20643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of course,do you want the locker?It is supposedly new and looks it and still box and in
plastic.I don't remember off hand what I paid for it,I'll go look it up in my Jeep file.
What's it worth?One million dollars?He he.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 bearing retainer needed POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20637 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,make sure to check the worm gear.I had a duece winch somehow get water in the
gear side and it rusted and pitted the worm until now it a neat looking paperweight.
Later.
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>Doug "sucking it up"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO ONE crosses a "zoner"and gets away clean...Ebay bugs me for just that reason,you
never know when that one person will screw things up for you.Sorry to here your
troubles.There are always two sides,but it sounds pretty clear.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:re-dana/shock quest POSTER>Doug Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too have had problems with Rancho's.I did not use them on my (soon to not be mine)
715,but I would not use them on anything again.The best shocks I have used on a buget
were simple Napa "premiums".I have used them on a few trucks and they held up well?
Don't know if this helps you??Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20639 NEXT>20646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh no...not the old buddy deal!I didn't expect you to make me have to grab my ankles!?I
see how you are.And I am even willing to let you drive one of my 715's any time you
stop by(Illinois)in case you get to really missing your beast!Let me know what you think
or shoot me an e-mail...what else do you have laying around that the Willys "can't
handle"?Ha!Ha!-Ben
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer!POSTER>Ben(eats several!)
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 2:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20636 NEXT>20706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the compliment.It means a lot to me that you
noticed!-I was looking for a
response to that post of course.I just love this site.I'm right at home with all the
smarta##e#!You are all like family to me!I just hope everyone who dishes it out can take
it and knows we joke a lot.Booyah-Ben
SUBJECT>background on the M725 ambulance POSTER>Beach
EMAIL>Brian.beach@richmond.edu DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a major research project coming up and i cant find taht much info on the M725
vehicle.Can anyone give me some background and general info about this vehicle?
thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>oug "almost 715 less"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20643 NEXT>20661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't handle!!The Willys has got ARB lockers front AND rear!
Thanks for the driving offer,may take you up on it someday!
No ankle grabbing here,I'll send you an email.Doug.
SUBJECT>M725 background POSTER>Beach EMAIL>Brian.beach@richmond.edu
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20298
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wandering if you could give me some information about the M725 ambulance.I
have a research project coming up for college and i cant find much on this vehicle.
thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 bearing retainer needed POSTER>bobby
EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20637 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ab linn has them sometimes....and vintagepowerwagons has lots of LU4 stuff listed on
their website
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>mark wright EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20618
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NEXT>20650 20656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the for sale section you will see my truck wally says is junk.The photo is not that great
but I think you can see that its not all roted out.He came to my house and bought the
ladder and streacher.I found a nice m715 and put a deposit on it,then listed the 725 on e-
bay.Much to my amazement,wally contacted my bidders claiminng it was junk(just like
his libellus postings here).As a ressult of his actions the truck did not sale.I lost my
deposit on the 715.I have instead painted the 725 and have been driving it.This self
appointed zone watchdog is a nuisance.I like him better as a SILENT gost.I have named
my truck the WALLY WAGONN in honor of his memory.Mark Wright..SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>Doug "almost 715
less"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20649 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow.That's a hell of a guy.:(Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last week I took two trips to San Diego,logging roughly 400 miles with half that
carrying a 1200 lb.table.The first time I didn't air up the tires and it drove like shit!Once
I figured it out,it ran great,though the Ford dosen't really like oil that much and spits it
out the valve cover breather at high RPM's.And the t-case boils over and the way I have
the vent lines set up,it sends the boiled oil into the front axle.And the new front pinion
seal went south on me.Overall,I'm happy with mine too.Better'n'a new truck.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>Luckypabst -
CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20606 NEXT>20665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Damn I'm glad you finally sold it!But I was rooting for you on the FC deal.I think you
oughta toss the wagon body and swap on a FC150 cab &bed.
Good luck on the Willys
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was all in good shape except for the linkage I needed was bent when it was packed
reomved or in shipping but all that I needed was the linkage ..didnt know it was a
problem you seemed fine with the return ..wally
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in CA are you?
By the way,they're all hypoid for the last 50 years or so.That only describes how the
ring/pinion gear teeth are cut.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20618 NEXT>20658 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.to mudclod If I remember right your wife said that your mail was having problems getting
through do to the move .I tell you what if it will make you fell better I will double your
original price plus shipping no questions ..
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20657 NEXT>20659 20660 20681
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its not right to judge him he has bought tons of parts from most of you zone members.I
got directions for the so called m725 thats rusty I will be the judge but I heard from two
people that it has rust.told me to look for trailer in the middle of a town landfill the funny
thing is I looked at his zone pictures in the members under ndt something and hes right
looks like section 8 to me .
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>bill EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20658 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have bought and sold tons of parts to wally and he is picky and he wont sell any thing
that he wont use ..you all should think before you start making problems and get back to
truck talk ..what it should be .Bill
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>mark wright EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20658
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jake,its ndt715fan.Come on over dude I will galdy give you a tour.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs
Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20646 NEXT>20663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Talked to a guy the other day,broke his arb's in both ends of his "baby"(not full size)
jeep.Don't put that locker in your little "Peter",no telling what it will eat.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:What does Jeep mean???POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20638 NEXT>20685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just Empty Every Pocket
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>oug "almost 715 less"
Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20661 NEXT>20696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana 60"s front and rear?I would think it will be OK??Maybe not...Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>brian EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20609.NEXT>20668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try driving 2,500 miles straight.now thats a long drive.2 input shaft seals,a whole lota
gear oil a reabuilt tranny,and about 250 gallons of gas later i made it.doing it again in a
few weeks.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!Happy,sad,happy,sad,happy,sad????POSTER>Doug "almost
715 less"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20652 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>power steering pics POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20730 20743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did anyone get the power steering pics for the stock engine????left side mount
SUBJECT>elivered tonight,it's gone...:(POSTER>Doug "down to a Willys"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VERY sad night.Delivered it to thier house this evening.Got a nice check,covers half or
so what I have in it anyway!Sad sad sad.Oh well,the bank will be happy tomorrow and
the Willys will enjoy getting worked on soon.I told the new owners about this site,so go
easy on the "newbies"if they show up!Nice guy,he'll have a lot of fun with it.
Be well all,I'll still be floating around here,kind of like a bad smell that just won't go
away.:)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>oug "down to a Willys"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sound like what I WOULD have gone thru if I had driven mine from Maine to PA
next week like I was going to!!Fun trip??Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Delivered tonight,it's gone...:(POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20667 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let us know when peter is running.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:background on the M725 ambulance POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20645 NEXT>20710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what do you want to know?email me
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20589 NEXT>20672 20673 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I LIVE IN DOWNEY CALIFORNIA ITS ABOUT 10 MILES OUTSI E LOS
ANGELES
SO SINCE MY ALES ARE HYPOID THAT MEANS ONLY ONE WHEEL IS GIVING
ME TRACTION?
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,if it's stock,it's an open diff so yea,in a worst case scenario,you'll have 2 wheel
drive.
The hypoid part refers to the helix that the ring and pinion are cut at,it has nothing to do
with it being locked/limited slip/open.Two completely different ideas altogether.
I'm down in Costa Mesa,not far from you.There's one other truck here in town too and a
few in the area.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 AXLE QUESTION POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one front and one rear.
SUBJECT>attn:wally and others POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20677 20683 20724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is what jon (Brute4c)had to say about this last year.i would suggest all of you to stop
your pickering.this crap happened a long time ago.here it is:
"Posted by brute4c on Saturday,6 April 2002,at 5:28 p.m.,in response to Re:attn:
WALLY &BILL DAVIS,posted by wally on Saturday,6 April 2002,at 3:07 a.m.
First of all Wally,I have NEVER seen a place that sends the money back before the item
is returned.Second,I don't see how this isolated incident IN ANY WAY should be on
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MY website plugging up and changing the atmosphere of the message board from
friendly to argumentative.Third,you have several times posted insulting comments
toward Bill after he has done nothing more than tried to answer a question to help
someone...and given good advice by the way....Fourth,do you really think that there is no
one else on this board who hasn't at some time or another felt he got the short end of the
stick,either real or imagined?Do you see them whining and slandering people all over
the site?I have here the entire email list of your dealings on this exhaust with Bill and I
also know about the way you tried to derail the sale of another members 715 through,at
best,greasy tactics.Bill has been more than fair with you and if you want your money.back,and you are of legal age
and sound mind,try doing what EVERYONE ELSE ON
THE PLANET DOES,SEND BACK THE PARTS AND GET YOUR MONEY BACK
OR QUIT YOUR WHINING,BUT DO IT OFF MY BOARD!!!!
You didn't get the hint that your posts were out of line when I started deleting them?Keep
it up and more steps will be taken.
If you choose to never come back and pollute this site with these childish antics again,no
one will be more pleased than I.
Am I being rude,maybe,do you deserve it,ABSOLUTELY.
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
Founder,President,and Co-Webmaster,The M715 Zone
(Think about it,without me,you wouldn't have this forum for such stupidity to be posted
on.....)"
nuff'said??
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20609
NEXT>20684 20714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You must've been cruising if you didn't get run off the PA Turnpike.Those drivers are
nuts!You know how you never see people speeding on local PA country roads?That's
cuz all the speeders drive on the Turnpike!
If you're ready for more adventure,next time try the Garden State Parkway (GSP)in NJ!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Parts worth saving?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20695 20716 20736 20738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know,this is not on the For Sale board,but technically,they're not yet for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>mark wright
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20674 NEXT>20679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,your right let us not bicker.This club is what we as members make it.I wish no ill
will to anyone here.Wally grow up or least shut up.Jake your post that I live in the middle
of a landfill,and look like a section 8 in my members pic dont bother me,As I am not even
in photos.And we dont have a dump in our town,we have a transfer staiton.
SUBJECT>Re:parts to the u.k POSTER>mark wright EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20630
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jimmy,I will look a the marker and tail lights I have.They are military ones that came on
these trucks.They are used and need to be painted,and may need new bulbs.Are you shure
you dont want windshield or wind screen wiper blades?I was in southampton port
england 1968 -69.Rained like evry other day for a year.Mark wright..SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20677
NEXT>20680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious.Section 8?As in,housing?Or as in crazy?
SUBJECT>Re:How 'bout them doors?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 9:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20679 NEXT>
20691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So have you lost the woodgrain yet?I printed and saved your write up about the
conversion....not that I want door locks,but my rusty doors won't last long.You did a
service to The Zone by posting such a relavant topic.Have you got the electronics wired
yet?
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at
10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBxtdy6fHhWA PREVIOUS>20658
NEXT>20682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm sorry guys,i'm a total 'jakeass'for adding fuel to this fire i didnt mean it and i will quit
being such an a hole on this board
SUBJECT>Re:RE:Wally POSTER>mark wright EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 April 2003,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20681
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jake,I do not live in a landfill.How is it that you say I look like a section 8 in my member
photos when I am not in them?Why dont you say sorry to me?Mark wright.
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15
April 2003,at 1:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20674 NEXT>20717
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree its not the place .lets focus on the trucks and how to keep them going ..lets not
worry about the little things life is to short .keep in mind it was not me who brought this
up it was mark who started the up raising again .
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I'll do my best to save that for the 'Busa.GSP,to the '...Gangplank (Verazano)to
the island,then the Southern State Pkwy then to L.I.E.at some point then out to the
Hamptons.I LOVE driving my bike with those nutbags!They drive like maniacs which
makes quite a sporting ride!I may be taking the truck out there sometime this
summer...not looking forward to the GW and L.I.E.with Velvet.
SUBJECT>Re:What does Jeep mean???POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:56
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>20662 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT'S GREAT!!
SUBJECT>Hey Doug "....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20687 20698 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...Big Dick-less"Foster!"No joken around about that!It's bad enough that Doug uses me
as a scapegoat all the time,so he can buy and sell vehicals.Anyway,why would any
woman want her man to sell his 'Big Dick!'"Posted by Doug's "obviously cool and
sporting"wife.
Is she going to be able to adapt?I'm sure,being the sound individual you seem to be,that
you've already worked out any concessions with you wife about her loss.
Sorry man...had to do it!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug "....POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15
April 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20686 NEXT>20699
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA!HA!HA!big dick less ha ha ha
now he is Doug "little willy"Foster!!ha ha ha i am happy again.
thanks spicergear
krob725
SUBJECT>Advice on building my motor POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>20689
20693 20713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody got any?
I'm putting together my 350 4-bolt bored .30 over.I've got my 882 heads worked and set.
I have a Scat steel crank,cast rings,an Edlebrock RV cam and hydro lifters,an Edlebrock
Performer intake manifold,and my Edlebrock carb (650).The distributor is a stock GM
HEI unit,the oil pump is a Dynagear HV (tacked on pickup),and the timing chain is a
Cloyes double roller.I got a Fel-pro full gasket set.
Anyhting will help,I'm putting it all togehter and in the truck this friday and saturday.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20688 NEXT>
20690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Heed the cam break in,then change the oil and filter.Other than that,you've got the rights
parts for a mighty mouse.Oh,prime the oiling system with one of those 'drill primers.'
One of Panda's croney's may have one.
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20689 NEXT>20692
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 1/2 of a distributor that I think I can use with my drill.
I've also got the platigauge left over from when you were here.
I'll give Mudclod's torque wrench idea a try too.
I'm scared Sarge.
SUBJECT>Re:How 'bout them doors?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20680 NEXT>20766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wired up and working.I have to wire the mirror switch in,and that'll work,too.I found a
way to mount the mil.style mirror to the forward mounting bolt of the OEM FSJ mirror.I
might just remove the pwr mirrors,tho,since it does detract from the stock military look.
Once I get a heat gun (don't wanna fry my hairdryer)I'll peel the woodgrain...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20690 NEXT>
20715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Oh,make sure that the piston ring gaps don't line up with each other.Cut a small rubber
hole into 4-6"length (roughly 150mm)and slip them onto the connecting rod bolts so that
when you install the pistons into the block,you won't nick the crank with a rod bolt.
Make sure to put a few drops of oil on the nuts and bolts to get a good torque reading on
them.
Our hero will do fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20688
NEXT>20708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sir Brian Esq;
follow the instructions in the manual.and don't use too much silicone.except:put a big
blob of it on the corner between the head and block where the intake goes.they always
want to leak in the corner.use cam lube.use a torque wrench.follow insructions.read the
manual,read,read,read.buy two manuals and keep one with you by the truck and the
"clean"in the out-house.read,read,read.
i think you'll do fine young Brian.take your time.double check everthing..krob725
SUBJECT>A Little Tax FYI POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone having a hostile ex harassing them for money's that'll be taken out of a tax
return...try this trick.Send it in today,DON'T SIGN IT (just happen to forget,of course),
they'll send it back,you sign it and send it back in,THEN...by that time the IRS
processors will be so overwhelmed that there's a real good chance they'll overlook pulling
that money out and you'll get back the big return.
I had an ex,with a kid(not mine)and her ex husband got burned by this trick every year.
He was a jerk.It worked like a charm for her.This concludes my 2003 tax tip.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20676 NEXT>20709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't ever throw a 715 part away!If nothing else I can provide a nice loving home
for any unwanted 715's or parts....but the dumpster shouldn't be an option at all!:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20663 NEXT>20700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought REAL trucks had 60's front and 70's in the rear?!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:measurements for troop seats?POSTER>Glen C Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THe slats are 84"long by 2.5"x1"white oak.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug "....POSTER>Doug "down to a Willys"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20686 NEXT>20702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man!!That was a low blow...and by the way she is s-a-t-i-s-f-i-e-d !!!!
She is very supportive,and a GREAT woman in every respect.(no she does not have a
gun to my head.)Thanks for the humor on my first day with my "Big Dick"it's a tough
one.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug "....POSTER>Doug "down to a Willys"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man,I just about pissed my pants with my little Willys.You guys are too funny!!
What a laugh.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>oug "down to a.Willys"Foster EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at
9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20696 NEXT>20701 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes they do...yes they do.They also have odd bolt patterns,closed knuckles,antique
brakes and weak shafts!He he he,I will miss the old beast.:)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:SOLD IT!!SAD!!!VERY SAD!!:(:(POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20700 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,sorry to loose you as a 715 owning brother but Willys are way cool too.If you
don't get that rear locker sold give me a shout I might be interested.Thanks Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug "....POSTER>Doug "down to a Willys"Foster
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah,I meant my first day without...
SUBJECT>Because I have the decision making ability of a head of lettuce...
POSTER>Peter the Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15
April 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20704
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not going to make the trip to Carlisle PA next week.Since I sold my truck and have
no real "need"I am staying home.The spaces will be used by friends.Yet I am taking the
week "off"to play with my "little Willys."The hope is that if I use the same time I would
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waste walking around at the show looking at junk to simply blow my $$on actually
putting the Jeep together,I should be able to drive it the following week.Ok ok,it won't
be done per say,but it may run around the yard!!
A VERY VERY BIG THANK YOU to all those who offered refreshments along the way,
a pit stop or a friendly evening beer.It is much appreciated,and the offer is always here
for you as well...so come up to Maine,the summers coming!!
Thanks again guys!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Because I have the decision making ability of a head of lettuce...
POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,
at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20703 NEXT>20705 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I'm sure you'll be missed but I'm sure Project Peter needs attention.Good luck and
keep in touch!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Because I have the decision making ability of a head of lettuce...
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at
2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20704.NEXT>20707 20719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,maybe you can call a good truck shop and get you Peterbuilt there?
SUBJECT>Yo Ben POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20644 NEXT>20756 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
It's true that you and I are buds,but it's not true that you should assume that just because a
friend instructed you to 'eat one'that it's something you would want to do.Quite the
opposite,this should be avoided at all costs and you should not agree to it on a public
board.EVER.It's actually slang for a sexual act that I would imagine is very horrible.
A more appropriate response would be something derogatory or insulting in return.
Good luck,and keep the dream.
-B.
SUBJECT>Another casualty POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20705 NEXT>20721
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I miss Doug already.
Things just won't be the same without him.
How's his wife taking it?
Did he have any kids?
Man,and so young.
He seemed fine Monday,then BAM.Gone.
Ohh welll,but it really makes you stop and think,you know?
It could be any of us-it's just the luck of the draw.
SUBJECT>24V Alternator hook up POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 was half-ass wired for 12 volts (convertor).I've restored the vehicle to original
equipment.How do I hook up the alternotor?Two small gauge wires are coming off the
alternator (one inside the removeable panel and one outside).Also inside the panel is a
post for attaching the large gauge wire from the harness.A ground jumper (large gauge
wire)connects a post on the outside of the panel to the bracket.I think I've got all the
wires straight except for the small gauge wire for the harness wire labeled "468."Should I
use the wire on the inside of the panel or the wire on the outside?Thanks for any help!
Steven.SUBJECT>Push rod hookup for the master cylinder POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm trying to convert to a dual stage master cylinder.I've bought the cardone#A-1-10-
1331 as suggested above.However,I don't know what keeps the pushrod from coming
off of the pedal assembly.The manuals indicate that a washer covers the rod and a spring
holds the washer against the pushrod.Is this correct?I don't have the spring.
Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20688 NEXT>20731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
twin turbos
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:LONG Drive...POSTER>brian EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20675
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
actually,i was on i-90 which goes through the top most part of pennsylavania,which is
pretty short.it wasnt too bad either because it spanned out through 3 days,while i was
broken down
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20692 NEXT>20735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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And leave the kerosene at the store.Hey I have a lead on 2.5 ton rockwells axles $350.00
for the front and $250.00 for the rear.What ya think?Connie ain't gonna like it I am sure
about that.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20676
NEXT>20723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll take a window roller upper handle if you have one.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20683 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry wally
i didn't mean to point the finger directly at you.i found the old post and thought it fit.i
just wanted everyone to kiss and make up.it is too bad that we sometimes get misled or
mislead our selves into a bad purchase.i know i have bought some real junk before that i.thought was good.i have now
learned not to get in a hurry to buy anything without doing
some research on the item.then if i get it and its junk,i can either send it back or keep it
and try to learn how not to get burned again.good luck with your projects wally.
krob725
SUBJECT>SHANE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You out there yet Shane?
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Because I have the decision making ability of a head of lettuce...
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at
5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20705 NEXT>20722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i think he likes working his peter with his own hands.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20709
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even beat up,broken spot weld,cracked doors?
OK,I guess I'll save em...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Another casualty POSTER>Peter the Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20707 NEXT>20728 20729 20734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
But I'm not dead guys!!Just from the neck up.
SUBJECT>Re:Because I have the decision making ability of a head of lettuce...
POSTER>Peter the Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,15
April 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20719 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I prefer when my wife does the work for me.He he he.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20716 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob ,ever heard of Houston Truck and Equipment ?They had a lot 715 stuff he has
door handels and doors ,gas tanks tailgates the military 5 gal gas tanks,windshields they
have a few trailers also some military ,Im telling you and the others about this so that.Randy can move some
items.He also has two sets of 2 1/2 axels and tons of Kaiser
axels ,snow chains etc.for the jeep people ,willys engine blocks and assorted parts ..The
property is up for sale and a lot of good usable stuff will be tossed or scrapped if not sold
so call NOW operators are standing by .....RANDY 7132569214
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>Jennifer EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15
April 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20674 NEXT>20725 20727
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok I have been reading these posts after Wally mentioned them and talk about childish.
The M725 was rusted and the benches were cut out.The ladder that Mark so graciously
sold to wally was purchased for $400 and wally had to remove the rusted on bolts!as for
the filler neck hose wally paid for that item and had it sent to Mark directly from another
zone member.So how is it that wally put razor blade holes in it?As for the gas pedal
linkage the guy folded the linkage in half to fit it in the box.Now I opened that and saw it
for myself and I don't know much about cars but I would not bend something that was not
supposed to be bent that doesn't take a rocket scientist!So you are all picking on Wally
well if any of you want to see what his truck looks like I have sent pics to Brute4c and
Hopefully he will put them on.I will send better ones as soon as I take them along with
others that show what he started with.As for all the rest of you Wally has done business
with bigger and better and I would think that you would all appreciate a fellow zone
member trying to make sure that someone doesn't get screwed but apparently not!!By the
way this is Wally's wife.
SUBJECT>Is his mommy gonna post next?POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
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EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20724 NEXT>
20726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What on earth would get you people to put a sock in it?ENOUGH!
Wally,you're the greatest guy ever and all your trucks rule!
We love you man!
SUBJECT>Re:Is his mommy gonna post next?POSTER>Jennifer EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20725
NEXT>20740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I rest my case you guys are children!!
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20724 NEXT>20791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you jennifer
it is good to hear the other side of the story.now we are done.this is the end of this
subject.
please don't post any more on this subject.
thank you and good night.
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:Another casualty POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20721 NEXT>
20745 20768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE M715 ZONE
Where M715's and one Willys Have A Loving Home.
Hope you stick around Doug.
(So we can help you buy another M715 later this year)
SUBJECT>Re:Another casualty POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20721
NEXT>20746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug we will need proof of life I really dont think we should go by word alone .sorry
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:power steering pics POSTER>lee alessi/somewhere near jamaica
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20666 NEXT>20733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey bobby!im having a blast!
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 April 2003,at 10:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20713 NEXT>20737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He will have to just to overcome the first two problems:
1.Its a chevy
2.The seized wrist pins
Sorry B,I just couldn't resist.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:M715 vacuum line HELP POSTER>Howard EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,
Emailed the photos of the vacuum lines this morning.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:power steering pics POSTER>bobby EMAIL>rjs5991@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ur a looser....I have your packages and mail
SUBJECT>Neck up?????POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:25 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20721 NEXT>20747
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought your cool wife indicated it was down below you were missing?
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>20715 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU GO BOY!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20676 NEXT>20739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a pack rat,so says my wife,but it is amazing how many things i have used (for
something else)because it was still laying there.But a lot of things I forget I have and go
and buy another.I would like to get the door opening machanism off the drivers door
from you.I'm sure I could find one in a local junk yard,but since yours is off,I would
rather pay you for it.My handle is fine,I twisted the knob off.Please let me know what
you want,with shipping and packaging to 71913 zip.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Advice on building my motor POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20731 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,all the pistons are new and the rods reconditioned.These wrist pins are as smooth
and supple as......well,I can't think of anything.They're that smooth.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Parts worth saving?POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a pack rat,so says my wife,but it is amazing how many things i have used (for
something else)because it was still laying there.But a lot of things I forget I have and go
and buy another.I would like to get the door opening machanism off the drivers door
from you.I'm sure I could find one in a local junk yard,but since yours is off,I would
rather pay you for it.My handle is fine,I twisted the knob off.Please let me know what
you want,with shipping and packaging to 71913 zip.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Appology for double post POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I don't know why my post get doubled sometimes.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Is his mommy gonna post next?POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20726 NEXT>20801
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BBBBBWWWWWAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHAAAAAA!
!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Yo!Spicer!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>20744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,can you believe all this crap with this guy Wally?It's like a soap opera.
When you and Katie get hitched,she's gonna want to be a part of your life in every way-
but if you ever let her post in here to defend your honor for you,I'll make fun of you until
you die.Is that clear?
If it wasn't so hard getting into the Member's Modified Board,I'd suggest a few of us post
there.
Ben eats a few,
-B.
SUBJECT>Luckypabst e-mail ??POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20748 20752 20757 20758 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you send me an email?I got one,said it was a game from you.It had a viris.If this is
from the unhappy member who likes playing tricks,you can know that it didn't get in.
baby mudcod
SUBJECT>Sorry about the pics POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DanSzenasi@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bobby,
Life got crazy for me,and my friends camera hasn't been working.I promise i will get
them posted by this weekend.I've just been way too busy.Sorry again to everyone who
has been waiting.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Yo!Spicer!POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20741 NEXT>20749 20750 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please note my last post!Hey,do you have room in your shop for a spectater?I was.thinking of coming that way.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Another casualty POSTER>Peter the Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aww,I feel so special now!What a great home...Thanks.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Another casualty POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20729 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What sort of proof??
SUBJECT>It may be a little Willys but...POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20734 NEXT>20785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OHH man,it may be a little Willys but the smaller ones can wheel with the big dogs,
AND go deeper into the bush(es)when the trails gets tight.he he :)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst e-mail ??POSTER>Jake EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16
April 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20742 NEXT>20764
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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What happened to sticking on the topic M715!!!get over it you bent the linkage he got
the money back enough already!!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo!Spicer!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20744 NEXT>20767
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayner,
Spectator?Does that mean that you're going to be sitting in my lawn chair bitching about
the music playing and drinking all my cold beer?
Yea,that's cool.
If you want to help,that'd be cool too.
I did see your last post and it said what I'd have said.Seems to me that this guy got a deal,
but wanted a deal plus perfect items.I ain't never seen that combo and never expected it
either.
If you're coming this way,I'd love to have company.Friday I'm thinking I'll build the
motor,saturday I'm thinking if all went well friday I'll swap it in.Sunday I gotta look for
eggs.
Why are you now Baby Mudclod?
-B..SUBJECT>Backed into the Corner.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>20744 NEXT>
20751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And if I am chosen to wear the crown,I'd wish for world peace!Well,since I ain't no
Miss America,and world peace is one of the most laughable notions around,WE CAN
AT LEAST HAVE A GOOD POSTING BOARD WITHOUT POINTING FINGERS,A
BUNCH OF ACCUSATORY BS,AND PISSING CONTESTS.I'M SICK OF IT,MOST
OF US ARE...IT'S IN THE PAST...EFFIN'LEAVE IT THERE AND NOT REVISIT IT
AGAIN!
Let's get back to this M-Series we all adore...'cept Maine's "Willy or won'ty"Doug,
making fun of Perk and Ronner (blue oval reps)and Brian's kero excursion or wristpins.
SPICER.
Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Backed into the Corner.POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20750 NEXT>20753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I resemble that comment!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst e-mail ??POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20742 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Klenz virus and it's many dirivatives may have been originally sent my one person,
but it spreads by attacking someones email account.It sends itself from a computer using
a name a random from the contacts list and attaches to a random file.The only thing you
can be sure of is that it never really comes from the listed sender.
You'll know you have it when you get returned emails that you didn't send and if you
don't get it out fast it will corrupt any virus scan software immediately after it's installed
rendering it useless.
Good point Jake.
SUBJECT>Oh yeah?!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20751 NEXT>20754 20755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why all the bickering.....I thought I was back in high school for a minute!Hey Brian,I've
been known to eat several but I hear you like to eat big ones!?:)And Spicer....I thought
you were cool?.....who's side are you on now?:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My Side.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20753 NEXT>20759
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,please see my post to you below.It's the one labeled "Yo Ben"
That should clear up some stuff here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eat one what?You just assumumed tube steak...you are starting to think a little funny(not
funny as in Ha Ha)?!There ARE other things to eat?!You must be more clear for us
straight guys!:):):)-Ben
SUBJECT>Zone Virus POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20742 NEXT>20787 LINKNAME>Virus
software
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LINKURL>http://www.grisoft.com/html/us_index.htm?session=8c1adabd2402bbdccf56
726f1760c96c
Wayne,
I think that Chris is right and it's just a virus a member got,not somone who hates you.
Not to say that no one hates you-I'm 100%sure most people do have a serious problem
with all you stand for.
Anyhow,to any memebers with no real virus software-use the link below to get some.
It's free and it will save us all some headache.
Go NOW>
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20755 NEXT>20762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted a response there for you too!And spicer..I see how you are.....Ben
SUBJECT>starter POSTER>Brett Huston EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20788 20908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for the Prestolite part number for the starter used on the 63-64 Jeep
Gladiators.The Napa number is not available at the Napa near me (Enon Valey Pa).
There is a starter-alternator place here that has thousands of rebuildable starters but they.don't know which
starter will fit the bell housing.Can any of you tell me what the number
is?Thanks,Brett
SUBJECT>12 volt ALTERNATOR POSTER>Brett Huston
EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 10:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone that whats to convert their truck to 12 volts this alternator was perfect.Its a
Delco-Reamy(GM)SI 27.The bottom factory m715 generator bracket needs to be taken
off and two of the holes redrilled and the bracket pushed together so generator holes are
about 2 inches closer together.The pulley center hole from the millitary generator will
also need to be drilled or machined out to 7/8 inch.Then the top bracket needs moved
down a little less then 1/4 inch (I slotted the origional holes).You'll be able to put 2 of the
3 belts on it.This is a medium heavy 105 amp at 12 volt alternator,I paid $165 for it
because I didn't have a core.It works great,especially at idle and low engine speeds.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20759 NEXT>20781
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHHHAAAAAAHHHAAA!!!!
"tube steak"You crack me up.
Man,that combined with Wally letting his wife post-this has been one funny day for me.
Ben,
Did I read that you have 3 715's,or was that you?I did see that you plan to sell off this
one when you get done.I thought I remembered you saying you have a couple and plan
on modifying one and selling the others.True?
-B.
SUBJECT>700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20765 20769 20777 20848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm considering a conversion to a 700R4/np205.I talked to a few people that think the
700R4 is a great and wonderful tranny(after '87 that is)and then found another who
thinks considering my trucks dry weight is 6800#that it is not a strong enough tranny.
Any of you guys running these tranny's had any problems?Or any other info and opinions
are gladly accepted.
thanks-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst e-mail ??POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did not bend any linkage,nor did I accuse anyone of sending a virus.Whether you have
sense enough to notice,I do not need,and stated in my post that I would not respond to.any messages about a post
about a bad biz deal with an individual.I mentioned this for
information of other members.I received a email that was from luckypabst it said.I put
this up in case he had sent me something,or to let others watch out for this.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20763 NEXT>20771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems like everyone has an opinion here,but my '91 half ton suburban with a 350 has
eaten two and is on its third.I'm told the second one was a fluke,and the first one did last
90k+.I run 33s and don't use OD except for interstate,and I have a good auxillary cooler.
I would not trust one in my 715.Then again,I have a ranger OD with an sm420,so I
already have OD.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Add woodgrain POSTER>Christopher Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20691 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ethan,
Heat gun?Sounds complicated and involved.
Just add woodgrain to the rest of the truck.:-)
Just kiddin',
Chris
SUBJECT>Cheap help POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be glad to help,I don't feel qualified to call myself help,so if you expect a
spectater and get a little help,that seems to work better.I will let you know,maybe head
over Fri evening.
Since I was told I was a child,I figured I ought to sign in as one.
baby mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Willys POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20728 NEXT>20770 20790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like Doug,I have a little Will ----wait,scratch that.
What's wrong with having a little Wi --wait,that's not what I want to say,either.
I also have a Willys,a CJ3B.
There,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA.'67 M715 w/SBC
WILLYS CJ3B
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20763 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran one for a couple years with large coolers and was a GREAT tranny.I wouldn't
hesitate,just put a trans temp.gauge on it so you can watch it,and add extra cooling to it.
Drive around in "drive"not OD as offten as possible to keep the wear and tear to a
minimum.Doug.
SUBJECT>BIG Willys POSTER>Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20768 NEXT>20780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,well my Willys is bigger than your Will....wait a second,I don't want to say that
either...
Mines a 61 Wagon,one of the last "real"SUV's.(I hate the term SUV)A old Jeep is an
oldJeep,they're all good...except maybe the 2 wheel drive ones with the pink frilly tops
down south ---what the frig were they called??Anyway no more peter talk.:)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20765 NEXT>20772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I really do is highway driving,so I would be using OD alot.Is this a mistake?
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20771 NEXT>20779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,you just don't want to use it when your lugging it down and pulling a trailer or
something.GET A TEMP GAUGE for the trans.It will tell you whats going on even on
the highway.Heat is the #1 killer of the trans so...the B&M gauges are like 30 bucks and
really really simple to install.If your trans is good to start with and you maintain it it
should live a long time.Synthetic oil can help A LOT as well.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:background on the M725 ambulance POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20710 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tommy..thanks for serving your country...we all owe ya
SUBJECT>Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20776.20792 20804 20806 20823 20856 20857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it possible to towbar a duece and a half with a 715?I'm looking at one no bed,just
frame rails in the rear with the front complete cab,motor,tranny,bumber,yes...all axles.
A near running truck with no bed.I have 15 miles of paved road I can drive pretty slow
on.Load up my 715 with wood and try it?Will the towbar work with the 715 lower
pintle?
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why the hell not.Stopping may be a problem though!?The tow bar I have won't work on
my pintle hitch....I ended up putting a receiver hitch on my truck...works great now.The
biggest truck I ever towed with it was a 97 Ford F350 dually 4x4 4-door diesel.Pulled OK
but stopping was really tricky.May the force be with you....Ben
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20763 NEXT>20782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I've been running one for awhile.I mounted a cooler in front of the radiator with it's own
fan for crawling.Do quite a bit of highway driving while towing my Baja Bug.No
problems so far.It's an easy conversion.It's nice to be able to keep the 5.87s while
running freeway speeds.
SUBJECT>Re:SHANE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Shane Goldsmith
EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20718 NEXT>20783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,yeahyeah I;m here where are you
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20772 NEXT>20808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug is totally right.Synthetic trans oil reduces trans heat drastically.I would also run a
big cooler and a deep pan and you should be fine.I had a cousin go thru 2 700R4's in his
truck until we had someone else build one.It is still going strong.Sometimes I think it
really depends on who builds it and how its built.Good Luck,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:BIG Willys POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20770 NEXT>20820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awwwww!A Peter-connection!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20762 NEXT>20811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yup...I'm not sure what to do yet.I know have 3 of 'em.One will be for
sale soon(all stock)
and that leaves me with 2.I want to have a stock/original one and a modified(BB V-
8,p/s,p/b,Boggers!)kind of truck to play with...but I don't know if I'll have the money to
build both....even in the future!The 2 I plan on keeping right now both need stuff(a
hood,bumper,top,switches,etc...)I'm thinking of keeping just one and really making it tits.
What do you think?...Ben
I guess I should just "want"in one hand and piss in the other and see which fills up
first.......
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-RAPTOR POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since it seems to depend on what condition the tranny is and seeing that the cost of the
core+rebuild(besides not knowing a reputable tranny rebuilder)+adapter is already way
the hell up there I'm thinking of biting the bullet and going even one step better and going
with the 700R4 RAPTOR from Performance Auto and Transmission Services.Anyone
have any experience with them or the Raptor?Website is www.transmissioncenter.net if
anyone is interested.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:SHANE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>ustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm right here.
SUBJECT>Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just sold my beautiful stock 715 with only 8,000 original miles on it to my buddy Shane.
Don't worry I still have the other one.Told him about the website and now he can't stay
away.People,welcome our newest addict-SHANE.Treat him just like ya would anyone
else AKA give him shit.
Welcome aboard buddy-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:It may be a little Willys but...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20747 NEXT>20802 20809 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
that's not what she told me.i heard it couldn't get past the slippery section under the
grassy knoll!
ha ha ha you little willy.some day you might be able to run with the BIG dogs!
krob725
SUBJECT>acelerator cable POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,
at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaq7DBnESd/zE PREVIOUS>.NEXT>20795 20796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know where i could find the acelerator cable for the M715?(carburator to
acelerator linkage)Also i bought my truck with out a alternator or generator on it i cant
tell wich one it had on it.It has a pretty long bracket that either alternator or generator
was mounted to.Which ever was on was stolen off the truck and the wires have been cut
there is one big and one small wire looks like it may have went to the im guessing
alternator but the guy at white owl equipment told me that it could have came with either.
It still has the 24 volt system.Can any one tell me how i can tell wich one it had on it?
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Virus POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,Wayne,I don't hate you!And I could care less about the stupid linkage that our
buddy Jake was talking about.Ed J.got the same thing from me I think but my virus
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thing always comes up clean.Leaving for Vegas so I don't care.
Happy Easter
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:starter POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20760 NEXT>LINKNAME>IFSJA LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org/
you might try posting to the IFSJA.
try this
http://www.ifsja.org/
or
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt ALTERNATOR POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool.thanks
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Willys-me too POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one too 46 cj2a.however i still have a big one,very BIG M725!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:attn:wally and others POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A-Men to that!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>krob725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>20799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would do it.but then again i am a little crazy.maybe if you get someone to follow as
escort and drive slow.you don't have far to go,you can do it.i pulled my M725 home on
a trailer with my Grand Wagoneer.it was about 50 miles.and yes it was sscary!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20784 NEXT>20803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome Shane!!!
you don't know what you've gotten yourself into though.....
krob725
SUBJECT>FREE 230 in CT POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20797 20800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I have a 230 that I have no use for.Unknown condition,but it only has 11K miles.All I
know is that it spent a year outdoors with a plastic bag covering the carburator.The
engine is located in New Haven (CT).If no one takes it,I will have to junk it.If anyone
wants it,email me at bw1339@yahoo.com
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:acelerator cable POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am pretty sure it came with an alt.the original military ones are very expensive.you can
convert to a GM one wire unit like i did for around $120.00.unless you must have it
original for shows,i would convert.try some electrical shops in your area.if you can't
find one,let me know.there is a little shop here in south texas that built one for me two
years ago.still works great.if you want an original one,i have a good rebuildable core i'll
sell you cheap.it will cost about $250.00 to rebuild though.email me if you want more
info.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:acelerator cable POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the cable is the same as a Gladiator truck with the same engine.you can get one at NAPA.
try a 62-65 gladiator truck.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:51
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20794 NEXT>20798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if no one bites let me know.i know someone in New Haven.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A M715 owner in New Haven??
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I towed my M715 home for 120 miles.Yup.Little scary,too.25mph ALL the way
home....
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,16 April
2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20794 NEXT>20866
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you have a 24 volt alternator on it i am needing one thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Is his mommy gonna post next?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Momma can I play with my truck now?
SUBJECT>Re:It may be a little Willys but...POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now thats just to funny!Good one krob.
Job well done
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20793 NEXT>
20816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few days ago someone (I think mudclod)posted that JEEP stands for "just empty every
pocket."You better have access to some $$$,as you will need it.Also I'd suggest against
bitchin'about the former owner,like so many guys do.Cause you know Dustin will,at
least,lurk for awhile.
Untill it makes you bleed,you won't know true love!.-G-
SUBJECT>Cart in front of the horse?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 April 2003,at 11:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>20805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is by far the best example of putting the cart in front of the horse I've heard!!Better
have someone ridin'those deuce brakes!!Have an anchor ready to toss out in case it gets
dicey,maybe snare a fire hydrant or building!!Good luck!!
SUBJECT>Re:Cart in front of the horse?POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 1:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>20804 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your biggest problem may come when you try to turn a sharp corner.I towed my 715
parts truck with no bed 100 miles with a 2WD toyota pickup with 600#s of tractor
weights in back and it still pushed it around and into the ditches at the corners.Maybe
that's why my clutch gave out in the toyota so quick?go figure.....
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>20812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it's only a few miles,and mostly back roads,I would give it a try,but having someone
at the brakes in the deuce.You can always put the deuce in fourth gear to get vacuum to
the power brakes.
Or you can always get AAA plus."Hello?My truck broke down..."
SUBJECT>I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>20810
20814 20863 20900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Folks!
Well,here goes.
After many months of careful thought (and money-scrounging),I'm taking the plunge.I
just ordered new 4.56 ratio gear/pinions plus Master Installation Kits from Randy's Gear.
If all goes well,the Jeep will be back on the road in a couple of weeks,with a whole new
personality.Parts cost was about $860 +S/H.Labor will be an additional $400.(Take
note,Shane,this is what you're in store for.If it's not gears,it's something else.)So,for
the cost of a set of good tires,the new gears will allow the Jeep to cruise comfortably at
55 -60 mph.At cruising speeds,I'll pick up 11-12 mph.Doesn't sound like much,but it
means that I can keep up with traffic while using stock-sized tires and wheels.This makes
the truck a lot more practical,and it will help reduce wear-and-tear on the entire drive
train..I'll let you folks know the results after the gears are installed and I do a few road tests.
(This also means that I'm going to have to try to balance those damn Buckshot Mudders.
Buckshots are definitely NOT a road tire.I'll probably have to weld anvils to the wheel
rims to accomplish it.:o>)
Oh,yeah.One final note.The D70 Dana gears for the rear differential are SPECIAL.
There is some kind of a unique 1/2"offset in the M715 Danas,making them different
from the standard set."Tim"at Randy's noticed this when double-checking the Dana
books for an M715.Luckily,they had what I needed (for an extra $75).Anybody want the
stock gears?
Stay tuned.
Steve
SUBJECT>Correct!POSTER>Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20779
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NEXT>20833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had two large coolers(started with one and it would sometimes creep just into the
"yellow/orange"not red area on the temp guage),had synthetic fluid that helped a LOT,
and thought about the deep pan,but never did it.Mine was also a direct GM rebuilt.
("crate trans")The price for those is not that much more than a proper rebuild from a
good shop and the warranty is great.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:It may be a little Willys but...POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man I just about shot my coffee out my nose!!:)
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20807 NEXT>20821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious,do you still have the stock 230?I was wondering how a stock motor would
run with 4.56's.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh yeah?!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20781 NEXT>20813
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd never heard the term 'making it tits'until you.I'm going to work that into my
vocabulary at all given oppertunities today.
"Man,Jean Ellen-if you made your killer meatloaf-that would be tits!"
Is that correct?
-B.
SUBJECT>uece has NO Brakes.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:41
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20806 NEXT>20817 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking,wait...let me check....yeah,just hopped over Memphis Equipment's web site
and the complete 2 1/2 ton's weight is 11,000#cab and chassis.That's about what I was
figuring.I'm thinking that two big block truck engines in the back of the bed,with some
heavy wet oak between should bring me from 6,400#to near 8,500#.Now,these new
pick up trucks are being offered with a 10,000#towing capacity and there's NO WAY a
Denali weighs 8,500#.Yes,I know I'll have turn drag from the front rockwell and I can
drive it pretty slow.I have 16 miles with three stops and turns.I'm thinking of just
locking in 4 high in the 205,saying goodbye to a 1/16"of my boggers and rolling the
dice.I'm looking around for a towbar today.
Thanks for the input fellas.
SUBJECT>YES POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20811 NEXT>20829 20830
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Proper context.Maybe its a northern term just now filtering down.Yup,if that new motor
you're building fires up,that would be tits!Amazing too.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20807 NEXT>20815 20835 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I knew I should have posted this earlier!I have everything you just bought from Randy's
as I was going to do the same but have know decided to go with changing out my tranny
for a 700R4 instead and am looking to sell the whole kit and caboodle.Anyway you can
still cancel your order,I'll cut you a deal.
-ustin
SUBJECT>4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>ustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20814 NEXT>20822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See above post,or email me with any questions.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20803 NEXT>20818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,you will never get rid of me here.I still have my 715,just sold him my other one.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Duece has NO Brakes.POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:02
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20812
NEXT>20819 20824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But you can always have someone in the deuce's cab downshifting (even with a dead
engine -Engine turns,right??).That should slow you down pretty good.
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20816 NEXT>
20826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard,Shaner!
SUBJECT>Re:Duece has NO Brakes.POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20817 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking that having someone in the cab wouldn't be that great of an idea if they get
the idea of steering the truck and THAT will push me around.I think a slow,flat tow will
work.Um,it better or there'll be a hell of a mess!
SUBJECT>Re:BIG Willys POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20780
NEXT>20836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
We're just comparin'the sizes of our Willys.
I notice that you don't have a Willys that you're proud to talk about.:-)
This is gettin'childish.Ain't it fun?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>20810 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I do.The motor runs strong,having about 3,000 miles on an overhaul.
With the exception of a strong headwind or respectable hill,it should do OK.I'm sure
there will be times that I'll be downshifting when I didn't have to downshift before.For
the most part,though,my cruising occurs on paved,level backroads where 40-45mph is
the norm.I just wanted to have the extra speed available when I have to get on a "real"
highway and mix it up with other traffic.
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>20815 NEXT>.20825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Dustin.
Some people are going to call me a Fool,but so be it.
The parts are ordered and on their way.I'm sure I could return them and get my money
back,but I just wouldn't feel right about it.Please don't tell me what you would sell them
for,because you'll make me cry.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775
NEXT>20842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pintles and rings are different.If the brakes on the duece work I would just have
someone ride there and pull them with a strap,of course you would need a air source for
the brakes.Did you check with any tow companies?They should do it for $3 or less per
mile.Might be the best $45 you ever spent.
SUBJECT>Re:Duece has NO Brakes.POSTER>jeepgrant
EMAIL>walkerdg@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20817 NEXT>20841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
I do beleive the Denali tow rating is thanks to much improvement in the brake
department.I think you're heading the wrong way to add weight to your 715.That total
weight is what is working against you.I guess it depends on the angle of the tow bar,but
if it is angled down towards the 715 (seems like it would have to),then when you hit the
brakes,the deuce will apply ample weight to your rear axle.
You just know that if pulling ability equated to tow ratings,the Denali would not come
close to a mid 70s 3/4 ton suburban with a big block.I found my wheel cylinders were
leaking AFTER hauling 4000 lbs of gravel.These master cylinders don't allow for much
fluid to leak before we get serious problems.
jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20822 NEXT>20827 20839 20846 20867 20888
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ya know steve I was thinking about $100 and I was even going to pay the shipping.
But I guess if ya don't want em.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Shane Goldsmith
EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20818 NEXT>20844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank's for the welcome.Deep pockets huh?I'm in trouble.Well all true loves never.come cheap right?I'll manage just
glad to have some "experts"to help me through.Oh ya
I'll be bitchin about the former owner every time it skips a beat you can bet on that
(ustin)what are friends for right.I'm sure I'll be picking your heads soon.Thanks Shane
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,if he doesn't want them,please email me :-)
Mikel
bw1339@yahoo.com
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SUBJECT>M-715 Jeep For Sale POSTER>Nelson County Highway Department
EMAIL>nchd@stellarnet.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715 Jeep in good condition is currently for sale on e-bay.Check item #2408788679.
The item was listed April 15th and will run through April 25th.
SUBJECT>Re:YES POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20813 NEXT>20831 20909 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rumor has it that maybe Wayne and Will are going to stop in.2 experts like them here to
help-how can I go wrong?
I can see it now-2 drunk rednecks looking at my sheep with love in their eyes.
Man,if only the guy can fix my septic tank before those two hippies get here-that would
be tits!
Pound sand,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:YES POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20813
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!!You guys really have the hang of it.You could also mix it up and say T and A
(which stands for Tits and Asses)instead of just tits....."That loaf of meat(aka meatloaf)
was T and A!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:YES POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20829
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't worry about your sheep too much...its chicken fu@$ers that I have trouble
with!Fixing the septic would be a good idea....otherwise you might get your tires pissed
on :)
Get On Gus.-Ben
SUBJECT>Paul Browm-Tranny Guys POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20834 20981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul or whoever,
Seeing as you have had a 700R4 built I was wondering if you would look at this website
and look at the "700 Raptor"and tell me what you think of it as far as toughness and
overall regarding what they put into it.I am just clueless when it comes to trannys and
don't feel like getting burned.Just so you know,I do not really offroad but use my truck
for hauling and work and have a camper that fits in the back and travel long distances
with it.Thanks-Dustin
www.transmissioncenter.net
SUBJECT>T-98 Coolers ???POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>20808 NEXT>20837 20838
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are rebuilding a sweet M715 (a New Hampshire Fire Truck !!!we got from George at
Vermont Surplus)in West Hartford,CT.Dropping in a 350 sbc (via Novak adapter)with
cast iron bell-housing (from a 1 ton truck)to the stock T-98.The radiator we have has a
connection for a transmission cooler.Following your advice,we will add trans/temp
gauge and would like to add a cooler (and a deep pan ???).Is there a pump we need ???
Does the T-98 let you add a "cooler"or is this from your GM tranny ???Is there any way
to add a cooler to a T-98 ???
Hope your M715 post-parting blues are not too depressive.
Remember that they say "You got to suffer if you want to sing ..."
Many thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browm-Tranny Guys POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>20832 NEXT>20840
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,
That's tits.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20814 NEXT>20861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin--.If you dont'sell them,I might be interested.Please advise.Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:BIG Willys POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20820
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can be shy when it comes to my Willys....I don't like to talk about it much.....I guess you
could say I'm a little disappointed!But the Willys will rise again!Yea its fun!!!
Get On Gus
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Coolers ???POSTER>Little Willys
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replied to your email.It's not need on your manual transmission.Doug
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 Coolers ???POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20833 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tomasso,I've never heard of a tranny cooler for a manual transmission,the ports on your
radiator are obviously for an auto.But as you already figured out,you'd need some sort of
pump to move that THICK oil through a radiator.I don't think there's a pan to remove or
replace either.But if you or anyone else can figure out how to do this,you should do it for
the T-case as well.
Now that,would be tits!
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browm-Tranny Guys POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20834 NEXT>
20849 20860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!Anyway...why don't you guys see if you can find a 4L80 or 4L89E tranny instead of
the 700R4?Hummers and later models use those,they are a heavier overdrive GM auto.
SUBJECT>Re:Duece has NO Brakes.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20824 NEXT>
20873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on going slow and the added weight thing is so that I don't get 'pushed'around.
There really isn't a whole lot of weight on the backs of these trucks especially when
compared to the nose of a duece.I'm kind of banking on the towbar aiming down and
adding breaking weight to my truck.I've got the big 'vette master and booster,so I'm not
afraid of leaking or failing that way.If I keep it slow I think I'll be okay.
Thanks for the input,I appreciate it all!.SUBJECT>WILL IT FIT?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20823 NEXT>20847 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will the towbar fit into the 715 pintle??
SUBJECT>Love and lunch POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20845 20858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove the M715 to work today,so I drove it to lunch.
While I was walking into the KFC,a 70-ish gentleman who was also going in to partake
of the Colonel's finest with his wife said,"I love your retro truck.What is it?"
I gave my usual "thanksitsalottafun"reply and told him that it was a 1967 Kaiser Jeep
military truck.
Part of the fun of owning and operating one of these things is the reactions from other
people.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20826 NEXT>20859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Shane!Good luck with the ole 715....hopefully you'll keep her for life.If you read all
the post on Doug Foster then you'll see why to never sell it :)Theres a lot of good people
on this site to help you with anything you need.But remember that Spicergear is only on
"his side"and no body elses and if you talk to 350-B be sure to tell him to "get on Gus"or
"eat one"or something witty like that and you'll be just fine.Take Care and I'll look
forward to talking with you sometime.-Ben
ps Have you been playing with the 715 yet?What do you think so far?
SUBJECT>Re:Love and lunch POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't have said it better!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>20825 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin,you got my attention!I'll be happy to take you up on your offer,and I'll pay the.shipping.Thanks!
email me at home -seblair@frontiernet.net
I'll check my email around 5 p.m.Central time.
Steve
P.S.:Any parts I can help you out with?
SUBJECT>Re:WILL IT FIT?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20842 NEXT>20851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Mine wouldn't....but I've seen several different towbar hitches so you may get lucky or I
meant be lucky or I guess I should just say it might work.I put a receiver hitch on my 715
for my towbar or trailer.It works sweet!Good luck -Ben
SUBJECT>Re:700R4-strong enough?POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17
April 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20763 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as i know the 700-r4 is a great trans.for off road use;especially because of its low
first gear.one thing that you got to watch is that the early ones had a few problems with
being durable.there was also a modification to the valve body in the mid 80's.in the
earlier versions it would sometimes have trouble going in to reverse.If you get one that is
to modern,it is fully electronic;one way to determine this is if it has "M30"cast into the
bell housing.this was the early 4l60.the parts from the newer modle trans.are more
durable than the earlier modles.if you build a 700-r4 with newer modle internals you
should have a trans that is pretty durable.i've read about people building them this way
and not ever having a complaint.if you can build your own trany,you can save a few
hundred dollars.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browm-Tranny Guys POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 4L80E would be T &A !
-Ben
SUBJECT>berrings POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20869 20934 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know where i can get rod and main berrings for my m715 for less than $450.
if anyone knows something please let me know.
chris
SUBJECT>Found One.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20847 NEXT>20870 20880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found the towbar just need to pick it up tomorrow.I was told that it's a "medium duty"
towbar for those trucks and it will fit my pintle hook."..pulling a duece and a half with a
715,huh?...heh,heh.."That's always a reassuring sentiment.
SO...we'll see.Hopefully post positive results Monday and have no X-rays read over the
weekend.
SUBJECT>Stoping Run-a-way Duce and a 1/2 POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice Boy,maybe use those duce winches you have on that their truck of yours.'Another
real test for um maybe'yee-haw
SUBJECT>distirbutor knuckle POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a nos distributor on ebay IT worked get until a stud holding the spring on the vacum
advance broke and jammed the distributor braking the kunckle on the shaft I was thinking
about making a coupling but afraid something else would brake any thoughs Rally
coming up need to get running to take to Rally Thanks Banjo
SUBJECT>Re:Stoping Run-a-way Duce and a 1/2 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20852 NEXT>
20855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The place where this thing is has one seriously steep dirt driveway.I'm having them bring
it down to the road with a payloader or something!Paved:Granny,four low,no problem.
As is:NO FRIGGIN WAY!
Thanks for the vote of confidence.
SUBJECT>Re:Stoping Run-a-way Duce and a 1/2 POSTER>jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20854
NEXT>20886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put some drag chutes on the deuce!!!!Be careful you have an appointment you cant miss
next week.
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>Farmer Bill
EMAIL>whf@midohio.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>20885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've pulled 2 wagons full of wet corn,about 28000 to 30000#s with a 3/4 to chevy.25mph
max.All that weight causes a lot of drag and will slow you down.Wirh the heavy gear oil
in the duece diffs it should slow you some if you let it,just give a lot of room to stop..Farmer Bill Ohio
SUBJECT>AAA use and abuse POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used them a few times for big trucks.Once I talked the guy into towing my Unimog
ambulance 30 miles.The driver was grinnin'till his front wheels came off the ground on
the highway!!Another time I greased the guy $20 into towing my 53 GMC COE 2 1/2
ton.Both AAA rigs were 1 tons.Another 1 ton AAA guy fried his clutch trying to tow
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my IH box truck.I bought him a six pack and gave him a ride to his former employer.
Might be worth a shot.Bring cold cocktails!
SUBJECT>Re:Love and lunch POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,You may need to explain to this board,that in Seneca,they are just used to seeing
tractors.An old pick-up is a "flashy"vehicle to y'all...hehehehe
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
where a pick-up has to have graphics,bling-blings,and a headache-causing stereo to
count as a real truck
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Shane
EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20844 NEXT>20862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just towed it here today.Havn't got a chance to tinker yet.Looking forward to though.
Thanks for the support I'll be sure to to let you all now when I start and how its going.
Shane
SUBJECT>4l80 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17
April 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20840 NEXT>20864 20882
21001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've been told,which could be totally wrong,and it wouldn't be the first time,
is that although the 4l80E is a tremendous tranny basically all it is is a 700 with electronic
controls that doesn't have a mechanical speedometer and requires a computer to operate.
Correct me if I'm wrong as I'm just trying to find the right tranny for my situation.
Thanks-Dustin
Oh yeah,and how do you add a link to your post so that you can send someone there
directly instead of just typing the web address and then whoever wants to see the link has
to type the web address as well?
Thanks for all your help.SUBJECT>REPOST 4.56's for sale POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20835
NEXT>20899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should probably re-post my 4.56's for sale as I have had a lot of emails looking to take
me up on the $100 and free shipping.I WAS JOKING-kind of like what goes on here all
the time.I did run the numbers though and would be willing to sell them for full purchase
price minus the re-stocking fee and I'll also take off the cost that it would require me to
ship them back to Randy's.Drum Roll please...............And the price comes to $630 for
the 4.56's for both axles with master install kits for both axles(races,bearings,shims etc.)
Sorry if I mislead anyone as that was not my intention.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20859 NEXT>20872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we'll be looking forward to hearing from you!!Even the guy who sold it you who will
have to take all the crap if it doeas miss a beat.
SUBJECT>I POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,
17 April 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20807 NEXT>20865
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just want everybody who's interested in the 4.56 gears to know that I am NOT buying
them.I have decided to "stay the course"and get my gears from Randy's Gear,like I
originally intended.
I,too,missed the joke.
SUBJECT>Re:4l80 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Thursday,
17 April 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY
PREVIOUS>20860 NEXT>20895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 4L80 was/is a replacement for the Turbo 400.The 4L60 was/is a replacement for the
Turbo 350 in general the T350 was installed in 1/2 ton and light duty 3/4ton trucks and
cars.The T400 was used in heavy duty 3/4 ton and 1ton trucks and some muscle cars.
From the factory the T400/4L80 is considerably stronger,longer and heavier then the
T350/4L60.
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:I POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20863 NEXT>20897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't miss the joke (FOR ONCE!!!)and Dustin,I just got your email and responded.I
had a CRAZY day at work and just got home to my kegerator...um,I mean my wife..Hope my place in line is still there.
Steve,nice title..."I"...I'll bet that never comes up in an archive search!It's been a year
since my trip to Oroville and that damn canvas top I bought is still in the bag and the
truck is just more apart!
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20800 NEXT>21208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in the Danbury region and have been working on my stock motor and would be
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interested in some of your parts,whole thing however you want it to go.\
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sold
i'll send my address right now
krob725
SUBJECT>Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Nick
EMAIL>cj5_dude@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20871 20874 20892 20929 21042
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe this is a foolish question but maybe not.Right now I've got a '77 CJ-5 that has
some problems.I think I may have finally worked them all out but now I'm thinking of
selling it.I really love the look of the M715 and I love the fact that it has wide axles,a
60/70 combo,twin stick tcase,granny low tranny,can fit good sized tires without a lift,
and its a convertible with a fold down windshield.Plus to top it all off,its a Jeep.Soooo,
I'm looking to see if maybe that may be my next vehicle.
I'm a college student and reliability would be nice but after a year of owning a CJ that I
have only been able to drive a few months (it caught on fire)I know old Jeeps can't
always be reliable.Could an M715 be a good reliable vehicle?What kind of gas milage
do they get in their stock state?I read the link on what to look for and have already
started my search.
I've found two so far within 5 hours from my house in a Chicago suburb.On one the
owner claims to have fully restored it recently and is asking $6k.I've seen a picture,its
got the fording kit and a canvas troop top on the rear.The other I've found the owner says
it has some small rust holes in the rocker panels (seems to be common?),needs a top,and
a rebuilt carb.He's asking $3,800.The second is more in my price range,but the first is
more in my reliability range (maybe).
Can these be titled to be driven on the street if they aren't already?I don't know if either
of these are.I'd assume since it was a military vehicle that it doesn't have a keyed
ignition.So is there a way to easily install a keyed ignition?I'd guess there would be,and
I'm comforitable doing wiring work.Is the engine reliable enough to start every time I'd.need it?Am I looking at the
wrong kind of vehicle as a daily driver?Any help ya'll can
give would be great.Thanks for reading all of this,I know its a lot.
SUBJECT>Re:berrings POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20850
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try O'reilly auto parts.i bought my rod bearings there and they were half of NAPA.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Found One.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20851
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when will you tow it?friday?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>mudclod Hot
Springs Arkansas EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at
8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it can be driven daily.Yes you will have problems.I do not think you can have any
problem that has not already been addressed here more than once.Learn to do the search
thru the files,and you can find answers.Some say the original running gear is reliable,
some do not.Mine has been greatly modified,I drive it hard,daily,and love it.It breaks
frequently too.From my experience,that 3800 sounded high.Watch here,and ebay.
There was one not long ago here for around 1500 with winch,around Dallas.Like
anything else,the longer you wait,the better the deal,but whenever you buy,the next
week it will seem like a better deal will come along.just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Welcome new member -Shane POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!Don't ever listen to me,you'll notice mine stays broke.But driving thru a
packed intersection with everyone staring...way cool factor.
mudclod
PS I'm going to help Brian on his this weekend.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Duece has NO Brakes.POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20841 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I towbarred my 715 with a set of 44"boggers,two large tool boxes,and numerous other
things IN it.I was pulling with a 3/4 ton conversion van,with 5 bolt wheels.All the way
from Denver Co to Hot Springs AR.18 hours straight.Only problem was in the rain on a
Tulsa freeway,sharp curve,sideways truck and van.That was the only problem.
mudclod.SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20868 NEXT>20876 20877 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I wouldn't mind using mine as a daily driver,but mine has been converted to an
AMC360/TH400/Quadratrac,12V wiring harness from a 75 J truck,tilt steering wheel
(from an FSJ)and I've installed power leather seats (from an FSJ)as well as carpet,
power windows and door locks and civilian door panels.It's quite cushy inside,yet still
retains the stock gearing and stock springs,so it's also,well,a TRUCK.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 Jeep For Sale POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20828
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Creative."No warranty,either REAL OR IMAGINE ."I haven't seen that phrase B4.I
think they have a lawyer reviewing their ebay postings!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 10:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20874 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use mine as a daily driver,love it and wouldn't trade it for anything.I think it depends
on what part of the country your in that kind of deciedes what they are worth though.I
live in Minnesota,I bought my first one,stock with 9300 miles,rust free for the most part
with winch for 3,700.Now to me being in Minnesota where Rust has taken over
everything else this was a great find.I found out that I really didn't have the time to
switch out the things that I wanted to to make it a daily driver as I run a small
construction company which takes up most of my time so i started shopping around for
another that as more modified.I ended up finding the next one in Texas,where they seem
to be more abundant and rust just really isn't a factor.It had a chevy 400,modified box
(which benifited me for company use)12 volt conversion,jack shaft modification,electric
winch,20"rims w/40"tires and a great rack(pipe rack that is).Yes I did pay 7,000 for it
but I did have to fly myself and a buddy down to drive it home.Was it worth it?To me
Yes.Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.It ran great all the way from Texas doing 60-65
the whole way weighted down with at least 1,500lbs.Since then it has ran beautiful and I
have put another 4,000 miles on it.Will it break down,probably.Do i care,sure.Will I
complain about every little thing that happens when it does breakdown,NO.Why,
because this is what I want and went in to this with that mindset,knowing that things will
happen,and it will breakdown and when that time comes I get to take on new challenges
to try and make it better each and every time.To me that sounds like fun mostly because I
like to think and learn new things.If you are a college student who doesn't have a place to
work on your truck or the time I think your best bet would to be to try and find the most
modified or shall we say finished vehicle(V8-powersteering,12 volt,etc.)that yes may
cost you more up front but it wouldn't be something that you had to work on right away.
If you are pretty mechaniclly inclined and have a place to work on a truck and have a lot.of time then maybe you
should go the other route,it all really depends on your situation.
It's to bad you don't live in the south I hear they are practically giving these away.Take
care and I hope this helped.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Nick
EMAIL>cj5_dude@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20874 NEXT>20878 20948 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ya'll are saying the $3,800 sounded very high for that vehicle.What about the fully
restored with new tops for $6,000?I would certainly try and bring the price down but is
that a good price if it was truly restored and done well?I would keep it mostly stock (I
think)if I got one.Is the 24 volt system one to fear over the 12 volt?I'm guessing I
couldn't get a jump start if I needed one.Are there any inherent problems with a 24 volt
system?I'm starting to question my desire.I'm still not sure how easy it would be to find
parts for one.I've flipped through a lot of the links to the left and found some parts
resources but still not sure.I'm so used to owning a CJ where I could find any part within
20 minutes of searching online.Heck I can build a CJ from my catalogs.What are the
common modifications to be made to improve comfort if this were to be a daily driver?
How bad are the original seats comfort wise?
Oh,and the fire was totally electrical.Old CJ's are notorious for having wiring issues.It
started at the headlight switch and damaged every wire in the area,along with doing some
damage under the hood.I ended up rewiring the whole thing and am damn glad I did.
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20877 NEXT>
20879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do not intend to offend you Nick BUT,(my opinion now)you are at a critical point in
your life...college...and if you can even consider buying a truck,that tells me that either
you or someone you love is working hard to pay the ridiculous cost of your education.If
it's you,I'll tell you right now that you can't afford to build one of these into a reliable
driver because you will run out of time or money first.I paid $1500 for a non-running
truck that sat in the sun for 22 years and I work full time (+)and I'm about 4 grand and
one year into my project and I've never driven it.If it's someone you love paying your
college bill,(my opinion now)you should focus as best as you can on graduating,scoring
a well paying job,and then buying toys.If you haven't already learned-you get what you
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pay for-6 grand for a converted truck sounded like a crime to me a year ago,and now it
seems about a thousand too high.Keep fixing that CJ,graduate,and then you can begin
the love/hate thing...
From a college drop out who works too hard for too little,20 yrs later.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Nick
EMAIL>cj5_dude@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 April 2003,at 11:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20878 NEXT>20881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Gary,absolutely no offense taken.I always appreciate
the views of people who are
older and wiser (I hope thats a good assumption).I came to this board to get honest,
straight forward answers.I know Jeep owners,especially ones that put a lot into a project,
are always willing to give the best advice they can.Thats why I love Jeeps so much.Its
not just the look,but the people who drive them.
As for who's paying for my edumacation,well its a variety of sources.Its a mix of my
bank account,student loans,and parental loans.I'm currently on the 5 year plan,but that
just means I get to party with 18 year old girls longer.If I bought one of these it would
have to be something I could rely on.I'm willing to pay a little more for reliabilty.
Without a reliable vehicle its harder to get to a job to pay my loans off.
A new question I have...is there anyone on this board who lives near Chicago?It would
be great to have someone who knows more about these trucks look at one with me than it
would be to go alone.I certainly know I'll never let a friend buy a CJ without me helping
him out.Owners always know so much more than newbies to their vehicles.Thanks
already for all the advice and please keep it coming,I love learning especially when it
comes to those four money sucking letters JEEP.
SUBJECT>Re:Found One.POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20851
NEXT>20883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,
I'll be keeping my fingers crossed for you.
Be careful.
Good luck,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC "The Brick"
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Dj
EMAIL>killspam@impakt.net DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20879 NEXT>20884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J-Just
E-Empty
E-Every
P-Pocket
Consider yourself lucky that you can practically build your CJ from a catalog.
I have an Early CJ5,and sometimes it's murder to find parts.
Good luck on your quest to find an M715 that fits your needs.I'm sure there's something
available somewhere,just don't let it steal you away from your education.
(More advice from someone who didn't go to college,and has worked hard for not
enough money for way too long now.).cheers,
dj
SUBJECT>Re:posting a link POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20860
NEXT>20887 LINKNAME>IFSJA LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org
Dustin,
To post a URL,scroll down a little.Below the "post a new response"box is a window
that says "Optional Link URL."Put the URL there and then --this is critical --put a title
in the "Optional Link Title"window.The title is not optional.
I'll post a link to the International Full-Size Jeep site at http://www.ifsja.org by putting the
URL in the first window and IFSJA inthe title window.
Hope this helps,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC "The Brick"
SUBJECT>Re:Found One.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS!...but I'm not superstitious,I think it only brings bad luck.:)Um,anyway...I'm
cutting out early today,picking up the towbar,shooting up to the farm and grabbing
Velvet,heading to the salvage where the big truck is and seeing if the bar will fit.The
duece has a snow plow attachment on the front that may need to be cut off.If I run into
any other towbar snags,I may go the route of a section of pipe with a chain inside it
between the two...last ditch effort however.The salvage has a wickedly steep driveway
and I'm hoping they can bring it down to the bottom so I can pick it up possibly sunday
morning when the roads are pretty clear,if not...tomorrow is the day.I'll take the digital
cam for,hopefully,some 'hale the conquering hero'pics,not 'carnage shots from ill-
thought towing misadventure.'
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I'll have Katie post for me if I'm hospitalized.
Time for a Coke and a smile!...and a cinnamon pop tart!
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to have a 1978 Jeep Cherokee Chief as my daily (only)driver.I used to get 8MPG
and it took A LOT of work to keep on the road.I love to have toys,but it's really
unpleasant to have to work on your vehicle knowing that tomorrow at 7AM it needs to be
able to take you to work.And this was a vehicle that although a distant cousin of the
M715,was a Rolls Royce in comparison,and would cruise at 75MPH all day long.
As much as I love M715's and FSJ's in general,I would recommend getting some
econobox,and when you can afford it,get the jeep.The econobox will pay for itself very.soon,and you will enjoy your
jeep much more :-)
Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Can I towbar a duece???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20856 NEXT>
20896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,I know I've got the moxy to pull it,I'm just a little apprehensive about it pushing the
truck with the towbar on the bigass front end.I'm definately taking it easy.I've been
passenger in vehicles towbar-ing or dolly-ing something else and nearly get loose.They
get cocky,go too fast,then panic...it ain't fun.
I'll let y'all know Monday!
SUBJECT>Re:Stoping Run-a-way Duce and a 1/2 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20855 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,those prosthetics doctors can be bastards when you miss an appointment.They get
mean and you feel like beating them with a leg!
SUBJECT>Re:posting a link POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20882
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Land I really appreciate it.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>Paul
EMAIL>mars@kiva.net DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaTPDtEL/7RAg PREVIOUS>20825 NEXT>
20922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We (MARS)carry the 4:56,4:10's with install kits..and Power-Trax differential
lockers #2720 in stock.We also offer the HERCULES DTA3.7 diesel conversion
kits (complete drop-in units remanufactured with new engine warrenty and all
assembly parts)812-988-2330
SUBJECT>Help needed!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20890 20891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put up my 4.56's for sale yesterday,went to work,came home and have 3 guys email me
back in sequential order in my inbox within minutes of each other all saying SOLD and
where do I send the money.The problem being who do I sell them too?Do I let them
fight over them,sell them to the guy who responded first,even though the second and.third guy responded within 2
minutes of his response?Draw straws?Guys please give me
some ideas as I was just trying to help someone out with a deal and now it looks like I'm
going to be in a bidding war,which if that was what I wanted I would've put them on
ebay.
Thanks for all your help and advice-ustin
SUBJECT>Honor POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>20889 NEXT>20898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First come,first serve.If he dicks around with payment,go to bachelor #2!
Don't pit anyone against each other.
Just my Spiceresque $0.02
SUBJECT>Re:M715 as daily driver (Very long)POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20868 NEXT>20910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nick,
First of all,welcome.
M715 as a daily driver?
Here are some things to consider.
You'll need to decide either how (un)comfortable you're willing to be on a regular basis or
how much you want to modify/get a modified truck.
The M715 is rated at one and a quarter tons of payload offroad and has heavy springs to
carry that load.It's a truck.It rides like a truck.
60 mph is pretty much the top speed for a stock vehicle.45-50 is a more realistic cruising
speed,and it's loud in the cab in that speed range.Heck,it's pretty loud in the cab sitting
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still.Think about how that kind of speed would work where you live and where you
drive.
You asked about gas milage.The manual lists 225 miles cruising range.That's with a 28-
gallon tank.Even assuming the manual is fudging a bit to the low side for range,
expecting 10 miles per gallon is optimistic.I haven't calculated the rate at which my truck
(stock drivetrain except with a Chevy V8;stock military tires)uses gas,but I spend a lot
of time in gas stations.
I notice that you're in a Chicago suburb.These trucks did not come stock with heaters or
defrosters.The military and later users added systems to some trucks or you can add
systems,but that is something to consider/look for in trucks you are looking at.
If you go with a stock truck,you'll have to learn to live with the smell of canvas.I happen
to like the smell of canvas,but lots of people don't.If the seats are the stock canvas,you
can expect your clothes to smell like canvas.If the truck has the canvas cab top instead of
vinyl or one of the add-on hardtops,the canvas smell will be that much stronger.
Parking (legally,anyway)is more of a challenge than parking your CJ is (my daily driver.is a CJ3B,which is
incredibly easy to slip into most any parking spot).With the fender
flares,an M715 is pretty wide in relation to most vehicles.
Seatbelts were not standard in an M715.You can add them,and may have to where you
live to be legal.
The doors don't lock,and,as you mentioned,the ignition in a stock vehicle is not a keyed
ignition.
If you need a jump in a 24-volt truck,your chances of finding a good Samiritan in a
parking lot who can help you are incredibly slim.
The stock engines in these trucks have a bad reputation.I don't know how much that is
truly deserved and how much it grew from dislike of what was new technology in a
military truck engine 35 years ago.I have heard that they have a problem with blowing
headgaskets,but I also know that there are people on this board who can tell you that they
love the stock engine.
Look into what it will take to insure and register an M715 in your state and town.
Parts are available from a number of sources,and some sheetmetal and other parts form
civilian full-size Jeeps can be used.
The $3,800 truck sounds very high to me,but price for M715s can vary a lot depending
on your location.The $6,000 truck may or may not be a good deal dependeing on how
much truly was restored.As some folks have pointed out,doing a restoration can add up
quickly.You asked about these trucks being titled and driven on the street.Both the
trucks you mentioned sound like they're coming from individuals,so they should have
titles.If they don't have the titles,proceed with caution.
I realize that the overall tone of this may seem fairly discouraging.I'm not trying to be
discouraging.These are great trucks.I love my M715.I have been driving it to work this
week just for the heck of it (well,and because yesterday and today rain was forecast --it
is raining now --and I didn't feel like putting the top back on my CJ).Would I want it to
be my sole form of transportation?I don't know.It is a lot of fun to drive.
I'm sure others will chime in with thoughts and opinions.
About your search.Keep an eye on auctions from towns and fire departments.You can
sometimes pick up deals there.Also,pick up Military Vehicles Magazine.There are
classifieds in the back.
Whatever you decide to do,good luck.And let us know.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC "The Brick"
SUBJECT>eBay...anyone feeling brave?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20894
20907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2411116238
SUBJECT>Or POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18
April 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>20893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2524050281&category=26226
SUBJECT>Re:4l80 POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20864
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea...I would compare a 700R4 to a 4L60 and a 4L80 is a lot tougher then its little
brother the 4L60.I've got a 4L80 in a '97 GMC 1-ton 4x4 and it has been rteally tough!It
gets really abused in the winter for snow plowing and a lot of hauling during the summer
and it is doing great.Just my thought for the day -Ben
SUBJECT>Push/Pull Bar POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@midohio.net
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We use a push/pull bar some to move jeeps/trucks/tractors around here.Its a HEAVY
pipe with a hitch on both ends.I have a hitch on the front of my 3/4 ton and use the bar to
conect to what needs moved.Some one steers the pushed vehicle and some one the
pusher.Have moved a 2 ton 53 ford about 8 miles this way.Works great to move parts
jeeps that don't run and have no brakes.Farmer Bill
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SUBJECT>Re:I POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U
PREVIOUS>20865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Gary.
The "I"was supposed to say,"I'm not bidding on the gears",to let everyone know that I'm
not going to join the bidding.Problem was,I accidentally hit the wrong key and the rest is
history.Oh,well!
You and your family have a Happy Easter,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Honor POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20890 NEXT>20904
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,Gary they are yours.I sent you an email.
-ustin
SUBJECT>4.56's SOLD POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20861 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sold the 4.56's,thanks to everbody who replied.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:I'm Installing 4.56 gears from Randy's POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just checked the same thing out at my local 4x4 shop.They also said I needed a new
yoke,as the old one was a coarse spline and the new pinions are all fine spline.Did you
have this problem?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:distirbutor knuckle POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20853 NEXT>21350
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Menphis Truck for parts.Sorry
SUBJECT>M715 or parts OFF LIST SW NH POSTER>niel
EMAIL>jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello
I know I am opening myself up to the usuall rederic and the usuall list verbal assaults,
most I enjoy.I am sure most of it is a loving shake down and I am of hard skin so go for
it..LOL!
I am still looking to sell "Yellow Dawg"my M715 some assemblee required,Please
respond off list email me direct for telephone number.I do not always read the list
everyday.
I got a better responce for parts than the entire truck
I also got a lot of NDT tire kickers.talker,dreamers and far away lookers.I am looking
for a seriouse committemnt verbal in writing or a deposit before I stop advertising or
decide to take it apart or sell it whole.
I apologise if I am standoff ish to your requests.I have had a lot of false promises,offers
and let downs.I am looking for offers good for me as well as a good deal for buyers.I
love this truck and I am only selling because of heartship so I am not giving it away or
accepting ridiculousely low offers.I understand there is always a better price and a better
deal like Jeeps for $50 and a running truck for $300 or a compartivly better deal at
auction.But I am trying to be middle of the road on prices.
I am starting at $800 for the carcus and depending on what you want with it we can
negotiate from there.
If I part ot out.I was hoping to get more for my labors.
Bed $450,Cab(stripped)$450,nose $350 etc etc I am not hard in stone on prices and am
starting high as most military truck guys like me want to negotiate and get a better deal.
Not that military truck guys are cheap or am I insulting you all,just that we are educated
buyers and have seen a lot of rip offs.I do not want you to leave feeling like you got a
raw deal but you spent your money well..This truck has a dent in every part of it and has little or no rot.
A buyer pointed out a quarter size hole in the kicker and a dent and decided it was too
much work,Whaaaaaaa I been playing with these trucks in "anything but salt free NH"
and this one has the least rust or rot I have seen so far.
I require you come see it or request more pics before you decide so you should be
somewhat local for large parts or entire truck.I am also gathering all my other parts in a
way I can take a picture and put a price on it for shipping for you guys requesting small
parts be patient.I am a slow mover and the parts are not always in front of me.Again I
have a lot of parts besides "YellowDawg"so I will have a list pic and price soon.
I do not have the most wanted parts such as seats,bows,brushguards,tailgates,black out
light,front bumper,winch,front headlamp bezel grill assemblee.
Thanks again for your support.
Commence with verbal assault now!LOL>..
Thank you,
Daniel
Jeepkaiser@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/jeepkaiser/index.html
Owner,driver and constant repairer of
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Black Bear (M715)No longer Yellow Dog,We can rebuild her
Yellow Dog (M715)Part Red dog
Red Dog (M715)May she rest in pieces and thanx for the service
She will be greatly missed and a donor to all my trucks and a few of yours.
Ambulance (M725)My baby
SUBJECT>NASCAR POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18 April
2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20906 20919
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did my ear's hear right,Nascar paid Jessie Jackson and his co [whatever ] a 150,000
dollars.He [Jessie ] say's thay not be's enough blacks in Nascar racing.Was that payment
to shut him [Jessie ] up,I don't know whats going on.
SUBJECT>Re:Honor POSTER>Gary Topaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20898 NEXT>20905 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm at work now,so I can't get the particulars until later,but I will still get the money out
today as I said I would (Trust me Bachelor #2 won't come into play).I hope this didn't
cause any hard feelings and if there are,as I said in my email this morning,I'll bow out no
problem.I know your trying to be a good guy here.If things change email me at home
before 1500hrs PST.Thanks,-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Honor POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>20904 NEXT>20911 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Congratulations,Gary!
Once we both get our new gears in,let's compare results.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:NASCAR POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18 April
2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20903 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Heard the same......messed up isnt it....reminds me a lot of what the used to call extortion.
SUBJECT>Re:eBay...anyone feeling brave?POSTER>Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE!Why did I sell it??He he,that would fit nice in the Willys...Doug
SUBJECT>Re:starter POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20760
NEXT>20999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
straight from factory jeep service manual:starter motor prestolight MDY-
7021,distributor#prestolight IAT 4416(civilian 12vt,vac adv.)
SUBJECT>NO POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18
April 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20829 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry the rumor was real but now it ain't.I ain't gonna miss my Maw-in-laws easter
dinner.She cooks real good.One reason I married her daughter.She cooks real good
too.Among other things.Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 as daily driver (Very long)POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20892 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Land ,your wording is very articulate,well worth rereading ,you touched on many of the
finer points well put together .Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Honor POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20905 NEXT>20962 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
At the rate I move,you'll have to tell me all about it.I'm trying to decide if I will do it
myself or have it done.Are you taking the center sections in only.What are your thoughts
on using shop v.shadetree?
SUBJECT>305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>brian
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20916 20917 21000 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
hey i was just wondering,i have an '89 tuned port chevy 305 with a 700r4 tranny sitting
in the garage waiting to be used.its got about about 200,000 miles on it and its from a
firebird formula.both seemed to work very well.the engine is practically perfect and
tranny seems to shift well.anyway,i am planning on putting both into my truck with the
existing transfer case thats in the truck.i currently run a chevy 250 i-6 so it will pretty
much bolt exept for the tranny mounts,right?does anybody run an engine and tranny
strait from a firebird or trans am?does anyone know if i will have to relocate the tranfer
case?any input is appreiciated.i would like to know if this combo will work without too
much trouble.i read the stuff about using the 700r4 tranny in the earlier post and i think it
would be a good way for me to go.thanks
-Brian
SUBJECT>6'3"in a 715 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20914 20918
20920 20958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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First ?for you guys.I'm 6'3"and a little cramped in the stock seats.Any suggestions on
seats I could install with a little ease.Bucket or bench.
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>20913 NEXT>20966 20973
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane suck it up.I am 6'5"250 pounds and hav'nt got a problem.Will Now try a chevy
bench seat it should work if you build up the mounts.Ya'll correct me if I am wrong.
SUBJECT>Pontiac 389 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Friday,
18 April 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20928
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 66'Pontiac 389 out of my last project car(that burned in my garage fire Boo-
hoo)that i would love to put in my 715.Is this wise?Or just trouble any comments would
be great.Has anyone done this before that any of you know?-Shane
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20912 NEXT>20933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Brian,
You won't have to move the T-case.The tranny crossmember stays too,just drill 2 holes
in it for the tranny.You will need to shorten the stubshaft,keep everything loose because
you won't be able to put in the shaft once the motor/tranny are snugged down.There is a
hole on the passenger side of the 700 that you can bolt a bracket to for your T-case/E-
brake levers.Summit has blockhugger headers for $79 (or $138 for Hookers)that will fit.
I also run a big cooler with it's own electric fan.Summit also has a Griffin aluminum.radiator that will fit for
$170.You can use any cable type shifter.I mounted a Pro-ratchet
next to my seat,so I don't have to reach (lazy).Don't forget to use the power steering too,
just get a pitman arm off a wagoneer.You'll love this set-up.It's Tits!!!
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian ,it took a little time to figure it all out but in my 7 I have a 400 chevy and a married
700r4 to a 208 transfer case .The 7 needed a mm715 motor mount from advanced,but
they do have another mount that will work that is a j seriesw mount good luck Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20913
NEXT>20926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,I remounted my stock seats back about 3''it was real easy to do.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:NASCAR POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@mainerr.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20903
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dose Jesse own a M715?I don't get the connection.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20913 NEXT>20924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 6'5"I installed buckets from a late '80s Izuzu Trooper.I have driven it on a few long
road trips and the seats are really comfortable.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Anyone have an adapter plate to mate a GM to a Jeep T400 trans??
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,18
April 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Advance makes an adapter to mate a GM V8 to an AMC T400 auto,and I need to locate
one.I have a turbo diesel Chevy I want to use instead of the 360 AMC.They are like
$275 new so I'll bite the big one if I have to and buy a new one...
On a similar note I have a BUILT AMC 360 V8 for sale.Any interest?Thanks for
helping out the less fortunate (no 715)among us,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:4.56 gears for sale with master install kit POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
paul
although the Hercules is a fine engine,would you consider making a kit with a Cummins
4BT?
krob725.SUBJECT>Re:no rest for the weary...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,one of the quickest ways to make a small fortune is to start out with a big fortune
and buy an m715.jc
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20920
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll see if I can't find some thanks for the tip.Shane
SUBJECT>Adapter?NP205 mated to T18-1B POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Transmission is an FSJ T18-1B that I love.It's tough and has a really low granny
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gear.I've asked before about swapping up to a 205 from my current Dana20.Does anyone
know of an adapter part#to mate the two?Also,what years and brands of trucks should I
search the salvage yards for for the 205 itself?
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20918
NEXT>20986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought about some thing like that I might do that for a easy fix.Untill I find some other
seats.thanks Shane.
SUBJECT>CAUTION:ebay headers!!!POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After learning that my Summit Racing headers would need to be altered I bought a set of
"Sanderson Style"headers from SSAUTOCHROME on ebay.These headers are
COMPLETELY JUNK!After I got them I read the feedback (had I done that first,I
would not be posting)and I was ASTONISHED.Everyone who bought these complained
and left negative feedback!and you will not believe the responses from the seller!I can't
believe ebay allows that.If you want to be amazed,go see their feedback profile....NO
don't -cause then you'll know what a dumbass I am.I'll stick to ABLINN from now
on....if you guys are looking for compact headers for a SBC,DONT BUY THESE!
Wasted $95.
-G-.SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 9:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20915 NEXT>
20930 20950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a '66 GTO with a 389 4BBL,4spd and that car was SMOKIN'FAST!I also had a
friend with a '61 Bonneville with a 389 and that Tuna Boat could cruise at 100mph+and
that was a heavy car (WTB '61 Bonneville 2dr,Coupe)...sorry about that.No doubt the
engine is bitchin'and it would be a cool conversion...much more style than a small block
Chevy,but a lot more work to get it adapt.Never heard of a 389 conversion,but I'll bet
it's the same pattern as Mikel's 455 Olds.
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20868 NEXT>20931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live within 5hrs of chicago and will have two 715s for sale as soon as I verify they start
run and stop (just got them home last week)I have enough parts that it should not be a
problem.Prob about $2200 each as long as I dont have to spend too much to get them
going and road worthy...fresh OD paint also.Let me know if your interested.Delivery to
the Iowa border on I-80 could also be arranged.The trucks are in desperate need of
something other than thier fire dept paint job but have good bodies with no rust in the cab
corners or rockers and appear to be in overall good condition.No tail gates or canvas.
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps?portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20928 NEXT>20941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be a cool conversion in a 715.Gary that 66 sounds like it was fun to drive.
My wife has a 65 GTO convertible.It has a 1968 350 horse 400 in it.I try to drive it
every now and then when she's not looking...
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 10:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20929 NEXT>
20932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder if like there is some time warp or something like a black whole that you go
through and there are no M715's but there are a hell of a lot of tailgates for 'em
everywhere?Oh oh,too much beer.Nighty night.
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,18 April 2003,at 11:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>20931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
UPS Them to me when you get there,I'll take three.
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>brian
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 12:51 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20916 NEXT>20935
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok sweet,thanks.thats just what i needed to hear.yeah,im definitly going for power
steering and the a/c pump on the engine will make a great air compressor.i am looking
forward to sweetening up my truck.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:berrings POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at
5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20850 NEXT>21008 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Try A.B.Linn
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>oug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20933 NEXT>20939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The newer AC pumps really don't work as well as air compressors.The seals don't hold
up well without the ac fluid in them.The older style pumps were better suited to handling
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air.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Adapter?NP205 mated to T18-1B POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about using a T98 and a divorced 205?
SUBJECT>FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a free 230 in my local swap sell book.Ad reads:
"Jeep eng.free for the taking,rare 230 CI OHC hemi head 6cyl in line motor w/lots
spare parts.Bridgton,ME.207-647-2425"
Thought I'd pass it along to anyone who may need it!I don't know the seller and I'm not
sure were in Maine Bridgton is...I'm also not sure why they call it a "hemi head"??What
ever.Hope this helps someone!Doug.
SUBJECT>Rims POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,19
April 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20943
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need two stock rims.Email me and we will work something out!Thanks,Lee
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>brian
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm ok,i'll see what i can do,thats not really an all that important detail anyway.-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20937 NEXT>20942 20944 20946 20975
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't the 230's combustion chambers hemispherical?
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20930
NEXT>20949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of installing a 69 400 into my 715 with turbo 400 trans the early
pontiac engines have a motormount that angles at 45 degrees and seems to be easily
adaptable to the jeep frame mounts.just do lots of measuring to locate engine corectly in
frame,if you can locate a free bare block and trans case from a junk yard,with the same
motor mount set up as your engine this makes it alot easier to set up the frame mounts for
the eng and trans swap ,take your time and do it right and you will be rewarded with a
very high torque engine(very fast,tire smoking m715)good luck and let us know how it
goes
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 230 was designed by the same gent who gave us the dodge hemi engines
SUBJECT>Re:Rims POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,
19 April 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20938 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All taken care of thanks to a new friend!
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>mark wright
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I Talked to this guy today.This is not the military motor,he has a 12 volt starter and intake
with carb that will work on our stock motors.He has two motors one with a thrown
rod.These motors were used by him to power a orchard sprayer.Nice gent if you want the
parts go see him.
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT (Eric)POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
Sorry,the 24V generator is gone.
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beats me!!:)
SUBJECT>Attention Paul Brown POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>20980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Paul if and when you return from your trip call me about our conf=versation .thanks
Curtis 713 910 7369
SUBJECT>Re:Can an M715 be a daily driver?(kinda long)POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20877
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as parts go try White Owl equipment in Kinston,NC the guy i have talked to on
the phone has been very helpful and gone out of his way to try and help.Also Boyce
Equipment in i think its Ogden,UT this guy seemed pretty helpfull also said they been in
buisness 50 years they both deal with military trucks converting them to wreckers and
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construction vechicles so seems like they can get you bout any part you need when i
couldent find it any where else i found them there.Good luck
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20941
NEXT>20982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how close are you to getting it in?I also have the t400 that was in the same car i didn't
know if that would be a good tranny to use?Is there any other problems that you've run
into with this conversion?
-Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 April 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20928
NEXT>20951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you think i would have trouble adapting.is there places to get parts for that sort
of trouble -Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20950
NEXT>LINKNAME>Advance Adapters LINKURL>http://www.advanceadapters.com
Try advace adapters,they will let you know if it is possible and give you the price for the
adapter if they make one.1-800-350-2223.
-ustin
SUBJECT>M-715 parts on eBay!POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>cwfrank@up.net.DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 6:57
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lots of newly listed m-715 parts on eBay.Enter keywords:M-715
SUBJECT>715 parts on eBay...list POSTER>Craig Frank EMAIL>cwfrank@up.net
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These parts on eBay;taken off my 1969 715...13,000 orig miles!
Brush guard,exc,cond..#2412056429
Steering wheel/column.VGC #2412055457
Master Cylinder.Working cond..#2412054230
Turn Signal/Harness.Working cond..#2412057469
Horn/Bracket..Working cond...#2412058647
Firewall wiring Jct Box..GC..#2412059406
Rear Bumpers Straight GC..#2412058073
Please give thenm a new home.I've gone totally gnarly with my frame off
resto..Rockwell 4 wheel steer,dual winches/bumpers,massive power etc and do not need
these any more.More parts to come!Questions welcome.
Craig
Michigans'Upper Peninsula
SUBJECT>steering mods for SOA POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>Kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Im sure this topic's been here before,but I need to revisit it.Im planning on a front
SOA conversion and I need to know the best (and/or)easiest way to deal with the steering
rod issue.I've heard some say that new heim joints are needed requiring modifying the
rods and machining the steering arms,and I've also heard of a way to not have to do that
by torching and bending saomething?Who's done this and what advice can people give
me here?Thanks alot.Any links or pics would be very helpful.BTW:I'll be using
skyjacker 4"FSJ lift springs in place of the OEM spring packs.
-Joe
SUBJECT>very long month,fire,snow,and explosives POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20957 20971 20995 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It has been avery interesting month.On the 15th of march i was helping the colorado state
forest service burn 150 acres up on the south side of mt evans.i was tasked to be the burn
boss,i direceted the firefighters that were lighting the fire.big tress lotsa flame very good
day.
on monday march 17 it started to snow.started to plow with the 1985 1ton surplus army
pick up.b by tuesday morning there was 36 inches of snow,plow was useless so i started.using the 580d fwd case back
hoe.got stuck ALOT but kept some of the strets open so if
needed we could a fire truck to within a block of most houses.by the time the snow
stopped on thursday afternoon 88 inches had fallen.
saturday night i finally got to go home,had been sleeping at a house i care take,highway
was closed too much snow and all it takes to close the road after it gets cleared is on
spandex clad clown to screw things up,crash and it's closed again.
sunday morning 3am fire pager goes off bad car crash.and there is no power get to the
crash cut the guy out put him in the helocopter.the guy was going 100 and hit the back
end of a loader cleaning up 3 inches of snow and pine tree branches.
sun started to come up and thats when the snow slide came into veiw.3000 ft long 500 ft
wide.this is a new slide path so it also removed 100 year old trees and put them onto and
thru the town water supply plant.damned up the creek stared to flood what was left of the
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plant.got the sherrif to bring 4 18lbs boxes of explosives to open the creek up.set those
off and the water went back down.
hired a contractor to get the 40 feet of snow and trees off of the plant.next week the town
will have drink able water.if you are traveling on I-70 mile marker 224,5 look south you
cant miss the slide.
rick wildfirem715
SUBJECT>Transmission/Transfer Swaps POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>NEXT>20960
20992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have thoroughly enjoyed the zone for the past 6-8 weeks.Y'all are great and very
generous with your advice (and sometimes questionable humor --I love it !!!).
We have obtained a sweet 67 M715 w/winch and are about to swap a 350 sbc for the
stock tornado.We are thinking of the Novak conversion to the T98 and keeping the
NP200.This should run around $500 w/mounts.
Reading the FAQ's and searching the message board prompts the following train of
thought.There seems some (slight???)preference for a T18 and NP205 over the
T98/NP200.At this point in the swap,why not go for a newer (but used)5 speed (4
synchros plus an overdrive,from say a 2 ton Chevy truck)and replace the NP200 with a
NP205.If we could do this without an adapter,then for roughly the same $$$(assuming
we could get a good tranny for $350)we might end up with a better (newer,stronger)
drivetrain.
The truck is being rebuilt in New Haven by my brother (a retired machinist)and his
buddy (Charlie,who builds race cars for local motor heads in New Hampshire)and they
are pretty handy with motors/mechanics.
Does this make some sense,to spend the $350 for the Novak conversion (we will still
need the sbc motor mounts)to get a newer tranny ???If its in good shape,relapcing the
seals is not a problem.We want to stay standard,not auto.
Possible problems:.-good stout 5 speed with front (and/or back)pto that will match up to the 350 sbc (we
have a solid cast iron bell housing from a 75 chevy truck)???What do y'all
recommend ???
-Will we need a new pto for front LU4 winch and adjustment to pto shaft and
connections ???Is this major pain and/or $$$???
-Is the NP205 swap for the NP200 straightforward or does it involve lot's of
"tweaking"???Both of my guys are machinists.IS there a better t/c for this swap than the
np205 ???Is it worth the extra $$$and efforts ???
I hope ya'll can "tell me where to go"regarding my request for advice !!!
Happy Easter,
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:very long month,fire,snow,and explosives POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some people have all the fun :)
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>mudclod Hot Springs Arkansas
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seats out of late 80's arostar (ford)van.Fold down arm rests,slim high back.I like
them,except they are cloth..02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Adjusting brakes POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
20961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any way to adjust the FRONT brakes?I've adjusted the rears with the screwdriver
turning the adjustment knob.I spread the shoes out until they made contact and backed
them off just a little bit.that's the way to do it,right?
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission/Transfer Swaps POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tomasso,
New Haven...Connecticut??I live in New Haven!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 3:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20959
NEXT>20963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.have you bled the brake lines and checked your brake fluid ???
SUBJECT>Re:Honor POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20911
NEXT>20972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Gary.
I'm not clear on what you mean by "center sections".I am installing new rings and
pinions,if that helps.
I'm having a mechanic who's experienced with differentials do the work for me.He
estimates it'll take 8 hours ($400 +).
There's a good PDF format instruction manual that I downloaded from Randy's Gear.It's
pretty comprehensive,and made me realize that I'm not really set up to do that kind of
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work (wish I was).If a person has the manual,the tools,a clean garage,and a good
mechanical aptitude,I think the job could be done at home.Hoisting the differential up to
eye level would help a lot,too.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20961
NEXT>20964 20965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,no.Good point.Maybe it's time to get those "speed bleeders".It always behaved that
way since I've owned it.Never having manual brakes B4,I didn't know it was unusual.
Until today.I got the brakes wet in some water about a foot deep or so and found out that
even with the pedal to the FLOOR,the wet brakes wouldn't stop the truck if I had the
motor running and the tranny (auto)in gear.YIKES!
That's when I decided to adjust em.I will check fluid and bleed next weekend.Do I still
need to adjust the front brakes,tho?Thanks
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes POSTER>Robert EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 April
2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20963 NEXT>20970
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Ethan.The stock front brakes adjust the same way as the rear.The same shoes are
used on front and rear.No self adjusters.The drums are different.Bet you will take alot
of the slop out of the brake pedal when you adjust the fronts.
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20963
NEXT>20969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have not checked into all the brake system as of yet you may want to go thru every
thing at one time ,to be on the safe side and just to make sure you can stop in the furure .
After all these trucks are 30 plus years old when was the last time it was checked out ..Curtis
SUBJECT>Try 6'7"POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20
April 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20914 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that can get cramped.
SUBJECT>transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>Matt G
EMAIL>shmoo@nconnect.net DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20987 21085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know someone here has doen the cooling setup with a stock setup.I will be changing my
cab out and would like to do this upgrade.I would like to run the cooling setup and also
synthetic oils.Anymore input would be appreciated.Thanks
Matt
SUBJECT>hood blackout light and other ?'s POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have found the hood blackout light at places like Owens Export and others,but no one
has the guard that goes around it.Anyone know where I can get one?Also,a wiring
question,I have some 24V items I would like to wire in (siren,exterior lights,etc.).What
is the best way to wire "add-ons",splicing into the harness at the most convenient spot or
using a central distribution type-thing nearer the batteries?Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20965
NEXT>21003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When the brakes are dry,it'll lock up all 4 wheels on pavement.I was really shocked at
how much the performace degraded when wet.Alan redid the brake system (new MC,not
power,tho)before the big FSJ event in Ouray last year.
Alan's wife,Pam,said she locked up the wheels in Ouray when someone pulled out in
front of her.I tried it myself,too,just because.
SUBJECT>Re:Adjusting brakes Thanks!ntxt POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 8:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..
SUBJECT>Re:very long month,fire,snow,and explosives POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hell of a job Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Gears&stuff POSTER>GaryTopaz/Ca.EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,20 April 2003,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>20962 NEXT>
20974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well this raises a question.What I mean by center section is this....I only have experience
with a Ford 9"...and the ring and pinion bolt up to the carrier/axle tubes.To do a gear
change on those diff's,all you gotta do is pull the whole pinion and set it all on a
bench.....I know GM's are different.Are these Dana's like the GM units????Where the
gears are in the carrier?
...Steve this will help me,are you taking the whole truck to the shop?I guess I should
look at an exploded view.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:6'3"in a 715 POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
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DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 1:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20914
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 6'2"and 250 also,I have a bench,and I am really cramped.ONe more reason I am
getting rid of my rig.Need more space for myself if I am going to be crawling around all
day,let alone room for kids.
SUBJECT>Re:Gears&stuff POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>20972 NEXT>21006 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi,Gary.
I wish I could answer your questions,but I'm like a "newly-hatched baby robin"when it
comes to differentials.Hopefully,the exploded view will help.
I might have an exploded view in my parts catalog that I got from Memphis Equipment.
Let me know if you want me to look for it.I could scan and send it to you.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 ohc in my local swap paper.POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I've heard that the combustion chambers in the 230 are hemisperical.
Regards,
Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/SBC
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21 April
2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>20978 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Did you live?Do you still have everything you were born with?
SUBJECT>Frightening...but SUCCESSFUL!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>20983
21007 21011 21013 21019 21028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A person really doesn't pay close attention to the amount of telephone poles along side the
turns in a road until they're being pushed towards them by an 11,000#truck.I expect to
see some new gray hairs soon.I talked to a guy on Friday who's done a LOT of towing
and works with military stuff all the time and told him my idea of loading my truck down
for some added weight to avoid being pushed around.He convinced me that I'd be fine as
long as "...take it EASY,"yeah...like that needed to be stressed.The roads were dry
except right at the driveway I was pulling out of.It pushed me sideways,(like nearly jack
knife)then straightened out and I started pulling until the first little rise in the road.
Spinning.I had to put it in four high to be able to continue.The guy said I'd be ok in two
wheel drive,too.Bastard.I spent probably 10 of the 15 miles counter steering to correct a
4-6"(occasiounally a bit more)crab from being pushed through turns.The duece bumper
and tow mounts are about a foot higher than the 715's pintle hook,so the heavier the
duece was,like pulling up a hill,the lighter Velvet's ass end was.The final hill up to the
farm was pulled nearly all on the front axle,two steep inclines,each with a turn in them.
Second gear,4-hi,at about 3800-4000rpm to keep some pace to the climb.Near the top
of the second incline,the back started crabbing toward the bank as the duece was getting
HEAVY.The front tires were all scratched up looking when I got to the farm from
clawing up that hill.A decent test of the front axles anyway.?
My advice to anyone going to attempt this:DON'T...or,load your 715 with an extra ton
(at least)as close to the tailgate as possible,take the tow lugs off of the top of the duece
bumper and bolt them into the bottom of it,and keep a slow pace.My buddy behind me
with his truck for flashers said that I was between 12 and 15mph most of the way.I pulled
over a bunch of time to let people by and the 427,6:1 3053A granny and stock 5.87's
would start moving again with surprising ease.Only into 3rd gear would I notice a
sluggish shift recovery.
WHEW!I got a duece!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20976 NEXT>20979 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup,just posted!Frightening trip.That Shannon chick from that stupid 'Scare Tactics'
show would have been proud.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21
April 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20978 NEXT>20984
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Evidently fear is not a factor for you!Flad to hear you made it in one piece.Are the springs
I have for the back of your deude?.SUBJECT>Re:Attention Paul Brown POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,sorry I missed your call.I got back from MOAB late Sunday night (4/20).I'll call
you tonight (Monday).
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Paul Browm-Tranny Guys POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I didn't get back to you sooner.Have been in MOAB wheelin w/715 for the last
week.I'll check out the site and get back to you tomorrow.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Pontiac 389 POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20949
NEXT>21023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my swap has been put on hold due to moving and building a new shop for my toys.i have
installed one of these in a 53 willys pickup by building a crossmember that bolted to the
engine and then extended to the frame rails,this worked great (four wheel burnouts with
38's!!!)the turbo 400's used 2 different output shaft lengths in various applications the
short shaft model is the one you want.just measure the small housing at the back of the
trans it should be about 4inches long,the long shafts are quite a bit longer than that and
came in the bigger cars like bonnevilles.a driveshaft shop can build a short double
ujointed driveline to hook to the transfer case.another alternative on the engine install
would be a motor plate,this is a plate that mounts across the front of your engine between
block and timing cover and extends to framerails....just a thought
SUBJECT>Re:Frightening...but SUCCESSFUL!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20977 NEXT>20985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We want pictures!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20979 NEXT>21014 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe the next one.I thought about that obviously quite seriously,but am leaning toward
building a boom truck.Everything is getting much heavier with these bigger trucks and
I'm going to shoot disks out of my back or break the John Deere one of these days if I
don't get something to lift this crap soon.Vote's still out.
SUBJECT>Re:Frightening...but SUCCESSFUL!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:52 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>20983 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll get some tonight and post on my yahoo site tomorrow.Hopefully it will run tonight
too!
SUBJECT>5'10,buck-65 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20926 NEXT>21015 21025
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAN I FIT GREAT!Can jump in and not even bash my head!Heh,heh.Awe...poor
giants.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20967 NEXT>20988 20989 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
matt,i think the major stubling block with this is a stout enough pump to move the 90w
gear oil through a cooler,someone posted awhile back about welding cooling fins on the
tcase i dont know from welding but i think the case is cast iron and ive heard its hard to
weld.my thought was to maybe rig some kinda scoop to run between the cab and bed to
blow directly on the tcase but this would only be effective at high speeds (yeah right)but i
havent fiddled with it as i usually just go wheeling at low speeds close to the house or
drive to the sawmill which is only 20miles on backroads that i can creep down.i think
brute4c put a tcase temp guage with the sender mounted in the fill hole this is a good idea
if your doing much road running.hope this helps and if you find that mythical pto driven
gear oil pump please let us know...jc
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20987 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was me with the fins idea.I didn't think that my NP200 overheated on long drives
until it started leaking pretty badly.Swapped in a divorced NP205.Gained 'forgetability'
of the transfer case and a PTO port.I highly recommend it for non stock trucks doing
highway time.The temp gauge is a good idea,but prepare to be scared by it.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20987 NEXT>20991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe you can put a thermostatic switch on the TC connected to the pump.This way,the
pump would only run every once in a while,greatly increasing it's life expectancy (versus
always running).
Mikel.SUBJECT>small Brain block?POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,are you mobile,howd it go?
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20989 NEXT>
20993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah!Take the electric clutch off an A/C pump,hook that to an extra clearanced
hydraulic pump (for the heavier oil)and go.Now we're cookin'with oil!
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission/Transfer Swaps POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20956 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will be much happier if you can,now,change the tranny and transfer out with newer
od tranny and a cooler running T-case.Make sure the trans has the PTO port on the
correct side for the front winch.You'll probably have to have some special fab work
done,lengthining/shortening of winch drive and bearing hanger placement with the new
motor.IF you swapping in a divorced T-case,you'll have to fab new mounts,but you'll
use the stock crossmember.No drivshafts will need to be changed if done that way.
Married,new driveshafts but a much cleaner installation.
You have really good ideas to build with...go with them!
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20991 NEXT>20994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is one thing...Heavy oil probably loses much of its viscosity when it gets hot,so
finding such a pump may not be that critical.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>20993 NEXT>
20996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right.It may be a matter of just getting the thick stuff laying in the cooling lines through
and pulling the thin,hot oil then.
SUBJECT>Re:very long month,fire,snow,and explosives POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20955 NEXT>20997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Rick,
Are you ever heading out to a call and wished you still had a 715 in service(or do you?!).Our F-350 brush truck does
the job but I think I would feel better in the 715.....but I
would just need a little more response time :)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:transmission and transfer cooling?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps?portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found and posted a pump last summer.It was from grainger I believe.It would need
someting small to drive it.
SUBJECT>Re:very long month,fire,snow,and explosives
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps?portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,21 April
2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20995 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
88 inches!!Wow!You could send some over here to Portland.I always enjoy a few days
of creative driving and watching locals flounder in their exploders with chains on the
back...
SUBJECT>Re:FREE 230 in CT (Eric)POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21
April 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20945 NEXT>21005
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one badly after getting mud in the oil pan,but i live in chattanooga,tennessee.does
any one have any idea what the shipping would be?if it isnt to terrible,i am definately
interested.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:starter POSTER>Brett Huston EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,
at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20908 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thank you for the starter and distributer info.
SUBJECT>Re:305 and 700r4 from firebird-good transplant?POSTER>Chris EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 April 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>20912
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you might have to play with different trans.governers to get it to shift right.like a
governer out of a pickup with a really low gear,or an after market one.
SUBJECT>I day left M725 on Ebay in Texas POSTER>Walter EMAIL>w-spill@ti.com
DATE>Friday,16 May 2003,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One more day left to bid on vehicle 725 ambulane on Ebay.Not running but solid
drivetrain and little rust only under driver side floor board.low reserve,located in Texas.
Check out on Ebay!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Parade rifles for M-715 POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,16 May 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>21825 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm jealous...my truck doesn't have one behind the seat.Was goig to buy a 2 rifle
mounting kit out of Military Vehicle Magazine and mount it to the dash.
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What part of the state are you i Nathan?I'm in Hutchinson.......later
SUBJECT>Re:Paint for Stock Valve Cover?POSTER>BRETT HUSTON EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,16 May 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21761
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BOTH MY 67 AND THE 68 VALVE COVERS ARE BLACK.I KNOW FROM
BEFORE WHEN PAINTING ALUMINUM WHEELS THAT THE METAL NEEDE
TREATE WITH A ACID-CLEANER THEN BRUSHED WITH AN ETCHING
CHEMICAL FOR THE PAINT TO STICK TO.I WAS TOLD THE PAINT WILL NOT
HOL TO THE ALUMINUM FOR VERY LONG UNLESS PREPED THAT WAY.
THE MATERIALS CAN BE BOUGHT AT YOUR LOCAL AUTOMOTIVE PAINT
STORE.THE BRAND I USED WAS PPG.HOPE THIS HELPS YOU.(SORRY THE
CAPS LOCK IS STUCK)BRETT
SUBJECT>Good to hear!:)POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad you got it in!I'm sorry I never put it in my truck...good to hear the install went
smooth,and all is well.The little Willys is coming,I have to install the lockers in that
soon.Thanks again for the purchase Bill,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Locker is installed POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21855 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go all stock except radials and a locker and you'll never regret it!!Just my opinion...
Doug
SUBJECT>starter drive POSTER>dacapo EMAIL>lisapope@earthlik.net
DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>21864 21866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know where I can find a 24v,230 tornado,starter
drive?thanks,D.
SUBJECT>Re:starter drive POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,17 May
2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21863 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For the starter drive gear (bendix)try AB Linn at email address:ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:Mudclod what did Brian POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Damn rice burners.See american metal can be fixed cheap.Sorry
to hear about the
max.Will
SUBJECT>Re:starter drive POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21863
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ab Linn has a starter rebuild kit on ebay for $40.00 now.Will
SUBJECT>axles?POSTER>Sunset Welding EMAIL>sunsetwelding@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJ9cT2bjcjP6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thinking about replacing stock axles with dana44 8 lug/corprate 14 bolt 8 lug,4:10
gears.axles are from my 75 chevy 3/4 ton.also im using 454/turbo 400/independent
205.any thoughts?perch mounts are different withds.anyone done this?
SUBJECT>ana 70's front and rear?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21869 21875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A guy tried to sell me a set of dana 70 axles today.I didn't see them but he said he had a
closed knuckle front and matching rear with the same bolt pattern as the m715.I wouldn't
have been that interested until he said that he had a pair with 4.56 gears.He told be $300
and I told him that if they really were 4.56 and had the same bolt pattern I would take
them.Hopefully the spring perches and stuff won't be too far off and if I am lucky the
steering arm will be in the same place and the same size whole (yeah right).Anyways
even if I do have to do a little fab work it still should be cheaper than regearing.I have no
idea what they came out of he said he had two sets but the other set was 5.18's or
something.Anyone have an idea of what they might have come out of?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's front and rear?POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21868 NEXT>21873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has a Dodge that has axles that have our same bolt pattern.I think it may be a
70's model truck.Not sure but could find out if you would like.
SUBJECT>Re:Locker is installed POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21855
NEXT>21901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from Doug's Little Willys but I think they go for around the $370 range.My
truck will stay basically stock except for lockers and some big old mudders (don't like
being stuck)!
SUBJECT>Re:Members forums POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21813 NEXT>21906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Nobody bothers going over there anymore.
mudclod
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SUBJECT>trans adapter?POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,17 May
2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21874 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there an adapter needed to bolt a SBC to a stock trans?My truck had a 327 chevy in it
when I bought it and I'm pretty sure the stock trans.It's painted the same ugly green color
as the frame and everything else under the truck.There was no adapter either in front or
behind the bell housing of another color.Do these things just bolt up or am I just
confused again?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's front and rear?POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>21869 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Late 50's to early 60's Binders(IHCs)and Dodges had same bolt pattern.Some had
smaller wheel stds though.I think they had to be 3/4 ton or bigger or 4x4.
SUBJECT>Re:trans adapter?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try the "Archives (PDF)"file on the lefthand side column.Lots of real good information
there,Steve.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's front and rear?POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>teeka1@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,17 May 2003,at 10:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21868 NEXT>21900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in the other pair of 70s if you have his number or email address.E-
mail me at teeka1@earthlink.net or call me collect at 256-627-3711.I also have a
complete Dana 60 front end newly rebuilt with disk brakes and a brand new locker for the
front end.I would be interested in buying or trading.Im only at home on weekends so i
check my e-mail on saturday and sunday.sorry for the long post.
Thanks,
Wilson Thorne
SUBJECT>luckypabst is THE man POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great cab,i mean GREAT!!thanks alot
SUBJECT>floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i just got my cab from lucky.the front floor pans seem to have
some type of textured
coating.this is the third truck i have seen like this.one in memphis,one in north
louisiana,and this one.my current cab doesnt have it.do any of yall know what i am
talking about?
the floor pan is definitly marked,and coated and the cutoff marks are straight.its almost
like bondo with texture lines in it (they are pretty consistant)
SUBJECT>Re:floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21877 NEXT>21880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
My truck dosen't have it so I assumed that cab had some kind of mat glued in at one time
and maybe that's left over adhesive.Maybe it's some kind of traction compound?It
shouldn't be too difficult to rip out with a wirewheel.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:luckypabst is THE man POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21876 NEXT>21881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to hear you got it.I was worried that it would somehow get damaged in transit or
you'd be unhappy with it.
I appreciate your being patient with me and it's awesome how that shipping worked out!
Good luck with the project,let's see it done for Independence day.
Again,thank you and all the others that bought parts from me.My goal was reached by
hussling parts to pay for the parts truck I bought with a buddy so we got a few needed bits
for free.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21878 NEXT>21890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was gonna pull it out,i was just curious.....the pass door was caved in,but a toilet
plunger fixed it....
im trying to figure out if im going to skin the drivers door,or reuse mine....
SUBJECT>Re:luckypabst is THE man POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21879 NEXT>21888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what gauge nails were those you used?they hurt!i out one through and through my big
toe.
SUBJECT>iesel coversion POSTER>Paul EMAIL>mars@kiva.net DATE>Sunday,18
May 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
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Viewing the M715 Zone there seems to be some misunderstanding about our
Hercules Diesel Conversion kits.This is in scope,price and availability.Please feel
free to call or correspond with me on the subject.I have the Factory Prototype M715
at our facility and is availablt to be test driven any time,with advance notice.We
have repowered over 300 units with only the greatest success.Paul/MARS
SUBJECT>Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21884 21887 21893 21904 21907 21917 22054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a parts truck that is going to the scrap yard.What should I pull off?No sheet metal.
I am going to pull the troop rakes,the bumper and maybe the pintle hook.Should I pull
the axle shafts?and the drive shafts?Has a tail gate with rust hole in it.
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My new e-mail is normandy@ec.rr.com
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>master cylender/booster POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are some setups that you guys run for duel action master cylender and power brake
booster?which ones are pretty easy to adapt to the m-715?thanks.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:master cylender/booster POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21885 NEXT>21899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try the hydro boost system WITH power steering
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>21895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is it located,btw....hate to see any parts of one go away.
SUBJECT>Re:luckypabst is THE man POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21881
NEXT>21889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't mind me asking,how much did shipping cost?
Thanks..Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:luckypabst is THE man POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21888 NEXT>21898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
290 dollars from fowardair.com
los angeles to baton rouge louisiana
it was 900 pounds
SUBJECT>Re:floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21880 NEXT>21912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm putting in 1/8"steel treadplate.What do you plan to use?
SUBJECT>Re:M-1051??POSTER>nathan hofstra EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21842
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,thanks a lot-I'll give him a try,Nathan
SUBJECT>Gas Tank POSTER>Scott EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone replaced their gas tank with a nonstock unit.I purchased my truck without a
tank and am trying to find a cheap solution at a junk yard.I need sometime i can bolt in
because i don't have a welder.Any advice other than a tank from a m715?Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,18 May 2003,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883
NEXT>21894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You bet I'd save those shafts!I bought some NOS ones just so I'd have extras.Extra
driveshaft are always good to have,too.
Depending on where the rust hole is and how BIG it is,save the tailgate,too.
I save most everything.
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21893 NEXT>21896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will not be saving the springs,way to much time to take off.I will look at the bed.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry,fell on my sword on that.I am in eastern North Carolina.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21894
NEXT>21897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Frank,you wouldn't have a glovebox door button would you?Thanks,Bill.
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21896
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot a wiper arm.Got one of them?
SUBJECT>Re:luckypabst is THE man POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21889
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,that's a great deal!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:master cylender/booster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21886 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
77 corvette NON power with a J10 booster.Quite a few of us running this master with
different variations of booster.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's front and rear?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21875 NEXT>
22109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would you trade that 60???
SUBJECT>Re:Locker is installed POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was the same way.Then I put a posi in the front the next week.Gave me wood!The
trail that were momentum trails and not even really tough were now boring and I had to
find some pretty hairy stuff to have fun again.Aim and go!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Pete!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're between Harrisburg and Jersey,I'll go for a wheel!
SUBJECT>riving the New Duece Home...almost.POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at
6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>21908
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took Saturday and drove the near 200 miles to look at the duece I'd mentioned last week.
I get there and the guy said that he had it running for about an hour now.I looked it over
and it was about what I'd expected,visually..not bad.Great frame,rebuild tags on the
rears,the lift gate,clean multifuel diesel,you know..not too shabby.It had an antifreeze
leak and the guy said it hadn't leaked before and that it had been running for TWO hours
now.??One hour to two hours in 10 mins.Dick.My copilot Katie and I ran to a parts
store and I got one of the big bottles of Bars-Leak and went back.That worked.Whew!I
decide to buy it and we start our way down the highway.The exhaust has a big hole in it
about two feet from the turbo and is hellish loud.I can only get like 40mph out of it
before my ears feel like they're going to bleed.Pull over shred some tissues for ear plugs
and start off.NOW we're talkin'...I'm at 50mph (top speed)and can run it much harder
now that I can somewhat hear myself think.We pull off at a rest stop,west of Philly,and
get some grub.Come back out and it won't start.?!My phone dies with the guys #in it.It
just won't fire.I buy some ether and give it a sniff.Bad idea.It ether locks it.Spend the
next hour cranking it from time to time as the ether slowly makes it's way through.Katie
finds a paper with the guys number so I call him.He said that the throttle needs to be
advanced sometimes and says some other crap.Finally,starts and is running great again.
Get back on the PA Turnpike and start.Make it about another 40-50 miles (about an
hour)and it starts bogging and surging.I pull off at a weigh station (Denver Cold Storage
for any PA'er's)and it idled then stalled.Yup,it's still there.I'm trying to talk the guy at
work with a Freightliner Rollback to go and get it for me...I'm close.OH,when I stopped
the one time I walked around the truck and saw some merky brown water running away
from the truck.??I looked and it's coming from the inside rear tire from the split in the
lockring.I pushed sideways on the tire and it's obviously flat...full of water?I didn't get it,
but it ticked me off.Hopefully it's a fuel filter problem that won't require calling in any
diesel favors from a guy I used to work with.We got home,in her Toyota FourRunner at
nearly 9:00pm.A long,sucky,loud,irritating,not completed task,truckless,day.It did,
however,stop,accelerate and shift nicely when it ran.
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure hate to see one go to the scrap yard.If nothing else offer it to someone in the area
who could use it and have a place for it to rest.Just because the old war vet is showing his
age and battle scars I don't think he should be burried?!Just a thought!:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN MARC!!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man...I was out in Jim Thorpe PA this past weekend...doing a 4.0 swap on a 97 TJ.
WE go wheeling out in the pines pretty often with the little jeeps....I've got a CJ-5 too.My 715 is still pretty far
from wheeling...Actually I am hoping to get
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started on the buildup next spring.Because of my insurance issues,I can't afford to put it
on the road till next March at the earliest.
That said,if you wanted me to let you know when we are going out in the little jeeps,
send me your email,and I'll keep you updated.We normally go out in the pines off 206 in
Atison...Right by the Pic a Lilly.
SUBJECT>Re:Members forums POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21871
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL...yeah I've noticed...
I was wondering why?
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Cooper Fowler
EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>21911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm from NC,but I currently live in SC.I come
up to eastern NC frequently.I have an M715,and
I'm on the hunt for a tailgate.I'd appreciate the
chance to buy the tailgate,and potentially other
parts.I could pick them up from you.My phone #
is 843.452.5367 if you're interested,or I'll call
you if you send your number via e-mail.
Thanks,
Cooper Fowler
cooper@evpro.com
SUBJECT>Re:Driving the New Duece Home...almost.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21903 NEXT>21909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,you make my duece trip sound like a cake walk.230 miles and the brakes locked up
once giving me a 1/2 hour course in air over hydraulics theory 101.If your exhaust leak is
in a straight run of pipe hose clamp a piece of sheet metal over the hole.Also check for
leaks on the fuel line from the tank to the pump to make sure its not sucking in air.there is
also a fuse located in the sending unit on the top of the fuel tank,not sure what it is but
the guy I bought mine from said if it goes bad it wont run?I took that with a grain of salt
cause it goes against my (little little)diesel knowledge and I figured it was for the fuel
gauge but who knows?Your fuse is prob good but may have a poor connection.
Best of luck on the next hundred miles,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Driving the New Duece Home...almost.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21908 NEXT>.21910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The exhaust is,of course,on a bend.I don't think the charging system is up to snuff and
maybe the batteries went down and the sender didn't read(?)properly???Does yours have
the low air pressure alarm.Trying to get is started at the truckstop and that goes
off...scared the sh!t out of me!Hmmm,maybe I should plug that back in now.I'll keep
you posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Driving the New Duece ""LONG""POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes the first time with the alarm is a little interesting.I showed up to pick mine up and the
guy wasnt home yet.I could not wait to fire it up.Alarm going and I did not even know
how to shut the truck off....ignition off but its still running....humm...I sure it would not
be that lever that says ENGINE STOP....what a moron.Another good one was right after I
got the dump box working...first load...pulling out of the shop onto the city streets and the
throttle sticks at 3/4 open....sprind hung up on pto linkage....not knowing what the hell
happened i reached for the engine stop and ignition at the same time and the throttle came
unsnagged,Whew...took a second to take inventory ...little shook up because i didnt get
time to see the tach while the throttle was stuck....looked at the oil pressure and the
needle was at 0 as in big fat NOTHING,heart sank into my stomach and I about threw it
back up...until I realized that the Fuel gauge is located where the oil gauge is on my 715
and I had shut the ignition off in my haste and hence the fuel gauge was dead.Its amazing
how long 1.675 milli seconds can be in your head.
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>21907 NEXT>21914 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The front wheel bearing hubs are good to save.Don't take up much room and not too hard
to pull.That and the short drive shaft between the tranny and T case.All that suff would
cost to replace if needed......my .02
SUBJECT>Re:floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21890
NEXT>21918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rhino liner is going in mine,has anyone done this yet?
SUBJECT>Cargo Top Bows POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>NEXT>21921 21940 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I need some cargo top bows.I know that 2.5 ton stuff will work also if need be.The troop
seats aren't that important to me....Anyone?.Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21911 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will grab those off the truck.I gave away that short drive shaft years ago off another
parts truck to a local volenteer fire department.Come to find out they also needed the rear
dive shaft.They said they would pay for the parts,I told them "no charge,if they would
just never let that driver ever drive the truck again!!"
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>FOR SALE Packard 3-Way,connector adaptor(wiring components)
POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Monday,19 May
2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21916 21919 21920
21923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O.K.had no luck yet on the for sale board,and my description was pretty poor.This
coupled with the fact that my name has not shown up on theboard might be a reason.
I have 6 packard connectors for sale.Thase are splitters for adding extra circuits into
existing circuits with out cutting.Thay are waterproof and fit right into the stock wiring
connectors.They have two female plugs on one side and one female plug on the other.To
get an idea of what they look like look under on-line manual above and go to the heater
wiring diagram.
I used some when I added modern MIL-Spec tail lights to my rig to splice in the driver's
side blackout stop light and also to add my heater blower circuit and voltage reducer off
from the #85 wire.
I am asking $8.00 for all 6 and that includes shipping.
Please email me with your interest and I'll let you know where to send payment.
Here are the specs on them:
NSN 5935-00-900-6281
MS27147-1
Adaptor,connector,3-way
I tried to find a link and/or a picture but had no luck.
-John
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE Packard 3-Way,connector adaptor(wiring components)
POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,19
May 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21915 NEXT>21924
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John
Its been awhile since youve posted.How have you been?Looking for another truck yet?
Anyways take care.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,19 May 2003,at 9:17 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,I tried to Email you.No luck.I need the driver side tailight bracket,passenger
front bumper support,and mirror arms if you want to sell 'em.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:floor pan original texture?lines?POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 1:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>21912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used wally world spray on liner in my cab and under and it seems to hold up pretty good
and doesn't look half bad considerng who sprayed it in.It'Duplicolor brand I think and
leaves a better texture if sprayed on instead of brushed on.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE Packard 3-Way,connector adaptor(wiring components)
POSTER>Howard Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at
3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Sent you email.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE Packard 3-Way,connector adaptor(wiring components)
POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,
at 3:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21915 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
john i need three but will take all,sounds like deal my e-mail is mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Bows POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21913 NEXT>21922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brent i just ordered a set from surplus city jeep i may have gotten the last set but not sure?
i also got a price on the michelin xzl 11x 16 ready for this sitting down 525.00 EA i think
i'll look around for a better price if poss four tires cost more than the truck
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Bows POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21921
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bobby at tire farmers had 7 more of the 11 x 16 michelin XL's last week.He claims that
they are 65-70%tread and wants $125 Ea.I ordered 5 that haven't arrived yet so I can't
confirm the amount of tread yet.His #is (770)519-1911.If you are interested in used
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tires.I think shipping was $65 for all 5.
SUBJECT>SOLD POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21915
NEXT>21932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry guys some one beat you to it last night..SUBJECT>Re:FOR SALE Packard 3-Way,connector adaptor(wiring
components)
POSTER>John Leischner EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May
2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21916 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Havn't been looking,though I do still tend to dool.I ended up getting a 98 Cherokee.I
have been busy keep maintenance up on a lot of my departments Grass rigs and engines.
We had our first brush fire this week,pretty rare on this side of the Cascades for this time
of year.
SUBJECT>Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21946 21979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to decide for my truck between two tires...
The Interco Swamper 38.5/11 R16.5
or....
The Interco TSL 38/12.5 R16
Like the title says...It's a stock height truck (no SOA yet)and I want to use the stock
rims,on the stock axles.
I've never had any experiance with either of these tires.
The truck is going to be used for a parts getter,DD (if necessary,or the mood hits),and a
rescue vehicle for all my friends and their little Jeeps when they get stuck.It really won't
see much time on the road...and I have the luxury of not taking it,as I've got a CJ-5 and a
YJ (current DD).
Anyway,what do you think about the clearance,fitment,and ride charecteristics of the
two?Or,any alternative suggestions?I really want the biggest tire I can fit stock,and a
mud tire (not AT).
TIA
SUBJECT>Inexpensive 5 spds?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it might be spicergear...but not sure...who is running a Spicer 3053A trans in his
truck.I was looking for more info on that trans...as the guys in the yards here only know
what truck it is for...not the model number.
I also read an article today that had a Jeepster Commando in it,and it had an unnamed
Clark 5 spd in it.The low ratio was stated to be 6.43 to one,and the OD as .72 to one.
They had it mated to an SBC.So I was wondering if anyone knew from those clues what
this trans might be?Or,what it came out of?
SUBJECT>GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>21928 21936 21965 22000
22013
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So aside from not having the duece home yet (broken down on the PATP)and calling in a
big favor to snag a Freightliner rollback,AND having to strip and chop up a couple of
toys at the farm to keep pop happy about the next (2-1/2 ton)addition....SOME F*%#ER
STOLE MY BIKE LAST NIGHT!!
The Wrath of Spicer will be MIGHTY.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>21927 NEXT>21929
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tommer,
I just got back in town and was able to read your last few posts.
Damn,I'm sorry man.The truck stuff is a minor setback-but the bike situation really
blows.
Sorry man.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21928
NEXT>21931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear that man...Definately sucks...
Specially on top of the other stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Inexpensive 5 spds?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21926 NEXT>
21944 21945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that's me.The 3053A came out of certain model M35's with the diesel engine
ONLY.The 3053 is an overdrive with slightly different ratio's inside.They are around a
6:1 first and a (I think).85:1 overdrive.I finally bought a new tach and checked last night.
Stock axle gearing,37x13x16 boggers and that five speed netted me 60-62mph @2500-
2600.It's a small tach and Katie was following me and told me how fast I was going via
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cell phone.
It's not too bad of a swap.You'll need a GM medium duty 366 and 427 BBC flywheel,
starter,bell housing and the plate between the bell and the block.That will allow the
3053A and the Chevy to be bolted together.The bell you need will have a duel pattern on
it.YOU NEED IT TO HAVE 5 NON THREADED HOLES THAT YOU WILL BOLT
THE 3053A TO THE BELL FROM THE INSIDE OF THE BELL.You'll need to fab a
rear transmission mount as the 3053A don't have one at all originally.I used the stock
3053A output yoke and made a custom stubshaft with a smaller ujoint on the transfer case.side.Set that big yoke
about 1/4"above the dip in the crossmember,then hang your
motor mounts.You'll have to put two bends in the shifter to have it clear the dash.Heat it
up,bend it about 70 degrees down,move 3"then heat it and bend it back up again.If you
plan on running a PTO off of it,you'll need to cut a hunk out of the bell so that a shaft
will clear.This will not affect the strength of the bell,it's pretty stoudt.
You'll have to rework the clutch linkage too...but you knew that right?Oh,you can also
find some of these bellhousings with slave cylinders on them for a hydraulic setup if you
choose.
I've seen some Clark's in school buses.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21929 NEXT>21934 21935
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a '99 Suzuki GSX1300R Hayabusa with airbox mods,K&N,full Yosh Duplex race
exhaust system,Power Commander computer,new tread,new chain and 170 horsepower
at the rear wheel.They also got my custom license plate;DOMN8 'dominate'
I plan to memorize the vin #just incase.
On the up side...I may finally get to shoot someone!:)
SUBJECT>HEY JOHN L!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21923 NEXT>21971 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice to see you back!Any new projects??
SUBJECT>clutch pedal POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i started replacing some of the clutch linkage last night all was going well untill i went to
adjust the pedal no (adjusting bolt )my question is,the pedal support bracket is the hole
threaded or is the bolt traped between two nuts
SUBJECT>Katie's the one who suffers POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>21931 NEXT>21937
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now,probably not far from you,some guy is riding your bike and thinking------
"All I need to go with this murf is a 'RIDE IT LIKE YOU STOLE IT'bumper sticker!!!!"
I bet he's giving it hell with no regard at all for the red line or potential body damage.I bet
he even gets laid a few times due to that bike.
Ponder,if you will,that..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21931
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bummer Spicer.When you catch up with him to shoot him you should just wound
him.....and then drag him back to the farm behind Velvet for a proper burial.If you need
any help let me know....I'm There!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20
May 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21927 NEXT>21938
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now may be the time to up grade to a Harley!Come down for Rolling Thunder and we
might beable to hook you up.Best of luck with the 2.5 and the bike.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Katie's the one who suffers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21934 NEXT>
21942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it's not being stripped and is being ridden like it was stolen...if it's some hamfist that's
used to a 600 or 750...it will kill him...and I will smile with glee.Why's she suffering?
Ben:No wounding and for some sick reason as I drive places I'm always looking for
place to dispose of that type of trash...and I will smile with glee.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21936 NEXT>21939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Frank,thank you for your hospitable thoughts.However,I'm 3 miles per hour off of 200
and am in no mood to drastically slow down.I'll build on from a raked frame sometime,
until then...I'll knee drag.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
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EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21938 NEXT>21941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,thats no good Spicer!Seems like theres alot of that stuff happening lately.Last
night someone stole my friends 82 Toyota shortbed.It was a prime truck for a flatbed
rock crawler conversion.
Everybody is running them around here.Sad thing was the 7000 dollars in finish
carpentry tools that were in the back.He now cannot work.The truck was in his driveway
15 feet from his bedroom window.Man that sucks...
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Bows POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:36
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brent,I sent you a PM.Good to meet you last weekend.I'll strip my rear canvas off
today and send pic's and approx measurements.....kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21939 NEXT>21960 21972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I just found out that the theft rate on Hayabusa's is higher than Harleys.
SUBJECT>Re:Katie's the one who suffers POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21937 NEXT>21943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've still got an old well out at the farm that isn't used...should be good for somethin':)
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Katie's the one who suffers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21942 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I appreciate it.I'm just so irritated that under the right circumstances of being
caught,(like on a lonely stretch of highway at 3:30am and caught by ME)their dentist
wouldn't be able to help with any type of ID process...and I'd smile with glee.
SUBJECT>Re:Inexpensive 5 spds?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21930
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've done all the other stuff before.
Fabbing clutch linkages,and tranny mounts is all old hat.
Hooking a trans that no one knows about,and can't identify to an engine that everyone
knows is suprisingly difficult.
Everyone I tell this too tells me to just get a 4500.Well,if I had the money,sure.
Right now I've got a 2WD 465 and lakewood scattersheild for it,if I can't figure out and
or find this setup for cheap.I'd like the OD...I don't want to regear it,and don't want to go
SOA right off the bat.I think that the stock height with 38's would work just fine for me.
The 366,and 427...are they the old style "W"big blocks?Will I only find them in
delivery trucks with this trans?
Thanks again for the help spicer.
SUBJECT>Re:Inexpensive 5 spds?POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21930.NEXT>21948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer...I just noticed...only on the deisel?
Are the ratios that different?
Are the cases the same?
I was told last time...by one of the truck boneyard guys that the 3053 is a 4 spd not a 5,
and the 3053A was the OD unit.Not so,eh?Glad to hear that...makes much more sense
to me.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21925
NEXT>21952 21953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
TIA,
Can't help you with the tire choices,however,the R16.5's WILL NOT work on the stock
(16)rims.
SUBJECT>Re:BIG crate motor for spicer and brian POSTER>Pete Ruffing
EMAIL>Pete.Ruffing@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21765 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I thought you were going to throw one of those babies into your M37?
SUBJECT>Yo Pete!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21945 NEXT>21949 21950
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,as far as I know the 3052 (5 speed NON o.d.),3053 (5 speed o.d.),and 3053A (5
speed o.d.)ONLY came in M35 and M35 variations.The 3052 NON od was behind the
gas engines ONLY.The 3053's were behind Diesel trucks ONLY.You won't find these in
a junkyard that doesn't have any military stuff.Hit a decent surplus and you'll find scads
of them...and a few with rebuild tags.The cases between the 3052 and 3053 are identicle,
BIG,but do-able for the 715's.
"W"block...you're thinking of the earlier generation 348 and 409 chevy truck motors.
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They had the funky valve covers.The 366 and 427 (6.0 and 7.0 liter)engines have a large
broad valve cover with three bolts across the top and four across the bottom rail.I picked
up my 3053A for $375 and the bell and hardware for like another hundred.My thoughts,
by the time you spend the ca$h for the NV4500,you could have gotten a big spicer or
clark tranny,a NP205,and half of the tire fund together.
Oh,the clutch linkage bracket thats attached to the frame...I cut mine off and rewelded it
in a different position to work with the rest of the linkage I fabbed.
SUBJECT>GO TO HERE for tranny ratios POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21948 NEXT>.LINKNAME>Copy and paste if this doesn't work
LINKURL>http://www.gag.com/~cabell/transmission.htm
Here's some Clark and Spicer trans ratios!Copy and paste into address bar!
http://www.gag.com/~cabell/transmission.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Pete!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
20 May 2003,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21948 NEXT>21954
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,you are right...I am thinking the 409 type block...
Ok,turns out I'm confused (go figure)I was thinking the M35 was the Power Wagon...
but that was the M37,wasn't it?
Also,Since you are in PA,and not too far away (better than MN,or something)...got any
suggestions of where to go for the trans and bell...etc,etc?I would imagine ABLinn
would have em...but shipping would kill me.
I know I have no Military boneyards around here.Only place I've been able to get stuff
for the truck is the Military Vehicles Swap meet at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in
MD.
Again,thanks for the help.I hate to be a bother to ya...but I've been calling around here
in NJ,and some of NY...and not finding anyone with a clue.
SUBJECT>sm465 with 205 mated /chevy pattern POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guy here in town wants to sell it for $250.e-mail if ya want it and I'll get details.buyer
will pay shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Typos.
Can't beleive I did that.
Thanks for the correction.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21946 NEXT>21955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Interco Swamper 38.5/11 R16
That's what it should read.
I need to stay off the computer before I've had my coffee.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Pete!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 12:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21950 NEXT>21956 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For the bell housing,find an old construction place with some equipment laying
around...especially older Chevy dump trucks,stake body,etc.They have a kind of
squarish front end and a single rear axle...big,like Eaton style.They're your best and most
prevailent bet to find the bell.You'll most likely find a couple with the engines pulled.
You can grab the bell (the stock tranny will most likely be bolted to it from the rear so
make sure it has the five other holes in it for the other,Spicer,pattern)from one of these,
but the plate between the bell and the motor usually goes with the motor and will need to
be rounded up or bought new.GM should be able to supply them seeings how I've found
them in trucks up to '91 so far.The bells can have left and right side throwout and slave
or mechanical clutch set ups.I run mechanical and have no experience one of 'their'type
of hydraulic clutch set ups.Hop on the PA Turnpike someday to Harrisburg,and I'll show
you a pile of 3053's in different stages of...um,goodness.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21953
NEXT>21957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just chalk it up to computer gremlins.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Pete!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
20 May 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21954 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Harrisburg,huh?
I was out in Jim Thorpe last weekend...
I will definately take you up on that man.Unfortuneatly...I am booked clear through till
almost July already...
TN this weekend...then putting Taurus fans in two CJ-5's...water pumps...maybe a 465/
300 conversion in one of em,ubolt flip,custom bumper mods,maybe a cage (if I can
afford the tube)...etc etc...All to try to get some SWB Jeeps ready to go wheeling in
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Paragon the weekend of June 21...
After that though...I am definately game.I'd like to meet ya...and your truck.I've had
mine for 2.5 yrs now.Took me 3.5 or so to get it (well,any one...not specifically it).And
I still haven't driven or ridden in one.6 yrs into it already.Still don't know what it's like
moving (mine has no engine-I let the guy keep it to take the price off the truck..it didn't
run,nor had it in years.)
DAMN...I'm Ramblin.Thanks for the info.Hopefully I'll find what I need before then.At
least that way I'll have different things to wonder about.LOL.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21955 NEXT>21976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah...seriously.
SUBJECT>Cargo top bows fitted from duece POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>21988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took some measurements today for Brent and I figured someone else may want to go
this route.They were cut down from a duece.Someday I would like to find the complete
troop seats,but for now they are working great.
Front bed rail to top of front hoop in center 41"
Bed floor to top of center hoop 56"
Length of arched wood in top of bow 48 1/2"
Top rail 90 3/4 "
Side rails 90 5/8"
Rear bow wood riser (length of verticle wood to inside metal upper corner bracket 46"
The corner brackets have a stamp in them,so you can only slide the wood in so far.I
measured to this stamp.
Middle bow wood riser 34 3/4"
Front bow wood riser 43 1/2"
The rear hoop has a block of wood on each side to stop the hoop from falling through the
stake pocket ,the stake pocket has no bottom.The bottom edge of these blocks are 18
1/4"from the bottom of the wood riser.
As for how high to drill and attach the side rails.My bolt holes are 18 1/2 "from the
bottom of the center bow wood riser.Level the rail and attach as needed to the front and
rear bows.If you don't have canvas yet,remember New Life Resources.Ask for Judith.
I'm very impressed with the waterproof qualities and construction of mine.Hope this
helps.
Al T...
SUBJECT>Re:clutch pedal POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21933
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bolt it between two nuts!
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21941
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer That sucks BIG TIME If you find the poor s%!t eater let me shoot him Brian cant
even kill a dog.Will
SUBJECT>Pinion seal POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>.21962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a NAPA part #for the rear pinion seal?The front seal leaks too if anyone
has that number it would be appreciated.Couldn't find the numbers on the master parts
list in the online manuals.Thanks,Bill.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion seal POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21961
NEXT>21963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front and rear are the same -9316?.Check down a week or two,I posted the number
along with a redi-sleeve part number if the seal surface is grooved bad.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion seal POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21962
NEXT>21977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,9316 is the number.That should work for Nat'l seal Co.,dunno if NAPA uses the
same but should be able to cross.
SUBJECT>Transfer case overheating POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21966 21978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am with in days of getting my 715 on the road.I was told that the stock np 200 had
problems overheating I was wondering how to tell when driving it if it is overheating.I
don't want to wreck it right away.I was planning a motor,tranny,transfer case,Etc.swap
in the future so i need it to get buy for a few months.Synthetic?What brand?
Thanks ,Shane
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21927
NEXT>21968 21982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry to hear about this spiceman.if you find him,just shoot him in the knee(s).then you
can keep him alive for a few days.if you give him to me,i'll feed him to the fireants !!
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what a way to go.eaten alive by horrible mean fire ants!!.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amzoil
SUBJECT>Lots of options POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>Jordanm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
21970 21985 21987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am a broke college student and am trying to way my options for the drivetrain
of my rig.
I posted last week asking if it would be better to rebuild the smokey 230 or swap in a 350.
Would anyone share with me what kind of prices i should expect for the swap or a
rebuild.I am hearing about $1500 for a rebuild.I have not priced a crate motor or an
adapter or the fab work for the firewall and motor mounts.Will I need new drive lines if I
swap or will anything move.Is the Tornado reliable if it is rebuilt.I plan to use this for
moderate offroad and for taking camping in the mountains.Up to 9000ft above sea level.
You guys have been doing this alot longer than I have so I value your oppinion.
Thanks for the info.
JordanBW fresno Ca
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21965
NEXT>21973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob I withdraw my offer to shoot the nimrod.Your idea is better.I'll bring the beer.
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 with 205 mated /chevy pattern POSTER>Dustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21951 NEXT>21986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,What part of Iowa are you in?
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jordan
Come down South a bit to OC and I'll show you a real man's chevy killer M715 with a
Ford 300-6 and T-18.If you're picky you can find the combo for well under a grand in
decent shape.It's a straightforward weekend swap and only requires a conversion U-joint
and a bit of fab work.Late model engines have EFI as well.The lower radiator hose is
tricky though.
I'd definitely recommend to toss the 230 and maybe even the T-98 if you're looking for
something easy on your wallet.
Speaking Chevinese,you can pick up a SM465 for half what the 350/T-98 adaptor costs
and it'll bolt right to any Chevy V8 or late 6.Of course you know that small blocks are
everywhere to be found at all prices -you could start with one that simply runs for a
couple hundred and swap/upgrade/rebuild it as you have the cash.
If you do have a decent stack to burn,the chevy dealer sells rebuilt 350's,250 hp,3 yr.
warranty for 1300 +core.You'd be hard pressed to buy a quality kit and have the machine
work done for much less,plus you still have to assemble and have no warranty.
If you follow any of my leads,keep in mind that you'll most likely need a bunch of little
things that will nickle and dime you -water pump,clutch,alternator,intake,motor
mounts,etc.I believe after all was said and done,I was somewhere between 1500 and.2000 into mine with a used engine
and trans +all the extras to bring it up to snuff.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:HEY JOHN L!POSTER>John Leischner
EMAIL>johnleischner@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None of my own.
I get to build a new storage shed for the wife.
Paint the livingroom,kitchen,and dining room for the wife.
Put house up for sale for the wife.
And I get to put her second car back together,something I have not been looking forward
to.It's a 91 Isuzu Stylus,in which the heater core went bad.Thought I could fix it.I ended
up braking lots of parts and cussing a lot about people from the far east and the way they
make cars.Thing is my new Cherokee is the same way..........
metric crap on an American Car,all scrunched together!!!That is the one thing I miss
most about the old 715..ROOM TO WORK AND ROOM FOR EXPANSION!
Found out that labor alone if,I took it to a shop,would cost almost as much as the car's
blue book.
I have been thinking of just scrapping it.Sure wish I had my old CJ The 125HP 4 CYL
sure would be nice in it.
Other than that I have been busy trying to get my fire departments brush rigs all up to
snuff for the wildland season and of course keeping up on training.
Nice to hear from you guys though.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>david baker EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21941
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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im new here and i tooam sorry about your loss and i hope you get the guy that stole it as i
have a 01 busa and there aint nothing like 200 on two wheels
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>david baker EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21968
NEXT>21975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
then tie him up to mine and drag whats left of him at 200 till theres nothing left.
SUBJECT>Re:inexpensive camoflage POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 9:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used the rustoleum camo paint on my truck.South Texas brush and mesquite took all
the old semigloss off the sides so i tried each of the colors.All the colors are ultra flat and
give a pretty good coat.The brown doesnt fade out and stays on,however the black faded
kinda quick,like in a month,but then again its a rattle can so just put a new coat on.The
sand color i had some probs with.Looks good,doesnt fade BUT creates a much rougher
texture,almost grainy,to the point it rubbed off in some spots.I tried several cans but got.the same results....but
maybe im retarded.The OD green worked out great....wound up
painting the whole truck that color.Pretty resistant to scratches,provides a good even
coat,and the color is pretty close to the old 24087 semi gloss.hasnt faded yet either and
had it on for a year.The best thing is if you mess it up like running into telephone poles,
trees,and minivans like me,any smudge or flake is easily sprayed over..And it hides
dents and everything very well.The best thing is its spray paint -very low cost and low
maintenance.Plus if you get a wild hair you can change the color or camo everyday of the
week if you want,which can come in handy.My girlfriend sees a camo 715 parked at her
friend Sara's house that looks just like my green 715.....hmmmmmm LOL
Caleb
68 M715
"bertha"
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20 May
2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21973 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
man that thing prolly show up at the beach big bike weekend down here this week end its
crotch rocket weekend at myrtle beach.wouldent surpise me if they take it to try and sell.
but i guess that depends on how far you live from nc but.i did hear those hybusas were
extreamly fast.but as of now im rideing the fastest cruiser out on the market..HONDA
VTX 1800cc Vtwin say they run just over 140 i only had it to 125.still exilerating fastest
i been on streetable stuff.hope you find you bike spicer.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 May 2003,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21957
NEXT>21981 21991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man i would run the 37 13 boggers or the 38 13 tsl spicer has the 37x13x16 boggers on
his truck and looks damn good.boggers best in mud and best for pulling and since it wont
be on the street alot they should last a while.i seen pictures of spicers truck its nice.
would give you the link but forgot.
SUBJECT>Re:Pinion seal POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 3:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Luckypabst.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21964 NEXT>21980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,Beafire is right!I used Amsoil,it cooled and made it a little more quiet.PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and
rims...Tire opinions POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21925 NEXT>21983 21984 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,im running 13/38 r16 swamper tsl's on stock rims with no springover and love em.
no rubs yet but i havent removed any leafs yet for flex and dont know if ill need to
address this when i do get around to it.griptionwise they are the sh!t i wheel in mud and
wet slickrock and have been impressed with these tires over the 36 m+s tires i had on the
other truck.also theyre fairly quiet at least i cant hear em over the transfer case lol.good
luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21978 NEXT>22008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
remove your drain plug and install a temp sending unit in its location.Usually takes 1/2 to
1 hour at speeds over 45mph to get it hot if its going to.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21976 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Eric.
So the TSL's wear longer...or better than the swampers?
And...anyone have any idea on mileage out of them?
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>21965 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,one of my pet rabbits died sunday and so sunday night I threw it on a fireant hill just
to see what would happen.I went out last night and the whole rabbit was picked clean.In
2.5 days.This was a full growed rabbit.It was amazing.
I'll never have to bury a pet again!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21979 NEXT>22011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well...noise isn't that big a deal...I am prolly gonna end up running true duals with 30
series flowmasters on it (They are on the shelf left from a previous truck).
And no rubbing?Nice,that's what I was wondering about.I am not gonna take any leaves
out,unless I do an SOA.And even then maybe not.This is the part getting,cargo hauling
truck,and I don't want to diminish it's capacity any..SUBJECT>Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21979 NEXT>22056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Morticemaker...
You got any pics?I didn't see any over in the members gallery.
Thanks for the info,BTW.
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jordan,I went the route of buying an brand new ATK Chevy 350 crate engine (not a
rebuilt),a Novak adapter plate and hired someone to do the work.The work involved was
removing the 230,modifying the firewall in the appropriate places,putting on the
Edelbrock intake manifold and carburetor,tuning the carburetor,putting on the rams horn
exhaust manifold,installing the HEI ingnition and tuning it,fabricating and installing
custom spark plug wires,installation of customized throttle cable system,installing the
350 along with Novak adapter plate,custom heavy grade exhaust tubing and muffler
system,and some other odds and ends.All told,the final installation price was around
$6,000 for all parts and labor.
Truck runs like a charm and has lots of power.The ATK engine that I got for the beast is
a 250 HP.Roughly twice the horse power of the 230.
SUBJECT>Re:sm465 with 205 mated /chevy pattern POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Newton,Its about 30 miles east of Des Moines on I-80.
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21967 NEXT>21990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jordan,
I went with a 230 rebuild,and it is not cheap.Parts and labor came to 1700 dollars.That
was for dropping the engine shop off at the shop along with my rebuild kit from Memphis
Equipment and Antelope Valley truck.The radiator cost me another 150,and as one of
the other guys mentioned,it is the nickle and dime stuff that gets you.I opted for the 230
because I thought it would be neat having the original mill.It is a good torquey motor,but
it is slow.If and when I grenade it,I will probably opt for chebbie.I find those engines all
the time used for about 250-500 dollars.If you are a dilligent scrounger,you can find and
sm420 and a 350 for under 500.Two weeks ago,me and friend got an sm420 for $75 and
a used 350 for $200,and crammed it into his CJ-2A.The most expensive thing was the
adapter,at $350 to mate the 420 to his dana 18.Hope this helps.
Arnold
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo top bows fitted from duece POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,21
May 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21958 NEXT>21989 LINKNAME>Bow set
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2416165
951
There is a bow set on Ebay without troop seats...
SUBJECT>One more time POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21988 NEXT>LINKNAME>Bow set
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=675
5&item=2416165951
This should
work...http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6755&ite
m=2416165951
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21987 NEXT>22105 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug in Iowa also has a buddy selling a 4 speed and NP205 married unit for $250.Find a
decent 350 for a few hundred complete and running and you've covered a LOT of bases in
quick time!
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SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21976 NEXT>
21992 LINKNAME>If this doesn't work,copy and paste
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Thanks Eric!http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Then go to M715 pics if you're intereseted in what the 37"Boggers look like on stock
wheels,no lift.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21991 NEXT>21996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great pics man!
A few questions...
You haven't had any problems with the tires that close to the rear springs?
They don't rub in the front at lock?
What are the bolts for...just looks?OR do they serve a ppurpose?
And,Why didn't you go with the 38-11 R16 TSL's?.TIA (yet again)
SUBJECT>To time by ear or specs POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>21997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which do you guys vote for?I got my 350 running,but at 8 degrees it idles a little rough
and is hard to start.At about 16 degrees it runs like a champ,but Spicer chewed me out
about it.
I got a mild RV cam in there,and a dual plane manifold and also the 600 carb that
matches it.My instructions for the cam said that if I'm using all that with the cam then I
may have to go 16 btdc.
Any opinions?
-B.
SUBJECT>Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>NEXT>21999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I bought my m725 last year and tried to get the gas heater working,I have been
looking all over for a Southwind Heater Circuit Analyzer (G-487890,Ord.No.7951950).
It is a multiple test light unit,designed for checking operation of the electrical circuit of
the South Wind Model 978 Heater.My search has always come up short.So using a
picture of one from the Southwind 978 Service Manual and the flow chart of how to use
it,I was able to draw up a schematic and make one.Its easy to build and you can get all of
the parts at radioshack.The only thing my version can't do,is switch between voltages
(some Southwind Heaters ran on 6 and 12 volts).So mine just works for the 24v models.
I have too much free time...
Drop me a line if you want more info.
-Bill
www.awarehead.com
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21992 NEXT>
21998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Answers in order:
I have only rubbed the rear spring if I careen into a corner too hard...Not adviseable.
Normal driving and trails,no problem.
Only on occasion at full lock will I snag one of the large sidelugs.
They are strictly for looks,and serve the purpose of 'spicing'up that wide bland lock ring.
Next ones will be studs to really get people.
38x11x16 TSL's?Boggers?I don't like them that narrow and the tread looks like it's too.full of tread lugs.They are
designed to have every other tread cut out for the mud drags.
DMI...>don't mention it.
SUBJECT>Re:To time by ear or specs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21993 NEXT>22001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
16 degrees with or without vaccum advance hooked up?I've always timed by ear and if i
had problems then throw the light on and see what it says.More than one experience
where doing it by the books earned less than optimal performance.Bottem line,Its your
truck,you have to drive and repair it.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21996 NEXT>22028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so they are glued onto the trim rings then?
And,the skinny ones,is just an asthetics issue the for ya?I am kinda leaning away from
it,as I'd like a bigger contact patch than the 11 inch wide tire would give.
I also found a 38/13-R16 TSL in one of the 4WD rags...one of the advertisers.For 183
each.I think the TSL's will be a bit further from the spring due to the smaller lugs.What
do you think?
And,they are cheaper.
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SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21995 NEXT>22002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill...It's great that you took the time to do that.I have the 978 under my dash and
sure would like a copy of what you made.What would be really cool is if we could get it
posted here on the board for others to use.That option does not look to good though since
Jon our moderator is incognito.I wonder if he is ever coming back...
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21927 NEXT>22023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please tell me you have good insurance.Just bought a rental property around the corner
from my place cause the previous owner let any dirtbag live there and i was sick of the
sh!t as the backyard adjoins the side of my backyard...when i went to look the place over i
recovered my lawn chairs and some misc tools that had gone missing from my place.Not
worth killing over but i do think a brick thru thier windshield is more than fair.
SUBJECT>Re:To time by ear or specs POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>21997 NEXT>22003
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jeepist Doug,
I called Edlebrock's Tech support #and the guy (named Stumpy)said that with the setup
I'm running he'd suggest 12 degrees with no vacuum advance hooked up.That's about
where it runs right,so I think he might have known.
I thank you for your help.......limited as it was.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21999 NEXT>22009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am new to this whole heater thing.I know I have a heater.I thought that there was only
one type,make and or model of heater available.
What is the southwind heater?I have the factory heater in my truck,but it's a normal
engine coolant type heater.Is that a southwind?
SUBJECT>Re:To time by ear or specs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22001 NEXT>22004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
unless your using a degree wheel,tdc pin,and a dail indicator,the numbers on that metal
tab will only get you so close anyway.Seen tolerances stack up and easily put ya 3 or 4
degrees off from reality.Thats way I just put them where they "feel"good and go with it,
unless its a race motor,then you can drag all that crap out and spend 4 hours to gain 3hp
SUBJECT>Re:To time by ear or specs POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22003 NEXT>22005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I've moved on,but that doesn't mean that I still don't need your vast expertise.
If you can help me out here,I'll keep you in mind at Christmas-
I'm looking to get a set of magnetic drain plugs for my 350/sm465/Np205.If you'd be so
kind as to research the plug sizes I need and post it,I sure would appreciate it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:To time by ear or specs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22004 NEXT>22006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you gonna send me some of dim dar fire ants for my ex?
SUBJECT>BS Post POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22005 NEXT>22007 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(You know,I gotta put that in the subject to keep the stiff necks happy).That's a good idea.I thought the rabbit's
body was amazing,and I think some others will
too.I may just take some pics of it and e-mail them out.
As far as shipping you a nest-it could be done,if the money were right.I'll check Ebay to
see what they go for.
Eat one,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BS Post POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,21
May 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22006 NEXT>22021
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do they taste good?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21980 NEXT>22010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Synthetic didn't help me one bit -My case was almost empty after 120 miles and the front
of my buddies truck looked to have some new fangled spray on synthetic oil based bug
deflector all over it.
So now I just fill it with cheap ass 90wt.after every extended freeway trip.I'm rebuilding
the spare 200 this summer,hoping that will cure my ills.
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22002 NEXT>22026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The southwind 978 is the gas fired artic heater.It has a small fuel pump mounted on the
radiator core support.It is pretty loud and heats like you wouldn't believe.I get a hot foot
sometimes cause part of the floor vent is angled right on your gas pedal.I'm gonna pop
rivit a small deflector on it.Oh yea I think I have a few pic's of my heater under Al
Temple in the members pic's.There great heaters,but sometimes I wish I had saved the J-
truck heater I sold.I got mine from John Bizal from midwest military.It was new old
stock.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
21 May 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22008 NEXT>22012
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you instal lockout hubs wouldent that remedy the transfercase over heating by takeing
some of the motion out of it?just a thought wish mine had lockout hubs.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>21983 NEXT>22019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the super swamper TSLs will prolly last a little longer than the BOGGERS these tires are.made by the same comapany
just difernet tred designes.www.intercotires.com is there
websight go there they got size charts and all personaly on my truck im gona go with the
37x13x16 boggers like the ones on spicers truck.The tsl will prolly do every thing you
want to do if you dont plan on offroading alot in deep sticky mud the TSLs will do you
justice but for maximum go the boggers would be what you want.glad to help you if i
can.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22010 NEXT>22015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very good point!Any reduction in the amount of gear movemnt in the case should help.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,sorry to hear all your bad luck.Especially the bike.Nothing is crappier than having
something stolen.Pitts!!
mudclod
SUBJECT>M725 POSTER>cubcadet EMAIL>miltonspeedway@prodigy.net
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22024 22045 22049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for exhaust manifold for 1967 Kaiser Jeep 230 6 cycler manifold.
Any info please e-mail me.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22012 NEXT>22020 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought my truck a couple years ago I had locking hubs put on for the 1500 mile
trip home.Well 1 hour into the trip at 60 MPG I overheated my transfercase.We changed
the oil and slowed to 50.That did the trick but we went through alot of oil on the three
day trip home.So what I am saying is you might not get much benefit from hubs.I think
it's the sustained higher speeds that does it.Hubs are great though...Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>my pics POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22017 22018 22029 22030 22047 22052 22140 LINKNAME>68 m715
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/stevbronco
Here are a few pics of my 68 m715,w/winch.Spring over and 42"tsl swampers.454 big
block chevy,55gallon fuel tank in bed under tool box.Check it out and let me know what
you guys think!
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/stevbronco
SUBJECT>Forgot to add this POSTER>stevbronco missouri.EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 8:38
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am thinking about selling it,ebay?Anyways I found this truck on the zone and would
like to see someone here buy it,if interested email me.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at
9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
absolutely the most accesorized 715 i seen looks damn good too wish i had money
enough to do mine like that.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,21 May 2003,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22011 NEXT>22025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry the web adress was wrong its www.intercotire.com
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Shane
EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 2:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22015 NEXT>22039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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is switching the 200 for a 205 the best fix to these problems.Has anyone had this problem
with the 205?I will hopefully be doing 60 mph+with my new motor and tranny in the
future and don't want this problem.
Thanks guys for all the feedback,Shane
SUBJECT>Re:BS Post POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22007 NEXT>22022 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dunno,
"Ben?"
.....
"Hey,BEN!!!?????!!!!"
SUBJECT>Re:BS Post POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's probably out saving people's lives again or some crap like that and ignoring his
'Zone'calling...AGAIN!Heh,heh...or working on that ford.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22000 NEXT>22035 22037
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The insurance guy comes today to meet with me.Stolen property is covered under my Ins
Plan.WHEW!
SUBJECT>Re:M725 POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22014
NEXT>22036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it was vintage power wagons that had NOS ones...Not sure but if you do a search
it was talked about here....Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22019 NEXT>22059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,thanks for the thoughts.
Aren't the TSL still a better mud tire than say,a MT/R,or a BFG MT?
On the swampers,aren't they directional?So I'd have to carry two spares with me?And
what if you want to back out of a mud hole?Are you beat?My 715 is open front and rear
for the time being,till the funds open up for Detroits.So,I'll need whatever help I can
get...and not being able to back out is a problem,IMHO.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22009
NEXT>22046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it safe to have something that burns to create heat in a confined space like that?
And why do you wish you had the J truck heater?
Is the heater that was available in the 715's the same as the J truck heater?
SUBJECT>Yo Doug/IA...Duece Fuel Pump POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22048
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That 'fuse'you'd mentioned in the sender of the duece...I didn't know that they have in
tank electric fuel pumps.When my charging system got low,it quit and she died.Got'er
to the farm last night by calling in a humongous favor (the largest rollback load I've ever
seen!)through some people.Pop nearly freaked until I told him it was a diesel.We
hooked a battery charger up to it for about and hour and it cranked right off!The first
good thing to happen this week.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>21998 NEXT>
22031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GLUE?!I'm insulted.I actually took the time to mark,center punch,drill and tap 12 holes
then ran bolts through with lockwashers.I cut off what stuck through,took a punch and.put to punch marks at the
threads to further lock them in,painted over that so as to not
promote rust then put the rings on the wheel.Glue...geeze man.
Purely asthetics!If I lived in a serious lake effect snowbelt,maybe I'd go with the 11"
wide boggers.I did fine in 24"of powder this year so I'm quite happy with the 13"wide
jobbies.
Yeah,the 'side'lugs will be a little smaller,but the tire will also be slightly larger...it may
just end up a wash.They should work fine though.Oh,get yourself a steering stabilizer.
Those big gummies will flat spot and without a stabilizer they'll shake you out of the
truck until they round out again.
Yup,$40 cheaper.
I get a lot of comments on the 'beadlocks'so they've been worth the work.The fun-
factory...mustn't forget that!
SUBJECT>TOO COOL POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22016
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love it!The sterio setup was too much.I may have to try that.
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mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22016 NEXT>22038 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DUDE...SWEET!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22028 NEXT>22032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL...no insult intended man.I was actually bustin on ya.Seems a damn lotta work for
those bolts.But then,if I wanted somthing like that,I'd just drill a hole,and weld it in
from the back.I actually didn't think that they would clear the tire,if you had anything
stickin out on the back.
Steering stabilizer?Dual,or what?...Assume,for the time being the manual steering.I
want to go power,but like everything else with the truck...the money isn't there for it.
OH,did you even bother balancing your tires?Or you just put em on there?And,while
we are on that...did you put em on the rims your self?I was messsing around with the
split rings a couple years ago when I got the truck,and figured out how to take tires on
and off...and yes,I know it's dangerous.I did have it chained,just in case.But that was
just screwing around.Not on something I was gonna drive.
Thanks again man.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:23 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>22031 NEXT>
22033 22040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought of welding them in...if I go studs,and like 24 of them,for the next one,I'll weld
those.
I have a single stabilizer on mine and it does quite nicely.I also changed to power
steering after catching a rut with a front tire and having the steering wheel backspin and
whack the snot out of my one hand...it was like dead for a couple of minutes.
Yup,I put them on.I used a bucket under them so that the rubber wouldn't be on the
ground and I could compress the tire enough to get the ring on.You don't need a chain.
With our style,the bead of the tire is actually around the lockring so the tire would
physically have to split from the bead out before the ring could ever think about blowing
off and ripping your face off.Count on using a hand maul,maybe a big screwdriver or
two,possibly standing on them as you do it,and sweating profusely.Oh,nope...no
balance weights on my tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22032 NEXT>
22041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running TSL 38/13 16s on my stock rims and put balancing compound in the tubes.I
don't have alot of miles on it yet but so far so good.
SUBJECT>cab body parts POSTER>harley EMAIL>redneckmission@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey ,
does anyone have a connection to get cab parts
i need the bottom kick plate under the drivers door
any help would be appreciated.
jerome
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjeha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22023 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
An old farmer I used to work for said an uncle of his had a heart attack while slopping
thier hogs and by the time familly members found him there was almost nothing left of
him.So if you find your thief,grit your teeth,and try to get friendly with him and invite
him over to feed the hogs!:)
SUBJECT>Re:M725 POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjech2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22024 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you can't find your manifold I can take the one off my dead parts motor and see if it's
any good.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22023 NEXT>22055 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not good at sharing my toys like that.My highest hope is that he's a fledgeling at
grand theft and will try and ride the bike.The Busa will kill him if he's some squid used
to a small displacement sport bike.I want my license plate back,damn it!That's what ices
the cake!...take this guy apart with a big pair of vice grips...and maybe a winch and a
tree.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
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DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22030
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know the photos dont show the beauty of this rig.I watched it do some trails at
tuddle creek here in Kansas.Steve has got a very nice truck!If you are in the market for a
M truck,DONT let this one get past you.The spring over is done first class.And the 42in
swampers look so cool and they are the perfect size for the lift.I was hoping to wheel
with him again this summer.My brother bought a m1008 and we will going to play the
week before fathers day.Heck Steve if it has not sold before then come on back to kansas
and play some more.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22020 NEXT>22068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 will do the trick.It is a "flow thru"case and only like half the gears are turning in
2 wd where the 200 almost all are turning.Also it holds quite a bit more oil to help stay
cool.Good luck!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22032 NEXT>22051 22070 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah man...I remember the maul,and two big ass screwdrivers.
No noticable vibrations?Or you just live with no weights?I didn't use the bucket.You
mean like a 5 Gallon home Depot special?
And,I guess I'll have to look into the stabilizer.What do you have on yours?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ.EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at
12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22033 NEXT>22063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Balancing Compound?
Like that granular stuff to put in the tubes?
And,since that is looking like the combo I'm leaning towards...got any pics?
SUBJECT>Re:cab body parts POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22034
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try these guys....
http://www.jeepanelsplus.com/
They make it to the OE specs.I haven't used em for the 715 yet,but we did an M38 and a
GPW,and I was impressed with the panels for both of them Heavier gauge than the
Whitney knock offs.
SUBJECT>free cab and bed/outside of baton rouge POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well ive got my current cab,and bed (and tailgate)its rough,but the first guy to show up
with a trailer,can have it for free.im not parting the stuff out,or anything like that.
it DOES not have a passenger door at this time.it has a drivers door (rusty and needs
work)
it has a battery box bottom,and NO seats.it has a dash though.
the pics of it can be seen in the gallery
if it doesnt go quick,its going to the scrapyard.
SUBJECT>Big Michelin's POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am posting this for a friend.He travels alot to buy military surplus lots and doesn't get
online much.He is based out of North Georgia and has greatshipping prices too.
Anyways he has 12.5r 20 Michelin XL's and 14.5r 20 Michelin XL's,hummer tires in bias
ply and radial and he said he recently bought 80 hummer rims with tires on them.
Telephone #is (770)-519-1911 Bobby is his name.
He also has a few of the 1100r 16 with good tread left.
-Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22026 NEXT>22050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The 978 heater has it's own exhaust pipe.It exits under
the cab under the passenger side.
The air you get inside is outside air.The J truck heater I believe is the same as the M715.
The gas heater is a little over powered for oregon.I wish I had kept the heater for the
possibility of changing it out later if I choose.The gas heater is da*n cool though.I'm not
fretting it to much.Look at my pictures in the members gallery.In the lower group of pics
you can see a pic of the firewall.The pipe coming through that is attached to the shiney
flex pipe is the exhaust....Cheers...Kaiserjeeps
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22016
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great truck...The 42's are perfect.You will be sorry when you sell it!!!!!
Ricky..seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug/IA...Duece Fuel Pump POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEET
SUBJECT>Re:M725 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22014
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked with Memphis Equipment a few months back.They wanted $143.00 plus
shipping for a new one.Thats why I got mine welded.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22046
NEXT>22067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah,I did look at the pics,and I know the one you are talking about.Thanks for the info.
Looks like this is one mod I won't find myself doing.I'll stick with the 715 heater...and
maybe look into a chevy blower motor.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22040 NEXT>22053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the same as Mr.Gear with the bucket.It's probably not necessary with stock width
tires but wider ones make it too hard to smash he sidewall back enough to unlock the
ring.Two tire irons,like from the trunk of your favorite 70's land yacht work well too.
If you're removing crusty NDT's that have been on there for 30 years,you may want to
pull out a hi-lift or regular bumper jack.Put the lift tab under the bumper and the base on
the sidewall to help break the hard rustlocked rubber off the wheel.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com.DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22016
NEXT>22103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve looks good.do you have any pic of how you tied the cage into the frame.My cage
looks pretty much the same but i havn't decidedhow to mount it.where in MO are you?
i'm in KC,my truck is in Jefferson City MO
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22051 NEXT>22057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the hi lift advice...good idea.I prolly woulda tried driving over it a few times.
and the bucket..home depot plastic,or something sturdier?
SUBJECT>Re:Scrapping a M715 POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 May
2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21883 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Frank I might can use the front axle if you can spare it.Wout in Carthage.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22037 NEXT>22069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,im almost sorry to hear you got velvets new big sis home,if you caught the dirt
bag you could have used him for a tow rope.anyway hang in there itll get better.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21984 NEXT>22086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey pete,i havent been able to get any on the board due to our illustrious and sorely
missed leader being incommunicado,also due to my computer illiteracy i dont know how
to post them elsewhere as some other members have done.i just repainted betsy and shes
all spruced up for the full sized jeep invasion at tellico this weekend so if you or anyone
else can explain how id love to post some.thanks jc.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22053 NEXT>22078 22083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
plain 'ol plastic bucket worked for me.Home depot variety was too expensive so I took an
old cutting oil bucket from work.
Chris
SUBJECT>wagoneer parts for m-715 POSTER>Brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22060 22065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres a late 80s (i think)jeep wagoneer i can get for cheap,and i was wandering if there
are some parts i can use from it.i am looking for a hood,a brake booster,master
cylender,and power steeing box.the hood looks like its would fit,and i heard that the
power steering box will bolt right in.does anybody know what parts will work on the m-
715?thanks
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22025
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep the TSLs are alot better mud tire than regular MTs i have some 31x11x15 TSLs on
my 87 Toyota 4runner and i love them they back out as good as they go forward and the
only ones with directional tred are the Boggers.my tires are bias ply and they do flat spot
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when setting over night and they shake till you get them warmed up and the rubber gets
soft.but honestly for the amount of go in the swampers i can put up with the shakeing
with 5.87 gears in your jeep you should have no problem turning either tire.honestly i
wouldent put nothin but the TSL or BOGGERS on them.if you want the tallest tire that
fits go with the 38x13x16 TSLs but i think the boggers would go further even though they
are a inch shorter.go with the 38x13x16 TSLs if money is a issue like it is with me.my
truck is gona eventualy get Boggers i just love the look of the tire.either tire is a wise
choice though.hope i havent confused you too much here.glad to help if i can.
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer parts for m-715 POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hood will fit.The brake booster should fit,too.I had to drill out 2 extra holes for
mine.No big deal.My 715 had PS added to it when I bought it.It was from a J truck.If it
has a tilt column,you can add that,too.The seats will semi-bolt in.Leather seats in a
military truck.
SUBJECT>1969 m715 kaiser 4-sale POSTER>rick townsend
EMAIL>male4u2enjoy@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 May 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
selling a 1959 Kaiser..good cond.everything works..No winch,bodey in good cond.
buick 350 w/350 turbo..has 2 sets of tires..
send me a e-mail and I'll get back to you as soon as I can.
SUBJECT>Re:1969 m715 kaiser 4-sale POSTER>j EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 May
2003,at 11:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22061 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what is the price?.SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 12:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRDaj2G4Njko PREVIOUS>22041 NEXT>
22077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete..sent ya a couple of pics of my truck.The balamcing compund is like powder.I slit
my tubes,put it in and then patched them.They have held air for 2yrs now.Some big rig
tire shops may have a the setup to put it in with out slitting the tubes.If you need info I
can hunt it up.
SUBJECT>sparkplugs POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>tals@mountain.net DATE>Friday,23
May 2003,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22066
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me the correct non-military spark plug for the 230 OHC?
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer parts for m-715 POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 4:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22058 NEXT>22145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes yes yes yes and yes.They "should"all fit.Lots of parts will work with very little or
no fabbing.My old truck had the steering box from a 84 Waggy and it bolted right in.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23 May
2003,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22064 NEXT>22071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ask the sales person for the ones for a jeep gladiator pick-up
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22050 NEXT>
22087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEAH,A 454 WITH AND 8-71 AND ENDERLE/ACCEL MODIFIED EFI BUG
CATCHER THROUGH THE HOOD...800HP,1000LBS TORQUE!!THAT'S A
BLOWER MOTOR!I'm on the wrong track,huh?:)
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case overheating POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22039 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be mistaken,but I think the 205's have an oiling system in them.Some correct me
if I'm wrong.I drove mine over 250 miles about two months ago to pick up a motor...no
problem with the NP205.Put one of those in and forget about the transfer case issues.
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:06
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22055 NEXT>22114 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Met with the insurance guy yesterday and now I've got 30 days to wait to see if the police
will recover it.I'm not keeping any high hopes about it.Thinking another 'Busa or maybe
a 1997 YZF1000 with a 1070 kit.There'll be about 30-40HP difference.Don't know if I
can drip back.That punch at 140mph with the 'Busa is sick and I love it!I even had
purchased a spare cylinder case for a possible 1397 kit.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22040 NEXT>
22080 22085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Once the tires warm up the ride smoothes out quite nicely.I don't know what stabilizer I
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have...I swapped some stuff to one of our senior members for it.I made a mount off of a
couple of the upper pumpkin bolts on the Dana 60 to hold the one end and clamped the
other to the steering link.The difference was very impressive.In cold weather the tires
will flat spot and take a longer time to warm and round out.That feels pretty violent
without the damper.
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22066
NEXT>22072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
autolight 275
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>Charlie EMAIL>tals@mountain.net
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22071
NEXT>22074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.The people at the local parts store weren't sure even though I
had told them the same motor was used in the Gladiator.
SUBJECT>euce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22075 22088 22097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahh yes.Welcome to the world of deuces Spicergear.I drove one 1015 miles last month.
Earplugs are a must!For the most part,the lift pump in the tank facilitates starting but
most can run without it.The fuses are somewhat unknown to a lot of owners.One of my
trucks had a ton of spooge in the tank pickup.Also was missing the spring in the primary
filter under the alternator.Swaping out the 3 fuel filters makes good sense.Enjoy your
truck,I sure do enjoy mine!
Recovry4x4
71 A.M.General M35A2
73 A.M.General M275A2.Loxahatchee FL
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22072 NEXT>
22091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,do you know if those plugs would fit a duece/Reo gas six cylinder?I'd like to
throw a minimal six plug tune up in my gas duece.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22073 NEXT>22079 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I need to resolve a possible charging system problem with mine.Hoping it's a battery
issue.I'll do some testing this afternoon...it's friday,my boss in on a plane to Switzerland,
and I've had a pretty sh!tty week.I'm hoping to get to the surplus tomorrow and pick up a
new exhaust for that thing.The whole area now in the back of the fender is blown out.It's
got 474 hours and 12,117 miles on it.I think it will be a good ride for a long time.
OH!Is there any special trick for the transfer cases in these?!?I can't seem to get the front
axle to pull in.It set up so that high range is rear axles only and low brings in the front.I
can get the handle to go the whole way down,bet can't seem to get anything to the front
wheels.Lil help here...
SUBJECT>cab-top bows POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Friday,23
May 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22127
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I could get some cab-top bows,or maybe an easy way to
fabricate them?I got some aluminum pipe that is the right size,and bent it with a conduit
bender.It's hard for me to get the fit right.I don't want to go out and buy a fancy bender
to bend 2 pieces of metal.Any ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22063 NEXT>22099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed...got the pics.Thanks man.
Is your 715 lifted?Sure looks it...and those are 38's on it in the pics?
Also,if you could give me the name of the product you used,I'd sure be appreciative.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris..I've already got a Home depot bucket...It makes a great low buck parts washer.
pete
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22075
NEXT>22081 22089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,lets see here.If you don't have an airshift lever on the dash,that means that the
transfer case is sprag operated.The transfer case shifter only selects between high,neutral
and low.Linkage adjustment under the floorpan should rectify the low range problem.
The sprag is operated off of the 1st/reverse shift rail on top of the transmission.
Considering your exposure to the 3053A trans you have probably seen the rail on the shift
tower.The sprag operates the front wheel drive automatically when a percentage of
slippage is confirmed.With the sprag equiped truck it is absolutely necessary to shift
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through first and reverse when the truck is going to change directions.Thats the only way
it knows which sprag to engage.Most sprag problems are through the adjustment of the
linkage between the trans and transfer case.I really like the airshift case but the sprag is
completely functional when adjusted correctly.Most every manual is available at the
Logsa site with the exception of the operators manual which is TM 9-2320-361-10.
Mildocs.com is a new membership site with all the TMs logsa has and more plus a better
search engine.When I get home I can email you te owners manual in P F format if you
like.Keep the questions rolling in and I'll try to answer them.Where are you located?
Recovry4x4
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22070 NEXT>22084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I throw a couple of jack stands under the front when I park it.Seems to leave some
fillings in for the first bit of driving till the tires warm up.....Kaiserjeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22079
NEXT>22082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way,heres a link to my junk!
Recovry4x4
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22081
NEXT>LINKNAME>Recovrys Junk
LINKURL>http://hometown.aol.com/recovry4x4/myhomepage/photo.html
Hope it shows up this time!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Chris.
I've already got a Home depot bucket...It makes a great low buck parts washer.
pete
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea,thanks..do you jack it up first?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Pete/NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Idea on the bolts...the one I made for my CJ,I just clamped it to the tube,and the
tie rod.I will look into the bolt idea...as I wasn't too happy with the way the clamps
worked.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22056
NEXT>22119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,if you email em to me,I can put em up on my picturetrail site,and host em till
our fearless leader can put em on here.and then I'll send you the link to the site,and
folder.
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22067
NEXT>22118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO....NAW...that'd make one helluva fan motor for the heater.
I was referring to the Chevy BLazer Heater Blower Motor upgrade commonly used on
CJ's.I am wondering if it'll work in this too.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22073 NEXT>22090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Is yours a M-35 or a M-35A2?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU.Yes,I'm familiar with the shift rail on the case.I was told that it locked
out the front axle when in reverse.?!?Not being able to back up in 6x seemed stupid as
hell to me but I didn't argue with the guy as my inner monologue went on to tell him what
boob he was.You make much sense oh wise recovery man.I'll have to check the linkage
out.My other truck has two handles,hi-low and front in-out.I kind of like that.We'll see.how this sprag jazz
works.I'm in centralish Pennsylvania,near Harrisburg.Nice trucks
dude!
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22088 NEXT>22092 22093
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M35A2 is the new diesel truck.I believe a '71 AM General.I forget what the other is...it's
an uncommon 'M'number.
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22074 NEXT>22095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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measure depth from seat shoulder to tip of electrode and I'll check for ya.As far as heat
range i can't help but they will more than likley be close enough.BTW...My duece(diesel)
will run with the switch off but does need it to start.I have drove across town and back
with it off(not on purpose).Is your gasser equiped with the air over hydraulic brakes?Also
shoot the inside of your e-brake cable with WD if its not allready stuck.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22090
NEXT>22094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicergear,if you don't like the sprag,it can be changed.In PA you are in the land of
military truck parts.Simplest in theory would be to swap a transfer case however lugging
tha big SOB around is hairy.The front drive housings can be switched between cases.If
this is something that you end up wanting to do,let me know.I have a friend with a
bunch of parts and I think he has a few parts cases we could strip the drive housing from.
I think I have the air switch for one at the house.From there its just air lines and a couple
of wires if you want a light on it.I've had many sprag trucks and they have all worked
quite well but you need an airshift if you plan on lockout hubs.
Recovery4x4
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is federal jeep corp (A2)and has the air shift on the dash...love it.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22092 NEXT>22104 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Recovery,let's say I want to keep what I have and put on lockouts.Do I need to change
anything??
Thanks!.SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22091 NEXT>
22096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ha,ha!The brake cable is already stuck.The old gasser is air over hyd for the brakes.I
haven't worked to hard on that lately...swapped in the axle shaft and that's about it.Still
need to round up an air tank for the one that blew out the bottom.
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22095 NEXT>22102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pull the drain valves off the tanks (when you get the new one)pipe them into one tee
fitting and put an air chuck for a hose on it,that way you dont have to lean under to drain
the tanks and you have a easy way to air up your tires or run your impact.Watch your air
pressure also,mine was running about 120 which I thought was cool until it blew the seals
out of the air pack for the brakes ($275 from naglich for new air pack)Keep it between 60
and 90 psi.
PS.mine had the name "BIG WOODY"on the door and the wife wont let me paint over
it.Name yours yet?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22073
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Recover4X4 guy (or gal),
Where is Loxahatchee?I'm in Gainesville (north central)and interested in buying a deuce
and a half.Where'd you get yours?
Thanks
Steven
SUBJECT>Radiator POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22100 22123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My local radiator shop pressure tested,and it failed.They told me that it couldn't be
repaired,but that they could rebuild it for $238.Can I get a radiator for less than that?If
so where?It does not have to be original,so if someone has found another radiator that
works for the stock 230 engine,please let me know what it is out of.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock truck,and rims...Tire opinions POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22077 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes those are 38's in the pics and yes I lifted my truck.Flipped the shackles and spring
mounts in back and fabbed a shackle reversal set up for the front.Actually I would like it.a little lower but
everything turned out so well I'm not going to change it.
I'm playing with the idea of running 12.5/20's later on.I've got Unimog rims and working
on adaptors for the bolt patterns.
One of the balancing compouds is called "Equal".You might do a google search on it.I'll
find the package from the stuff I used this weekend and email ya it's info.later
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator POSTER>JordanBW EMAIL>Jordanm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22098
NEXT>22101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I Just had my radiator recored and it cost me about $250.00.So now it is all new and I
won't have to worry about it anymore.I don't know if their is another radiator that will
bolt right in and I didn't want to do any fab work so it was worth it to me.Man does it run
cool now.
JordanBW Fresno CA
68 m715
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22100 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Use the search feature on this site and punch in "radiator".I think Summit has an
aluminum radiator for under 2 bills.
SUBJECT>Re:sparkplugs Thanks Doug POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,23
May 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22096 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all diesle engines will run with the electrics shut off thats why all diesle engines have
some kind of fuel shut off all though im not shure about the new style diesles.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,
23 May 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22052 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
roger,
he is in joetown (st.joseph,mo.)this is soupy,we chatted a few weeks ago when i was at
the auto shop.it is a cool ride fellas.i have seen steve take it from the beinning to what it
is now and what a vehicle it is.your money would be will spent,let me say....
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Rides POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,23 May 2003,at 11:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22094
NEXT>22144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets see.If you want lockouts and the sprag it cab be done but....You need a REB
conversion from Memphis Equip.What this is I don't really know.If you just bolt on.lockouts right now,the sprag will
sense slippage and engage so your diff and axles will
be turning anyway.Don't know a thing about the REB thingy.
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,24
May 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21990 NEXT>22108
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the same seat as Jordan here,college kid with a truck that needs some go for low
dough.I've been doing some research and it seems to me that finding a SM 465 and NP
205 would be prefect for bolting up to a small block.I guess the SM 465 has been from
68 to the 80's if I remember right,and I heard the SM 420 are hard as well as part for
them,since they were last built in the late 60's.That $400 adapter plate seems pricy,and
my current drive train isn't quite the perfect well oiled machine.My syncros,must be bad
in the tranny cause it doen't want to go into 1st or reverse without pressing the clutch
numerous times.My NP 200 won't go into low now,it just makes a squeeling noise as I
let off the clutch,not good.Some guys at work are telling me to try and find a NV 4500
which has that over drive gear,but it's earliest year I think was 92 so it would cost more
and there were like 4 different modles for different makes.
-let me know on what you decide on
Scott
SUBJECT>Rear Bumperetts?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22107 22126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck didn't come with the rear bumperetts.Is there any chance that the Wangler ones
are the same size?If not where should I go,also looking for rear tow hooks,or clevis
whatever you call them as well.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Bumperetts?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22106
NEXT>22135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
Any luck with your engine?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22105 NEXT>22110 22111 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey scott,The T-98 trans we have does not have a syncronized first or reverse.Thats
normal.When I go for either gear I am barely moving to help it go in gear.Seems to work
good.Also the SM 420 is a stout trans but it's an old design and does not shift much
better that the T-98.I have a buddy with SM 420 in his land cruiser and it shifts just like.my
M715....Cheers...Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 70's front and rear?POSTER>wilson thorne EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>21900
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The 60 keeps eating axles,and ring an pinion's 'the 44 boggers and a heavy right foot
might be the problem.i don't mind changing the axles,but the gear problem can't be easily
repaired on the trail.
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>E J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22108 NEXT>22117 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Novak has rebuild kits for the sm420 for $200.I'm still running one and it is deffinitly not
a racing tranny but the low 1st is nice.
SUBJECT>Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>22113
22121 22122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks like my gas mileage is staying about the same as before the regearing.11-12 mpg.
This is with a standard 230 OHC engine.
Yesterday,I drove 140 miles,90%of it being at 50-55 mph.My mileage figured out to
11.5 mpg.Wind and hills were pretty minimal.Cargo in back wasn't a factor,weighing in
at 800 pounds.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Brent EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22112
NEXT>22115 22131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,did you calibrate your speedometer when you put the new gears in?That would
change your mileage and change your MPG...
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22069
NEXT>22146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YZF1000?you little kitten.don't go backwards,always advance,just like in war.the
worst part is they will probably find it in 28 days and make you take it back.they will say
that nothing is wrong with it other than a few scratches and a bald tire......
i know it seems wrong but pray that it is cut up or wrecked/totaled.you don't want it
back.if you get them to give you any money,buy another one or a maybe a.GSXR.............................
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22113 NEXT>
22130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you guys swaping in 4.56 gears have to buy new u-joint yokes for the new gears I
would be interested in your old ones if they are available.thanks Ed
SUBJECT>can't get it started POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,24 May 2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22169 22225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to start my 715.It has the 280.It's getting gas and spark.It turns over really
slow both the batteries are new and charged.There is a after market coil in it that is 12v.
It's hooked up to the first battery.New plugs too.Any ideas or suggestons.Do all the 280
turn over so slow?
Thanks guys any imput would be greatly appreciated.
Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of options POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,isn't it like 7.05 to 1.Way deep...
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22087 NEXT>22150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,if your 12v and you have the stock heater box on the firewall a 69 chevy c30 1 1/4
ton blower will bolt right in got mine off an old fire truck all the screw holes lined up like
it was made for it.probly on many chevy trucks from the same era.good luck jc
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22086 NEXT>22151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,your a gentleman.ok let me fingerout how to e mail em hope youll get em tonight
(im supposed to be mowing the hay right now)
SUBJECT>fsj invasion at tellico POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
met up with those guys this weekend and went wheeling with them yesterday,had a blast
theyre a great bunch.tellico has gotten real nasty with all the rain weve had here lately.and the easy trails are
now very hairy as a bunch of the stock guys found out fast i was
running with a group with lift lockers and big tires but i got separated and when i caught
up with them it was at fain ford on the tellico river there was a fs wag sitting in the creek
with a dropped driveshaft another guy drop one due to a broken tailshaft right after we got
there and a huge crowd of atvs and other trucks waiting to get through.ponder that a
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traffic jam in the woods.there was a nasty chest high ledge to get over to get out of the
river and i damn near made it but after several tries had to pull cable up.the got on trail 6
and headed out down some sick ledges and mudholes.went in at 10 am got out at 7pm
long day but damn what fun.managed to hang in there with open diffs but the detroit got
moved to the top of the list.all in all though i was amazed at what betsy would do.
someone cmon down lets do it again with 20 m 715s!!!later jc
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Brian EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22112
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you sure?i have the stock gears with a chevy 250 and i got 13-14 mpg going across
country with about the same amount of weight.i used a gps to figure out my gas mileage.
maybe your speedometer is off.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Brian EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22112
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh yeah,i forgot.after aboiut 20 miles of highway driving my speedometer doesnt like to
go over 35-40 mph.thats why i used the gps.maybe your having the same problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Radiator POSTER>Brian EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at
12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22098 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i replaced my radiator with one i had hanging around from a cj-7.it wasnt an exact bolt
in,but it fit in there pretty well,and the two top holes ligned up good.the inlet and outlets
were on the wrong sides,though,but with my engine (chevy 250)i switched around the
gooseneck for the top hose and made a little crossover pipe of the bottom.i dont know if
that will work for the 230.it may be kind of a hack job but it worked well (i drove it
across the county twice with no problems,and it was cheap.
-brian
SUBJECT>CHACHUNK!!POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22125 22128 22129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's the noise my M715 makes between shifts when the clutch is disengaged.I'm nearly
finished the restoration of my 715 and took it for its first drive (around the neighborhood)
today.When I shift,the thing makes a CHACHUNKING noise until the clutch is re-
engaged.I've never driven a divorced t-case before,is this normal noise for this vehicle?
It seems to engage and disengage fine,and 4WD works fine,just noisy.Thanks for any.help.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:CHACHUNK!!POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like a throwought bearing,or clutch disk???mine is stock and does NOT do that
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Bumperetts?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the bumperettes off mine,I made a real bumper for mine.Let me know if your
interested.mudclod61@msn.com
SUBJECT>Re:cab-top bows POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the originals,and they don't go on easy.You have to unbolt the side pieces and
work with them.They will need some arch on the top also.I don't think they have to be
exact to work.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:CHACHUNK!!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,25 May 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22124
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it a continuing noise,or is it a one time noise.Will it make the noise when you are in
gear and going from on the gas to no gas?The way it reads to me you might have a bad u-
joint?As to the noise being normal NO!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:CHACHUNK!!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22124
NEXT>22132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine doesn't do that (or it didn't when it was running).Sounds like a throw out bearing
problem.This only happens when you step on the clutch pedal?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22115 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pitched mine.Sorry,Ed.
SUBJECT>Re:Gas Mileage w/new 4.56 gears POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22113 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remarked the speedometer with correct mph readings,according to my gps.However,
the odometer now registers 10 miles for every 13 actually traveled.So,I took the
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indicated miles traveled that the odometer showed and multiplied by 1.3 to get a close-
enough approximation on the actual miles traveled.
So,I believe the 11.5 -12mpg is correct.It's not bad,really,considering the truck's
weight and all the work that little engine has to do.With a 30 gallon tank,that's plenty of
range on a tankfull.In fact,by the time the tank is getting low,my bladder's getting full.;
o).
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:CHACHUNK!!POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22129
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the clutch engaging too far.Once I took the excess slack out it stopped making the
noise.The clutch disk was slapping back and forth and causing the sound.Thanks for the
suggestions.
SUBJECT>35 spline Conversion?POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com
DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22136 22174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A while ago there was a post about a #5 sppline conversion for the front axle of a M715.
Does anyone have any info on this conversion.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22138 22141 22143 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I 'm quickly learning the undesirable traits of the 230.I've restored my M715 (with
painstaking detail)and only yesterday drove it for the first time.Everything is in working
order and I timed it.However,I've noticed an oil leak near the head/block mating area on
the front left (just next to the alternator).Did I miss something during rebuild?That's the
only oil leak so far.The rear main is holding (for now).Also,the engine runs a shade
over 200 degrees.Is this about right?Thanks for any help from you stock guys.Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Rear Bumperetts?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea Mikel I got it running have been driving it around the neighbor hood for the last
week or 2,used your oil pump and a few other parts to make it possible,thanks.
Scott.SUBJECT>sure,here it is POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22133
NEXT>LINKNAME>35 spline conversion
LINKURL>http://www.cj7jeep.com/m715_temp3/m715_35spline.html
let me know how it works
SUBJECT>aluminum radiator?again POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22162 22172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been reading all of the previous posts summit aluminum radiator part numbers.
There is no real feed back on installation or if it really cools better.
Has anyone done this?How well does it work?
Thanks in advance,Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22134 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 230 leaks there as well.i retorqued the head bolts and it stopped....for a while.i have
retorqued 3 times now.i don't understand why the head bolts would back out unless they
are soft and stretching?who knows.i have also replaced my valve cover gasket about 4 or
5 times.good luck with your stocker.
krob725
SUBJECT>Another fine Zone member!!!!POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22158 22168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
drsmith is a man of his word!!!I sent him some cash for a set of tires and rims then he
drove them 180 mile round trip so that I would not have to pay shipping cost.When they
arrived the rims had been painted a very nice black and the tires were old and cracked just
as he had described.Thanks Curtis!It's nice to deal with good folks.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22016
NEXT>22149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the kind word fellas!
Lee,email me before fathers day and I will see what I can do,sounds like fun again.As a
matter of fact I just got home tonight from tuttle!It was a spur of the moment trip or I
would have emailed you.
Even if I sell the truck I will always be up for wheeling.Hope to get started on my new
toy soon!I was looking for something smaller and unique,guess what I ended up with?A
cj-7!Hows that for unique.....
Been busy collecting parts for the project,already have the dana 60s,fuel injected 302,
np435,and dana 20 from a early bronco.Just need a few more dollars and spare
parts...........Steve
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SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22134 NEXT>22142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,mine seeps a little there.seems your running alittle hot,on road im running about
180-185,offroad (crawling)im about 195...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,26 May 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22141 NEXT>22165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run about 185-190.Hey we want pictures!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 3:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22134 NEXT>
22156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Steve.
My engine showed that it was running a little hot,too,but then I found out that the
temperature guage was indicating 20 degrees hotter than the actual temperature of the
water.It might be the guage.
Steve
SUBJECT>REBS...not Southerners.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22104 NEXT>
22182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Recovery,On my other duece truck it has seperate shifters for hi-low and front axle
in-out.It says on the dash that 'this truck is equipped with a REB...something or other.'I
know what REB kit is for the GMC 2-1/2 tons as the tranny shift improvement kit for
their Allison,but haven't a clue as to these trucks.Another question,does the sprag 'sense'
slippage in High range?Does it use the speeds of the driveshafts in the t'case to know
when to bring the front in...like a posi senses the different axle speeds?
SUBJECT>Re:wagoneer parts for m-715 POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if your truck needs a heating system the wag parts fit in with min work.holes in firewall
should be there with blockoff plates on them.radiator can be used if needed.wiring,for
12volt conversion can be adapted the steering box bolts on but not sure about pitman
arm,if you want to do an amc v8 there are plenty of needed items......
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22114 NEXT>22167 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This was my first switch to Suzuki from Yamaha and Honda and the thing plagued me
with fuel problems...common on the '99 Busa's.I did,however,ADORE the balls that
thing had.My FZR1000 would top out near 170 and the 'busa still has punch left in it
there.I had though about the '97 YZF1000R with a 1070 kit for a nice ride.We'll see
what the ins co offers.I would like another Busa if possible.I've had six bike and only
one (Seca 600 that I rode three miles and sold to my neighbor)was under 1000cc's.'79
KZ1000 (before I knew better),'84 FJ1100,'91 CBR1000,'94 FRZ1000,POS Seca 600
taken on trade and cash for the FZR,'99 Hayabusa.The slightly modified,when I ran it,
was about 10mph faster than a stock FZR1000 in the quarter.
We'll see.
SUBJECT>euce Alternater Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22152
22154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If someone with an M35A2 could please that the small cover off of their alternator,two
small screws,and test the voltage of the small wire coming in and the heavy wire going
out and tell me if there's any difference,I would greatly appreciate it.My truck isn't
charging.I have 26 volts.I have 25.5 volts with just the ignition on for the fuel pump.I
have 24.5-25 volts with the lights on.My readings do not change with the truck running.I
checked these at the battery and at the alternator.Bad alternator??
BIG thanks.
SUBJECT>Liftgate Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does a liftgate system need a reservior tank?My big truck has a lift gate but somebody
mounted the pump in the bed about 2'higher than the cylinder.I saw where the original
mount,at about cylinder height is on lift gate assembly.If I put it back will it operate
without better.Right now the pump cavitates and I added fluid,then it gushed all over.
I'm thinking if it's lower this problem will go away without a tank.??
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22140
NEXT>22157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very cool truck,i'm planning the same tires for mine what did you do for wheels?are you
running stock diffs?
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22118
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NEXT>22163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Do you have to enlarge the hole in the firewall at all?And,yeah...that's exactly what I
am
talking about.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22119
NEXT>22166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,not a problem.
Um...but I didn't get any pics?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Alternater Question POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22147
NEXT>22153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,From your voltage readings,I would agree with you that the 24v alternator is not
charging.As a long shot fix,clean the ground wire connections and try increasing the
voltage by adjusting the small screw under the allen head plug on tha alternator.System
voltage should be 28 volts.Good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Robert POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22152
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I turned that cap screw in and nothing happened.I'm leaning toward a bad alt too.Thanks
for the input!
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Alternater Question POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22147 NEXT>22155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear--
Just curious,how do you intend to use your M35A2?Did you get the one with duel
wheels in the back or just the super single?Would you recommend the purchase to
others?Thanks Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce Alternater Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22154 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This one has the duels on the back as well as a heavy duty lift gate.I'm always into
different things and sizes and weights of toys has been increasing to the point where if I
haul it in the 715 it shredds the boggers,or sticks out of the bed too far.An example is an
old White 5 ton wrecker I've found.The body is trash,the engine is a massive ole
cummins and the thing is just huge.I don't want the truck,but I want the boom and the
winches off of it.Now,I have something big enough to haul the parts,or even haul our
tractor down there and use it's boom to pick parts off of it.The lift gate is an investment
in the future of my vertebrae and disks.My other older gas duece is a super single setup
that may become the boom truck with parts from that wrecker.It's one of those--it was.there,I could use it time to
time and had the cash on hand.If you have room...like
PLENTY...and haul or pull stuff heavier than the 715 is comfortable with,I'd say keep
and eye out for one.Hell,if you find one cheap enough...you get a set of HD axles for the
715.
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22143 NEXT>22171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks very much for the input guys!I am using the original temp gauge and sender.So I
hope the gauge is a little off.I wanted to keep it stock,but for piece of mind I may have to
throw a mechanical temp gauge in.The radiator was flow tested and was in good shape.
However,my water pump is original.What's the best way to tell if it's bad?I'll try
retorqing the head to hopefully stop (or slow)that oil leak.Thank you again.Steven
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22149
NEXT>22204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are 16.5 x 12 diamond racing wheels.Very heavy duty and good lookiing wheel.
Stock diffs and welded rear.Front is still open though,always wanted to get a locker......
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Another fine Zone member!!!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I know what you mean.The carb I got from you is still working great.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>welder generator body POSTER>ndt715fan EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a welder generator body,with the welder.I want it out of my yard.Will swap it for a
set of sparkplugs for my 725.This unit has 42 hours on it.I took it off one of my trucks to
install a 715 bed.I want it to go to a zone member,or the bone yard gets it.You must come
get it.I am in western mass.
SUBJECT>Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22164 22180 22224 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a split rim tire repair /tool kit which can be used in the field
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besides this one?:http://www.4wdworld.com.au/products/tyrepliers/index.htm
SUBJECT>Fuel pump POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22170 22223 22229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My fuel pump isn't the original,because it doesn't have the vaccum stuff on
it.It seems to
work fine when i move it manually(moves fuel and everything),but doesn't wan't top
work when I start the truck.Any suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:aluminum radiator?again POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't help you with that,I put one the same as my '75 cj5 with a 403 v8.I had to put a
nut in between the top of the bracket and the radiater (pushing it out to make it fit).The
top hose is on the pass side,the bottom hose is on the drivers side.I am running a chevy
350 fuel injected,it runs a 195 thermostat,actual running themp is about 205,with it
going up to 215-220 when keeping it running at 3800 rpm for 30-45 mins with outside
temp of 85 degrees.I have a duel electric fan.I am very pleased,a friend has a gmc truck
with the same running gear stock,and his runs as high as 245 on the highway pulling a
trailer at 70.This is just my .02.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Ok...so I was bored...POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22150 NEXT>22181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pete,it bolts (sheet metal screws)into the air box which is on the engine side of the
firewall behind the glove box.the air then goes into the core box and through the firewall
almost at floor level where theres ductwork and a flapper door for either defrost or heat.it
looks just like whats in a wagoneer but i tried the fan out of a 79 fs cherokee and it didnt
fit.i think some of our trucks came without the whole assembly as other members have
talked about fabbing up a heater.any way hope this helps.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2 screwdriver tipped tire irons and for wider than stock tires,a bucket.
That thing you show is for prying the bead over a one piece wheel.It wouldn't work on
our stock wheels anyhow.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22142 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps,me too.i was just at the fsj site hoping theyd posted some already,and there
is one where you can barely see betsy lurking in the campground prior to rolling out but
everyone was snapping pics especially in the carnage zone at fain ford so hopefully theyll
be up in the next day or 2 and i still havent managed to send any to pete to put on his spot
but rest assured ill be like a rooster on a dunghill when they do get posted.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC.EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 7:56
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22151 NEXT>22192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pete,theyre on the way (i hope)dont have any yet of the new paint job or saturdays
carnage,soon i hope.also may have sent some pics of the new house.jc
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22146
NEXT>22183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to have any of them.i have had a yamaha and a suzuki.i rode a cbr1000
before.it was nice.i would stick with a zuki if you want pure power.now that i'm getting
older,i would probably get a Katanan.i'm gettin a little old to be knee draggin with
youngun's like you.
oh,by the way....my fire-ants are hungry.
krob725
ps i think a GSXR would fit nicely in the back of my M725.(this makes my whole post
M715 related)ha!
SUBJECT>Re:Another fine Zone member!!!!POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22139 NEXT>22179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aww shucks Lee now every one knows !Hey I have my new rims from Daimond the
center is 1/4 inch thick !!!these things are awsome ,by the way i may hold you to that
lunch offer next time im in your area .Hope you get alot of use out of the rims and the
tires will make a great flower pot .See ya Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:can't get it started POSTER>tkarl EMAIL>tkarlstuff@sio.midco.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22116
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a 12v or 24V Starter?If you have a 24v Starter,then the it will not get
enough umph to start the engine well with a 12v System
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22161
NEXT>22175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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sure sounds like the fuel pump lobe on the cam shaft is worn into a circle
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22156 NEXT>22201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey go pick up a candy thermometer or a cooking thermometer.They are the best for
really figuring out your actual running temp.There cheap too.....Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Re:aluminum radiator?again POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:37 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22137
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Mike,
I am using a summit aluminum radiator in my 1975 CJ-5 with a 401 AMC.I also
installed the Flow Kooler water pump,and am really happy.I ordered a generic Ford
radiator that was 19"x26".Had to do a little bit of trimming on the back of the grill to
make it fit.My buddy TIG welds for a living,and fabbed a couple of mounting tabs up in
about 20 minutes.It will run all day on the freeway at 190 degrees.Last week,I went out
to the Arizona desert for some rock crawling.Outside temps were 110 degrees,and the
jeep never ran over 205 degrees,even with low speed crawl and a flex fan.
Arnold
SUBJECT>In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,27 May 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22178 22208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the rollcage more or less completed.Two hoops around the doorframe and
connecting bars,two on top,and one in the back.I used some angle iron to form two
triangles on the back,behind the seats.Because of the windshield latches,the front bars
are about in the middle of the fixed side window.The lower part is angled towards the
front,giving good footroom to get in.The side hoops sorta look like the letter R.
The only issue is that this design WILL NOT work with manual windows.The window
crank would get in the way.:-(I swapped doors and have power windows,so this is not
an issue for me.
I used 2"welded seam tube .120"thick.Using a Harbor Freight pipe bender,I made two
consecutive 45 degree bends and prevents the tube from collapsing or severely wrinkling.
The cab bows and soft top fit over the cage.I may also bolt the front part of the cab bows
to the rollcage so the cab top assy is more stable when I fold the windshield down.I now
have mounting points for my shoulder belt seat belts (from an FSJ),too!
I will post pictures soon and give y'all a link.
SUBJECT>Re:35 spline Conversion?POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 2:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the Black Sheep site.This has Mikes and other Black Sheep projects.Also,I
think there is a link to the left,but I don't remember where it is at.
http://www.rocktaxi.com/BlackSheep/BlackSheepMain01.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 3:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do I have to do to fix that?
SUBJECT>Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 3:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>22187 22196 22235
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last weekend,when I went on a 140-mile trip,I wore ear plugs.Nothing fancy,just the
rubber plugs that come on a cord.I discovered that the trip was a lot more pleasant.I
could still hear traffic noises and my passenger's conversation,but the high-pitched whine
of the drivetrain (and the howl of those cursed Buckshot Mudder tires)was effectively
muffled.I removed the plugs when I entered town at my destination and,even at 25 mph,
I was very surprised at how much noise there was.
I will keep a set of earplugs in the glovebox from now on.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pics,pics,we want pictures!
SUBJECT>Re:Another fine Zone member!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 4:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22168 NEXT>
22205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doc Smith,what's the center look like on your new wheels?
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
28 May 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22160 NEXT>22186
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought the Australian Tyrepliers and have to say they work great on stock 715 rims.
You don't need the prybars,but you still need something to break the tire bead from the
wheel and the tyrepliers work well.The stock wheels have a larger-than-usual bead lip
though,so I found that the tyrepliers work better set to 17"instead of 16".Good Luck.
SUBJECT>If you do that...do this!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22163 NEXT>22190 22191
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you go with the civvy jeep truck firewall heater unit,put a positive on/off valve in the
lines.My truck is set up with one of these heater units and the cab would get pretty hot
spring/summer.The heater core blew on me a few weeks ago and I side of road fixed it by
looping the line back into the engine and skipping the core.The cab is MUCH cooler
now...must have had a lot of 'blow threw'with the other.When I get a new core,I'm
putting valves in the line.
SUBJECT>Re:REBS...not Southerners.POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22144 NEXT>22185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Spicergear,thats the REB conversion that I was told
about.The sprag does work in high
and low range and it is there all the time.The raios between front and rear output are
slightly different.When the rear driveshaft overspreeds the front,the sprag engages.
Sorry,I've been MIA!
Recovry4x4
SUBJECT>Re:GRRRRRRRrr!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a little spare cash at the moment and have tossed around the idea of helicopter
flight school.I ran it past Katie and she's like,"Cool,"so...that option might get looked
into.That PS was cold dude.In the words of one of our missing members..."eat one."
SUBJECT>Re:welder generator body POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22159 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want It!!!E-mail me with your location.
SUBJECT>Re:REBS...not Southerners.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22182 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Different Ratios?!That may explain why my other truck drives like,umm...well,it drives
really weird with the front axle engaged.Like wants to wander all over the place,
probably due to being slighly pushed.Hmmm,you've convinced me to leave it alone and
just make sure the linkage is adjusted in the new truck.Thanks for the education on
REBS,Sprags,and dumbass uneven ratios.Saved me some loot on lockouts too!
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22180 NEXT>22211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the recommendation,Brad.The unit looked like a well put together device.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22177 NEXT>22188 22194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I going to assume that you did a majority,if not all,of those 140 miles on asphalt roads.
Going with that assumption,isn't it pretty hard on those mudder tires?
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22187 NEXT>22189 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You should see what a 2000LB load and 60 miles does to Boggers!Each tread bar had
little curls of rubber on them that could be brushed off with the hand and the tires were
HOT.On the ear protection thing...I could only get 40mph out of that new duece truck
until I put in ear plugs,then I could get nearly 55mph out of it.Having the exhaust blown
out right infront of the cab on a diesel is DAMN LOUD.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22188 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo spice,Good exhaust doesnt help much in those things.
SUBJECT>Re:If you do that...do this!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Idea Spicer...thanks
SUBJECT>Re:If you do that...do this!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22181 NEXT>22193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A thought just occured to me.
If you put valves in the two lines,shouldn't you provide a way for the coolant to flow any
way?Like an H kind of setup with a valve in it as well?To prevent hot spots in the heads
or anything.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22166 NEXT>22215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok man,I'll keep an eye out for em.
SUBJECT>Re:If you do that...do this!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 7:54 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22191 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know on my big block chevy it really doesn't matter.The lower line is off of the water
pump and the upper line is out of the top of the intake manifold.There's plenty of flow
without that little bit.You should be okay on small and big block chevy if you use the
standard water outlet ports,other motors?...on your own!
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22187 NEXT>
22195 22216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guessed right,Fred..It was paved roads all the way and I'm GLAD!GLAD I tell ya,that those Buckshots are
wearing down!:o)I look forward to the day that they finally wear out and I can justify
replacing those gawdawful tires.They're fine in the dirt,but 99.9%of the roads around
here are paved.With a "ton"of wheel weights,they still shake when driving over 53 mph.
Also,when I jack up the wheels and spin them,I swear that a couple of them are an inch
out-of-round.
For my predominantly highway use,I will look for an all-season radial next time.Perhaps
Michelin??
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22194 NEXT>22197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I can only imagine what those Buckshots feel like cruising down the highway.Must
feel something akin to driving something with square wheels.:)
I don't have much use for large mudder tires out here in Wyoming.Out here,a good set of
truck tires with an aggressive tread pattern will get you most anywhere you choose to go
in your M715.Some trails might require the need of a locker but those are rare.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>22177 NEXT>22200 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah man.Ear plugs are great.This past weekend I went on a 400 mile trip (all highway)
in my m725.I covered the floor with some blankets.This really helped cut the whine
down too.My next set of tires will definately be something less agressive.
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22195 NEXT>
22198 22199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,you must love living out in Wyoming.That kind of country is "home"for the M715.
Wish I was there.In the meantime,I continue to take kidding from my friendly farmers,
who want to paint it "John Deere Green".;o)
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wyoming is a beautiful state...at least it is in my mind.A lot of people don't like the wide
open spaces.Before I retired,I used to tell my young troops that bitched about being sent
to Wyoming that there are worse places to be sent.I hate big cities and congested living.
I was coming back to the United States after spending a LONG three years in Incirlik
ABS,Turkey (Overseas Long Tour +1 year extension).My first three choices for bases,.on my Air Force "Dream
Sheet",were Mountain Home AFB,ID /Hill AFB,UT /and
F.E.Warren AFB,WY.I got my third choice and was damned happy about that as I
feared that I might be sent back to my last unit that was at McClellan AFB,CA.I hate
California even though I was born in Long Beach.California is the land of fruits,nuts,
and flakes and I'm not talking about what grows on the trees and bushes!
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22197 NEXT>22210 22226 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Colorado,our neighbor to the South,has some real nice places to go four wheeling too.
Unfortunately,there are too many Californians moving to Colorado and they're bringing
their screwed up environmentalist and political ideology with them.Pretty soon,Colorado
will be just as screwed up as the Democratic Republic of California.
The only recent good news to come out of Colorado is that they've still got enough right
thinking people to have gotten a right to carry concealed weapons bill passed.It's about
time!The idiot mayor of Denver,Wellington Webb,is challenging the state law and try
to make Denver exempt.He said he doesn't understand why anyone would think it's
necessary to carry a handgun in Denver.The guys a freakin'twit!
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22196 NEXT>22209 22227 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't laugh but my wife and I just put in a whole bunch of pergo type laminate flooring in
our house.Since its a full floating floor it sits on a probably 3/16th foam pad backed by
fiber reinforced vapor barrier.Well to make a long story short I had some of this left over.
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I cut several panels to fit under the carpet in my CJ and it really worked well to help keep
out floor board heat and some noise dampening.I can hear it now...I just spent 3000.00
bucks to put in a new floor so I could have some sound deadener for my rig..heh,heh...
Cheers....Kaiserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22171 NEXT>22234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That won't work on a pressurized system.
SUBJECT>Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22203 22222 22238
LINKNAME>uece Truck LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
This is the link to a few pics of the new duece and a half.It will be painted...soon!I'll try
and get a couple of pics of the other up soon.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear.SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,just got the other pics cleaned up,so there's pics of both 2-1/2 tons there.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve do you have the spec's on that roll cage,nice M-715.
SUBJECT>Re:Another fine Zone member!!!!POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice ,thanks for asking ,the rims that I purchased were the solid center NOT the 35.00
extra "sport"rim that Diamond sells with the four cut outs .They look REALLY nice.
And now the super swamper ssr radials are on and the look is awsome!!!I will post some
pics as soon as you know how coms back on line.By the way I am not downing Diamond
in any way shape or form .Curtis
SUBJECT>Batteries queston POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Batteries relocated under hood,anybody done this.
SUBJECT>Re:Batteries queston POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22206 NEXT>22239 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
With a stock radiator setup,one battery should fit nicely into the fenderwell area where
the civilian truck would have it.I've seen some people mount a battery rack on the
passenger side firewall if they don't already have a heater in that spot.If you have
converted to 12-volts which is what I originally did,then you would only need one battery
and the single battery setup mentioned first works great.
If you need two batteries,have a heater and don't want to cut up anything like fender
wells etc,then it is kinda difficult to find places under the hood for both batteries.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 3:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaEYu8kLFpcfU PREVIOUS>22173 NEXT>
22217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am working on doing the rollcage myself I also bought the Harbor Frieght bender and it
seems loose on the tube how did you work with that....SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You put a new floor in your Jeep??Please more details :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22199 NEXT>22213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully California will have a severe meltdown and I can be here to ride it out.
Otherwise I'll be heading East before too long.The deserts can't be beat however for off
roading.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22186 NEXT>22214 22218 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fred,
You'll be wasting your money on that thing.On our stock wheels,there's no "bead"to
break.Once you let the air out of the tires (assuming they're not rock hard)the sidewall
will almost fall out of place.At the worst you only need to step on the sidewall to get it
out of the way.Then you need a large screwdriver to pry the lock ring out.
That tool you show is for stretching the tire bead over the lip of a safety bead wheel.
Chris
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SUBJECT>Axle swap questions POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22237 22254 22256 22292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After weighting the pros and cons of using the stock axles to tow with and calculating the
cost of upgrades (gear change,disc brakes,custom wheels)I have decided to switch to
newer axles.I found a 14 bolt and a 60 at a decent price and went ahead and picked up
the 14 bolt (he is changing the ring and pinion out of the 60 from 5.13 to 4.56 for no
charge).I was wondering about how I should hang them.I know they are set up as spring
over from the factory and the stock axles are spring under.Would going sping over put
me at a ridiculous hiegth for towing?I kind of like how the truck sits now and don't really
care to go much higher.Also i was wondering what offset wheels people were running
that have done this swap?Thanks for any tips or if you have done this and have a website
let me know the address.
Thanks
Steve.SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22210 NEXT>22219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,that is a truism...deserts can't be beat for four-wheeling.However,California doesn't
have a monopoly on deserts.Arizona,the state in which I spent most of my childhood,
has just a few (;))acres of rock and sand.Utah has the Moab monster.New Mexico has
some challenging terrain also.
Hey Lucky,how's that recall petition drive going to kick that dumbass governor of yours
out of office!
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22211 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,point well taken.I was just doing a little research in case I do decide to invest in
some Stockton rims and go to conventional tires.I suppose I should have been a lot more
clear in the phrasing of the "Subject"of this thread.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22192 NEXT>22236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pete,any joy?i sent em last night thanks ...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22194 NEXT>22228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,may I make a suggestion?Powerking Super Traction 9.00 x 16 LTs /Load Range:
D.A moderately aggressive tread design which doesn't create much noise at 40 -55 mph.
Yet,the tread is not to tame as to not be lame on the trail.Just a suggestion.If you want
to see what they look like,go to this page at my website:
http://home.att.net/~fredstueve/kaiser.htm
Granted,the picture is not all that big.But you can make out the tread pattern on the tires.
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22208 NEXT>22221 22261 22378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You are most likely using the wrong die.A 2"die is for a 2"I.D.pipe,not O.D.
If this is it dont feel bad.It took me awhile to get use to it also.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
28 May 2003,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22211 NEXT>22220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I don't consider them a waste of money.Maybe if you change your tires out on a regular
basis,they won't be stuck to the rims too bad,but mine were on there like they were
mounted with super-glue.I started out using a dulled plastic tree felling wedge and a large
hammer to force the tire bead and rim apart,but after pounding on one tire for several
hours to get it dismounted,the tyrepliers seemed like a good deal.I was able to dismount
the remaining four tires in less time than it took for the first one using the tyrepliers.They
are very well made,plus I can use them on any of my other Jeeps.It's your money of
course,but I certainly don't regret the purchase.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seems to be rolling along steadily but personally I think the cost of replacing a gov like
that might outweigh the positives.We'd still have a full wacko hippie legislature to
contend with anyhow.Election time isn't that far off either.I'd rather sit back and watch
Davis drive all the business out first and hope for an exodus out as people lose all their
jobs.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22218 NEXT>22257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,I thought this was for stock wheels.
For the difficult tires,man I spent close to 8 hours dismounting the original NDT's after
they'd been on for 20+years,so I agree there.But with my way too wide X-terrains I can
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break them down and be running again in 15 minutes with no fancy tools.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22217 NEXT>22260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the 1 1/2"(1.5")die for my 2"OD pipe.Kept it from crinkling.But I was only able
to do 45 degree bends.Set the rollers to where the pipe would just pass thru if the die
were shoved up to the highest point.I should have pix up soon of the cage...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22202 NEXT>22230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,in which folder would I find the deuce?
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:can't get it started POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 May 2003,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>22116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In its original form,the 24v Tornado spins fast.Even with weak batteries,the ones I have
used would move the truck if it was in gear even if it did not start.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 3:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22199 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back in the mid-80's,I was working construction and spent some time in Craig,CO,Salt
Lake City,UT,and Eldo,NV.I loved all 3 places.
I remember a time when I drove a 2WD pickup to the top of a hill in Colorado (it was a
LARGE hill)and,when I turned off the engine,heard absolutely NOTHING.There aren't
many places where a person can do that.I packed a Savage O/U .223/20 ga.and a .223
Thompson Contender whereever I went.Had a lot of fun on my Honda trail bike,too,
panning for "color"and fishing for cutthroat.The people I met were from right out of a
Louis L'Mour novel.They were rough-and-tough,but their word was gold.Yep,I love
that country.Ended up here in central Illinois because that was where the next job was.
Regarding right-to-carry,we're having a tough go getting that passed here in Illinois.
Misguided voters elected a Democratic governor and congress last election,plus Chicago
Mayor Daley (who controls Illinois)has a personal vendetta against lawabiding citizens
owning firearms.We continue to "fight the good fight"and we keep pressing for sensible
legislation.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22200 NEXT>
22232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As the weather heats up,you'll be the one doing the laughing,KJ.Last summer was my
first experience in the M715 on a hot day;you could have fried bacon on the floor pan!
I got the Jeep from an air museum (static display),and the curators asked me if I'd be
interested in driving it in the 4th of July parade (forecasted temperatures were 90
degrees).I gently broke it to them that the human body was not designed for that kind of
heat.
I have put heavy floor mats down (John Deere,of course),and that has helped.I would
like to cover the hump and firewall,eventually.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22216 NEXT>
22231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,I like those tires.The tread pattern is plenty aggressive.Were you able to balance
them,so the highway driving is smooth?.P.S.:Really enjoyed your website.I try not to be a jealous man,but I couldn't
help it
when I saw the country that you "play"in.
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you checked to see if there's a plugged fuel filter,stuck float needle valve,etc.,
preventing fuel from getting into the carburetor?
If that's not the problem,you might want to consider replacing the pump as the first (and
cheapest)step.I installed an Airtex Model 6510 fuel pump from Autozone last year (cost
less than $30),and it has worked very well.
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22222 NEXT>22240 LINKNAME>Now
go to Duece Trucks LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
I'm a dumbass!I had it under private by accident.It's open now.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
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EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't have them balanced as I told the tire shop that I did not intend to do the highway
thing.I enjoy being able to hear normal volume conversations :).The web site was a
thrown together in a couple of evenings when I felt bored and inspired.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22227 NEXT>22233 22244 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,do you think that one of those roll-on bedlining materials work on the floor of the
cab?Bondo and Duraliner make a coating which can be sprayed,rolled,or brushed on.
SUBJECT>Re:Hearing Protection POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22232 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually Mikel I just put the foam under my carpet.Some of the floor metal was replaced
a couple years ago when I realized I could never sell it due to to much money invested
into something that was not worth 1/8th of what I have into it.The wag on the other.hand...I hope the M715 never
needs it.I've got to much to do as it is...
SUBJECT>Re:Oil leaks out of the Wazoo!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take the cap off before you reach operating temp.Works just fine.You can see when the
thermostat opens ect....I've had no problems..
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22215
NEXT>22247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no man,I haven't seen em yet.
how big of a file are you tryin to send?maybe send em one at a time?
I can only take 1500K files at a shot,and then I lose stuff.
You can send to my yahoo account too,if you want...over2land@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions [Me Too ] POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22212 NEXT>22255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im in the same predicament,I would like to use the heaver D60F axle in my M-715 and
stay spring under.But dont no witch D60F axle to use Dodge,Chevy,dually maybe.I have
a 86'Dodge D60F but dont know if it's wide enough.HELP Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22202
NEXT>22241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice lookin trucks.
Why do you need two?Why not give one to me?LOL
And,how do you tell the difference between a 5 ton,and a deuce and a half from the
outside?
SUBJECT>Re:Batteries queston POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22207 NEXT>22243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Rollie for the info,I do have a modified stock M-715.But just dont have enough
room up front for my BIG [6-3'320lbs ] ass cousin to sit in the driver's seat.The battery
box is in the way of them big long legs,looks like them batteries mite be going to the bed
of my truck.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22230 NEXT>22242
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Spicer,
It's really sad to see the 'Busa folder.It reminds me of how some guys keep a pic of an x-
girlfriend in their wallet long after she leaves him.
Just let her go man,she's gone for good.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22238 NEXT>22250 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The red truck was going to be cut up for scrap and at a recycler's place where I rescued it
from.I'm hoping to mount some type of boom on that truck and keep it at the farm...I'd
also like to find a set of rear dual wheels for that if the boom thing comes to fruition for
added stability,PLUS,if I build another 715 and put rockwells under it I'll have 4 spare
super singles with 11.00x 20's waiting.The other truck was a turbo diesel and I knew that
pop wouldn't freak about it because he's an old die hard diesel guy.It worked.The liftgate
and general good condition of the truck will make having it on the road for whatever use
not too big a deal.
The two easiest ways to tell the duece from the 5 ton is this;the 2-1/2 ton has a front
fender that fits the tire...the 5 ton has an extended front fender that has about an extra 2'of
gap behind the tire.They do this so that the same cab will work on the 10 ton tractors and
fit their huge tires.The other is that the 2-1/2 ton has 6 lug wheels where the 5 ton has 10
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lug rig wheels.The hoods are a little different but you'll need to study those...the wheels
and the fender gap is pretty easy to remember.
Later.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22240 NEXT>22245 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You suck.Have a nice sabbaticle from the Zone?
I know that it's gone and won't be recovered,I've pretty much been aware of that from the
go.Been checking pricing on cycletrader.com...hopefully in another 3 weeks I'll be back
in the market again.I thought I found one of the side fairings today on eBay,but it was
scratched in the wrong place.
How's the truck running?
Jeaner pop yet?
SUBJECT>Re:Batteries queston POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22239 NEXT>22246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Northern Tool &Equipment has a water tight 24"rocket box that holds two batteries with.a little extra room for
wiring,Worked great for my truck.Relocated them to the front of
the bed.It is tough enough to stand on,takes a beating and it looks military
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22232 NEXT>22258 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't see why it wouldn't!
Thanks!
SUBJECT>BS post to Spicer POSTER>350-B.in Tennessee
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22242 NEXT>22282
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Without my witty retort I find The Zone a little dry,and seeing as how Jeepist Doug
banned all humor from this board-it's lost it's appeal.
Anyhow,you know,this might be a good time to get out of the bike world seeing as how
you've found Ms.Right and have (somehow)convinced her to stay with you.We all
know that an obsession for speed and long,healthy life don't go togehter.I sold my 1000
to get an engagement ring-it's not a bad trade,trust me.
Amanda's bogger's got stolen sunday.She was pretty pissed.>200 miles on 'em.Gone.
My wife has 4 weeks until our daughter is born.I'm excited as hell,and am looking
forward to being a father.Another chapter in my life...
The truck is running better than I anticipated,but I gotta re-torque my heads to stop and
oil leak.I drove it around all weekend.
Tell Katie I said "Yo!"and that she has my sympathy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Batteries queston POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22243 NEXT>22249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon i just bought 2 new batteries and due to finances had to buy smaller size 650cca
when i got em home and eyeballed em i thought hmm...they fit right in the cargo hole
under the bed.gonna build a small shallow box for them so theyll slide out like a drawer,
weld a hasp on that door sling on a quick disconnect and ill finally have a locking ignition
system.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22236 NEXT>22252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,ill try again tonite.i think i have an 1d10t error going on.ill get it figured out thanks
again...jc.SUBJECT>Spicer's 'Busa replacement?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>chrsitopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22265 LINKNAME>M37 page
LINKURL>http://www.bigelectric.com
Hey,Tom,
Since you apparently have been seriously stricken with the OD bug (cool dueces),thought
I'd tell you about a way to spend that insurance settlement for the 'Busa (man,having it
stolen really sucks).
There's an M37 "three hours east of Pittsburgh"for sale for $2500.It was posted recently
on the M37 page at http://www.bigelectric.com.Go to the discussion forum and check
out the post "Selling the M37"by SamB.Looks like a pretty good deal.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
'53 M37 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:Batteries queston POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 1:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22246 NEXT>22251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Yea,good ideas just keep comm'in [gota love this zone ].Thanks guys.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22241
NEXT>22267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gap...lugs....got it,thanks
What if someone swaps axles?Are the 5 ton axles visually different?
Also...could you describe the hood differences?
SUBJECT>Brandon POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22249
NEXT>22259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just out of curiosity ,do you use any sort of head and neck restraint.I do some pretty
agressive wheelin and by the end of the day after 6 or 8 hours of being bounced around on
1 1/4 ton suspension I'm pretty well worn out.I'll try to remember to take some pics of the
bat box,I was supposed to do that a long time ago for some one else but keep forgetting.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Morticemaker!!POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22247
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ID-10T,huh?Damn,I hate it when that happens..Not a prob man.Just cleared the yahoo box out too,so maybe send it to
both,Just in case.
SUBJECT>greetings from my home away from home POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 3:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
howdy all..here at my parents'new house,on my little brother's lame AOL account.Just
dropping a line to let all of you know I'm alive and doing fine,and for those of you
waiting for my return to UT (for parts and whatnot off my 725),I say this:I am leaving
NY on about the 10th.Got some people to see about paintings etc etc boring boring.
I hope all has been well,and everyone's been ok.Sorry to hear about Spicer's 'Busa...but
it's a killer!better off w/out it hehehe
oh and on the subject of my visit w/Tom,not only is he black but he listens to the hardest,
nastiest ghetto rap ever.Nothing wrong with...some other kind of music I guess,but that
stuff was just too much.As for Katie,it's been a while since I have met anyone as HUGE
as that,or as mean either.Should have left her in Idaho...
heheheheheh no,really now,anyone who gets the chance to meet either of them will see
what a total liar I just was==both of them lovely and very generous to a somewhat manic
travelling idiot.Tom took me on a fun jaunt through the back 40 and I even had clean
underwear when we got back....cuz the hills were steep,is what I meant...
BARRY--couldn't find your number in the phone book they had in Hazleton,was
supposed to cover your area but don't think it did.I will be in touch w/you via email when
I get home about some stuff.Sorry to have missed you.
anyway,this is off topic so I'll get going.It's nice to be done working.
SUBJECT>some thoughts..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,
at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22212 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I do this very same swap,I'll be welding some new perches on,for a spring under.
725s are high enough as it is.Our uniquely capable vehicles are not exactly road-hugging
super-efficient machines as it is,and it's my opinion that it's a good idea to keep it low.
Plus less trouble w/axlewrap w/spring-under.Remember that you can fit about 38's
w/stock axle height moooahahah
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions [Me Too ] POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22237 NEXT>22283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The dually axle is W I D E.You'll need Hummer wheels to deal with it,or custom offset
wheels.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22212 NEXT>22291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple of words on this subject.(Air bags).that way you could have the best of
both worlds.Just a thought Will
SUBJECT>Re:Split Rim Tool Kit POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22220 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use a highlift jack under the bumper of the truck to break down the tires.Just put the
base of the jack as close to the lock ring as possible and start cranking.Works every time.
Then the Big screw driver to roll the lockring out of the groove.
As for getting the NDT's off,I used a piece of 3x3 angle iron about 4'long,put the angle
iron near the bead and drove the truck up on it(Silverado,not M715.The tires were off
the 715 :))Then used a Tire Spoon picked up at Tractor Supply and a BFH.The first one
took me 2 hours,the other 3 took 15 minutes each after I had the method down.
The Boggers are much easier to break down,no rust between the wheel and tire.When
you have your tires off,get the wheels blasted and paint with epoxy primer and good
paint,life is much easier.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22244 NEXT>22305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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People have been bitching about the heat that the gear case makes.I just wonder wether
or not the lining would adhere to the floor area around there.Seems like it would be
excellent otherwise.I mean it's supposed to be skid proof and it sure beats the hell out of
putting rubber mats or carpeting down.The mats and carpeting trap moisture under them
and then the floor starts to rust.
SUBJECT>Re:Brandon POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22251
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,no I dont use any head or neck protection just that fat head of mine bob'in
around on that 24in.neck.Dont do much heavy 4-wheel'in here mainly dirt roads,old
logging trails and agricultural fields.I would appreciate a pic of that bat box when ya get
a chance no hurry though.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah my i.d was also 1.5",not that it matters but the o.d.was 1 15/16ths.It takes alot of
practice to be able to bend pipe the way you want it.I am sure a fancy bender would help
but for now the old bottle jack is getting a work out..Heres a tip though,if you really want a 90 degree and cant
get the pipe to form for you,
make a template from some conduit and then take the tubing to a muffler shop and see if
the will bend it for you.Make your template just large enough your finished peice will fit
inside of the template.
Not all shops are willing to do this,but around here if you find a small locally owned
shop they will usually help.Not to mention only charge $10 or $20 dollars for beer.
Hope this might help
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22217 NEXT>22270 LINKNAME>Rollcage Pix
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/Index.htm
Click on the 2nd link on my homepage for pix of the incab roll cage.
No nudey pix here,I promise!
SUBJECT>SHOCK ABSORBER QUESTION POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,29 May 2003,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22263 22271 22294 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys what are my options for replacing my tired leaking old shocks.What can I buy
to replace them that will be as close to stock or a little better.Also dose anyone have some
advice on how to fix some oil leaks on my np200 transfer case is it easy yo remove it and
replace all the external seals it seams to never stop leaking.
SUBJECT>Re:SHOCK ABSORBER QUESTION POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 1:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22262 NEXT>22268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,For shocks may want to check under parts in Online Manuals.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:greetings from my home away from home POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22253 NEXT>
22276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YO TACOMA!Hey man,if you think you'll be down through PA again on the way back,
let Katie and I know.If you think you're just going to pack up on I-80 to head west,
maybe we can meet you in Lewistown or State College.1.717.649.8688 or 717.319.0864.
Later
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer's 'Busa replacement?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22248 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're a neat truck,but just don't do a whole lot for me.They just seem small and tall,to.antiquey for me.Once this
odd Northeast Monsoon season passes,maybe I'll pick up
another bike.If I get another truck...I may lose the garage...and a spot in the will.
SUBJECT>diesel POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at
5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22269 22275 22343
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anybody ever considered or even actually installed an Isuzu NPR truck engine?take a
look at the stats on the Isuzu 4HE1-TC,the engine looks like a real nice fit,size,weight
and power-wise.any comments?
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22250 NEXT>22273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They're similiar looking...the 5 ton is bulkier and has a round mounting flange for the
drivshaft to bolt on to.The Duece has a smaller,squarish flange.The 5 tons have to be in
the area of like 1500#too.Quite meaty.
Both hoods have drops offs at the sides of the front and 5 ton,if memory serves,drops to
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just about the top of the grill whereas the duece goes up from the grill a little then back
the hood.
Stick with fender gap and wheel studs...they're cake.
SUBJECT>Re:SHOCK ABSORBER QUESTION POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22263 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the NP200...it's probably been hot and cooked the seals.You can reseal without
taking it out,however the input may be a little tough.I dropped the driveshafts off of it,
then put a piece of 1"chromoly pipe about 16"long(what was kicking around that fit)
through the front yoke (you'll have to have the case in 4WD),bolted on the U-joint straps
then chained the pipe to the frame.That will positively STOP the movement of the yokes
when you pull on that big nut with the breaker bar for the two rear yokes.Switch that pipe
over to the rear yoke and go for the front yokes.I think that they're 1-1/4".I know the nuts
on my 205 are 1-5/16"because I had to buy that socket...then grind it down a hair to fit
inside the yoke...what everybody wants to do with a $20 socket.Oh,and it's been posted a
couple of times that the stock seal are better than the NAPA replacements.
Later.
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice job man.good peace of mind..SUBJECT>Re:SHOCK ABSORBER QUESTION POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rancho 5000 front Part#5118
Rancho 9000 Front Part#9116
Can't find the rears.
Later
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>230 head gasket POSTER>Steve Clark EMAIL>syntaxwarrior@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why are individual head gaskets so hard to find for the 230 Tornado?Anybody know a
source?
64 Gladiator
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22267
NEXT>22277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol...aight.
Reason I ask,is that my girl and I drove down to TN last weekend,and I saw some (what
I took to be at the time)deuces on the road....and told her as much.And,due to her
asking what the difference was...between them and the 5 tons...I realized I had no hard
answer.It was always kinda like...just lookin at it and knowing.LOL...now at least I can
tell her the difference to look for.
Thanks man.
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22272 NEXT>22278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa can get you a steel shim type.Take your check book.To my understanding
composite types are no longer available so you may want to consider having the head
milled to insure a good flat surface as there is little room for error with the steel shim.If
your considering upgrading to a different engine you may want to just go ahead and do it
now instead of investing more money into the 230.
SUBJECT>hmmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 9:21
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my first concern would be cost.If they can be had for a decent price and will mate up to a
decent tranny,I'd think it would be a great idea.
just a reminder,Foothills 4x4 in SC sold one of the 4x mags a Cummins for $2k.I think
it even came w/tranny but I'm far from my research material.;).SUBJECT>rough travel plans POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,
at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22264 NEXT>22279 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
as usual,everything is up in the air,until it isn't hahah
either I'm flying home w/wifey and the peanut,or I'm driving home w/the other guy who's
out here..probably not going to drive back w/the van.Extremely tentative plans call for a
northern escape on 90,BUT if things change I'll definitely be in touch.
what's this I see:you have another deuce?
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22273 NEXT>22281 22383
LINKNAME>http://www.govliquidation.com/
LINKURL>http://www.govliquidation.com/
Go to the goverment liquidation website and find some pics of each.Pay attention to the
air intakes on the passenger side.Most 2 1/2 tons have a simple intake hood that looks like
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a bowl where most 5 tons have the external air filter assembly that is large and
bulky.Pretty easy to spot these from 1/2 mile or so while traveling at 70 mph.
Girl as in girlfriend or daughter?My oldest son (8years)Learned the cycles of a four
stroke internal combustion engine and a little about carbs,exhaust,and timing on our last
"father &son"road trip.Good fun for him as he likes to talk about "MAN"stuff and
relieves me knowing that he will be able to take care of his own vehicles by the time he is
old enough to have them.
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,
at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22274 NEXT>22280 22298 22384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its a shame the 230 is so expensive to rebuild from my knowledge of building motors
looks like it wouldent be that bad to rebuild.I talked to alot of vetrans that were around
the 715 and they all said they were tough ol motors.just got mine cranked all i need was a
cab kit she fired right up shure is a good running motor.also i have a problem with my
guages i dont have a alt on it right now just cranking from two batteris and the gen gage
registers and the fuel gage says its full of fuel but i know its empty from hole in tank.and
the what kind of oil preasure do you guys get out of the 230 mine runs nearly 60lb on the
gage.
SUBJECT>Re:rough travel plans POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,couldn't pass it up.A buddy of mine had just missed a 1 ton 4x4 dually chevy
stakebody with a liftgate and was wining about that and said that he'd just hold off for a
decent duece and a half.Three days later I find the blue duece truck (with the liftgate)on
eBay and asked him if he could get a 2-1/2 ton for the same price if he'd be interested.He.gives me some whiney crap
about having to save up some money when he was going to
get the same amount of money from his mom for the other one!SO I BOUGHT IT!HA-
HA-HAAAAA!...and invited him over to look at it,I even let him drive it down one farm
road to really (subtly)rub it in.Heh,heh.He talks too much,watches too much TV and
has a humongous garage you can hardly walk through it's full of so much crap.Anyone
that knows all the characters on tv by their real people names and character names has
WAY too much time wasted.
Good travels man!
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22278 NEXT>22299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have four trucks.50psi,45psi,45psi,and 35psi.The one that has(had)35 had carried right
about the same pressure for the last 2 or 3 years until two weeks ago when I spun a rod
bearing while hill climbing.I had just put a carb kit in and apparently got her running
good enough to tear herself apart(might be a problem with the size of my right foot).I do
NOT think they are a bad engine but its gets tiresome for me and the guys a the parts
counter every time I go in there.I've sunk a lot of nickles and dimes into the old 230 and
feel that I would have been better of to swap in a 350 instead of putting the first nickle
into the 230.Just my opinion.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@wbtv.net
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22277 NEXT>22285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
5 tons have a considerably larger differential housing.Alot of them will be running larger
rubber too.
SUBJECT>haven't you learned yet?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May
2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22245 NEXT>22286
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haven't blown enough motors up yet?damn straight you better re-torque those heads
hehehehehehe
Congratulations on the impending doom of daughter,mine will be 2 soon and I can tell
you they are practically BORN women.Not that I would change anything about women
or anything...I'm starting the moat around the house this summer.I don't think it's too
soon.
After meeting Tom I too send all my sympathy to young Katie,I don't think she knows
what's she's gotten into.The stinking mud is just the beginning I think.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions [Me Too ] POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 10:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22255
NEXT>22290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cris,You are very smart.I will do that on my truck,thanks...
SUBJECT>New Leafs POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spring over axle swap on my truck and I would like to know what options I have
in purchasing new leafs.Is thier anything off the shelf that I can use.Help.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22281
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Heres a little info on the family of 5 tons just incase you wanted to know.The 39 series
which is the M51,M52 and so on have a flat grill.The gas powered trucks have no
external air cleaner.The -A2 series trucks and the -A1 series trucks have the large can
type air cleaner on the right fender.The -A2 has a multifuel and the -A1 has the Mack
ENDT673 for power.The 800 series have an extended hood and most grill guards are
tube type but not all of them.The 800 series have the air cleaner on the left fender.The
800 truck are fitted with the NHC250 Cummins for power.The 900 series trucks have a
taller tilt nose and besides the Cummins,have an automatic trans.5 tons have tires
ranging from 11:00X20 to 14RX20.Bridge trucks have dual 14:00X20 tires which are
massive in a dual wheel config.
All you ever wanted to know about 5 tons.....or not!
SUBJECT>Re:haven't you learned yet?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22282 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,as you have become painfully familiar with the northeastern weather lately,you
may have guessed that the stinking mud we went through and that low area have been
ponding (not pondering,Brian)for like a month now.I seriously think I'd be winching out
of it after a couple more passes.Hmmm,being flooded it doesn't stink as badly...yet.Give
it a month and let the skunk cabbage blossom and it will be raunchy...really raunchy.I'll
send you some for your moat.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:New Leafs POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22284
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB.Linn has some front NOS,OEM springs,just brought me a set for 95.00 off E-Bay.
Brandon
SUBJECT>defroster POSTER>brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,
30 May 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22289
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.does anybody know if there is supose to be some sort of defroster on the m-715?mine
does not have one but there are two holes that look like they function as a defroster.is
there like some ducting that goes under the dash that connects to the holes?im thinking
of rigging up some sort of home-made defroster out of a pipe with some holes drilled in
it.anybody have any ideas?thanks.
-brian
SUBJECT>Re:defroster POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22288
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ducts out of wagoneers and cherokees will almost fit but the glove box and light
switch get in the way.You could modify them or at least get an idea from them.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions [Me Too ] POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brianna,you boob,you spelled my name wrong.Now I don't know if I can help you
next weekend.And come up with some snappy name 'cuz there's enough Brians on here
as it is.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May
2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22256 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i just got my 715 running it didnt impress me much with the stock 9x16s in the mud i
went out in a feild i expect putting the 13in wide tires will help it out alot better especialy
if i go with boggers i could do circles around my jeep in the mud with my toyota 4runner
but i am running 31 11:50 TSLs and yes the toyota is alot lighter but it dont pull like the
715 also im not used to the length of the 715 got high centerd on a dirt pile that i always
go over with the yota.my 715 will be alot more capable when i get some wider tires and
bigger ones.i love the stock gearing dont realy care about speed it absolutely crawls in
low range something i find can be helpfull when crawling around on rocks and pulling.
Until next time
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22212 NEXT>22300 22339 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,
I'm collecting parts to do a axle swap this fall.I'm using a Chevy D60 in the front and
most likley a Dana 70 in the rear.The rear has proven for me to be the real issue as the
spring width is kinda unique.There are several reasons the 70 is a better choice than the.14 Bolt (better ground
clearance,more gear ratios available,etc).Wagoner Machine Shop
(WMS)can do anything you want with the front or rear.Check out their web site and give
Casey a call.
Good luck,
Paul
SUBJECT>Wheel swap POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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22295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got an M715 and am wanting to swap the origonal wheels for a new set of rims and
tires.I looked at the wheel interchange index on the page,but was wandering if anyone
had done it and knows exactly what will work.I also wana know if a 15"rim will work,
or if I have to stick with a 16.
SUBJECT>Re:SHOCK ABSORBER QUESTION POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
get any shock for a 3/4 ton J-10 pickup w/2"lift.I used the RS5000,they ride real nice.
Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel swap POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22293 NEXT>22304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!Glad you got a truck.If you will go back thru the messages,you will find this
question has been discussed and answered many times.You can probably find anything
answered actually.
mudclod
SUBJECT>tempature gage POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,30 May 2003,at
9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22297 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the tempature gage on my 715 glows in the dark with all electrics off even battery
unhooked i supose this was for when during black out phases with dash lights off you
could still see if your truck was running hot or not.just thought this was kinda neat and
was wondering if everyone elses did.
SUBJECT>Re:tempature gage POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22296 NEXT>22303 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,not mine.You must have the "Deluxe"model!
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22278.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oil pressure of 60 psi is real good.
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22280 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're right about the $$investment in the 230,Doug.Also,for the money investment,
the end result is an under-powered 5500 pound truck.The low power is most noticeable
when bucking a headwind or taking off from an intersection with a bunch of impatient
drivers behind.
When I chose to replace my tired 230 with a rebuilt one last year,I thought long and hard.
Two reasons come to mind for my staying with the old engine:
1.I had already invested quite a bit of money in repairing or replacing parts that would be
thrown away if I put in a SBC.
2.Installing a SBC would open up a "can of worms"of things to replace or modify.
Perhaps if I had a shop the decision would have been different.
If I ever do pull this 230,I will "take the plunge"and put in a SBC.But for right now,I've
taken a sabatical and am content with just enjoying driving it around.
My penny's worth.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the problem with the rear the springs are too far apart (interfere with the brakes?)?
Other than that I can't see how there would be a problem.Is there any particular models
that I can look for that are wide enough (so spring perches will fit.I guess if it came down
to it I could inboard the springs (although that would be a real PITA).What about a dana
60 they seem to not have as wide of brakes....I am going to use this to tow so it's off road
prowess is not what I am looking for.I have an off road toy and really don't need two.I
might even put a 3/4 ton 44 in the front and save the 60 and 14 bolt for the off road toy...I
don't have access to a dana 70 right now but I can look for one.
SUBJECT>455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well the Buick 455 is dangling in the engine compartment about where it needs to be.I
would like to shove it back about 2 more inches but without clearancing the fire wall or
buying some kind of header it looks like where its at is where it is going to go.It fit's just
fine between the fame and fenders (I just took the front off).I will probably have to run a
electric fan though as the stock one will hit the little cross braces that go diagonal
between the frame and front crossmember (maybe about a inch smaller fan would work
too).I wonder if it would hurt anything to cut them out.I am going to run a NP205.divorced behind the TH400 that is
on there now.It looks like I will have to move the
mounting location back about 7-8 inches.I had originally hoped and measured and
though it would fit.I did have to cut the frame horns out to get it in and they were too
long but it almost lines back up with where they were.I plan to use some square tube and
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the stock buick mounts to rig my motor mounts (we will see how that turns out).
Anyways I will try to take some pictures once it is in of my mounts and stuff if anyone is
interested.I plan on making them strong and functional but I doubt they will be high on
the bling bling factor........
SUBJECT>ARB in the rear?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22307 22318 22446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all,
I've been wanting to put a locker in the rear of my truck,but since I plan on doing a lot of
snow driving,and it seems that winter lasts for six months here in CT,I'm afraid of
getting a locker.Has anyone installed an ARB in their truck?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:tempature gage POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,
at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22297 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
a delux 715 alright!
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel swap POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22295
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In a nut shell 15"rims will work.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22258
NEXT>22306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to members gallery and click on John Summers.He did his,I have seen it and it looks
good.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22305 NEXT>22313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it does look good.We had regular floor mats down on both the driver and passenger
side.The wife discovered that rust was beginning to form in small spots on the floor so
we remove those.I want to put the bedliner coating down so that the floor is both
protected and it is less slippery when wet.
SUBJECT>Re:ARB in the rear?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 7:25 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22302
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think you will find one for that large of rear.There are not a lot of options for ours.
Maybe they will make the arb's for larger rears as time goes by,but I doubt there will ever
be enough of a market for them to come out with.my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>where to get diamond racing wheels?POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could someone please reveal a source for the heavy duty Diamond Racing brand wheels
for our trucks or any other wheel options you guys with bigger tires on their rigs that
required different wheels.i want to run swampers in the 42/16.5 size thanks for any
help......
SUBJECT>Re:where to get diamond racing wheels?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22308 NEXT>22319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man sorry for the slow reply to your email.Heres the info:Diamond Racing
ph#800-937-4407
E-mail sswheel@execpc.com
ask for Bill
They are probably the best deal for our trucks so far.
Stockton and others can and do make them but usually very $$$$$$.Not to mention,Ive
heard from others,slow on turn around time.This is not the case with diamond.
Need anything else just email me or post here and I will try to help.
Steve
SUBJECT>my pics on the fsj site POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 9:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22323 22324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,finally got some pics posted.sorry i dont know how to do a link.but any one wants to
see em go to ifsja.org,go to general discussion,then to fain ford pics?(may have to go
back a page or2)theyre posted by will morris(thanks will)my m715 in the traffic jam in
the upper tellico river due to mucho busted fsj hardware.hope yall like em...jc
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,31 May 2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22301
NEXT>22325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M715 has the front braces cut out,too.It hasn't seemed to adversely affect anything.
Ethan
SUBJECT>North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1
June 2003,at 12:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22315 22316.22332 22344 22355 22359 22399 22405 22413 22431
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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i was wondering how many 715,725,726 owners there are in NC and maby get some
email adresses.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22306 NEXT>22322 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used spray and roll on bedliner in and under the cab on my 715.Walmart has
it...Duplicolor brand.The spray on seems to build up better and leaves a better texture.It's
held up well so far on the cab floor.I sprayed reflective silver high heat paint over it on
the underneath and firewall..figured it couldn't hurt?My .02
SUBJECT>M 726 for sale in ME POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Gunlist magazine there's a contact maintenance truck complete,low hrs.$4,900.
Waterford,ME w1sww@megalink.net call Stan 207-583-2851 good luck anyone who's
interested....
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
1 June 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Carthage,N.C.near Pinehurst.You're welcome to come over and we'll ride.I've got
plenty of trails around my house.910-947-6276
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>22321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric
I have one that is going to the crusher,rusted out.I have had about 5 in the past.My fater
in law has a winch model one that he keeps on my land.His health is not the best any
more and his is starting to go down hill also.It is a shame,because his was a fresh rebuild
when he got it.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
PS Fire dept.still has one
SUBJECT>MV show in Ohio POSTER>on Stamm
EMAIL>RED77CORVETTE@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the MV show still going to be June 14 in Norwalk..SUBJECT>ARB Lockers POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>22302 NEXT>22320 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mikel:
I got quoted prices for these lockers from Reider racing for the M715/Dana 70/60 front
and rear.The onboard air compressor looks to have potential for refilling the tires after
defalting for off-road,as well.It sure is small and compact,and appears to be robust
enough for this task.But,not cheap (~$200 with auxilliary tire pump fittings).
Anyone have experience with the ARB air pump's capabilities ???
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:where to get diamond racing wheels?POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22309 NEXT>22341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do the Diamond wheels look like in the center,I know they make a solid center.
Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:ARB Lockers POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22318
NEXT>22364 22428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you all.
Tomasso:
I've heard good and bad things about the ARB compressor.I was planning on using an
AC compressor for all my compressed air needs.The Olds 455 (a 1972 motor)that is
going to go into my jeep has a Frigidaire compressor,which I'm not sure if it relies on the
refrigerant gas for lubrication.I know that Yorks (found in 70's FSJs)have their own
lubricating oil,so I might fabricate a bracket and mount one of those.The good thing
about the york is that it gives you TONS of PSI and TONS of flow.You can almost run
air tools with no tank :-)
What kind of prices did you get for the ARBs?Any part numbers?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
1 June 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22316 NEXT>22442
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
must this truck go to the crusher or would you be willing to let someone take it off your
hands?im from whiteville NC if any of you know where im at got my truck found it
under a ol barn shelter not in the best of shape but a carb kit got it running.only got 130
bucks in the whole truck so far.you can email me at rcb3@intrstar.net i would love to go.ride up there in pinehurst
some time but my truck right now isnt road worthy yet brakes
dont work and i need a throttle cable and linkage.right now a peice of wire is tieding me
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over.glad to hear from you guys.
untill next time
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_Fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22313 NEXT>22326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,how long has it been since you put the Duplicolor coating on?
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaiRFs0NcCFbg PREVIOUS>22310 NEXT>22331 22348 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Here is a link to the pictures:
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=012739
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22311
NEXT>22327 22336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,good going..I cut my 2 diagonal braces out too..It turned out to be unnecessary.
There is a long thread on the Pirate board concerning the Taurus (sp?)electric fan.2
speed that wired with solenoids in the high speed mode.5"thick and supposedly moves
some serious air.
Any chance we can do Tellico in the CJ's sometime in July?
I burned a hole in my shift cable yesterday taking the M-715 to our 4x4 show.
(I gave my wife plenty of opportunity to run me over while I crawled under for shifting
into Drive ).I now know why my other toys have a manual tranny.At the show,met
another local M-715'er.He sometimes lurks here..
Today is our 7th anniversary..HOW DI I MANAGE THAT ??????
Ricky...seeya...
trying to make it to another anniversary
SUBJECT>Re:Roll-on bedlining POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22322 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's been in the truck for about 6 months and under use for 3....
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,
at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22325 NEXT>22337 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Cut those diagonal pieces out,while you are at it DO NOT make the mistake of pushing
the engine back so far.I have a Pontiac 400 in my rig with a mechanical fan and 3"
between the dist.cap and the firewall.Now is the time to do it right.There is enough
room,use it wisely.
WEPS
SUBJECT>is it possible?POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to swap a jeep gladiator /wagoneer master cylinder and power brake booster into a 67
M715?
SUBJECT>Cargo Top Bow Question -How Do They Mount??POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just picked up a set of NOS cargo top bows and I set them up and I am not sure how
they set inside the bed stake pockets.The middle one seems like it just sets down,but the
front and the back bows just fall down into the bed and I am not sure how they are
supposed to mount so they don't fall down...Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Front shackle reversal POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone done a front leaf spring shackle reversal on their truck.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks brent...jc
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Murphy N.C.28906.kscampbell1@hotmail.com.cmon down...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Front shackle reversal POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22330 NEXT>22340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.When I did my spring-over,I reversed the shackles.I did not drive my truck enough
before to tell the difference.One problem I have experienced since doing it,I had to.lengthen the front drive
shaft.I got it too long,when you hit a bump with the shackle on
the rear end of the springs,the axle travels toward the t-case.With the shaft too long,it
compression slammed the shaft into the t-case.I had it shortened,twice,now it does not
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do this,but the slip yoke is not made for this much travel.the keeper has popped off the
slip.SB-Brian gave me a factory front drive shaft,that had a tighter slip yoke,it is only
less than an inch shorter than mine,but a bump on the road the other day cased it to over-
extend and popped the slip apart.I have seen longer slip drive shaft in 4x4 mags,but I
haven't spent that kind of bucks yet.Someone else may have a different story to tell,that
is just my experience.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Front Fenders POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone recomend a good source of body parts for the m 715?
SUBJECT>Brake noise???POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put a new set of linings on one wheel,only one was worn out.It is on the rear,and now
it squals very loud.I took it back off and sprayed it down with brake cleaner,wiped it
down and sprayed it until the cleaner ran off.I did this twice,still,it sounds like a semi
when there brakes squall sometimes.Does anyone have a suggestion of what to do next?I
was very pleased with the ease of the job,drilling the rivits and installing the new ones.I
got the shoe linings from Mem Equip,they are almost 1.5 inches shorter than the
originals,but other than that I can see nothing else different.
Thank you in advance.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22325
NEXT>22371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
July sounds good.Just maybe not the weekend of the fourth that might be a little crazy...
The fan that is on there is 19 inches in diameter I could probably step down to a 15"and
clear those things just fine.I might go electric anyways though....
BTW scored a free 8 lug 10 bolt today only draw back is it is completely diassembled and
painted bright orange....
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22327
NEXT>22350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually my Buick has the distibuter in the front (where it should be ;)).There is not
anything on the back of my motor that is going to be hard to reach...I know your pain
though my CJ has a 4.3 and the distibuter is in the back....SUBJECT>Re:Brake noise???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22335 NEXT>22345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wayne,
Did they give you all the same length?Or did you only buy one piece of lining?Normally
the shorter shoe goes towards the front of the axle and the long towards the rear.That
won't cause noise but it may cause that one brake to work not quite as good as the rest.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Axle swap questions POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22292
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul
someone said a few years ago that the rar axle out of a one ton Dodge van would bolt
right in.i have not had a chance to measure one.i think they have a Dana 60.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Front shackle reversal POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22333 NEXT>
22347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reversed my shackles and it rides real nice.My front drveshaft will be made using a 3/4
ton 2wd driveshaft.They have a HD long slip yoke where the carrier bearing mounts on
the shaft.I'll use conversion joints to adapt to stock 715 Ujoint size.I've done this before
and it works good.The slip is real heavy duty and long travel.
SUBJECT>Re:where to get diamond racing wheels?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I opted for the sport wheels.They have four or five (cant remember right now)oval slots
cut into them.Go to perk m715 in the members gallery.If memory serves me right he has
the sport wheels.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,1 June 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22328
NEXT>22346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I swapped an 83 booster and MC into mine.2 holes lined up.Drilled 2 new ones.Seems
to work,aside from the pedal travel still being as long as it was B4.It may just be time to
adjust the brakes AGAIN....
FWIW,I believe that the later mid 80's models had the double brake booster already.
Might wanna find one of those at your local pick n pull..Ethan
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SUBJECT>Re:diesel POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Sunday,1
June 2003,at 11:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22266 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard that Rappco in Bowie,Tx has done a few of those swaps.The guy is hard to
get ahold of,but you may want to try and get ahold of him and find out.If he has done it,
I am sure he can fill you in on all the details.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sanford,NC....715 still not on the road :(but i'm trying to work on it a little now and
then when time allows.email is dp@sanlee.com
I haven't read the board much in quite a while...we did have a couple of NC get-togethers
over at uwharrie,dunno when the last one was,I only made one,and missed everyone
while they were out on the trails.:(
SUBJECT>Re:Brake noise???POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22338 NEXT>22352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,you got me there.I didn't check all 4 on length.Sometimes I amase myself with
what I miss.I just took them out and put two on.After putting about 20 miles on them,I
did notice they are wearing a better pattern than the old ones,the old ones per making
contact just on the center 40 per cent of the pad,these are hitting on the whole face,clear
to the ends.Does anyone know if not turning the drum would contribute?It is not bad,
but it does have some tiny irregularities.Thank you!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22342 NEXT>22385 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spend the $20 and put on a '77 non power corvette master cylinder with that booster and
you'll be fine.It has a much larger piston than the J-truck masters.
SUBJECT>Re:Front shackle reversal POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22340 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds great!I have conversion joints on mine,the key I have found with them,
always keep a spare,they always take overnight to get them in.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:30 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22324 NEXT>22351
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looked like fun.Love to see shots in action.Good looking truck.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22369
22373 22394 22396 22526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My rear locker,I think a Detroit No-Spin,(I got the rear with it already installed)is going
away.I've been running it for 8-10 months and never had any noise with it.I had a wicked
banging noise one day on blacktop when I was accelerating straight then it stopped.I've
never heard it bang crawling.I was in some mud this weekend and was able to get a little
run at it.I pulled out in third gear,4 Hi,and mashed it.I went about 50-60 yards with a
severve 'BANG-BANG-BANG-BANG'about as fast as you can say it,that felt like it was
jack hammering the truck apart.I haven't pulled the cover yet to see if I can see anything.
I thought I may have eaten a gear,but then I should have noise all the time or come to a
screaching halt from a bind sometime.Is my locker crapping out?!?Oh,I checked the U-
joints...they seem fine.Will Detroit back their product if I send it back?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got about 4"distributor to firewall,2"valve cover to firewall and 1.5"radiator to fan
clearance with my big block chevy tall deck truck engine...which is a bit larger than the
B.O.P.455's.I cut the original frame horns and moved them forward for the big block to
clear the large exhaust manifolds.When I had a small block in I didn't have them moved
at all.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22348 NEXT>22496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks man,word is a video is in the works.i got separated from the group though so the
only m715 footage will be in camp and at the ford but there were a lot of real sweet rigs
in action over the whole weekend.a lot of those guys have really worked wonders
considering how little aftermarket stuff is available for the big jeeps.my hats off to em...jc
SUBJECT>Re:Brake noise???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22345 NEXT>22411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You might try scuffing the inside surface of the drum with 120 grit sand paper to get rid
of the noise.Try going 90 degrees to the direction of travel.Sandblaster works even better
if you have acess to one..Good luck
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22334 NEXT>22388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons in Fairfield Iowa has front fenders.Thier pretty pricey though.
SUBJECT>M715 tow truck POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22361 22440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was talking with the current owner of my old 78 Cherokee.He told me that his friend's
Ram (w/the Cummins)got stuck the other day.They called a tow truck company,and
guess what showed up?A M715 tow truck!!!!
I figure I'd share this with you guys.
Mikel
PS.This is in NJ,BTW.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>T Casey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stanfield (Charlotte)...always looking for like minded individuals for rides,swaps,etc.I
try to ride Uhwarrie a few times a year.Also,check out the ncmvpa.com website for mil
vehicle rides,shows,and parades in the state.
Tony
MVPA #23617
ncjeepers@aol.com
M715 (+a couple projects)
M725
M1009
M1008
SUBJECT>Gas pedal POSTER>john foster EMAIL>johndfoster@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aamhOp4Cc9vsk PREVIOUS>NEXT>22403 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking for a gas pedal with the part that bolts to the firewall for a 715.If anyone has
one for sale please email me.Thanks johndfoster@yahoo.com.SUBJECT>Yo Doug/IA POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22358 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My latest duece and a half runs like 120psi air all the time.What should it be and how do
I get it there.You posted something a week or so ago,but I didn't really follow it.
Oh,My red truck is slowly bleeding itself and the brakes are getting better by the day.I've
got great brakes on the third pump now..LOL!
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22357 NEXT>22360 22409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A buddy of mine in vehicle maintenance at fort Riely Kansas said that it should be no
lower than 60 no more than 90.I just put a regulator after the tanks when I relocated them
during the dump coversion so I can can still have the 120 for air tools.Do believe that it is
mechanically controled inside the compressor it self,adjustment might be under the allen
screw on the backside of the compressor but I did not want to prove myself wrong so I
cheated.Recovery would probably be the better person to ask.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Hardcharger 14
EMAIL>FurnsolutionNC@NorthState.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi ......Steve ,In High Point.I have enjoyed my M715 since 83.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22358 NEXT>22362 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does you're have the twin cyclinder compressor or the single?Mine's the single,just
wondering.
Oh,THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 tow truck POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22354 NEXT>22368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,they are still out working.Thats cool....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22360 NEXT>22365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Single,Three lines,one for horn and air shift,one goes
to the tanks for brakes,and one to
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the base of the compressor possibly for control of the clutch?
Do you have the auxiliary connection below the dash by the glove box?Another good
place to put a air chuck.
Is your diesel a Hercules or Continetal and does it have the same cold start kit mine has
(ether injection).
BTW,finished painting the second oklahoma truck yesterday,man does that truck have a
nice straight body.Found one small(easily cover it with half my hand)circle of bondo on
the door?but it had green paint on it so it was either damaged at the factory or during its
early service life,other than that she is straight.Wife wants me to keep it now,I told her if I
put a fresh coat of paint on a turd she would want to keep it also.Small plate in upper
right corner of the data plate has US ARMY stamped into it but the doors said US AIR
FORCE OFFICIAL USE ONLY on the outside of them,what gives there?
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Bow Question -How Do They Mount??
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22329 NEXT>22366
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent my rear hoop has a block of wood screwed to it on each side.It keeps the bow from
falling down to far.The front and middle bow slide in till they hit bottom.If your wood is
to short you could put blocks on them too...I posted the measurements about a week or
two ago.If you can't find it I'll remeasure for you.
Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:ARB Lockers POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22320 NEXT>22400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Mikel,Hey if you do use the compressor to run your ARB (if you get one)be sure to
check with ARB to see what the max PSI they will take.You may need a pressure
regulator to keep the seals in it....
Just a thought....Kaiserjeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22362 NEXT>22367 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine's the Hercules and doesn't have the coldstart hardware ON the engine,but does have
it on the dash with the button and has the clamp on the firewall and hood.I found another
engine at the surplus and I was thinking of picking up the sytsem off of that one.Is it
worth getting or will a little goose of ether in the intake stack be sufficient if she won't
start on a cold day?So far,40-50-60 degrees,I can't hardly get my finger off the starter
button before it's running from a cold start.It may crank for a second and THAT'S IT and
it's running.I did a 'no load'test and she revved to 3000rpm which is actually 50 higher
than what's spec'd for in the manual.I'm happy with that!.I'll have to check for that underdash connection.The only
time I'd checked under the dash
was to unplug the low air buzzer after it scared the b-jesus out of me.I tore the alternator
and radiator out yesterday to be repaired.Once I get those back,I'll work on repainting
and registration.
I think the Armed forces acts like one big business and recycles stuff to where it may be
needed.
Later
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Top Bow Question -How Do They Mount??POSTER>Robert -
CA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original cargo bow set is made to fit into the hollow uprights of the troop seats
supports.If you don't have the troop seats then follow Kaiserjeeps suggestions and search
for his measurements for the uprights.good luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22365 NEXT>22370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd pick it up.Mine starts like yours does in warm weather but when its sat for a couple of
weeks and its 20 degrees your probably gonna be happier with it than with out it.The
ether is about $18(ouch)at Napa only used it twice but think its still pretty well full.
gonna rattle can that huge truck?
If you got a drive in theater out there you have to drive the duece!We have a blast,lawn
furnature,cots for the kids,Grill on the tailgate,and absolutly no problems with being able
to see over the vehicles in front of you.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 tow truck POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22361
NEXT>22404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got some more details from my friend.It had a J-truck cab.
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22349 NEXT>22372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I've had my locker in my rear end for about a year now and never really noticed
much banging out of it til lately.Several times know after a turn then strighting up I've
had a loud 'POP'or 'BANGING'noise from the rear end.I looked back at my D-locker
manual and it said that the locker will pop or make a noise because of the ratcheting
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action or releasing of the locker.It sounds like mine is freaking tearing out the rear gear
sometimes,as long as mine is still locking up I'm not pulling the cover.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22367 NEXT>22380 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I'm gonna see if Krylon sells that camo series I robbed the rattle can from in gallon sizes.
I kinda like the less dark drab look.I couldn't move my middle and index fingers well for
days after painting Velvet.I was going to get one of those little paint can sprayer things
and forgot.It won't happen again.My buddy has a paint shop and can squirt it for me
pretty easily.
We'll keep the drive in idea in mine.Heck with that lift gate could lift in a bathtub full of
ice as a big cooler.Lawn chairs?Liftgate=Lazyboys!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22336 NEXT>22374
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greenmachine,
Man,you beat me to it.I've got a Buick 455 sitting in the garage I want to swap in one
day.I would be VERY interested in any photos,tips,etc.you may have.Have you got the
original heater box?From my measurements it looked like the valve cover would hit it.
I plan on a TH400 and keeping the NP 200.Did you use a short-tailed 400 and still have
to move the t-case back?
Thanks for blazing this trail.
Oh,when you get everything going,please provide some performance feedback.I get
giddy thinking of Buick torque in a 715.
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22369 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right,I'm used to the pops and bangs now and then on a turn,but on a 50 yard run to
make that much voilent sounding noise?!To all of sudden start making this type of noise
concerns me.I'm not pulling cover yet,but it's not too far if this crap keeps up.
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22349 NEXT>
22376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not experienced with lockers,but 1.)since it didn't make that sound before and 2.)
that banging can't be doing your drivetrain any good,I'd call Detroit.
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22371
NEXT>22375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I am going to keep the Th400 too..I don't know if it is the short tail or not (how
long is that?).The NP200 is getting removed in favor of a NP205 divorced.I had to move.the t-case,the yoke on the
slip hit the input yoke.I will probably have to mount the front
where the back of the NP200 mounted.As far as motor mounts they are still in the design
stages.I have collected the metal I need and scetched them out on paper.I plan on making
them tonight and tuesday night if all goes well.
It would probably hit the original heater box,I have a aftermarket military heater (my
truck is a georgia truck and i guess they figured it wasn't needed).The only major
headache was getting the old motor mounts out.I didn't have bottles for my torch this
weekend so I had to use a air chisel to get the rivets out....I will get some pictures out
asap.I am selling the axles out of mine in favor of some 3/4 tons with 4.56's so it might
be a little while before I am able to test the torque.I am guessing it will pull anything I
can connect to the back of it though...
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22374 NEXT>22379
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the BPO TH400's came with 4,9,or 12"tailshafts.For measurement purposes,it's
the narrow tail section from where it bolts into the main housing to the output shaft.
Good luck with the mounts,I've been pondering those for awhile.
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22373 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea.Anyone have a hotline #with their instructions?Brandon,anyone???It only
does it under hard acceleration,not crawling.
SUBJECT>Rear axle twist POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 10:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22416 22611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did a reverse shackle on the rear and have some major axle rap any ideas;new springs
and put the shackle back to orig spot???do I run ladder bars???
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 10:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22217 NEXT>22607 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
does Harbor sell the proper dies that I need to make it work...
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22375
NEXT>22390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I measured the tail shaft it is the 9 inch one.As far as the motor mounts to give you a
basic idea of what I am making...On the motor side it will be a piece of flat steel 1/4.thick bolted to the three
holes and two 1/4 thick tabs of flat steel sticking out off of it
about 4".I plan to drill those for a 9/16 bolt to go through both.On the frame side I am
going to use a piece of 1/4"thick 4"channel and a small piece of 1/4"wall DOM tubing
and a couple of poly spring eye bushing.I will weld the tube to the channel and situate the
motor so that the two tabs line up on either side of the bushing and then run the bolt
through and put a nylock nut on there.I think it will hold just fine.I am going with a case
hardened bolt too.I though of another way of doing it too copying AA's design that uses a
7/8's bolt.I think a 9/16 on each side will be plenty though (anyone feel free to diagree
and tell me if it sounds like a dumb idea).If the poly bushings are too stiff iI will switch
to rubber but that's what i have laying around so....
I heard on some model th400's that the output is the same as the 4x4 models and with the
stock adapter you can bolt a Np205 from a th400 right up...Any idea which model output
that is?
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22370 NEXT>22382 22419 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
spicer,dont know about gallons but they have it in quarts at my local walmart.i think
about $7 but once its thinned to spray thats a lot of paint...jc
SUBJECT>Spicergear POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice--
Have you tried the Web-Site g503.com for info on the M35 trucks?They seem to have a
lot of good info.Regards Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COOL,Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of BIG Truck POSTER>Pete/NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22277
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL...Girlfriend.No daughter yet (that I know of...lol)
SUBJECT>Re:230 head gasket POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22278
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck runs @60psi and idels @50 psi.The fuel gauge -I bet you have a bad ground..SUBJECT>Re:is it
possible?POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22346
NEXT>22387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you add a proportioning valve w/your MC/Booster set-up?
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just went there and did a search under M35...DAMN GOOD SITE!Thank you very
much!
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22385 NEXT>22455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nope,just bolted it together and put in an inline pressure switch for the lights.She'll lock
up the boggers on asphault...so I'm happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22353
NEXT>22397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ask luckypabst he might still have some.But I dought it.Will
SUBJECT>Original heater core (or replacement)POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22401 22439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My heater core (original setup)is leaking.Where can I get a replacement?Memphis is a
no go.I checked the listing above,but the numbers didn't seem to work at my local parts
stores.I know something has to fit.Please help.
Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22379 NEXT>22391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sorry,I don't know what model that would be.
The mounts sound good to me.(I'm no expert though.)
As far as the TH400,would the extra 5"keep you from having to move the t-case?
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22390
NEXT>22392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would guess you would still have to move the case...You might just squeeze it in if
you
mounted the engine as far forward as possible and used an electric fan.The fan on mine
sticks out a good 7"or more.I bet the intermediate drivesaft would look like two yokes
welded together..I am going to have to find someone to make me a little driveshaft with
the slip on one end.Probably won't be any cheaper cause it is so short either...
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22391 NEXT>22393
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,I was hoping with the 4"tail that it would squeeze in there.I didn't want to get into
moving the t-case and resizing the front and rear axle driveshafts.
I had planned on getting a real short jackshaft made.Been scared to check the price...
Hey what year is your engine?Mines a '70,I've got that model H2O pump with the
looonng fan shaft too.Got a pulley on your fan?
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22392
NEXT>22398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is a 76.I think they changed the blocks or front cover in 71 and then changed them
again in 77 (I just bought a new water pump and that was the years it fit.).My fan has a
pulley but it should be easy to unbolt the fan then bolt the pulley on without it if I need to.
I don't know how true the specs are on the motor but the guys on a buick page I found and
asked said they were supposed to make 350 hp at the wheels and 500 ft lbs of torque.I
was trying to buy a 5.9 ltr diesel until I ran across this,asked and got those numbers..I
can't wait to smoke some rice burner in a 6000lb truck with 39"tires ;).
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tractech inc.
(810)759-3850
fax (810)759-1645
www.tractech.com.
good luck
SUBJECT>every time i've posted a question .....POSTER>Sam
EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you guys have come through with an answer .....thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22349 NEXT>22422 22503 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.My old F-100 did that a few times.Turns out the ring gear bolts had loosened up over it's
35 year life and were shearing off,getting thrown in between the ring and pinion,which
would then either smash 'em down tight wherever they'd fit or shoot 'em out through the
diff cover.By the time I figured it out,I had 3 bolts holding a Spicer 44 ring gear on.I
swapped it for a 9".
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22388 NEXT>22410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,
You got my last ones Will.
Wish I could help
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22393 NEXT>22450
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,embarrasing a rice burner is always good...
Buicks are torque monsters.I think '76 was the last year for the 455.Mine's factory rated
at 370 hp and 510 ft lbs.Your hp &torque numbers will be lower due to the emissions
crap choking the engine.The compression's a little lower too.But your block has bigger
oiling passages and other misc.improvments.Between the 5th &7th cylinder there
should be 2 letters on the block near the dipstick.If you find them,you should be able to
look up the factory ratings.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lexington,NC I have two 715's,M101 3/4 ton trailer,M274 mule,M416 1/4 ton trailer,
and M100 1/4 ton trailer.David
SUBJECT>Re:ARB Lockers POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22364
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea.Thanks Al.
SUBJECT>Re:Original heater core (or replacement)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have it out?can you give me measurements?i can find one for you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Looking for Drew POSTER>Harold Breeden.EMAIL>spunkysmotorpool@cox.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I was looking at the member's photo gallery and would like to ask Drew some questions
about his truck he has on there.Does anyone know how to get a hold of him?
Thanks,
Harold
SUBJECT>Re:Gas pedal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22356
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bot a new pedal from AB Linn,but it was like 3 years ago.
FYI,for the 2 studs at the bottom that it fits down on (mine were rusted away),I bot 2
carburator linkage studs at NAPA.They had something like 1/4-20 on one end,which I
threaded into a piece of 1/4x1x3"steel flat stock.The top end was a ball similar to the
orig part.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 tow truck POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is/was one on the outer banks of NC,have a pic someplace on my work server.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>22406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,sounds like we need to get together!Any volunteers for a place?Any volunteers to
cook the hog?
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
2 June 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22405 NEXT>22408
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does sound like a good idea wish my truck was going well enough to do some serious
trail rideing.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22406 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine still isn't road-(or offroad-)worthy.And my CJ5 is broke right now.Sold the
'gooner,and the F250 is just too big and pretty (bawhawhahaha)for the trail.
Maybe IHOP?We can be pitiful,and just pass around photos of our broken/incomplete
rigs.;).SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22358
NEXT>22421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holy cripes,120psi?I run 120 psi all day every day.There is an air governor on the cowl
just off from center on the passenger side.The governor has an adjustment to control
when the compressor cuts in and out.All deuces have that air thingy under the dash on
the right side.I also have a surplus 3'hose with a gladhand on the end.I added a quick
coupler and I keep 50'of airhose in the truck.Hook it up to the emergency air coupling on
the right rear and you have air.As a side note,most of the manuals for the deuce are
available from LOGSA site.Another site that you guys may not have hear of is
mildocs.com.One of our list members runs it.Its a member based ETM site.I have about
3 more manuals to download and then I'll have a reasonably complete deuce manual set
on disc.I don't mind copying the manuals over to a disc for those of you that want them.
Cover postage and a disc and I'll do it.
Recovry4x4
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22397
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was worth a shot.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Brake noise???POSTER>samson EMAIL>DATE>Monday,2 June
2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22352 NEXT>22412
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what little I know,it seems that the squealing is from the shoes on the backing
plate.When the pressure is on and the wheel is turning,they are vibrating on the backing
plate.The wheel is trying to take them in the direction in rotation and they chafe on the
backing plate.I use a little grease on the metal edge of the shoe on the rear where it
contacts the backing plate.Works like a champ!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake noise???POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU!!!I had tried the sand paper,when I cleaned it,was going to try the
sandblaster next.Thank you all again!
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mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Wade
EMAIL>wrarbrkr@intrstar.net DATE>Monday,2 June 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wallace nc.I have a 67 model with a 350 on the cherry picker getting ready to drop it in.I
hope to have it running in the next few months...lol
SUBJECT>I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>koobster/ut EMAIL>.DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 2:26
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22415 22430 22460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It true I finally got a truck Its a 1968 truck that I just purchaced off of E-bay
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>Howard Keller
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 2:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22414 NEXT>22417 22448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Welcome to the Zone.Where are you located?I have a 1968 M715 Cargo in Front Royal,
Virginia.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle twist POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 3:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22377
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am thinking that you flipped the shackles,not that you did a shackle reversal.THe
shackles are already in the back.
If you are getting axle wrap,then you need to look for a shackle style traction bar.Look at
Sam's Off Road.He made the original.There are a ton of companies that sell them now,
but hey are easy to make,if you know how to engineer them right.
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>koobster/ut
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22415 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive been a member scince 98 I used to have a 69 726.Right now Im in Kuwait.next week
Ill be back in Northern Utah
SUBJECT>Longer T98 input shaft POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22423 22457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I'm still working on an Olds 455 to go into my M715.I bought the Jeep with the Novak
conversion and I plan on using the novak adapter,Chevy bellhousing and a chevy to BOP
adapter plate.The problem is that the engine will still sit too close to the firewall.I was
wondering if I could find a longer input shaft for the T98 and then machine an adapter
that would go between the bellhousing and the novak adapter,to move the engine forward
1-2".I know there are longer T18 shafts available (FSJ T18's with V8's).Any idea if these
will fit?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 4:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22380 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I used the quarts of OD krylon and it worked good.It matched the rattle can OD real good
also
SUBJECT>Length of staves and bows POSTER>Harold Breeden
EMAIL>spunkysmotorpool@cox.net DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everyone,
Does anyone happen to know what the correct length is for the staves and for
the bows on a M715?I think 4 staves should be one length,and the 2 that
go on top of the wheels are shorter,but I'm not sure.I also have troop seats on the truck,
if that makes a difference.
Thanks in advance,
Harold
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rrecovery4x4 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22409 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay...so 120psi can be left alone.?I took the alt/gen to a shop yesterday and should
have the radiator at a shop in a day or two.Then,it's Krylon OD,then...I'll work on the air
hookups!
I wouldn't mind having a truck manual around seeing how I have two of them.I'll cover
the disk and postage and time if you'd like.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22396 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn it.I guess I'd better yank the cover to be safe.The pinion had a little more play in it
than I would like to see and with this gearset,the pinion isn't a big fat jobbie like a 9"
with 3.00 gears in it.
Thanks for tips fellas!
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I'll post what I find
SUBJECT>Re:Longer T98 input shaft POSTER>riftpin EMAIL>keithparker@tds.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22418
NEXT>22424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeep used at least 12 different shafts in the t18's.
Hard to find the one you need,front bearing might need to be changed.
Spoke to Mr.Novak his ownself several years ago,his fix for firewall issues was "Haul
off and wack the crap out of that thing,believe me,it fits.".SUBJECT>Re:Longer T98 input shaft POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one quick thought,cheaper and easier to make the spud shaft longer.Move the tranny
forward that 1-2 inches,use torch to heat and bend the shift lever back to about where it
should be to clear the dash.
Driveshaft shop should be able to lenghten the short shaft between tranny and transfer
case pretty easily.Tranny mount in frame rails should also be easy enough to move.
SUBJECT>Old-timers?POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22426 22429 22435 22459 22461 22597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I admit I've been away far too long,only dropping in every once in a long time.I
haven't kept up too well with all the old-timers,so where is everybody?Still here?Still
with 715's?Answer up!
Brute4c?Rollie?wi715?kgstahl1?otterbee?rrwoody?cutworm?mozarkid?willie?
DrewM715?mudclod?jeepinal?oreuc?
This isn't everybody,just some of the old yahoo names from my address book.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,
at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aai.zUIGl6uAE PREVIOUS>22425
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still lurk now and then.Talked to Drew recently,he's busy moving again.Had to put
building my garage on hold last year,can't (well,won't)fix truck #1 until I finish the
building.The M725 is still doing ok.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Drew POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June
2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22402 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He's busy moving,so give him some time to respond.
m715@mac.com
How's that for an email address?[-)
SUBJECT>ARB Prices POSTER>TLCox EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Tuesday,
3 June 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM
PREVIOUS>22320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel:
I believe they were around $625-$650 each.I have the exact quote at home.Perhaps
ARBs on the rear and Detroits on the front (to save some $$$)as you can lockout (for the
highway)with the front hubs ???
I can get the precise quote and fellow I talked to if you need..TOmasso
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22425 NEXT>22434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still here!I changed my user name from Jeepinal to Kaiserjeeps a couple years ago.
Jeepinal sounded to much like a sleep medication for jeepaholics....Trucks still stock.I
drive it alot.But don't wrench on it to much right now.It's working good.Besides I've got
my wagoneer completely stripped.Thats keeping me pretty busy.BTW,Thanks for the
pointer on the gas pedal studs from Napa.Mine are rusted on the wag and need replacing.
Good to see you back.Rollie is still around every now and again.As for our moderator
Jon....Well Not sure if he's coming back.I wish he would.One heck of a nice guy.I spent
quite a bit of time on the phone asking him questions before I went and bought mine.Oh
well,sometimes interests change.Good to see you back.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al T.)
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,3 June
2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22414 NEXT>22433
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Kooby!!Good to hear about your 68.Post pics when you can.Bet your glad to get
home.Thanks for fighting for my freedom!!!!!Don't be a stranger...Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22312
NEXT>22432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,there's a fair amount of us.I'm down in Wilmington.My '68 needs months of TLC.
SUBJECT>No,I'm not...but...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22431 NEXT>22444 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You NC guys organize a truck rally and I may even shoot down from Penn's Woods!
That Tellico place has me intrigued.
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>koobster/utah
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>22430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm NOT HOME yet still in Kuwait.just saw the truck on e-bay last night for $3000 and
couldn't pass it up
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June
2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22429 NEXT>22436
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HI well Im sitting in beutiful Kuwait at the moment.Will be home on sun (hopefully).picking up a 68 in LA on the
20th
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22425 NEXT>22437 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm still here and usually check in at least a few times every week.
My first M715 now has a GM 6.2 diesel with Gama Goat tires and is painted OD.
I'm in the middle of building a second M715 using all Chevy running gear and another
6.2 diesel with an ATS turbo and 700R4 automatic tranny,4.56 gears,GM Corporate 14
in rear,and hopefully a GM Dana 60 in the front (maybe just a dana 44 in the front)and
37x16 Parnelli Jones tires.It will be painted light blue with white trim.I'm expected a
new white vinyl top next month from New Life Resources.
Aaron is still living at home and helps me a lot on the M715 projects.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats on your new purchase.I've got one I'm ready to sell and I'm not sure what to ask
for it.Would appreciate a link to yours or photos to judge mine against it just so I can put
a fair price on mine.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22435
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to see you're still going strong,Rollie.I remember emailing you back and forth way
back when about 715's,way before yahoo,when the internet was just a baby.
SUBJECT>NC proposal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22441 22443 22447 22475 22476 22483 22486 22510 22574 22582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
May as well stick my neck out.You NC folks wanna get together,just an informal meet
and greet,not a wheelin'trip (yet)?I'm thinking find a restaurant someplace that'll have a
private room.Maybe somewhere along the I-40/I-85 corridor?Mmmmmm,barbeque!
Let's get this rolling,any suggestions for where and when?What would work best,friday
nights,sometime saturday,or sometime Sunday?Best weekends for me now are June 28,
July 12 or 19,Aug 2.
SUBJECT>Re:Original heater core (or replacement)POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 2:35 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one from Pep Boys brand new in the box.I'll get the numbers for you.It is the
same as a Gladiator.I am interested in selling my whole heater assembly-new core,new
12 volt blower,original 24 volt blower,engine compartment box,and under dash
assembly(no defrost ducts).If anyone is interested,let me know.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:M715 tow truck POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy I bought my truck from was from south jersey.he had a few 715's,one was a tow
truck with 38's.Real Cool!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at
3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm game.I live 25 miles from the center of the state.I might possably host something
depending on response.P.S.Live on 900 acres that can be wheeled on.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina M715 Owners POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22321
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I can find my old linkage you can have it.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at
4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438 NEXT>22445 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have the pig cooker at the house.
SUBJECT>Re:No,I'm not...but...POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June
2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22432 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the trails in uwharrie arnt bad either been there rideing 4wheelers and trucks can go too
horses dirt bikes cost 5 bucks to ride all day.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at
4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i wouldent mind meeting some m715 owners around the area didnt realize there were so
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many of us here.i live in whiteville not far off I95 and US74.would love to get together
somewhere.
untill next time
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:ARB in the rear?POSTER>Jeff/KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22302.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The thing I don't care about ARB is what happens when you lose a air line.I like the
selective locker and I think I'll be going with one from a guy named Wolfgang.His
lockers are low air pressure with spring assist to move the fork.If you blow your
compressor or air line you can lock it with a bolt.He has website called killeraxles.com I
think.He's coming out with other selective lockers for 14 bolts and duece and half.Price
is same as ARB or bit higher.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438
NEXT>22449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do ya think some of us VA guys could join you?
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22415 NEXT>22468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howard,I got my M715 about a month ago.I'm in Lessburg just down the road.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22447
NEXT>22452 22482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure,don't see why not.Let's keep this going,and come up with the place and date.
Wout,that offer sounded good.
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22398
NEXT>22470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just dropped in a BB/th400 (dist.in the front where it should be).To keep from moving
the t-case,I had to go with the 4"tailshaft,and shortened the jackshaft.Another
alternative is an "H-Yoke"in place of the jackshaft,which was too short for my
application.Also had to buy a slip yoke for the trans.so i would'nt have to buy a bastard
U-joint.The new slip yoke needed shortened and boared 3-4 in.to get it up close to the
trans.I could put some pic's in my yahoo briefcase of before and after shortening the
jackshaft if your interested,might be some help but the pic.quality is poor.Bill
SUBJECT>j4000 POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey who's got the j4000 for sale in dover on ebay?thats a fat loking m715 under the tarp
beside it...jc
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at
8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22449 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.this sounds pretty good could be the beginings of a
club around the NC area if there isnt
already one.i like the idea my self had no idea it would come to this when i posted the
post that asked how many of you all were in NC with 715s and all.
SUBJECT>What do you guys think about this price?POSTER>Kyle
EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0KpqnWl LDc PREVIOUS>NEXT>22458
22499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a chance to pick up an M715 from a guy who has had it a few yrs bought from a fire
dept.16k miles no rust,solor yellow color similar to Wranglers that you see nowdays,
new bucket seats and new vinyl top.No tailgate,no winch,no bed seats,smokes a tad bit
when started but goes away,has an electric fuel pump,and heater added,has 2 leaks i
believe around the tranny and around the flywheel housing,also maybe a slight tick in the
engine maybe a sticky lifter?no rubber seal on windows.I think i can get it around 2k.
Anyone have any thoughts on this?Sound like a deal?I was kinda thinking what i would
like to do with it if i bought it eventually.New engine with auto tranny,456 gears,new
paint job and swampers.This would be my third jeep i have a grand i drive everyday and
a nicely built TJ for weekend/offroad.Always wanted a classic jeep and this cought my
eye.
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>tkarl EMAIL>tkarlstuff@sio.midco.net
DATE>Tuesday,3 June 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22387
NEXT>22462 22474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you know the part number for a proper stock stoplight switch for 24V?
SUBJECT>Re:j4000 POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 2:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22451
NEXT>22485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be my half finished rig.The J-4000 is my buddys.
SUBJECT>Re:Longer T98 input shaft POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 3:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you can give me the info on the shaft you need I can look thru the yard and see what I
can find for you.I must have a good two dozen t-98's,out there.Along with a dosen sm
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420's as for sm-465's,np 435's,205's,and 203's I've got a hand full of each.So give me
your desired lenth diameter and spline count and I'll take a poke around.
SUBJECT>Good deal from where I sit!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say go for it,but that's from a far away stand point.Sounds nice.Doug.
SUBJECT>I'm still a youngin'...and a looooser for selling :)POSTER>Doug's Little.Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 4:51
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But I'm still here,trollin the board lookin fer trouble!I have put some 715 parts on my
Willys though...that should count for something right??Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>oug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 4:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CONGRATS!!Now give us your wallet because it's the only safe place for it!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22425 NEXT>22463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wonder the same thing.
I did a "search"just now,and of the the 21,951 total messages,Brute4c wrote 656 of
them.The last time he "surfaced"was back in November.Maybe Brute,like some of the
others who are MIA,just got burned out on the internet.It happens.And yes,I miss 'em,
too.
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used my original...sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>koobster/ut EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June
2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22461 NEXT>22466
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think John got tired of the same old questions getting asked again and again
SUBJECT>Finding a tailgate POSTER>Kyle EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0KpqnWlDLDc PREVIOUS>NEXT>22465 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The jeep im looking at does not have a tailgate which is quite common from what i have
heard.I read a post from dougIa about making one at a shop which i may go that route
since im in IA as well.Anyways how hard is it to find a tailgate and when you do find
one what does it usually run?
Thanks Kyle
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a tailgate POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22464 NEXT>22467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Kyle,I can still get the taigates and even have a truck
for sale.where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22463 NEXT>22497 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There is some of that,but there's so much more to talk about when it comes to military
vehicles -not just M715's.
The M715Zone is a tremendous website,with great participants.But something that I see
very little of is talk about other military vehicles (with the exception of an occasional
deuce).Maybe the interest isn't there,but there are a lot of people who buy tanks,
Humvees,M38's,etc.I think it would be interesting to read about someone who's
restoring (or driving)an old Power Wagon,for example.Or even a later model Humvee.
A little friendly banter between Humvee,M715,and Power Wagon enthusiasts would
also be fun.
Is it possible to "throw out the welcome mat"to those other enthusiasts?
Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a tailgate POSTER>Kyle EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa0KpqnWlDLDc PREVIOUS>22465 NEXT>22469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Im currently in Ames finishing up school.Give me the specs on your truck im looking for
one.I also got a call from my grandpa today who lives in Farnhamville IA,his friend has
one.My grandpa said its real nice still the od green.Anyways not sure if he would sell it
though
SUBJECT>Re:I can finally be a member in good standing POSTER>Wesjollyox
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well heres somemore.
Wesley Smith Bristow/Nokesville Va.
John L.Catlet VA.
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Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a tailgate POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22467 NEXT>22471 22477
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Here are some pics of two trucks that are for sale,i have one other that would be
considered a builder that is not pictured.$4400 for the Desert Camo truck,$2300 for the.green truck w/out canvas and
tailgate(do have bows)and $1400 for the builder.
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4
June 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22450 NEXT>22487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,
Thanks,I would like to see the pics.Glad to hear I can get by with a 4"tailshaft.What did
you use for engine mounts?
Please let us know after you've tested everything.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22469 NEXT>22472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the story on the builder for $1400?!?-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Runs but....ZERO lights(housings are there but I robbed all bulbs),bad clutch,dent in
drivers door,seats need recovered,no front bumper,tailgate is there but badly damaged and
welded in the down position.bent rear driveshaft.
Do have a good used clutch to go with it and a bent front bumper that appears to have
been introduced to more than one tree that I can throw in with the deal.The cab is the
strong point of the whole truck,you will have a hard time finding a better one.
You can see a pic of the backside of it in the oklahoma pics.
SUBJECT>M715 Floors...same as Wagoneers?POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22478 22484 22650 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are the floor pans in these the same as the Wagoneers of late...like 1979??
Thanks!!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22455
NEXT>27048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B linn has the switch that screws in the brake line block for $14.00 and change plus
shipping.Will.SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June
2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438 NEXT>22480
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be able to make a Saturday or Sunday deal.I'm in Harnett county,just south of
Raleigh.I don't think I care to drive my truck on the Interstate.Even with OD,I'm really
pushing it to go 65,and the sb400 won't appreciate that on a hot day.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a tailgate POSTER>Kyle EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22469
NEXT>22479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey doug where are you at in IA?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Floors...same as Wagoneers?POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 3:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I noticed on my friends that they are a little diffrent especialy on the center hump...it is
higher then the m715.
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a tailgate POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22477 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
newton,30 miles east of des moines on I-80
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,
at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22475 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in Moore Co.propably less then a hour from you.
SUBJECT>Finding a Starter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22491 22493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am working on doing a 12 volt swap on my jeep and have found all the parts I need
except for the starter.I can get a local shop to switch it to 12v for around $130,but am
wondering if there is a replacement that I could find that would cost less?
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,
at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22449 NEXT>22488 22490 22519
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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How about the weekend of the 28th of June?That is best with me.Ya'll can camp.I
promised my pig cooker out that day but maybe I can get it back in time to cook a small
pig.Now,the 14 is a full moon!That might be better.If you never night-ridden in
blackout,it's really fun.Guys,I ride slow because I don't want to tear my shit up,but have.lots of mud and even a
few hills to climb.I like the 14th better and I'll have the cooker
then.Lets make this work this time!Last time me &T.C.were the only ones who would
show.Please bring the whole family and yes you V.A.floks can come.Also bring your
banjos,mandolins,and guitars.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,
at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Please ck my post lower down,and my ph 910-947-6276.Please don't call after 2130hrs.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Floors...same as Wagoneers?POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What trucks share the same dimensions???I may get a camo mat from ACC and they
don't have a diagram for our 715's..
Anyone???
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:j4000 POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22456 NEXT>22495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looks nice,from what i can see under the tarp.44"boggers?
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,
at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I live 4 miles off 24/27 near Carthage.I'm not sure Ive posted this info or not.
SUBJECT>Re:455 almost in...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22470
NEXT>LINKNAME>link to briefcase
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/coydog5050
The engine mounts are way forward on a Cadillac,dont know about your Buick.It made
it a little tricky for the steering though.I basicly just hung the engine and trans.in place,
with factory motor mounts on,and made cardboard templates to the frame.The trans.
mount is a home made job,used 2x2 square tubbing and cut the sides out,left the corners
on to trap the rubber in.I think the jackshaft was shortened to 5-5/8in.center to center.
I'm a ways from a test run as you'll see.I'll work on the pic's.If I can help,just ask.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 7:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22482
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.June 28 is the soonest that'll work for me.My folks 50th is on the 14,have family coming
in for a surprise,so will be tied up most of Sat and til about noon on sunday.Biking on
the 21st,but 28th is wide open.
If 14th seems to be the best for most,that's ok,too.I just hate to miss out again!:)
SUBJECT>Lighting Problems POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,the wireing harness that goes to the back of my truck is cut(for what reason i will
never know)right behind the cab.The turn signals on the front don't work,but I think that
is because I don't have the rears hooked up right now.As you probably know all the wires
are the same color (black)So i dont know what does where.Is there an easy way to fix
this?What do I have to have the light switch set on to use the brake lights just when
driving normally?Could I need a new relay for the turn signals?
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22482
NEXT>22492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
June 28 is the soonest that'll work for me.My folks 50th is on the 14,have family coming
in for a surprise,so will be tied up most of Sat and til about noon on sunday.Biking on
the 21st,but 28th is wide open.
If 14th seems to be the best for most,that's ok,too.I just hate to miss out again!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22481
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try to find a 12v starter motor that will fit on the nose of your old 24v one.
P.S.If all you have to worry about is the starter you are doing pretty well
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,
at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22490 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
so where is the location now?wouldent mind rideing motorcycle up weather permiting.
wish i could drive my 715 but not street worthy yet but i do ride around the feilds and
trails around my house where we ride 4wheelers.and W out if you decide to go and kind
find that linkage i would apreciate it right now i got a peice of welding rod bent like the
old linkage was that was rusted in two on mint going from the gas peddle to that cam
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thing on the firewall and a shoe string from that to the carb works pretty good but you just
have to adjust some for the stretch in the string every so often.gota do what ya gota do to
ride.lol
untill next time
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>Wayne37085@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 8:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>22481 NEXT>22513 22528 22536
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one I bought here about 6 months ago.(12 volt starter).But I decided to change
Engine Trans and all when I go 12 volt.I also have an 12 volt alt.and brackets I bought
off Ebay that belonged to a guy here on the zone.I can't remember his name right now.If
Interested let me know.Oh yea Starter 50.00 and Alt.25.00 plus shipping
Well goodnight gotta get some sleep.
Wayne/TN
SUBJECT>confirmation about t-case seal ?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,4 June 2003,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22500 22504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've looked up some seals for the np 200 seals.The listing i used for a '68 Dodge w300.It
said the front and rear output,and input was the same seal.do our versions have the same
seals for all 4 (including Parking brake)?if so what is the part #you came up with.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:j4000 POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22485
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,the rear are 39.5/18.5/15 boggers the front are 39.5/15/15 swampers all on custom
made rims by cory ashe of way off road.
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22351 NEXT>22498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow,I bet it was hard to concentrate on wheeling with the chick in the camo tank top
around.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22466 NEXT>22502 22637 22682
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Steve,I know where there are 14,V-12,Air Cooled,all alumnium,gasoline,
Continental 1790 cubic inch tank engines...if you'd be interested.Tank-talk-that.:)
SUBJECT>Re:my pics on the fsj site POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22496 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool truck MM!.SUBJECT>Re:What do you guys think about this price?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22454 NEXT>22599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Much nicer then mine,and I gave 2k for mine over 3 years ago.Where else can you get a
1 1/4 ton 4x4 that runs for that?My .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:confirmation about t-case seal ?POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES they are all the same.I don't have a number handy but they match and are also the
same seal a lot of 205's use.VERY common seal.Doug.
SUBJECT>RE Old-Timers POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still here.My truck is a daily issue,I mean driver.Its just my wife stays pissed
because there is always a list of things that need fixed/money to be spent on.I figure
everyone gets tired of my daily posting as to what happened today.On the question I
brought up about brakes a couple days ago,I did try the sand blasting,my hoky little
machine wouldn't work,so I did cross sanded the drum,put grease on the back where it
rides against the backing plate,all to no avail.On checking,I had put the wrong pad on,
there is a long and a short pad,so I removed and re-installed the long pad on the rear.I
didn't have any high temp adhesive,(I don't know if this was the problem)so I sprayed
some cheap adhesive on it.Noise is 95 per cent gone.I don't know for sure which fixed it,
but the quiet is nice.
Another question:does anyone have trouble with exhaust coming in their truck?With the
top off,a homade bikini top,it is like being in a station wagon with the back window
open.I have duel exhaust that dumped behind the rear bumper.Not straight at it,but right
close.I had a muff shop cut them off shorter and run them out above the frame,under the
bed to right under the fender,behind and above the rear tire.They are about one inch
short of the lip on the fender.It helped,but I still get some exhaust.Mine doesn't smoke,
but the fumes I could do without.My youngest daughter is spending a lot of time with
me,we winched a 16x84 mobile home thru a wash out and up a hill yesterday,anyway,
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she has asthma,and it is enough that it causes her asthma to act up.Any ideas?Thank
you
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22497 NEXT>22512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would that fit in my little Willys??:)I'm drooling already.
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>Jeff Hartung
EMAIL>jwhpopeye@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:45 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22396
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar problem a while back with my new truck,i was out playing around one
day and all of a sudden when i would turn a little bit my truck would Shake and Pop
Violently.It only happened when i turned,when i was driving straight it was fine.I had it
towed back to the dealer and come to find out i sheared some gears.My truck is only 2wd
and doesnt have lockers but i hope this will help some.
SUBJECT>Re:confirmation about t-case seal ?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22494 NEXT>22505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has a full set of gaskets on ebay right now for the t-case.mudclod
SUBJECT>ON'T do it!!!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22504 NEXT>22506 22524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ordered a set,and they look great and are really solid etc.BUT BUT BUT they are a felt
gasket and do NOT hold oil in well at ALL.Especially with synthetic oil they leak like
it's going out of style!!I had to take my case back out and re-do all the seals.NOTHING
against AB Linn,he rocks!but the NOS seal kit is not worth it at all.Also the NOS seals
are really rugged and a BITCH to get back out.My .02,Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22505 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the heads up Doug.I was going to go that route....
SUBJECT>Re:Lighting Problems POSTER>Canyon climber EMAIL>bbauer@ci.sierra-
vista.az.us DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22489 NEXT>22527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I basically went through the same thing.Since my harness was a mess away I unwrapped
what was left and traced all the wires to the main switch.I have a copy of the switch and
plug layout if you want it I'll email it to you.You can take the diagram and start doing
continuity checks from the plug to the ends of your remaining wires.This will at least tell
you what goes where.As I recall there is also fuel sending wire in that bunch,but I can't
recall if it gets power through the switch or justr after?
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you find out anything about your rear Detroit locker wos.Brandon
SUBJECT>67'M-715 For Sale E-Bay POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22725
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Item number 2417996530 located in AR.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>DA Pegram EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438
NEXT>22523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Our mule needs a bit of work before then but,perhaps we could make the meet.We've
been lurking for a while and haven't met many of the folks on the list.We're in Durham,
NC.
'68 M-715
David &Kelly
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet...I'm gonna pull the rear cover tomorrow and see (HOPE)that it's something
visual,i.e...gears.I've got a spare rear with less slop in pinion.T-28 hours and counting
'til I hopefully know something.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22502 NEXT>22561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah...it'll fit...that's the ticket!There's even one with twin turbo's.Me been drooling
looooong time to grab one of those for a project...just to see if I could get it running.A
guy I know said he thinks he still has an overhaul book from his Army days.I'd probably
have to mount it on the chassis of the Red duece so I'd be able to go in and out of the shop
with it.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 10:59 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll take the alt and brackets if you still have them for 230?email with details so i can get
you the cash asap thanks
SUBJECT>engine swap POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,5 June
2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22515 22516
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as many years as i've been watching this site,i seem to not be able to remember much...
i've found a deal on a gm diesel,and am seriously considering swapping it into the beast.
it's not a 6.2 nor a 6.5,and i'm not saying exaclty what it is to avoid persecution,but it is a
gm small-block pattern..what's the consensus on mating this to a stock tranny,and should i try and get a
bellhousing and clutch assembly with the motor?
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22514 NEXT>22518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
id use a 2wd sm465 4 speed.no adapters necessary,and i have one i will sell.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22514 NEXT>22517 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
First of all,most Chevy engines will bolt up to the same bellhousing.That includes 6-
cylinders,smallblock V8's,bigblock V8's,and diesels.So if you get an adapter to convert
the stock transmission to a GM bellhousing,then it could be used for any number of GM
engines.
Second if you are considering a Diesel,there are good ones and bad ones.The 6.2 and 6.5
were good ones.They were built by Detroit Diesel and came out in a lot of pickups,
suburbans,and Humvees.If what you are looking at,is not a 6.2 or 6.5,then it could be a
5.7.The 5.7 could be a very bad choice depending on it's condition.These are the
infamous diesel V8's GM put in a lot of fullsize stationwagons like maybe Oldsmobiles
or Buicks,I don't remember exactly.They gained a reputation for being troublesome even
to the point where a lot of owners swapped them out and put in gas motors.
If what you are looking at is a 5.7,I would suggest you walk away from it as fast as you
can.
Just my opinion.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22516 NEXT>22529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with rollie,the 5.7 was a gas engine design forced to work as a diesel.A guy here
in my home town was well known for converting caddy's that ran these to gas and had
more word of mouth business than he could handle.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22515
NEXT>22520 22542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what do you want for the trans?
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22482.NEXT>22522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Wout...what say the 28th,lunch time down at your place...I can bring the gas grill,
do hamburgers and dogs.If everybody brings something,it won't be too bad.
Anybody wanting to get together,from anywhere,in central NC,drop me an email at
dp@sanlee.com,and we'll get you setup with date/time/place/map/etc once it's all figured
out.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22518
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its,2wd and im thinkin 250 obo...i have acess to at least 2,maybe three and that will
include a bellhousing for 250
SUBJECT>63"14 bolt rear end POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its out of a cab and chassis p30 truck...250
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at
1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good,we should go for the 28 then.I have a grill too.Oh,all trails will easily
handle the width of all our trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at
1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22510 NEXT>22552 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bring the mule,I have an old M151a2 so it won't only be 715s
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22505
NEXT>22525 22560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the seals from AB Linn and haven't had any leaking problems.Of course I'm not
using synthetic oil either.Just my 2 cents back at ya.Steven
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SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22524 NEXT>22534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now I'm back to my normal state of confusion...
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>oznog89
EMAIL>oznog89@msn.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22349 NEXT>22584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I seem to remember an article about the springs that
apply the pressure to the dog clutch
gears can get soft,which would incorrectly lock/unlock the diff and axles.That could
possibly cause the noise you are hearing.If the ring and pinion aren't being chewed up,
that would be my next area of concern-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Lighting Problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had the same deal on one of my trucks,Buddy system is much easier than striping and
chasing the wires to the switch.My front turn signals did work with out the back hooked
up so you probably have another problem such as the relay box on the fire wall,the
switch on the column,bad bulbs or corroded connections.
Back to the buddy system....Turn the switch for your drive lights all the way to the right
and check for power on any of the wires,the ones with power should be your running
lights.have your buddy step on the brakes and check for power again to locate your brake
lights then do the same for your turn signals.
Good Luck
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I PREVIOUS>22493 NEXT>22535 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The Starter is a remanufactured unit by Duralast part #DL3508S
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22517 NEXT>22586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On a plus note to the 350DX diesel engines was that the connecting rods were really
strong and some budget racers would offset bush the small end,cut the crank to fit the rod
journal and wedge them into small blocks for action at the drag races.You can get them
to 6.100"long,if memory serves,which is .400"over stock 350 length which gives
hellish good rod ratios!They're heavy as hell and need a lot of work,but budget is budget
and they work for that.The 350DX usually broke cranks.
SUBJECT>Buick 455 is In POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I got stuck working nights most of this week so i haven't had much time (have to
work tonight too).Managed to drag my but out of bed in time to finish up the motor
mounts though.They turned out nice.I still have to pull it out and paint everything to
keep the rust away but it is sitting without the cherry picker supporting it..I took some
picture and I will post a link as soon as I get some time.The fan didn't end up hitting and.I didn't have to cut the
supports.It is close to the support on the pass side so I will
probably put a smaller fan on.Steering cleared good too,with plenty of room for the
shaft.I have a wagon box I am going to put on it so I hope it doesn't change.The only
problem that I forsee with clearance is the brake booster off the wagon is probably to
large.I might get one off a s-10 or something that is smaller in diameter (then again it
might still fit)...
Anyways....
-Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 is In POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22530 NEXT>22581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking forward to those pic's.Thats what I wanted to do to my truck before I bought it.
I'm just a stocker now....Congrats on your progress!!......Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Laugh if you want,BUT...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 5:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22544
22564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that eBay kicks the sh!t out of GSA Auctions.There just happened to be two 715's
near the farm...the bidding continues if the bids are still coming in,NOT A FINAL
CLOSE.YES,I saw the *for the possible time continuation,but...ah,oh well...I'm done
venting.MAYBE NOT,at the posted close time I had the bid.BASTARDS.I'm done
now.
Good bye cruel world.
I'll get'em next time.Hmmm,guess I'll tear the rear apart.
SUBJECT>isc Brake conversion POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22537 22539 22540 22577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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anybody know of a disc brake conversion for a 67 m715?
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22525
NEXT>22549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work part time at an Auto parts store and i can get the generic BCA national seals (same
seal different package)for about 5 bucks each.i think I'll go that route.thanks for the
help,i have the p/n in my car if anyone else wants it.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22528
NEXT>22545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey thanks.Ill see if I can find one of these.Do you know if they would have it at
Napa?
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22493
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I already have an alt,and I have a number for a starter that should work.But if that does
not go through I would be very interested in your starter!
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake conversion POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I saw an ad on some page for a new set of axles that had disc brakes on them,but
I really dont remember where it was.
SUBJECT>NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22541 22543 22557 22699 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For sale:One complete kit used but like new,part number c715r fits the gm 5 1/8"
bellhousing.Also part number mm715 motor mounts for sale.Buy these and save some
money to repower to either a small block or BIG block chevy!List for over $530 for
motor mounts and adapter,buy it for $350.00 These are used and very much like new,
contact me through email for further details.
Also have a partial kit for sale,it is part number c715.It fits a chevy bell housing with the
4 11/16 center bore.These are a three peice adapter consisting of trans plate,bellhousing
plate,and bearing retainer.I have the the bearing retainer and bellhousing plate,you will
need to contact novak for the trans plate.Shouldnt cost to much but please check there
price first.http://www.novak-adapt.com/I do not have motor mounts for this kit so you
will need to fabricate them or purchase them from novak.This partial kit is brand new
and never been used.Make Offer....
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake conversion POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look to the left<and click on links ,scrol down to Helitool /uglitruckling
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake conversion POSTER>steve renick EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22533
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out www.uglytruckling.com.They have everything you need.
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 6:28 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22538
NEXT>LINKNAME>novaks site
LINKURL>http://www.novak-adapt.com/
Forgot to add buyer resposible for shipping.I am also trying to attach a link to novaks
website.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Thursday,5
June 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22518 NEXT>22556
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,I've got a spare tranny that I'll part with cheap.I'm in Cedar Falls,not all that
far from you.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>Mark in MN
EMAIL>dodgerules@rocketmail.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22538 NEXT>22546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located and how heavy is this for shipping purposes?
Mark in MN
51 Willys Wagon
58 M37
2 -66 Dodge Town Wagon's
67 M725
SUBJECT>Re:Finding a Starter POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22535
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure I checked on one about a year ago at O'Rileys it was 135.00 with 45.00 core and
they said the wouldn't take my 24 volt as a core I don't think they would be able to tell
though.
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Wayne/TN
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Novak site list them as 14 lbs.for adapter kit and 10lbs.for motor mounts.I am located in
saint joseph mo.
SUBJECT>Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22553 22554 22559 22563 22579
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen a lot of talk about running GM diesel power plants in their trucks over the last
few weeks.Wondering if anyone has put a blue oval diesle up front..I was just wondering because at this lab I work
at they have 4 power stroke motors (1996)
very complete and clean.They have never been mounted in a vehicle or run before.They
are on pallets wrapped up.They were going to be used for fleet testing but the program
was dropped and the motors need a home.There are several guys I work with who bought
some of the F250's after the tests,and they have like 250+thousand on thier motors.The
damn things never die,and thats why is hard to get rid of them.
If anyone is interested they are located in Danbury CT
Scott
SUBJECT>Missed an auction in MT POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22544 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Two weeks ago in Montana,3 M-715's went up for sale at an oral GSA auction.All the
surplus trucks went fairly cheap.I was busy and could not go.I believe that BOYCE in
UT picked up two of them.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:44
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to have the pn on that I'm planing on replacing the seals...
SUBJECT>205 VS.200 POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22551 22555 22558 22562 22570 22583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 2 NP200 and one NP205 I was wondering if I should go through the trouble of
mounting in the 205 or if I should give it to my buddy is it really that diffrent...The only
problem that I have is a slight leak.other than that no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>JEFRRO
EMAIL>JEFFANDCATHY@ATT.NET DATE>Thursday,5 June 2003,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GO WITH THE 205,NO QUESTION AT ALL
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 2:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22523 NEXT>22750 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you talking M274 Mule?I'm trying to buy one out of a guys backyard.Any words of
advice?
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 4:04 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22547 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are these computer controlled?
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
6 June 2003,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22547 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,The Powerstroke is a great engine.I would love to have one of these in my 715.Can
you buy one of these right?if so go for it.Adapting it should not be a problem with a Ford
tranny,some mount fabbing and a few odds and ends.My 460 ford engine would be about
the same adaptation.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 is MUCH quieter!It also has a pto output.A leak is not difficult to fix,
especially if it is out on the ground.If fabbing a couple mounts is something you can do,I
would definately go there.I did,and love it.My .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22542
NEXT>22578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much?Bell housing with it?
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 4-11/16 chevy bellhousing if anyone needs.Beadblasted and painted.NC.Email
me at dp@sanlee.com if anyone wants to make offer.
SUBJECT>205!!POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
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DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22550
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't hesitate!Do it,you'll never regret it as everyone else seems to say as well.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22547
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do these motors come with the transmission?If so manual or auto?
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T do it!!!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What I found after the fact was that the "good"new type of
seal is cheap and the paper
seals that are in the NOS kit are as well.AB's price is very fair and a nice product but just
not worth the risk in my very humble opinion.
My .04!:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE!
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>22550 NEXT>22565 22575
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205
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205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205.SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors
POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22547 NEXT>
22569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
If these are not computer controlled,I'd be interested for the right price.
Perk,I can be interested because it an International engine,not a ford.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Laugh if you want,BUT...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22532 NEXT>22567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear about your bad luck,Probably keep ya on better terms with pops
anyway.Good old fashioned stand there in the rain auctions are the best.Not only do you
now exactly whats going on but you meet a lot of like minded people some of who may
even have parts and other items that you need for your purchases.Did have one guy in
Oklahoma that tried to tell me I needed to stay in Iowa instead of competing with
him.Just made me more determined to go to the next one,HA
Better luck next time!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 spicer?or anyone else?POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22562 NEXT>22566 22571 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone think a 4bt,2wd nv4500 will let me use a divorce mount 205???
i dont have any of the stuff yet...im looking though
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 spicer?or anyone else?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22565 NEXT>
22568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I *think*it will.The NV4500 is around the same size at the 3053 Spicer trannies and I've
got a large bell and a 427 BBC without moving the trans X-member.I have the large
output yoke sitting in the dip in the X-member and a jackshaft/stubshaft going to my 205
that's in the 200 original position.Me thinks you okay.
SUBJECT>Re:Laugh if you want,BUT...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22564 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was an orange and white truck that I went and looked at and the thing was
beautiful!Engine and tranny already yanked and in the bed and the body was the cleanest
I've seen with the only exception being a frame off resto that I've seen.I was really.impressed.The other truck
looked to be in pretty good shape as well,both had hard tops,
the orange was a factory hard top.Nice trucks went somewhere.
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 spicer?or anyone else?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks dude...im trying to get a dig cam right now.i WILL document EVERYTHING
SUBJECT>They are computer controlled,What is the Price??POSTER>dan EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22563
NEXT>22572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All Powerstrokes are computer controlled.There are two controllers available,the Ford
specific controller and the International controller.The International controller is the one
you would want to get as it is a lot easier to modify for more power,but there are not
aftermarket chips for them like the Ford controller.
As for a price,what would they go for,I might be interested.....
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22550
NEXT>22576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't be dumb man,it's a waste of time.It's too much trouble to install in your truck.It'll
fit better and do a better job in mine.Plus I have a Ford -in your truck the 205 will never
get any use with Chevy power.
Chris
SUBJECT>well....yes,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at
3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I think the 4500 is a bit longer than the stock tranny.There should be enough room,but
you might have to make a really short jackshaft.Advance Adapters lists all the tranny
lengths in their catalog,and I'd imagine on their website,if you want to check it out.I'd
post that for you but I'm on a (%&@#$##AOL account at my parents'still..=)so sorry!
That would be a good way to go IMO.
SUBJECT>I've been looking...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,
at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22569 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
cheapest I can find so far is upwards of $6k for new (ie 99 and up)take-outs,and around
$4k for the older ones.If this helps anyone judge,my local UT yards are asking $1500-
2500 for old 6.2's,out of old trucks and in whatever shape.I haven't looked into yards yet
for the Internationals,just recyclers and the like from those truck trader mags.Might be a
bunch cheaper at the local pick-n-pull.
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Are the pre-90's "Ford"diesels computer controlled?
also,I restate,Foothills 4x4 sold that one mag a nice Cummins complete for $2k...non-.computer as well.Hmmm....
SUBJECT>statement of intent for the board POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
6 June 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22580
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh I just want to let y'all know:I will be happy to compile the members/location list if
people still want it done.As I have probably the most free time of anyone on this list
while I'm home,it's only fair,I've gotten a lot of really good help/advice here and I'd be
glad to do it.I'm also going to be frequenting the local PickNPull with tape measure in
hand measuring all kinds of trannies/blocks/axles,transfer case drops/models/ratios etc as
part of a grand scheme to compile all our collective tech stuff into easy to read little
segments.The current one is really good but has a lot of other info in it,and I think it
would be great if we also had just a facts and figures type of thing,w/part numbers etc.
Anyway,what do you all think about that idea?yea or nay?useful?redundant?
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438
NEXT>22751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I line in High Point.Owned an M715 for 10 years.Regret selling it every day.Hope to
find another.You guys keep me in mind if you see anything out and around.Thanks.
Wonder if one of you guys ended up with my previous one.It sure did run nice.
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22562
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it must have a slow day at work.
i say keep the 200 and send me that junk 205!!
i'll pay shipping
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:205 VS.200 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,
at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22570 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Luckypabst,Tell it like it is!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Disc Brake conversion POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sam if you are going to buy the disc conversion for the m715 order it with out the rubber
brake hoses and have your own made ,braided .
The reason I say this is that the hoses that come with the kit may work for the ford f350
application but on the 715 they interfere with the shock and will NOT last .If you have
any questions email me and I will assist as much as possible .Good luck Curtis.SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Joe Bruns
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,
6 June 2003,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22556 NEXT>22645
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$25.00.It does not include the bellhousing,I don't have it anymore.I'll throw in a T-18
from a Ford for free if you want it.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Sam
EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22547 NEXT>22588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im very interested ....how much money are we talkin about?
SUBJECT>Re:statement of intent for the board POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22573 NEXT>22585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEA!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 is In POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22531
NEXT>22652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is a couple pictures of the motor mounts.They are kinda fuzzy cause I had to size
them down to be allowed to post them...
[url ]http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1121058-motorm1.jpg [/url ]
[url ]http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1121059-motorm2.jpg [/url ]
[url ]http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1121060-motorm3.jpg [/url ]
If this doesn't post as links you should be able to cut and paste...
SUBJECT>Re:Is June 28th a go?POSTER>T Casey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,6 June 2003,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22438
NEXT>22604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd definitely try to make that one!I haven't been to Carthage in a long time.Too long,in
fact.Now,if I could just figure out how to get the 715 and the 725 there at the same time.
If it's a go,and it's alright with our host,I'll put the word out to the NCMVPA(Military
Vehicle Preservation Assoc).You never know what might show up.Last time I rode
Uhwarrie I was leading a duece through the trails.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!POSTER>wilson thorne
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 2:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22526 NEXT>22591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have run detroits for years and they make horrable sounds just like you decribed,the
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newer ones have more enternal preload and dont make as much noise,but they are full
case lockers the no spin is like the ones used in heavy equitment with a lot of backlash.i
have never had one break even with 44s and a lot of abuse but have gotten some strange.looks on the trail.the
improved ones will have a [L ]added to model number.if i can be of
any help let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:statement of intent for the board POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22580 NEXT>
22587 22590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tacoma for volenteering.I can give you my info anytime.You Da Man!
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22529
NEXT>22639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,i worked for a gm dealership for years when they were putting the 5.7,s in the buick
pontiac and olds.if this is what you have then you,d be better off getting a boat....they
make great anchors,also gm put 4.3 v-6 diesels in the front wheel drive cars of that era,but
surely you would'nt be talking about one of those,right?!?!nahhhh....just my 2cents
SUBJECT>HAT,S OFF TACOMA !!!!POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Tacoma,what can "WE"other members do to help you,if you are willing to take this
endeavor on it would only be right that the other members on this sight give you all we
can...you probably have some standard questions ie;name,location,stock,or modified,
details of mods....let "US"know what "WE"can do,it will take everybody ,HAT'S OFF
TO TACOMA!!!for even considering such a giant task....
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
June 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22579 NEXT>22629
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Powerstrokes are computer controlled.The older 7.3 and 6.9 liter IDE (indirect injected
engines)are not computer controlled.
SUBJECT>USMC M-561 Gamma Goat 4 sale POSTER>avid Kane
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>NEXT>22592
22593 22594 22796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For Sale is a 1967 M-561 Gamma Goat,it comes in original usmc cammo with the
winch.Is powered by a supercharged detroit diesel.You can drive it to the lake and just go
right in,it swims and then just drive back out and go home.Runs about 60 mph and is a 1
1/4 ton 6 wheel drive articulated truck.Do not have the time to do my restoration.Body is
all aluminum so it will not rust.Can be seen in a lot of hollywood movies.
Just email me at dave@kaiserjeep.com
Truck is located in Houston and can be put on a truck or driven away..Have a notarized bill of sale.
SUBJECT>Re:statement of intent for the board POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22585 NEXT>22640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in too!If we could be of ANY help...just holler!!!What you have planned is great!
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Is My Locker On It's Way Out?!?Help!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,7 June
2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22584 NEXT>22642
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a buddy in my CJ club that has just grenaded his second detroit locker.None of us
can figure out how he is doing that with a puny lil 4 cylinder...Our V8 guys yard on them
all day long without a problem.I have heard of other breakages though...Mine works fine
however I can't wait to get that thing outa there.Been waiting for an OX locker since last
Oct of 02.Screw those guys...I think they are going out of business because of lack of
funding.Gotta look at something else now...
SUBJECT>Re:USMC M-561 Gamma Goat 4 sale POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much and can it be driven to California?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:USMC M-561 Gamma Goat 4 sale POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is what i have been looking for how much and send some pics my way asap Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:USMC M-561 Gamma Goat 4 sale POSTER>ustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22589 NEXT>22603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds Great,Got any pics?How much?
doe97@hotmail.com
-ustin
SUBJECT>shielded plugs 4 m 715 230 tornado POSTER>mark liesenfelder
EMAIL>hammerforel@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapDpOvjM7n9A PREVIOUS>NEXT>22623
22685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a place to get the shielded plugs for my buggy.parts stores ain't no help.If
u have any info please send to my e-mail address.Thanks alot..SUBJECT>BRAKE PARTS POSTER>an EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7
June 2003,at
2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well i have just got to the point where i need to get some new brake parts,does anybody
know where to get a new wheel cylinder or what may work.I have never tried to get any
brake parts from the local parts stores but i thought i would run it by you guys first,
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at
5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,I didn't think I could be called an old-timer at age 36.
Well,I'm currently internetless due to buying a different house.I had the zone as my
homepage,so that tells you how much I was on.My F-715 project is on hold until the
new house todo list gets done and we get the old house sold (2 house payments sucks).
Then I can get a 36x45 pole building put up.wooohooo!!!!!!!!soon I will be back online.
John
SUBJECT>Re:BRAKE PARTS POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 June
2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22596 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go To Online Manuals above this message screen.Click it and scroll down to m175 parts
and let your mouse do the walking
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:What do you guys think about this price?POSTER>Kyle
EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0KpqnWl LDc PREVIOUS>22499 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think i just may be picking it up this week
Kyle
SUBJECT>wiring SOLENOID'S for a Warn M8274 POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I went and did it again!Took the solenoids out of my M8274 to replace them
with some new ones and now the winch will not work!Here's what I am hoping some
fellow Zone member will be able to tell me Or better yet just take a photo of the wiring
setup at the soledoids and send it to me!!Thanks Lee
SUBJECT>24v Battery cable hook up ,Air compressor POSTER>Brendan
EMAIL>trifivebowtie@aol.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22605 22609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just picked up an original 1968 M715,I was told it
runs great,but I am unsure of the
correct cable hook ups,and don't want to damage the alternator,the original main pos.and
Neg.cables are there,but the slave cables are missing,I am planning on using two red top
Optima batt.,one is a two years older than the other,but both are in perfect working
order,Will the age matter?Does the pos.slave cable go to pos.,neg to neg?.What gauge
wire should the slave cables be?Also will a civillian 230 oil filter work,and what weight
oil should be used.I am also looking for info on the 3750 pound Worthington Air
Compressor,that is in place of the orig.bed.It has a FS244 flat head 6 cyl.continental
motor,and says property of US Gov.It seems to have been mounted on its own trailer at
one point,I think the truck was used buy the Air Force.I will be selling the compressor if
anyone may be interrested or knows someone.Any help to these questions will be greatly
appreciated.I can't wait to get behind the wheel of one of these great trucks.
Thanks,Brendan
SUBJECT>Re:wiring SOLENOID'S for a Warn M8274 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22600 NEXT>22608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I sent you a pic of the solenoid pack from my CJ 8274.Hope that gets through...
Kaiserjeeps...(Al T.)
SUBJECT>Re:USMC M-561 Gamma Goat 4 sale POSTER>avid Kane
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aav/1kU5aU2ao PREVIOUS>22594 NEXT>
22753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Gamma Goat photos will be available by monday.It has a original usmc camo paint
in okay condition.Dave
I am asking 4300 dollars and it comes with the stack of manuals I bought and the lock up
kit for the articulating joint.
SUBJECT>Re:Is June 28th a go?POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,7 June
2003,at 9:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22582 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
a duce on some of uwharries trails would be realy tight rode there on 4wheelers.nice
place though i live in whiteville id be happy to drive a 715 wish mine was road worthy.
lol
SUBJECT>Re:24v Battery cable hook up ,Air compressor POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
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DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 9:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22601
NEXT>22606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hook your cable up to one neg post on one battery and to the pos post on the other battery
and then hook your starter wire up to the other pos post and the ground wire to the neg
post on the other battery.hope this helps some hope i havent confused you as for the rest
of the info wish i could help
until next time.Eric
SUBJECT>Re:24v Battery cable hook up ,Air compressor POSTER>Eric EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22605
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was wondering if that big compressor in the back could it have been a start up box or
truck for the jets i know they need some kind of starter truck to get them fired up.if im
wrong on any of this info someone please correct me.
SUBJECT>Re:In-Cab Rollcage report POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,7 June 2003,at 11:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they do.But it's not in their last catalog.Will
SUBJECT>Re:wiring SOLENOID'S for a Warn M8274 POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22602 NEXT>22610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A GREAT BIG Kansas thank you goies out to you Al!!!I see that I made one mistake.
Got my wires crossed and and now,thanks to you,I am up and running!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:24v Battery cable hook up ,Air compressor POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brendan,
The battery age shouldn't matter.According to C1,TM9-2320-244-24,the slave
receptacle should be routed as follows:Secure the receptacle ground cable to the right
engine/frame support (passenger side).The positive is hooked up to 24V pos battery
terminal.The gauge is not indicated,but I would expect it to be the same gauge as found
in the battery loop.The oil filter for the civy 230 is okay.I use Purolator L3001.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:wiring SOLENOID'S for a Warn M8274 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22608 NEXT>22615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent!!Good thing you didn't find that out hub deep in some remote place.Glad to
help when I can.What a kick a**winch huh?
Get a good ground on those things and they will pull the world...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:Rear axle twist POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22377
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try rotating the spring hanger that bolts the front half of the leaf spring to the frame.Just
grind (or torch,it'll probably easier)off the rivets and the back half of the shaft off of the
plate.(you'll need to remove the gas tank to do the drivers side).then flip it over so the.spring hanger is on the
bottom and bolt it back into place with a few tack welds,and that
seems to be working pretty good for me.I even removed 2springs in the rear..But I'm
also still running the stock motor,so it dosent really have the power to make the springs
wrap..........
SUBJECT>No Power to Starter POSTER>Brendan EMAIL>trifivebowtie@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally got the batt.cables hooked up correctly,but I am not getting any juice out of the
starter side on the foot switch,All other electric functions seem fine except the horn does
not sound.The volt gauge is in the high yellow zone,and all cables and connections seem
in good shape.The foot switch looks like it was replaced with something similar to
original,I think this may be the problem but was wondering if anyone else has had a
similar problem before,Is there anywhere I might be able to buy a similar foot switch
locally,or any way to test these,to be sure.Please let me know if you have any info.Thanks
SUBJECT>im parting out my truck....POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22618 22619 22626 22662 22710
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it will be on here for about a week,then ebay
i accept paypal
this is what i have now,that i can think of and ill add more later
$500 gets you an engine,stock 230.plus a t98 tranny and pto box.no knocks no smoke
and it has good compression.i have a complete gasket set minus the valve cover gasket
(its on it)and an extra head gasket.fording valves on the motor,and fording cable and
dash placard,and the fording tailpipe.im keeping the intake pipe.extra used original fuel
pumps (i think 3),water pump (i think 1),2 throwought bearings new in can.a few extra
odds and ends like carbs (cores)and such,flywheel ring gear (2)nos.
400 gets you axles,with rims and crappy tires these axles are being used on the truck
now.all new brake pads,4 new e-350 wheel cylenders,turned drums (all less than 2000
miles).NOS extra set front hubs,one has the bolts pressed into it.and i have the rest to
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change ALL of your lug nuts and bolts
200 gets you axles no rims no tires,never been used by me,unknown condition
bed,free,you come get it.its got a few holes,and its got a rusted cab storage box,but ive
been using it 2 years.....
cab,$50 (free if you take the bed too)(Free with the bed)good floor pans,pretty good
shape.the air inlet (where the air would come through for the heater)is rusted,but the
thing is NOT a pos where you will fall out of the floor
ring and pinion nos front and rear
SUBJECT>Re:No Power to Starter POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 11:12 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22612 NEXT>22656
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd test the switch with a light to see that it's working.Use your light on the hot side so be
sure you're getting power to the switch,then push the button and see if there's power on
the other side.
I have a spare foot switch,I'll dig it out and test it if you need it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:wiring SOLENOID'S for a Warn M8274 POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used it to drag some large tree trunks,when I am not doing my job as a fireman I
trim trees for added cash$$,small jeeps that have rolled over,big trucks that have slid off
roads,and of course my own truck out of some nasty spots.You cant beat it for no load
line speed,and cable length.And you are right it will pull like a big mule train!Thanks
again Lee.oh and by the way the photo I sent you I had to use it to free me from that rock
leadge.
SUBJECT>Spicer have you heard from Brian POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,Has Jean Ellen had the baby yet?Or is Brian just taking a break.Getting his truck
ready to blow up his motor again?Will
SUBJECT>Seats POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Sunday,
8 June 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22620 22621
22633 22698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a set of seats for my Jeep.Does anyone know what works well and what
does not?
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there any seats?If so what shape are they in and how much do you want for them?
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22613 NEXT>22624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Lee,
I need both seats,battery box and grille face panel.Please let me know if you have these
for sale.
Thanks.
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,8
June 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22617 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you a photo of my seats.I sure that I can get more.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22617
NEXT>22625 22631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used seats from a late model Grand Wagoneer (full-size).The "rich corinthian leather 8
way power seats"kind of seat.Bolted in,almost --three of the four holes on each seat
lined up with existing holes.Center console flips up for seating for 3,size-wise fits right
in,since the GW is same body size as 715.
SUBJECT>N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8
June 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22647 22655 22670
22694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess if it happens it will be the 28.I don't care if you show the 27th.I get home about
1630hrs.Tony it will be good to see you again.I'm sorry I'm not good at keeping in
touch.Everyone bring your families and kids and your ATVs'if you will.You can camp
close to the house or way in the woods,your call.From looking at the board I guess 3 or 4
vehicals may show.I'll post directions tomorow and if any of you milatry guys need a grid
let me know.I hope lots of ya'll show.If you don't have a vehical I can fit 5 in my truck.
SUBJECT>Re:shielded plugs 4 m 715 230 tornado POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22595
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Autolite part #is 2344.Any decent parts store should be able to order them for you.
Last time I checked,Schucks (Checker,Kragen)could get them for about $8.00 each.
Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8
June 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22619 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you have one how much for the throttle cable,and the front bumper and shackles.
SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22621 NEXT>22635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im gettin ready to install a ford van seat the snap in kind in the bed of mine for more
passenger area has two plates that im going bolt to the floor that the seats snap into so the
seat will be removeable.
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22613 NEXT>22627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I hope you are parting a parts truck?I thought you were
getting ready to drop in a new
drivetrain in your truck?
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22626 NEXT>22630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no seats,yet (i have a set,but am waiting to see how the deuce bench seat works)
no bumper,no shackles.
the valence may be for sale (depends if my other one works out)will know in july
i have another valence for sale that needs a little work.50
i will post sale stuff as i get farther into the truck,yes i am parting my daily driver.i have
a drivetrain lined up.and i have another bed,cab lined up too.....if i can get my hands on
a frame i will sell the truck,on a frame on axles complete,minus two OUTER fenders,
with a running motor,transmission and NO tranfer case
i have a digital camera and will start taking pics tomorrow
SUBJECT>A ridiculous offer but...POSTER>Randy Curran
EMAIL>randy931@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got an '88 Samurai,stock,new head gasket,amazingly rust free,runs great.Only
82,000 miles.Well I really want something different.So I'm looking for a trade,what do
you have?And I'm in South Bend,IN.I realize these things are a bit smaller than a 715
but what the hell.I need to go bigger again.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22588 NEXT>22636 22643 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Great to see some interest in the motors,the lab I work at has been trying to find a home
for them the last few years.Tomarrow at work I'll get the price they are asking for and
some rough dimensions of the motor.They don't come with trannys,just engine,but very
complete.I'll talk with some of the engineers and see what computer is needed or if they
are included.Again located in Danbury CT,on pallets ready to go.If I find the time I
maybe able to take some digital pictures the end of this week.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22627 NEXT>22632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much for just the rims and tires?what does the cab include?(doors ect...)do you
have a top for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,.8 June 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22621 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad to see someone else put power leather seats in their military truck,too!Doesn't
make me feel as bad.
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,8 June 2003,at 10:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22630 NEXT>22649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cab has a battery box bottom,and ive got two doors that are NOT atatched at this time to
the cab.it has the dash,and glove box and glove box door,its just not attached.
im not ready to seperate axles and rims as the axles are worth nothing without rims (to
non 715 owners)
SUBJECT>Anyone have a stock pass.seat 4 sale POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 2:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22633 NEXT>22663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Guys,
Not having any luck in the wanted section.I need a good passenger seat frame.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>mike oxlong EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 2:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22625
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am putting eddie bauer edision ford windstar seats w/power lumbar in my truck.Four
captians chairs.I am doing the same thing with the rear seats in the bed and was hoping to
use the stock plates that that hold them to the floor and make them removable but this sat
the the seats way to high in the bed.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Wow I love that motor.If the price is right I will drive down in a 7.3 litter powered F-250
and pick one up.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22497 NEXT>22641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm like you,Spicer,I love cubic inches!There's nothing like the torque of a Big Block.
My only experience with big-cube Continentals is in airplanes.If Continental built the
tank engines like their plane engines (which is very likely -i.e.air-cooled,aluminum),the
units should be built for reliability and torque.Plane engines typically redline at about
2500-2700 rpm.
I once saw a semi truck that had mounted an industrial diesel engine to the roof of the.tractor,and ran (I
forget)belt or chain drive down to the drivetrain.It was ugly,that
engine sitting exposed on the roof of the truck,but it worked!I wonder is the v-14 can be
mounted in the bed of the M715,with a similar belt or chain primary drive?
SUBJECT>Re:A ridiculous offer but...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a Suzzy-Q for a while and it was a blast!They are just such a small little toy they're
great.Mine was lifted about 3.5 inches and had 30's on it,just enough to be fun.I had
plans to put a 4.3 chevy in it and then reality hit and I sold it!!:)Good luck
selling/trading,but a 715-er ought to have one as a "buddy"vehicle to the 715.Doug.
SUBJECT>I May Actually NEED one of the 4.3's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22586 NEXT>
22644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Dad has an '84 Celebrity Station wagon with the 4.3 diesel and he loves the car and
the motor.That motor,by the way IS a true 4.3 diesel engine,not a 4.3 gas conversion.
NOTHING is close to a gas 4.3 engine aside from the litre size.It's at the shop right now
with a possible head gasket/head problem that may or may not be able to be fixed.
120,000 and pop starts it with ether everytime it's really cold.Don't tell me...I know.If
anyone knows of one of these around,please let me know.They haven't been available as
crates since the early 90's.
THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:statement of intent for the board POSTER>Leo D
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>22590 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great idea.it would be good to be able to get info on members in local area.Leo D.
SUBJECT>That's easy...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22637 NEXT>22678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get a marine V-drive and channel it through there.Hey,what kind of starters did the
Continentals have and where was it mounted??...tranny,engine??I seriously think I could
get a running one together if I had a clue of what I was doing with them.
SUBJECT>Yanked the cover...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22591 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The gears are fine,a couple of pits here and there,but nother bad.The slop was in the
locker.I pulled the diff out and took out the locker.I'll call Track tech,Thanks Wildfire.for the number,and see
what they have to say.It's ready to be sent somewhere to be
rebuild or something.If people give me a bunch of crap about it,I'll take it apart and
machine some hefty shims for the big side springs.I'll post results.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9
June 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22629 NEXT>22669
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please email with the engine year,price,and how complete the engine is (turbo ect).I
have a 1996 F350 and a spare engine if the price is right would be great.
SUBJECT>Re:I May Actually NEE one of the 4.3's POSTER>Jay
EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22639 NEXT>22646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do a google search for "5.7 diesel"and you'll pull up an Oldsmobile Diesel web site that
is packed with info and posted ads regarding the 5.7 and v6 diesels.that is the only on-
line information i've been able to find about these motors.
you have all steered me back to the path of righteousness,and i'm calling around to the
local rebuild shops trying to get a line on a 6.2 or 6.5 GM oilburner.
BTW -one of the shops rebuilds motors dailly for a fleet.the fleet is owned by a local
mining company here in Birmingham,AL;they run sloid-tired HUMVEE's in the
mines!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22578
NEXT>22667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
granny low?one....where do i pick it up?
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SUBJECT>Re:I May Actually NEE one of the 4.3's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,I have a 6.2 out of a wrecked 90's chevy pick-up(100k).Complete with wiring
harness,computer and 4 spd auto.$700 I'll put it on a pallet and you pay the
shipping.Take $100 off if you dont want the tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22622 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a chance I may be able to make it depending on whether or not I can get a couple
of pieces machined by then.What's the location so I can roll the dice and mapQuest
you??
Thanks!
SUBJECT>oug's Little Willys POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com.DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 8:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug--did see that Jeep FC 150 on Ebay right now?Looks like it is in pretty good
condition?
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22632 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,I don't know if you would be willing to sererate the fording stuff off of the
motor,but I sure would like to buy it if you would.I have the stacks and thats all.I'm
looking for the valves and pull cables.Please think about this and let me know.I would
really like to complete my fording kit.Thanks!!...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Floors...same as Wagoneers?POSTER>Scott Ames
EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa 7UjjUSGHgw PREVIOUS>22473 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent,
I had a little rot under my drivers seat.I cut the floor out of an 83 Wagoneer.The floor
isn't the exact same thing but it has the same ridges (not sure how to describe them but
look under your seat and you'll them)as the 715 so it makes a nice stock looking patch
panel rather then a flat piece of steel.
Scott
SUBJECT>duce seen in PA POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9 June
2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22653 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was drive south on rt15 last Friday in Dillsburg.Pass a very nice duce going north.Is
that yours Spice?
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 455 is In POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9 June
2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22581 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,
Thanks for posting the pics.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:duce seen in PA POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,not mine.I just got a new,one wire,alternator that I made a heavy duty bracket for
and have that spinning 28+volts and just got the call about an hour ago that the radiator.is fixed.The bottom tank
was cracked.I was hoping to have it on the road by the end of
the month in new drab paint and all,but tweaked my lower back on Friday and have had
to slow down a little.
SUBJECT>Mikel or KaiserJeeps ...POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22657 22658 22666 LINKNAME>Int'l
Fullsize Jeep Assoc.page LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org
...or anyone else,for that matter.
Y'all having trouble getting onto the Int'l Fullsize Jeep Assn page at http://www.ifsja.org?
When I try to go to the site,my browser says it can't locate the server.
Anybody else having this trouble?
Thanks,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy smallblock
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in.Just may have the CJ5 rolling by then,so I can play some,so long as the clutch
holds out.And if I can get it to pass inspection by then.
Where do we stand as far as putting together a meal?
Anyone wants to go,email me at dp@sanlee.com,and I'll get a headcount going.Tell me
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how many,when you'll show up.I'll pass it on to Wout
SUBJECT>Re:No Power to Starter POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I let the Vets use my truck during the parade last year and the switch failed when they
were getting ready to go line-up.Threw in a 12 volt ford solonoid,Center tapped the
batteries for 12v to pull in the coil with a momentary switch.Working fine 11 months
later.$10 or $15 total cost and much easier to operated than the foot switch.
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel or KaiserJeeps ...POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22654 NEXT>22673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris--
I know that they take the Board down for maintenence,from time to time.Adam,the
administrator of the Board lives in Fort Collins and I know he does a lot of "wheelin'"in
his spare time..SUBJECT>Re:Mikel or KaiserJeeps ...POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22654
NEXT>22674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Land,
The board has been down most of the day,but I've been able to load the site a couple
times...Briefly.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Stacks POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a set of smokestacks that I am wanting to mount of my jeep,but am running into a
few problems.I want to mound them on the side right behind the cab,but they block the
door on that compartment under the bed.has anyone had this problem?What did you do
about it?
SUBJECT>Re:Stacks POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22659
NEXT>22691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
run them thru the bottom of the bed then straight up
SUBJECT>new beadlock rims POSTER>lee Alessi/baton rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22671 LINKNAME>beadlocks
LINKURL>http://usa6x6.com/civilianbeadlocks/
these are hummer style,and he also does the hummer beadlock conversions.i have not
asked about our lug pattern,but i bet he could do it
civilian style are 185 including shipping,from what i understand any width,any
backspace (except 3.5"i think)
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=140549
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are those axles that come w/out wheels complete?I would like to get them if they are.
mudclod61@hotmail.com
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have a stock pass.seat 4 sale POSTER>Marco
EMAIL>GONZABA2000@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22634 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KEVIN,I'M LOOKING FOR SOME PART,S FOR MY 725 AND I THINK SOMEONE
HAS ONE!I,LL BACK TRACK OK.I'M IN ARIZONA.LET ME KNOW IF YOU ARE.STILL LOOKING.MARCO.......OUT
SUBJECT>Braden LU-4 pto winch POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale:Complete braden pto winch from a 68 m715.This sale includes the pto box for
the t-98,the drive shafts,and of course the winch.Winch is in good working order,still
has the factory chain and hook on the end &the lever to engage or free spool is there.
Would perfer pick up but will ship if you arrange it.I have the bumper x-tensions and
bumper (bumper is 6"c-channel cut to look like factory,even has slots for shackles)
Shackles not included.Pto shifter included also.
$650.00
Located in st.joseph mo.
SUBJECT>New Lower price POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale:One complete kit used but like new,part number c715r fits the gm 5 1/8"
bellhousing.Also part number mm715 motor mounts for sale.Buy these and save some
money to repower to either a small block or BIG block chevy!List for over $530 for
motor mounts and adapter,buy it for $275.00 These are used and very much like new,
contact me through email for further details.
Also have a partial kit for sale,it is part number c715.It fits a chevy bell housing with the
4 11/16 center bore.These are a three peice adapter consisting of trans plate,bellhousing
plate,and bearing retainer.I have the the bearing retainer and bellhousing plate,you will
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need to contact novak for the trans plate.Shouldnt cost to much but please check there
price first.http://www.novak-adapt.com/I do not have motor mounts for this kit so you
will need to fabricate them or purchase them from novak.This partial kit is brand new
and never been used.$75.00
Buyer resposible for shipping.
SUBJECT>No...your link works great!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22654
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That about wraps it up!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Lee!!!POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Monday,9
June 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22645 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Cedar Falls.E-mail me directly at jbruns@cfu.net for directions and to set up a
time.I look forward to seeing you.Joe
SUBJECT>F.Y.I.ebay defroster ducts POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.#2418897983 "buy it now"for $15
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22643 NEXT>22675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The engines are 96's brand new never run or installed,they have Garret Turbos,no
computers.Rough dimensions are:
(tape measure with the motors wraped up in plastic)
Width 28-29"
Height 31"Bottom of oil pan to intake pipe
Lenght 34"
The engines were purchased for around 7200 and were for sale for 5000 but no takers,so
they guys I work with are saying 4500 now.If people are really interested I can get them a
number to talk to an engineer or higher up guys about seeing them,I'm only an intern.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22622 NEXT>22676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in.I'll probably show up Sat morn with the crew (we're up to 5 now,countin'the dog).
I could grab a sack of corn to throw in the cooker.I'll probably pitch a tent for the night so
we can throw back a few,unfettered.Considering all the rain we've had,I bet the trails
are in fine shape.Not to mention,it'll be harder to set the woods afire this time.If there
are no objections from our hosts,I'll put the word out to the NCMVPA.I doubt any of
'em will show (might get dirt on something),but it doesn't hurt to ask.The more the
merrier.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22661
NEXT>22681 22856 22858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are currently only 16.5"wheels.All us schmucks running 16"tires and just want to
get rid of the split rim wheel are currently outta luck.But what they offer looks nice.(It
better be for ~$200 per wheel...
SUBJECT>couple quick questions POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,9 June
2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22683 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i'm looing for the wheelbase from center to center of each axle.I looked in the specs
section but wasn't able to find it.I also would like to know what the actual shifter levers
look like on the transfercase when it is shifted in 4 wheel low.for example:inside shift
rail in,outside shiftrail out.
any info would help me out.roger
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel or KaiserJeeps ...POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam is the website Admin.Another CFSJA member,JC provides the bandwidth.
Something about the registration of the domain,etc.that has not yet gone thru.Sorry,I
don't know the specifics.But JC is working his butt off trying to get it back up and
running.
Ethan (also from Adam's neck of the woods,and who HASN'T done much 4 wheeling
unfortunately...)
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel or KaiserJeeps ...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,9 June 2003,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22658 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea I tried a couple of times and no go.Part of my morning ritual.I knew if I went and
wrenched on the wag for most of the day it would come back.And sure enough...This is
still my favorite list over here though....
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 1:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22669 NEXT>22702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many are there?
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SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22670
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,bring all the people you want.Please bring a leash for your dog just in case it likes
to chase peacocks and chickens.Thanks.
SUBJECT>N.C.Proposal Directions POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10 June
2003,at 3:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22680 22808
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Carthage head west on 24/27 out of town.About 1.5 miles out near the bottom of the
long hill turn right on Kelly Plantation Rd.Cont.about 2.5 miles,it will turn to dirt rd.
About 2 miles down the dirt rd I'm the 1st drive way on the left.1194 Kelly Plantation.If
your comimg from the west traveling east down 24/27 about 1.5 mile after the Midway
Grill turn right on Myrick Rd.It's across from Byway Farms.It,s a small horse farm.Has a
for sale sign too.Continue down Myrick and it will just turn into Kelly Plantation Rd.I,m
the 1st Drive on the left and that just happens to be about 2 miles down after the rd turns
to dirt rd.
SUBJECT>Re:That's easy...POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The Continental airplane engines (flat fours,flat
sixes)have an electric starter that's
mounted similar to the engine.With those large V's you're talking about,that has to
involve one BIG starter.
I knew a lumberjack from Northern Minnesota who converted a surplus Sherman tank to
a tree skidder.Lots of power;lots of traction.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug's Little Willys POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22648 NEXT>22700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You would have to taunt me huh!?I would really only want a 170,and a DRW would be
ideal...I am going easy for now,finishing the Willys wagon and letting the bank account
catch up a bit.Building a house too...the list goes on ,and on and on and on and on :)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Proposal Directions POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22677 NEXT>22695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ooops,Wout,I think you might have made a boo-boo.Coming from either the east or
west,the directions say to turn right off of 24/27.Is this right??:)
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22671
NEXT>22738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually Ethan,if you read the later posts he will make them for just about anything:
15,16,16.1(ag rim),16.5,17,and 22.5 were the ones he has said he would do so far.
Sweet rim!!10 &12 inch widths,any bolt pattern,4 different center section patterns
(plate,mod+$10,5 star+$35,and flame+$35),inner and outer bead locks and $185 per -
delivered.
I still have the NDT's so I'm not sure what size rim I want.I would love to get some 38"
XML's so if I can find an affordable set I'll probably stay with 16".
See 'Ya
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22497 NEXT>22744 22745
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting specifications on that engine (see link).I notice that it weighs over 2 tons,but
has the torque to handle it!
http://www-acala1.ria.army.mil/LC/Ca/CAF/AVDS/specs.htm#DIM
I also see a website that has some pictures of a Continental v-12,water-cooled,in an LTV
(see link):.http://www.kithobbyist.com/AFVInteriors/lvtp5/lvtp5b.html
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22672
NEXT>22686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wheelbase I *think*is 130 inches.4lo is both levers all the way back.
SUBJECT>Re:Braden LU-4 pto winch POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I sent you a PM.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:shielded plugs 4 m 715 230 tornado POSTER>Pete.RUffing
EMAIL>Pete.Ruffing@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22595 NEXT>22689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try sparkplugs.com.THey have all of the Autolite shielded plugs
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>roger EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22683
NEXT>22687 22688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
with the levers back would that make my shift rails (the actual piece the linkage hooks on
the t-case)pulled out on the transfercase?the problem is I don't have the levers hooked up
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lol.The way I have it figured is the lever pulled back=shift rail in transfercase pulled out.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got it right.
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22686 NEXT>
22690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right,the two shifters are different from each other.One pivets from the top
and the other pivets from the bottom.What that means is one rod pulls out when you pull
back on the lever and the other rod pushes in when you pull back on the other lever.I
don't remember which is which without looking at it.
I could be mistaken.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:shielded plugs 4 m 715 230 tornado POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 3:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B linn has them for $7.00 each plus shipping.Or he did 3 months ago.Will
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22688 NEXT>22692 22711 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think rollie is wrong.Both pivot in the middle.Therefore,they both PULL when moved
backwards.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Stacks POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22660
NEXT>22731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At one time,Delk's surplus in Asheboro,NC had new M715 snorkel kits,new in the
crate,for not much $$$.They should still be there,but have been outside now for some
time.Just FYI should anyone want one.
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22690 NEXT>22693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you bring the first lever back,it pushes the rail in for 4wd.pulling the 2nd lever
pulls the rail out for low.So,4in,low out.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22692 NEXT>22716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So that would be outer rail in,inner rail out for 4low
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22622 NEXT>22696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i cant make it this time...damnit.im too scared to drive ol'betsy that far away from my
local wrecker/tow guy whom i get a volume discount with,lol.hope you guys have a
great time,do a few 12oz curls for me...jc
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Proposal Directions POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,10
June 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22680 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,if you coming from the west on 24/27 going east it's a left onto Myrick..SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I
guess POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22694
NEXT>22703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring your ATV or ride with me.
SUBJECT>230 trouble POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
10 June 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22707 22787
22788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't get my 230 running.Got spark and fuel.I was told that the rings probally shrunk up
from sitting for awhile.Havn't done a compression tests yet.Wondering if anybody has a
quick fix for that problems tried oil in the cylinders some one said brake fluid?Any ideas
would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Seats POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22617
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used captains chairs from an early Izuzu Trooper.I got them for free,removed the arm
rests,and removed the rifle mount from the truck.After drilling a few new holes,they fit
in real nice.
Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>Don Ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com/DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 7:53 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22538 NEXT>22701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,Iwant to know if you still have those parts.E mail me if you could or post and let
me know.I will most likely just drive down to pick them up.It's for My dad's M715 But
I'm not sure what bell housing i will end up with.Also did Paul Brown ever email you
pictures of the field exercise?If so please forward them to me.Thanks We will have to
get together at tuttle creek again soon.Don OJ
SUBJECT>Re:Doug's Little Willys POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22679 NEXT>22704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey doug
How is the willys going?Come on man keep us posted.Any pics to share?Still wish I
could have got it.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 8:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22699 NEXT>22722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don I tried to email you but it bounced..Yes I still have the parts,If your interested email me at
reddobe@stjoelive.com
If your interested I would part with the gm 5 1/8"bellhousing that I was using with the
novak kit,or sell you both parts.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22675 NEXT>22781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are 4 engines I guess they were taken right off the assembly line,because there is
no brand new crate engines sold though ford only remanufactured.If you want to talk to
someone who knows the most about the motors talk to this guy I work with.
John Tannone Danbury,CT
203-731-8158
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Porposal--the 28th I guess POSTER>mortisemaker/WNC
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,10 June 2003,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres also the small matter of domestic violence and spousal abuse,if i go wheeling for
the weekend before i get the house built she might beat me up!thanks for the offer
though.jc
SUBJECT>Re:Doug's Little Willys POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am working on it...it's also spring/summer and I own a boat yard,you know what that
means.She's still coming,and by late summer will be up and going.The interior etc.may
be a bit later,but it will go!!I still have not installed the motor/trans as I am still all for
the idea of cummins 6bta...Doug.
SUBJECT>Yeah POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22616 NEXT>22720 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Emailed him the other day.He's just had a boatload of things going on.Jean Ellen has a
few more weeks yet.The truck is running great.
Later
SUBJECT>Yo Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you tear apart your locker?I was looking at pics of how one operates and it gave me
an idea of what could be wrong with yours.Belive that you have some type fo debris in it
that is not allowing the teeth to fully engage or had the debris and now the leading edge of
the teeth are rounded off from skipping.Either way it does not look like it would be good.for the locker.For your
sake I hope I'm wrong.It is a detroit isn't it?
Best of Luck
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22697 NEXT>22761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,Do you know that your timing is correct?Did you pack the oil pump with grease?If
you removed the oil pump,timing can be affected when you reinstall it.Just throwing
ideas out...if this is happened you will need to move the #1 piston to TDC and then line
up the rotor with the #1 plug wire on the dist cap.Speaking from experience.
Doug
SUBJECT>Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22709 22724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked but could not find the answer.Need to ship from MO to OR.I remember
someone here had a good cheap shipper.Ring a bell with anyone...THX...Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22708 NEXT>22712 22736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer used "Central Transport"to ship some rims to me.Penn to IA for around $60....6
715 rims on a pallet.Whole truck or parts?
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>spencer
EMAIL>imperialauto@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22613 NEXT>22715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know if your carburator and fording is still for sale and how much thank
you
SUBJECT>Transfercase rod positions POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22690 NEXT>
22721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look in the online Manuals which are linked to at the top of these webpages,under
the manual numbered TM-9-2320-244-20,there are some diagrams showing the shift
levers,and their associated rods back to the transfercase.Looking closely at what they
call the 'De-clutch'lever which is the one that engages or disengages the front axle,which
is the lever located closest to the seat which we will call the first lever,the pivot point of
the lever is shown below the rod at the far end of the lever.This would cause the rod to.move back towards the
transfer case as the lever is pulled back.
So if I'm looking at it correctly the different combinations would be as follows:
2Wheel High – Both levers pushed forward,,Upper rod Out,Lower rod In
4Wheel High – 1st lever back,,2nd lever forward,Both rods In
4Wheel Low -Both levers pulled back,Upper rod In,Lower rod Out
2Wheel Low -1st lever forward,2nd lever back,Both rods Out
(2Low is not a valid combination but can be done if linkage is loose)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11
June 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22709 NEXT>22714
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it would be about 140 lbs worth of parts.You don't have a hometown or a number
for central transport do you???Not sure where to call.I'll try online....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>anyone live in hawaii HELP!!!POSTER>adam goodwin
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22718 22732 22735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought 4 chain saws off government liquidation.com.and know there shipping company
wants to charge me $840.00 to send them to me.There has got to be a cheaper way then
this.Unfortunatly only have till 6/13/03 to pick them up.So I was woundering if somone
on the board might live near by and might be able help me out.I would make good on any
time or trouble I cuase you.WhatI had in mind is if someone local to Kapolei HI.could
pick up the saws and hold tyhem at there place for a day or two while I can make shipping
arrangments.If you can help out please E-mail me.I will pay you for you time and
expences.
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11
June 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22712 NEXT>22717
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never mind,Central does not ship to this corner of the USA.California is it....
SUBJECT>Re:im parting out my truck....POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 2:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the fording kit is sold,but ill sell the tailpipe cheap.$25
the carburator i have is from napa,and is NEW rebuilt..i paid 140,but will take 100,or
500 for it,and the engine and lots of spare engine stuff!!!!!!including tranny!!!
SUBJECT>Re:couple quick questions POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,11
June 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22693 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks so much,that's what I was looking for.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22714 NEXT>22719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can break it into 70lb packages or lighter,Greyhound is VERY cheap.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone live in hawaii HELP!!!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22713 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try posting at www.ifsja.org
Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22717 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forward air took a cab (900 lbs.)to Lee in LA from me in CA for $300.You have to
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deliver and pick up the package at their terminal,at most large airports.
Chris
SUBJECT>Thanks POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22705 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See posting above
SUBJECT>Re:Transfercase rod positions POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stand corrected.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>don ojeski
EMAIL>ojinomaha@inebraska.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22701 NEXT>22723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I don't know if you got an email from me if not I would like if you would call me I want
those parts.Give me a call at 402-359-9177 and leave your number and i will call you
back.
Thanks
Don.SUBJECT>Re:NOVAK ADAPTERS FOR SALE POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don
I sent you a email.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22708 NEXT>22728 22733 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Al
I see that forward air has a terminal in the kc area and one in oregon area.You might
check it out.Maybe some other memebers can help on the idea of weight as I think 140
sounds a little on the light side.Anybody???Winch &cable,pto box,winch mounts and
bumper.Need an idea of weight?Thanks Steve
SUBJECT>Re:67'M-715 For Sale E-Bay POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought it.
SUBJECT>Tire Deals !?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys!I am ready for some new treads for a couple of my trucks and was wondering
were you guys have found good deals on tires(new or used)?!Thanks for any help!Ben
SUBJECT>Snorkel*NP205 w/PTO*Discs*Diff.R&P POSTER>ave
EMAIL>david053164@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22729 22752 22855 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Everyone-
I am looking for some info and have a couple of questions:
(1)My M715 has an intake snorkel,but only the pipe,no cap...does anyone have one they
care to part with?(I tried AB Linn -no luck)
(2)I am considering a engine &tranny swap,which would then make my Braden winch
"unpowered",so I am looking for an NP205 t-case that has a PTO take-off...anyone?Or
know where I might be able to score one?
(3)Is Helitool the only disc brake conversion in town,or are there others?And what
about the rear brakes,can't they be disc'd,too?
(4)I plan on using the truck as a daily driver and my tow rig;what rear gears should I go.with ('cuz the stock ones
are too high,right)?And who sells different ratio rear gears?
Are they even available?
Well I guess that's it (at least for now,anyway).Thanks for listening,and please post your
answers (so maybe other newbies like me may get educated!)
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22724 NEXT>22730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to the tech specs over on the left,the weight difference is 500 lbs,between
trucks with winch and without.So I'd bet you'd be somewhere in that neighborhood.
On a side note,I didn't know the weight of the cab when I shipped it so they asked if they
should weigh it.If you fudge a bit on the weight,they probably (not a guarantee)won't
weigh it unless it's obviously incorrect.Seems most any shipping company works this
way,plus the union guys racing around on the lift trucks don't care either way,as long as
they're getting their checks and breaks.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Snorkel*NP205 w/PTO*Discs*Diff.R&P POSTER>roger EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to look into the the engine/tranny/t-case combo.you can find a pto to hook
the tranny or t case.if you already have a 205 just look for the pto to attach to it,it has a
block-off plate for where it could go.
have you considered a farm supply for a cover on your snorkel...not
an exhaust one that is on a hinge ofcourse,but one for a vent on a house,etc.
If you are using as a daily driver I am convinced that you will be money ahead to either
learn to live the gearing,brakes,etc.Or just swap in the axles from your other favorite.
From what I'm told if you swap in a dana 44hd from a 3/4 ton chevy the strength of the
front axle is similar.Then you will have disc brakes up front,the gearing your looking
for,and the opportunity to even add rear discs.
I would personally do the work to switch the master cylinder/booster,brake lines,pedals,
driveshafts...than to dump a lot of money to make the original equipment work for you.
these are only my opinions and not work very much...
at all
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the responses guys...Good info.I just got a quote back from a trucking co at
the tune of 323.00!!I will try forward air tomorrow.I'll ball park it at around 225 lbs..Maybe I can get away with
that.If its airlines I bet they weigh it though...Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Stacks POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,11 June 2003,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22691 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Tom,Thanks for the info!!
SUBJECT>Re:anyone live in hawaii HELP!!!POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22713 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the time you pay someone to do that,and shipping,I don't think you will be able to
save much.From my experience,that price doesn't seem to bad,especially from the
islands.Just my .02
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22724 NEXT>22740 22760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I shipped JUST that (LU4 winch,PTO,linkages and bumper)on a pallet,from MI to CT
and IIRC it was 360lbs.$220 with Roadway.
SUBJECT>Turned from the dark path POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22746 22755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the valuable input from several members and from others i've talked to here in
Birmingham has put me off the Oldsmobile 5.7 deisel.i've been checking around,and
have gotten several leads,including some from members here on a GM 6.2 conversion.i
especially am grateful for the feedback and great price from a member on this site.before
i commit money that could be spent in m-715 spouse marriage counseling,i thought i'd
garner more input from the group...
i've found a shop near my house that has a Detroit 3-53,with a 5spd all bolted together
and sitting idle in a chicken house.it used to run some peice of equipment,and the shop
says they'll rebuild it and help me put it in.i know that several years ago,a local fleet
ordered 30-50 new GMC pickups with detroit 3-53's factory installed,so engine fit isn't a
worry.has anyone had any experience with these?
i await your exhortations and admonitions,and thank you all in advance for your
patience.
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:anyone live in hawaii HELP!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22713 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Unfortunately,once the ground deliveries at stopped at the pacific,you usually go to
international rates...which is part of the reason you're getting killed with shipping.Try
Sharon at unishippers,1.800.377.3105 and give her your information.If someone can box
them,she can arrange pickup and should be able to do better for shipping.I'm shipping an
RX7,Racing Beat Header to HI now and the shipping from PA to HI is like $87 and the
thing has some weight to it.
Oh,tell Sharon that Tom L,spicergear,whatever...told you to call.
SUBJECT>WHOA BOYS!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22709 NEXT>22739 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You need to go through my shipping broker to get a decent price.If you call the truck
shipper directly...they'll eat you alive.
Sharon at Unishippers,1.800.377.3105.Tell her Tom from Camp Hill or Spicergear,One
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of the few that showed up on the deck last week and appreciated the free drink ticket from
MaryAnn...that guy...is ME.
Call her,Sharon,she'll hook you up with a good price on truck loads,pallet,or parcel
shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't take it apart,I emailed tractech and haven't gotten a response yet...they're not
impressing me.The 'dog teeth'that are visible from the outside look good.I've got a large
vice that I may be able to take it apart in...we'll see,I'll call tractech today and see if I get
anywhere that way.Yes,it's a No-Spin.I got it used so I don't know if it's just tired or
what.
Later
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22681 NEXT>22741 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That thing is pretty cool!I like it!
SUBJECT>Re:WHOA BOYS!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,I'll call this morn...
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 June
2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22733 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Thanks Mikel,That gives me a good weight idea...
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22738
NEXT>22743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well im swapping m1008 cucv axles under mine,and im buying these rims..ill let yall
know about them!
SUBJECT>Yes!Search old posts or look inside...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22726 NEXT>22771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Copy and paste:(the link function never seems to work for me!)
http://www.nebraskatire.com/lt_truck/lt_to.htm
I found these guys and the deals are great!!Nice product,friendly service and quick
shipping.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22741 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did they sell you on 44"Boggers??Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Old-timers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22682 NEXT>LINKNAME>link
LINKURL>http://www-acala1.ria.army.mil/LC/Ca/CAF/AVDS/specs.htm#DIM
link
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22734 NEXT>22747
LINKNAME>http://www.easternsurplus.net/LINKURL>http://www.easternsurplus.net/
Jay,Eastern Surplus had one for sale 3 years ago with a 353 in it.You might want to check
with him on his thoughts.Don't know if he even drove it or not....he just buys and sells
typically.
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path to a mildly overcast path?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at
9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22746
NEXT>22749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't mean this to come as rain on one's parade or the draining of blood from one's
stiffy,but WHAT are you going to use this truck for?Farm only?The 3-53 is 159 cubes.of perfect generator diesel
power.My point is that it may not have the rpm and
horsepower you need if you plan to use this truck on road...comfortable.Sure,with 5.87's
it will go and have power,but how much to spare?These trucks have the aerodynamics,
and weight of a stack of bricks and soaks up power big time when you start trying to get
some speed from it.The 3-53 is a neat engine,I just question it's application here.
SUBJECT>Attn Stevbronco POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve I have found a shipper.Can you please call me tonight and leave me your number.I
have a club meeting tonight but will be home briefly between 5 and 6.Leave me your
number on my answering machine and I will call you on my dime.My home is 503-649-
6836..Or if you find time today,my work number is 503-613-3208 Thanks...Al...
kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path to a mildly overcast path?
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POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,12 June
2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22747 NEXT>22754
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are loud too.We had a military forklift at work with one of these engines.I like the
one we got to replace it better.It is the same thing but has a case engine and is a little
newer model.
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>DA Pegram EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22552
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I meant it as a reference to our 715s top speed.I should have chosen my words
carefully.I forget these MVs all have common "pet"names.
David
SUBJECT>Re:NC proposal POSTER>DA Pegram EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22574
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perhaps...Hard to know.Who did you sell it to?
SUBJECT>Re:Snorkel*NP205 w/PTO*Discs*Diff.R&P POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22727 NEXT>
22756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question 1)Try eBay.
Question 2)Are you swapping in an automatic?Most manual trannies that could be
swapped in have a pto port and you'll be able to adapt to the original drive with some
inginuity.Keep an eye on eBay for 205's and IF you score one,try
www.ptohydraulics.com for a pto...ask for Jack..Question 3)Check the 'online manuals'or do a search for disk brakes
and you'll come up
with some good loot.There are a couple of places that seem to pop up more than others
as far as the front disks are considered.
Question 4)4.56 is the tallest gear you can get that will work on the existing differential
carrier.Available at Randy's R&P and other places...buy a posi while you're at it...or two.
The "personalize display/search"option at the top left can be a valuable asset on this site
for pulling up some good info.
Have fun!Welcome aboard!
ps...if you leave this site and go to the 'pirate'site...well,you don't wanna know.
SUBJECT>M-561 Gamma Goat Licensing?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22603 NEXT>
22800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know if it can be licensed to be driven on the road here in Washington State?
Does it take special training to drive one safely?
Thanks
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path to a mildly overcast path?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22749 NEXT>22757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,
As oddave715 said,the Detroit 3-53 is loud.
This is the engine used in the Gama Goats,and I've read (online somewhere --not in a
manual)that hearing protection is required for everyone riding in a Gama Goat --even
litter patients in the ambulance version --because the engine is so loud.
A guy I talk trucks with has a Gama Goat (for sale in the Upstate of SC if anyone is
interested),and it is LOUD.
Best of luck whatever you decide,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy smallblock
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22734
NEXT>22758 23589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm...thanks for the warning.i intend to use the truck for usual pickup hauling duty,and
to drive a day or two during the week.also hunt in.
i talked more with the guy at the equipment shop,and it must not be a 3-53,he said it was
a 4 cylinder,and he thought it might be a 4-71..i guess that would make it even more loud!
maybe the 6.2 is looking like a better option.
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:Snorkel*NP205 w/PTO*Discs*Diff.R&P POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
I'm not on Pirate,I've just been busy as hell.
When you called yesterday I was right in the middle of the heated "Why you shouldn't
marry white trash"argument with my sister.
It's really wearing me down.
I'm gonna call you .........NOW!!
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-B.
SUBJECT>Goat Stuff POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22754 NEXT>22765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I read somewhere that the tranny in a Gamma Gaot has the same four mounting hole
pattern as a lot of the older standard trannies and like a saginaw for instance and a small
block and standard bell will pretty much drop right in.
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22755 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could be a 4-53 as well.Do a search and you should be able to find a couple of pics that
may help you reference which motor.MSN has a good search.
SUBJECT>truck shippers POSTER>koobster/UT EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22762 22798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all I got home from kuwait Mon.I got a truck but its in L.A.&I need to get it
shipped up here any body have any good leads on a reasonable priced truck shipper that
could help me out
SUBJECT>Re:Who do you use for cheap shipping???POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22733 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone try FreightPro.
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com.DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22707
NEXT>22763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't remove the oil pump.I bought the truck from my friend Dustin who had it
running about 10 months prior to me buying it.So I'm assuming that the timming is
correct enough to run.I did check the dip stick today and it smelled likr gas.So i'm
assuming that the ring are just letting the gas slip by.I can't decide if its worth putting
rings in and if I can get by just doing that.Don't feel like spending alot of $for a motor I
plan on swapping next year
Thanks for the input-Shane
SUBJECT>Re:truck shippers POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Thursday,12 June 2003,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22759
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Get ahold of Lezah's Transport at Leeds UT,at 435-879-0270.She has done a great job
on several partial loads for me.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,12 June
2003,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22761 NEXT>22780
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,If the fuel pump diaphram is leaking,then gas can get into the crankcase.That
might be causing the gas smell in the engine oil.
Robert
SUBJECT>HOME at last POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
12:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22784 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
to quote Johnny Cash,"it's good to touch the green,green grass of home"...or the dry
brown scrub,heheh
anyhoo,tomorrow I'll start in on some projects etc etc,hope to hear from all of you.Got
the usual stuff to reorganize after a big trip.This is what I got upon signing back on to the
Zone:
Welcome back,tacoma!
Your last visit began on Monday,24 March 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
Since then,3139 new messages have been posted!
HAHAHAHAHAHA oh yeah,I'm going to get some parts fot the 725 heheh
SUBJECT>Re:Goat Stuff POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 1:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22757
NEXT>22766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gama Goats have the Muncie SM420 transmission in them so I am told.If thats true then
the small block way should be easy.I rather like the little 3-53.A cast iron version would
have been more durable.Still,imagine a goat with a stout 355 in it!Woohoo!.SUBJECT>Re:Goat Stuff POSTER>Ed J./KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 1:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22765 NEXT>22773 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Seen several goats in MV mag with SBCs for sale over the years.Might be a popular
conversion.
SUBJECT>Long Trip....but she made it!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22769 22770 22802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took the 'ol truck on a 300 mile trip to Iowa yesterday.We're moving from Minnesota to
the Dubuque,Iowa area and needed to take down a bunch of lumber concrete and tools.
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She was weighted down pretty good but didn't seem to mind the 60MPH highway speeds
even while being weighted down.Stopped a few times to check everything out just to
make sure she was running fine and luckily everything did!I think i'll be putting in the
205/700r4 and new brakes though before I try it again.Take care-ustin
SUBJECT>Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22778 22782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A bunch of misinforming sites!"We can make any adapter from 1"-4"thick with any two
bolt patterns."Bullsh!t.I contacted six wheel adapter places that made the claim of
'Custom Build to your specs'wheel adapters.I'm trying to get four made,2.25"thick to go
from our 6 on 7.25"to 6 an 8.75"with 3/4"studs..duece pattern so I can throw on the
41.5 duece singles I have and head to NC for the 28th.I was sure to inform all these
people that they should not misrepresent themselves by makes claim that they can't
substantiate...or some big worded crap like that.I had 5 of the 6 shops tell me that they
could make them and even give a price,then get back to me saying they couldn't.Spicer's
ticked!
Does anyone one have a shop in their pocket that could crank out these spacers for me
and have them in my hands by the 25th-26th of this month?!?I'll go $100 a piece max.If
my old CNC shop wasn't run by an ex AMP Nazi production female manager,I'd go
there.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Long Trip....but she made it!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22767 NEXT>
22836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a puddle under your transfer case today?
SUBJECT>Re:Long Trip....but she made it!POSTER>drsmith TX.EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 6:35
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin did she run hot at all any boil over ?
Good to here all went well ,now go home.Curtis
SUBJECT>Firth Coop POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Friday,
13 June 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM
PREVIOUS>22742 NEXT>22775 22791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I followed up on this link/discussion several months ago.These guys are great.I got 5
Wild Country Radial's (13(wide)x 35 (tall),16")for $60+$20 (shipping from NE to CT)
each.Tires are very aggressive (they are pictured on the web listing from Doug)and 4
came virtually brand new (with rubber nubbings)and the 5th almost as clean.We were
very pleased.
This is a Kelly Springfield private label tire (the Nova Scotia 4 wheelers love them (via a
web search).
If you want taller tires,though,you will probably need to look elsewhere.FOr our
purposes (a kick a**farm truck),the Wild Country's are great.Oh,by the way,they
sanded off the "Wild COuntry"raised white lettering,but left the "Radial".Not sure why,
but suspect this is why they can sell them so cheap (apparently,if you don't like the
Original/New tires w/i 30 days thay can be returned and exchanged for no charge.The
Coop has a line on these "like new"returns and sells 'em very reasonably (about 1/2 price
of new).This is what I got got $60+20 each.
Many thanks to fellow "Zoners"(yo Doug !!!)for sharing this info.I got a great deal !!!
Tomasso
SUBJECT>truck history question/truck tracking POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
13 June 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22774 22794
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does any one know where or how i could find out some history on my truck to see if it
was in combat in vietnam or was it stateside and where it was stationed?my truck was air
force and the hood number i have read is how the military kept track of the vehicles.my
hood number is 69K315 with US AIR FORCE over the top of it in black letters and
numbers.would just like to know a little history on my truck apreciate all the help you
guys are this is a great sight.
thanks
Eric
SUBJECT>Re:Goat Stuff POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22766
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There must have been 30 to 40 gamma goats down in goldsby oklhoma.They were
stacked 2 and three high kind of forming a fence around the back of the lot where they
store the trucks for auction.My guess is that they have trouble selling them so they just sit.them off to the side.
SUBJECT>Re:truck history question/truck tracking POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would doubt that many M715's came back from Vietnam,esp.since they weren't given
much notice prior to leaving.:-/
The S.Vietnamese were shoving choppers over the side of the ships to make room for
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more incoming choppers during the evacuation in 75,so I doubt they said,"Wait!We've
gotta go back for the '715's!"
I was told mine was purchased from Ft Riley in Kansas.That's all I know.It would be
neat to know if your truck was used in a wartime operation,tho.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Thanks!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22771
NEXT>22790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys!Thats just what I'm looking for!-Ben
SUBJECT>divorced 205 on ebay POSTER>gonz EMAIL>oznog89@msn.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Item #2418984012
It's a "pick-up only"sell,so I can't get it back to Colorado from North Carolina.Priced at
$50 right now-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:divorced 205 on ebay POSTER>gonz EMAIL>oznog89@msn.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22776
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make that South Carolina-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22763 NEXT>22803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shane,Robert is correct about the fuel pump and would suspect that is the source of the
fuel smell and not the rings.Pull your plugs and clean them.get four feet of fuel line and a
gas can.Hang the gas can from your open hood(little higher than your carb)Submerse all
of the fuel line in the gas can with loseing hold of one end.Put your thumb over the end of
the line and pull it out slowly leaving one end at the bottom of the gas can and the other
end lower than the bottom of the can.Should start siphoning a little gas out when you
release your thumb...if so hook it up to the inlet side of the fuel filter.This should get you
enough gas to get the truck to run at idle or a little better while your waiting for a new
fuel pump.Lets you keep working on dialing everything in instead of just sitting and.waiting.Your truck should run
no matter how lose the rings are(maybe not very good but
it still should run).Disconnect the inlet line to the fuel pump just incase it still feels like
pumping fuel it wont end up all over the engine compartment.fire extinguisher would be a
good idea also.
Hope this helps.if not call me and well just bad mouth dustin for a while.ha
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Power Stroke 7.3L motors POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going out of town for a week if anyone is intested in those powerstoke motors
contact:
John Tannone
203-731-8158
john.tannone@honeywell.com
thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,13 June
2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22768 NEXT>22783
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the same situation,trying to get local shops to make some centers for me.My
stuff is at the second shop,he keeps telling me to check back tomorrow.The first shop
had them two weeks,then told me he didn't even have a machinist working for him!But
he was supposed to have one starting the next day.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 11:38
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22782 NEXT>22785 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since our silly bolt pattern is so difficult to find,why AREN'T there spacer/adapters out
there to change the bolt circle?Is it the 7 1/4"part that is the problem?Are all the other
patterns SMALLER?
I'd think that with the 2 bolt patterns in hand,a shop could mill out 4 of em for ya rather
easily.That said,I've never asked around,either.:-|
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:HOME at last POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Man,good to hear you made it home!...and the quest for truck parts continues!LOL!.SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops
online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22783
NEXT>22789 22828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The biggest problem they were wining about was the size of the round stock would have
to go up to 10"and all they have now is 9",which covers all their other stuff.Basically,
they didn't want to change anything and only one guy had the nads to tell me straight out.
One guy has an adapter from 8 lug to 10 lug rig and he told me he couldn't do it.I did
manage to track down a guy I used to work with at the CNC shop who's since opened his
own machine shop.Everybody else seemed to concerned with getting it in their lathe then
indexing...like they don't do that with their other stuff(?!?),this guy...I think,will CNC
mill the whole thing from a block of stock.I did a 3-AutoCad drawing and did a couple
of dimention drawing and emailed them to him...we'll see what he can do.
SUBJECT>12v bulbs POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Friday,13
June 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to switch from the stock 24v system to a 12v system and I was wondering if
someone knows the bulb numbers for the turn signals and other lights.If this information
is already on this site can you point me in the right direction?
Thanks
kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22697 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try pull starting it
chris
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22697 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if your fuel pump is going bad like mine did,your motor oil will smell like gas also.the
diaphram in the fuel pump starts to rot and it lets gas slip into the timing chain cover.
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22785
NEXT>22805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do some 3d cad work myself.
Any chance you could email me the drawing file?
Thanks
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Friday,
13 June 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22775 NEXT>22792
22793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am glad others have been buying tires from them boys.Three years ago I bought and
passed along the same info.Like most information on this site it has been beatin like a
dead horse.If the newbees would use the search section of this zone site lots of questions
would be solved!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Firth Coop POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're welcome!!It is a SWEET deal!!I have ordered 5 more recently as well.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22790
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Searching the old files kinda sucks,and you can be doing it half the night.Why not just
ask one of you buds on here and they can tell you a lot quicker and you might get some
more usefull info like Tomasso had!....and beatin a dead horse can be fun sometimes :)
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks!POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You tell 'em!!I actually found them -----all on my own---so there!!:)he he.There is an
UNGODLY amount of info if you search!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:truck history question/truck tracking POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22772 NEXT>22799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eric,
The number on your hood,or registration number,can't really get you much information
about the vehicle's history.I'm speaking from experience with Army vehicles--Air Force
may be different.Try to lightly sand the bumpers to determine the unit the vehicle was
with.It is doubtful that the vehicle was in Vietnam.If you can't discern a unit by
examining the bumpers,then your next course of action could be contacting all the people
who owned the vehicle before you.This can provide a wealth of information.In my case,
I couldn't make out much from the bumpers,but I was very lucky to find a torn up
requisition order in the door panel.I found it during my complete disassembly of the
vehicle.I pieced it back together and figured out the unit.I then contacted the Army
Military History Institute (www.carlisle.army.mil/usamhi)to glean more information.I
determined that the vehicle was with the 4 infantry,1st brigade,4th military intelligence
company in Ft.Carson,CO.Part of the unit was detached to Pleiku,RVN,in 1968.The
unit received a presidential unit citation from Richard Nixon in October,1969.I enjooy.my M715,but it came alive for
me to learn her history.I've carefully restored her to mil-
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spec and put the correct unit markings on her.
I got lucky finding that requisition order.So,keep looking and don't give up.Good luck
with your M715.
Steven
SUBJECT>euce winch POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>dp@sanlee.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22797 22801 22804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had a call tonight from a friend of a friend that has a duece/half winch he wants to get rid
of.Just how big is it compared to the LU4?Could/would it fit up on a 715,or just way
too oversized??
SUBJECT>I know of two in WY for sell POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know where there is two gamma goats for sell in central WY one comes with a new
engine because it has a knock.Both of them run.the guy has a lot of neat stuff.I think he
is asking $5500 or around that
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce winch POSTER>Weps EMAIL>DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at
7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22795 NEXT>22806 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 2 1/2 truck winch on mine.(They are cheaper than the LU-4)and it is a monster!
SUBJECT>Re:truck shippers POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22759
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Joe Trujillo 719-254-4279 Rocky Ford Co he has a 22 foot gooseneck pulled by a
Dodge dually.He is insured.He brought my
M-715 home a couple of years ago,and just hauled two 1949 Power Wagons to me.He
charges $1.00 per loaded mile you can ’t beat the rate.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:truck history question/truck tracking POSTER>David Kane
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22794 NEXT>22810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My all fine 715 want to be a USMC truck,but I can not find ANY photos of a 715 used
by the corp anywhere.???Any suggestions are appreciated.dk
SUBJECT>Re:M-561 Gamma Goat Licensing?POSTER>David Kane
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No special driving is required and it needs to either have a license plate or an antique
military plate on it.dave.SUBJECT>Re:Deuce winch POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22795
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Modifing to get the duece winch to fit can be done,but would be a streach.I just
purchased a nice winch off of the 211-135 series for $150.00.The side mounts measures
about 32"wide and 8"thick to side up inside the frame of the larger trucks.Weight on the
newer winches should not be a problem as they usually are aluminum.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Long Trip....but she made it!POSTER>Shane
EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to here that she made it.I'm still trying to get mine to make the trip from the side of
my garage INTO my garage.
Shane
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Friday,13 June 2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22780
NEXT>22807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seperate electronic fuel pump so thats not the source of the leak.I need to get my
lazy ass in gear and do a compression test.Time is scarce these days but thanks for the
info i'll try that any ways i'm willing to try anything that dosn't cost much $
Shane
ps I might take you up on that call Might have to use 10-10-20 cause i'll go well over 20
minutes.(WINK WINK)
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce winch POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 1:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22795
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy,I sure could use a deuce winch.My little tractor is begging for a winch!
Recovry4x4
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Ed J.-KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at
1:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22789
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm friendly with a local machine shop so I'll check with him tomorow about the adaptors.
How thick and what material are you planning on?Do you have all the coordinates for
hole locations figured with your CAD/CAM info?Would save me some programming
time.I've been wanting to make a set of adaptors for my 715 to fit Mog rims I've got.
Regardless keep me posted if you find a shop who will make them.Later Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce winch POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 4:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22797.NEXT>22838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have an M211 winch on my M715 I modified the frame and used the M211 front
bumper also
SUBJECT>Re:230 trouble POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22803
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check the float in the carb.it could be overflowing into the intake.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Proposal Directions POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>22677 NEXT>
22809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am the moron trying to sell three trucks before the county jumps in my @#$%or the
grim reaper kicks in.Can I drop by in a Caprice and talk to folks that acually own 715's
and maybe even touch one?I can bring two Rokon 2x2's for amusement.Won't stay long,
and yeah,I do wear a leash,did you know those birds taste like chicken?Haven't been to
that part of NC since I rode 700 miles in one day looking at M715's on a sealed bid sale.
Didn't get a one,and swore off looking.Bid blind is my motto.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.Proposal Directions POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,14
June 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22808 NEXT>22814
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure you can come.
SUBJECT>Re:truck history question/truck tracking POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22799 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will put the word out at our Crash Crew re-union this fall.I knew a crash crewman back
in the early 80s,who told me they had a rescue truck that was a open top jeep pick up.I
will see if I can get a photo for you.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>pitchers POSTER>koobster/UT EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering who I Email truck pics to scince Jon seems to have gone AWOL.
SUBJECT>site admin questions POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,14 June
2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22813 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i'm about to start on the big list of who's where etc,and just wondering who to talk to
about format etc..Rollie,Brute4c et al are indeed in short supply lately..SUBJECT>Re:site admin questions POSTER>Jim
Morrison
EMAIL>jim@mgforce.com DATE>Saturday,14 June 2003,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22812 NEXT>22919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,
What exactly do you need to know?
I can check on anything and let you know,just email me privately (it's easier than posting
all questions to the board)
webmaster@m715zone.com
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:pictures/photos POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15 June
2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>22811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some pictures too
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,15 June 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you find out what's wrong with your Detroit locker.Brandon
SUBJECT>local folks?POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,15 June 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody here from ohio,indiana,kentucky or relatively close?i`m in cincinnati ohio
(southwest).looking for some parts for my 715,hey the fire dept had it,you know how that
goes=we dont need it it goes there,yeah in the garbage can!thanks!!smashjeep
SUBJECT>getting a 68 M715 all stock runs with 4500 miles on it POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,15 June 2003,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22825 22826 22827 22845 22917
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am buying this truck and it has all stock stuff on it including everything on the motor.
Would anyone be interested in buying the drive train (engine,trans,t-case,radiator)?I have
a 454/th400/205 combo I want to put in.And what do you all use for springs in these?
(this is my first 715)Do you switch them over to chevy one ton springs?
Thanks
Jimmy
SUBJECT>just you wait...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15 June 2003,at
6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22818 NEXT>22847 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..I'm starting work on the list of who's where tomorrow.Then you'll be able to know for.sure...
SUBJECT>CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,15
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June 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22822 22823 22844
22851 22853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the time has come to make the list of who's where.Admin Jim is going to help make it
searchable etc,but I need to get him the list in compiled form first,so....
if everyone intersted in a searchable-by-state database could email with the following,we
could know where to find each other should we find ourselves away from home.I had a
great time meeting Spicergear,and sadly missed Barry (catch you in the fall)and
recommend it to anyone,we've all got at least these damn trucks in common,right?=)
1.name and screen name
2.city/state
3.email and/or phone number (phone number optional of course)
please email this stuff to me at:whitet@sisna.com
The whole point of this is to make a simple list,by state,of Zoners,so it's just going to be
basic contact information.We'll be able to see who's where,and get in touch if we're
going to be around.
anyway,thanks in advance and I hope this will be useful to all of us.I know that in my
case,getting to meet Spicergear and Young Katie saved me from a slight case of 'cabin
fever"(cabin being a Ford e350 van),but it was great to inspect his truck too,and even
take a slightly hairy and very smelly ride in it.So pony up kids!
SUBJECT>Re:CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>CC2500H
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Sunday,15 June 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>22821 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
You Have Mail.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22821 NEXT>
22829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's your email address,Tacoma?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22816 NEXT>22830 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Emailed a place and called two others.Got the run around on the phone...basically,they.told me it was
normal...aka,they think I'm a moron,and never got the email returned.I'm
trying Randy's today.
SUBJECT>I have some questions please read the first post POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What springs do you switch to and how big of a tire will fit on a stock hight rig?
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:getting a 68 M715 all stock runs with 4500 miles on it POSTER>Mark in
Mn EMAIL>dodgerules@rocketmail.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located Jimmy???
SUBJECT>Re:getting a 68 M715 all stock runs with 4500 miles on it POSTER>lee
alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
39"tires will fit on a stock rig,stock springs
there is no need to swap springs.one ton springs will be close to ours.
our springs are equivelent to a f350 drw truck.if you want LESS then pull leaves
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at
7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22785
NEXT>22832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If locating 10"round stock is the problem,how about this:Could a person take a piece of
10"(or larger)x 10"square plate,drill a centering hole,lay it on a flat turntable and turn
it while being cut by a stationary torch or plasma cutter?Sort of like making your own
turntable and the steel plate is the "record".Setup would take some doing,but then it
should go fairly quickly.
I've done this with a 16'diameter stainless steel surface,and it worked well.Tricky part
was to get the motion speed correct and steady.
SUBJECT>Re:CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
16 June 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22823 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's buried in the other post,here it is out in the open hahah
whitet@sisna.com thanks!
SUBJECT>you mean...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at
8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...you're not?heh heh heh..
actually I'm sure it's a sign of defect to love these trucks as much as we all do hahahah It's.not normal to spend
so much time on an old,slow,uncomfortable,expensive vehicle
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hahaha
i gotta go,I"m supposed to take a pill or something?
SUBJECT>vin#POSTER>helperman EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 8:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22834 22837 22840 22842 22852
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do m715 have vin #?I am trying to title,and eventualy license,two bought at an estate
auction.Themotor vehicle department wants(needs in their words)a vin #.I do have both
vehicles serial #.any help or productive thought would be appreciated.I am in Wis.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>ejecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at
9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>22828
NEXT>22839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Their might be a big price jump between the 10"and larger stock size or most shops can
build most of the adaptors they sell with 10"stock and don't want to bother with any
special sizes.
The only small problem with flame cutting material is that it hardens the outer edge and
can be difficult to machine.No problem for a dedicated person but some shops might
bitch about it.
Have we figured out what size stock we need to start with and what material?
SUBJECT>M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>22849
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious.Has anyone checked one of these out?I'm wondering has the van "expands".
Also,has anyone had any experience with a 5-ton?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell them that the military only used the last five digits of the vin and use the serial #'s
you have.Look to the left and check our vin#registry as a reference.
SUBJECT>Any luck yet Shane?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious if you got that thing to start yet?.SUBJECT>Re:Long Trip....but she made it!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22769
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO!!!I parked on some brand new concrete and the next day went out and there wasn't
even a drip!!ANYWHERE!!FROM ANYTHING!!I did stop a few times to check
everything out along the way but No,it never did get too hot or boil over.When I bought
this truck in December,Shane(fellow zoner)and I flew down to Texas and drove it home,
all the way to Minnesota,and it was loaded down then as well.Same result-ran great and
not a drop.
-ustin
SUBJECT>creative articulation POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,16 June
2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22831 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
here in UT my the DMV's meddling was satisfied with "that's the only number the
manufacturer used for these vehicles",and as a side note the lack of "m-725"in my
insurance company's vehicle database gets me on the books as a "wagon"with nice low
insurance.Also will be listed that way on the title,when I get around to registering.
a little creativity in explaining the situation goes a long way my friend.No need to get
particular w/office jockeys.=)
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce winch POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22806 NEXT>LINKNAME>715 pics
with duece winch LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
I have two of those mothers on my 715.Width I'm unsure of,but they're 11"tall about
12"deep and weigh 145Lbs without cable.I mounted the front one a little on the high
side and set it into the truck a little so it wouldn't look like a winch with a truck attached,
rather a truck with a stoudt winch.I have the second boxed in under the back directly
behind the round crossmember above the rear axle.Just spooled 150'of 1/2"wire core on
it this weekend.Tranny driving it from the PTO through NP205 gives me 5 forward
winch speeds and a reverse!The below link is to my yahoo briefcase where you can take
a look at a couple of pics with the big winch on the front.I have mine driven by a PTO
off of the 3053A tranny to the front frame crossmember,then driven up to the winch via a
530 motorcycle chain.IT WORKS GREAT.
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear <--copy and paste that if the link below doesn't
work.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at
12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22832
NEXT>22843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I've got a guy supposedly going to do them for me...Rollie,Ed,I'll email you guys the cad.drawings.Mild steel,and
10"Dia should work.Oh,2.25"thick should also work with my
duece 'single'wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
16 June 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22831 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The VIN is a 5 digit number that can be found stamped over the frame under the
passenger side rear wheelwell.I think it should also be stamped somewhere on the front
frame,near the radiator support.Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>m725 on TV POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>History Channel
Link
LINKURL>http://www.historychannel.com/global/listings/series_showcase.jsp?EGrpTyp
e=Series&Id=215731&NetwCode=THC
Hey guys..I was just watching a documentary on the History Channel and there was a
short scene of a wounded soldier being loaded into a m725 in Vietnam.Here is the
episode info in case you want to catch it on sometime.
-Bill
The Battle History of the U.S.Marines:Tragedy to Triumph
Part 3 of a comprehensive chronicle of the U.S.Marine Corps follows them through the
final bloody battles of Korea to Vietnam,where they are among the first and last
Americans to fight the dispiriting war,and finally to Kuwait,where they see action in
Desert Storm.Based on Colonel Joe Alexander's book "A Fellowship of Valor".TV G
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>22831 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have two M715's licensed in Washington State.Both of them list the VIN#on the title
as the same 5 digit number that appears as the serial number on the Dash Data Plate.As
mentioned before,that same number is also stamped on the frame in two different places,
but I have been unable to read them on mine.I think it is great because most title VIN#'s
are way too long anyway.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel adapter shops online...SUCK!Need some help fellas!
POSTER>Ned EMAIL>nedcampion@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 5:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22839 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1959 W-300 power wagon with the same bolt pattern as the M-715 i would like
to know how this wheel adapter idea turns out.Right now im running M715 wheels.Can't
find any power wagon wheels that arent rusted to nothing.thanks!.SUBJECT>Re:CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 5:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22821 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian Salazar and Post name Brian
Newport Beach,Ca.
brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
SUBJECT>Re:getting a 68 M715 all stock runs with 4500 miles on it POSTER>Tom
Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems like a shame to modify one of the few remaining original and running M715's.If
you'd consider a trade for a running '67 that is in very sound condition,but has been
painted white and has a hard top,contact me.
SUBJECT>Steering Shaft?POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just installed a new steering shaft assembly from Memphis Equipment.After reinstalling
the steering wheel with the spring behind it,I noticed that I am now able to push the
wheel foward 1.5"and the spring pushes it back.The wheel and the shaft both slide.Is
this normal or did I mess up the installation?Any help is appreciated.Thanks,Mike
Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:just you wait...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22820
NEXT>22926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont want to ruin tacoma's suprise,so I wont tell you I'm up between springfield and
yellow springs.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Shaft?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22846
NEXT>22850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike I have always been able to do that with mine.I just thought that was a built in
cushing before you eat the steering wheel.Let me know if thats a bad thing and how to
correct it.Will
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22833 NEXT>22860 LINKNAME>shop van
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LINKURL>http://www.greensix.simonides.org/vehicles/m292a1.html
yes,the sides slide out.here is a pic
http://www.greensix.simonides.org/vehicles/m292a1.html
or.SUBJECT>Re:Steering Shaft?POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22848 NEXT>22906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,I'm not sure if mine used to do this.My old shaft and coupler were worn badly and
the new assembly is real nice,I just can't remember pushing the wheel like I can now.I
also converted to power steering,can't wait to get my engine back in so I can try it.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch those spammers!POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22821
NEXT>22857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Thanks for the effort.
Are there any plans on protecting the list from spammers?
That was an issue with another site I was associated with.They solved the issue by setting
up a private messaging system that didn't display email addresses.Don't have any idea
how,but I could probably refer you to the guy that set it up,if you're interested.Just a
thought.
Regards,
TC
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>HAMMER in Wis EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com
DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22831
NEXT>22864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being as I cannot contribute anything mechanical i'll do this,5 digit number on the dash
plate.I also live in Wisconsin,they used it as vin #without a problem.the truck was from
Tennessee and was where the 5 digit serial number was also accepted a s the vin #.I'm in
Green Bay and will be signing up for the membership listing.
SUBJECT>Re:CALLING ALL ZONERS!POSTER>HAMMER in Wis
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 11:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22821 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tacoma and Admin Jim!Now maybe I can get some spare rims from somebody
nearby.Watch,I thought I had the only one around,probably eight other guys in town
with trucks I never knew about.thanks again!email sent.
SUBJECT>12V power off the 24V POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 11:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22859 22865 22913 22925 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
With Brute's help I successfully moved my batteries to a nice tool chest in my bed.I also
bought one of those Sportz truck tents (works great!)and now I'm in a psuedo-camper.
My question is,can I run a 12V power outlet for electronic gadgets or tail-gaiting gear off
the system cheaply and safely,and will using these drain my batteries significantly
overnight or during a game so I can't start it later ?Thanks for any help/advice.Now all I.need is a pintle trailer
BBQ grill,the M101 Super-Q!JK
SUBJECT>Re:Snorkel*NP205 w/PTO*Discs*Diff.R&P POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,16 June 2003,at 11:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22727 NEXT>LINKNAME>My M715
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/
For what you will pay regearing,rebuilding (new bearings/seals),adding discs to the
stock axles,and having custom wheels made to fit the original bolt pattern you could just
buy a Dana 60/Corp 10.5"rear from a GM 1 ton and swap 'em in.Nice big front discs,
easy to add rear discs,4.56 was a common ratio,readily available parts (from ANY auto
parts store or GMC/Chevy dealer),standard 1-ton 8 lug bolt pattern.Even if the swap
costs more now,I believe it is cheaper in the long run.
That's my opinion and the route I took.I have no regrets.
For the rest of the power brake stuff (mast.cyl,booster,brackets)I used mid-70s J-20
8600-gvw parts.
Someday I *promise*I'll get around to updating my website.But my M715 now runs and
drives and other than a few nagging details is "finished."I can't be happier --I *love*that
truck!
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 12:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WERE DID YOU FIND THEM AN IS THERE A WEB SITE SO I CAN SEE
THEM.BEEN LOOKING FOR WHEELS FOR MY M715 BUT HAVE NOT FOUND
YET BUT WITH THE WHEEL INTERCHANGE WILL GO TO 4X4 SHOP AND SEE
IF THEY MAY CAN GET WHEELS FOR A FORD 1965 F350 AND SEE IF THEY
MAY FIT I THINK THEY WILL
SUBJECT>hmmm...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 1:07
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..interesting question.Im not really sure.This will be a member-only list,not sure what
sort of anti-spam protection we've got here as it is.I"ll ask about that,but for now I really
don't know.Still thinking about kinks in the plan at this point LOL
SUBJECT>Re:new beadlock rims POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
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DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22671
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
185 a wheel INCLUDES shipping
http://usa6x6.com/civilianbeadlocks/
SUBJECT>Re:12V power off the 24V POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22854 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hi,Jon.
I checked out the Sportz truck tent website.Neat idea.One of my hobbies is astronomy,
and I've been thinking about a camper for overnight star parties.I believe your idea is the
answer!
What size did you order to fit the M715?
Regarding your question about 12V power,I'm sure that your batteries have more than
adequate power to spare for your needs (just don't plug the hair dryer in).Getting 12V out
of them requires a different connection pattern to the battery posts,but it can be done.I'll
let someone else who's done it advise you on how.
One last question:Do they make the tent in Olive Drab?;o)
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 3:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>22849 NEXT>
22861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!With some home-grown carpentry,the rig would make one heck of a class A
motorhome.Think it will cruise 55?
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22860 NEXT>
22866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring a cinder block for your cruise control...seriously.One other thing...THAT'S NOT A
FIVE TON in the picture,that's a duece.
SUBJECT>205 yoke question POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 I swapped in (out of 70 Dodge)has yokes that use an internal snap ring to hold
the caps on the u-joints.There is no lip on the end of the saddle to hod them.I have the u-
joints (conversion style)that the drive shaft shop told me to use.The problem is that the
u-joints slip off-center.About every 500 miles,it will start vibrating,and it will be off-
centered again.It is doing it on the input yoke and the output yoke.Does anyone have any
idea as to why,ot what I can do.I have compared the u-joint for the truck (not the
conversion style)it is not different in demensions on these ends.The bolts are remaining
tight,and the straps appear to fit VERY snug.Any suggestions would be appreciated.I
can't afford to buy all new yokes,does anyone know if the are interchangable between all
205's?Thanks again.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:205 yoke question POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
June 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>22862 NEXT>22882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wayne,
I had to replace one of my yokes (it was the CV type)and the replacement yoke that had
saddles like your 200 did was about $25 for a Spicer unit.
I can't tell you the part number.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>helperman EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at
6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22852 NEXT>22907 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hammer,did you have a title with truck already,from Tennessee,and then you just
transfered it to Wi.I don't have title.
SUBJECT>Sportz Tent?POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22854
NEXT>22878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can ya give us a link to the SPORTZ tent?
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>ustin
EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22861 NEXT>22871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which picture?the link or the one that's for sale?
-ustin
By the way that thing is pretty cool!
SUBJECT>Well,she ain't got the DRIP!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
22877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in regards to the long trip...but she made it post,the next morning I went out and looked
under it and not a drip anywhere,from anything!Gotta love it,being lucky that is.When I
purchased this back in December,Shane(fellow zoner)and I flew to Texas and drove it
home(doing 55-60)then as well with the same results,no boiling over,not even a drip!
-ustin
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SUBJECT>gauges POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>22870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has been covered,and I tried to search first....but-
Will a 2 1/16"gauge fit in?
-B.
SUBJECT>form 97 military title POSTER>helperman EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
June 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22876 22889 22911
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anyone had any experience with a form 97?Someone at a texas dmv told me it is the
equivalent of a military title and if my vehicle has not been civilian titled that it should
have a form 97????How can I get one??I am from Wisconsin by the way but called
texas because someone selling a choice 715 on ebay said they got a title without problem
but it turned out they already had a civilian title and were just retitling it.The helperman
still needs help!If anyone has gone thru this and has DETAILS(a contact at a DMV or
military contact that is familiar with the process),Helperman needs help!thanks
SUBJECT>depends on where you're putting it..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22868
NEXT>22872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...heh heh heh.Couldn't resist.They make these great things these days,called tape
measures,they're awesome for finding out sizes and stuff...heheh eheheheheh
But seriously,is that the standard gauge size?I've got aftermarket gauges in mine,they fit
fine,but I"ll have to measure them to see what size they are.I'll repost w/info.
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22866 NEXT>
22965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link,"shop van,"is the 2 1/2 ton
SUBJECT>Re:depends on where you're putting it..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22870 NEXT>22873
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
You've answered all my questions.
Thanks for posting.
-B.
SUBJECT>ok,here's the scoop POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June
2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22872 NEXT>22874
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..just went and measured,my curiosity being tickled...the replacement gauges in the 725
measure 2 1/16"(body of the gauge).
oh,and a tech tip:tape measures make crappy screwdrivers.1/4 turn Dzus fastener my
ass...
and one more tech tip:35yr old crusty wiring harnesses shouldn't be wired to if all the
insulation is cracked off the wire.Good thing our trucks are made of metal,the scorch
marks are under-dash camo.
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22873 NEXT>22875 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mr.Tacoma,
I've dealt with many a wheeler on this and a bunch of other tech sites and you,Sir,are the
best.You are quick in your replies,and acurate.I salute you.
Now I'm gonna go to Ebay and see if I gan score me a matching set of them Phantom
Auto meter gauges.
Eat one,
-B.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 8:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22874 NEXT>22881 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thank you...Let me know how it goes w/those Phantoms..I think they're on the long list
for the 725..white faces,right?Nothing looks better,and on these old pigs it lends a
contemporary freshness not found in the original.Uh er..
Have fun on ebay,while I,now disgusted at the mess behind the cover,rip out all the
decrepit wiring as the first salvo in my war against the unreliable "upgrades"made by the
DSPO of my poor,poor 725.
btw,you want in on the list of who's were?read the post below and send me info!It will
be a thing of beauty and inestimable usefulness.
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iowa uses a form#411008(2a52)
Application for registration and bonded certificate of title for a vehicle.
You should be able to talk to you insurance company about the bond.It should cost you
less than $100 to bond it.
SUBJECT>Re:Well,she ain't got the DRIP!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
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EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22867 NEXT>22879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow,one of the lucky ones....Mines a leaker....Rust preventative right???
SUBJECT>URL for Sportz Truck Tents POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.tentsfortrucks.com/
SUBJECT>Yo dustin POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 9:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22877
NEXT>22947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure you have fluid in your case?The only way mine will quit dripping is if its
empty!!Lucky prick...hope your frame rail rust out.
LOL
Doug
PS:met up with Joe Bruns last weekend and he suggested we put together a wheeling trip
for the Iowans.Coralville has a 600 acre park.I would like to wait at least a month or so
(have some much needed maintenence to do to my rigs)
SUBJECT>Radial Toe-In Adjustment,Brake Master Cylinders POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>NEXT>22891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)We are getting close to dropping a sweet 350 sbc into the beast.We are switching from
the stock tires to the Firth Coop's Wild Country radials (13x35x16).After we get the
brake drums turned and several seals replaced,we'd like to align the front end.Does
anyone have some specs for this for radial tires (are they the same as stock ???)???
Apparently all there is to adjust is the toe-in ???What are folks using for this with radials.
Any other alighemnt suggestions are welcomed.Currently,the steering appears to be well
preserved,easy and crisp.
2)Question for spicergear/others:We located a 77 corvette master cylinder (the whole
shebang,its really quite burley/heavy)at a reasonable price,but it appears to be a power
unit.We tried to follow spicergear's suggestion (non-power unit w/bigger pistons),but
we were told there they are the same (what,lie to a potential buyer ???).We'd like to add
power assist to the original brakes.Can we proceed with this part to get power assist
brakes ???Suggestions as to "where to go"on this quest are welcome.
We do have some pics --the ceramic headers (11 coats,inside and out !!!)from Novak
are to die for (though not cheap).We are hoping to be in the 325 hp range with the
performance parts/ugrades on the 350 re-build.Will try to open up a member's gallery
entry.
Mnay thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22875 NEXT>22894 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hippy,
Why don't you put your e-mail adress in the box when you post a post?It sure would
make it easier for me,seeing as how then I can just click on the link to your adress as
opposed to looking through old posts for it.
I'm on dial up and it takes me hours to do all this.Looking up porn is out of the question-.especially with my
advanced ADD.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>COOL POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22863
NEXT>22884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you remember where you got it?
Thanks
mudclod
SUBJECT>isc brakes on a np205 POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17
June 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22890
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicegear,I was looking at your pics and looked at your disc brake set up.Please tell me
all about them.Are they your regular brakes or parking brakes?What parts did you use.
All info would be great.
Thanks
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:COOL POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22882 NEXT>22950 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep,TruckPro here in Memphis on Riverside Drive.If you decide to call them,ask for
Jason in Driveline.Tell him you know me and what you want to do.He's a good guy and
helped me out.He's the one who made me custom driveshafts.
Good luck Stumpy,
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-B.
SUBJECT>725 for sale POSTER>Mark in Mn EMAIL>dodgerules@rocketmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put my M725 up on ebay.Money's tight toys gotta go :(
item number 2419277071
Also have my M37 and 2 66 Dodge Town Wagon's listed.
SUBJECT>M715 Tshirts POSTER>Mike EMAIL>nny212000@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For all who are interested..There are a couple of auctions up on Ebay for M715 Tshirts.
Here are the links.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2179637210&category=135
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2179632823&category=135
SUBJECT>Civillian Seats POSTER>Dram88 EMAIL>nwgrayson@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22888 22905 22929 22993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,what kind of junkyard specials swap in without much "custom"bracketry.
Thanks,
Nate
SUBJECT>Re:Civillian Seats POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22887 NEXT>22908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wagoneer,cherokee,j-truck.Havent done this myself but this is the typical answer
everyone gives.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>dp@sanlee.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22869
NEXT>23594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Form 97 is issued by the gov't when they dispose of the vehicle,and is received by
whoever bot it (or agency transferred to).I don't believe there is any way to go back and
get one.My 715 came by way of the state of NC,but the orig Form 97 from the US Gov't
was in with the paperwork.Ladies at front desk of license plate/title agency had
absolutely no idea,and were turning me to the door,when the manager from the back
hollered out that they should know how to do it,it's in the NC DMV manual.She took
care of it,no problems.
There are ways to get a title,but consider it a last resort,by going thru a state with lax
title laws (i.e.La.)and having a title service there title the vehicle for you,then transfer
back to you.Collector car mags (and I think hemmings)have ads for these services.Side
note,many states are on to the title transfer scheme,and will not always accept a title
from some states without question.
SUBJECT>Re:Disc brakes on a np205 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22883 NEXT>
22893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Fank,the rotor is 94 Accord,the caliper is 91 Escort GT,the brake line is Olds
something,then a hardline up to a '69 Camaro drum-drum ($cheap)master cylinder,
mounted on tranny Xmember facing front,with both outlets plumbed into the hardline to
the Escort GT caliper.I made adjustable linkage rods that attach to the T case for the.pivot,is pulled on by the
factory E-brake handle and pushes the back of the master
cylinder.It goes,Pivot,Pusher for master,then puller from handle mounted on that
'lever.'
I machined a piece of 1/4"plated with a pressfit centerhole to be pressed onto the
NP205's output yoke and turned the outside of it so that it would just fit inside the
Honda's machined rotor.I marked the 4 hole locations from the rotor on the plate and
drilled the holes to bolt the plate to the rotor.I then pressed the plate onto the rear output
yoke,then welded it,bolted on the rotor,then bolted the yoke onto the NP205.The Escort
caliper is of 2 piece design that made this design able to work.I made a mount for the
piston half of the caliper that encorporated 3 of the bolts that hold the rear output housing
on the case.By using 3 of them I got part of a cirle which gave it much more rigidity than
if only using 2 bolts.The caliper also mounts by 2 simple bolts and floats on them.Once
the mount was made to fit the aforementioned 3 bolts,the 2 holes for the caliper
mounting/slider bolts could be drilled.That was slipped in behind the rotor for final
assembly,then the other half,non piston,of the caliper could be bolted on.Viola!
The thing works really good!The 5.87's help give the little rotor/caliper assembly a
mechanical advantage.
SUBJECT>Re:Radial Toe-In Adjustment,Brake Master Cylinders POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22880 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the guys at Advanced show me the piston diameter sizes and the non power had a
bigger piston.Don't know what to tell you other than what worked for me.If you do a
search you may be able to find the part #I posted for this a time ago.
Later
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SUBJECT>Paypal only,huh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June
2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22886 NEXT>22899
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and no picture either?pffft
SUBJECT>linky to pix?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at
1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22890 NEXT>22895 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Me rikey rinky
no really,where might these pics be found before I set out on a long journey through the
desert of the internet with no water,in search of the wellspring of conversion pictures?
please and thank you,sir.
SUBJECT>indeed POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,17
June 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22881 NEXT>22896
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey that's a good idea,probably make things real easy.Someday we can all have speedy
cable just like them big city folk,'n then we kin look up all kinds of naughty bits...*sigh*
I am on the edge of the world as it is.
SUBJECT>Re:linky to pix?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22893 NEXT>22897 22898
LINKNAME>link to pics LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Here's the link:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Cut and paste above if the link doesn't work.Under 'truck pics and 205 disk mount'...or
something like that.
SUBJECT>Re:indeed POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>22894 NEXT>22900 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,but I'm not really into e-mailing you my info.
I just pressed for your adress to help out those who can not speak up for themselves.
And to get you signed up for Porn-A-Day.
-B.
SUBJECT>Another note...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big mint green thing WAS the hydraulic pump I had been using.It's since gone and
the new Muncie PTO for the rear winch is now attached to the 205 and hangs out where
the old pump used to was.
SUBJECT>very interesting POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22895
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dare say you've out-McGuyvered yourself with this one...The seperate master cylinder
for the brake is a nice touch.I shall have to make detailed diagrams on my next visit to
the farm....
SUBJECT>Re:Paypal only,huh?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>nny212000@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22892
NEXT>22902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure which one you are looking at.Both of those have pictures of the shirt.Scroll
Down!!!
SUBJECT>I really don't know how to repay you POSTER>tacoma.EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:17
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but I'm sure I'll think of something..=)
SUBJECT>list info:Keep it coming..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...not too many people on the upcoming list yet,send me info!I've thoughtfully included
my address now (thanks Brian)so you won't have to scroll.
please send name screenname city/state email ph#(if you want)
so far,MO and KS Zoners are way ahead of the other states.
SUBJECT>not the shirt...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22899
NEXT>22904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...the truck!A shirt worthy of Zone member purchase ought to have a picture of the
truck...heheh
SUBJECT>101 uses for a deuce POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22912 22915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everyone always ask why I have a deuce and what do I use it for.Never have come up
with a better answer than "cause i wanted one"and "not much".
Well my list of uses is growing,but very slow.I was just asked last night to hual a bridal
party from the church to the reception hall.Sounded like a blast and they are related so I
said yes as long as they don't try to hang any purdy crap on it.May have a buddy drive the
715 for a escort vehicle.Also had a thought of replacing the customary sting of beer cans
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hooked to the back end with some old 50 gallon drums I have out behind the shop.
101 Uses for a deuce
1:reliable all weather transportation to and from work(wife didn't buy that one either)
2:rive in theater(never have trouble seeing over the vehicle in front of us)
3:Unstick father in laws Dozer(great fun)
4:Fence removal.
5:Limo service.
6 thru 101 coming sooner or later(more like later)
Spicer,Recovery and other deuce owners feel free to add your uses to the list.
SUBJECT>New Shirts with Picture POSTER>Mike EMAIL>nny212000@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22902
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha...
I am actually going to be making some shirts with the truck on the front or back.I am.starting a different process
to do that so it comes out perfect.
SUBJECT>Ford van seats..more inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22887
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got Ford van seats out of an early 80's van I guess,DSPO put them in,there is NO
extra bracketry but I'm not sure if he drilled new holes or not.The large black widow
webs under the seat are discouraging my attempts to discover that.But I don't think he
did.Super seats can be made to fit w/minor mods,and are SUPER comfortable,but of
course,pricier than is really necessary.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Shaft?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22850
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike I am dreaming of the day I get power steering in mine.This armstrong steering
SUX.Connie has put her feet down(not one foot but both)since we are buying a house
she thinks all the money should go for paint,carpet,blinds,sheetrock,spare bathroom want
me to go on.Please no blackmail on this post.Will
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22864
NEXT>22924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in Alabama anything before '71(I think)does'nt have a title.Just carry the bill of
sale,proof on insurance and the 5 digit serial #and walk out with a tag.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Civillian Seats POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>Brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 4:44
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a chevy pickup seat in my truck,it touches the doors on the two sides and is very
comfortable I had to make brakets but I kept it simple.the seats were from a 68 C10
SUBJECT>Re:Any luck yet Shane?POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22835
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no not yet.I pulled around the block about four times to try and pop start it and that didn't
work.I might just put a 360 out a wagoner i found for cheap.
Shane
SUBJECT>Re:101 uses for a deuce POSTER>sal EMAIL>dsal45@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,17 June 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22903
NEXT>22962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
makes a great fishing rig !drove me and a couple of buddies into a creek and diddn't have
to get out or unload anything ,just pulled out the lawn chairs and went to fishing !.SUBJECT>Re:12V power off the
24V POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
17 June 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22854 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,you can tap off of one battery,and it may work ok,but if you drain one battery down
too far,it can cause problems.Charging batteries in series is kind of tricky.The batteries
should ideally be of the same type and construction in order to minimize charging
problems,and having one battery discharged significantly more than the other can cause
problems.The ideal solution would be to use a DC voltage reducer that would supply
12V from the 24V system,thus equalizing the drain on the batteries.Unfortunately,I
don't know offhand a good source for one of these.You might try a search on ebay.Good
Luck.
SUBJECT>who has the junkyard connection?????POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 2:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22937 23063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
email me at ltalessi@mac.com
i need to see if you can get me some parts!
SUBJECT>What's a realistic cruise speed for deuce?POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaghLHVjOrIO2 PREVIOUS>22903 NEXT>
22918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that they've been made for a lot of years,and their engines have changed,too,but
what kind of cruise speed can be expected for a deuce that's 70's vintage?
Thanks!
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Steve
P.S.:For God's sake,don't tell my wife I'm considering a deuce!I want to surprise her!
SUBJECT>Welder Body POSTER>D Glazier Ma.EMAIL>glazier@ecs.umass.edu
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaRAeMl5DF3q2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>22935 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ndt715fan,
Got the welder body home with out any problems.Sorry that the plugs
didn't fit your wires.Will take care of that.
Thanks,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:getting a 68 M715 all stock runs with 4500 miles on it POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Nor cal,I will let you know how it runs on sat..Does anyone know the #for bulb
replacement?Or just take them out and go to an auto part store..Jim
SUBJECT>Re:What's a realistic cruise speed for deuce?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22915 NEXT>22921 22928 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Heard people say 60 but I prefer to keep it around 53.I have to fix it if it breaks!!!mine
runs a 1992 LTD 465 1D multifuel turbo deisel and a 3053 overdrive transmission.
Dont think.....just buy it
I can get you one without title for $2500(no canvas top or troop seats and the drivers seat
is torn)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:site admin questions POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>hammer@m715.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22813 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I have the signups from the last couple years or so in email format.They didn't
always fill in all the info,and don't know if they are even active.
We can also just grab the file on the server with ALL this info as well.
Email me to talk as I don't visit this board often.
SUBJECT>1967 M715 for sale POSTER>verne redman EMAIL>mredman@stny.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is for sale in the "for sale"section.Corning,NY.$2,800.I am dealing with the
reality that I will never get to finishing it.
SUBJECT>Re:What's a realistic cruise speed for deuce?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22918 NEXT>
22922 22923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug's right on,53-54mph with the multifuels is comfortable,still revving,but
comfortable.Like that fishing idea...may have to do that and see if the PA Fish
Commission tries to site me for not having the boat registration.
I'm working on my list.:)
SUBJECT>Re:What's a realistic cruise speed for deuce?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22921 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First gear in the low side....just like trolling.Make sure to have one life preserver per
person and your markers lights!!!
Hummmm......Might have to rob the ski rope and tube out of the boat and give that a
try.theres a 1/4 mile stretch where I go wheeling that you run through a creek,sounds like.it could be fun.
SUBJECT>call Bob Durgan...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22921 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...he'll tell you all about his ongoing fiasco with his rowboat and the PAFC hahaha
Maybe the hood numbers will confuse them into thinking it's registered?
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>helperman EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,
at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22907 NEXT>22927 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
can a non resident do as you suggest and get a vehicle titled in Alabama?
SUBJECT>Re:12V power off the 24V POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>22854 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used one of these.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33577&item=24
19495149
I ran a "hot"(fused &toggle-switched)lead from 24VDC terminal and battery ground to
this,then another fused output to a third (12VDC-only,creating a separate circuit)
battery.The thinking was that the 10-amp output of the converter would adequately keep
the battery charged,and the battery could support short bursts of higher-than-10-amp
loads.The itty-bitty internal fuse pops easily under heavy loads,so the toggle is turned off
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when big loads are expected.And don't expect to charge a well-depleted battery with it,
either.
BTW -I painted mine OD and mounted on the passenger seatback -along with toggle.I
can switch while driving,a nd service is easy by folding down seat back.I can send pics.
$0.02
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:just you wait...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22847 NEXT>22936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,and don't tell him I live in Huntsville,between Springfield and Lima...
What parts ya need?
SUBJECT>Re:vin#POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22924 NEXT>22943 LINKNAME>Broadway Title
LINKURL>http://www.broadwaytitle.com/.helperman,
There are businesses in Alabama to do just that --title old vehicles for residents of other
states.
One that is pretty well known and advertises in lots of classic/collector car publications is
Broadway Title.Here's there Web address (link is below):
http://www.broadwaytitle.com/.
Check your state's laws to see what is allowed.
Best of luck,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy smallblock
SUBJECT>Questions about the multi-fuel POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22918 NEXT>22930 22961 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you recommend the multi-fuel as the best engine choice?
Is the 465 1D the later-version,improved model?
SUBJECT>Re:Civillian Seats POSTER>Mudog EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22887 NEXT>22931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'93 Honda Accord seats...
...not exactly a bolt-in,but not hard to fab up to the stock seat mounts either.
Removable/adjustable headrests,mucho comfortable,supportive,side bolsters are not too
obnoxious like some other "sporty"seats,etc.After spending the last 5-6 years in those
seats (in two different Honda Accords)I decided I wanted a set in the Jeep!
SUBJECT>Re:Questions about the multi-fuel POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22928 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're comparing to the duece gas engine...HELL YES.
SUBJECT>having ridden in your truck..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I'll vouch for them being comfortable,even when the driver's gas and brake foot
seemed to be weighted with lead or something...Acceleration testing on skinny suburban
St.Louis streets..a thing of beauty!
oh yeah,you forgot to tell him that they work w/5pt harnesses too.SUBJECT>BUMP-R//BILL!!!POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GREAT!!YOU GUYS ARE CLOSE TO EACH OTHER!BEEN HANGIN OUT??
YEAH I`M DOWN SOUTH OF YOU BUT CLOSE ENOUGH.HEY CHECK MY 1
PIC IN MISC PHOTO`S 1ST ONE,RED WITH CAGE.NEE `S
TAILGATE,GLOVEBOX DOOR,M-16 BARREL HOLDER,FRONT TURN
SIGNALS,REAR TURN SIGNALS,THE LIST GOES ON!HEY SHE`S TUFF AND
THE PRICE WAS RIGHT!$1000.350 CHEV,POWER STEERING,BLAH,BLAH,
OHIO,KY,IND KAISER MEET?LETS TALK.THANKS SMASHJEEP
SUBJECT>Tire/Wheel advice?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22941 22963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to put some larger tires and wheels on my M715 but don't know quite where
to start.I'd like to move to a steel wheel in a wider than stock size.Something about 8
inches I guess.I'm assuming I should stick with a 16 inch and not a 16.5 or 17.
Tirewise I want something taller than stock,maybe in the neighbor hood of 37 to 38
inches at most.But not too wide.Just a tad wider than the 900x16 military types.
Any idea where to start looking?Any recommendations?Thanks.
SUBJECT>bump-r//graveyard?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looked at your mem pics where`s the umm,salvage yard with all those 715`s!!?yeah,they
were made in toledo so some of them did`nt go too far.
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SUBJECT>Re:Welder Body POSTER>ndt715fan EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,happy it went to a good home.Send me the plugs when you get them.I do have a set
of axles,let me know if you need them.thanks mark.
SUBJECT>Re:just you wait...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you would...keep an eye out for a '70-'73 Cadillac.I need a tilt/tel.steering column in a
bad way.Actualy just that little round plastic gear that turns with the key,of the rack and
gear assembly (lost 3 teeth).Auto part stores only go back to '75,and salvage yards want
$150-$175 for a complete working column.Ouch.
Now I'm reduced to looking for yard ornaments.
Did the power steering swap,cut and fit to the column to the dash,made linkage from it
to the box,then would'nt ya know....crunch!.1967smashjeep,speak-up on what your looking for.Bill
SUBJECT>Re:who has the junkyard connection?????POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22914 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Check your e-mail.
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:BUMP-R//BILL!!!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22932 NEXT>22960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was told there were members in Oh.a while back,did'nt realize there were any that close.
Still a little early for me,for a meet.She's still in pieces,but geting close.I posted down
below.
Welcome aboard!Bill
SUBJECT>North Carolina June 28th POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22942 22945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We're still planning to get together on June 28th near Carthage,NC.Anybody that wants
to come is welcome.If you are planning to come,post a message here,or email me at
dp@sanlee.com so we know who to be looking for.
Per Wout (it's at his place),the trails are easily wide/big enough for a 715,there's more
mud/less rock than Uwharrie,and some big mud if you like to play in it.Bring your Jeep
or whatever if you want.(ATV's or other such creatures,you may want to ask Wout first).
CB channel 10 if you need to find us once you get to the place.
Here are the (corrected)directions originally posted by Wout:
*****In Carthage head west on 24/27 out of town.About 1.5 miles out near the bottom of
the long hill turn right on Kelly Plantation Rd.Cont.about 2.5 miles,it will turn to dirt
rd.About 2 miles down the dirt rd I'm the 1st drive way on the left.1194 Kelly
Plantation.If your comimg from the west traveling east down 24/27 about 1.5 mile after
the Midway Grill turn LEFT on Myrick Rd.It's across from Byway Farms.It,s a small
horse farm.Has a for sale sign too.Continue down Myrick and it will just turn into Kelly
Plantation Rd.I,m the 1st Drive on the left and that just happens to be about 2 miles
down after the rd turns to dirt rd.*****
DP.SUBJECT>Re:bump-r//big graveyard?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22934 NEXT>22959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks like Sam Winer Motors,in Akron.The place is huge.About 3-4 yards with alot
of BIG stuff.The perfect place for Monster Garage.The M715's were real rough and real
incomplete,but did have some stock in misc.parts.If I remember right,their prices were
a little steep.The place is cool to walk through.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina June 28th POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaS2M0YuAsMV2 PREVIOUS>22939 NEXT>22944 22951
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad it's not closer to Asheville.Carthage is too far to drive in the 715 for a one day
outing.At 45-50mph it would take 5 or 6 hours to get there from Fairview.Maybe in the
future we could have a N.C.,S.C.,V.A.rally for a couple days somewhere?
Karl
SUBJECT>Thanks Land POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking for the site but could'nt remember the name.Thanks again for doing the leg
(finger)work.Will
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina June 28th POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
C'mon down in whatever...at least we can put a face with a name!!
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SUBJECT>Re:I'm there...ntxt POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no text
SUBJECT>Good Tire Info Site POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>PowerWagon
Tires/Tubes/Flaps LINKURL>http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/photos5.htm
This caters to M37 and Power Wagon,but much useful info on tires,tubes,and flaps:
http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/photos5.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Yo dustin POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com.DATE>Wednesday,18 June 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,after that trip I would really like to put in the 205/700r4 and disc brakes,so I as
well have plenty to do for a while before I'd be ready for something like that.But towards
the end of summer I should be ready.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:COOL POSTER>mudclod Arky EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22884
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!
mudclod
SUBJECT>thanks bill!POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info bill.i may have to make a trip to akron soon.well,i call for some prices
1st.had my truck since nov.2002,and drive it almost everyday.few issues already fixed.i`ll
be around,thanks again.get that truck rollin and send some pics!
SUBJECT>Ordering amusement...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22956 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So I called Summit Racing last night to verify that the tranny cooler they sent me will
work as an oil cooler.The guy asked what I'm putting it on and I told him and older
military truck.He says,"I just helped my buddy put that same model on a '67 Kaiser."I'm
like,"'67 Kaiser?...an M715?""Yeah,that's it..a 715."So I told him that's what I was
working on too.They've got a 502 in it and 44"boggers.Snapped a few U-joints and
cured that,I told him front axles would be next and he said they already grenaded one of
those.He also said that they got a disk brake kit for the front from Boyce Equipment,I
said "helitool?""Yeah!..that's the kit,works great!"
A fun chat.I gave them this site location and expect one or both to pop up at some point.
The trucks in southern Ohio somewhere.Sounds like a rip-snorting machine.
SUBJECT>Yo Rollie,Ed...etc,wheel adapters POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>22957
22970 23015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My guy that said he could make them just called me and gave me a price.$1200.Let me
rephrase that...TWELVE HUNDRED EFFIN'DOLLARS...OUCH GET IT OUT...IT
HURTS!!!.So I'm back to plan...um,well...I'm working on another plan.
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina June 28th POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22951 NEXT>
22964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy Birthday Mark...just about ready to crest the hill,huh?
Keep Smiling!
SUBJECT>Summit POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,19
June 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22953 NEXT>22972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Missed the chance to peruse their store,but definitely stopping in next time..I sort of
"forgot"that they are in Akron...I won't repeat that mistake.
oh yeah,they have awesome house brand aluminum radiators too,well worth looking into
at least.I think $180?
SUBJECT>uhm...ouch POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
19 June 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22954 NEXT>22958
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...for that price they better install the wheels themselves.What kind of adapters are you
talking here?
SUBJECT>Re:uhm...ouch POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22957 NEXT>22966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Search down a week,dude.2.5"thick going from our 6 lug to a duece 6 lug.
SUBJECT>Re:bump-r//big graveyard?POSTER>bump-r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>22940 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,that was Winers.I think they were letting those go for $999 a pop.Complete but
rough.That's where I picked up my 5 "new"wheels for 38 Swampers.Good prices,great
service.BTW,I did get the S/N and delivery dates for the whole freakin'fleet while I was
there,in case someone is still putting together the master list.
SUBJECT>Re:BUMP-R//BILL!!!POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>22938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm game,when and where?Check this out,maybe you can join us on one of the trail
rides!.http://www.ohio4x4.com/html/start.shtml
SUBJECT>Re:Questions about the multi-fuel POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22928 NEXT>22997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LDT engines in the private sector are pretty decent.In military use they had a few
problems.Avoid the L S427 at all costs.The LD465 is without a turbo.Run just as good
as a turbo but smoke like crazy.Probably the best engine in the family is the LDT465-1D.
It has the later head gasket design and the 1D turbo is very quiet.If you want to make
noise,get the L T465-1C also called the "whistler."Both my deuces have the 1C turbo
and they scream.I'm putting together VIC-1 intercoms for both trucks so I can
communicate and have a little music at highway speed.As far as cruising speed,I can
push it to 60 but only for a few seconds.Just sounds bad.I travel at 52 mph to get the best
compromise between maintaining highway speed and decent fuel economy.Got nearly 11
mpg on a few tanks on the last trip with the deuce tractor.I did have blank drive flanges
on the truck and pulled one rear axle.
SUBJECT>Re:101 uses for a deuce POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22912 NEXT>22967 22992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gheez,I can't think of any uses for the truck except getting groceries.Oh and hauling sod,
dirt,CJ5 jeeps,other deuces with the big towbar,vacations,pulling trees,pushing trees,
flattening trees,hauling trees,and driving the neighbors crazy.Makes a good camper with
the S250 communications shelter in the back.Nice for swap meets and car shows too.Its
the greatest parade vehicle.Intimidates motorists of all walks of life.No whimpy
Excursions here,the real sport ute!The wife never wants to borrow it,the brothers won't
go near it and small children cower at it when it screams by.Other than that,I can't think
of a single reason to own one.Thats why I have two!
SUBJECT>Re:Tire/Wheel advice?POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22933
NEXT>22976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm real happy with 38x13 Swampers on stock wheels.Looks right,performs right,and
no $$$of special wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:M291A2C-5 Ton-Expansible Van truck POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M292 and its 5 variants are in fact a deuce and a half.The M291A2C is a 5 ton with
the LDS465 engine.Both trucks have the M4 17'van body.It has 2 ratchet mechanisms
in the rear that crank out the sides.Once the sides are out,the inner walls split and 1/2
becomes the top and 1/2 becomes the floor.As long as the sides haven't been bent,it will
be fine.Once the sides get bent up they are a SOB to open.Don't look for much over 50
with the 5 ton.The multifuel 5 tons are underpowered and with that big block on the.back,it hurts performance.There
is also an 800 series of the same truck that is Cummins
powered and rolls pretty decent a 55.
SUBJECT>ahh..but here's the obvious thought:POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22958 NEXT>22968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
;how much will they rub when turning?I got my 36's stuffed into the fender,with the
bumpstops still on,no rubbing turning but...
be a real shame to booger up a set of 715 fenders when you hit a bump or something LOL
or is my brain not working this morning?
SUBJECT>Re:ahh..but here's the obvious thought:POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22966 NEXT>
22971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rub?Doesn't matter,no turning...they'd have a couple inches...all highway plans.
Working on other plans at the moment...necessity is the constanty oscillating culprit of
invention.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rollie,Ed...etc,wheel adapters POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22954 NEXT>22980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that with an industrial 55 gallon drum of lube to "ease it in"or what,cause that hurts!!:
(Doug.
SUBJECT>Just an Idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22968
NEXT>22973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Threw your problem into the mass of confusion in my head and the first thing that popped
up was to look at the rear hubs of a deuce and see if you could modify the axel flange to
bolt to the 715.Have not looked at mine yet but just wanted to throw the Idea to ya.The
studs and round stock would be taken care of all you would need to do is make 7 holes in
it(yep that easy..lol).Dont know if its feasible but deuce rear axles should be pleantiful
and comparitively cheap to the other option.Go home tonight and pull one of your drums
off and have a look....tell me if its possible.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Summit POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22956
NEXT>22981 22994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got's one of those Summit rad's in my M-715 works great,nice and cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Just an Idea POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22971 NEXT>22998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WOW,now that's a cracked out thought!It probably would be feasable on the rear,but
the front has a bearing support for the axle stub that would be a bugger to remachine a
bushing to fit.I've got a possible line on some XL's...I'll let you know what I come up
with!
SUBJECT>Re:North Carolina June 28th POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22964 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy Birthday Mark!!Have a cold one for me.Good song...I'm going to an REM
concert in sept...Happy B-day again...
SUBJECT>700r4 shifting problems POSTER>brian EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>22978 23021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey you 700r4 users,i am in the process of putting a 700r4 transmission into my truck
and was thinking that with the low gears in the rear end it may shift too soon and cause
problems.is this true?if so how can i fix it?thanks
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:Tire/Wheel advice?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22963 NEXT>22982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you are saying that those tires will fit on stock wheels?wow,that would be great....
SUBJECT>Resistor?POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have all the stuff for my 12v swap and am going to put it all in this weekend.The only
thing I am wondering is do I need a resistor going into the destributor cap???
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 shifting problems POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22975 NEXT>22979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll be happy.It's the Cats Meow.Now you can run down the highway at 120+without
changing your axle ratios!!!!OK,maybe 75+
SUBJECT>One more thing....POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22978
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 700 R4 is cable actuated,not vacuum.This way,you can control the shift points with
cable tension.As far as "shifting early",that's how I've got mine set-up to save gas.Pick.yourself up a cool ratchet
shifter and mount it right where your hand falls next to the seat.
Then you can feel like a hero rowing up and down the gears.This seems to help with my
manual tranny anxiety.You can buy a kit from Painless to control the lock up torque
converter,or just wire up a toggle switch like I did.This way,you can leave it locked up
and trundle around in top gear at slow speeds.This seems to lessen the shrieks and yells I
get as I'm running Zoomies through the hood.OK,I lied,but with a cam,headers and
turbos,it's still pretty loud.
SUBJECT>I think it IS the drum...ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22970
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said no text!sheesh!hehehe
SUBJECT>ooooooh...tell me something..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22972
NEXT>22988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..which one did you use,and how was the install?If this has been covered before,I
apologize..
SUBJECT>yep,they do POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
19 June 2003,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22976 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running the 36/12's and they fit fine.Check front end alignment or you will make an
expensive mess of them very quickly.DSPO kind of screwed me on that one...
SUBJECT>damn,I'll drive!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22967
NEXT>22985 22986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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as long as I can shoot the .50 a few times....I take no prisoners on the road,driving across
the country a million times makes one somewhat intolerant.Thinking of that conversion
on my work van...
SUBJECT>Re:thanks bill!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22952
NEXT>22995 LINKNAME>link to briefcase
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/coydog5050
This is about the most of them,atleast without a scanner.
SUBJECT>only one way to find out POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22986
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"ve already got the hole in the roof (thanks SNET!)and a hydro pump for some help
w/the maneuvering....I'll see my guy this week and see what he's got laying around the
surplus yard..SUBJECT>Re:ooooooh...tell me something..POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22981 NEXT>23001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used an aluminum Griffin from Summit.They claim it will outcool a 5 row copper core.
Bought it last year for $169.Can't remember the dimensions,but it fits inside the radiator
brackets with no alteration other than drillin'a couple of holes.Summit has the
dimensions in their catalogue.They also have some bitchen high CFM electric flex fans
with beefy aluminum brackets.With this combo on my hot 350 (deleted stock fan,freed
up a couple o'ponies)I'm not all "steamed up"anymore even in 100+temp crawls.
Another thing to consider for you guys than don't mind a little alteration is to punch a few
rows of louvers.This really evacuates a lot of hot air (unfortunately,it doesn't work for
the driver).
SUBJECT>oops,couldn't stop POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22985
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fools deserve to die fools'deaths.A Ford E350,much like a Deuce,puts you high above
most danger zones,legs are of course a minor injury,and I've been so sorely tempted to
avoid heroic measures.A ton of water,600lb pressure washer do not make for super
braking response.
On the subject of driving ex-official vehicles,I can tell you that the spotlight on the 725's
is good for about 1/2 mi of irritating brilliance.Very hard for offending driver to adjust
his mirror enough from that distance.Perhaps he just didn't know that 4.56's and a beat
motor don't equal FAST or maybe he didn't see the other lane there on the highway....
either way,he saw the light moooahahah
SUBJECT>Anybody use tire balance powder?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>22991 22996 23002 23022 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I'm runnin'13x38 Swamper TSLs.They are notoriously a bit out of round.She rode great
with the old NDTs,now some vibration.Semi drivers swear by balance powder (yes,you
can put it in the tubes).Anyone using it?Save me before I pull my hair out or run over a
Metro.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody use tire balance powder?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22990 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't,but have heard others who have,and they love it.About a year ago,someone
had some wheels and tires he thought about selling,he had put a tiny slit in the tube,
poured in the powder,put on a patch,and was done.He had never driven it when I spoke
to him.That's what I know,there is some in the used tires I am about to put on mine,
15X39.5.I will probably put some in.Just my .02.mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:101 uses for a deuce POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't wait till I can get one!
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Civillian Seats POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some out of Aerostar mini van.very comfortable,each has two fold down
armrests,no brackets to build,will use some of original holes,if I remember right.They
have high backs,and are thinner than some full size vehicles,so you can slide them
forward and backward on their rails.Late 80's,usually free,so many of them around in
junk yards.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Summit Re;ooooooh POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry not much to go on but I measured the stock one and got one close to it's size.I
had to mod one side bracket drill some holes not bad.I'm also useing their engine oil
cooler in front of the rad.Brandon
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SUBJECT>Re:thanks bill!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22984 NEXT>23069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice looking rig Bill.Looks like you took the time to do it right.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody use tire balance powder?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22990 NEXT>22999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been running them in my 42"swampers.You will most likely notice the difference
at highway speeds (were you need it most).Around town and on the boulevard it will still
shake a little,40mph or so.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Questions about the multi-fuel POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22961 NEXT>23008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
11 mpg !!!???dang,that's as good as my 84 Grand Wagoneer.i guess i'll have to get one
now..krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Just an Idea POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22973
NEXT>23000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about this spiceboy
could you drill another set of lug holes in the wheels?you know,like a dual pattern
racing wheel.all you need is a vertical mill and a turn table attachment for the table.
krob725
SUBJECT>What is Balance Powder?POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22996
NEXT>23042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly is balance powder and how does it help.I run 39's what would it help.
-ustin
SUBJECT>not bad but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22998
NEXT>23005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..1.how would he put the originals back on
2.I'd be a little nervous Swiss-cheesing my wheel centers w/heavy wheels and a heavy
truck....lot of stress on wheel hubs.to mount so
Though a spare set of rims...welded up...might just work dandy...
SUBJECT>right on POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,19
June 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22988 NEXT>23003
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to go w/house brand radiator..I too will be using a set of fans,as I've got a
few other things to cool too...p/s,oil and tranny..automatics don't live too long here w/o
a good cooler on all these loooong steep hills..uh,not that I"D know or anything...
a few rows of louvers on most drivers will stop ALL hot air,forever hahahah depending
on their location.
SUBJECT>local guys are using...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,19 June 2003,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22990
NEXT>23004 23012 23014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...a handful of BB's instead,not too sure how much difference it makes.They seem
somewhat mixed in their reactions.
SUBJECT>Re:right on POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 1:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23001
NEXT>23007 23010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a pusher fan on the front for my tranny cooler.When I've got the pusher AND the.puller on,I'm ready for
Satan's temperatures.Louvers on ones forehead might be kinda
ugly,but there is a process known as 'Trepanning'.It's where people drill a small hole in
their head (no joke).It's supposed to allow more oxygen to the brain,and helps with
depression.The process dates back thousands of years.Ancient skulls have been found
with these holes.There is a worldwide club for 'Trepanners'.They all swear by it.If
things get rough,maybe I'll open a bottle of sourmash,grab my cordless Makita and.....
SUBJECT>Re:local guys are using...POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 3:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23002 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got it in my 38"swampers but I don't have many miles over 40 on them yet.The stuff
I got looked like floor dry mixed with metal shavings.
SUBJECT>Wheel Adaptors..Yo Spice POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23000 NEXT>
23006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I WILL stop and talk to my friend with the machine shop and check on getting the
adaptors made.Duece bolt pattern is 6 on 8.25"right?We got boucoup mandatory
overtime this week so been real busy.Kinda cool though...making pump parts for Fords
new diesel that doesn't have a cam and or valves(?).
Anyway do you have a rough print or drawing to go buy?The holes will need to be
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counter sunk for the studs and lugnuts right?Just thinking aloud here....I'll get back to ya
on this
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel Adaptors..Yo Spice POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23005 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 on 8-3/4",not 8-1/4".I emailed you a cad drawing but it came back undeliverable.??
Got a different email?
SUBJECT>Re:right on POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23003 NEXT>23051 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,just like the movie "PI",like the trig symbol.Cool movie...kinda warped.There
have been many a time with I would have helped people with some trepanning...only the
size and make of the drill would have been 9mm Browing.:)I'll file that notch someday.
SUBJECT>Re:Questions about the multi-fuel POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 6:09 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22997 NEXT>23013
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah 11 MPG impressed the heck out of me.I ran one tank out at 55 mph and got just
over 8mpg.Remember,I cheated and had the equivalent of lockouts on the front and one
rear axleshaft removed.Also consider its a tractor so it only weighs 12,500#.One day I'll
check the mileage in the cargo truck and report back.
SUBJECT>Rolled the dice...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just ordered one of the Summit Rads,part #is:SUM-380325 $177 with tax.THAT with
the oil cooler I just got and the two pushe elec fans should keep the rat cool.
SUBJECT>Re:right on POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23003
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did I hear someone say sourmash?Have any extra bottles?As far as the Trepanning
goes...crack addicts seem to like what they do to thier heads also but I'll leave mine alone.
Doug
SUBJECT>Buy of the day!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just picked up a 79 chevy blazer with 95k on it for $400.Runs good drives good and the
air even works...too bad I'm gonna cut it up.Allready sold the
trans,transfercase,frame,steeringbox,and ac components.Keeping the 400sbc and 5 core
rad to put in a 715.Anyone have a use for anything else.Also gonna put the folding rear
seat in the back of the 715,should work pretty good for extra passengers.Could seat 8
with the brat seats that are allready in there.
SUBJECT>Hey Tacoma POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23002
NEXT>23016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BB's???Just Blast them with a 12ga.If they still shake.....shoot them again!!!Let me
know how it works.
SUBJECT>Hey Recovery POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23008
NEXT>23023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You ever ran any of the other allowed fuels and if so did it effect milage?
Someone here in town filled a diesel pickup with gas and they pumped it into my friends
1C after they realized what they had done and he thought it ran better(prob about 50-50
gas deisel mix)..I've run fuel oil without any problem(work for a heating contractor and ocasionally
stumble into couple hundred gallons for free)but the thought of running gas or kerosene
scares the hell out of me.
Doug
SUBJECT>I got BB's in mine POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23002
NEXT>23025 23029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have BB's in my boggers (39.5x15's)on the CJ.They seem to work well.I went to Wally
World and got the big box.Almost looks like a 1/2 quart size.Divided it by 4 and poured
them in.The Michelins on the M-715 don't need nuttin.They may be the best riding 4x4
tire I have owned.
I have heard of golfballs too.Go to the Pirate board and read the long discussion.
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Rollie,Ed...etc,wheel adapters POSTER>helperman EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22954
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first started checking web for m715 links I ran thru a site that had a guy that lived
on a farm in Idaho or Utah and in the winter months he and his family killed time by
making odd stuff for their military vehicles in their farm shop.One of the things he was
offering was wheel adapters,sets of 4 or 5 for 500 dollars.At the time I thought it was
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sky high but maybe not.They were precision machined ,at least as much as could be seen
from the picture.the address was for a mutltiple site listing...
http://o.webring?ring=m715zone;list Might be in the "froadin"section.If I can find the
specific page again I will post it.
SUBJECT>I'd rather try it on your's first heheh POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23012 NEXT>23017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you know,since my truck doesn't have any brakes,for safety's sake....should we try slugs
to lighten the body too?heh heh
SUBJECT>Re:I'd rather try it on your's first heheh POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make ya a deal...your truck,my gun and I'll even buy the ammo.
Have a 10 shot tube on my 1100 (use it for USPSA competetion shooting)you can't
belive how fast you can unload that thing..it rocks..no recoil on the first 4 shots due to the
extra weight of the tube and rounds....pull the trigger as fast as you can and your still on
target.....saaaweet.Need to have a FE somewhere close and bring other toys besides the
trucks.AR-15 stainless bull barrel with a JP Enterprises compensator,stainless lower
reciever and JARD competetion trigger (1-1/2 lb pull)....thing kicks less than a 22LR.......2011 STI 40 SW built by
millenium customs with 18 rnd mags.Love my guns!!!!!
Wife says I'm spoiled but who asked her anyway?
SUBJECT>Yo Spicer POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Find out any more about your rear end D-locker and it's noise.Brandon
SUBJECT>fording kits now available.POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just dug out all the component parts for the 715 fording kits.These are the ones used with
the early style air cleaner,kits are complete except for the bolts and include pipes,
brackets,cable and valves.
$150 New Old Stock.
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>anybody in SW VA?POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm headed up to SW virginia this weekend,in the Abingdon to Radford area.Any zoners
up there?drop me an email to dp@sanlee.com,if I get message before we leave,maybe
we can meet up?
SUBJECT>Re:700r4 shifting problems POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NOT a problem ,do it!!You'll never regret it.Just put a B&M type temp gauge and a
good cooler on it.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody use tire balance powder?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>22990 NEXT>
23050 23061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin,I unintentionally ran over a Metro (as it ran a stop sign and careened in the
intersection I was driving through)and managed to get a flat tire.So my recommendation
is to not do that.It got a ride on the rollback to the Insurance company's impound
lot...then the scrap yard.Impressive.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Recovery POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23013
NEXT>23032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya man!I've run gas before.Kerosene,Jet A,filtered peanut oil (left over from the fried.turkey),small amounts of
gear oil and the such.I've never checked mileage.My truck
seems to run the same on gas/diesel mix but its much more difficult to start.The truck ran
fine with the turkey oil in it but it was hell on the fuel filters.My tractor had the density
compensator bypassed by the gov't and is marked diesel only.For the most part I run off
highway fuel unless I'm going to be on the road away from the neighborhood.I'm told
that the off road fuel is about the same as HHO.About 10 years ago I bought a 5ton MF
that had been sitting for 7 years.The diesel fuel smelled like varnish.Installed batteries,a
turbo and fixed a brake line and drove it 40 miles home.Damn thing ran pretty good until
it caught fire.Not bad with crap for fuel!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23018 NEXT>23057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,finally...today.The teeth on the inside wear or can eventually break causing the
thing to begin slipping (banging)nearly all the time power (decent amounts)are applied.
This is straight from a tech guy.He did say that they can be disasembled and the teeth
sections inside can be flipped side to side so you're now on a fresh set of teeth,well,a
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fresh side and then the worn side is used for reverse.He also said that they actually a
Detroit 'Easy Locker'and under normal/harder usage have a reletively short lifespan...like
1-2 years.That didn't thrill me.The full differential units are stronger,but for the price
these units still can't be argued with too much.
So...I'll be yanking that apart this weekend and among other things.:)
SUBJECT>Re:I got BB's in mine POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20
June 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23014 NEXT>23047
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ricky,
What size/type of Mich.are you running?
SUBJECT>The ultimate accessory POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23027 23030 LINKNAME>M1 Carbine in
gun mount LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/M1garand.JPG
I wish this were mine.A gunsmith friend brought over a correct restored M1 Carbine
with bayonet.It fit so nicely in the gun mount.I will have to save up and buy one
someday.I hope the link works.....Have a good wrench turning weekend everyone...
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Al,Do a search for the "civilian markmanship program".If your just looking for a.shooter and not a true war relic
they are about the cheapest route.Looked into it a while
back and they still had some carbines...lots of garands but only a few carbines.
GOOD LUCK!!!!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>AAA?(no,not The Fonz)POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>dp@sanlee.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23031 23037 23049 23052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have AAA?Ever had to use it when in your 715?
I've been travelling more lately,thinking of signing up for the hotel discounts,would pay
for itself easily.
Wonder if they'd tow a 715 under the program,or show up,and you'd end up paying?
Figure they may have some hidden clause on GVW or something?
SUBJECT>Re:I got BB's in mine POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20
June 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>23014 NEXT>23033 23048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will BB's fit through the valve stem?One at a time of course...
And how many will it take to do any good?
As far as golf balls-I reckon some Ky could get them closer to fitting through that tiny
valve stem,but I'm skeptical.
Everybody knows Gateway don't make a round tire.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23026 NEXT>
23034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got three M1 Carbines and am always looking for a bayonette for one.Find a cheap
Russian or Chinese SKS.The M1 will get the stock scratched from that clamp,whereas
the SKS is grabbed just above the stock and fits perfectly.PLUS,they have that cool
folding bayonette on them that really looks meaty when the seat is folded down.I'll have
to get a pic of mine!
Later
SUBJECT>yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,20 June
2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23028 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got RV Plus to make sure they would take the 725...some kind of GVW limit if I
remember right.I used it when the motor blew up,no problems.RV Plus is for uhmmm..
RV size vehicles,and there are more services w/it as well...A little more expensive
though..SUBJECT>Re:Hey Recovery POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23023 NEXT>23058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool....think I'll skip the turkey oil though.Fuel oil is actually cleaner than diesel..Check
with your local HVAC shops and let them know that you would pump in out if you can
have it...Lots of people switch to nat or LP and then have no way to get rid of the fuel
oil.We used to use it for weed killer on the parking lot until I got the deuce no I treat it
like gold with the prices of diesel these days.
Doug
SUBJECT>Brian BS post POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23029
NEXT>23117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure on the BB's but lead shot would certainly fit if the BB's would not.
Are you a Dad yet?Tell her to hurry it up,after all it only took you 5 minutes to do your
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part!
Trust me and stop at 2 kids!!!!!once they out number you and your wife,you are screwed.
Best of luck on your growing family
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23030 NEXT>23035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug,One of the guys mentioned the same organization today at lunch.I will
check it out.I will get one some day,but after the OX locker,M715 winch,and fording
valves,I'm going to have to start working at McDonalds or something to supplement my
income.Hey Spicer,I actually have a modified SKS.Folding stock,vented hand guard,
30 round clips ect.The dang thing does not fit in my mounts.Plus no bayonet lug!!I bet
the original stock would fit.But the folding stock has a certian postal appeal to it...:^))If I
could just convince my gunsmith friend that he really needs to sell me his...Ya right...
Take care guys....
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23034 NEXT>23036 23039 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you guys have to have your guns in a "securely fastened case"when transporting in a
vehicle as we do here in IA.Our other option is to break the gun down into three major
components of which the stock and fore-arm are not included.Ammo must also be stored
in a seperate case.
Right to keep and bear arms....ya right
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 1:08 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>23035 NEXT>
23038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check eBay for the bayonettes...
SUBJECT>Re:AAA?(no,not The Fonz)POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23028 NEXT>23044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used it.But get the AAA PLUS!!Don't get the regular AAA it kinda'sucks.I used it
a couple times,it may slightly depend on the driver.When you call,just call the tow co.
directly if possible,not the AAA #.That way you can tell the co.they need to bring a
large flatbed etc.All the guys I know LOVE AAA plus as they get paid top dollar no
questions asked and they will usually call it "on record"a Jeep pickup J10 or something.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,20 June
2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23036 NEXT>23040
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have been thinking about building some kind of swivleing stand to bolt in the bed or
something and mount a old double barrel shotgun on itwhere you could swing it around
and reload with out haveing to take it down i thought it would look pretty cool and be hell
on rabbits when rideing around on the farm.
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23035 NEXT>23045 23046 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not as up on the gun laws here in OR as I should be,but I believe you must have it in
plain sight unloaded.Now that makes a h*ll of a lot of sense.People see it and freak out
and then get on their cell phone..If a cop pulls you over and see's that,I promise you will
get to see the rifleing in his pistola.You will even get to meet his buddies.....The cops
have capped a few people here for very lousy reasons,and they always seem to get
cleared of any wrong doing...On the other hand..I have a concealed license for OR and
WA.I usually just conceal it on my person.When I have been pulled over,I turn on all
interior lights,(if it's dark)get my drivers license,concealed license,and insurance card.I
also have both hands on my steering wheel and keep them there till he is at my window.
First thing I say is Hello officer,as I'm handing him ID I say that I do have a concealed
weapon with me today inside the pants holster right hip.I have had mixed reactions.Most
are cool and say something like "lets just keep it there".However,when they punch in
your plates in their car,instead of a green print out on their computer it turns bright pink
for a gun carrier.As for state laws regarding guns,well according to our second
amendment rights we really don't need a license.But try explaining that to any judge.
Sorry so long,I have paid more attention on what I need to do as a carrier verses a non
carrier.Besides,I'd rather type here than actually complete work that I have to do...Al T...
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at
3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23038 NEXT>23113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea but,wouldn't a 50 cal be alot more fun???Heh,heh,heh..
And Spicer!Stop trying to get me to spend more money!!!:^))
SUBJECT>Re:What is Balance Powder?POSTER>Race 117
EMAIL>IAMWFO2DAY@cox.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Equal Corporation makes the best powder type balancing media I know of,I have been
involved in a testing program with them for a long time,so I know a little about it.
The media itself resembles grayish colored coarse sand,but is in fact a special compound
which distributes itself appropriately inside the tire to make up for balance problems.
I have used it in truck tires &heavy aircraft tires with great success.Airplane tires take a
beatin when they go from a dead stop to 130-140 mph instantly &this stuff is great in
that it does'nt rely on fixed weights to correct the balance issue.Weights are useless on
A/C tires in that they do'nt always stop in the same position.
The only draw-back to using it is that you have to use dry air or nitrogen to air the tires
up.Any moisture makes the stuff wad up in a ball&you've got more problems than you
had to start with.
Airplanes use nitrogen because difference in altitude does'nt affect pressure so it's perfect
for them.
Over the road trucks have great success with it as well,test tires have run many thousands
of miles over what they usually do as long as whoever keeps the tires aired up has an
adapter to make sure the air is dry.The Equal company has the dryers &they just hook up
to an air chuck wherever the trucker's need air-then they take their dryer with them.
I hope this has shed some light on the balancing media for you.
SUBJECT>Re:fording kits now available.POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What happened to the bolts ??.Are these some of the stock from Highland Truck.And do
you have a radio kit in the box.
Thanks,
dave
SUBJECT>Re:AAA?(no,not The Fonz)POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Works great.I was told on the phone that they won't carry a 1-1/4 ton truck but knowing
that it's really not much more than a typical pickup,I said my Jeep truck needed a lift
because of bad brakes.
Actually,the last two times I've used AAA,it's been to get project vehicles home -they
just need to be registered.Both times,it's come in just under the 100 mile limit,so the 60.bucks or whatever is well
worth it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the law here in CA is that if you get caught thinking about having a gun,they can
shoot you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your method is bound to make any officer happy with you.That's what they want to
know:What they're "up against".The officer's reasoning being that if you have a
concealed weapon and don't tell the officer,then you must have an "illegal"reason for
concealing it,etc.
The hands on the steering wheel thing is very good,even if you don't have a concealed
weapon.Let the officer be in control and everything is usually just fine.(This applies to
simple traffic tickets.If you just blew a red light and ran over a group of nuns,you might
get your *ss dragged outta the car at gunpoint!)
M715 Content:I'm still waiting on my replacement Howell TBI harness.They were out
of stock 2 weeks ago.The truck hasn't moved since.:-(
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:I got BB's in mine POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23025
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of the 11.00 x16's .They are 1/3 left,but I had to have something soon.I
found them @Toby Sexton Tire in GA.I got the info from the online manuals above.If
you need a phone #1-800-899-5535 ask for Grant.I supposedly got the last 4 they
had????I think $80/tire +shipping..
Excellent tires...
Ricky...seeya...
www.aphlac.com pics of my M-715 on pg 2
SUBJECT>Re:I got BB's in mine POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23029
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just dumped them in when I had the beadlock ring off.These are the Avalanche
(trailready)beadlocks on my CJ.I have also heard ok things from the golfball crowd..
Ricky...seeya....SUBJECT>Re:AAA?(no,not The Fonz)POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,20 June 2003,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably depends on the driver.Tell the operator (phone)that you have a J-4000.That's
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actually how mine is registered according to my ins.company.I told them it was an M-
715 but it wasn't "listed"on their computer.So I told them that a J-4500 (something like
that)was close.
You CAN fit them on a *-Haul car carrier.Barely.:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Spice,You D'Man!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 1:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23022 NEXT>23056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And here I thought my rantings fell upon deaf ears!It's like a suicidal cry.Do I really
want to balance my tires?Of course not.I just want to justify running over smaller
vehicles.I've been savin'up to either be a Jew (take no offense,I have Jewish friends)or
buy a Turbo Deuce.I've got a Unimog with a Ford 300 six,but it just doesn't trip that
hammer I've had since childhood of having a Deuce (or a 5 ton).I know what you guys
are thinking.You're right,I'm not well hung.Isn't the natural progression of having a
Tonka dump truck a real,fire breathing all wheel drive turbo diesel truck with a winch
that can pull down small buildings and frighten small and large farm animals?Don't deny
you're feelings fellas.You're never too old to have a happy childhood.
SUBJECT>Re:right on POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 2:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23007
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.Copper jacketed hollowpoint with a drop of mercury sealed by wax (just for good
measure).Or maybe an Ice round if I don't want the ballistics boys to put me in a corner.
Hopefully Escheleon isn't watching this!
SUBJECT>Re:AAA?(no,not The Fonz)POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 2:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did this:
When I bought my first 715,AAA towed it down from the mountains,40 miles.Even
better,they towed my Unimog (with a radio box),twice.First time the guy ended up
having his front wheels in the air on the highway!Second time,they sent 2 wreckers,both
TD it.They sent a third,a flatbed,and brought it into town after I grenaded my throwout
bearing.It all boils down to the driver.I just had a driver TD a '53 COE GMC I bought.
He balked and said I needed a class ?wrecker.I told him fine,but I had confidence in
him,his wrecker,and an extra 20 spot.Case closed.I even had a guy burn out his clutch
trying to tow my old IH box truck.I plied him with Old Mil,only to have the poor guy
probabably lose his job.AAA has been used and definitely abused by me for 2 decades..Buy it.Grease the driver if
need be,and you'll save mucho dinero!!!If you get AAA+,
they will tow up to 200 miles.I used to be a car dealer (kinda still am),and also used
them for repos!!
SUBJECT>TSLs on Stock Rims POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23054 23055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking at a set of 36 X 12.50 TSL swampers for my jeep and wonder if they will fit
on the stock rims.God I hope so.....
SUBJECT>Re:TSLs on Stock Rims POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23053
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes they work!I have a set of them and I also have a set of 315 r 16 kelly springfield that
are my daily drivers.
SUBJECT>yes they will...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at
9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23053 NEXT>23096 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..be real sure to check your toe-in,they will be eaten shortly if it's off.
SUBJECT>on a related note..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 June
2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23050 NEXT>23059 23075
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...the surplus yard across the field here has a front end loader with about 8'wheels,all
camo'd out and everything,I'm giving serious thought to asking the guy if I can just drive
it around the field..Huge machine,absolutely captivating.Huge machinery is a perfectly
acceptable replacement for a lack of...endowment,as are large handguns...
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spicer POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23024
NEXT>23060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleave our's,the rear M-715 Dana 70 D-locker is a no-spin [I know mine is ] thus a
little stronger than the D-EZ locker.Mine only pop's from time to time after turning sharp
and then streighting up.I beleave its the normal ratcheting of the locker so I'll leave it
alone for now,Thanks for the info Spicer.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Recovery POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23032
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great advise Doug.HHO is in the same category as martians here in S Fla.There ain't
none!When I go to OH in Aug I'm going to see what I can collect.
Kenny
SUBJECT>Re:on a related note..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 11:54
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a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work as a Project Manager/Estimator for a Mechanical Contractor.We do not own any
heavy equipment but on occasion we will rent track hoes and such....I always find an
excuse to make jobsite visits and help the guys out when such equipment is on hand
(translation=play with the diggers).Gotta love the shear ripping power of hydraulics!!!!
6'3"190lb 10year old kid when it come to playing in the dirt.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23057 NEXT>23111 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah...I thought the No-Spin was it too.The guy told me that it's actually an Easy Locker.
?!?Whatever...I'll tear it apart tomorrow.
SUBJECT>Yo Kev POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23022 NEXT>23074 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't suppress these desires!I thought my days of uninhibited toy shopping may have to
take a slower road (from curt warnings from my peers about Katie)but THEY WERE
WRONG!In a small way,to help a sometimes strained relationship with pop,I'd thought
she may be a voice of reason and be like,"why do you need a truck THAT big?..you
already have one?!"Um,but instead,I tell her about the blue duece and a half and she's
like,"COOL!You should get it!"I love this woman!It's good to be the king!
Oh,yeah...so anyway,get the BIG TRUCK!They'll give you some sick drivetrain ideas
for the 'next'715 project too!
SUBJECT>Yo Beafire...POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>ejecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>23065 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Remember the 715 at the auction a couple of months ago?Saw it again in Witchita at a
MVPA rally.Guy sold it for 4k.I guess he paid 2600 for it at the auction.Guess we
missed out huh?
SUBJECT>Re:who has the junkyard connection?????POSTER>rick townsend
EMAIL>thunderbyu@msn.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22914 NEXT>23139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the GENERAL located in Irving TX.He has all kinds of parts and said he wants
to get out of the buisness.If you would like I can get you the fone #.....I also have a 69 M715 for sale Arlington
TX...$2300.00 obo.Its in good condition Buick
350,auto trans.body is solid with very little rust....needs a good home.
SUBJECT>Re:Buy of the day!!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23011
NEXT>23076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
In which part of Iowa are you located?I'm going to be in Cascade,which is 20 miles
southwest of Dubuque.Just curious.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Beafire...POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23062
NEXT>23073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a nice unit.If he got that much out of it mine must be worth $7,000.How about we
get toghther and go play up at ORV park at Tuddle creek some time this in July?
SUBJECT>24 volt to 115ac generator for sale POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
redi line generator.it works great,but is a little rough
800 watts cont
1200 surge
150 obo
SUBJECT>24v to 12v converter for sale POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
40 amps,yep 40 amps.will power a very big amp,plus cb,plus anything else.....
mad by redarc
150 obo i paid 220 in jan 2002
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt to 115ac generator for sale POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is red,and theres a blue one used on ebay for 400
SUBJECT>Re:thanks bill!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22995
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,but to be honest,its kinda a happy medium between doing it right and getting it
done,and stopping the rust from further damage to cab and quarters.For example,the
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bed was sand blasted,there was little rust to start with (the bed was from Cal.),but did'nt.take the time to hammer
out all the dents,that sort of stuff,but doing some of the mods.
along the way.New 12 volt wiring harness,tilt/telescopic steering column(if I could find
one little plastic part),power brakes,power steering,lockouts,V8/auto,snorkel,new top
with roll up rear window,buckets,and new body rubber and lift with stainless.Thats
about all I can think of off the top of my head.Thats the plan anyway.
Making it more...lets say...user friendly.
Bill
SUBJECT>wow,check this out..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 June
2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..cheapish 6.5's,complete.
http://www.gm-diesel-engines.com/gm-diesel-engines.html
locally running $5k or so new.
SUBJECT>Stock 205 t-case???POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23072 23110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do most of you all leave the stock divorced t-case(205)?Or do you switch it out for a
married one?I have a 454/th400/205 combo but if the divorced case works fine I will get
a OD auto and put it infront of it.
Thanks
Jim
SUBJECT>np200 stock,not 205 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,21 June
2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23071 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
not a bad case except for the offset.Divorced 205's somewhat hard to find 'round here...
np200 fine for most uses.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Beafire...POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,21 June 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23065 NEXT>23089 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That might be a little early for me...maybe this fall I'll have all the bugs worked out of the
truck.I'm still setting up my winch and front driveline and a few engine bugs yet too.I
want to try flathead fishing there too....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23061
NEXT>23112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your lucky to have a hip gal by your side.2 years ago the state auction in Santa Fe (I'm in.Albuquerque)had 3
deuces.All multi-turbos.All were in great shape.First one went for
$300.Second with shop van body went for $600,and the third with 3k original miles
went for $1300!You guessed it,I missed the auction!!Damn!I woulda bought all three
just to have them for buddies to use and pull me out when I get stuck.I'm finishing up my
second 715 (first has 350/700 R4)This one has a 350/T-98,and I may put in a Brownie
over and under I bought for $100 (by the way,have you thought of tryin'one of these on
the deuce?the 30%overdrive outta be nice for the highway,mine came off a KW so
strength is not a problem).Gotta get the Unimog back on the road (my adapter for the
Ford engine had a meltdown),then I'm gonna start shoppin'for a deuce.Maybe I can
hitch up one of the 715s to the deuce and head out your way for some trail bashin'!
SUBJECT>Re:on a related note..POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23056 NEXT>23077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I was a kid,I "joyrode"one of these huge loaders on the Nuclear Weapons storage
base.Security was so high,they left the keys in everything.I had a blast for about an hour
till the Mps showed up.They chased us for 10 miles on our dirt bikes,we hid in an
abandoned mine.They also had some M-47 tanks.I couldn't figure out how to start them.
Too bad!As far as guns,I have a 7"Blackhawk,my buddy has a snub nose 44.He must
be huge.
SUBJECT>Re:Buy of the day!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23064 NEXT>23144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 30 miles east of des moines right on I-80....Newton
SUBJECT>it's still a .44..girth,not length..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
22 June 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23075 NEXT>23193
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...he just wants you to think something,I"ll wager hahahahah
SUBJECT>Tail light bracket POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got my tail lights from AB and was wondering,if anyone would send or post some
pics of the bracket and location on the truck.My truck did'nt have either so i'm stabbing
at the dark.Or if someone had some extra brackets they were willing to unload,it would
save me some fab time.If it matters,they are the style tail lights with the bigger half
circle lens.
Thank ya much
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Bill
SUBJECT>Re:24v to 12v converter for sale POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Trade ya a very good used NP-205 T-Case for it,I'll
ship.Brandon
SUBJECT>o it yourself bedliners...which is better POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23082 23083 23097 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking to put a roll in bedliner in the bed of my truck and in the cab.I know there is
at least two brands out there.Anyone had any good sucess with one or the other?And are
the spray cans or the roll on ones better?-Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Water In the Engine POSTER>Mike EMAIL>heatdog88@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23085 23157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took my M715 for a bath in the local river.After being stuck for about two hours (the
water was above my stock wheels),my oil was watered down.I've changed the oil twice.
The dipstick finally shows all oil.What can I do to get the remaining water out?Any
other advice?
SUBJECT>roll on!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23080 NEXT>23086 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well,I haven't seen the spray cans...I used Durabak,2 coats,worked out great except on
the spots I didn't take the time to prep right.I was using it in a work van.Also,make sure
you have proper ventilation,I left all the doors open on the van for 2 days for total curing,
and on the first night you could smell it in the house...which was about 100'away...pretty
nasty.For a garage,I'd STRONGLY recommend a good fan.
Price at NAPA was about $100,plenty to do the bed on a 715.Make sure you stir it really
well,it's basically rubber bits in solution,and they settle into a big clump at the bottom.
Power stirrer works a hell of a lot better than the stick that comes w/kit,no one has
forearms that big.
SUBJECT>ROLL-ON POSTER>LNKm715 EMAIL>mtmt715@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaO4t8Luy5UOo PREVIOUS>23080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The roll on type is the best.I used Duplicolor's bedliner which I rolled on with the roller
you can get with it.If you dont clean the area,or scratch it up good,it doesn't adhere very
good.I tryed the spray can also,and you cant get it near as thick without using a hundred
cans,as you can with the roller.I've used it on the back of fender,and pretty much
everywhere that you usually spray undercoating.Hope this helps,
LNKm715
SUBJECT>Winch Bumper measurements POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I need to know the length of the drivers side bumper for the
winch bumper.I am cutting
down a nonwinch bumper.Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Water In the Engine POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23081
NEXT>23109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will probably keep finding small amounts of water until the engine gets warm for the
first time.Maybe there is some water trapped in the oil filter?
SUBJECT>Re:roll on!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23082
NEXT>23087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure you don't spill brake fluid on your DuraBak'd bed.I did and it peeled right up.
It didn't seem too tough,but I'm sure it's tougher than just regular paint.It's a lot cheaper
than Rhino Linings,but Rhino stuff can be up to 1/4"thick.I bought the truck with the
stuff in it,so I don't know how it was prepped.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:roll on!POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjeca2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23086 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used roll on then topped it off with spray cans.It left a better texture...my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Beafire...POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23073
NEXT>23141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When it is up and running let me know.There is nothing like playing in the woods with a
couple of M trucks.The little jeeps are always impressed with how our trucks handle the
trails.
SUBJECT>Kansaa Krawl POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like a fun event coming to Kansas.Check out the details At
http://www.dpgoffroad.com/trailkrawlers.htm
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SUBJECT>top POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,22 June
2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23094 23095
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 M715 that I got from a fire department with a metal hard top riveted to the
original top bows.I have made this top removable.I have also built a roll bar.I would
like to make or have someone make a bikini type top using the stock windshield groove.and snaps at the
front,connnectiong to the roll bar.I would like to know what other
vehicles used the same front windshield groove and if the is someone in central Texas
that could make such a top.Thanks,Barrman.
SUBJECT>12v ignition switch POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am converting the engine to a 12v elictrical and am wondering if it is possible to keep
the switch on the dash and the push button starter switch?I really like the way they are
and I want to keep it stock where ever possible.thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:12v ignition switch POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23092 NEXT>23098 23153 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have converted mine and did'nt change out the switches.Will
SUBJECT>Re:top POSTER>koobster EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net DATE>Sunday,
22 June 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23091 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should be able to use the same bikini type top that is used on the m38a1/early cj-5.
They had the same groove on the fram and should work.I bought mine from local jeep
store for around 40.00
koobster
SUBJECT>Re:top POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23091
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian's mother makes them to your spec's,50.00 dollars.BSisson@Bellsouth.net
SUBJECT>Toe-In for M715 w/Radial Tires POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23055 NEXT>
23099 23101 23115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma:
What is the proper toe-in for these beasts ???I am running 315 x 16 Wild Country
Radials (a Kelly Springfield private label).
Many thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:Do it yourself bedliners...which is better POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23080 NEXT>23116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I and my wife used a liquid paint stripper,MEK,and two
sanders to remove all the paint
in the floor of the cab area where water and mud would settle.We made sure that the bare
surfaces were thoroughly roughed up and then put on DupliColor Roll-on Bedliner.It
looks great.What's great about it is the fact that now I can put my rubber mats back down
on the floor and not have to worry about rust forming underneath them.
SUBJECT>same here..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at
7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nothing changed
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-In for M715 w/Radial Tires POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_22.html
this the setup I used.
SUBJECT>Re:Tail light bracket POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23088
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aaahh...ok i see
thanks
SUBJECT>what the manual says,HERE POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22
June 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23096 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
using the bar method (measure distance between tires at the rear of tire,in tread
centerline,compare to distance between tires in front of tire.Take measurements from
axle centerline-vertical center of tire)it is supposed to be set at 3/32-5/32.That's the diff.
between rear and front.Rear wider of course.=)
SUBJECT>other jeep heaters/ac's POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23103 23114 23216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will the waggy or j truck ac stuff fit?i mean all of it.if you wanted to putt ac in your
truck,what stuff bolts up?
i think i was in the sun today too long pulling the cummins motor out
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SUBJECT>well..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23102 NEXT>23104 23105 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..the heater will fit.The a/c stuff SHOULD,since the 715's have the civvy dash bottom..
don't have one to fit up,I've got a complete a/c setup in the garage.The compressor
would be an issue,have to fit it onto the stock motor (unless you don't heheh)....You've got me curious now...anyone
see a problem w/that?The heater stuff fits under the
stock J-dashes,and it looks to me like there is more room under the M-dash...the a/c stuff
hangs off the bottom,and should work in the 715...
725's are SOL as the dash is all different.I'm going w/Mojave Heater (to keep the engine
bay free)and some undiscovered a/c.
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
22 June 2003,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23103 NEXT>23106
23146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i planned on running a stock ac compressor on the cummins 4cyl
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,
22 June 2003,at 9:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23103 NEXT>23147
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The J truck heater and the FSJ AC all fit in there just fine and dandy.My AC hangs down
a little lower in the back than the front (thus the vents are angled UP towards you).Dunno
why.Maybe the hoses weren't long enough or something.I haven't pulled it apart to check
it.But it does fit fine.
Alan put in choke cables to control the heater air flow,so I can have defrost,heater or a
combination of both,just like on the 86+FSJ's.
SUBJECT>in that case POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,22 June 2003,at
10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23104 NEXT>23108 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the other stuff should fit.BTW,how's the cummins fit in there?I mean,what do your
measurements say?if I can find him I'd like to take a lot at UTJeeper's,since he's
semilocal...
SUBJECT>Anybody seen Cookie Baker POSTER>koobster/Utah
EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 3:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has Anyone seen Pam (Cookie Baker)out of Kansas.She used to make the M715 zone t-
shirts and and stickers.Come to think about it I havent seen anything form a lot of the
"old Pack"did they form thier own pack from the the yahoo club and run away while I
was deployed.
SUBJECT>Re:in that case POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23106
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen pictures of a 6BT in a M715,so a 4BT should fit quite nicely.
SUBJECT>Re:Water In the Engine POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:16 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>23085 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The remaining droplets *should*evaporate...basically,what MikeL said.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock 205 t-case???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23071 NEXT>
23211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,that's a sweet combo!My thoughts,dump that in and either shoot for a Gear Vendors
overdrive for the NP205 or swap in 4.56's...OR run some 39"or more tires on stock
gears...any of those will keep from twisting the rat motor too badly.A lot of the stock
NP200 have overheating problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Me POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23060 NEXT>23150 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I took the No-Spin apart yesterday and didn't see any visual damage inside or any real
wear patterns.I need to use the truck this week so I put it all together and slapped the posi
and diff back in.I did put it in in the opposite direction it had been spinning.Katie and I
hit the powerlines to test...still works and feels the same.I didn't get to flog it in a mud
put,but it still sounds 'loose.'The next time I have some time,I'm taking it back apart and
shimming the springs.The unit 'expands'to about a foot tall if you take it apart on a
bench.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23074 NEXT>23192 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not sure how successful the Brownie would be on a duece truck.They're not overly
endowed with power to begin with.The diesels already have a 15%overdrive in the
3053's.Maybe switching to the 3052,non overdrive,then using the browie's 30%may
work for flatlanding.?Be fun to try!
SUBJECT>Re:The ultimate accessory POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23040 NEXT>
LINKNAME>SKS bayonet
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2179686710&catego
ry=4719
Oh,okay...after this!:D
eBay item=2179686710
SUBJECT>Re:other jeep heaters/ac's POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net.DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 6:18
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23102
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a CJ A/C unit in my truck.I have the AMC 390 engine,so the compressor bracket
was easy.Still trying to scrape the money up,so I can finish the job.Its gettin'hot here,
and my hardtop is not coming off.
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Many Thanks For the Info POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23096 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Beafire/Tacoma:
Many thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Has anyone used Herculiner???POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23097 NEXT>23125 23596 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone try herculiner or has everyone used Dupli-Color?
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug's got jokes!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
23 June 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>23033 NEXT>23120 23155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepist Doug,
Your reference to it only taking 5 minutes was WAY off.I'd like to say that it took
longer....well,let me give you the comparasin I tried on my wife:
"You see,Jean Ellen,when I first started spinning wrenches on my 715 I used to savor
every second and thus I'd sometimes spend all night in the shop tweaking this or that.
Now,I've had the 715 for years,though I still love it,I find myself rushing through the
steps and what used to take hours now takes only a few minutes.....or in some cases 30
seconds.I still love you and enjoy our quality time,but I've fine-tuned my motions as to
allow for no wasted energy.So,you see,you're an integral part of progress."
You can use that if you need to.
Acutally,My wife is slated to pop in 1 week and 1 day.We're all excited.I told her that
we needed to stop making kids at about age 35 so that we don't end up with a Downe's
kid (Tom).Seeing as how we want about 4 kids I'm planning to plant another seed in a
year or so.
I guess you're alright,
-B..SUBJECT>Tire balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23 June
2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm fixing to take Jeepist Doug's advice and try to balance my tires.
I've got a couple of cases of skeet shot and I'm going to break the shells open and get out
the shot.I think I can feed that through the valve stem (with the core removed).Any one
know about how many ounces I need per tire?Will this effect the tube in any way in the
long run?Will it help enough to be worth it?
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Stock Motor w/Power Brakes?POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23123 23156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any of you guys installed a power brake set-up with the stock motor?I was wanting to do
this and was wondering where to best get vac for the brake booster?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug's got jokes!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23117 NEXT>23122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4............4...............4................4........For the love of god don't do it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I'll send a
Couple of mine down to stay a week and I'll bet you change your mind.
Love my 3 boys more than life itself but since the third I've picked up quite a noticable
stutter and a twitch in my right eye.One more and i would probably start wetting
myself....more often.
What's your shink say about this?
Doug
SUBJECT>24 volt to 12 volt flasher conversion POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23127 23148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just fyi,for those with SOLID STATE flashers....
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Lee,
The "24v"flasher (note the quotes)is designed to operate in the 8v to 32v
range (I confirmed this by talking with an engineer at the manufacturer).I
installed the 24v flasher in my M38A1 running 12v and it works flawlessly.
I find it odd that when I have told this to other MV folks,they adamantly
insist that this setup will not work.I guess my M38A1 has a mind of it's
own.The short answer:the stock 24v solid state flasher will work fine at
12v.
Happy MVing!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug's got jokes!POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:35
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23120 NEXT>
23124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH...that's what the twitch was from.Katie and I were a little concerned.Heh,heh.
Brian,funny...turdball.Sooooo,will you try for five if the first four are girls?
SUBJECT>Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23119 NEXT>
23126 23134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A related brake question.I am following spicergear's suggestion with the (Advanced Auto
#101749)77'Corvette non-power MC.Having trouble to find a Gladiator (delco)booster
--not listed at Advanced Auto.
Can anyone "tell me where to go"--with respect to finding a booster,that is.
We are running a 350 sbc with the stock brakes.
MAny thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23122
NEXT>23129 23151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and the puddle.
Who do you feel sorry for
1:future father of 4
2:poor woman who married him
3:the children
Though choice but I'm leaning towards the children,afterall,they will probably think thier
father is normal for at least a portion of thier childhood
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone used Herculiner???POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23116
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put Herculiner (black)in the bed of my Ram.
So far so good only thing that has managed to scrath it was draggin out a dana44 and that
was only in a area that wasn't scrached enough during the prep.
the product is acetone based with little pieces of rubber in it.
I applied it with a shutz gun (undercoating)and it gave it a nice texture and finish.I
highly reccomend this approach.
The product covered up all of but the most sever dents and scratches.
I was first going to Rino line it but $500 vs $50 (cdn)I can reapply it 10 times and come
out even.
After a year the semi gloss finish turned mat I armoralled it to bring back the shine.the.texture is rough enough so
that you do not slip.
I would definatly use it again!
Al
SUBJECT>don't ask for Gladiator POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23 June
2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23123 NEXT>23128
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ask for say,79 Wagoneer.Parts guys have told me:dana44s never came on Jeeps,Jeep
never made a 360,you can't get parts for those anymore,the only engine is a 6cyl etc etc.
Sometimes it's best to ask for something else,rather than waste blood pressure on the
ignernt.Yeah,ignertnt LOL
good luck
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt to 12 volt flasher conversion POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23121 NEXT>23177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Makes a little sense after you think about it.
Flashers use a Bi-metal that reacts to heat...heats is from amps not volts.
Cool,thanks for answering a question I had not even asked yet.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:don't ask for Gladiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23126 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try early '70's J-10...they look close.
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23124 NEXT>23130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A 'Springer'episode in the distant future.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23129
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn near wet myself again on that one.
gonna wear that one out when talking about my sister in-law.PERFECT APPLICATION
for the joke.
SUBJECT>Ouch!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,23
June 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23132
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=153708
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23131 NEXT>23133 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
CARNAGE---Sweet!
SUBJECT>see?see!?!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at
1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23132 NEXT>23135 23226
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm telling you..CAGE!
SUBJECT>Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23123 NEXT>
23138 23233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many thanks guys !!!
Following your advice,I found the following at Advance Auto Parts for a 79 Waggie:
A1 Cardone 5471124
Reman.;w/o Master Cylinder,Lifetime Limited Warranty
Weight:10.1 lbs.,$95.79,$20.00 core
Adding the 77 'Vette MC:
A1 Cardone 101749,Remanufactured,Lifetime Limited Warranty
Weight:7.8 lbs.,$15.96,$7.00 core
Adds up to ~$139 (plus shipping)for the power assist w/remanufactured parts.Looks
like a plan to me.We will get our vacuum from an auxilliary vacuum pump on the 350
sbc (as our 3"exhaust off the Novak ceramic headers --these are bitchin --may not
generate much vacuum (but lot's of throatiness !!!).
The 77 'Vette Bendix looks a bit heavier:
Bendix R11749,Remanufactured;1 1/8"
1 Year Replacement Warranty
Weight:8.8 lbs.,$32.28,$6.00 core
If the 101749 has good balls,and being cheaper,this is the way that I would go.Limited
lifetime versus 1 yr replacement,too (for what it's worth).Spicergear,you are the man
here--go 'Vette in your humble opinion ???
Mounting the booster looks like a straight up bolt on.Am I incorrect on this ???
You guys are great,especially your patience in answering these same questions so many
times.This really helps us worms (new guys in the oilfield).
Good on ya,mates !!!
Tomasso.SUBJECT>Re:see?see!?!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23133
NEXT>23160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
79 blazer that I'm parting out definently proved how necessary cages are while i was
dismantling it this weekend.Cut the cab top off and hooked a cable to the pass side
quarter nd pulled(not jerked)the pass quarter,cheesey rear roll bar and drivers quarter
with one slow easy pull.LMAO.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Bumper measurements POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23084 NEXT>23137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can somebody please measure a drivers side bumper for me.I need to know how long to
cut mine.Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Bumper measurements POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23136 NEXT>23161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,mine is bent pretty good but if I had to place money on it,I would say it was 34-1/8"
prior to the damage
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Bama1
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa 0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>23134 NEXT>
23140 23232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please help me understand what an auxilliary vacuum boost pump is,and how do you
plan to attach or mount it?Ultimately,how do you tie it into the system?
Inputs are welcomed from anyone using the stock motor and experience with doing this.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:who has the junkyard connection?????POSTER>Bill Geer
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EMAIL>geer@frontiergeneral.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23063 NEXT>23455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm also in Arlington.I have a rough M715 hard top which I just towed home from
Redstone (GOV Liquidation Auction)a couple of months ago.I might be interested in
your rig.When could I see it?
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23138 NEXT>23142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tomasso,
Are you running a mean cam?I don't think big headers alone will kill the vacuum.Please.school me if I'm out of it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Beafire...POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23089 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee
Did you make it out for fathers day?My buddies and I will be there for the fourth of july
and the weekend.Come on out if you get time.
Steve
SUBJECT>Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23140 NEXT>
23145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris:
You are correct.We have set up the 350 sbc with a truck/towing cam for lot's of low end.
With the headers and other performance parts (edelbrock maniford and 600 4 bbl,
distributor,etc.)we figure to be close to 325 hp @4500 rpm and lot's of low-end balls
around 1500.
Checking with Northern Auto Supply (our performance parts supplier --reasonably prices
and very knowledgeable),the cam we are using should not compromise the pressure,
regardless of the 3"pipes.So,it appears that the auxilliary vacuum pump will not be
needed.Yoo are right and I stand corrected.
BTW,we decided to paint the civvy grill black to match the other trim and frame --
thought a re-cromed grill might look out of place (but it will be cheaper as well).We are
between the AERVOE OD or forest green at this point--I am partial to the forest green
Sould look sharp with black trim.
Adding twin stainless exhaust and 70 series ss thrustmaster's this week.Should be throaty
!!!We are anxious to start the beast up and her her roar.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>wag ?'s POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Monday,23
June 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23158 23171
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking at an 86'wagoner it has a 360.Anyone done that swap?Fairly easy?Also gonna
do p.steering and p.brakes any comments much appreciated.I think i'll only have a
couplr of weeks to strip it down and get rid of it.The lady of the house isn't happy with
the first non running jeep in the drive way.
Thanks Shane
SUBJECT>Re:Buy of the day!!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23076.NEXT>23167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Once I get settled in down there we'll have to meet up sometime.
-
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23142 NEXT>23152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn man,sounds like you're going all out!What's the stainless exhaust going to set you
back?
Anyhow,I'm glad the grille worked out for you.Sounds like it'll be a bitching truck once
it's finished.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23104
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lee
i would love to see some pics of that 4bt!please email to krm3725@aol.com
thank you
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23105
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool..........
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt to 12 volt flasher conversion POSTER>Ricky
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine work with 12v.Maybe there are more lurking about????They must be rare.I mean
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that its rare,for someone to think outside the "box"..
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody seen Cookie Baker POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23107 NEXT>23154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think she got mad because of the poor turnout at the last FE.she spent a lot of money on
food and stuff and not many people showed up.i think it is sad.i offered her money,and i
didn't even go.
if you are out there pam,please write.we miss you....
maybe we should start a rescue cookie baker fund...i'm in for $20.00
anyone else?.krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Me POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23111
NEXT>23262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shim it baby!!!shim it.
k
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23124
NEXT>23165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i feel sorry for all of them.children scare me.i got me a new woman because i didn't want
any little ones.i just want jeeps and dogs.and,(this is for spiceboy),i'm thinking real
hard about a GSXR!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Tomasso
EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23145 NEXT>
23164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris:
5 bills for the full installation/parts.I have pictures of the whole process and will load to
the Mebmers Gallery when we get a bit further along.
The 350 sbc is very sweet.We figured for the SS differential over a non-SS performance
exhaust,the looks (not to mention durability)were worth the extra cost.Given the room
under these truck,the install should be pretty straight forward.
A New Hampshire ("Live Free or Die !!!")self described "hillbilly",who builds racing
motors for the local track,is doing the engine honors.A real perfectionist !!!It's not often
that he gets to go all out on a rebuild,so he's having lot's of fun/pride.Plus,the beast is
attracting lot's of lookers and ginning up some additional business for him.
The truck has 16,770 miles on the odometer and sat most of it's life in the depot in
Manchaster NH,then to the Chichester NH forest fire station.It's very clean with vitrually
no rust !!!Looks like there were not many forest fires in NH and it sat in the garage most
of the time.George (Vermont Salvage and Surplus,where we got the beast)says it is one
of the nicer ones he has seen.The LU-4 was the clincher for us.As well,someone went
nuts with steel channel to beef up the front bumber !!!Guess I won't have to worry about
a deer guard (this is a problem in farm country around here).
So,I count my blessings and hope that the M715's re-incarnation as a kick a$$farm truck
is fitting for it's (and my !!!)cosmic karma.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:12v ignition switch POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 6:15 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23093 NEXT>23187
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well cool,I firgured it could be done,but just wasnt sure.What did you do to wire up the
alternater?
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody seen Cookie Baker POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wasnt it cookie who arranged the last shirt buy?That was after taking a lose on the F.E.
So her heart is still in the right place.I invited her to our attempt at a F.E.,She stated she
would like to make it but had previous plans.Thats all I know.
Yeah not much!
Steve
SUBJECT>One week and a day POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23117
NEXT>23195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B tell Jean Ellen to squeeze those legs together a little longer my B-day is the 5th of
july.Tell her we said to have a short labor (but looking at you would induce anything)
sorry could'nt resist.Some Ass has been stealing gas out of my truck.Filled up 50 miles
ago 3 weeks and drove it to the store to get gas for the lawnmower had to use it to get
home.Guess the grass is gonna have to wait.I am to pi$$ed to cut it now.Look for my pic
on Americas most wanted if I catch my crack head alcoholic neighbor with a siphon hose
stuck in his mouth.Remington 1100 12 ga with #1 buck might be a better fit.What ya
think?Will
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Motor w/Power Brakes?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23119
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any port you can find would work fine.There's a pipe plug just to the rear (nearer the
firewall)of the intake manifold that looks like it would be convenient.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Water In the Engine POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23
June 2003,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23081 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully you also changed the oil filter.Other than that,just run the engine and let it
warm up fully for a while to evaporate any remaining water.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:wag ?'s POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23143
NEXT>23159 23162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for it.Alan Bennet did it on the one I'm driving right now.The only issue (and a
MAJOR ONE)is that you'll want a t-case with the correct passenger side drop for the
front axle!D'oh!Or are you just wanting to swap the motor???.Ethan
SUBJECT>t-case drop POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at
9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the drop switched in 80.The motor mounts should bolt up w/little or no problem,might
have to drill a hole or two,they're mounted w/the shock towers...
SUBJECT>i'm working one up POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,23 June
2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23135 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...for the old Cherokee.Tied to the frame as much as possible.Working out the details on
entry and backseat access (NONE,it's my Jeep and no one will ride in the back!)Seen
enough rolled vehicles here in lovely,steep UT...the rockcrawlers just roll back over and
drive home,the rest get lifeflighted to a hospital bed.Every year at least a couple yahoos
flip a truck somewhere...bad scene.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Bumper measurements POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,23 June 2003,at 10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23137
NEXT>23163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepist Doug/IA did a great job measuring his bent bumper.I'm getting 34-1/16 inches on
mine.
SUBJECT>Re:wag ?'s POSTER>Shane EMAIL>hoopteecat@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
24 June 2003,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23158 NEXT>23175
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just planned on doing the motor.Do the motor mounts need to be changed on the truck
or are the 230's in the same location?
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Bumper measurements POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug and Robert Thanks a lot.I can take it to work with me and cut it off now.Thanks
Guys Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23152
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located at in NH ?
Rick.SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23151 NEXT>23174 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I appreciate you guy's concern.The love in here astounds me.
I'd like to think I AM normal.
Seriously,I just always liked kids and so has Jean Ellen.Assuming I go 3 rounds and end
up with 3 girls-I'll have to think alot about trying for the 4th.The odds would just
outweigh it.
I'm gonna raise my daughter to be the butchest,meanest,roughest chick on the block.It's
going to be a fine line keeping her from being a dyke.
-B.
SUBJECT>Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23170
23176 23197 23209 23215 23225 23266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,about a month ago my sister went out to her Jeep on a Sunday morn to find it sitting
on cinder blocks and her new 38"Boggers gone.She was naturally pissed and called the
cops.The jeep had been sitting in a fenced 4X4 shop's yard and the area was monitored
by cameras.The cops watched the video of Stumpy removing tires and rolling them out.
He was about 20,white,golf hat turned upside down and wearing baggey overalls.The
cops were all "We'll do our best mam."and left.
State farm coughed up $1500 to replace them and the rims (she has $0 deductable)and
she got new Boggers.
So,yesterday at 4:20 her boyfriend calls and says that he is sitting in the supermarket
parking lot waiting on the owner of a Jeep to come out and that the jeep is running her
boggers.Same cut pattern,same barb-wire tear and all.She runs up there and they corner
Stumpy.He claimed (at first)that he bought them off a guy for $50 and that the guy had
told him he ordered the wrong size and so they were useless to him.Amanda called the
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cops and Barney showed up to question Stumpy.Stumpy called his parents who showed
up.The cops asks stumpy where he got the tires and he said he paid $500 for them off
Ebay.The parents are all "Yep,our boy woldn't steal."so Amanda asks to see the reciept
at which point the parents get nervous and ask the cop if they can leave.The cops said
that since Memphis is broken down into a couple of suburbs and they happened to not be
in the suburb that the crime was commited in that he couldn't hold the kid.Amanda was
all "I have this punk on video stealing those tires."the cops shrugged and told Amanda
that she could exchange information with the kid's parents and get a detective to look into
it.The kid's parents go "Do we have to?"and the cops said no.Kid laughs in her face and
says that the tires will be sold in a day and that it was the easiest thing he's ever done.Cop
walks away.Parents leave.Amanda stands there pissed as hell.
He wouldn't give his name or adress.They got a tag #,but what to do with it?
I suggested they find Stumpy's house and either steal back tires,sugar his gas tank,hand.him a vicious beat-down,or
ass-rape him.Maybe all the above.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Buy of the day!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23144 NEXT>23293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will do,I get to davenport area every couple of months,I'll hollar next time I'm headed
that way.
See Ya
Doug
PS:Theres a 715 lurking at a fire dept somewhere near you....I'll have to get a map and see
if I can remember the name of the town.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23118 NEXT>23169 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hear that you can also use a mixture of water and antifreeze and that it works better.
Easier to get into a tube.
Anyone?
Anyone?
Bueler?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont know jack,but if water and antifreeze work why couldn't you use fix-a-flat?Super
easy to get in anyway.
Go ahead be the guinea pig,save the world with your valuable research.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>23172 23252 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's BS that the cops "can't do anything"!Go above there heads.
Also find the punks house and watch him sell them,then you'll also have him for selling
stolen goods as well as theft.(and you may find that the "buyer"is cool and will work
with you and the cops)I think taking matters into your own hands on this one may be a
bad idea as the cops are already involved...BUT getting a "friend"who is not involved to
sugar the gas tank,or drain his oil and add a gallon or two of Simple Green to his.crankcase will slow him down!(or
both!!)If you can't get under the hood then just drain
the oil,coolant and trans fluid...chances are he won't even notice the gauges till it's too
late.Keep us all posted!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:wag ?'s POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Swap out the intake and carb to an edelbrock or similar as the stock two barrel and ALL
the MILES of vac lines suck!Other than that it's a great motor!If it has a lot of miles at
all (anything over or close to 100K )then put bearings in the bottom end and an oil pump
before you install.Minimal expense and VERY worth it as it is a weak link in these
motors.My .02 :)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23170
NEXT>23173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some lowlife stole a purse from my wife's office.This was the latest in a string of such
events.This time,however,the guy drove all of 2 miles to the Home Depot,smiled for
the camera,and rang up several hundred bucks on the WOMAN's card!Cops are called,
card co.eats the fraud,cops say they can't do anything unless the card co.presses charges.
Card co.says dollar amount not high enough to worry about.Nobody cares that this has
become a career for this asshole,and you and I pay for it.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>kaiser715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23172
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just go to www.revengeunlimited.com you have to register,but I got no spam/etc when I
did.Lots,lots of ideas.Have fun,we'll take a collection and throw your bail.
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23165
NEXT>23180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope you have better luck than your parents did in keeping their children straight:-)
Ron
Yes,I am talking about you B,not any of your siblings.
SUBJECT>don't know..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at
10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23162 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...as my own Jeep has a 460 in it.If you DO have to swap mounts,it's easy as pie,just
look at the donor truck..there is a weld that will have to be cut off,and then it's a bolt-on
deal.No real hassle whatsoever.I once put a v8 in place of a 258 in a Cherokee,same
thing,had to move the mounts back,NO PROBLEM whatsoever...you can do it!but I dont know where the 230 mts are....
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>23178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gotta love the parents...Surely it's society's fault and not theirs that their kid grew up like
that.
If my parents found out I had stolen an apple,they would have made sure I was VERY
VERY sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt to 12 volt flasher conversion POSTER>Reagan
EMAIL>reagan_woolf@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhh,but this is a "solid state"flasher.That means transistors and diodes and other little
silicon things in lieu of bimetal springs.
Reagan
SUBJECT>Mikel POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23176 NEXT>23179 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you German?What I'm asking for is that there was a guy trying to buy Spicer's truck
(before Spice realized it was worthless)and that guy was German.The next couple of
weeks go by and then you started posting.
Not to insult you,but "Mikel"sounded germanic.In a way.Sort of.
Anyhow,I see you posts alot on *that other board*and wondered.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
24 June 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23178 NEXT>23181
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I'm Spanish (actually Basque -Mikel is the Basque version of Michael).I bought my
truck back in October last year.
I could never afford Spicer's truck :-)
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23174 NEXT>23196 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
SO..PISSED.
AT.
RONNER.
CAN'T.
SEE.
STRAIGHT.
SEEING.
RE .
MUST.
KILL.
RONNER.
Ron,I miss our senseless banter that we had before off-topic discussions were banned
from the board.By Doug.Ahhh....the good old days.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23179 NEXT>23183 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You wouldn't want it.From what I hear it's mostly held together with J.B.weld.
Cool.Sorry if I was prying or anything-it's just that I've been admiring your tech posts on
both web pages for a while and was curious.
Take it light.
-B.
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SUBJECT>strongest xfer case POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what's stronger than a 205?I hear good things about Atlas,but not so good of things
about Atlas in a big truck (sorry Paul).
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Mikel POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
24 June 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23181 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for your comments on my rocker-otomy.I just ordered a new floor from
Jeeppanelsplus.com and I might be done with the drivers side soon (new inner and outer
rockers,entire floor and the big crossmember thing under the seats).
I have a total of 0.05 miles on my M715 :-)
SUBJECT>Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23182
NEXT>23186 23207 23208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>...the Atlas w/the 32spl front output shaft is about unbreakable.Local
rockcrawler freak
managed to bust a few 205s in his Blazer,got the Atlas and is oh so happy.Someone
online has a chart w/all the factory torque ratings for popular t/c's,the Atlas was far and
away the champ...AA lists it as 900ft lbs...
anyway,it's still way too much freaking dough.A twinstick 205 w/a doubler is still
cheaper than an Atlas.
but to answer your question,to the best of my knowledge,the Atlas is it for small truck
t/c's.I'm sure there are stronger ones in say,4wd road graders or something....
SUBJECT>List Update POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
24 June 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
still compiling...about 50 people so far.So far,OH of all places is leading the list...
To anyone who hasn't yet sent me info and would like to be included on the M715 Zone
Owners List,please send the following:
1.real name
2.screen name
3.city/state
4.email
5.phone number,if you want.
The whole idea is to have a resource for like-minded (about m715's anyway)folk to get in
touch w/each other..while travelling,or maybe you don't know there's a guy a county
over or something...
Anyway,thanks in advance,this will be cool when it's done..
SUBJECT>actually,the wrecking yard may work....POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23184 NEXT>23198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
np205 divorced mount can also be had with 32 splines.
the np205 that was broken on por was a 10 spline (I think)
the
nv 241,and 241hd are pretty stout,and 2.72 to 1 gears,with 5555 max input torque and
gvw of 8800 and 11000 respectively.the 241 hd is post 1998 ram trucks and has a pto
port,and is 19.41 inches in length,can be found in drivers/passenger drop and
with/without speedo drive
nv261hd and 261shd sem good,but i have NO idea what they are in
nv271 is the most stout and i believe is the transfer in superdutys
http://newventuregear.com/tcases.html
note,there is rumor that jbconversions is working on a 3to1 kit for the 205.he says its
still a ways off
SUBJECT>Re:12v ignition switch POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 3:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23153 NEXT>23190
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went to the parts house and got a chevy alt and the plug.Stopped by the beer store picked
up a case.Took it all to a buddy and told him he could have the beer if he wired it up.I do
know that the hot wire is hooked into the electric fuel pump switch.Turn on the pump and
the alt starts charging.If that makes any sense.Have fun making your brackets I used 2
long bolts and a lot of lock washers for spacers.Will
SUBJECT>ohio leads!?!POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is great!!,hey ya know these trucks were built in toledo so,,go figure!thanks smash
SUBJECT>N.C.This weekend,Who's Coming POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23191 23199 23206 23244 23355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody.I'm just trying to figure out who's coming out this weekend.I know Tony
and DP are planning on it,and we'd love to have more folks -there's plenty of room for
camping and plenty of trails to ride!
SUBJECT>Re:12v ignition switch POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23187 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,it should be fun mounting that alt.Im sure though that I can dig up some sort of
wiring diagram and can figure it out.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.This weekend,Who's Coming POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know if you will be having another one anytime from late August to May of next
year and I will be there.Ill be going to school outside of Raleigh and would love to join
ya.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23112
NEXT>23201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool.Having not driven one,I didn't know if they had power to spare,that is,enough to
pull that extra 30%overdrive.Sounds like they were geared properly from the start to
keep in the torque range.We have alot of hills out here and we're also a mile up,so
maybe I should just be content with running 52 mph!!Gotta learn patience in my old age
anyway.I keep going against the grain re-powerring these old military beasts,and they
don't always like it.I notice them glaring at me sometimes.I just built a fresh 300 six
Ford shortblock for my Unimog,and while running in the cam bearings,it started to
vibrate,and one of the mounting ears fell off the bellhousing!!This is the kind of re-.payment I get for giving her
a new motor,the china syndrome!!!!!!Salty crockodile
tears!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:it's still a .44..girth,not length..POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me thinketh,U be right Tacoma!!!He's probably a 265 lb.pencil dick geek!!!!
SUBJECT>distributor swap POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23202 23203 23222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am switching my engine to 12v electrical and i can not get the old distrbutor off for
anything.Any of you have this problem and have any advice?thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:One week and a day POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23155
NEXT>23456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
get em boy
SUBJECT>Re:spice POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23180
NEXT>23267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,its'right there in print.Of course you have problems with the seventh word in your
post -seeing,talking,and especially being.
Just kidding (maybe).
My first born is...a girl.I had plans,like yours,to make her a grease monkey.At 3.5
years she cries when she sees a bug.Now my second child is...annother girl,damn.
However,when she sees a bug,she wants to eat it!!I'm pinning my hopes on her for now.
Ron
BTW when JE is giving birth if she happens to say something like "I can't do this"DO
NOT,DO NOT,DO NOT be at all logical and point out that it is a little too late for that
now.Normally I really am smarter than that.And that was the kid that came in at over
10lbs.Oops.
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damn brian
i'm thinking ass woopin and i think my fireants are real hungry.can i have him?please?
can i?huh?please?i'll take real good care of him,i promise!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:actually,the wrecking yard may work....POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:22 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23186 NEXT>23200
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
11000???yum.time to go to the junk yard.....
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.This weekend,Who's Coming POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how long would it take me to get there at 40 mph?i should have left a week ago....
krob725
SUBJECT>to get a 205!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
24 June 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23198 NEXT>23219
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
used also in those big dump trucks,or something that looks just like a 205.Just got back
from checking out a tall deck 427,took a peek at the t/c out of curiosity...
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23192
NEXT>23210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have to have some kind of engine swap kit to repower a mog?i would like to buy
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a radio truck,but i don't like the stock engine.
krob725
SUBJECT>stuck 360 dist.came off like this:POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23194 NEXT>23204 23275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
:BFH applied semi-gently to shaft...broke the corrosion free around the base,then the
BFC to get it out.You've got those tools,right?=)
SUBJECT>Re:distributor swap POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23194
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you don't want the old one........get a bigger hammer.get under the truck with hammer
and a 2 foot length of pipe and go for it.it worked for me.oh and some WD40 might
help.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:stuck 360 dist.came off like this:POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23202 NEXT>23205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's it...BFH!!!!i gots one of those!!!
SUBJECT>be gentle now..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23204.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..might want to actually sell the distributor or something.BFH makes short work of soft
little distributor.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.This weekend,Who's Coming POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 6:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23189 NEXT>23227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still good to be there,looks to be a good chance the CJ is back on the road by the
weekend,if I can get a few more fixes done.Got the carb straight last night,will try and
work magic on the distributor tomorrow.Shouldn't have left it to sit for so long.:(
DP
SUBJECT>Re:Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 205 is stronger than a Atlas !
The 205 is higher rated than a Atlas,get a 32 spline front output from a ford for your 205
and you have a bulletproof transvercase.
SUBJECT>Re:Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23184 NEXT>23238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I like my Atlas.I have never seen a 32 spline Atlas break in any application.The
only problem with the Atlas is the price.Anyway,the 205 is the weaker of the two.That's
my two cents worth.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.Stumpy AND The COP!!!!!I got arrested a year ago for picking up on a cop's
girlfriend at a bar.She called him on his cell phone while he was on duty.When he pulled
me over I asked him what his probable cause for pulling me over was.He said,"You
picked up on my girlfriend,are you drunk?".I went to jail,but beat the case.I heard a
story once about a guy who was tired of his radar detectors being stolen.He bought an
Escort housing,and wired up a bomb inside.After it was stolen he smiled at the phrase,
"one armed bandit".Too bad we all can't set-up active alarm systems (shotgun traps,
homemade Claymores etc.)without going to prison.One thing my Daddy always taught
me was to,"drag the body inside the house,and make sure he was armed!".Hey,if it's
good enough for the Cops.......
SUBJECT>Unimog/Ford conversion POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 9:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23201 NEXT>23221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That's what I have,a radio truck.I made a kit for using
a Ford 300 6.I've got an Offy
intake and a Holley 4bbl.It screams!!!Problem is:she just grenaded!!I was using an
adapter with the ford flywheel and mercedes clutch.I had a bit of vibration and now it
must be redone.There was a guy in Canada that made kits for these engines (stock
trannies)he went the ford clutch route and said this was THE way to go.I can't find him
and was told he's gone.No one can locate him.I'm gonna try again using the ford clutch
setup.I'm kicking myself for not buying one of his kits.DAMNNIT!!!!!!Let me tell ya
though.This is THE way!!The 300 fits nicely,you don't even need to modify the engine
cover.The power is incredible!!Going from a 2.2 to a 4.9 allows you to short shift into
6th at 20 mph!!(I live at 5200')When I added the intake and carb,it awakened it even
more!!A true 'Hot-rod Unimog!'I'll keep you posted as I plan on making several of these.
Now that 404s are cheap,I want to buy a couple and re-power them.If you hear of anyone
doing kits,let me know.I'm not the best fabricator,and I'm gonna let a buddy give this a
shot.In fact,we're going after it this coming week.Kevin.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock 205 t-case???POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 10:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23110
NEXT>23235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the responses.I went over and saw the beast today everything seems to
work except one rear blinker light and the driver side wiper motor needs to be put on.But
all lights work(cool red dash lights)The light switch is something on those trucks.Is
there a need for the original engine/tranny/t-case in good running order?with less than
5000 miles original miles on it?
Jim
SUBJECT>geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at
10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23213 23285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like to hear your thoughts.I am picking up my all ariginal stock 67 m715 in the
morning everything work except one rear blinker(I think it is a bulb)Everything else
works I mean everything,all lights even the cool red dash lights.Is the engine tranny t-
case up to the challange or not?The rig has 4680 original miles on it so it is just getting
broke in.I have a 454/th400/205 that is freshly gone through and is ready to go.Do I
drive the 230 into the ground or is the motor/tranny/t-case worth something?If it is worth
something I will let someone hear it run then yank her out.How dependable is this drive
train?and how dependable is the 24volt system?
Thank you for your help,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at
10:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23212 NEXT>23214 23217
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what do you all use for a power steering swap(GM)and what is most common power.brake swap or do you?as for axles I
have always had open nuckles do you all just get new
rims and tires and go?
SUBJECT>heheh bit off a big chunk my friend...POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 11:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...you CAN keep all the original stuff..BUT top speed is about 50 with the stock gears,
brake shoes are friggin'expensive,grit is a nightmare on closed knuckle axles...no other
rims will fit the stock pattern etc etc.That's the appeal though!These things are unique.
If you want a daily driver you can deal with,IN MY OPINION,I'd swap that drivetrain
in,convert to 12v,swap 3/4ton GM axles in and drive it with pleasure.
Power brake swaps come in many colors,depending on what you want.You can use
stock Jeep parts (with some extras)off Grand Wagoneer/Jtruck/big Cherokees,you can
mix and match a bunch of stuff,or go custom.
As far as tires go,any 16"tire is usable,but you might have trouble getting the local Big
O to put them on the split rims..but local big rig or maybe tractor places should do it just
fine.
Power steering,same thing.Lots of big Jeeps used the same GM steering box you'll find
on GM trucks,and you can do the swap pretty simply...
Good luck and you are in the right place for any help you need....
SUBJECT>I live far enough away...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 11:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..and,revenge is a dish best served cold.Let me know if I can assist you in the fall.
Bastard will never expect it,making his future losses all the more sweet.Not that I'd
advocate uhhh...anything that was sort of...unsavory or anything...no not me...
SUBJECT>Re:other jeep heaters/ac's POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,24 June 2003,at 11:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23102
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a 1995 XJ hvac (heat vent ac)box in my M715.Everything is in one housing
behind the dash (it just barely fits)--heater core,ac evaporator,blower,distribution
dampers and fresh/recirc inlets.Required notching back side of dash in a few places,
cutting access hole in firewall for blower motor,custom ducting from the cowl inlet to the
fresh air inlet and a pair of shop vac floor nozzles to tie in to the M715's defroster
outlets...
The rest of the system consists of a water shut off valve from a '86 300ZX (XJ part will
work also,didn't have one),'89 FSJ condensor,Ford compressor (on Ford engine),
custom lines,stock XJ receiver drier &pressure cutout switch.The system is on R134a
(that's what the '95 XJ was using stock).
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck.POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,
at 3:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23213
NEXT>23223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Power steering?Power brakes?
Seriously,welcome,Jim.If you like mechanical things and enjoy getting a little grease
under your nails,you've picked the right project.
SUBJECT>A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>steve blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>23245 23246 23247 23265 23283
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For-what-it's-worth department:
Once in a while,the BFH is just not going to do the job (or it'll maim/destroy things in the
process).To help free that rusted bolt or stuck distributor,I've had excellent results with
Kroil Oil (made for years at one place:Kano Laboratories).They also make different
penetrant/silicone lubricant products.Great little company;good home-folks.Kroil beats
WD40 and Blaster in effectiveness,smells OK,easy on the hands.I buy it by the gallon
and put it in a pint-sized sprayer bottle.When pulling the engine and tranny,I just
sprayed every nut and bolt that I could find,gave it a few minutes to penetrate,and then
proceeded with the removal.
Consistency is like kerosene,but it penetrates into gaps as small as a millionth of an inch.
Worked as a machine repairman in a gray iron foundry (CAT)for years.My wrenches
ranged from 1/4"to 2",and everything came off hard.With the exception of a cutting
torch,Kroil worked better than anything else.
To get it,order directly from the factory.
SUBJECT>Re:to get a 205!POSTER>steve blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23200 NEXT>23230 23231
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,what's a "Tall Deck"?
SUBJECT>M715 bed on Ebay (NH)POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not mine
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33655&item=24
20220431
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog/Ford conversion POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23210 NEXT>23282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Kevin,Good luck with the Ford Unimog conversion,sounds wicked
cool.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:distributor swap POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 June
2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23194 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kroil and a little heat carefully applied.The timing cover is aluminum and the dist.shaft
steel with an o ring on it.
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at
5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23217 NEXT>23224 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I built a tube frame jeep with LT1/th400/and ORD Doubler in it so work is not the issue.I
want the original look but with modern time goodies that are not really noticeable to most
folks.There is a shop here in town who say they will convert my alt to 12 volt.(GOOD)
after that I need all new bulbs everywhere and does a autoparts store carry all the red stuff
like that?
Thank you for you input,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at
5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23223 NEXT>23228 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
none of the bulbs are colored.they have colored covers
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>
23229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being a recent victim,of theft (the whole #uckhead stealing my 'Busa thing)I suggest you
stalk the parents first.Rent the movie 'Clockwork Orange,'wait for the scene where they
break in to the house and start jotting down notes.If it starts from the parents...maybe the
clean up will too.THEN BY GOLLY,you borrow a friends van or sedan and get four
people drive around 'til you see that little bitch on a sidewalk somewhere and grab him
up.Stop at someone's house and grab a shotgun,then...head out into the boonies...WAY
OUT into the boonies (or Arkansas)and let the punk out of the car,then have a quick
blanket party.(*Blanket party;throw a blanket on him and have all of you buddies kick
and punch the blanket until it stops moving and starts quivering.)Stop.Make sure he's
still conscious,grab the shotgun,and tell him to 'run for it.'He'll refuse...of course,tell
him it's his only chance and have the buddies start dragging him and booting him to prod
him to take off.Once he starts across the field,fire a shot in the air,then listen to him yell
in shear terror thinking he was just shot.Leave,AND NOBODY SAY ANYTHING...IT
DI N'T HAPPEN.THIS IS EFFECTIVE...TRUST ME..If you decide that the clockwork part may be too risky...at least give
the latter a try.
TRUST ME.:]
No word on the 'Busa.The guy from the insurance company did actually come through
with a decent claim check on the second try.
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SUBJECT>Re:see?see!?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know...I know...I will...
SUBJECT>I'm not gonna make it.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been trying really hard,but got broadsided last night by the cooling system.I put on
electric fans and they did nothing.The increased radiator blockage from the fans RAISE
the temp another 8 degrees,THEN when on they'd knock it down 8 degrees.Damn it.I
should have the XL's today and have them mounted in time,but...I can't drive 'er that far
with the cooling system *barely adequate,and now...worse than it was.I was really
looking forward to it,but will have to pass.I'll post a pic of the new (80-90%)Michelin
XL's on my new design beadlock 'type'stock wheels.
Hope y'all have fun!Darn,I rally wanted to take a look at Mark's Rokon too!
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25
June 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23224 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Jim,
Where are you located?
Do you plan to use the truck off road at all or just as a daily driver?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think "Clockwork Orange"may be a little out there for B....given his geographical
location I would suggest "Deliverance".Just feel he would relate to the cast better.As for
stumpy...I would like a audio tape of him squealing like a pig.......NO VI EO PLEASE
just audio.
Doug
SUBJECT>Short and Tall decks...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23219 NEXT>23304 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>."Tall Deck,"is referring to the deck height on an engine block.'Deck'is where the heads
get bolted on.Small blocks are 9.00"from the crankshaft centerline to the deck.Big
blocks (I'm talking chevy small and big here)have two different factory deck heights.
Short deck or standard is 9.80"from the crank centerline to the deck and 'tall deck'or
'Truck block'is 10.20",.400"(just under 1/2"taller).The easiest way to visibly tell is to
look at where the water pump mounts to the block.If there is about 3/8"of material
between the pump casting and where the head is bolted down,that's tall deck.If the pump
housing is actually just slightly above the block deck,it's a standard short deck block.
They made TWO tall deck block sizes,a 366 (6.0 liter)and the more known 427 (7.0
liter)engines known as Truck blocks.They were usually found in Medium Duty dump
trucks,stake body,some rig tractors...stuff like that.Dual wheel,bigger than 14 bolt
rears...that stuff.The 366 and 427 are basically externally identicle.There was never a
454 tall deck or 454 'Truck'block...even if the word 'truck'is cast into the block...it's
STILL a standard short deck!454's were only offered in short deck design from the
factory in anything and were offered with two and four bolt mains with cast or steel
cranks.The 366 and 427's all have four bolt mains and steel cranks.I have 427 tall deck
in my 715...low compression,tons of torque.'nuff said.
SUBJECT>Booster POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu DATE>Wednesday,
25 June 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM
PREVIOUS>23138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The MC mounts into the booster.Found a 79 Waggie power brake booster that should
mount right up.As we are using a 350 sbc,the location of the vacuum is not decided yet,
but it will be same source as for the wipers.
Not going stock motor,so no help here.
Good Luck.
TOmasso
SUBJECT>Re:Brake Booster for Dual Cyl MC POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23134 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one I have has bleeders right on the master cylinder.I'm happy with my setup!
Mounting is cake...you'll need to drill two additional hole in the firewall,but the location
is spoonfed to you as soon as you get the components.I used the stock pushrod and added
a slight extention.I took a piece of 1/4"x 1"flat bar and drilled a hole the size of the pin
on the brake pedal,cut it so it would take up the slight (around and inch or so)extra room
between the pushrod and the pedal then welded that piece to the original pushrod.Easy.
SUBJECT>diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23236 23259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read an article a while back about injecting propane into the airstream of diesel
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engines....The article was very vague but did mention gains in horsepower and mileage
through improving volumetric effiecency from 60%-80%stock to 80%-100%with the.propane.The other bonus feature was
that it lowered exhaust temperature.I'm Interested in
trying this on my duece but don't want to pay the $500-$1000 price tag for the pre made
kit.Does anyone know the flow rates,psi,orafice size.Has anyone tried this allready?Does
the cost of the propane exceed the savings in diesel?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Stock 205 t-case???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23211 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yank it!Someone here will definately be interested...pricing varies.
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23234 NEXT>
23242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Doug,does anyone make larger injectors??Fuel alone will increase power in an oil
burner.Cripes,I'd look into mounting up a 'jimmy huffer'or a bigger turbo if the injectors
were available.Agreed,the duece trucks could stand a little more oomph,they're ok...but
just that little more.
SUBJECT>Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>NEXT>23239 23240 23241 23251
23276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the preferences for lockout hubs ???
I find some around $100,but most around $250.Selectro and Milemarker dominate the
findings.Are some stronger than others ???Does Warn make hubs for these beasts ???
If I could find the same hub cheaper,well ....
Much appreciate.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23208 NEXT>
23261 23264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Atlas is like 80Lbs lighter too!
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I'm not mistaken,Selectro IS the Mile Marker brand of Lockout.Do this for long life of
the lockout:Fill the hub of the truck,the thing that the lockout will bolt on to,full of.grease so that it's
basically packe with grease and just has an axle stub sticking out of it.I
didn't do that when I installed my MM lockouts the first time and ate one of them.I've
had no problems since after packing the hubs like that.Oh,and LIGHTLY grease the
inside of the MM lockout too.Mine came with no grease.
You'll most likely break an axle before the lockout.Have fun getting the factory drive
flanges off too.Use a big hammer and coal chisel mercilessly and they'll come off.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where did you find $100 hubs?were they new or used?are they still available?please post
a source.....
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23236 NEXT>23253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just liked the idea of more power+better mileage+lower exhaust temp.
The propane would also be selectable where with jets or a turbo you live with the
outcome at all times good or bad.Thinking of driving it to moab next year fully loaded
with gear and towing a 715.Its 997 miles from my doorstep and it would be nice to get a
little better fuel economy and have some extra power for the hills.
SUBJECT>Beafire Brainpick POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Beafire,i recently picked up a alternator and brackets from Wayne that used to be
yours,(Motorcraft alt with regulator mounted to case)is this a single wire hook up to
power the field ,i know the large post will go to the battery,just want to make sure i'm not
missing something.thanks for the help......
SUBJECT>Re:The Meat Wagon POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23189 NEXT>23268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be bringing my M725 out Saturday morning,The wife and kids will probably tag
along in the M1009 Blazer.Since it doesn't sound like enough people to plan a big
cookout,I'll bring my own chow.Any of the locals showing?What about Mike?I'd love
to see that Hummer of his in action.
Tony
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SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23218 NEXT>23248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve--
Just curious--how is new axle gearing working out?did you think cost was justified?Do.you have contact for
Krol?Thanks in advance Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>HWooldridge EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23218 NEXT>23249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use "Knock 'er Loose"penetrant from NAPA.Works about like Kroil and easier for me
to obtain.
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23218 NEXT>23250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,
I'm with you,Kroil is the best penetrating oil made,hands down.It has freed up
everything I have used it in,nuts,bolts,shafts,engines.The best stuff.
Dave
SUBJECT>Kroil Oil Website,4.56 Gears POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23245 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Tom!
Kroil's website is:
http://www.kanolabs.com/
Regarding the 4.56 gears,I like them a LOT.I can now comfortably drive 55 -60 mph,
limited only by how well the tires are balanced.The engine and gearboxes turn slower,
less heat,less noise,less wear.The stock engine is adequate.
It's a great feeling to flow with the traffic instead of always having somebody on my ass.
The cost will never be recovered when I sell the rig,but it sure makes the truck a lot more
useable.I usually leave my car in the garage all weekend,and drive the Jeep,instead!
Best regards,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to know.Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23247 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear,Dave.(I think my wife uses it on my wallet when I'm not looking.)
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:23
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23237 NEXT>23256 23273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Warn quit making them many years ago because of lack of demand.There has to be
money in it in order to sell it.The new Buyers are not fourwheelers,just investers.Thats
why they have discontinued the leaf springs and the coil kit for CJ's and FJ's.Cool kits
but not enough turn over.......Kaiserjeeps....(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23170 NEXT>23254 23255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Draining oil is too messy.
Just pop in a dozen or so loose bearings into the tranny and diffs.
Looks self destructive so he won't be back to retaliate.
plus damm $$to fix.
Al
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23242 NEXT>
23258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah...it could definatly help.I've seen a few advertisements for that stuff,but no real-
lifer's.Did you know you can use N2O in a diesel?Added compression with different
attributes.Propane is flamable where nitrous isn't...wonder what that would do to exhaust
temps?
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you just loosen the plug it will fall out on its own.Even if he catches it he will be at
least stranded.Maybe even some lug nuts while your at it.Saw a vehcle once that some
one had wrote F###Y##with stripper on the trunk lid.Hard to read but I'm sure they got
the point.
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23252 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al rocks!Sweet idea!!!
SUBJECT>ahh but they're being made again POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23251 NEXT>23257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>...but not by Warn.I can't remember for the life of me
WHO is making them,but read a
while back in one of the mags that someone bought the tooling.Could probably find it
again if needed...
SUBJECT>that's the coil kits,not lockouts..NTXT POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ld
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23253 NEXT>23370 23433 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thats allright FIRE is WAY COOL!Save me the trouble of painting the flames on the
hood myself!Got a book on N2O,I'll have to see if it has anyhting about diesels in
it...remember stuff about WWII fighter planes but its been 15 years since I read it......that
just made me feel real old :(
Can't believe it would lower the temps like propane as I think it would increase
detonation and actually raise the exhaust temp but I've been wrong before.......once..well
OK maybe twice.
SUBJECT>might want to call ATS and see.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23234 NEXT>23260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..they make a kick ass propane injection kit for StupidDutys.They might have some good
info on the whole shebang,maybe even help w/the tech on it...Maybe I'll stop by today,
have to go in to SLC anyway..
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23259 NEXT>23270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are thier SD kits ?the LTD 465 equates to 7.62 liters.....sounds close enough
to 7.3 to me.
Doug
SUBJECT>let's compare..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23238 NEXT>23263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..205:cheap and heavy,not that low a gear
Atlas:expensive and light,low gears (too low?mmm..maybe)
strong,cheap,and light:pick 2.Standard mt.bike rebuttal when the casual shopper
complains about price.
Atlas is looking good for the Cherokee.725 too spooky in a 4:1 situation....of course,715's don't have 8ft bodies on
them...lot less top-heavy moooahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Me POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...like 1/4"per side!Learn that mother who's truck it's in!
SUBJECT>Re:let's compare..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23261 NEXT>23284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You gotta get a cargo,dude!Oh,yeah...WITH a cage.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23238 NEXT>23277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
80lbs ohooo,mine is better that yours is.No It Aint.Yes It Is.
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>HAMMER in Wis
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kroil:the oil that creeps.I also discovered it while working at an iron foundry and bought
some for the garage.HAMMER in Wis.
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>HAMMER in Wis
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23166 NEXT>23269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work in the corrections field and have learned the value of a good beat down.While
certainly not condoned in my profession,serious beating,all the way to maiming,will
teach the delinquent respect for the baton,pipe,and axehandle.If administered properly
the Pavlovian response Spicergear alluded to from Clockwork Orange can be acheived.If
the guy lives through it he will pee his pants every time he sees a big stick.I recommend
paying the local crackheads $50 for the job.People do wacky stuff on crack.Despite
working for the local law enforcement entity,I feel people should be allowed to
administer their own brand of justice.
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SUBJECT>Conversion B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I reread the comment that has you out of shape and you did,in fact,take it wrong.
Doug was joking and now I'm spilling the beans on you.A-hem...BRIAN IS A PIRATE
CONVERTER!No.2 will be a girl as well because of this show of lack of
comeradery...the easy way out.
When a good rebel goes bad....SUBJECT>Re:The Meat Wagon POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,25 June
2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23244 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I haven't told him ,I'll call him tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:Police and thieves suck (long)POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23266 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in KS if you are found in possesion of several different chemicals it's a big time bust
for drug lab.Sterno,starting fluid,anhydrous ammonia,I think acetone also..if any two are
found on your property you can very quickly find yourself in deep doo doo.Even if
someone just deposits them on someones property and calls the cops......just my .02...oh
yeah.don't leave any fingerpints
SUBJECT>Re:Tacoma POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23260 NEXT>23312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YIKES $996..........
If I get crazy I might just rob the tank of my gas grill,regulator off my torch and drill a 1/4
inch hole in my intake.
If I do I'll let ya know how preddy the fire was.
SUBJECT>have you fogotten POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23274 23280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a reminder
http://64.177.83.63/liberty/email.htm
SUBJECT>Yo Spice...again POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGsPjuV3VWYo PREVIOUS>NEXT>23279 23302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry dude my webtv can't look at your cad stuff you sent...I'll get a real computer
someday...Anyway I can only work with the machine shop guy on the weekend so may be
a slow process to get the adaptors done but I will be working on it.Can you send the
measurements in your duece studs?I can then round one up here to help set thngs up.And
what grade of steel should we use?The shop has some ductile iron on handbut I don't
thnk that's the right stuff.any Ideas.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>Ed J.in KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23251 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A 4X4 shop that posts here now and then will sell you "Hard to Find"Selectros for $265
a set when you can get them for $200 at a parts store all day ,anyday.Just my exspensive
lesson....
SUBJECT>Re:have you fogotten POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forget!?Hell,I'll NEVER forgive,so how could I ever forget?
SUBJECT>Re:stuck 360 dist.came off like this:POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I do have the BFH.I think ill try straping a comealong to it,that should get it out of
there.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>paul brown EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23237 NEXT>23278 23291 23346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one or two sets of the Slectro/Milemarker hubs if anyone needs a pair.They are
new in the box and I'll take $185 for a set (right and left),delivered.
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Atlas makes one for the big trucks..POSTER>paul brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like them both;Kinda like the twin sisters I dated in college;but that's another story!!
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a used set hardly ever used in good condition for 150.00
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spice...again POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they can make them of aluminum,I'd think some plain 'ol 1040 steel would be fine.On
the other hand,if you can find the aluminum for a reasonable price,it'll take 1/3 or better
the machining time..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:have you fogotten POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!very,very moving...The single person falling gets to me every time.I will never
forget,ever.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>need your help POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23286 23334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to know the width of the truck at the axle points and outer edge of the tires(stock).
they trailer Im renting to go get my truck is 83 1/2 in wide.I know if it fits it will be tight,
but I need to make sure.Leaving in AM so someone please respond tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimog/Ford conversion POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23221 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Perk.It was cool while it lasted.Now it's time to do it right with no vibration.
Mogs are great but the 404 is truly underpowered for the highway.2.2 liter,80 hp doesn't
cut it.With the 4.9 Ford and Offy set-up,it's now begging for an overdrive.I added
12.5X20 Michelin XLs (with the stock motor,you couldn't even think about the
highway).This helped with top end speed and looks bitchen'!
SUBJECT>Re:A "Plug"for Kroil Oil POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 4:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used it before.it is very good.
SUBJECT>this is what kills me:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there's one for sale on this very site,in Salt Lake...and I CAN"T BUY IT!argh!I am so
damn happy I've got taxes to pay,really am.
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,
25 June 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23212 NEXT>23295
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWAP IN THE BIG BLOCK,TRANS AND TRANSFER!!!!That's my .02!.SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23281 NEXT>23287 23288 23290 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Koob
I'm getting around 85 1/4"from hub to hub on the rear.Outside edge of tire to outside
edge of tire I'm getting 78".If you take the brackets off the hub you will gain about 4".
Good luck and congrats on your new truck.By the way do you remember chatting with
me on the old yahoo site like years ago.I went by dave715freak on there.Had to change
the name,I thought it sounded stupid.Later Dave
SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man know your making me feel old.
SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
also thanks
SUBJECT>Awesome zone members!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a quick thanks to Al,Don,&Brandon.
These memebers bought my items for sale with just a few quick emails.These guys are
alright in my book.
Thanks again fellows
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23286 NEXT>23292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey kooby
i was on the old yahoo site too.
i get the same measurements.i just wanted to add that the from the floor to the bottom of
the hub is 14 inches.if the trailer has sides on it.the one i rented had side rails and
fenders,but the hubs just cleared them and the side walls of the tires rubbed on the
fenders.
krob725
SUBJECT>Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>Tomasso EMAIL>cox@aae.wisc.edu
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa2rGsAFARzRM PREVIOUS>23276 NEXT>23320 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Paul:
Drop me an email:
cox@aae.wisc.edu
Many thanks.
Tomasso
SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Buy of the day!!POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know if you find it and I'll go check it out.
-ustin
SUBJECT>Something you all might like POSTER>koobster/Utah
EMAIL>koobster@netzero.net DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is the jet I do battle damage repair on.I didnt make the vidio
http://www.warthogpen.com/bs/devildance.wmv
SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at
10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23285 NEXT>23314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I live in Nor Cal near Auburn Ca.50-60 min from the rubicon and many other trails.I do
plan on useing it as work and play.But if I am going to be really getting it on I will use
my other jeep.Are the red dash lights even just covers?
Jimmy
Is the stock motor/trans/t-case worth anything?
SUBJECT>Rims and seats??POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23297 23306 23308 23350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who makes after market rims for m715's you know the big 5 lug pattern?I do not want to
separate the original tires and wheels(split rims yuk)I just want some steelies.Should I go
with 16"or 16.5"
Will a bench out of a wagoneer or fullsize jeep truck fit easily?I know the floors are.really close
Thank you,
Jim
SUBJECT>see inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
25 June 2003,at 10:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23296 NEXT>23299
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rims:nobody!well ok,Stockton Wheel makes some..and probably any of those other
Hummer-wheel-conversion places can do it..
I'd go w/16's,tires a shitload cheaper for the common 16.The 16.5 is sort of a freak,
apparently designed as an industrial size or something and that's why there's no safety
bead on them?who the hell told me THAT?some tire guy I bet..anyway...all I know is,
16's are a LOT cheaper to buy tires for.
bench seat should fit,humps are the same,and the seat doesn't really rest on it if memory
serves.
SUBJECT>way off topic,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 10:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23301 23367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..anyone here have any in's at a Toyota dealership?Friend's family needs their car to run,
and it needs an alternator to do so.Car in question is a 99 Sienna minivan,dealers here
want something close to $380 for it,Checker/Auto Zone want slightly less but can't get
them.
I haven't checked online anywhere yet,thought I'd see if anyone in the M-Family can help
first.Thanks in advance....
SUBJECT>another question Axles POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23297 NEXT>23300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the closed nuckle 60 fine for what I want?38s-39s and 454/th400/205?
Thank you
SUBJECT>for a while anyway POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 11:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23299 NEXT>23349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stock 715 axles are 60's yes,but old ones,and w/smaller shafts than today's monsters.
Depends on how you drive,depends on lots of stuff...best I can say is maybe.
and have fun changing u-joints in that closed knuckle.I'd swap it out.Oh wait,I AM
swapping mine out LOL
uh yeah.Anyway,you've got it,paid for,might as well go until it breaks,then upgrade.
SUBJECT>Re:way off topic,but..POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,25 June 2003,at 11:43 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23298 NEXT>23303
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Tacoma,
I'm small independant dealer here in Alb.N.M.I deal in Unimogs,Pinzgauers,deuces,
tracked armoured military vehicles and rotating wing aircraft.I...I...Oh darnit!....I'm
lying again!.I'll check around tomorrow and see if I can find something more reasonable.
I hope they don't mind a used unit.I have some wrecking yard connections.You might
also check on having that one re-wound locally.
SUBJECT>Yo....Ed!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 12:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23272
NEXT>23311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Ed,
If you end up getting those adapters for Unimog wheels,let us know.Has he given you a
price yet?I've got Mog wheels and some 10.5 X 20 and 12.5 X 20 Michelins I might try
out.I'm debating on this or just getting another set of TSLs for 715 #2.Those 12.50s
would be killer,but I don't know if a springover would be enough lift.By the way,USA
6X6.com has a good deal on these.They are radial XLs that retail at over $500 per.I
believe his to be 90%for I think around $125.
SUBJECT>see inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
26 June 2003,at 1:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23301 NEXT>23318
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks man...found one for $200 but still steep for a friggin alternator...
plan on calling re-winders tomorrow...some good ones locally.
SUBJECT>Re:Short and Tall decks...POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23231 NEXT>
23315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Spicer.
My dad said "you learn something every day",and he was right!
Is the tall deck a better engine?Did they increase the height to allow for higher-lobe
camshafts or higher-domed pistons (i.e.:Does the Tall Deck have better
breathing/combustion properties than the Short Deck?)
Steve
SUBJECT>Will This Molded Floor Liner Fit?POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>23307
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm wanting to install a floor liner and insulation blanketing on the floor and firewall,to
reduce heat/cold &noise..For the floor liner,J.C.Whitney advertises a molded-to-fit one that's supposed to fit the
J-
series Jeep pickup.(see link)
http://jcwhitney.com/product.jhtml?CATID=33212&BQ=jcw2
My question is:Is the M715 floor panel the same shape as the civilian J-series?Will the
liner fit?
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and seats??POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,26
June 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23296 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,Stockton wheel is a ripoff!They wanted over $300.00 each for my 20x7 that
Diamond Racing Wheels,built custom for me at $160.00 each.These wheels are very
rugged and well made.PH-1-800-937-4407 ask for Bill.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Will This Molded Floor Liner Fit?POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23305 NEXT>23310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it is the same floor liner that I have in my truck.Some careful cutting around the
outside and where the gear shifts go in the floor and it will fit very nicely.If you are
looking at buying oone I would nbe willing to sell mine.I think I will be changing to a
rhino lining.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and seats??POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23296 NEXT>23332 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jim,Diamond Wheel has great wheel prices.You did me a big 6(!)lug pattern,not
5...right?The M37's have the big 5.I'd also go with 16.5"wheel.The aftermanket has a
gazillion sizes for 15"and 16.5"and is doing better,but is still lacking for the 16"wheels.
You can't get a sweet 40x17x16.5 or 40x17x15 Ground Hawg or a 39x18x16.5 Bogger
with the stock wheels.Plus the stock wheels are pretty narrow for the big meats.I've got
37x13x16 boggers and Brian has 38x13x16 swampers wedged on the stock wheels
and...well,they fit and work,but should really be on a minimum 10"wide instead of a 7"
wide wheel.
I'd go 16.5x10,down the road put on the Helitool front disk brake kit,and keep the front
D60.
SUBJECT>PTO I /Rebuild POSTER>Jesse L EMAIL>Jesse_Larrabee@excite.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a PTO drive unit that came on a NP205 I recently bought.The unit looks identical
to the one here:http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section3.html.The unit I have is in need of a few
rebuild parts (oil seal,gaskets).Can anyone help me
identify the unit and/or locate a dealer for parts??
Thank you all very much for your help,
Jesse
SUBJECT>Yep,interested!POSTER>steve blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Lee!
Yes,I'm interested in purchasing your liner.
Just let me know what you need for it,including shipping.
Thanks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Ed...The dims you need.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23302 NEXT>
23382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Going from (715 hub):
6 on 7.25"=6 lugs (5/8"stud)on 7.25"spacing w/a 5.625"center hole.
Going to (duece wheel):
6 on 8.75"=6 lugs (3/4"stud)on 8.75"spacing.
Adapter should end up being 2.25"thick,10"-10.25"across,have six pockets roughly
1.25"x 1.875"deep with a chamfer to match the wheel nuts.Then,have similiar pockets
coming in from the opposite side with thru holes for the 3/4"studs to be pressed into.I'm
not a bonafide engineer,so the mounting area thickness is guestimated by several differnt
material inspections.Mild steel will work,if aluminum is used,I'd like to go minimum .
100"thicker on the mounting areas.
Clear as mud?
SUBJECT>Pyro Doug...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23270 NEXT>23313 23325
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell man,take the cold start spark plug out of the intake and plumb it in there!
Hercules/Weber power!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Pyro Doug...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23312 NEXT>23319 23321
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh...THEN put the spark plug in the stack and have a fire show!.SUBJECT>Re:geting my first 715 and wanting to make
it a daily driver/work truck
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at
5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23295
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,they are covers and make the dash glow red when the lights are on in the dark...those
same 'tubes'that the covers are on back light the guages too.
SUBJECT>Re:Short and Tall decks...revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23304 NEXT>
23336 23389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're getting colder.The increased deck height allowed for an extra ring land on the
piston for added piston life/ring life/and a LONG time before piston slap sets in.These
things were built to be mules.They had four rings instead of the way common three ring
design.Yep,they're heavy and low compression but make a ton of torque.They also have
slightly beefier rods near the crank pin.Another side is that all the truck blocks,being
four bolt mains and steel cranked work great for racing engines where added rod length
for a better rod ratio and rpm capability are needed.Big blocks have three basic factory
head designs,named or nicknamed after the intake port shape.Trucks and marine motors
share 'peanut port'and oval port heads.The ovals are the standard performance head that
all but the hottest factory 396-427-454's came with.The peanut port is a very small port
head used for high velocity/high torque applications.I've seen them on some 427 truck
engines and some 454 marine engines.The third design is the rectangle port head.This
mother has an intake port you could lose a cell phone in and was used for the high
horsepower factory rat motors.These were offered from the factory in aluminum too.
These are NOT square port.Square port or 'D'port is referring to the exhaust port on the
head...which isn't how these are typically,loosly id'ed.One thing I don't like on the tall
deck blocks is that the rear clutch pivot ball hole ISN'T THERE.On the short decks and
on small blocks there is usually two tapped holes on the left side for a clutch pivot ball to
mount.One,right in front of the bell housing and the other about 8"inches further up the
block ahead of the filter boss.When I put my 427 truck motor in my 715 I had to drill and
tap the bell housing area of the block for a modified 715 clutch pivot ball.Would you
believe those buggers are metric?!
Later!
SUBJECT>9.75 x 16.5 wheels POSTER>Wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
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DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23460 23483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have experiance running 9.75 x 16.5 wheels with 5.5 backspacing.I plan on
using 38.5 tires.What width will clear?
SUBJECT>Re:Awesome zone members!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23289 NEXT>23330 23337 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Steve,you are the one we should thank!You had several opportunities to sell the winch
while it took me 4 days to figure out shipping.Thanks very much for not doing so.Folks,
I could not get shipping service in the City that Steve lives in.He offered to take it to the
nearest city that Forwardair services.Now thats cool!So a big thanks goes to you Steve.I
can't wait to get it.Now I have to spend more time in the shop....darn!!!!..Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)....
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>Recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23291
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody got s used pair of hubs for a deuce?Or a new pair thats not so expensive?
SUBJECT>Re:Pyro Doug...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23313 NEXT>23323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now your talking my language...
had thoughts of making a large air canon for the deuce last night.Send some spuds into
orbit.The ATF says they are legal as long as it is used for entertainment only.........is
shooting my neighbors cat entertaining?pretty sure I would LMAO so it must be.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Pyro Doug...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23323 NEXT>23354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that would be a very controlled fuel efficient way to cook a chicken.I'm thinking of
nominating you for the noble prize.
Do you have PN#'s for the correct valves and potentiometers(sp)?I have acess to valves
but I don't believe that they open&close fast enough to get the 600 rnd rate.also have a
guy that said he would forget to cut the ring mount when they send it to the scrap yard but
it could be a year or so before they get rid of more:(
SUBJECT>Spicer?????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23312
NEXT>23340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have the cold start plug??????I have the ether set-up no pre heat Spark plug......just
proves how much I don't know about dueces.Thought all hercs had the ether and
continentals had the pre heat plug.......that makes three times I've been wrong.
Read that book on N20 to refresh my memory last night and there is no info for using it
on diesels..speaks of proper ratios with gas,alcohol,nitromethane,propane but no diesel..
SUBJECT>Rolled the dice...Update.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23327
23380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The hopes were to get a few parts on and head south this weekend for the NC gathering.
I got the fans,oil cooler and radiator from Summit Racing and there was much rejoicing!
I tried the fans on the stock radiator as pushers and due to blocking the airflow they raised
the temp another 6-8 degrees.When turned on they dropped it 6-8 degrees.Worthless on
stock radiator.
The oil cooler I received was quite far off from the one I'd discussed with the one Summit
guy.I told them it was to match a 1/2"system so the one they sent sas 5/16"soldered
fittings.A nice auto tranny cooler.Worthless to me.
The remote filter adapter they sent was for 3/8"not for the 1/2"as discussed.I bored it
out on the drill press and re tapped it.Bastards.
I called to order the correct cooler and try to get things together for this weekend,but the
correct cooler is on back order 'til mid July.
I called Jegs and got a very sweet oil cooler yesterday...just like the one I was
SUPPOSE to receive earlier...with a 2nd day freight charge.nice.
I also searched the web and called around until I found a guy with some 85-90%Michelin
XL's (11.00x16)that I planned on slapping on some new 715 wheels I picked up last
weekend and having nice road tires for the trip.They were supposed to ship last Friday,
then the guy calls me and said that it wouldn't work for him and Monday would be better.
I changed the shipping for a Monday pickup.I drive the truck to work ready to pick the
tires up from the dock yesterday and I call my shipper to check when they'll get in.
They've not been picked up yet.SPICER'S PISSED...and fighting not to let the other side
out."Why?""There was nobody there Monday or Tuesday and he finally answered the
phone today."It didn't matter anymore.Everything else was dicked up so this was right
on par.The window of NC has been missed.
The somewhat silvery lining is the radiator.It's a beefy crossflow design that will,in no
way,fit the stock radiator mounts...so they'll need to be modified.I prefer the crossflow
over a top and bottom tank anyway.I'll make it work then slap on the cooler and
hopefully,damn it(!),cooling woes will be over.
SUBJECT>so you like Summit then?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23326
NEXT>23333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh.Personally,I'll be getting my stuff in person,for this very reason.Have not had
good luck w/small stuff like adapters etc thru the mail.
Glad to hear the radiator is a go though,as I intend to use the same in both of my Heeps.
you get a refund on those tires?or a one round boxing match thrown in for your trouble?
SUBJECT>might try these guys:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23309
NEXT>23397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
;Six States Distributors,they sell a bunch of different stuff,and are a big Dana/Spicer
dealer too.801-488-4666 for parts.Maybe they can help..another thing that might help is a truck shop,don't know what
you'd call it but the kind of
place that sells utility bodies...lot of service trucks get pto's for various functions..
good luck
SUBJECT>WOAH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,26
June 2003,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23318 NEXT>23358
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it turns out that the alternator on this small furrin van is either a 100 or 120amp unit!
might be a nice retrofit if you can find them in a yard...New list price is upwards of 200
dolla and I'm cheaper than that.
may have to go the rebuild route.
SUBJECT>Jeremy Jones..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23317
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..from the old list,not only came up to Atlanta to pick me up,he and his father had
picked up my 725,tuned it up,and test drove it for me..When the water pump started
puking about 30mi down the road,he came and got me,fixed it,gave me a room for the
night,and fed me.
some of that's GA folk,but nice to see he was a Zone guy too.(before there was a Zone
hahah)
SUBJECT>PTO RPM?POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,26 June
2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23338 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anybody know the output shaft RPM's on the stock PTO setup,at a given engine RPM?
Didn't see in the manuals,but it has to be somewhere.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and seats??POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23308 NEXT>23339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to disagree with spicergear because he is usualy right on the money and very
willing to help.But If you plan is to 4-wheel it stay right away from the 16.5's Unless you
plan to run a bead lock.I've blown 16.5 off the rim by winching the rear of a truck at a
90%angle with 25 psi,I've done the same manuver with a 15 with 4 psi and it stays on
the bead.
As for the close knuck 60 I agree with tocoma.It's in and It's paid for.So use it till it
becomes an issue and then trade it for a set of rockwells.
If you want to buy the disk brake conversion for your 60 I'm sure one of the guys on this
board will buy them off you when you swap axles.
SUBJECT>Re:so you like Summit then?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:25 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>23327 NEXT>
23335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No refund on the tires...I want them.They should look pretty sweet with the modified
lock rings on the stock wheels!I didn't call yet today to find out if they'd been picked up
or not.I'm just not sure I want to know.They had better not be slicks or they're going
back,shipped collect full of bricks.
I'm wearing down.I need some ice cream.
Hmmm,wait...I'll call now.Nothing...
Oh yeah...I'm really happy with Summit at the moment.I asked specific questions for a
reason.Oh well,I'll give Jegs a shot for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:need your help POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23281
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my jeep would not go on my trailer forward but it fits fine backwards.the rear must be a
little narrow.
SUBJECT>mmmm ice cream POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23333
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey that's a great idea...ice cream...
the accuracy of the answer is in direct,proportionate opposition to the specificity of the
question.
JEG's has some swanky circle track stuff that I think would be real swell on a rockhound
715...
getting into the 725 Monday,having a hard time moving it.No tow hooks on the wife's
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Jeep.I know it's wrong!
SUBJECT>Thanks for the Info.!POSTER>steve blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks much,Spicer!
I appreciate the facts-packed information,and am saving it for my future engine-
shopping.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Awesome zone members!POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,Steve is 'THE MAN'Thanks for the killer deal Steve.Brandon.SUBJECT>Re:PTO RPM?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1:1
SUBJECT>Hey Mike POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23332 NEXT>23342 23448
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the helitool disk brake kit clear 15"wheels?One of the disk kits was talkin'stuff
like F-350 rotors and calipers and I wasn't sure if it was that one or not,or if they'd clear.I
may look into it sometime and putting info in for the future may help.
??
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23325 NEXT>23384
LINKNAME>N2O+turbo=9 sec quarter mile!
LINKURL>http://www.teamdiesel.com/nitrous_oxide.htm
Whoa there!Mine has the brackets for the ether but no can.Um,I have the button on the
dash too.If you look at the wiring you can follow one of the wires to what kind of looks
like a sensor on the intake manifold.Mine was a spark plug I think...DAMN IT MAN
now you're confusing me!Anyway...the ether system,from what I've read in the manual,
gives it a shot,then ignites it,then you start the engine and instead of pulling in dead
freezing air,you're pulling in hot air that the thing stands a chance of firing on.Basically
preburning for a warmer intake charge.
As for the Nitrous...CHECK THIS OUT!Copy and past if link doesn't work.
http://www.teamdiesel.com/nitrous_oxide.htm
SUBJECT>Rockwell axles in a M-715 POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23343 23348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if those big ol'heavy [how much heavier than stock I don't know ] 2 1/2
ton Rockwell axles were a little much for the M-715 frame.It seems like all that extra
weight would create so much frame flex [in rock crawling,heavy rough 4-wheeling ] that
it would destroy it.Plus the weight with out [high horse power 1000 plus and monster
tires ] it would sink like a rock in a deep bog.I've noticed that my paws '02 Chevy crew
cab 3/4 ton 2-wheel drive truck frame makes my M-715 frame look weeney.Just
pondering,Brandon.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23339
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If you use the Helitool front disc you will have to use a 16 inch rim .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell axles in a M-715 POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23341 NEXT>23345 23371 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dont know if you ever watch the show Trucks or not,but there was one a few months
ago and the feature truck was an M715.The guy had done all kinds of work to it which
included Rockwell axles.I dont remember though if he had dont work to strengthen the
frame.It also had 4 wheel steering wich was way cool.Hope this helps!
SUBJECT>Finally got it out...POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23347 23351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I finally got my old distributor to come out.It took a lot of beating with my big
hammer,and a LOT of penetrating oil.A while back I went to Napa and was able to find
a new distributor that said it was for the Gladiators with the 230 Tornado.But when I
compared it to the old one there were a couple things that I was unsure of.First off,the
shaft on the old dist.is longer,maybe an inch or so.Second thing I noticed is the new one
has the gear drive on the shaft where the old one does not.Does anyone know if the new
one will work?If not,is it possible to have the old one converted to 12v?Thanks!!
SUBJECT>Rockwell axles in a M-715 John Summers POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help this man out.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Lock-Out Hubs POSTER>CC2500HD EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aagu8f7rCHNSc PREVIOUS>23276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
Did you get my email?
Joe (CC2500HD)
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian Distributors POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23344 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen a few Civilian distributors including my own,used on these engines and in
each case they fit right in and worked perfectly.Are you sure you got the distributor that
was intended for the early 60's Kaiser Jeep 230 engine?
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell axles in a M-715 POSTER>Rollie715.EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:01
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23341 NEXT>
23352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure of the exact weights,but I was reading an article in a 4 wheeler magazine
awhile back where it listed the weights of the various axles.I was suprised at how heavy
our dana 60 and dana 70 axles actually are.My impression at the time was that the
Rockwells after they were narrowed were not really too much heavier then our stock
axles to be too concerned about.I realize that on top of that,we are probably talking
about some huge tires to go with them.
I'm thinking about going that route myself.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:for a while anyway POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23300 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
U joint changing is easy.You don't even have to take the housing apart.After removing
the 4 outer spindle bolts,the spindle comes off and the whole axle assembly slides right
out.
I got to be quite good at pulling them out after breaking both front axles.One with 40"
tires in the sand and the second one was a mystery which I discovered after a day of
wheelin with a set of 44"tires.
I believe the front axle shaft diameter is comparable to a dana 44.It's nice to brag to
others we have a dana 60 in the front,but in reality it's not much better then the dana 44's
found in many 3/4 ton pickups.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Rims and seats??POSTER>Phil Hayes
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23296 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Besides Diamond,you might look at MRT wheels.Prices are excellent.I have a set on
my M715 and they are great.Priced around $100 regular and $180 beadlock.Their
number is 800-643-3625.WEB site is www.rockcrawler-mrt.com.
SUBJECT>UH OH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,26
June 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23344 NEXT>23353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hope the gear isn't in the hole...unless 230's are different,all distributors I know of are
driven by a gear on the cam,and one on the dist.shaft...Might account for how hard it
was to get out,too..take a peek!
SUBJECT>if memory serves..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23348.NEXT>23386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the narrowed ones are like,200lbs heavier than a 60?
SUBJECT>istributor shaft gear POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23351 NEXT>23356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,
Looks like we are both responding to each other's posts today.
On the 230 the gear may be attached to the oil pump shaft and then the distributor shaft
has a slotted shaft which meshes with the oilpump shaft.It's been awhile since I pulled
my apart so I'm not quite sure.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor shaft gear POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23353 NEXT>23357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie,
That's right.The oil pump shaft has the gear for the cam-driven.The distributor shaft is
slotted to fit into the oil pump shaft.Kind of a kookie design.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor shaft gear POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23356 NEXT>23360 23375 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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So I can gather from what you are saying that the new distributor with the gear on the
shaft wont work...
SUBJECT>Yo Tacoma!!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23329
NEXT>23376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bro,
I couldn't find one at any of the local salvage yards.Cheapest I found was a new one at
NAPA in Sacramento for $250 (I have the part #).Maybe the rebuilders will hook you up.
Cheers!
SUBJECT>I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to sell
it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23361 23362 23383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just drove home in my 1966 m715 happy as a clam finding an all rust free dent free 715..and find out got magor
emergency in the family.and now need the money I just spent.I
drove this rig home just fine (it needs some points though)after serching for a long time
to find one I fell in love with.I will try to get some digi pics for you guys I just paid
$6,000.00 has original tires still in good shape she just needs some TLC and a top(has
frame work already)and the bench seating in the back too.My e-mail is
jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com or call 916-768-2185..Thanks for the great advice on getting
me started maybe another time in the near future.I need to sell it quick i am in Northern
California Auburn Ca.She is a gem!!
Thank you,
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor shaft gear POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23357 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's right...they sold you the wrong one.i found this in the card file:
Napa #NRD481646 comes with cap and rotor for about $45.00
Supposed to fit a 65 J-series truck with 230 ci engine.
good luck
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23359
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you know someone looking for a very very clean 715 please put them in contact with
me I pretty much need to sell it with in a week...
Thank you very much
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23359
NEXT>23365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what the.......???????anyone else??
i feel confused and scared.
SUBJECT>Re:N.C.This weekend,Who's Coming POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23355
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please come.I'd love to see that thing.I've never even heard of a rokon.Do they like
mud?
SUBJECT>Last Plee For N.C.This Weekend POSTER>Wout EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>23366 23368 23369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure wish more of ya'll would show this weekend.Bring you'r ATV and a pic of you'r
truck if you have to.Just stay a couple hours.Drink a beer or 12.Not to hurt anyones
feelings but I fully endorse alcohol and wheeling.(guns too)Not on the hwy,but in the
woods.We will be on private property.
Wout (910)947-6276
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>23362 NEXT>23372 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Confused?Yeah,me too.Should I ship my trucks to Ca to sell them?$6k.Scared is not
for things you can't change,only for things you can but don't.I don't think you can help
him unless you want to buy his truck...Big boys playing with big toys.Be careful out
there amoung the lions,tigers and bears.
SUBJECT>Re:way off topic,but..POSTER>Landon EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,26
June 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23298 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tocoma,try browns toyota city 1-800-848-4451 glen burnie,md.ad says genuine toyota
parts at wholesale prices.lm
SUBJECT>Re:Last Plee For N.C.This Weekend POSTER>Wade
EMAIL>wrarbrkr@intrstar.net DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23364 NEXT>23377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wout i sure wish i could make it.i wouldn't be able to bring the 715 though (not running
yet).i do have an atv(400 honda foreman),but my daughter has a all star softball tourney
this weekend.so i will be sitting in the sun baking all day sat and sun.i hope you guys
have a great time and one day i will actually get this sbc in the damn truck!by the way ..
anyone know how you break a bearing retainer while trying to install the engine?...well
let me tell ya ,make sure ya clutch is lined up properly...lmao!...oh well....later
Wade
SUBJECT>Re:How's that one Dylan song go...POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23364 NEXT>23374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can't remember the name of it,but I do remember a certain verse..."I got dope to smoke,
drinks and pills,a Jeep to drive,blood to spill".Figuratively,of course.
WHEEEEEHAAAAA!
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane?POSTER>mudclod Arky
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23258 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know a guy who did it budget style.Oxygen tank (like
oxy-acet.welder oxygen bottle)
and used the regulater.He can smoke all four tires on the back of his Ford duelly!One of
the motor shows on the weekend tv they put nitris AND propane.It was unreal the
numbers they turned on the dino machine.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Rockwell axles in a M-715 POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like Chad's old truck.Did it have a GM LT1 350 &TH700R4 and custom half-
doors (like an old Scout or Bronco)?
It was for sale on ebay a while back but ended early,supposedly because of a "prior sale."
I haven't talked with him in a while so I don't know if he actually sold it or not.The ebay
Buy It Now was $22k I think,which wasn't bad considering the mods but that truck sure
had been whooped-on (trust me on that one,I've ridden with Chad and witnessed some of
his antics!Of course I drive mine the same way...hehe).
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23365
NEXT>23373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I paid a little much because of its condition.it is really clean,I know I'm going to
loose my shirt do to my situation tell me what you think I need to do to sell it in one
week?no rust,no dents,trooper seats are still in the back,all most all lights work (need
bulbs in pass rear,good glass,windows and doors work very smoothly,new brakes and
all that goes into them,new bearings,axleseals,fuel pump,gun holder thingie on the
floor,all guages work but speedo and temp(wire wont stay on sending unit)Thats all I
can think of I have only had it home for a short time,if I see or remember anything else I
will post it.What can I get for it?Now that you all know what I paid.Go easy on me
now....:(
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23372
NEXT>23381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know but were I am at I need to see offers comming at me
Jim
SUBJECT>either or POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,26
June 2003,at 10:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23357 NEXT>23378
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..either Krob is setting this right,or can you swap the guts of the new one onto the old
shaft?I don't know a thing about the specifics of the 2 designs.Sounds to me like they.gave you the pump for a
232,also used in 60's J trucks...They are similar to the more
modern 258,and the even more modern uh...4.0,hahah.
I have no idea,that is a screwy design LOL.
SUBJECT>thanks man..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,26 June 2003,at 10:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23358
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..Found NAPA online for $200,they are going to try a rebuilder first,as they like
everyone are strapped at the moment
appreciate the looking though,thanks.
SUBJECT>hahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 12:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23378 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
that's a good one...
actually,and I didn't intend it to be,but "Either/Or"is the title of a Kierkegaard book..
Light reading to be sure...
SUBJECT>Yo Spice!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 2:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23326
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NEXT>23388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
Which radiator did you get from them?They have several.I got a Griffin with crossflow.
It fit in between the mounts with a couple of holes drilled.I paid $169 last year.How
much were the Michelins and who do I call?I'm runnin'13 X 38 TSLs,but would like to
try the XLs on truck #2.Thanks.Wish I could make it up to NC and hook up with you
guys.Would like to show up with a proper tow vehicle.....A deuce!!
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23373
NEXT>23387 23429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I am going to loose a good amount please someone!!!
SUBJECT>OK Spicer got the dimensions....POSTER>Ed J.i KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23311 NEXT>
23390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll check into material first and then feel the guy out for estimated cost of machine time.
No promises but he LOLed at your $1200 quote so I think we can get the deed done
ALOT cheaper.I was thinking about aliminum also.....I'll keep you informed....
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to.sell it right
now.(emergency)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23359 NEXT>23399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1966?
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23340 NEXT>23391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you look at yer truck last night?mine has the bottle bracket with a s-valve on the
bottem with two wires connected to it for operation and then a plastic line to the
intake...thats it,no plug
the 1-C that my friend sold had the spark?or glow?set-up.....completely different,some
type of spark box or control module mounted right on the intake,if it ignited fuel,it was
diesel,no ether bottle on his set-up.
SUBJECT>Re:Pyro Doug...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too have been interested in the guns for quite some time.Its just that when it comes to
paying that much for something that appears so simple to make if you only knew the
details I cant bring myself to part with the money...I'll build one someday but its down the
list a ways.........as far as neighbors,well........I'll put it another post as its way too long.
SUBJECT>Re:if memory serves..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they are around 1,100Lbs with drums in stock form.Ditch the drums for a disk
setup and you've lost a little.Keep in mind that our frames are boxed with and other
channel to half way back the truck...most aren't.If you want to put on 44's or even taller
Michelin style,the Rockwell pig is way to go.6.72's and humongous U-joints!Even the
'ball'style U-joint is very strong...alot more than what we're dealing with now.The couple
things are getting the top loading pumpkin away from the oil pan,but on the same line,
you don't have to worry about extreme drive angles.Making the steering work,deciding
on brakes,and having Diamond Wheel's,Bill,hook you up with a phat set of wheels.
WHEN ARE THE NEW 20"SUPER SWAMPERS COMING OUT,DAMN IT?!I've
tossed the idea around of Rockwelling my truck a few times,but have gotten it to where I
like it and will have to wait for the next to go BIG and piss of the PA enforcement.
SUBJECT>Not to be the ass....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23381 NEXT>23401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
....but this sounds like a scam..Jim,possibly you don't know the situation here.This isn't so much a bulletin board
as a
brotherhood.
Now,I'm not saying that we're going to try and help you,but what I am saying is that if
you're not for real and are just using a tried and true way of selling something-this isn't
the place for it.We all know each other and when the new guy posts all "I gotta sell
quick!"it sounds fishy.
Possibly a more in-depth explanation would win you some offers.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Yo Kev POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23380 NEXT>23436 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not sure exactly which radiator I got.It's a big beefy crossflow with the side tanks.It's
definatle NOT going to drop in.After close inspection...I'm keeping it and will make new
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mounts.It was like $175.I've been having a hint of trouble with the guy with the XL's.
He's telling me one thing and the shipper is telling me another.I should have had them
yesterday,but they were only able to be picked up (finally)yesterday.I'm posting his info
if it's not a good deal.They're supposed to be 85-90%...we'll see Monday,their new ETA.
Oh,I got the new oil cooler from Jegs...very nice.That and the radiator should do.Is the
radiator you got a four row or a two row with longer flat tubes?
SUBJECT>Rebuild of a tall deck?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23315 NEXT>23392
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tommer,
How much does it typically run to rebuild ,say,a 427 T ?I assume parts are more
scarce?I like the idea,but it cost me clost to 1K to do my 350,and that seemed high to
me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:OK Spicer got the dimensions....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23382 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,be sure to take notes on this stuff.I just dropped $ix bill$for XL's and shipping
so the urgency for the adapters is has substantially dropped.Do,please,keep me
informed on what you find out as this may help a few zoners slap on some cheap tall road
tires.
Thanks man,appreciate all the effort...and the LOL'ing the previous quote!
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23384 NEXT>23410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmm,I'll have to check...didn't have time last night.Oh,I snagged a SWEET heavy
duty overhead guard from a lift truck they were scrapping at work.It may end up
replacing the standard duece radiator/grill guard!I'm talking like 1/2"thick!!
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuild of a tall deck?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23389 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depends...Mine didn't need bored,but had one burnt piston.With the headwork,new
piston,rebuild kit,cooking-cleaning-cam bearing-brass freeze plugs machine shop bill I
probably have $1000 total in it.I snagged it pretty cheap from some old farmer.Now that
I put a tach in it I've found that it rarely gets revved much over 3000rpm...there just isn't
much use.It has plenty of power/torque right up through.
SUBJECT>ON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23394 23395 23396
23398 23400 23402 23405 23432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought this rental earlier this year...its around the corner and a couple houses down from
my house.The backyard of the rental runs into the side of the backyard of my house.It
needs some work so no one is living in it right now.I have been parking 3 of my trucks
over there to lessen the conjestion at my place(I have 3-715s and 1-726).Two fit under the
carport and one sits in the drive.When I want to work on one I just hop in it,drive staight
ahead thru MY yards and I'm in front of my garage.No big deal right.
So I was standing there working on one of the trucks in front of my garage and the police
pull into the drive of my next door neighbor,didn't think much about it so I continued
working.Next thing I know the cop is walking up my way,Oh great whats this about?The
conversation goes like this.
Cop:are those your trucks over there?
me:yes
cop:where do you live?
me:right here
cop:who lives over there?
me:nobody right now
cop:well..just cause nobody lives over there doesnt mean you can just take over and park
your stuff there
me:(instantly pissed off)Oh yes I can
cop:NO YOU CAN'T
me:(even more pissed now)OH YES I CAN AND THE WAY I SEE IT,IT'S NONE OF
YOUR F**KEN BUSINESS AND YOU CAN GO BACK OVER THERE AND TELL
HER IT AINT NONE OF HER F**KEN BUSINESS EITHER.(pointing to the neighbor
lady who had called him).cop:You can't park and drive your trucks on private property just because nobody is there
to tell you not to.
me:(suddenly calmed down inside and seeing humer now)id the owner of that property
call you and complain?
cop:well no
me:then what are you doing here?
cop:well your neighbor called and complained.
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me:does she own that property?
cop:no
me:then what are you doing here?
cop:uhhhh
me:if the owner didn't complain I don't believe you need to worry about this until he does.
cop:do you know the owner?
me:yep.
cop:did you get written permission to park there?(really grasping for something now isn't
he)
me:(laughing)I don't need written permision from him(laughing more now)
cop;well how do you expect to prove to me you have permission to park there.(oh geeze
this is starting to get annoying now)
me:well lets see...if he didn't complain I don't need to prove anything to you and one other
thing...I own that property.
cop:duhh duh duh
me:(waiting for a response)
cop:why didn't you tell me that to begin with?
me:first--you didn't ask if I had permission to park there and second--its really not your
business if I own the property or not and I expect you to not share my personal business
with her (pointing back at the neighbor)
cop:well,just don't start any trouble and try to be neighborly.
me:You mean like calling the police on people when its none of my business?that kind
of neighborly?
cop:well you do have a point.
me:damn right I do,no can I go back to what I was doing?
cop:sure.
I live in a small town and went to school with a lot of the guys that are on the police force
here and know many of the others,get along with all of them great and never have
problems with them but this just shows how one moron can give the rest a bad name.He
is young and new so hopfully he will slow down and ask the right questions next time or
find a different line of work.
sincerely apologize for the length of this but i needed to get it of my chest and feel much
better now....guess I can climb down of the clocktower now.
thanks for being there guys
Doug
SUBJECT>I'll take over your shift POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.got to get a little time in the tower myself...
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>ustin EMAIL>doe97@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 7:05
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't wait to be in a small town!!
-
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at
7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet.
Thanks for the "morning chuckle".
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:might try these guys:POSTER>Jesse L
EMAIL>Jesse_Larrabee@excite.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,I'll give them a shout.
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at
7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23393
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO!I can just picture the cops confusion...and nervousness as you suddenly calm
down and start smiling!I'm cracking up here!!!
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23383 NEXT>23404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6K no sweat.If mine were for sale it would be for more.It may not sell for awhile but it
would sell.All these modified trucks are driving up stocker prices cause they are just
getting rarer.So keep building them trucks guys...:^))...........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,27
June 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like the town I'm in to the letter!Small towns are great though...:)Doug.
SUBJECT>I'm with you,we zoners would give a kidney to a fellow Jeeper...
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,27
June 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23387 NEXT>23449.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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but this sounds strange.I would like to thing this guy is for real,and hope you are.:)
I agree that if you (Jim)want to get a little more help here you've got to fill us all in a bit
more.We are a bunch of guys who from what I've seen would give a kidney if you needed
one,but not without knowing you a bit more...
I wish you luck and all the best with whatever trouble you're going through.I sold my 68
fully modded with FI Chevy,overdrive,sweet paint,modern everything and a driver that
you could take 'cross country for just under 6K.I would think anything much more than
5K in PERFECT original shape with everything working was pushing it?Try EBAY?
Good luck,Doug.
SUBJECT>Southern California Trip POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is thier any one out thier that would like to join me in going to Gorman,I know
LuckyPast will go but he is scary because all of the beans he eats...I would like to plan
something in about one month and make it a 3day trip.
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393 NEXT>23406 23417
23443 23461 23496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all your support and whats even better is that this all stems from the same
woman that has 4 or 5 pool parties during the summer and when her front yard fills up
she has her guest pull in thru MY drive and then drive thru MY yard so they can park in
her back yard....never has she asked permission,not once...I've even had to go ask to get
cars moved that were parked in my drive way so I could pull in my own damn house.I'm
typically so laid back it doesn't bother me.Well thats not going to be the case
anymore.IF,and thats a big IF,she is crazy enough to pull that this summer I have several
ideas that should be rather entertianing.
1:simply block them in and refuse to move my trucks so they can get out
2:not say anything and lay down some spike strips
3:hook a strap to the deuce and drag the car around like a rag doll
4:just plain run the car over with the deuce(havn't had a insurance claim for years,its
about time)
Bet your all voting for #4.....wonder if the car is parked in my drive without written
permission as little boy blue seems to think you need,would the "accident"be my fault or
thiers.
oh and Tacoma,I'll save you a spot in the clocktower but don't think yer starting without
me....I'm thinking twelve noon....lots more targets in the street.
SUBJECT>Lee,you listening?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23407 NEXT>23409 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I swear,it seems like the number of cops around who are acutally set on keeping the
peace or looking out for right and wrong are few and far between now days.It's just a
bunch of guys who are on a power trip and enjoy bullying others.
It's taken me 27.5 years to totally loose all the respect my middle-class white family
values drilled into me from birth and replace them with loathing and an small amount of
pitty.
Lee,don't be part of the problem-be the solution.When you go out on your next call-
think to myself "What would Andy Griffin do?"and go from there.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23391 NEXT>23415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why don't you and Katie just come over for supper tonight,Drive the deuce and we can
compare the cold start systems.Lot easier when there parked side by side.See ya around
7:00.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23402 NEXT>23440
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's amazing how little say a guy has in what he can do on his own property.I was mistakin
when I thought I had my castle and I was the king and my word rules.As long as the
City,State,Federal Gov.or nieghbors dont have a problem with what I'm doing it is
kinda,sorta,well almost but not quite completely untrue.
Idea #6(5 is your poultry cooker...you should do an infomercial)Claim that i thought it
was the car I was supposed to do an engine overhaul on for a friend...see how far I can
have it torn down before they stop me.
SUBJECT>hood hinges POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,
27 June 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>23413 23574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone tell me if the hood hinges off a fsj wagoneer will fit my 715?thanks
SUBJECT>Re:hood hinges POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23412 NEXT>23414 23434 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I can check tonight after work.I have a 69 waggie and a 68 M715.I believe they are the
same,but will verify tonight.maybe someone else here on the list will know.beforehand...kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:hood hinges POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23413 NEXT>23424 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks for the quick reply.i don't have a fsj in mind yet but there are enough in the
junkyards around here .or if anyone happens to have a spare right hinge sitting around i'd
be glad to purchase it for a reasonable price.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23410 NEXT>23419 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Um,that's Sunday@7:00 right?
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23404 NEXT>23459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naw,I was totally serious.I figure that the fewer stock trucks (especially high option
ones)that there are,well the value has to go up.Don't get me wrong.I love anything
modified.Especially a wheeler.As a matter of fact I was planning on dropping in one of
my 455's a spare T-18 and 205 combined with a lift,lockers and boggers or swampers,
and last but not least a good cage.But the original bug bit me and here I am with a stock
truck.If I ever do have to sell,well I'll probably get less than I want.If I choose to sell
with out having to,well I can hold out on a higher price.They only made 30,000 of these
rigs.Some day when I'm old and gray,they will be worth a good buck.Thats not why I'm
in this though.I just like it cause it's different than every bodys elses rig.....And it's a
JEEP!!!
I hope this clarifies this a little.I think I understood your reply?Have a good
weekend!........Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>KLINGER715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#4 #4 FOR SURE!!!!
SUBJECT>Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahoZH8e1yjbg PREVIOUS>NEXT>23421
23435 23462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The check is in the mail for a burgandy metalic and silver 2000 Hayabusa with 6000
miles!I got it for $8 dollars less than my insurace check was for!It's in Wichita and.should ship next week!
:
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23415 NEXT>23515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured you could slap that nitruos kit on there and be here in a jiffy.you might want to
duct tape the hood seams,lower the drag coefficient.maybe even rake the windshield a
little.
SUBJECT>oes that mean WE are becoming more valuable,too?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23404 NEXT>
23422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried that out on my wife,saying that since I'm becoming older (&still have most of my
original parts),I'm also becoming more valuable.She just laughed.;o)
Anyway,my truck's stock,too,except for the 4.56's.Had it appraised a few months ago.
For-what-it's-worth:$7,500.Could I really get that for it?Who knows?But,as the asking
price goes up on anything,the buyers become fewer and fewer.
Anyway,have a great weekend,folks!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23418 NEXT>23423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats Spicer!!!So,,,ah,,,,what kinda lock are you going to put on it???OK,sorry...I'll
go back to work now...
SUBJECT>Re:Does that mean WE are becoming more valuable,too?
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23420 NEXT>23453
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Steve...Who did your appraisal?Yes I think its worth it.Sure I could find a 1200
dollar truck.But how much are you going to pump into it getting it the way you want.As
for you getting older and more valuable...Well that depends on if you are still under
warranty..:^))Take care...Al..
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23421 NEXT>23425 23504 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hayabusa..."Heyyourbusted!"Enjoy,and keep the rubberside down.Alan,zrx1100,
ducati900ss,and of course,a 67m715:).SUBJECT>YES POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,27 June
2003,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23414 NEXT>23427
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just looked at mine..should be no problem at all.
Tacoma
78 cherokee chief
67 m725
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23423 NEXT>23426
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
[Katie voice on/]Thomas,when are you giving me my engagement ring?You promised
we'd be married by September.[\Katie voice off ]
(Thanks Tacoma for teaching me everything I know about chat room talk)
-B.
SUBJECT>your kung fu is weak,but getting better POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 3:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23425 NEXT>23522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
should be:
(katie):thomas when r u gvng me my Ngagemnt rng?U prmsed we'd b mrried by Sept
Or some such.Your kung fu grows strong but you cannot yet hear the sound of the one
hand clapping....persevere!
Besides,you can't ride an engagement ring....(btw my wife LOVE it when I got her a
Jeep instead of a ring....really..
on another note,out of curiousity what's land going for near you?Wife and I would like
to get a place in the Southeast somewhere.
SUBJECT>I should have a spare POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23424 NEXT>23430 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I keep staring at a few hood hinges in my garage and thinking that I need to get them sold.
Email me if you want one.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Southern California Trip POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23403 NEXT>23531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your Chevy will blow up by then.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23381
NEXT>23442 23451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
I don't know what's up with these guys.Sometimes hard times come at the most
inopportune times.Anyhow,this is a shitty time to sell any kind of "toy"vehicle.But I'd
recommend dropping an ad in the Recycler -it's free at recycler.com.Advertise down
here in LA and Orange County.I had two guys call me for a complete truck when I was
advertising just parts.If someone is serious,they'll come to you.I may even be up your
way this weekend and I'll keep an eye out for the truck so I can maybe dispell the scam
rumor.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I should have a spare POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks guys....
SUBJECT>how many trucks/members?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey i can`t count that high!the vin registry is big,itsa good thing!just wonder how many
of these trucks are out there,and if their owners know about us.i`m sure new members
will always be sending in their vin`s.1st for 10-67 here!!
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at
4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I liked the way you handled that!Damn cops.Arrogant sons of bitches aren't they.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane=nitrous POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23258 NEXT>23447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have heard or this on modified/stock pulling trucks,mostly dodge.injecting propane into
the airstream on a diesel is like nitrous on a gas motor.i don`t think this is for extended
use.but hey if they make a total propane conversion?why not?havent seen a propane
conversion since i was a kid.find this book=how to make your own alcohol fuels/by larry
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w.carley =homebrew alcohol,gasohol,diesohol fuels.and info to convert.have`nt been
able to find this yes good luck ya`ll!!can you say 25 to 1 compression!!!an still run cool!
SUBJECT>Re:hood hinges POSTER>David Kane EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23413.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a cherry fsj cherokee hood,about 1989 or 91??.The hood is an EXACT copy of
my NOS M-715 hood that I bought out of california.So anyway they should be the same
also.
dave
SUBJECT>Right on......NO SQUIDS!!!!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23388
NEXT>23438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
My radiator (Griffin,drops in)has 2 rows with 1"tubing.They claim it will outcool a 5
row copper unit,and I believe 'em.I noticed Summit's price on these has gone up to $189.
I hope the guy comes through with the XLs.All I'm lacking to get me on the road is some
new meats and a driver side tailight bracket (anyone?).I've got 12.5 X 20 XLs on my
Unimog and I love 'em!They're pretty quiet too.Glad you got your replacement 'Busa.
Man those are rockin'machines.Currently,I don't have a bike.The people here in
Albuquerque are some of the worst drivers I've ever seen,and have had many close calls.
I am looking for a 2 wheel drive Rokon though.These are insane!Motorized mountain
goats.The hubs are hollow so you can carry extra gas or water.People freak out when
they see a 2 wheel drive motorbike.
SUBJECT>Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Perk,
I just got the #for the guy in Canada that makes the Unimog/Ford 300 adapters.I left a
message and will let you know the lowdown.He used to give a better price for multiple
kits (he makes them as needed),so if you are serious,maybe we could get 2.
SUBJECT>NC Wout-Fest POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
almost 11pm Fri,and I just gave up trying to get the CJ on the road for tomorrow
morning for the trip to Wout's place (715 is still too far gone).Had new 140amp 12si
built,and making the new (bigger)bracket for it has just taken much longer than I figured
it would.Got the pattern/test bracket made from aluminum,but that's it.Plus there's
another couple or three hours work after that's in.
I'm aiming to get down there in the morning,will have to tag along with whoever..Playing mechanic used to be fun.Now
it sucks.I want to play!
SUBJECT>wait just a minute,Chris...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23429
NEXT>23445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...no one said it WAS a scam,just that it's kind of fishy.Very odd to have to sell a truck
you just bought within the week.This list is a fairly familiar group,lots of people have
helped each other out,sometimes going beyond what you might expect from people who
may not have ever met.
Certainly everyone knows about hard times,we've all been there,but is it so strange to
want to know a LITTLE more about the situation?ie,is it a medical emergency that
forces the sale?or is it a case of 'oh no I shouldn't have bought that'?
Anyway,you know we'll help out any way we can.Just asking for a little rationale.I've
kept my white elephant 725 through a lot of hard times when I could have really used the
cash,as I know a lot of us have.So it's a little strange (for now)when one has to be
flushed ASAP...so soon after purchase.and that's all folks!
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 8:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd block them in.The problem with the spike strips is that they can sue you for "having a
hazard"in your yard.Yes,even if THEY weren't supposed to be IN YOUR yard.:-(
#3 sounds like fun,but might lead to jail time or at the least,the evening news.(now that
might not be so bad...)
#4 could be do-able.I bet those parking brakes on them ol'dueces are't real good after all
these years....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>Ricky EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23437
NEXT>23465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much are they???I may be interested too.What is he doing to keep the trannys
cool???Real big weakness in the 404's is the transmissions.
Thanks,
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:wait just a minute,Chris...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23442 NEXT>23446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But also,it's really none of our business if it's some serious family problem.In reality
almost all of us are just strangers,no matter how comfortable we feel online.If the dude
needs to off the truck he just got,so be it.I remember someone just a few days ago
offering to take the truck off his hands just to save a low miles original.Where's that offer
now?.Either way,it'll be difficult to sell in his area and I wish him the best.Sometimes poop
happens and you have to sacrifice the fun stuff.
Chris
SUBJECT>i agree BUT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,27
June 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23445 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a little odd that barely a DAY passed before it had to go.Sure things happen and we
can all understand that.Hell,I'd take it if I could,or even try to pool some funds for him.
and you're right,if it's none of our business,it's none of our business.Silence is a little
odd though.
There is a place here that MIGHT buy it,he's got a beat 715 and a 725 (from the Tacoma
PD of all places)that he's selling for $8500 each,in shitty shape,and he thinks he's doing
the world a favor at that price,maybe he would take a stocker for $6k...but none of us
would ever see it again...
I'll email Jim and see what's happening w/truck
SUBJECT>Re:diesel+diesel +propane=nitrous POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check out half.com,they have 3 right now.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mike POSTER>P.Scott EMAIL>pscott1712@aol.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23339
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,I have been a member for quite a few years.Have posted only two or three
times,But check in and read the messages a lot.Have found lots of usefull stuff,apreciate
it a lot espically the archives.I'm retired military living in Kansas,and have one M-715
that is pretty much stock looking except it has a Chevy 350 with dual exhaust.Use it for
farm work and an occasional driver.The truck is in excellent shape.Have another one
that needs motor and transmission.Just wanted to say Hi,and that there are probably a lot
more out there like me that read the postings but seldom say anything.Keep up the great
work on the site!P.Scott
SUBJECT>Re:I'm with you,we zoners would give a kidney to a fellow Jeeper...
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at
11:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23401 NEXT>23450 23491
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I was a sucker buying this one if you sold one that nice for $6k I guess $5k to
$4.5K is better.One of us is less a job now,and we already live check to check.So I am
not trying to abuse this board,I was just happy to find it with nice people.I am a motor
head true and true.I am going to try and get pics this weekend if I do I will send them to.one of you or try to post
them here then you tell me what is a fair price..Deal I may have
been taken but I do not want to try and take someone to the cleaners do to my lack of
knowledge on these trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm with you,we zoners would give a kidney to a fellow Jeeper...
POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at
11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23449 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was wrong on the miledge it was 10,453 miles.not 4K
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Jim EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,27 June 2003,at 11:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23429
NEXT>23658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are coming up to the auburn/meadow vista area this weekend call me.916-768-
2185 I will meet you and show you the truck,and you can tell me what i should ask for it.
Jim
SUBJECT>troop seats POSTER>Bwing96 EMAIL>wbing96@wmconnect.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are the troop seats from the M715 compatable with the M37 ?Also I'm looking for a
drivers side mirror on the arm
SUBJECT>Re:Does that mean WE are becoming more valuable,too?POSTER>Steve
Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23422 NEXT>
23454 23481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a classic car dealer in Bloomington,IL,(Bob's Custom Auto)who was
recommended by my insurance company (State Farm).A few months ago,I realized how
much money I had stuck in the truck and wanted to insure it for more than the default
value of $1500.My State Farm agent said that Bob did a lot of classic auto appraisals for
them.If he appraised it for more than $1500,State Farm would write the policy
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accordingly.The M715 was a new challenge for Bob,because he was used to appraising
Corvettes,muscle cars,classics,etc.,but he had done a few of the small Willys-type
Jeeps.Also,he contacted some folks he knew who restored military vehicles.Bottom line
is that my State Farm insurance now covers the truck for $7500;policy costs about $200
a year.
I think the key is to find an appraiser that deals in older vehicles.I also gave Bob a cost
list of what I had stuck into the truck.
Regarding whether I'm still under warranty,if I was,my wife would have exchanged me
for a newer model a long time ago!;o)
Steve.SUBJECT>Re:Does that mean WE are becoming more valuable,too?
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,28 June
2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23453 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LOL....Thanks for the reply Steve..I'm gonna look into that...
SUBJECT>Re:who has the junkyard connection?????POSTER>Rick Townsend
EMAIL>male4u2enjoy@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now...call if you'd like 817-417-0052...I could send you pics if you'd like...But
should be home most of the weekend...I am at 309 Ironbark dr.Arlington tx 76018..
SUBJECT>One week and a day ,OOPS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23195 NEXT>23464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wrong on the neighbor stealing my gas.Damn it he needs to be shot.I found a hole
in the tank.I have already tried the gas tank sealer 4 years ago.Now I am scraching my
head on what to do?Short of buying a new tank.Any suggestions?Will
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Kev POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23438
NEXT>23482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanna be JUST LIKE YOU!!!!
SUBJECT>Yo..Luckpabst and Kevin Braddock...on adaptors POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>23463
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess you two are interested in adaptors for 715s to Mog wheels?I will check nto
material costs....first alum.then steel(1040?)and see what we're looking at on that end.
Did spicers dimensions look OK to you besides the duece bolt pattern?This may be a
slow process got long hrs.at work and the shop is a weekend type deal for me.Anyway
let me know what you guys are thinking and I'll keep ya posted I guess.Machining should
be lower than average cost..the machine shop guy is pretty cool....later...Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23416
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As someone who has fooled with various collector cars over the years,I've found one
thing -stock rigs will eventually become collectable and attain much more value.Non-
stock and modified rigs are fun,but usually depreciate or at least never reach the value of.a stock unit.
I realize that 715's aren't yet in the same class as the old collector autos,but one day they
will be.The old Dodge M37's in original stock form are worth a pretty penny nowadays
and the M715 will be next among military collectors.Wait and see.
SUBJECT>Re:9.75 x 16.5 wheels POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23316 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to know the same thing.Where did you get your wheels?
SUBJECT>Re:DON"T READ WAY TOO LONG RANTING AND RAVING
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at
5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
roll tape please!i'll buy a copy when you get out of jail.and save me spot in the tower
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEEEEEET!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo..Luckpabst and Kevin Braddock...on adaptors POSTER>Kevin
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23458 NEXT>23479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ed,
I'm up in the air.I'm waiting to see how Spicer's Michelin purchase works out (for the
stock wheels).I hate adding more unsprung weight in the form of adapters,but I do have
2 sets of 20"tires.Maybe I'll flip a damn coin!Are you planning on making up extra sets
for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:One week and a day ,OOPS POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23456 NEXT>23468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has a few places that have been brazed.i wouldn't do it myself though.i heard one
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time that they fill the tank with water before they weld on it to reduce the amout of fumes.
try a radiator shop.most of them work on gas tanks.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23444 NEXT>23466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Ricky,
He hasn't gotten back to me yet.I'll keep you posted.I ran this set-up for a few years with
no tranny problems (stock,no cooler).I don't recall Pete using anything either.He also.built a 404 with an injected
350/700 R4 and GM T-case.He said it would run 95 mph!!!I
went the wrong route apparently.I used the ford flywheel and the mercedes clutch and
pressure plate.Pete says the way to go is with the ford clutch.He raves about it.If you
have never driven a 300 powered 404,your in for a real treat!The Offy/Holley set-up for
these is bitchen too!I can get rubber in not just one gear,but..................none (not that I
would be foolish enough to try).
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23465 NEXT>23467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i want one bad.......
i didn't know there was enough rome for a V8 in there.i would not drive one 95!!!that's
what you call knockin'a hole in the wind.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23466 NEXT>23480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
room not rome,he meant to say
SUBJECT>Re:One week and a day ,OOPS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23464 NEXT>23659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks I'll try that,my B'Day is next Saturday I am trying to talk Connie into buying me a
mig welder instead of a air compresser.The house we are fixin'to buy has a shop that has
been plummed for air.God I love my wife.Will
SUBJECT>Wout-Fest is History POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23478 23530 23600 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wanted to brag on the great time we had near Carthage NC today.
TC (Tony)and his DW and kids in his M-whatever blazer,marklyda on the coolest bike
i've seen--Rokon 2wd,Wout and his wife and family in the 715 and Mutt,and Wout's
neighbor all rode the trails.
Fantastic trails at Wouts place.Looks like it can be really rough in the rain--luckily it held
off for us today.Wout is a great guy,let me run his 715 quite a bit.Nice rig!
Wish more of you NC guys had been able to show up.Well worth it!
SUBJECT>sort of off topic POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sort of..If anyone is looking for deuce parts,including winches etc,I have a guy here with.several in his 60 ACRE
YARD.Yeah,that's right.He's got cranes,m37's,DUKW's,
tanks,lots of engines and parts.
I am going to talk to him and see if he can use my help keeping all that shit running,
apparently he has to pay someone to come from Salt Lake,and I am not only very close
but I will work for free.
SOOO if anyone ever needs some other-than-715 military stuff,he might have it.When I
can get a camera I'll put up some pics.
SUBJECT>ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23475 23476 23484 23489 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys I need help.I have 68 M715 with A 350 sb with novak adapters I have no
problems with my cooling system when driving down th highway.But when I am
crawling or stopped my engine heats up and then will cool down when I start driving
again.I have a brand new engin,water pump,radiator,hoses.I have noticed that not alot of
air flows thru my radiator at idle with the fan I am using.I am using a 18 inch diameter
flex fan and its spaced 6 inchs from the radiator with no shroud.Could this be my
problem?any help or advice is much apriciated than
CHRISTOPHER BENNETT
DOWNEY CALIFORNIA
SUBJECT>stevbronco missouri did you sell?POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 8:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you sell your truck?if not how much are you asking for it?
I may be interested.
roger
SUBJECT>What corner of the NW are you ?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
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EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23470 NEXT>23477 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
You mention Salt Lake,I assume with the handle "Tacoma"that you are in WA.Sounds
like a very interesting place.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23452
NEXT>23488 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Both the troop seats for the M-37 and M-715 are very hard to come by.The two are not
compatable.However the advantage lays with the M-715 as the stake holes,I believe,are
the same size as used on the duece trucks.It would be possible to get the hardware from a.duece and modify.Someone
else here on the forum may have tried it.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23471 NEXT>23519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say that the fan is your problem.A shroud would be good,that way all the air
would be forced to go thorough the radiator instead of pulling some from the sides.Is it
an electric fan for driven off the belt?If it is belt driven you might want to look into an
electric.When your engine is at slow speeds the fan isnt spinning very fast and cant pull
much air,where an electric fan can be set to turn really fast even when the engine is slow.
Hope that halps!
SUBJECT>you might be right POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23471
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you can,throw a shroud on and see what happens.Also look at thermostat,probably a
good idea to do that first,it's easier than making a shroud.
I remember reading somewhere that you don't need a fan above about 50mph,airflow will
do the trick.
If it were me I'd take a look at the thermostat first.ANd if you already did,I don't mean to
insult your intelligence.
SUBJECT>I am in fact in UT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23473
NEXT>23524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tooele to be exact.Name was picked off map by my young mother,who was sort of a
freak back then.So anyway,I'm not in WA hahah I am in a corner of the SW instead.
SUBJECT>Re:Wout-Fest is History POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>23469 NEXT>23485 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
350 miles later...Back in Georgia and slightly fried 'cause by the way I look and smell,
somebody dragged me through a mudhole.I had a lot of fun today thanks to a bunch of
very nice people.Every one.
And thanks for getting me out of the mud and up those hills.HAHA
Hope to see y'all again,Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Yo..Luckpabst and Kevin Braddock...on adaptors POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23463 NEXT>
23509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to make a set for myself sooner or later since I've already got the rims.I thought.if someone else needed
a set they could be cranked out while I was makng mine.I guess
spicer talking about them got me thinking about them again.I'll find out more on material
and get back with you on it.
SUBJECT>Re:Does that mean WE are becoming more valuable,too?
POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,28 June 2003,at 10:14
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was in a similar position.I knew I had a lot invested in my '715 (the last time I totalled
the receipts it was over $22k,not including hundreds of hours labor).Since I was
dragging it 1,500 miles across the country I figured if something were to happen,that
would probably be when it would.I had it appraised by a professional appraiser in St.
Louis before I left.Luckily he had done many "custom modified"show cars and even a
few restored military vehicles.Still,I don't think he'd ever seen anything quite like my
M715 before.After reviewing my receipts and list of modifications (3 pages)and
researching it for a few days (what stock and restored M715's sell for,production
numbers,etc.)he gave me the news:
$16,000
Which is what it is insured for.The insurance is still dirt cheap,though.
SUBJECT>Re:9.75 x 16.5 wheels POSTER>Dan EMAIL>jeepers2@citlink.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23316
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running 37x12.5 Goodyear Wrangler MT's on 9.75 x 16.5 wheels with 5.5
backspacing.The rear tires have lots of room and 38.5s should fit with no problems.Up
front,with the wheels turned all the way and the tire stuffed as far as it will go with stiff
stock springs,there is about 2"between the tire and fender at the rear (My front flares are
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cliped so I don't know for sure how much room there is at the front of the tire with the
stock flare,but it looks like it would be 2-3").A 38.5 tire about 12-13"wide should fit.
Tires 14-16"may or may not require modifications (a 1-3"cab lift might be a low buck
option).
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,29 June
2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23471 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get rid of the flex fan.Alot of people think there great,but they don't cool as well as a
good 5 or 7 blade steel fan.You might buy a spacer and put it just a bit closer to the
radiator.Do those things including the shroud the guys already mentioned and you will
most likely solve your low speed cooling problems.Here's another real good reason to
toss your flex fan...I used to belong to Portlands second oldest jeep club the Jolly jeepers.
They had a member who was working on their jeep with their brother one day.The CJ
had a flex fan on it.They were tuning it and reving it up.One of the blades on the flex fan
broke off and stabbed the brother in the heart killing him in less than two minutes..Nobody in that club runs a flex
anymore.
Dump the flex.Besides a good steel factory style fan sounds remotely like a DC-9 prop
waiting for take off.OK maybe a cessna....
SUBJECT>Re:Wout-Fest is History POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you guys had a great time.I wish it was easier for all of us to get together and
lighten a keg or something...Glad you guys had fun...
SUBJECT>Vancouver WA Smokeys Pizza 68 M715 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My friend Pete calls me yesterday to tell me about going to dinner at Smokeys.In the lot
was a nice 68 M715 with 42 swampers.Pete asked the guy behind the counter if he
knows who owns it.I do the guy says.Pete tells him about my truck and he says to tell
me about the M715zone.I never got his member name.Ring a bell with anybody???
SUBJECT>450 tons of NOS M715 parts POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23492 23514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think this has been mentioned before.If so forgive me.I got my latest issue of Full size
jeep magazine and inside is a 1/4 page ad from vintage power wagons stating the recent
purchase of 450 tons of NOS parts.E-mail is M715kaiserjeep.com Now we will have to
see if their prices are reasonable.I hope so.Anyway...FYI..
SUBJECT>Re:troop seats POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23474
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has the duece bows cut down.Not for long though.Pic's in the members gallery.I
do want the correct troop seats.My wife even said last night we should get the troop seats
without me even mentioning it.I love that woman.I posted measurements of the bowes
awhile back.Do a search and they should come up.I better quit now.I think this is my
fourth post inside a half an hour.No more coffee for me...
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23471 NEXT>23490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to drive a '90 Wagoneer.These things had a crappy bakelite or similar material for
the shroud--real brittle.Engine runs noticibly hotter when going slow when the shroud is
gone,than with one.I'd go for making up a shroud asap.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>chris
EMAIL>chkiben@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23489 NEXT>23498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thanks guys im going to try to make a shroud or find a
aux electric fan
SUBJECT>Good luck Jim!Hope you at least don't lose your shirt.:)POSTER>oug's
Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 1:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23449 NEXT>23493 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stock trucks do rule,and if I was to do it again,that's the route I'd go.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:450 tons of NOS M715 parts POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23487 NEXT>23495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are VERY reasonable!I just bought a complete fording kit in excellent NOS
condition for $150!Try em out guys.
Steven (unsolicited endorsement)
SUBJECT>Re:Good luck Jim!Hope you at least don't lose your shirt.:)POSTER>Jim
EMAIL>jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23491 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well I was told to be realalistic i need to be in the $4,500.00 range so there it is the new
asking price for a great rig.Let me know?
Jim
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jimmy_jack_1@yahoo.com
or
916-768-2185
SUBJECT>power steering ?POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I installed a power saginaw box of unkown history and also a reman.pump and new
hoses.I filled the pump and started the engine-no power assist,no noises,and a slight
leak from a plug on the back side of the pump.I will remove the pump to resolve the
small leak issue,but why no power assist?any help is appreciated.
Thanks Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:450 tons of NOS M715 parts POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23492 NEXT>23540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to know more about Full Size Jeep Magazine!Where do I get a subscription?
SUBJECT>I like options 3 &4 POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good show Doug!
You gave that wingnut cop enough rope to hang himself.I've got nothing against SOME.cops,but alot are assholes.I
have 2 friends that are cops.Just like I thought,they've told
me that 95%were picked on as kids and now it's PAYBACK TIME!!They put on their
badges and guns and have the God Complex down real well.Usually these guys (and
gals)are just hoping and praying for a reason to unholster their weapon.I have first hand
experience with that!I find it's best to stay out of their way,because some carry
'throwdown'weapons and coke.You can be set-up REAL easy.Most everytime we have
a shooting here in Alb.the perp ends up getting riddled by the Boys in Blue.They're dyin'
to say they've put a round in someone.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering ?POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23494
NEXT>23518 23824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It could be that the system has an air lock in the power steering gear box unit.Let it sit
over night then try it again.Also make sure that the pump is turning the correct direction.
You can also try to turn the steering wheel with out the motor running that may clear it
up.Hope it is one of these easy fix's.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run an electric and flex fan in mine.I was having a over heating issue replace the stock
raditor with a alluminum unit I bought off ebay.Now the electric unit only comes on after
a quite a bit of stop and go traffic.
SUBJECT>I'm back POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,29
June 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23500 23501 23506
23508 23512 23516 23523 23525 23539 23543 23559 23567 23584 23590 23811 23819
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is not a test.I am back and am going to be working on he site ALOT for some time
to come.It is a long story...don't think it would be good reading here,maybe sometime if
we get together...I do apologize to all that emailed questions and did not get answers...yet.
I plan to answer as many as I can in the near future.If you were in my place,you may
have handled this differently,but I believe no matter how it could be handled,drastic
would be used to describe the change.Not to dwell on this,I plan to look ahead and am
very excited about recent developments,both personally and in M715 matters...chiefly
the Highland Auto sale to Vintage Power Wagons (VPW)of Fairfield,IA.I am going to
put up a page here on the site with pictures and information as soon as I can put it
together on what VPW has.I have been there since the stuff arrived and was given,very
graciously I must add,full and comlete access for as long as I had to crawl through the
stuff.Basically,TONS of GREAT STUFF,damn fair pricing,and a great man running it,
Dave Butler.I was VERY impressed and somewhat overwhelmed by all the parts,
basically a treasure trove.Just as a note,don't expect to get the kind of access I got if you
go there.Dave and his staff will take good care of you,but don't expect the access I was
given.
One note for you all,Defroster Ducts,no one has them....Dave does,at least 20 or 30.pairs of them...didn't get to
ask the price on these in particular but I suspect by everything
else we discussed,fair is the least thing I expect.These are brand new in plastic sealed
boxes!!
Stay tuned,especially the restoration guys!!
Much more to come!!
Sincerely,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome home my old friend!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
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DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome back,hope the aliens didn't have there way with you,like they did me.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:stevbronco missouri did you sell?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope had a change of heart.Parted it out a little here and there but still around.
steve
SUBJECT>YO,Tacoma,Mog info !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 9:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23505 LINKNAME>Tibus Offroad
LINKURL>http://www.killeraxles.com
Tacoma,If you ever get over to Ogden,look up Daniel Tibus at Tibus Offoad.He is a tall
blond German kid who along with his father Wolfgang is importing all kinds of stuff
from Europe.Brings in Mog axles to modify to differant applications,has an excellant
collection of several Jeeps,a diesel M-37 and a nice Mog 404.Might be found at the link
below.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic:NEW 'BUSAAAAAA!!!POSTER>Wade
EMAIL>wrarbrkr@intrstar.net DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey alan,how do you like the zrx1100?i had a 99 model and really liked it.sold it and
bought a honda valkyrie.first cruiser i have ever owned(getting old),but i really like it.
the only thing i hate about the valk is i'm afraid my wife will fall asleep back there and
tumble off.:)
Wade.SUBJECT>holy sh....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,29
June 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23503 NEXT>23507
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow!I didn't know those guys were in Ogden!Awesome!Me and the wife are going to
ID for th 4th,she wants to cruise thru Ogden and northern UT looking for land...I'll be
SURE to stop and look around...
Thanks for the tip!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
29 June 2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to have you back!And curious where you've been,but some other time.Interested to
see what's what on these truckloads of parts....Also,I'm working on the list of members
for us all,and we'll have that this summer too.
Glad yer back!
SUBJECT>ADDENDUM POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23505
NEXT>23510 23587 23622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOLY SHIT those axles are cheap as hell!I think I might use some....cheaper than
redoing a 44 even!
plus,the m37 kit looks promising.I will wag his ear with entreaties for a kit for the 715's.
SUBJECT>Glad your back Jon!!nt POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nt
SUBJECT>Re:Yo..Luckpabst and Kevin Braddock...on adaptors POSTER>Kevin
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23479 NEXT>23656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good Ed.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:ADDENDUM POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23507
NEXT>23513 23527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was talking to a guy with an M37 and he said his wheels were also 6 lug,but I don't
recall if they were 6 on 7 1/4 like ours.Of course,the wheel stud diameter would have to
be the same,too.But it's worth a shot...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Perk!!!!Mog info.POSTER>Kevin Braddock.EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those are some neat Moggies he has.There are so many cool variants out there.I have a
$500k Unicat U2450 6x6 motorhome as my computer wallpaper.Gotta have somethin'to
wish for!!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,29 June 2003,at 11:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back from me,too.While you were out,I,too acquired an M715.Bought it
from Alan Bennet in Nebraska who told me this website was a MUST.He was right.:-)It
now has an in cab roll cage as well as Alan's mods:12 conversion,AMC 360,TH400 and
QT t-case.Everything else is pretty much stock looking on the outside.
Dave is a great guy.I bought some NOS axle shafts from him for spares.They arrived in
excellent packaging (hard to do with axleshafts!)and the price was right.Hopefully,I'll
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never NEED them.
SUBJECT>I"ll check it out...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23510
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..going to the yard tomorrow,I'll see if they're the same.Guy has a shitload (ie more than
20)sitting there.
SUBJECT>but..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
30 June 2003,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>23487 NEXT>23759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's got 450 tons of a LOT of heavy stuff!There's another source for small 715 stuff like
window mouldings,windshield assy's,little things that were picked through and
purchased BEFORE Vintage bought the rest of the lot.Try Saturn Surplus,
1.717.692.9400 for anything you think isn't a 'tonnage'part.You may be surprised.
Just a lil fyi
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer?????POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,lets just grab on of the newer Kenworth,"Ant Eater"bodies...that'll cut the wind!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next time your down there drop me a line.Don't live too far away and wouold like to
meet ya.VPW's prices do seem high on some items but I get the kid in a candy store
feeling also and usually walk out of there with more than I went for.There are some good.deals to be had there.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>New Summit Aluminum Radiator POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23555
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's a Part #SUM-380325,I'll have to double check.It's about 1/4"-3/8"wider than
the existing radiator side mounts.It has the tanks on the side,crossflow (my preference),
and is as thick as a four core,but is two core with the two 1"wide,flat cores.
If you stand in front of your truck and look through the grill at the radiator supports,the
passenger side specifically,you'll see where the heavy support is spot welded (a bunch of
times)into the lighter sheet metal the the inner fender end up meeting.I cut straight down
along where that light sheet ended and cut the heavier support off down that line,then
across the bottom heading back toward the engine.I then slipped the new rad down in and
put a piece of cardboard,the height of the radiator,along the side to give me a small gap
there,both sides.On the passenger side I took the mount that was just cut off and
rewelded it,basically to itself,just about 1/2"over to give a wider opening.For the
bottom ,the two diagonals that go from the frame sides to the front crossmember,under
the radiator,I took two blocks of wood and cut them to fit the channel of the diagonals
and to fit the buttom channel of the radiator.They are zip tied and I'm not worried.Went
to Home 'Cheapo'yesterday and got some 1"wide rubberized hollow weatherstripping
with the sticky backing an put two strips per side of that on the radiator mounts on the
truck.The radiator then was at super fit,just nice and snug between the mounts.I made a
quick easy top mount going from the center of the radiator to the front panel and it's in.
We also stopped at Advanced Auto and bought 3 radiator hoses with compound curves
that somewhat matched the heavy wire I'd bent to the shape I needed the night before.
Yesteday it was 85 degrees and when we took it for the test ride.The way to the highway
had it all brought up to temperature,then hopped on the highway to see what had really
been accomplished.Up a mile long hill,abusing it to get about 70mph and it only went to
185 degrees!!Before this would have pushed it over 215!!Under normal driving it hangs
out in the 175-180 area and on downhills nearly hits 160!With no fan shroud or oil
cooler (that's next weeks project)it hit 190 after idling for 20 minutes and stopped there.
I'm REALLY happy with it.Drove home last night with it,(hopefully picking up those
XL's today)and in the evening air the thing ran 175 at 2600rpm,60-65mph.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23497 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may even want to put the front on jack stands for the first few turns to get the oil
circulated...and so it will turn.You may also have a bad 'new'pump.Try Lee's stuff and
see what you get.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE IS OVERHEATING NEED ADVICE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23475 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a shroud.Without it the air is just pushed all over and not pulled directly throught the
radiator with much force.A buddy of mine had an overheating problem with his 350 we
couldn't figure out until he told me he was doing 75mph on the PA Turnpike...NO
OVERDRIVE!
EEEEEEK!
SUBJECT>Got the new truck POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
June 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Well I got out to Cal.on friday and got the truck,Its been half a@@es converted to 12
volt.the body is straight and no rust to really speak of.Stoped by moms and dads (only
300 miles out of the way)in Tucson.trying to get plates here.heading back to utah in the
am.
Also carry a spare tire for you trailer going accross death vally the heat melts them.
SUBJECT>plug gap POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,
at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23565 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
whats the plug gap.Also Jon welcome back and its about time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Land prices in The Hospitality State POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23426 NEXT>23542
23582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I bought 4.5 acres (3 acres wooded in hardwood),a 5 stall barn w/tack room,a 2900 sqf
house,a 20x40'pool,and a 20x40'pool house for $125000.That was in 1999.
In 2002 I bought 11.5 acres (9 wooded in hardwood),a 1500 sqf house,and a 1500 sqf
shop for $80000.I got taken on that area since the shop was built in the 60's and has a
plethora of additions on it,and the house is pretty crappy-but it borders my land and I
really wanted the shop.
I'm in a rural area.It's right on the highway,but away from any towns.There are about 5
houses to every 4 miles.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at
6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great to see ya again,Jon.I was starting to wonder about you -glad your "home".
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:I am in fact in UT POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23477 NEXT>23535
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You mean your Christian name is Tacoma?Your government name?
I think I met you back in the '98 FR in Ky and I assumed you drove a Tacoma or
something.
My mom wanted to name me "Francis",but my Dad put a stop to that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>23526 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Good to have you back Jon,this board missed it's anchor.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23525 NEXT>23529 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was kind of just getting my feet wet before your sebatacle...big stuff since!Good to see
ya again!
SUBJECT>Re:M37s are 5-lug POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23510
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
The M37 wheels are five-lug,not 6.The M37 and M715 wheels are basically the same
size in general dimensions,but the M37 uses five lugs (with big studs and big lugnuts).
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Booty-fab,or brilliant ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23532
23533 23597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,no one here has a correct speedo reading (except those stock guys)-and I got tired of
doing 55 and mine saying I was going 70.So I pulled it out and found that my Sunpro
tach fits almost perfectly into that hole*..Now,my dash is once-again clean and all my gauges work and are
modern.I'll post a pic
so all you can follow my lead.
-B.
*I had to do a little grinding.
SUBJECT>Sorry Jon,Spicer's new.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23526 NEXT>23537
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the Hell Tom?-everyone is posting their OWN reply to Jon telling him we're glad
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he's back.It's bad form to reply to a reply with your letter.
Maybe if you'd been around a little longer you'd have known that.
Newbie.Go back to giving out master cylinder part nubmers.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wout-Fest is History POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23469
NEXT>23563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great time!I was the only one to get stuck,but I was in a Chevy so I had a good excuse.
To add insult to injury,I was pulled out by a VW(sorta).Let's do it again soon!If Mark
can drive 7 hrs to get there,I'm sure a couple more of y'all can make it next time.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Southern California Trip POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:14
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did your motor in your truck come out of a ford aspire,because it looked big to me.
SUBJECT>brilliant!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,30
June 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23528 NEXT>23534 23549
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put a mark at the 55mph rpm and you're good to go hahah..Good idea Brian,speedos are
only suggestions anyway.
btw didja get those AutoMeter's er no?
SUBJECT>Yo B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23528
NEXT>23545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read an article about using bicycle speedo's for situations like yours.They have some that
use a wheel speed sensor and remote with no wiring and a small digital display.
SUBJECT>Ghetto fab.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23532 NEXT>23536 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So now to see how many R's you're turning you have to focus on the center of the dash?
I'll hold call on the final vote 'til the pics are posted.
SUBJECT>yup POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,30 June
2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23524 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it's my real name alright.Really have to thank my mom for it too,no one ever picked on
me as a kid for it hahahah
If you met me in '98 it was either a doppleganger or an impostor:I spent most of 98 in SC
working my ass off to pay off student loans LOL...Not that I wouldn't have liked to be
there.
Glad to hear your dad stood up for masculinity.Always a welcome trait in a man.
SUBJECT>ooooooohhh yeah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23534
NEXT>23544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gee,we wouldn't want to take our eyes off the road at the high speeds the m715 is capable
off hahah
yeah Brian,get a heads up display so you can concentrate LOL
btw is the tach installed straight up,Baja style?
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry Jon,Spicer's new.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23529 NEXT>
23585 LINKNAME>New Busa
LINKURL>http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/5/4/47470954.htm
Please forgive me,O'Lord of Etiquette.How are your new Pirate buddies treating you?
Remember Ceasar's buddy Brutus?...Et tu Brute'
Yeah...he turned on his buddies too.
Pirate newbie B.
Oh,yo B,check the link to the new bike!Purdy,huh?
http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/5/4/47470954.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Vancouver WA Smokeys Pizza 68 M715 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23486 NEXT>23541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention my friend Pete said this guy had a very rare supposedly factory crew
cab M715.Someting about it being sold partially completed.Don't know much.else....Interesting though...
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent Jon!Very glad to see you back.Sometimes life changes your plans for awhile.
The good thing is,your back....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:450 tons of NOS M715 parts POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tom,try FSJmagazine.com 18.00 for one year,They only come out quarterly (4 per
year):^((but its great reading.Good stuff this issue about rebuilding your lift mechanism
for your tailgate window.Mostly wag stuff,but my M715 will be in there someday...:^))
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SUBJECT>can he get pics?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23538
NEXT>23580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be nice to see something like that
maybe it will be something like the factory disc'ed,rusted out chassis White Owl wanted
$1000 for...heheh
but MAYBE it's a weird one-off!
SUBJECT>hey,not bad..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
30 June 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23522 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I'm giving some real thought to wooded eastern land.Kind of miss it,and it's easier to
live on.There hasn't been a cloud in the sky here since I dont'know when.Unrelenting
sun and it just cooks you...
Thanks Brian...prices sound very reasonable indeed.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Jon,
It's good to have you back to take care of us.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:ooooooohhh yeah POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:29 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>23536 NEXT>23547
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a direct replacement of the speedo.I used to have to look down at my steering column
to see my rpms,then over to my gauge cluster to see that all is in the green,now I just
have to look at my gauge cluster.
Best of all it eliminated something useless and just for show (speedo).I guess that factor
wouldn't appeal to a guy who spent hours making fake beadlocks.(BURN!!!)
Still the king,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23533 NEXT>23548 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's "sitation like yours"supposed to mean?
That my truck is all booty-fabbed?That I stick crap on it with no care if it's quality or
not?That no matter what an item is designed for,if it can be stuck in my truck I'll use it?
Or just that my tires are not stock and throw off my speedo?
-B.
SUBJECT>Camp Jeep POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at
9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got home from Camp Jeep.Had a blast.They had a great jeep museun.but no M715s
or M725s.But would love to have some for next year (10 anv.)I would let them use mine
but it's modifided.They are looking for originals or resored to original.I got the name and
e-mail for the gentalman who run the musuem so contact me if your interested.Camp
Jeep will be in central VA next summer.
Frank
SUBJECT>ow.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
30 June 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>23544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's 'Beadlock Type'...and damn,that stung B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23545
NEXT>23550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your first thought was correct......figured the calc between rpm and speed would rob your
limited brain power and endanger pedestrians.
Why hasn't Ben eaten any lately?is he full?.SUBJECT>Tach in the center POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23532 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was thinking of adding a tach in a similar way.If you look in the member's gallery under
Rollie715 you can see a picture of the extra dash panel I added to my M715(It's about
half way done in all the pictures).It will eventually have a tach in the center hole right in
front of the driver.
Rollie
SUBJECT>About Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23548 NEXT>23551 23614 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I fear that young Ben was offended by Spicer's request that he "eat one".
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I,personally,will be happier when all BS posts are left off the board and only 715 related
posts are posted.Sure,I've gottan to know you all personally-but it's been more
depressing than fun.
Eat two Doug,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:About Ben POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23550
NEXT>23558 23583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't try and blame that depression on me!!!!!take a look at that "man pretty"pic and the
one prior to it and then rethink where you will place the blame.
Your friend
Doug
P.S.Got 1st Place in a parade saturday with my rig pulling the float.Officially was called
"Most Miscellaneous Category"......Not sure but I think they made that up out of pity.
Has it been one week and a day yet?
SUBJECT>new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0T4On5u660M PREVIOUS>NEXT>23553
23578 23601 23613 23623 23763 23820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have to tell you guys,if it were not for the awesome information within this site,I may
have not purchased my M715.You have all supplied enough info and contacts to make
anyone's ownership a better experience.I just picked up a 1967 w/o winch model,bone
stock.
I've now joined and will send along any good info found.For example,just rec'd a set of
the new design wheels from Stockton.They are not the flat plate style they made in the.past,they've a bit of a curve
to them with somewhat original looking half oval cutouts.
Have not installed yet,will advise on fitment later.Ask and I'll email images.
I work at Primedia as well,so you might see my M in the pages of 4Wheel &Off-Road,
Four Wheeler or Jp Magazine.
Thanks again...
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>23557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard!Congrats on the new purchase!
Doug Cook
Newton,Iowa
SUBJECT>tips on locating used Michelins ??POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa0T4On5u660M PREVIOUS>NEXT>23556
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've read in depth the "tires"post from garbee.net
(http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/michelintires.htm)but can not locate any good sources of
used 16"XL's or XML's.20's are easy to find but are not the size I need,325/85R16 XML
or 11.00R16 XL.Any tips?
SUBJECT>Re:New Summit Aluminum Radiator POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool deal,thats just how we did my Summit rad.With a little rubber,heavy duity zip ties
we attached the Summit oil cooler to the inside of the grill.Love'in mine,with the 230ci
6-banger nice and cool,even here in the arm pit of the south,southeast Ga.90's today.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:tips on locating used Michelins ??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23554 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wait until tomorrow.I'll pick mine up tonight and if they are as good as promised,I'll
supply a number where to get some good used ones.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23553 NEXT>
23655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good deal man!
SUBJECT>'Most Miscellaneous?'POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 12:51
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23551 NEXT>23561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Next year spend the $250 and get a medium duty military towbar and have the duece
(with a picnic in the back)pulling the 715,pulling the float.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back,Jon.I finally reappeared here a couple of weeks ago;and still trying to
figure out who all these young whippersnappers are.
SUBJECT>Member List info still needed/List update POSTER>tacoma
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EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23562 23762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
names keep tricklin'in but there are way more people on here than I've got on the list!OH
and WI are leading,w/KS,IA,SC tied..NO ONE from TX,the Dakotas,RI,NM,NE,
NV,IN,I ,DE,or AK.
For those who haven't heard,I'm making a list of what Zoners are where.This will be a
list of basically contact information.Always nice to meet fellow freaks,and if you dont'
think you're a freak with one of these trucks,you're mistaken!And some of us are freaks
even without the 715's..but that's another story.
to be included,send the following to me,so I can get a decent list to post.
1.real name
2.screen name
3.city/state
4.email
5.phone (up to you)Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:'Most Miscellaneous?'POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23558 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That comes friday,sat was not my hometown parade.Gonna run the duece,the 726,and a
715 for the 4th.I'd do something ridiculous if it was just me,but I pull the float for the
"Jasper County Vietnam Veterans",so I feel they deserve the rigs to be laid out in a
honorable fashion.If it for my benefit only there would be a keg in the back with a bunch
of half naked women and who the heck would care where we placed.
I agree....just what the h*ll is "most miscellaneous"
SUBJECT>my bad:2 TX Zoners so far.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23560
NEXT>23633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..sorry Krob725 and barrman...hadn't entered your names..SUBJECT>Re:Wout-Fest is History POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>23530 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,I was HAULING the Rokon.It only took about 5.You gotta admit that was a
good mudhole---I skirted that one---and that that was one MONGEREL of a VW!I bet
those kids slept good.
Lots of fun and good to meet y'all,Mark
SUBJECT>WHEELS POSTER>LEE BROWN EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23566 23569 23571 23573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELL THERE MAYBE AWAY TO HAVE A THE WHEELS MADE THAT
EVERYONE HAS BEEN LOOKING FOR I AM GETTING A WHEEL MADE FROM
A WHEEL COMP.THAT MAKES ALL THE OTHER WHEELS FOR THE AFTER
MARKET THEY WILL BE 16X10 WITH A 4IN.BACK SPACE.THEY WILL BE
BETTER LOKING THAN THE OTHER WHEELS THAT ARE OUT THERE.WHEN I
GET MINE I WILL POST A PIC.SO EVERYONE CAN SEE THE WHEEL AND
WILL LET YOU KNOW WERE YOU CAN GET IT.WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
THIS PLEASE GIVE INPUT.
SUBJECT>Re:plug gap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23521
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really don't know what the tech specs say but written with a paint marker on the
underside of my hood is the following "SPARK PLUGS .35 2-12-74"
my trucks run fine with that gap
Doug
SUBJECT>shhhh!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,30
June 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23564 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hheheh
seriously,sounds good,any info on pricing?will different bolt patterns be available for
non-stock axles?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June
2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>23577 23591
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back.I just came back in part a couple a weeks ago.I drifted of for a while and
then went to the war.just got back 2 weeks ago and found a truck (finaly after 3+yrs
looking.Ill get tacoma the info sent out once I get back home.Right now in tucson
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,
at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23586 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
How long are you going to be in toole.Im comming up 89 in the am from here haulling
my new truck home
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23564
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Sounds great'keep us and me posted.Brandon
SUBJECT>M-715 Radio Kit !POSTER>David Kane EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
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DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you get ready to take to the airwaves,you might check ebay for a radio kit.I found
one and can slide my RT-524 right in.
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23564
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they are a good price I will be interested.People have told me that a set of big tires will
fit on stock wheels,but I still have my doubts....
SUBJECT>Replacement Distributor POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23575 23628 23682 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As I have said many times I am working on swaping to 12v.I found a distrubutor through
Napa,but it was wrong.I took them the origonal but they dont have anything like it.I
know there are tons of you out there who have switched to 12v.but what did you do
about a distrubutor?I would just use the old one accept that the cap has the screw on
spark plug wires.Help!!!
SUBJECT>Re:WHEELS POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23564
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to have some 8 inch wheels personally.I can't believe there is nothing aftermarket
that will fit the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:hood hinges POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23412 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks to all who replied I think for now I will weld the old hinge and see how it works.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net.DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23572 NEXT>23576 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well i'm thinking about the same thing.I looked at autozone.com and found a dist.for a
65 j series truck with a 230 ohc one barrel carb.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23575 NEXT>23579 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
here is some #'s if anyone knows if they are correct let us know please.
distributor 30-1646
cap AL952
rotor-ign AL933
wireset 1818
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23567
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back Jon.Glad your back to keep the kids in check (Brian,Spicer loves
Katie,Will)Sorry guys getting tired of typing.Will
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>23581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard!From Portland....
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23576 NEXT>23627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All that I did was get a 12v coil and get the starter rewound for 12v.Kept everything stock
except headlights &taillights.Will
SUBJECT>Re:can he get pics?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23541 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll ask to see if my friend can get some.That caught my interest too.Be a cool thing to
have on this site.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23578 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto,from Alabama.Will.SUBJECT>Re:Land prices in The Hospitality State POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma don't be fooled by the highway part of his post.I have been there to his spread Its
really nice but that damn 2 lane horse trail he lives off of ain't no highway.Will Eat one
-B-
SUBJECT>Re:About Ben POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23551
NEXT>23608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Jeepist Doug/IA,now thats cold,A week and a day later.Will
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back Jon!!
May life treat you well and the road stay under the tires,not roof.
Now that you are back maybe we can have annother FE somewhere in the mid-west for
those of us up here in the rust belt.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry Jon,Spicer's new.POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 8:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23537 NEXT>23609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!A lot flashier than your old one.Think you can keep this one for a litle while?
Ron
SUBJECT>I live here!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
30 June 2003,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23568 NEXT>23588
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gimme a jingle,I'll be home or my wife will direct you...435-843-9255
SUBJECT>Coming to Idaho POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23507
NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Hey,Tacoma,if you get north of Idaho Falls,give me a call and stop in.208-652-3450.In
Island Park and the St.Anthony Sand Dunes on a holiday weekend,I believe that we have
more people from Utah than natives.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:I live here!POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June
2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23586 NEXT>23593
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well if you see a white ford pulling a 715 up 15 late tommorow night thats me.I live in
farmington
SUBJECT>Re:Turned from the dark path POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30
June 2003,at 9:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22755 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My running M715 has a 6.2 diesel in it,hooked to a 3053a tranny to stock np200.This
coversion was done before I got the truck,but I would be happy to answer any questions-
gonz
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back Jon.So when is the next M715 Zone Southwest FE?
SUBJECT>In Tucson?!?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23567
NEXT>23607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm moving soon from Mesa to Sierra Vista via Tucson...How long you gonna be in
Tucson?
I'll actually be down there this weekend through Wednesday.
SUBJECT>Source for Gama Goat taillamp lenses?POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 10:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put the Gama Goat taillamps on my '715 but the lenses are the junk plastic ones that
crack oh-so-easily.I replaced them once already (had to buy complete assemblies again
because they wouldn't sell just the lenses --ouch!).I was super carefull tightening the
screws but I'll be damned if they're not cracked again!
Anyone know a reasonable source for these lenses?Or if a METAL version was ever
made?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>curious..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,30
June 2003,at 10:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23588 NEXT>23604
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..89 is a ways to the west of me,how will you be coming thru Tooele..wouldn't you just
go up 89 to 15,and then up to Farmington?
more than welcome to swing on in though,for refreshment or tools,should fate find you
nearby..
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,30 June
2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>22889 NEXT>23598.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Colorado,we have to do a bonded title which is a serious investment of time,and can
still be rejected.I remember seeing title trouble/solution adds in Military Vehicle
magazine all the time.I'm moving so I can't unpack the mags to check it out for you right
now.If you don't find a solution in about 2-3 weeks,email me and I will try and find the
add for you-gonz
ps-my solution was to find another m715 with a title and put all the better pieces together
for one truck.
oznog89@msn.com
SUBJECT>I will look Wednesday POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23592
NEXT>23676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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going to my postponed meeting w/one Mr.Jack Tomlin,if he doesn't have some he can
probably point me in the right direction.I'll see what I see hahah
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone used Herculiner???POSTER>gonz EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,30 June 2003,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23116
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used hurculiner in my jeep wrangler.After 4-5 years,the stuff is still standing up very
well.I rolled my on and made sure I prepped every surface well.Make sure you use the
huge ass old lady yellow kitchen gloves.On my second coat i didn't and I took me over a
week of pick'n and scratch'n to get all of it out of my fingernails and hair.
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>Ed J.in KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 2:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23594 NEXT>
23636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of add are you looking for in MV mag?I got them handy most of the time so
could look it up for ya......
SUBJECT>Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Ed J.i KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 2:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>23603
23620 23649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys gotta check out the front steering knuckle plugs for sale on Ebay under M715 items.
Ths guy expects us to pay for them?Sorry B had to do it....and no I won't eat one :>
SUBJECT>Re:Wout-Fest is History POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 3:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23469 NEXT>23703
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the good words and thanks for coming everyone.We will do it again maybe in
fall.
SUBJECT>Newton,IA -The home of Maytag POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>
23610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Doug!
I didn't know you were from Newton.I grew up around Maytags in the 50's &60's,
because my dad was a Maytag repairman (no,he didn't know how to knit).
Say,I was wondering if you had a connection to some of those old Model 30 transmission
parts,just in case the transfer case on my Jeep craps out.I think a lot of those old washing
machine parts were built heavy enough to do the job.For example,Maytag built the
Model 30 wringer/washer in the 30's,and made it so heavy-duty that it seldom broke
down.The results were that Maytag almost went out of business because they built TOO
quality of a product!You know,I believe they were designed for the M715,since they
certainly were no strangers to water,dirt,spinning,and don't forget the "agitate"cycle!;o)
Steve
SUBJECT>Bird nests =water damage POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 4:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>23616
23621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I thought I had everything that was "biological"cleaned out of the Jeep after a
couple of years,but I found a new cache last night.Water had been seeping into the cab
from under the dash (above the dimmer switch).I traced it to a leaking/rusting drain pan
that diverts the water that runs into the ventilator grill (just outside the windshield)and
runs it down the inside of the front fender.For some reason,the water wasn't running
through that channel freely when I tested it with a garden hose.After cutting a hole in the
sheet metal,I found the culprit:The inside of the fender was packed (and I mean Packed)
with old bird nests.This probably served as a water dam and helped cause water to pool
and rust out the drain pan under the ventilator.Looks like I have a little job of sheetmetal
work and RTV patching to do.Sometimes,I wish I had saved all of the crap that I've
dragged,poked,prodded,flushed,blown and swept out of that Jeep -I could have opened
a Natural Science Museum with it.;o)
Have a good one!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23599 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys gotta made a dolla some how,I got kids to feed..I'm hopeing to get $4.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:curious..POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23593 NEXT>23606
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wont be earlier thought tooele was on 89
SUBJECT>Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23611
23673 23751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine yesterday and got three of them aired up and they look pretty cool.I'll get the
other done tonight and slap them on the 715 and try and get a couple of pics.Might be
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dark so the pics may be a day or two.I had mine shipped up from GA and they look
pretty good.One had a plug (no biggy)and the another had some serious slices in the
sidewall...looks okay aired up and I'll have to see what weight does to it.Other than those
two things,not a bad looking tire.His 80-90%run $125 per tire.Talk to Jessie,
1.229.336.0207,do me a favor and tell him that Tom,from PA,sent you to him.I did
another set of lockrings with a beadlock style to them and they look awesome with the
XL's,just flat awesome!
SUBJECT>Re:curious..POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23604 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
plus just saw tooele west of 15
SUBJECT>Re:In Tucson?!?POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23591 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
heading home in a few hours sorry i missed u
SUBJECT>Re:About Ben POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23583
NEXT>23650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,thats was the only part where I was tryin to be nice....guess I'll have to work a little
harder on my social skills.......nah F-it
Eat a couple Will
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry Jon,Spicer's new.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23585 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A-ha-a-ha...I'm peeing my pants laughing here,Ronner.I had the other a little over a year..I think we'll shoot for a
minimum 18 months.
SUBJECT>Re:Newton,IA -The home of Maytag POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My uncle stuck his arm in one of the 30's.....arm broke and the washer gave many more
years of good service.Sounds like we have about 7 years of Maytag left here in
Newton,then thier plans are to move to Mexico thanks to NAFTA.....1600 jobs will be
lost...pretty much sucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23605 NEXT>23615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey spicer!
glad you got the tires --ready to come down to NC now?Play anytime.
SUBJECT>Re:Booty-fab,or brilliant ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23597 NEXT>23635
23706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Are you the same Mark who was selling off all his M trucks a few months ago?
If so,how did the sale go?
If not,what part of Alabama are you in?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!!!!Cool!,I hope they get your 715 in for a whole article!
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug Eats 'Em All!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23550 NEXT>23619 23641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys,what's been going on!?Hey Brian,hows the truck been doing?Spicer hasn't
offended me,but he does suck.I hear Jeepist Doug has been eating them all and hasn't left
a one for anyone else...is this true?!All well,it happens.Later,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23611 NEXT>
23618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Definately should make a weekend of it sometime!Hopefully I'll get them on tonight.I
took a neighbor for a ride last night and just flat shocked him!We're driving up the one
road on the powerlines and pass this one shale bank and he says,"looks like you tried to
go up that one.""Look Nothin,"I said,and past that about 30 yards,which we're basically
on top of now,is a steeper bank with grass and roots and about a 50 degree angle right off
the road we're on...I just turn into it."YOU'RE NOT?!...YOU!?..WHAT?!..CRAZY!
(about that time we're up the steepest part,hardly spun a tire and he's floored)YOU
DI N'T EVEN SPIN?!""Yup."Then we turn around and go back down the previous
shale bank which is just about steep enough that you're standing on the firewall.That was
just the beginning of a 25 minute trip through some nice sucking mud,down another
wicked steep climb...into the mud."This just goes wherever,you could almost get bored
it makes it look so easy...I'm gonna be crowing about this a work tomorrow the guys that
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have hunted around here...hell,they won't believe me...I wouldn't have if you'd just told
me too!"Then,as we're getting out back at the farm he utters the words that a lot of us
have become familiar with,"where can I get on of these things?"
Anyway...hopefully the XL's will get a good romping tonight and I can give them a versus
60%Boggers rating.It's gonna take a little while for me to get used to a slightly skinnier
tire look to the truck.
SUBJECT>Cleaning the ductwork out POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23602
NEXT>23617 23674 23707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had a similiar problem.Seems tons of junk cant help but plug up those areas.
There is a deep passage on both sides,for those of you who have never been in there.It
goes almost to the bottom of the fender,where there are a couple slots that are the drain
holes.In the fall I end up with stuff in there every year.Heres what I do about it:
Tools,screwdriver,shop vac,old long radiator hose.
Procedure:Take the cowl cover off and get out as much as you can with the shop vac.
Mine has a hard non flexible hose end so it is not possible to get down too far on the
sides.The passenger side is easier than the drivers side and if you go t othe trouble of
taking the heater out,if equipped,you can get that side really easy.The drivers side is
tougher,thus the radiator hose.I duct tape it over the shop vac hose end and work it down
in the passage.It is a little twisty down the drivers side,but with 24 to 30 inches of
radiator hose,you get to the bottom.I just happened to have changed the one on our full
size Ford Country Squire wagon,upper hose,this worked fine.I think the curves in this
hose helped a bit but a flex hose would work fine too.The passage is not incredibly wide
down inside so going with a smaller rather than bigger hose is a good idea.Once all that
is done,I take the garden hose and rinse,it actually drains right again!Put on the cowl
plate and away you go.It also keep junk from limiting your blower motors intake from
the cowl area and junk from getting sucked in it and blown into the cab.
Hope this helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>We missed you POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brute,
I've said it before-you tech write-ups are second to none.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love that look people give right berfore you do something like that...cracks me up!Then
when you crest the hill they turn thier head around and look where they just were in
disbelief...gotta love it!Find that just as entertaining as the climb,not that I like messen
with peoples heads..well ok maybe I do.Glad to hear you infected another with the
sickness.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug Eats 'Em All!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23614 NEXT>23731
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Benny,
Sorry about the bumper situation.I felt bad about it,seeing as how you stopped posting
soon after that all took place.
Sell your spare rig yet?
Got your's running?
(here's something new-)
Hug a root,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23599
NEXT>23625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>Re:Bird nests =water damage POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23602 NEXT>23624 23681 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I found the same pile of debris in my wag on each side.They are the same sheet metal.I
have heard of guys putting window screen up under the grille to keep out the pine needles
and stuff.By the way.If you put a cat in there Steve,it will keep the birds out...:^))
SUBJECT>Re:ADDENDUM POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What does a guy do to the mog axles to eliminate the torque tube and use the with regular
drive shafts?I've only had a mog tore apart once and did replace the u-joint at the transfer.case but did not take
the tube off the diff.but did figure it was solid with no cv/u joint in
there.Whats the scoop?do the make conversion kits?They sure would be sweet under a
715
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>23644 23663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know what would be cool...An article on the m715 featuring two trucks.A bone
stock one and a nicely modified one side by side with a good write up....And pic's of
course....I must have to much time on my hands....I'm gonna go pick up my winch now...
SUBJECT>Re:Bird nests =water damage POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will gladly donate my neighbors cat for the experiment!I'll even pay the shipping!
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23620 NEXT>
23630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He forgot to mention that he has 'site plugs'as well,all you need to do is drill and tap the
knuckle again then you'll be able to tell how much grease you've pumped in.It really
should be a combo pack.
B-,take your earnings and buy some taps and dies on eBay.
SUBJECT>Trail ride pics POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
webmeisters -There are some trail-riding pics at my "other"club's site -Jon,pilfer to
your heart's content.
Bob
http://www.ohio4x4.com/html/start.shtml
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23579
NEXT>23632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A used distributor for the Tornado 230 OHC is on ebay now.Item #2421026566
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2421026566&catego
ry=33690
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:49 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY
PREVIOUS>23572 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 12 Volt distributor and starter from an early 60's Jeep Tornado 230 engine will fit
perfectly on an M715 engine without modifications.I and others I know have done this
and it works great for converting to 12 Volts.
If only you could find one of those trucks in a wrecking yard or something.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Attn Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know you probably have tons of catch up to do but something I think would be a nice
addition to the site would be a tech tip section like is found in the back of most4wd
magazines.I enjoy reading them more than some of the articles.
personal favorite is using a couple drips of the end of the dipstick for penetrating oil when
none of the real stuff is available...have used this more than once on the trail and it is
much better than nothing.
or similar to your radiator hose you spoke of in another post..a piece of garden hose
attached to the shop vac can easily retrieve a small part from where it shouldn't be such as
a screw dropped in the intake.
I would be willing to help compile the list if you would be interested.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Jealousy is ugly POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23625 NEXT>23637 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thomas,
I,too,feel sorry for you that you didn't think of this idea first.
With all your booty-fabbing in the past you couldn't come up with something as simple
and useful as this.It makes greasing the knuckles a breeze.
Here's what I've come up with in the last week to help out my Zone brothers:
Confirmation that a tach in the place of a speedo is swank.
The idea for knuckle plug grease fittings.
and
A really good write up on front fender replacement that I have not posted yet.
You've posted:
You ruined a 2nd set of rims with your fake beadlocks.
You spent hours installing a radiator that didn't fit right.
Katie is going to leave your sorry a$$(Brute is back)if you keep buying toys instead of a
ring for her..Sorry........BURN!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Front Fender Raplacement tips POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 10:02 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23640
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently got a set of front fenders from LuckyPabst (thanks again)and installed them
last weekend.
The whole project took about an hour,and maybe with this you will be able to do it
quicker.
They have the obvious row of bolts at the top of the fender,and along the door jamb.
There is one bolt under the edge of the door jamb facing the ground,and 2 bolts inside
the front valence (the part with the headlights).The 2 bolts behind the head lights are only
accesible through the headlight hole.You have to remove the lights and then stick a
wrench behind the bolt and a socket on the head.If you don't do this first,then you will
bend some tin.
There were about 14 bolts total.
Maybe this is obvious to you guys,but it was new to me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23627 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be careful,the 230 was rarely used in civvy trucks-the 232 was much more common.
The parts are not interchangeable.
I used the military distributor and took out the 24V coil.I mounted a 12V coil to the
firewall and ran the primary into the mil distributor houseing and attached it to the spring
that was designed to go straight into the distributor.Then I siliconed up the hole.It ran
good with the mil plugs and wires and 12 volts.It was a buddy way of doing it,but it was
cheap and got me by until a Zone member sold me one for the 230.
More tech from me,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:my bad:2 TX Zoners so far.POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23562 NEXT>23968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Enter mine too
M715Aggie
Caleb Roach
San Antonio,TX
68 M715 w/Chevy 292 I6.SUBJECT>Re:Attn Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23629
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds like a good idea....right now I am getting some new email addresses setup for
the site so that it's easier to sort and compile subject matter...for example something like
"submit_your_vin@m715zone.com"
"brute4c@m715zone.com"
etc.
ALL PLEASE NOTE THESE ARE NOT VALID EMAILS AT LEAST AS YET,so dont
send anything to them unless you want it returned.
As soon as these are up,we can start a page where the info is posted and has an email link
to submit with.
Oh and thanks for the offer,much like Tacoma doing the member list of his own
initiative,your volunteering to do this leaves me with more time for other projects.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23598 NEXT>23679
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I seem to remember ads that claimed to help title military vehicles through out the
magazine.I think this might help helperman get his truck titled.If you could look through
those type of ads and get a number,I'm sure helperman would appreciate it-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Jealousy is ugly as quick knuckle greasers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23630 NEXT>
23638 23643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're right,my information on tall deck big blocks was crap...both postings.The
explanation of installing a crossflow aluminum radiator was crap.The number for Saturn
Surplus in Millersburg and the information that he got some of the smaller parts before
the 'vintage'purchase was crap.Posting a question to prompt the answer that 15"wheels
will not clear the helitool disk kit was crap.A link to a N2O/Diesel site was crap.A tip
for hub greasing when using MM Lockouts was crap.A description of the brake pushrod
extension needed when using a booster AND the look of the master must have been crap.
Ratting you out for Pirating...with that southern halo you adorn,heck...that must have
been crap too.Oh,and that whole booty fab knuckle thing I made a comment about,heh-
heh...well,we all know that's crap too.
Thanks for the validation.
Hug this root.
SUBJECT>Re:Jealousy is ugly as quick knuckle greasers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23637 NEXT>23639
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ouch.
you got me there.
i guess i should have searched first.
no hard feelings?
-b.
(note,lower case denotes my shame)
SUBJECT>Re:Jealousy is ugly as quick knuckle greasers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23638 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?Heck no.I liked the 12V coil tip for the six banger guys.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fender Raplacement tips POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23631 NEXT>23642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So far the hard part for me is finding a fender!I would love to fight with installing it if I
could only find one!What kind of shape are your old fenders in?...just curious?!Thanks
for the info B...I'm sure it will help IF/WHEN I find one.......Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug Eats 'Em All!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who What Where Hey was that Ben?Crap missed him,oh well guess he left,sorry next
time I'll save one for ya.
What did VPW want for the fenders?
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fender Raplacement tips POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23640
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a right side that is decent if you want it.I think I paid about $60 for it from White
Owl.I haven't been there in quite a while,so I don't know what they have now.I'm in NC,
near Raleigh if you are interested in the right side.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I have too much time on my hands I pick up my winch and carry it around too!
NOT.....but I can drag it around the garage when I get ticked at it just sitting there pissing
oil.....BEN
SUBJECT>Pioneer Kit?POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23646 23671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am about to buy one of the pioneer kits for my M-715 but the guy said that the kit
is
universal to most military trucks is this right and he is selling me the ax,pic,and shovel
new for about125.00 does that sound right.
SUBJECT>STOP!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23645
NEXT>23669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get this stuff from any number of places for less than $70.
Just go to your local farm store and ask them if you can take it outside for a trial fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Jealousy is ugly as quick knuckle greasers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23643 NEXT>
23654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,got three of the four mounted last night and will do the other tonight and get them
on the truck.THANK YOU for the offer of draggin'them with you to Wout's place.
Maybe if there's a fall Wout-lapalooza I'll be able to make it down.I'm anxious to hear
what these XL's sound like.My half worn boggers sound like a DC-10...which,actually is
pretty cool!I was on the ROKON site today checking those mtn goats out.Darn cool!
Funny thing happened the other day,a guy I used to know had a honda 250X atv and I
knew he hadn't ran the thing in like 6 or 8 years so I stopped by and asked if he wanted to
sell it."Nope,runs good and doesn't cost me anything."Fine with me...I drove by two
days later with the truck and stopped to show it to him and he was working on the 250X.
Apparently I sparked his interest in it and he decided to get it out again.Dead coil.Ha-
HAAAA!So,along with busting him in a little white lie,the thing will cost him time and
money to get running...his wife offered to sell it to me!Cracked me up!
SUBJECT>Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23661 23832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just returned from the airport ForwardAir terminal.I now have a correct Braden winch in
the bed!I know some of you may not give a hoot,but I've been looking since I missed out
on Rollies winch.Now I can sleep at night.I might even sleep in the shop tonight...Heh
heh.Thanks again to Steve for being such a great seller.He really did a great job
fastening it down.As a matter of fact I think we could have flipped the pallet over and
none of it would have budged...
Ah,life is good,I got my winch,fording valves are in transit,and Jon's even back...You
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can't go wrong!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23599 NEXT>23678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-B-does that $4.00 include shipping?o you want me to ups you some more Miller
Lite?I could ship you some real beer BUD,but you could'nt go to church them.Will.SUBJECT>Re:About Ben POSTER>Will
Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23608
NEXT>23651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepist Doug/IA your social skills are fine in my opinion.Just watch out for Brian trying
to sell you something off e-bay that he has cooked Bite a big-un
SUBJECT>Re:About Ben POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wonder if I should sell the copyright to my bootylicious knuckle greasers....slightly
different design though 1/2"x1/8"pipe bushing with an 1/8"zerk threaded into it....just
think of the production time he would save....much more time for other endevors.
Doug
SUBJECT>Brake lights out only!POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All the lights work on the 3-lever,no bad bulbs,just no brake lights,what's going on?
Also,got a 24V military siren I'd like to mount under the hood,any sugeestions on getting
it wired and switched up?I have a switch (on/of or pull/push)and a hole in the dash from
some old fire gear...Thanks any help.JK
SUBJECT>Re:Brake lights out only!POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23652 NEXT>23657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be shure you switch on the dash is in the brake mode i'm bad to put it in the off position
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23557 NEXT>23664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dude,
Where you the one that called me about the truck/parts I was selling in Orange County?If
it is you,did that one in San Clemente pan out?
Anyhow,good luck and join us on our trip to Gorman in August.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Yo..Luckpabst and Kevin Braddock...on adaptors POSTER>Luckypabst -
CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah,I'm not interested.I was just tossing out some ideas on material use.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Brake lights out only!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23653 NEXT>23667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also check your brakeline switch.Under the master cylinder in the block with the brake
lines with the wires coming out of it.Check to make sure they are connected.Will
SUBJECT>Re:I just drove home in my new m715 with 4600 original miles and have to
sell it right now.(emergency)POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23451
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,
Sorry I missed your message.I made it up to Auburn on Sunday,just looking around a
bit.My first trip to the Mother Lode area.Anyhow,my traveling companion (Mom)had a
fit about the road from Placerville to Auburn so I got angry and tore off to Suckramento.I
would have enjoyed checking the truck out and just running my mouth a bit.
Sorry to hear about your misfortune.Hopefully you can find something to tide you over
and you won't need to ditch the truck.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:One week and a day ,OOPS POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23468 NEXT>23852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you use that Creem junk?I've heard bad stories about it coming apart and clogging
everything.
Best bet is to have the tank lined with a polyethelyne?goo stuff.Big radiator shops
should know about it.SoCalSBCbusterBrian just had his tank lined for around $200 and
now it looks like one of those aftermarket fuel cells.Call Mattson's radiator in Stanton,
CA if you need help finding someone to do it.
SUBJECT>24 volt chargers POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>24 volt chargers LINKURL>http://www.ordnance.com
while wandering the internet i found 24 volt chargers.for all of you who haven't crossed
over to the dark side of 12 volt.www.ordnance.com look in the monthly specials.rick-
wildfirem715
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>stevbronco missouri
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EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23648 NEXT>23697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al
Glad you got it ok!I was kinda worried,having never dealt with forward air before.Just a
little info for some of you considering using forward air,While they may be cheaper,be.prepared to take your freight
to the terminal to get it weighed and then be ready to go get
a money order for the shipping.I was told they dont accept cash,checks,or even credit
cards!Only money orders....Seems a little odd to me.
Steve
P.S.Al I forgot to include the shear pins.I have three new ones I bought from A.B.Linn
They are kinda lost right now,Garage is in shambles with the new motor going in,as
soon as they turn up I will mail them to you.
Sorry for the delay.
Steve
SUBJECT>beyond the point of no return POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23670 23672 23695 23710
23724 23750 23808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have officaly named my truck GROUND POUNDER (I used to be in the infantry
ARMY )the personalized plates are forthcoming *GNDPNDR*
I will also be changing my name to gndpndr nebr.
I hope no one else has thought of that name for their truck if so let me know.
what does everyone else have for personalized plates?
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine will not be stock for long.
need to get a small block in it pronto
will keep t98 for a while,then that
will hit the road as well.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23655 NEXT>23666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,it's me.
i called the guy,he said it was gone already,i believe.
i found mine in pomona,has sat for five years.
it's all there but the head gasket is blown.
gorman in august?i'm there!.SUBJECT>Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23684 23690 LINKNAME>Chris'pictures
LINKURL>http://photo.starblvd.net/luckypabst
Check the link below,page 3 of my pictures.
The 1st two were spotted in Randsburg,CA.
The last 4 in Kramer Junction,CA.
#5 makes me think German,due to the steel sheet windshield and slots for looking out.
In Pearsonville,I saw a 715,M37 ambulance (M43?),two deuces in shambles and two
early Jeeps.Over 4 days I saw more early Jeeps,the low hood flat fendered ones,than I
can remember.I saw two Rubicons and even the road to the Rubicon.Out in the desert
there are tons of half disassembled "things".I just need more time to explore.
If you don't want to play,you can still see the pics of my truck and my trip to the Peterson
automotive museum.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23664 NEXT>23772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool deal.Brian,not Sisson,who posts on here occasionally is putting a crate 350 in his
to replace the 350 he blew up.If you don't have the engine yet,check the Chevy dealer,
they have some great deals on rebuilt with warranty engines.
If you're going to only use the stock tranny for a short time,I have a crude (pre
Novak/Advance)trans adaptor and bellhousing but you have to use a hydraulic clutch.It
would save you the 300 bucks or so that Novak gets but I wouldn't keep it in there if
you're building something nice.
Chris
SUBJECT>siren POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23657 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
id use a momentary switch,floor mounted like the halftracks with sirens used.my truck
had a on/off,and it was OK.id rather a momentary to get it to warble.now i gotta get
mine rewound for 12volt
SUBJECT>Jeep Tour ~FYI POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all.OK,this is NOT a plug for the magazine,just a FYI.Our Jeep-only mag Jp
Magazine will be doing our first Mayhem Tour end of this July.We start in Las Vegas,.through Moab,UT and end in
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Sturgis,SD around Aug 5-6.(Yes,bike week.)Note,this is
not some large sponsored corporate event.
I thought this was relevant because my M715 will be on the tour along with at least one
other.Hell,there may be a bunch,we have no idea.As a matter of fact,we don't know
who is showing up!We just invited everyone with a Jeep.If you don't already read the
mag I'll tell you the staff is far from pretty Jeepers,we're most interested in mechanicals
and real world users.As for pretty,you can find us in the rattle-can dept.The editor is a
big M715 fan.
Here's the link to the info.Like I said,no sign up,just be there.
http://www.jpmagazine.com/eventcoverage/154_0307_MAHM/
~
SUBJECT>Re:STOP!POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23646
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the warning,I was worried that normal items wouldn't fit
SUBJECT>heheh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,1 July
2003,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got "GIGNTR"(closest to Gigantor I could get)for the 725 and "HEEP 1"for the
Chief.
SUBJECT>ON'T!!!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,1 July 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23645
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bring your old ones to your local hardware store and match em up that way.I don't
know WHAT everyone thinks is so special about a shovel and pick/ax.Heck,at a MSRP
of $125,buy two sets and sell one on ebay as a "Pioneer Kit".
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>23680 23683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going with "Opposing Force"for mine,license plate "OPFOR"
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23605
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it me or do those new BFG Krawlers kinda resemble the tread on the XLs?Either way,
they look pretty "military"for a commercial tire.They are supposed to come in a 39"size,
too.
SUBJECT>Re:Cleaning the ductwork out POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:10 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23616 NEXT>23675
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking of sandwiching some screen mesh between the cowl vent and cowl to
prevent this.Any drawbacks?
SUBJECT>Re:Cleaning the ductwork out POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23674 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just saw the other post about this.Has anyone actually tried it?It is worth bothering?
SUBJECT>Re:I will look Wednesday POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23595
NEXT>23713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude you're the greatest.Remind me to buy you a couple of brewskis the next time I see
you!BTW,do you think you might hop on that JP Mayhem Tour thing?It's running NV-
AZ-UT...I'm thinking of joining in from the Grand Canyon stop through Farminington
NM.
SUBJECT>Anyone going to the 2003 MVPA convention in CA?POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>MVPA 2003 Convention
LINKURL>http://www.mvpa.org/nuke/html/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage
&pid=20
It's on Alameda Island in CA July 23-27.
I went to the Memphis one a few years back and had a good time.Of course I also visited
Memphis Equipment while I was there.There is usually a pretty big turnout of military
trucks,amour,parts and misc.They have a vehicle show and judging (for you stock-types
--they kinda frown on modified rigs like mine).The guy that runs Weebee Webbing had
his Custom Extended-Cab M715 there last time,complete with custom soft top.
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23649 NEXT>
23689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just had to raz B about the plugs...I didn't have the right size tap either.I just drilled a
press fit hole for the zerks,tapped them in with a small hammer and used JB weld....hows
that for redneck engineering?
SUBJECT>Re:form 97 military title POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 2:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23636 NEXT>LINKNAME>Title
Service LINKURL>http://www.broadwaytitle.com.Here's a link to the tite service found in MV mag.
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SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,2
July 2003,at 2:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23672 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the beast
SUBJECT>Re:Bird nests =water damage POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a picture of my mother-in-law that I could poke up in there;my cat's too fat to fit.;
o)
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>steve blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>23572 NEXT>
23730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA's online website says it's a #NRD481646.Is this the same number as the one that
you tried from NAPA?(see link below)
http://www.napaonline.com/cgi-
bin/ncommerce3/ExecMacro/NAPAonline/search_results_product_detail.d2w/report?prrf
nbr=15558136&prmenbr=5806&usrcommgrpid=49620141
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23672 NEXT>23685 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used to be in a paintball club that was called OPFOR everyone wanted to know what
opiefor was.guess they never been to irwin.I thought of using that name but figured
someone else already had,and i was right.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23665 NEXT>23686 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
#1 WWII era dodge command car
#2 WWII era dodge carryall
there I got the easy ones some one else can get the others,#3 is also a dodge but not sure
what model
Doug....thanks for sharing the pics!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>23683 NEXT>23687 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Velvet,with a plate,SPICER G.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Ed J KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>23684 NEXT>
23693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of the other pics one is a WW2 US halftrack,another is a Dodge WC-63(?)1 1/2 tn 6x6.
Have no idea on the wierd looking half track but the front kinda looks like a late WW2
Ford bomb truck or Ford "Burma Jeep",and the tracks on the back look like Otter
tracks.Do we get a prize if we got any right?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23685 NEXT>23698 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I call mine "Super Truck".
My wife thought that was the actual model.It was embarassing when Wayne came over
and she kept calling it that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Link to dash pic....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>23691 23739 23742
LINKNAME>Pic of my dash pannel with tach in place of speedo.
LINKURL>http://us.f1.yahoofs.com/users/94d1427d/bc/715+pics/dash.jpg?bcyzuA_AJ4I
dqw74
Swank....
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23678 NEXT>23692
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both of you laugh-but I just bought a couple of magnetic plugs off the Ebay (for my
civvy tranny and 205)and these little plugs are going to bring in enough to cover my
costs.
WHO'S LAUGHING NOW!!!!!!!
$4.26 as of........NOW!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23665 NEXT>23704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Chris,
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The top-row picture (the 6x6)is a WWII Dodge WC one-and-a-half ton.WC-62 if no
winch or WC-63 if originally equipped with a winch.
First photo on the second row is a Dodge WC 1/2-ton command car.
Second photo on the second row is a Dodge WC carryall.
Third photo on the second row is a WC 1/2-ton open-cab (there was also a closed-cab
version of the half ton).
A quick and easy way to tell the earlier half-ton WWII WC Dodges from the later three-
quarter-ton WWII WC Dodges is the angle of the cowl/hood.See how the command car,
carryall and open-cab truck cowls/hoods slope down?Now look at your pic of the Dodge
6x6;the cowls/hoods of the 3/4-ton trucks are like the cowl/hood of the 1.5-ton 6x6 --flat
from the bottom of the windshield to the radiator.
BTW,you are correct:the ambulance version of the M37 is the M43.
Fourth pic on the second row is a WWII White halftrack.
Last pic on the bottom row?I don't know.This pic ended up on the Dodge Power Wagon
Forum and some speculation is that it is a Ford GTB "Burma jeep"modified for some
specific purpose.
Thanks for sharing your pics.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Link to dash pic....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23688 NEXT>23700 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bad link.
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23689 NEXT>
23699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good thing for Pirate buddies.Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The halftrack is a White M3
SUBJECT>Re:Jeep Tour ~FYI POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:38
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23668
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds cool....and hopefully several M715's will attend.
As far as a plug for the magazine,you guys are probably the most M715 friendly
publication on the planet.I appreciate seeing these former warriors on your pages along
with the nice website you have.
Actually I wouldn't mind having the video from Chad and Travis's trucks that you have
over there over here...nice stuff!
Sincerely,
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>23696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is real hard to figure out....BRUTE4C.
One of our members calls his Goliath...his name is David,seems to go together...
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GI JEEP seems fitting....
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23661 NEXT>23701 23747 23833 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I hope you didn't have to run around to much...Forward air had a huge warehouse
with like 5 items in it.I rough assembled everything on the floor to get an idea how
everything fits.Very cool.And the winch is alot bigger than I imagined.As soon as I get
some paint (I have an odd color I can't find)I'm going to install it.Hey does anybody
know where I can get a blank with winch data plate????Mays well do the finishing
touches.I sure like it Steve,I couldn't be happier.Those bumpers are nice.Now to find
that data plate....I'll post some updated pic's after it's on....
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23687
NEXT>23708 23773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The fire department I bought my truck from painted it a deep red/maroon.I was driving
the truck one afternoon and the name came to me while looking out over that brick-red
hood,so I call it "The Brick."
Regards,
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Christopher Land
Seneca,SC,USA.'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23692 NEXT>23745
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Your posts are becomeing increasingly less funny,and proportionally more mean.
I do post to Pirate,but my name there is Mr.Greenjeans and you can see on that page that
I have posted about 7 posts.Do you feel that I post there more than I BS here?
Besides,I didn't know I was required to only post here.
Brian
SUBJECT>Re:Link to dash pic....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23691 NEXT>23711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/wbrians/lst?&.dir=/715+pics&.src=ph&.begin=9999&.view=
t&.order=&.done=http%3a//photos.yahoo.com/bc/wbrians/lst%3f%26.dir=/715%
2bpics%26.src=ph%26.view=t
I guess cut and paste.
Sorry.
SUBJECT>Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23705 23720 23744
LINKNAME>The to "Velvet's XL's"LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Here's a link,that works,to my yahoo pic site.Go down to "Velvet's XL's"and check
them out.Only five pics,right after we put them on.Oh,the ground clearance under the
front pumpkin is just over 11-1/2"and the rear is now just over 11-3/8".Forgot to
measure the installed height of the tire,but it's GOT to be right about 38".The half worn
Boggers are about 36 and the XL's are way visibly larger.I'm guessing a solid 38"
mounted.
If the link below doesn't work copy and paste this:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody want to play "Name that Army truck"?POSTER>Luckypabst -
CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23690 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry guys,no prizes.It seems that Land knows his stuff best so I guess we can dub him
"Mr.History".That one Burma thing looks like it was a regular truck with the tracks
added as an accessory,like they just wrapped the track around the rear tires and added the
rollers..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Cleaning the ductwork out POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23616 NEXT>23765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine already has the screen in there...you mean that's not stock?
How would a bird get into it,pretell?
And,we are talking about the vent on top of the hood,in front of the windsheild,but just
behind where the hood opens,right?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23698 NEXT>23712 23846 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No names for the 715's but the duece had "BIG WOODY"on both doors when I bought
it.Saw a little humor a first but really became attached when the office girls started asking
to ride my big woody.no name changing now!!!Thinking about naming the 726 "sex in
the bushes"as it had "Brush Pumper"on the fenders when purchased.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23705 NEXT>
23717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In GA,1.229.336.0207,Jessie.Tell him Tom,from PA gave the number.Mine are pretty
good tread,have some slicing on them that's rather deep in spots...not too sure about.One
deep slice is even circled in yellow.The gamble of 'take offs?'But...eh,they're not too
bad.They are about 5 times more quiet than the boggers and now all I hear is the
transmission wine.Can also tell a road speed increase as well.
SUBJECT>ghetto fabuloso!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23700
NEXT>23733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
since I live in the SW I'll use the local lingo..actually I guess that should be "barrio
magnifico"(and for any sticklers,that's an idiomatic phrase not to be taken literally).I
may do that m'self,depending on choice of tranny.So much to do.Very nice,and the
truck doesn't look too bad either.Dig the doorless,canvasless look hahahah
SUBJECT>sxnbshs?hahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23708
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NEXT>23714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good one
SUBJECT>jp tour POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,2.July 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23676 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking about it but I won't have a built Jeep if I do.Finances for Jeep parts are wee
and hard to find this summer LOL...but if I can I'll tag along for a bit through UT.Be a
lot more fun in the Chief but it's not really even started.
I'm heading to the Goatfarm in a few hrs,letcha know what I find if anything.Things
come and go there..
SUBJECT>Re:sxnbshs?hahah POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23712 NEXT>23718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hadn't even thought of how to put it on the plates,thanks tacoma!
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23701 NEXT>23719 23721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sweet!Thanks Mark!!
SUBJECT>anytime..ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said no text!sheesh
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23702 NEXT>23723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
What was the grand cost on your tire purchase(tires and shipping)???I don't mean to pry,
but that odd colored green thingy sitting by velvet....that wouldn't be one of them there
Sabre's?!No certainly not.....would it!You wouldn't let one of those in your
garage...right?!.......Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23717 NEXT>
23725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bostitch Inc.,maybe?Camille,GA
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23720 NEXT>
23726 23732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Around $650 w/shipping.Good eye!Yes,a Sabre...MADE BY JOHN DEERE,you
know...that Japanese tractor line.Love those Yanmar diesels!The Sabre is my dad's along
with the garage and the property Velvet is parked on...that's why I have to be nice to him
now and then.He likes the Sabre now the he took of 4 or 5 safety switches.
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>gonz EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>23740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm goping to try for "ol smky"-ol'smokey-it's a diesel,and when driving it home 500
miles after I bought it,I kept pulling over to fill the transfer case (it was like the Exxon
Valdez).Once,I drove off and forgot to release the e-brake,and about 35 years of old oil,
crap,and roadkill started catch fire,filling my cab with an amazing amount of smoke.
Ever seen a 5/4 ton truck imitate Starsky and Hutch?Thank God Sven left a fire
extinguisher after I bought it.So while I'm spraying off the still smoldering drum
underneath,my buddy in the follow vehicle say "we've been thinking and we think you
should name the truck ol'smokey!"My wife still laughs when she hears that story-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>whydah EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23722 NEXT>23727 23728 23729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gotta ask this...where or how did you get those wheels?
they look like modified stock ones.
also,do they work well with the xl's?
my experience,with the xml's at least,is that the bead
is so thick,is causes trouble with the beadlock rings
thanks!
SUBJECT>safety switches..who needs them?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No saftey swithes on my ariens either.We were having a cookout and one of my buddies
took his daughter for a ride on it and parked it in front of my garage when done.I went to
put it away and started it not realizing he had left it in gear....no damage was done but
everybody had a good laugh watching my try to catch the thing(it was in 6th gear at 3/4
throttle too).Almost had it stopped myself but the garage wall caught it first.Took me a
couple of days to see the humor in the incedent.
BTW the XL's look good...I'll have to consider a set next time mine needs new tread.
Doug
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SUBJECT>forget it,i figured it out Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23725 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>PSST ...thier fake POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:26
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23725 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't tell spicer I told ya....he'll be pi$$ed off!
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23725 NEXT>
23764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct sir!They are modified stock ones and absolutely NO beadlocking
ability...but look damn cool!It's a 3/8"setscrew with lock washers and nuts,drilled and
tapped in 30 degree increments.Pretty good,huh?:)The sidewalls don't seem to be all
the ridgid on the XL's,but the bead is like an easy 3/4 thick!The tread is VERY rigid,
drove the tractor onto one to dismount it and hardly collapsed the tread.Sooo,good eye,
NOS wheels with modified rings.
After seeing the five tons with the XL's or XML's,I just couldn't have them without that
look to it.
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Distributor POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Morgan they have salvage yard websights that can locate just about any part made for
all kinds of stuff,thats how i got my civi distributor and it was only $30 .very good
condition ,most of the online yards i have dealt with have a money back guarantee of
some sort ...just a thought from jeeperguy also the civi dist has vaccum advance which
does give more power that you will notice if you have driven before with stock dist ......
good luck
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug Eats 'Em All!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>suzisman2000@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23619 NEXT>23735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's Up BS....not much here.I went on a trip pretty close to were you live but didn't
have much time when we came by.I was hoping to be able to get a hold of you
(smack,wop,bam-j/k)and stop by but things never work out how you want them to.No
big deal on the bumper,but now I see hoe you are!Joking again of course!My 715 is still
apart and I'm doing a major brake rebuild on it...FUN......I think I'd rather take an a**
kicking.I have several people wanting my spare truck but I'm kinda having second
thoughts...its not eating anything...YET!It's a a friends place about 2 hours north of me
and he's suppose to take pics so I can send them to people.He told me 2 weeks ago he
would be taking pics but he still hasn't...I think he's getting attatched to it and doesn't
want it to go.Still thinking Big Block Mopar!Later,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23723 NEXT>23734 23748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.All those safety switches are a pain.I worked at a Deere dealer
for awhile and we sold the
Sabre's-MANUFACTURED BY JOHN DEERE!Good tractor for the money...just not the
same quality as a Deere...but the obvious-less money$$$!I wonder how those "fancy"
bead lock look-a-like wheels would do on e-Bay compared to B's grease fitting/welded
plug adapter contraptions?!?!?!......Ben
SUBJECT>Yo B-!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23711 NEXT>23738 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can you see the difference of having a link that works,as opposed to one that has to
clutter up the address bar?A quality post would have been one that was checked
afterward then,if the link didn't work,deleted and fixed when reposted.
Try harder.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23732 NEXT>
23736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd have to think about a price...you may be onto something.Then again...tapping those 48
holes for authenticity sake sucks the life outta ya!I had Katie on the drill press this time
anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug Eats 'Em All!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yea,no thanks on the root thing,I'd prefer to feed a beaver :)
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You "had her"on the drill press?!You DOG....too much info on here!:)j/k Anyway,any
woman who would/could do that kind of work is a keeper for sure!Good Luck!-Ben
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SUBJECT>Roll cage tube bending POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23746 LINKNAME>Bend-it program
LINKURL>http://www.midmoracing.com/bendit.htm
Check this link for a bend layout calculator if you're interested in bending tubing.I'm not
quite sure how it works yet,read the "help"tab and the homepage for clues.It's a very
small program and on my DSL took just a few seconds to download.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23733 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dick.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Link to dash pic....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do the buttons on the gauge cluster control?Tach does fit nicely but I'm still partial
to the vintage look of the original speedo.
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23724
NEXT>23743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm new to the site.It has been extremely helpful to me getting my m715 up and running
(almost there).I'm shooting for the name of
"War Wagon".
Once again thanks to everyone on this site for the info on getting the "War Wagon"on the
road.
SUBJECT>Re:Link to dash pic....POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23688
NEXT>23767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The chrome trim ring really sets off the rest of the truck,now it hardly looks like a BS
machine.The red reference line on the tach,is that a MAX RPM line on a Brian Sission
built engine?Before or after the kerosene.
Bite many chrome boy.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know how much I would pay for a new set of these and where I could find them?
SUBJECT>Re:Booty Fabbed knuckl plugs on Ebay POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,Oh.Now you've gone and hurt his widdle fweewings.
Actually B,I never thought you would have come up with such a good idea.Sorry,I'm
not going to purchase yours,I'm just going to "pirate"(sorry,I couldn't help myself)your.idea,but with a threaded
zerk instead of welding it on.
See 'Ya
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube bending POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>23737 NEXT>
23749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
know a local guy who will fab anything.does mustangs,crown vics for a hobby.not for
me,top off,windshield down smear my head on a rock.I'll check on the cost of a cage if
anyone cares.
SUBJECT>Brian's grease fitting/welded plug adapter contraptions POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let B-be on this one.I bidded on those things so his head would swell.Just for giggles
and I guess I have got them.B send you a beer +shipping for them.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube bending POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23746 NEXT>23755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where's the fun in working a couple weeks to afford a custom fabbed one when you can
do it yourself for 50x the frustration?Sorry man,I'm of the type that can't justify paying
someone to do something that I can do just as well.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>23786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out my tag #.It is the luck of the draw.Will Wright
http://photos.yahoo.com/mym715
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23605 NEXT>23752 23760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Hey Tom,is Velvet a SOA?Looks like a lot of room in the fender wells.I've been
thinking about the XML's for a while and yours is the closest thing to a free trial fit I've
found.Do you think that mounting them on a 10"wide wheel will make them look
significantly wider?BTW,you didn't include a head on shot to check the stance,man!!
Just for fun I checked out the prive of insurance on the 'Busa -vs-the VTX 1800.OH.
MY.GOD.$2460 to $614 for the same coverage.WOW.Makes me glad I'm old and
wanting a cruiser,plus-just how aerodynamic could a crotch rocket be w/a 300lb guy on.it!?!
Ron
PS Stop picking on poor little b you big bully!!!!!!!!!
He has enough problems keeping an engine together!!
(as tacoma would say...bwaaa haaa haaa)
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00x 16 XL's POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lovely,I spent 10 minutes typing to the wrong XL post.
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,2 July 2003,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure did.And I also learned that a truck equipped with a winch also has another
additional data plate with the others detailing the winch operation.Got em both on the
way...Cheap too.Like 8.50 each...Now I need a vacation....Not enough time on the
weekends.
SUBJECT>Re:Roll cage tube bending POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 12:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>23749 NEXT>
23776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear that.I can't even remember hiring something done.Houses,trucks,guns,whatever.
Build them,make them,modify them.Of course I am falling apart and may not see 40...
SUBJECT>Re:DANA 70 QUESTION POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23754
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uner the ring of bolts that hold the axel shaft to the axel housing there are little cone
shaped things.Take a small punch and tap them in the the cut grove in each one unitl they
are loose.The axel will have a gasket between the housing and the outer end it will also
have some restance to it.When I instaled my rear locker I used a crow bar and pried
between the two parts and they just slid out.The little cones are the tricky part.Beest of
luck.Lee
SUBJECT>Lee Cox has joined me U can 2 POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23741 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesgallery.asp
SUBJECT>But...........POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com.EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:25
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI-maybe you should pay us a visit and check it out yourself.We have assembled a 56
page parts list that we are refining descriptions on at the moment.One container alone has
over 1,000 different small parts in quantities.Yes,lots of weatherstrip and hard to find
parts as well.Your m715zone webmaster paid us a visit recently and took a number of
pictures.Let those be the judge.Ask Jon about posting them.
Dave
SUBJECT>Yo Ronner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got NO LIFT-suspension,body,springs,SOA,nothing.That's stock stance with an
obvious PILE of steel on the front with the rat motor,winch and bumper.I don't think
that the wider wheels would make a difference at all with XL's.When they're dropped
over the wheel,you don't have to push them down at all to get the ring on.Now 10"
wheels with 37x13 boggers...HELL YES,though stock works fine,they really should,out
of manufactures guilt,be on a slightly wider wheel.
When you own the busa and the bank doesn't...insurance is a boatload cheaper!The guy
told me that they sold that bike a couple times over but he insurance rates killed the deal.
One kid,18,got an ins quote of $6000/year!!
SUBJECT>A world wide apology POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23768 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It seems as if I've been a little tough on our friend B-lately,for which,I apologize to him.
With the emminent bursting of Jeaner,or creative knuckle greaser efforts,he probably
doesn't need razzed by a Northerner without such worries.Sorry B-.
So,in the mean time...Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>715 meet in MAINE?Come on up,I'll buy the BEER!!!-----In my best AOL
voice..."You've got mail"POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sent you my stats!Another for Maine,and hey...open invite for a 715 meet here on
Mount Desert Island (Acadia National Park /Bar Harbor)I'll provide the BEER!!
:-)Come-on...free beer...must bring the 715's though,they love interstate travel all the
way to mid coast Maine.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23729 NEXT>23766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What tire pressure are you going to run and how do you think that ridgid of a tire will
react to conforming to rocks and such?I defintly see advantages but fear traction may not
be one of them.Keep me posted on the way they perform...hopefully as good as they
look.What about road noise also?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Cleaning the ductwork out POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep that's the one...no the screen is not stock...starting to think it should be though...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23764 NEXT>
23771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 35-40psi now.The traction is obviously less than a bogger,but it's still a
large circumference tire that puts a lot of tread down at one time.I had them in some mud
and they did a decent job.Road noise is a higher pitch and quiter wine than the obnoxious
howl of the boggers...I kind of miss it at the moment,we'll see.I only have a 5 miles on
them.I'll keep ya posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Link to dash pic....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23742 NEXT>23774
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
Good question.That RPM mark is 55 mph on a level grade with no head-wind.It's a
reference point.
I've gotten the RPS up to 5K for a second.That's about it.
Glad you like the chrome.I tried to paint over it,but it just keeps showing through so I've
embraced it and plan to add oddles of chrome accesories to the rest of the truck.I.E.-
chrome spinner rims,chrome license plate border,chrome accent strips....the list is
endless.
-B.
SUBJECT>Northern Root Hugger POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23761
NEXT>23782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,I hope Spice isn't getting to you?!Tach looks great in your truck!I'm with
you...who needs a speedometer in a 715?!Just listen to the pitch of the noise from the
transfer case and that will tell ya how fast your going!......Ben
Hey Spice,POUND SAND.
SUBJECT>a speedo/tach suggestion POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23770
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If a fella were to widen the opening behind the guages in the 715 to the width of a duece
dash/guage plate,you could put a full size speedo and a full sized tach in.Plus there'd be
an extra hole from the duece's air pressure guage that could be used for something else.
Just thinking in type...
SUBJECT>Re:a speedo/tach suggestion POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23769 NEXT>23803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would a cigarette lighter fit in the beam indicator hole?great for charging the cell phone
or for the spot light.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23766 NEXT>23775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
even at low psi,they don't flatten out much.we have the 46"xml's on a super duty
(heavy)and it took 3-5 pounds to get them sagging.course,how much area do you want?
nice thing is they are really overbuilt,you'll never blow one from speed or weight.most
are regroovable,so i'd not fret too much about the cuts.
just a word of advice:we had,still have,problems with those thick beads and beadlocks.
few beadlocks are designed for that thick of a bead,found on the xl's and xml's.you will
see them on rock buggies,but then,they are not typically 6000lbs+.we have cuts in ours
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that would halve a normal street tire.
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm,that's sound like a good idea.although,i may be doing the novak already,after
some work this weekend,i'll have more of a direction,thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23698.NEXT>23800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine came from the F.D.in a small town called North Star.Still has it on the front
bumper,kinda catchy,but don't know if it fits for a truck name.whatcha think?
SUBJECT>uhmmmm Brian?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23767
NEXT>23780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
glad to see my rpm mark idea wasn't a bunch of smoke up yer ass hahah
I drove mine w/a combination of tach and temp gauge...speedo read about 49mph at
actual speed of closer to 60.
It is against the law in the United States to "mess up"a military vehicle and is punishable
by no less than 1 beating per member of this site."Mess up"hereby defined as:adding
chrome outside the engine bay and/or gauge bezels,rims over 16"(except 17's to fit the
new BFG Krawler and/or 20"rims to run giant tires),stereos w/more than 6 speakers (no
more than 2 bass-producing speakers),whitewall tires,and any air horns added will be
either a proper militaristic style or must play Dixie.
This ruling was passed subject to ratification by the MVPA's Modifictation Allowance
Board.We are on shaky ground and should cross our fingers.They have enforcers massed
at the borders.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of the 11.00 XL's POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23771 NEXT>
23777 23778 23779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whydah,that's great to hear about the cuts.Some in mine had me a little worried.I heard
they were regroovable another 1/2".Do you think it would be worth trying to find a place
to sipe them?
SUBJECT>when it comes to cages..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23755
NEXT>23810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..that's your life,so ...I'm not that good a welder.
MEPCO is doing my 78 Cherokee,full cage,for $450-650 depending on final
configuration.For that pittance,I'll pay someone ELSE to do the 8million bends and
welds.They do beautiful work and are good people to know,as they employ most of the
big names here in 4wd,or know the rest of them.It's all about the network.
Mtrucks obviously cheaper.
SUBJECT>sipes good!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
3 July 2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23775 NEXT>23799
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
esp.in PA...I almost died in the 725 when some fine Alabama driver decided I needed an.impromptu brake test in the
monsoon rain.Swamper lugs don't grab so good.I am all for
more grabbing edges on a tire.And in the eastern winter,I'm even more for it.SIPE!
SUBJECT>Sipe?What?POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23775
NEXT>23783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never hear the term sipe before,is it just another way way to say re-grove/re-tread a
tire or is it some other process?Curious.
SUBJECT>Re:uhmmmm Brian?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>23774 NEXT>23807
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh.I see.Should I return my curb feelers?
By the way,to answer Ronner's earlier question-the 2 switches on my gauge pannel are
the winch in and winch out controls.When i got the truck it had 2 holes drilled there,but
I like what i did with them.
Tacoma,I never scoff at an idea that has a practical use.Now,if it was just for looks I'd
be firmly against it.
-B.
SUBJECT>after market wheels POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23784 23804 23954 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I GUESS THERE IN NO MARKET FOR WHEELS THAT DOES NOT HAVE THE
LOCKRING BECAUSE IF THERE WERE THEN I WOULD HAVE HEARED FROM
MORE PEOPLE THEN THE THREE PEOPLE THAT I DID.I THANK THEM.SO I
WOUL LIKE TO KNOW IF THERE IS A MARKET OUT THERE IF SO THEN I
CAN HAVE THEM MADE.
SUBJECT>Re:Sipe?What?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23779 NEXT>23785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
easiest way to explain is that it's the process of cutting the big lugs into more little
ones.You can go as simple as making a small slit through the lug or remove material to
make two seperate lugs with a cleanout trail between them.Some mud runners and rock
crawlers even change the shape of the lugs to suit thier individual needs.There are
specialized tools to do this with,some even fab thier own using a welding rod ground flat
in the middle and bent into a "U"shape.Connect both ends to the welder and slowly
increase the amperage until the rod is hot enough to slice through the rubber.
SUBJECT>Re:Sipe?What?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 11:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a look at a normal Michelin car or light truck tire.All those little cuts around the
treads are sipes.They increase traction by giving more grabbing edges...work great for
stopping as well.AND,if I'm not mistaken,can add some tire life.
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZX76rmeVH7Y PREVIOUS>23750 NEXT>
23801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Will -bad link
I like all the names you all thought of for your trucks.
I'm going to stencil on the tail gate,Rock crusher,Dodge rammer,and have you driven
over a ford latly?
BUILT IN AMERICA
BY AMERICANS
FOR AMERICANS
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23777
NEXT>23806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma you hav'nt read the Alabama drivers handbook.In the book pg 5 section
8,subparagraph 16 it states in a driving rain when you are out of the state of Alabama
after you have driven 8 hours you have to perform a manditory brake test.You just happen
to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.Spicer told me to tell you to EAT 1 Sorry just
had to.Will In Alabama
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23773
NEXT>23817 23842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is just called Blue.Check it out at http://briefcase.yahoo.com/mym715
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry
SUBJECT>M-725 for sale POSTER>Keenan O'Donnell EMAIL>krod59@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaWqi1RT.cNOQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>23809 23821 23858
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '68 M-725 for sale.I was going to turn it into a camper but have run out of space
at my house and the wife says it has to go.It is mostly original but is missing a few
pieces.It is lime green(I purchased it from a fire department)and it has 13,744 original
miles.The body is in preetty decent shape with some dents but very little rust and the
motor could use a tune up.The front tires are in fairly bad shape but the rears are OK.It
also has a belt driven 110 volt generator that will run power tools.I am asking $2000.00
or best offer.If interested please email me and I will send pictures.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:a speedo/tach suggestion POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23770
NEXT>23805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just opened my dash up from the left edge of the stock opening all the way to within 1"
of the glove box door.The data plate was relocated/reworked and is now the glove box
door.My "new"instrument plate is big enough to fit:
-oversized coolant temp (2-5/16)
-oversized oil pressure
-fuel level
-voltmeter
-oil temp
-trans temp
-hourmeter
-2 extra 2-1/16 gauges (AirFuel ratio and maybe fuel pressure)
-four rectangular A/C vents
-the HVAC control panel from a Jeep Cherokee (XJ)
-the idiot lamp cluster from a Isuzu Trooper (1990)
The tach is on the column where the shift indicator was (1989 Grand Wagoneer tilt
column)and the speedo is my Garmin GPS which will mount on the bottom of the
windshield frame,just off center.
SUBJECT>Re:after market wheels POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23781 NEXT>23812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If I could get some 16 x 8 wheels I'd be happy to pay whatever for them.I'd rather not
have the muti-piece wheels,but a single piece steel or aluminum wheel..SUBJECT>hourmeter POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,3
July 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23803 NEXT>23816
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what did you hook that up to?
btw no Goat lenses in stock at Tomlin's but perhaps within the week.Will keep you
posted.
SUBJECT>the one I almost ate...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23799
NEXT>23813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..was the rear end of a small Alabama licensed car...Didn't know they printed things to
read actually IN Alabama--thought all those books were from city folk...HA!
SUBJECT>curb feelers.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
3 July 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23780 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..those are called tires,you should be able to feel them when they roll over the curb.
Never seen chrome tires before though.
I like the winch in/out idea,and will appropriate it for the Cherokee Junkyard Rockpig.I
figure all the exposed cage tubing will make a fab place to mount switches of every
stripe.Letcha know how many I can come up with.
oh yeah do you think 7 shifters would be too many to deal with?(manual,twin stick 205,
Doubler,o/d,and pto x2)Heehehehehhe ok I guess so.
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23662 NEXT>23856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on getting an RKCSHR when the tags are due this year.Here in Kansas 35 and they
are antique tags buy them once and never again!
It will stand for Rockcrusher!
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 for sale POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23802 NEXT>23814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Price sounds right,though I can't take it on.Where is said truck located?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:when it comes to cages..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brokermech.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23776 NEXT>23822 23828 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You seem to have a strange tendency to trust others with your life...let someone else build.your cage.....ride in
spicers rig with him...are you sure your not suicidal?Maybe you
should seek help.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at
7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon,
Welcome back!!!!I hope everything is on the up and up.I myself am back online,after 2
monthes.We moved 2 monthes ago and just got our old house sold last week.Talk about
creative financing.Well,hope to talk at you soon.
John
SUBJECT>Re:after market wheels POSTER>joe EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,3 July
2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23804 NEXT>23818
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
id rather have a 1 piece rim too
SUBJECT>Re:the oneTacoma almost ate...POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23806 NEXT>23830 23840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes WE really do print in Alabama cause thats what I do.But we ship most of it to
Tennessee,Georgia and Mississippi cause we gots to ship it to those hi class
folk.HaHaHa,Will
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 for sale POSTER>Keenan O'Donnell
EMAIL>krod59@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWqi1RT.cNOQ PREVIOUS>23809 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is located in Cheyenne,WY.
SUBJECT>Wout!!!Bluegrass!POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23847 23911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just remembered to let you know:
FREE 'grass concerts at Depot Park,Sanford,NC Run from 7pm to 9+pm
July 22 (Thursday)The Bluegrass Experience
Aug 26 (Thursday)Al Batten &The Bluegrass Reunion
Anybody else wanna come for some bluegrass,drop me an email at dp@sanlee.com and
i'll know to look out for you.
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Don't ferget,103.1FM (that big tower in your back 40)runs bluegrass tomorrow night (all
Fridays)starting at 7pm..To get to depot park in downtown sanford,head north on US15-501 from carthage,
turning left where it joins US 1 just south of sanford (becomes US 1-15-501.Follow few
miles,thru several stoplights,til you get to NC 42-Wicker Street exit.Head east on 42 (to
your right)until you get to downtown (after 5th stoplight).When you get to the railroad
tracks,Depot Park will be on your left.Park anywhere along the block.You and Amy
come on up!
SUBJECT>Re:hourmeter POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Thursday,3 July 2003,at 11:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23805
NEXT>23825 23838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
+to the fuel pump +from the fuel pump relay
-to ground
That way it only runs when the key is on &engine is actually running.Most EFI systems
only energize the fuel pump briefly when the key is turned on,then turn it off unless the
engine is actually running.
Another way that works is to use a 2-pin style (Normally Open)oil pressure switch.They
were common on carburated cars/trucks in the 80's for controlling the carb electric choke
(ie.choke only got power when engine was running).This works the opposite of an Oil
Pressure "Idiot Light"switch which would be closed UNTIL oil pressure exceeded 3-
5psi,then open.Just wire the two-pins of the switch inline between Ign+and the
hourmeter +.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>Eric EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at
12:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23800 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mines simply titled with john deer green paint in block letters on the front bumper HULK
yaw think thats cool?
SUBJECT>Re:after market wheels POSTER>whydah EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 1:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23812
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have set of 16 x 8 one piece steel,from stockton,brand new.
they are a new design from what they did before.
not cheap,almost $200 each.will try to post some pics tomorrow.
i'm really after a hummer style,beadlock.i may sell them.
let me see how they fit,first.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm back POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome back jon
SUBJECT>Re:new member sends hello &thanks POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.welcome
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 for sale POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23802
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be interrested in it send some pics to me.I will have to sell some of my jeeps to
get it but that can be done.I live in Casper,WY.Maybe I can come and see it this
weekend or sometime next week.jeepfreak8@yahoo.com thanks
SUBJECT>Re:when it comes to cages..POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23810
NEXT>23826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my cage from MEPCO 2 yrs ago when i was rebuilding my A1.scinse then I rolled
the jeep Mepcos bar saved my life.If some says they dont know how to weld that well a
cage isnt the place to learn.
Also ive seen mepcos people work they are very good
SUBJECT>Rims POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 8:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I DONT WORK FOR THESE PEOPLE/that aside i found some good one piece rims last
night.Boyce Broths in ogden utah are making them go for 225 a pop though the also sell
the goodyear MTR.Ive delt with mark boyce for about 3 1/2 yrs he is a good guy and is
very helpfull.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering ?POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23497 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info.i jacked up the front and turned the wheel back and forth a few times,
now it is fine.thanks for the info.Mike.
SUBJECT>very clever POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,4
July 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23816 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks for the info,copied to "good idea"file.
SUBJECT>all hail MEPCO!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23822
NEXT>23827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they really are good.Right now they have a sick CJ project in the 'showroom',extremely
nice cage on it,37"MTR's,EFI 350,whole 9yds (btw anyone know the story behind that
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phrase?it's a good one).
plus,technically they are still a military surplus seller,and actually have a bunch of parts
for 715's and old Jeeps (engine etc),at least last time I asked for stock 715 parts hahahha.SUBJECT>Re:all hail
MEPCO!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23826 NEXT>23829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah,the whole nine yards....Let me guess...WW2 fighter pilots would say I gave em the
whole nine yards.Well the ammo belts in the fighter planes were nine yards long.My
favorite single engine is the P-51 mustang.Favorite multi engine is of course the
renouned B-17 flying fortress.I almost had a chance to ride in one here last summer.I
missed the last flight by 20 minutes.I almost cried.Was I right with my answer??Did I
win lots of M715 parts???Maybe a day off to be with my wife who has been gone for 10
weeks???Pure cash is good also.All these new parts put me in debt...Happy fourth
everyone.
Oh yea...I drove the M715 into work today.I stole the flag off the house and attached it
to my grille guard.And now I smell like canvas!
Kaiserjeeps...(irty Al for short)...
SUBJECT>about Spicer POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,4
July 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23810 NEXT>23839
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,that was a uh...fun ride.Spicer's clear on the deal:fine w/me if we crash but kill
me,because I will be pissed.Luckily we didn't attempt the Stinkpit as neither one of us
was dressed for slop.Nice little playground he's got there.
And really,I can't weld for shit right now,figger I'll leave it to the guys w/the liability
insurance and the million hours experience LOL......
also,I don't call it suicidal,it's the "Type-T"gene really.Mountain climbing,skydiving,
driving too fast,kenpo class,whatever it takes.I can't function w/out a certain high level
of adrenaline in my blood.Some people like coffee.
SUBJECT>ding ding you win POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23827
NEXT>23831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but you don't get a damn thing!today at the parade Jack Tomlin had a whole fleet of
trucks out,including 3 White 1/2 tracks,a couple Command cars,M37's,some kind of
old deuce,GMC maybe?etc etc but the real star was the mint GMC w/the Quad 50 in the
bed.OOOH I really want to shoot that.
none of my business but where's yer better half?I try to keep my own absences (for work)
down to no more than 10wks,start getting a little cranky after that.
SUBJECT>Alabama folk POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
4 July 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23813 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
after nearly eating said AL car,I decided rain+big truck w/vacuum wipers+Swampers=
time to get a long lunch.The folks that ran the place as well as the customers were a
kindly sort,something I much appreciated on my Southern Death-Cheatin'Tour from.GA-UT.
SUBJECT>Re:ding ding you win POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23829 NEXT>23836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well she has been in LA,and Seattle and San diego.Home friday night about 10 to
midnight.I work saturdays,and she leaves sunday about 2 PM for yet another flight.I
don't get much time with her.She is on her way right now to have lunch with me.Wait
till she sees I stole the flag for my truck..heh heh..They are wearing her out.She put in 86
hours in one week.She is home for a week and a half now and then jumps on another
plane to Alaska for some halibut fishing with her annoying dad.It's hard to see her go.
But I could not stand to be with her self centered dad for that long.Three people would
get on the boat...Two would get off....Thanks for asking...I should be a little more
relaxed after tomorrow morning..wink wink..Al..
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23648 NEXT>23834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats Al
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23697 NEXT>23835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
you can get data plates from RAPCO.
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I am a pretty happy dude...More parts laying around than I can install in one
day...
SUBJECT>Re:Mission accomplished No casualties POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a full set on order!My wife is threatening to take away my visa card...I'm just being
American I say...
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SUBJECT>Re:ding ding you win POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23831
NEXT>23837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now i see why you've been writing so much.......
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:ding ding you win POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 3:42
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23836 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man you should see me in person.....Especially after a fortified beverage or two...Don't
be afraid to tell me to go mow the lawn or something...:^))
SUBJECT>Re:hourmeter POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23816
NEXT>23841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get those oil pressure switches off the passenger side of AMC V8 motors (in
most all mid 70's thru 91 FSJ's).Of course,if you've converted to an AMC v8,you might
already have one.:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:about Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brokermech.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23828 NEXT>23870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I just saw an op to raze ya and could not pass it up.T-type myself since birth....the kid
that always tried it first too see if I would live then the others MIGHT try.Definent speed
freak until my 1st son was born and then realized that staying alive might not be such a
bad idea.Still get the urges but fight to contain them now and insurance is so much
cheaper...cost less to insure 4 715s,1 duece,1 f-150 and the wifes LHS than what I was
paying on my TA at age 18.Like the slow motion rush of wheeling now.
Happy Fourth
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:the oneTacoma almost ate...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brokermech.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23813 NEXT>23844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DO you get northerners to proof them for ya?JK.....Beautiful land you live in and some of
the friendlyiest people I've met.How far from Talladega do you live?
Doug
SUBJECT>hey!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,4 July
2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23838 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...I thought they sounded familiar hahahha
SUBJECT>Re:briefcase empty POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>23800 NEXT>23845 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
post when you get it fixed,would like to see
SUBJECT>Rockwell axles POSTER>Andy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at.5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapJ9wFp3b48E
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wonder if anybody knows where to get rockwell axles around Washington or
Oregon State?If the price is right,California,Idaho,and Canada are also within reach.
SUBJECT>Re:the oneTacoma almost ate...POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug I live about 45 min to 1 hr from Talladega.After this sunday we could live 43 to 58
min away.Just closed on a house 2 miles up the road.John Summers lives about 30 min
away but he is on the back side of Talladega.You need to check out Barber motorsports
That track is awesome www.barbermotorsports.com Better than watkins glen.Sorry for
the longer than usualpost,But the fifth is my B'day Getting fuzzy on the forth.Start
puberty this week.(mv content my gas tank still has a hole in it)
SUBJECT>Re:briefcase empty POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,4 July 2003,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23842
NEXT>23853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,copy and paste,then click on mail attachments no problem Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 names POSTER>whoopiewagon /Ky
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 12:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayPAAlJCpqEs PREVIOUS>23708 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Whoopiewagon
LINKURL>http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=174750
Mine is called,you guessed it"WHOOPIEWAGON".This name came from my brother
that worked for a powerline contractor back in the '80's.They had a bunch of m37's and
715's that they used to haul equiptment in and called them Whoopiewagons.When i got
my 715 every time he would see it,thats what he called it and the name stuck.
Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Wout!!!Bluegrass!POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,5 July
2003,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23815 NEXT>23876
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks,I did have the radio on fri night.WE jeep rode most all weekend.The sunday
morning show is on 101.1 at 0800.Thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>Couple a quick questions POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking to put a set of 36 X 1250 tires on my stock wheels but am wondering if the
regular 9 X 16 tube will work or if I will have to get a larger one.I have also noticed that
I have a leak in my water pump.I have not looked for a new one yet,but are they farley.easy to find?I seems that
some parts are out there and others are not.thanks,Morgan.
SUBJECT>tubes &pumps POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>23848 NEXT>23850 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you used the 9x16 tube with the 36x12.5,the tube would have to stretch to fill the
larger tire.That makes the tube wall thinner and weaker.If the tube has thin areas,most
likely there are,you will have some very weak spots.You are more likely to have flats.I
would buy the proper size tube for the 36x12.5.It has been many years since I have
repaired tube type tires on split rims.It wasn't any fun then.
I have purchased some M-715 parts from Memphis Equip.
(www.memphisequipment.com)(901-774-0600).They are ok.I haven't bought anything
from Vintage Power Wagons (www.vintagepowerwagons.com)since they bought the 450
tons of M-715 parts (www.m715kaiserjeep.com)(888-695-0578)I would try these first
for the water pump.
Jim
SUBJECT>waterpumps POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23849
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine leaked for 2 days then exploded through the radiator (destroyed).it leaked small
drops,then i drove a combined total of 20 miles and it blew.STOP driving it!
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Jose Manuel Navarrete
EMAIL>jm715xxx@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey waz ap?Need some help,does any one know of a good sorce of m715 parts?Like
fenders beds cabs and more.Like a rec yard.
I live in the Bigest Little City (Reno)NV and the M715s are no where to be found.Thanks
for you time and help.
SUBJECT>Re:One week and a day ,OOPS POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23659 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did use polyethelyne $25 a quart.used 3 quarts almost,something is fishey.Dont guess I
got all the rust out.Going to have it brazed after we move at the end of the month.Thanks
Will
SUBJECT>Re:briefcase empty POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23845
NEXT>23860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,has B been teaching 'ya how to post links?
Ron.SUBJECT>Try these connections POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 9:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23843 NEXT>23867 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
In Washington try WHECO at 800-348-2414.They are on the north side of Pasco.When
I was there this spring,they were kind of getting away from surplus and getting into
manufacturing.Ask for the guy that still does military trucks.They still might have
something around.On the west side of Idaho try I AHO MOTOR POOL,at 208-642-
7231.He should be able to get you some take-out axles.BOYCE in Ogden UT 800-748-
4269 always have them.But they will be worked through and in top conditon,but you
pay the price.Tom
SUBJECT>M715 for sale in ks.POSTER>joe z EMAIL>bigone@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,5 July 2003,at 10:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,there is a M715 for sale in the wichita,ks paper-they also list on "cars.com"It
sounds like a nice one for $5,900-FYI,joe z.
SUBJECT>Re:beyond the point of no return POSTER>soupy
EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 1:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i went with mr.turtle.
when i first got mine,i was taking it a spin on the highway and i was passed by a some
old 69 winnebago hauling a 20 boat behind it.the worst part of it all was that behind it
was a suzuki samari towing 2 jetskis and they all passed me when i reached full speed at
the bottom of the hill.and since it was green,mr.turtle was born..
soupy...
SUBJECT>PA Jeep Show POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 3:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23871 LINKNAME>jeep show
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LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org/JeepShow/Main.htm
There is a jeep show at the York,PA Expo Center last weekend in July if anyone is
interested.
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 for sale POSTER>Juan P Esparza EMAIL>Pesparza1@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23802
NEXT>23887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello I'm intersted on your M-725 please send pictures
SUBJECT>Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23861 23865 23891 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Heys Guys,
I came across a 1952 GMC M135 Duece the other day.I would call it rough but the owner
says the cab is solid and it runs good.He said the brakes don't work and there is no bed on
it(fire dept truck at one time so it probably had a tank on it for awhile)It does have a
winch on the front(would prabably look sweet on a 715!)but no cable.Is it worth much?
He's wanting $1100.00 Anyone interested?!...Ben
SUBJECT>Re:briefcase empty POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23853
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Links what links?copy and paste.-B-said eat a little one Will
SUBJECT>Re:Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brokermech.com DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23859 NEXT>23862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seen alot of the 135's go for $600.The old style gassers don't seem to bring that
much.Even passed one up for $250 that was clean but needed a carb kit.They are still neat
old trucks they just lag too much in the power dept.Love the fording intake on the dash
panel.
my .02
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23861 NEXT>23863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 305 V-6 was known for atrocious gas mileage.Also problematic was the Allison
automatic tranny.If considered for parts such as axles,they don't have the trick toploader
Rockwells.But Rambo did drive one in First Blood,so........
SUBJECT>Re:Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23862 NEXT>23953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know much about the winches on them?(Brand and pound rating???)Any
handy uses for them?!.........Ben
SUBJECT>Trailer for M715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell me what the usual or correct military trailer for the M715 was?Or were
there several that could be and were used?Thanks.
SUBJECT>What to do with a M-211 -M-135 series POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23859 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.Buy the darn thing for the winch.They work real slick,the side brackets just
slide up
between the frame rails.You torch the bolts to the bumper off and the side bolts,and it
slides out.To buy the truck,the big thing would be if the 302 engine runs,and more
important if the transmission works.I have restored a M-135 and love it,but poured more
money into it than it is worth.There is only kits for one half of the Hydro-matic trans.It
took me 3 parts trans to get the job done.Without a bed and if you do not have a job for
it,don't give more than $500.00.than part it out.The transfer is single speed,the two
speed is in back of the transmission.a picture of mine is on my web-site linked below.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale in ks.POSTER>hi jinx EMAIL>hijinx@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23855
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to see that truck.The guy lives north of topeka-I have never seen a truck that nice
before-it should be in the AF museum!I wish I had the money-oh well-any body
interested he has it listed in the Topeka,ks paper also-his number is 785-876-2876
Hi Jinx-53 M170,69 M715
SUBJECT>Boyce might work w/you POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,6 July 2003,at 8:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23854
NEXT>23873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I asked about getting some rough 60's,they may go for it,though to be honest they are
still more expensive than the expensive local parts yard...They may be a little more
giving on Rockwells,if you ask for some that havent'been touched.Saves them the
trouble and they still get to sell you something,everybody wins.
SUBJECT>desperately needed POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 12:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
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23869 23920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone anywhere ever even hear of new weatherstripping for the 725's?????I really dont'
want to ghetto fab any.Of course,that's after I find someone to make me a windshield.
now let me shoot my TV,they are playing Selena's Greatest Hits.arrrghtt.....
SUBJECT>Re:desperately needed POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23868 NEXT>23878 23888 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JC whitney sells some stuff that works great around the cab,side of windshield and frame
for the top (soft top anyways).I think it was about $30 for a 25'roll and it slides on the
metal edge just like the original stuff (it is more rubbery though).I think the part #is in
the parts source area but let me know if you can't find it I might be able to dig up my
invoice.
SUBJECT>Re:PA Jeep Show POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23857 NEXT>23896 23962
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Mike,are you going??I work in York and live near Harrisburg.
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer for M715 POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23864 NEXT>23874 23898 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
The trailer that would have been most commonly pulled behind the M715 is the M101
series.The trailer was designed to be pulled behind the Dodge M37 that the M715
replaced and is rated as a 3/4-ton unit.It has the 5-lug Dodge lug-nut pattern,so M715s
had to carry an extra spare for the trialer.I don't know of a conversion to the M715 lug
pattern,but some M101s were converted to (manufactured with?)the GM 8-lug pattern
for use behind the CUCVs,so you might find one with that setup.
While the M101 series is the "correct"M715 trailer,you can bet that it wasn't the only
kind of trailer hitched to M715s in military service.Soldiers,sailors,airmen and Marines
often make use of whatever equipment is at hand.
I'm sure that M715s sometimes pulled M100 or M416 1/4-ton trailers in active duty,but
those trailers (designed for the M38/M38A1 and M151,respectively)are pretty small and
would be difficult to see from the driver's seat when hitched behind an M715.
The M105 trailers designed for the deuce and a half trucks look similar to the M101 but
are about 2800 lbs empty and use 20-inch wheels.They can be had for a few hundred
dollars,but you should consider how practical a trailer that big and heavy would be for
you.
Happy hunting.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
'53 m37 w/w
M100
M101
SUBJECT>Is there a market for rears POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23867 NEXT>23880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have acess to 6 or 8 rear axels but it would take around $350 (plus shipping)each to
make it worth messing with them.Is this a fair price?Located in central Iowa.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Trailer for M715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:51 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23872
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They make a 5 to 6 lug adaptor...used to have 2 but when I decided to sell them they
appartently had been lost when I moved.Damn!VPW shouold have some.
Doug
SUBJECT>Tail lights POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com DATE>Monday,
7 July 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23877 23895
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is a good place to find 24V tail lights for the M715?Mine were crushed as the
truck was being pushed.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Wout!!!Bluegrass!POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Monday,7 July
2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23847 NEXT>23908
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and I thought I was the only guy with an m715 that also listened to real music (not at the
same time,thanks to the np200 ).I'll definitely try to make it over from Erwin for the Al
Batten show.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>Re:Tail lights POSTER>David Kane EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD2K1S5JCoMk PREVIOUS>23875 NEXT>23879 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Call Randy @713-256-9214,he has boxes of all the 715 lights and switches.
SUBJECT>that's the stuff I DON"T want..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23869
NEXT>23905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..good stuff but I am trying to find a source for the good stuff.The radius on the corners
of the 725 windshield aren't any fun to make w/rolled weatherstripping....You 715 guys
have it easy!
JC Whitney will be supplying all the rest of the weatherstripping though,esp.for the rear
doors,which have currently allowed about a shovelfull of dirt to blow in.And that's
closed.
SUBJECT>just about any surplus dealer POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23877
NEXT>23883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know if they're the exact same as the originals (mine are missing)but just about any
surplus dealer has got various lights etc for sale.As parts go they are perty common.
SUBJECT>say that's not a bad price.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23873
NEXT>23913 24023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...sounds reasonable to me,at least for a rear axle.Might save some folks a few ducats.
SUBJECT>Brian Sisson..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...my wife says you are perty.And hopes that you are enjoying your trees as we continue
our search for land to start a Jeep-driving furniture empire.Keep the chiggers off the skin.
SUBJECT>Mud fun!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23884 23906 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Saturday,I'd planned on going to the junkyard to find a shroud for the new radiator.On
the way,we (Katie and I)saw a sign for some mud bog race thing and figured we could
cheeck it out after the junkyard.Closed.So...off to the mud bogs!We get there and there's
a couple of 4x4's sitting around mostly with 33-36"swampers,maybe like four or five
trucks.We roll in and the heads start to turn.Their 60 or so yard strip of mud of seriously
lame.They had a bulldozer come in and dig out this strip and pile all of it on the one side
of the strip...it's about 6'high pile of dirt.Locked in the hubs,but let the truck in 2wd and
sunday drove across it,backed up through it,pulled the t-case into 4 low and drove right
up over their bulldozed bank and down the other side.Heh,heh...that got some wide eyes.
They said that there was some trail in the woods so we headed for them.A tight trail,
cross a small bridge then approach a mud pit of nice,guey,sticking,plant growing mud.I
get about half way and am stopped.But,I can back up so I know I found the bottom.Now
this is the only the second REAL mud that the Michelins have been in so it's a fun test.It
takes about three good runs,churning and revving,with a pause between the second and
third to let a snapping turtle head to safety.They one guy gets on his walkie-talkie and
says,"...yeah,he made it through,"in a somewhat dissappointed voice.I was the first
truck to make it.Nice!The next one was full of standing water and vegetation and ruts of
past victims.There was no way without paddle tires and a blown 540 this was happening.
We got a lil more than half way and could only back up about 6",then 3"then 1".The
walkie-talkie guy came into the winch and I crawled out and released the cable and aimed
him toward a tree that would give me the right direction to get to their next 'little'bridge.
There were now 15-20 people down there watching as we easily winch to the edge,hung
the cable over the passengerside flares,mirror and into the bed and preceded to climb out
of the mud and break a couple of rungs on their next bridge.Nobody really knew what the
truck was so it was pretty fun.Did snag a shroud from a buddies roached out late '70's T-
bird that with some fitting...fit pretty good!
Other news,my stolen 'Busa has been recovered missing only the front fender,seat and
speed hump.It will go to auction in a few weeks and I'm trying to work the insurance guy
to get info on a bid or first contact before the auction.So,we'll see.
SUBJECT>Re:just about any surplus dealer POSTER>warren.EMAIL>reno1@continet.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you!
SUBJECT>mud?I'm jealous POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23882
NEXT>23885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we are currently enjoying a season so dry even the lakeshore is driveable.Ordinarily it is
a muddy morass uncrossable w/out tracks.
Took a peek at those Michelins too,damn thick sidewall on those things!Look to be
about bombproof...only saw the 20's though,still looking for the 39"16's...heheh Also
got to toy w/some of those new BFG Krawlers,STICKY AS HELL but no good at all for
anything other than a trailered rockpig.Also supposed to be running about $400 a piece,
unconfirmed so far.They're REALLY sticky,like,you can feel w/your hand how sticky
they are.
I take it the Stinkpit was no match?
Glad to hear about the 'busa...Saw another one this weekend locally,real purty
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burgundy..
SUBJECT>Re:mud?I'm jealous POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23884 NEXT>23886 23889
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Haven't hit the stinkpit in a while.I was letting the rest of it 'heal'from the last blast down
it.Not just up the bank like we did,like dowwwwwwn it.It's about healed!I have to
break down all four michelins because the tubes are garbage.I asked for 1100-16 tubes
for radials and the guy gave me 1100-15/16 tubes.I asked why not the 1100-16's that
were listed right below those and he said that they didn't stock them.Well,two flats later
with the tubes coming apart and with a two minute phone call he can have me the tubes I
specifically asked for tomorrow.I really friggin hate people some days.Yeah...and they
asked if I could bring in a tire.I laughed.
This dudes manager is not going to be very happy with him.
SUBJECT>Re:mud?I'm jealous POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give 'em hell for that Spicer,I would!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M-725 for sale POSTER>Keenan O'Donnell
EMAIL>krod59@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23858 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M-725 is spoken for at the moment.I'll post a new message if the deal falls through.for some reason.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:desperately needed POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They made a spare tire carrier for the M101 trailers.it mounted on the front of the box.
The spare tire carrier that mounted in the bed of the M37 can also be used,it is almost a
perfect match for the one that was made for the M101.My last M101 came out of the NG
had a M37 mount on it.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>stick it to him POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23885
NEXT>23890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there's no excuse for stupidity.Not everyone can be a rocket scientist but to not use what
you've got calls for harsh reaction.
So you like the tire guy?hahah
SUBJECT>Re:stick it to him POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23889 NEXT>23892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The guy tries to be a big shot and man's man,to the one other counter guy who's
obviously new...the guys like,"carry these tubes out to the man's sharp looking Dodge
Stealth,"in that big shot goofy gameshow voice.Oh,and I'm thinking to myself,"It's a
3000GT Gene...tell me what I've won,"in internal monologue type of sarcastic
gameshow,'you're a dink'voice.
SUBJECT>Re:Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23859 NEXT>
23907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 302 inline 6 in those is considered to be fairly strong.The old brush truck guys used
to just get a headjob done on them and run'em.The kit for the tranny is a REB kit,if I'm
not mistaken.The winch is in the area of 10,000#and the axles run 6.17 gears and have
massive control arms bracing the front axle back to the frame.They also have a driveshaft
for each rear axle so if one gets chunked...you've got another.Pretty stoudt...but getting
some years.
SUBJECT>but did you give him The Look?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you know,that look that says "I'll tolerate you but you are a dink and should go home and.play with your GI Joe
collection"?
btw,watched the video of my trip out east,my wife says you're funny.?I don't get it
either hahah
next time make sure I take the camera IN THE 715!can't believe I didn't get any of that
on tape.
SUBJECT>Water Pump POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have noticed latley that I have been leaking coolent.With a closer look I could see that it
was leaking from around the water pump,so therefore it is time for a new one.I talked
with vintage powerwagons and they have them for $125.Is that a good price or way too
much?Or,could I just go to Napa and find a civilian pump through them?Thanks,
Morgan
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SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23893
NEXT>23897 23899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My understanding is that the civilian one is different.Personally,I'd check ABLinn first
since they seem to usually have the best prices.If you're brave and cheap and kits are
available,you may be able to rebuild your pump to save some dough.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tail lights POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23875
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ebay!
SUBJECT>Re:PA Jeep Show POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23871 NEXT>23914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on going.I ordered a new Griffin radiator today so hopefully I can keep it cool on
the highway.i should be ready by then.I might even put ol'rusty in the show!let me
know if you are going,I'll catch up with you there.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>23894 NEXT>23901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Morgan,
I have a used waterpump that worked well before the crank broke in my 68.I can give it
to you for the price of shipping.let me know if interested.
Kevin.SUBJECT>Thanks (no msg.)POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23872
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23894
NEXT>23902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ones sold at NAPA were for the civilian 230 and won't take the 3 rung pulley.
However,I did have the local NAPA send mine off for rebuilding.It cost me $45 and
lasted 10 years afterwards.
SUBJECT>spark plugs POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23904 23950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't know if anyone was having trouble finding the spark plugs for the 230 but
Champion makes an equivilent for the AC model.It's Champion RML12 and you can buy
them direct from Champion for $11 each.
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23897
NEXT>23909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!I am very interested!The price of shipping sure beats the $125 for a new one.Ill
send an email and we can figure out shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23899
NEXT>23903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I recollect from prev.discussions (i have 350),the civi vs.mil are diff,as mil has one
more mount bolt.Do I remember right?
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23902
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The civvy and mil pumps differ in number of bolt holes,bolt hole location,and angle and
position of lower radiator hose mounting port.I forget off hand which has more but I
have them here somewhere....if I feel spunky...suffice it to say,there ain't no way no how
they will interchange.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23900
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I got autolite 2344 from AB Linn for $7.00 ea plus shipping.Depending on where you live
the Champion RML12 might be cheaper.My 02 cents Will
SUBJECT>Re:that's the stuff I DON"T want..POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23878 NEXT>23915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have you found the right stuff for the rear doors?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Mud fun!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23882
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like you had some fun showin those guys what its like driving a real truck!i
would like to have seen that!ha ha
about the Busa,let it go man,let it go.you probably shouldn't see it.but if the bid is
low.......?i'll bid $100.00.ship it to me
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krob725
SUBJECT>Reb-kits POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23891
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,The Reb-kit which Memphis Truck still sells,is a kit that physically locks in
the trans one gear at a time.You control the shift.Under normal operation,the trans shifts
on its own,and if it is not in good working condition,it shifts hard,tossing the driver and
cargo.Tom
SUBJECT>Bluegrass in my blood!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23876 NEXT>23910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All my grandparents came from the Great Smokies,places like Cherokee Co.Seivierville,
Pigion Forge.You guys are lucky to be there.I am stuck in Idaho.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Water Pump POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>23901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,
I replied to your email Note:The waterpump still has the 4 pulley attached,it's boxed and
ready to go.
Kevin
SUBJECT>take heart!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,7
July 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23908 NEXT>24016
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a good friend of mine is convinced that bluegrass is the next evolution of music.Swears.that it is the modern
rendition of classical,so hope is not lost just yet for a great western
swell.
SUBJECT>Re:Wout!!!Bluegrass!POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,7 July 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23815 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I goofed,the dates for the concerts are correct as given,but I meant to say Tuesdays,not
Thursday!!!Sorry!
SUBJECT>Re:PA Jeep Show POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23896 NEXT>23949 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,sure...I'll go!I'm looking forward to that sissy pile of dirt they show!:D
SUBJECT>no POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July
2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23905 NEXT>23923
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but I'm probably going to use something like a "d"shape,collapsible kind of seal so it
will seal tight when compressed by the closed doors.There is just some kind of foam
strip in there now,and in our constant south wind,dirt is just blowing right on in.
Front doors will need to be resealed too,leak in heavy rain.Mostly the glass channel.I'll
let you all know what I figure out,as I imagine parts do not exist.
SUBJECT>350 or 400?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23917 23946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't remember which one has the extra steam hole between the cylinders.I'm just toying
with the Idea of putting a really sweet set of heads that I had built years ago for a 350sbc
on a newly aquired 400sbc that will be repowering one of my 715s.If there is anyone
interested in vintage sbc performance stuff I might be persueded to sell them instead.1967
fuely heads(off road only)never been bolted on an engine.They were purchased from GM
in the 70's by a friend who never used them.I purchased them in 1991 and had
stainless,swirl polished,back cut valves installed(2.02&1.60)hardened seats,comp cams
triple springs,guide plates,and screw in studs.They are 64cc angle plug double hump
heads.Some a-hole hit my TA before I finished the motor (less than 1 month after
complete restoration of body,paint,interior and suspension)got frustrated and the car
never moved again until I sold it this spring.Would sell for $1000 had $1400 invested in
91 with the machine work being done for free.
Doug
SUBJECT>1400 w/free machine work??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23916
NEXT>23918 23919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.whadda ya got in 'em?Platinum valves??heheheh
sound nice Doug but I"m a cheap bastid..
SUBJECT>Steam Holes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23917 NEXT>23921 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 400 had the steamholes in the heads.You can locate and drill the other heads to
accomodate them.Sweet set of fuelies!...only thing is that being a '67 head they're not
drilled for accessory holes on the ends.You might get $600-$800 on eBay...Hmmmm,
they're brand new huh?I'll ask my anal retentive boss to ask his anal retentive musclecar
restoration nazi dad if he's interested.He just did a full on '67 Z28 trailer queen resto and
is selling for over $80,000.He'd be a guy for those heads.
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Oh,and on the 400's...if you plan on twisting it pretty hard you may want to put in the
deck plugs.Summit and jegs has them.Pipe tap the three upper water ports on the deck
and wedge the plugs in.Gives a stock block a little more rigidity.Umm,and while you're
at it,if the machining can still be had for free,splayed caps would be sweet on the bottom
end.If you're not gonna beat it too badly the stock form you'll like and the 400rpm idle
ability is pretty sweet with a hunky flywheel.
SUBJECT>Re:1400 w/free machine work??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23917 NEXT>23922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bastid?Must be your eastern accent.....forgot the roller rockers,10 degree locks and stud
girdles.It adds up fast.Not sure if the bare castings where a great buy but I had to have
them at the time.Aftermarket aluminum heads were not as cheap then as they are now.
SUBJECT>Re:desperately needed POSTER>Howard Keller (Virginia)
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23868 NEXT>LINKNAME>Military Vehicle Parts
Dealers LINKURL>http://www.mvpc.com/dealers.htm
May want to check Military Vehicle Parts Dealers.Lots of listings with phone numbers
and many web sites.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Steam Holes POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not fond of the 400s but it runs great and by the time I sell the rest of the donor vehicle I
might have $50 in it.maybe I'll just leave it alone for now and put all my parts in one of
the 350 blocksthat I've been tripping over in my garage.Still have a set of crower
spotsman rods and a steel crank From the same un finished project.
SUBJECT>well mine got used!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23923
NEXT>23927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.and abused by the DSPO,may he rot in hell for his awful hackjobs.
still,I'm the dumbass who bought it from him.Live and learn.
SUBJECT>Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aau9ZfTnrgwDo PREVIOUS>NEXT>23928
23937 23938 23948 LINKNAME>pic
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/vwp?.dir=/Trucks&.dnm=M715.jpg&
.src=bc&.view=l&.done=http%3a//briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst%3f%
26.dir=/Trucks%26.src=bc%26.view=l
I took the hardtop off my truck this weekend for the first time.It took about 20 minutes to
unbolt it and lift the top off.After taking the bolts out,I stood on the trans hump,
straightened partway up and stepped into the bed with the top on my shoulders (no top on
my battery box,BTW).
Taking the top off really changes the look and character of the truck ---and it gets,if
possible,even more strange looks.
This is obviously the first time the top has been off in 25 or more years.The fire dept I
bought the truck from painted it in '77 or '78 and the nuts and bolts still had unmarred
paint on them from that paint job.
I put a footman loop on the hood to strap down the windshield (the fire dept had taken it
off and bondoed the holes before painting).I need to get the two handle-like rests that
bolt to the windshield frame for the windshield to rest on,but right now I have a couple
of lights mounted in the way (the lights have rubber rings to hold the bulbs in the
housings,but the lenses stick out past them and the weight of the windshield/frame rests
on the lenses,plus they hold the frame up at a slight angle that I don't like).
I don't have a soft top for the truck (though I bought a bow set last week),but I doubt that
it would take much longer to put the metal top back on than it would to put on a soft top.
Anybody want to agree or disagree with that statement based on your experience?It takes
me 15-20 minutes or so to put the top on my M37 and get everything fastened down;is
that about what it takes with an M715 soft top?.
There's a pic of the truck (with the metal top still on)at:
http://briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/vwp?.dir=/Trucks&.dnm=M715.jpg&.src=bc&.vi
ew=l&.done=http%3a//briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst%3f%26.dir=/Trucks%
26.src=bc%26.view=l
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23926 NEXT>
23929 23930 23934 23947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I went to take off my soft top last year,after only owning it a year,and
the first snap I
tried pulled apart.NOT out of the canvas,just broke inside...nice.I didn't try a second,
but would guess that time would be similiar.The snaps can be buggers if the top is cold
and the canvas is tight.I'm thinking that when PA soon adopts the new 'no helmet law'for
motorcycles,I'll take out the two big bolts that hold the windshield on and the take the
entire top off like that.THAT should warrant a couple of more credential checks.
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Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 90%of the time with the top off.everybody at work was giving me a hard time
yesterday when it started downpouring.Shortly after the rain started it turned to a rain/hail
mix...some as big as baseballs.Did not so much as scuff the 715 but beat the dog pooh out
of everybody elses cars and trucks..who's laughing now
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23928 NEXT>23935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M37 canvas top doesn't have snaps (I'm glad for that;it uses clips that go into slots in
the door surrounds),but I've pulled a few of the snaps apart in/on my CJ top.
I picked up a repair kit for a few bucks at a hardware store.Really simple to use.The
snaps are two-piece for each half (guess that makes it four-piece,huh?).Put one piece one
one side of the fabric,the other on the other side and use a little provided punch and a
hammer,rock,etc.to flare it kinda like a rivet.They hold up pretty well.
I've seen similar repair kits available in some of the 4WD catalogs,and I guess
camping/outdoor stores would have them.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:well mine got used!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23927 NEXT>23932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damn fine hammer,got one myself,great for makin stuff but enough weight to destroy
stuff if need be.
SUBJECT>Re:well mine got used!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23931 NEXT>
23933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Playing outside in the hail storm?WHAT are you talking about?.SUBJECT>Re:well mine got used!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
marklyda's post keep disappearing...not sure if he is doing it or if the board is still
screwing up?My message was in reply to his that has now vanished...spooky isn't it.
SUBJECT>why kid yourself POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23928
NEXT>23936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at least with NO top you won't be able to entertain any remote thoughts of safety
whatsoever hahahhahah
I think I need a 715.This sickness is spreading.
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8
July 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>23930 NEXT>23961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm down to about 20 mins to remove or install my soft top.I leave it on most times now.
Just remove the vent(?)windows and fold the bottom half of the top up under itself so it's
even with the top of the door windows.Works pretty good,kinda like a bikini top and it
can be unrolled and snapped down in about 5 mins.Still would like a removable flattop
hardtop but most people want an arm and a leg for one when they find out your looking
for one.
SUBJECT>Re:why kid yourself POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>23934 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
CARGO BABY,CARGO!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23926 NEXT>23941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to put the top on my 715 in ten minutes flat,by myself.This assumes the top bows
are already in place.
By the way,where's a good place to get a good set of top bows these days?
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good looking truck.Looks very straight and clean.
SUBJECT>Mirrors POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net.DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
23940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I jost got a set of mirrors off of Ebay they other day,it was only $20 for the set.That only
includes the mirrors though,not the arms.Is there anywhere that would have those,or
would I be bettter off finding a used set or just making some of my own?
SUBJECT>arm questions.I might have them POSTER>tacoma
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EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23939 NEXT>23942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are they the same as the ones on the 725's?If so I'll sell you mine cheap.
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23937
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://m715kaiserjeep.com/
LINKURL>http://m715kaiserjeep.com/
Vintage Power Wagons has some in the parts they got from highland as well as the
frames for the doors for the bows to hook to.Give them a call at:888-695-0578 or go to
their website,linked below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:arm questions.I might have them POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23940 NEXT>23951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know they are all the same.Let me know how much you want for them,Ill
more than likley get em as long as its a good deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Aaargh!Gunna shoot sumpin'!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23943
NEXT>23945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shoot them with your favorite penetrating oil and let them sit overnight then try it again
with the impact...maybe even try tightening them with the impact for a couple of hit then
go back to loosening them.As a last resort you can a nut on them and the heat from
welding will sometimes giv ya the little extra you need.Use a nut for a 1/2 bolt,hold it
(with pliers)right over the screw head and weld only through the hole in the nut.you will,
of course,need to replcae the screws after.
hope this helps!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:what the heck is going on?????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23944
NEXT>23952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is going on here?everytime I post it erases the previous post???.SUBJECT>Re:350 or 400?POSTER>a
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 2:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try using a screwdriver to help them off go on do it you'll wonder why you've been
swetting your ass off when you could have a nice breeze when you put it back on put
some oil on them they will let go easier the next time
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23926
NEXT>23964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '67 with the metal hard top.I welded an eyelet into to top and used a chain hoist
from my shop roof to lift off the top.I liked the 'convertable'look so much I bought an
electric winch from Harbor Freight for $80.00 to speed up the process.With the four
bolts in the corners behind the seats and the two bolts to the windshield,my best time for
pulling the top and fixed door glass is 8 minutes.I have since built a roll bar between the
cab and bed out of 2"schedule 40 pipe.I plan to have a bikini type top made as soon as I
am done spending time and money trying to get my power steering to both fit and work.
SUBJECT>Re:PA Jeep Show POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23914 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope to see you there.It will be the first trip with the new 400,I just have to keep it
cooled.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>quentin EMAIL>qandj@pvtn.net DATE>Tuesday,
8 July 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23900 NEXT>23977
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will can you tell me where to buy the plugs,cant find any one to help locate the plugs a
phone number would be great thaks for any help Q
SUBJECT>how about..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
8 July 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23942 NEXT>23986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...$10 plus shipping?I dont'need them,they are hiding w/the spiders in the rear of the
ambulance.
SUBJECT>heheheheheh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
8 July 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23945 NEXT>23955
23957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.you are experiencing a Zone of Weirdness.It will be over soon.
SUBJECT>Re:Found Duece For Sale in Illinois POSTER>Dave Kurek
EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I have been fooling around with these trucks for years and currently own a winch equiped
M-215 which is the dump version of the old GMC.The winch is rated at 10,000 lbs.and
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is the same one used on the newer M-35's.The GMC drives their winches from a PTO on
the transfer case.By the way,an earlier message is wrong,the GMC's use a 302 staight
six and the first Hydromatic four speed auto trans that houses a planetary type low range
with another four speeds.So you actually have eight forward speeds plus a high and low
range reverse.
Later,
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:after market wheels POSTER>ave Kurek EMAIL>dksales@gdinet.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23781
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I modify the 20-inch 6X6 wheels to fit the M-715.Have been running 9:00-20 tires for
over 15 years.Looks great too.As soon as I finish a set I will post them.
Later,
Dave
SUBJECT>my deer heads...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,8 July 2003,at 11:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23955
NEXT>23958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..wont'listen anymore.They just stare at me with those dead eyes,accusing,pointing
their butchered hooves.
oh wait no they don't.I dont have any in here but the one in the garage doesn't like Jeeps,
it keeps jumping towards the radiator trying to wreak its revenge.
SUBJECT>Paging B.Yorwarth...POSTER>BIGHURT EMAIL>tpark@earle.navy.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Barry,
How's it goin'?I need to talk to you,if you can find the time.All M715 related.If you could
call me at your convience,I would really appreciate it.(732)866 7266 (W)or (732)303
0150 (H),just ask for Tom.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:13 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23935
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
My top is the one with the slope.I prefer the look of the flat hardtop,though.
The sloping hardtop does have a lot of overhead room in it.I'm thinking of putting a floor
up there and adding a studio apartment for camping trips.I figure I have room for a
galley-style kitchenette with a mini-fridge,a shower stall,a sink,a toilet and a sofa
bed.:-)
Seriously,there is a lot of room overhead with the sloping hardtop.I may put some sort of
storage cage/basket/shelf up there one of these days.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:PA Jeep Show POSTER>Drew M.EMAIL>Maloneyam@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23871
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's another Military Vehicle show at the West York High School (Bannister Rd)Sat.
July 26th.to mark 50th anniversary from end of Korean War.All MV's welcome.Email
me if interested -I'm near TMI.
-rew M.
M37/Ben Hur trailer
CJ7 401/T18/ana 300/Dana 30/60
SUBJECT>Stock Wheel,Lockring Breakdown tips POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>23973
23984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As many of you know...I've mounted and dismounted too many tires lately because of a
tube issue.In doing so,I'd like to think,not that I wanted too,that I've become somewhat
adept at tearing these bloody things down.I would also like to point out that the
aforementioned adeptness didn't happen until after a recoiling sledge hammer smashed a
mother of a goose egg on the inside of my right shin.
The XL's had only recently been mounted so breaking the bead was easier then most time
it will be,so you'll have to use whatever means necessary to compress the tire enough to
get it down away from the lockring.Tractors running around the bead,sledge hammers,
tools made for it,all hopefully will get the tire down...and be sure to take the guts outta
the valve stem.
Removing the ring..Lay the tire down,ring up,with a couple of blocks under the center
of the wheel so that it allows the tire to flex down a little...you'll only need a couple of
inches.As a standard reference put the split in the lockring at 12 O'clock.If you can get a
crow bar in the split and pry it a little it will help,if not,take a big sturdy screwdriver and.go about
3-4"clockwise on the ring and with a hand maul pound the screw driver in and
pry out.Look for a manufactured hole in the lockring in that area.(make sure the tire is
collapsed away from the ring or you'll never get it apart)Tap the screwdriver to the side
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to get it into that hole if it's not quite lined up.Pry out with screwdriver and as the
lockring's edge comes out from under the part of the wheel that it locks into,use the
prybar in the original split to pry this part of the ring up.Once this area starts to move up
some and is obviously on the way look on the lockring to just before 3 O'clock and look
for another of those holes in the lockring.Once you've found that and have it pryed out
some comes the part that usually works well for getting the rest of the ring to pop off
quickly.The lockring should be pryed up far enough now that you can take your big
screwdriver and wedge it under the lockring.Like lay the screwdriver on the face of the
wheel and get it under the part of the lockring that's been pryed up.Pry it up hard and get
the screwdriver about 6-8"around the lockring.Now,take hunk of wood (like a foot long
piece of 2x4)and the hand maul.You'll probably be standing on the screwdriver holding
it down with your foot so you can free up your hands.Take the wood block and put it on
the end of the lockring...the area that is pryed up the farthest at the moment (and only has
the screwdriver wedged under it now)and then whack it pretty hard with the maul.That
abrupt jolt with the screwdriver as the fulcrum or pivot point will shock the rest of the
lockring and it will start to come up.Do that a few times,move the screwdriver further
clockwise if needed and the ring will pop off.I got a couple of my rings off of the wheel
in like a minute using this method.For those with wheels that have been together a long
time,I suggest WD-40 or equivilent to help loosen age's grasp.Oh,then once the ring is
off,lay like two pieces of 2x6 stacked on the floor and lay the face of the wheel on them.
Take the slege hammer and go around the bead on the back side so you'll be able to pop
the wheel out.
SUBJECT>Re:Big red (off)roadster POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23948 NEXT>23966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
It sounds like your hardtop mounts differently than mine.Your's uses the same mounting
as the softtop frame/bows,it sounds like.Is your top flat from windshield to back of cab,
kinda like a J-truck cab?
My top,one of the ones that slope up to the back of the cab,mounts with (by my
meticulous count)a whole heap o'bolts.There are two horizontal ones right behind each
door (nuts and bolts that go through the tub lip);there are a 8 or 9 bolts that go into add-
on captive nuts along the back of the tub,just above the footman loops for strapping the
softtop down;there are 8 or 9 bolts that go through the the front edge of the windshield
frame,with nuts inside and there are three through the top edge of the winshild frame on
each side where it curves over.I had my little round magnetic bowl pretty much full of
nuts and bolts by the time I finished.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8.SUBJECT>Re:Paging B.Yorwarth...POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23959
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Tom ,I sent you an E mail.Barry.
SUBJECT>Hard Top POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,9
July 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23964 NEXT>23969
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am at work so I can't give you an acurate count,but I think mine had a total of 124 pop
rivets holding the top on.The rivets went from door to door every 2 inches behind the cab
and from snap to snap across the top of the windshield frame.I drilled them out,removed
the bolts for the original frame bows that my top is built around(high in the back,like the
canvas top)and still had to cut out some welded spots on the windshield frame to remove
my top.I have since oxy-welded all of the rivet holes shut.I have yet to fabricate a good
way of sealing the top to cab that will prevent vibration noises and air/water leaks.
Mine still has the stock engine.I have a 396 chevy that I want to install with a nv4500 5-
speed.I am just lacking the funds.I have several sb chevy engines that I could install
now.Did you use one of the commercial swap kits,or make your own?What
transmission do you have?I was also thinking about a quieter and more efficient transfer
case like a np205,what combination do you have?
Tim
Giddings,TX
SUBJECT>gas tank POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>23972 23987 23989 24011 24015 24047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my computer hasbeen down for about 6wks now,went to the library today to use theirs.
The quest,my gas tank started leaking {the only thing that hasn't sofar}looks like on the
bottom seam I've drained the tank and pulled it out yesterday.Now what replace$$$,or
line the inside myself or send out any sugestions.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:my bad:2 TX Zoners so far.POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23633
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Caleb,
Are you a real Aggie?I'm class of '90 Whoop!
Tim Barr
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Giddings,Texas
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23966
NEXT>23974 23975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tim,
I lucked out and found a truck with the V8 already swapped in.The fire department had it
done 5K or fewer miles before I bought the truck.
My truck's driveline is stock except for the Chevy smallblock.The swap uses a
commercial adapter (the asst chief i dealth with wasn't sure who made it,but I figure
either Adavance Adapters or Novak)to the standard tranny.I still have the NP200 xfer
case (I need to replace soem seals in it).
My youngest brother is a volunteer firefighter.His departemnt still runs an M715 as a
brush rig and recently swapped in a Chevy 350 with a TH350 (I think)automatic.I
haven't gone by to crawl under the truck yet,but I will one of these days.
That 396/NV4500/NP205 combo would be sweet.One of the guys on the M37 site has
been running a 396 in his M37 for years and years and said that,in his younger days,he
had the truck above 100 mph once (reportedly confirmed by a buddy running along in
another vehicle).He also said he would never do that again.:-)I'm not sure what trans he
is running,though --probably an older SM4xx or some such.
On the top-vibration/water-leak issue:have you tried that tape like is used to seal bed
caps/covers/toppers on pickup beds?You could put the sticky side to the top to leave the
truck itself "clean"when the top is off.Try someplace that sells truckcaps.I remember
my dad using that stuff when he put the cover on his pickup truck before camping trips,
and I found some on top of my windshield frame when I took my top off.I never heard
any vibration from the top,but it could have been rattlin'away with the noise contributing
to the general,um,symphony.Actually the way it was bolted down,I don't think it could
have vibrated much.
My hardtop is military issue,I'm pretty sure,and it looks like it probably came as a kit
with the top of the top itself as one piece,the back and side as three pieces and a whole
bunch of nuts and bolts --and instructions to drill a lot of holes.
Regards.
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent mine out to a local referbish shop that blasted the tank inside and out and put the
coating on the inside and painted the outsid for about 175.00,and it is perfect.when I
gave them my tank the rust was thick as jam and filled.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Wheel,Lockring Breakdown tips POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great suggestions.I watched the older man do my wheels.He does this for a living.
Mostly 18 wheeler vehicles,but he remembers these wheels distinctly.Anyway,this guy.used gasoline as a lubricant.He
called his tire hammer an "ass foot".
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>yes,camper stuff!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23969
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
works great,easy solution and time tested.Plus it's cheap.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23969 NEXT>23976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Thanks for the information.Besides the tape idea I was thinking of using very small(1/4")
angle iron to make a channel around the back of the cab fastened to the top.I would then
use generic JC Whitney window channel felt to make it seal up.This would add
considerable structural stiffness to my tops back plate.I think the sticky tape is the only
way to go above the windshield.
Thanks,Tim.
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>felt wicks water POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23975 NEXT>24001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if it rains that felt will suck water right into your cab.Plastic camper padding on the other
hand will not.I spent a lot of time sleeping in the back of a truck once,and no leaks
during severe Eastern downpours.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 July
2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23950 NEXT>23990
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One source of M715 spark plugs in California may be Walker Auto &Truck (760)244-
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8060 email:Military54@aol.com Another source is A.B.Linn in NC (704)637-9076
email:ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Electrical Question POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23981 23993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the M-715 have any fuses or breakers in its electrical system?When installing a 24
volt winch do I need a breaker or fuse on the pos side.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical Question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23980 NEXT>23982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The only factory circuit breaker is inside the light switch.Whenever I
add a circuit,I
always add a breaker or fuse.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical Question POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23981 NEXT>23983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are they prone to electrical fires.
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical Question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23982 NEXT>
23988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's a fuse?When I rewired some of my truck and converted to 12 volt I never used
anything of that 'fuse'name.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Wheel,Lockring Breakdown tips POSTER>rterrell
EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the tips.I'm getting close to putting new tires on my truck.I have watched a
guy do this to a fire truck tire.It does look hard if you have the right tools.
SUBJECT>Re:how about..POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23951
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good.Let me know the total and we can work out the details.
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say check out the junkyards.You probably wont find the exact tank,but for the
price difference it will probably be worth it.Mine is a 32 gallon tank that I got off of an
old log loader and it works fine.
SUBJECT>what have you got then?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23983
NEXT>24022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
eh?whatr'e ya using?incidentally,and going back a bit,if I forgot to tell you the box in
the engine compt.is referred to as a 'distribution box ground'.Interesting.
SUBJECT>another option,but $$$POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has nothing to do w/the real question,but Aerotank makes sweet plastic 40gal.tanks for Wagoneers etc
that fit where the spare tire goes,and they make 32?or 39 gallon
tanks that fit along side the frame,like on Wagoneers.Kinda pricey but NO RUST.Just
skidplate those bastids,lotta money to grind a hole in.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23977
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Robert.I lost A.B's phone #.Will
SUBJECT>Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23992 23999 24021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have tried to find and fit the spare tire carrier bolt (the one that goes up into the bumper
underside)in some 5 trips to stores,with a total of 12 different bolts.The last 2:9/16"
and 10/16"about 4 or 5 inches long,no dice,too loose and who knows if the threads were
right.Plus those were the biggest bolts I could find.If someone has this bolt or could get
one for me I would praise you greatly!I have a couple M715-type stickers to trade,or I'll
buy it,please help!
ps my old man is a hot rod-show-going nut and I always get great comments on my M715
when I take it,anyone ever think of doing a meet without all the "power events"(maybe a
good trail ride,preferably in Utah or Colorado?)Between the military styles,fire/civil
defense styles models,and custom work,that could be one hell of a show!Thanks,JK
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to say it's 3/4-10 thread,but don't quote me on it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical Question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23980 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon
I rewired mine to 12v using some parts store fuse panels -I'd highly recommend it if
you're rewiring the truck.Painless makes a nice panel also for around 100 bucks.Keep
the distance from the battery to fuse panel as short as possible.If you're unsure,there is a
formula for choosing fuses,otherwise you'd be safe copying the fuse rating in any 'ol car.
If you're leaving it stock,then do just that,the lights are the only things to worry about
and as mentioned,they have breakers.
You'll never find a fuse big enough to handle the amps a winch pulls but you'd be smart
to fuse the low amp side that controls the relay.If new,the manufacturer should explain it
in the directions.If not,the control side shouldn't need any more than 15 amps,I'd guess..Chris
SUBJECT>Zone Who's Who needs more Zoners still POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 4:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23997 24010 24042 24056 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
howdy.For anyone in the dark,I"m making the first list of who's who,and where.Idea is
to get people together if travelling,or to let people know if there are others nearby.The
old Yahoo list was good but not organized like this,and a lot of people have dropped off
anyway.SO,I need the following;
1.real name
2.screen name
3.city/state
4.email
5.phone if you want
I've met a few people off the list and I think it's a great idea to do so.So anyone who
would like to be included,please email me.
btw OH is still leading w/5 members.Lots of states w/3...and NC in 2nd w/4.
SUBJECT>A question for the Chevy swappers POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>23996 24005 24012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian not Sisson is one of those misguided chevy people and he's in the process of
replacing a blown-up chevy (seems to be a common problem)with a new one.This is
using a stock trans.
What's the deal with the pilot bushing?I have a spare tranny with a .625"pilot diameter
but I have a feeling it's been modified.The chevy one is around .590".Is there a
conversion bushing?Is 5/8"the true pilot size?Is everyone having chevy bushings bored
out (If so,is there any lubrication problem?)?
I've tried my best to shame him into installing a Ford but he seems to be a lost cause.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:A question for the Chevy swappers POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>23995 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I used an Advanced Adapters bellhousing to tranny adapter to put in my Chevy engine
and the kit came with a new pilot bushing.The engine I used originally came with an
automatic transmission,so I didn't have an original bushing to compare with.Seems to
work fine so far..Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Who's Who needs more Zoners still POSTER>koobster/utah
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>23994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jesse koob
koobster
farmington ut
koobster@netzero.com
SUBJECT>very moving POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,9 July
2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24090 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://www.pressaprint.com/som/WeSupportU2.htm
takes about 2 min to download
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23991
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I had the same trouble with that bolt when I pulled the spare of to see how it looked,the
bolt broke.I couldn't find another one.I just drilled it out.I then took a 1"x1/4"x3"piece
of metal stap,drilled and tapped a 7/16"hole in it and then slid it into the frame box.It
took a while to make it line up,it should be a 15/16"wide piece instead of 1",but with a
7/16"bolt in every hardware store around the country I know what size it is and that I can
replace it next time I break it off.It also makes trying to find the right size wrench on the
side of the road with a flat easier.I hope this helps,Tim.
SUBJECT>Stainless steel fuel tanks?POSTER>Willie EMAIL>Willie_715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24002 24014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have been very busey,but what ever happened to the fellah that was going to produce the
stainless steel fuel tanks.I would be interested in one .Contact me at
Willie_715@yahoo.com or (254)644-2093
SUBJECT>Re:felt wicks water POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23976
NEXT>24008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help,Tim.
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless steel fuel tanks?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24000 NEXT>24004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie,.I think he found out how much it would actually cost and disappeared.
Stainless ain't cheap and the prices he quoted wouldn't cover the labor,at least in any
shops out here.
Chris
SUBJECT>if so s.b.c POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>24018 24026 24057
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did anyone out there make their own motor mounts if so did you take pics of them if so
could you email them to me or tell me where i could view them.I got a 350 sbc with auto
tranny that i going to stick in.My 230 head is cracked so if any one needs some parts
from the engine or a tranny i'll be pulling it in a couple weeks and i'll post it when i do it
so make your list.The engine runs kinda.
Also did anyone adapt the under hood snorkel to fit a 2 barrel carb?
tanyajeff@alltel.net
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless steel fuel tanks?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had a stainless tank made here in baton rouge,and it looks real good.300 dollars.its
thicker than the original and has 45 degree corners.its all stock sized though,with a
removable stainless pickup tube and npt fitting.
i think they fired the guy that made the quote though.(my bill was 800,and i informed
them in no way would i pay 800,and told them they could shove it.
they figured there was almost no possible chance of finding anyone who would possibly
want an oem spec m715 stainless tank!
they said 450,i said 300,they said 350,i said 300.i won
SUBJECT>%(&$@FORD!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23995
NEXT>24006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah yeah..Look,the 2 Fords that have been in the 725 suck ass.One blew up and
stranded me far far from home,the one currently in it is a pig.Not to mention the lack of
compatibility between years.I have nothing good to say about Ford so I won't hahahahaha
if I could get a NEW 460 that would work out but I'll go w/Chevy for the money.
SUBJECT>Re:%(&$@FORD!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24005 NEXT>24007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aw c'mon Tacoma,don't go spinnin'yarns if you can't answer my question!You probably
had chevy mufflers on those engines anyhow.
So I assume all the adaptor guys just got adaptor bushings with the kit?Nobody has come.across this problem yet?
Chris
SUBJECT>hrmph POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,9
July 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24006 NEXT>24009
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pshaw.Hey have you called Novak?I'd have an answer for you but that dumb Ford POS
engine came with the transmission too.So I've got nothing to look at.Chevy has better
manual trannies anyway!hahahahahaahh
still,that's no answer and I apologize,truly from the very bottom of my heart.Really.
hahahahahah
SUBJECT>no problem..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24001
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hate to see you sopping teeeheheh
SUBJECT>Re:hrmph POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24007
NEXT>24019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah,I haven't called anyone.I was hoping for a simple parts store fix and to satisfy my
need to know.
Chris
SUBJECT>Add one more for NC POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23994 NEXT>24013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David Walton
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oddave715
Lexington,NC
dave@carolinaoffroad.com
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn had some at one time,don't know if he still does though.They were take outs.
SUBJECT>Re:A question for the Chevy swappers POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 10:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23995 NEXT>24050 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am not misguided,you can not see my creative side...and you are just but hurt that my
truck doesn't look as girly as yours.SUBJECT>I already got you,foo POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,9 July 2003,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24010 NEXT>24020 24048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahah and I'm not putting you on twice.So there.
SUBJECT>Re:Stainless steel fuel tanks?POSTER>Howard Keller (Virginia)
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24000 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie,Sent you email with members name and email address.Last information I have is
from October 2002.Howard
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at
3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why don't you just buy mine for $150?
SUBJECT>Re:take heart!POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at
3:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to hate grass,then I went and saw it live.It dawned on me that those rednecks are
absolutly amazing.Being a redneck myself I'm trying to learn the banjo which is'nt
easy.Glad to see more of ya'll love it too.
SUBJECT>Welding generator POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone ever use their generator as welder?Seems like the 24 volts would be better than
12 volts.I know there are products out there like ready welder II but I was wondering if
anyone on here had made their own.
SUBJECT>Check this mount out.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24003 NEXT>24029 24058
LINKNAME>Link to mount pics...go to third page
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
When I first got my truck I had to move it with the John Deere with worked for a litle
while until I destroyed the bumper when it got away from me.The mounts I made are
about as simple as you can get.The bolt directly to the rubber 715 mounts and then bolt
directly to the three bolts on the side of the chevy block.
Go to the pic labeled 'chevy to M715 mounts'...something like that.There are four pics.
The mount is made up of 1/4"plate with five holes...I told you it was easy.This mount
located a temporary 305 and the 3053A tranny.You should be in good shape running
these with an auto tranny and you can just fab the tranny mount and new jackshaft.
if the link doesn't work,copy and paste this:.http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Oh,it'will be like the middle of the third page.These mounts will clear small block
factory non ramhorn manifolds.
SUBJECT>Yooooo POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24009 NEXT>24027 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Try a neighbor bearing house.I know it's early...
SUBJECT>Re:I already got you,foo POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24013 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom Lawlor
spicergear
Camp Hill/Harrisburg,PA
spicergear@yahoo.com
717.649.8688
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23991 NEXT>
24028 24043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that the bigass bolt that would be sticking down near the pintle hook?I tried to get it
out and it felt like it was on the verge of breaking.
SUBJECT>Re:what have you got then?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23988 NEXT>
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24034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?I'm using wire...the wire it was rewired with.Sissy fuses,all they do is pop and
leave you wondering or chasing wires.Not this kid,I'll follow the smoke trail thank you.
I replace a constantly popping fuel pump fuse on an old Chevy LUV truck I'd had with a
bolt.Never had any problems again.I told my buddy to try the same trick with his new
radio.Heh,heh...he found it,and of course it was the wire in the center of the loom that
went up through the column!It's been a decade and I still smile over that!
SUBJECT>Yo Andy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>23880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this place;
Northwest Equipment
Great Falls,MT.For customer service call Greg at 406.727.7700.
SUBJECT>Yo Ronner and other Blue Ovaltiners POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>24025
LINKNAME>Big Orange Ford with 5 ton parts!
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=622
1&item=2422497401
Check this out:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6221&item=242
2497401
Copy and paste if link doesn't work or go to ebay and put in 'ton military'and it will be a
few down...look for orange.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ronner and other Blue Ovaltiners POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24024 NEXT>
24062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ebay links seem to come up 'unknown'when it does go to search and then put in the
item#and you'll find it.It's worth it!
SUBJECT>Re:if so s.b.c POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
10 July 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24003 NEXT>24030
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a water pump.Let me know what kind of price you want for yours.Thanks.
Tim
Giddings,TX
67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Yooooo POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
10 July 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24019 NEXT>24032
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is another size besides the normal sized pilot bushing for the back of chevy
engines.Early sixties chevys with the power glide transmission had different outside and
inside diameters.I am at work and do not know the sizes by heart.I got mine for a '62 283
from a carquest store four years ago.Hope this helps.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24021
NEXT>24033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oops,I looked at mine this morning before work.I did not drill out the broken bolt.I
just
drilled a new hole about 3/4"to one side and then put the threaded plate behind it.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Check this mount out.POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24018 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be what i'm looking for thank you very much.
SUBJECT>Re:if so s.b.c POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24026 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i'll let you know when i pull it out should be in a week or two.
SUBJECT>re:gas tank POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pulled the sending unit off the tank and found a 1/8"crack along the bottom seem.
Talked to a shop that said they would sandblast the outside and fiberglass it for about
125.00 I also thought about using JB Weld about 5.00 The only thing about the second
option is I know next Feb I'll be plowing the driveway and have to drop the tank again
SUBJECT>powerglides used pilot bushings?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24027 NEXT>24036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..huh.Did not know that.
SUBJECT>so ,you missed then?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24028
NEXT>24060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sheesh,I can see big bolts even w/out my glasses.
bwwahahahhahaahh
SUBJECT>heheh oh.I...seee....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24022
NEXT>24037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well that's a viable route.Besides,why have fuses if everything's working ok?Should be
no need for them bwahahah..
speaking of following wires,I have to rewire at least the 725,how much of a pain in arse.was that anyhoo?Estimates
range from "shoot yourself"to "easier than tying your shoes".
I am about a 7 banana monkey,meaning I need a good manual to rebuild transmissions.
SUBJECT>Wanted -Article about your M715 POSTER>Mike Abber
EMAIL>wagon_man@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Check out FSJ Magazine
online LINKURL>http://www.fsjmagazine.com
Full Size Jeep Magazine is the only magazine that is dedicated to Full Size Jeeps,
including M715s.In the past,we have done feature articles on M715s and our readers
truly enjoy seeing these examples of "history on wheels".
I am calling out to any M715/M725 owner who feels their truck would make a great
feature article.It doesn't have to be pretty,it doesn't have to be polished,and you don't
have to have great writing skills.
If you are interested,write me at wagon_man@hotmail.com.
Mike Abber
FSJ Magazine Editor
http://www.fsjworld.com
SUBJECT>Re:powerglides used pilot bushings?POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24032 NEXT>24038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is what the package said the intended use was.I was just measuring the sizes for one
that fit.I know cars with the early powerglides could be pull started like a manual.I am
not sure when they were changed,but I had a '66 Chevele that could be pull started.
SUBJECT>Re:heheh oh.I...seee....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24034 NEXT>
24039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah man...it's not too bad.Think it through and don't give yourself more work then
necessary.I used the front light harness and rear light harness and then rewired the
dash/charging/ignition/signal crap from there.My suggestion would be a true one wire
alternator,with will save you two extra wires over a GM "one wire"unit which actually
has three.It will take plenty of time with your feet propped on the open door or back of
cab and your back on the floor pan but will actually go pretty smoothly.If you still have
the electrical box on the firewall,check and see if it's water proof or water tight.Mine
was the latter and was full of water--never leaked a drop!As you may imagine it's
electrical guts were junk.Besides that,yanking that will accomodate room for the power
brake booster.:)
SUBJECT>some reading in order POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24036
NEXT>24040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will have to look into that,seems a critical area of knowledge is missing in my brain.I.do seem to remember
hearing that same thing though...
SUBJECT>oh no POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,10
July 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24037 NEXT>24051
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got to redo the whole damn thing.The Cherokee on the other hand,will be modified.
Trying to figure out just how to remove the stock dash and wiring for installation of the
full cage and Nascar dash w/out making TOO much work for myself.
The 725 is an amazing testament to insulation.Somehow nothign has caught fire,which
is really staggering.The gauge wiring looks literally like a tangled mess of spaghetti.
Better to start over.Rear wiring not much better,only straighter I guess.
SUBJECT>The glides POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24038 NEXT>24041 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The glides have a pump set up that would pressurize the tranny if the car was pushed long
enough and the could be 'pop started.'I've read a couple of things stating that it was
25mph,but have heard much lower push start mph's.The turbo trannies don't have this.
As far as the pilot bushing thing goes...thats odd,the only thing I can think is that it has a
small input on the crank side of the converter...most just fit into the round flange on the
crank to center the converter.
SUBJECT>see,that's what I thought.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24040
NEXT>24068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but again,reading in order.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Who's Who needs more Zoners still POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 1:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian Salazar
Brian
Newport Beach,CA
brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24021
NEXT>24044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are pinned with a roll pin so they won't come all the way out and have the spare hit
you.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Freakin'bolt!HELP!POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@midohio.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24043
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.They talk about this bolt in the 5/4 Quirks Manual under the Online Manuals at the top
this list.Tells how to fix it if you breack the bolt.Says to use a 9/16.Good luck.Farmer
Bill,Ohio
SUBJECT>TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>an EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,10 July
2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24046 24074
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting a set of 38.5X11.00X16 boggers for my 715.I planned on running the stock
split rims.I know i have heard of people doing this,so what i need to know is what are
you running for tubes and where do you get them,thanks
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>24045 NEXT>
24071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran the exact same size tires and just used my stock tubes.
They may have stretched out a little more but it has worked out fine for me without any
problems.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:gas tank POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23967
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd sell you the one out of my M725.No leaks.Making mine own.$100.00 +shipping
Jeff
Merriam KS 66203.
SUBJECT>Re:I already got you,foo POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24013 NEXT>24049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry didn't realize you had me already.Not trying cheat but go NC.
SUBJECT>hahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,10
July 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24048 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yuh,we're thinking about land somewhere East..Either Asheville/Boone area (or Eastern
TN)or northern PA...I really like Asheville.
SUBJECT>Re:A question for the Chevy swappers POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.All that fresh paint AND a chevy motor will have you scared to
leave teh pavement!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:oh no POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24039
NEXT>24053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
It's a piece of cake,you only really have the light circuit,ignition circuit and gauges.I
gutted the distribution box and added two small fuse panels,one on all the time and one
switched with the key.I also gutted the broken light switch and fitted a universal switch
in place of the main lever.
Chris
SUBJECT>Hey Luckypabst -CA POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back to the winch fuseing,did you say fuse the power wire that goes to the hand control?
Brandon
SUBJECT>no no,much more than that hahah POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24051 NEXT>24055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.this is the 725 I"m talking about,will have EFI 350 and 2 tanks,many more lights,
accessories in back.Solar panels to keep batteries charged etc.
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2.It's an ambulance maaaan!gotta route those wires hahahah
nah,I think it's doable,just gotta route everythign on paper first and leave enough
hookups for later.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Luckypabst -CA POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24052 NEXT>24085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
To be absolutely safe you should probably fuse the small gage wire that controls the
winch.To keep it simple,put the fuse inline with the hand control circuit,as close the the
power source as possible,whether you pull power direct from the battery or from the
starter relay.Any other place may already be fuse protected.
I assume you don't have the owner's manual for the winch?Can you locate one online to
see how the manufacturer wants it wired?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:no no,much more than that hahah POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 4:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24053 NEXT>24069
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EFI =Drool.One of these days I'll chase down the bits to convert my 300.
I understand Painless makes a great harness for the EFI junk.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Zone Who's Who needs more Zoners still POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>23994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jesse Oliver
joliver
Troy MI
jeepm715@ameritech.net
SUBJECT>Re:if so s.b.c POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24003
NEXT>24059 24066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the mounts from Novak which consists of a low profile frame perch and standard
GM rubber mounts.that worked well until I broke the rubber mounts while pulling a IH
Scout from a mud hole.now I run Moroso solid mounts which can be purchased for about
$25-$35 at any speed shop.The engine does not move now!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Check this mount out.POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24018 NEXT>
24065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what kinda of rpms are you running at say 55 or 60?
SUBJECT>Re:if so s.b.c POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24057 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
how much clearence do you have to the fire wall?and are you running a auto tranny?
thanks for the reply
SUBJECT>Re:so ,you missed then?POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24033
NEXT>24067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No I didn't miss.I just put a foot long piece of 3/4"round in the end of the tire carier and
let it rest on my trailer hitch.When I finally got around to building a real tube full width
bumper/hitch the hitch was in the way of the tire carier.That is why I moved it over.
Otherwise I would have to remove the bumper to remove the spare.
SUBJECT>Pilot bushings POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net.DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wrong.Power Glides did not use pilot bushings.Early Chevy crankshafts with the
round flywheel mount are 'Power Glide"or small journal cranks.Later notched rectangle
flyweel mount cranks are called 'Turbo Glide"or big journal cranks.I confused the name
with the application.
Here are the Chevy pilot bushing sizes:
0.593-inch bore,1.094 inch od=most 1962 or newer cranks
0.593-inch bore,1.065 inch od=1961 and earlier 'Power Glide'cranks with a manual
transmission
0.593-inch bore,1.709 inch od=other 1962 or newer cranks
Sorry for the confusion earlier today.That is what I get for playing on the computer
instead of teaching my class at work.I hope this will help answer the original pilot
bushing question.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Ronner and other Blue Ovaltiners POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 8:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24025 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,you are so wrong!!Even if my wife wouldn't kill me I already have 4 trucks and not
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enough space.
On the other hand,if I put it out at my dad's farm and put the 715 body on it she might
never figure it out!Hummm...
Ron
SUBJECT>67'm715 for sell POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey!is anybody interested in a m715.it does not run it needs a motor,has the soft top
bows on the cab,it needs a lot of work to get running but the body is in good shape.
missing little parts here and there.$800.00 o.b.o.if you need pics.let me know thanks.
located in casper,wy.
SUBJECT>Re:Pilot bushings POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24061 NEXT>24070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tim,That answers half my question.Now I need to confirm the Jeep's pilot
diameter.I assumed it was the same as Ford but it dosen't match my Ford pilot tool,so
either my spare trans has been modified or it's just different.
Chris.SUBJECT>a lot less once he..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24058
NEXT>24072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...buys my axle guts w/the 4.56's hehehehehe
uh,I mean...
SUBJECT>did you replace the tranny mount?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24057 NEXT>24073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if not you're begging for a cracked case.Or maybe not.I might just solid-mount the motor
in my rockpig project,I think the 39's will damp the vibes well enough heheheh.
SUBJECT>hehehehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
10 July 2003,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24060 NEXT>24129
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm toying w/a Ford winch-down spare carrier,problem is,the one on my van broke so
I"m now a little irritated w/the whole idea.
Moving anything to get to a spare is just bad mojo.
Anyone think of putting the tire in the bed?Lose rear visibility I suppose but tire stay
clean mister
SUBJECT>Re:see,that's what I thought.POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24041 NEXT>24075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
Hate to infringe on your realm of knowledge,but wasn't there an early 'glide w/a clutch
setup?I seem to remember reading about how the early drag racing guys loved the setup.
If true it would answer the pilot bushing question too.
Ron
SUBJECT>dont'drool too much POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,10 July 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24055
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's just gonna be stock GM TBI hahah but a lot better than dealing w/carb.
anythign Painless makes is beeee yooootifull.
and remember,Holley makes that slick universal 2bbl good for most of us for the 300 etc.
SUBJECT>Small and Large journal POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24064 NEXT>
24077 24122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Another reference of 'small'and 'large'journal size on small blocks refers to the the
size
or the rod journal on the crank.Early small blocks up to the 1967 area had a rod journal
size of 2.00"The later,like mid '67 and up small blocks had a rod journal diameter of
2.10".The main bearing sizes increased at this time as well.There was one size for the
early mains to '67 then there was a 327 made with the large journal and overlapped with
the 350's THEN the 400's came out with their own size main bearings.You got small
journal (typically 265,283,327 and '67 302Z-28),large journal ('69 327,307,267,350,
305,and '68-'69 302Z-28)and then the '400 mains,'with the same rod journal as the 350
class cranks.That's why 400 cranks need to be 'cut down'to fit the 350 blocks for
strokers.THAT is why Chevy ROCKs and stroker's can be thrown together so cheaply!
Ronner,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24046 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My spare 37x13x16 bogger is a stock tube and my other four are tubes from Weber tire in
Kansas.He doesn't,inconveniently,own a credit/debit card machine so you'll need to
prepay if you use him.
SUBJECT>Re:a lot less once he..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24065 NEXT>24078 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Don't sweat it Tacoma...a gentleman's word...
I have a .85:1 overdrive in my tranny and my speedo disconnected.I do respectibly on the
highway at 2500-2600 rpm,like 62-65mph range.Yeah,and stock gears.
SUBJECT>gndpndr nebr POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24066 NEXT>24084 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That mounting plate I posted the link to will give you about 4"of firewall clearance with
an HEI large distributor.Those same mounts will work with a big block if you get the
right exhaust manifold or header.When I put my 427 in the exhaust manifold I used
(oddly enough a COPO CAMARO 427 Left hand manifold!)would contact the motor
mount.I then moved the frame horns up the frame a little and used GM truck rubber
mounts with the trapped bolt design so that it would still be dampended and never escape.
I'd highly recommend NOT going with the '67-'69 camaro mounts.They're easy to mount
and small,but you'll tear them apart after a while if you've got any torque.
The motor plates to the stock frame horns will set a small block in nicely AND will allow
you to used the stock small block fuel pump which some kits won't work with due to
sitting the engine further back and have the frame mount right in the way.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>Morgan.EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24045 NEXT>24076 24201 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Im not sure of the size,but i know that you can get them at www.gemplers.com
SUBJECT>Hmm,....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The drag racers used to use Clutch-glides and clutch-turbos and they worked pretty good.
You'd have all the positive right now whack of dumping a clutch and then the gain of
automatic shifts and no lifting.I've never heard of this being a factory glide or turbo set
up,but some weird stuff was done in the early '60's.I saw a clutch Turbo at a carshow
one time and the guy thought it was made of gold.Asking some sickass price like $1500
for something that looked like it was forgotten in a pigeon infested barn.
Mercedes had a setup like this way back that even had some kind of vacuum operation to
it...I'm not sure who else may have.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weber Tire out of Herington Kansas has ordered me tubes many times.The phone #is
785-258-2582 Marvin knows just what tube you will need.Tell him you need tubes for a
M715 and he will tell you the price,then send him a check and he will have them shipped
to your door.I searched high and low and this guy fixxed me up FAST!!Lee
SUBJECT>amen!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24070 NEXT>24079
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the interchangeability coupled w/availability of parts everywhere=good idea to use a
Chebby.Looking for a tall deck 427 so I can be just like you!hahah no,your truck was
refreshing proof of concept!I've been staring at an old dump truck in the field w/427 and
a cool oil bath air cleaner that's about a foot tall since we got this house..guy won't budge
on the too-high price,wants $850 for the motor.His meds need to be changed,truck has
been sitting since maybe '80.I offered $500 to be nice.
SUBJECT>no sweat whatsoever.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24072
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hell,I havent'even taken them out yet hahah it's friggin hot out.
O/D is a great idea on these pigs.Thinking more and more about the 700r4 sitting in the
garage here.Might be worth the rebuild.
SUBJECT>Re:amen!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24077 NEXT>24086 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You may want to go another hundred to be nice...you'll get a big ass air compressor too!
IF you get it DO NOT forget to get the adapter plate and bell housing!!!That's the only
way to bolt a duece tranny to chevy.Even if you're not gonna use them grab'em anyway!
SUBJECT>KOOBSTER--you ok?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24082 24097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
saw evac notices on the tube,news is showing the fire,you alright??
SUBJECT>I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK I ordered a new set of with winch dash plaques cause my truck was a non winch
truck.Mark at Rapco said there was an additional winch data plate.Well I got my
standard 5 plaques (looks great!)and the only change is the serial number plaque that
designates it has a winch.So where is the additional winch plate???Is there a PTO
plaque??There are rivit holes above the standard 5 plaques for two additional plaques.
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What was supposed to go in there???One is real small,maybe 1 inch by 1 1/2 And the
other about 3 or so inches by maybe an inch tall.You can see the standard 5 plaques in
the online manuals.So Am I missing a second winch plaque?I tried calling Mark at
Rapco,but it's lunch time back there.Anybody know the answer???..........Kaiserjeeps....
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:KOOBSTER--you ok?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24080 NEXT>24087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats going on???
SUBJECT>CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>24088
24108 24120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
July 9,10:07am,they had a baby girl,9Lbs 8oz and 21"long!
He's off this week and will be back next!
SUBJECT>Re:gndpndr nebr POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24073 NEXT>24104 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks I'm going to go with the motor mounts off the 75 camero its got the stock
manifolds on it right now but I've got a pair of straight down headers that I would like to.try.Can't wait till I
get the car so I can start tearing it apart.Hows this sound ;350 40
over with 9,000 miles on the rebuild and rebuild on the tranny tranny ,two barrel carb,for
100 bucks and some welding on his derby car.Oh the car looks like crap though.When I
test drove it,it would smoke them tires.I'm going to take pics of the whole process and
will post as I go.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Luckypabst -CA POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea thanks,i'll check it out it's a Ramsey industral worm/spur gear winch.Brandon
SUBJECT>but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24079 NEXT>24091
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't want a deuce tranny silly hahah I'm using all GM stuff.Not that I won't take that
stuff too.
Hey while we're on the topic,and I know you posted someting about this some time ago,
could you email me the rebuild info?Like,what you rebuilt on the motor/cost..Trying to
get an idea but so far info is scarce.Price list but no parts list or vice versa,shops telling
me no such motor etc etc.
what air compressor are you talking about?can't recall seeing any paraphenalia
underhood leading anywhere but it's been a while since I trekked across the DMZ here....
SUBJECT>big fire in his neck o'woods POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24082
NEXT>24092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
set by homeless $@#@#who wanted to go to jail.Burning quite a bit of the perty
hillsides...
SUBJECT>congrats indeed!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24083
NEXT>24106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will smoke a cigar in their honor.Big kid!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24081 NEXT>24094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the smaller plate that your missing is the winch operation plate.shows engaged or
disengaged positions of the shift lever.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:very moving POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>23998 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
AWESOME
SPEC
ARMY INFANTRY
1987-1992
DESERT SHEILD
DESERT STORM
DESERT CALM
AUG 26 1990-APR 18 1991
My prayers are with the people there today.
SUBJECT>Re:but..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24086 NEXT>24093 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's a compressor on (usually)the driver's side front of the engine...it's big,so if you don't
remember it,it's probably gone.
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figure about $400-$500 for machine shop.Get the heads remachined and the block
cooked,magnafluxed,new cam bearing,freeze plugs and a light hone for cast rings.That
is,of course,with the hopes that it doesn't need bored.Figure another maybe $200 for
rings,bearings,gasket set (which does NOT usually need to be tall deck specific)and get
high volume oil pump with the steel sleave oil pump driveshaft.Check the rocker arms
too,they have a way of pushing the pushrods through the rocker on the truck engines.
Those motors take a ton of abuse and are usually quite horribly maintained.I love'em!!!
SUBJECT>Re:big fire in his neck o'woods POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24087 NEXT>
24095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http//altrib.com/2003/jul/07112003/Utah/74483.asp
SUBJECT>about rings..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
11 July 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24091 NEXT>24102
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..don't they have an extra oil ring?or is my brain melting in this breezeless,cloudless
sun...Truck is former county plow truck,in a snowless county,w/about 35k on odo,
complete and bought as surplus.Might have that compressor...a trek is in order I think.
Local machine shop hogs out bores for $8 a hole...
w/manifold spacers do you know if EFI is ok on these pigs?I can't think why not but...
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24089 NEXT>24096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You da man Doug!!!I am missing the data plate.I finially
got ahold of Mark at Rapco
after I read your message.Sure enough,it was supposed to be in there.He said it was
packed many moons ago by an employee who was not known for being thorough...He
does not work there any more...I also found out that the M715 shared the same base
mounting plate as an M38A1.The upper right long plaque space was always empty on the
M715.It was a space for a plaque for the M38A1.Learning all the time....Thanks again
Doug!!..........Al....
SUBJECT>Re:big fire in his neck o'woods POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now thats no good at all....
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24094 NEXT>24100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen MWO and rebuild tags in the upper right location also.Check your mail I sent
you a pic of the winch tag.
SUBJECT>Re:KOOBSTER--you ok?POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
11 July 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24080 NEXT>24098
24099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just woke up.I was woken up this am about 0100 helped the land lord get trucks and
equiptment into the field.want to turn on the igigation and the main broke about 2 in
under ground.spent all night digging and fixing the line.Fire got about 350 yards(2blks)
from the house.Only woods and one road between us and the fire.the fire got to the road.
if it would have jumped the road I would have lost every thing.But (thank God)no
deaths deaths and no houses burned so far.Im still on alert to leave.The truck is fine so
far two.
SUBJECT>Re:KOOBSTER--you ok?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wish you luck.
SUBJECT>sheesh!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24097 NEXT>24113
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well glad to hear you're ok..not too much room btween highway and fire...If you need
anything,we've got an extra room and a yard perfect for parking Mtrucks on..SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques
POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24096 NEXT>
24101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a couple of 'factory'tags off of eBay and they weren't stamped.Hmmm,Engine:
427,Winch:10,000#I could even use one of the dash plaques off of the duece and a half
to show the transmission.Someday...Probably before the rollbar.HA!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24100 NEXT>24103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should work on .....want to work on......I think we share the same mental block because
"want"usaully wins.
SUBJECT>Re:about rings..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24093 NEXT>24110 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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The only thing a manifold spacer will do is throw off your distributor height.MOST of
the factory tall decks have the distributor boss cast in lower so that the same height
distributor will fit standard and tall deck.Oh,a small block distributor will drop directly
into a big block.Another point for the bowtie guys!:P Just line up a know small block
distributor with the one in the tall deck just to be sure.If you use the spacers and go with
the hei you have a couple of options...you can have the intake machined down and the
distributor turned a little bit off of the collar or you can get an MSD with the slip collar or
completely remove the one off of the stock distributor and put a slip collar on that.
OR...put your TBI on the stock four barrel truck intake.
Where there's a Will...there's a Miller Lite.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24101 NEXT>
24105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm hoping to build a new transfer case crossmember this weekend and eliminate that ugly
grabbing 'hat'channel that currently holds Xfer in place.Hoping everything except a
slight drop of the Xfer will be above the frame then.
SUBJECT>Re:gndpndr nebr POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a great donor!Keep us posted.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm confused...Dash plaques POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 12:03 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24103 NEXT>24131
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think I will throw one of my extra 230's(current 230 has spun rod bearing)in my trail rig
so that I can go wheeling next sat...Got a SBC for it but my evenings next week are
booked and I don't have all necessary parts for the conversion so that I can have it
completed tommarrow.Should be a quick swap that will get me thru the next two
wheeling trips,one the 19th and then labor day.By then I will have the rest of the parts and
not feel so rushed.If all goes well Sat evening I should have 4 out of 5 trucks running
driving and stopping under thier own power......feel like this summer has been my very
own episode of junkyard wars/monster garage....whew!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:congrats indeed!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24088 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think B should UPS all of us a cigar!!!
Congrats B........hope the little one learns to sleep thru the night soon...I remember the
days,weeks and months of running one little to no sleep but thier definently worth it.Tell
Jean Ellen congrats also
Doug
SUBJECT>Buick 350 swap POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24109 24118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone on this board done this swap:Buick 350 using factory '68-'70 frame mounts and
factory Buick /T-98 bellhousing?
I've got a few great running Buick 350's,seems like an easy swap.
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24083 NEXT>24119
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats Brian and jean!!Thats got to be quite an experience for sure...Have a great
weekend....
SUBJECT>actually,practically factory anyway.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24107 NEXT>24111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..recall if you will that later 60's JTrucks used the Buick 350.Should be no big deal,and
you might even be able to score some nice new motor mounts at your local parts store.
SUBJECT>guess I'll go w/Holley efi POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24102
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.jsut easier all around.
SUBJECT>Re:actually,practically factory anyway.POSTER>warren
EMAIL>reno1@continet.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24109 NEXT>24112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had quite a few Buick 350 powered FSJ's,that's why I'm curious if any M715 owner
had made such a swap.
SUBJECT>right on!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11
July 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24111 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well then you know what I mean then hahahah sorry about that..
SUBJECT>Re:sheesh!POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,
at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24099 NEXT>24116 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
;ooks like the worse is over thanks anyway
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SUBJECT>paint POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24117 24123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone tell me what the original factory paint color/number was and if it was an
enamel or a laquer?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Peeping:Saw a M-175 Today!POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine from the IFSJA.ORG's forum and I went to Sharpsville,Indiana to
purchase a used AMC 360 and 727TF transmission today.
The engine had been removed and replace due to excessive blowby.
The tranny was taken out and replaced...I dunno.
It is supposed to work fine.
Both were out a 88 Grand Wagoneer
86BuckeyeWag (my friend)lives in Bryan Ohio and I live in Fort Wayne.
Our trip took us south I-69 and I choose run across to US31 on Indiana State RT 26.
Just west of a little town name West Liberty,was a tiny airport,Howard County Airport.
This place was more a Vietnam Veterans museum/memorial than an airport.
But,on the other side of one the hangers was a M-715.
On the way back,we stopped to look it.
It was really nice!
Looked completely stock,no rust!.I did look at data tag and discovered that it was a 1967 model
and it serial number 15446
Did anyone else know about this one or seen it before?
SUBJECT>no problem..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
11 July 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24113 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..hope Mr.Homeless Firebug gets his wish and rots in jail for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:paint POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Friday,
11 July 2003,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s
PREVIOUS>24114 NEXT>24200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If what I've read is correct,Olive Drab Semi Gloss #24087 (1957 to present)enamel
would be right.There is also a three color camo pattern as illustrated in the menu on the
left of this page.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 swap POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>24107 NEXT>24128 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will be swapping in Buick 350,TH400,Dana 20 from a '69 J-3000 into my '68.It looks
to be real easy.Also going in will be power brakes from '84 Grand Wagoneer.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats on the arrival.Has Jean figured out it ain't the water thats doing this to
her?Waiting on pics.Will
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24083 NEXT>24124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bravo!Well done!Good form Old Chap!!
oops!Hill Billy translation for B.:
'Ya done good boy!
Congratulations Brian and Jean!!
Brian,do what I did..."give"your 715 to your daughter.She'll grow up loving HER truck,
and how could the wife possibly make you sell your little girls'truck!!!
Ron
SUBJECT>pics POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,11.July 2003,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>24151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey BRUTE4CE I was wondering if you are still going to put new pics in the members
gallery?I tried to email them to you a while ago but don't know if you got them.
Thanks Jeff
SUBJECT>Long,as usual.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24070
NEXT>24126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah Spice,you shake the very foundations upon which my world has been built!!Your
blind assertions that tin cost more than gold,and that you don't get what you pay for are
shaking my world!!!OR Maybe the world only SEEMS to be shaking as I howl with
laughter!!!
Chevy's are cheap because they are,well,cheap -and,like the toilet paper at a fast food
joint,very likely to break at the wrong time -just ask B.As to chevy's journal size:
adequate,poor,and amusing.I have a small journal 327,and if I ever want to pay WAY
too much for a go cart engine that can spin to 10k rpm I'm sure the kids will think it a
cute toy.As for the 400(small block,not the smaller big block)can you say "steam
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holes"(personally,I prefer internal combustion:-),oh,and the grand ability to overbore .
060 and be able to see into the water jackets.
Too cool for me,I'll just stay with FORD.
Eat Three
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:paint POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24114
NEXT>24170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK Tom,Now that you have revealed your buying paint,you realize now you you are
obligated to take lots of pics and share them with all of us!Are you doing a whole paint
job,or some touch up??
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24120 NEXT>24130
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now thats thinking ahead!
SUBJECT>Stock transmission:What is it?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the stock trans.that came from Toledo?I checked the tech manuals online and the
most I could come up with was "manual"(duh)and civilian shift pattern.Mine's been
converted to FSJ drivetrain from engine to t-case.Thanks..Ethan
SUBJECT>why you son of a .....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,11 July 2003,at 10:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24122
NEXT>24146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..at least MY Chevy engine never tossed it's crappy welded valve head into the chamber,
stranding me where?oh that's right,12hr drive away from home.
327's suck.But not as bad as ummmm 302's?yeah yeah Z28's had them but CARS SUCK
too.BB Chevy or BB Ford?hmmm.One of them doesn't have 8 giant head bolts that
snap breaker bars,spilling you ass over teakettle when you're standing on the fender
trying to see what damage happened when the crappy welded val...oops.
I"ll stop before the flame war starts hahahahh and hell yes,my BAAAAAAAD
experiences w/Fords have jaded me *somewhat*.GM easy,Ford pain in the...oh here I
go again.Sorry so sorry hahahhahhaha
newer Ford stuff MUCH better.
SUBJECT>t98 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,11 July
2003,at 10:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24125 NEXT>24144
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think.Keep the FSJ drivetrain hahahah you're better off.
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 swap POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 12:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24118
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to hear about it when you're done.I'm sure it's easy,but none of my "easy"
projects have ever gone as smooth as they should.
SUBJECT>Re:hehehehe POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,
12 July 2003,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24067 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '82 Bronco swing out spare carrier.I didn't want the hassle of having to move the
spare to open the tailgate,but it will physically fit.I just held it up without measuring,so
I can't tell you right now exact sizes.It did in my opinion make the truck even uglier.I
suppose though that if I had gone to the trouble of making it fit and work that I would
think it was the best looking spare set up in the world.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO BRIAN AND JEANER!!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24124 NEXT>24132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear!Good luck B....Just wait until the boys are knockin at your front door on.friday nights!Giving it to
your daughter would be cool unless she decided to trade it in on
a Grand-Am or Honda or something "cool"to her when she starts driving and gets made
fun of at school.Just my thoughts :|-Ben
BTW:What do you think a dealer would give you trade in on a M715?That would be
interersting.I think I'm going to take a trip up the road with mine and mess with the car
salesman and see what kind of trade in he will give me on a new HEMI.This should be
fun!:)
SUBJECT>Hey KaiserJeeps POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24105
NEXT>24133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What did all the new dash plaques run you?Are they NOS?Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>hahahah now that is funny POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24130
NEXT>24142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went myself to peruse the new Dodge 3500..roomy..powerful...live axles...and only
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$38k for the diesel 4x.Well.That's a lot of 715's hahahah oh well.Sure are purty though.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey KaiserJeeps POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
39.00 bucks Ben,And they are perfect.I believe they are reproductions...Not sure but
they are new.I am glad I decided to get the full set verses having two nice new plaques
and a bunch of faded ones.You can even buy the correct brass rivets to attach them with.
I also bought a new fording plaque although the set up Lee sent me is in superb shape.I
put in the gas fired heater last year and it came with a new plaque that screws to the glove
box door.So now they will all be great looking.Jens in Alaska catching halibut for us
right now so I think I might spend the night in my truck tonight...:^))
SUBJECT>Handbrake on SM465?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24136 24171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a question.....Has anyone been able to put the original M715 Handbrake lever on a
SM465 Tranny.The holes for the NP205 shift levers dont seem to line up.Anybody got
any ideas....I need an E brake badly.
Caleb
SUBJECT>anyone added a 2wd nv4500???HELP POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone call me at 225 205 2568
SUBJECT>make a bracket?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24134.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no original e-handle on mine,also no 465 in it yet.How far off are the holes?I'd think a
bracket of some sort could be made,but of course I can't look at the problem.Linkage
another option,taking more brainpower.
SUBJECT>SFJ Posting POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.fsjworld.com/mygallery.asp?id=3380
I have sent my suff in a couple of time to the zone.I would love to post with the rest of
you members.If you want come and join me at this site.Lee
SUBJECT>Front Fenders POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24141 24157 24190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lookin for 2 front fenders ...east coast ....any help would be appreciated ...thanks
SUBJECT>I need help POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com DATE>Saturday,12
July 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24153
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I got my truck it wouldn't fire.I checked the coil and it showed to be bad.I picked
up another 24v coil and just put it on and it cranked up and sputtered then died.Now I try
to crank it again and I can tell that is not firing and the coil is as hot as a fire cracker and
is showing the same symptoms as my old coil.What am I not doing or doing wrong??
Just exhausted my 24v coil options.I now some suggestions.
Thanks
Rterrell
Arkansas
SUBJECT>Re:anyone added a 2wd nv4500???HELP POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haven't done this swap,but what do you need to know...maybe the collective wisdom has
an idea
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24138 NEXT>24143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check other sources also,but Vintage Power Wagons had stacks of take off fenders when
I was down there...thought they were pretty pricey though.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:hahahah now that is funny POSTER>krob725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24132 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i want one
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24141
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
like,how much>I asked them for a price on that
SUBJECT>Re:t98 POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,
12 July 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24127 NEXT>24145
24148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.I'm doing a write up and I didn't know what they originally came with.I can't
drive a stick anyway...
Ethan
SUBJECT>you can't drive a stick???!!!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24144
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NEXT>24154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I assume that is for a medical reason,or I will have to question your upbringing....=)
SUBJECT>Re:why you son of a .....POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24126
NEXT>24147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now don't tell Spice (his head is big enough already)but the chevy 302 and their new
LS1 engines are just plain bad!!
Those head bolts have never thrown me (I'm sure I have a bit more ballast than you),but
the excellent clamping force keeps your head gaskets alive.
As for the Ford 302 and cars,you have to admit that after driving a 715 for a while
(where slow isn't just a word,but a lifestyle),the ability to drive deep into triple digits is a
blast!And by the way,my '95 'Stang regularly whups on the chevy offerings -w/o the
bottle -even after giving up 50ci or so.
Also,just for fun,try adding some bolt-ons to a chevy motor to get more hp,then watch
the factory computer take them right back.Easy?Yeah,right.
Ron
SUBJECT>factory computer??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24146
NEXT>24149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what the hell would I have a computer for!!hahaha
I'll grudgingly say the Furds aren't that bad these days.Engineering has come a long way.
I broke a breaker bar on those damn head bolts and I am all in favor of more bolts w/less.load on them.Not fun doing
a gainer off a 715 fender onto the really soft parking lot.
SUBJECT>Re:t98 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,
12 July 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24144 NEXT>24150
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too bad you don't have one in your 715 Ethan.With the gearing we have you can just
about put it in any gear and dump the clutch and it will get going anyway.I just showed
my cousin,and once I disabused him of his power shifting ideas it was the easiest lesson I
have ever given.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:factory computer??POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24147
NEXT>24152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll bet it brightened the day of anyone watching though!!
As for the computer,aren't you the one who is thinking about FI?
I am trying to fenagle a system for my 460 -funny,they actually want me to pay money
for it...some people are sooo greedy!
Ron
SUBJECT>and with all that power...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24148
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..you'll move neck-snappingly fast too hahahah
just kidding.Keep the original ones going.Mine is just a shell anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,
12 July 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24121 NEXT>24156
24162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a number of projects on the boards at the moment....
1st I am inishing a page with pictures about my visit to Vintage Power Wagons...this
should be finished early this coming week.
2nd:Updae he VIN page and start ading pictures to the members gallery and the misc
gallery.I have a whole bunch to do so you'll need to hold on for a couple of weeks for
those.
I then hope to start posting the yahoo message board through posting number 10600 or so
as a whole list and also divided into tech pages by subject matter.If you look at the old
site,you will see the first 7000+postings have already been deleted.
After that I have a bunch of other things to do but right now I'll keep that quiet so that if
other things come up,I can get to them first.
Hope that you understand.
brute4c
SUBJECT>oh I didnt'tell you?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 8:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24149
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using a uh...59 corvette setup,all mechanical.
yeah,I guess there's a computer there but it's only for the FI.grrr.computers
SUBJECT>Re:I need help POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,12 July
2003,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24139 NEXT>24158
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like you grounding out some where.look inside your cap and make sure your
wires are not hitting on the side of the dist.or the wires are not arcing(sp).Also trace wire
to make sure they arnt grounding out somewhere else.
SUBJECT>Re:you can't drive a stick???!!!!POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 9:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24145 NEXT>24155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You assume correctly.:-)
My wife still questions my upbringing,tho.LOL!
Ethan
SUBJECT>hahah in that case POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,12 July 2003,at 11:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24154
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
grab a huge tranny cooler and go man go.My wife stopped questioning my upbringing
after she met my parents.Then she understood what was wrong w/me.
SUBJECT>old yahoo messages POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,
at 2:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24151 NEXT>24159 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,are the old messages lost forever?I would hate to think all the time I spent indexing
is now wasted time-gonz (oznog89)
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24138
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i've tried several times to contact those guys ...do you remeber how much they were?
SUBJECT>Re:I need help POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com DATE>Sunday,
13 July 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24153 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.
I do remember now that when I first got the truck that when I put batteries in it and.touched the distributor while
a buddy turn it over I receive a jolt.I'll start tracing.
Thanks again for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:old yahoo messages POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
13 July 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24156 NEXT>24195
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oldest message i could bring up was 7427.it was about the 2000 fe
SUBJECT>5-speed POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,13 July
2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24163 24164
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know what 5-speed transmission came in 1992 chevy 3500 diesel 2wd
trucks?All the information I have is that NV4500's were first used in 1993.I have a
chance at getting a '92 trans cheap and I don't know what kind it is.I have not had a
chance to crawl under it yet.
Tim
Giddings,TX
67'M715
SUBJECT>Clutch (the band)POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know if any of you like the band Clutch or not,but I was at two of their shows this
weekend and they kicked a$$.The first one was at Atlantic Beach Nc,and the second was
in Winston Salem Nc.The one at the beach was alright,but nothing compared to the
second one.I dont know that they could have done a better set.The songs were awesome
and the whole thing was great.I even got to meet the band after it was over with.Just
thought I would spread the word incase ther are any other fans out there.
SUBJECT>Re:pics POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24151 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
not a problem just let us know when you are ready for some pics.
if this site wasn't here I would of sold that truck mos ago.
thanks for all the wisdom.
SUBJECT>should be a Gertrag POS POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24160
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
avoid!read somewhere that it's cheaper to replace than fix.Gear ratios aren't that great
either if I remember.I've got all the specs hidden in the basement somewhere if no one
adds the info.
SUBJECT>Re:5-speed POSTER>Ray Hancock EMAIL>hhancock@houston.rr.com.DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 1:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24160
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should be a nv4500 with a low 6.42 first gear.Not a bad trans..just get an updated 5th
gear nut if you plan on putting alot of HP in front of it...
SUBJECT>ID Zoners take heed!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24185 24258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GSA selling sweet 7k mi 715 w/big-ass front bumper and boom winch on the back for
what?oh $661 so get on it kids.I'll cry if it goes somewhere baaaad.
SUBJECT>chat?POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,i'm gonna sit in the old yahoo chat for a while if anybody wants to drop in --8:45pm
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on Sunday 7/13.
http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/them715zone/chat
for you newbies ;)the zone used to have a chat every sunday night at yahoo,before the
big move to the .com site
SUBJECT>the star on the hood POSTER>Brian M EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13 July
2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24168 24176 24178
24234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is the star on the hood supose to be with the point facing forward or with the point facing
toward the windsheild?ive seen them both ways and i think that it looks better with the
point facing toward the windshiled but i think its suppose to go the other way.does
anybody know for sure?
SUBJECT>Re:the star on the hood POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24167 NEXT>24173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that was discussed a long while back on the mil-veh list...general concensus is,that there
is not a documented,"official"way --seems to depend on which way the template is
turned when some goofball picked it up to paint the star on.
SUBJECT>Re:chat?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24166
NEXT>24174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lets go
SUBJECT>Re:paint POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24123
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Have to paint the whole thing.Truck is really nice,but has been painted red and now
white.No body damage anywhere,but I want it back green.
SUBJECT>Re:Handbrake on SM465?POSTER>Brian M EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13
July 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24134 NEXT>24392
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i got my 715 it already had the sm465 in it.the levers were hooked up.i think there
were other holes drilled in the origional braket,although they were kind of hard to reach.
SUBJECT>diesel power POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the opportunity to buy an M715 that is outfitted with the Hercules Diesel engine.
108HP I think.Does anyone know how well these ran and how dependable there were?I
know that many were converted by M.A.R.S.as well as AB Linn a few years back.
SUBJECT>Re:the star on the hood POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
13 July 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24168 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On all the ones ive seen the star points towards the windshield
SUBJECT>Re:chat?POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24169
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm there now,had to run out for a few minutes
SUBJECT>Lock ring behind hub on backing plate POSTER>mike green
EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>NEXT>24180
24182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a ring with tabs on it behind the hub.you take the 5 bolts out to get the backing
plate,spindle etc off.i need one of these rings to stop the bolts rom losening.lock washers
with lock tight is not working.i tried AB linn.does anyone have an extra one of these or
know where i can get one
thanks Mike green at Billyji@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>Re:the star on the hood POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 7:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just painted mine on yesterday pointing toward the windshield.i hope that is the right
way?!Mike.
SUBJECT>stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 9:19 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa76y9jHEu5Yg
PREVIOUS>NEXT>24365
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2 sets of stock axles
1 set,400 plus extra nos axle shafts,nos hubs,nos knuckle seals,new wheel cylenders
installed new shoes installed and turned drums.and 24 lug nuts and studs.and
sandblasted and painted stock rims
1 set of axles,needs who knows what,i never ran them.200
SUBJECT>Re:the star on the hood POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,13
July 2003,at 9:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24167 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the following in the Military Vehicles Mag,June 2002,issue #91."Vietnam-
Era Vehicle Markings"by David Doyle pgs 23-24.He refers to Army TB 746-93-1.
Quote from the article concerning the National Symbol (star),"On horizontal surfaces,
one point is directly toward the front.This is directly opposite to the orientation of the
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star on US Army vehicles during WWII,as well as USAF vehicles in the postwar era."
Recommended star size is 20"on the hood,16"on the doors and 6"on front bumper and
tailgate.
SUBJECT>Got the A/C going POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24181 24188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So my frankenstein A/C system in M715 works,with one flaw...the only O rings I didn't
replace appear to leak (slightly).They are the ones on the top of the A/C compressor
between the cast fittings and the compressor body.I'm getting a slight "sizzle"from there
so I expect within a week or so my complete charge of 134a will be lost.Other than that,
the system seems to work pretty well.In 115-120 F ambient temps I'm getting a 40 degree
drop across the evaporator.Since I don't have a top on the Jeep (yet)that means recirc is
useless (actually produces HIGHER discharge temps than fresh via the stock cowl
intake).The fact that the system worked and wasn't misbehaving keeps me from getting
too bummed about having to discharge it and evacuate/recharge it again when I replace
the leaking o-rings.
This is what my system consists of:
-complete '95 XJ Cherokee heater/ac/blower box (R134a)behind the dash (requires
mods to M715 dash &firewall to fit it in there,but looks stock)
-Ford FS10-style AC compressor on a custom mount where the smog pump should be on
my EFI 460 (my on-board air compressor --another Ford FS10 --is in the "normal"AC
location)
-'89ish Grand Wagoneer condensor in stock location
-(new)Receiver/dryer for '95 XJ 4.0L
-dual pressure switch on receiver drier (high side)from '95 XJ (cuts out if system
pressures are too low OR high)
-temperature cycling sensor from the '95 XJ to keep the evap from freezing (will
probably have to replace with an earlier "on-off switch"style because the '95 is a solid-.state switch and doesn't
want to reliably control the compressor relay)
-control panel/mode selector from the '95 XJ
-heater water valve from a '95-96 Ford Explorer (4-port style)--connects to a vacuum
line from the XJ control panel to shut off coolant flow to the heater core when the temp
lever in in "Full Cold"position.The 4-port style valve allows the water to still circulate
be rerouting it back to the water pump when the valve is "closed."
-all custom hoses except the line from the evaporator to receiver/drier which is a stock
'95 XJ part
The other thing I goofed on was I failed to notice previously the A/C compressor (from a
Ford car)takes a 5-rib belt,but both belts on the 460 are 6-rib.Fortunately (by pure luck)
the pullies all aligned from the rear forward,so a 5-rib belt worked fine.I'll probably add
an idler and longer belt to force the belt further around the compressor and alternator to
insure it doesn't slip under heavy loading.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock ring behind hub on backing plate POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 10:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch his auctions,too.I asked him about a fuel filler hose and he said he was out.Then
lo and behold,I see he's selling them on ebay.I bought mine elsewhere.
Dave at "formerly Vintage Doge Powerwagons now called Vintage M715s"might have
some.They're in the process of going thru everything they bought from Highland.
Ethan
SUBJECT>sweet!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,13 July
2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24179 NEXT>24183
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey thanks for the details!sounds like a pretty good setup..Just curious,why didn't you
use all Wagoneer stuff?the vents etc should fit really good,they bolt onto the bottom of
the dash same as the 715 dash....iirc anyway.
how well does that XJ stuff fit when you say 'mods'?BFH mods?Weld up big hole
mods?hahah
SUBJECT>have you tried...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,13 July 2003,at 11:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24175
NEXT>24236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..a Dana/Spicer dealer?Six States might have them,or someone closer to you.
SUBJECT>Re:sweet!POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
13 July 2003,at 11:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24181 NEXT>24199
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the XJ system for 3 reasons:
1.I didn't like the "add-on"look and operation of the stock FSJ A/C.The XJ box fits
neatly behind the dash like any other modern HVAC system.It has a common control.panel for both heat and A/C.There
is only one blower motor,and it's a common and
readily available part.The vents will be high in the center of the dash to keep from
freezing my kneecaps.
2.Because ALL of the air passing through the XJ system also goes through the A/C
evaporator that means you can DEHUMI IFY the air in the Defogger mode!This is not
possible with the FSJ A/C.Also,the XJ system would be more effective at dehumidifying
in cooler weather because it can use the heater core to re-heat the air after cooling it down
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to 37F by the evaporator (which maximizes dehumidification).The FSJ system "Temp"
control actually regulates the evaporator temp,so when you have it dialed "warmer"the
evap no longer cools to 37F --thus providing less dehumidification.
3.I received a complete '95 XJ HVAC system in trade for some custome wiring harness
work I did on an XJ converted to a CJ-6 (thanks Beezil!)so I already had most of the
parts.The fact that the XJ parts were already set up for 134a also made the things easier.I
only had to flush the compressor and condensor before evacuating and charging the
system.
SUBJECT>6 cyl mods POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 2:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24194 24223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is my first post here and I am new to the military Jeeps,so try not to rip me up too
badly.I just got a bone stock M-715 and was wondering if there is any tricks or mods I
can do to the gutless 6 banger.It has 17,000 miles on it so I wouldn't think it would be too
worn.I bought it to drop in a 396 BBC but it is in much to good of condition so I think
that I am going to make do the way it is.Any help would be appreciated.Also does any
one have any good pics of the tail gate.I am going to try to build one,it was the fire
departments so you know the story.
SUBJECT>Re:I Zoners take heed!POSTER>Steven E.Blair EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24165 NEXT>24203 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The GSA website is quite a maze.Any URL to help us find it,Tacoma?
SUBJECT>Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>24192 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know of a reasonably-priced,good condition winch for sale?I'm looking for the
complete assembly,including winch,driveshafts,linkages,and bumper (whew).
Thanks!
SUBJECT>That sounds Cool POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24179
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the details.
Rick
SUBJECT>M715 water pump POSTER>Tom EMAIL>thamelin@tem.telusa.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24191 24232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa sells a water pump 58-417 ($31.99)Supposedly fits a wide range of years.Does
anyone know -Is this the same pump as original ?
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24138 NEXT>24204 24239 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just got of the phone with them.good used takeoffs $225 each.ouch
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24189
NEXT>24212 24222 LINKNAME>http://www.M715KaiserJeep.com
LINKURL>http://www.M715KaiserJeep.com
If this pump fits a civilian 230 engine it WILL NOT fit the military version unique to the
M715 family.I have not heard of anyone ever finding a water pump at Napa or other parts
houses that is the correct one.The military pump has the 4 groove cast iron pulley pressed
on unlike the civilian that has a 1 groove stamped steel one.
I know Vinatge Power Wagons has some of the pumps,unsure of cost...heres their
contact info:
Email:sales@m715kaiserjeep.com
Call toll free to:888-695-0578
Website is linked below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24187 NEXT>24193
LINKNAME>http://www.M715KaiserJeep.com
LINKURL>http://www.M715KaiserJeep.com
Except for the PTO,Vintage Power Wagons has everything you need.As far as the
winches themselves,they are used but when I went down there in June,Dave Butler,the
owner told me they only sell them as rebuilt units as it seems like everyone needs work.
They are completely disassembled,sandblasted,and reassembled with new parts installed
so they are just like new when they finish them.They have all the repair parts for the
winches including the mounting brackets too.He also said they just had the mold made
for the clutch lever handle and will have these available again shortly.They also have
new winch cables stacked on the shelf and the cable end/hook connectors.I am not sure.on price,but this is like
getting a brand new one basically.
Contact info:
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Email:sales@m715kaiserjeep.com
Call toll free to:888-695-0578
website linked below.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24192 NEXT>24197 24256
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the suggestion,Jon.
Vintage-Powerwagon could probably help me,but they're way outside my budget.
Maybe there's someone out there that has the winch assembly on their truck,and they
would be willing to sell it.One of our Zone members in Missouri did just that recently.
The whole shebang for $650.That's more what I'm looking for.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24184
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as 6 cyl mods,I've done a few and picked up both power and mileage.There are 3
really good ones...
1.Find a 2 barrel carb and intake from a civilian 230 and mount that.If you find this
setup in a junkyard,it is pretty easy to remove and put on the M715.Uses the stock
accelerator cable and stock choke cable too.Almost a simple bolt in,no sweat...good
power increase across the whole band and better mpg on the highway.
2.Find a civilian ignition and install it.These are harder to find but in my opinion are
well worth it if you are willing to give up the waterproof military setup...you can of
course undo this swap as well as the other 2,to go back to the military setup.The
advantages here are:
Vacuum advance which gives extra advance than the mil setup which is without it.This
smooths the engine at all speeds,gives power,especially on take off and top end,and
help fuel economy as well.Also,cheaper and more readily available parts from cap and
coil to points,wires and plugs.I get all mine from Napa,next day at latest.This swap is a
little more complicated than the carb.It isn't that hard,just requires everything to be put
in from wire to the ignition in 12 volt and a new switch for this all the way to the plugs.
The distributors themselves have a steel shaft that is mounted in an aluminum housing,
isuring that if the distributor has not been removed for some time that it is stuck pretty
well.I have found that if you have access to a torch and heat around the timing cover
spout that the distributor goes in,slowly and evenly,it will start to turn a little,then more,
then come out.I had to do this on my engine to get the mil one out and on the civvy donor
to get the "new"one.I cleaned the shaft good and coated with anti-seize to prevent this in
the future...works good after 5 years yet.
3.Front hubs that can engage/disengage the front axle.These are pretty easy to install,.cost about $200 at
Autozone,and by reducing the friction incurred by spinning the front
axles constanly,a very noticeable gain in power is acheived.
Between these mods,I think the truck has gone from an underpowered 6 to a small v-8.In
2 wheel drive,rolling in 2nd gear,I can hit the gas and chirp the rears.My acceleration is
vastly improved 0-60.I get 12+mpg on the highway.Hills that I use to lose speed down
to 45 before,hitting them on throttle at 60,I can now do 60 to the top,even long fairly
steep hills.
There is a lot of tech here on how to do this and several of us have done each of these
items,the hubs being the most common and easily accessed parts.
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:old yahoo messages POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24159
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have them all downloaded and stored.I have also begun wading through them,deleting
the more superficial types to concentrate on the tech stuff and dividing them into
categories and putting together pages on different subjects.
I will be uploading,sometime here soon I hope,the entire message board for viewing
online and/or downloading.
I would absolutelty not want this stuff to disappear...when I founded the club,it was to
learn about these trucks and to meet others who are addicted to them.I'm sure I am not
the only one who has gained invaluable amounts of knowledge from the boards...and
more will come looking for it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Modern M715 Sightings POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Today I was really surprised to see a modern version of the m715 in south korea.The
truck was traveling down the highway driven by some soliders.
The truck looked really close to they way ours do but has a few changes.The wheel wells
are not constructed out of rolled sheet metal but are a more of a nice looking fender flare.
The hood has a slightly different shape to it.Other than that it looked identical to the
m715.However I did notice that it did have different type of axles under it.This is all I
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caught as we passed it on the highway.
After talking with some friends who drove the truck for the military.I found out that it
still has a 1 1/4 ton rating.It is powered by a 3.0 liter straight 6 diesel.The tranny is a 5
speed manual.It also has a single stick transfer case.The offical south korean name for
the truck is K311.I will be posting a few pictures I took of it as soon as I get home and
can get the film developed.Just thought you guys might like to know.Later,
StumpPuller
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:03 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24193 NEXT>24205
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought just that from Ebay a few months ago.Winch,winch bumper (needed some
work),PTO,driveshafts...$630.I have seen a similar package sell on this board for pretty
much the same amount not long ago.
SUBJECT>I wonder if there's a way to get them here POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24196 NEXT>24202 24221 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i mean,come on,they're Kia's arent'they?They'd be cheap enough to merit buying one
hahah better than any of the other crap on the market.
SUBJECT>ahh!but one question:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24183
NEXT>24452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you telling me that AZ air even HAS humidity ?hahahh I thought the soup in St
Louie would have given you some perspective hahahahh
you make a good point about the tacked-on look,I personall think it's ugly as hell and in
fact will not be using it when I redo the Cherokee.Of course,the cage dash will make it
much easier to fit whatever needs to replace it.It looks like an afterthought,and probably
was...
Good tech info as usual,keep up the good work and cant wait to see the Beast again....
SUBJECT>Re:paint POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,
14 July 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24117 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,the M715 used the 4-color scheme.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24074 NEXT>24233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a wealth of information you have become,Morgan!heh heh heh!;)
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:I wonder if there's a way to get them here POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24198 NEXT>24287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wonder what axels they run and if the tailgate would interchange,they have a
website.dont know the URL have been there in a couple of years.Engine ,tranny,tranfer
case surely must be made from bamboo
SUBJECT>here's my best attempt..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24185.NEXT>24235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..thanks to Mark Lyda for navigation help,I got lost in the swamp m'self...
https://www.gsaauctions.gov/index.jsp go here,either it will be a list of stuff or a
"browse"prompt.715's have been found in scrap/salvage or trucks/tractors etc
happy hunting.
SUBJECT>$225 for hens teeth?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24190
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well that sucks but for new fenders that's not tooooo bad I guess.Actually,that's not bad
at all.Hard to find these buggers.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24197 NEXT>
24206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds promising!
I'll keep my eyes posted on EBay and hope for the best!
Thanks!
SUBJECT>are they the same as M37 winches?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24205 NEXT>24209 24214 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
if so I have a source about 500ft away.I could ask....
SUBJECT>VIN page updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24238 24344 24370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have just uploaded the updated VIN page.If you have a VIN,or VIN's,that are not on
here,please send them to brute4c@yahoo.com to be added.
To date we show by my count:
232 M715's
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1 M724
23 M725's
5 M726's
Total of 261 out of 30,000 approx is about .87%,lets try to get up to 1%this year!!!!
Seriously,if you have not submitted yours and/or you know of a truck in a junkyard,
museum,mine,fire department,barn,field,gunnery range or even at the bottom of a mile
deep canyon,a VIN submission,if possible,would be greatly appreciated!!
And to those of you who have gone the extra mile already to send VIN's of your own and
others you have encountered,THANKS!!!!!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Yahoo messages 1 to 10632 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24211 LINKNAME>Original Yahoo Board to message 10632
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone/manuals/yahooboard/10632yahoo.pdf
For those looking for the postings from the original Yahoo board,heres a link to them,
unedited,from 1 to 10632 in .pdf,adobe acrobat,format...more to come.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:are they the same as M37 winches?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe they also used the Braden LU4 winch.I can send you a picture if you need...
SUBJECT>Steering box removal POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a "trick"to getting at the top bolt on the steering box?I am looking at
a P/S swap and think the top bolt is going to be an ugly task..The other 2 seem a little
easier.
Thanks in advance..
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo messages 1 to 10632 POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24208 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/yahooboard/10632yahoo.pdf
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/yahooboard/10632yahoo.pdf
Guess leaving out the .com part matters huh?Try this link...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14
July 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24191 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Walker Auto &truck has the water pump without pulley for sale for around $60.He
bought them from Highland truck before they sold out the M715 stuff.He was told they
were rebuilt,but I think they are new.The one I bought for a backup has never been
mounted,not bead blasted,shiny cast aluminum body not pitted or painted.He sells on
ebay,but can be emailed at military54@aol.com Phone (760)243-2368.Robert
SUBJECT>Front Axel Lube?POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24215 24216 24279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What lubricant is needed for the universal joint (ball and socket)where the
front hubs
attach to the front axel?The manual call for GAA grease but the say to fill until lub
reached the level of the filler hole.Is it a grease or an oil?Weight?
Thanks,Les
SUBJECT>Re:are they the same as M37 winches?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24206 NEXT>
24218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to Vintage-Powerwagons'website,the M37 used the same winch.
I'd appreciate it if you would ask for me,Tacoma.You have my email address if your
source can help out.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24213
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The military manuals list grease to be inserted until the knuckle is full to the fill hole.It
has been debated here as to why this is when all the civilian axles use gear oil.Seems the
gear oil weeps out of the seal on ours so you can either add gear oilmuch more often,use
some of each,not sure what problems this might cause but would tend to leak less due to
more viscous,or straight grease like I use.
If you check in the 5/4 Quirks manual in the Online manuals above is does have this to
say,which supports straight grease:
"SLOPPY KNUCKLES?
Scoot up ’n ’peek at your steering knuckles.You may find ‘em slopped up with GAA
weepin ’ out..Or it may be GO seepin ’ out of the differential past the inner oil seal,,This
stuff'll thin your GAA so you have both runnin ’ out,So you have to clean and repack.
And be sure to check the inner axle shaft seal replace it if it ’s bad."
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GO is Gear Oil,GAA is grease.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24213 NEXT>24225 24240 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Les,this subject usually starts a war here (what is in the manual vs what works in the real
world).The manual calls for gear oil but the problem is that most of the old leather seals
leak only slightly slower than you can pour it in.Some people have chosen to use grease
as it will stay inside the knuckle longer and provide some lubrication where if you use
gear oil it will provide better lubrication while its in there but no lubrication if it leaks
out.Others yet combine the methods by filling the knuckle with grease and then top it off
with gear oil.The last method would be my sugestion but feel free to do as you please.If
you have some extra time on you hands do a search on this subject and I'm sure you will.find pleanty of info to read
up on.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24210 NEXT>24219 24227 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ricky,if you have a dremil tool you can cut a slot in the protruding end of thr bolt(the end
without the head)and use a straight screw driver to screw it out backwards.Mine came out
very easy this way.If its rusted or stubborn this wont work real well and you will have to
go through the small almost impossible hole in the bottom of the frameand get it 16th
further every turn.Just out of curiosity,are you upgrading to power steering or did you
break the one long bolt for the box.I have broken three or four of the long bolts during
hard wheeling,sometimes it has taken the others with it and sometimes it just breaks the
long one,wondering if others have had the same problems?And,yes I have been using
treated bolts,two of them were straight of of parts trucks.
Doug
SUBJECT>I'll get there sometime this week..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I'd hop right over but guy is hard to find in the desert somewhere...This week though,
fo sho!
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24217
NEXT>24220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,excellent idea !!!I am changing to power steering.I am getting old and cranky,so I
need these luxuries.
Now,since you had such a good idea...How to put the new bolt back?
I would guess use a longer bolt and make a new slot?
Thanks again,Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24219 NEXT>24248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put it back???hummmm mabey thats why the others keep breaking...just kidding.Chase
the threads real good to insure it will go in easy and then,using the longer bolt you
suggested,put it through the hole and use one finger to hold it and then turn the bolt by
outside the frame with your other hand between the box and frame until you get it
started.then use the slot to finish it up.Your gonna be in a better mood if you have
someone hold the box to help and if you use the longer bolt dont forget to slot it first!I've
done this on the trail in 20 to 30 min after I started keeping an extra set of bolts in the
glove box..SUBJECT>AMC Jeep Version POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24198 NEXT>24224 24261 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When AMC Bought Jeep in the late 1960's they attempted to keep the M715 alive and
while it was turned down by the U.S.Military,some overseas militaries apparently
bought them.This version had the standard J10,J20 type fender flares and was powered
by a diesel engine.I suspect that is what you saw.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The NAPA pump will not work.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24184
NEXT>24230 24254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That engine isn't too bad,really,with the extra low gears it can't do but so much,
speedwise.
Make dead sure your timing is spot on according to specs.Most of these arean't.When I
got my first M715 it just didn't have any power or speed.I started in on the timing and
found it off by about 20 degrees.I'm surprised it ran at all.
One I got it back to the factory setting,I found the truck ran really,really well,got about
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17 MPG and I never had a moments trouble out of the old 230 after that.Most 715's I
have driven do not run as well as that one did,and in the cases where I was able to
convince the owner to reset the timing,they found a bunch more power and efficiency
immediately.
..........
SUBJECT>KM-45 KIA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>24221 NEXT>24237
LINKNAME>http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/km45/introduction.html
LINKURL>http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/km45/introduction.html
try the link or cut and paste
http://203.248.232.51/vehicle/military/km45/introduction.html
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24216
NEXT>24226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually the military lube order and manuals call for grease and the civilian literature
usually calls for gear oil...just to clarify that part...doesn't solve the rest though....brute4c
P.S.My personal opinion is that it is better to keep your balls greased than to oil them...of
course I mean on the truck!!
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24225 NEXT>24228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See i told you it would start an arguement....no just kidding,I was just going back in my
memory and prob do have it backwards.
Why not grease both sets?make everybody happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24217
NEXT>24229 24450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a couple guys with springovers and big tires,read big steering force changes from
stock,who have ripped the steering box off.It was noted that sometime in production
there was a change to the setup for mounting the box.Early trucks have bolts to one side
of frame.Later trucks go clear through and use spacers/sleeves to support the bolt through
the frame.The latter is said to be quite a bit stronger...course if the Titanic sunk,anything
else can go too!
Personally,when I go to power steering,I will be reinforcing my mount and using as
large a bolt diameter as I can use without weakening the unit or frame.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24226
NEXT>24231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not my wife...she don't get along with grease...specially heavy truck type stuff...
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is the later style...think i just need to lay off the gas sometimes....but what fun
would that be?
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24223
NEXT>24253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first bought mine and checked the timing it was way off the timing marks...we
estimated about 45 to degrees AFTER T C...spec is 5 degrees BEFORE TDC...and it
actually ran impressively well...meaning it didn't diesel and didn't start hard and had
reasonable power.It did run hot though.Once the timing was set,it picked up a bit of
power and cooled off noticeably.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try olive oil...if she likes it on her salad why try it elsewhere?
using the suggestions list above is the sole responsiblity of the user.I will not be held
liable for the actions,reactions,rashes,soiled linens,divorces or any other less than
desirable outcome of anyone who is ignorant enough to try this.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715 water pump POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24189
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No!There are several differences in the two pumps.The military version has one more
bolt (or one less,I cant remember)than the civilian and I think one of the hose locations
is different as well.
SUBJECT>Re:TUBES FOR BOGGERS POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just trying to help....
SUBJECT>Re:Toward the front!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24167 NEXT>24245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to TB 43-0209,the star points toward the front.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:here's my best attempt..POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24203 NEXT>24259 24260 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where is it located Tacoma?
SUBJECT>Re:have you tried...POSTER>mike green EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24182
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
Mike.SUBJECT>Re:KM-45 KIA POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bummer!
No American contact.However,the next time I'm in Ethiopia,I'll talk to their sales rep!;
o)
Now,if I can just stop my mouth from watering.Oh,it's the beer can leaking.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:VIN page updates POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24207 NEXT>24243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Here's one I sent to the crusher (after stripping everything that was useable!)
#12150,according to the registration it's a '69 but I don't have the data plate to verify.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Front Fenders POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24190 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,Now I don't feel so bad about selling 'em for $75 a pair.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Front Axel Lube?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone explored the possibility of using a sealed/greased U-joint in this axle?That
would negate the need to put anything in the knuckle.
SUBJECT>locking hubs POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awhile back someone listed a source for locking hubs for the Dana 60 on the front of the
715.Can someone point me in the right direction?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24241
NEXT>24244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autozone,you'll have to run a search for the part number,or I'm sure someone will chime
in with it..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:VIN page updates POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24238 NEXT>24250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's safe to assume it's a 6/67 delivery date (sounds right,too bad I sent the data
plate with the truck).Plus what's the chance of me getting two oddball dated trucks?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24242 NEXT>24246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My invoice from autozone part #11035-01 selectro hubs 195.00.Well worth it,my 725 is
stock and the hubs made a noteable differnce in power.
SUBJECT>Re:Toward the front!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24234
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original star on mine has the point towards the windshield.
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24244
NEXT>24247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you buy them from Auto zone they will come with life time replacement.Can't beat
that!!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24246
NEXT>24251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I assume the selectro hubs are about as good as any other brand (and probably the only
ones left still being made for this truck)?
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box removal POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24220
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pulled mine off last week.I used a 3/8"drive Craftsman short socket attached to an air
ratchet to remove the bolt.I started it with my finger and tightened with a hand ratchet
going back on.
Make sure you have all the parts and equipment you need before you start.I swapped in a
p/s box from a '66 Impalla.The box fit great.The input shaft did not fit (I seperated the
rag joints and swapped pieces around).The Pitman arm from the box did not fit the truck
and the arm from the truck did not fit the box.I measured the original Pitman arm,cut
both arms and welded the proper ends to the original arms length and angles.It works
great,brackets and belts took a few frustrating hours,I swapped in a GM internally.regulated alternator at the same
time.It is like a completly new truck it drives so
effortlessly now.Well worth the cussing and bruised knuckles.
Tim
Giddings,TX
67 M715
SUBJECT>Water pumps,mil and civvy POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>Military/civilian water pump mount comparison
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/wpumps.jpg
For the record,I posted a picture of the timing cover mount for the military and civilian
engines.It isn't the best quality in the world but you can tell the difference in the
mounting bolt spacing/location.In the picture,linked below,the upper is the civilian and
the lower the military.The lower bolts are all shifted between the 2.Also the military has
one extra hole.Actually only 3 of the holes are lined up,or maybe just out lined up as the
case may be,they are the upper 3 starting at the right end and going left across the top of
the mount.
Anyone care to make an adapter so we can run the cheap civvy pumps??
Just a thought,although a silly one,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN page updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24243
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Either way,I figure it would be hard to have an M715 with a nuber that low but be a 69...I
have added it to the list and hank you for the submission!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24247
NEXT>24255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have run them on my truck and they have not failed me yet.I run a lock rite locker in the
front of my truck.So far so good.Lee
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>Don Faggiani EMAIL>Faggiani@uwyo.edu
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 6:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1967 M715...rust free...good shape...new cab and cargo covers (no troop seats or bows)...
new batteries...runs and stops well...good glass...fair tires...$5500 OBO.This is a very
nice truck.I was going to restore it,but health issues have gotten in the way.Located in
Laramie,WY.Pics available.
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24230
NEXT>24298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeh this thing is dieseling a bit and I was going to start with the timing but I
couldn't get
the pickup around those big wires.I read to swap it out with a normal wire and plug to get
it set.I got a new set of points and condenser and will try that also.The engine sounds
like it has allot of lifter noise,so I pulled the valve cover to check it out.(Crazy is all I can
say to the way that thing is built).All I had for specs was for the civilian.I don't know if
they are the same but much to my surprise I ended up loosening some of them up.I am
hoping that it is just a noisy engine from the factory and all is OK.Does any one know
the brand and part number for those lock outs.Every time I go to Napa to get something
they laugh at me and tell me to buy a Ford.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 July
2003,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24223 NEXT>24306
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The timing was *way*off on my truck also.I drove it home the way it was and thought
the engine was probably toast (had about 30k mi.on it),but after getting it home and
getting the timing set correctly,it ran amazingly well.I also found that setting the dwell
to spec made a noticeable power increase (use a dwell meter if you have one available,
they're much more accurate than feeler gauges).I have a timing tip if you're using the
military distributor/plugs/plug wires (since connecting a timing light is difficult).Connect
a vacuum gauge to manifold vacuum and adjust the timing for maximum vacuum
reading,then back the timing off until the vaccum drops by 1"hg on the gauge.This will
get you very close to the correct timing.After my experiences with this truck,I've become
a fan of the old 230.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at
8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24251 NEXT>24275 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I put them on my truck,proceeded to break BOTH the 1st trip out!I would not waste the
money on them for a heavily wheeled truck.For a DD,maybe.I did not know Autozone
will warranty them,I will check into that.My front is welded,with 39.5 swampers.
WE~going back to drive flanges~PS
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24193 NEXT>24268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know nothing!!!Heh heh...The deals are out there...When you see one,do not hesitate.
I did the first time and lost out...That winch was only four hours away from me.I had to
wait a couple years to find the good deal I just obtained.Keep looking.People are
changing them out frequently.When you find one use forwardair for shipping.They kick
butt on the cheap rates.....Take care....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24278 24297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ok,I have a question about where the winch drive shaft
carrier bearing mounting plate
goes exactly.I took it under the rig and it looks like it bolts to the oil pan bolts.Is this the
case???If that is where it goes,does it use spacers to compensate for the rolled over
flange on the oil pan.I looked in the online manuals but must have missed something....If
you have a stock winch truck will you please take a look and tell me which bolts this
mount attaches to.I could figure it out,but I'm painting everything,and I am kinda lazy in
general....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:I Zoners take heed!POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,we were looking at it on the web-site.However it is up in the Idaho panhandle.
We are in eastern ID.There are a couple of hobbists in the area that might get a look-see.
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:here's my best attempt..POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aatxRPdZ/m52.PREVIOUS>24235 NEXT>
LINKNAME>GSA LINKURL>https://www.gsaauctions.gov/index.jsp
Try here,then at the bottom go to Trucks...in there look in the Idaho listings.
And if the link doesn't work try this:
https://www.gsaauctions.gov/index.jsp
Ron
SUBJECT>correction.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
14 July 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24221 NEXT>24262
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..the ugly 70's AMC version was just a civvy cab/chassis.No diesel.The Kia has a
diesel,but not the 70's Mtrucks.I saw one a while back from one of the mil.surplus
dealers,had several pics of teh standard Jeep 360...
you are correct about export though...
SUBJECT>one more thing..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,14 July 2003,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24261
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if memory serves,the ugly 70's Jtruck thing was called the AM-715.
nowhere near as swanky as the Mtrucks.
SUBJECT>winch braden lu4 for sale POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 12:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24269 24285 24340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i did a engine change over and took my winch off all i have is the winch left.has new.cable on it used one time.also
have brand new main gear for the pto.the one that drives
the pto off of the trans.live in georgia.make offer.hope this will help some one.
SUBJECT>rear end help POSTER>LEE BROWN EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
going to in stall a locker in the rear but can't find the torque spec.for the carrier bearing
cap bolts.could anyone help?
SUBJECT>locker in front help needed POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would like to put a lock rite in the front does anyone have the part number and were did
you get it and how much.and has anyone had any trouble with running a locker in the
front.
SUBJECT>M715 Spares POSTER>Joe Sweeney EMAIL>Smuid@Bigfoot.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24267 24272 24277 24280 24307 24318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Can you help I stay in the Highlands of Scotland and I own a M715 pickup and I am
needing some spares for it,mirrors,speedo cable etc.
Do you know where I could get the parts,apparently there are only three in all of Britain,
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so I am struggling for spares over here.
My email is Smuid@Bigfoot.com
Thanks,
Joe Sweeney.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Howard EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 2:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
May want to try AB Linn (ablinn@cbiinternet.com)or Vintage Power Wagons
(dodge@vintagepowerwagons.com)Good Luck,Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>steve.blair.l4ck@statefarm.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24256 NEXT>
24286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Al.I'll keep the name of the shipper for future reference.
I'm hoping to find a "complete"assembly somewhere,as the many little parts can quickly
add up to a lot of money (and searching)..Say,you wouldn't want to sell yours,would you?;o)
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:winch braden lu4 for sale POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested,email me at dp@sanlee.com with price and pics.
I'm in NC,can pickup in GA.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>Gregg Irvin
EMAIL>Irvin_Mobium@Ameritech.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested.Could you forward a couple of representative pictures.I have a
1968.
SUBJECT>Re:locker in front help needed POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The part #2610 Dana 60 30 tooth spline.Randys ring &pinion set me up with one.Phone
them at 1-888-231-2488 It cost me right around $325.I have run mine for two years and I
like it very much.I have not had any trouble so far.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July
2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Glad to hear that at least one of these trucks lives over there in the homeland.I'm sure you
know that shipping is really your issue.You'll be able to find whatever you want,but
paying to get it there is the problem.However,I also highly recommend ABLinn.
Good luck.
Jeepgrant (heavy dose of scottish blood)
SUBJECT>ETROIT LOCKERS POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>24276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How would you if the front and rear differential have lockers.Aside by opening the
differential covers.THANK YOU.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:rear end help POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24264
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Torque screws 100 to 120 lbs-ft.This is straight out of the on line manuals located above.
Copy and paste this link and read on!
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter14.html.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24255
NEXT>24323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With a front end that is welded I bet you have a hard time turning!
SUBJECT>Re:DETROIT LOCKERS POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24273
NEXT>24282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you want to know?How to find out if you have lockers?Jack up the truck so both
front or rear tires are off the ground.Then grab one tire and turn it if the other tire rotates
in the other direction or not at all then it is a open or not locked.If both tires turn the
same direction have a friend grab the other tire and try to hold it still.If he can hold it still
and you don't hear a clicking sound then it is open.The second way to find out is drive
your truck into a steep ditch and see if one tire spins when the load is transfered to the tire
with the least amount of traction.With a locker they both drive at the same rate,no spin!
Hope this helps.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266
NEXT>24281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the board!It is always nice to hear about a fellow European M715 owner
(I'm from Spain myself).
AB Linn is a great source for parts,but I don't think he ships overseas.Maybe someone
from this board can act as an intermediary and send you the parts.
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Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24257 NEXT>24284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al,
Actually one of our members up here in Wisconsin went through this acouple of years
ago and asked me the same thing...I went through every source I could find and nothing.
He did find a reference that said those were the right bolts to mount it with,somewhat
strange I know,and he did use a thick kind of spacer to get over the lip of the pan rail
edge.
You're on the right track...when I get a winch,you'll be expert enough to come throw it on
for me now,eh?:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:knuckle pudding POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24213 NEXT>24283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.This question comes up periodically on the WillysTech
list,and the general consensus is
to mix of 90 wt gear oil and grease to make a "knuckle pudding."
The problem with grease is that the spinning parts in the knuckle are going to just carve
out an area in the grease;the problem with gear oil is that it leaks out past the seals.
Knuckle pudding addresses both problems.
Recipes for knuckle pudding vary,with some calling for heat,but the one I like is to
simply mix the grease and 90 wt oil together with a paint stirrer or a drill on a slow-speed
setting,adding gear oil to the grease.The pudding is "done"when withdrawing the stirrer
makes a little peak that settles back down during the time it takes you to enjoy a beer;you
can,of course,make it thinner or thicker to your liking.Some people advocate just
packing the knuckles with grease part way and topping off with gear oil and letting the
mixing happen in the knuckles while the truck is moving.
FYI,manuals for the 1/4-ton military and civilian Jeeps sometimes mention 140 weight
gear oil for the knuckles,but it's hard to find 140 weight.
Good luck,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,
I'm sending you an e-mail message.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24277 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
UPS (www.ups.com)ships worldwide,so they are a possibility.Large/heavy parts would
be a different situation.
SUBJECT>Re:DETROIT LOCKERS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24276 NEXT>
24291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You could also try and drive the truck on wet grass or leaves.If it moves you'll have
lockers.
About jacking the wheels up and spinning one.Not all the time will they both spin.A.detroit will let one spin IF it
is turned from the wheel,or you'll be able to snap it loose
easily and turn the wheel and listen to it click.The work by input from the pinion,that's
their thing.
SUBJECT>Re:knuckle pudding POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These knuckles are living the good life whichever way they're lubed.No contamination
from dust,water,etc,sealed in grease...Most of us will probably break an axle before we
wear out the universal.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24278 NEXT>24293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely!!I'll get it figured.I was so tired last night I didn't want to crawl under the
truck again.Plus everything is degreased and ready for paint (today maybe??)and my
hands were black with crud.
Once the pieces are in it can only be a minute or two before I find the best spot that lines
up.I'm pumped about this.It's been a long time that I have wanted one.Thanks
Jon!.......Al....
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SUBJECT>Re:winch braden lu4 for sale POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,when it rains it pours....heh heh..
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a complete winch assembly.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope.heh heh It has officially become part of my Jeep harem.......Al..
SUBJECT>Re:I wonder if there's a way to get them here POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24202 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You gotta check out the History Channel's Modern Marvels show when they do the one
on Hyundai.Friggin'impressive!They make the largest oil tankers,container craines,
engines that are 5 stories tall...impressive.I heard that the shipping containers cost more
to return than to build new so...there may be an availability of those nice steel containers
in the near future.
SUBJECT>gmc 2.5 axles POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,
at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24289 24320 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have a question for you guys.My m715 has GMC 2.5 axles from a M211 along with the
M211 transfer case.The X box is devorced from my trans.It's a single speed (1 x 1.16).
Here is my question,can swap a np205 from a dodge (devorced 2 speed)?I know I'll have
some work to do to the drive shafts and have to fabercate a new cross member.I have
gots some info that only the M211 transfer will work with my axles due to a reverse
rotation in the front axle.Any help would be great thanks.
Frank
SUBJECT>hmmm I don't understand.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24288
NEXT>24290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...transfer cases have to work the same way,unless the m211 somehow turns the front
driveshaft the other way or something.
The reverse rotation in most of the big axles I've seen refers to the fact that they are often
capable of being driven from either side.So if the driveshaft comes in to the rear of the
axle,like on a front,it's reversed relative to the rear axle.I think...hahahh yeah,just made
a model of that w/straws hahahh
t-case rotation should be the same for either case.
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm I don't understand.POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24289
NEXT>24308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats just it,from what I read the Front GMC axle rotates the oposit way
SUBJECT>and it's grroooooovy baby,real keen POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24282 NEXT>24304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lockers rock.But dont'forget they spin you downhill in snow/mud/dust/stubborn western
rock.Adaptable to though.
SUBJECT>M715 16x10 inch wheels for sale POSTER>aj adkins
EMAIL>ajadkins@voridian.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaY9QNJFOWeF2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 4 16x10 inch wheels made by Diamond racing for the M715.They have never
been used.$400.plus shipping.Email ajadkins@voridian.com or call (803)351-8914.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>bobby EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24284
NEXT>24294 24296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know if you can't figure it out.I'll go take some pics for you.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 11:01 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>24293 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
??Are you telling us you haven't fallen asleep under your truck yet?I like to check things
out pretty good before welding or hacking...usually.I've dozed off twice now under
Velvet....wake up FREEZING as the shop floor sucks the heat outta ya!
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I listed an M715 for sale on the Sell page.I have a couple of photos if anyone is
interested.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24293
NEXT>24336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Al,The stock setup has the winch carrier bearing support bracket mounted between
the alternator bracket and the block.Remove your alternator.Remove the alt support
bracket and sandwich the winch bracket between the block and alt bracket.The forward
bolt hole of the winch bracket uses the same bolt that goes through the alt bracket (front
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attach)into the block.You may need three slightly longer bolts to make up for the
thickness of the new winch bracket.Also find a spacer or,in my case,two thick washers
to equal the thickness of the new winch bracket.Use these washers between the alternator
bracket and the block at its back end.This keeps the alt bracket square to the block.
Sorry,I don't have a digital cam for pictures.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24253
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My ex fire department M715 was 20 degrees out of time with all of the lifters needing to
be loosened.I'm glad to hear that somebody else had that problem,I thought I was doing
something wrong at first.My engine is very quiet now though and runs a lot better.Still I
think I will go to a v8 when money permits.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Time POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July
2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24309 24333
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not a computer expert,but why is the actual time and the message post time 2:24
off?I know about things called time zones,but that extra 24 minutes has me curious.I am
not complaining in any way,I really enjoy the site and could care less about the accuracy.of the time.I'm just
curious.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>daily driver POSTER>dp EMAIL>danpollmann@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24302 24303 24305 24310 24313 24314 24325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone use m715's as a daily driver...
I am considering buying one in good condition but
have just moved from beautiful northern colorado
to St.Louis.My Drive to work is about ten miles
of traffic lights...
I'd like to pick it up just to haul the dirt bikes...
but would like to use it day to day.
smaller tires?
thanks,
d
SUBJECT>VIN POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July
2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24332 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought that my VIN was on the registry.I just looked and it wasn't,so here it is #17787
dated 11-67.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just in response to your "smaller tires?"...the ratio is 5.88 in the axles....going to a _taller_
tire will effectively raise your overall ratio,and get your RPMS down a bit.Don't go
smaller.
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver (long reply)POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
D,
First of all,welcome.
M715 as a daily driver?
This is the what I said the last time I answered this question,with a few new comments
and edits (Daddy Sisson,get your popcorn):.Here are some things to consider.
You'll need to decide either how (un)comfortable you're willing to be on a regular basis or
how much you want to modify/get a modified truck.
The M715 is rated at one and a quarter tons of payload offroad and has heavy springs to
carry that load.It's a truck.It rides like a truck.
60 mph is pretty much the top speed for a stock vehicle.45-50 is a more realistic cruising
speed,and it's loud in the cab in that speed range.Heck,it's pretty loud in the cab sitting
still.Think about
how that kind of speed would work where you live and where you drive.But if you are
driving 10 miles basically from traffic light to traffic light,top speed won't be much of a
factor.You would have a pretty commanding view of the road/traffic ahead.
Gas milage.The manual lists 225 miles cruising range.That's with a 28-gallon tank.Even
assuming the manual is fudging a bit to the low side for range,expecting 10 miles per
gallon is optimistic.I haven't calculated the rate at which my truck (stock drivetrain
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except with a Chevy V8;stock military tires)uses fuel,but I spend a lot of time in gas
stations.
Consider your weather.These trucks did not come stock with heaters/defrosters --or air
conditioners.The military and later users added systems to some trucks or you can add
systems,but that is
something to consider/look for in trucks you are looking at.
If you go with a stock truck,you'll have to learn to live with the smell of canvas.I happen
to like the smell of canvas,but lots of people don't.If the seats are the stock canvas,you
can expect your
clothes to smell like canvas.If the truck has the canvas cab top instead of vinyl or one of
the add-on hardtops,the canvas smell will be that much stronger.
Parking (legally,anyway)can be a challenge (my daily driver CJ3B is incredibly easy to
slip into most any parking spot).With the fender flares,an M715 is
pretty wide in relation to most vehicles.
Seatbelts were not standard in an M715.You can add them,and may have to where you
live to be legal.
The doors don't lock,and the ignition in a stock vehicle is not a keyed ignition.
If you need a jump in a 24-volt truck,your chances of finding a good Samaritan in a
parking lot who can help you are incredibly slim.
The stock engines in these trucks have a bad reputation.I don't know how much that is
truly deserved and how much it grew from dislike of what was new technology in a
military truck engine 35
years ago.I have heard that they have a problem with blowing headgaskets,but I also
know that there are people on this board who can tell you that they love the stock engine.
Look into what it will take to insure and register an M715 in your state and town.
Parts are available from a number of sources,and some sheetmetal and other parts form
civilian full-size Jeeps can be used..You asked about smaller tires.Smaller tires are going to make it so that you
have to turn
more engine RPMs for any given speed.If you want to replace the tires,you should look
into larger-diameter tires.
A couple of dirt bikes in the bed probably wouldn't make the springs move very much if
at all.Might improve the ride a bit,though.
I realize that the overall tone of this may seem fairly discouraging.I'm not trying to be
discouraging.These are great trucks.I love my M715.I have driven it to work every day
for a week a few times.Would I want it to be my sole form of transportation?
I don't know.It is a lot of fun to drive.
Did I mention how loud it is in the cab?:-)
I'm sure others will chime in with thoughts and opinions.
Whatever you decide to do,good luck.And let us know.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:and it's grroooooovy baby,real keen POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>24291 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for all your input.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck is stock and is a daily driver -except when it is down for repair.I'm glad I have
another vehicle as repairs sometimes take a while (ordering parts).
The thing I dislike most about my truck is the harsh ride.Translation -back ache.Noise,
heat,cold,low top speed,ect...don't bother me.Like I said,it's my daily driver (by choice
I might add)so I guess it is something of a personal decision.Good Luck and enjoy.
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24254
NEXT>24322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did you connect the dwell meter to the motor?Do you need one for 24V or will a
standard meter work?
As far as accuracy,I too have noticed the difference.I use to own a air-cooled VW,set it
with a feeler gauge and it ran OK.Check it w/a dwell meter and it was always off -reset
it w/the meter and it ran much better.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net.DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can always find stuff on ebay.
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm I don't understand.POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24290 NEXT>24312 24334 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You have it right Frank.These transfer cases rotate the front shaft in the opposite
direction.There is a way to change the center section around so it will turn the right way
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and then you could use a 205.Barry.
SUBJECT>hmmm test message.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24299
NEXT>24311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let's see if it is as you say HERE>
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24300 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome,Dan!
I live about 2 hours north of you,in "beautiful"Danvers,IL.
On weekends,I park my car and drive the Jeep most of the time.I sometimes even take it
to work at (Yuppy)State Farm in Bloomington,where I enjoy parking it next to the fancy
SUV's,just to remind them what is truly a truck.
I have had the stock 1967 M715 for 2 years now.I have rebuilt almost everything,except
the transfer case,and it runs strong and reliable.When I say "strong",I mean strong for a
230-cubic inch 6-popper that has to move almost 3 tons of truck.Stop-and-go traffic is a
slow process in an M715 with the low-power 230 and manual brakes;expect to have
traffic always on your butt in town and trying to get around you.You know how it is:
When the light turns green,people want to MOVE.In my humble opinion,the truck is
meant more for offroad or backroad cruising,not city driving in St.Louis.Some of the
Zone members have installed modern engines and better brakes -That would make a big
difference for stop-and-go driving.
It's a personal choice;I don't regret making it.Just remember that this is a truck with a
capital "T".
Steve
SUBJECT>yes,you're right!ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24309
NEXT>24327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
posted at 4:16 MST so that's kind of odd..curiouser and curiouser
SUBJECT>they DO?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,15
July 2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24308 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what a weird thing.Very interesting.
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Brian M EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,
at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i use my m-715 as my one and only daily driver.(actually its my only vehicle).the ride is
pretty rough but i actually perfer it that way.i drive 15 miles to work every day,and i
drove it from New Hampshire to Utah twice,soon to be three times,and its not all that
bad,but then again i geuss im a young one at the age of 19 but it still wasnt so bad,and
you get lots of interesting looks.be prepared to to waves,salutes,laughs,peace signs and
a middle finger once in a while.(yes its happend before).you should conssider modifying
or buying a modified truck,one with a heater and more reliable engine.i'd say its a good
daily driver if you have the tools to fix it when it breaks.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did use one as a daily driver for well over a year and half.It was all original and in good
tune got about 17 MPG.It was fun,but there are some drawbacks.It is a truck,plain and
simple.It's a hard riding vehicle,noisy and takes up a lot of room.You cannot imagine it
to be comparable in ride or comfort to a modern day 1/2 ton pickup truck.
But,you can use one for exactly what you say you want to do.Just remember it is a truck,
a real truck.
SUBJECT>Brakes POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24316 24343 24410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,since my truck is getting close to running I decided to take a look at the brakes.
They are all shot.All the shoes are worn,all the cylinders were dust,and the drums have
deep deep grooves in them.So it looks like ill have to replace it all.Im sure I can find the
pads at Napa.They probably have the cylinders too,but ill need to know exactly what
kind they are if anyone knows that.And then I think the drums are too far gone to be
turned,So ill have to find some of those.Does anyone have some or know where I can
get them?thanks,Morgan.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Brian M EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at
5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24315 NEXT>24317 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.look in the online manuals section and click on m715 zone parts list,there are all sorts of
listings for brakes,wheel cylenders,drums,etc...i just put new brakes on my truck the
other day,im not sure what there from,i think a mid 90s ford e250 or 350,they needed
slight modifications:the holes where the retainer spring holders go through dont line up
so a few drilled holes are needed,and new pull back springs are needed or you can re
bend your old springs to fit the new shoes,you'll see what i mean.i rebuilt the wheel
cylenders using just a 11/8 inch rebuild kits from the local parts store,works great.
-Brian
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SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24316
NEXT>24324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks alot.I didnt even think to check the online manuals,oh well.Hopefully that
will help out.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Spares POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24266
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe,
I do not have many spare parts for mine nor am I able to help your shipping problems
from here in central Texas.However,you might be able to help me.I have a mini,a 1275
'67 Austin Cooper 'S'.I am very near being done restoring it once again (I race it
whenever I can,that means multiple restorations)and will probably need some parts that
can only be found from junkyard mini's.I will send you a message when I find something
I can't make myself,and of course if you will help.Thanks.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Front Body Mounts...help POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15
July 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24321
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to take the cab off of the frame so i can sandblast the whole thing.Problem is
i can't figure out how to get off the front body mounts located by the front of the doors.
Do i need to cut a hole in my floor pan to get to the top of the bolt?or is there another
way?-thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:gmc 2.5 axles POSTER>aniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-offroad.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24288
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you can use a rear m211 diff in the front axle .
so you are able to use a 205.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Body Mounts...help POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24319.NEXT>24328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are holes in the floorpan with metal snap-in plugs in them.Mine were covered with
paint and/or rust and hard to see.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:6 cyl mods POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July
2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24306 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My dwell meter is old and uses a real meter,not one of the newer digital models.It seems
to work fine at 24V,but I can't say for sure that all dwell meters would work as well.You
could probably put a resistor in the input lead of any dwell meter and make it work.Get a
large-value potentiometer and put it in series with the input lead,then start dropping the
resistance until you get a good steady reading.Take the potentiometer out and measure
the resistance,then you'll know what value resistor you need to make a permanent test
lead.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:locking hubs POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at
7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh Yes!Now with the Ram Assist,it is now manageable.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24317
NEXT>24330 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford wheel cylinders are almost perfect.The Chevy shoes take too much
modification to do the job right.I'd give the dually Jeep shoes a try next time personally.
You'll see what I'm talking about when you get into the parts file.
Also,I have one drum in good shape.I can measure it if you're interested.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24300
NEXT>24345 24348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lately I've been bicycling but yes,the truck is one of my drivers.My only other option is
a '50 Plymouth so either way comfort isn't too much of a worry to me.Just do it,folks
drove big heavy hot dirty rough bouncy trucks in the past all day long,why can't we?
Chris
SUBJECT>Zone list members needed POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,15 July 2003,at 9:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24329 24341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hehehe get used to it kids,not enough names!.I'm making the list,for those who don't know,of who's who and where
they are.Goal is
to have a state-by-state guide to Zoners.That way if we are travelling or just don't know
that there are others with the same sickness nearby,we can find out and get together.
Useful item.Anyway,only about 65 people on it so far...To be included,please email me
w/the following:
1.real name
2.screen name
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3.city/state
4.email
5.phone if you want other Jeep freaks to know it
Thanks to those who have already sent info in,the rest of you:GET ON IT hahahh it's
well worth it.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Body Mounts...help POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
16 July 2003,at 12:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24321 NEXT>24339
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are all metal.No Plugs
SUBJECT>Re:Zone list members needed POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
16 July 2003,at 12:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24326 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott Prunty
surfing78
Va Beach,VA
smprunty@longwood.edu
757-692-2202
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24324 NEXT>24357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have front and rear drums.---------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll get that added here ina minute...on the VIN topic,I saw an M715 in town last
night at a parts store.Talked to the guy for a bit,real nice...anyway his trucks VIN is 6
less than mine...14113 and 14119...what are the odds??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Time POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24299 NEXT>24335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the time distortion known as 'The M715 Zone'....regardless of what time.zone you reside in or post
from,you are now on OUR time...kinda like the twilight zone
only less scary and more informative.
I personally have only aged about 6 months since the club was founded back in '98...ok
maybe it's gettin deep....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm I don't understand.POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24308 NEXT>24338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok.Does anyone know how to swith the drop out gear to make them run in the right
derection?
SUBJECT>Re:Time POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think I'll save this for a excuse for why I'm always late getting home from
wheeling.....think the wife will buy it?
SUBJECT>Re:Winch carrier bearing mounting place POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24296 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very cool guys!!As usual more than helpful.Spicer I fell asleep yesterday under my front
end on the creeper.I have been banging away prepping for paint.I was tired,couple beers
and ZZZZZZZZZ......My wife called from Alaska and woke we up...To funny....Thanks
for the very specific info Robert...You da man!!
SUBJECT>Buick 350 to T-98 bellhousing on Ebay!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24428 24436 LINKNAME>Buick 350 to T-
98 bell
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=460
98&item=2423967729
Check it out,Hard to
find...http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&ite
m=2423967729
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm I don't understand.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24334 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the drop out and see if it can be pulled and put back upside down.Maybe the
differential can be flipped inside the drop out.
SUBJECT>Re:Front Body Mounts...help POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>24328 NEXT>
24346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Measuring tape and holesaw.You may get lucky and have an impact gun be able to spin
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off the nut without access to the top of the bolt.
SUBJECT>Re:winch braden lu4 for sale POSTER>Wes Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee
Is this a stock winch?
Do you have all the pto shafts and the pto from the side of the trans.How about the front
bumper extends?
How Much?
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Zone list members needed POSTER>Baltimorejake
EMAIL>John.Lovelace@Baltimorecity.gov DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 9:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John (Zack)Lovelace
Baltimorejake
Baltimore Maryland \
John.Lovelace@Baltimorecity.gov
SUBJECT>ash info and serial number plate wanted POSTER>Jeepkaiser
EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello
I am looking for 2 dashboard spec and serial number plates I had 4 sets and they are mis
placed or stolen from my home,Pleas contact me off list
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can usually find brake shoe linings for about 10 bucks a shoe,have 'em riveted on
yor existing shoes,no mods that way.As for wheel cylinders,I think '98 Ford F250 or
350's work with a bit of rat-tail filing onthe backing plates.Try Memphis Truck
Equipment for linings...
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:VIN page updates POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24207 NEXT>24347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jon,I jsut e-mailed you a microsoft access database with ALL trucks Sam
Winer had on-
site a few years ago (thank DBaumanjr and Nagie for their help)For you post-yahoo
"newbies",DBaumanjr is a member from Whitehouse,Ohio with a NICE M715,and
Nagie is (now)my wife.I typo'd her name "Angie"so often in Yahoo chat,some
members started referring to her that way,even in person!
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right on Chris,my choices are 97 f-150,chrysler LHS,726,715,715,or the M35A2.I get
cranky if its nice weather and I'm not In one of the last four.No air,no top,no power
steering,no power brakes,no cruise,ride like a lumber wagon and noisey but I'm happy.
Doug
SUBJECT>sawzall and BFH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
grrrr!Stuck/hard to reach bolts irritate like sand in yer britches.
Smartie PO of my sad old Cherokee tack welded (well,3/4 of the way around,not really
tacked I guess)the nuts that hold the bumper on to the frame,which is right in the way of
the lower valance bolts,which I need to take of to get the front clip off.Grrrr....
off topic somewhat.Anyhoo,good luck w/nondestructive removal.
SUBJECT>REALLY?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24344 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Bumpr,
You met your gal through a truck site?SWEET!It worked for me too...though I never
misspelled her name.I did get her birthday wrong at the pharmacy and then got busted for
that.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 12:04
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24325 NEXT>24356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,I have a nice M715,Porsche,etc but mine have been in the shop more than I have
owned them and at this point I think they are not real but I like to talk about them as if I
drive them.also you don't look like you ride a bike?
SUBJECT>VIN updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24350 24351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just received a list of VIN's from Bump_r that are M715's at Sam Winers Motors...parts
trucks or whole trucks for sale,I'm not sure but he got the VIN's on a bunch of 'em.With.that and some that were
posted here/emailed since the last update,we are now up to:
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274 M715's
2 M724's
24 M725's
5 M726's
305 total or 1.01666667%of 30,000!!
Well we topped 1%in only a few days...should we push it and go for 10%now!!
Seriously,I will take all that are sent and thanks to everyone for sharing...'specially guys
like Bob who go out of their way for the rest of us!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Atta boy BOB!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24349 NEXT>24352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for adding to the list Bob....heck I havent even sent mine in yet....I'll take note this
weekend and get it done.Is there a way to note which ones came from bob on the list?Just
incase I see a consecutive number to one of mine...would be cool to have one right after
the other parked in my garage and I assume the ones at winers would be for sale.
Thanks again to brute4c and Bump_r for the site and adding to it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:VIN updates POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24349 NEXT>24353 24354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
make it 25 M725's---#10847,1967.Add two 715's---#13745 and #11137,both '67.will
double check and get delivery dates tomorrow.
NO DELETE,HA!
SUBJECT>Re:Atta boy BOB!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24350 NEXT>24355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can send you a copy of the list he sent me if that would work for you...it is in .pdf format
and is a measly 14K in size...chocked full of the goo stuff though!!
SUBJECT>Re:VIN updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24351 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,will have to get those on the list tonight...heck by the end of the year
we may just have accounted for all of them at this rate.....ok,waking up!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Atta boy BOB!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.send away...21968 715 DOD 2-68...thats one of my four.
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24348 NEXT>24359 24364
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a funny little world just outside of the land of FIXIT.it is called
MAINTAINANCE.for some folks,that is their world.not to mention the thing is over 30
years old.
tried to focus,but could not see Chris.don't know about the bike,but if he says so i got
his back.reguardless of what a certain Utahan's wife thinks,I AM REAL!skinned
knuckles,blood and grease stained clothes.
500 lbs of tools in the trunk of a 140 mph sedan.will be glad to give the car some relief.
hey,last time i even changed my own oil!
MARK
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24330 NEXT>24371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much would you want for the drums?
SUBJECT>GMC 2.5 xcase POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24363 24374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well with much searching and phone calls I think I've solved my transfer case problem.
Boyce can convert my sigle speed transfer into a two speed.or i can find a transfer out of
a G506 2.5ton truck.Does any one have one or know where i might find one?
Thanks for all the help guys.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24356 NEXT>24360 24361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Don't listen to Brian there.He's bitter because his truck has been a hostage of the paint
shop all summer,plus he has some imaginary Porsche with a caddy motor that's
"supposedly"getting painted for the last couple years.Honestly I think he's getting his
dreams mixed up with reality.
As for the bike quip,it's a way to drink more beer,eat more pie and not gain any weight.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Brian
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EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 3:44.p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24359
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you wait and see I am going to wake up.
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24359 NEXT>24406 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paint?yeah,farm it out.The buzz from the fumes will hurt you.BUZZZZZZ,yep.Caddy
motor?Lemme guess.4.1 liter.Y'all come back now,ya hear?
SUBJECT>No Brake light =mystery POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 3:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24366 24367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted before on this,and still no luck.I have a 3-lever switch,and a month ago the
brake lights worked,now they don't.All the bulbs in the tails and fronts work ;signals
work,B.O.lights work,service drives work,but no brake lights.I checked the brakeline
switch to see if the connector (#75)was connected/in place near the brakelines,looks
okay.So I'm stuck...I'm assuming when I hit the brakes the #75 connector sends the juice
out to the brakelights,that means it's either the piece of wire that goes up and into the
dash/switch,or it's the piece connected down in the brakeline junction.Is the bulb in the
brakelight different than the bulbs in the B.O.drive plug?All my smaller bulbs are H
1251's.With all the bulbs working in the tails,how many things COULD make the brake
lights not work?Unlikely both bulbs would burn out simultaneously.Any help greatly
appreciated,Jon
SUBJECT>describe the G506,and maybe..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24358 NEXT>24372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..guy down the road has tonz o'military trucks,and just might have what you need.
Going to see him TOMORROW so get in touch!When I get back tonight I'll look that
thing up hahah just a little rushed at the moment.
I'm still curious about that t-case...it turns the front shaft the same rotation as the rear?
relative to the axle I mean?I think I"m having a mental block.
SUBJECT>that's only because I told her POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24356 NEXT>24377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
vain attempt to save you from the hex she puts on those who throw me lines to garage-
robbing moneyholes.Didnt'work but your NC connection has moderated her sorcery.
She's a peach w/out understanding of the manly art of restifying and modifacteratin'.
SUBJECT>Re:stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24177 NEXT>24621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Aways looking for parts
Sounds interesting
Location?
Got three 715s to play with myself
Location is Iowa
400 for front and rear?
Everything?
Thanks,
Duane
SUBJECT>Re:No Brake light =mystery POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24362 NEXT>24368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I can think is that there is a brak in the lines somewhere.I would make a quick check
by taking a light and putting maybe a a foot or so of wire on each end.Place one end of
the tester where the hot wire comes into the bulb,and the other end to the chassis.Have a
friend step on the brake and if the light comes on that section of wire is good.Do the
same with the ground wire as well except at the other end.I dont know where your
ground wire runs too,but I would suggest making it as short as possible.If it is running
back the length of the truck to ground I would change that and connect it to the bumper or
some spot on the rear of the chassis.This will just give you a little less room for error,
considering that a lot of electrical problems are bad grounds.Hope that helps ya!
SUBJECT>Re:No Brake light =mystery POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24362 NEXT>24380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Test your brake light switch.They fail all the time.It sounds like you checked the
connections already.Get a 24 volt test light and have someone press on the brake.Poke
the wire before the brake light switch and after.Still have 24 volts,then work your way
back poking the wires till you find out where the 24 volt signal stops.No 24 volts before
the switch,start tracing back till you find your 24 volts.Get the test light...It makes
things so much easier.I keep one in my glove box just in case....Good luck...I believe AB
linn has the switches................................Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:No Brake light =mystery POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
those light switches can be taken apart and the contacts cleaned with a pencil eraiser.
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rescued a few from the trash.saved me a few bucks.hope that helps you out.
SUBJECT>VIN POSTER>John EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my VIN is 21342 date of delivery 3/68.John Sweeney
'68 M715 w/chevy 4.3
Bar Harbor,Maine
SUBJECT>Re:VIN page updates POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From my Peeping a last Friday,I found a 1967 M-715.
Just west of a little town name West Liberty,was a tiny airport,Howard County Airport.
I did look at data tag and discovered that it was a 1967 model
and its serial number 15446
I assume that the built date was 8/67
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24357 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an E mail.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:describe the G506,and maybe..POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24363 NEXT>24376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M211 GMC 2.5 ton built in the mid 50s trans case is a strait thru design.One range,two
levers on for ingaging 2x4 4x4 and nuetral.The second lever is for forward and reverse.If
you need to back up in 4x4 you have to sift the tranfercase in to reverse.
G506 GMC 2.5 ton truck from mid 40s until early 50s 2 speed transfer case.Same levers
as the M211
SUBJECT>Fuel pump POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24375 24379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is going to sound dumb but what it that thing on top of the fuel pump?It has some
lines running it and says somthing on it about wipers and manifold.I know,Im retarded
SUBJECT>Re:GMC 2.5 xcase POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24358 NEXT>24381 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The transfer case to which you might be refering to is out of the CCKW duece from
WWII.It is sought after because it had the manual two speed shift and the manual in and
out on the front axle.The M-211 series and later models used the Spraque unit which
engaged the front end after the rear end exerted so much slippage.I just aquired a CCKW
and extra transfer case which I shall hold onto dearly.Tom.SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not retarded.If my Scout hadn't had vaccuum powered windshield wipers,I wouldn't
have known eighter.Get used to things being a little different,if you want to work on a
715 AND keep your sanity that is.Although,the mere purchase of one of these says that
you are pretty close to that edge already!:
Ron
SUBJECT>ok!will ask.ctxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24372 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guy has a bunch of stuff around,might actually have one.I'll let you know.
SUBJECT>what to look for POSTER>slowin EMAIL>miket@cameron.net
DATE>Wednesday,16 July 2003,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24384 24469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just courious why did you have to remove the flywheel to remove the bellhousing.And
your rebuild isnt out of line dont know why you feel its so expensive
SUBJECT>This happened to me...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24367 NEXT>24401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went to Advanced and the guy grabbed me a bunch of 12volt bulbs for my 12volt
conversion.I put everything together and it all worked.Two days later my break lights
didn't work,then the turn signals stopped.I chased wires because,of course,all the bulbs
were new and how could they be bad,right?It ended up that the dude grabbed 6volt bulbs
and they were popping like,umm..things that inconveniently pop and cause you to waste
a ton of time checking what you've already done...popping sucks.
SUBJECT>Hey Frank!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24374 NEXT>24387 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What kind of brakes does your truck have??I kind of like the fact that those old duece
axles have a 6.17:1 ration in stead of the 6.72:1 of the common later duece Rockwells.Do
you like the gearing and what size tires do you run?
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Oh,if they have knuckles/spindles like the later style rockwells,it's not a bad job to yank
the axles if the carrier needs to be flipped or diff work needs to be done.It probably only
took me maybe two hours to change and axleshaft in my one duece's front Rockwell and
most of that time was trying to get the lug nuts off!Breaker bar,pipe,pipe (yes again),
cinder block then drove the truck forward and used it's weight to undo the nuts.Didn't.have to disconnect brakes
either.Spindle nuts are accessible without special sockets
too...just a big adjustable or pipe wrench.
SUBJECT>The Bloomsburg,PA 4x4 Nationals...SUCKED!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>24386
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's about an 80-90 mile one way trip to get there and Katie and I hopped in old trusty
Velvet,spur of the moment,and headed north.We get there and there's and EIGHTEEN
FRIGGIN'DOLLAR COVER(!!!)TO GET IN!GRRrr!Okay that sit's really nicely to
start the day.The show consisted of a PILE of scary trailer queens with springs arched so
much I felt nervous walking around them,OR had so much suspension they didn't sit
level,OR big blocks with painted aluminum iron heads (stupid),or 44"Armor All'ed
boggers on dana 44's or 30's,sick lifts with just blocks,STOCK TRUCKS with brush
guards(!!!),street legal pinion brake,a vending area that would fit in a baseball diamond
and half of it was designer 'knock-off'sunglasses.The monster trucks had some lame ass
ramp onto foot thick cars on a short straight track (lame).I HAD THE ONLY M715
AND IT WAS TRAPPE IN THE PARKING LOT because I WAS NOT going to pay a
registration fee just to show these people what winches and real beef looks like!!The
show had about 6 or 8 trucks that actually were pretty cool and not a big sick lumps of
cash and trailer queened,diaper rubbing graphics...or white suspension!..that is just ill.At
least the parking lot had some cool trucks and some tailgate parties happening.One of the
absolutely most awefulest contraptions there was this bright green Suzuki Samuri with
39"boggers,stock axles and 10"-12"lift blocks front and rear.About 2"up from the axle
in the block they had a bolt through it and had a piece of pipe welded to it and then had
that pipe bolted to the frame between the axles,like one bolt straight through both pieces
of pipe.This was done to the front and rear block.Yeah...so that equals no articulation or
the bolt's weld breaks.Sick,stupid,ugly,F'UGLY,aweful,kind of funny,then the 18
buck cover rehaunts me and I'm embarrassed for the owner and ticked again for wasting 5
hours of our lives (including the 715 travel time)on this stupid event when I could have
been fabbing diamond plate rockers for the truck!Bastards.
Oh,the other vendor that wasn't sunglasses was Mickey Thompson and they had the new
46"x 19.5"x 15"trail claw.I'm not positive if width was in the 19's or 20's,but they ARE
46"tall and purdy sweet...still like the Bogger better though!
SUBJECT>on't pump oil into engine too fast because.....POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>24385
24389 24411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a new experience yesterday with my 230 engine.
I brought it in to a garage for an oil/lube change.When I left,there was a very thick blue
cloud of smoke coming out of my tailpipe (embarrassing,to say the least,not to mention
a cause of grave concern)!Drove it back the two blocks to the garage (The owner said he
saw the smoke when I left and knew that I'd be back ......He was right!).The problem was
that the "kid"who pumped the oil into the engine pumped it too fast,and the oil had.pooled around the valve
guides.When I started the engine and drove away,that oil was
sucked into the combustion chambers.After checking everything else out (including oil
level),I started it up and drove away again.After a couple of miles,the exhaust cleaned
up and that's the end of that.But boy,that's embarrassing to drive down the road with this
huge cloud of blue smoke following you;it gives M715's a bad name!And,of course,
every late-model 4WD was on the road at that time (sigh).
Moral of story:Tell the lube folks to fill the 230 slowly.
Good news:Haven't seen a mosquito since then.;o)
SUBJECT>Re:what to look for POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24378
NEXT>24393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bellhousing bolts to the engine with bolts that are inside the bellhousing instead of all
being outside like just about everything else on the planet.There are 2 outside but the rest
are inside,so the flywheel must be removed to gain access to these.
As far as rebuild cost...I can get a v-8 rebuilt for the same amount or less...remember
Mark,who made the "What to look for"list did all the labor himself except machine
shop...add that cost and your looking $1500 to 2000 for the motor...I can get 2 v-8's for
that.
brute4c
SUBJECT>STP??????????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24383
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have seen the same phenomena myself,Even worse if the engine is running while you try
to top it off....will also make some stange scarey noises when it puddles around the
ecentric fuel pump cam...makes ya think you did something real bad but it clears up
shortly after...STP can amplify this so let it set for a while before you restart it.
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Read that STP is not affected by fuel like regular engine oil is,specifically that it wont
wash off from the bearings and cylinder walls.I run it in all trucks just as cheap insurance
against a fuel pump diaphram rupturing.The book was "ALL AMERICAN WONDER"
by Roy R.Cowdrey.Good reading and lots of tech on the MB's GP's GPW's and such.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The Bloomsburg,PA 4x4 Nationals...SUCKED!!!POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24382 NEXT>24467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not that your descriptions were lacking in any manner,but man,you need a digital
camera!I'd hav eLOVED to have seen these contraptions!Won't pay 18 clams to see 'em,
but what the hey!Sorry to hear you got a hosing..
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Frank!POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 July
2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24381 NEXT>24390
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Spice,the axles have air actived drum brakes.
I'll trade ya for some rockwells
Franl
SUBJECT>Jerry can POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,17
July 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24399 24407 24451
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an old jerry can type water can.It has a cork lined 3"sealable lid.The initials
QMC are stamped on one side.I presume that means Quartermaster Corp.It was lined
with some kind of pink/tan coating inside.I made a holder for it to match my gas jerry
can holder and mounted the water can on the passenger side of the bed.I then put an
Igloo spiket on the bottom and used it as a water cooler.That worked and looked neat
until the lining started coming off and I ended up drinking rust water.Does any one know
how to remove the rest of the lining?How to reline it and what with?
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>And that's not all...POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24383 NEXT>24391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 has gotten a bad rap but there's nothing inherently wrong with the motor -it's
poor knowledge and maintainence by people who aren't familar with it or don't take the
time to repair/tune according to the manual.
Just this morning a friend brought his 715 by here.According to him,the motor was shot.
It sputter and stammered,shook and spit.But it started easily and would power the truck
down the road.He had rebuilt the carb but that did not help.
So,I rigged up a vaccuum gauge which indicated very late timing.I rigged up the timing
light system (24 volt -which the average garage mechanic isn't going to have)and
checked it.It was off by about 25 degrees.The adjustment nut was run out all the way to
one side,so the dist.couldn't be turned any further.Apparently the last guy who worked
on it did not know that there is another dist.setting adjustment bolt on the underside of
the dist.I got all that sorted out and we fired the engine up -it sprang to life,smooth as
silk,no spitting or sputtering,smooth acceleration and no spark knock.Took less than 10
minutes to do and the engine runs like new.Silky smooth.
This guy said he had the truck in to 3 different garages in the past month and all told him
the motor was shot and he'd need to replace or rebuild it.He was ready to do one or the
other,when all he needed was to get it back to factory specs.
SUBJECT>'applause'POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24387 NEXT>24614 36188
LINKNAME>Raquel LINKURL>http://home8.inet.tele.dk/clauss/sexadelic/welch.html."So the Pope say's to Raquel
Welch,'I'll trade ya for some Rockwells!'"...and that's Frank
ladies and gentlemen,let's give him a big hand for his comedy routine!
:)
Raquel Welch link below.
SUBJECT>Re:And that's not all...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24389 NEXT>24397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought an 79 monte carlo once that had a spun rod as the owner told me....engine did not
quite sound like the rod was spun but did have a severe noise....bought it for the other
parts,gave $75 dollars for it.When I got it home I did a little diagnoses myself.Tightened
the two remaining bolts from the flywheel to the torque converter and replaced the third
one that was missing ran like new with no noise...kind of felt bad for the guy but didn't
lose any sleep.
SUBJECT>Re:Handbrake on SM465?POSTER>M715Aggie
EMAIL>M715Aggie@AOL.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24171 NEXT>24403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks yall
i told my mechanic to just put the damn thing on there bestway possible...i think he'll
build a braket or something,ill keep yall posted,thanks!
Caleb
SUBJECT>cheap 5ton POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com
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DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>24398 24400
LINKNAME>http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=220198
LINKURL>http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=220198
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=220198
Hope one of ours boys wasn't driving this when it happened
SUBJECT>Re:And that's not all...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24391 NEXT>24404 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bought a '69 Corvette from a guy who was sure the thing had some bent valves because it
would pop and backfire through the carb really badly.Got it for a nice price,replaced the
worn out cam with a GM spec new cam and it ran all 350HP!Sold it three weeks later to
the son of the owner of the body shop that was painting in for $2000 more!Slept like a
baby.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap 5ton POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Love those Michelin XZL's!!!
SUBJECT>no he can't!but seriously,...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24388
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..hahah sorry.
so anyway I was thinking that something like a gas tank renovation kit would work well...
or you could POR15 it and see how that worked.Not aware of any specific way to get
something like that fixed.Be tough to get that cork out totally.
SUBJECT>so...did you make him eat them?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24380 NEXT>24402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ooh that's a big mistake.Tasty bulbs!
SUBJECT>Re:so...did you make him eat them?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24401 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took them back and they gave me 12 volt jobbies and wrote the other ones up as
'defective item.'Buck passing parts-world style.
SUBJECT>Re:Handbrake on SM465?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24392 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got the stock handbrake mounted on my 3053A tranny.I think I used another piece of
angle iron that could be bolted on with the bolts holding the top of the tranny on.
SUBJECT>more BS yet POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>24397 NEXT>24415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
went to look at a 67 chevelle two door.it was his grandmas and had not been driven since
she had passed away six years ago.82000 miles 327 powerglide no rust and still had some
sort of factory made(prob not original)plastic seat cover on the front bench seat.gold with
white top and light green interior...so it wasn't the prettiest one you ever saw but it was
closer to mint than I have ever laid eyes on.He had thoughts of getting it going and
keeping it but not being a mechanic,he decided just to sell it.He started at $800 and I
worked him down to $400.Come alonged it on to the trailer and went to the house to get
the title and thats when I noticed the front of a 70 1/2 rs/ss camaro poking from behind
another barn(split front bumper and all)I asked him the scoop on it and he told me that a
former friend had brought it out there 7 years earlier and they were going to work on it
together.Had some sort of blow out with his friend shortly after and had not spoke to him.since.I knew a guy that
had lost control of his 70 1/2 and hit a pole with the Front end and
could really use the front bumper grille hood and fenders.He said it wasn't his so he could
not sell it.We finished up the papers and while returning to the truck I detoured us
towards the camaro,green in color and good FEA and doors,interior was OK quarters
were junk,no engine but had a M22 transmission.B.S.ed longer than I have here and
finally he said $50 and get it out of here and you dont know where it came from.This is
where it gets real cold hearted....Went back over to the chevelle and threw the an extra
battery I had brought along in it,dumped some gas in the carb and she fired up after a
little fussing,kinda ran rough for a few minutes but eventually smoothed out and ran
fine.Backed it off the trailer and pulled the camaro on.Drove the chevelle the 60 miles
home after topping the tank off with fresh gas and she perform just fine.Tripled my
money on the chevelle by 10:00 am the next day and just kick myself whenever I think
about it.Sold the FEA to the much grateful throttle happy owner of the damaged camaro
for $800 and the m22 to another for $300 doors/interior to yet another for $100.I was 17
at the time and will always wish I had kept the chevelle even with the ugly color scheme
she was beautiful and probably would be more rare as the years went by and I have no
clue what I spent the $1200 on but maybe then I'd be obsessed with it instead of old mil
trucks?Made close to 2k in less than a week on the deal but would drop that in a second
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for that car today but I'm sure I had fun with the money then.
SUBJECT>No Mule blues...POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>24413 24414 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Long story short...had my eye on a M274 mule rotting in a backyard.Guy at work says
he's good friend of the mules retired owner and is going to buy it for almost nothing and
wants some info.I figured what the hell win some loose some so I tell him all I know and
offer to hunt up MV mags and articles for him to help out.Next thing he says is he should
make alot of money when he parts it out and sells it!I could have puked......
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 12:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24361 NEXT>24441 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
very good guess it is a 4.5 with the roller rockers and it is a template for the 4.9 Northstar
SUBJECT>Re:Jerry can POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaBa.POMEtwug PREVIOUS>24388 NEXT>24416 LINKNAME>Little
guys lining a tank LINKURL>http://www.futuracoatings.com/industrial/water.html
Tim,
If the guys in the pic on this site are shown actual size,they could hook you up :-):
http://www.futuracoatings.com/industrial/water.html
The coating they're applying sounds great for what you need,but your jerry can is.probably a few thousand gallons
less in capacity than what they would be interested in
dealing with.
What do owners of campers and boats do about their scrungy/rusty/etc.potable water
tanks?Maybe someone from a camper store or a marina will have some ideas,or some
'Zoner who has dealt with a rusty tank in a boat.
I have one of these water jerry cans lying about,so I,for one,would be interested to know
if you find a solution.
Good luck,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24409 24418 24427 24449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am looking at a truck but was curious if anyone knows how I can get reasonable
shipping rates?Has anyone had any good or bad luck with this???Any help would be
appreciated.The one I am looking at is in Maryland and I'm in Illinois but the pick up spot
could change?!Thanks,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24408 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's called yesterday's tractors...try them online or do a Zone search.It's people
doing empty one way hauls making a few extra bucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 1:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About 3 years ago,I went to a local junk yard and got the backing plates off of a 14 bolt-
the backing plates and position of the pads were very simular.I took the two backing
plates and one of my m715 rear backing plates to a machine shop and had them turn the
14 bolts to the same inner diameter.They fit great,but I did have to oblong the bolt holes
to match the m715 holes.The rebuild kits were pretty cheap for the cheavy,and now I
have civilian brake pads with a parking brake on the axle,if I want to.Backing plates
were $10,the turning cost $55,the pads and rebuild kit was about $50,but fuzzy on the
rebuild/pad cost.Another Zoner did it,too (Mike?),but he just gouged out the inner
diameter with a grinder.I was too worried about not having the backing plate centered-
gonz.SUBJECT>Re:Maybe this happened!!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24383
NEXT>24438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the stock 230 if you are not careful when dumping oil into the fill hole it will run into
the tube that is used for venting the crankcase.This tube runs from the oil fill,in the
valve cover to the intake manifold.If this is what happpened it would be like pouring the
oil down the carb!!I know this because it happened to me.I dont think it could be your
valve guides or she would smoke all the time.Hope this helps.Lee
SUBJECT>utility bed for M715 for sale POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17
July 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I bought my latest M715,the prior owner put a utility bed on it-he cut the original
truck bed and tail gate and fit on the utility sides.It is definitely not original.I'm going to
take the bed off of my other truck.I will later part that out to fellow zoners as well,but
right now interested in getting rid of the utility bed first.It's in Greeley,Colorado,about
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an hour north of denver and one hour south of Cheyenne,Wy.I'm looking for $200 or
o.b.o.If noone is interested,I'm just going to bring it to the dump.Email me and I'll send
you photos of what it looks like on my truck.thanks guys-gonz
oznog89@msn.com
SUBJECT>still want one?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24405
NEXT>24437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just found a source for them,not advertising sales on them or anything but if you know
the guy he has them.Going shooting w/him this weekend.
SUBJECT>Re:more BS yet POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24404 NEXT>24425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memories...I have ALWAYS been a Jeep guy..My dad called and told me about a 1978
FJ-40 red land cruiser.The retired doctor let all the oil drip out of a leaky drain plug
gasket.He ceased the motor.It had 48,000 original miles on it.I bought it for 500 bucks.
I freed up the motor,drove it on and off for four years or so and sold it for 5500.00
bucks!!!5 grand profit!!Where are the deals like that now???Then theres the 68
commando I bought for 500.Took the V6 for my CJ and sold the rest for 1000.00 Then
theres the 69 CJ-5 partial jeep I bought for 17.50 Kept the flanged powr-loc'ed rear axle
and sold the remains for 400.00 Then there was my 68 Pontiac....42,000 original miles,
bought it for 75.00 bucks.Moved to oregon,froze my a**off and cracked the block.Sold
it still running to a GTO nut for 350.00 I better quit now...you guys are gonna think I'm a
real A hole.But,just remember how much I paid for my M715!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Jerry can POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24407
NEXT>24439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I wouldn't use one of the chemical liners because I'm sure there'll be some residual
solvents lingering for a while.I'll echo Land though and recommend trying an RV shop
and see what they can suggest.
Chris
SUBJECT>M715 VIN location on frame?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>jepkaiser@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello
Please tell me the location of the serial number of the M715 on the frame?I saw it at one
time??
Thank you
Daniel
Jeepkaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Tonne Transport out of TN recently.Paid $700 to get a truck from AR to NC.It
arrived a week after it was picked up in good shape.
You can look in Hemmings Motor News to find plenty of transporters,but check first to
make sure they are insured and willing to cover any damage to the vehicle while in
transport.Ask lots of questions before settling on any particular company.
SUBJECT>accelerator linkage?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24420 24424 24426 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What are you guys using for accelerator linkages now?I can't find a new one and the
civilian unit for older Gladiators does not seem to be available any longer either.Has
anyone found a suitable replacement?Thanks.
SUBJECT>I meant cable POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24419
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I meant accelerator cable -from gas pedal to carb.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VIN location on frame?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24417 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
2 places:first is passengerside top framerail near the radiator.The second is also on the
top passengerside framerail above the rear axle.
steven.SUBJECT>Fording kit installation POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24423 24443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone installed a fording kit?I just put the intake stack in a few hours ago and what
a pain in neck!After alot of grinding the seams on the firewall I finally gave up and used
a hammer and bent them over.I still couldn't get the tube to line up right so I pounded the
tube itself to make it fit.After all that I had to fab a spacer where it bolts on by the
windshield and bend that bracket to make it line up right.I finally got it in and it looks
great,but not without a few swear words and some serious elbow grease.I can't wait to
tackle the exhaust.I am going to mount it in front of the rear tire instead of behind so that
will mean some more "custom"work!
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SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit installation POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24422
NEXT>LINKNAME>My M-715
LINKURL>http://www.aphlac.com.futuresite.register.com/db2/00200/aphlac.com/_uima
ges/Mvc-020s.jpg
Bill,for an idea of what the exhaust "should"look like,here is a pic of my truck.Note the
twin pipes in front of the rear wheel.There was even room underneath for a balance tube
between the mufflers..It is great to work on something big for a change..The CJ is too
crampy for room..
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>try this POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,17
July 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24419 NEXT>24457
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ask for a cable for a 6cyl Wagoneer/Cherokee.Don't take any guff,they made them all
through the 70's.230,232,258 ought to be very similar in length I'd imagine.
SUBJECT>I hope it was a lot,jerk!heheheh POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24415 NEXT>24431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$500 Land Cruisers?grrr!!
and I don't really hope you got jacked on the 715.That was wrong of me.
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator linkage?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
17 July 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24419 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Linn has the original ones.I got a new one for my truck a while back.
ablinn@cbiinternet.com
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming.EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 July
2003,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ihad good luck with a company,marshallautotrans@excite.com they were able to ship my
truck from harrisburg pennsylvania to wyoming for $1100,1950 miles,other quotes i got
were $1800-2850.remember the trucks weigh around 6000lbs.they were able to pick up
and deliver the truck in less than ten days very reasonable i felt.hope this helps....
SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 to T-98 bellhousing on Ebay!!POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the link doesn't work can you check your numbers?i'd be very interested 350 and 455
buicks have the same bell pattern yes?
SUBJECT>350 snorkle POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24432 24435 24459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you all know what works well when building a snorkle with a four barrel carb,and
what kind of air filter works best for that.
SUBJECT>Vin Registry POSTER>Longhorn EMAIL>longhorn77057@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I register my M-725 in the Vin registry
SUBJECT>Re:I hope it was a lot,jerk!heheheh POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 9:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24425 NEXT>24434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well his name was Jack!!.....I paid more than most,but I got alot to.I wanted a rust free
complete truck.Besides,I've had alot of good deals come my way,I figured it was time to
pay up...
SUBJECT>K&N makes a cool thing but POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24429
NEXT>24458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it might be pricey.Saw it on some TopTruck.It's basically like a cap w/inlet for whatever
tube you put on it.No idea of cost or anything.
SUBJECT>email brute4c@yahoo.com w/info.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 10:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he'll put it up for you.
SUBJECT>hehe the wheel is complete then.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:02 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24431
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rest easy and enjoy.
SUBJECT>Re:350 snorkle POSTER>Andy EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at
11:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapJ9wFp3b48E PREVIOUS>24429
NEXT>24447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THis is what I did for mine.I started with a 5x2"plastic ring made to go around the top of
the carb for the stock cleaner to fit around.Then I used a 5 to 4 inch fernco adapter,and
then a 4"90*abs bend from there.abs pipe routes to where the snorkel goes.$30
wannabe k&n filter from there.
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SUBJECT>Re:Buick 350 to T-98 bellhousing on Ebay!!POSTER>Andy EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,17 July 2003,at 11:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aapJ9wFp3b48E PREVIOUS>24337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=24
23967729
This should work.Yes,the 350 is the same bolt pattern as the 455.Also works for big
block cadillac,Pontiac,Oldsmobile
SUBJECT>Re:still want one?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 1:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>24414 NEXT>24461 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks anyay Tacoma but I'd have to ship it to KS and would cost a bundle I bet.The one
here is 10 miles away and nobody knew about it till this guy tripped over it.I should
finish my 715 first anyway........besides I know where there's a 45 IHC 4x4 that still runs
for sale...Hmmm....mule?...what mule?
SUBJECT>Lee,I think your theory is spot-on!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24411 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it does!
Thanks for the enlightenment,because I was trying to figure out how the oil got into the
combustion chambers.The "oil pooling around the valve guide"didn't make a lot of
sense.
As I think about it,the "kid"had the Jeep on a lift that had the drive-up ramps.Even in
the "down"position,the truck was still sitting a few inches off the floor.This meant that
the kid was have to fill the oil while he stood on his tippee-toes.I'll bet that made his aim
with the pump hose a little off the mark,plus he really couldn't see what he was doing.
Nothing against the kid,he's a hard worker and sincerely tries to do a good job;we've all
been there..Anyway,I'm getting too long-winded again.Thanks,Lee!
SUBJECT>Re:Jerry can POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,18
July 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24416 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help.You are right the 'little guys'probably wouldn't be able to help
with my 5 gallon can.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Soft Top Attachment POSTER>Will EMAIL>wsdecker@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has a sheet metal hard top that has been riveted on.The majority of the snaps
were removed as a result.The only snaps remaining are those along the top and back
edges of the door jamb.Can some one send me some pictures of how the soft top attaches
and that shows the snap spacing?Also,where are replacement snap available?Thanks for
your help!!
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24406 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
must be a 944.924?that sounds good.old style woud be a 215 aluminum GM.a pusher
deserves a 4.3 v6 at least.
SUBJECT>Re:Soft Top Attachment POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>24440 NEXT>
24445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
The snaps you see may be all of them.
There are no snaps at all around the rear along the body,the rear of the top is held down
by straps that fasten inside behind the seats.The top of the windshield frame only has two
snaps,one at each corner,there should be a small channel running along the top of the
windshield frame where the soft top edge slides through.
I hope this helps.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit installation POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>24422 NEXT>
24444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Bill,
I just went through the same process you did with my new intake stack.
I didn't have to grind or bend any of the firewall seams,but I did have to run the hole saw
in deeper to make those final cuts.One of the online manuels shows how the installation
should go,but it does not show exactly where to make the hole.I got lucky and guessed
really close by looking at the pictures.After cutting the holes as shown,the pipe still was
a very fit as I worked the elbow around the bend,but it fit without modifications.I also
had to fabricate a little bent metal bracket for attaching it to the cowl.I just assumed the
original kit came with that bracket and I didnt get one with mine.I only purchased the
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intake stack and not the entire kit.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit installation POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have pics?If so send them to me.
Thanks in advance
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Soft Top Attachment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24442 NEXT>
24448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie is right on.I thought that I'd need a bunch of snaps as well.Make sure you have the
channel on the windshield frame for the front of the new top and the snaps you have
should do ya!The 'loops'welded to the back of the cab where the top will be strapped
into also make great hangers for a machet and it's sheath.I tucked the belt loop strap up
through the 'loop'on the cab after the top is strapped in then spread it open a tucked a
small piece of gravel in it then pulled it down tight.It will never work loose and I can
hack the b'jesus out of brush in my way!
SUBJECT>Weight of cummins VT903?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>24695
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone find the weight of a complete Cummins VT903 diesel engine for me??
3000Lbs?4000Lbs??Anyone?!
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:350 snorkle POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24435 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is thier a chance that you have pics of how it turned out and where you routed it to and
how you mounted it,but that is the type of idea I like cheep and simple.Thanks.SUBJECT>Re:Soft Top Attachment
POSTER>Will EMAIL>wsdecker@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24445
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I have all of the snaps then.I might be missing the two on the windsheild frame,
though.The channel for the front of the top is there.Thanks for the help!!
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Wes Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayyyUpSXVCxY PREVIOUS>24408 NEXT>
24455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben
How fast do you want unit moved?You can have some one move it that
is private they may not have insurance for hire to transport truck.
This cost less.
If you have to pay a deposit or pay up front with a transport company broker it may take a
while to get truck.But is not as costly as a regular transport company that collects
payment when the truck is delivered much faster.If you use either make sure you under
stand the contract before accepting either one.
I have a brother that will be taking a tractor to Wisconsin in August and could most likley
fit your m715 on his trailer,but he fits in the first catagory has no for hire Ins.Just regular
truck insurance for his own equipment.
You can also check out http://www.ytmag.com/cgi-bin/haulquery.pl
or http://www.antiquetractors.com/and look under HAULING SCHEDULE.
I contracted TNT auto transport to move a truck from Washington state to Virginia for
about 1500.00 dollars I had quotes from other
companies as high as 2700.00 and as low as 800.00 but you get what you pay for.
Wes 703 330-0395 after 5:00pm Est.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box mouting POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24227
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Chad was one of the guys that ripped his box off.Talking to him &others it was
suggested two things to help prevent this from happening in the first place (other than
reinforcing the mounting points like the later trucks):
1.Use a thick Grade 8 flat washer under the bolt head to spread out the clamping force on
the frame mounts.
2.Keep the bolts TIGHT!They have a tendency to loosen and once they do,the
movement will slowly file away the holes,making them larger,looser and more likely the
bolt will pull through!I re-checked my PS box bolts about 200 miles after the initial
install and they were already loosening up!(This was 200 off-road miles with 39.5"
Swampers)I put little paint marks on the thread sides (PS box ears)that I can check
quickly to see if the bolts moved.I check them every oil change.
3.If running over 36"tires,add the extra steering ram to the front axle.This splits the.load between the ram and the
PS box and takes some of the stress of the box &box
mounts.
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SUBJECT>Re:Jerry can POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Friday,
18 July 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24388 NEXT>24535
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It might be easier/cheaper to just get a new-style Military-Issue plastic water jug.Same
dimensions as the old metal Jerry cans and fits the holder nicely.Won't rust,dent,every
need painted...Most importantly doesn't have any interior coatings that can contaminate
the drinking water.
SUBJECT>Re:ahh!but one question:POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24199
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have this thing out here called "Monsoon Season."It's happening right now,in fact.
From mid-July through Aug/Sept.we get BIG thunderstorms in the high country and
anything from a slight drizzle to flash-flood downpours in the valley (Phoenix area).
Makes the air humid as hell.Luckily it also cools things down into the 95-100 range.The
water runs off quickly and usually doesn't even soak in,so it doesn't help towards the
drought.The lightning shows are spectacular,though.
SUBJECT>Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24454 24463 24480 24599 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As you can see in the left hand menu,2nd item,I have completed my 'report'on my trip to
Vintage Power Wagons and have it up on the site.I hope it helps answer questions for
those looking for a good parts source.
If you have any further questions about anything they have,you can either contact me or
them...their email is at the bottom of the page.
I will be going down to buy a bunch of stuff in September...if plans hold up...anybody
else wants to come along and help me buy them out,please do!!
And Dave,if your reading this,thanks again for the warm welcome,politeness and
hospitality.It was my pleasure to come down.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey my birthday is in september......happy birthday to me,happy birthday to me....
let me know when your going and I'll try to make it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 11:56 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24449 NEXT>24456 24570
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for all the great info guys!Now I have to do my homework and see what will
work.I am looking at a couple different trucks and not sure what all I may get.Hey Wes,
where is your brother going to be starting from?Thanks for all the info and keep it
coming if you have more.Thanks Again!,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookemech.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,if you are still undecided on trucks I have 4 of them and am planning on selling two
after my parades are over with in august.Various states of quality from $950 to $4500.Let
me know if you are interested.I will transport to the closest Iowa boarder for the cost of
my fuel.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:try this POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24424
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea!
SUBJECT>Re:K&N makes a cool thing but POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24432 NEXT>24460 24470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,I was looking at that thing in the K&N catalog.They only recommend it for
small engines or low RPM use.It'd be nice if they made one with dual inlets though...
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:350 snorkle POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to a late model salvage yard and find a tbi 350 from say around 97 -98,They will have
a black cap (if you will)on them and then leads to an airbox.should be an easy fit.I know
for sure that the dodge durangos and dakotas also have a similar setup,these I have
measured and the will fit a 5 1/8"Holley carb or other four barrel.Hope this helps
Steve
SUBJECT>one I saw was on a biggie.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24458
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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468 efi Chebby if memory serves.Didnt'seem to have any trouble on the video clip I saw.
SUBJECT>I got through 2x a year...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 4:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24437
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if you've got a trailer you can spare for the winter,I'd be happy to take one out in the
spring...but looks like you've got other irons burning there hahahha
SUBJECT>Anyone have 4.56 ring/pinion corp 14 POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for 4.56 gears for my corp 14.Anyone have some for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 8:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow.What a great writeup.I bought some NOS axle shafts and it was a pleasure doing
business with them.I'm almost afraid to go there to buy things after seeing the place.I
might come back with a whole "new"truck and then be afraid to 4 wheel in it!
Ethan
SUBJECT>715 on Sci-Fi channel daily POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 9:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I'm not much of a TV watcher,but tonight I noticed "Tremors"the series has a stock
Rustoleum Red 715 that seems to be an integral part of the show.Everyone probably
knows this already,but as usual,I'm late!!Yes,I'm a late comer,if I changed a
vowel......added a consonant.....my girlfriend says.......
SUBJECT>Re:715 on Sci-Fi channel daily POSTER>koobster/utah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24464
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
point break has a 715 in it to
SUBJECT>Headlight question POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24476 24561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the first time,I have to replace a headlight in the M715.Since I've never seen a
replacement headlight,if someone else has then provide some input-
I bought a new 24v headlight from a common M715 parts seller.It arrived today and
when I went to put it in,I see that it has a wiring pigtail on it.The problem is,the wiring
pigtail has the same ends on it as my wiring harness,rather than the opposite ends,so this
headlight won't work.
Do all replacement headlights have a pigtail?Those of you who have bought replacement.lights,did yours come with the
correct ends that mate up to your trucks wiring harness?
Thanks,
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:The Bloomsburg,PA 4x4 Nationals...SUCKED!!!POSTER>Kevin
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24386 NEXT>24571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I'm glad you saw my green Sammi.In my defense,I did use grade 8 bolts on the lift.
REAL off roaders know that winches are stupid.If you use enough Armour All,you can't
get stuck.I use it on my paint too (when I'm outta tranny fluid).That's another dumb
misnomer,wax.Might be good for the seats,but the paint?Come on!!Rubbin'is good
for yer Peter.That's it!!Right now,I'm workin'on gettin'my WHOLE truck chromed.
Guy said I'd need to first take off the tires,IDIOT!!Doesn't he know that....
I like F'Ugly.I'm gonna use that.When I see a trailer queen,I'll tell the guy
enthusiastically with a smile,"Right on man,that's F'Ugly!!!"He'll think I'm bein'
complimentary as he's dribblin'that last bit 'O Armour All on his plastic sandals.
SUBJECT>M715 are slow?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Friday,18 July 2003,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24471 24474 24478 24486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I've been driving around in my hulking beast a bunch lately.Without a top and with no
charge left in my spiffy A/C system it leaves me a sweaty fool in the 115 Phoenix,AZ
Summers.But that's OK,some things are worth a little sweat.
Recent examples:
1.I pull into a gas station on the Salt River Indian Reservation,near the national forest.
Right away a fellow Jeeper walks up and asks if "that's a M715,"suprised to meet
someone who actually knows what a 715 is I said "yes"and started chatting.No sooner
about 4-5 brush trucks and a bus-load (literally)of "Hot Shots"pulls in.Before I know it
I'm surrounded by about 50 forest fire fighters asking about a zillion questions about my
rig.That gas stop took about an hour...
2.I pull into another gas station yesterday.Across the pump is a shiny new GMC
3500HD Crew Cab Dualie 4X4.The front passenger just gawks at my truck the entire
time.The driver of the GMC keeps sneaking peaks without making it obvious he's
looking (embarrassed perhaps?).The kid in the back seat (his son?)says "way cool truck"
and gives me a thumbs up.I was going to compliment the guy on his "cute little truck"
but I didn't want to rub it in.
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3.I'm stopped at a red light in the left lane and a PT Snoozer pulls along side me in the
right lane.Light turns green and I hear "chirp chirp chirp"from the Snoozer,so I floor it.
My Jeep doesn't "chirp,"since the rear is locked solid and I've got an automatic,4:56
gears and 40's.It lights them up for about 1-2'and then pulls what I would say as
"reasonably strongly"(Mozarkid can attest).The height takes away from the feeling of
speed,honestly it doesn't feel *that*quick to me.Anyway,I quickly catch the Snoozer.(who had gotten just past my
front bumper)and begin to pull away from him.The poor
guy is frantically shifting the thing to keep up (5-speed)and the look on his face was
priceless...So was the fact his Snoozer had the "2.4L Turbo"emblem on the back.
4.I'm driving along and one of those "ricer"Civic/Eclipse/Focus/whatever pulls along
side me.Funning thing is even though their cars and my truck both have 3.5"tailpipe tips
--mine is actually 3.5"all the way through the Edelbrock muffler to the Y-pipe.I guess
that explains why when I stand on it the "wet fart"sound of their exhaust is completely
drowned out by the thunderous roar of my 460ci big block!My truck is actually
reasonably quiet at idle and light throttle.At "full military power"it gets pretty loud,but
never "raspy"like so many of those straight pipe exhausts that are so popular on other
pickups these days.Just deep and powerful.
SUBJECT>Re:what to look for POSTER>slowin EMAIL>miket@cameron.net
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 12:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24378
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i guess what i was trying to say is were not playing with the average yuppies corvette
these are millitary surpus that have usually been turned into firetrucks or some sort of
rescue vehicle theres going to be things that are worn,rusted or just plain gone.still dont
know why you would drop the crank to pull the bellhousing
SUBJECT>Re:K&N makes a cool thing but POSTER>slowin
EMAIL>miket@cameron.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 12:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24458 NEXT>24487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pvc fittings work good.you can use a t for a daul intake.plus there really cheap
SUBJECT>Iowa truck wanted POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 3:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for another M-715 but I don't want to go out of state to get it.If any one has
a truck in Iowa ,I might be interested.It don't have to be nice at all and rust isn't a big
deal.Thanks
SUBJECT>GAUGES POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,19
July 2003,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24484
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The fire department converted my '67 M715 from 24-12 volt by cutting off the original
wires,and then running new wires.Most of these new wires are the same color and just
taped together.They also cut off the number tags on most of the stock wires.Therefore,I
am trying to wire the truck to be dependable for now.I will do a complete rewire,breaker
board,Auto Meter Gauges when I do my engine/trans swap.I do not know which lead is
the fuel level lead at the dash.I don't want to have to drop the tank to figure out the Ohm
value of the fuel level sender.Does anyone know this or have their tank out?I need to
know the Ohms at full and at empty.This way I can hopefully use an Auto Meter fuel
gauge I just pulled off my Studebaker p/u.Thanks..Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:M715 are slow?POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24468
NEXT>24477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny story...
Last night my wife and I took "our"M-715 out to dinner (downtown Charleston).I love
the gawking..One of out local democrats (afro american)stated to his girl,that that truck
looked like a "Sanford &Son"truck..I didn't know if I should have corrected him or not.
I felt that it was a M-715 thing and he wouldn't understand.Kinda of a comment that
could have also been taken another way.......
Anyway,my choppy cam gets lots of looks,but the "ricers"wouldn't know what a cam
does anyway.There are relativey few left who actually know waht a V-8 looks and sounds
like.If it doesn't have a coffee can on the ass bumper and sound like a "wet fart",they
aren't aware.I'm glad not to have to grow up during these days of foreign car
improvement times...Neons,restrictive mufflers,tribal beat music,and major skateboard
looking lowriders...
When I stomp the pedal I can get the right rear to fry the pavement,but still hauling 5.88's
around.I have the stuff for the 4.10 swap and Detroits,but not yet..Gotta get the A/C
charged and P/S swap done.
Glad I don't have a tachometer,It scares me to think that AMC 390 is turning some R's
while going 50 or so MPH.
I finally got my twin sticks working on the Dana 300 case.Who said bolt in was easy????
Gotta go crawl under the truck...It's Saturday..Spend some quality time with my toys....
Ricky...seeya...
Am I Sanford,or Son ?????
SUBJECT>Re:Iowa truck wanted POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you a e-mail
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight question POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24466 NEXT>24479
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know the techincal name of it,but you need what looks like and overgrown butt
connector to put in the middle.The metal tabs on the headlights and wiring harness will
interlock.You have the old style like on the M37's.You may also be able to change it
over to the rubber style relatively easily.I got mine from Vinage Power Wagons (now
also Vintage M715's).
SUBJECT>Re:M715 are slow?POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net.DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 8:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24474
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ricky your definately Lamont not Sanford.Sanford would be me and my collection of
junk ;)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 are slow?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24468
NEXT>24490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I had the privilege to drive this truck in 2000,it was essentially like driving a
Corvette with an M715 body.Then Drew drove me around,off road for the day....unreal
the power available at a moments notice.
Don't get me wrong and think his truck is all power though...there is no part of his truck
that is not solid and top notch for wheelin...sweet!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight question POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24476
NEXT>24481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply.But I'm wondering why I need an adapter like that when the truck
didn't have one originally?
Is there not a headlight that simply plugs into where the old headlight did?
The guy I bought the headlight from claims they fit perfectly in M715,and blames my
truck.But my truck has the original wiring harness,with the metal numbered clips on the
wires.
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks Brute4c for the great pics,bet you felt like you were in M-truck heaven.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight question POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24479 NEXT>24491
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think there is an early (M37 style metal connectors)and a late (m151 style rubber
connectors).Does your harness have metal connector ends or rubber ones.If it has metal I
think you can look further up the harness and there is rubber connectors.My truck did not
have any headlights when I got it and had to find out the hard way.Email me if you need
some pics.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have 4.56 ring/pinion corp 14 POSTER>John Keegan
EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24462 NEXT>24488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a set e-mail me your phone #and i will call you
Thanks John
SUBJECT>SCORE!(kinda off topic)POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found my M715 towing rig....or maybe just a parts truck...not sure yet!I bought a '83
Dodge W350(single wheel)crew cab 8ft bed truck last night.Dana 60 front(with lock-out
hubs),Dana 60 rear(4.10's in both),360 auto(30,000 miles on engine and currently on
propane?!...not sure if thats cool or not!?!),205 t-case!I'm thinking a cool party rig with a
big block and 36-38"'s?!?Has a bad pinion bearing or something in rear-end...I'm not too
worried about it-easy fix!I got it for $250.00 I felt bad about the price for a minute and
the I thought SWEEEEET!Now I'll have to borrow my buddies gooseneck to haul the
thing!It measured about 23ft from front bumper to back!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:GAUGES POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24473
NEXT>24493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
I don't know off hand but it should come up in a search of the website.However from
what I've found,there aren't any 12v gauges that will match the stock ohm reading.
There are several universal senders out there,I used the Stewart Warner one,with the
longest reach (still not quite long enough for our deep tanks but it works fine)-be sure
you get the one with the arm on the correct side (can't remember now).The tank has the
standard 5 bolt with one odd spaced pair pattern.
Chris
SUBJECT>now that's good hunting..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24483
NEXT>24573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..not bad at all.
SUBJECT>it's true,it's true!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24468
NEXT>24489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in it's earlier rougher incarnation I nearly had my head snapped off by the mighty grunt.
The sick brakes managed to stick it back on though....
Moab 05?
SUBJECT>I"m all for it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,
19 July 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24470 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cannibalize the parts stores,farm shops,plumbing outlets and the like.Bash clang crunch.squeeze hammer and bang
until it fits.
Function before fashion!Fenders by Sawzall!yes!ok!good!
SUBJECT>I Need Parts POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,
at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24482 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hello,
I need some parts for my beast.Please call or email if you have any available.
1.Stock Wrangler Springs
2.CJ 5 or 7 tilt steering wheel with key in column.
3.Revolver shackles
4.DANA 60 Front hubs/rotors Chevy/dodge
5.Low range kit or low range Dana 300
6.Twin stick for Dana 300
7.Dana 300 1 ton yokes
8.Chassis wiring harness for early jeeps
9.Radiator that will fit into a CJ2A and can cool a vortec 4.3
10.Power brake booster/master 1 ton (enough for 60/14 bolt)
11.2 1/16 guages electric oil,temp,and volts (12 volt)
12.Hummer rims from 1 to 5,8 lug
13.tires 16.5"approx 38"used or new
14.Cj2-a mirrors,lights etc...
15.M715 canvas for boughs.and wood
16.M715 Hard Top
Thanks WILL Pay CASH or check depending on your preferance.
SUBJECT>Re:Moab 05 POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24486
NEXT>24492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I think by then I'll have converted from speed-density to mass-air fuel injection so I
can swap in a cam,port the heads and intake and unlock another 100 hp from the motor.
Plus I was thinking about installing the Motorsport/SVO wide-ratio gear kit in the C6
(almost 3:1 1st)when I install the NP203/NP205 Doubler setup (2:1 and 4:1 low ranges).
When I finally blow up the motor,SVO's got a 513 stroker kit I've been wanting,too.
hehe I'm a sick individual...}:-)>
Seriously though,why not Moab '04?
SUBJECT>New pics on my website POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24478
NEXT>24495 24617 LINKNAME>Front Page of my website with 2 new pics!
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/
Jon,I don't know if you'd even recognize my truck since the last time you saw it.Aside
from installing the doors,replacing the front clip (after loosing the steering at Turkey Bay
and smashing the grille/hood/fender --gotta love GM rag joints!!)and painting it,I've.completed a lot of little
odds-and-ends.I still have to complete the dashboard wiring
harness and install the roll cage,but it's mostly finished now.I put two new pictures up
on my website that I took 2 weeks ago.As time permits I'll try to update the rest of my
woefully-out-of-date website.
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight question POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24481
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has rubber connectors back 10"or so from the end of the hedlight harness.But
the rubber connector is the same type as the new headlight,so they won't fit together.I
need to find a headlight that has the opposite connector as to what my truck has.
Any ideas?It's hard to believe it's this hard to get a correct headlight.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>moab 04 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,19
July 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24489 NEXT>24505
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
might be doable in the 725 but the Cherokee will still be in pieces.It's getting gutted and
probably won't be Moab-ready by then.Spending the money on the 725 since it will take
less to get it going.Junkyard special until parts need replacement.Cherokee needs a
bunch of custom work:cage,bumpers,lift etc etc.and it's all pricey.Ugh.
Of course,lifts and 31's for the XJ aren't all that much heheheh
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SUBJECT>Re:GAUGES POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,
19 July 2003,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24484 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.I have custom made or mated chevy fuel senders to non chevy tanks before.I just
didn't want to drop the tank and find out I didn't need to,or burn up my new fuel gauge.
Thank again,Tim.
SUBJECT>P/S is in,now got a ???(long)POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24496 24499 24501 24515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Someone is looking out for me....I was concerned about the top bolt on the manual
steering box,even lost sleep thinking how it was coming out...Well,a piece of cake.I
used an deep well 5/8 socket and it fit perfectly.The other 2 were just as easy.Then,I
installed the new(er)box..same way,but in reverse..pretty easy so far.Then the new
(really new)steering pump was installed,pulley pressed on,the lines connected,amsoil
atf poured in,and amsoil atf poured out.The rear stud that attaches the reservoir to the
pump was leaking.Now,gotta take the pump off,remove pulley,and get new pump.Got
back with a new pump and re-installed everything.No leaks so far...
Now my question..The pittman arm (original)is too big for the steering gear,and the
pittman that fits the new steering gear is too small for the tierod end.I read some stuff.about the Bronco pittman
arm..Is that what I need?What year?I also thought about
welding the small pittman arm with the tierod end of the original arm.Any ideas?Is a
welded arm relatively safe,if welded by a real welder?
Now that I have power steering..I can't drive my truck....
Thanks for any info....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:New pics on my website POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wondered if you were ever going to add write ups for all the other stuff.Your truck is
pretty awesome.I've drooled over it for quit some time.I still have a 460 and c6 sittin
around.I just hate to dump a pile of money into it plus the time thing.I'll be looking
forward to your updates.Later David
SUBJECT>79-88 bronco?anyone?ntxt POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24494 NEXT>24528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nada
SUBJECT>Fording kit POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24512 24518 24548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys with fording kits,did the rubber boot on your shifting lever actually balloon up
like the manual says it should on your first try?Mine didn't so I guess it is back to the
drawing board.I think dish soap and water with a spray bottle should find me the culprit
of leaking air.Of course all those leaky seals on the t-case and transmission probably
don't help matters.Anyone know where you can get a T-98 seal and gasket kit?
SUBJECT>Building a M-715 Bed from Scratch POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking at the bed of an M-715,it looks simple and straight forward.
No compound or complex curves or radius to try to figure out.
Just flat panels and simples sweeping curves.
So,I have a rusty J20 in mind and the thought of putting a set
of M-715 front fenders and Bed sounds like fun.
But,beds are hard to come by,so I thought of building one.
Where would I find a set of drawings to go by,to start such a project?
..or does someone have a spare Bed and fenders or project rig for that matter..for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:P/S is in,now got a ???(long)POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24494 NEXT>24500 24509 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
just did this conversion also.get a pitman arm puller,go to your local wrecking yard,and
get a Grand Wagoneer/J-10/Gladiator pitman arm,bring it home,bolt it on,and steer with
one finger.Mike
SUBJECT>and,you can get dropped ones too.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24499 NEXT>24502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
several lift companies sell them w/4"drop.
SUBJECT>ATF -NOT-the best for PS POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24494
NEXT>24724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any ATF (ie.Red Colored fluid)has friction modifiers to keeps the bands and other
clutches in an Auto tranny happy.These same friction modifiers are not the ticket for long
PS system life.The Red color is the universal indicator that the fluid contains the friction
modifiers.
All vehicles are factory-filled with a hydraulic fluid intended for PS service --NOT ATF,
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even if the owner's manual says "Dexron 2/3 ATF is OK"to top off.GM sells their fluid
over the parts counter --GM PN 8902661 "Power Steering Fluid"--and this is what I
used in my system.It was specifically recommended by Tommy Lee of Lee
Manufacturing,the "inventor"of the steering ram modification for GM PS boxes (the
idea that AGR stole for their "RockRam"setup).
As for the Pitman Arm,find yourself any FSJ with power steering and it should have the
right pitman arm.
SUBJECT>Avoid the dropped pitman arms POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24500 NEXT>24508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They put more leverage (READ stress)on the PS box and mounts that are already
marginal for a vehicle the size/weight of the '715 with big tires.Keep in mind,those PS
boxes were originally designed for GM passenger cars,even if they were 4,000#land
yahts back then.
A better setup would be a steering arm spacer between the top of the steering knuckle and
the steering arm.
SUBJECT>Re:Building a M-715 Bed from Scratch,you can have mine free
POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24498 NEXT>24504
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one with a tailgate that will go to the scrapyard when i am done swapping my new
one on.
im outside baton rouge louisiana.SUBJECT>Re:Building a M-715 Bed from Scratch,you can have mine free
POSTER>Bryan Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24503 NEXT>24507
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh!:-)
Why are you swapping it out?
How much do you want for it?
SUBJECT>Re:moab 03?POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24492 NEXT>24510
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
id do 03 can have the truck ready by mid sept early oct,spring 04 will be cool to.probly
heading to korea summer 04
SUBJECT>Cash for your truck parts.POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
19 July 2003,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Parts wanted:will pay cash.
1.M715 hard top
2.Dana 60 front hubs/rotors (chevy/dodge)
3.CJ 5 or 7 tilt steering column with key
4.Hummer rims 8 lug
5.tires aprox 38"16.5
6.Wrangler springs stock or lifted
7.Heater box that I can coerce into a CJ2-A
8.1 ton power brake booster and master cylinder.
9.Dana 300:twin stick,1 ton yokes,or low range gears.
10.Revolver shackles.
11.Wiring harness for early jeeps
12.Radiator I can fit into a CJ2A and support a 4.3 Vortec
13.CJ2-a mirrors and lights etc...
14.2 1/16 guages oil,temp,volt (12 volt)
Please call 719-539-0029 or email at acathor@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Building a M-715 Bed from Scratch,you can have mine free
POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24504 NEXT>24522
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
free.you come get it.
its got some rust through,but as you can see on my webpage it had no problem holding a
pallet of concrete.the front storage box is rusted out in spots.
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Menu17.html.SUBJECT>oh,I agree...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,
19 July 2003,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24502 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..just saying,you can get them hahah.Besides,who doesn't weld up bracing etc on PS
boxes???you mean...some leave them STOCK!!!!no!
heheh.I'm hopped up on picante and lime Tostitos.
SUBJECT>Re:P/S is in,now got a ???(long)POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 10:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24499 NEXT>24519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEP!that's the one.
SUBJECT>how about...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,
19 July 2003,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24505 NEXT>24511
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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...a December run?Ought to have the 725 up by then...and it would be a nicer temp than
the Front....Korea?for how long?I'll watch your truck for you heheheh
seriously,anytime that I'm home I'd be up for a trip.At least one Jeep available:the 99
Cherokee..but it's stock.725 will be good to go late fall.I"m gone Sept/Oct,beginning of
Nov.
SUBJECT>Re:how about...POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,19 July
2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24510 NEXT>24529
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1 year tour
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 10:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24497 NEXT>24514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,What type of air cleaner do you have???Hood mounted ?....Al...
SUBJECT>my web site updates POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,19 July 2003,at 10:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24516 24560 24568 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Menu17.html
not alot,and im not done,but heres a little
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24512
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,I have the early carb mounted style..SUBJECT>rop pittman arm ?POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24494
NEXT>24524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of the help..Last question (for this topic).Do I need a drop pittman arm?It
looks like it will work with just a flat one.My drag link is slightly bent upwards
anyway..Also,I am running stock suspension.
Thanks again for the help..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:my web site updates POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24513
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!Keep us updated!
SUBJECT>NP 200 Transfer case POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20 July
2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24521 24526 24532
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yesterday I broke a sizeable chunk out of the t-case around the rear output.I now need a
goood NP 200.I know that I can upgrade to others,but am hoping in light of others on
the board who have upgraded their drive lines,a lonely,attractively priced case may be
out there.Hopefully in the Midwest somewhere....
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit/MOOSEHEADLAKE POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24497
NEXT>24520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill if you read this before 230 sunday afternoon reply I am at work going to try to make
it up to Moosehead this week maybe Weds-Thurs will you be around?If not I will swing
by your place in Rockwood correct?FRANK
SUBJECT>Re:P/S is in,now got a ???(long)POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24509
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug in this weeks Want Advertiser there were 3 willy in the antique vechicles section as
a package dont have book with me or I would give number FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit/MOOSEHEADLAKE POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,I will be around.It would be great to meet another 715 owner.You can check out
my ongoing project.See ya then.Bill
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 Transfer case POSTER>packrat
EMAIL>hambrbc@madisonville.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 9:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24517
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have just purchased a 67 M715 that still has the trans and transfer case plus misc.other
parts.Truck is pretty rough but some body parts are still salvageable.$500.00 for trans
and transfer case together.Will not have truck at home until this week or weekend.When
I have time to pick it up.If interested call
270-821-4235 leave message at beep or 270-836-0725 cell phone.
I'm located in West Kentucky area.Packrat
P.S.Can reach on cell #most of the time.
SUBJECT>Re:Building a M-715 Bed from Scratch,you can have mine free
POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
same offer,little rust,you come get it.its whats left from a F.D.mod.
the back two feet has ben tourched off,just short of the wheel wells but the wheel wells
have no dents (would work if you wanted to bob the tail of your truck for an added
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custom look).the flare part of the wheel wells has had about two to three inches torched
off and not pretty (you could put a skin on it or a flare of some sort).the storage tube is
good other than no doors.the floor ain't bad but has a few holes from plumbing and a
little rust where the cross supports are.no tail gate,jerry can holder or gas tank and filler
neck .a couple hooks missing.for the most part,whats left isn't bad and fairly strait.i'm
in Yellow Springs Ohio
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>chuck faircloth
EMAIL>blue78diamond@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24295 NEXT>24541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im looking for a 715,where are you at and how much for the veh.
SUBJECT>Re:Drop pittman arm ?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24515
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do a search on...Leo Porter
new and correct pitman arm for,i think $43+shipping
SUBJECT>radiator question POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24527 24539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For those of you out there that have a chevy swap in your ride what radiator did you use?
Recently I was able to fire up my beast (400 chevy )and even with the fan running things
are getting hot under the hood .Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>you figure out how to ship it and..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>....I'll sell you mine for $200 if you want it.I'd give you the
whole driveline too but...I
don't have it!hahahh just the transfer case left.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator question POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
20 July 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24525 NEXT>24530
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a chevy 305 with a radiator from a jeep grand wagoneer,since the grilles are the
same it made it a little easier,but i did have to widen the mounting brackets on the m715,
but this radiator is a very big 3 core (i think)radiator with tranny cooler and works great.
and if you buy a junker wagoneer with a/c you can use the fan shroud,and the a/c
condenser for a tranny cooler,as well as all sorts of other parts.i also had to have the
lower radiator outlet changed around at the radiator shop,and i needed a different
gooseneck.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>'85 Bronco no good POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24496
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a pittman arm from an '85 Bronco today at a buddy's shop.The taper is way too
small,also the arm is about 3/4"shorter.We are going to ream it out with a tapered
reamer bit on Tuesday.Will provide details..
FYI,don't always believe what you read in the above online manuals.Just use them as a
reference,then get to work from there...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>ahhhh damn....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24511
NEXT>24546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I'll go to Farmington and fire up yer truck hahahah and make sure the uh..clutch doesn't
freeze up and stuff..
If you dont'mind my asking,and tell me if you do,what will you be doing over there?
SUBJECT>Re:radiator question POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24527
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks Brian
SUBJECT>Attn Dustin POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 4:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dustin I wanted to get back to you with the info on your disc you can get the banjo bolts
at your ford dealer about 6 bucks ,and the brake lines from summit tell them it is for a
1994 ford f350 mine are 21 inches long and positioned real well .Good luck Curtis.SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 Transfer case
POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>leefire@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24517
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What state are you in?
SUBJECT>Winch bumpers POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 5:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24611 24616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I buy a winch,can I save a few bucks by cutting down my original one-piece bumper to
avoid buying a new one for the winch?If so.Could several members with winches please
measure the lengths of each piece for me as accurately as possible.Thank you!
Steven
SUBJECT>t-case problems?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20
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July 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24540 24569 24572
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does the stock 715 transfer cases ever have common internal problems such as bearing
problems or anything else?i am hearing a ringing noise coming from my transfer case
while driveing,and i was wandering if i should take it down and have a look at it before i
go across country again.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Jerry can POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24451
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might ought to consider that plastic can.I use mine all the time.Real easy to sanitize with
chlorine then a bit of baking soda.When not in use I keep it out of the sun.I have noticed
quite a few insulated can carriers for these showing up on ebay lately.
SUBJECT>M715 (heres a good laugh)POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24543 24591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK gang,I might get myself in the market for an M715 without engine or even a Dodge
M880 or the such.Now here's the laughing part.I have an Olds wagon in the front yard
with 46,000 original miles on the clock.Runs like a swiss timepiece.I think the 5.7 Olds
and the 400 turbo would make a nice swap into the M715 or even the Dodge.It just runs
great.Oh,did I forget to mention that the 5.7 Olds is diesel?Laugh away.I just happen to
like that Olds Motor.
SUBJECT>Grease and Front Knuckles POSTER>Ralph
EMAIL>Hondo100@mchsi.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarZSycZxrD12 PREVIOUS>NEXT>24538
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.How many tubes of grease should a front knuckle hold?I'm about to fill them using the
old grease fitting method and was curious as to the capacity.
Thanks.....
SUBJECT>Re:Grease and Front Knuckles POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>leefire@cox.net DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just keep going unitl it is full!
i put in three tubes when I took mine apart and cleanned out the old lube.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator question POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24525 NEXT>24566 24567 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just installed a new Griffin radiator today to attempt cooling a 400 also.The motor was
just freshened up with a bigger cam and aluminum heads and it likes to run HOT!With
the stock radiator(recored)it would push 230 degrees,not good for a 400!Today I drove
around town and on some back roads at 55mph and it stayed at 190.I'll drive to work
tomorrow on I95 and see what happens,stay tuned....Mike
SUBJECT>Re:t-case problems?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24534
NEXT>24583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tcase does whine quite a bit due to not being installed as a through drive.Many
people wear ear plugs when driving higher speeds due to this.I would guess this is what
you are referring to...
Some of the tcases seem to have heat problems if run at higher speeds for longer than an
hour.The tcase can be converted to be through drive and the whine disappears when this
happens.Mine has the heat problem,but since I have done the through drive swap,the
whine is gone,though it still gets very hot even with synthetic lube.I do not have any
noise from the t-case except when I go to low range,there is a little gear noise but that is
normal.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>G Boston EMAIL>sparkygb@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24523
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in your truck.Where are you at and how much?
SUBJECT>want to buy POSTER>G Boston EMAIL>sparkygb@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24553 24558 24610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am searching for a M715.I live in Ohio but am willing to travel some to purchase one.
Will pay cash or am willing to wheel and deal..SUBJECT>oh my gosh.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
20 July 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24536 NEXT>24544
24545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why bother with that POS when you can get a 6.2????Please,for the love of all that is
good and decent!There's a reason GM dropped them.
SUBJECT>Agreed,POSTER>Doug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24543
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It may run great now...but it's only got 46K on it!!!They almost never --ever--lasted
much over 50K ever.:)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:oh my gosh.POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
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DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24543
NEXT>24547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,but why stop at a 6.2 when you can have a 7.3 Power Stroke?
SUBJECT>Re:ahhhh damn....POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,20
July 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24529 NEXT>24589
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 4 years hear will be over in may 04.after that i get orders and will have to leave :
(Most likely Ill go to korea :(:(I am an a-10/u-2 aircraft mech.and that is where just
about every one goes when there time is up here.Truck will be going down to my folks in
tucson along with my 92 ford 54 and 51 willys
SUBJECT>why do that when you can have...POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24545 NEXT>24549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...a Peninsular Diesel SuperUltraBugFogger?heheh
there is no end to the possiblities.Risk v.Reward,etc etc
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24497 NEXT>24559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not familiar with this setup as mine is not stock anymore but If memory serves me
right there is a plug that needs to be threaded into the bottom of the bellhousing or else all
the air will leak out through the bearing retainer.Make any sense?
I am sure someone with more knowledge will chime if I am wrong.
Hope this helps
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:why do that when you can have...POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24547
NEXT>24550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.why not just yank the eng out of a viper.you will get a lot of horse power.prob.only
around $15,000 for a crate eng.
SUBJECT>pretty close..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
20 July 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24549 NEXT>24552
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..can't remember but some mag had the figgers on them gigundous engines heahahahah...
very close to $15k.
I'll be looking for a Cummins after my 15mph/3rd gear backhoe escort the other day.
Very impressive.
SUBJECT>Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24555 24556 24597 24608 24612
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe Bruns,who occaisionally post here,invited me to go wheeling with him and some of
his friends this weekend.My trail rig had a spun rod bearing and I was afaid I was going
to have to decline.I had started amassing parts needed to swap in a recently aquired 400
sbc but knew that the five evenings I had to get the truck going would not be enough to
complete the conversion.Really wanting to go ,I decided to swap in an extra 230 that was
sitting on my garage floor(thanks go to Steve from St.joseph,Mo.who gave me the motor
but made me buy the starter....great deal all in all and nice guy with a damn nice truck).
So Monday night I extract the Knocking 230 from my truck and dont really accomplish
much more than that.
Tuesday night I had some business to take care of and did not get started until 8:00 but
did get the motor sat in the truck and bolted to the trans,felt pretty goodabout the progress
and confident that I would be ready by Saturday morning.
Wednesday the wife tells me that the clothes dryer is not working.....does'nt that figure...I
go home at lunch and figure out the heating element is nolonger heating
SUBJECT>Re:backhoe escort?!POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24550
NEXT>24554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>Cummins after my 15mph/3rd gear backhoe escort the other day
What did you break down and hijack a backhoe to haul you home?
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 10:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24542
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a m715 in Wy.that I'm selling.Its not a running truck but more a project so if your
looking for a project let me know and I will send some pictures.I'm asking $800 firm.
SUBJECT>hahh no!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,20
July 2003,at 11:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24552 NEXT>24557
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
helping a guy finish an addition..had to escort the backhoe we used to roll the trusses,
since it didn't have any blinkers and it was a short haul from the rental place...
just happy as a clam,rolling along in 3rd.
SUBJECT>so I told her to go to hell hahahahah POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,20 July 2003,at 11:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24551 NEXT>24565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now that's funny.That frustration,who cares about the damn car,I've got a brand new 60
for $400 damnit!Deal with it!oops no,now lets go home and make dinner that was just
not right,oh hey she made dinner and it's my favorite at that...
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Funny story,sounds like you had a full plate this week.Glad you got some wheeling in..
For my part I got to shoot several machine guns and test drive a silencer all day.No one
would let me buy ammo either.
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 12:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24551 NEXT>24562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Dan I mean Doug don't worry I'm still thinking about it,even with all the junk in the
back it is still almost too nice of truck to bash up.I don't know if I could sneak it past the
old lady and in to the back yard with that big tank in the back.She might spot that
hanging out and know its new to the collection.Hmm,I could probably hide it behind the
dump truck for awhile though.
Hope to see you down at MIOBI in a couple of weeks.Oh btw it's Shaun.
SUBJECT>Re:hahh no!POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 2:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24554
NEXT>24563 24587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alrightythen!Lets see,hedgasket problems abound in the Olds diesel right?The solution
is replacing the headbolts with quality studs.The last 5.7 I had was sold to a neighbor at
225,000 and he has been driving it since 97 now.I think with that track record,I'll take
the chance.I love the 6.2 and 6.5 GM diesels.I have a spare 6.5 in the garage for my
pickup.Probably won't need it for a while as my truck only has 150,000 miles.If anybody
wants to give me a better diesel engine for less than I have in this Olds ($85)I'll take it.I
have a fresh Multifuel in the can but saving that too.As far as the Viper engine,no way!I
don't much care for gas engines at any price be $15,000 or $15.Keep on laughing!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 3:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24542 NEXT>24585
24609 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have one and I live in upstate ny,if interested e-mail me
SUBJECT>Re:Fording kit POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24548
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did install the plug but still the boot didn't inflate at all.I then tried putting a little rubber
ballon on the vent line just behind the t-case and it inflated but didn't even try to blow up.
I then put it where the nipple is on the crankcase breather tube is and it inflated a little
more but didn't expand the balloon there either.Should there be enough pressure to
actually blow up a balloon?
SUBJECT>Re:my web site updates POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 4:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24513 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Your photos are showing great detail of the front end/winch assembly,which was kind of
lacking in the manuals.Now,when I buy that winch assembly from some charitable saint
for $200 (ha,ha),I'll have a good idea how the end product should look.
Also,I know why you got those Michelins:They make a great place to store your tools
and spare parts!
That engine should be a great match for the truck.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Headlight question POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24466
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just changed my headlight this weekend.The origioal light had metal connectors.These
were connected to short leads (metal on one end and the rubber on the other end).The
short lead was then connected to the wiring harness.Sounds like you may be missing the
short leads (metal/rubber).
Sounds like you may want to shop for missing parts or modify your new light to work.
You can purchase the necessary electrical connectors from various suppliers -I like
Saturn Surplus for these.
http://www.saturnsurplus.com/electrical/electrical.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24556 NEXT>24622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.whoops sorry,Shaun-Shane did I mention I'm bad with
names.....do what you have to do
but think of it this way,if you buy it now and she still marries you,you have established a
valuable precedence.Just kidding.
I'll be there with my trailer queen(ha)which truck are you bringing?
Doug
SUBJECT>RUN IT!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24557 NEXT>24564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You have two outcomes with that motor;it will last 300,000 miles or it will grenade by
60,000 with a busted crank.Try it...and slap in 4.56's while your wrenches are still
spinning!
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SUBJECT>Agreed even more!RUN IT!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:)
SUBJECT>Re:so I told her to go to hell hahahahah POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24555 NEXT>24584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you say machine guns?can I come over?If you even say machine gun in Iowa they
kick down your front door.not quite as bad as cali though.
SUBJECT>Re:radiator question POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24539
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was your radiator a direct replacment or did you need to modify ??
SUBJECT>Hey Doc POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24539 NEXT>24656 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just put one of the Summit rads with the new style flat and wide two core,with the side
tanks in a few weeks ago.I had to move the passenger side mount over about 1/4".Just
sliced it off and rewelded it back to itself.If you do a search under my name and go back
a month or so I did a write up of how it went in.My big block is running on average 25
degrees cooler now and 35 degrees cooler on the highway on uphills.REAL HAPPY
WITH IT!I also modified a late 70's,I think,T-bird plastic shroud to keep the temp under
control at idle.My 427 runs between 2500 and 2600rpm on the highway and the thing
hangs out around 185-190 degrees.
SUBJECT>Re:my web site updates POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:45 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24513 NEXT>24574
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice looking truck Lee,what gears are in the cucv axels?
SUBJECT>Re:t-case problems?POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24534
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the noise is truly a ringing,it may be the shift linkages vibrating.When traveling
distances I stuff a rag between the levers to stop the 'ringing'soung mine makes at road
speed.
SUBJECT>Re:Who will ship a complete truck?POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben
My brother(Brad)a I live near Manassas Va about 30 miles outside
of Washington D.C:
What condiction of m715 are you looking for?I know of 8 to 10 in
our area.
Wes
SUBJECT>Oh,well if they're Grade 8...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24467 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you'll be fine then...yeah,that's the ticket!
I just reread the initial post and Man...did you get flamed for that!Whew...did you have
any idea someone could so ruthlessly tear into a Sammi?You know,that thing's small
enough that the body tub could fit in an industrial sized chrome tank!I'll let you off the
hook for the suspension if you chrome that baby!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:t-case problems?POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>m-715@cox.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24534
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told by a oldtimer that the ringing in the 200 the gears are not cut with a pitch to
them.they are cut with flat tops.When the gears are spinning the ringing come from the
teeth hitting together.Some say if you replace the bearings on the bend of the gear shafts
then the ringing will stop.I have owned five differant m trucks all but 1 rang like a dinner
bell the milage of the truck ran from 11,000 to my current truck 34000 and its the one that
dose not ring.Like Brute says just throw in some plugs ad drive on!!Lee
SUBJECT>GUT IT!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24485 NEXT>24586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.NICE grab Benner!
For this...don't eat one!
SUBJECT>Re:my web site updates POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24568 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4.56 and a detroit in the rear is standard
SUBJECT>NP 200 case needed POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24576 24578 24600 24821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I broke my case yesterday,and am in need of a replacement.I know that I can upgrade,
but for now a good relatively cheap 20 is what I am looking for.Preferrably in the
Midwest..
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24575
NEXT>24577 24582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear you joined the club...wasn't a tcase,think I broke something in the T-98
yesterday.
Sorry I don't have a spare for either of us...
Happened right after I went down a really steep hill in an area where no one thought I
could make it...when I did,a friend of mine bowed and said "All hail the Kaiser."Soon
after on another hill I heard a big snap/pop in the bellhousing area...managed to just get
home...when I went to shift to park the truck,I didnt have any gears...shift wherever you
want but nothing happens...tranny leaking bad and covered from top to bottom with
lube...oh well,time for some work!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>m-715@cox.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24576
NEXT>24579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to hear about your breakage brute!Did you get my text and photos.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>m-715@cox.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24575
NEXT>24580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in the midwest are you ?
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24577
NEXT>24625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sure did Lee,will be working on photos for a few weeks till I have up all the ones I
have
that have been sent in.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24578
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleive he is in Indiana...that still right,TMFKAC?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Fording kits and air cleaners POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question...I have the hood mounted air cleaner.I was looking at my fording valves and it
looks like they only work with the carb mounted air cleaner.Does anybody out there have
a fording kit with the hood mounted air cleaner??I have that little cast steel air horn on
top of my carb.The Crankcase rubber line is a sharp U shape going into the side of the air
horn.The Fording valve looks like it goes straight up under the carb air cleaner.Do I
need something different for rubber lines to make it work?Or do I need to convert to carb
mounted.I kind of want to keep that huge can on my hood....Anybody
know??...........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24576 NEXT>24593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare T98
SUBJECT>Re:t-case problems?POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24540
NEXT>24592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you convert to a thru drive without loosing low range?
Tim
Giddings,Tx
'67 M715
SUBJECT>they weren't mine =(POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24565
NEXT>24595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
none here (yet!),some nice folks from Subguns.com let me play.Originally went to try
out a guy's .308 silencer,the MG's were a huge bonus.Silencer makes .308 sound like a
quiet .22 w/regular ammo,loud bb gun w/subsonic rounds.Amazing and I must have one.
come on over though,I"ll take you see the cannons and surplus yards,you can watch the
bombs too!There are MOABS within sight of my house,just knowing that makes me so
damn happy..SUBJECT>I"m coming to see you I think.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..Have a cousin just south of Sodus.He's told me he's seen your truck.I'll be coming out
in oh,September I guess.Sure would like to drive a 715 home!....anyway,I'll get in
touch before I leave here...
SUBJECT>no,eat 2!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,21
July 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24573 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one for each cheap 60 you got,rotter!heheh..ahh jealousy is ugly!
SUBJECT>if you've got spares..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24557
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..grind it into the dirt.Function before fashion.If it runs forever,bonus!If not no biggie.
Personally,I'm mad with power and need oomph but that's just me.725's cut huge swaths
through the air,thrust is of the essence AFAIC hheheheheh mileage on the other hand,
leaves much to be desired.Enter:Cummins,the magical blend of both worlds....hahah
SUBJECT>Brian M POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,21
July 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24604
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brutha where in UT are you?I'm up in Tooele if you want to come over and gut the
725 w/me.
SUBJECT>well in that case....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24546
NEXT>24620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you need a driver for one of them let me know,be happy to help out.Never been to
Tuscon either,we could go visit Drew and his sick truck...
SUBJECT>N.C.Bluegrass POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>dp@sanlee.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody in the NC area...just a reminder of the free bluegrass concert in Sanford,NC
tomorrow night (Tuesday,7-22-03).It's The Bluegrass Experience.7pm,Free concert.
Email me at dp@sanlee.com,if anybody comes we can meet for a burger or something.
August 26 is Al Batten &Bluegrass Reunion.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 (heres a good laugh)POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21
July 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24536 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.convert it to a gas engine then bore and stroke it to 440 small block
SUBJECT>Contact Dave at Vintage Power Wagons POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24583 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I emailed him one time with a list of parts that our friend John Leischner posted as the
parts needed for the through drive AND keeping the band E-brake,he sent back my email
with pricing:
"Dodge parts you need are:
1)Companion Flange $65
2)U Joint $20
3)Slip Yoke $50
4)2 Clamps,2 Bolts,2 Nuts,2 locking clips."Have everything but
the nut which is a standard fine thread nut.$15 for the works
Hope this helps,will really take some noise out of your case as
well.
Dave"
He should be able to hook you up!
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24582
NEXT>24594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where you at and how much??
brute4c
SUBJECT>T98 POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24593
NEXT>24640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Newport Beach Ca a few blocks from Luckypast and the cost free you pay
shipping,but if I need something in the future help me out.that is what it is all about
helping each other.
SUBJECT>Re:they weren't mine =(POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24584 NEXT>24601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the mean time try Aguia SSS ammo.Heard the .22 stuff fired thru a home made
silencer attached to a ruger 10/22.....you hear the click of the action but nothing else.You
can watch the arc of the bullet,pretty comical even if the killing range is short.Pehaps
going to MOAB next year.Wont be easter weekend(don't care for the crowd)I'll get in
touch so we can meet up over a cold one.
Doug
SUBJECT>Brakes Were Dirty POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com.DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24598 24631 24643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just rebuilt my brakes this weekend -all the parts were in good shape except the wheel
cyclinders.In fact,the wheel cyclinders were the only parts I replaced (shoes and
adjusters were fine).Each cyclinder contained a teaspoon of water,a teaspoon of rusty
sediment,and a few tablespoons of brown brake fluid.Perhaps some of this fluid dates
back to 1969 -who knows.Anyway,i guess i will be changing out the flexiable and hard
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brake lines for good measure.
Has anyone else found their brakes in the same state of neglect?
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Kyle
EMAIL>SirPaul64@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ahhh thats who bought the yellow m715 out from under me in.Biggest regret of my life
that guy got a hell of a deal.I called the guy back 10 min after he sold it.Oh well i found
a total stock one with 16 miles and tailgate and everthing that im gonna be able to get
even cheaper.This guy just wants it gone and the bed is full of parts
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes Were Dirty POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had one brake flex line that was swolen shut so tight that even with the wheel cylinder
end unhooked and both feet firmly on the pedal no fluid would come out,not even a
drop.This can of course creat some major drivability problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you Jon,
We really appreciate you taking the time to show at least a portion of what we have
available.Quite a learning curve to all of it,but we are making headway.All of us are
having to learn quickly.Discovering more and more that we didn;t know we had,several
things we found were mislabled.Fording kits have been our biggest seller.
Thanks again and look forward to seeing you when you return in Sept.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24575 NEXT>24633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have some good used low mileage takeouts.These came out of the Dodge M601s we
brought back from Thailand and had very few miles.
You will have to change the flanges and use those off your t-case,but otherwise identical.
We have sold quite a few and had good luck,will also guaranteee no major problems.with these,or will send you
another.$200 each.
Dave
SUBJECT>heck yeah..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
21 July 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24595 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lemme know,I"m always up for a trip.Hopefully I'll be home when you want to go
hahahah instead of dreaming of redrock in the east.
SUBJECT>JOHN KEEGAN POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21 July
2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John Keegan,please send your email address or phone number to me so that I can email
you back in regards to your 4.56 corp 14 bolt gears.Thanks Chris Thorgesen 719-207-
0029 or acathor@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>ESPERATE,need Dana 60 Hub/rotors POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a dana 60 hub and rotor for sale.I need two from a chevy or dodge
donor.Thanks in advance.Chris Thorgesen (jeepclown)
acathor@yahoo.com or 719-207-0029
SUBJECT>Re:Brian M POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>DATE>Monday,21
July 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24588 NEXT>24606 24624
24666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm actually in Plaistow,NH right now.i go to college at Weber State University in
Ogden,Utah.i will be driving my 715 out there in about 30 days.i dont know how much
free time i'll have but yeah,itd be sweet to get together.i actually have never seen another
m-715 up close ever since i got mine about 2 years ago.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>six states....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
21 July 2003,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24603 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they're new and expensive but they have them.If I had any,they'd be on the truck or
waiting to go on.
SUBJECT>right on!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,21
July 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24604 NEXT>24615
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
been to Plaistow..I'll make sure I come up to Ogden w/cookies from the wife for you
hahahh Going to be looking for land up there I think,closer to Logan maybe..SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1969 m715,runs but not strong,Istarted taking front body parts off to repair,has brand new
military style tires on it.
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Im in upstate NY make an offer.
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>stevbronco
missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24551 NEXT>24629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug
Glad you got some use out of the old motor,I hated the thought of just pitching it,cause
you just never know when you or someone might need it.But like it goes,I hated it lying
around.Sounds like you had a good time!Give me a little notice sometime and I would
be interested in getting together for a wheeling trip!My trucks now on its third motor
since I bought it and I am planning on building a motor thats just eating space in my
garage.
1st motor was the 230
2nd motor was the 454 (chebys suck)
3rd motor is a fuel injected 302 (sure miss big block torque)but cant complain on the
injection part.
4th motor will be a stroked 460!!!!!!!!!!
Take care Steve
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy POSTER>G Boston EMAIL>sparkygb@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24558
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim I am intersted please send pics and price.sparkygb@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:want to buy POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24542
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a good one I'm willing to part with.See the For Sale Page on this site.I have listed
particulars there and can email photos if you wish.I'm in NC.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch bumpers POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wait till you get the winch.Then align one side with the clevis pin and make your marks.
This way,when you cut it,the clevis'will still fit through.
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>WET CJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24551 NEXT>24628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Doug,that wasn't laughter you heard during that ride
you gave me!!Really though,
very impressive driving,I never would have guessed one of those trannys could be shifted
like that.How'd that video come out?(Probably looked like my wife took it!)
SUBJECT>M715 GSA auctioned POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>NEXT>24618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A FYI for anyone in the need for a cheap truck..
Found one being auctioned off with 2 bidders and current price of $425 located in
California.Although I think there are some typos in the description,I'm unsure if there is
a M-717 or a 2x4 truck..
Here's how to get to it (can't link,it's java scripted):
go to http://www.gsaauctions.com and find the link to trucks,trailers.Then find the link
to California.There,you'll find the listing for a Kaiser truck.
If you can't find the links,search for the sale/lot number '91FBPI03139502'
Description:
TRUCK:1967 KAISER M-717,4X2 SOFT CAB TOP,1 1/2 TON,6CYL,132
HORSEPOWER,2 AXLES,MT,EST MI:41536,S/N:12312H939616AI.REPAIRS
REQUIRED INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:TRANSMISSION AND
CYLINDERS.(129AU70021#BS01A)
VIN#:12312H939616AI (for brute4c)
Mileage:041536
Has pics available.Good luck to any interested.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:'applause'POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24390
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yum..........
SUBJECT>been to plaistow,eh?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24606
NEXT>24619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mmm,i like cookies!feel free to drop some by...there is a nice 4x4 website for Utah
people called RockyMountainExtreme.com,you may already know about it,its pretty
good,with lots of locals on there.i go on there once in awhile to find out about trips and
such.the most common place to go around the area is little moab,across utah lake from
provo.i go there a lot,its pretty nice.lots of good wheelin,and nothing too tough for the
truck.
-Brian M.SUBJECT>Re:Winch bumpers POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Do a search for winch bumper measurements.You'll find the measurements for the
driverside.I'll measure the other side and get back to you.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:New pics on my website POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sweet
SUBJECT>Re:Auction website POSTER>CC2500HD EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>24613 NEXT>24623 24630 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It will be easier to find if you go to http://www.gsaauctions.gov not .com.
Joe
SUBJECT>was just south of Little Moab yesterday!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shooting machine guns.heheh.I'll be sure to visit you.FYI,reason for Plaistow visit (as
I'm sure you're wondering heheh)was to do awning install at the Blockbuster there.
SUBJECT>Re:well in that case....POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24589
NEXT>24626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By that time you might even be able to check out the missile silo...
SUBJECT>Re:stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 10:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24365 NEXT>24649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Still want to get rid of those axles?
Will criuse on down always looking forward to
a road trip.
Can run down any time soon.
Thanks,
Duane
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Monday,21 July 2003,at 11:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24562 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm not for sure what I'll be driven the wagon needs engine
and a axel,both I don't have.I
have a J-20 but it needs a engine tranny radiator and some other small things but I have
all the parts to put it together.I have never ran the truck before and it has allot of
homemade stuff rigged on it so who knows,I just bought it for the tail gate anyway.So
look for a orange J-20 with the finders cut out and 35"thornbirds or a grey/rust/burnt 83
Ltd wagon with no rear shocks and probably still running on 3 cylinders yet.Hell you
might even spot some skinny guy in a hat trying to find someone to ride with.
SUBJECT>Re:Auction website POSTER>Keller (Virginia)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 1:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24618
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you go to the sight there are currently no bids
SUBJECT>Brian,how's New Hampshire doing?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 3:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24604 NEXT>
24665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Brian,is Plaistow your hometown?
I used to live in Salem from '82-'84;still have friends there.Did a power plant job at
Malden Mills in Lawrence.Man,I can still taste that fresh lobster!
Steve
SUBJECT>I know there's one here...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24579 NEXT>
24632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Roman's Army Store in Chambersburg,Pa 1.717.263.3700.He had one in the back,a
715 take out with the brake drum and I think he was in the are of $100 or $150 for it.He's
not entirely sure what he has,but it was there a couple of months ago.
SUBJECT>Re:well in that case....POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24620 NEXT>24651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the silo.
SUBJECT>cummins eng POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
new ad in my local paper today 1993 L-10 cummins eng 300hp complete motor with
engine brake $2800 call 845-469-8435 or 845-551-3358 ask for Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24612 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Video was kind like this....
dirt
dash
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dirt
glovebox
dirt
sky
dash
glovebox
hand
dirt
all in all really shows what hill cimbing a 1 1/4 ton truck is about.Had a blast and hope
you guys can make it to MIOBI labor day.Its worth the trip.Look forward to seeing you
all again.I'll bring a hair dryer and a real screwdriver just in case.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24608 NEXT>24740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Labor day there's a pretty cool trail ride at MIOBI(make it or break it).Located between
Knoxville and Lovilla Iowa on hwy 5,if there is way you can make you will not regret
it.300 plus acres of abandon strip mines,timber and creek crossings.I'll post more info
when I get it.Its open to anyone but there is a fee,I'll check to see how much.3 days and
you can camp right there.It would be great to see your 715 there along with anybody elses
that happens to be reading this.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Auction website POSTER>Tony Alston
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops,my mistake.I've got a .com mind sometimes...sorry!
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes Were Dirty POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24596
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is actually common...these trucks were stock with the master cylinder vented to the
atmosphere...humidity was able to act on the brake fluid fairly readily...this is still true of
any non modified brake system.Since brake fluid is like a sponge for water,the stuff gets
in the system and rots the wheel cylinders and metal lines from the inside.The Operators
Manual states:"It is advisable to drain the system and flush with pure alcohol once a
year."This is to remove any water and/or other contaminants.
It would be wise to flush yours it sounds like...when I first bought my truck and went to
flush it the first time,I could not get flow out of the passenger rear.I took the metal line
off the rear axle tee fitting and blew in with compressed air...after several minutes,I heard.something metal
'ting'off the passenger brake backing plate,where the removed metal
line was pointed,and then it was flowing...wouldn't be surprised if you have similiar
experience.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I know there's one here...POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24625
NEXT>24648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for the tip!
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>weps EMAIL>alarowe@fwi.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24600
NEXT>24661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is not a bad deal at all.I will try to call in the next few days.Thanks.
WEPS
SUBJECT>Paint POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24637 24639 24652 24672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have my truck almost completely apart and its time to start thinking about paint after the
small block and SM 465 find thier new home.I called up Aervo Industries in Nevada and
got 3 free rattle can samples.I was wondering what was the original paint code is so I can
see if they supply it?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>summer rally POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
F.Y.I.anyone in the northeast the summer millitary rally will be this weekend in weare
N.H.
SUBJECT>P/S Question POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone put the p/s pump on the drivers side of their stock M-715 230ci engine.Im
ready to put p/s on my truck just need to mount that p/s pump.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24634
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I believe what they call Forest green is the closet thing to the original.
Doug.SUBJECT>425 cadillac engine POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>24647 24662 24663 24681
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a 425 cadillac engine with a 400 turbo transmission today .Is this a good engine
swap.The guy is selling it for $200 for the engine and transmission.Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>24634 NEXT>24642 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
semi gloss olive drab 24087
SUBJECT>Re:T98 POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,
22 July 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>24594 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a stock T98 spare also in central KS.If Brians deal doesn't work out for you let
me know.I might want a whole dollar for it if you pay shipping.Gotta help out you Zone
founding fathers.Oh...the shift lever is torched off a few inches above the shifter top of
the tranny if that makes a diff.
SUBJECT>Lots of smoke but no fire POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24645 24653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Driving home last night,I started smelling something burning after about 1/2 mile.
Checked the gauges,all OK so I kept driving.About 1/4 mile later it felt like a huge hand
grabbed my truck and wresteled it to a stop.As soon as it stopped the cab filled w/smoke
-I had no clue what had just happened.That is when I remembered I had set the e-brake
earlier as I was parked on a hill.My e-brake never worked as the band was oil soaked -
that is why I didn't notice it was engaged when I started driving.I guess once the friction
burned out all the oil,it began to work.
Anyway,I relased the brake and continued driving hoping the additional air would help
cool things off.I drove the truck today and no damage appears to have been done.on the
plus side,the e-brake is now working but is sure felt stupid sitting on the side of the road
enveloped in that could of smoke.
Keep on trucking!
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Tuesday,22
July 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24639 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aervoe makes 24087 OD Semi-gloss but thay have a different name/number for it.The
Aervoe number is 997A..Some folks also use the 24084 OD Semigloss (Aervoe #997B.This paint is a few shades
darker than the 24087
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes Were Dirty POSTER>cliff EMAIL>drycreek@fuse.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24596
NEXT>24646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a line burst away from home,was able to roll and clamp with vise-grips
and drive home.
SUBJECT>Weare,NH POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24635
NEXT>24657 24738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be there on Saturday morning with my M715.
See you there
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of smoke but no fire POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24641 NEXT>24668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My parking brake drum has a big crack in it.
The truck was a brush rig with a volunteer fire dept after its military service,carrying a
water tank and a pump.I've wondered if what you describe happened,with the added step
of having water sprayed on the parking brake assembly to cool it down.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Brakes Were Dirty POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24643 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
#6 or 8 nail inserted into the brakeline flare fitting and then reassembled can get you
home also.
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24638 NEXT>
24659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had an older coupe deville that had the same blocksize engine.It came stock with a
turbo400 trans.Good,solid engine and transmission.It was produced in 368,425,472,
and 500 cubic inch (I believe).Well-worth the money,assuming the components are in
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running condition.Once-upon-a-time,there was someone that was putting one of these in
an M715,who was communicating in the Zone.Check the Search;there's some Cadillac.stuff in there.
SUBJECT>Re:I know there's one here...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24632 NEXT>
24654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you get Bob and he says that he's not sure if he has one tell him he does and it's back
towards the pile of wheels/big ass engines behind the store.It's green and sitting on or
beside a wood box...I can see it now.
SUBJECT>Re:stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24621 NEXT>24684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep they are!!!!!!!!!!!
call me 225 791 8226 home.ill be up till at least 2200 (10pm)cst
im stalled out on truck money!
SUBJECT>715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
69 m 715 forsale in upstate ny
SUBJECT>Re:well in that case....POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24626
NEXT>24655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tucson.There are 18 of them in the area.Titan II Missile bases,to be exact.One is still
"intact"and is a museum.You can go in an tour all of it and there is even a Titan II ICBM
(inert)in the silo.The one I'm buying doesn't come with the ICBM though :-(
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,
22 July 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24634 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a great jumping off site when exploring military vehicle paints...
http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mvg_camo.php3
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of smoke but no fire POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>24641 NEXT>
24736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hate to say it,but this happened to me,too,'cept it was more like 4 miles adn actually
caught fire.No damage but to pride...
You described it perfectly,that huge hand grabbing the truck effect had me wondering -
usually when the engine goes sour it starts missing or running rough as power decreases,.this one stayed smooth,just
"roooomph"as it ground to a crawl...
Since it was dark,I saw the tell-tale glow on the ground beside me,too.Freaky stuff!
SUBJECT>spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24648
NEXT>24694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't ya love knowing more about someones inventory than they do...whats up with the
deuce havent heard much chat about it lately...paint yet?pull any stumps?lift gate
working?I've just been doing boring crap with mine like hauling crap to the dump and
stuff...still get a lot of positive comments from people even though its a humble duty.have
hit the drive in a couple times,one guy walked from the other side of the lot just to borrow
the charcol lighter and then his buddy brought it back.when he left my wife said they
probably just wanted to take turns so they could each look over the truck.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:well in that case....POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
22 July 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24651 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My parents live in vail
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doc POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24567
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice I will check it out thanks a lot
SUBJECT>Re:Weare,NH POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at
1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24644 NEXT>24691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
could i get some directions from 93 nb?
SUBJECT>Oil Coolers POSTER>Mudog EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,22
July 2003,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24660 24667
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any experience with engine oil coolers?I am specifically wondering if
the addition of the oil cooler will have any affect on engine coolant temp (ie.reduction)
or if the the only benefit would be cooler oil (longer oil &bearing life)?
The reason I ask is I was already planning to add an oil cooler to the 460 (which was
factory equipped with one,but removed before I got it).I'm kind of hoping it will also
boost the cooling system a little,which was fine back in the Midwest (summers in the
90's)but marginal out here in AZ (with temps in the 110-115 range).Otherwise I guess
I'll be in the market for a 5-core monster radiator soon!
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BTW,I already have the tranny cooler under the bed (with a side air inlet and dedicated
10"fan),so the tranny heat is not induced into the engine cooling system at all..SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine
POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24647
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to www.ifsja.org,to the forums and do a search for "cadillac".There is a few
members with BBC's and a few more who are in the process of putting one in.
SUBJECT>my exp.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,22
July 2003,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24658 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that they're not bad.Have one in the van,towing full load it's whole sad life,temps stay
in the cool range on the gauge.That's going uphill and all over.Not sure if it helps keep
coolant temps down but it stands to reason I guess.
I'd recommend one w/fan if you've got room.
SUBJECT>uhmmmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,22
July 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24633 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MINE IS FOR SALE I'm open to dickering too.Not going to use it,and it's paid for.
SUBJECT>YES!YES!YES!ohh,yes.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24638
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any running big cube motor w/bombproof tranny is a great deal for $200.Put it in,gas
mileage be damned.Plenty of companies offering hot rod shite for the Caddy,plenty of
stock power but most of all TORQUE.Call it a done deal and ramble on.Happy trails.If
you don't want it I'll come snag it hahah where are you again?
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24638
NEXT>24673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '79 Cadillac with the 425/400 running and driving.Complete car in central Texas
for $400.00
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:P/S Question POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24636
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used what I believe was the stock alternator mounting holes.The ones just above the oil
pan.I used an old chevy short water pump style p/s pump.These were the ones that
mounted to the old(55-57)front engine mounts on the chevy v8.I ran a 1"x1/4"flat steel
strip from the rear bolt hole on the block past the front one.I then welded a vertical piece.of the same metal
staight up.I drilled holes in the vertical piece to bolt the p/s bracket to.
I then ran from the top of the vertical piece to the adjuster stud on the back of the pump
for belt tension adjustment.So far it works great,however I realized how loose my water
pump was while doing this and have not had the engine over 3,000 rpm since.If all I did
was confuse use try this.Draw an L on some paper,with the long side down and the short
side on the left going up.That is what mine basically looks like with the tension adjuster
coming at you from the top of the short leg.All views are from the left fender.I hope this
helped.
Tim
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,how's New Hampshire doing?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah.i've lived in NH all for 19 years,ever since i was born.but im thinking of staying in
utah after i finish college though.yeah fresh lobster...i could go for some right now.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian M POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 July
2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24604 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Im in farmington stationed at hill.My truck should be on the road in the next 2
weeks
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Coolers POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24658
NEXT>24675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,they do make a nice difference.Here is my experience...
In my CJ-7 I have a 401 that's .060 over.If you talk to anyone who knows AMC engines
(and some that don't),they will tell you that my engine won't work.They say the cyl walls
get too thin for cooling.I did some homework before building this engine,and one big
reason for its life is the oil cooler.I have it mounted in front of my 4 row radiator.It gets
all of the cool air possible.I even have an 8274 winch in front of that!!!!!
Anyway,I think it makes a big difference if you are at the nodal point of running cool,or
hot.I also run water wetter.It might be "snake oil"but the combination of that,a big 7
blade fan,fan clutch,and radiator shroud seems to be my best combination.
BTW,it runs at 180*all day in any temp!!!!!
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Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of smoke but no fire POSTER>fivequarter
EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>24645 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do I understand correctly that you are still driving with a cracked e-brake drum?If you
are,it may come apart due to the stresses put on it by the high rotational speeds.Pieces.may scatter harmlessly or
may cause damage to who knows what.Replace it.Please!
SUBJECT>Yo Spicer!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you make it to the Jeep show in York this weekend?There is also some kind of truck
show/cruise nite in Pottstown on Aug.2 Mike.
SUBJECT>Engine to Transmission adapters POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I now have available engine to transmisson adapters for the M715 and M725.My kits
will allow the use of most GM engine,Chevy,Olds,Buick,or Pontiac.my kits are
complete including motor mounts,clutch linkage,transmission mount,adapter plate in
billet steel,pilot bushing all bolts,nuts,and related hardware and complete instruction
sheet.all for the low price of 495.00 plus shipping.
Also don't forget I still make the best wheels available for the M715
sizes 16.5 x 8.25,16.5 x 9.75,16.5 x 12.all powder coated black only.165.00 each for up
to 9.75 wide and 200.00 each for 12"wide.
These wheels use the stock center with new rims.
Bob
SUBJECT>My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>24674 24676 24677 24680 24683 24688 24728 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I want to know if my M715 project is okay.I am looking for constuctive critique,and
ideas !I want to build this truck for real hard off road !
I want to build me a 6.5L GM turbo diesel with propane and nitrous (nitrous for the extra
shot).NO ford or cummins engine ,because the rpm band is too low.
Behind the 6.5 I want to use a 4L80E with a divorced Ford NP205,1410 U joints in all
driveshafts .High pinion D60 axles on both ends with custom portal hubs (1.6 ratio 4 3/4
offset).
For the axle control arms I want to use Mercedes G wagen control arms with nitrogen
charged struts (maybe coils).For tires I want to use russian 13.00x18 tires (super agr)or
44"boggers.I want to cut of the rear (no overhang)and I also want no front overhang.I
got a brand new gamma Goat winch that I want to convert to hydraulic,the hydraulic
pump got mounted on the NP 205.The truck gets a full cage for the cab and engine,2
Radiators,a snatch block on the top of the rear roll bar,hydraulic assisted steering,deep
water fording intake etc etc.
Let me know what you guys think !
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at
7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24634 NEXT>24739 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I've been using Gillespie Coatings #24087 semi-gloss OD from Army Jeep Parts and I am
very satisfied with it.I bought it in both gallons and rattle cans,and the color match is
right on.
www.armyjeepparts.com Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>24663 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for all your input.TOM Jackson TN.
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans,,IM jealous!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmmmmm,i think its going to compete with mine!!!!!!!!!
sounds great,take LOTS of pictures
SUBJECT>Re:Oil Coolers POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24667
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the normal summer temp where you live?
What is the size of the oil cooler (HxWxThickness)?
What is the size of the radiator core (HxW not including the tanks)?
Thanks for the info!I've heard all about 401s and their "special-needs."I had at one point
considered a 401 for the M715 but they were kind of hard to find at the time.I had a 304
in my CJ and 360 in my J20 and liked both motors.The 360 &T18 from the J20 live on
in my friends CJ7.
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671
NEXT>24678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Why a divorced Ford NP205?Get a married GM NP203 range box to your 4L80E and
and married Ford NP205 behind that.Off-Road Designs makes the Doubler for that
application --you can mix and match GM and Ford NP203s &205s.I'm going the other
direction,from the Ford 203 to a GM 205 (I have a Dodge divorced 205 now).
I would also skip the D60/portal axle plan.Awefully complicated,unnecessary and
difficult to get parts for.Terra I think makes a Reverse Cut D60 front housing that will
use GM front axle shafts instead of the Ford parts (just flipped L to R,the diff is still on
the driver side),which are cheaper and easier to get.
Your best bet is to stick with as many parts that are common and readily available.The
more fab work,the longer the project,more complicated everything gets,harder
replacement parts are to find (especially on the trail),etc.
My $0.02.SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why a divorced Ford NP205?Get a married GM NP203 range box to your 4L80E and
and married Ford NP205 behind that.Off-Road Designs makes the Doubler for that
application --you can mix and match GM and Ford NP203s &205s.I'm going the other
direction,from the Ford 203 to a GM 205 (I have a Dodge divorced 205 now).
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24676 NEXT>24682 24685 24687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to use a divorced Np205 because it is better to mount and I got it for free!.I am
using a married ford 205 in my Unimog axle equiped GMC behind a 4L80E and it works
fine.
I used a doubler in one of my trucks,and I have to say useless for me .When I am going
to moab or the hammers I barely need the first gear in my 4L80E,I am running most
times in the second gear (95%).The first is to low,even in real nasty sitiuations (proving
grounds in Moab).
My company is going to offer bolt on 4 gear portals end of this year,so I have to test
them.I used Unimog axles in most of my trucks before and I love the ground clerance !
SUBJECT>HEY LEE I NEED SOME HELP!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>JASON(ICEMAN)
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24689 24731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LEE I NEED A WINDSHEILD ASSEMBLY FOR MY 715.ALSO IF YOU HAVE
ANY OTHER PARTS I COULD BUY LET ME KNOW.
ICEMAN)JASON
HOT SPRINGS,AR
SUBJECT>yes!and hey...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I'd like to get up there and check out those axles,I'm in Tooele.Email me w/a contact #
or when I can find you guys.Looked halfheartedly a week ago but Boyce was closed so I
went home dejected....heheh.
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine ?dare to be different POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 9:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24638 NEXT>24693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm doing the 472/400t out of a '71 deville,it seems to be a good swap so far.look for a
whole car if you want to do a cadd.swap.
the '71 had the big power steering box that bolts right up(well almost but is the right box)
and a fair sized resivore on the pump.even used the tilt/tell.column.i also used the brake.power booster behind the
notorius '77 non-power vette master cylinder.you'll need a rear
sump oil pan out of a front wheel drive caddy.not too sure about the interchangeability
between the 472/500 to the 425.do a web search for M.T.S.or Maximun Tourque
Specialties,lots of info!
so far,just what i've come across.i hope the 425 is the same,or i've typed this for
nothing.
the pro's
with an aluminum intake it's within like 15-20 pounds of a factory SBC
it's only a couple of inches bigger then a SBC
would guess the 230/4spd and the factory 472/400 weighs about the same(just guessing
by the bow of the I beam on the shortened half ton jib crain...a sight to see).
the waterpump can be removed with out removing the first accessory bracket.
and after the water pump,the timing chain also.
the distribitor,as some would say "is up front where it should be"
has an external oil pump,the pump gears appear to be about the same size as the chevy's
high volumn pump.no need to drop the pan to remove it.
the distribitor dosn't pass through the intake.i haven't removed the intake to see if its
possible to remove it without removing the distribitor first.HEI is alot bigger diameter
than the points style,something else to concider but maybe a plus.
from what i understand,BBC headers with a cadd.flange,will work,and with adapters,
BBF intakes will work also.
you can swap heads around,for some higher compression.
there was a year that had,500hp/525fpt factory.
overdrive would be nice,but it's hard to beat the good old 400t even if it does have the
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B.O.P.valley on the housing.
the con's
getting hard to find parts at the bone yards.
bad location for motor mounts.at the front of the block.creates a problem with the
steering box,about five inches behind the rag joint.
cadd.motors in factory form,don't breath well.intake and headers is the fix.should put
you in,or close to,the 500hp range with everthing else factory.
it may be GM but it's still an oddball GM.somethings interchange somethings don't.
example:good chance of interchange on some Delco parts ect.but i dont think i would try
to stroke it with a 454 crank.if ya know what i mean.
although the cadd.blocks were made of a higher nickel cast,it is two bolt mains,i dont
know whats common,but it miked out to 1.100 wide.best i could tell laying on my back.
but like all things,you got the money,theres is a fix.
just ask Al at MTS,there is also a posting board for some accurate cadd.feed back on
whats what.
parts are comparable,may be a little cheaper in price to a BBC.till you get 700hp(?)
range,then choose an origin.
Go for it!..i'll try to help through the ruff spots and details.on the swap.
look at it like its a big block the size of a small block.
what other small block can put out 500hp in a factory form,that was mass produced as a
standard engine..disclaimer:i'm not a pro,could be a little off on some things...maybe a little
good luck.sorry if i rambled.
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:05
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24678 NEXT>24704 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I want one of your Portals when do they go up for sale?
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey that sounds like a dream I had a couple of days ago.Have you been talking to my
wife?
Just kidding!just stick to it,and make it work.Have FUN with it.
SUBJECT>Re:stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Tuesday,22 July 2003,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24649 NEXT>24719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call you in the day light hours.Great.
Duane
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24678 NEXT>24686 24705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If first is too low,perhaps you are overgeared?With the gear reduction in the portals,why
not run a higher gear in the diffs and gain the benefit of stronger ring &pinions?Then 1st
gear would be useful,too.I guess this is a trailer queen --no need to be able to do 60-
70mph on the street,huh?Me,I prefer more of an all-around rig,albeit with a decided
emphasis on off-road capability.The trailer is just for the cross-country trips.
After I made the previous post I saw the email address (titus-offroad)and remembered
you are the guys doing the 'mog axle swaps.So I can see why you want to use them (I
would,too,if I had the access).So will CTIS be an option with those axles?
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ooops,I mean "tibus-offroad"sorry.
Hey on those "bolt-on"portal conversions,do you have more details available?
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If first is too low,perhaps you are overgeared?With the gear reduction in the
portals,why
not run a higher gear in the diffs and gain the benefit of stronger ring &pinions?Then 1st
gear would be useful,too.I guess this is a trailer queen --no need to be able to do 60-
70mph on the street,huh?Me,I prefer more of an all-around rig,albeit with a decided
emphasis on off-road capability.The trailer is just for the cross-country trips.
After I made the previous post I saw the email address (titus-offroad)and remembered
you are the guys doing the 'mog axle swaps.So I can see why you want to use them (I
would,too,if I had the access).So will CTIS be an option with those axles?
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at
2:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24671 NEXT>24699 24706
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not use the Allison frm the current GM Diesel truck instead of that POS Hydra-
Matic?
CD
SUBJECT>Re:HEY LEE I NEE SOME HELP!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 2:36 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mee lee?????
ive got one.........(actually 2,but only one is for sale)
if duane comes and sees me maybe we can get something together where you pay him for
some gas......he wants axles,so..............
SUBJECT>re:m715 for sale POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim C How about a few more details,condition of truck.$$$,location,upstate NY ?,I'm
in Orange Co (NY)thanks Jack I could always use another truck just have to get it out
back without the wife seeing it
SUBJECT>Re:Weare,NH POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan
I don't have a map here right now,But its pretty easy to find.The event is also held
behind the elementary school,follow the signs from there,down a dirt road for a half a
mile and youll end up in the field.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Spicer!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hell yeah!I'm there man!I've just about got the new
rockers and lower door guards done.
I may get them buttoned up tonight.Katie and I are definately going.My sister lives just
outside of Pottstown so we may be able to hit that as well...but that's about two weeks
away and I struggle to plan over 6 days.:)
Gimme a call Friday night or Saturday morning.717.649.8688
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine ?dare to be different POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24681 NEXT>
24741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it was the 1970 Eldorado that had the 400hp and 525fpt.Impressive numbers for a
big hunkin boat!
SUBJECT>Re:spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24654 NEXT>24697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I built a reservior tank for the liftgate and that cured it's problems,well...it still leaks
down a little.I'll probably tear into the valve one of these days.Hey...I didn't know the
left side wheel nuts were left hand thread.The 'L'on the stud was painted over.Kind of
embarrassing.I have a couple small parts to round up before it's ready for inspection.Had
both the trucks running over the weekend and mowed an area in the field for them.It
looks pretty good.Both deuce truck in the backrow and Velvet up front.Last weekend I
was at the one surplus and the owner (a couple of weeks earlier)was giving me some crap
about being out in the yard alone,one of the guys that worked there told him to leave me
alone...I've been coming there for years and I BUY stuff.Real bright guy.The day he
gave me crap I bought an axle shaft marked 'unknown'off of him,the nerve....the forest
through the trees.
SUBJECT>Re:Weight of cummins VT903?POSTER>brns1 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24446 NEXT>24696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VT 903 Cummins that I saw listed on Gov.Liq.weighed 5330 pounds.
Appeared in the picture to be a complete engine,but weight might have included the steel
shipping container.
SUBJECT>Re:Weight of cummins VT903?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24695 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA!That's why I'm checking...that just seems too heavy.A guy told me that his lift is
rated to 4000#and he can move them in the container without stalling.5330#is more
than our trucks in stock form!I think they're a little high on that.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 5:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24694 NEXT>24700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahaha...Did you have them tight as all get out when ya figured it out?Slowed me down
on the left hand threads also..stopped and scracthed my almost bald head then all was
well.One other note,if you replace the master cylinder,mine had the line connected to the
outlet that comes straight out the back.there were also outlets that came out of each side
of the rear lug on the MC that had plugs in them.The MC has to slide back into a hole in
the cross member to allow the front to drop down for removal.the plugs wont allow you
to slide it back far enough to drop the front as they catch on the hole in the cross
member.Real annoying as its hard to see(plugs only protrude 1/8 inch)why it wont
go.Took me 1/2 hour to figure it out and 5min to get it out....something so simple was
such a pain in the a$$.The replacement was not tapped for the plugs so it won't even be
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an issue if there is a next time.hope is saved you some time on a future repair.
Doug
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24688 NEXT>
24703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds pretty sweet man!With the uncommon portal style axles and those big Russian
gummies...that thing should scream foreigh military!
Have you guys done anything with the NP203's gearbox flipped around for a big
overdrive with the 'mog axles and some actual mph??
SUBJECT>Re:spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24697 NEXT>24701 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A buddy of mine just told me that he was cleaning some stuff up at his dad's shop and ran
across some military treaded tires."Six hole wheels?""Yup,and they're pretty big."
Freebie deuce wheels on the way!Hey,does that guy have any deuce pintle hooks??I
need one with the plates...all I have is three holes in the frame.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24700 NEXT>24702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should have...got one on my 715(BEEFY)from him for free....dont know if he will do
that twice or not(asked him for it when I bought two 103 a3 trailers)but it will prob be
dirt cheap compared to the $100 or $150 every body eles thinks they are worth.Hope your
not in a hurry ...it will be at least a month before I get back over to see him but I will grab
one for ya..SUBJECT>Re:spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I probably won't need it before then...you know,those first time EUC's take a while.;)
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We tried it out ,it works but it is noisy.
A gear vendor works perfect.
Thanks that you like my plans.
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hopefully end of the year !
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24685 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not the fan of the super low transfercases,I have never seen any advantage.
All the vehicles with super low reductions can`t climb anything .I see it every time at the
rock crawling championchips (no tire speed,also biggest drawback of a stock unimog)
I ts not a daily driver but also not a trailer queen,the truck must be able to get down the
freeway .
CTIS will be an option for the new axles!
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>daniel@tibus-
offroad.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to use a Duramax with the allison,but its very expensive !
Why is the Hydra-Matic POS??
SUBJECT>Re:re:m715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24690 NEXT>24766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bed is rough,the cab is fairly solid but needs floor pans,the front clip needs very little
work.
The engine runs buthas very little power.
It has brand new military style tires.
I only have soft top and the canvas is fairly new but its bright blue.
Im in Newark NY witch is about 30 miles east of Rochester NY
Im asking $1000.00 or best offer..SUBJECT>how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24709 24714 24746 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No jokes,perverts...hahhahah
seriously is there a trick or do I have to buy a huge socket?As said socket will probably
only fit these 2 nuts I'd rather not.Oh,I could take it back but that's not right!hehe DSPO
bent the washer thing under it too.Grr.
Spicer,those hubs are so clean the grease is still purple.
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24708 NEXT>24710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me look tonight when i get home I may have the socket
SUBJECT>that would be AWESOME!thanks..ntxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24709 NEXT>24711 24712 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
nope,none.no text at all.uh uh.
SUBJECT>Re:that would be AWESOME!thanks..ntxt POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24710 NEXT>24713 24715 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what size does the nut look (so i dont have to tear apart my hub)
SUBJECT>Re:that would be AWESOME!thanks..ntxt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24710 NEXT>24716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tacoma,the nut is 2 1/2 inch.I cut 6 stips of 18 ga sheet steel the witdh of each flat on the
nut x 6 inches long and welded my own socket together I then capped one end and
welded a 1 inch nut to it so that I could use a wrench or socket on it.
Easy fab
Have fun
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:that would be AWESOME!thanks..ntxt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its gotta be deeeeeep
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>bumpr.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at
10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24708 NEXT>24717 24721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'd bet that the DSPO bent the washer tang up,onto a flat of the hex nut,right?Thet's
'cause yer 'sposed to!That keeps the nut from backing off.An earlier method of the hole-
and-pin found on dana 44's.The washer is keyed on the spindle so it can't rotate.If one of
th etabs does not align wiith a nut-flat,turn it over to get a fresh set of tab/flat
orientations.
SUBJECT>oh,probably about huge.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2"?bigger?it's big.
SUBJECT>ok,so it's bigger hahahh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24712 NEXT>24720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 2"estimate was a little shy then..shoot.Golly that's a big nut.
SUBJECT>no,that bastard...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24714 NEXT>24718 24752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...bent it the other way,IN towards the hub.He did a number of really great mods.You
ought to see the custom lengthened twin sticks...hahahah pretty nice.THANK GOD I"M
GUTTING THIS
SUBJECT>Re:spindle nuts POSTER>mike green EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCzqfrGmeoRA PREVIOUS>24717 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer and a chisel....make a knotch at an angle and proceed to turn the nut
off........works for me.you might want to go chase down a socket
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:stock axles for sale,last time before ebay POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
left a message about 1300hrs
Duane
SUBJECT>Re:ok,so it's bigger hahahh POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24716 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Advanced may have them.Cool,I look forward to cleaning some of it off my hands!
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24714 NEXT>24727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A stamped type spindle nut socket is pretty cheap.I think most heavy truck places have
them for under $30.I have one for every AWD vehicle I've ever owned.I can't imagine
not having this tool.You can certanly buzz one together if you like fabricating.You can
do the job with a chisel but you can do the job right with the socket.
Just my humble opinion.
SUBJECT>[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted...POSTER>DA Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24725 24732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this question comes up often.However,we've only had our 715 since Feb.and
were still not sure if we should keep the 230.Currently,it starts and runs but,the water
pump is leaking like Niagra Falls,there are several oil leaks (rear main,valve cover,fuel
pump and probably other locations),smokes a bit when cold or shifting.It probably needs
a good tune up (timing,plugs,wires,etc.)and a compression test before we know the
exact condition of the motor.
The truck is all stock including guages,winch,fording kit,heater/defroster.Given that
we'd like to keep these stock items,do you think it would be cheaper to rebuild it
(possibly order a rebuilt motor)or,swap in another motor?
If we rebuild the 230,can we expect to get a number of years worth of service without
having to replace stuff (e.g.gaskets)frequently?
I realize motors like the SBC are cheaper but,what would it cost for all the other stuff
that goes along with this type of swap (e.g.12V conversion vs.24V alt.and starter,
routing the exhaust to clear PTO shafts,waterproofing,etc.)?
We'll probably change the ring and pinion gears so we can use the truck around town and
maybe drive it to work once or twice a month.
Thanks in advance for any and all help!
David -Durham,NC
'68 M-715
SUBJECT>Re:Engine to Transmission adapters POSTER>duane
EMAIL>duane@archerserve.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24670 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bob,
I bought a four wheels from you and look great.16.5 x 9.75
thru on some hummer tires.love it.
SUBJECT>Re:ATF -NOT-the best for PS POSTER>Longhorn
EMAIL>longhorn77057@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 11:32 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24501 NEXT>24986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used Mobil#1 ATF in my F-350 4X4 Power Stroke for 275,000 miles.The truck
before that one had same setup ran 495,000 when Itaded it in on this one.My Jeep CJ &
M-715 also run the same thing.The 6 Ford diesels I owned prior to the two I spoke of
earlier ran more than 480,000 each.All ran Mobil#1 ATF.I did not invent the pump or
the box,but it works for me!Adios.
SUBJECT>Re:[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24722 NEXT>24730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your truck sounds like great potential for a restoration.the 230 can be a fine motor and I
feel that most peoples(and my)dislikes are associated with the condition they are in when
some of the forrestrys or previous owners are done with them...little or no maintenece.If
you start with all new or rebuilt components,especially carb and ignition system you
should have a relativly trouble free life with the 230.All this depends on how you will use
the truck,serious wheeling you will probably be happier with a modern V-8.Daily or
weekly driving in no hurry parade type stuff,keep the 230 and enjoy your all original
piece of history and resale will hopefully be good to you for your efforts.
my thoughts
by jack handy
oops I mean Doug
SUBJECT>Spark plugs POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24735 24881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the best place to get the stock sheilded spark plugs for my 715?
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24721 NEXT>24729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you cant get the nut off with your hand (very messy but sometimes works)try your
local auto zone for the socket,it is 2 1/2 inch and my autozone has it for like $11.I found
this out after I bought the same one for about 35$.Dont trust the people there to tell you
if they have it or not though,just look on their tool aisle for it cause they told me they
dodn't have one so i bought one from memphis for about 35$.good luck
SUBJECT>Re:My M715 building plans POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow what a truck.I've gatta question has anyone used an underdrive in stead of a dual
transfercase?
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:11 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>24727 NEXT>
24734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one at autozone for $13.Had to relieve the corners a little with dremel to fit the
sharp corners(points)on my Kaiser.Found the keyed bend over tab washers at industrial
type auto parts store...they had like 12 squarish tabs so could be used many
times...hopefully.
SUBJECT>Re:[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted....POSTER>brute4c
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EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24725 NEXT>24742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Doug...from your description I think the 230 would be perfect.The winch
and fording equipment kinda ice it for me...I am sure it would be cheaper to rebuild the
230 than to fab up all the stuff to keep both of those working right...plus the 12v volt
swap on top of it.
I will warn you,if the water pump is weeping or leaking through the housing,DO NOT
start it anymore...personal experience here:drove 130 miles of a 140 mile trip and my
weeping water pump sheared the shaft off near the pulley.The fan was free to make a 2/3
to 3/4 turn through 2 cores of the radiator,the front half of the crank pulley was hit by this
and bent,the fan shroud basically exploded,the fan was shot,the pulley,$75 core charge
for that alone,broke when it bounced off the pavement and into the woods...that piece
weighed about 15 to 20 pounds flying around,good thing it went down and not up.
Anyway,it cost me about $500 to get the parts,with a used radiator at that,$150 in
towing to my Father in laws house,and 2 weeks to get the parts ready and go back up to
fix it...bottom line,if it leaks or seeps,dont run it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Trucks in Pine Bluff POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24679 NEXT>24804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Pine Bluff and I have a 715.There is a place over here that has 3.One is being
parted out.Two are just set up.I haven't found anybody to talk to about it,but it might be
a closer place to get parts.
SUBJECT>Re:[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted....POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24722 NEXT>24743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David I'm not sure if you are familiar with AB Linn or not.But he is in Salisbury,NC.He
is a good source for parts.Very knowledgable and always great to deal with.Good luck
with your truck.Dave.SUBJECT>waterproof smallblock chevy distributer for sale POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
before i post it on ebay,anyone want a 24volt waterproof distributer for a small block
chevy???i was going to do a waterproof v8 before i decided on waterproof diesel.
it came from a m114 apc.i will sell it for what i have in it 50 dollars.parts are still
available.including plugs,wires,starters...etc.thisw would be a easy swap
SUBJECT>Re:how the $#@to get spindle nuts off POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24729 NEXT>24830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the biggest socket i have is 1 3/8 sorry.i know the last time i did my m38a1 i used the
hammer and chisel method
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24726 NEXT>24803 24806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Champion still makes and sells them.Any auto parts store should be able to get them.
SUBJECT>Re:Lots of smoke but no fire POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had exactly the same thing happen on my first M715!Took forever for the smoke to
clear.
SUBJECT>THANKS CURTIS!!!!!!!!!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
23 July 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24531 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS CURTIS!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Weare,NH POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The show will be behind the center woods school,at the junction of rt.114 and truck
rt.77,info call larry 603-5229-2884 or peter 603-635-2500.Good show,trail rides and
venders.camping spaces if you come early.
SUBJECT>Re:Paint POSTER>ave in Katy TX EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gillespie here also!
SUBJECT>Re:Unofficial Iowa FE lonnnnnnngggggggggggggggg POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:32 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24629
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Labor day weekend at MIOBI is 45$nonmembers and 10$for members.Its three days
and I think there is a hog roast sat.night.The web site is www.miobi.org check it out...
SUBJECT>Re:425 cadillac engine ?dare to be different POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was wrong.it had 550fpt.it just didn't sound right.had to pull the the '73 Motor's repair
manual.
you were right on the year.
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SUBJECT>Re:[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted....POSTER>DA Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the advice.We really haven't been driving the truck since it started leaking on
it's maiden voyage home (about 150 miles).Fortunately,it didn't start leaking until the
front wheels reached the driveway.Kinda like it was holding out until it knew it was
home and just collapsed.We did change out the antifreeze and replaced it with water until
we get the pump fixed.Really makes keeping the shop floor clean easier.The truck has
definately marked its teritory;did I mention all the leaky seals.
David
SUBJECT>Re:[Long ] Drivetrain suggestions wanted....POSTER>DA Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I just sent him an email yesterday.It's only a few miles from here so,we'll probably
take a day off and just drive down there instead of paying shipping.Many thanks to this
site and all the members!We've learned a lot about the truck and various sources in a
short time.I really hate we missed the NC get together.
David
SUBJECT>big block chevy?(long)POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24750 24751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine just had a semi-radical 454 built for his Chevelle.It has just around 100
miles on it.There is some form of noise coming from the passenger side roller rockers.
All of the pushrods are straight with clear oil passages.#2 cylinder exhaust pushrod shot
oil clear over the passenger side fender of the car,while the others have the standard oil
trickle.the engine has a slight tap when it is hot,but not when it is cold.The engine runs
great,runs strong,has 70psi oil pressure.From a 45mph roll in 3rd gear,a quick stab of
the throttle will get the car sideways,while the motor is tapping.I would like to know
why one rocker is getting so much oil while the others are getting what I think is the
proper amount.sorry for being long winded and a little off of the 715 topic,I'm just trying.to avoid pulling this
engine back out of the car.Any advice is greatly appreciated.Mike
Petrus
SUBJECT>Lesbian connector wanted POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Wednesday,23 July 2003,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a headlight with "male"connectors.My wiring harness also has "male"
connectors.Obviously they won't plug together (it ain't natural).
So,is there such a thing as a connector or adapter with female on both ends?I don't want
to cut my original wiring.
Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>HERE"S WHAT"S GONNA GO ON POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 12:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not spending jack for that big ass socket.I'm going to hammer,chisel,drill or
whatever to get that bad mamma jamma off,and then I'm going to grin and say out loud
"there,now I'll never have to do that BS again!"
and you know why?cuz the guy down the street who's taking the housing (and giving me
a roller axle w/new spring perches and rims too)has all the tools I need for regular,post-
1800's axles,that's why.
Oh yeah,I'm bitter!hahahhh
Thanks to all you fellers for the help,and interesting fixes,and special thanks to Koobster
for the attempted local hookup.I'll be in touch next week,gotta go to Ogden fer some
cherries etc.
SUBJECT>ohio trip POSTER>LEE BROWN EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 12:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heading up to ohio next weekend does any one know if there is any thing going on up
there or if there are any 715 that i should see leaveing georgia heading to circleville ohio.
SUBJECT>Re:waterproof smallblock chevy distributer for sale POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>24733 NEXT>
24753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,what if anything would you take in trade for your dist.?Just a shot in the dark here...
SUBJECT>Transmission temp guage for Xcase?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>24755
24765 24788 24791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anybody who is running a temp guage for thier Xcase have any words of experience
or
advise?Found a 320 degee motor oil temp guage I'm thinking of installing.Any help
would be appreciated......
SUBJECT>Re:big block chevy?(long)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24744 NEXT>
24794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You may have a bad lifter that isn't pumping up right.Is the cam hyd or solid?He may
have too much lash.He may have a bad trunion bearing in the roller...they'll tap if that
gets loose.Does it tap with the valve cover off?...sometimes when warm the rocker will
contact the cover and tap,usually small blocks.Are all the pushrods the same size?...like
he's not running 7/16 HD ones and happens to have one 3/8"in there.Could have a
busted spring but it would have a slight limp,but a big motor pulls a dead cylinder so
you'll barely feel is sometimes.That's a nice combo he has,I had a 69 Camaro with a
beefed up 454 and the accelerator was basically a wheelspin pedal!
SUBJECT>Re:no,that bastard...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 July
2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24717 NEXT>24754
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doesn't the washer go between two hex nuts?If the tab is bent "in",can you just unscrew
the outer nut,slide the washer,then unscrew the inner nut?I'm sure you have it figgered
out already,but I'm too curious now...
SUBJECT>Re:waterproof smallblock chevy distributer for sale POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24748 NEXT>24762 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
anything you can think of that i may be interested in for my truck......
im open!
call me on my cell 2252052568,ill be on it till 2200
SUBJECT>Re:no,that bastard...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24752 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are correct.Cant dream thats someone would put it together any other way,but some
people will amaze you..
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission temp guage for Xcase?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24749 NEXT>24759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big thing to be concerned about is that the sending unit be as high up as possible so
that it doesn't want to get beat up on obstacles.The best thing to do is to find a bushing.that screws directly into
the t-case drain plug hole and has a hole in the middle the size
for the sending unit.Mine is a 1/8th inch hole in a 3/4 npt plug.I originally couldnt find
one that would adapt in one step and I used an elbow with a threaded pipe into the drain
plug hole.While this did keep it up fairly high,it was reasoned that the readings of temp
would be of the fluid in the elbow that would be subjected to air cooling more than the
fluid in the tcase would normally be.One of our long time members,and all around super
guy,Mozarkid,was putting a gauge on his and found the correct bushing to do the
conversion in one step.He was generous enough to get 2 and sent me one which I have
used since.
If you need one like that,I know they are out there...might need to check a big hardware
store/plumbing supply house...might even need to order,but they are available.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>DA Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24760 24775 24786 24787 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know the correct background color of the "good driver"decal on the dash?Ours
is missing and sources have either yellow or white.
Thanks!
David
SUBJECT>Re:Lesbian connector wanted POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24745 NEXT>24758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not sure if there is...should be it seems to me...if not making one would be easy
enough...ruin 2 wires though...but it would work and you could it fairly short,as needed.
I would try Star Electric to see if they have anything or know where to get it...contact
info:
Kevin B.Emdee
368 Big Oak Trail
Radcliff,KY 40160-9749
Phone 1-270-877-0813
E-mail:kemdee@earthlink.net
They deal in electrical stuff for all M series vehicles...worth a shot.
Good luck.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Lesbian connector wanted POSTER>warren
EMAIL>reno1@continet.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24757 NEXT>24771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission temp guage for Xcase?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July
2003,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24755 NEXT>24776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ifyou can't find them e-mail me and I can get all you want.$2 each plus shipping.My
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gauge came 1/2npt if yours is differtent 3/4x1/2,3/4x1/4 and 3/4x1/8 are available.I still
snag and rip one off ocassionally...have thought about drilling into the back side of the
case to get it clear out of the way...anyone else done this?
Doug Cook
Ed,I think I've asked you before but are you close to manhatten or junction city?
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24756
NEXT>24761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is,or what is left is,yellow.I was thinking about getting the remnants off and
replacing with the yellow warning sticker that came with my Detroit No-Spin...
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24760 NEXT>24773 24781 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not trying to cause confussion,but my 68 was white so it kind of looks like its up to you
to choose.
SUBJECT>Re:waterproof smallblock chevy distributer for sale POSTER>Brandon
Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24753 NEXT>24780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll buy it,if you still have it.Brandon
SUBJECT>Best place to shop for parts new/used POSTER>Wesley Smith
EMAIL>wesjollyox@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayyyUpSXVCxY PREVIOUS>NEXT>24764
24802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi
I amy looking for places to get parts both body and motor and running gear for stock
m715.I also want to drop a chevy small block into
a m715.Does anyone have a list of vendors?Parts wated pumps
plugs wires etc.
Thanks
Wes
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to shop for parts new/used POSTER>Keller (Virginia)
EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayu7pmHY8/D2 PREVIOUS>24763 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wesley,See Vintage Power Wagons Parts Page on left and M715 Zone Parts List in On-
Line Manuals section above.Keller
SUBJECT>just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24749 NEXT>24767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not trying to be a smartass but what good will that information do?Not likely that
monitoring tcase temp will reveal some operational diffictulty...And not likely that much
would happen if the oil got too hot,at least nothing urgent.What's the rationale here?As
far as I can see that gauge is of limited utility at best??
SUBJECT>Re:re:m715 for sale POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24707
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim thanks for the info I have enough body work todo on my truck ,something i'm
marginal at .would perfer good body w/bad eng good luck
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24765 NEXT>24768 24792 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Several years back AB Linn told me that he sells t-cases to people often who repower and
think they can drive faster than 60...as if the engine was all that was limiting top speed.
Seems the lube cokes and loses its ability to lube,therefore the needle bearings,close to
100 in there if I remember right,get real hot and seize...fun at freeway speeds I'm sure!!I
know that on my case,with 75W90 Eaton Synthetic lube in there,I can run 240 degrees
max before problems...once it gets much over that,the temp gauge rises VERY quickly,
like within a half mile,to 280-300 degrees.Essentailly the point where the lube lost it's
ability to carry away that much heat.I like to keep it below 220 degrees,at 230 or more I
slow to no more than 50 miles per hour,less if need be.Stopping only gets it hotter in the
short term,but after an hour,it cools very nicely...hope your not in any hurry.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24767 NEXT>24770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine acts the same way...its like hitting a switch a the temp shoots up.....not good on
seals to get that hot either.days on end at 45 or less but 45min at 55-60 before it acts up.
SUBJECT>BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>24774 24815 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
'The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen,'Sucked.For all the Sean Connery,'James.Bond'fans...skip it,thank me now.So
over the top far fetched that video game people
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won't be interested.The chick was hot though.Would rather use sandpaper for private
time than watch again.
'The Hulk,'COOL.If you've followed the hulk long enough to realize that occasionally
his pant's won't rip completely off when he's 15'tall then you'll like it and leave the
theatre craving steroids and wanting to knock something over!The computer animation is
seriously impressive.Would watch over and over and over and over.
'Charlies Angels II,'Sucked...bad.Lucy Lu and Demi are always fun to look at and so is
Cameron D's ass in leather,then there was an 8 wheeled military truck that was
cool...BUT THAT WAS IT!The plot,story,action,beginning,ending,AND middle
really blew oats!It really was agonizing sucky.Would rather lick a public toilet than
subject myself to it again.
'Johnny English,'Amusing.If you've been a fan of 'Mr.Bean,'then you'll get a kick out of
it.If not...go see the hulk!Would see again when the video is out.
'Pirates of the Carribean,'Pretty Good.Johnny Depp puts in another weird performance of
a Pirate a little off center.Would see again when the video is out.
'The Italian Job,'Cool.A mish-mash of recognizable characters making for a decent
movie.If,however,I was going to spy on and keep a low profile I wouldn't park at the
end of their driveway by the security booth...so that was kind of dumb but it was decent
otherwise.Would see again when the video is out.
'Bruce Almight,'Funny.Saw an Ex of mine at the theatre...was hoping a ceiling tile
would fall on her...the movie was pretty funny and had some real side splitting scenes.
Definately will see again sometime...the movie.Would only see the Ex again through
cross hairs on a Bushnell scope!
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24768 NEXT>
24772 24790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best all around guage you can get is an a divorced NP205.You look at this guage
every so often when under the truck and that should be fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Lesbian connector wanted POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24758 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think a connector that would work,our friend John Leischner was selling not too long
ago...forget what he called it.It was a plug that would allow extentions to be plugged into
the wiring harness and I thing two of the three end were honey pots.
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>24770 NEXT>
24777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for all the advise/experience guys.I figure until I get a 205 Xcase it would be nice
too know just how close to meltdown the 200 is getting at road speeds.
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>DA Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,we also have a '68.Perhaps the color was dependent on the year?A few more posts
would either prove/dsiprove that theory.
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24769 NEXT>24782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where the heck did you get all that free time............
oh yea..no kids......you suck those oats you were blowing.....
Thanks really,now I can buget my limited time better...
No offense but I can't wait for you and Katie to pop one out...then you'll be the one
heading home early to see if stitches are warranted or not.
I think I'm the only person I know that LMAO to mr.bean...and i'm pretty sure the Hulks
pants must be spandex.
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>A Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uhhh..that should read "good driver".So much for being a computer professional who
can type.
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission temp guage for Xcase?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>24759 NEXT>
24778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for he offer Doug....I'll look here locally and see if I can find one.I'm about 1 1/2
to 2 hrs drive from Junction City in Hutchinson which is about 40 mins.northwest of
Witchita.When my 715 is open road worthy I plan on going to Tuttle to meet with
Beafire and try some 4 wheeling.Maybe this fall.later
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24772 NEXT>24779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some are good some are bad...you just have to get the gauge and find out what happens.I
would say that if you can handle 1 hour at 55 you probably have a good one...most heat
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probs with the case seem to show thier ugly head at 30 to 45min at that speed..SUBJECT>Re:Transmission temp guage
for Xcase?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a classmate thats stationed at fort riely and I've been looking for a excuse to wheel
down there....see a good old friend and wheel...what could be better.Let me know when
your ready...
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24777 NEXT>24954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine takes about an hour at 60 to get up there...when we drove it to Kentucky in '99,it
was right at 1 hour in August on a pretty hot day...course your situation will vary...
brute4c
SUBJECT>sold to brandon!!!!!!!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24762 NEXT>24783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its yours,you pay shipping!
i cant email out right now......im on wireless at a coffee shop
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24761
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine's a '68 as well...
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24774 NEXT>
24784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like one night a week and then maybe one on the weekend.Last weekend we went to see
'The League of...'and it sucked so badly we got something to eat when it was over then
went back and saw 'Johnny English.'"..stitches.."ah yes,like it was yesterday.One of my
worst childhood mishaps that surprising didn't take stitches was when I was walking
along the edge of a dock (used to live in Long Island by the bay)and lost my balance.
Instead of falling away from the dock out into the water I tried to save it and ended up
sliding down the face of the dock into the water.Barnicles will shred skin like a grater
through cheddar...a bloody stinging mess.Oh,me..not the cheese.
SUBJECT>Re:sold to brandon!!!!!!!'Hey Lee'POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,give me a total and I'll send ya a money order my zip is 31510 Alma,Ga.Thanks
Brandon.SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24782 NEXT>24810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Balancing my bicycle on a 7 foot retianing wall,age 11....woke up and my mom was there
she was at home when i fell and one of the other boys rode two blocks to get her...must
have been out for a little bit...K.O.ed myself so many times when I was little its a wonder
I'm not more screwed up than I am.motorcycle,bicycle,tree branch,
sledding....the sledding was the funniest one though...straight at a tree with two of us on
the sled..I leaned one way the other kid leaned the other way...lights out..we had just
moved to the neighboorhood and I did not know any of the other kid's parents yet and
when I woke up they were all in a circle around me....the first words I said were "who are
you"one of the moms started crying hysterically"he's got amnesia"......still cracks me up
as I had never seen the lady before and she don't know why I don't recognize her?
Skip "about schmidt"I actually went through a stage of wanting to kill the writer and
nicholson for accepting the role but ended up feeling pity for the poor bastards.
SUBJECT>p/s bracket and pump 230ci POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a p/s pump and bracket like the one in the online manuals 230ci p/s pump brackets
part,anyone give me an offer.
SUBJECT>white warranty info decal POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24756 NEXT>24811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine had a yellow good driver decal.However I have seen several trucks that had a white
warranty decal in the same place as the good driver decal and those trucks didn't have a
good driver decal in them.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "dood driver"decal color?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24756 NEXT>24809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,where do you get them??????????
SUBJECT>Re:Transmission temp guage for Xcase?POSTER>Jeff KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,
When you look for guages one for water temp is generally cheaper than one for oil.
Someone in the local Corvair club showed me this.
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SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.69 m715 for sale in upstate ny
SUBJECT>damn you!ruined keyboard POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24770
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pepsi no good to spray all over keyboard.Bastard!
still,the man makes a good point moowhahahahah
SUBJECT>brute,spice,everybody else:look POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24749 NEXT>24795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just for the record,my xfer has no leaks,no seizing,and I drove it 60-65 ALL THE WAY
ACROSS THE COUNTRY.
oh yeah,it's for sale too,if anyone wants it cheap.I was going to use it as....uh...well
nothing I guess.It gots ta go.
SUBJECT>how can one cool the t-case?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24767 NEXT>24812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,since the t-case gets dangerously hot at speeds over 60 mph is there a way to cool it?i
will be driving mine 2,500 miles back to utah soon and with my new engine and auto
transmisison with over drive i was hoping to be able to cruise at 70 for 12 hours a day.i
never thought the t-case could be a problem.is there a way to cool them off a bit to
accomidate higher speeds?i was really hopeing to be able to go a little faster this time
around...
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,
at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24789 NEXT>24805 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Try not to add SO MUCH info next time!
SUBJECT>Re:big block chevy?(long)POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I discovered a lifter that will not pump up,the one that sent a gallon of hot motor
oil through the pushrod and onto my shirt.I'll get new lifters and see what happens.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:brute,spice,everybody else:look POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24791 NEXT>24796 24799 24800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rollie pointed out that he drove his truck for hours with the speedo buried and did not
have a problem.Seems some tcases are much better than others in the high heat.department...best we have figured,it
may be ones that were used more are internally in
better shape,no corrosion etc.,others that have low mileage and less frequent use seem to
have the problem...
So it is quite possible you have one that is good one and I don't.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brute,spice,everybody else:look POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24795
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has 31,000 miles no leaks
SUBJECT>Torque spec.POSTER>Landoll EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at
7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24798 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can someone tell me what to torque the bolts to that hold the carrier bearing caps on in
the stock Dana 70 diff?
Have not been able to find this in the manuals.
Thanks in advance
Landoll
SUBJECT>Re:Torque spec.POSTER>Landoll EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,24 July
2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24797 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Made another pass through the manuals and found it.
70-90 foot/pounds with lock compound.
Some one hollar if this is wrong.
Landoll
SUBJECT>hmm could be..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24795
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..so you want a miracle case?hahahha I'm putting it up for sale soon,if anyone reading
this wants to nab a cheap spare.
SUBJECT>Re:brute,spice,everybody else:look POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24795 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 725 now has 17,000 miles when I bought it it had 13,000.I have not had any
overheating problems with the t case.I changed the oil in the t case yesterday,in prep for a
two hour drive to the millitary show in weare N.H.I did notice that the gear oil was
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dark,kinda well aged but not cooked.When I first got the truck I checked all the
fluids,front and rear diff tranny t case.The oil looked fresh then.Long story short,change.the t case oil often it
doesent hold much oil anyway.
SUBJECT>t98 measurement PLEASE POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24816 24860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can someone measure the length of the case to the bottom of th U on the output yoke?and
the measurement of the shifter to the same u?
i sold mine and do not remember where i wrote it down
SUBJECT>Re:Best place to shop for parts new/used POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 8:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24763 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an old adapt plate and bell housing for sale
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,24 July 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24735
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A.B Linn,$7.00 ea.plus shipping.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Trucks in Pine Bluff POSTER>JASON(ICEMAN)
EMAIL>COWBOYCOP184@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GUYS I APRECIATE THE HELP!!I LACK A FEW PARTS TO GET THIS THING
ON THE ROAD SO IF YALL CAN E-MAIL ME YOUR PHONE NUMBERS I WILL
GET SOME OF THE PARTS FROM YOU AND THANKS AGAIN.
JASON(ICEMAN)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24793
NEXT>24807 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weps is right.A good detailed description and pictures do wonders tempting people...
SUBJECT>Champion Plugs +Plug Wire Wrench POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24735 NEXT>
24808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
F.Y.I.:The cross-referenced Champion Plug is a #RML12.They cost more;almost $11
apiece have about 3,000 miles on the last set of Autolites,and they're starting to give me
troubles.
NAPA has to order directly from the Champion factory,so they said to expect a week for
delivery.
Regarding the plug wire wrench (for shielded plug wires):I bought one of those military
plug wire wrenches,and it works "so-so".There is just little-to-no room to get the wrench.on the nut,where it screws
onto the plug.Once the wire's removed from one plug,the
adjacent plug wire is much easier to remove.Until then,it sucks.I've learned certain
techniques through trial-and-error that help,including modifying a 3/4"open-end wrench,
but I think I'm going to buy a thinwall socket and make a tool out of it.If I have any
success,I'll let you folks know.Patent pending ;o)
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for sale POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bed is rough,cab is ok but needs floor pans,front clip is good shape,
it runs but has no power,ithas brand new military style tires on it.
I have a fairly new soft top for it but its bright blue.
If any other info is needed e-mail me
SUBJECT>Re:Champion Plugs +Plug Wire Wrench POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24806
NEXT>24895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you get that wrench from ebay like I did?The one I got is really not the correct tool,
but after I used a grinder on it and thinned out the wall on it,it works ok.Beats trying to
use an end wrench.
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>A Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24787 NEXT>24825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Font Line Military Vehicles has them along with some of the other decals.
Here's a link to there site:http://www.flmv.net/
Hey Al weren't you also asking about the small data plate that goes in the top right corner
of the panel?Turns out those are the "Responsible Agency"plates.They contain the
procurement department and depot maintenance info.Most of these were probably
removed before being sold to the public,etc.
David
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24784 NEXT>
24814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KO'd huh?One nearly.My sister pissed me off really badly so instead of her I took a
walk through the barn.It's a pretty big barn with the built in wooden ladders which make
perfect place to hang crowbars.I walked past on and grabbed it and was thinking
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brotherly thought of her with through it,walked past the tractor and whacked the rear tire.
I regained my senses as I was on my hands and knees and losing the battle to keep from
collapsing totally to the floor.A nice goose egg head ornament followed.I crashed at the
pool off the high dive one time and knocked the wind outta me so bad that I made it to the
top of the ladder and passed out onto the sidewalk...yeah,nice week old brush finished..SCRAPE!Oh,and I had this
neat dream while I was out...pretty cool.My blood pressure
is on the low side and the other night working on the truck I had been kneeling down for a
while and stood up,walked over to the bench,picked up the hacksaw,turned,looked at
Katie,and regained my senses,again,trying to hold myself off of the floor.LOL!
My old neighbor had the best...he was riding a 12 speed down a humongous hill...WITH
A SOMBRERO...and near the bottom the brim collapses and he drives off the road,
which is elevated,and crashes into these peoples yard while they're have a family reunion
picnic party.He skids to a stop,unconscious,near to one of the tables and nearly picked
off one of the party patrons before he came to rest.Lots of freaked out people.They've
since put up a split rail fence in their yard which will probably kill the next person.He
was okay,but was out for like 20 mins!
SUBJECT>Re:white warranty info decal POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24786 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have both of those on my mine."A good driver...only smokes at halts."The thing is
pretty funny!Yeah,as is the Kaiser factory warranty.
SUBJECT>Re:how can one cool the t-case?POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24792 NEXT>24823 24826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have looked into a cooler setup,like on auto tranny,plumbed into the drain and fill
holes.You would have to do something to force circulation.Seals in just about any
electric oil/lube pump I could find were only rated up to 180 deg or so.Did find a grease
pump for restaurant fryers,up to like 400 deg rating,but unsure if it would handle the
viscosity of the 90wt (but that should be pretty thin at 220 deg?).You could switch the
motor with a thermocouple.But by the time you did all this,you can put in a divorced
205,and about six hundred bucks worth of beer for your helpers.
Anybody have a temp gauge on the 200,and done the driveshaft swap to a through-drive?
Wonder how big a change that makes in the xfer case temp.
For me,I will (someday)go to a divorce 205.
SUBJECT>Brake light mystery part 3 POSTER>Jon Kilcrease
EMAIL>kilcrease@infowest.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,as per "zoners"advice I checked the #75 switch.I'm getting 24V without hitting
the break pedal (3 lever and ignition switches on).Also,my turn signal filaments are
BOTH lighting up when I hit the turn signal.As I said before,all lights are working
except no brakes.Could this be a 3 lever switch issue or should I focus on the #75
junction.I should also add that my brake lights were working a month ago and now
nothing.The only thing I can think I changed since then is re-installing a gas gauge and
removing the innards of the rear B.O.fixture on the right rear bumper.Something.shorting out?Crap this is
frustrating!JK
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24810 NEXT>24819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
crowbar+tractor tire,one of lifes vauable lessons LOL
Ever been urban surfin?driver thought I was going to fall so he hit the brakes...40mph on
a gravel road.....roll roll roll roll roll bounce ....(long serene pause in the violence).......
smack roll roll roll roll roll bounce .....(ahhhhh)......smack roll roll roll roll roll
bounce...........smack roll roll roll roll roll bounce...........smack....what a moron(me that is)
went to a filling station and the lady behind the counter nearly passed out at the sight of
me,shoulders,forearms,hips,knees...wicked road rash.We were standing there laughing
our asses about the whole deal,prob scared her even worse.
do you still cringe when someone says "barnicles"like I do when someone says "surfin"
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I don't waste my time watching anything with Johnny Depp.At least not since he
bad mouthed the United States in an interview.He another one that needs to stay in
Europe and try to eek out a living.My two cents!
SUBJECT>Re:t98 measurement PLEASE POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24801 NEXT>24835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,can't help much with the T98 but did you ever figure out a way to get the deuce
seat into the M715?
SUBJECT>humvee powerpack POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net DATE>Friday,25
July 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24820
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a while back,i posted for opinioin on using an available detroit 3-53.after being duly
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discouraged,i went to go see the enigne,turns out it was a 4-73 and much too large to fit
in this truck.
now i'm working on scoring a humvee engine and tranny (all pulled as a unit from a new
humvee).i think the tranny is an automatic,GM 3L 80?does anyone know anything
about these trannies?i'd like to keep it all together and not convert the engine to the T98
unless i have too.
has anyone done this,and if i am lucky enough to get this powerpack,are there any
special problem one might encounter doing this?
thanks for any input...
Jay "it's STILL a rolling frame"Ritch.SUBJECT>Re:Brake light mystery part 3 POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24813 NEXT>24926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some ideas....
I had a problem with the rear brake lights and have found the same problem on a couple
other rigs...in the wire bundle that runs from the engine compartment connectors back to
the rear lights,I have found that right by the gas tank,where the frame rail bends,the wire
bundle tends to chafe on the frame due to the type of strap used to hold it in place and
how it is attached.The first wire in the bundle on my truck wwas the brake light wire,so
when the chafing got into a wire,the bulbs went.I would at least chack this point for a
possible short...and because of the proximity of the tank to the frame...it ain't the easiset
thing to splice...
Since the turn signals work,but the brake don't,and these are dual element bulbs,I am
guessing the brake filament is blown...if so,the above may be the problem.If they are not
blown but nothing is happening,I would want to check and see if power is coming out of
the brake light switch to the rear.You can connect a jumper from the brake light switch
plug to the brake light switch,power on side,and have someone hit the brake and see if
power is coming out the other plug with a test light or meter...no power out,bad switch.
The only other thing I can think of would be a bad ground somewhere...might need to try
adding one,but thats a long shot I think.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24814 NEXT>
24822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember the scene near the end of James Bond's 'Golden Eye'where the little computer
dick survive the building nearly falling down around him?He puts his hands up and yells,
"I AM INVINCIBLE!"So a few years ago I hop on my FJ1100 Yamaha and whack it
going out of my buddies drive way...lay rubber and all about 90 cresting a hill the
backend comes unglued and gets a little sideways and when replants spikes the chassis,
starts an oscillation in the front end and within second I'm highsided and flying through
the air in a heavy t-shirt and jean shorts.I came down from 80+mph sliding and
tumbling...finished in a soccer slide and came out of it running.I was pulp.finger tips,
palms,forearms,sides of calves,ASS,and three little bity scratches on my helmet.I got
lucky that when I was flung off it I was sent toward the inside of a small corner and the
bike when to the outside.It was demolished and back out no the road drooling oil from
the busted case.I picked it up and slipped and fell on it putting another chip on me.I
finally got it off the road and a gal in an S10 came by and offered me ride back down to
my buddy's.Good thing for bed liners.I walk up his driveway and another friend of ours
had just stopped in and was standing there all wide eyed staring at me,now dripping
blood and holes asphault burnt though clothes.I hold up the helment and,"I AM
INVINCIBLE!!"My buddy told me later that our other fried said he almost puked right
on the spot.Spent the evening in the hospital with a nurse on each arm and another with a.stiff bristle brush and
peroxide scraping the tar outta my rear quarter.
Bought a brand new FZR1000 four weeks later!
SUBJECT>Re:humvee powerpack POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24817 NEXT>
24855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those trannies are pretty stout.It's like a TH400 with overdrive.Do a little net research,
you'll probably like what you find.
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 case needed POSTER>Joe Ford EMAIL>DATE>Friday,25 July
2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24575 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
have one still on my transmission jack located in NH.$75.00 603-448-3676 you make
arangements for shipping
SUBJECT>Re:BS...Movie Reviews POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Basically the same story as yours until the end of the soccer slide,I entered a driveway
with my slide going on(don't know the people that lived there)off the drive into the
grass,right knee not quite touching the grass heading right towards the corner of the house
had slowed to prob 60mph,and all I can think is "what am I going to tell these people
when they come out to see what hit thier house"because I too was "INVICBLE"really
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not sure what happened next but the borrowed 1100 kaw just uprighted itself and I shot
paralell with the house..like a richochette with no point of impact ,sidewalk?,rut?,
angel?..I have no idea,just somehow didn't hit the house....
between a phone pole and parked carand I'm back on the roadway with the whole
oscillating crap to deal with now but at 40mph it wasn't to difficult to straighten
out....whew...what a ride.
take the bike back to its owner and while we are talking about how fast it is I happen to
notice a little grass sticking out between the rear rim and tire and no I did not point it out
to the guy.
Its a wonder either of us are here to talk about this now.everybody always asked "arnt you
afaid your gonna die?"my standard reply was always "how will you ever learn to live if
your always preoccupied with death?"Older and a little mellowed...not preoccupied with
death but just don't see a need to rush it now.
SUBJECT>Re:how can one cool the t-case?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the temp gauge and did the through drive swap before I dorve to Kentucky in
'99...didn't seem to make too much difference to me.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Tars on ebay POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone on the left coast want big radials?No knowledge,just happned upon this...
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33745&item=24
25190843
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24809 NEXT>24828 24832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the lead on Frontline David...On that upper right blank space.I was told that
M38A1's and the M715 shared the same base mounting plate for the plaques,and that
that space was always blank.I guess you can't believe everything you hear.....I put my
new plaques on yesterday with the correct rivits even.Looks really good with the
exception of the missing winch plaque that was not included in the set.I have been
waiting for a week now to get it.Thats the whole reason for the new plaques!I called
yesterday and they are closed until the beguining of Aug....Grrrrr!Don't they know I'm
impatient!!!:^))Thanks for the lead.......Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:how can one cool the t-case?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found an ideal pump for hot oils a year or so ago.It was from grainger if I remember
right.Just need a small motor to drive it.Should be able to do a search...
SUBJECT>Re:Tars on ebay POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice 38"PJ's!They're expensive new!
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24825 NEXT>
24834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck came from a guy that used to work at Front Line.It's in south central PA,if
anyone cares.
SUBJECT>accelerator cable needed POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24831 24877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm stuck trying to find an accelerator cable for the stock 230 in the M715.Vintage Power
Wagons does not stock them and the later model types for the AMC 6 cylinders won't.work (different fittings).
Anybody know who might have one of these?Thanks.
.........
SUBJECT>M-715 Dana 60 spindle nut size POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana says 2 9/16 in.rounded corner socket.
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator cable needed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24829
NEXT>24854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one from Memphis a few years ago...worth a try...
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>A Pegram
EMAIL>david.pegram@britsys.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're welcome!Glad to help;it feels good to contribute to the wealth of knowledge.It's
probably true that the base mounting plates are the same.I think a number of vehicles
used the same/similar responsible agency plate.If they were removed (as I suspect)from
the majority of 715s before being sold/auctioned it probably added to the confusion.
SUBJECT>BS post-long...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24836 24841 24853 24858 24864 24936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got back from a week's vacation of birthing my baby and going to my grandfather's
funeral to find the office in turmoil.
My secretary (who doubles as my sister)had been looking up porn on my PC and gotten a
virus.I tried to fix it,but in the end lost all my files,187 dowloaded songs,all my digital
pics,and a billion proposals I'd written for jobs over the years.I was pretty pissed.
So last friday I told her that she couldn't use my PC anymore.She blew up and we got
into a fight and she said she was leaving.This lead to that and I fired her.All was well
again,but then my mom chimed in with a sob story about how she has no insurance
except what the company provides,and she has ovarian cancer-so if she gets fired then
she has to get new insurance and they will view that as a preexisting condition.I said that
if Amanda called and begged for her job then I'd reconsider.This led to that,and she was
back at work monday.I bought a new PC (thanks Will)and gave her my old PC and got
her an internet connection.All was well again.
Then yesterday she and I got into an argument and during it she said that as soon as she
got her year's bonus check in September (about $9K after taxes)she was outta here.
I told her to kiss my ass and fired her (again).She said all sorts of things that were none
too nice and said I wasn't her brother anymore.Stormed out and (I'm guessing)didn't
record Daredevil last night for me.
Basically this all is why I ain't been around for a couple of weeks and also a lesson for.you who own small
companies as to why you shouldn't hire family.
Ben and Doug-eat one.
Will-how are the plugs?
Spice-was it Melissa at the movies?I bet she's goooooood in bed.
Thanks for you ear.It's quiet here and I'm lonely.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24828 NEXT>24837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I care spice!!!
SUBJECT>Re:t98 measurement PLEASE POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24816 NEXT>24839 24840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yeah,i cut the right side of a seat down,selded it to the base of the deuce seat,and it bolts
on top the battery box struts.
all bolt in,looks stock and i can go back to stock with no cab mods....pretty neat.ill post
it on my site nwhen io get it painted and in.
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24833 NEXT>24838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Father in law,sister in law,and mother in laws boyfriend all have asked for jobs.....no,no,
and NO F-N way.....man I just realized I married into a bunch of money suckers.
Amazing though,I'll bet when you go home at night and pick up that new little baby girl it
all seems to vanish...least it did for me with my boys......kind of helps a guy realize what
is really important in life and whats B.S.
Keep your head up,stay positive and F-everybody if they don't understand why.
Doug
P.S.what kind of warranty do the plugs come with?
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24834 NEXT>24844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
homo......just kiddin al...could pass up on that one
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24836
NEXT>24842 24845 24852 24865 24889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe it all gets better for you at night when you play with your boys,but I walk in and.see my new daughter dressed
in some pink jumper and reality comes crashing back in.
No hunting with my son.
No working on my truck with my son.
No looking at internet porn with my son.
No heir to my company.
No listening to him tell about the co-ed he banged at the last campus party and how he
had to explain to the cops that she consented shortly before she passed out from the
Coronas he forced her to drink.
All I have to look forward to is punk boys coming around wanting to do to my daughter
the things that I did to THE LUCKY 11.
I gotta go now,I'm gonna eat a bullet.
-B.
P.S.-what do you care,you didn't buy them?
SUBJECT>Re:t98 measurement PLEASE POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>24835 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
16 1/4"from front to bottom of the U of the Ujoint yoke and 11 1/2 from center of shifter
to same spot on the Ujoint yoke.If you need any more info let me know I've got the trany
out in the open today.Yeah and if Brute4c is reading this the shifter is intact not torched
off like I thought.In case he still needs a stock tranny....later Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24833 NEXT>24848 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
Katie and I walk in the theatre and hear somebody say,"Well look what the cat dragged
in that the dog wouldn't."I'm thinking to myself,'what kind of stupid bastard would say
crap like that in public?...stupid sh!t.'And then I hear,"Tom,"and I'm like,'oh no.'She
had her mama's boy pussy kid with her.I could hear her cackle every once in a while
during the movie too.Like fingernails on a chalkboard.Oh,and I think her ever widening
ass would slow her sack speed down.Thanks for asking.
Does your office echo now?Can you yodel?
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24838 NEXT>24850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hate to depress you even more,well it doesnt bother me too much but anyway-My three
year old told his mom that plain white bras were ugly,so she asked him what kind he
thought were pretty,he said pink....with sparkles(translated to sequins)
Our aniversary was july 10th,so I had my secretary go buy a pink bra with.sequins...wrapped it up and had
stu(3yrold)present it to her at dinner with all my fam
present....embarassed both of them in one shot...
All my boys are into chicks big time...crack me up when the victorias secret comm are on
TV..all toy cars and trucks stop rolling and attention is focused on the tube.
The oldest one is now 8 but when he was two we went to the drive thru at the bank to pay
the car payment.The teller took the book to stamp it and he asked me "dad,is she
beautiful"did not give it much thought and replied a simple "yes"so she brings the book
back and started to slide the box out to me and he leans forward in his car seat and
says"my daddy says you are beautiful"she pulled the drawer back in,put two suckers in it
and sent it back out...he can also hit a pop can at 100 yrds with my A.R.-15 and a empty
clay pigeon box every time at 20 yrds with my 18 shot 40sw STI.
Is that the kind of stuff that you are upset about missing?If so I'm sorry for bring it up.
Doug
P.S.just a potential customer wanting to make a educated decision before I spend my
hard earned cash.
SUBJECT>KOREAN!!!???POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24846 24849 24861 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So I have been neglecting my wagoneer rebuild so I can install all the cool stuff I have
picked up recently for my M715.I now have a sweet winch on the front.I wanted to show
it to a couple of guys here at work since they are sick of hearing me talk about it.I drive it
to work and leave it in the lot with full canvas and white stars.This morning I'm walking
in and I run into a manager who is standing there with a few other carpet dwellers.He
asked me if that was my truck.Yep,I said.What is it he asked?68 M715,three years
made,built by Kaiser Jeep corp ect,ect...I say good bye and head for my area.As I'm
walking away,I over heard one of the other carpet dwellers saying..."I thought that was a
Korean truck"I could only shake my head as I walked away.What is it about olive drab
and white stars don't they under stand?Korean!Sheesh.......Have some more coffee
dude!!And while your at it,get a glassectomy so you can see out of your belly button!
Last week,I even had a guy tell me he used to drive one of those in WW2....Sure OK....
Have a killer weekend everyone!!
SUBJECT>Re:Correct "good driver"decal color?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I wasn't awake yet!!
SUBJECT>Re:KOREAN!!!???POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24843
NEXT>24847 24878 LINKNAME>Lieutenant Dan LINKURL>http://www.ltdan.net
Yeah..I have a similar thing happen when I drive around my m725 (painted military
colors).I use my truck to haul sound gear to and from shows for my band (plus it works
great with our band name "Lieutenant Dan").Several times,I've heard people refer to it as.the MASH truck (Korean War
vintage of course).After setting them straight so many
times,I have given up.Oh well,its good PR for the band I guess.:-)
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:KOREAN!!!???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24846 NEXT>24885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you name the truck jenny?pronounced jen-nae
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SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24841
NEXT>24923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow...and you say you're over her?That much emotion-I don't talk about my wife with
that much enthusiasm.
You ain't over a woman until you feel NOTHING.
Ponder that.
It is quiet here.Too quiet.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:KOREAN!!!???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My brother calls that little operation a "plexotomy"...where they put a piece of plexi-glass
in the belly button area so when some idiot has his head up his.....he can see where he is
going!!
Glad to know the idea is spreading?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24842
NEXT>24851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
When your sons knock up some white trash chicks,in a couple of years,and come to you
upset because they have to drop outta high school and get a job to support their
illegitimate family would you please post about it?Then we'll see who laughs last.
I'm not making any more plugs.When it was all said and done my 2 hours of fabbing
netted me a grand total of $4.13.Not really worth it.
Does your wife wear that bra much?Is she wearing it today?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:50 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24850
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it was the wrong size,but she has others....what was really funny was when the sec picked
it up at lunch...i come back into the office and she meets me in the hallway(we have the
zerox repair lady and a elderly female customer standing around the corner.....the
secretary blurts out"I got the pink bra with sparkles and panties to match,come back her if
you want to see them".....not exactly professional but we are still laughing and hopefully
didn't lose the customer.
Lets just hope its not one of your daughters
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24838
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont count your daughter out just yet.Some girls do and some don't.
A buddy of mine has only one child (7 year old daughter).They just returned from a week
long fishing trip to Real Foot Lake,TN and had a great time.She been squirl hunting and
fishing since the age of 4.When she is 8 or 10 he is taking her after whitetail.She is not a
son but she is his buddy anyway.
Internet porn is probably not something you want to share and you probably don't want to
hear about the guy that banged her.The rest could be good -enjoy your children
whenever you can as the grow up so fast.
SUBJECT>Re:Her Insurance POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24833
NEXT>24856 24890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,If she presently covered by group insurance,and goes to another group policy (new
job),they can NOT pre-ex her for anything!!!HIPPA law enacted 6 years ago says that
basically.
Now,if she goes to an individual policy they CAN pre-ex her.There may be some
different laws in your state,but I believe it is a national HIPPA law.
Don't ask what HIPPA stands for...
Ricky...seeya...
insurance man
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator cable needed POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got tired of messing with mine breaking (I drove part way home from the 1999 FE with
a 14-gauge wire fed through the firewall and rigged as a "hand-throttle")and hit Lowes.
They had cable by the spool and brass ferrules with allen-head set screws.I ran a tap clear
through the brass,got two more set screws and went to town.Now,for about 4 bucks,I
have brass ends with dual set screws (to put the cable in a clamp load as opposed to
shear),and pretty heavy cable.Looks trick,too.
SUBJECT>Re:3L80 &4L80E POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com.DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24820
NEXT>24879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 4L80E is is the Overdrive verision of a TH400,requires electronic controls for shifting.
A 3L80 *is*a TH400 w/lockup torque converter,still a 3-speed.The only electronic
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control required is TCC engagement and kickdown solenoid (WOT switch like any other
TH400).
SUBJECT>Re:Her Insurance POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24853
NEXT>24857 24867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ricky,
Her plan (as of yesterday and today)is to get back at me as much as possible by sucking
off my unemployment fund.She said she's going to sit at home watching Opera and draw
unemployment and also apply for the unemployment insurance that the great state of
Tennessee has.
We have been around for 18 years and have never paid out unemployment nor the
unemployment insurance-so there's over a million dollars in there.I told her to have a
ball and that I'd give her a good recommendation.
Wow,I bet when you get a chance to pipe up on an insurance issue it makes your day.I
never get a chance to set the record straight on things I'm an expert with.No one is all
"How do I add a speed-dial button to my phone?".
Thanks for the info-I was feeling bad,but your help eased my mind.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Her Insurance POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24856
NEXT>24919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Hippa law...Health Insurance Portability and Privacy Act has alot of stupid over
involved crap to protect privacy,not that it is bad to protect it,just this goes ridiculously
far...as for going from one group plan to another,no preexisting would apply...done way
to much with benefits for,of all companies,Wausau Benefits,my former
employer...guess why??????
brute4c
Hey Brian,MAJOR CONGRATS in the DAD Department!!!!!!
SUBJECT>welcome back,bonehead!hehe POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24833 NEXT>24920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we missed you so.Glad,overjoyed,thrilled to hear that you are newly burdened w/child.I
have been having great fun w/my own here,she loves the fireworks the stupid Mormons
set off for the 24th.Enjoy them,they get big quick and then what?Right.
Shitcan that lousy sister of yours and stand strong.How does she rank a bonus again?of.9k??damn,I'll come work for
you for that sort of bonus.Ha.She can make her own
decisions,shouldn't be screwing up your life too.And,one word:CD burner,back that
stuff UP yo!
my wife says you have a perty mouth.Now what is she implying?heh.
now seriously,glad to hear about the new addition,sorry to hear about the rest.Moab 05?
come on out.
SUBJECT>?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24862 24955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a question here that is off subject of the 715.
A few months ago,I scrounged up a 401 at a wrecking yard.Was going to put that in my
715.Decided to shovel it into my cj-5.Got the motor rebuilt,and put it in my jeep.Used
a flow kool water pump,and a Griffin aluminum radiator.Compression is at 9:1,had a
comp high energy cam,nothing too hot.
I fried two pistons,after only 500 miles
My engine builder put two "tattle tales"on the back of each head.These pop outwards
when they reach 250 degrees.Both of these popped,but the temp gauge never got over
185 degrees.I took that same temp gauge (mechanical)and put it on my friends 350
chevy,and it read 1902 degrees with a 190 thermostat.When we tore the engine down,
pistons #7 and #8 were scored,as well as the cylinder walls.
Here is the clincher.The wagoneer the 401 came out of had the wrong harmonic balancer
on it.It was wearing a 3 bolt 360 harmonic,not the 4 bolt 401 balancer.We noticed the
vibration,drove it for about 50 miles before we finally figured out it was the balancer.
Could this have been the cause of the premature death?The few miles I put on it were
only easy steet miles,to break it in.How did I kill my engine?!This sucks.Any advice
you can impart so I don't do this again??I am bummed out,and out of $$$,have to sell
some guns now to pay for the fix.
AG
SUBJECT>Re:t98 measurement PLEASE POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24801 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
On your old tranny that I bought I got 16 and 1/8"from front and 11 and 1/4"from the
shifter.Later.
Steven
SUBJECT>Kia Still Makes Them!POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 2:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do a search on this forum,I've posted links before..CD
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SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24859 NEXT>24863 24876 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Check the water passages from the heads to the intake in the location of the 7 and 8
cylinders...sounds like coolant could not get out of the head at this location built up steam
and allowed the cylinders to get hot enough to scorch.Might be the wrong intake gasket or
it could be the wrong head gasket(coolant passage holes in the wrong place)don't believe
it would be debris or sealant cloging the passages as it is to coincidental that it is the rear
cylinder on each side.Did you use the original intake or not?are the passages in it clear
and do they line up correctly?The coolant not flowing out of this area would explain why
the temp gauge did not read hot as the hot coolant could not get to it and the rest of the
engine was cooling correctly.Don't know anything about the 401 in particular,just appling
sbc knowledge to the problem so if there is a trait of this motor that I'm not aware of I'm
sorry to have wasted your time.
Good Luck Arnold!and for gods sake dont sell guns,let the kids do with out shoes or
something but don't sell any guns!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24862 NEXT>24866 24872 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks for the input,I will check those items before assembly.I used an Edelbrock
performer intake.I am going to drink heavily tonight,get good and angry,and pass out.I
will deal with this saturday or sunday.Damn jeeps,you love them,give them your all,
and this is how they treat you.
AG
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian the plugs are on my dresser,I hav'nt had time to do the install working on the house
and all about a week and a half we should be moved in.I hate painting and sheetrock.
Doug if Brian had have shipped them in a smaller box and not weighted the box down
with pics of his truck and included Anna's pics the shipping would have been $4.98.
Glad to know you got a dell I hope you got at least 256 Ram.
Did Amanda get her tires back before you fired her?
Eat a pickle,POP.
Will
SUBJECT>talk like that,I'll provide the bullet POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24838 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Grr.My daughter is awesome!loves four
wheeling,fireworks,chasing dogs,horses,
anything that moves,bugs,knows the difference between "pissoo"and "rifa"and she's not
even 2.Dig a trench around the house.And be lucky you don't have a son who would
have to explain anything regarding chicks to the cops.
I'll shoot you myself if you don't raise her right damnit!;)
and besides,you're not DONE are you?sheesh.
SUBJECT>they're fickle beasts..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24863
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..725 ate a valve,I fixed it,got the nice new exhaust hooked up,and that bastard had the
balls to blow the master cylinder on the way home.Such is the sad story of why it's sitting
on the side of the house now.I decided to remove Jeep parts from it.I suppose the
fenders will fall off or the frame will explode or somethign now....
SUBJECT>Re:Her Insurance POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24856
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If an employee is FIRE ,they can not collect unemployment benefits at the expense of
the employer since it was HER ACTIONS that caused the loss of employment.
Ethan
SUBJECT>predator crabs POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 5:51
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24869 24871 24875 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just wondering if anyone has tried these carbs?
SUBJECT>Re:predator crabs POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24868
NEXT>24870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They sound scarey!!!!!Hope you don't live by the ocean..
Sorry.....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:predator crabs POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24869
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROFLMAO....
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SUBJECT>Re:predator crabs POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24868
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got 'em once.Pretty cool,low maintenance pets.I even took one and put it under a.microscope slide.Scary
lil'fella.I think it was a 950 CFM,but I can't be sure.I hear
they're not too good offroad,they sputter on inclines (like me!).As far as mileage,shoot,
they suck the blood right outta ya!
SUBJECT>Maintenance Truck on govliquidation POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a maint truck on www.govliquidation.com on auction.event id 854 lot number
3050
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance Truck on govliquidation POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24873 NEXT>24922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=237877
SUBJECT>Re:predator crabs POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>24868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had one in CJ7 w/a 300hp 350 crate motor.This was great for performance,but off road
any incline would stutter when pointed up,down or either side.I sold it to someone with
a street rod.They run on the rich side by design.
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24862
NEXT>24905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced the 360 in my Wagoneer with a 401 and so far so good,but I do seem to
remember that the 401 called out a different gasket set than the 304/360's.Then again,
I've seen some sets that are supposed to fit 304/360/401's.Maybe there's some kind of
gasket mismatch?Just a SWAG.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator cable needed POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
25 July 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24829 NEXT>24906
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one from AB Linn not too long ago.I would imagine that he would still have some.
Email ablinn@cbiinternet.com for information.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:KOREAN!!!???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24846
NEXT>24886 24887 24888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet truck!I'm assuming you are the one on the pink bike?
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:3L80 &4L80E POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,25 July 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24855
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SPIKED!!And by annother chebby fan.I would feel bad for you if I wasn't giggling my
(as Tacoma would say)FAO :D
Ron
SUBJECT>Front axel spring over???POSTER>Billyb EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6P2yNElIbNM PREVIOUS>NEXT>24894 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
is there any special things i have to do to the steering components to swap the spring from
under to over?i saw some postings about a year ago and never printed them my mistake!
thanks in advance billy
SUBJECT>Re:Spark plugs POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24726
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made my own tool with a 3/4"socket.Just took a sidewinder to one side of it and cut a
1/2"or so slot about 3/4 of the way down.Works great!!!Hope this helps you..
SUBJECT>This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24891 24893 24898 24904 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm leaving work last night eager to get home for a bachelor party.Everybody was to meet
at my house for some sneaker wave drinks before the steak dinner.I'm pulling out from
work,taking a small gap between cars letting her have it and bang!Something in my CJ
motor let go.It's funny,I was thinking I was running it a bit hard for not being warmed
up.Normally I would shut it down to avoid more damage but I did not want to just not
show up at the house.By the time I get home,I blowing huge clouds of blue smoke out of
my drivers side exhaust.And it sounds like I have a piston skirt getting tossed around my
oil pan by the crank.Big bummer since this was the best running engine I have ever had.
So What does this mean?Well the wag is down for a long term rebuild.My CJ WAS my
daily driver.Now the only running rig I have left is my M715!Three Jeeps,and only one
works...I guess I'd better get busy.I've got some wrenching to do......Oh yea,Please pass
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me a couple aspirin....
SUBJECT>no start condition when hot POSTER>mark EMAIL>leroy4x4@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1969 m715 that is all original with the 24 volt electical system and 230 Tornado
6cyl.My problem is when the engine is cold it will start fine,but after you drive it a while.it will not start
again.It doesn't appear to be getting any spark.I am wandering if possibly
the coil is breaking down.Any thoughts or suggestions would be greatly
appreciated,thanks Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:no start condition when hot POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill say coil,MAYBE condensor or resistor.it has to be the coil,as that is the most
expensive.then it would be the resistor (less expensive)and after those two it could be
the condensor,but at 3 dollars i doubt it could be that.
SUBJECT>Jenny it is....POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24847
NEXT>24903 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol..well now that you mention it,I think that's a fine idea!Jenny it is..
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Barbie bike...POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>24878 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hehe...yeah,that is me rocking out on the barbie bike.I can't figure out as to why I would
admit to something like that though.:-)
The good news is that one of those bike pictures made it into a upstate NY entertainment
magazine called the Spotlite.It feels good to spread a little m715/m725 awareness.
Here is the url to the web version of the article:
http://www.spotlitemag.net/index.phtml?context=story&story_id=1123
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24882 NEXT>24892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't feel bad I have six jeeps and only two run.(barely)
SUBJECT>you preserve the ratio POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24891
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 3,only one is drivable.They all run hahah...one has no brakes,the other has no
transfer case.Oh well.
SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 7:23 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24882 NEXT>24896
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has this one been said here before?...
did you know that 98%of all jeeps are still on the road?True.The other 2%make it all
the way to the driveway.
SUBJECT>Re:Front axel spring over???POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24880 NEXT>24897 24935 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No need to print,just do a search for spring overs for the last several eons.Search engine
on the top of the main page.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Champion Plugs +Plug Wire Wrench POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24808 NEXT>
24927 24937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Brad!
Yep,that's the wrench.I haven't modified it like you,but that what it would take to make
it work.
About a year ago,I purchased a fairly cheap 3/4"open end wrench and increased the
throat depth a little with a grinder.I would stand the wrench "on its head"and try to get a
small grab (like trying to get a pickled egg out of a jar with 2 fingers).Once on the nut,I
would then turn the wrench by putting a crescent on it.Slow,clumsy,hard on the wires.
Today,I improvised.I bought a Craftsman 3/4"deep well,thin wall socket for about $5.
Using an angle grinder,I removed the 1/2"square drive end from the socket.Now a 3/4"
nut will pass all the way through the socket.Then,I welded an "L"-shaped handle onto
the side of of the socket,using a couple of 1/4"rods that I stitch-welded together (for
stiffness).(I used a 110V welder,set at 85 amps,and 3/32"electrodes.)After the welding,
I slit a small rubber hose and taped it onto the handle for a better grip.End result it that it
looks ugly but works fine!
To use the wrench:
1.Disconnect the plug wire at the distributor first.A regular open end wrench is used.
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Removing that end of the plug wire is easy.
2.Then,take the disconnected end of the plug wire and slide it through the socket (the
wire nut will pass through the socket,too).
3.Slide the socket up the wire until it's on the still-attached nut at the spark plug.
4.Laugh maniacally as you turn the wrench!
SUBJECT>This is what you need...POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Saturday,26 July 2003,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24893.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to buy my Wag.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425150412
Warren
(Eugene)
SUBJECT>Re:Front axel spring over???POSTER>Billyb
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks i did not see the search billy
SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24882 NEXT>24900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Typical jeeps huh?I can't believe the timing on this one...Hey,Warren...Nice wag!Yea I
wish I could buy it.Heck delivery would be a cinch.I pulled the valve cover and
everythings tight.I'm gonna go pull the oil pan and see what I can see.So much for my
minature 400.00 dollar bonus from work.I just hope I didn't score a cylinder wall...And
to think Brians sister got 9 grand......LOL...Looks like I will be smelling like canvas for
awhile.....At least I will be driving in style...Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>yesterday was a great day!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to an all Jeep show in York,PA.My wife and I drove 120 miles in ol'rusty to the
show to hang out with a few hundred small Jeeps,several Cherokees,and a handful of
fullsize Jeeps.There were several vendors,a parts corall,and a short obstacle course with
rocks that swallowed a few small Jeeps.
We got to meet Spicer and Katie,which is what made the day fun.They entered the show
in true Spicer style (fresh from the power lines).Under all of the dirt,there is a well built
beast-a clean 427 w/5 speed install to drive the truck and front winch,and the 205
driving the rear winch-really cool!The pictures that he posted make everything look
small and they don't do the truck any justice at all.
Tom ran the course,dislocated his t.case on a rock,pushing his pinion brake into the floor
pan,then proceeded to finish the course with little or no throttle and an ear to ear grin.
The best part was when he drove down a dirt mound showing off the rear undercarriage
to the crowd-one busticated taillight,$25.One totally destroyed SPICER G license plate
hanging from a string,$20 replacement value.Watching everyone's chin hit the ground
when the enormous rear winch is exposed-PRICELESS!
Spicer and Katie Gear-they are perfect for each other.Very nice people.
sorry for being long winded.Mike..SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
14 pieces of number 4 piston found in the oil pan...Does anybody want to buy my M715
so I can fund this rebuild...No wait,I would have to walk to the parts store then!I think I
need another Jeep....So now I need all your help convincing my wife Jennifer on exactly
why I need another rig....LOL...
SUBJECT>Re:yesterday was a great day!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24899 NEXT>24911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like alot of fun!!I keep missing all the jeep related stuff out here.Maybe I should
pay more attention....Al..
SUBJECT>POR-15 application POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting ready to paint the frame and the bottom of the bed and cab with POR-15.I
plan on spraying it.I will be covering up all the grease fittings but was wondering if all
the linkages,front steering components and brake drums need to be protected from the
paint also?I would hate to paint everything all up nice and pretty and then have all those
pivot points not be working properly.I am going to rent a steam cleaner to get all that
grease off before I paint.The bed and transfer case has been pulled just to make things a
little easier.Thanks,Bill.
SUBJECT>Re:Jenny it is....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24885 NEXT>24956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take it and run,run and run some more.
Which guy in the pics are you....looks like a fine ride also...can't image a better unit for
haulin your gear and mabey baggin a groupie!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 1:32 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24882 NEXT>24929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Something on one of mine will blow because of this statement but 4 of 5 are running and
driving currently....cant hardly believe it my self.
67 M-715 yard ornament
68 M-715 running
68 M-726 running
69 M-715 running
70 M-35A2 running.SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24876 NEXT>24932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '78 Cherokee with 401 and 175,000 miles on it and going strong.Great motors.
But if the rebuilder doesn't do something right....
The AMC 401 has a reputation for toughness.The Alabama Highway Patrol once bought
cruisers with the 401 in them and a recent article in the Special Interest Autos mag claims
that it remains the fastest top end cruiser they ever had and that they got higher mileage
out of those motors than any before or since.
SUBJECT>Re:accelerator cable needed POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Linn has been sold out for some time.They apprear to be dumping all their 715 stock as
they no longer work with these trucks.
SUBJECT>bad jeep bad jeep POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,27 July
2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24908 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well I took the green giant on it first test drive last night.Kept wanting to bog down.
this morning adjusted timming and cleaned out carb float bown inst new fuel filter.
test drive 2 run great drove it about 5 miles to the store (lots of stairs)topped out about
50.got it home and prepared to head up to base to give it a good road test 10 miles 1 way.
about 3 mies down the road veryloud squil then real quik screehing hault.got it to the
side of the road looked underside of frount end smoke comming of ft.diff.was able to get
it moveing again and babied it home.Looked under agian frount drive shaft is slid out of
the frount diff and oil seal and bearring are hanging out the diff.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggg
SUBJECT>I might have spares POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24907
NEXT>24909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gutting the Jeep at present,big stuff spoken for but some small stuff up fer grabs..feel
free to boogie on down LOL...
SUBJECT>Re:I might have spares POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
27 July 2003,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24908 NEXT>24915
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
taering it down tommarro will let u know what I need thanks
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 application POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>24902 NEXT>.24928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used it,Bill,but just brush-applied it to the frame.
To answer your question,you might want to give the POR-15 folks a phone call.
SUBJECT>Re:yesterday was a great day!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24901 NEXT>24921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It really was great.Spicer managed to remove hit t.case crossmembers and bend them
back to their normal unarched shape.I did not get any phone call so I'm assuming they
arrived home in one piece!Mike.
SUBJECT>Looking for master cylinder POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24916 24917 24934 24985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone have a line on new master cylinders for the stock M715?Or even a rebuild kit?
Vintage Power Wagons has NOS units but wants $75 plus shipping.I'm wondering if
these might still be available from NAPA or similar for quite a bit less.Or even the
rebuild kit?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Where can I get a new production carb kit?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,27 July 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aawwn13cK3zWc PREVIOUS>NEXT>24918
24930 24963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA guy told me there was no longer an available kit for the Holly 1920 single barrel.I
want to get a new kit because I am concerned that the NOS kits that are sometimes
available will not be much better than whats in the truck as far as gasket condition goes.
Any ideas?
Thanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>hey,me too..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
27 July 2003,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24909 NEXT>24924
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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.hahah finally got stuff out of the way.Diffs draining as we speak.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for master cylinder POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24912 NEXT>24964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
68 chevy 1-ton bolted right on and it was only $30
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for master cylinder POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24912.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the online manuals at the top of the page.The parts manual will give you the info
you need.I think the napa part #is 1040000.
This one is a (1)outlet that will work streching of the brake line or replacing a 3'-0"piece
of brake line.I'm recently familiar with this because if fixing to replace mine with that
part.(around $30.00 include core charge)
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I get a new production carb kit?POSTER>fivequarter
EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>24913 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found gaskets and accelerator pump diaphram at Automate.Check some of your of parts
places locally.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Her Insurance POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24857
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear it,but in the end I decided not to put a stop payment on her insurance.She
lost her job here,but I'm not cancelling her health insurance this year.
I've got such a big heart.
Thanks on the congrats.I think my wife is the one to be congratulated,she's not really got
the hips to pass a 9 pounder.I'll pass it along.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:welcome back,bonehead!hehe POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24858 NEXT>24933 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Please tell your wife that I'm married.I appreciate her offer....yadda,yadda,yadda...in
conclusion I think the puppy would be way too scared to be 'played'with in that manner.
What,did you make that pic your desktop background?If not,you should.
-B.
SUBJECT>No Problemo!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24911 NEXT>24941 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A big thanks to Mike for bringing just enough tools!I had forgotten to bring mine and
kind of cringed when I saw that both transfer case crossmembers were bent up about 3"
and my E-brake was about to wear a hole trhough the floor.Mike tireless worked on a.stubborn loaner screw jack,who's
handle didn't fit,with a screwdriver to raise it up
enough that I could wedge a large snatch block on it and hold up the t-case while the
crossmembers were out.Mike also had a hand maul which I used with great vigor and
partial deafness (now)to beat the crossmembers back to a usable shape.The one was bent
back so we hooked the front winch to it and pulled it forward to line it up.It was
definately a short jeep rock course that was going to do some damage.It was fun,I didn't
'break'anything mechanical,and got a nice round of applause when I crawled off the
other side...and added some new 'rock siping'to the bogger during that event as well.
Katie and I went back down yesterday and hit the obstacle course again,skippin the rock
section.Velvet can sunday drive with barely any peddle though the piles of dirt and other
obstacles and the one guy thought I was bored so directed me to a spot where I got high
centered.I riched around and finally had someone gimme tug backwards to get me free.
My left exhaust parted,the same side whose hanger broke last week,so I snipped off last
weeks wire hanger repair and finished the course with the exhaust in the bed.Then spent
a half an hour wiring it back up.It was a pretty fun weekend...lots of work,sun and sweat,
but fun.About the only thing that I didn't like was that every other jeep catagory for
judging had an altered or modified class except the military class.I got a third place
finishing behind two super sharp pure military short jeeps.Mike was quite a saleman
directing people to check out the rat motor and the rear winch!
Mike and Pam's 715 was pretty cool!Nice and clean with very solid clean paint and crisp
star.It had a nice look with big TSL's on Diamond wheels and no top or bows.A 408
small block and flowmasters made that baby really bark too!Saturday was a real good
time and it was nice to meet yet another cool 'zoner'and his gal!
SUBJECT>Re:Maintenance Truck on govliquidation POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24874 NEXT>
LINKNAME>To Truck
LINKURL>http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=237877
Link
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm Irish...it's a grudge.It doesn't have to be emotional it's a reaction like if something gets
too close to your eyeball and you blink without telling your eyelid to blink.?
So now you have two sisters that hate you?Batting 1000.
Ponder that.
SUBJECT>Re:hey,me too..POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24915
NEXT>24943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i had today off it would be apart by now
SUBJECT>wheel backspace POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 6:57
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24940 24976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,heres the deal
im getting aftermarket rims for the 715
the front axle is a dana60 69"wms to wms.
the rear axle is a 14bolt 67"wms to wms
stock axles appear to be right around 72"
i want to run my michelin 1100x16's they are 11"wide.i want the tires at about stock
width.since math has never been my strong point.....here goes.
will 3"backspace put me close enough?the rear axle is my main concern so i can run the
tires and chains and not hit the springs.........
SUBJECT>Re:Brake light mystery part 3 POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24818 NEXT>24931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is their anyway the brake light could be wired into the flasher unit in the eng comp,the
wires from my brake switch go back into the cab but theirs too much tape inside to see
from their just a dumb thought
SUBJECT>Re:Champion Plugs +Plug Wire Wrench POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That I think is the best solution I have heard of for the stock wires...too bad the
factory/military never thought of it...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 application POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use simple green to help degrease.Might want to dilute it a little though.100%straight
stuff takes a while to rinse off all the way.The guys at POR15.com recommended this.
SUBJECT>Re:This sucks.....well maybe.....POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,Doug...The odds are against you..LOL..Boy,have I got some work to do today....
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I get a new production carb kit?POSTER>j.a.m.motorsports
EMAIL>mrice005@twcny.rr.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have 2 rebuild kits available--brand new in boxes.please e-mail me at above address
SUBJECT>Re:Brake light mystery part 3 POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 2 wires at the brake light switch run to the 3 lever light switch,pins A and K.Power
that has come to the 3 lever light switch goes out to the plug on one of these and when
there is pressure,the circuit completes and power runs to the brake lights....theoretically
anyway...
Basic circuit would be battery feed to 3 lever switch to brake light switch to brake lights.
Pretty easy circuit...if you can get to all the wires in case of short or etc.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Arnold
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey all,
thanks for the input.I am on way up the shop to see when I can get the 401 back.I will
check the head gaskets as all have suggested.I forgot to metion this part.As I was driving
back up to my buiders shop with the 401 in the back of my 715,the damn 715 decides to
pop a baloney.The pisser was that I took the spare out of the truck to make room for dead
engine (I know,stupid move).So I wound up on the side of the road,in 102 degree
Southern-California heat,waiting for dad to bring my spare.Then,I had to listen to him
laugh and make fun of me while I swapped out tires.He was saying crap like,"why don't
you sell both of these piles and buy a REAL truck",and "are you gonna pay me for
brining you a spare?The Auto club charges $100".What a smartass.
Needless to say,I had a crappy last week.
AG
SUBJECT>actually...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,28
July 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24920 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I put it on a disk,we're having actual wallpaper made for the bathroom.
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SUBJECT>Re:Looking for master cylinder POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24912 NEXT>24938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to Napa and got a duel chamber from any old J series truck.I dont know if you can
find the single,but I would recommend the double.
SUBJECT>Re:Front axel spring over???POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24894 NEXT>24945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That search never works for me.No matter what I search for it always comes up with 0
listings...
SUBJECT>Re:BS post-long...(as always)POSTER>Ben/IL.EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Stumpy,
Good to have you back!Sorry things have been a bummer but as along as you've still got
your 715 you've still got something!I think things suck right now too...but I'm sure it will
get better...or at least I can't imagine them getting worse..all well.Anyway....Congrats on
being a dad!I hope everything else is going good.You might feel better if you go pound
sand!...and don't worry,Doug ate every last one of 'em while you were gone.
Later,-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Champion Plugs +Plug Wire Wrench POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24895 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,but you don't have to pass the nut through.The deep socket I looked at only needed
a little reaming to make it work.For today,I just took a likely piece of pipe and drove a
bolt into it to make a cheap deep thinwall.With a deep,you just slide the nut from the
bottom up to the top and turn them both with the pipe using pliers.
But then,I'm just cheap.
SUBJECT>What was the military thinking POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24934 NEXT>24939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...when they went for a single chamber master cylinder???
SUBJECT>Re:What was the military thinking POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 1:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24938 NEXT>24942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dual resevoir master cylinders were very common in cars and trucks until about 1967
when the law required dual reservoir masters...except for the M715's of course...violated
their own law there eh?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,28
July 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24925 NEXT>24944 24983
24987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im going to run 36 12.5 16.5
im haveing diamond racing make my rims they said to go with 4 1/2 b.s.
SUBJECT>Re:No Problemo!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24921 NEXT>24962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next one is JEEPFEST.August 23 Pearson Park New Castle,PA.Near Pittsburgh.It.would be cool to see a gathering of
715's.I am planning to go.It is only a 6.5 hour drive
for me and I can crash at my brothers'place for the weekend.Hope to see some more
zoners.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:What was the military thinking POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24939 NEXT>24948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all four corners have the same brake set-up so bias was not as important as it is with disc
front and drum rear(require different volumes of fluid to do thier job)
Doug
SUBJECT>sucks...sorry...ntxt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24924 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that sucks.......
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4.5 backspace on an 8 inch wheel is .5"more across the center of the rim.a 12.5 inch tire
divided in half is 6.75 inches..........so 6.75 inches inboard of the wms (wheel mating
surface)on both sides is 13.5 inches.my 14 bolt rear is only 67 inches wms to wms.so if
you subtract 67 by 13.5"then thats 53.5"between the tires..
right???
since the rear springs are 53"outside edge to outside edge,thats 1/4"per side
clearance.......
this confuses me,so im trying to figure this out...HELP
i dont think it would help even with a 10 inch rim.
I AM TAKING ABOUT NON STOCK AXLES
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SUBJECT>Re:Front axel spring over???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you also change the date limit of the search?If you leave it at two weeks,you won't
get much at all.Change to "Several Eons"and you should have grand results.
Chris
SUBJECT>P/N#for air cleaner?POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
24947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have a part number for a stock air cleaner?
Thanks..SUBJECT>Re:P/N#for air cleaner?POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24946
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the parts list in the online manuals above.There are numbers for Fram and
Napa filters.Bill.
SUBJECT>Re:What was the military thinking POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see...But one leak in one place...
SUBJECT>king pin replacement POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had my tires off today when i was adjusting my brakes and noticed that the king pins
were really worn out.how big of a job is it to replace these and are the parts reletivley
easy to find?i was looking at the m-715 zone parts list and it said somthing about
converting it to bearings or somthing like that ive never done anything like this before
and i would like to know what im getting myself into before i tear it apart.thanks
Brian M (UT+NH)
SUBJECT>.POSTER>john summers EMAIL>john67m715@pirate4x4.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:king pin replacement POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24949 NEXT>24961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
You can service the king pins,assuming the actual pin is in fair shape.There's a taper
roller bearing in there that could be replaced if it's bad,or you can remove shims to
tighten the bearing clearances.It's somewhat difficult to get the top kingpin out (I've yet
to try the lower)but it gets easier as you remove weight from the knuckle -i.e.wheel,
drum,brakes,spindle.
Chris
SUBJECT>hey spicer POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>24953 24957 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey bud;on the 715 to chevy motor mount you used both the 715 motor mount then the
adapter plate then the chevy motor mount correct?also where you using a turbo 350 with.a short tail?going to make
your fab adapter plate tomorrow at work then test fit the
motor.if it don't rain (my garage is too short to do it inside,Damn tall truck!).
SUBJECT>some pics POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24952 NEXT>LINKNAME>715pics
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
SUBJECT>Re:just curious:what good is said gauge?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24779 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
60?mph?i have never had mine over 50!!down hill !
"I'm givin'her all she's got captain"!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:?for brute force-dead 401 (long)POSTER>Bryan Smith
EMAIL>bsmith2277@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lot's of AMC 401 Advice over on the Full Sized Jeep Forum.
Go over and drop them some questions.
http://www.ifsja.org
Two things off of the top of my head that might could cause this:
1.401 run hot when bored over.
The spec says something like .020 and most get by with .030 over.
Anything over that is getting thin in the cylinders walls.
2.The number 7 and 8 cylinder main bearing starve for oil at high RPM's,so there is a
special 'oiling modification'that can be performed.
Not normally required on slow rev'n truck motors.
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These are just wild thoughts that I had while reading your post.
Good Luck!
The FSJ gurus at the FSJ forum WILL have the answers!
SUBJECT>Re:Jenny it is....POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24903
NEXT>24974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol..I'm the guy w/the green skull shirt and yeah..the ladies love the truck.:-)
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>deuce 5spd..no t350..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24952.NEXT>24960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's pretty cool..big ol stick,jacked up into the roof hahah ok,it's not that long.
no jokes hahahah
SUBJECT>24volt to 12volt POSTER>daniel EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com
DATE>Monday,28 July 2003,at 11:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can some one please help me?I want to convert my newly purchased '68 m715 to a 12
volt system and I just need to know what all I need to replace.
I have two 1982 j10 jeep pickups,can I use the parts off of them?
I would also like to transfer the heater.
any info would be greatly appreciated thank you !!!
SUBJECT>Rockwell source on the East coast POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25090 36202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have a source for Rockwell 2.5 ton axles on the east coast?Looking for about 5
set if they are reasonable enough on pricing.
Thanks
-Steve
SUBJECT>Re:deuce 5spd..no t350..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24957 NEXT>
24981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I used that plate to bolt to a small block then to the stock 715 motor mount.No,I'm
not and haven't used the TH350.My 5 speed is pretty big and the bell is deep.I'd guess
that you'll be about where you'll need to be AND not have to beat the snot out of the
firewall or have to hook yokes together for a jackshaft.
SUBJECT>Re:king pin replacement POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24951 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you take the lower kingpin plate thing off the bearing will most likely fall into the
crap on the floor that was just scraped off.When going back together be sure to line up
the keyway on the upper joint or it will not go back together without damage.
SUBJECT>Hmmmmm POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might have to Map Quest that...Think I can have Rockwells in by then?.LOL!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I get a new production carb kit?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jeepsurpls4u@aol.com
Treated me real well.They did have paypal,too...
SUBJECT>oug:Looking for master cylinder POSTER>gonz EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24916
NEXT>24970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug:I am assuming that it's not power assisted?Also,were there any problems with
connections?How does the stopping power seem?One last question-do you still have
stock axles/drums?Thanks alot,Doug!I like the idea of having a 1 ton truck master
cylinder instead of a lighter J series,Wagoneer,or car master cylinder-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:24volt to 12volt POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out the extensive "Archives (PDF)"file located in the left hand margin of this
page.
SUBJECT>Engine problems POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just replaced the spark plugs in my stock 230 and now the engine runs like a chevy
(really bad)it has more power now,but it will sputter whe I shift gears or when im going
up a hill.It did not do this before I replaced the plugs.If anyone has some advice please
help!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24966 NEXT>24968 24971
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put your old plugs back in,and be happy.Seems pretty simple.Want to ride in a Chevy?
Come on!You will be sputtering.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24967 NEXT>24969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure the gap is properly set and the plugs torqued down correctly.Beyond that,
there should be no reason for it to sputter or spit.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24968 NEXT>24975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
plug wires??????check with ohm meter if you have one.Had one two weeks ago that
would spark the plug when held to the exhaust manifold but ran like crap...changed it and
problem went away.double check firing order also...its on the valve cover.
doug
SUBJECT>Re:Doug:Looking for master cylinder POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24964 NEXT>24972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all stock,no mods,bolted right in....stoppng power is as good,well,as it gets with 4
drums....could use a spacer 1/2 long x 3/8round dropped in the hole for the pushrod to
take up slack but mine seems to work fine w/o it.when you slip your foot off the pedal
and it springs back and has a little bounce at the top of the stroke...no big deal but the
spacer would stop it for sure.
doug
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24967
NEXT>24973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Sputtering"because you had to push!
Ron
SUBJECT>one more thing POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24970
NEXT>24993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the flange that bolts it to the firewall is thicker and made it difficult to get the nuts started
as the bolts now seemed shorter,1/2 inch longer bolts would make it a little easier but the
stock ones will work if some one holds the bolts from the other side for you.did get it by
myself with some swearing cus the bolts kept slipping back thru before you could get the
nut on them.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>24971 NEXT>24978
25019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Ran like a Chevy."
I'm sorry,what was the problem?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Jenny it is....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 1:19 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24956
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i brought my 1st one home it was white with black,yellow and red spray paint touch
up all over it....i joked to the wife about picking chicks up in it...she said if i could pick up
a girl with that thing,i could have her......she has since changed her mind after hearing the
girls hollar and whistle even when shes in it with me.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24969
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the timing..The old plugs may have been so bad,the timing had to be corrected to
run like crap.
Now for the Chevy comment..
See MarkLyda's comment.Bring a barf bag so you don't mess up the upholstery.
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24925 NEXT>24977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,have you the 8-lug front D-60 installed in your M-715.If so,is it spring over/under
how does it fit.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24976 NEXT>24984 25004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ill try and get it mounted sat or sun.so far it looks like i will have to trim the pumpkin a
little.it WILL be spring UNDER,UNDER!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24973
NEXT>24979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The problem is that "Ran like a chevy"is an oxymoron.
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And no B,you are an ox moron,not an oxymoron.
Now,chevy cheap,bellybutton,and dime a dozen are accurate descriptions of a chevy.
BTW B.how many times has the chevy in your truck been re-built?
Ron
SUBJECT>ron?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24978
NEXT>24988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't u mean -how many times has the engine in his truck been rebuilt right?0
SUBJECT>tacomma and all POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 July
2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I shelled out the fnt diff.ring gear is gone gear pinion is gone planets look good.so far
the axles look good.now to find a locker i guess now just to figure out wich kind is what
im looking for any suggestions.
SUBJECT>Re:deuce 5spd..no t350..POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>24960 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks.guess i'll go the "trail and error"method.
that shifter sounds cool kinda like a ape hanger handle bars huh.hahaha
didn't get to trial fit tonight had to mow the lawn.
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 3.5"backspacing Bart 15x10 wheels with 39.5-15-15 TSLs (on GM 10.5"rear end).
Got about 1"between the back sidewalls and the leaf springs (I'd go out and measure
exactly but one of those monsoon storms is coming through and it's pouring).
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24977
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why spring under and not over?Just curious...I actually think the spring under would be
a harder swap,the spring over with the GM D60 wasn't bad.
SUBJECT>doing the spicerg corvette m/c thing POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased the Corvette non power master cylinder a couple of months ago.Today I
returned to the junkyard for the aluminum firewall spacer from a Wagoneer.For those
running V8's I purchased a 7"power booster from a local speed shop that is a direct
replacement for the wagoneer and some GM vehicles.It will allow plenty of room for
valve cover clearance.I should have results posted soon.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:ATF -NOT-the best for PS POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24724 NEXT>36201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
495,000 miles on a Ford C-II PS pump?!?Now I know you're lying...;-)
(Just kidding about the lying part)Seriously though,I'm just passing on the information
given to me by a guy that has built thousands of custom power steering systems.I've also
yet to EVER see "red"ATF as a factory-fill in a PS system.That said,I can't say that ATF
would *definately*cause problems,just that it's not ideal because of the additive.package.A synthetic oil without
the ATF additives would probably be the best.
Your powerstroke Fords must have come with Saginaw pumps and not the C-II pump.I
have never seen such crap as the C-II pump.Luckily Ford was smart enough to use
Saginaw pumps on 90's E-series vans with the EFI 460 so swapping out the POS C-II on
my '93 EFI 460 was as easy as paying the $100 for the factory cast AC/PS bracket and
$60 for the special 5-rib,Ford-offset,Saginaw pulley (the C-II pulley doesn't work).
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24940
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 3.5"backspacing Bart 15x10 wheels with 39.5-15-15 TSLs (on GM 10.5"rear end).
Got about 1"between the back sidewalls and the leaf springs (I'd go out and measure
exactly but one of those monsoon storms is coming through and it's pouring).
SUBJECT>Re:ron?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24979
NEXT>24996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,that's what I meant,but I just hate to put those two words in the same sentence.
Engine.chevy.
OK,OK,I'm just kidding.I have a pair of Blazers &a Silverado,and half my family has
retired from eighter GM or Motor Wheel.
Grandpa:Olds cars &Ford trucks
Grandma:chevettes (I never asked why,I didn't want to know)
Aunt:Mercury
Aunt:Cadillac
Uncle:Various Jap stuff (Black sheep of the family)
Dad (before he went back to school):Plymouth cars &Dodge trucks
Think they were trying to tell me something?
Ron
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SUBJECT>Big Tires POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayJ4bmvjAYXc PREVIOUS>NEXT>24990 LINKNAME>Big Tires
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425842
805&category=33745
Here you go Spice,they will go with your Rockwell conversion.
Then you can give me those XL's you just picked up!!!
Ron
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425842805&catego
ry=33745
SUBJECT>Re:Big Tires POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24989
NEXT>25001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.OK,I tried twice and am failing miserably at the link,so just cut &paste.
Ron
SUBJECT>M715 compatable 8lug Dana 70 POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>24992 25016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I changed my mind in puting in the 35 spline Dana 70 in my truck.It fits perfect it is a
HD and the bottom is smooth (great for dragging over rocks)and the spring perces have
been relocated to fit the M715.If anyone wants it.let me know.300.00 OBO
SUBJECT>Re:M715 compatable 8lug Dana 70 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24991 NEXT>24994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you at?Any Pics?Origionally out of?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:one more thing POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,
at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24972 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug:thanks for the info!Brakes are definitely on the to do list-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:M715 compatable 8lug Dana 70 POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Tuesday,29 July 2003,at 11:16
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no pics yet originaly out of a 73 ford one ton I am in So California
SUBJECT>History Check POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>24997 24998 25003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a proud new owner of a 68 M725 that runs.I was wondering if I can get on-line and
check to see what and where a jeep did it's service for the military.I think it might be neat
to have a story for the new ride.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:ron?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24988 NEXT>25002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to spit towards people who drove anything other than GM
now have ford,chrysler,kaiser,kaiesr,kaiser,kaiser,and jeep in my drive.
kind of a slut anymore.......at least no jap crap though.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:History Check POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:41
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24995 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure wish there was cause I would love to as well...sorry no one has found anything on
this yet...I contacted the National Archives,Army Historical Records,etc.no dice...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:History Check POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>24995 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your best sources of information about your truck are the truck itself (unit numbers on
the bumpers)and past owners.The serial number and registration number (on hood)don't
provide much in the way of service history.Unfortunately,the military did not keep
records on which vehicle served where.Believe me,I've checked into it.However,if you
can figure out the unit,you can research that.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>engine color POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25000 25006 25017 25042 25075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Every M715 I have ever owned had the 230 engine painted green.But I saw an M715
yesterday that was restored as s show vehicle and the engine was painted black,top to
bottom.
Anybody know if black was the original engine color?
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tom,do a search for more info,there was a disscussion on this in the past 3 months or
so.I have four trucks and all engines were black top to bottem.
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app how many stockers have you seen under the hood of?less than 15 here but don't think
more than one was green.
SUBJECT>Re:Big Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>24990 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey...they're purdy!!
SUBJECT>BS from -B.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>24996 NEXT>25005 25011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BWAAHHHAHAHAHAHAAHHAHAAHAHHAHAHAAHBWWWWAAAHHAHAH
AHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHBVBHBHBBHBHHHHWHWHWHHAHAHAH.WWBBWBWHWWBWBBWHWBBWA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Man,you two-----you're the ones!
The motor in my truck has been rebuilt once.And seeing as how I now have over 150
miles on it,I'm going to go ahead and say it's been rebuilt RIGHT once.
(the last motor in my truck was at .30 over,and Spice and I had put a new crank in it
once.I think it had seen it's days.)
This is to both of you-
If I saw you broken down on the side of the road,would I stop?
No.
If your house was on fire,would I help you?
No.
If you needed a pint of blood to save your life and I was the only qualified donor,would I
donate it to you?
No.
If we were both lost in the desert and we ran into each other on the sand dunes and I
happened to have a GPS,a cooler full of kool-aide,and a dune buggy,would I slow down
for you?
No.
If you posted on this board and I saw it and could reply with an insult,would I?
You know me better than that.
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:History Check POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24995 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Start by tracing back through previous owners.I just this morning finially got a letter
from the person who worked with my truck with the smithsonian Institute from 1979 to
1996.He told me some good stories and even asked for my mailing address so he could
send me all the hard copys of the maintenance records he has on the truck.He even knew
my trucks serial number!!So that leaves a final 11 years un accounted for.I may not get
any further than that.Anyway,keep looking and don't give up............Kaiserjeeps....
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:wheel backspace 'Hey Lee'POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's exactily what I want to do with my M-715 but I have a Dodge Dana 60 front its 67
1/2 WMS to WMS.Do you think the newer Dodge axle I have will work or do I need the
GM D-60.I want to stay spring under also,my high ride'in days are long over.Take lots
of pics of that install job if ya can Lee.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:BS from -B.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 10:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25002 NEXT>25010 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Nice to have you back,Big Bopper 2."
Anyone know where that's quoted from?YOU ALL SHOUL !!!
SUBJECT>SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25008 25014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I gota SM 465 with a NP 205 from a Chevy 1 ton.Currenly looking for a motor.I know
some people probably have this drive train.I was just wondering about any tricks or
should I start measuring for custom brackets right away,my truck is only frame and axles
now so It won't be to hard.
Also that center crossmember that can actually be unbolted,how do people get around the
problem of the drive shaft going though it on a lifted truck,only like 2-4 inches?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25007 NEXT>
25009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A buddy of mine could't use his stock sbc fuel pump because of where the frame hore
ended up on his conversion.Keep that in mind if you're going with a mechanical pump.
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Don't forget about pumpkin to pan clearance too.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25008 NEXT>25044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
frame whore?????damn...my truck didn't come with one of those.sounds like a cool
future mod though.
SUBJECT>Re:BS from -B.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25005 NEXT>25064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hummmm.....I'm lost,even did a search but only came up with crap about ritchie valens &
buddy holly?Flat ass guess would be cannoball run...my subconcious mind wants to think
of Dom Deluise...maybe the smokey and the bandit with the elephant...can hear the words
roll right off burts lips.
nofnida
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:BS from -B.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 12:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25002 NEXT>25013
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B,
you must have some built up frustration.What does your shrink tell you?Any meds you
could take?Then maybe your answers would be more like mine.
If I saw you broken down on the side of the road,would I stop?
Yes,and after I finished laughing I would show you the tow straps and cell phone you
would not be using.
If your house was on fire,would I help you?
Probably not but I would get enough Grahm crackers mashmellows and hershey bars to
make plenty of smores for me and ron.
If you needed a pint of blood to save your life and I was the only qualified donor,would I
donate it to you?
Yea but i wolud spike it with something....maybe some female hormones so you would fit
in better at home.
If we were both lost in the desert and we ran into each other on the sand dunes and I
happened to have a GPS,a cooler full of kool-aide,and a dune buggy,would I slow down
for you?
Typical that you,even with GPS would be lost...and if you built the motor for the dune
buggy...well youd be walking soon anyway.
If you posted on this board and I saw it and could reply with an insult,would I?
Diddo
Best friends ever
Doug
SUBJECT>iesel engine auto trans POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGkOJqqLVWdo PREVIOUS>NEXT>25018 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have a recommendation on a diesel engine auto trans for the M715?
Looking to do an upgrade on mine.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Trivia POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25011 NEXT>25015 25085 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dougger,
Did you know that scientists have related a person's sense of direction to a small magnetic
bone in the nose?Some people's have a bone that's more magnetically charged than
others and thus more helpful in the isolation of the Earth's poles.
It's not relative to the physical size of a person's nose,nor relative to the size of the bone-.but the charge of
the bone.
This bone is also present in birds,but to a larger degree and is what enables them to fly
south and not get lost.
I did some research on this because I have never been lost in my entire life.No matter if I
was in a new city,on a large lake,or in 1000 acres of woods.I always can tell you what
direction is home.I spend alot of time hunting or riding trails that take me out into
nowhere,but never got lost.My sister (who used to double as my secretary)had little
sense of direction and had a GPS.It was comical to me.
I'm going to count this post as useful to the masses,though it's only mildly interesting.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25007 NEXT>25045
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
This is the setup that I (and a few others here)are running.What I did was to remove the
stock cross member,use the stock crossmember mounts,and fab my own crossmemeber
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that had the appropriate forward/backward spacing I needed.
If you can,snag the stock Chevy crossmember that your 205 was (is?)bolted to.Then all
you gotta do is weld it to some plate steel and it'll bolt to the frame mounts on your 715
now.
It's alot easier to do with the body off,and alot easier to do when you take out all the
stock mounts for the driveline and replace them.
As far as your motor concern-I got a 350 that's mildly built and it provides enough power
for me.I hear of guys going with 427's and such,but they have deeper pocket and a need
to compensate (Spicer).I used the stock frame horns and plate steel for my motor mounts.
Pumpkin clearance was fine,fan to radiator was fine,distributor to fire wall needed a
hammer.
Good luck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Trivia POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25013 NEXT>25046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I can fall asleep riding in a car and know the direction when I wake up.....believe there is
a reason why....just always figured it was my subconcious mind doing the
tracking.......still can't figure out where the wife keeps the can opener though?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715 compatable 8lug Dana 70 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24991 NEXT>25032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What's the gear ratio?
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>24999 NEXT>25021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My '68 715 sn 20354 engine,generator &starter are black.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine auto trans POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25012 NEXT>25025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Hercules Diesels are once again available (remanufactured)from MARS.I spoke
with Paul Caudel a few times and they are expensive,about $6500 but said to be great
motors.I have yet to find anyone running one in an M715 but I know they're out there.
Both MARS and AB Linn used to put them in 715's on a regular basis.
Can't say about the auto trans -these were bolted back to the stock tranny.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine problems POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>24973 NEXT>25020 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
still be running like a scalded dog hell bent for leather...
SUBJECT>Back to the problem...POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25019 NEXT>25034 25037 25054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O.K.I'm gonna tell you exactly what I have done.I have new spark plugs(gapped at 30),
points (set at 20),condenser,and the problem I am now having is that after my truck has
been driving for a few minutes,it will cut out.It seems to be an electrical cut out because
the truck runs fine until it cuts out.So it only seems to be happening when the engine
warms up.It won't cut out unless it is in higher revs and only when it is being driven.
Could it be the coil?I also set the timing and cleaned the rotor and all of its contacts
inside of the magneto.
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25017 NEXT>25026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My valve cover is silver and my block is black (because it is covered in oil that has leaked
from the timing chain cover)
SUBJECT>istributor POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,my search for a 12v distributor is still on.I have not had any luck at the parts stores,.they all give me the
wrong one.And the then none of the local junkyards have any
Gladiators.So,I just though I would check with everyone again to see if there are any out
there.Thanks.
SUBJECT>driveshaft+t-case seal POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i went to the local driveshaft shop today and they said i needed a new driveshaft.285
dollars they said.is there a driveshaft from another vehicle that would bolt in and have
the slip yoke part and such?it would be nice if i could get on from the junkyard or
somthing.also,are the seals on the transfer case that the shifting rods go through
common?i would like to know if i can get them before i rip them out.thanks
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
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DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25022 NEXT>25047 25057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking for the millitary distibutor?No autopart store will have that.I would
suggest looking for surplus dealers.The MVPA is a good resource.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine auto trans POSTER>Sam
EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25018 NEXT>25029 25055 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
me and a buddy of mine went to Alabama a couple of months ago to pick up my M715 ...
we took his 2001 dodge 24 valve cummins turbo diesel and i had borrowed another
friends tandem axle trailer after a wrong turn or two ..we ended up in Harvest AL.....i
believe once we got everthing loaded ...truck,trailer,and all the spare parts i got were
somewhere between 8500 to 9000 lbs ....that cummins never missed a beat ...even when
we got back into the mountains of upper east Tennessee ...the hotter it got,the bigger the
mountain ...the harder i pushed it ...the better that cummins performed ...i thought i
wanted to put a diesel in mine ...but the noise ...the smell and the black smoke prolly
wouldn't mix with the convertible top and my 7 year old ....but if i did ....it would
definetly be a cummins turbo ....thats just my opinion
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25021 NEXT>25035 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
my 68 is green ,which is now sitting on the garage floor.
SUBJECT>Tim Barr POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25048 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
are you still looking for a water pump?
SUBJECT>Am I the only one in SoCal...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...with a truck that's ready for some action?
Seems that the FSJ'ers have abandoned the Gorman trip and are going to Big Bear instead
the weekend of August 16&17.There's also supposed to be the Inland Empire 4 wheelers
get together so lots of trucks to see.Maybe too crowded to camp but it's a quick run into
Lucerne for *free*open desert camping.
Everyone cross their fingers that BrianNotSisson gets his new engine and axle ready for
the trip.Just over 2 weeks and counting.
Reagan,Topaz,Grassi,Whydah?Anyone else ready to make it?Those FSJ guys are
stuck-up,lets make a big showing and heckle 'em.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Am I the only one in SoCal...POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 8:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25028 NEXT>25033 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have pixie dust and a wond to make my truck work in time...by the way has Haz Mad
come out and inspect the masive oil under your truck?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 compatable 8lug Dana 70 POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 8:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe it is very High 3.53 jerk!
SUBJECT>Re:Am I the only one in SoCal...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25030 NEXT>25038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,but I have a betting pool going around as to how long until your chevy craps out.So
far I've collected 3,489 bucks on $1 tickets.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Back to the problem...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 9:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the next time it does it,open the gas cap right away.see if it hisses alot.you might have a
clogged vent line.could also have a clogged fuel filter,but this won't cause a hiss.i don't.think it is electrical.i
would start with the fuel system
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25026 NEXT>25036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is ford blue...hmmmm??????
SUBJECT>Re:Back to the problem...POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25020 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fuel pump crapped out.No miles,just old age.Coil bit it when I stupidly left the ignition
on one night.Carb is funky.Truck stops and give carb a little whack with a plastic-faced
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hammer and off she goes.Actually heard it squirt once when I hit it.Had one bad plug---
chased it and replaced it and the pos ran the same.Ate a venison burger,mashed potatoes
and fried okra and the thing ran fine.Go figure.
SUBJECT>Re:Am I the only one in SoCal...POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,30 July 2003,at 11:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25033 NEXT>25086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,I've been daydreaming about that Gorman trip you mentioned a while back,but
mine is right dead now.I even missed our own magazine's Jeep tour now on its way to
Sturgis.Trying to get the stock motor to run for just a bit before I do a SBC swap.The
stock starter clunked and just turns but no engagement.
Have you guys ever been to TDS (Tierra Del Sol)out by the Salton Sea?
SUBJECT>tire size ?POSTER>daniel EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Thursday,
31 July 2003,at 12:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25043
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how big of a tire can i fit on my stock m715
i was told 40in
SUBJECT>Auto glass telemarketer beware!!POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 2:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25077 25157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a call from someone asking if I had any damage on my windshield.You know the
type.Well,I never did say if I had any but insisted on a price quote for a '67 M715."Who
makes those?"the guy asks me."Kaiser Jeep"I say."O.K.,Chrysler...""...NO NO NO
KAISER""We don't sell windshields for that particular model,sir,but...""...But it's a flat
piece of widshield glass.Couldn't you cut one to fit?""Well I suppose our supplier could.
Why don't I give you the number to ask them?"I respond with..."If you realy want to sell
me something,why don't YOU call them and call me back with the price?"Well,he said
he'd call back and I'm still waiting to tell him "my windshield's fine but thanks for the.price quote."
SUBJECT>Re:driveshaft+t-case seal POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>m-715@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25023
NEXT>25067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you need the front or rear shaft?
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>m-715@cox.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24999
NEXT>25056 LINKNAME>engine color?
LINKURL>http://www.fsjworld.com/mygallery.asp?id=3380
Mine was green all the way but now that greeny wheeny is in the junk yard!The new one
is black,orange and chrome!Take a peek at
http://www.fsjworld.com/mygallery.asp?id=3380 Lee
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25039 NEXT>25058 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm running 37"boggers quite comfortably and I know of some 38"s on stock trucks.40's
on a stock unlifted truck I don't think would work as well.Throw some pucks under the
cab mounts,then 40's.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25009 NEXT>
25049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's one of my truck accessories on my picture site...don't you remember?
:)
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25014 NEXT>
25051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
If you plan a little better,fan to rad clearance will be fine.Pumpkin clear will be fine,and
distributor clear will work without a BFH on the firewall.I'm really...you're making the
mounts so why not make them so it drops in clean.My BIG BLOCK compensatory
engine clears everything nicely.Think like a northerner and plan ahead.And plan on a
rear winch so you won't have to work and come-along yourself out of a frontal stuck.
SUBJECT>Re:Trivia POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25015 NEXT>25050 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Um fellas...We're guys...I thought a different "bone"led us around,usually through mid
twenties.
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>Chuck EMAIL>jerrycage@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25024
NEXT>25052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are looking for a 12v distributor you're not looking for the military one which as
you probably know is 24v.Civi ones are available unfortunately I can't help much.As I
recall Napa or Advanced auto parts is where everyone was getting them from.
Somewhere on the web I found part numbers and I thought it was this site but I don't
remember.Keep looking you will find it.If you can find an old time parts place where
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they still look stuff up in a book and not a computer you will probably have better luck.
Also check just the Jeep sources out there,they can probably hook you up as well.
Rember I think they only used the Toronado motor in the civi trucks for a couple of years
at the most so you should try and find that out too so you can narrow your search,good
luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Tim Barr POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
31 July 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25027 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!
My e-mail is tjbarr@gkg.net.Thanks,Tim.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25044 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I remember now....your truck is the coolest.....now i know why your always f---en
around with your truck on the weekends.
SUBJECT>Re:Trivia POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25046
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nearly 33 and that bone still leads me around
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25045 NEXT>25059
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure,Scott,take the easy way out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25047
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The 230 was used in civilian trucks from 1963 to 1965.It was in Gladiator pickups,the
smaller Universal series pickups and Wagoneers.
I have never heard that anyone bought a 230's distributor from a parts store...have heard
people ordering what was supposed to be one but when it arrived,reality set in.
Junkyards and/or an individual selling oneare the only paths to success I know
of....unfortunately because it is a good swap.
brute4c
SUBJECT>SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,I have some questions for ya...but couldn't find the answers here...so,I
emailed em to ya.
SUBJECT>Re:Back to the problem...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25020
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My thought is that it could be the coil due to when it gets hot after driving a bit,the tiny
little wires expand and if there is a break somewhere,this is where it opens up.
I do believe this happened to someone back a couple years ago and it was the coil,with
the above reason being postulated as the most likely theory...
That being said...I have been wrong before so why should I change today??
Good luck and keep us posted,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine auto trans POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earhtlink.net DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25025 NEXT>25060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have thought the same thing.The cummins and the alison trans.Both or which are gov.
contractors keeping with my theme.But will the cummins and alison auto trans hook up
to the t-case?I know the 6.2 or 6.5 GM and 400 auto will,but not sure about the dodge
stuff.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earhtlink.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25042
NEXT>25061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first M715 that I had came from DRMO to a surplus deal to me.It had a black engine
in it but with some OD parts (distribtor,air cleaner,horn etc.)The second one that I
played with for about 6 months had and OD engine but it also had a rebuild tag in it
saying the truck had been rebuilt at an army depot.So I think you can go either way and
be correct.My m151s have had both OD and black engines in them also.I think it is what
ever was on the assembly line at the time,or durring a repaint some GI sprayed the
engine..Hope that helps.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25024
NEXT>25079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got a parts eng,the guy I got it from told me it was set up for 12 volt ,the military
dist has a 12 volt coil with a capacitor?mounted on the eng block
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SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25043
NEXT>25063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running 37's on the stock rims?
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25051 NEXT>25068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input,I got the crossmember that the T-case bolts up to which should help
out a lot.I was looking at the member gallery at John Summers truck,and he made
custom mounts and had tubing around the T-case etc.it looked good.Do you think I
should replace either the stock or the SM 465 tranny mount rubber thing that is
falling/rusting apart on both,or just make the bracket to bolt directly to the case.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine auto trans POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25055
NEXT>25071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although the drivetrain may get longer and the tcase mounts may need to be
moved/modified,as long as you have a u-joint connection on the rear of the trans,2wd
tranny,I dont see why it wouldn't...you are talking the stock t-case?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>25056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since my first post on this matter,I have been trying to remember where I saw answers to
the original question.I know that I have seen pictures of the 6-230 Tornado engines on
pallets OD in color that were supposed to be govt'rebuilds and that 715s off the assembly
line came with engines painted black.Unfortunately,I can't figure out where I saw this
before.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25053 NEXT>25065 25066 25080.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got mail!
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25058 NEXT>25076 LINKNAME>Link
to pics of boggers on stock wheels LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Yep.It's a little work to get them on but they work nicely and drive SO DAMN MUCH
better than the NDT's did.You'll need a dampener though...they tend to flat spot and
shake for the first few minutes when it's cold.Love'em otherwise!
Check the link and see what you think.(hey,that rhymed!)
SUBJECT>YOU SICK LITTLE MONKEY!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25010 NEXT>
25069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAD MAX.I think it's right after Goose shags that long legged singer,Baby,and heads
out to his bike.As he's getting to it right before it fires that comes over the CB.Then he
leaves and does that skinny tired burnout with the Kawwie Z1.
"You sick little monkey,"is from Ren &Stimpy.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25062
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,thanks...
I've got AutoCAD out the whazzoo...I'm an Architectural Designer.Send the stuff man.
Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25062
NEXT>25099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why is it I thought you had a 400?Now I remember going through the whole W block
thing.
Also,looking at the plates...I am kind suprised you've not had problems with em.they
look like .25"plate.Other wise,nice and simple,stupid.
Also,looks like the older,two peice chevy mount on there too...is that the case?
SUBJECT>Re:driveshaft+t-case seal POSTER>brian m EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,31
July 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25041 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rear.SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25059 NEXT>25101
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replaced my rubber mounts wiht new one.I think it was about $16 from Chief Auto
Parts.
Jon Summers truck is the shiznit.If I had the time/money combination he has then I'd
sure go that route.Unfortunately I've been wearing this hat for years.....and it says
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'Dunce'.
Glad that I,not Spicergear,solved all your problems.
-B.
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25064 NEXT>25084 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thomas,
From hear I can hear the clock ticking.That clock is the countdown to you getting
married.
Or me getting a UPS box with my gun and a big block in it.
Will be big block be a 427?That would be sweet.
-B.
SUBJECT>ata Plate Numbers POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 M-715.
I have no data plates.
I am looking to order them,and would like to have the numbers stamped on them when I
order.
My question is,what do the numbers mean?Not just the serial number,but all of them...
The "VIN"they assigned the truck when the PO titled it looks fabricated,or made up.
Dosen't strike me as being based on a SN for the truck.So,how would I find the correct
numbers on the truck?
Again,I have no data plates what so ever.I do have the later,hood mounted air fitler assy
though.
Also,the truck has been painted many a time,so I can't go by numbers on the body itself.
Thanks guys.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel engine auto trans POSTER>Joe EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25060.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I am talking about the stock T-case.Unless I can get the Engine,Trans and t-case out
of a doner vehicle.Then we might be talking a different game.
Joe
SUBJECT>parts for M-715 POSTER>Pedro Lopes EMAIL>roberto@bironet.com.br
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25073 25092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I find some parts for my Jeep,like free-wheel(I don't know how to say,is that
part that I put on the wheel that only the rear wheel works)?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:parts for M-715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25072 NEXT>25087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lockouts?
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25070 NEXT>25078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The original serial number can be found on the frame.Look on the tope of the frame
above the passenger rear wheel.Also,it will be stamped into a small plate on the frame
top just behind the radiator stop-cock on the passenger side.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:engine color POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24999
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Where by chance did you see this vehicle engine?
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25063
NEXT>25100 25144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just read about the 40"goodyear MTR they said they don't get flat spots like bias ply
tires.but they cost about 350 to 400 bucks each.
SUBJECT>Re:Auto glass telemarketer beware!!POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BRAVO!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com.DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 6:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25074
NEXT>25083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't there more numbers than just the serial number on the data plates?
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25057
NEXT>25239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan the military distributor can be made to work but there is no advance.the civi dist
is definately the way to go my truck seems to idle better and also felt to have a bit more
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pulling power,you should do a national salvage yard search for a 1963-1965 waggoneer
with 230 OVERHEAD CAM engine.this is how i found mine they are out there!!keep
looking,enter automotive salvage in your search engine and good luck!!!
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25062
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you've got mail too...
SUBJECT>230 parts free or cheap POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25082 25095 25253
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just pulled my engine out,don't want it if you do email me:tanyajeff@alltel.net
water pump is spoken for
new carb (want a little for it)
cam shaft housing has lots of little cracks in it
t98 tranny
if you want somthing let me know I'll part it out,the olelady says "what the hell are you
going to do with that thing"
first come first serve
SUBJECT>you pay shipping and packaging ;ntxt POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25081 NEXT>
25088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
;.,/[]
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25078 NEXT>25093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's just the ser#and the month and year it was delivered.my inspected by is blank
SUBJECT>Post Pardum B?or just delusional?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:02 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25069 NEXT>25096
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B.
Though I still think you are going to lose your bet (she not only stuck with him,but is
helping repair 2 duces)it is really too bad.After annother 150 miles or so and you'll be
needing a spare block.
Oh,BTW:
1.I drive a Ford,so I wouldn't be broken down at the side of the road.
2.I drive a Ford,so I am fast enough to go get an extinguisher and put the fire out
BEFORE the house burnt down.
3.I drive a Ford,so my vehicle is safe enough that I wouldn't need any blood -especially
your chevy tainted blood.
4.I drive a Ford,and as such I'm smart enough to not get lost.
Good try though,much more inteligible that your last attempt.
Eat all 4
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Trivia POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25013
NEXT>25097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.are you trying to tell up that your nose is not only bulbous,but sets off metal detectors
and attracts nails?
Or is this the like you've been using on the wife?"Honey,my nose is so magnetic that it
is pulling the iron in my blood to the tip.It has nothing to do with ALL the alcohol I
imbibe while contemplating yet ANNOTHER mandatory re-build for my chebby motor."
BTW,I am still having laughing fits from Doug's post!!Bravo.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Am I the only one in SoCal...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've only seen it in magazines.Salton Sea has always been in an odd location for me
anyhow.I'm more of a high desert guy.
Give up on the stocker and go with the bellybutton,you still have time to make Big Bear.
If not,we're going to the Barstow poker run in October and most likely Calico before
Xmas.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:parts for M-715 POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25073 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats how I read it...locking (freewheeling)hubs on the front axle.SUBJECT>Re:you pay shipping and packaging ;ntxt
POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25082 NEXT>25089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you located?
SUBJECT>you on SubGuns??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25088
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NEXT>25104 25125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if not,never mind LOL if you are you'll know what the heck I'm talking about
the rest of you:I'm sunburnt practically to death today.Spent the last two days driving
kids around the lake in the boat.My brain is cooked....
SUBJECT>try Sam Winer in Akron OH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24959
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not quite the coast but almost there...
SUBJECT>GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,31 July 2003,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25098 25123 25184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm swapping out the old motor for something That'll spin my 42s a little better in the
mud.I'm estimating 500 horses will suit my needs.I'm concidering a crate GM 502.I'm
just wondering how it will fit and what modifications I will need to firewall/engine
bay/steering system.If this route is too much of a pain in the butt,my other option is a
383 stroker,....possibly supercharged.But I know there is no replacement for displacment
which is why I am leaning towards the 502,I 'm just looking for advice from anone who
has done the big block swap.I'm planning on using the novak bell housing adapter kit.
Unfortunately I didnt see that they made any headers or motor mounts fot the 502,so I
was unsure if there would be any clearance issues with exaust as well.All advice is
appreciated,thanks Craig
SUBJECT>Re:parts for M-715 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buenos Dias,Pedro!
Free-wheeling (lockout)hubs are available for the M715 from the MileMarker company.
Their website is:http://www.milemarker.com
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 4:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25083
NEXT>25105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hmmm...ok...
So,if I were to get a set,and have them stamped...Get my Serial number on em,and
guess on delivery date?
Also,it looks like...the ones I am going to get don't have the M-715 data on em...instead
of 3 spots,it looks like 6 or 7 spots...what is the deal with that?
SUBJECT>4 wheel disc brakes POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGkOJqqLVWdo PREVIOUS>NEXT>25114 25178 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a company making and selling 4 wheel disk brake kits for the
M715.I know the uglytruckling has fronts but I want to put front and rears on the truck.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:230 parts free or cheap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25081 NEXT>25116 25118 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How much for the carb?
do you have the alternator?
Where in nebraska?I'll be passing thru early satmorn and late sat night.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Post Pardum B?or just delusional?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25084 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
I thought we were better than that.Did we have a falling out?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Trivia POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25085 NEXT>25103 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ronner,
I can't help but notice that you seem to have it in for me today.Why is that?Why do
angry with the B?What's the hate from?Is it because I'm white?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1.August 2003,at 5:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>25091 NEXT>25102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YO!
I've got a 427 tall deck BBC in mine and it fits pretty nicely.I used factory COPO
Camaro exhaust manifolds on mine.To gain the clearance to clear these iron monsters I
cut the frame horns off and rewelded them further front on the frame,then welded GM
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'trapped bolt'motor mounts to them.I run an HEI and a large truck pump AND a 4
groove pulley on the crank.I even had room for an adapter and a older aggressively
pitched machanical fan.You didn't specify tranny but you did mention the adapter.If you
go stock you'll need to smash the crap out or the firewall to clear even a small block.
The 383 would be fine,but you'll never need with the rat.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25066 NEXT>25107 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The plate is 1/4"and would work with a big block although I'd make it 3/8"for that.I had
to change because of BB exhaust manifold clearance.The small block had no manifold
issuse with those mounts.
I'll shoot you that drawing.
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Leave you wallet with a hellish flatspot!
SUBJECT>Re:SM 456,NP 205 mouting to Frame?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25068 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad that I,not Brian,have an overdrive five speed.
Hug that.
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25098
NEXT>25143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah I was planning on keeping the stock tranny.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25097
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.your mommy doesnt post here.....pouting wont get you any sympathy
jesse jackson does not either.....your attempt to turn this into a racial issue will be in vain
as far as the previously mentioned female hormone joke....nevermind,you dont need
anymore.
still friends
dougger
SUBJECT>Re:you on SubGuns??POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25089 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure it's not just pickled??lol...
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25093 NEXT>25106 25133 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rapco has the correct data plates.I just ordered a new set to make it a with winch truck.
To bad they forgot to put in the little top center PTO plate.I've called and talked to them
about it.Now two weeks later no plaque and they are on vacation.Just great....Anyway,
they have what you need to be correct.If your going that route...
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25105
NEXT>25109 25150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked on the truck,and can't find the number on the places mentioned on the frame.
ON the old CJ's it was on a plate itself.On my 715 there is no such plate.
And,do you have pics of the plates Rapco sent ya?
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25099
NEXT>25149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks man,I'm a waiting for it.
SUBJECT>Spicer...diamond tread rockers?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25110
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can we get an update on that project?
Mayhaps some pics?
Keep up the good work.
-B.
SUBJECT>Rapco POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25106.NEXT>25126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone please supply Rapco's address or website?How much do a set of plates
run?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer...diamond tread rockers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25108 NEXT>25112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Local guy who runs a early bronco that has a very clean body other than the rockers
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simply cut the rockers out and welded square tubing in its place.Painted to match the
vehicle you cant hardly notice and they should be very durable.I did not even pick up on
this after seeing the vehicle a few times until someone said that he had done this.probably
will do this to mine and find a way to tie it to the frame and possibly to a cab cage.
SUBJECT>rockwell lockers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25113 25174 25272 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know where to buy lockers for rockwells.Aquaintance in canada is looking
for a less expensive alternative to the $2000 he was quoted there.($2000 canadian...prob
equal to about$40 U.S.)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer...diamond tread rockers?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25110 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a cool idea!Mine are all done painted and freshly scraped compliments of the Pa
Jeep show in York last weekend.I'll post some pics...but it will be a while.
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25111 NEXT>25115 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Randy's Ring and Pinion should carry them.Chucks Trucks in FL will have them too.
$500 roughly.These big babies have enough meet that a lot of people are Lincoln
Locking them.
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes POSTER>Dustin EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 August
2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25094 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Uglytruckling is done or just about done with their rear disc conversion,give them a call
and talk to Ray.
-.SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25113 NEXT>25119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool,thanks
doug
SUBJECT>in nebraska POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25095 NEXT>25117 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Juniata 6 miles west and 12 miles south of the grand island interchange on I80.About 90
miles west of Lincoln.60 miles north of the exact center of the U.S.Good enough?
hahahaha
402 984 1334 cell phone.
SUBJECT>Re:in nebraska POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
going thru lincoln then south to fort riely.I'll call you if I have time to make the
detour.What did you want for the parts?
thanks
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:230 parts free or cheap POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25095 NEXT>
25121 25122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
50 for the carb ?
20 for the generator?
or cheaper just want it gone
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25115 NEXT>25128 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
IF you call Randy's,ask if he has lockouts!
SUBJECT>Anyone know what SAE#the bell on a mulitfuel is???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>25131
25159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would help me very much to know what SAE#it is.
THANKS!!.SUBJECT>Re:230 parts free or cheap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25118 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about$20 for the carb and $50 for the gen.
just kidding.Done deal I'll make the detour.
e-mail me a address so i can print a map.
Thank you!!!!
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Doug
SUBJECT>Re:230 parts free or cheap :carb is a one barrel ntxt POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25118 NEXT>
25124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow
SUBJECT>power v.money POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25091
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can't go wrong w/a 502--if you can afford it.
383 a bit cheaper,but not as much power--if you need it.
Lot of folks w/small blocks around here having no trouble smoking all 4 up the
slickrock...
If it was me,I'd get the big block and eat Ramen for a year or something...
SUBJECT>carb,gen,water pump gone POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25122 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lots of parts left
SUBJECT>Re:you on SubGuns??POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25089 NEXT>25127 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
so just curious what is "subguns"
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25109
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here you go.I have some great dash pic's I just sent to work this morn.I will post one of
them in a bit.I have to go change out a solvent vent valve real quick.Here is rapco's
address.http://www.rapcopartscompany.com/plates.html.TGIF!!!
SUBJECT>well,lemme tell ya POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25125
NEXT>25132 25134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's a website for machineguns,they've got message and sale boards too.Pretty good for
NFA stuff,if that's yer gig.After last week's full auto deflowering I'm a little bit obsessed
w/Mac10's for some reason...
http://subguns.com/lots o stuff..
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25119 NEXT>25129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stttrrike,Randys was confused...dealt with them before and had good luck but the duece
deal thru the phone rep....
genius:A duece and a half?Cool.Does it have a dana 35 60 70?
me:No...a rockwell 2 1/2 ton(for the second time)
genius:Actual rockwell?
me:aaah yes(didnt know thier were imaginary ones)
genius:so a 2 1/2 ton rockwell in a duece
me:yes
genius:but who makes it,dana or is it a corporate?
me:can i have a large chocolate shake with my #3 value meal
didnt even bother to ask about the lockouts,think i will just try to fab some blank drive
flanges for my self.cut the teeth out of a set of used ones or something.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25128 NEXT>25130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As Randy's grows...his service is becomming hit and miss.I'd bet if you called again and
asked for a different person,or got a different person they'd have an answer.Heck,try
Jegs or summit!
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25129 NEXT>25891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
used to deal with summit all the time when i was building motors..mainly steet stuff with
a healthy budget few drag engines.....excellant prices but kind of like playing the
lottery...got fed up with them and switched to midwest motorsports and had much better
luck.have not done much of that for the last ten years so i have lost touch with whos got
thier stuff together and who doesnt.
we all learned how at some time...I'm just sure he is a little earlier in his learning curve.than most....hell,i'm
still learning daily.
Can't hardly imagine what life would be like with these trucks and no zone....sure would
be frustrating,and would not be any deals like the carb and gen for $70...thanks again
grndpndr.
Doug
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SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know what SAE#the bell on a mulitfuel is???POSTER>Brian
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25120 NEXT>25137
25139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be a 4.
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:well,lemme tell ya POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25127 NEXT>25135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,I believe a full auto nut here at work is selling one.Do you want me to ask about
it?I think you would need the proper licensing to buy it though...........Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Friday,
1 August 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25105 NEXT>25142
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered paint from them the first week of July.Got all the camo colors but one.Called
them back and just like you found they were on vacation!I was charged for all the paint
so am waiting patiently to talk to a person and not that damn answering machine!
SUBJECT>Re:well,lemme tell ya POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25127 NEXT>25136 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nebraska is a class 3 state too isn't it?We are SOL down here in KS
SUBJECT>yes!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,1 August
2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25132 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
lemme know what he's got,und how much he wants...have to go thru a dealer,no license
req.just a lot of taxes and waiting...and waiting...and waiting on the paperwork...
SUBJECT>yuh,KS SOL POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,1
August 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25134 NEXT>25138
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sad,since it doesn't really make any difference how fast the bullets come out,and it's not.like Johnny Lowlife is
shelling out the $severalK and waiting a minimum of 6mos for the
transfer...
plus,silencers are quiet,a big plus in my book.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know what SAE#the bell on a mulitfuel is???
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at
1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25131
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,do they make adapters to other sizes?
SUBJECT>tacoma...you suck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25136 NEXT>25146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you know the reason silencers are outlawed most everywhere...poaching.Always
figured it was something sinister..but just poaching...
you suck because if i want to own one of those toys i would have to move or risk jail
time.
P.O.ed in IA
SUBJECT>NO,#3 On Common M35 Series POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 2:35
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAY be #4 on 5-ton but I think it's #2.
CD
SUBJECT>water proofing/repelling canvass POSTER>gunrunner
EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aayvEHOF.0W4.PREVIOUS>NEXT>25141
25202 25335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone out ther know of an inexpensive waterproofing or water repellant for canvass?i
had heard boiled linseed oil would work fine,but i don'know.most comercial products are
costly &many are only available in spray cans.regular thompsons water seal is no longer
recomended for fabrics.any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.i am trying to
get a large tent ready for a hunt in colorado.thank you gunrunner
SUBJECT>Re:water proofing/repelling canvass POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25140 NEXT>25167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know what I would do....Call new Life Resources and tell them you would like to
reapply some water proofing.My canvas is fine,but I've been meaning to do that for
awhile just to find out what they recommend.Judith is great...........Dirty Al....
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 3:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25133
NEXT>25148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I don't get is I talked to them before they went on vacation.He would not send me
that little plaque until I provided the invoice number.Geez....It was at home..I called the
next day and left it on their machine.If it were me I would have taken my address and
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sent it off right away.What is it 6 or 8 bucks anyway....Oh well.....Al
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25102
NEXT>25165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to run a 454 in mine with the novak kit and 42"swampers,so heres my .02
I ran into clearance issues with the firewall,novak told me I needed a bigger hammer (I
am a 6'2"280ish pound man swinging a 5 lb.hammer )I dont think so........I found it
easist to cut the fire wall and relocate it around the valve cover area.Can inter-fear with
the factory heater if you have one and will not work with the larger cherokee brake
booster.I run a smaller booster with the corvette cyl.
I personally would stay away from the t-98 as I have snapped two mainshafts in over
ayear and half.Also when I pulled the 454 a few months ago I had noticed that I had
ripped both rubber mounts in half.Although novak uses parts that you can replace from
any parts house it just seems to me that was an awful short life span.
Granted I may be harder on my truck than most people,but I like to have my fun
also.......Its very cool to see a military truck on 42"tires thats able to cut a complete donut
on dry pavement!!!!!(welded rear).....
I dont recommend it as it tends to eat away at your swampers rather quick.But sure as
hell looks cool!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25076 NEXT>25232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Radials dont get flat spots.Those are radials..So if you compare size to a bais tire of
roughly the same size and tread its not too far out of line.Too much for me though.......
Steve
SUBJECT>valve adjustment POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
25147 25172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that the 230 requires the valves be adjusted while the engine is running,but it's
sure messy that way.Anybody have any rule of thumb for adjustment with the engine off
and motor cold?Thanks..SUBJECT>bwwwwaahahahahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1 August
2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25138 NEXT>25170 25197
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,I suck!hahahah I can have silencers,and machine guns,and drive offroad
everywhere,hell I can go to 4 states and never touch pavement except to get gas!
Moooahahahahh!
I'll drop off a special 715 Zone hanky on my way home in November.Enjoy IA,serf!
btw we have spare rooms.Moab 05 I say.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25145 NEXT>25151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think it needs to be running.Do it like any solid lifter engine.Bring it to operating
temp,shut it down,pull the valve cover and adjust away.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rapco POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Friday,
1 August 2003,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25142 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope I don't need an invoice #because I didn't even get an invoice with the two boxes of
paint I did receive.
SUBJECT>Re:SPICERGEAR!!!!POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25107
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK...I got it,but haven't opened it yet.
If it rains tomorrow,I will...otherwise,prolly wait till Monday,so I am not doing it on
the 233mhz,with dialup.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Numbers POSTER>Pete EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25106
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SO,still no luck on finding the numbers on the truck anywhere...help???
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25147 NEXT>25153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tech manual says to have it running and fabricate a cover to keep the oil from
slinging off the timing chain and burning you.I've done it that way,but it's a pain.I'll do
it the way you suggest and see how that works out.
SUBJECT>m715 ujoint size POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:47
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are our ujoints 1310,1330,1350 or what???
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25151 NEXT>25160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Right you are,had to see for myself!
I don't understand how you could ever feel that you have the right lash adjustment if the
engine is running.Am I missing something here?They do show a picture of some hands
adjusting the valve lash with no oil splash guard and the thing is obviously not running.
Maybe I'm just confused.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:m715 ujoint size POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25152
NEXT>25162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock is 1310.---B.
SUBJECT>are the t-case bearings suppose to be packed?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25156 25161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can i pack the t-caze bearings with grease or will that interfere with the flow of the gear
oil or somthing?i am also still looking to find a rear driveshaft that will fit...
Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:are the t-case bearings suppose to be packed?POSTER>Doug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It wouldn't hurt to.I know I did,probably not needed at all,but the oil will still get in
there and wash the grease out.It will blend with the oil and be fine.I did it thinking it
would help the new bearings till the oil got up to them?Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Auto glass telemarketer beware!!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine cost $89.00 to have cut,and they installed.No new gasket.Doug.
SUBJECT>200 6 lug complete gm refurbished axles up for auction POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 7:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mechanisburg,pa.there auctioning one at a time
http://www.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=231068
SUBJECT>SAE #POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25120
NEXT>25246 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The overdrive trans is a #3 measuring 16 7/8"center holes across.There is a common
adapter ring made out of aluminum to go from the #2 (18 3/8")down to the #3.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,1 August 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25153 NEXT>25163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometime this weekend my dad is going to show me how to adjust the valves racing style
(not that I'm going to make a hot rod 230)He said they did it all the time back in the
sixty's way before my time.But if I can remember the way he does it I will post it.
SUBJECT>where r u again?I have one POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,1
August 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25155 NEXT>25166
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
might be shortened though..let me measure.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 ujoint size POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August
2003,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25154 NEXT>25164
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless you have an odd ball truck like mine....seems some were built with each shaft
having it's own size and later were retrofitted with the same sizes somehow...I happen to
have all of mine out at the moment and a friend of mine was somewhat amazed to see this
difference in sizes..."You mean if one goes in combat,you gotta figure what size it is and
hope you brought all 3?"
Does make sense thay did a retrofit on this but mine musta been neglected on that
front...M715 discrimination I say...wheres my lawyer.
I dont have the sizes handy but I will be replacing the front shaft ones for sure as the caps
fell of into the muck undr the truck and I am not going to scrape up the needles and put
them back...plus I can buy "Brute Force"brand ujoints at Auto Zone pretty cheap and they
have the grease fitting in the cap,not the cross,much stronger.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25160
NEXT>25252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have always brought it up to operating temp,shut it down and adjusted.If you watch the
cam lobes/firing order carefully,you will see that there are 2 cylinders that you can adjust
at a time,four cycle engines cylinders that are opposite in firing order.Turn your crank.bolt and get the #1 valves
a T C for that cylinder,adjust them and you should be able to
adjust #6 as it is 3 past #1 in the firing order,if you get my drift.So then #5 and #2 are
together and #3 and #4 are also.
That should do ya.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 ujoint size POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
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DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25162
NEXT>25169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of the 'wheeling mags tested U joints a few years ago.
Turns out there was only one "parts store"u joint stronger than a Spicer with the zerk in
the cross...It was the "no-zerk"spicer.The "Brute Force"was weaker than both Spicers,
but I think better than all the others.
Now we have those billet ujoints from CTM (I think that's the name)SUPER HD u
joints.I still run plain 'ol Spicers on minem though.1410s on the jackshaft and 1350s on
the driveshafts.
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2
August 2003,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25143 NEXT>25192
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The clearance issue is one of the reasons I steered towards the Ford 460 --no engine
clearance firewall mods needed on my truck.No distributor clearance issues.No special
motor mounts either,just two new holes drilled in the stock M715 perches and Ford 390
rubber mounts bolted in between.And a stock FSJ 304-401 V8 radiator has the inlets and
outlets on the right sides to match the motor (although the 4 core aftermarket version is
recommended with the big cube motors).Luckily I have no brand loyalties so whatever
works best is what I'll use.
As for the brake booster,a combination of the tandem diaphram Delco booster from the
8600#GVW J20s (74-77)and a 1"body lift on the cab solved that problem.With the
tandem booster,the brakes are impressively strong and low-effort.(That's with 4 wheel
discs and 39.5"swampers).
Military trucks with big blocks,big tires and "lincoln lockers"make for great fun,don't
they?!!
SUBJECT>Re:where r u again?I have one POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25161 NEXT>25175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am in NH right now,i'll be in Utah in about 18 days...driving the 715 out,would like to
get a new driveshaft before then.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:water proofing/repelling canvass POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 6:38 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try that Thompson's Deck Sealer--pretty cheap and you can paint it on
SUBJECT>Hummer Rims wanted POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2
August 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25195 25204
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have some hummer rims for sale?I need some to decrease the backspacing on
my axles.Thanks Chris
SUBJECT>Re:m715 ujoint size POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't the CTM's like 250.00 for a pair??!!The Pirates did a feature test on them and I
guess they are pretty tuff.I guess you get what you pay for in this world......Al..
SUBJECT>Re:bwwwwaahahahahah POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25146 NEXT>25176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,The guy I was talking about with the Mac 10 (I think)flew to Ireland for
work.He should be back in a week.I was pretty sure he said it was a Mac 10.I may be
wrong,but I'll find out............Al...
SUBJECT>do i need a steering stabilizer?POSTER>Sweeney
EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25173 25186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am ordering 38x13-16 super swamper tsl's for my truck,right now i have 315/75r16 big-
O tires.i was wondering if anyone who runs 38s or a similar size needed/uses a sterring
stabilizer and if so what kind.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25145
NEXT>25177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But it is more fun to adjust them with the engine running...sprayed oil in the face,being
shaken to death,and playing that little game of put the wrench on the adjuster is so much
fun....:).I haven't adjusted M715 engines like that,but the little four banger in the M151
has to be done that way...it is so much fun...lol.If the suggestions for doing it off works
I'd say go for it.
Joe
SUBJECT>I've got 36's and..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August
2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25171 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...no steering stabilizer.Didn't seem to make a difference..SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25111
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
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Detriot sells a locker for rockwells.You can them from www.usa6x6.com in Oklahoma
and chuxs trucks in Florida.Both have lockouts.Also Wolfgang Tibus at
www.killeraxles.com (I think)is manufacturing a selectable locker for rockwells in a
couple months from now.These are sort of like ARB style but don't use high pressure to
hold the engagement fork.Instead the air is low pressure to move the fork and it is held
engaged by spring pressure.They also make them for out stock M715/M725 axles for
about 700 each.
SUBJECT>hmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 9:14
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25166 NEXT>25179 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok then..figured as much..hahah I'm leaving the 20th to go back east...hahaha so I guess
your cookies will have to wait a while..
SUBJECT>ok,thanks...ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August
2003,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25170 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i said no text!hahahaha
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25172 NEXT>25190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 tech manual does say to do it with the engine running,but I really don't see
how you can.If the whole point is to have that .008"clearance between the rocker arm
heels and the cam with the piston is at TDC,it seems reasonable that you should do it
with the engine warmed up,but turned off and with the point of the cam lobe straight
down (piston at T C).
If the engine was running,I really don't see how you'd do this very easily.Oh well....
SUBJECT>Re:4 wheel disc brakes POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25094 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the cost of converting the front and rears to discs it's more cost effective to swap to
GM D60/Corp10.5 axles with stock front discs,easy swap rear discs,stronger axleshafts,
etc.My $0.02
SUBJECT>Re:hmm POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,
at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25175 NEXT>25182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.just bring the cookies down to farmington ill eat them.My truck should be back up by
then.mybe we can have a mini run up the skyview highway
SUBJECT>NEW 2003 2 pin slave cables !!!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
11 feet long.cheap!
email me and ill give you the guys anme and email.
SUBJECT>T98 output seal #POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have the NAPA number for it?I tried a search and couldn't find anything.I did
find some numbers on the parts list from Spicergear but the must be Autozone or
something.My NAPA guy couldn't find anything on those numbers.I have the seal out
and wouldn't you know it,the only place it is corroded is right where the seal number is.
Thanks,Bill.
SUBJECT>heck yeah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at
1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25179 NEXT>25183 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will do,we'll get some folks together.Might leave the 460 in the 725 for that purpose....
SUBJECT>Re:heck yeah POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August
2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25182 NEXT>25191
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when will u b back
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>cadpowered EMAIL>mas1_777@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25091
NEXT>25203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't need much more HP or Torque that a stock Caddy 500 cid.(Just bought another
complete car with 62000 miles for $400.00).All I have to do to get 400 hp with 550 lbs
of torque,is install it and drive it.Show me a small block you can do that with?Don't get
me wrong I love small block Chevs that is the only other engine I use.I have them in my
Jeep Scramblers,and several other small trucks.
But "if you want up to 600 hp and close to 700 ft lbs of torque I can build it cheaper in a
540 cid stroker Cad motor than the "other"brand of engine"(this quote is from the Caddy
gurus at Maximum Torque's forum).The Cadillac 472 /500 CID motors respond very
well to basic performance modifications.A 500 cid Cadillac motor in stock form already
has two advantages over a big block Chevrolet engine.The Caddy boasts nearly 50 more
cubic inches and weighs 75 pounds less.When equipped with an aluminum intake
manifold the Cadillac now comes in at 100 pounds lighter than the Chevrolet 454!.For low dollar performance usage
the Cadillac is superior to any other motor bar none!
This holds true right up to the 500 horsepower level.After that point you are going to
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spend as much as the next guy on speed parts.Should you decide to take your Cadillac
motor to these upper horsepower and RPM levels the "low buck"stuff is over.Just like
any other type of engine.
Go to http://mts.simplenet.com/frames.html Maximum Torque Specialist,for all of the
info,parts,and advice forum you will ever need on the Caddy engines.
Hope this helps
Cadpowered
SUBJECT>Power Brakes POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGkOJqqLVWdo PREVIOUS>NEXT>25188 25228 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ok The project is starting to get formulated I have an idea on power train,disc brakes,
now to help those disc brakes I'd like to put in a power brake master cylinder.Any ideas
of what can be used?
Thanks
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:do i need a steering stabilizer?POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25171 NEXT>25189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running the 11.00x16's.So far no shakes..I haven't even had them balanced.I have
the Contenintal (9.00x20's)copies of the Michelins on my Unimog,and they need
balancing terribly.I guess you get what you pay for...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:NEW 2003 2 pin slave cables !!!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So when the battery in my M715 dies,I go to the nearest guy with a M715 and ask him
for a jump?:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 5:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it is not hooked up yet,but im using a 1998 disc/disk gm master cyl,an 1995 gm
hydroboost.im using the stock brake pedal and cut the brake rod down to fit.
SUBJECT>Re:do i need a steering stabilizer?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25186 NEXT>25245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ricky,i too have no shakes and no balancing on my 1100 x 16's,neither does bobby.and.we have no stabilizers either
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2
August 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25177 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen some "old timers"adjust valves on running engines,but it's very messy and I
don't see that there is any big advantage to it.It works just fine to warm up the engine,
then shut it down to make the adjustments.If your valve train is loose,you'll be amazed at
how quiet the engine runs once everything is adjusted properly.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>schedule POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at
8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
should be back no later than 1st week of November,axles to go in the week I get home..I
guess I"ll keep the 460 for a bit,so I can drive Gigantor again..has been sitting too long..
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25165
NEXT>25210 25241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes they do,although I have currently tossed the big block chevy aside and had to drop in
fuel injected 302 from a mustang just to keep the toy rolling,I have a 460 sitting in the
shop thats been getting some tlc and hope to have it in the truck soon,as my other project
needs its motor back.
I am sold on fuel injection now,so I need to find a injection setup for the 460.Anybody
got a donor truck?
Steve
SUBJECT>sbc 350 and t350 autotranny POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well the project was going well.got the engine and tranny mounts done everything is nice
and straight.went to put the radatior in (stock one for now)and the clearance between the
pully and the radatior is about 2 in.no room for a fan.bon of a snitch!think i'm going to
move the radatior in to the grill more.anybody else do that?
SUBJECT>Restoration Tips POSTER>Jeffro EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,
at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25224 25226 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We have a 715 which has been sitting for a long time-(about 10 yrs.)I am going to try
and get her restored.Any tips for general restoration-anything you all have run into?
Thanks-
-Jeff
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SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Rims wanted POSTER>Brian.EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at
10:29
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set I might be selling with the runflats and all,no grease bags
SUBJECT>HELP ME BEFORE I DO SOMETHING CRAZY!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>25199 25201 25248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or,help me do something crazy...been under the 725 this week somewhat,noticed
irritating rusty finish.Nothing to worry about,this is the desert,but it bothers me.Since
all wiring is coming out,and all drivelines as well,SHOUL I JUST TAKE THE
DAMN BODY OFF AND DO IT RIGHT????
oh no I know it's a bitch,already made Spicer talk me out of it,but it's bugging me.Be so
much easier to undercoat the body,seal up the frame etc etc...
anyone do this on a 725????and how?
SUBJECT>Re:bwwwwaahahahahah POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,2 August 2003,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I make enough money this year i was going to go in 04,maybe I'll just do 04 &05....you
can come on down cause my wife will certainly chicken out and some one will need to
document the climbs with the camcorder.you do suck
SUBJECT>Re:sbc 350 and t350 autotranny POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 12:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaRDaj2G4Njko PREVIOUS>25193 NEXT>
25220 25284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a couple of electric fans out of a junkyard.$10 a piece and they work great.Put one
in front and one behind and offset them.One runs all the time ignition is on and other on
demand sort of by switch on dash.My .02
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME BEFORE I DO SOMETHING CRAZY!
POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 August
2003,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25196 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma
they have spray at napa or another auto parts store of your choose that sells a can of spray
that converts surface rust to primer,let it set a few days then undercoat it or paint it.It's
cheap and it works great.
SUBJECT>What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>25212.25223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought an M715,I am very happy but I need to get it from Montana to North
Carolina.Is there a company that can transport it pretty cheaply?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME BEFORE I DO SOMETHING CRAZY!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
POR-15 works best when there is some surface rust.Just make sure you brush all loose
rust off.
SUBJECT>Re:water proofing/repelling canvass POSTER>Farmer Bill
EMAIL>whf@midohio.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to a farm or ag store,we have TSC around here,they have treatments for canvas,
comes in gallon cans,about $20.00 bucks.It is painted on with a brush but maybe you
could use a paint sprayer.Hope this helps.FB
SUBJECT>shhhhhhhh........geez POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25184
NEXT>LINKNAME>'71 472 /'68 M715
LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/coydog5050
If you keep telling people,we wont be able to find those factory 400hp doaner cars.it
seems most people havent seen the light,and the one's that have,dont know the parts are
available.
Not to mention the fact that you can;
remove the intake w/out removing the dist.thats up front whare it should be.
remove the (external)oil pump w/out tearing the engine apart.
remove the water pump w/out removing the first bracket.(atleast on my '71 472)
remove the timing chain/gears w/out removing any brackets.
All backed up by a turbo 400 trans.
It does only have a two bolt main,but the blocks were made of a high nickel cast.and
suppose to be fine up to the 600hp mark.
damn.....doing it again
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Rims wanted POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>25168 NEXT>
25249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have hummer wheels with or without mag runflats for sale.
Where are you ?
SUBJECT>any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net.DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 11:11
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a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
something that looks some what original,what to watch for ect.not much expierence
with wiring,and should be ordering a harness in the next couple of days,suggestions also
welcome on harnness.I've been looking at Wire Works,Centech,and of course,Painless.
Hear's the mix;'68 M715,'71 Cad.472 with '76 HEI dist.and '75 Cad.tilt/tell.column.
just going to jump right into it!...i guess
SUBJECT>Re:any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25205 NEXT>25221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.datcon.com/products/2hdauto.htm
they look original
and at 20 dollars a gauge they are cheap
SUBJECT>new interior pics POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are some pics of my camo interior.Still gotta figure out some sort of floor covering.
The GMC mats gotta go !!!!!
The material is a heavy grade canvas in Mossy Oak pattern.
I got the P/S installed,but need a longer pitman arm.I have a buddy making one for me.
The turning radius is too short,so I need a longer one..Whatcha'think??
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1161179-Mvc-022s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1161181-Mvc-019s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1161182-Mvc-020s.jpg
Ricky...seeya...
now I need my A/C working
SUBJECT>M105 trailer for sale (Dallas Tx)POSTER>j20m715
EMAIL>norris117@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>NEXT>25211
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M105 trailer for sale
In great shape,I just dont use it as much as I thought I would.
Has all 4 stake sides &bows (no canvas).
Tires,wiring,lights in great shape.
Asking $450 OBO
SUBJECT>Re:new interior pics POSTER>RIck Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25207 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Great job Ricky
Those seat are cool,not to mention the AC.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>RIck Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25192
NEXT>25279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve
How does the 302HO pull all the kaiser around?Does it have power to pass and pull?
Thanks
Rick
I was thinging 350 with stock trans,But i found a 302HO with a ford tranny very
cheap,also found a 460
SUBJECT>Re:M105 trailer for sale (allas Tx)POSTER>ustin EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jim,please send pics of trailer to doe97@hotmail.com
Thanks-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used AAAdvantage transporters.They shipped my M715 from South Dakota to Florida
in 3 days for $1400.Good outfit.I highly recommend them.The high price was mainly
because not much traffic going through South Dakota.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Government auction tires POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure if these will fit an M715 or not,but I just saw 7 Michelin 11 X 16 tires on 8
lug rims (brand new,A4)on the Government liquidation site.They are in Jacksonville,
FL.Could I use these on an M715 or are they too big?For those interested,it was event
854,lot 1542.I guess they are for a deuce-and-a-half.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:T98 output seal #POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25181 NEXT>25215 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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fed s#5330-29221601,manufacturer's #65909-943645 OUTPUT seal for t-98.#is most.likely on seal itself.
SUBJECT>Re:T98 output seal #POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25214 NEXT>25216 25243
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whoops,sorry about saying the #is on the seal.
SUBJECT>Re:T98 output seal #POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25215
NEXT>25222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I will run the manufacturers number by the NAPA guy in the morning.He said
the federal stock #doesn't help him at all.I wish I had a parts store nearby with someone
who knew something.As it is now I travel 20 miles one way to get any parts and then half
the time I don't get what I need.Sorry about the rant,it just ticks me off when I need
something like a rubber mount for my transmission and he just scratches his head!
SUBJECT>Re:Government auction tires POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they will fit,but youll have to bid hard....if you want to go in for these,id like one for a
spare....
SUBJECT>Hey LuckyPabst POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
saw your post from a few days ago.I am just down the hill (in Redlands)from Big Bear.
Didn't hear about the FSJ run,but I might be able to make it on that weekend.Right now
I am struggling with this dead 401 in my cj-5,so I am pretty broke.The 715 is up and
running.One thing to be aware of;I have heard rumors that the San Bernardino Forest
Service might close off all off highway access here pretty shortly,citing hazardous fire
conditions.that means no recreation whatsoever,jeeps,mountain bikes etc.If have a few
dollars left over from the 401 repair,I might try to make it.Keep you posted.
AG
SUBJECT>Re:Hey LuckyPabst POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25218 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good Arnold,
Myself and Brian should be there,he has two weeks to iron out all the little stuff since
tossing in a new engine and he has to get something done on his gearing.It'll be a fun trip,
though I bet it'll be crowded.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:sbc 350 and t350 autotranny POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25198 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll give it a try.thanks for your .02
SUBJECT>Re:any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 4:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25206 NEXT>25255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stewart Warner Deluxe series gauges look almost identical other than the chrome bezels.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:T98 output seal #POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With calipers,measure the OD of the shaft,I of where the seal fits and the overall
thickness of the seal itself.NAPA especially should have a book that shows seal
dimensions and can get you what you need this way.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>Mikey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.org DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25200 NEXT>25225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd had one transported nearly that far.You're looking at the $1500 and up range.If the
truck isn't drivable,many transporters won't deal with it.If they do,they'll charge you a
bit extra for having to winch the truck up on a trailer.This can run a few hundred extra.
Good luck.Try Hemmings Motor News for listings of many transport companies.But I
think you'll find the prices to be pretty much along the same lines.
SUBJECT>Re:Restoration Tips POSTER>Mikey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.org
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25194
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It really just depends on the overall condition before you start.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>25223 NEXT>
25229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one quote from a company for $900 and then there is a $150 winching fee.But they
are giving a $50 discount to us that just got back from Iraq.I need to call them in the AM
to set it up.Thanks for the help guys.
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SUBJECT>Re:Restoration Tips POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net.DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25194
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest thing I have run into is the condition of the cable.If it is not bent (kinked)or
have broken strans and just a got some rust on it,it can be saved.Get a big tub of clean
fresh 30W motor oil a paint brush and run the cable taught.Run the oil over the cable
letting it soak into the cable and drip back into the pan.This will give the cable a good
coat of oil and keep it usable.When you inspect that cable if you find breaks in the
strands or kinks etc.junk it and buy fresh.It can be pricy but if you go to use it you will
want a good cable that isn't going to snap on you.
Good luck,
Joe
SUBJECT>alternator(how to wire it ?)POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25231
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got my 350 in but now my prob is how to wire the alternator.any body know how?a one
wire would be fine with me or if someone knows another way pleeeaaase let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brakes POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of converting the brakes also.I installed a 7"mini booster and a non
power m/c from a '77 vette.The problem I am having now is that the push rod from the
booster does not come close to fully seating into the m/c.I tried an m/c from a power
brake vette and I get no pedal pressure at all.Back to the drawing board for me!Mike
Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>Mikey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.org DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25225 NEXT>25233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a great price,almost too great!Make very sure you're getting door to door service.
Ask if they are going to store your vehicle at an outpost or terminal and move it from load
to load.Also ask about insurance -do they have it or are you required to carry it while the
truck is in their possession.
I just moved a vehicle from MS to SC and it cost me $800 so $900 just sounds extremely
cheap.Hope you get a good deal,but just be very careful.It sounds almost too good to be
true.
SUBJECT>M715 rims &NDT tires for sale POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently removed 4 rims &tires from my M715.They are the military NDT type.withe plenty of tread left.They
are in Southern NH.Anyone interested??I also have 3
more rims with snow tires.Rims are fine but tires have alot of weather checking.
I would like to sell the 4 NDTs as a set.$300.00.The other rims and tires $50 apiece.
SUBJECT>Re:alternator(how to wire it ?)POSTER>Bill Davis
EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25227 NEXT>25234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a the GM one wire alternator.I wired it to one side of a continuous duty relay.The
battery on the other side of the relay.The dash switch activates the relay and pulls the two
together.(My M715 has a 24v chassis and 12v motor and EFI)
Other alternators may have a field wire connection and you can switch this with the
ignition switch.My CJ alternator will self excite once the RPM goes up,so I don't bother
with a field wire.If you wire the field wire direct to the battery it will eventually drain the
battery.
SUBJECT>Re:tire size ?POSTER>Bill Davis EMAIL>wkld@attbi.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25144
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just put 9.00 20"tires on my truck.Firestone Super All Tractions.They are 41"in
diameter bias plys.The rears are fine.The fronts rub on the front of the fender when
turning and flexing.I will probably lift the body 1".
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25229 NEXT>25235 25238 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is from the same company that I had move my Wagoneer from AZ to NC.It is lifted
and modified.They charged me $935 to do it.I am going to talk to them tomorrow.
SUBJECT>Re:alternator(how to wire it ?)POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25231 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,got friend that rebuilds alternators I'll see if I can get the parts for a one wire.
SUBJECT>Check this site out!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25233
NEXT>LINKNAME>car mover directory
LINKURL>http://www.movecars.com/toc/find/index.htm#by_state
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http://www.movecars.com/toc/find/index.htm#by_state
I paid 700 to move a lifted '71 Blazer from the West side of Montana to the middle of
Michigan.
Good luck.
Ron.SUBJECT>ZONE list POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at
8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
for anyone who hasn't heard yet,I"m making the zone list of who's where..it's so we can
get together w/each other if we're around.To be included,email me w/the following.
1.real name
2.screen name
3.email
4.city/state
5.phone if you want.Thanks in advance,there are only about 70 names on it so far.
Trying to get to 100 before I send it to List Dad for posting.
SUBJECT>oops,forgot my email...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25236
NEXT>25244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about that..
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,3 August 2003,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25233 NEXT>25240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pork chop are u part of the 75.I was with ya all in kuwait
SUBJECT>Re:Civi Distributor and 2 barrel for sale POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 12:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25079 NEXT>
25262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a civi 12v dist.and 2 barrel carb/manifold setup available.How about $25 for dist.
and $50 for carb/manifold.They came of a 65?with 230 tornado that ran when parked.
Good shape for thier age.Dist slipped right out...wasn't half siezed up like my mlitary
motor dist was.Email me if interested.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 2:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25238 NEXT>25242 25274 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,I am in the Marines.
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25192 NEXT>25280
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a spare EFI 460 injection setup:upper/lower intakes,throttle body,fuel rail,.regulator,8 injectors,sensors
(most of them),TFI-IV (EFI)distributor,harness,EEC-IV
computer...Right now I keep them as spares for my setup.
The harness was a vehicle takeout but I can easily set it up for a 5 wire hook up to your
truck (BAT,GND,CRANK,IGNSW,FUELPUMP)with optional connections (TACH,
A/C COMPR).
One caveat:From what I understand you must use the '87-up 460 EFI heads otherwise the
ports don't match up.I haven't VERIFIED this,although an easy way would be to go to a
parts store and ask for "93 F350 460"and "77 F350 460"intake manifold gaskets and
compare them.Or even bring the '93 gaskets home and test fit on your engine.If they are
the same then you'll be OK.I *DO*know the exhaust ports are different on the EFI
motors and require headers specific to those years ('87-up).
SUBJECT>Re:do i need a steering stabilizer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25189 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you live where it's going to get cold those swampers will flatspot and a stabilizer will
help A TON!I'm running 37x13 boggers and it made a big difference in cold weather.I'd
highly recommend it.
SUBJECT>Another SAE bell question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25159 NEXT>
25247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a CAT 3208 V8.The plan is to bolt or adapt it to the M35 bell.I found a
couple of online posts,elsewhere,about them having a #3 bell/flywheel.I don't know alot
about this SAE#jazz so any help is MUCH appreciated.
THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Another SAE bell question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25246 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just found another online place stating that the CAT 3208 has a SAE#1 flywheel and
housing.??Just tell me an adapter exists.:)
SUBJECT>Beg borrow or steal a pressure washer and POSTER>oug's Little Willys
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25196 NEXT>25251 25256 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
blast it hard in all the little areas,wear goggles and plan to get REALLY wet,then let it
dry...Then Por-15 the all loving heck out of it.Seal the edges/corners/seams with a
GOOD seam sealer,then paint over those areas as well as the rest with chassis black
(semi-flat black)or OD if you want a original look.It's important to NOT seal the cracks.with seam sealant first
because you want the Por-15 to get into those areas.It will be the
best $$you could spend on the old girl.Oh,and Por-15 will bond permanantly to you and
everything you own,so be careful!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummer Rims wanted POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25204 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Colorado.81201 My number is 719-207-0029 or email at acathor@yahoo.com
Thanks Chris
SUBJECT>Rough M715 POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found a beater M715 and would like some opinions.It's a stock truck with heavy rust
damage from salt corrosion and I can probably get it for 300-400 bucks.No gas tank,
several holes in bed,tool box doors are damaged,tail gate there but rotten,seats are there
but shot,completely bald street tires,three (yes,I said 3)batteries between the seats -
maybe 8 volts each?Windshield is there with stock wipers and the truck is straight -just
heavily rust damaged in all the places salt would collect.The funny part is that this was
being driven daily by some guy who was running gas from a jerry can in the bed so
brakes and lights must be working...
I'm thinking about making this into a hunting truck with platform.Are gas tanks available
and how much?I have a stock Dodge M37 so 24v is fine with me but I probably want to
install a new alternator and will likely leave the engine stock to just use offroad.Any
estimates to get it going and how available are parts?
SUBJECT>Re:Beg borrow or steal a pressure washer and
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,4 August
2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25248 NEXT>25292
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting ready to POR 15 the underside and interior of my wagoneer.The guys at the
POR 15 store said it would be good to spray a semi dilute mixture of simple green on to
degrease before paint.Don't do it full strength though...I did and ten minutes later with a
hose I was still getting suds....That stuff cuts grease real well,and will hopefully insure a
solid bond with the paint.
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25163
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and it REALLY helps to have a set of "go:no-go"feeler gauges.These have the desired
tickness at the tip (1/2 inch or so),but then step up a few thousandths.This way,you get
the thin (spec)tip to slide with slight drag,but the thicker (over spec)part will stop when
you reach the step.Cuts adjusting time a bunch and is more confidence-inspiring..SUBJECT>T98 POSTER>Carl Case
EMAIL>dirktone@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25081 NEXT>25290
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm headed for CO.at the end of this week.I'm very interested in your T98.Where in
Nebraska are you located?What do you want for the tranny?I absolutely do NOT want
the transfer case.I already have 2 cammers but I would like the bellhousing,clutch and
any linkage from the T98.Please reply to my email soon.thanks Carl
SUBJECT>God willing!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
4 August 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25244 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
er uh,NOOOO I want to see trucks and meet Zoners lol..I LOVE sleeping in the van,it's
super cush!hahahah
don't be scared,I won't stay long...mooahah
SUBJECT>Re:any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>jeepgrant EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25221
NEXT>25281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck was already converted when I got it.It has all Stewart Warner,and they look
stock.I think the diameter for the holes is the same.I'm not sure where to get them.Mine
have been in the truck for probably 15 years or more,and they all still work great.
Jeepgrant
SUBJECT>did I mention that's my business?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheheh big honkin pressure washer in the van...so no problem there..but see the newer
post for what I REALLY need to know hhahahah
simple green and pressure/heat will remove anything that can come off...
SUBJECT>725 body removal questions POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25261 25282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the sickness is still infecting me,ergo I am still thinking it's a reasonable thing to remove
the ambulance pigbody.
anyone done this and just how much of a bitch was it?Looks like a real pain in the arse to
me,but I can't seem to talk myself out of it yet.Rust bugging me.Taunting me.Mocking
me.And I can't have that!
SUBJECT>Serial numbers POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25259 25404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In another thread I was told to look for the serial number of the truck either on
the frame
by the passanger side rear wheel,or by the petcock of the radiator,on the frame.I have
not been able to find these numbers.Are they on plates,stamped into the frame,or what?
SUBJECT>yeah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25258 NEXT>25263
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my s/n is on the dash plate I think.Have to check that I guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Rough M715 POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25250
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just about any gas tank will work,I am using a 32 gallon off of an old Prentice log loader.
Seats shouldnt be too hard to get,i have buckets out of a Buick Regal.The tires though
will probably be the biggest expense.A good set of say 35"mud tires works great,and
they will work on your stock rims.Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:725 body removal questions POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25257 NEXT>25264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never done it,but something tells me you will want a good tourch.
SUBJECT>Re:Civi Distributor and 2 barrel for sale POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25239 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,I want that distributor.Im not sure though about the carb,I will have to see how mine
does.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,
4 August 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25259 NEXT>25266
25268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See Tacoma,that's the whole damn issue.I want to order data plates,but have no idea
what the Sn is,and can't find it on the frame.I have no data plates whatsoever on the jeep.
SUBJECT>Re:725 body removal questions POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25261 NEXT>25269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest question is how much room do you have?The next question is do you have
lots of help or a crane to lift that puppy off?Those bodies are not light.If you want to do
a full restor on the frame then taking the body off is the correct way to go.Just how can
you anwer the above questions?
Good Luck,
Joe
SUBJECT>?on valves,again POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net.DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 1:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I popped the lid on my most recent M715 and the valves were simply too tight.Working
as we discussed and warming the engine up,shutting it down and then adjusting,there
was almost 0 clearance on the valves/rockers when each piston was at TDC.
So...I loosened them to the proper clearance (.008")and the truck really does run better,
but it's noisier!Quite a bit of clacking in my opinion.Anyone else have this experience?
Also,I have at least 3 rocker arm bolts that don't seem to stay put -the nuts may be worn
out.Where would new ones be available?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25263 NEXT>25270
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only 3 places to find the id on the vehicle are the dash plate,I know yours is
gone...and the 2 frame locations that you have looked at.The numbers are stamped,
maybe make that were stamped,maybe make that should have been stamped,into the
frame.Since you cannot find the numbers in any of these areas it begs the question was
this truck ever titled?If so,is the number on the title?Or is it possible to contact the
previous owner(s)to see if they have any paperwork or data plate or something that
would have this id number referenced?If their are unit numbers from the military service
period of the trucks history,you might (read real longshot here)be able to track it back to
the base/unit that had it and get real lucky when someone pulls out something on it...
If all that fails,you may be out of luck on getting the actual serial number.
Maybe someone has a better idea,but I am out of ideas.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:?on valves,again POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25265
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NEXT>25275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the nuts,contact VPW and see if they got those or not,see the page link near the top
of the left hand menu...
Non hydraulic valve trains do make noise,thus the reason they went to hydraulic partly.
Sounds like you have played with the 230 before?I guess then that this one sounds noiser
than the previous one(s)you have dealt with.If the nuts do not hold,and the clearance
opens up too wide,the rocker arm will beat on the cam and damage will occur if left that
way very long.Is it possible that the rockers may have had some damage prior to
someone overtightening the valve train and now that they are set right you hear it?Was
the person who overtightened it trying to cover/correct for this problem?
Just ideas...thinking out loud...
brute4c
SUBJECT>oh!well then..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25263
NEXT>25283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>...I agree w/Brute,you may be SOL on this one...didn't realize you didn't have the
plates...
Title seems to be the best bet.You might have to really look on the frame,I noticed my
stampings are somewhat light so far..on the bumper and rims that is,haven't looked on
the frame.
SUBJECT>answers POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25264 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 3vehicle width space to work with.What I was thinking was to jack up the body
and roll the frame/clip out from under it...rather than lifting it off.I could get a crane if I
had to.$75 an hour to rent them here haeheheh...
no resto,just want to take care of the frame/body right.DSPO had the body undercoated
(but not the frame!what the hell!)but didn't cover everthing...
just got the axles out,those lockwashers are fun!little conical sonzabitches!grr.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,
4 August 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25266 NEXT>25271
25306 25326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,it should be stamped directly into the frame?Maybe years of NE winters,and many
coats of under coating are making it so as I can't see it?Could maybe one of you guys
take pics so I know where to attack with sand paper?Surely there must be a zoner out
there with the body off the frame,making for an easy photo op?I really don't wanna sand
my whole frame down to bare metal.
I have the title...it says JEE0108567 or some such junk.What is a valid serial number for
a 67?I try to go and look at the VIN Registry,but have no luck seeing any numbers.
I tried contacting the previous owner of the truck,which is titled to a tree clearing service,
and the guy who bought it is no longer there,nor do they have info on it.
Also,there are no numbers on the bumper,or hood so as I can discern.
Well,thanks for any help on this one.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>whoopiewagon /Ky
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25270 NEXT>25287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the same issue with mine.data plate was gone.so i had the state of Kentucky issue a
vin to mine.I looked several times trying to find the numbers on the frame.After i got my
vin from the state i tryed a few more time to locate the number.i wound up taking sand
paper to the frame above the rear wheel and sanded down and there they were i could not
make them out very well so i took a paint pen and filled in the stamping and wiped it
off.It fill in the numbers to where i could read them.the numbers are there they may be
very lightly stamped and combined with rust,undercoating and whatnot you just haven't
got down to them yet.Try the sand paper thing it may work for you..Lee
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers?POSTER>Mike EMAIL>billyji@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25111
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug
personally i would weld both the front and rear.unlike the all other alxes you can weld
the front and it wont do the typical push.I wouldnt reccommend this for any other front
axle.take your time and weld on a little everyday so it doesnt heat up too much.
I hope this is alright.i cant remember the rules about pitching a sale on the board.I looked
but didnt see them.if it isnt someone please e-mail me.........billyji@hotmail.com
if you really want a detroit i can get you one for 399.00 plus shipping....i am still working
on my web site
billyji@hotmail.
Mike Green
SUBJECT>HEY SPICERGEAR POSTER>Sweeney
EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey i was wondering what kind of steering stabilizer you use on your truck,and if you
have a picture showing it.i live in maine so it will deffinetly be getting cold,but im off to
college in 3 weeks and probably wont drive the truck much at all till next spring so i
might just let my dad deal with the whole steering stabilizer issue.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>KAISER715
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EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25240 NEXT>25299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey porkchop!Where in NC are you?
I got a trailer....hmmmmm....ROADTRIP!!!!:
SUBJECT>Re:?on valves,again POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25267 NEXT>25277 25293 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
From what I saw in there,the person who adjusted them didn't know what they were
doing -they just cranked everything down until there was no play in the rockers at TDC.I
don't know that it damaged anything although it could have worn the cam faster than it
would have otherwise.
But,.008 should still be .008 and the noise shouldn't be there as far as I know.My others
didn't sound like this.Just curious if anyone else had run into this.I'm thinking of running
them down a tad,although that would put it outside of factory specs.
You know,the more I tinker with these 230's,the more I think their reputation for poor
reliability is underserved -I think poor tuning (bad timing,valve adjustment,etc.)was.responsible for damaging the
motors moreso than any design flaw.
SUBJECT>68 m715 for sale POSTER>jim EMAIL>jimslate@ix.netcom.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
68 m715 16k miles 99%tires 95%rust free updated brakes hard top 24 volt everthing
works good tail gate runs drives good used daliy needs paint was fire dep brush truck not
hacked up verry complete have many parts 4500 obo call me 19144902192 it is in
southern ct thanks jim
SUBJECT>FSJ 230 info POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25275
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just in case anyone hasn't read it -
http://www.ifsja.org/tech/motors/tornado.shtml
SUBJECT>Re:HEY SPICERGEAR POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25273
NEXT>25296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Sweeney,whereabouts you at?I live in the Moosehead Lake area.
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25210
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your going from the 230 to the 5.0 you will be pleased.You are talking fuel injection
right.If so go for it!Also if the 350 is carb and the 302 is fuel injection then this answers
itself in my opnion.Both engines have tons of bolt ons available any more so its not just
chevys anymore.
I swapped the t-98 for a np435 and have nothing but good things to say for this setup.I
did drop from my 42"tsls to 39.5"boggers,the truck is different to drive now compared
to the big block.I used to get away with lugging around in a higher gear than what I
needed to be in,now the truck is more senseitive to these things.But as far as winding her
up she will still run GOOD!I just need to adapt to the truck again,atleast for awhile.
Dont sweet the fuel injection wiring it really is a breeze.
Hope to have help........
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:GM 502 or 383 stroker.which has the best power to money to ease of
installation ratio?POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25241
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an email.
SUBJECT>Re:any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>Bill.EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25255 NEXT>25295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,call me cheap,but $20 is hard to beat.
SUBJECT>Re:725 body removal questions POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25257 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I removed mine to do a frame off restoration it is the easyest jacked it up and then
supported it on 6x6s and 55 gallon drums filled with water and rolled the running gear in
the garage ..the best way would be lift the body off with a garage lift set it on a trailer or
hay wagon and done ...you would not beleive how easy the frame can be cleaned blasted
and painted .look close for rust on the inside of the front and the metal plates that are
welded between the doubled and single part of the frame..good luck
SUBJECT>Re:oh!well then..POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25268 NEXT>25286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who would you order such new plates from?
SUBJECT>Re:sbc 350 and t350 autotranny POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25198 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well I found 2 1990 camery fans that will sit side by side in front with no clearence probs.
gonna wire em both together and run them all the time the engine is running.I will even
have enough room for the tranny cooler up there too.
thanks Ed for the ideas!
SUBJECT>GI Govn'r POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGkOJqqLVWdo PREVIOUS>NEXT>25288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am just wondering if anyone runs their M715s with the governor still in working order.I
know the Army put them on for many reasons and over the years I have heard good and
bad about keeping them.Inquiring minds want to know...
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:oh!well then..POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25283 NEXT>25289 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I found mine near the petcock.it was on the frame just in front of where the small channel.iron support goes from
the frame to under the radiator.you should be able to see it with
out removing anything if you still need a pic I can take one tomorrow my radiators out
though.
Hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,
4 August 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25271 NEXT>25297
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But where do I sand,man??Where??I don't wanna sand the whole frame...
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25285
NEXT>25300 25385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive got a nos one in the box.....i have no need for it.5 bucks
SUBJECT>Re:oh!well then..POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25286
NEXT>25294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do still need a pic.
I have horrible luck with these things...and I'd have half the frame sanded down before
someone else pointed the number out to me...
SO,a picture would be great,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:T98 POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25253 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i'm in Juniata its 6 miles west and about 12 miles south of the Grand Island interchange of
I80.should be just about on your way if your tacking Interstate 80.make me an offer!
anything reasonable.I'll email you my address and phone #'s
SUBJECT>jeepistDoug POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25298 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
did you make it home ok?
was really good to meet a fellow m715er being in nebraska I kinda feel lonely.with all
this flat land I'm going to have to make a trip somwhere soon.might try to make it out
your way labor day weekend,wasn't it?
SUBJECT>Re:Beg borrow or steal a pressure washer and POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yea,any grease has to come off.Thanks,I forgot to mention that
part and I also use
simple green.As well as a product meant for cleaning diesel out of boat bilges that I can
buy for half of what SG goes for even in bulk.And it woks as well if not better,and
smells like an orange (very nice!)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:?on valves,again POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,4
August 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25275 NEXT>25309
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with your comment on the 230.The engine in my Civic is almost identical in
design,just more valves/cylinder,and you have to adjust the clearance on it as well.To
the point,I noticed that the original Willys tune up specs for the 230 call out .008"
clearance on the exhaust valves,and .006"on the intake valves.Out of curiosity,I set my
M715 to these specs,and there was a noticeable reduction of vavle train noise.Something
to try,maybe.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:oh!well then..POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25289 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will take a couple pics in the evening about 6 central time then I'll email them to ya.
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good luck
SUBJECT>Re:any sugestions on 12v gauges POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25281
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've tried Datcon,Stewart Warner,Autometer,and VDO gauges in various vehicles over
the years,and I've been most satisfied with Datcon and Stewart Warner (atcon and
Stewart Warner are now owned by the same company).Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:HEY BILL POSTER>Sweeney EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25278
NEXT>25301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey bill i live in bar harbor,you ever make it down this way?
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>whoopiewagon /Ky
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
passenger side on top of the frame right above the rear axel tube.
Lee
SUBJECT>hey maaaannn...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25291
NEXT>25321 25399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I might swing through on the way home..gotta got to National Tire and Wheel for
new
treads fer the 725..I'll post itinerary before I go..80's a little easier than 70 but much
colder.Anyway,watch out...lol.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,4 August 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25274
NEXT>25514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am just outside of Jacksonville.I would love to take a road trip but getting the time off
from work is pretty hard.Where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,5 August
2003,at 1:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25288 NEXT>25304
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he doesn't want it I will take it.
SUBJECT>Re:HEY BILL POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25296
NEXT>25305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hardly ever,but I do have relatives in Ellsworth and Franklin.If I ever get down there to
visit them I will drop you a line.
SUBJECT>Transfer case shim packs POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get some shims for adjusting the bearing preload on my t-case.I have the
thing all tore apart and can't seem to find a source for them.The manuals said with the
correct preload my t-case would be quieter.I am expecting the through shaft conversion
parts from Vintage Power Wagons any day now and I would like to get the preloads to
specs because I am a stickler for getting things exact.What do you do with the yoke
where the driveshaft was originally mounted when doing the conversion?Just let it spin
in the breeze?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case shim packs POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25302 NEXT>
25323 25345 25443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Bill!
The good news is that Process Gear is still in business.Here's their website:
http://www.processgear.com/
Perhaps they can be of assistance.
Also,if you replace that yoke with a fan blade,you might just solve the "hot transfer
case"problem!;o).Best regards,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25300
NEXT>25308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take it!I wasn't looking for one just asking if any uses it or does every one remove it?I
was told it was put on the truck to keep from over reving the engine and tearing up the
cam.I also was told it was put on to keep GIs from "hot roding"the truck and keep it at
speed with other MV of the time period.I am just wondering what is the correct and real
reason for it.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Sorry to interrupt...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,heh...I got a small stabilizer from one of our other members.It's black,no name and
not all that big,but it works great.I made a mount to bolt it to the upper cover bolts on
the dana 60 then clamped it to the steering crossover link.REALLY happy with it!
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SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25270
NEXT>25313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not for nothing,but having been an owner of many a 1960's erra MV that serrial number
is probly close to the original.If the serrial number is wrong it got messed up when the
truck was discharged from service and some knuckle head at DRMO filled out the form
97 wrong.If it was me and that is the SN on the title I would have my data plates stamped
with that and fo gedd aboud ed.In the long run it is less work than sanding the frame to
look for numbers,going to the DMV and having the title changed etc.
Just my $.02 worth.
Joe
SUBJECT>Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25310
25312 25315 25416 25418 25421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has been covered,but is anyone running a V8 with no stock fan and only
electric fan(s)?
I'd sure like to pull my mechanical fan and slap in dual electrics,but I think maybe it
would run a little hot.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net.DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25304
NEXT>25325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had several of these trucks and painted on the dash you often see (if it still has the
original paint)"Maximum speed 35 MPH".
But I have never seen one with a governor installed and I have purchased two direct from
the GSA that had come directly from the military.So I'd say that not all the trucks had
one installed.
.................
SUBJECT>Re:?on valves,again POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25293 NEXT>25550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brad,
Did you set your's with the engine warm and shut down?This is the way I've always done
it but the official 715 tech manual calls for the engine to be running.Just wondered.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307
NEXT>25311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have the V8 in my M715 yet.However,I am running dual electric fans on my
'66K20 Chevy with 283 V8 and my '53 Studebaker P/U with 283 V8.Both can be driven
around town with the A/C on in the texas heat with out problems.Just make sure you
have wires and an alternator that can handle keeping two fans running all the time.Hope
this helps.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25310 NEXT>25314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,before I put the new radiator in I tried two electric fan mounted as 'pushers'infront
of the radiator.Due to the air blockage they caused,the truck ran 6-8 degrees warmer.
With them on it ran 6-8 degrees cooler.It was a total wash.You may do better with twin
pullers on that aluminum rad you have.I ordered twin 14's and they overhung the side by
only a little bit.Hmmm,I'll make you a deal on them if'n haps yer interested?
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307 NEXT>25393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my chevy 350 conversion I used only an single 16inch electric fan with the stock
radatior.It just would not do the job.When I would shut down after driving it I coud hear.it boiling up front.This
fan was set up to turn on at 190 and off at 170.I then swtiched to
an AFCO N Series Aluminum Racing Radiator with a 16 in flex fan,and the 16inch
electric fan.I tried to just run a electric fan but I felt that it would not hurt to run a engine
based fan along with my electric unit.
Now my truck runs very cool it never boils up front,and that makes me a happy camper!
Lee
SUBJECT>Re:yeah POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25306 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,for me,I know how NJ works,and they are a bunch of morons when it comes to
this sort of thing.I want the data plates to be right,and not have to reorder them later.So,
I want the correct SN on the data plate,title be damned.So far as the work involved,I
just this morning got an email with a pic of the location and the numbers.Now that I have
a narrower area to search,I'll be out there with ye ol Sandpaper tonight,if I can get outta
work early enough.
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SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25311 NEXT>25318
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear what you guys are saying....Mine ran fine with a fan shroud and the stock fan,but
my shroud was some bent metal that looked as attractive as a turn in a punchbowl.The
stock fan has a tendency to spray water,flip mud,and generally throw all manner of crap
onto my motor.
I was thinking a 16"pusher and a 16"puller,but no stock fan.
Think I'm wasting my time?Think it can't be done?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307
NEXT>25317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For my money,it's gotta be the Ford Taurus fan.Rated to pull 200 cfm through the Ford
Taurus Grill.
You can see threads here concerning it in the SWB Jeeps:
http://www.jeepsunlimited.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=366841
http://www.jeepsunlimited.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=394396
Once the bugs are worked out of the controller we've designed for it,that's what is goin in
my 715 too.
SUBJECT>VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25322 25372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.For some reason I recall the VIN registry as beign a table of data.Now,however I
can
only see a paragraph of information.Is it just me,or is everyone no longer able to access
the data?
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25315 NEXT>25319
25328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to go with a simple on/off switch that automatically was turned on when I
flipped the power switch to my fuse box.No thermostat controlled switch or anything
fancy like that.
My question is-can one of the Taurus fans and an aftermarket pusher fan cool a 350 that
is running at 3000 rpm on a 90 degree day?With no mechanical fan at all to help?With
me stomping the go pedal and screaming a rebel yell at the top of my lungs?
Pondersome,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25314 NEXT>
25320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put on a clutch fan and don't bother with the elec's.What's "..turn in a punchbowl"mean?
Do you mean a bird or stirring?Your southern moon language is confusing me again.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25317 NEXT>
25324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The crying is getting to you...isn't it?
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25318 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a clutch fan.I guess I need a shroud.It worked before,but the things I make with my
hands tend to look ugly.
Why don't you throw them two fans into that theoretical box containing the AC
compressor and ship them my way.I'll ship you my 2003 PAW catalog and we'll call it
even.
That's "turd in a punchbowl".Sorry for the typo.You know-when you're at a party,
wearing your powder blue suite,with your mullet,and you look over at the punch bowl
thinking that a glass of that nasty puch in your hadn would make you look more suave-
and there,floating in the bowl,is a big turd.How ugly is that?Ugly..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hey maaaannn...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25298
NEXT>25349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,if ya swing by Dayton/Springfield area,let me know,we'll meet for dinner on the
way!I'm about an hour north of that.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25316 NEXT>25327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see the 4 tables,one for each model...just checked it from scratch...no fancy code on the
page,not sure what the problem would be...
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case shim packs POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The extra yoke where the rear shaft used to come out of the tcase just spins on mine.
Course you need something to plug the hole or you'll have a big fluid loss so the yoke is
an ideal choice...made to fit.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25319 NEXT>25330
25355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,no.It's odd-but I really like to hear her cry.I think it's cute.Not to the point of
hurting her to hear her cry or any sick stuff like that,but when she's too tired and fussy it's
a cute thing to hear.Means she's healthy.
I gotta admit the kid has really grown on me.I thought having a girl would be a drag,but
I can forsee alot of real advantages.Besides,she's really cute.
I think next time I may try to make a girl again so's I'll have a set.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25308
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The govenors were a running change done on the trucks,like the turn signal deal going
from the big distribution box to the small solid state type.I have the serial numbers of the
changes in the -34P parts manual...should post them sometime....
brute4c
SUBJECT>VIN's for 1967 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25270
NEXT>25329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The earliest Vin possible would be 10001 for an M715...the highest documented so far is
19172...due to the way these were built it would be possible to have a slightly higher
number,probably not much higher than 20000 though...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25322 NEXT>25332 25340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The M715 Zone
M715 Registry
Return to the homepage of M715Zone.com
Since no one seems to know how many vehicles were made of all the different models,
and how many are left,it seems a good idea to gather the general info into a registry.The
following tables contain the registered Vehicle Identification Numbers sorted by month of
delivery for all registrations that included at least a valid VIN number.Some registrations
came with no date or an invalid date (for example:10/99),others had invalid VIN's
(example:9640394).Missing/invalid dates were deleted,but if a valid VIN came without
a date,or with an invalid date,the VIN is listed.If an invalid VIN was submitted,no
entry is shown.As the dates run down the left edge,the VIN's for that month run across
to the right.Some rows do not have a date in front of them.These are VIN's that either
had no date with them or had an invalid date AND did not fall between VIN's of known
dates.
That's all I can see man...on now 4 different computers from 4 different locations.Am I
just a moron maybe?
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25317
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would man.It works just fine with 304's,360's,and a 401,I've seen it on.This
thing really sucks,it's quite amazing.But,until I've done it on my 715 with my 350,I
can't tell you for sure.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN's for 1967 POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25326
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,thanks.That's the info I was tryin to get at with my Vin Registry post.IF you want,
you can disregard it...
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25324 NEXT>.25339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad you added that second paragraph or I'd've thought you were talking about Jeaner
again.
Yup,the AC pump.I'm the 'turn.'I put Katie on it so she'll be able to remind me.
Been putting many miles on the new 'busa!Last weekend Katie and I rode up to the farm
and the movies and a bunch of stuff like that...I'm averaging 42mpg.Love the 'busa!Left
for work late today and arrived 3 mins early.Love the 'busa!When we got to the farm
Pop's bike wasn't there so I headed back out because there was something I'd wanted to
do after getting the new bike that I wanted him to see.I passed him and then turned
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around and got behind him.We turned into the road heading up to the farm which is a
nice straight uphill shot through an underpass then has a couple of turns.He pulls in a
takes it a little wide.I pull in farther on the outside of him in the wrong lane and pull up
beside him and whack the throttle rolling along about 20mph.I laid a scorching burnout
up the road until it finally hooked up,pulled the front wheel in a 6-8"power wheelie,
grabbed second and shot through the underpass around 100mph!After we park,"that
things pretty quick,huh?,"as I give a nod to the my bike.He kind of glances at the 'busa
and I say,"came through the underpass at 100mph."He nods and says,"yeah,it does go."
He'd been talking about the power of his new Yamaha 1100 V-Star so I decided to give
him a lesson on power AND rpm...Hayabusa style.
SUBJECT>Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25336 25338 25360 25396 25411 25415
25420 25468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The motor saga continues......I need about four of you zone guys to come over for a beer
and then accompany me to the jerks house that sold me a bad motor.Some of you may
remember I blew up my daily driver (CJ)motor.I found a running rebuilt 225 Buick V-6
in the nickel ads for 600 OBO.Went over there and it looked OK.Paid him 500.00
bucks,loaded it in the back of the M715 and took it home.Decided a gasket set was
worth the time to tear it down and inspect it.The motor was chock full of water in three
cylinders and the pistons are bonded permanantly to the cylinder walls.Two head gaskets
on one side,rocker bolts that were to long and shimmed up with 7 lock washers.There
was a clutch cover on it.Took that off and the disc has not one shred of clutch material on
it.Metal to metal.So trying to save money,I just gave away 500 bucks for nothing.I
called his house and would you believe his number has been disconnected!I didn't check
rotation,I didn't get a receipt.I did a few things wrong on this one.But boy do I feel
shafted.I may go by there today,but It's not worth getting into it.Now I'm faced with a
rebuild I have to get done,and it just grew by 500 dollars.I'm just venting.The only good
part of this is that I get to drive the M715 for a few more weeks.....That parts fine,but the
rest of this really sucks!!!!I have to do a da*m loan to do this....Just
venting........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25327
NEXT>25333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The words all I get also.I used to get the tables also.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25332 NEXT>25386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,glad I am not the only one,anyway.
SUBJECT>Motor mounts POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked around...maybe my nav skills on here are lacking...
But I am looking for poly motor mounts for my 715.It has none now,so I have nothing to
compare to,and I figure while I am gettting them why not polyeurathane?
So,which (if any)FSJ mounts are an acceptable replacement for the 715 mounts?Does
anyone have part numbers on prothane,or energy?
SUBJECT>Re:water proofing/repelling canvass POSTER>bpj911
EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can-Vak.sold by New Life resources.22 bucks a gallon including delivery.I sprayed it
on with a pump up sprayer.
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,that blows bad.
Some rebuilders will take a core,no matter if it's the core of what you're getting or now.
I.E.-255 may be worth the $150 core charge on a 350.
Sorry again.
-B.
SUBJECT>headers?POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25341
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Again...I swore I saw this on here before...but now that I want it,I can't find it.
Miserable nav skills?Maybe?
But,I am looking for a pn for some rear (ish)dump SBC headers that'll end me up inside
the framerail for the 715.Anyone have any,or know the pn that might help?.SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just
venting...POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>25346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sucks man.Sorry to hear it.
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SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25330 NEXT>25342
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i miss riding.
and i miss sleeping the night through.
and i miss my secretary.
most of all i miss riding.
-b.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25327 NEXT>25344
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too.
Does "NFG"mean what I think it means?
SUBJECT>just offhand..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25337 NEXT>25343
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you've got a lot of options for what you describe..Just about every header company is
making a shorty style header that dumps inside the framerail...Check out the Hedman
website to start,and Advanced Adapters too,I know they make some CJ conversion
headers that look pretty good.
plenty o options I say,plenty o options.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25339 NEXT>
25348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should get another bike with the mindset that you'll be able to control yourself due to
wanting to be a prick dad to your daughters future suitors.Though you may be marred,
oops,married with child now...you still only go around once so you may as well live it!
I want to know why I wake up at 5:15am every morning...my alarm is set for 6:52am!I
think I'm getting old...better watch for ear hair..SUBJECT>Re:just offhand..POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25341
NEXT>25350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Plenty o options sure...
I had a bad experiance though bout 4 yrs ago with a drop top 89 Camaro.I went through 5
sets of headers that all "should"fit.Turns out they didn't fit cause of the X style
crossmember that the convertibles have.
I don't want to do that here,and it's my understanding that it's a pretty tight fit between
the block and the frame.Also,I simply can't afford to do that here...Almost all of my
budget for these games is tied up in my CJ-5 right now.The 715...well,after talking to
Spicer about how easy it'd be to get the engine in there...I figure why not?I've had the
engine,carb,intake,flowmasters,trans,etc....for a while now.I was concerned with
havin to cut the OE horns off the frame and building new ones.Now that I don't have to,I
might be able to get it to run.But,this needs to be the cheapest of cheap.I recently went
through a partial layoff at work (back to 3 days,with correspondin cut in pay)..and really
don't have the money to do this...BUT,now that I know it's so close,and can mostly be
done with stuff I have (exception the motor mounts,and the headers)I'd like to drive this
truck I've had for almost 3 years now...and one thing after the other has kept me from it.
Now,if I can squeek it in cheap enough,I might be able to.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25340 NEXT>25347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if what you think involves a "no",a "good",and vulgar adj in the middle starting with "f"
then yeah.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case shim packs POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25303 NEXT>25398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this.These folks had a NP205 rebuild kit on ebay -I e-mailed them about a kit for the
200,here is his response (I did check with them,it's cool to post):
Hi Bob,thanks for the inquiry.We don't see a lot of those NP200's around here anymore.
I do have a rebuild kit for the NP200 (K201).Your cost is $141.56 +$10.00 S/H =
$151.56.We accept paypal,
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex (call toll free 866-847-5051 or 800-776-1191 ext.79),
money order,check (must clear bank before shipping),and cash (at your own risk).
Thanks,
Spencer Hodes
Transmission Exchange Co.
1803 NE ML King Blvd
Portland,OR 97212
800-776-1191
txchangespencer@earthlink.net (paypal ID).SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25338 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did that two head gasket trick on my old Chevy LUV truck's four banger.The head was
warped and I was in High School and didn't have the money for the machine shop and ran
it for a year with two gaskets.It would rev higher too!Then the water pump blew,and the
head cracked...visably,so I ran it air cooled from point to point usually piston seizing it
upon arrival.It always started when it was cooled down again.
At least go back to the guy and give him some crap about it.OR,take out your own add
in the shopper telling how you got screwed by this A-H...or just get a buddy to smash the
crap out of his car with a BFH.
I bought a milling machine from a guy in NY from eBay and was so pissed off about it's
condition when I got into it that I never used it and sold it.Blasted the guys feedback
too...Jerkwad.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25344 NEXT>25352 25353 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am seeing the whole page but...I just uploaded my copy from my home computer...see if
it is working for you now...
brute4c
SUBJECT>old is as old does POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25342 NEXT>25366 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know,you're right!You DO only live once and I ain't getting any younger.
I'm going to go home tonight and tell Jean Ellen that the money we've been saving for
that sweet Honda mini-van is going to be re-routed into the ZX-12 fund.Seeing as how
we're almost up to $20K,I reckon I'll be pimpin'the 12 by friday.
On second thought,maybe I'll just splurge on a 4 pack of Frapachino's and save the fight
that would have erupted from Plan A.
I made a choice about 2 years ago when I slapped that 4-sale sign on my 1000 and then
bought that tiny diamond.I never regret it and am really am happy to think that I gave up
something I love so the ones I love won't have to worry.
I am,however,going to get some Frapachino's.
-B.
SUBJECT>will do..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25321 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.planning on seeing you OH guys...
SUBJECT>in that case..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25343 NEXT>25351
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say go w/some kind of quality conversion header,as they are tight to the block and
dump nicely inside the frame...I had a set of Hookers,they warped all the time,so I can't
recommend them..(on a Chebby,not the 725
I understand the frustration hahah I only NEEDE a new master cylinder,but I'm gutting
the beast.Must go back together in November or I will shoot something.
SUBJECT>Re:in that case..POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25350
NEXT>25359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL...
What was the flange thickness on those Hookers,outta curiousity?
And frustrated...just one damn thing after another against me driving this truck.JEEZ
already.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25347 NEXT>25354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BINGO!!!We have contact here man,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25347 NEXT>25356 25358 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,the Date column...is that the Date of manufacture,or the Date of Delivery?
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,glad it worked...any other problems let me know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>good,I don't have to shoot you POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25324
NEXT>25362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was worried for a split second that penis envy would dictate your removal.heheheh Only
bad thing about girls is:you pay for the wedding,and digging that moat around the house
is haaaarrrrrddd work..have been infant-free just long enough to miss that mewling little baby cry.My daughter
wants one of those little electric Jeeps,I consider that a good sign....and she says "faster!"
in the car,so that's cool to.
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SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25353 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nevermind.I'll read next time,hopefully before the stupid question.It's one thing to miss
it if you read it,but another to just not read it.
SUBJECT>diffs stuck!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25363 25402
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
please please don't tell me I need a case spreader!but both diffs remain firmly entrenched
within the housings...and they need to be freed!BFC unsucessful in moving said
stubborn diffs.
anyone w/handy tips before I try to find my handy Jeep tech manual?
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry Still NFG?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25353 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The date of delivery is the only one we have from the data plates.The factory listed them
that way and when you see some that are out of sequence,it is usually due to additional
equipment that was added,like a winch for example,that slowed the truck in questions
delivery.It would still have been made in the sequence that the VIN indicates,just not
delivered until the date we show.
Would be nice to have more details on the production line day to day activities but they
just are not available it seems...
brute4c
SUBJECT>not very thick POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25351
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pretty thin,maybe 3/16"?visibly warped.Maybe they were bootlegs or something..
I had fun yanking the axle shafts out of the 725..forgot about the conical washers and
blindly tried to remove them..Relearned the "beat the shaft w/bfh until they pop out from
the vibrations"trick.Worked great.starting on the frontend later today..ought to be fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry that you ran into a thief,Al.I had the same "job"done on me in Detroit,where a
guy "overhauled"my 300-6 for $550.All he did was give it a tune-up.Have you thought.about Small Claims Court?
SUBJECT>Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25376 25383 25445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,I'm getting ready to go through all the brakes on my 715.I've already got the
new rubber lines,master cylinder,and wheel cylinders but I'm going to need all new
shoes.Any idea where I should go for those?-Ben
SUBJECT>Riddle me this...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25355 NEXT>25364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're a good guy Tacoma.I'll be the first to admit that the thought of having an
additional woman around the house whom I don't understand was frightening,but what
everyone said is true-when you hold that little baby you won't be worried about a thing
anymore.
Now,if you can only solve my electric fan delima then you'll be in the running for Tech
Tip of the year award (beating out Spicer's "Buy a 427,it's a cool motor"write up).
My truck has a 350,and an aftermarket radiator that was said to be from a Chevy
something with a 400 (or some such).It kept the motor cool with a shroud,but without
one it gets up to 230 or so at highway speeds.My fan is only about 3/4's the way in front
of my radiator.I have a 180*thermostat.It's regularly 90*in Mississippi in the summer.
I'd love to be able to flip a switch when I went into deep water and stop the spray that
usually fouls my air filter,and I'd love to keep the temp around 210 or so.
Don't dissapoint me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:diffs stuck!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25357 NEXT>25365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Take a crowbar,the really bent end,and hook it under one of the pinion bolts then press it
against the housing.
Take the caps off too.:D
SUBJECT>all I can say is this POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25362
NEXT>25367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had dual electrics,no mech fan on my BFBB truck,no trouble whatsoever.Shrouded
pullers.Did not overheat in southern air,hauling 1900lbs of water and a 600lb pressure
washer up hill and dale..Shrouds very important...BUT read an article in one of the car mags a while ago that
claimed fans irrelevant above 55.Grain of salt offered.
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Don't know what's up w/Spicer's disappointing trial,I have had nothing but good function
out of elec.fans.Unless you melt the igntion harness like me,then they don't work real
well at all.
btw,you're not trying to UNDERSTAND women still,are you?Just hug them and retreat
to the garage doubletime.They are aliens.
SUBJECT>eh??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25363 NEXT>25369
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"m a little tired.
but that is not making any sense to me...one of the PINION bolts?I don't see any bolts in
there...
I've got the bent end in one of the holes in the carrier,leverage applied to bring it down
and out..except it's so happy in the housing.I'm not convincing it.If I could jump on the
BFC I bet it would come out but that damn body is in the way or something.
I have tools within 5mi if all else fails.
SUBJECT>Re:old is as old does POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25348 NEXT>25397 LINKNAME>Link
to NICE 1992 FZR1000 LINKURL>http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/2/6/53088726.htm
*sniff**sniff*...that is sooo sweet...words can hardly describe the emotions I feel about
that post...with the exception of these four;
YOU BIG SOFT PANSY!!!
www.cycletrader.com
http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/2/6/53088726.htm
$2800 wouldn't kill the Honda fund...
SUBJECT>Yo B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>25364 NEXT>25368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Because you're doomed to offically lose the 'BIG'bet and you've already conceded the
prize,I figure the least I can do is ship you the two fans I have.
Did you click the link???Wasn't that the year of your FZR???Heh,heh!
SUBJECT>hehehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25367 NEXT>25370
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ahh yes the bet...so Katie's staying eh?lol.SUBJECT>Re:eh??POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25365 NEXT>25373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That way will most likely hurt.RING GEAR BOLTS,not pinion...sorry.Then pry on it
and it should be enough to break the suction on it and it will move a little.Then,maybe
try the holes in the middle of it.They're both pretty substantial lumps of metal so you can
be a little mean to it.It REALLY should move by prying on one of the ring gear bolts.
SUBJECT>Re:hehehe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25368 NEXT>25371 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,they may saaaaay that they're staying,but until they're legally binded to you it's
not official.Even then,it's only really bonded with duct tape.
Spicer,
Why would I get another 1000?I already climbed that mountain.I figure if a 5'9",150#
shrimp can handle a 'busa,then I can too.(implying that I'm a full-growed man and you
aren't)
Alright,Tom,here's the deal-if you'll ship me those fans then I'll ship you my new PAW
catalog and a really slick Boker Applegate Fairbain combat boot knife (with no sheath).
Deal?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hehehe POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25370 NEXT>25374 25685
LINKNAME>Blue and Silver 2000 Busa
LINKURL>http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/4/2/53075442.htm
Almost...I'll even ship the AC pump.Deal?
I'm 5'10 and 165 wet.
Try this link,oh talker of talk.
A sweet 2000 'Busa...GREAT PRICE!
SUBJECT>blue smoke POSTER>Banjo EMAIL>banjobill@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25316
NEXT>25377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 is shucking oil through the vacum line that is hooked to the valve cover where
the oil is added do I maybe have to much vacum I have a 230 motor with a govner under
the carb and the large air cleaner No blue smoke when I plug the vacam line please help
thank you.SUBJECT>gotcha..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25369 NEXT>25381
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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yuh,to avoid pain I've got a nice bed of styrofoam AC packing under it.and I'm staying
clear LOL..have to give the r.g.bolt idea a shot.Suckers are very pleased to remain but I
don't love them anymore.
SUBJECT>Re:hehehe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25371 NEXT>25375 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not even gonna click that link.Why are you doing this?You're a monster.No wonder
Katie is still thinking your proposal over.
No need to ship me the compressor,I know the shipping will eat you up on that.....unless
you're shipping me the brackets too and in that case go ahead.
What type fans did you get?What brand,model,etc.Turns out there's a world of fans
avaiable all the way up to 5000 cfm (Tacoma model)and all the way down to (250 CFM
(Spicer model?).What did you get?Were you using one as a pusher and one as a puller?
Were they simple on/off switched,or on some weird relay?When they didn't work did
Katie say "That's alright,everyone has a failure once and again.I still love you.",or did
she just turn her back and walk away?
-B.
SUBJECT>he's worse than that!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25374
NEXT>25378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
deuce tranny has me thinking awful thoughts...rumors of marine 454's has me thinking
really awful thoughts...and this bike bit!I swore them off young,but feeling some sort of
maniacal throttle-twisting urge around him.It's really bad.
1.roads here are straight.Good for Busa!
2.roads here are also riddled w/erratic,road-wide bumps.Not so fun at 140+.Bad for
Busa!
3.Lot of the state is unpaved.Very bad for Busa!
so I can get a dirtbike instead and maybe stay alive.Must...resist...
SUBJECT>Re:Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25361 NEXT>25379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM sure if you took the old ones to NAPA that they could hook you up with something.
SUBJECT>Re:blue smoke POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25372
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is this all the time or only after you add oil?When adding oil,it can get in there and cause
the problem,but quits after this oil is consummed,a few minutes or so.If it is all the
time,I would have to wonder if the oil is not draining down like it should due to plugged
passages,though the 230 has large ones,or if the pcv valve is wasted and this is pressure
blowby that can't find another easier way out.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Back to subject please POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25375 NEXT>25382
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can we focus a little?When I search for this topic in a year I don't want it to be a thread
that fades from an answer.
Where's Paul B?Wasn't her running electric fans?I can't find anyting definite in past
posts.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25376 NEXT>25380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IMO your best bet is to find a place that relines shoes and have them relined with some
more modern material.
SUBJECT>Re:Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25379 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get them relined or go with NOS.The parts store scene will waste a lot of time and you'll
still need to modify whichever ones you get.
Been there...wasted time...got pissed...bought NOS...work fine.
SUBJECT>Re:gotcha..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25373 NEXT>25390 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Umm,yeah.I've been painfully close to ripping two of the rockwells out of my red truck
but have (i think)decided to make a boom for it and keep it together.
SUBJECT>CLICK THAT LINK!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25378 NEXT>25384 LINKNAME>The
same sweet silvery busa link
LINKURL>http://adcache.cycletrader.com/5/4/2/53075442.htm.OH COME ON man just give it a look...It's only a super
clean 2000 (unlimited)Hayabusa
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with low miles and a must sell situation for only 6000 clams.Theres a bike stand in the
picture too.I know that'll make you look.Monster,naahhh...a little devilish
advocation...hell yeah!
Um,anyway...I had both fans pushing and my mechanical on the motor still going...no
shroud.I'm not full mechanical and shrouded thanks to a modified T-bird fan shroud.I
think the fans are 1250cfm flex-a-lite jobbies.They've got about 40 minutes run time on
them.I had each one on a switch.Oh,the compressor has brackets on it.It either came off
of a 305 or a Chevy V-6...never was sure.
You're engine sits back a bit doesn't it B-?I'd run the fans as pullers.
SUBJECT>Re:Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have the specs on the original shoes,ie thickness etc.they I would go for having
them relined.The only problem I have run into with relines is most place don't rivit them
anymore they bond them to the shoe.So it makes the thickness a little different.But if
they have the specs it should all work out.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:CLICK THAT LINK!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25382 NEXT>25391
25405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I clicked the link.That's only 5 hours from me,and I got a brother in law there who used
to ride an FJ.He'd be more than happy to get it,ride it down,and deliver it to me.I'm
tempted,but I'm a family man now.
Back on subject-would pullers be better?I got plenty of room,but I was going to use a
puller and a pusher and remove my mechanical fan entirely.Did you get these from
Autozone?You did,didn't you?You sad,sad little monkey.
By the by-I run a 3 core aluminum radiator.It's an aftermarket,but stock on some sort of
vehicle.
There's alot of posts on this subject,but no one who came back and said that they were
really happy with this......except Mudclod.I should write him.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:GI Govn'r POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,so joe you want it?or porkchop????ill throw in the horn too and any other small
parts.i will temporarily keep the flex rubber hose for my diesel conversion,but if i dont
use it,its yours.SUBJECT>here it is,pulled up fine POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25333 NEXT>25387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715's Date VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN
2/67 10065 10079 10095 10165
4/67 10254 10331 10409 10439 10575 10655 10721 10725 11077 11093 11133 11161
11166
4/67 11229
5/67 10255 10303 10486 10499 10819 10833 10845 11137 11319 11387 11424 11559
11580
5/67 11707 11728 11783 11820 11823
6/67 11639 12088 12150 12202 12212 12392 12652 12744 12791 12850 12929 13049
13083
6/67 13090 13255 13262 13333 13347 13408
13439
7/67 13179 13579 13604 13626 13698 13743 13896 13913
8/67 14040 14113 14119 14167 14495 14531 14557 14580 14597 14601 14712 14782
14811
14881 14896
9/67 14907 15004 15008 15028 15085 15120 15157 15226 15260 15317 15429 15446
15567
9/67 15597 15609 15651 15692 15795 15751 15801 15951 15977 15997 16009 16046
16122
10/67 16285 16311 16321 16391 16445 16483 16601 16689 16699 16800 16859 16878
16908
10/67 16968 17013 17027 17037
17094 17127
11/67 17370 17380 17518 17584 17787 17842 17928 18009 18061 18263 18297
12/67 18439 18684 18532 18685 18705 18859 18879 19172
1/68 19004 19764 19923 20014
20221
2/68 19960 20354 20487 20553 20631 20704 20723 20855 20856 21018 21044 21047
21059 21378 21580 21944 21968
3/68 21342 22525
4/68 22383 22416 22498 22590 22603 22628 22671 22695 22857
5/68 22963 23237 23319 23336 23365 23408 23774 23927 23930 25112 25376
6/68 24938 24986 25054 25545 25709 25749 25999 26401 26440 26518 26600
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7/68 19537*25091 25679 25800 26036 26104 26183 27355 27111 27168 27363 27391
27392
7/68 27703 27708 27748 32877*
8/68 25857 28189
9/68 28956 29035 29195 29393 29648
10/68 28775 29951 29977 30432 30569 30583 30627 30957 31294 31428 31446 31527
31529
10/68 30825 31642 31716 31739 31856 31940
11/68 30945 31996 32118 32178 32383 32482 32517.12/68 31831 32913 32942 32945 32966 33050 33101 33275 33293 33309
33638 33664
33685
12/68 33744 33833
1/69 34096 34216 34274 34666
2/69 34863 34902 35010 35187 35310 35338 35424 35742 36027
35616
3/69 35610 35714
36116
36153*
*This VIN has been verified with this date...the vehicle had an odd-ball hi amp electrical
setup,could be the reason it seems out of place.
*This VIN seems very out of place but the owner has extensive and irrefutable
documentation of the VIN and the date....with the government involved,we may never
know why....
*This VIN belongs to an "M715E1"which the owner reports is an experimental of some
kind...hopefully we will gain more details on this.
M724's Date VIN
11/68 10260
3/69 10351
M725's Date VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN VIN
10100 10391
6/67 10396
7/67 10427
8/67 10448 10453 10478 10554
9/67 10230 10963 11037
10/67 10847
11/67 11423 11463 11508
12/67 11834
1/68 11635
11836
3/68 12860 12968 12969
4/68 11331 12704 13071
6/68 13163
2/69 13693
M726's Date VIN VIN VIN VIN
12/68 10088
?/69 10230
2/69 10232
3/69 10242 10349
SUBJECT>Re:here it is,pulled up fine POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25386 NEXT>25406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,thanks man...but Brute fixed it (for me at least)earlier in the day..SUBJECT>24V electric wipers POSTER>Joe
Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25389 25429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok so I'm going to put in a diesel motor,auto trans,power brakes,and discs.I wont have
a way to run wipers off of vacume,then again why would I want to..lol.Any one got a
sorce for 24V electric wipers that are a bolt in oprtion?And new arms and blads also.
Thanks
Joe Kaiser
BTW yes that is my real last name...:)
SUBJECT>Re:24V electric wipers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25388
NEXT>25392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you search the message board with the search option on the home page of the site,enter
"several eons"as your time frame and "marine","wiper","motor"as your keywords,you
will find posts on this...JC Whitney sells some but several people have complained about
them not really doing the job.The marine one are pricier but are built to last and from
everything posted here,work much better.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Newton's 3rd law of Truck Dynamics POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25381 NEXT>25401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
trucks in one piece tend to stay in one piece,and it's corollary:trucks in pieces have a
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nagging tendency to remain in pieces...this tendency increases with time.
SUBJECT>I WAS HAPPY WITH MINE POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25384
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you see that part?those glasses might be thicker than they look..
er uh anyhoo Drew has a fire-breathing rocket truck,if it works for him you should be
fine.If memory serves he's running some crazy setup,plus he's in AZ where it's hotter
than a two-peckered billy goat in the middle of July.It really is hot down there,like
having your face torched off.
SUBJECT>why not electric vacuums?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25389 NEXT>25425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i got a free cadillac vacuum motor froma 90's wreck.it pulls 26-30 inches of vacuum and
will power the wipers very well on a dry windshield.you still retain you "intermittant"
use by using you arm.the pump ran cruise and vacuum brakes on the caddy.no matter
what free is cheaper than electrics.i can send a pic and video if you dont believe it.
SUBJECT>Taurus electric fan POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at
2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the guys on pirate use an electric 3 wire taurus fan.it cools thier motors very well.only
4.5"deep.
SUBJECT>Off Road Lights POSTER>Bill EMAIL>bchadwick@enscous.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa3SgZVOvIEvY PREVIOUS>NEXT>25400 25419 25428
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has original 24 volt system.I want to mount a set of off road lights,all of which
I know about are 12 volt.
Anybody know where to find 24 volt off road lights,or have other suggestions on how to
make it work?
SUBJECT>Part numbers POSTER>Martin EMAIL>Meere@web.de DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25457
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need partnumbers for adapters to fit original brakehoses to 1/8 bore
wheel cylinder grinds frontend
need partnumber for mainbrakecylinder two chambers
need still gasketset for 230 engine incl cylinderheadgasket and stem seals.
hope that someone has numbers nad sellers for me
And yes my starter works now and good old boy runs
has someone the measuremet of fuel in the carburetorhousing?
my kaiser smokes a lot
is the intake waterheated?
think that the intake leaks a but cooling fluid in the intake itself can this be?
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once drove 1&3/4 hour one way to collect on a cancelled personal check(fixed a out of
towners car for $35 and I bought the t-stat as he had no cash on him)When I got there his
roomy told me he was in jail.still havnt forgot after 15 years "DAVEN MORGAN".
Al I would make the effort to stop by and try to collect...maybe he will give you a refund
maybe not its worth the try $500 aint easy to come by.
Just plain sucks and I hope he gets what is coming to him.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:old is as old does POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yea man,
You're beginning to sound like a family man.The females have broken you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case shim packs POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25345 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumpr,
Any idea what's included in that kit?Small needle bearings and seals only or are the big
ball bearings in there too?
I need to rebuild mine soon.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:hey maaaannn...POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25298 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sounds good.let me know when.
SUBJECT>2 -12volt lights in series POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>25394 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Bill,
If the offroad lights you want to use have two wires or two electrical connections coming
out of each of them and neither wire has to be grounded,then you can connect two 12
volt lights in series and run them with your 24 volt system.
Run the 24 volts through your chosen on/off switch.
From the switch,run a wire to the first connection on one of the lights.
From that light,instead of grounding out the second connection,run a second wire from
the second connection on the first light over to the first connection on the second light.
From the second light,connect the second wire to ground.
If both lights are of the same type,then they will each get half of the available voltage and
operate just fine.One side affect is if one light burns out,the second one will go out also,
but not nessecerily with damage to it.
If your light has a connection inside the housing that is connected to ground,you could
still do the what I have described if you could get at that wire,isolate it from ground and
wire it according.You would only need to rewire it for the first light.The second light
could stay wired to ground as normal.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Newton's 3rd law of Truck Dynamics POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25390
NEXT>25434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tacoma you may wanna close your eyes.I just got a nos frount diff +axle housing for 400
cash.never even been attached to a truck.that is untill tommaro night
SUBJECT>Re:diffs stuck!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25357
NEXT>25414 25436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may sound kind of stupid but!Not being able to see your mess the drive line has to
be disconected because the pinion as got to unscrew from the ring gear.
SUBJECT>Vietnam 715's POSTER>Rick EMAIL>rkuhne@safe-mail.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25432 25447 25453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you figure that there must be several thousand M715's sitting around in Vietnam?I
mean surely the government didn't bring them all back here to the U.S.when they pulled
out.
SUBJECT>click this link!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayJ4bmvjAYXc PREVIOUS>25384 NEXT>25408 LINKNAME>Now
this is a MAN's bike!LINKURL>http://www.walz-hardcore-
cycles.com/englisch/index.html
Enough of the little 'Busa!!Look at a real bike!!Imagine:130ci S&S (2.2L B.)
motivation!!I don't know if the link will work,so:
http://www.walz-hardcore-cycles.com/englisch/index.html
Go to bike show then scroll down the right side to the MEPHISTO.
This will be my next project!!I have got to build this bike!!
(Well,as soon as I can liberate the extra funds from my fun anchor AKA The Wife)
210 B.?I get irritated if anything not EFI crests 195.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:here it is,pulled up fine POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I was feeling that warm helpful glow until I read a couple of posts down.Story of
my life:Day late and a dollar short.
Ron
SUBJECT>Brown Goo POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5
August 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25410 25452.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anybody found a good way to remove the brown goo todays gas seems to turn into if
left in the tank way too many years?
SUBJECT>Re:click this link!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25405
NEXT>25471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOLY SH*T!!I actually made a link that worked!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25334
NEXT>25448 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have some brand-new NOS mounts for $20.00 a pair.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Brown Goo POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25407
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use stabil in it you can find it at lawn mower shops it is uused in mowers chainsaws etc ,
items we dont use every day it stabilizes the fuel to keep it from changing into varnish
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man
If I wasnt so far away you better believe I would go with you!What a weasel.....I happen
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to hate dishonest people,but who dosent.
Less Than six months ago my buddy sold his yamaha raptor to a guy he didnt know and
get this (he is very trusting)he took an out of town check for $5200.00
Well needless to say we have yet to see this fellow or his bike since then but when he
turns up it wont be pretty.We have some very deep holes in the old quarrys her in
missouri,can we say fish food!
Sorry about your luck
Hey on a brighter note I bet that winch looks damn sexy on the front of your kaiser.....ha
ha ha
It was worth a shot wasnt it?
Steve
SUBJECT>Free to good home!!!POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know if larger exhaust would help out that 230 or not?Also what type of
muffler sounds good on there?Mine is needing replaced any way and if I can get little.more power,well you know the
rest.Oh yeh if any one wants my old exhaust they can
have it.I figured by the time I got it off that I could fit it in a large envelope and send it to
whoever wants it.HeeHee
SUBJECT>waterproofing canvas POSTER>gunrunner EMAIL>rwbrogdon@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to all:thanks for the info on waterproofing.i am gonna try the can-vac (since my son
ordered 3 gallons without telling me).hope it works out hate to get wet while trying to
sleep at hunting camp.once again thanks to all.gunrunner
SUBJECT>they don't work like that POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25402
NEXT>25417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ring/carrier comes straight out.It usually needs a little encouragement with a long pry
bar.The pinion gear will allow the assy to come out without being "unscrewed".
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>mike oxlong
EMAIL>jeep_rock_ice@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>25454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,I pulled a 225 dauntless V6 out of the local bone yard.It was in the back of a van.The
heads block intake water pump/timing cover ect.was all there just not in one piece.I
even got the motorolla alt.I grabed it cause I loved this motor in my 67cj-5a tuxido park
and all I here from folks that switch to the 231 is it just ain't the odd fire.
Anyhoo the cylender walls are free of rust and all parts appear in good shape.It sounds as
though my motor is in better shape for a rebuild then that roach you got.If you want it
pay shipping from NH and when you get it send me what you think is a fair price for it.I
have no need for this motor but I had to buy it to save it from the crusher.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure if this will help or but when I ran the 454 with the alum.radiator (summit)with
the elect.fan it would run fine around town and on the highway but at a slow crawl in the
timber it got hot.......Now same radiator,same fan,but small block ford it runs cool all the
time.The last trip out it was 106 degrees with the heat index and we wheeled until we
were crispy and she never got hot like the big block did.
I am running a 16 elec.in the puller mode.Puller mode is said to be 20%more effecent
than pusher..
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:they don't work like that POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is that right?Wrong!It will NOT come out unless the pinoin or
ring gear has some
rotation.I know because I have placed lockers in both the front and the rear in my truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans revisited POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Flex-a-Lite "Black Magic".Get it from summit.It pulls 2,800 cfm,simple install,built in
shroud...It cools my 408 real nice.I have a Griffin radiator,now my temp is down to 180
in traffic,205 degrees on a hot day/long hill/long trip on the Pa turnpike.hope this
helps.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Off Road Lights POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25394
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have an electronic parts store other than radio shack you could get a voltage
regulater that will take 24V in and put 12V out.But it would have to be able to handle the
amps otherwise...poof and no volts at all.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:39 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not a big fan of lawyers or courts,but...
Take him to small claims court.The amount is low enough and you don't need a scum-
sucking lawyer,either.One of two things will happen:
1.(most likely)He won't show up and you get a default judgement.You may never be
able to collect,but it will show up as an "unsatisfied judgement"on his credit for the next
7 years.Even once he pays you and you record it "satisfied"the judgement will remain.
To many creditors this is worse than a foreclosure or repo and about the same as a
bankrupcy.
2.He shows up,you explain the facts of the case (bring pictures and lots of supporting
evidence --"expert"affidavits are a nice touch).If the judge is halfway level-headed,you
appear clean and professional,you are non-argumentative and follow the rules of the
court (don't EVER interrupt the judge while he/she is talking)you will most likely be
awarded the full judgement.
Even if you don't know there name,you can serve it as "John Doe"at the address you
bought it and still get a judgement.With a little background digging (real estate records at
county recorder's office,probably on-line)you can get their name.
I know all this because before I sold my business,*I*was sued by a client over a
defective computer I sold them.The computer was new,under manufacturer warranty.
The customer attempted to get it repaired AFTER the warranty expired,which the
manufacturer denied so then he sued ME.Needless to say,he lost and I won a $300
counterclaim based on my expenses for the frivolous suit.What's funny is my business.insurance provided me a
lawyer,but in small claims court (most of them)lawyers aren't
allowed to present the case.However,there was no rule that I couldn't have a lawyer
PRESENT and consult with them throughout the hearing.The whole thing was very
educational.
SUBJECT>Electric fans -Lincoln Mark VIII POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25307 NEXT>25422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run triple electric fans on my M715 --one OEM GM 16"and 2 OEM Toyota/Denso 7".
They will cool the 460 with a "stock HD 3-core"AMC V8 radiator for a full-size Jeep up
to about 100*F ambient.Over that,the engine runs hot but I think thats not the fan's fault
but the fact the radiator is just too small for a built 460 and 117*F Arizona summers!I
will say those 3 fans pull a sh*tload of air!The three fans together draw about 50amps.I
run a stock Ford 130a alternator and it has no problems keeping up with them,even at
idle.Here's a link to my website with pics of my setup:
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/cooling.html
I am convinced that when it comes to electric fans,the OE engineering is far superior to
any aftermarket part.I'd take even the Delco fans over a Flexilite or Permacool any day.
The OE fans are designed to last longer and meet new car reliability demands.
Now for the cat's meow,a lot of people (esp.Mustangs)are turning to the OE 18"electric
fan from a '94-98 Lincoln Mark VIII (280hp V8).These fans are reported to move 3,500-
4,500 CFM!They have a nominal running current of 33-42 amps and will require HD
relay(s).I would recommend wiring like the stock setup with 2 speeds and only use
"high"when you really need it.Here are the part numbers and "employee"prices from a
Ford dealer (add 10%for wholesale &20-30%for retail pricing):
#F3LY-8C607-AA $151.93 ('93-96)
#F7LZ-8C607-AB $154.10 ('97)
#F8LZ-8C607-AA $124.70 ('98)
The fan assemblies listed come complete with motor,blade and shroud.At those prices,
why even mess with an aftermarket fan?According to Ford Motorsport,the later fans run
faster and pull more air than the earlier fans.Here's a writeup on them,with dimensions
and specs:
http://www.geocities.com/smithmonte/Auto/MarkVIII_Fan.htm
BTW,stick with "puller"fans,they are far more efficient than "pullers."
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans -My setup (update)POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25421 NEXT>25451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should mention that my "triple"setup was using a 180*F 'stat which should make for a
190*F "normal"operating temp.That worked fine in MO and KY (2000 FE)where the
temps rarely exceed 90.Out in AZ it was fine until the mercury started going north of
100.At 117 ambient,the motor wouldn't cool below 200-210.Thorough flush and refill
of the cooling system with the nifty Toyota "Red"organic antifreeze (NOT Dexcool,.BTW)and now my temps are staying
around 195-200 in 117-120 ambient with the 180
stat.So that means the radiator is too small to support 180 stat.Instead of fighting it,I
decided to make it work.Out with the 180 and in goes a 195 stat (which is the "proper"
stat for the EFI 460 anyway)and 205*F fan switch.Bingo!
Engine averages 204-207 all day long now in 117*F ambient (normal for a 195 stat).I can
leave it idling in the garage until the temps exceed 125 (with doors open)and the fans just
cycle on and off happily maintaining a 205 average.Problem solved.
Eventually I'll put in a 4-core FSJ V8 radiator and the 180*stat back in,because I liked
the "safety"margin of the cooler stat.It also puts the computer into a slightly more
aggressive spark advance table which equals about 10-15 hp.Also when the Delco fan
dies I'll replace it with the Lincoln 18"fan --it'll just barely fit alongside the Denso fans.
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SUBJECT>Pete NJ POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25427 25450 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well I tried to send you that pic but it was returned for some reason.
I will but it in my web shots and give you the address.
SUBJECT>Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25446 25530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a while back people have discussed the various cab tops,what they have,the
good/bad/ugly.I want to take a new poll.I'm looking to buy a new cab top,preferably
NOT canvas and preferably TAN color (gotta match the desert camo!).
I know a couple of you run the New Life Canvas "space age vinyl"top and want to hear
how those are holding up.Also are there any alternative materials that the top makers are
using besides canvas and vinyl?I was specifically interested in that stuff the nice boat
covers are made from.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:why not electric vacuums?POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I modified the electric wipers from a YJ Wrangler to fit the 715.Got full 2-speed +
intermittent on a stock Jeep(GM)column,too.But they are for 12volt...
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25412 NEXT>25456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im really not too sure about the exhaust,not messed with it yet.But as soon as I get mine
running I am gona put a Y pipe in there and run it to duel smoke stacks,and Im thinking
there will be no muffler.we will see how it goes....SUBJECT>Re:Pete NJ POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25423 NEXT>25433 LINKNAME>pics
for sn#maybe ,or the 350 swap
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000 try the link it might work.the last three
pics should be of the sn#.your truck might be different though.
SUBJECT>Re:Off Road Lights POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25394
NEXT>25459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It will be on the expensive side,but I would check with John Deere or Cat or some heavy
equipment dealer and see what you can find.I work for Deere and most of the stuff is 24
volt,and they have some bright ass lights.
SUBJECT>Re:24V electric wipers POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got a set of 12v wiper motors off of ebay,and they came with arms and blades and
such.I am sure that you can find some in 24v.
SUBJECT>HELP!!POSTER>Russ Allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need help,i'm putting a SBC in my '67 m715 using novak's kit.i have the tranny out of
the truck but for the life of me i can't get the tranny to slid all the way to the bellhousing.i
get about an inch away then i can't move it the rest of the way to make the motor and
tranny mount up,any suggestions on how to get the motor to bolt to the tranny smoothly
would be a huge help.
Russ
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25430 NEXT>25435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you cut the inch off the T-98 bearing retainer as per the instructions?Did they send
you the right parts?Need more info.
SUBJECT>Re:Vietnam 715's POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25403
NEXT>25444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet either the US destroyed them (if they had the time)or the NVA destroyed most of
them,since they were "enemy"hardware.I haven't asked anyone I know who's been back.if they noticed any or not.Of my
friends,I doubt they would have noticed any unless they
got hit by one.
Ethan
SUBJECT>heheh caught you sleeping..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25401
NEXT>25508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..could have had mine w/lockers and lockouts for that LOL
who hesitates,dies.
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That's a killer find though,are you at liberty to reveal the source for that?Boyce?
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25431 NEXT>25512 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Also,they claim special pilot bearing size.Have not measured one's ID.That might stop
it.Anyway,kit/instructions are on table downstairs right now.
SUBJECT>already done.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
5 August 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25402 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
everything's in pieces.should have taken the pinion nut off before I yanked the axles...
but they're easy enough to put in.Gonna have fun trying to get that off!heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:68 m715 for sale POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25276
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like a nice truck.i need a front clip formy 715.any ideas?
SUBJECT>just how hard are adapters to make anyway?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25439 25442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Getting irritated w/the Cherokee.Apparently there are no Quadratracs in the Salt Lake
Valley,and boy would I like to throw a 205 in there.
so the question is.How hard can it really be to make an adapter?Assuming you can have
the holes machined to fit whatever seal you'll need,and you have the right spline count to
match the parts,wouldn't it just be a matter of getting it the right length?
I've been soaking up cadmium a little today,if I am just stupid about this that's why.
SUBJECT>need front clip for 715 POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 9:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.help!!need front clip for my 715.a person working for me turned on the winch and the
hook was looped over the brushguard.my truck now looks like a giant snapping turtle
took a bite out of the front.i also need a new front drive shaft that connects to the
winch.any help appreciated
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 10:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25440 NEXT>25536 25678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mark check on ebay they have one with your name one it
SUBJECT>Re:just how hard are adapters to make anyway?POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25438 NEXT>25466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the Cherokee run a TH400 automatic?If so,you can use factory parts to mate it to a
GM NP205.The drop will be on the RH side,so hopefully you have an early one with the
RH drop front end.You will also need the stock GM 4x4 output for the TH400 and stock
t-case adapter.There are two versions of the TH400/NP205 bolt pattern:early with
"round"pattern and late ('89-up?)with a "figure8"pattern --the t-case and adapter must
match!Finally the GM NP205 for a TH400 is different from the other GM NP205's.The
others have a male shaft coming out of the NP205 with a female-female splined coupler
to mate it to the tranny output.The TH400 NP205's have a larger input gear/bearing with
female splines that the tranny output slides right into.
PS:I have a later,figure-8 NP205 w/matching TH400 adapter sitting in my garage...
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case shim packs POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,5 August 2003,at 11:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you mean New Venture Gear.New Process is not the same company as New
Process Gear (NP),which became New Venture Gear (NVG)when GM bought an
interest in the 80's.Here is there website:
http://www.newventuregear.com/tcases.html
As for parts,Motive Gear and Dana-Spicer catalogs used to list repair parts for them.
http://www.motivegear.com/
SUBJECT>Re:Vietnam 715's POSTER>Keller (Va)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNHNgpkePHTw PREVIOUS>25432 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In the early 70's I worked near Pearl Harbor.Saw where the Army was returning vehicles
from Vietnam.There was a huge yard where the vehicles were parked.Army 'pickled'the
vehicles and towed to outside storage in the yard.Mostly jeeps,2.5 tons,etc...
SUBJECT>Re:Need all new brake shoes!POSTER>Steve Blair.EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at
4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25361 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bought 2 sets (4 pair)of liners from Memphis Equipment.They come with rivets.
Resonably priced.
Bought rivet tool from Aircraft Spruce &Specialty for $20.
http://www.aircraft-spruce.com
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
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EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25424 NEXT>25494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this guy out Weebee Webbing:http://www.odcloth.com/
He makes tops for Military Vehicles and his first "business"vehicle was an M715 so
Dave or Donna (hsband and wife)might be able to help on this.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Vietnam 715's POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25403 NEXT>25467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the M715 were kept state side or went to germany.Remember even though we
were in the heavest fighting in 1967-69 the #1 mission was still the cold war.So the latest
and greatest when to germany to stop the dang commies.What trucks that were left in
nam were taken over by the NVA and the population.I would bet they are still being used
today but so modified that restoration would be a killer.There is a place about an hour
drive from me that has a lot full of X germany based 715s but they have been there 20
years or more and are rotting into the ground.The owner of the business wants the same
amount of money for them today as he did 20 years ago when they ran.The only problem
today is you have to remove the trees from the middle of the beds etc.Doesn't make any
sense to me.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mounts POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25409 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are rubber though,aren't they?
Well hell,for 20 bucks maybe that's the way to go.
SUBJECT>Serial number revisited POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,using gndpndr nebr's pics...(thanks to all who helped on this one)...I found a
number.I wasn't able to cross ref with the number on the rear though,cause of how it sits
in my garage.Anyway...the number (SN,I assume)is 31762.Which,according to the.Registry would put it in Oct or Nov of
1968.It has a heater in it...the stock under dash
unit.Would this have effected date of delivery?
Also...my title says it's a 67....think I should have this changed,if I can?
SUBJECT>Re:Pete NJ POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet,thanks...
I come up with 31762.Not a 67 at all,dammit.Now I gotta mess with titling and junk.
See above post...thanks again!
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans -My setup (update)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25422 NEXT>25510
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Muddog,
Wow.That's all I can say.Wow.When you write a post to try and solve a guy's problem-
you go the distance.Wow.Of all the responses I ever got to all my questions,your posts
on this subject have,by far,been the best.
I think that your situation comes closest to mine-small radiator,hot motor.I'm sold on
the set-up you described.I got two puller fans coming,so I'm going to try them,and if
they don't do it then I may look into pricing hte Mark IV fans locally.I hate to stoop to a
ford product,but no one has come foreward with a better idea.
I appreciate the time you put into that post and want to congratulate you on writing the
definitive electric fan post.I think it'll be searched from now on by anyone who needs a
solid answer.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brown Goo POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25407 NEXT>25505 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Drain the old gas and put in a mix of 50%acetone and 50%gasoline.Start the engine and
run until you are satisfied that it's clean then refill with fresh gas.Usually takes a couple
of times but this will clean out a lot of junk.Chemtool works in similar fashion but
acetone is cheaper.
SUBJECT>Re:Vietnam 715's POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:12
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons found a bunch of Dodge mil trucks that made their way to
Thailand.It's possible that some M715's also went there.The Dodges were in good.mechanical shape but had been left
out in the tropical weather so you would have that
damage to contend with.
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>25415 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mental note to self:Mike Oxlong =Cool dude +True Jeeper
SUBJECT>Re:Serial number revisited POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25449 NEXT>25483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad it showed up for ya!!!
If the heater is the reason for the late delivery,not sure,although heaters were less than
common from the factory on these models,so it is possible you have the right idea...
It would be a 1969 manufactured truck,be hard pressed to believe it would be earlier,
though strange things have happened they are preety rare to be that far off...
Should you change it?Well I guess if you can without having to spend tons of cash,give
up a first born male child or fill out so much paperwork that some forest is yelling rape,I
would...if it cannot be done without the hassles,then I would take a picture of the vin for
future reference,get your plates stamped with it and refer anyone who cares to the VIN
page here.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25426 NEXT>25461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The biggest restriction on the 230 flowing more air is the intake manifold setup...there are
2 small ports feeding the HEMI head into the cast iron HEADER exhaust.If you can find
a way to better supply the engine with air,you may have something...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Part numbers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25395 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I dont understand the first thing you are looking for a part number on...
The 2nd item,you are looking for a dual line master cylinder for the brakes?
The gasket set and stem seals are available from VPW in Iowa...contact info is on the
Vintage Power Wagons Part Page linked in th upper part of the left hand menu...I know
they have the gaskets and the seals for sure.
I am unsure what you mean by measure of fuel in the carb housing...float level?
There is water in the intake manifold,it is on the bottom of the ports that feed the air/fuel
mix in.If you feel under the manifold,there are 2 wide flat lumps under there,these are
the water ports.If the smoke is antifreeze,it is quite possible that it could be coming from
a cracked intake..I think I still have my old 1 barrell intake manifold...if so I would sell it cheap,plus
shipping of course,if you find out this is what is wrong...let me know...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Spicer,UPS list POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
At my lunch hour I'm going to send you:
My 2003 PAW catalong,
a Boker double edged stilleto (number 68/3000)
and Mudclod's Budweiser (King of Beers)beer cozy that he left at my house when he
came to visit a few months ago.
Did you put forth the same level of effort in shipping me them there fans?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Off Road Lights POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25428 NEXT>LINKNAME>http://samlexamerica.com
LINKURL>http://samlexamerica.com
You can check with Samlex to see if they have any converters for sale...I bought one of
their refurbished units with 23 amp capacity and it has been working perfectly for a year
now.They currently show 56 in stock at $50 a unit.These are 20 amp continous and 23
amp peak units.20 amps times 12 volts would give 240 watts of power to run lights or
whatever...and this is as cheap as you will find.They are quality units and you can hook
up more than one,assuming you have a big enough alternator to run them...
You can find their homepage at the link below.To find the reconditioned units for sale,
click on "products"in the left hand menu,then "reconditioned products".The part
number of the unit I describe above is "SDC23".If you go to "converters"under the same
"products"menu,you will see a small pic of the unit which is a link to a specs page on it.
It is a highly efficient design and is well made.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25458 NEXT>25463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No.I haven't driven my car for three days now.The fans are at the farm,as is the AC
pump.I'm hoping to get up there tonight.
Never fear...
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>25456 NEXT>25465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Would any type of porting help I have never had a 230 apart before so Im
not sure what
two small ports you are talking about.Is the restriction in the head or the intake?
SUBJECT>Wiring POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25464 25485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting ready to wire up my new alternater,and am just a little fuzzy on exactly
where the wires go.The clip has 2 wires coming out of it,a red and a white.Doesnt the
red go to the ignition switch and the white is a ground?
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25460 NEXT>25469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't fear.....since you assigned Katie that job.
I just spent an hour looking through old e-mails to get your pop's adress.It started out as a
project that I thought would take a minute or two,but it went on and on.I save every
letter I get,and you like to write in a fashion much comparable to a teenage girl away at
summer camp.
I think you'll be pleased with the trade seeing as how you probably don't have a
Budweiser (King of Beers)can cozey.
I just put a used tranny cooler on the Ebay-think anyone will buy it?
-B.
SUBJECT>I'm here for you man.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25462 NEXT>25476
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I assume it's a GM type alternator,and you want a one wire type system?
I used a clip that Autozone sold me to take those two wires from that plug to a 4"tail.I
put eyelets on each tail and screwwed them both onto the output lug (the one with the red
ring around it on a newwer alternator).Then I took a heavy wire from that lug and ran it
to my switch (I used the stock switch)and put it on both poles of the switch.I ran one
pole to my ampmeter gauge and then on to the battery bacle (which I met up with at the
starter).The other lug off the switch I ran to a Tuperware sandwich dish screwed onto my
firewall.I put it onto a little fuse pannel (6 position)and ran the runs out from there-one
of the runs being my distributor.
If you do it this way then it charges only when it senses a load on the battery,and it's
simple to fix if anything happens.My alternator puts out a continuous load of about 6
amps,but jumps to about 40 when I run my winch.It moves to 10 when the lights are on.
I've used this set up for a year or so now and had no trouble.Maybe some guys can tell
you how to do it better..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25461 NEXT>25556
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/figure3-19.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/fig3-19.jpg
Look at the link below for the intake manifold flange surface on the head...2 squarish
ports are fuel air intake,2 long thin ones are for coolant.The head has like a hallway in it
that all 6 of the intake rectangular ports breathe from.You can kinda tell that in that shot
as there are expansion plugs in the ends of the hallway and if you note where the intake
valve hole is on top of the head you can figure,since it is a hemi design,that the seat is a
mile away from the intake side edge of the head.
My only guess as to why this is this way is that it tends to act like a built in governor...my
wild guess only...due to the stroke being so long but the head design with OHC and hemi
chamber dumping into that header,this was a way to limit the top end RPM capabilities.
brute4c
SUBJECT>hmmm...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
6 August 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25442 NEXT>25489
25528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I don't know if I CAN use factory parts..have to check the spline counts..Not sure what
the splines are on the AMC th400/Quadratrac.I've also got a Ford auto 205 and a GM
manual 205 w/figure 8 pattern...was thinking that if the splines match I'd throw the Ford
shaft in the GM 205 and get an adapter welded up to match the bolt holes...I THINK the
AMC tranny is 32spline,so it would match the input on the Ford shaft.I think.Not sure.
The Cherokee makes me cry,remembering how close to nice it was when I bought it,and
before my wife systematically destroyed it.She has been reformed but the Jeep is
destined for TRANSFORMATION moooohahahah
what's the spline count on that GM dealie?I hear AZ's real nice in the winter hahahahh
SUBJECT>where's that?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25447 NEXT>25486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe some persuasion would convinve your man to see the light hehehh
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>Paul Nelson
EMAIL>nelson1225@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25331 NEXT>25473 25509 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
don't get mad get even!there's nothing like a little revenge to make one feel all warm and
cozy inside.Does he have a dog?--kill it.does he have a nice yard?--salt it.Does he have a
good looking significant other?---nail her.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 11:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25463 NEXT>25470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey do you need a good tranny cooler...ohyeah..you pulled that and put in a non od 4
speed.Guess I'll hang on to it.Did you find the address?
I got bored and cut my own hair last night.Is this normal?
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25469 NEXT>25474 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I cut my own hair for 2 years.It was buzzed,so it was easy to do.
Those two years were the longest I've gone straight without knowing the pleasures of
woman since I was 17.
------
Tracking #-1Z311X520306001695 scheduled to arrive at your Dad's farm on friday.
Enjoy!
Of all the crap I got on Ebay right now that used tranny cooler is the only thing that has a
bid.People will buy anything.(especially Will Wright)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:click this link!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEET LOOKING RIDE!I'll have something like when I build it ground up.I will not
buy a HD new or used...I know too much about the all the extra $hit that you have to pay
for that's NOT bike.
Love the FAT,PHAT,tire on that Mephisto thing!
SUBJECT>thanks!POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at
12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would just like to thank everyone for all the good advice given,and part numbers when
available.Searching the past posts for brake information has been amazing and
informative,and will save me countless hours.Thanks again-mark
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......its not over yet....POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,all that stuff you guys mention has went through my mind.Tuesday,I degreased
and loaded my original cracked block and a spare earlier block I don't want to use.The
machine shop put my original block on the magnaflux machine.It was NOT cracked!The
piston was fractured for quite some time,and had left a pattern at the bottom of the.cylinder that really looked
like a crack.So,it is salvageable and can be bored .030
over....whew...I left everything there.Estimated bill for boring,honing,fitting pistons
and rods,and replaceing the cam bearings...600.00 Kinda steep.I got home and after
looking at the crap motor I bought one more time decided I was going to load it up and
pay him a visit.I put all the parts on carpet in the M715.I knocked on his door and boy
was he surprised to see me.I asked him to come outside and look at what I found.He
acted surprised.I told him I did not have room to store yet another non running engine,
AND I could not afford to just give him 500 bucks for nothing.Well,I got the
unemployed speech.Plus he sent my 500 off for a mortage payment,so now he does not
have it.I asked him when he will.Supposedly by the end of the week.I asked him if he
was going to go move on me.No he said.Call me after one week if anything will change.
I told him I really don't like not knowing,so call me.So in a nutshell,I'm probably still
screwed and don't even have a junk motor to show for it.I am way to trusting sometimes.
Usually the jeeper crowd is stand up.I have been given parts and I have given parts.It all
works out mostly.Mike Oxlong,You are a true jeeper and a gentleman.I thank you for
your offer.Fortunately it looks like theres light at the end of the tunnel.Thank you Mike!
I tell you driving the m715 everyday is a trip.I took my block downtown yesterday and
stopped in to where my wife works in the heart of downtown to have a quick lunch.I was
really worried about the alternative crowd vandalizing my rig.They are very anti war.
The only thing I saw from two blocks away was a guy taking pictures of it.It all worked
out fine,but they are all freaks down there....They don't care about someones hobby.
Anyway,ramble mode off.Thanks for letting me vent.This is the coolest list of the three
I belong to.................Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25470 NEXT>25478 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will bought that welded crap...er,uh the knuckle greaser plug things you made,right?
In your gun running rebel travels could you keep an eye open for a bayonette/knife for an
M1 30 cal carbine?Thanks.We've got three and two have the lugs for it.
Are you planning on hiring a new receptionist?NO,I'M NOT OFFERING!
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NO,my head is not buzzed.I think it actually came out decent for using two mirrors and
a swiss army knife.Love those little scissors!
SUBJECT>Gun site POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25484 25495 LINKNAME>Links
are blue LINKURL>http://www.gunsamerica.com/
Some of you may have seen this page,but I jsut found it.
Guns at wholesale prices and you can use Paypal with some of them---
SUBJECT>Re:I'm here for you man.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25464 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran one to the ON/OFF battery switch (like a key switch for civvy stuff)and the other to
a heavy wire coming up from the starter.I think white went to the switch.A guy
explained to me that the keyswitch wire is to 'excite'the alternator so that it will produce
current and the other is to tell it how much it needs to be making.Because most vehicles
have the heavy +of the battery running to the starter then a bunch of smaller wires
coming out from there he told me that as close to the battery or nearest battery lead (since
the batts are in the cab)I pulled a heavy wire off the starter.Works fine.
Now you have two options.
I just put a sweet 'one wire'alternator on the duece truck.Made the heavy mount,hooked
up the heavy and away it went.
SUBJECT>Portland OR party on sat POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well every couple of years my wife and I throw a party.This Saturday starting at three we
will be having a keg of Portlands own Blue Heron and a few
wheeler/work/personal/strange friends over.Got food,games,hard alcohol,and even a
guy in a kilt!If any of you Zone members are in the area that day,it would be awesome to
meet you.E mail me off-line at altempl@ihpc.net and I can send an invite with directions.
It only seemed fitting to pass on the invite to you guys.We can kick the tires on my
M715...
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25474 NEXT>25481 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno about the receptionist thing.Since I'm the only one hear I've discovered that
there's alot of porn available on the net.It would just be awkward with a receptionist here.
Seriously-as one of my techs put it when my sister quit-"Daym,you can't even keep
family working for you!".That summed it up and I hate to get a new receptionist and then
in a couple of years her quit.Besides,I added into my pay what I was paying Amanda.In
college they told me that money is not a motivator.I never understood that,it's motivated
me not to replace her.Go figure.
About your bayonet,see post above the most current one.You can find it there.I have a
bayonet for my SKS,but never stabbed anything.
Doug hugs the root,
-B.
SUBJECT>m715 rear spool POSTER>Al EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,
at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Does anyone make a rear spool for the rear end of this truck?Also does anyone make a
spool for a 2.5 ton rockwell?Thanks,Al.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 rear spool POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25479 NEXT>25492 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lincoln does.:)I heard it several times that the Rockwells posess a lot of meat and
handle being welded in good form.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer,UPS list POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25478 NEXT>25496 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug had his shaved too!Hmmmm...
I'm really thinking about getting a trampoline.Katie and I stopped at a buddy of mines
place over the weekend and his son has a large trampoline in the back yard.After doing a
pile of no-tuck backflips and other stupid jazz I think it would be cool to own.Yeah...I'll
put that at the farm too.I'm also thinking it would be a concept worth looking into about
building another house on the property and moving there.The ride to work would suck
though.That's whats putting the damper on it now.A log cabin kit in the woods...
SUBJECT>valve train indexing?POSTER>Mikey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the bug to adjust my valves and try to get rid of some of the clacking.I can find
TDC for the #1 piston just with the timing marks on the balancer.But what about for the
others???How many degrees past #1 TDC for each other cylinder?Is there an easy way
to do this?
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SUBJECT>Re:Serial number revisited POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25455 NEXT>25490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got me now man...
Coording to the chart,if I am reading it correctly...number 31762 should fall on either
10/68,or 11/68.And,isn't that the date of delivery?So,wouldn't that make it
manufactured in mid year (ish)68?
SUBJECT>Re:Gun site POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25475 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Paypal is handy but I guess they're anti-gun.Heard they will sometimes refuse to service.deals involving pre-clinton
firearms and magazines.I've used them alot but not sure
now...
SUBJECT>Care and feeding of a GM "SI"alternator POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25462 NEXT>25538 LINKNAME>Picture showing
the terminals LINKURL>http://www.quietcanyon.com/images/rrdel2lg.JPG
The GM Alternators with an internal regulator and 2 pin "flat"plug are the SI series.This
is the CORRECT way to wire them.
The BOLT on the back is the OUTPUT (duh!).You want to connect this to the battery
positive using appropriately sized wire.The size depends on the amp rating of the
alternator and how far the battery/starter solenoid is from it.For most applications 4 ga
wire is fine,10 ga is the absolute minimum for a low-output (65amp max)alternator.
Personally,I also like a fuse on this wire as close to the battery as possible about 20%
greater than alternator rating (ie.100 alt =120a fuse).This protects the wiring if the
alternator output gets shorted (the mount bolt falls out and the thing rotates into contact
with the engine or you drop a wrench in there)or the internal rectifier diodes fail.
The "2"or "S"terminal (heavier of the two in 2 pin plug,I *think*it's the RED one)is
the SENSE INPUT.The alternator will regulate a constant voltage of 13.8-14.4 volts
depending on temperature.It "senses"the system voltage through this wire.There are two
ways to hook this up.One is to put a ring terminal on it and connect it to the output post
with the battery cable.If the battery cable is large enough then this will be fine.The
"stock"way is to run this wire all the way back to the battery positive or central junction
block (use 14-12 ga wire,use a 15a fuse at the battery end).This way the alternator will
regulate the voltage at that point,accounting for any voltage drop (loss)across the wire
that carries the alternator output to the battery.In other words,lets say @100amp load
your output wire loses 0.2v.If you put the SENSE on the back of the alternator it will
regulate 14.4v there,but you'll lose the 0.2v in the wire so the battery only gets 14.2v.On
the other hand,if the SENSE is at the battery,the alternator will raise it's output to
compensate for the 0.2v loss through the cable.The battery will get 14.4v as long as the
RPMs are high enough and alternator is not overloaded.In this example,you would
actually measure 14.6v at the alternator output post.
The "1"or "L"terminal (smaller of the two in the 2 pin plug,I *think*it's the WHITE
one)is the LAMP wire.It is used for two things:1)before the engine is running,it
provides power from the ignition switch to the alternator to "excite"it or get it started,2)
once the alternator is producing voltage,positive voltage from the regulator is fed back
out this wire to turn off the "warning lamp"(if the voltage on both sides of the lamp is
near-equal,the lamp will go off).NORMALLY you will connect a small warning lamp
(168 or 194 bulb)in series between this wire and the side of the ignition switch that is hot
ONLY when the ignition is on.If you don't want a warning light,then you "should"use
an inline resistor of 10-15ohms and 5-10watts instead of the light bulb.DO NOT connect
this wire directly to the battery or the alternator will draw a small amount of power when
the engine is off,draining the battery.DO NOT connect this wire directly to the ignition
switch without a light or series resistor or the life of the regulator may be shortened (some
regulators are more tolerant than others)..SUBJECT>Re:where's that?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25467 NEXT>25488 25499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is Sam Winer Motors in Akron Ohio.I posted the link to their website.I would guess
that he has about 50-75 of them left (that is if they haven't scrapped them out)and they
are very very RUFF!You aint going to drive them home...lol.
Joe
SUBJECT>1967 custom M715 for sale,DENVER,COLO.POSTER>Kyle
EMAIL>KWSMETAL@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa8KZuTD5S21k PREVIOUS>NEXT>25491
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
civilian cab,amc 401 bored and balanced,t98 rebuilt,x case rebuilt.4.56 detroit dana 70
rear,4.56 power lok dana 60 front,engine driven air compressor,on board air tank,rear
air bags,36"10 ply Radial PJ Dirt Grips tires,warn winch,locking hubs.power steering,
power brakes,pwr windows,pwr doorlocks,tilt column,bucket seats,stereo,dual
batteries.Gear boxes rebuilt 2 years ago,along with all new brakes.This truck runs great
and is definitely a daily driver.$7,500 takes the truck......I also have available to go with
the truck at additional cost,or to be sold seperately only after the truck sells,Oak stake
sides w/bows and canvas,5 stock rims with excellent tires,2 NEW rear brake drums,4
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sets of NEW brake shoes,1 front brake drum,some leaf springs and other small parts.
$10,000 takes all.This truck is located just 5 miles west of Denver Int'l Airport in
Colorado.call 303-288-6452 or visit my web page
SUBJECT>Re:where's that?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25486 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm link didn't post....:(
Ok here it is http://www.samwinermotors.com/
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:NP205 tech POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25466 NEXT>25498 LINKNAME>NP205 Tech Page
LINKURL>http://www.offroaddesign.com/NP205tech.htm
(copied from ORD's website)
GM used 4 different input gears in the 205.The first is the 10 spline male "coarse"input
which came with the SM465 manual transmission.This sticks out from the case about 2".
The factory used a fully splined "drive sleeve"to mate the male transmission output shaft
to the male t-case input gear.This input gear routinely wears,most commonly in the
drivesleeve,but often on the input splines directly.Note the pointed profile on the teeth in
the above picture.This drivesleeve has lost about half of its tooth to wear and has a good
bit of slop on the shaft.This is the most common 205 setup there is.
The next input is the 27 spline male "fine"input which came with the TH350.transmission.It also used a female drive
sleeve between the transmission output shaft and
the male t-case input.This shaft sticks out of the case by about 2"also.These gears wear
well,but have been know to strip splines out of the drive sleeve,but usually after a long
and happy life.The proper shaft stickout from the back of the TH350 case for this 205
configuration is about 7/8".This is the same as the stickout for use with a NP203 transfer
case also.
Next up is the biggest and best input,the short 32 spline female.This came with TH400
transmissions and is as strong and as durable as anything can be on a truck.It wears very
well and does not use a drive sleeve,so there is one less splined connection to create
"slop"(backlash)in the drivetrain.This shaft sticks out of the 205 case by about 1 1/4"
and the male transmission shaft plugs directly into it.The proper shaft stickout from the
back of the TH400 for this type of 205 input gear is about 4 1/2".This gear configuration
is the one necessary to run our GEN2 Doubler kit.
Last is the "long"32 spline female input gear.This is far less common than the "short"32
spline input outlined above,but is as strong and durable.This gear will stick out of the
205 case by about 3 1/2".This was used behind later model SM465 trannies and later
TH400 trannies,from about '85 to '91 in straight axle 1-ton trucks.Proper shaft stickout
from the TH400 is 2 1/2",and the proper SM465 output is the later model 32 spline
output shaft with the round bolt pattern adapter housing.This gear will not work with the
GEN2 Doubler,but is easily replaced with the short 32 spline input gear.
--------
I have the '85-91 NP205 &TH400 adapter.The shaft stickout they are talking about on
the TH400 is with the tailhousing/t-case adapter removed.My NP205 should be a bolt-on
to your TH400 with the only slight possibility you will need to change the output shaft to
one from a GM 4x4 TH400.
SUBJECT>Re:Serial number revisited POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25483 NEXT>25497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would guess you are close...how long the actual time between manufacture and delivery
was,I do not know but what you are proposing seems appropriate.
brute4c
SUBJECT>and what is your webpage?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25487 NEXT>25507 25569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
address would be good.And,you want $2500 for the other stuff?
SUBJECT>beat me to it.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25480 NEXT>25540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can also find Millermatic spools out there on occasion...
SUBJECT>Re:valve train indexing?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>25482 NEXT>25513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Essentially you can look at the cam lobes and when the nose of the lobe is pointing
straight down,you are ready to adjust that cylinder.Also,2 pistons are up at/near T C at
a time,so you can do them in pairs.The ones to pair up are the opposites in the firing
order...
order is 153624
so 1 and 6,5 and 2,and 3 and 4
If you think about a 4 cycle engines balance and that the piston fires on every other
upstroke,you can see why it is this way.
Hope that helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
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DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25446 NEXT>25511 25526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen his truck in person,sand "extended cab"M715 with diesel motor and 2 tanks.I
also met the man and he didn't seem very friendly so I wasn't even considering his
company,Weebee Webbing.How good is the product?Do you personally own one of
their tops?
SUBJECT>Gunsamerica is great..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25475 NEXT>25571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..ebay for guns.Paypal sucks.
some smokin deals on there if you're looking.
SUBJECT>trampolines,cabins..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25481 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..trampolines are great.Being the unofficial Official Recreation Equipment of Utah,there
are even trampoline repair shops here.I shit you not.As soon as we get the desert
flattened in the backyard I'm putting one in.
Cabins in the woods are a great idea.We're in negotiations to secure a parcel at Corporate
HQ (ie,a big farm south of Geneva NY)so visiting family won't be so irritating.Yer
dad's spread would make a nice country getaway,you know Harrisburg can get a little
hectic LOL..
having custom tools made to get the damn R/P nuts off.Grr.
SUBJECT>more schtuff POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25490 NEXT>25502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my ambulance was titled originally as a 67,sold as a 67 BUT data plate lists it as 1-68...
so I don't know what to think.I'll start calling it a 68 I guess..SUBJECT>thanks Drew...ctxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll keep that in mind...Gotta rehab the tranny anyway,going to convert it to a th475
w/the straight cut gears and monster clutch packs anyway--$900 for the parts!ugh..Easy
enough to swap shafts..
checking on AMC spline counts right now...I'll be in touch.
SUBJECT>oh,yeah....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25486 NEXT>25500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I keep forgetting about them.I'll be in Akron for a few days towards the end of Sept....
have to stop by this time.And I missed Summit last trip too.Well,avoided it really,the
shiny chrome makes me stupid.
SUBJECT>holy crap!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
6 August 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25499 NEXT>25527
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must drive by that all the time!I have work on Waterloo Road too..man.
SUBJECT>for sale to UT/southern I &WY zoners.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...set of Swampers,36/12's.Front ones are beat due to DSPO's excellent job on the toe-
in.Useful for spares.Rear are good shape,don't know what %tread,nothing to compare
to but they're good and chunky...OH and the rims come with them.$150 for everything,
might be able to meet you 1/2way or something.Email if interested.
SUBJECT>Funny.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25497 NEXT>25503 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute's last name (if I remember right)is "Schmidt".
Did you know that?If not then let's laugh together at your unintended joke.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ha!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25502 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd forgotten that.So I join you in laughter.
SUBJECT>way,way off topic.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25543 25573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thinking about a USAS-12.Anyone here think that's just too much gun?Yeah,I could
pay someone to just hammer my shoulder,but it's more fun with one of those beasts.
SUBJECT>Re:Brown Goo POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25452 NEXT>25600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!Will that mixture work as well with the tank out?I've had some
previous experience with this goo in a 2 engined boat that had sat for about 6-8 years.Got
the boat running not realizing what was in the tank,plugged up 2 fuel systems.I have no
idea how long this truck has sat without running (5-19 years??),but I won't be running it
off that tank until it's clean.Is this more of a problem with the alcohol mixed fuels we use
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around here (Iowa)?
SUBJECT>cummins 4bt in main for sale POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=24
26928265
SUBJECT>sorry...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25491 NEXT>25525
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..reread that post,had a snotty tone to it.Unintended.
but seriously,what's the address....=)
SUBJECT>Re:heheh caught you sleeping..POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25468 NEXT>25515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>Does he have a dog?--kill it
There's no reason to punish the dog for having a sh*thead owner.After all,the dog didn't
pick him.A better suggestion would be to take the dog and give it to a more worthy
owner.
SUBJECT>Re:Electric fans -My setup (update)POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25451 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>I hate to stoop to a ford product,but no one has come foreward with a better idea.
I woulnd't be suprised to see the Ford fan is made by Bosch or Denso,both make.excellent motors,with the slight edge
to Denso.I recently had a Grand Marquis rental and
it's electric fan was made by Bosch,but it had an integrated variable-speed controller that
was hardwired between the the motor and harness plug meaning you can't buy the
fan/motor without it.And I bet it's BIG BUCKS plus you have to have something to send
it a VPW (variable pulse width)signal to regulate the speed --way to much work.
One other cool (excuse pun)option if you don't need to have an *electric*fan...Lexus
SC400's (the V8 models)used a HYDRAULIC cooling fan.Very small,VERY powerful.
On the Lexus motors,they had a special hydraulic pump just for it,but I imagine a PS
pump would work fine.There was a metering valve with an electric solenoid that allowed
the engine ECU to control the flow and vary the speed of the fan (much like the Idle Air
Control valves regulate idle speed).The fan speed is independent of engine RPMs
because the pumps are constant flow.
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I personally own one!Being canvas and tan it gets dirty easily and you can't really clean it
other than just brushing it off,I think vinyl would be better here.It was very loose at first,
took a week or two in the weather to tighten up.The snaps on mine are super tight and
I've ripped apart a handful,I've been told to wax them a bit to help.But the problems I've
had would be the same for any manufacturer.
Donna was very helpful with me on the phone and I'm pleased with their top and seat
covers -replaced the springs with solid foam per Donna's dimensions.I guess my only
bitch was the 5 week wait to get my stuff,otherwise if I buy canvas again I'll use them.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>Russ Allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25435 NEXT>25516 25520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have the right pilot bearing and i did cut the bearing retainer,so i don't know what could
be holding me up.Any more ideas would be helpful.
Russ
SUBJECT>Re:valve train indexing?POSTER>Rick EMAIL>rkuhne@safe-mail.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25493 NEXT>25537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Assuming that I would be eyeballing the cam lobes as being in the "straight down"
position,is that close enough???I mean,at that point neither rocker heel is exactly on the
cam heel,but both are off to one side a bit.How close is close enough?Would the cam
lobe being off of straight down by a few degrees make any difference?Or is the half way
point of the cam lobe back to the heel essentially all the same?Sorry to be a bother --this
is the first time I've tried to do this.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>KAISER715.EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25299 NEXT>25518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sanford,35 miles S of Raleigh.Road trips are fun,but you could easily spend $900 going
to get it,between gas,motels,food,etc.
Did you buy it sight-unseen?
SUBJECT>Re:Got screwed......Just venting...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully he won't drag this out and make me think about getting even.The guy is
unemployed,but a deal is a deal.I would make it right if it were me....
SUBJECT>hm;mm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25512 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a retainer or something on the front of the tranny that isn't fitting into the
bellhousing?
I can't think of anything else.I'm tired though.
SUBJECT>ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25544 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
right now on the history channel Big Rigs of Combat maybe they will have somthing on
715's?one can only hope.
p.s.its 7 pm ct
BTW I'm taping it
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25514 NEXT>25632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that is true.Yes I did buy it sight unseen,which made me nervous but he sent me
lots of pictures and it was better than any of the others I have seen around.There is one
for sale in Washington,NC for $1495,but it is pretty rusty.The rockers are almost gone
and the floors are made of sheetmetal riveted to the floor.The same guy has another one
in the same condition that I bought mine and he want $4000 for it.
SUBJECT>1967 M715 4 speed trans &transfer case POSTER>packrat
EMAIL>hambrbc@madisonville.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Located in Western Kentucky.$300.00 for the pair.call 270-821-4235 or 270-836-0725.
Can catch me on cell #most of time.Rat.SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25512 NEXT>25522 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
those ideas weren't!those were the stupid things I would do.could the pressure plate be
off just a little?we are rapidly running out of moving parts.better directions and pictures
would help a lot!just for kicks,you might measure from the face of the tranny to the end
of the input shaft and compare it to pilot bushing to face of back adapter length.if they
are the same,it has to be the T-98 retainer hitting the novak stuff,passing through and
hitting the clutch or the shaft hitting the clutch or bushing,right?I sure wish I had just
done this instead of just looking at parts.if you get it,please lemme know what was
wrong.
SUBJECT>T-case bright idea....maybe POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the parts for the through shaft setup.What if I removed the whole output shaft
bearing retainer and the gear connected to it.I could fab a plate for where the retainer
was.One less gear for noise reduction and less friction for the heat buildup.Or does the t-
case need that gear for oil pickup and the front output for support?Just wondering....I
know,it's scary!
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25520 NEXT>25524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You did use a clutch pilot tool right?Did you put the trans in gear and turn the yoke to
get the splines to move a bit so they line up?If the crankshaft centerline isn't in almost
perfect alignment with the trans centerline it won't go.
Chris
SUBJECT>Be Carfuel Fellas!!!!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25477 NEXT>25597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like hes trying to get a few of his buddies liquored up and go take care of the
a**wipe who ripped him off!!!Bye the way I didnt see or hear a thing.....ha ha ha ah.
Steve
Have a good time and toss a few back for me AL.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>LEE BROWN EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25522 NEXT>25529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you put the pilot bushing in all the way if it is not all the way in then it will not fit
SUBJECT>snotty tone?need a hankey ??ntxt POSTER>RickyR.EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at
6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25507 NEXT>25541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
achoo.....
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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He can be a bit of a jerk but she is a really sweet heart.There stuff is good and I think
fairly priced.He will also do custom work.
His stuff has been on winning vehicles at MV shows.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:holy crap!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25500 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep probly drive right by them...The place aint the same since Howard retired.You need
a yard man now to go look around not like the old days where you went picked you part
and so on.Little to no parts picking and you'll pay extra for the trees....lol
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm...POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25466 NEXT>25545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey tacoma
The ford used a 31 spline input not the 32.Fords typicaly are all 6 bolts 31 spline.
Probably dont make much difference any who........
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!!POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25524 NEXT>25535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be careful while moving these two around trying to get them to mesh,if you allow the t-
98 to drop or move tofar side to side you can very easily snap the second bearing retainer
in the novak kit.It is however just a g.m.part so dont fret it if it happens just go to local
dealership and order a new one.
Yes I am speaking from experience.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25424 NEXT>25531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the vinyl top and I like it alot but recently I have noticed that where the top makes
contact with the top bows and the roll cage it seems to get wet,I dont know and havent.even asked if it needs to be
waterproofed or not,as its not like the regular viynl of jeep
tops.Let me know if you need the name of the company I got it from,Im drawing a blank
right now..
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Cab Soft Tops (again)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25530 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It might just need seam sealer on the seams.
Like a tent.
Joe
SUBJECT>throttle linkage POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25539 25595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need help on this one ,what have you used for a linkage for the 350 /400 chevy engine .
The old cable set up will not work for the new engine too much bending Help if you can
thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>dangnear broke my freakin neck POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25534
25672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fired up the newly installed 350 w/t350 tranny.drove it out of the garage into the street,
put it in 1rst half throttle and man did she come alive.snapped my neck,by the time I
looked down I was half way up the drive,I think I'm gonna like it.hehehehehe
SUBJECT>exhaust POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25533 NEXT>25546 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
anybody got cheap and easy ways to bend exhaust pipes?the ones off my camero drop
too much and won't clear the crossmember.thought about putting a lazy S pipe in front of
the xmember to clear.what did the rest of you V8ers do?right now its a little loud with
the pipes ending at my feet,(and no tranny cover on yet).I'm sure the neighbors loved it
though.
SUBJECT>Re:valve train indexing?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cam lobe is round for at least half the circumference of the lobe,so yes,if it looks to
your eye that the lobe is pointing straight down,that's close enough.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Care and feeding of a GM "SI"alternator POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 7:59 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25485
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,this was the info I was looking for.I knew pretty much what to do,but this
cleared it all up for me.Morgan
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SUBJECT>Re:beat me to it.POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25492 NEXT>25542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bet you never saw a Jbweld spool hold
SUBJECT>hahah actually..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..got a little bit of a cold.Just didn't want to offend the guy.
SUBJECT>nope..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25540 NEXT>25577
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..have you got one??actually,it might just work w/the stock motor..BWAHAHAHAHA
SUBJECT>Re:way,way off topic.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25504 NEXT>25549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More gun =more fun.Once I can afford it (and once I turn 21)I want the 45-70
government.This the THE biggist f$#kin pistol I have ever seen!!
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25517 NEXT>25547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish I hadnt missed it.Let me know if the 715 was on there.If so im sure I can catch it
some other time.
SUBJECT>argh!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25528 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was told it was 32.Grr.but yer right,probably won't matter LOL
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25534 NEXT>25548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what ya mean,my exhaust just stops right under the cab...
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:07 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>25544 NEXT>
25560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its on again at 11:00 central time.I taped it so i'll watch it this weekend.
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25546 NEXT>25553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have any kind of muffler?
SUBJECT>woah..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25543 NEXT>25551
25576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..pistols whole nutha game...at least w/shoulder fired stuff,you've got 3 points to take
the stress LOL...12ga machine gun ought to be enough for me,you keep that hand
cannon!and enjoy it!
SUBJECT>Re:?on valves,again POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,6
August 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25309 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried it the military way the first time,but never again!To me it seemed a lot harder to
get a "feel"for the clearance with the engine running,not to mention the mess that was
created.That timing chain throws a *lot*of oil!Now I just shut the engine down and
make the adjustments while it's still warm.It only takes a few minutes and is much easier
with the engine off.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>on't like Kias,but yeah,pretty much..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25551 NEXT>25555 25558 25591 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..got hit once by a chick in a Kia.Ripped off her whole rear quarter,and bent my
bumper.Sad sad sad.Love scatterguns,big SUV's,and there is no way to kill the earth.
Yee ha!
I have no argument.The other guy has his choices.Heeeeeeheheheheeh
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25548 NEXT>25594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not on there right now.I got a set of smoke stacks from a guy at work,and it came with 2
mufflers,but im not sure if I will use them or not.I think it will probably sound pretty
good without.
SUBJECT>Ignition mystery POSTER>Steve EMAIL>syntaxwarrior@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25592 25617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've got a 230 tornado with a very strange malady.The only way I can get all the
cylinders
to fire is to remove the big coil wire from the center of the distributor cap and hold it
about an inch away from the tower.When I stick it back in where it's supposed to be,I
lose all but a couple of cylinders.Only when the spark has to jump that gap does it work
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right.I get the same effect with individual cylinders by doing the same thing with their
respective plug wires.Everything has been replaced:coil,points,condensor,plugs,cap,
wires...Any clues?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25465 NEXT>25599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think a briggs has more flow that that.Are the cilv.heads the same as the mil spec
heads?
SUBJECT>wounded soldier......POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25559 25561 25580 25590 25598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK guys here's my dilemma.My beloved M715 might have spun a rod bearing today.I've
lost a few pounds of oil pressure and the engine has a knock at certain rpm's.I dumped
the oil and the tell tale signs of metal flakes were there.Here's my question,does anyone
know where or if rod bearings can be found for this ol'grunt?If so at what cost?I've
heard or at least read on this website that trying to rebuild the stock 230 isn't very cost
effective.Is this true?I've always toyed with the idea of an engine swap,to get something
a little easier to find parts for and also something a little more dependable.I know a lot of
you have done the 350 Chevy swap,and a few have done the Ford 300.With the stock
tranny and t-case,how does the SBC hold up to the kind of rpm's it has to run on the
highway?How about the Ford 300?Has anybody done any different powerplants,along
the lines of straight sixes?I'm just trying to get some input from those of you who have
been in my predicament.I'm not ruling anything out right now so please share your
thoughts on this subject.
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25557 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kanter.com has the bearings,their catalog is easier to decipher than online.
I vote for the 300-6 since that's what I have.Mate it to a T-18 and it's a very simple swap.
I pulled the front sheet metal Friday afternoon and was able to move it under its own
power mid day Sunday.With near stock size tires (35")I turn around 3500 rpm at 60-65
and I somewhat regularly spin 3000 for 2 hour stretches.4K isn't really bad for those
sixes intermittently but I feel guilty hitting those speeds for more than a few seconds.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:07 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25547 NEXT>25564
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no 715 s but there were a few tanks and jeeps then it skipped a decade or so and ended
with the hummer ,bummer no 715 I guess I should contact mail call and have lee ermy
do a piece on the 715 :)
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25557 NEXT>25563 25589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 360 dodge in mine it sees 4000 rpm's all the time,don't know how fast I'm going
but a lot of people still pass me.When it's 90 degree's out I run around 3200 rpm's down
the highway and it only gets up to 225 engine temp.
SUBJECT>engine problems contd...POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,my truck is back firing through the carb,and i have the points set correctly new spark
plugs gapped exactly to 30,and i think i have the timing right,i also replaced the coil.Is
there a way i could check to see if my plug wires are good?Just as a refresher,the truck is
only backfiring after it has been driven for a few minutes.Any advice?
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25561 NEXT>25566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am considering putting a mercedes diesel 4 or 5 cyl in mine in the future.(just a random
note that probably won't help you too much --sorry)
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25560 NEXT>25570 25765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,we need to do that!It seems that the M715 has been forgotten by all the military
people.But if there is anyone who will do a story on it Ermy is the guy.
SUBJECT>Mail Call POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25568 36193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After watching the History Channel special on Jeeps I was appauled that they didnt
mention the M715.Everything was leading up to it,they even mentioned some other
company that produced a 1 1/4 ton 4X4,but no 715.It seems that the only hope now is to
have it on Mail Call.So I want everyone to go to www.historychannel.com,click on Mail
Call,and ask about it.If there are enough of em he will have to answer!!
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SUBJECT>talk to Spicer's dad..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Wednesday,6 August 2003,at 11:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25563 NEXT>25574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..he's got the pimpass setup of all setups..I won't ruin it w/details,ask Spicer.It's NICE.
SUBJECT>Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>25572
25579 25581 25583 25636 25648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to put a Marine Corps paint scheme on my M715.Is there a place that I can find
out how the different services painted their trucks?Also how do I search the archives?
Sorry I am new.
SUBJECT>Re:Mail Call POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 3:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25565 NEXT>25602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Love to contact them,but they have their website set up like "Ring Around the Rosie".I
couldn't find a place where I could post my own questions,just respond to their "pat"
ones.I found the Mail Call email selection,but it just brought up a title bar with a blank
screen below it).Maybe they don't want comments?
SUBJECT>Re:and what is your webpage?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25491 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Took a guess,and found it.
http://www.kwsmetal.com
The pictures don't show much,but it's potentially a hell of a truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Gunsamerica is great..POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>25495 NEXT>
36198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used Gunbroker.com to buy and sell.
Good outfit.
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Porkchop,
I think the best way would be to go through old photos .There are some service pics in
the archives (Active duty photos,in the Gallery),but I don't think they are identified..That's what I plan on
doing,finding some photo I like,and recreate the markings.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:way,way off topic.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25504 NEXT>25612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would rock!!!I myself would not buy it as a first weapon though.Its hard to beat a
ar-15 for all around fun.Rapid fire at close range and capable of precision at 1000
yrds.Not near as much visable destruction but a more versatile weapon.
Have fun whatever you choose.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:talk to Spicer's dad..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25566 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My dad put a '63 Mercedes 190D engine and tranny in his '53 Ford F100 Custom Cab
after the flatty developed a major oil leak after 200K miles.He lucked out that the F100
came with an overdrive and a 4.09:1 rear axle.The truck and the donor car weigh the
same but the truck has about twice the frontal area.If it wasn't for the 4.09's the thing
wouldn't get out of it's own way.It works really good,and has been in since like '71,but
could stand another cylinder or turbo.THAT is also a light truck compared to ours.
Velvet is nearly twice the F100's weight.I'd shy away from that with a lump as heavy as
ours.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTENTION !!!!!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25570 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The did a thing on the C-17 last night and called a 5 ton a Hummer.Disappointing...
SUBJECT>SPAS 15 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25549 NEXT>25609 25745
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Luigi Spas has built a line of shotguy style rifles and this mother,the Spas 15,looks like
an M16 on steroids!It's a 12 semi shotgun with the carring handle and all.Oh,can also be
switched from semi to pump.Functions best with high brass pumpkin balls.Less than
200 were imported into the states and now they are legal due to the "pre-ban"timing of
the import.A guy near the farm has one.Awesome,awesome looking gun!
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SUBJECT>Please tell me you're kidding!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25542 NEXT>
25611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The quickweld thing...it's a joke,right?RIGHT?
SUBJECT>Yo B-!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>25588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Glad you could take a porn break and come visit.Anyway,the two fans and the AC
compressor are in my car rescued from the farm last night.It's nice and sunny today so I
think I'll need to load them into Katie's FourRunner to ship them.60%or less chance of
rain and I'm on the Busa to work.
So they're a step closer.
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>bump-r
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try running a message search for "paint"or some such,and read the threads.Here is one
of my earlier responses:
"Here's a great jumping off site when exploring military vehicle paints...
http://www.olive-drab.com/od_mvg_camo.php3 "
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25557
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at the post down the page about the cummins 4cl that is forsale on e-bay.I have a
web page I'll post this evening when I get home of the same engine being put into a M37
dodge.If it works for bread trucks and M37s you know it would work for the M715.
Also think about the 6.2 or 6.5L GM diesel.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
solid USMC green
no stars (i know my truck is currently wrong)
no unit insignia
serial number on the hood,and tailgate its 6 numbers only
and your standard warnings.
this is from the portrayal press book and the USMC museum....email me and i can
answer any other questions.
semper fi.
btw USMC green IS different than army OD
SUBJECT>CAT 3208 V8 Diesel POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:37
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>25584 25603 25693
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased one and will have it next week sometime.Anyone have any tips or advice on
these?I've heard a LOT of good feedback and their extensive marine use bodes very well.
No,I'm not putting it in the 715.Hopefully the deuce.
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25567 NEXT>25639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depends on what you want to do.If you want late 1960s USMC then it just the semi-
gloss dark forset green with bright yellow markings.If you want to cammo it...then it is
the 4 color cammo with either the woodland color pattern or the tropical color pattern
same as the army.I not much for jar head stuff but the dark forest green with yellow does
look snazy.Sorry I don't have the military number for the semi-gloss dark forset green
color.Off the top of my head it might be 24079....or close to that.As for unit
markings...well you'll need to ask a leather neck on that.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208 V8 Diesel POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25582
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M35A3s have a CAT motor but I am not sure which model it is.
Joe
SUBJECT>ata Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pusuant to my first two bouts with the Serial Number info I have determined that my 715
is 31762...Thanks guys.
Now,before I order my data plates for my 68 truck which is titled as a 67,I'd like to see a
closeup picture of the data plates on one of your trucks.My truck dosen't have any plates
whatsoever,and I'd like to see what the different plates are,and see what numbers (aside
from those you all helped with already)I need to know.Also,their location on the dash
I'd like to see.
So,does anyone either have,or could take a pic (or pics)of these plates?TIA.
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Oh,you can try sending to over2land@yahoo.com too.I know someone (gndpndr?)had
issues with the msn account.
SUBJECT>Wanted:14 Bolt open carrier with 4.56 POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a 14 bolt carrier with 4.56 gears in it or a Fat ring and pinion 4.56.4.56,4.88,or.5.13 would work.Thanks
Chris 719-207-0029 or acathor@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:engine problems contd...POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25562 NEXT>25610
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds all the world like firing order or timing issue...I'd triple-check the horses before
looking for a zebra...Hope it's not cam/crank timing.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25578 NEXT>25601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What I got outta that was:
"Hey Board!Brian fills his day looking up porn!
Brian,the stuff has been relocated to my house,but won't be shipped today.
I have a bike and you don't so eat one."
Now,was all that nice to say?
I just finnished making a spreadsheet of all my guns with descriptions of each and the
serial number.The homeowner's insurance guy asked me to do it.I wonder if he's going
to give it to the local government and put me on THE LIST.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25561 NEXT>25694
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
360 Mopar,huh?that's what I have under the bench as a contingency plan.A 340 would
be my preference,given is penchant for revs..
Anyway,what trans?Adapter?Carbed or MPI?
SUBJECT>Spun rod bearing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25557 NEXT>25596 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Howie,
That happened to me back in '01 with my last 715.I pulled the motor,pulled the oil pan,
and saw that it was just the bearing and that the crank and rods weren't scored.Memphis
equipment set me up with a complete set of new bearings pretty cheap ($60 or so)and it
took about an hour to get them in the motor.
Theoretically,if I'd have installed them right it would have been an afternoon's worth of
work and about $100.Theoretically.
It wasn't much harder than a 350 rebuild,only harder to get parts.
-B..SUBJECT>?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,
7 August 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>25552 NEXT>25605 25607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
This message made no sense at all to me.I think maybe that's becasue I have it set up
where it only shows the threads from the last week and this was a reply to a thread from a
month or so ago.
Is that it,or are you drunk?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition mystery POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25554 NEXT>25684
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If this was the stock distributor then it would be sealed as far as coil connection to the
cap,so I'm guessing you have the civvy 12v distributor?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25585 NEXT>25608 25619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,I have great pic's of my new data plates.I'm missing the PTO top center plate,but
you will get the idea.I get home just after five and I can post a link or send them to you
direct if nobody already has them handy.Stay tuned...........Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25553 NEXT>25763 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno if this will work for you guys,some local laws prohibit it-but I got some of that
2"flexible exhaust tubing,some header adapters and salpped them onto the ends of my
headers,then I ran the flexible tube over the frame rails (right behind the tires,there's
some space)and they ended almost behind my front leaf spring's rear attachment.I got
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some cheap glass packs and stuck them on the ends of the tubing.The whole system is 2"
and the glass packs end right at the end of the door jamb.It was a bolt together system,
and cost about $50 with dual pipes and all.
Hope it works for you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:throttle linkage POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25532 NEXT>25658 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Curtis,
Mine has the origal cable,bent in s half coil.It's got the original end on the cable and it
screws into my carb linkage.I had to fabricate a mount,but it's basically a bent piece of
steel on an elbow.
It's a pretty tight coil,but doesn't bind and isn't too hard to work.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spun rod bearing POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25590 NEXT>25604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with Brian.Get a pan gasket and some new rods and mains.Throw them in,button it
up and go....
SUBJECT>Re:Be Carfuel Fellas!!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh heh,I'll do that!
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25557
NEXT>25655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know VPW has the bearings...check the link for their parts page in the left hand menu,
2nd link...contact info is on the page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Free to good home!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25556
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The civvy heads and mil heads are the same as far as the intake ports and water ports.The
timing cover mounts are diffeent as are the motor mounts which on a civvy motor are
hooked to a plate that is sandwiched between the timing cover and head.There is a
difference in compression in some civvy motors,7.5 like ours and 8.5 on others...ehile it
has not been confirmed by analysis,the most likely reason is chamber volume as the
pistons,rods,timing chains,head gaskets all interchange with no differences in them.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brown Goo POSTER>HWooldridge
EMAIL>hollis.wooldridge@simridge.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25505 NEXT>25661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the tank is out,I'd just use carb cleaner like the kind NAPA makes.That will remove
most any deposit in short order.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU ARE DAMN PERCEPTIVE.They should be boxed and on the way tomorrow
evening.
You're on the list already...that's why they asked.
SUBJECT>Re:Mail Call POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25568
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
once you go intot he mail call section there should be a thing on the left of the guys
picture for questions.
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208 V8 Diesel POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you need another one to go in the 715!
SUBJECT>Pump shimming?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25596 NEXT>25843 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is it possible to shim the stock oil pumps for a little more pressure?I know it's an easy
chevy trick.Another chevy trick I've done is I built a motor out of a bunch of used parts
and even 100,000 mile bearings and slipped on a HV Melling Big Block pump on the
small block for assured big time oiling of the used parts.Cut down the pump shaft by
about .100 and the pump bolts right on!
SUBJECT>Cadmium.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25591 NEXT>25606 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's gotta be the cadmium accumulation in his body making him go off on these
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deleriums.
SUBJECT>Re:Cadmium.POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25605 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the &*&%is "cadmium"?It was most likely me deleting posts.As I will this one.
SUBJECT>there were a post there!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25591
NEXT>25690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I were replyin ta it.Really.Move quickly and you may catch Mark hahahahhahah.and Spicer's right,the cadmium is
loading up daily.Good damn thing I'm not driving
back this time.
there is no beer in UT.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25593
NEXT>25615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah man,I'd really appreciate it...either way you wanna do it is fine with me.If it's a
larger file,send it to yahoo just cause msn sometimes sucks.
Are these the ones from Rapco,BTW?
SUBJECT>that's the one POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25576
NEXT>25613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
also called the USAS 15,same thing,crazy monster.Have you seen it in action?
ahhhhh!what do I care?too much for a 12ga.I will pay someone to try to punch me
instead.Getting a little bent due to pre-trip tension.Grr.
SUBJECT>Re:engine problems contd...POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25587 NEXT>25683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how can i figure out what it is?i allready set the timing,but that made it worse
SUBJECT>on the one hand.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25577
NEXT>25679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on the one hand,of course it's a joke.On the other,yeah,it's joke.No one would try that!
If they did,the torque pig 230 would just FSU of course.
add lead and barium to the cocktail.
SUBJECT>AR on the way POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25573
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
building the Ubergewehr.16",flattop upper w/heavy barrel,skeleton stock,ergo grip and
red dot sight on it.Maybe the new Leupold if I can get a deal on it.Sling it up and I"m off
to zip coytoes and rabbits all day.Light and strong enough.
monster 12ga is for stress relief.When I can't find a kid to kick me I need something else..SUBJECT>my new job
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25609 NEXT>25614 25625 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My fee is $.37 a hit for face,and $.72 per body shot.
I only accept Paypal and no shipping.
I'd like to think that my work makes the world a better place-much like a doctor,or a
garbage man.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:my new job POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25613 NEXT>25623 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LOL!Yo Tacoma...Are they asking like $4000 for it??I've seen them as high as $7000
with the original box.Keep in mind they came into the country for $800.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25608 NEXT>25618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,these are the rapco plates.They look identical except the main serial number plate.It
might have a little extra silver border around the silk screen.You can't really tell unless
your a picky SOB like me.I'll probably just send one pic.No big files or anything.Look
for it tonight hopefully before 6PM.I may post a link here also.They look killer with the
new rivits and everything........Al T.
SUBJECT>Speedo cable question POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>NEXT>25620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of converting from the stock engine,tranny and xfer case to a BBC,
t400 and NP205.What speedo cable did you use to connect the stock speedo to the
NP205?the xfer is a 89 if this makes a difference.
Also does anyone have any information on which speedo gears are available to make the
speedo accurate?
Thanks
Kevin
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SUBJECT>Re:Ignition mystery POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25554
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't had that problem with a 'real'engine.But,my lawn mower did the exact same
thing.I replaced the plug and that fixed it.I don't know if that helps any.
Tim Barr.Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25615
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Al...I'll keep an eye out for it...
God willing I'l be on a train (leaving work)around 6...but I'll check it when I get home.
Are they repop plates?or NOS?
And,aside from the lil extra silver border,are they the same?
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25593
NEXT>25644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have,or could take a picture of the original plates?
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25616
NEXT>25621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going through the make the speedo cable fit problems on my British car.I put Auto
Meter gauges in the car.The speedo cable from the car will only fit the trans and a regular
American type cable will only screw onto the speedo.I cut one end off of an extra
American type cable,then very carefully bored out the British end until it slid on.I then
crimped the heck out of it.Now that it bolts up I find out that the speedo reads 90 mph
when I am doing 55.Auto Meter referred me to a place that want $187 for a reduction
gear set and another $70 to modify my cable so that it fits.Electronic speedos cost $187
from Summit plus the $64 speed sensor.Trying to find a way to make the stock speedo
work with local junk yard parts is the best way to go.Good luck.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25620 NEXT>25622
25664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guy,your stock speedo cable will bolt right into that 205,but it'll read wrong.
I looked around and the cheapest fix is a reduction gear from a place on the web.They
wanted $75 to make one that would give me an accurate reading on the 715 w.38"tires.I
passed and removed my sppedo altogehter.I put my tach in it's place and am really happy
with how it looks.
I took a poll on this page and it was unanimus that a tach in place of a crappy speedo
looks better than 2 Hi-lift jacks mounted to the side of the bed..Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25621 NEXT>
25627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of course diamond plate rockers scraped from a rock garden are much cooler than a
speedo too!Mines unhooked and I drive by ear or tach.
Brian,I will always have an overdrive and disk e-brake which,if I'm not mistaken,you
have neither.EAT ONE for each jack.
SUBJECT>yuh,think that's it..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25614
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..plus tax and transfer of course.2 Macs or a monster.Hmm.
all regulations/bans/taxes irritate me.
SUBJECT>TRUCK NUMBERS POSTER>BRETT HUSTON
EMAIL>BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to trace the vin numbers to find out which unit used the truck?Or use the
partial numbers on the bumpers to trace the truck?I want to paint the 715 and put the
correct unit and company numbers on the truck for a "more correct"restoration.Or does
any one know where I can look?Most of the old pics I can find only have the stars on the
trucks,mine has partial numbers on all sides,stars,and MP letters near the windshield.
Thanks Brett Huston
BRETTH21073@YAHOO.COM
SUBJECT>I'll take $20 worth POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25613
NEXT>25628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and you'll like it,I promise.I saw a crow on the back of a deer the other day,picking off
lice or something.Very strange.Reminds of my job.
SUBJECT>Nv4500 POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,7
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August 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25629 25716
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a deal on a NV4500.It was behind a '92 Chevy 6.5 diesel.I got the trans,
bellhousing,clutch,pressure plate,flywheel and hydrolic clutch setup.Everything fits to
the back of my '66 396.Just because it fits doesn't mean it will work.Does anyone know
if the 6.5 flywheel will work behind my 396 BB?I am mostly concerned about balancing.
Common sense tells me it should work great,but I am biased in that I don't want to spend
any more money than I have to.Thanks..Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25622 NEXT>25633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wasn't talking about you.I didn't even know you had that done.
You do have an overdrive,which I admire.
You also have a 427,whick I admire.
You also have rocker pannels,which I admire.
There,feel better?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take $20 worth POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25625 NEXT>25634
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting.
Back when I had chickens (before my neighbor's pitt bulls ate them all)on used to ride on
one of my sheep's back.It was weird.All day,just riding around.Crowed from there and
all.The sheep didn't seem to care,and the rooster liked it.
In the end the pitt bulls got that rooster too.
On a side note-his dogs were in my barn last wednesday,and I spotted them whilst I was
getting dressed that morning.I got my 30-06 and sighted in on the largest.It looked like a
lab,so I couldn't shoot it.I swung the scope over to the other dog and it was a weiner dog.
I was all confused and so I just put the gun up.I left him a note in his mailbox asking him
to keep them chained up.Last saturday I was out in the field and I saw where somebody
had cut my fence down.4 strand barb-wire and they had cut out 3 sections and peeled
them back.I guess hopeing my sheep would cross the road,cross my other field,and get
in his yard so he could turn the tables on me.What a cheap trick.
People suck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Nv4500 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>25626 NEXT>25631 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tim,
The 6.5 diesel engine is externally balanced with a counterweighted flywheel.I believe
the diesel flywheel will NOT work on your 396 even though it will bolt on.I think the
pressureplate and clutch would be ok to transfer over to the correct flywheel..Rollie
SUBJECT>eer hunting-off topic POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>25654
25680 25718 25826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is sort of off topic,but Spicer and I have been e-mailing and talking about a hunting
trip in the winter.We were going to Canada,but when I looked into it it was a tad more
expensive than we had planned ($2900 a person).
I got a cabin on 100 acres of land,surrounded by a couple thousand acres of National
Forest.It's on a 7 acre lake with pretty good roads leading there.
Out of state hunting licenses are about $100 a pop,if you want one.
The place in about 45 minutes south of Memphis in Mississippi.
If any of you are interested,I was thinking a sort of hunting trip/get togehter might be fun
for this winter.Not a truck rally since no one wants to drive a 715 this far,but just a guy
get-together.
BSisson@Bellsouth.net if you're interested.
If you got a better place and are offering-post here.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Nv4500 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25629 NEXT>25660 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look at the back/engine side of the flywheel to see if it has a cast in counterweight.With
Rollie...the 396's are newtral balance and another flywheel with 11 pressure plate pattern
will work.You can even use a 350 flywheel if you find one,they'll bolt up the same.
Convenience=Chevrolet.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>j EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>25518 NEXT>25637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
th one he has that is 4000 is in great shape plus it has a stainless steel gas tank.i went to
look at the one for 1400 last week but think i found another.
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25627 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't patronize me.Um,but yes...I do feel better.Don't forget about the rear winch next
time you get on that kick.
Heh,heh.Does it snow in Mississippi?I'm thinking that it can't be a winter without snow.Maybe
just the 'cool'season?
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take $20 worth POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make a big deal about fixing the fence,like put the truck in plain view and fire up a
chainsaw just for some noise effect,then stake it out over the weekend.Get some shotgun
rounds with rocksalt and fill him full of hot stinging payback goodness when he tries it
again!
SUBJECT>how many POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>koobster04@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25638 25792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many forum posters does it take to
change a light bulb?
1 to change the light bulb and to post that the light bulb has been changed
14 to share similar experiences of changing light bulbs and how the light
bulb could have been changed differently
7 to caution about the dangers of changing light bulbs
27 to point out spelling/grammar errors in posts about changing light bulbs
53 to flame the spell checkers
41 to correct spelling/grammar flames
6 to argue over whether it's "lightbulb"or "light bulb"...another
6 to condemn those 6 as anal-retentive
2 industry professionals to inform the group that the proper term is "lamp"
15 know-it-alls who claim *they*were in the industry,and that "light bulb"
is perfectly correct
156 to email the participant's ISPs complaining that they are in violation
of their "acceptable use policy"
109 to post that this forum is not about light bulbs and to please take this
discussion to a lightbulb forum
203 to demand that cross posting to hardware forum,off-topic forum,and
lightbulb forum about changing light bulbs be stopped
111 to defend the posting to this forum saying that we all use light bulbs
and therefore the posts *are*relevant to this forum
306 to debate which method of changing light bulbs is superior,where to buy
the best light bulbs,what brand of light bulbs work best for
this technique and what brands are faulty.27 to post URL's where one can see examples of different light bulbs
14 to post that the URL's were posted incorrectly and then post the
corrected URL's
3 to post about links they found from the URL's that are relevant to this
group which makes light bulbs relevant to this group
33 to link all posts to date,quote them in their entirety including all
headers and signatures,and add "Me too"
12 to post to the group that they will no longer post because they cannot
handle the light bulb controversy
19 to quote the "Me too's"to say "Me three"
4 to suggest that posters request the light bulb FAQ
44 to ask what is a "FAQ"
4 to say "didn't we go through this already a short time ago?"
143 to say "do a Google search on light bulbs before posting questions about
light bulbs"
1 forum lurker to respond to the original post 6 months from now and start
it all over again
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25567 NEXT>25645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,gents.I know the paint is different.I have been searching old Marine Corps
photos and can't find any with an M715,but there are several hundred to go.I am a
jarhead so paint and the numbers won't be hard to find.Thanks again guys.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25632 NEXT>25642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How was the one for $1495?Pretty rusty?Where did you find another at?Where are you
located?
SUBJECT>Re:how many POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25635 NEXT>25641 25643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely hilarious!!!
You forgot a couple though...
5 posters emailing the webmaster to request that order must be restored.
2 posters asking for technical specifications of the light bulb and 3 view rotatable
drawings in CAD format..1 poster saying that it is all a waste of time so he is going to drink beer and surf porn.
And some clown who always has to stick in the "You forgot a couple though..."line and
try to correct your posts....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25583 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a placethat seels the USMC Green.The number is 24052 Thanks,Joe.
SUBJECT>60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25646 25652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pulled the 60 and 70 out last night and slid the CCUV axles in their place.I was looking
at the steering and it looks like to stay sprung under in the front I am going to have to
purchase the high steer arms...Is this avoidable or a reality?The rear looks like the
springs are going to be against the backing plate of the brakes almost.I want to keep this
thing pretty stock so no inboarding the springs.Is disc brakes the only easy way to get the
brakes hooked up or can drums be worked?Any tips or links to a write up on problems
and solutions would be great....Also I have a power steering box off a 74 jeep wagoneer.
Is the pitman arm on these the right lenght and drop (I can have it re-reamed for a larger
tie rod end if needed).?
SUBJECT>Re:how many POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!I had to put it on the IFSJA.org forum.It was to funny not to share.
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>j EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25637 NEXT>25833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it was kind of rusty.the bed and tailgate looked pretty good.he told me 1400.i have a
place outside of wilmington but have been staying in rocky mount alot the last several
months.found the other in florida.by the way im new here too.i dont post much rather
read and learn.have a soft top but wanted a hard top
SUBJECT>Re:how many POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be the one who says forget it and drink beer and surf porn on this one guys!(Budweiser
and Capt Stabbin!-"The King of Beers"of course Brian)Just Kidding...maybe!
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25619 NEXT>25686
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the original ones still.I save everything.My grandma (god rest her soul)taught me
that.So now I have piles of stuff that will be fun to sort out in 40-50 years when I take the
big dirt nap.My family will love me for it.These plates I believe are reproduction.The
yellow or white speed plate is repro for sure.The others with an exception of the main
serial number plate border are pretty much perfect.I cannot tell the difference.I will
arrange them like they were on the dash and snap a photo of the old ones too.The border
on the main serial plate is not really noticeable.I just noticed it because I was tired and
sitting in my truck staring at the dash after a long 100 degree day of wrenching.I guess
you could say I was Zoning out.....
Hey Pete,do you have the sheet metal plate that all these plaques attach to???If you take
the plate off all you will see is bare dash board with a couple 4 screw holes.If you don't
have this mounting plate,I bet a fellow member might have a spare.I was just thinking
that since you have no plaques,maybe the whole deal was removed.You will need that
mounting plate.....Kaiserjeeps..(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25636 NEXT>25659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will look some where in my photos I had a photo of a M715 that was restored back as a
Marine truck.Are you in NC?
One of the few,the proud,Frank
normandy@ec.rr.com
SUBJECT>if you havent'already...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25640
NEXT>25647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..check the tech pages.Though now that I'm looking,where did they go?
A lot of good info on there answering your very questions.Or,email Drew,he's done this
swap very nicely.
SUBJECT>Re:if you havent'already...POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25646 NEXT>25651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking for some kind of link on here but the closest thing is the online manuals and
I didn't see anything on there (doesn't mean I didn't overlook it though).
SUBJECT>OTTERBEE where are you?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25567
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he was the one w/a weird 726 or something?eh can't remember,too tired to
search.
SUBJECT>Pasadena Taxi POSTER>ave in Katy TX EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com.DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 1:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,Are you giving rides yet??
is that a 350 or 400 bolted in.
dk
SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:14 Bolt open carrier with 4.56 POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 1:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25586 NEXT>25789 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have one with the wrong gears if you want Mine has 411 and is from a 92 suburban
SUBJECT>found it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25647 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's in the FAQ section.Lots of good info there.Read!Expand!Know!
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25640 NEXT>25653
25656 25710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im mounting mine sat.
im spring UNDER in the front.i ground the inner spring perch down to fit around the d60
centersection.and will bolt it up.a SQUARE ubolt will then fit over the stock spring
OVER cast flat section.also i agree high steer seems to be the best,i think the stock tie-
rod can be used.....i guess ill update my web page sat too,or i can send photos to those
who request it the other perch has to be cut off too.
the corp 14 bolt is too narrow with drums to fit.so ill have to do a disk conversion
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25652 NEXT>25711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i mean the stock tie rod clears the springs.
im going to run a 86 wagoneer steering gear and pitman arm (if possible)hydraulic ram
assist,and front and rear discs powered by a 96 GM hydroboost,98 GM disc.disc master
all powered by the STOCK brake pedal.
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Klinger715
EMAIL>mikeka@texasshredder.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25630 NEXT>25719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,If you want some wild hunting action come down to my place in South Texas and
hunt hogs.I guide for a ranch I hunt on.4 hogs a day for $150 per day and you bring your.own food/beer/$35 out of
state lic.bring your guns/sticks/rocks/knifes what ever you
want to hunt with.I supply the M715,house,walk-in cooler,kitchen,etc.....Let me
know.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>Howie
EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25598 NEXT>25695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of the input guys!I'll have to pull the pan and see what the damage is for
sure.I've already discussed it with the "BOSS"and she gave me the thumbs up on the
repower,hhhhmmmmmmm.I've tossed around the idea of a 327 also.Anybody have an
opinion on that swap?Have any of you guys (or gals)purchased a crate motor from
Summit or anyone else?Just looking for a cost comparison to rebuilding a junkyard
motor.I will have to weigh out the options.Does anybody know what the Advanced
Adapter kit to swap in the SBC costs?Thanks again!
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>Recovry4x4 EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,
at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25652 NEXT>25682 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you guys really want to run that 14 bolt with drums,look into this.I am almost certain
that the 14 bolt out of a G-van is a couple of inches wider.You would have to work out
gearing dirrerences but its an option.No guarantees but worth a look.
SUBJECT>Re:Pasadena Taxi POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25649
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure im giving rides !!!I even have it running and it moved a couple of feet UNDER ITS
OWN POWER I might add .stopping however may be a problem :)
SUBJECT>Re:throttle linkage POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25595
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian I will give that a try and see if it works but ill stay open for any other ideas Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Where can I find the different paint schemes?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25645 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks that would be great.Yes I am in NC.
SUBJECT>Re:Nv4500 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25631
NEXT>25667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny,I always heard it as:Chincy=chebby
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:Brown Goo POSTER>CC2500HD EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>25600 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the tank is out of the truck you might try taking it to a raiator repair shop and having it
"boiled out"(cleaned).
Joe
SUBJECT>HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
weld vs lockers front &rear cost-stringth-reliabilety?
SUBJECT>dos anyone have a welded diff on a 715?POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how well is it working for you ?is it worth doing ?
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>25621 NEXT>25720 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
So the 205 is not like a Dana300 were you can change the speedo gears to match diff gear
changes?This seems odd.What does the factory do when the vehicle was new and people
ordered a different gear ratio then standard?
Thanks
Kevin
SUBJECT>HAS ANYONE SEEN A FRONT DIFF.WELDED?POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25670 25674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOW WELL DID IT WORK
SUBJECT>IM LOOKIN FOR LOCKERS FOR STOCK 715 POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOOKIN FOR LOCKERS FOR STOCK 715 /?WHERE!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Nv4500 POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25660
NEXT>25706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here !ha
Steve.SUBJECT>Re:dos anyone have a welded diff on a 715?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25663 NEXT>25698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I welded the rear on mine.Works great!Been beating it around like that for the last year
and half with 42"swampers and a big block.
I stress this though,please know what your doing or it will cost you way more than a
locker would when the welds break and chew up the ring and pinion.
It wears tires alot faster and is kinda annoying when driving it daily,tight turns in parking
lots go like this chirp,chirp,chirp.......
Steve
SUBJECT>Brake line location POSTER>Ralph EMAIL>Hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the brake line from the brake light switch to the rear axle located?Does it go on
top of the frame or on the inside?Does it pass thru the crossmember or is it on top of the
frame?I'm reinstalling the brake lines after a frame sandblast and paint and I'm not sure
how this was routed.
Thanks,
SUBJECT>Re:HAS ANYONE SEEN A FRONT DIFF.WELDE ?
POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25665 NEXT>25696
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A cousin of mine and my brother have there front diffs welded,both in cjs.Turns a little
wider but not to bad on dirt or gravel,but if for some reason your on pavement or really
hard pack surface,well lets just say it dosent like it at all.
They unlock a hub when driving the trails until it gets rough.
I have thought about doing this but will not until I get my hydro-assist done.
Steve
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SUBJECT>Can't title truck...NEED HELP ASAP!!!POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25673 25676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone out there have a junk m715 with a title?I want to buy a VIN #and the title.The
good old DMV in VA won't let me register mine because a past title can't be tracked
down for it.I am willing to pay $50 and just need the the little VIN #strip,bill of sale,
and the title (you can keep the rest of the truck).Please help I only have 2 weeks left
before i might lose my truck.Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:dangnear broke my freakin neck POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm running shorty headers and 2.5"pipes.The passenger side
goes through the trans.
crossmember and dumps at the rear axle.The driver side goes through the crossmember
and bends over to the pass.side.I used to have it run with tail pipes at the stock location
but I cut them off the mufflers dumping right at the axle.Flowmasters sound great w/o
tail pipes.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Can't title truck...NEE HELP ASAP!!!POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can buy one from a title company...Check the online manual.I did a search back
when I was having trouble titling mine and found several companies that would title it.
Cheapest was almost $200 though.
SUBJECT>Re:HAS ANYONE SEEN A FRONT DIFF.WELDE ?POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I welded the front in my 89 Toyota.It works but the parts to fix it are a little more
common than a 715.I seem to be breaking front axels though.I'm not sure why ,there
may be a bit of stress on it when I turn.HA
SUBJECT>HELP!NO BRAKES!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25681 25738 25823 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I attempted the J-10 booster/corvette m/c thing to try improving the stopping power.I
connected the rear brake line directly to the front port of the m/c,and the rear port of the
m/c to the tee/brake lite switch and plugged the port that went to the rear brakes
originally.I bench bled the m/c,bolted it on,tried to bleed the lines and the pedal still
pushed to the floor.I thought it might be a defect in the m/c but I experienced the same
results with another one.
I took the booster and m/c off and installed a '68 Gladiator dual resovoir m/c and the
pedal still pushes to the floor.What am I doing wrong?Power brakes would be nice but
I'll settle for manual with dual resovoirs.I really don't want to reinstall that shot glass
stock m/c.Thanks for any input!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Can't title truck...NEE HELP ASAP!!!POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
broadway title co.b-ham alabama 1-800-464-3222
SUBJECT>Re:HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25662 NEXT>25699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
weld the rear put lockrite in fron had several good years with that just a broke front axle.every so often with 44
boggers
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
drsmith,thanks.Mark
SUBJECT>Lead Locker POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25611
NEXT>25705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of the guys that I go wheeling with filled the entire void around the spider gears with
molten lead,allowed it to cool of course,and reinstalled it.Its just a zuk so its not under
the pressure a 70 in a 715 would be but its been fine for two years of trail riding.Soft lead
would kind of absorb some of the shock and be less catastrophic to the ring gears if a
small amout ended up floating around,unlike steel...made me think.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25630 NEXT>25689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hunting is mean.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!NO BRAKES!POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try adjustind the brakes,you know the little slot on the back of the brake housing that
worked for me
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
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POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25656 NEXT>25691
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i see NO benifit to drums,except MAYBE parking brakes
SUBJECT>Re:engine problems contd...POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25610
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd check the cam timing to make sure it's right.With #1 cylinder on compression stroke,
and the timing mark on "0",the cam lobe for cylinder #1 should be pointing straight
down.One thing I found on my truck was that after years of being soaked in oil from a
leaking front crank seal,the rubber in the harmonic balancer started getting soft,causing
the outer ring of the balancer to slip,causing the timing marks to become useless.Engine
ran ok if you set the timing "by ear"but if you used a light,it would end up about 90 deg
off and run like crap.To check for this,remove the two forward-most belt pulleys and the.center balancer hold down
bolt.Now bump the engine around until your timing marks are
at T C,and check the position of the crank keyway slot in the balancer.It should be
pointing straight up.If it's not,contact AB Linn for a new harmonic balancer
(ablinn@cbiinternet.com).Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition mystery POSTER>Steve EMAIL>syntaxwarrior@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25592
NEXT>25688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it's the civilian 12-volt distributor.Very weird.It's showing only about 6 volts on the
wire from the ballast resistor to the coil,which I've been told isn't enough to make fire in
the cylinder.You'd think connecting a jump wire from the battery to the +side of the coil
would give it enough voltage but it doesn't.I'm very confused.
SUBJECT>Re:hehehe POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25371
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like that one
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25644 NEXT>25687 25712 LINKNAME>68 M715
data plates with out winch old LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-
1987-Pickups/M715dataplatesold.JPG
Ok,here's the old stuff....
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25686 NEXT>LINKNAME>68 M715 data plaques
with winch new.One missing LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-
1987-Pickups/M715dataplatesnew.JPG
And the new Rapco with winch plaque's.The top center PTO plaque is missing.It was
not in my assortment.And they are on vacation.
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition mystery POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the coil side,you should only have 6-9v.Most all coils are designed for a resistor,the
rest are internally resisted -the coil should specify which.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25680 NEXT>
25692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You are right!I quit counting deer when I killed more than years I had been alive.Get
downright sad when I go to the freezer or look at the heads on the wall.Discusting.Better
to just run over them and leave 50'blood smears on the way to Micky D's.
You were kidding,right?
SUBJECT>Re:there were a post there!POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25607 NEXT>
25703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bought some of that lo cal piss beer last year.Don't move too fast---all you will get is a
bucket of dust.
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,7 August
2003,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25682 NEXT>25709
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read through the write up but all the steering issues deal with doing it spring over so that
is not really of any use to me.I would like to keep the drums just to have the emergency
brake without sinking a ton into disc brake conversion and emergency brake right now
(although I am still not 100%on which transfer case I will use)...Wonder if I went spring
under in the rear and then flipped the shackle if it would level everything back out.....
Also on the steering it talked about cutting and turning the knuckles but this was on a
spring over setup and I would like to get away from having to do the knuckle turning (for
obvious reasons)and wonder if it would truely be needed on a spring under setup...
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25689 NEXT>25702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You make me sick you animal killer!
Of course I was kidding.The blood smears make me laugh.
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208 V8 Diesel POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25582 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
We run a 3208 in a Chev Kodiak 10 wheeler with an Allison behind.Gross operating
weight around 50,000 lb.s.Handles the payload quite well.Love the Allison.Problems
we have had with the 3208 over the past 10 years has been mostly fueling.The most
irritating was the electric fuel shutoff syliniod.I hate fancy crap,I wish they would have
just put on a manual cable to kill the fuel.They are expensive to work on.Tom @Snake
River
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.out of a 70's van 727 trans and it is carbed.runs good.I tryed
to blow it up once because
I'm not a dodge fan but I like it now.
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 9:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25655 NEXT>25704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that 327 a chevy or AMC I know the AMC is a good motor and they had those in jeep
wagonners(?)I found mine at a junk yard for 150 bucks and it runs or it did when I put it
in the garage two years ago.it came with the transmission and transfercase too.
SUBJECT>Re:HAS ANYONE SEEN A FRONT DIFF.WELDE ?POSTER>Heath
woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at
10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25670 NEXT>25701 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
do ya no if they make unlocking hubs for the m715 who makes lockers for the m715
SUBJECT>on mine...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25669 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.it goes from the drivers side of the frame,along the crossmember (attached w/clip)and
then down to the tee etc etc.
good luck
SUBJECT>Re:dos anyone have a welded diff on a 715?POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well its a daily driver and im trying to decide weld for free or locker for lots!where can i
find lockers
SUBJECT>Re:HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>Heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25677 NEXT>25766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where do i find a locker ?
SUBJECT>RANDY"S OR REI ER QUIT YELLING!!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25666 NEXT>26059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol you can get them.If you want I can dig out the original order sheet w/part numbers
and stuff.
SUBJECT>are you sure this is Heath?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25696 NEXT>25756 26060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Selectro lockouts available..MileMarker selling them too?Lockers
available from gear
houses.
FAQ will cover some of this,others will tell you soon too.Let me know if you want those
locker part #'s.
SUBJECT>ok,now that 's sick.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25692 NEXT>25741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
blood smears make you laugh!hahahahah
I like meat,meat tastes good.So sad to buy meat from the store.
No cost there,no emotional content.Everyone should hunt at least once,JUST TO
KNOW what it is that happens.
I would like an elk.
SUBJECT>slowly POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,7
August 2003,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25690 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
too tired to move fast today.Breakneck earlier leading to stop tonight.Full day.
Bootlegging is fun!
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25695 NEXT>25773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought the 327 was a Buick
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SUBJECT>huh!now that's interesting.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
novel idea there.Good use of brain but that's about what I'd expect out of a Zuk owner
LOL MOOOAHAHAAH I'm a mean bastard I know.
but you make a good damn point.Shoot....
SUBJECT>well you guys are southern retards!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 10:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25667 NEXT>25731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AND,you lost the war.It's convenience damnit!
Personally,I like the Confederate flag.
SUBJECT>Ricy Turbo POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Any one ever try a turbo on a 230.If they are only 7.5to1 you should be able to run
10lbs
of boost with no intercooler.I'm not to sure on the ignition setup though.It might be a
little on the ricy side.
SUBJECT>'68 M715 for sale in Dallas area.POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Thursday,7 August 2003,at 11:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to try to figure out the whole e-bay thing,but before I do,here is ya'lls last
shot.I may start parting this out as well.
Pics are in the link below.Last deal just fell apart.
---------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
Here is a link to the pics.Thought I had it gone,but it looks like it might be destiny for
my son (6 mos)or my daughter (2 years)to drive this thing when they are older.
Specs are in the link.Would like to get $2500 for the rig,but make me an offer and lets
go.If I don't sell it soon,I am putting 3/4 ton axles under it and selling it to some of the
mexican folks that keep asking me about it as they drive by.
Mark
http://www.wiggins.com/M715addpicture.gif
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 2:43
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25691 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Cadillac calipers have integral parking brakes and are not outrageously expensive.
The use the exact same mounts,rotors and pads as the '76-87 GM 3/4ton 4x4 front
calipers.
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 2:46
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25652 NEXT>25713 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Personally I like the round u bolt coming up from under the housing and going to a tie
plate mounted on top of the springs.That way you have maximum ground clearance and
no chance of boogering up the ubolt threads.
Hi-steer is the way to go for the drag link to the RH knuckle.The GM tie rod can stay
where it is.It makes adding the ram easier.
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 2:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless you REALLY have a reason to use hydroboost,I wouldn't.It's complicated,puts.more load on the steering
pump,lots of high pressure hoses to fail,etc.Just more
aggrevation IMHO.
I also like to avoid the "newer"aluminum master cyls.with the plastic lids,I've generally
found them to be junk.
I use a '74 J20 8600GVW (important!)cast iron master cyl.and tandem diaphram (dual
diaphram)booster.They work perfectly with the 4 wheel discs,with incredible stopping
power and very low effort.When I drive the Jeep I get reminded what brakes on a mid-
70's Cadillac felt like.Same low-effort,but even stronger!The other nice thing about the
tandem booster is it is a smaller diameter than the comparable single-diaphram booster (I
think 2x10"vs.1x13").
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25686
NEXT>25715 25762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I notice that you don't have a stamp as to what branch it was in...does anyone???I
don't recall ever having seen it.
Also,the plate in the upper right corner...the one that says...
RESPONSIBLE PROCURE-DEPOT
AGENCY MENT MAINTENANCE
across the top..and then boxes under it for stamping.Why is it I never see them
anywhere,just the holes for it?
And,dammit,no I don't have the metal plate that they attach to.Anyone got a spare?
SUBJECT>Re:60 and 14 bolt conversion has begun....i started mine 2 weeks ago.
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POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,
at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25710 NEXT>25714 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your talking about on a spring over setup though right?The tie rod looks like it would be
sitting right where the springs are on a springs under in the stock GM location.The M715
dana 60 was high steer high tie rod from the factory to avoid the proiblem.
SUBJECT>spring under dana 60,STOCK TIEROD POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25713 NEXT>25739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you want a picture of a dana 60 mounted spring UNDER with the factory dana 60 tie
rod being used?im telling you it fits.and it fits with the pinion at a 0 degree angle.mine
is sitting on the springs right now.i have to ubolt it down.you cant do a regular ubolt flip
because the pumpkin is in the way.i dont think a spring under rear axle will help retain
the stock drums.
outside edge to outside edge on the rear springs is almost 53".there is not 53"between
the drums on my 14 bolt.so regardless you either have to move the springs,or move the
drums.but my axles are CUCV m1008 axles..SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25712 NEXT>25733 25787
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try mvdataplates.com
SUBJECT>Re:Nv4500 POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,8
August 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25626 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information everybody,and I agree Chevy=convenience and I like the
Stars and Bars.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25707
NEXT>25721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The problem is that the intake to head connection only has 2 holes,not 6 for a 6
cylinder...and the flow is pretty much limited to 350 cfm...the size of the throttle bores on
the 2 barrel I am already running on mine...would work much better if there was a
manifold that had 6 runners directly to the 6 ports in the head...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
We've got some big corn/bean fed deer up here in Illinois if you ever get this way.I've got
a buddy about an hour and a half north of St.Louis MO in White Hall IL who has a
couple hundred acres that we could stomp around.I've had great luck there and he has a
little old farmhouse to stay in(it will keep you warm and dry but nothing fancy at all!)I'm
always ready to hunt if anyone gets this way.Don't forget about duck,geese,fall
turkey,squirrel,rabbit,quail,and anything else that may jump up in front of us.-Ben
SUBJECT>Hogs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25654 NEXT>25736 26042 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hogs?Man,from what I hear that's some mighty fine hunting.The wild pigs we have
here fight back.Is that the way down there?I met an old farmer who hunts them with a .
45 and a Bowie knife.What do you use for 'em?
That has deer hunting beet by a mile..Where in Texas are you?I was in Dallas once,but that was years
ago..........and I was a
different man.She had red hair and green eyes-and a dream of joining some Baptist
school there.
Thanks for bringing that painful memory up.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25664 NEXT>25761
25772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhh Kevin-you're in luck.I happen to be an expert on peanut butter and xfer case
speedo cables.
The 300 is a Jeep transfer and as such subject to the narrow minded way of thinking that
Jeep has suffered from (sorry all you Jeep guys).The 205 was meant to be put in
everything from mobile homes to trucks to vans.They came stock with a small (2"long)
ratio adapter that screwed into the speedo port on the 205 and then the other end screwed
into the cable.These were set up to compensate for the gear changes and tire size changes
from stock.
That small adapter is what I tried to get made to compensate for 38"tires and 5.87 gears.
The manufacturere said he would have to come up with a custom one seeing as how there
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never was a vahicle made that had a 205 and that set-up.He said I had to measure how
many times my tire rotated in a complete mile,and then he could make me one.....for $75
plus tax and shipping.
I allowed as how I really didn't care how fast I was going since I never have the option to
speed and rarely drive it on the road,so I just capped off the speedo port on the 205 and
tore out the speedo.I was going to get an hour meter,but the one I wanted was $34 and
Will Wright didn't use Paypal to pay for my last Ebay auction-so I'm left with no way to
know how often I need to change my oil.I do,however,have my tach mounted in the
speedo hole and it looks cooler than Mr.T's beard.
So,you see-I am an expert here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25717
NEXT>25723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But that would be 350cfm normally aspirated,right?If the gradient in pressure is greater,
that same manifold should flow more.
Mikel (who knows nothing about turbos)
SUBJECT>Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25724 25725 25754 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Ok,heres the cut...
M715 28680
M725 13577
M726 10001
If your VIN is LOWER,you have the early carb mounted round air cleaner,non governed
type.If yours is higher,you have the later hood mounted canister with governor type.
The book says only for lower and higher...no telling what the actual serial number 28680
M715 is by this...
By looking at the VIN page,the M715 change would be either 8/68 or 9/68,the closest
M715's are 6/68 and 2/69 and the earliest M726 we have is 12/68.By the VIN of 10001
for the M726,you can see that all were made with the late style setup...and from the
M715 dates of changeover,most likely the first M726 was not delivered until at least
8/68.
Of course if your truck has a non stock engine,the point is moot...
I now wonder where the cut for the late style turn signals is vs.the early ones...anyone
care to bombard me with several hundred emails about the turn signal style their truck has
vs the delivery date?
I'm waiting.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25721
NEXT>25726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm.....after thinking about this for a while,it occurs to me that if the manifolds
poerts to the head are the same as the throttle bores on the carb,wouldn't the manifold
ports be the same restriction as the throttle plates...essentially....
If a turbo helps an engine with that carb,flowing through 2 orifices (barrells)of the same
size,why would it make a difference downstream as long as the passages were not any
more restrictive then the ones at the carb base?I know that longer plenums help low end
torue,so the carb and manifold together on the 230 are acting like a longer carb(?)and
would therefore give more low end torque?
A turbo might be real fun in that case...
Do we have any experts?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25722 NEXT>25727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '67 M715.It has what I have always thought was a stock turn signal lever
mounted to the steering column.I am not a home right now so I cannot tell you the brand,
but it is chrome with a hazard switch also.Hope this helps.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX.'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25722 NEXT>25728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the difference between the two turn signal styles?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25723
NEXT>25729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How would the bottom end of the 230 like the extra output??
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hazard lights are non stock on the M715's as far as I have ever seen...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25725 NEXT>25730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The early style has a large box under the hood,like 4 by 8 inches wide and high by about
2 1/2 inches deep.It has about 6 screws down each side of the front panel with at least 1
wire connected to each.Inside the box are relays and flashers to make the turn signals
work.The turn signal switch inside is made by Spartan and has a long green plastic slot in
it where a bulb inside the switch blinks to show you its working.
The later style is solid state,transitorized,and has a much smaller,say 2 by 3 1/2 inch
box,maybe 1 1/2 inches thich that has a few wires,3 or 4 I think,that connect to it with a
cannon plug.It has a circle on the front with writing telling the part name and number if I
remember right (I have the early style if you can't tell by now...).Also there are cooling
fins on this type.I know the inside switch is different but I am not super familiar with it
since I don't have that type.
The later style WILL work on 12 volts if a conversion is planned,the early style WILL
NOT.
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25726
NEXT>25735 25743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cranks were treated to a hardening process that makes them stout for the application,.though the fact that there
are only 4 main journals makes me wonder if that would be a
problem.The stroke is long,4.385,so high rpm is out of the question but up to say 3000
rpm,it *should be*in pretty good shape.I don't thing the pistons or rods would be a big
stumbling block either.Journal sizes are pretty decent as well.
I have thought about a turbo before,the GM 231 engine,Grand National,is basically the
right size eh?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25728 NEXT>25734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck was delivered in Feb of 1969
The air cleaner on my truck was mounted to the carb and used an oil bath with a 3-D
mesh screen and no paper element.My truck is mostly stock but I guess someone could
have changed the air cleaner at somepoint in it's history.
My truck was missing the turnsignal switch on the cloumn when I aquired it but it did
have the late style electronics mounted on the firewall.
SUBJECT>Re:well you guys are southern retards!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25706 NEXT>
25737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always thought that the Nazi Germany flag was cool looking...shame they dicked up a
cool emblem with that whole holocaust and war and all.
Ron,eat one.
SUBJECT>for sale POSTER>Glen Bedel EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
25744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1 radiator support good condition $75.00
1 dash board (no other parts on it)$50.00
1 M105 A1 1 1/2 ton trailer with crack in frame $300.00
or will trade for a clean 715 bed
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Link no worky....I was wondering about the blank spot on the serial number plate.I was
thinking maybe they marked it with a permanent marker or some type of pen.Over time
maybe it just dissappeared.Dunno...Or Kaiser Jeep Corp made the space to be used if
needed and they just never filled it.Hard to say......Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 10:00 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25730 NEXT>25740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My delivery date was 11-68.Serial number 30945.I have the early style box with the
terminal strip and the spartan turn sig unit with the flat blade lever.I also have the hood
mounted air cleaner,but just found out recently while searching the history on the truck
that Jack had changed my hood before I bought it.If I remember right,when I looked at it
in the surplus yard it had a carb mounted air cleaner.I prefer the hood style,but I'm
bumming I can't put my new fording valves in yet.I could modify it in 30 minutes,but I
want it to be correct.....Al T..
SUBJECT>not to be a jerk,but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25729
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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...I don't know why you would keep the 230 in this case,when you could have a cheap
258 or 4.0 with seven mains and more flow.imagine a 400hp turbo 4.0 hahah that would
be neat.Turbos somewhat tough on the bottom end.
that said,that would be too cool to see a turbo Tornado...Just the idea shows bravado and
creativity,I'm all for it!
SUBJECT>I feel your pain man.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25719
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
red hair green eyes.Nothing but trouble.Let's go cry in our beers for just a second.Just
one.
SUBJECT>hahahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,8
August 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25731 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you're a magnet.Too bad Nazi's ruined leather jackets,boots,medals etc etc.Speer was a
smart guy,too bad he didn't realize his error sooner.
think of modern fascist imagery,and look at how much of it is taken from the Nazi's.
That's a hell of a legacy.A wicked,evil legacy but man....
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!NO BRAKES!POSTER>Arnold Grassi
EMAIL>arnoldgrassi@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Mike,
If you go back into the search/personalize display,look for messages posted only by me.
In september of 2002,I did the same dual -res conversion (manual,not power).I have
forgotten the details,but I found my old message and it outlines what I did to get my
brakes to work.I think the wagoneer cylinder I used had 7/16 ports,and I had to adapt a
3/8 line to get pressure to the fronts.I had the same problem,no pedal.So I went to a
larger diameter line for the fronts,and it bled up fairly quickly.No problem now.Hope
you get them to work,.AG
SUBJECT>Re:spring under dana 60,STOCK TIEROD POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25714 NEXT>25839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what I have too (CUCV axles).I would love to have any pictures you have already.
Please send them to jeeper@chartertn.net I hadn't measured between the springs,I though
the problem was hooking up the brake line cause the spring got in the way......I can get a
template and go disc.The only calipers I have found with hook up for emergency brake
cable are about $150 a piece though so if anyone knows where to get them cheaper let me
know.
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25734 NEXT>25760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your serial number says it is a late air cleaner,so it would seem that part is
correct....interesting that the turn signal is still the early type,I kinda wondered if both
changed at the same time,but I guess not...thanks for sharing this info with us!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ok,now that 's sick.POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25702
NEXT>25742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto on your comment "JUST TO KNOW what it is that happens".It is amazing to see
people who shop at the grocery buying meat products as if it were never alive and then
comment as to the cruelty of hunting.I know that i appreciate food much more so than
others who have never harvested their own dinner.
SUBJECT>Re:ok,now that 's sick.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25741 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,until there's a 'people'season,I'll take a gun for a walk in season.It's more like
property patrol...but eh,you know.
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25729 NEXT>25747 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just an odd tid-bit,the stroke on a 454 chevy is 4".So the stock Tornados have 3/8"more
stroke than a BBC.RPM is a gigantic no-no.A turbo or belt driven supercharger on a
stock motor would be pretty sweet with the additional change to 4.56's.An all stock truck
with 4.56's and "packin'a Paxton"would be pretty sweet.
SUBJECT>Re:for sale POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com.DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25732
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the trailer located?
SUBJECT>Yo Tacoma!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you ever hold one of those SPAS 15's??If not on your next tour I'll take you to a guy
that has one.The guy has some hole in the wall gunshop and wouldn't trade me for a
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polished Enderle 'hat'fuel injection on an Edelbrock Victor Ram for Rectangle Port Big
Block.DAMN IT!...He tells me that he once traded a pistol for a goat but isn't interested
in this jewel I brought to him!I want that gun again now...damn it Tacoma.
SUBJECT>nee tubes for swampers/my frustrating day POSTER>Sweeney
EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i got my swampers delivered yesterday,i got 38 x 13/16 tsl's and i was planning on
mounting them on the stock wheels.there was one place aout 25 minutes away that said
they would mount them,and it was the only place i could find around here that would do
it,and when i braught my truck there this morning they refused to mount them because
the rims are 7 inches wide and they cant legally mount 13 inch wide tires on anything
narrower than 8 inches.when they wouldnt mount them the told me to try a guy out of
town who probably wouldnt be concerned about the legal aspect of mounting them but he
said he couldnt get the tires off without ruining the tubes that i have in my 35s that are on
the truck now,and the first place i went to said they could use my old tubes.anyways if i
want him to mount my tires he says i have to bring him 4 new tubes,so does anyone
know of a good source for tubes this big,because i hear they are hard to find.the guy also
gave me the worst deal ever for mounting the tires,he said he would do it for $200 cash
plus my 35s that are on the truck,or $300 cash.so i think the search is still on for
someone to mount them.and i really wanted to get them mounted today because i work 5
days a week and i leave for college in 2 weeks and wanted to get a chance to have fun
with the swampers on before i leave for college and the truck sits till spring.
SUBJECT>Re:Ricy Turbo POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25743
NEXT>25751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figure that alot of diesels don't turn a lot of revs and they put turbos on them.How much
hoggin can you do to the intake,head and carb.With a lot of work could you build a sheet
metal intake and punch a few more holes in the head,or would you still be limited by rpm
and end up with more flow than you need also would that kill your tork.I think mabey I'm
getting alittle dreamy...
SUBJECT>sm465 noise POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
25750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My tranny was growling when there was no load on it if I let off the gas or gave it gas it
would quit.I just thought that the bearings were bad and bought a rebuild kit from stick
only.I put it all back together and it still does it.I have know idea what is rong.All the u-
joints and cairrer bearings are good.Any one have some thoughts?
SUBJECT>that guy is raping you!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25746
NEXT>25753 25775 25936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for that money I'd read the FAQ and do it myself.Treepusher I think had a great webpage
on mounting tires w/hand tools...very informative.If you're anywhere near UT I've got 4
swampers mounted for $150..the front 2 are kind of beat but the rears are in good shape.
SUBJECT>how did the gears look?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25748
NEXT>25757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had one do that,took it apart and found much slop in the worn gears.Replaced the worst
ones w/fresh and it was much better.Also check your..3rd gear retainer sleeve?man I
should look at a manual or something..anyway,check it out.
SUBJECT>4.0!4.0!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,8
August 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25747 NEXT>25755
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
already got the holes in the heads!and they're doubling the horsepower w/supercharger
kits..400hp 4.0!revs to 4k no trouble,and that's enough.
anyway,still think a turbo 230 would be darn cool.Hope someone makes one someday.
SUBJECT>Re:that guy is raping you!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25749 NEXT>25884
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Spicer mounts his own.If a 145#,5'6"shrimp like him can do it,a full growed
man probably can.
Otherwise I'd get some tubes off the net.I had 4 spares that my wife floated around the
pool on,but you're about 3 weeks too late in asking since I handed them off to a buddy
who kelp breaking beads.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck is 10/68 30275(i think)carb mounted cleaner (no brackets on the hood)no
signals and no signal wirering or box.SUBJECT>Re:4.0!4.0!POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25751 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If somebody wants an extra tornado head to modify for this turbo project I got one on a
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parts motor that will be scrapped soon.
SUBJECT>Re:are you sure this is Heath?POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mile marker is selctro
so just the selctro that i know of.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:how did the gears look?POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25750 NEXT>25759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So-so first was the worst,the edges were knocked off like normal.It has 90k on it.It also
is jumping out of second when you hit a bump or hop it.It's still in my dump truck but the
body is about to fall off (Iowa truck)I was wanting to use the sm465 in my wheeler but I
might have to find another one.
What would be in a 83 chevy c70 It's a 5 speed?
SUBJECT>12.50/20 Michelns POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>25767 25783 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anybody have experience with running these tires?I hear they can be bought used
cheap.Are they an odd size?Are they tubless when mounted on one piece rims(unimog)?
Any info is appreciated...I'm pretty ignorant when it comes to big tires.
SUBJECT>Clark?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,8
August 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25757 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't know..somethign big back then.If it's a Clark,there's a company that makes
adapters for them..RMS?RHS?have to look.
Avalanche Engineering has a parts board,and they've got I think 3 465's for 100 bucks or
something ridiculous like that.I might swing by on my way home this fall.465's are a
dime a dozen here.
SUBJECT>Re:Early vs.Late style air cleaner/governor POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:24 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25740
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 726 is 10230,late air cleaner,early signals.Delivery of xx-69 (no date stamp).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How will you ever know how many miles you have when it comes time to pass the torch
to a new owner?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,My 726 was a SeaBee and the Navy riveted a brass plate to the glovebox door with
the special navy stuff.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:exhaust POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25594 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well I got some on it now.I took the exhaust off the the car and with a little cutting and
shoving got it to go over the xmember and to just behind the cab.napa has bolt on
connectors for the same size exhaust.
SUBJECT>Re:'68 M715 for sale in Dallas area.POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
They're hard to sell sometimes,I have a 99.9%rust free,dent free all original and can't
sell it either.But you hang on and at some point somebody who's looking for such a thing
will be glad to take it off your hands.
SUBJECT>yea a forgotten peice of history POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>25564 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to guy who was in the army from 56 to 76 and he said "we never had any thing
that moderen when I was in the service"I proceeded to tell him the year of my truck then
ended up showing him the data plates to prove it.oh well he liked the truck.if it were
more common to find they would be like a**holes,everybody has one..one of the few and proud 715 owners.ground
pounder
SUBJECT>Re:HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 5:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25699 NEXT>26061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
randy's,reider,leon rosser jeep ,bessemer alabama tell them it's a ford full floating rear 30
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spline no c-clip think it was around 350
SUBJECT>Re:12.50/20 Michelns POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25758 NEXT>25781 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Ed,In all my travels,they are a rare tire.I have only seen 3 out of all the thousands of
tires that I have looked at.They would be good to grab onto for a special project.I am
sitting on a set of 16:00x20's I don't have a clue what to do with yet.Tom
SUBJECT>Hard Top POSTER>Joe Sweeney EMAIL>Smuid@Bigfoot.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarGhQtq9/HCI PREVIOUS>NEXT>25769 25770 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can you get a hard top for the M715 and if so where.I stay in Scotland so I would have to
get it shipped over.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25768
NEXT>25800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that there are hard tops out there,but im not sure where you would fine one.I
think I will stick with my soft top,so I havnt really had my eye out for them.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Saddle Tramp EMAIL>DATE>Friday,8 August
2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25768 NEXT>25774 25801
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Superior Fiberglass,4098 S 300 W,Murray,UT 84107,801 266 6921
$400.00 Great top,really like mine!
SUBJECT>new respect for the old 230 POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25784 25791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the past three weeks my stock 725 has loged 597 miles.My son and I went to the weare
N.H.military show for two days and had a blast.We also got to meet a fellow zoner,rick
hawkins and his son and truck.We then went camping at the dar state forest in goshen
ma.From there we went to tolland state park for one night.Then we went to to wendell
state park for a old truck meet.I dont think anyone knew what a m725 was but they all
liked it.I took first place for the(slow race)a timed evint from point a to point b slowest.time wins,put it in low
range first gear and go.All this with no breakdowns,cept we ran
outa gas in noweareville.Did you know the 230 runs on coleman fluid?Lol we empted my
lanterns and stove plus what was left in a one gallon can and made it to a towing
company that sold us 5 gallons off gas.All in all stock ant so bad.
SUBJECT>Re:Speedo cable question POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25720
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Thanks for the information.
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:wounded soldier......POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't believe buick made 327 but I could be wrong but I know the 327 put in jeeps were
AMC motors
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25770
NEXT>25794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you tell me if it has a small or large window?(in relation to the size I usually see on
canvas tops,which IMO is small)
Thanks.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:that guy is raping you!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25749
NEXT>25785 25793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a slow leak repaired locally for $20.Obviously,that involved removing and
remounting the tire.That guy is NUTS!Maybe (since it sounds like you're a college
student)he thinks (incorrectly)since you're young,your're also stupid.He's really trying
to take you for a ride.DON'T go there again and make sure you tell all of your friends
about his attempted "assault"on your intelligence.
Try a truck or tire shop that services big rigs and/or farm equipment.I live in an ag/farm
area in Colorado,so there's a shop downtown that will work on split rims for me.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Onboard air!POSTER>Beafire /Ks EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25796 25817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just completed my onboard air system.This unit works great!I have a total of 75 buck's
tied up into it.Drop me a line if you would like details.Lee.SUBJECT>Bearing Grease out of Brake Drum???POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Friday,8 August 2003,at 11:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at my rear axle today and it has wheel bearing grease dripping out of the brake
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drum?I have yet to pull it apart but I was hoping someone could tell me what went
wrong,seal,gasket,etc.so I can acquire the parts before I yank it all apart.
Thanks!!
Brent
SUBJECT>yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,9 August
2003,at 1:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25777 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
one of the above.Likely a seal.I am waiting on the BFH spindle nut guy to return,as no
parts store here has them.Only the cute little ones w/tabs.If memory serves there is a seal
around the hub that'll be leaking.Not hard to change.
SUBJECT>Re:12.50/20 Michelns POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9
August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaLEEziuUHRVg
PREVIOUS>25767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am running 12.50x 20 on my truck...I have them mounted on Diamond racing 20x
7...They are tubeless....I am running them unbalanced with little or no vibration.
SUBJECT>Rim bolt pattern POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please give me the rim pattern for these M715's?I think I have a line on
some cheap rims,but need to find out the exact bolt pattern to make sure.
I am currently measuring 6(lug)x 7-1/4"(center of bolt to center of bolt)
I thought that there was specs of this on the side bar,but I couldn't find it.I will keep
searching.
Thanks,
Mark
Oh,M715 is still for sale,but I lost another tube in this Texas heat,so I am sure the
neighbors are going to be calling my truck in soon.I am going to put a jack stand under
the axle until I can figure something out.
If you know where to get tubes cheap,that would help as well.
SUBJECT>Re:12.50/20 Michelns POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25758
NEXT>25786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a guy that is selling some right now out here in Texas.I think they are tubeless,.but he is having some
rims made from USA 6X6.
I think he is selling them for like $100 a tire.But they may be very expensive to ship.I
know they are heavy.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:new respect for the old 230 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has a compression ratio of just 7.5 to 1,so almost any fuel will sorta work.
SUBJECT>Re:that guy is raping you!POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25775 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had my five stock rims and tires broke down for $40 and remounted them myself.It's
not hard and safe if you use common sense.I wrapped a chain around and through the
rims,used a clamp on air chuck ,and gave them about five lbs.of air at a time.Had the
ring side of rim facing away and whole setup on other side of truck when I aired them up.
I checked the lock ring visually as I went to make sure it was seated.Just my .02.
SUBJECT>Re:12.50/20 Michelns POSTER>Ed J KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25783 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I find these tires for around $50 to $70 now and then at %80 tread and already have the
Mog rims.I'm slowly working on adaptors for bolt pattern.I'll keep yall posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Data Plate Pics POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25715
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
RIght,but did you see the Model plate??
It's got all kinds of blanks in it that need to be stamped in,leaving you with a very non
stock looking plate.
Also I emailed them a week ago,and still havent gottne an answer out of them.
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25782
NEXT>25803 25815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are right on the BP...6 on 7.25.
Good luck keeping the truck man...I hide mine in the garage to keep the neighbors at bay..SUBJECT>Re:Wanted:14 Bolt
open carrier with 4.56 POSTER>jeepclown EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need 4.56 or higher numerically because they came with a different carrier.Thanks
though.Chris
SUBJECT>istributor wiring??POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
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DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally got the distributor that I need for the truck,now all I have to do is figure out how
to wire it.What i am unsure about is how the coil and the resistor are wired in with it all.
If anyone could help I would greatly appreciate it.
SUBJECT>Re:new respect for the old 230 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25771 NEXT>25812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Coleman lamp fluid.....Why I should turn you in to the DOT...did you pay road tax on that
fluid...I think not..yer busted.Just Kidding never would have thought to try it and kind of
amazed.Would not have given it a second thought in a multifuel but in a gasser,well thats
just plain cool.What are you going to try next ?Keep us posted!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:how many POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25635 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
koobs,I think youve lost it.....i know my brain started turning to mush just reading it so
yours must be whacked if those thoughts came out of it.
Thanks for the laugh
Doug
SUBJECT>Colorado POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at
11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25775 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ethan:Where are you at?I'm in Greeley,about 60 miles north of Denver-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at
11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25774 NEXT>25802 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ethan,if you're close enough to Greeley,I have two trucks with hard tops,and one truck
is only for parts.email me at oznog89@msn.com if you might be interested-gonz.SUBJECT>Re:Distributor
wiring??POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25790 NEXT>25797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ignition switch "on"to ballast resistor.Ballast resistor to coil "+"or "batt"terminal.Coil
"-"or "dist"terminal to points,either through a grommet in the distributor housing or a
machine screw lug on the side of the distributor body.
There are a few coil variables to be aware of.Most are externally resisted.Some are
internally resisted.Obviously if yours is internal,you don't need the ballast resistor.
They're cheap enough that if you haven't already,go buy a new coil and it's matched
resistor.An easy place to start is a Ford style coil and resistor,mid 60's if they need a year
to figure it out.Otherwise,off the top of my head I think total resistance in the system
should be around 15 ohms.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25776
NEXT>25813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lee,
send me some pics of the setup and parts that were used,if possible.i'm greatley
interested.thanks...
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor wiring??POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25795 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,thanks.Thats about how I figured it went,but just wasnt sure.
Morgan
SUBJECT>Ground on starter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got my starter back from the shop the other week,I had it converted to 12v.I
hooked it up today,and when I pressed the floor switch the engine didnt turn.So I kept
trying,and every now and then it would turn a little but very slow,almost like the battery
was low,which it was not.The only thing that came to mind is that maybe the starter has
to ground to the flywheel housing.The whole starter was painted,so if thats the case then
i guess there is not a good enough connection.Should there be a ground there,or might it
be something else?I dont think it will matter too much,but I moved the battery from the
bed to under the hood.But all I had to do was move the wire,so I dont think anything
came loose.
Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:Ground on starter POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com.DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 4:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25798
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Double check that everything it tight and you have it grounded I had that very same
problem Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Top POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25769
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure where the one on my truck came from -but it's the nicest one I've ever seen.
A bit lower and more streamlined than others I've seen,but very slick.I'll take a look
tomorrow just to see if there is any identification on it anywhere.It does not look like a
homemade job.
SUBJECT>Saddle Tramp POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25770
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You wouldn't have a pic of your truck with the hardtop you could email me would you?I
have been looking for one for a while because I don't think the canvas top would cut it
with the cold North Maine winters we get up here.If not then does it taper back from the
windshield or is it the kind that goes straight up from the windshield and then straight
back?If it is the kind that tapers,I am definately going to have to give those people a call.
Thanks,Bill.
SUBJECT>I emailed you.No text POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25794
NEXT>25899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,no text that is INTERESTING....
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25788
NEXT>25875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as it's tagged and is running,there's not much they can do,unless you happen to
have those silly HOA's.Then they can dictate what color your front door HAS to be.:-(
Ethan (in farm country with no HOA)
SUBJECT>water in engine POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25805 25806 25807 25808 25822 25824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was up north for a canoe trip when i thought it would be fun to splash through the river a
little.well,there was one spot that was deeper than i thought.the entire fuel injected
chevy 305 engine was under water for about 15 minutes.i took the spark plugs and water
came pouring out of the holes.the oil pan and tranny are also filled with water.it cranks,.but does not sound too
healthy (maybe because the crankcase is full of water?)i dont
think i bent a rod because it died pretty slowly.has anyone ever had an engine come back
from a watery grave?i need to drive this truck to utah in 7 days.what do i need to do to
make it right again?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:water in engine POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25804
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do the oppisite of whatever b.sisson tells you.
SUBJECT>do this,to start POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25804 NEXT>25837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.keep engine above water.hehe
2.pull all plugs and turn over to push water out of bores
3.drain all teh oil and replace w/fresh.same w/coolant just to be safe.
4.say a little prayer that that's all.
5.drive to UT and buy a cheap set of rims and tires from some dude in Tooele..someone
like..me!
6.don't do it again!
oh yeah,dry out your distributor too.Check the battery etc etc.Make sure to replace drain
plugs.
SUBJECT>Re:water in engine POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,9 August 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WD-40 the crap out of it
SUBJECT>Re:water in engine POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like what everyone else suggested.Sounds like you've already pulled the plugs.Did you
crank the motor to expel the rest of the water?
After you've changed the oil and actually got it running,warm up the oil a LITTLE bit.
Then drain it and replace it with fresh.Good luck.
Ethan
SUBJECT>725 owners,need pics POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 1:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25810 26066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for good detail shots of the stock door to the rear....please email if you've got
them.I've got a POS plexi in there instead.Thanks.....SUBJECT>Re:725 owners,need pics POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aahOCKuiF9bfA PREVIOUS>25809 NEXT>
25830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would offer to send pics but prolly of aftermarket construct.Is OD and matches int to a
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T,but prolly fake japanese godzilla rubber suit stuff.Tricky bastards with their drilled
plywood,vents,locks and things.Hope it not unsafe!Prolly PO construct.Good luck
with yer project ,dude!
SUBJECT>Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could someone please send me some pictures of the winch driveshaft assembly?I've
installed a winch and the PTO but haven't put the driveshaft on yet (actually I'm waiting
for it from Vintage M715).I have no idea how this shaft goes on so a picture or two
would be extremely helpful.Thank you.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:new respect for the old 230 POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25791 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,I dont feel at all bad for not paying the road tax.The coleman fluid cost me $4.00
for the gallon.Iam kinda surprised I thought of it to considering I was up till 3 am.They
had a country western band playing in a peter pan bus that was displayed at the 1939
worlds fair.What a cool bus it looked like a locomotive train,tall and slim with sides that
folded out.We were going to go fishing at a nearby lake so were on the road by 6.00
am.Sunday morning at 6.30 is not a good time to knock on doors begging fuel.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>ustin EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 August
2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25796 NEXT>25816
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,please send me some pics and a materials list as well.
Thanks-D
SUBJECT>updated my axle/engine swap page POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/Menu17.html
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25788
NEXT>25820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might want to look at the size of the center hole,seems like I remember seeing something.about it.And about your
neighbors...look for the latest issue of JP magazine.lol "Hider"
page 94.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25813
NEXT>25829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's hard to send it if I dont have any address?
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25776
NEXT>25818 25819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pic's look good!Unfortuneitly I dought I'd find brackets for that style pump for a 472.
I do however have the original A/C pump and brackets,but did'nt think it would last long
if it was the type that used the freeon for it's lubercation.If you would send me the info.,
that would be a good "one of these day's"project.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25817
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guess i forgot to spellcheck.lol bad habit of spelling it like it sounds.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25817
NEXT>25821 LINKNAME>on board air link!
LINKURL>http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesprofile.asp?id=142003123958
http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesprofile.asp?id=142003123958
try this link and read on!
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25815 NEXT>25909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And backspacing,and fitment over brake drum.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25819 NEXT>25825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very cool Lee!
You think oiling the air-in filter will do it?Its off a '71.The tag says it's a Frigidaire,min.
low 140p.s.i.high side 300p.s.i.This sucker is long and heavy.
SUBJECT>Re:water in engine POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember when superman went around the world really fast backwardsw and went back.in time to save lois lane.....do
that....may take a couple of tries to get it right.
Fuel injected....did the ecm get wet?if so that may explain why it sounds like crap...they
will run in limp mode if the ecm fails but generally sound like crap.Same goes for the
other sensors.
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Good luck and watch out for depth charges
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!NO BRAKES!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25675 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definently check to make sure the shoes are manually adjusted out or you will never get
the system to work correctly!!This is a must whether you have manual or power brakes.
good luck
Doug
SUBJECT>thanks everyone POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25804 NEXT>25925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i will do all of those things,i just drained the oil and about 3 or 4 gallons of nice,fresh
water came out before any oil even started to come out,so it must have been pretty darn
full.it cranks a little better now.the fule pump turns on and off so maybe the ecm is ok
after all.wish me luck...
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25821 NEXT>25838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I do.I have a friend that has had one inservice for five years.He just keeps it oiled
and it just keeps on pumping.
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25630 NEXT>25880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What type of firearm do you hunt with down there B?In IA they have
Shotgun,Bow,Blackpowder,and Pistol.No high power here,they say its to densely
poplulated and fear that stray bullets would be flying everywhere but they allow you to
use them when hunting coyotes and some other fur bearing animals.Doesn't make a lot of
sense to me but niether do "second"offense pedifiles and rapist.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25811 NEXT>25832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just installed the same setup.I'll try to get a pic
today and post.Right now I just need
some aspirin....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:02
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please send me some info also my e-mail is brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com and
what motor do you have.
SUBJECT>any port in a storm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send em anyway..beats the POS plexi sheet w/a handle I"ve got in mine.And,the DSPO
is a Georgian,a smear on the fine people of that state.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25827 NEXT>25836 25844 25858 25871
LINKNAME>M715 LU-4 carrier bearing mount
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/M715ptocarriermount.JPG
OK the aspirins kicked in...Here is the carrier bearing mount.For years we here on the
Zone have wondered where the mounting plate goes.We first thought it bolted to the oil
pan bolts with spacers.Then Robert posted and said it bolts up to the alternator mounting
bracket.Sure enough the bolt holes line right up.He originally said the PTO mounting
bracket went under the alt mount between it and the block.I mounted mine on top of the
alt bracket which seemed to improve the clearance on the tie rods ect.And I didn't have to
come up with a shim for the tail end of the alt bracket to compensate for the addition of
the winch bracket.We should save this picture somewhere on this site.This question
comes up every now and then over the years...And this will answer the question....
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25642 NEXT>25847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How is the soft top on yours?The one I picked up has a hard top and I want a soft top.
Are you interested in a trade?If it is possible to get the hard top off without damage.
SUBJECT>HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>Brian M
(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i put some fresh oil in the engine,put the plugs back in a fired her up.imediatly there was
a horrible screeching sound coming from the engine.i am thinking maybe its because the
mufflers are full of water?does anybody have any experience with this?
-Brian M.SUBJECT>Heres another one...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25832 NEXT>LINKNAME>M715 LU-4 drive line
assembly LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/M715ptodrivelineall.JPG
Here is the whole driveline.Question is,does the PTO shift lever swing to the upside or
the down side???Mine swings to the upside,but the online manuals show a picture with
it on the down side.Did I hook it up wrong guys???
SUBJECT>Re:do this,to start POSTER>Drew EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25806
NEXT>25841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I had to do was #1 &2 on my '94 Toyota 4x4 pickup when I drowned it.It had the
3.0L V6 and I gained new respect for Toyota's engineering after that.I pulled the air hose
off the throttle body and when I opened the throttle,water POURE out.The air flow
sensor was full of water,as was the exhaust (cat and all).Interior got soaked too,cruise
ECM under water and engine ECM just barely wet.I checked the distributor and found
the cap was sealed with an o-ring and bone-dry inside.Ditto for the engine oil --the
dipstick had a rubber stopper at the top that sealed it off.Even the ND starter had internal
o-ring seals to keep water out.It seems they thought of everything.
After I "cranked the water out"with the plugs removed and pulled the air filter it only
took about 3-5 seconds of cranking before the engine fired up again.The tailpipe looked
like a fire hydrant was uncorked!It idled a little rough for about a minute or two then
smoothed out.After about 15 minutes of running it was idling as smooth as ever!No
problems with the air meter or any other engine sensors.It did take the cruise control
ECU about a day to dry out,then it worked fine again.About 30k miles later I did have
an oxygen sensor go bad.Warranty covered that.Suppose it was related to the
drowing?;-)
The key is to get the water out of the cylinders IMMEDIATELY and fire it up to
thoroughly dry everything ouy inside.If the water sits in there any length of time and rust
forms on the cylinder walls you can kiss your rings goodbye!I learned this the hard way
on a dirtbike I used to own.
I sorta drowned the 460 during its maiden voyage at the 2000 FE.Got a bunch of water
into the airbox and killed the motor.It cranked but wouldn't start.Turned out to be a
saturated air filter and nothing more.After I pulled the filter element the motor started
right up.I let it dry in the sun for an hour and then it was fine again.I sure wish the Ford
motors were as well sealed as that Toyota V6.The distributor,oil dipstick and starter are
just wide-open to water infiltration.I keep the cap WD40'd and have one of those Ford
rubber boots over the cap.I'm looking at making a seal for the dipstick tubes.I bought an
aftermarket Denso starter for the 460 but it didn't last more than a year.Turns out those
aftermarket "power starters"only use the 1.2-1.4kw Denso motors!That's the size Toyota
puts on V6 motors --my Tundra iForce V8 came with a 2.0kw (!!)starter (1.6kw is
standard on V8's without the cold weather package).I went back the stock Motorcraft
starter on the 460.It's simple and easy to fix if it gets crudded-up.It's also only $39 to.replace...
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>rew EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
10 August 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25825 NEXT>25849
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a Speedair air tool oiler on the compressor intake and that's works beautifully --and
automatically.No chance of forgetting to oil the compressor this way!I filled the resevoir
with a pint of R12 compressor oil 3 years ago and it's still 3/4 full.Those compressors
don't use much oil.
I also use have a filter/oil separator after the air tank.The air tank serves to condense and
catch most of the water/oil vapor to be harmlessly drained out the bottom.The rest gets
caught by the filter to insure I don't go pumping compressor oil into my tires!
SUBJECT>Re:spring under dana 60,STOCK TIEROD POSTER>Mudog715 (rew)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25739 NEXT>25840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to an autoparts store and ask for rear calipers for a '76 Caddy Eldorado.I'm pretty sure
that's what mine are off of.
SUBJECT>Re:spring under dana 60,STOCK TIEROD POSTER>Mudog715 (rew)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25839 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BTW,the whole "bolt-on"kit with mounting bracket and 2 reman calipers w/pads was
$300 from TSM in colorado.You will still need the 3/4 ton GM 4x4 front rotors to go
with them.
SUBJECT>about Toyota POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
10 August 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25837 NEXT>25851
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
friend's wife had the alternator go on her Sienna.Being the swell pal I am I took a look,
they put either a 120 or 200 amp alternator on those things!That's crazy!But I guess
something's got to power those DVD players and comfort zone dividers etc etc.
Anyway,I thought it was cool that they put a huge alternator on there.And O-rings
always help.
SUBJECT>Conflicted brake information POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is some conflicting brake information in past posts.When converting to dual
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reservior,should the front brakes be plumbed into the port nearest or farthest from the
firewall?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Pump shimming?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can put a small washer in behind the pump spring to decrease the bypass(increase
amount of oil to engine)so I have been told.Have not tried it as that motor went beyond
what help that would have provided.Did however look at the spring during tear down and
should be completly feasable.still have the pump laying in the garage if you want more
insight in this I could take a serious look at it and let you know more details...just hollar.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Thank you very much!Excellent photos of the assembly!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Conflicted brake information POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
10 August 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>25842 NEXT>25850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front brakes should be plummed to the port nearest the firewall.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25835 NEXT>25857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the oil pressure good?check all vac lines.You might try running it with the oil cap off.
This might sound dumb but I had a TBI 350 in a 94 chevy 4x4 screech like a sob.I
thought it was a throw out bearing because of where it was coming from I put two more
bearings in and it was still doing it.I thought mabey I was puting them in rong so I
flipped it around with no luck.finaly I pull it all apart for the fourth time,with a jack
under the back of the motor and nothing but the flywheel I start it,still doing it.By now I
am about to cry.I squirt a little WD on the rear seal and it quits for a bit then starts again.
It took me a wile but when I pulled the oil cap off it quit screeching.What had happened
was the crank case vent tube got plugged and the pcv was drawing vac.on it with no air
to come in it sucked the rear main seal in tight against the crank and made it screech.So
any way don't try the hard stuff first.
Good luck...
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25833 NEXT>
25848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop,I may be interested in trading my soft top if you have no offers.I'm looking for
the none sloping,factory made hardtop..SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>25847 NEXT>
25873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will look at it when I get it here to see what condition it is in.I know the hard tops are
more than the soft tops so I will have to see.I will have it here at the end of the month.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25838
NEXT>25859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sound's just like what I need to upgrade mine.Do you think you could send me some
photos?
SUBJECT>Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25845 NEXT>25852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you plumbed the front to the port farthest from the fire wall what would happen?
Would braking be reduced?Or would the rears brake first and tend to lock up??Just
curious.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:about Toyota POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew)EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25841
NEXT>25855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only thing I don't like about Toyota parts is what they charge for them!That
alternator was probably $300...But if it lasts,I suppose you make it up in the long run.
The weird thing is some parts are pretty reasonable.I bought a set of OEM
Toyota/Bilstein shocks for my Tundra.The set of 4 ran me $130 brand new and the fronts
are coil-over struts,not just a simple shock.I was shocked (couldn't resist pun)by the low
price.
I've put 53,000 hard miles on my '01 Tundra,including a couple thou pulling the M715
on the aluminum trailer and the only thing I've had to do is replace the brake pads twice.
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>mike petrus
richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25850 NEXT>25853 25854 25856 25877
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have been messing with my brakes for 2 weeks now and nothing has worked so far.First
I tried the corvette m/c with a J10 booster-no pedal.tried the m/c without the booster-no
pedal.Now I have a Gladiator m/c without a booster-still no pedal.I hook the rear brake
line to the front port and the front brake line(tee)to the rear port.I'm going to put the
stock m/c back in-I know that will stop the truck...eventually.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew).EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,10 August
2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25852 NEXT>25896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stupid question:did you BENCH BLEE the master cyls.before you installed them and
hooked up the lines?Also,are you using disc brake MCs with the stock drums?If so,a
5#residual pressure valve will give you "normal"pedal,otherwise the pedal travel seems
to be longer.
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just now came in the house from converting mine.Used 1970 Impala master cyl.-same
1"bore,bolts to firewall and was originally used on a 4 wheel drum brake system.
Hooked back chamber to rear brakes,front to front.Took a little bleeding,(truck had sat
for unknown number of years),now have hard pedal with very little travel.Doesn't stop
worth a damn but at least I know the hydraulics are working!
SUBJECT>spooky!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,10
August 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25851 NEXT>25860
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,that alternator WAS 300 bucks.Best part was that I didnt'have to pay it,I got to tell
my pal hahahahhah
I'm pretty shocked at that price too haha,maybe they bro-dealed you?You know,"Hey
bro,these shocks are going to be cheap"
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>weps EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25852
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike-did you check to see if the "pushrod"from the pedal was long enough to engage
the MC?I remember messing with the length on mine,but cannot remember if I
lengthened it or cut it down...
WEPS
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>Brian M
(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 6:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25846 NEXT>25866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i found out what the problem was,i guess i just need to look a little harder.the air pump
froze and it was stopping the belt from moving.i dont use the air pump anyway.
-brian m
SUBJECT>I dont even recongize it!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25832 NEXT>25869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Al
It looks like you did a great job cleaning it up.Please post some pics of the winch as I am
eager to see how well it turned out.
P.S.Do you eat off your truck or what?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25849
NEXT>25861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i run a 360 and it is from a 79 wagoneer.do any of you know if it is a self oiled
compressor or will i have to add oil to it?
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:spooky!POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25855
NEXT>25863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah toyotas i think are designed pretty well.i work at a toyota dearlership.$300 is
nothing.toyota prices are wickid high,but they are good.and there good to work on.thats
why i am going to college to be certified to work on them.onley got 1 year left...oh yeah,
i got the truck running,had some iac problems but thats nothing.thatnks for all the help!
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25859 NEXT>25968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian
Every wagoneer I have seen has used the york style compressor.This is the desired style
for onboard air systems because they have seperate oil and dont use oil in the freon for
lubrication.There are few different yorks that are better than others,longer stroke and
larger displacment.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:updated my axle/engine swap page POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25814 NEXT>25864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee did you have that u-bolt custom made or is it an available aftermarket part?Also how
much clearance do you have on the tie rod and is that the stock M715 spring in the front?
Looking good,wish I could make some progress......
SUBJECT>you get any deals on those things?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25860 NEXT>25941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just got back from my friend's,he hasn't ordered it yet.Checker Online...so,do you get a.discount at all?Wanna help
a Zoner's pal?lol...if not no biggie but he's not too happy
about retail.Especially when I'm running $40 Chevy stuff LOL....
SUBJECT>Re:updated my axle/engine swap page POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25862 NEXT>25876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stock m715 springs.NOS on all 4 corners.drivers side rear had sagged almost one inch,
when placed upside down on concrete.and if i stand on them it sags considerably more
than the "good one"
the u-bolts are 9/16 vs 1/2
the rear axle is 3.25 and thats the size i had the ubolts made.i would strongly suggest 1/8
to 1/4 more to allow the things to fit easier.for the rear i reused the stock spring plates
and widened the holes
the front axle is 3"and same goes for the spring u-bolts.if you notice due to the old
spring pad that is cast in the knuckle i had a SQUARE 4"u-bolt that works great after
grinding a little off the corners of the pad.one front spring pad was reused,after punching
the hole bigger.i had to torch the other one just to get it all together.i need to have
another plate made with a 4"gap and a 3"gap (for the passenger side)
the pinion is not set,and the it appears to be angled a little up too much and i think the tie
rod has at least 2 inches from the springs.........i know its going to work.all you will need
is the high steer arm for the drag link
is that clear
SUBJECT>Texas M715 POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,10
August 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25911
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got back from visiting family in the Dallas area.I saw a camo green bed of a M715
sticking out of a garage on the way up yesterday.It was on Hwy 77 between Rogers and
Temple.I saw the same truck in January,but it was white then.Does anyone know who's
truck this is.I was pressed for time both times I've gone by and been unable to stop.I am
kind of curious since I only live 80 miles away.Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25857 NEXT>25940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool now get out here so we can go play.its raining just about every evening and the
skyview byway should be nice and muddy
SUBJECT>49 inch Swamper IROKs POSTER>muddyasskaiser EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25868 25870 26139 36194 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just saw the pics of these on the National Tire and Wheel web
site.Is any one running
these yet?What springs do I need to get to clear them?
SUBJECT>big ones in your wallet....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25867
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you see the $500 price?legality something of an issue too..
pretty sick tires though.on a fenderless rock buggy they'd roll right over whatever you
could roll them onto.
SUBJECT>Re:I dont even recongize it!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25858 NEXT>LINKNAME>M715 Braden LU-4
winch LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/winch_1.jpg
Well I don't eat off the truck,but I have fallen asleep under it....lol
I sure like the winch.It actually rides better.I painted the chassis parts black.That is what
was under the paint layers on my rig.The winch was painted with so so matched OD.I
think my paint guy was up late the night before he made my batch.He did better the first
time...I drive my M715 daily now.My CJ motor blew up.What a comuter....Love the
winch!!Here's a pic...
SUBJECT>Re:A lift,flairs and a little trimming,It could be done!!POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25867 NEXT>25892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If rollie can fit 44's on his truck with a 4 inch body lift a some fender enlargement,then
I'm sure if you lifted the truck a little more,they could be crammed inside the fenderwells
and still keep the truck street legal.and they are only a few inches wider than the 44
bogger.Soooo in my head it seems like it should workout..But things always work out
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better in my head then in reality.Just extend the bumpstops so you dont tuck the tires in
too far and mangle the fenders.I'd assume The gearing in the 2-1/2 ton rockwells would
seem like they would be pretty good for the enormus size of these big meats.I'm just
guessing on that one though.I'm ONLY running 42/15inch swampers with a springover
front,shackle/spring hanger reversal in the rear,minus 2 leaves in the rear and 1 in the
front right now so I can only assume.I only needed to extend the bumpstops in the front
to keep the tire from contacting sheet metal..I just took the rear bumpstop and metal
spacer from the rear and bolted it place of the bumpstop up front.
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Robert-CA EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25832 NEXT>25937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,I like the way you mounted the hanger bracket on top of the alt bracket.The next time
I work on it,I may change mine around to see how it fits that way.When I got the truck
years ago,it just came the other way but that doesn't make it correct.Thanks for clearing.that up.
Robert
SUBJECT>Cherokee XJ shakles will fit on the front of our rigs!!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 10:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had suspension parts from my Kaiser and my '90 cherokee sitting in my garage together
and thats when I saw it..the shackles from the rear of the cherokee and the front kaiser
were the same width,length,and the same bushing inner diameter..Soo as soon as I grind
of the top of the double wrap military leaf spring (the double wrap sticks up to high and
wont allow the shackle to work properly)i'm going to see how my TERAFLEX
REVOLVER shackles work to improve my RTI score,I went from a 92 to a 610 just my
removing 2 springs in the rear.(my M-715 is sprung over/shakle flipped on 42's)
Skyjacker also makes regular style extended shackles that would help increase
articulation over our short shackles and level the front end out if you were to remove a
leaf or two out of the front.(thats what I'm assuming)I havent tested them yet but as soon
as I get the time.Just thought I'd share my find.Dont know if anynoe has already
discovered this yet since I havent been to the Zone in a while..It's good to be back!
SUBJECT>Re:What is a good way to transport a vehicle POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,10 August 2003,at 11:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25848 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,let me know when your truck gets in.Eventually I will probably make my own
hardtop but if I could find a factory one so much the better.later
SUBJECT>and now this,from TeraFLex POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 12:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25872 NEXT>25888 25928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.talked to the boys a few weeks ago,in reference to putting Revolvers on FSJ Cherokee
rockpig project.Answer was a qualified probably not a good idea.So watch out,but I
think I'll do it anyway.
Thanks for the tip!I was wondering if FSJ shackles would fit too..
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25803
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,unfortunately,I do live in one of those HOA's.They still can't do anything to me,as
long as it moves periodically,and doesn't look imobile.It falls under a Pick-up...which in
our guidlines says that I can't have my '96 F350 Dually either,but that is bunk,and the
manager told me.
The truck is not registered,that is the problem.I have been trying to sell it,so I haven't
put the money in it to transfer the title and register it.I was going to do it,and get an.antique title,which is
only $63.30 for 5 years,and then leave it in the street and let my
neighbors get pissed about it.But,the wife didn't like that idea,and I just didn't really feel
like vengence was my place.
Thanks for the bolt pattern.I will see if I can get a rim for it,or I am going to make one.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:updated my axle/engine swap page POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25864 NEXT>25878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very.Great pictures too.I am going to try to get mine done in the evenings this week if I
have time.The only thing that looks like I will have trouble finding is that big 4"square
u-bolt....I think I have big enough u-bolts for the rear and the front driver side.I also have
some plates that are 3/4"plasma cut flat steel already set up for one tons that I will
probably use.Might have to make a new one for the side with the 4"square u-bolt too...
Are you going to stick weld that perch on the chunk?I have welded to one once before
but used a cast rod and it held up (doing a spring over on a front wagoneer 44 needed the
flat part on top).I was just wondering because I have been told that you couldn't get a mig
weld to hold and I have been told it is cast steel and a mig weld will hold just fine....
SUBJECT>Mike &Steven POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,do you have your adjusters at the bottom of the pads adjusted out?If not you will
NEVER get any pedal.
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Steven,I did the Corvette non power master on a booster and ran the front port to the
front and the rear to the rear,the was it was set up originally on the 'Vette.I've posted
many times about this swap and it's relative simplicity and effectiveness.No
proportioning valve,a simple inline pressure switch for the lights and she'll lock up four
boggers.I used NOS pads and had the drums turned as well.
SUBJECT>Re:updated my axle/engine swap page POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my local axle shop said mig is fine for everything but the center section (4"bolt)they said
nickle rod (stick)
SUBJECT>BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25883
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why post a message when skippy will nuke it?No guts no glory.Does not pay to be right
when you are playing in little plastic world sandbox.You get ticked at me for ditching a
little note?Whole slandering conversation gone.Can't stand up and say "sorry for
assuming you were a dipshit"?Can't say I was wrong?Sorry guys,but I am gone.Been a
little help,maybe.Ragged some folks.Want to ride some trails,come see this stupid/liar.and we will go.
SUBJECT>Re:Deer hunting-off topic POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25826 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've said it before and I'll say it again for those in teh back row who couldn't hear-the
North is screwed up.I thought it was outrageous that we had the option of 3rd offense
DUI,but 2nd offense PE EFILIA?Man,what happened to capital punishment.
Anyhow,we have a range of almost anything.I think the only limitations we have are on
too small calibers.Like you can use a .223,but have to use hollow point or a soft nose.If
pistol hunting for deer you can't use anything smaller than a .45 (I think).I use a
Ramington 710 .30-.06 w/a Bushnell scope.
-B.
SUBJECT>11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25882 25885 25893 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was considering buying the Michelns and would like to hear from some current owners.
Would consider purchasing another set?How well do you like them?How much noise do
the make on the pavement at highway speed?How well does the tread wear?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>lee alessi
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25881 NEXT>25960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like them
paid 300 ea new
i woud buy them again
work great in mud and slop
tread seems ok,but since my truck hasnt run in 3 months,i have no idea
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>who cares?EMAIL>loser@loser.com DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25879 NEXT>25887
25889 25890 25895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
leave loser.brute has a good site,and you are looking for a fight.
SUBJECT>Re:that guy is raping you!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25753 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5'10,165 wet.Bastard.Anyway,find some ole'guy that used to work in a truck shop and
have him do it for some cash.If you haven't done these,they're a pain in the ass.If you
have...eh,they're not too bad..SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25881 NEXT>
25886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's tough going from a bogger to the XL and not missing the bogger aggressive look.I do
like them,don't get me wrong.I took them in some nasty mud and did surprisingly well.
You'll love the ground clearance under the pumkins too.Road noise is low,like a light
hum instead of a B-52 style propeller noise.They *should wear like iron.I bought a
groover and am going to cut some extra treads in mine shortly.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>Lee Alessi/Baton Rouge
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i meant to add the make VERY little noise
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,
11 August 2003,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25883 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And if I am looking for a fight you are a no name nonexisting no truck fool?Come on,
hands,guns,hammers,knives?Drive your Neon to the store and get a Coke.
SUBJECT>Re:and now this,from TeraFLex POSTER>Craig Merrill
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EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25874 NEXT>25901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what they told me too..They say the full size jeeps weigh too much for them.I
figure if the revolvers can hold up to repeated launches off of the jump in my back yard
with a people packed cherokee (All my friends combined is like 800lb,They broke my
back seat.)then it should be able to handle the M-715.I guess we'll find out!
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,
11 August 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25883 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a COWARD!Don't even know what is going on and stick your little finger in.PUT
a name on it LOSER!And get a truck!
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,
11 August 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25883 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,did you grow a name?
SUBJECT>Re:rockwell lockers HERE!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25130 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Boyce equipment makes almost everything you could want for
almost all the military
axles.the web site is http://www.boyceequipment.com/
SUBJECT>Re:A lift,flairs and a little trimming,It could be done!!
POSTER>muddyasskaiser EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25870 NEXT>25894 25902 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks guys for responding.Right now Craig I'm running the same SOA/shackel flip as
you but I left all the leaves in place.And 39.5 swampers.I goofed when I had my wheels
made so the tires stick way out but I think the wide track helps me straddle the ruts in the
mud pits where I run.Im thinking the stock axels may be a tad small for 49s but until I
break one I can't justify (to my wife anyway)buying the Rockwells.Having a tough time
convincing her I need the 49s.I just got a 383 stroker/th400 in so I think I have the power
to turn the 49s.I was thinking of buying 6 or 8 inch Chevy springs and making my own
mounts.Am i even in the ball park with this idea?
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25881 NEXT>26019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they are great...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:A lift,flairs and a little trimming,It could be done!!POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25892 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure about hte chevy springs.I do know a company called deaver springs will
custom make springs for our truck.I forgot the exact price but I know it wasent verry bad.
I forgot the phone #and the website but it shouldnt be that hard to find.I'm not sure how
the chevy springs fit but I know the deaver ones are an exact fit!and I'm you can probably
order them in different ride heights and spring rates.(preferably not the 1-1/4 rating)
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,
11 August 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25883 NEXT>25897
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
want to see something funny?I am shorttiming it,so my time is mine.Can find your ass,
and will treat you like any wounded animal.
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>mike petrus
richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25853 NEXT>25931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My current m/c is for a Gladiator w/drums.Yes I did bench bleed the m/c and adjust my
shoes.Maybe two defective m/c's?Thanks for the help.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25895.NEXT>25898 25900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You carry on like you think someone cares!
GROW UP!
SUBJECT>Yo Fellas!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25897 NEXT>25903 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Take it off the board guys.
Hey Mark,any of those Rokon things around used for a decent price?
SUBJECT>Re:I emailed you.No text POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25802 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have no idea why it wouldn't work-Are you in the area?-mark
SUBJECT>Re:BF POSTER>marklyda EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,
11 August 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25897 NEXT>25904
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BE WONDERFUL IF SOMEONE CARE !You are right.BS,BS,BS.
SUBJECT>that's the spirit!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25888
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gotta have quick reflexes when the front end tears off teh frame lol but I think I'm up to it
too.Only one way to know.
SUBJECT>the 49's will help you POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25892
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they'll help you break those axles alright LOL and then you can get Rockwells.6 or 8"
Chevy springs have a heck of an arc on them but might be required.Good luck,and post
pics.Eager to see a beast.
SUBJECT>have seen them POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25898
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen a couple around the last couple years,can't remember the price but didnt'strike
me as unreasonable.Yeah,that helps?hahah but he's got me thinking about them.Good
idea in the hills here.Dig dig dig all the way up.
SUBJECT>Oh man,let it go!!Please.POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:02 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25900 NEXT>25907
25908 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I haven't posted for a bit and just sat back and read all this crap,but...I agree with "take it
off the board",guys.We all have a lot of fun and share great info etc..
I can see you're wound up and not getting a responce is pissing you off (understandably I
guess,maybe or not ?)...but it's because you need to let it go and move on man."Grow
up"is maybe a harsh way to say it,but it seems to fit.
The guys (and occational woman too!!)here are are a great bunch and most would take a
bullet for each other without ever having met,and others would like to bullet in each
other from time to time...but they know when to let it go and move on with rational
discussions.If you can't calm down and act like a grow up (I assume you are?)then
please find another forum.Doug.
SUBJECT>Source for a Transmission Mount?POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25906 25923 25924 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm needing a good tranny mount for a 715 I'm building from all my leftovers from past
projects.The rubber is all thrashed out of the one's I dug up around the shop.Anyone
have a source and/or part number for these?Or better yet,a good used one!I looked in
the parts list already.I'm sure they are out there somewhere.It looks to be the same as the
mount under the T-18 in my CJ,but I'm not sure.I'm hoping someone has already gone
down this road and can save me some time,effort,confusion,anguish...and money.
Thanks.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Source for a Transmission Mount?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25905 NEXT>25919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought mine from ablinn,a year or so ago.i gave it away when i sold the motor
SUBJECT>I agree POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25904 NEXT>25910 25915 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't much go for the hate stuff,but if it's the mood for the day can we focus on hating
the Ford guys?It's been a favorite in the past and maybe it's what we need on a monday.
I'll start-
If Ron loves Ford so much,why doesn't he get a blue oval tatoo?
Or maybe we can spice it up a bit-
If a member is such a Toyota fan as to use one of their truck models as his screen name,
shouldn't he find another forum?And how lame is that whole "Really,it's my government.name.Honestly."?
(alright,that was dumb-I was just trying to lighten the mood)
Ben,I accept your homosexuality and don't hate you for it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh man,let it go!!Please.POSTER>marklyda
EMAIL>markflyda@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25904 NEXT>25939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Assume what you want,and do whatever you want,and yes,I am a growed up man.
Wound up?The town is still standing.You are jumping in where your shoes are too
short.Walk in mine one day.Good day.At least I have a name.Be glad to take it off the
board,but the board is where it occurred.So here is to you and the horse you rode in on.
SUBJECT>Re:Rim bolt pattern POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25820 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Center hole diameter is 5 1/2".
SUBJECT>Brian,I think I'm going to strangle you.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25907 NEXT>25912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I don't like Toyota's.You've made an overt insinuation that I do.For that you must be
killed.See you soon!
hehe Ford's sure as hell suck though.
SUBJECT>Re:Texas M715/OOOPs POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey 36 not Hwy 77.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,I think I'm going to strangle you.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25910 NEXT>25913
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jump to conclusions much,Tacoma?
(on a side note,it makes me laugh every time you make a post and the subject says
NTXT,I always click on them and you always write a little note,just to me.)
SUBJECT>I try,I try.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25912 NEXT>25914
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone's gotta look out for you "challenged"types..I should amend that last crack:LandCruisers are cool.And the
GT2000.But that's it.
SUBJECT>Wha???POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25913 NEXT>25916 25922
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GT2000?How 'bout 3000GT?I like mine.
So let's sum it up.
Marks pissed but has wisdom on rifle selection for southern hunts,Fords suck,Ronner
would rather push his than drive a chevy,Tacoma...not like unto Toyota,Ben hid it for as
long as he could,someone is chicken $h!t,Brian IS skinnier than me,and chevy rules.
Questions anyone?NO?Good,keep moving...nothing more to see here.
SUBJECT>Poor confused B-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25907 NEXT>25976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
Just because YOU sent me pictures of yourself doesn't mean I'm the homo one
here.....think about it.....Ben
PS.Hug a root
SUBJECT>Re:Wha???POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25914 NEXT>25966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now don't you get started spicer!I I've still got my Jean Ellen screensaver!Brian is just
upset because he sent me naked pics of himself and I just deleted them without looking.I
guess he's hurt...I don't know how a homo's mind works so don't ask me.Brian also told
me he is thinking of painting his 715 pink.How gay is that!He said he dosn't like his Mary
Kay Caddy anymore.;)Ben
ps Pound Sand
SUBJECT>Motor Mounts POSTER>Scott Lundstedt EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25921 25934 25944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as motor mounts go are most of the companies out there who sell them selling
simlar products.I hear Novac and Advanced Adapters sell them for like 100 bucks are
they the best.I'm planning on mounting a sb 350 and eventually something bigger with a
bow tie on it.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>PAYPAL POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>25920 25927 26012
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone using paypal to pay for stuff,keep this in mind!Once the paypay balance you
have is below the purchase price of something else it will reference your bank account for
the funds instead of the primary credit card like you've posted.Example:eBay.You sell
$100 worth of greasable knuckle plugs and now have that $100 in your paypal account.
Now you buy something that's $300 expecting it to either pull that $100 and tap the credit
card,or directly tap the credit card.It won't.What it will do instead is default to your
primary bank account and your account will be $300 lower than what you think.This is
effin'stupid and surprising to me that paypal 'defaults'to this.My account was over $500
where it should have been because of this little 'default'setting.This setting cannot be
changed and you must go into options an select 'more funding,'then select 'primary credit'
before you pay.Hope this has kept someone from an embarassing check problem.I got
lucky and my checking sourced my line of credit.
A hell of a default...dumb bastards...why the hell do they think the primary credit is
posted for??GRRRrrrr.
SUBJECT>Re:Unfortunately,AB doesn't have 'em POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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First place I always check.Thanks anyway
SUBJECT>lesson?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25918 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't use paypal.Cash is king.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25917 NEXT>25926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I have seen they are all relatively the same...very little difference in the adapters
across the board,though I think Novak has better documentation from what people who
have order full swap kits from them have said.
brute4c
SUBJECT>the eras of sport.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25914 NEXT>25929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3000gt looking good to me for current hooptie.The gt2000/datsun 240z reprazents the
good of the past.For 5kish I could have a trick SCCA pig 240 and stick plates on it.
Might do.
got it right everywhere else.Does that 3000 push much in corners?.SUBJECT>Re:Source for a Transmission
Mount?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one from Surplus City,but that ws in 1997...all the stuff VPW has,I would at least
check with them...be real surprised if they don't...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Source for a Transmission Mount?POSTER>Jay EMAIL>jmr@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i purchased one from memphis equipment.it appeared recent manufacture,not NOS,but
it did go right in...expensive little suckers though...about 70-80 if i remember right,plus
S&H.
SUBJECT>Re:thanks everyone POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>25824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I'm no Mr.Know it all and haven't been there done that regarding soaking of rigs in
the deep,but it may be a good idea to check your trans,transfer case and diffs for water as
well..02
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25921 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can anyone send me some pictures of the motor mounts?id like to see if i can use them
on my diesel swap
SUBJECT>Re:PAYPAL POSTER>mudog715 EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's been that way for at least a year now.It's real annoying and sucks when you forget to
click 'More Funding Options'and change it.What I ended up doing is opening a specific
checking account for PayPal,getting it setup and "verified"in PayPal,then CLOSING the
checking account!No chance of them pulling from that account anymore!
The reason they do it this way is if you pay via Credit Card,PayPal gets dinged for the
1.0-1.5%credit card merchant fee.When you use a ACH transfer (checking account
payment)there is no fee for PayPal so they make more money that way.
SUBJECT>Re:and now this,from TeraFLex POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25874 NEXT>25942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I worked at the offroad shop out here I noticed the same thing about the XJ.Revolvers.The problem is the pivot
bolt looks awefully small to support the ass end of a
5,500#+truck.That's at least 2,000#heavier than a XJ.
Now if they made a "daddy"version of the revolvers for the "big"Jeeps that would be the
sh*t!
SUBJECT>Re:the eras of sport.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25922 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not too badly,but yeah...on tight stuff you can feel it.It's a very electronically heavy car,
but it does give it a good solid feel and predictability.I'm due for new front gummies and
want to see if I can wedge any larger in there.The shock/front strut design isn't very
accomodating for larger gums.
SUBJECT>Paint scheme idea POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While I probably won't be painting my truck in the near future (hopefully before it turns
cold though)I have been thinking about what i wanted to do.I was thinking about
painting it desert tan and then painting the flares black...Anyone ever do this even with
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another color?I would like to see examples of it if someone has done it already....
SUBJECT>Re:Would it make a difference the other way??POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a Ford F-350 and the MC went bad.I went to the part store and got a replacement
and could not get a pedal.After I wasted 1/2 day,I returned it for another.The second one
worked and I was up and going in no time.
Were your MC's new or used?It would seem unlikely that you would get more than one
defective new MC but I guess anything is possible.Point is -even if it is new,dosen't
mean it is any good,so much for Quality Control.
SUBJECT>Starter Drive POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25933 25977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my starter back from the shop and it is now switched to 12v.When it is bench tested
it does extremley well and will eat through a 2X4 with ease and WILL NOT bog down.
However,when it is in the engine it will not turn it over.The engine will turn one time,
just a little bit,then nothing will happen.I have done everything I can think of to test it
and I always get the same thing.All I can think is that the guy at the shop put the wrong
drive back on.Does anyone know what the correct drive is so that I can compare it to
whats on there now?Or can anyone think of any other reason why this might happen?
Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com.DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:31
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25932
NEXT>25955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I would check the easiest thing first.Can you rotate the engine with relative ease
by hand?Or could something be binding it?Perhaps a silly suggestion.
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25917
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
Having problems with your 230?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Paint scheme idea POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Desert tan with a black upside V painted on the door,would look cool,Forgot about
painting the fender flares black.
SUBJECT>Re:that guy is raping you!POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 3:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25749 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know any one in the Army national guard,These guys are always breakin tires
down.Who know they many help out.
Good luck
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Winch Driveshaft assembly POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It just seemed like less work to bolt it on the top side.Everything cleared well so I went
with it.Don't know if it's correct,but if you had not posted I'd still be trying to bolt it up
to the oil pan bolts.We should save that picture somewhere.Maybe I'll send a new batch
to Brute with that in there.....Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
SUBJECT>Smallblock chevy bellhousing adapter wanted POSTER>Al EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25943 25970 26020 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One on the members had a advance adapter bellhousing for sale a while back.I am trying
to find him.My 230 is starting to make some bad noise and losing oil pressure.I did get 4
good years of bad abuse out of it though.NO mercy.Al
SUBJECT>Re:Oh man,let it go!!Please.POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My shoes are too short??What ever man.And I have a name,it's
posted right here...??
I did not mean to directly offend you,simply explain what this board is for and what the
guys here are like.I have been here quite a while and seen a lot of people come and go.
Sorry if you took what I said to heart,maybe it's time you go.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>Brian M
(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25866 NEXT>25954 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sweet,but thats all i need is more water right?
SUBJECT>Re:you get any deals on those things?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am not sure if i get discounts or not,i am sure i probably do,and since i am driving out
there in 5 days i could even deliver,well most of the way at least.i think i get a 20%
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discount or somthing,i havnt tried to buy anything from there yet.i can check though if
you give me the info of the vehicle.
-brian m
SUBJECT>Re:What about shackles for the rear??POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25928 NEXT>25953 25956 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was accually going to put them on the front leafs of the Kaiser.The front end is
probably a little heavier than the rear..Oh well if the revolvers dont work there's always
the Skyjacker extended shackles..Those should help out a little.Has anone found any
kind of extended shackle that would work for the rear of the truck?I've been looking to
no avail.
SUBJECT>Re:Smallblock chevy bellhousing adapter wanted POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 5:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25938 NEXT>26000 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AL,
I HAVE GOT A COMPLETE ADAPTER KIT FOR SALE.WHICH INCLUDES
MOTOR MOUNT,FOR A BIG OR SMALL CHEVY,CLUTCH LINKAGE,
ADAPTER,PILOT BUSHING,NEW TRANSMISSION MOUNT,ALL BOLTS,
NUTS ,WASHERS,CARTER PINS,ETC.ALL YOOU NEED IS AN ENGINE A
BELLHOUSING CLUTCH PRESSURE PLATE FLYWHEEL AND THROW OUT
BEARING.
BRAND NEW NEVER USE ,495.00 PLUS SHIPPING.
BOB
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa.EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25917 NEXT>25985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been running Moroso solid mounts for a year now,no flex,no vibration.standard
trans mount so the TH350 stays in one piece.
Mike
SUBJECT>Anyone running a big block been able to do a wheelie POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25967 25979 26351 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Our trucks shouldnt be to heavy to get the front end off of the ground,IF you have big
block power,a spring over and the traction of some 40 inch or bigger tires.I assume
because I dont have any shocks on the front of my truck due to a recent springover and if
I put it in 1st gear I can get it the front end bouncing about a foot off the ground by
flooring it then letting off,repetedly untill it starts bucking,I know thats cheating but I
still have the stock 230,so I can only imagine if I had enough power to keep the front end
rising up when I floor it....instead of just bogging down.OR would the tires just break
loose no matter what..I was just thinking about this when i was Riding a wheelie on my
Quad.
SUBJECT>ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25948 25958 25969 25972
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY GUYS JUST THOUGHT I WOULD LET YOU KNOW I HAVE THE BEST AND
MOST COMPLETE KIT TO INSTALL CHEVY,OLDS,OR PONTIAC/BUICK
ENGINE IN AN M715.NOTHING ELSE TO BUY IT IS ALL IN THE KIT.
INCLUDING NEW TRANSMISSION MOUNT,ALONG WITH THE UPDATE FOR
THE REAR TRANSMISSION MOUNTING PLATE BOLTS.WHICH ALWAYS
COME LOOSE.I ALSO MANUFACTURE,THE ONLY CUSTOM WHEELS WHICH
RUN STRAIGHT AND WILL BALANCE.THEY USE THE HUMMER TIRES
WHICH I SELL IN NEW OR EXCELLANT USED IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
SOME NICE UP GRADE STUFF TO CHANGE YOUR TRUCK FROM MIL TO
WILD I AM THE ONE YOU NEE TO SEE.
IN MY OPINION A 455 OL S WHICH IS READLY AVALIABLE CHEAP WILL
PUT THE WOW IN YOUR TRUCK AND FITS PERFECT.NOT TO MENTION IT
HAS 500 POUNDS OF TORQUE.
BOB
SUBJECT>Brake stuff-Again POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25950 25952 25962 25974 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I tried yet another Gladiator master cylinder today,the third one,still no pedal.The shoes.are adjusted,wheel
cylinders are functional and not leaking,all new 3/16"brake lines,the
rear line connects to the front of the m/c,the front lines connect to the original splitter/
pressure switch then on to the m/c.The m/c has been properly bench bled and gets full
motion when connected to the pedal.
What am I missing?I even said WHOA!and she still doesn't stop!
Any suggestions?Help!Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25946 NEXT>25951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So how do we get a hold of you!?
SUBJECT>September goin's on in NC POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to throw out an open invite to a couple things I'll be doing in Sept.
#1 -Weekend of Sept 6/7,Beach ride and campout at Carolina Beach/Ft.Fisher.I plan to
drive the M725 down,take it out on the beaches,and camp.If you've never ridden those
beaches,it's a blast.There are several miles of beach to ride at both ends of the island.
Hope to make all those fishermen sleeping in the back of their Suburbans green with
envy.There is also some sort of WWII event being organized at Ft.Fisher that weekend.
#2 -Weekend of Sept 13/14,Uhwarrie trail ride,campout,and antique truck show.The
show in Spencer (at the Transportation Museum)is Saturday.There should be a half
dozen or better MV's there,as well as some cool old trucks of all descriptions.I'll take my
M725.The "slow race"is always fun.You can also get a ride on a restored steam engine
and check out a lot of railroad stuff if that's your bag.As a bonus,I will be camping and
trail riding in Uhwarrie around that event.If we can get a few MV's together,I would like
to convoy to and from Spencer (an easy 40 mi ride on secondary roads).
Contact me at ncjeepers@aol.com for more info.
TCasey
SUBJECT>Re:Brake stuff-Again POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25947
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is a stupid question but have you tried adjusting the free travel on the brake peddle?I
know that most MVs have a free travel adjustment and I am wondering if this is a
problem.It could also be that you need to bleed the brakes some more.I had a M211 that
I redid the brakes on and I had to bleed it like 6 or seven times to get the peddle up.Once
I did that bad boy stopped on a dime and gave 9 cents change.Sorry I don't have words of
wisdom,but if you can leave it alone for a day or two you and ponder what you might
have over looked you might find the problem.
Joe K
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>Joe Kaiser.EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,11 August
2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25948 NEXT>26037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah how do we get ahold of you,and will it work for 6.2 or 6.5 GM Diesels?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Brake stuff-Again POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25947
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgive me if its been covered already in past post's,and i doubt it's the problem since you
have no pedal at all,but,is the rubber flex line buldging under pressure?bad mix of old
and new type brake fluid making the rubber soft and spungy....vacume pressure...just
grasping....sorry...good luck
SUBJECT>Offroad Design?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25942
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they make a shackle flip kit for Chebbies,very similar setup to our monsters.Might be
worth a look.Probably not gonna work out of the box but check it out.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP!horrible screeching sound from engine....POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25940 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just dont drown yourself this time
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25933
NEXT>25963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before i took all the stuff off for the 12v swap the engine did run and I had driven it
around a little.When I put in the distributor I had to put the #1 piston at TDC and could
turn it with a wrench withough much trouble.It has been sitting for about 6 weeks since I
started the swap,but I dont think anything would sieze up in that time,at least not
something that ran before hand.
SUBJECT>Re:What about shackles for the rear??POSTER>mudog715
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25942 NEXT>25964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hadn't even considered them for the front of my '715.
1.The rear needs it more.The front on mine will flex all the way through the Rancho
9012's I've got on all 4 corners --that's enough flex for me.
2.The steering linkage I don't think could handle more flex before things get weird (and I
already have crossover steering).
3.if a rear revolver breaks driving down the road I think you'd be able to recover it and.safely stop.If a front one
breaks the chance of losing control and rolling seems like the
likely result.Doesn't sound like fun to me.
SUBJECT>Springover/axle swap info on my website POSTER>Mudog715 (rew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>25959 LINKNAME>Mudog's Front Axle
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Page LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/suspension_front.html
I just finished adding some info and pics to my website covering the GM Dana 60 swap,
springover,crossover steering,hydraulic ram and F350 shock mounts.
Eventually I do another page on the rear.And on on the brakes.Etc.Etc.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,quit YELLING.You sound like a used car salesman that way.
Now,if you haven't been offended by my first comment,
SUBJECT>Re:Springover/axle swap info on my website POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25957 NEXT>25975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow great site thanks for the link.Looks very clean and well done.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Do you know where you can still get them for 300.00 each?
Thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Lights POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25965 25987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was out workin on my truck today,trying to figure out why the starter wont work,and I
got to thinking how cool it would be to put some off road lights at eather corner of the
hood.I dont know if anyone had done this,I dont think i have seen it in pictures,but I
think it would look pretty dam cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake stuff-Again POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25947
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you try kicking the tire,sorry I suck at brakes.Is there pressure if you plug the lines
at the m/c with it still attached to the booster and truck?.SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25955
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Annother stupid question.How sure are you on the timing?I ask 'cause you said you
dropped the dist.back in.If you have more than 15-20deg.of initial timing the starter just
isn't strong enough to overcome the cylinder pressure.Just my WAG.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:What about shackles for the rear??POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 9:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I'm fortunate enough to have 20 acres in my back yard full of trails,jumps,and
other thngs like that to abuse and test my trucks.It started out as a motorcycle trail but
when I broke bolth my quad and my bike I decided to take my two Jeeps out back and see
what I could do......My cherokee is currently down (assorted drivetrain problems and
broken seat parts,from one too many jumps.)But the revolvers that I have on the rear of
it have been holding up very well!Since I'm good at testing and sometimes breaking
things I figured I'd give it a try,and thats the great thing about offroading in your own
back yard,if you break just leave it untill you feel like fixing it.
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25961 NEXT>25973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking about putting two on the front bumper like fog lights,two on each side of
the frame under the cab pointing out to the side of the truck and two facing rearward.The
more light the better!have the front,rear,and the sides,connected to their own switch.It
would be pretty cool
SUBJECT>Re:Wha???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey man,ease up on that pink stuff.B has every right,as that chebby motor probably has
as much torque as my daughters'little pink electric jeep -well,when the battery is getting
low anyway.
BTW could someone inform me what the hell just happened?I saw a post by m with the
liar in it,but never saw what it was in reference to.
I mean,the only liar on this site is B.-he actually claims to have OVER 150 miles on a
chebby engine that HE rebuilt.Come on B,area 51,space aliens,Spice &Katie,-now
THAT I'll believe.When you were assembling did you remember to wash all of the parts?
With Kerosene?
B,the other pink meat.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone running a big block been able to do a wheelie.POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 10:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25945 NEXT>25971
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My front end comes up a bit but the tires never leave the ground.Of course there's about
14"of travel in the front suspension,too.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25861 NEXT>26010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually the Yorks DID use oil in the freon to keep the top end of the compressor
lubricated (valves).It's just the Yorks have separate oil for the crankcase to keep the rest
of the compressor lubed.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>Kevin
Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 10:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob,how much aRE YOUR WHEELS?And,what sIZE ARE THEY?
SUBJECT>Re:Smallblock chevy bellhousing adapter wanted POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Monday,11 August 2003,at 11:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a complete truck for sale with a Chevy conversion,done by Leo Porter.
SUBJECT>a BIT?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,11
August 2003,at 11:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25967 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,I'd say.Like riding a horse!That thing ought to have some kind of warning
stenciled on the dash for the passenger.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS
POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August
2003,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25946 NEXT>26040
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in two kits to put my 430 and 455 in my jeeps.these are buick
motors,the 1970 buick 455 put out 510 foot pounds torque.I don't know about the olds
but the buick is expensive to rebuild but very reliable,my dad got a buick 350 that gets 21
mpg on the highway in a 63 jeep pickup.these kits I assume go the the stock 4 speed
right?
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 1:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25965 NEXT>25978 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm going to try mounting lights like you posted Morgan.The mounts will double as a
winshield stop for the windshield frame to rest on when folded down so it will not hit the
hood anymore.
Just got done fabbing new hood hinges that let the hood fold back aganst the winshield
(like a CJ)for easier access to engine compartment.Thats what started me thinking about
the light mounts."Great minds think alike"?or maybe for me it's "even a blind pig finds
an acorn now and then"?
SUBJECT>Thanks for the help!POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 2:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25947 NEXT>26074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I pump the brake pedal around 10 times,I get a hint of resistance.With one pedal
stroke I get a nice stream of clean fluid out of the bleeders.I'm frustrated and putting the
stock single shot glass master cylinder back in.Don't fix whay isn't broke!Thanks to
everyone for all of the advise.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Springover/axle swap info on my website POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25959 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks awesome man!!!I'm gonna use that rockram if I ever go Rockwell.
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25915
NEXT>25980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wasn't B making an open invite for a hunting trip?Then the topic changed to hunting wild
boars.I don't know about you,but the movie deliverance spoked me and I fear that brian
has his own twisted version of it planned for you.
Don't squeal like a pig
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannnabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25932 NEXT>25988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
morgan,if your starter works good on the bench test your starter swich sometimes the
contacts go bad.That is if you still have the stock floor mounted one.
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,12
August 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25973 NEXT>25984
25996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in your new hood hinge system.I was looking at my truck last night
thinking about making the hood like a CJ.When you get done can you post some
pictures?Thanks..Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
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SUBJECT>Re:Anyone running a big block been able to do a wheelie
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,
at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25945
NEXT>26009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Craig,I just winced in pain for your king pins.My truck is slowly creeping up on 7000#.
No wheelies here...I have a bike for that.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
12 August 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25976 NEXT>25983
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,It would all start with the banjos,and its all over after that!-Ben
SUBJECT>VIN updates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I updated the VIN page with a couple new numbers and added the info about early and
late VIN numbers based on the air cleaner/govenor change as stated in the -20 parts
manual.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>25986 25995 25999 26001 26110
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I know...Webber Tire.I got my other tubes there and am not really tickled with how
long and tall the stems are.They are 'pulled'from dragging through mud and I'm not
going to get the same when the Michelins don't even offer as much side protection as the
37"boggers.
I NEED METAL STEMS THAT DON'T PROTRUDE PAST THE LOCKRING,OR
STICK UP 1.5"ABOVE THE WHEEL.
I need these soon,so a place that will put it on a card and ship them would also help.
THANKS!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>25980 NEXT>25998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just got done cutting the sleaves off my wet suit.
:Voice I use talking to neighbors on:.Caint wait to get some you boys down heyah fur some fun.That there Dug's gonna
be a
helluva mayn to break.I's got sum playns fur him.We's gonna hayve us sum
funnnnnnn!!!!!!!YEEEEEHAHAHAHAHAH!!!!
:Voice I use talking to neighbors off \ :
Ponder that,
-B.
P.S.-Tacoma,was that right?
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25978
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in that also.
Joe K
SUBJECT>Re:Motor Mounts POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25944 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea I was able to get my 230 running for like 3 weeks thanks to parts off that motor you
gave me but then I had ignition problems that I never solved,plus that 230 didn't make
enough power like always.Got then thing down to the frame so I figure I should change
the drive train.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25982
NEXT>25992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stems I have are rather short.They almost seem too short,but after reading your post,
I guess I don't want em any longer.
I dunno where Alan Bennett (PO)got em,but it was someplace in NE.Sorry to be so
vague.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25961
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure you don't block your view of side traffic with big honkin'lights.And since
you'll be able to see them,you don't want CHROME,either.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25977 NEXT>25990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do have the stock floor switch,but I though the same thing and just to make sure the.switch was not the problem I
took the wires and fastened them with a bolt.
SUBJECT>Starter Drive,again POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
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DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>25994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there anyone out there with a starter for teh 230?It can be eather 24v or 12v,that
doesnt matter.The only part I am interested in is the drive.If anyone is willing to sell just
the drive,or the whole starter at a good price I am very interested.
Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25988 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe its just up here in Wisconsin but....
I have encountered 2 vehicles that have had a very similiar situation...turned out after
changing starters a couple times and fooling with everything else,that the positive to the
starter was bad.It would work occasionally as normal,if you were lucky,usually it either
cranked terribly slow or not at all.I suspected something and took the wire off and with a
continuity meter on both ends,had my wife bend the cable back and forth in between the
ends.There were actually positions where there was no continuity at all...this was a 6 foot
cable...I then completely stripped the whole cable after checking it for cuts and finding
none.Pretty close to the middle of the cable,surrounded by brand new looking shiny
copper in both directions,was a spot that was corroded almost through,bout 1 1/2 inches
of green,Statue of Liberty style,corrosion.Changing the cable cured everything...don't
even ask me how,still burns my butt that I tried 3 starters and starter relays before it
dawned on me that my problem was not in those parts...
Don't know what shape your cables are in but I just figured I'd share since no one
mentioned it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>IOLA Military Show POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26002 26005 36195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone who will be in the area of Iola,Wisconsin,this weekend is the annual Military
show and parts swap meet area.It is a pretty decent event,and the only one remotely
close to me.I will be there Saturday...most of the day...
If you are planning to attend or want more info,let me know.Be glad to meet with
anyone who is coming.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25986 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Are they metal and bent or just short,straight rubber ones???
I can get rubber ones all day long.A guy who bought the kind I'm looking for sent me to
his shop and they told me they don't never had them.SICK OF CHASING MY TAIL!
Thanks Ethan,let me know!I'll email Alan.
Anyone else,please chime in!
SUBJECT>Re:VIN updates POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,since I have the hood mounted air cleaner...yet another bit of supporting evidance
for it being a 68.I see mine is in there too.Cool.And,thanks again for the help in figurin
that one out.
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive,again POSTER>BIGUGLY
EMAIL>WAYNE37085@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanntQbuujwp.PREVIOUS>25989 NEXT>25997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I HAVE A 12 VOLT STARTER FOR 40.00 PLUS SHIPPING.
WAYNE
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25982 NEXT>26029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I've got a local tire and tube warehouse that has come up with some pretty interesting
stuff for me before.What exaxtly are you looking for?(size,metal stem,straight or 90
etc...))I'll check with them Wednesday if you let me know!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>25978 NEXT>26018 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tim,sent you some pics...feel free to share or post them...my webtv isn't smart enough to
do that as far as I know.I'm running late for work but will send pics to anybody interested
after work.So far the hinges are working good...hood is a little on the heavy side so you
have to take it slow putting up or taking it down.later
SUBJECT>Re:Starter Drive,again POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish I had known about that before I spent $140 to have mine switched.But I think that
is a little out of my current price range,especally if it turns out that I do have the correct.drive on mine
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already.
SUBJECT>everyone's a critic POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but that sounded good to me.Authentic,and you're even north southern...I'm
impressed.More impressed that you didn't cut yourself doing those sleeves....
btw Georgians were here and they all remarked that I didn't have a NY accent.Sorry,it's a
big state.Never get tired of furriners shock that NY is not a huge concrete state,but
instead much like northern PA,with more lakes.
I can bring a banjo.
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a full set of radial tubes from Toby Sexton down in GA.Tell them the tire size you
have and they'll match you up with the tubes.
Here's the catch -the first 4 I got had fairly short valves,didn't stick past the lock ring,
stem style TR75A (steel stem about 3.5"from the center to the extreme tip).I did have to
oblong the hole in the wheel a bit,otherwise it put some side pressure on the valve.
However,when I ordered two replacement tubes,they sent TR78A valves,which
protrude past the ring and look shitty and are obviously in the way.
Good Luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Smallblock chevy bellhousing adapter wanted POSTER>Al EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will let you know in the next few weeks.I am going t opull the pan off my 230 and have
a look at the damage.Will your adapter kit work wit ha pontiac?I know that Buick,olds,
and pontiac have the same bellhousing.
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just took a small tubing bender and bent the fill tube upward towards the hub.
SUBJECT>Re:IOLA Military Show POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm hopefully going Saturday.How do you get there?????Just kidding.Will know more
later in the week..John
SUBJECT>ifferential Covers POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26004 26014 26015 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Check out these covers!They are cool looking,as long as you don't look at the price tag!
SUBJECT>Re:Differential Covers POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26003 NEXT>LINKNAME>diff covers
LINKURL>http://www.moltenimagedesign.com
I'll try posting the link this time
SUBJECT>Re:IOLA Military Show POSTER>HAMMER in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25991 NEXT>26031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
planning on going on saturday
SUBJECT>linkage connection?POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26007 26008 26027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i have swapped out the t98 for a th400 and i was wondering how the transfer case handles
and e-brake handle connect back to the transmission.it was hell to disconnect and i was
hoping there would be an easier way to connect it to the th400.if anyone has done this
converson,please let me know.thanks....
soupy...
SUBJECT>custom stuff?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26006 NEXT>26016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a c6 in mine,and it has some cobbled custom shit.And I mean shit.It's ugly.I'll
be removing that.
SUBJECT>Re:linkage connection?POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took the plate off of the t98 and mounted it on my 700r4,had to make new mounting
holes.
rick-wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone running a big block been able to do a wheelie POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:20 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25979
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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yeah I have a bike and a quad too,but they are bolth broke (just waiting on parts from the
shop)BUT I was bored,and showing off in fromt of my friends,seeing how high I could
bounce the tires off the ground.I figured if my truck can handle going off the jump I have
in my back yard,(it's not too big but it's enough to jar the back and cause the passengers to
squeal like a little girl)then bouncing it would be like nothing...I'm not too worried about
breaking anything because I have a spare truck(minus cab and hood)sitting in my shed if
anything does happen.
SUBJECT>Re:Onboard air!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow
I did not know that.Makes sense though....
Thanks for the lesson
Steve
SUBJECT>brake drums POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
took the brake drums off and took to get them turned,turns out they are beyond turning.
crap.what is the best source for new ones
rick-wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:PAYPAL POSTER>ave in Katy TX EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
happened to me also!
SUBJECT>who says!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,12
August 2003,at 8:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26011 NEXT>26025
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
seriously,how do they tell?I didnt'see any specs cast in mine,but then again,I'm not
looking that hard.
SUBJECT>Re:Differential Covers POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26003 NEXT>26028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They got VERY good reviews when Jp magazine took a front end loader to a series of
diff covers.Tough as nails.Not a bad idea if you're heavy on the go pedal and you like
rocks or unscouted mud holes that might have rocks!
Ethan.SUBJECT>Re:Differential Covers POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I can buy a lot of gas for the price of just ONE of those covers.I think about $500
might even get me from Colorado to the west coast in my 715!!
Yup,cool lookin',until you look at the price.I know you get what you pay for most of the
time,but I think this an exception to that rule.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:custom stuff?POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26007 NEXT>26017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What engine are you running with that c6 I have been thinking of puting a old 429 and c6
in mine.wondering how it would fit?
SUBJECT>460,see inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 10:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26016 NEXT>26030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fits fine.DSPO had mounts welded to the frame horns for the Ford style engine mounts.
If a decent job was done,not too hard,but this job is sloppy and ugly.STill,it works.
no clearance issues on stock stuff..Power booster might need some thinking.
SUBJECT>Re:Lights POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Tuesday,12 August 2003,at 11:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25996 NEXT>26022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those new hinges sound pretty neat,id like to see what they are like.I do know that I
have hit my head a few too many times trying to climb up into the engine compartment,
more room sure would be nice.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 16 Michelns -Do you like?POSTER>Ned
EMAIL>nedcampion@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 3:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do they work in deep snow?I like to go on the snowmobile trails.I know they are
not to good on icy roads,no siping.
SUBJECT>I have an adapter and Chevy bellhousing POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
That was me with the adapter and bellhousing.It's the Novak adapter and a Chevy
bellhousing,all for $200 +S/H.Please email me at bw1339@yahoo.com if you are
interested..Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>linkage bushings dead POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>rch75@hotmail.com
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DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pulled the linkage to the x-fer case and parking brake and broke or lost several of the
bushings.I'm not sure I have the remainders in the correct place now.Does anyone know
where I can get new ones?
SUBJECT>Re:Lights.....hood hinges POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26018 NEXT>26023 26112
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope the pics came through alright for those I sent them to.I used some 7/16 tie rod ends
(hiem joits?)welded into mounts machine screwed into the hood and cowl.The angle
iron mount on the cowl was cut from an old set of 715 bumper braces and the hood
mounts were just flat iron and angle iron fabbed together.The tie rod ends were left over
from an old dunebuggy project.The hinges have a frakenstien/erector set look but are
right at home on a MV.I'm going to put plates under the cowl for the machine screws to
bite into so they should hold up petty good.
SUBJECT>Re:Lights.....hood hinges POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26022 NEXT>26024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It shows you did allot of work,but wouldn't it have been easier to go to home depot or
someplace like that and get some heave hinges and mount them on?If you look at the
hinge on a M35 it is basically just a heavy gate hinge.I think I would try that first myself.
But yours do look good.Thanks for the picks.
Joe K
SUBJECT>Re:Lights.....hood hinges POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaS/oIHvybboY PREVIOUS>26023 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at alot of different hinges but the problem is the slow curve of the top of the
hood.The tie rod ends take care of that.Would have had to build some kind of mounts at
each end anyway to make flat hinges work...couldn't find hinges long enough to reach the
flat of the cowl.Anyway the tierod ends were paid for already:)
SUBJECT>Re:who says!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26013 NEXT>26026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would double check.Considering that the average M715 has way less than
25K miles,
those drums are probably well within spec for turning.
SUBJECT>Re:who says!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26025 NEXT>26055 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ran into a shop that didn't have big enough dies to turn them...maybe they did the same
thing???
Barry Yarworth might have some good used drums.
SUBJECT>Re:linkage connection?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26006 NEXT>
26078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The aftermarket has tranny cooler mounts that are above the tranny.Maybe one of those
could be adapted to bolt the linkage to...hell,maybe you could mount the cooler as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Differential Covers POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26014 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was a SWEET article!The MI Smiley face stood up to the tines of a trackscavator
bashed into it.I didn't see that one on the link...must be new.
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>25995 NEXT>
26034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
90 degree stem that isn't very tall and pretty short after the bend...like only long enough to
house the guts.900x16,1000x16 should work.See if they have radial tubes as well.I
need something pretty durable for my Michelins...they are going to be the heavy hauling
tire.
Thanks Ben!
SUBJECT>Re:460,see inside POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26017 NEXT>26077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the tranny and tcase linkage,I have seen where a plate has been fabricated to bolt to
the trannys extension housing ring of bolts on the back and is essentially like a big "L"
where the short bottom of the L is bolted to the tranny rear extension housing bolts andf
then the long side of the L runs up the passenger side of the trans to make the mounting
plate for the linkages...make sure to use fairly thick steel and watch your ground
clearances..Hope that helps.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:IOLA Military Show POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good,hope to see ya there!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:linkage bushings dead POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26021 NEXT>26033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I was at Vintage Power Wagons,see link in left hand menu,they had a ton of small
parts like this in boxes,actually several tons probably.I would definately check
them...contact info on that page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:linkage bushings dead POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26032 NEXT>26035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bushings are no big deal.Just measure the shaft,housing and necessary length (ID,OD &
Lenght.Some will also have a flange.These parts shoulb not be under any great load so I
would not worry about selection base on load values.Select a material -i would suggest
an 841 or 660 Bronze.Too hard of a material (ie.steel)can damage your shaft,too soft
and they will not hold up.I like the 841 -it is oil impreginated sintererd construction.just
look them up in a catalog and order.
These can be ordered from a variety of sources.I like to order from McMaster Carr 330-
995-5500 or www.mcmaster.com
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26029 NEXT>26049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,
He told me that he has noticed the length of the valve stem has varied over the years.He
said it changes with manufacturer.The 900x16 bias tubes in stock right now have a 90
degree metal [TR177(new #)or TR441(old #)] stem but they are long((like 4"stem
length).In the radial tubes he has 900R15/16 and they have a 2.5"stem that he told me is
"hand bendable"(TR150).The only 1000x16 bias he has are staright rubber stems about 2"
long(TR15).He's going to do some more checking though and get back to me if he finds
more.....Ben
SUBJECT>Re:linkage bushings dead POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26033 NEXT>26036
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I used a stack of washers to make those bushings....but then again I Jerry rig stuff.
-B.
SUBJECT>ghetto fab works just fine.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26035 NEXT>26038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't let them get you down B,duct tape and soda cans make fine auto parts.Ha.
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>TIM
EMAIL>TIMURR4@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BOB,
THANKS SO MUCH FOR THE ADVISE AND THE ADAPTERS THEY WORKED
GREAT.
TIM
SUBJECT>Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26036 NEXT>26039
26075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once used JB weld to repair an FZR's frame.I dunno if it rode right afterwards,the guy
came and gave me cash before I could test it.
Can you beat that?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26038 NEXT>
26041 26044 26087 26265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU sick little monkey!
A buddy of mine forgot about the water in his 400sbc race engine and it froze and busted
the side open.He stick welded it together and got two more seasons before a KB
Hypereutectic piston seperated at the pin and destroyed his motor.It's a good thing he's
old or he would have have probably beaten me badly upon my,"Didn't I tell you
repeatedly about NOT running those things in your race motor...that thing was on
borrowed time from the first time it was fired."
SUBJECT>Re:ENGINE ADAPTERS AND CUSTOM WHEELS POSTER>TIM
EMAIL>TIMURR4@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK!EMAIL ME AT BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August
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2003,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26039 NEXT>
26043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,tell us about your fan shroud!Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Hogs and memories POSTER>Klinger7152
EMAIL>MIKEKA@TEXASSHREDDER.COM DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at
11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25719 NEXT>26281 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry about the late reply.I have been working way tooooo much,but hunting season
starts for me on Sept.1 and doesn't end till Feb.28.So I must work the rest of the year.
Ya,it's sure is an adrenaline rush when you have 12-15 hogs walking down the sendero
(trail)you are sitting on and there's only room for one of you.Aiming the .44 when they
get 6-10 steps from you is alittle difficult at this point.I guess that why I'am a hog junkie.
Completely addicted!!Always remember "Dirty Harry"your friend at time like these.
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26041 NEXT>26046
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't consider that booty fab,but more ingeneous ingenuity.I took a metal shelf and
(using only my python-like arms)bent it into an almost perfect half circle.I then screwed
it onto the radiator supports to make a fan shroud.I worked perfectly,until others saw it
and made fun of me.
I got the box today and these fans look sweeeeeeet.I'm gonna have to drug my wife
tonight so she won't realize that I skipped out on quality time with her to work on the
truck.I think these will work.I don't know why they didn't work for you.If they don't,
then I'll have them in the FOR SALE section later this week!LOL!(I'm trying that out for
size).
Ohh,that AC compressor looks good too.I'll........um.......I,uh.....I got nothing.I'll have
to give that some more thought-but it was a helluva nice thing,you sending it and all.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26039 NEXT>26047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith Black pistons!Bummer,did you know KB stands for Ka-Boom!-Ben
SUBJECT>oil ?POSTER>daniel EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13
August 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26048
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.does the m715 use gear oil in the tranny,transfercase,and differentials?
what weight of oil should i use in my tornado i live in arizona
very hot 110-120 degrees
is there any sertain brand
and is regular unleaded gas ok
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26043 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think if you use those fans as pullers they'll do you good.I had them as pushers and,as
you now can see,they'd cause quite a bit of restriction.Hot to one side pushes,hot to the
other pulls.Oh,remember to sock that nut up on the AC pump.There's two prongs
sticking out of the pump that you hook wires to.That'll make it pull the clutch in and
engage.
Wait,that was shelf...oh,now I think it's a good idea.I thought it was like a 30 gallon
drum you butchered with the torch.Pythons huh?Getting a married with child pot belly
yet?
The votes not in yet if LOL will work for you or not...at you on occasion,for you...eh,
we'll see.
Lemme know how the fans work.
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26044 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's such a shame to mar the legacy of Keith Black with these fragile,high silocon,
pistons.Great for street if you never,EVER,plan on N2O...but full race?Ka-Boom is
right.Cost my buddy about $3000.
SUBJECT>Re:oil ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26045 NEXT>26106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tranny,t-case,both axles and the steering box use gear oil.I use synthetic in all my
boxes...75W-90.Any good gear oil from 80W-90 up in non synthetic or 75W-90 and up
in synthetic will work.Being that you are in such a hot climate,if you drive it hard,you
may want to get something like Red Line shock proof gear oil.They make some that goes
up to 140W-250 or so.
Regular unleaded will be just fine,with the 7.5 compression,higher octane is basically
wasted.
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brute4c.SUBJECT>I'm trying something...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked with a guy today who gave me a pretty good idea.Since finding the right tube is a
near impossibility and now a concern with radial tubes,I've decided to try...825x20 radial
'low boy'tube.Instead of the tube swelling one way...out-->to fill from rim to tread,this
bugger will fill <--in and out-->with equal expansion.Screw it,they have six in stock so
I'll be installing those tomorrow night.joy...again.I'm even putting in flaps so these "you
gotta run them.."people will leave me alone.
SUBJECT>fuel for the knuckle fire POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26051 26111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm.Good title for a short story,but not here!
Just pulled the knuckles off the 725,last thing to go.THEY WERE FULL OF GREASE.
No mixtures,no oil.Location of 'drain'plug low on the knuckle inspires me to think that
grease is the intended lube,but you know what?I don't care!Open knuckles require no
such chin-scratching moooahahahah!
oh yeah,for BSisson..it felt really,really good to muck through handfuls of grease in the
hot sun.Come near me w/a wetsuit though,you die slow.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel for the knuckle fire POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26050 NEXT>26052 26053 26094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What other way than with an M715 can you grease your knuckles and your balls in front
of friends and family and never feel ashamed...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fuel for the knuckle fire POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26051 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A ball joke from Brute?What's the board coming to when our pillar of moral strength
goes in for a cheap ball joke.
And Jesus wept.LOL!
-B.
SUBJECT>you're supposed to feel ashamed?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26051 NEXT>26054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Things were different back home I guess....grease alone is enough here to spook the neighbors.The truck just about
terrifies them.
GOOD.
SUBJECT>Re:you're supposed to feel ashamed?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26053 NEXT>
26057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma:WhenareyougettingaCARGO?!?!?!?!
Brian:'LOL'doesn't work for you,but 'hug a root,''ponder...whatever,'and 'Ben,eat one,'
work GREAT!
Brute/John:Nice!
Mine had grease too,as did my old gasser deuce and the multifuel deuce and a five ton I
helped with.
SUBJECT>Re:who says!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer you are right again !!!!HaHa .I have good used drums for $25.00 each ,Plus
shipping.I have a ton of good used take-off parts still available (NO sheetmetal ).--------
Barry .
SUBJECT>ifferential guards POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26058 LINKNAME>diff guards
LINKURL>http://ImageEvent.com/kaiserman/welder
Any body interested in Diff guards????
I made a couple for mine and am currently making them for others.Ihave pics of some
here
http://ImageEvent.com/kaiserman/welder
$50 each and I ship for free
If interested mohary@direcway.com
I take personal check/MO/paypal
SUBJECT>Re:you're supposed to feel ashamed?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26054 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe "LOL"means "Lick On Lucky"or "Latch On Leroy"......think about it.....that came
from Brian...there has to be something hidden within!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Differential guards POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26056 NEXT>26062
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>.They look good,but how strong are they?
I'd like to see a front tire on top of one and on top of concrete.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:RANDY"S OR REIDER QUIT YELLING!!POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 2:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hell ya help me out thanks man
SUBJECT>Re:are you sure this is Heath?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 2:35
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ya help me out give me a .com to order from
SUBJECT>Re:HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 2:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25766 NEXT>26071 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
whats the web site
SUBJECT>Re:Differential guards POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26058 NEXT>26064 LINKNAME>Click here for pic
LINKURL>http://photos.imageevent.com/kaiserman/welder/websize/1_ebay%202003%
20001.jpg
will a 40 inch Michelin do the trick?????
SUBJECT>Fording kit with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody have the complete fording kit with the hood mounted air cleaner?I would
like to put my fording valves on but the crankcase hoses don't fit.Will I have to buy a
carb mounted air cleaner or am I missing something?Does anyone know?????
Kaiserjeeps...(Al).
SUBJECT>hey!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,13
August 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26062 NEXT>26065
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hehe ok..that's not bad but test them out!Ram them into rocks somewhere!Tha's the
kind of testing I really trust.Hehe
and Hey!I've got antique plates on mine too..from GA.Don't think UT will be the
same...
SUBJECT>Re:hey!POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26064 NEXT>26102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they are being field tested as we speak.I have moved a pile of these to guys I know and
they are having good luck with them
SUBJECT>Re:725 owners,need pics POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you are not in a hurry,i'll send you some.i don't have a digital camera yet,so we will
have to wait on film developing.
krob725
SUBJECT>where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26068 26083 26100 26353
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i need lockers front&rear for the original m-715!!!help
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26067 NEXT>26076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just Recieved a detroit no spin from Rieder Racing yesterday.$309+shipping.
Arrived on time and in good condition(see below for details).
Joe Bruns told me to go call and ask for Barney,did so and he does know whats going
on,Thanks again Joe.
So call and ask for Barney and tell him that Doug Cook sent you there because Joe Bruns
sent him there.
Details on condition:I was out of the office when the package arrived so my secretary
signed for it...she and the boss thought it would be funny to play a joke on me.They
carefully opened the box and replaced the locker with a set of old rusty tire chains.
Thats allright I laid a few traps for them before I went home and probably had it coming
anyway especially from the time the sec went on vacation and left me the keys to watch
her dog.I put an add in the paper for 1/2 market value of her house and even had some
friends call them to leave messages about how nice the gentelman was that showed them
the house.those along with actual interested buyers made listening to the messages pretty
damn funny.Had a sign in thier yard for when they got home and everything.
SUBJECT>Locker question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26070 26082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets suppose I have a detroit locker in the front of a 4x4,with no lock outs.If the transfer
case is in 2wd and the front driveshaft is spinning freely (being driven by the axle),will.the locker lock and
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unlock,affecting on the road driving?
Thanks.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Locker question POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had a lockrite in the fron of my stock axles and broke a lock out put the drive flanges
back on it drove fine in 2wheel drive but when you turned you could hear the locker
ratcheting
SUBJECT>Re:HELP???welded diff,or locker on 715 POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(205)481-4301 www.thinkjeep.com
SUBJECT>T-case grinding noise POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26079 26086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when i go over 40mph,and let off the gas slightly there is a grinding noise coming from
the t-case.i just rebuilt it,and it was doing it before i rebuilt it.it does not do it in low
range.my dad says it may be gear backlash,which is normal.does anybody have any
experience with this?thanks.
-Brian M
3 days and counting till 2500 mile trip.
SUBJECT>chevy250 w/sm465 for sale POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
old engine and tranny from my truck.the 250 runs good,but knocks when its started up
(dont they all?)and the tranny was profesionaly rebuilt about 5k miles ago.i have no idea
how much these are worth so make an offer.located in southeastern New Hampshire.i
also have a 360 from a jeep grand wagoneer with turbo 400 trans.i didnt have much time
to check the trans but it did not seem to slip at all.the engine needs to be rebuilt.but it
doea run...barely.make an offer
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks for the help!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>25974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mike
when you change the master cylinder,you have to make the push rod longer.i think i
lengthened mine by about an inch(25.5mm brian).bigger longer MC's have a longer.stroke.
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26038 NEXT>26084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does packing the valve covers of a 283 with banana peels to muffle the valve noise and
filling the crankcase full of 90 weight just so you can sell it count?It sure did run quiet
and cool!!!I was only 15 at the time and money tight....
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26068 NEXT>26167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,
How do you expect me to keep up with you over Labor Day weekend now?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:460,see inside POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26030 NEXT>26085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not fersher if I'm going with the 429 or not.It's just setting around so I thought it
would be ok to throw in but I have to run lead in the gas.I'm also afraid that being a ford
it will naturally be a under powered dog.I thought about a Chevy but I would have to
stick with a small block because I fear the thought of any more power that that.
SUBJECT>Re:linkage connection?POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
thanks for the info.i looked at the trans and was thinking bout making a metal shelf that
would connect to the trans and enxtend up bout an inch and up by 4in.maybe drill a hole
or two and see if that would work.
thanks again.
soupy...
SUBJECT>Re:T-case grinding noise POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My case started doing that after it was rebuilt.I had a professional rebuild the case w/new
bearings,seals,and a couple of new gears.At first I worried but I was told that straight
cut gears will make some strange noises.I have been beating the sh!t out of it everyday
since last december-good luck so far (knock on wood)Mike
SUBJECT>A plug for Kaiser-Willys Auto Supply POSTER>TC
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EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 7:54 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26081
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my search for a rear transmission mount I contacted a company that I had been hearing
about but had never dealt with:
Kaiser-Willys Auto Supply
Aiken,SC
803/648-4923
www.kaiserwillys.com
They knew what an M715 was,that was the first good sign.They sent me the proper
mount for $19 +$8 shipping.FYI,according to their catalog it will also fit 62-81 pickups
and wagons so it should be easy to match up at a local parts store.Their catalog contains
a few parts for the 715 (mostly engine)and a bunch of stuff for the smaller Jeeps.Their
prices were not exactly cheap,but not totally unreasonable either.Had complete overhaul
gasket sets for the military 230 for $85.Some hard to find stuff like hardened valve seats
and timing chains,too.BTW,I called Memphis Equipment just to make myself feel
better by seeing how much they wanted for that mount...only $16.85!What a shocker!
They usually charge three times what other places do.And as another side note,Vintage
Power Wagons has a long way to go before they earn the name Vintage M715.They
himmed and hawed for a while and then said they "probably had that".When I asked
"how much?",I got "maybe 40 or 50 dollars".When I asked "maybe?",I got "50 dollars".
Keep working at it fellas.
TC
SUBJECT>one more thing.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MEPCO in Salt Lake sells some small parts as well.Their name is actually Military
Equipment Company,they've moved w/the times but they've still got the inventory.No
idea on current prices but they're pretty decent folks,at least Brian there..for some reason
he's the guy I end up talking to EVERY time.
Vintage Power Wagons has not sent me a price list yet either,not a good thing.Going to
try again,because if they have what I need I'll pay.Anyone got a source for 725
windshield molding?
SUBJECT>no.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,13
August 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26069 NEXT>26099
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had lockouts but left one locked,and you'd hear the locker pop,just like John...in 2wd
there is no torque going to the locker so it should behave.At least I think that's right
hahah...
SUBJECT>one more time...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..didn't you post this like 300 times last week?LOL.again.RANDY"S OR REI ER.Mine came from Reider.Got part #'s if
you need them.
Just took them out,they held up fine through some excessive baloney in the 725.
SUBJECT>^^ ding ding!!!we have a winna!!^^^ POSTER>>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26075 NEXT>26104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good job!My dad sold a car and it burned to the ground later that day.We gave him a
pretty hard time about that,though it wasn't REALLY his fault.Thing was a POS,shocks
blown and headliner falling down..Big old Buick somethign or other.Hated that car.
SUBJECT>you big,sad sissy.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26077 NEXT>26095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big Blocks are not scary!they're FUUUUN.Smoke all 4 in 3rd.Still,small block chevy
beats Ford any day,at least the old ones.Drew's firebreather puts the lie to
"underpowered".Valve seats will cost you about the same as a nice new Chevy hahahaha.
Ford intakes weigh a million pounds,and the head bolts break 1/2"breaker bars.I do not
like Ford.
SUBJECT>Re:T-case grinding noise POSTER>Sweeney
EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26072 NEXT>26092 26118 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey brian,mine does the same thing,im not sure if mine has been rebuilt though,im
guessing it probably has,i got my truck about 3 months ago and the previous owwner put
in a rebuilt chevy 4.3 and 700r4 so i wouldnt be suprised if the t case was rebuilt too.
anyways about a month ago i lost some of the mounting hardware from the t case levers
on my way to work.i replaced it with some nuts and a bolt that were kicking around.i
had to play with it for awhile to get the bolt on there right so the tcase would shift
smoothly but after that the sound went away for awhile,its back now but im just too lazy
to try to play with that bolt again.when im driving my truck and im about to let off the
gas and i know the t case is going to make that noise i just pull the t case levers over to
the left(they are rather loose)and it doesnt make the noise,its a little annoying to do but
it beats the grinding noise
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>BBM715
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EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26039 NEXT>26090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although I do love to state the obivious,this was just too good coming from a cheby fan:
"400sbc race engine...that thing was on borrowed time from the first time it was fired."
Oh,BTW,please tell me that in person you say Nitrous,not NOSSS.
Ron
SUBJECT>11.00 x 16 tires POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>26098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a good source for getting these tires?I'm designing my next project
and I'm considering these for the rubber.Anyone have any input,maybe a wheel
recommendation,Or any tips on axle selection?
~TONY
SUBJECT>spark plugs POSTER>daniel EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I get sparkplugs and wires here in Az?
I don't know if the people at checker are,lets say
skilled,but they couldn't match them
and Im pretty sure thats why my jeep runs rough
they look like oem parts.
SUBJECT>what Nosss will get you POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26087 NEXT>26103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a punch in the mouth so it works right.Fast and furious alright.WHAP!!say it right!
WHAAAP!whuss my name?WHUSS MY NAME!!HUH?
and so on until the error is corrected.
SUBJECT>depends POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
13 August 2003,at 9:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26089 NEXT>26101
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good luck on the sealed superpimp deals,but if you've got normal wires,I think they're
standard early 60's deals.Someone else will be more specific,I don't have the original
motor.I do know though that early Jeep stuff is readily available in modern form.From
the other Jeep lists I'm on,that is.
SUBJECT>you know what sucks?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
losing the weird bolt that holds a 205 shifter to a sm465.Very odd size.MacGuyvered it
w/a 2x4 but had to get the bolt at the dealer!the only port open in that storm.
SUBJECT>worth looking at.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,13 August 2003,at 10:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://mpbrakes.com/bs1007d.htm
small,7"dia x5.25"dual diaphragm booster.Pricey but small.
SUBJECT>ROFLAO (nt)POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com.DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said nO tEXT --can't you read?!?
SUBJECT>Re:you big,sad sissy.POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26085 NEXT>26097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sissy,That hurts man.As long as you don't call me a stupid/liar I wont cry.There is
nothing wrong with a big block,gobs of torque and horse power that doesn't scare me.
What does is the price for all the crap to bolt on it.Now a sbc is cheep to build and can
turn the r's when needed.In something with gears like these have that's a must for fun.I
have a H.O.396 setting on the stand,me thinks me can get the best of both worlds,power
torque and rpms,as long as I don't break the bank building it.Yes,fords do suck!
SUBJECT>Re:Part number for my Tandem Booster POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think mine dual diaphram (tandem)booster is 9-1/2"dia...
Booster A-1 Cardone #54-71014 $110.95 +$50.00 core =$160.95
Master Cylinder A-1 Cardone #10-1521 $22.43 +$4.00 core =$26.43
Both from a '74 J20 8600#GVW
Not much cheaper,but a little --and you can get it from your local auto parts store.
SUBJECT>alright....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 1:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26095 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..stick it in and go!Love bb power,and miss it.Grab a roundy-round motor from a local
and you're set for stock gears..
on the other thing,truth is worth a tear or two.And that is all I'm saying about THAT-ha.
SUBJECT>Re:11.00 x 16 tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26088 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's a guy in GA,that I got mine from.They are take-off about 90%.Bostitch Inc,it's
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Bostitch something...If you do a search under my name back a couple of months you
should come up with the guys #.Holy crap...I just found the #.Jessie Bostitch,
1.229.336.0207.Stock wheels are fine with the 1100x16's.
SUBJECT>Re:no.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26082 NEXT>26120 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.A lockright is a little different from detroit.The spring in the lockright will cause it to
'lightly'ratchet when not being pinion driven.A detroit is a different story.Sometimes
they'll unlock and spin free when not receiving any pinion input.Lockers are not entirely
predictable.
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26067 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lockright in the front and detroit no-spin in the rear.Running 37"boggers and they do
alright.Both were used hard when I got them and have been used hard since.A little
slippage is now expected,but neither has failed when needed.
Both good investments and the truck will be a completely different machine!
SUBJECT>Re:depends POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26091 NEXT>26115 26119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you runnning waterproof military plugs?If so contact Kevin M at Star Electric.He
is in Kentucky and carries a line of military sparkplugs and GI Batteries.No web site,but
phone is (502)877-0813.
Small business so don't be surprised if you get an answering machine,but he is a good
guy and I know him personnaly.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:hey!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26065 NEXT>26107 26108
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So is that like a 3/8"plate for the bolt ring and 1"round stock?Give us some specs man!
SUBJECT>I'VE NEVER SAID 'NOSS!!'POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26090 NEXT>
26125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll hold off on the 'HOW EFFIN DARE YOU ASK ME THAT!?!'since you had the
courtesy to ask.Ronner,you're not all bad for a ford guy.Ever since 'the fast and the
furious'these little dickwads have been trying to be little Vin Diesels with this 'noss'crap.
I've already told a couple guys how stupid they sound.I had fun at the dragstrip last year
educating some dude who saw a Nitrous Works bottle on a guys hayabusa."Whao!He's
got noss!"I'm like,"HEY,it's a NITROUS WORKS system,not a NITROUS OXIDE
SYSTEMS set up...pay attention."The guy with the bike started laughing.
SUBJECT>Re:^ ^ ding ding!!!we have a winna!!^^ ^ POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26084 NEXT>.26130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Packing a manual tranny with bananna peels is supposed to quiet them down too.
Sheisters!
SUBJECT>Hey Rollie!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26113 26127 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Congrats on those big gummies!I was watching that one but am not quite ready for them
yet.
GREAT DEAL!
SUBJECT>Re:oil ?POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at
7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26048 NEXT>26123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As far as the fuel goes,bear in mind that the 5 deg BTDC ignition timing and 7.5:1
compression ratio allowed the use of 85 octane gasoling -heck ,they should be able to run
on milk!
Anyway,you may want to try kicking your ignition timing up a few degrees (10~12
BTDC)for some "free"power.since you will likely NOT run into 85 octane sluge fuel,
your timing can be enhanced to take advantage or our "normal"87 octane stuff.Old rule
of thumb applies,though,if you get detonation (ping/spike under load)retard timing
before you toast a piston!
SUBJECT>Re:hey!POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26102 NEXT>26121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually it is 1/4"plate and 3/4"round stock.The rings are plasma cut and drilled on a
press.I hand form the cage and weld it together.I have built 30-40 of these for Dana
30,44,60,70 ford 8.8,GM 14 boltff,and some others.Every guard is unique as I will not
build 2 the same unless one person is buying 2 and requests it.
The reason I started making these units was for myself.I got tired of taking my covers off
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off my M715 to pound out dents and weld in holes..Maybe I use it too hard.
SUBJECT>Re:hey!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26102 NEXT>26109 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sgt.Harry,
Those look good,but only one model you advertised really allows access to the drain
plug.I'd like to see one that will allow the socket to be poked through to remove said
plug..Is that possible?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hey!POSTER>sgtharryp EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the fill plug and all allow access to it..It is alreay in the design.toward the drivers
side of the ring gear te cover backs way off alot shallower.Plenty of room for removing
the plug,filling the diff and replacing the plug
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,anyone...TUBES.POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25982 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
these rock.
http://www.gemplers.com/a/shop/product.asp?UID=2003081410172461&GEN2=&GEN
3=&GEN9=0&T1=1078.5
SUBJECT>Re:Grease is it!POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>soulfly29@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26050 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I work at a fast lube shop and we get a few closed knuckle rigs that come in like,land
rovers old toyotas and willys trucks.all of which we fill with grease.I'm sure our trucks
are no different.
SUBJECT>Re:Lights.....hood hinges POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have not been able to get my local server to connect to my home computer since
Monday night.I had to try many times to get connnected today at work.I assume that I
got the pictures at home,thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Rollie!POSTER>Craig Merrill EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26105 NEXT>26122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hay Rollie this is Craig,I havent been to this site in a while and now that I'm back I was
wondering if you lived in Bellingham.I'm pretty sure I talked to you a while ago about
going up to B-ham and checking out your truck..I live about an hour and a half away in
Oak Harbor on Whidbey Island,and dont know of very many M-715 owners on this
coast.Id LIke to check out your truck sometime if you get this sometime you can e-mail
me at merrillct@hotmail.com
CRAIG.SUBJECT>diff cover POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26116 26117 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is it true that a D60 and D70 have the same diff cover?I heard that,but it seemed odd to
me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:depends POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is almost no way you can get the stock plugs at a normal parts store.They can get
you the plugs that fit that motor,but as described above Super-pimp plugs are hard to
come by and have to be special ordered.
I did,however,find some of the stock plugs once.It was under boat plugs in THE BOOK
that they always say they have to look in.It tured out the guy couldn't order them
anymore-but I found them.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:diff cover POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26114 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes.The 70 has move material sticking down past the cover than the 60 does,but it's the
same cover.
SUBJECT>yes.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26114 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thought it interesting myself.As Spicer says,the 70 housing is a little beefier,but same
cover.Suhpraaaaz,suhpraz.hehehehe
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SUBJECT>Re:T-case grinding noise POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,i also have the 700r4 trans w/v-8.did you have any trouble fitting it in with enough
room between the tailshaft of the trans.and the t-case?i also lost a bolt from my e-brake
and it was falling off a little.that made the same kind of grinding noise,but much worse.
maybe i'll just take it off completly and see if it goes away.
-Brian M
2 days and counting
SUBJECT>hmmm,I wonder...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26101 NEXT>26124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..do those plugs fit other engines..say a big block chevy hehe
That would be cool to have,a pimped big block w/waterproof military deals on it.sealed
up and ready to go.
then again,there is no water here.3stage dust filter would be smarter.
SUBJECT>again,no..hehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as in,'no,they're not!not at all'
kind of got used to the weirdness in the front but still had to be pretty spry w/the wheel...
best routine was to ease off the gas going into a turn and cruise.That is a biggish spring
in there too.
SUBJECT>ha!no such luck POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is no such thing as 'too hard'.Your moment of wavering concerns me.Don't crack!
Bust the rear axlehousing in 2 and maybe I'll agree w/'too hard'but even then that really
just means 'equipment too small for intended use".
it's alright man,you're going to be ok hahah
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Rollie!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>26113 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Craig,
I will email you
Rollie
SUBJECT>I'm crying.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
14 August 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
UT is full of 85 octane slug fuel.Or sludge fuel.I'm so sad now..SUBJECT>Hey Tacooomaaaaaaa...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26119 NEXT>
26126 26166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a place that has 4 or 5 small block V8's with military ignitions.Because it's chevy,
the distributors will interchange between small blocks and standard short deck big blocks
and some tall deck truck big blocks if they have a particular manifold.So,in essense...you
could have that pimped out hardware quite easily.
Let me know,
Heh,heh
SUBJECT>for fun and joy POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Harrisburg AND York are full of the despicable Fart Car.I say we fire up the deuces and
crush them all.Katie can drive Velvet and do her part too.
SUBJECT>holy crap POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26124 NEXT>26133
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes.Have to wait of course but I think a visit to said place will be in order.I need to
decide between now and Hburg what I'm going to do--usedracingparts.com has several
cheap race bigblocks..awful tough to ignore.Gigantor will be rid of that POS 460 upon
my arrival and it would be real nice to drop in the pimp shit.
thank you for that intel.Tantalizing.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Rollie!Big Tires POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>26105 NEXT>
26138 26150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it was a hard one to pass up.
They are currently sitting at Brute4c's place until I can arrange to ship them to my home
in Bellingham,WA.Brute4c lives close to where the tires were.He says there are a bunch
more just like them that you could probably buy direct if interested.
Look what you started.Now I'm going to have to spend a lot of my time learning about
Rockwell axles,and where the best place to buy them,narrow them,add disk brakes,
build custom wheels etc.This great deal on tires will probably lead to thousands of
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dollars spent on just getting a set of axles under my M715.
The I need to deal with how big of modifications to make to all the fenderwells so I can
keep the body as low as possible,and the bumpers down to close to legal height so I can
drive it on the road.
Quite an ambitious project,but one I'm enthuised about..Thanks for the lead.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Battery POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26129 26176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found out that my 12v starter does work,the drive is the correct one.The problem was
that the battery was low (although not very low).So when I charged the battery the starter
would turn the engine just fine,I would let it crank for about 15 seconds or so.But I
could only do this about 2 or 3 times and then the batter didnt have enough juice left.Is
this a usual problem,or is my starter just drawing way too much current?Or is it normal
to have to run 2 batteries even with 12v?
Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26128 NEXT>26140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It defiately is not usual...
Could be the starter is drawing that much but didnt you just have it gone through....I
would think maybe one or both of the batteries is weak.Take them to a battery shop and
have them load tested and see if they are up to snuff.I know in 24 volt,if one battery is
bad but the other is fine,it will act just like you describe...I used to tap one battery for 12
volt accessories and had this problem bout once a year...finally bought a converter to cure
that...stupid I waited so long...
Anyway,I would check the batteries.
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:^ ^ ding ding!!!we have a winna!!^^ ^ POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26104 NEXT>26131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now would you know that????Did you sell it to B?????
SUBJECT>Re:^ ^ ding ding!!!we have a winna!!^^ ^ POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26130 NEXT>26211
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You people disgust me,what with your taking advantage of naive buyers!It's guys like
you who give car salesmen a bad rap.
Do you feel bad?
-B.
SUBJECT>Water Wetter?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26134 26135 26153
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any of you ever used this stuff,or known someone who has?
I was considering getting some.....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:holy crap POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M114 APCs had a 205 Chevy Motor in them with GI Ignition system.
I have often thought about the same thing Big V8 chevy motor with GI ignition
system...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26132 NEXT>26145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I used to do the Rubicon thing every year.I would tow my CJ on a trailer with my
Buick 350 powered wagoneer.Traveling through the Sacremento CA area with 105
degree temps and 11,000 lbs under me it would get hot.I used water wetter and it did
drop the temp 8 to 10 degrees.I didn't use it long though.I rebuilt the motor and had a
huge four row core high efficiency (SP?)radiator put in.I don't use it anymore.It did
work,but not the 30 degree drops like they said may be possible.I guess your milage may
vary..
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26132 NEXT>26136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use it..I am running the stuff in my CJ and M-715.I believe it helps with cooling.There
has been lots of discussion as to the "snake oil"or really a good product contraversy.In
my opinion,anything that keeps a 401 that's .060 over under 180*year 'round has to
work.It somehow breaks up the hydrogen bonds that allow the water to circulate better.
Soap may produce the same results..
Anyway,a vote for good from me..
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Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26135 NEXT>26137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,so it's just breaking the surface tension?If so soap in small quantities would do the
same...wonder if there is an easy way to test this...like a pan of water/water mix and a
thermometer....
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26136 NEXT>26141 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno about all that.I'd not put soap in a radiator seeing as how I fear the churning
would.........I just don't know.
I got a bottle of Wetter and I'll post what it does-if anything.
Thanks guys,
-B.
SUBJECT>Rollie POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26127 NEXT>26147 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Northwest Equipment in the Billings/Boise area.Ask for Greg.Go to Ebay and put in five
ton miliary or 5 ton military and find him that way.He's always got Rockwells posted for
$500 for steer.
SUBJECT>man am i gona have a bad az !m-715 POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well im thinking of getting some iroks to!im making a rockcrawler out of mine i cut the
rear off my 715 bed bob now the tires are the first thing to hit in the rear .im putting 1/4
eliptic 4link suspention front &rear ,iv already preped the frame i cut the rockerpanels off
and put 1/2 "thick x2-1/2"round carbon steel toobing in its place same pipe for bumpers
front &rear no top no doors ,windshild down!and a roll cage like yours
SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26129 NEXT>26142 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had the same set up and one battery froze on me from lack of charge.I switched to
12volt all around and two fresh batteries and cured all.
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
I've got a '78 Dodge W200 with a 440 I use for mud dragging and it cooled it about 10-15
degrees,not as much as I hoped but still worth it.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26140 NEXT>26146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would go ahead and spend the money on some good batteries and then you
can just
forget about them.I bought my truck 5 years ago and the guy had just put 2 new Optima
red top batteries in it and it still cranks over like new.You can let them sit all winter and
never have to mess with them.I've never had to unhook 'em or charge 'em.Well worth it to
me!-Ben
SUBJECT>ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26144
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM IN THE PROSSES OF BUILDING IT .ALL FOUR DISK BREAK-FRONT AND
REAR LOCKER,&BOTH 1/4 ELIPTIC-4LINK 8 SHOCKS -12POINT ROLLCAGE
-BOB BE ,I CUT OFF THE ROCKER PANELS AND PUT 1/2"THICK X2-
1/2"ROUND TOOBING IN ITS PLACE WITH WELDED TO FRAME AND CAB ,
SAME TOOB FOR BUMPERS FRONT&REAR DUBBLE TOOB ,RACE CAR
SEATS ,5POINT HARNES ,NO DOORS ,NO WINDSHIL ,SET UP FOR THE
NEW SUPER SWAMPER IROKS 49"X21"X16 ,WITH ALL ORIGINAL RUNNING
GEAR!ENGINE TRANY T-CASE AXLES ALL ORIGINAL I PLAN TO TEST THE
ORIGNINAL RUNNING GEAR WITH THE SUSPENTION AND TIRE?"WE WILL
SEE ?ANY THOUGHS OR INFO ABOUT MY PROJECT PLEASE CONTACT ME
PS POWER BREAKS AND FULL TIME HI RO STEER LIKE TRACKTOR AN
TEST WITH MATTRACKS
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>Jonx4x4 EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Thursday,14 August
2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU
PREVIOUS>26143 NEXT>26149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By then,the name "Overkill"will REALLY fit it!LOL
Take it easy...cya L8r,Jon
SUBJECT>nothing to scoff at.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26134 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..8-10 degrees out of that Wagoneer ain't too shabby.
still,big radiator better!Going to see about those Summit dealies.
SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26142 NEXT>26152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A good battery sounds like a good idea,im sure it will work a lot better than the cheap
Kmart one that I have now.I can also try the one out of my other truck,it better work,
850 cold cranking amps....
SUBJECT>hmmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26138 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't give him $500 for cattle.Dont'have any place to put the meat.Har har.
That is a good price...does he deal in smaller trucks?
SUBJECT>ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26151 26158
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM IN THE PROSSES OF BUILDING IT .ALL FOUR DISK BREAK-FRONT AND
REAR LOCKER,&BOTH 1/4 ELIPTIC-4LINK 8 SHOCKS -12POINT ROLLCAGE
-BOB BE ,I CUT OFF THE ROCKER PANELS AND PUT 1/2"THICK X2-
1/2"ROUND TOOBING IN ITS PLACE WITH WELDED TO FRAME AND CAB ,
SAME TOOB FOR BUMPERS FRONT&REAR DUBBLE TOOB ,RACE CAR
SEATS ,5POINT HARNES ,NO DOORS ,NO WINDSHIL ,SET UP FOR THE
NEW SUPER SWAMPER IROKS 49"X21"X16 ,WITH ALL ORIGINAL RUNNING
GEAR!ENGINE TRANY T-CASE AXLES ALL ORIGINAL I PLAN TO TEST THE
ORIGNINAL RUNNING GEAR WITH THE SUSPENTION AND TIRE?"WE WILL
SEE ?ANY THOUGHS OR INFO ABOUT MY PROJECT PLEASE CONTACT ME
PS POWER BREAKS AND FULL TIME HI RO STEER LIKE TRACKTOR AN
TEST WITH MATTRACKS
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,14
August 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26144 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Turn off your cap locks Heath.It's like yelling.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Rollie!Big Tires POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boyce equipment www.boyceequipment.com sells the rockwells with the bigger spicer
shafts,and they can narrow and center'em and they have just about every part for the
insides and out.lockers,lockout hubs,pinion disk brakes,and driveline conversions.I
talked to them and they said they Just put some 2-1/2 tons on an M-715,so they have
worked with out trucks before and know what needs to be done.
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at
4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26148 NEXT>26154 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When mattracks first came out,I read an article that said that it took the stock ratio of a
Chevy truck from about 3.42 to around 5.60...so from 5.87 you would go to ???Seems
pretty high to drive very far at any speed over 30....brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking of bateries,I bought 2 group 31.5 batteries and ran them with "00"cables from
a large box in the front of the bed.These batteries cost me $65 brand new and have 1000
CCA each.Here in northern Wisconsn when it gets cold in the winter,I have no trouble
rolling the motor over....also since these have such a large case,they have a on of reserve,
can crank all day.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26132 NEXT>26184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly is water wetter?if its suppose to help with cooling would it work in a
transmission or t-case?just a thought.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at
7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26151 NEXT>26161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it would be the tank that kaiser never built.have traks,will travel,at least at 30 to 50
mph.
soupy...
SUBJECT>ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>26156 26247 27045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has any one seen the comercials for Angilna Jolies new movie ??
I could have sworn I saw a 715 or it may be the Kia version in the back ground .Check it
out if you see it Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26155 NEXT>26160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was watching the Pam &Tommy movie and there was a brief shot of a 715,presumably
from the Barbwire?set.
Chris
SUBJECT>need front clip for 715 POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aakLdwIM1vrX.PREVIOUS>NEXT>26159 26172 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
need front clip for 715 can anyone help me?
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,14 August
2003,at 9:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26148 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The experience that we have had with mattracks has been in the snow,they work well on
hardpack,and you have to be carefull with them in the soft powder.Useing them to crawl
on rocks really does not strike me as the thing to do.They are fairly expensive to begin
with.Takes a fair amount of horsepower.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 10:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26157 NEXT>26162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Front clip?What exactly is the front clip?
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26156 NEXT>26171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will have to watch both and see.I know in the Tomb Rader commercials (I guess that is
the movie you are talking about)Angelina drives around in a Jeep Rubicon,but that
would be so much cooler if she had a 715!
SUBJECT>Re:ANY ONE SEEN MATTRACKS ON A M-715/ROCKCRAWLER!
POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Thursday,14 August
2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26154 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmm...Makes me wonder what John Deere parts I could gather at work to put on some
tracks....
SUBJECT>see inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
14 August 2003,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26159 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
front sheetmetal.Fenders,valance,rad.suport etc.Grill panel,you know,all the stuff.
SUBJECT>t-case heat POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have heard allot about the t-case getting hot on long trips.I haven't drove mine for more
than 30 mi at a time and haven't had this problem yet.My question is has any one made
some type of cooler for it that circulates the oil like a auto tranny.You could tap in to the
filler and drain plugs and rig some type of pump on to the e-brake shaft on the t-case..Maybe you could use a old
oil pump or similar.At road speeds it should turn fast enough
to move the oil once it starts getting hot.You could mount a large after market tranny
cooler up front.Any thoughts...
SUBJECT>ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Mudog715 (rew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Thursday,14 August 2003,at 11:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26165 26170 26189 26198 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...should be deleted by the forum moderator.Anyone else agree?
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 2:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26164 NEXT>
26168 26187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe a little harsh...could a no "all caps message"advisor be put into the rules of use for
this site?Or could just keep telling them (new members)that all caps messages are not
this sites style when they post...they seem to catch on....just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Tacooomaaaaaaa...POSTER>Ed J KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 2:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26124 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer are you in touch with these people very often?I would be interested in a price
onone of those waterproof dist.and wire setups.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 4:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26076 NEXT>26216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Strap some lead to your right foot.
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SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26165 NEXT>26181 26205 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Caps -no caps,who cares.It is the content that interests me.
SUBJECT>1969 m715 POSTER>Rick EMAIL>thunderbyu@msn.com DATE>Friday,
15 August 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26367
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 good conf.located in the Dallas Ft.Worth area..sell or trade.
If your are serious about getting a m715 please contact me I am asking $3000.00 OBO..I have pics etc if you e-mail
me.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26164 NEXT>
26173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,little harsh Drew.My aunt does the same thing but it's because she can't see very
well.Yes,it's poor email etiquette,but we're hobby mechanics and deletion over caps is a
outta line...geeze man,how often does it occur anyway?Hope you get up the right side
this morning.
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26160 NEXT>
26174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the movie...from a distance and glance it certainly looks like a 715,it's not.She's a
good distraction though...movie was slightly lacking.I liked the first one better even
though it the center of every shot was her boobs...hmmm,maybe that explains it?
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26157
NEXT>26177 26279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you see the one on ebay last week?Didn't sell at $100,wasn't cherry but maybe better
than your's?Item #2426849459 it was in Wisconsin.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26170 NEXT>26175
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROFLMFAO!!!
(id I use that right?)
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26171 NEXT>26188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh that explains it I had a boob in my eye and was thinking of a 715,I have yet to see the
movie was there a kia version in the new movie ???Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26173 NEXT>26178 26180 26190 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A+Brian...keep up the good work and I'll have to break out the golden stars.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Battery POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26128
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am wondering if the race gel cell type batteries are the way to go.I have the same
problem in my MVs espically the jeeps after sitting all winter I end up having to get one
or two ne batteries.Does anyone have any thoughts on these?Would they be worth the
investment?
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26172
NEXT>26197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I e-mailed him after the auction and he said he sold it to someone else right after the
auction ended.I was needing a left front fender but figured I could buy the whole thing
and resell what I din't use.Bummer :(-Ben
SUBJECT>Question for Brute POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26175 NEXT>26182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
You explained this before,but I had to reformatt my hard drive monday and lost it,so if
you would be so kind to enlighten me again:
What were the advantages of a 24V ssytem aside from the fact that they could jump off a
diesel?I remember something about wiring being smaller....or something.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case heat POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26163
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NEXT>26186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well there have been a ton of postings on this issue...no one has built a pump/cooler
system that I know of for this application that I know of.Some of the reasons include:
Can get an NP 205 for about $100 to $200 and forget about the problem.Mounts are
fabbed off of NP200 mounts,fairly easy to do and get a better case in the end.
Heat is a symptom of a deeper problem.Friction,wear,slop,incorrect tolerances,etc.
These should be corrected before putting a band-aid fix on the unit.
Adds a fair amount of complexity and tends to lower the ground clearance in the drain
plug area by a noticable margin when you gotta get a big hose running through there.
It is cheaper and less maintenance in the long run to swap to the NP205 or rebuild the
NP200.It also does not affect clearance with these items..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26175 NEXT>26222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about Angelina Jolie?I think that's worth caps and exclamations!
-Ben
ANGELINA JOLIE!!ANGELINA JOLIE!!ANGELINA JOLIE!!ANGELINA JOLIE!!
ok,caps "off"......I'm done now.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with Les-Ky.Caps seem to catch alot of attention for some reason,but a Spell Check
would be nice.
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26178
NEXT>26183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Got this off the military vehicles mailing list some time back....there was a rumor thing
going that 24 volt had been used just so people would be less inclined to steal the
stuff...which this person refutes as follows:
"OK Folks,I just saw an item that isn't true and can't stay silent on this one!There is a
very good reason that 24 volt systems are used.
Totally forget the notion that the Gov't used it because it was "odd".I have covered this
point before in my writings of M151A2 jeeps.Lets start from the beginning on this one.
Back in the days of 6 Volt systems,you had a large battery of the same size of a todays'
12 Volt.When you have 12 Volts,the battery will stay the same size,wiring will decrease
in size and will have twice the stamina.If you use Ohm's Law,you will find that when
voltage goes up-current (Amps)goes down proportionally.(Also a principle used in high
voltage power lines going through cities)Simple!
OK,Now when you use 24 Volts,current is half that of a similiar 12 Volt system,and
respectively will have twice the stamina.If you had a similiar system using 6 Volts,you
would have FOUR TIMES THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT TO DO THE SAME JOB
RESULTING IN VERY HEAVY WIRING,CONTACTS AND CONNECTORS NOT
TO MENTION OF A VERY SHORT DUTY CRANKING CYCLE.Also,6 Volt
switches would tend to arc due to the heavier current passing through them which
wouldn't help in explosive atmospheres.Do you see the pattern here?A 24 Volt system
will require a smaller wiring harness/loom,will not be affected much by the weather
(heat/cold)and will crank the engine twice as long as opposed to a 12 Volt system.It will
also help when the vehicle gets wet or fords a river-smaller connectors will hold up better
than that of a larger rubber or Hapalon connector cover.It is simple mechanics that makes
more sense to use in extreme duty/cycle use.Now,I don't want to hear any more talk.about the Gov't using this system
because it was "odd".This was NEVER an issue when
specs were being written.Performance was!Pilferage will always be a problem regardless
and this is why the CID and Ft.Leavenworth were invented!"
That should do ya!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Question for Brute POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26182 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhh......that makes sense.I'll try to remember this time.
Thanks for the time and have a good one!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26153
NEXT>26185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No...you don't want to mix it with oil.It just for cooling systems.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Water Wetter?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26184 NEXT>26269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It changes the surface tension of the water and helps it cling better the the internals.
SUBJECT>Re:t-case heat POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26179
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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A year or so ago I posted an ideal oil pump for that application.If you do a search you
might find it.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aanntQbuujwp.PREVIOUS>26165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHY DOES IT MATTER?
WAYNE
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure what it was...it kind looked like a Scout...might have been the Kia.?
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>jim coleman.EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 8:18
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26164 NEXT>26191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think anyone who cares about all caps or not should seriously consider geting a f___
ing life.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>jim coleman
EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think anyone who cares agout caps or not should get a life.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26189 NEXT>26192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a F---ing life!It's easier on the eyes when it's not all caps.
Plus if you were up on net ettiquet it's considered YELLING!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
15 August 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26191 NEXT>26194
26251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,as well,have a life,and tend to agree that typing in all caps is rude,difficult to read,
and generally uncalled for.There is a time and place for it,and we should be mindful of
that.A message titled "PLEASE HELP ME!!!!"should contain something of import,like
"MY TRUCK DIE THREE STATES FROM HOME TROUBLESHOOTING HELP
PLEASE!"would be OK,but if it contained some drivel like "PLEASE HELP -WHEN I
FINALLY GET A TRUCK,WHAT ENGINE SHOULD I PUT IN IT?THE CHICKS
AT THE MALL LIKE FORDS BUT I LIKE CHEVYS"would get my dander up.
As with anything in life,there are certain accepted norms in the world of message boards,
and typing in all caps is considered poor form,inconsiderate,and ameturish.I generally
woun't respond to an all-caps message for my own reasons,but deleting MAY be a bit
harsh (I wouldn't complain,but I wouldn't push for it either.)When people read,they put
inflection in to their "minds ear"based on punctuation,capitalization,and writing style.
With the all-caps and poor punctuation,it comes out as monotonous,loud,and
ininspiring.There are reasons "norms"are created and accepted."Getting with the
program"is NOT a sign of "needing a life".So there.NYAAA!
SUBJECT>HOw to bove the rear leaf springs under the frame POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to put rear steer rockwells under my M-715 but dont know the best way to move
the rear leaf springs from the side of the frame to underneath the frame.What spring
hangers to use and what springs with how much lift to make it level with the front end....
Possibly with a goofy leaf or a drop out bracket,if it dosent cause axel wrap.Chad has a
nice set up and it looks like the stock springs and hangers just relocated.....dont konw..SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS
MESSAGES...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26192 NEXT>26195
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As always,Bump makes a good point and hits it home with reasons to back said point up.
Another point-you judge a post by how it's posted.I.E.-If a post is in all caps then I get
annoyed that someone didn't take the time to make sure it was written properly and won't
read it.If it lacks punctuation then I assume the person is a moron and thus don't offer
advice since I think it would most likely be a waste of my time.If the person can't seem to
use propper capitalization then I assume stuff about them too.
If a person get's mad at a member and insults them by saying they need to get a life,
despite a member's understandable frustration then I assume stuff about them too.
I do,however think if the board is to be changed then a spell-check would be really nice.
Really nice.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Les -KY
EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26194 NEXT>26200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suck at spelling!I would greatly appreciate spell check -you have my vote if anyone is
counting
SUBJECT>Hay brute4c!How 'bout a speel chek!?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iy thenk et culd be halpfool!Would it be hard to install a spell check on the web page?
Just curious.Wait a minute though...we might be able to understand some of the post if
there was a spell check...that might take all the fun out of things!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26177 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True enough,parts for these trucks are getting rare.It's a shame that in the past some guys
have sent them to the scrap yard as opposed to parting them out.Short sightedness is a
curse that plagues the slow minded.
Good luck with your needs,Mark,I bet somewhere there's some sheet metal that ain't
been recycled.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 11:00 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26164
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.You should have to post your address too that way for any one who uses all caps,
it would make them easyer to find and kill But not for speeling and gra gra graaammmer,
its ok if you didn't go to scool.Man,What a waste of time!
SUBJECT>Re:Hay brute4c!How 'bout a speel chek!?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26196 NEXT>26204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunately this code does not allow for a spell check...things are working in the
background though...will let you know when I do...
brute4c
SUBJECT>all caps messages (?)POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26195 NEXT>26201 26202
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think John is overdue for a compliment on the site he's got together and we shouldn't
pick at things like there's some geek at his computer station awaiting our beckoning to
change things that we want right now.Hell I've been ticked about stuff too.We should
chill a bit and get back to trucks not etiquette...that will come in time.
Cool sight John.
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26200
NEXT>26203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I 2nd that!GREAT SITE JOHN!(and I was screaming there!)I think of John as the
"godfather"of 715's.Thanks for giving all us bums a place to BS :)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26200
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really appreciate it Spicer,never get tired of that!!Not to be picky,just an fyi....it's
Jon...no "h"...dad beat the h out of me when I was younger....
And anyone who wants to help make the site better,read work for free like me...apply at:
brute4c@yahoo.com
and let me know what you can do for us.
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26201
NEXT>26207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The godfather....wow,I kinda needed an ego pump but now I'll be intolerable...I thank
you...my wife won't though!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hay brute4c!How 'bout a speel chek!?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26199 NEXT>26206
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Basically Brute wrote this back to you,Ben:
"Ben,eat one.
-Brute4C"
BWWWWWWAHAHAAHAHAHAHAAAHAHAH!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Longhorn
EMAIL>longhorn77057@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadAamMtZ/ScE PREVIOUS>26168 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who gives a "CRAP about CAPS or no CAPS"?
SUBJECT>Re:Hay brute4c!How 'bout a speel chek!?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26204 NEXT>26208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did I come across as rude....no golden star for today B...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26203 NEXT>
26210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well JON,being in Wisconsin (I think)and all...I feel it's pretty safe to say that you'll
need to work on your Godfather accent."Don't tell me about my business,"you know...in
big,heavy Italian,you'll wake up with a horse head if you make waves,type speak.
I hear women love it!HA!
SUBJECT>Breast Milk POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26206 NEXT>26209 26215 26355
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I get a cookie instead?I did make a valid point about how you judge a person by the
way they post....
Speaking of cookies-since my wife had the baby and is breastfeeding she's making milk
by the gallon.Not to pry into you guy's personal life,but have any of you ever tasted that
stuff (since you were old enough to remember)?It's liek Pet Milk.Sweeeeeeeettttttt!!!!
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Breast Milk POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26208
NEXT>26212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You did earn a cookie...but you can't take the babies milk...drink the cow stuff...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26207
NEXT>26214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But then I would have to buy one of those $1000 Italian suites and that would take away
from fixin the truck....oh well...know a good tailor?
brute4c
(yes it is Wisconsin by the way)
SUBJECT>Re:^ ^ ding ding!!!we have a winna!!^^ ^ POSTER>hewl35
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26131 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No not anymore!!!We sent it your way.A guy at work bought a "like new"Cadillac from
someone in his neighborhood.On the drive home of less than two blocks the motor
caught fire,two flats and the steering box tore loose but it sure does look good in his
driveway.
SUBJECT>Re:Breast Milk POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26209
NEXT>26213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-
You're just not right.......
Drink some
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Breast Milk POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26212 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bet Jeaner looks hot all skinny with big pair of cans!
Good deal B-!
Find that bike pic yet?
SUBJECT>Re:all caps messages (?)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26210 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hit the Mall of America and see if they have an Armani outlet.They'll wring a grand
outta quick!!!
SUBJECT>any man would.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't like the warmth,but hell yes,sweet as honey.Any man who says they haven't
wanted to check that out is lying.I'm right there with you B.Don't get out of hand though,
there's a thin line,you know?
I'm leaving at that.
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26167 NEXT>26230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thought some more on this....you have roughly 200 cubes more than me...you trying to
sucker me into a bet so that you can blow my doors off?
see ya at MIOBI
Going all 3 days
they say if you want to camp you need to get your spot on friday
I might go down and stake out a claim after work,I'll try and save you guys a spot if I do.
Doug
SUBJECT>ERE IS NUTTIN WRON W>KAPS POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26218 26225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
er bad spellin neether.Youz giez are all jus ignernt and jellis foos.This a Ammeirca!
oh geez what's wrong with me.So anyway,this is a cleverly cloaked post.What I mean to
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say is thus:Does anyone know where to get those cool brass bushings for the M-ana
60?They're on the top of the knuckle ball.Er,whatever you call it.You know,the upper
ear on the axle housing.
SUBJECT>Re:DERE IS NUTTIN WRON W>KAPS POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26217 NEXT>26221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
somewhere there is info on a bearing to replace the brass bushing,Think in the cardfile
but its been many moons since i looked it up.
Been outta touch latly any new guns?
Doug
SUBJECT>i need to know the website were i can order lockers for an m-715
POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Friday,15
August 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26220 26224
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.where ?/do ya order them ,website or what cumpany carrys them on hamd?
SUBJECT>FOR GOD'S SAKE!!!RANDY'S OR REI ER POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26219 NEXT>26292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this is like,what,the 300rdth time this has been posted I WILL GIVE YOU PART
NUMBERS EVEN!sheesh.I'm all for helping out but this is seriously out of hand.
rant mode off..
SUBJECT>yep POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,15 August
2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26218 NEXT>26223
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just want some more brass bushings..to have to paint,not to put in the truck heheh...
no new guns but I'm ordering a Serbu 50 in November...that ought to be fun.Ka
BOOOOOM
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 4:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your just screamin so you can see her ahh er LIPS Curtis
SUBJECT>back to the bushings POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,15
August 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26221 NEXT>26228
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma i saw them in a box a brake stuf when i was at Boyces 2 weeks ago
SUBJECT>you cant.they all sold out POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26219 NEXT>26226 26229 26276 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i checked all the places and they will never have any more.never,ever!for no amount of
money.ill take my weekend and call long distance and check all the other non internet
places i can think of,but i bet they will tell me the same,but after i use up all my free
time,and it is free,ill post anything else i can think of
SUBJECT>Re:DERE IS NUTTIN WRON W>KAPS POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26217 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i actually just had mine out the other day.they were pretty worn,but since i am in a rush
and i am a poor college boy,i just greased em up and put them back in,and i took a few
shims out to tighten it all back up nicely.
-Brian M.SUBJECT>Re:you cant.they all sold out POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26224
NEXT>26227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
boyce industries in ogden ut sell lockers.they have detroit lockers on the self.web page is
on the links page
SUBJECT>Re:you cant.they all sold out POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26226
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
closed sat and sun
SUBJECT>really?!?cooool POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26223
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to ask about those.Trying to get up there Tuesday.
SUBJECT>BWAAHAHAHAH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26224
NEXT>26233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now that's good.Thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would ge great.I plan on getting there Saturday morning.Joe
SUBJECT>how does it work?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,15 August 2003,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I'm driving my new m725 and I'm going about 50 mph and I start to climb a fairly long
hill,by the time I reached the top I was only doing 10 mph.I'm running the 230 turdnado
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and a set of new super swampers (36x12.50).I took the carb off to clean it look things
over and I can not find where the power valve gets it's vacuum to operate.The hole
comes out the bottom of the carb but there is no hole in the intake or the gasket.so where
does the power valve get it's vacuum?Also the jeep drives nice until right up to the
moment you need to shift then it seems to run out of gas,thats why I think it's a power
valve thing that I don't understand.
So any help is greatful.P.S.where do you get lockers again tacoma?HAHA!It went in
one eye out the other I guess.
SUBJECT>A Trip to Tuddle POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>Beafire's tuddle Creek photos.
LINKURL>http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/beafire/lst?.dir=/Tuddle+Creek+August+20.03&.view=t
My brother and I went for a day trip to Tuddle Creek to play in our trucks.He has a M-
1008 in stock form and it works good on the trail but it just can't keep up with my heavy
metal.As most of you know I run lockers f/r and its chevy 350 powered.Lee
This link is for the trip Photos.
http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/beafire/lst?.dir=/Tuddle+Creek+August+2003&.view=t
And this link is for a write up about my M-715.
http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesprofile.asp?id=142003123958
PS.Don't for get to vote!
SUBJECT>Re:BWAAHAHAHAH POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
16 August 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26229 NEXT>26234
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now whats so funny
SUBJECT>well..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,16
August 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26233 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..mostly I'm laughing because I have some of the last lockers ever made!moooahahah
and all the rest of us lucky bastards are going to be enjoying our massive amounts of
traction while Heath has to fire up a welder to make his axles stick,since his search for
lockers will be futile.....heh heh.HEH>
SUBJECT>Wyoming is not so very far from here.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26231 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will find you show you about lockers.Do you know how you fix that power valve?With
Holley's universal 1bbl fuel injection kit,that's how.Ok,2bbl if you think so.Jp Mag had
a good writeup on putting one on..an F-head?about a year ago.
Masochism is the only real reason to keep a carb these days.
*covered in space-age heat-reflective clothing*
SUBJECT>Next Summer POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26237 26239 26240 26242 26244 26263 26303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2004 will be five years since the Zone's first-ever F.E.at Land Between the Lakes,KY
(1999).I was thinking that maybe we should converge on LBL again next summer,for
old time's sake.
Anybody wanna?Let's have some discussion!
SUBJECT>yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 10:48.a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26236
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I missed the first one,would like to hit the second.Sad that the truck has been run only
intermittently between now and then...
SUBJECT>I'm thinking about the same thing..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26193 NEXT>26254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..looks to me like the easiest way would be to move/make a new front hanger,and jury's
still out on the rear.I'm trying to keep it low since I've got a 725...If I come up w/suitable
solution this week,I'll let you know.Shouldn't be too hard either way.One thing on
Rockwells,you do have to jack the truck up pretty good to keep the front pumpkin out of
the pan.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26236 NEXT>26243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in,as long as it is not on the east coast,that's to far for me!
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll try and make it
SUBJECT>Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Mikey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26245 26246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I want to turn my motor so I can adjust the valves in the proper postitions,how do I do
it?Can I just attach a break bar and socket to the nut on the harmonic balancer and turn it
counter clockwise???Or will this just back off the nut??
I can't figure out any other way to turn or spin the motor and accurately get the cam lobes
where they need to be before I adjust each set of valves.Thanks.
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SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16 August
2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g
PREVIOUS>26236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to make it.I just bought mine,still don't have it at the house.By then I
should have it almost done and would be a good testing point.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26239 NEXT>26274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LBL is in western Kentucky near Murray,KY,and it's close to I-24.It's the area between
Kentucky Lake and Barkely Lake (easy to find on your road atlas)..I would guess you would be maybe 1k miles.But
hey,Rollie came last time,from
Washington state (sans truck,though).
SUBJECT>Info about LBL POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look at the left-hand frame and read the "Unofficial FE Tale"to get a feel of the LBL
area.And check out the pictures under "1999 Field Exercise".Lotsa fun.
Anybody in the area of LBL that can check on current information on camping and the
off-road area?Is Kaiser Kid still around,and in that area?
SUBJECT>Re:Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another quick way to do it is to put the tranny in 4th gear and push the truck.I've done it
many times with smaller/lighter vehicles,but the 5.88 gearing probably won't help...
SUBJECT>Re:Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Dave in Katy TX
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26241 NEXT>26249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just take the bolt keeper of the harmonic balancer and then rotate the motor clockwise,to
get to #1 cylinder tdc rotate till #1 cylinder exhaust valve has closed,intake has opened
and just got to the closed postion and then rotate the engine till the '0'on the harmonic
balancer is even with the timing mark on the timing cover.
The oil pump should have the end pointing between 3 and 9 oclock with the smaller side
of the shaft pointed up.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>Dave in Katy TX
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I was busy watching sweet Angelina to see anything else.
SUBJECT>How loose is too loose?Front hubs.POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/16LuWE4fck PREVIOUS>NEXT>26250
26257 26258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My right front wheel has some play in it if you grab it a 12 and 6.Maybe 1/8 to 1/4 inch.I
haven't been able to locate a wheel nut socket yet and I'm wondering if it is safe to drive
the truck?I dont want to break anything,but if driving is not hurting anything I'll keep
trucking until I find a socket.
Also,what caused the hub to get loose in the first place?I have a little shimmy in the
front end,but haven't been able to stop it.Must be the NDT's?.THanks for the help,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Mikey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26246 NEXT>26252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I turn it clockwise won't it be going against the direction that the motor normally turns?
And that will put slack in the timing chain on the wrong side???I sure don't want to mess
anything up.
SUBJECT>Re:How loose is too loose?Front hubs.POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a similar problem on mine and just like you I figured it was the wheel bearing
needed adjustment.After tearing the whole assembly down an repacking the bearings and
reassembly (hub felt fine with no tire or wheel)It was still loose after reinstalling the tire.
Upon closer inspection I realized it was the spindle that infact was loose from the
knuckle.
I ended up finding the lowest two studs had striped out there threads.My guess was either
abuse or crappy installation by pervious owner.I got lucky and was able to find longer
fine thread bolts to replace them,where they could grab at the good threads deeper in the
knuckle.I might add that the rest of the bolts had worked loose alittle.Upon reinstallation
I used a good loctite to help prevent any further damage.
Has worked out great for over 1 1/2 years with 42"tires.
Hope this may help
Steve
Then again it could be the wheel bearings.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL CAPS MESSAGES...POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suppose I was ranting about the CAPS thing and deleting the messages may be a bit
harsh,but...
I WANTED TO MAKE A POINT
...and judging by the responses (both for and against),I think I made it.
(FWIW,I usually won't even open a thread with a title in ALL CAPS.)
SUBJECT>Re:Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Dave in Katy TX
EMAIL>dave@kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26249 NEXT>26253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clockwise as you face the motor is how I am talking.I will check the book again in case I
forgot.Today we put in the timing cover new so all this had to be done this afternoon..Give me a email back,
dave
SUBJECT>Re:Turning motor for adjustment POSTER>Mikey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26252 NEXT>26275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Clockwise facing the motor is backwards from how it turns when running.Seems like
that would cause problems.
SUBJECT>Re:Chad's Rig looks like it's done right,SKYJACKER lift?POSTER>Craig
Merrill EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 9:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26238 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at chads rig looks like it's done up good,I just want to know what he did
and how well it articulates.I noticed that he had a SKYJACKER sticker on the side of his
truck..I know that they make lift kits for the Wagoneer,Grand Wagoneer and all the old
J-Series pickups.
SUBJECT>SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,16 August 2003,at 9:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26256 26284 26287 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was looking at skyjacker suspensions and noticed they sell 4 inch lift springs for Full
sized,wagoneers,and all the J-series trucks.I know alot of parts are interchangable
between this group of Jeeps,but was unsure if any of the supension components were or
not.The inner bushing diameter may be a little different but I was told ENERGY
SUSPENSIONS can make custom bushings for the spring eye to match up with the
diameter of the spring hangers..The only problem that I could see is that the Axle is not
centered in the middle of the springs,it is offset slightly to the front or the rear I think.
Has anyone else already talked to them to see wether or not they will work..I have the
SKYJACKER 6inch rock ready kit on my Cherokee and love the articulation and the
(SOFT RIDE)that keeps the Jeep from bouncing all over the place when I hit a bump at a
high rate of speed.It make me feel like I'm Riding on the bumpstops when I go back to
the Kaiser.
SUBJECT>a qualified maybe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16 August
2003,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26255 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I remember right,from the other Jeep lists I'm on,the older fullsize Jeeps have different
spring lengths and widths than the 74-91 deals.Also,Jtruck springs,IF I remember right,
are longer than the Wags.
So the answer can only be maybe.Sure it wouldn't be TOO much trouble to fix-new
spring hangers if anything,and that's not too tough to do.Easiest thing would be to ask
Skyjacker's techs for actual measurements,then see whats what.
Eyeballing the ones on my Cherokee(1978),they look close.Tomorrow I will take some.measurements and let you know
what I find.
Ought to settle it nicely LOL...
SUBJECT>that's too much POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,16 August
2003,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26248 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve is correct,might be spindle nuts,in which case you will be lucky to make it down
the street.Danger!If it's your wheel bearings,not a good idea to go too far.
The nut,if you're looking,is a 2.5"socket.Had the same trouble,getting mine off,and
ended up using a hammer and chisel...course,they're staying off.There are 2 nuts,
seperated by a keyed washer.
there shouldn't be any play in the hub at all,any is too much.
SUBJECT>upper king pin bushings POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the upper king pin bushings are made of brass,and mine were worn out quite a bit,
causing the wheel to move back and forth,you can simply fix it by removing some shims
on the king pins.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Seized engine POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26260 26261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.I've got a seized 230 engine,and were wondering what you guys think about it.
Is it worth it to tear it apart and check out whats up?I heard these engines are a pain to
rebuild,and expensive too.
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Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Seized engine POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26259
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's true.You would be better off,if stock truck,to find a good running 230.Not stock,
go ahead and repower -cheaper in the long run.
SUBJECT>Re:Seized engine POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26259
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're actually very simple and straightforward engines,but most of them are now
nearing 35 to 40 years of age.For what it would cost to rebuild one,you can buy a
remanufactured AMC 258 (very strong,plenty of torque)or do one of the popular Chevy
350 swaps.It all depends on if you want to keep the truck original or not..SUBJECT>loos hub axl-wheel nut?spindl
nut?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are the spindl nuts located not the wheel nut ?loos hub?
i repacked the bearings and put it back together and still loos?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm up for that POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26236
NEXT>26272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as it is an Eastcoast thing I'm in.I would have to trailer my junk,but showing up
is the important thing..Right???
I have a buddy headed there this Labor Day weekend..
If we have enough interest,Brute should do a thing on the sidebar,or a topic for events
pertaining to M-715's.
Prolly to early for a headcount,but early February would be a good time to start the real
count.Planting the seed early (as you did)is great...
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>keep digging.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,
at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26262 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
take the nuts off,take all teh brake junk off.Nuts are holding the brake backing plate and
the spindle on.Then put it all back together and riiiiiiddde on.
SUBJECT>Re:Worst booty-fab stories thread POSTER>Baltimorejake
EMAIL>John.Lovelace@Baltimorecity.gov DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 12:19
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a firefighter in baltimore in the ghetto we have a 72 seagrave with some seirious
cancer.I was wheeling down the street comming back from a fire and hit a pot hole or in
this case a crater,go figure a innercity pot hloe whoda thunk .....and the floor under my
feet fell off and goes south so we stop and start aquireng some floor stock you know,large
street sings...now we get back to quarters and start cutting,banging,tacing and finaly a
few nice beads on the "stock"to the grave and finaly some rattle can silver at oh dark
thirty about 3am or so....now our local PO-lice office (as it is pronounced in this area of
charm city)who's beat we aquired the "stock"from is sitting in the kitchen having a cup
of joe'we hear the police radio from the kitchen squalk out a call stating four Large white
males vandlising street sings .....now 5 or 6 radio cars call inroute to the location in
question becouse beeing white and having the man called on you is P.C.in this hood if
you get the drift so bill starts to the front door of the house for his radio car and stops to
see the goings on and all he see's are four large white males cutting,banging and
vandlising some "STOCK"poor bill get's on the radio and does some verbial tap dancing
to abate the call as false ....10-15 mins go by all of the radio cars stop by the house as is.custom here late a
nite to pay homage to the beloved pagon god "JAVA"......Now to
make an already long story short I have been fixing cop car bobos becouse we could not
clean up the sings I mean "STOCK"befor the PO-LICE got to the house..............
SUBJECT>ARL8S-A Spark Plugs -What do they fit?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>26288
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About a year ago,I bought (6)spark plugs from Naglich Enterprises,that supposedly "fit"
the M715.Recently,I went to install them and discovered that the ignitor wire end of the
plug is too small to fit the original waterproof plug wires.
Does anyone know what these plugs DO fit?I would like to sell them,but want to be sure
that I'm accurate when I describe the plugs.
Thanks in advance,
Steve
SUBJECT>Brad Skeen:Your timing method works great!!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>26268
26271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Brad.
A while back,you told us about a way to time the 230 by using a vacuum guage.You said
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to:"connect a vacuum gauge to manifold vacuum and adjust the timing for maximum
vacuum reading,then back the timing off until the vaccum drops by 1"hg on the gauge."I
tried it and verified the accuracy with a timing light -It was spot-on.Since then,the truck
has run great and it does not "diesel"after turning it off (which it did with regularity
before).
Thanks for the tip!That's what makes this website great.
SUBJECT>does that work for other engines?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26267
NEXT>26326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got 2 timing marks on the damper of this POS 460,would like to tune it up before
yanking it for a friend of mine.
SUBJECT>Facts about Water Wetter POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last summer I did tests on water wetter and a bunch of different coolant additives.When
put into a system of 50/50 none of the products had any significant gains.The numbers
these manufacutures generate are in tests were there are high mixtures of water like 30/70
or higher.They also use low silicate anti-freeze.Water has great heat transfer,but boils
low and freezes as you all know.Some of these products have acids and other things to.clean the silcate out of the
system,which removes the rust preventing and corrosion
inhibitors.Personally I would run a mix of 30/70 and use a conventional Prestone with
silicate.This would have to be swaped out in the witer for a 50/50 mix with a citric acid
flush inbetween so the the silicate dosen't continue to build up.
Scott
SUBJECT>Mattracks revisited !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
To Heath Woods,When I read the idea,I was a little sceptical.At the local Demo Derby
last night,I got to visit with a friend of mine who was a dealer for Mattracks for several
years at West Yellowstone MT.West Yellowstone is the mecca for snow cats and snow
coaches.Mattracks are very popular conversions.When I asked him about running them
dry and on sidehills,he did not express any concern.Most snowcats rely on moisture for
luberication.He said the Mattracks will build heat when run fast and dry.Angle of
approach will be determined by how the track angles into the body of the vehicle.In snow
they work well on compacted trails,but come up short in deep snow and powder.He said
new sets can run about $25,000 with good used sets in the $10,000 to $15,000 range.
Good luck with the project.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Brad Skeen:Your timing method works great!!POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26267 NEXT>26360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The old 230 runs pretty well once the timing has been set correctly.In fact,I believe this
engine has gotten bad reputation that is undeserved.Most are mis-timed and the valves
are not adjusted properly and they run poorly or burn themselves up.Not the engine's
fault.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm up for that POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26263 NEXT>26291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pass thru NC on the way,we'll get a 715 convoy headed west!
The past couple of FE attempts,money has been lost...I wouldn't be planning on a super-
organized event with food and trophies/etc,unless somebody wants to step up to the
plate.
SUBJECT>Iola Military Show 03 POSTER>HAMMER in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 4:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a great time.I was able to meet Brute4c and Louie715 who both took time out of
their busy schedule to give me pointers,suggestions,and support.Without the help I get
from other members I would not have my truck.I thank everyone who goes out of their
way to help the new guys,to answer the same old questions about brakes,seats,and.engine swaps,etc.I would also like
to thank everyone behind the scenes that keeps this
website up.Without the help and tech support I not have my 715,or that extra oilspot on
the driveway,one less expensive hobby,etc.Thanks guys.
SUBJECT>From Washington State?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>26243 NEXT>
26277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You never know,
I just mught show up with my truck this time.
Now that it's got all updated running gear.
Rollie
SUBJECT>What now?POSTER>Mikey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Sunday,
17 August 2003,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26253 NEXT>26329
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I warmed the engine up and then popped the valve cover and with the cam lobe pointing
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straight down I set the valve clearances at .008 just like the manual said.I buttoned her
back and fired the engine up.Runs okay,but sure does make a lot of clackity clack noise.
Even more then before.
Is there some other trick to adjusting these valves????
SUBJECT>Re:Another reason to dump the stock axles POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
besides the weak knuckle/spindle design,parts will continue to get harder and harder to
find.
SUBJECT>Re:From Washington State?POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!
Mappoint says that's about 2400+miles.
SUBJECT>Jeepfest POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26282 26311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is anyone going to Jeepfest in New Castle,PA next weekend?I'm going to make the trip.
It would be cool to see some other Kaisers there.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:need front clip for 715 POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i don't know how to use ebay but thank you for your response
SUBJECT>its go time!POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
guess im in it for the long run (again)im leaving for a 2500 mile trip in the m-715
tommorow morning for good old college...i hope got everything fixed right!thanks
everyone for the help,i'll let everyone know how it goes...sorry tacoma,i didnt have
enough time to take the turbo 400 out.i dont think i'll have room for it anyway.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Hogs and memories POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26042
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are you a hunter?talking about shooting a wild hog @10 yards?if you are able to
survive,how do you cook the hog and what is best about it?
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepfest POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Sunday,
17 August 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26278 NEXT>26312
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that just north of Pottsville ???Barry.
SUBJECT>right on man..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,
at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26280 NEXT>26285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..good luck on the trip!When I get back,we'll bring you those cookies,I wasn't kidding
about that.Enjoy the country!
SUBJECT>measurements POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17 August 2003,
at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26255 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
got the following for the ambulance:52"on the rear (chevy springs!)and 43.5"on the
front.On the 78 Cherokee I've got hogging the garage,got 45"in the front,couldn't
measure the rear because there is too much sh...err Jeep stuff in the way for now.
Thinking back,I think this is why the newer stuff won't fit the old Jtrucks...Lot of talk
about that a few years ago on John Meister's list...
anyway,not that big a deal to move the hangers.Longer springs can be flatter and flex
better too.So with a little digging,a really good solution can be found.Jealous of all you
truck guys,ambluances are really tippy.hehe..SUBJECT>Re:right on man..POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,17
August 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26283 NEXT>26295
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have fun and be safe on the way out
SUBJECT>crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26294 26299 26377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check this out
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=168728
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 2:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26255 NEXT>26297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of 4"front lift springs from a wagoneer in one of my m715s.They are longer.
I had to move th hanger back about 3".Also The gain in lift over a stock m715 spring is
less than an inch.
SUBJECT>Re:ARL8S-A Spark Plugs -What do they fit?POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26266
NEXT>26302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These the ones selling on ebay that come with a hand-writted "MWO"(Modification
Work Order)This "MWO"describes how to whittle away the orange insulator to "make
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'em work".I got stuck with a set,too.I don't know what they fit,but if they don't fit my
surplus diphragm pump engine,I'm just going to pitch them.Not worth my time and
effort...
SUBJECT>Just 2 minutes in a locked room is all I ask.BS post.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26293
26306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some bastards tried to steal my new bike saturday night!They dragged it out from behind
my car,DROPPED IT,stood it back up and bolted.This effin world we're in and the lack
of conscience and ethics where a person is damn near cursed if they own something nice
anymore is getting on my friggin nerves.I truly pitty the sum-bitch I snap on this time.
The last time release was on some punk that tried to mug me...I look forward to the
future.
SUBJECT>Michelin XL Tubes and Grooves!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26310
26318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I REmounted the 1100x16 XL's again this weekend and used a tube suggested by Marvin.(?)at Weber Tire.I picked up a
set of 825x20,lowboy tubes locally and tried them.I
wound not recommend a different tube...EVER for the XL's on stock wheels.These
things were great.I didn't have to dick around with making sure the tubes wasn't being
pinched or any of that crap.Stuff them in the tire,inflate them so that you'll still be able
to flex the stem to go through the slot in the wheel when you set the tire down.It was
really easy.The tube inflated until it stopped moving and then inflates downward to meet
the rim.8.25"x 20"radial tubes were about $14/per from a truck shop.I mounted them,
with some assistance from the lovely Katie,Friday night.I also took a black marker and
marked four rows of treads in the way I wanted to groove them to see what it would look
like.Saturday I let my new tire grooving tool warm up for 15 minutes then started cutting.
I cut each tread block in half...some way.Like two were in half and one was diagonal and
kept the same pattern on all 120 lugs per tire.The first one took about 50 minutes and I
was questioning what I had bitten off.Then next couple went a little faster and the fourth
I did in twenty minutes...but my hand wasn't liking me any after that.I'll get a couple of
pics and post them on my yahoo page.It really changes the look of the tire...no more of
these big blocky tread,but actually a tread that looks like it will bite into things.The hunk
I cut out is about 5/16"wide and 3/8"deep.480 pieces of about 2"long Michelin black
liquorice sticks.Thinking about bring some into work and putting them in a bowl with
some bitesized candy bars and see if anyone tries to eat one.:)
SUBJECT>Re:I'm up for that POSTER>bump-r EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August
2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26272 NEXT>26347
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have the '99 registration info,I'll try to contact KK.Count me in.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR GOD'S SAKE!!!RANDY'S OR REIDER POSTER>bump-r
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26220 NEXT>26308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now THAT'S proper use of all caps!hahahahahahaha!
SUBJECT>Re:Just 2 minutes in a locked room is all I ask.BS post.POSTER>Doug's
Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at
6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26289 NEXT>26304 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry to hear that!Even on the coast of Maine where I am it's getting worse.Seems
nobody wants to work for anything anymore.I hope you find em'and break thier fingers
one by one so they can't grab anything again.
And on a related note:if you DO have nice stuff everyone assumes you have cash hiding
somewhere and they want it...I own my own boatyard and work my F-ing ass off and
started with nothing...yet I know a few people who think either "Oh yea his parents must
a have left him a sh!t-load of cash when they died"or "Oh he must really soak his
customers for al they're worth to afford to run that place"Sorry to rant,but this sort of
crap really gets to me.I feel better now!:)Doug.
SUBJECT>WOW!POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26286.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That thing is wild!!Nice truck,what a project.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:right on man..POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26285
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have fun and remember if you drink and drive make sure it's milk.
SUBJECT>suggestions for 2bbl carb and lockouts POSTER>HAMMER in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What can you guys recommend for 2 barrel carbs and lockout hubs?What works well or
what should I avoid?If you have a part number I'll take that too,I have some upgrades
planned for the fall.thanks.btw:I did check the online manuals first but did not find
much specifics.thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:14
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a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26287 NEXT>26714 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what did you use on the rear
SUBJECT>Pitman Arm POSTER>Brian EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26315 26319 26322 26334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sure that this has been asked but I am fairly new to the group.I have a chevy power
stearing pump with the original drag link.I welded the one that I had and I would like a
solid one.any hints
SUBJECT>Re:crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>morganw@rockbridge.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26286 NEXT>26305 26316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Some very good custom work,but I dont think it is as cool as it could be.I think it would
have looked better had he kept the origonal cab and set 2 more origonal doors behind and
kept it with a removable top.But still,it is quite a good job.
SUBJECT>Re:suggestions for 2bbl carb and lockouts POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26296 NEXT>26317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For hubs,cruise on down to your local Autozone and order part #11035-01.Cost is $195,
pretty easy to install and they hold up pretty good.This is the best deal on new hubs I
know of..As far as the 2 barrel stuff,you need to find a manifold,either by posting here to see if
anyone has one or scrounging junkyards.The Holley 2350 with 350 cfm is the stock carb.
Matt,the guy at Iola who had the 2 trucks with trailers where I met you,use to have a
spare one around...maybe he still does,not sure...he didn't mention it did he...maybe not
but will check anyway.
Good to see you in person...keep in touch!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Iola Military Show 03 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad we had the chance to meet and talk.I had a great time talking with you and the other
guys there...best show for the M715 crowd they have had since 1995 when I started
going.Met a total of 8 owners there...cool!!
Hopefully one of these days we will get a northern group out for some fun.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ARL8S-A Spark Plugs -What do they fit?POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>26288 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.Like you,I don't plan on bastardizing the wiring,so I'll do the same
as you and pitch the plugs.
At least they didn't cost much.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26236
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would definately be interested...though getting burned for several hundred bucks again
is not in my plans....
Since you brought it up an appear interested,why dont you keep the ball for now and see
what you can find with Kaiser Kid and LBTL...do they stil;l allow such use,etc.I can
make a page with whatever on it you want for the site,or since I know you are quite adept
at these sort of things,you can just send me the page to post here.
If you want to query for dates and such,go for it.If you would like to setup a group to
work on this,or take volunteers or such,run with that too.
Definately keep me in the loop as things progress...and if I can help,let me know how.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Just 2 minutes in a locked room is all I ask.BS post.POSTER>Brian
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26293 NEXT>26314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,.And to think,my last bike buyer got a nice Kryptonite lock free.
I'd have gladly sent that to you if I still had it.Sorry to hear about your woes.That's a
reason that I parked mine in my living room when I lived alone.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26299 NEXT>26327
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did Froadin'go?He used to post here.I like the look of it,wish there were more
pics of the bild-up and such.
-B.
SUBJECT>van makes good lookout post POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
18 August 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26289 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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no one thinks there's people in there.Maybe for shits and giggles I'll camp out and
observe hahahaha..Hunting season and all that...
SUBJECT>Locker availability POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see Lee posted that Randy's and Reider do not have any more lockers for the M715's...is
that the front or rear or both?If this is true,it is a sad day for the M715
family.....hopefully it isn't but...
brute4c
SUBJECT>hahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 10:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26292 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm ok with reposting information but come on now,what was that,like 14 posts asking
for the same damn information.Read the @#%!#$!replies!hhaha
will be in OH soon,expect a call.
SUBJECT>it's not true.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at
10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26307 NEXT>26313 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think he was poking some fun...now,why he would do that is beyond me!
hhahahahahah
SUBJECT>you're rotten to the core POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
August 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26290 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.putting the chunks in a jar?cruel I tell you cruel.
looking forward to seeing them..
SUBJECT>Re:it's not true.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26309 NEXT>26332 26345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear it...I don't have one yet so it is real important to me as well as all other non
locked owners who plan to "play"a bit!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Just 2 minutes in a locked room is all I ask.BS post.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26304 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd park mine in my kitchen if the access was accessible.My uncle sells special locks that
have a triangular shape to the 'hoop'section so that bolt cutters will just push them out
and not be able to clamp on to them...pretty slick.
The mirror,bar end,side fairing,and right can =$1085.85
The Wrath of Tom will be mighty.
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26298 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had one made for me.It was kinda expensive,but is just what I wanted.It is basically a
flat piece of 1"that has the correct taper and alignment for our set-up.If you want one let
me know..
Thanks,Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,he started with a Wagoneer rather than an M715.He put the M715 fenders on
and did the fab work on the back.Cool,huh?
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:suggestions for 2bbl carb and lockouts POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26300 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Iv'e got a 2 barrel and intake manifold avilable.How about $50?and shipping.Let me
know if interested.....
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin XL Tubes and Grooves!POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26290 NEXT>
26324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear a die grinder or rotozip with a carbide cutter works great for regrooving.I used the
grooving iron route on a set of used hummer rubber and swore there had to be an easier
way...
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26298 NEXT>26320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the old yahoo board,here are the relevant answers to questions on the power
steering/pittman arm questions...brute4c
Do not try to use the original pitman arm with the Saginaw box!!!!The original arm has a
larger tapered opening which will not properly enguage the steering box.Use a G.M.
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pitman arm that fits the Saginaw Box.
Miday Supply in Irving Texas,have done over 400 M715 rebuild for fire dept.'s says that
a gm car saginaw box bolts right on,and sells a lengthened pitman arm so you keep
steering lock.A friend of mine did the box without the arm,and steering lock was very
limited.Midway Supply phone number (972)399-1532.
The Saginaw box off of any G.M.full size vehicle from aprox.1969 to 1976 will bolt on
with no modifications.(Monte Carlo,Chevelle,Cutlass,etc.)I used a 72 chevelle box.
You have to use the G.M.rag joint.You can get the pitman arm from Leo Porter in
Midway Texas.The arm is slightly shorter,increasing the turn radius.(6.5")Some Jeep
vehicles used this same Saginaw box.A Wagoneer pitman arm might work and is .5"
longer.
As far as the Power steering swap goes,a mid 70's Waggoneer is the most available donor
in this area and it was by far the easiest conversion to date.
I converted my truck to power steering using '70s and '80s full-size Jeep truck parts.Here
are the specifics:The power steering box &pitman arm came from a '74 Cherokee and
was a direct-bolt in,although it's a tight fit next to the frame brace (a box from any '74 to
'91 full-size Jeep should fit).Jeep trucks used a standard GM Saginaw pump unit,which
came stock on many Jeep and most GM engines (and even some Fords!)so engine
mounting brackets should not be a problem.I used
a Ford PS pump because it came with the 460 engine and modified a Ford F350 high-
pressure hose by removing the fitting at the steering box end and crimping
on a flare fitting to match the GM box.
Option#1--The saginaw power steering box off of almost any70"s-80"s fullsize GM car
will bolt right onto your frame and I found that the splines on the 715 ragjoint matched..But in order for this to
work you will need a pitman arm off of a 79-88 Ford Bronco,it has
the same splines as the saginaw box and is the correct length and has a large enough hole
for the 715 tierod end.
Option#2--You can also use the saginaw box off of a Grand Wagoneer (no modification
straight bolt on).The saginaw power steering pump that is used by all GM products,80"s
Dodge trucks,and all Jeeps is an excellent power steering pump and is cheap and plentiful
and will work with all saginaw boxes.I do not like the pump Ford uses because the
housing is plastic and always leaks (besides plastic belongs on toys not on a 715)
Yes a Saginaw power steering box out of a Wagoneer or Cherokee will bolt right in with
no mods I have done this to my 67 M-715.
My own personal experience with adding PS to a M715 is to use the PS box off another
Jeep full-size vehicle (J-series truck,Wagoneer,Cherokee).The input shaft and pitman
arm on a CJ box will be incorrect --I know this cause I had a CJ box and it won't connect
to the J truck/M715 intermediate shaft.
Leo Porter steering parts
I bought the extended length pitman arm that allows full steering lock in conjunction with
a saginaw auto power steering box.The extra 1/2inch will come in handy when you need
to turn real sharp.
I used a Power Steering pump and steering box from a think,mid 80's chevy caprice.the
box was a bolt in but the pump i had to make brackets for.I used a pitman arm from a
jeep pickup,probably j-20 or j-30 with power steering.fit perfectly.i did add a cooler to
keep the temperature down on the fluid.The whole price for the conversion was about
$50.The most expensive thing was the power steering hoses,they are higher pressure.
I used a Saginaw from a 69 Nova (any late 60's to early 70 GM pass.car should fit).Any
steering shop should be able to swap the internal valves to a higher volume/pressure set to
handle the larger tires,weight,etc.
I used a Wagoneer pitman arm for my power steering conversion.Works fine,all I had to
do was realign the steering wheel and adjust the tie rod end so that the tires turned equally
in both directions.
Some of the J-series pitman's will work as is.I know for a fact that a 72'-79'Ford Bronco
pitman will work.
The power steering is a bolt on project up to the pitman arm,the tapered bolt on the 715
steering rod is much bigger than the tapered bolt hole in a J truck pittman arm.
Actually,some of the Saginaw power boxes have 4 mounting holes/tabs instead of three.
They still bolt-up just fine to the M-715 frame,there just isn't anything to bolt the extra
mounting tab to.
The power steering box will bolt to the M715 with three of the bolts.
Look for a saginaw box with a 7 and a 6 cast into the box on the side towards the front of
the box.While others will work,the 76 series box is reputed to be the strongest box.
There are two input shaft sizes..780 and .800 thousandths.So take the rag joint or
coupler that was attached to the box.I bought one for my CJ awhile back from a 77
firebird.This was for my CJ not my 715.I'm trying to keep the 715 stock for now.Also.look at the top adjustment
allen head screw found in the top aluminum cap.It should have
quite a few threads sticking above the jam nut.If not the box is close to being worn out.
The most direct fit is the grand wagoneer set up,it is a GM set up,everything is a direct
bolt on,there is one bolt hole on the box that you can't use unless you drill the frame,for
the pump you might have to make bracket for that.The best thing with this set up is that
the turning radius is shortend by quite a bit,I bought the whole deal at my local junk yard
for $50.00,you got to love that!
(Just to avoid confusion on this.The GM Saginaw box IS the box that Jeep used in the
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70's and 80's....these are the same box in both applications,though I have heard there are
stronger and weaker versions,partially due to different piston sizes in the box.)
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26319 NEXT>26321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about a rack and pinion set up?Is a R&P available for the M715 or adaptable?
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>sssssnnnaaap!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,
at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26320 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ill advised on 4x4.
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26298 NEXT>26323 26343 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
I got one that I'd be willing to part with if you'll send me a four pack of Frapachino's.
I have the conversion you're talking about,and it seemed that my steering was a little
short compared to the non-power stock unit.I ordered the correct arm from Leo Porter,
and got an exact duplicate of the one I had on the truck (length wise).I put it on anyhow
since I'd paid for it.
You can have the one Leo sent me seeing as how it's not as beefy as the one I got from the
previous owner.
E-mail me if you cotton to that deal.
-B.
SUBJECT>let me get this straight...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
August 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26322 NEXT>26372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you're offering a "less beefy than what you're using"Pitman arm in exchange for a 4pack
of girly coffee drinks?.it must be the water there.If I turn into a fruit when I visit I'll be miffed to say the
least.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin XL Tubes and Grooves!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26318 NEXT>
26331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
circular saw..watch the fingers!
SUBJECT>NP 200 pto POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,18
August 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26328
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you run a PTO drive from the stock NP 200 case?If yes,how?and can it be to the
rear?Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:does that work for other engines?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26268
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know,it should work for any engine,although I've never tried it on something
with a real snotty cam that doesn't have much idle vacuum.Glad I could offer a useful tip.
SUBJECT>Re:crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>26305 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He is over at IFSJA.org all the time.It is nice watching that thing grow up.
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 pto POSTER>CHRIS BENNETT EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
August 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26325 NEXT>26330
26333 26349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I DONT THINK YOU CAN.BUT YOU CAN RUN A PTO WHINCH OFF YOUR T98A
4SPEE TRANSMISSION.WHY WOUL YOU WANT TO RUN A WHINCH OFF
OF YOUR TRANFER CASE?
SUBJECT>Re:What now?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August
2003,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26275 NEXT>26335
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you adjusted all of the valves with just the #1 lobe pointing down,then you did it wrong
and need to immediately stop running the engine.You have to rotate the engine around by
hand and adjust each pair of rockers for each cylinder when the respective cam lobe is
pointing down,not just #1.By the way,my 230 runs clockwise (standing in front of the
truck).Good Luck.SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 pto POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get a NP205.I did this to run the REAR WINCH in my truck.The 200's don't have a
PTO port.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin XL Tubes and Grooves!POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a Rilfit grooving tool for cutting my CJ's Boggers.It was pricey,but does an
awesome job.It allows for different blades,and heat settings.The gun is instant hot when
pressure is applied to the blade.
Safe on fingers too...
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:it's not true.POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18
August 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26313 NEXT>26344
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
boyce equiptment i ogden ut has them for dana 60 and 70s
SUBJECT>because...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at
2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26328 NEXT>26336 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...you can run 2 pto's if you've got a port on the tcase and one on the transmission.At
least that's the idea.
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26298
NEXT>26346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
How did your pitman arm break?What were the circumstances?Did anyone already tell
you this information as to where to find a replacement arm?Did your chevy powered
M715 get towed by a Ford powered M715?
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What now?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26329
NEXT>26514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was gonna say,I've never seen an engine run CCW before.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:because...POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,.18 August 2003,at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26333 NEXT>26337
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the advice.I want to install a rear winch for pulling cars onto my trailer and
round bails of hay onto my truck.I will start looking for a np205.What is an average used
price?Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>cheap POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 3:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26336 NEXT>26373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
practically free here.About $50 at the yard,sometimes less if you look around.Easy to
get them w/a free truck!Buy a cheap 3/4t GM pickup and get a 465 and 14bolt free!the
3/4 44 is decent too.At least as good as the M-Dana 60.
SUBJECT>M715's are no good for rocky trails POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26339 26340 26342 26364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I learned Saturday that our trucks aren't terribly well designed for bumping over rocks.At
the very minimum we need some well designed rock rails.
Bumping down a trail this weekend I didn't notice the 2 foot drop from atop a boulder and
crunched my passenger rocker and muffler ($20 turbo too!).Not really a big deal -dents
are pretty cool in my book.However,lacking a full roof,it bent the floor up just enough
that now the passenger side of the back wall of the cab is 1/2"further back than the driver
side.Now I have to push down on the door to get it to latch and I bet the top bows won't
fit anymore.I guess it's a dedicated thrasher now.
Or maybe...
Hey Lee,you still using that cab I sent you?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715's are no good for rocky trails POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26338 NEXT>26352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I should add that I was on a trail that I shouldn't have been on with no lockers,no
lift and barely larger than stock tires.In that respect the truck did excellent,getting high
centered a couple times and tow strapped up and over one odd placed rock.
Chris
SUBJECT>you better fix that!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August
2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26338 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
winch it out!And then get some rock rails.They're extreeeeemely useful in the rocks.
Munched the hell out of all previous vehicles here....I'm even putting some on the 725....
SUBJECT>PTO to trans gasket POSTER>Basenji EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does any one have a part #for this ?and where can i get one ?
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SUBJECT>your perspective POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 4:30
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26338 NEXT>26357 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That is odd my truck did not get any dents on it,and I was with you the whole time,O'
yes I remember I have a chevy engine not that weed wacker ford.Did I also tell you that I
felt really bad having to drag you over the rocks.
SUBJECT>Re:Pitman Arm POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 4:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26322 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that the guy from texas that has the arms.I'm interested.And I can meet your terms.
Thanks brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com
SUBJECT>Re:it's not true.POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26332
NEXT>26348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys had me starting to round up all my loose change and get one while there was
still a few out there.Whew,what a relief!So I guess it is safe to wait until spring like I
planned.
SUBJECT>Ford =money to body shop POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26334 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
O'yes you towed me when my welded pitman arm broke.Like they say I would rather
tow a chevy than drive a Ford.Tell me who towed who over the bolders and got thier
dipers in a bunch with the body damage.A Chevy who was able to start thier truck in the
morning with out a carb rebuild.A Chevy see the patern.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm up for that POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26291 NEXT>26398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bump-r,drop me your current email address.dp@sanlee.com
and yes,please contact KK for us,we'll see what's up at LBL now..SUBJECT>Re:it's not true.POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26344
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had me nervous too
SUBJECT>Why use the transfer case?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>26328 NEXT>
26358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my opinion:
Other advantages of using a pto off your transfercase are that usually the available pto's
are simpler and cheaper then the ones used on the transmission.They don't need to have
the additional capability of shifting into forward or reverse.The direction is chosen by
using the forward and reverse gears in your transmission.In a typical case this would
mean reverse would let out the line slowly,and the four forward gears would wind in the
line at speeds depending on how high a gear you selected on the transmission.For pulling
the line out fast,flip the winch into freewheel and pull it out manually.Actually I prefer
having a winch driven off the transfercase.
Just my .02 worth
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepfest POSTER>mike petrus richboro,pa EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26311
NEXT>26502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll see you there.I have to change my intake gasket and I'll be ready for the 350 mile trek.
Should be fun!Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone running a big block been able to do a wheelie POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aakLdwIM1vrX.PREVIOUS>25945 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try going full throttle off a 15 foot waterfall.keep it nailed,you will land sometime.wear
armor plate on your chest and keep your head above the steering wheel,you might like to
eat with your own teeth later.watch your knees on the dash.the steering wheel feels like i
imagine it would feel like it would if o.j.attacked you without a knife.it,might feel the
same with a knife,i've never had that happen,it's rough,but it won't hurt your truck
much.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's are no good for rocky trails POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26339 NEXT>26356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey you just need to keep your eyes open.think about it,if you keep doing it like that you
will soon just be driving trash.2 feet is a pretty good drop.you couldn't do i in your.toyota norml driver open your
eyes man,maybe dedicate an ex friend to lay in the deepest
part of the dropoff to reduce the fall.tell him to do sittups for three years first
SUBJECT>Re:where do ya order lockers for a m-715?!!POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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hey try m series rebuild and in greensboro n.c.
SUBJECT>Front End problems POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26362 26383 26384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When my truck gets up to about 50,the steering wheel shakes like hell.My friend driving
another car beside me said my front wheels had really bad "death wobble".What do I
need to do to fix this?
SUBJECT>Re:Breast Milk POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26208
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go drive your truck dude.you may strrf the baby.do some mechank work.try a 9-16th.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's are no good for rocky trails POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Friends -that's the problem!He was busy busting a perfectly good pitman arm instead of
spotting me like he should have been.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:your perspective POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26342
NEXT>26363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at least a ford isnt gonna be like a chevy in the future ...sitting in your driveway 'Like a
rock'
SUBJECT>Re:Why use the transfer case?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought the same,but after i had to pull another m715 out it was nice to put the truck in
reverse and the winch "IN"and let out the clutch as the truck crawled backwards while
winching in.made for an interesting ride for the winchee.
SUBJECT>wish me luck POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August
2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26361 26369
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well i got everything back together and running right took the truck out for a test drive
good to go.going for emissions and safty insp tommarrow.
SUBJECT>Re:Brad Skeen:Your timing method works great!!POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where exactly do you hook up the vaccum guage?
SUBJECT>good luck POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at
7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.Just a reminder,Tooele doesn't require emissions.
SUBJECT>pull over quick and check some stuff out.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26354
NEXT>26365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,check the wheels themselves.My little Cherokee had the same problem,went nuts
checking bearings and nuts left and right,and it turned out to be the tires themselves.
Cheap dealer dealies.
Barring that,I'd check the wheel bearings,if they're ok,check the upper kingpin bushing,
it's brass and could wear.On the way to doing that you can check out the spindle nuts...
they hold the spindle and the brake backing plate to the hub.
Be careful out there!hehe
SUBJECT>have you driven a Ford lately?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
18 August 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26357 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no?wasnt'running?what a surprise!lol
SUBJECT>Re:You mean rocker guards like these?POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26338 NEXT>26368 26371 26381
LINKNAME>Rocker Guard Link
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/rocker_guards.html
See link below (just added to my website)...
SUBJECT>Re:pull over quick and check some stuff out.POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26362 NEXT>26366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is that kingpin bushing?
SUBJECT>well let me tell you.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,18 August
2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26365 NEXT>26370
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's under the steering arm.See the round part between teh bolts?Under it,in the inner
knuckle ear,is a brass bushing.That is the thing.But I'd suspect somethign else first.
SUBJECT>Re:1969 m715 POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,18 August 2003,at 9:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26169
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested send me some pictures and info.
tbonadeo@yahoo.com
thanks
TONY
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SUBJECT>Re:You mean rocker guards like these?POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 1:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
those look tuff btw who is to dorky lookin guy in the pic,haha,jk,nice truck too.
SUBJECT>good luck,just don't think about it and you'll be fine.POSTER>Doug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 4:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know "murphy's law".:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:well let me tell you.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26366 NEXT>
26374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're running NDT's...check the tread.My truck shook horribly with those on it.
SUBJECT>Re:You mean rocker guards like these?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26364 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEET!!!
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26323 NEXT>26375
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,the arm I had on my rig is about 4"wide and about 1"thick,not rounded like stock.
It's definitely overkill,but I like it.Leo charged me about $45 for an arm that was
basically the same length,just rounded off on the edges.
As far as the Frapachino goes-I used to trade for beer,but I'm a family man now..As far as our common fondness for
the breast milk-I'm glad you had the guts to say
you're with me.It seems odd to me that some thought it gross to drink the milk that
comes from my wife,but normal to drink the milk that comes from an animal.
I lift my glass to you,Tacoma.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:cheap POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26337 NEXT>26378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
$200-$300 is pretty typical.Don't forget you can also use a NP203 if PTO port is what
you're looking for and can't find a 205.I'm running a 205 and a Muncie PTO to a deuce
and a half 10,000#winch in the frame behind the rear axle.
SUBJECT>Re:well let me tell you.POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26370
NEXT>26385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are your lug nuts loose?How about tire balance?My old M211 shook like a DQ Blizard
maker untill I got the NDT balanced.My first 715 had loose lug nuts...I'd tighten them
and they would go loose.Found that the studs were stripped...PITA!
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26372
NEXT>26376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont drink cows milk either....where does that put me?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26375 NEXT>26393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll put you in a cast a little easier without all that calcium your not gettin!!hehe
SUBJECT>Re:crew cab short bed m715 POSTER>FSJeeper
EMAIL>pascalray@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaabInM8ndkGM PREVIOUS>26286 NEXT>
26432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats me.I have been away from this room for a while but used to be a regular the first
few years it was started up.
SUBJECT>WOW POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26373 NEXT>26379 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
PA is pricey!LOL..damn,that is seriously more than they are out here....SUBJECT>Re:WOW POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26378 NEXT>26380
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What vehicles had divorced 205's?I got a really good deal on a 2wd NV4500 and I dont
want to spend money or time on mating the two up.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Fords.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:59
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a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26379 NEXT>26382 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mostly.Grab the front yoke and the input/output shaft and swap them into a Chebby case
and go cat go....
Chevy's and Dodges had them too but I haven't seen one yet.Just Fords...
SUBJECT>Re:You mean rocker guards like these?POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26364
NEXT>26430 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ole Mud'og is look'n pretty darn good Drew!
SUBJECT>Re:dodges POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26380
NEXT>26389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive got a dodge,passenger side drop that im going to run to a 2wd nv4500
SUBJECT>Re:Front End problems POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26354
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check your toein on the front end with a tape measure and a friend holding the end on the
opposite tire,check the front on the tires and than the rear off the tires,also with the
parking brake engage have a friend move the steering wheel back and forth and look for
any thing that is loose,(tierod ends).
good luck
Rick Hawkins
SUBJECT>Re:Front End problems POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26354 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running larger than stock tires?If everything else that was suggested checks out,
you may just need a steering stabilizer.
SUBJECT>Re:well let me tell you.POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19.August 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26374 NEXT>26400
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Worn out front shocks will also cause it
SUBJECT>steering assist unit POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26387 26391
26411 26416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my truck I have manual steering.Im looking for a steering assist unit for it.any ideas.
I dont want to inst power stering to much b.s.
SUBJECT>Re:steering assist unit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26386
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would have said Arnold,but it appears he has his eyes on a job already...
Good luck Koobster!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>2 speed axles POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Opinions sought on using a 2 speed axle to get a good highway ratio and still keep a low
off road crawl gear with a v-8 swap and an automatic tranny.I realize this may mean
changing the front axle ratio or the whole axle.
Instead of using mega tires and/or overdrive units,too expensive/hard to find,or
overdrive trannies,don't trust the autos and wanna avoid the clutches...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:dodges POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26382 NEXT>26392
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What years did Dodge offer them like that?
SUBJECT>a few thoughts.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26388 NEXT>26394
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ranger o/d's from AA are about$1600.New front axle/R$P plus the new rear 2speed can't
be much cheaper than that...Plus,the only 2speed rears I've seen are in huge dump trucks
etc,not the greatest thing for ground clearance...
If there is a cheap,small 2speed I'd say it would solve an awful lot of problems....
SUBJECT>well,there is this one thing...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
19 August 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26386 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>...makes your steering easy as heck..circle track dealie,cannot recall the name of it but it
also doubles your lock-to-lock turns.Not ideal for the street,but might solve your trouble.
Oh,it's a steering quickener!I remember now,some mag installed it and reported spooky
handling on the street.Other than that I don't know what to tell you.
PS install on these things isn't all THAT much bs lol....
SUBJECT>Re:dodges POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26389 NEXT>26415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't get the ford NP205.It will have the drop on the wrong side and flipping it could
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cause oiling difficulties.Older chevy crew cabs/1 tons/dually that jazz can have them and
older dodge will have them as well.Check eBay,usually there's one there in the $250
area.
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 10:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26376 NEXT>
26396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A threat on the Presidents calcium depleted bones?Is nothing sacred?
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>Binderman
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26390 NEXT>26395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Plus,usually 2-speed rear axles have a high ratio that is quite low,and a low ratio that is
even lower,so there would be nothing to help address the highway speed issue
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26394 NEXT>26397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first one I found online has a 4.57 and a 7.4 ratio setup...that would be cool enough
for me...would be better though if a guy could find a Dana gear of 5.87 in one to already
match the front and a 4.56 or higher,lower numerically,setup,or be able to change it to
such gears...
Ground clearance would have to be checked...hadn't thought that far yet,just kinda
nirvana-ing about the gear possibilities...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26393 NEXT>26407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like Spicer is the Secret Service Chief of the club now...that means he gets to
check out the bars and broads for me right??
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26395 NEXT>26399 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whoa...wait a minute!Get a set of 4.56's for the stock front axle and GO!You'd lose
some gear,but not 4x4 all together.The 1%difference between ratio's shouldn't do a
thing.I say that because a few years ago I was at a Dodge dealership and they had a full
size on the rack and I was checking the underpinnings.It had a 4.11 rear and a 4.10 front.
Why?The dealer coldn't come up with the reason and never knew there was a difference.
If dodge does it new,I think you can do it on old iron.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm up for that POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very Interested!!
On a side note.
Spice,If you make it why don't you throw your 2000gt in the back of Velvet &I'll bring
the `Stang for some,uh,speed grocery runs.You could bring the `Busa and let us all ride
it for a while!!That is,if YOU are still the current owner.HA HA HA HA HA!!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26397 NEXT>26402 26405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But I would like to keep the 5.87 or there abouts as I am looking at an auto tranny with
around 2.45 first gear...big change from 6.4 with the t-98...if I go with the 4.56 up front
and the auto,yeah I could still 4 wheel but would,in my opinion,be giving up too much.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:well let me tell you.POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried swapping rims/tires from front to rear to see if there is any difference?
SUBJECT>Original Auto Trans POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26404 26445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok I know this was probly posted before but what was the original auto trans used in the
J-200s?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>26399 NEXT>26403 26419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I wouldn't see the point in getting a two speed axle for the rear and keeping the
original single speed axle in the front.You couldn't use 4wd in both ranges?I have an old
Dodge W200 from the 70's and the gear ratio tag on the rear diff says 4.10 and the front
says 4.09-Factory set-up works great.I guess it would even pull the front tires a very small
bit faster when engaged so it might help pull and keep straight!?Who knows?!.......Ben
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>26402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The point would be to be qable to cruise on the highway with say a 4.3 to 4.6 gear in the
rear,no front axle needed,for overdrive,and then off road switch back to the lower gears
in the rear,matching the front of course,for the all important low crawl ratio.
brute4c
SUBJECT>turbo 400.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at
12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26401 NEXT>26422 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
pretty sure anyway.Behind the 350,the 401,360,etc etc.
Old ones will be BOP pattern,later will be AMC pattern.All will take GM parts for t-
case swap purposes.And,you can build it into a TH475,the burly version of the already
burly 400.Straight cut gears,more clutches etc,but the parts alone are like 900 bucks.
SUBJECT>not so!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at
12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26399 NEXT>26406 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
remember torque multiplication in the lower gears on autos.
I don't think I'll be using manual out here...4.56's are fine w/autos,you lose hardly
anything and no more desperate shifts when you dont'make the hill.Around here,that's
death!Autos can be used as a brake when the hill is too steep...
still,I will miss shifting,at least until I get that NV4500/Cummins dealie.
SUBJECT>Re:not so!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26405 NEXT>26455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He's right,when figuring out crawl ratios,they usually multiply the auto x2 because of the
torque converter slippage.
OR...you could get a tranny like mine and have 6:1 granny and .85 OD.:)
SUBJECT>Re:let me get this straight...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26396 NEXT>.26409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DEAL.We also took care of that yahoo that called Mr.Yarworth by the wrong name.
Somebody is always watching...
...with the exception of my bike.Drat.
SUBJECT>if you can't find one..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26341 NEXT>26421
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..make one.I've made them of construction paper and RTV,work fine.Basically all that
gasket is anyway.It's ghetto-fab though,and it's a lifestyle.
SUBJECT>I told you man,POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26407 NEXT>26413
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vans make excellent observation posts.Side doors open fast and pow.
SUBJECT>Next Summer --Part II POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26414 26429 26452 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK,looks like some interest growing...so when should it be?The first FE at LBL was in
early August.How about some nominations for a date next year?June/July/Aug/Sep???
Post here or email to me at dp@sanlee.com
SUBJECT>Re:steering assist unit POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26386 NEXT>26412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Only kind of steering assist I've seen is hydraulic,I've installed a system like this on a 37
Chevy.Twice the amount of work,hassles and plumbing of just installing a GM power
box.
SUBJECT>Re:steering assist unit POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26411 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mmmmmmmmm now i gotto think matbe a suidside knob :)
SUBJECT>Re:I told you man,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 1:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26409 NEXT>26418 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
pow....grab her,shut the door,drive her to a remote spot.....
Now,THAT'S a hot date.Spice up you and Katie's flagging relationship in a heartbeat..Ponder it,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26410 NEXT>26417
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I missed this thread last week.I'm in and I'll bring my wifer and kid.
Man,that was great back then.They had a big cake and gave out prizes for FARTHEST
TRAVELE and such.We got t-shirts and rode in the lake.I got a tailgate from Bump-R
and made fun of Brute.
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Can't wait.Same place?September would be nice,but I'm inclined to have it earlier.
I better get cracking on finding an overdrive tranny.
Spicer,will you and Katie be there?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:dodges POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,19
August 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26392 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:steering assist unit POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26386 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My buddy put a RockRam steering assist on his truck-after looking at all of the
fabrication he did,making sure the set up was correct,and paying for all of the hydrolics,
etc,believe me power steering is the way to go.The price,hassle,and potential for
breakdown and finding parts on a Sunday will keep me away from a steering assist set up-
gonz
SUBJECT>dates POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 2:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26414 NEXT>26449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'd say August or July,as I am not here in early June or September...Missed teh last one,
would not like to repeat that.
SUBJECT>Re:I told you man,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 3:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26413 NEXT>26427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,I should know better but every once in a while you suprise me B.Do you happen to.have a dry well/deep pit in
your basement and an affinity for sewing?Remember the
trans-gender questions about you before the birth of your daughter?Back in full force!!
As for the breast milk thing -my wife pumped to have extra in reserve so we always had
some bags of it in the freezer.Since the warm milk thing isn't the best I put a stick in one
before it froze.Needless to say I slept alone for a while and was banned from the "tap"for
some time.
Yes,I guess I am a sick puppy.
BTW,is your motor STILL running?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:a few thoughts.POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26402 NEXT>26425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford Bronco from '66-'77 had 3.54 front and 3.50 rear axle ratio.I know there is a
certain %of mis-match you can get away with.When you are going thru a turn each
wheel will travel a different distance,thus changing your final drive ratio.Ah hell,if one
of your tires has 10 pounds less air,that will change it.
John
SUBJECT>eep Water Fording(spec:smoke stack)POSTER>Jonx4x4
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>26451
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking at pics of the deep water fording kit for these rigs.Most of it I can just fab
myself,but where would I get that stuff thats wrapped around the stack?Ya know,the
heat shield?
TIA Yall
-Jonx4x4(4-Wheel Drive Junky)
SUBJECT>Re:if you can't find one..POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26408 NEXT>26426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't the PTO to tranny spacing critical for a correct contact pattern of the gears?
SUBJECT>Re:turbo 400.POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26404 NEXT>26424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So they put a GM trans into the truck eh?
My plan thickens.....hmmmmm.
Joe
SUBJECT>levers POSTER>cycop183 EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26450 26486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ooops..after pulling my 230 for a sbc conversion,i cant figure out the levers for
the t-
case..my bad.anyone have a pic from the bottom,looking up?any help would really be
appreciated.also anyone need any 230 parts?thanks
SUBJECT>sort of..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at
6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26422 NEXT>26428 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
close enough LOL..the plot does indeed thicken when you know parts will swap in.The
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difference is in the output shaft and the bolt pattern,as far as I know.Lot of talk about
that on the FSJ lists,and in fact I am dealing w/it right now as I do not want to replace the
toasted Quadratrac in my Cherokee with another one.
SUBJECT>Randy's has a great FAQ on this.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..somewhere,on that site there is a great FAQ about just such an issue,and he states the
actual %of mismatch allowed.I'm too damn busy to look it up right now,or I'd post it.
Leaving in t-minus 2.5days.Ugh.
SUBJECT>I dont'think it's THAT critical...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26421 NEXT>26431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..If I recall,they're straight cut to straight cut gears...so setup isn't AS critical as say,ring
and pinion.Gasket thickness is not going to screw you up much.
SUBJECT>wow,that is above and beyond..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26418 NEXT>26433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...what I'd expect out of YOU,guess there's a surprise waiting for me every day here.
That's great,a stick!Never thought of that.My wife is surprisingly not expressing any
dismay at that (she just came over to see what the hell I was laughing at).Might have to
try that on the second round here....
SUBJECT>Re:sort of..POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26424 NEXT>26438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All you need to do is swap in the gm shaft that goes with your gm t-case and you can run
any gm transfer.Also the shaft can go the other way if you want to run a q-trac with a gm
T400 and gm motor (for instance a diesel like I'm going through now.:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26410 NEXT>26440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm up for August I'm going on honeymoon to vegas in
June and it's going to take all of
july to get the jeep going so I can drive it down there.
SUBJECT>Re:You mean rocker guards like these?POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome back Gary!Long time no hear from.You gonna come up and visit ole Mudog
and the silo?I know how much you like Arid-zona.I think I have some brake lines I need
bent up...
SUBJECT>Re:I dont'think it's THAT critical...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26426 NEXT>26439 26473 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I put my PTO unit on recently I bought a gasket kit.It comes with several different
thickness gaskets.The guy at the counter said (if I remember right)6 to 12 thousands of
backlash.I set mine up with 8.To much or two little they said the unit would howl.You
can hear it run but it's pretty quiet.FWIW.....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear revolver shackles???POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26377 NEXT>26459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So how did you get the revolvers on the rear?What vehicle were desinged for.I know the
XJ shackles will work on the front of the rigs.
SUBJECT>Just a little FYI:POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26427 NEXT>26441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't lick it like a popsicle -pretty tasteless.
Letting it warm up a little and taking bites out of it worked pretty well,tho I just got the
one crack at it.
The opposite of what guys usually say to you B.:
"Bite it,not lick it!"
Ron
SUBJECT>Olde Spice POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that you are all into the XL's what are you going to do with those thrashed out
boggers?I`ssed prolly take `em ifn`yous were ta pay fer da shippen.(B.will translate for
you,didn't want you to burst any blood vessels if you understood right the first time ;-)
Ron
SUBJECT>Leaf Springs POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking to lift a 715.Are there any leaf springs that swap right in?Or is this just
wishful thinking!
~TONY
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SUBJECT>keep dreaming.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26435 NEXT>26444
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
none so far BUT.I think Chevy rear springs are the same length as the 715's,I have a 725
measured at 52"center to center.Front ones might be available as pre74 Jeep items,but
it's not that hard to move the perches and use something else.
SUBJECT>HA!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at 9:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26434 NEXT>26442 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking about offering him actual cash,and taking them away in the Van of Doom.
But you've got official dibs,and I am no snake.
SUBJECT>that would be silly!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26428 NEXT>26460
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the elusive Qtrac instead of a 205 w/a GM motor?Insane!
LOL.The hard part here is getting a damn 400/205 combo.Might just go w/divorced and
call it good.We'll see.
SUBJECT>howl yeah,POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August 2003,at
9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but that's how you know it's wrong LOL..If it was critical they'd make you mic it and
shite...you know,work and measurements and stuff.
SUBJECT>Hey,lets'convoy.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,19 August
2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26429 NEXT>26443
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we'll both be working out the kinks,and we could meet up in Cheyenne or something.
SUBJECT>Why Ronner,why?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26433 NEXT>26448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ronner,I thought we were buds.What happened,did we have a fallin'out?Man,I
figured we were better than that..Gay jokes,trans-gender jokes,and some sewing jokes-all directed at me?So much
hate.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ronner POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26437 NEXT>26447 26548 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you going to be able to make it to the LBL trip next summer?
I'd look forward to meeting you.
Seriously.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,lets'convoy.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26440 NEXT>26446
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's awfully hot in August.98 degrees here yesterday.I'm getting too old to camp out in
100 degree weather.
May is nice,and the kids are out of school.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:keep dreaming.POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26436 NEXT>26468 26529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about doing a spring over axle?
SUBJECT>Latest brain fart POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26401 NEXT>26453 26474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok so now my latest brain fart is to run the 6.5L GM Diesel,the T400 trans with the
stock transfer case and stock diffs?Any one think there will be a problem with it?Will
good highway speeds be achieved say 60-70 mph?Will it still off road?and what about
Niomi???
So many questions.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Any Hotels close?POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26443 NEXT>26635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My idea of "roughing it",is a hotel room without HBO...
Ricky...seeya....SUBJECT>Hey,Ron...how about this POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26442 NEXT>
26487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How 'bout I throw in the truck as well??
Sorry R-man...my pathetic thrashed out mounted boggers couldn't possibly be parted
with,or the mounted NDT's,or the mounted XL's,or mounted bogger spare,or the 4
brand new boggers waiting patiently.
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Of course...cash talks!HA!
SUBJECT>Re:Why Ronner,why?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26441 NEXT>
26478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And poor 'blue oval'Ronner still doesn't have any boggers.
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26417 NEXT>26454 26456
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is LBL?Where?Lil help for the northerner fellas.
SUBJECT>Re:levers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26423 NEXT>26485
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/shiftlink.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/shiftlink.html
I made a page a while back for the mounting at the t case and tranny from the manual
pictures and some one of our members sent in.It is at the link below.
If you need more,please be a little more specific as to which set of connections you are
needing info on,be glad to help out.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Deep Water Fording(spec:smoke stack)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26420 NEXT>26517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only place I know is to buy the kit from Vintage Power Wagons for about $150
including the intake and exhaust snorkels,fording valve and all the hardware except a
couple of standard type hose clamps.It would be hard to make all that stuff,including the
fording valve and some of the preformed hoses for that price.
Their contact info is on the page linked near the top of the left hand column.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26410 NEXT>26457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Better to be a different time than during the heat of August...we had 2 FE's there,both had
temps running above 90 every day with the one having temps breaking 100.The first year
we had plenty of mud to play in by the water,one massive mud hole and plenty of water
in the bay.The 2nd year,hardly any mud and the bay was really low,you could walk 50-
100 feet farther into the bay before you got wet the 2nd year.If some of you remember
where T-man had to go on the far side to pull out stuck truck that were going across to the
island,you could walk almost that whole length without getting wet.
I would be looking at May to mid July or late August(after the 25th or so)to
September...but thats just me...and I am flexible,this is just a preference.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Latest brain fart POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26445 NEXT>26461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are going to have to change the gears to 4:10 to get any type of highway speed out of
that diesel.My CUCV with a 6.2 and 4:56 gears is screaming at 60 MPH.-----Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26449 NEXT>26633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heres a link to them...Turkey Bay OHV area is the off road trails and Fenton Pavilion is
where we met as a group and had meals and there is camping right there...worked out
pretty good.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:not so!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26406 NEXT>26462 26475 26516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so lets see:
stock is 6.4 trans times 5.87 axle or overall of 37.57
auto is 2.45 with 4.56 axle times 2 for torque multiplication is 22.34
So even with the doubling for torque multiplication,I still only have 59.5%of my
original gearing,loss of 40%seems like a lot to me...am I missing something?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Wednesday,
20 August 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26449 NEXT>26458
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LBL -Land Between the Lakes,Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley located in South-
Western Kentucky
Contact:.Tennessee Valley Authority
Land Between the Lakes
100 Van Morgan Drive
Golden Pond,KY 42211-9001
502-924-2000
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2,500 acre track centrally located in LBL.You must enter the area via Road 167 off The
Trace.All other accesses are prohibited.Campgrounds available.Riding is permitted
from sunrise to sunset only.Open year-round.Fees:Annual $45.00;7-day $25.00;3-day
$15.00.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26452 NEXT>26464
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does this mean that you're in Brute?
-B.
SUBJECT>Ohhhhhh,Kentucky POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26456 NEXT>26465 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ooh,that's a haul...hey,we'll see!Maybe I'll have AC and a double OD by then!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear revolver shackles???POSTER>FSJeeper
EMAIL>pascalray@alo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used XJ front revolvers on the rear also.Bolt on with no mods.Will not work on a post
mount M715 though.
SUBJECT>Q-trac rule!!he he :)POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26438 NEXT>26532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am one of the rare persons who love the q-trac...maybe I'm nuts...ok yes I am,but that's
a separate issue!They need some maint.but when they work they are nice you must
admit?Plus I have three that I know are good!
I am thinking of running a divorced case in my "little Willys"as well...but after the
troubles I had in the 715,I can't quite bring myself to do it.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Latest brain fart POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Agree,you HAVE to change gears with that combo or you'll VERY quickly blow that
6.5.Doug..SUBJECT>Re:not so!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26455 NEXT>26463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Okay...that bites.How about picking up a cheap divorced 205 from Tacoma,then putting
some feelers out for a GV bolt on overdrive.Seriously,if you were going to swap in a
GM,I'd nod to the 3053A for a 15%overdrive....slap on some XL's at 37.25"from
ground to top of tread...38+"uninstalled.
SUBJECT>OR...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26462 NEXT>26466 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
move the crossmember for the transfer case back 6-8"and slap in a Spicer Auxillary
Tranny.You can find them with low,1:1 and an overdrive.It would even work with
4.56's by running it in low.Attach it yoke to yoke with the trans and transfer case.
??
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26457 NEXT>26467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As I posted on the original thread,I am for this with the caveat that no one gets their
rectum scalded with several hundred in debt just to put it on...it happened to Pam and
Alan twice,loss a little,then got burned big time,and myself...no repeat performances of
this kind of no fun FE hangover are allowed!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ohhhhhh,Kentucky POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26458 NEXT>26470
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you have a deuce that can haul a 715?
If not,then kick yourself.
I'll see you there.Ohh yes,I will.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:OR...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26463 NEXT>26476 26477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I find this unit...I have been looking but no luck...thats when the 2 speed axle
idea dawned on me...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26464 NEXT>26469
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to pry,but how did they (and you)get burned?I just showed up,paid for my camping
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spot,bought a T-shirt,paid the $14 to mud,and left.Was there more $required that I
missed?I assumed everyone did the same.
Did I miss something?
It was the cake,wasn't it.You guys paid for it,didn't you.If I'd known it was a several
hundred dollar cake I'd have had a piece.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER 4 Inch POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26444 NEXT>26530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was seeing what the info over at the FSJ website and they said that the SKYJACKER
grand wagoneer 4 inch lift springs are only about and inch or so taller than the stock M-
715 springs,but they flex alot more,(they have what skyjacker calls SOFT RI E
technology!!!Everyone over at that site cant say enough good things about how the
Skyjacker systems drives on the street and performs offroad.and if you combine those
with a spring over and you have a good lift..The skyjacker front is a little bit longer than
the stock so I belive you'll have to accomidate for that,(move a spring hanger back a few
inches)you could talk to RIVER BEAST on the FSJ forum who makes a custom spring
hangers for the rear (of wagoneers)but I'm sure it wouldnt be too hard to get them to fit
on our rigs.All it takes is a little welding!You can check out what he makes at
http://home.earthlink.net/~riverbeast/.I dont know about the rear leaf springs YET..I'm
going to take some measurements today and call SKYJACKER today and see what I can
come up with.
SUBJECT>Re:Next Summer --Part II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26467 NEXT>26471 26567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first year we essentially broke even.There was a gate admission fee of around $20 or
$25 which included supper meals on Thursday,Friday and Saturday as well as doughnuts,
coffee,juice,milk etc.on Thursday and Friday mornings and scrambled eggs and toast
with bacon and sausage on Saturday morning.The supper Saturday night was fairly fancy
and included our custom logo'ed cake.Then the trophies and plaques were awarded.
The 2nd one,pretty much all the food was donated so the trophies were the biggest
expense though there was a little outlay for supplies and ice,etc.Only 6 trucks were there
if I remember right and we basically broke even then.
Pam put on 2 regional events in Kansas.Meals and all.Broke even on the first,lost a
little on the 2nd.
When we did the National in Kansas in 2001,over 40 people said they were coming,
actually close to 50.Pam had bought a ton of food and supplies for this as well as door.prizes and such.I bought the
usual dozen or so awards.There were 5 trucks and about 15
adults.SDome of the stuff Pam had they were able to take home and store to use later,
some was perishable and was simply given away to anyone who had room to take it home
so as to waste as little as possible.The trophies and plaques basically were given away as
best as possible with the exception of 3 that I still have cause there was nothing close to
such an event to give them for.Many people led us to beleive they would be there right
up until the time I left Wisconsin to drive to Kansas...we really expected them to be
there...obviously that was a stupid move and trusting people who commit only by email is
not a wise policy.In the future it would seem that if people are not prepaid for events,
they are gonna pay a healthier price at the gate.Also as far as going to the extent of
planning meals and all,it just isn't worth all the work for so many meals.Maybe just a big
dinner the last night and have a "blowout"before packing up to head home the next day.
I welcome all input positive and negative on this.
brute4c
brute4c
SUBJECT>off subject deuce stuff POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26465 NEXT>26472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've pulled my 715 with the deuce...no more than 45 miles one way.It is doable but the
hills suck.A good steep hill will cut you down to 40-45 mph.But the looks you get will
crack you up...people just stare in awe and all the guys just drool and wish the too could
be so manly.
Been using the deuce on one of the projects at work and even the guys running D-9 Cats
have had envious comments.One guy in a trackhoe with a 6 cubic yard bucket offered to
swap me 20 minutes in the hoe for 20 minutes in the deuce...think I'll have to take him up
on that before the job is done.
Deuce Tech for today:Had a flat on the jobsite yesterday and no jack capable of lifting the
bemouth.Drivers rear axel,inside tire.Backed onto a dirt pile until the axel was at full
compression (close to the frame)and then chained it to the frame rolled forward off the
dirt pile and wha-la...worked like a charm.
YO B-I'm Going to take my "BOYS"to work on saturday and let them run the backhoe I
have rented and our skid loader with me.We are going to load dirt in the deuce and
remove it from inside the building(Super Wal-mart)and dump it outside(deuce has a
dump conversion on it).Is this another one of those father son "deals"your upset about
not having?If so,I'm sorry for bringing it up.
Doug
SUBJECT>$and such POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26469 NEXT>26479 26480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I realize it would be a hell of alot easier on you if I said I was going to be there and a $50
check is in the mail to secure me a camping spot and to pitch in on food and coffee.If
you're willing to chance that route again-I'm willing to pre-pay for a May trip today.If.you will take my
Paypal,then I can do it right now.
But I got a feeling that you're been burned too much and it's not in you to put on a show
like you did in '98.
I'm closer than you,and am chomping at the bit for this,so if you want some help (and if
this fits)then I can get there on a friday (time depending on how my truck goes)and
reserve camp sites for those who ship me the $before hand.As far as food-there's stores
there and I think that's the way to go.I ain't gonna buy hamburger here for 3 dozen
hippies that say they are coming,but haven't given me any dinero.
Your thoughts?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:off subject deuce stuff POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26470 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who are you quoting when you say "BOYS"?
When people indicate your sons do they usually say boys and do that finger thing to
indicate a quote.
I wonder what that's all about.
I'm going to have a bonding time with my daughter.Someday.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I dont'think it's THAT critical...POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank ye oh wise one,did you have to mkae a template or was it a pre cut thing ?
SUBJECT>hahahahahaha.....HAHAHAHAHA POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
uhm,I mean,yeah you'll have to change out the gears.4.56's and a %@$@$%!Ford auto
got me about 3200 at 65,do that w/a 6.5 and it will be spectacular but not very
motorvating.
5.87's at 65 gives you something like 8trillion rpm.My calculators gave up.hehehehhe
SUBJECT>yup..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at
7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.yu're missing that for most stuff you don't need that low a gear anyway.Heheheheeheh..
come to Moab and justify!
SUBJECT>why not a Ranger OD?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26466 NEXT>26482
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.available all day long from Advance Adapters.
SUBJECT>Re:OR...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hit a junk yard and look for some medium/bigger trucks/campers.Odd stuff.Ask some
old salt in the truck biz and he may know.I saw one on eBay a couple months back.I
haven't had time to hit the junkyard yet myself.
SUBJECT>and...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at
7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26448 NEXT>26484 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..still got some kind of @#$!*Ford product.
SUBJECT>my thoughts POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26471 NEXT>26481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please please do not have it in May!I'll be knee deep in a work trip,that finishes June 1st.
Other than that,anything goes.Will prepay.Would like to go!
SUBJECT>Re:$and such POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26471 NEXT>26537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Brian,it sounds like you need to get with David,aka Kaiser715.He is the one who
brought this up and is basically the organizer of this event thus far.I am not opposed to
putting on a big deal IF:
payments are made in advance
committments are kept
the burden of planning and executing the event is not on a few people who are
volunteering to give away 3 or 4 days at LBL so others can play...including those who
cook and clean up after meals.
Personally I have never had more fun that we had in Kentucky and Kansas with the club.
My wife and kids are also very interested in another event...my son's favorite color is
camoflauge and he asks me often when are we gonna play Army with the big trucks...I
also have friends who want to come and see what it is like to see a whole bunch of these
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things playing...they have ridden in and driven mine and have been quite impressed at the
climbing,fording and deep snow driving abilities.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:my thoughts POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26479 NEXT>26483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If in May or June I'm out.If in july,August or September I'll pre-pay.but the last week in.August sounds good and I
don't think school is in yet but I don't have any kids so I don't
know.Hey Tacoma in Cheyenne sounds great,m725 convoy.
SUBJECT>Re:why not a Ranger OD?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26476 NEXT>26498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I run a ranger and an auto trans?I am looking to get away from the manual and have
good highway speed,like cruise at 65 to 70 tops,and have as close to original off road
gearing as possible,if not more...
brute4c
SUBJECT>yeeee ha!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,
at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26481 NEXT>26496 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
agreed,that would best for me too,as I can continue east when finished and get to work.
That would be too cool,725's on the highway!Giddyup!
SUBJECT>Gentlemen,Please-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26478 NEXT>26500 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Would you poke fun at an alcoholic?Ronner has a problem and instead of making fun of
him you should pitty him.Lord knows I do.
Pound sand Ronner,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:levers POSTER>cycop183 EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26450 NEXT>26488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks a bunch,brute4c,that was just what i needed.i was gonna take a few pics before i
tore it out,but i forgot until i had nothing but a handful of parts..hahahaha...thanks
SUBJECT>Re:230 POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26423 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What condition is it in?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,Ron...how about this POSTER>workhorse
EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26447 NEXT>26489 26494 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since you brought them up,how much,and how many mounted NDT's might be
available.Also,if memory serves,Velvet had tire chains on all four of her NDT's,might
they be for sale?I busted one rim (of five)this summer and am looking for spares.Chains.would just be handy year
round.
SUBJECT>Re:levers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26485 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,that's why we made the page...done the same thing meself!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>just a reminder POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26487 NEXT>26493
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 4 rims on Swampers (front 2 are toast,but rears are good)for $150,delivery
along 1-70 corridor possible in spring,if you're in no hurry.Open to dickering.
SUBJECT>who takes care of the site again?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had an email,but worm ate it.I need to send the Who's Who List as it stands to whoever
oversees the site.It's in Word and unfortunately Microsuck's "fix"ate my Office
programs,so I can't clean it up and format it as I'd like to...anyway,we fell short of 100
this summer,but there are lots of good contacts on there.Let me know where to send it.
SUBJECT>Re:who takes care of the site again?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send it to me Tacoma,brute4c@yahoo.com,and I'll get it up in the members section.
I,and I'm posititve many others,appreciate this work you have done.In fact at Iola last
weekend,one of the members asked me when the list would be up and noted that it was
more of a chore than he was ready to undertake at the moment.
THANKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>just a reminder,OH/PA/WV'ers POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>26495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be leaving Friday for my 2mo hell...er work trip,I'll be giving you folks a call,as I
need distraction to keep me from setting the van on fire and driving into a crowd of kids
or something.See you all there.
SUBJECT>Maybe,by the way POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26489 NEXT>26497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does the overall diameter compare to the NDT's?Mine is mostly stock (all
drivetrain stock)with 83000+miles,so I am not looking for any upgrades,yet.But if the.4 rims are in good shape,I may
be interested in working something out with you.
Lastly,I am too lazy to search old posts,if you are still assembling a members list,and
will repost your address,I will send my information.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,Ron...how about this POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26487 NEXT>
26504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The chains are hanging on the barn wall but promised to a buddy for his 715 and the
NDT's ought to be hung on to incase I need to drag another home and the tires are shot.
I can hook you up with spare wheels if you need.NOS...condition varies.
SUBJECT>Re:just a reminder,OH/PA/WV'ers POSTER>workhorse
EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAC5LLwMz08.PREVIOUS>26492 NEXT>
26501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See message about the tires.Appears you may be heading my way.
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26483 NEXT>26499 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Get a Cargo!
HA!
SUBJECT>the answers you seek POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26493 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The little-bit worn Swampers needing some air measure up at 35-and-a -smidge".Rims
are in decent shape,at least one has a ding in the ring,right on the edge,that could use
some hammering out but that's about it..I will have to inspect them all.
All future submissions to the Who's Who/Where list will be handled by Brute,after he
posts the thing.I'll be gone until November.Stay tuned over there <<<<<for details.
SUBJECT>Re:why not a Ranger OD?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26482 NEXT>
26508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So why not a 700R4 and married NP203?They've got like a 4:1 first and OD.
SUBJECT>damn you!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,
at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26496 NEXT>26503 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.they're so pretty,with their fold down windshields and lower center of gravity...and their
gun racks and toolboxes,and chained up tailgates.....NO!must not think of them.
I have been banned from recieving/possessing any more vehicles until one of the 2 in the
garage is running,and well.Wife somewhat...less than overjoyed at a 725 w/no front
axle,t-case,or driveshafts in the driveway,and a Cherokee w/no front clip on donuts in
the garage.How will I secure her happiness?
The only way I can!Fix them all this winter!ha!Then I will put up my fence and roll a
715 alongside the house,where I can sit in it and pretend I am roaming free,FREE I
TELL YOU across this great country,until the day I fix that too and fulfill my dream.
Errr...screw you and your "Velvet"!Damn you!
SUBJECT>Well in that case...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26484 NEXT>26509 26511
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We should all be impressed at the obvious abundance of mechanical skill that our own
dear 'Ronner'must have to keep that ford powered machine of his alive day to day.Hat's
off to Ron and his gluttenous zest for masochistic abuse.In the same sense...just think of
all the other stuff we're doing to our trucks that Ronner doesn't have the time to due.
You're right B-,I do pitty him.I've got a 302 valve cover I could give him...that may
cheer him up.
SUBJECT>Re:just a reminder,OH/PA/WV'ers POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>26495 NEXT>
26505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be around Cincy in time for Gravelrama?Dayton area for a Joe's Crab Shack dinner?
Note the use of "caps"to start sentances as well as starting proper names...3rd grade
stuff,folks!One can also use them in this particulat venue to add stress (volume)to the
written word,as in:
THAT'LL get 'em fired up again!heh heh heh!
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Bob
SUBJECT>Re:damn you!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26499 NEXT>26507 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You've watched about as much Ren &Stimpy as I have,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,Ron...how about this POSTER>workhorse
EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAC5LLwMz08.PREVIOUS>26494 NEXT>
26506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tried to post a few minutes ago,but it seems to have been lost.
The overall functional condition of the rim has to be good.I use mine regularly,so paint
does not matter.Also,my NDT supplier is jacking prices up,so I am looking for them as
well.
I may have to cut down a pair of 20"truck chains hanging in my barn.Just hate to shorten
any chain though.
I ran across a set of IH rims and am thinking about a center swap into a set of up to date
rims.Ever try that?
SUBJECT>YOU SHUT YOUR MOUTH!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26501 NEXT>26533 26565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahah.Er,Hahah.No plans to be around either spot,farthest west I get is...Elyria,
farthest south is..well,Gallipolis but I travel along the river.Special trip not out of the
question.Will be in Cleveland area for the first 2weeks of Sept,then to Akron/Canton
and Mansfield,then along the river to G-polis.
I'll be in touch heheh
SUBJECT>Re:Hey,Ron...how about this POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26504 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't bother to cut them...email me at spicergear@yahoo.com and we'll discuss getting
you some spare wheels.
SUBJECT>indeed.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at
12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26503 NEXT>26510 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It is not I who am crazy,it is I who am mad!heheh
The planet full of lost socks.Gritty Kitty...Powdered Toast Man...oh yes the Shaving
Scum Yak.Indeed.
SUBJECT>3.something...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26498 NEXT>26513
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..got 2 in the garage.They need special transmission tools to fix though,heheh no
hammer and duct tape there...
excellent transmission though,esp.when beefed up.
SUBJECT>I'll give him a whole 460..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
20 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26500 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>...oh wait I'd have to haul it in the Ford van I have to drive for work..don't think I'd make
it over the Rockies.I'd bring the intake manifold,but I can't lift it.It's made of lead you
know.
SUBJECT>Re:indeed.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26507 NEXT>26512 26554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As my man Muddy Mudskipper likes to say,"Ahh,ya lousy bum!".
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Well in that case...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26500 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Spicer,you're spelling is something to behold.
Nice bike,good job,woman who loves you,sweet truck,and great spelling
skills.....you're my hero.
I have a dictionary sitting by my PC.I sure hope my daughter takes after my wife in the
looks department and the brains,and the people skills and the common sense department
and the........
-B.
SUBJECT>FOCUS POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26510 NEXT>26515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not to change the changed subject,but.......June?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:3.something...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26508 NEXT>26521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cause I am going big block Dodge...if I can steal the cash without getting caught or win
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the lottery,I'll go with the elephant motor...then I can claim I have this rule of thumb:
Always replace a Hemi with a Hemi!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What now?POSTER>Mikey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26335 NEXT>26526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,no,no.EACH lobe for EACH pair of cylinders was pointing down when I adjusted
the valves.If not,then none other than the #1 cylinder would have any play.Come on,I'm
not that dumb..But the valvetrain is very clacky now.
SUBJECT>Re:July?POSTER>Mudog715 (rew)EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26512 NEXT>26520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unless I missed something most people could make it in July...May-June too early,
August too hot,Sept kids in school.
I'm retired now so I could make it anytime.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:low range!POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26455 NEXT>26523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Auto 2.45 1st (4.9 effective)x 4.56 =22.34 in high range.
Same setup in low range =43.79 which is plenty low with a big block :-)
Now add a Doubler for compound low range =85.82.The Doubler setup shouldn't be
more than $1,000-1,200.
Fuel economy in high.
Tough 4 wheeling in low.
Rock crawling in low-low.
Did I miss anything?
SUBJECT>Re:Deep Water Fording(spec:smoke stack)POSTER>Jonx4x4
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26451 NEXT>26535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naw,what I want to know is where they get that wire meshy stuff that acts as a heat
shield thats wrapped around the smoke stack.
The one on the M715 deep water fording kit looked just about the right size.Would have
asked a bunch of M35A2 owners,but hells bells,the heat shield on those are just too
honkin huge!
SUBJECT>M725 Cab bracket POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26519 26522 26525 26544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone tell me what the support behind the seats in a M725 are used for?Also can
they done away with?I need to do some tunnel modifications and it's in the way of the
brownie.
SUBJECT>the what?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,
at 3:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26518 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just went and looked on mine,there is no bracketry near the tunnel...or any sign of one...
there IS,near the door a bracket for the fire extinguisher and one for I think a chemical.rinse of some kind...but
no bracket.
Mine's not stock though.Sorry.
SUBJECT>JULY!!yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26515 NEXT>26534
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can make July.And I know you all want me there most of all.Hahahahahahahahahah
SUBJECT>over to the dark side eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26513 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
enjoy your weird Mopar transmissions heheh OH wait,they do use the NV4500,I can
count that.Ok,enjoy your weird Mopar transmissions except the excellent NV4500.
Hemi powered 715...interesting,very interesting...
anything other than a Chevy,unless it's a Jeep,is just weird.Funky weird,not good
weird.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If that brownie is an underdrive/overdrive unit,I not only envy you but wish I could find
one myself..any chance you would have a lead on another one?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:low range!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26516 NEXT>26555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Drew,what doubler is that for that price??
brute4c
SUBJECT>NP 200 t-case.POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26549 26560 26634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone in VA or NC have a complete NP 200 laying around that they wouldn't mind
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parting with.If so e-mail me at clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
Thanks
PaulC
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26518 NEXT>26527 26531 26539 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I think you are talking about that little c-channel looking thing that connects the two body
mounts inside the cab right behind the seats.I think you could remove it at the seam by
the mount and do what you want then I would make another to replace it.I don't think it
really does any thing but strenghten the cab floor from wrinkeling when it is off roading.
It don't look important but maybe Tacoma has had his removed and it is fine.What do
you think Tacoma?
SUBJECT>Re:What now?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26514 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry that I misread your post.The valvetrain should be fairly quiet if everything is
adjusted properly.There will be a little bit of noise,but it should not be objectionable.
Can't think of anything else offhand that could be making noises like you describe.Good
Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the groove you are talking about is what the plywood door would have slid on.
All stock M-725's that I have seen had a plywood door.I think it was used so the driver
would not have listen to the screams of pain of the wounded that had to ride in the back
on them rear springs!
SUBJECT>Who ended up with the tires in JAX ??POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot about the auction ending today,and was outbid by $60 on the 7 Michelin tires.
DAMMMMMMMMITTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Ihope someone here got them...They sold for $360 for the 7 including wheels.
DAMMMMMMMMMMITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Ricky...seeya dammittt...
SUBJECT>Re:keep dreaming.POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26444 NEXT>26545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was planning on the spring over as well.But I'm trying to make room for the biggest
tires I can find/afford.
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER 4 Inch POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26468 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure if I want to go with a softer spring or not.If I do I will have to put airbags in
the back because it is going to be used for hauling pretty regurly (sp?)
~TONY.SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that similar to the one in M715s?I removed it from mine so I could do the floors and
rockers,and the cab flexes like crazy!
SUBJECT>Re:Q-trac rule!!he he :)POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26460 NEXT>26543 26559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah ah!There's another QT fan,too.I guess that makes 4 and counting!LOL!
Just make sure you don't let the quickie grease n lube places touch your t-case.They'll put
the wrong stuff in it and that will toast your cones faster than you can say "Liquid Gold".
(What the QT fluid is priced at!)
Alan (PO)put one in my M715 during the conversion.I love having the ability to drive
home on one axle if I ever *need*to.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:YOU SHUT YOUR MOUTH!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26505 NEXT>26541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will you be in Cleveland around Labor day weekend?If so you should catch the Air
Show...cool stuff and the army will have a Bradley there.My Tonka (M35A2)will be on
display also.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26520 NEXT>26536 26542 26636 26666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should have a finished rig by then,so count me in for JULY (I will prepay when it gets
closer).I'm in Colorado can I join the convoy?Unique rigs in numbers are scarier!Do
any of you guys skydive?
SUBJECT>Re:Deep Water Fording(spec:smoke stack)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep your eyes out for a Hmmwv fording stack.The wire mesh on them are about the
same as on the M715,but because of the diesel the pipe is bigger.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>koobster EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If Im not Korrea bound yet i wanna join the convoy.just need a date so i can
put in for
leave.earlier the better
SUBJECT>Re:$and such POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26480 NEXT>26556
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe we can get allen and pam back into it.not money wise but a personal invite would
be nice i think they have done alot for this club.buy the way where r they havent heard
from either of them scince before brute droped off line.glad we got hime back may we
can get them back to
SUBJECT>truck went for a spin POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20
August 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26552
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i came home for lunch today,looked nice out and i felt a little restless started the the
truck up on the first try.drove it back to wok 15mi one way.Alot of looks and crocked
necks.one the way home I even got a toot from a simi.the truck run great takes a while to
get up to speed will rset the timming tommorrow.IT WAS GREAT!!!!!VROOM
VROOM :):)
SUBJECT>oh,THAT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,
at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26525 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mine is still there.It's very important for body integrity,but could be easily replaced once
clearances were figgered out.
SUBJECT>bacini tops POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
forgive my spelling ordered a bicini top last week works good.early cj/m38a1.little wide
rear side goes just past the last bar for the soft top
SUBJECT>I might...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at
7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...if so,I'll be SURE to check it out...love that stuff.
SUBJECT>by all means POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26534 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the more the merrier
SUBJECT>bah!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at
8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26532 NEXT>26546 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.you know what else eats cones?bigger tires you're wife gets on the back of the Jeep...
you can drive back on one axle w/any 4wd,foo.heheh
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26518 NEXT>26550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,
I'm impressed by how answers came in on this.The one I was talking about is the one for
the rear cab mounts.After doing some more checking I'll only have to notch out about
one inch or less.I don't think that will do much harm since I've scabbed over the orginal
floor with 3/16"steel treadplate and I'll make the tunnel from more of the same.The
tunnel will be about 5 1/2"tall and 4 feet long.One everything is welded in it should be
stiffer than my johnson.I've already removed the sliding door and partioning wall for my
kids.Sort of wished I kept so I could stick the ol'lady back there but that's another
story.....
The brownie is a over and under unit I got from Ed Jecha who most of you know from
this site...We have a semi graveyard here in KC and I'll try to hunt another unless Ed has
one laying around near him.
Once again thanks for the help.
Jeff in sweaty KC
SUBJECT>Re:keep dreaming.POSTER>Sweeney EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 9:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26529 NEXT>26671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tony how big of size tire are you thinking of?i have the sring over lift with stock springs
and 38 inch swampers and i have atleast a foot between the tire and fender so unless you
are getting something rediculous i think you will be all set
SUBJECT>Re:bah!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26543 NEXT>26547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not if you have a FSJ with a NP 219,228 or 229 case.They have a choice of 2WD and
full time 4WD (as well as PT 4LO).They have a viscous coupling or open diff (as in the
228)so you're stuck using 4 low range to get anywhere if you throw a driveshaft.
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AMHIK.I like full time 4WD,esp.on gravel and wet roads,and I like being able to get
home.The QT lets me do both.It's what works for me.
Actual M715 stuff:I did some measuring and figured that a 10'x 13'canvas would be
enough to cover the rear cargo area with the top bows on.Obviously you'd need 2 pieces
for the end flaps,too.For a non-restoration truck,I'm thinking it would look halfway
decent and cheaper than what NLR or Beechwood would cost.Of course,either of those
places would also do a canvas that looks a whole lot better,tho!
Ethan
SUBJECT>hmm,indeed.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,20 August
2003,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26546 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
but why would I have one of THOSE heheh they didnt'come in pre-80 Cherokees,and
Wags are for..well,wags.
I"m miffed because all the Qtracs have left UT.Can't find one anywhere.So out it goes!
in goes the GM stuff!Happy happy.Twin sticked 205 until I can get an Atlas or a
Doubler.YEeeeeee ha!
SUBJECT>Re:Ronner POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,20 August 2003,at 10:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Down boy.Of course I'm going to try to be there!!How else is Spice going to look if one
of us isn't there so Velvet can pull you out of a puddle with his front winch while he is
pulling me out of the mud pit with his monster rear one?:D
On a side note for Spice.Make sure you marry Katie BEFORE the FE as I want to make
sure B.is w/o armament!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 t-case.POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26524 NEXT>26551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a t-case but I wanted to ask if you made the trip across to the gulf in January?
I was on the Ponce and then later the Saipan.Just wanted to ask.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>26544 NEXT>26557 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,good to hear from ya.I don't know of another brownie available but will keep an ear
out.On another topic the dude with the duece axles sold them with his iron pile (he's
moving).Sorry we missed out on those.As far as I know there are still several dueces in
salvage yard here.later
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 t-case.POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26549 NEXT>26553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep it was January.I'm on the USS Bataan.
SUBJECT>Re:truck went for a spin POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't wait to get mine running with the 350 swap and 38's..SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 t-case.POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26551 NEXT>26564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a Marine and I was on the Ponce and then went over to the Saipan and then went
into Iraq.After that I got back on the Saipan and then flew home.Thanks for the support
you all gave us while in country.The Sailors floating off shore were a lif saver.
I hope you find your t-case.There are a couple of M715's in Goldsboro I don't know if he
will part them out though.I can give him a call if you want.
SUBJECT>"YOU..HAVE COVETED MY ICE CREAM BAR!"POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26510 NEXT>
26562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry for the caps Drew.That ^^ and,,"You bloated sack of protoplasm!"are my
favorites.Oh,and lets not forget,"Everyone loves a log!"
SUBJECT>Re:low range!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget the cost of regearing.
Probably a ORD doubler adapter using a NP203 reduction box...but Drew will have to
confirm.
SUBJECT>Re:$and such POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Alan and Pam sold the M715 they had...don't know much else since they did that.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Cab bracket POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a guy in my local club with 1 steering/2 driving deuce axles for 750.
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he also has 1200x20 xl tires,6 at 25 ea
SUBJECT>Oh -to be Seventeen Again POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26561 26566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My son purchased his first car 6 weeks ago,it WAS a 1987 Porsche 944 .When he
brought the car home,he thought he was the SH#T!Backing out of the driveway Sunday,
he ran into the 715.He mangled the front fender of his car but didn't even scuff my
monster.Yesterday,he went downtown to pay a speeding ticked (75 MPH in a 55)which
he forgot to tell his parents about,how curious!Anyway,after paying the court $150 and.signing up for traffic
school,he ran a redlight in the city,hit a city bus and removed most
of the front end of his car.Thanks god no one was hurt.
Oh yes,in Feburary of this year,my wife let him drive her Honda Accord.He totaled it
on an icy road going by spinning and going headfirst into a concrete highway divider.
Befor the car,it was the girlfreind -but that is a differnet story.
I wonder where this saga will take me next?
SUBJECT>Re:Q-trac rule!!he he :)POSTER>eric rau EMAIL>ewr1957@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I want to be #5...I have a 79 j10 with quadratrack...what a working truck...plows
my driveway (and it is nasty at times )never have had to use the low range lever or the
emergency lock in the glove box...this truck doesn't know the diiference between a dry
road and an ice covered road,nice feeling on the way to work
SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 t-case.POSTER>Hardcharger 14
EMAIL>FurnsolutionNC@NorthState.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 6:28
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got One in High Point.Make an offer.Steve
SUBJECT>driving school?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26558 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
heheh That boy is a menace to society!His sentence out to be to drive a 1986 S-10.
glad he's ok though.
SUBJECT>what goes down stairs alone or in pairs?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26554 NEXT>26563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's log!hahaha
SUBJECT>Re:what goes down stairs alone or in pairs?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26562 NEXT>26570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No Sir,I didn't like it.
(trying to ignore that "Shiny,candy like button"...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:NP 200 t-case.POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is what the Navy is for.
Any help finding one will be appreciated.
PaulC
SUBJECT>Re:YOU SHUT YOUR MOUTH!POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26505 NEXT>26573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,dude,I thought you were heading east from the west,in which case th eI70
corridor would take you to the Springfield/Dayton area.I'm a bit north for those,but not
as far north as Elyria...
SUBJECT>Re:Oh -to be Seventeen Again POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26558 NEXT>26568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why do you think my 19 year old still only has her temp....:)Moma didn't raise no
fool...:)
Ah kids....sometime I wish I could make birth control retroactive...:)
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>my thoughts POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26469 NEXT>26572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck still doesn't run...as you all know.As such,the later this is planned,the better
my odds of getting there in my 715.If I fail to get the truck running by then,I will bring
out one of my little Jeeps.Either way,I read about the first one,and saw pics...and
damned if I'd miss a chance to meet you all,and ogle your trucks.
SO,to that end:
1-I am good with prepaying in advance.
2-I am also good with helping cook...and perhaps planning meals.I have worked on and
off since 95 in a pizzeria/restaurant,and have managed to pick a few things up here and
there.
3-If made for later...August,and or Sept,I am in.Hell or high water I will be there.With
or without 715.(hoping to get a 3053A and divorced 205 in it by then though)
4-I personally would rather a big thing...and tend to think that the pay before cost can
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reflect this.
5-I'd be coming from NJ...not a short trip.So,for me it's only sensible that you prepay it.
I want to know if I am driving the better part of a day to see 5 trucks,you know?
my thoughts,FWIW
SUBJECT>This may be next...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:21
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26566 NEXT>26574 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Hey Dad,the 715 doesn't need keys right?"
A scheme is hatching.
In the enchanting words of the quite mortal B-,"Ponder that."
SUBJECT>Wiper Blades POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
21 August 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26571 26694
26716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did an archive search and looked in the FAQ.I did not see a 'for sure'answer on what
type or part number replacement blade fits.I would prefer something I can get at a local
auto parts store.I don't mind making something fit,but if I can buy it for $5.00 why
bother fabricating it.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:what goes down stairs alone or in pairs?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26563 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"...but how are EVER gonna cross that river of beans?""PORK FAT,REN!PORK FAT
FLOATS ON BEANS!!!!""That's IT!We'll hollow out a pig!"
Katie bought me a collection taped from nick@nite,it's supposed to have every episode!
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Blades POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are the same as a CJ.
SUBJECT>Re:my thoughts POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26567 NEXT>26581 26637 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ill prepay 100.whether i go or not is up to me.....
but if i go,ill bring my pit!
SUBJECT>nah,I can come by POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26565 NEXT>26576
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have some discretion as to when work gets done.I'll be in touch...in the spring I WILL
be coming west to east,I'm flying out this time.
SUBJECT>Re:This may be next...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26568 NEXT>26575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't give you permission to quote me.
SUBJECT>Re:This may be next...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26574 NEXT>26577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian posted:
"I didn't give you permission to quote me."
So...what's your point?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Not to pry....but.....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26573 NEXT>26586 26588 26639
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly is it you do,Tacoma?Spicer deals in material handling,I work for a telcom
interconnect,Brute4C is an Italian mobster,BB715 is a dick,and Ben is a gay rights
activist.
If you don't want to tell me,that's cool.I was just curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>I'LL KILLLLLL.YOOUUUUUUU!!!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26575 NEXT>26578
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess that subject really vented my rage,because I got to the body of the message and
was all calm again.
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'LL KILLLLLL.YOOUUUUUUU!!!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26577 NEXT>26580 26582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Can I quote you on that??
brute4c.SUBJECT>Ben?Are you still here?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26585
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
The Blaster virus ate my adress book,so I figured it would be easier to post-
Are you planning to attend the FE next July?I got a dozen gay jokes for you.
Remember a long time ago when I posted that you should 'eat one'and you posted that
you 'ate them all the time'?
Well,Ron's going to be there and rumor has it that he and you have alot in common.
BWAHHAHAHHAHHAHAHAHAA!!!!!gay joke #1 in a list of 10000000.
Please feel free to rate these gay jokes.
-B.
SUBJECT>I'm not even going to read that.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26578 NEXT>26583
26592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,did I use the NTXT thing right?
I guess not if you're reading this.
Damn.
-B.
SUBJECT>Leer POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
By my calculations (and my map)you'll be getting there by going through Memfrica.Can
we convoy?I don't want to be left out of the convoy fun.
I'll be the silver 715 pulling the sailboat and being follared by the Honda Odyssey with a
kid and wife in it.Keep a lookout for me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey Brute POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26578 NEXT>26584 26587 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno if you remember that first FE,but I pulled up and we were all looking at each
other's trucks and I was all "Who's the lazy prick who couldn't even take a day to throw
some paint over that ass-ugly orange rig?"And you were all "That's my truck."and I
started to whip your ass for smarting off to me,but when I turned around you were a
white Jolly Green Giant..Anyhow,if you haven't painted that truck by now I'm going to be very dissapointed in
you.
Rumitate on that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Afraid of a little posting.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26580 NEXT>26614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and to think you threatened my life....all I did was ask a simple question....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26582 NEXT>26589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you the one at the first FE who said he was going to wait until I was asleep,then steal
my civilian ignition and 2 barrel setup for his truck because I had a stockpile of them
somewhere....oh and then I sold you that sparkplug wrench cheap for the waterproof
ignition...can't remember if that was before or after you went fishing in the floorboards
and actually caught a live one....must be getting old....
brute4c
SUBJECT>I give it a solid 6.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26579 NEXT>26612 26613
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
needed background for the punch line,or it would have ranked higher.
SUBJECT>Re:Not to pry....but.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,coulda sworn with a name like Schmidt I was German....oh well time to plan the
my next big hit...maybe in the big city this time...worked for Capone...really think his
name should have been hyphenated....Cap-One...
brute4c
SUBJECT>wow,just what I expected.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
August 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26582 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a story like that is just amazing.Insult a guy and then puss out when he's bigger than you.
Great.Steal milk from your daughter and now this....swell!
hehe.Eat one,Holmes.haahahah
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SUBJECT>I clean things.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26576 NEXT>26596
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I blast buildings with high pressure,hot water.That's it,a monkey could be taught to do
it,and the only reason I do still is because I have all winter and summer off.While I'm
home and sometimes when I'm out,I paint pictures,and this winter I'll be starting a small,
wicked high-end furniture company.The rich Mo's here like pricey little things in their
enormous houses on the hillsides.
No harm in telling you.hahahah
SUBJECT>You ARE old.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26584 NEXT>26590 26591 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep,that was me.I really appreciate that wrench.You actually gave it to me and I gave it
to the gent who bought that truck since it seemed that he was a nice guy and I wanted to
pass on a helpful tool.
I got there on saturday and left on sunday,so I missed the sitting around drinking beer and
talking part.This FE I plan to get there on friday morning and stay through sunday
afternoon.
I can't wait.I've already started packing.I got my kid in the duffle bag next to a change of
socks.
-B.
SUBJECT>duffel bags POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at
11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26589 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Small K will fit in a large duffel but gets really freaked out by it.Why?hmm kids.
SUBJECT>Re:You ARE old.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26589 NEXT>26594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We all missed the drinking beer part...turned out we didn't know until we looked for beer,
it was a dry county and the nearest stuff was like 40 to 60 miles away or so...I remeber DP
went looking for some and was gone for like an hour plus...bummer...something to
remember at LBL...thanks for bringing it up or I would probably not remembered till it
was too late...
brute4c
SUBJECT>I was almost proud!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26580 NEXT>26593
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went to post how proud I was,but you entered text.Tsk tsk..
you can do it B!I know it!
SUBJECT>but,but,but.....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26592 NEXT>26595 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thoughtyou were supposed to enter text!Something like "Sssesh I said no text!".How
am I to learn the propper way when those I emulate screw up?
LOL!
ROFLMAO!
PT,
-B.
SUBJECT>Excuse me,Geezer-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26591 NEXT>26597 26601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-but aren't you supposed to be hard at work getting a spell check on this board?
Seriously-have THEY ever contacted you trying to get you to advertise here?Is this web
hosting free?Can I buy a spot?I'd like a pop-up window that says:"The South Will Rise
Again!!"and plays dixie over your altec speakers.Will $4 a year do?
That's all for now,
-B.
SUBJECT>well,I was trying a tough thing.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26593 NEXT>26599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Apparently many on this board are behind the curve on the deal.My entering text was
instructive,and meant to teach.Like smacking a dog when he pees on the floor.
Yours was just...well,B-esque.Don't do it.
heheh
SUBJECT>Re:I clean things.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aanCBZHaT5Dec PREVIOUS>26588 NEXT>26598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Possibly I missunderstood,but didn't you say you were traveling to the Galapogos islands
this next year for work?All I ever heard they had there were big turtles,not dirty
buildings.
Please explain,
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-B.
SUBJECT>you lost,deal.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26594 NEXT>26600
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The South will forever know its place:beneath the North.Btw,I've got Boston Acoustic
speakers,they won't play that crap anyway.HAHAHAHAHAHA
still,you folks know how to cook bbq.That's a big deal to me.
SUBJECT>I believe you are incorrect on point one.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26596 NEXT>26602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't like boats.I refuse to go to any more islands.Mountains and valleys are fine with
me,as well as lakes,ponds,and rivers,they are earth bound.Oceans are creepy deep
water filled with strange animals and dangerous swimming things.No thank you.
SUBJECT>I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26595 NEXT>26603 26646 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm actually ahead of the curve-
For instance PT means "Ponder That"in chat rooms.
EOB means "Eat one Ben"
KWEMY means "Katie won't ever marry you Spicer,she's much smarter than that and
you need to go to PLAN B which used a needle and a comdom as a means to get the
woman you love to stay with you forever."
and
MIGTKLAIHEFOIWH means "Mark is going to kill Lee Alessi if he ever finds out it was
him"
You can use any of those.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:you lost,deal.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26597 NEXT>26604 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fat guy?
SUBJECT>Re:Excuse me,Geezer-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26594 NEXT>26605 LINKNAME>http://www.mgforce.com
LINKURL>http://www.mgforce.com
This site is hosted in a most gracious manner by MG Force,no relation,who is a web
master,graphics and software designer,and was an M715 owner,I believe he sold his.He
came to me and offered to host us for free as a service to the members.I do not have to
pay for web space at present...impossible to thank him enough for that...imagine how
much money I'd be out by now if that weren't the case.
His website is linked below...check him out,he does some pretty great stuff.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:I believe you are incorrect on point one.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26598 NEXT>26606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uhhhh...so our big sailing trip is off?
SUBJECT>ahh!thanks!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,
at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26599 NEXT>26619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hadn't seen any of those!You are learning well,and I have faith that you will turn out just
fine.Keep up the study in my absence.
SUBJECT>me?uh,nope POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,
at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26600 NEXT>26607 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Though I am dismayed at my current lack of former tautness,I am still at 178/6'1".When
I was climbing daily and cutting trees down for work,I was at a cool 162.Kid/job,etc
etc.are trying to get me but I will not be gotten!Painting isn't exactly aerobic.
SUBJECT>ALL HAIL MG FORCE!!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21
August 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26601 NEXT>26608
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,all caps but I mean "yelling from rooftop".
My thanks as well,there is so much on this site and we all ought to be grateful to the kind
MGForce for the space.
So,thanks man,on behalf of the Tooele UT Zoners.
SUBJECT>I should say so.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26602 NEXT>26609
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Going to have to go w/Ben I guess there,sailor.Enjoy!
SUBJECT>Ohhhhhh.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26604 NEXT>26615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
178?Dayyyyyymmmmmmmmm------have another twinky,Chunky!
I bet you have to check the weight limit on elevators before you get in.
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I'm 175,but I'm just 6 even.I work out daily,but God blessed me with this perfect build
so it requires little work on my part.I have to fight my wife off at night-"NOOOO!
STOP TOUCHING ME!!I'M TIRED!!!!LET GOOO OF THAT!"(you get the picture)
Why would you want to loose weight?Get down to a petite 155 like Tom?Not this
mother's child..I'm outta jokes,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL HAIL MG FORCE!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26605 NEXT>26610
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed-they are some nice guys to do this.I'm on dial up and their page loaded too
slowly for me,but I appreciate what they do here.
-B.
SUBJECT>sorry,but that's a 3 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26606 NEXT>26632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your build-up and punch line were too soft.Try harder and maybe reference in another
member who you think would make Ben a good 'Life Partner'.
SUBJECT>Re:ALL HAIL MG FORCE!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26608 NEXT>26638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I woulda sworn you were on something a little stronger than dial up...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hey Mikel,how about a progress report!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So where are you at with your floors and rockers?Is it coming together?Got any pic's?
What else you going to do?What motor are you going to use?Do I ask alot of questions?
Heh,heh...Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:I give it a solid 6.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26585 NEXT>26618 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OOooo,Tacoma...being generous,huh?...out of 20 maybe.
I've got a joke for Ron...here goes...
FORD.
BUWHAAAAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHA!!!!oOOOOoo,my ribs hurt!
SUBJECT>Re:Afraid of a little posting.....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26583 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I thought it was aimed at me and he was just clarifying for you?
He and I are a closer size match so he may not lose as quickly to me as he would to you.I
hear you have a blue ox too.?
SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26607 NEXT>26617 26631 26670
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've maintained a solid on the crack jokes today,we can all tell you're bored with porn.
Too much computer snatch will slow a mans wits.
Brian,pot belly started?
Tacoma,6'-1"?
Brian,I hit 163 last week...but then I pooped 2.
Tacoma,still have the raging fu?
Brian,give up...y'all lost.
Brute/Jon w/no 'h',Didn't I see you beside the road near Brainard?
SUBJECT>made it!POSTER>Brian (UT+NH)EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26620 26621 26629 26642 26669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i made it to utah!truck is ok...oil pressure is a little low though i think (25-30)psi?
and wierd grinding noises come out of the tranfer case during hard acceleration or hard
downshift.any thoughts?
the trip itself went well,i ended up driving from erie,PA to ogden,Utah strait no sleep,
with only brakes to refuel and eat,that was about 36 hours of strait driving...my butt is
still sore.
chevy 305 engine w/700r4 worked great,fuel injection helped a lot when i was at 8,500
feet and climbing;it didnt drop below 55 mph.overdrive helped a little with top speed
(60mph@2500rpm),and allowed a reletivley decent fuel mileage;about 11mpg.my
brand new right front tire got chewed up pretty bad,with very abnormal tire wear,
alignment and front end parts are good...maybe its out of balence?oh well,it went as
good as i could have hoped for.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true-I've been alone in the office for 5 weeks now with nothing but an internet
connection and a coffee machine.Today I got here and was sort of sick of the porn.I'm
either getting old (like Brute)or just burned out.
-B..SUBJECT>Look who chimed in!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26613 NEXT>26643
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where you been Stumpy?It's been the slowest day of my life and here it is-4:22-and you
get in on the conversation.
Can I get a solid "Yes,I'm gonna be at the FE in July."from you?
-B.
SUBJECT>Spicer,see post above POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26603 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHHAHAHHAHHAHHHHAHAHHAHHHAHHAHHAHHAHHAHAHAHAHH!!!
!!!
(huuuuuhhhh)
BBBBBBBBBWBBBBWBWWWWWWWWWWWAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHHA
HAHAHHAHAHAH!!!!!!
(cough...cough....huuuuuhhhhhhhhhh0
BBBBWBWWWWWWWAAAAAAAAAAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHH
A!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(ROFLMAO)
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Re:made it!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26616 NEXT>26626 26641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Congratulations,Brian,I think that's one of the farthest drives I've heard of in a 715.
My wife has hemoroids,if you two ever meet you'll have something in common to talk
about!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:made it!POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,
at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26616 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
if you just got here it must be your fault the gas prices just jumped 25 cents a gallon
today.welcome back now its time to go play
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mikel,how about a progress report!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 2:07 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26611 NEXT>26623
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Al,
Yes,you ask a lot of questions!:-)
The drivers side is almost done.The floor is cut to shape and I'll have it welded in this
weekend.I'll take pics.
The Olds 455 is still half built on an engine stand.I've found a long T98 input shaft and a
bellhousing from a J2000 with a Buick 350 and T98,so that should keep the engine away
from the firewall...
How's your Wagoneer coming along?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Mikel,how about a progress report!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,21
August 2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26622 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The wag is on hold for a month now.Had to do a bunch of work on the M715 for
something next month.The CJ blew up it's motor awhile back.I just picked it up from the
machinist today at lunch.Tonight I start reassembly.#3 piston is in 15 pieces on the
bench.As soon as the CJ is mobile,I move the wag back in the shop for more
undercoating removal.Messiest job I have ever done.Now that I have been driving the
M715 for nearly three weeks daily,I have new feelings for it.It's slow,stinks,leaks oil
from the inner rear bearing hub (which is cool because it sprays on the tailgaters right
behind you)and my arms grew an inch in size from the lack of power steering.I have had
to go into downtown Portland a few times now.The looks I get from the granolas sitting
around smoking their clove cigarettes is priceless.Looking forward to your pic's.
Originally,I wanted a 69 M715,with a buick 455 and pretty much what your doing to
yours.So I am interested in your project.Keep us posted for sure.
Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)....
SUBJECT>outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26625 26628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have no idea why,but the new Nissan Titan full size truck is doing it,and so is the 2004
Ford f-150.they both claim enhanced handling.......
my new conversation
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"man thats an old truck,things sure have chainged,but i bet my f250 can hold more"
me "well the spring rates on mine are the same as a f350,and my springs are outboarded
for enhanced handling,like the new 2004 f-150,but your right,lets run by home depot
and pick up some quikrete"
hahahahahahhahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 3:45 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26624 NEXT>26627
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't outboard springs reduce articulation?
SUBJECT>Re:made it!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26620 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure your wife would love to here you just told all of us she has hemorhoids.Hehehe.
SUBJECT>Re:outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26625 NEXT>26681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would think so,since you are further out from the fulcrum,reduced articulation does
probably equate to better street handling
SUBJECT>actually..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at
4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26624 NEXT>26665 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
.spring rates might be the same but that boxed frame on the newer Fords sure is strong.
Are 715's fully boxed?725's sure aren't--only to about the end of the 'cab'.I thought that
was interesting.
SUBJECT>good to hear!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,
at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26616 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wife and I will see you in November w/cookies.I'm leaving tomorrow,or I'd come up
and say hi.See you then,and again,glad you made it ok.Front tire may be a toe in
problem.Or a million other things,all easily discovered.No mysteries in M-front ends.
SUBJECT>valve adjustment POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26693 26724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I adjust the valves on the stock 230?
SUBJECT>the raging fu?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August
2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26615 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dont'know what that is.If you meant flu,nope,I'm choking on buckets of ragweed
though.Huge bushes of it in the 'yard',the guy I'm paying to come level it will be worth
every penny.
I say 6'even,Utah DMV measures me at 6'1".So you've got me there.
Leaving tomorrow.Ugh.
SUBJECT>I'm all for subtlety POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,21 August.2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26609 NEXT>26648
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a parting shot,that's all.Besides,I'm not trying today.Too busy packing and picking
which pics of the raging freak little girl I'll be bringing w/me.She gave me a praying
mantis today,best gift I got all year.
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26454 NEXT>26640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Several of us went over to the main campground (forget the name right now)for showers.
Thought it would be a good place to camp next time,hot showers and clean porcelin.
SUBJECT>Re:I have one near Charlotte POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an email.
TCasey
SUBJECT>Re:Any Hotels close?POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26446 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In 99 we went over to Murray,KY for the first night,didn't feel like a hot tent after 12
hours driving.MapPoint shows about 22 miles from Murray to the ORV area.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
skydive?Hmmmmm,have you seen The M715 Story video?What kind of entrance are
you (and truck)planning to make at LBL???
SUBJECT>Re:my thoughts POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"but if i go,ill bring my pit!"
WhooHoo!You mean cooker!?!MMmmmmmmm.
SUBJECT>B.The Ego Unleashed!!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26610 NEXT>26647 26653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.sticks with dial up so he can keep up with the reading,ie.
C h e b b y 's a r e s l o w .
And B.,you've obiviously been thinking about me all day as I seem to grace a number of.your posts.You have NO IDEA
how uncomfortable that thought makes me,especially as
porn seems to be your main past-time.Also,do try to come up with better,more clever
quips please.As in:My brand new chebby motor's priority main oiling system is much
better than a 1963 Ford Y block!!or Yeah,Ford had a 685hp OHC production motor
back in the 60's but we have the chevette,Oh!and the Quad 4!!!or OK,so the Ford
Mustand outsold the Firebird &Camero (combined)so badly that they stopped making
them -but the GTO is back!(too bad GM had to go to annother continent to get a semi
cool car)or Sure Ford trucks have been the best selling truck for over 20 years,but in
2000 GM did win the sales race in one quarter.or All right,Ford has the Lightening,but
GM gets to make new words like 454SS -according to Webster this now means
"Overpriced,NO POWER,and gas hog"
Start posting quips like that and maybe people will start laughing WITH you,not AT you.
That is enough for now as this post is going to take B.a half hour to download as it is.
Blow ANNOTHER motor (no,not THAT way B.-you're sick)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Not to pry....but.....POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26576 NEXT>26649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There you go again,your mind seems to be grouping me in with the carnal thoughts.Stop
it,please.
I'm starting to really resent Katie.Before her all you did was drool over Spice,now it is
Ben,myself,and who knows how many others.
Stop the insanity!!!The rest of us are straight B.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>whoopiewagon /Ky
EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,21 August 2003,at 11:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26633 NEXT>26660 LINKNAME>LBL Recreation
LINKURL>http://http://www2.lbl.org/lbl/RecreationLinks.html
Theres Wrangler's camp not to far from turkey bay ORV.they have cabins you can rent
showers and all that good stuff.heres a link to all that is offered there
http://www2.lbl.org/lbl/RecreationLinks.html
SUBJECT>Re:made it!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26620 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,Jeaner's home during the day right?
Heh,heh,heh.1.662.5##.####
SUBJECT>We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26616 NEXT>.26662 26667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What,say anything over 1000 miles in a straight shot??
Suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:Look who chimed in!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26618 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got a real good solid maybe...JULY?That's damn hot.Anyway...Katie is already
excited and wants to go.We'll probably make the effort.
SUBJECT>Light switch?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26658 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I tore out that big military switch long ago and put in a pull on light switch from
Advanced.Well,my second one has gone bad and didn't really leave me in all that good
of a position last night.I have an auxillary switch that I use for flicking the lights at rigs at
night when they pass...I need a heavier switch that will install about same through a
simple hole.Any suggestions?
SUBJECT>Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26651
26656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's a M105 1.5 ton.It's the deuce and a half style wheeled military trailer.With it's
front stand down,the pintle ring is about 1/2"below the hook on our trucks.It just
bumped right in.Gotta do some wiring.It pulled really nicely,didn't 'wag'on the highway
and because of it's weight (over 2000#)it smoothed out bumps pretty nicely.My light
switch died as I pulled in to get it last night.Couldn't pass up the price and met another
fun collecter of parts and equipment in the process.
SUBJECT>Re:I see.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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'PLAN B,'self titled?You guys were scrapping a bit before your girl chromosome scored
the egg shot.
The 'MIG....thing is goooood!
Here's one for ya...
'STUPI HEADBRIAN'which translates to:
STUPID HEAD Brian's Ridiculous Inuendos About Nothing.SUBJECT>Wha....?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26638 NEXT>26650 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ronner,are we not buds anymore?Did we get into a fight?
Some of those things were just harsh.
-b.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm all for subtlety POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26632 NEXT>26654
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got one kid and she's a she?
You're 6 even and 170 pounds?
I bet if I tried hard I could pretend to be you and no one would notice the swap.
Something to ponder.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ahhh,I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26639 NEXT>26652 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does this mean that you won't go sailing wiht me either?
SUBJECT>Re:Wha....?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26647 NEXT>26708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,darn...that was so harsh it made my brain ping like your 302.I'll give you the
'Cammer,'but don't push it.Oh,and you forgot about Galaxy...OOOOooooOOOoooo
You may keep your martian anchors!
EOB
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26645 NEXT>26655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,is that equipped with "air over hydraulic"brakes?
SUBJECT>Re:Ahhh,I see.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26649 NEXT>26709 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
What young Katie have to do with it?
Don't make me tell you what to do with you "Y"block!Uh,wait...have I already?
SUBJECT>685hp OHC motor eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August
2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26638 NEXT>26707
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was that a big diesel generator motor?
F O R D r u l e s r i g h t ?hahaha
SUBJECT>interesting..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at
5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26648 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if you could try that hard,but southruners have got heart I hear....heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26651 NEXT>26659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No...the air pushes a diaphram that pushes a rod into the master cylinder.Regular hydro
brakes just needs air to make it go.
I have a M105 with a 5KW Genset in it...Would like to make it go bye bye.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26645 NEXT>26664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice!What cha'gona'haul??
SUBJECT>Anyone know if I'm crazy?I need help.POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way to bolt a Ford 6.9 diesel to a GM transmission?(T400)I have a friend
who has a 6.9 with APS (?)turbo and the trans is blown...I have a truck with gm T400,
and don't want to rebuild the 6.2.......Both 4x4.....Anyone,anyone??
Thanks in advance guys,again!
:-)Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26644 NEXT>26677 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I used a simple 6 position toggle switch.The amps that MY lights pull are at about 15 by.my estimation.
The switch is about $4 at Radio Shack.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>CC2500H
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>26655 NEXT>
26663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then the answer is YES.They are air over hydraulic brakes (air operating a hydraulic
supply is called air over hydraulics).
SUBJECT>Re:dates POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26640
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,Wranglers is the one I was thinking of.What y'all think?
DP
SUBJECT>yeah,you're crazy.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August
2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26657 NEXT>26674
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..ATS Turbo,out of Salt Lake.Good stuff.Advanced MIGHT make you and adapter but
I dont'recall one.So you might be SOL anyway.But worth the look.
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got 1500 miles one way under my butt.....
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26659 NEXT>
26700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,it has brand new air hook up as too.The thing is in GREAT condition...like Pop
didn't even freak about it.Now,when I take the license plate of his trailer and drag home
a 3208 CAT engine in it should be a test.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26656 NEXT>
26690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EVERYTHING!!!
SUBJECT>Re:actually..POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26628
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
715 is boxed up front and not in rear...bout the same,end of cab area...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>26534 NEXT>
26673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have.It was pretty fun...I got the best dive of the day!My chords going up to the canopy
were all wadded up and I spent from 4500ft to 1800ft pulling them apart.E-ticket!But,
not as much fun as the Hayabusa.You only do about 120mph on a dive where the 'busa
tops out in the 190's!E-TICKET BABY!
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26642 NEXT>26668 26692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For the first FE,I drove about 650 each way with driving around down there,probably
under 100 miles there.Seems like that should get something...the total trip was over
1300,probably closer to 1400...maybe have like a 500 mile club,1000 mile club,1500
mile club,etc??
36 hours without sleeping driving an M715...is that heaven or hell...I just don't know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26667 NEXT>
26672 26678 26691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,plaques for each different level of iron buttage.On the fifteen hundred mile one it
congratulates you for your accomplishment then is sympathetic toward your now lowered
sperm count.
SUBJECT>Re:made it!POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26616
NEXT>26675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Congrats on making it out there safely.
36 hours straight?May-un!Bet you had some cool hallucinations toward the end,
there.:-)
Regards,
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Chris
Seneca,SC,USA.'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
22 August 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26615 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brainard...nope wasnt me...
SUBJECT>Re:keep dreaming.POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26545
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Knowing me it will probably be something rediculous,but I haven't decided yet.
~TONY
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been to the vet already.....No kids here...But everything works!!!Heh,heh...As a
matter of fact it was one year ago tomorrow...I suppose you all really wanted to know
that?
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26666
NEXT>26684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you're on your belly 120mph is about the fastest you can go but.....when you turn
head down you're like a giant lawn dart cruising over 200!
Why don't blind people skydive?
It scares the hell out of the dog!
SUBJECT>Re:yeah,you're crazy.POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26661
NEXT>26676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet there is an adaptor out there to mate ford to chevy.
You might even try the high performace market like Summit or someone like that.If
theres a will theres a way....or something like that...lol
Joe
SUBJECT>Oh to be young....POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26669
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And able to stay awake for 36 hours on caffeine and adrenalin.Wait till your 40s kick
in...then its hmmm let me see there is a hotel about every 6 hours on the trip...should take
me oh about 4 days to make it....better yet www.priceline.....I'll fly.
SUBJECT>actually,that might work POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22.August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26674 NEXT>26695
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
didn't think about it before,but if the diesels use teh same bolt pattern as BB F**d's,
SOMEONE will make an adapter.After all,bunch fo F**d guys running Powerglides.
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch?POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,
at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26658 NEXT>26679 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer-Jon had a line on a guy who sold aircraft switches,up to 100 amps,I believe.Is
the relay bad?
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26668 NEXT>26680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The different levels thing appeals to me -I pulled the 450 or so miler to FE99 -one-way -
and that was plenty.I would ask for a set of equalizing fators,however.I can't say that
1500 miles on a SBC/700R4/NP205/Recaro seats/softride springs/kickin'stereo/J-
cab/Ac-equipped/Angelina Jolle as co-pilot would be nearly as impressive as the mind-
numbing,bone-jarring,ear-deafening solo ride of a "lesser-equipped"rig.Knock off
percentage of mileage for each level of civilizing the truck?Add "bonus"mileage for
each level of "stockedness"?Dunno.Otherwise,I could strap the 715 cab on the top of
Nagie's Caddy and REALLY chalk up some merit badges!
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26677
NEXT>26682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do know a guy who sells 24 volt stuff from airplanes.I would think just putting a circuit
breaker in that you can pull the button out on for off and push in for on would work real
nice.I have a few around...will check what amperages and let you know...hardly paid
anything for them...would send you one off for nada...
I actually have my 24 volt air raid siren wired this way.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally a caddy I could appreciate!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
22 August 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26627 NEXT>26683
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are outboard springs?.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26679 NEXT>26697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think I'm gonna buy a new switch and put a relay in this time.No relay sucks the life out
of those wimpy ass switches.
Delays-delays...no,um...relays-relays
SUBJECT>Re:outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26681 NEXT>
26685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mounted on the outside of the frame rails.The military may have spec'd it for added
stability with the 2500#off road capacity...it'd be my guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26673 NEXT>
26686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jump humor...GOOD ONE!
SUBJECT>Re:outboard rear springs??why??POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26683 NEXT>26687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't contemporary civilian FSJ's have outboard springs too,instead of under the frame?
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26684
NEXT>26710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what do you call skydiving lawyers?
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
SKEET!!
SUBJECT>just about everything I've had dealings w/POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26685.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't think of anything WITHOUT outboard springs.The big Cherokee is getting the
springs moved under the framerail,but only for tire clearance.
anyone check out that Offroad Design shackle flip kit for Chebbies?I think the rear
springs on Chebbies might be the same length as ours,I got 52"on the 725...anyhoo.
SUBJECT>Continental engine POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if there was a 472 Turbo Continental multifuel engine.I have never
heard of one that was a turbo but I havn't been around long ether?
SUBJECT>Looking for Big Hurt POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Big Hurt,Give me a call.---Barry
SUBJECT>Just a thought POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26664
NEXT>26696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought two 103a3 trailers.
gonna cut one in front of the axle and the other behind the axle and make a tandem to pull
the 715 on...should look pretty sweet with tires and rims that match the deuce and that
way too beefy stand on the front of it.Plus the tie downs are ridiculously over kill.
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe a seat cushon with the zone logo on it would be more appreciated than the plaque
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26667 NEXT>26698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my M725 a previous owner removed the orginal seating and replaced them with 2
duece and half drivers side seats.The seats look like an air ride seat from semi but has a
small hydraulic shock that can be adjusted.Works slick,run 50 mph over speed bumps
while the kids bounce off the ceiling.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22
August 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26630 NEXT>26701
26715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Warm up the engine,shut it off and pull the valve cover,then rotate the motor manually
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until the cam lobe on #1 cylinder is pointing straight down.Using a feeler gauge,adjust.the rocker-to-valve stem
clearance to .008".Rotate the motor again until the next cylinder
in the firing order's cam lobe is pointing straight down and repeat the procedure until
you've done all six.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Blades POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August
2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26569 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A wiper blade for a '72-'75 Jeep CJ will work,but if you're using the stock vacuum
motors,the civilian blade has a higher profile and tends to get blown around in the wind.
I've had better luck with the stock blades.AB Linn has them,but I don't remember the
price.Email him at ablinn@cbiinternet.com to find out.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Since we all know chevy is better...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26676 NEXT>26699 26721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would think someone must make an adapter,because we all know that sooner or later a
Ford guy will need to put some GM parts in to keep it going.:)he he he.Maybe I should
just rebuild the 6.2...it just need an inj.pump,injectors and a Banks turbo would be nice!
Doug "currently --running--Jeep less,but --non-running--Jeeps galore"
SUBJECT>That's a good idea.POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26690 NEXT>26738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea.I've been thinking about a new car trailer,that get's the wheels turning.No
pun intended.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26682
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could just put the GI switch back in and solve your problems...:)They you can
have the fun of driving with no brake lights cause you forgot to turn them on...been there,
done that,got the shirt,wore it out,cleaned tools with it...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26692 NEXT>26739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've slammed my butt a few times in my M35 with the spring seat.Must be a weight to
hieght ratio thing...
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Since we all know chevy is better...POSTER>Johnny Reb.EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Friday,22 August
2003,at 6:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26695 NEXT>26703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well if you really wanted to do it right you should get a transmission that works(ford)and
destroy that chevy junk cause we all know it will just end up sitting around 'Like a Rock'
SUBJECT>Re:Picked up a hunkin'trailer!POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26663 NEXT>26765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im hoping to put a cat 3208 in my truck
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26693
NEXT>26718 26731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do I just put on the new gasket,or do I need some gasket maker?
SUBJECT>lockers?POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of lockers are out there for a stock truck?Where do I get them?What price
range am I looking at?
SUBJECT>Re:Since we all know chevy is better...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my all time favorite tv comercials is the one where the chevy goes down the
launching ramp with the boat still attached,and when he gets pulled out--owner says
"boy that went down fast huh?"Ford driver says-"yea like a rock"!!I never laughed so
hard!!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:lockers?POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A very friendly note:There is a search function up top.It works,and there has been
LOTS of discusion on this issue.:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>my last hurrah.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,
at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
leaving in 26minutes,thank you TSA!for an 11:40 flight.It's 9:00 right now.
anyway,to all those who I will see,thanks for letting me stop by.To all people w/locker
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questions,see FAQ.Nothing has changed LOL...To those who paid on time,thanks.To those who haven't yet,email me
anyway,wife will
be glad to send things out.Times are hard,so no biggie.I understand.
If anyone in UT should come across a smoking deal on dana 60's or something,grab one
for me,I'll be back in November.
Other than that,thanks everyone,it's been fun as usual,and I'll see you all in November.
SUBJECT>where to get bearings POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22 August
2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26713 26754
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know if the back bearings on the hub are easily crossed at a parts store or
should I order from a mil.supplier before I take it all apart to sit in the yard for a week
before I get it back together.
SUBJECT>Re:685hp OHC motor eh?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope.Bet you could get that many ftlbs out of any Powerstroke of the last decade without
hardly trying though.My dream combo for the 715 is a Powerstroke with some Banks
upgrades and (dare I say it)that new Allison 6 speed automatic tranny that GM is using.
I've never understood how a company responsible for so many good tranny designs could
provide so little motor-vation to put said tranny to good use.The way I figue it Ford's
C4/C6 and GM's 350/400 are a wash as are the C3 &200m equally washouts.However
from a few years into the production of the 700R4 up to now,GM is winning the
transmission battle.Gm is still GM though -they put a badass LS1/6speed manual combo
in the Camaro/Firebird and it still couldn't save the car.Or try this:Bring back a respected
car name to an exciting front engine rear drive inexpensive car,could have sold twice the
number produced,then drop the car and re-introduce it as an econobox FRD -can you say
Impala SS?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Wha....?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26650
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now Spice,you are still stuck in the past,like a GM FI system.5.0's don't ping even
under a full load of nitrus...er...or so I've heard.Are you going to bring your plastic
wonder (aka.2000GT)to the FE?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ahhh,I see.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26652
NEXT>26759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"What young Katie have to do with it?"Damn just mention her name and all of the blood
leaves the English centers of your brain and rushes...uh...somewhere else.I can just see.you standing on the hood of
Velvet and crooning your love to the neighbors -"Skinny
Tom much love Young Katie!!"But what about when "Young Katie"is just "Katie"and
then "Old Katie"I think you are being unnecessarily cruel to probably the only woman in
existance who actually loves our trucks!!You should be more understanding to her
feelings/fears of getting on in years.Try watching some Opra or this new show my wife
had me watch "Queer eye for the Straight guy"or some such thing,to get in touch with
your female side.Just don't take it TOOOOO far like B.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Looking To Join Convoy POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26686
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the difference btween a golfer and a skydiver?
A golfer goes whack.....Oh Shit
A skydiver goes oh shit....Whack!
SUBJECT>715's in Colorado POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26712 26811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting a 715 (trying)and I was wondering if any of you guys might be in the area?
SUBJECT>Re:715's in Colorado POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,22 August 2003,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26711
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in No.Colorado.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:where to get bearings POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Friday,22
August 2003,at 11:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26706 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,You should be able to get the wheel bearings from a good industrial bearing house.
Maybe NAPA has a cross reference for Timken bearings.Give them a call for pricing.
The rear wheel bearing p/n's are as follows.Timkin brg's inner cone is 469,inner cup
453X (not positive),outer cone is 368A,and I don't know the outer cup.The rear wheel
bearing seal is National p/n 416282 (size 2.750 x 4.249 x .468 double lip seal)which
replaced National p/n 476282-X54.There is no seal between the differential and the
wheel brg's so expect to have gear oil lubing the whl brg's.
Robert
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SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>sgtharryp
EMAIL>sgtharryp@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 2:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26297 NEXT>26897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did the shackle flip with a 2"block.SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26693 NEXT>26723 26730 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Knowing the exhaust valve run's hotter would it be a different clearance?Don't take my
word for this,but maybe .006 on the exhaust because heat expands metal.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Blades POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from a marine shop (Boat Parts)that is where I also got my 12 volt motor,they
sell single and three speed motors if you want to know.
SUBJECT>FRONT HUBS POSTER>Dan EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,
at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26719 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What do you guys use for a lubricant in the front hubs.just checked mine and they are
low,thanks Dan
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if mine is stock or not.But,mine is a combination rubber/steel core valve
cover gasket.I have pulled the cover at least a dozen times and just left the gasket on the
cover and reused it.No leaks yet.Hope this helps.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:FRONT HUBS POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26717 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan I used marine grade grease.Curtis
SUBJECT>rims ?POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Saturday,
23 August 2003,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does any one know the back spacing and the size of the center hole for my m715?
SUBJECT>Re:Since we all know chevy is better...POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,.Ford has so many humorous acronyms which correspond to its'name that it's just so
much fun to give the Ford fan club a bit of a teasin'every now and then.My favorite has
to be Phucked Over Rebuilt Dodge!
SUBJECT>Vehicle marking in photo gallery POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26725 26726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the photo galleries to the left under misc.photos on page four there is a stock M715
with a trailer.On the passenger side door there is a yellow marking with the number 4.
Does anyone know what this signifies?It looks very similar to a marking on my truck
located on the front bumper opposite the star between the tow shackles.Due to previous
sanding jobs I can't decipher mine.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26715 NEXT>26734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops I typed that backwards try .0010 so when the valve gets hot the clearance swells
closer to .008.I just looked in my civilian manual for the 63-64 and it says to adjust .008
on both intake and exhaust but cold maybe the military had different specs.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some info from a guy that tunes race engines.(not me)He Says to adjust the intake valve
on one cylinder you grab the exhaust valve and just has the exhaust valve opens you set
the intake.Now to set the exhaust valve on the same cylinder you hold the intake valve
and just has it starts to CLOSE from wide open you set the exhaust valve.I haven't done
it to mine yet but he says that is max.horsepower.So there you go hope it works.
SUBJECT>Re:Vehicle marking in photo gallery POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that also has the numeral 4 on a yellow background on both the passenger door
and the front bumper.I have no idea what it stands for.
SUBJECT>Re:Vehicle marking in photo gallery POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26722 NEXT>26749 26777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,On the passenger door,the yellow disc with the 4 inside is the "bridge weight"of the
truck in Tons.The 4 equates to approx 8,000 lbs.for the loaded truck.Usually a round
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plate is attached to the front of the truck with the same info.Guess yours was painted on
the bumper instead.Robert
SUBJECT>Brake adapters Heeelp POSTER>Martin EMAIL>Meere@web.de
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do not know where my message disappeared.
Problem need resource for Brakeline adapters
have two original brakehioses that do not fit to the wheelbrakecylinders in my kaiser
(they are new)
does someone can mail me the size of the original thread of the original M715 brakehose?
where (parts numner)can i buy these adapters to fit those original hoses to my kaiser
wheelbrakecylinders?
need female to put in originalhose an male for the wheelbrakecylinder
thanks
Martin
Meere@web.de
SUBJECT>tranny problems POSTER>Russ Allstot EMAIL>rallstot@cp.chemeketa.edu
DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having trouble with my t98,i pulled the shift lever out to make another project eaiser
but when i reinstalled the shift lever i can not move it or shift gears.i would appreciate
any and all help.thanks.
Russ Allstot
SUBJECT>Going with the 6.2 in my Willys to appease the Chevy gods...
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,23
August 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26732
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they get too mad they may make my current...ahhchoo *Ford*,ahhhchoo *turd*ahh,
ahhh ,eww big sneeze,sorry....my current temporary truck die.
Anyone know the best place to look for a reman.inj.pump,injectors and glow plugs with
controler??
Also what exhaust sounds good on one of these RATTLE MONSTERS?Any good or
bad from your experiences?
Thanks again guys!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,23
August 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26715 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,according to my Willys civilian manual,the exhaust is set at .008"and the
intake at .006".The military calls for both intake and exhaust to be set at .008".Not
enough difference to get excited about,but it might run a little quieter if you set the
intakes at .006".Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,23.August 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26701 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rubber gasket should stay on the valve cover.If it's not leaking now,I would reuse it.
Don't overtighten the valve cover nuts,though.The valve cover will break if you crank
the nuts down too tight.Good Luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Going with the 6.2 in my Willys to appease the Chevy gods...
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at
7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26729 NEXT>26736 26740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're voluntarily putting a 6.2 in and are calling ANY other engine a turd??Can you say
Power Stroke?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:tranny problems POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,23 August 2003,at 10:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26728 NEXT>26735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Russ,All the shift rails in your tranny tower are notched for the bottom of the stick shift.
In *neutral*the notches (like a giant keyway)in the shift rails line up even with each
other.It should form sort of a box shaped hole between each rail.This is for the end of
the stick shift to go in to.Look down the tranny tower with a small flashlight and see if it
looks like that.You may have locked it into two gears at once.In that case you should be
able to tell.Did you take the tower off?If so maybe a shift fork didn't make it back on to
the clutch hub assy.If you didn't remove it you probably just moved your shift rails trying
to put the stick back.Don't forget the small stick shift locating pin (looks like a 1/2 long
roller bearing).It will go back.You just have to hold your tongue right....
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjustment POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 military tech manual says .008 for both,with the engine having been warmed
up (and running!).I'd stick with the factory settings.
The 230 was a good motor but many have been destroyed due to improper valve
adjustment and poor timing.
SUBJECT>Re:tranny problems POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26733
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NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps is right.The shifter has to go back into the tranny in the exact same position
as it came out,or the forks won't line up.
SUBJECT>Re:Power stroke this...POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26732
NEXT>26741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.y'all can keep your Fords...I think you made a wise choice with the 6.2.They aren't a
power house but they are 10 times cheaper to build and maintain,mainly due to the large
supply of good used pieces from gov't surplus.
As far as 6.2 parts,check with Jim Henry (704/983-5940).I think he said he gets reman
pumps for $300-400.I dunno about injectors,but I'm sure he can get 'em.Front Line
Military Vehicles (flmv.net)has new glow plug controller/wire harness assemblies for
$125.
Happy oil burnin'!
SUBJECT>heater ?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 m725 that has a southwind 978m heater.It makes noise when you go though
the steps to start it but no heat and it has gas going all the way to the diagham on top.So
what do you guys know about these units?When you search South Wind it comes up
aircraft heaters.
SUBJECT>Re:That's a good idea.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Height is the only drawback....pulling it with anything other than a 2 1/2 ton is gonna be a
pain.Think I will also drop the floor under each of the tires of the 715 to get it to set lower
in the trailer so that wobble isn't unmanagable(lower the center of gravity).Have allready
checked and there should be room to drop it 1 foot and still straddle the tires of the trailer.
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26698 NEXT>26852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they do have an adjustment on the front of the seat...makes a big difference.Mine was set
very stiff when I brought it home but after playing with it a little,it works nice.
190lb Doug
SUBJECT>I can say Powerstroke,can you say POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 9:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26732 NEXT>27000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stroke this!?he he :)
Actually I would LOVE to put in a powerstroke,but $$and availability make it not
possible.Plus I'd have to get new axles (front anyway)so it just doesn't work.I have the
6.2,have the transmission etc.
Cummins is my fisrt choice,but again $$$$$$.......
Doug.
SUBJECT>THANKS!!POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26736 NEXT>26772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You listed the reasons exactly why I'm going with it.NOT
a power house,but servicable
for my uses especially with a turbo bolted on,or other mild tweaks.Parts are plenty (I
have three of these things all good in storage)and they are easy to work on.I don't "need"
to replace all the pump/inj.etc as the motor runs "good",but I want to have it RIGHT
when it goes in.
Thanks again for the info.Doug.
SUBJECT>Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>oug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dug out the 6.2 today to start friggin with it.And decided to use a GM T400 auto and
swap in my Jeep T400 guts so I can use the ---QUADRATRAC!!!
He he he that should really wind up a few of you Ford lovers --as well as--all the people
who think the Q-trac was nothing but a recycled beer can with a bike chain in it!!
I love to do things a little different,keep everyone wondering about my sanity?
Dougs "happy in oil burning land"big little Willys.
SUBJECT>Survivor-Texas Style POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24
August 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26744
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to the popularity of the Survivor shows,Texas is planning to do its
own,
entitled Survivor-Texas Style".
The contestants will start in Dallas,travel to Waco,Austin,San
Antonio,
over to Houston and down to Brownsville.They will then proceed up
to Del Rio,on to El Paso,then to Midland,Odessa,Lubbock,and
Amarillo.
From there,they'll proceed to Abilene,Ft.Worth,and finally back to
Dallas.
Each will be driving a pink Volvo with bumper stickers that read:
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"I'm gay....I love the Dixie Chicks....I'm a vegetarian....I voted for Al
Gore....
George Strait Sucks....Hillary in 2004!...and I'm here to confiscate
your guns!"
Anyone who makes it back to Dallas alive,wins.
Any tackers.SUBJECT>Re:Survivor-Texas Style POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26743 NEXT>26746 26780 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Let me guess...they don't eat meat either.
lets nominate B
do I have a second
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>Tom
Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 12:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26742 NEXT>26747 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just FYI -The Borg Warner unit was great,but had a propensity for wearing out the
mechanical clutches,which are very hard to find now.But it provided good positive
traction when you needed it.Frequent fluid changes and some tight circle driving for a
few minutes would have save many,many of these units from failure.
The later New Process QT units worked by means of a thick viscosity liquid filled drum
that allowed some slip between front and rear driveshafts and lasted forever.However,
the action was not as positive as the BW units and the low range unit did not have the low
gear grunt the BW unit had.
I worked for Jeep Corp.during the time the change was made from the BW unit to the
New Process unit.
SUBJECT>Re:Survivor-Texas Style POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26744 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I'll go!
If it counts for toughness points,I have a "treehugger"sticker on my 715,though out here
it just confuses people.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26745 NEXT>26748 26751 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Based on my experience,95%of the people who badmouth the Quadra Trac have no idea
of what they are talking about (and this includes many 4x4 magazine writers)and just like
to repeat the things they hear from equally uninformed people (my friend's neighbor's
girlfriend's cousin had one and it sucked!).The remaining 5%who actually had first hand
exposure to a QT happened to inherit one that still had the original chain and the original
lube after 200,000 miles,and the thing just fell apart.Or maybe someone put ATF or gear.oil in the poor thing.
Most (all?)of the QT's I've seen fall apart died due to neglect and lack of maintenance.
It's like never changing the oil in an engine,and then calling the engine a POS.If I ever
go for an eeeeevil automatic tranny,it will be a TH400 with a QT behind it.
Why do "hard core"wheelers dislike chain driven transfer cases so much?If you have
two gears meshing,you have a lot of stress in the gear teeth that actually carry the load.If
you have a chain,the stress will be MUCH lower,because all the contact points in the
sprocket.If your chain is strong enough (and the BW1339's is HUGE),those things can
be indestructible.
Mikel (former owner of a 78 Cherokee with a QT and founding member of the QT
Lovers Club :-)
SUBJECT>YEA so there!:)POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26747 NEXT>26752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree whole-heartedly!!!I have three of these QT sitting on the shelf.Two with low
range boxes.All are "good"and have the right fluid and minimal if any chain stretch.one
has 76K,one 110K and the other ???.I plan to put a new chain kit in the 76K one and run
it.The turbo 400 is about as rugged an auto ever made.It doesn't have the best low
gearing but with the diesel low grunt and QT low range (2.7-1?)it should be unstoppable.
One question,are lockers /posi etc OK with QT?I know I've read about it before but
can't remember which were OK and which weren't.Thanks!!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Vehicle marking in photo gallery POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,I kinda figured that it probably was a bridge weight marking.That solves
the mystery of the round yellow circle on my bumper.
SUBJECT>Winch POSTER>Beafire /Ks EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
24 August 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26758
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a Ramsey DCY-7901
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The sticker on the winch plate states that itis a 12vt and will pull 8,000lbs on the first
layer and 4,206lbs with a full drum.I don't have any other information on it other than
what was posted on the id plate.I searched Ramsey's web site and could not find any Id.#
that matched up with it.It looks very much like the industrial units line up they produce
with some minor changes.
The plan is to mount it under the rear of my truck so that I will be able to winch from the
front or the rear.One of the questions I have is will this be enough winch for my truck?
Also have anyone had any experances with this type of winch.
Thanks Lee.SUBJECT>Re:Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>Tom
Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26747 NEXT>26755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '78 Cherokee with the BW QT and it's still running perfectly and has the original
chain.Here are the main things that destroyed these units as we saw them at Jeep Corp.
1.Allowing the vehicle to be towed with the front or rear wheels on the ground and the
transfer case NOT shifted into neutral.
2.Mechanics filling the case with regular 90 weight gear oil.
3.Units being "welded"when the owner took his vehicle in for a speedometer check and
the rear wheels were spun and the front chocked.
All of these things caused the mechanical clutches to burn/wear prematurely,most times
completely ruining or causing them to weld together.
When the BW QT was properly cared for it lasted for many years and to this day may
have been the most positive acting limited slip transfer case yet built.
SUBJECT>Re:YEA so there!:)POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26748 NEXT>26756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lockers in your differentials won't make any difference to the QT.It resonds to driveshaft
RPM,not axle spin.
SUBJECT>For Sale POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a l967 M-715 with extra trans and transfer case.Also have the 10KW welder
generator that was mounted in bed.Generator turns when battery power is applied and
little flat head jeep motor looks like new or hardly used.Truck is in pretty good shape.I
mostly use it to pull my tractor out of the creek when I get stuck.It is titled as a farm
truck.New canvas top.Painted white which is peeling like heck.Has recaped ND tires
with street tread.Electric windshield wipers bought for it but not installed.Bumper and
grill off to straighten.I just didn't get to it.Brush grill ok.Just bumper bent.Also have
two full length side mount tool boxes for it with cables etc stored inside.Some rust cab
corners rear and driver side floor board has small hole under pedals.Glass good.All
stock.
Guess I made this too long but......I want 2500.00 for the package.
If interested I will arrange pictures.Located in Larue county Kentucky.
Jasper@kfbol.com
SUBJECT>Re:where to get bearings POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26706
NEXT>26830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All that Carthage mud/clay finally gettin'to ya huh?Get that thing fixed and come out to.the group camp at Uhwarrie
the evening of Sat Sep 13.We hope to have a few MV's there
for some trail riding and camping.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>weps
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26751 NEXT>26761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude-you just said "Slip"and "Positive"in the same sentance!You gonna wheel,or
wrench on that thing?Good thing the 6.2 injector pumps are "only"3-400$,get a box of
wing nuts of the proper size to enable for faster change outs!
WEPS
P.S.I know the guy with "The Worlds fastest Norton"MC B.F.D
SUBJECT>Re:YEA so there!:)POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 8:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26752
NEXT>26760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My QT equipped 715 has a Detroit in the rear and it's happy as a clam.(and who ever saw
an unhappy clam,right?)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Southwind Heater Info POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Sunday,24 August 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>26737 NEXT>26786 LINKNAME>Click
Here for Southwind Heater Info LINKURL>http://www.ltdan.net/m715/index.htm
I have a Southwind 978m heater in my 67 m725 and got it working last winter.I had to
rebuild it using a service manual I ordered from Vintage Power Wagons,a spare unit I
found on ebay,and a home made version of the Southwind Heater Circuit analyzer (G-
487890)that I designed using the flow charts and photos in the service manual.I have
posted most of this info before,but I'll make it available again (in case Brute4c wants to
post the Southwind manual in the manuals section).
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As for the problem you are having,it could be a number of things.Mine did something
similar and I determined that the problem was a leaky diaphragm.Luckily,the diaphragm
on the unit I bought from ebay was in good shape and the heater fired right up after the
replacement.The service manual should help you find the culprit.
Oh yeah,and if any of you Zoners with m725s want to replace that old dry rotted piece of
Flexhaust vent hose connecting your southwind heater to the seat support,I was able to
obtain a piece free of charge.Just go to www.flexhaust.com and request a sample of their
CWGS hose.It is the perfect size and can withstand up to 500 degrees F!
Hope this helps..
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:Winch POSTER>GreenMachine EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net.DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 4:02
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26750
NEXT>26771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a Ramsey Pro Plus 9000 and it was not very impressive.It had a trouble moving my
CJ around and was slow as Christmas.Hopefully yours will be better.You might want to
temporary mount it to see if it up to the task then permanant mount it...
SUBJECT>BWWAHAHAHAHAHA!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26709 NEXT>26842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
RON WATCHES QUEER EYE FOR THE STRAIGHT GUY!!!!!!!
FFFFAAAAAAAGGGGGGGG!!!!!!!
BWWAAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:YEA so there!:)POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ethan.And I can't think of the last time I saw an unhappy clam?!:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Just to stir the pot a little and wind you all up...he he POSTER>Doug's
Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at
5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He he,if your gona'play you have to pay right?!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't reckon any of you with perfect (or close to perfect)toe in would mind measuring
the distance from grease fitting to grease fitting of the tie rod,would you?
It seemed that this would be the easiest way to get the toe in closer to right than what I
have now.I've tried eyeballing it,but I'm not level headed and that makes it hard to do.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Continental engine POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26688 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's a 477 cube engine.My deuce has one,a Hurcules/Continental turbo multifuel
diesel.Big straight six,1500#,in the area of 140HP..Too big for M715.
SUBJECT>Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>Brian Angry Truck
EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26768 26769 26800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello all.New-be to the M715 ranks.I found a civil defense 715 in an Indiana field.It is
rough but,I think I can give it a home.Several questions:
1.The aircleaner on this example is MIA.There is a intake tube coming off the carb so I
am assuming it was the later model canister type.Where does the canister mount?
Anybody have pictures?There is a bracket on the underside of the hood.Is that the
mount?
2.The winch is a rusty heap that has been tossed into the bed.I wasn't able to find any
rebuilding information.I don't think there is much to it but,some specs would be helpful.
Any rebuild info?
3.The tires are tired.Question is which tires should I replace them with?Since I will
drive this in the winter,I was wondering how the military spec tires do on snow.Is it
better to get the conversion rims and civi tires?
Thanks for your input.
-Brian
SUBJECT>WHOA!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 715??
You know non turbo is 1800#right?
SUBJECT>Bluegrass in NC Tomorow POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Just a reminder to a couple of folks who said they may be interested,Al Batten and The
Bluegrass Reunion in a free concert,at Depot Park in downtown Sanford,Tuesday night,
Aug 26th,at 7pm.Usually done at 9 or 9:30.Email me at dp@sanlee.com for directions,
maybe meet for supper nearby at pizza place or burger joint.Bring a chair.
SUBJECT>Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26839
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A couple of notes...
They are the same width as the 715 fenders (looking in the mirrors they're same width
truck and trailer),they follow a 715 nicely and pull flat.The pintle receiver on those
trailers as built comes out a few inches then goes up about 2"-2.5"so that the trailer sits
level behind the deuce trucks.When first attached to the 715 (no lift with XL's at.37.5"-38")the trailer is tipped
down in the front quite a bit and doesn't quite look right.
That pintle receiver can be taken out and flipped to raise the front in the area of 4.5"-5"
and levels the trailer out MUCH better.The front of the trailer is only tipped down
slightly and looks like a load would level it.
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can only adress the tires right now.GI Tires are very good in snow and mud,but the
problem is they suck big time in wet.If your winters are like mine you have probley more
wet than deep snow.If you are going to drive the truck on paved streats in the winter time
I would get a good civilan truck tire with a good tread.
There's my $.02 worth.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>KAISER715
EMAIL>KAISER715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26764 NEXT>26770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Many civilian-treaded tires will go on the stock rims.Problem is getting the lock ring
work done at a tire place,if they are really rusted and pitted.If the rings and rims are in
good shape,most big tire (and locally owned)tire places (that do trucks)will do it,we
have a three places in town here that I know of that will do snap rings.
You have lots of choices,look for tall and skinny.Super Swamper has a 9/34/16 that is
about stock height and width.Or a slightly bigger Q78/16.Or go even bigger,others will
chime in here with whatever they are running.
You don't want the NDT's when it's wet!
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26769 NEXT>
26784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At the near top of that page is the "Search/Personize Options"menu and you can search
topics of interest using that.Oh,use 'several eons'for best search area.You'll probably
have to play with before you come up with some good stuff...
If truly at winter truck,pick up a cheap steering stabilizer and run a set of 37x13x16
boggers on stock wheels.26"of snow in PA last year and I drove where I felt like and
helped pull out locals.Careful on sidehills,as boggers are for forward pulling,but they'll
work great.They will clear with no lift and allow what articulation the trucks stock
suspension flexes.It will not be fun wedging them on stock wheels and being a large tire
they will flat spot and shake for a few minutes.I'd give them my vote for winter or mostly
off road drives.
SUBJECT>Snatch block.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26758 NEXT>26785 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Get a decent snatch block and a tree saver strap and the winch will be fine.The snatch
block double the winches strenth,it does slow the linespeed down,but...you'll still get out
without burning up the winch in the process.
SUBJECT>Re:THANKS!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26741 NEXT>26773 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ask for Jeff at Front Line if you go that route.He's sharp on surplus and NOS stuff.My
Velvet was originally in his back lot for a while before my buddy bought it.
SUBJECT>Thanks again all!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I appreciate all the help,and all the sh!t is fun too...
Doug.
SUBJECT>Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26776 26888 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is for a 350 in a 715 w/an upgraded radiator and electric fans:
It runs at 210-220 on the highway in 96 degree heat.Is that alright?I wasn't pinging or
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running bad in any way.Will it shorten the lifespan of the motor?It runs at 180 while at
low rpms.
Why is it that this 350 runs 15 degrees hotter than my last 350 using the same radiator
and fans?Where did I go wrong.I remember the machine shop guy saying something to
this effect:"....so you gotta do that or that motor won't ever oil right and will run hot
forever."Any clues?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26762
NEXT>26778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can when I get home tonight -5-ish EDT Want a call?I can't vouch for the validity of
this measurement,as the phenomenon of "stack-up"comes into play.But then again,if
you REALLY posted this at 5:54 am,you may not recall even posting it!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26774 NEXT>26779 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I still side on timing.Too much timing at the crank with the timing light will heat them
up BIG.Try backing the timing off (yes,even if it runs like crap for idle)and try it on the
highway and see what the temp gets up to.IF that cools it down,you may wanna try an
MSD box and then get the variable timing control for it.It's a seperate box with a knob
that you mount in the cab.You can then change the timing by turning the knob.Back it
down on the highway bump it up in the woods.
??
SUBJECT>Re:Vehicle marking in photo gallery POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well yes and no.The "4"is the weight calssification,but is more of an arbitrary
classification.In our case,it just happens to come out close,on other vehicles in the MV
world it doesn't.There's really no mathematical relationship between GVW/GCW and
weight class.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26775 NEXT>26782
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump.........R,
No,I don't need a call.Just a post will do.What is stack up?
Thanks,
-B.
11:31 a.m.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26776 NEXT>26781 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I tried this method a week ago when you suggested it.It did,indeed run like crap at idle-
bit it was deat on at 8*on the crank.It loaded up at stop signs and chugged when i took
off-and ran at the same temp on the highway.
The fans work great at keeping it at 210,and cooling it down-but I have to stick a battery
charger on the battery to keep it at full charge.I dunno about all that.
I guess all them there performance stuff i threw into that motor make it run a little warm
(?).
-B.
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26744 NEXT>26889 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm moraly against the reality show craze that is sweeping our nation.As such I cannot
undertake this challenge.Sorry.
On a side note-are you going to be at the FE next year?I owe you a vicious beat-down
and that sort of thing is better given in person.
Thanks for you time,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26779 NEXT>26783 26788 26887
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take out a spark plug and look at the color.If it's white and kind of chalky
looking...you're lean as hell and that's what's heating it up.Should be a chocolate milk
color.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26778 NEXT>
26787 26790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll measure mine and give ya a call.
Like the time post...
Spicer
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1:03pm
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a stock waterpump?It may be cavitating OR,it may just be not moving
enough water.Check eBay for a brassworks water pump.They're about the best iron
pumps for the buck.Or,look for an aluminum pump...basically any of those will out
perform a stock pump.
Spicer
1:06pm
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26770 NEXT>26791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the hood mounted air cleaner.They are cool.Hopefully you still have the cast iron
elbow on your carb.AB linn has the hood mounted air cleaners I'm pretty sure.I don't
think there to expensive either.They pop up on Ebay every now and then.The other
choice for about 25 bucks would be to buy the carb mounted air cleaner.They also pop up
on Ebay.Alot of the surplus buyers have them.I think it was Saturn Surplus that had
them.The vendor list found up top on this page in the online manuals will give you PH.numbers and the like.I also
just put a winch on my truck.I called Braden and got some
newer manuals for my LU-4.They apply to a few different winches but the idea is the
same.The one thing that threw me was the oil for the winch.My CJ5 upright 8274 takes
10 weight oil.I was going to put the same in my LU-4 but a call to Braden in OK
revealed that the LU-4's take 140 weight oil.Big difference.AB linn also has several
different parts for the LU-4's.He is a great person to buy from.Polite no additude,
trusting,and really good prices.As for tires,I run NDT's.I actually peeled out in the wet
on the way to work the other day.I think the standing joke with NDT's are you will get
stuck on a wet leaf.So don't park on any wet leaves....Congrats,welcome and keep us
posted and take pictures!!.....Kaiserjeeps...(al)...
SUBJECT>Re:Snatch block.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Build oversized power leads out of welding cable.And really really clean your grounds.
That can make a world of difference.MY CJ could hang from a tree if I drank enough
beer.
Kaiserjeeps.....(Al)...
10:18 AM...
SUBJECT>Re:Southwind Heater Info POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26757 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,we should get Jon to post your heater circuit analyzer here.I kept all the info on it
but have not built it yet.That is really cool and could really help someone down the road
er trail....
Kaiserjeeps....(Al)...
10:23 AM
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26782 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I appreciate that-adn it'll give me a chance to grill you on the propositon to Katie.
Still-what's "stacking up"?
Apparently Brute has the board's clock set way wrong.
-B.
12:25 p.m.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26781 NEXT>26793 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Ahhhhh...indeed,they are a little chalky looking.I thought that was good,but now see the
error of my ways.I'll give the carb screws a few twists and open it up.
I hate to slap on a new water pump,but I'll look to that as my next option.
Thanks,you're the only member who cares.
-B.
SUBJECT>Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26794 26801 26809 26825 26834 26886
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you,Thank you very much!39 today.Gonna go hang in the shop by myself and
clean engine parts today.Whoo hoo...
Kaiserjeeps....(aL)
10:28:57 AM
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26782
NEXT>26792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stack-up -every machined or otherwise fabricated part has a "nominal"dimension,and
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typically includes +/-tolerances.The more stringent the application (aeronautics,
nulcear...)the tighter the tolerances.The more "grunt"-level (anvils,sledgehammers,
tactical vehicles),the "looser"the tolerances get (the old "close enough for Government
work"applies here).Well,as more parts are included in an assembly,the toloerances can
"stack-up".All is well and good if some parts are under nominal dimensions,and others
are over -they even-out.When most or all are one way or the other,the cumulative
effects makes things get out of whack fast.Thus,if your zerk is a bit out of "perfect"with
relationship to the stud,the tie rod end stud hole in the knuckle is out some,and so on
and so on,the zerk-to-zerk measurement gets more and more useless.
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26784 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NDT's aren't called Non Directional Thread for nothing...You never know in which
direction you will go :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26790 NEXT>26806
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DAMN!!!!!!You're good.I wish my doctors were as thorough as you instead of "Just take
these pills and see if you feel more 'in control'."
With all that kept in mind,it has to give me a closer measuremeant than my 2.4 pressed
against the wheel method..Thanks for teaching me today.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26788 NEXT>26795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,Your carb screws will only affect your idle curcuit (OK I can't find curcuit in my
spelling guide)As soon as you crack the throttle,the idle curcuit shuts off and the main
circuit comes into play.To richen that up you will need to go up in jet sizes.Best way to
tell is a gas analyzer.I go to the local emmisions station and claim a voluntary.No charge
and they give you a print out of your results.The only bummer is the line to wait...Plus if
your motor is not broken in yet if may cool down a bit when it is broken in....
Kaiserjeeps....(aL)...
10:43:45 AM
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26789 NEXT>26796
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy birthday,man.That sounds like you got the perfect birthday planned.My family
always wants to do something with me.They don't seem to understand that it's supposed
to be MY day.
I can't imagin 39-I bet you dread the coming winter months and the joint pain.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26793 NEXT>26798 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've gotten about 2oo miles on it,and most of that at 3000 rpm.
Could my need for a bigger jet come from my RV cam?I didn't have to cahnge valves or
rockers with it.
-B.
12:45:37
8-25-2003
Monday
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26794 NEXT>26797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh the horror!Actually I just lost 55 lbs and my joints are thanking me.Plus I have
baileys in my coffee and I'm starting to feel kinda funny....As long as I don't flick my
cigarette in my coffee cup,I'll be OK...Today is my last day of smoking.Figured I better.give myself something
good...
Kaiserjeeps....)aL(<---?
10:49:40 AM
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26796 NEXT>26799
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drinker,smoker,55 pounds overweight,39 years old-
It's been real.Glad I got to know you.I'll speak of you fondly.
{Tapps in background}
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26795 NEXT>26803 26805 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Probably not broken in yet.Avoid lots of sustained driving.Stop and go is better for the
rings.I would assume you put the same carb on from before.If you were ok before you
should be ok now.I'm not sure how an RV cam would affect fuel mixture.I'm putting a
RV cam in the CJ motor.It was very clean burning before.Hopefully no changes there.If
you can find a shop or emmissions station and get that print out.It will tell you what you
need to know.Kind of a hassle but good info.OH yea B,change your oil soon.New oil
and filter.New motors are hell on oil.It will shear and break down quickly as the motors
breaking in.Plus it gets the micro sized metal flake from parts seating out of the engine.
So Change that oil soon.Good luck!!
Kaiserjeeps...(aL(
10:58:36 AM
8?25?03
Monday
Sunny skies with todays high of 85
Parts due in at 3:30 PM
M715 still dripping oil on my floor...
Coffee is almost empty...
Record for the most posts inside of a half an hour...
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26797 NEXT>26802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROFLMAO!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Air cleaners,Winches,Tires oh my!POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26764 NEXT>LINKNAME>M37 tire page.LINKURL>http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/tires.htm
Except for the differences in the bolt pattern and center hole,M715 Budd wheels are the
same as the Dodge "flat-fendered"Power Wagon/M37 Budd wheels.
Cabell Garbee has a great page on what tires people are using on the M37 and PW Budd
wheels at http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/tires.htm (link below).Ignore the lugnut pattern,
and you're bacically looking at M715 wheels.Some W-series Power Wagons used the 6-
lug Budds that out trucks use,so there might be photos of tires mounted on "M715"
wheels.
Hope this helps,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
'53 M37 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday!POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy birthday,Al.My nephew's 2nd birthday was Saturday,so I guess he's 2 days older
than you (25 -23 =2,right?).
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy 327
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26799 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy Birthday Al...damn,your like a decade older than me.Drink up!
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26798 NEXT>26804 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not too familiar with those Weber AFB knockoff carbs,but I'd suggest going like two
jet sizes larger.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26803 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
call summit racing and ask them for a jet kit or see if eBay has one..SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26798 NEXT>26807 26826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wish my life was full enough were this was a record for the most posts made in 1/2
hour,but my work day is boring as hell.
Yep,I'm on my 4th oil filter and 5th oil change.I tend to think I screwed something up
since it runs hot at high speeds,but not hot at low speeds/rpm.Also,I have it time at
around 16*.
I stuck on some 662 heads-would that matter?
-B.
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1:40
I ate chinese food for lunch and it ran through me like Flojo.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26792 NEXT>
26808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
POINT FOUR?!Brian,ol'buddy...read the ruler like every one else in eighth's and
sixteenth's.
Point four...LMAO!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26805 NEXT>26815 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fatten up the jet size on the carb and you'll see a temp change.You should even see a
little more power.
Um,yeah...feel your pain.Food doesn't always agree with me (like I'll not be losing
50LBS any time soon)and I'm hoping my SubWay lunch doesn't hit my colon like a
bullet train.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26806 NEXT>26810
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2X4
ass wipe.
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>26789 NEXT>26844 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Happy Birthday!And now..a happy birthday mechanic joke:
A gynecologist,tired of his profession and wanting less responsibility,decided a career
change was in order.After some serious thought he decided that being an engine
mechanic,something he had enjoyed up to the time he entered college,would be a good
profession.
However,it had been a long time since he had tinkered with an engine and he knew that
to work on any of the newest engines and be able to compete with the younger work
force,he would have to go to school.So he enrolled in a technical institute that
specialized in teaching auto mechanics and pretty much aced the course.
The final exam however,required each student to completely strip and reassemble a
complete engine.So it was with some trepidation he took on the task.
At completion,he turned the engine over to his instructors for evaluation and awaited his
final grade.When the grades were handed out he did a double take at the 150%grade he
received.
Rather confused,he asked his instructor how it was possible to have a grade like this.The
instructor replied that it really quite simple.He gave him 50%for correctly disassembling
the engine,50%for correctly reassembling the engine and an additional 50%for doing it
all through the muffler.
Hehehehe
Keep the parts cleaner out of the Bailey's!
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26808 NEXT>
26812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eat me.
3:01PM et.
SUBJECT>Re:715's in Colorado POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 August
2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26711 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in Greeley.
SUBJECT>Re:Toe-in made simple POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26810 NEXT>26813
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've alerted the board administrator that you're in violation of the board rules (which can
be viewed via the link above).I've recomended that your post be deleted.
-B..SUBJECT>Brian.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26812 NEXT>26814 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"If someone posts something offensive,or against the rules,it's the Administrators duty to
deal with,no one elses."
This was taken directly from the 'board rules,'(which can be viewed via the above link.)
Eat me.
Spicer
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16:00 ET
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26813 NEXT>26821 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You read those rules?We all know they don't apply to anyone who posts 1 (one)post at
one time or another that actually helps someone.
My friend,I think you have far eclipsed the minimum of 1 (one)helpful post.
I wonder where Ben is.I'm trying to get him to caravan to the FE with me and it never
hurts to ask early.
-B.
SUBJECT>so,let me see if I get this...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26807 NEXT>26820
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....I added larger heads,I threw in a mild RV cam,a Performer RPM intake,and I thought
I could use my old 600cfm carb.
It makes sense to me now-but does that have anything to do with my timing?
It looks like a jet kit comes with a variety of needles-how will I know?
Was there a 2nd shooter on the grassy knoll?
-B.
SUBJECT>Hard Starting POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26817 26818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If my rig sits for more than say 2 hours when I go to start the thing it cranks and cranks
but doesn't fire.But give it a shot or starting fluid and varooom it fires and runs just
fine....I've scratched my head on this one for a long while...so any thoughts?BTW stock
motor,GI plugs,wires,rotor,etc.All stock GI.
Joe Kaiser.SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine does not have the stock ignition.But,mine did the exact thing when I got it.It
turned out to be the power supply to the coil.Mine was switched to 12v.The coil was
only getting 3-5 volts.When I cranked the engine it would drop even lower.I removed
the 6v ballast resistor the fireman had installed and haven't had trouble with that since.I
hope this helps.Just a thought,but try push starting it when it is cold down a hill.If it
fires up then you most probably have a voltage supply problem.If it doesn't fire you have
a heck of a push back up the hill.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26816 NEXT>26824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The accelerator pump in your carb is likely bad.Or,your fuel could be leaking or sucking
back out of the fuel bowl.
SUBJECT>Cargo Floor POSTER>carmen EMAIL>ccfalcone5@aol.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any ideas on where or who has a complete floor for the cargo area.the one on my truck is
SHOT.The sides are all good.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:so,let me see if I get this...POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26815 NEXT>26822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is only getting hot at speed,try this.Get up to speed and pull the choke out as far as
you can and still maintain speed.This will richen up the mixture tremendously.Which
should also drop the temp alot.You might even have a cool looking black cloud behind
you.It will at least let you see if carb jetting is even close to the problem.Just remember
to open the choke up before you slow down and stop.If it doesn't do that much and since
you seem pretty sure of your timing,what about your mechanical and vacuum advance?If
the distributor is has been reworked with a recurved spring and weight kit then you could
be running 20-30 degrees more advance than you think at selected rpm.I know the choke
thing sounds ghetto,but it is an easy way to richen up the mixture while on the road.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:50
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26814 NEXT>26823 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doesn't Ben (BEO)live in IL?
SUBJECT>OOOOOHHHHH SNAP!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 12:59 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26820 NEXT>26837
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(that's what a black guy who works here says alot)
You may be on to something there.When I got my donor motor it had a distributor in it
that was newer looking than mine and so I took it all apart and mixed and matched parts
to get all the newer parts in my good housing.I wondered if those little weights were any
different.Hmmmmm.I may need to get a new weight and spring set.
I like the choke idea.I makes sense and is easy to test.
You've been an enormous amount of help and I'll remember this at Christmas.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26821 NEXT>26851 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup.It would be a little out of his way to come through Memfrica,but I think he and I are
good enough buds that he would.
You'll be going to LBL via Memphis,right?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26818
NEXT>26829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a problem like that and found a real good size vaccum leak
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>26789 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy birthday!Hope you got to enjoy the day how you wanted.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26805
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Don't forget the radiator.A slight restriction in the cores could cause the same problem.
SUBJECT>Still Around POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 August
2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26828 26833
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey All,
Alan and I are still around,been lurking.:-)I don't know if we would be able to make an
FE in KY,but we'll keep an eye on the page for an exact date.That is if you'll have us
since we sold the truck,but we met a lot of great folks and wouldn't mind seeing some of
you again.Things have been busy around here this summer,but we will try and post more
often.
Later.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Still Around POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25 August
2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26827 NEXT>26835
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you better show up.Im glad to see you all are well and still hanging around.By the way
any t-shirts left
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26824
NEXT>26832 26882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the vehicle starts with a jolt of ether,then it's a fuel problem most likely.Vacuum leaks
and coil problems aren't usually fixed,even temporarily,with starting fluid.Your choke
adjustment is off -your accelerator pump is bad,or fuel is not staying in the fuel bowl.
The starting fluid gets some "juice"in there and once the engine fires off the fuel pump
takes over and keeps gas coming up to the carb.
SUBJECT>Re:where to get bearings POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25
August 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26754 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I just let them get loose.Replaced one and a seal anyway.I'll have to see about
that date later.I am back to work now.See ya.
SUBJECT>Re:Cargo Floor POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26819
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just lined mine with some 10 gauge flat steel.Bent the front up two inches and the tail
gate opening down 1 inch then used dura liner and gave the entire bed a good thick
coating.I am very pleased with how it turned out.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26829
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.All good things for me to look for.I can smell gas getting to the carb and if I take the air
hose off from the air filter I will get fuel coming out.I am going to start with the batteries.
Duh stupid me...thing cranks slow and the bats are in the red on the guage...why didn't I
see that earlier...anyway I think some new batteries are in order.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Still Around POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26827
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NEXT>26840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you and Alan and Mikki can get there,it's on me for whatever admission is....I owe you
so much more...it literally is the least I can do.
Im elated you are still with us...truck or no truck,you are 2 of THE MOST HELPFUL
AND UNSELFISHLY GIVING MEMBERS this club has.
All the best from ours to yours.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26789
NEXT>26843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was out of town this weekend but
H
A
P
P
Y
B
I
R
T
H
D
A
Y
anyway...and many more Al!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Still Around POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Monday,25
August 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26828 NEXT>26836
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Koobie no T-shirts left.Have considered doing another run of them this year,but.haven't had the time to sit
down and work it all out yet.Don't know if there would be any
interest either.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Still Around POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26835
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as you can get them big enough I would love a couple.Oh,and 2 kids shirts too.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:OOOOOHHHHH SNAP!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26822 NEXT>26838 26855 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey B.,
Do you have a dial back timing light?If so you could have a buddy (the guys you pay to
hang out with you)hold your tach/speedo at 2k and see where the timing is at -should be
all in by then.If the dist isn't your problem really look at the carb.A 600cfm should be
plenty for a 350 unless you are turning high RPM -like 5.5k and above.If it is the carb
and you cannot get it worked out I have a 600cfm edelbrock that I just pulled off the hot-
rodded 350 sbc in my silverado (not capitalized as it is a beater),you definately won't run
lean and changing the metering rods (instead of jets)is childs play.I might even let you
just have it,if I can get back from my brother-in-law,for the low low,one time only price
of shipping and an end to the chebby retoric for all time.Think you could live with that?
If you renig I'll just rip it back off at the FE.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:OOOOOHHHHH SNAP!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26837 NEXT>26845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Annother thing,did you hace the block hot tanked to get all of the debris out of the water
jackets?Might be just enough in there to effect your cooling when the sbc is working
hard,but enough flow to get by at low RPM.Spice's advice is good about a high-flo water
pump,worth doing eighter way.I would personally recommend an aluminum unit like the
Edelbrock,and changing one out is only a few minutes work.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26767 NEXT>26850 26857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been panting about one of these for a while now,but cannot find one close enough to
get that isn't at an outrageous price.If you are going to get a MV trailer why not get one.worth your while.Not to
mention that all of the 1/4T (thats .25 B.)around here are
snapped up at rediculous prices by the baby Jeep guys.Last auction I was at a rusted POS
went for $700.That's more than B.'s whole truck is worth!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Still Around POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
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DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26833
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Their truck is still here,too!I've got it now.(But Alan and his family sitll retain driving
rights!
SUBJECT>np203/205 POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26846 26847 26885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i know something was posted on here not to long ago,but i can't seem to find it.i was
wondering if anyone has combined a np205 and 203 together to get a lower crawl ratio
(4:1).did you have to get any extra parts to get this done and where do i get the extra
parts for it?i really want to use the gearbox from the 203 and combine it to the 205.i
have a line on both of these,but i want to know if anyone has done this and what type of
changed will i have to make to get it to fit.
ps...
i have a th400 that has been converted to 2wheel drive and it is connected to a amc360.
just to let you know.thanks in advance.
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:BWWAHAHAHAHAHA!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26759 NEXT>26859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought you would be happy B.After all you are one of the hosts,aren't you?What color
is your truck?Melted the sbc yet?
Actually the show was funny 'cause all the stuff they were ragging the straight guy on
sounded very familiar,but my wife kept up this annoying little "See"thing every time
they changed something.Oh well,I learned a long time ago that if I wanted my clothes to
match I just found the best looking sales girl and asked for help,a lot of help.Makes
going shopping less of a chore too.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26834 NEXT>26849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!It was a great day.Did some cleanup and reassembly of my CJ V6.Had the
music on.Made a few parts runs with the 715.Had a great steak dinner cooked by my
wife.Tomorrow will be just another day....Good B-day...Thanks again .....Al....SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy
Birthday!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was a great joke!I wish I was that talented....
SUBJECT>Uh,I hate to point this out...POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Monday,25 August 2003,at 10:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26838 NEXT>26853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but I was having a similar problem with the 460:cools (mostly)fine at idle,ran hot at
higher speeds.Checked timing --was OK.Mixture is computer controlled in part-throttle
cruise (closed loop)and plugs looked good so not running lean.
Problem was this:too MUCH coolant flow at higher RPMs,made worse by my fancy
high-flow Edlelbrock water pump.Bottom line my radiator is too small to effectively
cool that motor to 180*F in 120+*F ambient heat.It would be fine at first.In fact,just
idling the temps would stay down.But once the temps reached the point the thermostat
would be wide open and the revs were up,the temp.would keep climbing.I was left with
two options:
1.Keep the 180*F stat and put in a bigger (higher BTU capacity)radiator,or,
2.Keep the existing radiator (for now)and replace the stat with a 195*F unit (which is
factory stock for this motor).
I did option #2 and now the temps stay right between 200-205.I have the fans set to cycle
between 205 (on)and 203 (off)and the cycle times are slower than when I was trying to
keep it at 180*F.
SUBJECT>Re:np203/205 POSTER>sulzameck@yahoo.com
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26841 NEXT>26848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this site,they our in the process of making a 4to1 kit for the NP205.
jbconv@bellsouth.net
Good luck
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:np203/205 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26841
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a second generation kit from Off-Road Design ,It is a very nice kit and I would
recomend it to anyone .To use that kit you need a married Turbo 400 /NP203 ,and a
NP205 that is for a Turbo 400.---Barry
SUBJECT>Re:np203/205 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26846
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.As of about 2 months ago,JB didn't have the kit ready yet.They said that they had some
out in the field being tested,but they were not ready for production yet.They said that
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they would contact me when they were for sale to the public.------Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any day truning wrenches and steak is a good day birthday or not...:)
39 huh...wait it only goes down hill from here...I hit forty and started falling apart..lol.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26839 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,the M10...umm,whatever big trailer I have are on ebay all the time.Usually with
a buy it now aroun $400.Military auctions can find them around $200 or less.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26823 NEXT>26856 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHAT?!NO FRIGGIN'WAY!!!Gonna be damn long and hot enough just heading to
LBL without the added Memfrica loop.
What do you do with your collection of burnt spoons?
SUBJECT>Re:We need an 'Iron Butt'M715 club.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26739 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Best thing I did seat wise was to put in Simpson 3"lap belts.Cut the bouncing down a
TON!
SUBJECT>Hmmmmm...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did have the block hot tanked.It was all clean.The radiator is an upgraded one that was
designed to fit a 400 cid.I think it do have a 180 thermostat.
A 195 thermostat you say.I'll have to look into that as it would be the easiest and
cheapest fix.
thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>A slight adventure...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>26858 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Last night I finish wiring the new trailer,yank the plate of Pop's big trailer and hit the
road to head from the farm to the apt for tonights picking up of my CAT motor.Last
week when I went to pick up the trailer my lights died just as I got to the guys place and I
blamed it on the switch.I found that it has a fuse and the fuse blew.I put a heavier one in
and hadn't any problems.Last night Katie and I just get off the highway and are about 5
miles from the apt and the lights go out.I came prepared and brought a flashlight,the
tools I'd need and a spare fuse.Four quick turns and the dash is out.Fuse blew.Popped in
another fuse by flashlight and feel and we're off again.The lights are immediately
flickering and we get about half a mile and the new fuse loses the battle.Pull into a little
dirt road and reassess the situation.In one of the trips looking for another 'fuse,'I notice
that one of the wires going to the one tail light housing that I smashed at the jeep show
has the insulation torn off and is resting against the license plate.That's the short.I tried
to bend a small piece of 'house wire'to work but it broke so I took a 3/8"bolt,placed it on
top of the fuse holder and zip tied it in place.Hit the main,pull the lights...we have light
again!I held my hand on the brass fuse holders to make sure they weren't heating up and
they stayed cool so I felt pretty confident that the wire on the license was the culprit.
And away we go!
SUBJECT>Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26837 NEXT>26860
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see we've finally broken you.Now the only question is-Is it worth it to me to stop
making fun of your chosen brand just to get a new carb?
Basicaly this is a moral question of can I be bribed.
I'm sorry Ronner,but you can go to Hell.I'll not be swayed by the lure of chrome carbs.
This is a sad day for you,Ronner,for in a last ditch effort you decided to stop defending
your brand with reason and just try to buy your way around the assault.I can't even pick
on you any more since now (in my eyes)you're that kid in school who won't stand up to
the bully,but instead starts crying and hides when you see us coming.
Sad indeed.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26851 NEXT>26865 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Collection of burn spoons?You dolt-you can just scrape the crack crystals off and
REUSE the same spoon.Sheesh-who has a whole collection.
(that would have been funnier if I had the option of itallics).Do you see what I've done here?I just got you to
declare that you were going to be at the
FE,but not going thre via Memfrica.Since you're a man of your word now you're
obligated to go.I'm glad,I was thinking that Ronner and Tacoma might get the idea to
beat me down and hoped you'd be there to suggest that they kill Ben instead.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26839 NEXT>26861
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had some hippies stop into my yard the other day wanting to buy my rig.We didn't get
around to price offers,but I could tell they were thinking on an amount around $15,000.
(It's not outrageous,they go for around $17K with a diesel)
Thanks for your help Ron,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A slight adventure...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26854
NEXT>26862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And she still rides with you?Does she have any sisters?Oh,wait,I'm already married.
Does she have any Discreet sisters?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:BWWAHAHAHAHAHA!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26842 NEXT>26863
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In all seriousness-are guys REALLY supposed to match our clothes?I mean I guess
maybe when we were all young and unmarried then maybe looking suave meant
something.I'd be willing to be that every guy on this board had not given a thought to
what he wears in years.I'd also be willing to be that if we took a poll it would be decided
that 3/4's of our shoes are boots of some sort or another and the average member only has
3 pair of shoes total.
I've worn the same thing every day for 5 years now.Even on weekends.Work boots,
Levis,a white t shirt,and a blue company shirt.I had a little trouble getting the wife to
agree that it was propper church atire,but she came around.Letting me wear it to her
grandfather's funeral was an entirely different story....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26855 NEXT>26864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now see there.That is the kind of post I've been looking for from you.Origional,had a.purpose,a little
zip,interesting.You've gotten so bad lately that we have been awaiting
Tom's reply just to get a witticism or two.The carb offer was for your truck,as between
the chebby you've inflicted upon it and your,ahem,"tuning"abilities,it has to be looking
foreward to the junkyard by now!!The request for your silence is just so you would stop
embarassing yourself.Hell,Ben doesn't even bother to swat you aside and even the nice
guy Al torched you to the ground recently.Salvage some pride man.BTW,I would never
presume to present you with a MORAL dilema B.as we all know you have no morals.
Now defending my brand against Spice is fun and challenging.There is no need to defend
myself from Tom's parrot.Stop and think man -how many chebbys have been in your
truck?Not including the current one where you are trying to burn a hole in the piston.
Ask Drew how many motors has he been thru?For that matter isn't Spice's 427 the
second or third chebby that had been in his truck?
So sad for how far you've fallen:-(
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26857 NEXT>26868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't want to discourage the guy who posted his diesel truck in the For Sale section,but
the truck sounded like a beater -for $17k!!
If he sells that I'm putting mine up for sale!!With that kind od dough I could buy one of
each design and build up the 715 to challenge Drew!!And B.Ther hippies stopped to talk
to you because you probably already looked stoned and they wanted to buy from you.
Ponder how you could invest $25k in a truck
that is still a beater?!?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:A slight adventure...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26858 NEXT>
26866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,just a younger brother...and he's probably too tall for you.She gets a kick out of
these antics...I got lucky and didn't even draw blood.On another note,Brian's carb looks
to be like brand new,a 650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer.
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SUBJECT>Re:BWWAHAHAHAHAHA!!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please tell me that you have several sets of this same getup,as I can indeed see you
wearing the SAME clothes everyday for five years!
See 'Ya stinky
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26860 NEXT>
26869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,the gauntlet of your knowingness and factuality have strayed hell and gone from
one and other again and cast forth at Velvet.In reference to my trucks chevy motor(S)...
The 427 is the second engine.The reason for this;while I was building it (the 427)I was
working nights,going to school in the day and only had time to pick at it one day a
weekend.In the meantime,moving the truck was a choreographic nightmare with nobody
to steer it and dragging it with a John Deere.I threw a 305 together out of parts from junk
engine piles just so it could move under it's own power and not damage anything else,the
original bumper got mangle from the tractor one day.So,in essence,Velvet has
ALWAYS had the 427 in mind and the 305 "Frankensteiner Motor"(given that name
from the 9 different engine part donors)was a mule motor that only saw driveway action
in the truck to make my life easier.
So,in short...
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26856 NEXT>26870 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma is built like us.Ron's in trouble,not so sure about Fire Marshall Bill...uh,I mean
Ben.
SUBJECT>650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26862 NEXT>26867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Square bore or Q-jet style?And the only 650cfm Edelbrock I know of is one of their
brand new style square bores.Is his carb gold or silver?Tuning one of these is very
simple indeed.Were you to drive down and hold his hand B.could even do it!!Scary
huh?
Ron
P.S.Keep B.away from Katie's bro -you never know with him,he just might be looking
for a tall drink of water.Yech.
SUBJECT>Re:650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26866 NEXT>
26873 26876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a silver 650 Performer and has WEBER cast on the drivers side of it.
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August
2003,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26861 NEXT>26881
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,going the distance to make friends and influence enemies.A guiding light to us all.
Chalk Mark up to hating you now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26864 NEXT>26871 26872 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Funny,I was under the impression that ALL 305's were junk motors.GM did have a nice
302 for a year or two but had to drop it as it scared the poor souls looking to go with a
lame chebby.And dissemble as you like,you are on your second chebby motor for
Velvet.Frankenstein =trash?Glad to see you finally come to your senses and admit that
chebby motors are...how did you phrase it?"junk engine piles"-couldn't have said it
better myself.And as to the "in mind"stuff,I've always had the Power Stroke/Allison
combo "in mind"-does that mean I can sell mine for $17k too?
Happy day!!!
Did you mean to stress "short"in your posts stubby?
(I know not that good,but it was all I had)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26865 NEXT>26874 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
By 'built like us'you mean close to 6 feet of chisled steel and sex appeal?Hell,I'm ripped
to shreds.
THIS IS ALL NATURAL,BABY!!!!!!
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26869 NEXT>26879
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AND IN THIS CORNER WEARING THE BLUE TRUNKS WITH THE OVAL-
RONNER!!
WEIGHTING IN AT A FLABBY 278 POUNDS OF STINKING,PALE FLESH.
HIS OPPONENT,WEARING THE RE TRUNKS WITH THE BOW TIE-SIR
SPICE!!!!!.TIPPING THE SCALES AT 175 POUNDS OF PAIN INFLICTING,RAGE FILLE ,
HATE TOWARD PUNK KIDS-
IIIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT''''''SSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
(echo in backgorund--'Spicccccceeeerrrr')
---------
I reckon I'm outta this since in reality I know little to nothing about brand histories.I have
had both Ford's and Chevy's though and liked the little aspects of GM better.
Ronner,are you going to the FE via Memfrica?We could convoy?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26869 NEXT>
26875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,you're old and you dress funny.
Spicer
10:55 ET
SUBJECT>Re:650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26867 NEXT>26877
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,does this mean that you guys agree with the pronosis that it's running lean?I sort of
thought maybe the advance curve idea was good.
On a side note-one of my techs cut his thumb off yesterday whilst working.It's confusing
to me how,but there was a man-lift involved.It's funny how some jokes can just go flat.I
was trying to lighten the mood with this one-"I dunno what you're so worked up about,
you got a spare.And besides,aren't you RIGHT handed anyhow?"
They're sewing it back on right now.He's pretty upset about it all-one might say he's
kinda hacked off.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,he's a freak too.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August
2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26872 NEXT>26880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,perhaps you missed the big build-up I gave you in a post made only seconds
before this one.
It was sorta a big build up for the above come-back.
Don't let me down here,gouge the eyes if necessary.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26867 NEXT>26878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,you made me go look it up.Is B.'s throttle linkage black?If so it is one of their new
Thunder THUNder THUNDER Series vaccuum secondary carbs.Looks even easier to
tune.If so did he get the 4x4 version,or did B.plan on the chebby burning a piston before
he got off road?
Burn baby,burn:D
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:650 Weber made Edelbrock Performer?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26873 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are so wrong.
SUBJECT>Mildly retarded,or straight-up retarded?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26876 NEXT>26891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naaaaaa...coppery throttle linkage.
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I STILL plan on burning a piston.
By the way,Ron,I really appreciate your help on this.I give you hell sometimes-but it
was really nice of you to offer the carb to help me out.You're alright by me.Remind me
at the FE and I'll share the $9-a-pop cigars I plan to bring.It's gonna be a big time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
278lbs?!?Man I haven't weighed that in years!!I have been solidly in the 290-310 range
for 10 years.And yes,if my headlights ever fail I could take off my shirt and drive home
by the pale glow -however my farmers tan is probably darker than yours office boy!.As to the convoy thing,if it is
on the way -sure.But I'm putting it on record right now
that I am not going near a public rest stop bathroom if you are in the area!!
Exit only
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron cracks under the torment POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26875 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two on one here and the best you could come up with is "Ron,you're old and you dress
funny."O h B o y,w h a t e v e r w i l l I d o?(Slow speed for B.'s dialup)Please take it
easy on me or I'll cry.
B.I've been meaning to ask you,your company has something to do with phone systems
right?And you can't hook yourself up with something better than dial up?
E A T O N E !!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Big Hunkin'Trailer revisited...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Danm,and I was hoping for a share of that $17k too.I'm all for the price of our trucks
going up,but not until I have a couple of parts trucks first.At first I figured he just added
an extra zero,kind of a low price,but then I saw where he put $25k into it."it has
sustained body damage","front shaft on the winch broke","everything was pulled a litttle
out of place","the proper fix is to install a whole new front clip",had a "400 gallon water
tank to fit in the bed",in the last 16100 miles he says "i changed the oil after the first
1000 miles and twice since","very minor surface rust and a shabby canvas top and seat
covers.it presently looks like a giant spapping turtle nipped it on the front and would be
embarrassing to drive"I understand that he has a turbo diesel and new runnung gear in it,
but $17k firm?I truly do wish him the best of luck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Starting POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26829
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ether is easier to ignite than gasloine,so even a weak spark would get the initial
VROOOOM!going,followed by normal gasoline-fired operation.It could also,however,
get the fuel pump to refill the float bowl until gasoline operation ensued.Thus the fact
that the truck started on ether then ran OK on gasoline should not,in itself,be relied upon
as troubleshooting data.The root cause could be fuel,ingition,or low system voltage,or a
combiunation thereof.My money's on the batteries.On a trail ride last year,I had the
"crank-but-no-start"blues,but a 3-second jump from a civvi truck got her to fire right up!
It didn't sound to be cranking slowly,but it must have had just under the required volts to
get rolling...Try a 12V jump-start to the battery with the positive cable going to the.starter,maybe the other one
-I forgot -but one at a time!If you get her to fire ether-less,
you have it figgered out.
(Note:The "all-caps"used in the preceeding onomatopoeic "vrooom"is indeed
appropriate,as it was intended by the author to convey a the sound of a hearty exhaust
note of the subject Tornado engine upon start-up...)
SUBJECT>brute4ce sighting?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Were you around someplace called Fox Lake Friday night?Someone posted this on the
ifsja site Saturday:
"I saw an orange MB715 cruising down west on Route 12 in Fox Lake area last night.It
had top down and what seemed to have been repainted.The wheels were original.There
was only one driver in it.I wonder who it was."
Was that you or your truck?The poster is from Chicago.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Four Wheel Spotting POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking through the December 2001 issue of Four Wheel Magazine (no clue how I
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ended up with a 2001...)and among their garage built geros there is a 68 M715.It was
great to see one of the trucks geting the recognition it deserves.Is it anyones truck from
here?This is probably all old news to you guys too,but I though it was cool to see and
figured Id pass it along.
SUBJECT>Re:np203/205 POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,
at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26841 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
last time i priced the kit it was around $830 bucks...just for the adapter,not including the
range box from 203 and the np205.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26789 NEXT>26900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AL!!!!39 OUCH
ITS AL'S B-DAY SO I CAN USE ALL CAPS ON HIS BEHALF..DOUG
SUBJECT>Clarification Please Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much syrup do you put in your chocolate milk?
your answer seemed kind of vague to me
Could you give us your ratio and also include what kind of milk....2%,D ,Skim?.....I mean
how else are we supposed to know what they should look like...if I let my 3yr old make
his own it looks like coffee and if his mom makes it for him it is more like arevoe sand.
Thanks in advance
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
August 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26774 NEXT>26903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read most of the post and agree with them,well,most of them.I've never met ronner so i'll
have to wait to judge his manner of dress.
One other thought is to check for vacuum leaks which can also cause your lean
condition.Starting fluid,carb cleaner,or a unlit propane torch work good for this.Go
around all intake gaskets and vacuum hoses and carb base gaskets and listen for a
increase in engine speed.T-stats are cheap,change it first even if its brand new cause it
would be bad for your already poor temperment to find out its faulty after you spend
bucks on other unneeded parts.
Have a wonderful day!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26
August 2003,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26780 NEXT>26899
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to attend but I just have no idea yet..my job is one of those deals where
sometimes I can do whatever I want,and other times I am chained to it for weeks on end.
I dont want to say I'll be there and not show,so I will wait until I know for sure(month
before FE)
I would enjoy seeing whatever visious limpwristed beatdown you attempt.Are you going
to slap me with a glove like one of those english fellows or just go straight to pulling hair
like the rest of the girls do?
God Day Chap
Doug
SUBJECT>wheels??POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26892 27004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are there any stock wheels of of another truck that will fit the 715 (ford,chevy,dodge.ect.)?
SUBJECT>My plug condition POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26878 NEXT>26904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just pulled my plugs and all of them were black and sooty (but not wet).If I remember
then this means they are running too rich or not hot enough.This was after several miles
on the highway,so it sort of eliminates the idea that they are running lean and getting hot.
44T plugs.I'm running an HEI-anyone know the correct plug number?
I'm all confused.I'm tending to think the problem is linked to my timing being off so bad.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels??POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look to the left of the home page and check out the "Wheel interchange index"
Of course,good luck finding those wheels!
Ethan
SUBJECT>west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26894 26895 26901 26902
26956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had some news today,been sick for the last two weeks come to find out I have wnv.i'm
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35 didn't think it was supposed to affect middle aged people but it kicked my ass,lost 16
pounds in a week felt like warmed up cow shit and am still shakey and weak.I think it
was that engine swap I'm still trying to finish,10 hrs aday 6 days week at work and when
I got home I was spening 5 to 6 hrs in the garage a night.sooo please if you live in an area
that has west nile or even if you don't wear some bug spray.
stay healthy!
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope you get well soon.We just had four horses in our county come up with EEE.Its an
equine disease transported by mosquitos also.Hope you get well and keep us posted.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26893 NEXT>26896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope you get well soon.One of my horses had it last fall.It has taken him until the last.month or so to get back to
normal health.That is some mean stuff.Take your time on the
water pump.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>26895 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks
I went to the garage for an hour today but the most I got done was looking at the mess.
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>26714 NEXT>26978 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The world may never know.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4ce sighting?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,wife and I had our first weekend in years without the kids.Went to Milwaukee all
weekend...plus the clutch is in at least a million pieces and the tranny is almost out of the
truck.
Wouldnt have a clue who it would be either...another one to run down one of these days!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26889 NEXT>26925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!!He called you a girl!As Tacoma would say BWWHAHAHAHAHAH!!!!!
Doug has even met Spice,wonder what stories he told about B.?And has Doug been
around long enough to intentionally use the double entendre about your limp wrists and
the wrist pin that ate ANNOTHER of your chebby motors?I say again old chap -
BWWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
Tell you what B.,I'll try to get the wife to come along to the FE.She wouldn't beat you
too bad,but afterward she would make YOU feel really guilty about making her beat you.
Its a gift.That I didn't know about it prior to our wedding is my only defense -but it
would be fun to see it turned on at someone else :
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>Kevin Braddock.EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:40
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26886 NEXT>26908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy B Day Al.My friend Todd has the same.Same year,same day.39
Maybe we'll all wheel together sometime.
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hope you get better !Sorry to hear about it,I'll keep the little b@stards off me with a
flame trower if I have to!!
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>Dave EMAIL>david053164@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,26 August 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26893 NEXT>26921 26923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did they diagnose WNV?Where are you located?I ask because I've had a bangin'
headache for three days,and a temp each night when I go to bed (102.4,101.4),neck pain
(at base of my skull),dizziness (especially when turning my head,or looking to the side
in extreme),and overall feeling like a wrung out washcloth!I went to the doctor today,he
felt it was a sinus thing,"a virus,"but sent me for chest,cervical spine,skull and sinus X-
Rays,blood tests (CBC,Metabolic)AND CT scans of brain and sinus...talk about scaring
the shit out of you!So at this point I'm just sucking down fluids,and taking it easy (no
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work again tomorrow).
Take care!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26888 NEXT>26926 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Poor temperment?Me?
I did the torch test and got no leaks.I get between 18 and 22 psi of vacum at idle when I
time it by ear.
I pulled a plug last night and it was all black (like coffee)and sooty (like a chimney).
Right now I'm as confused as Ronner gets when Queer Eye For a Straight Guy and
Friends are on at the same time,but different channels.
-B..SUBJECT>carb model number POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26891 NEXT>26918 26936 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
By the by I have a 1405 carb which is a square bore,600cfm.
Any ideas?
-B.
SUBJECT>Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26907 26909 26915 26930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Far from finished,but here are some pics:
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Mvc-905f.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Mvc-906f.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Mvc-907f.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Mvc-908f.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/Mvc-909f.jpg
SUBJECT>stuff for sale,before i ebay,again POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26910 26917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one used pto fot the t98.
one used heater kit
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>RIck Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice Job Mikel!
SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26900 NEXT>26979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks again!Of the three Jeep groups I belong to I like this one the best.It has the best
bunch.I'm already hearing plans for my 40th.Home brewed beer,Bar-b-que,squirt guns
and tee shirts...I hope these old bones can keep up!!!...................Al T..
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26905 NEXT>26911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!That is one professional looking repair job!Way to go!Looks like you drilled
holes where the spot welds were and then filled them in with the MIG.Yes?Sure looks.nice!
Now,I've got access to a MIG,too.So how come MY welding jobs don't look the same
as yours???Ohhhh!!!I see!You also need the SKILL to use the tools!LOL!Seriously,it
looks GREAT.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:stuff for sale,before i ebay,again POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26906 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Whatcha tryin'to get on that heater?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26909 NEXT>26913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I'm learning how to weld now (I'm still on my first spool of wire).I just keep tacking until
the entire sheet is welded.This keeps the heat down and reduces distortion -And it's
much easier not to blow a hole :-)The welds will contract when cooling,so some
hammering will be necessary to bring things back into shape.I just bought a $19.95
hammer and dolly set from Eastwood...The cheapest looking tools I've ever owned,but
worth every penny!
Actually welding is just 1/20 of the work.Cleaning,rustproofing,more cleaning,cutting
the new plates and making sure everything fits takes much longer.
And hey,if I can do it,anyone can!
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Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26911 NEXT>26914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man that looks good!My wag is feeling neglected.Tell you what,I'll buy the beer and
you do the welding...LOL.....Very nice looking work Mikel!Take care....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Al.Don't forget to tantalize us with pictures of your vehicles every once now and
then!
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net.DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 9:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26905 NEXT>26916 26927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice work!
Did you fab the floor pannels your self or where they replacement parts that you had to
cut to fit and weld?
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26915 NEXT>26920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made some drawings and had Jeepanelsplus(.com)make me a floor pan with the correct
flanges and beads.The bends for the front and the transmission hump,and all the
trimming,I did myself.
SUBJECT>Re:stuff for sale,before i ebay,again POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an email
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26904 NEXT>26919 26980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the same model carb on two of my trucks.I have had a little bit of trouble with one
of them flooding out when idling for more than 4 minutes in less than 60 degree weather
when the truck is first started.I have messed with float levels,metering rods,jet sizes,
multiple fuel filters and adjustment screws.What I have finally realized is that if I just
take it apart,clean it and put it back on it will work for a few weeks.Why?I don't know.
If mine has a tendancy to run rich,then maybe yours has the evil lean spirits inside.The
problem follows the carb between trucks so it is not an engine thing either.I know this
doesn't help you one bit,but take it apart,clean it and run it.Maybe it will work for a
while.My opinion is that these carbs working every now and then are still a lot better
than a leaking,power valve blowing,won't stay adjusted for an hour Holley.Good luck.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26918 NEXT>26922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot to say that my other carb hasn't needed adjustment or service of any kind since I
set it up on the truck 38,000 miles ago.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX.'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very good...keep us up on how you progress.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man you guys,we are gonna have to take you both out back and shoot ya.....
Get well and stay healthy.Sorry to hear about your feeling bad.Hopefully WNV won't be
but a temporary pain for a bit.
Kaiserjeeps.....(aL)....
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26919 NEXT>26928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,could your float have a small hole in it???It just popped into my head,thought I
would post....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>26902 NEXT>26924 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
GO TO THE DOC again and TELL him to give you a wnv blood test.I live in central
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nebraska.they did the blood test on thur last week sent it to lincoln which is 100 miles
away then on to the cdc in atlanta.
you sound like me a week ago.are your lympnoyds (throat glands)swollen?keep
drinking !hope you feel better!and thanks to all for the well wishes.hope everybody
stays healthy.
right now we are trying to get a hold of the health dept in this state to complain about our
yard (we live on a creek flood area )and when the farmers water it fills our yard up.
will keep you all up to date.
thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27
August 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26923 NEXT>26929
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gndpndr,
Where are you located in Central Nebraska?We are located in Cozad.Just curious..Pam
SUBJECT>Ron?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,27 August
2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26899 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
wonder if the limp wrist affects his ability to torque bolts correctly?The fact that he used
all his break-in lube dreaming of spice and ben could be why the wrist pin failed so soon
also.I'm sure he meant to save some stp for the intended use but it just didn't work that
way.Poor B
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
27 August 2003,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26903 NEXT>26932
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B
First you said white and now you say black and sooty?white=lean
black and sooty =rich?Now your confused as George Micheal in a public restroom with a
choice between Just Jack and Will.....You cant have them both.
Pull all your plugs and see if there are variations between them and note locations,
sometimes that can clue you into what the problem is as certain areas of the 350 tend to
be more affected by heat.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26915 NEXT>26955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Outstanding work.Want a job redoing my 78 Cherokee's floor panels?I'd pay for work
that nice.
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26922 NEXT>26934 26981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have not replaced the float.However,it only gives me trouble in cool or cold weather
until the engine is fully warmed up.I live in central Texas and have not had any trouble
since March.It really bafles me in the winter time.I keep coming back to did I or didn't I
block off the under manifold exhaust port when I assembled the engine.I am convinced
that or the carb is the problem.I put it together years ago and just started driving the truck
dailly last summer so I can't remember and I have other things to do instead of taking
apart an engine that runs great at least 320 days a year.Thanks for the help.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>26924 NEXT>26967 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Juniata 6 miles west of Hastings.maybe two hrs or so away from ya.do yall have a 715?
i've got a 68 .
if I remember right I think my mom used to live in cozad like 40 yrs ago or so.
nice to finally meet somone on here from nebr,talk at ya later.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26905 NEXT>26939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!WOW!(It was worth repeating)
My welding skills are so pathetic that I am in awe of Spicer's -uh -less elegant welding
creations.But you take the cake.I'm going to have to borrow the old man's mig and start
practicing some more!
Ron
SUBJECT>m715 stainless steel gas tank POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26938 26943 LINKNAME>stainless steel
gas tank LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum27.html
anyone want to see it?
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26926 NEXT>26953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very true.B.you might want to pay special attention to the drivers side rear (firewall)one
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-7 or 8 I cannot remember how chebby numbers them.I've had problems with a couple of
sbc leaning out back there with aluminum intakes.Would ping under acceleration when
hot -causing it to get hotter.Backing off the timing lost too much power for my taste (sbc
doesn't inherently have that much to start with)so I changed metering rods 1 size up and
problem solved.However,since your plugs are wet I would look at the timing closely.
Dist.tune up kits aren't that expensive and are so easy to work on!Oops,my bad.The
brilliant designers of the sbc tucked yours back under the firewall.Well,good thing you
have that limp wrist as you'll need that flexibility to get to the danm thing.Not to mention
the air cleaner stud trying to drill a hole in your chest.
Have fun.
Ron
SUBJECT>spicergear POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You had said that you had a Hurcules/Continental turbo multifuel diesel in your deuce..Im looking at a 67 5ton that
has one of these in it.I don't think that is the stock one.Is
there any pros or cons to this or any thing to wach out for?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26928 NEXT>26942 26944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bet I know exactly what the problem is.I guess I didn't hear all the symptoms,or I had
to much Baileys in my coffee...Your carb is probably icing up.It will stumble and
sometimes die for the first 10 15 minutes of cooler weather driving..When it's warm it
goes away.In my brief stint at auto mech college I learned that icing can happen in
temperatures as warm as 72F.It's the venturi effect in the carb that forms ice.Like an
airplane wings leading edge.Try starting the motor cold and take a 100 watt floodlight,
plug it in,and hold it into the airstream going into the carb.If you can preheat the air and
it runs better thats your problem...Thats why the installed heat risers off the factory floor.
To keep the carb from icing up....Also take a good look at your choke.When it's running
badly try manually opening and closing your choke plate a bit and see if you need more
air or more fuel to make it run better.Hopefully your air filter is clean...It's a long shot,
but you never know...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)..
SUBJECT>eatails on the SKYJACKER softride 4in POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,27 August 2003,at 9:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
skyjacker told me that the lift springs for the wagoneer,J-10 and J-20 pickups all use the
same spring packs so thats not much of an issure there.The 4 inch lift ONLY sits about 2
inches higher than the stock M-715 springs,and the Center pins (U-bolt pins)are not
really centered,They are off center about 3 inches,and the spring is about 3 inches longer
than ours..I compared rough measure ments and on one side from spring eye to center pin
is about the same length and the other is a few inches longer.I dont have exact
measurements for spring hangers and pinion angles yet so I can only guess for now,since
I Cant buy them untill I finish building up my wife's Cherokee (It was ONCE MINE!)
now that it has the Skyjacker lift,new axles,gears,flowmaster and soon to have ARB
lockers and 35 inch MT baja claws I hardly ever get to drive it anymore.It's not really all
that bad I guess because she's buying most of the parts with HER money,so it evens out..
Soooo anyways if anynoe finds out any more information on the lift before I can get
around to trying it out,I'd sure like to hear about it!Thought I'd give out the little
informantion that I had.
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>I HAVE THAT CARB,IT FINALLY RUNS!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 1:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26904 NEXT>26940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have exactly the carberator as you.I have had it for about two years.I have had many
problems with it,but luckily it is getting better.Alot of what I learned was through trial
and error.This gets time consuming,annoying,expensive,and more than once.embarissing(sp?)I hope I can help save some
from some of this.Most of the adjustments
you will be making effect each other so it best to do the all at once and continue to adjust
thing until they are all where they to be.99%of what I am about to say was true on mine.
I have an electronic choke on mine and I am getting ready to hook it up so I can't help
with that yet.
I rejetted,and changed the metering rods out on mine.That made a big difference.A local
shop was able to tell me what sizes would work for my altitude and provide the parts.
If you want it to run right take the time to do the following prep work.Pull the plugs,
clean them and check your gap.When you put them back in check make sure the wires
are in good shape,this includes the connectors to both the plug and the distributer.Watch
it run at night without lights to see if you have spark jumping to the block.Check for
vacuum leaks,they can mess with the idle.I used a spray bottle with (if I remember right)
carb cleaner in it,what you want is something that will make the motor stutter and try to
die.Spray it at anything that could leak,if its leaking it will sputter.This carb is
extremely sensitive and should be cleaned thoroughly.This will mean disassembly,it will
be worth your time to rejet it and check everything out while you have open.I also
recommend buying the rebuid kit the first time you have it apart (not the third like me),
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the new gasket make it worth it.Someone I see in the mirror didn't do that and one of the
gaskets leaked a very very very little bit,but on one hot day if leaked alittle more which
happened to somehow lite the valleys on the intake manifold on fire which he found out
is a good way get the girlfriend to exit the jeep very quickly.It didn't really leak before
but when it finally did it was interesting!Make sure everything is clean when it is
reassembled.Check to make sure your air cleaner is in good shape and clean,or new (it
can make a difference I did the experiment!).Last check your timing.I finally found most
everything that seems to effect setting up the carb properly.
Begin tuning by closing the screws on the front then opening them 1 1/4 turn.After that
start the motor and very slowly close the one on the passengers side until you here the
motor start to die,then open it a 1/4 turn.Now repeat that procedure with the one on the
left.Once you have done that you are ready get started!Next I checked to see if it was
running lean.
I AM INSERTING MY DISCLAIMER HERE,EXHAUST CAN HURT YOU!
PROCEE AT YOUR OWN RISK!
There are two ways I have done this.Find a spot where the exaust blows near your face.I
don't recommend trying to look up the tailpipe.If the exhaust makes your eyes burn it is
to lean.I had to open the fuel up alittle on mine to richen the mixture.This can get you
pretty close,but make sure you get it to lean mix and then open the fuel enough to stop
the burning.Everything on this carb can be very touchy so adjust in small increments.
The other more high tech way to do it is to go to a shop with machine that sniffs the
fumes for you on a day that they are not busy and talk the guy into letting you play with it.
I ended up ordering a pizza but it was worth it.He can quickly show you how it works
and the ideal numbers to see on the screen.I did this when I had the chance to.I used the
eye method and did pretty good,the only noticable difference was a small increase in gas
mileage.
Now you should do your timing and set the idle on your motor.This can take some time.but goes much faster with 2
people.
That covers alot of the trouble,but I have had other problems.If you have questions my
email is tbonadeo@yahoo.com
This is the longest posting I've ever seen so I'm calling it quits.
~TONY
SUBJECT>Re:spicergear POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26933 NEXT>26941 26983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 1960's 2.5 and 5 ton trucks have the same engine in them.Changes were made in the
injector pump and the turbo to give the 5 ton more power.You can put the motor from
either truck in either truck just by reversing the oil pan.If you want a 2.5 ton to scream
put the 5 ton motor in it.Or better yet get the Cummins that was put into the 800 series
trucks then you'll have some power.Where you thinking of putting this motor into a
M715??
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:m715 stainless steel gas tank POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Lee,
Looks sweet,want to buy me one for the M725??My birthday is next month.Order early.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26930 NEXT>26945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mikel did you replace those rockers you can see in the pictures also?Just wondering
how they fit cause I just sawzalled out the old ones on my truck and left a little to pull out
from the front and rear and it seems like its gona be hard to get out clean.I got
replacement ones from JeepPanels.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:I HAVE THAT CARB,IT FINALLY RUNS!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26936 NEXT>26946
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tony,
I think that in all my years here that was the longest,most thorough post I've ever seen.
Thanks alot and I'll give that stuff a try.
My 350 is running really good,the only trouble I was having is that it runs hot on the
highway.It gets up to about 220 or so.It idles fine,and at low and high RPM's it pulls
fine.
I ofund last night that I had the vacuum advance plumbed into the port that gives it full.vacuum instead of the port
for ported vacuum.As such it was advancing all the time
instead of just at high RPM.I think that'll help it run smoother,but not cooler (from what
I understand).
I adjusted the mixture screws as per your description and it did help the running rich at
idel problem.I'll give the rest of it a try tonight.
Thanks again for the help,it was much appreciated.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:spicergear POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've heard some people say that the early 5 tons were a little underpowered and seeing that
they use the deuce multifuel...I can see why.The turbo multifuel in my deuce truck runs
really good.Starts quick,runs fine.In the deuce,it's power is...marginal.They rely on low
speed and gearing to get the power to pull or haul anything.In the 5 ton don't expect to set
the world on fire.I'm presently in the very early stages of (hopefully)putting my 3208
CAT V8 in my deuce truck to give some balls when loaded.
Realistically...expect it to feel underpowered.
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26934 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OR,if you're not going to be driving on steep angles,dump a bone stock Holley 600 on it
with the choke of your desire and forget about that crap!I have manual choke 600 on my
427 and it works great aside from steep hillclimbs.The sidehill flooding is my ONLY
complaint.Oh,and any Holley you buy nowadays has the 'plug'installed so you won't
blow a powervalve if the engine backfires.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 stainless steel gas tank POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sweeeeeet!!!Very nice.You will never have to replace that...
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The icing thing might be right.I have a 1 inch spacer between the carb and manifold.It is
one of those composite 4 hole things from Summit.The spacer makes starting a hot
engine in the summer heat a lot easier than without.I will try pulling the spacer this
winter,thanks.BTW,I should have thought of that,I'm a pilot.Carb icing is on the pilot
test and every carberated piston powered plane has a carb heat lever and heater that must
be used before reducing power until full power has been applied again and is being
delievered..Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26939 NEXT>26950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lots of spot weld drilling Scott.I just extracted my drivers side rocker on my wag.No
less than 130 spot welds and several drill bits.
Took a year and a day....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:I HAVE THAT CARB,IT FINALLY RUNS!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26940 NEXT>26948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wrote that post at 3am I had just gotten home from fixing brakes on a friends truck.I
just reread the post and if had been conscious it would have been more condensed.I
haven't tried hooking up my choke yet,if you have done it any tips to make it easier.
SUBJECT>Advance adapters?GM block to AMC 400?6.2gm "should"bolt up??
POSTER>oug's little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,28
August 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26984
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the 6.2 oil smoker has the same bolt pattern on the bell housing...but I seem to
remember some reason it wouldn't work with the adapter.Anyone know why?I was
going to use a GM 400 and swap the shafts so to keep the QT transfer,but the adapter
would make life easier of course.Thanks all.
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:I HAVE THAT CARB,IT FINALLY RUNS!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26946 NEXT>26988
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,but I opted for the manual choke and as such have no clue how the electric would
connect.
My manual hooked into the stock cable in the stock way and works well.No complaints
about the choke.
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Vacuum Advance ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would happen if you accidentally connected your vacuum advance to the constant
vacuum port on your carb instead of the ported vacuum port?.I did this and have apparently been running it that way
for some time.I corrected the
problem last ngiht and retimed it,but couldn't see any change in the motor performance.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26945 NEXT>26952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can cut the external part of the rockers and weld new ones,or you can entirely
remove the rockers (what I did,zillions of spotwelds to drill out,as Al said -And his
rockers are twice the length of the ones I have!).
I prefer the second option,which is much easier if you replace the floor at the same time,
since the flanges will probably be rusted too.It's a pity,because my floors were pretty
decent,except for the very front and rear.
The rockers needed some tweaking,but fit very good,and I remade the cab corners,since
they were rusty too,using the ends of the rockers.
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-767F.JPG
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-768F.JPG
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http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/P1020501.jpg
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/P1020510.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:Vacuum Advance ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26949 NEXT>26969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well basically you would have the full advance effect all the time.Too much advance at
idle and up until you hit the point where you should have all advance...this could lead to
pinging,detonation,and power loss at idle to low/medium rpms.Could affect gas
mileage.If it doesn't ping,it may actually like the extra advance at idle but this would
mean the timing is most likely retarded already for the motor.It really should be ported
and have the timing bumped up to the point where it is below the ping point otherwise the.centifigul advance is
useless,might as well just wire it open...
In the van,we time it by driving with the engine cover off and advancing or retarding to
keep it just below the ping point at speed...we call it power timing...works pretty good,
gives you as much as the motor can safely handle.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!!Lots of work.Good job...Now that you have done all that work you need to paint
the truck a good color like 24087 or 34079...:)
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26932 NEXT>26989 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Limp wrist?
Is that a gay joke?It sounded like a gay joke.
Is tonight the night that Queer Eye For the Straight Guy is on?If it is then I anticipate
you'll be glued to the TV.
(I do wish my distributor was in the front,but then I think of all the water that my fan
spalshed up on the motor and am gald it's out of the way)
Thanks for the helpful portion of you post,
-B.
SUBJECT>Hard Start Revisited POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well my problem seems to be lack of juice in the batteries.I took my M151 and hooked
the slave cable from it to the truck.No either.2 cranks and fired right up.Guess I'm going
to have to go buy some batteries.Any one had any experience with those race gel celled
high buck batteries?I am thinking of giving them a try.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Floor repair update POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I strongly recommend giving it a shot yourself.This is the first time I do something like
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this,and with a little patience and lots of research,you could do a great job!
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net.DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 9:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>26893 NEXT>26960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
went to the doc today.he told me I had one of the highest infection rating he has ever
seen,He told me I should of been in the hospital and probably should of contacted some
relatives just in case,what do docs know I'm tough cough cough wease wease.
yaall take care of yourselfs.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Start Revisited POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26954 NEXT>26958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you mean the red top Optima battery?I have one in one of my trucks.It is great
compared to the top of the line Diehard it replaced.$150 and change when I got it last
winter.I haven't tried it upside down yet though.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Start Revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26957 NEXT>
26959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear they're good for saving space in cab or engine compartment by running them under
the driver's and or passenger's seat.Dry cell so if the truck roll nobody will get melted.
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Start Revisited POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26958 NEXT>26961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They don't like heavy draws from winching.I was stuck in a jam once in the woods and
my friend was using his winch and melted the side terminals right off the battery.Molten
lead all over his fender skirt.Bummer was we were still stuck....FWIW,YMMV all that
stuff...
Kaiserjeeps...(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26956 NEXT>26975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothing like a doc to put a little worry in ya....If you fade away,we will wonder what
happened to you.keep us posted and I hope you can shake this off.Your young,that
probably helps....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Start Revisited not supposed to use the sides..POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at
11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26959 NEXT>26962 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
optima says dont use the side posts for that....fwiw
SUBJECT>Re:Hard Start Revisited not supposed to use the sides..
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,28
August 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26961 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can see why....heh,heh....Made for a good story though...I guess my friend did not read
the directions.....
SUBJECT>Ultimate motor POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>26964 26965 26968 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been surfing Hot Rod baords for the last couple of days trying to find out what's up
with my 350.I've ran across tons of posts about the ultimate motor.
From what I can read it seems that (in my eyes)the Caddy 500 would be the motor of
choice with brand and price not figured into the equation.
Does anyone know if a 500 will fit my SM465's bell?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>26963 NEXT>26966 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
NO.Two of the bolts and maybe the dowel pins will fit if it's like Pontiac.Probably need
a B.O.P.bell.
I wouldn't run it without and overdrive.Take that.
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 August
2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26963 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It can and has been done many times.I have a 500 w/a th 400 in mine.But if you wanted
to go with the 465:
You will have to purchase a special flywheel (500 cadds never came w/a manual tranny)
it costs about $375 from MTS.then you can use a regular adapter that adapts BOP motor
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to chevy trans $60 bucks from Jeggs.you will have to have a special bushing made that
will reduce the size of the hole in the crank (the large hole for the torque converter).This
bushing will have the O.D.of the hole and the I.D will equal the outside diameter of the
pilot bushing you want to use.The end of the crank will need to be drilled out a bit for
more clearance for the pilot shaft on the tranny.This can be done w/a hand drill and a
1/2"bit..The only other note is that you may have to notch the tranmission adapter to clear a little
for the starter of the 500.
All this info is second hand as I was going to this.However I did get this from the guys at
Maximum Torque Specialties (500cid.com)they only work with caddilac engines and I
have lots of their parts in my engine.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26964 NEXT>26987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm sorry,it was a stupid idea.
~b.
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28
August 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26929 NEXT>26974
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Regretfully we sold ours recently,but still enjoy the company of this list.Have you ever
taken your '68 down to Tuttle Creek KS off roading?I know of a few other clubs that are
planning outings down there if you are interested I can keep you posted about them.
Nice to see someone else close in NE.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 August
2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26963 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I checked into this-I even bought a cad 500 motor.Look at these sites for some info.
They all were helpful in finding what year Caddy engine to look for.Besides the fly
wheel issue,I know you will want to change to a better rocker arm set up-I was surprized
how weak the original was.With a mild RV cam setup,the low end torque is amazing.
http://www.cad500parts.com/
http://www.500cid.com/mts/Rides/
http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Pit/9364/
I'm planning on going with this if/when I decide to get ride of the diesel set up I have
now-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Vacuum Advance ?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26951 NEXT>26994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It won't affect your cruise speed heat if that's what you're getting at.On the other hand,if
you timed it with the vacuum hooked up,your engine would be severly retarded,pun
intended,and not make much power.
What Brute4c said too.From what I've seen the throttle plate will block vacuum to that.particular port until you're
just a bit above idle so you only have a few degrees initial
advance.
Food for thought...
Like you I cruise a hot rod related board and have heard different opinions regarding
ported vacuum vs.full vacuum.Even one fellow suggested that certain brands run better
depending on where you pull your vacuum from.I guess the moral is to always time your
engine with the vacuum hose plugged.Then if you still run it to full vacuum you'll get
maybe half advance at idle.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Deatails on the SKYJACKER softride 4in POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This sounds about like what I'm looking for -only 2"over stock but much softer riding
and better flex.Please keep the updates flowing.
Chris
SUBJECT>My VIN is this right?POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>26972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought an M715 recently.I was told it was a 67 well I got the bill of sale for it and the
VIN is 35917.So that would make it a 69 according to the VIN registry,right?Or do I
need to wait and see what the delivery date was?Thanks for your time.
SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26971 NEXT>26973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop,
It's my understanding that you could have an early vehicle that wasn't delivered until a
later date.I can't imagine how the opposite could be possible.It's not unusual for former
military vehicles to have funny things in their civilian registration.
My truck's VIN is 34XXX (forgot the rest)and it's a very early 1969.In either case,
welcome to the very selective 1969 M715 club!:-)
Mikel
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SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26972 NEXT>26976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I got plates for one of my M715s back in the late 90s.I ran into a problem here in
North Carolina,because of the vin number.......it was to short for vehicles made in the late
60s.
First,I had to explain to the Lady that the vin number was issued by the United States
goverment,which is higher up the food chain then the state goverment.
Second,there was a war on,so who cared about the vin number..I won that first battle,but when she put the vin number
in to her computer......sorry,sir
that vin number has already been issued to a boat trailer.{no retreat,see the hill,take the
hill!!}I replyed,What year was the boat trailer made?She said 1994.Well,my 1967 U.S.
goverment truck had that number issued first,you might want to contact the trailer owner.
I got my tags.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>4x4 POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,
28 August 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>26967 NEXT>26977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no I haven't taken it anywhere yet.when I got it the motor barly ran so I've been in the
process of putting a v-8 in when I got sick.
Yes I would like to go to tuttle creek please keep me posted,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:west nile virus POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>26960 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks and NO no one can have my truck before anyone asks.lol
SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26973 NEXT>26986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How hard is it going to be for me to get tags without a title here in NC?I saw a site
awhile ago where the guy had all sorts of troubles.
SUBJECT>Re:4x4 POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,
at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26974 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hope you get to feeling better,and good luck on the engine.
There is a big Off Roading event at the end of Sept.
http://www.dpgoffroad.com/trailkrawlers.htm
We are not going to be able to make it.But someone else might like to go.
SUBJECT>Re:SKYJACKER lift springs.Will they work for us?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 5:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the front spring length and width is the same as my 84 GW.i think the rear is like the old
style pin mount.you might have to buy a mixed kit..SUBJECT>Re:Say Happy Birthday!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds good to me.
and HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!i'm one year behind you
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.better than a holley any time
SUBJECT>Re:carb model number POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tim
if you blocked the heat passage it could be ice build up on the baseplate.with the
humidity around here it would ice up in a hurry when cold.
krob725
somewhere south of san antonio tx
SUBJECT>Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>26992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone cares.Greetings all (you to Sisson).We finally got moved in to our house,sorry I
have been away but it was a real fixer upper.
Any way it's good to be back.
Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:spicergear POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 6:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought of the posibility but mostly I don't know much about any thing that doesnt run
on gas alone.
SUBJECT>Re:Advance adapters?GM block to AMC 400?6.2gm "should"bolt up??
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,
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at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26947 NEXT>26990 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i think the adapter is for putting a gm trans behind a AMC motor.not the other way
around????
SUBJECT>Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>27014 27118 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
1.ARL8S-A plugs:They DO work in my stock 230 setup,I stand corrected (see my Aug.
17th post).
After looking at the plugs again,I emailed John Naglich.He told me what had to be
modified on the plug wires so they'd fit the plugs.After about an hour,the wires were
modified and they now fit these plugs as well as the Autolite 2344's."bump-r",you might
want to hang onto your plugs afterall.
2.Champion RML-12 plugs:They do NOT work on my 230.Their body length is longer
than the stock plug.Since each pair of adjacent plugs toe-in towards each other,there is
no room left for the plug wire nut.With stock plugs,I barely have enough room as it is.
Regards,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?POSTER>GreenMachine
EMAIL>jeeper@chartertn.net DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26976 NEXT>27013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't speak for North Carolina but I had a pretty good amount of trouble in Tennessee...
I bought two trucks from a guy in Georgia and he told me,and I was too stupid to check,
that on something that old you only needed a bill of sale....Well in TN you need a bill of
sale and a registration (doesn't matter if it is current).The guy I bought them from never
titled the trucks and thus never had a registration.He could however title the trucks in
Georgia with only a bill of sale but he had to have proof of insurance...........
SOooo to get my trucks titled I had to pay his insurance for a quarter on both trucks and
the registration fees and title fees then pay them and the taxes again here.Tacked about
$400 on the purchase price of both trucks in the long run although $200 of it was on taxes
and title here which I would have had to pay anyways...
You can also pay a company out of NY or there is one in AL that will issue you a new
title and bill of sale for your vehicle for about $250 then you pay taxes tilte and
registration in your state.
OR....You can see if your state does the affidavet of ownership and this is where you say
you have owed the vehicle a while (like 5 years)don't have a title and can't get one from
the previous owner (can't contact dead what-not).They require a form and a pencil
scratching of the vin plate.I would have went this route cept they said it took 6months+
And maybe you will get lucky and all NC requires is a bill of sale...Hope so otherwise it
is a pain in the arse....
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26966 NEXT>26993 26997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,if Spice was a chick I'd say you were wipped!!
A Caddy 500 is a great idea!!Cheap to buy (you can probably get one for a $a ci and the
car wrapped around it is free)and mountains of torque!!Like all BB BOP motors you.aren't getting a rev happy toy,but
a stout,drag Spice around by his fancy winch,torque
monster!!Drop it in with an adapter plate &BEEFED 700r4 and I'd even stop teasing you
about your motorvation.Imagine having more torque off idle than most warmed up sbc's
have at peak -and all on pump gas with factory durability.Even better,I think-correct me
if I'm wrong-that it weighs quite a bit less than a bbc.Add an aluminum intake and rebuilt
heads and you're stylin'.
Oh,wait,I'm talking to B.-this will never happen,will it?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:I HAVE THAT CARB,IT FINALLY RUNS!POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26948 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B.I don't remember if this was already asked or not,but...
Since YOU made the fan shroud have you tried removing it and taking a drive.At low
speeds you would run hotter,but if your shroud is,um,lets say too effective,you could be
restricting the air flow(at speed)to the point that you are reducing the efficiency of your
radiator.Also,what kind of fan are you running.A tight shroud with a big bladed fan
with a temp clutch would make for a great restriction.
New name for B.'s truck:Chernoble(sp)-with that kind of assembly you know its going
to melt,it's just a question of when.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,28 August 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>26953 NEXT>26995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WD-40 and a rubber boot -vs-dist at the back...hummmmm
Why,you are right!I wouldn't want to "spalshed"any water and am "gald"that your
motor will melt before I get stuck behind (pushing)your rig at the FE.
And no B.no jokes from me that would embarrass and humiliate you in your chosen life
style.Remember,I won't ask -you promise not to answer!
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Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Advance adapters?GM block to AMC 400?6.2gm "should"bolt up??
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,29
August 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26984 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No they offer a couple,and one is to put a GM (I assume usually a 350/4.3 etc)in front of
a stock AMC/Jeep bolt pattern 400 auto.I know I talked with somebody about it and they
claimed something about the starter wouldn't work?I did not have a chance to call AA as
I was too busy yesterday,but today I will call them.Thanks though!Doug.
SUBJECT>If this whole 6.2 oil burner works out,I'll be selling a NICE rebuilt never run
360...POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,
29 August 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>26996.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is a REALLY nice motor.It had 76K on it when I pulled it.Was running perfect,but
I went through it anyway.
Profesionally done by VERY reputabe shop here.Cylinders honed ONLY they were
perfect!NOT bored out.All new rings (standard size),all bearings (standard size on
everything),valves done and heads checked,new oil pump/pickup,lots more...
everything was gone through.And obviously new gaskets and seals on everything---all
name brand parts,(nothing cheap etc.)
New Edelbrock performer aluminum intake and matching new carb.,Brand new hedman
headers,all the little items,pumps,alt,distributer(s)starter etc etc etc.
Has been stored inside on radiant heated floor shop,oiled every few months and turned
over a little.Nice fresh high temp paint with clear coat!
I will let this go for WAY less than I have in it to anyone on this board,and do the best I
can on shipping.I will crate it and load with my forklift for free.And I have some
connections with shipping co's.Any reasonabley local buyers and I will deliver/help
deliver.I can email pics too.
Thanks guys!!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26982 NEXT>26999
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
Whilst you were gone we decided to have a get-together at Land Between The Lakes in
Kentucky.It's looking like it'll happen in June (I think it was)of 2004.If your truck can
make it then it'll be good time.
-B.
SUBJECT>No.......ntxt POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26987 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said 'No'you prick!
SUBJECT>Re:Vacuum Advance ?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26969 NEXT>27001
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno what results this does or does not have,but I timed my motor last night and for
the first time it would run at 8*BT C.It's never ran there before and even went so far as
to sputter below 11*.I don't know if something got cleaned out,broke in,tightened up,or
what-but it idles perfect there,and revs better than ever.
I did a road test and it stayed at 195 no matter how I treated the motor.I was amazed at
the pep it had too.It had pretty much been a turd at any rpm before,and especially at high.rpm-but last night I
could floor it at 55 and it would jump up pretty quick.
I cannot find an explanation for this.All I've done to it was pull a couple of plugs and
check them.No other changes have been made that would have created this drastic an
increase in performance and power.Wish I had a reason so I'd have a cure for next time.
I was going to far as to believe Ronner and doubt myself.
THanks for all your help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26989 NEXT>27003 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You've lowered yourself to making fun of my spelling?
That just ain't right.
I does hurt though.It hurts bad.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:If this whole 6.2 oil burner works out,I'll be selling a NICE rebuilt never
run 360...POSTER>workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com DATE>Friday,29 August
2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaAC5LLwMz08.
PREVIOUS>26991 NEXT>27006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When the time comes,let me know what you have in mind for the money.I have a grand
wagoneer that is needing some attention.
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>Beactruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,29 August
2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26987 NEXT>27007
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ron,
How does the 472 stack up with the 500?What are the differences?Still a torque
monster?
SUBJECT>If you fellas could keep this in mind...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>27009
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you're scouring the surplus yards,could you try and keep this in the back of your
head.I'm looking for a 3053B transmission.It's a deuce and a half style tranny like the
3052,3053 and 3053A but has a slightly different gear ratio inside.
3053B.Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26992.NEXT>27065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks we will try to make it to Kentucky.If we leave next week I should make it.Will
SUBJECT>350,000 MILE 6.2 POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26740 NEXT>27023 27282 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got the truck from grandpappy 1980 half ton shortbed(he ordered it)5.7 blew up at
10,000.chevy gave him like 1200 bucks and he spent three times that on the 6.2 and
700r4 trans.Yeah she`s loud,smokes,and not powerful but its still going!oh yeah who
makes these 6.2`s and 6.5`s?thanks Smash
SUBJECT>Re:Vacuum Advance ?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26994
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't you say you changed a vacuum line?That was probly what was hosing you up.
Joe
SUBJECT>Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27008 27011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When it rans water will find your right foot and drip on it till your socks are soaked no
matter how much silicone you have used to try and seal things up.The water will find a
way.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Engine temp ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26995
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its not your spelling you nimrod,its your typing skills.Unless,that is,you really believe
gald and spalshed are how you spell the words?
BTW,thanks for getting me all worked up about the caddy motor,jerk.For a minute I
was actually considering going with an extra 40ci and using the 700r4 in my garage.
Luckily sanity reared its ugly head and I realized that this would give me a majority of
non-Ford powered vehicles in my collection.Some standards just aren't meant to be
lowered.
How do you like being a Spice girl?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:wheels??POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26890 NEXT>27005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i make wheels for m715
SUBJECT>Re:wheels??POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27004 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my e mail address for custom wheels bcowanwheels@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:If this whole 6.2 oil burner works out,I'll be selling a NICE rebuilt never
run 360...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26996
NEXT>27160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will do,thanks!Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Ultimate motor POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,29 August 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26997
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only big difference between the two is that the stroke on the 500 is something like .
25"longer -you can make a 472 into a 500 by swapping the crank &pistons.Both are
excellent candidates for a swap.Like 525+ftlbs and 375+hp -pre-smog era that is,like
'75 &earlier.The down side is that they had small heads and ran about 12 to 1
compression ratio -woof.In the early to mid '70's they went to large chamber heads(like
fron 72cc to 130cc -wow),dropping compression into the 8's and losing 200ftlbs.The
best combo I've heard about is a late block with late '70's 425ci heads -gives you around
10 to 1 CR.Oh,did I mention that the last ones came with FI?Supposed to be one of the
easiest FI swaps around.
Oh,did I mention B.,the distributor is on the front of the engine?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
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EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27002 NEXT>27010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't agree more.I sealed the all loving heck out of my 715,new seals,400 tubes of
silicone,goop and it still found a way in!:)
Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:If you fellas could keep this in mind...POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will checkthe place I deal with near me.They have LOTS of old dueces etc.I'll look
around.Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Every one of my Jeeps leaks.My CJ down the dash on my feet,the
top leaks,the floors
leak (when I am in a river)tailgate ect.My wag windshield seal,rear tailgate seals,door
seals ect.My M715 if I can help it never see's rain!And I live in orygun.In the month I
have been driving it evey day it has rained once.To be honest I never saw a leak.But it
was just a sprinkle....I think they come from the factory with the leak option installed
with out the new owners knowledge.....heh,heh...
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27002 NEXT>27022 27056 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
so true...
-Brain m
SUBJECT>civilian fuel pump POSTER>Cooper Fowler EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com
DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27020 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've been able to dig up out of the archives,the civilian pump seems to work
fine with the mil.engine.Can anyone set me straight -will this pump be a problem for
my m715 without the vacuum?I'm trying to take my truck to an annual dove hunt on
wed.,and I won't have time to order a diaphram or new pump by then.Thanks in advance
for any help with this issue.
SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,30
August 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26986 NEXT>27015
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been reading the NC DMV rules and they read like stero instructions.I am going to
call them when the truck gets here to see how it goes.Still can't get anyone to haul it here.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26985 NEXT>27021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run the Champions in all my 230's and they work like a charm.Very odd.
SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?NC DMV sucks!POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab81hJhKlH2U PREVIOUS>27013 NEXT>
27018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to sound too negative but the NC DMV will give you a hard time on title work.
When I bought my truck it was at a dealer and the dealer had not gotten the title properly
assigned to him from the pervious owner.I had to track down the owner of the truck,get
him to assign the title to the dealer and then have the dealer reassign the title to me.Then
when I got the tag office again,the dealer had written both his name and the business
name on the title so the witch behind the counter wrote VOID right there in front of me.on the back of the
title.After many phone calls and more paperwork things got cleared
up.They also questioned my VIN #but I was so pissed by then that they let it go.
It can be worked out,but they are really difficult about it.Sorry.
Anyway,hope things work out.What part of the state are you in?I'm near Asheville if
you ever want to stop by.
Karl
SUBJECT>E-brake repair:Do I have to lift the cab?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaN5iHBC7mmNs PREVIOUS>NEXT>27019
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to replace the two bigger springs on the e-brake band.I can get the large J bolt up
enough to remove the bottom spring,But it hits the bottom of the cab before I can get the
top spring out.Any suggestions before I unbolt the cab to lift it about 1".
Thanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>'68 M715 for sale /Oregon POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Saturday,30 August 2003,at 11:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale,'68 M715.Original except for 12V coil.Runs and drives very good.Tires are
bald,radiator leaks.Fiberglass hard top.No rust,has some dings/dents.
$2,500
E-mail me if interested:reno1@continet.com
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SUBJECT>Re:My VIN is this right?NC DMV sucks!POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 2:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27015
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured it was going to be a battle.I will have a few years to battle it though.If they give
me to hard of a time I will just title it in either AZ or MN.I am by the coast.Jacksonville.
Right by the the Marine Corps base.
SUBJECT>Re:E-brake repair:Do I have to lift the cab?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27016 NEXT>27035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,
I think you can remove the bolt holding the band on the drivers side and swing the band
to give yourself more room.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:civilian fuel pump POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27012 NEXT>27024 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I installed an Airtex Model 6510 fuel pump from Autozone last year (cost less than $30),
and it has worked very well for the last 4,000 miles.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27014 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,it is.With the 3/4"nut on the end of the plug wires,I have anywhere from 1/8 -1/4"
clearance between the 3/4"nuts on the plug wires.Using a thinwall Craftsman socket,I
sometimes don't have enough room to slip it on when the "high spots"on the nuts line up.
And that's with the Autolite #2344's.With the Champion plug,which is longer,the gap is
even less,because the plugs toe-in towards each other.
I wonder if the spark plug holes in my cylinder head are slightly different from some
other 230's.As long as I can get standard-length plugs,it's really just an annoyance;not a
real problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drive a 49 cj right now(it's for sale)and it doesn't even need rain!It can use a puddle but
the best is when someone in traffic uses their windshield washers!
~TONY
SUBJECT>Re:350,000 MILE 6.2 POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27000
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd rather enjoy a 5.7 for 10,000 miles than suffer with the 6.2 for 350,000
TONY
SUBJECT>Re:civilian fuel pump POSTER>Cooper Fowler
EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27020 NEXT>27026 27051 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,I appreciate your info.I found your earlier posts on this subject.I'm assuming that
you just cap off the vacuum line,or run your wipers only off the manifold.
Thanks,
Cooper
SUBJECT>Re:'68 M715 for sale /Oregon POSTER>warren
EMAIL>reno1@continet.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27017 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Located in Eugene.
SUBJECT>Re:civilian fuel pump,cooper POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
31 August 2003,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27024 NEXT>27029
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cooper,go to a junkyard and get a electric vacuum pump from a caddy.mine was free,
but you should be able to get one cheap.it will run the wipers fine.
SUBJECT>Re:For Sale POSTER>Darrell Jacob EMAIL>oddmar_jacobin@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26753
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a friend who has been looking about for one of these.He WILL purchase it from
you,as soon as i tell him of it.Yes i am sure.My phone #is 309-267-2689,i can be
reached 24/7.We will drive down to look it all over,pay cash if it's acceptable,and bring
it back to Illinois.Pictures would be appreciated.Thanks,"Jake"
SUBJECT>GAS TANK POSTER>DAN EMAIL>danomorrison@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27043 27050 27053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My gas tank just started to leak the other day.I need to replace it ,so I am wondering if
any of you have any of leads,i am really interseted in the stainless steel which was talked
about earlier,if anyone knows of anything else out there would be great
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:civilian fuel pump,cooper POSTER>Cooper Fowler
EMAIL>cooper@evpro.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for all of your help.I installed a civilian pump similar to the one suggested by
Steve,and the pump works great.My truck is making more power,and running smoother
than it ever has.Its ashame that I didn't realize that my pump was going sooner.I'll look
into the electric vacuum.
Thanks,
Coop
SUBJECT>Axle Width Question POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the stock width of the front and rear axles in the M715 trucks?I need the wheel
mounting surface (WMS)measurement.Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Got my truck running!POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com.DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 5:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my first 715 about 2 weeks ago.The owner said the engine was seized,and has
been sitting for about 4 years.We squirted a tea spoon of MM oil in each cylinder just to
help it,changed oil,spark plugs,added electric fuel pump,duct taped jerry can to pump
for fuel tank,and turned it over.At first it didn't want to start,but we gave it some gas via
the gas pedal,and it ran beatifully.It defintly still needs alot of work,(brakes,electical,
etc.)but its an aswome start to a great project.
Heres a picture
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27031 NEXT>27034 27037
LINKNAME>http://mysite.verizon.net/vze253zi/NEOW/715drive.jpg
LINKURL>http://mysite.verizon.net/vze253zi/NEOW/715drive.jpg
sorry,heres the picture
http://mysite.verizon.net/vze253zi/NEOW/715drive.jpg
SUBJECT>Attn.Beafire POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you find out any more info about that Ramsey winch you have.Does it have a spur
gear reduction box on it,I have a Ramsey DCY20024R winch im gona put on the rear of
my M-715.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27032 NEXT>27040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congratulations Darek!!!It's good to see another one get mobile again.Are you going to
go stock or hop it up and go play?I must admit,that is the most interesting paint job I
have seen in awhile.Somebody had their creative juices flowing...Do you have your
serial number and delivery date entered in the vin registry?Keep us posted on whats up
with it.Congrats again.Thats great...Kaiserjeeps..(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:E-brake repair:Do I have to lift the cab?--Success!POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
E-brake is fixed.I removed the drivers side bolt,still not enough room to ft the bolt out.
Needed 1/4".Came back to computer,looked at online manuals.BOOM,there it was.
Loosen the t-case crossmember bolts and let the t-case drop about 1/2".Worked out great.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle Width Question POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 7:44 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i believe its 72.5 front 72 rear
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,31 August 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27032 NEXT>27038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!That's definitely a unique paint job!Congrats on getting it running.Keep us posted
on progress and such.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27037 NEXT>27039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My Father in law's M715 has that same red plastic gas can on his.That must have been
modification kit put out by the military on the M715.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1
September 2003,at 5:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>27038 NEXT>27041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine had the same can too and a similiar ugly "pink"paint job.Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27034 NEXT>27042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi.I am going to keep it semi stock.Keep the stock apperance,but swap in a AMC304
mated to the T-98.Probaly swap in a 205 too.I will get early CJ5 low back seats,and re-
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paint it original army green.Thats about the extent of my plans for now.Oh,upgrade to
dual brake systems of course.I had a brand new CJ7 dual MC in my garage,so I just
threw that on to see how it would fit,and direct bolt AWN!Hopefully that will much
improve the braking system.
Thanks!
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thakns guys =]
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27040 NEXT>27047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.AMC 304 thats just a little better than the stock 230
why not a AMC 360 or 401 they are
the same block and lighter plus they are all over the place.Or even a buick motor,you
can't rap it but it's got all power you will ever need plus it runs cooler and gets better mpg
and thats what you need if you can only put in 2.5 gallons of gas at a time(red tank on
front).Also one of my 715's is that color pink.TIRES!!you need big bad nobby tires,it
don't matter the shape or color of your jeep,tire's give attitude,BADAZZ ATTITUDE
that some girls dig unless your after a honda girl.HAHA.The point of this story nice
truck.If your anywhere close to WY I have a 30,000 mile rebuilt 304 that needs some
gaskets for 100 bucks and a 360 that needs lower bearings for 100 bucks both AMC
motors.
SUBJECT>Re:GAS TANK POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
Stainless will be outrageously expensive,Lee got real lucky on his deal (ask for the
story).I recommend having it lined to the tune of around 300 bucks.Your local,large
radiator shop should be able to point you in the right direction.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Beafire POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27033 NEXT>27085 LINKNAME>my winch
LINKURL>http://www.ramseypdfs.com/owners_search_pdfs/912408-1102-V.pdf
The fallowing is a letter sent to me by a fellow zone member.He was right on the money.
I have got mine already mounted under the rear of my truck.It fit right up against the bed.
I had to do a little cutting on the tailgate to get the ferial lead to fit but it turned out very
nice.I enclosed it in a home made plastic box so it would not get covered with mud and
sand.This is a link to my winch.
http://www.ramseypdfs.com/owners_search_pdfs/912408-1102-V.pdf
Hello,
I saw you post on the M715 Zone.If you go search under automotive winches on the
RE8000 winch you will see it or go search under industrial winches on the DC200 winch
you will see a industrial version.The DCY series is now called a DCY-200,basically a
shorter drum than the DC-200 winch.I have the same as yours (7901).I bought it from
Ebay with the mounting kit for a 67-79 Jeep Wagoneer or Truck.They are rated for 8000
lbs so a little small for our M715's.For our trucks weigh 6500 lbs.I have a Warn M12000
that I plan to use on the front of mine with the Ramsey under the truck for pulling from
the rear.Worst case I can make it fit on the wife's new Rubicon.
Later,John
SUBJECT>Re:ANGELINA JOLIE POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.She is sooooo hot
SUBJECT>MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27057 27143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody have one?I was wondering how they would work out on the 715s with a
hydraulic plow pump and hooked up to one battery.They have a 2 amp draw for the the
forward and reverse valving.
SUBJECT>Re:Got my truck running!POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
401's are hard to find.They never built that many to begin with,at least compared to the
360.The steel crank and rods in the 401 are nice,but costly if you have to replace them.
The 360's were solid motors and offer great bang for the buck.Easy to find in running
condition usually.
SUBJECT>Re:is it possible?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>22474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Told ya
SUBJECT>Will buy starter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,1 September 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>27073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I know that I have posted a million messages about the 12v starters,and even after
geting my old one converted I am looking to buy one.I know I have gotten several replies
from people saying they have one,so if you have one for sale let me know and I WILL
BUY!!
SUBJECT>Re:GAS TANK POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 September
2003,at 12:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27028 NEXT>27071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could buy mine for $150.It's almost new.Used about 2 yrs.
SUBJECT>Re:civilian fuel pump POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 3:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27024 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Morning,Cooper.
Yep,all I did was run the wiper vacuum line to the intake manifold (there's an NPT pipe
plug near the carburetor).
The rebuilt engine has good vacuum,so the wipers run fine.Granted,the harder the
engine's working,the slower the wipers work.I just allow for it.Lee's suggestion on an.auxilary vacuum pump are a
good idea,too.
You'll find the new pump is a pleasure.You can now relax and stop worrying about when
the next diaphram will go out.
Best regards,
Steve
SUBJECT>m715 parts POSTER>charles stewart EMAIL>babe19567@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFMrSG.cZEas PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi everybody,
I have an original set of doors and the original windshield and frame to fit your M715.
The doors are very solid and in good working condition.The windshield frame has a
small amount of rust but definitely restorable.
Everything for $500.You pay the freight.
E-mail :cstewart@owens.edu or babe19567@aol.com
thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:GAS TANK POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27028 NEXT>27054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan go to your yellow pages and look up Tank Lining.My tank had two leaks,the
company I found does industrial tank lining like gas stations .They sandblasted the
outside of the tank ,welded the two holes and used some kind of fiberglass resin and
fibers to seal the outside of tank .For $120.00 with a ten yr war.
But 150.00 for a two yr old tank is a much better deal
SUBJECT>Re:GAS TANK POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27053 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If yours is not too bad,Check out this fuel tank repair Kit -$50 plus shipping.
http://www.por15.com/product.asp?productid=316
SUBJECT>oor Gasket POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com DATE>Tuesday,
2 September 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27058
27080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone found a replacemant gasket that goes around the side and top of the door
frames?I have looked around and could not find one with a similar gutter-style profile.
There is a 1/4"gap between my window and the gasket,I tiltes the window in as much as
possible but I guess the gasket has lost it shape over the years.Anyway,every time it
rains (the last 4 days)my left arm and leg get soaked which dosen't make it very practical
on rainy days.Thanks for any help.
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at
5:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27011 NEXT>
27061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH,if that many of them do (drip on the right foot like mine)I'll skip the new windshield
weather stripping!
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27046 NEXT>
27078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think that's a good idea.It's meant to be on a PS pump or something of the sort.I
have an old 'Dyna-Mite'plow thing and it looks like a big starter motor is what drives the
pump.Starter motors do not like continued running.start&stop and start&stop and
start&stop...no sweat for 100,000 miles.Let is sing for a few minutes and it's history.
SUBJECT>Re:Door Gasket POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 5:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aab619X8yEc7k PREVIOUS>27055 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Les,
I used a roll of this:[url ]
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http://www.jcwhitney.com/product.jhtml?CATID=65521&BQ=jcw2 [/url ] on my M715
and it has worked just fine for me.When you close the doors,the gasket is squeezed
between the window and the door frame sufficiently enough to stop water from coming
in.
SUBJECT>The price of a 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27060 27077 27116 27125
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it just my imagination,or have the prices of 715's suddenly jumped?
I remember a time about a year ago when an impressive 715 w/a 427 TD and overdrive
couldn't bring $6K,but now it seems that $7K and up to $17K is normal.
If this is the way the wind now blows,can someone confirm it so I can stick my truck in
this coming Sunday's want ads....for a modest $11,000.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27059 NEXT>27063 27069
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm,I wonder what a big block with OD and a rear winch would get?.Heh,heh...morning Brian.
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27056 NEXT>
27117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've tossed around the idea of making drippers for the underdash area to TELL it where to
drip instead of it dripping directly on the topside of the right ankle on the gas peddle.
SUBJECT>What a Weekend!POSTER>Jeepest Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27064 27068 27086 27087 27091
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Three days of wheeling at MIOBI here in IA.
Hooked up with a couple of 715 owners this weekend for some trail riding.Joe/IA and
WetCJ came down and stayed in the luxurious trail head hilton where I was kind enough
to reserve them a suite with all eminities that would make even Robin Leach stand back
in disbelief.These were some of the nicest rooms I have ever seen and they even laid out a
bath robe and a little mint on the pillow for you in the morning..classy joint,I give it Five
stars.
Joe and Todd Were not able to bring thier 715s(Joes needs a roll cage and Todds recently
aquired rig is not ready for the trails yet)However,they did Bring thier jeeps.Joe has a real
purty 2002 wrangler with a 2 inch lift and street tires that he made do with..really
impressed me as to what a stock new jeep is capable of I only drug him out of one mud
hole that my Locked rear and super swampers struggled through.Speaking of unsticking
things....Todd has a LU-4 under his CJ and we came across a fullsize GM rig burried in a
marsh...they were trying to winch him out with one,then two,then three,and finally with
four winches I believe when they finally gave up....these guys were actually pulling the
trees out they were tied to.I had heard joe talk about how nasty that winch under Todds
CJ was but I guess I did not understand what he meant.By his winch alone the Truck
looked like it was going to be freed from its grave until the 3/8 cable snapped...damn...oh
well,everybody was shocked and curious as to what was hiding under there anyway that
could out do all thiers together.Hey Todd,I meant to ask,Did you let off when hearing the
cable start to go or what....that just really puzzled me the way the cable just fell to the
ground without severing limbs or anything...i was expecting it to fly through the front of
the truck and it just laid down like you just dropped it...tell me your secret or were you as
puzzled as i was.You should have left the CJ on its side long enough for me to take a
good look at that setup(you knew that was coming)
I dont think there was a rig out there this weekend that didnt score some type of damage.I
bashed one of my rear wheel flares Hard...usaully dont worry about fixing trail damage
but this one was good enough I'll have to do something with it.Everyone here ar work
thinks my thumb is broke but I think its just Jammed real good.Joe has one less entry step
in his spare parts pile and now his steering wheel looks like he is turning while going
straight...let me know what you find on that one.Todds CJ sustained no real damage when
it fell over but did shorten the winch cable and lenghten the frame during operation mud.freedom..nothing
unrepairable.Russels 4runner recieved ten years worth of miscellaneous
damage and the leadlocked zuk driven by mike twisted the rear drive shaft into two
unconnected pieces.Others blew frontends,axles and engines.Seemed like a lot of carnage
but given the terrain and then the rain it all makes sense.Every time you would head out
on the trail you would see someone being towed back to camp...made you wonder why it
was that you do this.
If you go there be prepared to recieve some type of damage might not be serious but you
will at least scratch the paint.Trailer queens and tall rigs would not be advised but its
open to anyone.
After all weekend i only had one stuck...wasnt ready to give up as the truck was still
grabing the earth with three tires but he threw me the strap and By monday I was pretty
willing to take the help and go on.I did however have one photo the should make the
whoops section of their websight.Loaded the 715 onto the trailer monday evening and let
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it roll right off the front onto the tongue..cracked me up and I didn't even have my camera
so I had to go ask someone from the registration desk to take a picture for me.He said he
would submit it to them for the whoops section...hope it makes it...I'm gonna be famous!
Good wheeling
Good people
Great Fun
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27060 NEXT>27074
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How can you put a price on a rig like that?If I had to then I'd have to say that the sticker
would be in the $40K range.Now,if it also came with some XL's-man.That would be a
high dollar rig.
-----
Did you propose over the weekend?
{Spicer voice on}No,the moment wasn't right.{Spicer voice off}
You're scared,aren't you.FOREVER.
FOOOOORRRRRREEEEEEEVVVVVVEEERRRRRR........An ex of mine wrote me last
week all "I'm coming into town next week...and I still have that garder belt and thigh
highs that used to drive you nuts."I had to write back and say that she was 2 years too late
since I'm all in love with Jeaner and have Anna and all.This story should serve as an
object lesson to you about how long FOREVER is.
Po...no-Ruminate on that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27062 NEXT>27067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good time Doug.I wish more people here would post trail reports.That.would break up the how do I do
this posts.Cool story.Hope your thumb gets
better......Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>26999 NEXT>27088
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just need to know when you'll make it to Memphis,I don't give a ratt's ass when you
have to leave.
(I'm letting you know what's expected of you so you can get in gear and have your duck's
in a row by next year.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Spice POSTER>Jeepest Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you named either of the deuces yet.If not I think you should strongly consider
"Deuce Bigelow".Mine was allready named "Big Woody"by some soldier with a sense of
humor or I would use it.Still haven't got that pintle for you but havent forgot.Been
working 12 hr days and saturdays till last friday so time has been kind of short.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Jeepest Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks.Its alot bigger than it was before the armstrong power steering accident.isn't it
amazing how a guy will spend $300 for a locker pay the entry and camping fees for the
weekend.Gas for the trails and diesel for the tow rig but get so irritated when he has a $10
copay on his insurance that he doesnt go to the doctor because its a "waste of moneyand
time"
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,I didn't have a clue what that cable was doing behind me,I was just watching the
GMC to see if it was moving or not.If you could hear some of the noises that CJ makes
when I'm something that dumb,you wouldn't have been standing as close as you were!
He's the first one I didn't get out though!
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27060 NEXT>27082 27090 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would think the M715's in original stock condition would bring the most,from.collectors.The M37's are getting
harder and harder to find and the military vehicle
collectors are turning to the M715 as their next sought after collectable.They want stock
trucks and generally are willing to pay more than a guy who just wants an M715 to bang
around in.
The most I've ever paid for one was $7500 and it was a low mileage truck in really nice
shape.Yet I've tried to sell really good ones for $3000 to $4000 and never gotten a bite.
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Just depends on timing and what somebody's looking for I guess.
SUBJECT>ATTN :Big Hurt POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tom ,I know you are out there somewhere.I lost your phone number.Call me.-----
Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:GAS TANK POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2
September 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27050 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
I may be interested in the tank you have for sale.Could you email me with some details?
What's it made out of,is the inside coated,is it like a stock tank,is the sending unit
(12V?)included,are the mounting straps included,etc?
Thanks,
Ashby
(trashbya@netscape.net)
SUBJECT>Re:Spice POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27066 NEXT>27099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got 'Velvet'(M715),'Blue'(M35A1..I think,that the DSPO painted blue w/white
trim),'Old Red'(M35 gas jobbie),and 'The CAT Trailer'(the M105 trailer I got to keep
the CAT v8 'til it's transplant)
DSPO=Dumb $h!t Previous Owner.I didn't know this until earlier today...thought I'd
share.
No hurry on the hook...whenever ya get there!Appreciate ya still thinking of it...I still
need one.
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27063 NEXT>27075 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
{Spicer internal monologue voice on}Yeah,and Brian's forever doesn't count out.animals.{Spicer internal monologue
voice off}
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27074 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohhh.Is that an issue Up North?It's a given here.
-B.
SUBJECT>defroster POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How hard is air supposed to blow out of the defroster vents with the defroster vents open
all the way?Im getting some air coming out of the vent at the bottom when i turn the
defroster on
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>craig EMAIL>cdmrusty@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27059 NEXT>27079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wood like to sell a M 715 Jeep !!
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27057 NEXT>27093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.I like the idea of being able to use the trucks power as well as the
winch's to get myself out of a situation.
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27077 NEXT>27106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For $7500 mine is for sale.But it dos'nt have a winch.I know where Brian lives he said I
could (borrow)his.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Door Gasket POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use some weatherstripping material from any FSJ Wagoneer or Cherokee.Slips right on.
I don't think M715's came with this weatherstripping,but it works on my truck.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Tellico NC POSTER>Jeremy EMAIL>jerdogjones@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anyone up for a run at Tellico NC on Sept.19-21?I will be there with my M715 and a
couple of my friends with CJ's.If anyone is in the area and would like to join us,send me
an e-mail.
Jeremy
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Agreed on what Tom K said.Also,I have to ask are these rigs actually SELLING for $7K
and such?Or are we all just really proud of our trucks?If they're really SELLING at those
prices,that's one thing.Otherwise...
That said,I like mine,and I don't think I'd sell it even if someone offered me serious $$
for it.It's just too darned fun.
SUBJECT>???????????POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27094 27112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did someone say the 725/715 had a govener?if so where?I can't seem to get my 725 over
40mph with the pedal floored down hill!the carb is rebuilt,valves adjusted,time is set at
7 degrees,but the dwell and points I haven't checked(don't know how).the motor is quit,
doesn't smoke,but when you get to a higher rpm it seems to studder and run out of power.
SUBJECT>rims ?POSTER>dan EMAIL>dandasyt@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2
September 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27104
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are the rims on my m715 16in or 16.5in and how wide are they
SUBJECT>Re:Attn.Beafire POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27044 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the 8000 pound pull on the DCY 200 is under rated,I beleve it will pull much
more.They use this style winch [hyd type not eletric ]on most of your roll back wreckers.
The 3/8 wire rope it calls for should be a indication of pulling more than 8000 pounds.
Most 8000 and 9000 pound winches come with 5/16 cable on them,I dont think we will
be let down by useing this winch.Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>27062 NEXT>27114 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WOW sounds like a lot of fun wish I could of made it but mine is still sitting in the
garage in pieces.maybe next time,but the way it sounds I'll need to find a trailer so I can
get back home..SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27062 NEXT>27103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The mint was excellent and the robe was very warm and dry.Did you get any pictures of
that custom top?The other zone members would be impressed.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27065 NEXT>27100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give me til May 16 2004.Leaving next week.Just have to get the gas tank fixed.Will
SUBJECT>AB Linn POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have AB's e-mail address,pc crashed and I lost it.Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>27069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was one on e-bay that I think had 4k miles.Looked good in its od color.Opening
bid asked was $5973.Auction closed w/o a bid.
Jim
SUBJECT>I'm gonna be famous!POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27062 NEXT>27105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't make it or break it last weekend,I had more fun hanging sheet rock instead,HA...
Sorry I missed all the fun,but a bunch of my friends were talking about some crazy guy
with a old jeep like mine that ran his truck off the front of his trailer.I asked if it was
green,and sure enough it was.So I guess the word spreads fast,by now people in Texas
are wondering who that guy was.
BTW I heard there was a mog down there,was that your bud who traded his dues up in
Canada or something like that?I would love to see that thing in action!
SUBJECT>Re:AB Linn POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,2 September
2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27089 NEXT>27131
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ablinn@cbiinternet.com
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>B.Davis
EMAIL>wkld@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27078 NEXT>27137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a Ramsey 8000lb hydraulic winch on my CJ.I used a engine mounted clutch pump.to power the thing.It would pull
80 feet per minute all day long.Problem was that I
ended up winching everybody.The winch is for sale,with pump,spool valve,and what
hoses I have for $800.Cost me over $2000 to install it.If you want more info let me
know.
SUBJECT>Re:???????????POSTER>Steve EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 September 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27083 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sounds like a fuel problem.Maybe filter,pick-up in tank,or line.Maybe weak pump.
Engine gets enough gas to run low RPM but not hi.b
SUBJECT>tires POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2
September 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27096
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just bought some 38.5,11.00,16 boggers i hope it wasnt a mistake
i ordered them on line so i didnt have a chance to even eye ball them
i would appreciate any feed back on my problem
SUBJECT>Re:tires POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,
2 September 2003,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27095 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What problem(s)were you anticipating?Stock wheels are 16".Looks like you're in good
shape.
Ethan
SUBJECT>tire POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2
September 2003,at 11:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27101
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was mostly concerned about clearance
SUBJECT>Re:defroster POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 3:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The air flow out of the defroster is not that high,follow the defroster cable under the dash
back till you find the door it opens and closes,this door must be stuck,take the cale off
this door and work it with WD-40 ,also check that your cable is in proper working order.
good luck
Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:Spice POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 3:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27072 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M35A2 Tonka,M151A1 Baby,M151A2 JR.and M715 lil Hummer..Just thought I'd put my $.02 in.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Finally in the house.I am back POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27088 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Done.We weren't planning to get together until about June 2004 anyhow.
Is that all that stands in your way-a gas tank?You dissapoint me.There are members
here who are getting whole drive trains reconfigured just to make this trip.
You got about a year-come one man,you can do it!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:tire POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27097 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got it made there.Don't worry,alot of us run those tires.
-B.
SUBJECT>Hickey Winch?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>27109 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Was helping clean out a garage and got an almost for free Hickey brand winch.Anybody
have any info or experience with one of these?Lady said it didn't work so I'll have to
check out the motor first I guess.Thanks in advance for any info......
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27087 NEXT>27151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Top,what top,what are you talking about Joe?Did the sun get to that bald head of yours
or is your speedo to tight?
It sprinkled on and off for a while after you left.The goofy semi driver and myself found
that you could slide it back while it was not raining and then slide it forward when the
rain started again...how many other kaisers have you seen with a retractable top.I'm gonna
be rich...you better hope i dont forget who you are.Came across a wrangler with a blue
tarp top back it the sticks,hope he doesnt beat me to the patent office.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:rims ?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Stock should be 16"x 7".DO NOT RUN 16.5"TIRES.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna be famous!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,one stuck all weekend then do something like that in the campgound.Stop by and I'll
give you a autographed pic so you can tell all your friends you met the crazy guy in the
Jeep.
Dont rush out to buy a mog...that was my buddies 404 and a 715 can run circles around a
mog in that type of terrain.I'm sure they would do better in some situations,but not down
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there.I've only wheeled with one other mog and it was a diesel and it had even more of a
problem with wheel speed than my buddies.Maybe once he gets used to it he will do
better but I was disappointed for him.Took a good 10 min to get out of the playground on
a wussy route that I did in less than 30 sec after him.Didn't get much time to chat with
him yet but I want to research what gears he has versus whats he can get.After every thing
you hear that thing should whoop ass and it just didn't do it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27079 NEXT>27139 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,but now that he got rid of the 1/4"glavanized cable and got some meaty cable on
there you may need to borrow it at night.
...and quietly.
SUBJECT>Re-Gear POSTER>The PIG Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any make and sell different ratios gear sets
for differentials found on M-715?
SUBJECT>Re:Re-Gear POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"rieder racing"or "randys ring and pinion"should be able to set you up.some of the guys
here have switched to 4.56.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27102 NEXT>27110 27111 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.for a second i thought you were talking of this girl i used to date.
no info winch...just couldnt pass up the op to be a smart ass.Sorry
you said you lived north west of Fort Rieley?I was right through there a month ago wish I
could have stopped by to meet ya.I'll hollar at ya next time and maybe we can meet up
over at tuttle.Drove right by it without the 715 with me,it was kind of depressing to see
the entrance sign.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27109 NEXT>27113 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your family's Electrolux Vacuum has a funny smell to it,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:Govenor,what govenor?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27083 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig24.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig24.jpg
The stock trucks later than VIN #28680 were originally produced with a
governor...though exceptions most likely occur and modifications later are quite
possible...
The governor is about 1 1/2 inch thick and is mounted between the carb and intake
manifold.I have included a link to the parts book diagram for the governor.The governor
is numbered '7'.
Hope that helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27111 NEXT>27115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you see the 911 show (dont know the real name)about a week ago on TV.Some guy
got a certain part of his anatomy stuck in the suction inlet in a hot tub at a hotel.He was
stuck there for 4 hrs before they found him and shut the power off to the pumps.That
would suck.Kind of scares you to go in one of those tings when you stop to think what
might have happened in it earlier doesent it.
ED,
sorry to mess up your post with all the BS.
your winch is made by Hickey Equipment,Designed by Dick Hickey and you can get
replacement motors from Western Motors Service Co.
Phone-800-810-0401
Dick Hickey...bet he got teased in school snicker snicker
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27086 NEXT>27307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Garage in pieces?Heck You had it fired up the day I was there...Whats left?You ever drop
into the north platte there or is that frowned upon?rove by that after we left your place
and it just looked like it was calling my name to go screaming through that sand for
miles,It was bone dry and looked like a guy could have tons of fun even though it
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wouldn't be that technical of a trail to negotiate.
Good luck on your conversion
Would like to get together in tuttle sometime.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>Longhorn
EMAIL>longhorn77057@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:34
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27113 NEXT>27123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The Hickey Side winder winch,They used to have ad's in magazines with an early Blazer
hanging upside down from a tree.They touted the small easy to hide feature.I'll stick
with my 8274 Warn !
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3
September 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27059 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,even JP magazine made mention of the recent jump in asking prices in their latest
issue...
SUBJECT>Re:Rule 205 of driving a MV POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and I thought I was alone!Mind actually bubbles in under the windshield frame,and
dribbles in my sneaker just ablove the tongue,kind of a Murphy's funnel!
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3
September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>26985 NEXT>27154
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still amd not sure if I want to whittle away the orange silicone-ish insulator...Is that
what he said to do?
SUBJECT>new photos POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>27120
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715.Just added some new photos to my album
Playing on a dirt pile in my deuce
Streched differential bearing cap bolt(scary)during install of locker
tree damage and my barbaric method of reparing it
home fabed center seat for front
rear seat out of a 79 blazer
24"rocket box for battery relocation
forgive the filthy appearance of the truck as the pics were taken shortly after this
weekends trail rides
SUBJECT>Re:new photos POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27119 NEXT>27124 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,was it you who Memphis Equipment has a pic up on their wall of?Holding a
calender in front of a 725 painted desert cammo?
-B.
SUBJECT>3/4 ton M101 trailers cheap!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go to govliquidation.com
they have 26 lots of trailers and bodies in
CA
MO
AZ
WI has lots of trailer bodies
MI
KY
NC
maybe we could buy some as a group.these are correct for our trucks
SUBJECT>looking for travis(tman)and chad POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm researching rockwells under the kaiser,and I know travis set up chad's rig this way.
Anyone got contact info for travis?My eamil for him is pretty ancient...thanks,Alan,long
time lurker and kaiser wheeler
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27115 NEXT>27127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hickey sidewinder,excatly.Used to be a delaer installed option on land cruisers,tho the.8274 was more popular.I
actually have an old four wheeler reprint with one of those on a
cruiser...
SUBJECT>Re:new photos POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27120 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Nope not me.
Hows Jeaner and the rest of the fam?
Is everybody sleepin thru the night yet?
I remember,but don't miss,those days
Took the wife and kids one day on the trail this past weekend,they all bailed out at the
base of the first hill we came to(40ft tall at a 50degree incline)Had to laugh at them.
After they watched me climb a few hills,my oldest boy (8yrs)asked if he could ride along
for one.After we came back down I overheard him telling his two younger brothers "Its
okay,dads not crazy,its not as scary as it looks".Gotta love him for sticking up for his old
man.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27059 NEXT>27130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a stock '68 for sale.$2500.Is there a good place to list it?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>NP 435 trans,bellhousing,flywheel for 360 POSTER>Nick Graham
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a rebuilt NP 435 divorce mount transmission with the flywheel and bellhousing for
a dodge 360.I'm asking 300 for all of it.If interested call (812)897-1816 or (812)499-
6405 for details.I'm located about 20 minutes east of Evansville IN.
SUBJECT>Re:Hickey Winch?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>27123 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dick Hickey?...any relation to Dick Trickle?Youv'e got to wonder what some parents
were thinking when naming thier kids.
As for the winch,it was REAL cheap so what the heck...thanks for the info and glad
everyone had fun with the post.
SUBJECT>Back to retirement POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27129 27135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well my trusty 715 has been parked.Back to a life of
parades,an occasional car show,
and a sunday drive every now and then just to keep the dream alive.For one month it
hauled me around everywhere I needed to go while my CJ and wagoneer were down hard.
To work,to the machinist for my CJ motor several times,to the parts store ect.Meetings
and friends houses.The looks were great.The comments and stories I got although
sometimes completely inaccurate were fun and entertaining.I,feeling brave even went to
Vancouver Washington one day to cut firewood.So now it's doomed to a life of
pavement and unneeded washings and covered parking.No more will I have my
coworkers scoot away from me in meetings because I smell like fresh treated canvas first
thing in the morning.They don't know what living really is...Anyway...The truck worked
good....heh heh heh...
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you just love the smell of od canvas first thing in the morning....:)?
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:The price of a 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27125 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located?
Now,THAT is a decent price.
(if you want,the FOR SALE board takes that type post-but it's not too vital now since all
memebers see this page,but not all see that page.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:AB Linn/Thanks Brad POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gotta love the ZONE.
Brandon
SUBJECT>pics of August trail ride POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27134 LINKNAME>Link to
LINKURL>http://http://www.ohio4x4.com/photo/0803novice/html/nav01.shtml
In case anyone is interested,here is a link to some pics of the August trail ride by my
"real-life"4X4 club.There is a cute flattie,and a cuppla pics of the M715 'wheelin.You
can see a 4"lifted S15 Jimmy on 31s stuck as a monkey on page 1,I'm on pages 7 and 8.
Notice I'm missing a bridge plate number?The right side stack got sucked off (insert
snicker here,I guess)by a mud hole -I think the one the S15 is in).One other pic,you
can see the water running back out ot the right door while extiing a hole.Yep,thems thar.38,too!Don't ask what's in
the cooler!
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BTW,there is a state park with camping about 10 minutes from the trailhead (FE '05?)
http://www.ohio4x4.com/photo/0803novice/html/nav01.shtml
SUBJECT>Re:pics of August trail ride POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27132 NEXT>27156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you a member of BMVC or OHMP?
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 1:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27128 NEXT>27136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,what did you find when you opened up the CJ motor.If you posted it,I missed it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 2:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27135 NEXT>27174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely Joe!!And Doug,I found number three piston in no less than 15 pieces in the
oil pan.It was just what I thought it was when it happened.Rods and mains looked great
after ten years.They got replaced with new anyway.I have great pics of the block and
what I swore was a crack.Turns out by looking at it you can tell the piston skirt was
cracked for a long time.Look at the pattern that travels up the cylinder wall.Fooled me at
first.It's bored .030 new rods,mains,cam brg,RV cam,lifters,pistons,ect.I did not have
the bucks this time around to redo the heads.I cleaned and hand lapped each valve
including new stem seals.They seem to be working fine.No blue smoke at all.It's been
hard though.100 degree temps sitting at a light on fresh blacktop waiting for it to change
while the temp climbs to 205.Makes you impatient....I have a pretty robust cooling
system and thats pretty warm.I don't know how to post more than one pic at a time.I
might have to do a couple posts...But check it out.This OCT I will have owned that CJ
for 21 years.I bought it in high school!I'd be a rich man if I never found that thing....
Da*m it,the site I'm trying to get to host my pictures is taking forever.I just had some
company show up and had to abort.We are going to a REM concert tonight.I'll Post
tomorrow.Me and the wife are off work.....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I had the extra cash I might take you up on that but I have already dumped well over a
grand into my truck this summer.Plus I have a new snowmobile waiting to be picked up
that I have to put money down for.I was just looking right now,thinking next spring after
a winter of plowing 60 driveways,maybe a winch might be a good idea..SUBJECT>M715's going on a moose hunt
POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next month I am going to take her hunting.I am in the process of getting it all painted for
a nice photo opp.The frame and underbody is all POR15ed,the wheel wells,sides of the
frame,back of the cab,and front of the bed are all painted forest green.I am doing the
camo scheme.Next is to get the rebuilt t-case,with the driveshaft swap back in and the
bed back on.I am then going to Herculine the entire floor of the cab and finish the
painting process.Hopefully I will get to put my new locker to the test getting in to a
1,000lb moose.I installed a fording kit so beaver bogs aren't slowing me down as long as
the water isn't over 5 feet!I bet I will wish I had a winch before it is all said and done.
SUBJECT>Brian's cable POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27106 NEXT>27164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SHHH!maybe he won't read this post.Spicer that would be SWEET.Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715's going on a moose hunt POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27138 NEXT>27145 27152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill whats new did not get up to Moosehead this summer maybe the next couple of
weeks?when is the seaplane fly in 715 sounds like it is ready to kick some butt!!FRank
SUBJECT>Kansas Krawl @Tuttle Creek POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27147 LINKNAME>Looks to be fun!
LINKURL>http://www.dpgoffroad.com/trailkrawlers.htm
Check it out,would like to see a few other kaisers make it.I plan to be there.
Doug sorry to have missed your miobi trip but we went back to tuttle for the weekend.I
am unhappy to report it rained all f*****g weekend.
Oh well hope the weather is better the 27th.
SUBJECT>fording exhaust stack POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have,perhaps,a stupid question.The fording exhaust pipe doesn't have a cover on it.
How do you keep water out?It rains a lot here in Florida.Should I put a curved piece at
the end to help keep rain out or will this increase back pressure even more?Thanks for
any advice.
Steven
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SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Two Dogs
EMAIL>twodogs@outdrs.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27046 NEXT>27148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mile marker winches kick butt!Mine never let me
down.None of this overheating and
crapping out like a 'lectric one.Louisiana gumbo doesn't stand a chance against it.I
pulled a 10 by 16 shed off the foundations with it and crushed it like a match box.Drive
it with a belt driven pump,and you won't be sorry.I was stolen by yankees as a baby and
plowed snow as a wee tot,so I have a valid frame of reference.They take a lot of flow,so
don't use an electric pump on it.Run a remote cooler and a reservoir and there's no
stopping them.
Have at it,
Two Dogs
SUBJECT>oil presure POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is my truck supposed to be running at?it seams really low
and to all that have helped me you are greatly appreciated
you have helped so much thank you very much.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's going on a moose hunt POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seaplane fly-in is this week,starting tomorrow I think.My truck is getting there but it is
still in pieces right now.Losing daylight all the time and my work time on it is getting
less and less after work.It is not in a lighted garage but out under a large pole barn with
no lighting.My father,who is my boss,gave me the last 2 days off to get the painting
done on the underneath.I see why most guys pull the cab for painting the frame.Man,
was I sore this morning from crawling around underneath my truck holding the spray gun
at all kinds of differant angles.I'm glad that part is over with.Now we will see how long
it takes for POR15 to wear off my skin!
SUBJECT>Re:fording exhaust stack POSTER>Two Dogs EMAIL>twodogs@outdrs.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27142 NEXT>27149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put a C-rat can on it when not in use.When in use,drive on,Bubba!
Or you could make like a farmall and get one of those flappers from Tractor Supply
Company.Very useful.Not very sexy,though.
SUBJECT>Re:Kansas Krawl @Tuttle Creek POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27141 NEXT>27153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have sent in my form.I be watching for you And your Monster!
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27143 NEXT>27203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Two dogs-a power steering pump would work but a
hydraulic pump for a plow wouldn't?
The reason I would like to know is because I am thinking of someday maybe rigging up a
plow for it and it would be one less thing to swap back and forth each season.
SUBJECT>Re:fording exhaust stack POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to put a slight turn on mine similar to what I have seen on Hummers.
SUBJECT>lift???POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will any kind of body lift kit for the civilian j trucks fit on the 715's?Im wanting about 1
or 2 inches
thx
-John
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27103 NEXT>27158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you didn't buy that plastic sheeting and rope for a top,I wonder what other activities
you are into.On the other hand,maybe I don't want to know.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M715's going on a moose hunt POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>27140 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Hunting Slogan
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/gatherings/GodsCreatures.jpg
I wish I could go on a moose hunt.Well at least deer season starts here next month and
there is no limit on base.Check out the link for some good hunting insperation.
SUBJECT>Re:Kansas Krawl @Tuttle Creek POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,3 September 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Lee
Look forward to meeting you yet again!
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>Steve Blair
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EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 3:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27118 NEXT>
27187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe he did in his email to me.He said the plugs came with instructions,but I have
lost them.
My plug wires are 2 years old,from Surplus City Jeep.The only modification that I had.to do on the rubber part of
the wires was take a pair of side cutters and nip off the bulge
that is molded around the wire (where the aluminum collar rests),allowing the wire to
insert into the plug.It sounds like my waterproof wires are a different design than what
other folks have.
Steve
SUBJECT>Coil Spings POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 3:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27157 27159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know of a kit to put coil spings on a 715?Just wondering really.Seems that
all the latest and greatest 4X4s have coils at least on the front if not all around.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:pics of August trail ride POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27134 NEXT>27178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohio 4x4 Trailriders,based in Columbus.What are those other two?
SUBJECT>Re:Coil Spings POSTER>weps EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 September
2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27155 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And how many of those trucks weigh 6000 lbs plus???
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tried That and got slapped.
Saved the rope,if you think you would have better luck I'll send it your way.
Tony is all for another trip in a month,Talked to him last night and the Kaiser/m38 trade
is a done deal.I'll keep You and Tippy Informed when I figure out which weekend.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Coil Spings POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27155 NEXT>27161 27162 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think it is viable for the rear in a four link wishbone set-up.Do however believe that the
trucks haulin days would be over and would be strictly a trail rig.Gor for it!!!
I'm going to shorten the wheel base on my truck this winter from 126 to 111.Staying with
the leafs but ditching at least 3 off each pack.
Doug.SUBJECT>360 is sold...POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sold it!Happy day,bills can get paid...
Doug.
SUBJECT>126 to 111 wheelbase POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27159 NEXT>27167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was planing on shorten to 116 so I would be interested in what you do to yours.I'm even
trying to narrow 6 to 10 inches on mine but it might be harder than I think.So keep it
posted for me.thanks
SUBJECT>Removing leafs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27159 NEXT>27166 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
Taking out leafs seems pretty straight forward and easy,but what about those metal
binders that circle the spring pack?How important are they?I really have no idea what
they do,but there are 2 per spring pack and they look to have to be removed if you take
out a couple of leafs.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27144 NEXT>27165 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hear that you only need 8 (?)psi per 1000 rpm for a warm motor.
Correct me if I'm wrong here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's cable POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27139 NEXT>27194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Will,
Word around the campfire is that you can't even get your lazy ass off the couch to make
the drive to the FE.......I think that you making the drive to the farm and then putting forth
the work to steal a winch is out of the question.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:55
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27163 NEXT>27169 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A good rule of thumb is 10psi per 1000rpm.I'm a chevy guy,but from what's been posted
these will run oil pressures higher and lower...
SUBJECT>Re:Removing leafs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27162 NEXT>27168 27170 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B,
They tie the spring pack together to make it work smoothly as one spring and also help
keep the springs aligned with each other.
Removing them alone will help let the axle droop more but will have little effect on
compression.Mine will be removed with some thing installed in its place to keep the
springs aligned but allow for droop.Some people just remove the horizontal bolt from the
top and go with that but I saw one where the rivit that holds the band to the spring fell
out.The springs shifted to the side and cut the tire.I want to avoid that.
Wow,a whole post to B with out one smart a$$comment
Whats the zone coming to?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:126 to 111 wheelbase POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27161 NEXT>27221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spring over and shackle flip will help with frame to axle clearance problems caused by
just sliding the spring mounts forward.Removing springs will lower the ride height back
down 1 to 3 inches depending on how many are removed.I'm not after the 5 to 6 inch lift
of the spring over,just feel its needed to maintain axle clearance.
Narrow it.....your more of a man than me...engine compartment,steering,cab
mounts,crossmembers,whoa and you can only slide the spring in so far on the passenger
front before it hits the diff housing,Yikes,you can have that project.
Can't wait to cut the box down,New saw thats identicle to a circular saw but is designed
to cut steel...leaves a edge like you cut it with a razor.Diamond blade,cut a piece of 3/16
diamond plate like it was cutting paneling.Awesome.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Removing leafs POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27166 NEXT>27171 27220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Couldn't you just pull out like the first three (i think)from the axle up and not mess with
the clap/wrap things??Lesson HEAVY hauling but it should flex it up a bit..SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27165 NEXT>27185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
30m mph running down the road 3rd gear should get you about 30 to 50 psi...just dont
stare at the gauge to long.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Removing leafs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27166 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've found a new respect for you Doug.I value your opinion and as such don't give you
any crap when posting to you.
Thanks for anwering my question.One of those binders broke on my truck a few months
ago and as I was welding it back together I was wondering what the hell it was.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Removing leafs POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27168 NEXT>27172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could,But this trucks hauling days are done,dedicated trail rig that will still be licensed
for the road but not used for anything other than entertainment of myself and passengers
and I want that little extra droop that I will gain.Not that I don't enjoy one tire hanging 3 ft
off the ground while hill climbing uneven terrain but that way I can find even steeper and
rougher ground to play on.Man,is my lower back and teeth looking forward to a soft ride.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Removing leafs POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27171 NEXT>27173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to re-think the whole axle droop thing.There's a fresh school of though
developing that states that wheel droop may be worse than "carrying"a wheel over rough
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stuff.The thought being that if the "drooping"wheel is doing just that -drooping with no
load on the springs -it offers quite low tractive assist.See,if the weight of the
axle/tire/wheel is just dragging the axle into a crev
SUBJECT>Let's just try this again...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27172 NEXT>27177 27217 27223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may want to re-think the whole axle droop thing.There's a fresh school of though
developing that states that wheel droop may be worse than "carrying"a wheel over rough
stuff.The thought being that if the "drooping"wheel is doing just that -drooping with no
load on the springs -it offers quite low tractive assist.See,if the weight of the
axle/tire/wheel is just dragging the axle into a crevice (crevasse for the big boys),the.contact pressure of the
tire-to-ground provides marginal,if any,traction.Thus,if the
wheel is pulled downward by gravity instead of providing support to the truck,the
benefits of it being where it is is quite limited.If,however,the drooping axle is kept out
of the hole,off the rocks,whatever,the locked diff would provide all the locomotion
needed to maintian progress.This is where the magazines have found that the RTI stuff is
more of an indicator,NOT tell-all,of suspension design.Agreed,this theory only applies
at the extreme end of the travel,droop,load,traction,&terrain equation,but it does bear
mention.
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27136 NEXT>27175 27180 LINKNAME>Not all
it's cracked up to be LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-
Pictures/CJ225cylinderwallnotcracked.JPG
Heres what I saw when I took it apart....
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27174 NEXT>27176 LINKNAME>Broken piston
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-
Pictures/CJ225num3brokenpiston.JPG
The piston was cracked for awhile.One edge was shiney while the other was a fresh
break.I kept finding pieces of piston stuck up in the block.
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27175 NEXT>27179 27218 LINKNAME>Engine
number four in 20 years LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-
Pictures/CJmotorrebuilt9-03.JPG
Here is the final product.I'm gonna go back to bed.The REM concert was awesome last
night.Great music and the people watching was better than an air conditioned mall on a
100 degreed day.If ya know what I mean....
SUBJECT>roop....its not for everybody!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27173 NEXT>27184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You post makes complete sense.However,by removing the clamps i expect to gain 0 to 2
inches of droop.Hardly worth the effort or thought.But the closest place I have to wheel is
MIOBI here in Iowa.MIOBI consist of old abandon strip mines and some trails through
the timber.The hills are the waste piles from the mining operations and some are very
steep and peaked very sharply at the top.If and when I get stuck there it is usually because
I'm sitting at the top of the hill like a tetter totter balanced on the frame rails.I could not
count how many times I broke myself free by simply sawing the wheel backand forth to
pull myself forward that extra 3 inches till the rear tires touch again.Other times a simple
up and forward push from from a friend on the rear bumper has been all that was.needed.There are hills there that I
can not possibly clear now due to the peak at the top so
I am limited to merely climbing them to the peak and then backing down:(
Shortening the wheel base will make some of these possible and that little tiny extra bit of
droop might be all I need to saw and push me over the top so that me and my mud filled
drum breaks can go racing down the other side into nowhere land at breakneck speed:)
Thanks for the input,It makes perfect sense and clearly explains why droop might not be
desirerable for all.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:pics of August trail ride POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27156 NEXT>27186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buckeye Military Vehicle Collectors and Ohio Motor Pool.
Clubs for Military owners.
Joe
SUBJECT>OK one more POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27176 NEXT>27219 LINKNAME>Clean enough to eat off of....
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-Pictures/rebuiltCJmotor9-
03.JPG
I wanted to put this under my coffee table for a conversation piece,but it would not fit.
This concludes our baby jeep diversion.We now return you to our regularly scheduled
M715 programing day....
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SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27174 NEXT>27181 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I scratched that picture on my monitor and could smell the burnt oil!
WHEW!
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27180 NEXT>27182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't smell anything......I think I need a new monitor
SUBJECT>THIS is a crack...or 2...or 3...let's just say,BOOM!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27181 NEXT>
27183 27229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's a crack you can see!Go to eBay and put in this #2429392197.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS is a crack...or 2...or 3...let's just say,BOOM!POSTER>Brian.Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 9:46
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27182 NEXT>
27195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$1000?Damn,and to think that I gave away my old 350 block just because I thought it
was jinxed.That sucker would have brought an easy $13K what with no cracks or
anything.
What's up with out economy now?It seems that prices of everything have been blown out
of proportion.I mean a simple lap dance is $40 now!?!?!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Droop....its not for everybody!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27177 NEXT>27190 27191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Point well taken,and thanks for the reply.You seem to be at the extreme end of the
equation,where just that itty-bitty-bit would help.Keep 'em on the ground and send pics!
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 September
2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27169 NEXT>27198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the on-line manual at the top of this very page:(hint)
Oil Pressure Gauge
This gauge indicates the engine oil pressure when the engine is running.When the engine
is started cold,the oil pressure may
rise sharply,then recede to normal after the engine has warmed up.At idle speed the
minimum indicated pressure should be 12
psi.At road speeds,the pressure gauge should indicate a minimum of 30 psi.If the
indicated oil pressure is lower than these
recommended minimums,stop the engine and investigate the cause of this low oil
pressure
SUBJECT>Re:pics of August trail ride POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27178 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,this is a civvi "any make,any model as long as it's 4WD adn in safe working order"
club.As far as I know,I have one of the 2 mil-trucks to have made a trail ride.
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27154 NEXT>27562
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have my POS "MWO"that came with the plugs -you want a fax?I can scan it,
too....SUBJECT>Truck on ebay POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4 September
2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27189 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dude obviously has not a clue...
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>27188 NEXT>27192 LINKNAME>truck on ebay
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2430381916
dammit,neither do I,missed the link!
Try this...
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=243
0381916
SUBJECT>link to MIOBI POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>27184 NEXT>27197
LINKNAME>http://www.miobi.org/Galleries/gallery_frameset.html
LINKURL>http://www.miobi.org/Galleries/gallery_frameset.html
check out pic 15-10 in gallery 16
I get hung up terrible on those hills.
also added some pics to my gallery...theres a link below in the post titled "new photos"
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look at the "whatever"gallery
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27189 NEXT>27193 LINKNAME>poor description
EBAY truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2430381
916
ive started noticing more and more trucks running the battery box covers reversed,like in
his pic.how many of yall do it,and why?
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27192 NEXT>27196
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recall seeing in a tech manual a pic of one sloped forward.This was the shipping
configuration,as I recall.Maybe to give the radio a better angle for operating?Maybe
save some poor shmuck from mash potato-ing his right elbow?I'll try to find the pic and
post it's location...
SUBJECT>Re:Brian's cable POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 12:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27164 NEXT>27235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-I want to know what are you doing around a campfire this time of year anyway.As far
as the winch goes.I am not going to steal it.I am going to borrow the whole truck for a
while if I can sell mine for $7500.00.
Put that in your pipe and smoke it while you are around the campfire.Will
SUBJECT>Re:THIS is a crack...or 2...or 3...let's just say,BOOM!
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4
September 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27183 NEXT>27228
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The scratch and sniff feature cost extra...But worth every penny!!Heh heh...I'm
switching to synthetic as soon as it's broken in.That stuff self cleans...
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27193 NEXT>27199 27237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I kind of consider it sort of a coffee table.Holds all kinds of camping gear,maps,
beverage,ammo boxes,your lunch bag on the way to work ect..Just don't stop hard....:^)
It will spill your beverage...I've seen the covers that way too.Seems like the batterys
wouldn't fit that way...
SUBJECT>Re:link to MIOBI POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Doug,Great pic's!I like the one with the truck partially submerged.Now that looks
like fun!Looks like a fun play area you have there......Al..
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27185 NEXT>27222 27231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geez,I run about 58 PSI on a warm day at speed.I wonder whats up with that?
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27196 NEXT>27200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought its supposed t be flat,not slanted?
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Flat yes.By the way,I contacted this fellow and he says the truck has only 4500 miles on.it.But it does have a Chevy
6 cylinder,if he knows what he's looking at.He seems certain
that it's not a Jeep 230,if he's ever even seen one.
SUBJECT>Slave receptacle hook up POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a slave receptacle from Meco but the cables are short.The ground won't reach the
frame (at the engine mount),and the positive won't reach the batteries.By the way,this is
how the manual says to hook it up.Would it be okay to ground it on the body and simple
connect the positive lead to the starter switch?Just wondering.I'm no genious with
lectricity.Thanks.
Steven (aka Bubba)
SUBJECT>Re:Slave receptacle hook up POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27201 NEXT>27234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would work
i ended up buying a gamma goat one......
bobby has his on the drivers rear cab section.i bought 2 trucks that had it there
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>27148 NEXT>27270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As was stated earlier in the thread,the electric motor on the plow pump would not
survive very long.You'd be better off adapting the belt-driven pump to the snow plow
valve body.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Lee,is that you on ebay?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27210 27224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
You trying to get rid of 4 axles and a pto on ebay?I'd like to have one set.Is tony going to
be headed over to cross city in the near future?Later.
Steven
SUBJECT>why cant i stop ?no breaks?help POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27215 27216 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i have to pummp the pedal like 4-5 times then it stops normal ??/i have blead the lines
and master sillender ,the system has mo leaks .what now"
SUBJECT>stering arms bushings ?any replacements /?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:14
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.my tie rods for stearing the bushings are wore out and the
strearing is realy slopy lots of
play!i want power stearing but i need neew bushings first any thing swop out or ?????
SUBJECT>hydrolic stearing any info!POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:17
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am thinking of puting a full hydro steer on my rig and i would like some pointers ,
running 44x19.5s
SUBJECT>any one found a cheep rollon bedliner that works!POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:19
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to do the hole rig in and out
SUBJECT>motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge
la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
after some math i have determined that with 4.56 gears,and a STOCK np200 and my
motor/tranny swap on-road at 80mph i will be no worse off than stock truck rpm through
the np200.id like to hear from those who are running high rpm's and stock transfer cases.
as a np205 swap seems involved,or can anyone using a divorced np205 give me some
pointers?
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,is that you on ebay?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27204 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tony sure is.i talked to him last week.if you want ill let you have all 4 for 350
SUBJECT>I need a disk break conversion for my rig?POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i saw a bolt on conversion but it ment that i would have to machine my hubs is there any
conversion that is bolt on that dos not need any machine?
SUBJECT>is there a break booster that will got to stok master cylinder POSTER>Heath
Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at
5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what break master cylinders will convert over if any .what modifications do i need ?
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27209 NEXT>27226 27227 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm interested in the same topic,hopefully we will get some good input
SUBJECT>original hard top for sale...POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:35
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a original hard top for sale and it is in good condition its on my rig now i have
taken it off several times im going with a full roll cage and wont need it any more has
back glass (plexy glass)original glass seal good shape reusable .it has 3 coats of paint .
any questions contact me im in lawton oklahoma (580)351-1909
SUBJECT>Re:why cant i stop ?no breaks?help POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tighten the brake shoes until there's a slight audible drag.If that dosen't fix it,most likely
the master cylinder is shot.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:why cant i stop ?no breaks?help POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pull one of your wheels and drums off.
Look over the adjuster(between the bottom of the shoes)and the slot behind it(there
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should be a rubber plug in the slot).
Rotating the toothed knob on the adjuster will either spread the pads apart or allow them
to pull closer together.You want to spread them apart but not yet.
pop the plug out of the slot and find a screw driver that you can stick through it and rotate
the knob.
Now reinstall the drum and give the adjuster a couple of cranks until the you can feel the
pads slightly drag while spinning the drum.It will probably be a pain and take forever if
they havent been adjusted for a while.You need to do this to all four corners.
The only reason I want you to diassemble the hub is so that you can see what your trying
to do before hand.It will be easier for you once you see the mechanics of it.If you have
never had the hubs off,now would be a good time to pull them all anyway.Check the
thickness of the pads and make sure the rivits that hold the lining on are not cutting into
the drum.Also check the wheel cylinders to make sure there is no leakage.
Good Luck Heath
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Let's just try this again...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bumpr
i like the way you think.drooping just seems to be bad for everthing,tires,eyes,breasts,
etc.i say no to droop..krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Back to retirement POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27176 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lookin good Al
SUBJECT>Re:OK one more POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 6:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you missed a spot!!ha ha ha
not really.it looks good enough to eat off of.
SUBJECT>Re:Dont forget about axle wrap!POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 8:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27168 NEXT>27296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the bottom two springs are the ones that keep axle wrap to a minimum.....BUT,our
springs are so stiff anyways i'm not sure if it would even matter.Also the bottom leafs
dont have as much leverage as the top ones so taking them out will lower the vehicle but
it wont increase articulation as much as if you removed leafs from about two to three
leafs up from the bottom.I removed two out from the middle of the pack in the rear
springs and my RTI score jumped from a measly 92 to a 610!
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:126 to 111 wheelbase POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using a plasma cutter it does pretty good.And I'm using different axles that are a little
easier to get parts for and maybe the housing will be different
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27198 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will just wait for the dummy light to come on!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Thats one small aspect of Droop.POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 September 2003,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27173 NEXT>27250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sounds like if you run into that one particular situation then you might be of some
benifit,BUT other than that Droop or "articulation"is not only for traction assistance!!it
also helps the vehicle ride more predictable,Especially on the crest of an uneven hill
ascent or decent,or going over obstacles.Drop offs or bumps that lift a front or rear tire
off the ground a foot or so wothout droop.,with lots of droop,yes the tire is just barely on
the ground,but it still has a small load on.if you didnt have droop and the tire was a foot.or so off the ground it
teters precariously on the vehicles fulcrum untill enough weight
gets transfered to the front or the rear then..SLAM!It's not as smooth of a RI E.I'm all
for articulation.NO lots of articulation dosent make an asesome trail rig,but it inhances
off road capability when combined with other factors,larger tires,lockers and so on.
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:Lee,is that you on ebay?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
September 2003,at 3:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27204 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are talking about the ones with red diff.covers it is not Lee.
SUBJECT>Re:any one found a cheep rollon bedliner that works!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>27208 NEXT>
27286 LINKNAME>Porkchop's Pen
LINKURL>http://members.fortunecity.com/porkchopsredfsj
I have used Durabak.I like it.It held up to the hot AZ sun for two years and is now
holding up to the NC humidity.It comes in many colors and can be either rolled on or
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sprayed.It is around $100 a gallon (depending on color).I did the out side of my wag,
that took two gallons and the inside took a gallon.I have recomended it many time to the
guys at IFSJA.org and they are also happy with it.Just make sure that you add the
accelerator the way the say.You can check out my web site for some info on it (Link is at
the bottom).
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27213 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may luck out using the 200 with 4.56's.With that big jump in gearsets the rpm will
drop quite a bit...less revs,more accecptable heat levels in the xcase,longer seal life.I
would definatle TRY a stock 200 with 4.56's before swapping out IF a rear accessory
(like a winch)is not needed to be driven via PTO from xcase.
The 205 isn't all that bad a swap.You'll need divorced dodge or chevy case and make
sure it has a heavy boss on it inbetween the input and front drive output to be drilled or
drilled larger to facilitate mounting.I used a stock passenger side 205 hanger,the stock
200 passenger side hanger,bent the 205 one down to meet and overlap the 200's stock
mount and welded them together.Passenger side mount is done.I then took a piece of
1/2"x 3"and bolted it,with rubber donuts,to the front xcase member and straight back to
the rear one.I used this DIRECTLY UNDER THAT HEAVY CASTING BOSS and
made two 1/4"tabs to infront of and behind that boss and bolted the case to that added
1/2"x 3"piece and the tranny was in.I did make one more mount,though I doubt is
necessary,going from a bottom output housing bolt to the 1/2"x 3"piece.I have worked
the truck HARD since this install with no problems.NO driveshaft changes.The
difference was like 1/4".I know Wayne had some problems with the correct yokes,I used
the ones that were on it when I bought it and I guess lucked out there.They're the same.style as the NP200 yokes.My
biggest reason for the change was the addition of a PTO
rear winch and I needed a PTO port on the xcase.I don't 'wheel'on rocks hard enought to
require a twin stick set up,so I used a factory single pull shift design for the 205 and
hooked it up to one of my stock 715 levers.
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27213 NEXT>27254
27271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee &Darek,
I've had the 200 and the 205 and can tell you the 205 is far better.At just 55 my 200's
sounded like they were at their max.I think pushing 65 or 70 would quickly overheat
them and possibly even tear apart the inside.
When I drove my 715 for 3 hours at 55 it ate up all 3 of the 200's drive seals.They were
only about 2 weeks old.
Tom and a few others here have done the divorced 205 swap and said it wasn't any more
difficult than fabbing a coulple of brackets.
I run a mated 205 and fabbing the brackets for it were only an afternoon's work.
The only drawback is that you loose your e-brake in the deal.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS is a crack...or 2...or 3...let's just say,BOOM!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27195 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't wait for synthetic underware.
SUBJECT>Re:THIS is a crack...or 2...or 3...let's just say,BOOM!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$1000 hmmm what is the price these days for aluminum by the pound???
Cause that is scrap friends...scrap I tell ya...
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:I need a disk break conversion for my rig?POSTER>PaulC
EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27211 NEXT>27233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't seen any other disc brake conversions kit out there for the M715.I plan on doing
my own when I get the chance,my plan is to send all four hubs off to Moser Engineering
and have them weld up the original stud holes and then redrilled the bolt pattern for 8 on
6.5.This way will allow me to use easily sourced Chevy rotors all the way around and a
pattern (that I have already)for the backing plates for Dana 60/14 bolts slightly modified
to fit the Dana 70 rear and Dana 60 front.The cost for the filling and redrilling is $75 per
pair of hubs plus shipping.Also figure in the cost of rotors calipers,32 studs and lug nuts..Also this will allow
the use of standard eight lug wheels and tires.
Paul C
SUBJECT>Re:oil presure POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 September
2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27198 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When my 715 ran,it was 60 psi.
The M725 also runs 60 psi.
SUBJECT>15 inch rims?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone running 15 inch rims?if so what backspace?
Only reason I ask is that a friend is going to buy/trade one of my 715s and he has a fairly
new set of 35 16 15 boggers he wants to run on it.He has 4 15x10 ag rims from another
project that could have a center welded into them but the drum to rim clearance looks
tight on the front.anyone tried something similar?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I need a disk break conversion for my rig?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27230 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doc Smith recently put disks on his truck.'DRSMITH'would be who to search for..
SUBJECT>Re:Slave receptacle hook up POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought one of those...short cables....
I went to the battery shop here and had them make the longer ones needed to correct to
the right points.At the junction,I used a short bolt,lockwasher,nut to join them and heat
shrink with electrical tape over the top to protect.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Will-long story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27194 NEXT>27240 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Funny story about campfires-I was weed eating my lawn last week and my hippy
neighbor had a bonfire going in his field (not the neighbor who's dogs I shoot,the other
one).He's a bartender and usually good for a cold beer,so I wandered over.It was 90
degrees and about 8 at night,but I had a hankering for a beer that couldn't be avoided.I
made the small talk for the appropriate amount of time before asking him if he had a cold.one I could borrow and
then he went into a long story about how he and his old lady had
been having problems and how they were headed for divorce and so he had quit drinking
all togheter 3 months back.I was suckered in then and so I tried to be sensative and listen.
His old lady had gotten all medicated up on Paxil to try and be a nicer person,and he quit
drinking and all was working itself out and then he got home early one day and got the
mail and found a bank statement in just her name from a bank he didn't recognize and the
balance was about $9K.He asked her about it and she admitted that she had been
siphoning off the families income and was saving up to a point where she could leave him
and start her own life with their 2 kids.(I imagine this was a shocker to him since I was
mildly suprised and it didn't even happen to me)Anyhow,it was hot as hell around that
fire and he didn't have jack to drink so I suggested we head across the field to my shop
and he could see my new motor and drink some Kool-aide.We looked at the motor and
he agreed it was fine piece of machinery and then we talked some more about how his
wife is a bitch and then it was 9 and my bed time,so we wrapped up the conversation and
left the shop.Now my shop and his house are about 1/4 mile away from each other with
my house,a pond,and a field in between.We opened the front door and we could hear
his wife screaming at the top of her lungs how she was going to kill him and all sorts of
other stuff.He just laughed and asked if I thought he was joking earlier when he said she
was crazy.
Their house is now for sale.I never did get my beer,but when I got back to my house I
spent a good 3 minutes telling Jean Ellen just how much I appreciate her and how great
she is.
Your name,however,was never mentioned at the fire.I made that part up.Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27238
27239 27247 27260 27261 27277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How close together are they in age?
The reason I asked is Anna is 2 months old now,but Jean Ellen acted like I was crazy last
night when I suggested we start trying for our 2nd.
What's the normal time frame?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Truck on ebay POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27196 NEXT>LINKNAME>scroll down,several pics
LINKURL>http://http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/operator/chapter1section4.html
Here's pics from the manual of it slanted.Maybe for radio installation (for better viewing
of controls?)And yes,the batteris do fit,I tried.Not original batteries,but big civi truck
batteries...MAybe flip it for drainage when running topless?I dunno.....SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than
one kid..POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
leave the milk alone,it's turning your brain to mush.
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it is best to get the first one walking and out of diapers before having the next.jean won't
have to carry 2 and deal with diapers.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27236 NEXT>27241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Garrett April 19th 1995
Evan Dec 19th 1998
Stuart Dec 16th 1999
Garret is from a previous marriage so I have him one night a week and on every other
weekend plus some extra days (not enough).
Stu and Evan are glued together 90%of the time and if one goes with the wife and one
with me,they are concerned with where the other one is.It is really pretty neat how close
they are as the bond they have will last forever.They are going to the same preschool now
but on different days.This is helping them become more independant of each other.They
do not cry or anything like that when they are apart,but mention the other during
conversation just enough to let you know they are thinking of the other.The point in time
where Evan was 3 a Stuart was 2 really made me wonder what I had gotten myself
into.So much energy and one of them was always into something or upset about
something.Now that they are going on 4&5 it has become much easier.Wouldn't change it
for anything and the older is a good warning for what the other will be like in a year or
so.Can't wait till they start driving.Told the wife they are going to carpool to school
together in the deuce,all three of them.Big,heavy,solid structure,cant go very fast.So in 8
or 10 years if you here of a kid in Newton Iowa driving a deuce over a row of cars in the
school praking lot,feel free to give me a call.I'll try to act disappointed with them while
I'm taking pictures.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Will-long story POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27235 NEXT>27244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That almost brought tears to my eyes,But then I got to thinking about the source.If you
want a beer,Hell I will send you another one.
Thanks for my name not being brought up.That makes me feel better.
I am going to try to get a truck and trailer to pull Blue up there,maybe talk to John
Summers to see if he has any leads on one and can go.Sorry to hear about your hippie
neighbor.Does that mean that you are gonna let your hair grow long and forget to shave to
fit in with some of the Missi/Tenn Folks..Will
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27239 NEXT>27242 27243 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bernadette November 8,1995
Jacinta August 12,1997
Raymond August 18,1998
Mariana September 6,1999
Note how close the last 3 are....a lady at work once asked about the kids ages and when I
told her she said,"How could you do that to your wife?"I declined the opportunity to
show her how I did it...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27241 NEXT>27246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
laughed so hard I blew snot out my nose on that one
lshibsomnoto for you B
Yo brute,you gonna make it to VPW this month.I still need a bearing retainer for a
LU4,Just figured I'd wait till you went so I could shake your hand while I'm there.
I think I have two extra T-98s now.I'll make sure the guy thats buying the truck doesn't
want it.If so you can have it for free,Odometer shows 17000 miles on it.The buyer wants
to put a auto in it and I don't need two extras.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27241 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,basically last night I made a mistake by agreeing to her terms?
Brute,interesting names there.Alot of shortening going with them,or are you just taking
the extra time to say it all?
I wanted 4 or 5 kids,but here in Mississippi if you have that many you are forced to
switch religions to Catholic and you guys do too much kneeling for me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Will-long story POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27240 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's actually cue-bald bald..I expect to see you there,I don't care how-just be there.Worse case scenario I think
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you
should drive up here with Connie in the Family Roadster and they you ride with me in the
715 whilst Connie rides with Jean Ellen in our grocery getter.I think you're the only one
who could stand 5 hours in a 715.
That's all for this thread,I'm tired of scrolling down.
-B.
SUBJECT>To that guy I mailed the pitman arm to-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27268
27287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't remember who you are,but those Frapachinos haven't arrived and I just wanted to
make sure that you sent them to the right address.If you could e-mail me and let me
know then I'd appreciate it.
If you didn't mail them yet then let me know to so that I can stop greeting the mailman at
the curb.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27242 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds great to me...cept for the snot part...
Will let you know when...got a wedding coming up on the 26th...might have to squeak it
in the first week of October....will see.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27236 NEXT>
27249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
{Jeaner,voice on}BRIAN,YOU TRY PUSHING A GOLF BALL OUT YOUR BIR
HOLE AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WANT TO DO IT AGAIN!!!{Jeaner,voice off}
SUBJECT>Name this truck?POSTER>Jeepkaiser EMAIL>Jeepkaiser@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello
I posted pics of Frankenstein on the Yahoo club M725,can you name the model?I am
not trying to advertise that club was just easy to post them there and its a hint to the
model.
SUBJECT>Cumin (it's a Spice)POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27247 NEXT>27253 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.{Brian's hysterical voice on}WHAT THE HELL,3 MONTHS AND YOU WANT ME
TO WAIT ANOTHER 2 MINUTES TO PUT ON A RUBBER?!?!?DON'T YOU
WANT ANOTHER BABY ANYHOW?{Brian hysterical voice off}
Bird hole?Is that a northern phrase?
On a completely unrelated subject-doesn't Katie have a burning need to birth children?
Has she expressed an interest in having a baby girl?It seems to me that all women want
little girls while most men want a son.If Katie hasn't brought up the subject then.....it's no
reflection on how temporary she feels you kid's relationship is....really.
I'm in a good mood-last night I got home-made brownies and ice cream to eat whilst I
watched CSI,then this and that happened,then today the coffee was extra good,work has
been easy,all that crap I wrote you about got worked out (for the better)and then tonight
I get to go to a Southern Funeral where they feed you.It's gonna be me eating and eating
and then getting a to-go box.Tomorrow Jean Ellen suggested that I go wheeling with
some friends to relieve stress.
I feel like an alcoholic who's gotten a new lease on life!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thats one small aspect of Droop.POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27223 NEXT>27295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear what you are saying,and of course it has merit.I agree that having the tire drooped
to or near the ground would provide some dampened re-loading onto that corner once
equalibrium tetters you back that way.On the other hand,if we are talking about stability
in precarious situations,one MAY be better having the drooped wheel drop a bit then
stabilize.Having it boinging around (no,not much because of the shocks...)could
introduce some element of unpredictability.I'm not saying in any way that the 2~3 inches
of wheel travel I have is ideal for rock crawling or any non-flat terrain,we all know better
than that.I'm of the mind that one can go overboard to the other extreme and pay just as
big a penalty.
Oh,and we don't pop driveshafts apart from over-extending...:)
Good point made,and thanks for the reply.
Bob
SUBJECT>off topic -South Park POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>27252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about you folks,but there is no way I can ever attach a "smiley"or
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"emoticon"to a posting ever again without thinking of last night's episode of South Park!
HA HA HA!!!!!!!!
Brian S -check your mail..(no frapawhatever,your e-mail!)
SUBJECT>Re:off topic -South Park POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:04 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27251 NEXT>27255
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which one was it?
SUBJECT>Re:Cumin (it's a Spice)POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27249 NEXT>27257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say get them over and dune with...that way when they hit 18 its real quick and they is
out of the house.
Linda 22,Joe 21,Kathy 19,Sam 18.First two are on their own and can't wait to get rid of
the last two...lol
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27227 NEXT>27266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock emergency brake can be adapted to the 205 with some minor fabrication and
lathe work,Joe/IA's truck was done in 92(?)hasn't had any problems I know of.
SUBJECT>Re:off topic -South Park POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27252 NEXT>27273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...had the National Marlon Brado Look Alike club featured in it.Cartman was messaging
and got the wrong response...I intentioanlly left the initials out so we don't get hits by
guys looking for "the other"club...
SUBJECT>ually Jeep One Ton J-series Pics/Info WANTE POSTER>Scrounger
EMAIL>sterlingworth16@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamest9KWlPdE PREVIOUS>NEXT>27274
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please e-mail me directly if you have any pictures of or information leading to the
location of any Jeep J-series one ton dually truck.Most were sold as Cab and Chassis,
flatbeds,stake beds or had wrecker conversions.They were introduced under Kaiser and
continued through AMC production.I have a few pictures and would like to obtain more
for the purposes of building a registry.Since you M715 guys know all about unique
trucks in the Jeep history I am hoping you may have come across one somewhere.
Thanks,
sterlingworth16@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:Cumin (it's a Spice)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27253 NEXT>27263
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try again to convince her..It seems that she just won't listen to reason sometimes:
"If you're a stay at home mom then I should have a veritable feast for dinner every night
seeing as how you have the time."
"YOU have to shoot this dog,what if I'm not home and there's one chasing the sheep?"
"Don't kill that snake,it's a king snake."
"Since your mom is the one who always swims in our pool YOU need to be the one who
cleans it."
"I need a front locker,stop spending so much getting your hair cut so I can buy it."
"Why should Anna brush her teeth,they're baby teeth and as such they're doomed to fall
out anyhow."
I could go on and on.....
SUBJECT>Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27259
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was talking with BumpR and it has been mentioned that a Frequently Asked Question
section would be nice.Not only to help out the new guys,but to keep the redundant posts
down.
I mean seriously,you added a section to advertise Vintage Power Wagons,can't this be
done?
If you could make it in bold,red letters too-maybe 36 point font.
Glad you care,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27258 NEXT>27276
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see that just after I posted that you added the FAQ.Can you work on making the link
bigger and maybe a new color?
You're doing good so far,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>gonz EMAIL>
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DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27236 NEXT>27262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 8 month old twins.They're a blast,but it's pretty hard on the wife with me being at
work all day.I wouldn't change a thing,but spreading out the age for diapers,feeding,etc
would make the missus'time a little easier-gonz.SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Brian
Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27261 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So what I'm hearing is just stuff about the woman's problems.
As such I can see no drawback.
All your thoughts have been helpful.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Cumin (it's a Spice)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27257 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad you had a fun night.Mine was hell.Found out the CAT must have layed on one side
for a long time and hydraulic locked itself on engine oil.I had to turn it over with an
exhaust valve open to pump it out.What...a...pain.
Then I came home and Katie had made some chili and life was good again.
And no,neither of us are rushing in rugrats.
And I'm not sure where bird hole is derived from nor do I want to hear what you can do
with a tic-tac.
I vote to give Jeaner some time then hit her when she's distracted again.
SUBJECT>Re:Name this truck?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like an M725 to me.
Looks like someone cut above and behind the doors,added a service body from another
military truck and fabricated a new top and cab rear bulkhead.Maybe the ambulance
body took a beating from a tree falling on it or something?
Did you get a look inside?Do the cab roof and back wall of the cab look homemade?
Anyway,that's my guess.
Anybody recognize the service body?
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27232 NEXT>27284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Doug,I am running homeade 15"rims.They are chevy 15x7 and I am running
36 in
buckshots.So whatever the backspacing is on them that is what I am running.
Let me know if you need more info and I will pull one and measure.Will
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27254 NEXT>27269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a lathe?i really want to reuse the ebrake
SUBJECT>Out of Town -Re:Gas Tank POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
September 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27285
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been out of town this week -sorry for the delay.The gas tank was brand new when I
got my truck and I drove it about 500 miles before I switched it to propane.I want $150
for it.It has everything except the straps -I used those to hold up an air tank.I'll also send
the gas cap,and the rubber filler neck with its mount.It's the stock-type tank with a 24-
volt sending unit,not sure if the sending unit works or not.Buyer pays shipping.I also
have two seats that have been newly recovered that I'll take $125 for both.
Thanks,
Wout
SUBJECT>Re:To that guy I mailed the pitman arm to-POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27245 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Brian is in Texas right now.I know he had the intent of shipping you some
frappawhatevers but he's been preoccupied with looking at a house.I'll whip him for you
when he returns.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a divorce 205 in my back yard with an E-brake that's IDENTICAL to those on our
trucks,also the shift linkage is identical.Moral:They are out there,keep looking.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch POSTER>Bill Maynard
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EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27203 NEXT>27298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The plow pump I am talking about is belt driven,nothing electrical involved,just the
pump where you put the hydraulic fluid and a pulley for the belt.It was for the older type.plows with push-pull
controls,no electricity needed.
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27227 NEXT>27278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't get this -I drove my first M715 on a daily basis,a full 60 MPH on the highway
and did this for 5 years or more.Sure my gearboxes whined and screamed,but nothing
burned out and no seals went bad.I've not found anything wrong with the 200,other than
the fact that the way the gears are cut it's just going to be noisy.
SUBJECT>Re:hydrolic stearing any info!POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
September 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27207 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your only running off road my set-up will work fine.I used a charlynn vavle from a 410
Massey combine,or something like that.find a place to mount it,make an adapter to your
steering shaft,I used a stock cadillac saginaw powersteering pump,and made up four
lines.That's it,can turn 53"radial tires that weigh in at 300+pounds each plus rockwells
with one finger setting still.Of course I could do that w/the power assit I had set up as
well...and it was street legal and eaiser to make (you have to have power steering
already).let me know if you want to know about tapping the steering gear box for power
assist and I'll get you to some links.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:off topic -South Park POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27255 NEXT>27327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cant say that i have seen that one.Ill have to keep an eye out for it.I saw some funny ass
Family guy eppisodes today though..
SUBJECT>Re:Dually Jeep One Ton J-series Pics/Info WANTED POSTER>Recycler
EMAIL>GSHJeep@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 7:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27256 NEXT>27314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one that used to be a tow truck.I recieved it from a friend who used the boom and
winch on his M715 to make a tow vehicle for his business.The J-3000 cab is rusted
beyond repair,but the 327 V-8 still purrs.It's a tough old unit,even though she has been
cannibalized for a lot of different parts,she still operates in the yard pushing deadlined
vehicles around.I had considered placing the powerplant in a M715,but its just another
"round tuit"at this point.
I don't know that much about this particular truck's history,other than what my friend told
me.It was a tow truck at a Fairfax,Va.repair shop until the early 1980's,when he bought
it and used it until the body wasted to nothing.It did seem to be a "upscale"truck,with a
factory padded dash,AC,power steering,inside cab light,and padded floor mat.I believe
that it is a '68,but I could be wrong.I don't have any pictures to post,but I'll take some
and put them on when I get them..SUBJECT>WHERE CAN I FIND AN ORIGINAL RADIATOR?POSTER>Recycler
EMAIL>GSHJeep@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 September 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'restoring an ex-fire dept.M-715 that was used as a parts truck to keep the main unit
rolling.It's missing the radiator,and so far the only one I've found is a new one for $400.
at White Owl Parts in N.C.,and Vintage Power Wagons still doesn't know what he
actually has,and the used ones that I've seen are usually toast!Does anyone have a better
alternative to modifying a Wagoneer radiator to work?
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 3:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27259 NEXT>27293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.have you been smoke'in that illeagle shit again?The "new"FAQ section you are
refering to has been there for the three years that I have been on this board.It would be
nice if it was on top and in bold letters though.Maybe just FAQ on one line and the
M715/M725 on a second.As always,great job Jon.And as usual B.put down the mind
altering substance -you can't have that many more brain cells to lose!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-you guys with more than one kid..POSTER>Pat Kelley
EMAIL>Fordelmo@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 4:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My first kids were 20 months apart,that was over 20 years ago.The twins...well they
came at the same time,there 18 months!!
SUBJECT>Re:motor swaps and people re-using the np200
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,6
September 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27271 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,you are one of the lucky ones.Mine over heated in the morning Tucson desert
doing 60 for two hours.It was not even hot outside yet.Someday when I catch up on all
my jeep projects,I will pull the 200 and rebuild it.I'm curious what I will find inside for
wear potential rust damage ect...Of course I will post an abnormally long message about
it....
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SUBJECT>hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>NEXT>27280
27283 27329 27332 27333 27435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,I have a m725 that I use to transport gear (amps,drums,etc)for my band.It has a
small block chevy in it and has been very reliable.For the last year,this has been my
daily driver and it has gained loads of support and publicity for my band "Lieutenant
Dan".I was talking with the guys the other day and they can's wait to use the ambulance.when we start touring out of
state (this will probably start happening within the next
year).Thus far,the furthest show has taken us 450 miles away and at that distance I was
nervous.So this brings me here,to the oracle of m715 knowledge...
I was thinking about making the m725 2 wheel drive for all of that highway driving.
Yeah..thats right..strip out the T-case,get a longer driveshaft,throw a GM 700r4 tranny
in,maybe a set of taller gears in the rear,and some highway friendly tires.Any thoughts
on this?Will I be banned from the m715zone for life?:)
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>roger EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>27300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To each his own!
It's yours...do what you wish.I'd consider swapping the rear end for a 14 bolt.I'm not sure
what you'd do for the front.Are you consdiering just leaving a front drive axle in place
that is not connected?I don't like that idea.
I have to wonder what you feel the advantages would be of making it 2wd.If it where me
and I was going to put a new tranny in already,as well as take out the np 200;i'd consider
swapping in a mated tranny and t-case of choice along with axles from a 3/4 ton chevy.I
picked up my last 14 bolt and dana 44hd for $300.It has been said that the dana 44hd
front axle is just as strong as our dana 60 closed knuckle axles.This way you will already
have a higher gear ratio,ability to run 8 lug wheels,disc brakes front and easily able to
have disc on the rear.
just my .02...that's not worth much!
roger
SUBJECT>Re:WHERE CAN I FIND AN ORIGINAL RADIATOR?
POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 September
2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27275 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have one that came out of my truck.I will send you an e-mail.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:350,000 MILE 6.2 POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27000 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Smash
My 6.2 had 380,000 miles on it when I pulled it out of a van.All I did was put on a new
injector pump,injectors and timing chain set.It is still running strong in my M715.
I believe the GM owned Detroit Diesel built the 6.2's and 6.5's.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,6 September
2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>27301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
Your rig is one nice,clean looking rig and I doubt that you go offroading much just
because she is to darn nice to bounce off trees and cover with mud as I do to mine.So
going to a two wheel set-up may be a much more plausable way for you keep using your
rig the way you desire.
That said,I would urge you to entertain all options before castrating the nuts off such a
manly truck.Check into using a 700r4 and maintaining the 4wd or even a t56(sweet).I'm
sure there are many ways to go about this and keep the 4wd drivetrain.Maybe just do a
gear swap or swap in some axles with taller gears and disk brakes.I have a set of axles
with rims from a 79 chevy blazer with 3.08 gears that I would trade or sell.$100 for both
+shipping.Or trade and split shipping.Just consider all options.I'll measure them to see if
it would be a easy swap.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27265 NEXT>27310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Will,I take it you maintained the 715 bolt pattern and just welded centers in
them?Thats what we want to do.
Thanks for the input,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Out of Town -Re:Gas Tank POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27267 NEXT>27297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wout,
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Do you still have the tank?I'm interested.If you still have it and want to sell it,could you
send me picture?Thanks.Steven
SUBJECT>Re:any one found a cheep rollon bedliner that works!POSTER>Bill
Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27225 NEXT>27294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used Herculiner on the rockers on my Chevy ZR2 and it seems to be holding up
well.The bed is Rhino lined and the Herculiner looks just like the Rhino and seems as
durable.A little over $100 a kit with a gallon.You would probably need another quart to
do an 8 foot bed.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at
3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27245 NEXT>27316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That is me I bought a home in Texas and I have the Frapps and the box to send to you I.should be back to the house
in a couple of days and you will have the girly drinks,,,I
want to thank you so much for getting me that part and I will keep my promise.
SUBJECT>wanted !!!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
by chance,do any of you happen to have or know someone who may have engine mounts
for a 360 from a 78-79 wagoneer?when i got rid of my donor vehicle,i didn't even thank
bout cutting them off the frame to use and now i'm in a bind for my engine swap.i
believe that i can use them and attach them to our frame,via the mounts from the shocks.
any help would be greatly appreciated.please let me know,i'm sh@t up the creek with no
paddle)-:
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:wanted !!!POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 7:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>27288 NEXT>27308 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a set still on an '83 Wagoneer that no longer needs them.It had been crushed and I
salvaged the engine and transmission from it.Let me know if that would help.I don't
know what the dif bwtn '78-'79 &'83 might be.
Jim
SUBJECT>m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 8:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27291 27292 27305 27331 27417 27430
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.fourwheeler.com/featuredvehicles/5063/
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 65?
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>27302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Typo or not,nice truck!
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27276 NEXT>27303 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-B,I have a program I can e-mail you thats just for you,its called "old people".It gives.you an icon in your quick
launch that brings up a 2.5 in.magnifing glass.;)
SUBJECT>Re:any one found a cheep rollon bedliner that works!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27286 NEXT>27309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put Herculiner in the tub of my 49 willys 2 years ago.I like it.I put it on alittle thicker
than what it said to and it muffled alot of road noise as well.If you damage it you can
touch it up really easy.DO NOT USE HIPPO LINER!!It likes nice but it doesn't last.
Take your time on the prep work it will pay off.
TONY
SUBJECT>Weight and tire pressure POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 10:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By pulling a couple of springs out of the pack you also will make it compress easier.If
one tire is down in a hole while the other is on a rock you pivot the axle.My 49 Willys
has more travel in the rear than some competition rigs I've watched.When your axle
pivots from droping and/or compressing a spring your tire can rub on the inner wheel
wells.Having the flex makes a big difference on the trail.I haven't gotten to play in a 715
yet but I drive my willys every day.It has no lockers and I have completed trails that
locked up rigs have turned around or rolled down because I hardly ever lift a tire.The
weight of the trucks axles will help your tires grab when they are drooping.Lowering the
pressure in the tire will allow it to wrap onto rocks and can make a huge difference in
traction.It also will make it ride smoother because they will absorb some of the bounce.
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~TONY
SUBJECT>Simple solution to axle wrap!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6 September 2003,at 10:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27220 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On sprung over soft suspension rigs I've had good luck with putting a piece of plate steel
between the spring perch and the spring.I make them the width of the spring.They
extend under the spring pack.The lenght depends on the spring curve.I usually jack the
body up about 2 inches.The plate is cut off where it is about 2 inches from the spring.I
put a set of bump stops at the end.I try to use the ones made from poly that are about 2"
tall and solid.When the body is lowered the bump stops will push against the spring.It
works like training wheels,when it twists the plate pushes and provides support.I haven't
used anything less than 3/8"plate.Even better if you could find a piece of straight spring.
I wouldn't try it on a monoleave.
~TONY
SUBJECT>Re:Out of Town -Re:Gas Tank POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
7 September 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27285 NEXT>
27299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a digital camera,but I'll try to do that in the next couple days.If I have to
have film developed and then scan a pic it might be a while.Sorry about that..SUBJECT>Re:MileMarker hydraulic winch
POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then that would probably work well.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:Out of Town -Re:Gas Tank POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 6:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Give me a call (352)375-0142 or post your number and I'll call.Where are you located?
Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>27280 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah..I'm not too fond of leaving the front drive axle disconected in place either.The
main reason I am considering 2wd is the increased fuel mileage and the fact that the less
you have,the less there is to break on the road (especially at 4am after a gig).Thanks for
your .02 on the dana 44hd.Installing one of those sounds like a step in the right direction.
I guess I'll take this one back to the drawing board for a bit.More to come later...
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>27283 NEXT>
27304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah..I really hate to castrate the beast.The 4x4 has come in handy a few times when
we've had to play shows off the beaten path.The future,however will hold alot of
highway driving from state to state,but I guess that is what lockout hubs are for eh?
Those chevy blazer axles sound promising.Thanks for the advice and for checking out
those axles.
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland
Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27292 NEXT>27311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I had an off-road 715 I'd try to build the running gear like that.Pretty stout rig.A 1965?
He obviously hasn't found this site...
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 9:54 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27293 NEXT>27317
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To Funny!
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27301 NEXT>27306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might be able to find someone who could regear your axles to 4.56 reasonably
cheaply and put lock out hubs in the front.Won't be cheap,but finding a V8 with an OD
tranny and TC won't be cheap either.
A two wheel drive M725...The horror...The horror...:-)
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice write up and a good looking jeep .I wonder if he is stuck in the water shot or just
wanted to get closer to the fish???Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,If I were you,I'd toss in a 4.10 rear out of something modern,pull the front
driveshaft and axleshafts and be done with it.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What a Weekend!POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>27114 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been ill,gonna start on the rewiring next week when the ole lady goes back to nights
(yeah !).tuttle sounds good and yes you can drive the platte,but after a couple miles it
might be boring unless you keep trying to get up the sides.
SUBJECT>Re:wanted !!!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 2:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i shot you an e-mail.let me know if you get it.thanks again...
SUBJECT>Re:any one found a cheep rollon bedliner that works!POSTER>Bill
Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27294 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,prepping is everything when it comes to that stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com.DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 5:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27284 NEXT>27315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,thats what was done.Cut the centers out of the chevy wheels and the M wheels.Get
in the sand box with a level get the rim level then get the center level tack weld it.Take it
out then weld the shit out of it.If you want I'll send you a picture.Will
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27302 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think it would be near impossible to build or work on one without this site....
SUBJECT>lee alessi,that elect.vacume pump...POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you know the year and model of the caddy it came out of?how big is it?
SUBJECT>Re:lee alessi,that elect.vacume pump...POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27312 NEXT>27419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill try and get pics tomorrow
90's caddy,and not as bigas a shoe box (it will fit in one)
SUBJECT>Re:Dually Jeep One Ton J-series Pics/Info WANTED POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 September 2003,at 11:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Recycler,
Are you willing to part with that truck?I just bought a 67 J-3000 dually tow truck.It'd be
nice to have a parts vehicle around.What's your location?
TC
Charlotte,NC
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27310 NEXT>27344 27350 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Weld the shit out off it?Did your cat shit in the sandbox?
pulled one wheel off yesterday and had a good look at it.Looks doable
(not cat doo though)Will hollar if we need more input.Thanks so much already.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27287 NEXT>27320 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Your e-thanks is nice,but some girly Frapawhatevers is what I really would like.
You know,I've never had much luch at this whole "I'll send you what you want if you
promise to send me a token thanks"thing.I think that in the future I'm gonna demand the
Frapawhatevers first.
Thanks alot,Brian From Texas,you ruined it for everyone.
{Will,this doesn't apply to you,you were almighty quick about shipping me that beer,
thanks)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27303 NEXT>27422
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,now even Bill is making fun of me.
Bill,
I'm 28 in a month,but I think what my mom always told me is true and I am,indeed,
causing myself to go blind.
Thanks,
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-B.
SUBJECT>BB715-Ron POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27324 27358 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,
I went riding saturday with a guy who had a rock buggy powered by a Ford straight 6.I
hadn't ever had any real first-hand knowledge of these motors,but I got alot of time to
work on it that day.
While my 350 thumped along,his FORD POWER (!)crapped out every 5 mintues or so.
I was the only one there who knew much about motors (sad situation)and as such had to
try and fix the piece.
In the end after we got his motor running right his power steering pump gave up and he
lost his steering on a full hydro system.It was a bear trying to tow a rig that had no
turning options.
Anyhow,I spent hours trying to wash that dirty feeling off of me.My wife said that she's
so ashamed of me that she can't look me in the eye.
Thought you'd care.
-B.
SUBJECT>CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>27328
27335 27347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The 3208 636 cubic inch V8 I bought for my deuce truck had been sitting for a LONG
time and I think for some of that time on it's side.I tried to get it to crank over and it
would stop at the same point every time...then I'd crank it backward with socket and
breaker bar.Pulled the valve covers and found the cylinder that it was stopping on and
opened the exhaust valve.The motor finally turned past that point and puked a load of
engine oil outta the manifold.Hydraulic lock is what was happening.WAY too small of
batter cables made that day a frustrating one too...like smoked them and turned them to
puddy.I was able to nab the battery drive cables off of an electric forklift being scrapped
and hooked them up.They're about as big around as my thumb and fine strand...NICE
wires.They made a ton of difference.Yesterday I put them on and cranked the engine and
it really acted like it wanted to run.We (Pop,Young Katie and I)kept cranking it until a
line from the injector system showed it was cracked.I bent a new one then gave it a tiny
goose of ether.It fired right up and then I pulled it outside.It fired again and limped for a
while.It's on a heavy wooden crate in the M105 trailer.Tightened the covers and tried it
again.Every time it seemed to pick up a bit and run better until it finally idled nice and
upon revving then completely letting off the throttle it would come back down and
abruptly stop at it's idle speed.Standing in the trailer as this thing purged itself through
exhaust manifolds nearly killed me from fumes.I thought I was gonna pass out hacking
smoke and drooling snot and tears.We'll move now to the adapter I need to make/modify
from the CAT's SAE #2 pattern to the deuce trucks #3 tranny bell pattern,then to clutch
parts,then exhuast.Debating about single or duals...single would have an exhaust brake
(and I'm really leaning this way)and the duals wouldn't.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27316 NEXT>27321 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you start on that compressor yet???
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27320 NEXT>27323 27355 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
I did.I cleaned it up saturday,and tightened the pulley nut.I held it up to the motor in
various locations util I found there it was supposed to go.It looked like the brackets you
sent me will allow it to work with my alternator still on and all.I was going to slap it on
there,but the fans you sent me draw so much juice that the battery is running low all the
time.I guess I need a bigger alternator since it's a 60 amp and the fans alone pull 30 at
start-up.
I gotta figure out how to plumb it into my bumper,how to fix up a self-oiler,how to add a
relief vavle,and all sorts of other stuff.
I was thinking of this when my neighbor came over and offered me $50 to bushhog his 2
acres.I'm gonna use the money I made to buy goats.
Thanks,.-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COOL.I was hoping they were V8,or 4.3 mounts not a smaller V6.My buddy had a
couple of 4.3's and several V8's kicking around so chances were good.
Oil the filter on the intake and search for other info.
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27318 NEXT>27325 27326 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
T-S-S-S-S-S-S-STTTT!That was harsh!
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of the funniest things I've seen someone due to an engine just happened to be the
300-6 F'in-O'ld R'usty D'odge engine.It was knocking in the top end and this one guy
says,"That's piston knock due to carbon on the tops of the pistons...pour a little water
down the intake while it's running and it breaks it up and that'll cure it."Another guy goes
and gets a large glass of water,puts up a piece of cardboard infront of the carb so the
water wouldn't get blown away from the carb.They fire the wrapping engine,run it up to
about 1500rpm and the guy...DUMPS the entire glass of water down the carb.
"WHAT!!..ARE YOU DOING!?!"One guy screaming at the other over the engine's
floundering attempt at keeping running.It took about 10 mins to straighten out
again...funny as hell.
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27324 NEXT>27330 27336 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Too harsh?
I did think it was odd that his in line 6 had the same firing order as the stock 230 in a 715.
I don't know why this struck me a weird since it should be a matter of physics.I guess it
was weird since whenever I ask anyone the firing order of a motor they always have to
know what brand.I thought it was a patent thing.
Anyhow,what's under that big plate that ran the length of the block above the distributor?
I was dying to see,but Stumpy said I couldn't take it off.
(on a side note,I tried to bring attention to the FAQ through subtle hints and got flamed.
damn.)
-B..SUBJECT>Re:off topic -South Park POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27273 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Family Guy kills me!I suppose it's a fresh break from all th ePC garbage w're forced to
ingest every day...
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>oug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE!Nothing better than breathing in a little diesel smog.Sounds like a fun project!;)
Doug.
SUBJECT>YOU SON-OF-A-BITCH POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>27434
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naaaa....I'm just joking there.I agree whith Doug,it's nice to see a 7-series used as
opposed to sitting in a field rusting.To each his own.
I'd not gut the 4wd system though,it's alot more inexpensive to remove the front drive
shaft,take out the xfer case,slap a 700R on that small block,and get a custom driveshaft
made to compensate.You can get the tranny for $600 and a driveshaft for $300.The
crossmember would be the only hard part.
This way lets you save all the 4wd stuff and when the band falls apart due to "creative
differences",drug abuse,and women troubles and you have to sell the 725 to afford your
next fix then the new buyer won't be comletely screwed.
Out of curiosity what type music is it?If it's that venom,hate stuff then I'd sell the 725
and buy a used Uhaul ven.
Good luck Ringo,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lifters.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aside from the 65,and the D70's front and rear...cool truck.
I am wondering if I know that guy...I kinda thought I knew all the 715's around these
parts...I do recall a red one like that...but the guys'name I don't recall.
SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>Jim Ferguson.EMAIL>boanerges1@mindspring.com DATE>Monday,8 September
2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you thought about a re-gearing of the front and rear-end,as well as lock out hubs
for the front?If I had the capital,I would love to have a 6.5 Turbo diesel.
I remember seeing on ebay an engine and automatic tranny combo for $1200...but this
was a while back.
I wish you the best of luck.
Rock on.
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SUBJECT>Re:hope you guys don't kill me...POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>27334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd keep the 4WD system...put lockouts on it,and an NP205 Tcase.You know you'll end
up getting stuck somewhere stupid...and then be cursing the 2WD.Put on lock outs,and
the 205,and you'd be fine.
As far as the stock axles...you are concerned about breaking down...well,when you do
break down (bound to happen in the worst of times)maybe having equipment in the truck
that's common (hd44,and 14 bolt)would benefit you.You can get parts for em almost
anywhere...and,you get the benefit of the front discs.
SUBJECT>GUT IT!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27333 NEXT>27349 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's your truck...do what you want.If,you'd throw lockouts on the front you'll lose that
drag and you'll actually be ahead of the curve by yanking the 200 now anyway.Heh,heh.
So it's two wheel drive...big deal,at least it's out there.
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27319 NEXT>27337 27454 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whats the HP and torque on that Spicer?Sounds Cool.Sticking that in the gasser(old red)?
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27326 NEXT>27345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All straight 6 engines have the same firing order,chevy,dodge,ford,jeep,gasoline or
diesel.The only one i know of with a different firing order diesel made by Issuzu,and its
worse than the Ford 300.I swear by a 6 though,assuming it has enough power for the
truck its in.My 83 Chevy has the origonal 250 in it which is still running as strong as
ever with 265,000 miles on it!.SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27335 NEXT>
27348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a non turbo and in the area of 225hp.Single turbo version is 335hp and twin and
'cooled'is 425hp.I haven't seen any torque figures yet,but it's gotta be pretty good.This
will be a direct replacement for the multifuel in Blue.It's got over 150 cubes on the
multifuel engine and about 80hp.I'm gonna build an exhaust brake for it too.I'm not sure
what will happen to Red.It may get the multifuel or I'll just store the diesel for future use.
SUBJECT>New Project....long POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Worked a deal with a friend of mine(long time jeeper)Tony,He will probably show up
here sometime.
Traded the only non moving 715 I had for a 1955 M38a1.Now I have 2 715s,1 726,1
M35a2,and 1 M38a1.
This unit is very buildable and thankfully is missing all the junk I would have had to get
rid of anyway,engine,trans,transfer case,axles and steering.
The wife went trail riding for the first time with me at MIOBI labor day weekend.She is a
nervous wreck on the hills,even the mild ones but overall enjoyed the trip a lot.There are
escape routes around most of the difficult obstacles(I prefer to call them wussy routes).
She made mention that she would like to have a jeep so that she could just follow me and
watch but not endure the the hills herself.
Now she had in mind a wrangler like Joe/IA's.No offense Joe,but thats just to nice for my
driveway,wouldn't want the neighbors to think I was going soft or something.
Well me,being me,Could not stand the thought of having a jeep that wasn't military.I
mean,the other 4 are all military,why would I want to switch now.It just wouldn't look
right parked with the rest.
It just made sense(as much sense as the rest of the jeeps make?)to trade for the
M38.Afterall I have a set of dana 44's laying on the garage floor taking up space,a 4.3 fuel
injected V-6 with less than 10,000 miles on it(a company truck that was wrecked shortly
after the new motor was installed)and a line on a SM465 with a married 205.
I told the wife about the plan and expected some resistance.Instead she is more excited
than I am.The last few evenings she has been rifling thru my stack of Jeep magazines and
quizing me on how much lift,what tire size,what rims,am I going to bob it.Wow,she is
worse than me....well not really,but close.She embraced the flatty front fender idea I had
and is coming around to the reality that it too,will be OD green.
The greatest part of it is that when we come to obstacles that have to be crossed to
continue on the trail,I will be able to do it twice.I can't see her climbing some of the
difficult hills or anything off camber,she just not comfortable in those situations.So,being
the loving husband I am,I will offer to pilot the m38 thru the tough spots for
her.Sometimes I even amaze myself with my sensitivity and patience.I think I'll remind
her again tonight how lucky she is.
Don't expect any progress photos for a while,.Have to do the kitchen first
sbc400 in my 715 second
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bob and shorten the 715 third
m38 is to be operational after these projects but before memorial day 2004.
Doug
SUBJECT>sorry guys POSTER>koobster/utah/germany EMAIL>DATE>Monday,8
September 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27341
27342 27352 27354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well it looks like Im going to have tomiss the bigg cross country convoy and fe next
summer just got a call from boss man (on tempory duty in germany)Ive got report for
duty mid may for a year at Osan Airbase Republic of Korrea :(:(:(:(
SUBJECT>Re:New Project....long POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27338 NEXT>27343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not keep it stock?Not to many M38a1 that haven't mucked up and altered.Do a
restore man and make green with white stars!
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:sorry guys POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a bummer...can you get a "space a"back for the FE...their is an old landing strip at
LBL and its Federal Land and we are basically a military related organization and....
Sorry you wont be there...maybe it will just happen to change and work out...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:sorry guys POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well that just plain sucks.But on the brighter side Korea is a fun time.And thank you for
serving.
SUBJECT>Re:New Project....long POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27340 NEXT>27346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
seats and frames............gone
axles.......................gone
engine......................gone
all steering components.....gone
trans.......................gone
transfer case...............gone
driveshafts.................gone.electrical..................cut and mangled mess
front fenders...............damaged
Stockers are way cool and for good reason.Lots of time and effort to find all correct
working parts and keep them good operational condition.If that was what I wanted I
would seek out a much better canidate for the project,not this one.This unit is basically a
good frame,decent body tub(needs floors),excellent windshield frame,excellent
hood,excellent grille.Everything has already been stripped.I'm not the slightest bit
interested in scouring the coutryside of four states to find good deals on the missing
parts.If the drivetrain was complete I might have considered it but this one is to far
dismantled to consider going stock.Plus the only parts that I do not already have are the
465/205 t&tcase.So $200 to $250 for that and I have all major components to make it
mobile,steering and brakes included.It will be green with stars but thats it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27315 NEXT>27356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny Doug,real funny
I ain't got no freaking cat.
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27336 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Funny you should mention the 300 Ford since that's what's in my 715.I was in the middle
of a ring job this weekend and dropped a piston,cracking the skirt so now I have one
large dead animal in the street waiting for the neighbors to call the city about it being
there 2 weeks.But tomorrow the new piston will be in and I'll be up and running again.
It is difficult towing a non steering vehicle.Remember that pitman arm you sent out?I
got to tow that Small Block Chevy 350 powered anchor with no steering.The pitman arm
broke because it had to spend it's life looking up at that Chevy junk.
Under that plate are lifters and pushrods.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New Project....long POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27343 NEXT>27361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's cool...didn't understand that you had only a shell.Was thinking it was more
complete.Sounds like my 73 VW beetle...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>SAE 2 to SAE 3 adapter.POSTER>Tom @Snake River
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EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27319 NEXT>27351 27365 LINKNAME>Snake.River 4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Spicer,the multifuelers commonly have an SAE 2 -3 adapter made from aluminum.
Should be available from any outfit that reriggs 2.5 and 5 ton trucks.Would Solve your
problem very easily.If you have any problem finding one give me a shout.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>Bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27337 NEXT>27364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of revs will a 3208 take cmpaired to the multifuel?
SUBJECT>Re:GUT IT!POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>27334 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree.One of the reasons I love this site is the wide differences of the 715's everyone
has.Do what fits your lifestyle.
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27315 NEXT>27353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,
When Tippy and I moved the centers on my wheels we used a front spindle and hub to
mount the center.We tacked the rims onto the centers and turned the wheels on the hubs
and checked the alignment with a dial indicator.It worked very well.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:SAE 2 to SAE 3 adapter.POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 6:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does the stock 230 have an SAE pattern of some type?it looks like one to me.but i have
never tried to measure it.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry guys POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but jesse,this may be a good opportunity for you.cause you can buy the KIA parts that fit
our trucks ship them to us and make a profit and have a new career after the USAF.
rick-wildfire
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27350 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats creative......Thanks for the tip,might end up doing it that way.Unless you guys want
to have another go at it?Heck,I'll even drive up there and drop them off.You said you had.some free time and after
all I did save that awesome spot for you guys.
Found your poncho yesterday while digging thru the Ammo box in the 715,forgot I had
it.Also have tippy's latches sitting in an envelope on my desk.Want me to send the stuff or
just bring it with me next time we go wheeling(this fall yet)?
Do you want me to check on a show bar for your truck.Nothing fancy just something to
get you thru tech.U hoop at the front of the box with a couple of legs dropped to the
wheel wells for support.I could have the guys next door bend it to fit my truck and Just
leave the welding and drilling up to you.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:sorry guys POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Koobster,
If there is an upside it would be that you will not breakdown or get stuck.I know thats bull
because youd probably rather be brokedown or stuck in a 715 anyday instead of stuck in
Korea,but thats the best I could come up with.
Thanks for serving
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27321 NEXT>27357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,with the goats and all Jeaner will be getting lonely -won't she?
(If none of your clothes have zippers at the FE I'm going right back home)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27344 NEXT>27360 27368 27416 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you have a regular cat?I've never heard of one of them there "freaking"cats.Are they
one of those high dollar breeds?
Sorry Will,poor joke.
Before I type this I want to make loud and clear that I do not promote harming animals in
anyway with the exception of hunting where I do my best effort to make the kill clean and
fast for the quarry.
Okay now,with my disclaimer out of they way.
5 or 6 years ago my wife and I were asked to cat sit a baby kitten for someone for about a
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week.I dont particularly like cats much but agreed anyway.
I was getting a glass of milk out of the fridge,I put the gallon back on the shelf and was
doing this fluid motion of stepping backward away from the fridge while turning to my.left and kind of swinging the
door shut with a guarateed amount of force to ensure that it
would close.Right as the tips of the fingers on my right hand slid off the door,I saw this
baby kitten sticking its head up to see what was in the old Kelvinator.No time to do
anything as my momentum was heading the opposite direction.Needless to say,this did
not do the kitten any good at all.It just hit the floor flopping like a crappie.Puking from
one end and craping out the other.
The wife was right there when it happened.I went to get a pistol to put it out of its misery
(I was planning on taking it outside)but the wife stopped me.She wanted to call the vet.I
thought this was a ridculous idea becuase she and I had both heard the sickening crunch
when the door shut on its neck.In my mind this thing was dead,I just needed to speed up
the progress to ease my feeling of guilt.The wife called the vet and he said to put it on a
blanket and in a box to limit its movement should it come out of the coma it was now in.I
personally thought this was cruel and felt that I should just finish it off but the wife
wanted to see if it would make it.A day and a half later the cat has not even flinched,it
was still warm but other than that you could not tell it was alive.I sit down on the sofa and
after a few minutes,that kitten just pounces up and out of that box like nothing
happened,all friskey and wanting to play.I was in total shock.
The cat is still alive and well(a very loose use of the word well)but has no depht
perception and the owners say it hasn't gave up trying to jump on and off furniture even
though it doesnt land correctly.They said that for along time it would attempt to jump on
the sofa and end up running right into the side of it.Usually falls short instead of
overshooting its objective.
Sorry but I just had to share my cat story.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27355 NEXT>27359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was too easy ron,he had to see that coming......didnt he?Maybe it's some kind of a
trap...be careful ronner.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27318 NEXT>27418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now lets see,B.is the best mechanic out there and you couldn't fix it -hummm big
suprise.But don't feel too bad B.in the last year I've not only purchased a chebby product,
but have seen a powerful chebby motor -I know,it suprised me too.As to the power
steering -you did make sure the belt was on,didn't you?Are you sure?Not to mention
that if he was running a full hydro set-up on a Ford p/s unit he was asking for trouble.
One of the smartest things gm ever did was to admit that they couldn't produce a good p/s
box and farm it out to Saginaw.
BTW that dirty feeling and your wife being ashamed really had to do with your new
girlfriend -uh -goat,didn't it?
Do you know why chebby owners are such good mechanics?.PRACTICE!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:I'm the Guy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27357 NEXT>27366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't worry Doug.Here are a few simple rules when faced with B.
1.ALWAYS keep your back(side)away from B.(avoids temptation)
2.When speaking to B.never exagerate the "a"sound -as in baaaad
3.If B.should suggest something -run away as fast as you can.
4.If you are courageous anough to ride with B.wear good walking shoes -you'll need
them.
5.NEVER,and I mean NEVER pick up the soap -just buy a new bar.
Follow these simple rules and in the event of a B.encounter you should escape relativly
unharmed,and in tact.
Excogitate this.
Ron
Did I mention not to pick up the soap?
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27356 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too eff'in cool.
BTW,how many times did you have to open and shut the 'fridge door to pull that off right
in front of the wife?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:New Project....long POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,8 September 2003,at 10:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,be glad your wife is interested.I've had a few girlfriends that didn't like four
wheeling and even running down the road topless (the jeep).Thank fully my wife loves
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the woods and once in awhile she says let me drive.So I do.Your lucky.Involve her in
her project and some day after some time behind the wheel she may ask you how to drive
up the hard side.
Run with that one....But go at her pace.Have fun building it....
SUBJECT>pics POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Monday,8
September 2003,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27363
27395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one have any pics of an M715 with 38.5 x 11.oo x 16s boggers?I looked in the
members gallery but either couldent tell or didn't see any.I just wanted to see what they.look like on an M715.
SUBJECT>Re:pics POSTER>whoopiewagon /Ky EMAIL>whoopiewagon@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 1:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27362 NEXT>27367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look in the Misc.photos,page 3 ,3rd row down ,first pic.there is a good side view of a
truck with the tires in question.
Whoopie
SUBJECT>Re:CAT 3208...RUNS!!!bs post.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 3:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27348 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same revs.They both have the top at 2600 or 2800rpm.
SUBJECT>Re:SAE 2 to SAE 3 adapter (Tom)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27347 NEXT>
27429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually...they don't.The multifuel has a pattern that is larger than the SAE #2 pattern.I
thought I was going to be in great shape when I looked under my deuce truck and saw an
adapter going from the tranny bell's #3 to the larger multifuel engine bell.The engine bell
has bolts all over the place.At a glance it looks like it would be the #2,but it's way off.I
picked up one of these anyway last week from a local surplus and figure I'll have a buddy
mill one side of it down so it's just a flat plate with no step then I'll put the #2 pattern on
it.At least having half of the bolts,and the ones that aren't through holes,is a great help.I
haven't checked to see if the multifuel bell corresponds to any other bell #'s,but I'm
positive it's not a #2.
SUBJECT>Exoginate--whoa,good one POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27359 NEXT>27376
27428 27494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I'm deeply troubled by your animosity towards me.I don't see this as a reflection on your
budding friendship,but more a temporary setback on the road to you and I having a polite
conversation at the FE whilst enjoying cold beer and a warm campfire.
I know that all the fun you poke at me about poking goats is just your way of trying to
bond with me,but you've got it all wrong-you NEVER have sex with a goat.
That's what the sheep are for.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9.September 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27363 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Whoopie...I wouldn't have known that off hand!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Classic POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27356 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cost of refrigerator:$750
Cost of gallon 'o milk:$1.99
Cost of kitten:Free for the weekend
Cost of seeing the look on Mrs.Jeepist Doug's face when he said he had the perfect tool
to fix the kitten right up and took off for the gun cabinet:
PRICELESS
(Bet no one wants to get you to watch their pets anymore.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27370 27414
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The large rubber gas fill tube to the gas tank rapidly disintegrates (cracks up into small
pieces)due to the high alcohol content of modern gasoline.Anyone have a fix for this?
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27369 NEXT>27371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have considered having a stainless piece made for most of the run...met a guy at Iola this
year who can make it so that it is 4 inch on the upper part to attach to the filler neck and 3
inch on the bottom for the tank end...problem is neoprene would be needed to connect
from the filler neck to the new piece and also at the tank end...anyone know where to get
3 or 4 inch diameter neoprene?
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By looking at the setup,since the filler neck and the tank are both mounted to the bed,
one end of the new pipe could be permanently fixed...I would think the filler neck end
and pipe could be joined pretty easy.Then only 1 connector of 3 inch neoprene would be
needed.Take off the 4 bolts on the bed side and fender and loosen the clams and it would
be off and on.Also would get away from the quirks manual problem of having the rubber
filler hose get cut by the bed side hole if the grommet is missing or misaligned.
Best of my rambling thoughts....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27370 NEXT>27372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I should be able to get the neoprene bands for that
applcation.Have two types,One just has
two hose clamps on each side and the other is similar but has a corrigated ss sleeve that
covers the entire outside surface.Get me the exact outside dimensions and I'll
check.Typically in the $5 to $15 range.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27371 NEXT>27373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pipe that stick out of the tank that it needs to mount to is 3 inches outside so
something that is 3 inch ID would be perfect.I can have the stainless pipe made in that
size as well.Let me know if you can get that and if it is neoprene than I think we are in
business.
I will send a request for a price on the filler hose...maybe I should get a spare and send it
to the guy so he can work from it...anyone have an oldie their tossing?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27372 NEXT>27374 27381 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can get them that step down from 4 to 3 also.Might make your elbow cheaper to
make.I'll check on the price of a .120 wall 4 inch SS Elbow while I'm at it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock hose starts to reduce right after the upper filler neck.Where it goes through the
bedside,it has already reduced most of the way...not sure if 4 inch would go through there
or not...
As far as the reducer from 4 to 3,that would definately make the stainless pipe easier to
make,all 3 inch with one bend...will check it out.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hydraulic Steering POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was sitting through one of my hydraulics class today and we were going over the
different types of hyd.steering that John Deere uses on their stuff and I got to thinking
about my 715.I know I have heard of it being used on these trucks,but didnt really know
what to think of it.I guess the biggest question is is it worth while?I know that it would
make steering a breeze,but is it worth the cost and all that?
SUBJECT>Re:Exoginate--whoa,good one POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:41
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27366 NEXT>27378 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brain posted:"That's what the sheep are for."
Is that a southern thing????Damn glad it doesn't happen round here.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Steering POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27375 NEXT>27382
27384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had some experience with this-
Ups are that it's a more powerful system,but not (in my opinion)any easier turning than a
saginaw box.
The downside is that if you break that belt,or get a bubble,or tear a hose you got little or
no steering.
It's also alot higher price tag than a power steering conversion.
-B.
SUBJECT>Brute POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27376 NEXT>27380 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
Just what are you implying about me?
And why are you here implying it instead of busy making the link to the FAQ about 15
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times bigger and in neon orange?
-B.
SUBJECT>WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What all do you need to get your 715 rolling?(forward motion under its own power,not to
be confused with sideways barrel like motion)
Got your ignition switch and the latches are still here on my desk.
Just make a list and I will see what I can come up with.
Just looking forward to a day when we can get together for a all 715 local trip.Tony
(buddy that bought/traded my red one)wont have his ready till next summer any way.I
think it would be a blast to have four of them down there in lovilla for a day.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,.9 September 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27378 NEXT>
27394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't know that asking a question meant implication....is that a southern thing too???
So confused,so little time...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
9 September 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27373 NEXT>
27388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There we go!Why not use aluminum instead?SS materials like that get quite expensive.
SUBJECT>One more thing B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27377 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
engine dies and thier a son of a gun to drag out off the trail.
Sheep?and to think I felt bad for what I did to the kitten.
SUBJECT>cummins motor on ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27385 27401 LINKNAME>cummins 6at
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2431232
835#ebayphotohosting
this would almost be a 100%direct drop in replacement of a stock motor,including hp
and torque
NOT MY MOTOR
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Steering POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27377 NEXT>27386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much money goes into a power steering set up?Im not sure what I will do about the
steering,but I know ill have to do something.That non power steering will get real old
real fast.
SUBJECT>Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27383 NEXT>27387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been wondering about the whole diesel conversion and which one would work the
best.I kinda have my eyes on the older cummins with the manula tranny.How well does
the diesel work with the gearing and all that?Do the stock gears work,or would I have to
replace them?
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Steering POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:17 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27384 NEXT>27391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
J truck,Wagoneer,Cherokee full size steering box will bolt right on add a P/S pump and
hoses and its done.
Less than $100 total from a parts yard
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27385 NEXT>27427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it has a redline of 3600,the stock motor is safe to about 3300.....
i was looking for this motor,but found a 4bt instead.since the redline is the same,and hp
and torque are similar,it should be about the same,but better milage
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27381 NEXT>27389 27396 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dont happen to know anyone who plays with aluminum like that...I did meet this guy
who does the stainless,he makes exhaust systems for MV's like dummers and dueces.I
did ask him about just this thing and he thought it would be in the $60 to $70 range.
Considering what the rubber ones cost,I'm on my 3rd,it is worth it already...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27388 NEXT>27393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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ill take one too.
3"elbow then to a 4"to 3"step down neoprene connector.....thats what i say we go for
SUBJECT>New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27392 27398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are as of now 8 new members pics pages and 1 page that was there with new
pictures added.Go ahead and check them out...there are a couple of stock trucks that are
really sharp looking...not to take away from the rest of course.
Have fun,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hydraulic Steering POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27386 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well that sounds like the way to go for sure.Maybe some day ill go for the hydraulic and
all that,but that will be a while....SUBJECT>Re:New Members Pics POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27390 NEXT>27400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brute4c.I sent you an e-mail with a picture of my rig about 2 weeks ago.Is that
enough time for you to get it up,or are you still working on it?
Thanks man
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27389 NEXT>27397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've found the 3.000x3.000 but the 4x3 i'm finding is 4.125x3.125
I think it would clamp down just fine But I will keep looking for the true size and post it
and prices when I find it.They are neoprene rubber.
Doug
SUBJECT>Brutus POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27380 NEXT>27406 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I stand corrected,and by the pic gallery I can see that you're hard at work making the
board all the better.
I was looking at that gallery and it occured to me that you must be so proud when you see
those names.That's alot of guys who thought enough of this page to want others to see
them as a member of it.Congratuations,my friend,that's a bunch of men you enabled to
find information that otherwise they may never have had.You're a good guy to have
started this and kept it going.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:pics POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27362 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The top picture in the Member's gallery unde Rollie715 shows my truck with 38.5 x
11.00 x 16 Boggers.Don't be confused with the height as the truck has a 4"body lift.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
9 September 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27388 NEXT>
27407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd have to agree.
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,.9 September 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27393 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would work if precise size isn't obtainable.
SUBJECT>how to get pics on this site?POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27390 NEXT>27403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what do i need to do to get the pics of my jeep on this site?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>door locks POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27412 27437 27443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody have any experiencee with using door locks from a wagoneer on the m-715
doors?i was going to see if i could do it but i didnt have enough time before i had to
leave,and now that i am out of the garage my dad wants to "clean up"(throw away
everything down there unless spoken for)so i am wandering if i should even bother
keeping the door lock stuff.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27392 NEXT>27404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see...you sent me a link to a photo...I guess I kinda forgot it cause the firewall here at
work had a problem with verizon...I have it up right now...will see if I can get it up yet
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today for ya...sorry for the delay.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27383 NEXT>27402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link keeps comming up item not found.Can you post the link with the url?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27401 NEXT>27420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33615&it
em=2431232835
or
try cummins 6at3.4 in the ebay search field.for 1000 bucks i think its pretty damn good,but they are in california
SUBJECT>Re:how to get pics on this site?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27398 NEXT>27410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send them along with any text you would like to include to me at:
brute4c@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:New Members Pics POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27400 NEXT>27405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem.Thanks man
I will e-mail you to a verison page with an addition photo,and some text.If you don't
mind including the addition photo and the text,that would be aswome.
Thank you
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27404 NEXT>27425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually it would not be a big deal...and the first one is done already...ENJOY!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brutus POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 September 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27394 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You don't know how much I appreciate the compliments....and be assured there are about
6,000,000 irons in the fire waiting for finishing touches...stay tuned.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Heres the scoop POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 1:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27396 NEXT>27458
LINKNAME>http://www.missionrubber.com/
LINKURL>http://www.missionrubber.com/
$20 plus shipping from central Iowa for one of each size.
Mission Rubber Company.
Shielded Coupling
Stainless steel band
Neoprene rubber gasket
1-PN:SS33 2.970x2.970
1-PN:K430 4.030x3.030
e-mail or post here.you can probably try you local plumbing contractor to see if the
shipping could be saved but I'll be glad to get them if you want..BTW,what are the nos ones bringing...$80 to $90
with this set-up and I'm just curious.
Doug
SUBJECT>Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27409 27411 27483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Has anyone used a civilian FSJ grille face panel in their M715?Were any modifications
necessary?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 3:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27408 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen a few who have done it,but not personally myself.I believe the bulging out in
the center fits tight against the m715 grill guard.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:how to get pics on this site?POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
9 September 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>27403 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,I sent you some pics but I think the virus scanner didn't like the large files.Email off
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line if there's a problem.Thanks Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27408 NEXT>27415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 uses the very same panel found behind all FSJ's from 1957 thru 1990.
SUBJECT>Re:door locks POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27399 NEXT>27424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd sure like to try it.It should work -the doors are the same and the guts are the same for
the latch mechanism.I don't know if the actual latches are the same or not -they could be
with the one on the 715 just deleted of the locking lever.
SUBJECT>Center console/cooler POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27439 27461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that there was some postings about the center console a week or so ago.I just now
got a chance to catch up on my reading.Has anyone with remounted batteries tried.making the center console into an
ice chest?It is big enough and already has a drain built
in.I took mine out months ago and put in a arm rest type from a newer p/u.It just doesn't
look right.I put the original coffee table one back in.But,I don't need all of that huge
space for storage.
What should I line it with?paint?bed liner?or maybe try to partition it off with some
stainless and make the back half a cooler and the front half a storage area?What about
insulation?
I know,there is probably some kind of hidden posting rule about how many questions can
be in a single post,but I have so many.Give some ideas if you can,thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27369 NEXT>
27456 27465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would diesel cause the same breakdown?
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>fivequarter
EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>27411 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
depending on the grill style there are various brackets welded or bolted to that panel from
1963 to 1991.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:15 inch rims?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27356 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a dog i picked up in the road that had been run over.it has poor vision but tries
hard to keep up with the others.sometimes you just have to laugh at him.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>fivequarter
EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>
27423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It appears his 715 is titled as a'65 j series pickup.The sn tag is the same type and mounted
in the same location as the one on my '69 J-3000.In another picture you can see that the
mil spec data plates are missing from the dash.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:BB715-Ron POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com.DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 5:42
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
chevy!ha ha ha ha ha ha
SUBJECT>Re:lee alessi,that elect.vacume pump...POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be great,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is good.Same engine I've seen in M37's.With the Chebby bell housing I beleive it
would bolt right to the M715 trans No?
If anyone is thinking desiel repower this might be a good option.
Joe
SUBJECT>where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27433 27442 27493 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Can anyone ditect me to a source for the locking hubs ?I had two directions to go and
now I find out they are not even close to what I need for the 715 .What have you guys
used in this application ??Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,FAQ section?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats ok...the wife gets mad when i play with fire.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27417 NEXT>27536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although a great truck to look back at,I remember drawing that truck from a Four
wheeler in High School art class like 4 or 5 years ago.Anyone know what he has going
from his windshield over his door window?I know its weather stripping but is that from a
soft top kit or something?
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:door locks POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27412 NEXT>LINKNAME>Link to link with civilian door write up
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/.Easier way is to swap civilian doors in.You'll reuse all your M
hardware (can even
upgrade to POWER windows if ya want!).
The only issue is that the window will not lower all the way without "locking"the door.
You could extend the door lock shaft or grind out part of the M window frame (You'll see
if you try).I haven't done either yet.But I can lock my 715 now!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Huge thanks Re:New Members Pics POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27405 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,it was great to rip through all the member pics and then to be suprised at finding
mine at the end.(I forgot I sent them in!)
Thanks for all the work,I'm sure it was time consuming.
That was the day I brought it home.The 230 is out and I'm doing a SBC Novak install,
has to be done within 30 days.
Don't feel right about posting until my junk is running.....
SUBJECT>any one used a forklift stering system POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i seen a rig with the stering system off a forklift and it worked perfictly im looking for
info/?
SUBJECT>hmm...Re:cummins motor on ebay POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27387 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember,diesels,especially the Cummins,are deafeningly loud.Even in a modern
truck with all the sound deadening and coatings.
I've driven a lifted Super Duty off road quite a bit,it gets to you when you're out and
around the truck,crawling and such.
I would think in an M it would be,well,pretty damn excruciating.
SUBJECT>Re:Exoginate--whoa,good one POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27366 NEXT>27445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man,B.I don't even have a reply to that one.
"That's what the sheep are for."
Did you let Spice in on this Southern "treat"when he was down to visit?
Beastiality is just supposed to be a word in the dictionary B.
Not a way of life.
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:SAE 2 to SAE 3 adapter (Tom)POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27365 NEXT>27444 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Spicer,Well it sounded like a darned close match.I got to studying SAE patterns when I
froze up an old IH industrial which had a nice hand clutch with a SAE 1 pattern.(about
20"across)I was hopeing that it would bolt up to a multi-fueler.I ended up having
BOYCE strip down a duece and leaving everything from the radiator back to the tranny.
So now instead of the hand clutch.We just push in on the foot clutch and throw the
transmission in gear.Hope you enjoy the 3208 CAT,we are running ours every day now
in the harvest.Good luck.Tom
SUBJECT>why Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi guys.
I work at Four Wheeler Mag.That was shot probably 2-3 years ago.For the website only,
we pick up old mag content since it's already done and hey,sometimes it's just great to
look at nice rigs again isn't it?Actually,it is not bad to have the old tech on there too,
saves people from searching past issues of print.
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If you read Jp Magazine,you'll see mine in there about the Mar 04 issue for a small block
install I'm doing.
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9
September 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27379 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It runs and moves now,you just have to plan your trips around the 1 gallon gas tank.Just
need some time to work on it,too many other projects to finish at the moment.Only other
thing I'm short is taillight lens but I've seen what your's go through,you better save any
extras you have!
SUBJECT>Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27438 27440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jesus,is that stock block tall!I had to take the wheels off,run the lift chain from the top
to the bottom of the block,and lift it out flat on its side.No wonder you guys remove the
front sheetmetal on all those engine swap pics.I thought you all just had a lot of time on
your hands.
Anyways,I've no need for the stocker.Although the truck has only 9800 miles,the
previous owner says it was rebuilt.Now,he said it needed a head gasket but the wife said
it ran before it was parked for three years.?Either way,when I was trying to start it the
starter failed (just spins)so out it came for the SBC.The oil was fine,not cloudy.
Rather than mess with Ebay or the Recycler,thought I'd give you guys a shot.Anyone.interested?I'm thinking $200.I'm
in Los Angeles.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27421 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked on the internet and found a bunch for 200-300 bucks,then I went to a local drive
train co.and they had a set for 75 bucks,it was the last set they had,but just check around
your town you may find a set.Mine are Selectro hubs.F.Y.I.
SUBJECT>Re:YOU SON-OF-A-BITCH POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>27329 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hehe..we are a rock band..and none of our songs are hateful.Except maybe a few about
the girl(s)that did me wrong.:-)
-Bill
wwww.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Thanks for the ideas!POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>27279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of the ideas for our m725 band vehicle.I am going to come up with some
final plans and keep you all posted on my progress.And when we start touring across the
states,I hope to get to meet some of you on the road.Did you guys know that the m725
seats 10 groupies?They didn't print that in the -10 manual for some reason.:-)
Regards,
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>nice rides POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 9:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27446 27448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked at some of the pics and I really dig Roberto's ride with those tractor tires,and the
715 that looks neat with NDT.is Frank's ride!!what type of tire is that anyway Frank?
SUBJECT>I did it POSTER>Mudog715 (rew in AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 September 2003,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27399 NEXT>27490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Civvy door latch assemblies are a bolt-on replacement,so long as you use the "early"
style latches that use the same style striker plate (sometime in the late 70's they changed
the strikers).There is a "U"shaped bar that runs up to the lock knob that has to be
lengthened to clear the bottom of the window when it's rolled down.I didn't bother with.the key cylinder on the
outside since I put power locks and keyless entry on my truck.:)
BTW,the Civvy power windows easily adapt to the stock M715 doors also.I think doing
this is easier than swapping the entire door from a J truck and then modifying it with the
M715 door glass.
SUBJECT>Re:Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>dan polson
EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 12:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27432 NEXT>27505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I was wondering if I could get some pictures of the engine.Also did you get a
compression test done and what were the results?And last,what's your address so I can
calculate shipping costs?
SUBJECT>Re:Center console/cooler POSTER>dan polson
EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 12:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you ever thought of drilling holes in a square tupperware bowl and bolting it too the
inside of your truck?May not be fancy or good looking but it'll work.The bowl will hold
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the ice and the holes in the bottom will let the water drain out,and you should still have
some space left over for storage.You could also try to put two in there one with holes for
the cooler and one w/o holes for storage.
SUBJECT>Re:Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>Ed J KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>27432 NEXT>
27472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is your truck the one in the roadtrip article in JP mag a couple of yrs.ago?Kinda a cool
story and good pics....later
SUBJECT>Re:any one used a forklift stering system POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27426 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 'steering orbital'is basically the key to these systems.It's an orbital valve that pushes
the hyd fluid to the ram.A matched system would be great,but you should make sure it's
the right length and not too long for your setup.Hyd rams are VERY powerful and can
damage the knuckle if not sized correctly.You can go to a hydraulic shop and price one,
but prepare for sticker shock.Oh,I've seen guys run these with a GM/Saginaw PS pump
with good success,and the other thing to them is that if the pump dies it will still push
fluid just by turning the steering wheel so you won't be stranded.
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27421 NEXT>
27450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.AUTOZONE will have them listed as 1-1/1/4 military and the number is something like
11035...just make the autozone guys work and buy them new for $199.Mile Marker
Selectros is the ticket!
SUBJECT>Re:door locks POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
September 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27399 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to assume that you all have hard tops?Any scumbag thief wanting in a ragtop
vehicle won't be stopped by a chunk of canvass.I view it as "hey,if my stuff is gonna get
swiped,I should at least get to keep my soft top"The soft top is more expensive than
anything else in the truck...I'd hate to lose a $300 ~$400 top trying to save a $30 CB...
SUBJECT>Tom,Snake River POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27429 NEXT>27449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does your 3208 take like 5-10 seconds to shut down once you've killed the power to the
shut-off solenoid??I've got mine on a stand right now to run it and when I pull the power
it takes about a second or two to even respond,then slowly winds down.Normal??My
dad was telling me not to worry,and I wasn't...I'm just wondering if it's normal for these.
Oh,and it's running better every time we run it now...finally picked up that oil filled
cylinder too!
SUBJECT>He held out...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27428 NEXT>27447 27496
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,no southern sheep treats for me.As I think back to that July 4th weekend a year
and change ago and think of the excitement as I returned with a fresh pair of panties to
sell to Will.
SUBJECT>Re:nice rides POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27436 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roberto sent that pic to us from Brazil...cool eh?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:He held out...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27445 NEXT>27477 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Careful,that's not only my loving wife,but also the mother of my 1st child.
You know,Spice,this whole pittman arm situation has made me really appreciate the
things you've done to help me out over the last year (and change).You sent me parts and.gave me information with no
regard to what's in it for you,just to help a brother out.I
want you to know that I really do appreciate all you did to share knowledge with me.
You're a good friend.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:nice rides Tire sides POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
10 September 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27436 NEXT>
27453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The size is 16.00 x 20 about 52".They are a next bag of differnt brands.
Frank
SUBJECT>Shutting down a diesel POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27444 NEXT>27452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Our 3208 turns on and off with the key,energizing the sylinoid,and it turns right off.On
the multi-fuel that we are now working with.When you turn it off,there is some fuel line
between the shutoff valve and the injector pump.So when you turn it off,it takes several
minutes for it to burn the fuel between the two points.And likewise,when you turn it on,
it takes a few seconds for the fuel pump to fill that void again.Thats what it sounds like is
going on with yours.If your engine restarts easily each time after you turn it off,I would
not be concerned.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27442 NEXT>27451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info i will call autozone AGAIN they are telling me that it is a bad number
and do not stock them ..imagine that??Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27450 NEXT>
27470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mile Marker 1-1/4 ton military D60.I had to go in and show the guy in his own book.It's
the last listing in a list of 15 or 20.
Hold their hand and you'll get your parts.
SUBJECT>Re:Shutting down a diesel POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27449 NEXT>
27559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay...that's about what I figured.I've got the 3208 hotwired right now with a small
electric pump and the shut off solenoid basically on the same Positive battery wire.I kind
of like the mechanical stop on my multifuel...pull the engine stop and B-B-BUM(!)it's.off.
I gotta pull the pan on the CAT and beat a big dent outta the pan...joy.
SUBJECT>Re:How to POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,now what did you do to get those to fit?
SUBJECT>Yo Doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27335 NEXT>27457 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
210hp @2600rpm and 575-600#torque @1600rpm...non turbo.
SUBJECT>MOG715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27459 27460 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The guy who posted in the FOR SALE page has some really neat irons in the fire.He's
apparently swapping out his Dana's for Unimog axles.
Is he the first to do this?I know that it's gonna give him no roadability at all,but the crawl
ratio would be increadible.
Aren't those axles a bit too narrow to use under a 715?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube Problems POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has it?Mine (NOS)broke down,cracks all the way through in one year.Limping on
caulk!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
saaweet
damn it.i was happy as shit with my ltd until hearing that.
50 inch tires and youll be in the 70mph cruise range with plenty of power.you suck
doug
SUBJECT>Re:Heres the scoop POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
September 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27407 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks!I'll try local first...
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27455 NEXT>27462 27466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doesn't the current "Four Wheeler"magazine TTC have a full-size chebby with Mog
axles?
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27455 NEXT>27468 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The mog is actually a pretty big truck.I parked next to one at the All Truck Nat's in
Carlisle last year and it was bigger than the 715!THAT'S when I decided that it wouldn't
be in best interest to get one.
A quick note...and all these final #'s are assumed with my .85 overdrive.
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5.87 (stock gearing),37.5"(11x16 XL's),...60mph =2682rpm
6.72 (rockwell gear),44"(swampers),.......60mph =2617rpm
7.54 (final MOG ratio),49.5 (14x20 XL's),..60mph =2610rpm
So,you see,clearly you can make them pretty streetable IF you run the big gummies.
So...rockwells and 44's ain't all that outlandish for RPM either.
SUBJECT>Re:Center console/cooler POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Suggestion:Take interior measurements,and head for Wal-Mart and find a cooler that is
a few inches smaller in every dimenstion.Plump a pluggable drain hole,and fix it in
place (dowels,2x4...)and fill the gap with that expanding foam goo.May even be able to
mount the cooler lid to battery box lid so it acts as a single unit.
SUBJECT>dammit POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27462 NEXT>27464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://fourwheeler.com/featuredvehicles/129_0304_TTC/index10.html
SUBJECT><---mog axle under chebby POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27463 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deleted message of first post (the replied-to one),so the subject line makes no sense..SUBJECT>Re:Tank Fill Tube
Problems POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
10 September 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27414 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine looks fine so far-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27459 NEXT>27467 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow,those are nice.Cable locker?Are they tough enough to stand up to a heavy rig like
a 715 under tough use?
I started to subscribe to the magazine so I'd be "in the know",but $10 hard money is a
tough thing for me to come by.Hell,I can't even afford to buy Frapachino's AND HAVE
TO RELY ON BRIAN'S LAZY ASS TO GET OFF THE COUCH AND UPS ME
THEM IN PAYMENT FOR THAT DAMN PITMAN ARM I MAILED HIM 3 WEEKS
AGO!!!!!!!
(pretty good segway,eh?)
Anyhow,I know a guy who wanted $900 for a set of the Mog axles.I might just write
him and see if he's still got em.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure to price a conversion kit to go from the torque tube set-up to a regular
yoke....its gotta be pricey.More than the $10 you spoke of.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Mog715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
September 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27460 NEXT>27469
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's definately do-able.Several guys have done it already,but I don't think they've been
put under an M715 yet.It may be streetable when it's done,but I'll probably trailer it most
of the time.As of now my plan is to use radius arms and coils on the front with a four
link and coils in the rear.Plus some other goodies.Somebody please buy my stuff!
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27468 NEXT>27471 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mog,.It seems to me that you're repowering the rig-what tranny are you using and what transfer
case?
You're the only guy I know of whith the 202.I hadn't even heard of one until recently.
What do you do with the truck?Are their rocks in your neck of the woods,or is it mud?
I'm not trying to pry,but all this is a fresh change from our power steering questions and
brake boosters.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Part number POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27451 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doc,
The part number is 11035-01 made by Mile Marker.They were $195 for a set and came
with a lifetime warranty.They're in the book,but as you and Spice said it will take those
monkeys an hour to find them.Tell them the part nubmer and they can look it up in the
PC.
Autozone.com may be able to order them over the net and have them delivered.
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By the by,are you a dentist?If so,do alot of people take babies to you,or just figure that
their teeth are going to fall out anyhow so they don't need to bother getting them cleaned.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Mog715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
September 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27469 NEXT>27473
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a Chevy 350.I'll be using a SM465 tranny and NP203/205 double transfer
case.It's mostly rocks around here and with the gearing,that should be fine.The 202 is a
great unit,quiet and strong,it came from a medium duty truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,that was Editor Rick Pewe's.That was a great story!
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27471 NEXT>27487 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No pics?.-B.
SUBJECT>helicol gear NOS POSTER>Richard Goldberg EMAIL>coolgal@mpks.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27476 27480 27545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANTED:NOS helicol gear for M715/25,MUST be brass or bronze,NOT steel,even a
very good used one will be considered.Also an originial Army PS Magazine issue 198,5
Quarter Quirks.
SUBJECT>PS Magazine 198 5-Quarter Quirks POSTER>Richard Goldberg
EMAIL>coolgal@mpks.net DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27479 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WANTED an originial issue #198.Army.
SUBJECT>Re:helicol gear NOS what is one?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27474 NEXT>27478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is a helicol gear
SUBJECT>Re:He held out...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27447 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,I also appreciate the stuff you sent up here...when you said you would send it and
not have to be reminded publicly for all the different parcels to head north to PA from
Memphis.It's nice that when someone says they'll do something,they actually do it and
not give some lame excuse for not sending the damned frappacino.It would be a much
colder world without you.
Your friend,
Tom
SUBJECT>Re:helicol gear NOS what is one?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27476 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The driven winch gear?I have one,but it's for a Garwood.
SUBJECT>Re:PS Magazine 198 5-Quarter Quirks POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27475 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/quirks.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/quirks.html
See the link below if that will do ya...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:helicol gear NOS POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27474 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com/products/winch/lu4-p1.htm
LINKURL>http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com/products/winch/lu4-p1.htm
Hope this helps
Doug
http://www.vintagepowerwagons.com/products/winch/lu4-p1.htm
SUBJECT>More new member pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have just added about 50 new pics...
Mikel,he did the fantastic looking floorpan/rocker repair recently,these pics are now
under his name.2 pics were added to Derek,Bobby had a bunch,nice stock truck,and
Keeno sent 4 pics of his recently Ex-Navy M725 in Navy gray paint with an M37 in the
background...nice set.
Enjoy as usual!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:More new member pics POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27481 NEXT>27485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bobby s pics are listed WITH text,i didnt see text,or is it my browser?
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Hammer
EMAIL>hammer@m715.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27408 NEXT>27484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.froadin.com/images/jeeps.jpg
Bolts up nicely.
Different years have different lights,brackets,etc.Early ones fit the round headlights
easy,later ones require more modifications.
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Hammer
EMAIL>hammer@m715.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27483 NEXT>27486
LINKNAME>http://www.froadin.com/images/jeeps.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.froadin.com/images/jeeps.jpg
Helps to make the link click-able.
SUBJECT>Re:More new member pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27482 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My mistake...good catch,thanks!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Civilian grille face panel?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I found a nice valance from a 63 Gladiator...Thank you all!
SUBJECT>Re:MOG715 POSTER>Mog715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
September 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27473 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try to get some during the build,but I don't have a camera.
SUBJECT>BIG BLOCK CHEVY POSTER>DAN EMAIL>danomorrison@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 68 715 with a 78 AMC 360 in it and i am thinking of switching over to Chevy
454.I am wondering if any of you have done the same if so what mods have to be made,
will the big block fit in between the heater core and the brake cyl.I think it should but i
wanted to ask before i went ahead on the deal,Thanks
Dan
SUBJECT>M715 heater POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27491 27492 27495 27503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
My 69 M715 has a small box shaped heater under the dash,with little doors that need to
be opened by hand.Is this the original heater?I have a 1967 manual,and it shows an
external heater identical to those found in civilian FSJ's.I want to get maximum heating
capacity,but I want to keep the truck as stock as possible.
Any thoughts?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:I did it POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27437 NEXT>27557 27566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have an 88 wagoneer that i use for parts,i know that the latches are different,but
couldnt i just change the latches and the plate?keyless entry?what do you do if your
battery dies?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH).EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:17
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine had a heater like that,i dont know if its the same one as yours,but mine was not
stock because you could see where the previous owner had cut holes in the firewall for
the hoses.i took it out and put a heater core/box from a 88 wagoneer.it was a direct bolt
in pretty much,you can probably keep the control unit too,to work all of the vacuum
switching motors.since the heater core and such are located outside the cab it saved a lot
of space and probably keeps it a little cooler in the summer.and the way i see it if it bolts
up directly,its just as good as stock.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 1967 has the same thing.Neat little heater but I have no idea if it was an official
military unit or not.
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>mark
EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27421 NEXT>27507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine are made by Power Train Products although Warn is aparently better quality if you
can find them.good luck!
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SUBJECT>Re:Exoginate--whoa,good one POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Run Ron,There Brian goes with the campfire thing.Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27489 NEXT>27497
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section5.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section5.html
There were 2 heaters that were stock.One is a hot water heater that is basically the civvy
heater with a 24 volt blower motor.The other is a gas fired Actic Heater that mounts
under the dash.I have included a link to a page on it as it is fairly obvious you don't have
the hot water type.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:He held out...POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27445 NEXT>27513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,I want to thank you for the offer but,There is no way that I can put on a pair of.your Candy ass panties.Pull
that out of your crack.Sorry everyone else it had to be done.
Katie Do you know that Tom Is dressing that way?Will
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>mark EMAIL>cabincurandero@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27495 NEXT>27498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 68 has a stock heater (water)located in the engine comp an the firewall with a 24 volt
blower,other side orf the glove box.very nice unit that works well for ky weather
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27497 NEXT>27501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres a guy with one for sale on ebay.an original complete stock one.he tried to sell it
here,but no one was interested,as usual.
SUBJECT>Re:BIG BLOCK CHEVY POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>27488 NEXT>27512 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a 454 in front of a turbo 400 I can send pictures.just let me know where to.My
heater core is inside of the cab but a picture is worth more then descriptions.I think you
would have clearance.
kevin
SUBJECT>np200 through drive revisited POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27502 27548 LINKNAME>np200
LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum31.html
after the talk over a year ago of making the np200 a through drive i wanted to post my
pics of a m726 np200 set up for a bed mounted generator.it has DUAL rear outputs,and
the standard location can be remotely disconnected!
its going on ebay soon,as ive found posting here is counter productive!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27498 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine had a small heater in it also.It maybe would have moved the flame on a lit match.
Probably not...There are a few pic's of a NOS gas fired heater in the members pic's under
my name.Under dash,fire wall and fuel pump pic's.
SUBJECT>Re:np200 through drive revisited POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27500 NEXT>27504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's pretty rad Lee.What's so counterproductive about here though?Anyway,that looks.to have all the parts for an
easy through drive and you get the neat quick disconnect shaft.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27489 NEXT>27511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
What condition is that heater in?My firewall mounted heater was less than 1/4"from the
carb so I pulled it off with the intent of using one of those little street rod underdash
boxes.Maybe you could sweet talk me into pulling the disribution box under the dash and
we'll trade?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:np200 through drive revisited POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27502 NEXT>27509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im just in a bad mood.i put stuff cheap on here and no one cares.i list it on ebay for
considerably more and people here email me constantly saying they are interested and are
on the zone...........wtf?
SUBJECT>Re:Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
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DATE>Wednesday,10 September 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27438 NEXT>27560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Glendale,Calif.
Can't check compression,
don't have guage and it's
in the back of my other truck now.
Give me your email address....
SUBJECT>Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27508 27515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking through the new pics and I just want to say Hooha (that's army talk for you
non-military people)to Bobby S.for a nice restoration on his truck.I like the new GI tires
instead of the regular NDT.Job well done!
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:where can I find locking hubs ????POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all of your help on finding the locking hubs I really appreciate the info .I
really hate going to Autozone this event just further proved thier incompetance .Curtis.SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice
truck POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11
September 2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>27506 NEXT>27510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks....it still needs some finishing touches.
SUBJECT>Re:np200 through drive revisited POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27504 NEXT>
27811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,are the output yokes the same size?And...yes,I agree with you on the ebay
thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27508 NEXT>27527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very sweet truck!
SUBJECT>Re:M715 heater POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27503 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Chris,
I'm not sure I want to get rid of it yet.My truck is a long way from being a runner,which
will hopefully happen before the end of the winter.We'll see how the little heater does...
Thanks anyway,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:BIG BLOCK CHEVY POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27499 NEXT>
27529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a tall deck 427 truck big block with a civvy (engine bay)heater core.My passenger
side clears the civvy heater box with stock valve covers by like and an inch or so.I have a
large J-10 style booster and corvette non power master and I needed to dimple the drivers
side valve cover to clear the booster like the 64 or 65 corvettes did.There are smaller
boosters that will work is you're against a little block and dolly work on you valve cover.
There is plenty of room for HEI and radiator clearance.YOU WILL ENJOY being
overpowered immensly.Rat torque rocks!
SUBJECT>Re:He held out...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27496 NEXT>27553 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will...you meathead.The ones that I stole from Jeaner and saved in the ziplock for you..Geeze,how could you forget
those?!
SUBJECT>M715 For Sale POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>27564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,the time has come for me to pass this very clean vehicle on to someone who
appreciates the M715 (and will take care of it).
Except for the tires and fuel pump,this truck has been kept original.
You can review pictures in the Members Gallery,under "Steve B.".Engine,transmission,
brakes,differentials,radiator have been professionally rebuilt.I have all the receipts.
Truck cruises comfortably at 55 mph,and can run faster.Engine has about 3,000 miles on
a professional overhaul (idles with 50-55#of oil pressure).The body is as clean as it
looks in the photos.There are only 2 small rust spots in the bottom rear corners of the
cab.The frame and undercarriage are clean,too.When driven,there are no rattles or
squeaks.
The truck was appraised at $7,500 a year ago,before I spent $1,500 to install 4.56 gears
(Randy's Ring &Gear parts)and added an insulated floor liner.Needless to say,I have
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more invested in it than I'll get out,but I'm not going to "give it away",either.
Of course there are some spare parts that I'll include in the deal.
You can email me with any questions or serious offers.
Thanks!
Steve Blair
Danvers,IL
P.S.:It's going to be listed on Ebay soon,so now's your chance.
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27506 NEXT>27525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you get access to these photos.I can't get the members list to accept me and the
only pictures I can view are those in the standard gallery.
SUBJECT>Error POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,11
September 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been getting the message "internal server error"On about half of the postings I
click on this week.It happens both at work and at home.I have never had this before.Is it
me or the site?Just curious.Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715.SUBJECT>Re:Error POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27516 NEXT>27518 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I get it,too,just hit "refresh"or "reload"and it comes back just fine.I bet it's Al-Quaeda.
Bastards.
SUBJECT>Re:Error POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27517 NEXT>27519 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sons-o-bitches.
(I get it too,I think it's Brute's work-not that he's involved in the Jehad,but possibly their
patsy)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Error POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
11 September 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27518 NEXT>
27520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As much as I do for the site,I would sabotage it??
At least I found out how to rename my recycle bin to sh1t box...now I'm happy.
brute4c
SUBJECT>HONK,HONK!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27519 NEXT>27521 27524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"As much as I do for the site"-toot your own horn some more there Brute.
Glory hog.
-B.
SUBJECT>hey B POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at
8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27520 NEXT>27522 27523
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Iraquis have recently discovered a new use for sheep that I thought might interest
you.
WOOL
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:hey B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27521 NEXT>27530 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I have no snappy comeback for this,but I feel I needed to post something to show that
you hadn't beaten me.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:HONK,HONK!!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27520 NEXT>27526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Instead of tooting my own horn,I was more trying to give you a better picture of my
devotion to the site than the "patsy"of terrorists view you previously ascribed to me...or
is that a northern thing to try to educate instead of insult??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27515 NEXT>27565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sending you an email with your id and password...if you enter those after you click
on the members gallery link,you will be in.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:HONK,HONK!!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GIVE HIM HELL JON...with no 'h'!
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
11 September 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27510 NEXT>
27528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bobby,What brand of paint and color number did you use on your beautiful looking
truck.Very Nice!Robert
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11
September 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>27527 NEXT>27546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gillespie #24087 from Rapco
SUBJECT>Re:BIG BLOCK CHEVY POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
11 September 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27512 NEXT>
27541 27813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"rat"and "torque"in the same sentence?Hmmm.....
SUBJECT>Re:hey B POSTER>doug EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at.11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27523
NEXT>27532 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian
I did not intend to beat you.I would not want to beat you.If that is what you and your
southern buddies do to each other while watching the thriller video,I'd rather not know.
I just wanted to point out that there are alternative uses for sheep.Thought you might take
advantage of the business opportunity to make a few dollars.Then you could afford to buy
your own frappawhatevers or has the failure of you knucklegreaser business left you
without the desire to be a entreprenuer?
Go back in the closet B
Doug
SUBJECT>bridge plate numbers POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>27544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By chance,does anyone happen to have a (partial)set of bridge plate numbers?I have the
round base (well,2 of them),one set of numbers and the top "C"plate.I lost one side of
numerals in the mud last month and would like to get some replacements.Cheap or free,
I'll pay shipping,and they gotta be the yellow ones.I'll even trade for a frappasomething.
Any interesting trades?No sheep,sorry.
Thanks ,Bob
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27530 NEXT>27534 27535 27552
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,I'm all confused-is this Jeepist Doug insulting me,or some Doug that I really
don't know?
If this is Jeepist Doug then these posts haven't really had the spirit of your usual quips.
They're mostly just malicious with no real amusement factor tied in.I'm sorry,but I gotta
demote you from "Top sparing partner"to "Just some dumbass"
Ronner,you're in the #1 spot now since you pepper your insults with amusing tidbits.
If this is some other Doug whom I do not know and have no long-term running fued with-
What the hell is this shit?You gotta start out slow in a relationship that is mostly just
belittling another person.You know:one nice post,one snippy post,one reasonably
informative post,one mean as hell post,one mean as hell post,one caring post that lures
me into a false sense of security,one post about how I BS too much and so on.....Try
again and maybe we'll be buds in years to come.
Best of luch to you all,
-B.
By the way,I've decided to change my screen name to "Rubble"(or "Ruble",which ever
one isn't a monetary unit,but instead a word for what's left after an earthquake.).The.name of Brian has been soiled
by Brian of the Frapawhatever trade.
SUBJECT>M715 wheel &tire POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I have just purchased 2 M715 jeeps.I am trying to find out what size tires will fit on these
rims besides the NDT's.Has anyone tried the condor superlug?What I am neesing is an
all terrain style of tire.I live in Alaska and winter is coming soon.Thanks for any help
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27532 NEXT>27540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry B,Its me,reset my comp and didn't bother to type in the full screen name....won't
happen again.As ALWAYS it was ment in good humor.
The Jeepist fromerly known as top sparing partner
Now just some dumb ass
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Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27532 NEXT>27538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!What have I been missing?!I was really starting to miss this place but I'm a little
worried now :(I've had some stuff to tend to.Are they starting to team up on you B!....or
maybe its someone p-offed because you didn't send them free parts.For some reason I
don't think thats Jeepist Doug...but I dunno.Are you still offering to trade parts for
frapachino or whatever it was?I could always use something.Are you going to LBL?
Catch ya later Barney Ruble...........-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:m715 in fourwheeler (new article to me)POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,
That's the standard frame for the soft top.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>BMoldt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27543 27634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.measured the blazer axles.All spring perches would have to be moved app 3inches
out,but
should work.front is a corp 10 bolt rear is a corp 12 bolt.From a 79 blazer six bolt
rims.Would like to keep the rims as they would work good on the M38 project.Have
some alloy wagoneer rims that could go with it but you probably feel the same about
them as I do(no place on a MV)If you want axles and need the rims,i will honor the offer
I first made and they are yours.Could prob get about 5000 miles out of the unevenly worn
all terrain tires that are on them.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27535 NEXT>27556 27594 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Noooooooo!!!!Not "Barney Ruble",just "Ruble".Damn,last night when I told Jean
Ellen to start calling me that she called me Barney too.I thought no one would associate
it.
Ohh well,Ben-we missed you.All the gay jokes about you came and went.It really was
sad,we had to get back to Ford/Chevy jokes just to keep the humor there.
I'm,indeed,going to LBL,are you and I going to caravan?I think you'll be coming
through Memfrica.Maybe?If you don't take your 715 then you and your wife are
welcome to ride with my wife (in our van)or me (in the 715).
By the by,I got another bumper for you.I've grabbed it and held on since I felt bad that
you lost the oppertunity to get the last one I had.It's not stock either,but just as good.
About the Frapachino's-you guessed it.A new member traded me a pitman arm for a 4-
pack and is slow in shipping.I keep razzing him to speed things up.I should have gotten
the fraps and then sent the pittman arm,but I am not a smart man.
Good to have you back,
-B.
SUBJECT>Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>27533 NEXT>
27542 27547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Screw an all terrain.....I would go with 37"Boggers like Spicer has...just ask him!Thats
what I'm gonna ask Santa for this year!Besides you aren't going to get a nice ride out of a
715 and who has ever heard of too much traction?Are you wanting to stay around the
stock size???Good luck anyway you go(especially if its Brian's way)-Ben
SUBJECT>oug--lengthy text POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27534 NEXT>27549 27558 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i feel all bad now that i was so hateful to you.note the lower case.sorry man,i was just
upset that some miscellaneous doug was poking fun at me..You know,I never really messed with the sheep in THAT
way.It seems that everyone
who hears I have sheep assumes that.Why?I guess it's a northern thing.Around the south
the women are nice enough looking that we don't have to turn to sheep,but maybe it's a
winter thing seeing as how it get's a might colder there than here in the snowy months.Is
that it?Are you assuming that of me since you would do it if the situation were reversed?
I can't wait until the FE when I spend all day kicking your ass and then all night sitting
around the campfire drinking Natty Light and cussing and smoking cigars and listening to
the guys talk about motors they're built and mud holes they're conquered.It's gonna be
more fun than....well,there's nothing to compare it to.It's gonna be that fun.Are you an
older fellow?I have you figured for 39 or so what with your stuffy way and your
apparently limitless funds.You also seem to have amassed more knowledge than a man
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of 35 could have.Are you planning to bring Mrs.Jeepist Doug?My wife is worried that
there won't be any women for her to talk to and that she'll be bored.If she could talk to
your wife whilst I'm busy kicking the crap out of you then it sure would help.Also,I'm
curious to meet the type of woman who would marry you.I hear talk around the campfire
that says Spicer is going to bring the future Mrs.Spicergear.
That's all.
Rubble
SUBJECT>WHAT?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27529 NEXT>27563 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OH,YOU...SICK LITTLE MONKEY!Gotta give a little credit where it's due.And it's a
carbed truck motor not some damn anemic mid 80's 454 tbi pos.How friggin
embarrasing.The 460's went through it too.
So anyway...
Ben,eat one.Beachtruck,help Ben.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Ruble
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27539 NEXT>27554
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason,
Ben is right-all terain is NOT the way to go.The weight of this truck makes it a necessity
to have alot of traction.I run 37"x13"swamper TSLs and enjoy them,but they ran me
about $900 total.
By the by,can you hook me up with some bear meat?I heard from a buddy that you can
buy it up there like we buy beef.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BMoldt POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>27537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine had a almost new set of 32x11.50x15 BF Goodrich A/T's on Chevy 6-
lug rally wheels with trim rings and center caps off his '82 K-5 Blazer 4x4.I could check
to see if he has sold them or not if it would help?Located in Alton IL.(right by St Louis
MO)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:bridge plate numbers POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27531 NEXT>27582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're too late.I already gave them away,I think it was Lee Alessi who got 'em.He may
not be using them now.
Sorry.I know you'd have sent me the Frapawhatevers too,'cause you're a man of your
word and your word is your bond and you're not some punk from Texas who doesn't give
a crap that a member tried to help him out.I admire that in you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:helicol gear NOS POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@midohio.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that the gear the runs the oil pump and distributer?If so I might have a used one.Bill,
mid Ohio
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
11 September 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27528 NEXT>
27551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27539 NEXT>
27550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I had a set of 38.5x11x16 Boggers which I used as snow tires.They were great in the
snow but I heard they didn't do well in the ice,so I drilled them out and put in studs.After
that I thought they made a great winter tire.Although they wear out really fast on the dry
roads.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:np200 through drive revisited POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27500 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.so,hmmm,is the shift linkage different (or am I not thinking right),that would
allow you
to enable/disable one output or another to run either/or the axle/generator.Or is that what
the disconnect does?how does that setup work?
SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27540 NEXT>27575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
33 saturday...no limitless funds here.wrenched on cars almost every evening from age 15
to 22,got to be too much so I quit and don't work on anything but my own stuff and very
close friends.Never paid anyone to work on one of my vehicles yet with the exception of
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alignment,framework and paint.Know enough about mechanics to get by and who to call
when I'm in over my head.
As for my wife,shes a year younger than you and very tolerant of me,my guns and my
jeeps,I could not be any luckier.Not that she cant be a pain sometimes but overall I've got
it good.We'll talk about my 1st around the campfire that will be good for a few laughs.
Kick my ass????I'm damn near bald and the hair I have is 1/4 inch long so you better start
planning a new stratagy cause pulling hair aint gonna work.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 2:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27547 NEXT>27555 27571 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Believe it or not folks he will get better traction on ice snow ect with an all terrain.More
biting edges verses the few biting edges found on say a bogger with the big lugs.Granted
the boggers are quite the performer,I bet he would do better with lots of lugs verses
fewer.I would think something in between would work great.If I lived up there I sure as
h*ll would have a nice set of industrial cable chains for all four.
So Jason,I have a picture of my wife here in front of me (I can see where you guys are
going with this in your minds!)Ha ha ..
She very recently went to Alaska to fish for Halibut.The picture is of her standing next to
a fire dept yellow M715 with a gray hood.It had the words RUSH 1 on the front bumper.
Was this rig by any chance yours???It was near Homer AK....When she got back I
scolded her heavily for not getting the year of delivery and serial number!!Just kidding...
Anyway,just curious......Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dern fine truck!!Lookin good....
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27532 NEXT>27574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Looks like you screwed that one up!
Rubble is what's left after an earthquake.
Ruble's are what Russians buy toilet paper with.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:He held out...POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,I knew I was getting old.They say thats the second thing to go but I can't remember
the first.
Brian can you help me remember?Now there is an open invite.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27542 NEXT>27578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cant get bear meat that way up here,have to hunt for them.If you could just buy it i
would think twice as the troopers have been coming down hard on illegal taking of game.
Thanks for the traction lesson,I would like to stay on the stock rim as I cant afford new
ones yet,does anyone know what the biggest tire you can get on this rim is ??
thanks
jason
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no homer is about 200 air mile from here but I was stationed there with the Coast Guard.I
was thinking of using the BF Goodrich mud terrain t/a.I have these on my tahoe and they
work very well.Any ideas on these.I was thinking 33's
Jason
SUBJECT>Ruby/Barney Rubble Whatever POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27538 NEXT>27577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You Two timeing little twit.Offering Ben a seat and kicking me out.Well I got shotgun.
I am through venting now.WHATEVER
Will
SUBJECT>Re:I did it POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,you could change the door latch.I changed the entire latch over to the newer style
since my M doors had broken spot welds and were sagging.Only big issue was painting.over the wood grain ASAP as I
was getting harrassed by everyone who saw it on there.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27540 NEXT>27576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rubble (aka Brian,aka SBBS)
an older man of 39?hey!i just turned 38 yesterday!does that mean i am an old man now?
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do i have one more year left in me?
feeling old and unwanted....
krob725
SUBJECT>3208 to stock 715 adapter POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 6:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27452 NEXT>27573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,you wouldn't happen to know anything about an adapter that would let me hook up
my stock 715 to a cat 3208 would you?
SUBJECT>Re:Selling my stock 230 engine....POSTER>dan polson
EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27505 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dandashyt@aol.com
SUBJECT>you need to read what my ebay axles are going in POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the guy that bought my axles has a 1965 f350 with budd wheels,6 on 7 1/4!!
he needs the dana 70 rear!whats the odds????
SUBJECT>Re:Spark Plugs Revisited POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 8:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27187 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the offer,but I don't think I need a copy now.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27541 NEXT>27572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!A little defensive are we?And about the mid '80's thing -have you driven a late
'90's 454SS cheby truck.I assume they make more power than a Yugo -maybe.
Now don't burst a blood vessel Spice.If you take ALL of the factory stuff off of the motor
and replace it with aftermarket parts like you have then you could make some power.But
then you really wouldn't have a cheby motor anymore than it would be an Edelbrock
motor -hense its ability to make power.
Now a stock 460 of the other hand -I can honestly say I've never driven one that couldn't.pull a stock BBc around by
the nose!
Is that why cheby is so interchangable?So you can put a v6 tranny behind a BBc and still
not have the torque to hurt it?Its all coming clear now.
Prestidigitation.Make 'em pay for a BBc,give 'em the power of a 6.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 9:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27514 NEXT>27568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are you asking?I all ready own one but,would love to get my hands on another.
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>dan polson EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 10:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27525 NEXT>27603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i might be blind but i cant find his truck and i have access to the members gallery
SUBJECT>Keyless Entry POSTER>Tony EMAIL>tbonadeo@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 September 2003,at 10:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27490 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would call a hotrod place that sets up doors with no handles.You be able to use that
stuff and adapt it.
~TONY
SUBJECT>Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 1:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27570 27593 27616 27619 27632
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been trying to sell mine for quite some time now,and I know it is not over priced,
compared to what I have seen here and on e-bay.But for some reason,I have not gotten
any serious bites.I get a lot of "interested....please send pics"messages,but nobody ever
seems really interested.
What do you have to do to sell one of these trucks.I really have to get it out of here,and I
don't want to leave it sitting up until I get done with my other projects.
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:M715 For Sale POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>27564 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I put it out on Ebay,my reserve will probably be for the appraised value of $7500..SUBJECT>Input shaft removal
POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Is there a quick way to remove the input shaft of a T98 without taking the whole thing
apart?I took off the bearing retainer,and both snap rings.The input shaft (and the
bearing)will start sliding out,but then the fourth gear locking ring will hit the gear below
(countershaft)and stop.I really don't want to take the mainshaft off...If I can pull the
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input shaft bearing,will that allow me to clear the big gear in the countershaft?
The reason why I'm doing this is that plan on putting an Olds 455 in my truck.I found a
bellhousing from a J2000 that had a 4 speed and a Buick 350,and a T98 input shaft of the
correct length for this bellhousing...Hopefully this will work.
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27567 NEXT>27580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has a lot to do with location...Here in New England M715's go pretty fast.And having
the right interested buyer.Good luck.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27550 NEXT>
27592 27595 27596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boggers don't side-hill very well,but everything else...THEY EAT!This past winter,PA,
got dumped with about 26"of snow in one shot.On roads that hadn't been plowed I could
still pass.On roads that had been plowed early and had maybe 16-18"on them I cruised.
It was a blast!A/T's are a good tire if you're on road more than off,but if it's the other
way...I'd give the nod to a bogger.I have mine off at the moment and the grooved XL's
now.They do pretty darn good off road too...especial now that I cut them.
SUBJECT>Ol'Ronner POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27563 NEXT>27579 27637
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've just dated yourself in that last post.I know you're old now with that big reference
to Edelbrock.Edelbrock was king of the hill for flathead parts 'back in the day,'...your
day.Oh,let's not forget Isky.Here's my take;You probably started messing with flatheads
thinking they the $hit and then somebody gave you a decrepit 289 or ragged out 302 and
you started building them...a debatable improvement over the flatty.I know flatties
because I had old friends like you that talked them up like they could do no wrong."Ten
feet of dual rubber in a '32 coupe..."Big friggin deal.That hooked you on the blue ovals.and sixty different engines
they built that interchange six parts between them,very
convenient.I haven't looked at too many factory numbers because ANY motor will
respond to a cam and intake and to run a stock motor of most late model jazz is a waste.I
will defend the throne...even if it's my toilet.
Blue oval toilet cleaner...
Cogitate that.
Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:3208 to stock 715 adapter POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27559 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know that CAT engine is 1800#without turbos,right?I'm pretty sure that THAT
adapter doesn't exist.You'd probably have to got the route I'm going by adapting an
existing adapter (or buying an adapter from SAE #2 to #3 from CAT for $600)mount the
deuce transmission bell and try to adapt THAT short bell to the stock tranny ears...which,
wouldn't be all that tough.It may even be space out enought with the adapters that you
won't need to change the input shaft for a shorter one.
It can be done.The flywheel would need to be redrilled for a smaller clutch/pressure
plate.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27552 NEXT>27633 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,
Can I get you to have a talk with your bud down there?It's been almost a month since the
pitman arm crap and it is starting to appear that he's screwed me over.The
Frapawhatevers were really just a token to show me that he appreciated what I was doing
for him,but now it's the prinicapal of the thing.
I'm getting pissed.
Thanks,
-B.
And thanks for setting me straight on the name thing.I think I'll just go back to Brian
since everyone made fun of Ruble.How did you make the switch to Pabst so easy.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27549 NEXT>27581 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Younger women,faster horses,more money"
anyone know who sings that?.So,does this mean that you do,indeed,plan to attend the FE?I need to know how many
lawn chairs to bring.Will you be coming through memphis?
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27558 NEXT>27584 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
KROB,
Yes.
Sorry.
Get your will in order,as it's almost over for you.Prepare to give up that nasty habit of
breathing that you haven't been able to kick as of yet.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ruby/Barney Rubble Whatever POSTER>Ruble
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27556 NEXT>27620
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
you never told me yea or nay.At this point are you planning to go (even if your 715 does
not)?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27554 NEXT>27623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The tallest is a 38,the widest is a 13 inch.Anything with those max specs and smaller
will work without rubbing.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ol'Ronner POSTER>Ruble EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27572 NEXT>27638 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I gotta say,as an impartial judge here that it appears Spicer knows his stuff and can
verbally slap the hell outta any guy trying to make Ford out to be the best.
It's almost as if he has a large spreadsheet of history facts cross referenced to specs cross
referenced to what Ronner was doing at that point in time.It's not even funny anymore,it
just makes me so sad for Ronner.
Ronner,take my advice and do what I do-
"I've got a small block,I'd much rather have a big block coupled with an overdrive tranny,.but it's not in the
budget right now and gives me something to look forward to."
Your version:
"I've got a POS Ford.I'd love to have a big block Chevy so I could look others in the eye
when they asked about my power plant,but I got this motor in trade for a pack of Camel's
and a #2 pencil and as of yet cannot afford the swap.Possibly someday when I can quit
drinking and get a job then I can move up in the world."
I can't wait until the FE when Spicer and I spend all day kicking Ron's ass and all night
drinking Natty Light,smoking cigars,cussing and scratching whilst we listen to Jeepist
Doug spin another yarn about some wicked-sick truck he had in years gone by.
Thanks God it's Friday,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Ruble
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27570 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Alot has to do with the market in your area.If I remember correctly there have been a
number of 715's in TX for sale in the last year and that hurts you.
You're right,$2500 isn't a bad price at all for a running truck with not too much rust or a
non-running truck with no rust at all.Here in Memfrica you could park that in your yard
and get $3K in a week.
Good luck and sorry you're getting rid of it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27575 NEXT>27583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barney,
Iowa thru memphis on my way to kentucky?No wonder you dont have any money,you
waste it on gas and hotels while your lost....is something wrong with your nose bone?I
will try to make it but as I said before it depends on what is going on at work.
you forgot the older whiskey....I prefer Jack Daniels but BV or southern comfort will do
fine also...Tom T Woods.
Doug
I'm Hoping that by calling you barney,eventually we can make a tie between you and that
purple dinosaur.Now that would be fun!!!
SUBJECT>Re:bridge plate numbers POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Friday,12
September 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaUlgZDCXIOaI
PREVIOUS>27544 NEXT>27585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Well,thanks anyway.Just keep an eye out for more,if you would...
Bob
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SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27581 NEXT>27587
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went back to Brian.
I'm in a rage with you right now.A red-rage.
What with your drinking habits (Jack,BV,and Southern Comfort)I wouldn't worry about
that whole 'job'thing holding you back from the FE.I'm sure if you came to work sober
one day you'd notice that they're training your replacement now.
I can acurately picture you as the old bald guy sitting in his torn,stained Lazy-boy
shnookered on whiskey whilst his amazingly young wife yells at him about all the crap
trucks parked in the yard rusting.Is that about it?Am I 100%on with that?
On a side note I've discovered a Ford 8N bulletin board and with the new Frapawhatever
incident I'm pondering going from "that guy who posts alot of bullshit"to "That cool
murf who seems to be an honest-to-God expert on these old tractors".I'm going to check
and see if they need an expert with alot of time on his hands.
Join Ben at the table,
-B.
SUBJECT>Ruble...a word POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27576 NEXT>27586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't square off with Doug.He's tall,lean,bald,and has a deuce truck he could always
drive through your house.He's got that look too...like he'd strap you to a tire between the
snow chains and the tire and go for a ride.
You're not really going to swill cigars are you?Damn they stink.
SUBJECT>Re:bridge plate numbers POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27582 NEXT>27599
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You care about them enough to pay the Memphis Equipment price?I can pick you some
up at lunch today and UPS them to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ruble...a word POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I had an epiphony and realized that the name "Ruble"was
going to get me in trouble by
altering my perception of myself into a much taller,stockier guy who wore his pistol in a
cross-draw holster.
I was hoping to get everything packed into that one weekend that I've missed since I got
married-drinking,smoking cigars,fighting,cussing,24hour mudding marathons,no
hygeine,making Mark smoke crack,the works.
Ohh well,back to the drawing board.
Scared aobut this weekend?Got what you'll say planned out?Going to ask her dad?
Going to get on one knee?
It's something to ponder,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug--lengthy text POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27583 NEXT>27590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr,Fife
If I have beer in the fridge,it will be there for months.Not that I don't drink beer just not
very often.To much stuff to do and if I have one I'm done working.
Drink whiskey 6 days or so a year,but when I do,I'm serious about it.I expect to get at
least one bottle of jack tomarrow but still have 1 I havent open from fathers day.Wife got
me the bottle along with a stainless flask.
Bottem line is that I'm happy with my life and don't need to be drunk to tolerate it.
You on the other hand seem to be willing to put up with long boring stories about you
neighbors wife ditching him in a failed attempt to score a beer.Maybe if I had your
issues,I too would suspect that anyone who mentioned alcohol to be as unhappy and
confused as yourself.I mean,questioning your sexuality,can't produce a son,frap guy don't
even respect you,and wait is that a rod knocking I hear.....man don't jump,you got kids
now,think of them,come back in off the ledge.
Doug
SUBJECT>GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>27589
27628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$2600.Ouch.I called a place that's a dealer for them in MD and told the guy I wanted a
price on one for an NP205 with the fixed yoke.The guy calls me back and asks me if
that's and aluminum transfer case and that if it's not there could be a problem with dis-
similar metals.?!?!?WTF is this is this guy talking about?!...is what I'm thinking at this
point.I say,"How about I make this easy on you and just give you a part #of the unit that
Gear Vendor makes for the iron case NP205...isn't this '....Four Wheel Drive Parts?'"
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"Yes,and I'm the owner."He calls me back again all surprised that they make an OD kit
for the 205 and tells me it's $2,595 (which I nearly choke on)and his shop will install it
for another $595."So you want ME to PAY YOU to install one of these on MY truck.when an hour ago it didn't exist and
due to dis-similar metalurgy or something like that it
didn't exist?""We'll yeah,we're a dealer and we'd warranty our work."He didn't get it and
I thanked him for the price and that was that.Crap,2600 bucks I could get a ZF six speed
and run 7.17 gearing and still be ahead.Anybody get a discount of these things???
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27588 NEXT>27591 27598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Disimilar metals:
The problem he is talking about is that when two different metals are touching and a
small electrical current passes thru them there is a tendacey for corosion.The more
differences between the two metals atomic structure is where you have a problem,instead
of the electricty smoothly flowing from one piece to the next,it has to jump.Each time it
does so it takes a molecule from one metal and attaches to the other.Take a look at the
bolts that hold the aluminum bumper on a 70's wagoneer next time your around one,thats
what caused the corosion you will see,also why spark plugs tend to sieze in aluminum
heads.
The reason I know this is that I'm a plumber and we have to watch our connections
between different types of piping,copper and steel being the most common problem.They
make Die-electric insulated unions and flanges to prevent this from becoming a problem.
Yo B,how do I add a speed dial button to my phone?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27589 NEXT>27597
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What type phone system is it?E-mail me if you want,I can probably help you out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!Attn.Spicer POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27571 NEXT>27606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a pic of those cut XL's,I have some XL's on my M-715 that could use a grooven.Do
they groove well,lots of rubber or are they thin.
Thanks Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Al
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27567 NEXT>27610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Location..location..location.
I spent a year or so looking at every rig that goes up for sale here and on E-bay.When
somthing is close enough,the right price,and right condition.I'd get the info.I finally.found one that met my
requirements,that is when I acted.Although It will be a 7hr each
way trip.
I'll post more info when I bring it home.
If transportation wasn't soo much I would have a fleet.Ha !
Al
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
Glad to be back!I don't know if the 'lil misses will be going or not.I'll get back to you on
it though.I know I want to but I'll have to be sure and get the dates in advance and get
off.How did ya find another bumper...thats great I really appreciate it!I hadn't decided if I
was going to take the stock 715 or not.I don't know if it will be worth it.Will seems pretty
p-----offed at you.....so maybe I'll wait to see if he goes with you to decide if I take mine
or not.I don't want to get in the middle of one of your "lovers quarrel"!Hows the 8N page
treatin'you?-Ben
SUBJECT>Spice POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27571 NEXT>27607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice I just picked up 5 XL 11x16 michelins used at a military show in PA last weekend.
Question if you used the stock wheel where did you get the tubes and flaps?I know there
was talk a few weeks ago about valve stems being too long or the angle not being right,
something like that anyway.The vendors had a variety of michelins i'll try to post their
number next week for anyone that might be interested.Thanks Jack
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!/Sipe!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27571 NEXT>27608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear that some added sipes(grooves if that word confuses anyone)will greatly increase
the Boggers traction on ice?It might help a little with side-hill use too but I couldn't
imagine a big difference.Have you heard that spice or thought of trying it???I have seen
it done and I couldn't imagine anything better!The only problem I see with it is that it
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could weaken the lugs for heavy duty off road use and the lugs might chunk out a little
easier?!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27591 NEXT>
27601 27611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,um...thanks for the info.I'm not to much worried about electrolisis on my truck.
Most trannies or transcases have iron and aluminum.If this were a boat and I was worried
about the 'shafts'or drives and such,he'd be meritted to give me the dissimilar metal crap..My take...He was trying
to big word his way out of not knowing the product he reps and
buy himself time.
So can you hook me up or what?Come on...get cracking!
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27589 NEXT>27604 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DING DING DING!Right on the head,Doug!The dissimilar metals initiate a Galvanic
electrolytic cell (yes,same Luigi Galvani of "galvanized steel"fame),and it actually
produces a slight electrical charge when an eletrolye is introduced (road salt and melted
snow is wonderfully effective).Anyone living in the rustbelt has been witness to the
ravages of this phenomenon.Ever wonder what that white crap was between uncoated
aluminum wheels and cast iron brake rotors or drums?The oxidized result of Doug's
electron transfer.I'm not exacty sure about spark plugs in iron heads,I think that's more
of an issue of the tow metal's different thermo expansion/contraction curves.Anyway,the
guy had a bit of a point,and he was aparently alerted to the possible issue by someone.
SUBJECT>Re:bridge plate numbers POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Friday,12
September 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27585 NEXT>27600
27617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the Memphfrica price?They deal in frappacinos or rubles?
HAAA!I actually tied them together!
SUBJECT>Re:bridge plate numbers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good bump_r,Good.now if you had threw the wool in on top that would have put the
icing on the cake,but all in all,very funny.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27597 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,kind of boring stuff,but remember it if go to working on the air lines on your
deuce.If you use brass fittings for connecting between your copper and steel you will be
fine.
copper to steel=bad
copper to brass=good
brass to steel=good
sometimes its the little boring things in life that save you butt.
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:The frap guy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No expert on anything especially amc products.Learned on SBCs but even respect the
Ford 300-6 that everybody dogs.Not for power or torque but longevity.We have had three
in different work trucks in the past and they all required almost no attention.Frost plugs
rotted out of one and thats the only thing I remember doing to any of them.They all had
excess of 160,000 before we let them go and they ran just fine.Cant say that about the 350
in the chevy pick-up we use for a shop truck 130,000 miles and the guides and rings are
shot,this truck was well cared for.My current work truck (97 F150)has that 4.nothing V-8
in it and although it runs great,it cant get out of its own way or pull a VW bug without
grunting.The 5.4 does much better,but still wouldn't brag it up too much.Now the 327 in
the later chevys with 4.11 gears.....those impress me.Pulled my first 715 back from Mt
Julliet TN with one of those and just flat surprised the heck out of me.Good mileage (14
with the trailer and 10 with the 715 on the trailer and it wasnt even broke in yet)and run
75 if you wanted,no =to a power stroke but still impressive considering the cubes.
B,take Bens place at the table,he's had plenty
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Bobby S Nice truck POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eighth one down in the first column.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Yo Bump-R POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27598 NEXT>27609 27635
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IT'S A TRANSFER CASE!It's not a marine drive or a set of aluminum heads or a
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furnace,man.Those 205 cases have aluminum on them anyway.Pretty soon I'll have Ole
'Pace Maker'Ron chiming in about the early flatheads '33-'37 having aluminum heads and
how much of a b!tch they were to get off do to the corrosion factor and how many guys
back in his day scrapped them for iron heads...the only head that ford sold.
SUBJECT>John,wi715...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,
Need a current email for you...got the list ready to send if you want anything added or etc.
drop me a line at:
brute4c@yahoo.com.Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!Attn.Spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27592 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THEY'VE GOT PLENTY of rubber to cut!I think on the sidewall is says something like
'regroovable up 1/2"'.There's 120 tread blocks on each 1100x16 XL.I'll get a pic of my
cuts and post...it'll be a week as I'm heading for a vacation in a few hours.I bought a
grooving tool on ebay and it went pretty smoothly.Took some time,but REALLY
IMPROVE the traction.
SUBJECT>O THIS...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27595 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used 11.00x 20"radial 'lowboy'tubes and the install was smooth as silk.Once installed I
took someone else's advice and bent the stems in toward the hub.It really came out great
and any tire place can get these tubes.I did buy flaps,but didn't use them.I've had good
luck with the boggers on no flaps and with the XL's I got tubes that have the nut and plate
at the stem and wouldn't have been able to use that feature with the flaps.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!/Sipe!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27596 NEXT>27615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pa ain't like Cali as far as performance shops with siping machines.Yes,it's cuts the tread
and give it a bunch more grabbing edges.I think you'd still be beat on a side hill.Ben,I'm
contemplating letting go a set of boggers and you're first on the list...it's a definited maybe
that I may get rid of a set.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump-R POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27604 NEXT>27621 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My point was that the salesman brought it up for a reason.Maybe GV had reliability
issues,exorbitant warranty claims,or other negative results.I have a tough time beleiving
that "dissimilar metals"is such everyday household subject matter that he threw it out for
shats and giggles.And the fact that he ran the risk of hosing a sale by bringing it up
strengthens that supposition.And yes,transfer cases are subjected to road blast,road salt,
mud,and all the other stuff that promotes corrosion.Still no excuse for him not knowing
the applications of his wares,though.
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:34 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27593 NEXT>27614
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here I was looking for a long time.I was looking for the perfect one with no rust
and at the right cost.I found one.It is in MT and I am in NC.It took me a month to get a
transporter but it should be here in a week.
SUBJECT>Re:GV Overdrive...anybody have a connection?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27597 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spice,
I've seen several different GV overdrives on e-bay and the good used ones have gone for
$1000-1600.00 !?Good Luck,-Ben
SUBJECT>John,wi715...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey John,
Need a current email for you...got the list ready to send if you want anything added or etc.
drop me a line at:
brute4c@yahoo.com
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:John,wi715...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27612 NEXT>27700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How in the .....I only posted it once...must be the rain....
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just happened to find mine.It was sitting not too far from the road at this guys garage.
On one of my trips from Va to Nc I happened to see it,talked to the guy and he said he
would sell.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!/Sipe!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea...I dunno much 'bout Cali either..never been there and probably won't.I guess sipes
would help either way though?!If you got rid of a set that would be sweeeeet!.....I sure
do like the Boggers!No pressure though of course!Ifin'you decide to part with a set will
you take a pallet of frapachinos on trade?!:)Anyway,keep in touch and have a good trip!.-Ben -still hunting for
Boggers :(
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>oug's Little
Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 12:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27567 NEXT>27708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I put mine on Ebay,didn't sell...lots of interest.Then a local guy who saw it on ebay
came and checked it out and bought it for he and his kid (16 yrs old)to go camping etc in.
His son then proceeded to beat the snot out of it locally...makes me SICK!Oh well,cash
was green.;-(Doug.
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27599 NEXT>27703
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Bump,
I went there at lunch.Those guys have got everything in the world military vehicle
related.I gotta give them credit-it's a real pleasure to deal with a company that knows
exactly what a part is just by a general description of it.Especially in this area where
you're dealing with a rather obscure truck that hasn't been made in 35 years.
They did,indeed have the bridge plates and I started to grab a set for you,but I got to
talking to them and bull-shitting and forgot about your needs and such.Them's some nice
guys.I was trying to get them to let my company do their phones and paging and such.I
told the guy that we could trade my services for his parts.I thought he'd go for it,but he
didn't.
Anyhow,them plates probably run about $15 or so and if you want a set that bad then I
can run up there and get them for you.I'll even UPS em and send you the tracking
number.
(I got some 5 ton tow shakles.I figured if I'm gowing mudding with a guy who drives a
Ford then I'd need these to get him home)
-B.
SUBJECT>Rebuild Kit for 24v Generator POSTER>Will
EMAIL>wsdecker@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27626 27629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My generator is kaput.Does anyone know where a rebuild kit can be had?I checked the
part file from this site and came up empty.I would like to do it myself if I can.
Or,what can I expect to pay if I take it somewhere and have it rebuilt?
Any help is appreciated.
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27567 NEXT>27670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know how you feel.There is a serious market for
them,but it's quite small.Stock,
original,non-rusted trucks seem to bring the most money.Advertising it in the MVPA
Supply Line publication will bring the most calls.
Sad to say,but your M715 is worth more in pieces than it is whole.That's one way to go,
but I know it would break your heart to take it apart.
SUBJECT>Re:Ruby/Barney Rubble Whatever POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
Is that good enough.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump-R POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...It makes you wonder how a TH400 (TONS of Aluminum and steel!)doesn't melt
in your driveway...:-)
SUBJECT>My CJ5 is for sale POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To find the money to pay for the daughter schooling and to finish the M715 the CJ has to
go Check it out on e-bay.Please tell anybody lo
looking for one about it thanks.
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http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6280&item=2432494422
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 4:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27578 NEXT>27651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the 38.5x11 boggers?I take it there might be some slight rubbing.That is
what I was hoping to squeeze under there next spring.Maybe I will have to purchase a
few hockey pucks along with the meats?
SUBJECT>Gauges fogging up!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody ever have their gauges fog up on them?Not bad,just around the edges under the
clear covers.Any reason why this is happening?BTW...Did the driveshaft swap and t-
case is alot quieter but damn thing still gets hot!Now if I can get that gas gauge to work,
put a new sending unit in.Found the old one had a crack in the float.Man,those gas
tanks are a pain in the ass to install by yourself!
SUBJECT>M715 for sale POSTER>on Faggiani EMAIL>Faggiani@uwyo.edu.DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 M715 I need to sell.It is in pretty good condition,20,800 original miles,no
body rust.Good mechanical condition,easy to start and runs well.It is pretty much in
original condition.I purchased a new cab top and cargo cover and two new batteries.I
had hoped to restore it but health problems have forced me to change my plans.I am
asking $5000 and you pay shipping.I am located in Laramie,WY.
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuild Kit for 24v Generator POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
I have a bracket that was booty fabbed on one of 715's to use a newer style 24volt alt like
you see on the later stuff such as the deuces.It worked fine(the bracket)until the alt went
bad.If you can find one of those alternators a save a buck I'll send it to you for the UPS
charge.It would also be easy to change yours to that style,all they did was cut the tab and
move it 1/2 inch or so back.
P.S.No frappacrap accepted
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Gauges fogging up!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27624 NEXT>27658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your gauges have gotten moister in them...As they heat up it turns to steam and fogs the
display.I have this on a couple of my gauges and its either live with them or replace
them.
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:whats a ZF 6 speed?POSTER>Craig Merrill
EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27588 NEXT>27630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking into the GV overdrive unit for my truck.I was going to use the stock
divorce mount transfercase and a 2wd TH400.and move the T-case back and mount it
inbetween so I could gear split in 4wd.Something that cant be done with a married t-case.
But I have never heard of this ZF 6 speed..where can I get information about that?
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:Rebuild Kit for 24v Generator POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a working 24v generator that came off of mine when I did the 12v swap.It let ya
have it for next to nothin if you want.Im sure it would end up a lot cheaper than a rebuild
kit..SUBJECT>Re:whats a ZF 6 speed?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27628 NEXT>27654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its still a .73 or so overdrive...
SUBJECT>Re:My CJ5 is for sale POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27622 NEXT>27652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great Jeep!You wouldnt want to trade for an 83 Chevy,2WD,with the stock 250 would
you?
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Tom @Snake
River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For a couple of months I have had a real nice M-37 and CJ-2A advertised in MV mag.I
have them priced at about the 80%level and not too much action on either.But location
is important.I am in the middle of MV nowhere.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27574 NEXT>27698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I know he is sincerely meaning to ship the fruitass coffee drinks.Unfortunately somehow
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a wild hair inched up his ass and he plans on getting married (now I have to wear a F'n
tux!)and move to Texas (over CA?!!)so he's a bit busy.I haven't heard from him in a
few days when normally he's here several times a week to get me to fix his Chevy.
Would I get some prize if I come to Kansas next year?I'll bring some White Owls for
you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:BMoldt POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com DATE>Friday,
12 September 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo
PREVIOUS>27537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for checking that out for me Doug..I'll check with my band mates and drop you
an e-mail on that soon.
Rock on!
-Bill
www.ltdan.net.SUBJECT>Ole 'Pace Maker'Ron?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 9:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey buddy I'm only a couple of years your senior at 32.Actually,I had no idea that they
put aluminum heads on the flatties.And,yes,I actually have purchased a '52 Ford truck
so I could play with the flat head.Pretty cool except for the head bolts.There are like 20
per side -WTF-especially for like 7:1 compression.
You should have told the sales guy that your drive train is chebby,than he would have
known that it would be apart so often for repair that any galvanic reaction would be
minimized.
Sit and spin puppy.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:The frap guy POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,I hate to mention this as I seem to be on your shit list but you forgot one -kiss-ass.
And as to the fair motor builder,don't worry BTD (barney the dinosaur)if you keep
insisting on using chebby engines you'll have LOTS of practice re-re-re-&re-building
them.The problem is that you will never get it "right"because of your materials...i.e.
SBc of BBc.
Can we take up a collection to sent BTD some of these Frappawhetevers so we can stop
hearing him whine?
Usually put a parting shot here,but Doug is burning you so bad lately I thought I'd give
you a break before you started takeing it out on your shee..uh..girlfriend(s).
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ol'Ronner POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27572 NEXT>27743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now now my boy,ease up there son.I guess you've had your head stuck in the sand lately
as Edelbrock is putting out an amazing array of superior new products..i.e.carbs,shocks,
nitrous kits,heads,FI,intakes(of course),and many others.What am I thinking,of course
your head is in the sand,or should I say sand box -you champion chebbys don't you?
Let me guess,you love the Holley stuff.Probably really into the SysteMax and all that.
Exerpt from Holley SysteMax sales brochure "Owners of chebby products in particular
will benefit from the Holley SysteMax approach to building power -We've done all the
thinking for them,obiviously not one of their strong points as they ARE chebby owners."
Is it really a coincidense that the chebby symbol looks like a cross?Maybe the factory
was telling you to start praying for power,or it could be like the red cross on the M725 -a
plea for immediate help.
chebbys..like a rock =immoveable lawn ornament..Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ol'Ronner POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27579 NEXT>27725 27744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok BT you asked for this.
As a Ford owner I don't have to look people in the eye,I know I've been blessed.I realize
you and Spice have to look to make sure people aren't silently laughing at your folly,but
you really cannot blame them,can you?As to Spice's truck I do admire the things that he
has done,except for the dual Hilift jack holder -that was kind of hokey.We just differ in
our componet choice.I prefer autos in my trucks (&a manual tranny in my cars),I'm
betting no one would confuse a M715 with a comfortable cross country touring vehicle so
OD is no big thing,and my crotch rocket is something for my wife -definately not
something I'd want shoved up my butt.But to watch you blindly following along behind
him is just "so sad."I actually had hopes for you when you inquired about the 500 Caddy.
Probably the best engine in the GM family for our trucks.Different,powerful,exciting -
oops,I just described the anthesis of your typical chebby owner didn't I?Sorry BT ,
you'd be better sticking with your SBc and your case of Tom envy.
BTD,is the song you sing to Spice,or the farm animals?"I love you,you love me..."
Ron
SUBJECT>Barney The Dinosaur POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 September 2003,at 11:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ok BT ,here is your big chance.I'll be on vacation for the next 8 days and won't have
access to a computer.SO...ruminate on your responses to my most recent jibes and come
up with something really cool.Its your free pass to get out of the recent funk your listless
posts have become.Run them by your friends and family -ok family -and only post the
best ones next Saturay night!!
Have a great week guys!!I am definately dreading the 400 posts or so that I'll be behind
by the time I get back.
Ron
SUBJECT>Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27642 27645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a beige M715 from Maine and the seller told me it it's previous owner was
registered on the Zone at one time and I was wondering if anyone has any info on it.It's
telltale features are a 351M Ford with a C4 auto.It has a big tube bumper replacing the
original and at one time it was forest green.
THX
Greg.SUBJECT>spring over ?POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking of doing a spring over in my 715 and have a couple of questions for
whomever has done it.
1.What steering issues arrise?
2.I would like to remove leaves from the front spring pack,to keep the height down and
help flex,how many can I get away with?
3.How many can I pull out in the rear?I already have a shackle flip and plan on throwing
in lift blocks to match the front height.
I plan on fitting 40"to 44"'s but I'd like to keep the overall height down to a minimum.
Thanks
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27640 NEXT>27644 27647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Off topic,but where are you located?I'm right down in MA.We should try and get
together once for some wrenching,chilling,or wheeling.I've got a 67 M715,bone stock,
but new engine soon to come.
-arek
SUBJECT>finally getting into my truck,need some info POSTER>alan EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive got an f250 donor truck with a 460 that i plan to put in and am wonder if ford motor
mounts can be adapted to fit the stock frame horns,thought that someone here did that
but i cant find the post.any help would be great thanks
alan
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in CT,but I can travel :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27640 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greg,
A couple years ago,I purchased a very similar m715 as you discribe from a fellow in.Maryland.I live in Washington
State and never actually saw it in person except through
pictures.After researching what it would cost fro me to ship it home I decided to resell it.
I believe the owner after me trailered it up north from there and then moved to California
probably meaning it needed to be resold again.
If I remember some of the details,It was missing a rear tailgate,the front bumper looked
like a big pipe which was welded directly to the frame.He had nicknamed it 'Stinger'
because it had a nest of bees living in it which stung him numerous times when he first
picked it up and loaded it on the trailer.I never knew much about the details of the truck,
but will answer any thing I can.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>Dennis Batson
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got an M715 this week off of an army base in Maryland.I will need lots of parts,
advice,and help.
Offhand,where can I get a fuel pump and carburetor for the original 230 engine?
Appreciate any help.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27642 NEXT>27677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'm in Foxboro,I don't plan on putting the truck on the road this year,so driving it
somewhere is not possible.But a get together for New England owners would be a great
idea.
Greg
SUBJECT>OOOOOO BURN!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like Ron is on a roll with the burnfest.Sorry,I was tired of having to scroll so far
down and way over so I'm trying bring the death of Chevy to the top.
Chris
SUBJECT>Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>Dennis Batson
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 9:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27653 27656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got an M715 this week off of an army base in Maryland.I will need lots of parts,
advice,and help.
Offhand,where can I get a fuel pump and carburetor for the original 230 engine?
Appreciate any help.
SUBJECT>weather POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com.DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 9:24
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for those of you in the sun and heat,it is snowing here in empire colorado.crap it's not
time yet.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>ivan
EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27623 NEXT>27659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 38.5x11 boggers and they do not rub a bit.I have everything stock.
SUBJECT>Re:My CJ5 is for sale POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry buddy thanks for thge offer.But if anybody has a Grand they want to trade let me
know
SUBJECT>Re:Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27649 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis,
There's several places you could go.I get lots of my stuff from AB Linn.You will have to
e-mail them at ablinn@cbiinternet.com to see if he has want you are needing.You could
also click on VINTAGE POWER WAGONS Parts Page on the left hand side of this page
under the Public Menu header or you could call Memphis Equipment at (901)774-0600 .
I've used all of them and had no problems.Good Luck,-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:whats a ZF 6 speed?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27630 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure about the ZF6 but here are the stats on the T56 found in late model
camaros....pretty sweet 6th gear for our trucks.
2:97:1,1:94:1,1.35:1,1.00:1,0.84:1,and 0.62:1 forward,and 3.28:1 reverse
Doug
SUBJECT>230 starter problem?POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27696 27699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,
I'm having a problem with my starter on the stock 230.When I start it the starter seems to
not disengage right after the engine fires.If I give it some throttle,it disengages.I've tried
three starters and they all do the same thing.I've replaced the starter switch,but no.change.Could I have the idle
set too low?Or is there a problem with all three of the
starters I have?They crank the engine just fine.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27649 NEXT>27667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a fuel pump diaphram for rebuilding your pump,but that's the only part I have.If
that's what you need,email me and we'll see what we can work out.Carb shouldn't be too
hard to find.Any military surplus yard usually has 230 engines out rusting in the fields
and many still have the carbs on them.Rebuild kits are easy to find for them.Very simple
carb to work on.
SUBJECT>Wout POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've tried calling a number of times.No voice mail and no email make it difficult to get a
hold of you.Anyway,I found another tank.Thanks.Sorry we never hooked up.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Gauges fogging up!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>27627 NEXT>27662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I will live with them because soon I might be trying out my new fording kit just to
see if you really can go through 5 feet of water with these things!I guess my gauges
might get a little more moisture in them....if I don't chicken out.Hehehe.
SUBJECT>Re:Boggers!Boggers!Boggers!POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool....that's what I was hoping to hear.
SUBJECT>Another M715 in my future?POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope so.A guy the next town over has one in the back of a field for sale.I really can't
afford it but where else am I going to find a parts vehicle only 20 miles from home?Is it
fate or am I just a glutton for M715s?I am going to check it out Monday but I have pretty
much made up my mind that I will be trailering the thing home in the near future.
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27660 NEXT>27663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a such thing as to many?.SUBJECT>Re:Gauges fogging up!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27658 NEXT>27664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How well do you float?You know that handle on the dash called throtel?Well thats for
when your ass floats out of the seat...:)
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27661 NEXT>27666 27675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I guess not.The guy said I could take it and pay him in the spring when I have the money,
he knows I am good for it.That is the great thing about living up here in the sticks,
everybody knows everybody.Now I have to figure out how to get it home.It would be
kind of cool to tow it on a trailer with my running 715 but I don't know how my brakes
and t-case would handle it.
SUBJECT>Re:Gauges fogging up!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know!I don't think I have the balls to get her in that deep,but I think it would make a
pretty good photo opportunity.You know...a once in a lifetime kind of thing.Maybe I
will start small and try just 3 or 4 feet and see how things go.Plus I guess I would be
riding around with a wet seat for a few days after!
SUBJECT>turn signals POSTER>cycop183 EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,i've just about finished the small block conversion.all thats left is the turn signals.
anyone ever wired the old style distribution box to work with 12 volt?i know it wont
work the way it is now..thanks rick
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 7:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27663 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill go for it !!!It will make you feel better also !Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27656 NEXT>27707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I purchased a new pump from Memphis Equipment.Pump worked fine until the unleaded
gas ate up the diaphram and let fuel get into the oil.I went to a electric fuel pump from
NAPA.Solved the fuel pump problem.Has anyone else had a problem with unlead gas.eating up stuff?I use a lead
substitute...add it to gas.
SUBJECT>So what about the Skyjackers???POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 8:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27669 27679 27818 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There was some posting a few weeks back about Skyjacker softride springs.Perhapse
needing parts of different kits from front to back or something like that.So what's the
good word?I bet this would be cheaper than my current option...There's one place in
Alaska that can make me custom leaves.I need to take them my old ones as examples and
give axle weights.He said that unless I want somthing crazy they might be $200-$300 a
piece.
Anyone know of other places to maybe mail order some or is this a fair deal for new
softer springs?
SUBJECT>Re:So what about the Skyjackers???POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at
8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would try deaver Springs in Santa Ana CA.I belive all you would need to do is tell them
your dimentions and get accurate scale on each corner.I bet someone on this side has the
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corners weight out.
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>T-Man
EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net DATE>Saturday,13 September 2003,at 10:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27619 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHat is the MVPA Supply line?
SUBJECT>Re:Wout POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at
5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK.Thanks anyway
SUBJECT>4 sale trans/transfer case POSTER>packrat
EMAIL>hambrbc@madisonville.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4 sale Western Kentucky area 1967 M715 trans /transfer case $250.00 for the pair.Call
270-821-4235 or 270-836-0725 or E-Mail at hambrbc@madisonville.com
SUBJECT>Looking for Truck Ser.#31918 Upstate NY POSTER>Brendan
EMAIL>trifivebowtie@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27674 27754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for any information on 1968 M715 #31918,it was sold around 1980,near
Albany NY.It was my good friends uncles and,I have pictures and know some of the
history of this truck dating back to 1976.Also,I would like to know of any other M715
owners in the area.I am planning to have mine on the road this week.Thanks.SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Truck Ser.#31918
Upstate NY POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27673 NEXT>27880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a few hours from Albany,in New Haven CT.
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27663 NEXT>27686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill sounds like a deal what town or is it classified?there was one at the Belgrade lakes
fire station nice shape with winch yellow now it is gone I know you work with the fire
dept can you get any leads??FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:finally getting into my truck,need some info POSTER>FRANKO'
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27643 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe PERK715 has a 460 in his truck have not heard from him lately PERK are you
out there??FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
14 September 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27647 NEXT>
27791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Mass but go up to Maine on the weekends I live in Tewksbury near Lowell any
one near by??FRANKO'
SUBJECT>HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27681 27682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
all you guys in NC,and VA....get your trucks AND cameras ready....good luck!i was
fortunate and missed it last year (my truck isnt running this year!)
SUBJECT>Re:So what about the Skyjackers???POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alcon springs in Grand Junction CO.Tell them what you want and they will make it.If
memory serves me right I think it was only $150 per spring.You will have to look at
alcon springs under you search.there is a form to fill out you can choose soft
ride,hauler,rock crawling,soft up front stiff in the back,anything you want spring wise.
nice people too.
SUBJECT>No ARB for rear D70?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,.Can someone please confirm whether or not there is an ARB air locker that will fit our
D70 rear ends?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27678 NEXT>27746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am ready!My truck will be arriving by tuesday or wednesday,just in time for the
festivities.
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27678 NEXT>27685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hopefully mine will be running next weekend,maybe that will get me ready in time!
SUBJECT>CONGRATS TO LEO D POSTER>billy b2222
EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 3:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27688 27766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LEO D 's M725 took first place at the Great American Jeep Rally held in Shrewsbury MA
today.wow what a sharp M725.
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again congrats Leo
billy b
SUBJECT>need a M715 trailer POSTER>billy b2222 EMAIL>mmni2000@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27691 27693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a military trailer i have a friend looking for one
billy at mmni2000@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27682 NEXT>27687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have used my military trucks as door braces.I put one in my barn,and move it against
the doors,the doors are then nailed shut.I put a second truck against the doors on the
outside of the barn.I do the same thing to house garage,but my Brides 43GPW is the
inside vehicle.
When some one ask "what part of NC do you live in?"I reply "Look at a map of NC,see
that part that sticks out into the Atlantic,that catches the hurricanes,thats were I live.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27675 NEXT>27741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.FRANKO',it is in Greenville.It is a '68 and was used by
the forestry and then the fire
department.Supposedly it has a blown head gasket and rust on the rockers and front
fenders.I was told everything else worked when it was parked a year ago.No winch and
needs new canvas also.I plan on having it for spare parts but who knows,maybe after
awhile with nothing left to do on my '67 I might think about getting it running.Time will
tell,I haven't even seen it yet.My truck is totally sanded as of today just setting under the
shed waiting for some paint.The interior and underneath is done.Anyone know if a
gallon will do the exterior?That is all I have left.
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27685 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used to have a mobile home which had one end a couple feet off the ground since it was
situated on a hill.I noticed it rocked around in the wind more then I was comfortable
with.One time when we were expecting a big wind storm,I nosed the front bumper of the
M715 up against the side of the motor home and connected a chain and binder from the
bumper to the mobile home frame.I left the gearboxes in 1st gear lowrange.It seemed to
hold the home fairly solid until after the storm passed.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO LEO D POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27683 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I was there to see it in person,sweet truck!
SUBJECT>Vintage Power Wagons POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anybody know how much the guys at VPW want for front fenders?
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27689 NEXT>27692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$225 each for good take offs.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:need a M715 trailer POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 7:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think 20 or 30 go up on govliquidation in the next month or so
m101 trailers
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons POSTER>Sam EMAIL>syoung67@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>27690 NEXT>27697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at that price ....they can keep em
SUBJECT>Re:need a M715 trailer POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 8:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27684 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I agree with Lee,look on Goverment Liquidation site or GSAauctions and look for either
a M-101 or a M-101A2 3/4 ton trailer.Do not go for a M-105 trailer,it is too big.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:No ARB for rear D70?POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 September 2003,at 9:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27680 NEXT>27730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They did't last time I emailed their cust support people.That was about 4-5 months ago
and things change.
SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27641 NEXT>27723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Greg
I removed three leafs from the rear and flipped the shackle up,no real need for lift blocks
in the rear but then again i have not done a spring over in the front ,If i were to do it
again i would only remove two leafs to keep the carrying capacity up a bit.On the front
end i would only remove one leaf,In the stock form its flex is great,But with the added
weight of a winch and custom bumper you'll be happy you kept more leafs up front.
Do you plan on changing axles over to eight lug chevy?
A New England get together would be a great time.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:230 starter problem?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 4:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are designed to disengage with the rotation of the motor.Is your idle speed set too
low?Try turning it up a couple hundred RPM.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Vintage Power Wagons POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While that's pricey,it's not too out of line.Just call your local wrecking yard (not the U-
pick-It's)and price a fender from a a late model truck.You'd be surprised.For a resto
project,$225 ea isn't bad IMO.For a 4 wheelin'truck (what I intend mine for),it's.outrageous!)LOL!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27633 NEXT>27736 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kansas,wtf?I'm no where near Kansas?
Are you talking about the FE in Kentucky?KY is Kentucky.
I assumed that it was out of the question seeing as how it's almost the whole way across
our great nation.That's a long drive.
I'd be most impressed.
You're always my hero.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:230 starter problem?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be pretty careful with that!Ever see dragster tires "grow"when they take off from the
line?Think,now,of your starter armeture windings when over-spun.Gets real ugly real
fast.Centripital force isn't always your freind.I have a hosed armeture just like that on
my desk from DSPO's efforts to free-up the starter .I'd bet your "bendix"isn't helixing
inward smoothly.Take one of your starters and follow the disassembly/cleaning
instructions i the operator manual above.You'll probably be pleased with the results.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:John,wi715...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Terrorists,man.I'm telling you!
SUBJECT>You both lose!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27648 NEXT>27735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As it turns out Dennis Baston is a new memeber with a new truck and a new array of
possiblities.By default (since I'm the only member withing 100 miles of him)he's
looking to me for advice on what to do in the way of raw power.
Let's see,will I causally guide him to the Ford in-line 6?
Will I point him to the Ford 460?
Will I steer him to a 351?.Only time will tell,but I have a gut feeling that if he wants to replace his 230 I'm
going to
find him one helluva deal on any GM product he wants.Thus,I win.Actions speak
louder than you two hippie's burns!
This is for BB715 and LuckyPabst-
EEEEEAAAAAATTTTT OOOOOONNNNNNEEEEE!!!!!!!!!
-B.
By the way-Chris I really appreciate the fenders you sold me.It was a really nice thing
you did there and I'll not soon forget it.No matter what I say,just remember it's all in
good fun and I'm still your bud.
Ron-go to hell you prick.
SUBJECT>Re:Barney The Dinosaur POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27639 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
I'm trying to turn over a new leaf and be nicer to others.Sorry to dissapoint you.
By the way,I admire your spelling.It's always been lacking in my posts here and there.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27617 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,B -I'll check with swap-meets for a while.Maybe I can uses the "left"nummbers
on both sides (better check tension of numbers so they'll stay put.)
SUBJECT>Re:turn signals POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27665 NEXT>27705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The old style,large,distribution box WILL NOT work on 12 volt.I don't know of anyone
who has found different flashers/relays to put in there to change it either.If you want to
stay with the military look but use 12 volts and be able to get new modern parts,you can
order a "kit"just for this from Star Electric that includes:
NEW solid state flasher unit...same as a Hummer uses...
NEW turn signal switch...same as Hummer uses...
Adapting wire harness with instructions.The harness connects to the new switch and
flasher unit and light harness and tells you where to tap power from the 3 lever light
switch.That is the only place where you have to cut a wire and splice...all the rest are
standard mil type waterproof connectors.
Last I heard,the kit was $100...may have gone up a little by now...just let him know that
you want to upgrade to the solid state turn signals and you need the 3 pieces above.
Contact:.Kevin Emdee
368 Big Oak Trail
Radcliff,KY 40160-9749
Phone 270 877 0813
Fax 270 211 5042
Email kemdee@earthlink.net
brute4c
SUBJECT>Some say it will POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27704 NEXT>27706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a post 2-3 months back where two guys both said they were using unmodified
24 volt boxes with no problems....think it has something to do with the bimetal working
off amps instead of volts.
Have not tried it myself so can say for sure.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Some say it will POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27705 NEXT>27714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
should have read "CAN'T say for sure"
SUBJECT>Re:Need fuel pump for M715 POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27667 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Teh unleaded fuel likely isn't the problem,it's the new "reformulated"(oxegenated?)
gasoline.Fuel ethanol attacks the rubber stuff.That's why "Flex-Fuel"rated vehicles rely
so much on stainless steel fuel lines and other components.Mozar just posted a similar
experience,but the part he was having issue with was the filler tube elbow.You two live
in areas that require the high ethanol content in the fuel for local pollution control?
SUBJECT>Re:Any body have any luck selling their M715?POSTER>Al
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27616 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having the same problem selling my 4runner which has been my baby for the last 14
years.I'm only selling it to make room for the 715
Some kids came by wanting it because their friend has a Toy pickup that he beats in the
woods and thay wanted to join him.
I refused that sale.
Al
SUBJECT>Spicergear's getting hitched---POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27712
27752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,it happened this last weekend.One of our own asked one of our own to be his
wedded wife.If you remember "Katie"from last year-got a 715,asked a bunch of
questions,sold the 715 and never came back for a visit.
Anyhow,Spicer started writing her and they got to be buddies and he moved her across
the continent to PA to be near him.They've co-habitated for about 9 months now and he
finally asked her the big question.
They have no date set as of yet.
This gives hope to you young guys-it really can happen where you find a stunning
woman who has similar intrests as you.If a man as repulsively ugly as Tom can catch a
woman like Katie then it can happen for you.
715Zone,helping supply 715 tech and match up couples since 1998.
-B.
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SUBJECT>To the Frapachino guy:POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27720
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I got your package today.I really appreciate it-I had almost given up on you (as the
previous posts said).I feel sort of bad now since Chris told me you were getting hitched
and moving and all and I was on your case about mailing these to me.I feel
bad.............but an ice cold Frapachino can make anyone feel better.
Thanks again and sorry about all the names I called you both here and at home.I guess I'll
go through and delete all them posts.
-B.
SUBJECT>New found hatred for NP200 POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27722 27724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took my truck down south for some light four wheeling last weekend and on the way
back noticed loud grinding noises at speeds over 40mph coming from transfer case.i just
rebuilt it about a month ago,before i drove out here to utah,i think maybe i fried the gear
oil,and then in turn fried a bearing or two.i am thinking about doing the NP205 swap,
but being so far from home without a garage and decent tools i am wandering if i can do
it.what is involved in doing the swap?do i need to do custom fabrication for mounts?
will the driveshaft lenghts be the same?what about the t-case linkage?the less the
fabrication the better.i really need to get this fixed or i wont be able to get it home after i
am done with school.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear's getting hitched---POSTER>Ben/IL.EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at
9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27709 NEXT>27715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good news for Spice :),but a sad day for young Katie :(Good luck to both of them!I
hope they use velvet and some troop seats for the wedding limo!Hey spice,do ya need a
driver!?I'm there dude.........-Ben
SUBJECT>Looking for Kurt Nack POSTER>warren EMAIL>reno1@continet.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kurt,not sure if you rec'd my e-mail.
My number is 541-914-6963.Thanks.
Warren
SUBJECT>Re:Some say it will POSTER>cycop183 EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27706 NEXT>27719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it appears that the contact peices inside are voltage specific.i guess i'll get a couple
flashers,disconnect the old parts,and start playing around.it couldnt hurt any worse than
bumping my head on the hood mounted air breather bracket.gosh,that hurt!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear's getting hitched---POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27712 NEXT>27748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Growing up,a classmates dad of mine always used to say:
"Marriage is a fine institution,If ya like institutions that is"
Keep in mind that this gentelman was a preacher.
Just kidding Spicer
Congrats from Iowa
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering...Any ultra secret material that needs to be kept secret from the unwashed
masses?:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27716 NEXT>
27718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since membership is free,the owners of this site are not getting rich by charging us all for
access.For the most part,they are motivated only by the desire to promote this hobby by.gathering as much useful
M715 information possible and making it available to everyone.
Currently,the membership requirement is only used to help determine how many people
are being served by this site and what their needs may be.Membership also allows them
the ability to remove a member's priviledges if deemed approprite.Much of the site
information is free to all,while some additional information requires membership.
However,it does cost money and a lot of effort to maintain this site,so membership could
potentially have a fee associated with it in the future.This option has been discussed
numerous times.So far most of the costs and work have been donated,for which we are
all thankful for.If anyone has ideas on ways to help support this site without
implementing a membership fee,your comments are welcome.
Rollie
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SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27717 NEXT>27729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just what are the annual cost roughly.
Understand completly if you don't want to share,but if I had a idea of what was needed it
might be easier to find a way to come up with it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:mine work POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27714 NEXT>27747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have my junk working with 12v.No problems AT ALL.All stock stuff.1967 original..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:To the Frapachino guy:POSTER>Brian
EMAIL>brian.d.salazar@bankofamerica.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at
12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27710 NEXT>27721 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am the one that wants to thank you.Also I am looking forward to moving to texas and
cause trouble with some of the local fellow owners.also Brian let me know if thier are
parts you may need I have a few smaller parts that I've stripped from the doner truck.
once again thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:To the Frapachino guy:POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where abouts in Texas?
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715.SUBJECT>Re:New found hatred for NP200 POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27711 NEXT>27779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,are you in NH?I don't know anything about the 205 swap but I might be able to
help you out if you're in the northeast.
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:spring over ?POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on getting the truck road ready by next spring so a early summer New England
meet would be great.Chevy axles arn't in my future ...course if I start breaking things,I
might have to rethink that.
GB
SUBJECT>Re:New found hatred for NP200 POSTER>koobster EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27711 NEXT>27782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"i took my truck down south for some light four wheeling last weekend"
And You Didnt Stop By.oh ya Im in germany shucks
SUBJECT>Ron &Spicer POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15
September 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27638 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
Thanks for responding to Spicer's outburst.I posted (not realizing how sensitive Spicer
was about his mistake)and have not checked the board for a few days.Left town and then
came back to prepare for that bitch Isabel.
Spicer,I'm partial to old Buick Big Blocks (and Caddy's)for torque.Yes,I actually have
a 455 sitting in my garage.No,it's not in the truck.I dream that one day it will be.
Sorry I don't feel comfortable following the mainstream pack of chebby sheep.You and B
like sheep,right?
Hurricanes -Mother Nature's washing machine (no detergent necessary)
SUBJECT>Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27727 27732 27764 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My 230ci engine skips and bumps then the truck seems to lose power after driveing it a
few miles and then it regains power and it runs fine.Im just a shade tree mach.Help
Brandon.SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27726 NEXT>
27728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could it be a restricted fuel line?
Dirty fuel filter?
Dirty fuel?
Bad Fuel pump?
Just some ideas relating to fuel?
Or it could be ignition related.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>Brandon Wildes
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EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont know,it runs fine after the skip and bump,then drive it for miles know problems.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27718 NEXT>27733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We seem to have quite a few active members...I'd be more than happy to contribute a few
bucks a year.I don't know what would happen to me if the M715zone disappeared...:-)
SUBJECT>Re:No ARB for rear D70?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27694 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not exactly what I wanted to hear...:-(
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Ron &Spicer (moved up from BBC post)POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
Thanks for responding to Spicer's outburst.I posted (not realizing how sensitive he was
about his mistake)and have not checked the board
for a few days.Left town and then came back to prepare for that bitch Isabel.
Spicer,I'm partial to old Buick Big Blocks (and Caddy's)for torque.Yes,I actually have
a 455 sitting in my garage.No,it's not in the truck.I dream that one day it will be.
Sorry I don't feel comfortable following the mainstream pack of chebby sheep.You and B
like sheep,right?.Oh,congratulations on your pending nuptials.Poor Katie.
Hurricanes -Mother Nature's washing machine (no detergent necessary)
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27726 NEXT>27737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you checked or drained your fuel tank to see how much rust is in there ,sounds just
like mine did at one time befor the tank was cleaned and coated Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 2:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27729 NEXT>27745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A popluar fundraiser on a free hot rod site I frequent is auctions whose proceeds go
directly to the owner of the website to cover his costs.
In one case someone auctioned a truck,beginning the auction at 500 bucks to cover what
the donator had in the truck and anything over 500 went to the website.Most commonly
someone "donates"something to auction -magazines,art,toys,car parts,etc.and gives
all the cash to the site.
Chris
SUBJECT>General Question POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27749 27761 27768 27775 27783 27804 27806 27816 27821 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was reading an earlier post where the guy mentioned that he was "just a shade tree
machanic"and that got me wondering about the rest of you.I mean dont get me wrong,
im not saying that I doubt any advice that is given here,not by any means.But I was
wondering how many of you have just learned on your own through trial and error and
how many are professional mechanics.I,personally,have been messing with engines and
all for a few years,and I am currently in my second year of school here in Nc.Im in a
program where Im learning all about John Deere equipment,from engines to hydraulics
to hydrostatic drive and all that jazz.
SUBJECT>Re:You both lose!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27701 NEXT>27759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Brian,
I'll have to stop putting in my random anti-Chevy rants.Normally everyone just ignores
what I say so I feel like a retard.Especially this time since I posted with the sole intent of
ruffling some feathers and keeping the fun going and I got ignored all weekend.But you
went and did the diplomatic thing by responding with a hint of caring in your message
and I feel humbled.
Here's to a newfound brotherhood between us GM and Ford guys.Let's turn a new leaf..Butterflies and flowers and
poems about rainbows and all that happy crap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since the FE is so far from me,I never really paid much attention to the location.I
assumed it was in Kansas but now it's in Kentucky?I thought KY was something you put
on toast.
Yes I was talking about driving to next summer's FE.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>Tom Kirkman
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EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Over time the tanks rusts and the debris can clog the pick-up tube in the tank.Sometimes
it shuts everything down.Other times,it just causes the skips and sputters you're
describing.
SUBJECT>Carburetor Needed POSTER>ennis from Memphis
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27739 27742 27753 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I drove over to Memphis Equipment today to see if they have a carburetor for the 715 I
brought in from the east coast last week.They do have a rebuilt carburetor but they want
a $100 core charge (my truck has no carburetor at all)and $250 for the unit.Since I am
wanting to use the carburetor to see if I can start the original engine to find out what is
wrong (and then decide whether I want to swap engines)I thought this was a bit pricey to
make this determination.So,my question(s)is/are this:
1)Does anyone have an available carburetor for sale for not much money?
2)or,Can anyone recommend something else that would work so I can attempt starting
the engine?
Mind you,I am not complaining about ME's price.If I knew whether the engine was good
and that I wanted to leave it original I would pay the price (after swallowing hard.)
However,something else should work to make this determination.Any ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Needed POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis,
Are you near any good junkyards?If you just want to see if it'll fire,look in mid 50's -
70's Fords.Measure the stud spacing on your intake and the diameter of the hole then.start comparing.
I'm almost certain the Carter YF that was on my 300 will bolt on and the 1-barrels on all
the larger sixes will as well.Stay away from the Falcon/Mustang/early Econoline
177/200's and look for the early 215/223 or the later 240/300 powered cars and trucks.
Of course throttle linkage will be different but this is just for a test right?If you find any
one-barrels with a glass float bowl,save them for me.
Chris
SUBJECT>maybe POSTER>jeff EMAIL>chickenfromthehood@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have u seen the trucks episode with the M-715 do you know where I could buy it!And
where culd I find aM-715 in Florida because they r so cool and have many cool features
that was very hi-tech then.
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 in my future?POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought it and he is even going to deliver it for me!Got my other M715 painted today
with a quart left over from a gallon.Boy,there's alot of nooks and crannies on that thing.
No more red!!!Now for the camo in the next day or two so I don't have to tape things out
twice.
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Needed POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found that the '69 Dodge Dart 170 engine.Model on the 1 barrel carb is the 1920.If you
can find one of these it will help.
SUBJECT>Re:Ol'Ronner POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27637 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
is your ass burnin'spiceboy?
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
at least my MOPAR will run forever,get good mileage,and make tons of power!!!!!!!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Ol'Ronner POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha ha ha ha !!!!!!!!!!
Ron,you're alright,even for a Ford guy.I like anybody that's against that Chevy crap!!.email me your address and
I'll send you a 12 pack.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>cycop183
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27733 NEXT>27757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep.it does cost money to keep a site going.but that COOL logo sure would look good
on tee shirts,posters,stickers,etc..just a thought
rick
SUBJECT>Re:HURRICAINE!!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>27681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you might have to help with some high water rescues!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:mine work POSTER>cycop183 EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27719 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine just turn on but wont flash..hmmmm
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear's getting hitched---POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>27715 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats man.
you have more guts than me,been living with mine for 5 1/2 yrs still no wedding.
lets us know where and when,maybe we all could show up for a good 715 parade hehehe.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD30dg1j5caM PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>27755 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i am not a "pro",but i have been messing with engines since i was 6 yr old.i raced quater
midgets,then go-karts,then "real cars".i had a big block (440)Plymouth Duster that i
both street raced and raced at the track.low 11's on street tires.i have built/rebuilt many
engines and transmissions(all makes engine and trans).i have been a certified welder for
over 20 years.
i have a college degree in CADD.
i have hydraulic experience,having built production and prototype forklifts for the
military.i have built everything from BBQ pits to Maverick missles,aircraft parts,etc.
i have restored several cars/trucks,from VW's to muscle cars.
i stand behind my word.i will admit my mistake if i am wrong.
Brian-pound sand.krob725
keith roberts
san antonio texas
SUBJECT>daily driver wanted POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27751 27794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for a daily driver M715 to offset the days when I drive my Unimog.I want one
that is either completely updated with a V8,power steering,etc.or a bone stock one in
good condition.If anyone is interested in any trades that would be great as well.I have an
18 ft.jet boat with a 454 and tunnel ram etc,a beautiful 72 Ford F250 that is my current
daily driver.and a Kz1000-excellent condition.thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver wanted POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'll trade you my M725 for your Unimog,if it's a radio box!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Spicergear's getting hitched---POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27709 NEXT>27760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CONGRATS SPICEBOY and KATIE!!!
i wish you both nothing but the best.be honest with each other,the rest is easy...
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Carburetor Needed POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have one.it needs a rebuild.email me and i'll ship it to you for the M715zone price of
one dollar plus freight.
krob725
SUBJECT>Upstate NY m725 here...POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bill@awarehead.com
DATE>Monday,15 September 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>27673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 m725 and live in Phoenix,NY (near Syracuse)I'll be in Lake George,NY this
coming weekend with my truck.(My band has a show there Saturday).
-Bill
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 1:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27749 NEXT>27758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been meesing around with cars ever since I was about 10.Always fixing.something,anything I could get my hands
on.I would either fix it or break it.Now I am a
Helicopter mechanic in the Marine Corps.I work on both Hueys and Cobras.I am out on
the Air Station in Jacksonville.
SUBJECT>Fuel pump question POSTER>Darek EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 2:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I got my 715,it didn't come with a fuel pump.We ordered a fuel pump,but now
I'm looking at the hole inside the engine block where it bolts too,but I dont'need how the
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engine drives it.I see nothing...just a blank hole which curves to the left at th end.Maybe
I am missing something inside the engine which drives the pump?If someone could
explain how the engine drives the pump,and what it looks like,that would be great
Thanks!
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 2:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>27745 NEXT>
27830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where does a guy send a donation for this site?
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27755 NEXT>27773
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a civil engineer and have been mess with trucks/bikes/or anything else with a motor
since I was a boy.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:You both lose!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27735 NEXT>27785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Puke...
Chris....I read your post and enjoy them,however if you start that butterfly and poem crap
I'll quit.
concerned reader
Doug
SUBJECT>Not So!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27752 NEXT>27854 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Honesty is not always the best policy!
People told me this when I first got married,and it created a world of hurt.Case in point:."I enjoy working on the
truck,but I'm mainly going to the shop just to get away from you
and your crazy hormones."
Honest wasn't the best policy.
"You really take after your dad and have a lazy streak that runs all the way through you."
Honesty wasn't the best policy.
"Your mom annoys the hell outta me."
Honesty wasn't the best policy.
"You pull covers and in the winter,with the heat turned down this low-despite the sex-
that makes me not want to sleep with you."
Honesty wasn't the best policy.
"Your the best cook in the world and since I'm a man who loves to eat-I thank my lucky
stars every day I married you."
In this case,honesty was a good policy.
So,you see-4 out of 5 times honesty will let you down and get you into trouble.
Lie to her and she'll be happy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>27767
27778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've just started checking in on these boards as I will be new to 715's shortly.But I have
been working on stuff most of my adult life in one way or another either personnaly or to
make a living.I work in the construction business,currently am a shop foreman for a road
building outfit.I worked for a John Deere dealership for a number of years as well.You
must be in that new program they came out with,there are a couple of guys in that at my
old dealership as well.
SUBJECT>valve adjusting POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 September
2003,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27765 27820
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok now i have talked to a few people and read the manual and some people said to adjust
the valves cold,some said to adjust them hot,and some said to do it running.i really dont
want to were oil all over my clothes,but if that is the way to do it then i guess thats what i
need to do.if any one has any input about adjusting valves on the 230 tornado,please
post them.
thanks
chris
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel pump question POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27756 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the cam drives a push rod which in turn pushes the lever on the fuel pump.it is possible
that it could have been taken out.look for a push rod in the hole.if you cant see it,youll
have to take the valve cover off.the push rod has a spring around it and is right in front of
the cam..chris
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27726 NEXT>
27784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds more electrical to me.I'd suggest removing your ignitor cover and make sure your
connections are all tight and clean.Is your 24 volt wire feeding your ignitor shorting
against the frame (liek mine did and acted this way)?
Let us know how it works out,would ya?
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjusting POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27762 NEXT>27774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The motor needs to be warm...doesn't have to be boiling hot,just nice and warmed up.It
can be done when off after warming it up and get as good or better a result than with it
running with alot less hassle.Turn the motor clockwise until the first cam lobe is pointing
as close to straight down as possible...doesn't need to be exact,by eye is good,and adjust
that cylinders rockers.Also if you look down the cam,another cylinder,#6 in this case,
will also have the cam pointing down and can be adjusted also.Then you can do #2 and
#5 together,and #3 and #4 together.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:CONGRATS TO LEO D POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>27683 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks guys for the congrats.Didn't figure beating out a 44 jeep with trailer and 30cal
machine gun.Nice trophy it is 2 feet tall.thanks again Leo D.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Project Manager/Estimator for a mechanical contractor
Licensed Master/Journeyman Plumber
Some HVAC service and install background
Worked on cars more as a hobby.
Did build and install motors for a few years.Made pretty decent extra money doing this
($300 or more weekly)Got to be too much with my daytime job so I just dropped it
completely.Older guy that lived a couple houses away was doing this,I started hanging
out in his garage and helping him.After a year or so he said that if I was going to hang out
and help,I was going to have to start taking some of the money....kind of funny cause I
hadn't really even though of the money..Also worked (more like played)with a friend that had a automotive machine
shop.He
would allow me to use his equipment on my own stuff and let me help with some of his
customer's work.No paycheck there just did it because it was interesting to me and a way
to learn more and get my projects done cheaply.
I thank both of those guys greatly for putting up with the kid who always bummed around
in thier shops.They Treated me and my thoughts as I was an equal to them,even though
they had 15 to 20 years more experience under thier belt than I did.Learned a lot and am
still close friends today and needless to say when they need a plumbler or a HVAC
tech...its free.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Chris EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im an automotive technician at a GMC dealership here in Chattanooga TN.Ive been
working on cars for a few years now.my personal experience has been a little longer.i
learned how to drive a stick shift on my M715.now i can feel like i can drive anything.a
year later i officially owned the truck.
chris
SUBJECT>1st to try?POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27771 27772 27788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi group.I've been tinkering with the idea of putting the 6.2L Chevy Diesel from a 85'ish
military blazer in my truck since I can't get the 230 settled down.Am I the first to try this
particular engine or is anyone else out there running one?
If I am the first,does the list want start-to-finish pictures of my project?
-T
SUBJECT>Stock distributor cap POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any one know where to get a Stock distributor cap for less than $45.00
Thanks
Rick
I can't wait till this engine blows so I can get a little more power under the hood.
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27769 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Rollie put a 6.2 in his 715,Check under member pictures,He did a great job on it.
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Rick.SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27769 NEXT>27787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tony,
Welcome aboard.
I have a 6.2 with a 4spd auto that I was going to put in on of my trucks.The stock motor
runs so nice I have decided to leave it alone for now.The diesel was in a early 90s chevy
pickup that was wrecked has around 100,000 miles on it.If your interested in it let me
know.$750 for motor and trans and all acessories....I have someone that said they wanted
it but I have not seen any money yet.I'll have to check and see if they still want it or not.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I design Vaginal Speculums...Does that count?:-)
I have a BA in Mechanical Engineering,which IMO doesn't really qualify you for much.
Most of what I know (and it's not much)I learned on my own.
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjusting POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27765 NEXT>27805
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c is so right.Over the years,I've tried adjusting the valves three times with the 230
engine running.Each time everything ended up covered in oil,even after fabricating all
sorts of oil deflectors.Never again.Just warm up the engine and adjust as Brute4c said.I
usually adjust half the valves then put the valve cover back on and warm up the motor
before doing the other half.Depends on how fast you work and how quickly the engine
cools down.Robert
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually "Shade tree howler monkey mechanic"
with a talent of "driveway"paint jobs.
In real life electronic technician for the last 15 years.
17 years in the Canadian Reserve Armour corp.where I have taken several driver
maintenance courses.(1/4,5/4,deuces and LAV's)
However they never show you how to take a jerry can,few feet windshield washer hose,a
bungi cord and gun-tape.
To get your jeep back to base when your fuel pump dies.
That you only get from the Shade tree school,where the thesis was my 82 CJ-7 Frame off
resto...Al
SUBJECT>Holley truck Avenger Carb POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know first hand how the Holley truck Avenger 4X4 carb really works off
road?I could only find a few thing on the net about this carb.
Thanks for the input.
Rick
SUBJECT>Contact info for New Life Resources?I need a new top.POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7s95ywoQLLE PREVIOUS>NEXT>27780
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the tele#for New Life Resources.From what I've read on this site they seem to
have the best product and customer service.Any other input is greatly appriciated.
THanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27761 NEXT>27815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What dealership did you work for?I am working with James River Equipment.They are
one of,if not the larger,if not the largest on the east coast,so you may have heard of
them.
SUBJECT>Re:New found hatred for NP200 POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,i'm in Utah,wish i were in New Hampshire though so i could free load off my
parents.maybe i'll hafta actualy pay somebody to rebuild my t-case.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Contact info for New Life Resources?I need a new top.POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27777 NEXT>27786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
802.827.6124 or nlrm@together.net They are in Vermont.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock distributor cap POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a stock cap that I will give you.I cant remember what kind of shape it is in though.
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I know I beat the distributor up pretty bad trying to get it out,but I cant remember if the.cap was damaged or
not.But if you want it ill take a look at it this weekend and let you
know.
SUBJECT>Re:New found hatred for NP200 POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,went to little moab,no mud or water but thats ok,got some about 2 feet of air in the
715 going off "bumps"it was pretty sweet,new engine and auto tranny work flawlwss;
didnt even over-heat.
what,they dont have any 'wheeling in Germany?im sure you could find a truck
somewhere to beat on off road.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>27790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's probably safe to say that i am the least experienced one here.i'm in my second year of
college for automotive technology specializing in the toyota t-10 program.i work at a
toyota dealership in New hampshire where i intern for school,so i dont know much about
the big trucks and such,although ive grown up around the big old chevys and jeeps and
learned the little that i do from my dad.i've owned my 715 for about 2 1/2 years (one of
my first vehicles)and dont plan on selling it anytime soon.
-Brian M
P.S.the toyota edjucation is purely occupational,i dont drive toyotas and probably never
will.
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Problems Help Me Please POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27764 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,will check it out and let yall know.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:You both lose!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27759 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heh heh...when Iread that post,my mouse pointer was on top of the "t"in "turn a new
leaf',I read it a "burn a new leaf"so I actually expected the poetry,butterflies and happy
thoughts!HAAA!!!.SUBJECT>Re:Contact info for New Life Resources?I need a new top.
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27780 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You won't regret it.Top notch work.If you are getting the cargo cover you will have a
choice of nylon rope or the correct natural stuff.I chose the nylon and have discovered
that once cinched up tight and left for a few weeks,the nylon takes a set and when you
untie it it will have a heck of a memory.The nylon stuff is kind of a pain to work with
when it resembles a rope coil spring...Other than that it is sweeeeeet.......Kaiserjeeps...
(Al)...
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27772 NEXT>27789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never enough pictures!!Post away..Well,unless Brute is busy of course....
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27769 NEXT>27799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tony,
I put a 6.2 in my M715 using an Advance Adapter and boltint it up to the M715
transmission.It was a fairly easy conversion.
Searching this site for 6.2 should result in information I posted on the details.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You were right with the never enough pictures part...send em on!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I started out designing space shuttle heat sheilds from the womb....OK so that one
flopped...:^)I was told I was taking stuff apart at a very young age of three.I don't know
when I actually started putting things back together.I have to say that my 69 CJ was the
basis for everything I have learned over the last 20 years.I made many engineering
mistakes over the years,but I am now very proud of taking a weak vehicle and making it
very stout.I did take a few quarters of auto mechanics in Seattle,but when the instructors
discovered I did not want to be a mechanic and all I wanted to do was learn the stuff I
didn't under stand about my jeep,well I got the cold shoulder.So I dropped out.I.remember my first ring and pinion
setup.Screamed like h@ll.I like designing things and
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repairing things.Thats all I really want to do in life.Don't ask me how I ended up at the
biggest american microchip provider purifying water to the point where you can't even
drink it and it won't even conduct electricity.They process wafers with it so we can bring
you the latest and greatest super computer to help support my retirement.So everyone,go
out and buy that new high zoot computer that says Intel inside.I want to have a life after
all this misery.So in a nutshell,learned it all by myself.The thing is,,,,,there is alot more
to learn.On a final note,Mikel you are a sick and twisted puppy!!!You are alright in my
book!!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know this 715 POSTER>Leo D EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>27677 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i am in mass.also have m725,live in hyde park,a get together would be a good idea.
SUBJECT>I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27797
27808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug and spicer its all your fault.I've been noticing them for awhile now.I've even
mentioned it to the wife.I got the look of celibacy if you know what I mean.This
weekend we went camping with a couple from work.Sometime around 1 AM around the
campfire between beers 7 and 9 we decided on monday to jump in the 715 and motor
across town to a place called Sargent Gators.After we got back to town,we got there and
lo and behold there were 5 dueces parked there including a big crane jobbie.I felt like
lifting something.They were all around 4500.I don't know where I would store it.I don't
know how I would afford it.I don't know what I would do with it.But I pretty much
would like to have one.Especially a Kaiser built one.Hey I can dream can't I??BTW we
did find some cool stuff there.Got some new german 6 pocket woolies that fit since my
weight loss for those upcoming winter camps.A cool tent side made out of bug netting
with a canvas edge with grommets.I'm going to make a netting end curtain for the cargo
cover for summer campouts.Got some targets,a vietnam era green correct hat,Some 9
wire ect...
So someday I might be bugging you guys for some knowledge on buying a duece.Won't
be soon,but someday.When my wifes return gaze goes from ice cold to semi luke warm I
will know I have won.I truely believe that women do indeed rule the world.At least the
ones that live with you anyways...I want a duece bad.....al..
SUBJECT>Top Speed POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27795
27798 27800 27803 27837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I have a chance to pick up 1969 M715 that had once been a brush truck for around 600 or
700 bucks which seams like a reasonabl price the transmisiton seals need to be replaces.and there are some rusted
out parts on the door and on the body in the front of the front
wheel wells.I was wondering if the safe top end for long distance (greater than 60 miles)
was realy 60 mph,or do you have to go slower and if so what is a engine safe top end.
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver wanted POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27750 NEXT>27801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That seems to be a fair trade a boat a truck and a bike for one m 715
;)))Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Jay Ritch EMAIL>jritch@chbinc.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not knowing more than the condition you described,plan on keeping the engine revving
no more than 2000 rpm and figure around 40 -45 mph.tires and braking will be your
biggest concern,check carefully...
get it,fix it.they like money.
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:Holley truck Avenger Carb POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27776 NEXT>LINKNAME>my truck
LINKURL>http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesprofile.asp?id=142003123958
IT WORKS!I have been running one on my truck and it realy does the job!
http://www.ok4wd.com/ridesprofile.asp?id=142003123958
SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27792 NEXT>27807
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL,
I told my wife I was going to look at a truck....thats it,just look.
I got the kid in the candy store deal going on when I got there.
1970 M-35A2 with a 1991 LTD465 1-D multifuel in it with only 800 hours on the
clock.She fired up and ran perfect.
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I asked how much.....he said $1500 and I about fell over.There were troops seats on
another truck sitting next to it,so I asked how much if you throw those in on the deal....he
said another $100.I wrote the check and drove it 130 miles home without
incident.Without incident until I pulled in the driveway thats is.The look on her face was.so priceless...I cannot
even attempt to describe it.Her first words "What the hell are you
going to do with that"followed by "I had no idea what you meant when you said it was
big".She was not really happy with me and I may have omitted some of the other stuff she
said.
We use it to go to the drive in and parades,thats about it.I put a dump conversion on it
and its been being used daily on a company project for about a six weeks now.The boss
paid for the conversion with this arrangement as part of the deal.I really enjoy that it is
getting some use as it usually just sits.It has hauled about 400 ton of earth so far on that
job.I would guess it has paid for itself a couple of times over now.
I said something about selling it and the wife nearly came unglued on me.The same
woman who was bent out of shape when I brought it home now says that it is her favorite
and there is no way I'm going to sell it.Told her the other night that I was going to put one
of the three remaining 715s up for sale and now she thinks I should keep them all.Life is
good.I'm going to sell one anyway but its nice to know that she is starting to appreciate
them.
Go ahead and buy one.Take your time and wait for the deal you can't pass up then pounce
on it.I waited six months at least,all of the time casually mentioning it to the wife.Kind of
like you "wanting for the right look".Pump her up on the prices of them also,make sure
that she looks at every add or web page with the $4500 and up prices on them.Then when
you find one at the bargain basement price she will understand what a deal it is.
Happy Hunting,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would be ideal to check the fluid levels before the trip.No sense in burning anything up
that is low on fluid.T-cases are especially important as the tend to have a heat problem
even when they are full,let alone low or empty.Better to be safe than sorry.I also agree
that speed should be kept around 45.The truck is 34 years old and is most likley not in the
same mechanical condition as it was when new.
Good Luck
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27788 NEXT>27819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rollie,
I knew someone would have tried this before I did.Makes it easier for me now that I don't
have to cut the fireline myself.
After some fits with the search engine here,I found your posts.I would love to see some
pictures of your fitted engine,and especially how these 'dents'in the firewall look to clear
the valve covers.Just curious on what I'm looking forward to...right now,I don't have the.$$for a turbo.I want to
get the engine in place and the truck running before adding to it.
You mentioned yours bolted right on.I seen your pic's in the member section.Different
that I imagined.I was told by the person helping do the engine swap that the proper turbo
for this engine actually turns one exhaust manifold over and routes the exhaust through
the turbo.??This sounds logical,but is it practical?More info needed of course..
On the flywheel,I'm a bit confused.The engine I have did have an automatic
transmission (but that fried big time).Why won't the flywheel that's currently on the
engine work properly with an adapter to mate with the T98?Since I have the diesel
flywheel -I'm all set and only confusing myself and this is primarily directed to automatic
transmissions from a chevy 350 mating to a diesel?Do I still need to beef up the springs
and pressure plate?
Granted,the stock gearing is a bit fast for the slow diesel RPM.Is the 4.56 gearing more
desirable?From your experience,what is the most desirable gearing ratio?Does the front
need to mirror the rear or is the front gearing left as-is?
Does this motor run 12v or 24v?The starter says 24v.Two 100amp,12v alternators..
(hmmm).I'm also going the route you did by bypassing the computer and using a simple
push button to light the glow plugs.Where is an available wiring diagram for the stock
6.2?I have tons of wire in the harness,but no schematic to follow.
Do I need to steal the power steering pump from my donor vehicle?What's involved in
all that?Do I need to steal the brake booster and master cylinder from the donor?(ps..
disc brakes are sure tempting,but I don't have the $$right now for the conversion)
Will the M715 radiator be adequate or do I need a bigger one for the 6.2l?
What is 'flipping the springs'or 'spring over'that everyone talks about.I see where you
can gain massive amounts of height.TOO KEWL!
Can I sponge from you any experience so that I don't have to go through it?
Thanks a million!!
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Brian M (UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27793 NEXT>27802 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i drove mine from NH to UT going around 60-65.i think i fried the transfer case,but
havnt been able to investigate it yet.i drove the same trip twice before going under 55
mph,no problem at all.moral of the story:keep it under 55.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:daily driver wanted POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The unimog is staying.I had an m37 and replaced it with the Mog.The mog was a
radiobox,but I converted it to a Pritsche.The m715 was what i wanted first,but one has.never presented itself to me
in a way that was economical or realistic.anyway,i received
an email from a barry y.and am looking at that one.If anyone has any others,particularly
with a V8 let me know.thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I go by rpms and run a steady 3k which translates to 52-55 mph.
But for any old vehicle I just bought and have no previous experience with,I wouldn't
want to go much over 30 both for the safety of me and anyone else on the road.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ran mine at 55 for hours on end.I may have topped that at times,but really,if you want
the truck to last,45 is the speed recommended by the military.Keep in mind that due to
the axle gearing,that engine is turning some pretty high RPMs at 55 MPH.I'd guess that
a 230 OHC in an M715 that shows 20,000 on the odometer has the equivilent of about
50,000 engine miles in a regular civilian truck or car.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a hack.Trained as a welder and machinist.Got the usual start of taking apart anything
with screws/bolts as a child.Got the VW and muscle car bug in jr.high school and
studied any mags or service manuals I could get my hands on,to the detriment of my
grades.
Now I'm still a young pup with a heavy interest in old school rods and customs,vintage
motorbikes and 4x4's for the purpose of desert exploration.
I'm at a bit of a crossroads,wanting to sell my Plymouth in exchange for an old van and
live the life of a transient.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjusting POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One point -when the #1 cam lobe is pointing down,the #6 lobe will not be pointing
down.You can't adjust two pairs at a time.Won't work on the 230.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I'm a welder mechanic ,maintance man at a railcar repair shop here in nebraska.
I,ve been tooling on cars for a few years nothing too major though.
I'm a very good faber and welder but when it comes to carbs and trannys forget it,I call a
pro.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,
at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27797 NEXT>27832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got a plan heh heh..You know mention it every month or so.Then every 2 to 3
weeks.Start showing her online pic's.Mention a good deal or two.Then just show up one
day...I can hear it now.
She won't be hard to convince.She used to have a GTO,still has a 65 3 chevelles,2
mustangs,ect...She was not very fond of my M715 when It brought it home.Now she
loves it.When that becomes more of a reality for me I would like to pick your guys
brains.Might be a couple years the way things are going...Sure would like one...
SUBJECT>Watching the auctions !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just picked up a pair of 5 tons for $3,000.00 a piece.Kept my eye on several nice dueces
up for auction at the same time,and many sold in the $1,500.00 to $2,500.00 range.Tom
SUBJECT>WANTED:cab or whole truck POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27814 27817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to find either a nice cab (by that i mean not a rustbucket)or a complete truck
that has a good solid cab on it.If anyone has any info on where i might find either of
those,please let me know
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SUBJECT>tick in 230 POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27812 27860 27861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 230 has a loud tick in it,I have no idea how long it has been doing it,but it has been
doing it since I bought the truck.Could it need the valves adjusted?or what should I try?
I'm completely lost at this point.
Thx
-John
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case bite the dust?POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>Durb@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27509 NEXT>27863 27884 28050 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Need a little help here fellas:While crusing down the road about 45 mph,my "beast"
came to a screeching halt with all four of my boggers leaving tons of rubber on the road.
in order to move the 715,I had to disconnect front and rear driveshafts.I used my pto
winch to pull it onto my trailer,so the clutch and trans.must still be ok.Any ideas of
what happened?A gear in the transfer case?Any clues will be appreciated.
btw,that sucker sure is a heavy truck :)
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could be valves -they'd be the easiest repair at least.
Possibly an exhaust leak -before it gets too hot,hold your hand around any exhaust bits
you can reach and feel for blowing air or look for visible cracks (somewhat common)
Slight possibility of a rod bearing going south
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:hashed over topic POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>Durb@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27529 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know tons of info has been posted about engine conversions on the 715,but i never paid
attention till now.Would someone tell me where to find the swap info.and i assume the
small block chev is the easiest,and cheapest?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:WANTE :cab or whole truck POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It depends on if you want to come to Alaska or not.Let me know.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
September 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27778 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live on the opposite side.Worked for Coastline Equipment out of Long Beach,CA.
Haven't heard of James River Equipment,but that's a long way to go.I always liked the
work,just got offered more pay from a private contractor.What can you say.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm a young'un POSTER>CRAGAR EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I'm only 22,so my life experiences arent as vast as most.But thats alright,I just
kind of have a knack for doin this stuff.I've been interested in anything with wheels since
I was just a little one.You wouldnt be able to catch me without a hotwheels car in my.pocket.Nothing has changed
except the size of the toys I play with is a little bigger.It
started with hotwheels,then radio controll cars then I went thru 6 dirt bikes (still got 1)
and 2 quads (working on getting a third)I would either break something and have to fix
it,or just tear it apart to see if I could make it "bigger,better,faster"I buy every magazine
that has information in it like,new products,product tests,reviews and comparisons and
learn what I could from that.Then I got my first Jeep,a cherokee that I still have,and my
kaiser.Since I've been thru 2 different lifts on the cherokee,a new motor,swapped in
axles with new gears and ARB's a complete exaust and a stereo system that'll make you
go deaf (gotta have something that you can hear over the swampers and flowmaster
howling away)most of which I had a friend help me out with(he works at the local
offroad shop!he's got all the tools and the knowledge of what works best)The cherokee
is my learning vehicle.Once I finish this one I'm going to use what I have learned to build
my Kaiser.It already has a springover minus 2 leafs in the rear and 42's but that just isnt
cuttin it.I lok at this webiste and the IFSJA and read posts and clock on links and visit
websites and see what I can come up with.I just try to find stuff thats doable and do it.If
I cant thats when I call on a friend..
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:WANTE :cab or whole truck POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27809 NEXT>27834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a whole truck in WYO.Need pictures?let me know.
SUBJECT>Re:I've been slacking POSTER>CRAGAR EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27668 NEXT>27851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The skyjacker 4inch lift springs (they are just a little over 1 inch higher than our STOCK
spring height)are about $250.a piece.The only thing is that the springs are a few inches
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longer than ours so youll have to move some spring hangers front and rear a few inches to
accomidate.You'll also have to get new bushings on the rear springs to match the size of
the rear spring hanger.I feel it is worth it for the SOFT RIDE springs.I have a Skyjacker
lift on my Jeep cherokee.I will by lift kits from NO OTHER!Well maybe,but the
Skyjacker kits have a darn good ride.Ive talked to alot of people with different vehicles
and different lifts and I've heard more good things about skyjacker than any one else.It
rides like a caddy on the street and handels off road like a champ.Did I mention soft ride,
what it would be like on our trucks..I can only imagine untill I'm done putting money
into my cherokee....ohhh soft ride,so smooth,so nice..
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:1st to try?POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27799 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tony.
The two most common turbos I know of are Banks and ATS..Mine is an ATS.The passenger side exhaust manifold is unique
to the turbo.The drivers
side exhaust manifold is stock bolted in the stock position from which a pipe comes out
of and crosses over under the bellhousing and connects back to the ATS manifold which
then directs both exhausts into the turbo together.After which they exit through one 3"
manifold into what ever single exhaust system you use.
I'm not sure how the Banks hooks up,but it may as you mentioned turn one manifol
upside down and then cross over the engine over the top,I'm not sure.
If your engine currnttly has an automatic and you plan to discard it and use the stock
M715 4-speed,then you will need to find a flywheel form a 6.2 or 6.5 that came with a
manual transmission.The flexplate used with the automatic will not work.Also other
GM flywheel that may bolt up will not work correctly either as the 6.2/6.5's have counter
balanced flywheels that must be used.I believe the pressure plate and clutch from a 350
or GM bigblock will work if you get one the right diameter.
You will also need a GM bellhousing and throwout bearing and an adapter which Novak
and Advance make.The adapters are not cheap.I'm guessing about $500 or maybe you
could find a used one here on the M715 Zone.
Front and rear ratios need to be the same.
The stock 5.87's worked fine for me with the 44"tires.
Changing gears can be very expensive.
I believe the CUCV engine ran both 12V and 24V.I don't know the details of which was
which.
I will post more later.
Hope this helps
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:valve adjusting POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe the oil hole is straight across from the tip of the lobe you might check,but that
will make it easy to set your lobe pointing down.
SUBJECT>Re:General Question POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 September 2003,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a certified Waukesha and AJAX mechanic.Horsepower rating any where between 90
to 1600 running natrual gas.I have worked on others with luck.Five years and going
strong
SUBJECT>230 turbo POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 12:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27824 27901 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still thinking on bolting a turbo on my 230.I milled out the adapter for the exhaust.manifold.and am in the
process of building new bearings for the center shaft of the turbo
(big pain).The question that I have is where would be a good place to tie in a oil line for
it.The only place that I saw was at the sender or the line that I think feeds the cam.I think
that the sender would be choice but I'm not sure of the side effects on the pressure and
volume.Any ideas?
SUBJECT>M715 listed on Ebay POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 3:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,folks.
For what it's worth,my M715 is now listed on Ebay.If you're interested,you can find it
at:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432814309&catego
ry=6286
Reserve is $6,000.
Happy trails,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27822 NEXT>27831 27867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Stop!!!!your gonna blow it up.
Just Kidding....I run the heck out of the old 230's and they almost hold together,Curious
to see how it does.Stop by and take me for a ride when you get it done.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27827
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It seemed to me that the best option we have is adding a cup of anti-freeze to each tire.
I've read about it on some other boards,but never had anyone whom I trusted tell me it
was worthwhile.
Anyone done this?
I got my syringe ready and think this weekend I might try it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Bump_r...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bob,I have responded to your pic mail X3...did it again just now...let me know if
they arent getting through for whatever reason...do you have a bulk mail or spam filter
setup that might be catching them due to it being a yahoo address?.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27825 NEXT>27838 27891 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno.I've heard it but never talked to anyone who has done it.I would just go to a big
rig shop and get some "Equal".Better safe then sorry!I wouldn't balance 'em
anyway.......Will can think twice next time about calling shotgun to FE and bumping me
out.Hum..........-BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27826 NEXT>27829 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got it that time,big guy,thanks.
I've sent you those 19 pics.I resent those first three with new descriptive file names,so
please delete the first iterations.
The camo "mapping"pics I currently have in my gallery dosen't seem to be very
interesting,so you can replace with the new if you please.If,however you feel they are
useful and relevant,just add the new to the old -your call,I won't be offended either way.
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27828 NEXT>27835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for lettin me know...will maybe add to the cammo patterns page we have linked
on the left menu...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27757 NEXT>27842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed J.-
You can send it to me,but I only accept cash or money orders seeing as how I really don't
know you.
As Doug Cook #2 mentioned-what are the costs (roughly)?I mean,if it's only $30 a year
then a donation would cover it easy,but if it's $700 a year then the auction idea is great.I
always wondered why there wasn't some sort of compensation for those who do the board
programming.
-B.
(oug,did you like being refered to as Doug Cook #2?I thought it appropriate since we.now have 2 of you guys
posting.)
SUBJECT>oug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27824 NEXT>27840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug Cook from Indiana,can we get you to start going by "Doug Cook #2"?Seeing as
how we happen to have another Doug Cook then you being "Doug Cook #2"sure would
help keep confusion down.If that's too long to type and you want to shorten it to "DC#2"
or "#2"or "Shit"then I understand and appreciate it.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September
2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>27807 NEXT>27841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hey Doug,we got two more!!!
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SUBJECT>Rollie POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at
7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27836 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you put the turbo in yourself,or did the 6.2 come with it?I've looked at the Banks
turbo and decided I'm going to have to wait for that purchase.I am wondering what the
performance before and after the turbo install was/is before I shell a lot of cash.I'm in
Colorado,so the high altitude/low O2 really seems to bog down the diesel.How much
does the ATS system run?Any info would be great-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:WANTE :cab or whole truck POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27817 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you send me some pics??That would be great
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27829 NEXT>27876 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,that makes sense.Move the top row plus the first pic in the second row to the camo
pattern spot.Make mention that this is the "Winter US &Europe -verdant"scheme,
consisting of 45%Forest Green,45%Field Drab,5%Sand,and 5%Black?
Note:The "Sand"component carries a footnote of "This 5%color should be the
camouflage color that matches most closely the color of the soil in the local area.A.typical color for such use is
sand,but earth red,earth yellow,or one of the others may be
closer to the predominant soil color and,in that case,should be used."
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 turbo POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>27833 NEXT>27843 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gonz,
I installed the turbo myself.
It was a used one I purchased which came with all the accesories from another truck.
New,I think they cost about $2000.I've actually purchased two complete ATS turbos.
One from Ebay and another as a response to an ad I listed on a GM diesel website.I paid
$450 and $600 plus shipping for each.I believe the Banks units are the most common.
I'm not sure of the exact figures,but I'm thinking the turbo took the 6.2 from about 150
horsepower to about 200 horsepower.To get the full effect you will need to have the
injector pump turned up,which I had a local shop do for me.I can really feel the
difference when going up hill or pulling a load.It probably compares closely to a weak or
a strong 350 gas engine.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27793 NEXT>27904 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,
Top speed in a 715 is much like a first make-out session with a nice Baptist girl-you go
as fast as you can for as long as she'll let you and be assured that at some point she's going
to force you to stop for good.
(it took me all week to think that up)
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27827 NEXT>27839
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ben,seeing as how you're the only one who responded to my desperate plea for
technical help that makes you the autority....despite you piss-poor answer.
I guess I'll hold off on adding antifreeze to my tubes seeing as how it'll be so hard to get
out if it doesn't work.
E.O.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27838 NEXT>27847 27849 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
I wouldn't use equal.I've heard bad reports from people(only 2 people that i've talked to).
Slightest bit of moisture and it clumps up(tech.term)and has a negative effect.Have you
checked into what is used for fluid balanced tractor tires?A vaccum pump would easily
remove the anti-freeze if you go that route.Change the oil in the pump when you get done
or whoever you borrow it from might not be happy.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27831 NEXT>27845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you think the chances of his middle name being 'Allen'are.Maybe its just me in
some kind of time warp?
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Doug Cook #1 (not as in pee)
SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17
September 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27832 NEXT>27844
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Kind of like the plague,Before you know it every one will have one.It would make for
one cool FE.The link is for Al,so he can check out the sick articulation of the rear axles in
my photos.
The hook is set,now just reel him in nice and easy.Spicer,get the net ready.Recovery,get
the live well open.
Doug
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Re:Why is the gallery only for members?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27830 NEXT>27846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I would be #1.....I was here first damn it
Douglas Allen Cook
Newton Iowa
SUBJECT>Re:6.2 turbo POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 September
2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27836 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Rollie!Time to start saving the dimes!-gonz.SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that
look in her eyes....
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,17
September 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27841 NEXT>27868
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK now cut that out!!Those are some cool pic's.I never would have thought they would
do that.I'll have to include those pic's to show my wife when I get to that stage...heh
heh...
SUBJECT>To #2:POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug Cook #2,
It's not THAT common of a name.I pity you since now all posts made by a Doug Cook
have a 50%chance of being some newbie question and a 50%chance of being some
smart-ass statement.
My life is too busy to read them all so I'll have to just skip 'em.
To help,here's some alternative screen names for you to consider:
Mr.Dimple-dick
Hump
Not worth your time
or
Shoot Me
I plan on calling you Cookie.It has a western ring to it.
You're in my prayers,
-B.
SUBJECT>What the hell?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27842 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I write all that serious stuff about the board and it's need for money and all you can focus
on is the part that involves JUST YOU.
Sheesh-no wonder they're training your replacement.I can't wait 'till they bring out the
NEW AND IMPROVED DOUG COOK and they retire you.
You dissapoint me,
-B.
(this will play into your long-time paranoia by confirming your suspicions that a higher
order is in control of everything and that you are just their pawn.)
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>27839 NEXT>
27848 27855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The guy at the trucker supply told me he sells alot of it to farmers with the monster
tired
sprayers....especially when the tires wear funny from road use and get badly out of
balance.He said he hasn't seen any problems but he's probably just trying to sell the stuff
too.I guess moisture would suck if it got to it...but I guess you're kinda screwed if it gets
there anyway.Sorry for the piss-poor answer B.I'll try better next time to come up with
something free thats laying around in your garage and all you have to do is poor/jam it
down a funnel.Hey,I'll go look through my garage right now....maybe something will
inspire me!:)
Ponder That
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27847 NEXT>27850
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now THAT's the spirit!I own a whole U.S.gallon of antifreeze,but I don't seem to have
any of that poweder crap (that may or may not work)laying around.
At any rate,I appreciate your input.
I've not got too bad of a wobble,but things could be worse-I could not have a bumper.
Please don't use my key "ponder that"phrase.
-B.
SUBJECT>Equal Tire balancing and Bogger sizes POSTER>avid N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 12:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27839 NEXT>27857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just for the record,we run a set of michelin 1100R16 XLs and have used Equal to
balance them.it works great.These tires are on tubeless rims,so maybe the tubes will
complicate things.Just thought I would give an example of a good experience with Equal.
Also,has anyone tried 38x11x16 Boggers on their truck?How do they compare with the
37x13x16s?I am considering a set for my old Power wagon and wonder which will be
better for mud,dirt and snow.
Thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27848 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ponder THIS,:|
Do you by chance have a copyright on "Ponder that"?Cause if not,then piss off you big
pile of monkey nuts :)Go ahead and try the antifreeze,why not!It sucks to be you...........
-Ben.SUBJECT>Re:I've been slacking POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 1:02
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27818 NEXT>27866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So is Skyjacker paying you for this sales pitch?
SUBJECT>t19 to t98 POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,
at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27856 27907 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just wondering if there is a way to bolt a t19 bellhousing to the t98 or if there is another
bellhousing that will mate it to a 460?
thanks
SUBJECT>Powertech Cherokee engine?POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 1:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any opinions on using a late model Powertech Cherokee V8 with it's automatic trans and
Selectrac?The part time 4X sounds like it would be great with the solid front hubs and
all.Is this driveline too weak?The engines themselves seem quite impressive.Maybe just
the engine with an adapter to fit it to the BW T18 that's already in there?Multiport fuel
injection -almost 300 foot pounds at a pretty low rpm stock -lighter wieght -fuel
efficient -sounds like fun.Could get engine with low miles from wrecked Cherokee with
wiring and computer for around $2000.
Any thoughts?
SUBJECT>Yes So POSTER>Farmer Bill EMAIL>whf@midohio.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27760 NEXT>28182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Honesty is the best policy but you got to know when to keep your mouth SHUT!!!!
Usualy 4 out of 5 times.Be married 27 years and would'nt trade her for anything.(might
consider a nice truck though)Congrates Spice and Katie!
SUBJECT>Re:Tire balancing.......again POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The moisture comes from the air used to fill up the tire.At home in a controlled envirment
you could buy the drier to use.Out wheeling and air down for traction or have low tire and
air up with whatever air source is available is where the problem could start.NO
expert,Just repeating what I have heard.
Ponder that
B-Cookie.....whats that about,That would also cause confusion with Cookie Baker
wouldn't it?Anyway,since you started it i think I will refer to as Sissy from now on.Fair
is fair and I like that better than the Barney crap,It seems to fit you better..Ponder that also
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27852 NEXT>27871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The T19 I belive is a Borg Warner tranny,just like the T98 and T18.These last two
trannies share the same bolt pattern,so I would hope a T19 would be the same.
SUBJECT>Check these out.To bad not for M715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27849 NEXT>LINKNAME>Neato wheel balancers
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LINKURL>http://centramatic.com/
These are really slick.I wonder if you could re drill them.or better yet ask the company
to give you a test set....Might be worth a call to see if they would make a custom set.....
SUBJECT>cab parts POSTER>jerome EMAIL>jerome_e3@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>27859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,
does anyone know where i can get replacement cab panels
i need the kick plate under the driver door
any helpwould be appreciated
thanks jerome
SUBJECT>Re:cab parts POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27858 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.jeepanelsplus.com
I've had some very good experiences with them.Call them,don't email them,because I
don't think they check their email too often.
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have the original fuel pump/vacuum pump setup?If so,a vacuum leak from the
vacuum pump will cause a loud ticking emulating a valve.It's happened to me.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,17
September 2003,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27810 NEXT>27864
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scrounge a piece of flexible hose like heater hose or fuel line,maybe 2 or 3 feet long,and
use it as a stethoscope to try and pinpoint where the noise is coming from.Good
Luck.SUBJECT>BRUTE4C!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>27872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,i keep getting this when i click "next"
Internal Server Error
The server encountered an internal error or misconfiguration and was unable to complete
your request.
Please contact the server administrator,admin@extremesynergy.com and inform them of
the time the error occurred,and anything you might have done that may have caused the
error.
More information about this error may be available in the server error log.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Apache/1.3.20 Server at www.m715zone.com Port 80
any suggestions????
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case bite the dust?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check your e-brake.i have heard of them getting hot and locking up.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27861 NEXT>27865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can listen to the engine at an idle and I can tell that it is missing every now and then on
the exhaust.
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27864 NEXT>27869 27894 27896 27897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a cracked exhaust manifold?Mine is and has a faint tick.
Anybody got one that is not cracked???
SUBJECT>Re:We'll see POSTER>CRAGAR EMAIL>merrillct@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 September 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,um..no.Not yet anyways.I'm praitcing though.One of my friends got sponcered
for 10 grand to put some companys parts and stickers on his RX-7.Yeah I know it's not a
truck,but I'm a poor indian That has a garage full of broken toys and there are people are
out there wanting to give out money to advertise there products,and I'm out here wanting
money.What better way to get attention that with our trucks.I know I cant go into town.without people stopping and
asking me about the truck,staring as I drive by or honking
with thumbs up.I just havent found anyone that wants to give me any yet.
That fact has nothing to do with me really liking Skyjacker though.I wouldnt want to
hype up something that don't think deserves it.Me and alot of the members of the FSJA
think that Skyjacker has some of the best stuff out there for jeeps.
Maybe next year if I can afford it I'll let ya know how it works out.
CRAGAR
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
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DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27824 NEXT>27870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,it will be awhile(dumb wedding)before it sees the windmill installed but if it
works good I'll head that way,if it doesn't I will pretend like it never happened.
Sorry to see you traded off my truck.Sounds like you have yet another cool project on
your hands.I'm sure it will be bad ass when your done.At least if she complains that you
are spending too much time in the shop you can say "But honey I'm doing it for you"ha-
ha.
I'm going to try to get down to miobi before it gets to cold,I'll let you know ahead of time
and maybe we could meet up.Shaun
SUBJECT>Re:I'm getting the duece bug bad.....My wife has that look in her eyes....
POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,
at 3:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>27844
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a rare 10 ton cargo version 6x6 truck in MV mag this month.I'd go into serious
debt to own it.Got to be the biggest and baddest military truck on wheels IMO.Has a 844
cid V8 gas mill and turning brakes and a 35k winch,man I'm starting to drool here.....
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 4:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>27865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that mine is fine and the engine is sitting in my garage waiting for me to find the
time to sell it along with the tranny,x-fer case R&P set (stock ratio)and 4 stock rims.
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are wanting to make one more trip also before cold weather.If we ever decide when
I'll hollar at ya.
One of her friends was wanting her to go shopping last weekend.She said that she was
saving her money for jeep parts.As happy as I was to hear that I'll admit it left me a little
dazed and confused..Doug
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27856 NEXT>27877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a T18 and a T98 on my garage floor that have different bolt patterns.T18 has tabs
that would line up with the lower two on the T98 but they are not drilled,there are two
tabs much lower that are drilled.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:BRUTE4C!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27862 NEXT>27873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hit refresh.I have the same problem.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:BRUTE4C!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27872 NEXT>27898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are all getting it...don't know the cause right now,but I will forward this to MG
Force,our gracious web host and see what he says.Also a new message board is in the
works...this may or may not help,but stay tuned...this board with 27000+messages may
be part of the issue...last time I spoke with MG Force,he was pretty sure it wouldn't be an
issue but will check again anyway...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Who's goin'to the 4WD Jamboree in Indy this weekend!?!?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are any of you guys going to the 4WD Jamboree in Indianapolis this weekend?Looks
like I will make it for at least a day and was wondering if we would get a chance to meet
up?!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And here I thought they just threw paint on and went with it...someone actually had to
think about it?
I'll add the notes,more than I would have ever known!\
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27871 NEXT>27878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I have a T98 and a T18 too,and the four bolt pattern for the bellhousing is the same.My
T18 came from a 1970 J-truck.Where did yours come from?
Mikel
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SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27877 NEXT>27879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T18 Ford bus
T98 715
I would guess that it all depends on what application the tranny was for ,probably several
more variants that you could run into.It would be easy to drill the holes in mine to mate it
to the 715 bell housing as the tab or lug is there,just not drilled.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27878 NEXT>27881 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"boss",maybe?
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for Truck Ser.#31918 Upstate NY POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa 7UjjUSGHgw PREVIOUS>27674 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mokel,
I'm just around the corner from you in Oxford,CT.My trucks proudly on display on RT
34 so you may have seen it.
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27879 NEXT>27882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'm having brain farts this morning.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27881 NEXT>27883 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I could tell you had it soooo close,just couldn't get your hands on it!Welcome to the
club,man!
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27882 NEXT>27885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ford T-18 and Jeep T-18...different pattern according to the old swap info in my ancient
Advance Adapters book...still good info I would suppose...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case bite the dust?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,the engine runs,trans operates,and PTO winch functions.I'll assume you had it in 2-
hi,pretty fair assumption?Gotta be t-case internals to include front and rear ,while
leaving transmission-forward operable.Were front and rear axles still locked up when
winching?
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Between F*rd,Dodge,International,and Jeep there were something like 17-19 different
case and input shaft variations.Plenty to choose from...I can't remember the exact
numbers anymore.Must be getting old....
SUBJECT>Looking for a straight tail gate,cheap POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27900 28069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone got a relativtly cheap straight original tail gate for sale?Mines bent and rusted
beyond use.I tried memphis equipment,but they just laughed at me when I asked.I know
that these are an expensive item,but if someone has an old one kicking around thats in
decent condition,and would let it go for relativly cheap,I'm intersted.
Thanks guys
-arek
SUBJECT>ate for 2004 FE...David D.??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Due to several people contacting me about needing a date by about the first of November
for the FE for next summer so that they can put in for those days at work on the vacation
schedule,we need to get in gear on that issue...DP,you want to take this one and run it
down?.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Date for 2004 FE...David D.??POSTER>Jay Ritch
EMAIL>jritch@chbinc.net DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27887 NEXT>27892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like at least two dates for the 2004 FE,but i am not quite sure what my wife
would think about it.can you be discreet,just ask around quietly...
SUBJECT>FE In kentucky POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have pics or know what the terrain is like?
Good steep hills for climbing or is it mainly mud pits?
Just curious what its all about.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:FE In kentucky POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27889 NEXT>27933
LINKNAME>http://m715zone.com/festuck/FE_stuck.html
LINKURL>http://m715zone.com/festuck/FE_stuck.html
Well the 1999 field exercise link at right will get you started...that is Land Between the
Lakes...also my ultra boner is linked below...will give you an idea of what you can do if
you try...enjoy at my expense!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Ben gets shotgun POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>27827 NEXT>27893 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,I was going to let you have my take off fender.And deliver it but since you have the
gall to bump me forget it.
Ask your new best buddy for his old one.
"Ponder that"
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Date for 2004 FE...David D.??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27888 NEXT>27912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,
Brian Sisson could probably set you up with some of those memphrican women.Worst
case he could bring a couple of his sheep for ya.I'm betting they are stump broke allready.
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:Ben gets shotgun POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27891 NEXT>27895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,you have been misinformed.Read my second post.It says you HAVE shotgun and
bumped ME out.I e-mailed B and told him I'm probably going to take my 715 anyway so
I won't be riding.
Still pondering,
Ben
ps How 'bout that extra fender?:)
SUBJECT>cracked exhaust manifold POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 2:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine was til I welded it.Sounds a lot better now.Will
SUBJECT>Oooops!Hey Willy POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>27893 NEXT>27899 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will...it was actually my first post under this topic where I said that..............and I'm kinda
scared to be alone with B for that long of a time.
-Ben
ps Sooooooo.....about that fender.............
SUBJECT>Re:tick in 230 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cracked
SUBJECT>Al POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27865 NEXT>27902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al,I got a couple that are cracked if you want to play with trying to weld
them.....might ask our welder here at the shop if he's willing to do it after work for a beer
or something,he told me he has welded cast before,think he used nickle rod not sure.You
pay the shipping.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c-new board?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27873 NEXT>27921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will you be able to move everything once again?i am sure that a lot of posts should be.deleted.lots of BS these
days,but very entertaining!breaks up the monotony of the
popular tire and wheel questions!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Oooops!Hey Willy POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27895 NEXT>27915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have mail
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SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a straight tail gate,cheap POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>27886 NEXT>
LINKNAME>forklift LINKURL>http://www.entwistleco.com/Forklift.htm
darek
where do you live?maybe i could reproduce/rebuild yours.i have never looked at one in
person though.you could ship me yours and i could work at it.
i made this...
http://www.entwistleco.com/Forklift.htm
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
September 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27822 NEXT>27922
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your 230 is in decent shape,I wouldn't think the turbo would cause a problem with the
oil pressure.Cool idea!The ol'230 has a lot more potential than most people realize.
There was a version of the 230 built in Brazil that used 3 sidedraft Weber carbs and put
out over 200hp.The car was called "Torino"(no relation to Ford's)and was based on a
Ramber American.This car was quite well respected,won many races,and the 230
earned a reputation for reliability.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27897 NEXT>27979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nickle rod and preheat the cast iron.good luck.........
SUBJECT>stock transmission&transfer case?POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the stock transmission?&What is the stock transfercase?Ive been getting
confused and I want to know for sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27837 NEXT>27920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I usually run mine about 40 to 50..Coming home from the last ride my wife said that I got up to 58 mph.
Brian then you got to marry the baptist girl to stay in good with her dad right.
Will
SUBJECT>Floor Pan POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27906 28000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where you can find a floor pan for the m715,I have just picked up 2
and both need it.i am trying to restore one as close as I can get it to original and it has
about a 3"hole under the gas pedal.So far thats the only rust.
Does anyone sell these type of parts or will I have to get creative with some sheetmetal.
Thanks
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Pan POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,18 September 2003,at 9:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27905 NEXT>27908 27928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might wanna compare that area to an FSJ floorpan.The area under the gas pedal
would most likely be REAL similar.That said,I have never taken notice to it,much.
Are you going to get both running?Or is one a parts donor?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:t19 to t98 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 September
2003,at 3:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27852 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Alan,I swapped in a Ford 460 in my 715.The best way too go was can the T-98 for a Ford
T-18.The input shaft will fit fine.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Pan POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I strongly recommend www.jeepanelsplus.com Great quality panels,great customer
service and surprisingly affordable.
You can see pictures of their panel in the members gallery,under my name "Mikel".
SUBJECT>Re:stock transmission&transfer case?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T98 and NP200
SUBJECT>Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27911 27917 27946 27950 28011
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Got my insurance statement in the mail yesterday.I'm paying $206 a year for each of three
715s.Liability coverage and a multiple vehicle discount.Does this seem high or are you
guys paying about the same?
I average less than 2000 miles a year on these trucks and it just seems like too much
considering how little the are on the road.I asked my agent when I took the policies if
there was a limited mileage discount and he said they would not issue the to begin with
but I could apply for it later after I had proved that I dont drive the trucks more than thier
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limit.does this sound right or is he just want to sock me with a higher rate?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27910 NEXT>27916
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm billed $330 for liability only and a multi-car.They are surcharging me for a parking-
lot accident I was in a few years ago and he said the cost would drop to around $200 a
year after that.He also said that the reason my truck is so high is that they don't carry the
policy on my every-day vehicle (since it's a company car)and so they look at it as the 715
is my every day driver.
On the 2 other 715's I had one was billed at $113 a year for liability only.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Date for 2004 FE...David D.??POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27892 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true-Jay-I can indeed fix you up with some of the hoe's outta my stable.With or
without teeth?
I thought we had at least narrowed it down to June.(?)
-B.
SUBJECT>NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Cary
EMAIL>caryw@1starnet.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27914 27918 27923 27992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi all,
Wednesday,while playing hookey from my real job I was at our 4x4 shop working on
some projects when a guy comes in looking for a cj7 radiator.He starts looking over one
of our Jeeps on Rockwells and begins telling me about a truck he got to pull the axles out
of.Not Rockys,but big Dana's he says...I zero in on this like a fly to food and the
interview begins.Yep it is a M715 firetruck.Just retired and still set up with pumper.He
is a VFD member and now has the truck.Says he has too many projects.Well,he drove it.to me yesterday.No Rust,bone
stock and everything appears to be there,.the hood light
is in the cab.
He wanted $1500.00 without the winch,but with a little negotiation,I got it for $1400
WITH the winch..
The only mods are a silver dollar size hole drilled in the bed behind the cab for some sort
of overflow hose and the brushguard and a giant 1/4inch thick skidplate from the bumper
to the back of the cab..That should lighten its load by about 500 pounds.
Here are some quickie pics taken on the way to my real job this morning.Gotta replace
the shear pin in the winch and get the cable rewound.
http://a6.cpimg.com/image/A4/3/23671716-4c3b-028001E0-.jpg
The guard was bent when the pin was broken getting the FD's bulldozer unstuck!
http://a5.cpimg.com/image/A3/3/23671715-6bed-028001E0-.jpg
Glad to finally be a member.
Cary
in Texas
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Cary
EMAIL>caryw@1starnet.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27913 NEXT>27919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops,,guess I gotta learn about pic posting.
Oh yea for the registry...Ser #11461 date 5/67
Cary
SUBJECT>Re:Oooops!Hey Willy POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27899 NEXT>27989
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm insulted,though it's true that you don't want to be alone with me that long.Ask Tom-
after about 5 mintues I'm a poor conversationalist and get edgey.
I've begun driving my 715 to work (45 miels one way)2 times a week to get it in shape
for the 5 hour drive to LBL.So far this week I've had to replace the alternator and that's
all.I have a good feeling that in 6 months it'll be up to the challenge.
Ben,I threw away my take-off fender.Trust me,it was crapped out beyond repair of any
manner.
Will,eat one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27911 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has anyone tried www.grundy.com or any other classic vehicle
insurer?They seem to be
quite cheap compared to regular insurers...
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27910 NEXT>27924 27925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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That sounds close to an average of the 8 or so vehicles I insure.I'm with State Farm so I
can suspend the ones I don't drive in the winter which helps somewhat.Haven't tried the
M715 yet so I can't give you a price on that one.State Farm will give you the mileage
discount to start with (under 7500)although they do check up on you every couple of
years.Hey Doug did you buy yourself something nice for your M38 on your birthday?
Tippy
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cary,
That's a good lookin'truck and a heck of a deal.
Congratulations.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27914 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohhh my damn,Cary,that's the biggest front bumper I've ever seen!
Great deal on what appears to be a sharp truck.Welcome to the Zone.
In many ways it's harder to get a running truck than it is to get one with a completely
crapped out motor.Now you're going to be thinking "Sure,I'd love to have a big block
Chevy motor,but the original 230 runs so well and all."next thing you know you're
Bump_R and you wait years and years for the 230 to crap out so you can replace it.
Anyway-straight looking rig.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Top Speed POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>27904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno,I only dated girls from broken homes.You know,chicks who looked to me for a
'Father figure'..I found that my plans went smoother that way.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c-new board?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depends on what is do-able here...might just archive the board for now...may be able to
save searches by subject or something like that...dont know for sure yet but it wont be
thrown away,guarantee ya that!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27901 NEXT>27926 28054 28055 28057 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brad,
Where did you get this info...like are there articles and pics somewhere...would be real
interesting...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27913 NEXT>
27929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I'll be damned.A new owner that knows that there's more to this site than the
message board,and knows how to get to them!Joins up,makes contributions with his
FIRST freakin'post!He makes an introduction,gives some background on the truck and
includes pic links!What a breath of fresh air!Welcome aboard,Cary!
No,I don't know Cary yet,but when I saw the "new owner"topic,I expected the
ritualistic re-hash of FAQs.What a releif!
Cary -cool truck!
SUBJECT>Tippy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27917 NEXT>27960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M38?.......thats the wifes and she needs to be the one who funds it.I think I will
suggest that she sell her boat and maybe get a part time job to help pay for her new
project.I of course will be sure to test the suspension and overall trailability of the rig
several times in all types of terrain to insure that it is a capable rig.All at no charge to
her.Hope she realizes how good she has it.I would like to take a real good look at your
steering set-up on the CJ before I do the M38.........(insert several of your own smart ass
comments here.
Still no date for our last trip..Tony is out of town this weekend and I'll be gone next
weekend,We will keep you and Speedo Joe informed..Keeper right side up!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27917 NEXT>27932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Ohio,we can't cancel insurance on any vehicle that has current registration.Our proof
of insurance laws are so tough that the State can (and does)pull random registrations
from their database and send letters to the registrant.If you don't reply promptly and send
a copy of your insurance card,they suspend your license!So,we gotta keep insurance up
on everything!It's a scam,pure and simple.
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27922 NEXT>27927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya got me all excited too Brad........I've allready got a 400sbc ready to go in for a winter
project and you drop this bomb on me.....I'll be dreaming all night of how I could be the
coolest cat in town with my weber set-up and zoomy exhaust stickin out of the hood.Tell
me you were kidding so I can go back to the original plan.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27926 NEXT>27951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure its not the 230 Chrysler?
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Pan POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am restoring the one vehicle as far as I can,the other I plan to get running if possible
and do a little modification work over time.Maybe some 2 1/2 ton axles and engine
conversion.Something to mess with.
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27923 NEXT>27930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome and where are you in Texas?
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Mount Pleasant...NorthEast....2.5 hrs from Dallas POSTER>Cary
EMAIL>caryw@1starnet.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27929 NEXT>27976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.And thanks for the welcome...
SUBJECT>Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally got a few days to come back and work on the jeep and I was really hoping to get
it running.I got to work,bolted up the new starter,and the engine turns,but very slow.So
I took out the starter and bench tested it and it did just fine (I might mention that this is
the second starter I have had that has done the same thing).So I bolted it back up and
nothing different.I also checked the spark coming from the plug wires and it is very
weak,I mean it will only jump like 1/4 inch,if that.I know the battery is not the problem,
its the one out of my truck that I drive every day.And I know that the engine is not hard
to turn over,I can turn it with the fan no problem.The only thing I can think is that
maybe the flywheel is binding up on the starter drive?Have any of you had to use shims
on the starter?Any advice will be great,because I am completley lost right now.Thanks,
Morgan.
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27925 NEXT>27936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Although I'm not actually canceling them,the comprehensive coverage stays in effect,
that's pretty severe!How do you handle none running projects,etc.?I'd be screwed if that
was the case in Iowa,I only insure about half the vehicles registered in my name.Does
this policy really help the uninsured motorist situation or just iritate the people who do
insure their cars?
SUBJECT>Brute4c POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27890 NEXT>27985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Here in Iowa we call that "ass pucker"
when even your butt is trying to suck the seat to keep you in place.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27931 NEXT>27935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you running a 24 volt or 12 volt set-up?
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27934 NEXT>27937 27938 27939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am trying to finish the 12v conversion.SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27932 NEXT>
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27940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sucks.Like right now,I just blew up Angie's Jeep engine -but we have to keep it
insured throughout the swap.Really sucks,because we're still makng payments on it so it
has full freakin'coverage with it leaking oil on the garage floor from a hole in the block!
It's a scam,for sure.
Uninsured motorists -this new law may have helped a bit,but they're still out there.And
yeah,we carry uninsured motoist coverage for them 'holes.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27935 NEXT>27945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you have a voltage/power problem to the starter..........Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27935 NEXT>27941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would check the contacts in your foot switch....well,that is,after you check the cables
and thier conections to the starter,foot switch and battery.Sounds like there is some
resistance somewhere.You can disassemble the foot switch and clean it,kind of a pain but
it can be done.You might even consider going to a ford solenoid in place of he foot
switch.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27935 NEXT>27942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and you have a 12 volt starter,what about coil,you get a 12 volt coil?Are you pulling too
many amps at 12 volts that you didn't at 24?Battery cables and such upgraded?Are you
running a starter solenoid,or running oyur big amps through the foot switch?
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27936 NEXT>27948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you switch to "storage insurance"?Might help a little.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27938 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My origonal switch was acting kinda strange,so I got a new one at Napa.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:56 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27939 NEXT>27943
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have upgraded everything to 12v.I have a 12v coil,distributor,resistor,alternator,
starter,new wire,and a new foot switch.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27942 NEXT>27944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,then you're screwed.Get yourself the 350 chebby conversion kit,and send me all
that other stuff to deal with.
Thanks.
Seriously,bench testing the starter with no load tells very little bout its state of health.
Don't rely on that for very much.Look (maybe even smell)for smething getting hot,this
is your resistance.
Keep us posted!
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27943 NEXT>27953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,when I bench test the starters I take a piece of wood and wedge it against the drive
to see if i can bog it down.9 times out of 10 if there is a problem it will slow the starter,
but mine just eats through it as fast as I can feed it.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27937 NEXT>27949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I would agree...might need to try a new positive cable to the starter or a new ground
location or cable...if the ground location is rusty or loose then it could do this...also if the
cables are corroded down inside where you cant see it,it would do this.
My guesses from experiences...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
206 a year!?i pay 106 a MONTH for liability onley for just the 715,and that was the
cheapest of many places i called.i guess they really like to give the teenagers the shaft
when it comes to insurance.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Booty fabbers unite!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>27984 27996 28051 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.OK,ever want to run conventional (civilian)spark plugs because of cost,wide selection
of heat ranges,and maybe frequent fouling?Me too.I'm now running Bosch plugs,and
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love 'em.I did,however,have to booty-fab conventinal terminals on the ends of military
wires ,adn use heat-shrink tube for boots (hey,it works!)Time to enhance the se-up.Did
you know that the threaded towers on the igniror match 7/16 tube (Weatherhead P/N
61X7,and are compression type fittings -brass!)?I figure to get some conventional plug
wires,terminate ignitor end with springs.Next,sleave the end with nyloin.tygon,or other
non-conductive material,and lightly crush the ends in place.VIOLA!Keep waterproof
ignitorm AND run sane spark plugs and wires!HA HAAA!
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27940 NEXT>28013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never heard of such a thing here...That'd be comprehensive insurance or homeowners
insurance,wouldn't it?
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27945 NEXT>27952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have all brand new cables,and I have already tried finding a new ground.I am grounded
on one of the bolts on the anternator bracket,directly into the block.
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Leo D.
EMAIL>juno721@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>27910 NEXT>
27988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have m725 with antique plates,parades meets etc.Less than 2000 miles per year.
Insurance cost is $257 a yr.Contaccted Grundy .com their price was $234,for $23 bucks
not worth the bother to change it.
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27927 NEXT>28015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Chrysler flat head....be a weird 3 carb setup on one of those...but stranger things have
happened...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27949 NEXT>27954 27955 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Would it be possible to have the starter hooked to the trucks power cable and run a
ground from it to the truck and crank it like a bench test to see if it is a matter of
something regardless of being bolted on the truck or not...would at least say it is an issue.with power getting
through wires and switches or not OR an issue with the flywheel or
something else inside causing problems...
Just a thought...seems like you have everything right though.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27944 NEXT>27957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I read it as "does it spin,cool,it's good"-Needs a load,eh.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27952 NEXT>27956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could try that,at least that way I cold tell if the starter is the ptoblem.I dont think that it
is a problem witht he flywheel though.When I got the truck it still had the 24v and it
would start just fine and I drove it around some.But then I started the 12v swap.I took
the 24v starter to the shop and had it switched over to 12,but when I bolted it up it didnt
work.It would crank for a few seconds and then stop for a few and crank for a few....So I
found another starter and got that,hoping that it would solve my problem.
SUBJECT>Shims POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,
19 September 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27952 NEXT>
27958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only other thing I can think of is that maybe the starter drive is siting too far and the
flywheel is rubbing the back of the drive,causing it to slow down.Have you ever seen
anything like this or heard of anyone having to use shims on their starter?
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27954 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would guess that doing such a test would tell you that you aren't getting enough power
through cables/switches/solenoids to the starter OR that the starter is bad...I have no
experience with converting a starter to 12V from 24V but that behavior sure is suspect...
Let us know what you find.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27953 NEXT>27959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well i like your suggestion of the 350,but money is very tight and that will not happen
for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:Shims POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
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19 September 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27955 NEXT>
27964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No,I don't remember anyone using shims...it wasn't designed for any,and unless there
were something wrong with the geometry that needed correcting,none should be needed.
Course if the geometry is off,fixing whatever is doing that would be a much wiser
proposition that shimming.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27957 NEXT>27963 27965 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK,it's settled.You owe me a Tornado and all 12-volt stuff.Let me know when you
need my shipping addy!
SUBJECT>Re:Be Careful Doug POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27924 NEXT>27986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used the "Honey this one will be yours"on a 64 Chevy 2 back in 1976,has bought 3
more of her own since!(46 Chevy,37 Dodge,26 Model T)
SUBJECT>veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27962 28084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anybody know if the m-715 was actually in the veitnam war?i havent seen many
pictures of weitnam with the 715 in it,and i never see the 715 on veitnam movies and
such.if anybody knows where i could find some info.or some pictures of the m715 being
used in veitnam i would appreciate it.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27961 NEXT>27968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you look at the ""active duty"gallery to your left?
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27959 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you send me a 350 and ill send you a 230!
SUBJECT>Re:Shims POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27958 NEXT>27997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didnt think that it would be disignes for shims eather.But i took the starter back out and
directly behind the gears I noticed that it had been scratched by the flywheel teets.So i
took a couple of washers and used them as shims.My dad thinks its turning a little faster.than before,but I really
cant tell.The only thing I can think to try now is the rebuilt starter
with shims...
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27959 NEXT>27966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,
Try jumpimp across the switch with another cable while someone engages it in the
normal manner.
MAKE SURE THE TRANNY IS NOT IN GEAR!!!
See if it changes the speed of the starter.
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27965 NEXT>27977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I tried bypassing the switch by hooking directly to the starter with a pair of jumper
cables.Didnt work.I would think that the problem is in the starter except that I have had
pretty much the same problem with different starters.I guess its possible that both could
have the same proble,but it doesnt seem liley,especally since I had the one rebuilt.
SUBJECT>Hurricane survivors POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>27970 27987 27999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope all you guys on the Eastern Seaboard are ok after the big rain dance through there
lately...any good stories to tell??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27962 NEXT>27969 27994 28083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yeah,but i was hoping for maybe a little more.
-Brian m
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27968 NEXT>27975 36199 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There really isn't a whole lot...we have been lucky that these pictures have been on the net
to copy here at the site.Trying to get information from the Government is like,well,
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trying to get information from the Government...
If anyone knows of more,please advise!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Hurricane survivors POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not too much around where I am,but my grandmother in Arlington Va had a huge oak
tree fall directly on her Caddy and barley miss her house!
SUBJECT>affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>27972 27974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
further inspection of my iffy np200 revealed my shifter linkage is loose,and it is stuck in
4x4.thinking i was in 2 wheel drive last weekend,i drove it the 150 miles home.what
effect does driving it on the highway in 4x4 for that long have on the t-case?there was a
grinding noise at certain speeds with certain engine loads...
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27971 NEXT>27973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Driving in 4x on the street will cause whats called transfer case wind up.Lots of strain on
the gears and running gear ect.Just fix the problem and you should be fine.Extended
running like this will wear everything out faster.Everyone wheels places like Moab
which is superb high traction but they unlock when there done.If you have hubs and were
not locked in you are fine.If you have the front drive flanges,well your putting the strain
on everything.I would just make sure your fixed and not worry about it.
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27972 NEXT>27990 27993 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks,no,i dont have locking hubs yet,but i made a set of duds that i put on for long
trips.i'll probably swap those back in.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27971 NEXT>27981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Without having hubs on the front axle to disconnect it from the driveline,driving on hard
surfaces that dont allow for any slippage in 4 wheel drive tends to "bind up"the t-case.
Basically since their is no give but due to turns,different tire sizes(even small
differences),turning corners,curves on the road,etc.,(basically anything that causes one
or more tires to turn at any rate other than the others)will get the driveline in a situation
where it wants to wind itself up into a locked condition.It can actually get so bad that you
cannot get it out of 4 wheel drive and then you start breaking things.There has to be give.somewhere in the system
to account for different rates of roatation...in some t-cases,there
are clutches or other devices designed to do this which is what full time 4 wheel drive
does,the M715 does not have these in its all gear configuration,thus it relies on the
slippage of tires on less than hard surfaces to compensate.On hard surfaces it should
never be driven in 4 wheel drive UNLESS there is something on the hard surface to give
the slip...example,here in Wisconsin in the winter and there is 6 inches of snow on the
road with no pavement showing,ok to use 4 wheel drive...snow on some ground,
pavement for a while,then snow,only use 4 wd on the snow,shift out when on
pavement.
If you are lucky,nothing was seriuosly damamged...can you get it out of 4wd?If you
can't,you may need to drive in reverse until you can,ok if you went on road a short ways
and got bound up usually all you need to do...in your case,you may need to jack it up and
spin things backward until it loosens up from any possible binding.
Hope that helps...there is more in the Online Manuals linked above,in the Operators
Manual,there is a section on when to use what and what to do if the system binds up.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Glen C.Bedel
EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27969 NEXT>27978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a picture of one at Pleiku AFB in Vietnam online.
That's the only ones I have found.there is also some pix online from Germany in the 60s-
70s.
SUBJECT>Re:Mount Pleasant...NorthEast....2.5 hrs from Dallas
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,19
September 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27930 NEXT>28002
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,how do I convert my truck to 12 volts???:^)))
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27966 NEXT>27980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You say you had it fired up and drove it while it was 24 volts?
Do you still have those parts?
Kind of makes you wonder if your doing the right thing doesn't it?
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Dont worry,I think we all do that from time to time.
Were you engaging the starter with the switch while you bypassed it with the jumper
cables....using both at the same time????
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27975 NEXT>28074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are these pictures in addition to what is linked in the members gallery already?If so.where are they?
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27902 NEXT>27983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug,I actually have a extra I bought at Jacks when I picked the truck a few
years ago.Sad thing is when I went to bead blast it I found a minor crack in the web.I
think it is repairable but I was hoping to find one with no cracks.I guess I could practice
on this one.But thanks for the cool offer.Who knows,I might screw this one up and have
to ring you back....Thankyou though!!.....Dirty Al..
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27977 NEXT>27982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When it still had the 24v system in it I did start it and drive it around a few times.It had
no trouble starting.The only 24v part I have left that is any good is the generator.I had
the starter converted to 12,and I beat the sh*t out of the distributor trying to get it out.
When I used the jumpers I did not use the switch.I hooked the cable directly to the
starter.
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Minor differences in tire pressure will even make the rotation different from one wheel to
the next.Guys running a locker can cause excessive wear by forceing the locker to slip
more than normal.
Just thought I would add that little bit to AL and Jon's excellent responses.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27980 NEXT>27991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try using both at the same time....its going to lessen the resistance.Might be a waste of
time but if it does change the speed you will know that resistance in the wiring or switch
is the problem.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27979 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem at all Al.."Dirty"Al dare I even ask where the nickname came from.............hope its from the
grease under your nails
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Booty fabbers unite!POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,and go into fab of them so I can get a set.HA HAAA
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
19 September 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27933 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was incredibly high on the pucker factor scale...the passenger in the truck would move
a little in his seat and the whole truck would wiggle to the side...not good...the oil from
the motor I was told was leaking onto the front left rim,not the ground or tire mind
you...the 2 guys in the picture were walking around and we heard then saying how easy it
would be to work on the rear suspension and such,wouldn't need a jack...they were under
there checking it all out.
Glad you liked it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Be Careful Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I had it all figured out........why didn't you tell me this earlier....now I'm
screwed.Thanks a lot Tippy.
Anything else you want to tell me before its too late.
Remind me to update you about the whole neighbor deal next time we get together.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hurricane survivors POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19
September 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27967 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just one hell of a mess to clean up in the yard.I'm lucky I guess.
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SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I am about average mine is $235.06 a year.for Liability coverage.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Oooops!Hey Willy POSTER>Will Wright.EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian said(after about 5 mintues I'm a poor conversationalist and get edgey).And you
expect me to ride in a 715 for 5.5 hours with you after going 200 miles out of the way just
to do it.
Ben can have shotgun.
Brian eat Ben
Will
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>koobster EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27973 NEXT>28023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
glad to here u didnt pucker things up mybe we can go wheeling next spring.Ill be be in
utah around 15 dec maybe
SUBJECT>Re:Slow turning engine,weak spark POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Always worth a try I guess.But i have pretty much tested both of those,just never at the
same time.
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27913 NEXT>28003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice truck.where in texas are you?
krob725 south of san antonio
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27973 NEXT>28024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's very hard on the drivetrain as your front and rear wheels do not travel the same
distance when making any sort of turn (rear travels less distance than front)and yet when
in 4wd your front and rear driveshafts are locked together.This is why you often find
your transfer case in a bind when you try to shift out of 4wd -wind up for sure.Running
in reverse a few feet usually unwinds any tension from the shafts and you can then go
back to 2wd.
Full-time cases either have an open differential or a limited slip type (Quadra-Trac)
differential in the case,whick allows you to run in 4wd all the time even on hard surfaces.
They allow the driveshafts to turn at different speeds.
But,running constantly in 4wd on hard surfaces with standard 4wd can do damage.Not
so if you're just driving on a straight path,but if you were doing a lot of turning,then yes
you likely caused some added wear and tear on things.If nothing broke,then that's all it is
-more wear and tear..By the way,you can usually tell when you're in 4wd by turning the wheel sharply -it will
fight you and the front end sort of "hops."
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are a ton of M715's and M37's sitting in Vietnam right now.
SUBJECT>Locking hubs in the rear?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Does anyone make locking hubs that would fit a M715 D70?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Booty fabbers unite!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bumpr,
i've been runnin civy wires and plugs for about 5 years now.i found an article about how
to use antenae connectors to connect the civilian wires to the military dist.i have the
article somewhere.i think i sent it in to brute4c to post??if not i will send it again.
works great.i'll send pics if wanted........
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Shims POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27964 NEXT>27998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think you should take the starter back to the shop and tell them that they didn't rewind it
right.if it worked before the rebuild,and not now,sounds strange to me.if they did it
wrong or scammed you it will never work right at half voltage.in other words,if it is still
wound for 24V,you are wasting your time trying to use it with 12V.try to turn it over
with 24V.if it turns fast like before then you know they screwed you.i bet it was a lot of
money too.take it back.
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krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Shims POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that rebuilt set me back 140 bucks.That is a good though,ill have to try that
tomarrow.The only thing that makes me think it wouldnt work though is that when I do a
bench test it spins up as fast as can be.
SUBJECT>Re:Hurricane survivors POSTER>porkchop.EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:18
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27967 NEXT>28060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not much here.Just the big mess in the yard.Lots of branches and leaves.I was on the
south side of the storm so I had it easy.
SUBJECT>Re:Floor Pan POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a M725.I've replaced the floor with 3/16"steel tread plate.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs in the rear?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27995 NEXT>28027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
On ours,the axle and flange are forged as one unit.To use locking hubs,you'd no doubt
have to find some axles that are splined on both ends.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Mount Pleasant...NorthEast....2.5 hrs from Dallas POSTER>stevbronco
missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 5:48
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27976 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or how do I do a spring over?
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27992 NEXT>28032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How far south of SA?I was supposed to be dove hunting at dawn tomorrow in Pearsall.
My house A/C broke on Tuesday and I spent my dove money to fix it.If near by maybe I
will stop and see you during the second season this winter.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>M715 VIN:13333 POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPnEcCq914Mw PREVIOUS>NEXT>28009
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This vehicle is for sale on ebay.Anyone know anything about this truck?Opinions on the
$6000.00 reserve price?Appears to be a very nice vehicle.
Also,noticed that the owner posted the sale below.I'm a great distance from IL (in FL)so
any unbiased info on the truck would be MUCH appreciated!.SUBJECT>New M715 Owner POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi All,
Just picked up the first of 2 M715's from my local Volunteer FD and wanted to say Hi.I'll
post some picks as soon as I figure out how.
S/n for this one is 30899 and the data plate says 10/68 delivery date.Also has 1 1/4 ton,
4x4,M715 w/wn I suppose that means winch but really hve no idea as it did not come
with one.Ill give more data on the other one when I pull it out of the storage yard.
Nice to meet everyone
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28005 NEXT>28007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the family!The data plate lists weights/measurements for the truck with
winch and without.That way,they only had to stamp out ONE data plate for all the
trucks.
Where are you located?Folks will wanna know where other trucks are!
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 September 2003,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28006 NEXT>28008 28014 28021 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
scince I now have 2 I think one will be for fun and the other for restoration (not that I
may have this skills ).I live in Alaska in Cordova,that is in Prince William Sound where
the exxon valdez wrecked in 85.We have no roads in or out of this place but plenty of off
roading.
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 12:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28007 NEXT>28012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason welcome to the Zone and good luck with the new toy .Curtis
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SUBJECT>Re:M715 VIN:13333 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 12:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28004 NEXT>28010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds a lil hi to me unless it has already been gone thru for a restore .There have been
soe come and go on ebay from Fla ebay sellers you may want to shop around or wait to
buy since as it seem lately many 715 have been coming out of the wood work .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VIN:13333 POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28009 NEXT>28017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yes owner says drive train rebuilt and rear gear changed
for highway speeds.
Here is the link:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=6286&ite
m=2432814309
please let me know what you think.
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Basenji
EMAIL>lipid27@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i pay $5.06 a month for storage insurane through state farm only catch is i have to call
thenm if i use the truck ..but for five bucks its worth it .
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,welcome from Portland!I wish I had two of em....
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27948 NEXT>28076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,If you have a vehicle that you know you are not going to drive you can put it in
storage.
winter
military(leaving the country)
loss of license
Father in-law does this with his 64 SS impala.Only uses it for about two months a year
and then its back in storage.We have used it for some van body straight trucks that we
only use for jobsite storage.
Call your agent and ask,Feel free to split your savings with me.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
September 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28007 NEXT>28041
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome.
you'll find the guys on this forum pretty helpful,amazing amount of info here.it really
spurred me to buy my 67 (which is in pieces all over the garage &driveway)
on that nore,if you take yours apart,it doesn't go back together by itself and people will
not fly in to assemble it for you.;-0
alaska:is there a lot of wheeling up there?i thought a lot of alaska was restricted?do tell,
i know a group of people that are looking for an off road tour location
SUBJECT>Heres a thought POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 8:30
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27951 NEXT>28064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumnog,
Fot oiling you could drill a tap the flat plate on the bottom of the oil pump itself.Locate
the passage that goes to the bypass and tie into it.I would recommend that you use some
kind of needle valve to control the flow so that full pressure could be maintained to the
rest of the engine and whatever would normally be by-passed would go to the
turbo.Benifits would be great due to the fact that you would not be robbing oil that is
intended for the valve train and you would also have a greater supply of oil for the
turbo.While you have it apart you could also shim the by-pas spring to limit its affect and
gain more oil yet.
If you are apprehensive about tearing yours apart and drilling holes in it,I just happen to
know this guy that lives close to you that has an extra plate and oil pump that you can
have to expirement with.Stop by and its yours.
Doug
SUBJECT>Big Tan 715 in NC.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So as our nice week vacation in Outer Banks,NC was mandatorily evacuated Tuesday at
noon,Katie and I saw a decent looking and pretty big,tan (desert like)M715 on RT 158
or 168 heading north.
Anyone's truck from here?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 VIN:13333 POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28010 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well after actually reading the info it does sound good so I say go for it after all its only
money !!!And if you are put in the dog house after wards you will have plenty of room to
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sleep in it .:)Looks like a well taken care of vehicle ,Curtis
SUBJECT>My new M715 arrived!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28019 28025 28028 28031 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well after purchasing the truck at the beginning of August and fighting with the trucking
company,it showed up today!I have been looking around the site for more than a year
and have registered and posted a few times.I am so happy to get my truck finally.Should
I email the vin and delivery date?Or is this good:VIN 35917 Del Date 2-69 Thanks
again for all the great info I have gotten from the site so far.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28018 NEXT>28020 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Congrats on getting your truck.What are your plans for it?Keep it stock
or mods?Just
finished my painting 2 days ago on mine.I went with the MERDC camo scheme.Putting
the markings on it tomorrow.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28019 NEXT>28022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am hoping to do a full restore on it.It will be painted Marine Corps green with all the
markings.It will take time but it will be worth it in the end.
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28007 NEXT>28040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like the perfect place for a 715 to get a workout.Keep us posted on your progress.
I have an FSJ as a daily driver,but the 715 is just so much FUN to drive to work,that I
just have to every now and then.If it weren't for the $$$gas prices,the 715 would be my
daily driver,I think.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28020 NEXT>28026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's gonna be sweet!!I know I already said it on the IFSJA board but congrats!!
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27990 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am going home around november 10th,and i will be back in january,i am definitly up
for some wheeling then.\
-Brian m
SUBJECT>Re:affects of being in 4x4 on highway POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27993 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
luckily i was on the highway,so there wasnt much turning untill i got back here,where i
went to park in the parking lot and noticed that the steering wheel was fighting me.i took
the front flanges off today and right when i removed the last bolt it sprang off and rotated
about 1/4 of a turn,i guess it really was binding up.i also changed the gear oil and
noticed a bit of metal shavings attached to the magnet,i just rebuilt it about 3k ago,so
there shouldnt be much metal in there but i guess driving in 4x4 realy killed it.seems ok
now though.
-Brian m
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:39 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28018
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop,congratulations on your trucks arrival.Post some pictures when you can and let
us learn from your trucking expperience.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just saw the pictures...I'm turning green from envy already!:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs in the rear?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Chris.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28018 NEXT>28029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What trucking company did you use.What were the problems you had?What was the
cost point to point?
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28028 NEXT>28056 LINKNAME>My M715
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/day1.jpg
I looked around and found a broker that said they could do it for $900 from Montana to
North Carolina.I figure that was the best deal.Everyone else wanted $1200-$1500.You
give them a $200 admin fee and the rest goes to the driver,plus they gave me a $50
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discount for Military,$850 after discount.Well after two weeks it still didn't move so
they suggested I raise the price for the driver by $100 so that meant the driver would get
$800 on delivery.Still didn't move.Finnally they find me a driver.The driver goes to
pick it up and can't get it on the truck,no room.He was told that it was a regular Cj jeep
and not a truck.He has to leave it there.Another week goes by and I find another trucking
comapny that will move it for $1300.I am reaching for the phone to call them and they
call!They tell me they have another driver that can go get it.I figure I will give them one
more chance.
Well when the driver goes to get it he has brake troubles and has to order a part and wait
a day to get it fixed.Then after that he starts the drive to go get it and his clutch goes out,
has to fix that.Finally,four days later,he gets it on his truck.He is trying to get here
quick since he lives out this way.I would have had it on Wednesday,but the Hurricane
kept him outside of the area.Well it is finally in my driveway!!!
Here is a picture of it.I am going to sell the hard top.I prefer the soft tops.
SUBJECT>It Runs!!!!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>28033 28038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It finally runs!!!I had all but given up on the thing,none of us could think of anything
else to try,we had done everything we could dream of and nothing worked.So a while
back I got my starter back from the shop,they had converted it to 12v.I built a cage for
the single battery under the hood,grounded it to a bold on the chassis,and hooked up the
starter.Didnt work.So I did a few tests,found out my ground was bad.Moved the cable
to a spot on the corner of the fender,did a few tests and the ground seemed to be good.
Hit the key and the starter turned over like twice and stopped.Tried a few things and got
nothing.So I took the starter back to the shop,but when he bench tested it everything
worked.All he could suggest was new batter cables (he said there is a difference in 12
and 24v cables).So I hooked those up and still no difference.Thinking that the starter
was my problem I got a used one.I hooked that up,and the engine would crank,just very
slow.So someone suggested that I move the ground onto the engine block.So I did that,
but no difference.After trying everything I could think of I hooked the starter up to 24v
and it turned over like it should.Thinking that the rebuilt starter might have the same
problem I put it back in and was going to try 24v,but just for the hell of it I hooked up 12
first.Hit the switch and it cranked just like it shold.Put a little gas in the carb and it fired
right up.I couldnt belive how much time I had spent just to find out it was soooooo
simple.But its all good cause it runs.Im so happy now.I also wana thank everyone on the
page who helped me out.If it wernt for you guys I dont know where I would be right
now.Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 8:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28018 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
allright porkchop!
now it's time to get to work,never mind the trees and all that crap.
SUBJECT>Re:NewOwner here...and a pic or two POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
close to Pleasanton.too bad about the hunting trip.there's always next season!
SUBJECT>Re:It Runs!!!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 September 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
congrats morgan
glad to see that the shop did it right and it was only a cable problem.
SUBJECT>Selling 230 M715 engine POSTER>Jeff Nasi (on zone =Whydah)
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 3:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is all together,complete,out of truck.Carb,manifolds,starter,bellhousing,wires,dist,
clutch,alternator..Truck has 9800 miles but engine has been rebuilt,according to former owner.He said it
may need head gasket,although his wife said it was running when parked a few years
ago.
I was trying to start it recently,just when it was firing the starter failed (turns but does not
engage.)Oil was fine when I drained it,not cloudy.I am doing small block chevy install,
do not need it.
I'm in Glendale,CA.(Los Angeles)818 370-3406.I can email pics if requested,
whydah@earthlink.net.$150.
SUBJECT>sorry,wrong forum Re:Selling 230 M715 engine POSTER>Jeff Nasi (on
zone =Whydah)EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at
3:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
posted to wrong forum,brute4c,
you can delete from here,thanks
SUBJECT>Wiring diagram and service manuals.POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 3:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get a good wiring diagram from?Also are there any tech service manuals out
there?I am restoring the truck I just got and figure these would be good to have.Any help
would be great.Thanks for your time.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring diagram and service manuals.POSTER>porkchop
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EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28036 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found them,sorry.I could not delete this since I forgot to put in a password.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:It Runs!!!!POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28030 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's always the simple problems that take so long to figure out!Glad to hear ya got it
running!
Dunno if it's stock or not,but runing a ground cable from the motor to the frame can help
a lot.My FSJ had that from the factory.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Fuse box?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,
21 September 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28042
28047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I'll be rewiring my truck pretty soon and I'd like to make it as safe as possible,since I'll be
driving it quite a bit.It's been converted to 12V,but still uses most of the original wiring,.which I'm not sure
will take twice the amps.
I was thinking of yanking a fuse box from an older car and installing it in my truck.Any
suggestions?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@htomail.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear you on the gas prices we are up to $2.45 right now,maily due to the fact that we
only have one gas station.Even so its my daily driver as my wife wants to drive the
Tahoe.
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 Owner POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@htomail.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where I live there are plenty of wheelin places especially if you go anywhere outside of
town,LOL.As far as big group runs i have never checked into that but will.Most of the
time you just break a new trail.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28039 NEXT>28048 28049
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the process of rewiring mine and I'm using the front panel of the fusebox out of a
76 camero.My wire should be in monday 10 differnt colored rolls(for easy designation)
of 10 gauge multi strand for 6.85 a roll.not a bad price?Had to buy civy tail and front
lights due to the old ones having rusted inside.If you have any q's or tips let me know.
I'm not sure what I will do for blinkers yet.
SUBJECT>Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!POSTER>Cookiebaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28044 28046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 6 M715 Flags.10 M715 Hats from FE 2001 (hats have M715 logo on front,and a
small FE 2001 on the back).2 youth small,and 1 youth medium shirts for sale from the
2000 MWRFE.
Flags:$10.00
Hats:$7.00
Youth shirts:$5.00
If anyone interested please e-mail me at jeeper@nebi.com,or need more information on
items.
First come first serve.
There will be a few extra dollars added for shipping..Thanks
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!POSTER>gndpndr
nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28043 NEXT>28045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sent you an email
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!POSTER>gndpndr
nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28044 NEXT>
28066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well guess I didn't send an email damn thing don't work.
ok I'll do it the hard way.
I would like a flag and a hat.
send me your address(the receiving part of my email works I think)and I'll send you a
check post haste when it clears you can send the stuff.Or I can send a money order your
choice.
tanyajeff@alltel.net
Jeff Hankins
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p.o.box 358
Juniata,Nebraska 68955
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!
POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,
at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28043 NEXT>28082 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I now have 9 hats,and 5 flags.
SUBJECT>Re:Before you guys get started POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28039 NEXT>28075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been using a aftermarket stackable fuse panel for the last several years on the vehicles
I've rewired (mostly street rods +machines).My supplier gets them from Spectro Wire +
Cable (#9550)and they're very reasonably priced.This way you can determine how you
want your power distribution and you're hooking your new wire right to the panel not
trying to splice into the old fuse panel wiring.I'll send you both emails with pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28042 NEXT>28059 28164 28257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Where'd you get TEN different colors of wiring?Locally or a
supply house?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just finished the turn signal nightmare on mine yesterday.i took all the guts out of the
power box{old model}and installed a flasher per side for the turn signals front and rear.i
then ran all new brake wires to the tail lights,and installed a new brake light bulb socket.
i wished i would have went ahead and used a chevy steering column and the chevy truck
wiring harness.the wiring section in online manuals was a big help.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:transfer case bite the dust?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that SUX
SUBJECT>Re:Booty fabbers unite!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could just by the plug adaptors that are on the market.Put civy plug in and install
adaptor and away you go.I think Star Electric has them.
Joe
SUBJECT>lockers!POSTER>Heath Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone please hook me up with the part numbers for some good lockers for an m715
and web site to order them online thank you..
SUBJECT>ead Horse POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@htomail.com
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to beat a dead horse but the stock split rims are 16"x6.5 correct?thannks in advance
for your help.
jason
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 September
2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27922 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't remember the name of the website where I saw this,but I'm sure if you'd search
google for "kaiser torino"or something like that,you'd come up with the info..SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Brad Skeen
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 September
2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27922 NEXT>28061
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I found one of the websites again:www.ramberrogue.com/torino1.htm
They have a fair amount of info and a few pictures.I got the country wrong though.It was
Argentina not Brazil where these cars were made.
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28029 NEXT>28065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much do you want for the hard top?i may be interested...
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 September
2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27922 NEXT>28067
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here's another site that's in Spanish,but has a real good picture of the 230 with the Weber
side draft setup:
www.geocities.com/andres_t73/torino_fotos1.htm
SUBJECT>Re:lockers!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>28052 NEXT>28071 28072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many times have you asked this question and how many times has it been
answered?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28048 NEXT>28167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And why 10 guage?16 is sufficient for most every circuit,14 is borderline overkill.10 is
used for your battery charge wire and not a lot else.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Hurricane survivors POSTER>Baltimorejake
EMAIL>John.Lovelace@baltimorecity.gov DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 8:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lots and lots of water in the Fells Point area of Baltimore my jeep is currently draing was
at work couid'nt move it was working am a firefighter for the city but saw it a lot that nite
;(
SUBJECT>Oops!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,21
September 2003,at 9:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28055 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Never works for me.LINKURL>http://www.ramblerrogue.com/torino1.htm
You forgot the "l".
www.ramblerrogue.com/torino1.htm
The Tornado a race engine?Cool!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Very lonely POSTER>Dan EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Sunday,21
September 2003,at 10:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28063
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am I the only person in phoenix AZ with an M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Very lonely POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 11:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28062 NEXT>28094 28172 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not quite.I've got one and I'm in Mesa.Drop me a line.
SUBJECT>Re:Heres a thought POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Sunday,21 September 2003,at 11:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28015 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thats a good idea I might have to do that.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:My new M715 arrived!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I listed it in the for sale section.$450 obo.Also willing to trade.Email me if you are
interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!
POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,
at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28045 NEXT>28163 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,
Your receiving mail isn't working either.I don't really want to post my address here.I
have your stuff,drop me an e-mail when yours is working.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:230 turbo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brad!!!.Those are some cool pics.really neat to see another application of the 230.I did not know
there was such a thing.
Doug
SUBJECT>I dont think it will fit!POSTER>Beafire/Ks EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28070 LINKNAME>Repower your M-truck
LINKURL>http://www.bath.ac.uk/~ccsshb/12cyl/
Looking around on the web and found this as a engine replacement.
http://www.bath.ac.uk/~ccsshb/12cyl/
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for a straight tail gate,cheap POSTER>Coby
EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>27886 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with A.B.Linn.I think he had some last time I checked,but I don't think they were
cheap.(200+?)Anyway,they are hard to find.His address is
A.B.Linn,Inc.
7022 Jones Rd.
Salisbury,NC 28147
704-637-9076
SUBJECT>Re:I dont think it will fit!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28068 NEXT>28079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you bang the firewall a bit,I'm sure we can make it fit!
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SUBJECT>Heath POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28058 NEXT>28073 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Heath,
I think what my new best friend Chris is trying to tell you is that there is a search option
that can get you an answer within seconds of your query.This will allow you a quicker
response and will also free up the board space for questions that have not been broached
(or maybe more mindless chatter between me and Jeepist Doug).
Neither of us were trying to say this in a mean way,we just wanted to point out that
option to you.
(by the by,I put up a post about 6 months ago that had all the information you require in
one post.Search for "Several Eons"in the time frame and in the keyword do "Locker Part
number"with all words searched for.Good luck and order me a front one whilst you're
ordering)
-B.
SUBJECT>12,13,14 i dont know POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:09
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28058 NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.ring-
pinion.com/LINKURL>http://www.ring-pinion.com/
http://www.ring-pinion.com/
SUBJECT>Re:Heath POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,
22 September 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28071 NEXT>
28263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or just go to the FAQ to your left,click on axles,follow it through to the information that
is readily available.In short:RFM
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Leo D.EMAIL>juno721@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/dKH1AEqVwc PREVIOUS>27978 NEXT>28123 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there was a
there was a tv show called China Beach which was carried on the history channel.It was
about a medevac outfit in vietnam.Their ambulances were m725's and in one scene of
their motor pool there were 3 m715's in the background.Also in the movie full metal
jacket i think the ambulances in that movie were m725's also.I am sure that somewhere
there must be evidence of m715 and m725 in vietnam.My m725 has first cavalry division
markings on it.put them on myself but think they must be legit.
SUBJECT>Re:Before you guys get started POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28047 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send me one too!
sheesh your awful quick to forget your friends
SUBJECT>Re:Insurance...what do you pay?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28013 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That'd be all well and good,but I don't really have an "off-season"on the M715 (this
would work on the YJ I blowed up,though).Thanks.
SUBJECT>Car Carrier Service POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28080 28088 28089 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone have a recommendation for a transportation service that can handle a M715 w/o
winch.So far I'm told it has to go open flat bed (expensive).Would prefer open car
carrier.
If you had your delivered open car carrier.How?What did you have to take off,knock.down,etc....
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Dead Horse POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28053 NEXT>28081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is correct Jason...bolt circle is 6 on 7 1/4 with a 5 1/2 inch center hole...that should
do ya!!
SUBJECT>Re:I dont think it will fit!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28070 NEXT>28086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you have to relocate the motor mounts back just a little.
I understand the 12 cyl.is a little tight though...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Car Carrier Service POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28077 NEXT>28087 28111 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
from where to where?
I know a guy that travels I-35 from Texas to Iowa that has very good rates.....low as $0.33
a mile no more than$1.00 a mile.
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Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Dead Horse POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@htomail.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28078 NEXT>28101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for all the help,you guys have been great.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!POSTER>CC2500HD
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>28046 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pam,
You have mail
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>27968 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Your first post suggested otherwise.A few pictures at left with hand-writted text answer
the first question and the last statement:
"does anybody know if the m-715 was actually in the veitnam war?i havent seen many
pictures of weitnam with the 715 in it,and i never see the 715 on veitnam movies and
such.if anybody knows where i could find some info.or some pictures of the m715 being
used in veitnam i would appreciate it."
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>27961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use to have a very old issue of Soldier of Fortune magizine (around 1984)there was an
artical about the experiance of one of the soldiers.
There was a nice drawing of the m715 with claiming it to be the workhorse of the army in
Vietman.
The story goes on about how they missed driving over a land mine,because there were
some children watching the soldiers drive by,all with their fingers in their ears.
I watch China beach every now and then and on the History Channel
quite often there is one in the background or an ambulance.
On a side note
The new Angilina Jolie movie (no boarders or somthing like that )
Has a m715 featured in it.
and on another side note to that.Part of the movie was shot in Montreal.
The production rented a Couger (LAV)from the Army.My unit was the one to supply the
vehicle and crew.
Al
SUBJECT>New pics POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,
22 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>NEXT>28095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,Jon,when you think you'll be done with the FAQ section so you can get my new
pics up?heh heh heh!
SUBJECT>Re:I dont think it will fit!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28079 NEXT>28105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe if they made it in a V fashion instead of the in-line version?Looks like it would
crowd the firewall a bit with the straight 12....
SUBJECT>IL ->FL POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
probably too far for him.....
SUBJECT>Re:Car Carrier Service POSTER>Tom Kirkman.EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:23
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Admiralty in Raleigh NC specializes in moving military trucks.I don't have their number
but it was in the last issue of Army Motors/Supply Line.
SUBJECT>Re:Car Carrier Service POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had mine moved with a company called Kiwi Carriers out of WA.Good company.Here
is there site http://www.kiwiskarriers.com/Another good place to try is this site
http://www.ytmag.com/cgi-bin/haulquery.pl I got a couple of hits from posting on here,
but no one could move it at the time I needed it.
SUBJECT>New M715 front bumpers now available POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28091 28153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Our new front bumpers just arrived for the M715,all holes punched and ready to bolt up
$98 each plus UPS.Thanks
Dave Butler
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28090 NEXT>28127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds Cool Dave,Don't need one myself but do appreciate knowing you have them just
in case.
Check out the wanted forum,there is someone looking for a NOS distributor,figured you
would have them
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>m715 fire dept still on duty,and story POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28118 28158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.fieldlines.com/story/2003/9/21/112040/452
SUBJECT>4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>28166
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys missed it!I don't think I have had that much fun since I got my first piece
of...um 715.It was great!
SATURDAY:
The trip kinda sucked because of some construction and stupid drivers but that all
changed.We entered a buddies truck in the show and parked next to a group of.locals...probably 21 or so.We offered
them some beer and they took it.One of the their
hottie little girlfriends was there and we offered her some beer and she said that if she
gets drunk she likes to take her clothes off :)WOW!We confirmed this with her
boyfriend and he said..."Yup"....Boy did we pick the right place to park!Needless to
say,we gave out a lot of beer that day!And she was not the only one with that policy!
There were a lot of nice trucks there.I even saw a M715 with 44's but the gut left before I
could find him.I also saw a neat M725 with a big block Chevy and 44 Swampers but I
went back several times and never foun him to talk to.Saw a stock M-37,some old
flatties,some Hummers,and a 1941 Dodge Commander's car with a big block Chevy and
38 inch Swampers.NEAT!!!They had a mini rock crawling course set up and some
monster trucks crushing cars/giving rides and tough truck competition.I saw a lot of
trucks with the new 49"Super Swamper IROK's on them.They had all the major 4wd
parts companies there plus more.There were making pretty good "shoe specials".Wish I
had some more cash though.We started ot with 3-4 cases of beer and it was gone by the
time we went back to the motel Saturday.It took forever to get out of the fairgrounds.As
they would pull out onto the side street,most of the trucks would "light 'em up"and do
burn-outs with there big 4x's!There was even a guy with a 85 GMC with a blower on it
that locked it in 4WD and just smoked his 39.5 boggers as the truck sat there jumping
sideways in the road!I don't know if I would do it with my Boggers if I had them but it
was fun to watch!We got a flyer for a "Tug of War"while we were there.We followed the
locals and they showed us the way.It was at 9:00pm and somewhere in the sticks.You
guessed it....it was just trucks hooking up end to end for a tug of war.It was great!Got to
see all kinds of things break!The locals were heading back to town for a "kegger"but it
was all we could do to find our motel and pass-out!Great day though!
SUNDAY:
We slept like babies....well drunken babies.We very slowly got up and showered and
went to breakfast at Denny's where the waitress talked EXTREMELY loud and screwed
up every order.I didn't care though...I just wanted to get to the gas station for Tylenol.We
got to the show and it seemed very bright and confusing.....but it was probably just us!A
lot of neat rigs and parts for sale.We just wandered around lost most of the day.They have
a road all around the fairgrounds and they park all the show trucks around it.We just sat
in the back of his truck and we rode around and around.Kinda like a parade of sweeeet
trucks.Headed back home and it started raining pretty bad.Got home and took another
shower and passed out so I could dream about the weekend I just had.FUN!
I'm planning on being there next year on Friday and staying again.It was
great!.........................BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Very lonely POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 September
2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28063 NEXT>28305
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im from apache junction but live in utah
SUBJECT>Re:New pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28085 NEXT>28097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I hope to get your pics up this afternoon or evening...hope that works
for you cause thats
all I can do for now...keep my wife from not latching doors so that the wind tears them
off in the middle of the night and I coulda had your pics up this weekend...:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28100 28102 28128 28168
LINKNAME>http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=4028
LINKURL>http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=4028
Hey all,
I need a bigger welder...just have a small wire feed,110 volt now.I see one that seems to
be pretty inexpensive compared to other welders of its amp rating...its a stick welder,230
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volt,225 amp max output,Campbell Hausfeld...hopefully the link below works to take
you to Harbor Freights web page on this item.
I am looking for the pros and cons of this type of welder for automotive/M715 use and
general fabricating and repair.The price is so much below what comparable mig/tig
welders are going for that it seems to be in the too good to be true class...am I missing
something or maybe a bunch of somethings??
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New pics POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28095 NEXT>28099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just yanking your chain,man,no worries!
SUBJECT>Leg Room POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know why I didn't think of this sooner.Saturday I was contemplating what to do to
get more leg room in my 715.I'm 6'3"and somewhat of a tight fit in the stock seats.I like
the look of the seats and don't have $300 for a kick-ass racing seat anyway.So anyway I
pulled the bottem cushon up just to see what I could come up with.So damn simple I dont
have any excuse for not doing this 3 or 4 years ago.I just removed the portion of the frame
that slides on the lower frame,relocated the 4 bolts that serve as the slides and stops about
2 inches forward and I was done.Had to grind of the old bolts and use new ones.Also
relocated the piece of angle that is used to help keep the seat square.It has pretty much
taken me as long to write this up as it took to complete the project.Has anyone already
done this or does most everybody move entire frame back?
If this is an old topic,forgive me.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:New pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28097 NEXT>28110 28114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh yanking my chain....I'm not stuck in the mud like you in these
pictures here...well in
one of them maybe....well then again I blew my clutch and tranny up so I guess I am
stuck...damn...go ahead,yank my chain...
.
.
.
.
;-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28096 NEXT>
28103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It appears to be a decent unit.The cycle time could be a little higher,but 180amps is
pretty high amperage for most '...automotive/M715 use and general fabrication and
repair.'I rarely run my lincoln over 135amps unless it some REAL beefy stuff I'm glueing
together.Sheet metal is out and exhaust work will definately test your skills preventing
burn-thru's.I've done all the work on my truck and farm/fab work with my comparable
Lincoln stick.
Nice price.
SUBJECT>Re:Dead Horse POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
13x38x16 Swamper and 38x11x16...37x13x16 Boggers will fit even if the manufacturer
says not.
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28096 NEXT>28104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm NOT a welder.
Took a quick look anyway and the first thing I noticed was the 20%duty cycle.This
means that of 10 minutes of run time you can really only weld for 2 minutes.Probably
would be fine for piddling around(tech term for what I do with a welder)but for serious
jobs its probably too small.All depends on what your going to use it for and that
automatic circuit breaker kind of leads me to believe your going to be sitting around
waiting for it to cool down so you can start working again.
As I said,I'm NOT a welder and just figure by opening my mouth I could get people fired
up enough to give you some real input.
You are so welcome
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at
10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28100 NEXT>28107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My little welder is like 90 amp or so wire feed,works for sheet metal and exhaust,light
duty...but when you want to fab a crossmember,forget it...takes all day to weld that kinda
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stuff.
Thanks for the reply!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28102 NEXT>28108
28133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug's right,that's a pretty high amount of down time.I got a Lincoln stick from Home
Depot and I think it was almost that price.It may have been a few $extra.
I do know that that brand makes products whose quality is directly proportional to the
price.I got a CH power washer from Harbor Freight and used it all of 2 months before the
hose split.Then I used it all of 4 months with a new hose until the motor quit.Had a
small CH compressor (12V model)that lasted about a year of seldom use.
For my money go with the Lincoln.I've never noticed any down time with it since it's so
small an amount that it cools down while changing rods.
Just my $.02
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I dont think it will fit!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28086 NEXT>28183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe if we could come up with some way to put it in the bed....
SUBJECT>Re:Leg Room POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28098 NEXT>28109 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How much more did it give you?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.readywelder.com
cheap and will run off a stock truck at 24volts
3/4 stainless,aluminum or steel.....single pass....i paid 470 for mine
SUBJECT>Re:Leg Room POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:07
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28106 NEXT>28112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2"is all I gained.Just enough to keep the steering wheel from leaving the all so familiar
black mark on my pants.Never really bothered me too much but I'm just nutty enought
that I will drive my 715 anywhere(within 10 miles)I have to go,weddings,job meetings,
wherever.It will be nice not having that dingy mark when I'm supposed to look
presentable.
Doug
SUBJECT>Brute4C POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28099 NEXT>28113 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I couldn't help but notice that in your last letter to Mr.Bump_R you used the word
"damn".Now,I hate to be one to point the finger at others-but some of us would like this
to be a "Family Friendly Site".
It clearly states in the "Posting Board Rules"above that the use of profanity is prohibited.
If you persist in using that type of language then I'll have no recourse but to report you to
the site administrator.
Thank you for your cooperation,
Mr.Brian Sisson
Member since 1998
SUBJECT>Re:Car Carrier Service POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28080 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with YESTERDAYS TRACTOR they deal with antique and other tractors look
under hauling scheduale
SUBJECT>Re:Leg Room POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28109 NEXT>28115 28143 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
2"down would be really nice.It might not sound like much,but any move would help.
On a side note-now that I've talked to you it's difficult for me to NOT read your posts and
include that rediculous northern accent.
"Crick"-BWAHAHAHAH!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28110 NEXT>28116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have hesitated in the past but I just gotta know....
What kind of drugs are you on?
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:New pics POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28099 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that one where I appeared to be stuck?I forgot to tell you.That was at the
Christmas party,and the truck ahead of me couldn't make it up the hill.I got tired of
waiting,so I pushed him up with the frozen tow strap.
SUBJECT>Re:Leg Room POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28112 NEXT>28117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats allright.....If I make it to the FE I'm sure I'll slip up and say wush and give you more
ammo.
Anyway I can't help but picture you as "Mango"off saturday night live.Not sure why,its
just the impression you left me with????
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28113 NEXT>28120 28122 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Speaking of which-we used to have a black guy here at work who always smoked a little
weed on the way in.He used to say stupid crap to me thinking we were bonding since I'd
laugh.Here's some of his key phrases:
"Mayn,onst I built a motor that wuz soooo tight it took 2 battries to turn it over!"
and upon seeing my truck
"Mayn,I best tha joker will ruuuuuuunnnnn!"
and when I fired him
"Mayn,all I wunted when I came in this monin'wuz a quota raise!How you gonna turn a
brotha'out like that?"
****This post is NOT to say that I have anything against the African American race,nor
that I think all blacks are into drugs.I just think of him when I think of drug use.Simmer
down Spicergear.****
-B.
SUBJECT>Mango?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28115 NEXT>28130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I think that's an insult,but I never saw "Mango".Was he about 6'even,170 pounds of
twisted steel and sex appeal?Was he amazingly witty and smart as a whip?
or was he some skinny prick who you wanted to punch every time you saw him?
(I got a feeling I know which one)
By the way,after I got off the phone I went into the bedroom and my wife woke up and
looked at the clock and said we had been talking for 2 hours.She asked what we were
talking about and I told her trucks and guns and she it was great I made a new friend since
Tom probably wouldn't drive down here twice to help me rebuild a motor.She's a riot.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 fire dept still on duty,and story POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:34
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
That's cool.Thanks for the link.
I know of three M715s still in service as brush trucks in the county where I grew up here
in SC.The volunteer FD where my little brother serves has one that they swapped a
Chevy 350 and auto into in the last year or two.The VFD that I bought my truck from has
another one,a winch model that is still pretty complete and original.Another VFD that
several of my brother's buddies are with has another.You can bet I'm keeping my eyes
and ears open regardng these trucks.:-)
There are probably some others in the area that I don't know about --yet.I often stop and
look through the windows of rural VFDs to see what cool trucks they are running as
brush/grass rigs.There's still a lot of cool older stuff in service out there.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>distributor caps POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28121 28171 28270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These get all scarxse all of the sudden?ABLinn is out,VPW has only used ones @$20.
00 each.What gives?Anyone have an alternate supplier?
Thanks,
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28119 NEXT>28125 28132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you looking for the stock 24v?
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28116 NEXT>28126 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Okay...so these would be each of Brian's lead in's to get those previously posted
comments from his former employee;
"Heck,my last motor was so loose it only took two batteries to knock a bearing out of
it...well,maybe some kero too."
"Heck,this next motor will be built by a buddy of mine in PA so that it will last."
"Shackin'up with my sister,huh?!Can't resist that ghetto booty,YOU'RE OUTTA
HERE!"*read with a high pitched rebel voice...kinda like in the middle of a Bo and Luke
Dude 'YEEEEHAAAAAA'as they jump a river or something.
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>28074 NEXT>
28201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Full Metal Jacket they have M43 and civi Internationa ambulances.I just watched
it..that Drill Instructor cracks me up every time....too bad he gets wasted by the physco....
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28121 NEXT>28131 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
1.717.692.9400 Saturn Surplus...they *may*have them.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28122 NEXT>28129 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You deleted your message,revised it,and posted it again adding the part about my voice?
You messed up the greater scheme of things and my reply to your old reply was moved to
the top of the board.Oddly placed and hung out in space for a minute or two.
I'm disgusted with you and leaving to enjoy one of my two remaining Frapawhatevers.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available POSTER>Vintage M715
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28091 NEXT>28148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug,
The bumpers came out great and we have a good supply of them..Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>bobby EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>28096 NEXT>28136 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look at a Lincoln or Miller 220 volt A/C D/C stick machine.Once you learn to stick
weld you can make alomst anything you need with it.I know Harbor Freight is
inexpensive (read cheap)but you get what you pay for.I have a Miller Thunderbolt A/C
D/C stick and a Miller Matic 250 Mig (with spool gun for aluminum).
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28126 NEXT>28137 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually,I did have you're high pitched rebel voice in the first one but I had it between
the 'carrot'symbols usually located on the .and ,keys.Anything posted between those
two symbols will not be posted.Odd.Then again,CNC machine centers will not read
anything placed between those symbols...which was handy if something needed changed
but you wanted to know what the original number or line read.
While down at the 'Ribbon of Sand'for the whole day and a half,we all went out to
dinner and I surprised everybody by having one Guinness draft and on 'Irish Car bomb'(a
3/4 Guinness draft with a shot of Irish cream,shot glass and all,dropped in)with dinner.I
ate like I hadn't seen food in a week.It was good,and there was much rejoicing.
SUBJECT>Re:Mango?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28117 NEXT>28134 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mango!HAH....I remember seeing that lil flammer on an episode or two.On a side note,I
think me and Doug talked for a couple hours last week..and after I hung up I kept
thinking of more things I wanted to talk about and ask him........Ben
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28125 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I have an e-mail into Adirondack Dodge Parts (M715 shares Dist cap with M37)
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,stock.SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28104 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why are you welding sticks in the first place?
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SUBJECT>Re:Mango?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28130 NEXT>28140 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fag.
SUBJECT>Bump_r...new pics up!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out Bump_r's new pics of him playing around in the M715...looks like a goo
time!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28128 NEXT>28152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Appreciate the info...looks like it may just be cheap because it IS cheap...good thing I
asked instead of wasting the cash!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28129 NEXT>28138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And in the frozen land of Nador,they were forced to delete all of Brians posts...and there
was much rejoicing...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28137 NEXT>28139 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
*Note to self:Kick Jon's ass at the FE right after you beat down Ronner.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28138 NEXT>28176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Note to M715 Zone members:
Don't miss the "Brian soup"at the FE...don't eat it,just don't miss it!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Mango?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28134 NEXT>28142 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Very Good B,thats exactly what Doug was hinting!
Mango-fag
Mango-Brian
Brian-fag
see how it works?!............Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...new pics up!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28135 NEXT>28177 28199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So that's Bump_r's truck.I always drooled when looking at it!What kind of camo scheme
is that?
SUBJECT>Re:Mango?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28140 NEXT>28147
LINKNAME>http://www.angelfire.com/me2/kattan1/mangopics.html
LINKURL>http://www.angelfire.com/me2/kattan1/mangopics.html
Brian,
Tell me how true this is.....
http://www.angelfire.com/me2/kattan1/mangopics.html
SUBJECT>Re:Leg Room POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
crick2 (P )Pronunciation Key (krk)
n.Upper Northern &Western U.S.
Variant of creek.
Courtesy of dictionary.com
Eat it B
yu aint laughin now is ya
Doug
SUBJECT>low mileage 67 M715 for sale POSTER>Vince
EMAIL>Towbarsunlimiteed@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aart8RCPswR9E PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have just recently listed my cousin's 67 M715 with 13700 miles on it on eBay.I don't
think you will find a better unrestored truck.He has owned it since 1979 when he bought
it from the govt.It is item #2433485900.The auction ends Sept 28th.
SUBJECT>Exhaust Manfold POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28146 28178 28191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hi,
I just bought my first M715 its a former brush truck.It has a 24 volt and a 12 volt
altinator on it.The coil says it is a 12 volt coil and the distributor is not a waterproof
distributer si I need to figure out if it using a 12 volt ignition or if the 12 volt atlinator is
just for the flashy lights.But my question is about the exhaust manifold it has a couple of
big cracks in it and I was wondering if they are hard to come by or if a manafold off of
another engine or model truck can be used?I was thinking that I would drill a whole at
the end of each crack and try welding it up with a nickel rod making short welds and
peaning as they cool.I have had luck welding cast iron handles for machines using that
technique,however before risking destroying the maifold I wanted to find out how hard it
is to replace.
Thanks in advance
Jeff
PS I am sure I will have more questions after I get the truck home.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manfold POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28145 NEXT>28188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weld away Jeff,
These are prone to cracking and most of the take offs your are going to find are going to
be cracked also.If you screw up the first one,I've got a couple extra you can perfect you
technique with(also cracked).
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Mango?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28142 NEXT>28190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,
I know its poor etiquette to reply to my own post,but damn,thats funny stuff.I cant wait
for ronner to get back.
Bwawawawhatever B
Hey Ben,
Hope to catch ya next weekend.....I'm sure we can have some good laughs
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:16 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28127 NEXT>28269
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great I was looking where I can get one.As soon as I am to that part of the rebuild I will
be picking one up from you.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Flag,Hats,and shirts update POSTER>Cookiebaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All right guys and gals,
I have 1 flag left and six hats,and all the youth shirts.
Remember first come,first serve.
After these are gone they are gone.
Pam
SUBJECT>New Shirts???POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28154 28156 28169 28174 28205 28227 28299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF I can generate enough interest and get my creative juices flowing,I MIGHT consider
doing another run of shirts this year.
All input on possible designs would be welcomed.
Now the question is,would you folks want these prior to the next FE,so that you can
proudly wear them on your journey,or would you rather wait and make them official FE
2004 shirts (with Brute4c's permission of course).
The decision is up to the club.Post here letting me know what you folks would like to do.
Thanks in advance to all input.
Pam
P.S.If you have any good clip art of the 715's please forward so that I can see if it would
work.
SUBJECT>Attn:Bumpy Doo (heh heh)POSTER>Cookiebaker
EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumpr,
Are you and your new bride going to try and make the 2004 FE?Just curious.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28136 NEXT>28155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,.I don't know which welder exactly you're looking at but the absolute cheapest stick
welders across the board will be AC only which is OK for occasional use.But an AC/DC
box will be even more versatile for not a whole lot more.
180 amps will work for most stuff automotive.Though this weekend I was TIGging 1/4"
with my welder maxed at 175 amps and it was barely adequate.I'd recommend stepping
up to at least 225 amps.
As far as brand,I have an ancient Montgomery-Ward (west coast department store/cheap
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POS)stick that still runs strong.Internally they're all extremely basic with a large
transformer and for DC a means to rectify the wave.There's really not a lot to break in
them.Personally I'd buy a Lincoln 225 AC/C though.
On the other hand,if 180 amps seems adequate,you can buy a name brand 180 amp MIG
for a damn good price these days.And MIG is soooo much easier when you're twisted up
under the truck somewhere using the axle as a lower back support.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28090 NEXT>28268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am very interested.could you tell me how much shipping would be to 01720,and how
you accept payments?
Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the level of excellence you have always had in your work,feel free to explore
designs and whatever else you need.I like the idea of an FE shirt,bt the clubs decision
rules.You have no limits as far as I am concerned!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info...that is just the kind of stuff I am looking for!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>28162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im all for it.I would gladly wear one!
SUBJECT>isk brakes POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>28184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that I have the truck running its time to make sure that it can stop.I pulled off one
wheel to look at the brakes,and they are pretty sad.Everything is shot,and the drum has
some really deep grooves in it.I called vintage powerwagons and they want $110 per
drum!So that got me to thinking about a disk conversion for the front.Has anyone done
this?I guess my main concern is the price and how it would compare to a complete new
setup with the drums.Im not worried about how much work might go into it,the more the
merryer if you ask me.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 fire dept still on duty,and story POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's RIGHT in my backyard!Wow!I've never seen them.Neat.
SUBJECT>Flags sold out POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But I still have hats
SUBJECT>2004 MVPA CONVENTION in MOBILE,AL POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28161 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be there!
anyone else???
SUBJECT>Re:2004 MVPA CONVENTION in MOBILE,AL POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28160 NEXT>28173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops
thurs june 24th through sat june 26th 2004
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>28156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would buy two or three just because I like the looks I get driving the "green beast"as my
family calls it and wearing a t-shirt would just add to the conversations I get into about
the truck
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:Hats,Flags,and a few youth shirts FOR SALE!!!!POSTER>gndpndr
nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats ok I'll set up a hotmail account real quick and send you an email..SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>gndpndr nebr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28048 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
don't know for sure if its local or not but I think they are at least state wide.Their name is
Fastenal.I'll try to get a web address tommorow.The price I got was through the
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company I work for.
Not sure what I'll use the pretty pink wire for yet.
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 September
2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28093 NEXT>28200
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pictures ben,pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>tanyajeff@altell.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28059 NEXT>28175 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
uh well I don't know.I'm new to this.Isn't bigger better?will I lose amps or anything with
10 gauge.
any comments would be welcome.
SUBJECT>Re:Stick welder...seeking advise...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28096 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you have Tractor Supply?they sell Lincoln for that price.i have a Craftsman (miller)
230 amp AC/C that i bought 15 years ago at the Sears scratch and dent warehouse.i got
it for $10.00 !!it would not work because they had dropped it and a wire had unplugged
inside.i removed the cover,plugged in the wire and it has served me well.
i think the low duty cicle is at max amps.if you are welding 1/4"plate or heavy pipe you
probably would only need about 120-130 amps.
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>28170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PAM
i liked the last ones you did with the flag on the back and the three trucks.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I opted out last time because the design I liked best didnt
win.Well I got to see one in
person from another member who got one and I have kicked my self in the rear ever
since.I learned my lesson so PLEASE let us know when they are available as I want to
order a few.
I would like to see them before th F.E.But just getting one would be cool enough!
Thanks for all you do.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28119 NEXT>28187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i saw one complete on ebay.it was listed under m715.rick
SUBJECT>Mud dog POSTER>Dan EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Monday,22
September 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28063 NEXT>28319
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey hows it going.I live around 35 ave.bell road but my trucks on 202nd ave and
mcdowel at my grandmas,near the whit tank mnts.I just got my truck a couple months
ago.I just need new tires and I can go play.I also just purchased a 38.5x11.00x16 bogger,
I'm just wating for money for the rest.
SUBJECT>Re:2004 MVPA CONVENTION in MOBILE,AL POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We might ride down there.Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>28180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need a new shirt.The old ones were a great design.
Let me know how much and the money will be on it's way.
Thanks for all the work,Will Wright
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28167 NEXT>28256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10 gauge won't necessarily be bad,it's just supreme overkill for most circuits.Probably
the biggest drawback is that it's a bit harder to work with if you have to make tight bends
and it'll hold it's shape more than a smaller wire.The prices seem pretty good,depending
on how many feet you got but usually 10 ga.would be a considerable price jump from 14
or 16.
For sure,you won't have to worry about overtaxing your wiring harness
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28139 NEXT>28181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon I will have a camera running on that one.
Will
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SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...new pics up!POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28141 NEXT>28186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But...where's Bump_r?
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manfold POSTER>Nathan in Kansas EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,you can still purchase NEW exhaust manifolds from Sam Winer Motors,Akron
Ohio,330-628-4881,ask for Robert Zetzer-$150.I bought one about 2 months ago and he
said he had ONE left!Or you can hit the old junk yards and look for a old civilian Willys-
they should be the same.After you fix it make sure your exhaust hangers are all good,this
will help on future cracks.-See ya,Nathan
SUBJECT>M1051?POSTER>Nathan in Kansas EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net
DATE>Monday,22 September 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the front bumper of my Air Force M715 is the painted vehicle designation "m1051"
with axle weights,lengths etc.Any body ever heard of a "M1051"?
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 12:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>28174 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I like the drawing of the M-715 with hardtop and winch,I think it's in Memphis
equipments catalog.Just my .02
SUBJECT>Hey B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28176 NEXT>28189 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now that you've picked a fight with Doug (6'3"lean and mean)and Jon (one of Paul
Bunyan's blood relations)and of course Ronner (of unclear yet seemingly larger stature)...
why not just ask who the biggest,meanest member is threaten them as well.It should be
funny to watch them all draw straws as to who will pummel you first.Dinner and a
show...I'll bring some peroxide for you..SUBJECT>A belated thanks!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>27854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks fellas!Yup,popped the question on the beginning of our vacation last week.I
missed this post being so far down.
Honesty,mouth shuttery and timing are key.
SUBJECT>Re:I dont think it will fit!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 4:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28105 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn it...Velvet's secret is out.
SUBJECT>Re:Disk brakes POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28157 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ugly truckling has them.....doc smith just completed a install recently.You could do a
search for his info.I think your going to be looking at close to $1000 by the time your
done.OUCH!!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Bumpy Doo (heh heh)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28151 NEXT>28275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,I "axed"her about it,she seemed cool with the idea.Depends on if I can get a
distributor cap by then,I guess!You gonna try?
SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...new pics up!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>28177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here I am!Did Brute not include the camo description?It's in a post prior...
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps with tech POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
23 September 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>28171 NEXT>28207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just re-constructed a whole ignitor out of my original one and parts of a donor one.I
have already changed bases,all I need now are cap and rotor (AB has rotors).Of the 6
top-half retaining screws,I had one broken off,and two stripped out,and my point cams
were worn (set gap at 0.020",and some opened that far,some only opened 0.010"~
0.015";probably the source of weak spark on some by not getting adequate capacitor
saturation across the board,eh?)Hey,I wonder how many "Fast and Furious"weinies out
there have ever heard of "capacitor saturation"?.Something to remember:The upper shaft (the one inside the
housing)and the shaft-to-
shaft Lovejoy coupler appear to be matched sets,do not mix and match!I found that by
using the "new"upper shaft with the "old"Lovejoy,the roll pin lcations were such that I
developed a very tight assembly -would have burned up pronto.I checked the "new"
Lovejoy (that was originally with the "new"upper shaft,and the roll pin location is
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visibly higher (and thus providing a looser fit)
Jon,worthy of tech entry in FAQ?
Bob
Ponder THAT!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manfold POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,at 5:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28146 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right on,Doug #1!
If it's cracked now,consider it destroyed at this point.You can not hurt it,really,only run
the risk of success!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28181 NEXT>28192 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno.....but Barry Y always scared me.Scared me in that "little kid who hides under
the covers way."No reason,he seems like a nice guy-I'm just genuinely frightened of
him.
In reality I'm going to get a pair of boxing gloves off the Ebay and bring them to the FE.I
used to box in college and miss it.Seeing as how you're almost exactly my size and seem
to have no temper at all I think that'll be a good time-especially after we all get lit on
Doug's Old Charter.
By the By-Mark Lyda had all sorts of nice things to say about Katie.He went on and on
about how cool you were and about how Katie is the woman every man dreams of.He's
really a good guy,wish that Lee hadn't said all that crap to him and made him leave the
board.I'll forward you Mark's letter later after I ask him if it's cool.
I gotta get busy thinking of something witty to say to Ronner when he gets back.
-B.
SUBJECT>For Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28147 NEXT>28206 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You have bested me.
I bow before your superior zings..In shame I will now relinquish my title as Board Dick to you.
-B.
(is that what you wanted?)
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust Manfold POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28145 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally,I'd leave it alone,unless you have a big gaping hole.The cracks seem to be
merely cosmetic because I haven't had any trouble with exhaust leaks and I run my trucks
pretty hard.I've tried replacing them a couple times,and the replacements end up
cracking too!Someone reccommended having them shaved first,so I guess I'll try that
next time.But "next time"won't be until one blows a big hole through it,otherwise it
seems a waste of time.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28189 NEXT>28196 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh yeah,Barry's a real good guy!He'd definately have a foreign object that he'd
mercilessly beat you down with though...probably jab a stick in your eye afterwards just
so you wouldn't forget.
Of course,he usually lets me handle his light work.
SUBJECT>Barry Y.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>28194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll bring that driveshaft that I picked up for you at Bob Roman's in early October.
SUBJECT>Re:Barry Y.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28193 NEXT>28197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you going Spicer...looks like I will be going out to Barry's place in the October
10th through the 12th range...got some parts to pick up...
brute4c
SUBJECT>VPW's parts run POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28202 28271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I will be heading down to VPW's on October 5th and 6th for a bunch of stuff I
need and to pick up a tranny from the generous Jeepist Doug...thanks buddy...can't wait to
say that in person!!.Gonna be taking a couple other M715 guys down as well...ought to be a good time!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Me?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28192 NEXT>28198 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Light work?
Are you?....no you couldn't be....but maybe?....no never......unless you thought?......you
wouldn't......but then again you might?.....no,you're smarter than that.
I don't really know Barry,but feel uncomfortable talking about him.Can we just drop it?
______
I wonder why it is that almost all members here are of unusually large size.It seems like
everyone (but you and I)is over 6'1"and bordering on Andre The Giant size (pre-death).
Why?Why does a 715 attract the huge among us?
Anyhow,I've taken aobut all the lip I'm going to off you.Were I you I'd tuck my tail
betwix my legs and pull a Ronner and lay low.He realized he was on the fast road to an
ass-whipping and as such is in hiding.Try that and you may last the FE with no new
scars.
Ponder all THAT!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Barry Y.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28194 NEXT>28249 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It was probably the week before,I'll have to double check...two trips won't kill me.I'll
find out for sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Me?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Light work.
Lite work.
Lyte work.
Lihte work.
And you should be nervous of Mr.Yarworth.
I'll have to find an old,school type,locker to throw in the back of the truck and do some
psychological torture to you and bring up your tormented days of looking out the vent
holes from school.
Tuck and Betwix that..SUBJECT>Re:Bump_r...new pics up!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28141 NEXT>LINKNAME>olive drab site
LINKURL>http://www.olive-drab.com/od_milveh_guide.php3
Thanks for the kind words.
Here is a great place to jump off when getting into paint schemes and such.
http://www.olive-drab.com/od_milveh_guide.php3
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,
at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28166 NEXT>28203 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,pictures of the "trucks"Ben,this is a family board ;)We don't care how perky,
nubile,or drunk the ladies were,all we are interested in is the trucks,right guys!!??
SUBJECT>Re:veitnam use of the m715?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I watched "Full Metal Jacket"again a few weeks ago for the first time in a lot of years.I
hadn't remembered that the senior drill instructor is played by R.Lee Emrey,the "Mail
Call"guy.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28195 NEXT>28212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon,
5th is a Sunday.I could be there that day.Will Dave be open for business or should I just
take monday off,I have 3 weeks that will not get used by the end of the year anyway.What
route are you taking to get there.I-35 then across on I-80 or down HWY 5 to 34?
Thank Joe/IA for the trans also...he sold one to me for almost nothing.Just bought it to
have a spare and then a couple months later I ended up with another extra one.Got a third
in site that might come from another deal if I can pull it off.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28200 NEXT>28220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah...no girly pics here Ben....Just trucks
Ben,
you can e-mail the pics of the girls to me if ya want.I wasn't to excited until bumpr said
perky and drunk then I was done for.
Doug
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SUBJECT>bump_r -stroke of luck POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>NEXT>28208 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guess what?A local transmission shop had the 6.2 diesel flywheel (recently machine
smooth)for a manual transmission,clutch plate and housing for $150.I thought these
were rare myself...The owner said he had it shelved for 8 years waiting for someone to
buy it.They don't have it any more because I do.Anyway,the engine swap is progressing
faster than I anticipated.
I've found a complete wiring diagram,engine breakdown and rebuild manual for a 83
chevy 6.2 diesel..is it close enough to the 85 to not worry about the year differences?
brute4c -I also found the same info for the T98A transmission if you want me to grab a
scan of it for the online manuals section.Let me know the desires.
Anyway -back to the grind.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>Scott EMAIL>zippos4sale@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD7UjjUSGHgw PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pam,
Last ones were great.I'd love to get a couple more.I like the way you worked the flag in
on the last one.You can show off your truck and your patriotism at the same time.I'm
sure what ever you come up with will be great.You can put me down for at least two.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:For Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28190 NEXT>28213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A homo-gay,wee-hoo?
BAAAHAAHAHAHAHA
Board Dick...humm,didn't really want anything,but I'll take it I guess.Could we change
the title to "Chief Executive Board Dick"it just sounds so much cooler that way,ya know
adds a little umph to it.I'll take it either way as it seems to be much easier to get titles
around here than hold out for girly drinks..Your wife sounds like she has you figured out.....her comment about Tom
not driving all
the way down to help you put another motor together and me doing it instead......
Did she guess that your child was going to be a girl before the doctor told her?
Has she had any other premonitions that came true?
Or does she just lack confidence that your current engine will stay together?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps with tech POSTER>mozarkid EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
23 September 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28187 NEXT>
28210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump!Capacitors charge.Inductors saturate (in the core).
Still running on that tire you changed for me at the first FE,thanks!
SUBJECT>Huh?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>28204 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have no idea,I'm a stock motor junkie for now.I'm not one of the oil burners,sorry.
Bob
SUBJECT>used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28211 28235 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I looked at a set of used 37x13x16 Boggers last night.A kid here has them for sale.
Spicer,how many miles do you have on your Boggers and how are they looking?How
many more miles do you think you can get out of them based on the wear you've seen?
The ones available here look like they have been run on the road a lot while being a little
over-inflated --the outer ends of the lugs have a lot of tread left,but the tread at the
centers of the tires is pretty shallow.I didn't measure,but there isn't more than a 16th of
an inch left in the centers --maybe not more tham a 32nd.The outer ends of the lugs are
still in really good shape.
I could get them for $350,and they're mounted on some pretty nice aluminum 6-lug
wheels that would fit a Chevy bolt pattern.I could sell the wheels and be into the tires,
mounted,for less then $300,I think.
What's holding me back is that I don't have a good idea of how much longer this soft
compound will last on a 6K lbs truck.I probably do a couple thousand on-road miles a
year with the truck.
Any thoughts,Spicer,anyone?Also,Tom,what tubes and flaps do you run with your
Boggers?
Thanks,
Chris.Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:distributor caps with tech POSTER>bumpr
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EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28207 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I guess that explains why I'm the only one that heard of it!In Bob's world,
capacitors saturate,and I'm all alone in here...
Anyway,I figgured there would have to be an EE-Weinie lurking about,and I appreciate
you setting me straight!
That tire,damm!Now THAT was a tuffy!We all learned something from that one,I tell
you!Gald it's stil working out for you.How long did you figure that old one was on the
wheel?I recall it was pretty incredible..
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28209 NEXT>
28216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,1/16"?I'd only look at them if you're sure you can sell the wheels and make the
tires CHEAP.The boggers are pretty soft and the road grinds them up.If you haul
anything heavy you'll eat them up really fast.The side grabbers having lots of tread is
pretty much standard.Alot of time they're not mounted on the proper width rim and the
center gets taken out.My used ones are down to 1/4"center tread with some nice hunks
out of them here and there.I'd really make this decision on whether you can resell the
wheels.I didn't run flaps in my boggers...picked up some 900x16 tubes from Webber tire
in KS.I would suggest running 1100x20 radial lowboy tubes though.A much easier
install.I'm running the in my Michelins now.
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28202 NEXT>28214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VPW is not open on Saturday or Sunday...would be driving down on Sunday and
spending the night...then be at VPW in the AM,talk load up,tour around,etc.then head
for home.
Most direct route from me is I39 to 88 through the Quad cities and then work down the
smaller roads...thinking of going down the scenic way through Dubuque and then follow
the river to the Quad cities and down...where are you...somewhere along the way down?
Fairly familiar with Iowa...older brother was born in Newton and we lived in Des Moines
and Ankeny for 3 years.Mom is from Cincinnati area down by the Mo.line.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:For Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28206 NEXT>28215 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
She's a smart woman,and apparently blessed with a 3rd sight.Last night when we got
into bed she told me that she didn't see any action in my future for that night.This
morning when she handed me my lunch she told me I wouldn't like it,and I don't.When
she just called she said that there wasn't anything good on TV tonight.
It's like the woman has a crystal ball or something.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28212 NEXT>28217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bullstuff......I'm from Newton...you gotta be kidding me.....Do you still have relatives
here?I know a Brian Schmidt,any relation?What year was your brother born...or when did
your family live here?
I'll just head down there Monday and see you then.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:For Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28213 NEXT>28224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is pretty darned spooky.......Hey with you being in the communications industry and
all,maybe you could set her up with some kind of a 900 number.
Sissions Physic Network
I'd call it
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28211 NEXT>28218 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,I'm probably going to pass on them,but I'm still deciding.
The wheels are pretty nice 16x10 polished aluminum in pretty good shape,so I think I
could sell them pretty easily --I'm just not sure that the tires/their potential lifespan are
worthwhile for how I use the truck.If I had four extra wheels sitting around,I'd consider
getting them to slap on when I am going to play.
I may just hold out until I can find 5 11.00x16 Michelins.I've kicked around the idea of
setting the truck up to do some towing,and the Michelins would wear better and give me
a little better road speed.
Thanks for the reply,
Chris.Seneca,SC,USA
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'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28214 NEXT>28219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My moms family is from Iowa...their last name is Ervin...I know her cousin James use to
live there,died of cancer several years back...has a twin named John who is still living.
Most of the family is from down in the Centerville/Cincinnati/Exline/Mystic areas so
probably not a lot of other relatives your way that I would know of.One of mom's sisters
is in the Quad cities and another near Souix Falls,S .My brother was born in 1958...not
sure how long they lived there but I know they had moved to Wisconsin by 1960 when
my older sister was born.When I lived there it was 1974-1977.
Sure will be good to see ya...Newton,nice area,kinda near Des Moines but not,and a
proverbial small town America kind of place.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28216 NEXT>
28223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I carried 1,100#for 40 miles with the boggers and when I got there the tread was HOT
and there was all these hair-like whisps of rubber on the tread that could be brushed off.
The Michelins will wear MUCH better...but never have that bogger 'side grabber'look.
I'm okay as long as I don't look at the truck or tires directly head on.Otherwise I miss the
boggers.
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28217 NEXT>28221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My step-grandparents are from centerville have other relatives down there in
seymour,moravia,and mystic.Small world.Ask you G-ma if she knows any of the Purvis
clan...I'm sure she does,they breed like rabbits so its hard not to run into one if you go
down there.
I deer hunt down there mostly around moravia but some west of centerville so I'm pretty
familar with that area also.
One of the girls that works part time for us married into the Ervins here in newton,Her
Husbands name is Randy probably in his mid 40's,I'll quiz him next time I run into him
and see if there is a connection to James or John.
I was born in Newton in 1970 and my parents were new to the area in the late 60's.Been
here or close ever since.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,
at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28203 NEXT>28222 28241 28243
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't get me wrong,I was all gung-ho about seeing trucks too,hell that's the whole reason
for the trip!......but you gotta love ALL of gods creations!If I could only have gotten my
head to spin around 360 degrees like an owl,then maybe I wouldn't have had such a stiff
neck the next day.I'll have to get ahold of my buddy and see what he has for pics and see
how many he screwed up with his fat finger over the lense!Ben
DOUG:
ps I won't forget about pics for you too!And you can add young and tan to bumpr's perky
and drunk!Have you guys found out if you'll have any free time when you're in St.Louis
yet?!
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28219 NEXT>28225 28246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right,John is around 70 so having a son/nephew around 40 is likely...
I remember the Ervins and the Bonds were the 2 names my moms mom and dad had...not
sure of any others.Grandma died back around 1985,was born in 1906...she had a twin
too...her twin was Ora,boy,and she was Oral...in this day and age,naming a girl Oral
would be sexual harrassment I think...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23
September 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28220 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wife said they dont have any BS planned for us saturday night so maybe we could hook
up and help out the local economy by enjoying some of the Anheuser-Busch
products.Think you can catch a tail and hold on to it for the night or would it be just you?
Not sure if there is any single women going on the trip this year or not,but the ones last
year must have been part of some exchange program with siberia.I would do that to
ya...not even as a joke.
Let me know
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:32
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a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28218 NEXT>28230 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was thinking of your story with that haul as I was looking at the tires yesterday.I didn't
remember that the payload was only a 1,100#,though.I don't haul much,but I do
occasionally haul a 900 or so pound tractor in the back for 15 or 20 miles at a clip.I may.hold out for Michelins or
get some new 9.00x16 Super Lugs or something similar.
I'm not in a real hurry for tires,so I have the luxury of sitting back waiting for the right
deal.
SUBJECT>Re:For Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,Doug Cook #2,but I'm done with this thread.It's no reflection on you.
-B.
SUBJECT>clear the heck off subject POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28221 NEXT>28226
LINKNAME>http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/frameset_search.asp
LINKURL>http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/frameset_search.asp
Oral
Its your grandma so I will leave it alone....its to easy anyway
You might want to check into the Bonds...there is an eye doctor here by that name(James
Bond...no shit).....anyway he is loaded so you might want to find a connection with him.
I used this link to research my family.Just thought you might find it interesting as you
seem to care about where you came from.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:clear the heck off subject POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28225 NEXT>28229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thought I'd better clarify that I'm not affiliated with the group or church that put that site
together....just stumbled onto it and found it helpful to research my heritage.
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>28228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd sure love a couple.If you could get a few in kids sizes I'd really appreciate it -I was
pissed that I missed out on the ones a few days ago.Too bad,so sad.But as "my"truck is
really my 4 year old daughters she would definately need a shirt too.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of course as soon as I posted I read the next message down and soo you do still have.some youth shirts left.Any
small enough (or even close)to fit a 4 year old,or my 20
month old?I'll take them all and a hat or two.I'm kink of particular with hats,are these
the cheap ones you can never wash,or are they pretty sturdy?
E-Mail me and I'll get a check in the mail pronto!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:clear the heck off subject POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28226 NEXT>28231
28233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeepist Doug upon getting the results of his ancestry search:
"Well,I'll be damned-there really are NO forks in my family tree.That explains my 14
toes."
BWAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA!
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28223 NEXT>
28232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd love to run a set of Parnelli Jones (PJ's)on the 715.They've got some big hunky tires
with really good load caps on them.Plus,radials.
Pricey though...like $325/tire area.
SUBJECT>Re:clear the heck off subject POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28229 NEXT>28236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You will enjoy this one for a long
time........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................my mothers maiden name is Cook and ma
and pop are from
missouri..................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................I was told dads side
originally was
spelled Koch but they changed it during one of the wars to avoid persecution......I could
be aire to the Heckler and Koch company...now that would be cool.aI would definently
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like to have an mp5 to play with.
Doug Koch
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:11
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28230 NEXT>28234 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Yeah the PJ tires are nice.Something like that would be cool,but I'd have a hard time
justifying/rationalizing putting that kind of $$$$into tires for this truck,which is
basically a toy/hobby/knuckle skinner that I sometimes use as a pickup truck.
SUBJECT>Re:clear the heck off subject POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28229 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So a buddy on mine had two younger brothers that would often be out in the garage
helping work on stuff...their last name was White.The youngest,Terry...AKA 'The Little-
est White Boy'continued with poor wise cracks and being cocky one evening,when there
was a bunch of us there,until we piled on him,pinned him to a creeper,duct-taped him to
the creeper and hung him upside down off their muffler rack.We then went up to the
house and watched 'Point Break'or something like that.Near the end of the movie his
mom asked where he was and we all laughed.She only slightly freaked so we went down
to free him.He was asleep.Try as we might we couldn't get him down and dump him in
their garbage/burn barrel before he woke up...squealing again--the rag had came off his
mouth.
Brian...take a page here.
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28232 NEXT>
28238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Understood.Try as I might,I just can't quite get over the hump to tear two axles out of
my one deuce and a half.I need a second truck to build all sick like then just swap
windshield for sticker legality and plates!
SUBJECT>Seneca SC!!!!Wooo Hoooo POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28209 NEXT>28239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My parents live on Lake Keowe!!!
SUBJECT>Free HK guns from Doug #2 thread POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28231 NEXT>28237
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Koch,
I truely appologize for any and all wise-cracks I might have made in the past.At that time
I had no idea that you might be the guy who would be responsible for getting me one of
the slickest shooters in the world.
I do so want an HK USP .45 for Christmas this year.If you could also throw in a SL8 in .
223 then I'd appreciate it.I plan to be shooting groups you could cover with a silver dollar
at 100 yards by spring..Thanks,
-B.
By the way,Jean Ellen has a great uncle from up the line named "Truel E.Love"and I
have a great uncle named "Truel E.Love".It's far enough up the line no one knows their
middle names,but they both lived in Hot Springs,Arkansas and their lives were along the
same years.She swears up and down they aren't the same guy,but I think they are.
Sometimes,in bed,I think it's funny to call her 'Cousin'.As of yet she hasn't laughed.
SUBJECT>Re:Free HK guns from Doug #2 thread POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28236 NEXT>28240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I resaerched our tree I dummied up some stuff and told my wife we were
related.She didn't even flinch....I think she is way too used to my bullshit.
interesting name sounded more like you were going towards some joke "truly
love"....interesting.
I do have four "Rice Cooks"in my line,makes it confusing while researching.Four Rices
but no uncle Ben???not getting rich there.
SUBJECT>Re:used Boggers?Spicer?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28234 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw probably a good 30 trucks with the new PJ's at the Jamboree in Indy.Over half of
the owners complained that the tires were wearing very bad and uneven.They said they
were rotating them every oil change to try and help.Just what I've heard.......Ben
ps They look sweeeeet though!
SUBJECT>Re:Seneca SC!!!!Wooo Hoooo POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28235 NEXT>28252 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When you come visit,look me up.
Where are you?
Regards,
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Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Free HK guns from Doug #2 thread POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28237 NEXT>
28260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,rent the movie 'Joe Dirt.'.You just referenced a funny part.
SUBJECT>Tire rotation POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben made a comment below about owners of the new Parnelli Jones tires rotating with
every oil change.
How often do you rotate your tires on your trucks?And what tires are they?And why that
frequency/infrequency/rotattion schedule?
On my CJ,I'm rotating the new 33x12.50x15 BFG Mud Terrains every oil change,which
is every 3K miles (so far,I have 4K on them and rotated them at 3K;I'm doing about 1K
a month in the old '3B).
I'm halfway through a rotation of the rock-hard NDTs on my M715.I moved two tires a
few weeks ago;the other two I'll get around to eventually.:-)
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28220 NEXT>
28247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,in the context of this thread,PLEASE don't use the following ever again:
"I'll have to get ahold of my buddy"
"see how many he screwed"
"with his fat finger"
Shives up my spine,I tell ya!
SUBJECT>Re:Tire rotation POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28242 NEXT>28245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most people I know rotate every 3rd oil change.You can figure every 8-9000
miles....unless your bored.Rotating sooner certainly won't hurt!....Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Tire rotation POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28244 NEXT>28248 28251 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I rotate mine every time I rebuild the motor.
Figure every 1000 miles or so..-B.
SUBJECT>Schmidt Update POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28221 NEXT>28261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My secretary Mary Ervin Married Randy Ervin,Randy's dad was James Ervin -your moms
cousin.
I asked our service manager,high school buddy of Randy's,he filled me in.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:4WD Jamboree in Indy was SWEEEEEET!Very LONG!!!
POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,
at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28243 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry Bumpr,I'll try to leave that kind of stuff out.I guess you've spent time with Brian?
Bad memories huh....I guess my mind just doesn't go there.Normally I would just put my
doctor voice on and say "Tell me about it Bob..."but I really just don't want to
know.Good luck,I hope everything works out,BEN
ps You said "..up my.."in your thread.....that really busted me up.Just thought I'd let you
know.
*Reminder:Don't send pictures of young,tan,perky,and drunk chicks to Bumpr.....just
trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire rotation POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28245 NEXT>28250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHAH.Good one B....Hey at that rate you don't even have to bother changing
oil...sweeeeet!But seriously,have you rotated your tires yet?...........Ben
SUBJECT>Spicer and Brute POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28197 NEXT>28279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Mud bog date was change to the 2nd weekend of October.11th and 12th.Spicer,I
hope that you can still make it.Brute,You should at least plan on sticking around for at
least a day .I'm positive that I could find something to keep us amused.Barry.
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SUBJECT>Re:Tire rotation POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28248 NEXT>28428 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep,and it actually was at about 1000 miles.
I did it because there was nothing good on TV,I'd already mowed the lawn,already
cleaned the pool,already bushhogged the field,already looked at all the porn I could.handle,already washed my other
truck,already straighened up the shop,already tuned up
the motor on my 715,already shot all my neighbor's dogs,and it was still only 1 in the
afternoon.So I rotated my tires.
On a more intersting side note-I went over to my crazy neighbor's house the other day to
ask why he hadn't moved yet.He had another pit bull and a weiner dog.Someone had
given him the weiner dog and he'd bought the pit bull.The pit was there,but his weiner
dog wasn't.I asked where the little weiner dog was and he said it got fleas.I asked what
that meant and he said he had to shoot it.I asked if it was hard to hit what with it jumping
up trying to lick his knees and such.He got mad at me.I didn't feel so bad about shooting
his pit bulls since he thought fleas were a good reason to kill a weiner dog.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ronner POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28245 NEXT>28273 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I put that post up there for you.I thought you'd get a kick out of it,but you didn't reply.
How was the vacation?We missed you and in your absence you were unanimously voted
"Board Whipping Boy".Congrats.
-B.
SUBJECT>Orlando FL....POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28239 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Back-up Lights POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What you guys doing for back up lights,and where are yall puting them,what 24v lights
to use,where to get them.We ride in the woods at night some times and we cant see
when backing up.Oh yea my wire to my dist.looks to have alot of insulation missing
gona wrap it good.
Thanks,
Brandon
SUBJECT>20"wheels POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28255 28259 28264 28265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Besides going to the aftermarket,is there any reasonably easy way to put 20"wheels on
the M715?I was thinking of using a set of Michelin XL's 11.00R-20 or maybe the
14.50R-20..THX
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should use the 1600X20!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuse box?POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>gbr2000@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28175 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Its 6.85 for a hundred ft roll.
thats almost 13 bucks cheaper a roll then our local hardware store(for solid strand wire
mine is multi strand ).
SUBJECT>Fastenal.com POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>gbr2000@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>28048 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well that was easy.kinda felt like a dork when I asked the Rep their web address and he
said "add .com.
SUBJECT>Cookiebaker POSTER>gndpndr nebr EMAIL>gbr2000@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>28417 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
did you get my email and new e address?
will check back here about 9:30 tonight when I get done in the garage
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28254 NEXT>28262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are no "factory"rims in 20 inch for the M715 pattern in a one piece rim...if you
want that size,aftermarket wheels are the only way to go...sorry...
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Free HK guns from Doug #2 thread POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28240 NEXT>28328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a man in the Wausau phone book whose nam is Jack Knauf...the K is
pronounced so it pronounced Jack K-noff...
Great conversation starter for those times when your in high school picking up your date,
talking with her father while your waiting for her..I can hear it now..."Interesting name.son,do you live up to it?"
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Schmidt Update POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28246 NEXT>28276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow that is really omething...my moms name is Effie...not common,maybe he has heard
it...would really love to know how John is doing these days if she knows how to get ahold
of him.When we were kids he drove semi and whenever he passed through,he would
stop by...a gentle but bigger than life guy,kinda John Wayne-ish.
I know he took James death hard,would be great to send him a big hello.
It is a small world...cool though...really neat!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28259 NEXT>28278 28281 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
www.usa6x6.com can make costom dobble beedlock rims for anything hes making mine
now and thay are very well built i was very impresed i got to see the entire procees im
going with the 14 r 20 s 49.5"x21"on a 20"dobble beedlock with rim edge rockguards
they are kool/
SUBJECT>thank you sorry dont get on the board a lot POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:46
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28073 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kool
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28254 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
14.00R 20 are way to big and heavy for stock M715 axles You will need to up graade to
2.5 ton axles.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28254 NEXT>28266 28272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't the gamma goat wheels 20"?I saw somewhere that somebody makes an adaptor to
fit a gamma wheel on a m715.
SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Gamma Goats are 18"---Barry
SUBJECT>my new painted cab,thanks LUCKY!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28274 28285 28335 28345 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum32.html
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available
POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Feel free to call our office during business hours toll free
1-888-695-0578 and we would be happy to quote you on shipping.We accept Visa and
Mastercard or personal checks.Thanks for your interest.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:New M715 front bumpers now available
POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28148 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let us know when you need one and we will be happy to help.
thanks
Dave
SUBJECT>Let us know if anyone finds new caps POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28119 NEXT>28304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are in desparte need of dist caps,if anyone comes across any,we would love to know
about them.Thanks
Dave Butler
Vintage Power Wagons
Vintage M715
SUBJECT>Re:VPW's parts run POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com
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EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Jon,
Looking forward to your visit when you come down.Had some lime chips dumped in and
around containers so shouldn't be quite such a muck hole.
I believe someone else from Waterloo Iowa will be down then too,he just called today.
See you again and let me know exact dates you will be down.If you get down earlier on
Sunday,let me know and I will open up for you to do some looking.Don't forget your
flashlights..Dave
SUBJECT>Gama Goats POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28265 NEXT>28277 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
Gama goat tires stand as tall as a 9:00x20 NDT,and are nice and soft being a 6 ply.They
work nice if you can pick up a set cheap.The adapters are still about $500.00 delivered.
And they work fine with the existing axles.I agree with the above posts,that the big 20"
tires would require a 2.5 ton axle.BTW,I did pick up a set of 5 16:00x20 Michilins at an
auction for $50.00,4 had real nice tread.For a future project or super-singles on my 5
ton.Tom
SUBJECT>L O N G as usual.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 September 2003,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28251 NEXT>28288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok Barney,we need to set up some "No running"rules for the FE.Now,as the owner of a
chebby motor I realize that you are already thinking about your truck -but I meant you
personally.I'm down to 136k(converted for you B.)and although I can dunk a basketball
and play half court all day,my knees won't allow me to chase you all over the camp site
just to hold you still for Al &Jon.They are older than me and are probably out of pitty by
now.I,on the other hand,realize that life has delt you a bum hand i.e....you like
chebbies,even your family won't work for you,you like chebbies,Tom is your best
friend,you like chebbies,you obsess about frappawhatevers,you like chebbies,your
parents wanted a boy and got you instead,you like chebbies,you married your cousin and
even she won't admitt being related to you,you like chebbies,you work in the telephone
industry and are still using dial-up,you like chebbies,your last known alias is a purple
dinosaur,you like chebbies,you admire a truck names "Velvet"(ok,I'm a little guilty of
that one too),you like chebbies,...sorry,I had to stop as its going to take B.half an hour
to down load this already.
I was very disapointed in your reply to my last post to you.I mean I gave you a week and
all you came up with was something about turning over a new leaf?Goodness,even my 4
year old said you were lame.Actually she said "goofoid,"but I think it means the same
thing.But don't castigate yourself too severly,you probably did the best that you could
with the meager resources available to you.
BTW,are you bringing your current flame down to the FE?I hear that roast mutton is
really good.At my size a good meal is important!
Did one of your buddies at Gitmo just make the news?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:my new painted cab,thanks LUCKY!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 12:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!That looks good!How many coats did it take you to do?You know I am going
with the Marine green myself..SUBJECT>Re:Attn:Bumpy Doo (heh heh)POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 4:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dunno yet.
SUBJECT>Re:Schmidt Update POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 4:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28261 NEXT>28283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Randy's sister Cheryl works at the station I stop at every morning on my way to work(real
nice lady).I talked to her for a minute about your family but did not ask about John.She
told me that she thought your moms name was Evvie but wasn't sure.Sounds like she was
pretty close anyway.She also said she remembered your dad as being form Germany and
pretty strict.Thought you had about 4 brothers and sisters also.Randy and Mary are such
nice people,I'm sure you will enjoy talking to them and catching up on old times.If Mary
offers to make you supper sometime you had better get your butt down here in a
hurry,that woman can cook!!!!!I'm tall and skinny and dont really get excited about food
but when she cooks it changes all that.I know I have Randy's work and home e-mail
addresses so I will look them up and forward them to you along with thier ph#.I'll also
hollar at them to give them a heads up that you will be contacting them.
Doug
SUBJECT>1100x20 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got 1100x20 Firestone singles on my one deuce truck.They measure right around 42"
installed.
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SUBJECT>Re:20"wheels POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heath,as a Buckeye,I just have to ask:Are you a Wolverine?
SUBJECT>Barry and Jon POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28249 NEXT>28286 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Barry,that works!Jon,see ya there.Oh,I may have a tag-along Tacoma with me too.
SUBJECT>Attn:Rock Pig Builders POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Question;When running an orbital valve and ram for the steering,are they running PS
pumps to power the system?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Heath.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28262 NEXT>28322 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
'14 r 20 s 49.5"x21"on a 20"'.What width wheel are you running and whose tires have
you decided on?If you don't mind,what kind of green is USA6x6 getting on those
wheels?
SUBJECT>Yo Heath POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that you helping assemble the wheel on the USA 6x6 site?Heath Tate?
Good looking wheels and centers...Nice pricing too!
SUBJECT>Re:Schmidt Update POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28276 NEXT>28287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My dad is German,but was born in Wisconsin...his grandparents were immigrants.He
was incredibly strict...I do have 2 brothers and 2 sisters,4 in all.
It is amazing,this coincidence...thanks for the email by the way!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Back-up Lights POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28253 NEXT>28306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brandon,
I just took some El-Cheapo 12v running lights and mounted them on the back of my
cage.Toggle switch operates them from the dash.Pretty simple but extremely valuable out
on the trail in low light situations.
You can wire 12 volt lights to work with your 24 volt system by wiring them in "series"
24v power wire into the first light.ground from first light into the power in wire of the
second light.Ground from second light to ground.
It is best to use lights that don't rely on the mount for a ground but instead have a wire for
ground as the first light must be insulated to keep it from grounding out.If your first light
grounds out your going to burn the lamp out.The other drawback to this set-up is that if
either light goes bad the other will quit working.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:my new painted cab,thanks LUCKY!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24
September 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks good Lee!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Barry and Jon POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28279 NEXT>28290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PARTY AT BARRY'S!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You AND Tacoma...great,we can do some "Brian planning"for the 2004 FE...
:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Schmidt Update POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28283 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is amazing...strange sometimes how stuff works
At least your not into old military trucks like me.........now that would be really wierd.
Doug
SUBJECT>Oh.Well.I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28273 NEXT>28289 28292 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Castigat"?What's that mean?Did you make that up?
Ronner,
Since you left a new era of peace has fallen over the board.LuckyPabst has embraced his
more caring side and is now friends with everyone.Doug Cook #2 (there was another
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Doug Cook for 1 post)started calling members on the phone since he realized that he's an
easier guy to understand in person.Jon has been working his ass off to update the board.
Bump_R has started posting regularly again and adding his own brand of witt to the
board.Heath Woods has found the SEARCH option.And Ben has admitted his
homosexuality and is comfortable with it.
I'm sorry,but there's little room for your hatered of Chevy.
By the by-we think you're the oldest member of the Zone.Congrats.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh.Well.I see.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28288 NEXT>28291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The first call was to Ben(heck of a guy,enjoyed our talk).The second call was to you B
only to verify your address so that some poor sap doesnt mistakinly get drug out of bed in
the middle of the night to be,....well never mind you will figure that out soon enough.
Sweet dreams
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Barry and Jon POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28286 NEXT>28323 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh,you'll get to meet my new fiancé,AKA-'Young Katie.'
SUBJECT>Re:Oh.Well.I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28289 NEXT>28293 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,did you see that episode of Drew Carrey where Oswald bought a vicious ass-beating
off Ebay since he felt so bad about being mean to his mom?It was funny,some dude
showed up at his door all professional and stuff and was going to kick Oswald's ass.
Oswald said he had changed his mind,but the guy was all "I'm sorry,but I have my
feedback to consider."and then beat Oswald to a pulp.
I did a search on the Ebay trying to see if that was really offered,but I couldn't find it.I
did,however,find a bunch of guys selling used,worn socks.It was odd since people are
bidding on them.
Crick,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh.Well.I see.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28288 NEXT>28294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,I'm sure Ron knows better then to listen to your BS.The only thing I'm
comfortable with is your ass-whoopin'at next years FE.Good luck and may god be with
you.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Oh.Well.I see.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28291 NEXT>28295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Similar deal on a Jerky Boys CD I have heard....pretty funny.I'll see if I can find it havnt
listened to it for a long time.Might be on WINMX (kinda like napster).
when someone ask you if youve ever eaten mutton do you verify if they mean alive or
dead and cooked before you answer?
Doug.SUBJECT>You want a bumper?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28292 NEXT>28296
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
My sister is coming down here this coming weekend,if you can get in touch with her she
may be able to bring you your new bumper Sunday when she goes back.I don't have a
current #for her,but she's in the book.If you call her,tell her I actually got her a B-day
present this year.My family don't really do favors for money,but if you offer her some
really good coffee then she may do it seeing as how it's nothing to her as long as you
come pick it up at her house.
Other than that I have nothing to say to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Yup.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28293 NEXT>28297 28300 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I've eaten mutton,lamb,cotton mouth,turtle,rabbit,squirrel,and beaver.All of which I
shot myself.I'm the only board member that when someone asks me if I've eaten beaver I
have to get them to specify.
This winter,Jesus willing,I'm finally going to get a deer.Unlike Spicer,I try to kill my
own instead of just eating carrion.
If I shoot another dog I'm gonna fry up a portion and eat it.Orientals do it,and I like
oriental food.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:You want a bumper?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28294 NEXT>28298 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Come on B...you have to have some thing to fire back with.You want me to call your
sister?Is this the tree-hugger you've told me so much about?Do you think she would be
willing?Any idea where she lives?Hummm.....I dunno.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28295 NEXT>28301 28302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dated a girl named "Jauna Beaver"years ago........went on three dates before she would
tell me what her last name was.....made me promis I would not laugh first......I laughed
my ass off anyway....Ben,enjoy the single life.
SUBJECT>Re:You want a bumper?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28296 NEXT>28309
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm serious-this is the tree hugger,but she dissaproves of that term,so you may just want
to ask for 'Pamela'.You got a 50/50 shot of whether they take the Jeep here or her Saturn.
If it's the Jeep Cheroke then I can strap it to the top and if there's something in it for her
she might be inclined to throw it in her garage for a day or so until you can get it.Maybe,
she's notional.
An amazing girl-she's about to turn 30 and already been a genetic engineer,a IT
consultant,and now a patent lawyer.Scored almost a perfect score on her ACT and
graduated every class she's ever had with an A.
She's got a degree in botany and so I got her a coffee plant for her birthday.Her house is
covered in plants and she likes coffee more than anyone I know.It was the perfect gift.
I'm so thoughtful.
Anyhow,I think she lives in St.Louis,but if not try Wentzville.If you can't get in touch
with her by thursday night then you're SOL.
Tell her you're my bud and that I owe you a bumper and wondered if she'd hold it for you
until sunday.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New Shirts???POSTER>Jeeplightman EMAIL>Jeeplightman@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in for 3 of the old design.I would also go for 3 of a new design if old design was not
avaliable.
Thank
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28295 NEXT>28348 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gimme a break!The damn things tongue was still warm!Then the guy tried to claim the
deer telling me that somebody else had shot it (him and the other people are people I've
know for a long time and deer season in PA makes people go mad)and he'd drag it down
for him."Did you get a deer yet?"I ask him."Yeah,I got two.""Did Loren get one?"
"Yeah,him and Jimmy each got a few up there."Me again,"I didn't get one yet,there's no
way you would have found this and this thing is pretty far onto the property."*the deer
died all curled up in a bunch of really dense brush/bushy trees and I was specifically.looking for
that."Oh,uh...well why don't you keep it then.""Yeah...thanks,I'll do that."I
gutted it then got Pop and Velvet and took it to the barn to hang.
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28297 NEXT>28303 28308
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I guess the single life would be great.I've got one that's getting kinda serious though.
We became friends years back when she worked at the same place I did.She was back
and forth with a real looser.He would even beat her around,so I had to give him some
things that were coming to him.I helped her move out and she stayed with me for
awhile....always just friends though.She ended up back with Mr Jack-off and they got
married.That lasted a couple months.We've been hanging out a lot lately and have a great
time and things have changed......I almost feel like running away now!I like my
trucks,guns,and hunting.I hate for all that to change but damn I sure do like
her!..........Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>28297 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I worked with a guy at the CNC machine shop who's name was Mike Dick.His sister,as I
live and breath,was named Anita.ARE PARENTS COMPLETELY CLUELESS?!
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28301 NEXT>28318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you free saturday night?You and your "friend".We could all go to dinner or
something.Let me know.
Ben......I'm a GUY!!!I understand that when you say that you two are just friends that it
means you really want to nail her,but just havnt yet.that friend crapola might work with
your mom but not me.
SUBJECT>Re:Let us know if anyone finds new caps POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28270 NEXT>
28350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...to be marked up and resold?
SUBJECT>Re:Very lonely POSTER>bradley gibbs EMAIL>bradley.gibbs@ihc.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaR5qzd1oVS6A PREVIOUS>28094 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what part of Utah do you live in.I just bought a m715 and I could use some advice
SUBJECT>Re:Back-up Lights POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28284 NEXT>28321 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you get new batteries,see if you can get top and side terminals.When I was 24v,I used
the side terminals for any 12v accessories that may be used now and then.The cool thing
is when or if you convert to 12V,you now have a pretty heavy 12v to power your rig with
the two batteries.
SUBJECT>euce starter POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>28310 28311 28326
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having problems with the starter on the multifuel.The batteries are good and I just
hear a click sound when I hit the button.It had been doing this for a while and after a
couple of pushes it would then spin hard and start the motor with little effort.I took the
solenoid apart and cleaned up the face of that big bronze washer and it still clicks and
doesn't want to get the starter motor to go.I hit the starter with a hand maul and then it
started like nothing was the matter.I'm not really feeling like wacking the thing with a
hammer every time I want to run it.Is the starter motor in need of a rebuild that it won't
get going??
Anyone?
On a side note,I got the adapter plate drilled to the CAT V8's #2 bell pattern last night
and am closing in on the time to swap motors!I may have to slightly 'clock'the cat motor
a few degrees so that the deuces steering colomn/shaft clears the CAT's exhaust manifold.
I've got about an inch I need to move.
SUBJECT>WAKE UP,BEN!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28301 NEXT>28314 28315 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This was the most pathetic thing I ever did read.How old are you,Ben?I got the feeling
you were closer to 30 than 12.
Man,there must be a serious shortage of chicks there for you to keep hanging on....and
hanging on.....and hanging on....and hanging on....and so on to this one.Don't do this to
yourself,man.No matter how ugly and annoying you are there's a decent girl who will
date you-just look at Spicer for proof of that.DAMN!EVEN I GOT A GIRL!WHO
COOKS!AND CLEANS!!AND USED TO SLEEP WITH ME!!YOU CAN FIND
ONE!
What I'm trying to tell you is that there's no need for you to be whining about this chick
who
SUBJECT>Re:You want a bumper?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28298 NEXT>28312
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-
No Pamela Sisson in St Louis.Found 21 other Sisson's though.I couldn't find a single
Sisson in Wentzville.Any other ideas?Has she been married?....still go by Sisson?I'll
keep trying.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can probably find a place that rebuilds starters.I had one rebuilt for $75.Hopefully
they can find parts for it.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28307 NEXT>28313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you sure its not just the push buttom on the dash?Mine was kind of corroded up from
sitting.Came around on its own after using it a little.If you need me to change my list
from "1 pintle"to "1 pintle and 1 starter"let me know.
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Doug
SUBJECT>Re:You want a bumper?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28309 NEXT>28317
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I shot her an e-mail explaing it all,so she may reply.Her number may not be in there.She
is married,but I'm glad to see my above post has knocked some sense into you and you'r
now looking for a new woman.
Seriously-she may be unlisted.I'll ask my mom and see if she has a number.You may be
SOL anyhow since the Jeep gets poor mileage and the Saturn get's about 23.
You may just have to drive down here your ownself.If so let me know and I'll introduce
you to a chick I know who cuts my hair.She's sweet,and lonely,and last time I knocked
those boots she was GOOOOOOOOOODDDDDD!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28311 NEXT>28316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It tested it and have juice when the button is pushed through the relay(?)to the solenoid.
That should rule out the button,huh?
SUBJECT>Uh,Ben...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:52
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28308 NEXT>28320 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He's right.If she keeps going back...you're a crutch.If she acts sincerely sweet to you
after she's had a drink of two...let your hopes down and keep looking.I nearly got myself
into some ugly situations because of a senario that sounds similiar to this.Nearly got into
a street brawl,got my car keyed,ended up in a bad section of town and got tangled up
with a guy with a knife...it's just bad man.When you two are sitting on the couch and all
is well and she's leaning on you and you're thinking about trying to make the move and
the phone rings and it's here ex and she blows you off for an hour childishly arguing with
that dick...you make think,"Damn...B-might be an ill tempered rebel,but he's got a
point.
If we're out of line,sorry,just hate to see a good guy used by some chick.THAT's why
there are darn few of us left!Sometime you'll meet your 'Jeaner'or 'Katie'or all these
other guy's gals that put up with US and these not too female friendly trucks...and
parts...and parts...
SUBJECT>Re:WAKE UP,BEN!!!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28308 NEXT>28366 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WoW!It all comes out B.You talk like you've had some experiance with this stuff.Well I
must say I never told you that she "didn't put out"but I'll just leave it at that!Oh yeah,she
doesn't live with me now either...and I didn't offer again.I think she wants to but I never
offered.As far as a Baptist girl that likes guns and trucks?...that would probably be really
cool but I like just the boys going out and doing things too....I would hate for everything
to just run together.Ever watch Seinfeld where Kramer was talking about your 2 worlds
colliding?!Same thing here.I don't go out looking for this one,but she keeps coming
around.I've worn my poor brass balls down looking for women...but there's still plenty
there!Hell,I was even engaged a little over a year ago but that's a whole different story
and I found out that wasn't going to work out.Well,thanks for the advice Big Brother
B............Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28313 NEXT>28353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just starting simple and going from there.
Mine just occasionally would do this and simply pushing harder while wiggling the
switch would cause it to start the truck.push hard and wiggle,..snicker snicker...kinda like
what B does to the sheep.
Anyway,it did not do it everytime so I thought your problem could be similar.When you
tested it,it might work fine but when you try to start it,it might not be consistant?If you
can absolutly rule it out do so and go on.If your not positive just dummy up another
switch and see if the problem stays or goes.Could be the contacts in the relay also.I would.start at the dash switch
and work to the relay,its contacts could be dirty also and cause a
intermittant problem due to voltage drop.
SUBJECT>Re:You want a bumper?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28312 NEXT>28349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What would I do if I met a gal down south?Four-wheel,shoot stray dogs,drink Budweiser
and fraps.........Hummmm.Whats her name?Let me know if you get ahold of your
sis.Thanks B.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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All right.She's more of a what I would call a sort of buddy.Totally different from a male
buddy.I guess its hard to put into words.Anyway,she normally has to work Saturday
nights but I'll check and let you know.Sorry Doug,didn't mean to try pulling any crapola
on you!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Mud dog POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28172 NEXT>28452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm at McKellips and Mesa Drive in Mesa.When do you think you'll have your M715 "re-
tired"?We can go trail riding or just convoying around town
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,Ben...POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28314 NEXT>28327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would hate to be a crutch.I wouldn't put up with that.I don't even deal with her when she
gets to drinking.Man,I would rather have a guy shoot me in the arm then key my
truck.....messing with my truck is just wrong.Thanks for the advice Uncle Spice,and you
guys aren't out of line,I'd be sure to let you know if that happens!:)-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Back-up Lights POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28306 NEXT>28332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Center tapping can cause the first battery to undercharge and the second to over
charge.I'm guilty of this also but just wanted Brandon to be aware of this as some claim it
shortens battery life.
Doug
SUBJECT>Wheels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Wednesday,
24 September 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28281 NEXT>
28324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,And anybody else.If you are thinking about ordering wheels from the above.mentioned vendor .Contact me
for so I can tell you about my order experience with him.
Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Barry and Jon POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is always a party going on around my place.The more the better.Tacoma was
suppose to stop my place when he was in this way anyhow.I have some doors and
fenders for him.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
September 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28322 NEXT>28325
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was also thinking of buying wheels from 6X6.Please tell me what you know.Thanks
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Wheels POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,send me your E mail address and I'll tell you all about it .germ@ptd.net Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 September
2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28307 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sounds like your brushes are worn.you may be able to take the starter apart and reverse
them in order to get by or just replace them.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,Ben...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And if a guy ever pulls a knife on you...step and swing.He'll be pissing his pants when
you're only halfway done with him!
SUBJECT>Re:Free HK guns from Doug #2 thread POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Richard Dickhoff works for one of the wholesale suppliers that we buy from.....he has the
nerve to get mad if you call him Dick.
SUBJECT>spring over steering arms POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28330 28339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you guys do to the steering arms to get the tie rod over the front axle in spring.over configuration?Heat
and bend?Cut and flip?Ream them out and put heim joints in
from the top?Thanks,Alan in tornadoalley
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28329 NEXT>28331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drill and hiem joint them,you could buy the correct tapered reamer and reuse the stock tie
rdo but you will end up with about half the contact area that stock has in the seat.The
reamer would cost about the same as the heims but in the long run it would be a better
set-up.Plus if you ever have an excuse to use heim joints on you truck you should jump at
the chance as they are just plain cool!!
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>alan loshbaugh
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EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28330 NEXT>28333 28336 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So they're high enough to clear just by moving them to the top of the steering arm?That's
cool...I figure I can use at least 2 more heims in the front/rear trac bars...Jeepist,you're in
Iowa?Wann come down and wheel at Tuttle Creek last weekend in Oct (23-25)?Or
Disney Oklahoma Oct 16-18?Are you soa?Got pix?
SUBJECT>Re:Back-up Lights POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28321 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,gona do som'in got no lighs for back'in maybe hang'em from the roll bar.
Yee-Haw
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28331 NEXT>28334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
Stock right now but have spent more than one afternoon laying under the front end
dreaming about it.
Drove right by tuttle a couple months ago with out the 715....it was pretty depressing.
355miles from my doorstep.I'll check with my events coordinator and see if tuttle would
even be a possibility.I'm sure it will be a tuff sale considering the cash I've already blown
on this hobby this year but anything is possible.Disney is just too far for this year.Thanks
for the invite I'll let you know either way.
Humm....we have a friend that lives in Fort Riely now.He will still be in Iraq but his wife
will be there....it would be really nice of my wife to spend some time with her....she has
got to be lonely.
I'll try that line on her tonight and see if it works!!!!!wish me luck..Doug Cook
SUBJECT>pix.......no text POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28333 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
...
SUBJECT>Re:my new painted cab,thanks LUCKY!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That thing came out awesome!I'm glad the cab worked out for you,I was nervous that
you wouldn't be happy after all the hassle (and expense)of getting it to you.
Now I kind of regret selling it after smashing up one of my rockers but it'll see a more
dignified life with you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28331 NEXT>28337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you can come on down to tuttle this weekend.I will be at the lake Fri -Sat-Sun.If you
come,I can be reached on Channel 15 on a CB.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28336 NEXT>28342 28361 LINKNAME>check it
out!LINKURL>http://www.dpgoffroad.com/trailkrawlers.htm
I will be there also.Come on down guys.I know there are several people in the kansas,
nebraska,missouri areas.Would be neat to see more of you make it.Heck if your in the
area without your truck stop on in and give us a shout,always nice to put a face with a
name.I will be there all day saturday and camping the night and playing more on sunday.
Steve
SUBJECT>T98 input shaft?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>28340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
What's the spline count and diameter of the input shaft?
Thank you,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>28329 NEXT>28343 28455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,the guy who did mine took the arms off and took them to a machine shop and used
a ream to mill the top to match the bottom(winds up like an hourglass shape)then just
bolted the rod ends on top.i didnt have to buy a reamer.LM
SUBJECT>Re:T98 input shaft?POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28338 NEXT>28355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10 spline just like a chevy.
SUBJECT>tranny options POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 September
2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
just wondering if anyone had ever thought of the idea of putting a roadranger tranny in
one of these =)
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28337 NEXT>28346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be in Emporia building #fj40 rear bumper/swingout tire&cooler carrier units,and 2
saginaw steering swaps for some freinds,so it'll have to be next time!Quit the thread
hijack and give me good steering arm info:)Leaving for emporia in the am,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And you're spring over Lance?So the drill it all the way out and go to heims ought to
work.I really need to spend some time under there with a measuring tape:)
SUBJECT>Anybody know of a good parts truck for sale?POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im looking for a good parts truck that has a solid cab,and almost all of the parts (eng
drivetrain ect..)i would hope that the engine not be locked up,but i might take one that is
for the right deal.please let me know if any of you guys know of any such trucks.
Thx
-John
SUBJECT>Re:my new painted cab,thanks LUCKY!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice job....I can't wait to see the finnished truck...are you done yet?..lol.
Joe.SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28342 NEXT>28360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have got to be kidding!!!!HIJACKING!!!Have you been reading some of the post
on the zone!!!Some times it is hard to tell where some of this stuff comes from.
SUBJECT>RSMITH,please read,sorry everyone else.POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>anSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drsmith,
You won an auction for the mirror heads from me,and i've e-mailed you 3 times,but
from your e-mails it doesn't seem that your getting mine.I'm e-mailing them to
drsmith123@msn.com,which is what here and e-bay show.If you still haven't recieved
them please call me at 505-232-9445.Sorry for the post here but i couldn't think of
anything else.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28300 NEXT>28391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neighter of you have ever earned your own deer?What are you?Under cover city
slickers?I was cleaning my dad's deer from the time I was 7 -especially the gut shot ones
-thanks dad.Got my first buck at 11.Here's a sad thought -what if I'm the hick and B.is
the metropolitian man?Gives me shivers.Oh,wait,wasn't B.talking about a rifle,a
hundred yards,and working up to a silver dollar sized grouping?Now I'm feeling better.
At 100yds you should be covering them with a quarter or less B.Even better yet those
early threats about shooting me with your pistol are now a meer trivial thing.BTW B.I
got a 12 point last year that weighed more than you.Want to see the rack?
Gently squeeze during the exhale B.(The trigger,not the sheep)
Ron
SUBJECT>STOP!!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28317 NEXT>28357 28369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,think of what you are considering.B.'s leftovers!And if you were to,how could you
look yourself in the mirror in the morning.The next thing you know you'd be learning all
about mutton,and "beaver."
If you kiss her,and she's kissed B.does that mean you and B.would be on Intimate
terms?
Ponder that.
Ron
SUBJECT>OUCH!!ntxt POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28304 NEXT>28379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Anyone else from Alaska POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wnated to know if I was the ONLY 715 owner in Alaska,besides the VFD's,come
on guys say it aint so!!
Jason
SUBJECT>Green Bottle POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
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DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 8:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>28363 28371 28375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to ask what will be a silly question I am sure,but there is a green cylindrical bottle?
mounted on the right side of the engine compartment on the frame,what is this?Also is
the an outfit list around somewhere showing what equipment originally came with the
vehicle?Thanks for all your help.
jason
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
September 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28316 NEXT>28372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just from the info given I would not rule out the button yet.Just 'cause you get juice to
the starter doesn't mean there is enough to engage the solenoid.Corrosion at the contacts
on the button could allow enough current to say,light a test light but not engage the coil
on the solenoid.Voltage but little current.I would try jumping at the solenoid itself first.
Fairly quick and easy to try in most applications.
On the other hand beating on the starter to get it to work is not a good sign.Generally
indicative of an internal starter problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else from Alaska POSTER>luke EMAIL>schulze@cj7jeep.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 September 2003,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28351 NEXT>28374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you?
I've seen a couple of M715s driving around Fairbanks and 1 M725 on a trailer a few
weekends back.I'm just going to UAF and my trucks back in NY...
Luke
SUBJECT>Re:T98 input shaft?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28340 NEXT>28356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,.I'm asking because I just bought a Ranger Overdrive unit that was setup for a FJ60 4-
speed tranny (?)and all I know is that the input shaft of the Toyota tranny has 10 splines
and is just over 1"in diameter (1.040?).I'm hoping to mate this to my T98,and I was
hoping the splines would be the same and that I could get away by extending the splines
farther back (the Toyota input shaft is a bit shorter than the T98's).
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:T98 input shaft?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28355 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Almost forgot,a friend of mine who is into Toyotas says that Toyota copied lots of GM
designs when they first got started after WWII,and that it's likely that the splines in the
Toyota input shaft will be same as those found in GM products.I'm keeping my fingers
crossed...
SUBJECT>Re:STOP!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28349 NEXT>28364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
never mind ....I think I'm gonna be sick
SUBJECT>Pics of Grooved XL's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>28359 28370 28437
LINKNAME>Velvet's XL's LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/
These are my 1100x16 XL's with a side by side comparison,cut vs un-cut tread.The pics
had to be scanned so the one is a little...well,scanned looking.They made a noticable
difference in traction and no noticable noise difference.The cut is about 5/16"wide by
3/8"deep.I'll post some others soon.Click the link below then go to 'Velvet XL's.'
SUBJECT>Or this link POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28358 NEXT>28362 LINKNAME>A
link that might work LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
.
SUBJECT>Take me to ISRAEL !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Beafire,I'll be in St.Loius this weekend so its a no can do :(
Alan,there are a ton of post on this subject,Do a search and you will surely find your
answers.Have you already done a power steering swap?From what I understand the only
things that might be required beyond the tie-rod flip is a drop pitman arm and relocating
the lower shock mount to the top of the axle.Longer brakelines might be a issue also..Doug
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would have liked to see you truck in action....it certianly looks tough!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28359 NEXT>28365 28378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Looks great spice!!!just one question though.Why did you cut the lugs in the opposite
direction they taper to clean out?It seems they would clean better if the outer lugs where
cut directional to the out side of the tire.Or where you just trying to give the tire more flex
and different grab angles?I have never done this or put much thought into it.Yours are
just different than what I expected to see.They do look awesome on your truck.Did you
say $125 each,I can't remember?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Green Bottle POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get us some pix....not silly at all....I've never seen what you are talking about.Is it a
overflow container?
SUBJECT>Re:STOP!!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28357 NEXT>28368 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No lie.I once had a friend who dated a girl I dated and he used to try and tell me
constantly about the things they did that involved her mouth.It was really nasty and
evetually I had to end the relationship on that alone.
However,when you're Ben,you really need a buddy to check out a woman you're
interested in first.He's proven that he lacks the ability to screen his women properly.
Ron,good to have you back.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28362 NEXT>28373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicergear,
I like how you installed the rear winch.Is there a fairlead somewhere,or does the cable
just go under the bumper?
Thanks,.Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody know of a good parts truck for sale?POSTER>Jay Ritch
EMAIL>jritch@chbinc.net DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28344 NEXT>28429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i could help you in the engine and parts department,but the cab is shot...let me know
what you are looking for and where you are located.
jay
SUBJECT>Re:STOP!!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No screening like that is ever needed!I've gotta admit,I probably have already let the
good catch go awhile back,but I'm not scared.I'm not in any rush,I like having time and
money for my projects:)
Thanks for all the confidence you have in me B,I guess you will just never understand :
(-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:STOP!!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I'm with Doug,how could you ever think like that or even put it into words and type it?!
PLEASE STOP,I'm sick now too!-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Grooved XL's POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the garage,I almost forgot to look at the tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Green Bottle POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have one.???
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce starter POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28353 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks fellas...I'll keep messing with it.I'm also hoping that being truck and SAE and
crap like that will allow me to swap the multifuel's starter onto the 3208 CAT so I can use
the 24 volt to start it.Right now the CAT starter is 12 volt.
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28365 NEXT>28421
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've got a steel ring on the cable that I can hook into the pintle hook to center it as a
fairlead if I need to.Drining off the Xcase worked great and the reduction drive PTO
allows me 5 forward winch speeds and a reverse.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone else from Alaska POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I am in Cordova,down in Prince William Sound,near valdez.Thanks for your reply
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Green Bottle POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
September 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28352 NEXT>28434
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and what is th e"right side"?Us colonists generatlly use "right"and "left"when viewed
from drivers'position,facing front.I hear that the Brits refer to "right"and "left"when
staning in front of a vehicle looking into the "bonnet".In the package car industry,they
simply state "curbside"or "roadside"to distinquish.Either way,enough of that.Can you
give approximate dimensions/orientation,any wires/tubes/hoses gong in or comng out?
Sounds quite intereseting!
SUBJECT>Re:DRSMITH,please read,sorry everyone else.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28347 NEXT>28435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If this falls through,let me know,I may get one or two from you.I keep buying new ones
and the glass keeps flying out when I'm at speed.Scares the hell out people following me!
SUBJECT>slightly off topic POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>28392 LINKNAME>crap rigs
LINKURL>http://http://128.83.80.200/taco/scarysteering.html
A bit off topic,but I'm sure that in another day or two,SOMEONE will ask AGAIN how
to do a springover,or other lift.
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28362 NEXT>28393 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,I did think about that then thought that realistically they're not going to 'clean'well
because of there pattern anyway.It's not like a tractor tire or spider track that practically
forces itself to clean.I Had these in mud and they did pretty good uncut so the cutting.wasn't for any kind of
increased mud traction,mostly for gaining double the amount of
grabbing edges on every other type of terrain.The difference when pulling the deuce
trailer with the CAT engine in it is one of the most noticable differences.Before,the big
fat treads would slip a lot and force the back of the truck to crab a little and even the front
on other terrain wouldn't react as quickly.Going across the opposite way was to try and
increase grab for help with sidehill stuff.I mean LOOK at those big flat blocks...any cuts
help!But yes,I did cut them like that purposely.
SUBJECT>Re:OUCH!!ntxt POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
September 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28350 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found one,$30.00,rotor $7.00,shipping $8.00,wife not knowing about it,PRICELESS!
SUBJECT>Rhino pusher grill on Ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>28381
LINKNAME>Buy this for Brian Sisson
LINKURL>http://cgi.msn.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=243
4214194&category=33645
http://cgi.msn.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434214194&c
ategory=33645
(No affiliation w/seller)
SUBJECT>linkie no workie POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,but Ebay hates links so you gotta cut and paste.
If you want my shipping adress,e-mail me.
-B.
SUBJECT>tire recommendation POSTER>Tom Lovinggood EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone recommend a tire for a 8 x16 Wheel?Am looking for something with a
moderate tread pattern for highway usage.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Oil POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,
25 September 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im gona be home this weekend to work on the truck,and I plan to change all the fluids in
it.I know the truck has a plate on the dash that says which oils to use,but I want to have
everything before I get back home,so cold someone tell me what to use?Im sure its
nothin special,just plain old gear oil and all,but I just though Id check and make sure,
thanks..SUBJECT>Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28383 NEXT>28386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.Differential Front Weekly,Check 12,000 Miles,Drain &Fill 6 pts.MIL-L-2105 SAE
90 SAE 80
Differential Rear Weekly,Check 12,000 Miles,Drain &Fill 6 1/2 pts MIL-L-2105 SAE
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90 SAE 80
2.Steering Linkage (Tie Rod and Drag Link Sockets)1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-
10924
3.Front Wheel Bearings:12,000 Miles Repack As Required MIL-G-10924
Rear Wheel Bearings:12,000 Miles Repack As Required MIL-G-10924
4.Front Axle Universal Joint 1000 Miles Check,12,000 Miles Change 1 pts./joint MIL-
G-10924
5.Propeller Shaft Universal Joints 1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-10924
6.Spring Shackles and Pivots,Rear 1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-10924
7.Propeller Shaft Slip Joints 1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-10924
8.Pintle 1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-10924
9.Transfer Case Weekly Check,12,000 Miles Drain &Fill 4 pts.MIL-L-2105 SAE 90
SAE 80
10.Transmission Weekly Check,12,000 Miles Drain &Fill 6 1/2 pts.MIL-L-2105 SAE
90 SAE 80
11.Clutch Release Cross Shaft 1000 Miles As Required MIL-G-10924
12.Steering Gear Monthly Check,12,000 Miles,Drain &Fill 1 pt.MIL-L-2105 SAE 90
SAE 80
13.Winch Worm Case Weekly Check,Drain &Refill Annually 2 pts.MIL-L-2105 SAE
90 SAE 80
14.Engine 6000 Miles — Drain &&Refill *5 qts.Engine Oil **
15.Ignitor 6000 Miles As Required Lithium Grease Soft Soft
SUBJECT>Where's the oil level dip stick POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This probably sounds like a ridiculous question.I just brought my M715 home and was
not able to find the engine oil level dipstick before doing so.I assume it is hidden and
screwed in to be water proof but have had no luck finding it.Could some take pity on me
an describe were it is.
Thanks for the understanding
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28384 NEXT>28425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks a lot,that is exactly what I was looking for.Dont know why I didnt think to look
in the online manual though.....SUBJECT>653 Detroit POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28390 28432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We were in the shop today at school and the teacher fired up the ol 653 Detroit.That is an
engine!I was just thinking how cool that would be in the 715.I can picture it now going
down the road,old 2 stroke Detroit sound,loud as can be and comin out of duel stacks
right there on the bed.I think my engine search had just ended!
SUBJECT>Re:Where's the oil level dip stick POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you've got mail...
SUBJECT>Fresh Idea????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thinking about my future project of shortening the wheelbase removing springs and a
SOA.
The reasons I want to do this are as follows:
1:No more freaking high centering
2:Smaller turn radius
3:More flex
All that is pretty obvious to the benifits that will be recieved.
I had One idea I have not heard or seen hear or any where else.
My original thought on flex was just to remove two or three springs.But lately I have been
considering moving the springs to the inside of the frame.Easy way to picture it is to just
think of boxing the frame and taking the passenger side spring with all mounts loose from
the frame and placing it on the inside of the drivers side frame rail.Doing this should
allow the suspension to twist easier.Lots of other ideas with this as far as sway bars to
provide control and such but lets hear you thoughts.
SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28387 NEXT>28427 28436
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Better check RPM availability on those things.
SUBJECT>Ahem,...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28348 NEXT>28398 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have earned my own deer..30 M1 Carbine w/plunger removed for hunting legality,30-
30 Winchester,45-70 Trap door,7.62 Norwegian Krag,30-40 Krag are what I've used.and bagged so far.I usually take my
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Virginian Dragoon S/S .44 Magnum out for a walk
and will get on with that one of these days.If I get one I get one...it's usually more fun
disturbing other people that should be hunting where they are.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Crap link?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28377 NEXT>28397 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yo Bump,I don't get it?
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28378 NEXT>28394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Knowing you,I figured that thought was out into it....i just wanted to pick your brain
why.Thanks for the awnser,it makes sense.
Doug
SUBJECT>Hey Doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28393 NEXT>28399 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Everytime I pull out of the shop I have to sweep up all these little bars of mud or
compressed dirt and grass the falls out of the cuts.I had mine done before the issure of
'Four Wheeler'came out and had the TTC guy with the mog axles and 1400x20's that had
the tread cut in half straight across.He even had the center one cut twice.I looked at
those and felt better about the predominate diagonal type cut I did.I'm also thinking,for
guys who may use these on some rocks,that the treads being cut will allow then to much
more conform to a rock's surface and allow that big fat tread block to flex.??
I had even though of cutting NDT's so that there wouldn't be that full rib around the
center of the tire to spin on the wet leaves.Cut that in a diagonal from tread to tread.
What do ya think?
SUBJECT>Removing the box POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaH9.kCz2Jhe2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>28411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do I have to drop the gas tank first to get the box off or do they come off together?If it
doesn't have to come off is it easier to do it first for clearance issues?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Fresh Idea????POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28389 NEXT>28449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the fram boxed at these points,or will you have to fab extensions?If you're going to all
that work,why not go with different length leaves,and have the luxury of spring-rate
choices?I see your point,adn I'm not trying to rain on your parade,but if you already.have the rear suspension
out,why put it back in?
SUBJECT>Re:Crap link?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28392 NEXT>28400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
linkie no workie,here,either?Try this:
http://128.83.80.200/taco/scarysteering.html
SUBJECT>Ouch.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28391 NEXT>28401 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You got me there Ron,I've never got one.Granted I've only been actually out hunting
deer about 6 times total,but in those 6 times I never have gotten one.Never even got a
shot at one.Never even seen one.
I do pretty good during squirrel season,but never have any luck during deer.
On a side note,this year I paid off the land I live on and got it in my name and in The
Great State of Mississippi if you own your own land you can legally hunt on it with no
license.So,basically I can step out of my back door and hunt deer every day FOR FREE.
That tickles me pink.
If you get a deer,how's about FedXing a brother some meat?I love that taste and ain't too
proud to eat someone else's kill (as long as I didn't find it dead in the woods for God
knows how long).
What do you use to hunt with?We know Tom's collection now,but not any numbers of
kills with each.I got a 30-06 with scope.If I can see one,I plan to drop it,and I'm not out
for the trophy buck,but any old deer will do.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
I'll take some pics of the "Special"tires on the 715 on the forsale page...it will be monday
or so before I get around to it.they are interesting to say the least.I have no reason to
believe they were done by anyone other than the manufacture.They look like NDTs
heavily cut but way to consistant for a do it yourselfer.Cutting the rib out of the center
could do nothing but help a ndt out...not going to equal your boggers but should be a
definent improvment.
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As far as cutting your XLs,I agree you HAD to do something.Those lugs are
HUGE.Hopefully they will help you out in the snow also!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>THAT NEARLY MADE ME PUKE!Everyone..look what not to do!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 September.2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>28397 NEXT>28443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the sickest,nausiatingly,eye opening,painful,cluster of f'ed up suicidal linkage
I've ever seen.
The guy must have gone to the Bloomsburg 4x4 Nats to get most of those pictures.
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28398 NEXT>28402 28403
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1898 30-40 Krag is a sweet piece!All original right to the military fine cut open sites!
The deer was still warm!
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28401 NEXT>28404 28405 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hold up now,Tommer,I never did say you had bad tastes in guns.I never even thought
it.All I said was that telling us what guns you hunt with don't make you any more
sucessful than yours truely.
Now,how many deer have YOU actually kilt?And to save your pride here you can use
<100 or >100.I fall into the <100 category.Apparently the great Ron is in the >100 range
and my double his number this fall.All bow before Ronner.
Anyhow,us skinny guys can't stand to be in the cold too long,but when you weigh as
much as Ronner you have a certain level of insulation that only those on Jenny Craig can
enjoy.He's so fat that when he sits around the house he REALLY sits AROUND the
house.He's so fat that when he goes to the beach he's the only one who gets a tan.He's so
fat that when he rides in his 715 it's like towing 5/4 tons.He's so fat that he hasn't seen his
shoes since they were on the shelf.He's so fat that that his clothes have so many X's on
the tag if it were a date it would be in the millions.He's so fat that the China Buffet has
banned him for life.He's so fat that when he takes off his belt he has to wind it onto a
spool or else it'll get knotted up.He's so fat that....uhhhh.....I'm out of 'em.Thank God.
Actually,I don't even know.What was he 136 kilograms?What's that in US terms?200?
I don't have a clue.Who knows their weight in kilograms?He's so fat that he tries to
convert his weight to metric to make it sound smaller.
I gotta go home now.You've been a great crowd.The 7:00 show is all different.Enjoy the
open bar.Ben's girl is cheating on him right now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28401 NEXT>28406 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Here in Illinois we only get to use shotgun/pistol/bow/muzzleloader to hunt deer.Each
weapon has its own season dates.We can't use hi-powered rifles :(My weapons of choice
are 1)Remington 12ga 870 Super Mag shotgun with riffled deer slug barrel 2)Ruger SS .
454 Casul for pistol season 3)High-Country bow 4).58 cal.Lyman Great Plains rifle for
muzzleloader.I did get to shoot a 200lb doe with my old original Remington .45-70 last
year at a friends place in Missouri.Neat old gun.Anybody have any comments on a Colt
AR-15 or any of its variants?I've been looking at some and thinking of buying.-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28402 NEXT>28408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B,
You need to close your mouth and open your ears .I never said I had a girl....You just
ASSumed it.I haven't actually had a "girlfriend"since I broke up with the #@$&$%^$
(*&^!?@#$ho that I was engaged to last year.-Ben
SUBJECT>WHOA...Ronner tips in under...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28402 NEXT>
28407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at 299.8 Lbs!!!Yo B-,if he had another arm he'd be like 2 of us!
THE LIST OF GUNS WAS THE ONES THAT HAVE KILT DEERS!
I heard Ronner's shadow weighs 42 Lbs!
All in fun,Ronner!
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28403 NEXT>28414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you some pics Ben
SUBJECT>Opps...sorry Ron.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28405 NEXT>28410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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That ain't so funny seeing as how you are a heavy guy.I'd delete it,but others have posted
to it and you'd wonder what kinda crap I said about you.
Seriously-I was just kidding about all that.I never made fun of a heavy person in my life,
and most of those jokes were from a Weird Al song I heard.Sorry buddy.
Unless you're one of those big-macho muscle body-builder types and then I meant it all
you FAT LOAD!
But if you're just a big guy by nature then I was kidding.
Still.....friends...or whatever we were?.-B.
SUBJECT>I got the funnay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28404 NEXT>28409 28412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHAHHA!You set yourself up for this:
Sorry Benny,I guess it's hard to ask a girl if she wants to go steady when she's busy
chewing on Mr.I Done Tole You Twice's dick!
BWAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAH .....
hhhhuuuuhhh....BBBWBWBBABBWBBBWBWBBWBWBBABBA!!!!!!
I'm just joshing you.I know you could write it down and get an answer that way.
BWBWBWBBWBBWHHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHA!!!!!!!
Man...(wipes tears form squinty eyes)...that was classic.
Remember Folks,the 8:30 show tomorrow is completely different!
-B.
(Just joking Ben,we still buds?)
SUBJECT>Re:I got the funnay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28408 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes I think "Why DID I get my ass kicked every day at school?"
then I re-read some of the crap I post and think
"Ohhh.Yea."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Opps...sorry Ron.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28407 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,I'll catch him at the FE.You do as you please then.
Its kinda sad knowing Jean ellen and his daughter will be alone now.But its probably
better that way.
SUBJECT>Re:Removing the box POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
September 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28395 NEXT>28413
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can remove the box and tank as one unit.Just be sure you've got the gas &vent lines
and ground wire unhooked from the tank first though.
If the beds never been removed before,the bolts are going to be a bear.Spray lots of stuff
on there first and let it soak (PB Blaster,etc.).I only broke one off.
Have fun..SUBJECT>Re:I got the funnay POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28408 NEXT>28446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No
SUBJECT>Re:Removing the box POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28411 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.All but one bolt came out easy,I am still working on that one.It is the rear
drivers side.The bumper end piece is bent so it is hard to get a rachet in there.But I won't
give up.
Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28406 NEXT>28415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cool.Thanks Doug,I'll check 'em out.I don't know about you but I think FE will be
interesting.-Ben
ps When they ditch B's body/truck in the woods at FE remind me to bring some tools so I
can take the L/F fender off.I hear it's in pretty good shape...I'd hate to see it go to waste.
SUBJECT>Re:Ouch.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28414 NEXT>28433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I will just bring my doberman with me....she likes meat....make disposal easier
SUBJECT>gastank repair/replace POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
September 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28418 28419
28430 28457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know of a place in mass or southern nh or maine that can get the rust out and
seal the tank or is there a replacement option?
SUBJECT>Re:Cookiebaker POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>28258 NEXT>28420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried your other e-mail address and it was returned to me also.Sorry.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28416 NEXT>28423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know a guy in Southern Mass (near Worcester)who might have a tank...
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28416 NEXT>28422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can do it yourself with some tank sealer.Not hard to do and the tank comes off the
M715 without much hassle.
Now,many of these older tanks have rusted so badly that the interior baffles have
completely disintrigrated.But I have even taken those and flushed them out and rinsed
and sealed and had no further problems.You can do this in an afternoon.It's not that
hard.
SUBJECT>Re:Cookiebaker POSTER>gbr2000 EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25
September 2003,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>28417 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tell ya what how bout I make a trip your way friday oct 3rd.I can bring cash and meet you
at a place of your choice and say to hell with this computer crap.sorry venting.But
anyway let me know,my cell #is 402 984 1334 after 5pm or tell me on here.
SUBJECT>Re:Or this link POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28373 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting...Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>alan EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive done this before with a motorcycle tank.though the dealer says he is temporarily out
of stock,local parts store should carry.thanx
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>alan EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28418 NEXT>28424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any info will help.btw any idea if the stock drivetrain will hold up to 20"rims with
10/20's?
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28423 NEXT>28439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,Email me and I'll send you that person's phone number.
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28386 NEXT>28426 28509 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
The manual probly says something like SAE 30 for the engine.But I have found that
10W-30 works well.Anyone have any other oils to use in the engine?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28425 NEXT>28431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking 15W40 Rotella,thats what I use in everything.I guess i get it from my dad,
he keeps it in the shop cause it works in all the cars and the diesel in the tractor.
SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28390 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly you mean by that?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire rotation POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe HE has fleas.....
SUBJECT>Re:Anybody know of a good parts truck for sale?POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im located in stlouis,mo
my email is superskone@cs.com
you can email me if you want to make things easier.
i would prefer a truck with a good cab,but if i could take it off to fix it and then put it on
my truck later,in may want to do that...for the right deal of course
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>BrianM(UYT+NH)EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ryan's Radiator shop in Haverhill does stuff like that.i had my radiator modifiesd there.
there prices are good,and they do a good job.i dont know the number right now but you
can look in a haverhill phone book for it.
-BrianM
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Johnny Reb
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EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28426 NEXT>28442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i use castrol gtx 10w40 and i haven had any complaints yet.SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in AZ)
EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28387 NEXT>28456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking the same thing the first time I heard a Gama Goat engine fire up (353
Detroit --3-cyl supercharged 2-stroke).I just love the sound of that motor.Of course my
buddy just recently brought home a Gama Goat just to make me jealous (I admit I am a
little bit --I think Goats are cool,a worthy successor to the 715).
SUBJECT>oberman!POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 8:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28415 NEXT>28438 28441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Talk about a great breed of dog.I have two,both red.Male is a mere 105lbs and female
last weighed in at 60 lbs.
Had dreams of breeding but female had some medical problems and needed to be spade.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Green Bottle POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,25 September 2003,at 10:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found rwhat the green cylinder was,I took it out tonigh and lo and behold its a fire siren.
This will be fun for the neighbors,LOL.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:DRSMITH,please read,sorry everyone else.POSTER>aniel
EMAIL>anSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 3:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28376 NEXT>28445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually have two more,not as nice as the ones i sold,but the glass is in good shape.
One has a dent on the back,and the screws on the back are rusted some.make me an
offer.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28390 NEXT>28463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Being the two stroke,they make a whole lotta noise and sound like they're really ripping
along but you may want to find out exactly what their rpm/governor limit is at.I believe
they spin about half as fast as they sound like.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of Grooved XL's POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 3:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28358 NEXT>28440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice truck!I thought 1100 X 16 would look moster on the truck but they don't they look.good.Why did you modify the
lock ring?and how did you do it?
Again nice truck.
Thanks,
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28433 NEXT>28492 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking of having my pure bred Rotty,Maggie (short for Magnum)bred.Great dog,
had her since 5 weeks and that was 5 years ago.
SUBJECT>10x20's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28424 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's around 41"right?My 11x20's on my deuce are around 41.5-42".It depends on how
you're gonna drive it.You should be okay as long as you stay outta the rocks or deep,
DEEP sucking mud.Drive it like you like it,not like you're invinsible and the front axle
will live a pretty happy life.Another good thing is that the tread usually isn't as good
as...say a Bogger of the same size.Maybe running the front with an open diff will help
too.
Do it,have fun!
SUBJECT>Joe Kaiser POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 4:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!Why I modified the lockrings is a question with many answers.I like the
beadlock look of the military 5 tons and old duece DUCW(?)wheels and that plain
lockring was just screaming to be modified.They are in no way functional aside from
seeing how many people they fool and/or listening to people explain how they work using
mine as a reference.If 10 people notice them there'll be one guy that looks at them a little
side-eyed and guilts me into telling him he's right.I tood a degree wheel (for degreeing
cams)and put that in the center of the lockring,then marked the ring at 30 degree
intervals.I then center punched,drilled and tapped the holes and on the set with the XL's
I used 3/8"or 7/16",1"set screws lock washers and nuts to get that 'studded'look.The
first set on my boggers was just bolts ran in and you'd see the bolt head and lock washer.I
like the studded look better.It takes some time to do but takes a bland ring of steel and
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gives it a neat look.
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 4:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28433 NEXT>28461 28491 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine is a red female(spade)70lbs.Wonderful Dog and loves the kids like they are her.own puppies.Very well
behaved,She responds to either voice or hand signals from me but
won't listen to anyone else...even if there is food envolved.
SUBJECT>Cooking Oil POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 4:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian Sisson uses cooking oil....Puts donut batter in after every rebuild and by the time he
blows it up,the donuts are done.....gotta hand it to that guy,he is some kind of genius.
SUBJECT>Re:THAT NEARLY MADE ME PUKE!Everyone..look what not to do!
POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at
5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28400 NEXT>28448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I take it the URL worked?HA!That site is a "must-see".Not exactly family-fare,but a
pretty good eye-opener!
SUBJECT>rubbers POSTER>Nathan in Ks EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net DATE>Friday,26
September 2003,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28447 28451
28453 28464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where I could get the rubber boot that goes around the clutch rod
hooked to the firewall?Mines junk and I get alot of engine fumes and heat through it.
Thanks,Nathan
SUBJECT>Re:DRSMITH,please read,sorry everyone else.POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28435 NEXT>28467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need anything on trade?I already have a cracked but serviceable civilian mirror,so to get
anything but a nice mil-spec one (or a pair)I wouldn't offer much,I'm afraid.Throw me a
number and maybe a pic or two,we'll talk.
Thanks for the follow-up.
SUBJECT>Re:I got the funnay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seriously?Man,you know you laughed.A little?
I was just kidding......though maybe not in really good taste.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:rubbers POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28444 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I fabed one up using a rubber intertube..SUBJECT>Re:THAT NEARLY MADE ME PUKE!Everyone..look what not to do!
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 September
2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>28443 NEXT>28450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was so ugly my hand was over my face and I was looking out between my fingers!
SUBJECT>Re:Fresh Idea????POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28396 NEXT>28458 28496 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
since you aren't afraid of some fabing,ever consider a coilspring conversion?buckets and
brackets are easily adapted,good ride and flex!!!!how about a semi-eliptical set up on the
rear since you want to shorten the wheelbase this would also be easy to adapt.pick up an
issue of jp magazine and check out the rock buggy stuff,lots of great suspension ideas
there......just my .02 good luck ....
SUBJECT>Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28448 NEXT>28472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man,I was drinking a soda while opening this,Pepsi came out my nose I was
laughing so hard.
Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:rubbers POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28444 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
put in an automatic :-)
Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Mud dog POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"just convoying around town"?Euphemism for "mall-cruising"?Oh the shame of it all!
SUBJECT>Re:rubbers POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 September
2003,at 9:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28444 NEXT>28459
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,do a search on ebay like ,jeep clutch boot ,there one on there that looks like it
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would work.LM
SUBJECT>back for a minute.POSTER>mortisemaker
EMAIL>kscampbell1@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hey guys,good to be on the board again.its been a while.trucks
running great(oops
probably shouldnt have said that).anyway the wife and i split up,she got the computer i
got the truck,fair deal in my book.any way im working on getting a computer but till
then ill be pretty sporadic on the posts.take care and keep em rolling.jc
SUBJECT>Re:spring over steering arms POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What/whose rod ends did you use?I found some from FK that are 1"-14 with a 7/8"thru
hole and was thinking of making a sleeve to take it down to 3/4".The original tie rods are
1"-14 right??
GB
SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm having a hercules deisel installed in an M715.Will be interesting to see how it works
out.
SUBJECT>Re:gastank repair/replace POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28416 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to your local harley Shop and buy two of the gas tanks sealing kits they come with
anetcher and sealer.Works great
Frank
SUBJECT>what part POSTER>Slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28449 NEXT>28460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey jeeperguy
What part of WY are you from,I'm in Casper
SUBJECT>Re:rubbers POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan you might try a jeep cj or possibly a rubber grommet napa has a huge selection of
small parts like this should be able to match something for ya just a thought....
SUBJECT>Re:what part POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28458 NEXT>28535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm up in Gillette.I was born and raised in Casper,my mom and sister still live there.I've
been up here for 7 years,really miss the mountain.Bates creek road after a good rain.brings back some great memories
also the Hat six area.Up here it's a 70 mile drive to get
to any good wheeling!I didn't know how spoiled I was...My truck project has been slow
going.It's stock for now but I've done a 12v conversion and still need to get the lights and
some wiring done.What's your address in Casper I just might drop by and check out your
truck when I'm visiting mom,always like to bs about jeeps and wheelin'talk at ya later....
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28441 NEXT>28490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about Rhodesian ridgebacks ours is just over a year old and he's a great dog very
gentle and obediant.They originated from Africa and were used as lion hunting dogs.
They have a ridge of hair on their backs that grows backwards really cool
looking........just me adding my .02...
SUBJECT>operation of winch POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Friday,26 September 2003,at 10:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
could someone explain the "ins and outs"of running the winch I just got my truck
running and need to pull some bushes out of the ground thought I could play with the
winch to see how it works....
SUBJECT>Re:653 Detroit POSTER>l1o9s7t6 EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 September
2003,at 10:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28436 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
653....??Do you mean a 6v53 they are rated at 2800 rpm which is most diesel engine
rpms,red line is considered 3000 rpm.
SUBJECT>Re:rubbers POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 3:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28444 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One for a j-truck or wagoneer will be the same thing.Go to www.ifsja.org and post in the
wanted section.Someone has one laying around in good shape.
SUBJECT>Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>fast72 EMAIL>k.roger1@cox.net
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28475 28477 28547 28562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking to rebuild the 230 Tornado engine that I have in a 1968 M715,and I have
questions about parts availability (pistons,rings,rods if needed,bearings,etc.)Any
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information would be very helpful and appreciated.
SUBJECT>battery hook up how to POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
September 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28469
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is there a certain order to hook up the connections on the batteries?im getting lots of.sparks when i try to hook
mine up.it is pos to starter neg to pos neg to ground right?
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:DRSMITH,please read,sorry everyone else.POSTER>aniel
EMAIL>anSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 7:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now i need a good 350 to swap in,but that's worth more than the mirrors.I would
like to get 10.00 +shipping for both.here's a link to the picture
http://www.mesa4x4.com/images/daniel/mirrors_2.jpg
Thanks
Daniel
SUBJECT>Flexible Line POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,
27 September 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28474
28570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How flexible is the "flexible line"on the back of the engine?I ask because mine is
leaking and I was just going to make a new one out of regular brake line tubing.The only
reference to it in the online manuals was a picture in the schematic for the oiling system.I
could not find any thing else about it.I realize that I need to match up the diameters to
keep the oil flow to the head the same.Any other commments would be helpfull.Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:battery hook up how to POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28466 NEXT>28470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are trying jump a vehicle with a dead battery,ALWAYS connect +to +and -to -.
Small sparks are normal,since the dead battery will be draining the live one.
SUBJECT>Re:battery hook up how to POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
September 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28469 NEXT>28473
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about that i ment from 24 volt opperation.think that might be why my motor was
cranking so slowly.the guy i bought it from insisted that it pos to pos and neg to neg,
thought that would be paralall not series
SUBJECT>Replacement Engine POSTER>StumpPuller EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
September 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28485
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey you think this one would fit?
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2559223695&category=26226
Not bad price for a air cooled 750hp engine lol.SUBJECT>!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 8:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28450 NEXT>28513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good lord,those are some of the best images I've ever seen,pure entertainment.
Actually,those freaks are a liability risk for the entire off road industry.I just hope one of
them doesn't kill some Senator's kid,then it will hit big time media focus.I am suprised
they haven't enacted more powerful legislation yet.
We've talked about doing a "scariest fabrication"issue in the magazine but it in itself is a
liability.I still think we should.
SUBJECT>Re:battery hook up how to POSTER>Farmer Bill
EMAIL>whf@midohio.net DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28470 NEXT>28486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is parallel,you want series:hot wire to +then -to +and -to ground.Hope this
helps.Bill/mid Ohio
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28468 NEXT>28478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tim,Let us know what you come up with when your done.That would be a good
thing to know.....Kaiserjeeps...(Al)
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28465 NEXT>28476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isn't it Kanter that has 230 stuff??I don't have a link but someone else might.Prepare for
a little sticker shock...You may have to take out a second mortgage....
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28475 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,Kanter lists most parts in their catalog.Website is Kanter.com but it's much easier to
request a catalog and go from there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 3:43 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28465 NEXT>
LINKNAME>230 Rebuild LINKURL>http://www.hafers.net/m715.html
Here is another site with the rebuild parts,Thanks,Lee.
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 September
2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U.PREVIOUS>28474 NEXT>28481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought my M715 from Warren in Monroe,La.He replaced the flex line with a brake
line.....I'd have to measure the size.He had to cut and access panel in the firewall.He cut
3 of the 4 sides of a square and folded the last side down so this could be welded back.
He told me it's just about the only way to get to the line with the engine installed.If
anybody want I'll take pics....I didn't weld it back (yet).
SUBJECT>What the...?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28480 28482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.sacreations.com/cms/m715.html
SUBJECT>Re:What the...?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.janes.com/defence/land_forces/news/jdu/jdu010110_2_n.shtml
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I was wondering how to get to it.I will let every one know how it
turns out.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:What the...?POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28479 NEXT>28483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry,but thats sick!!!look at those fender flares.i bet they're plastic...yuck
SUBJECT>Re:What the...?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,27 September 2003,at 8:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28482 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here goes
it is the kia truck.its sent to the US with NO engine.CMS adds the engine and exports it.
they are 40,000 or so.
they said the truck is not as big as our trucks....central american companies buy lots of
them.SUBJECT>Spell check not needed POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28489 28505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at an Elingsh uinervtisy,it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the
ltteers in a wrod are,the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht frist and lsat ltteer is at the rghit
pclae.The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm.Tihs is
bcuseae we do not raed ervey lteter by it slef but the wrod as a wlohe
SUBJECT>Re:Replacement Engine POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your going to need a little grease to shoe horn that in...but hey go for it...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:battery hook up how to POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your system should look like this:
Ground to the first battery's -.From that battey's +to the next battery's -.From the second
battery's +to starter.
That will give you 24V.If you are getting sparks when hooking up in that configuration
then something is "on"and drawing power.Check to see what is pulling power,because
that might lead to premature failer of your batteries.
Good luck and I hope that helps.
Joe
SUBJECT>POR-15 POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,
28 September 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28488
28494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey List:
I've heard you guys talk about the wonders of POR-15.I have a few of my MV's that are
getting that little bit of surface rust and junk.I am thinking of using POR-15 on them.My
questions are
1.Can I use it on the body pannels?All over the vehicle.
2.Can it be painted over?
3.Does it really work and is it worth the money?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Yes yes and yes!POSTER>Doug's Little Willys
EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28487 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stuff is very very much worth the money,and yes to all of the above.It also works.GREAT as "resin"on a light
weight fiberglass cloth over heavily pitted/rusty areas that
are weak but not really rusted through too too much.You know those pin hole areas that
need strengthening and sealing up.I did a floor with it using it as the resin and it was
RUGGE !It keeps a little flex and sticks like mad so it works as well or better than even
epoxy resin in my opinion (and I'm a boatbuilder).Just keep in mind it needs to be top
coated to protect it against the UV of the sun.Good stuff...
Doug.
SUBJECT>I saw taht sutdy as wlel,it raelly is ture.Fnuny how that wokrs huh?
POSTER>oug's Little Willys EMAIL>desertboatco@adelphia.net DATE>Sunday,28
September 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28484 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You really can read it pretty well...;)
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28461 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My neighbors have two,they are an elderly couple and walk them daily.The male is a
very loveable dog,kinda like a pup at heart.He wants to play but about knocks you over
with his paw when he trys to shake.The female was recovered from someone who didnt
take care of it and she dosent like strangers very well,they always walk her with a muzzle
on.Very good watch dogs.They know when to bark,not the kind to bark at the wind.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28441 NEXT>28501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hand signals huh!I guess mine are kinda slow...Ha ha
Yeah I know I need to work with them right.My male wont let anyone mess with my
wife or any kids,strangers or not,If the wife and I wrestle around,I get leave her alone
growl usually followed by the I told you to leave her alone bite shortly there after!
Grab a kid and squeeze them tell they scream and it turns into the same thing.After the
ordeal he will come over and lay his head on my leg kinda like he is saying I love you but
I told you to leave them alone.Hes my best buddy!
Steve
SUBJECT>Theres another awesome animal POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28438 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never had one but have a few friends with them.Very good dogs also.
Rot Pups bring good money in my neck of the woods.
Maybe velvet could benifet from the new income???4 wheel steer rockwells sound nice
huh maggie!....
Steve.SUBJECT>Steady 198 degrees POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My old 230 runs at 198 degrees on a mechanical gauge.Sound okay or should I look for a
problem to solve?Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Two Dogs EMAIL>twodogs@outdrs.net
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28487 NEXT>28499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug nailed it.Remember that this stuff is cyanoacrylate(sp.?)based like crazy glue,so
use it with lots of ventilation.Like outside,maybe.Don't spray it without an air supplied
full face respirator!
Better yet,don't spray it at all.
The surface has to be free of loose scale and rust and thoroughly degreased.Treat the bare
metal with a rust converting primer,(Ospho,Metal-Ready)then have at it.Read the
directions for best results.
The material is very thin (read runny)and flows into the rust really well.I did a dual
battery box with one small can and had a little bit left for an air cleaner.Buy the little
cans for little jobs and store the unopened ones in the refrigerator.No kidding.I can get
away with that,being a batchelor.
POR 15 makes a biodegradeable,non-toxic degreaser called Marine Clean that can be
thinned to about 25 to 1 with water and still does an awesome job.It even gets love bugs
off the front of my ride.
I have no affiliation with POR-15.I just like it.
Good luck,
Two Dogs
Mandeville,LA
SUBJECT>ford bellhousing dimension POSTER>alan EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking for the bolt patern,actual measurments,for a ford 460 bellhousing.thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Fresh Idea????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28449 NEXT>28550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not at all afraid of fabbing.Not that I'm a pro or anything,but I can get by.
Have given A lot of thought to a wishbone fourlink set-up.I will probably have several
ideas before I actually do anything.....just the way I am.
I was just looking under it the other night and for some reason that popped into my head
and seamed like it would be easy enough to accomplish and with the addition of a sway.bar the truck could possibly
be made stable on the road.The biggest advantage of the four
link over leaf springs I can see is being able to bob the end of the truck off right behind
your shock/spring mount location for a better departure angle.Of course it will have more
flex and ride better but I first have to make sure thats what I need and that I'm not doing
just because its so damn cool(I really do like them hiems joints).
I have to do something but,Truth be know,the SOA would probably be enough for me to
conquer the hills around here that give me trouble but the shorter wheelbase would also
give me a tighter turning circle.A combination of those two would get me over the top of
the hills where I would normally high center before,which is really what I'm after.If I can
gain a little softer ride and some extra flex for free while I'm at it,it sure would be nice.
I'm not sure I want to compremise reliability of the truck with increased driveline angles
from too much flex.Shortening the truck is going to also shorten my rear driveshaft which
will translate to even greater driveline angles than a typical SOA.I do plan on using a
double cardigan on the rear shaft anyway.
I'm really just thinking out loud here hoping to drum up thoughs and ideas from others
before I start.I appreciate your guys input and it will in someway impact what my final
decision will be.
SUBJECT>HEATER VALVE CONTROL CABLE POSTER>Hal
EMAIL>52m37@charter.net DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 52 M37 (yes I know its not an M715,and its not even a Jeep).I need a heater
control cable for the heater valve.Has anyone got a spare or know where i can get one ?
I have check Saturn and ADP and am waiting to hear from VPW.Any other suggestions?
Thanks,
Hal
SUBJECT>Springs in front diff?POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28503 28518 28537 28573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was changing all the fluids on the jeep this weekend,and when I took the plug off of the
front axle there were like 3 little springs stuck on the magnet.I have no clue where these
would have come from,but figured one of you might know.They were really small
springs too,maybe only 1/4 inch in diameter,one was maybe 3/4 of an inch,and the
others looked like the same spring but it was broken in 2.
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28494 NEXT>28504 28511 28514 28516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I stored my Por 15 in the frige I put saran wrap on the top of the can before
banging the lid back on so I would be able to reopen the can the next day.I got a quart
and did my entire frame.I would suggest getting the 6 1/2 pints.I just would pour a little
into a empty quart can each time I used it and its a real mess when it gets on your hands
because nothing will get it off.Takes about 4 days to wear off at least for me,so wear
gloves and a long sleeve shirt..Scott
SUBJECT>Flexible Line II POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,
28 September 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28502
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My external oil line between the block and the back of the head started blowing oil all
over the engine compartment on my 230.The bottom connection of the line is at the oil
psi sending unit.The top is at the rear of the cylinder head with about 1-1/2"clearance to
the firewall.I could not figure out a way to get the top of the hose off.I think one of the
special tools in the military manuals is for this purpose.Similar to the tool needed to
remove the speedometer cable from the transfer case.With out that tool,losening the
hose is impossible with a regular wrench or socket.The hose connects to the head
through a brass 90 degree elbow fitting.I undid the hose at the block and then unscrewed
the entire hose/elbow fitting at the head.I then fitted a brass 5/16"hose nipple fitting to
the elbow and while laying on top of the engine re-installed the fitting setup.I then just
used high pressure neoprene fuel line and a hose clamp.A brass hose fitting for the
bottom connection finished out the install.I drove the truck at 2000 RPM for 20 miles
with no leaks or other problems.I know this is long and probably worthless to many,but
some had asked for a progress report.I hope this helps.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Doberman!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28491 NEXT>28548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ours has had her eyes poked,ears pulled,lips pulled and just about any other torture you
can imagine one of my boys doing as they were babies and has never even dreamed of
nipping at them.Not really a mean bone in her body but two neighboor dogs did charge
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the boys while they were playing in our yard and we all quickley learned what she is
capable of when someone messes with her buddies.
I dont make a effort to train my dog by hand signals.I just use them as a form of
communication.If I want her to lay down I just point at the ground and tell her to lay
down eventually all you have to do is point.Sometimes I'll have to snap my finger with
that to get her attention(the snap serves the same as a stern voice,kind of a second
warning)I hope I didnt mislead you to believe that she would go get me a beer out of the
fridge just by hand signals cause thats not the case.I just use them in place of some of the
common commands.If i want her in the truck,I point to the truck,If I want her to go
upstairs,I point to the stairs and similar stuff.
My last Brittany would amaze me with some of the stuff he would do while hunting,He
was a dog that wanted to please.While hunting Pheasant if I came to a short grassy draw
that wasn't worth deviating of the main course for I could simply stop and snap my
fingers and point to it and he would go work it and then return and wait for me to give
another command,Simply incredible because this started before the end of his first year of
hunting.He hunted like no other and I sawore he could read my mind.You could read him.like a book when he went on
point.
Block of ice=definently a bird he sees it and has his sights on it
Block of ice with eyes scanning=its definently there he just cant see it.
Frozen but scanning his head=might be there but more than likely just a hot spot.
He would hold point forever,I even brought my oldest boy when he was 3 and the video
camera one day,He went on point and Had time to set my gun down,Get the camera
out,set the tri-pod up and get it in position,Get my boy in a safe position and then after
picking up my gun and getting myself ready to tell to go.....seemed like he was on point
for 5 minutes at least.I did get the bird.Felt like someone tore my heart out when he died.
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 9:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28500 NEXT>28506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,not worthless at all.People have been stranded because of this.
Great input.I have not looked,but do you think a crows foot with an extension would
work on that fitting?.........Kaiserjeeps...(Al)..
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>CC2500H
EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>28498 NEXT>
28523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They could be part of a broken seal spring.
Just thinking out loud.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,28 September 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked with the tech guys at the POR 15 store a while ago.They mentioned washing the
area to be coated with dilute simple green for a degreaser.
SUBJECT>Re:Spell check not needed POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,and look where their studies on dentistry got them,too...
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28502 NEXT>28508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think I used hydraulic hose with hose clamps and got by just fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28493 NEXT>28525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In the summer,mine runs 190 to 195 all day long...at 195 the thermostat
opens and when
it closes the temp drops to around 190-192.
Depending on what thermostat you have,this may be fairly normal...it certainly is not
outrageously hot or problematic,at least at this point.You might want to do a good fall
flush and fill and look in the radiator good to see if there is a build up of scale/corrosion
and visually make sure the fins are good and nothing is blocking the airflow...bugs,
leaves,etc.I would not be worried about a 198 temp...205 to 210...I would be concerned.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28506 NEXT>28510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could not get enough of a turn with a crow foot to get a grip on the next face of the hex
head.That is why the special tool is basically 3/4 of a 1/2"socket with a long handle
welded on.I think I could have bored out the square drive end of a socket,welded on
something to turn it with and then fed the hose through it.I didn't have an original style
hose to go back on with,so I didn't worry about making a tool,or developing a proccess
to repeatedly do this.I plan to put in a different engine/trans/x-case as soon as I collect all
the parts and get the money to rebuild them.I already have a 396 and a nv4500,just
scraping together the money for a np205 and an engine rebuild kit.Therefore,I did the
best I could with what I had in my shop.As far as roadside repair goes,I would suggest
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duct tape to get to town.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28425 NEXT>28539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 5W-30 in the winter and 10W30 in the summer...I run 50-65 lbs of oil pressure on
the highway...at least 30 at idle.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28508 NEXT>28542 28545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the previous thread,someone said they had used brake line...actually have a civvy
motor laying around and thats what it has...sure looks to have been on it from the start...
Why they went to rubber on ours....good question!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey Scott,
Do you have any pics of your rig??
SUBJECT>Re:operation of winch POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've always found that wrapping a chain around the stump,have a little slack and rolling
back and bumping it out works much better than the constant strain of a winch.
It tends to snap the roots better.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28472 NEXT>28575
28628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whydah,
Not to pry-but what magazine are you with?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am planing on using it on the frame and exterior body pannels before I repaint.I see that
brush painting is perfered method.Does this flow well so that the rigs wont look brush
painted?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>VIN Registry updated POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28517 28533 28560 28561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are up to 334 total entries on the list with 299 of those being M715's...remember to
send any VIN you can get your eyes on to me at brute4c@yahoo.com
If you visit a museum or junkyard and see one or more...grab 'em...anyone want to
volunteer to dive for the VIN's of the Vietnam trucks that were pushed over on the way
home???
Didn't think so!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28499 NEXT>28538 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow!!!A quart is all it took to do your frame?Then a gallon would be able to do my.frame and all the exterior body
panels.Or do you think I would need more?Also way is it
a bad idea to spray it on?Wouldn't it cover better this way?
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28515 NEXT>28534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll dive for 'em.I wonder if there is a chance I would find a good fender.....doubt it.Never
mind!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28498 NEXT>28519
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's screwed.
Just thinking out loud.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28518 NEXT>28520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sissons screwed in the head
Just thinking out loud.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28519 NEXT>28522
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug's sorta mean to me.I hope he dies horribly.
Just praying out loud.
SUBJECT>willys jeep V6 swap POSTER>Nick Graham EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
September 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28526
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is not you guys speciality but i was hopeing for a little help.I have a 53 cj3a
and i was wondering about swaping in a V6 and mabey a trans of some kind.It's still all
stock and I'm wanting to run either 33's or 35's.If you could just point me in the right
direction i would appriciate it
SUBJECT>brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28520 NEXT>28529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've always said I want to go slow so that I can tell someone sorry or to go to hell if I feel I.need to.
BTW is it time to make the donuts?
Eat some
Doug
sheesh lighten up B,its all in fun.Met up with Ben this weekend had a good time.We
didn't even bad mouth ya or nothing.....talked briefly about tar and feathering you at the
FE next year but thats it.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28503 NEXT>
28524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does it have or did it have a lockright in it?They have springs about the size you
described,but they'd have to be broken to come out.?Wild guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock should not have any springs other than the seals as CC2500HD said........They made
a "track lock"and a "power lock"I believe the later is what we have stock in these trucks
and the "Track lock"is the posi.Axle seal sounds most probable to me but Spicer could
very well be close if its not stock??
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28507 NEXT>28543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
Thanks for the response.I pulled the thermostat this morning.It was rated to open at 195.
The manuals say to use a 190 degree thermostat.I called Memphis Equip.and they said
that they use 180 degree thermostats in the M715.I bought one,installed it and voila!She
runs a steady 180 degrees.Thanks again.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:willys jeep V6 swap (long)POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 12:28
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aavsL3W9v1MWA PREVIOUS>28521
NEXT>28530 LINKNAME>WillysTech on Yahoo!
LINKURL>http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/WillysTech/
Nick,
Try the WillysTech list on Yahoo!Groups.Be prepared,though,for folks over there to
strongly encourage you to leave a stock CJ3A stock.
What kind of shape is the Willys in?
Why do you want to do the swap?.I have a CJ3B that has a swapped-in Buick V6,a 2.5"suspension lift and 33x12.50x15
BFG Mud-Terrains.The engine swap uses an adapter to mate to the original T90 tranny
and Spicer 18 xfer case;adapters are available from Advance Adapters or Novak.My
Jeep has the optional 4.27:1 differential gearing instead of the standard 5.38:1;I can
cruise at 60 pretty easily with the V6 and higher gearing,but that short wheelbase gets
pretty squirrelly at much over that (though I have had it up to 75 or so).
As far as transmissions are concerned,if you don't use the original T90/Spicer 18 combo,
you'll need to find another short straight drive with a married xfer case.That 80-inch
wheelbase doesn't give you a lot of room for a driveline.
The 33s are about as big as a flattie will handle without some pretty extensive mods.With
my Rancho lift springs,there's plenty of room up front under those flat fenders for the
33s,but my rear tires are too close to the sheetmetal.See for yourself by looking at the
photos of my CJ3B in my Yahoo!briefcase at
http://f1.pg.briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/m37land/lst?.dir=/Trucks&.view=l
35s definitely wouldn't fit without sheetmetal chopping,major lift and/or axle relocation.
If you do the swap,modifying your brakes is probably something you would want to do;
that is on my list of future mods.My Jeep is not very original (replacement body tub in
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addition to the rest)but it is fun.
I have my eye on a Jeep I've "known"all my life that I want to do a stock restore on.A
stock flatfender can be a lot of fun,too.
Where are you located?Any pics of the CJ3A?
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>cranks....steel or cast?POSTER>chris EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
September 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28634
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lately,I have been trying to repair the engine in my m715 and had come to the conclusion
that the crank had to come out of the truck due to a grove cut in the first rod journal.so i
started looking for a crank just in case i couldn't get it turned.i ended up buying 2 cranks
for $50.these cranks have never been used and the guy i got them from got them from a
jeep dealership over 20 yrs ago.i started looking at these cranks and they seemed to be
forged cranks.several other people said the same thing.i havent pulled the old crank out
the truck yet,but i was always told that these trucks had cast cranks that where nitrited.is
this true.i've looked at the one in the truck and it looks like a cast crank,and 2 or 3 other
people have said the same thing.also these cranks have a metal plate bolted to the rear
end of each crank.what is this for?on top of that the 2 plates are 2 different sizes.one of
them is about the size of a paper plate and the other is about the size of a saucer.which
one does my truck use.if anyone has any input please post it.
thanks
chris.SUBJECT>68 Kaiser for sale POSTER>ridgway EMAIL>ridgway88@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.h/eOzkTyDw PREVIOUS>NEXT>28819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 Jeep Kaiser for sale 1 1/4 ton FLINT MICHIGAN.Runs but,I havent driven it on
the road in two years 2,000 dolars or best offer.
I will probably sell it to the first person who takes it off my parents property so make me
an offer.
My Email address is ridgway88@hotmail.com cell 810.614.5980
(I live in LA now so if you're interested I will be in town until sunday October 5,2003
otherwise it will sit for another year.)
what else true fixer upper,no tailgate and an aftermarket fuel tank that's mounted in the
front of the bed -the soft top is in excellent shape and the exhaust manifold is new also.
SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28522 NEXT>28531 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dougger,
Not to horn in on your private conversation with Benny-but what was the outcome of the
proposed tar and feathering?
No big deal if you don't want to spoil the suprise.
THAT close to me and you wouldn't even come down.Where's the love?Jean Ellen
cleaned the house and everything.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:willys jeep V6 swap (long)POSTER>Nick Graham EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28526 NEXT>28546 28557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thanks for all the info I don't have any pics but my dad and friends call the jeep patch
(the body work was done my an intro welding class it's pretty sick but solid).My frame is
in great shape and my rear axle internals look almost new.As far as the supension goes I
found and interesting article on the www.jpmagazine.com web site under project vehicles
about using YJ either 1.5 or 2.5 springs and doing a spring over with 35's.Also did you
change your steering at all?It's going to be a little while before i get into this project due
to $$$.I also have a M715,I've had it about two years and have gotten a set of dana 70's
with 4.88:1 gears,TH400,Divorced 205,and a healthy 350.but $$$is also holding me
up on it.I'm located in southeren indiana in Boonville,a little town about 20 miles east of
evansiville or just north of owensboro KY.Thanks again for all your info..SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 1:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28529 NEXT>28553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We,had quite an interesting time.Went to a couple bars but it was just too loud to really
have much of a conversation plus everytime we would get somewhere where it was quiet
enough that you could hear yourself think,Somebody was either getting arrested for
smoking thier tires or smoking dope or fighting or something or to distract us.We had fun
but I'm in no big hurry to go back to St Louis.I like a more laid back atmosphere and that
was a bit too wild for me.All those distractions where with in a 50 yrd circle of us in
probably less than a 1/2 hour time span....With all that we just didn't have time to plan
your fate,but don't worry we will get around to it.
Tell Jean Ellen and the kiddo hi
Doug
SUBJECT>sae to ford POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at
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1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28644 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just wondering if anyone knows of an adapter to mate an sae trans to a ford big block?
thanks
SUBJECT>13333 now owned by me POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28515 NEXT>28536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as of last Friday
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28517 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While you're down there,grab some of the choppers they pushed over the side.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:what part POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 3:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28460 NEXT>28549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Address is 824 s melrose,phone#266-jeep
SUBJECT>Re:14080 now owned by me POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28533 NEXT>28558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is mine.Came off of Kestler Airbase.10,000 miles.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 3:25 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28498 NEXT>28540
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,that sounds about right.The seals have a very fine spring running around their
inner circumfrence to keep it tight.It's possible it has broken and you've got the pieces
there.
SUBJECT>Re:POR-15 POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28516 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sprayed mine on the frame,diffs,and the underbody.I wore a non-air supplied
respirator.Gotta love the blowback spraying those tight areas,makes your eyes burn.I
looked a little darker for a few days but no ill effects,at least for the short term.I also
used it on some rusty areas in the bed and cab using fiberglass on the floorpan where
there was a small hole.Then I herculined the entire floor in the cab and sprayed the whole
interior forest green.The exterior I painted in the MERDC camo scheme.The truck looks
like new.
SUBJECT>Re:Straight from the online manuals POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run non-detergent SAE30.I was under the assumption that putting a detergent in it
would clean things out and cause more leaks than my truck already has.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you are probably right with that one cause water had gotten in the oil.If thats it ill
be glad too,I was fearing the worst...
SUBJECT>Unimogs POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone run unimogs on the 715?A friend was telling me about them,so I looked at some
info on them and I can only imagine what they would be like.Could you imagine the
ground clearance?
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28510 NEXT>28563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the reason mine broke is that I have been jerking trees out of the ground every day
for the last week.I would imagine that a rubber hose less than thiry years old would not
have a problem with that.I also think that a solid metal line would be prone to cracking
under severe stress.Just my opinion.
Tim Barr.Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28525 NEXT>28568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You make more power and burn cleaner with more heat.Modern FI engines typically run
above 200 degrees as I understand (to combat emissions).I get antsy much higher than
210 personally though.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Unimogs POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Monday,29
September 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28541 NEXT>28626
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would probably be easier and cheaper to just get a mog.The front spins backwards and
you have to have a torque tube or some expensive adapters to run them.I have a Mog and
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it is basically bad ass unless you want to go on the highway.then it sucks.the mog has
few limitations off road though and that's why people buy them.not to mention that they
are way underated at 1.5 tons.of course so is the m715.bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
September 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28510 NEXT>28566
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once read somewhere that the early 230's had metal lines,but they had problems with
them cracking from vibration,so the switch to rubber was made.
SUBJECT>Re:willys jeep V6 swap (long)POSTER>Kaiserjeeps/portland Or
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 6:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28530 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are talking about the 225 oddfire V-6,that is in my opinion the best engine Jeep
ever put in any rig.50#flywheel will give you gobs of torque.And they will run forever.
If that is the motor you are talking about,go with it.You won't be sorry.And don't use
any other carb but a 2 barrel Rochester.good luck...
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28465 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that Kanter (www.kanter.com)has most of the parts,and a complete kit runs
about $800.You may or may not need that many new parts for your engine.If you do
need that many parts,here's another option:Sam Winer Motors advertises used take-out
and test run 230's for $795,and new shortblocks for $995.You can contact them at
winermotor@aol.com or 330-628-4881 and ask for Robert Zetzer.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>AHH I SEE!POSTER>stevbronco missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>28501 NEXT>28571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should really work on that going to the fridge trick though,I saw that on amazing
videos(or something like that)once.Looked really cool.
My male answers very well to the snap of the fingers and pointing.Usually when I come
in the house and find the wife is spoiling him by letting him lay on the bed.My female
just aint that bright,the bulbs lit but not up to full candle power if you know what I mean.
I cant imagine ever losing on of them,would make for a very sad picture,280 lbs man
balling and all!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:what part POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28535 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool ph number you're as twisted as me when it comes to jeeps.I named my daughter
Caylin Jean so I could call her CJ for a nickname,I'll swing by next time I'm in the big
city.........later
SUBJECT>Re:Fresh Idea????POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28496 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your serious about a four link a very in-depth artical was in the july 2003 peterson's
4wheel&off-road magazine.much much more to it than some tubing and heim's,check it
out it's one of the best artical's I've seen on the subject.they probably have it on their
websight....www.4wheeloffroad.com
SUBJECT>Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,29 September 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28555 28627 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I filled my tank today up to the point that the fuel level was just below the level of the
filter screen.Is that OK to do?I didn't see any leaks at all.(The whole tank and filler tube
is covered in dried mud,so any leaks would have shown up)
I was just wondering if this would have any ill effects that I haven't thought of.
BTW,the truck has a TBI 360 in it,no carb.Either way,the carb/TBI is above the level
of the fuel tank,so I can't see if draining into the motor when parked level.
Ethan
SUBJECT>TC overheating POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
My truck is still in pieces,half in my basement and the rest in my garage.I'm hoping to be
done with it for the summer,but I keep thinking about all the things I've heard about the.NP200 overheating.Some
people talk about corrosion inside causing the extra friction
and heat,and other blame the TC for not being a thru-drive TC.
Here is my idea.Why not weld an enclosed 1/8"thickness steelmetal jacket in the
uderside of the TC,with two ports,and connect them to the heater core hoses,so that
there is always some relatively cold water to remove heat from the TC?IIRC the bottom
of the TC sits at an angle,between the frame rails,so this would not hurt ground
clearance.I am aware of the problems of welding cast iron...What do you think?
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28531 NEXT>28559 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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St.Louis is a nice place,but apparently Benny lives in the ghetto section.
If you ever do go back,go to the zoo.It's free (I think)and was one of the best in the
nation.And 6 flags is pretty good too if you go during a time that it's not too crowded.I
never plant to go back to the Louis-I hate towns and that weird feeling I get when I
realize I have no idea where I am.
About the time you were getting annoyed in St.Loius and listening to Ben talk about how
his girl cheats on him-I was drinking Baily's laced coffee,sitting in a lawn chair,
watching my sheep run around.Talk about laid back.
-B.
SUBJECT>found a m715 POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On a jeep hunting trip I took a month ago I found a m715 setting in a field in Lodge
Grass,MT.It looked to be a little rough but did not seem to be rusted out.I would buy it
but I have no money and no place to put it,so I'm giving the chance for someone else to
score a m715 if they can find the owner,there are about six houses that it could belong
too or maybe someone knows who's it is.Good Luck
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28551 NEXT>28567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I am going to drive a good distance and I am filling up,I routinely fill to the
screen...usually I fill half way up the neck,then shake the truck back and forth to let the
tank burp...then fill to the screen...bottom to middle of it usually.
Just be careful not to have so much in there that it can splash or slosh enough to get in the
vent pipe that comes off the top/side of the filler neck...if gas,or other junk,gets in there,
the tank wont be vented and when enough gas has been sucked out,the vacuum will be
too much for the pump to overcome...the motor will kill at that point until you open the
cap and let it inhale...when I first got mine it did that...the line between the filler neck and
the carb that vents it goes along the frame...this is the lowest part,so if stuff gets in there,
it just sits there.I took off the tank end and blew air through the line from the carb end of.the line...no problems
since.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:TC overheating POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28552 NEXT>28565 28583 28618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
Sounds like alot of work to do just to make an inferior transfer case a little closer to
usable.If you're wanting to keep the 200 to leave the truck stock then the water jacket
idea is poor-so that's out.
Your idea would cool the case,but that will only add a possible problem point and not
completely resolve the problems with the 200 (seals and the whine).
Why not just bite the bullet and upgrade to the 205?If you absolutely can't find a
divorced 205,then e-mail me as I have a spare sitting in my shop.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:willys jeep V6 swap (long)POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 5:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28530 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nick,
I have a Saginaw non-power steering box.It was swapped in when I got the Jeep,so I'm
not sure what the original application was.
The 225 oddfire V6 Al mentions in his message is a great engine.If you can find a CJ5
with that original V6 drivetrain,you'll have most of what you need for your swap,
includig the adapter.
If you can't find a 225,you could find a 231 (3.8L)V6 from a late '70s Buick (mine is
from a Regal).You'll need one from a rear-wheel-drive car,of course,and you'll have to
round up a flywheel,etc.to run a manual tranny,but it is a pretty good little motor,
though without as much of the great low-end torque of the oddfire.
Have you looked into a Chevy 4.3 V6?I haven't run one,but I hear good things about
them.
I don't think I have mentioned it,but you are going to need a body lift to run a V6 in a
CJ3A.CJ3Bs have a four-inch-taller hood and cowl,so there's a little more room in there,
but you'll need a body lift on the '3A for a V6,I'm pretty sure.
I remember reading that story about the YJ springs in Jp,now that you mention it.
Good luck with your project,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>18327 now owned by me POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 5:59 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>28536 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish I could tell you if it was delivered on November or December,but all I know is '67.
This number is not the original number.Apparently my truck had no title,but Memphis
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Equipment had a spare title that they slapped with this truck.If I get 20 minutes I'll try
and see if the original number is on the frame so we can write the 18327 truck off as
destroyed.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28553 NEXT>28564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brian,
I sent you a e-mail
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>canyonclimber
EMAIL>brianbauer@theriver.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28515 NEXT>28778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 m715,VIN:13138.Bought it off a guy from Flagstaf,Arizona about four
years ago.
There is also a guy in Tucson,Arizona that has a surplus yard and the last time I looked
he had dozens of m715s.He generally only sells whole trucks,not parts,but he might be
willing to give up the VIN numbers!You can reach him at (520)574-0300.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure to include delivery dates ansd any other inf you can come up with...carb-
mounted air filter,hood-mounted air filter winch/no winch,big charging system or
standard,which flasher you have(salid-state/big-box)...We're trying ot come up with
some rhyme and reason for build dates vs equipment installedd vs delivery dates.Any
"extra"stuff you come up with would be great!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine Rebuild 230 Tornado POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28465 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Parts are also available from kaiserwillys.com in SC.
They seem to have lower prices than Kanter..SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well actually,how much stress should there be on the line if it is bolted to the block and
head?If these move in relation to one another...something is already wrong in a bigger
way.I doubt oil pressure would ever take one out unless it rusted like crazy.
I actually made a braided stainless line for mine when the hose went...this was before I
found the civvy motor with the metal line.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28559 NEXT>28605 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,we did have a good time though!Sorry B,I don't live in the hood or I would take my
715 through it every night on punk patrol.I live across the river in the Godfrey/Alton
Illinois area....you know Alton right?....Home of the Gentle Giant-Robert Wadlow?
Whatever,anyway had a great time and got to meet Doug and his lovely wife Jill.Hey
Doug,does Jill feel better yet?:)And I didn't mean to start that fight at Sundecker's,I was
just practicing for FE.Wish we could have gotten out of the big city and back to my place
to see my truck collection and drink some Budweiser...you know the "King of
Beers".....Ben
SUBJECT>Re:TC overheating POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28556 NEXT>28572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would be better put to say that the overheating is a symptom of deeper problems
in the t-case and that a cooler is a band-aid.Also,only some of the NP200's have this
problem...others do not...there has been a lot of speculation but no definitive answer on
this.
If you have the problem,it probably is cheaper in the long run,definately simpler,to
swap to an NP205 than to setup a cooler system that may cause more problems.Think
about this...I have a tcae that runs hot...it gets up to 240 degress and then spikes off the
end of a 320 degree gauge...what would all the heat that the coolant would be subjected to
do to the overall cooling of the engine...it is going to run hotter unless you do something
drastic like put in a huge radiator or big fans or both...more expense than just a
cooler...just doesn't seem worth it in the long run.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28545 NEXT>28578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems like it shouldn't happen but maybe so huh?Well I stand corrected on that one.
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28555 NEXT>28569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.My "vent"pipe is now the return line for my TBI system.The cap has a
VENT/CLOSE (for fording)position.So far so good.It hasn't locked up the pump nor
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caused an extreme amount of pressure,either.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28543 NEXT>28574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tests also show that the higher the cylinder wall temp,the lower the wear...within reason
of course...melting iron would be a problem...but if the wall is allowed an extra 10-20
degrees higher temp,the wear drops significantly...course I get nervous up there too...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the trucks,without the fording kit stuff,have a gas cap that does not vent...yours
does...so as long as thats working,your in good shape.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28468 NEXT>28585 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Take any advice here?If you use steel brake line tubing,you may want to get an added
13-18 inches or so so you can put a 4-inch (or so)360 degree loop in the line.This will
dramatically reduce the effects of fatigue.Ever wonder why so many vehicles have loops
of brake line off the master cylinder?Now you know.Or would coppe line be better in
this application?
SUBJECT>Re:AHH I SEE!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28548 NEXT>28616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
280 POUNDS!!!OHH my daym!
(Please see list of fat jokes aimed at Ronner above)
What's with this page?Aren't there any normal heigh/weight guys here?It seems like
everyone's a line backer or something.You guys make me and Spicer look to have
tapeworms..-B.
SUBJECT>I agree POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28565 NEXT>28581 28582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mikel,
I agree with Brute4c's agreeing with me.We both agree with what I said earlier.If you
agree with what we agree on which is that we agree with me then all 3 of us agree that
what I said was right.If not,then let's just agree to dissagree with you agreeing with Jon
and I agreeing that what I posted earlier is the way to go.
Agreed?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28498 NEXT>28580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a lockrite in there?
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28568 NEXT>28607
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wear on the wall,but what about wear on the crank and cam bearings?I mean,with that
much more temp,doesn't the lube thin out all that much more and won't that little bit of
less friction reduction cause a little more wear on all bearings?
I mean,the cylinders wear less due to expansion adn thus a slightly looser fit of piston
rings/to wall ratio.But,in the area of bearings won't that looser fit mean more wear?
I run mine at 205,so I'm not disagreeing with Chris.I think the motor runs better and I
figure I'm going to break the motor long before this tiny bit more wear can make any
difference.I was just wondering.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28513 NEXT>
28598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Four Wheeler,check his Sept.9 post.You know,this board IS searchable to eliminate the
need to review the same material over and over and over again!
Gotcha!
Another "-B"
SUBJECT>Tacoma's Zone List POSTER>CC2500HD EMAIL>CC2500HD@aol.com.DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJScmOAzbfio PREVIOUS>NEXT>28592 28602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What ever happened to the list that Tacoma was compiling?
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Joe
SUBJECT>shipping big tires POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28595 28633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought a set of 38x13x16 Swampers on E-bay.They are in Huntington Beach,CA
and I am in North Dakota.How have you guys shipped big tires cheaply?FedEx ground
is about $35 per tire,which is the cheapest I have found and probably the cheapest I will
find.UPS and Greyhound are both about $60 pe tire.Any thoughts?
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28566 NEXT>28579 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If vibration was a problem with the steel lines you would think the brake lines would all
be cracking and pissin'because the whole damn truck shakes and vibrates.I think riding
on the engine would be a smoother ride in my truck then the original cracker box
seats.Just my thoughts.....you may sit down Brute4c.BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line II POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28578 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got to take into consideration the frequency and amplitude of the vibrations.
Running over a frozen dead cat,for instance,(low frequency,high amplitude)will give
you assometer a decent little jolt,but may have little or no effect on the steel line.The
itty-bitty low amplitude,high frequency vibrations that you don't feel are likely the ones
fatiguing the lines (the line engine harmonics,fluid pulses,etc.)
SUBJECT>Re:Springs in front diff?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont think there is,but I have not looked.
SUBJECT>Re:I agree POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't someone say that synthetic oil helped a bit?I know its another band aid but as long
as it helped the temps its a start.....SUBJECT>Re:I agree POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28572 NEXT>28587 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The sad thing is that I understood that.Hey B.what do you want for the 205?Do I get a
discount for not killing you after your last post to me?Or should I just do it and "borrow"
the 205 from Jeaner?
Ron
P.S.You have to stop using words like sheep and laid in the same paragraph.You already
have a rep to overcome.
SUBJECT>Re:TC overheating POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28556 NEXT>28584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for your divored 205?
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>my 205 isn't for sale POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28583 NEXT>28586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry,but I 1)got it so someday I can have an overdrive nd also 2)Spicergear already has
first dibs on it if I decided I didn't want it,and 3)Mikel already asked to have 2nd dibs on
it if Tom didn't want it.
Sorry,but the best I can do is give you 3rd dibs and frankly,that's really too far down the
line to be worth a piss in a rainstorm.
I got it for $100 and it appears to be in really good shape.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28570 NEXT>28588 28590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't know that.Very interesting.I am an Auto Tech teacher and I always try to point
out stuff like that to my students.They think it is "useless"information but I always like
to know the 'why'behind a design feature.Thanks.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:my 205 isn't for sale POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>28584 NEXT>28589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really just wanted to know the going price in your area.I have not found one for less
than $250 here in central Texas.I figured that if I asked if you wanted less than $250 for
it you would say $180 and I would be tempted to take my wife and son and a really long
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road trip to pick it up.What year Chevy and Dodge trucks had the divored ones?
Tim Barr
Giddings,Tx
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Ronner POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28582 NEXT>28617 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,
I tell you what,for $374 +whatever shipping is you can have the divorced 205.Hell,I'll
even install new seals for you.That's my "You're my bud"price.
Just let me know how you want to pay (I prefer Western Union)and where to ship it to.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Quite welcome.Just figure a 1"deflection over the 4"line,then again the same 1"
deflection over the length of an 18"line -you can see easily how any section of the longer
lines is distrubed vs that of the shorter one.You don't want the coil to be large or massive
enough to become a new load on the line itself,however.
SUBJECT>Re:my 205 isn't for sale POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28586 NEXT>28591
28594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That,my friend,I do not know.This one was reputed to have come out of a Dodge
Travelall,but the year was unknown.I see them for around $250 when I see them.The
guy I got this one from had 2 sitting in his garage and wanted to unload both on me for
$200,but I didn't need one,much less 2.I reckon I got a deal.He was a burly guy and (no
lie)picked the 205 up with ONE ARM and loaded it in my GMC.When I went to unload
it,it took not only both my arms,but some serious help from gravity.I weighed it and dry
it was 198 pounds.
Good luck finding yours.As many as I see on the eBay you shouldn't have any
problem.....assuming money is no object.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Flexible Line POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com.DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:34
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The key is to keep the stresses away from the fitting areas -these are naturally fatigue
prone (stress risers,they call the material imperfections at compression fittings and other
areas of dimensional change).If you can keep the ends stable and let the rest of the line
wiggle a bit,you're way ahead in the durability arena.
SUBJECT>205 on the eBay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28589 NEXT>LINKNAME>This link won't
work if you click it too fast
LINKURL>http://cgi.msn.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=243
4299614&category=33733
http://cgi.msn.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434299614&c
ategory=33733
or....
(again,no affiliation)
SUBJECT>He's a slacker POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28576 NEXT>28593 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma is currently traveling the continent and not able to complete it.Apparently the list
was more extensive than he first thought and took him longer than he had alotted.
Right now he's in Arizona bringing Jesus to the heathen Sioux and building churches for
them.He should be done with God's work in about 2 months and back home.We expect
results shortly there-after.
Pointing in the right direction,
-B.
SUBJECT>odge Travelall???POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28589 NEXT>28596 28600 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
IHC made the Travelall,not Dodge.They both used 205s though.
SUBJECT>Well .....POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28577 NEXT>28621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
///I work for FedEx ...with us at least you know they will get to your house on time and
in one piece.Call FedEx Freight see what they say.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Travelall???POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 10:28
a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28594 NEXT>28599
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
David,
What's the "N"stand for?Alot of us would like to know.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:He's a slacker POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28593 NEXT>28611 28622 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The board just seems to be filled to the brim with know-it-alls today.First David N.
Lundstrom and his correction and now 5,1/4 and his bit of insight.
I think I speak for myself when I say:
I made all that up,so it's pointless anyhow.
So,how smart are you now!!!!!!!!
Thank you,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28575 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump,
Are you implying that I'm a lazy prick,or just a stupid prick?I don't take offense either
way seeing as how they're both right on the money-I'm just curious as to which angle
you're looking at.
In any event,I got my answer the easy way.SUCKER!!!!!
I gotta get some pics of the zip line that the cable you gave me enabled me to make.I'll e-
mail them to you tomorrow.So far my wife has fallen off of it 2 times.Man,if I can get
her to do it a 3rd while I have the camera then that would ROCK!!!!
Always a pleasure,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Travelall???POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28596 NEXT>28608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It stands for NEVER ask me what the N stands for.Or NONE of your business.Actually,
it stands for Nicholas.It's my grandpa's name,so if you make fun of it,I will have to kick
your ass.
Dave.Who is "us"anyway?You and all your sheep?
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Travelall???POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28594 NEXT>28601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Dodge made the CARRYall (caps for emphasis,noe original typeface for the
vehicle line...)
SUBJECT>Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28600 NEXT>28702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.dodgepowerwagon.com/classifieds/murphy41carryall.html
SUBJECT>Re:Tacoma's Zone List POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28576 NEXT>28603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unlike Brians,I know where the info is,Tacoma emailed me a rough data document with
the info he gathered which I have gone through and made into an excel spreadsheet.I
would like to post it in a format other than excel as a spreadsheet wouldnt work well in
html...could do a table but I was thinking maybe some kind of map with regions that you
click and the members in that region come up?Maybe there is a better idea??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tacoma's Zone List POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28602 NEXT>28615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be very nice,but I don't think we need anything fancy.An Excel spreadsheet,
or even a txt list of members by state would work for me.
SUBJECT>Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I got your e-mail with all the AR-15 stuff.Thanks,that will help a lot.You gave me TONS
of good pointers.I'm sure I'll have more questions!I have only a couple good leads on AR-
15's for sale and they probably won't work out.......so I'll probably end up building my
own.Thanks Again!,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28564 NEXT>28645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was fun.Hope the pics turn out good.You know,the ones of the twin sisters at
sundeckers and the p-p-p---pole,wow and I mean wow.I've got a scanner so I'll send them
to ya when we get them back.Jill is starting to come back around......and to think she has.the nerve to call me old.
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I'm starting to recover from the trauma of being fondled by that she-thing.Only
occassionally get the shutters now.Not the goth chick but the one I pointed out in the first
bar.That was just plain wrong.I'm much luckier than that poor texan she got a hold of,he
didn't get away as fast as I did and was left in the fetal position....poor soul.
Next time we will have to mess around with your trucks and do some
shooting,drinking.....in that order.I'm looking forward to the FE.Your gonna have to get
down there before Ron....I think B's gonna look like mashed potatoes when he gets done
with him.Would not be much fun after that.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28604 NEXT>28632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are welcome and you will love it!
Jill has accused me of loving mine more than her???I don't know where she comes up
with that crap sometimes?Well okay I might talk a little to sweet to the gun while I'm
cleaning it but thats no reason for her to get all jealous and stuff.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28574 NEXT>28639
LINKNAME>http://www.performanceunlimited.com/illustrations/thermostats.html
LINKURL>http://www.performanceunlimited.com/illustrations/thermostats.html
Lets see,Bian reads something here and questions it without doing and of his own
footwork to learn something for himself...wants others to give him the Cliff notes
version...must be a Sisson thing...can't blame that on a region for sure...
Anyway there is a link below with a graph you may be able to read Brian...and here is the
text from the page for your inquiring mind:
"However,there is a "middle ground"where both optimum performance as well as
minimal wear share similar characteristics.That "magic"number lies in the 175-180
degree range,which requires a 180 degree thermostat..
The all too commonly used 160 degree thermostat is way too low to be considered for
performance or engine longevity.As the chart illustrates,engine wear increased by double
at 160,than at 185 degrees.So then,why do the 160's exist in the first place?The 160's
were commonly used in older,open loop cooling systems where only 6 pound radiator
caps were used,and low 212 degree boiling points were experienced.In contrast,modern
cooling systems can see upwards of 260 degrees in coolant temperature with radiator
pressures exceeding 45 pounds.Many early hot rodders found the 160's to be better
performing than the 190's,however,the in between "180"appears to satisfy both ends of
the spectrum.The correct water temperature is required for the cylinders to achieve a
minimum specific temperature in order to allow a fully homogenized Air/Fuel mixture to
combust efficiently.Guess what the minimum number is … right!!180 degrees.Even so,.you might see some still
recommending the lower 160's,for no other reason than to
possibly get that last drop of horsepower out,at the high price of dramatically reducing
the life of the engine and it's internal components."
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Travelall???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28599 NEXT>28655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holy cow Dave,That one got me,LMAO.I actually had to put my fingers over my nose to
keep from blowing snot.
SUBJECT>Brians website POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28610 28612 28670
LINKNAME>http://www.briansissonart.com/abouttheartist.html
LINKURL>http://www.briansissonart.com/abouttheartist.html
Hey guys,
Found Brians website...thought he was just a young smart a$$tough guy with no talent
but it seems he has a lot more talent than I ever thought...nice gray beard too!!
Check out the link!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brians website POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28609 NEXT>28640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How come you never told us about that Brian???
Did you paint your 715 like that also?
SUBJECT>Re:He's a slacker POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
September 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28597 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he is in germany somewhere,no thats me.
He is on the east cost doing his main job,and runing the country side looking for parts he
needs for his 725.hell be home in late nov.
SUBJECT>Re:The real brute4c?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 12:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28609 NEXT>28613 28635 LINKNAME>The
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real brute4c?LINKURL>http://www.jonschmidt.com/
While we're outin'people.:-)
http://www.jonschmidt.com/
Ain't Google fun?.Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:The real brute4c?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28612 NEXT>28648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That website gives me the creeps...new age indeed...
brute4c
SUBJECT>clarke welder?POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody know anything about clarke welders?Im thinking about getting one and
just thought I'd see if anyone here has some feedback on them.
Thx
-John
SUBJECT>Re:Tacoma's Zone List POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,nice is neat but,funtional and simple gets it every time.Thanks for all that you do
behind the scenes.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:AHH I SEE!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28571 NEXT>28624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
I've met Steve.I wouldn't say he is fat....he is big allright but I wouldn't really call it fat.
I'm sure Benny could whoop your butt,but Steve,well you would stand a better chance
against his dobermans.
SUBJECT>Re:Ronner POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner,
Your a big guy,and well,I just don't think its fair for you to go first in line.We all know
your gonna kill him but the least you could do is let everybody else have a turn first.Just
give us like two minutes or so each and then you can have him.The board appreciates
your generosity..Doug
SUBJECT>Re:TC overheating POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 3:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28556 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have driven several M715's over the years and at speeds up to 60MPH for hours on end
and never overheated one of the NP200's.It's a strong TC and very reliable.Now if you
have a problem with yours -a bad bearing,worn out fluid,improper fluid level,etc.,then
the easy fix is to replace it with a good unit,or fix what you have.
SUBJECT>tire life?POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28620 28900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only got 4000 or so miles out of my lil bfg,mts.how many miles on a set of swampers?
don`t want to waste a 1000 bucks for 5000 miles.oh yeah my 715 has a front mounted
winch.thanks ya`ll SMASH.
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28619 NEXT>28641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take them back.I would think you should easily see 20K from those mudders.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Well .....POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
September 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28595 NEXT>28722
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,but how come FedEx took an overnight package that was headed to me,ended up
putting it on a truck in chicago (uh,they don't have wings),and it then spent 3 days in S
Dakota in a local hub til they figured out what to do with it (once they found it there,the
local place supposedly couldn't move it because it wasn't supposed to be there)?
BTW,just giving you a hard (fun)time...UPS and others have done much,much worse
than that to me.Like when I bought my Ranger overdrive....guess it was too heavy for the
guy (I know my regular driver,this must have been a temp driver that day)....he left it on
the curb at the end of the driveway....about 100'from the house-I usually get a dropoff
around noon,it probably sat there about 8 hours.They're just lucky...
SUBJECT>Re:clarke welder?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
September 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28614 NEXT>28625
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only thing I know is that they are made in Italy.They might be good welders,but
unless they are *way*cheaper than Hobart,Lincoln,or Miller,I'd stick with the USA
made brands just for parts availability if nothing else.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Picking on the fat kid huh!POSTER>stevbronco missouri.EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September
2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28616 NEXT>28666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah I might have a little more fat than I like but I promise you that under this 6'2"
280lbs fat kid is enough muscle to back up my size.When your my size you only run
when being chased,I dont get chased often,if ever..
I guess Ill take my number and when the other 30 or so guys who are gonna pummle you
at the fe are done I will get a turn huh....
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:clarke welder?POSTER>Sunset Welding EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
September 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28623 NEXT>28662
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont want to discredit anyones welder,but I wouldnt buy anything but a Lincoln or a
Miller.Lots of brands out there.Just my 2 cents.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimogs POSTER>daniel EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 September
2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28544 NEXT>28649
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The front does not spin backwards !The expensive adapter for driveshafts is $175.
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28551 NEXT>28631 28651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Caution Do Not Over Fill Allow For Expansion".
There is a reason they put that on the side of the truck.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28513 NEXT>28653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys kill me.
I'm with:
4Wheel &Off-Road
Four Wheeler
Jp Magazine
SUBJECT>re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>Whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28630 28637 28719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,the front closed 60's in our trucks are actually filled with axle shafts and u-
joints from a Dana 44.If they are not true Dana 44 components themselves,they are.damn close.
Has anyone done the conversion to install the larger 60 shafts while keeping the housing?
I know it's a lot of work when you can just go buy a real 60 and swap it.Just curious of
the details.
By the way,this site is great....
I've kept repsectfully mum since mine is non running.Although,when I finish my SBC
swap this month,look out,I'll be the sage of the land.Like Moses on the mount with a
revamped closed knuckle 60 in one arm and a cool running NP200 in the other:
"People of ...uh,wherever,hark my words,you have been praying to false gods,your 60
is really a 44 inside and the devil in your 200 is really overly tight clearances"
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Better watch it man,I'm not far from you and I'll come knock you down to steal the good
T-case.
Remember the Gorman trip I was chattering about a while back?Looks like it's gonna
happen the weekend of Oct.11.I'm still debating attending,depending on the typical cash
issue.
What say we caravan to KY (not the jelly)next summer for the FE?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28627 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is that supposed to be labelled?On the metal part of the upper fill tube?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
30 September 2003,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28606 NEXT>
28636 28638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A site with people who are into guns and 715's?I must surely have found a new place to
hang out at.My little black hybrid sits a couple of feet away,wouldn't trade her for
anything.You guys shooters or competitors?
SUBJECT>Re:shipping big tires POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,30 September 2003,at 11:29 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well here in Alaska we ship them through the Post office Priority Mail,cheaper than
most,FedEx and UPS have to be sent through the Post office and then delivered to us that
way also,so we sont use those two very much.
Jason.SUBJECT>Yo Chris!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To tell if it's a cast or steel factory crank is pretty simple.If it's a cast crank it will have a
thin,like 1/8"or less,casting line usually down the sides of the 'throw'from the rod
journal down to the mains.It looks like the crank got pinched.
A steel crank will have a wide,like 1/4"-1/2",forging line that may look like it was
ground.It'll have a slightly smoother look to it.Oh,IF it is steel,I'd suggest you test it for
cracks this way;take a small hammer and give a quick rap on the counter weights for
each throw.You'll hear it 'sing.'Have the crank standing up when you do this.As you go
down if you get a "BING,""BING,""BUNK,"and one of the weights doesn't make the
crank sing,it would be worth getting it checked.We used to do this with racing cranks.
The high dollar cranks will sharply sing and heavily thunk when stress cracked.
SUBJECT>Got a fake one POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28632 NEXT>28716 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dam,and all I have is a rubber/steel Hollywood prop M16.But it IS legal to tote around
behind the seat year 'round,and has full auto position!
SUBJECT>Crap,Another ones lost it.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28629 NEXT>28646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Whyda,
You on any meds?
Just kidding.Yes,our 60s are weak but I personally have beat the crap out of mine and its
still taking it.I only run 35 inch tires and the next set will probabaly be 39s soon as I
knock off a couple more convenience stores.Are you going to run 44s or bigger?I agree
bigger and stronger are better and there is no such thing as overkill(well,except that
panhard arm).
Good Luck
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28632 NEXT>28642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kurt,
I've shot some USPSA but been to preoccupied with the truck this summer to keep up
with it.Think the last local match I went to was in febuary.How bout yourself.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Steady 198 degrees POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:40 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>28607 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
You were right in all that you wrote in the first paragraph.I'm ashamed to be me.
However,I did learn something.Ironically I have a 180*thermostat in my 350.I had a
195,but the motor was pushing 210 so I swapped it down to the 180 to try and combat
that.Who knew it would be like throwing a life perserver to my doomed motor.
As always,you're the best.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brians website POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28610 NEXT>28647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I came in and saw this post and thought "MY web site?Ohhhhhh!!!!SHIT!"-but
apparently (as promised)the site containing pics of me with various members of the
Dallas Cowboy's Cheerleaders has been taken down.Those gals promised and I knew
they'd come through.
No matter how beautiful...or how many...young cheerleaders your photographed with in a
compromising situation-after you're a married father of one (1)you just wish such web
pages would dissapear.
You have MORE time on your hands than me and that's just sad no matter how you look
at it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28620 NEXT>28705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of all tires I've owned,BFGs always worn the best.I agree with Chris,take them back see
what they tell you.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>28638 NEXT>28643 28654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will sometimes shoot the local CMP matches.Not as much as I'd like but re-modeling
the house and the 19 month old daughter have cut into that.
I'll be new to the 715's as mine is now in transit.So I'm a newbie to the board.I'm sure I'll
have some questions coming up in that regard.
My AR is an Armalite S/S service rifle upper on a Bushmaster lower with a JP adjustable
trigger.It shoots better than I can.I built up a high-rise slick sided upper recently but
haven't fired it yet.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Jeepist Doug...........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October
2003,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
JP compensator
stianless bull barrel
DPMS high rise smoothy
DPMS stianless lower
J.A.R.D.adjustable trigger
Had a bone stock one and traded it recently but thats OK,got part for two more
ordered,just waiting.
I do enjoy driving the 715 to the range with all my gear,think it spooks the neighbors
while I'm loading the truck.HA
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:sae to ford POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28532 NEXT>28706 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you talking about an SAE#bellhousing with the round bolt pattern.I may have a
couple of ideas for you.By the way,what tranny?3053?
SUBJECT>scanned pics POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28605 NEXT>28650 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds like too much fun to be accurately verbalized.Even though no trucks were likely
in the,uh,"establishment"how about making them avaialble to the rest of us,huh?Just
for perspective,promise!
SUBJECT>Re:Crap,Another ones lost it.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28637 NEXT>
28769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Angel Gabriel,why not run that POS 60 for a while and see how it works.I've put
some pretty hard miles and stupid,WAY over weighted pulls in reverse and have not had
any problems.40-44"and gumbo mud or rocks and you may have problems.Under 40"
and generally it should be around a while.
SUBJECT>Re:Brians website POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28640 NEXT>28668 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And you call me old...nice car,Gay Blade.'body surfer?'Saw you mud surf one time into
the polluted Wolf River.That nasty water sure has had an ill affect on your appearance..Nice try with the
cheerleaders.Next it will be that you were invited into a limo with a pile
of cute girls on a bachlorette party.Oh wait...that was ME!
SUBJECT>SEE!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28613 NEXT>28743 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you would have that pesky 'h'in your name you wouldn't have that hip new age
spelling.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Unimogs POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,
1 October 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28626 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really?175?I had looked and found them for like 850 each or something.Sorry for the
misinformation.The front does appear to spin backwards to me on mine and it appears
that others have the same view.Unless I am retarded (could be)that's how it looks.
SUBJECT>Re:scanned pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28645 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was just a regular club....my wife took the pics....so dont get to excited.More one of
those deals where you had to be there to appreciate it but I will post them when the wife
gets them developed.
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28627 NEXT>28672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What I mean is that if you fill it that full AND are leaving the gas station for the highway,
long trip,with the gas mileage of an M715 and the proverbial air bubble in the tank,note
where the filler hose comes in versus the top of the tank,there should be no problem...if
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on the other hand,you want to stuff it full just to drive 2 or 3 blocks home and park
it..."Caution Do Not Over Fill Allow For Expansion"should be utmost in your mind.
As far as I was reading the first post,I thought he was asking if the filler neck/hose would
suffer any ill effects from doing this.Guess I overlooked the overfill part...
brute4c
SUBJECT>heater box please!POSTER>chris EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 October
2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28681 28685 28691
28708 28713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My m715 came from fort polk,Louisiana.Because of this,mine did not come with a
heater.I live in Tennessee and it tends to get a lot colder here in the winter than down
there.As you can see this really sucks.If anyone knows where i can get everything that I
need to resolve this problem or if any one is selling these things,it would be much
appreciated..chris
SUBJECT>Re:!!~~~!!Re:Holly panhard rod Batman POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28628 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to be THAT GUY,but can I get a complimentary subscription?I've been reading and
re-reading the same copy of Four Wheeler for the last 3 years.
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey Kurt POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28642 NEXT>28712 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not to pry,but what's the "N."stand for?
Some of us were curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>ave POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28608 NEXT>28656 28686 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Easy,Tiger,no offense intended.I'm just a curious cuss.
I was going to name my son "Marshall Nicholas Sisson",but my wife argued that no one
is named either Marshall or Nicholas anymore.I tried to compromise that we could call
him "Nick",but she went so far as to birth a girl so that she could win the argument.As
far as I know any N name is either Norman or Nicholas,which was why I asked.No
offense intended.
Damn,
-B.
SUBJECT>B-....N's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28655 NEXT>28657 28658
LINKNAME>Butt Load of N names.
LINKURL>http://www.babynames.com/V5/index.php?content=gender.php&let=n&gend
er=M
Marshall?
Try the link or copy and paste this:
http://www.babynames.com/V5/index.php?content=gender.php=t=n=nder=M
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>28656 NEXT>28660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,
You found that pretty quick.Is there something you and Katie want to tell us?
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28656 NEXT>28659 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think 'Mandar Nash Sisson'would be pretty trick.Mandar means 'tree of life,'and Nash
means 'adventurer.'You could call him Manny for short just like the Mammoth in "Ice
Age."So now you got a Tree,an Adventurer,and an implied Mammoth passing Jeaners
hips.
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28658 NEXT>28661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Mandar Nash Sisson'
do you want that kid to get beat up more than B did?
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28657 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,there is.We're now engaged.My phone with your number died so I need that again
(email my Yahoo),and nobody I'm engaged to is pregnant.So there you have it~
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28659 NEXT>28663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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That couldn't happen.
SUBJECT>Re:clarke welder?POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hobart is made by Miller.They are made on the same assembly line side by side.The gas
powered Hobart actually has a bigger fuel and oil capacity.That makes it a better choice
because it cost less.Having said that.I agree,if it is not a Lincoln or Miller I don't want
it.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:B-....N's POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28661 NEXT>28664 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow,I should have asked you guys.I thought up "Anna Baily Sisson"whilst driving to
work one day.Jean Ellen says Anna meant something,but I didn't pay attention to her
when she told me.
Last night I took Anna to the shop and showed her the 715 and explained how I would
teach her to drive in it out in the field.She was really interested and seemed to care,then
farted and went to sleep.She'll come around.
Spicer,it's a statistical fact that 98%of all engagements in the US end in a bitter break-up
where you never get the ring back to hock.You need to marry that woman QUICK before
you become a statistic.Can I give the toast at the wedding?
-B.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28663 NEXT>28665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At the rate you are going,I doubt that you will be alive at the wedding.If you are,I bet it
would be a interesting toast,sure to piss everyone off.Sounds like good entertainment
anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28664 NEXT>28667 28671 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So I got your vote?
Why do you think I'll be dead?I gave up the motorcycles,cut back on my coffee intake,
and still run a mile a day.My heart rate was 70 bpm,my blood pressure was 120/78 and
my iron is really high.My cholesteral was an amazing 142 a month ago.I think I've got a
good chance of beating out the odds and going the distance to a senile 76 or maybe 80.
Are you talking about my carelessness with guns?I'm alot more careful now that I have
Jean Ellen and Anna to worry about.
I'm all confused and upset now.
-B.
SUBJECT>What thu?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28624 NEXT>28678 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gentlemen,I've been on vacation for the last month and just got back.I see that during
my absence a member has been using my screen name and posting all sorts of stuff aimed
at getting me hurt at the FE by a plithera of large men.You can imagine my suprise when.(jsut a few minutes ago)I
logged onto the board for the first time in about 5 weeks and see
all sorts of posts made (suposedly)by me!I'm aghast!I'm appalled!I'm infuriated!
I can't believe that none of you figured this out-I mean the FAKE Brian Sisson has been
picking on only the largest of our members.Come on,would the REAL Brian Sisson be
insane enough to do that?
Really.Glad we got all this cleared up.You'll see at the FE that I'm a really nice guy who
abhors violence and shuns any and all negative feelings.
-The REAL B.
Thanks for seeing the truth in all this and I hope we can find out who was using my
screen name to pick on Ronner and Steve and Jeepist Doug and maybe a shot or two at
Jon.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28665 NEXT>28669 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He's talking about the FE and people's short list you've made it to the top of with all your
'ass kicking'talk.
Mandar Nash Sisson...has a good ring.
SUBJECT>Re:Brians website POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28647 NEXT>28673 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YOU LIE!!!!!!NO PARTY OF BACHELORETTES EVER INVITE YOU TO RI E
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THEM!AT LEAST MY LIES ARE SO OUTRAGEOUS THAT EVEYONE KNOWS.
Needless to say that I'm dissapointed.
Why didn't you write me back monday after my long story of drinking,tearing up my
motor,and the new zip line?Is your e-mail down?Are you mad at me?Do you hate me?
Did you and Katie split and you're too ashamed to tell me since you know I won't be
sympathetic,but laugh at you instead?Why,why Tom,why?
Blow,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28667 NEXT>28674 28675 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Mander"YOU SOB-At the FE I'm kicking your ass!!
After I get done with Ben,Doug,Ron,(apparently)Steve,and maybe Jon.IT'S ON!
(did you ever get that license plate?I gotta leave feedback and I take my feedback leaving.serious.I'm just asking
since I never got an e-mail thanking me or anything.Just curious.)
SUBJECT>Jon,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28609 NEXT>28687 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That sort of creaps me out that you were spending some time surfing the net looking up
my name and all.
I take that back.It doesn't "sorta"creep me out-it REALLY creeps me out.I'm
frightened.My eyes are wide.I'm concerned.
By the way,where did you get your hand throttle?I like it and would like to purchase one
of my own.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28665 NEXT>28679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets see
Ronner
Steve
Dave
Ben
and
the
rest
youve
pissed
off lately
SUBJECT>Re:Can U overfill the gastank?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28651 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I have filled to the top of the neck and hit the highway for a 200-300 mile trip.And
yes you can get away with that.But if as you said are going to park it then you want to
leave some room for the tank to expand in heat etc.
As for where do you lable the caution it goes on the side body of the bed next to the fill
tank.Its part of vehicle markings like the TP-45 on the fenders,the unit marking on the
bumber etc.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Brians website POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Limo thing...REAL!Had to pay the driver to take me back
to the club to get my car after
he dropped the girls off in the other city we ended up in.
Work has me hammered right now.My old boss,(sneaky bastard)made a bunch of
commitments that will be extremely difficult to keep.He sucks,the situation sucks,and
driving the belt around DC and Balt-sucks.
As a reply to your note that I missed;Um...I don't know...how about,'Give up,you lost!'
K?
SUBJECT>OH YEAH....!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28669 NEXT>28676 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THAT is why I called you the other day and we had horrible reception!Yes,THANKS!
That pretty cool!I think it will get zip tied to the bottom of the brush guard above the
bumper.Yup,leave good feedback.
That was cool,thanks!
Did you ever get that Frappicino from that dude?
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's 'Mandar'not 'Mander.'He's your future son...not an orange.
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Geez B-,show some respect.
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28674 NEXT>28742 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cool.
Yep,he came through with the Fraps and a note of apology for the delay.He sent me a 4
pack with all 4 being of a different flavor.It was interesting and I learned that I abhor all
flavors but the vanilla.
I also learned an important lesson about how a guy isn't necessarily my buddy just
because we post to the same board.From now on if the new guy needs a part that is
worthless to me,I'm not going to give it to him for next to nothing,but instead make him
pay me a decent price for it (in advance).That excludes the guys on this board who
actually are my buddies.....and (ironically)who are on the list of guys who want to beat
me senseless at the FE.Life's funny that way.
Glad you liked the license plate.
-B.
SUBJECT>The Deuce Multifuel/CAT V8 Swap POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October
2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>28731
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The idea was to take the 477"Multifuel engine out and replace it with something with
some more oomph.I picked up a reman CAT 3208 diesel V8 (of 636")for the swap.
Well,the multifuel engine is out and sitting on a dolly while the CAT is prepped.I only
had to redrill one of the SAE patterns on the deuces original bell adapter which save me a
lot of work.I did need to get a lip on it machined off,but for $90 I'm still $500 ahead of
what the CAT dealer wanted to the 'correct'adapter and mine is thinner,which is crucial.
The multifuel's engine bell is not as deep as the CAT engine's bell.So far the measured
dimentions still have everything working,with a slight nagging concern of the length of
the throw out bearing.If the CAT's bell is deeper then for the clutch to disengage the
throw needs to be more the the T/O bearing needs to be longer.I may end up taking a
spare deuce T/O and another one and making a longer one.I'll post further
progress...really hungry now!
SUBJECT>luck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>28666 NEXT>28683 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
I've only been in a handful of fights in my life and even a smaller amount that were
allowed to run full term,but I never lost.Got beaten bruised and bloodied in a couple but
never quit....There was this one time that I should have kept my mouth shut.High school
Keg party,not in my home town,This guy made a disrespectful comment to a girl I was
talking to and,well,that kind of stuff I have trouble taking.So I told him he needed to
apologize.It went downhill fast from there.This guy(starting nose guard for william penn,I
did not know that till later)stood up and made my 6-3 185 stature seem really small.He
did not do the whole line about telling me he was going to kick my ass.He skipped right
over the shoulder pushing and all that crap.He just immeadiatly picked me up by my pant
waist and neck and tossed me over the keg barrel(my heels drug across the barrel as I flew
over).I was quickly realizing that this situation was not good at all.He got ahold of my
neck again and we went thru the door into the hall of the apartment building,him
willing,me not.We were on the second floor.I noticed him looking at the stairway and
correctly guessed that he was goin to use me like one of them cheap plastic roll up
sleds.He started charging the stairs holding me by the throat and by some stroke of luck I
was able to grab the rail at the top when we got there.This saved my butt.We spun around
and I instead rode him down to the bottom.On the way down I jammed my forearm into
his neck to insure his head would bounce off every stair and it worked nicely.We stopped
about three stairs from the bottom and I quickly jumped to mt feet and realized this guy
was out cold.Well,I was a little miffed at what he had tried to do so I began kicking him
everywhere I wanted him to be sore the next day.When I worn myself out,my friends
convinced me that I should go before he woke up and I also thought that was a pretty
good idea.
I guess the point I'm trying to make is."What do you think your odds are of you being so lucky at the FE?"
like 10 freaking times in a row
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28671 NEXT>28680 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-
I see you listed me first on your list for beatings.I hate to tell you but you really have
something coming to you if you think that.I guess you never got ahold of your sis about
the bumper(I even bought fraps to send you!)?!....be sure and bring it to FE so I can beat
your head with it as soon as you hand it to me.Just Kidding!,I wouldn't want to damage
the bumper!That's what the tire iron under my seat if for!Just Kidding again....maybe?!
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Speaking of non-returned e-mails....I replied to yours the other day and never heard
back...what gives?!.............Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28679 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
That's a damn lie.Not only am I an amazingly responsive pen pal,but I am timely too.I
always write back and usually in a matter of minites.If you had a subject like "Enlarge
Your Penis!"or "Get Toner Cartridges Here"then it most likely got deleted.
Anyhow,my loving older sister drove all the way here and never gave me a call.Not only
was this a dissapointment to you,but my wife was pretty angry that my sister didn't want
to see her new cousin (niece?)for the first time.Me,I didn't care so much.
I'll hold the bumper until the FE.I hear that you're going to caravan with me,so you're
sure to get it.
About the beating-I've got some boxing gloves.Want to box a while at the FE?I've never
seen you,but if you're close to my size or bigger then it should be a good time.
That is all.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28652 NEXT>28682 28684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the heater core/box will bolt onto the firewall inside the engine compartment.i am not
sure how it would fit with a stock engine (i have a 305).i took it from an 89 grand
wagoneer,heater core,blower,ducting,and everything.hope this helps.
-Brian.SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!i have another one POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28681 NEXT>28699 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was keeping it for a friend.make a good offer and i may let you have it,or may put it on
ebay
SUBJECT>Re:luck POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28678 NEXT>28688 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Damn,Doug.That was a good story.I could picture it all and laughed at the image of you
kicking the line man while your friends watched.
I don't reckon that anyone is really pissed with me.Maybe Ron,and I feel bad for that
seeing as how I really didn't know he was that heavy.I guess it's my fault for not looking
up a metric conversion chart.That one I feel bad about.
My luck hasn't been so good.I've been in alot of fights over the years.ALOT.I won
some,some were ties,and some I lost.I'd like to say that I never gave up,but in more
than a few there were times when I was laying on the ground bleeding from the face and
thinking I may have a broken rib or two and there was a part of my brain that said "Stay
down!"and so I just laid there and moaned.I've been beat to a pulp and on a few
occasions not stopped and won,and I've been beat to a pulp and wished I could run so I
could get away.I've woke up and pissed blood once and had my nose broken once.I just
never could take it when someone thought they could bully me and anyway I just always
loved to fight.Plus,as you may have noticed-I got a smart mouth and am just too dumb
to bite my tongue.
----
So,does this mean that you'll definitely be at the FE?I'm looking forward to meeting you
and if you could bring that .40 to show me I'd appreciate it.I'm trying to convince Jean
Ellen to allow me to spend $1500 on a pistol,but she's all "Anna needs winter clothes."
and "We need to pay our electric bill."and "Where do you think groceries come from?
The sky?".So it looks grim.
Do you know much about GM motors?Spicer is too busy lately to help me with my 350
and I need someone who knows alot to help me with the troubles I'm having.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most M715s did not come with a heater...I have seen several here in northern Wisconsin
and none came with one factory...
I am fairly certain that Vintage Power Wagons has the complete hot water heater and I
know for sure they have the arctic heater kits.I am going to be there on Monday,will
verify the hot water heater setup when I am there.
It is a pretty easy install,unless someone butchered your firewall to put in an obscure 6.volt self contained hot
water heater wired in 24 volt that when you turned it on sounded
like a jet engine coming at you from the passenger side...can ya guess what was in my
truck when I bought it...anyway,once I removed that and welded some metal back into
the firewall like it was stock,the rest was easy.There is even a wire near the steering
column that you can plug a military connector into for power.Mine had it and I think they
all do unless it is powering a heater...found mine cause I stuck my hand up under there
once while the truck was running and had the wire on my palm with the pedal support on
the back of my hand to complete the circuit...maybe you can find yours in less shocking
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style!!
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28652 NEXT>28690
28700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,where in TN are you?In in Memfrica and wondered if we were close?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>avid N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28655 NEXT>28689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No offense taken.Just getting into the spirit of things!As for names that no one uses
anymore,my 3 year old is named Henry and my 2 year old Fredric.We named our
daughter Hannah,and now that has become a popular name,but the boys names are still
unique.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Jon,POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28670 NEXT>28692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Truck came with the hand throttle installed...factory item...not sure why since no winch or
other optional equipment...
brute4c
PS:The only reason I was searching on your name was to see if I could find your felony
record anywhere with details of the crimes...with the FE next summer,I need to know if I
should leave the kids home or not...just being a good dad.
(isclaimer:I have no knowledge that Brian has ever been acussed of a felony let alone
convicted of one...but if you scramble the letters in his first name you can spell
brain...Brian is brain scrambled...coincidence?????????)
SUBJECT>Re:luck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28683 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I wont really know till the month before...but I'm planning on it.
women are funny that way....if it were a pair of shoes or purse would the story be
different?
what troubles?throw them at me.If I can help I will,if I can't,I wont steer you wrong.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spirit of things?What do you mean?This is a nice friendly board.If you want to play the
flame game then Pirate is more for you.You kids and your rock music and Taco Bell and
fast cars.I'll never understand.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28685 NEXT>28695 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,
Be sure to say you are VERY far from Memfrica and you don't like sheep.Trust me on
this one.........Ben
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28652 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has a standard civvy unit like from a J-truck.It's the engine bay/firewall design.
I have a 427 tall deck big block and have and have clearance.I would also suggest putting
an on/off valve in the hose somewhere.Anything to keep less heat in the cab in the
summer is wonderful!!!
SUBJECT>Jon,interesting POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28687 NEXT>28693 28694 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
I have no response to the first part seeing as how it didn't help me find one at all.
About the second part-I DO happen to have a record.Here's the story:
When I was 18 I was dating a really nice girl named Betsy Cole who was basically my
first girl.We'd been dating for 2 years and then I was planning to go off to college.I
didn't really like her enough to marry her,so I broke it off.I was a shy kid whith a big
nose and unusually squinty eyes.As such I hadn't had much luck with the girls.Betsy and
I hadn't ever done THE DEE despite the long period we dated seeing as how she was.waiting for marriage and I was a
goofy kid.Anyhow,she calls me up about a month after
we broke up and said that we never got to make the sweet loving and she felt cheated and
so she wanted to get together and do it.I was game for it and so I picked her up on a
friday night in January and we drove down to my parents cabin in the woods.I made a
fire in the fireplace and we put some blankets on the floor and for about 6 mintues we
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made love like we were the only two people in the world.It was really beautiful until you
thought about how we were all broken up and all.On the way home she started talking
about how we were dating again and I was all "Whaaa?"and she went on and on about
how I couldn't bed her and then not take her back seeing as how we'd given each other our
viginity.I dropped her off at her house (at about 99:30 at night)and went to a park near
my parent's house.It was about 16*and the park pond had frozen over.I was sitting on a
picnic table smoking a cigar and pondering sex and my newly rekindled relationship
when a few of my buddues from school pulled up.We were talking and I suggested we
slide the picnic table out on the ice to see if it would hold it.We did so and about that
time the cops pulled into the park and my friends all got into their cars and drove off.
Being cold,and the fact that I'm a poor mechanic my CJ7 wouldn't start and so the cops
got me.They cuffed me and stuffed me and took me to jail where they fingerprinted me
and mug shot me and then called my parents.Mom picked me up and took me home
where my dad screamed at me for a good 3 hours and mom cried.Then dad went upstairs
to sleep and mom said she still loved me even though I had screwed up.
I had to get a lawyer and go to court and all.Apparently picnic tables in that park ran to
the tune of $1100 and despite the fact that it was in no way damaged (I got it off the ice at
my father's insistance)it was a felony since the intent was there.
So,you see-aparently I do have a felony record.
-B.
---On a side note,I dated a nice Jewish girl a few years ago who worked for the county
goverment and looked up my record and it was clean.So I don't know if it just faded
away,or what.
SUBJECT>Re:Jon,interesting POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting B-But you forgot to tell us what kind of cigar you were smoking....Alot of us
would like to know.Ben
SUBJECT>YOU LUCKED OUT!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28692 NEXT>28696 28698
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe if you have a felony conviction your guns hit the wind.They probably pulled the
fine out of you and gave some minor BS tag so they could justify the fine.
I'm going home.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28690 NEXT>28697.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A guy came by yesterday to ride the zip line and we were walking through the field.All
the sheep were huddled together looking at us and I go "Which of them do you think is
the purdiest?"and he goes "What do you mean?"and I go "Them two on the right is the
females.Which of 'em do you like best?"and he looked and said "Well,I guess the on
toward the left since she is all black."I said "Yup,she's a sweatheart.I spend alot of time
with her...at night."and he looked at me a little stranger and goes "Ohh man,are you
screwing those sheep?"and I looked at him like he was crazy and got all pissed looking
and said "JUST WHAT THE HELL DOES THAT MEAN?YOU COME ON MY
PLACE AND RI E MY ZIP LINE AND THEN YOU ACCUSE ME OF SOME SICK
SHIT LIKE THAT?!?!I SHOULD KICK YOUR ASS!!!!!"He appologized and we rode
the zip line a bit and then he went home.I meant to tell him I had just been joking,but it
slipped my mind until right now.
Anyhow,Ben-I thought we were better than that?Did we have a fallin'out?I thought we
were buds and then you run me down.Man.I'm hurt.
Hurt,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:YOU LUCKED OUT!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28694 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I think it was probation of something like that.I can't rightly remember,but I do
remember that the lawyer cost $600 and the court appearance took all of 4 minutes.
All I remember is the look on poor Betsy's face when I told her that we were really broken
up and she'd never again get a chance to ride the anaconda.She cried for days.
Don't go home,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hurt?You will know the meaning of "hurt"soon enough.Anyway,you never answered
my e-mail so.....whatever.......
Whatever,
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:YOU LUCKED OUT!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28694 NEXT>28715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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18 years old and your record is sealed.probably what happened..SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!i have another one
POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28682 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my 715's has a small inside cab electric heater.Won't defrost,but will knock the
chill off the cab interior.Maybe you can find one of these.They seem to have come on
many of the 715's.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>chris EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1
October 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28685 NEXT>28701
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im in chattanooga,TN
SUBJECT>Tn-the longest state in the Union POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28700 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,Chris,but that's too far.If you REALLY want to hang out with me then you're
going to have to move closer.
Sorry to be like this,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28601 NEXT>28703 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bump_R,
You do not rock.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28702 NEXT>28744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm....I know for a fact that Bump rocks....you would too Brian but your fog filled
memory is surrounded by the aforementioned hard geologic objects...
Eat 2 or 3 just for me!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hi-Back seats POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28709 28718 28721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What do you guys think about Hi-back seats in our M715?All comments are
appricated.
Also,do you think it would be any way possible to put shoulder belts in the truck?Maybe
making a mini roll cage inside the cab,and mounting them to it?
All ideas/comments are appricated
Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 2:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28641 NEXT>28720 28777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the bfg`s were on the truck when i got it and looked brand new,truck had 3800 miles.now
at 9000 miles and after rotating they`re pretty thin.oh well no reciet any ideas on a longer
lasting tire here besides 20``semi tires?thanks Smash
SUBJECT>Re:sae to ford POSTER>alan EMAIL>frdsux45@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yup,im looking at sae#2 thinking of triing something different.i found a machine shop
that says they make an adapter for a 460 to an sae#3,but i didnt get a price most likely
more then i can aford
SUBJECT>odge 225 slant six POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>28714 28717 28874
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone put one of there in an M715?I was thinking about using this engine in the
future,but was wondering about fit and performance.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28652 NEXT>28734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I am currently parting out a 1978 Wagoneer that has the complete heater system in it.
They are almost a direct bolt in.We put one in our 715 when we had it.If you are
interested in this let me know and we can work out a deal.
Pam
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28704 NEXT>28710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good idea with the roll cage .as far as high back seats i will be using the floor mounts off
of the m and the high back seats out of a xtera and i think the same seats came in the
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newer nisssan pick up truck i think it is called territory??you may want to check those.out as options Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28709 NEXT>28711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of seats out of a Buick Ragal that I am geting ready to put in.They have the
full back on them and I think they will work real well.Any seat shoul pretty much bolt
right in,all you might have to do is reaise them maybe an inch or two,and if the bolts are
going through the floor be sure there is a backing plate so that they wont rip out.
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>arek EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28710 NEXT>28727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But how would you go about attaching the upper part of teh shoulder seat belt to the
truck?
Thanks for the input guys
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,1 October
2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28654 NEXT>28728
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just first initial of last name.....Nack.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28652 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey chris,where in tn.i'm in murfreesboro.my 715 doesnt have a heater,also.after
looking at a j-truck heater,i'm thinking about using one of the small heaters they sell with
defrost ducts from jc whitney.really small and appeared easy to install..rick
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 225 slant six POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It should fit fine but I bet you won't see any performance increase over stock,maybe a
small increase in mileage.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:YOU LUCKED OUT!POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
more than likley,it went on deferment for 6 months to a year,then was dropped upon
payment of fines and cost.it could have also have been explunged after that becouse of
first offense.not a lawyer,but i play one on t.v.hahaha rick.SUBJECT>Re:Got a fake one POSTER>rick
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28636 NEXT>28739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh,gheeez gosh
just remember for safety,that a rubber gun in the vehicle is still a gun in the vehicle.
almost capped a misguided teenager last month with a rather real looking pellet pistol in
hand.now that i look back,i wished i would have shouted"unhand your pistol,you
scoundrel".always wanted to say that on those situations,but keep forgeting..rick
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 225 slant six POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28707 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Properly tuned and adjusted,the old 230 OHC is a great engine.If I was going to swap in
another 6 cylinder,it would have to be the AMC 258 -the best straight six ever designed
and built.Plus,they're easy to find.Memphis Equipment used to put these in many of the
715's they sold,so it can be done.
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28704 NEXT>LINKNAME>In-Cab roll cage and seats
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/Cage/FrameSet.htm
I have Hi back FSJ seats in my truck AND a roll cage,too.Cage bolts to the rear seatbelt
mounts and allows me to use FSJ 3 point shoulder belts.Works great,esp when the
whole truck starts bouncing around on dirt roads,etc.
See the pics of the cage (and some of the seats)here:
http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/Cage/FrameSet.htm
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28629 NEXT>28768 28804 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Info on a 35 spline conversion.
http://www.cj7jeep.com/m715_temp3/m715_35spline.html
I read this once and it looks like a lot of work but worth it.I don't plan on anything bigger
than 36"tires so I'm personally leaving good enough alone.
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28705 NEXT>28741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you had the front end allignment and driveline checked?No vehicle on Earth
should wear down a set of tires that fast unless you do it on purpose.
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SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH).EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28704 NEXT>28729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have leather/cloth power seats out of a jeep grand wagoneer.if you are tall or have long
legs it may be a problem because they hit the back of the truck when you move them back
all the way,and so there isnt much leg room.they pretty much bolt in.i had to drill a few
holes and make minor modifications but not as much mods as seats out of a different
vehicle may need.as for the seatbelts,mine are out of a chevy s-10 blazer,and the top
sholder strap mount is bolted to the hard top frame.(i think the frame is the same as the
soft top,just with sheet metal over it instead of canvas).
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:15"rims on a M-715 POSTER>Crowner
EMAIL>crownetech@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will 15"rims fit over the drums frt.and rr.on a M-715?
SUBJECT>15"rims...POSTER>Crowner EMAIL>crownetech@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28725 28808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will 15"rims fit over the drums?
SUBJECT>Heater ducting POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,1 October 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
Does anyone know where I may purchase heater ducting for my 715.
I would like to find original stuff but with winter coming on I would appreciate anything
that you guys could think of.
Here are a couple of photos of one of my new 715's.
Jason
http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/403758/DSC00138.JPG
http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/403758/DSC00137.JPG
SUBJECT>Re:15"rims...POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 3:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28723 NEXT>28726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no
SUBJECT>Re:15"rims...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28725 NEXT>28746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will from alabama has 15"rims on his.I don't believe they will fit over the very back of
the drum because of the enlarged rib in that location.Width of your rim and backspace.will have to be taken into
account to insure fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 4:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get some hi-back seats out of a recent Dodge ram with the shoulder belt incorporated into
it...Two birds ...one stone...
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28712 NEXT>28730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What ya from Kurt?Central Iowa Myself.
Nobody but me is curious,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hi-Back seats POSTER>an EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28721 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put the new Hummer hi-backs in my 715.Used stock frames.Fit good look good.
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,
at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28728 NEXT>28732 28812
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Originally from Peoria,Illinois.Now living behind the Orange Curtain,in Southern
California.Been out here since the early 80's.
Just biding my time looking for the right opportunity to escape if the chance comes up.
SUBJECT>Re:The Deuce Multifuel/CAT V8 Swap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28677 NEXT>28782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
A friend wants to build a straight truck this winter using the 3208 as a powerplant.Where
did you get yours and how much did it cost.
Some of us want.....well,I want...I guess my friend wants to know.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28730 NEXT>28733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the name Jerome Giovanni ring any bells from your Peoria days?
SUBJECT>Re:Peoria POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at.5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28732
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NEXT>28735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nah,can't say it does.Should it?
Maybe a restaraunt comes to mind but that's it.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28708 NEXT>28891 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
NOT THE WAGGY???!!!??!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Peoria POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28733 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He owns a few restaraunts and night clubs over there.Some kind of relation to me but not
close.
SUBJECT>Black-out light poll POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28738 28745 28748 28749 28750 28753 28771 28776 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi,
Were you able to pass vehicle inspection with the original black out lights,or did your
state's DMV require you put put larger blinkers,brake lights,etc?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28724 NEXT>28740 28821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want it all orginal I'd try AB Linn.He has the defrost ducts for around 10 to 12
bucks or Vintage Power Wagons (look at the far left for link)or Memphis Equipment.I
think they also have the hose also.
That said you could also get ducts and hose from places like Vintage Air (street rod
universal kits).
Also a lot of people on this board have made their duct work from PVC or pieced from
junkyards.
It all depends on what you want and how much cash you got.I found a 30,000 btu
air/heater from one of those cube ambalances for a buck on ebay but I'm putting it in a
M725.Orginality is'nt a big concern to me.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I put on the composite lights found on Hummers and later model dueces and
half's with
large lenses.Mostly the size of the M725 scares the yuppies out of the way except for the
one blind boy with more balls than brains but that's another story.
SUBJECT>Re:Got a fake one POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28716 NEXT>30382 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"just remember for safety,that a rubber gun in the vehicle is still a gun in the vehicle"?
If I presented it as a firearm,like pointing it at a cop,I'd expect to be swiss cheesed,but
as for getting hard time with Leroy for transporting a firearm,I don't think so.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28737 NEXT>28755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,nice truck!!
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28720 NEXT>28803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run BFG's MT's on my 4000 lb CJ.I am on my fourth year and many many miles.Still
well over 50%.They should last a lot longer than that.I quit buying swampers because
they were bald after 4 to 6 thousand miles.I can't afford that every year.The BFG's are
excellent tires.You might have another problem worth looking into.I ran three sets of
Buckshots which made my CJ stick to the rocks like glue.They are my favorite tire for
my CJ but same situation as the swampers......
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28676 NEXT>28747 28813 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Agreed,I've been nailed like that before.Guys drop in,start posting away,get assimilated
and all then start going on and on about needing this to get on the road,and needing that
to get on the road.Feeling bad more than once or twice for the newbie,I've sent freebie
spares I had,spent otherwise good beer-time looking up stuff and long-distance
troubleshooting thier rigs,blah blah blah.Then out of nowhere,a message comes in to the
effect of "hey,that worked!Truck runs fine,sold it the next day for top dollar!"That's
why I really take umbrage to folks that use this informational,social,club-oriented site to
turn a fast buck under false pretenses.But that's just me.
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SUBJECT>Re:SEE!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28648 NEXT>28784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why Jon,you have lost weight...:^).SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28703 NEXT>28752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Jon,that's tellin'him!
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I nevert had a problem with them...don't remember anyone saying they did either...some
states do require a reverse/back up light and a license plate light which they had to add
but this didn't change the original lighting.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:15"rims...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know for a fact that Tman ran 15 inch rims on the stock truck...backspacing was in the 4
to 4.5 inch range.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28742 NEXT>28754 28757 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Umbrage....good word!
So true,so true.I got nothing against the guys who buy a truck,restore it for the love of
restoring it,and then sell it-but the guys who keep it a month or two and soak up
everyone's spare parts during that time get me.
Like Ben,I think as soon as he get's my spare bumper he'll drop off the board and sell his
truck.What a piece of crap he is!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Texas,I passed with all original lights,plus a license plate light,and 2 rear reflectors (I
didn't have a tailgate).However,the mechanic waited until the TXDOT inspector had
left!
SUBJECT>No inspection in FL ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but you do bring up good points ....I wonder if I need a backup light and license plate light.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2
October 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>28751
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came up with the argument of O.E.M.never had a problem scince(sp).
SUBJECT>Good argument ..I was wondering if that would hold H2O POSTER>Thomas
E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28750 NEXT>28774 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28744 NEXT>28760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sometimes,when my wife gets mad,she shakes her little fist at me and goes "Why I
oughtta...."and never finishes.She's really mad,but it's too comical for me to take
serious.
Imagine me doing that to BOTH of you.
So there,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the Great State of Mississippi you need a turn signals,back-up lights,and a horn.(all
of which I lack)
He failed me due to no doors anyhow,so it was all moote.I thought about trying to fight
it,but then just thumbed my nose at the law.It's a $25 fine,but they have to be giving you
a ticket to check your inspection sticker (which cost $5).
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28747 NEXT>28758 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Yup.You guessed it.As soon as I drive 4hrs one way and pick up that that piece of scrap
channel iron you have propped up against the pasture gate I'm gonna ditch the truck for
big bucks and move to the beach.Thanks for having faith in me B-think I'll go home
tonight and start dring your fraps.........Ben.SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28740 NEXT>28756 28790 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ohh my daym!That's the 2nd biggest bumper I ever did see!
Nice truck,looks really straight.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28755 NEXT>28759 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think we need to have a "Biggest Damn Bumper Ya Ever Seen"contest.Start sending in
the pics!
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28747 NEXT>28761 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had to draw the line when a fellow got wind that I fabricated a BO drive light bracket for
KaiserKidd in time for the inaugural FE -he asked me to make him one.No prob,two
sheet metal shears,cuppla holes,4 breaks -good to go.Well this dude keeps pushing me
for a delivery date ON THE FREE PART!,and eventually lets it slip that someone is
coming to look at his truck and he wanted to make it complete before the negotiations
started.I walked away then and there.Putz
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
That really touches me that you already got me some Fraps.I mean that in all seriousness.
I've got a mind to really fix up this bumper-weld on some tow shackles and paint it and
all.
Too bad I'ma lazy prick and most likely it'll just sit against the wall of my shop rusting
until I see you.But hey!,it's the thought that counts!
I e-mailed you and got no reply.E-mail me with your new adress as your Yahoo one is
crapped out.
NOW.
Do it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28756 NEXT>28763 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do we e-mail them to you seeing as how the board administrator won't allow us to post
pics directly to the board?
Mine is only a little over average length,but amazingly girthey.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28752 NEXT>28762 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DBaugmanjr's got a great one -He'll put his open hand up in true trailer-park-wife-beater
fashion and say "Don't make me get this out!"
No offense intended to the Moh-Bile Howme dwellers,but hey,we've all seen "Cops"!
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28757 NEXT>28764 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,Bob,you're a helluva guy to not only give Stumpy a part,but to go so far as to
MAKE stumpy a part.I draw the lines long before that.
Were you the guy who sold me a tailgate at the FE in '98?I loved that tailgate and when I
sold the truck in 2000 I took it off,but the buyer backed out of the deal without it.I felt
bad about letting it go since it was so hard to come by.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ha Ha!I rock!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28760 NEXT>28788 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHHAHAHHA!I'm gonna use that tonight.NO WAIT!This is thursday and
it's tradition in my house that on thursday nights I park my ass in front of the TV and
watch Scrubs and then CSI while I eat fresh,home-made brownies with ice-cream.
Thursday is the best day of the week for me,and the day I most appreciate Jean Ellen.
I'm gonan take it to the next level tonight and see if I can work on the truck from 6:30
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until 7:30 and then also get some sex after CSI.
Man,I'd be in heaven!
Ahhhh.....me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:34
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28759 NEXT>28765 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure,the winner will get first dibs on you at FE.I doubt girth will be a winning factor...I'm
sure Jeaner has told you the same :(
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28761 NEXT>28767 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,that was me that got you that 'gate.Hauled it from Akron to LBTL and transferred
it to you at cost.No big deal,you needed one,I had the means to get you one,and we put
the two together and got the desired results.No skin off my back,and I didn't hose you in
the process.That's just how you're supposed to get through this world.Won't get rich,but
when you're on the root-side of the grass you won't have people lining up to "water"it for
ya!
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28763 NEXT>28766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of mine came with a captains chair on it.....it was so sexy.I'll check to see if I have
any pics of it.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28765 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Contest is over!Jeepist Doug Wins!Sorry B,I think he can take ya pretty easy.
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>4xfourfun@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28764 NEXT>28770 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So you busted your butt to get B a good tailgate,hauled it and delivered it to him and
made no money so he could complete a truck and sell it?He just sent it down the
road.Just curious/getting facts straight.Ben
SUBJECT>well...Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28719 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for that link...answered all my questions!!.SUBJECT>Re:Crap,Another ones lost it.POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>whydah@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28646 NEXT>28783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had better drop the religious references lest someone think i am religious,which i'm not.
so,here on out,it's all devil stuff.and...not on meds,yet,but as you know,late night
typing brings out the odd in people.look at all you guys...
stock 60.yes,i'm sure it will be fine with 35's.but that jump over 35's to 39's is enough to
break them,certainly.i'll be doing a lot of rock crawling and i have 39's.also guys,those
michelin xl's are heavy tires,that doesn't help.spicer,i agree,40's and up would poop the
stock 60
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28767 NEXT>28772 28814 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup,that's sort of true only I had the truck for 2 years and when I sold it I lost about $2K
on it and basically sold it so I could buy another crappy one to rebuild.Then I rebuilt that
one and bought another crappy one to rebuild.Now that one's done,but Jean Ellen told
me that my method of dumping $5K or so into a truck,getting it perfect and then selling
it for $3K was not wise.She forbid me to get another.
I don't hold it against you to sell your truck Ben,I'd probably give you parts anyhow just
because I like you and all.Don't sweat it.Bump and I are mostly talking about the posters
who come one here,make 3 posts saying they need this or that,then dissapear.You're
served your time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2
October 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>28773
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Colorado:CRS 42-4-205(1)every motor vehicle other than a motorcycle or motor
driven cycle shall be equipted with at least 2 head lamps..etc
CRS 42-4-206(1)tail lamps and reflectors:every motor vehicle registered in this state and
manufactured after 1/1/58 shall be equipped with at least 2 tail lamps mounted on the rear
(night illumination)
CRS 42-4-206(3)Either a tail lamp or separate lamp shall be so constructed amd place as
to illuminate the rear registration plate (white light only)
CRS 42-4-206(4)must have at least 1 reflector.
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CRS 42-4-207 has various rules for lights depending if it's personal or commercial
vehicle
CRS 42-4-208 every motor vehicle (after 1/1/58)must have stop lamps.
CRS 42-4-215 every vehicle must have turn signals,(2)front lamps may be white or
amber.
Etc,etc,etc.
While theses rules are in place,I didn't have to prove to the state that I had working.equipment,either.Just a quick
FYI list for the other M7XX trucks in CO-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-
Did you keep the trucks mainly stock?Don't worry,your bumper would be at a good
home.I need it for the no winch 715 and I will probably keep it at a buddies place so I'll
have it to wheel with when we go there...not sure yet.Have you talked to your tree-
hugging sister yet?Be sure to tell her I am very displeased with her also.-Ben
ps Oh yeah,new e-mail is forfunwheelin@yahoo.com Not sure whats wrong with the
other...whatever.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28771 NEXT>28775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi and thank you all for your responses.I have the correct amber and red lenses for the
black out lights,and I suppose I can rig a license plate light.I figure that as long as there
are no laws regarding the size of the lights,I'll be all set.How about winshield washer?I
know CT requires them,but this being an antique vehicle...?
They also require two speed wipers.I figure I can step on the gas and make them go
slower :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Good argument ..I was wondering if that would hold H2O
POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28751 NEXT>28791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it held water in ut.They tried to nail me for not haveing turn signals.I had to call the state
to find the reg and the next day I had new plates.Dont know when ill be able to drive the
truck though.I got tdy orders to germany the day prior to getting plates(Im in germ.now)
not getting back home untill end of dec.then i just got orders to Korea.I have to report
thier end of may.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2
October 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28773 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The regulations in Colorado go by visibility in feet,not by the actual size of the light.The
above law that I posted are only good for Colorado,I have no idea what CT does-CT
could very well say a certain size and distance in feet.
I didn't check the windshield washer/wipers.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28736 NEXT>28811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know the truck should fall under the grandfether clause.Pretty much it just.says that if the vehicle was
not produced with something (turn signals,back up lights...)
that the current owner is not required to install them.At least thats what I am hoping for
when it comes time to put mine on the road.Another possibility is antique tags.This
should give you a lot more leniency as far as the laws are concerned.
SUBJECT>Re:dry rot?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28705 NEXT>28815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Smash,
Any idea how long the brand-new looking tires were on your truck before you got it?Or
if they maybe sat on another tuck,on a shelf or in a barn before the previous owner put
them on your truck?Tires can look good but be dry rotted and wear out really quickly
when put into actual on-the-road service.Is there a date code visible anywhere on the
tire?
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28560 NEXT>28779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,Jacks gov't surplus.Bought my 68 there.I took the best one folks....And he has alot
of my money too.See my absolutely captivating story under members pic's.....Under Al
Temple....
SUBJECT>Re:VIN Registry updated POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28778 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL,
It was captivating,I laughed,I cried,it changed my life.
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Just Kidding.......That is one SHARP looking truck!!!!!!
Glad I'm keeping one of mine stock after seeing those photos.
Doug
SUBJECT>Teflon Adatives in NP 200?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have noticed a lot being written about the NP 200 overheating,I have no experience
with this as I have only driven my M715 from were I bought to my house which is about
5 miles.I am draining all the old oils and replaceing them as try and figure out the best
way to get her on the road (seats rusted out,carb cloged,dirty gas tank,alternator not
origional problesm with belts,ect...).Are there any reasons why a Teflon oil addative.should not be added to the
transfercase to help cut down on friction and the resulting
heat?As long as I am asking about the transfer case are there reasons why Teflon should
not be added to the differentials?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Who's is it?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My little brother went to N.M.and said he saw a white m715 with a rag top in
Raton,N.M.in someones backyard right on I-25.If anything maybe some one can go
down and buy it cheap.I bought all of my m715 from people's backyards,just knock on
the front door and be nice.All three of mine cost me 1500 bucks and one runs.
SUBJECT>Re:The Deuce Multifuel/CAT V8 Swap POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28731 NEXT>
28785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stole it on eBay a little over $500 which is at tenth the cost of a fresh reman engine.Oh,
mine is a reman and supposedly low mile take out.
SUBJECT>Re:Crap,Another ones lost it.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28769 NEXT>
28810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove our John Deere 950 (3700#)onto one of the XL's to compress the tires and it
didn't fold the tread.Pretty tough footprint on those babies.
SUBJECT>Re:SEE!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28743 NEXT>28786 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,are you that guy in R.E.M??
"That's Jon in the corner...that's Jon in the spot-light..."
SUBJECT>Re:The Deuce Multifuel/CAT V8 Swap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28782 NEXT>28794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Thanks
I'll let him know
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:SEE!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
2 October 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28784 NEXT>28807.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me tell ye,I am not him,see,though my middle initial isn't B.(thank goodness for
that),Chuck Berry knows me...
brute4c (...with no future in either poetry or the music biz eh??)
SUBJECT>Poll for 2004 FE dates POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28792 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/poll/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/poll/
OK guys,it is time...
We have polls up to vote for the dates you WANT and DONT WANT for the 2004 FE.
Follow the link below and read and vote (not much reading B.,don't be afraid).
Polls will close on November 1,2003.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28762 NEXT>28798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,they gots TOO good of special effects on that show for me to go down that road!
Helluva a man,B!
SUBJECT>Anyone Hear of a this?!Need info ASAP!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Spicer model 42M Auxiliary transmission???
I need info on ratios!
THanks
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
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DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28755 NEXT>28806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its ia a very straight truck,the local VFD kept inside a garage since they got it way back
when.They have done a few modifications that I have to repair and right where the gas
pedal is is rotten so I have to fix that,but I got another one thrown in with this one as a
parts vehicle,only I think I can get that one going too,soo...
I'll keep the monster bumper to help fend off moose and other unsuspecting road warriors,
LOL
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Good argument ..I was wondering if that would hold H2O
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,
at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28774.NEXT>28825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used that,"it's military..."argument to send me free and clear of several 'credential
checks'by the local PA 5-0.
SUBJECT>$?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28787 NEXT>28793 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
SWEEEEET!!!!I voted for the 8th through the 11th since some other guy had voted that
day.I'm a follower.
Do we need to send someone some $?If he can take paypal then that'll help since my wife
won't have to approve the funds.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:$?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2
October 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28792 NEXT>28796
28835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually you are supposed to vote for as many dates in the first poll that will work for you
and in the 2nd for the dates that will not work for you...just dont vote for the same date
more than once.
It costs money to setup a paypal account...that means we could set one up and really lose
money on the next FE...no thanks!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Yo Doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28785 NEXT>28795 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm going to be machining the two stock deuce throw out bearing tonight to make one
that's 3/4"longer than stock.The CAT's bell is 3/4"deeper than the multifuel's bell so
that needed to be made up for instead of just pushing the t/o bearing further out.So,while
you're at home tonight playing with your kids mother,I'll be sitting infront of the
lathe...bored with a numb ass cutting bores.It may get set in this weekend.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did that last night and I doubt she would let me be so lucky two nights in a row.
I don't mind too much,going wheeling Sunday and I'll use tonight to give the truck a good
once over on fluids and such.Should keep me occupied for a while.I may even make a
couple of repairs I've been neglecting.Brakes need adjusted also....DAMN,I just realized
I'd better get my butt busy tonight!!!
Thanks Spice.Doug
SUBJECT>Sorry.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28793 NEXT>28797 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually,Paypal is free.I've got one set up and if you want to use mine then I could keep
track of it and bring the money to the FE for food and such.Spicer has one too and he's at
a PC as much as me.Maybe it was a stupid idea,but if alot of members here have them
then it's an easy way to pay quickly and alot easier to keep up with who paid.
Either way,are we supposed to send money of some type to someone?I'm not in a rush to
rid myself of some change,but I do like the idea of knowing who's serious and who's just
wishing.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28796 NEXT>28799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I was under the impression that the party being paid had fees involved...is that
incorrect?If so how does paypal exist without income?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28788 NEXT>28800
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is personal and I shouldn't be saying it,but when my loving wife had our recent
addition they were going to do an episiotomy,but the Doc was too slow (her words)and
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my wife just tore all over the place.It was horrible to watch.
Anyhow,ever since when we try to.....get amerous.....she screams out in pain,or cries,or
begs me to stop.Actually she just winces-but it's the same thing in my mind.So our sex
life has been lacking.
Did any of you have this problem....or is it just that my wang is too big?After 3 months
without a little special effects can't dampen my mood.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it takes about %1,but at (what?)$30 a pop that doesn't amount to much.
Ponder that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28798 NEXT>
28801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I followed this thread the whole way here for that?
B-,sorry to hear about you and your lonely tuna can.
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28800 NEXT>28834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And to think there are some people that think the only discussion here should be of our M
series trucks.
I may have to jump to thier side of the fence.....nah
A question Brian has never been asked "Tell us what you really think,quit beating around
the bushes"
Brian,its gonna take some time for your life and her body to get back to normal..........I'll
never forget when this guy told me it took his wife four years to get to where she enjoyed
it again....scared the heck out of me....thankfully that was not the case with mine.
SUBJECT>Bump...2004 FE?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bob,
I think you were gonna try to contact KK in Kentucky or LBL or both?Am I wrong on
that?Or maybe you tried and I don't know the result?
Drop me a line at my home email if you have it...damn yahoo box...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?/thanks kaiserjeeps POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28741 NEXT>28879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well you answered my question.no swampers 4 me.and yes the frontend and driveline is
ok.now if i could find some semi/heavy duty tires that are tall to fit 16``rims we`d all be
ok.SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28719 NEXT>28822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,Mike (the weblink you pointed to)is with black sheep 4x4 club in texas.He beats
his junk HARD!This was a good option for him,and it's not that hard,just a little
machine work and some shafts...
SUBJECT>IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>Bill@Diamond Wheel EMAIL>sswheel@execpc.com DATE>Thursday,2.October 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>28809 28818
28823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any interest in doing another group wheel order for the M715Zone?We are
getting more inquiries again so it might be a good idea to get everyone together and do a
group order.This allows us to discount the prices and save everyone some $$$$$$$.We
have wheels in 15x8,15x10,15x13,16x6,16x7,16x8,16x10,16.5x6.75,16.5x8.25,
16.5x9.75,16.5x12,17x8,17x10,17x12,19.5x6,20x7,20x11,22.5x8.25,24.5x8.25 in
your choice of either black,white or silver powder coat finish.Optional colors are O-D
Green or Desert Tan.If you have interest in getting a set of wheels please contact us
direct.I will post the status of the order to keep everyone up to date.
Bill
SUBJECT>Re:Heater ducting POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28790 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you could throw some decking on there,mount a gas bar-b-que on one side,throw
your favorite chair on the other,run the tap next to the chair and find a nice view to enjoy
while you cook up some serious party food.....heh,heh just kidding.....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:SEE!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man that was funny spicer!!!I just saw REM for a birthday present.Michael Stipes is
truely beating a different drum....Good music though..
SUBJECT>Re:15"rims...POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>28723 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
15"will fit over the flat portion of the brake drum,but not the raised ridge on the inner
edge.The rear drums are so far in that you will not have any trouble with clearance on
them.The fronT drums stick out a little further and would limit your backspacing to
around 4"which should allow you to run most combinations of 15"rims you would want
To.
The short answer is yes 15"rims will fit.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,
at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28805 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is it possible just to order one wheel?
SUBJECT>Whydah POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 2:16
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28783 NEXT>28836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just don't tell us that they are going to upgrade your front end to 60 internals for you for
free as part of some mag article....I don't think I could handle the jealousy.
sheesh*now the guys going all satanic and crap....whats up with that?
Doug
*sheesh is being used without the express written permision of tacoma...he's gone he will
never know.
SUBJECT>Re:Black-out light poll POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have to agree with Morgan on this one.There've been many a lawsuit brought by folks
given tickets for not having equipment that wasn't originally installed.Mostly it's the
SEMA guys I believe that fight for this kind of stuff.
I know backup lights weren't mandatory until at least the late 60's,probably turn signals
as well.Windshield washer?That's outrageous,almost no trucks had them standard until
the mid 60's.
On the other hand,the tiny taillight lenses are scary to me so I used the later M151
taillights with the huge lens.But out here we have NO safety inspection (unless CHP
happens to pull you over and notice something).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28730 NEXT>28816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kurt,do you have a 715?My current Kaiser buddy is moving to Texas and I won't have
anyone to wheel with (or Chevy's to work on).
Anyhow,I'm in Costa Mesa -roll down sometime and maybe there'll be a beer left.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28742 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know Frap-guy has no intent of selling his truck.It just took breaking his
pitman arm to realize that I was right,he was wrong and Sisson came through with a
spare.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:OH YEAH....!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 3:06 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28770 NEXT>28832
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man this sucks having to stand up for Frap-guy.He's computerless thanks to quitting his
job in preperation for moving.
Frap-guy has a special place in his heart for you Brian,thanks to your unwavering
generosity.I think he even wanted to put you in his wedding so I could get out of it and
go wheeling.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:dry rot?POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm,good point the truck did sit awhile.tires on international rims,and the fire dept did
have a 59 1 ton intertrashional.guess thats were my original rims with dually`s in back
went huh?thanks again SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Kurt POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,
at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28812 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just bought one but it's still on the truck somewhere.Yeah,maybe we can get together
sometime,you're not to far off.I'm up in La Habra.
SUBJECT>Re:Teflon Adatives in NP 200?POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You can try a lot of different additives or fluides (Redline MT90 for example)and they
all might help.My 715's transfer cases don't get hot and don't overheat,even on long trips
and I run straight 90wt gear oil so I can't say for sure what the problem is.
My Toyota Tacoma has a transfer case that used to get red hot on the highway,I'm
running Redline MT90 in it and that has helped a good deal.
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28805 NEXT>28820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill I got my wheels from you in july/aug 16 1/2 x12 great fit and make the truck look
great.and hold up great thanks
SUBJECT>Re:68 Kaiser for sale POSTER>Mark Bush EMAIL>s9bush@wmich.edu
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28528 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could be intrested depending on condition
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,.at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28818
NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
how much for each wheel?
SUBJECT>Heater,Jeff /KS POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>28737 NEXT>28826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have one of those 30,000 btu heaters in my 715 and it works great.
It's great to go to your truck after a cold day of hunting start it up 5 min later your
sweating.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28804 NEXT>28949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i heard he does.john,the editor of jp has wheeled with him.we were looking over the
info in the link this morning.
that sure looks like a lot of work,and you don't even get manual hubs,which i am a fan
of.but then,like john pointed out,swapping another 60 would require steering gear
changes and possibly spring perch changes,etc.so...i'm going to stick with the stock guts
until they break.
what the hell am i worrying about,it doesn't even have an engine in there to break
anything right right now.by the way,no one wants to buy my already removed possibly
non running tornado 230,what's up?
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October
2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28805 NEXT>28824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
17x8 or 17x10 what ever works for 40x13.5x17 mtr's what would it cost to buy five.I
think a little price would help some people say yaa or nay.example(10 or less $170:11 to
20 $160:21 to 30 $150:so on so forth or what ever
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,2 October
2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28823 NEXT>28827 28845
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about what do they look like?
SUBJECT>Re:Good argument ..I was wondering if that would hold H2O
POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at
8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28791 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The DMV lists mine as a 67 Jeep pickup.That's what it
IS.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater,Jeff /KS POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28821 NEXT>28931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did you mount it?
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>dan EMAIL>dandashyt@aol.com DATE>Thursday,2 October 2003,at 10:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28824 NEXT>28851 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i would love a set im scared of split rims how much a piece i was quoted $75 for 1 from
discount tire
SUBJECT>Big block cooling POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 3:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Those of your with big blocks,what kind of radiator do you use,and how did you make it
fit?I was taking my front valance out yesterday and I noticed that one of the radiator
supports has two holes,and it seems that it can be moved to allow for a larger radiator.I
have an Olds 455 that will eventually go into the truck and I'm a bit concerned about the
stock radiator's cooling capacity.
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Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Big block cooling POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28828 NEXT>28831 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I went with a summit crossflow universal radiator and moved the passenger side radiator
mount over like 3/8".On highway,my 427 will run 175-180,only occasionally getting
any warmer and on some big downhills it will suck the temperature to 160-165.
SUBJECT>Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28837 28885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HI Jon,
Looking forward to seeing you and Doug on Monday.Hope the weather cooperates.Got
thru your list last night and we have everything except 6 small items you had listed.
I will send you an attachment later today with what I have.
Incidentally,looking up your parts,came across all the rear bed mounting rubber pads
and washers and the rubber pads for the cab too.
See ya next week..Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Big block cooling POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28829
NEXT>28833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
What kind of fan/shroud do you use?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Tell Frap guy POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28814 NEXT>28887 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That I'm honored he picked me for his best man and that I'll make him proud.I'm going to
get to work practicing my toast.
Seriously,I don't hold it against him.I offered and he accepted.He came through in the
end and that's all that matters.I'm glad that part went to help someone who will actually
put it to use.It's just been sitting in my shop for about a month with no one to love it.
Who tries to weld a pittman arm anyhow?That's about as crazy as trying to substitue
chocolate milk for brake fluid.
I'm gonna shoot you some e-mail seeing as how I need a part you may have.......
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Big block cooling POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28831 NEXT>28890 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My fan is off of an old Buick and has a very aggressively pitched blades on it.Shroud is
off of a late 70'/early 80's T-bird that a buddy was stripping.It's plastic and I modified it
to fit.
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28801 NEXT>28842
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know.I'm patient enough.
Last night took a horrible turn for the worst.Apparently my wife now wants to watch
"Will and Grace",but it comes on at the same time as CSI.She wouldn't listen to reason
and her method of compromise was to let me watch the second 1/2 of the CSI.I tried to
explain how if you miss the first 2 minutes you're lost for the rest of the show,but she
wouldn't listen.She was adament about it and used this line-"You can fix anything,you
better get to work on that broken TV that my mom gave us since you only have 23.minutes until CSI comes on."
I got it running and watched CSI through the snow and static.She told me I was getting
fat and so I got no brownies,and when it came time for sex she said it was out of the
question.
I told her that next week I was going to set up my broke-ass TV in the shop,build a fire,
make some coffee,and watch CSI as God intended.She seemed pleased that she'd won.
Women.
(Please don't reply to this thread as it is way too far down to still matter)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I Voted POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28793
NEXT>28838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'M DONE!I voted for all the days I could and couldn't go.I don't know about how
everybody's pc worked,but I vote for one then had to go back to vote for another.Just so
everybody knows I voted for five weekends I could go and five weekends that are real
bad to go.VOTE:JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY
JULY JULY
SUBJECT>R.I.P.Tacoma POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i miss tacoma.
he made me laugh with his chat-room talk.
-b.
(note,lower-case denotes my sadness)
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28830
NEXT>28839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Appreciate it Dave,really looking forward to it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>slowride...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28835 NEXT>28896 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So what's it worth to ya?I'll vote for the highest bidder.I was leaning toward august but...
"Nothing is more reliable than a man who's loyalty can be bought with cold hard cash."
'Ninth Gate'
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR.EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at
7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28837 NEXT>28840 28898 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Dave,Do you guys have the complete troop seat stuff still?Wood,hardware ect...
Kaiserjeeps....(aL)
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28839
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remember Dave saying they don't have the wood parts...the rest I *think*they
have...will check if Dave doesn't answer here.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Michelins POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted a few weeks ago about some tires I bought in PA at a show.Sorry for the delay
work has been hell (I need a new job)call 450-424-2399 it's north of the border,ask for
Michele Knautz .They have a web site but it's not up yet?
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28834 NEXT>28846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
If its too far down to matter,why did you look?
SUBJECT>Thank a Vet.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28844 28848 28860 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night I opened my monthly newsletter from the Jasper County Veterans
association.They had sent me a check for $100 for the use of my trucks during the past
summers parades.I just don't get it.These Guys left thier familes to go overseas and watch
thier buddies get killed and they think they own me for using my trucks.I'm going to cash
the check and turn right around a donate it back to them.
Next time you see a veteran,stop and thank them for what they have done for us.If it
wasn't for them we wouldn't be enjoying our trucks and the other freedoms we Americans
have.
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28843
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Thanks for this posting and for your commendable charity,you said it all!!.brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28824 NEXT>28856 28895 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ill try And email you a pic of mine.16 1/2x 12.paid 120 apiece.
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28842 NEXT>28847
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You sunovabitch.You got me there and again here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Humpin'after CSI??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sucker
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28843 NEXT>28849 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well done Douglas.You really are a true gentleman.I wished I lived closer so I could get
my 2 715's in on the action!My grandpa is a vet but he doesn't care to talk much about
it.It's hard to thank him because he says its just what he had to do and there was no
question about it.I can still bring out the smile in him when I take him out for a ride in
the 715.He said it hurts his ass more then before but he has love for all military trucks.He
said they got him out of some pretty bad situations and he wouldn't be here today if they
weren't so reliable and tough.He told me last year that when he dies he wants my truck
first in line to the cemetary....and I told him nothing would make me happier.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28848 NEXT>28852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was washing my 715 the other day and a vet stopped to talk.He said the last time he
saw one was over his shoulder in 'Nam.He said he was driving to the base and the truck's
front tires seemed to sink.He got out to look and he had crashed through the ground and
into a tunnel the cong were diggind into the base.He said they swarmed out of it like ants
and he ran.He said he was shot in the leg and sent home that week.I asked if he wanted
to take a spin in mine around the block and he replied with a firm "Hell No."
-B..SUBJECT>Bingo Night?!bummer........POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>28853
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,
I found out this morning that its bingo night and its our fire depts time to staff it.We do
get free food and booze for running the show and it can be interesting....and even fun
sometimes!Last year I found an older lady that took interest in me(maybe my future
sugar-momma!)and we got to talking about my military trucks.She told me her husband
had purchased 2 military trucks at a auction but never got to do much to them before he
passed away.She said they were at her sons house in southern IL and she took my #and
he would get ahold of me.Well,I never heard from them so I'm going tonight hoping I'll
run into her again.Maybe they are ready to get them just hauled off for junk.....hummm,I
could probably find someone to do that.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at
9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28827 NEXT>28886 28892
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dan,
That seems like a,excuse me,Hell of a price!Do you know the size and make of it?Just
curious,I might try reaching them.Where is "discount tire"?Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Friday,
3 October 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28849 NEXT>28854
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many others in the club Nam Vets.
Dan
SUBJECT>Hold up there,Benny!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28850 NEXT>28855
28857 28894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I know you have your eye on her son's trucks-but don't overlook the advantages that a
relationship with this older broad would have on a more.....personal level.Older women
know how to keep their mouths shut about the who/what/where/and why.They know
what they want and there's no real "beating around the bush".They don't want a
meaningful relationship seeing as how no one can replace their late husband anyhow.
They usually have their own money and aren't after yours.They can drive.They can buy
beer.They don't ever want to go dancing.They can cook.If handicapped,they can get
you that good spot at the store.They have that nice "Nursing home smell".They're a
cheap date-as you see with the Bingo Night (what $5?).They're usually not interested in.stalking you if you dump
them,they just move on.A date that last 'till 9:30 is WAY past
their bedtime.They can introduce you to their grandchildren and inadvertently set you up
with them.They may include you in their will.And so on....and so on....
Alot of guys swear by younger women (Jeepist Doug),but personally I go for a nice
elderly chick any time I can.A younger girl will run you ragged,but an older broad is
settled down.All you gotta watch out for is that hip.
Ponder that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should carify that I am NOT a vet.
The reason I recieve the newsletter is for parade status.These guys made me a honorary
member because I allow them the use of my trucks.That in itself is thanks enough.
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SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they are custom built at diamond racing.these are steel rims not the lunni ones that
discont sells.Bill oversees the construction hemself.
SUBJECT>Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28853 NEXT>28862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good plan to me Ben!
make us proud son!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Just an idea.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28855 NEXT>28859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you crossed the line on that one brian
please delete that post
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28843 NEXT>28888 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That is a great thing you are doing.I am a vet of both the gulf war and Operation Iraqi
Freedom.I returned in May.I bought this truck to restore it.My father was motor-t in
Veitnam.He drove the 2.5.When I mentioned the truck to him he knew exactly what I
was talking about..SUBJECT>Re:Just an idea.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28859 NEXT>28863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me too but I don't feel the masses would see it that way
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3
October 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28857 NEXT>28864
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian we have tried for a long time for keeping this a clean site thanks for mocing it up.
thier are alot of teenagers that come here and alot of people offended by that filth.Also a
lot of people look at this site at work and a link like that can get us into major trouble.We
open it thinking it something to do with the trucks we all love and sometimes hate and
next thing we know we are lossing a stripe for looking at porn.
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28862 NEXT>28866
28867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're right,Koobster.I posted it with the intent of deleting it after Ben got a chuckle out
of it,and now it's gone.As I'll delete any reference to it.
Was the first part alright to leave?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Just an idea.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be a good Idea
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3
October 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28864 NEXT>28868
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28864 NEXT>28869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dang Brian,you deleted it too fast.But by the way everyones talking I guess I didn't really
want to see it!
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28866 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry man.I figured it was just me and Ben here right now and didn't intend for anyone
else to see it,much less have time to click on it.
I'll be mroe careful in the future and clean up my act.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28867 NEXT>28870
28871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I deleted it too fast?Apparently not fast enough.I think you'd have laughed-but knew no
one else would.
Now I feel like a heel.And I am.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sex and Free Trucks!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Allright everybody.........move along.......nothing more to see here
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Did I sound like a cop there?....I always wanted to say that.
SUBJECT>Funnay POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28869 NEXT>28872 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Some people are afraid to laugh.I guess they think it might feel to good.I agree that it
should be deleted later,but it was under my post and we were having a laugh between
buds.No need to get excited.Thanks for trying to make my day anyway!
SUBJECT>Re:Funnay POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at
10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28871 NEXT>28873 28875
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ya but over here in germany I can get bored and like to keep in touch with you guys and I
end up reading alot of the post.(ok I get nosey)
I do love a good laugh.
SUBJECT>Re:Funnay POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28872
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry if you were offended in any way.Me and B like goofing,especially on a day as slow
as today!......its just dragging on and on...............Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge 225 slant six POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:46 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28707
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryant,
The /6 is a great little motor.I don't know of any swaps into M715s,though,and
Luckypabst's comments about the gains are good ones.
One concern I've heard about using a /6 in a 4x4 is that the location of the distributor
makes it pretty vulnerable to water being splashed up onto it.Dodge did use /6s in some
4x4 trucks,though,and there are some hop-up parts available for it.
There is an M37 kicking around out there somewhere with a /6.A former owner of it
hangs out at the Power Wagon site and said that it was a great little motor-vator for the
M37.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Sorry POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's right,Ben,it would have made you laugh-but it wasn't meant to be seen by the
masses (as Doug said).
Don't worry,on the way to the FE we'll have plenty of time to look at Granny Porn.I won
several magazines devoted to it.
Again,sorry Masses.Sometimes I go too far with a joke.I just love to make the kids
laugh sooo dammmm muchhhhh.
-B.
SUBJECT>AB Linn's new email address:ablinn@salisbury.net POSTER>Robert -CA
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>28893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ab Linn has a new email address.His old email provider went out of business.I talked
with him today.His new address is:ablinn@salisbury.net
SUBJECT>PARTS POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,3
October 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28882
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Parts for sale in the for sale page if anyone is interested AND I am in need of 1 mirror
arm if any one has one they would like to part with .Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>28880
28881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was looking at a Chevy truck that was used to move airplanes.Looks like it on 1.5-2 ton
axles with semi-truck tires,a really short bed,big frt.&rr.bumpers with pintles,4x4,and 4
wheel steer.It doesn't say but I would imagine mid 80's with a diesel(probably 6.2)They
say it has a bad starter.This looks like a fun play toy around the property.Anyone played
with these?They say it weighs 12000 pounds!Bummer,I don't think I could haul her home
myself :(Has anyone ever purchased a vehicle from that site.I wonder what this one will
go for???How are they to deal with?This ones really close to me and I have the urge to
get a really useless vehicle...looks like I've scored!............Ben
ps This one is a sealed bid so I was trying to figure what I should bid.
SUBJECT>Re:tire life?/thanks kaiserjeeps POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28803 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Go to 'Velvets XLs'LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
Michelin 1100x16 XL's should be semi/heavy duty enough for ya.They'll go on stock
wheels really nicely.Here's a link to pics of my XL's.They should hold up for many,
many miles.
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SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28878 NEXT>28944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What base is it at?
Four wheel steer would be awesome
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28878 NEXT>
28945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was one of these at a local surplus for a while.It has ZF (HD)axles,diesel,auto,
front and rear hydraulic steering and can steer all or one or the other,locked in T-case low
range...definately a neat toy.What to use it for is another question.There you go
Ben...swap the 715 body and nab some 66"Goodyears!
SUBJECT>where is the for sale page?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28877 NEXT>28883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:where is the for sale page?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From the homepage of this site...there is a link at the top of the board to the "For Sale"
board..brute4c
SUBJECT>alternator POSTER>sparky EMAIL>kalamalka@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a spare stock alternator for sale ?
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3
October 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28830 NEXT>28919
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what part Iowa ya going to brute I was born in Humbolt about 15 miles noth west of fort
dodge
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,3 October
2003,at 3:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28851 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's pretty safe to say the guy at discount tire had no idea what you're talking about and
those wheels are NOT available.Remind him that our D60/D70 is not the standard 8-lug
bolt pattern and see what price he comes up with then.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tell Frap guy POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28832
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've welded several pitman and steering arms with great success.The moron that did his
only beveled maybe 1/8"into it and left about 3/8"thickness unwelded in the center so he
probably only had about 1/3 the original effective thickness.
Plus when I do them I brace the hell outta the welded area with some sort of flat stock,
after fully beveling for a full penetration weld.You should see the repair he got from
some fat cross between Uncle Jesse and Santa Claus,using 5/8 rebar for gusseting.
Take care internet friend
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Thank a Vet.POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28860
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I posted a couple of pics on a hunting site the other day one fellow was a veteran.He said
he used to drive an M715 in SE Asia and said they were great offroad but whined too
much on the highway.He thanked me for showing him my truck and couldn't believe how
nice it was after 30+years.
SUBJECT>Hey Brute4c POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>28918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some pics for you of my truck.I sent you and email but wasn't sure if you got it
and I also forgot to include my name.Do you want the pics downsized?
SUBJECT>Thanks n/t POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3
October 2003,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28833 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>jeeper@nebi.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28734
NEXT>28950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No Bob NOT THE Waggy,we would never hurt the number 1.The donor is another
cheap Waggy we bought.
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 4:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I priced wheels around and talked to people on this site and other and diamonds has the
best deal going around right now.Also if you look he said if he gets enough orders he can
help on the price.
SUBJECT>Re:AB Linn's new email address:ablinn@salisbury.net POSTER>Brad
Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!
SUBJECT>Re:Hold up there,Benny!POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is the kind of tech we need!!It's not just about the trucks.We should use this as a
guideline for looking for a suitable mate.After all why not just chain her to the front axle
and she'll scratch the eyes out of any theives!!
SUBJECT>Re:IS THERE ANY INTEREST IN ANOTHER GROUP WHEEL ORDER?
POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,3 October
2003,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28845 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got the picture you sent me.Thanks
SUBJECT>spicergear POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28838
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.August is good,July is better and we all know June is bad,Spicer if you vote for July I
will bring you a roll of nickels on ice,now thats COLD HARD CASH.Just so you know
I voted for August so you might owe me a roll of dry dimes.
AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
AUGUST AUGUST
SUBJECT>B.-a dead man walking!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,3 October 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28899 28904 28939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's it!Bring your will to the FE B.as someone is going to inherit your truck!!
Well,ok,maybe I am just kidding.B.just sent me an e-mail worried that he had offended
me with his fat jokes and that was why I haven't been posting.Well I suppose if I woke
up this morning at 300#and had gone to bed at a skrawny 180#I'd probably freak out.
But no,even when I was in the best shape of my life in the Army I never made weight.
7%body fat and 240#-drove the Army nuts as according to them if you are 76"tall you
could only weigh a maximum if like 210#or so -yeah right,not since about 7th grade.
And no,I'm not a weight lifter B.-though if you want to bring a set to FE I'll make you a
deal.If you can bench more than I can curl I won't thrash you!I'll just hold you still for
Ben,Doug,&Jon.What a nice guy huh?
Actually I've just been working too much.You know the rule -take 1 week vacation and
you have to work extra for a month to catch up.
On second thought B.,maybe you'd better bring your will as I cannot picture your mouth
not getting you in trouble with someone for the whole FE.
Now I almost feel baaaaa baaaa baaaad about the sheep thing.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>vintagepowerwagons.com
EMAIL>sales@m715kaiserjeep.com DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28839 NEXT>28903 28911 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We do have most of the troop seat material as far as hardware goes,(minus the wood)We
have the curved top bow wood and top bow corners.
We are lacking a few of the stake pockets for the wood uprights,but luckily when we
secured the parts I purchased a number of 20'lengths of the extrusion that Highland had
manufactured these from,so it won't take much to make them when we get that far.Also
have the rear cargo straps too.Looking forward to Jon's visit next week.As I mentioned
bring your flashlights as you can easily spend a day looking.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:B.-a dead man walking!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron I think Brian should pay up on his bet to spicer at the FE.
No B I ain't got a linkage laying around.
Will.SUBJECT>Re:tire life?POSTER>Longhorn EMAIL>longhorn77057@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28619
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 97'F-350,M-725 &a CJ.The CJ has had 1 set of 33-1250's for 10 yrs,over
100,000 mi.The F-350 has gone through 3 sets of 35-1250's average 55,000 mi.I check
air pressure regularly &rotate at 3000 mi.
SUBJECT>Check this out...HO scale M715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>HO scale M715 20 bucks
LINKURL>http://www.discounttrainsonline.com/search.php
I thought this was pretty cool.I ordered one.Maybe I will put it on my desk at
work....They have been out of stock for a long time....
SUBJECT>Link above screwed try this one...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
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EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28910 LINKNAME>M715 truck in HO
scale.....LINKURL>http://www.discounttrainsonline.com/Trident-Minitures-Military-
M715-Cargo-Truck/item729-80144.html
Page 15 under trident miniatures.....
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be interested in setting myself up with the correct troop seats.I have rear canvas
and cut down duece bowes.I have the metal corners already.Since I have never seen
troop seats in person I don't know what I need.I am interested in making it very correct.
Not an adaptation.I sure would like prices too,as I have to budget for these things...
Many thanks,and I do wish I could go see VPW in person....I'm jealous....
SUBJECT>Re:B.-a dead man walking!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
Lately B has been doing some,well a lot of a$$kissing.It is pretty easy to see thru it and
understand it is just a lame attempt to save his life.Even with that said,I still can't help
but find some pity for his soul.He does have a wife and daughter now,and it would be
sad to..............aaaah crap.never mind they would probably be better off without
him.....go ahead and kill him.
Doug
SUBJECT>Valve guides on 230 POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Que tal?What are the symptoms of worn valve guide seals?My old 230 produces little
(sometimes large)puffs of blue smoke when I make my shifts from gear to gear.Is this
typical?Thanks for any help.
Steven
SUBJECT>BRUTE4C POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,please add the photos of my 725 to my other members photos.Mikel took these
photos today and sent them to you for me.THANKS MIKEL.
SUBJECT>Weather Stripping POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tlovinggood@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I understand that JC Witney makes a weather stripping that will fit our trucks.Does
anyone happen to know the catalogue number?Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:BRUTE4C POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28906 NEXT>28917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANK YOU for the seats!
SUBJECT>hey spicer POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 4:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what ideas might you have on the sae bell to a bb ford?
SUBJECT>Re:Link above screwed try this one...POSTER>rick
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28902 NEXT>28913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes.....it worked...i got one!i got one!
SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28898 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been there also,he's not kidding you could easily spend a day.
That was about two years ago when he said they were just getting in to the 715's.I bought
a complete bed,rubber gas filler hose and pioneer tools.Fair prices on all.Super nice
guy,and very helpful.
Enjoy!I did.Was worth the 12 hr.(give or take)drive.
SUBJECT>Re:Weather Stripping POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FSJ WS will work,too.You'll have to re-adjust the doors,most likely,tho.I don't think.it's correct for a
restoration,tho.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Link above screwed try this one...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 10:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28910 NEXT>28914 28915 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cool Rick,I have been checking about once a week for three months.
They finally came in.Hopefully they have good detail.Should be about 1 1/2 to 2"
long....I can now afford my own fleet....
SUBJECT>Page 19 has a M725!!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,4 October 2003,at 10:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Hey,page 19 has a M725 ambulance!!!No pic,but it probably looks real......Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Link above screwed try this one...POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@Webtv.net DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 12:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>28913 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got one and it's very detailed.It's made out of white metal.I guess what they used to call
pot metal...stll looks cool though.
SUBJECT>Re:Valve guides on 230 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your's sounds more like a worn ring/s problem.Bad seals will usually cause a little bit of
smoke all the time at highway speeds.You also might notice little spatterings of oil on
the outside rear of the bed just above the tailpipe.This is more noticeable when the
tailpipe exits to the rear under the tailgate,which the stock M715 doesn't.
SUBJECT>Re:BRUTE4C POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28908
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the pics,NICE M725!!I am walking out the door to go to VPW in Iowa...will work
on the pictures this week.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28889
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an email...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Brutes visit to Iowa POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28885
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are in the SE part of the state,Fairfield is the town.
brute4c
SUBJECT>grille shell wanted POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have a grille shell they'd want to part with?Mine's pretty rusty and dented.Funny
considering the rest of the truck is almost rust free....
THX
Greg
SUBJECT>Breakage with 40"on stock running gear?POSTER>Daniel
EMAIL>anSzenasi@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm debating about going with 38.5 x 16 boggers,or 12.5 R20 mich.I'm unsure if the
stock axles (read front)will hold up,especially to the 40".I plan on putting a locker in the
rear and leaving the front open.I wanted to know how people's rigs have been holding up
with similar tires.Thanks for the input.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Sunday,5
October 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28909 NEXT>28938
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the very late 70's into the 80's Ford used a 370 ci engine in their medium to heavy duty
trucks which I believe was the same basic block as the 429/460.Might be something
there you could use without spending big bucks for an aftermarket adapter.No idea what
you might find for different flywheel,etc.balance issues just thought it was worth
mentioning.
SUBJECT>Re:Breakage with 40"on stock running gear?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa QjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>28921 NEXT>
28929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I broke a front axle in the wet sand running 40"x11"gamma goat tires.
I also broke both a front and rear axle running 44"x18"mudders in the same sand.
Both times were during very hard pulls running a GM 6.2 turbo diesel engine with stock
gears..Front differential was open,rear was locked.
Rollie
SUBJECT>?POSTER>terry hutchens EMAIL>hutch43@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,5
October 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28984
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i met a member of this 'club?'sat and he suggested i post aquestion here i have aquired a
1-1,4 jeep that needs a new head at least other than that it appears to be in very good
shape any info would be helpful fed.stock no.2320-921-6365 mfd.by kaiser jeep corp
toledo ohio mfd.no.3521 mfd.ser.22147 mfd.part no.1000545 thanx
SUBJECT>Steering box question POSTER>Mark EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28926 28936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock steering box on my 715 is starting to get some pretty good play,I think it's
causing a wobble at certain speeds.I have all the parts for a power steering conversion
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except the pump.Would it hurt a power steering box to run it without the hoses hooked
up as long as I plug the hose ports?How do you check the Saginaw box worm gear for
lube?I don't see a grease fitting on the box anywhere.
Also,I can pull my steering wheel up towards me about an inch when sitting in the
drivers seat,it's been like this forever but I was wondering if a circlip or something in the
column is broken and should be replaced...
Thanks
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28925
NEXT>28927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ratio of a power box is different than a manual box.I had to drive the entire Rubicon
trail once with failed power steering.The next day I had to hold my coffee cup with two
hands.I would wait till you get the parts.There is an adjustment on top of your manual
box similar to the power box.It adjust the gear mesh.I would try to see if you can
improve that than put the PS on later when you have all the parts.Don't adjust it to far as
it will make it steer tight.It won't float and you will have trouble keeping it in a straight
line and correcting after a turn ect...Don't know about the column.I have not torn that
apart yet...Maybe someone else can assist you with that one...AT
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 4:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the column is what I'd worry about first.If you can pull the shaft out far enough,
you'll lose engagement in the little stamped steel U-joint below the column and have zero
steering.Probably the snap ring in that U-joint is all that's keeping your steering shaft
from smacking you in the face when you yank on it..In theory,if the truck is aligned properly and the wheels are
balanced,it should track
perfectly straight even without a steering box (so long as the tie rod is installed).If you
have the stock NDT's or any bias ply tires,they'll wander all over the place,especially on
uneven pavement.
There should be a plug in the top of the steering box somewhere to add lube,most boxes
I've come across use heavy gear lube,not grease.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28920
NEXT>28958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're talking about the header panel/radiator support,I have one in Colorado.$50,U
pick it up.I can supply pix if you're interested.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Breakage with 40"on stock running gear?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28923 NEXT>28930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So with a worn out AMC 360,I shouldn't have "too much"of a problem,unless I hit the
hardcore trails and use lots of GO pedal?
SUBJECT>Re:Breakage with 40"on stock running gear?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28929 NEXT>28940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A dana 60/dana 70 should be pleanty of axle for what you want.The only problem with
the stock axle shafts is that they are not made quite as strong as the new ones.Pretty
much this means they cant handle as much torque as the new ones can,which is probably
what happened with the 6.2
SUBJECT>Re:Heater,Jeff /KS POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28826
NEXT>29290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tommorrow I will take some pics and send them to you.Will
SUBJECT>Trail Report...........long POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 8:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>28933
28942 28947 29048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where:MIOBI Iowa
Title:YUPPI LOVE
A couple of jeepers and myself went to MIOBI Sunday for some trail riding.Happened to.be the same day as the Land
Rover club had planned their outing.No big deal,there are
plenty of trails and they stick to what we call the wussy routes anyway.They were
assembling their group of approximately 30 Rovers when we arrived.I didn ’ t buy this
truck to impress others.I bought my truck because I just plain could not stand to live
without one after I first realized there was such a thing.However,out of all the vehicles
I ’ve owned,I ’ve never received more compliments on any of them than I have on my M-
715.Sunday was no exception.These poor guys just cracked me up,They were drooling
all over this thing and just trying to come up with some sort of tech question to ask about
the truck.A couple of their wives offered to bear my children and then their husbands got
all irate arguing over which of them got to name the offspring after me.(That last part
might not be 100%true …well okay it ’s not true at all but it made for a good story
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anyway).The next part is true,we were traveling light so we assemble our three trucks
into a line and proceeded to the trails.The rovers had started their line-up right at the
trailhead.As we drove buy them it was hilarious,reminded me of the past summers
parades with men,women,and children lined up waving.It was actually almost
embarrassing for me in front of my buddies,after all,we were just going for a ride and all
these yuppies were waving and I felt obligated to wave back.Just didn ’t expect that much
attention on a Sunday trail ride.
The weather was beautiful and could not have wished for a better day to be out there.We
decided to try some unknown areas out to insure we would not get tangled up with the
turtle paced Rover group.I ’ve mentioned the terrain types in other post but I ’ m going to
go over it again just incase you didn ’t read it last time.MIOBI is,I believe,about 360
acres of abandon strip mines Timber and hills with a couple of cricks thrown in just to
make things interesting.The trails have been cut through the timbers by people who
obviously drive short wheel base vehicles.They twist and turn back and forth like their
intention was to keep me out.Wrestling my non-power steering wheel makes for quite a
workout by the end of the day.
We started of by climbing some shale piles.Really good time and I could happily spend
the whole day right in the middle of this area referred to as the playground.You basically
start in the bottom of a valley and can climb hills in few different directions.My favorite
spot is about a 50-foot rise in elevation that has three different trails to reach the plateau.
One is just a straightforward climb right around a 40??degree angle not really difficult
but just enough that some wheel spin is required to make the accent.The second is very
similar to the first but with a short tier about two-thirds the way up,a little steeper and
some momentum sure doesn ’t hurt.The third is the one I really get a kick out of,Off
camber side hillin for the first half with a sharp left turn for the last half which always
leaves my right front tire hanging in the air one to two feet for a while,just plain fun.
After we had conquered these each a few times we decided to hit some more challenging
trails.This place is beautiful country,that is if you like torn up waste from mining
operations surrounded by timber.For some reason,I do.There are even some 60-foot
cliffs you can see that were carved out during the mining.The rest of the 100-foot tall hill
stands undisturbed but no apparent way to get up there.Like any moron would want to
anyway.I ’ll come back to this later.I am a certified moron.
Proceeding to an area referred to as love crack (hey,I didn ’t name it).This is a nicely
washed out ravine that really flexes a Kaiser to the limits.I guarantee you would laugh.your but off watching me run
this trail.Love crack is approximately a 50 yard long “V ”
shaped ravine with several washouts entering it from both sides and even though its only
probably a 15 to 20 degree incline it can be very interesting.Several times you will have
two tires in the air and the majority of the time you will be on three.At least once or
twice,I always seem to end up with the drivers side tires sitting right in the bottom of the
ditch with good old mother earth about 18 inches from my left ear.The good thing is that
everything around you is up,so even in the event of a roll over,you would not have far to
go.I find that comforting for some reason.We noticed a spur trail climbing out of this
ravine on our way up,Dave suggested that we see what was up there.Those guys and
their short wheel base jeeps drive me nuts sometimes.He had only minor difficulty
making this climb where I on the other hand,Spent a good 15 minutes just trying to get
the Kaiser convinced to turn sideways in the ravine.Once we came to a mutual agreement
that she was not going to line up just like I wanted her to and I was going to make the
climb anyway,things got interesting.A few minutes of clearancing the trail behind me
with my rear bumper and several failed attempts and one almost a “ whoops photo ”,I
finally slide into the right line and up we went.Cooler than all get out.My front drivers
tire was about three feet in the air when I cleared the top.Gotta love that tipsy feeling you
get as the front falls gently back to the ground.Hard right turn at the top with a narrow
“almost a trail ” to follow the ridge around on.Good time.
Our next challenge came from boredom;casually cruising the woods and old access trails
was fairly uneventful so we decided to make our own excitement.Deep,deep hole
between a couple of shale piles and the access road kind of reminded me of the pictures
of Moab ’s hot tubs,But dirt and shale.Looked doable and eventually was but not without
one heck of a struggle and eventually hooking up the straps.Just could not clear the top.
It would drag the frame at the last minute and grind me to a stop.Not enough run at the
bottom to build any speed.Tried,tried,and tried some more.Didn ’ t give up until I felt
like I was being a nuisance to my buddies.Straps came out again a short time later.
Leaving the pit was only the beginning of this new trail.Soon found ourselves winding
along the rim of a crick with a steep ridge on our right and a steep drop off to our left and
no real flat ground in between.It was good fun until a washout tried to suck me in.Went
ahead and strapped up again but this time to the cage and a sideways pull just to steady
the truck and prevent it from falling over and into the drink.Worked slick and we were
back on our way.
Hey,That was fun,What ’s next?Was the general statement from all of us.Might as well
run through the crick once,so off we go.Pretty nice ride through the timber with a few
minor climbs and obstacles.Kind of nice and relaxing,I needed a rest anyway.Well it ’s
easy to get confused in this area and Dave dropped off into the crick in the wrong place.It
was one of those entrance only deals.Fat chance of climbing back out and to make things
worse he could only go about 50 feet in either direction.Luckily he had hollered for us
not to make the same mistake before we had dropped in.Dave made a few valiant efforts
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to get out on his own before resigning to being pulled out.The Kaiser made short work of
extracting Dave ’ s mid 80 ’s wrangler (not stock by any means).A short trip away the
correct entrance point was found.Nice cool ride down the rock bottomed stream,very
leisurely with almost no effort.The climb up and out is always one of the things were you
swear there has to be a different way out.Not just climbing the bank,but what you have
to do after.It looks like you are about to climb a small mountain..We ascended the mini mountain with Tony following
in last place.He spied a path that
had been freshly cleared but no tire tracks.This is the part I was talking about earlier.
Dan,the owner,will sometimes cut new trails to keep it exciting and fresh.Well,we
thought we would go ahead and try out this new trail.All went well for a while.For the
most part you could tell the intended path but occasionally you had to guess.I never was
good at guessing and I now think that Tony is worse than me.We end up right out
towards the edge of the cliffs I mentioned above.The cliffs have one spot where they
make a 90-degree turn and as luck (I ’ll except stupidity as an alternate word for luck)
would have it we end up right out on this corner.Sidehill of only 30 degrees and after the
turn you need to make to get out of this situation it increases slightly but not terrible.
Without the sudden drop off a guy wouldn ’ t have given it a second thought,with the
consequences,I gave it a lot of thoughts and none of them did I like.Tony simply turns
the wheel on his CJ and around the corner he goes.You know where this is going,715 ’s
don ’t turn like CJ ’ s do and there were trees in the way and all that stuff,my back end was
pointed right towards the drop off with about 15 feet to spare before plunging into
oblivion.I was having all those thoughts about being a father and having a loving wife at
home and why did I put myself in this situation.Right about then is when Tony had
reached the top of the hill,He keys the mic on his CB and exclaims.”Wow,it ’ s just like
HEAVEN up here ”.I ’m not really superstitious but when I thinking about my own
possible death,I don ’t want others blabbing about heaven and stuff.I sawed my way
around the trees for what seemed like forever and eventually made my way to the top.It
was a beautiful.I don ’t care,I ‘ m not going back.Been there,done that,got the shirt.
The rest of the day seemed a little mellow after that.Suddenly a little body damage or a
possible roll over seem minor in comparison.We all agreed that it was a great day and
not one any of us will soon forget.
We did see some of the Land Rovers while we were loading the rigs onto the trailers for
the ride home.Heck,a couple of them even had mud on the tires.Oh well,If I had spent
that kind of cash on one of them I wouldn ’t get carried away either.NO plans to by one
soon.
My hands are blistered ,my arms are sore,back and neck hurt and that ’s giving me a
headache But I ’m already excited about going again!!!!
Okay,I ’ll shut up now.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Trail Report...........long POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 9:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GREAT write-up!!Makes me wish I was there!Thanks for sharing and making the rest
of us jealous!
SUBJECT>XML Tires POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,5 October 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need some help.Last March I found a web site that offered take-off Canadian military.Michelin XML's.I e-mailed
them about prices and they mailed me back,which I saved.
Now I'm ready to buy some and went to go to their web site and it is now something
totally different.www.armytires.com They were based out of Montreal.Can anybody
give me a hand?
"Hi We're in Montreal,that's approx 11 hours from MI,
We will have the XML 325 85/R16 tires in a used but good tread soon if you can wait a
few weeks,otherwise if you want brand new ones that have only been mounted but are
brand new those are $295.00 each.
The used ones are $180.00 each and the tread left is between 75%-85%
We do have 60%-65%which people re-groove and those are $65.00 each
We also have military trailers 1/4 ton and 3/4 ton
Thanks
Michele"
That's all I have.I was planning on a set of the cheap ones and trying my hand at re-
grooving a la Spice.If you know how I could contact them or know someone else selling
XML's for that kind of money (or better)please let me know.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:XML Tires POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 2:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28934
NEXT>28986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Michele Knautz tele #450-424-2399 I saw the XMLs in PA very nice
SUBJECT>Re:Steering box question POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28925 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I first got my truck the steering wheel had alot of play also.I pulled the horn cap
off and the nut holdig the steering wheel on just about came off in my hand.
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SUBJECT>Were you at Kansas Krawl &Oct 25th weekend POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who owns the soa/big block/bogger wearin'rig that was at KK recently?Nice rig!
Tornadoalley Cruisers will be at Tuttle Creek the weekend of Oct 25th...I hope to have
my Kaiser with me,and while we're mostly a land cruiser club,there will be some jeepin'
locals,(Rob Fickbohm and others),and anyone from here is definately welcome to come
beat their junk with us.We'll be camped at one of the two local campgrounds starting
friday...Giddyup!
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28922 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a good idea.An idea I've had,would take the bell housing from a medium duty
GM and try and adapt that to ford.It's a large half round (sort of)bolt pattern that may be.able to simply adapt
with a drilled plate.In it's GM/Chevy application,there is already a
plate sandwiched between the bell and the block and I don't think it would kill a person to
make one up with a different pattern (ford).The Heavy ford trucks would be one to check
as they have the large flywheels and corrisponding correct starters for that.I'm running a
13"clutch in my 715 that's a direct replacement for the medium duty clutches.
SUBJECT>Yo!Ronner!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I was all serious in that letter.I really did feel bad for saying that stuff.I had been worried
that you took it wrong seeing as how I didn't mean to insult you for your weight and it
seemed like right after that post you stopped talking to us.
Glad you don't hold THAT against me since it's really been on my mind.
Odd,all the crap I've said to you and that one post was the only one that made me feel
rotten.I got some messed up standards.
Glad you're coming to the FE,even if your only desire to go is so you can box with me.
-B.
SUBJECT>watch it Re:Breakage with 40"on stock running gear?POSTER>whydah
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,it's the same old question to the same old answer:
What do you plan to do with it?40's on the stock from 60 (which really has dana 44 axle
shafts &knuckles)will break it if you are loading it up a lot,like rocks or mud.
SUBJECT>Luckypabst -Heater box POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
You were asking about my heater box.I just noticed that the glove compartment has been
shortened,so I suspect that this heater box is not stock.I'll get some pictures if you are
still interested.
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Trail Report...........long POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28932 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Doug!That sounded like a blast!You'll have to let me know when you guys plan on
going again.I don't know if I could get my 715 there for it but I'd show up if there was an
extra seat!Ben.SUBJECT>M715 in music video POSTER>Sweeney
EMAIL>jasweeney54@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28946 28962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if anyone has seen this or posted it before,but the other day watching MTV i
saw the music video for "California Love"by 2Pac,and they are driving a topless M715.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28880 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,It's at a St Louis base...I think they call it Overland.I'm pretty sure its right on
the edge of St Louis.4WS had me all excited too!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28881 NEXT>
28952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you're talkin'spicer!Any idea how HD the axles are???Ben
SUBJECT>Re:M715 in music video POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28943
NEXT>29146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats cool...Oddly enough three or so years ago I went to Tucson to pick out a truck from
Jacks Gov't surplus.I was staying in this little podunk motel and this movie came on
called Far from home.It had Drew barrymore in it and some other dude I can't remember.
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There was a cool M715 in it and it got lots of film time.It was a serious B movie and the
best thing about it was the M715.Well with a young nubile Drew barrymore coming a
close second....I thought that was great given why I was down there....
SUBJECT>Re:Trail Report...........long POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a fantastic trail report Doug!This list needs more of those.Adds a little spice,I said
spice not spicer...:^)heh heh..
SUBJECT>Re:Bump...2004 FE?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28802
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've got mail
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>28822 NEXT>
29034 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Whydah,since you work at all those magazines,at least I was under the impression that
you live in CA.I bet you are having trouble selling your 230 because none of us hard-core
Tornado folks want an engine with sissy CA emission stuff on it.
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28891
NEXT>29032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHEW!Skeert me!
SUBJECT>rums POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the brake drums off of my Jeep about a week ago and they were in really rough
shape.I took them to a garage hoping that they could be turned,but there really isnt
enough metal left,they would get way too hot and the geomotry would be way off.I
checked with vintage power wagons and they want $110 for each drum!Is there
anywhere that would have them for cheaper?Or does anyone have a decent set they
would be willing to sell?Thanks,Morgan.
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28945 NEXT>
28955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take a look under the newest bigfoot trucks and check out the "ZF"cast into the axle
housing.Any other questions?
SUBJECT>front detroit install POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is this as easy as pulling the carrier and moving the ring gear,bearings and shims to the
new detroit?I know Rusty Ramage and a couple others guys have done it that way with
no evil repercussions,but just wanted to check before I gut the front axle...Thanks,Alan
SUBJECT>The Deuce Multifuel/CAT V8 Swap II POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The concern of the throw out bearing came to fruition and I had to make up for the CAT's
3/4"deeper bell and needed a 3/4"deeper T/O bearing.I had two,stock,deuce style T/O's
and machined the back off of one and just slightly cut down the front of the other and
pressed them together then welded it.It came out really nice and should take care of that
little hiccup.The CAT motor is in the truck now and the redrilled adapter is now trapped
between the tranny and motor.The left rear motor mount is in and the right one will be
finished tonight and possibly the front mount as well.The CAT being a bit wider than the.inline multifuel presented
a slight problem with the steering column.I clearanced the
outter tube of the column to gain 3/8-1/2"of precious space.So far it's been a fair amount
of expected work and the only thing that may need to be 'hot wrenched'is a small tab out
of the frame for starter solenoid clearance.The hood may have a slight bubble in it to
clear the CAT's compressor too.A buddy gave me some heavy stainless steel exhaust
collectors that surprisingly will bolt directly to the manifolds.Flex pipe will be my friend!
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28952 NEXT>
28957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEEEEEEEET!Yeah,It sounds too slow to drive home and too heavy for me to haul
on my trailer.....will you come get it with a deuce???Ben
SUBJECT>M715 for auction POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>NEXT>28982 28993 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
in case anyone is interested...brute4c -here's another VIN number
1968 KAISER TRUCK,06 CYL,4 SPEED ST ,VIN:22126,EST MI:UNKN.
(12837132260001)SALVAGE,DOES NOT RUN,**NOT TO BE TITLED FOR
HIGHWAY USE****MUST BE TOWE **
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VIN#:22126
Mileage:9860
http://www.gsaauctions.gov/
SUBJECT>Re:Hummm.Found me a new toy on Gov.Liquidation?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28955 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She's not together yet Ben.
Bribe Doug...he's closer!
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28928
NEXT>28975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a great deal!....only problem is that I'm in Massachusetts.You wouldn't consider
shipping it would you?
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst -Heater box POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You have just the underdash hot water type right?No engine
compartment mounted
blower/heater core?Send the pics if you get a chance.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Drums POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28951
NEXT>29014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spanky,
I have one drum,front,that with my superprecision tape measure measures in at 12-
31/32".The brake surface is not grooved -you could almost sneak by without a cut on
this one.Photos on request.
You have anything to trade?I could use a tow shackle pin or front bumper.Or a Chevy
D60 front axle with locker.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Were you at Kansas Krawl &Oct 25th weekend POSTER>stevbronco
missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28937 NEXT>28977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee and I were the only two m715s at the kansas krawl,That I know of.
I didnt get a chance to wheel with Lee this time and regret it.My group of buddies always
seemed to want to go there on way so I only got to shake hands with him in the parking
lot and then to waive at him a few hours later.
Anyways,my truck has a spring over and boggers but I tossed the big block "damn chevy
crap".It now has a temporary transplant,a fuel injected 5.0 from a mustang.Soon to be
460!
Why didnt you introduce yourself?I am a nice guy most of the time and always love to
chat about anything with four wheels.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:M715 in music video POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28943 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 24v generator that ill swap
SUBJECT>Chassis repair POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28964 28970 28976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In about a week im gona haul my truck over to a friends shop so I can get the body off
and repair the frame.There is rust everywhere,some spots are only on the surface and
other spots are starting to eat through.Has anyone used that paint that claims it will go on
over rust and prevent it from coming back?Im trying to decide weather I want to do that,.or if I want to sand blast
and paint.
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28963
NEXT>28965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,its called POR15.It works great on rusted metal.Won't do squat on rusted threw
metal though.Its really best to replace and thin areas,and then coat the entire frame with
POR.Prep,Prep,Prep is the key to making POR15 work good.Bad prep,and it will peel
off.Maybe you AT LEAST wire brush all the rust off,then degrease EVERYTHING,
then clean again with water,let completlty dry,and you good to go.Oh,and make sure
you top coat it
Good LUck
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28964
NEXT>28966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess the other thing I have to consider is cost.I know I can pick up a sand blaster for
like $50 at sears,and then just some flat black paint pretty cheap.How expensive is the
POR15?
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SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28965
NEXT>28972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
get hammerrite paint instead of por15 cause it works the same but is a lot cheaper.I
would sandblast the frame while the cab is off just to be doing it the right way
SUBJECT>whos m715?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28968 28980 LINKNAME>m715?
LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topicf=3t=016597
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=016597
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28963
NEXT>28971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Question is how good of a job do you want to do?
If it was me and I wanted to keep the truck for many years I would sand blast,and fix the
bad spots,then POR15,POR Primer then paint.
If you want a quick fix then use the POR and fogeddabouded.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28970.NEXT>28974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want it to LAST!If I am going to spend the time to take off the body,get rid of all the
rust and repair the frame I am not goint to half ass the paint.Another question I have is
when I find a section of metal that is in pretty bad shape would I be better off cutting the
section out and welding in all new metal,or will it be just as good to weld over the
section and/or box it in?
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28966
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know how much paint it would take?
SUBJECT>Field Exercises???POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When are there field excercises,and how do I find out info about them?I would like to
come to some if there are ever any near the St Louis area.
thx
-John
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 8:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,if you buy a sandblaster get a pressure pot type.The siphon feed type is only good
for small parts and wasteing sand.Northern tool has a 60#blaster for $100.You will save
a lot of time and sand useing the pressure pot.You will also need a decent air compressor.
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,6 October 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28958
NEXT>28979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Probably be easier to find one closer to ya.Would cost me more time and money to crate
it so it wouldn't get damaged to make it worth my while.:-(If you have a friend passing
thru here sometime,lemme know,as I'm not going to junk it,either.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 12:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28963 NEXT>28996 29000
LINKNAME>POR 15 on the frame.
LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topicf=3t=016517
POR 15 is $95 a gallon,but it does not take no where near a gallon to do it right.You can
get the whole thing done with a quart and have some left over.Just do it like the say in
the instruction and you will be all right.Here is the before and after of my frame that I.just did on Saturday.It is
coverd with POR 15 and then I put on a flat black paint to cover
that.
Here is the Por site if you want to check prices.www.POR15.com
SUBJECT>Re:Were you at Kansas Krawl &Oct 25th weekend POSTER>alan
loshbaugh EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 3:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28961 NEXT>29010 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Steve,I wasn't there or I would definately have introduced myself.I saw an online report
of the event somewhere,and saw pix of the rig...any chance you can come up the
weekend of the 25th?
SUBJECT>canvas top POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29002 29101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone ordered a canvas top with a roll up rear window?I thought it might be nice,
could help with air flow and acess to the bed when the canvas is on the back.I'll give
Beachwood and New Canvas a call?I've seen them on the m37s but not on any m715.
Just a thought
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SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28975
NEXT>29007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greg:
Where in MA are you?I'm in CT and I know a few M715 guys in MA/Southern NH.
Ethan:
I just shipped a front valance with Greyhound from MO to CT for $40,with minimal
wrapping.
SUBJECT>Re:whos m715?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 5:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28967
NEXT>28983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,you're gonna have to narrow it down a bit.I can't go through all 287,376 messages
on that board (yes,I added them up).
SUBJECT>Re:Field Exercises???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28973
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/poll/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/poll/
Actually when we go into the field for and excersize,even if it takes a week,it is a Field
Exercise not Exercises...subtle difference but it does have a reason.We have had 3
National Field Exercises since 1999.There has never been more than 1 exercise per year
on the national level.The first 2 were at Land Between the Lakes,KY and the 3rd was at
Tuttle Creek,KS.There is currently much interest in doing another at Land Between the.Lakes for next summer.There is
currently a poll up to vote for the dates that you would
be able to attend and another for dates you would prefer not to have the Field Exercise.
The page with the polls is linked below and you can vote for as many dates as you like,
just dont vote for any single date more than once.
At this time no other info is available as to when,how much,or who will attend...once we
get a date,we will start that process in earnest...maybe you would like to volunteer to help
organize??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 for auction POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28956
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the VIN,Tony!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:whos m715?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28980
NEXT>28985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Copy and paste the link Bump.It's a sweet looking truck that someone went and threw up
5'in the air with wierd tires on it.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7
October 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28924 NEXT>29035
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So your saying you are looking for a new head for the stock 230 OHC engine?
If so try Vintage Power Wagons...see the link on the left side of the screen for there parts
page and contact info.I know I saw brand new 230 blocks there just yesterday...didn't see
heads but wouldn't doubt it either...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:whos m715?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28983
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup that worked,the hyperlink didn't.Anyway,that looks like it started out as a nice
truck.Too bad it went to trailer-queen show-only status.Thanks for the link!
Bob
SUBJECT>Thanks POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
7 October 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28935 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got an answering machine that was in French!Ok,then she repeats herself in English,
but it kind of threw me at first.
Ron.SUBJECT>Contact Set POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>28988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now THIS is wierd!Ordered a new set of points for my stock ignitor system.I knew that
Borg-Warner "A-81"set was correct,but the parts house that carried those closed up.I
went to NAPA and ordered as set of thier "Echlin"brand points (properly called a
"Contract Set"I guess.Here's what is cool -the NAPA P/N is CS725A.So,remember,to
get a new set of points it's Contact Set (CS)for the 725,eh!$12.00,comes with capsule
of "Protect-A-Point"lubricant,as well!
BTW-nice parts!solid ground contact point,not the hollw rivet style we get from
discount houses,AND ahas the redundant copper ground strap and separate spring.Top-
notch stuff.No,I don't own NAPA stock!
SUBJECT>typo POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,7
October 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28987 NEXT>28990
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,fix line 3 "Contract"to read "Contact"then delete this post?Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:front detroit install POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28953 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan,
Sounds like you are headed in the right direction.One word of advise would be to buy
new bolts for the bearing caps.The ones in my 70 rear stretched when torqued to 100
lbs...think the manual said 100 to 125.Scared me and from now on I will reccomend
hardened bolt for that application,Grade 8 .
Doug
SUBJECT>Spell check?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>28988 NEXT>28991 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bump,
Is this the new spell check I keep hearing about?Nice.Does Brute have a dictionary,or
do we have to tell him the correct spelling?
Brute,please correct this post as you see fit and then delete it too.
-B.
(sorry to hijack your thread Bump.)
SUBJECT>Re:Spell check?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28990
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was thinking of creating a "brians postings"worm and releasing it on the
server...hopefully it would be really hungry...any hackers out there??
brute4c
SUBJECT>VPW outing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys for coming down to VPW...it was a pleasure to spend the day with such
friendly and helpful people...was kinda like being at home with good friends instead of
being on the road.
And Doug,I owe ya big!!!
Everything got home fine...actually made it in under 7 hours even with the trailer...usually
takes 7.5 to 8 hours...thanks for the trailer loan John!!!
Dave,thanks for the access to everything and the freedom to roam and check it all
out...quite gracious of you...plus your such a cool guy too!!!
Found some more parts we didn't know were hiding down there...bought up a few things
that were the last ones or almost the last ones around.As the project goes on,I know I'll
be back for more.
Nice write up from Doug on his wheeling,he showed us some footage...good driving,
some 100 plus point pucker factors going there!!Next time we will have to try and setup
a weekend of wheelin and then go raid VPW to repair the carnage on Monday!
We had a great time and I really look forward to seeing all of you again...hopefully no
later than the 2004 FE!!
Thanks for a great day in great weather,a free lunch and more help and friendship than a
guy has a right to ask for!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Tony,What State?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28956 NEXT>28998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can you narrow it down a little??
SUBJECT>Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>28995 29008 29056 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have some bad news.Yesterday my wife said she is divorcing me after 10 years.She
moved out the day before our anniversary.The last two weeks have been h*ll.I don't
think I can afford the house and my beloved shop I spent all my money on.I may have to
sell my truck.I am going to avoid it at all cost's.I think there was only one other person
on this board that paid more than I did for their M715.I need ideas on where to advertise
it to get the best price for it should my financial situation dictate that I sell it.I want to try
as hard as I can to keep it,but now I just need to recover and find a place to live that I can
afford.If I stay here I will probably have to sell it.So I need input about that.We are.being friendly about it and
will make every effort to stay that way.So please no negative
comments about her or the situation...So your input about where to advertise for the best
return would be helpful.I know I will not get out of it what I have into it.There are
pictures in the members section....Thanks....Al Temple...
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28994 NEXT>28997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want a temporary home for the truck I will gladly hold on to it for you!That way
you can figure everything out and wont have to worry about spending any money on it.
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Then once you have everyting figured out and can afford it you can take the truck back.
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28976 NEXT>29001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to see those pictures,they could give me an idea of the job i am about to
tackle.But the link only takes me to the main page,and I have no clue where to go from
there.
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28995 NEXT>28999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get a copy of military vehicles magazine.There are several vehicle brokers in there who
could help you out.One of them helped a friend sell his kaiser,it was mostly stock except
for p/s and lockers and tires,he got about $7,000 for him.This is the guy he used:David
W.Uhrig -Military Vehicle Broker and Appraisal Services PO Box 726-A Chillicothe,
Ohio 45601 Phone &fax:740-772-1540 e-mail mvs@bright.net
here's his webpage
http://www.armyjeeps.net/
Sorry for your troubles,and best luck to you,Alan
SUBJECT>Re:Tony,What State?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>28993 NEXT>
29036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,
I found it under I think it was salvage/parts vehicles.It was in New Mexico.Looks like a
pretty good old FD truck w/winch.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28997 NEXT>29003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys!I will know in a week or two.I really want to keep it.I love my three Jeeps.
They never let me down....I'll print out the info and set it aside.....Al....SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair
POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28976 NEXT>29019 29090
LINKNAME>After LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/painted.jpg
Wonder why it didn't work.Here is the after shot.
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>28996 NEXT>LINKNAME>Before
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/frame1.jpg
And here is the before shot.
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28978 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bobby and i have one from new life.i havent used mine,but his is nice
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28999 NEXT>29006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I paid $8000 for my latest one,but I really don't think I could resell it for that (I didn't buy
it to resell).
If there is any way to keep it,you'll be glad later on that you did.
SUBJECT>PA M715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awhile back there was a guy who I think was from PA who had an M715 for sale.
Original paint,winch,pretty nice truck.But I have lost his email address and name and
would like to contact him.Any ideas?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:PA M715 POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29004
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom ,I sent you an E mail.----Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29003 NEXT>29009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
You are in the right mind set.Try to keep it friendly.It can get nasty.I went through a
divorce years ago.Work with her,be nice,count to 10 if you have to.I stayed friendly.with my ex.and was able to keep
just about all my toys and the house.Try to meet her
half way plus.I wish the both of you the best of luck.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28979
NEXT>29031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Foxboro.By chance did one of the people you know grab the M715 that was in the
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Want Advertiser last week in N.Hampton NH?For $500 it must have been pretty rough.
GB
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28994 NEXT>29018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
I know you asked for help on the truck and no comments on the problem at hand.But
(theres always a but right?)I wish you both the best of luck and maybe you can work it
out.You have always talked highly of her when you talked about her so I hope something
good will happen to you.Seems like your luck has been pretty shitty lately,I hope that
winch wasnt jinxed....
Keep your head up
And best of luck Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 3:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29006 NEXT>29022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck Al.:-(
SUBJECT>Re:Were you at Kansas Krawl &Oct 25th weekend POSTER>stevbronco
missouri EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28977 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alan
Looks like I wont be back at all this year,truck is getting ready to go in the shop for its
next stage of build up or rebuild,however you like to look at it.The 302 was temporary,
my other project needs it motor back.
This winters project will include the 460,new cage.frame off,new coat of paint and
some new treads!Looking forward to busting some more knuckles on it.
Have a good time
Steve
Did you ever get your fj45 done?I wanna check it out sometime.
SUBJECT>How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29012 29038 29040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My alternator guage needle sits in the green at idle.When I rev the engine
or get up some
rpms on the road,it moves into the red zone to the right.What does this mean???
Is the alternator overcharging my batteries?Or are the batteries low and need the extra
charge?They seem to have plenty of power and really spin the heck out of the starter.
Can I get a new regulator for my alternator or will I need to find a rebuilt one?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 4:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29011 NEXT>29016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mickey,
First off,the guage could be wrong -to be certain use a multimeter to check the true
voltage.
As I understand,the alternator is internally regulated and is adjustable with an allen key
or screwdriver under a little plastic cover at the back of the alternator.I'm sure someone
else will fill you in there.
Chris
SUBJECT>help POSTER>jeffjeep EMAIL>bullydog@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,7
October 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29015 29049
29059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This sucky website is pissing me off it wont let me get a user name,any
advise!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Drums POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28960
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,
I assume that alternator comment below was for me?No need for that,I went the sane
way and converted to 12v.What's your zip code so I can figure what this will cost to
ship?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:help POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29013
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,if your saying that this webpage is sucky,of course it won't let you get a user
name!!=P
J/K
Wait for Brute4c to answer,he'll help you out.
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Joe Kaiser.EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 5:22
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29012 NEXT>29021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If we are talking GI 24V system then the volt guage shows the condition at the battery.If
you are getting voltage increases when you accelerate this might mean a problem with the
alternator.Depending on the manufacurer of the unit the voltage adjust screw will be
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either under a alan plug or under a rubber cap.Check your belts,and your wires into the
the unit.Make sure everything is ok with them.And it is also good to check with a VOM
(Volt Ohm Meter)to see what the actual volts are.You should get a solid 28V from the
alternator.
BTW the guage on the dash should read:left red discharge,yellow discharging,green
charging with the little white line being 28V,and right red overcharging.
Hope that helps.
Joe
SUBJECT>ana Axles POSTER>715 guy EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at
5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29024 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know of a site or somewhere i can go for some prices on Dana 60 axles?
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29008 NEXT>29026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any chance of reconciling?I got the big D a year and a half ago...I'm in dept up to my
eyeballs but I kept the house and the toys.My new wife is great and things are looking
better each day.
Get a apraisal of all your stuff (try to get her to agree on the apraiser)then its just paying
her her half....You might be able to refinace the house like I did to pay her off...
Good Luck and God bless.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29000
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice work now get moving and get it back on the road...:)
Send more pics as it comes along...
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>ana F60 Question POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is an '86 Chevy front Dana 60 open knuckle king pin style axle wide enough for the M-
715..Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Mickey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29016 NEXT>29025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on right red overcharging.So I can try to adjust this with the adjustment screw,or
does it look like I need a new alternator?Can you just buy a voltage regulator??
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just paid $6000 for mine.Was appraised at $7500.All stock except for lockers &gear
ratios.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana F60 Question POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29020 NEXT>29065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,and yes
72.5 is stock wms to wms
dana 60 open front is 69 wms to wms.have to adjust with backspace on the rims
SUBJECT>Re:Dana Axles POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29017 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for sale on pirate 4x4bbs
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29021 NEXT>29135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try to adjust it first.If that dosen't work,you'll probably need to look into rebuilding the
thing.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29018 NEXT>29028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man you guys are awesome!I appreciate the support.Today has been a whirlwind.Went
over the numbers on the house and what she needs to get her fair share.I don't think I can
do it.I don't make enough to refinance 175,000 for what we owe and give her the 40 to 60
K for her share of equity on top of that..Looks like I will have to part with my new 24x40
shop.sad very sad...Whats worse is it is chock full of Jeep parts,tools and a very
dissassembled wagoneer.Not fun to move,and where to???We have been talking every
day.The converstations are very pleasant an she is educating me on all our financials ect..We have no kids,always
had seperate accounts,and such.I really don't think it will get
ugly.We joked about who gets the new camp stove today....I'm going to help her move,I
think we will be good friends when the pain goes away and some time flies by.I will do
everything I can to keep my M715.I DO NOT want to part with it.But I have to explore
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my options.The snomobiles and my two 455 Buicks are in the paper Thurs.Not much
but it's something..I realize this is a M715/725 forum.I hope me venting does not tweak
anyone.This forum is like a family I have never met.I check it multiple times daily.I just
feel really low and talking seems to help.Thanks for the input.It really does help....One
day at a time....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:VPW outing POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,
7 October 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28992 NEXT>29044
29047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon,
I really enjoyed the day at VPW also.It was neat to see all those parts.I never knew so
many still existed.
I also really enjoyed meeting you and your friends and your son.I couldn't tell Raymond
was your son with his camoflauge pants,Packers jersey and "pineapple"hand grenade.
When does he get his first M715?
Hope to see you again soon.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29026 NEXT>29039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As my second brother once told me after his divorce,"you know why divorce costs so
much???................cause it's worth it"
SUBJECT>is a m725 any good for towing POSTER>chris
EMAIL>bashaw333@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am looking at a m725 ambulance that is for sale because it is a great camping vehicle
but i want to know if it is set up fo towing like the 715 i need to be able to tow up too a 2
car trailer for brining my other trail jeeps along.
thanks for any help
SUBJECT>Re:alternator POSTER>matt pawlak EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,7 October
2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28884 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yes ihave one of unknown cond.and will sell cheap,call number above as i am on friends
comp.located in milwaukee.
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29007 NEXT>29078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Greg did you know that any jeep pickup or wagoneer from
63 to the 80s will work they
have the same holes punched in them the only modification is to block out the turn signal
holes I used a 65 wagoneer on my 715 and just had to tack some small 18 guage panels
into the ts holes every thing else bolted together........
SUBJECT>Re:heater box please!POSTER>jeeperguy/wyoming
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28950 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris take up cookiebaker on his heater I installed the complete system from a 76 jtruck it
was almost a bolt in deal our trucks have the knockouts in the firewall for this system
very easy to do works great.......
SUBJECT>Re:is a m725 any good for towing POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29029
NEXT>29051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
with the stock 230,i'd have to say no....a big gasser or a Diesel,you'd do better,fuel
mileage will suck when towing,though (and the rest of the time,too).
Braking should be OK,as long as the trailer has trailer brakes propery set up,and the
truck has a properly setup brake controller (look at a Prodigy controller).Lots of folks
don't like the drum brakes,I think they are adequate (but I'd do discs if money was better).
How far/what speeds are you wanting to tow?Flatland,or hills?I figure a trailer with 2
jeeps would have a total weight of at least 7500#...maybe more.Any idea of your loaded
weight?
DP
SUBJECT>Re:re:Front 60 guts,silence and Moses POSTER>whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,7 October 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28949
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol,you're right!
i thought it was my blue suede "moo"shoes i wear when wheeling!
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,
8 October 2003,at 1:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>28984 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iv'e got a parts motor that the head should be good on.The bottom end made alot of noise
but not the top end.I could pull it and see if you can't find another one.Will have to be in
no hurry though,can't get to it till next week.The exhaust manifold should be good also,
SUBJECT>Re:Tony,What State?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>28998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too Far...thanks..SUBJECT>12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>29041
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29042 29076 29085 29092 29109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the best,easiest,way to run a starter on 12 volt from two 12 volt batteries and then
go back to 24 volt for the rest of the running system once it's started??
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29011 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See the "Online Manuals"link up top?It's green,and says,of all things,"Online
Manuals".It's clickable.In 4 seconds I found this:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter8.html
Copy/paste it in your browser's address bar (you may have to delete an extra "space"at
the end of the URL before you hit "Enter".This will take you to the section you need.
You can even print it out and take it to the shop with you!
May want to go through the operator's manual,too.
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29028 NEXT>29052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The quote I've always heard was "You never really know a woman until you meet here in
court"I sincerely hope you are the exception to the rule,man.Just don't let Brian S.set
you up when the time does come to re-enter the market.
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a tip -My M715 has the 100 amp alternator,and the voltage adjustment for it is in
the regulator module it self.There is a flat-blade screw in the middle of the regulator,and
the adjustment is under that.
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Basically you want to have 24 volt batteries that 'switch'to 12 volt output temporarily?
I would think you would have to have some kind of converter to do that...the series versus
parallel wiring of the batteries would preclude a switch there unless you wanted to
physically change the wiring after starting...probably not this lifetime...and we know
drawing anything remotely big in amps off one battery and charging back with 24 volt is
gonna be bad for battery life.A converter to flow what a starter needs is gonna be very
expensive..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>29045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Option one:
local farmer here was having trouble melting the windings on his 12 volt tractor
starter.He replaced it several times with no success.Somewhere along the line someone
told him to try starting it with 24 volts instead of 12.He gave in and decided to try it and it
worked.He did say that he has had the bearing on the gear side of the starter fail from the
extra torque it is being subjected to but that was after a couple of years,much less
frequent than his previous problem.This is the same 12 volt starter-just hit it with
24 volts.
Option two:
get three starter solonoids and one battery disconnect switch and I'll draw ya a diagram of
how to wire it.
PS:Ive been using a 12 volt ford solonoid to start my 24 volt 715 for roughly 1 yr 3 mo
with no problems.Center tapped to get 12v for the coil and allow 24v to pass through the
switch.When I relocated the batteries I accidently connected the coil to 24v and ran it
that way 2 mo before I realized it.Still on the same solonoid.
Go ahead Bump,tell him the right way to do it now.
Doug
SUBJECT>transmission shift boot POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29046 29053 29144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a new transmission shift boot.I don't really care if it is OEM.Does
anyone know of a generic or other boot that will fit?
SUBJECT>Re:VPW outing POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why do you think I am buying all these parts and reworking my truck...by the time I'm
done,he will probably just be able to drive it off and say "thanks dad"on the way out!!!!
You make sure you get down to Kentucky so we can relax with a cold one or 2 some
night and swap trail stories!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29042 NEXT>
29050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naa,this is a Mozar subject.Transit busses use a 12/24 voly controller known as.(manufactured by,I
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think)Vanner.Mucho buckeros,I'd go with the separate 12/24
circuits -use the 12 for starting ,and the 24 for all else.There's room for a 3rd battery in
the box for just such a system.Since the ignition (coil),gauges,lighting,and 24V
charging system are controlled by the master switch,(and the starter is not)just run 12
volt lead to and from starter button off the isolated,single battery.This would also give
you a 12 volt system for CB,extra lights,and you various whatnots.
This work,Gary?
SUBJECT>Re:transmission shift boot POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weren't there a slew of these on eBay lately?
SUBJECT>Re:VPW outing POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29027 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Joe,you forgot to mention the Plastic Survival knife also.
It was a good time,Kind of unlocking the doors at Fort Knox and being allowed to walk
through and handle all the gold.Also reminded me of a archeological dig with a bunch of
amature archeologist....me being one of the worst.....ohh look at this,no wait look over
here,no never mind check this out!!!!I swear if you had a cab,frame and box.You could
build a brand new 715 out of what he had in those containers.What a blast to be able to
have the opportunity to rumage thru that treasure.It truly is unreal.
Just walking thru the carcasses of all those old dodges was good fun also,lots of neat
stuff down there.
What more pleasant group of people to be around,Everytime I meet another zoner,I
reconfirm that these trucks must draw a certian type of person to them.I have yet to meet
one that I cant say that it feels like you have known them for years.All have been good
hearted people with a great desire to help others.
Can't wait too see you all again!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>More MIOBI POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,
They are having a "Toys for Tots"run Nov 1st and 2nd.I'll be there Sunday for sure and
Maybe Saturday.Ben,You can have shotgun if you want it and I can seat a total of six in
the 715.E-mail me if you want a ride.Addmission is a $20 toy new in the box (no stuffed
animals).I believe the Addmission is for the truck only but I'm sure.Don't feel bad if you
want to bail out before a climb and just watch....I'm used to that.Just ask
WetCJ..........heck I even had a guy jump clear during a climb that got a little scary once.
Cracked me up.This guy hit the ground rolling and got to his feet and said "I'll spot ya"..He later admitted he
jumped for fear of his own life and we have had several good laughs
at his expense every sense.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29045 NEXT>29074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen flaws in my plan all ready............the second option might not work as it would
completely disable the 24v side of your electrical.........your second pump,the one in the
tank would have no power during start-up.Check the prices on a replacement starter
before you hit yours with 24v.
I did jump start a 12 volt 671 detroit with 24v from my deuce just to see if the motor ran
or not...it worked.
SUBJECT>Re:is a m725 any good for towing POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29033 NEXT>29080 29089 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 230 will tow about anything you can hook to the truck -the low gearing doesn't let
the engine even know anything is back there!
But,like all these trucks,the low gearing means you'd better not be in any hurry.They're
also all about 40 years old now,so like any 40 year old,you don't want to strain the "old
man."
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29039 NEXT>29055
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
I feel bad for you man.You always hear that the first years are the toughest,and no one
ever says 10 years later you gotta think that maybe it'll fall apart.
You sound like this is pretty much set in stone,but I agree with the guy above-don't give
up.Sometimes things will work out where you thought they never could.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission shift boot POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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AB Linn has one on ebay right now,$10 "buy it now"price.Vintage Power Wagons also
has a box full of them,I saw them Monday..SUBJECT>carb rebuild kit POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29058 29079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi again,
I just got my carb kit for my stock M715 carb and was wondering if there is anything not
obvious about doing a rebuild.Do I just disassemble,soak in carb cleaner,and
reassemble with the new parts?Any advise would be appreciated.
Thanks
Jeff
Oh yah this has been by far the most helpful and friendly of boards that I belong to.
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29052 NEXT>29060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat...Yes it is set in stone.She was gone awhile ago.I saw it but denied it.Gonna
look for a smaller place with some shop space for the future.After all I need a secure
place to park my truck right?
Doug,your words you sent me changed my outlook.Thank you!I'll be alright.I just feel
like someone sliced me up,stuck me in a blender full of salt water,and made me wait for
awhile with their finger on the button.....One day at a time....The next one will be even
better...Back to your M715/725 programing day.....THX!!
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28994 NEXT>29071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,three years ago my wife said the same thing.(the "D"word)I have to admit I kind a
saw it comming but ignored the warning signs,mistake.After 7 years the worst was over,
so I thought.Luckly it never got ugly.Maby because I was abel to pay her off her half of
the house anyway.It also took me 2 yrs to get a mortgage in my name due to an addition I
had started,and didn't have a CO.
Fast foward this past spring she mentions something about the possibility of getting back
together,two more months and the papers would have gone to the state to make it final.
Luckly I bought my truck while seperated she can't say anything about it now.
Keep talking think possitive and think about what your going to say when talking.I've put
my foot in mouth many times talking too fast .Good luck
SUBJECT>Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Al EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29061 29066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After over a year of seriously looking,and years of wanting.I finally scored my 67 m715
s/n 10758 (actually found it here on the list).The truck has had a life indoors as a FD brush truck in NY and can be
seen by the little
amount of rust on it.One rust hole about the size of a quarter on the rear of the cab and
very little surface rust on the frame.One 2.5"cut hole on the side of the bed from the fire
hose and another 2"hole on the cab just behind the driver.(antenna mount?).The added
bonus the tailgate is still there and in great condition.no winch but there are frame
extentions new in a box.The truck has had the stock I-6 removed and replaced by a jeep
327 v8 out of a Gladiator.The t-98 was retained.During the replacement of the engine
the truck was converted to 12v.
The soft top was replaced by a very well made hard top over the bows.I removed it and
will not be put back on.Unless I do not have the soft top by the time I take it for
inspection.
My plans for it vary.
It is guaranteed that it will be restored...but to back to its Military days or it's fire fighting
days,is still up in the air.(but leaning to a fire truck.)However the engine will remain
with it's v8.
One thing is that it will not see off road trails anymore!(I have a built cj for that)
When finished she will spend the rest her days on Sunday drives and going for Ice cream.
The truck will be very unique here.And as far as I know,it is the only one in Canada.
Pictures to follow...
Al/Quebec/Canada
SUBJECT>Re:carb rebuild kit POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29054 NEXT>29062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It helps to set float level back to factory specs,but other than that,it's a pretty darn simple
carb.You can rebuild one in less than 10 minutes,after cleaning.
................
SUBJECT>Re:help POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29013 NEXT>29069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see you have already setup your user name and password...I have validated this info for
you manually...you should be able to login to the members section with the user name and
password you have chosen.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29055 NEXT>29070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
You forgot the part about all the air being sucked out of your lungs also.
Buy a small spot of land.Build you a 40x60 "Garage Mahal"and section the end off like
a apartment.One cool batchlor pad.Heck with a house for now.Leave room and thought
of where to build it later..Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29057 NEXT>29063 29064 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Congrats Al !!!
Have fun......I would go military U.S.of course.....freak out your neighbors..let them think
weve gone nuts and decided to invade.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:carb rebuild kit POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29058 NEXT>29068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Tom -adjust the float properly.Bear in mind that there is a civilian spec and
military spec -go with the military one or you'll have trouble on steep uphill runs.Also,
be sure to install teh anti-flutter float spring.Don't over-torque any screws,either.Good
luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29061 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glade to see another one found a great home.I too would go with the Military restore,but
we are kind of biased here ;o).
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29061 NEXT>29067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't freak them out any more than we did last weekend.
Being in the Armour Corp for 17 years I have quite a few friends.
Well 2 Sunday's ago whild doing a recruiting drive one of my crews dropped by my place
in a LAV..Then 2 Provincial cop car's showed up.
thinking it might be stolen (think they watch too much real tv)
I live in a quiet neighbourhood ,they don't see many tanks.I only been there for a year
and already stirred up the place.
Ha Just wait!
Al/Quebec Canada
SUBJECT>Re:Dana F60 Question 'Hey Lee'POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29023 NEXT>29077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya-Ya I seen yours fit in ok but how bout that wheel off set you fig'ed that one out yet.
Brandon.SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>jschwennese@allmerica.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29057 NEXT>29099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats...Is that the red m715 off ebay.
In the past 2 months there have been 2 fire 715s up for auction.One looked to be in
awsome shape with winch and the other looked to be in very good shape without a winch.
anyway Congrats...
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29064 NEXT>29081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congrats Al!!Go military!!Hey now we are going to have to go by
Al 1 and Al 2..Question who is who???We can draw straws...Congrats man,good to see
another one preserved....Al T....
SUBJECT>Re:carb rebuild kit POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29062 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might hit all the passages with compressed air with a rubber tip.Seems like all the
rebuilds I did using air to clean out the passages simply worked better...Pretty simple
carbs though....Al...
SUBJECT>Re:help POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29059 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to know the secret handshake...
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A large shop with a small pad attached...Hmmm,I can visualize that!
Dirty Al's home for wayward jeeps....
SUBJECT>Re:Might need to sell my truck POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29056 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good advise...I won't take all the blame,but theres something to say about getting drunk
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all summer and opening my mouth...At least I had fun....:^)
SUBJECT>Interesting article M715/725's mentioned POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>You may have seen this
before....LINKURL>http://www.angelfire.com/country/M715/page4.html.Something to keep you from your work....
SUBJECT>Full size jeep list planning a local run POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the guys over at the IFSJA list are planning a run out here in the Tillamook State
forest 45 minutes west of Portland.Looks like I might be helping lead it.It might be an
overnighter or a day run,not sure yet...Anybody close enough to be interested?????.....
aL t.
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29050 NEXT>
29075 29116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THis is in my CAT/euce project.
Bump,if I run a third battery for 12 volt how would it be charged?
Doug,I thought of the three solenoids and then came to your same conclusion and the
pump would be dead.I may just try the 24V through the starter and see what happens.
The damn thing is a 70#,finger smashing,monster.
THANKS FOR THE INPUT ALL!
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29074 NEXT>29106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thinking more.........the pump would not be dead it would just have 12 volts instead of 24
volts......wonder if it would stil pump enough to get it to fire.Just wire it to a 12volt
battery and see if it will fire like that.Then after its fired up you would trip the solonoids
back to 24v???????????
Man do I love shouting out crazy ideas for some else to try at thier expense.....this is fun.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>29108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 24v starter that I will sell you.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana F60 Question 'Hey Lee'POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im waiting on 3"backspace rims.will let you know asap....right now the tires hit the
springs at full turn
SUBJECT>Re:grille shell wanted POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29031 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't had any luck finding one of those either......do you know exactly what year
Waggy was the last for that grille style?
GB
SUBJECT>Re:carb rebuild kit POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 2:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29054 NEXT>29113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What Kit are you going to use?Because I noticed on mine it didn't run right(power valve)
if you look at the civ kits over mil kits,the mil kits base gasket have holes going into
center of carb for vacuum as the civ kits get vacuum from manifold.All I did was cut the
hole out so it would get vacuum from center of carb.Maybe it was just the kit I got but I
would check it.One barrel holley.
SUBJECT>Re:is a m725 any good for towing POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A stock truck will drag almost any trailer,just not very fast :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 3:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29067 NEXT>29100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Congratulations Al.Where abouts in Quebec are you located?I am in the Moosehead
Lake area in Maine.
SUBJECT>Chevy 302 POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29083 29084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone heard of the Chevy 302?I have decided that I am going to build one for my 83
stepside.They origonally came in the 69 Camero,at least some of them.What it is is a
327 that has been destroked with a 283 crank.The factory rated them at 375 horse power,
but in reality they were putting out 490!This will be a bad engine in the little stepside.
Anyone have a 327 block they are looking to get rid of?
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29082 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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boy,i remember my dad driving home in a brand new 69 z 28 with a 302.that thing
would almost lift the wheels off the ground.he sold it 2 yrs later,when my sister was
born and bought a 4 door caprice,so we'd have more room...boy life can suck...lol rick
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at.5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aawurthUS9caU
PREVIOUS>29082
NEXT>29098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,build a 383!The ONLY reason for the 302 was 5 liter (305 CI)trans-am racing.It's
a toqueless screamer,for the same (or less)effort you can build a 383 stroker that'll be
easily 400 REAL horsepower and 450+lb-ft of torque.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>29088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that 6V starters work just fine at 12V,so I don't think you'd do a lot of damage to
a 12V starter with 24V.Especially if your engine starts well and you don't have to do a lot
of cranking.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Full size jeep list planning a local run POSTER>kevin s
EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>29073 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be depending on when it is.
kevin
SUBJECT>Track width POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29094 29103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello all.I have recently bought a 715 and I am now in the process of trying to transport
it home (Columbus Ohio).Problem is,the flatbed trailer I have is 80 inches wide.Since
the truck is in Indiana,I need some help trying to figure the track width of the 715 with
the stock NDT tires on it.The 'Tech Specs'say the 715 is 85 inches wide,and I suspect
that is for the widest part (fender to fender?).Anybody know the track width (left tire
outside to right tire outside)for the stock truck with NDT's?Thanks.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29085 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two options...
1.Run your 12V starter on 24V and forget about it.
2.Have a starter shop rework it to work on 24V.
Or get ahold of a GM manual like for a CUCV which is the oposite 24V start and 12V
run and reverse engineer.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:is a m725 any good for towing POSTER>Joe Kaiser.EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October
2003,at 6:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey I resemble that remark...
41 in 2 weeks....:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29000 NEXT>29137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lookin'good PC !!
SUBJECT>need parts for m725 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for knobs for headlight switch,wiper arms,outside door handles,some good
military paint,back up light (blackout),and blackout light on hood.Ive got 38.5x11x16
super swamper boggers on it now and have a 350 4bolt that i putting in and im working
over brakes,then ujoints ect.ill get the numbers off it next time i go out to work on it.got
to get me an m715 next.found one at surplus in springfield mo it was a little ruff but
restorable,had a blown headgasket.im ready for some serious offroading and cant wait.
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try running a separate 12 volt alt.and battery and run it for starting truck,ignition and any
other acessories you can get custom harnesses and add an ignition switch in the dash or
get one from pace,jegs or summit like painless,moroso,arc.carquest sells 24 volt alts,1
wire hook ups.they also sell 12volt alts/1 wire hookup.I work as a mechanic for carquest
and ive got our parts goru getting me brake shoes for my m725.if there right ill post the
part numbers.I ve got my fingers crossed.
SUBJECT>lifts for m725/m715 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29096 29175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know of a company that makes a lift kit of at least 3 inches prefer 6+and some
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good articulation.plan on driving over some of these jerks that cant drive or at least thru
there cars.lol.
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29087 NEXT>29097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine fits on my trailer,78"between the side rails,very little room to spare though.
SUBJECT>Parts-long,as only I can.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 10:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29102 29114 29117 29136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been so busy this summer that I haven't had time to do much work on the M715.
However,today -after working 13 hrs-I MADE some time.I had forgotten how much fun
it is to look at a vehicle and be able to know what each and every part really does,not just
what it theoretically does like most of the new vehicles.I put some parts that I've
collected over the past months on tonight and was very pleased except for the speedo
cable.Mine was broken when I bought it and I've never been able to see exactaly how
slow I've been going.Well I put it on and made sure that both ends were seated,jacked up
the back of the truck and put it in gear -no dice.Oh well,maybe it will seat itself
tommorrow.Anyway,while I was under there I noticed that my gas tank was hanging on
only one strap -would anyone happen to have one of these?Just the strap,the hangers are
still there.How about an actual M715 speedo cable?The one I bought off e-bay wasn't
even close to the one I took off -new=thin old=thick.As long as I am at it -anyone have
an arm off the light switch?My unlock one is busted and I am just too damn lazy to
switch it with the pannel brite one -appearently I'd rather stab my thumb on a daily basis.
I think I've been reading too many of B.'s posts.
If you made it to the bottom of this post you need help.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:lifts for m725/m715 POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,8
October 2003,at 10:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29093 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know of any co.that makes lift kits for us.Alot of people just do spring overs.you
can put 44s under it.
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,8
October 2003,at 10:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29094 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hulled mine from south califonia on a 83"trailer the 85"is from the oter edge of the
axles wich is 18 off the ground
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Wednesday,8 October 2003,at 11:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29084 NEXT>29105 29107 29132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But you gotta have something to say for a 302 that will rev almost 8,000 rpm though.It is
cool factor that works there for you.A 383 stroker,don't get me wrong,is cool,but
everyone has a 383...go for the 302,that's awesome!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 2:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mine was only listed here back in Mid June.
and is rattle can OD.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:Just got delivery of my new rig POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 2:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,
I'm located just off the west tip of Montreal,on Ils Perrot.
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top POSTER>Marc Lesko \NJ EMAIL>jeeplightman@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28978 NEXT>29120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack
I bought a canvas top with rear zippers and larger than stock rear window.I got it from
New Lifw.I took a while to get from them but it fit perfect.Price was around $265.
Marc
SUBJECT>Re:Parts-long,as only I can.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
9 October 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29095 NEXT>29112
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check e-bay under "M715",I recently saw a board member selling some old stuff from
his "junk bin"-and there were some of these switch levers in a grab-bag.
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,9 October
2003,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>29087 NEXT>29104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Columbus,huh?Welcome to the board,neighbor!I'm about 40 minutes northwest of you
on U.S.route 33!
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29103 NEXT>29111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Bob,
I actually live in Plain City,and work in Marysville.If you see a beat up 715 on a trailer,
headed down 33 this weekend,that's probably me.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29098 NEXT>29118 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
It was advertised with 302HP but with the typical GM 'top brass'underrating.They are an
awesome engine with a great rod ratio and top end power.Made from '67-'69 ONLY in Z-
28 Camaros...nothing else.A special dealer installed option was a crossram and a pair of
big Holleys.It's a small motor that did well with 11.0:1 compression,a stout cam,and big
valve heads.Be sure that this is the type of engine you really want.It would be great for
stock gearing and 70mph,but the low end would suffer a bit...it would still pull the truck
nicely compared to stock.Here's the deal with the build up.You can use a '68-up 350 or
'69 327 block (large journal)and hunt up a factory large journal 302 crank...which would
be quite a feat.Or use a pre '68 327 block the 283 crank.Either engines rods will work
and you'll need to buy the 4"x3"302 pistons.I built one of these about ten years ago and
sold it to a friend to drag race.5.13 and a high stall glide and it did WELL!'65-'67 283's
varied between cast and steel cranks...try an earlier motor down to about '62 and it should
be a steel crank.HAVE FUN!
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29075 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man...I don't know about that.On it's voyage home from 'Jersey,the dick I bought it from
didn't tell me it had a charging system problem.The batteries got down so far then she
chugged to a stop.Once I finally got it home (a favor and a Freightliner rollback)I
charged the bats and it fired and ran fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,
I think someones been blowing smoke up your ...about the 490HP.In that era it was tough
to exceed 1 HP per CI by very much.
That said the 302 is a unique motor and the RPM factor mentioned by Brent is correct.
Short stroke =Higher RPMs before it grenades.Your 5.88 gears would enjoy that.DO IT
and you will be happy.Should sound something like a dentist drill when you arc it up!!!
Cool
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29076 NEXT>
29122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For a 3208 CAT?
SUBJECT>Re:Another thought.....POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>29037 NEXT>29110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about one of those new compressed air starters?They crank really fast and only
need like 40psi to spin them.Since it's a duce it wouldn't be to hard to plumb in.I have no
clue how much they cost.I know they are made by Bosch or some other tool company.
Check out your local big rig parts store.Again it's just a different thought.
Joe
SUBJECT>YES!...but POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29109 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've LOVED the sound of those air starters from way back when Max was firing up that
Mack with the 'earth'painted on the door in "The Road Warrior."I think it would be more
effective to just stick with a juice starter and see how long it lasts at 24V.It usually only
cranks for a couple of seconds before it fires...*so...I may be in good shape there.
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29104 NEXT>29121 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When you trucking through?I live 3 minutes from the rest area south of Huntsville!I can
meet up with you,if you'd like.
SUBJECT>I got a switch lever POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29102 NEXT>29129 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,
E-mail me with an adress and I'll ship it out to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:carb rebuild kit POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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OK,kids,this is a perfect example of "print this,punch three holes in it,and put it in your
three-ring binder under ENGINE"so when you are burning the midnight oil rebulding
your carb to make that trail ride in the morning,you can (figuratively)whip it out and
VIOLA!baske in your infinite wisdom for doing such.
Good info,slowride,many thanks!
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Parts-long,as only I can.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Vintage Power Wagons has the gas tank straps...absolutely sure
of that.The speedo cable,
this was posted a while back and is now in the parts list:
Speedo Cable
A speedo cable from a '77 -'79 CJ-5 will work.I was in a pinch and used the one off my
CJ-5.Order the longer cable.
from Matt Rigsby 28 apr 01
You can also check Vintage Power Wagons for that...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:need parts for m725 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with Vintage Power Wagons,see link in upper part of left hand menu...they
probably have most of that stuff if not all.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29074 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I mounted a Samlex 24-12 volt converter to the commander seat back.It is switched and
fused.It's rated at 10 amps,so as long as you keep your single battery up,it should have
no problem keeping up.Ain't worth a poop as a charger,it has an internal fuse that keeps
it from melting down.
I just checked ebay,nada -but you can find them every now and again for around 20
bucks.
SUBJECT>Hey,Noobs!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Post hijack,here.Sorry,but gotta plug this story for all the noobs we now have.This is,
IMHO,a "must-read"for any and all M7XX buffs.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29105 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree the 302 is a great screamer.I also agree about the low end mush.I have put
several really hopped up 283's in trucks before because I had them.They did great
compared to stock,but they lacked low speed acceleration and high speed trailer/load
hauling ability on anything but flat roads.Unless I run them above 3,000 rpm they just
can't keep up.I have pulled one to put into a little bitty sports car and will sell the other if
anybody wants it.
I do like the idea of doing something different though.Good luck..Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Road trip POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,
9 October 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29222
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,
Will be leaving early in the morning and won't be back until somewhere around
Monday...
See you then!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:canvas top POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark was that you I met at the Garden State Arts Cen Vet Memorial back in July,with
the MTA?Had a nice time that day except for loosing my brakes when pulling out.Had a
fun filled 80 mile ride home w/o brakes.
New Canvas gave me a price of about 285.I'm not sure if that was with rain gutters?
Should be getting a catalog soon.Thanks for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29111 NEXT>29123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's still up in the air.I am trying to be in that area about 5-6pm on Saturday but it
depends on how much trouble we have loading the truck.It would be great to have
someone with experience give the truck a look over.How would we meet?
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Starting,24 Volt running (help!)POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nevermind,didnt catch that litte detail.I figured you were talking about the stock 230.
Sorry
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29121 NEXT>29124 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You got a cell phone?You could give me a shout when you get close.Plain City,huh?I
was there a few weeks ago (TrailQuest).How long before your rig is trail-ready?
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29123 NEXT>29127 29157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry,I am cellularly challenged.We could probably just give you a
call from the rest
stop near you.I wouldn't mind waiting for you to show up.My email is
reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com if you want to send me your number.
As for the rig,it is going to be a while before it is trail ready but,I hope to have it on the
road before winter.I will post pictures when I get it home.The current list of known
problems:
-Previous owner partially removed the oil filter with a screwdriver.I have to remove the
remains and try and fit a new one.
-Air cleaner is gone.
-Windshield is busted.
-Rockers are rotted,and the cab is kinda rough.
-Seats are shot
-Winch a snake pit lying in the bed,along with several clutches.
-No front bumpers.
-Trans case fill bolt gone.
-Reports of "noxoius fumes"when running from the previous owner.
-Tires are old.
-Its white.
-Every nut and bolt on the thing looks like it is rusted solid.
And those are just the things I have found so far.Ahhh the joys of a project...
-Brian
SUBJECT>Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when your batteries died on your deuce did you hear a bunch of clatter from the relays?
Some of our employees have mine right now and they called to tell me that they left the
accessory swith on all night and had to push start it today.if they switch the acc on,it
makes all sorts of racket and if they turn it back off the noise quits.I think that the
batteries are so dead that they cannot hold the relay in.just wanted to know if your
experience was similar.
Doug
SUBJECT>blue smoke???POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help me figure out what is wrong with my 230 OHC Tornado engine.It holds great
vacuum a full 20 inches at idle.It idles good and has great power for a 6 cylinder.The
truck will really move on down the road.But it smokes the whole time.Light blue almost
white smoke.I would like to rule out worn piston rings as the vacuum is so good and the
power is really great.Can bad or rotten valve seals cause an engine to smoke the whole
time it's running?How much trouble is it to replace them/The motor only has 17,000
miles on it but is 35 years old and never been apart.Thanks for any help.I just hope its
not rings or valve guide or stems.Seals I might can live with..SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH MY GOD!NOT ANOTHER BRIAN!
Just kidding.Let's take these one-by-one:
Air cleaner is gone.these are found frequently on e-bay,or call ABLinn -he has hood-
mount style complete kits.
-Windshield is busted.I had a local glass shop cut me one,few hunnert bucks.I can't help
but think that this is close to a CJ galss.It'd make sense for the Army to spec that these
trucks would share glass with an existing vehicle (M38A1?)to cut down on parts
duplication.If yours is "together",you may have the glass shop check into this.
-Rockers are rotted,and the cab is kinda rough.Won't keep you off the trail.
-Seats are shot,-So?Pull up your skirt and drive it!
-Winch a snake pit lying in the bed,along with several clutches.-Chuck 'em in the
garage for winter time projects.
-No front bumpers.Easy to get,maybe build your own!
-Trans case fill bolt gone.I can pull mine and match it up,have it waiting for you.Wait,
isn't this a common 1/2 inch pipe plug?Takes 9/16 open end wrench,I know that.
-Reports of "noxoius fumes"when running from the previous owner.Why were you
running from the previous owner?HA!This is likely the 90-weight from hot T-Case,or
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from fill plug hole.
-Tires are old.Old NDTs?I can maybe fix you up with a set of loaner 9.00-16's for trail
use.Not for sale so don't ask,but we can get you some wheelin'time in a pinch.
Word of caution -if/when you come into a tech issue you need help with,check the on-
line manuals or shoot me an e-mail,I'll flame you hard if you ask FAQs right off the bat.
heh heh heh!
Again,congrats on the acquisition!Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29125 NEXT>29130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I sucked mine down while it was driving along...I had no chance of hearing anything!Oh,
I had ear plugs in too.It was completely dead.One of your batterys has probably crapped
out.Is it the sound like when the battery is almost dead and you hear the solenoid clicking
when you try to start it?I think you're probably right.
SUBJECT>Re:I got a switch lever POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29112 NEXT>29147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ron watch out,B is sucking up.It might be covered with
sheep stuff.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29128 NEXT>29150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom
I think so but quizzing these guys about automotive stuff is kind tough......its like you
started speaking a foreign language and all they can do is give you hand signals through
the phone.What really sucks is that I wont be able to go after it until Saturday.Drives me
nuts.I have to have all my toys running good or I just don't sleep well.
Sleepless in Iowa
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:blue smoke???POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29126 NEXT>29133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Blue smoke is burning oil,not sure if you knew that or not.Bad valve seals could cause
some oil (not much though)to be burned.It sounds though like some seal or ring is
slightly leaking oil into the combustion chambers.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 302 POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29098 NEXT>29151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I really like the idea of having someting different,something that you dont find under
everyones hood.What I could do is go with a 388.Then I would be garunteed the power
of a 383 and then some!Plus I already have a 4 bolt 350 block....
SUBJECT>Re:blue smoke???POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29131 NEXT>29134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Blue smoke =oil
white smoke=water (coolant)
Black smoke =fuel
Take it for a drive,get it warm all the way.Speed up to 30-35 mph and let off the gas all
the way.A moderate downhill will help the momentum.If you get more smoke thats
intake valve guides or stem seals.What happens there is by letting off the gas you create
maximum manifold vacuum which will pull oil down your intake guides.If there is no
change than most likely it would be rings.Just for grins,pull your oil filler cap.Do you
have a lot of vapor wisping out of the fill tube?That would be blowby which would be
rings.Hopefully its just stem seals...Anyway...good luck..Kaiserjeeps...Al.
SUBJECT>Re:blue smoke???POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Has the engine ever been overheated.That will ruin the rings ability to
seal.Real
hot...lots of blue smoke.Just a coolant loss can do it.
Since you have good vaccum...maybe a compression check on all six.Sometimes a
treatment can be added to swell the valve seals.35 years and only l7000 miles she hadda
sit cold a lot.
SUBJECT>Re:How to read Alt Guage?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29025 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very small adjustments...I had to bump mine up a tad and a little goes a long way.Try
adjusting first then replace if you have unsatisfactory results...Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Parts-long,as only I can.POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29095 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep..I always figured I needed help.Wife said I was beyond help.
SUBJECT>Re:Chassis repair POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:24 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to burst anybodys bubble,but I used hammerite on my CJ years ago and after a
couple years I had rust form under it.I have since cut out all rusty metal and replaced it
with good new metal.Cut and dried,you get what you pay for in this world...Get the
POR15...Al.
SUBJECT>Heater POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29140 29148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can find a Artic Heater?thanks
Jason
SUBJECT>website for MARS?POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Trying to find wheel bearing stuff.Anybody got the website address for MARS?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has them definately..and they not only are complete in the
original boxes,they look great,OD and all.
They have a page here,linked in the left hand menu...unsure of price.
brute4c
SUBJECT>question on axle ratios POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com.DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:02
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29143 29177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm guessing the M715 came with 5.83 axle gears or something.Heres what I want to do.
I plan to put 38 inch tires on my 715 but keep the stock 230 motor since it runs so good.I
know the motor will easily pull the tires with the stock 5.83 gears.But I can get 4.56
gears which would give me more highway speed.So what I want to know is with 4.56
gears and the 38 inch tires will the 230 engine still be able to pull them or will it be
bogging too hard.It seems almost like the 5.83 coupled with the 38 inch tires might be a
good setup.Anybody tried the 4.56 with the stock motor and bigger tires?>How'd it work
out?thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:website for MARS?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.kiva.net/~mars/index.html
SUBJECT>Re:question on axle ratios POSTER>Johnny Reb
EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29141 NEXT>29155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 38's will give you a little better highway speed themselves.
SUBJECT>Re:transmission shift boot POSTER>Coby EMAIL>kd5iuj@qsl.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Duh...Thanks I thought I had looked thoroughly,but obviously I missed it.Thanks
SUBJECT>Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29152 29160 29166 29186 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is way off topic,bear with me...
I'm looking for plans to build a 12v power supply capable of at least 20 amps to run a
high powered car amp in my house.Can someone point the way?I want to do this on the
cheap,I'll also happily entertain offers for something you may have for sale.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Flatliners -Re:M715 in music video POSTER>whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>28946 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's an M715 in the movie Flatliners
SUBJECT>Re:I got a switch lever POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 9:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.you realize I said switch "lever,"not switch hitter -right?
Uh,oh -I'm being baaaaaaaaaaaaaaad again.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,9 October 2003,at 11:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29138 NEXT>29162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If its the gas fired heater you are looking for,try Midwest military.I bought one for my
truck and it rocks big time.Kinda loud but it will heat the cab and defrost the windows
in .000004 seconds.
There are some pictures in the members section under Al Temple.You better move to
alaska though.Look under online manuals under vendors for their addy....One of the cool
things about the heater was the ten foot long blueprint included.Lay it out on the floor,
have a beer and stare at it for a day or two.The install will be a cinch after
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that.............Al...
SUBJECT>Bad thought DUKW info POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 2:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"m thinking about getting into a bigger project.To figure out trucking,anyone know the
dimentions of a DUKW?Length 31'width?height?weight?
It could be a nice rig to drive into town on weekends.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29130 NEXT>29153 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I fired up 'Red'last night and parked the Multifuel on it's frame so it would be out of the
way and outta the barn.Not everyone has a 6x6 engine stand.:)
SUBJECT>Mo'better for truck than 302...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29132 NEXT>
29154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This would be cheap,reliable and torquey!
305 block punched .030"over.
400 (383)crank kit or just 400 crank with 350 mains.
400 rods.
.030"over 305 pistons and pins.
RV cam.
Early to mid 70's 'heavy'casting heads..This thing will run cool due to the larger water jackets,pull well 'cause of
the 400 stroke
and be relatively cheap because the world is littered with 305's.Ask the machine shop
that bores it if they have a pattern to open the bottom end like they do for 383's and spend
the extra to have that done.This combination makes a 334"engine.
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 4:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29145 NEXT>
29213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check around for a used RV power supply -They typically use 12 lighting,and have a
substanial power supply (ran off the on-board generator or site hook-up)rated for
continuous duty.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29150 NEXT>29170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should set it upright and tell the neighbors your gonna run twin engines on it.
SUBJECT>Thomas POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29151
NEXT>29172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We took some 305 heads,hogged out the valve passages and stuffed 2.02 i's and 1.60 e's
in them once just to see what they would do.Bolted them on a 3970010 350 w/flat tops
and that son of a gun had all sorts of torque on the bottom end.I think the 305 heads had
55cc or 58cc combustion chambers.Its still going today after 10yrs.Its nice knowing a
machinist that enjoys stupid ideas also.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:question on axle ratios POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29143 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Again,depends on terrain.Switching from 9.00-16s (some estimate at 34 inches,some at
36,I'll split the difference)at 35"to the 38"tire,you'll effecively lose 8.57%of your
power.With a marginal powerplant,do you feel comfortable losing that much?When I
made the switch,I didn't notice that much of a difference when using only an assometer
as the test equipment.I didn't use the newfound change to lower engine speed at a given
road speed,I used it to gain road speed at "wound tight as and 8-day clock)engine speed.
But then re-gearing from 5.87 to 4.56's will effectively kill off 22.3%-not a good thing.
THAT should be readily apparent!
My math right?((38-35)/35)x100 and then ((5.87-4.56)/5.87)x100
SUBJECT>M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>29161 29164 29174 29188 29221.29224 29227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems a lot of folks are seeing these trucks all over the silver screens and boob-tubes.
Jopn -howabout a link on the left where we can list our sightings?What do we have
now?China Beach,Flatliners,Splash (I think),Tremors I and II and series,what else?
SUBJECT>Re:Track width POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any other mid-ohio folks wanna join in on the fun?Darryl?Bill?Eric?Andy?(close
enough inside Indiana we'll bestow honorary Buckeye status upon him).
SUBJECT>no brakes after sitting?POSTER>teague
EMAIL>teaguekernan@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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My friend has just informed me that my m715 has no brakes after the long cold new
england winter,as I'm out in California,and am trying to get the truck shipped out here,I
can't look at it and I don't know where and what type of brake fluid it takes.Could
someone email me where to fill the fluid,what type,and how the brakes could have gone
bad during the winter?thanks,Teague
SUBJECT>Re:no brakes after sitting?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29158 NEXT>29165 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine did the same thing -you have a slow brake fluid leak somewhere,most likely from
one or more wheel cylinders -VERY common on trucks that sit a lot.Your bores are
pitted,seals dry and cracked,and pistons are all scaled up and "grody to the max".Top it
off with any old DOT3 fluid,bleed 'em,and rock and roll.REBUILD them before
running on the highway!
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29145 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Best I could find...
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3051982892&category=1502
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I went to pick out my truck in Tucson I was sitting in my hotel room and a movie
called Far from home came on.It had Drew Barry more in it and lots of M715 coverage.I
thought that was cool.....SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29148
NEXT>29190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the Help Al,I just happen to live in Alaska and the heater that is in the truck
just isnt cutting it already.Not real fond of gas in the cab but gotta do something.
Jason
SUBJECT>M715 sighting POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Friday,
10 October 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last week I was driveing on Route 4 west bound in Maryland.And saw a real nice stock
m715.Is that anyone we know?
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>29220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be cool to have a link where we could list the sightings.i once saw a movie
with that Walker Texas Ranger dude in it,he was fighting someonw and in the backround
there were several m-715s sitting there.i dont know what the name of the movie was,but
the 715s were cool.i also saw a movie that was about vietnam protests or somthing like
that,there was an m-715 in it,i think they were using it for riot controll or somthing.i
dont know the name of that movie either.On the show Junkyard wars they "found"an m-
715 in the junkyard and turned it into a minesweeper.i thought that was pretty cool.
-Brian
SUBJECT>where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>teague
EMAIL>teaguekernan@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29159 NEXT>29168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is the compartment to fill the break fluid?
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29145 NEXT>29176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i use a car stereo in my dorm room,its currently run off of a little 13.8 volt power supply
from radio shack,it cuts out a lot when the volume is up,and so i am looking for
alternatives.my friend is into computers a lot and he say that a power supply from a
computer is 12 volts,maybe that would be enough amperage?its worth a try i guess.back
home i had my 800 watt amp and subs and everything hooked up to my computer.i used
a car battery with a cheap little battery charger to keep it up.it worked well,although it
was sort of somthing that would be on the red green show.
-Brian
SUBJECT>M725 guys!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>29173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check this out!It looks to include a beer-bong hanger to boot!
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2195916126&category=588
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29165 NEXT>29169 29179 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
theres a plastic cap on the master cylinder.fill it there.
-brian
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:54 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29168 NEXT>29171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to fill the master cylinder,pump the brakes a few times,and while keeping the
brake pedal down,open one bleeder at the time.Repeat as often as needed :-)
Teague,where in New England are you?I'm in CT and I know a few people in MA and
NH.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29153 NEXT>29295 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HA!It IS upright and I'm waiting for the one neighbor to ask.I'll tell him that I've
switched the transfer case around and...
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And start at the furthest wheel from the master working your way closer/
SUBJECT>Re:Thomas POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,some of them are the 58cc chamber.NICE!I almost bought a corvette from a guy
who had a flat top 400sb in it with those heads.THAT MOTHA WOULD HAUL.I got
the money together and he got drunk,got chased by the fuzz,and destroyed it by hitting
and then finally flipping over/through a post and guide wire 'rail'.He offered to sell it to
me for half then...when he got out of the county lockup.Nice guy.
Oh,usually those 58cc casting are considered 'light'casting due to the reduction of
material in them.If,along their bottom edge where you put the spark plugs in,the casting.recesses up between the
plugs/cylinders,they're the light casting.If its a straight casting
front to back with the exception of the dipstick notch,they're the heavier ones...but
usually 76cc.
SUBJECT>Yo Bump!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29167 NEXT>29178 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're twisted,dude.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>29185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mcguyver had a bunch,point break has one
SUBJECT>Re:lifts for m725/m715 POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29093 NEXT>29214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would check out alcan springs they don't have kits but they can make a set of springs for
what ever you want.Six inch lift that rock crawls not a problem,four inch lift to haul
heavy stuff not a problem,stock springs that flex up front but not in the rear they make it
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>gonz EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29166
NEXT>29180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the ladies don't find you handsome,at least they'll find you handy
SUBJECT>Re:question on axle ratios POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 9:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29141 NEXT>
29181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just sold my M715,which has a strong-running 230 (rebuilt 5k miles ago)and 35"9.00-
16 tires.The 4.56 gears increased top end about 12 mph,but the 230 has all it can handle
when you're bucking a strong headwind.
In my opinion,4.56 gears with 38"tires would be too tall of an overall ratio for the 230.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29173 NEXT>29182 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Never fails,as soon as I think I have the upper hand on the world,someone like you
comes along.How,just HOW am I to argue with your last statement?
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>bumpr.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 9:33
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29168 NEXT>
29226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No plastic on mine -it's a ferrous plug with vent line nipple extiting the top.
RFM,dude,RFM!
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_24.html
Go to the link above,print the page,and fax it to your buddy.
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29176 NEXT>
29184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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RE GREEN!HAAAAAAAAAA!Need to use duct tape to "hold it all together"
GREAT reference!
SUBJECT>Re:question on axle ratios POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29177 NEXT>29219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Agreed.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29178 NEXT>29191 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're not.You're to keep on posting electical jazz and your math wizardry ("bump-
ulations")and keep posting bizarre uses of items for people in pain.Speaking of
pain...there is a Civil War era catheder on eBay.It looks like a hunk of brakeline.My
penis and I were frightened.
SUBJECT>Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to be putting some 1 tons axles under my M715 (dana 60 front/corporate 14
bolt rear)and was wondering with 44"tires how is the steering clearance to the springs
with different backspace wheels?If someone has experience with this,I would love to
pick their brain...Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29180 NEXT>
29187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>."The Handyman's Corner,"one of the best bit's they do!That show is great!
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>DATE>Friday,10
October 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
new movie with angelina jolie called Beyond Borders shows a 715 in the
previews.starts 10/24 LM
SUBJECT>I got a 12V,12.5 amp POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29145 NEXT>29189
29212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's the highest I have.I've got alot of them lower,but that's the max that a phone
system or paging system uses.If you want it,let me know and I'll UPS it to you.
In my shop I use a 120V amplifier with a 70V sppeaker just like we put in shopping
centers.It works really well since it never pulls too many watts (or amps)using one,two,
or three speakers.I have a regular CD player plugged in.The player was $19 and the rest I
embezelled.
You trying to run a car stereo out of a power supply?You won't need more than a 10 amp
unit,but if you've got a crazy big amplifier so you can make your rap music "bump"then
you're right-you'll need a minimum of 20 amps.
-B.
SUBJECT>more red green POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,remember that one where he taped two cars together side by side...........think I'll try
that this weekend with to of my 715s............nevermind,Tom would just tape the two
deuces together and outdo me.......drats,back to the drawing board.
SUBJECT>Not Tremmors I POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>29192 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That was a J truck (Gladiator I think)with a sweet utility bed.It was a nice truck,what
with the Mickey's-but no 715.
-----
Splash has them in the last 15 minutes when that skank makes a run for the ocean.715's
and M37's chasing her.
Flatliner's had a 715 as one of the characters daily driver.
Remo Williams,The Adventure Begins is reputed to have one in it,but I never did see
that..A movie with Kelsey Grammer that came out in the late '90's had a scene where they are
testing a missile and shoot a 715 and blow it to shreds.I think it was called Pentagon
Wars.
I think we'd all apprecite it if you rented these movies and dubbed all the 715 scenes onto
one tape and mailed each of us a copy.That way those of us with a TV in our bedrooms
would be one step closer to all of our greatest dream.All we'd need then is a dozen or so
hot wings,a copy of Peterson's 4x4,and a woman who knows that it's not always about
'feelings'.
-B.
SUBJECT>While we are on this topic...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29186 NEXT>29195 29205 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
With all the fun I am having at home I decided the best therapy was to spend some money
I didn't have...I bought a new car stereo for my CJ and after hooking it up I discovered
that at idle the alt is not excited and voltage drops to 10-11 volts.This causes my stereo to
shut off and turn back on.It stays on about 900 rpm when the alt gets excited and
increases the voltage to 13.5-14 volts.I also found that turning on the turn signals will
cause it to drop off for a second too.For the time being I have been bumping my throttle
lock out while I drive to keep it on at lights,stops ect.How can I provide a clean power
supply to stop this from happening?I currently have rewired the rig with two seperate
fuse panels.One is hot all the time,and one is hot only with the ignition on.The stereo
power wire is hooked to the ign on side.Alt is a 160 amp premier power welder alt with
small pully.Battery shows to be healthy ect...
Do I need a bigger feed wire to that fuse block?
Hijack thread mode off.......Oh yea...At the risk of drifting to far from the purpose of this
list I felt it necessary to type the word M715....There..Al.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29162 NEXT>29249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alaska!!??How fitting..Then the only draw back would be the slightly elevated noise of
the fan.Other than that having something that runs off gas in the cab only adds to the
feeling of living on the edge....There really is no issue I feel.They are NOS units so they
are pretty much new out of the box.But if it were to bug you you could always purchase a
nomex suit and sew on some cool racing patches or something...Just kidding man...I'm
just letting off some steam.....
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump!POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29182 NEXT>29197 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
EEEW!,Or should I say "ewe"?.SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29188 NEXT>29193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Down Periscope",maybe for the Kelsey Grammer movie??
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29192 NEXT>29194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,but that was a hoot.I sure do hate that "Frasier"show,but in his movies he's one
funny murf.
Try again.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29193 NEXT>29196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
How was will and grace last night?
did you get in touch with your feminine side?
SUBJECT>I got your answer.....swingin'!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29189 NEXT>29218
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Switch your radio to the side pulling power from the battery as opposed to the alternator.
Your radio shouldn't pull too many amps,but apparently your new-fangled fancy
shmancy welder alternator isn't throwing out too many amps either.Small pulley you say?
Apparently not small enough.
To sum up,you'd think that a guy who could rewire an entire CJ to add a fuse block to it,
then could write a post with the answer to his question plainly obvious in his same post,
would have figured all this out for himself.Come,come now-is this really a case of "It's
Friday and I'm bored as hell and want someone to talk to."?If so,then lets start a thread
about the worst way we ever screwed up a motor whilst drinking and wrenching.Sound
good?You start it,I don't want people to know I have a problem.
GO!,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29194 NEXT>29201 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
I hate you
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooo damn much it hurts.Ouch the pain.
Actually,I took my wife out to a steak dinner in a failed attempt to rekindle the spark that
was between us about the time she concieved Anna.She loved the dinner,but when we
got home and in bed and I revealed my motive it all went bad.Aparently the doctor told
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her that she has a broken tail bone from birthing our child.I was all "Well....well....can't
they....well.....Damn."
We didn't watch either show,but I didn't score either.Did you record it for me?All the
guys at work were talking about it,but none of the SOB's recorded it.
I wish I had some real friends who cared instead of you and Tom and occasionaly Ben.
You guys probably watched CSI and didn't give a thought to recording it for me.
Bastards.
I hate you all,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Bump!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mmmmmmmmm....ewe's.
-B.
SUBJECT>I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29203
29216 29217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for a sportbike.I'm thinking a VFR.
If I do this,will I be shunned at the FE?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29183 NEXT>29200 29215 LINKNAME>My
M715 LINKURL>http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/suspension_front.html
Follow the link below,email me if you have any other questions...
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29199 NEXT>29202
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.(rew in AZ),
Man,that's pretty.It makes me want to do that.What motor is that?I don't recognize that
pan.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29196 NEXT>
29204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to tell you I did watch it and forgot to tape it for you.
Took the wife out to dinner myself..............and I did score.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29200 NEXT>29207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
460 ford.....you gonna switch brands?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29198 NEXT>
29206 29208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YES FAGGOT...SHUNNE AND BEATEN!!QUIT THIS BS WISHY-WASHINESS,
GET IT UP AND RUNNING (working on it does keep you from listening to crying and
wining)FORCE YOUR OTHER BALL TO DROP AND DRIVE IT TO THE 'F'GOT-
DAMN 'E'!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29201 NEXT>29211 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm pretty depressed.I have had some weird medical problems all week where I get dizzy
and then feel really dissoriented and confused for a while (like an hour or two).I've been
really down and sad alot for no good reason.I also have a weird crunching sound in my
neck that rattles my whole head when I turn it.They both started showing up at the same
time.....and ironically the same time that my GMC's tranny started slipping.
I think maybe I either 1)screwed up my brain by trying to hold my breath for 3 minutes at
a time,or 2)broke my neck and screwed up my brain.I guess you don't remember
breaking your neck if it does happen.Do you?
Jean Ellen told me I was fine and to stop complaining,but she stands to get some life
insurance money if I die and also have the added +of not having me around anymore.
This weird condition is effecting my work since I'm a manager and when confused I tend
to be unable to make a decision.I was asked this morning if I wanted 2 or 3 scoups of
sugar in my coffee and I just stared at the guy until he felt too uncomfortable and left.I.still don't know what I
have in my coffee and that was hours ago.
I'm sorta worried-I think I have so much more to offer the world and am getting scared
that I'll be plucked from the tree of life before I hit 30.And I'll never score again.Nor
finnish my broke motor.Nor kill my own deer.
Any of you doctors?
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:While we are on this topic...POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am not sure,but when i put the chevy 305 in my truck i needed to hook up some wire to
power.with the wire off,the alternator wouldnt charge until i reved it up above a certain
rpm (about 1500)then it would stay on after that.maybe you have the same problem?
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29203
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,gee,spicer,what do you think he should do?
;O hee hee hee
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29202 NEXT>29264
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i wish i had a big block.
and overdrive.
Or neither,but a working 350.
I'm supposed to work on a Ford tomorrow.The 4.6.The guy wanted me to replace an
EGR valve,and 2-O2 sensors.I don't know much about all that crap,but I thought it
would be fun anyhow.He said he'd bring me some deer meat if I did it....right.I wonder
what I get if I muck it all up.Hmmmm.
Anyhow (rew in AZ),that's a nice truck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29203 NEXT>29209
29210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry.I'm just bummed out about it.Here it is friday and I should be looking forward to
workign on it tomorrow,but I'm not.I wonder if I caught The Depression from my.psycho older sister.Maybe it's my
diet that's bringing me down.
I should really get my neck X-rayed and see why it crunches all the time.
Again,sorry.I'm just feeling weird today.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29208 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Tacoma told me monday that Mark's wife is leaving him.I think that I'm pretty upset
about that.I just keep thinking of him living in a barn because his wife hates him and the
whole time he's got all that going on he's dying of his mysterious disease.
And still pissed at Lee.
I feel bad for Mark.
Can you tell me a joke to make me feel better?Or shoot me a link to some granny porn?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29208 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not go for a Huffy with the tassels hanging out the grips..............
SUBJECT>Re:Not Tremmors I POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29204
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife (who thinks she's a doctor)says to get your blood pressure checked.
SUBJECT>Re:I got a 12V,12.5 amp POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Thank you for the offer but I'm holding out for 20 amps+.Right now the amp is rated to
push about 180 watts,so that in theory would require 15 amps (not accounting for any
loss due to the AC-DC switch).Yea I want to run a car amp off my sub feed from the
home stereo.I sold my old Plymouth and stripped out the stereo so I need to have fun
with the boom.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Any electrical specialists/hobbyists here?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.DUH!I worked on RV's for a couple years,I should have thought
of that.Gotta give the
old employer a call and see if he has any laying around.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:lifts for m725/m715 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29175 NEXT>29229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know approximately what they're getting for a pair of springs?I think Nat'l is
selling theirs for around 600 which is out of my range.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29199 NEXT>29263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How is that hydraulic steering working for you?Im pondering different options for
steering.I could get a power steering box pretty cheap,but I could also mount a hydraulic
pump on the pto output,run fully orbital hydraulic steering,hyd winches front and rear,
dump bed...ya know.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29198 NEXT>29301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats a VFR?
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 3:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29198 NEXT>29293 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian from your symptoms it seems that what you may have is SICKLE CELL
ANEMIA .
The bad part is there is no cure for this ,but there is a treatment and therapy available.ou
may want to chech this out with your doctor .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer.....swingin'!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great suggestion B but theres a hitch.I originally had the radio plumbed to always hot,
cause I can't always find my keys.However hooking it up that way will eventually drain
my battery right.No wait...I guess I would have to turn it on first...Aaaaahhhhhhh!
OK...seriously though...I had it hooked up that way but the system voltage was the same
as the IGN hot side.I switched to see if it would change.My alt gets excited about 850-
900 RPM.I wish I could get excited at that speed.....If I bump up my idle I diesel upon
shut down.....I do have a few IGN solenoids for fast idle.Maybe I'll stop posting such
long messages and go build something......But always remember...Marriage is the number one cause of
divorce.Statistics show
100%of all divorces start with marriage....
I'm going to go home now and listen to the silence of that big house and see if I can
recover all my primo links I deleted for her...Yes the other one will fall real soon....I can
feel it,kinda like a two minute warning after a good meal.....
SUBJECT>Re:question on axle ratios POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29181
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I sort of figured.I'll keep the low stock gears and just move to a bit larger tire.
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29164
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First movie sighting,Chuck Norris,Lone Wolf McQuade.
Junkyard Wars,it was 724 or 726.I remember seeing that show.Almost cried when they
tore it apart.
John
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Private Benjamin with Goldie Hawn
SUBJECT>Re:Road trip POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com DATE>Friday,10
October 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29119 NEXT>29302
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bring back my trailer in one piece
John
SUBJECT>Korean M715's POSTER>Joel EMAIL>jbksch@net-change.com
DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was in Korea a couple of years ago and saw that the Korean Marines used M715's and
M38's.Does anybody out there know if the vehicles I saw were locally produced copies
or true M715's.At the time I wasn't into M715's.I have just been recently bitten by the
M715 bug.
Joel.SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget Gov.Arnold Schwartzenager (SP?)in Commando,there were a bunch on
M715's and M-37's.
SUBJECT>Re:Korean M715's POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29223 NEXT>29239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Kia makes 'em.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,10 October 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29179 NEXT>29228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe the term is RTFM...Read The Friggen Manual.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Cookiebaker EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
11 October 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29156 NEXT>29382
29390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't forget Magnum PI had several episodes with M715's.
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29226 NEXT>29232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Easy there Joe...Everybody has to start somewhere...:^)
SUBJECT>Re:lifts for m725/m715 POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29214 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$150 per spring,year and half ago.
SUBJECT>Why is one of the rear u-bolts bent?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>29231
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought some new u-bolts for the back.If I look at the manual it shows that one of them
is bent.Is one of them bent on both sides or just the one side?Also how much of a bend
do I have to put in the new ones?Why is it bent?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Why is one of the rear u-bolts bent?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 11:29 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29230
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The outer one on each side is bent to fit in the necked down area at the end of the axle
tube.It should become obvious once you get one installed.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29228 NEXT>29381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your right it should be RTFM Read The Fine Manual...:)
Acutally GI Manuals were written for the lowest common denominator.So it is a realy
good place for step by step how to instructions.Especially ones written from about 1970
on.Those do not take your knowledge base for granted.
Joe
SUBJECT>Chevy Question POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an 83 chevy truck with the four speed tranny.Anyone know the gear ratio of the
granny gear?
SUBJECT>Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29238 29246 29255 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys.I began to rip into my m715,and I have a few questions.
I began to remove the dash,but it seems to be frozen in place.I removed all the bolts that
go above and along the side of the dash.It still won't come off,is there anything I'm
missing?
Also,I tried to remove the side windows on the doors.I removed the screw that you can
remove through the door panel,and also the screw that goes along the side of the door on
the front side of the door which is a real pain to get to.It doesn't want to budge either,
anything I'm missing?
Thanks guys!
-arek
SUBJECT>my old m715 for sale POSTER>Nathan in Ks.EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to post this note but family obligations are forcing me to sell my old M715.If you
guys want a nice STOCK M715 in excellent condition,or have a buddy who has been
looking then pull it up on ebay.I also want to say Thanks for all the info you guys have
given me over the years on this site-God bless,Nathan.SUBJECT>Lift shackle .....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29237 29243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of my front lift shackles is missing.Does anyone have one w/pin and cod key they
would be willing to sell?
SUBJECT>Re:Lift shackle .....POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB Lynn should have those.
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SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29234 NEXT>29241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as far as the dash look UNDER it there are several bolts that you have to remove in order
to get the dash out .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Korean M715's POSTER>Joel EMAIL>jbksch@net-change.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 3:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29225 NEXT>29240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured that they were locally made.The M38 copies look pretty close to the original.
Like I said earlier I wasn't very interested in FSJ's at the time and didn't look very close.
SUBJECT>Re:Korean M715's POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29239 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are quite a few domestic Kaiser M715's in the orient not made by Kia.All US
forces may have used them.There were certainly a bunch in Vietnam.All have been
moved out of service by now.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29238 NEXT>29250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks
I finally removed it.What a pain,broke a heater control cable in the process too!Grrr.
Any idea where I can get new ones?All mine are frozen anyway,so I guess it wasn't that
bad of a loss.
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:my old m715 for sale POSTER>Mike EMAIL>mmagruder@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29235 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nathan,.What is the reserve on the truck?
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Lift shackle .....POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29236 NEXT>29245 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have them for $15.00 for shackle and pin.Link through my web-site below.thanks Tom
SUBJECT>steering wheels POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've owned a few M715's and have noticed that there were two different steering wheels
used -the standard Kaiser-Jeep type and the plain-jane black wheel.But,there doesn't
seem to be any rhyme or reason as to which was used when.
I had an early 1967 that had the Kaiser-Jeep green steering wheel.A later 1967 model that
had the plain-jane black wheel.Then a '68 that had the Kaiser-Jeep green wheel.
Any idea as to which steering wheels were used on which models and why?
SUBJECT>Excellent!Do you also have the cod key for the pin?POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29243 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29234 NEXT>29252 29265 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey...I came up with one more questions,if thats okay.=]
I am wondering where you guys buy your OD paint?I seem to have bad luck finding
Semi Gloss OD in both spray cans and gallons...cheap.
Thanks again
-arek
SUBJECT>M715 Books POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29248 LINKNAME>Amazon
LINKURL>http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/
1930422121/qid=1065920773/sr=8-4/ref=sr_8_4/104-4375558-
1103945?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
Anyone hears of the book M715 published by the department of defense?I found in on
Amazon and am thinking of buying it.Here is a link.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Books POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net.DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:04
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29247 NEXT>29251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the CD-Rom of the manuals.I bought it and then relized that all the same manuals
are on this site.No reason to buy it.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29190 NEXT>29274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem on the kidding used to it,I already have th nomex from my flying days so I'll
just zip it up,strap in,put on my crash helmet and AWAAAAAAAAYYYYY I go,LOL
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Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29241 NEXT>29254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darek,dont give up on your frozen cables.Give them a shot of pb blaster let it set for a
while then try them.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Books POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks alot.Thats a good 25 bucks saved.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29246 NEXT>29253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Semi GLOSS olive DRAP?Kinda contradicts itself there dont ya think?Just messin with
ya though,Im sure there is such a think,just found it kinda funny.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29252 NEXT>29258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've found a site that sells it,but in little cans.The problem with Flat OD is grease and
dirt stains stick to it,and won't come off .I want something slightly more glossy than flat,
and easier cleaning too.
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,i'll try that
Thanks
-arek.SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29234 NEXT>29256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There's 3 screws that hold the windows in.The third one is at the top of the door on the
front edge.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29255 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes!Thanks man!I found the last screw and popped the window out
Time and time again,all you guys at M715zone Rock!
-arek
SUBJECT>brake pedel adjustment POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 6:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do i adjust the brake pedel travel on a stock master cylinder
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29253 NEXT>29283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darek,try Army Jeep Parts ,in Bristol,PA.gallon price is $24.00,single can $6.50 ,they
have flat or semi-gloss od greens,
phone 215-788-6012 www.armyjeepparts.com LM
SUBJECT>Re:steering wheels POSTER>Beafire /Ks EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29244 NEXT>29260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been wanting to up grade my steering wheel for some time now.Any one know
what the Grant adapter #for our rigs is?
SUBJECT>Re:steering wheels POSTER>Beafire /Ks EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29259 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found the information in the links page!I need to look before I type!
SUBJECT>All these trucks for SALE!POSTER>Beafire /Ks
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29266 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you guys know that the winter is the best time to drive one of these great trucks!I.never worry about getting
stuck!!!I weighed my truck the other day when I took the wifes
old washing machine to the dump and after tossing the old machine off,she weighed in at
7000 lbs.including my big a--!7000lbs realy pushes the tires down in the snow.It just
seems to me like the rush is on to sell.
As soon as the date is set for the F.E.next summer please post it.That way I can make
sure to make it and shake hands with the men out east!!!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:brake pedel adjustment POSTER>Beafire /Ks
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/Chapter_2_Section_24.html
Hopefully the information you are looking for is located on this page.
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SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The ram-assisted Saginaw power setup works really well.Here's some pros and cons:
PROS:
1.more assist than the saginaw PS box alone (my truck with the 40"swampers steers like
a early 70's land yaght --you can spin the wheel with your pinky while sitting still).
2.assist split between ram and PS box means less stress on PS box,PS box mount on
frame,pitman,draglink and steering arm.
3.has mechanical backup should the hydraulic system fail (line cut)or ram damage
(unlike full hydraulic system)
4.still steers with the engine off (unlike full hydraulic system)
5.still has some road feel (unlike full hydraulic system)
6.ram acts (a little bit)as a steering dampener to lessen "death wobble"with unbalanced
40"tires.But adding another dampener (or two)would still be worthwhile.
CONS:
1.Expense
2.Complication (extra moving parts,hoses,etc.)
3.Little-to-no "self center"after making a turn (takes a little getting used to)
4.Slight variance in assist on right turns vs.left turns (ie.wheel is slightly easier to turn
in one direction than the other)
5.Doesn't steer quite as quick as PS box alone (ie.if you turn the wheel too fast the assist
drops off)
6.Expense
The custom ram was $200
The reworked pump and steering box were $500 (including converting from press-on
serpentine pulley to keyed,bolt-down serpentine pulley).
The Aeroquip high-pressure hoses,stainless ends and adapter fittings were $150
If you include the cost of the 3 Borgesion needle bearing U joints,steering shaft and
center support bearing I used to link the steering column to the box,the whole package
can >$1000..SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 8:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29207 NEXT>29292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the compliments on the truck.All is not bliss in my neck of the woods...
The tranny(C6)was rebuilt by a buddy of mine (a professional tranny builder)when I still
lived in Missouri.He left it sitting in the truck all winter without fluid in it after the
rebuild so water condensed inside and surface rusted everthing.He was like "don't worry
about it,just clean out the pan and then fill it with ATF."So that's what I did.At the
beginning of this Summer I noticed the truck wasn't going into 2nd.It was shifting like it
was in 2nd but it was still in 1st gear.On a C6 the difference between 1st and 2nd is
whether or not the intermediate band is applied --not applied=1st,applied=2nd.So I
readjusted the intermediate band (external adjustment on a C6)and I was back in
business.For a few weeks.
Within a month ALL of the friction material on the intermediate band wore off and was
running metal-to-metal.Of course I didn't know this until it was too late.Once or twice
the shift from 1st to 2nd was real harsh.Then,within another mile it made a loud "bang"
during the 1st to 2nd shift and went back to 1st.When I manually shifted the gear selector
into "1st"I could no longer move it forward (ie.not into D,N,R or P!!!).So,I limped it
home in 1st gear (no backing up)...
When I pulled the pan I discovered the metal-to-metal situation had destroyed the
intermediate band and drum it wraps around.The forked lever arm that transfers the force
from the intermediate servo to the band SNAPPE !The part that broke off fell onto the
top of the valve body and conveniently lodged itself in the void that appears when the
manual valve is in "1st",which prevented the manual valve from moving to any other
position!Needless to say the pan was filled with lots of debris.Since this happened I
haven't had time to tear it down any further to rebuild it.I'm hoping to get to it by
December (when it cools down to the 70's out here).
I'm thinking I'm gonna go balls-out and put the Ford Motorsport SVO wide-ratio gear kit
in it at the same time (along with all new HD clutches).I considered putting an E40D in it
(the electronic overdrive 4-speed that is essentially a C6 with OD)--I have the necessary
computer and can wire it.But the E40D (aka 4R100E)hasn't really impressed me with it's
durability in the newer trucks (behind PowerStrokes,460s,V10s and even 5.8L Gen1
Lightnings).I'm sure a lot of that has to do with the really soft,sloppy factory shift
calibration,though.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Mudog715 (Drew in
AZ)EMAIL>m715@mac.com DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PPG can mix it up for you.The underside and interior of my 715 was painted with PPG
Deltron Acrylic Enamel in OD Semi Gloss.The PPG code is DAR42955.
This is good paint but you MUST use a respirator when you apply it as it contains
Isocynates (really nasty carcinogens).
SUBJECT>Re:All these trucks for SALE!POSTER>Ethan.EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 8:28
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29261 NEXT>29268 29371 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
What do you have in your truck??Winch+what?Mine is w/o winch and wet weight is
5,500 pounds according to the local feed store.And that's with an AMC 360 motor,
TH400 and QT t-case.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Identification POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,11 October 2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there any way of finding out what service used your 715?Thanks
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:yes,I have a truck!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29266
NEXT>29269 29270 LINKNAME>Beafire's rig!
LINKURL>http://fsj.ewzone.com/mygallery.ten?id=3380
http://fsj.ewzone.com/mygallery.ten?id=3380
like I said i must have a fat ass!!
SUBJECT>Nice rig!ntxt.POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 9:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29268
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..
SUBJECT>Re:yes,I have a truck!'Hey Beafire'POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29268 NEXT>29278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did you install that roller fairlead on the back of your truck.
Thanks,Brandon
SUBJECT>Wheel spec.POSTER>Brandon Wildes EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could not find what the stock split wheel backspace is in the facs.Does anyone know off-
hand.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Identification POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29267 NEXT>29286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know mine was Army just from the outline of the stickers that were on
it.
SUBJECT>Wiper Motors POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29275 29277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone found a 12 volt wiper motor that is a direct replacement for the vac type that
works well and has two speeds or is intermittant?
Or will I be forced to use the single speed EL CRAPO brand ?thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Heater POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com DATE>Sunday,12
October 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29249 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have 2 gas heaters.One I took out of the truck and 1 I think is still in the box.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Motors POSTER>rterrell EMAIL>rterrell@vp.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29273
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check JC Whitney.Thay have one that appears to fit.I think there is even one that is 24v.
SUBJECT>Re:Wheel spec.POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think 6.5
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Motors POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29273
NEXT>29281 LINKNAME>Wiper Motor
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=675
5&item=2437088005
I found mine on ebay.I found another set,the link at the bottom should take you there.
You get the motor,the wiper arm,and the wiper blade.The auction is only for one,but I
contacted the seller and got 2.If the link doesnt work the auction#is 2437088005.
SUBJECT>Re:yes,I have a truck!'Hey Beafire'POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VEEERYYYY CARRREEFULLYY!
I measured the inside distance of the area where the tail gate bolts to.Then I measured
and cut out the hole for the cable to pass through.Then I placed a 1/4 in plate behind the
1/16 body sheet medal.Bolted it all up and made it work.OR SOMETHING LIKE
THAT !!!
It took me about three days to get every thing lined up.As you can see the winch control
plugs in to the right and the free wheel release is on the left.I could send you some
photos.?Lee.SUBJECT>ATTN.brute4c POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 2:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Jon,I envy your trip to V.P.W.and now a road trip to who knows where.I did not realize
our site founder was such a wordly man.Please bfore you depart on your next tour add my
photos that mikel sent you to my members photos.thanks jon keep up the great work,we
all apprecciate it.
SUBJECT>Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZq0lr64yZX6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29282
29299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am trying to squeeze every little bit of power out of the stock drivetrain that I can
without doing any drastic mods.If I remove the muffler and go with a straight pipe,will I
notice the difference or will it just be alot of noise and no more go?Thanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Motors POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29277
NEXT>29284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,are you happy with the performance that you get from your wiper motors or are
they lacking ???Im needing to find the right part for the job and are they a direct
replacement,no modification?Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29280 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That will probably hurt your low end torque a bit.
SUBJECT>Re:Got several questions to ask you guys POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29258
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll second that on Army Jeep Parts.They sell Gillespie paint which I'm using on my 715
and it works well.The color you want is 24087 semi-gloss OD.Look on
www.armyjeepparts.com for more info.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Motors POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29281
NEXT>29285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine are still sitting in my room,I have a lot to do before they go on.I think they are a 2
speed wiper,and they seem like they should pretty much bolt right up.You might find out
more from the seller.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiper Motors,caddy motor POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la.EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,12 October
2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29284 NEXT>29322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the electric vacuum pump from a caddy is 12 volts,and free to cheap,and has two
vacuum speeds
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum30.html
SUBJECT>Re:Identification POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29272
NEXT>29291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have all the service records from the Air Force dating back to 1967.In '92 they turned it
over to the DEA who sat on it for a few years before selling it to an individual who sold it
to me.
Look around on your sheetmetal too -on the passenger door sill in big black magic
marker mine says "KAFB"which stands for Kessler Air Force Base.
SUBJECT>Engine compartment color?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
What color did the inner fenders,radiator support and firewall come with from the
factory?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Martin,did you find us?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey
bud,
Nice to have met you today.I hope this site gets you pumped up to get one of our unique,
BADASS rigs!
SUBJECT>Re:Engine compartment color?POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29287 NEXT>29297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
od green
SUBJECT>Re:Heater,Jeff /KS POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28931
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Identification POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com.DATE>Sunday,12 October 2003,at 6:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29286
NEXT>29338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for the info,but mine has been painted inside and out a very ugly pee
yellow/green the parts vehicle however does have ident #'s.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy 1 ton axles...steering problems POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29264 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drew,
Man,I'm sorry to hear about your tranny woes.It seems like every truck I ever heard of
has a weak link.Be that the motor,the tranny,the xfer,a u-joint somewhere,or some odd
electrical problem.
I hear that your C6 is Ford's Turbo 400?I'm glad that it's not just GM tranny's that suck
the ass.I'm on my 3rd one in my GMC,and I don't do too much towing.It just seems that
an automatic tranny has the same life as a clutch in a manual tranny,only more to repair.
I hope from this truck forward to never have another automatic again.That's my dream.
Good luck with yours and if it's any consolation-the motor wows me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm pondering trading my 715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 5:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29217 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doc,
I called my wife and told her that I'd caught the sickle cell and she just laughed.She says
that that only effects black people and that judging by my penis I don't fall into that
group.(I didn't laugh)
So that begs my question of what type doctor are you anyhow?If you're a dentist or
something then I need to know.
-B.
SUBJECT>M715 for sale on Ebay POSTER>mvpa/M170 EMAIL>mo@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a nice M715 for sale on Ebay-FYI
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Spicer!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was the batteries.......the numb skulls still had the acc.switch on when I went to pic it.up Sat.Think its gonna
need new batteries as they don't appear to want to charge now.
That will be the 8th and 9th batteries I have bought this summer,Oh well,I'll bill the Co.
for this set.Its good to have it home.I was starting to suffer from separation anxiety.
SUBJECT>more electrical???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have often thought of adding a 12v to 110v inverter to the 715 for charging the
camcorder,digital camera,or even running a drill.
I went to a local store the handles these and found that the 400w was on sale for $29 and
the 700w was $109.
The 400w would probably handle everything I need for charging but would not be able to
run much of anything such as a drill.
Can you hook the outlet of two of these together and essentially have 110v at 800w or
does it end up 220v at 400w?I don't believe the latter is possible due to sharing the same
power supply but I'm not sure.
Somebody straighten me out before I burn my truck to the ground.
Doug
SUBJECT>Thanks POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13
October 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29289 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Chevy Question POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,13 October
2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29233 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If it's an SM420 it should be 7.02 or if it's a SM465 it should be 6.55,according to this
web site:
http://www.gag.com/~cabell/transmission.htm
gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29280 NEXT>29300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There will be a slight increase in power now that your 5000+lb truck has lost 1 pound of
muffler.Will you notice it?No.
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 8:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29299 NEXT>29305 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I've been running without one for quite some time....only drawback is that it sounds more
like a kawasaki than a kaiser.Run a straight pipe back though.Short exhaust with no
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muffler can cause you to warp exhaust valves!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>VFR POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
13 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>29216 NEXT>29324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a Honda motorcycle that is sport touring,a 'V'engine design,good handler,about
50hp less then the 'busa'...but a fun bike to ride.
Not worth a hooked up truck though.
SUBJECT>Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29222 NEXT>29303 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I saw your trailer over the weekend.Did it look that way all the time?Did you know it's
illegal not to have fenders on both sides?It looks like it *was*a nice trailer.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 10:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29302 NEXT>29311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure it had two fenders when it left fairfield.Has it been race modified now?
SUBJECT>Inverters and tools POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29296 NEXT>29316 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It depends on if you hook it up parallel or in series.I wouldn't advise it either way,really.
It's AC current,and if it ends up 180 degrees out of phase,it'll short out.
Remember,that for every amp,you need 125 watts.So that little 400W inverter is kinda
small.You've got a friggin'5/4 ton truck,so mightaswell get a BIG inverter,right?
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29300 NEXT>29308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious,but why?What happens,aside from gassing the driver and passenger?
SUBJECT>Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Darek EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29307 29454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,did our M trucks come with stock rifle racks?Behind my drivers seat is a holder for
the put of the gun on the ground,and a strap to hold it up on the side
Is this stock?.SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29306 NEXT>29309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry,"...for the BUTT of the gun..."
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:24
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29305 NEXT>29369 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
a short pipe will allow cold outside air to be sucked into a cooling motor.This cold air
can can cause a hot exhaust valve warp by cooling it to rapidly.long warm pipe will
slightly heat the air and the muffler will act as a baffle to slow the air down.Most engines
will have a couple exhaust valves open at any given time.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29307 NEXT>29319 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,that's stock."Strap?"Mine has a spring loaded thingy like the hood clamps only
extended to hook around the front stock of the rifle.SKS fit's great!
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29279 NEXT>29323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I changed jobs this year,I really didn't get a vacation...need to get a ton of parts
though...actually more than that already...took 2 weekends and a Friday and a pair of
Mondays off...first time this year unless I was sick...oh yeah I took off a Thursday and
Friday the week before VPW for my wifes brothers wedding.
Anyway...I currently have 53 pics at least that are working on getting up on the site,not
counting some pics from the VPW trip and this last one...I went to Barry's in PA and
picked up 2 axles completely redone,and a frame to work up...about 15 hours of driving
on Friday and Sunday...had a great time.
Actually I am not sure which pctures these should be...what name did they come under?I
dont have a current folder under his name or yours or the screen name above...I did get
some for Bawannabuck that need posted...is that them?
Let me know...I do plan to have a bunch of these pics up this week.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29303 NEXT>
29312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah...I even got to witness one of the tail lights getting ripped off on Barry's gantry as
they pulled out with like a 12,000#load.Those wheel bearing are gonna be blue by the
time that bugger get's back...could hear them squeaking already..SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>Jeepist
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Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29311 NEXT>29318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disassembly is easy when the parts just fall off in your hands.....john,might want to let it
cool for a day before you start the repairs.That was a nice trailer.Wonder if it will still
track straight or is it gonna be a tire eater now?
SUBJECT>New movie!!POSTER>KeV38spl EMAIL>Kez38spl@charter.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aabm271FaLnKE PREVIOUS>NEXT>29314 29334 29339 29344
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just watched the preveiw for the movie Beyond Borders that comes out on the 24th.
There is a few nice shots in the preview of a great m715 loaded with guns might want to
check it out when the movie comes out!!
-KeV
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29313 NEXT>29315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,saw that too!Can't wait for the movie
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havent even seen the preview and I already want to see the movie!
SUBJECT>Re:Inverters and tools POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29304 NEXT>29320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are really interested in running a bunch of tools and stuff from the truck there is an
inverter (or something,cant really remember the name)that you mount under the hood
and is driven by the belt.I saw them messing with it a while back on Trucks.They cut out
a square on the side of the tool box and mounted the Ac plugs,I think they had both 120
and 240.I dont remember too much about it,but with the truck sitting at idle they were
able to run a 240v arc welder.Id think this would work a lot better if you wanted to use
tools or run anything that would take a lot of constant current.
SUBJECT>One nice M715 POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From www.wagoneers.com :
http://www.wagoneers.com/FSJ/rigs/M715-seattle/.SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29312 NEXT>
29321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definately a tire eater.You just can't haul all that weight that far and expect it to EVER
work right again.The trailer will probably be a floopy rag from the frame being so
fatigued from all that Jon (with no H)hauled back.What the hell does a guy need with
two rolls of tank tracks anyway?!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29309 NEXT>29349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just what I wanted to know.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Inverters and tools POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29316 NEXT>29329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not really wanting to run all my shop tools at once,I'm more after charging cameras and
just thought it would be nice to power something a little bigger if it can be done cheaply.
Those belt driven jobs run around $1000 for 10,000 watts.Way more than I need or want
to spend.after all you can pick up a 4500 watt generator at menards for $300.Not that it
would not be cool,its just too much money for no more than I would use it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29318 NEXT>29328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wonder if there will even be any tie downs and straps left in the tool box.......wait is the
tool box even still on it???
SUBJECT>Tellico4X4.com FYI POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found what may work at tellico4x4.com in case anyone needs this info,thanks for the
help.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.brute4c POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29310 NEXT>29375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,yes bawannabuck is my e-mail address.Mikel took some pictures while he was here
for me.I dont have a digital camara.See your post of sunday oct.5.Thanks jon,I wasent
rushing you,I just have not been able to add any new pictures and wanted to.update.Thanks again,Mark.
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SUBJECT>Re:VFR POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29301 NEXT>29355 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is all your fault,Tom.I was content to sit out my years in a rocking chair,lamenting
my tales of knee dragging and doing endo's.Then you kept e-mailing me talking about
how I need another bikenad how I'm not too old and all that.
Now I keep oiling my jacket every other night and thinking how fun it would be to ride.
And now this with the sickle cell?Crap.I'm not long for this world anyhow.Me and a
million other blacks and YOUR all white government won't work on a cure for it since it
only effects black guys.DOWN WITH WHITEY!THE MAN SUX!
Anyhow,I guess I gotta get my heads reworked and a new cam before I can trade it.Then
I won't want to get rid of it since it'll be running.It's a cycle.I can't sell it broken and I
don't wanna sell it working.
-B.
SUBJECT>You guys running 350's-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29326
29327 29332 29336 29359 29361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to pry,but what heads are you running?And what cams?
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys running 350's-POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
305 h.o factory heads,factory aluminum intake.lots better than the 230.advance or napa
carries everything i need to make it go now.no more ordering or hunting for simple
parts...thats the best part about the swap...rick
SUBJECT>Re:You guys running 350's-POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
202 cast iron heads off a Z-28.Using a cast iron 4 bbl off a cop car.And rams horn
exhaust manifolds.Cam is the factory hydraulic 350 horse job...forgot the number.Steel
crank.Pink rods.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey John with an 'h'POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29321 NEXT>29353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Anybody want to buy a trailer????????Cheap.
John (with a H)
SUBJECT>Re:Inverters and tools POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29320 NEXT>29363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in college,my electronics teacher told me about how when he was in some forign
country he used to run power tools and table saws and such off his alternator on his little
Toyota.i attempted to do this on my truck shortly after learning about it.you have to
bypass the regulator,and have a switch in there so you dont over charge your battery.
depending on the type of alternator you have (Y versus Delta)it will put out between 70
to 90 volts.it runs power tools very well,and since it is DC current the tools run very
smoothly and nice.anyway,i did this on mine and i guess i must have done somthing
wrong because it worked for about 2 minutes,then my alternator fried.i havnt tried it
since,but i hear it works good.did anybody say Red Green?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Morgan!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last chance on that brake drum,I'm still waiting for your zip so I can figure shipping for
you.
Anyone else need a nice drum?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:One nice M715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29317 NEXT>29337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any idea who owns it?
SUBJECT>Re:You guys running 350's-POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian you getting kind of personal arnt you ?
Dont know what heads ive got im told they are from a 400 and the cam is an rv cam .
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Morgan!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you an email.
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net.DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29313 NEXT>29335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just watched the trailer on their website.I'll bet it is a Kia.There were Asian people in
the part where they show the truck,and it would make sence that it may be partially
filmed in that area.Just a guess...Still,it makes others aware to our junk....
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29334 NEXT>29346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah,check the front fenders -dead giveaway.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:You guys running 350's-POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont have a 350 in my truck yet,but I have the block that I am going to build.It will be
a 388,but the parts should still work for the 350.For the heads im using Dart Iron Eagle
202 160 valve heads.Comp cams 552 lift with a 268 230 duel pattern duration.And a
single plane victor Jr.aluminum intake with 850 duel feed double pumper manual
secondary Holly.
SUBJECT>Re:One nice M715 POSTER>arek EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29331 NEXT>29412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,nice truck indeed!
SUBJECT>Re:Identification POSTER>stevbronco missouri
EMAIL>reddobe@stjoelive.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While most likely not where it started,but I found NASA on my tailgate when I was
sanding it down.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29313 NEXT>29340
LINKNAME>http://mysite.verizon.net/vze253zi/neow/beyondborders.jpg
LINKURL>http://mysite.verizon.net/vze253zi/neow/beyondborders.jpg
Here you go boys,included a picture of Angelia for your veiwing pleasure also.=]
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>KeV38spl EMAIL>Kez38spl@charter.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29339 NEXT>29341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.And you guys dident believe me:P
-KeV
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29340 NEXT>29342 29354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder if she gets naked...
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29341 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lets hope so =
SUBJECT>Two piece windshield?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29345 29348 29395 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My truck has a two pane winshield.In the center is a metal band to hold the two pieces
together.Anyone else have this setup?
Mine is leaking like a screen door.I have ordered new rubber and cowl seal from Surplus
City Jeep and will have the glass replaced as a single pane.
Just wonder if anyone has seen this setup?
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!/pics POSTER>KeV38spl EMAIL>Kez38spl@charter.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29313 NEXT>LINKNAME>http://aaclan.150m.com
LINKURL>http://aaclan.150m.com
Here is a few more photos from the trailer!
SUBJECT>Re:Two piece windshield?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never seen one with a split windshield,but it would be cool.
SUBJECT>OOPS...My bad POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29335 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My MOST humble apologies!!!!!Damn,shoulda put some glasses on!!I should be
banned outside,to stare at my truck for 4 hours.
Gladly....
Ricky...seeya...
looking for my glasses.SUBJECT>york compressor POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Any one running a york come up with a good way to cool it?Mine gets very hot in just a
few minutes of running.
SUBJECT>Re:Two piece windshield?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm very interesting......as Arty Johnson use to say.
(boy am I dating myself)...anyway sounds like someone before you did a little fabricating.
Either they put the spit in the window to hold it (maybe it cracked?)or they used M151
glass since the glass parts are about the same size.I always thought it would be neat to
french in a M37 windshield so that you could fold out the glass on hot days.
That would be very interesting....
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29319 NEXT>29362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its the M14/M16 Rifle rack.The Butt goes into a Square bracket on the floor and the
spring hook goes aroung the front stock.Hey a driver needs some place to put his weapon
don't he?
There should be something in the -20 manual on position and mounting location for the
kit.
Joe
SUBJECT>m725 vin#11552 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,13
October 2003,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mine is dated 11/67 and numbered 11552
i wonder how you find out where it came from without a title you can see where it had
oklahoma inspection sticker anyone know how to go about a title
SUBJECT>230 Engine Civilian vs Military POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Monday,13 October 2003,at 11:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the differences in the 230 engines.I will be swapping mine out for a Chev
engine and I know of a guy with a 63 Willys Wagon with the same engine in it.He would
like to have mine but I don't know what is different.Is the bellhousing the same?How
about the motor mounts?Any help is much appreciated.Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:york compressor POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get one from a heavier truck...they're usually oil pressurized and water cooled.Medium
duty and up!Have fun mounting.
SUBJECT>Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29328 NEXT>
29356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make him an offer!John (with an H)didn't even flinch.Nerves of steel...won't he be
surprised?
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29341 NEXT>29393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Of course she will get naked considering who she is and the location of where the movie
takes place ,at the very least there will be a butt shot.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:VFR POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29324 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,why not drop in a big block now?It will take up a couple more inches of that space
to your radiator.
See,with a big block you may even be able to trade for a CBR900 or something a little
hotter than that VFR.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29353 NEXT>29357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I buy it do I pick it up all in one place or do I have to travel the country side a gather the
pieces myself?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29356 NEXT>
29358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do you need fenders,lights,and a good solid frame for on a trailer?
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29357 NEXT>29396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe some wheel bearings also.........well,just better get new axles.Sounds like those
are probably bent.What the heck am I buying anyway?Sounds to me that John (with an.H)is some kind of shyster.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys running 350's-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
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EMAIL>fredstueve@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is what I put in mine:http://www.rebuiltcarengines.com/ce12.html
SUBJECT>Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14
October 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29364 29365
29367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're holding the truck up "cause it's big and they are having trouble making room for
it."
I understand their reasoning but come on,they picked it up two weeks ago.Anyone else
run into a similar situation?
SUBJECT>So,what I'm seeing is POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29325 NEXT>29376
29458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That most of you run 10065202 heads?That seems to be the standard.I understand that
these heads came on 350's from 87-95.
I guess my 882 heads are at the bottom of the pile.Damn.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29349 NEXT>29437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I keep my hi-lift jack in mine.
SUBJECT>Re:Inverters and tools POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29329 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,I though I was crazy when I made a cord to run my 9.6v battery drill off my car
battery.....May have a line on a generator that has a bad engine for $50.My 726 has the
PTO to run the generator but the generator is missing.Sounds like a good way to go.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>29360 NEXT>
29386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did.The shipping broker I used told the driver that it was just a "jeep"so when he
showed up he didn't have room for the 'big'truck on his.This was after waiting three.weeks to find a driver.Then I
had to wait another week before they found another driver.
Then he had to wait a few days to deliver it because of the hurricane.I finally got my
truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29360 NEXT>29366 29387 29439 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used a small one man show and had good luck.What are you paying and how far is it
being shipped?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29365 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got tired of waiting and just went and got my truck and told the shipper where to stick
his Illl get tommorrow again and again
SUBJECT>Just had mine delivered ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29360 NEXT>29368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Picked it up in IL on Thursday ....dropped it off Saturday morning.I had mine delivered
via lowboy trailer so as not to have the clearance issue.
http://www.autotrans-express.com/
VERY good company ...super clean trucks and trailers.Nice people.
SUBJECT>BTW -IL ->FL POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29367 NEXT>29394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Will removing the muffler make a diff.in power?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29308 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Short-pipe w/no muffler will also lean the mixture,allowing detonation and all inherent
"no-goods".Consider a re-jet of the carb if you remove all significant back-pressure.EFI
cars do this automatically,remember old-shool carburation rules of thumb on these!
SUBJECT>Re:230 Engine Civilian vs Military POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29351 NEXT>29372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The water pump is different.They do not interchange.Not sure if you can change the.entire timing cover from one to
the other?That would solve that problem as thats where
the pump mounts.Try it and let us know.
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SUBJECT>Re:All these trucks for SALE!POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29266 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
really!Mine was 5200#with 9.00-16s,prolly a bit more now,though,but not 7K!
SUBJECT>Re:230 Engine Civilian vs Military POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29370 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The motor mounts on the mil engine are on the block on a boss a few inches behind the
timing cover.The civvy engine has a plate between the timing cover and the head that has
ears coming off of its lower edges where the motor mounts go.To use one in the others
place would require new frame horn locations...possibly new horns altogether...very
different in this respect.The timing cover on the civvy motor is wider than the head and
the timing covers do not interchange.The plate between the timing cover and the motor is
serving as an adapter between these two.The civvy head can be modified to fit,needs the
upper right hand timing cover bolt hole drilled and tapped.There is a seal on the front of
the crank,inside the timing cover that is a water excluder seal that is not found on civvy
motors...unsure if the crank has any special machining in this area for this seal.Of course
some civvy motors have 2 barrel carbs and others have the 1 barrel like the mil setup.
Compression varies on civvy motors with 7.5 and 8.5 to 1 being available....7.5 is the
only mil setup.The civvy motor uses the lower alternator bolt as the upper motor mount
bolt on the passenger side...the 24 volt alternator doesn't have enough room with this
setup to mount in the stock location.Some civvy engines have the fuel pump with the
vacuum pump,others just have the fuel part.Civvy ignitions are not waterproof and have
vacuum advance where the mil does not.
The bellhousing,clutch,and throwout bearing are the same,I used the civvy components
when replacing mine several years ago.
At least one of our members has had the civvy motor in his truck replacing the mil
engine.He had done a 12 volt conversion and redid his motor mounts and I think that was
the bulk of the changes.The rest of the stuff just gives you the idea that buying a civvy
engine will give you some interchangeable parts,but certainly not all.
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>?POSTER>terry hutchens EMAIL>hutch43@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
14 October 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29374 29377
29442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i met a member of your group in muskogee a few weeks back and he said that someone
could enlighten me on this truck ive aquired its in very good shape but it is supposed to
have a bad head any info would help truck cargo 11/4 ton 4+4 M715 WO/WN FE
STOCK NO.2320-921-6365 MFD BY KAISER JEEP CORP TOLE O OHIO mfd
model 3521 mfd ser no2147 mfd partno 1000545 date del 8-68??cont no da-20-113-amc-.10235 [t [[myp ] us thanx for any
help i think this truck would make the perfect farm hay
spike truck we have a small exotic animal operation
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,
at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29373 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi and welcome look over on the left under715/725 FAQ.you should be able to get your
answers thier.
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29323 NEXT>29391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No sweat,just so you know whats happeneing...hopefully in the next 2 or 3 days.
brute4c
SUBJECT>NO...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
14 October 2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>29361 NEXT>29383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B-,they don't mean casting #yadda..202 like you've found."202 heads"is slang for
having a 2.02"size intake valve.It's the small block's high performance 'factory'valve
size.They're good for higher rpm engines.You'll be fine with the heads you have and an
RV cam in your 350.You don't need a ton of power at 3000RPM on highway,you need it
lugging on a trail and a slightly smaller valve promotes higher velocity in the intake and
head and you'll be a little better with it.
Run the heads you have and if you pull that other cam...I'll buy it from you.
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,14
October 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>29373 NEXT>29380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Terry,didn't you ask the same question October 5th?The lack of response is not
accidental,man.Just what are you asking?Are you asking whether the truck does or does
not have a bad head?How in the world could anyone know that based on the information
you provided?What are some symptoms?Who told you it may have a "bad head"?Why
did they say that?What inspections have already been preformed?What were the results?
What constitutes a "bad head"-we may need to get Brian S.in on that one.
Just posting "hey,my truck may have a problem,what can I do about it"just ain't cutting
it.This is a very helpful and friendly board,but I can't see anyone sticking their necks out
to postulate on what you need to do based on your post.The last thing I'd want to do is
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discourage or turn you away,but give us sumpin'to work from!
SUBJECT>ivorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been having really evil thoughts lately.I could cut a tailshaft from a TH400 that.originally mated to a
QT,spline the other end,machine a bearing housing from
aluminum,and put an input yoke in a QT.I've been a big QT fan for many years,and I
think it would be really cool.And I could get the 16%overdrive kit...With a new chain
and fresh QT fluid,that transfer case should outlast the truck.
What do you think?
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29378 NEXT>
29389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GO FOR IT!
SUBJECT>I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29377 NEXT>29384
29443 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need to pull the head off and take it to a head shop to get it reworked.They can tell
you if it's cracked,if it has burnt valves,if it's got bent valves,if the valve seats are
crapped out,if the valves need new guides (I guess?)and a plithera of other things that
(as Bump said)we cannot tell you over the net.
If you pull the heads and see that the gasket is crapped out then that may be all you have
wrong.It's your call.
Sorry for our lack of response,but your question did leave alot to the imagination as to
what the problem is.
Were I you,I'd pull the motor and throw in a quality GM product.You'll thank me in the
end seeing as how a new head for the 230 will cost you an arm,a leg,and 1/4 of your ass.
You can get a junk-yard motor for the cost of a head.
Ponder all that I have said here and in my many other posts.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:where do I fill break fluid?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29232 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,guys,I'm with Joe on this one.Get a truck,get the manual.Not necessarily get a
hard-copy of the full set,but learn how to search and navigate the on-line ones.And get a
friggin printer.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You getting all these,Jon?We expect a hyperlink with bibliography and downloadable
MPEGs by the end of the week..SUBJECT>Re:NO...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29376 NEXT>29385 29388 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Why would you want my old cam?It's for a SB and from what you've pontificated over
the last few years you think the small blocks are boring and not worth your time.
Anyhow,I am going to pull the old cam.I've gotten tired of Ron being right about my
motor and so I want to do it right this time and get on to stuff like power brakes and
onboard air.
For your birthday (that's right,I keep a spreadsheet)I'm going to send you this crapped-
out Edelbrock cam and the lifters.I repaired the lifter that came apart and the cam shows
no rounded lobes-I'm just scared that I'll have more trouble out of it in a year or so.
-------
My mother in law thinks it's funny to say stuff like "Paint THIS!"when I say I need to
paint something,or she goes "Change THIS!"when I say I'm going to change the channel
on the TV.Or "Re-cover THIS!"when I said I needed to re-cover the seats on my 715.I
think she heard someone say that on a TV show a while ago and missed the part where
the character indicated his crotch.Every time she says it I expect her to point to her
genitals.She thinks it's funny,but obviously has no idea what it's all about or she
wouldn't say it so rampantly.
Anyhow,imagine me saying that to you,only in that ingorant way where I don't know
what it means.
"Ponder THIS!"
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29380 NEXT>29402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to say it but.........I agree with Brian on this one.
If your just gonna use it around the farm and not do serious wheeling or restoration just
find any powerplant and tranny slap it in there and build a stub shaft to connect to the t-
case.
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I have a good cylinder head that I would sell you for $200 if you really want to go that
route.Gaskets and misc crap are probably going to run you another $150 to $200.
E-mail me if you want it.
You pay shipping.
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29364 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My experience has been pretty good,actually.I used Bill Miller Transport recently and.the truck made it here from MS
to NC in just about a week.I specifically asked if would
be "door to door"meaning that the truck that picked it up would be the one to deliver it.I
also made it known what the thing was and the size.
Like most,Miller brokered the job to a more local transporter.That seems to be common
and you just hope the one they get will take care of your truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29365 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who did you use?A one-man door to door operation will almost always be better.
SUBJECT>Uh,B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29383 NEXT>29398 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHAT are you doing now?I've pondered THIS and can't come up with what our ole pal
Ronner has to do with your head or cam selection,onboard air,the inlaws...or their
genitals.
Too much Frapp...got you jittery?Oh,thanks in advance for the 'crapped out'bump stick.
I'll dump that in the old "Frankensteiner"305 mule motor I have...hmmm,maybe.That's
the motor made from 8 different engine donors and a big block part as well.Sorry blue
oval'ers.
Eat one for the bowtie-interchange team.
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29379 NEXT>29392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,personally,would handle the divorcing of the quadra-trac more like I handled the
divorce of my first wife.Get it out the door fast and have as little of contact with it as
possible in the future.Its gonna cost you more money and time than its worth.
Go with a 205
Gear drive=hefty hefty hefty
chain drive=wimpy wimpy wimpy
Sorry Mikel
Just my opinion
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29227 NEXT>29400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She is in the army now,with Kathleen Quinland.
A goup of girl GI's "borrow"one from the motor pool for an afternoon..there is a small chase in a Quarry
afterwards.(I have this on tape somewhere.)
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:ATTN.brute4c POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks jon.
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29389 NEXT>29397 29441 29447 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello Doug,
I appreciate everyone's opinions (good or bad),otherwise I wouldn't have posted this here.
I have quite a bith of faith in the design of the QT.The chain is VERY wide compared to
other chain driven TC's,and even though it will wear,I'm confident such a wide chain
can transmit more torque than the three teeth or so that mesh between two gears at any
given time.I guess both chains and gears wear,but a pair of gears won't work much
differently because there is 0.003"of material missing from the face of each gear.In a
chain with 150 links,if each link stretches 0.003",this can cause A LOT of slop,causing
the chain to jump the sprockets and do all kinds of nasty things to the case when this
happens.
A friend of mine in Long Island still has the original QT from my very first jeep (78
Cherokee).I might drive down there and reclaim it :-)
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:New movie!!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Lets hope so!
SUBJECT>Mine was same guy door -to -door POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Two piece windshield?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29343 NEXT>29399 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ordered new rubber and cowl seal from Surplus City Jeep.Found a local glass shop that
does antique vehicles to cut me new windshield glass.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>29358 NEXT>29401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey don't slander my name until you have at least been ripped off by me.
John
PS you should go though the countryside and pick up the pieces.Don't want to litter.
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29392 NEXT>29431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
I had one in a 79 wag and what I did not like was its ability to slip or transmit torque from
front to rear.What I found was that when side hilling or on flat ground it had a tendacey
for the rear axel to want to pass the front.Go out on a mud road and it would get really
annoying.Dry ground it was fine.You may find that it works great and be happy as B
with a running engine.I'm just a plumber without vast experiences in all available t-
cases......just didnt like the one I had.
Doug
SUBJECT>Well,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29388 NEXT>29459 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I took my heads to the rebuilder and he said I had the small valve 882's and that they'd
never make much power.He's going to hog the vavles out and install the big valves.I was
lost,so I just nodded my head.
I guess I'm going to get a new cam.I'm afraid that if I use that Edelbrock cam then in a
year I'll have to tear it down again.I took out the cam and it appeared good,but did have
some lifters that didn't want to compress.I don't know about all that,but it made it hell to
adjust rockers.They didn't appear dirty,just locked up.
Anyhow,I'll mail you the cam.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Two piece windshield?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29395 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A note to the wary -when I had a new 'shield cut,the glass shop asked me if I wanted the
"bug".Apparently,the safety glass certification thingy on all laminated or tempered safety
glass is called a bug in the automotive glazing industry.I elected to have the bug present
in my glass,just in case it was needed for safety inspection.Ohio doesn't have regular
inspections,just pop-up roadside ones.I just didn't want to be at the mercy of a trooper
who wasn't getting any and was irratable.two cents,that is all.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29390 NEXT>29405 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Isn't that the semi-hot deaf chick?Kathleen Turner is hotter,well at least was.Check out
"The Man With Two Brains"with Steve Martin.No M715's just a younger,hotter
Kathleen Turner.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29396 NEXT>29508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry John(w/H ),
I'll wait to slander you until after you rip me off....are you at least going to throw in a roll
of duct tape with that trailer?
That would be alot of highway to adopt.........
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29384 NEXT>29403
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"I agree with Brian on this one."
Man,you'd be suprised how many times a day I hear THAT.
It's boring always being right.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29402 NEXT>29404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats just cause you sign thier paychecks
SUBJECT>On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29403 NEXT>29406
29444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went deer hunting last night,but saw no deer.
I did,however,see a grey (gray)squirel.Tonight I plan to go back with my shotgun and
kill him.Then skin him.Then eat him.Jean Ellen has no love for the tree rats and so that
leaves more for me.
This year is the year I'm going to kill a deer.I bought a 50#bag of whole corn last
thursday and am using it as a weapon against them.
That is all.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:20
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29400 NEXT>29411
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MMmmmmmmmm.......Kathleen Turner........MMmmmmmm
or
Mmmmmmmmm........Kathy Bates.......MMmmmmmmmm
Two sides of a coin.Both in movies,both have a name that starts with a 'K'.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29404 NEXT>29407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hit them with a bag of corn????Why don't you try shooting them?
SUBJECT>Re:On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29406 NEXT>29408
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack.
Ass.
You.
-B.
By the by,how come your wife doesn't ever write anymore?She added a bit of soft,
scornful witt that I miss in my day-to-day life.
SUBJECT>Re:On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29407 NEXT>29409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
she was just really bored that day and felt like venting...so instead of allowing her to take
it out on me I pointed her towards you.
She felt better
I felt better
You felt like a dip
Figured you were used to it.One more person pointing out the obvious things in your life
could not hurt anything.
So,If you don't hit them with the bag,Do you shoot the kernals with a straw?What
gives,whats your secret?
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29408 NEXT>29410
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dumbass,
You spread the corn out in an area where there is little cover.Do it every friday for a 3
weeks,then on the 4th weekend go there and there'll be deer there eating the corn.I did it
last friday and then that next morning I went out and there were 2 does eating it.
I'm waiting on the 30 point buck.
I fixed a guys Ford pickup last weekend and he said instead of giving me some money
he'd bring me some deer meat.I can't wait.
Both my methods of getting some deer meat aren't very sprotsmanlike,so don't bother
telling me so.They do,however,feed my starving family and that's really all that matters.
----
The guy at the head shop said it's gonna cost around $300 for my heads to be worked.He
said he had a 427 T block that's brand-spankin'new for $800.He said he has a 454 short
block with all race internals for $1800.So many choices.
-B.
SUBJECT>New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29409 NEXT>29413 29414 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can we start doing polls like some of the other 4x4 pages do?Just to pass unusually slow
days?
You start it-
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29405 NEXT>29489 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Kathy BATES??!!That the "Fried Green 'Maters"gal?The one who whacked James
Caan's ankles so she could get him to finish his novel?
SUBJECT>Re:One nice M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't checked that link,but it sounds like you guys are looking at a pic of mine.Big
tires,8'bed?Yup,that's mine.
And before you ask-No,it's not for sale..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29410 NEXT>29415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like rate my body.....but truck bodies instead?
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29410 NEXT>29417 29418 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I liked the fixing trucks in a semi-incapacitated state idea.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29413 NEXT>29420 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I rate your truck as a 7 on the 1 to 10 scale.1 being that piece of crap truck I saw sitting in
a field growing vines and 10 being Barry's rig with the hood cowl.
I gave you points on your roll cage,and detail work,but you lost points due to stock
motor.
Bump's truck scores a solid 8 due to the swank paint job and Love Quotent.
Tom's truck used to score a 10,but then he stuck those jacks on the side and now it's a
3.2.
Ben's truck....well,let's just not rate his.
-B.
SUBJECT>tailgat on ebay POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>29419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no connection,just ran across it.disclaimers apply.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=34204&item=24
37345243
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29414 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I masked a car in preparation for paint once after having a few beers.It sucked,I had to
strip it and redo the whole car.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29414 NEXT>29421 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had 2 (or maybe 3)of them new Bacardi O2's and started trying to adjust my rockers.
Misty Mountain Hop came on and I cranked it up loud and couldn't hear the tapping.But
I kept on wrenching.
The motor never ran right again and right now the heads are at the machinist.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgat on ebay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29416 NEXT>29425 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,that's gonna be a money maker.If I ends up being less than $100 I may throw a bid
in there.
Them things are like gold.........or divorced 205's.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29415 NEXT>29422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine moves itself stock or not
spicers does have those jacks on the side
yours doesnt move and the doors are gone-----2 is all I can muster
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29418 NEXT>29423 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ever set point gap at dead-nuts .020"(even have non-mechanic buddy onlooker feel what
a perfect feeler gauge drag felt like)and brag to said onlooker how it'd just fire right off
with the first tap of the starter button -and it not?Tear back into the ingitor and realize
that in your zeal and hurry to perfect the tune-up,you set the point gap ON THE FLAT
OF THE CAM instead of the peak??dammit!
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29420 NEXT>29424 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
AWWWWW mayn!I thought we wuz bettern'that?Did we have a fallin'out of
somethin'?2?Daym.
(I use my country accent to cover my hurt feelings).-B.
(I have the doors,but it used to catch on fire alot and I found the doors to be a health
hazard.)
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29421 NEXT>29426 29427 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Dead-nuts"?
That sounds painful.Is it like how your arm falls asleep and you get pins and needles,
only with your nuts?Damn.Ouch.I don't know which is worse,setting your points wrong
like that,or having your nuts go to sleep whilst trying to wrench.Ouch.
I haven't ever had that happen.You see,I was in an accident when I was 13 and my nuts
were torn off by a raging brama bull.The doctors did all they could,but my testicles were
lost and they replaced them with 2 baseball-sized stainless steel balls.They clink when I
run.It's hell at the airport.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
catching fire alot is not going to raise my vote..........I would like to watch but it still wont
earn you more points.
SUBJECT>Re:tailgat on ebay POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29419 NEXT>29584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't understand...a couple of pictures would probably DOUBLE the money that guy
would get.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29423 NEXT>29429 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm bringing an aluminuim bat to the FE just so I can hear it ring after I stick your head in
the sand and use you like a tee.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29423 NEXT>29428 29430
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since your nads are SS,your kid isn't looking like me yet...RIGHT?.SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Did I forward you a pic of her in the last week or so?She's smiling and her eyes are
virtually gone.Jean Ellen was so upset seeing as how my horrible genetic code has
apparently doomed Anna to a life of people asking "Are you part oriental or something?".
If she starts to get hairy soon then there'll be no doubt she's all me.
Let me know and I can shoot it to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29426 NEXT>29432 29435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is what I heard:
"I want to play with your nuts."
Doug Cook
10-14-03
When I put it like that it changes everything,doesn't it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29427 NEXT>29469 29470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was telling Jean Ellen how you basically crapped out on being my personal mechanical
advice guru and about how I had to be nice to Doug so I could milk him for small block
knowledge.She said the following:
"You know why he's crapped out,don't you?It's Katie.Tom's finally getting some and it's
all he can think about."
More true words were never spoken.We've all noticed how the content of your posts has
gone down hill and how you no longer tell Ben to eat one.It's been comented on more
than once.
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That's all I have to say about that.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29397 NEXT>
29433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as the chain goes,it should have a decent life in one of our trucks due to the
tremendous torque advantage it has because of the deep axle gearing.We may be a bit
heavier,but we're still like a full two points of ratio deeper than a standard truck.Flop out
the 5.87's for 4.56's and you'll shorten it's life span a little.
My $.02.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what else do the voices tell you???
what are they going to be saying when that bat is ringing like a tuning fork?
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 2:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29431 NEXT>29434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In my opinion,what kills the chains is not the load itself,but wear.And with 5.88 gears,
even though the load on the chain is lower,the chain is going to travel many more miles
than in a vehicle with normal gearing.
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29433 NEXT>29436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn ,Mikel,sounds like your talking yourself out of it.What gives?
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29429 NEXT>29446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,He got you with that one.DAMN WHAT A BURN!!!!!!!!.
B-the corn idea is'nt gonna work,you have to put out at least 100 lbs
every time you go.I am averaging 300lbs a week.Between the turkeys
crows,coons,squirrls and the 4 pound wrens and red birds.
I figure the deer might get 20 lbs a week.Will Oh M-715
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not for a minute :-)
What I was trying to say is that a QT with a chain in good shape should be able to put out.A LOT of torque,but if
not properly maintained,it will have problems,to a greater extent
than the average gear driven case.
I know this might be hard to believe,but QT's are not perfect :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaTQemPI.87J2 PREVIOUS>29362 NEXT>29449 29464 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now i'm curious,my truck only has the floor mount in the corner behind the drivers seat,
it's an oval shape.All the ones i have seen for sale (ebay)have been square.Whats the
deal?Should they both be oval?...square?...both?...what gives ¿
SUBJECT>427 guys POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A friend of mine found me a good deal on a 427 for my 715.I know I have seen several
pictures of em with the engine,I was just wondering what you tink of em.I cant think of
any reason why it wouldnt be a good one,I mean its a big block for cryin out loud!
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29365 NEXT>29461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$450 from Eugene,OR to SoCal.They picked it up and took it to Boise,where it sits for
now.They are based out of Boise.My company uses a local mover to move heavy
equipment,so I asked them if they could hook me up with someone.Getting to be more
than a bit aggravating.
Took them almost 2 weeks to pick it up and now its been in their hands since 30 Sept.
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29438 NEXT>29451 29456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just do it man,you only live once.
Shine on that SBC crap and leave it for the guys that are content with anemic power and
sheep parties.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29392 NEXT>29452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i built a 454 bored and stroked it,tricked the alum.rect.port heads,750 lift roller cam,
13.1 aries custom racing pistons(coated),h beam rods,bg 1300 cfm carb,ect built turbo
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400,3500 conv.plenty power even rebuilt t-case.to make a long story short stomped into
her one day and snapped that chain like it wusnt nothin i went to gear drive and it held up
til i got rid of her several hard years later just depends on how much power u put to it..good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October
2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29373 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
did it come from springfield at a surplus store?sounds like one i saw there.i may have a
good head for it need to check it to know for sure
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29380 NEXT>29700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 230 must be a poor motor and im going to probably hear it from everyone but for real
most m715s/m725s may have 10,000 to 20,000 miles at the most with major engine
repairs done or needed or new engines or major overhauls done.I am going by what all of
you guys are saying plus two ive found had blown motors,mine included with only
15,000 miles on her.i think she was rode hard and put away WET.
SUBJECT>Re:On a completely unrelated note-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29404 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
go for it man and shoot some for me too.
SUBJECT>Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>Kdaniels
EMAIL>kdani93464@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29460 29509 29515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I recently purchased an M715 that seems to have seen fire dept service.It's got about 13k
miles on the engine.My question is how dependable are these trucks in their stock form?
I've read some negative press on them when compared to the M37's but i kinda like the
looks of this "jeep"and need some more info before i decide to keep it or move it on
down the line.Anyone kept theirs stock?
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,14
October 2003,at 8:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29435 NEXT>29448
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where u huntin?the city?damn here in kansas you have to run um off at dinner time.
SUBJECT>Re:Divorcing a Quadra-Trac POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,14 October 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29392 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not swap in an AMC 360 with a TH400?Unless you're a machinist (which you
might be!)the 360/TH400 swap would be easier.Heck,even the stock 360 motor mounts
just bolt on!
Ethan.SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 1:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29446 NEXT>29455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just outside of it.Nah I am in Birmingham Alabama.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 2:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29437 NEXT>29450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is oval
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29449 NEXT>29453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine's oval
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29440 NEXT>29457 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's GREAT man and mine is one of the lesser power truck 427's...built JUST for torque.I
can go up the highway pulling a 2400#trailer with a 2000#load,maintain easy road
speed and not fall back on hills.They just keep pulling.The key is to NOT in
anyway...overcam them.The meekest RV cam would probably be plenty seeing how I
have the stock GM truck cam in mine and I'm happy with the grunt it has.The 427's,366
(truck)and 396 big blocks all share the same 3.76"stroke that is only .010"more stroke
than a 400sbc and look at what you're getting;larger valves,if you use the truck version
you get 4 ring pistons,larger bore then sbc for the 427,MUCH STRONGER bottom end
assy than in a sbc,cubes,mass,torque,DON'T over carb it (I'm running a stock 600
Holley I originally had on a 283).AND...they fit...they fit quite nicely as Jon (w/no H)
found out last week when he checked out Velvet."You didn't need to cut out the firewall
or radiator supports?..this isn't supposed to work?"We all laughed then at the nay-sayers
of butchered truck to put in big motor-past.
Nutshell:They fit,they grunt,you smile.
SUBJECT>Yo Dave POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29441 NEXT>29519 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ya don't happen to have an internally balanced 454 crank around do you?.SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle
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Rack?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29450 NEXT>29513 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mines oval...but not blue like Ronner's.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some time between the 70's or early 80's the vehicle rifle mount changed
the current version has rectangelure rifle butt holder.Earlier version
are shaped more like that of the rifle butt stock.If I remember corretly,it should be
behind the seat seat close to the door.
Most of the newer kit were to retrofit larger vehicles,there are two types of upper clamps
depending where the mount is attached to the vehicle.If any one has any of the old PS
magizine from the 60's it
has information in there of where the Army recommended where the mounts be installed.
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29448 NEXT>29465 29520 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In Birmingham they love the governor.We all did what we could do.
Will,you gonna get his way at any point in the next 3 months?I'd love to do some
squirrel hunting with you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Chris POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29440 NEXT>29504 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can't help but feel that comment was directed directly at me.Was it?
---Can you translate your California hippy talk for me?"Shine"-does that mean the same
as "Pass on"?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29451 NEXT>29462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Didn't you once tell me that you had a 396 (or was it a 366)spare block?
-B..SUBJECT>Re:So,what I'm seeing is POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a 1978 chevy 1 ton 2wd take out...Steel crank,not cast,four bolt mains.
Edelbrock 9 to 1 flat tops,torquer intake,adn edelbrock performer carb,rams horns
exhaust manifold.Stock truck cam.It's ok...I have a takeout 6.2 diesel I'm gonna mess
with over the winter...:)
SUBJECT>Re:Well,POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29398 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have time to change your mind,I would not go with the bigger valves.Spicer was
right on about smaller valves making for a higher speed intake charge at lower rpm,
which is where you will be running...Your machinist is trying to make a few extra $
IMHO...
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29445 NEXT>29468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put a chevy 350 in it--You will be a lot happier.I had stock engine for a while--Very
unhappy with performance.
SUBJECT>Re:Frustrated by Auto-Shippers POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Isnt that ironic I bought mine in s cal and brang it up here.
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29457 NEXT>29463 29472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its a good thing to keep a spare block around as SBc's and BBc's think they are like
houses.You know,that a window in the block will improve the value.Might bring them
all the way up to a flower planter.Spice has a good plan though.A 600cfm will give you
an excellent vaccuum signature providing good torque and chokeing off the engine before
achieving enough rev's to grenade.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29462 NEXT>29471 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,that's all funny stuff...just not very.
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B-,yeah I've got a 366 tall deck big block sitting in barn.I'm going to throw in onto.Frankensteiner's mount of
these days and see how it runs.All I want it for is a good BBC
mule/setup motor.Oh,is that new 427 at your machine shop complete with the
heads?..like a complete long block?
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is Oval with the J type hook on the top
Gonna put the AR in it tonight just to Tease the wife.
When I bought the ram.the running joke was it didn't come with a Gun Rack.she rolled
her eyer when I pointed this one had it.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29455 NEXT>29474 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You guys really put the sport in hunting.Why not just dump a ton of apple 100yds from
your bedroom windown.Great white hunters.If you're ever in Golden Corral at their
buffet and somebody comes in shooting...you have it coming.Ooo,a better idea...why not
park outside the petting zoo and pick off one of those angry-tame deer before they bite a
kids hand.
Be sure to post how many fish you shoot out of your barrel.We'll all be REALLY
impressed.
SUBJECT>wire #685 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I discovered a loose wire#685 near #33 "temp sensor".
I checked the listing and describes it as "bulldozer actuator"
Any hints?
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:wire #685 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29466 NEXT>29473
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
There is a wire #468 near the temp sensor wires male end...they come out of the harness
together under the hood.Also there is a spotlight/heater power feed,#85,that comes out
behind the gauges with the inside the cab end of the sending unit wires.
I diagrammed a wiring harness a while back,see link below...if you see where it comes
out of the factory harness,maybe it will help identify...of course it could be for a less than
common installation,like a radio set or 100 amp alternator....Let me know what you find,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29460 NEXT>29477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had no problems with my stock motor.Drove it from Tucson to Portland with no
problems.I think the key to longevity is not over reving it.My .00002 cents...Al...
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29430 NEXT>29475 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In pure sport of replying to something you posted hoped as rhetorical...Jeaner is way off
base and you're buy in puts you out there with her.I've been in two long term relations,
dated before,dated between,lived with the one,dated after,then finally met Katie.I've
got double your #,more than a guy should have and in all forthrightness...my content
lacks more on your constant self questioning of your own abilities than is distracted by
my mind and sex.You are on a first live that you've married?HA!Any other off-base
questions or statements you'd like to post from the lovely wife?Oh,and yes...I did receive
the pic.Remember I said she looked like you?Poor kid...is there Indonesian in your
ancestry?
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29463 NEXT>29478 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,it's a bare block.When I winced at the price tag he said it was virgin and still in the
GM bag and on a GM pallet.I said I was cool being Small Block Brian.
The 454 he wanted $2000 for was sans heads,but the internals sounded sweet-forged
crank (knife edged),Eagle connecting rods,Keith Black pistons,molly rings,Comp cam,
gear drive.He said that he had a set of heads he'd throw in and still give it to me for
$2000.I was tempted,but it sounded a bit too much for my 715.
They build race motors and dyno each of them and give you a printout with each motor.I
liked that,but not the associated price tag.
I've got some 305 heads.Want 'em?
Still want my old bump stick?
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-B.
SUBJECT>Ron,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29462 NEXT>29483 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm mailing out your switch lever today.I think maybe it's the wrong one,but you can
decide that when you get it.
Sorry for the delay,but I recently had Sickle Cell Anemia and it knocked me down for a
week or so.I'm better now.
Your friend,
Brian Sisson
SUBJECT>Re:wire #685 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29467 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
468 makes more sense I'll re verify it tonight.too many numbers in my head this week!
After working on it for the last week.It's finally to the point where I'll be able to start it
for the first time!(i resisted the urge to do it last night at 10.I look it over again fresh
this afternoon double check and hopefully Vroomm!but I'll be happy for cough spurt
sputter as a start.
Thanks for the help!
After lurking around here almost every day for at least a few years and with the
occasional post.I really appreciate this site more than ever!
Allan
SUBJECT>Spicer eats one POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29465 NEXT>29486 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now you're just being silly.Shoot out of my bedroom window?That's dumb.The noise
would be sure to wake Anna.Stupid.
I never said I was a sportsman.I did,however,say that I liked the taste of deer.Hell,if
Kroger sold deer meat then I'd never bother hunting again.(That's why I don't even
consider hunting cows)
-----
I want you to wear this name tag.It says "HELLO,MY NAME IS"and I've written under
that "Hippy tree hugger".Put it on so we can spot you in the crowd.
BWAHAHHHAHAHHHAHAA!I got the funnay again!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29470 NEXT>29479 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Easy Tiger,it was a joke as well as a sort of way of appologizing to you for asking Doug
for advice while you were sorting all that crap at work out.No real insult intended.
I know you got alot of action whilst single.I don't really have an opinion on that since I
never really was all competative in that area.I'm really glad you got Katie since I always.did envy a man who had a
woman that shared his hobbies and connected with him.
I also don't think Jean Ellen meant to insult you.She probably didn't really mean anything
and only had the goal of pretending to talk to me while really thinking about flowers or
cooking or some girl crap.She thinks alot of you and wouldn't want you insulted either.
About Anna,I do remember you commenting on that pic.Sorry.I hope she grows out of
looking like me...at least before she gets all hairy.
I think Ben is the one who really got shafted here.
-B.
SUBJECT>A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-814F.JPG
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-815F.JPG
http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-Pickups/MVC-817F.JPG
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29468 NEXT>29482 29490 29492 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I too believe the stock engine is good if it has been well maintained.More often than not
they are not.As far as the RMPs,mine puts up with a lot that it should not have to.I may
try and throw a tach on it for my next wheeling adventure just to see what I'm actually
hitting.My guess is that 6500 is not uncommon for my motor.I always wonder if this is
the time that thing is going to act like a claymore going of under my hood,but so far it has
held together fine.
Main reason to change to a more modern engine would be parts availabilty.It does get
frustrating having to wait for mail order parts to come in when you would rather just stop
by a parts store and be done with it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29471 NEXT>29480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How we gonna get this crap here?I'd take the heads,but they'd eat you up in shipping.
His price is on for a BRAND NEW block,but he's cracked out if he thinks he gonna sell
it.
SUBJECT>Ben,Eat One.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29475 NEXT>29481 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.No problem B-...THAT DAMNED BEN.Wonder where he's been lately.Probably come
back with that same lame,"...saving people from burning to death in a horrendous apt
building fire,"again...pathetic.No sense of prioritization.
SUBJECT>Re:427 guys POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pondered it.Then I came back to reality and realized I was trying to jew him down on
some head work for a small block and thus had no funds to get started on a big block.
By the by,my heads were cracked.What was that doing to my timing?Nothing?Just
burning coolant?
I'll bring them heads to the FE along with a 205 and stock bumper.I just hate to chunk
them seeing as how they're good....I think.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben,Eat One.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He wrote me last week and said he was going to Florida or some crap on vacation.He
gave me his cell number since he was concerned about my advanced Sickle Cell Anemia
and wanted to make sure I was alright.
It was a really nice gesture,but all I could think was "Damn,I hate talking on the phone.
And what's with giving me his cell #?Homo."
I'm worried about him riding to the FE with me seeing as how he may be all "Ever watch
that show 'Queer Eye For The Straight Guy'"and want to talk about that the whole ride.
(I'm not really too good at the burns today.I'm bummed out about my heads being
cracked)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29477 NEXT>29484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dependability shouldn't be a problem!I've been trying to get mine to give up the ghost for
3 years now so I would have an excuse to live up to my monicker.The damn thing is only
living to spite me.I've built,and subsiquently sold,3 BBF 460's while waiting.As
annother example B.has probably gone through a dozen or so SBc's in the same time
frame.Its getting to the point where I'm considering cleaning the short block with
kerosene,annother member whole-heartedly recommends it I hear.=
Sorry B.I couldn't resist.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>29472 NEXT>29485 29487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B.
If it works or not,thanks for the effort!!I'll make sure to buy you a beer at the FE
-BEFORE everyone gets together and kills you.
Thought you'd appreciate my thoughtfulness.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29482 NEXT>29494
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of these days I'm gonna find the time to look back and see which memebers whole-
heartedly agreed that was a good idea.It seems to me that now that it was proven to suck
everyone is all "Ohhh,yeah-I knew that would crap out a motor!Who didn't know that?"
I bet you were one of the ones who swore that worked.Were you?
On a side note,I demand you change your screen name.You're no BBM715.You're
barely a SBM715.You're a STOCKM715 and that,my friend,is sad.All this time you've
been lying to us and yourself.
I look down on you.Down.On.You.
-B.
To answer New Guy's question-the stock motor is very sound,if used properly.I've used
them to tow trailers and to tow other vehicles,and to do daily driving for years with no
problems other than routine maintenance-but they do tend to come apart if you wind
them up too high.I got mine up to 4K on the highway and it lasted for an hour before it
rattled apart and ate a cam.Just be mindful.
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29483 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do.
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Again,sorry about that late unpleasantness.I wish this nagging guilt would leave me so I
can move on.
Sincearly,
Brian Sisson
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer eats one POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29474 NEXT>29488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Venison.It is called Venison.BTW Tom,how many deer have you ever gotten?As many
as B.?.Tree huggers are great!They save your paint when you slide off the trail.Explaining the
red smear can be difficult though.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29483 NEXT>29495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
Lately,the thought has been to torture,maim and humiliate but not kill.After all,what
would we do in 2005?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer eats one POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29486 NEXT>29491 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I didn't know how to spell that and was afraid you'd make fun of me.I see now that either
way you were going to chime in.
Ron,can you give me any tips on deer hunting?I'm poor at it and anxious to learn from
anyone who is willing to teach me a thing or two.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29411 NEXT>29493
29525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohhh yeah,that's her.The same Kathy Bates who makes a guest appearance in my
dreams every night.
Mmmmmmm.....Kathy Bates.
(I like 'em big.Hell,Jean Ellen weighs in at about 275.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29477 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.mt.net/~ebenasky/tip_formula.html
LINKURL>http://www.mt.net/~ebenasky/tip_formula.html
I posted this a long time ago on the Yahoo board...took me a while to find it again...6500
rpm...probably not...
There is a formula for detemining piston speed,which determines redline...see link below
if interested.
According to this formula:.RPM*STROKE/6=PISTON SPEED
The recommended limits are an answer between 4000 and 4500 max.For the 230,this
means:
4000 piston speed happens at 5485 RPM
4500 piston speed happens at 6171 RPM
Seems like a lot to me,I would never want to push one that hard.I would think 4500
would be a good redline as the above answers are the
absolute max that it could be pushed to.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Spicer eats one POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Out of 360 degrees possible,deer have a 310 degree field of view...doesn't leave much
room to hide...
Semi useless fact just thrown in there because you always seem to B.
Why don't you start a club for inept deer slayers...maybe the russian roulette thing will
come up...
brute4c
SUBJECT>WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29477 NEXT>29500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have heard my engine and how I drive it.
Give us you best honest guesstamate of what kind of RPMs you think it turning.
I'm not talking running down the road at a constant speed.I'm talking peak before shifting
on a hill climb.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29489 NEXT>29498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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FREAK!!And you are scareing me.If you like 'em big I'm NOT going to the FE unless
Spice guarentees your behavior!!
Frightened as the sheep.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you talking about the Tornado or any SBc you've ever owned?At any rate I have a
SCJ 428 in my '69 MACH1 so given an afternoon's notice I would be BBM715 afterall.I
also have a stock 460/c6 combo on the stand in my garage waiting for attention.I was.going to try to get (rew?I
think)to sell me his FI setup for the 460 at a ridiculously low
price by making him feel sorry for me.However,given that he reads this board I figured
that if pitty was a driving force for most of us you'd be a millionare.
And -NO.You can look up the posts.I have never seriously recommended kerosene in a
running motor to anyone.Not even you.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29487 NEXT>29496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,after B.SS balls admission I am giving thought rigging up a couple of 24volt
electro-magnets.We could turn them both on and adjust the field to suspend B.in the air
between them.With one pulling on his nuts and one on the plate that is obiviously in his
head we should be able to do it.For the torture part we could turn up the one on the balls
side little by little until we turn him into the gelding that Jeaner already assumes him to
be.
Do we have any electricians here?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29495 NEXT>29497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No electrician but,
I do have some really cool transformers I've saved out of old fuel oil burners.If you stand
a wire off each of the terminals you can get the arc to stretch out between them to about 8
maybe 10 inches.About 25,000 volts.I knew I had been saving them for something.
Doug
SUBJECT>Gentlemen,Please-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29496 NEXT>29502 29514 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On a nicer note-I'm going to a junk yard saturday and Stumpy said they have 2 trucks that
have the divorced 205's.He said I'd have to pull 'em.We didn't get around to talking
turkey since he didn't know what shape they were in.
It appears to me that the divorced 205 is really a prized item and if a guy could bring 4 or
5 of them to the FE he could make friends almight quick.
Ron,you wanted one.What do you want me to give him.I'm not gonna mark it up to you,
but I would want you to pay me what I pay him.
He also said he had a stake bed truck that had some type of big block in it and he thought
it was a 366,or maybe a 427.He said he knew it wasn't a 454.I'm all aflutter with
anticipation..-B.
By the by-I made up that crap about my nuts just to make you guys laugh.They're
perfectly normal as is evident by my new child (Anna).
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29493 NEXT>29517
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronn,
Afraid I might use you as I would a woman?
I think L.L.Cool J.said it best:
"I like the girls with the braids in their hair.Bamboo earrings,at least 2 pair.Sittin'at the
bus stop,suckin'on a lollypop."
Ruminate on that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Block Heaters POSTER>jason groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29505 29506 29528 29529 29530 29644 29705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a block heater that they use with the stock 230?I have been trying to
find one that works but the NAPA store does not have any.I would like one that replaces
the freeze plug in the block.
Thanks
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,
15 October 2003,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29492 NEXT>29501
29534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This could just be the fear talking but...I'd say 5500-6000 no problem,could be higher.
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I've missed gears with my small blocks at 8500 so it's not a completely uneducated guess.
Ride with him sometime guys (gals?)he shows that 230 NO mercy.(just don't fall for the
"can you video tape this"speech,you're gonna need both hands for hangin on!)
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29500 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got to get you a copy of that tape.....I LMAO every time I see your hand pawing for
the oh shit bar.
You gonna make it Nov 1st or 2nd?
Hope you can
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Gentlemen,Please-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 1:50 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29497 NEXT>29533
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have any pics of your mailcarrier???
Some of us were wondering
SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,15
October 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29476 NEXT>29507
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks great Mikel!So why don't you hustle on up here to Portland and use your expertise
on my wag rocker...:^)))ha ha ...looks great!
SUBJECT>Re:Chris POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29456 NEXT>29516 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea "shine"="forgo"or "reckon I'ont need it"
With the leaf turning and all that crap I almost gave Ron a tongue lashing for the nasty
things he had to say about Chevy.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Block Heaters POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason you may want to look into a heater that attaches with a magnet to your block or oil
pan .I had one when I lived in the great mid west worked well.But the temp only got to
40 below Im sure you will a tad cooler than that,Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Block Heaters POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 3:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jason,try a tractor supply house just measure the freze plug and tell them the size.Also
you can get a heater that replaces a section of the lower radiator hose.I used a katz
magnetic heater on my oil pan last year here in mass with temps to -25 and it sucked.The
heating surface did not transfer heat to the pan well beacuse of the skid plate on the oil
pan.
SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 3:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29503 NEXT>29512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Al,
Believe me,you don't want ME working on your Jeep :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug...It's Working!POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>29401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suppose you'll want baleing wire too.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Stock engine dependablitiy POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have owned several,all with the stock 230 OHC engine.On one,that had only 4,000
miles on it when I bought it in 1983 or so,I drove it 5 days a week for several years,
putting about another 30,000 miles on it.Ran it for an hour at a time at 60 mph and never
had one single problem with it.These are GOOD engines.
But,timing and valve adjustment is critical.Most I've seen have incorrectly set timing
and the valve adjustment is off.These will quickly shorten the life of your enging.
Keep in mind also,that you've got a 40 year old motor there -40 year old head gasket,
seals,gaskets,hoses,etc.
SUBJECT>Stencils POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29511 29526 29527 29555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know where I can get the Hood &Door star stencils?Also need lettering stencils
for hood and letter stencils for yellow lettering on jerry can.
Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Stencils POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>29510 NEXT>LINKNAME>Rick Larsen
LINKURL>http://http://www.militarystencils.com/
Here you go.He should have everything you need http://www.militarystencils.com/
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SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29507 NEXT>29551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not only that,Al,he is coming over to do mine next!
SUBJECT>Re:Stock Rifle Rack?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,so the square ones on e-bay aren't original.bummer.Thanks for clearing it up.
SUBJECT>Re:Gentlemen,Please-POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29497 NEXT>29532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey B.
Thanks for thinking about me and my 205 dilemma,but I think I have a line on one up
here.Plus the shipping for that bugger would be hell.I know you could bring it to the FE
but I want to get the whole 460/c6/205 thing done before then.Unless you can get him
down to $50 or so it just wouldn't be worth it.
Don't worry about Doug's insinuations,we all know that Annas'really yours.I mean,after
giving up on life to the massive extent of marrying you,cheating would just be too much
effort.Do watch out if she starts taking any new medication though -with the new drugs
they are coming out with they can sometimes bring even the catatonic back to reality.
Hope everything is going OK with ewe.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:they're no good,please send them to me!!!POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be happy to find them a proper home.Always looking for good Tornados...
TC
SUBJECT>Nasty?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29504 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Come on Chris,as with libel,it is only wrong if it isn't true.
A moment of silence for those poor souls that have crossed over to the dark (cheap)side.
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
(its also a dyno sheet for chevys over 400hp -nothing there)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29498 NEXT>29543 29545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just amazed that you know what rap music is.Much less that you could quote lyrics.
Always full of suprises B.
Ron.SUBJECT>ana 60F Question POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29521 29522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is a 1986 Dodge or GM D60 DRW front end to wide for the M-715.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Dave POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,15
October 2003,at 7:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29452 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wished I did but sorry man i dont
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29455 NEXT>29535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a plan.Is Spicer gonna be there?I would like to shake the hand of a
P.E.T.A.lover.Speaking of PETA did you hear that PETA caught 100 deer and put blaze
orange vest on them.The first two weeks of huntin season they got back 75 vest with
thank you cards attached from hunters.
Thats what I heard anyway.
Am I gonna have to bring my on gun?Do you use a shotgun or a 7mm mag?I will bring a
.22 for the small squirrls.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60F Question POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brandon,
Frapachinoguy has one in the front of his and it is wide.Hummer wheels give the needed
offset to tuck the tires but now he has some aluminum wheels that kick them way out
there.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60F Question POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 7:59 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29518 NEXT>29557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wheel mating surface is a reported 75.5 inches.3 more inches WIDER than stock
SUBJECT>crap my rod is to short POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have been fighting with the brake system on the truck for the last year.replaced the
shoes,rebuilt the cylinders,rebuilt the mc,bled and adjusted the brakes.but the stoping.power was very weak,pedel
almost to the floor before coming to a stop.
tried to get the drums turned but they are out of spec.bought a reman mc thinking that the
rebuild didn't work.still no improvement.read the manual and found the part about the
adjustment of the rod that engages the mc.looked uder the dash and moved the pedel in
an and found that it was traveling about 1/2 inch before puching the piston of the mc.
being way past 40 i could not get far enough away from the rod to to see how to change
the length.pulled the mc off the fire wall got the rod out and it is one piece.crap.cut a
piece of aluminum rod put it in the mc .put the whole thing back to gether and now it
stops great.once again a short rod leads to unfulfilment.
rick
SUBJECT>Not a problem here!!!POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 9:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29523 NEXT>29531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HeHeHe
SUBJECT>Idea for Brian POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,15 October 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29489 NEXT>29542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might want to check for an exhaust leak on your jeep!!Kathy Bates!YUKE!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Stencils POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 2:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just ordered a set yesterday from Rick.I think it was about 140.00 for a complete set
with shipping.
SUBJECT>WOW!!!thx guys.Impressive site.POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 2:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Block Heaters POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 3:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Jason!
NAPA does have the correct softplug heater;they just don't know it (as usual).I put a
NAPA one in my 230 (now sold to Tom King),and it works very well.It uses only about
600 watts,and would warm the engine in about an hour (15-degree mornings).I've used
the soft plug heaters for many years,having come from Northern Minnesota.They're
cheap,reliable,and effective.
I don't have the part number anymore,but email Tom King.I shipped him a bunch of
documents,and I think the NAPA receipt was included.If not,email me and I'll dig up.the answer.
Also,to remove the freeze plug,hit one side of it with a blunt punch and hammer.This
tilts the plug and pops it out.Be CAREFUL not to gouge the sidewall of the softplug hole
with the punch.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Not a problem here!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 4:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29524 NEXT>
29537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the stock rod and welded a small piece of 1/4x 1 to it with a hole drilled in it the
size of the stud on the pedal arm.It needed to be extend like 1 1/2"maybe.?
SUBJECT>Re:Gentlemen,Please-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29514 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I'd respond to your quips,but I've lost all respect for you now that I know you've been
lying about being BBM715.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>My mailman POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 4:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's a really nice black gentleman in his 60's.He has few teeth,but never fails to have a
nice word for either Jean Ellen or I.It's a big change from my old mail carrier in the city
who was always rushing.This guy makes jokes about reading my magazines and asks
what I'm always working on in the shop.
He's really nice,but I doubt he's the father of my child.Anna is white as the driven snow.
Thanks anyhow,
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29500 NEXT>29536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
8500 rpm????Todd,thats impossible.........I mean look at the studebaker chart...it's
Impossible!!!
Sorry Jon,Just wanted to make a point that you cannot use one generic chart for all
engines.Heck,BMW's new F-1 engine peaks at around 7800 fpm piston speed.You have
to consider connecting rod strenght,piston weight,Crank strength,Bearing surface area,.bearing clearances and a
whole pile of other crap I don't even care to understand.To say
4500 FPM is the "absolute max"May or may not be true for these engines.It is a good
guide line and I do not recommend for others to run thiers the way I do mine.I also
believe that by doing so,I am shortening the life of it.My estimate may be off,afterall its
just a guess.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:New idea POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
I e-mailed you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29534 NEXT>29538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I meant it as a guideline...the original reason I posted this info was because someone
asked what the engines safe operating rpm limit was...since I could not find a factory
spec,I went with this info...though it does seem to me that with a stroke as long as the
230's and 4 main bearings,as opposed to 7 in some other 6 cylinders,and a 40 year old
design without lightweight components and other advances in the meantime,6000 rpm is
definately pushing the design out to somewhere near the limit.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Not a problem here!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29531 NEXT>29539
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wildfire,
I got a stock MC that I have absolutely no intention of ever using again.I don't know if
it'll help,but you're welcome to it.It worked fine,but an incident with a torn brake hose
and a trip home with no brakes led me to the dual circuit version.
I'll be the first to admit that I'm a crappy welder,but no matter how great of a welder I
was I'd shine on welding up brake control parts.......or a pitman arm.
Let me know,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29536 NEXT>29540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree
I have a sbc waiting for installation and don't really care if the 230 grenades.It would.make for an poor day
dragging it of the trail but many good laughter sessions once the
work was over with.Now I gotta throw a tach on it for the next trip just to see what that
thing is actually turning.Once more,Just cause I have been getting away with thrashing
mine does not mean its the intelligent way to run one.
SUBJECT>Re:Not a problem here!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29537 NEXT>29610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just threw a piece of round stock in the recessed bore of the M/C on mine to take up the
slack(1/2 inch).Just make damn good and sure the push rod cannot under extend and fall
out of the bore.That would make for a interest decent down a hill....mabey even wipe out
a geo metro or something.I hear they make good wheel chocks.
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29538 NEXT>29541 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I was amazed at the RPM's mine was turning.I thought it was at 5K or so,but when I got
a tach it turned out that a 230 sounds like a 5K PRM level at only 3K.A good way to tell
is to get it up to 55 MPH on level road and that's about 3K with stock tires.If you can
isolate road noise and ignore the 200 and focus on the motor then that's it.I once got mine
up to 4500 rpm and it sounded like it had blown up and was eating up the internals,but
when I backed it off it sounded good again.So I'd rule out the 6K estimate.
Actually,just get a tach and be sure.I can't remember how I installed it on the military
dizzy,but I did it on one.Somehow.Some way.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WetCJ POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I'm just gonna duct tape my dwell meter to the dash as hopefully it will be the last
trip for the 230 before the swap.Gotta finish the kitchen remodel before I start another
project with the jeep.I made a promise.
Subfloor is down
Base cabinets are in
counter top set
New sink is installed
dish washer is relocated and functional
Just have to run electrical for the new stove and install the upper cabinets and
flooring.Hopefully I will make great headway this weekend.
SUBJECT>HEY!That ain't right!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:09 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>29525 NEXT>29603
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,I DI have an exhaust leak on my Jeep.I had a leak right at the manifold
between the #3 c ylinders.I blame my weird popping whilst shifting on it,but not my
love for the Kathy Bates.
You ever been with a woman of girth?Seriously,ever done one?It's a whole 'nother
world.A heavy woman really appreciates it and makes you think that you're a God in the
sack.The logic there is that they seldom score and so when they do they want to enjoy it
as much as possible.Ahhhh...fat bottom girls you make the rockin'world go 'round.
I actually messed up and married a woman who's 5'9"and 130 pounds.She doesn't have
the love of food that the fat women have and don't even get me started about how
inadequate that woman is on a cold night when all you want is the human blanket.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AC/DC
That song can't have more than 25 different words in it and it still ROCKS!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29517 NEXT>29550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,fake big-block guy (about time Bud Light has a radio commercial tribute to you,
huh?),let's get two things straight.
(1)"rap"and "music"can only be used in the same sentance if there is some form of word
separation,be it puntuation,other words,or some guteral regurgitation noise.They can
never be used to form a phrase.We have pop music,country music,classical music
SUBJECT>iesel to a 700r4?POSTER>ustin EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16 October
2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29547 29549 29590
29896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been a long time since I last posted,moved to Iowa and have been busy.Nice to be back
though.Is it possible to put a diesel engine in front of a 700r4 tranny?
Thanks in advance-Dustin
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29546 NEXT>29601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
factory set-up,man.91 blazer for one.
SUBJECT>FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>bumpr.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>29560
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the words of the immortal Frank Barone:"Holey Crap!"I ran a search on ebay of "FSJ"
and came up with soemthing completely unexpected.Not sure which board members is
the model,but it scared me!
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3435338022&category=15635
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29546 NEXT>29600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep...some came stock that way.
BTW.....You wanna come down and do some wheeling Nov 1st and 2nd?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29545 NEXT>29554 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
and (2)"Big Butts"was hip-hop (and a cool one!)tune.I think.
SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29512 NEXT>29552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK everybody,get in line and take a number.Mikel,you should be freed up in oh say
2005.....ha ha...
SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29551 NEXT>29553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had an old boy stop in several months ago wanting to know if I could fab him a patch
panel for a 68 cougar.He had a cardboard template so I said "no problem".
This guy has a 41 ford and a old GMC panel truck that look sweet running around town
so I told him I would deliver these for a chance to snoop around his shop.
Kind of sucked.I have drooled over this guys rods since before I was old enough to drive
and he told me straight faced that the way he fixed the rockers was to shoot some
expanding foam insulation in behind them and let it ooze out the holes.He then shaved it
off with a razor,spot puttied them and voila...........I could not believe what I was hearing.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:A few more pictures of my rockerotomy...POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 8:42 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29552
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone "fixed"the rear flares in my 78 Cherokee Chief the same way :-(
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 8:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29550 NEXT>29556
29558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump,Bump,Bump-You've got it all wrong.The song I quoted was not "Baby Got
Back"(What you called "Big Butts")by Sir Mix-A-Lot,but instead the tune "Around The
Way Girl"by the LL.Your point was made that you hate rap by the simple fact that you
named off the only rap song that a white guy would have heard and applied it to an
obscure song.
Actually I hate rap.?!-music,but some songs stick in a niggaz head.Word!
I'm more of a Led Zepplin,Warren Zevon,Jon Prine,Dwight Yolkam,Alabama,Bruce
Springstein,Billy Joel kinda guy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stencils POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i payed about $2.00 at big lots for a sheet of 2"letter and word stencils,and i cut the star
stencils out of a big peice of poster board.a little bit of masking tape and some white
spray paint and my rig was all set.it certainly beats paying all that money for fancy
stencils.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29554 NEXT>29559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Strange,I figued a southern boy like yourself would be more into the Ozark Mountain
Daredevils or such.
chicken train
runnin'all day
I can't get on
I can't get off
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60F Question 'Hey Lee'POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29522 NEXT>29578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got them new wheels yet for your truck,just wondering if that 3in.offset kept your.11.00x16 XL's from rubbing the
springs.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:M715s in movies/TV POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't the words "I like big butts"in the lyrics?Sorry I didn't know th eproper title,but I
was on the same tune...
SUBJECT>Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29556 NEXT>29561
29585 29591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never did hear of any of those songs.Not to put down your favorite,if indeed it is-it just
doesn't get much airplay around here.Were it still unpunnishable to download songs I'd
get 'Chicken Train'to try out.
Despite what you may think about my neck of the woods,there really is little difference
in here and where you are.We may have a small number more African Americans and
more Mexicans-but our culture is similar to the Northern way of doing things.It does
come up alot that our attitudes are different.It's been my experience that a Southerner
will speak to a stranger quicker than a Northerner and that simple example can be
extended to all areas.I.E.-If a guy knocked on my door at 7 tonight and told me he had
ran out of gas I'd offer him a gas can and a ride to the local station.Do they do that in
your area,or do people use their cell to get help?Here every one of my neighbors has (at
one point or another)invited me to dinner at their home.Not due to my personable
nature,but just the way we do it here.
My only real experience with this attitude difference is in my business life.We get
contracted out by an ass-load of national accounts to fix nation-wide companie's phones
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locally.Like for example the higher-ups in Wal-Mart called me from Bentonville,
Arkansas to see if I'd repair their broken phones in the Memphis Wal-Marts.And
likewise I got a call from Cincinatti,Ohio to see if I could fix the local Kroger Food
Stores.The call from Arkansas was friendly and joking and they treated me nice.The call
from Ohio was business-like and to the point.Both guys wanted the same thing,the only
difference was their location.This isn't an isolated incident and I've noticed it on
numerous occasions.A call from a Northerner tends to start off with them asking who I
am.This is very contrary to my regions way of doing things where a call goes like this:
(I answer the phone)"Business Communications."
(They say)"This is Mrs.X,with Company X.Who am I speaking with?"
a call from up north goes like this:
(I answer the phone)"Business Communications."
(They say)"Who is this?"
(I get pissed right off and say)"Who are YOU and who did you call?"
(They realize their rudeness has cost them my jovial attitude and try to recoup)"Sorry,
this is Mrs.X.Who are you?".I just hate that attitude.They act like I'm a tool as opposed to a person.
You know,after re-reading this to try and catch my spelling mistakes I realized that I hate
the north and all that is associated with it.Mostly BBM715 due to the facts that 1)he lied
about having a big block and 2)he's the most Northern person I know living in Michigan
and all.
I'm gonna play some Skynard,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29548 NEXT>29562
29572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Afraid of the Jews?
I wonder what "FSJ"stands for."Forget Savior Jesus"?
Anyone else got a guess?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29559 NEXT>29564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I appologize,you being a southerner do seem friendlyier than anyone I've ever had the
pleasure to meet.How did that guy get to the door at night without tripping over all those
washing machines and coon dogs on the porch?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29560 NEXT>29565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Floursackjammies
Read you southerner
SUBJECT>Anyone in Eastern,NC?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>29582
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for someone close by.I just bought this M715 three weeks ago and I am already
deep into a restore.Hopefully within the next two weeks I will be trying to get the engine
started.I have never played with one and could use the hands on help.I am in Richlands,
Just outside Jacksonville,if anyone is interested in helping me out.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29561 NEXT>29566
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You do have me there.There's a ditch near the farm where the neighborhood dumped all
their old washing machines.I shoot 'em alot.
I have no coon dog,but I did have a black lab.I loved that bitch and when she got hit by a
truck in '01 I cried like a school girl.I'm all sad about it now.Thanks for bringing that up
you prick.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29562 NEXT>29568
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I'm on the old dial-up and that page took way too long to load,so when I saw it
wasn't a truck or guns or a naked older woman I clicked off of it.You,apparently,studied
it.
Dolt,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29564 NEXT>29567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My father in-law's neighbor has some pups
half black and tan
half rat terrier
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I could UPS one to ya if it would ease the pain.
SUBJECT>Re:Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29566 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And with that post I abandon this thread as way too far down and hard to get to.
Let's start another BS post at the top.
-B.
GO!
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29565 NEXT>
29569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.-..-..-..-.-.-.-/.......-...-../-......-...-..-.--/--.---.--/-----.-......-..-.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29568 NEXT>29570.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reloaded this page 3 tmes before I REALLY looked at it and saw you were just screwing
with me.
Ass,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29569 NEXT>29571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check your mail,Genius
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29560 NEXT>29576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fatal Sisson Journey...
(like to the FE maybe...)
Oh but he has a wife and child now.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29571 NEXT>29575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..-.../.---...-...-../..-.------.-..
SUBJECT>PTO Winch 10,000 Braden POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be seen this,nice fo M715 a Braden 10,000 PTO winch Ebay item number 2437917142
250.00 Buy it now 375.00
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29572 NEXT>29586
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
Tom busted you out and said that you're really a friendly guy with a heart of gold.That
doesn't jive with the Jon I met at the FE years ago.
On a more personal note-you worked with mentally handicapped people (I think),do you
still do that?I was always impressed by that since it seemed to me to be one of the
toughest jobs a person can take on.We did a job at a local company that exploited these
type individuals under the guise of finding them jobs (my take on what they did).I
worked around a large number of Downe's Syndrome and mild retardation individuals.and found them to be (without
exception)really sweet and kind hearted.I was just
curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29575 NEXT>
29579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.--...--.--/-...../..-.------.-..
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60F Question 'Hey Lee'POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29557 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,not yet.stock chevy rims BARELY touch.i can turn the bumpstop out about 1/2 inch
and they would clear
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29579 NEXT>29587 29638 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I like this because I can say -.........--.and .-....-.-..and Brute won't delete my post.
I wish you'd thought of this earlier!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in Eastern,NC?POSTER>Frank USMC
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EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29563 NEXT>29583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Newport,stop by on your next run to MCAS Cherry Point.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone in Eastern,NC?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 12:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have emailed a few times back and forth.I still plan on coming up to get that manual
from you.
Semper Fi!
Bryant
SUBJECT>Who's Bwannanbuck?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29425 NEXT>29588
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who's the high bidder?I know it's one of you hippies since I had that address in my e-.mail account.
I'm just curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rant-why I hate the North POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29559 NEXT>29594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
You may be more familiar with "Aimee"than "Chicken Train".Think back to the AM
Gold commercial -Aimee what you gonna do -
Also I believe "Jackie Blue"is from that band whose name is too long so I don't feel like
typing it out.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29576 NEXT>29589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I worked acute and chronic psych for 13 years...anything from bipolar to schizophrenia to
alzheimers,especially with a violent component.I no longer work in that position.
Though it was difficult,it also taught me alot about the nature of man (men)and myself.
It also was humbling in some respects...there but for the grace of God go I for one...for
another,no matter how much you try or care,there is very little or nothing that will help a
mind that is organically or chemically unusual compared to the norm...this can lead to
depression over time.
As to being a friendly guy with a heart of gold...knowing myself as I do I would use a
different set of discriptors that would certainly be less kind...guess I know me in a
different way...I'll keep that to myself.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29580 NEXT>29597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Soon little one....soon....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Who's Bwannanbuck?POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29584 NEXT>29613 29634 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,it is I who use bawannabuck.I am not a hippie,I am only 43 years old.Before you
start thinking wierd thoughts about that name understand we run a deer hunting camp
here.We can even rope one for you and tie it to a tree.But thats extra.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ -not what you'd expect POSTER>BBM715.EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:36
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29586 NEXT>29612 29615 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Considering the state you'll probably be in after the FE are you hinting around that you
want Jon to be the one to take care of you B.?Assuming that it is possible to knock the
sense out of someone who never had any.I think your play is working -after all Jon
already refers to you as "little one."
BTW I've been meaning to ask you.Since that's what Jeaner calls you,whatever is she
refering to?
On a final note,you might want to lay off the Jew stuff.I'm picturing Jon and Doug
thinking -Jew -Old Testament -Eye for an Eye -Pick up thy rod and thy staff and smite
thine enemys...
Stick with the New Testament -Peace -Love thy neighbor -that kind of stuff.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 5:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just be sure to get a post '85 700r4 and stay with the stock motor setup unless you want
700piecesR4.
Even still,it pisses me off that chebby makes better overdrive trannys than Ford.
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Yes,I know I'm whining.
Ron
SUBJECT>Tisk Tisk POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29559 NEXT>29618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.I never lied,you just assumed the wrong thing.Besides,who knew that a smoke
belching 230 with no clutch would last this long?I've taken apart 2/3's of the motor just
to see the military way,but I've never put any new parts in the damn thing.Never a spark
plug,point,wire,or gasket.Just oil and gas.And the DAMN THING WON"T DIE!!!!!!!!
Its been my daily driver for a week now since my wife's Blazer blew again (she won't
drive this truck so I had to loan her my Blazer)and the clutch is so bad it just lurches -no
clutch material luft,and IT STILL WON"T DIE!!!!
Wait,what am I thinking?B.would you come up here and drive my truck for a week?
With your skills,I'd surely have my excuse to re-power in no time at all!!
How is your truck running B?
Ron
SUBJECT>TRUCK 4 SALE!POSTER>mudman EMAIL>dirt@obob.net
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29605 29621 29649 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Super Stock 715 on Ebay-pretty reasonable-#2437137494
SUBJECT>New members pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29595 29606 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
8 new sets of pictures are up...a few are albums with additions,most are new albums
altogether...also there are 3 new misc.pics on page 4 of the misc pics section.
Lanny I got yours scanned in last night,should be up soon.
ENJOY!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>The Ozark Mountain Daredevils?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They did Jackie Blue....
SUBJECT>Re:New members pics POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16
October 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>29593 NEXT>29731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for getting my pics up!
as soon as I get my email working again I'll send more,it now is sbc powered,all new
wiring ,and runs like a raped ape.drove it to work twice and dang near had a line waiting
for rides (should of charged 5.oo each).
SUBJECT>Tim Barr,Michael Nelson,Robert Schilling POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29607 29623 29680
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry for the delay of your parts guys.if you are still interested in the parts please let me
know on this site.My email is running very sporatic.also I lost Michael and Robert's
home address but have Tim's.everyboby's email address's are gone.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16 October
2003,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>29587 NEXT>29614 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man that took forever to translate -.....--/..-/.--.-.../..-...--.
SUBJECT>350 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,16 October
2003,at 7:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29608 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
mine is 30 over,cast pistons 8.5:1,4 bolt,cast heads w/76cc chambers,280 comp cam,
edelbrock rpm intake,hei,its a stocker with a little cam,carb is a quadraBOG w/adapter.
i cant wait to get it in but money and wife is holding me up
SUBJECT>never heard one run POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,.16 October 2003,at 8:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29602 29604
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my m725 had the rocker arms off,the valvecover was just setting on it carb,alt,fuel
pump was missing in action.The air breather,starter,military dist.w/wires and no plugs
was there though.I didnt even try to turn it over just pulled it out.the brakes were gone,
ujoints out.tires were shot.e-brake is froze up,seats are springs only.give me time and
money and ill have her up and going and better than ever,expecially with all your guys
help
and know how.I am dying to hear one run with a 230 in it as ive never heard one run.
maybe someday after mine is runnin a bunch of us can get out and scare our neighbors
into seclusion.lol.Im a 42 yr old military nut and love the m7xx's.mine is ruff but easily
fixed and im grinning from ear to ear everytime i think about it running.Ive tryed for
about 6 months to buy it before i got him to let go of it.this site is bad to the bone.thanks
guys.
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>ustin EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16
October 2003,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29549 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to check my schedule.Although I don't think the truck will be ready.
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-ustin
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>ustin EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,16
October 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29547 NEXT>29609
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Which diesels will work and which ones won't?
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29599 NEXT>29695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey dave where do you live?my 230 runs so quite that people looking at it don't know it
is running till they get in it or walk by the exhaust>
SUBJECT>cushion for the pushing POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,16 October 2003,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They all need loving
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 2:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29599
NEXT>29611 29619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm here in MA.If your near me,I'd love to show you my running M truck
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCK 4 SALE!POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 3:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29592 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reserve hasn't been met,yet.
SUBJECT>BRUTE4c .....POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 3:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29593
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve B.truck (13333)is now owned by me.Tom King.I'll get you new pictures as soon
as I can.
SUBJECT>Re:Tim Barr,Michael Nelson,Robert Schilling POSTER>bobby EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 3:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29596
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure I'm still interested but what part(s)was it?????used stock fuel pump maybe?
Email off line or repost your contact info please.Bobby
SUBJECT>Re:350 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 3:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29598 NEXT>29699 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Buy her earrings off of eBay,then buy a Tiffany's box off of eBay.You'll be truck
building in no time!
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6.2 and 6.5 GM's would be the far easiest to bolt together and drop in.6.2's are pretty
common,though unturbo'd,still a decent engine.6.5 turbos either run good or don't...and
their added torque may be a problem for the 700.
SUBJECT>GREAT WHEEL CHOCKS!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29539 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just make sure to 'use'them under 35mph or they may send a sliver of fender or hood,or
windshield post or engine mount through the side of a tire.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Iowa,Stop by if your close.I've got a couple stockers that run great and a trail rig with a
straight pipe..SUBJECT>Anyway,Jon-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29589 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If no one told you recently,or if no one new told you:I really admire and respect what
you do.Of all the things I've tried in my life working with my older sister is the one thing
that I've failed at again and again.I never could understand her and God didn't give me
what he gave you and thus I failed at every attmept to understand and get along with her.
If it weren't for you and your coworkers then a base fundamental of our society would be
lost.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's Bwannanbuck?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29588 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,
Sorry to call you a hippy.No offense intended.I always call an unknown person either a
hippy or Stumpy.It's a stupid habit I picked up to compensate for not remembering
names.Sorry.
Anyhow,I was going to big,but I hate to bid against a member.So I reckon I'll back out.
Enjoy and hope you win.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29597 NEXT>29617 29656 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,
Please tell me you didn't really translate that by hand.Please?
Sorry if you did,I'd have put more thought into it if I'd had known you were going to
spend any time working it out.
And sorry for the curse words.I shouldn't have done that and am sorry you had to read it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ron POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29589
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That eye for an eye crap is for the birds.I've always said "two eyes for an eye,that way
the mother f.....cant see to do it again"
Little one...thats good Ron.SUBJECT>Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29624 29703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I am getting close to having my M715 on the road and are getting anxious,this is my first
4wd truck.It has the original motor and trans in it which I was planning on leaving alone
for a while do to funding and time.However,a friend of mine has a Chevy 400 sb with a
supper T10 transmission and Warn overdrive that he pulled out of his old Jeep when the
frame was beyond reasonable repair.He is interested in getting it out of his basement and
I of course am interested in helping him out.The engine block has been sitting outside for
several years under a tarp (the heads are inside)so I would guess it needs a lot of work
that I can ’t afford now.What I was wondering is if in the interim it is worth putting and if
it is possible to put the Warn overdrive on my T98 and if the 230 had enough umph to use
it at high way speed where I think it would be turning around 3,000 rpms instead of 4,000
rpms.Thanks again for the boards input.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Hat's off to Doug,B-,and Jeff!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29614 NEXT>
29620 29627 29657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That whole morse code jazz...even untranslated was one of the funniest thread in a long
damn time!Jeff,ham radio operator?Manually decoding?Impressive!
SUBJECT>Ron,liar.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29591 NEXT>29708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ron,it turns out your whole life is a lie.
Case in point-you claim to be a Ford fanatic,but it appears both you and your wife have
matching Blazers.Isn't that a GM product?
You also used a screen name that claimed a big block in a 715.That's like saying Drew in
Az really drives a 725 despite the Mudog715 name.See my point there?As if Luckypasbt
drank Budweiser beer.As if Spicergear hated Spicer brand.It's a fraudulant name and I
demand you change it.
This is the last reply I'm ever going to make to you as long as you use that name.I'm
sorry,but BBM715 is dead to me.
Might I suggest the name "BBwannabeM715"?It's not used yet and is a much more
accurate description of you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:03 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29604 NEXT>29643
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've owned several.The ones with a bit of wear ran very quiet.The ones that really were
tight and made good power weren't at all loud,but had a certain hum about them.When
you hit the throttle they roared just a bit.
But none had much in the way of valve tick,which many OHC engines seem to.
SUBJECT>Re:Hat's off to Doug,B-,and Jeff!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29617 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna delete what I said due to some vulgar language that I used without thought.
By the by-Doug and I used a website that decoded it almost instantly (even on dial-up).
Please don't take the time to do it by hand,it's not that good.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:TRUCK 4 SALE!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29592 NEXT>29622
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wecome to the Zone,Mudman.First post,or just first one I noticed?
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You got a truck,or still searching for one?
-B.
SUBJECT>Hmmm...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29621 NEXT>29647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I sure would think that for a proclaimed professional restoration,they would have painted
the damn valve cover or done something with the copious amounts of over spray on the
tops of the inner fenders.I hate to truck bash,but I've seen trucks at Memphis Equip in
PA,for example,that were paint fogged and tagged at $7000...and in nasty condition.The
truck looks clean,but to offer it with that description seems a little misleading from just a
couple of the pictures.Nice new air cleaner...bravo,but come on man...where are the
pictures of the green suspension components?!
SUBJECT>Re:Tim Barr,Michael Nelson,Robert Schilling POSTER>Tim Barr
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
Yes,I am still interested in the water pump.My e-mail is tjbarr@gkg.net.My address is
1123 PR 1135
Giddings,TX 78942..Phone is 979-542-2187.
I am glad you are doing better.I did not want to bother you while recovering from the
WNV.
Send it anyway you want.I know that the Post Office,UPS and Airborn can find my
house.Thanks again.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29616 NEXT>29625 29626
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As far as I know the Warn unit only bolted on the Dana 18 transfer case found in early
CJ's.They had a couple variations for the 29 and 26 tooth bull gears.Warn later sold the
tooling rights to Advance adapter who remarketed them as the saturn unit.I currently run
the saturn and really like it.Unless they marketed another unit,I don't think the overdrive
will work for you.Plus they are not rated that high in torque tolerances.A big heavy truck
like ours could probably eat a warn unit in a day or two.Never use them off-road...They
are highly sought after.Get if you can and put it on Ebay and roll in the dough....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know nothing about the Warn overdrive,but I was able to get a cheap AA Ranger unit.
The problem is that it was set up for a Toyota,so I have to mate the thing both to my Olds
455 and to the T98.I think I have the 455-Ranger side figured out,but I might have to re-
spline the T98's input shaft :-(
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29624 NEXT>29670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Is the Saturn rated for a high torque or are you running it on a lighter truck?Also my
freind said his was bolted to the PTO on the transmission,I don't know if that makes a
difference.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29617
NEXT>29628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...../-.....--/-.-----..-.-./.--.--.--/----/--..-/-.-..-.-.-.-.....--../--..-/....-..-.-.--
-...----..-.--/.-..--.-...-.-../.--.-../-.....-./.-...-..---...../.--.....-./-.....-.--/--..---/----/.-.-...-../-...../-.-.---..--....-.../----/-.-..--.....-...--./..-/----..-..
-.--/----/.-...-.-....--...-../..-.../.---..-...-/-...../....---./-...--.--/----/-...--.--
/-....-.-.-....-.-.-
If so thats patehtic and I'll have throw you in the same group as
-....-....--./...........----.
SUBJECT>Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,
at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29627
NEXT>29629 29632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.--.....--..--../..-/.--.-.../.-/-.-.-----.--..-....--.-.-/----/.---...-...-./.--.-../......
.../.--......-....-....../----/-.-..--.....-...--./.--..-....---..--/--.---..-.--./---
-./.-....-...-.-.-/......-/--./.--..-..../-.....--/-----../---..-./...----..-.-../.-
--..-..-./.--.-../...----..-...-../.-..-.-..-----.-.--.---.-...--.../-.-----..-.-.-.-/-....-.
--..--/..--/----..
SUBJECT>-....-.--..--/..--/----...-.-.-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29628 NEXT>
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29630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Translation:
Ben,eat one
SUBJECT>YOU!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29629 NEXT>29631 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You crazy kids with your crazy dots and dashes!
I miss Ben.He used to make me laugh with his whimsical posts and his helping the
burning among us.
And I miss Ronner (BBM715).Unfortunantly he's dead to me.(see post below that tells
Ronner he's dead to me until he changes his name).
But most of all I miss Perk.Remember Perk?I wonder where he is now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:YOU!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29630 NEXT>29633 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wait,what's your deal with Ron?Does he not have big block ford?Perk,the other in the
blue oval stable.His wife must have taken him to the cleaners.Hope he kept the truck
and the girl friends!.SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29628 NEXT>29636 29639
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.--.-..-/.-/--..-...--.--..--/....-./../.-..-.-..-----.-.--.---.-...--.../-.-----..-/.--.
-../-.-----..-/.-..-.-..-----.-.--.---.-...--.../--.--..--.--./.--...-...-../-...----..../.
-.-../..-.--./..-./-...../....---./--..-.---..-.--./.-.../-....-....--..-.-.-/---.-.--..--/.-
.-../.--./.-.-...-...-...--..-.--/-......-....--..
SUBJECT>My disgust w/Ronner POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29631 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ronner (who's dead to me)not only doesn't have a big block Ford,but it turns out he's
running a 230.And further it turns out his wife and himself both drive Blazers.
It's as if his whole on-line persona is a lie.I bet he's not really a heavy person.
I'm disgusted with him,but it matters little since he's dead to me (as beforementioned).
-----
Perk-I'd forgotten that his wife took off.Bitch.I hate her.And that guy who posted last
week saying his wife is splitting-I hate her too.(though they aren't dead to me,as
opposed to Ronner)
I hope both Perk and that guy who posted last week can keep their trucks,self-worth,and
guns.Is there really anything else?
Ben...you know the drill.By the by-I saw on CSI where they knock out a guy's teeth in
prison so he can't bite whilst eating one.Nasty.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's Bwannanbuck?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats probably the only way he is gonna get one.
What's up with that Brian?Do the Deer smell you or what.
SUBJECT>BBM715 (Ron Darling)'s new screen name POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29645
29707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since it turns out that BBM715 is really running a 230 and (at the time of this post)has
no 460 of his own THE ZONE has banned him from using the screen name 'BBM715'.
We're taking suggestions for him to use in place of the previous screen name.
I'm sorry,Ronner,but BBM715 is dead to us..I vote:
"Ronner"seeing as how we call him that anyhow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29632 NEXT>29637
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking of P's and Q's.
Did you know that saying comes from the Pubs in England?
Means:Mind your own Pints and Quarts(how they served beer).Bartenders used it to
attempt to keep people in line.
More useless knowledge...In the old west,you could bring your own bottle to the saloon
and have it filled for "take out"beer.
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>29636 NEXT>29640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Doug,
I find odd facts like this really interesting....and I like to read on the toilet.
Go to the book store tonight and get a copy of "Bathroom Reader".It's a book filled with
obscure facts and stories.I use what I read in the can to impress others.Try it.It works.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29580
NEXT>29813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-.-/---../../-.-./..---.../...--
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,
at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29632
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-.-------..--/-....-../-.-----..-/-.-......-.-.-.-/---..--/........./.-...-...-/.--.---...
-..--../......----..../......--..-.--./-...----------.-.-.-/.--..----..-../-.----/-......-..
/-.--.-
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29637 NEXT>29641.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I will stop and get a copy of that.You do impress me.
You remember on dumb and dumber when Jim Carey trades the dogvan for the
scooter....that kind of impress.
I mean ,you were thinking of trading the 715 for a scooter.Too bad it won't be cold at the
FE.I can just see you rolling up on the scooter frozen snot and all.
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,
at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29640
NEXT>29642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"...AND TOTALLY REDEEM YOURSELF!"
Speaking of redemption...ISM715 (inline six M715...aka Ronner)better get cracking on
that anchory big blue oval.
SUBJECT>Re:Better mind your .--..----..../.--.-../--.-.----..../-.....-...-..-.
POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>29641 NEXT>29652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!So true,so true.He keeps saying that he's waiting for the 230
to blow up.
I'm very,very dissapointed in Ronner.His whole lying to us en masse has done wonders
for making me get over calling him fat.I think he now owes ME an apology.
And Doug-Jean Ellen thinks I'm the smartest guy in the world.It ain't me,so it must be
the books.The last one I read promised on the jacket to tell me the meaning behind
"American Pie"that song from the 70's-but it didn't.I'm still curious about that one.
Ponderable,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29619 NEXT>29696
29704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All of mine sounded like an older style sewing machine.I don't know if that was good or
bad,but there was a similarity.
-B.
SUBJECT>Block Heater =CarQuest #HTR 78263 POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29499 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A special "Thanks!"to Tom King for digging-up the information.
SUBJECT>WRONG POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17
October 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29635 NEXT>29646
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE ZONE has not decided to do anything...you did...try not speaking in an official tone
until you are an official...which is not gonna be soon,I can guarantee ya that!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29645 NEXT>29648 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
The Zone has your moderator status under review.Please be advised.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hmmm...POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,Spicer.The "DuPont Overhaul"isn't much to brag about.Although it appears to
be original,I wonder what CONDITION all of the components are in.Having "been
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there",most of us Zoners are aware of the costs incurred when replacing or overhauling
major parts on these trucks.Not a big deal if you expect it going in.In this case,the
reserve price SHOULD represent a truck that needs little for a long time.
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29646
NEXT>29650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And who would that be by...surely not you...you couldnt call for anything around here but
your own lynching...note to self...idea for later...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Welcome to the Zone,mudman!POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29592 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29648 NEXT>29651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Naaaaa....I was just kidding about all that.You're doing a great job yadda,yadda yadda,
we all appreciate you yadda,yadda,yadda,you're a helluva guy yadda,yadda,yadda.Ego.fed enough for today
Brute?Great,maybe now we can get on to more important stuff-
Like making BBM715 change his screen name.
Thanks for the temporary switchback on the tracks of progress.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29650 NEXT>29653 29654 29668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see you completely missed my point.
Just how do you figure you have any authority to request such a change let alone demand
one?You have done how much to advance the KNOWLEDGE of the M715 Zone in
things to do with M715's?I am not tooting my horn,can hear that coming already,but
stating that many members have contributed tons of tech info and remedys,parts info,and
even in person help for others in the club.You have benefited from this interchange,in
my opinion,far more than you have repaid.How exactly does that qualify you to make
any kind of statement involving the clubs name in an official capacity without any
legitimate recognition as a leader or moderator,except maybe as the unofficial board
clown?
It doesn't and it never will.
brute4c
SUBJECT>"My,my,this here Aniken guy..."(with american pie music)
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,
at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29642
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"...maybe Vader someday later,but now he's just a small fry.
He left that place and kissed his momma goodbye,saying 'soon I'm gonna be Jedi...soon
I'm gonna be Jedi."
Weird Al ROCKS!
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29651 NEXT>29655 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Damn,Jon.Not to 2nd guess you-but hasn't my little joke with Ron turned into sort of a
hateful post by you?Did I do something to offend you?
All you said was true,and your really nice way of pointing it out is appreciated.I reckon I
stand corrected.From now on I'll keep my opinions to my damn self and only post when I
have something vital to say and of a technical nature.Shit,have fun here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
17 October 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>29651 NEXT>29658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If Jon (no h)were a woman and you were a man that *WHA-PISH*sound of a
cracking
whip (as guys do to other guys when their chick gives them a good come uppin's)would
certainly have a valid spot RIGHT HERE.But,since Jon is not a woman...just a man of
pro wrestler size mass,his verbal lashing will have to do until the FE.Hope his big mits
don't do the talkin then.
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29653 NEXT>29659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK now that I more or less have your attention,I hope...
What I am objecting to is that you,in this case and in others,have spoken in what could
be interpreted as an official capacity.Low and behold,people from all over the world,
and maybe other worlds since we are not encrypted,see this info.I would seriously
appreciate official comments,statements announcements,etc.,to come from
officials...seems pretty straightforward to me.
As far as posting about whatever pops into your mind whether it has to do with anything
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real or imagined,not sure where the sheep fall here,I can take alot but I do wonder where
you put your personal limits on things.Sometimes you are humorous but sometimes you
can be insulting and/or less than tastefull,examples abound.I would appreciate less of the
latter and more of the former.The M715 Zone is "Where M715's have a loving home."
and that includes their owners and all who appreciate them...this is our safe haven from
the rest of the "What do you want with that piece of %*@&"mentality people I always
seemed to find when I tried to find info about these beasts before the Zone appeared.
I'm not trying to chew you out about your posts in general...I am stating that speaking in
an official capacity is highly frowned upon and content should remain friendly and family
oriented...but you know that,don't you.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29614 NEXT>29661
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went to this site http://www.soton.ac.uk/~scp93ch/morse/
I got it from a search for morse code.
SUBJECT>Re:Hat's off to Doug,B-,and Jeff!POSTER>nebrjeff EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29617 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it wasn't impressive it was bordom the ole lady was in bed and didn't want company.but
thanks any way.
SUBJECT>Jon POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I went to all the trouble to read all of this and found myself here at the
bottom.No real
comment,but I would like to request that Instead of "Board Clown"we refer to Brian as
"Whipping Boy".I for feel it more suits him.
Thank You
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29655 NEXT>29660 29662 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow.And to think,this all started out as a joke to Ron.Well,kiss my ass?Yeah,that
sounds right.
I really enjoyed the board and value the friends that I made,but you guys can have it.Jon,
if you want a serious reply to all you said then you can basically see Mark Lyda's last post
to you and know how I feel.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29659 NEXT>29663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And a hush falls over the board.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29656 NEXT>29664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good job Jeff,
Are you Groundpounder?or a different Jeff?
If you are I just fired up that carb and alt on the 726 thursday night.Sounds great and
appears to be charging good.Thank you very much for the parts.I really appreciate it.Let
me know if you come up needing anything in the future.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:WRONG POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29659 NEXT>29667
LINKNAME>http://www.straightdope.com/mailbag/mblacksheep.html
LINKURL>http://www.straightdope.com/mailbag/mblacksheep.html
Does this help?
brute4c
SUBJECT>spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29660 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The hush is just from everyone scrambling to look up what Lyda's last post was.
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17
October 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>29661 NEXT>29665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about the name change when I sent pics to brute I hadn't thought of a name for the
monster (my 715).
soooo if your listening brute if it isn't too much trouble could you change nebrjeff's pics
to gndpndr pics .I would appericate it.(humble thanks)
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29664 NEXT>29666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can do that...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29665 NEXT>29676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I re-alphabetize it at home...the table is a little tricky to do here at work...then you'll be in
the "G's".
brute4c
SUBJECT>Uh Jon POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
17 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>29662 NEXT>29674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This doesn't help anyone kick Brian's ass at the FE if he's hurt thinking he's not been any
contribution and doesn't go.
SUBJECT>Question ...who cares what his screenname is?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29651 NEXT>29669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't we have anything better to discuss than something as stupid as whether we think a
screen name is accurate.I mean ..so what ..lets "get over it".
I'm changing mine to BBBM715 ...for Bigger Big Block M715
SUBJECT>Ahhh much better ....POSTER>BBBM715
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29668 NEXT>29671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I like my new screen name.Now move on!.SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29626 NEXT>29672
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,if its bolted to the PTO I can't imagine its a Warn unit.But hey...you never know
whats out there.Everytime I think I know everything,somebody proves me wrong...My
newer Saturn unit is bolted up to my Dana 18 on my 4000lb overweight 1969 CJ-5...
I would check the tag or try to identify it somehow....Al..
SUBJECT>No...not really.POSTER>Kevin B.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaPwJ9XL9Y99E
PREVIOUS>29669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't see as this involves you.You should probably just stay out of it like the rest of us.
Just my .02 cents.Kevin B.
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29670 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's probably talking about the T-case PTO.On those Spicer 18 cases (if I remember
correct)the PTO comes out the rear,in the same position where our stock parking brakes
are and that's where the Warn O/attaches.
I've never taken either t-case apart but I'm sure it will not work.Like was posted though,
they are worth some cash,close to a grand last time I was watching them on Ebay.
Chris
SUBJECT>I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29675 29747 29817 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In lieu of the recent posts well...ah...I wanted to make a suggestion for our site.I never
thought I would post something of this nature especially since there is a significant risk of
being labeled in a way I don't want.I like this group the most of all the sites I frequent.
Everybodys great and fun to swap stories and tech,parts and better yet laughs.No other
place gave the cool support when I learned my wife was "expressing"herself with
someone else and that I'm loosing my home and new shop.Some of you wrote more than
once.For that Thankyou!You know who you are...So enough of the sugar coating...I
wanted to comment on cussing.Now don't get me wrong...I can cuss like a truck stop
wh*re.And I'll be the first one to gross you out around the campfire,But like Koobster
stated awhile back,we don't know just who is going to pop in for a visit.So I'm stepping
out on a limb.This is a very high quality site and it is full of high quality people.
Hopefully my wool won't be black now....Really,I just wanted to do another long post,
but I ran out of topics...
SUBJECT>Re:Uh Jon POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,.17 October 2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29667 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had/have no intention of hurting Brians feelings.
Bizareness aside,Brian has made contributions to the boards tech knowledge...I never
denied that as it would be wrong...I have gotten posts answered with info from Brian that
have helped me in situations where I had questions.I did say it is my opinion that he has
given less in that regard than he has received...but that doesn't mean he has given nothing.
I did not post anything in an angry frame of mind,though it might be concluded I did,but
I have been in a 'this cannot be allowed'frame of mind...that is not anger to me...maybe
Brian interpreted it so,certainly not what I intended.
Still,official statements are made by officials only and I stick by that...otherwise there is
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no line between organization and chaos.
I do also think that some of the more off topic and 'blue'material on the board should be
toned down.This board can certainly absorb off topic remarks,it has how many of my
kids births recorded and my trips to the hospital among other things,but aren't there limits
to how far these kind of things can be allowed?
Basically,without wanting to hurt Brians feelings,I did single him out and that is wrong.
He is not the only person who has ever or is now doing these kind of things.He is though
the proverbial squeaky wheel and therefore received a somewhat blunt and wordy request
to stop.For that I will apologize as I wouldn't want to be singled out this way myself.
The more I think about it the more I think it should have been handled off the board in a
more mature fashion on my part instead being seen as a public scolding.I never
appreciated anyone telling me my mistakes in public instead of in private where possible,
even if everyone else knew the problem...it just seems cold and rude,even when I was
wrong,it made it worse to be so embarassed.
Brian,I truly am sorry for doing this publicly and for singling you out.I feel sick to my
stomach at the moment,but considering you probably feel worse,thanks to my
insensitivity,I hope you understand my 'pretzel logic'and accept my apologies for these
shortcomings.
Sincerely,
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29673 NEXT>29679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put a cork in it AL
Just Kidding :)
you forgot the M715 portion of your post.......I'll put an extra one here for
ya.....715....there,now all is well.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17
October 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>29666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thank you
SUBJECT>BLOWING SMOKE OUT YOUR..................POSTER>mark wright-
ndt715fan EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See wanted section,posted in wrong spot.
SUBJECT>BRAIN IS OK BY ME POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where was the intervention when wallyy was makeing statements about me and my rotted
out m725.About bill davis and his exaust,etc?Brain and his antics are funny to me and I
enjoy them.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 2:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29675 NEXT>29681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yea...M715,M715,M715,M715,M715,M715,M724,M724,M724,M725,M725,
M725,M725,M725,M726,M726,M726,M726,M726,M37...oops...er
now I've done it....
SUBJECT>Re:Tim Barr,Michael Nelson,Robert Schilling POSTER>nebrjeff aka
gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29596 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bobby yes it was a fuel pump.
mike you wanted the fan belts (which are shot)and the clutch linkage?
and tim gets the water pump.
I think my email is working now
tanyajeff@alltel.net
send me your address and monday I will get shipping prices and let you know.Tim I have
your home address already.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29679 NEXT>29702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just for the M715 record...I was not aiming my comments about online cussing at anyone
at all.It was a comment to everyone.I don't think I pointed that out,and it should be said.
SUBJECT>Re:BRAIN IS OK BY ME POSTER>wally EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17
October 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29678 NEXT>29687
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well here we go again the fun begins .stock in bondo and under coating .and bill davis
stated it was a factory exaust and was not the original muffler ..enjoy your junk and in any.color you paint it I
now what was hidden as well as I was not the only one who saw it in
the ruff or should I say russssssssssttttttttttt
SUBJECT>ana 60 and 14 bolt rearend POSTER>tom67m715
EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaoZxyxV2fkpQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>29686
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'm buying a dana 60 frontend and 14 bolt rearend differentials from a CHEVY 1 ton
truck(C30).I was thinking that I'm gonna buy the springs that comes with it and do a
spring over and take 2leaves.Do you think is this a good idea or what's a good springs to
buy.Thank youyou for any input or suggestions.TOM.
SUBJECT>Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29688 29709 29712
29725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What was the REAL cost of your V8 swap?engine,adapters,hidden costs?radiator
cooling mods etc,what did it take.
Did you swap engine and tranny or just engine?
Thanks,
I am just trying to budget.
Thanks
SUBJECT>ual transfer cases?POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29716 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry for the back to back posts.
I know that the AMC 360 can be swapped in by moving the engine mounts and the holes
for the v8 are there already.
Has anyone swapped a 360/TF272/NP208 then run the NP200 behind that?
The 208 is driver side drop so should not interfere with driveshafts etc?
I guess any ford combo w/a driverside drop could be substituted as well
Thanks again
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 60 and 14 bolt rearend POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29683 NEXT>36200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep the stock M trucks springs.They will bolt to the axles,but it may be extremely
difficult to adapt the D60/14B springs to fit the M truck.
SUBJECT>Re:BRAIN IS OK BY ME POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan.EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at
4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29682 NEXT>29698 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your right wally,My truck is nothing but rust coverd by undercoating and green paint.The
only things holding it togeather is friction and graveity.However I must thank you as you
paid for it for me.A free m725,even a roted out pice of junk is still a good deal by me.
Thats why I was in a rush to have brute4c post photos of it in my members pic you can all
see it in(bawannabuck )photos.I was worried it might rust away overnight.
Also if anyone has a junk truck like mine,I can paint in new rockers,fenders ,floors troop
seats watever.I can cut you a deal cuz I buy my undercoating in 55 gallon drums.
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29684 NEXT>
29689 29690 LINKNAME>v8 swap not all the pics though
LINKURL>http://http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
well personaly I went cheap.found a 350 chev for 100 with t350 tranny in a camero.took
the drive shaft off the truck (jack shaft?)and replaced the orignal u joint with the yoke off
the car ,used the motor mounts off the car and welded 4in tubng to the frame where
engine would sit (2in clearence to the oe radiator).the motor runs at 190 2800 rpm 50
mph.hidden costs were med expenes for catching west nile due too spening too much
time in the shop working on the truck.new rad cap.11 100ft rolls of 10 gauge wire (11
different colors)to rewire the entire truck,used the fuse box out of the car.new lights all
the way around(the old ones were a rusted mess might try to clean them up later),tail
lights -walmart,headlights are from a 74 blazer fit right in,and all the wire connections.
I also used the exhaust off the car but its pieced together for now.
all together 300 or so.but thats just me.
heres some pics.
SUBJECT>bad link ntx POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29688 NEXT>29691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
'
SUBJECT>Re:bad link fixed?maybe POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29689 NEXT>
29692 LINKNAME>here LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
q
SUBJECT>Re:bad link fixed?maybe POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Friday,17
October 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29691 NEXT>29697
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.West nile!I don't think that I would have included that cost!
I just cut and pasted the link and it worked fine.Thanks.I did not see close ups of the
mounts though.are they there and i just missed them?
SUBJECT>M715 in College Station POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I took my son to the doctor in College Station today.While trying to avoid the afternoon
traffic I ended up on some side streets near the A&M campus.I saw what looked to be a
very nice originally restored or well cared for original M715 beside a house.There was
also an early Jeep in the same yard.I do not know the Jeeps as well as I should so I can
only guess as to exactly what model,GPW,M38,etc...
I know a lot of people read these postings but don't comment.I was just wondering if that
M715 has been accounted for here,or do I need to try to explain myself to the owner
about serial number and such next time I am in the big city.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>5 spd trans POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,
17 October 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29722
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I have no idea what all is going on down below.But,more power to ya,and I hope
we can all get along.
I have been here for a while now,lurking on and off.I've gotten good help from people.I
don't know who,I don't take a tally.And,I sure hope that there isn't some great 715 driver
somewhere who has.
I have,however sent people to this site from other boards I am on,and I have tried to help
with whatever I can.
I kinda like the lightheartedness that has come around of late on this board.Yeah,it is
rough to get to the tech due the layout of the board,but what you gonna do?
Do to that lightheartedness,myself and a few of the guys here have been BS'ing back and
forth on emails.mostly bout the trucks.And,as a result,I've found my serial number,and
most recently acquired a Spicer 3053A trans for my truck.
So,thanks Spicergear,and everyone else who's helped this newbie along.Serious or not,I
like the site,and love having people who get it.Even my other jeep buddies don't
understand the 715.And that understanding is,I think what brings us together.So,
anyway...thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29602
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.in parsons kansas down in the southeast corner
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29643
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
stop it,im drooling already.ill be sure to look you all up if and when i get your way.
SUBJECT>mounts POSTER>nebrjeff aka gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29692 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
haven't gotten a pic of them yet cause they are kinda scary don't have a welder of my own
and let another guy do them and his welds aren't pretty.I will take some pics soon.I
should of said earlier that I only used the engine side of the mount and bolted it to the 4in
square tubing.so its a solid mount no rubber (temporaly).
The west nile was kind of a joke though I did have it pretty bad in the middle of the swap.
SUBJECT>Re:BRAIN IS OK BY ME POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29687 NEXT>29720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chief,you can "paint"me in some new rockers any time!Good looking truck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:350 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,17 October
2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29608 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
tryed buying her a ring kind of softened her up but so far that hasnt worked all though she
has agreed to pay for the adapter kit(the ring cost more).im still trying.
SUBJECT>Re:I got your answer,Terry-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29443
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i may have inserted foot in mouth by saying 230 isnt that good of an engine so i stand
corrected as it may be only severaly abused poor,maintained vehicles like mine grenaded
and needs lots of TLC to sweeten them back up.im like a kid in the candy store dying to
drive it once its done with my head swelling all the time and my head held high.lookin to
have a nice driver
SUBJECT>New Pictures POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam S -I hate you.But if you come across annother deal like that and slide it my way I
might reconsider =
Lanny -W/o the spring over that is EXACTLY what I want my truck to become!!!.Beafire -Dude!That camo drives me
almost as nuts as all the sweet mods you have done!
Mike F -What back-spacing did you use for your wheels,looks mean.
Mike H -Brown just doesn't look right,but I cannot match shirts with ties eighter.Nice
straight truck.
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Paul -You owe me a keyboard!I was drooling so much I must have short-circuited it!
Ricky -I feel like such a lazy ass.Those are the tires I'm getting and I haven't even started
the drive-train swap yet.
GNDPNDR -What is on the hood?Spotlight?
Guess its about time I took a coulpe of my truck and its wierd camo so you can all have a
laugh.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29681 NEXT>29713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al are you the one I get the wagoneer gril from?Like a dolt I never wrote anything down
and my computer caught a virus soon after I got the grill.What I'm trying to say is,if it
was you -Thanks.If you remember I have a bad sense of humor that you tolerated
admitably.
Thanks again.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29616 NEXT>29714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now,as you might know,I'm not a big chebby fan.However,the 400 is a nice SB for our
trucks.Good torque and all that,just make sure of the bore -the cylinder walls are thin by
the water jacket to start with -ask Spice how much of an overbore you can get away with,
he's the chebby guru.As to the block -get it hot-tanked to remove the rust (cheap),
replace the bearings (still pretty cheap),get the Novac adapters (way not cheap),and give
'er 'ell!!(are my contractions good for the family content Al?)
Now,granted,after a couple of weeks a chebby motor will die and you get to practice -
wait,deja vu all over again!I think I might have mentioned this before,once or twice.
Any rate,get all three then:sell the overdrive (lots 'O cash)and the T-10 (little cash),and
use the profits to redo the short block and buy a NV4500 (overdrive -trust me on this
one)
Good luck,and most of all enjoy your truck!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29643
NEXT>29918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Not that I want to agree with B.but,yeah,it does remind me of mom's sewing machine
from inside the cab.Outside you cannot even hear it from a few feet.Not exactly my idea
of cool.If I ever get the BBF in it will have headers,straight pipes,and Flowmasters.If it
has to be loud (t-case right now)I'd rather hear sweet exhaust.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Block Heaters POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29499
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks fellas you guys are great,I really appreciate the info from everyone.
Jason
SUBJECT>Guess what I done seen POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watching the history channel yesterday about the lady be good disappearence and low
and behold what flashes by the screen?You guessed it a M715 out in the desert.Thought
I would share that with you guys.I get pretty lonely as you can see.LOL
Jason
SUBJECT>Short -nah,who am I kidding?POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 9:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29635 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,uh,lets see now....
Hows the weather?Uh,no.
What about them Cubbs?Nope.
Can't we all just get along?Definately not.
BRIAN SHUT UP!!!Yup,thats better.
Now B.you let your mouth run faster than your brain again.Jon has very pleasently
appologised and you were at fault a little too.You're like me.I stay out of trouble here
only because my typing skills are so poor that my brain usually catches up with me before
I hit the post button.I'm much more obnoxious in person -something for you to all to
look foreward to at the FE =D And as to not coming back to this site,or not attending the
FE -forget it.I'll strap your skinny butt in the storage box under the bed if I have to,to
bring you along.Heck!(Al)I need someone else there to distract everyone from the
spectacle I'll probably be making of myself!!
Now,as to your post content.If you read my last post I said I already had a 460/c6 in the
garage waiting for some attention.I didn't mean to mislead anyone,but my intention all
along has been to put this drive train in my truck and when I was signing on to this web
site for the first time a few years ago I went with BBM715 so no one else would have it.
Little did I know that 2 years later I would still be OHVI6M715.Before I got this truck
my monicker was BBMACH1 (as in my 'Stang)so it was a natural.If you feel betrayed,
too bad 'ya goof.
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Jon,"THE ZONE"that B.was probably refering to is the twilight one in which he
resides,so take no offense..Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,liar.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29618 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright P .If your dial up can handle it you should look at my past posts.I haven't
claimed to live up to the 715 name just yet,and I have admitted on several occasions that
I do,in fact,own several GM products.As a matter of fact I went as far back as Sept.02
where I had a couple of posts in a row talking about getting a 460/c6 for my truck and
putting it in.Where were you to bust on me then?Matching Blazers is also far from the
truth.The wife has a '96 v6 grocery getter,I have a '71 CST w/350 4bolt/t350/married
205/44&12bolt.It has a hard top and a soft one.When your truck is broken down
(usually)what do you drive that has no roof all the way to the windshield?I really wanted
an early Bronco,but they are just too small for a family out wheeling,and if you want a
full convertable you have darn (Al)few choices:Scout,Blazer,and Bronco.
You never owed me an appology for the fat cracks but you darn (Al)shure do for calling
me a liar you LF.Eighter step up now,or bring some brass ones to the FE.You'll need
them.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,17 October 2003,at 10:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29684 NEXT>29761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you swap in an AMC 360/TH400/QT combo,your cost is just the cost of the drvetrain
(engine,tranny,t-case and shorter driveshafts)and some metal to fab up a tranny bracket.
The stock motor mounts fit.
Of course,you lose the PTO ability.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>avid N.Lundstrom EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just want to say that while I am mostly a lurker here,I do enjoy Brian's posts,OK,except
for the granny porn ones,and think he adds a lot to this board.I also can see where Brute
was coming from,but Brian,it sure would be a shame to not have you here anymore,I
would have to actually do something at work!Hey,at least you go to the trouble of
posting!I just read and laugh.Hope it all works out.
Dave
SUBJECT>Go fast M715 idea!POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>clearyp@bataan.navy.mil
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is an idea that I have been kicking around.Using the Baja trucks as a model,tube
frame/high travel/decent power (350 and up)using the M715 skin (since the condition of.the body of my truck is
hurting to say the least,and the rest of the truck is freaking
heavy).Make it lighter,quicker,and a more compliant suspension (coil link).I've built a
few coil links,the length of arms that I could use do to the size of the truck would give
some awesome travel.
-A four link rear with trianglualated uppers and three link front
with a track bar.
-Coil springs long travel dual shocks (can't afford the coil over shocks yet).
-HD steering linkages and Chevy 1 ton tie rod ends.
-Truss the front 60 ALOT.
-Truss/weld the diff/upgrade to 35 spline shaft on the Dana 70.
-Move the transfercase back to have matching length drive shafts.
-Use a Chevy 350 and the T-98 Tranny moved back for better weight distribution.
Just a thought now till I get my YJ done.
PaulC
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,18
October 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29684 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When i did my 350 in my CJ the total cost came to around 3,500.I went a little crazy
though.I had the advanced adapters,centerforce clutch,and a few other add ons.I
imagine you could do it for about 1000.00 over the cost of the engine very easily,and still
have all the good stuff.If you could do it for 300.00 total that's amazing.I think i spent
that much on gaskets/seals/alternator/starter.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29702 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sold a couple of the early rhino grills but to who I am not knowing.
A bad sense of humor is a good thing.Remember comedy is not pretty...
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,18
October 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29703 NEXT>29718
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can see now I will have to change my nick name from dirty Al to ...
Clean Al???It just does not sound right...Nice word usage Ron,Well done.I wish I
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could delete the original post.I absolutely still feel the same way,but maybe comments
like mine should be left up to the moderator.If any of you got tweaked about it..Well
don't sweat it.You'll get over it...Life goes on...
Just been a little testy lately.Dang it anyway...
SUBJECT>Re:Go fast M715 idea!POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.uhh.....no comment.
SUBJECT>Re:Dual transfer cases?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 3:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29685 NEXT>29719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very interesting idea.I'd love to see it in action.You're correct,the FSJ 208 is driver side
drop,so it wouldn't interfere (in theory!)with the driveline from the 200 (assuming pass.
side drop).
If I had monster tires and crawled on rocks,it sounds like the way to go!
Me,I'm thinking 700R4 (eventually)because my top speed is a screaming 55mph with
the TH400.(AMC 360 and a QT on the ends)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:New Pictures POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29701 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
its a projection light -now there are two,without the blackout light mount till I get
another one made for the right side.
they are pretty bright.
SUBJECT>Re:Warn Overdrive used with 230 and T98 POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,it was kind of amusing.Especially farther down when I became irritated with
someone.I kept having to stop and use alternatives.Kind of made me wonder just how
profane my language is in person!Ah well,I'll stop kidding you now with the (Al)thing.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Dual transfer cases?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 5:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29716 NEXT>29723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The idea I'm exploring right now is using an old Quadra-Trac TC with the 16%overdrive
kit.The QT has a 2.57 (or 2.7,depending on who you listen to)and the 16%overdrive
would bring the RPMs at 55MPH from 3100 to a more relaxing 2600.Some people will
argue about the durability of the QT,but in my humble opinion,if properly maintained,it
will outlast the truck.These transmissions with the overdrive kit can be found at very
reasonable prices,and I'm working on a yoke kit for the input of the transfer case.
My 2 Spanish Pesetas ($0.01).
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:BRAIN IS OK BY ME POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>29698 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have SEEN Mark's M725 and I must say that it's a BEAUTIFUL truck.The only rust I
saw was a small area in the driver's side floor with a tiny bit of surface rust,easily sanded
and primed.Heck,I wish my truck was in the same terrible shape!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Brute4c POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,
18 October 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>29750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you some new pics under the email name of tanyajeff Thanks.
SUBJECT>Our common bond !!POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29694 NEXT>29730 29752 29820 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,
I agree.By owning these rigs and Old Power Wagons,Unimogs,Deuces,Pinzgaeurs,
Land Rover FCs,Gamma Goats,Weasles,DUKWs,Stalwarts,Halfs and Tanks etc,etc.
and being a part of this group,we are automatically on the "lunatic fringe".We're the
guys who bring homemade explosive devices to July 4th celebrations.We're the guys
who have automatic weapons permits and reload our ammo with a drop of mercury
(hahahah).We're the guys who had Estes rockets as kids and pointed them horizontally.
We're the guys who lust after owning an underground decomissioned missle silo as a
vacation retreat.We're the guys who save our pennies to buy an 'over and under'
auxilliary gearbox instead of a car stereo with a flip out DVD player.We're the guys who
get a stiffy at the sound of an italian V-12 at 7500 rpm.We're the guys who would rather
spend the time after wheelin'checking plug color instead of washing mud off chrome.
We're the guys who know that Imron paint and chrome has it's place (on cars Damnnit!).
Most of us haven't met,and one might think we might not have much in common.On the
contrary,we have everything in common!!I'm glad most others 'don't get it'.There isn't
enough obscure,cool stuff for everyone.We should have a secret handshake!
SUBJECT>Re:Dual transfer cases?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29719 NEXT>29724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My only issue with the overdrive kit is that you lose your full time 4WD.It then becomes
a part time case.Not that I am in need of extra grunt with 5.87 gears,the ability to have
LO range and not bind up on pavement appeals to me.Makes for pulling cars out of
ditches a little easier.
Otherwise,the 16%OD would be a hands down choice for me.Right now I think I
actually have the truck in a nice running condition,so I'm hesitant to take it out of service
for any other modifications.Once my current set of tires wears out (35"),I'll look at all
the 39-40"tires avail for the stock 16"wheels..Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Dual transfer cases?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29723 NEXT>29727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan,
You'll dig running the 700 R4.I'm also running 38"Swamper TSLs on stock rims.Great
but they tend to shake.I may try the new Swamper IROCs on my other truck.They come
in a 39"x 16 and being that I'm running the stock T-98 with a 350,I need all the diameter
I can get (without a springover and 44s).
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 9:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29684 NEXT>29726 29749 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go buy a beat 88+Camaro (if you want the better 700 R4 automatic overdrive)or
equivalent at auction.I got one for $50.350,700 R4,power steering (get pittman arm off
Wagoneer,$15)aluminum radiator from Summit,$169,shorty headers from summit $79-
139.Shorten jackshaft,$70,ratchet shifter,$65+,Turbo Muffs,$20 each,couple of
headpipes,$40 (Hadji at Midas),tranny cooler,$5 (junkyard).You get the idea.If you
start buyin'pieces,it'll eat you alive.Buy a whole car!!If your a hustler,you can even
part it out when your done and recoup!!
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29725 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I forgot to mention the mounts.I used Novak SBC mounts @$98.I moved the stock
perches forward 6"and put these on top.The tranny mounted right up to the crossmember
after drilling 2 holes (didn't have to move the crossmember).If you decide to go this
route,the jackshaft is going to be VERY short,you need to leave the engine/tranny
assembly loose on the picker so you can slide the shaft in.You will NOT be able to get in
in with everything tightened down.Another consideration is the lock up torque converter.
Painless makes a kit for $150 to control the lockup.I prefer to control it myself,and be
able to trundle around in top gear at low speeds locked up without it downshifting.I
simply wired up a toggle switch to the dash.You should always buy a new torque
converter too.It's cheap insurance while you have it out.First gear on the 700 is really
low,excellent for rockcrawling,and of course the 30%overdrive is a joy on the highway.
I'm running a junkyard pusher fan on the tranny cooler in front of the radiator,and a billet
bracket puller for the engine.I can't remember the part #from Summit (about $75),but
it's about 2000 CFM and keeps her cool no matter what the temp.(even while crawling)
SUBJECT>Re:Dual transfer cases?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,18 October 2003,at 11:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But my wallet won't like the 700R4.:-(Advance Adapters has everything I need,tho..Someday....
Ethan
SUBJECT>NV4500 POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,19
October 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29738 29802
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While walking through a junkyard the other day looking for a divorced NP205.I saw a
NV4500 case on the ground all by itself.It had no shifter,but the top was still on.I turned
both the input and output shafts and they turned.I turned the case upside down and no
water poured out,or oil.It turns out that they wanted almost exactly what I was planning
to spend on a t-case for the trans.I know that NV4500's can go for more that a grand
used,so I brought it home.I have since discovered that the input shaft and bearing are
completly shot.I also found out that it is one of the early Chevy styles with the really low
first gear.
Does anyone have experience rebuilding these things?It looks easy but that has bitten me
in the back side before.I am also in need of some good replacement parts.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29732 29744 29745 29782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I'm on my way out the door but was hoping to see an asnwer when I get home this
evening,so please excuse the briefness of my description,I hope it is sufficient enough
not to waist your time.I just got my machine running off of a jerry can while the gas tank
soaks in dilute phosphoric acid to clean it out.Any way I notice that as I screwed the idle
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mixture control screw in on the carb that the fuel pump started to spit fuel out the hose
fitting (hose missing)above the pump diaphragm.Is this normal?is it a fuel bypass for
when the pump is pumping more gas than needed,or does this mean I need a rebuild kit
for the pump?
Thanks in advance
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>29722 NEXT>29736 29737
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I resent being labled "Lunatic"and I don't know anything about homemade fireworks or
the .50 cal beltfed parts kits......:)
SUBJECT>Re:New members pics/THANK YOU BRUTE4C!!!.POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19
October
2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29595 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HEY IT TOOK AWHILE BUT I KNOW YOUR BUSY!!AND YES I AM LONG
WINDED.BUT I LOVE MY TRUCK,AND NOW EVERYONE CAN SEE IT AS I
BOUGHT IT.FIRST IN LINE ADAM S.=SMASHJEEP TELL ME WHAT YOU
THINK OF MY DEAL GUYS!
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,19
October 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29729 NEXT>29733
29741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There shouldn't be any fuel coming out of that fitting.Sounds like your pump diaphragm
is probably shot.AB Linn often has pump diaphragms on ebay.Just search for "m715".
Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29732 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or get a 12v electric.That is how mine was when I got it.Before I converted to 12v.Will
Wright
SUBJECT>A little off topic question POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
List,
I know this is a M715 list,but I just got my hands on a M1028 CUCV.I am wondering if
anyone knows what transmission they came with?Mine seems to be only shifting through
3 gears.So at 55 MPH the truck seems to be screaming to me.Any thoughts from this
knowledged group would be helpful.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:A little off topic question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29734
NEXT>29769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Joe,I have a M1028.All CUCV's have a turbo 400 in them ,So it will only shift 3
times.And yes they do scream at 55 !!----Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I prefer eccentric to lunatic fringe,load my own ammunition,want a flatfender
powerwagon and duece and a half for the collection.I also wonder when my m715 will.run well enough to travel farther
than around the block.I would also like to thank the
group as a whole for all the technical expertise and help,and look forward to more.
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagws08Azu9VI PREVIOUS>29730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being called "lunatic"by the other fringe for the uncommon things that make life more
fun for me will not change me nor will I beg for their acceptance.Homemade fireworks
can be fun i.e.more bang for the buck.Wouldn't having a Ma Duece and a place to shoot
it be a blast?I don't know about an Italian V-12 but the signature sound of a Harley-
Davidson always grabs my attention
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,
19 October 2003,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29728 NEXT>29742
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
blumenthol is where i got my parts.it will need a syncro set and shafts.....im running one
in my truck.or i will be when its running
SUBJECT>m726 spotlight POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have access to a m7xx truck with a spotlight?im contemplating putting one.i
have one in my unit,and like the fact you can move it.i need some good shots of one,or
where i can get one to add to the truck.im reall thinking of putting them on both sides of
my truck.....
SUBJECT>dana 60 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,19 October
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2003,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29821 29828
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
in an unrelated note i bought the old lady a 2000 dodge durango 5.9,3.54 tracloc with
54000 miles on it now,(i know big mistake but she wanted it).i pulled up to a stop went
to take off and the pinnion snapped into,between the gear and bearing.it jumped out and
broke the housing and ruined the driveshaft too.has anyone ever heard of this happening
before and i wasnt even near the floorboard.thank god for my m725.im wondering also
is my diffs on it going to hold up with a 350 t98 or nv4500 (Bought one for $300.out of
99 1 ton chevy)and 38.5x11x16 boggers.i havent figured out what is needed to do to
install the nv4500 with 200 as it came out of 2 wheel drive truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 11:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29732 NEXT>29748 29764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't had any luck with the NOS diaphragms I have been having the same problem.
The gas seems to tear them up in just a few weeks.I finally ordered some material from
McMaster Carr and cut my own.It seems to be holding.Any one else have this problem.with NOS stuff?
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Sunday,19 October 2003,at 11:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try stick only in Cal.They treated me very well.
SUBJECT>Beyond Borders movie with M715 POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the trailer,they show the M715 loaded down but what is more interesting is that they
removed the fixed glass on the doors.Makes the truck look a little different,IMO.The
rest of it looks stock,even still has the blackout driving light.
There are no tools on the side of the bed,tho.They still do have a gas can mounted on the
driver side and that monstrous fuel filler hose is still there.
And who knows,the MOVIE might even be interesting,too.I wonder if I can get kicked
out of the theatre if I start cheering whenever the truck comes into a scene?:-)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 2:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29729 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA has a 24v elec for about 34.00 good luck.
SUBJECT>Airtex Model 6510 POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 3:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>29729 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,Jeff.
I installed an Airtex Model 6510 fuel pump from Autozone (cost less than $30),and it
has worked very well for the last 5,000 miles (1+years).I gave up on replacing the NOS
diaphrams in the military pump,because the gas WOULD DEFINITELY eat them up in
about 1 -2 weeks'time.The modern Airtex fuel pump has a diaphram that is designed for
today's modern fuels (it doesn't deteriorate).The only "catch"to this simple "fix"is that
you'll have to run your vacuum wipers off of the intake manifold (there's a pipe plug
located towards the rear of the manifold,where you can install the hose).The other
solution is installing an electric fuel pump,as suggested by others.
Regards,
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Guess what I done seen POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 3:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I saw one in a scene in Jimmy Stewart's movie,"Strategic Air
Command".It was used to
drive the air crews to their waiting bombers.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>Steve Blair
EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 3:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree,Al.Cussin'should be reserved for when you hit your head or smash your thumb.
Other than that,there's no need (so I'll try to clean up my language).;o)
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29741 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You probably allready know this but I'll say it anyway.Ethanol fuel will destroy these so
don't use it.
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29725 NEXT>
29751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It depends on how handy you are.THAT is the biggest variable.My 427 cost $300 from
an auction and it was torn down and needed replacement parts.I've propably got $700-
$800 in that.The 3053A tranny was $325.Bell,(lucked out)$25.New starter,$50.New
clutch $180 (13"truck).New Summit Rad,$200.NP205 $250.Disk Brake E brake
(parts)$125.So,that's what I bought.Give a little more to the nagging miscellaneous
crap...and everything else I built.Obviously Big block and truck parts are gonna be more
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expensive AND...I did pretty good on mine for keeping cost down.If you want cheap and
reliable...SBC and Turbo is the ticket for quick.
Weigh all your options and get settled on what you really what the truck to do.Do I really
need need two PTO's drives and winches?I've used the front four or five times and the
rear twice.Entirely worth it?Once YES...which made it all worth while.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29721 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got em...will get them working to add to your page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29749 NEXT>29754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and remember...if the women dont find you handsome,they sure will find you handy!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29722 NEXT>29753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.LOL...you mean I'm not the only one wishing for a missle silo???
And,all the rest,true true and true.
Anyway,I like it here on the outside.
I'm just glad to have you all here with me.
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29752 NEXT>29756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there was a show on a guy that lived a a old silo.......have to admit it looked pretty
cool.Wouldnt ever have to paint or side it either!!!one in the desert and you wouldnt have
to mow.More time for playing with the jeeps.
What about the abandon air stip?Think of all the trucks a guy could stash in the
hangers.....
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29751 NEXT>
29757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking about painting the CAT green and covering up it's yellow hulkingness.On
the fence about it.
SUBJECT>BARRY YORWARTH!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Barry-
Spicer Told me to look you up.Well,actually email ya...bout a stick for an M35 trans,
the Spicer 3053A.I can't find the last post from ya though,so can't find your email.
Anyway,got any leads?I'd need the stick,and would like the seal too,if possible.
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man I could only begin to imagine upkeep required on those hangars though.
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29754 NEXT>29759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why not...if the green starts to fade off,it'll be all ready for the next Green Bay Packers
Super Bowl win...not gonna be this year for sure...might not be a while,so paint it good!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Leadership POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,.20 October 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>29760 29770
29794 29799 29807 29815 29830 29906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In light of recent developments,I feel it is time that this group take action to elect/appoint
an overseeing commitee/board of directors/etc.that can run this club in a democratic way.
I will not be a member of this commitee or board.I will remain in a role of website
developer/updater if that is allowable but I will not be in the dictatorial position I have
been in.At times I have acted in a responsible way,other times,and definately recently,I
have not.If this was politics,I would have been gutted and grilled already,thank God it is
not.
I do not know quite how to go about this,I guess we need someone to step up as the
temporary leader and go from there.
By the way,saying that this is the wrong way to go or is too dratic a measure to undertake
is not going to be acceptable to me,change must occur.
I await your input and decisions.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Real cost of V8 swap?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29757 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck is/was brush painted blue and white by the DSPO and looks like a feed/farm
truck not a military mule.It still retains the factory OD interior and firewall.I'm thinking
I'll mask off the valve cover stickers "3208"and fog the rest.Eh,nows the time anyway
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before it starts leaking oil.Packers,huh?I'll paint it good!
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20
October 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>29763
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If going this way I would appoint the most Knowlegable people to the board.And the
most mature.There are alot of us that have been members scince the begining that have
seen alot of people come and go.maybe they should be the head hancos(sp).and no not
me (i go and come all the time).Someone like B yarworth and jeepist doug,or
mudslinger.just my two cents worth.The Koobster(germany)
SUBJECT>Mounts for AMC POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October
2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29709 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So you just bolted the 360 without moving anything?We moved the horns?that are
bolted to the frame when we did a 6 to 8 swap in a J-truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29760 NEXT>29765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is Barry,anyway..Brute,well,dunno bout the decision.But it's yours to make.
And,what all would this entail?Is web knowledge a must?Is 24/7 in front of the comp a
must?Etc etc...
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29741 NEXT>29766 29810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumnog,Do you have a part number for the material you used?Seems like a good
solution for guys like me that want to stay with a stock pump.I've been waiting for mine
to fail,but so far so good.Great,now I've jinxed myself....
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29763 NEXT>29767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would guess that an odd number of people would be needed,break ties in votes,and that
5 may be a minimum number.These people would direct club activies,like FE's and
such,would serve as moderators on the board(s)and would be the official voices in
decisions about development,future,and direction of this group.
I am not online 24/7.In fact,I am usually only online at work...it's a long story...but it is
not a problem and it will not get me in trouble with the boss...in fact I am given a pc to
occupy my time.The commitee would need to 'meet,somehow,through a chat room
maybe or by email and work through issues.If they decide someone is using the boards or
any other club entities in an improper way,they will be the ones to decide what happens.
Most of the time there is little to do,but when FE's are being planned or when there are
problems on the board,there obviously can be more.
Besides posting pics and trying to work on the FAQ stuff and other new pages,I spend
little to no time on administration type stuff in a typical week.What little I have done
lately sucks.I think that,especially with a commitee,the club can grow,as maybe it
already should have,into better events and services to its members and a really driven
club instead of a loose collection of people that aren't really served other than to have a
basic info interchange...life is so much more...
Bottom line,it wouldn't require a ton of time or effort but it would require mature people
with forward thinking to 'drive'this vehicle to bigger and better things.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29764 NEXT>29779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure it's started leaking already Al,go look,ya fool.
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29765 NEXT>29781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe now would be a good time to bring dues into the discussion?Just a thought..SUBJECT>knuckle lube
POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>link
LINKURL>http://www.g503.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=14287
well if you think WE argue about what kind of lube to put in the knuckles,read this.
http://www.g503.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=14287
SUBJECT>Re:A little off topic question POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29735 NEXT>29808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,
Thanks...I had visions of trans rebuild in my head and thought I'd be shelling out more
bucks for it.
Ok...So how fast can I run it and not blow the engine?Not that I want to run fast,but 60-
65 is sometimes needed for ones own safety.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>29771 29772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
First off,Like I said to ya.Everybody slips and its what you do after the separates us.You
did the right thing and should be proud of the way you handled it.Its seems like a big deal
to you because your in the center of it.From the outside,it's just a minor hiccup.It's done ,
rest easy knowing you handled it correctly.
If you truly want to step down,it should be for the progression of the club and not for any
other reason.I would prefer to have you say "Step back"Instead of "Step down.Maybe a
even number on the board with you as the tie-breaker.After all,you started this site and I
don't think you should be let off that easily:)
I do believe the club would benefit from some progress and maybe it would be easier for
a group to do that instead of one person bearing the entire load.Each person could handle
a few task with the others reviewing thier work and applying input when necessary.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29770 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
Doug does bring up a good point.If it were to be a committee,I too think you should be
on it.For all the reasons he stated,and for the practical handing over of coding,and
admin of the site too.There will have to be a grace period from one era to the next..SUBJECT>Wow.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29770 NEXT>29774 29775 29916
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,and the club en masse-
I had no intention of causing all this with my joke to Ron.No intenetion at all.Nor could
I have ever imagined this.
Jon says it's all his fault,but in reality I think there's now way to overlook the fact that it's
no one's fault nor concern that he and I got into it friday.Basically the only problem was
that he and I did on the board what we should have done over e-mail.I was at fault for
continuing the thread just as much as he was,the only difference is that I was the
instigator.I realized too late that he wasn't kidding and by then it was too far for my pride
to allow me to backpeddal.Basically what happened friday was the first instance of a
member needing to be put in check.I appologize that that member was me,and I
appologize that Jon had to be put in a situation that he never anticipated when he started
this board.I'm sorry that I made it plainly obvious that I was the least mature of the
members and thus the one to set the presidence for such action.As with all things this is a
live-and-learn situation and I think that we've worked out all the bugs that might crop up
when a member needs reprimanded.
-----
I can honestly say that I've posted to this board more than any other member.I can also
honestly say that 99.5%of said posts were complete garbage and just served to take up
space on the board.I stand by the opinion that the board should be a brotherhood and thus
be more than just answers to tech question.I feel that the friends I've made on this board
did not come about due to my question about what tire size to run nor if the 230 is really a
good motor.They came about due to off-topic questions that led me to connect to a
memeber and thus realize that we had alot more in common than owning a 715.
All that said-I think Jon did nothing wrong friday and that he should still be moderator.
He's the embodyment of what he wanted for the board.If any changes are to be made to
the extent that this post asks for-I'd like to request an "off-topic"section such as most
BB's have.A break-down of the board where the guys can just cut up and another page
where we can talk about actual tech stuff.That would pretty much make everyone happy.
A disclaimer at the top of the Garbage board,and some hard rules at the top of the tech
board.This was suggested about 6 months ago,that me and some of my kind use the
Member's Board and I'm sorry to you all that I did not persue it.
To those of you who e-mailed me telling me to get over it-I did.
To those of you who e-mailed Jon trying to make him feel bad-he did.
Enough is enough.Let's move one and cut out all this crazy talk about Jon stepping
down.......and dues.
Sorry to you all.
Brian Sisson
Technical Guru of the Ford 8N page.
SUBJECT>LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 10:13
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Installed a new bearing retainer(steel instead of aluminum)on my LU4 braden winch
yesterday.pretty darned easy.Couple of things I did notice,The replacement input shaft
seals from VPW were part#C/R 9997.The Original(???)seals were part #C/R 9994.The
only difference was the thickness of the seal.The original was app.twice as thick as the
replacement.I'm confident it will work great but if they were both on the shelf side by
side for the same money I would have probably grabbed the wider ones.
Works good,I'm happy
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Thanks to Dave at VPW for the quality parts!!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>avid N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Ford 9N.Don't reply saying you have a 10N,because we all know there aren't
any.
Dave
(OK,OK,the 8N is really better)
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Monday,20
October 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29772 NEXT>29778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very well put Brian,I'm impressed.
(I've got a 8n also,some kind of pattern here??)
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,
20 October 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29773 NEXT>29777
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for posting part numbers with you post Doug!I'll store it away...
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29776 NEXT>29783 29792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
23256 timkin for the race....silly me forgot to look at the bearing.
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29775 NEXT>29785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great solution about the off topic board Brian.I feel goofy talking about my CJ or my
most enjoyable divorce I am smack dab in the middle of here on a dedicated site.I think
its a great idea and maybe it can become a reality.I do enjoy your posts and have laughed.out loud more times than I
can count...M715...There...
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29766 NEXT>29780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya mean I have to open the hood???How do you do that???
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29779 NEXT>29831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
READ THE MANUAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I was gonna insert a bunch of almost dirty words but decided to hold back.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29767 NEXT>29801 29818
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jack...what local Union would you like to adopt?I had a very well worded full post
about how I felt about dues and how I felt about Jon's committee idea and my connection
crapped when I went to post so now come the abridge version.
Jack,have you ever tried to sell anything here?Due*that once and you'll know what
you're suggesting won't hold water.
Jon,I can understand being proactive in realizing that what happened friday most likely
won't be the last but,I feel,a committee isn't the ticket for this club.A group of five will
take longer just to still 2/5th disagree on the color of $hit.You're not dictator as more
president.You built this club and we all respect that.There have been and will continue
have a hiccup now and then.I met you last week...you've got big enough shoulders to roll
one off once in a while.You're not bearing it alone,though somedays it may be
questioned.We all appreciate the work,and the great site.I sincerely don't think were big
enough to need a committee.It will just be more people to for others to find fault.It
doesn't sound like inspriration,but there will always be someone that doesn't see things
the way they're meant to be seen.
Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29729 NEXT>29845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis
I got your e-mail ,but for some reason I can't send out.
I called NAPA,fuel pump part #P74016 5.5-9 PSI parts guy said 64.00 I'll try to look for
my recept tonight to check price.Jack
SUBJECT>Garwood 10,000 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29777 NEXT>29784 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ran into the same problem when resealing that.Memphis had the thinner seals and
insisted them to be the exact replacements.They told me I had an,"...odd winch..."when
I took them the original seals.Twice as thick...easy!Remember if you have a winch apart
enough to look at the worm gear/pinion gear,they are steel and will rust if the thing got
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water in it.I've had one where the entire one side of the worm was trashed from water in
the case.
SUBJECT>Re:Garwood 10,000 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29783 NEXT>29786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My shaft looked great.there was a ugly paste of gunk in the bottom of the case.I cleaned
it to the point where I would have let someone else eat off from it.Not me of course.I
saw what it looked like.
Does the garwood have a 1"input shaft also?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>29778 NEXT>29787 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks.It wasn't so much my idea since it's been expressed in posts and e-mails for
months and months.
There was some talk a while ago about deleting the part of the Member's board that asks
for a password and using that section.
I asked Jon (earlier when he was feeling guilty and I thought I had him on the ropes)if I
could be named a moderator.He sidestepped the question,called me a name,and
everything was back to normal.
I picture OPEN,WANTED,FOR SALE,and OFF TOPIC*
with
*This page is for adults only,and its content does not express the fundametals of the club,
nor the feelings of its members.What you read on this page is not censored and as such
should not be viewed.
I'd say we limit the cuss words to a select few and have a moderator that e-mails people-
"Hey,Kaiserjeeps we'd appreciate it if you delete that last post.It's too vulgar for us all.".
A page to get personal,to tell long stories,and to discuss other stuff than the trucks.We'd
still have the main page for people searching YAHOO!to find,but then this off page for
the members who want entertainment as well as an occasional question answered..Jon,what do you say?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Garwood 10,000 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29784 NEXT>29788 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think it's 1-1/4".You can take the useless brake off of it and make it a thru drive for a
PTO if ya wanted.:)I think that side is a keyed 1".
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29785 NEXT>29790 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,the 4 truck rack idea for the FE?
SUBJECT>Re:Garwood 10,000 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29786 NEXT>29789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
same as the braden.1"keyed
SUBJECT>Re:Garwood 10,000 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29788 NEXT>29791 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Those winch brakes are as useless as a comittee on a top notch web site.
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounded something like southparks disclaimer.....
Can we Jon,please please.Just think,we could change Brians name to
Cartmen.........."you must respect my athoriti !!!!!!"
SUBJECT>Re:Garwood 10,000 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29789 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just don't make sense....like the cable can drive the worm gear anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,
at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29777 NEXT>29793 29795
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tapered roller bearing (cone)p/n 23100 timkin;race (cup)p/n 23256 timkin,2 each on.worm shaft.I'm in the middle of
winch rebuild right now.Robert
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for picking up after me Robert..........my mom quit doing it several years ago and
my wife just can't seem to get in the habit of it,
Thanks again Robert!!!
Doug
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SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,
at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've pretty much read and laughed the past 6 years from here and the Yahoo!site,while
getting great info for my rig.I am totally against any commitee and a firm believer of
KISS.Jon and Brian have worked out their problem and future issues from future posts
will probably be handled more appropriately-i.e.offline or emails.I really enjoy this site
and visit it about 10 times a day to check out the info and different rants that people go
on.I don't think we need a commitee/temporary leader/p.c.enforcer.We know our
boundries and if we overstep them others will more than likely let that person know.
Hopefully it will not be in such a surprizingly fashion,but it probably will.I can live with
that,as Jon and Brian have shown they can as well.
I would be more than happy to send some voluntary money to keep the site running-
others have said the same.
I have enough commitees in my life-Let us enjoy camaraderie of owning (or wishing we
owned)an M715,and the stories that make us us.Jon,I view this as your site and if I
don't like it,I can leave,as others have done in the past.Brian,I'm glad you came back.
You're like having a Dennis Miller that drives a big ass truck hanging around making fun
of everyone,and also who can take the shots.
It doesn't look broke-don't fix it.
I'll go back to semi-lurking-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 1:29
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29792 NEXT>29796 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have I missed the winch information?I looked through the online manuals and I can't
find the info.I need to fix my winch to allow it to free spool.If it's here,please hold my
hand and show me where it is.If not,could one of you let me know where you got your
info from?Thanks alot-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29795 NEXT>29797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No info hear,I don't think.Does your shift lever work freely or not at all(the one on the.winch itself).
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29796 NEXT>29798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is the shift frok in the winch,VPW has them for $35.They also have a parts
breakdown with drawings on thier website.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 1:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29797 NEXT>29875 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I haven't yanked it apart,because I wanted to be able to put it back together.The lever on
the winch itself is not moving-I don't know what that indicates -the shift fork or not.
Thanks for pointing me to VPW,Doug,I'll contact them and see what I can find out-
gonz
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,finally...i worried all weekend.no more tech info from jon?
no more jokes from brian?what would i do when i should be working.
blah blah blah
rick
SUBJECT>LIGHT-IN -UP POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabucl@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 3:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone know how long a short circuit is?DoI measure from the ignition switch,or from
the offending electrical component.This is for my 715.Thanks for your help.Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,20 October
2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29781 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I second the spice!Good site,dont let it get messed up.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 POSTER>Nate EMAIL>walkers4x4@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29728 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just had to replace the mainshaft on my NV4500 so I'm very familiar with the unit.
Luckily the input shaft and bearing are very easy to replace.Four bolts hold the input
shaft retainer in place,with that removed the input shaft and front bearing pop right out..There are lots of places
online that sell parts but if you want genuine GM parts
gmpartsdirect.com has pretty reasonable prices.While your at it pop the top and check the
synchros and gears for wear.Replacing the gears and synchros can prove to be a pain(I
learned the hard way).If they are bad I would try and find a trans shop that does
benchwork and has the special tools for the NV4500 and let them deal with it.
SUBJECT>Anyone interested in a 230?POSTER>Morgan
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EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First off let me say that I am not selling my engine,I am just wanting to see if there is
anyone who would even want one.When I got the truck I planed to keep the stock engine
as long as it ran,so I went ahead and converted it to 12v.I dont even have the truck on
the road yet,but I am already thinking about the v8 swap.Right now I am thinking I have
too much money invested in the engine to just toss it,but if someone wanted it I would be
much more willing to do the swap.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a 230?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29803 NEXT>29805 29826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I may be interested,where are you located?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a 230?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im in Natural Bridge Virginia.Ill go ahead and tell you that I wont do the swap any time
soon though.like I said,it will be the difference between me switching engines sometime
in the near future,or running the one I have till it drops.
SUBJECT>Re:BARRY YORWARTH!!!!POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29755 NEXT>29819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete ,I sent you an E mail.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm with everone else.Turn the page.We all learned from it,ect.ect.
I bought my M-715 in July of '98 and have been here since,or shortly after,and was the
first time i can recall any one getting there hands slapped.Concidering how many people
visit this board and the years its been up,I'd say thats pretty damn good.A testament to
the people who run,and visit this board.
noth'n broke,noth'n needs fix'n.Leave it in the archives.
If your both at the FE...."hook'm up!".But you may still get razzed a little.hehe.SUBJECT>Re:A little off topic
question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29769 NEXT>29809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Joe,I think the max recomended speed is 55.I've run mine for hours at 55-60.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:A little off topic question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29808 NEXT>29816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Joe,What I wanted to say is that it is a 3 speed (turbo 400 )so it will only shift
twice.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29764 NEXT>29832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is what I used (86075k32 sheet viton)It was 33 bucks but you can make 9 of them
out of one 12x12 sheet.The stuff stinks,you'll know if it is the same stuff if it smells like
Fire and Ice ,makes me want to puke (Bad Experience).I used a hole punch to make the
holes.You will have to grind the shaft to get it apart and tap in a bolt to hold it together.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>Forum layout.POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On forums,I was discussing the layout of this one with the Administrator of Jeepaholics
Anonymous.
He said that this forum is much harder to manage than a Snitz type of forum like JA is.
He also said that the Snitz layout was free.
Jon,just wondering why this is still on a reverse thread style listing,rather than a forum
type or setup...
SUBJECT>Hood swap details POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My original hood is in sad shape.I have a line on a '63 Wagoneer hood thats suppose to
be in good shape (a tree fell on the rear).The thing is,I have to put my hood back on.
It will be a lunch time run and wont have alot of time to study it.On the under side,are
the braces the same ect.
Also,if I can talk him out of both sides of the catch,will it work?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Morse code POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.joe
please explain.i transposed this and it still makes no sense.i tried to convert the numbers
to letters,letters to numbers,etc.i feel angry now.it's like one of those dumb license
plates i can't seem to figure out!!HELP!!!
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krob725
SUBJECT>15"wheels POSTER>mudskipper EMAIL>SunsetWelding@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has been asked hundreds of times.What backspacing will clear the front
drums with 15"wheels.
Thanks
Tom Hilyard
67 M715
Sunset,SC
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>29827 29851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,If if ain't broke --Don't fix it !!!There is nothing wrong on this site that warrents this
type of action.This is the M715 zone isn't it ???Topic's should be kept in line with what
this site is all about.There are sites all over the internet if you are interested in sheep,
computers,motorcycles,guns,or a number of other bullsh#t topics that pop up here.Don't
get me wrong,I have alot of other interests too,But I post them on the proper sites.In my
own opinion,I think that you let way toooo many off topic subjects go on.I really don't
have the time ,or interest ,to look thru these off subject posts.This is the M715 Zone ,
Keep it that way.--Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:A little off topic question POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29809 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rodger that....I count 3 gears and 2 shifts.Wish it had OD like my K5 that I use to have
did....
I could always change the trans but that may be a few years down the road.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:I'm gonna step out on a limb here POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree you mutha-f....
no,really,i think we should try to keep it clean.some things are better left for around the
campfire.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net.DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29781 NEXT>29825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have only been watching this site for a few years and posting for the last six or seven
months.I like the site the way it is.I read the rules several times before I posted a single
message.I have tried to stay within the rules as listed.I agree with Spicegear,a
committee will just screw things up.I also agree that Jon is doing a great job.We are all
adults and I don't care if we all get along or not.I think of the site as a place to learn about
the M7xx trucks,get ideas for repairs,meet and talk to other people working and living
with the same odd ball 35 year old truck,a place to get ideas from for my truck and a
place to bounce my ideas around.I do enjoy some of the personal non truck related
threads that get started,they make my lunch hour at work go by way to fast.However,I
love reading some of the mechanical lectures that get delivered on some obscure part that
I thought I didn't care about.I believe that this site is great and the people that contribute
to it are people I wished I lived closer to so that I could meet them in person.
If my opinion is a vote then I vote no to a committee and yes to Jon continuing to do what
he has done.Jon it was brought up several months ago about web site cost.Is this still an
issue?If it is please let me know if I can help.I do not think dues should be required or
even asked for in the form of donations.But,I think the information that I learn here is
worth something and would be willing to pay,not much I am just a poor teacher,
something to help keep this site up and running.Let me know.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:BARRY YORWARTH!!!!POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29806 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry Thanks.
Got it and responded.Will try to contact him monyana.
SUBJECT>Re:Our common bond !!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree kevin
mmmmmmmmmmm V12 !vroooommmmmm
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds strange for that low of mileage.you should write to chrysler.they (jeep)rebuilt a
trans for me in a YJ that was way out of warranty.it only cost me $100.00 service charge
or something.check with them to see if they have had any re-calls on your model.the
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prev owner might not have had it serviced..by the way...two thumbs up on the 5.9..
krob725
SUBJECT>5 speed tranny POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29829 29852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found a old farm truck,think its a late 1950 or early 1960s sbc mabye 2 ton with 5
speed.Anyone know if this is a 283,327,its a 1 bbl carb.Tranny has pto port on drivers
side,maybe both sides not shure.What tranny is this?Worth getting?Thanks,Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Hood swap details POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29812 NEXT>29909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have an '89 wagoneer hood on my 715.it does fit,and it does bolt on exactly,but the
front where the little hump is is a little bit different,i cant really explain it in words but
take a good look the front of the hump on your hood,and then the one on the wagoneer.
the difference is not that much,but it is noticeable if you know what you are looking for.
the braces are a little different undneath.instead of the bars being completley strait,they
bend at the very end in order to clear the radiator.the saftey latch will work,and the left
catch will also work,i am not sure about the right side catch,i think that the grille is a
little different and so you would have to drill a hole or somthing to get it to work.the
onley thing i dont like about it is that it doesnt have the nifty little tie down for the
windshield.
-BrianM
SUBJECT>Topic Stretch POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUO8CHdwgdfs PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This may be a stretch of acceptable topics -but I came across these surplus tires and
thought the guys who run the bigger trucks may have a need.Shoot me later if I'm wrong.
http://www.gsaauctions.gov/(my other fav.haunt)
key in the following in the search field
1267G103194001
and it will take you to the related page.Various Size tires,est 125 items in lot,1100 X 20
&900 X 20
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29818 NEXT>29910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to agree with Tim and Tom.You've been doing a great job!A tribunal will only
muddy things up.I know when I look in the mirror each morning I don't see anyone there
who is even close to perfect,or so my wife tells me,-to expect perfection out of you is
just not realistic.I've been coming to this board (&the yahoo one)since the first time I.ran across a M715 on Ebay
on accident and decided I just had to have one many moons
ago(I was reading posts for probaly a year before I even registered).This board not only
educated me as to what to look for,or look out for,but put me in touch with my seller.It
allowes me to relate with other people who have the same affliction as I.I can honestly
say that I have read each and every post ever put on this site.What I'm trying to say is:
Don't change a thing!Put new features in as you please,or as the group suggests,but the
fact is that often after working 12-14 hours I will skip TV,supper,and sleep but I always
find something good here.
My appologies for the disjointed post -today was of the 14hr variety.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a 230?POSTER>Tony
EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>29804 NEXT>
29838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two to give away,since I don't have a burning need for them.Both run,one is 12v
the other is 24v.The 12v has a burnt out main bearing (rear?),and the 24v needs a proper
tune up.
The 12v is sitting in my storeroom at the moment,but is fixing to be hauled out into the
field for the sake of the Mrs.wanting the shop floorspace back.It has not been
canabalized...yet.The 24v is still currently in the 715,but am fixing to pull it this
weekend to drop my 6.2l diesel in,in the early November timeframe.
Anyone who wants them,they are welcome to put dibs and I'll protect them best I can
from the elements.You'll have to make arrangements to haul them off or come get them.
Maybe I should sell them and give the proceeds to the board here..a thought?Maybe
whoever totes them off should make a small monetary contribution.If anyone west of me
is going to the FE,perhaps they could swing my way a bit and I'll make arrangements to
meet them and send them on their way...First come-first serve.Don't know how else to
give stuff away :)
I live in the Southeast corner of New Mexico...God's country...where you can see farther
than you can drive in a day.
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29815 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I'm voting with B.this time.Barry is correct in that there are other sites that cover
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more topics than I could ever imagine,but I want to chat with my M715 buddies about
whatever is floating around in my head.Maybe a dedicated board for tech would be great,
but I'd be willing to bet it recieves only 10%of the hits that the general board would.I
want to hear about Ben's new conquest,B.'s newest way to imobilize his truck,and about
what Tom has welded onto his machine this week.These are the things that turn this site
into something worth reading.If tech talk was it I'd just read the TM.I do respect your
point and would be willing to look at annother board to get the tech,but think I would.find it dry without some
rants mixed in.
.02
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 7:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29740 NEXT>29917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The two wheel drive tailhousing is perfect if you want to keep the NP200,just install it
and have a new stub shaft made.However,since you got the tranny SOOO cheap,you
might look into changing the tailhousing to a 4x4 one and go with a married transfer case.
Less vibration and no screaming 200 gears.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:5 speed tranny POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,20 October 2003,at 8:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29822 NEXT>29839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many pto outputs are on the stock 715 tranny?
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Keller (Virginia)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>29843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,Have to say after being in the military for 29 years and now working at the
Pentagon,committee rule is certainly an option for the M715 Zone,but I would submit
not practical.I appreciate the leadership you have brought and continue to bring to the
Zone in helping those of us with our M715 hobby/passion.My 2 cents...continue the
leadership;continue the hammering when required;continue the praise,and above all
don't let the bastards get you down!Thanks,Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 1:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29780 NEXT>29837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,you are a gentleman and a scholer,er skholer,ah,scholer awe never mind.....
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 1:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bumnog,you da man!I'll order a sheet and some nose plugs and set em aside for next
week when it finially pukes...Besides Doug said it would.Now if I could just get that
hood open...
SUBJECT>Really sharp M715 in full size jeep magazine POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 2:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29890 LINKNAME>Order before midnight
tonight!wait it's 3:20 AM LINKURL>http://www.fsjmagazine.com/.Well check out full size jeep magazine,page 32 for a
beautiful resto.
Mine was supposed to be in this issue,but I have to wait till the December issue.Geez,
his truck is nicer than mine anyway.Just wait till I take mine all apart and do it up...Now
if I could just get that hood open...Never seen this mag in stores.You can get one online.
See below...
SUBJECT>Re:Forum layout.POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 2:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29811 NEXT>29848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I too find it hard to navigate around here.It is a great source for information,but if you
can't find it it does you know good.I am a moderator at www.ifsja.org and we use the
UBB classic type forum and it is great.Just a suggestion,I know I haven't been posting
that long,just lurking for a few years.
SUBJECT>Suspension modify POSTER>Nestor Kehsler EMAIL>nkehsler@telsur.cl
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29842 29844 29846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear Mrs.
My name is Nestor Kehsler and I ’m form to Chile in South America.I have one Kaiser
M-715 and now I like to modify the suspension,my idea is go thorough over the axles the
original suspension.For this,I need your help about of technical information and your
experience.
Awaiting your answers,
Best Regard,
Nestor Kehsler G.
SUBJECT>Famous!!!!Tim Barr POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim Barr has a tech question about using a clark 5 spd in his 715 in the December issue
of "FOUR WHEELER".Check it out.
The only thing is that the said one of the problems is trying to mate it to a transfer case???
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Whyda,They should have talked to you so that you could tell them the 715s use a
divorved T-case so the problem of clark 5spds not being set up to bolt to a tranfer case is
not that big of a deal!!!
Worth the read as it does it some info on different vehicles you can find in the salvage
yards that may have one of these.You better get yours bought now Tim,The price is
going up!!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What the heck did you call me???????
Why I'm gonna kick Brians butt just for that!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone interested in a 230?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29826 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Say Tony,will you throw in free shipping also???
Just Kidding,People like you make this sight a great place.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:5 speed tranny POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1
SUBJECT>Re:15"wheels POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29814 NEXT>30016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4"
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:LIGHT-IN -UP POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29800 NEXT>29850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,I think your short circuit is from the frontal lobe to the temporal lobe.....matter of
fact I think it's so short that it does not even reach:)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension modify POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the first line this one is to you B.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29830 NEXT>29865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to pipe up,which I usually don't:)I will also preface this by saying I am not
familiar with the "incident."Having said that,I'll say I don't think any change is
necessary.Jon can/could apply moderator powers and delete an out of hand thread if folks
are being uncivil.It's his board.Then again,if he's tired of moderating,he could appoint a
board of 3 to patrol and delete as necessary.This board is pretty civil most of the time.compared to some others I
hang out at,like the Pirate board for instance.But I like it here
because in most instances it moderates itself.I kinda think it could stay that way and it
would be a looong time before we have another problem.Just my lurker's .02...
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension modify POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What info do you need?How to do it,what to look for,where to get parts,modification
options like for a springover or bigger axle shafts,tips and tricks?
It would help to know what specific info you need.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel Pump question POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@netzero.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29782 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called Napa yesterday to see about a 24 Volt fuel pump and they said they couldn't get
one any more.Maybe with a part number I'll have better luck should I decide to try again.
I already ordered the above mentioned Air Tex pump and it should be in today so I can
put in on tonight.I started cleaning my gas tank using a battery charger to reduce the iron
oxide,has anyone else on the board done the same.I have a few photos of stuff bubbling
out the filling port.
Thanks for all the response.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Suspension modify POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nestor,
I know a person in Argentina who is restoring a 1965 IKA J200 pick up.If you want,I
can give you his email address.
Mikel (From Spain)
SUBJECT>Re:Famous!!!!Tim Barr POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
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DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29836 NEXT>30048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I e-mailed that in months ago after asking the same basic question here.I have since
bought 2 NV4500's.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Forum layout.POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29834 NEXT>29849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Heh,I've been lurking mainly too.
but with this recent fiasco,where brute wants out...I was thinking,if we had a seperate
section...like someone mentioned..
General Topics (OT)
Technical
For Sale
And then the rest of what's over there on the left...
And if it was in a Snitz forum type of setup,none of this all would've happened.
AND THENNNNN...I talk to the Admin on JA bout it,and he says that the Snitz thing is
easier to setup,and monitor...and free to get into,and I wonder why we haven't done it
here.So,thought I'd mention it in light of recent events.
SUBJECT>Re:Forum layout.POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29848 NEXT>29853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ive been lurking over 3 years...been posting less though.this is my most frequented site,
but i also agree the layout becomes laborsome.....i aint complaining,but if brute wants
out,or not we could all pay.basically lurking could be free,but to post charge a yearly
membership.....even at 5 dollars a YEAR it would help brute.this cannot be free.
SUBJECT>Re:LIGHT-IN -UP POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29841 NEXT>29870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Doug.I will have it tested.
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Kevin B.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 October
2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7Rp3M/gXghU
PREVIOUS>29815 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with B and some of the others.I like the off-topic stuff.Thats what makes this site
stand off from the other ones.You feel like some of these guys on here are actually
friends.715's are great,but it's the small talk that makes you come back to this site.I think
if you aren't interested in a topic you shouldn't read all the post and then complain about
it.If you aren't interested in the topic,don't read it.I think its that simple.Just my .02
Kevin B.
SUBJECT>Re:5 speed tranny POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29822 NEXT>29867 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 283 came out in 57 and ran 'til '67 and the 327 out in '62 and had a seven year run.It
could be either...most likely 283 though.
SUBJECT>Re:Forum layout.POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com.DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:44
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's another good point raised.
While talking to the admin on JA,he said that at the beginning,it was free cause he was
hosting it at work...but then as it grew (in membership,and necessary bandwidth)...50
bucks a month...then 100...
And now,cause of the bandwidth needed for it,he's up to 300/month.
So,good point...must cost something,unless he's doing it through work.
SUBJECT>Newbie POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaG3dCQi2pc02 PREVIOUS>NEXT>29856 29858 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi guys,I need a little help.1.I am looking into buying a M715 from a guy at work.It is
spotless body wise no rust never cut new paint (OD Green)looks good.It has a 350 that
smokes but that dont scare me.What I want to know is how much of a pian is it to find
parts to interchange when old ones go bad.2.Can you put a diesel in these if so WHO do
I talk to and where.3.He wants 2500 for this truck is it worth it.Any help you guys can
give would really help...
SUBJECT>Steering Shaft Joint HD fix (reposted)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've decided to repost this for some of the newer zone members we've picked up in the
last year and change.The angle joint in the steering column shaft has a very thing retainer
and mine let go.This is the fix...or the preventative measure.
Ok,where the column shaft meets the shaft coming up from the steering box there is a
socket style greased joint there.This joint has a very thin,like .042",retainer/seal combo
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that holds the joint together.Mine pulled apart while going up a steep,off camber,hill
making up for the lack of articulation in the suspension.Yeah,beating the truck.The
shaft coming down from the steering wheel has a cross pin at the bottom of it and has two
square blocks with the center drilled through that sit on the cross pin and then slip into the
socket,or lower,part of the joint.There is a spring clip on the outside of the socket that
holds the retainer/assembly together.
THE FIX:I took a very large washer and chucked it up in the lathe and turned the inside
diameter out so that with a little maneuvering it would go over the cross pin and on the
shaft.I then turned the outside diameter down so that it would just fit in the socket side of
the joint.This washer is a hefty .187"(3/16"),more than four times the thickness of the
original retainer.Before I installed the retainer on the shaft,I needed a dust boot.I took a
wheel cylinder boot,we all have these kicking around,and cut the small center out of it
then stretched it over the steering shaft past the cross pin.Then the heavy retainer,then
the two square blocks.I installed a grease fitting on the lower end of the socket before.assembly.With that heaped
with grease and the ability to add further grease,I slipped the
assembly together and put the snap ring in place.The snap ring fits nice and snug.I got in
the cab and thrashed hell out of the steering wheel and it all stayed together.
Even though I wrote a book,this is a very easy fix and a heavy duty upgrade....and the
search goes on for the next weak link!
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete W...WELCOME!
Small block parts are cheap and all over the place.The interchange between small blocks
is great,so when you want to rebuild/replace/upgrade that 350,you'll have plenty of
options.For new parts,Summit,Jegs,or PAW are good priced and pack everthing
needed.
We've got guys with diesels of all sorts form 6.2's or 6.5 chevy's,Powerstokes,Cummins,
Detroit...all sorts.If you're tying to go easy from gas to oil burner,a 6.2 or 6.5 Chevy
would bolt in where the 350 is nested.I'd suggest a ring and pinion change to 4.56's with
the diesel seeing how they have more grunt low and less rpm high in direct gas
comparison.Randy's Ring and Pinion has gears.
...we've got answers.
Spicer
SUBJECT>dana 70 front end,on ebay...POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>dana 70
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=337
31&item=2437329647
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33731&item=24
37329647
THIS IS NOT MINE
SUBJECT>Re:Newbie POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good buy!Engine parts should be easy to find.The rest of the parts for the
truck itself shouldnt be bad eather,there are lots of military surplus places that have parts,
ebay is really good,and other people on the page are a great source.I know that you can
do the diesel swap,and from what I have read it doesnt sound all that complicated.I hope
you get the truck and have a great time with it,they sure are fun!and welcome to the
zone.
SUBJECT>Off topic POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 October 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew.PREVIOUS>NEXT>29864 LINKNAME>tiger attack
LINKURL>http://pix.darwenstheory.net/upload/cj_27226.gif
I know this is off-topic,but Brian said I could post it.(OOOH!THERE'S a scab,let's pick
it!)Just kidding,just kidding!Settle down,Bevis!
Anyway,I got sent a copy of the Sigfried and Roy tiget atack,and thought it good for all
to see.Kind of graphic,but we all need to be reminded that all things natural need to be
treated with the respect due.
SUBJECT>ebay surfing POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29863 LINKNAME>Truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2438310642
Pretty pretty wood.Don't know if I like the top though.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=243
8310642
Ron
SUBJECT>zexel torsen limited slips for front POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29883 LINKNAME>500 dollar limited slip
LINKURL>http://quad4x4.com/_wsn/page15.html
http://quad4x4.com/_wsn/page15.html
these are pretty good,imo
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SUBJECT>brute4c POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 October 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29882
LINKNAME>Truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2438750138
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=243
8750138
Your new truck Jon?Fits your board name,and is in your neighborhood -isn't it?
BTW,what's with all the "REAR VEIW MIRROR CAN BE USE ON MOST M
SERIES "?
Ron
SUBJECT>yes,interesting...indeed POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i saw this the other day....and forgot to post.NOT MINE.SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29859 NEXT>29866 29868
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOoo,Robert...bad.Maybe I should blast you now?Heh,heh.
Saw Kill Bill last night.Worst movie ever made...horrendously stupid and only the first
of a two part edition.Really poor.
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21
October 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29843 NEXT>29891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john for allen to pipe up he must feel very strong.And from one crew chief to an old crew
chief if it aint broke dont fix it.Brian goofed up and ammited it we all do from time to
time.Usally when a problem accures we all jump on the bandwaagon and beat the
offender with a giant rubber hose.In brians case it will happen at the fe(i wish i could be
there to get a couple licks in myself)I thought this board was ment to be informative and
for us to have a little fun on lets not let politics get started or involved.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 October
2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29864 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
:)
SUBJECT>Re:5 speed tranny POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29852 NEXT>29871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks spice,mostly wanted to know about the tranny.I thought I might get it beacuse its
a factory set up.I want a sbc in my 715,5 speed would be nice.This set up would give me
the cast iron bell houseing and large clutch.Also I would get the ram horn manafolds.I can
use the pto port to run my winch,if I can get a pto for this 5 speed.Mark.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29864 NEXT>29869 29873 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just could not resist.I just hope this site stays on-track with providing accurate,timely
information and exchanges of ideas,and doesn't get all "dried-up"with regard to member
interaction and playful jibes.
So,who's ready to eat one?
SUBJECT>Ben,always....ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>..
SUBJECT>Re:LIGHT-IN -UP POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29850 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anytime Mark
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:5 speed tranny POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29867 NEXT>29872 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Isn't the tranny all grease caked?It should have the tag well preserved.
SUBJECT>PTO,Mark...ndt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29871 NEXT>29889 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I got the PTO for my NP205 from www.ptohydraulics.com.Call their number and ask for
Jack.He's their PTO guy.He set me up with a great kit that included a switch,light,pto
cable,hardware and PTO unit.It's a MUNCIE PTO unit.He should be able to hook you
up if you can find him a tranny model #.Oh,and for anyone looking for a PTO for the
3053 deuce tranny...don't call,they don't even have that tranny model listed.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29868 NEXT>29892 29901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree.I got to several other sites on a regular basis (not the granny porn ones that Brian
frequents)and they take themselves pretty seriously,it gets kind of old at times.This site
is fun and has a lot of member interaction.It also has good tech info.and I don't even own
an M715.Maybe I should be NOM715,I wonder if Brian would approve.
Eat one,
Dave
SUBJECT>euce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you look at the tach on the LTD when you pulled it?is it ran off a crank trigger or
what.Have a line on a couple of these and was thinking about installing the entire gauge
cluster from a deuce in the 715.Its bigger but it could be done pretty easy.
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29798 NEXT>29878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sometimes a little force will break it loose.Sometimes a little force
will break the handle
or fork also.Best to try slight presure while rocking the drum.If it does not want to
cooperate you may need to tear it down.The handles and forks are fragile!!!!
GOOD LUCK!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29874 NEXT>
29881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Crank Trigger?It's a wire drive unit like the speedo.I can double check tonight.It didn't
come off of the motor too easily.I'm hoping I can plug mine right into the CAT's cable
drive tach port.
SUBJECT>Rust Q:POSTER>Hal EMAIL>hhayward@lehman.com DATE>Tuesday,21
October 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lookin'at an M715 described as having ..."rust in the sub-panels underneath the cab
supports and a tad in the lower bottom front of each door."Can anyone tell me is the first
part (sub panel rust)a potentially serious thing,or is this common?Can it easily be
stripped down and fixed?
Thanks!!!
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at
12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29875 NEXT>29879 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks Doug!I was able to find the exploded view of the LU4 on VPW site.I'm going to
call them to see if they have any manuals on it.Do you know of any other sites that have
info for upkeep/fluids?I'll try Boyce Equipment,later as well.Thanks again!-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,
21 October 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>29878 NEXT>29885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This of no use?It is on this
site!http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter20section2.html
SUBJECT>Re:Rust Q:POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They may be talking about the formed reinforcement piece that the cab mount goes
through.A common spot for rust.IF that's it,it can be fixed,it's not the most fun thing
but it's not the most in accessible place with the seats out.Check for rust in the floor and
side panels where the firewall meets the floor in the pedal area and under glove box.worn.out factory canvas is hard
on floors.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29876 NEXT>29903 29923 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Crank trigger=magnetic pick-up to Doug
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29862 NEXT>29899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon can spell,this guy seems to have issues with that...I don't think it's him,but I've been
wrong before...
SUBJECT>Re:zexel torsen limited slips for front POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29861 NEXT>29884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From their website:"Our Model 60 Torsen diff is the only type of high traction
differential that has EVER been produced for Model 60 front steering axles."
Guess they've never heard of Lockrite or Detroit products,or Ox-Lockers,or...I won't
argue torsen is a good design...
SUBJECT>Re:zexel torsen limited slips for front POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
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EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29883 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree,they arent the most completly informed,
lockrite 308
power lok 478
arb 665
i would try a torsen,if i had kept the original axle.
i dont think ox makes a 30 spline 60,and i dont think detroit does either.the three i listed
were the 3 i could find lockers to fit
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29879 NEXT>29888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bump,
Quit cluttering up my post with all that usless junk :)
Doug
SUBJECT>Another rust Q POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My question isnt so much about rust,but a problem that came from a rust repair.The guy
who had the truck before me replaced the entire floor (which was great,means I dont
have to do it).I dont have any problem with the floor,but with the back of the cab.When
I open the doors the back of the cab will move forward about an inch,which makes the
doors almost impossible to shut.I think what happened is when he took the origonal floor
out he didnt properly brace the back and it was leaning forward when the new one went
in.Any suggestion on how to fix this?
SUBJECT>Re:Another rust Q POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29886 NEXT>29902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't open the doors
I don't know if you could place a 4x4 post along the rear of the cab towards the top and
use a high lift from the dash to push it back.I would go real slow,your probably going to
have to push it about a inch past then let it spring back.Might want to even go 1/2 to start
with.
Wait for other suggestions before you start,Someone else might have a better idea.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:LU4 POSTER>gonz EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 1:44
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must have searched half a dozen times to find any info to no avail-thanks bumpr-gonz
SUBJECT>Re:PTO,Mark...ndt POSTER>mark wright-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,Thanks for the link.I will try to find a I.D.tag.
SUBJECT>Re:Really sharp M715 in full size jeep magazine POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 3:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29833 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
KaiserJeeps,
Thanks for the compliments on my M715.I couldn't have done the restoration without
this board and members like you.She's been restored to original condition.Now I want a
deuce but the wife says no.
Thanks again.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29865 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think this site is fine just the way it is.I love coming home from a hard days work and.reading the rants and
raves here,the tech info is bar none the best.Jon keep up the great
work.maybe in the future if somone gets out of line tell them straight that you are not
joking,I for one was laughing untill I figured it out and then I was heartbroke all
weekend,I thought the fun on this site would be over without certian people.too mushy?
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>29873 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sweeeet.hardly able to tpye after that.how can I get that so I can email it out to folks?
SUBJECT>Harmonic Balancer POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29904 29921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am having trouble geting the bolt out that holds the harmonic balancer on.How should I
hold the balancer still while I am trying to get the bolt off?Any suggestions?
SUBJECT>brian head of 8n page?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool!i have a early early year 1945 2n ford my self.resqued it from the old mans yard
after he parked it for 10 years because of a stupid bad plug!ugh he ran it bushogging for 2
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with that damn dead plug!do yourself a favore and run autolite plugs!!had like 4 champs
go bad in a year.maybe we should talk more about our tractors!hey more in common
than just m715`s right?!!see ya SMASH.
SUBJECT>ana 60 Corp 14 Bolt for sale POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been off of board last couple of months with lots of work.Sounds like some interesting
stuff going on.Anyway,I have an extra Dana 60 front and a 14 Bolt rear for sale if
anyone is interested.The 60 has a dually hub which needs to be machined down
(common)and is complete with everything including locking hubs.The 14 bolt has new
disk brake brackets only,no rotor or calipers.Not sure gear ratio,but believe they are
both 4.10's.The 14 bolt is too narrow for the 715's (although some have told me they
used this width housing)so you can use the 14 bolt for some trading and keep the disk
brake rear brackets for a wider housing!!!Here's the deal;these are taking up floor space
and will sell both for $750.I'm in Tulsa,OK,and can ship them to you via truck
(shipping collect),you can pick them up,or I will discuss delivery terms if going to
Eastern Colorado,Southern Kansas,Northern Texas,etc.
Paul 918-605-5566
SUBJECT>Re:Diesel to a 700r4?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.YEP HAVE AN 80 CHEV HALF TON WITH A 6.2(I KNOW!)HEY 350,000
MILES
LATER SHE`S STILL GOING AND DOES`NT BURN OIL THAT BAD AT ALL.
SUBJECT>brian head of 8n page?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool!i have a early early year 1945 2n ford my self.resqued it from the old mans yard
after he parked it for 10 years because of a stupid bad plug!ugh he ran it bushogging for 2
with that damn dead plug!do yourself a favore and run autolite plugs!!had like 4 champs
go bad in a year.maybe we should talk more about our tractors!hey more in common
than just m715`s right?!!see ya SMASH.
SUBJECT>PERK M715 POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOW ARE YOUR FIRSTONES HOLDING UP?WONDER IF THEY MAKE THESE
IN AN 11.00 16?BIASPLY?DO THEY FOLLOW ROAD GROOVES TOO BAD?
LOOKING FOR SOME TIRES THAT`LL HOLD UP FOR SOME MILES.THANKS!
SMASH.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,I meant that it would be one for Jon to buy.
And I was joking.Is this anyone from the board?
Ron
SUBJECT>Locking hubs POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaSF9VWtWHU2.PREVIOUS>NEXT>29908 29914 29915 30056
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello again.I have not been around in a while,I am trying to start working as ins
adjuster,been on the road and studying like crazy.Anyway,I am having to sell my truck
to pay my way to get started.I need a set of hubs,and Mile Marker is out of stock.Auto
Zone doesn't stock them,they just have them picked up at MM.I need to sell my truck,I
have an interested party,has payed half the money,just waiting to get the front to lock in
to pay the other half.I hope when I get back on my feet to come back and buy a starter
truck from one of yall.Does any one know who might have a new set on their shelf.
Thank you for the help!!!!mudclod61@hotmail.com
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29873 NEXT>29905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.so that's what the "N"stands for!
SUBJECT>Re:Another rust Q POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29887 NEXT>29911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.that's what i would do.brace the dash and the back of the cab so you distribute the
force evenly across it.you don't want to push in one spot.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deuce tachs are cable driven like a speedo.They are mechanical.
Just putting my .02 in.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is it in the truck?put it in gear and block the wheels.worked for me.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch it Krob....he's liable to bite you head off :)
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29758 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another 2 cents.No disrespect to anyone is intended,but I agree with Gonz and consider
this to be Jon's site.I appreciate all the knowledge freely given by all members,as almost
all members know more about their trucks than I know about mine.I need you more than
you need me.I also agree with the other members who pointed out that this site cannot be
managed as effectively by a governing panel but maybe some of the issues like FE
organization or merchandise sales could be organized by a panel to reduce pressure on
Jon and spread responsibility.Brian should also say,if he just tones down a bit.An off
topic/BS board might be a good idea.I should quit smoking,yelling at my kids,working
too much,swearing,and not givin'a damn.Church might help too.
SUBJECT>Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29920 29969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 230 seems to lack the up hill power.It drops in speed by 10mph on bigger hills.My.carb isn't the best but I have
dicked with every thing else with little improvement.Is this a
common thing with stock setups or am I missing something?
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29900 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of the orginal hub covers that will turn it back to the stock form,or go back to
Auto zone and tell them to search for the part #11035-01 if you must have locking hubs
to close out your deal.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Hood swap details POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29823 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the reply Brian.
I know this is old news and it will work,I just didn't recall anyone using specificaly one
that old or the details like the braces,latch and catch .
Did the search and just didn't have the time to read it all and didn't see anything obvious
right off.I've spent hours doing a search and knew what to expect when the answer wasnt
obvious,and just knew I would get a wealth of replys since it is old news.
Thanks Brian !
SUBJECT>Re:Leadership POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29825 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in agreement as well.If it ain't broke,don't fix it!!I don't know what happened with
Jon for him to question his efforts,but if there is a specific problem,maybe one or more
of us can address it without creating a formal committee.I for one have been unable to
attend any FE exercises yet,but there must be one of you out there that is always in
attendance who could coordinate the events.I think this alone would take some of the
pressure off of Jon.As far as people making rude or inappropriate postings,I think
everyone has 'run 'em outta town'all by ourselves.Our interaction alone keeps the site
somewhat in line.
SUBJECT>Re:Another rust Q POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29902 NEXT>29919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or,run a come along winch cable from one of the stake pocket in the bed over the back
of the cab.Mine has a lip about 4 inches wide all along the top of the cab in the back.The
clicks on the winch are spaced closer together than the notches on the Hi-lift.Good luck
and be patient.
Tim Barr
Giddings,Tx
'67 M715
SUBJECT>wheel guys,lookee here POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,.21 October 2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>29913
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder,I just wonder.....
http://www.chromewheel.com/dominator.htm
who wants to call?;O)
SUBJECT>Re:wheel guys,lookee here POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29912 NEXT>29962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yikes!!Some of those trucks look ugly with those big wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>29900 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I will check with my distributor tomorrow.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29900 NEXT>29970 LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I will check with my distributor tomorrow.I used to keep them on the shelf,but as cheap
as AutoZone was selling them,it did not pay to have the extra freight into them.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,21
October 2003,at 9:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29772 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pretty new here but i like things just the way they are now and dont want to see anything
change.Its like a close family and families argue and fight but soon come to there senses
and realize argueing isnt worth losing a realy good friend or even possibly a new one.I
see no problem here as the way this site is run now or with any of the people in it.Thanks
for allowing me to be a part of this wonderful site the way it is now.
thanks again
dave
SUBJECT>Re:dana 60 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,21
October 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29828 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks as i really havent thought of doing that.Is the 200 a strong t-case but noisy one?Is
it noisy in and out of two wheel dr and if so what would take its place?
thanks again!.SUBJECT>Re:never heard one run POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,21 October 2003,at 10:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29704 NEXT>29979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a set of edelbrock rpm aluminium heads,comp 305 cam,crane hyfire ignition,540kit
w/h-beam rods,roller rockers,edelbrock torker II,bg mighty demon 850 and other
assorted parts and put the fear in someone when you blow by em or just pull up next to
em.Im building up 2-460's for my boss's cars after having built up a 428 w/aluminium
rpm heads 305 comp cam ported intake tricked holley crane hyfire ignition in his rayson
carft boat,a v-drive screamer w 450 to 500 hp.He thinks i build them radical but i
consider that mild street.what do you all think?
SUBJECT>Re:Another rust Q POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29911 NEXT>29958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I measured mine this morning.The bed and cab are 1-3/16"apart.With that measurement
you could make a spacer that size and just c-clamp the back of the cab to the bed all the
way across.Hope it helps.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67M715
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29907 NEXT>29927 29976 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Shane,Shawn:)..........It's been a while since I drove mine at highway speeds.If I
remember right I could maintain speed pretty good 45 or 50.Is that what your having
trouble doing?I would suppose you checked your timing already,if not that would be a
good place to start.If you feel it is the carb you can stop over and we can swap one off one
of my trucks and see how it runs then.You can't keep it,but if it will help you figure your
problem out,your welcome to try.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29893 NEXT>29922 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pull a plug,get piston at BDC.Next,feed a big section of small rope into the hole and let
it all ball up.Crank the engine,a nd the rope will prevent the piston from travelling to
TDC and thus from getting a full revolution.This also works for keeping valve in place
when replacing stem seals.I say this a bit tongue-in-cheek,as I have not personally tried
this,but have heard of it being done.Prolly a Granville King booney field fix method,but
what the hay..SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29921 NEXT>
29924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use an impact wrench.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29881 NEXT>
29925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,Double checked last night and it is mechanical,like Joe K said,driven off the front
timing cover of the engine.The cool part is that they seem to be a standard between some
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diesel tach drives.I was able to put the deuce cable onto the CAT drive.Maybe I'll luck
out and the ratios will be correct.
Come on Doug...a thirty year old military diesel with a crank trigger?Quit sniffing the
refridgerant!
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29922 NEXT>29926 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To replace valve guide seals?I've heard of them hardening,but this sounds a bit
extreme...
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29923 NEXT>29930 29967 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It was wishful thinking.I was hoping to mate it to a sbc.Don't sound like thats gonna
happen.Wanted to maintain the military look.What do the CUCV's use?Do they only go
to 4k or so.Probably screwed there also.Darn it
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29924 NEXT>
29928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Robert...check the subject line.Tell Ben to eat one too!
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29920 NEXT>29929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've never seen a 230 with the timing set correctly.And it makes a huge difference..With the gearing these trucks
have,a hill is not even noticed by a 230 with properly set
engine timing.
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29926 NEXT>29939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Subject line be darned,you replied to my post,it could have swung either way.
Speaking of swinging,Ben,Tom said to eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29927 NEXT>29932 29954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Huh?Where I live in northcentral Wisconsin,there are hills up to 8 and 9%grade.The
M715 with a 230,properly timed,2 barrel carb,civvy ignition with vacuum advance and
locking front hubs still loses power on such a hill.If I don't floor it on hills that are
somewhat steep but nowhere near that steep,speed definately drops.Running with the
pedal on the board is just beating it in my book if it is done for every big hill.50 MPH in
a well tuned M715 on big hills is realistic to maxed in my opinion depending on the hills
incline.If you want more than that,drivetrain changes would be in order I would think.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29925 NEXT>29941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nevermind...I put another milisec of thought into it....they probably use some stock GM
crap don't they.It's just not my day.
Doug
SUBJECT>finally got the bug!POSTER>Wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 8:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29933 30040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had my M715 for a little over a year,been reading the postings for tips,but never got
that worked up over the truck.Untill last week I started to strip the three plus coats of
paint and re-prime with epoxy.WOW what a difference!Only problem,now I'm having
problems sleeping with all the thoughts of modifications and improvements I want to do
and how to finance them!Any sugestions for easier paint removal than aircraft stripper
and sanding?I plan on having the bed sand blasted.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't a turbo or supercharged 230 be cool?????.SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29931 NEXT>29937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of mine had two coats of latex house paint on top of a couple layers of od and
primer.I used a heat gun and a plastic scaper to get the majority of it off then finished
with stripper and sandpaper.Don't get it too hot or it will warp the metal.Sandblasting is
the fastest way but you have to have one heck of a compressor to keep up.I think I spent
close to $100 on sand alone for that truck.I uesd a smith gas powered air compressor like
you see road workers using,Worked Great.If you don't mind sand be stuck in every nook
and cranny.Up to six months later I would still have sand on the floor board after a drive.
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Nothing is cheap or easy.Use proper saftey equipment!!!!!!!!!They have it for a reason.
BTW-Where are ya located?
Doug
SUBJECT>PTO winch question POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Do LU4's have a "neutral"or free-spool position?Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Winter is coming POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>29936
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I work for a plumbing &heating contractor and this time of year gets me to thinking of
the dangers of C.O.poisoning.Not sure how many of you are aware of this but the
exhaust coming out of the tailpipe becomes more and more deadly each time it is cycled
through the engine.Lets say you fire up your truck in the garage,the exhaust is now
dumping into the garage which happens to be where the carb is getting its supply of air.
First time through this cycle is bad.The more times through it gets down right scary how
potent the C.O.becomes.Add to that a natural gas,L.P.or kerosene heater burning it
again and it gets way out of control.It can raise the amount of C.O.to levels that can be
deadly in just a few minutes.Its no wonder people choose to end thier life this way.You
don't feel it coming,you can't smell it,one minute your alive the next your dead.If the
garage is attached to the house and this air finds its way in only to be reburnt again by the
furnace in the house,Now your taking the wife and kids with you.You can buy C.O.
detectors for about $40.If you already have one Great,but if its over two years old it needs
to be replaced.Only one manufacture offers one that is rated effective longer than two
years and several of them have been found to be ineffective before that time is up.I
would highly recommend buying a new one and having a local contractor check your
heating equipment before you fire it up this fall.Some utility providers will perform a
C.O.check at no charge,our local gas provider does.The car in the garage is not the only.source of this.Faulty
furnaces,chimneys,water heaters and other appliances can also
produce this killer.Most people never know there was a problem.They just go to sleep
and it's over.All these cost are certainly cheaper than your funeral will be.
Point in short....don't tempt it,If you must run the vehicle to perform a certian task your
better off working on it outside and freezing you buns off than ending up dead.Just
opening the door does not cut it get outside!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29935 NEXT>29960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great post.Thanks for the friendly reminder.
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29933 NEXT>29938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm located in Freeburg Illinois,about 30 miles south east of St.Louis Mo.with about 40
acres of ex strip mine woods to push down a trail though and a mile of rock road to plow,
so the 715 is a perfect fit!
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29937 NEXT>29957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben is on vacation right now,he lives in Alton,Should be pretty close to you.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29928 NEXT>
29940 29984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,gotcha!I like to keep threading instead of having a thread then another start,then
another start,then Ben eats one,then the thread ends.
Off topic:You had mentioned the rope trick.I was thinking of other ways to do that and
then thought of a really good one a buddy of mine did one time.He was repainting his '53
Ford 3/4 ton and ran out of masking paper and tape.I look at his side windows and have
to take a closer look."What the hell is this?""Oh,I ran out...so I used grease to keep the
paint off the windows.""Why not newspaper and a piece of scotch or duct tape?"He
stands there looking blankly at the window and I then ask,"How ya gonna get it off?"
"Don't worry about it,"so I didn't...or the 'fish-eyes'that appeared in his paint from
droplets of grease on the doors.Oh,Bump...so anyway I thought it might be fun for
someone to fill a cylinder full of grease to keep the valve from dropping.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29939 NEXT>29943 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Why not fill the cylinder with water,park it outside on
a cold day and let it freeze.The
water would be much easier to get out than grease...let it thaw and it will run out through
the cracks in the cylinder walls all on it's own.
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Brian,if you read this,it was a joke!!!!don't try it!!!!!unless you really want people to
find something to tease you about besides the kerosene:)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29930 NEXT>
29942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do they even have a tach?Hummers have a tach dont they???Maybe something there
would be smaller and more easily adaptable.
?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29941 NEXT>29944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Humm...I'll check into that...THANKS!Still wonder what the range will be....doubt it
will go as high as I want:(
SUBJECT>ude...JELLO!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29940 NEXT>29946 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mix up some jello and pour it down the spark plug hole.That would hold up a valve once
it sets up.I bet it would even squish out most of the way when done too!
Uh,why not just make sure that piston is up?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29942 NEXT>
29945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,heh...you better get one out of a chopper!
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29944 NEXT>29950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The SBC will be treated a little nicer than the 230 is...I want it to hold together for a
while...................I do have a set of crower sportsman rods new with TRW forged flat tops
on them.I wasnt planning on using them in this project.....Damn,the wheels are turning
again..SUBJECT>Re:Dude...JELLO!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29943 NEXT>29949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the stupidest idea i've ever heard.....not the Jello,that was good,the piston being
up.......what a dip.
A guy could just pour it full of gun powder.....then burn it off after the seals are
installed...
SUBJECT>Tuttle Creeek this weekend POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29956 29972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disney OK was awesome last weekend,now it's Tuttle Creek this weekend.Hope some
of you guys can make it.I'll be there thursday afternoon thru sunday...
SUBJECT>Re:PTO winch question POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29934 NEXT>29951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes they do Mikel.Move the shift lever(located on the passenger side of the winch)away
from the drum to disengage.I rolled up 100'of cable on my 726 because the bearing
retainer was broke and the previous owner just had it wrapped around the bumper in a
huge mess.Man were my arms tired when I got done.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Dude...JELLO!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29946 NEXT>29952 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HA!That 4F stuff so it doesn't leave much residue!
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29945 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...wheels turning,no kidding.I've effectivly go 3 spare rockwell axles parked beside
my 715 almost all the time.It's torture.I get one more set and stupidity may overtake
common sense.
SUBJECT>Thank you Doug POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29948 NEXT>29961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Dude...JELLO!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:31
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29949 NEXT>29953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
internal combustion engine!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Hmmm POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29952 NEXT>29955 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do ya think hydrogen,if packed in really well,would hold the valve up?
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 230 will run up an 8%grade with only a little extra gas required.Most times I can
cruise up and down any road at 60MPH (with a little left to spare)without any problem.
Hills or no.
But we also need to consider that you've got a 35 year old motor that even with low miles,
has turned a lot of RPMs on a truck geared this way.Have you done a compression check
to see if your cylinders are giving all they can?Your motor may not be producing all the
power it did when new.
SUBJECT>Re:Hmmm POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29953 NEXT>29981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's been done by a guy right here in Iowa.
Had the whatchamacallit that converted water to hydrogen right on the vehical.Truely ran
off water.they say hydrogen is currently to unstable to drive down the road with,but they
are working on that issue.
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creeek this weekend POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29947 NEXT>29985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You Suck............Is it O.K.to say suck here?
I'm not gonna make it.Got one the following weekend at MIOBI.
I hear disney is a blast.Tell us about it Alan.You gotta,its not fair.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29938 NEXT>29973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Im not sure how I will get the old paint off of mine,but
when I paint it im using flat black
wall mart spray cans.
SUBJECT>Re:Another rust Q POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29919 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks for all the advice.Ill let you know when I get it workin.
SUBJECT>Front lifting shackle too small?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>29965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ordered a new front shackle from VPW.The shackle just arrived.I have a problem.The
pin is 3/8"too short!!I found this out when I realized the shackle itself whould not slip
over the frame tube that the pin goes into.It to is about 3/8 in radius too small.I checked
it against my other stock FRONT shackle.
Question ...is the front shackle larger in radius than the rear.I'm wondering if VPW sent
me the rear shackle by mistake or an all together different model!
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29936 NEXT>29963 29971 29987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's the best way to heat up a garage during the winter?I have half of a 4-car garage,
so I was thinking of a propane heater facing my working area.I've been told that they
burn fairly clean compared to oil heaters.Any ideas?
Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Thank you Doug POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 2:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29951 NEXT>29964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I drive around with the winch in free spool.It usually stays put and doesn't get
unwound much.I guess I don't have the kuhunas to leave it in gear for fear of bumping
the in cab lever.I know it has an interlock,but I had it engage once with very little travel
of the stick.I don't want to damage the tie rods on the winch.Yes I know you can adjust
the linkage but mine seems to be in the optimum spot.I wonder if I have it hooked up
wrong.Anybody have a picture of the linkage from the lever to the PTO shift arm????
Mikel,do you have yours hooked up yet?
SUBJECT>Re:wheel guys,lookee here POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29913 NEXT>29978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,and think of the perforamance loss,and unsprung weight.
But then think about a 6x7.25 on one side,and 10 lug on the outside....SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 2:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a propane torpedo heater last year thinking it would be slick.Well I fired it up and
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man the smell was no fun.So Now what I do is heat the livin heck out of the shop,turn it
off and roll the door up for just a few minutes to return the oxygen level back up to where
I can stay alive and close the door.Usually there is plenty of heat to get the work done.
and the blast of fresh air helps.I thought they would burn cleaner than they do.
Anyway....My .00001/2 worth.
SUBJECT>Re:Thank you Doug POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Al,
Mine is still sitting in my basement :-(
The reason for asking this was that I was thinking of putting a larger PTO winch under
the bed,and I only have one PTO port (see my other post about "divorcing"a QT,which
doesn't have any PTO ports).
What I was thinking of doing was to modify the PTO and have two outputs,which would
turn at the same time,one facing forward and the other facing backwards.Both winches
would be in free spool all the time.
You asked :-)
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Front lifting shackle too small?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29959 NEXT>29966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like they may have sent you one for an M37.
SUBJECT>Oh really?Are they different size?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29965 NEXT>30008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>29925 NEXT>29968 LINKNAME>magic
link
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=504
42&item=2438840820
doug
you need an old tach drive dist.like this one:
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=50442&item=24
38840820
or maybe a link?
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>29967 NEXT>29982 29983
LINKNAME>linky linky LINKURL>http://www.msdignition.com/dist_10.htm
here is another one
http://www.msdignition.com/dist_10.htm
or a link that might not work
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29907 NEXT>29975 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check the timing chain.mine was off by two teeth when i got it.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>mudclod EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29915 NEXT>29977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mile Marker is temp out of stock,Auto Zone doesn't stock,so don't know when I can get
them that route.Someone here had some for sale a while back,don't remember who.Let
me know Snake River.
Thanks
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29960 NEXT>29974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothin beats a good old wood stove.
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creeek this weekend POSTER>Paul Brown
EMAIL>psbrown2@swbell.net DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 6:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29947 NEXT>29986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish I had known you were at Disney,I would have made the 45 min drive and we could.have done some wheelin.I have
been off the board for a few months with work,so I
would have missed your post anyway,but let me know next time you head down there
and I'll meet up with you.Can't make Tuttle Creek,but it kicks ass!!!Can I say that?
Paul
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29957 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used aircraft stripper and my power washer
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 10:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29971 NEXT>30014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a counter offer on a new place with a 24x46 shop.It has a wood stove in it.I hope I
get it.Wood stoves are cool...The house has one too...Wish me luck.
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 11:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29969 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never thought of the cam being off.Thanks I'll check that
SUBJECT>Re:Is a 230 a pooch POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Doug,I have been meaning to stop by sometime to do a little bs'n and check out
new toys,but I've been busy getting stuff ready for winter.I hope to have my engine
together for Nov 2,maybe see you there.
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,22 October 2003,at 11:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29970 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call Mile Marker direct they will put you in touch with someone remotly close to you that
ACTUALLY know what you are talking about,has them on hand ,and can spell M715
that is what I had to do in order to find a pair .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:wheel guys,lookee here POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats the cost of a semi wheel over a custom wheel?
SUBJECT>Snap,Crakle,Pop POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I never seen a m715 drag truck,whats it do in the 1/4 mile?
SUBJECT>BIG jeep on ebay POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is one big jeep on ebay and it comes with the trailer.It's funny that who's ever it is
they didn't wash it.Does it belong to anybody here?
SUBJECT>Re:Hmmm POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 4:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big fuel company will have some serious sabatoge in the plans for hydrogen future.
Give us a break..not like we're going to use it in a blimp or something silly like that.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 4:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29968 NEXT>
30015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there may be a different in the size of the threads on the socket on the cable drive.My
deuce cable had a socket that I used a 1"wrench to take apart from the drive.Maybe
you'll luckout with an old tach drive distributor.Some old 'vettes used them too...oh,or to
drive a pump for the old rochester mechanical fuel injection.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool Krob!!!!!!!!!!
Thanks Much
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Harmonic Balancer POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea!Too bad Brian's not here to booty-fab a grease fitting!
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creeek this weekend POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 6:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Disney is at the sout end of grand lake is ne ok.Three big spillways have eroded the
downstream valley to bedrock and boulders.
http://community.webshots.com/photo/95791434/95796691gpoSaX
is one picture of my 76fj40 on the spillway #1 upper loop exit.Sweet!
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creeek this weekend POSTER>alan.EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at
6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think y'all can say whatever you want afaic.Tuttle is lame compared to Disney,but it's
someplace to go.It's a club run,the Molle Toyota feeds us,so that's nice.I will have the
Kiaser there,it's on the trailer,and I'm on my way out the door to get beer and grocerys...
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>29960 NEXT>
29988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mikel,
You asked a question that does not have a simple answer.
Your in spain right?
Is fuel oil the primary fuel for heat there?
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Propane is definently a cleaner burning fuel.The thing to remember is that with any
portable heater that is not vented to the exterior of the building being served the potential
for C.O.poisoning exist.I don't feel comfortable recommending any of these set-ups just
for that fact.Al and many others use them and they are very common.The problem with
them is when you are in the area heated by one for extended periods of time.The longer
they run the higher the level of C.O.A higher level of C.O.translates to a shorter amout
of time you can be exposed to it.When our employees work on projects that do not have
the permenent heating system functional,these are frequently used for temporary heat of
the building.When left on 24hrs a day they can and do creat unsafe conditions.For a 6 or 8
hour period the problem is not as severe and usually does not become an issue.You will
have to decide for yourself how much time you are going to actually spend in the garage
and make your decision based on your own personal situation.
The way I feel most comfortable handling this is to use a high effecient seal combustion
unit.They draw all combustion from outside and vent the flue gases outside.This not
only lessens the dangers of C.O.but also lessens the dangers that come about from having
a open flame in the same space as combustible gases are present.An open flame in the
same space that one uses to paint is just plain nuts.It'not unlike turning the entire interior
of your garage into a bomb.Add the potential for gasoline spills and your right back there
again.Slovents and cleaners the list goes on and on.A local guy here was cleaning paint
brushes with gasoline in his basement a few feet away from his water gas fired water
heater.The pilot light is on all the time on these and several other gas burning appliances.
He toasted himself.It happens all the time.
In short,for brief periods of time,a propane heater would be okay.Use common sense and
read the manuals and saftey precautions that come with the unit you plan to use.
Sorry for the long drawn out answer.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29987 NEXT>29989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hello Doug,
I'm from Spain,but I'm currently in Connecticut.I am very concerned with CO poisoning,
which is why I wanted to hear other people's advice.The problem I have is that the place
where I live is rented,and I'm not sure my landlord would be too happy if I installed a
heater of some kind,which is why I was leaning towards something portable.My ideal
would be some sort of unit that exhausted in the outside,but that might be a problem for
the reasons I just mentioned.
How well do those CO detectors work?I could get a propane heater and put a couple of
those detectors in my garage for added safety.
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 7:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29988 NEXT>30021
LINKNAME>http://freenet.msp.mn.us/people/guestb/pubed/cofaq.html
LINKURL>http://freenet.msp.mn.us/people/guestb/pubed/cofaq.html
The detectors are a must.You will probably be surprised how soon they will go off.It all
depends on how well the garage is sealed(how much air can infiltrate from outside.My
guess is that you will reach unsafe levels within 1 hour.Pay attention to the detector!The
ones we sell alarm after of 400ppm has been maintained for 4 to 15 minutes.Look at the
link and that will give you a idea of what the 400ppm means.Also remember that each
cycle throught that unit it gets dramatically worse(progresses from bad to worse FAST).If
your planning projects where you will be in there all day or evening you probably need to
find a different way.When we use these there are no windows or doors on the buildings
and they mearly serve as a way to warm your hands and butt for a few minutes just to
make it tolerable.
SUBJECT>guess what i found POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
seems these days m715's can show up anywhere!!i just got several pics from a buddy
who found one of our trucks on an adult site.she wasnt bad,but the truck was really
sweet.all orginal,with the doors removed.the model looks to be the same age as the
truck.the truck looked restored,with the unit markings on it.i wonder if anyone knows
who owns it?rick
SUBJECT>How Big can I go?POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>29995 29996 30000 30024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will a set of 44's fit on a M715 stock.If not what is the biggest I put on it without a lift..SUBJECT>Re:guess what
i found POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29990 NEXT>29993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well whats the site.....duh....I wanna see I wanna see....lol
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29992 NEXT>29994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.pictureview.com go to the search engine and type army.thats what i was told.not
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that i'd ever frequent smut such as that,being a piller of the community,and all...yeah
right
rick
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29993 NEXT>29999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice truck but thats all thats nice.....
SUBJECT>Re:How Big can I go?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Without a lift I think you can fit a set of 39s,maybe 40s.If you want 44s the lift is farley
simple though.All you have to do in the front is swap the springs so they sit above the
axle,I think this will give you about 5 or 6 inches.Then a simple shackle lift should do it
in the rear.If you do a search through the old posts im sure you can find exactly what will
be involved.
SUBJECT>Re:How Big can I go?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29991 NEXT>29997 LINKNAME>Go to
715 pics LINKURL>http://briefcase.yahoo.com/spicergear
I ran 37x13x16 boggers and 1100x16 Michelin XL's both on stock wheels,no lift and was
fine.Other have run 38x11x16 boggers w/stock wheels and I've seen 38x13x16 swampers
with a 1"body lift,but *should*clear well stock.Click the link to check the first two
mentioned tires on the truck.
SUBJECT>Forget it!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29996 NEXT>29998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yahoo PUKED MY EFFIN'BRIEFCASE!BASTARDS!LIKE 60 PICS...GONE!
It better be some new setting I have to click or I'm really,REALLY,gonna be ANGRY!!!.SUBJECT>NEW LINK TO PICS
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>29997 NEXT>30001 30019
LINKNAME>yahoo PHOTOS link to truck pics,Boggers/XL's
LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
Yahoo divided it's briefcase accounts and made an entirely separate yahoo photos
account.Why?Who'da'hell knows.
Anyway...this is the pics link
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29994 NEXT>30012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i never said pam anderson was there...hahahahaha
SUBJECT>Re:How Big can I go?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>29991 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Under msic tire and wheel info"in the FAQ section to you rleft,it states tires that fit
without mods.
I,myself,(well,no,not myself,my truck!)am running 38-13x16 on stock,and
occasionally run into hte "nubba-nubba-nubbas"when the cleats contact the front springs
at full wheel lock.I figure they'll "clerance"themselves in due time.
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29998 NEXT>30002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one with 37x13x16 says stock wheels....I noticed you had tread locks on it how do
you do that and are your the stock split rims?
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30001 NEXT>
30003 30004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Non functioning 'mock-locks.'Fools damn near everyone though!
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the split rim part mine are split are yours...if so I dont want to change them...
just put some on like what you got???
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:17 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30002 NEXT>30005
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man PLEASE PLEASE Tell me where I can get a winch like yours..........
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30004 NEXT>
30006 30013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took the lock rings of,put a cam degree wheel in the center of them,marked them every
30 degrees,drilled,tapped,then studded (the second set that the XL's are on)and put
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them back on the with tire change.Yes,they are still split.
The visible winch is a 10,000 (underrated)Garwood from a deuce truck.I have it
mounted higher and farther back in the truck than the stock winch set ups.I also have
another one of them under the back from a PTO off the 205.
Glad you like!
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I am new to this and really dont grasp the "split rim"deal.I wanted to leave it stock
and put some good tires on and leave it but didnt know with the split rims if you had to
have a tube for tires to work.Awsome truck dude picking mine up this weekend.So
much I want to do dont know where to start.I thank all you guys for helping a newbie out
I will be back to bug you alot more as time goes on may be one day we can all get
together...so once again I thank all you guys for your help...
SUBJECT>Re:BIG jeep on ebay POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,23
October 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29980 NEXT>30054
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe they really dont want to sell it look at the opening price.Sounds like the wife
wants it gone to me.If thats the case I would do the exact same thing he did.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Oh really?Are they different size?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29966 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I believe the M37 shackle is considerably smaller.
SUBJECT>T-Case heating up POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30011 30060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was reading thru the 1999 FE notes and was wondering do all these T-Cases heat up like
that.I want to be able to drive mine on a daily bases if need be and will need to run 55-60
for a good little bit.Is there something that can be done to cool the T-Case?.SUBJECT>Re:PERK M715 POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29898 NEXT>30079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Smash,The Big Firestones are holding up real well!They don't seem to follow the road
grooves too much.To check the sizes get on the Firestone web site
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case heating up POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30009 NEXT>30025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine never heated up beyond a normal operating range (which is still hot with no cab
insulation)and drove it daily at 60 MPH for better than an hour on end.Did this for 10
years and never had a problem.
Transmissions get hot.My Toyota,my Honda,all get hot enough that I can't comfortably
grasp the shifter down near the floor.How hot is your's actually getting?It may not be as
hot as you think.
Making sure your bearings are in good shape and running a synthetic gear lube like NEO
or Redline may help.It did reduce the temp on my Toyota Tacoma trans.
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29999 NEXT>30035 30045 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anoyone know where I can get the canvas top for the bed?
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30005 NEXT>30026 LINKNAME>Boyce
Equipment LINKURL>http://www.boyceequipment.com/
you can get a 45,000 lb pto winch from boyce equipment for under 2 grand.I could go for
two of them on the kaiser.
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good luck AL!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa25jAZ6rOmr2 PREVIOUS>29982 NEXT>30030 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i'd bet we could ghetto fab an adapter.is the drive cable the same size as a speed-o cable?
now if we could find someone with a metal lathe......
k.SUBJECT>Re:15"wheels POSTER>mudskipper EMAIL>SunsetWelding@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29840 NEXT>30033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks doug,im running 15"x16"wheels with 44 ground hawgs.
454/turbo400/205
SUBJECT>Boxed frame POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30018 30065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Any oppinions on boxing the frame?Im gona have the body off of mine here sometime to
fix up the frame,just wondering if it would be worth while to box the rest of it in.
SUBJECT>Re:Boxed frame POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,
23 October 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30017 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the frame is boxed in on my 67 m725 may be worth seeing if there is one hiding out
somewhere and if they bolt up in the same places to the body
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29998 NEXT>30028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bummer man sorry to hear about the loss of your busa.I have an '01 blue and silver and id
say id kill if someone stole it.nothin like hittin 200+out runnin the law.
SUBJECT>my winch is stuck/IDEAS?POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30022 30023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Itried to run my winch out for the first time since i bought the truck.it would load the
engine alot but winch drum would'nt move checked things out and found the "block"that
attatches the chain to the cable is wedged very tightly in between the drum and a bar
mounted between the winch ends.I tried the neutral lever on the left of the winch but can't
seem to move it either,didn't want to beat it or force it too hard to avoid breaking lever or
shift fork.the cable is very tight,anyone have any ideas??????i do know the pto is
functioning correctly and spins with drive shaft removed from winch.....
SUBJECT>Re:Winter is coming POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>29989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I WILL be getting a CO detector!Thanks,
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 7:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Can't you run the PTO in reverse to release the tension on the
cable?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Thursday,23 October 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30020 NEXT>30041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you know that the winch in is nuetral.Tie a chain and hook to the stuck offending part.
Tie it onto something solid "BFR"and drive backwards and give it a yank.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:How Big can I go?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 3:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29991 NEXT>30027 30034 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Pete,Why go through all the hassle of a spring over?A 2''or 3''cab only lift,using hockey
pucks,is the most simple way to go.I run 41''Firestone's with no problems.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case heating up POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,it's a crap shoot for the T-case temps.Some will run all day long and others won't.A
bunch of different reasons.Try the good oil and cross your fingers.
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30013 NEXT>
30063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Mo,those are the 5 ton truck style winches.They're 17"TALL!The pic with no
reference shrinks them up quite a bit.I looked at one of those for the rear winch feeling
that I'd have plenty of room,but they are just physically LARGE.The deuce style 10,000#
Garwoods are well known to be underrated and size out to around 15,000#.Still large,
but manueverable.
SUBJECT>YO PERK!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30024 NEXT>30083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nice to see ya back!Been lurking??Getting any snow yet?
SUBJECT>ave...busa POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30019 NEXT>30087 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had that one hooked up too with the PC,tuned maps,yosh duplex 3 full system,box
mods...etc.Still try to rip your arms off when you whacked it at 140!The cops wouldn't.tell me who had it even
though it was found in a neighboring town.I've got a burgandy
and silever '00 right now (still unlimited!)with just a pair of yosh cans on it.I'm liking
42mpg with a passenger as opposed to the 27-29 the '99 was getting with the map
changes.Had it up to 195mph the other Saturday!LOVE THE 'BUSA!!!
Oh,I've got a spare cylinder case that I'm having stupid thoughts of 1397cc with.
SUBJECT>Off topic cooling POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30031 30032 30064 30120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My '71 Blazer CST with a 350/350/205 drive train tools along all summer with the water
temp right about 200-205 deg.I've had 190,180,&160 thermostats and it never makes a
difference.This week with the temps dipping into the 30's &40's the truck will only get
to about 165.Heater on or off,on the highway or stopped in traffic,long warm up or no
warm up.It just doesn't make sense.The heater blows hot and I'm not leaking coolant
anywhere.The only thing I haven't tried yet is the block heater,but I'll wait for some cold
weather for that.180 thermo is in it right now and the temp gauge is an Autometer.
Rather disjointed,but my question is:What is going on?And Is there any ready made
remedy?
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30015 NEXT>
30036 30121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's funny...you know I gotta lathe.It would be a matter of the ends on the drive wire
too.The other adapter might be as simple as a Home Chepo plumbing adapter.Me thinks
Doug won't be happy with a 2800 redline anyway.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Ronner,take a look at some of the rig grills now that it's getting cooler.They'll run a
sheet of cardboard to keep some of the radiator from being effective by cutting off
airflow.Those blazers do have some pretty wide radiators in them!I wouldn't bother with
the block heater unless you're have trouble starting if it REALLY cold.The heater won't
make a difference once the thing has been running for a little while anyway.
You should dump your ford anchor and go Chevrolet with all your drivetrain needs!I
double-dog dare you!
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I know you said that you have tried different T-stats but that
definenttly sounds like your
problem.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:15"wheels POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30016
NEXT>30078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Previous post by others have claimed 4".........I presonally thought you could get close to
5.Yesterday after this post I went to look at a buddies rims he is making,looked like he
was going to end up over 5 and be fine.I'll actually measure them if I can catch him at
lunch today.I wonder how much the type of rim matters.Some might be made differently
and therefore work better or worse for this???
SUBJECT>Re:How Big can I go?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 5:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30024 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you have to back-out your steering stop bolts,or do you get the "nubba-nubba-
nubbas"at full crank?Tires not contact front springs?
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one with a 6"tear at the bottom passenger front.Both end curtains are there.Only
on the truck for four weeks.$175 you pay shipping.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30030 NEXT>30122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe I could use two of them.......have one pick up where the other leaves off.....juct
kidding.I think I'm going to look at available after market ones and see if I cam alter the
face to look military or at least not stand out with some stupid punky chrome ring.
Doug
SUBJECT>24 volt heater POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30038
LINKNAME>http://www.armysurpluswarehouse.com/categoryDetail.cfm?catagory=28&
start=56
LINKURL>http://www.armysurpluswarehouse.com/categoryDetail.cfm?catagory=28&st
art=56
24volt heater...........$69.95
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt heater POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30037 NEXT>30053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoops..it's on page 12.
SUBJECT>FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>30042 30043 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That engine bay,firewall mounted heater core thing...How does it come apart to get the
heater core out.My core busted over the summer and I highway fixed it by looping one
hose.Does the thing need to come off the firewall or what?
THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29931 NEXT>30049 30059 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A guy over on the Dodge Power Wagon page has used a pressure washer with a sandblast
attachment to strip the sheetmetal on a Power Wagon cab and was really happy with the
results.I picked up one of the attachments,but all I've done is play around with it a little
on a tractor wheel (it did work really well);I plan to use it on a couple of trailers I have.
My dad has used it on a few things and has been pleased with the results.
The sandblast attachment was $60 or $70 at Northern Tool.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30023 NEXT>
30084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be careful when you're winching not to let the cable 'stack'up on one side.I have a deuce
winch that had the bottom crossbar blown right out of the case due to the cable stacking
up against the crossbar.Also...don't run the spool full of cable.Give yourself some room
to have it stack a little.For instance,I've got 125'on the front winch on a spool that will
hold 200'of 1/2"cable.I've got 150'on the rear cause I know the pull will be guide
straight on with that one.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes........you might be able to fight it in place and do it if your real stubborn but it would.be much easier just
to pull it off.It's a two piece case that splits to allow acess to the core.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30039
NEXT>30044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are little,like 1/4 or smaller screws that hold it together,all around the box.You
can get at them if you pull the fan part away.Take the front/left side,as looking from the
front off of the firwall mounted rear/right side.If it hasn't been open for a while,you may
want to pull it so you can get rid of any corrosion and splash some paint on it...never
hurts...also ya never know what you'll find in there...I put one out of a civvy truck in mine
and there was a live 22 rimfire in it.......
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30043 NEXT>30046 30050 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What do you suppose the odds are of the fan hitting the rim just right???probably slim
but it sure would have made you wonder what just happened.22LRs are not real loud
when exploded outside the bore of the gun.Does not take much pressure to dislodge the
bullet when the brass is allowed to freely expand with no chamber for support.Don't ask
me why I know this.
SUBJECT>Re:guess what i found POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30012
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has them new...check link in upper left menu.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30044
NEXT>30047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My luck,it would have shot me in a vulnerable but not critical area right when I was in
the middle of a 'dont screw this up or your gonna be in deep %#*&'maneuver...next thing
you know someone is taking pictures going,"Wow,how did you do that??"
And the beat goes on!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Thanks Guys!ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Famous!!!!Tim Barr POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29847.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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LOL...
I did see that question.
and the answer.I was gonna mail them and call them morons.but then decided why
bother?
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The water will keep the metal cool to help prevent warpage and also keep the dust down.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30044 NEXT>30051 30058 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
oddly enough,with the whole "equal and opposite reaction"thing,it's the casing that goes
flying,the slug stays relatively put.The casing is MUCH lighter than the slug,so it gets
the acceleration.Don't ask me how I know that,either.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30050
NEXT>30052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M1xV1=M2xV2 :-)
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Physics is cool stuff...though I still don't buy the fact that mass will turn to light a light
speed.It goes against other stated 'laws.'
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt heater POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30038 NEXT>30055 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yeah,but on page 2 it says "tool pouch"-that just sounds nasty!Made it all the more
worth the trip.
SUBJECT>Re:BIG jeep on ebay POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30007 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would you care what his wife wanted in the first place?
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt heater POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com.DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:15
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30053 NEXT>30057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...maybe you were trying to continue the "winter's coming"thread with a "tool pouch"
thing?Gotta look out for #1!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Locking hubs POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>29900
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My distributor does have a set on the shelf,I will e-mail with details.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:24 volt heater POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3"deep x 6"tall x 13"long
I suppose it would fit,but it does not look very comfortable.B says that sheep skin works
real well and even better if left on the sheep.
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30050
NEXT>30061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So how much did you play with a hammer and .22s when you where a kid?Inquiring
minds want to know....
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Wanger EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30040
NEXT>30062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I looked on Northern tools web site,but can't find such a thing,any help locating?
SUBJECT>Re:T-Case heating up POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it should be fine if you stay under 55mph.i drove to and from Utah to New Hampshire
going 55 and i had no problems.this summer i put a new engine and tranny in so i can go
about 80 mph.i was pulling about 60-65 coming back to utah,and i'm pretty sure i fried
my tranfer case,even with the synthetic lube.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:FSJ Civvy Heater POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30058 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'd give you an exact figure,but I ran out of my
remaining fingers...
SUBJECT>Re:finally got the bug!POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30059 NEXT>LINKNAME>pressure washer
sandblast attachment
LINKURL>http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?cata
logId=4006970&storeId=6970&productId=8520&langId=-1
Wanger,
I posted the link below.If it doesn't work (it is a long URL),just put 2260 in the search
engine on the Northern site and press go.That'll take you to the kit.It's on sale now,too,
for $55.:-)
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30026 NEXT>30068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well here is my idea,I get one of the big winches and mount it in the bed directly behind
the cab.Then I could figure out some system of pullys and cable guides so that I could
use it for the front or the rear,which ever would work better at the time.That is what I
love about these trucks,there is no end to what you can do with em.Conventional
thinking means nothing.With a little bid of fabrication you are able to do just about
anything you could dream of.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 11:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reinstall a new 190 thermostat and that will take care of your problems.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Boxed frame POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30017 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that it would really add more strength as long as you also did the cross members to
keep ever thing balanced,by boxing the whole frame in,your rig would be Bomb proof.
Rick H
SUBJECT>I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30067 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/fig17-2.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/fig17-2.jpg.Ok,lets assume I bought a frame from Barry and I want to
POR15 it.Inside the
crossmember in the middle of the frame,front to rear,how do I get in there to clean.This
crossmember is the major support from one frame rail to the other for the whole truck.It
is located just ahead of the rear leaf springs forward mount.See link below,basically it is
the member just behind the #7 in the figure.
This crossmember is held in by 6 big rivets on each side...there is very little access inside
this member when on the frame...I am particularly thinking of the prep needed for POR to
'stick'properly.
Question:If I cut out the rivets,do the prep and POR stuff,then bolt back in with grade 8
bolts,is it good enough?Should it be welded back in as well?Is taking this out possibly
going to lead to the frame getting an attitude and not being square upon reassembly?
Well thats a few questions...anyway,whatchathinkinboutthat?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>Glen EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30066 NEXT>30069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have the frame "dipped".The solution will flow into all nooks and crannies.
SUBJECT>Re:NEW LINK TO PICS POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30063 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YUP,I've thought of doing that on my one other truck.Wayne mounted a big winch in
his bed.I wanted to let mine clear for hauling.
GO FOR IT!
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30067 NEXT>30070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know of anyone around here who dips...outside of the skoal crowd...anyway,
wouldn't it still need to be prepped down in there...like removing any loose/scaly rust,if
any,and grease/oil/mud/all that other junk that always seems to be there?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30069 NEXT>30071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The factory certainly put these together after they were formed to thier present contour.If
you are really worried you could biuld a jig to hod the outer(main)frame rails in position
to each other.Remove clean and replace the inner rail.I can't believe they would spring
much and you will have all the holes to line them back up with even if it does require a
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little persuasion.Look at how many home built scary framed POS's there are out there.
You will have a perfect pre drilled kit to put together!.Doug
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30070 NEXT>30072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,so would grade 8 bolts be enough in place of the factory rivets or would welding also
be required...I realize welding would only strengthen the joint,but would it be necessary?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30071 NEXT>30073 30074 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I doubt it they would be needed.Those rivits have to be some what soft to set the heads
they way they do.I don't think it would hurt anything to use them but mabey a little in
your pocket.Are you gonna need a cab for this project?It's a trail rig right?I may have
aline on a parts truck with a decent cab but some what gimped door and ruined winshield
frame.
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30072 NEXT>30075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you just trying to justify a new welder to your wife????thats pretty pathitic Jon........
some of the guys I wheel with have this theory that the frame flexing adds up to just that
little bit more flex to help them through the trails.I feel the suspension needs to do that
and the frame needs to be just that,a frame.Flex is only gonna cause problems with stress
cracks in the future.Bolts would be sufficient in my opinion.welding is goin to burn
some of that POR off the inside of the frame you worked so hard to protect.
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30072
NEXT>30077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I currently have:
1 whole truck...not counting some rusty rockers...
1 frame
2 completely redone axles,thanks Barry!!
2 nos springs and attaching hardware and 4 nos axle shafts...nothing like spares
1 used but good shape cab tub,doors rough,no winshield frame,no fenders but have the
front pieces...both the one the headlights go in and the one behind it that it bolts to.
I have my eye on a pretty straight truck,some dings and such on the bed/tailgate,little
surface rust on the cab floor,and a blown up motor...will have to wait till taxes to broach
that one with my wife...she has been most lenient so far...
Pretty much I am gonna need a bed at some point,doors,undecided now,may do like
Chad did,and fenders.I can get these from the 2nd truck above if I get it but that would
still leave me needing doors/fenders for the 3rd one..Eventually I hope to end up with a nice trail rig and a nice
stocker...and I will probably
have enough left to have one without a bed but it will be a worker/hauler and I can go
with a flat bed or custom on there...something I can drive in the winter on the roads and
not have to panic about the salt corroding it away.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30073
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good point on the burn off...
Sooner or later I will get the new welder...probably be next year sometime when I get
farther into the project and it becomes a metter of do it myself or pay someone else to.
brute4c
SUBJECT>M726 Question?POSTER>ennis from Memphis
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30081 30113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have decided to keep my M726 Contact Maintainance Vehicle in its original condition
owing to a fine Hobart generator,air compressor,and a Hobart three phase welder that
are built into the utility bed.The welder gauge shows only 127 hours of use.The
generator,air compressor and welder look good enough to use today if only the vehicle
were running.Besides there are about eight or nine alternating current outlets installed.
You never know when you might need electric lighting in the middle of a forest.
The metal plaque on the utility bed indicates it was built in 1975 by the Watervliet
Arsenal in New York state.That arsenal,mostly known for making cannon,took on a lot
of peculiar contracts for the military in the years after the Vietnam war.They claim to yet
have all of the designs and blueprints for the bed and these are available to the public.
I am missing a door on the passenger side of the utility bed.What are the chances that
someone might know of an abandoned utility bed that I could purchase the door to one of
the closets on the bed?I could provide exact dimensions since several doors of different
sizes were on these beds.Of course,I could have one made from the designs but,first,I
would like to see whether anyone knows of an availability.
Memphis Equipment (I live in Memphis)has an M726 in their scrap yard but the bed on
this unit was built by the Avionics Corporation.It is totally different in design and the
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parts are not interchangable.It yet has a generator and welder installed.I assume the
military must have had the M726 beds built by more than two companies.
Secondly,I would like to know if anyone has an M726.Memphis Equipment (and other
folks)tell me that not many M715's were converted to a Contact Maintainance Vehicle.
Most of the talk on this forum centers on the M715 and to a lesser degree,the M725.If
you have an M726 I would love to hear from you.I may have a few questions about the
operation of the equipment.
Thanks,
Dennis.SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30074 NEXT>30080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just recently stripped my frame and used POR15 on it.To clean on the inside of the
cross memeber I used steel wool attached to some wire.I then ran it back and forth
through the cross member.I am sure it didn't get it that clean,but all you have to do is
knock all the flake rust off.Then I used a rag with por on it and ran it through there in the
same manner.It covers real easy.I may have missed a spot or two,but then again the
front of the frame is boxed and you can't get in there very well either.If you were to take
off the cross memeber and then bolt it back on,grade 8 bolts will work great!I did this on
my waggy in many different areas.Leaf spring post mounts and engine mounts.No
welding required.I am now putting the truck back together.This is for my frame off
resto.
SUBJECT>Re:15"wheels POSTER>mudskipper EMAIL>SunsetWelding@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30033
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info,it looks like if you machined that ring off the drum or at least .125 of
it you could run up to 6"backspace if u wanted to.however it must b there 4 a reason.my
wheels will b here in a week.Thanks ,tom
SUBJECT>Re:PERK M715 POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30010
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks perk!gotta have some taller tires that`ll last.check my truck,mem pics 1st on list
adam s.we have something in common!
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30077
NEXT>30082 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As I was reading through this thread I was trying to figure what to push/pull through it to
clean it.I did think a soaked rag would work to apply the POR-15.I like Porkchop's
thinking.If you decide to remove the crossmember,grade 8 bolts will work fine.I would
also loctite them.A spring mount on a '77 Dodge I once owned popped the rivets and I
used grade 8 bolts to fix it.25 years have gone by and it is still going.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:M726 Question?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30076 NEXT>30089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis,
Are you sure the data plates specify a 726?From what I understand,the 726 is the
telephone maintenance truck with the smaller utility bed and not generator or welder.The.724 was the one with the
big walk in utility bed.
Anyhow,I have a 726 and it's the telephone truck but I swapped beds and it's now a 715.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30080
NEXT>30091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,good ideas!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:YO PERK!POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30027
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spice,The reason why I was gone for a while is my computer crashed from a real bad
virus,and took a few months to fix.In reading some old posts I see that Brute and Brian
had a problem,I hope our prez hangs in,you have my full support Jon!PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30041 NEXT>30088 30100 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the external winch handle is positioned toward the winch drum i don't know if this is
neutral or not .when i try to reverse the winch with the pto it just powers the engine
down.i haven't rapped up the engine and popped the clutch in fear of breaking something
but i'm tempted,can a guy pull that bottom cross bar out very easily,i really haven't
messed with it but the one time.i thought you guys and your great wisdom may have some
ideas......
SUBJECT>Rear view mirror POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g PREVIOUS>NEXT>30086 30101 30143
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is a good place to mount a rear from mirror is the M715?I didn't see one
mentioned in any of the manuals.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30085
NEXT>30090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am considering putting a rear view from a '58 Fury.It bolted to the dash.I know alot of
late fifties and early sixties cars had them that way.I have one and it fits like it was made
for it.I just haven't drilled the holes yet because I want to put my top back on and see if I
can even see out of the back hard top window.Look for old American made convertibles
for donor cars also..Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Dave...busa POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,24
October 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30028 NEXT>30147
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no one can really know what its like to go that fast until you have one the only thing bad
is trying to keep back tires on it.after my m725 gets done which may be into the winter
before im driving it then it turbo time for my busa.its funny how everyone says they have
a bike that will beat the busa but i havent seen one yet.hope they hang the @$$#@$#$$#
that got it.
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,24 October 2003,at 8:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30084 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The only things that bothers me about the LU-4 winches are the alumimun cases.You
could try unbolting the lower cross member.But sometimes,especially in a stress,the
alum holes can tend to gald when bring a bolt in or out.Poping the clutch with the PTO
engages is not the way to go.Jerking on it from an external source is the better way.I
know the feeling,I sucked my large hook into the upper plate on the winch on my M-135
duece.It threw off the alignment of the two halfs,and the 80-90 leaked out of the
passenger side half.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:M724 Question?POSTER>ennis from Memphis
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 12:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew that!Why did I write 726?
Anyway,I have an M724 and I would like to be in touch with anyone who might have a
line on a door for the bed.
Thanks for the correction.I am embarassed!
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 1:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30086 NEXT>30097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i used a suction cup mounted one for a couple of months.it was very,very bothersome.
due to the top and windshield angles it was hard to see out of under certain conditioons.i
have no intention of mounting another one,as the side views worked fine for me....
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>jake EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,25 October
2003,at 2:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30082 NEXT>30102
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
use the sand blaster were you can get in through the holes then the metal prep acid from.por 15 and then use a gun
that applys under coating into doors and tight spots it has about
a two foot flexable tube about 1/2 around and I did three frames two 715 and one 725
works great mirrors and bright work lights ..the marine clean works great by por 15 ..I
used por 15 on one frame it still looks good but barry pointed me to masterseries silver it
is much better for applying with gun and looks great check his pictures thats what he uses
on his restoration project ask him he knows the the good stuff also bought a frame from
him .warning if you do get it on you good luck have not ben able to get it off with any
thing,it must wear off your skin .
SUBJECT>100 amp vs.60 amp?POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30094 30096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 715 has the larger 100 amp alternator.I don't need one that big and would like to
swap for a 60 amp model.Other than the alternator itself,what is required to do this?Am
I going to have to get different mounting brackets and a different part for the wiring
harness to hook this up?Anything else?I've never seen the 60 amp set-up so really don't
know how much different it is.I was hoping the only difference was just in the alternator
itself but I'm told there is more to it than that.
SUBJECT>What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>John Gilsdorf
EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30095 30124 30211 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Howdy from Colo.I have been trying to sell a '68 M-715 with very little response.This
one has a 400 Ford v-8,c-6,ps/pb.hartop and doors off a J-10.It looks really good,runs
great.I have it advertised locally,in the truck trader and in a major Denver newwspaper
for $6,950.The two people that looked at it said the price is right but two in a month??
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Do these big dogs take a while to sell or what??Does anybody have any experience
selling one of these??The guy on Ebay with the wood dash said he isn't getting any
response either.Any thoughts or suggestions??
Thanks,John G.
SUBJECT>Re:100 amp vs.60 amp?POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/IX.fizypWM PREVIOUS>30092 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an M-715 with the 60 amp which I would like to replace with the larger 100 amp.
However,I am not sure of the difference either.Mine has been converted to the 12 volt
system.Can you post a pic of the 100 amp set up?I might be able to help out then.
Cheers -Dave
SUBJECT>Re:What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30093 NEXT>30103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just talked with a guy from Boyce Equipment out of Idaho where they just sold every.one they had in stock to a guy
from Hawaii.You may want to contact them see if you
could get any info.
Cheers -Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30090 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a suction cup one that was intended to be used on a rear window so that a river
could see a rear facing infant in an infant seat.It wanted to be set up so that when the
driver looked in their regular rear view mirror,they could see this one on the rear window
and it would be aimed at the infant.I say this because it has a pretty good curve to it,
doesn't change the distance,objects don't appear larger or smaller,but it gives a wide
angle for its size,about 2x4 inches.
In the M715,it actually stays on really well and the view in it,at least for me,is just
barely larger than the rear window.I get a good view out of it,as much as the rear
window will allow.I find it quite useful when driving down the road,sometimes there is
a small car right on my tail,no prob,I see him...also on the trail for backing up,it helps.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Will an S-250 shelter fit in a M715 bed?POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aabilGyWEYFqU PREVIOUS>NEXT>30099
30109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found these shelters for sale.Its made for a CUCV but will it fit in the M715 bed?I think
the lifting loops on the bed might get in the way of the shelter sitting all the way down in
the bed.Might make a neat camper.web site:http://www.fmtc.com/~imp/
TIA,
Karl
P.S.Thanks for the advice on removing the muffler.I think I will just leave things alone.
SUBJECT>Re:Will an S-250 shelter fit in a M715 bed?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30098 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/galleries/activeduty/m1.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/galleries/activeduty/m1.jpg
Heres is a link to a pic of an M715 with one on it from our active duty gallery.Also I
know a guy who has this very setup on his and has had for several years...works perfect.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30084 NEXT>30135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The handle towards the drum IS engaged!!!!!!!!!
Move the handle away from the drum before you attempt to pull it out.
Don't count on that outer hole by the handle to insure you are in neutral,the clutch fork in.the LU4 can be bent
easily and remain engaged when you go to the outer hole.Hold the
lock pin out and move the handle past a little to ensure it is completely disengaged.Once
you get your winch loose and functioning you can verlfy if it is truly disengaged with the
handle pinned in the outer hole.Drain and change the fliud in that bad boy before you use
it.Who know when the last time it was done and I know it down right scared me when I
did mine.The fluid in mine looked like it had been there since the truck was new.You
might have to tap the handle a little to get it to move,They tend to seize.Just go easy with
it.
Good Luck
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30085 NEXT>30106 30110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Find the military rear view out of a M151A2.It is a little bracket with a 5"round mirror.
It works great and is GI too.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:I've been framed!!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
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DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used a garden sprayer to get into the box sections of the frame.The only thing is once
you use a garden prayer to paint with it can't be used for gardening again.But the long
wand can get into the frame and coat the snot out of it.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30095 NEXT>30105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look at the one's they sold you could get $7000 for a running one.If I remember
right they sold a m715 for $3500 with the engine sitting in back of it.Check the web site
out they still have the pictures on there.
SUBJECT>Leece Nevile voltage regulator POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi again,
I am continuing to make progress with the boards help on my former brush truck,former
DoD truck and are now having problems with the alternator now that I have made an
adapter to put a 4 belt military pulley on it.(came with a double pulley for ½ inch belts,,
and I could only run 1 belt because the belt closest to the engine rubbed on the water
pump,and the first groove on the crank pulley lines up with the second grove on the
water pump pulley).The problem is the alternator is charging at 32 volts.I read the earlier
posts about the adjustment screw,however,turning the screw on the voltage regulator has.no effect (even turning 10
full turns in both directions).I don ’ t think this is the stock
military alternator as the cable from the ground and the hot cable are attached to it with
threaded studs.I was wondering if any one had any suggestions on how to regulate the
voltage or if any one had a 60-amp alternator they didn ’t need any more and wanted to
trade for something or sell it?
I also have another question about the extra 2-groove pulley that bots to the crank pulley
or harmonic balancer to increase it a 4-belt pulley.Does it just bolt to the front of the
harmonic balancer?I did this but it leaves a big gap between the second and third
grooves.
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 3:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30103 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Odd.My experience tells that running M715's in decent shape usually only bring about
$3000 to $5000.Collectors are usually willing to pay these prices,but demand a stock,
original truck.
M715's that have been modified,even though they may be more modern and up to date,
are worth less.
You might can get $6900 for your truck,but all things considered the market for it is
quite small and it may take time to find the person that wants exactly what you have
there.
................
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30101 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.I will look into all of these options.I am going witht he canvas top with the roll
up back so vision should be no problem.
SUBJECT>Re:Leece Nevile voltage regulator POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 3:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30104 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/230.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/230.jpg
I am not much help on the alternator voltage...if you have a good alternator/starter
rebuilder around there,it can be very helpful to go in and see if you can get advice from
someone there.There is a guy here who has helped me with stuff in the past...course it
helps to have the vehicle/altrnator there to check...
On the crank pulleys,check the link below.There are 3 belts used and you can see that
there is only a slight gap between the 2 sections.The front puley groove on the crank is
not being used in this shot..brute4c
SUBJECT>fuel sending unit POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aayHp1WR53Zfs PREVIOUS>NEXT>30112 30114 30142 30243
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The good news is that as of Friday I was able to drive my truck for the first time
YEEHAA !!!!!I now know what ive been missing for the last 14 months .The power
steering ,hydo boost brake system and all the lights work correctly ,ive had to adjust the
timing and the brakes but that is simple and easy compared to what ive allready gone
thru.the one thing that I need help with is the fuel level indicator and or the fuel sending
unit.How do I trouble shoot this ?It is the original sending unit ,however the wiring is
painless and everything is now 12 volt,there is power to the rear of the guage and the
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wire is connected to the sending unit,Will this 24 unit work with the 12 volt system ???
Thanks Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Will an S-250 shelter fit in a M715 bed?POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 4:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30098 NEXT>30125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The S250 shelter sits on a wood pallet.It keeps to bottom of the shelter off the bed of the
truck.It also fits the M880 series and HUMMV.I am not sure of the M37 but there is
also a smaller shelter.
They also installed a 100 amp alternator and cable to power the shelter.
The cable off a M884,M883,or M885 should work.I don't have the models
for the cucv or hummv in the house.
Some trucks had a beafed up rear suspention.
There was also two brakets to hold down the shelter.
And don't forget that new generator trailer you need to pull behind it.
most of the time a 5KW genorator was used,For the TTY,3kw for the straight radio rigs.
PS
A 3kw will run a small frig,9"TV and Coffee pot.
pss
there is also a gas or eletrical heater that can go inside.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 5:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30101 NEXT>30111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop,the M151A2 part that Joe is talking about,I think I have one in the barn.Got it
years ago at a show by mistake.You are welcome to it.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30110 NEXT>30128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Frank,but I just won one off of ebay not more than 5 minutes ago.Shoot should
have looked here earlier.Are you going to be around on the First?If so I wouldn't mind
driving out and checking out your trucks and getting that manual from you.Let me know.
Semper Fi!
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have done the 12v conversion,but have not hooked up the gas tank yet.Im not sure if
the sending unit would work with 12v,but it might.But it is very possible that it wont
work.I bet they would know at vintagepowerwagons.
SUBJECT>Re:M726 Question?POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30076 NEXT>30115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How hard is it to find one of these trucks compared to the m715?I am going to get a
utility truck and it would be really cool to have one of those.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30108 NEXT>30116 30118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont know if this wil work on the 12 volts,although because of the way these work it
may.What gauge is being used?If it is the stock one,ok,if not,then the original sending
unit must be replaced as there is no 12 volt gauge that has the same scale as the military
sending unit,at least thats what others have posted.
You didn't say what is happening now,no reading,some kind of goofy reading?Also,is
the ground wire from the sending unit hooked up,sould go to the frame on the drivers
side of the tank...one wire is the sending unit,one is the ground,hooked right to the frame
next to the tank.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M726 Question?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30113 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No solid numbers here but most likely there where less than 500 of each made,possibly
no more than 200-300 of either the M724 or the M726.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30114 NEXT>30117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they will work but they wont read correct amount of fuel as you are using half the volts as.origionally in truck
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like you woud need a 12 volt sending unit.Fortunately it is available,the pattern
that the sending unit screws in with is a standard pattern.See the online manuals link at
the top of the page and check in the parts list...I know here is one rom Napa that can be
used and from JC Whitney as well.These do require a gauge that is on the same scale as
the sending unit.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
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DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30114 NEXT>30136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Both wires are connected and proven good one has 12 volts the other is a good ground no
reading at the guage at all no movement at all ,sounds like I need a new guage and
sending unit ,thanks for the input .Did I mention I drove my truck YEEE
HAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!Curtis
SUBJECT>history lesson ?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,25
October 2003,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30123
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 11/67 m725 vin#11552 and i was wondering if anyone knows if there is any info
base to find history of the m series trucks and where they were in service at and how
many of each style were made and how many are left in service or out there
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,25 October 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30029 NEXT>30183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have you checked your rad.inside and out for blockage if they are ok and with engine
cold take thermomiter and put it in rad.and see if it stays cool until temp on t-stat is
reached,coolant should start to flow in rad..could have cores plugged up on lower part of
rad.have rad.shop test and clean.that is of coarse if cooling fan and shroud are ok and
fan clutch is good if used.good luck and hope this will help solve your problems.in
agreeance with rick,a 190 t-stat will keep water in engine longer allowing water in rad.to
cool down more thus keeping engine cooler.where is sending unit located at as this may
have some effect on reading but shouldnt very too much.
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30030
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2800 ha ha
he won't blow that one up!!.k
SUBJECT>Re:Deuce tach??spicer POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 4:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30036
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sand the chrome and paint it.if not i think Stewart Warner makes one all black.
SUBJECT>Re:history lesson ?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30119
NEXT>30131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THIS is the best place for info on these trucks.try reading some of the items to your
left<<<.i don't know of anyone who has been able to find out where their truck has been.
k
SUBJECT>Re:What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30093 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I sold an M-715 that I had for $3,500.00.I had a used Chev 350,power steering,power
brakes.No canvas on top or on the seats.I cleaned it up and did the body work with
primer.A truck like yours will be a little harder to move at top price.It would be the
situation that a potential buyer will have to look at it personally and drive it to fully
appreicate the updates and conversions.On the Boyce deal,I did help them at the time try
to run down extra M-715's and body parts.I believe that that particular buyer wanted
origional stuff.Tom
SUBJECT>Thanks for the info.ntxt POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30109
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Has anyone adapted 6x6 M35 wheels to fit on their stock M715?
POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 7:54
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aalM4YrNQLLtk PREVIOUS>NEXT>
30127 30133 30140 30174 30199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking that it might be possible to cut the center part of the rim out,weld in a flat
steel plate(maybe with some holes in it for lighter weight)and cut out the M715 center
hole and bolt pattern.Plus,with welding in the flat plate you could keep the back spacing
close to stock.The only thing I would worry about is getting the new plate in straight so
the wheel would run true.Advantages:40"tires(effectivly a 14%speed increase over 35"
tires,or the equilvilant of swapping 5.15 gears in the axles).Plus you could run tires like
the Michelin 12.5R20 XL.40"tall,12.5"wide,better traction,and radial.
Any suggestions before I go out and buy some wheels to chop up.
Karl.SUBJECT>UtahJeeper,Perk715,Looks like you already had this idea!Hows it working?
POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 8:01
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaaoRSYNhdMyg PREVIOUS>30126
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just saw your pics.Did you do the work yourselves?How do you like the bigger rims &
tires?
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30111 NEXT>30129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I should be around.E-mail me off line for my phone number.This way I can make sure I
am here.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30128 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still have your number from when you emailed me awhile ago.I will give you call to get
directions.I hope I can make it.
SUBJECT>Tuttle Creek Report POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30132 30146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the run was awesome.The weather was fine fall stuff,warm in the day,cold and
colder at night.I cooked (as usual)Friday night.Molle Toyota of KC cooked Saturday
night,and I didn't have to.I think of a lot a trailie first timers had a good time.I think I
need some work on my night driving techniques.Saturday night after dinner I led a few
folks back out after dark.All was well until I broke the ledge I was playing on.It fell,
split in half,and dinged both my wheelwell arches and both front fenders,both doors,and
only missed the cargo box because it was just only marginally bigger than my 38"
swampers.I'll get it all fixed with a torch and a hammer by next time;)
SUBJECT>Re:history lesson ?thanks to all POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30123
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im really glad that this site is here and all the guys here are so helpful to others fixing up
there trucks
THANKS!
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek Report POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 2:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30130
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Alan,I'am sorry that I did not make it up to play.Sounds like you all had a good time.I
had to do the "W"thing,man I hate to work when friends are playing.Hope to make it
next time.Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone adapted 6x6 M35 wheels to fit on their stock M715?
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Sunday,26 October
2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30126 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Karl,The route I took is I had Diamond Racing Wheel of Milwakee build me a set of
20x7 rims for the old 715.I have been told of guys cutting 715 centers out and welding
them into 20''wheels,I thought it would never be true,so I a pro like Diamond do it.Bill
the owner of Diamond is a great guy,you may have seen him on the Craftsmen tool
ad,racing a dirt track car!.The wheels are very rugged and true,they cost $160.00
each.Give Bill a call.PerkM715
SUBJECT>attn john summers,rear steer POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for info about rear steer.basicly I need to know about running a 12v power
pack to power the rear steer on rockwell axles.What should i be looking for.if a pump
doesn't have a polarity specific does that mean it will turn in either direction?how do you
make it return to center when you complete a turn.
thanks for anyones info.if you have knowledge on the subject e mail or post me your
phone #and i'll pick your brain.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:my winch is stuck/I EAS?JEEPIST DOUG POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug thanks for the info on the handle positioning,the handle is in the engaged position
and it "feels"to be bound like the shift fork maybe stuck,i can only get the handle to move
maybe 3/4 inch towards the neutral position,i haven't put a lot of pressure on the handle
i'll try tugging the chain with my bronco while trying to power the cable out at the same
time and see what happens.........
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30118
NEXT>30139 30141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drew i believe that the sending unit in the tank will work with 12v the sender is only a
variable resister dependent on fuel level the trick is to find out the ohm's range of the
sender.an example may be 90ohm's at full and zero at empty.i know that stewart warner
gauges can be had in different scales that may be close to the stock range.the way to
check to see if your sender would have an "open"circiut is with a meter at the sender .you
know you have voltage and ground,set the meter on the ohm's scale ,remove the positive.wire and set aside,now
measure from that terminal on the sender to the body or ground of
the sender.if you get a reading then your sender is probably good,if the meter reads "OL"
then the circut is open and the sender will need replaced.if you get a reading and are
willing to drain the fuel tank and take that reading empty,then fill it up and take that
reading,then you will know the range of your sender and what 12v gauge you wiil
need,the 24v gauge will not work on 12v.hope this helps good luck,KIRK..........
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SUBJECT>RICKY/with AMC 390 POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30148 30149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ricky did you do the amc swap,and can you explain how dificult the motor mounts
were .i want to also swap in a 390 and have a 75 j truck for parts what do i need
otherwise?????KIRK...
SUBJECT>Any rockwell 221 t-cases???POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone used a 221 rockwell t-case in place of the 200.I've had very good luck with
this very heavy duty t-case in my WILLY'S pick-up.big block power 3/4ton axles and 40"
gumbo mudders.i know the transfer cases were plentiful in the 60's chevy 3/4 and 1tons.i
was just wondering if anyone has considered this box instead of locating a divorced
205??????
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30136 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,it won't work properly on 12v.Yes it is a variable resistor but a certain resistance at
24 volts makes more power than the same resistance at 12 volts.Basically,the wattage
produced has now changed.In theory you could just change gauges to one with the same
ohm range in 12 volts but in practice they seem unavailable.
Buy the Autometer or Stewart-Warner universal sender and the appropriate gauge.I used
the S-W setup,you'll need the larger of the two senders -can't remember now the
direction of the arm.Their Deluxe series of gauges are an incredibly close match to stock
other than the chrome bezel and the light setup.You'll need to change the other 3 gauges
anyhow to work with 12v so you may as well knock 'em all out at once.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone adapted 6x6 M35 wheels to fit on their stock M715?
POSTER>Kevin Braddock EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October
2003,at 9:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30126 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Karl,
Some guys are taking the deuce wheels and just drilling the 715 bolt pattern in them.I
think there are some pics of this at the Yahoo site.By the time you build them like you.mention it might be more
cost effective to just buy some 20"rims from Diamond or the
other outfit that slips my mind.Let them worry about centering things dead on.A good
source for Michelin 12.50 X 20 radials is USA6x6.com.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,26 October 2003,at 10:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30136 NEXT>30192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
JC Whitney has a 12 volt fuel gauge package with gauge and sending unit for $19.95.It
fits our dash too.I know several guys that just use a stick.This is pretty foolproof.Course
they're inbred.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>Steve Blair EMAIL>seblair@frontiernet.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 3:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aadf2BOgENt3U PREVIOUS>30108 NEXT>30144 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I replaced the sender unit and fuel guage recently,and wanted to share a couple of helpful
hints for those who have to debug a malfunctioning guage.
First of all,I want to thank "Bob W."for his message on January 22,2002,that included a
link (http://www.willys.i8.com/gbc/milgage.htm )for troubleshooting military vehicle
instrument guages.That link is a GREAT help.
1.)I would suggest checking the guage first,since it's the simplest to troubleshoot and
replace.
Make sure that the power to the guage is turned off.Disconnect the ground wire (not the
one with 24V)from the back of the guage,and check the wire's resistance with an
ohmmeter (The other end of this wire is attached to the sender unit;leave that end
attached.).The ohms should read from 0 (empty tank)to 15 (half tank)to 30 (full tank).If
the readings seem to agree fairly close to what the fuel tank level is,your guage is
probably bad (or not grounding properly).
This test quickly rules-out a bad sender unit and the wire that runs between it and the fuel
guage.
2.)The next thing to do is check the sender unit (preferably without dropping the fuel
tank).On my truck (M715),the wire that runs from the guage to the sender has a quick
disconnect (male/female rubber plug connection)along the left side of the fuel tank.
Disconnect the wire at this connection.
a.)First,check the wire that runs to the fuel guage with an ohmmetter (both ends of wire
disconnected).There should be no resistance (0 ohms).If there is resistance,the wire's
bad and should be repaired or replaced.If the wire's good,you still should check out the
sender unit while you're at it (see "2.b"below).
b.)Whether the wire (2.a)was good or not,check out the sender unit while you're at it.
Using an ohmmeter,the resistance should be somewhere between 0 ohms(empty)and 30
ohms(full).
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SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com.DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 4:25
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30085 NEXT>30169 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For non-restorers,and pure function,it's tough to beat a plain old glue-on rear-view
mirror out of any domestic car or truck.Mow wrecking yards will pretty much give them
a way.Just buy a 2~3 dollar two-part adhesive kit and you're in business.You'll also have
the anti-glare feature.Due to the vertical windshield,you'll have to install the "button"
upside-down so the angles will work out.The set screw will have to be snug so the thing
doesn't fall off (it'll install from the bottom,remember,so it'll de-install via gravity!)I've
had mine on this way for 5 years,and no problems.
SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30142 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve thanks fo the info I will check that out today and let you know if I need gas or not ;)
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:attn john summers,rear steer POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30134 NEXT>30179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Roger,you going to be around for the capitolcitycrawlers run at Potowatomie Nov 8?
I dunno about 12 volts and rear steer,most of the rigs I've looked at were either some
variant of rock ram,or orbital valve...
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek Report POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30130 NEXT>30173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey alan,
Got any pics of the carnage posted yet????
Kinda rude to talk about it and not include pics;)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Dave...busa POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30087 NEXT>30266 30384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah...they all make the claim,"I'll out corner you..."but the magazine tests don't put
THIS big talker draggin his knee on his 600.I dragged my foot peg alread on the
'busa...so they'll have to work pretty hard for their claim to fame there.Had some serious
fun this weekend on it!I'm still trying to decide what to do with my spare cylinder case..SUBJECT>Re:RICKY/with AMC
390 POSTER>Mickey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30137 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A set of later model 401 heads with less compression and hardened valve seats for one.
The 390 was a great motor,but with 10.5:1 compression it's hard to get one running well
on today's gas.Also,they did not have hardened valve seats nor the better flowing dog-
leg exhaust port heads as did the 73/74 and up 401's.
You can mate the 401 heads to the 390 block with some AMC "dowel step pins"that
allow you match the different sized mating holes.
..................
SUBJECT>Re:RICKY/with AMC 390 POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30137 NEXT>30187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kirk,The install was pretty straightfoward.I used the engine mounts (horns)from my CJ-
7.They bolted right in.The engine sits a little off the one side.I think the rear of the
engine is a little towards the pass side.I did dent the firewall a little for the top corner of
the head.I used a 4 row radiator and the rest of the stuff is just CJ,or wagoneer parts.
Depending on which engine you have the water pump is different.
Quote from above
"A set of later model 401 heads with less compression and hardened valve seats for one.
The 390 was a great motor,but with 10.5:1 compression it's hard to get one running well
on today's gas.Also,they did not have hardened valve seats nor the better flowing dog-
leg exhaust port heads as did the 73/74 and up 401's."
Yes,and no:
Yes the compression is high.I am running mine on 93 with no pinging.I will sometimes
add some 114 when I have extra.I use the 114 for my CJ with a 401.it had the high
compression heads too..
Now,the NO..My engine is a 1970 390.This means it comes with the high compression
AND dogleg exhaust ports.This is the only year for this combination and I was very
lucky to have found it.As for the valve seats,that is something that can easily be replaced
during re-build.
It is a unique setup and you will love that engine..If you need more let me know..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Anyone have these three items?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>30151
30161 30171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'm in the early stages of hunting up a half decent 715 cab w/doors,hood and front
valance(?)panel..the one the headlights mount to.Complete with lights and crap would
be swell..Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30150 NEXT>30157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what you have in mind........M-1430.....you also are sick.
I may have a cab sometime soon.Trying to close a deal on a parts truck.I'm going to take
a look at it again this weekend.I'll take the cam and get you some pics.
Doug
SUBJECT>engine swap/radiator???POSTER>soupy EMAIL>soupy13@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey fellas,
i have a couple of questions on my swap and with the radiator and i know some of you
may have come accross my problems before.
1.i have the engine and trans in (amc 360/th400)and does it matter what angle both of
them are at?does it have to be a specific angle and why?
2.on the radiator,i know that the original is smaller,but what must i cut to so that i can
fit the one for the 360?i look at the supports and it looks as though they are tack welded
to the front.what or where must i cut so that i can get it to fit?and if it is too much of a
problem,what radiator from summit can i get to go with it.remember,it is not a chevy,
so i think the top and bottom are different?
3.space is of the upmost.is the clutch fan ok or should i go with an electric fan.don't
want or need the engine to over heat and shoot craps on me.
sorry for this to be long winded,but i'm at the finishing points and i don't want to do
anything wrong,since winter is coming.thanks in advance.
soupy....
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30152 NEXT>30156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not really sure about the radiator,but I think there is a specific angle that the engine
should sit at.Now you might be able to get by with it,I dont know.Actually,dont even
listen to anything I said.I really dont know what I am talking about here,just passing on a
few things that i have heard.
SUBJECT>VIN location POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,
at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30164 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am having a tough time getting my title in NC.
The plate in the cab is gone.I know there is another location.frame rail?bed rail?.I need to make an etching to get
my title.Pics of location would be great
TIA
Adam
SUBJECT>SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a SM 465 with a NP 205 this summer out of a chevy 1 ton parts truck and want
to have it gone though.I called up a local tranny place and was told it would cost like 700
for him to go though it replace bearings and seals and make sure the gears and syncos are
ok.How hard would it be to do this,do you need a press and other speical tools to get the
job done?Just wondering if its worth paying almost double what I did for the tranny/t-
case to have new bearing/seals in it.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30153 NEXT>30158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an AMC engine in my truck.I got a CJ-7 4 row radiator and it fit by drilling 4 new
holes in the support.Everything else lined up..I cut the lower 2 cross pieces off,but turns
out I didn't have to.I just remembered,that I put a 1"body spacer under the cab.2
reasons..
1.I wanted the tranny off of the hump in the body (middle)
2.I had a clearance problem at the back of the engine.
It is hardly noticable that it is lifted too.
As far as angles???I figure as long as nothing hits....
it's ok????????
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30151 NEXT>
30159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,brother...that is in mind.Hoping to finally put those springs you cut off for me to
use.If I find the right parts,old Red gets attacked with the 'hot wrench.'
I had to move the compressor from the right side top of CAT engine to driver's side front
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of engine so that it would clear the hood on the deuce would clear...made a nice heavy
mount from some 3/8"angle,1/2"x 3"bar and 3/8"x 2"bar.FUN!I used the stock
compressor mount as the base for a simple alternator mount built this past weekend.Got
the lower radiator mount welded in and started on an extension for the fan.Once that is
completed,I can fill the cooling system and start on the exhaust.STill thinking of
shooting for duals and exhaust braking..SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30156 NEXT>
30197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A lot of times the intake manifold has a few degrees of pitch machined into the carb
mounting pad to angle the front of the carb down so that the engine is installed with the
bellhousing slighly lower than the front.Eye ball,common sense,level-ish carb...you'll be
fine.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30157 NEXT>30162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the parts truck might have a decent passenger door...I think the drivers door and
windshield frame did thier best to stop a falling tree......not good.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30155 NEXT>30163 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Two thoughts:
(1)ever see those price guides at local shops,they went something like this:
Labor:$25/hour,$35/hour if you watch,$45/hour if you have already started the job.
Moral -If you try,and wind up taking a basket case to your shop -you'll pay for it.No
one likes cleaning up anyone else's mess.
(2)I have a personnal mantra of "Reliability above all else"with a few exceptions.
I'd look for a second quote...If you can't get a more reasonable one,just change the oil,
and give it a whirl.If it doesn't rake going into gears,sounds healthy,and the oil looks
good after a few hundred miles,you should be OK.These are pretty reliable boxes,I'm
told.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30150 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got some O.O.S.(old old stock,well,take-offs.No,actually "taken-offs")headlight
rings.I found at Sam Winers...Need painted,but are straight and clean.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30159 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not worried about the windshield and frame.Can pick up that locally..Yeah,lemme know when it's all situated.I'm
checking out what's locally available too.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30160 NEXT>30167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a rebuild of one years ago.
Still have it.Had to buy some brass punches and the like.But then,didn't take any gears
off any shafts.just replaced bearings and that sort of thing.
I am gonna be doing one soon for my CJ-5.This time,all the parts are coming from
Novak.
I'd say you can do it yourself,but have no idea how mechanically inclined you are.I did it
and only destroyed one bearing in the process (which necessitated taking it all apart
again)
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30154 NEXT>30165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are 2 locations.
In front of the truck,under the hood,on the passenger side...look down at the frame rail
where there is a brace from the passenger side frame rail to under the radiator,front frame
rail.It looks like a shallow U.This brace is bout 1 1/2 inches wide.Where it is welded to
the passenger side frame rail,there is a metal plate that it is welded to the top of the frame
rail and the brace is welded to that.On that metal plate,forward of the point where the
brace is attached (toward the radiator),you may find the number...this is location one.I
have 2 frames at the house,neither is legible or findable in this position but I have seen
several that are clearly legible in this location.
Location #2 is on the passenger side,on top of the frame rail directly over the rear axle.
As big as I am,I can still stuff my fat head in above the tire and look straight down on top
of the frame rail.With the axle running under the frame rail so there is a straight line
from your eye to the frame rail to the front to rear center of the axle tube,you are looking
in the right spot for the VIN.One of my frames is readable here...in the right light and at
the right angle,I finally figured out all 5 digits.Mine is pretty weak...hopefully yours is
better...
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Mine are probably a bit of an anomoly,I have seen several front and rear numbers that
stand out as if they were just punched by a 600 lb gorilla with a jackhammer...others are
less clear at a glance but will reveal themselves with some looking/cleaning.
Good Luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30164 NEXT>30168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes if you color the remnants of a stamped number with black marker and then
wipe it off the impession will retain the ink making it easier to read.The DOT in Iowa.will accept a photo of the
#.......I don't know if this is true in your state but it sure would
not hurt to ask.
Doug
SUBJECT>TC disk brakes?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30172 30177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Those of you with a disk brake in your transfer case instead of the stock drum,what setup
are you using and where did it come from?
Thank you.
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30163 NEXT>30207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree to a point with both of y'all.
A manual tranny is incredibly simple but there are a lot of small parts.Keep the
workbench extremely clean and UNCLUTTERED.Put all the little parts in containers to
keep them seperated and organized.Probably the only specialized tool you'll need is a
pilot tool to get the countershaft in place but with tons of patience it can be done without
the tool.You probably need a press to get the pinion shaft bearing off,mainshaft bearings
may be a press fit as well.I probably spent around 300 in parts to replace every seal,
roller bearing,large ball bearing and two gears in a 3 speed.Assuming all the gears are
good you'll spend considerably less.Now would be a good time to replace any
"consumable"parts in the synchro assemblies -typically wear is difficult to see and it's
cheap enough to do it as insurance.
On the other hand,manual trannies are incredibly durable,especially the large truck ones.
If it were me,I'd be sure there were no chunks in the bottom,fill it up and go.Of course
depending on mileage and previous use anything is possible,most commonly worn
synchro's.
I guess it all boils down to how comfortable you are mechanically.The price quoted
seems a touch high -as a comparison,I was quoted 500 to fully rebuild and re-bearing a
NP205 which shouldn't be any more difficult than your tranny.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30165 NEXT>30176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also if you use a wire brush and clean all the dirt off then take some silly puddy and press
it on the number it will show in the silly puddy.We use this to get hard to see numbers on
the Helicopters at work.You can get silly puddy at any dollar store.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net.DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:40
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30143 NEXT>30170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But as rule these trucks never came with one right?
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30169 NEXT>30202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,they did not come with an inside mirror...only the 2 outside ones.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone have these three items?POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom ,Call me.I have doors and a front valance.All complete !Barry
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30166 NEXT>30175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ditto on that,if someone's done a disc on an np200,that's info I can use,especially if it's
a mechanically actuated disc...
SUBJECT>Re:Tuttle Creek Report POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry no digicam this week:(I know,"this thread sucks w.o pix..."
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone adapted 6x6 M35 wheels to fit on their stock M715?
POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at
1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30126 NEXT>30213 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
http://www.mrt-wheels.com/can make real nice steel wheels on spec as well...
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just mailed my drum brake stuff off to get it machined to fit on the divorced np205 i
plan on using.
jesse at www.highangledriveline.com makes a np205 disk kit,but id rather keep the stock
set up,as i have no problems with it.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30168 NEXT>30180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.i know where to get silly putty!of course im a kid at
heart,or i wouldnt screw with these
trucks
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30166 NEXT>30194 30216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
I was just wondering what the purpose of the disk brake on the transfer case is?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Need voltage regulator POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where might I find a good voltage regulator for the Leece Neville 60 amp alternator?
Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:attn john summers,rear steer POSTER>roger
EMAIL>seven772@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 3:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30145 NEXT>30186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might be in town on the 8th.I have a an orbital valve for the front steer,but i'm looking
for the best way to make the rear steer.I'm won't have the truck in Fulton but i'll do my
best to check things out.i haven't been up there for a year.
roger
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>Adam EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30176 NEXT>30181 30196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sweeeet!Thanks guys.i was able to get the one nest to the radiator mount.looks like i'll
have a title and tag tomorrow!!!
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30180 NEXT>30182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!!
Now you gotta let us know what it is so we can add it to the VIN Registry.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>Adam EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30181 NEXT>30185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
17921.How is is decoded?
I am assuming the 7 is 1967
921=921 mad that year?
Thank you guys for the help.I am sure there will be more questions to come.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>John Gilsdorf EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30120 NEXT>30210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Find somebody with an infrared temp guage/gun or find an accurate way to check the
engine temp at the thermostat housing.Make sure your not chasing a ghost/temp guage
problem,that happened to my Dad,he was worried about toasting an engine until we
changed the guage,it reads just fine and runs fine now.If the heater feels the same you
may be ok.If you changed thermostats it should have made a difference of some sort
unless the guage can't tell the difference eh?
Good luck,John
SUBJECT>Re:Need voltage regulator POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
the regulator is inside the alt.you might try a country alt shop because some farm tractors
and heavy equiptment use them too.i took mine to a shop and he said it would cost too
much to fix and he would have a hard time finding parts for it.i went with a one wire GM
style 24V alt.it is small,easy to mount,and only cost about $120.00
k
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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17921,ok,this is the series number of your truck with the first truck in the M715 series
numbered 10001...this makes yours the 7921st one built.I show this was most likely
delivered to the military in November of 1967.
You can check the VIN registry and see where it comes in with the rest.
Hey,thanks for sharing the VIN,slowly but surely...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:attn john summers,rear steer POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30179 NEXT>30190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theres two ways one like mine a 12v hydralic pump made for double acting cylinders or a
detent valve for a log spliter for double acting cylinders i have had great use out of the
electric pump turns 44'boggers without even bogging down also with the detent valve if
the powersteering pump goes you have no steering at all.SUBJECT>Re:RICKY/with AMC 390 POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info my engine also is a 70 model engine code x i believe 1970
Ambassador SST {340 horse/I think}factory chrome valve covers@air cleaner
lid/coolness!!i'm planning to use the frame mounts from my donor j truck we'll see what
happens.saw your pic's and thought you would have some answers for me ,i like your
single side dual exhaust,very trick!!!!good looking truck well better go thanks again........
SUBJECT>will wright POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is a pic of you pulling a scout out of the mud pit at grayrocks web sight
www.grayrockorv.com missed you there this week end had a ball broke a 2.5 ton stub
shaft bent a flare but climed everything i pointed it at climed bent and dent 2nd gear from
bottom stood front tires 5 foot in air over the 4'ledge crowd loved it broke axle pulling
cab truck out of mud pit later
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30188 NEXT>30191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John,I have that pic as the desktop theme on my computer.Sorry I could'nt make it I had
to do the work thing all weekend.Plus my truck would'nt pass inspection with a 5 gal gas
can in the pass floorboard.
Connie said she was'nt going to ride in a moving bomb.
I want to know about the fight at the mudpit Sunday.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:attn john summers,rear steer POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30186 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
also i bought it at norten tool and eqipment itim #1077 $449.99 i do have a good used one
i got for a nother project but do not need it now i'll sell it for 225.00 plus shipping it's in
good shape has everything incuding remote cord,switch,and a external resivor that
holdss about a qt.of fluid
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30189 NEXT>30193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it wasn't me some guy was cuttin donuts ant another guy muddy so dude#2 threw mud in
#1 face #1 said ok were even told #2 to move his shit out of the way he was going to do
more donuts #2 did'nt move his truck and got muddy again and started throwing rocks
at#1,#1 jumped out of his truck and #1 150#started wooping #2's 225#ass!!!!!!!!!!!!
broke his nose and sweled his eyes shut!!note to self don't f*$@with the little man.SUBJECT>Re:fuel sending unit
POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
A 5 gallon gas can in the floorboard is foolproof too.
And nobody will call you inbread.
Seriously I just make sure my jerry can is full before I go far from home.10 miles or
more.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30191 NEXT>30253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I am just glad you done us all proud.Did you get any pics of the fight??HUH DI
YA.
Are you planning on going to the FE.if it's still on.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30177 NEXT>30201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like a parking brake on the driveline.in 4wd,all 4 tires are "locked"....
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,27 October 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>30198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,Just wondering what day you were going down to miobi?I think we are going
on Sat if it isn't raining.I got my engine back together and in the wagon.I have a bunch
of little stuff left but I should be good to go by then.Do you know if there will be any
other 715s down there?
Shaun
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30180 NEXT>30206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me know the process you had to go through to get it registered here in NC.I am going
to have to go through it soon and I hear it is a pain.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>aniel EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28
October 2003,at 3:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30158 NEXT>30200
30245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently did quite a bit of research on the angle of the engine,(for my CJ7).I found that
the angle of the engine has only two affects.the first is driveshaft(stubshaft)angle,the.yoke will be pointed down
as much as the engine.Since our trucks have a long rear
driveshaft the angle shouldn't matter,and flat at the stubshaft might even be better?The
other problem was the carb on the intake manifold.I have fuel injection on mine so i
didn't care,but on a carb set up it should be around 3 degress.I don't think this matters a
lot either since the carb will work tilted if it's tilted a little.Hope this helps.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 4:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30195 NEXT>30252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shaun,
As of this moment I'm planning on being there Sat and Sun,If the weather is not terrible.
Joe/IA might bring his 715 down pending weather also.Hope to see ya there.
Do you know who's wagon that is that sits at Thomberts here in Newton?
Doug
SUBJECT>YO Karl POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just to save you some time,don't bother doing an online search for wheel adapters.We've
all seen the advertisements of 'ANY CUSTOM SIZE...WE CAN MATCH ANY
PATTERN TO ANY OTHER PATTERN.'All of them are full of $hit.I called 12
different place that advertised wheel adapters and/or custom spacers and NOBODY could
do it for the 715 patter.Yes,even the places the go 8 lug to semi 10 lug wouldn't and
squaked about the stud size or stud circle and it wasn't going to work with their 'typical'
round stock size.I got a pretty sick price from a local shop and postponed the entire idea
for a while.It is,however,nice to be able to tell a sales rep that they're site is misleading
and should change it's wording."What do you mean??""Obviously you won't build
anything so you shouldn't advertise that you will."
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30197 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,and if one will only drive on flat-level ground (where +/-3 degrees would matter),
maybe one should find another hobby!;)
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30194 NEXT>30204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They should also be less problematic than the OEM band brake.
SUBJECT>Re:Rear view mirror POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've found that the windshield-mounted one doesn't
vibrate and "fuzz"the image of what
is behind you as much as the side-view ones.Really helps when trying to distinguish
between a luggage rack and a light bar!And it doesn't ice over,get whacked in by trees,
or have the glass blow out at speed like the new ones tend to do (scared the hell out of
following traffic on tow occasions!)Not original,but practical.
SUBJECT>12V alternator VS.Air Cleaner POSTER>Angry Truck
EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck has both a 12V and 24V system.The 12V alternator mounts above the 24V,and
much to my dismay,right where the hood mounted air cleaner would go (maybe this
explains why my truck didn't have an air cleaner when I bought it-duh).I have several
options,and I was hoping to get some opinions/experience from you guys.
Option 1:
Switch to the old-style carb mounted air cleaner.This means I pitch the governer to get
enough hood clearance,etc...
Option 2:
The mounts on the hood for the hood mounted air cleaner look symetrical.That means I
might be able to put the air cleaner on the passenger side of the hood (where space is
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available).I would have to fiddle with some of the plumbing for crankcase breather,etc.
and make a new tube that strecthes over the engine and connects the aircleaner to the
carb.Anybody ever tried doing this?How did you guys with 12V and 24V package the
hood mounted air cleaner?
Option 3:
Your brilliant idea here....
Thanks,
Brian
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 rear axle brakes are not equipped with "normal"parking brake hardware.It
uses a "driveline brake",instead.
SUBJECT>Re:12V alternator VS.Air Cleaner POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30203 NEXT>30209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For option #1,Vintage Power Wagons has nos early style air cleaners.
Option #2,I have not heard of anyone doing that but I don't see a reason that you couldn't.
As long as the mounts are a ok with either left or right mount,you should be fine.The
hoses and stuff,sounds like you have no trouble with that,just might need to tie them up
to the hood braces to keep them from hanging in the wrong place,no biggee there.
Option #3,go with a low profile open element air cleaner if there is room under the hood.
I use one of the triangular filter type by edelbrock,very low profile,wash it out when
dirty,and flows pretty unrestricted.Course it isnt close to stock but...depends on what.you want.I have never played
with the governor type so I can't say for sure if there is
enough room between such an air filter and the hood to keep from restricting flow...
Personally,option #2,while it may require the most work,would probably be my choice
if I wanted to be anywhere near stock looking.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>Adam EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30196 NEXT>30231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually went through it several times.the ncdmv computers cant handle the vin because
it is older.You need to bring in a "rubbing"of the vin with your title,bill of sale etc.
I actually got a different story every time I went.One time they told me i needed a dmv
inspector come out to see the vin in person.
I had to get the vehicle title history from SC.
IN the end i just went in acted stupid,they asked for the rubbing and now i have a title
and plate.
I would bring the rubbing of the vin in with me the first time and you'll probably slide.
How's the progress?I am now trying to figure out which way to go.SBC/230/AMC?
SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30167 NEXT>30208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never done a SM 465 myself,but I have rebuilt a couple of manual trannies.I think
the main thing is to number EVERYTHING in the order they come out.If you keep
things neat and organized,I think it will be surprisingly easy,specially when you take
apart the maishaft.
SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30207 NEXT>30215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL...that just rang a bell...I had tons of lil papers with numbers on em when I was
doing my job.
And,on the 465,does it shift reasonably smoothly?can you turn the in put by hand,and
does the output turn?If so,throw it in.
SUBJECT>Re:12V alternator VS.Air Cleaner POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30205 NEXT>
30212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You really running one of those open filters?Hope you never have a backfire and catch it
on fire like mine did.OK for TB,but I'd not run another one on carburetor...
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic cooling POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net.DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 7:48
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most of the newer digital multi meters come with a temperature probe.Maybe someone
you know has one.That would save you having to buy something you might only use
once.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:What's a Nice M-715 Worth POSTER>JEFF D EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT IS HARD ONE TO ANSWER GUY.I HAVE TRIED TO SALE MINE FROM
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3500 TO 55OO AND THIS TRUCK IS BETTER THAN OK SHAPE.IT HAS NEVER
BEEN CHOPPE OR BLOW OR IN THE MUD.IT IS IN MILITARY COLORS AND
PARADE DRIVEN ONLY AND AT AIRSHOWS HERE IN OKLAHOMA.I THINK
MOST OF THE GUYS WHO WANT A 715 DON'T KNOW WHAT THIS RARE GIRL
IS REALY WROTH.SO GOOD LUCK IF YOU ARE TRYING TO SALE ONE OR
BUY ONE.
SUBJECT>Re:12V alternator VS.Air Cleaner POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30209 NEXT>
30214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I had one catch on fire so I started the engine and the fire when out.I didn't think
much about it until later that evening I had the hood popped and saw that it had
disintegrated and my motor had eaten it.
SUBJECT>Re:Has anyone adapted 6x6 M35 wheels to fit on their stock M715?
POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October
2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30174 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Marsh Racing Wheels do not list any 20''rim size.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:12V alternator VS.Air Cleaner POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30212 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that's what got me,when I floored it to smother the flames,the engine ingested
molten foam rubber.I know that did no good to the valves,rings,catalyst...In Ohio,you
can get a ticket for not having an air cleaner (to prevent engine fires),but these damn
things are apparently leagal?Go figure.Burned the paint off the hood in a 4~6 inch
circle...Bummer..SUBJECT>Re:SM 465 Rebuild POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30208 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input guys I just gota make a decision now.I can spin the input shaft and
go thought the gears including reverse and the low/high on the NP205 changes them all
up.First gear on the tranny you have spin the input shaft a little to get it to go into gear
but its just like the stock T98 which the first gear isn't syncromeshed.
I was told by the guy who owned the tranny shop that everyone one he's worked on he
had replaced the front input shaft bearing and this tranny has like 130K miles on it so I
would expect that.
Any one know what NP 205 rebuilds run for,mine has a leak on the front axle output,
and this would be good time for a homemade twinstick mod.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30177 NEXT>30220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock band brake on the transfer is ok when adjusted properly...but,it just doesn't cut
holding a 5000 lb rig with a stalled engine on a 45 degree hill climb.I'm tired of not
having enough hands and feet in this situation.Heck,I may switch to a line lock if
someone can't figure a mechanical disc out...
SUBJECT>double cardan POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on shortening the wheelbase of my 715 this winter.I fear that the rear drive shaft is
going to creat some problems due to the fact that i'm going to do a SOA at the same time.
I have a shaft out of a blazer with the double cardan.It mated to the blazer T-case with a
four bolt flange.I was thinking of using the flange that the drum brake mounts to and
building some sort of adaptor between them.I have not even looked at the flange yet to
see if it is feasable.Has anyone tried this and how did it work?
Doug
SUBJECT>Headers for a M715 POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Chevy 350 in my 715 and want to put Headers on it.Can anyone help??????
SUBJECT>Re:Headers for a M715 POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30218 NEXT>30223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Pete ,I have a 350 in mine alsoo I used a Hooker header
from summit it is for a 79 -84
chevy truck works very well and I have lots of room .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30216 NEXT>30221 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking about adding a finger throttle to the gear shift for this reason.I hear it's pretty
easy to get used to...
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30220 NEXT>30222 30255
LINKNAME>715 pics---np205 LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
I've got a juice disc E-brake on my NP205 that I build from an escort GT caliper,Accord
rotor,Olds soft line,69 camaro drum drum master w/both outlets T'd into one line then
have it all hooked to the stock handle.I've had my truck attached to my deuce truck lately
to move it and the other night I left the emergency brake on holding the deuce truck and
the juice system didn't bleed down.
click the link to see some pics.Since the pics a PTO has been added.
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30221 NEXT>30224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thomas,
You ever try that set-up rolling down the road?Does it work smoothly?
SUBJECT>Re:Headers for a M715 POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30219 NEXT>30244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks...did you order it online oer thru a catalog?I'm looking online and cant find...but
dont mean it aint there...lol
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30222 NEXT>30225 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes.It gives a little bump sometimes at first as the driveline slop is taken up then slows
nicely.I had the Boggers on when I got it together and I locked up the rear (2WD)on the
paved road.I've had it on some pretty steep crap in 4WD and not had to worry.Beauty
part is if I'm on something REALLY steep,I can give it a quick pump and lock it on the
second pull.The thing is REALLY set then.Sometimes if I don't use it for a while the
piston will move a little away from the disc then it takes a pump to push it back up
against.I'm happy with it..SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30224 NEXT>30229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,thanks.
I'll have to get around to that.
My list is so long...I need to win the lottery so I can focus more time on my jeeps.
Doug
SUBJECT>Winshield Wipers POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30241 30254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey what can replace the vac.W-W with that wont be a pain to change out
SUBJECT>More new members pics are up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30233 30240 30242 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian M.,cool truck,like the rear cover,and Billy Maynard,nice cammo,nice moose,are
new to the gallery,Gndpndr has 4 new pics added,3 with the M715 and one with his
"friend"...check it out.One of the pics shows the location of the VIN #on the passenger
frame rail for anyone looking for it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjeha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>30230
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody know of a way to send encouragement and show our support to our toops
currently in harms way?Is there a place to send swimsuit calenders,car magazines,or
whatever to make thier lives a little easier and let them know they are appreciated?Maybe
one of our members who is or was a serviceman might have an idea of how to accomplish
this.Just a thought....I always say I support our troops but never really do "anything"to
follow that up.Thanks for any ideas guys.Oh,I do thank servicemen for serving thier
country once I realize they have after metting them.So far all have accepted gratefully.
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30225 NEXT>30236 30268 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would like a disc e-brake set up on my M-715's NP 200 also.Would Spicers NP 205 set
up work on the NP 200.
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>porkchop.EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30228 NEXT>30232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
While I was over in Iraq we use to get care packages from different agencies and schools.
If you contact your local USO they can give you some good ideas.You can get a
collection of goods together and then get an address of a unit that is over there from the
USO and send it to them.The USO or Red Cross may be able to send it out.I Have
always been on the receiving end so this is the best advice I can give you.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>porkchop
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EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30206 NEXT>30270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My main problem is I don't have a title from the PO.He never had one either.I bought it
from someone in Montana.Once the truck is together I plan on driving it there so they
can come out and look at the VIN.If not then I will just take off the data plate and bring it
in.
I am keeping mine all original.I am doing a frame off at the moment.This weekend I will
have the frame built back up and ready for the engine to go in.If all goes well.
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30230 NEXT>30234 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is a much better idea than supporting the crack heads on the wanted page.The wife
and I did this and it was amazing how simple some of the items they wanted were.
Batteries,deodorant,magazines.....lots of very minor items we take for granted every day.
Good post Ed!!!
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30227 NEXT>30235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like BrainM finally cracked the case of the ultimate NP200 cooler!(alast few pics).
Nice Job!
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30232 NEXT>
30237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't I hear that the military has stopped sending the USO/Red Cross "care"packages
overseas,at least temporarily,due to security reasons?I heard on the news,I thought,that
the backlog of these packages are being distributed to servicemen and women stateside.
Nothing wrong with that,everyone in uniform is doing their part nad desrves our support.
I certainly feel for those overseas,and especially in harm's way,but we can't forget the
rest of the forces..SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30233 NEXT>30267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to go back and look at the pics again to see if I missed something.........Damn bump,
ya got me.
can we know refer to BrianM as the "U-boat Commander"?
Just a question from me representing myself as me.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brandon,How ya doing?
The 200 has two outputs to the rear.You could do like spicer did and place it on the drive
output or remove the bandbrake from the other output and fab it there.I would do the
later.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30234 NEXT>30239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Readers Digest was running a program that you paid for a gift subscription and it would
be sent to the troops.I saw one of the issues here at Cherry Point,NC.It was pretty cool,
on the cover was the name and area of the doner.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>rivetrain install question POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.I was wondering how the length of a 304/Ford T-18,and the NP203 compare
to that of a stock m715.Will I have to change my driveshaft lengths?
Anyone done this swap before?
Thanks guys
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>koobster utah
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30237 NEXT>30247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The reader digest idea is great.When i was over there for the war we got them and they
would drop them off at the chow hall within a day they were all gone.I would get my
hands on one and read it from cover to cover and give it to a tent mate and they would do
the same.Besides schools you might get a hold of a local church.We got many of
pakages from them..By the way thank you for thinking of us.Alot of people (not on this board)forget real
easily.
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>koobster utah EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30227 NEXT>30249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
John did you get hold of the pics of my new truck.Also If you could please delete the 726
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pics.I dont have the truck any more and am sad when i see them
SUBJECT>Re:Winshield Wipers POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check ebay.I got a set of 12v wipers,forget the price but it wasnt bad.I have not put
them on yet,but they look like they will pretty much bolt up.
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>willm@gwi.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30227 NEXT>30250 30251 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute4c,thanks for getting them up for me.I worked all summer after work and on
weekends to get my truck finished so I could enjoy it and I hope others enjoy the pics.
SUBJECT>TIRES POSTER>Jack Clark EMAIL>j12b06@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,28
October 2003,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30108 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for eight (8)1100 X 16 tires mud &snow tread...anyone know where I can
buy these????
SUBJECT>Re:Headers for a M715 POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30223 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
Frapachinoguy just installed some ceramic coated block huggers from Speedway
Automotive.They're cheesy like all the other low buck headers but $169 for ceramic
coated is a great price.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:engine swap/radiator???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,you want the carb to be level.Only in a perfect world though.Intake manifolds
are usually angled so the engine may be angled down at the rear and still maintain level at
the carb..On our trucks,the driveshaft dosen't come in to play,assuming you're still running the
divorced T-case.However the stumpy ass jackshaft will be more vulnerable to
misalignment and this is where you should pay attention.
To keep it simple in my swap,I checked the original crankshaft angle and centerline
height at the balancer.Then I made sure those two dimensions were right on with the new
engine -Voila -perfect angle.
Chris
SUBJECT>riveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>Jeremy
EMAIL>jerdogjones@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30256 30257 30284 30288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm trying to change my rear driveshaft to run off of the center shaft off the t-case where
the e-brake is located.I have removed the center nut on the shaft coming out of the t-case
and slid the e-brake drum off.I removed the 4 bolts that holds the drum onto the flange.I
have taken the flange to several local driveline shops in hopes to find a flange that will
connect my driveshaft to the flange that I have.I cannot find this part anywhere.I have
seen pictures of this type of swap,but I'm not sure exactly how it was done.Does this part
that I am looking for exist or am I going to have to make my own???Any info would be a
great help.
Jeremy
Oh,by the way,I own a 1967 M715 with the original Braden PTO winch.The truck is all
stock exept for a spring over,lockers,and 38"swampers.
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>30239 NEXT>
30248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about contacting a military base that has troops overseas,they should be able to
help.also maybe contact your post office.
When I was over in desert storm we received leters from high school kids,mail call was
great when you get even just a letter from someone you never met.after we got back
stateside some of us went to their school with m16's-m203's,saws,m60s and a sniper rifle,
in full gear and thanked them for keeping us sane.I will never forget how happy I was to
get a letter.I also got a ton of letters from grade school kids in my home town thanks to
my mom.
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>Jeepist
Doug?IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30247 NEXT>30325 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I send ya all a letter will you come to my house with all those toys to play with.....heck
I'll write two letters!.SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30240 NEXT>30282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm,I didnt get any new ones that I know of...how did you send them,by email?
I'll get the old ones down...cant wait to see the new one!!
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30242 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I enjoyed them...and I'm sure others will,thanks for sharing!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30242 NEXT>30262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great pic's guys.All nice trucks.Lany,thats what I envisioned for my rig before I decided
to go stock.I like it!Brian M.I think vintage power wagons has the deep water fording
kit...:^)Great shots!
...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30198 NEXT>30260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't seen it there before.What does it look like?I might know whose it is.
Wondering if you know Russel at Napa he has a 4runner he is bringing down.I think he
has a 4"lift on the passengers side lol,He's a good guy and helps me a lot.
Shaun
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30193 NEXT>30324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i dont know yet buddy of mine took pics we will see how they torn out
SUBJECT>Re:Winshield Wipers POSTER>Mike Petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use Rain-x for wipers,and a squeegee for defogging.I got caught in a downpour today-
no need for wipers.some day i'll spend the cash for electric wipers.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30221 NEXT>30269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Shuh!Those pix are cool,nice job!
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30246 NEXT>30338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Call vintage power wagons,they can set you up for about $165,I just priced all the stuff
from them today...
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>jim EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a complete kit for auction on ebay;auction number '2439640157'or search for
'M715 NP200'.
SUBJECT>Any Members in Texas POSTER>FrapachinoGuy EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
28 October 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am moving to Texas and I wanted to know if thier is any others out in the Ablene area.
SUBJECT>What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a list somewhere or way to easily find out what engines bolt up directly to the
T98 transmissions in our trucks?And what are good engines to keep an eye out for to
swap for the original 230?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30252 NEXT>30264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Known Russel for prob 15 years.Good guy.I'll still laugh at your joke anyway.He torn the
heck outta that thing on labor day.Bashed the end gate lost some chrome off one side
amongst others.Think he had about ten different collisions.All small but they added up
by the end of the day.His wife was less than impressed.
SUBJECT>adapters for a m1022 POSTER>J20m715 EMAIL>Norris117@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa4pfK7qSAb4U PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just picked up an M1022 (dolly set for moving containers)&it is missing the adapters
that bolt the dolly sets to the container.
Does anyone have or know where I can get some ?
Please e-mail me at Norris117@comcast.net.Thanks
Ray
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30251 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiser ,Thanks,i was on the fence about stock or modified,but i spent to much time at
the off road shop,got carried away,next one will be original.LM
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SUBJECT>Battery Box Wanted!POSTER>ennis from Memphis
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,28 October 2003,at 11:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck came without a battery box.I have checked with Memphis Equipment but the
only ones they have are rotted with corrosion on the bottom if not totally rusted through
the metal.Besides,none of them have the top lid.
Does anyone have one they would like to sell?If not,would anyone tell me where you
might be able to purchase one?Any reproductions?
Thanks,
Dennis
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 1:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30260 NEXT>30315 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't tell but I think there is some pics of him on miobi.org
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Wanted!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 3:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30263 NEXT>30271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis,I have a battery box to sell,E-mail me.PerkM715
SUBJECT>ave...Link POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 3:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30147 NEXT>LINKNAME>new 00 busa
LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
click the link,my new 00 busa
SUBJECT>Brian M POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30235 NEXT>30275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think Barry Y has some fording kits.Heh,heh.
Sharp truck man!.SUBJECT>Re:TC disk brakes?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30229 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The main attachment for the caliper was three of the bolts that hold on the rear output
housing.My NP200 was so glopped up from leaking seals and dirt that I have no idea if it
even has bolts back there!I mounted the disk by spinning a 1/4"steel plate that would
snugly fit the machined inside diameter of the honda rotor.I also turned a hole in the
center of it that was a press fit onto the rear output yoke.Once pressed on,I welded it to
the yoke,then chocked it back up in the lathe to make sure it was still 'true.'Oh,that plate
had four holed drilled in it to bolt the rotor to it.The Escort GT caliper is a two piece
design that also uses two bolts that is slides on.If it wasn't two piece I wouldn't have been
able to get it together very easily or would have had to slide the yoke/rotor into the case
and then bolt the caliper on...kind of at the same time.Core charge on the caliper was a
jagged pill to swallow.The master is located aiming front mounted to the tranny
crossmember on the right side of the tranny.Fairly easy adjustable linkage fab.
SUBJECT>Thanks!ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30255 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:VIN location,hehe he said silly putty POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30231 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PA wants a rubbing of the VIN on bikes OR a certified inspection mechanic to sign
something.I went to PennDot with the title from the DEALER I bought it from and she
told me that it wasn't good enough to get registration.Me:"So this dealership is going to
jeopardize their entire business to falsify a title?...it's a certified title from dealer?!"Her:
"Doesn't matter.Did you ride the bike here?If you rode it here you can go and get the
information now."Me:"I obviously don't have it in my name,or registered,or insured
yet...do you really think I rode it here?"
I got a buddy of mine,who's a state trooper,to sign it.
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box Wanted!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has them NOS.Actually they have either the top or bottoms but
if you look at them they are the same piece with different holes in them...easy enough to
make the one from the other.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,
at 5:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30259 NEXT>30322 30333.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it would be better to see what bellhousings bolt to the T-98.The bellhousing
behind the 230 with the T-98 isnt gonna accept anything else.Some of the older Fords
used a T-98 and some of the Jeep V-8's did too.It then gets really murky because there
are about 6 different input shaft lengths and different spline counts that make swapping a
real pain without an adapter or replacing the shaft.With an adapter,you can put in just
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about any modern chevy v-8,early 60's up I think,and Ford small blocks.If you want to
go with something different,you may have to make the adapter to go between.
Hope that helps without muddying the waters...
brute4c
SUBJECT>NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30274 30285 30329 30332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I have given up on an automatic due to not being able to find one with overdrive that
will go behind a big block Dodge.My wife wants to have the ability to drive the truck so
I was looking for an auto...since she is helping pay for this,I had to consider the option.
Anyway,looking at manuals,to be able to end up with approx 30%overdrive and low
end close to/equal/exceeding the stock setup,is there a better choice than an NV4500?I
am looking in the 300-400 HP area.I plan to run a road tire around 38 to 40 inches tall,
should be plenty of overdrive,and an off road tire of stock size to 38 inches tall...the
reason for stock size is I have 9 of them right now,non NDTs and have tons of tread.I
can run these for quite a while before I need to buy new ones,by then I should be able to
save up for new one piece wheels and some 38 swampers or equivalent.
Tcase will be the NP205.Also looking at 2 inch cab lift,probably not too important for
now but thought I'd mention it.I am not going to do a springover for a number of reasons,
the most important one to me is that I plan to have the troop seats in the back and take the
family out on the trail,6 of us.The higher center of gravity would not be a good
idea...plus I find it fun,and the kids do too,to ride along in the back.It was built for it,
might as well go for it!!
Ideas,opinions,misc.ramblings,lets hear it!Is there a better way without spending a ton
of cash on an overdrive or an underdrive or both (yuck)and still get the low low end and
the overdrive?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30273 NEXT>30276 30277 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There are automatics with od that go behind dodge cummins and the other big
blocks...but you can't find one?Did you try www.car-parts.com?The nv4500 is a good
tranny,there are several variants of it.The earlier (chevy?)ones have a lower first gear.
They do have issues sometimes with the 5th gear retaining nut coming loose in the
turbodiesels,but standard transmission and others have upgraded parts to take care of.this...
SUBJECT>Re:Brian M POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30267 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
luckily it didnt do any permanent damage,yeah,i could use a fording kit,or better yet a
parascope.i drove it to utah 7 days later.the seats were still wet when i got here.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since Chrysler hasn't built a big block since 1978 for cars and trucks,what OD tranny is
there for them?All the stuff I find on the 46RE,46RH,518,618,are all for the small
blocks and v-10 models.The 47 stuff is for diesels.None of those bolt to the big block.
Am I missing something??Maybe so...it seems to me it should be possible,I just cant
find anything that says it does it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Maybe...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30274 NEXT>30278 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm sure there are dodge manual trannies somewhere that had a married NP205.Why not
use one of them,an NP203 gearbox on the married NP205 then go with 4.56 gears?Our
stock gearing nets us around a 69:1 crawl ratio.With what I just mentioned,and the only
real variable would be the granny gear in the tranny,(if we give that a 6:1 ratio)it would
net over 100:1 crawl ratio.And the 60mph revs would go from 3034rpm stock truck (no
od)to 2357rpm 4.56 and no OD.
STock gears,and the 27%od of the NV4500 gives you 2215rpm at 60mph.*I used 39"as
a common for tire size in these calcs.
Less gear options but easier?Not as much fun as crawling slower than a clock?I'd
personally would go 4.56 with an auto because you'll get an added reduction due to the
torque converter instead working the clutch more.Oh,and I'd keep 5.87 and try for taller
od.
SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30277 NEXT>30279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just bought those rebuilt axles from Barry and was planning on using the 5.87's...one
thing about repowering the truck,I not only enjoy the low gearing it came with,but also I
want to keep the axles stock.Just personal preference,like the troop seats for trail
riding...most owners never use them for that...I wished I could use them more...especially
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like at the FE where people that didnt bring a truck,often,are standing around unable to.ride the trails.Since the
cab only holds 2 or 3,the troop seats are essential in my book.
That is the big reason I bought those axles,to stay stock on the axle gearing side...maybe
I'm a little looney????
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30278 NEXT>30283 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe you can find an old clark 280VO with a 20%od behind some old dodge in a truck
or bus.??
SUBJECT>river side crack in door POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone come up with a successful fix for the cracking door problem?Mine is
cracked on the drivers door right where the front window mount is.
I assume this is a design flaw caused by the door flexing everytime it is closed.I also
assume a weld will not work since the flex will continue to happen.
I thought about welding a flat piece of steel across the top of the door for reinforcement.
But I am worried about what that might do to the value of the truck from a collectors
point of view.
SUBJECT>Northwest truck on eBay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>copy and paste the item #into the search blank
LINKURL>http://www.ebay.com
Item #2439728597
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30249 NEXT>30300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sent them by email.I think the folder was to big my dad didnt get them either.Ill try and
send them when I get back home in Jan.
SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30279 NEXT>30289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Myself I'm going with a Ranger overdrive unit (0.27%overdrive)and a stock T98.The
T98 has a lower first gear than a NV4500 and I can keep the stock PTO.The ranger is
rated to 450 lbs-ft so it should be fine behind my Olds 455 :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>Adam EMAIL>.DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30246 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you definietely need the kit to do the swap?165.00 ouch no wonder the 205 sounds
pretty good.
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30273 NEXT>30290 30298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
The NV4500 uses a bell housing meant just for it.The early '93 &'94 Chevy models had a
different bolt pattern than the Dodges and all newer Chevy's.All Chevy and the Dodge
gas versions have the same input shaft size and spline count.The HD version for the
Cummings has a 10 spline 1-1.25"input shaft.The gas versions will fit your Dodge
crankshaft.I believe Advanced Adapters has a kit for several hundred dollars that will let
you use your stock bellhousing.I mention this because that is a cost that you might not
have considered yet.I got lucky in that I found a Chevy truck with a blown diesel and was
able to pull the trans,bellhousing,clutch,pressure plate,flywheel,crossmember,trans
mount and hydrolic clutch linkage.I priced these parts out seperately thru Advanced
Adapters,Car Quest and Autozone.The cheapest was a little over $800.00.
I am not trying to talk you out of the NV4500.I agree with you about keeping the stock
axles with the 5.87.The NV4500 seemed the only workable choice for me,I hate
automatics and I want a PTO port.
I found that every junk yard I talked to about a NV4500 claimed they didn't have one and
hadn't seen one.I called aver fifty.When I showed up and looked at some of these places,
most had at least one still in a vehicle.They knew what they were worth so I didn't get
them.I did find one out of a truck a few months ago.It was just sitting in the junk yard all
by itself with no shifter.I got it for $10.00.The input shaft and bearing are bad.It will
still cost me close to a thousand dollars to have it set up in a truck.
Sorry for rambling on.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Driver side crack in door POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30280 NEXT>30287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you weld the metl on the inside of the door.I know this means major disasembly,but
it would reinforce with out detracting from the look and then the value of the truck.Just a
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thought.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Driver side crack in door POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 8:55 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30286 NEXT>30372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i welded mine from the outside,and then i grinded it down.after a quick bit of paint you
cant even tell it was fixed unless you specifically look for it.its work well so far.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30246 NEXT>30299 30475 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i dont know much about this,but if i'm not mistaken cant you just swap the e-brake shaft
whith the one that bolts to the driveshaft and just not have the e-brake drum anymore?i
dunno,just my thoughts.i'm probably totaly off anyway.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30283 NEXT>30295 30297 30307
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rated at 450 lb-ft?Is that raw capacity,or is it rated for "an engine capable of producing"
that?Sounds dumb,but figure the 455 putting out,say,a conservative 300 lb-ft,
multiplied by the 1st gear ratio of 6.4:1,you get a torque input of almost 2K.With t-case
in low range and rans in reverse,you can actually see a scad over 4500.This is with
conservative numbers...BANG!You may want to look into this before laying out several
large clams...
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30285 NEXT>30296 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Any ideas on what transfer cases will mate up to the married NV4500s?Obviously the
Dodge NP241 will bolt to the Dodge NV4500,and Chebby T-case will bolt to Chebby
trans,but are the Chebby 'cases workable with Dodge trans'?(can a chebby driver-side
front drop fit a Dodge NV4500,or would I need a chebby trans?)
SUBJECT>How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30292 30293 30303 30312 30317 30321 30323 30330 30340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Here is a question that I was pondering in my head and was just curious what the "norm"
was on this.Do you pronounce M715:
M -Seven Fifteen
M -Seven One Five.M -Seventy One Five
M -Seven Hundred Fiften
I personally use the first...how about you?
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use the second.In the Military we always try to say every letter or number by itself so it
is clear over the radio,just a habit.
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>30294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use the first also
I've heard that some military personel insist that it should be M seven one five...........Not
in myself ,just what someone told me once.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30293 NEXT>30305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear both about equally...personally I use the first because where I live the area code is
715 and that gets said digit by digit...saying the truck as 7-15 sticks it out as something
other than the area code.
Cool area code huh?Bet ya just want to move here and help me redo my truck...and
shovel snow....and freeze till March or so...
brute4c
SUBJECT>im running the nv4500 and stock winch POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the pto fits fine (a new one does)and the linkage is pretty close
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30290 NEXT>30301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I have been reading,the output can go either way,may need to change the
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shaft to have a Dodge bolt to chevy or vice-versa.On the input side,the lower gear chevy
ones have a shorter stickout,so if an adapter is needed,this is not the one to choose.The
later,higher first gear,chevys and Dodges use a longer input shaft and are ok for
adapters...just in case it matters...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30289 NEXT>30308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ranger goes between the engine and the transmission,so it just receives the torque
that comes out of the engine.My 455 will probably put 500lbs-ft gross,but counting the
water pump,power steering,alternator,it probably goes down to 450.I'm pretty confident
it will do fine.
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30285 NEXT>30304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As I dont currently have a bellhousing either way...what application am I looking for to
get the right one for an NV4500...I guess knowing that would be quite important to the
overall price.
As far as adapting to the big block Dodges,AA never mentions them,Novak says they
are too powerful...but they make big block chevy mounts and kits for the M715...go
figure...guess the Dodge big blocks are horsepower kings against the general???
brute4c
(Yeah I know,they just dont want to make the mounts for the Dodge BB.)
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes you can...course you don't have an emergency brake then...handy off road at times,
can't leave the truck running and get out on anything but truly flat terrain,is required in
some states...but you can do it.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:More new members pics are up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30282 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good Koobster...will wait for that!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30296 NEXT>30302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guys at http://www.standardtransmission.com/,and Sticks Only,Stick Only
Transmission Parts
9900 Glenoaks Blvd.Suite 2
Sun Valley,CA 91352
(818)768-4747
(800)225-8824
have done gobs of this kind of work,and are smarter than me.Standard trans is especially.good with the nv4500...
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30301 NEXT>30336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cruisin there site now,thanks Alan!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>
30352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I'm talking to someone out of the loop,it's an M-seven-one-five.When talking to
someone in the loop or some surplus guys,it's just a plane seven fifteen,or seven fifteens.
I don't much cotton to the last two and would probably laugh at the person and pee on
something they own.
I was trying to explain which truck I had to an old Nam guy one day and tried,M seven
one five,then seven fifteen,then five quarter ton,then buck and a quarter,then..."Oh,a
five-quarter jeep with the fender flares...my kidneys still hurt!"
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30298 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get a Lakewood blow-proof one from Jegs or Summit and call it a day...
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30294 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently pointed out to Young Katie that nearly all the UPS packages arriving at my apt
have a 715 written on them...no frozen asses or shoveling involved.
SUBJECT>headed for california POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
headeed foe san diego tonite any members that want me to park the fire truck at thier
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house.should be there on thursday,pager #is 303-207-0188.be back in a couple weeks.
rock wildfirem715
SUBJECT>Hey bump POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30289 NEXT>30310 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.By the time all that multiplication happens,that torque is on the axle shafts not the tranny
anymore.Kinda like how a crawl ratio doesn't have to consider the engine at all.
SUBJECT>Re:Maybe...POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I was thinking of the Gear Vendors unit that goes aft the trans.
SUBJECT>Re:headed for california POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30306 NEXT>30311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck,be safe,fine job your doing!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey bump POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30307 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since the torque multiplication occurrrs in the trans and transfer case,everything
"downstream"(where I thought the overdrive was,see earlier post)would be subjected to
the output torque.Otherwise we'd be running cardboard driveshafts.
Since the unit Mikel is speaking of is ahead of the trans,you are correct,nothing
upstream of the multiplication sees the multiplication.Oddly,that's why a worn clutch
slips more readily in high gear than low gear -it receives full torque in high gear,but not
so much so in lower gears.
SUBJECT>Re:headed for california POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30309 NEXT>30320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go get 'em Wildfire.Be safe.
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 12:00
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>30313 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I usually say M seven one five,but sometimes I say M seven fifteen.
When I take artistic license the CW McCall song "Four Wheel Drive"about "My CJ Five
with the four wheel drive,"I sing "M sev'n one five with the four wheel drive.":-)Makes
my wife roll her eyes just about every time.:-)
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>bumpr.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30312 NEXT>
30314 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone that reads JP Magazine or the BB of that mag:
As long as it's not pronounced "Rubicon",we're OK!
HA-I slay me!
SUBJECT>anyone...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help Robert to make sure he completes his task.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30264 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gallery 14...........I kid him bout just leaving the strap hooked between us so I dont have to
keep getting out to hook them up.He actually does OK considering the rig.He is getting a
little more gutsy each time.
SUBJECT>Junk and hydraulics POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30318 30326 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of our platform lifts we use for construction is on the blink.
While looking at it i got all excited and giddy hoping it will be far beyond repair.
It is 24v electric
Has a 24v hydraulic pump
24v controls for up down,forward reverse,left and right.
The right steer is what is malfunctioning.(valve body is bad)
There is one ram for steering
one ram for lifting
one hydraulic motor for drive
Think of the possibilities
Just thought this might give some people ideas of a new place to look for parts.We
bought this peach used 7 years ago for $600.Might be a good thing to watch for.Pay
attention to voltage.All the others we have are 36 or 48v.
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SUBJECT>Five-Quarter POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,
at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Or "M seven one five".CD
SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30316 NEXT>30337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geez Doug,You know those lil mini trucks with the bed that tilts in all directions and has
467 speakers in the back...Heck,I think they are rag tops too...Think of the
possibilities....
SUBJECT>Ford drivetrain?POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone tried using axles from an '86-'97 F350 in a 715?I have a 351M and a C4 in
my 715 right now and I just found a 1988 F350 4X4 w/a 460 5-spd for short money.I
had already been thinking of bolting a 2WD ZF to my 351M and keeping the NP200.But
this would give me a 460 (EFI if I wanted the hassle)and a modern T-case along with
OD.But will the axles work?
THX
GB
SUBJECT>Re:headed for california POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30311 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Roll on up to Orange County for a beer or 4,I'll be here.
Thanks for the help
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told by a buddy,who is a military collector that the second is correct.(M seven one
five).
But,you gotta say what you feel is correct...
Ricky...seeya...
M-seven-one-five owner
also a bad ass truck.......
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29
October 2003,at 5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30272 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excuse me for being a smart ass but the Dodge/Plymouth flathead,as found in the M37,.looks to have the same
bellhousing pattern that the Tornado has.This option would have
you making a side step in progress rather than moving forward.At least you'd have more
hop-up options and parts availability.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Little Tonka!
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 5:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30253 NEXT>30446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Send me some.Will
SUBJECT>Re:sorta long and off topic...Support for our troops?POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>30248 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wish I could still get my hands on a couple of those,got a opossum problem.
hehe boom,splatter.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>30316 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We have 5 of those at work.I've been dreaming of the day one of them goes to hell.But
of course everytime they break down I have to figure it out and order parts.
SUBJECT>leaving on a southern train POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
29 October 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30334
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahah DONE WITH WORK.
off to see some of our former colleagues from this board,and then off to UT!!725 to
recieve axles asap,pics of all work to be taken and posted as well.
btw JON WHERE THE HELL IS THE LIST !!!heheh,just get it up for now,I'll be in
touch about admin stuff when I get home.
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OHIO FOLKS--sorry I didn't get in touch,had some phone issues at the beginning of the
trip,and then threw out the list of phone numbers in the middle.I will be planning my
return trip in spring specifically around Toledo/ayton just to see you all.Circumstance
requires a southern trip this time.Weather and all that rot..Have some good pics of Barry's and Spicers's junk for
the site,will post upon arrival in
UT.
see you all later...
SUBJECT>there is something funky..BUT...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30319 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I can't remember what.Spring perch location on the pumpkin?There was some
discussion about this very topic a few years ago.
Going to hit the yards and measure up some axles for common reference when I get
home..I"m kind of curious myself.
Offhand,I can't think of any reason they wouldn't work...but maybe there's somethign
ridiculous.You know Fords.....
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30273 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need a short output shaft 727.you can find them in early 70's dodges with the
divorced 205 xfer.they made them for big and small blocks.even if you found one for
small block you could use the output shaft and rear housing on a BB trans housing.ANY
BB housing will work,car or truck 2 wheel or 4 wheel drive.e-mail me -i might know
where one is
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>30331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M 7 2 5
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,29 October 2003,at 11:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30330 NEXT>30343 30354 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I say collection of jeeps,she says "JUNK".I say the first one m seven fifteen,she says M
JUNK.I say BLOW ME!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 1:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30273 NEXT>30351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was reading an article on od autos the other month and Dodge's was just a 727 with the
od added on.They had problems with the oiling for the od gears but is supposedly an easy
fix.My point is that the 727's came behind everything Dodge had and you should be able
to find one for your motor.Annother option might be to just go the adapter route and go
with (dare I say it?)a GM od auto.A BUILT 700r4 or any diesel trans should be up to the.task.I know a lot of people
swear by the sticks (including myself in cars)but for easing
into pulling out a stuck truck or inching over that next rock ledge nothing beats the
smooth,torque multiplying performance of an auto.
Just my .02
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,
at 1:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30272 NEXT>30342 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,I wanted to thank you for putting the official (as you are the official)stamp on it.I
am refering to the small "c"for chevy and the capitol "F"for Ford as posted above.Now
if only Spice would stay on his medication we could get him to admit it too!And Spice,if
you reply:start taking the meds again,if not then you are obiviously in support of this
trend!!
Man,I need someone to pick a fight with.W/O B.posting and giving me the stress relief
its getting ugly around my place -well uglier anyway.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:leaving on a southern train POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On a southbound train even?LOL...
Dammit,and I got another two days still till my weekend.Lucky bastad.
SUBJECT>OD paint POSTER>Pete,NJ EMAIL>over2land@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do any of you paint your drivetrain componants OD?
Weren't all the drivetrain componants OD to start with?
And,if you've painted the truck OD,would you use the same paint on the Dreivtrain?
I am wondering cause of fluids...brake,and oils and whatnot.Wouldn't they destroy
normal paint?
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,30 October
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2003,at 4:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30302 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in the process of sticking an NV4500 (03'Dodge)in my CJ7.I found that the earlier
version chevy (6.34 first)were supposedly loud and had fifth problems,the 03'also had
the 29 spline output.I bought the full bellhousing kit from advance that includes
everything needed to mate to a chevy for around 800.It all went together like it should,
without the slightest problem.If you get the tranny from advanced they'll set up the.internals for you.If i had
driven it yet,i'd tell you how awesome it is,but unfortunetely
haven't finished the install quite yet.I plan on using the same one in the M715 when i get
some more money.That way both my toys have the same components,so only need one
spare for both.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30318 NEXT>30339 30345 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was thinking rear steering....dump box..snow plow......hydraulic winch.........that sort of
stuff
Grow up Al,your 39 now!!!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>Jeremy
EMAIL>jerdogjones@aol.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30256 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for for the info.One of the driveline places that I ckeck with had a flange that
would attach to the driveshaft and had the same bolt pattern as the one on the e-brake
drum,but the pilot was too big.They said that it could be machined to fit,but I will have
to check on how much that will cost.Maybe this could be a cheaper alternative???
Jeremy
SUBJECT>Yo Doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30337 NEXT>30341 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On some of the larger platform lift for outdoor use they have dana 60's and 70 with
detroits.!!!I nearly $hit when I saw them and then the guy told me about the lockers!The
steer axle does have the pumpkin directly in the center which is odd,but in the travels
watch for some of those dogs!
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
30 October 2003,at 5:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30291 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now I just say seven-fifteen,as in the "ole seven-fifteen".Of course the fifteen comes out
as "fiteen".It rolls off the tongue easier that way.Back in my Army days we didn't use
every letter as if talking on the radio.Just used whatever was easiest,as in say;
"over there by the sixty".Be it tank or MG.Or "track"in place of M113A1.Only if you
had to differentiate would you call them one-thirteens or five-seven-sevens.
Enough dating myself,you get the idea.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:22
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vermeer trenchers (made locally)Use locked dana 44s.
I don't know a guy who doesn't know this guy that works there and didn't get two of those
for his jeep ;)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 October
2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>30333 NEXT>30344 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are plenty of 4 speed with PTO and rear mounts and MUCH easier ways to bolt it
up directly to a/your choice of motor and cheaply to boot.Speaking of old boots,
Ron...I've noticed in Brians absence you've been getting a little cocky.Since the wrong
medicine episode in the hospital 'strap me down,'I'm off them for good.In honor of B-,
and his value of principals,I'll think you need to add one more letter to your previous
post."U".Capital "F"capital "U".Feel better?
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30331 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and the response?I might try that,depending on results!
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,30
October 2003,at 5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30342 NEXT>30358
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Even Benny hasn't ben around.......he said a couple of days and whats it ben?Two,three
weeks now?Maybe he found some chick down there in florida.
On a side note,My boss threw me a bag of .223 blanks yesterday.
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At first I thought "what the heck am i gonna do with blanks?"
Then I remembered that I have an adjustable trigger on my AR15.
The brand is J.A.R.D........every aspect of it is adjustable,even
the disconnect.It would make short work of getting rid of those hundred or so
blanks.Humm
SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30337 NEXT>30346 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,all right....And to think years ago I could have entered the mini truck crowd...Oh the
horror!.SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 6:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30345 NEXT>30366 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please don't tell me you wear your pants low so everybody can see your boxers.please.
Ya gonna go git your 9 and pop a cap in any homie that say a dancing bed on a 715 isn't
cool.Go get yourself a fourty a mellow,dewd.
excuse my lame gangbanger talk
I'm from Iowa
DOug
SUBJECT>ueces POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30350 30391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is the correct M series number for a duece and its variants??Like M3?
ThX...Kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>well...should I buy POSTER>henry EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30349 30353 30377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi there,
I used to own a civ.gladiator
I did so much work only to have it stored and
well,put it this way I lost it to the land lord.
So here I have a nother chace at one.
Well,its a 725 an "ambalance"
Only 15k on the clock
still retaining a bit of its original value at a
2500 asking price.
I am thinking for a daily driver in massachusets
The winters are getting tougher here.
4 wheel drive...(Im practicing to sell my girl on the idea
um...camping!camping will be great!)
the beauty is that its in kansas they have a shipper in
mind.How much would a shipper be?
I will look it up for comparable prices.
It was used for some county ambulance
service.It is original od inside
do you think it is 24 volt?
Are split rims hard to replace with
easier ones?
I am an artist and hauling paintings in.my toyota is getting lame.
By the by
would anyone would a painting of their
m715?send me a photo 10"x 12"
oil on wood panel $300.00 k ok $250.00
Ok,back to the point
Im in my early early 30's
need a daily driver,
I have a feeling this will
hold its value.and not rust
away quickly.and not be
too much of a head ache
as most cars under $5000
that are not toyota that is
and not rusty.
let me know what you think
henry klein
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30348 NEXT>30367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the club!
I know of a M725 that might be for sale in MA (not mine).Email me for more details...
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:Dueces POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to see if I can remember to bring in a paper I have about deuce's and 5 tons.It's
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about a page long with all the varients.
SUBJECT>Re:NV4500 or ?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Dodge autos come in big block specific bolt pattern and small block specific
patterns.I know they make the 618,727 with an overdrive,but it is a small block
pattern...guess it might work,by what krob said above,to use the rear part of an overdirve
tranny on the front part of the big block one...will have to check into that...who
knows...might make things real easy yet!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30303 NEXT>30363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.In the military
The correct way would be M seven one five.
But I find that not the case with 2 numbers.
M thirty seven
M sixty (tank)
M sixty M-G
M sixteen .....
In Canada most soldiers use Duece or Duece and a half when the proper term is MLVW
(medium logisttical vehicle wheeled)in Quebec we also use the French version.(VLMR)
vehicle logistique moyen a roues.
With the old GM's they were Just called five Quads or five quarters.
the new trucks are called (LSVW)light support vehicle wheeled or in French (VSLR)
vehicle de soutien leger a roues.seems nobody calles them five quads any more.
Here is a link if anyone is interested.
I call mine a M seven fifteen when talking it to the guys at the unit I just call it a Jeep five
quad.They get the point.
Next question is it proper to spell it M715 or M-715
HA!
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30348 NEXT>30362 30371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a 37 year old vehicle.It drives hard and load and will beat and bang you.It's not a
Toyota or any SUV by any stretch of the imagination.
As long as you know what you're getting and don't expect to have a comfortable vehicle,
you should be fine.Just remember,it's a heavy-duty vehicle made for military use without
much regard to comfort.
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine calls my truck "the other woman"somthing about spending more time with her......
This is why garage is next to the TV room.She watches Oprah,while I work on the truck.
If the door is open isn't that spending quality time?:o}
Allan
SUBJECT>Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>adam
EMAIL>ajbirken@unity.ncsu.edu DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone used these tires?Will they fit on the stock rims?They look like they would.be great if you can get some
cheap surplus.
Thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30355 NEXT>30361 30408 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,yes and they work pretty good...spicer grooved his for even better traction,but
several people have reported good results.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30370 30373 30390 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Finally it is on the site,see the link in the left hand menu right under the red Members
Menu title.
Tacoma,thanks for volunteering to gather and organize this data!!!!
Everyone on the list,please check that your info is correct...it may have gotten jumbled a
little on my end,and send corrections to me at brute4c@yahoo.com
Anyone not on the list that wishes to be added,send your info to the same email.
Sorry for the long wait...hope it helps!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30344 NEXT>30467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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want some help poppin them off Ill bring my ar15 too
SUBJECT>nv4500 question POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,30
October 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30360
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone know what you have to do to still use sticks for np200 and ebrake when swapping
to nv4500 out of 99 chev 1 ton truck 2 wheel drive?
SUBJECT>Re:nv4500 question POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30359 NEXT>30449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im outside lining up my tranny/axles and such right now.it looks like a piece of angle
iron bolted to the side of the nv4500 will work.at least thats what i plan on doing.bolting
the angle iron up,then welding to it.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30356 NEXT>30375 30378 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
There are several guys selling these,and muuuch bigger michelins on the pirateboard,and
www.armytires.com
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30353 NEXT>30364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
24 volt?Who knows,some get converted,some don't.It's gonna be uncomfortable,and
hella slow for a daily driver,like 40mph top speed with stock motor and gearing.
Replacement 4.10 gears to make it more livable in that regard were getting hard to find
last time I checked.Could you make it work?Sure,you can make anything work.I think
you'd be better off with an 86 4runner by what you say your needs are.M7-anything
would bite as a daily driver,in my opinion,even with a lot of mods.I know this will
probably ruffle some folks,but that's what I think...My 715 is pretty much a trailer queen
rock beater...With a chevy 350,38"tires,and stock rest of the drivetrain,she's running at
about optimum everything at 35 mph,she seems to really like about .5 mph much better:)
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30352 NEXT>
30387 30415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have to talk like "Ike"on South Park when you say those?
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30362 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Henry,I drive mine every day.It has chevy running gear with an automatic trans.and
power steering.Some people say it rides rough,but it is about the same as a new Ford
Super Duty!If you are hauling paintings,I have to agree with Alan,buy an SUV with a
softer ride.If you NEED heavy duty,Get the 725.
I enjoy driving my 715,and I drive it as much as possible,but it is not for everyone.Most
other drivers hate it.I start my own parade of pissed off people where ever I go.I would
not trade it for anything!Good Luck!Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Hey Barry!POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,I lost your phone number and your email.I am trying to locate a stock 230 starter
for someone.Do you have one?Help!
Thanks,Mike Petrus.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk and hydraulics POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30346 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.To da*m funny!!!
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>henry EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the info
wheres the truck
in mass?
henry
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry!POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30365 NEXT>30374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,I sent you my phone #.I have a couple of starters,One of them HAS to be good.
Barry
SUBJECT>MEASUREMENT NEE ED POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would one of you with a stock M-715,mind takeing a measurement from the floorboard
up to the seat (front and rear)of the seat .I have different seats in mine and wanted to see
if these are taller or shorter than my old stock seats that I no longer have .Thanks Much
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>30357 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good job Tacoma and Jon.everything on mine is correct.
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30353 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want a reliable daily driver,well...uh....I've had mine for a year now,and it's been
out of commission for about 1/2 that time,altho now it is running the way I like it.For
hauling paintings,art,etc???I'm not sure I'd haul anything real delicate in there.With the
stock springs,it's a rought ride.Dunno if the ambulance body adds weight and/or rides
smoother.
For about $3K you can get a nice 4 door sedan that'll be more reliable as a daily driver
than a 715 in unknown condition.
That all said,I'm driving MY 715 to work right now because my FSJ has an intermittent
electrical short somewhere...
SUBJECT>Re:Driver side crack in door POSTER>Jasper Monroe.EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at
4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30287 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before you decide what to do...first stop drill a hole in front of the crack.That will stop
the crack from growing till you decide how you will do it.I would stop drill the
crack..weld it..grind it and paint it.
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany
EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30357 NEXT>30385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looks great to me thanks for all the hard work
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Barry!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a starter that I think is 24v.If you dont get eather of Barrys Ill sell ya mine.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30361 NEXT>LINKNAME>Michilin XL
LINKURL>http://www.safarigard.com/TIRE%20MAIN.htm
Here is another great link for the XL's.They also have the other Michelin military tires
too.
SUBJECT>Windshield?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Off the top of anyones head.Do you know the size of the windshield.
A friend of a friend said he would cut me one out if I could tell him the size.Thanks Will
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 6:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30348 NEXT>30386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i bought a 67 m725 for $700 that when i get done with will have sunk about $5000 give
or take a million or 2.the fuel pump,rocker arms,alt,carb,plugs and some other things
were missing.ok ,well motor was froze so i bought a rebuilt 350 chev.complete with
trans for $600.front and rear shoes and wheelcyls $180.turned drums $50.master cyl
$45.4-38.5x11x16 boggers $840 +$40 to mount still need-novak adapters $439.Mounts
$135.carquest-24 volt one wire alt,$135.batteries,belts,hoses,rad.,Paint,seats,clutch
assembly,ujoints,ect,ect.and me doing all labor.Im an ase master certified tech,Wasnt
smart enough to do anything else,lol.Dont get me wrong I LOVE my truck and cant wait
to get it done to drive it and have fun with it offroad where they shine.its a labor of love
but you have something that is built to go just about anywhere you have the guts to go
and get you back hone with a smile on your face as you look at all the people standing.there with there mouths open
and a million questions about your truck.they were built for
offroad use and not for comfort.you can drive it and enjoy it but Id listen to these guys on
the Zone as they know what they are talking about.good luck and enjoy it if u get one.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30361 NEXT>30383 30402 30435 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Alan,that site no longer belongs to them.They goofed up a while ago and lost it.I
like the XL but I think I'm going to get the XML instead.Just seems like a better tread for
what I want to do,and I don't have a tire cutting tool like Tom.If you want the number
for this company check the past posts for armytires.Here is an e-mail they sent me.
Michele is a very nice lady!
"Hi We're in Montreal,that's approx 11 hours from MI,
We will have the XML 325 85/R16 tires in a used but good tread soon if you can wait a
few weeks,otherwise if you want brand new ones that have only been mounted but are
brand new those are $295.00 each.
The used ones are $180.00 each and the tread left is between 75%-85%
We do have 60%-65%which people re-groove and those are $65.00 each."
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
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DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30376 NEXT>30380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll need to make a pattern most likely since it's kind of trapezoidial with round
corners.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30379 NEXT>30389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I really was'nt wanting to take the old one out.Because it might be a while before
he gets the glass to me.Will
Check out this http://www.grayrockorv.com/John Summers truck is on page 3
SUBJECT>arn Pics POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30388 30393 30396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it just me,or is anyone else having problems looking at Billy Maynard's truck pictures?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Got a fake one POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,
30 October 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>28739 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.my 725 has holder behind seat.I wonder if its legal to carry my AR with loaded 30 rnd
clip?lol!I want a holder for the other side for my AK.Has anyone got a 50 cal.on turret
mount for the top?I could really hear my neighbors talk about that.I cant wait to see the
looks on there faces when I drive over there cars and maybe even chase them through
there house in my truck.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I BOUGHT NEW 38.5x11x16 boggers for $204.each +tax.not sure how they wear but
there just what i need for hunting and mud.So far good as my truck is still in the same
spot as when i put them on.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave...busa POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,30
October 2003,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30147 NEXT>30489
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive scratched the pegs up on mine already.Ive been runnin it at the strip trying to get
mine to leave the line without frying the tire off the rim or wheelying done the track as
they kinda frown on that.next year its gettin a T.R.E.and the biggest,stickiest tire i can
find and 3 inch drop along with exhaust.babying it out of the hole ive ran 10:30 at 139
mph my best is a 9:98 at 148.lookin at 9:60's its capable stock.Can the others brag about
that?nah!we can!
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30373 NEXT>30451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool!
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>Kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30377 NEXT>30433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My daily driver (69 wag)is getting the slowest ground up ever.I started driving my 69
CJ-5 trail rig as a daily driver.Well I blew up my CJ engine in early Aug.That left the ole
stock M seven one five (was that right folks?)I drove it about a month till I could get the
CJ mobile again.Let me tell you,I love my truck but I was ready to get back in the CJ by
the time it was running.There cool as ever,but they are painfully slow,ride like heck,
and if you have stock seats with military canvas,you will pretty much stink after driving
it.Not good when your flirting with that 20 year old running the cash register in the cafe
at work...And the paintings...Better but lots of padding...Good luck with your
decision....
SUBJECT>Hey Bumpr way off topic bout southpark POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,30 October 2003,at 10:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30363 NEXT>30392 30524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.If you are a Southpark fan,there is a movie Trey Parker and Matt Stone (originators of
SP)made called Orgazmo.It's about a pure mormon couple who want to get married in
the mormon tabernacle in SLC.They are in LA trying raise money selling bibles door to
door.Well I won't give it away,but it's the funniest darn (or is it dang?)
movie of southpark caliber I have ever seen.It is out of print everywhere,but I found it at
Barnes and Nobel online.Best 18.00 bucks I ever spent....M715...There I said it...
SUBJECT>Re:Darn Pics POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 2:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30381
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too,I keep getting an error messege.
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 3:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30380 NEXT>30462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if you take the glass out,lay the windshield on a pice of cardboard and trace the hole on
it.i did and it worked......they cut the glass off the cardboard
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30357 NEXT>30438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It has'nt made it to Alabama yet.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Dueces POSTER>Dan EMAIL>count@gtlakes.com DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30347 NEXT>30399
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two and 0ne-Half Ton.
All I know of.M34 M35 M35A1 M35A2 M36 M36A2 M47 M59 M342A2 M49 M49A1
M49A2 M50 M50A1 M50A2 M48 M275 M275A1 M275A2 M109 M109A1 M109A2
M60 M108
Dan
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bumpr way off topic bout southpark POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30387 NEXT>
30400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll have to look that one up.Th etitle should be easy to remember!I like the no-
holds-barred,politically incorrect,pure comedy of SP and its ilk.This week's episode,
where Token lays down his forst bass riff -that was the funniest "Gosh-arnitts"ever!If
you saw it,you know what I'm typeing about,if not,you'll never get it without seeing it
for yourself.It's the episode where Eric starts a Christioan Rock Band...
SUBJECT>Re:Darn Pics POSTER>BrianM (UT+NH)EMAIL>jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30381
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.diddo
SUBJECT>New guy here POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>NEXT>30395 30401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy!
Had a 715 for a while,but just today posted here.Glad to find a site where all these trucks
are discussed.Seems to me that alot of you know alot about these trucks-maybe I can
learn a thing or two.
Anyhow,just wanted to introduce myself!I think this place is just the bee's knees and so
you fellers might see more of me!
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
31 October 2003,at 5:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30394 NEXT>30397
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome where do u hale from
SUBJECT>Fixed now...sorry!ntxt POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30381
NEXT>30456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30395 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome from Portland!Lots of answers here.It's a good board with good members.If
you have questions try a search and if you can't find what you are looking for,ask
away....Kaiaserjeeps..
SUBJECT>Re:MEASUREMENT NEE ED POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30369 NEXT>30453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,I dug my truck out today and drove it to work.I'll get those measurements tonight
when I get home and post....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Dueces POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30391
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!Thanks Dan...Thats what I needed..appreciate it!Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bumpr way off topic bout southpark
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,31 October
2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30392 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'll have to try to find that.My X wife cut the cable to basic.Thats OK,who has time to
watch the tube when there's trucks to fix....You will get a kick out of that movie.It's not
for kids though...
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30394
NEXT>30403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where ya from?Whatcha got?Whatcha use it for?Welcome!
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30378 NEXT>30448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my tire grooving iron here:
http://store.yahoo.com/randys-racemart/tirgroovir.html
It works awesome!and it was $62 to my door.It took about 20 minute per tire to groove
38"swampers the way I wanted them...
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30401 NEXT>30405
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow!3 welcomes in about 2 hours!
I got a '68 715 that's knee deep in Swampers.It's almost got a 350 in it,but I need to put a
little more love in it in order to claim that.A muncie 4 speed married to a 205.The rest is
stock.
As to what I use it for......I'll tell you when I figure that one out myself.Right now it
makes a handy paperweight.
As to where I live-it ain't on most maps.I've got a little farm in Mississippi.
What do most of you use your trucks for?Any daily drivers?It seems to me that this type
truck has to be bought for a specific purpose seeing as how odd it is.I got mine to tote my
tractor around.
SUBJECT>I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Jeepist Doug?IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30409 30434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Captian Kangaroo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30403 NEXT>30406
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry mister Greenjeans,
Newbe day was last week.You will have to wait for the next one.It is tenativly scheduled
for jan 28,2005.Thanks
Captian
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30405 NEXT>30407
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I'll be da**ed!And to think,I was getting to really like this place.
Man,if I hadn't read the posting board rules and noted the part about cussing,flaming,
telling a memeber to eat one then I'd give you a piece of my mind!
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Captian Kangaroo
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30406 NEXT>30410 30422 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Read em and weep.
Now go on,get ,now shoe before I get slim good body to show you his idea of a good
time
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30356 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Go to Velvet's XL's LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
I'd post the place I got mine but I really think the guy is an idiot.He'd tell me when he'd
be there and I'd send a truck and he'd not be there,did that crap for nearly a week,I got
'high treads'and the sidewalls were pretty nasty,and I just noticed last week that one had
been volcanized and is parting and has a scary big bubble on it.I've called the guy several
time,even telling him that I'm not looking for a freebie,just to get it replaced before it
blow out...with no results.Be sure you now exactly what your getting with take offs.ASK
questions...ALL of them.Below is a link to my 1100x16 XLs
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>avid N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30404 NEXT>30411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amen
SUBJECT>Uhhhh.POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30407 NEXT>30412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I get it,you guys are joshin'me!Well I'll be double da**ed!
This is alright.
Trucks and funnay?Mayn.I hit paydirt..Go ahead,tell me another.I luve to laugh.Laugh and drink Natty Light.That's my
hobbies.
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30409 NEXT>30414 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not to pry....but what's that "N."stand for?
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Captian Kangaroo EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30410
NEXT>30413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What part of git don't you understand??????IS it the "ga"or the "it".Man you southerners
take you own sweet time catchin on.
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31 October
2003,at 7:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>30412 NEXT>30417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hay now!Whatcha wanna go and drag down the south fur?
As far as I can tell this ain't yo board.You the moderator?
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Anyhow,them other two gents told me I was welcome.
Why you anna be so hateful?
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Captian Kangaroo
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30411 NEXT>30416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Listen here newbie,its none of your business what the "N"stands for.You will informed
on newbie day 2005.
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30363 NEXT>30432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
More like Bob and Doug
Get in the Five Quad Eh.And keep out of the Beer back there Eh!
Allan {Oo [ ]oO}
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30414 NEXT>30418 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now,I don't know why you're hating on me so much-but it's gotta stop.I did a search and
see that you didn't start posting until I did.What,do you hate the show?I just picked the
name,you suggest one that doesn't make you all red around the gills and I'll switch.It.don't make me no nevermind at
all.
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Captian Kangaroo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30413 NEXT>30419
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You remind of this nimrod that used to post here,He just never would catch on.If I was to
bet money,I would say you own a couple sheep on that farm of yours....am I right there?
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Captian Kangaroo EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30416
NEXT>30421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why don't you try Bian Sisson,you remind me so much of that skinney punk it almost
makes me ill.
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31 October
2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>30417 NEXT>30420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't reckon I wanna talk to you anymore.You insult me,then try to buddy up to me.
Are you my X girlfriend?If you are-Carrie I done tole you twice!Leave me alone and
stop follerin'me around!
By the by-My wife suckered me into buying a new TV for her last night.She had to have
one of those new flat screen jobbers.Any of you ever seen them?The only difference I
could tell was on the price tag.Sheesh.
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Captian Kangaroo EMAIL>DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30419 NEXT>30424
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is her name?I never thought flat was much good when it came to women.
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30418 NEXT>30423
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rolling credits.
Anyhow,now I feel all weird.And naked.And scared.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Slim Good Body
EMAIL>triggerman@gangcolor.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30407 NEXT>
30427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greenjeans,huh?I'll let you go this time 'cause you have a 205 and a Chevy motor.Is it.farm only?I ask because of
the lack of overdrive.
Welcome!Got any ping pong balls?
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Slim Good Body
EMAIL>triggerman@gangcolor.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30421 NEXT>
30425 30426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,back to NoRmAl?
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Uhhhh.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30420 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeaner.
She wanted one of those Phillips jobbers.I agreed thinking it would be $150 or so.Then I
showed up at Wal-Mart ready to tote and she presented me with the bill for $550.I was
pretty pi**ed,but this last week she's been really special to me*.
CSI never looked so good.
-B.
*e-mail me if you want details.
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SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30423 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was having all kinds of fun,but Doug hates the funnay.He LOATHES the funnay.
Sheesh.
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Captian Kangaroo
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30423 NEXT>30428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about you Al,but if Bs sitting in his office naked,I'd just as soon,not know
it.He wennt from greenjeans to no jeans awful quick
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30422 NEXT>30429 30450 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That name sounds sorta homo.Really.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Slim Good Body
EMAIL>triggerman@gangcolor.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:35 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>30426 NEXT>
30430 30431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He probably got the green jeans from bad balance in the pasture...if you know what I
mean.Baaaaaaaad baaaaaaalance.
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>Slim Good Body
EMAIL>triggerman@gangcolor.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30427 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's all a matter of confidence,birdlegs.
SUBJECT>Mission Statement POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30428 NEXT>30445
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gentlemen,
Our goal is clear.Our goal is simple.We were put on this board to provide the funnay.To
add 'filler'to the board to put a smile on the faces of the masses and to put some space
between the "How big of tires can I run"questions.We were comissioned by GOD to do
this.We were given a unique set of skills and jobs that allow us to sit at a PC all day
providing lame jokes to others.
We are here to keep lurkers coming back long after they know all they need to know
about 715's.We're here to keep this board from becoming an on-line manual.
What we need is a 4th memeber of the show.What we need is young blood.Let's start
interviewing.Any suggestions?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>Captian Kangaroo
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30428 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good one Slim!!!make sure he's eatin right while your at at.
B,greenjeans,whatever.......eat a plate full
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30415 NEXT>30437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hoser........that made me laugh Allan.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:well...should I buy POSTER>henry EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30386
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.well How about this
Scratch the Ambulance deal
I think the m715s are REALLY cool on the outside but
I guess when it comes to the inside
Drive train and such seems to be a pain.
So here is a thought Start from
scratch
Any Frames out there
any recomondations for a motor &Trany?
My girl really loves a wagoneer too
any help there?
prefer 60's over AMC head ache
My TOyota will last until I get it done.
Ambulance
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>rick
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30404 NEXT>30447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ghee,good to see the zone getting back to normal.i missed the humor.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys Got to be kidding me!
I just checked the phone listing for them 450-424-2399
They are located less than 10 min from my house and in the same town as our Garage.!!!
I'll try and take a run over and see what they have.
I was interested in NDT's but for the price and size I'll go with the Michelin's and if those
prices that you got quoted were in Cdn $
All the better.
If I can be any assistance in helping on this don't hesitate!
Allan
For once something is not a million miles away!
SUBJECT>Mint 400 desert race POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 8:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>30440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,look at the bottom photo on page 108 of your August '83 "Peterson's 4-Wheel &
Off-Road"!I didn't know that the Nevada National Guard campaigned an M715 in class 4
(disgused and entered as a "Honcho",but the big 6-lug bolt pattern,big front wheel arch,
vertical windshield,front bumper,and grille guard prove different.It just has a J-truck.bed on it!)Jon,as the
"keeper of the keys"here,please see if you can get permission to
re-print the image and caption,I'll be happy to scan it (unless someone else wants to,or
Petereson's has a big picture in the archives they are willing to donate).Enry #551,in case
you want to look it up.
Damm,I got to renew my subscrition sometime,this issue is getting a bit ratty.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:How to pronounce M715?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And hide that back bacon under your tuk,ok?
Yeah,heh,ok.
ok.
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30390 NEXT>30439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or Tennessee
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30438 NEXT>30441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you saying you are having trouble viewing the page?I'm kinda lost on this thread...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Mint 400 desert race POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30436 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess you should send me the info by email including the pic and text and I'll see what
can be done.
Sounds pretty cool!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30439 NEXT>30442 30465 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Right click on the left hand menu.Click "refresh"and it'll magically appear.I had the
same problem last night.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks Chris.
Will
SUBJECT>What would happen if....POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 3:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30444 30452 30455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My alternator overcharges.The needle is in the red and even turning the adjustment screw
back does no good.I have to drive it a bit tomorrow about 40 miles.Would it hurt if I just
disconnected it??I don't think the batteries would go dead that soon but really don't know
what might happen.I don't want to boil the batteries with overcharging so thought
unhooking the alternator an hour might not hurt.
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>henry
EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you spark off the batery for an hour?
Really?
could it be a voltage regulator?
Heck pop that VR with a ball pin?
OK tap tap
Are you in the daily driver section?
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hk
SUBJECT>Re:Mission Statement POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30430
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the hell is wrong with ole blood.
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>john summers EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30324
NEXT>30463 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will since i'm computer illiterate post a link to gray rock of page 3 of my pics
SUBJECT>Re:I wish B would come back ntxt POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,look at all the banter I missed today.I drove my truck to work today.I even turned
my gas fired oven heater on high cause its dern cold.Maybe snow sat night sun morn.
Geez I was at the coast looking at girls in their swimsuits last weekend.No Kidding...
Glad to see you back B.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 5:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30402.NEXT>30517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do the boggers and the xl's hold up on pavement not that mine will see much
SUBJECT>Re:nv4500 question POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
31 October 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30360 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me know what you do as im fixing to do something to mine and what are you doing
about rear mount and shaft.I guess from the sounds of it I stole my trans for $300.but it
needs input shaft and bearing,rear yoke and shifter with 4 bolt cover and spacer.Its out
of 99 cheby 1 ton.anyone know where i can find these parts?
SUBJECT>Re:New guy here POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,31
October 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30427 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wasnt caption kangaroo up on some sex charges or somethin used to hate it when he was
the only thing on tv to watch.sounds a lot ruder now though.lol.
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>fivequarter
EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ditto!
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at
6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaKt5eHryP2jk PREVIOUS>30443
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check voltage across the batteries with a voltmeter,shouldn't exceed 28.8 volts.
Voltmeter in the dash may be bad.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:MEASUREMENT NEE ED POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,31 October 2003,at 7:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30398 NEXT>30454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Curtis,Sorry for taking so long.I spaced it from being so tired after work today.I
measured 13 inches in front and 11 1/2 in back.Thats in front of the seat to the top of the
cushion.And on the side of the seat where it meets the back rest.I do know there is blue
vynil under my canvas so I am now wondering if the cushions have been redone.The
canvas from New life fits like a glove though,so I suspect they are the correct height.
Hope that helps...Al..
SUBJECT>Re:MEASUREMENT NEE ED POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 2:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thank you sir .If i had any intellegence I would have measured
before I replace the seats
The geometry of the seats seem to be off a little bit so I needed some kind of height to go
by .However the seats are out of a 2002 Nissan Territory and they are very comfortable .
There is no numb but while driving .Thanks Much Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30443 NEXT>30483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you overcharge,battery damage is likely if it is done long...has it been going on for a
while?If it has indicated this for a while but the batteries are good,then the gauge is a
likely suspect.
Running on just the batteries for that kind of distance may overheat them due to the draw
and cause cracking in the plates...just as bad as overcharging,battery replacement would
be needed.
It would be prudent to find the source of the problem before driving or running it much as
to avoid buying a couple new ones.
Hope that helps.
brut4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fixed now...sorry!ntxt POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for fixing it!That sure is a good looking truck!
SUBJECT>I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30458 30461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a leaky passenger rear inner hub seal.All that work is a piece of cake to do.What I
wanted to know is whats your secret for removing the little cones that hold the rear shaft
in place in less than 4 cuss words?The manual says hit the axle with a hammer in the
center.Does that work pretty well?What else works???7 days and minimal time till
camping with the full size group...THX..Al..
Anybody nearby want to go???
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30457 NEXT>30459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Penetrant and a hammer like you said...if that doesnt do it,you might try a pry tool on the
edge of the flange but do it carefully and slowly cause you know you dont want to gouge
that!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30458 NEXT>30460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll have to give that a try.I was gonna drive the
CJ,but its a full size event.They were
taken apart three years ago when I picked it up from Jacks.Should come apart fairly
easy..Thanks Jon...
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30459 NEXT>30481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hammer method should work,that's how I do the big trucks where I work,the shock
from the hammer blows eventually rattles them loose.One suggestion -leave the nuts on
the outer end of the studs when using hammer,easier to replace nut instead of stud (just
in case your aim with hammer ain't so good!)
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30457 NEXT>30469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hammer whack does work.Even when they are really funky from long time leaks.I
was afraid to hit the axle flange hard at first,but after a couple hours trying to baby them
out with no success I got ticked off and hit the center flange HARD and they popped right
out.In addition to keeping the nuts on the studs wear eye protection!Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Windshield?POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30389 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Will
SUBJECT>Re:will wright POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>30446 NEXT>30464 LINKNAME>John
Summers at Gray Rock LINKURL>http://www.grayrockorv.com/fall%20for%20all%
20event%20photos%20page%203.htm
I'll try
SUBJECT>John Summers at Gray Rock POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30463 NEXT>30468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He is at the bottom of the page.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tacomas Member Contact List is up!!POSTER>bigugly EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,Yes thanks Chris
Wayne.SUBJECT>oubler Transfer Case POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacvLeGcHHbsc PREVIOUS>NEXT>30470 30471 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone here already put NP 205 and 203 doubler transfer case.I just want some
input because I already got the cases.Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30358 NEXT>30472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Where ya from?Newton Iowa myself.I got about 600rnds of the real stuff.It's amazing
how little time it takes to rip thru that many.I have 10 30rnd mags and tend to get carried
away sometimes.Heck,I've taken two ARs to the range just so I could alternate from one
gun to the other to allow time for the barrels to cool.Ever laid a hot barrle across your
arm and had your skin stick to it,not fun.I traded my stock AR for a kimber ultra carry
but I still have a hopped up race gun.SS lower reciever,SS barrel,High rise upper,JP
comp.Kicks like a .22 and with only 1 1/2lb pull and .120"total travel on the trigger it's
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not for the newbies.Several of my buds have doulbe tapped and even tripled thier first
time with it.It's a blast!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:John Summers at Gray Rock POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 8:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks will
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>Kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 8:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30461 NEXT>30484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great pointers guys!I think I will do that mon or tues...THX!...
I need to turn a wrench.....Al.
SUBJECT>Re:Doubler Transfer Case POSTER>STEVBRONCO EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,1 November 2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet but I plan to do one this winter,so hopefully you can help me by then!
Sorry Im not any help
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Doubler Transfer Case POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 2:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30466 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have this set up all together and in a truck,but I haven't driven it yet
.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30467 NEXT>30476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In parsons ks down in the southeast corner of kansas I Had some relations that lived
around Des Moines area not far from u but havent heard from them since my dad died
about 1998 if there was good pheasant hunting there id talk the guys into heading that
way instead of western ks just got the rearend in my durango 2000 w/54,000 miles blew
upsnapped pinnion and busted housing.wanted to take my m725 but had to spend that
money to get it going on other one
SUBJECT>Window problem POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.Ever since I removed the fix side window,my main roll up/down window has
been acting funny.It almost seems likes it loose on one side.It rolls up and down
crooked,and its woobly (side to side,when facing the door.)Any idea what happpened?
Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Window problem POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30473 NEXT>30477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your rubber track on the foward end of the door (towards the hinge)may be worn.Also,
make sure that the rubber is in the track inside the door.If not,it would wobble.I'm not
sure they were designed to be raised up with the fixed glass removed.That might be the
real issue.I've never tried to raise mine with the fixed glass out...
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Driveshaft swap -Need HELP!!POSTER>John Gilsdorf
EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have access to a lathe,you can cut the piece you need to mount the parking brake.I
cut a flat piece of steel,and if I remember correctly (CRS syndrome)centered and drilled
everything to mount the original flange.I had a driveshaft shop make up a new driveshaft.
I cost more than the kit you can buy.I have the park brake with the driveshaft in the top
of the t case.It works great except I need to find a flat cover to cover the lower opening of
the tcase.I still have the yoke spinning and it clunk/clanks when you put it gear from the
slack.
SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,2
November 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30472 NEXT>30488
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Those durango rear ends are junk,I wonder if there is another option a guy could go with
easily?My bud spent$1400 to have his rebuilt.He plans on keeping it to pull his boat
which aggrevated the short demise of the first rear.
SUBJECT>Re:Window problem POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30474 NEXT>30478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the fixed window acts as a track for the bigger window.whithout the track there is
nothing to prevent the window from moving back and forth and binding up and such.if
you have the fixed widow out,thean just leave your window down.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Window problem POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30477 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool!thanks guys,you rock =]
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SUBJECT>What is that?????(another)POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30480 30485 30492 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
While getting gas today,and the attendant tells me he needs an excuse to come outside to
pick up trash,but really wants to look at my pig.So I say..Look away....
So it goes as normal,
him:What is this......
Me:It is a....
him:cool....
Me:Thanks...
Then,he says that engine sounds cool,what is it.I tell him AMC 390,and bla......bla....
bla...
Than,he says it isn't a stock engine right???After I've been telling him it is swapped in
for the last 3 minutes.......
Then he thinks he's going to make me think he's real intelligent by saying....
I'll bet it was a tough swap right???
I say,it wasn't simple,but took some time and was easier than most...
Then he says......
I'll bet the hard part was getting the stock compuer to work with the new engine.......
I said,it didn't have a computer to begin with...He looked at me in SHOCK...Really?????
YES,really.....
I said in 1967 the computers were bigger than this truck....
It was all I could do to keep from crapping in my pants....I had to leave his tongue ringed
self to get back to work and dream on to his ricer swaps someday...
Just had to share this..
I did enjoy taking the beast for a spin today...Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:What is that?????(another)POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30479 NEXT>30482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haha
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30460 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Apply PB Blaster,and walk away for a beer.Come back...Big brass hammer,big brass
drift.Whack about on the studs,axle flange,and hub till one pops.After the first one
goes,they all loosen up pretty quick-like...
SUBJECT>Re:What is that?????(another)POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What?There's no computer?What the hell is the box on the driver's side firewall with all
the wires coming out of it?I've been trying to wire that into a vortec 454 for like 9
months now...
HA!
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>Mickey
EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30455 NEXT>30495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't have a voltmeter and it only starting doing this about a month ago.Batteries seem
to be fine though.I might buy a volt guage and try a new one just to see.
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30469 NEXT>30487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remeber to use one very important tool...RBFH!(Realy Big F******Hammer).I have
used a 10lbs sledge to pop them bad boys free.Specially if you have the usual 3-5 coats
of paint on it.
Good luck and take it slow and steady.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:What is that?????(another)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 6:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30479 NEXT>30486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have this great big vacume tube you can have and say here is the CPU for it...LOL.
Joe.SUBJECT>Re:What is that?????(another)POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30485 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kinda like the old guy that insisted he drove one of our trucks in WW2.
I kept telling him they were only made in 67,68,69.He never got it...Great story you have
there...To funny..
SUBJECT>Re:I've already read the manuals,but?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BFH,ah got one....I was hoping to skin a knuckle or two tomorrow,but it looks like I
will be working on a guys 71 wag from the full size list instead..Geez,I need to pack my
shop for the move too.I need longer days!
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SUBJECT>Re:What engines bolt up to our T98 and are best for swapping?
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine broke out the area where the seal went or i could have put ring and pinnion in it and
been done with it I told my old lady that when my m725 was done I want to buy a m715
then trade that $#@$%%$durango off and get an H1 hummer-military not no cheesy
chev want a be on suburb.frame Im not lookin for grocery getter,I love the serious
offroad capabilities of m7xx's,h1's and other military trucks,Oh I guess you could say Im
just an old'military nut.love these trucks,hunting places no one else can go and just
going out and shootin up things,waistin ammo and havin fun.I want to buy a bmg 50 cal.
A bud of mine wants to trade one for my ar and my ak,Just cant part with em though.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave...busa POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,2
November 2003,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30384 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i had some friends come over today one on a zx12 and the other just got a gsx1000 and
they wanted to run em so we went out and run em i won evertime the gsxr kept wheelying
so i told him to let me ride it.What a blast 3rd and 4th gear wheelies were no prob.lite
and nimble good power but you couldnt hammer it in 1st or 2nd cause front wouldnt stay
down,every time i got on it the front end was up in the sky wish i could get my m725 to
do that but ill just have to use it to take my bike to the track.I probably wont get to ride
much cause all the people will be askin too many questions about my truck hopefully itll
cause a lot of confusion painted with all the letterin and crosses on.
SUBJECT>Another M715 auctioned POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>NEXT>30497 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Found another,sad shape -but I mention them when I find them..http://www.gsaauctions.gov/
Follow these links:
Trucks,Trailers,and Tractors >Trucks,Trailers,and Tractors -California >Cargo Truck
TRUCK CARGO:1967 KAISER,1/2 TON,4X2,UTILITY,S/N:13028.REPAIRS ARE
REQUIRED,RECOMMENDE FOR SCRAP USE ONLY.(1291S83205#CA02A)
Current bid:$25.00
-Tony
SUBJECT>dana 70 4.56 gears,100 dollars POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 8:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not mine,dont know if they will work
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33731&item=24
40973464
SUBJECT>Re:What is that?????(another)POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,2 November 2003,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's just waaaay to funny!Reminds me of the time I was a guest with a Landcruiser
group and one guy started telling me how the 360 in my Full Size Jeep was a Ford motor,
etc.
There is a guy that works at the mall who is into MV's,so whenever I take the 715 to
work,I know he's watching out for me.Even tho it's now a keyed ignition,I'm still leery
about someone trying to steal it.
Ethan
SUBJECT>CAT/Deuce update POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>30494 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not sure where I left off,but I had to move the air compressor from the top passenger
side to the left front..ish of the engine.I got that mount all fabbed and welded then
mounted the alternator,a new 24 volt one wire jobbie,on a simple mount on top of the
old compressor mount.For anyone fabbing a mount for something that needs for be
adjustable for belt tension do yourself a favor and go to Home Depot and buy a 3/8"by 8"
or 10"turnbuckle thing (in the nut and bolt aisle)and use that for the adjustment instead
of trying to line up some slotting mount that's for another application.Just remember to
put a jam nut on the right hand thread side and you'll be in good shape.I've got the
radiator mounted in about the stock location on different mounts as the stock mount is
attached to the stock multifuel.Last weekend and a couple of weeknights made a 4.5"
extension off the waterpump for the fan.This weekends project was the front sections of
the exhaust.The driver's side was cake!Straight down to a 90 elbow,straight back then
another 90 elbow to aim the exhaust out behind the front axle's rear spring perch.I'm.going to go with stainless
flexible exhaust hose from there to the bottom of a stack that
I'll be putting in in a couple of weeks...once I find one.The passenger side was a super
fun challenge!Oh,I'm using .100 wall thickness 304 stainless with 3.25"OD.This stuff
is awesome to work,weld and cut!...and if you're stick welding,watch you eyes because
on stainless the slag jumps off and seems to always aim at your face!Anyway...the
exhaust manifold on this side dumps down near the front of the engine to clear the large
diesel starter.I had thought about going across,under the pan but wanted to use the stock
stack on the passenger side for the right bank's exhaust and didn't want to have to go back
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across in the tranny area.It ended up that the easiest thing to do (though it may not sound
like it)was to take one of the 90 elbows(I had two per side to work with)and cut three
angled wedges out of it then push it together and weld where the pieces came out.This
took a simple 90 and made it about 150 degrees!I needed to go from the stainless flange
down,turn tight,head back up before the front of the engine (I've got about 9"to turn
3.25"od 180degrees)then angle away from the engine once it clears the frame rail,then
go back past it's mounting flange.From there I'll hook the flex pipe to it and go straight to
the factory stack.So I've got the one 90 cut and was able to take the other one and tack it
on with no mods,then I welded on of the wedge pieces from the first 90 to it (to get the
pipe angled away from the flange and get it a little more over the frame),then took an 8"
piece of straight tube and cut a healthy wedge out of that (so it would end up aiming back
above the frame)then welded it all together.It was fun with the all the angles and seams.
I used a sharpie marker to mark where I wanted the pipes to join,then I'd tack them and
fit them.If they were on,they'd get further fried.From a few feet away this curled exhaust
section looks like a big ass turbo.The pill to swallow this week is $10/foot (and having to
buy a 10'section)of 18 guage stainless exhaust flex hose.WEAR LONG
SLEAVES!...I've got a wicked welding sunburn on my right bicept!
SUBJECT>Re:CAT/Deuce update POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30493 NEXT>30506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What did you end up doing for the starter?
You will provide picks of this monster when your done wont you?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 5:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30483 NEXT>30498
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mickey,
Your best bet is to go to Wal-Mart and buy the $10 volage meter and check your
alternator.Start the truck and then stick your gauge to the posts on your batteries and it
should be around 26 or so.If you get 29 or 30 or up,then it's an alternator problem.
I drove mine for an hour before the batteries ran down.First the gauges stop working,
then it starts missing,then it dies.The batteries didn't get hot (I checked),and after I got a
new alternator I ran the batteries for another 2 years before I sold the truck.If you have no
other option then I'd run the rig sans alternator and just hope the batteries are charged.enough to get you
there.Running at an overcharge WILL destory your batteries (or at
least boil them out),and running with NO charge *might*mess them up.
Of course,the best answer is to fix the problem before the road trip,or just stay home.
-B.
SUBJECT>wheels 10 "wide POSTER>charles stewart EMAIL>babe19567@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30533 30541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
Can anyone tell me where I can find some 16x10"wide wheels for my M715 (stock 60
&70 axles)?
I would like t put some 42"ties on the beast!!
thanks
Charlie
SUBJECT>Re:Another M715 auctioned POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30490 NEXT>30502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the VIN,Tony,will get that one added to the growing list!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30495 NEXT>30500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess I was unlucky then...when I lived in Dallas,I drove 50 miles to my brothers
house...on the way home the alternator went...didn't know it...and the same kind of
problem you had happened,slowly shut down till nothing worked,last thing was the
spark.Well when I opened the hood at midnight on the side of the road,I got the
unpleasant surprise of finding my battery had split from top to bottom down one side and
dropped all the acid out...did wonders for the engine compartment...
And so it goes...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Early Model Wiring Diagrams POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30542
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/wiring/harness/earlyharness.html
The frame I bought from Barry came with the entire rear harness intact.I was able to
dissect it yesterday and diagram it.I have added it to the entire front harness I did some
time back.It is in the Online Manuals link,see top of this page,and scroll down to "Early
Model Wiring Diagrams".
This should be pretty much all a guy needs to know to figure out which wire is which and
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where it exits the harness.All splices in the original harness are noted as well..Hopefully this helps those who are
restoring theirs or are trying to fix some DSPO's hack
job.
Follow the link to go there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30498 NEXT>30503
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm...Brute,it's entirely possible that you were the victim of sabatage.Hear me out-
Maybe someone destroyed your batteries and that lead to the alternator going out.If the
batteries were leaking out all their life juices then that alternator would try harder and
harder to push enough amps to keep up until finally it was all you had and then it could
burn up.*
Maybe it was due to your hard-line stance on the National Do-Not-Call List and your
support there of.MAYBE the telemarketers targeted you as a possible example to others
in this all-out war against the dinner time call.
You know,there's billions made each year in the telemarketing industry and with that in
mind,is it so far fetched that they'd resort to sabatoge just to keep their industry alive?
*If your stock alternator does fail,and produces no voltage at all then open up the end of
it and look at the voltage regulator circuit board.I had the stock unit fail on 2 trucks due
to leaving the key on and all that happened was a small circuit burned it two.I took that
circuit to a electronics supply house and they matched it by the color band and gave me a
new one.I soldered it in and it all worked again.$.63 and 5 minutes.
SUBJECT>New Members Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How bout a nice tan M715 with matching tan canvas??
Check out Cyclop's pics,new in the Members Gallery!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hey Brute .......Another VIN POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30497 NEXT>30504 30539 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Joe/IA and myself picked up another vin this weekend after a interesting day of wheeling.
It's a junk truck that will likely never move under it's own power again.VIN is 10120 and
the date of delivery is -68,no month stamped.It is a M724 W/WN and a stewart avionics
box on the back.
As far as the day of wheeling went,Joe and I were playing a little game of monkey see
monkey do.He went first and came about as close to rolling a kaiser without actually
doing it as one wants.So naturally,I had to show the old man how it should be done and.came closer to rolling than I
had ever had my 715.Where Joe described his incident as
having to go have the canvas surgically removed from his bottom,I prefer to say I did the
suck and blow,First my butt tried futally to suck the seat to hold on and then when reality
set in,it tried to eject me from the truck to safe ground.Neither method seemed to do
much good.Had a good time wheeling,good bud Tony twisted the front drive shaft on
his CJ7 but other than that it was a fairly inexpensive day.I did a little more trail
clearencing of my wheel flares but not much beyond that.Went out for a steak dinner
afterwards and was suprised they let us in the door with the way we looked and even
more surprised they didn't throw us out once we were seated.The menu for "Bogies steak
house"carried the slogan "You can't beat our meat"........I was fine with that until I got up
to go to the restroom and Joe informed me that the menu didnt say anything about beating
my own meat....I nearly blew snot on the table next to us.Thanks again Joe!
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30500 NEXT>30507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do not call list...I didnt sign up for that one yet...plus this was in 84 or so...a little before
the no call list era.
Possible though,I suppose it could be the battery went and screwed the alternator...never
thought of that before...just figured the other way round cause the battery was good when
I left his place...well maybe not good,but it started the thing,maybe that was all it had
left in it...
Now it's like the uncertainty principle...we know that we will never know...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute .......Another VIN POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll add the VIN...
On the meaty issues you raise...
When my dad was a kid,they lived near Boetcher street in Milwaukee for a while...there
is a meat market there that was around when he was a kid.They pronounce the street
'beet-cher"and the place is the Boetcher Meat Market...not as good as the restaurant
incident but I thought I would share anyway.
Good to hear the wheeling was fun...its snowing here today and I dont have the truck
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ready YET!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Updated VIN Page POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The VIN page with new additions is up...totals are now:
322 M715's
3 M724's
29 M725's.5 M726's
359 total...thats close to 1.2%...I think theres a few more out there!!!!!
Thanks for everyone who has contributed!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:CAT/Deuce update POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30494 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm using the 12V starter on 24V.The engine starts right away so the starter should last a
long time.I pulled 12V off half the battery set up for the 12V fuel solenoid on the injector
pump.All that is wired and done waiting for radiator hoses and exhaust completion.
One of my jackoff salesmen has had the digital cam for like three weeks!I've got some
slow pics I'll have to have scanned of the engine extraction process and some other jazz.
I'll post a link when I have them together.One of the best parts is that looking at the
deuce with the hood open and the side panel down is that the CAT *looks*like it's
supposed to be there.
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>Mr.Greenjeans
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30503 NEXT>30508
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naaaa...you're probably right.
I'm no good at this tech stuff.
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30507 NEXT>
30511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAHAAAAAAAAAA!!!
Oh,if anyone is REALLY up on the electronic stuff could someone tell me what the
resistance is on one of those Nexium pills with the three stripes around them.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Updated VIN Page POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30505 NEXT>30510 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
My truck doesn't have the data plates,so I don't have a delivery time.Are you still
interested in the VIN?
THanks,
Mikel.SUBJECT>Re:Updated VIN Page POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30509 NEXT>30520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,certainly am...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What would happen if....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drop it in a glass of castor oil and the resistance should be down around zero I would
think??
brute4c
SUBJECT>CJ for sale POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Monday,3
November 2003,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,I'm selling my CJ to pay for the up grades on the M715.Please check it out in the
for sale section.E-mail me with any question or pictures.I would like to get $6000.
Thanks
Frank
SUBJECT>rive shaft relocation -part deux POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...to follow up on the drive shaft relocation discussion last week.I was also bidding on
the kit on Ebay.The auction winner ended up paying $202.00 +$15.00 shipping.
BRUTE4C correctly informed us that we could get the same kit from Vintage Power
Wagons for $165.00.I called and ordered mine today ....$165.00.Shipping was similar.
Thank you BRUTE4C.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft relocation -part deux POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30513 NEXT>30515 30516 30519 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well your welcome,but actually someone else posted that...I did know they had it but the
price was something I didn't know myself...
Good luck getting it together!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft relocation -part deux POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you post the part numbers for the items it requires?Thanks..SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft relocation -part deux
POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30514 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These are the parts that Dave,at VPW,emailed me when I asked him about the thru drive
before I put in the 205.
"Dodge parts you need are:
1)Companion Flange $65
2)U Joint $20
3)Slip Yoke $50
4)2 Clamps,2 Bolts,2 Nuts,2 locking clips.Have everything but
the nut which is a standard fine thread nut."
I asked him after our old friend John Leischner posted pics of his conversion.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 XL tires POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30448 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
boggers don't like pavement and will wear down pretty quick.Like maybe 5000 and you'll
wonder where they went.If you carry loads and have boggers...kiss'em goodbye!YOu'll
actually shred them so they are shedding whisps of rubber.They do offer exceptional
traction nearly everywhere.37"boggers and 26"of snow,lockers and I wasn't stopped
last winter.
SUBJECT>XL's in Georgia.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>30522 30545 30547
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If anyone is offered a deal for some XL's in the Camilla,GA...area...tell the guy to shove
them up his ass!I think it would be a real good possibility that it would be the guy I got
my XL's from.One was good,one was plugged and sidwall looked like it tangle with a
barbed wired fence,the third had the side walls all scratched and a deep slice to the cords,
the fourth had been vulcanized and I missed it (damn it)and now it has a humongous
bubble on the sidewall and you can see where it had been slice though just past the tread
on the sidewall.I had b!tch of a time just getting them from him and now he won't return
a call.I told him that I wasn't looking for a free one or anything and still no response.I've
got him on the phone once and he gives some blow off answer.'Jesse Bostick Inc'
Would NOT do business with again!
SUBJECT>Good luck getting it together .....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30514 NEXT>30521 30531 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>....uh oh ...is there a trick I need to be aware of?Or was this a true expression of
wishes :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Updated VIN Page POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30510 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
34020
SUBJECT>Re:Good luck getting it together .....POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30519 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to be so late to remember this but there was a guy who had all the conversion parts
for a little over $100...in Texas I think.I hunted up his email and it's....casabeck@tisd.net.
It's been a year or so since I emailed him so no guarantees.You should also be able to
search this site for the info.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the heads up.That bites!Gunracer on the pirateboard is reputable to deal with
in my experience...
SUBJECT>When to turn break drums?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,I have another basic question.How do you know when a break drum needs to be
turned?I took mine off and the rear drums both have smooth grooves in them.The left
rear is the worst of the two.I took them to a friend who has break lathe,but they were
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way too big for it.Since they are smooth I was wondering what the harmful effect of
leaving the groves in the drums is?No one I ask in person can give me an answer.I am
afraid to bring them to a shop because they don't seam to know what it means to just
clean them up.I have a metal lathe so I may go through the exersize of making a mandrel
for them,but that usually ends up being a lot of work.
Thanks again Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bumpr way off topic bout southpark POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30387 NEXT>
30554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT movie is a riot!I called a friend of mine one time and she was at Blockbuster and I
told her to ask for it.They were like,"WE don't carry a movie like THAT!"They ended
up embarrassing the hell out of her...while I was still on her cell listening to the whole.thing.Funny movie!
SUBJECT>Valvetrain??POSTER>Johnny Reb EMAIL>Superskone@cs.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where do i need to get valvetrain parts including valves,seals,springs,and rocker arms?
SUBJECT>Troop seat wood POSTER>Tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net DATE>Monday,3
November 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30528
30532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw someone post that they make replacement wood for the seats.But can't find the
post.Anyone know who does nice woodworking?I've tried to work with wood but we
just don't get along.
Project 715 is done!!!!!All I need is wood and canvas.And then we start the fun ones,
two m1030 USMC dirt bikes.I couldn't think of a better accessory for a 715 than a couple
of dirt bikes in the back.Well....except for a ring mount and a minigun.:)
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30523 NEXT>
30529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,if your lathe will swing the drums use the hub off the truck as your mandrel.Any
truck size machine shop would do the same thing,I did mine on my lathe and the only
jigging was a nose cone type center to fit the I.D.of the hub and supported by the
tailstock.
Mine came out with uder .005 runout both directions.I'm not using the center cone I used
if you need to borrow it......
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30526 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've heard some guys using the wood from duece or 5 ton troop seats and side boards.
Supposed to be easy to find and cheap.....
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30527 NEXT>30535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the drums are just grooved you do not necisarily need to turn them.In most cases you
would have to take away way too much metal to get rid of all the grooves.What you need
to look at is how flat the surface is.If there are major hills or valleys then you should turn
it,but be sure not to take off too much.If the drums are too thin they will not be able to.dispense the heat and the
shoes will glaze over and you will not stop.
SUBJECT>Re:Valvetrain??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30525 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Vintage Power Wagons has that stuff,seen it all there...check the link in the left
menu for their page...contact info at the bottom.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Good luck getting it together .....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A wish that all goes well...whatever tricks might be needed,I know nothing about.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30526 NEXT>30553 30558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tim,if you come across a diesel m1030,let me know!
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30496 NEXT>30549 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I SELL CUSTOM WHEELS.MY PHONE NO IS 1 423 239 8938 BOB
SUBJECT>Re:dana 70 4.56 gears,100 dollars POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 2:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30491 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LEE,WORKS PERFECT WITH A V8.BOB IN TN.
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SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30529 NEXT>30536 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fresh cut drums will help new shoes seat in better.Nobody arcs brake shoes anymore so
as you increase the diameter of the drum it takes longer to wear the shoes into the new
radius.A flat but slightly rough surface from the lathe will help abrade the fresh lining.
Grooved drums will cause higher brake contact pressure on the high spots,making those
areas wear very quickly until the lining wears into mating with the drum.This will also
cause uneven braking,especially if one drum is heavily grooved and the rest are in decent
shape.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3.November 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30535 NEXT>30537
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to thank everyone for there advice and insite.I have a question for Chris and for
Ed.Is the uneven breaking caused by increased surface area and friction on the drum that
is grooved?and how do you take the hub off?do you just unscrew all the nuts on the
end?
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30536 NEXT>30540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
There are a few flathead screws in there,around the wheel studs,with a slot for a
screwdriver -those hold the drum to the hub.I didn't have any luck getting those screws
off so I just removed the spindle nut and bearings since they needed packing anyhow -
that way you can slide the drum and hub off as an assembly.
Most often,strong uneven braking would be from the brakes not being evenly adjusted
side to side or something has leaked on the lining.But if one side was heavily gouged and
the other was reasonably flat,you'd feel it.
If it makes you feel better,I gouged the hell out of the front drums on my old F-100 (after
listening to them squeal for a couple years)and being cheap,only replaced the shoes.At
least I got another year or so before I broke down and got new drums.
Chris
SUBJECT>more info on a kansas 725 POSTER>henry EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had the guy use brut4c's check list,
or well most of it
anyone interested i have the contact info and a
couple of movies.
Starting from the rear:
· Check rear bumper for rust on the inside None..
Light or minimal if any.
· Check for rust in floor of bed
None.
· Check rear wheel cylinders for leakage or frozen condition
None.
· Brake shoe condition..?.Never had to do anything with the brakes,they have always worked perfectly,and used
minimal mileage.
· Check rear drive shaft//U-joints for security,dents,wear/play
No work done or needed on it since owned.
· Check for leakage from rear differential housing &&shaft
Changed when purchased several years ago,and never noticed any leaks.
· Check parking brake on transfer case for wear,,and to make sure all the parts are there.
· Check transfer case input and output shafts for leakage
Never noticed any.
· Check rubber bushings on transfer &&transmission mounts for serviceability
Can ’t say on this.
· Check front drive shaft,,short shaft and universal joints for looseness,wear and dents
Never replaced them.
· Check transmission mount for serviceability ((It's the 6-8 inch long flat rubber and metal
piece between the bottom of the transmission and the crossmember that supports the
transmission.If this is shot,the 4 WD/2WD selector handle will rub and strike the edge
of the access hole in the transmission hump cover inside the cab.You will be in for a very
noisy ride).
When driving it,we don ’t recall hearing any unusual noises like that,probably okay.
· Check the cab corners,,pan,and sill (rocker)panels for rust.
Very minimal if any.
· Check the roll--up windows for good rubber seals and tracks Check all instrumentation
for condition and accuracy.
Windows roll up good and tight.Don ’t recall any leaks on glass.The instruments work
except for the gas gauge and not sure if it is the sender or gauge.
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· Check condition of windshield seal ((between bottom of windshield and hood of truck)
Ok as far as we can tell.
· Check for rust around where the brake master cylinder attaches to firewall ((both inside
and outside)
Can ’t say.
· Check windshield wiper motors ((hopefully converted to electric instead of vacuum)
Believe they are still vacuum and they have a little trouble working,mainly,I think,
because of the hoses getting old and not holding air.
· Check for proper operation of the transfer case--High,Neutral and Low/2 wheel drive
and 4 wheel drive.(You may need to back up a short distance to shift from 4 wheel drive
back to 2 wheel drive).
4 X 4 works just fine.
· Check steering for looseness//play.
Steering was always tight.
· Check for oil leaks especially around the timing cover--to-block seal..Never noticed any.
· Check for blue smoke
No.
· Check front engine mount rubber for rot//sagging/damage from petroleum products.
Don ’ t see any.
· Check steering box for leakage and play..
Not much if any.
· Check all steering ball joints for play//wear.
Not much,if any.
· Check front differential for leakage//shaft play.
Never noticed any leakage or play.
· Check front swivel balls ((where the front wheels pivot for steering)for pitting and
leakage.
Not much if any.
· Check front brake shoes and wheel cylinders--same as rear.
We never had to service them.
· Check for a heater---it would likely have been installed from a civilian truck.
Heater does work.Not sure if its civilian or not.
· Check for radiator leakage..
None.
· Check front bumper for rust..
None,still holding paint very well.
· Check body for overall condition//rust.metal channels under the cab where it mounts to
the frame.Rust flakes off inside these channels.Don ’ t see any major problems anywhere.
· Check all wiring for cracking//rubbing.
Most in good shape.Some wiring of top flashing lights need new wire.
· Check tires for tread,,dry rot,and condition of the rims.Check front wheel hubs for
security by grabbing the top of the tire and pushing and pulling it back and forth as hard
as you can several times with the truck on the ground (not on jacks).If any clunking
sound is heard or felt,the huge nuts inside the axle hub have backed off or are loose.This
is not good,as these nuts hold the wheel onto the spindle.
We did replace the RH front tire hub bearings when we first bought it.
Coil replaced new last week.
hope you find this helpfull
henry
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute .......Another VIN POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 4:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30502 NEXT>30551 30556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I felt that after reading Doug's post a clarification was in order so that you guys didn't get.the wrong
impression.Our wives accompanied us for the day including the restaurant.I
didn't want you guys to think it was just Doug and I at the restaurant talking about beating
our meat.I shouldn't tell this,but I will because it is slightly amusing.Both couples
decided on the sirloin for two.Both women like their meat medium to rare,Doug and I
like ours well done.Therefore we did the only sensible thing.The women shared one
steak and Doug and I shared our meat.Does that sound right?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3
November 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30537 NEXT>30543
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I will take a look at one of the online manuals and I should pull the hubs and
repack the bearings.I alsways thought the bearings were lubed with gear oil from the
differential
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30496 NEXT>30564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond Racing Wheels,are hard to beat!-800-937-4407.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Early Model Wiring Diagrams POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to thank you for the wiring diagrams.Really helped this ole geezer.
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30540 NEXT>30544 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
Rear bearings are lubed with gear oil.Sorry,I forgot about that.It's not a bad idea to pull
all the hubs down to clean the bearings (and repack the fronts)and replace the seals.It's a
lot easier now and good insurance while it's all apart.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:When to turn break drums?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>DATE>Monday,3
November 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30543 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
You are right about checking the bearings now rather than later.I am getting axious
though to get the truck on the road.Evertime I think I'm a day or two away there's more to.do.This week I should get
my NOS harmonic ballancer and new alternator.Then its
timing and valves,and now bearings.Still should be driving this weekend provided
nothing else comes up,this is my first vehicle that hasn't tested my temper when working
on it,so far everthing has come off easily,including the cracked exhaust manifold and no
bloody knuckles either.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,
3 November 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30518 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i say we all go and pay him a nice little visit and get your money back out of his @$$the
hard way,an old fashion @$$kickin,a castoration job wouldnt hurt either.
SUBJECT>360 swap POSTER>ave A.EMAIL>d_aikin@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30548 30550 30560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ended up with a 78 j20 parts truck with 360/4spd combo and a cast iron x-case.I am
thinking about swapping it in my '715 but I would like to know what (and how many)
snakes I will plow up by doing it.I know the 360 needs a timing cover and I hear that is
common but can anyone i.d.the x-case?will the mounts line up?I know less than
nothing about A.M.C.engines.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>M715 owner EMAIL>gewehr762@aol.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30518 NEXT>30563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been over to his store in Ga.Due to the proxemity of his location the only thing i will
say is it would be in my best interest to hand pick anything i got from that.Some of his
material are exposed to the elements and some are better view "in person".I also know he
has caller id.:)Good luck.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>30546 NEXT>30552 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a '69 J3000 350 Buick/TH400/Dana 20 which I am going to transplant into my
M715.I recently bought a '73 J4000 AMC 360 4bbl/TH400/Dana 20 for parts.The
measurements I have taken tell me the swap "should"work by transfering all of the
associated frame mounts from the donor along with the engine/trans/x case.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>30533 NEXT>30572 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bob,Do you use the same wheel centers as the orginal split rims so the wheels have the.same appearance as original?
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30546 NEXT>30577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get yourself over to www.ifsja.org and get on the FSJ-List.There's more AMC 360 and
transfer case info (and opinions!
SUBJECT>Way to much info POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30539 NEXT>30555 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,I was kind of sorry I couldn't go....now I'm not so sure!
You gonna let that punk get away with calling you an old man like that?
"Slightly"Older Man
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30548 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're correct RE the measurements.Unless you KNEW these beasts never came with a
360,you could swear it was a factory install.See my other post on this thread.Have fun!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
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DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30532 NEXT>30559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You realize Tim now that you said that about being done,you are now obligated to take
and post PICTURES!!!How about it???
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bumpr way off topic bout southpark POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30524 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To dern funny!Yep,its a gas for sure...By the way for anybody who is interested....
Barnes and Noble Books (barnesandnobel.com)was one of the few places I could find it.
Everyone else was out of print and discontinued....Absolutely worth the 18.00 bucks...
SUBJECT>Re:Way to much info POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Punk????See if I share my meat with you!!!!
We missed ya saturday.......heck,we couldn't make any tippy jokes without you there...
BTW:I know why you do all the wiring for Joe.He tried to help me fix my trailer lights.and well,just don't call
either of us if you need a bomb diffused....it was not good.
Who would have guessed that that Super duty would have one fuse for right turn and
brake,one fuse for left turn and brake,one for running lights,and one for the trailer
brakes............well OK,maybe you would have guessed so,but not speedo or myself.
PSST Todd,don't tell Joe,but I made off with his jumper wire.We only used it to blow
more anyway...probably be best if I just burried it somewhere where neither of could do
any more damage with it.
SUBJECT>Joe.....joe.........joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30539 NEXT>30566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good job with the clarification.great Joe,just great.
Arn't there are some pics of your truck that should go up in the members section?
SUBJECT>Once again:power brakes POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqqFHMv42uls PREVIOUS>NEXT>30562
30574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been reading all the info on power brake conversions on the site,very informative.
But it left me with one question,if I have a mc that was off a vehicle that had front disc
and rear drums will that throw off a dual drum vehicle's stopping?This is exactly my
case,I have a mc I could use but I don't want to buy pieces to match to it if once I get it
in,I'll find out it sucks cause it wasn't designed for drums all around.Thanks.
Cheers -Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30532 NEXT>30565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to find three before i'll tell.:)One forest green and one desert brown then you get
one.LOL :)
I've been riding the 250's around,I know why there 650's now.Can you say wimpy
wimpy wimpy......?
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Monday,3 November 2003,at 10:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As soon as I score wood and canvas,I'll fire up the digital camera.
BTW Anyone have a Texteline fabric top from Beechwood?I'm curious what you think
of the material vs canvas.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 1:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30546 NEXT>30561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The t-case is a D20.It is not a very strong case.It is a good case in a
CJ or something of
similar size,but when you put them in a FSJ or a M715 they have a tendency to break.I
had one in my wagoneer for years and never had a problem.It was even twin sticked.
There are many at www.ifsja.org that have posted pictures of their broken D20s.
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 3:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fivequater,Porkchop is right.A Dana 20 is a CJ or Old Bronco case.In a big 715 with big
V8 power,you are asking for trouble.Keep the old NP 200 if you can.I know my 460 Ford
would eat a D-20.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Once again:power brakes POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 3:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30557 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Dave...the corvette non power master cylinder is only like $22 at Advanced.YOu'll
spend more then a 'yuppy foodstamp'($20 bill)in agrivation if the system isn't quite right.
Search for the 'vette pn.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30547 NEXT>30609 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I'm done with him and just wanted to let anyone else know that if they were looking
toward having him ship the tires it may not be a good idea as his selection is a bit lacking.
I'm not driving from PA to GA so I figured I'd at least post and hopefully take some
business that way and keep anyone else from getting some 'take-offs'...for damn good
reasons..tires.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4
November 2003,at 5:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30541 NEXT>30573
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you call Diamond be sure to ask for Bill....the sport version 16x10 is about 175 a
rim....
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30558 NEXT>30578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tim,If you decide to go stock canvas look at New Life Resources.Their quality is
way up there.There even nice to talk to (Judith).The only thing is if you have stock
seats....well you will stink after sitting in them with new canvas.Makes the folks at work
wonder what kind of soap you use in the shower....My pic's under members pic's has
their work.I have been very happy with it...Now hurry up so we can see pic's!!.SUBJECT>Re:Joe.....joe.........joe
POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30556 NEXT>30567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think I got a good closeup of that masterpiece you called a rollbar.Don't get me
wrong I appreciated the effort,I guess I'm still hurting a little from that "old man"
comment.I'm not even sure that I would share my meat with you again.Given enough
time to heal (my feelings),maybe I'll reconsider but for now,forget it.I suppose I do have
a few pics I could submit (with and without the bar).
SUBJECT>Re:Joe.....joe.........joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30566 NEXT>30571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the heck are you talking about?.....bar?what bar??It's okay Joe,my grandma went
thru the same thing before we put her in the nursing home.........If you lose your truck in
Wal-marts parking lot more than once and start fires in the kitchen,let me know.I'll see if
I can get you a room next to her.That way I can see both of you when I go to visit.
Man guys.He's only 56 and he has already lost it...........we should all use this as a lesson
to enjoy our youth.
SUBJECT>What air pressure POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30570 30575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious what air pressure you guys run while wheeling.
I have Q78 super swamper TSLs(app35x11
I run 15 psi and at times when extreme load is on one corner they nearly fully compress
(look like 0 psi)
SUBJECT>iamond Wheel GB POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know if their will be another group buy this year.
Brandon
SUBJECT>Re:What air pressure POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>30568 NEXT>30586 LINKNAME>A pic
of me playing LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/mym715
I run 32#.Better to sling mud.
SUBJECT>Re:Joe.....joe.........joe POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30567 NEXT>30581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.It's sad to see the lack of respect that today's young people have for
their elders.Back in
my day such a blatant display of this lack of respect that you saw in the last post would
have resulted in a quick trip to the woodshed.That's all I have to say about that.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 5:32
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30549 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes if you want
SUBJECT>Re:wheels 10 "wide POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 5:33
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30564 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine are 165.00
SUBJECT>Re:Once again:power brakes POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 5:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30557 NEXT>30597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I'd recommend not using a disc/drum master cylinder.
My understanding is that most often,the drum circuit or an all drum cylinder will have
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residual pressure valves installed.The disc circuit or an all disc cylinder won't have any
RPV's.If you're not familiar with the RPV's they hold slight pressure on the lines -10 psi
for drum and 2 psi for disc so you have a more responsive pedal.
I guess to sum it up,the master cylinder that Spicergear is suggesting should work fine,as
should a drum/drum cylinder.Though you may want to install a pair of 10 lb RPV's if you
use a disc/disc cylinder.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:What air pressure POSTER>bumnog EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,4
November 2003,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30568 NEXT>30580
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 8 psi with my 36 14.50's,but by looking at them it looks like 50 psi.
SUBJECT>Another on Ebay POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 5:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30582 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know if this one has been mentioned yet or not,but its a nice one.It looks to be in
nice shape except for a few minor dents on the body.And it has a dump bed!The auction
#is 2440273139
SUBJECT>Re:360 swap POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d_aikin@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 6:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm guessing on the timing cover.it has a coolant leak and is not water pump.I was told
timing covers on these engines are bad to corrode.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>tim EMAIL>mrjeep@att.net
DATE>Tuesday,4 November 2003,at 11:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30565 NEXT>30579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This truck is a mil resto but it's an all weather driver too.Canvas is not as durable as other
materials.
Now I must get something fast,I just put my hand throught the top (original 30 old)
tonight getting it back on the truck.Ohps!
I think I'm going to get a textaline from Beechwood.They sent me a sample and it seem
pretty bulitproof.And bullitproof is what I need.:)
But I will miss the smell of fresh dipped canvas.:)
All my other indoor restos used WeeBee webbing.Mostly cause their in OH.Overnite
shipping to me in Ky.Plus their a lot of fun too.All I have to do is call and tell them
WeeBee Photo bought XX vehicle and here comes the works.:)
Still like to find someone that has a textiline top,$700.00 is a bit expensive for an
expeirment.
BTW Beechwood will do rollup sides (rear cover)like a duece top for our 715's,I think
they will even do rollup back for the cab.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 3:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30578 NEXT>30588 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My cab top is from Beechwood and was a contract overrun made from a "Spaceage
Material"that is supposed to last several times as long as canvas.Don't know if it's the
material you are asking about though.It's wearing real well into it's second year exposed
to the elements.
SUBJECT>Bumnog POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30575 NEXT>30610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on the wagon or the 715???
Vehicle weight is why I ask.
Missed ya down there saturday...We had 2 715s in the group.
I'm probably done till spring now.Mine needs a alot of maintenece from the abuse of this
summer.
SUBJECT>Re:Joe.....joe.........joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November
2003,at 5:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forest,
woodshed???is that a strip joint or something???
Theres one in Des Moines called the lumber yard..........where real men go to get wood.
SUBJECT>Re:Another on Ebay POSTER>Wolf EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5
November 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30576 NEXT>30583
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gotta love that plexiglass top.:D
SUBJECT>Hey Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 5:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30582 NEXT>30584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can see the vin in his pics..thought you might want to add it to your list.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30583 NEXT>30585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,I'll check it out!!
The plexiglass top has me intrigued....
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One of mine had that when I brought it home.......it was so sexy.........I though about
keeping it but I didnt want to make everyone else jealous.Mine was just rivited to the top
bows and the massive gaps were filled with latex caulk........nice!!!
SUBJECT>Re:What air pressure POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30570 NEXT>30640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Will,
Did you just include that album to show B that even your kid has killed a deer?
SUBJECT>Brake master Cyl POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see alot of conversions to power booster brakes.
But I wish to keep mine non power I just want to do the Dual lines front and back for
saftey.(I had one seal go on me and is sort of scary loosing all the brakes!)Lucky it was.in the driveway!!
Anyone have the part number handy,for a non power master with dual lines that is a bolt
on?
And what about proportioning valves?for drums front and rear?
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat wood POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30579 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should contact WeeBee and see if they can do a top and bed cover in GI Vinal.In
fact he use to own a M715 with Vinal top and bed cover.This way you get the durrability
of the vinal but still all GI.
Joe
SUBJECT>Mine is finally on E-bay POSTER>T-Man EMAIL>texastac@netzero.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just in case ya'll are interested.I finally got fed up with the neighbors,well,the wife did,
and we put it on e-bay.
Check it out.I am going to try and get some more pics tonight,and get a link set-up to
view.
Mark
Here is the link to mine.
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2441377307
SUBJECT>Re:Mine is finally on E-bay POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30589 NEXT>
30591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice looking truck T-man!
Shame you're not living further north...and east...and,well just down the road from the
farm,we may have worked something out.Drat.
SUBJECT>Re:Mine is finally on E-bay POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30590 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T-man,
Did you make that towbar or buy it?
SUBJECT>Corvette master cylinder part number POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30587 NEXT>
30594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.This is the number for a 1977 Corvette non power master cylinder from Advanced Auto.I
searched until I found it.
1977 model Corvette master cylinder,Advanced Auto #101749,like $20.
I used the non power because the books had it with a large piston than a power model.I
have a J truck large booster on it.I added about an 1"or so to the pushrod by drilling a
hole in a piece of 1/4"x1"that was as big as the pin on the brake pedal arm then cut it to
the length I needed and welded it to lengthen the stock pushrod.
I have two new and two rebuilt wheel cylinders and the pads adjusted properly.It's been a
good system for me.
SUBJECT>Canvas top diagram and measurements.POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to find out the measurements for the canvas tops.I have a 5 ton vinyl top for
the troop area.If the M715 top measurements are right I may be able to make on from it.I
would also need a photo and diagram to take to the place that would make it.Thanks for
anyone that can help.
SUBJECT>Re:Corvette master cylinder part number POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30592 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the online manuals,under the parts interchange.You'll find a part number for a
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Gladiator master cylinder,dual circuit for 4 wheel drum.It's a direct bolt on,requiring
only splitting up the lines at the frame mounted junction block and patching in the 2nd
line.No proportioning valve will be necessary.
Chris
SUBJECT>lights are going out POSTER>IVAN EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey fellas,last night my lights just turned off with a "click"as i pulled into the driveway.
i waited a few minutes to try them again and the worked for a little only to turn off witht
the "click"again.they keep on doing that.i think the "click"is coming from behind the
dashboard...maybe the relay box in the engine bay.HELP!Thaks a million.
SUBJECT>M715/Ford250 POSTER>Bill Geer EMAIL>geer@frontiergeneral.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30599 30603 30631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I happened accross an '82 F250 for $600 which I bought.It is complete and runs.I would
like to use its 460 and C6 with transfer case (I don't know which one)to swap into my '67
M715.I don't believe that will be a problem,although any helpful suggestions would be
appreciated from anyone who has done this swap,I'd like to know if you guys think the
stock axles should stay or be replaced with the F250s'.I can handle simple fabrication.such as mounts and spring
perches.
SUBJECT>Re:Once again:power brakes POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30574 NEXT>30598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a disc/drum master cylender in mine form a wagoneer without the proportioning
valve.the rear brakes seem to lock up quite a bit.i am going to try to install the
proportioning valve and see if that makes a difference,but if you want to save yourself
some time,effort,and agrivation,i would go with a drum/drum master cylender.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Once again:power brakes POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30597 NEXT>30710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
The factory combo valve will be setup to work with the weight of the original application.
So you may still have brake bias problems.I think a better bet would be an adjustable
valve that mounts inline with the rear brake line.Those seem to be about half the price of
a new combo valve from the dealer too (based on Chevy prices).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M715/Ford250 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30596 NEXT>30601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 460 has been sucessfuly installed by several people with great results.The c-6 is a
good tranny.
All the Fords I have seen with this setup,have the output to the front axle on the drivers
side of center of the truck,thus the gear section of the axle is offset that way.The stock
M715 has the front driveshaft on the passenger side of center and the gears offset that
way.
You would need to use the Ford offset axle with the Ford drivers side drop t-case.
It does make a great combo though,tons of power,tons of torque,tons of fun!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:lights are going out POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30595 NEXT>30629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Inside the 3 lever light switch on the dash,there is a circuit breaker,this is being tripped
somehow.It may be a wiring problem somewhere,chafing and touching the frame
maybe,OR you could have a problem I and a couple others have had...inside the 3 lever
switch,there is a flat narrow strip of metal that goes between the unlock lever and the top,
light selector,lever.For some reason,these can occasionally fall out of place and when
they do,they have a tendancy to touch between 2 live points inside the switch,click,the
lights go out.When the piece moves a little so that it isnt touching one of the live points,.poof,lights,soon as it
touches both live points again,out...
Changing the switch changes the latter problem...checking the wies with a continuity
meter,to see if any are grounding out,continuity to ground,will let you know if it is
something other than the switch causing it.
I would venture to say it is the switch,but that is a guess.Have you had the truck long?
What kid of shpe is the wiring in?In the online manuals section linked at the top of the
page,there are diagrams that should be helpful.
Good luck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715/Ford250 POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30599 NEXT>30605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or just use the married t-case as part of a doubler setup,and the front output as a PTO
like device.You could get a kit to marry a pass side drop 205 or just put a REALLY short
jack shaft to the 200 already in there.Now,if you don't need,or want,the 5/4t then
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switch in the axles.Disk brakes,open knuckle,and a normal ring &pinion ratio -all
good things.The axle housings aren't going to be as strong,but the axles themselves
would be about the same strength -I think that you have a Dana 44 front.The rear could
be anything from a 9"to a Sterling.
Did it come with FI?If so you don't want to deal with all that hassle,just send me the FI
stuff and I'll send you a beat up carb &intake -much easier -nice guy,aren't I?
Ron
SUBJECT>lockout hub prices POSTER>Kevin EMAIL>cv4w@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 3:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys,I checked out the link for the snakeriver4x4 lockout hubs for my 715.I was
quoted 255.00 plus 9 bucks shipping.I thought they were alot less than that.Anyone have
a better deal?
thanks,
Kevin
SUBJECT>Re:M715/Ford250 POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The truck should have a D44 TTB axle in the front and a D60 semi float axle in the rear.I
would scrap the TTB front end and find a D60 from an '86 to '97 F350.I would be a lot of
work to fab up mounts for the TTB suspension.As it turns out,the spring perches on the
front end are the same between the F350 and the M715.A 460 didn't come stock in an '82
either,check to make sure it's not a 351M or 400M,they look similar.
Greg
SUBJECT>vacuum wiper motor wanted POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 4:06 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30606
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone who has done an electric wiper conversion want to get rid of a single
vacuum motor?Or have an extra one sitting around?One of mine has seized up and I
need to swap it out soon.
Thanks
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:M715/Ford250 POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30601 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bill,Go for the 460 swap,you'll love the power.In 82 you will find either a Dana 44 or 50
Twin Traction front end,not as strong as the D 60 you have now.The rear should have a
Dana 60.The Sterling 10.25 did not come out till 84 or 85.The 9''rear was only in F150's.I
would keep the stock axles in the 715.Even if you keep the 460 bone stock,you will be
blown away with the torque.My 460 can burn my 900-20's in 2nd gear at 15 mph on dry
pavement with a Detroit No Spin,now thats torque!Good luck.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:vacuum wiper motor wanted POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30604 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have both my origonal vacuum motors.I dont know if they work,but if you want em
they are yours.
SUBJECT>Re:lockout hub prices POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5
November 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30602 NEXT>30638
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autozone
SUBJECT>What Size Socket POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Can anyone tell me what size socket I need for taking the front and rear wheel bearing
retaining nuts off with?and if I take the hubs off will I need to replace the inner oil seal?
Thanks again.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>JARHEAD EMAIL>ROAD715@AOL.COM
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30563 NEXT>30614 30615 30616 30617 30632 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I HAVE BEEN DEALING WITH JESSE BOSTICK FOR ABOUT 3 YEARS NOW,&
HAVE NEVER HAD ANY BAD LUCK WITH HIM.IN FACT I MISSED OUT ON A
M56 THAT I COULD HAVE BOUGHT REALLY CHEAP.I DON'T POST VERY
MANY MESSAGES ON THIS BOARD,BUT I TEND TO READ IT QUITE A
BIT.ONE THING I NOTICE IS ALOT OF THE FOLKS WANT SOMETHING FOR
NOTHING.I'VE HAD SOME GOOD LUCK WITH A FEW WHEN SELLING
THINGS,BUT HAVE RECEIVED MANY EMAILS WHERE PEOPLE WANT YOU
TO JUST GIVE THINGS AWAY.I'M ABOUT 5 HOURS FROM CAMILLA,SO IF I
WANT SOMETHING I GO GET IT.SOME OF YOU PEOPLE ASK FOR THE
IMPOSSIBLE,LIKE REALLY CHEAP XL'S.NOW I DON'T KNOW IF THIS IS SO IN
THIS CASE,BUT DON'T EXPECT A VERY HIGH QUALITY XL FOR UNDER $100-
150.ALSO FOR ALL YOU FORUM BOARD BADASSES,IF YOU WANT TO GO
KICK JESSE'S ASS,I'D LIKE TO GO WATCH.HE'S ABOUT 6'7"&A GOOD 'OLE
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FARM BOY.SO YOU BEST BRING A CROWD,OR YOU'LL GET YOUR ASS
HANDE TO YOU.
SUBJECT>Re:Bumnog POSTER>bumnog EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,5 November
2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30580 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wagon ,36 14.50 on 15x8's They look funny on those rims but I have never threw one off
the bead.I'm not sure on the weight maybe 4600.I was planning on being there but ended
up swapping main and rod bearings the night before and ended up having problems with
the wiring.The ECU wasn't getting a signal from the igniter to trigger the injectors.I
didn't get it going till late sat.Oh well at least it runs again.
SUBJECT>Re:What Size Socket POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30608 NEXT>30613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Deeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep
2 9/16
SUBJECT>NOS sending unit POSTER>Kdaniels EMAIL>kdani93464@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone got a source for a stock (NOS)fuel sending unit?Thanks in advance!!
SUBJECT>Socket?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30611 NEXT>30622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer and chisel don't forget the saftey glasses.I would change the seal.
SUBJECT>Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,5 November 2003,at 10:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30609 NEXT>30619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.We're going to assume that your keyboard caps lock is
broken,as otherwise it is just rude.
As to Mr.Bostick's size,he would fit right in -a little tall,but probably a little light too.If
you read the posts,Spice isn't looking for anything free.He is just looking to get what he
has already paid for.Personally,if I were him and had these problems I'd visit Mr.
Bostwick and return his tires a la the old Discount Tires commercial.
The FREE part you were mentioning is usually someone on the board OFFERING a free
part,not requesting it -or a joke,you do understand humor Mrs.Head,don't you?
Personally,I'm always up for a good deal -money just burns a hole in my pocket every
time I run across one.However I do expect what I am buying to be properly represented
i.e.$100 for re-cap XL's,not $100 for take off XL's.This seems to be the heart of Spice's
problem,followed up with a healthy dose of dodge-em style customer service -yeah,I'd
definately return them that way.Getting talked about on one board is fairly mild.
You have a nice day now Mrs.Head.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30609 NEXT>30621 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know pal...you've got NO business shoving in here.NONE.I never,EVER asked
JESSE to get something for nothing.I paid $125/XL (exactly what he asked and didn't try
and jew him down a penny).I set up shipping dates and he'd take off,I'd reschedule
shipping dates (pickup times)and he'd not be around after HIM telling ME the times to
set up!I even called his borther in law or some deal like that and arranged payment
through THEM because Jess's credit card reader was down.I'VE DONE ALL OF THIS
AS POLITE AS I COULD WITH NOW,NO RESULTING RETURN CALL.I tried
solving this with the offer of paying for another tire,I NEVER TOLD HIM I WAS
PISSED AND HE'D HAVE TO EAT IT,OR KISS MY ASS OR ANYTHING!I told
him that one had been vulcanized and had a huge bubble on it and that I bought the tires
so I could haul stuff and not wear the sh!t out of my boggers.I told him I'D PAY FOR
ANOTHER.You coming in with the ALL CAPS assault and defense of a situation you've
got NO DAMN CLUE ABOUT is NOT NEE ED!I posted what I posted to let people
know that I had a VERY difficult time from PAYMENT to RECEIPT in this deal and I,
personally,would not buy from him again.I'm not a damn moron when it comes to used
parts,but I would AT LEAST EXPECT something that wouldn't be a safety hazzard!I
EXPECT scratches,wear,and a plug or two but not slices to the cords in the sidewall and
a ballooning patch.I'm about 13 hours from there so I HAVE TO DEPEND on HIS
judgement.Tell me,Mike Stoneroad,would you drive 13 hours ONE WAY for four
tires?Yeah...I'd drive 5 hours too.Tough talk when you've got both sides of the story,
dude.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS sending unit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30612 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I dont know for sure,but I would check with Vintage Power Wagons for
that...heres their
contact info:
Email:sales@m715kaiserjeep.com
Call toll free to:888-695-0578
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>JAR HEAD
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EMAIL>ROAD715@aOL.COM DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30614 NEXT>30620 30628 30634 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I ALWAYS WRITE IN CAPS,IF IT BOTHERS ANYONE THAT'S TOO BAD.AS FOR
FREE OR NEXT TO FREE,MOST FORUM MEMBERS TEND TO SAVE THAT
MESSAGE WHEN THEY EMAIL YOU.I SOLD SOME XL'S ON THIS SITE
BEFORE,&IF I REMEMBER CORRECTLY,THEY WERE AROUND $125-150.I
HAD FOLKS EMAIL &ASK IF I WOULD CONSI ER SELLING SOME FOR $50-
75.NOW IF I WOULD CONSI ER DOING THAT,DON'T YOU THINK THAT'S
WHAT I WOULD BE ASKING FOR THEM?THERE'S ALOT OF GOOD AVDICE
GIVEN ON THIS BOARD,BUT THERE'S ALSO ALOT OF BAD ADVICE
GIVEN.THERE ARE A FEW MEMBERS WHO SEEM TO BE CONSIDERED M715
GODS,BUT WHEN THEY GIVE BOGUS ADVICE I DON'T SEE ANYONE COMING
BACK &CORRECTING IT.IF SOMEONE HAS A PROBLEM WITH A PARTS
SUPPLIER,THEN THEY SHOULD LET EVERYONE KNOW.BUT WHEN THE
DUMBASSES GET ON HERE &SAY LET'S GO KICK HIS ASS,THEY'RE
DEFINATELY USING THE SAFETY OF THE INTERNET TO VOICE THEIR
THOUGHTS.AS FOR NOW KNOWING BOTH SI ES OF THE STORY,THAT'S
WHAT I DI .I LET OTHERS KNOW THAT MY DEALINGS WITH JESSE HAVE
NEVER BEEN ANY TROUBLE.AS FOR HUMOR,I KNOW THAT REFERING TO
ME AS "MRS.HEAD"WAS JUST IN GOOD HUMOR,OR YOU JUST CAN'T
COMPREHEND WHAT YOU READ!!
SUBJECT>Jarhead...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30619 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can appreciate your stand on people wearing you down on a price you ask for
something,and can appreciate you giving a positive plug for a guy you've had good luck
with...IN PERSON.I didn't post any speculation on what happened...I posted exactly
what happened and YES,from my point of view!Seriously...how much did he have to do
here?Grab 4 decent tires and band them on a pallet and just BE THERE when he said so
the truck could get them.Sh!t man,I'd do that all day long for $500 a pallet of 4 XL's.I
went beyond what I as the buyer really should have done just trying to make it a smooth
process,ie;calling another company and paying through them,ME dealing with a pissed
off shipping company because he wasn't around several times for pickup,ME not trying
to shove the tire down his throat and tell him he owes me one...but to explain the problem
and offer to pay for another.Damn,maybe I'm the dumbass afterall.The deal is
EXACTLY this;we all don't live within convenient driving distance of the parts we need
all the time and if a guy is great in person...wonderful...nice to have him around.BUT,if.this is how business gets
done when someone is too far to drive and hand select his own
stuff and ends up with a bum product and on his own with it,THEN I'M GONNA POST
IT!
I'm done with him,done with you and can only thank one of our senior members for an
offer on a replacement tire.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>kaiserjeeps/PortlandOR
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30617 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No comments on the tire deal.Not really my business.Glad to hear the warning though.
But JARHEAD,as for typing in all caps,well it is considered "yelling and generally
thought of as rude".I remember the first time I posted to the jeep list years ago in all caps.
Once the bleeding stopped I used undercase from then on unless I was pissed off.Maybe
you are not aware of what I just mentioned.But if more than one person mentions it you
might reconsider your position.Besides it is easier on the eyes.So there a little
explanation for you.Maybe you just didn't know....I sure didn't ...Kaiserjeeps..Al
Now wheres my steel hankie?Anybody remember politeness man from national
lampoon???
SUBJECT>Re:Socket?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30613 NEXT>30623 30624 30637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get the socket,The hammer works,but makes a mess of the nuts.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Socket?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good thing you said 'the'instead of 'your'....
:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>flat file,nizzel!POSTER>tacomaatbrians EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30622 NEXT>30627 30630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
careful hammering will minimize damage,and a flat file will fix it.Sockets cost money
hahahahahahah
you tool owners have it soooo easy....moooahahah
SUBJECT>to those needing parts POSTER>tacomaatbrians EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>30626 30651 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a plug here...BARRY HAS PARTS so,if you want them.Lots of little NOS stuff,so.anyone who needs them,get in
touch.They're niiiicce.Fair prices and good shit,snap it
up.
SUBJECT>Re:to those needing parts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30625 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,steal another pair of skivvies!Will will pay good money for them!
SUBJECT>Re:flat file,nizzel!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 9:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neanderthal!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I'm cheap.....I made a socket
Has B tried to talk you into a late night trip out to the pasture to "Check"his sheep with
him..........I'd pass if I was you.
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30619 NEXT>30658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You sure are a tough cookie Mr.Jarhead.Must be the Marines that made you that way.
Watch out for the tough guy everyone.
Now on to my point -ads posted on the internet are typically viewed in the same light as
ads posted in the local classifieds.If you aren't familiar with these ads,the prices in most
cases are negotiable or sold at the best offer.Otherwise the seller ends up sitting on
product until the right buyer comes along and most of us dorks don't like stuff stacked
around the backyard or garage for too long.To me it's worth pissing off a seller by
lowballing if I occasionally can save 50%what the person is asking.No harm in trying
right?
I don't really care about the tire deal but it sounds like your buddy is a shady businessman
and tried to take advantage of someone he knew wouldn't drive the distance to clear up
the dealings.Furthermore,you sound like I believe Wally's wife who had to post in
defence of his slander.
With Love,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:lights are going out POSTER>IVAN EMAIL>k_suave76@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30600 NEXT>30652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute4c,that sounds like exactly what the problem is.i have had the Beast for
over four years and the wires seem to be ok...all except for the back tail lights in wher
there seems to be some corrosion on some of the light bulb terminals.Thanks again
SUBJECT>Re:flat file,nizzel!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,.6 November 2003,at 2:55
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30624 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i gave almost $80.for the one i got from snapon,ouch!but at a quarter mil.in tools thats
a small price to pay expecially for an m7xx truck.
SUBJECT>Re:M715/Ford250 POSTER>FSJeeper EMAIL>pascalray@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a 1984 Ford F-250 with a civilian Jcab and M715 bed and front clip from
Woody.It has a transplanted 460,C-6,Dana 50 front,60 rear.The body transplant looks
simple and a lot easier than swapping the drivetrain into the M715.I have also seen M715
bodies on Chevy and Dodge trucks.Swapping bodies is a lot easier than transplanting the
drivetrain/axles into the M715.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30609 NEXT>30636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wooooooo boy back it up.I make A HELL OF A LOT more in one week than you make.
Im also just 6ft tall 200 pnds of pure hell.im a retired martial artist with 97 pro fights
under my belt 75 ko's,1 tie and no loses.other words I aint SKEERED OF NO ONE
BUT ID DO THE SAME FOR HIM TOO and the whole reason behind that was and
would do the same for you is I dont like to see people get ripped off or done wrong.I dont
know him or you and the problem is just he needs to answer the phone and take care of
his customers and other people would buy his products after all hew is a business and its
just the only thing to do he needs to call him and remedy the tire problem and all would
be fine Thanks i WOULD ALSO BUY PARTS FROM HIM IF I THOUGHT I WOUL
GET WHAT I PAY FOR,MONEY IS NOT A PROBLEM WHEN IT COMES TO MY
TRUCK AND THE OTHER GUYS ARE THE SAME WAY WE HAVE IT OR WILL
SAVE IT UP SO HOW ABOUT IT JARHEAD AND HELP THE MAN GET WHAT
HE WANTE IN THE FIRST PLACE TO BE HONEST I HAVE NEVER MET
ANYONE FROM THE M715 ZONE BUT LOOK TOO THEM AS FAMILY AS WE
ALL ENJOY THE SAME THINGS.JUST SOME GOOD OL BOYS AND GOOD OL
TOYS.SORRY IF THIS OFFENDE YOU BUT I CONSIDER THESE GUYS AS
FRIENDS AS THEY HAVE BEEN GREAT TO HELP OUT AND I AM VERY
GREATFUL FOR THERE HELP AND WILL HELP BACK IN ANY WAY I CAN
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AND U DONT KNOW ME OR WHAT I STAND FOR,IM HONEST,
TRUSTWORTHY,AND I WOULD NEVER KNOWINGLY DO SOMEONE WRONG
AND WOULD BE THE FIRST TO FIX IT IF I DID WITH A BIG APPOLOGY THEM.
SUBJECT>Tranny and T case POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am gona have the body off of my jeep here in a little while,and while it is off I am
wondering if it will we worth taking out the tranny and t case to look at.As far as i can.tell everything is
working.Would it be worth it to look at em and possible have to fix em,
or should I just leave them in there and drive it till they drop?
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30619 NEXT>30635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I aint usen the internet for any safety reasons Ive been shot 7 times stabbed twice and i
damned sure aint afraid to go lookin someone up that thinks im a dumb@$$with an IQ
of 176 and see who the dumb@$$really is spice was just trying to get what he paid for
and got ripped off by someone and i just wonder if that someone is YOU the way you are
so defensive for his butt,im just as defensive for spice on his behalf.he may have done
you right but he done spice wrong,so fix it up and get him GOOD tires and all will be
well.Another satisfied customer and job well done so whats it going to be?if you took
the time to read the guys on here really try to help people out and tell them where to get a
good quality part and just happens that you friend screwed someone over so he just
posted a note that saved everyone else from gettin stuck with lame tires,LOOK at the
business he lost as i just spent over $850.on tires and other guys would have boght from
him too looks like poor business sense to me I also have a business degree too.Dont like
to brag or anything but you are defending someone thats a crook.
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>jarhead
EMAIL>road715@aol.com DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30634 NEXT>30639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WITH AN IQ OF 176,YOU SURE CAN'T SPELL,OR USE PROPER PUNCTUATION.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>jarhead EMAIL>road715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30632 NEXT>30642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHERE DOES I MAKE MORE MONEY THAN YOU &I NEVER LOST A FIGHT
COME FROM?WHAT DOES EITHER OF THE TWO HAVE ANYTHING TO DO
WITH WHAT WAS BEING DISCUSSED ON THE BOARD?IF I SEE
SOMEONE,SOMEWHERE,GIVE THEIR OPINION ON SOMEONE OR
SOMETHING I KNOW,I'M GOING TO CHIME IN.WHAT CAUSES ALL YOU
PEOPLE TO GET SO DEFENSIVE?LIKE I SAID BEFORE,I ALWAYS TYPE IN
CAPS,IT'S JUST EASIER.IF YOU TAKE THAT AS YELLING,WELL TOO BAD.THE
ORIGINAL MESSAGE &ALL THAT FOLLOWE WERE NOT YELLING.I CAN'T
BELIEVE HOW QUICK SOME MEMBERS OF THIS FORUM COME UNGLUED.AS
FOR MAKING MORE MONEY THAN ME,I COULD CARE LESS,BUT DOUBT
THAT YOU DO.AS FOR THE MARTIAL ARTIST DEAL,I FOUGHT A MARTIAL
ARTIST ONCE.I CRACKED HIS SKULL WITH A BALL BAT.LET IT REST.
SUBJECT>Re:Socket?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a socket from a drive line place here in town for 25 bucks pretty cheap.The hammer.and chisel is a good field
repair tool,REMEMBER THE SAFETY GLASSES.
SUBJECT>Re:lockout hub prices POSTER>mudclod
EMAIL>mudclod61@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30607 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A couple weeks ago I tried to get a set.Mile Marker cannot get the spring that goes inside
right now (they don't know when their supplier will get them more)so they are temp out
of stock.Auto Zone does not stock them,they order when you pay them to order.Then
they email the order to Mile Marker,who cansels the order since they are out of stock,
and Auto Zone won't refund your money for three weeks.This is just my experience.
Snake River can get you a set right now.
mudclod
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 5:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30635 NEXT>30648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wasnt trying to be proper just getting my 2 cents out there punk
SUBJECT>Re:What air pressure POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30586 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's my grandson.
And he was only 7 years old.
Doug lets go easy on B now.
Will Oh M-715
SUBJECT>somebody wants a m715 POSTER>henry EMAIL>cyote888@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30649 30650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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looky looky
WANTED:
Added 16 June.Updated August 11.
I am looking for a M715 that's in Florida or S.Georgia to avoid shipping charges.Have
20.5'Wellcraft Step-Lift,with cutty cabin,185 Horse Johnson Outboard motor,tandem
trailer,runs and looks good,will consider trading.Boat has fish finder,ship to shore,etc.
Thanks,
Mike Bradley Alesfromdebary@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30636 NEXT>30643 30644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not trying to impress upon the fact that you dont know what the hell you're talking
about,but I'll be glad to show you where to put that bat.Ill come to you since you think.your are so big and bad and
like to run your mouth off,enough is enough or I just may be
at your door and giving you lessons on where that bat will fit so dont threaten me with a
bat and stop letting your mouth overload your @$$and i'll drop it.
Like I said before if you would listen spice got a bad deal from you as it seems that you
are so defensive on the tire issue and refused my help to kick butt.He was being very nice
about it.My hat is off to spice and all the others here on this site.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i hope this is the end of this thread.please stop.
SUBJECT>Re:XL's in Georgia.POSTER>jarhead EMAIL>road715@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30642 NEXT>30645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HERE WE GO AGAIN WITH PEOPLE COMING UNGLUED.DID I MAKE A
PERSONAL ATTACK AGAINGT YOU?NO.I MERELY STATE THAT I COUL
CARE LESS HOW MUCH MONEY YOU MAKE,&ALSO THAT I SPLIT A KUNG
FU BOYS HEAD WITH A BAT.DI I SAY I WANTE TO CRACK YOUR SKULL
WITH A BAT?NO!I DON'T KNOW IF YOU THINK YOU'RE IMPRESSING OTHERS
ON THIS BOARD WITH YOUR BADASS COMMENTS,THEY DON'T IMPRESS
ME.I BELIEVE WHAT YOU STATE IN YOUR PREVIOUS MESSAGE COUL
LEGALLY BE TAKEN AS A THREAT.I DON'T MAKE THREATS,BUT IF YOU
EVER ATTEMPT TO SHOW UP AT MY DOOR,I'LL DO WHAT IS
NECESSARY.YOU'LL PROBABLY NEE TO BE CARTE OFF.GROW UP &QUIT
TRYING TO IMPRESS PEOPLE WITH YOU BADASS COMMENTS.LET IT
REST,AGAIN!!!
SUBJECT>Enough already.ntxt POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30644 NEXT>30752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>abblin EMAIL>Madams6172@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,6 November 2003,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaFQaWfKV1VbA PREVIOUS>NEXT>30662 30935 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just a thought on lockers/posi traction etc.
In a previous life I have spent a lot of time driving on snow/packed snow/ice/black
ice/slush/unpacked snow/all in an area with lots of ups and downs (hills).The thought I
have for the listers here is the relative value of diff locking devices in conditions with
miserable coeficients of friction.
Currently I live in a rather flat area.And I see the same thing I used to see in my previous
area of operations.I see 4X4 trucks and
Trans Ams,Camero's etc tailpipe first in the ditch.The 4X4 usually is nice and fairly.new,big gripy tires,and here
I'm guessing but probably has posi/lockers proudly installed
at extra expense by the dealer when the truck was new.
An M715 with stock power is fairly well balanced power vs traction.
Put a V8 in her and lockers and you can climb mountains in an offroad environment and
about launch yourself to the moon as you crest the hill top.On an icey road the power of
the V8 will declutch both tires from the road and turn the M715 into butfirst snowbank
blaster.
Same problem as the rice rocket 4x4 truck and the american iron afore mentioned.
I only bring this up because nobody else has.If offroad use,bogging,logging roads,hill
climbs,trail rides,is what you envision then great,lock'em up.
I just remember my old jeep with standard diffs.One wheel would occaisionaly spin,but
the other would keep traction/free wheel or idle on the ice,this little bit of friction would
keep me going straight,I always got to work,usually 2 wheeling when the ditchs were
full of "more advanced"vehicles.(my jeep had a Chev 283 V8)
Oh,the other draw back was when it was discovered that the current velocity was too
high,incautious attempts at slowing resulted in the uncontroled departure of the rearend
from the desired track.Seems that the posi rearends would also lockup both tires in
deceleration and or compression braking situations.
FWIW
I'm in my foxhole now,heads down,waiting for the incoming.
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Fire as she bears boys.
SUBJECT>Re:Tranny and T case POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 3:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30633 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personnaly if I had my body off and had access to them I would take the time to do the
seals and clean them if nothing else.If they are in good working order some new gear goo
and new seals wont hurt.
But that's just me.
Joe
SUBJECT>ave and Mike.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 4:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30639 NEXT>30724 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,thanks for the backing.
Mike,Dave made good sense about a guy trying to help another out,not that I think you
would,but I don't want any further dealing with your Georgian pal.It would have been
way too easy for him to roll a tire to FedEx but...well,we're all painfully aware he didn't.
My point has been made,peoples awareness has been raised.
Enough is enough.
SUBJECT>Re:somebody wants a m715 POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Email me more about might be able to help.
SUBJECT>Re:somebody wants a m715 POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 4:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Email me more about might be able to help.nchorsemovers@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:to those needing parts POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30625 NEXT>30656
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How we suppose to get in touch with em........
SUBJECT>Re:lights are going out POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 5:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30629 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You may also want to check you spring on your cluthch linkage.Mine did the same thing
but only when I mashed the clutch in...the spring had rubbed against the harness mounted
to the frame....Just a thought...
SUBJECT>Parking Brake POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,
at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30654 30655 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What kinda of shoes does the parking break take....
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nike
Sorry Pete,It is a band brake,You can gete them from Vintage power wagons
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30653 NEXT>30659 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Stock T-case brake?A big ugly band that wraps around the drum.Before my swap I got
one from Memphis Equipment,PA.The square shaft the it mounts on may not fit right in
a M.E.replacement.I had to drive a big punch through the female side on the brake band
so that it would fit over that stock square mounting stem/rod/whateveryou'dliketocallit.
SUBJECT>Re:to those needing parts POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30651 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Find one of his posts,click his name after it says,"posted by ...."and that should bring up
a mail box page thing.
SUBJECT>Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>30660
30661 30690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,he gains another year on the count and another day closer to death.
Happy B-day B-!
SUBJECT>Re:Manners,manners Mrs.Head.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30628 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA!!!!!!
Man,I wish you lived closer to me,Chris.You got a slicing wit that I admire.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>alan loshbaugh
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:48 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30655 NEXT>30665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just had mine relined locally...
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30657 NEXT>30669 30726 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where's the cake and Ice cream?
SUBJECT>Thanks,man.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30657 NEXT>30663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How'd you know?Did you really call my mom?You're an a$$.
You know,I was just reading the post from JARHEAD and Dave and thinking how this
person was right or that one was and taking sides in my mind when it occured to me-I
don't even want any XL's,but I do love reading those posts laced with hate.
Tacoma is here and last night he showed us 200 or so pics that he's taken on his trip.It
was odd to see how everyone has changed since I last saw them and to be able to put
faces to names.
Jon,I admire that moustache and a man with the balls to sport it..Tom,for the love of God,get a haircut and shave
that crap off your face.Katie is
amazing.You're lucky.
Barry-I've always been intimidated by you and now I have a face to haunt my nightmares.
Thanks for the birthday wishes.I'm not getting a present seeing as how Jean Ellen spent
my new locker money on a TV for her.
Eat one,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30646 NEXT>30737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats why I painfully put forth the cash for an OX locker.Just sold my detroit on Ebay.
I'm real glad I did it.As for the M715,well it will stay stock.I would imagine those
NDT's won't grip on slick stuff anyways.Don't think I will be driving it much on ice,but
if it proves to be fun,I could always get another set of industrial cable chains....Besides if
you saw Oregon drivers on ice,well it's comical big time...And dangerous to be out there
with them..
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30661 NEXT>30664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy Birthday!!!
Should stop by...our oldest daughters birthday is tommorow...already will be cake and ice
cream so you might as well come and make it a double.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30663 NEXT>30666 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Alright:
I take your age,subtract the 23 years it took to find Mrs.4C,add 6 months for
Catholicism to force you into having a child,add 9 months...carry the 1......tell you girl
"Happy 46th birthday!"
BWHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHAHA!!!!Old guy jokes!Funny!
(Thanks for the good wishes,tell your girl to have a good one and enjoy them now since
after 21 the only birthday that's any good is the one you get Social Security at.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 November
2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30659 NEXT>30667 30733
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What do I look for to find someone to redo ????Where do I start
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30664 NEXT>30668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually she will be 8 but you were close.....
By the way,its snowing lightly outside,if ya come up,you can get a preview of
Christmas!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Automotive machine shops ssometimes offer this service.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30666 NEXT>30670 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You guys have snow?I abhor the cold.Being a horrifically skinny guy,cold weather is a
killer.On days here where it drops down to 65 I wear a down coat.On snowy days I don't
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even get out of bed.
8 years old?Nice.My little girl is amost 4 months old now.Is it true that they grow up so
quick,or does it seem like 8 years.To me,it seems like 4 months....or maybe 6.
On a birthday note-Mom wanted to take my wife and kiddy (and Tacoma)out to dinner
for my birthday,but instead it shook down where she's going to cook me dinner:chicken
fried steaks with sawmill gravy,fried potatoes mixed with fried onions and fried squash,
brocoli with cheddar cheese melted on it,and a tall glass of milk.Then a blackberry
cobbler.I can't wait!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30660 NEXT>30674
30693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They brought me doughnuts instead.I thought it was nice until one of them asked who
"that freaky hippy in sandals"{Tacoma}was.I started laughing and my coffee drenched
doughnut went down my windpipe and I started choking horribly and instead of smacking
me on the back all my guys just stood there looking at me and smiling.
It wasn't so much fun after that.That's the problem with being the boss and having your
employees throw you a birthday party.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30668 NEXT>30732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes it seems like 8 years,but then other times it seems like a lot less...I think it
has some to do with how much you and the child are together,as opposed to out to work
or other stuff...as well as time contraction,seemingly,as you get older.
Don't miss the fun,be there for her and she will be there for you when you get to be my
age...this will mean a lot more to you then!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Slang tech terms POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>30672 30673 30676 30685 30734
30735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found this funny-
In the north it's common to call a front axle a "front-rear".
I've heard the cam called a "bumpstick",and the distributor called the "dizzy".
Anyone got any more?
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>30675 30677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a guy at the local tire store who calls the rear tires the hind end ones...
30000 posts!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Supercharger POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Blower,mixer,lung,jimmy huffer (from their GMC roots)
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30669 NEXT>30679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Long hair hippie in sandals.............now all I can pictur is tacoma looking like
Jesus........am I close.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>30678 30716 30728 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Auto tranny =Slush Box.SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You planned that didn't you?:)I just went to the search page and did a search under my
name and can proudly lay claim to 2,103 of the 30,003 posts.I should do some work
now...
SUBJECT>Re:Slang low tech terms POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30676 NEXT>
30681 30682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,-B,b (denoting sadness),B!(denoting anger or excitement),Bri,Brian,B-hive,Green
Jean,Tink,8N man,skinny,pole cat,scrawney,beady eyed,B.
Ben,Eat One.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30674 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Real close...'cept for the 3/8"hair length.
SUBJECT>Headers for a M715 POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 November
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2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What type of headers will bolt up to my chvy 350 with little to no mods.......
SUBJECT>Re:Slang low tech terms POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30678 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny,Funny!Bee's make honey!
By the by,all I said was that Tacoma was called a 'hippy'and in my world that neither
means long hair nor a drug user.
He tends to call people a "hooker"as I call guys "Stumpy".It was odd as we plaid air
hockey to be called that repeatedly as I beat him mercilessly.
My dad used to call tires "casings".
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang low tech terms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30678 NEXT>30683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.you forgot a couple..
350-B.in Tennessee
Ruble
barney
Mango
Shepherd
"That Guy"
SUBJECT>Re:Slang low tech terms POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30682 NEXT>30684
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,Doug,that's good!I had even forgotten some of my ancient screen names.What
else is in your HERO WORSHIP file?
-B.
[See what I did there?I took an admirable trait of Doug's (a good memory)and turned it
around to an insult to him and a compliment to me.Try that yourself-it makes you feel
good.]
SUBJECT>Re:Slang low tech terms POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30683 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tired but failed......couldn't come up with a admirable triat for you........just a hole pile of
bad ones,I tried to turn them into something nice but it just didn't seem fun....oh well.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>30686 30687
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
differential housings are pumpkins
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>30685 NEXT>30711 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
non-synchro transmissions are crash boxes
SUBJECT>Yo Fivequarter POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30685 NEXT>30688 30715 30718 30721 30782 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hate to break this to ya,They are not really pumpkins.....some people just call them
that....man what a fool;).I heard the accelerator pedal called "footfeet"more than once.......where did that come
from?
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 November
2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30687 NEXT>30689
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Footfeed!Geez kids these days!
SUBJECT>Tippy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30688 NEXT>30722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wisdom comes with age................you and speedo should be feaking rocket scientist by
now....
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30657 NEXT>30692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAPPY B-DAY YOUNG MAN!!
ANOTHER DAY CLOSER TO 30!!HA HA HA HA HA
SUBJECT>Weather Stripping for doors...POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30695
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any one know where I can get new stripping (rubber seals)for my doors....
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30690 NEXT>30694
30697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
In my head (while reading your post)I heard "HA HA HA HA HA"and it sounded like
you're panting or breathing really loud.That makes me think maybe you're gay and the
thought of my birthday excites you.
Is that the case,Young Keith?If so then I want no part of that.They say that only queers
and steers come from Texas.I'm ashamed that my great-great grandfather (on my mom's
side)fought at the Alamo and loaded for Daniel Boone.Ashamed of what the Lone Star
has become.Ashamed,I tell you.
________
Seriously,thanks man.YOU ROCK!!!!!!!!!!!!!(and I was joking about Texas.I was there
once and liked it alot)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>KROB725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:51
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30669 NEXT>30707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wait until tomorrow when they bring you the picture of the doughnut on their penis!ha ha
ha
happy birthday
SUBJECT>Re:Weather Stripping for doors...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30691 NEXT>30720
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete W,
I took a vote earlier and we voted you "Best New Owner".Congratulations and your
trophy should be arriving next tuesday.
Memphis Equipment or Vintage Power Wagon are about the only places you're gonna
find stripping.I'd call 'em both and get prices seeing as how they're probably the same
products from the same manufacturer.
-B.
SUBJECT>M37's What do you think?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30705 30706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just wondering what people here thought about M37s?It was watching a friend ’s
M37 pull 1-ton duelies with loaded trailers out of the mud at a military truck show that
turned into a quagmire that lead me to buy my M715 when I heard about it being for sale.
That M37 in 4wd low just went tuck tuck tuck tuck and pulled those things on out.
Have a great weekend,the weather here looks like it will let me get my truck together and
on the road.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30692 NEXT>30701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i don't do that LOL crap.i'm as far from gay as you can get too.i was young once.enjoy it
while you can.they say there are ghosts in the Alamo.maybe grandpaw is still hangin
around?
how do you like your new TV?tell Tacoma hello for me.
SUBJECT>Yahoo site POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30700 30702
30727 30739 30781 30813 30835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have any objection to my deleting the old Yahoo Groups site?Seems all that
gets posted there is spam,porn pic ads and questions about M715's that are referred.here...kinda tired of going
there just to police the garbage and to refer people to this site.
I do have the pics saved from over there on a disc...will need to find time to put them over
here,but not right now...
I realize we would lose that chat room ability,but we need to add that to this site
somehow and we have not been using that for a while.
Your thoughts??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
delete it.
let me know how to do that and i'll delete the m725 yahoo site as well.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30697 NEXT>30703
30704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the new TV,but I watch very little TV.On the other hand,it makes my wife happy
and I'm learning more and more how much that benefits me.I think my family would
have benifitted much more from a locker.
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I'll tell Tacoma 'Howdy'for you,WITH MY FIST!!!!!He's a funny guy,but soooo very
strange he makes me look normal.He keeps giving me a hand gesture he calls "the bull
horns"that is apparently his equivalant of fliping me the bird.I'm just confused by it.
About the Alamo....I made all that up just to make you laugh.Schmuck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>sulzameck@yahoo.com EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never go there anymore.Delete it and save your time.
Rick H
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30701 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
punk!you had me going.i could see gramps there pouring gun powder...
a lot of people around here hold up their index and pinky fingers and holler "hook em
horns!"because of U of Texas.
punk kid.just wait until the FE.i must go to it now.
lick it
k.SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30701 NEXT>30751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy B-day B!!!Have one for me!!
SUBJECT>Re:M37's What do you think?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i like them.good offroad but only about 45 top speed.
SUBJECT>Re:They're awesome POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30696 NEXT>30714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I love mine.:-)
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'67 M715 w?Chevy V8
some other stuff
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30693 NEXT>30709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That has got to be the sickest,cruelest,nastiest joke I have ever heard of.You should be
ashamed for even posting that in this forum.It's just plain wrong................I can't wait to
try it:)
SUBJECT>Re:Headers for a M715 POSTER>Mike EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30680 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Block huggers are what I used.Check them out in a Summit catalog.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30707 NEXT>30712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a local radio DJ said he won't eat listener's food anymore.someone brought them a big
box of doughnuts.they ate the hell out of them and when they got to the bottom of the
box,there was a poloroid picture of the doughnut on the penis trick....yuk!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Once again:power brakes POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30598 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.hmm,i never thought of that...i'll have to think about
it.thanks!
-BrianM
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30686 NEXT>30729 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wazulator.....any part or mechanical device you don't know the name of or can't
remember at the moment...this happens with old age creeping in...
For laughs try it at your local parts store on the pimple faced parts geek when he asks for
what year of vehicle...works pretty good....I need a exhaust Wazulator for a 67 Kaiser...
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30709 NEXT>30723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we usually play tricks on each at work for everybodies B-day.
My secretary's is at the end of the month.....I think I'll tone it down a little,like maybe just
a pic of my doberman licking the cake or something.....nothing terribly offensive such as
yours.
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Thanks for the tip!!!!
SUBJECT>Attn Dennis from Memphis POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dennis,My e-mail is dead.Dell support tried to fix it and they screwed it up worse!You
have my address,send me a note with your ph#and I will call you.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:They're awesome POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30706 NEXT>30717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got my first one in High School.Went out to Fort Jackson and ask an old Motor Pool
sergeant how good they were,his answer was a classic."Where the M37 can't go,Tanks
can't go!"
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive heard of that one a few times came from "Dodsons"foot feed for the older model N
Series tractors .Not much more than an accelerator (gas )pedel for a tractor.Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here are a few:
Assfoot-the tool used for removing a tire from the wheel
Chunk-centersection of differential
Lincoln locker-welded rear differential AKA miller locker,hobart etc..
Ricky...seeya...
Charleston,SC
SUBJECT>Re:They're awesome POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have owned both,the M-37 is a better trail machine with better flex and shorter wheel
base.Not as easy modified as the M-715 nor can it carry the pay-load of the 5/4 ton 715.
Great aftermarket and parts supply.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 2:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>30687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geez,it weren't me what cogitated that term.Give this flatlander a break.I ain't no
ordinary dummy,I is special.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Dennis from Memphis POSTER>Dennis from Memphis
EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30713 NEXT>30809 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,I learned that Saul is at the SEMA show in Las Vegas and his cell phone is not
receiving well out there.Call his wife,Mary Ann,at 800 343-9763.Mention my name.
She is waiting for your call.You are set up for four quarts @$22 each.
SUBJECT>Re:Weather Stripping for doors...POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 3:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30695 NEXT>30794 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you Thank You for this award.I want to thank all those those little people I steped
on to get to the top.Autographs at the door please......
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30687 NEXT>30730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gas pedal =go pedal
"put it to the floor"="put it to the wood"
SUBJECT>Re:Tippy POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30689 NEXT>30745
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Finally some of the respect we deserve from the snot nosed kid.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30712 NEXT>30746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,Those guys must have much bigger holes in the donuts than the ones here in
Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave and Mike.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 7:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30648 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill be here for you and anyone else as Ive been burned myself.Its not the money,just the
fact that people will rip you off and not think anything about it.If I ever get my old m725's
heart a turnin and other things done to her,Id love to meet with a bunch of you guys and
have some offroad fun and maybe even ride a badder busa too.We all work hard for what
we have and its nice to know there are people that you trust and when you dont you put
your faith in there honor and integrity.have a good one y'all!
SUBJECT>width POSTER>greg EMAIL>gregk532@cs.com DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30738
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does anyone know if the 85"width on the tech listing refers to width at the tires or overall
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width like at the end of the fender flares?looking to buy m715 and don't know if my
trailer is wide enough
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30660 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
donuts are better than havin my old lady commin in in her b-day suit with the lights on.
the horror that caused.I aged another forty yrs.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went there once now it's only here or nothing,kill it
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
huge tires-todious meats tires-doughnuts distributor-spark tosser battery-juicebox mud
tires-clodfloppers just a couple off the top of my feable mind
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30711 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.don't forget the "perdactor-valve"also works
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30721 NEXT>30740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when the horse power excedes the strength of the running gear or the drivers ability we
call it the stupid pedal
SUBJECT>m725 parts at VPW POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30736
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brute4c was right on it when he said to look for parts on VPW.Man ive got me a wish list
a mile long and id better be nice to the old lady so that i can get my order in.There goes
her christmas gifts.lol.Actually ill have to get her something nice to stay out of the dog
house.I found almost everything im lookin for except outside door handles and ill call
and check on that too.THANKS AGAIN!!!!!
Does anyone know if there is someone that rebuilds or services the gas fired heater for the
m725's.Im going to take some pics of how it looks now out at a friends house then email
them so they can be posted.darn halloween is over so ill have to wait till next year to
scare everyone.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks,man.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,7
November 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30670 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with brute4c as my 18 yr old son and his 17 yr old sister were raised by me and
they dont want to have anything to do with there mom as she wasnt there ever for them
and they think Im the best well maybe,ok,as do my 12 and 10 yr old's and 8 month old
daughters too.
SUBJECT>Re:Parking Brake POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,7 November
2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30665 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You might try a place that deals in truck brake parts.As in heavy duty truck brakes,
Peterbilt,Kenworth etc.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>30784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely fictional parts that you can make people think are real:
muffler bearings
piston return springs
blinker fluid
automatic tire rotators
gas tank stirring pump.windshield washer fluid filter
There are some more I can't think of,but I've successfully used these several times.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bark the tires-squak the tires-cherp the tires-
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30731 NEXT>30743 30764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they don't have em,outside door handles are the same as Full Size Jeep handles.The
civilian handles are chrome,however.Maybe you could get them blackened or something
like that.I just painted mine OD and they look fine.Unless you're going for an all out
perfect mil-spec restoration,I can't see how anyone would tell the difference.Handles are
a dime a dozen in the boneyards around Colorado.
Ethan
SUBJECT>locker story link Re:Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>whydah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,7 November 2003,at 11:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30662 NEXT>30742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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http://www.fourwheeler.com/techarticles/20958/index.html
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Saturday,8
November 2003,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30725 NEXT>30741
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reasonably certain it was posted in the past that 85"was the flare width.Mine fits on my
(78"deck width)trailer with the stock wheels and tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>Keller (VA)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>30750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Concur.
Howard
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife prefers "FOOL INJECTED"she made a decal and it is displayed on the left rear
of my CJ-7...
It pretty much sums up my driving skills.
Ricky...seeya....Charleston,SC
fool injected
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,
8 November 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30738 NEXT>30788
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had posted this eons ago.If I remember correctly the 85"was from the outside to outside
of the hub brackets or what ever you call em..
SUBJECT>Re:locker story link Re:Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30737 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good article to give to someone who who is not schooled up on ths stuff.To bad they
don't mention the Powr-loc limited slip.They are one of the strongest out there.
Adjustable too.I also heard you can still get them new but I am not positive of this.Also
too bad they don't mention the oX locker.I just put one in and it is absolutely cool.Good
open street and snow/ice manners and full spool off-road when you need it.We will see if
they stay in business.Their owner is full of it though.He owes me a custom machined
shift fork he said he made up for me,because of my earlier housing differences and has
not responded to my Emails.Loser!I should probably buy an extra cable in case I damage
it and they dissappear.I'm going to build a protective guard to take a hit from rocks first
instead of damaging the 8-10 inches of cable that is exposed.Good article though....
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30736 NEXT>30766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
725's have different doors.Are they the same as a m37s door handles?Might be a
possibility.
SUBJECT>Tomorrow should be cool POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well my plans fell through for tomorrow.I ended up finding about a Vetrans day convoy
cruise here in Portland.Interstate 205 is the only Vetrans Memorial hiway in the United
States.I-205 is about 30+miles long.Turns out the Vets administration is doing a first
annual bumper to bumper convoy of any rig /car with a flag.We will leave Washington
state Clark Co Fairgrounds at 10 am and drive into Oregon to the I 205 and I-5
interchange.Several military clubs will be present with Duces,a big Dukw or duck,
GPW's,MB's old iron of all sorts.I will throw on full canvas tonight and go also.The
State police is blocking the inside lane for us.All the news channels will be there and it
should be cool.I kinda wanted to meet some of these military club folks anyway...I will
be sure to take pictures if anybody wants to see them...Now where's my ear plugs???
SUBJECT>Funny Story POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said SHOUL ......turn your belltone up gramps:)
Snot nosed kid....Ha..that reminds me of Jill last weekend..
My wife Jill came down and joined our wheeling trip after noon last weekend.She
arrived right after My bud Tony twisted his front driveshaft.It was chilly and she did'nt
bring any gloves.Tony being the nice guy he is,offered him his brown cotton chore
gloves,she gladly accepted and he was going home anyway,so he would not need them.
Jill and Lisa (joe's wife)were watching Joe and I do stupid stunts with our trucks.Jill
wiped the drizzel off the end of her nose with the gloves and said to Lisa "I hope Tony
don't mind me using his gloves for a snot rag"with a chuckle.Lisa responded "It's
allright,he was doing it all morning"............Jill is still a little grossed out.Tony laughed
his butt off when I told him.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking they same thing..........it'd look like a sombrero sitting on top
there........maybe just the doughnuts are bigger in texas????????
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SUBJECT>Re:Tomorrow should be cool POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30744 NEXT>30748 30791 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have fun Al!Take lots of pics.............I've got a line on a CCKW,hard top
w/winch....think I can get it for $2000....it runs great,I just can't talk myself into it yet.I
think I've got plenty for right now.
2-M715
1-M726
1-M35A2
1-M38A2
SUBJECT>Re:Tomorrow should be cool POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geez Doug,a regular motor pool....Cool!I wish I could buy the duece I saw coming out
of the woods a month or two ago...Now would definately not be a good time for that...I'll
charge up the camera tonight....Oh yea...Buy it,you can't go wrong!
SUBJECT>68 M715 Mud Bogger for Sale POSTER>Matt EMAIL>gmcrawler@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30789 LINKNAME>Click Here for the Auction Listing
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=673
7&item=2442032756.I hate to get rid of her but I'll be moving in a few weeks and she can't come along.I have
it on Ebay but I'm also taking outside offers.I've been an observer of this site and haven't
participated like I could've but this site has been extremely helpful.God bless all and take
care.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30739 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,I think you should turn that site over to B.
That way his life would be full of telling people where to go.
On second thought delete it,he would get confused.
Brian I am really sorry for this post.But somebody had to do it.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30704 NEXT>30810 30811 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry I am sick and just getting to it today.But HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRIAN.Nuf
said.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Enough already.ntxt POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30645 NEXT>30756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebody needs a Lortab or Vallium or my personal fav Bud.Will
Get over it.You screwed Spice
SUBJECT>Brute4c POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What happened to the F.E.dates.I need to know the out come.So I can put it down on next
years vacation.Thanks Will Wright
SUBJECT>Old soft top available for free POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30757 30770 30951 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I recently replaced my soft top and don't need the old one I had.It ain't in good shape,but
it's still in one piece.It's white vinyl and can be seen at
www.flmvpa.org/mhalfto2ton.htm.Scroll to the bottom of the page to Steven Valles'
M715.If anyone can use this,they can have it for free or I can ship for cost.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>beginning m-715 restoration POSTER>Tracy Vaughan
EMAIL>billvaughan@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:55 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30790
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have finally got the time to start rebuilding my jeep.Its currently in good condition
cosmettically but not running.Monday morning I will start dissassembling her.I plan on
doccumenting her progress extensivelly with photos.Thanks for all the help from your
website.The manuals are great.
SUBJECT>Re:Enough already.ntxt POSTER>jarhead EMAIL>eoad715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30752 NEXT>30800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THIS PROVES THAT QUITE A FEW OF YOU PEOPLE DON'T COMPREHEND
WHAT YOU READ.YOU MADE THE STATEMENT THAT I SCREWED
SPICE.HOW'S THAT?DI I EVER MAKE ANY STATEMENT THAT I'M IN
BUSINESS WITH JESSE BOSTICK?NO.SO HOW DI I SCREW SPICE?I MERELY
CONSI ER JESSE A PERSON WHO I HAVE DONE BUSINESS WITH IN THE
PAST.I NEVER SAI WE WERE TIGHT,OR EVEN FRIENDS.I WAS HOPING
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EVERYONE WOULD FINALLY LET THIS REST,BUT I WILL NOT LET IT END
ON A STATEMENT BY SOMEONE THAT I HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH THIS
DEAL.ENOUGH ALREADY.SLOW DOWN WHEN READING SOMETHING,OR
READ IT TWICE SO YOU COMPREHEND IT BEFORE YOU MAKE A REMARK
ABOUT IT.LET IT REST,ONE MORE TIME.
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Tracy Vaughan
EMAIL>billvaughan@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am interested.send me a photo.i tried to bring up your website but couldnt
SUBJECT>12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can you put 12 volt bulbs in 24 volt lights like blackout lights for example?my 715 has
been converted to 12 volts,but i really want to the blackout lights on.thanks.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>rick e.
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 4:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30758 NEXT>30763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sure,with the 12 volt conversion,they work just fine.rick
SUBJECT>M101 trailer value POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30761 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can somebody tell me what an M101 trailer with all bows and canvas and all in good
shape would be worth.Roughly?Thanks..SUBJECT>Re:M101 trailer value POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8
November 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30760 NEXT>30762
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M101 with good canvas and tires with a solid body would cost approx $1,000 on the
West Coast.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:M101 trailer value POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30761 NEXT>30765 30808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,that's about what I thought.This one has perfect paint,no rust and new tires.All
perfect wood and canvas and I can get it for $800.Looks like I'm safe.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30759 NEXT>30767 30769 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
can you get 12 volt bulbs that will fit in the 24v lights?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30736 NEXT>30768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the ambulance has flat doors,handles have square shaft and look like something from a
trailer house.I think the m715 ues a different style handle,does'nt it?I looked at mine
today and the latches are messed up.I can repair latches where the shaft goes in,there
round and supposed to be square.its going to take some work to fix and make it square
again or i may go and rig up a keyless entry setup and fill in door handle holes to help
eliminate unwanted people from getting in and trying to take her away.
Im going to run both a 12 volt alt system separate from the 24 volt system,2 alternators
both one wire setups.Im wondering about 24 volt part.Is it alt.or gen.and are they
internal or ext.regulated?
Its easier to do it this way and keep my gas heater,emerg.light and exhaust fans than
modify a water heater box and mount it where the gas one is now and loose everything
else on a full 12 volt conv..I can get a 24 volt alt.from carquest.my cost is $115.with
core charge included.
SUBJECT>Re:M101 trailer value POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,8
November 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30762 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a good deal.Good luck.Robert
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,8 November 2003,at 8:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30743 NEXT>30779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oops.That's what I get for not reading CAREFULLY.Sorry.Maybe next time I'll
*think*before I type.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30763 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian take the 24 volt lites out and take them to a Napa store tell them you want a 12 volt
lite that will fit where the 24 volt lite was.The only differance is that the 24 volt has two
filiments ,the 12 volt has one ,as far as I know ,if im wrong some one please inlighten
me Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>30764 NEXT>30780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on a m725 the front door handles to the drivers area are very simular to those use on the
M43/M37 and 2 1/2 ton I haven't I haven't pulled it off to compare yet but they look very
simular.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30763 NEXT>30774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for tail light and turn signals yes
small bulb in front marker.taillights/dash 12v/67 or 97 24v/1251
large bulb in taillights 12v/1156 24v 1683
turn signal indicator 12v/1445 24v/313
headlight are a little more work
you also have 24v circuit breakers behind the instrument panel.at least one of these is for
the lights.
http://www.garbee.net/~cabell/12voltconversion.htm
he has done a conversion on a M37.he has information on lights,wipers,gauges,
altenator and fuses
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Bama1
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 5:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30754 NEXT>30771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,
I am definitely interested in receiving your old top,particularly if the shipping is not too
expensive.My teenage son has been wanting to convert the hardtop on his M715 and this.will be the perfect solution
until he can save up to have a reproduction top made!!
By the way,your 5/4 is very,very impressive!Do you have any photos of under the hood,
dash,or undercarriage?I would sure like to see them and I'll bet others on the board
would appreciate seeing this one!
I'll email you our address and info.
Thanks,
Bama1(STL,MO)
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 5:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30770 NEXT>30772 30773 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bama1,
Thanks for your kind words about my truck.You are third in line for the top.If the first
two people decide not to take it,it will be yours.I'll let you know.
Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Put me down on the list.I'm in VA for shipping.
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Bama1 (STL,MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30771 NEXT>30777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steven,
I appreciate your hanging onto our info just in case the others decide not to use your
offer!
My son just saw your pictures and asked if you would build his truck like yours!!Now
that's a true compliment...he rarely lets me help him cause he wants his to be just so...
(eventually).
Bama1(STL,MO)
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30769 NEXT>30786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sweet,thanks guys
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Bridge Plate kit POSTER>Thomas E.King.EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 10:10
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...ok I feel stupid.What's the secret to installing the universal bridge plate kit on the
brush guard.Can't seem to figure it out.has one bar and a piece of angle iron.
SUBJECT>Re:Bridge Plate kit POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30775 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
[url ]
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=50450&item=24
41049182
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30773 NEXT>
30778 30881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Bama1,is your boys hard top a factory made flat style top that's removeable?I'm looking
for one and have soft top and bows to trade with.Just a shot in the dark......thanks for
your time
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ed,If your looking to trade I have an orgiginal hard top and want a soft top.Mine is in
very good condition.
Frank
jeepcj559@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well at least i not the only that does that.no problem and thanks anyway
SUBJECT>Re:m725 parts at VPW POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30768 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill check and see what i can find,thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com DATE>Sunday,
9 November 2003,at 4:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$hit can it.yahoo was a bunch of problems to begin with.when it became the groups.thingy it got much worse.Hey now
you can get a real email addy.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Fivequarter POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30687 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cant forget hogs head,thats the one I hear all the time
SUBJECT>How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at
6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30795 30880 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you just leave a space and cut and paste?Had a great day.Logged about 135 miles on
the M715.Thats alot for me given it only gets out once in awhile.I did the Veteran's
memorial convoy run down the only hiway designated as a vets memorial hiway in the
United States.Saw the coolest old iron.Dueces,two Ducks,personnel carriers,a cherry
M37,HumVee's,a perfect imaculate 10 ton semi tractor,several M38A1's,one other
M715 with 44 swampers,Corvette club's,chevelle clubs,huge Harley turnout,and a large
collection of pick up trucks,cars,everything you could imagine.All sporting at least one
American flag.There were lots of people on each overpass waving and saluting.Several
news crews with cameras,State police to escort,and Dept of Transportation to block off
the lane for all of us to merge on to the freeway.I was very surprised at the support the
passing traffic showed.Tons of waves,some even saluted,and car horns were near
constant.Weather was blue skies after yesterdays rain.It was a blast!
Of course I only took pictures of the military stuff.The early bright sunlight sucked for
pictures.I have not looked at them yet.
While there,I found out that Milwaukee high school is doing a veterans day deal all day
at the high school.I was invited to go.It's my day off and I think I will.Besides,how
often do you get to hang around a high school all day...(just kidding)Lots of rigs on
display and the kids dress up in fatigues and serve a free lunch in the cafeteria.Should
even be a tank or two there...Sure beats sitting at home and packing up the house and
shop!!I'll try to post a couple of good pic's.Hopefully one of you guys will school me on
the multiple pic thing..It was a great day...The ole truck ran like a top...Kaiserjeeps...Al
T.
SUBJECT>Re:Slang tech terms POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30734 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about summer and winter air for the tires.........
SUBJECT>Here is a teaser...POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,9 November 2003,at 8:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30787 30819 30820 30874 LINKNAME>Veterans convoy run prep 1st annual
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/1963-1987-
Pickups/M715andM37.JPG.That M37 behind me was real clean.Nice rigs everywhere...I still want a deuce!!The pics
came out nice.
SUBJECT>Re:12 volt bulbs in 24v lights POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 1:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30774 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the Auto zone store in buntiful carries them
SUBJECT>How is your bridge plate mounted?>POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30785 NEXT>30862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>30741 NEXT>30801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just went through the same thing.My truck fit on a trailer 80"wide,with about an inch
to spare on either side.This is with stock wheels and tires.The widest point is between
the lifting brackets on the hubs,which are about 18"above the ground (something to
consider if your trailer has side boards)
SUBJECT>Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30749 NEXT>
30792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Link to Ebay usually don't work.
SUBJECT>Re:beginning m-715 restoration POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30755 NEXT>30804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember to tag everything!That way when you've been pulled away from the project
for a few months because life has gotten in the way and you pick up that one part and
go..'man where does that thing go'you'll be able to look at the tag you put on it and go 'oh
yeah it goes right here'...:)Good luck and keep us informed on how it goes.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Tomorrow should be cool POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what's a M38a2?Was this a case of fat fingers...lol?
Did you mean a M38A1?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November
2003,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30789 NEXT>30803 30814 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
2442032756
Spicer,If you right click the link and then select properties,you can see the item number
at the tail end of the bad URL.
SUBJECT>Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>30796
30797 30802 30858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
128 today.Thanks to all the current or former members who protected our country and
way of life,we wouldn't be here today without you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Weather Stripping for doors...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30720 NEXT>30843
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHHAHAHHA!!!I like you,Pete,that's why I'm going to kill you last.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
5:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30783 NEXT>30798 LINKNAME>test
links LINKURL>http://www.mgforce.comhttp://www.m715zone.com
I'll try a test here...don't know if it will work,never tried before to do them as clickable
links...of course you can put them in as non clickable links,to be cut and pasted,but you
know that...lets see what happens below...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS USMC!!!!!!Happy B-day
Thanks for bringing that to our attention Brian.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy B-day U S M C!thats me!THANKS POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks brian (it applies to me).SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30795 NEXT>30799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
it just ran those together as if one link...let me try with a comma as a seperator...if that
dont work,it most likely isn't going to allow this on this board...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30798 NEXT>30861 LINKNAME>test
links,test links LINKURL>http://www.mgforce.comhttp://www.m715zone.com
Guess I have to put it in this time huh?
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Enough already.ntxt POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or maybe just push a guys buttons to see how he will respond...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>greg EMAIL>gregk532@cs.com DATE>Monday,10
November 2003,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30788 NEXT>30817
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for the responses.I picked up my 715 on saturday.it was on traderonline.com in
illinois,if anyone was looking that was is gone.i guess i'll have to join this site now.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30793 NEXT>30815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you very much!!USMC 14 years and counting!(one last thing it's 228 yrs).
SUBJECT>NICE TOY...ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:beginning m-715 restoration POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30790 NEXT>30872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck!I am deep into my restoration that I started on the 20th of september.I am
into the reassemble phase and it is very time consuming.And yes tag everything.
SUBJECT>FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November
2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30806 30807 30842 31107 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well from the look of the polls,figuring the for and against for each date,and adding my
votes which are not included cause I always vote last to try to prevent influencing
anyones vote,the winner is June 10th-13th,with August 26th-29th as the runner up.The
former shows 6 for and 1 against,plus 1 more for as my vote.The latter has 7 for and 2
against,plus 1 more against as my vote.
I would have to say though that there were only a total of 28 for votes,not counting mine,
and 14 against.Members were able to vote for each date once as for or against...so there
may have been no more than 7 voters minimum...certainly less than 28 total as I know
some did vote for different for dates and different against.
How much interest is there in attending the event if held on the June 10th to June 13th
dates?
The problem we had in 2001 is that 'everybody'wanted the event but when it was time to
go,less than 10 members showed up...one from Brazil looking for 'everyone who was
going to be there.
IF YOU ARE SERIOUS IN ATTENDING THE 2004 FE IN KENTUCKY,EMAIL ME
AND TELL ME SO.all it takes is a line or 2 saying,yep,me (and whoever if there may
be others with you)ARE GOING TO DO OUR BEST to be there.
It's the only way to get a handle on what we are looking at!!!
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Umm,email to:
brute4c@yahoo.com
Thanks!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30805 NEXT>30816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In June I'm out,I'm going on my honeymoon in vegas and it is set up already.
SUBJECT>Re:M101 trailer value POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure the trailer came from the US and not Canada could be expensive to regester if
not the US.
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Dennis from Memphis POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30719 NEXT>30812
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dennis,
Please tell us all that you're not going down the dark road with Perk.
Just say "No"to his Ford advice.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday Brian Sisson!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30751 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup...me too.Happy B-day!Ben
Spicer:eat one.
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SUBJECT>Re:Attn Dennis from Memphis POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30809 NEXT>30818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,You love to hear yourself talk,but no one is listening.PerkM715
SUBJECT>goodbye Yahoo POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 November
2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
agreed,it's outlived its usefulness.
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30792 NEXT>
30821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
You should have known that Spicer is WAY too busy eating them......so he doesn't have
time to look for that stuff!Ben
ps Spicer,eat another one.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30802 NEXT>30824
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,Porkchop.I didn't realize that The United State Marine Corp was founded at the
same time that The United States was and had actually served in the liberation of this
great nation from the English.I had not previously been aware that the U.S.M.C.lost 49
men in The Revolution and has been involved in every war or conflict since.I had not
been informed that without the force of the Marines this country would have had no
chance at the victories we've celebrated in the years since 1775.
Maybe I was thinking of the Air Force earlier..Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30807 NEXT>30822
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sheesh.Usually the wife waits a few months before taking complete control of her
husband's testicles.You sound whipped before you even say "I do.".I bet you ASKE
her to marry you instead of TELLING her.All wrong from the start.
Ponder that,
-B.
I'm just kidding w/ya'Slowride.
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30801 NEXT>30909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Greg,
Congrats on the purchase!!!Have fun.
Where ya from?What Knd of shape is the truck in and what are your plans for it.
Doug Cook
Newton.Iowa
SUBJECT>Re:Attn Dennis from Memphis POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30812 NEXT>30851
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You were.
Gotcha.
--
And then again seeing as how you're reading this.
Sucker.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Here is a teaser...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30785 NEXT>30863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I've said it before Al,but thats one damn nice rig.I know you paid a lot but she
shore is purty.
SUBJECT>Re:Here is a teaser...POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30785 NEXT>30864 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Nice Rig!Was there a good turn out?Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30814 NEXT>
30823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ben...nice of you to show up again you fire dousing punk!
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30816 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Yea,you should listen to B-......'cause he's done pretty much everything wrong at least
once.
Hey Brute,I'll have to get back with you and let you know about FE.I'm still trying to
convince some others to attend,and that will be my deciding factor.Ben
Spicer,you've been kinda quiet.Is your mouth still full?
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30821 NEXT>
30826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I went out and got me a wicked tattoo the other day too.I guess I'm really a punk
now!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>wildfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30815 NEXT>30829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the air force was created in 1947,44 years after the first flight by the wright brothers.
semper vigalanti 75-79
rick wildfirem715
SUBJECT>odge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a thing in the Decenber issue of Street Rodder about putting 700R4's behind
Hemi's.I remember some post last month about big block Dodges and newer
transmissions.Two companies were mentioned as providers of odd ball conversion kits.
PAW www.pawengineparts.com and Phoenix Transmission www.phoenixtrans.com.I
have not looked them up yet,but thought they might be a help to some.
Tim Barr.Giddings,TX
'67 M715
p.s.Uurahh!USMC happy b-day
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30823 NEXT>30828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tattoo........tell me it's a 715!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30825 NEXT>
30833 30834 30836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
You have brought up a great subject...Dodge big blocks.....They Rule!I am a little
confused about putting the Cheby slush-box behind an excellant Mopar big block tire
smokin'Ford stompin'product ....because it would never hold up.Sometimes I wonder if
Ford helped build the 700R4!?We installed a NOS Dodge 518 auto/OD and 208 t-case
tranny behind a 440 not too long ago.Went pretty good.Got the adapter kit from SMR
transmissions.I snatched up the old 727 for one of my mud trucks.I never worry about
RPM's or gas mileage or silly stuff like that.Anywho,thanks for the info!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30826 NEXT>
30830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.....that will be an entire portrait on my back!It's a maltese cross(FD)with flames.I
think I have a digital pic of it the same day I got it.I'll get home and see and send it to ya!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!/welcom back Rick
POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rick,
Welcome back from the CA wildfires,hope you fared well.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30828 NEXT>30831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maltese ??????
My grandparents used to raise them little white fur balls..why the heck would you get a
tattoo of one??????????.Just Kidding...sounds cool!
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30830 NEXT>
30832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I got it cause "Chicks Dig It"(I hope you've heard the new country song by
Chris Cagle?!-it makes me laugh.Oh,the things we have gone thru for that.)Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30831 NEXT>30837 30871 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yea,I think thats why I got mine???????????
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I just woke up one morning with one of a panther on my back???
worst part was I woke up and realized some how during the night I had lost my shoes and
shirt,and the blanket in my cell was way too small to cover both me and my feet.On top
of all that I had a terrible hangover and the guy in the next cell would not quit playing his
guitar.I try not to have that much fun now that I'm getting older.FIRST and LAST time I
ever spent the night in jail.
Dang,that was 15 years ago......I'm getting old.
Not even close to WetCJ or Joe/IA yet though..........now those guys are ollllllllld.It gets
tiresome helping them in and out of thier jeeps when you wheel with em.
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30827 NEXT>
30839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn Ben,if you're going to insult the Chevy crowd at least don't group us in the Fo-Mo-
Co's.The later model (late '80s up)700R4 are much better and the aftermanket has a ton
of beef stuff for them even complete full on tranmissions.
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>30699 NEXT>30838 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Deleting it sounds good to me.
Those were the good old days,but I guess progess moves forward.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30827 NEXT>30840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ben,been looking for just this stuff!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wonder what the 'custom gear ratios'might include both in gear numbers and $$$
numbers...already printing the stuff,bookmarked...
Thanks again!!
brute4c
PS Don't eat one unless your in the mood!!!
SUBJECT>oug...jailbird POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30832 NEXT>30841 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug-You've been in jail?Did they knock out your front teeth?I heard on CSI that they
do that so's you can't bite down.
That sucks for you man.I saw this movie called "American History X"where this guy in
prison was getting raped by a bunch of his fellow inmates.Do movies with scenes like
that give you flashbacks?
I guess I'm jumping to conclusions here-were you the woman,or the man in the
situation?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo site POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Rollie,
Drop me a line,hows it going eh??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30834 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had good luck with the 4L80E in my '98 GMC.But really,that's the only one.I just
don't think automatics like me.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30836 NEXT>
30865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brute,.What exactly are you planning on or wanting???Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30837 NEXT>30845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had my very own cell.........even got O.J.and doughnuts for breakfast.Had I been as
annoying as yourself,I'm sure they would have had made room for thier night stick with
thier night stick.
It was funny as all get out,small town cops,they put me in a room to begin with.There
was a folding table in it covered with guns siezed from a drug raid,I'm not kidding,like
20 to 25 guns laying on this table and they leave me alone in there for 15 min.They came
back in and I asked them if it was standard procedure to leave people uncuffed in a room
full of guns.He said that they werent loaded...I asked if he was absolutly sure.That would
have been a good one for "COPS".
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>alan loshbaugh
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EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been to several of them,and might make this one,but this is waaayyy to far out for
me to plan.I'll be in decision making mode after tax time...so,like May...probably too
late to be much good to you:)
SUBJECT>Hijack.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30794 NEXT>30844 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You going to the FE now B-?
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30843 NEXT>30847 30848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I doubt he goes,spicer
He'll be too busy "tending to his herd";)
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30841 NEXT>30846 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
Don't let B give you heck.He broke down once and told me he woke up with tatoos.....2
tits on his back!You can figure what else from there.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30845 NEXT>30849
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay.........I'm ill now.
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30844 NEXT>30859 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I reckon so.
That's all I have to say.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30844 NEXT>30850 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If nothing else we could go by and hog tie 'em and throw him in the back of the
truck.Nothing like riding around in the back of 715 for a couple hours to straighten you
out.Wait a minute,he might like that.He's "funnay"like that.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30846 NEXT>30852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Daym.Gone for an hour and when I get back my joke has been turned around.It's not so
funny when I'm the butt.
----
Hey Ben,I bet when you were getting that tat you had visions in your head of all the tail
you were going to be entitled to.Now that all said tail has not come your way I bet you're
wondering "Just how permanent is PERMANENT?".
I met a guy once who had "BUG LIFE"tatooed in script on his stomach a'la'Tupac.I
asked why he thought that was cool and he said that at the time he got it "Bug Life"
(isney movie)had just come out and at the same time Tupac had been capped.He said it
sounded sooooo funny at the time.I bet a panther,or Hank William's Jr.emblem looked
just as cool you you hippies as his Bug Life did.
Who laughs last?Me.That's who.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30848 NEXT>30853 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,.Impropper use of "funnay".
Very impropper.
You wanna caravan,or ride with me?You can be the guy who holds the sign up to
passing cars.
...
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
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"Show us your hooters!"
-B.
SUBJECT>Hey Perk,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gotcha again!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaQPweCsSjnGU PREVIOUS>30849 NEXT>30855 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sometimes you stories go nowhere...absolutely nowhere.
As for forever or permanent...it does not exist.Ask Jean Ellen,she will probably giggle.and agree with me.
And it's not:"Who laughs last?B "
It's:"Who do we laugh at?B!"
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30850 NEXT>30854 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You said hooters!~Oh yeah,that was funnay!And you are funny!Correct?!How could I
miss out on that!I'll have to go what Dumb and Dumber now....."Nice set of hooters you
got there"
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30853 NEXT>30860 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sometimes I type too fast and my spelling sucks.......:(
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30852 NEXT>30856 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you're right.thanks for pointing that out.i guess it's all true.note that the lower case
denotes my sadness.
Ohh,wait!Tonight,while you're at some crappy bar showing some bar fly your tat and
claiming it's cool I'll be in the comfort of my home with my current wife!Both of us will
be begging a woman for sex,both of us will be lying about how we're cooler than we
really are,both of us will most likely be turned down.The difference is that one of us can
go through all that from the comfort of his Lazy Boy whilst eating dinner and 1/2
watching some TV!THAT'S ME!!!I'm that guy!
So you see,young Ben,no matter what I'm the winner.Did this story go somewhere?I
think it did.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30855 NEXT>30857 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Still nowhere oh great one.No bar tonight.I'm on duty at station 2 from 1800-0600 .While
you're holding the LazyBoy down,I might try and make a difference in my little part of
this big crummy world..........
Did you like that?I hope you did..And I don't have to claim my tattoo as being cool,it just is.So thats that.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Doug...jailbird POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30856 NEXT>30876 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yea.Whatever.Go make your difference.Like doing something meaningful and for the
betterment of Man is really important.
Are you going to the FE with me?I need to know seeing as that seat is really sought
after......by Will.
Is your tat of the Hank Williams Jr.emblem;better known as the Ruger emblem?I hope
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so.I really do since that's cool.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Happy Birthday United States Marine Corps!POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 12:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
228 years of keeping the wolf away from the door.
If you can read this,thank your teacher.
If it is in English,thank a Veteran!
Not as lean,not as mean,but still a Marine,
Frank USMC Retired
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To herd tending or FE going?
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30854 NEXT>30892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Slow down and take smaller bites,Ben.
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30799 NEXT>30866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rats Jon,it keeps saying action canceled.If I knew how to do a web page I would just
post the link.I did get some great shots yesterday.They were not all M-series rigs though.
Got more shots today at the high school.They had a ferret,halftrack,tank,my truck,a.couple M38A1's,the super clean
10 ton tractor,a humvee,and more news guys.I actually
joined a military club today.Should be interesting.
Boy are kids disrespectful with other peoples property these days.They were slamming
doors,banging guns back and forth hitting their bump stops,banging on hoods,generally
being punks.Here we touch nothing at car shows and events.I guess they are just young
and don't know.It was hard to not say anything as a guest...Al..
SUBJECT>Re:How is your bridge plate mounted?>POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30787 NEXT>30868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,the front plaque sits on the outside rungs of the brush guard.Behind it is a (roughly)
1 inch wide strap steel with the edges curled (like a piece of channel but with short walls)
Each end of the strap steel has a hole that lines up with the two holes in the outside
plaque.Put a couple of bolts through and nuts to back it up and it clamps the rungs to
hold it in place.Take a look at Ebay and look at the parts they have spread out in the
picture.You will see what I am talking about.Maybe you are missing a piece and that is
why it does not make sense to you.I hope this helps...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Here is a teaser...POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30819 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In best radio announcer voice,Why thank you,,,Thank you very much...I dig it alot....I
can't wait till the wagoneers done and I get to strip it and make it look like I want it
to....Maybe in a year or two....
SUBJECT>Re:Here is a teaser...POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30820 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually Ben it was way better than expected.Car clubs,Harley clubs,all us military
nuts,and regular folks who drive regular cars supporting the cause.Just throw a flag on
and drive.It was great...I had a good time.Like I posted before,I was pretty amazed at
the general population's response to the convoy.Ton's of waves,people on overpasses,
ect.I'll be there again next year....Al
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30840 NEXT>30875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets see....
somewhere in the 300 to 400 horse area
able to do 70 without frying from the heat or frying parts
have as close to stock gearing as I can without cashing in my kahunas...sorry if
misspelled...
an automatic cause the wife says since she works for the money too,she gets to drive
sometimes...first super pucker factor route she drives will probably be her last but.whatever...
400,shorter stroke,3.38,than a 350 chev,bigger bore than a 440 at 4.342,all horse,not
so high of torque,thus the gears,instant rpm potential though,and less piston speed
205 t-case,for obvious reasons given my 200's history
Stock axles and gears,lockers to be added,hubs already lockouts up front,no springover,
38 inch tires or so,2 inch cab lift,room for flexin/bigger tires if I want them someday...
Guess thats a start....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
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POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30861 NEXT>30869 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just break down and email me the pics with your text and I'll add them to your page...that
will work eh?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Web Site POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,
at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey check out this site gotta orignal parts...
http://www.saturnsurplus.com/m715/m715.htm
SUBJECT>Re:How is your bridge plate mounted?>POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30862 NEXT>30870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so you only used the 1"piece and not the second one that is like a piece of L iron?
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at
2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30866 NEXT>30893 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds great Jon!I'll see if I can kick that off tonight.I need to clean up the shop,yard,
house for a person coming through a second time.Maybe I'll get an offer...Notice I
mentioned the shop first.
One question...I have quite a few pics and the slowest dial up modem in the northern
hemisphere.Should I select the best ones,throw them on a CD and come up with a little
story and send the CD to you snail mail?That might be the least agravating...I just got a
CD burner and I'm itching to use it...Let me know what you prefer and what will take the
least amount of your time...THX.
SUBJECT>look at this pic POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 3:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30868 NEXT>30877 LINKNAME>digital cameras are cool
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-
Pictures/bridgeplatemounting.JPG.This is all I use.Just one mounting bar.
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30832 NEXT>30873 30905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You better go the the FE with me or I'll have to spend the whole time in my truck.
SUBJECT>Re:beginning m-715 restoration POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30804 NEXT>30882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey PC
if you need any pics of anything thats "together"email me.i have a new dig cam that is
just itchin'to be put to good use!
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remind me to finish this story around the campfire.it's a pretty good one.........
SUBJECT>Re:Here is a teaser...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very nice!
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge BB Overdrive Adapters POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30865 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
i used to have a 400 BB in a Duster.they like to rev!!i had mine balanced an blueprinted
and i shifted at 6800 rpm.aaahh the sound of a Big Block Mopar at close to 7000 rpm!
like the gentle sound of a trickling stream.....ya right...more like the sound of thunder to a
mouse(brian)or a rat(spicer)ha ha ha ha ha!!!!!!
by the way 11.90 at 115mph thru mufflers and street tires!!
brian,spice--eat some
SUBJECT>Ben in Brians truck POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30857 NEXT>30878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to know Brian do you have a booster seat for your 715.
Or are you gonna let Ben work the petals while you steer.
Trying notto think about that.Will
SUBJECT>Re:look at this pic POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice pic and DIALUPS SUCK!!!it took me a while to load :(
SUBJECT>Re:Ben in Brians truck POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yuk!
SUBJECT>Got my work cut-out for me POSTER>SHoppe
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EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 8:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just a rambling story if ya'all want to read...
I finally parked my M715 with the intent of starting the projects I've had in mind for it.
The master cyl going out was the last straw for trying to keep it a daily driver.(It will
eventually be a trail rig that can stll ride on the highway.)
Here's where my work's cut out for me.With my family need for 2 reliable vehicles,we
went and bought the woman a 2003 Tacoma double cab w/the TRD package and topper.
(I get my '92 Accord back.)Well,I took the new truck (and the wife)out for a trail ride in
the snow and realized how well those things do right out of the box.We shot right up an
icy hill that smoked a Ram 1500 offroad that was out there with us.I'd be absolutely
embarrased and go hide in my room if when I get my 715 done the Taco still runs circles
around it like it would at present.
SUBJECT>This one is worth posting POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,10 November 2003,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30783 NEXT>30926 LINKNAME>He has a correct trailer and armored
personel carrier he hauls around
LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/Misc-Pictures/tentonsofun.JPG
I know it's not an M series,but this is the caliber of restoration I can really appreciate.
This is the Vietnam era 10 ton tractor I mentioned in my original post.I'd say it was the
cleanest work I have seen in a long time.I did ask him if he recalled any M715's and or
M725's in Vietnam.He did not.But he was stationed off in the boonies somewhere.
Today at the high school event I filled out an application and joined their club.Should be
interesting.Boy those high school girls don't wear much these days.But I wasn't looking,
really....If I were only a teenager again...With todays knowledge of course...
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Bama1(STL/MO)
EMAIL>Barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 3:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30777 NEXT>30910 30960 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not abolutely positive if it is factory or not.His hardtop appears to be a "custom"
fabricated metal version that has been rivited to the Windshield frame and the rear gunnel
of the cab..How can I tell if it is the real thing...how is the removeable factory hardtop normally
attached?
SUBJECT>Re:beginning m-715 restoration POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a matter of fact i do.I sent you an email.Thank you!
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tlovinggood@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 4:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30888 30918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how to contact Memphis Equipment?I have tried for several days
straight to call them and no one answers the phone.Are they still in business?Thanks in
advanc
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Working on M715 POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCmhITjoAhEs PREVIOUS>NEXT>30887 30963 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just purchased a 1967 M715 because I think it's the coolest looking vehicle out there.
Does anyone know any place in the New York City or Tri-state area that does work on
these types of vehicles?
SUBJECT>Ebay Fire Truck.POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jschwennese@allmerica.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30886 LINKNAME>Ebay Fire Truck
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436275
246&category=6286#ebayphotohosting
Who got this GEM...Is it as sweet as it looks ?
I just wish I had the $3500 for it when it was for sale.
SUBJECT>Re:Ebay Fire Truck.POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>jschwennese@allmerica.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK the link did not work...Here it is in long format
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436275246&catego
ry=6286#ebayphotohosting
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30884 NEXT>30891 30913 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.adam do the research on what is wrong with it and work on it yourself you will learn a
great deal,and the entire project will mean so much more to you in the long run.
Think about it do you really want someone else to turn a wrench on YOUR RI E .
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30883 NEXT>30889 30890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I had sent them an e-mail last week,but got no response.They are still advertising as of
the latest issue of Military Vehicles Magazine.Memphis tel.901-774-0600,
Chambersburg,PA tel.717-263-4194.I have never called the PA office.They have in the
past very good.Can't say that I have any idea what might be going there now.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this [mecoparts@hotmail.com ]
SUBJECT>PA is still open...just called.ntxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30888 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30887 NEXT>30895
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,
Listen to him,he's the doctor.
-B.
(Various shops will work on it,but usually at an increased price and only if you supply
parts.In every respect it's easier and better to do your own work.Welcome to The Zone!)
SUBJECT>Re:Hijack.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tips from a PRO !!!
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at
6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30869 NEXT>30906 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
A cd would work just fine...try to save them in .jpg format if you can,smallest file size
but real nice quality....jpg by the way is between 4 and 8 times smaller file size than .bmp
or .tif.
I have dial up at home too so I know what you mean...no other options available there
though,no cable out there and no digital...satellite is too weird here,so I'm stuck for
now...technology will catch up someday...
Drop me an email and I'll give you my address...send as many as you want!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>2004 FE..........................................POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30896 30897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So we have 3 I will be theres,a maybe and 2 no's...
That aint even close to enough to consider an event...
IF YOU ARE SERIOUS ABOUT ATTENDING,EMAIL ME AT brute4c@yahoo.com
AND SAY SO.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30891 NEXT>30899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,
They are right.Not only will you aapreciate the truck more,you will gain knowledge that
might help you get your wounded rig back home instead of left on the trail.
Have Fun!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30894 NEXT>30898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
I seriuosly WANT to attend.
I just hate to promise and then not show.I have every intention of being there right this
minute but I cannot gaurantee anything.I'll know for sure 1 to 2 months ahead of time.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30894 NEXT>
30900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh no,Brutes using caps.......he's getting ticked off!
I would love to tell you yes right now,and if you want you can mark it down...but if I.didn't make it I'm sure you
would be pissed,and I don't want to do that to you.
I'm still working on it!
And B has is screwing me out of a ride there too!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drop me an email that you are trying to be there.
Basically right now,we need a headcount to figure how much to plan and how many
people we need to do the planning/setup for the FE.If a few people come,it will most
likely be a less formal wheeling and bs'ing time...more people,more formal and possible
events/meals/demo type stuff,etc.
All depends on participation...numbers count!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30895 NEXT>
30902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But,if Adam has the same mechanical capabilities as B does,his rig may be broke down
more then it is running.............just like B!
Do us a favor,know your limits!(unlike B)
Good Luck and Welcome!
I think you could rebuild the whole thing with the help of all these guys!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30897 NEXT>30901 30903 30940 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm not upset,just trying to get ahold of peoples attention...works I guess :-)
If you email saying you plan to attend and then cant make it,it isn't a big deal...we will be
preregistering for the event at a future date,once we have a handle on how many will be
there,roughly,and therefore how much to plan on doing.
Preregistration will include paying before the event...this will be the best indicator of how
many to expect.It will be possible to not preregister but pay upon arriving,though the
cost will increase for doing it that way.
Hope that helps with decisions for people,I know it wasn't explained before so guess its
my fault...now ya know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Benny-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30900 NEXT>30924 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
You can ride with me.If that's what it takes to get you there,then I HEARBY RESERVE
MY 715'S PASSENGER SEAT FOR BEN HAMBURG.
Don't let me down and crap out the last week before we go.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30899 NEXT>30904
30950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1Adam12,
(Can I call you that?)
It's very true that every man has limits,but it's also very true that said limits never get
expanded unless you push the envelope.A few years ago I took my 715 to the mechanic
to get a timing cover crank seal replaced.Now I've built a 350 from scratch.If I hadn't
tried new jobs then I never would have suceeded and moved on to bigger jobs.
You can do this.No matter what comes up just take it slow and feel free to ask advice.
There are guys here that know it so well they can competently walk you through any job
you might ever encounter.
Doug brought up a good point that if you always rely on someone else then some day
you'll be stranded and helpless.If you learn to rely
on your own skills then you'll never lack.
Trust me.I'm your friend.I care about you.
Your Friend,
Brian Sisson
Memphis,Tn.
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30900 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"....and knowing is half the battle."
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30902 NEXT>
30907 30908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,Brian,Brian,.Now you are really getting weird and starting to freak the new guy out.Thats a BA
BRIAN!
SUBJECT>Re:Give us and eBay Item #...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30871 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Joe,
Are you going to make it to the FE too!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:How do you post multiple pic's on one post??Trip report
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,
at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30893 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds great Brute,I'll send you a note...
SUBJECT>BTW .....1ADAM12 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>30904 NEXT>
30911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian might seem like a homo........but don't judge him to quickly.
Wait till you get to know him then feel free to call him a homo and know your right.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30904 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WELCOME from Portland Adam!The guys are right.Fortunately our trucks are pretty
simple and easy to work on.For example 21 years ago while still in high school I bought
my first jeep.It had no brakes along with numerous other issues.I called a good friend
over to help me fix them because I was unsure about what to do.20 minutes after we dug
into the brake system I was shoving him out of the way to finish the job.Now my favorite
hobby is totally stripping down jeeps and rebuilding everything on them.Engine rebuilds
and modifications,adapting stronger trans,and trans rebuilds,setting up diferentials,
adapting stronger components and simply just making old stuff better.Just start slow,call
a friend with experience and you will be amazed at how easy the work is.Maybe you
don't have much for tools.Start putting the basic stuff on Christmas list's.The family will
catch on.Find the most important stuff first and just hit it one thing at a time.Your
money will go miles further this way,and you will be less likely to get discouraged and
sell it later.You will also be amazed at the friends you will gain and how it will change
your life.The jeep crowd is a genuine bunch.You can't go wrong...Welcome,Good luck
and ask lots of questions...Al
SUBJECT>Re:width POSTER>greg EMAIL>gregk532@cs.com DATE>Tuesday,11
November 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30817 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm from northwest pennsylvania,the truck is in very nice shape.Only one floor patch,
17,000 oringinal miles.My plans are spring over on front to accomodate 44's and a v8
swap.
SUBJECT>Hey Bama1 !POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,
I see your in St Louis MO.I live a 1/2 hour away in Alton Illinois.We will have to meet up
sometime.I have a '67 &'68 M715.
Ben
SUBJECT>Is he now 1Adam12?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30907 NEXT>30912
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug's just mad because while in jail he had to...well.....let's just say they knocked out his
front teeth for performance purposes.
Sheesh-I try to be nice to the new guy and all the sudden Doug and Ben label me as a
homo (not that there's anything wrong with being a homo).Now I know why new guys
don't stay.They come here,we answer their questions,and they leave.Because no one's
friendly anymore.
-B.(happily married and w/a new little baby girl)
SUBJECT>Re:Is he now 1Adam12?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>30911 NEXT>
30914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think 1ADAM12 (formerly know as 0ADAM00)is gonna like his new call name.
B,the stuff I said in the above post was mean and hurtful.I feel really bad about that.I
will try to better myself and not stoop to such direspectful slander in the future.For that I
owe you an apology.Here it is,I only hope that you find it in yourself to forgive me.
I'm Sorry Your a HOMO
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5SBDRw4trtg PREVIOUS>30887 NEXT>30915 30917 30919
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,I'll trust you guys.I ’ll try to do the work myself,but remember,I'm really new at
this,I've never worked on a car before,let alone a military vehicle..The Jeep is in good shape.I can't figure out
the lights.I don't know what the
abbreviations mean.Therefore,I don't really know which lights work.I can get the
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headlights on,but that's it.I don't even know if it has brake lights.
On top of that,I know it is a 24 volt system,but I don't know what that means in terms of
repairs and replacement parts.So if I just have some burnt out bulbs,do I need special 24
volt replacements?
By the way,I don't have the Jeep at my finger tips right now.I'm keeping it at a friend ’s
house (120 miles away)until I can figure out how to tell my wife I just spent all this
money on a toy.
1Adam12 is fine with me.
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Is he now 1Adam12?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30912 NEXT>30916
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm getting pissed-not because you keep calling me a homo,but because you don't know
the difference in "you're"and "your".I just keep zooming in on that in almost every post
you make.
I gotta go to Autozone now and get a water pump and some plugs.Jean Ellen said in no
uncertain terms that tonight the magic won't be made and thus I need to find other forms
of entertainment.I'll be in the shop breaking in my new cam if anyone needs me.
YOU'RE my new best bud Doug.
Not really,but I wanted to use you're correctly to show you how.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1ADAM12,
You did not tell your wife you bought this...........eeeeeeeeegadsss
The tech stuff we can help you with and will be glad to do it.The deal with your
wife........well,your on your own there.Good Luck.
She will get over it?maybe?.I brought a deuce home after I had told mine I was just going
to look at a truck.She nearly feel over when I brought it home.Since then she has learned
to love the trucks,she even put her foot down this spring when I mentioned that I might
sell the deuce.It's her favorite,and it's staying were her words.
They do have to be 24volt bulbs.NAPA can get them for you or there are tons of links to
suppliers in the column to the left under "links"they can set you right up.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Is he now 1Adam12?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 9:01
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>30914 NEXT>
30920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thank you for you're input B.........I'll try to get it right from now on.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30913 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B,see what you've done.He already thinks he should be 1ADAM12.He still has to deal
with his wife....leave 'em alone.
Adam,
The light switch is fairly simple.It won't have brake lights unless you turn them on.BO
stands for black out.I would have to look at my switch again to remember all of it because
I just know which way to flip the lever and go.I normally don't use brake lights
anyway....who needs em!?Any specific questions about them just ask!
Did you get a pretty good deal on it?Any options like winch or hard top?Send the ser #
and delivery date to brute4c when you get it so he can record your truck as alive.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment POSTER>RG EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11
November 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30883 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I talked to the Memphis office this morning.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 9:24
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,
Welcome.
Check out the "Online Manuals"link above.There's great information in there.
For the operation of the light switch,check out the "Operators Manual"in the online
manuals link,then check out the "Switches and Controls"link.It will explain it.Look the
switch instructions over,the ask any questions you have.A quick rundown of the
abbreviations on the switch.
"Stop light"is the brake light.With the top center lever on the switch in the "stop light"
position,you should have brake light(s)when you press the brake pedal.
"Ser.drive"means "service drive,"which turns on the headlights and the taillight(s)(the
brake light(s)will also be opersational in the "Ser.drive"position)
"B.O.marker"turns on the body odor detector.Just kidding.;-)"B.O.marker"turns on.the blackout (B.O.)lights,which are
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little slit lights used in tactical situations.
"B.O.drive"is blackout drive.That turns on that little hooded light on the bracket on the
truck's hood.
That should get you started,anyway.
Have fun,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Helping Doug read POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30916 NEXT>30921 30981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your welcome and I hope that you're grammer will improve and in you're future as your
posting to this board you'll have you're usage correct.
Otherwise your gonna get you're butt kicked by 1Adam12.
Clear?
Next lesson is on 'can'and 'may'and I plan to use Tacoma as the subject.
You're friend,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Helping Doug read POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30920 NEXT>
30923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now Brian,why make fun of Doug by using "you're"instead of "your"in your last post?
Are you mocking him?Some of us want to know?Ben
SUBJECT>Original markings illegal?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30929 30968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is it legal to paint my truck with the original markings?I know when I left the military it
was made clear that I was NOT allowed to wear my uniform.
Could it be that it is ok to wear original marking (uniform/truck)if it is NOT current.
What is the rule?
SUBJECT>Re:Helping Doug read POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30921 NEXT>30925
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry,masses.In reality I'm having trouble with my wife and I took it out on Doug.In
the modern age my problems with her are handled over e-mail and it's worse than a phone.call since you can go back
and read it again and again trying to make sense of a woman's
logic.
I love her to death,but Lord help me.
Sorry Doug.I tried to bring the funnay back into the thread with that last one.
Spicer,eat one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Benny-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30901 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would be happy if you could spell my name........Now respond to my e-mail
cracker.NOW!
SUBJECT>Re:Helping Doug read POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30923 NEXT>30928
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She and I worked it out and she said I've become alot more sensative.Seeing as how our
fight is now over I started to ask her if it would be cool if I went straight over to the shop
tonight and finnished my 350 as opposed to spending the quality time with her.
My new heightened level of sensativity told me that wouldn't be the best thing to ask.
I want to thank you all for your prayers,your warm thoughts,and the cards that I
recieved.You all made this possible.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:This one is worth posting POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30880 NEXT>30945
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....you'd still be frustrated and confused...only you'd see more skin.
That link didn't work.
-B.
SUBJECT>Stock radiator good enough?POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30931 30932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.Is the stock radiator for our trucks good enough for a small block V8?
Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Thanks Mrs.B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30925 NEXT>30930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Dontcha mean "you're prayers"and "you're warm thoughts"
BTW.......thank you fer teachen me.Now I'll I can think of is this teacher I had in
school..........Mrs.B.
I might slip and call you that from time to time.Hey it's better than Homo isn't it???
You're best bud
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>Frank USMC
EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30922 NEXT>30934 30939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You can wear your uniform,and you can mark your vehicle with military markings.You
can and will get into trouble by trying to go onto a military base and protraying an active
duty unit.
I am a retired Marine,I found this out will still active.On your truck you have nothing to
worry about,the truck is no longer in active service.On the uniform,any one can wear it
as long as you do not try to act like you are still active.
I told a man he had to leave a goverment aucution held on MCAS Cherry Point because
he was dressed from head to toes in the current uniform.I latter checked up on this and
was told by the CG staff that as long as he was not trying to pass himself off as an active
duty Marine,he could wear the uniform.
Sorry for the long post.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Mrs.B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30928 NEXT>30933 30956 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are we really best friends?I mean,am I YOUR best friend?
Seriously.All joking aside.Tell me honestly and don't make fun of me for asking.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock radiator good enough?POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30927 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a chevy 350 in mine,and it's fine.Just make sure the fan is close enough to pull
air,and build a good fan shroud...
SUBJECT>Re:Stock radiator good enough?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 1:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30927 NEXT>30966
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In colder climates it'll work,but on a day above 75*it'll heat up after a few minutes of.high RPM travel.
Search for an old post of mine titled "Radiator Part number"or something like that and
it'll give you tha part number of a drop in GM radiator that cools a 350 well.Spicergear
put up a part number of a Summit brand aluminum radiator that cools a BB well,but
needs some fab work to use.
Good luck on it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Many thanx Frank ..&Happy Veterans Day POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30929 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30646 NEXT>31067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine's still open but definitely not for long.I now live in Fairbanks Alaska and I've never
before seen roads as slippery as these.It's not ice,but packed snow that gets polished
beyond slick by spinning tires.No salt on the roads because it gets too cold for it to work
and it attracts moose to the highways.I fully understand the whole one wheel slips the
other holds you on the road thing,but it gets so slick here that one front and one rear
wheel spinning will get you stuck on almost nothing in a paking lot.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30942 31023 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way how much grease do I need to put in the knuckles.With those magnificently
fabbed zirk fittings.A tube a side.
Please lets not this subject started again.
Will
(Homo)I see you gave my seat away
SUBJECT>Ford motor mounts and stock fuse box POSTER>Scott
EMAIL>smprunty@longwood.edu DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone out there know of a company that makes motor mounts for a Ford 390 FE
conversion?I bought my truck with the engine in it and the mounts were homemade and
not too high quality.
Also,how does the stock fuse box work on the truck...can i use this with my 12 volt
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conversion?
Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>You guys were right.POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net.DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 4:54
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>30941 30944 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don ’t know how many times I read on this site “I never saw one that had the timing set
right ” I checked the timing on my truck now that it is getting closer to being on the road
and it was at least 60 deg after TDC.I pulled the valve cover and rotated to TDC to check
that timing marks were correct and they were.I decided to check the plug wiring and to
top it off three plugs were out of order (forget which ones).It ’ s running better now I
guess my ears and my friends are deafer than we thought,everyone thought the truck
sounded fine two days ago.Tomorrow or the next day I plan to take the civilian
distributor off and put a mil one I bought with plugs and wires on and make everything 24
volts again and be done the fire departments cluster spurious wires and assorted relays.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30929 NEXT>30949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I never served in the military,I'd feel funny WEARING any uniform or such.With
the truck itself,it's kinda obvious that it's a mil.truck,but you're not actually PART OF
the military when you're driving around town with it.(esp.with my collector plates on it!)
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE..........................................POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30900 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,You have mail
SUBJECT>60 DEGREES?!?!?!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11
November 2003,at 5:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30938 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yikes,surprised it would even turn over!
glad you got it fixed though,now you can savor the gnarly,spine-ripping torque and
wicked horsepower of the TORNADO!!!
heheh all kidding aside,those motors were pretty cool for their time.
SUBJECT>well..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at
5:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30936 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I gutted my stock axles,and scooped out a good sized pile o'grease,about the size of a
large grapefruit or so.What that equates to in tube numbers I don't know.
and it's grease,not oil.HA!
SUBJECT>BrianM in UT/NH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>30969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey man,get in touch,I need a reason to get up north,other than looking for tires and
truck junk.We've got cookies for you too,as promised.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys were right.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30938 NEXT>30954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your post made me remember something that happened yesterday at the high school
Veterans event.I was standing next to my M715 and this older guy comes up and ask's if
it's mine.I said yes and he responds with,"I have a whole bunch of stock waterproof 24
volt distributers new in boxes",I'll never use them he said...So I told him I was a member
of the M715 zone and could probably get one or three sold for him if he wanted.He said,
I don't want to sell them.In my mind I'm thinking so whats your point?Do you want a pat
on the back or something?What a clown.There everywhere..
SUBJECT>Re:This one is worth posting POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dernit!....The link was deleted at the host site...Oh well it was not a M series anyway..
Geez,I'm 39 and still frustrated and confused.And I now see no skin.I gotta get me a
girlfriend.I still have her pictures though....Ok I won't go there....This is a family site.
SUBJECT>Asheville Zoner?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
saw a cool camo 715 in Asheville NC,anyone claiming it?Had a funky tailgate and what
looked,off the cuff,to be GammaGoat rims/tires.Will get some pics on here soon as I
figger out how to work the supercamera.
SUBJECT>Totally off topic 6 volt military question POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30948 30953 30964 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey,I don't know who else to ask.What military vehicles came with factory 6 volt
electrical systems?
On a sort of related M series topic.There is a killer 8 page article on ignition systems for
M series vehicles including ours in Military vehicles Magazine.October issue,issue
number 99.It even covers converting to 12 volt with our stock distributer.I have not read
it all yet cause I'm tired or have ADD or something.But it so far has been great reading.
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www.militaryvehiclesmagazine.com
So,what was 6 volt??????
SUBJECT>Mules?VW's?hehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>30947 NEXT>30952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,sorry.IF memory serves,and it might not,some older military deals might be 6volt.
All I can think of is Volkswagens.
the better question is,why do you ask?what have you got going on?curiouser and
curiouser I say.
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30939 NEXT>30957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In Ohio we can paint our historic plate number on the vehicle as a bumber marking.Or do
as I have done.Become active in your state defence force (if your state has one)and use
the truck with them.Then you can mark it with your units markings and be ok.
I don't think your going to have any problems with unit markings on your truck.Just as
Frank said don't try to pawn yourself off as an active duty unit or member and all will be
fine.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
i thought i was your friend............:(
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30754 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,I know you probably have a couple in line but if they don't want or everyone feels
very charitable I'd love to have it.I have a '68 with no top in Colorado and no money
(teaching doesn't pay)to get one.Makes my drives very cold and snowy.Plus it sucks to
sit on those seats when snow or ice has been on them.It would save my butt (literally
from frost bite!)Let me know what postage would be,I'll cut you a check.
Dave
4660 Whiterock Cir #8
Boulder,CO 80301
720-274-1411
SUBJECT>Re:Mules?VW's?hehe POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30948 NEXT>30955 30958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most WWII MVs were 6 volts but not all.Some were 12V and then some were +ground
systems.But most of the more common trucks were 6V -ground.Jeeps,Dodges,
CCKWs,DUKWs,and Things like Ward la France wreckers and the like.
Hope this helps..Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Totally off topic 6 volt military question POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30947 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some of the early little jeeps were 6V.like MB's and old Willys.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys were right.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30944 NEXT>30959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,you should have asked if he was just gonna give them away:)
Jeff is not nuts...60 degrees sounds insanely off and seems like no way in heck the truck
should run,but I've seen the same before on one of me trucks and it actually would move
it down the road kinda sorta ok.It was obvious that it was not right but hard to believe
how far off it actually was off..........Mine really made me scratch my head and evaluate
everything one more time just to make sure I had not lost it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Mules?VW's?hehe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30952 NEXT>31001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know the early GPs and GPWs MBs and M38s were 6v but does any one know when
they switched to 24 in the 1/4 tonners ....Was the M38A1 the first 1/4ton jeep to run
24v???
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Mrs.B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30930 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Quit it Brian........you're gonna scare the children
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,11 November 2003,at 8:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30949 NEXT>30978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's a state defense force?Just curious...
Ethan
SUBJECT>M37's?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,11
November 2003,at 10:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30952 NEXT>30967
30976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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for some reason I"m thinking they're 6volt too,or maybe it was that they were the ones to
switch up,can't remember...local nut here w/bunch of them.Too much infoclutter.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys were right.POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 1:18.a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30954 NEXT>30965
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds a little like geometry.360 degrees in a circle.Divided by 6 cyliders =60 degrees.
Rotate your timing 60 degrees and shuffle your spark plugs.Why not?!!!?"Cam timing"
you say?who cares!!The military has a saying..."If it aint broke,fix it 'til it is."
SUBJECT>Re:Old soft top available for free POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>30881 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chances are if the hard top is riveted or welded it's a "homemade"top.My parts truck has
a nice hardtop but it's welded and riveted and would have to be almost destroyed to
remove it.I think in Memphis equip.catalog they have a picture of the top I would like.
It's flat instead of sloped and breaks down into 2(?)pieces.Anyway the search goes
on......thanks anyway...
SUBJECT>Gear lube additave?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>31031 31103 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anybody remember a post about a additave for gear oil that helps "rejuvenate"seals?I
tried to search for it and no dice...hell I might not even heard about it here...Anybody
have any info?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Ford motor mounts and stock fuse box POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30937 NEXT>30971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,No one makes Motor mounts for M715-390 Ford.You will have to fab new ones or
get out the welder and beef up the old ones.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30884 NEXT>31085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam what part of NY are you located in?I'm in Orange Co.Their are two clubs out on
Long Isl and two in NJ.If you want to get involved with parades.I did the NYC Vet
parade testerday had a great time.The city had four Army Blackhawk helecopters doing
fly overs up and down 5th ave way cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Totally off topic 6 volt military question POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30947 NEXT>31002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Early WWII trucks were 6 volt,some models that were
radio trucks/command vehicals
were 12 v.The M38,m37,M200 series trucks were 24 volts with 12 volt options
available for some.I have never heard of any one having or seen one of these 12v model
m series trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys were right.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30959 NEXT>
30970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a 454 run with the distributor two teeth off at the distributor.if there's 12 teeth,
360/12=30*2 (teeth)60 degrees.It burned the paint off the headers,turned the cherry red
and barely had the power to move.Once I got the time on 10*BTDC and all teeth
on...she'd take all four barrels of a tricked out 850 holley at a 700rpm as fast as a person
could mash the throttle to the floor.I miss that motor.:(
SUBJECT>Re:Stock radiator good enough?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30932 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock may work with a mild compression small block but as Alan posted,you gotta be in
with the shroud and fan.The stock rads won't keep a rat motor cool in the summer on the
highway.Pull one big hill and the temp won't come back down.I used a summit
crossflow universal jobbie and it knocked about 20-30 degrees out of the summer engine
temps.I really have to work to get it to 180 in this cooler weather.
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30958 NEXT>30972 30979
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,pop's '53 was originally 6v,now it's 6v and 12v.
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30922 NEXT>30980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The is no rule or law preventing you from putting the original truck marking on your
truck.If you drive in on the roads you should have a liscense plate as per state laws.
You can not legaly wear a complete uniform,that is in "current use"by the military.
Except if you are a Medal of Honor recepient,Or on duty if in Military service.
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SUBJECT>Re:BrianM in UT/NH POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30943 NEXT>30998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you back,im not
SUBJECT>Re:You guys were right.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I bought Brute Force,the initail timing check showed it to be more than 45 degrees
advanced...ran without ping...incredible...it did get HOT though and quickly.
We were astounded how well it ran,able to do 60 with it like that...amazing!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ford motor mounts and stock fuse box POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30962 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/yahooboard/10632yahoo.pdf
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/yahooboard/10632yahoo.pdf
Drew who has a 460 that is WAY OVER 500 hp in his,posted the following:
"The original M715 frame perches turned out to be in about the correct fore-aft/side-to-
side position for the engine mounts on the 460 (the original F-truck mounts were too
large so we used mounts intended for a 390 engine that just happened to fit the block,so
only a couple of holes needed to be drilled out to bolt it in place."
If you want to read more on this,it is copied from the old yahoo board,which is archived
at the link below.The above info is from very early posts on the board,in the first 20
there are several from Drew containing a ton of info on his whole
drivetrain/steering/brakes,etc.swap...great stuff.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Tractors POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30967 NEXT>30975 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Almost all early tractors were 6v.I have an 8n that's been converted to 12V and a Farmall
Cub that still is 6v.
Man,when I jump that Cub off of my truck it REALLY spins that starter!
-B.
SUBJECT>2004 FE INFO POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>30974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Boy overnight we are up to 13 members planning to go to the FE.
I did receive several questions with the emails,heres the answers:
Date:June 10th to the 13th,2004
Where:Land Between the Lakes,Kentucky,Turkey Bay Off Highway Vehicle Area for
trails,campgrounds near the Fenton Pavilion.
My family will be there,one other person has mentioned family.I figure there will be
more wifes/children/friends than this but no one else has said so.
Some of you expressed interest in helping organize this event....I will be in touch (read.you are in for it now!!!).
Coming with or without a truck is perfectly fine...coming to share with the rest is the key
part...
If you bring a non M715 family vehicle you can still ride the trails and everything with
us...course you might get ribbed if the Big Boys have to winch ya or such!!
I think that was it...if theres more remind me.
AND IF YOU ARE HOPING TO ATTEND AND HAVENT ADDE YOUR NAME
TO THE LIST YET....EMAIL ME AT brute4c@yahoo.com AND LET ME KNOW,
MAGGOT!!
(Been watching too much Mail Call with my son...his favorite show!!)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE INFO POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30973 NEXT>30982 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
$amount?
(an estimation will be fine,I just need to start now siphoning money)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tractors POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30972 NEXT>30977 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY BRIAN
I have a 9n that misses sometimes.what's wrong with it?
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30958 NEXT>31121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M37s are 24 volt.
If I recall correctly,all*M-series vehicles are 24 volt (*as,with any "all"statement,there
may be exceptions).When the M-series was designated/introduced/wised for,one of the
parameters was that the vehicles would be 24 volt.The Dodge M88x vehicles from the
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'70s and the M1xxx CUCV Chevies from the '80s were 24 volt with some 12 volt
systems.
WWII vehicles are generally 6 volts,and some civilian vehicles purchased for use non-
tactical use (Willys CJ3Bs used by the Navy,for example)would have been 6 volt well
into the '50s.
Hope this helps,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'53 M37 w/w
'64 CJ3B.'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Tractors POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30975 NEXT>30985 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
Please refer this question to the "Off Topic"section as it has nothing at all to do with M-
series trucks.
-B.
(e-mail me and I'll impart my wisdom)
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30957 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Joe's stuff LINKURL>http://http://www.ohio.gov/ohmr/academy.htm
Check here...
http://www.ohio.gov/ohmr/academy.htm
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30967 NEXT>30983 31097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Your fathers'M37 was 6 volt?Any idea if it was 6 volt in '53 or if was modified after it
left military service?If it was originally 6 volt,any idea what the truck was used for?
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Original markings illegal?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30968 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For real?I have no first-hand knowledge of this,but I find it hard to believe that if any
old jerk-wad can burn the very flag that reperesents his rights to do just that,wearing a
US military uniform by non-US military personnel (short of espionage or other forms of
subterfuge or subversion),would receive the same "free-speach"rights.Can military regs
apply to civilians?I'd think not.I may be,and quite possibly am wrong on this,but it does
sound fishy.Why would they let outgoing personnel keep their uniforms,much less sell
them through the surplus market if it was such a big no-no?
This does not seem logical,Captain..SUBJECT>Re:Helping Doug read POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30920 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B,try to get the "there""their"and "they're"thing totally cleared up before you move on.
There -where you put the beer
Their -whose beer it was
They're -who's gonna kick yer @ss for drinking said beer.
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE INFO POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure if we will charge you admssion...aren't you gonna be the entertainment again like
the first FE???
Seriously,don't know yet...will we be having events and awards for them?Meals put up
by the club?How many?Fenton Pavilion was a $50 rental I think last time,per day...we
only reserved the Saturday as we didnt figure we needed to worry about during the week
and it worked out fine both years we were there.
What else...well lets hear YOUR ideas...and that means everybody,not just Brian.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30979 NEXT>30991 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh,no...I mentioned that after Tacoma's post because he's been to the farm.Pop has a '53
Ford F100 Custom Cab that he bought new in '53 and has had ever since.When the V8
flatty had about 200,000 miles on it,a guy pop knew wrecked a Mercedes 190D sedan
and pop bought the motor,4 speed manual tranny,hydraulic clutch,and all doo-dads
needed to install it.He switched most of the truck over to 12 volt with the exception of
like the heater and something else that he pulled off of one of the 2 6V batteries in it.No
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M37's.Pop wouldn't mind a powerwagon sometime though...
Tom Lawlor
Camp Hill,PA,USA
'67 M715 w/2w
'62 Mxx gas deuce
'74 M35A2 w/CAT V8
;)
SUBJECT>the rarest part of any jeep!POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>30989 31106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that the Holy Grail would be an easier find!
I have been looking for the Bearing retainer (long shaft)for the front of the T98.It was used with the amc 327 to
the T98 from 65-69 It might have been used with the 360
and the t18 but not sure.I know that the shaft should measure about 7 inches.
On the 327 install that the FD started but did not finish.
The previous owner swapped in the proper input shaft but the retainer was not.It was
only when I started to drive it that there was an awful noise coming form the clutch (the
throw-out bearing not being centered on the shaft.)
Anyone have a one kicking around,or can tell me if the 360 T18 combo on a full size
measures about 7 inches?
"late 60's"the guys at the counter doesn't want to hear anything about it.Jeep dealer can't
help
Tranny places are confused.
I always thought that the full-size had the long shaft and that was the pain when the cj
guys wanted to get a cheap T18 and had to swap out?
Thanks
Allan
P.S.willing to trade that the Holy Grail I found in the search ;o}
SUBJECT>Here's Why,POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30977 NEXT>30986 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll spell it out for ya,F-O-R-D,FORD!
SUBJECT>'Nuff said!ntxt POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30985 NEXT>30988 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I said 'nuff.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Got my work cut-out for me POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30879 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are definitely times,places,conditions where a small,light,nimble vehicle will
out-do a large,heavy behemoth.Just so happens tha climbing slippery slopes is generally
one of them.Don't worry,it happens.There will be other times the TuRD needs a hook.
SUBJECT>Hamburg POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30986 NEXT>30990 30992 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Contrary to your beliefs,Ford makes an excellent tractor.They are high quality,but.unlike the John Deere that you so
worship they are low priced.
Case in point-Keith's 9n is about 50 years old and runs fine most of the time.My 8n is 60
years old and runs fine.You're 26 years old and all fed up.
'Nuff said,
-B.
(I left a dash out of the last sentence)
SUBJECT>I know where there is one.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30984 NEXT>31013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there is one in a yard in PA,Tom if you see this it would be in that old Jtruck w/the buick
350 we saw,unless it was an automatic.
also,there might be one in a truck here in UT if they haven't crushed it yet,old 60's Jtruck
w/crushed roof.
Call Advance Adapters,they have all the measurments on stickout etc etc.I will try to
find my copy of their catalog and post what I find for you,but it's a mess here,been gone
a while.
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks for the info.I was a little corn-fused about the post under the M37 question.
The Mercedes F100 sounds cool.My pop has a '49 F1 with the V8 flatty that he needs to
restore.One of these days ...
Take care,
Chris
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Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Hamberg POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30988 NEXT>30993 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You still choose to mis-spell it,punk.The old 2N's,8N's,and 9N's are all pretty good old
tractors....for being Ford's.I guess you know less about me then you think.I've had my fair
share of ol'timers tractors.Here's what still out on the farm to play with:
1951 Farmall H:converted to 12-volt,3pt hitch
1951 Farmall CUB:belly mower
1952 Allis Chalmers B:all kinds of equip.
1946 John Deere LA:all kinds of equip.(grandpa's)
Just sold a '49 JD B w/3pt and a '48 Ford 8N converted to 12-volt..Bye Bye for now,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Hamberg POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30992 NEXT>30994 30996 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you ever know that you're my hero?
And everything I would like to be
I can fly higher than an eagle
For you are the wind beneath my wings
__________
BWAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHA!!!!!(No,I didn't know the words,I had to search)
I'm glad you're back,I missed your razor witt and commentary.And makeing fun of you.
Tom,eat one.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hamberg POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30993 NEXT>30997 31003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Everybody knows
That the world is full of stupid people
Well I got the pistols so I get the Pesos
Yeah and that seems fair.
Who sings that B ?
Doug
SUBJECT>ivorced T-Cases POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31007 31102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I finally found a junk yard several hours from here that might have a reasonably priced
NP205.I have down loaded pictures of divorce NP205's and I think I know what it should
look like.Here is my question,is there another divorced straight through drive t-case with
a passenger side drop out there?If not then I won't have to worry too much about buying
something,getting it home,taking it apart and find that I bought a worthless brand x
piece of junk.If yes,then what are they and are they any good?Thanks for any input.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>don't lie POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
12 November 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30993 NEXT>
31000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I saw that CD in your truck,fairy.
on another note,Ford tractors rule,especially the older ones.But they can't make motors
to save their lives.
SUBJECT>Kid Rock?ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30994 NEXT>30999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said NO TEXT.Damnit!
SUBJECT>cool,I'm gonna steal your truck POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30969 NEXT>31019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheheheh I know it's somewhere else but I NEE A 715!
oops,you've been here.Never mind all that.When are you coming back anyway?
SUBJECT>Re:Kid Rock?ntxt POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and your ID card says jean luke picard of the starship enterprise,'cause everyone knows
the world is full of stupid people now i got the pistol so I'll take the peso'-yeah,that
seems fair.
Odd,I can't remember how old I am,nor my wife's birthday but song lyrics I can get.
I don't know the singer,but it came out in '96 or so.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:don't lie POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>30996 NEXT>31004 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,
I went to a tractor show a couple years back and a fella had a Ford 8N with a Chevy small
block on it.I remember thinking it was silly,but I kinda want to know more about it
now.He had a tranny behind the small block too,so it gave him 4 times the gears as
normal.I still have his name somewhere,wish I could find it so I could get ahold of him
and get the details.Wacky-wild.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Mules?VW's?hehe POSTER>Workhorse
EMAIL>jfoster@dot.state.wv.us DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I owned a 1951 M38 that was 24 volt,and original.I have never seen a 'M'designated
vehicle that was not 24 volt..SUBJECT>Wow!what a thread.Good reading POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30964 NEXT>31010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok so the reason I ask is this.I'm selling stuff on Ebay.I am getting rid of quite a bit of
stuff to pay for my upcoming move,the lawyer,bills,and more bills.Plus I don't want to
move all the junk I have managed to pick up these last ten years.The item I have I believe
has never been used is a 6 volt military defroster in the metal box complete with suction
cup defroster grille mounted behind glass with a metal frame with a lip seal,switch,and
wiring to hook into the existing 6 volt vehicle,and a little tube of suction cup lube I'm
sure has dried up by now.I'm hoping to get decent money out if it on Ebay.I just have no
clue what it fits....
That was quite a thread from one post.Great reading and even a few laughs as usual.
Thanks guys...Lots of help as usual..Al T.
SUBJECT>Your song Doug---POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30994 NEXT>31005 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
http://www.angelfire.com/bc2/yuesedtoys/banditos.html
(It's odd,I really do have alot of work I need to do here but I'm drawn to the board like a
moth to the candle)
SUBJECT>Re:don't lie POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31000 NEXT>31006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There was a local guy here that had a 283 in one.....good idea but his execution was piss
poor......frame was butchered and sagging.
Don't know anymore than that about it
SUBJECT>Re:Your song Doug---POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you sing the song or is it sang about you???
SUBJECT>Re:don't lie POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31004 NEXT>31008 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sounds like B!Maybe a relative????
SUBJECT>Re:Divorced T-Cases POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30995 NEXT>31026.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
There are some other divorced xfer cases around,but not so many that were put in 1 ton
or smaller trucks.If you find one that's divorced then it's probably going to be a 205.They
have a tag on them that says the model number,but if it's ripped off then just look for a
case that's almost identical to your 200 only with the rear ouput in a different spot.
The reason we use the 205 is that it's easily mounted as a substitue for the 200.The
driveshafts will line up and won't have to be replaced,and the linkage will work for
shifting.A good price is below $250 for a used one,and a rebuilt used one can range up
to $450.
Hey Tom,remember that new member who e-mailed us about 6 months ago and had
gotten a 205 off Ebay for $400+shipping?He had no idea what to do with it,but just got
it because everyone said they were the bee's knees.I wonder where he went to.....
-B.
SUBJECT>Quit BSing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31006 NEXT>31011 31012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm calling you two out-the N series has a motor that doubles as the frame.For that
reason it would be nearly impossible to swap motors.
I'm calling you BOTH LIARS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31017 31020 31108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Like many of you I suffer from obsessive-compulsive disorder about my new M715.I
haven ’ t finished tuning the 230 up and have only driven it a short distance to get it home.
Would I be jumping the gun if I bought a non-running 1978 J10 I saw advertised in the
paper with an AMC 360 and T18 transmission for 200 and hid it at a friends house till my
wife wasn ’ t looking?Would the 360/T18 be a good candidate for engine/transmission
swap?Are rebuild kits for it available at reasonable cost?or should I pass and see how I
like the truck with the original engine?What should I look at on the engine or tranny or
transfer case?
Thanks again for the input.
Ohya I called the guy the truck has no doors or hood
Oh Yah again,should I use a lead substitue in my 1968 230?
SUBJECT>Garage sale?Ntxt.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31002 NEXT>31048
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since you clicked anyway-
Al,
Sorry the makeup didn't work out.I feel for you man.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Quit BSing POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31008 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,you are saying that we can send people to the moon,but you couldn't booty-fab a
cheesy frame for a Ferd with a v-8?Makes sense B.Me and Doug are talking to Tacoma
anyway,butt-out.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Quit BSing POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31008 NEXT>31014 31015 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B ............I'm hurt ,that hurts coming from such a upstanding,respected,knowledgible
person as yourself.I mean,if it had come from some moron whose opinion I did not
respect it would just bounce off.But from you,well it,it just hurts.I feel all weak and
faint now.
No I'm not lying and thats probably why my vague memory remembers the frame being a
heap of "your brains".It was probably some booty fabbed creation of the genius that
assembled it.I really just remember that the thing sagged something horrible in the
middle???mabey he tried to fab something to the SBC to simulate the same set-up as the
tractor used originally.
I'm gonna go finish pouting now :(
Okay,I'm over it :)
SUBJECT>Re:I know where there is one.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>30989 NEXT>
31018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was that the one beside the green one?I'll get right on it...
SUBJECT>Hey B POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31012 NEXT>31016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.No deer meat for you........NEXT!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Quit BSing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Are we best friends?
Seriously.I need to know since if we are I'll always side with you.
Seriously.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31014 NEXT>31022 31028 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Benjamin,
You bring up a good point-Did we REALLY send a man to the moon?
I think not,but others think so.
I also think that no one would go to the trouble to convert an n series to a GM motor that
was made for a car/truck.If someone had that type power then they'd work on a cause like
curing cancer.
Or finding you a woman!
I want a pic e-mailed to me of said mythical tractor.Or an apology.
I'm calling you out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31009 NEXT>31021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Buy it and every J-truck,wag,or anything else that has a jeep or chevy insignia on it you
see from now on.Park them in your yard with the full-size jeep stuff towards the front.
When you finally are court ordered to clean the place up,post a message to let us know.
We will be over to pic thru for the good stuff.Thanks In advance.
360 w/T-18 would be a good set-up..............stock is way cool but it can get frustrating at
times with the issues of parts availability and such.
You don't need to run the lead substitute.The 230 has hardend seats.
Thanks Again
Doug
SUBJECT>you're funny.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:11
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31013 NEXT>31051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
uh yeah,right next to the...greeen one.No,really,I cant'remember.It was in maybe the
middle of the row,might have even BEEN the green one.It was the only one we looked
at w/that 350 in it though...
SUBJECT>Re:cool,I'm gonna steal your truck POSTER>koobster utah /germany
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its locked up in my garage.he he he
SUBJECT>no,buy it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
12 November 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31009 NEXT>
31027 31039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
many parts available for the 360,though the Chevy is easier to deal with and easier to
hotrod.The t18 should get you a Dana20 t/c too,which isn't too bad.My personal 360
project is getting EFI but Edlebrock makes a whole kit for them,manifold,cam,carb,
lifters etc etc that works fine.I just have a real aversion to stalling on steep hills.
by the way,if you "talk southern"to your wife you shouldn't have any trouble.Sisson can
clue you in.
SUBJECT>Re:Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:17
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31017 NEXT>
31037 31100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I totally agree with Doug.We would like to rumage through your stuff and help you get
rid of it.I would like to add to the purchase list:Big block Mopar stuff,and a left front
fender for a 715.Thanks.
The 360/T-18 is a good combo.A friend of mine has one i a J-series truck that he wheels
and it has held up rather well.We have abused it and run it pretty hard.Parts and
aftermarket items are harder to find and more expensive if you do.A good ol Chevy 350
would probably be the best as far as price and availability....but thats up to you.It would
be neat to leave it all Jeep.My future plans are Mopar power plant.Either a small block
360 or big block 440,that's me.
Doug runs his original 230 and he says it has held up really good!He's not easy on it by
any means........
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31016 NEXT>31024 31025 31101
LINKNAME>http://www.wnygsea.org/sept-oct_03-3.html
LINKURL>http://www.wnygsea.org/sept-oct_03-3.html.Read the first thank you note in the right column.........I expect
a public apology....
http://www.wnygsea.org/sept-oct_03-3.html
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>30936 NEXT>31078 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will,
When I first grease a knuckle (on a 715 I just got)it usually has taken between 1 adn 2
conmplete tubes.I think one took 3.After that it usually takes me a tube to fill it with me
greasing it about every 300 miles or so.I just pump away until the grease squishes out of
the seals.
You like 'em,don't you.I'm a raw genius for inventing that.Raw.
About your seat-what can I say,Ben e-mails me like 20 times a day begging to be able to
hang out with me.He's all "Pleeeeeeeeeaaaseee let me be your toady!Pleeeeeaaasssseeee
let me ride with you.Pleaaasseeee tell the guys that we're friends."It's pathetic.
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>it was the Ford gas tank POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that caught the thing on fire.
btw I don't see a picture there?what the hell.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
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DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31022 NEXT>31030 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thank you Doug!
Brian,I will apoligize to you though,But me and Doug are not liars.If you want pics thats
fine,but I don't have to prove anything to you,because we know.And we were talking to
TACOMA,not you.
I am sorry you are not right in the head.
I am sorry you want to be me so bad that you hate life.
The truth hurts......huh.BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Divorced T-Cases POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31007 NEXT>31081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know chevy and gmc used the rockwell 226 in the 3/4 and one ton trucks it is a staright.through drive case also
geardrive and stout its about the same size as the 205.this case is
easily mounted like the 205 and will hold up well to lots of horsepower came in 60's to
70something trucks.i've had one behind bigblock power for many years with 40"mudders
and have never had a problem.........
SUBJECT>Re:no,buy it POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31020 NEXT>31029 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"I ain't askin'Woman,I'm tellin'.{While holding up right hand,palm out}Don't make me
get this out!"
-----
Being a Southern Gentleman isn't something you can learn,it's a way of life you're born
with.Why,just last night I TOLD my wife "I'm going to the shop to work for an hour or
so,when I get back you know what I'm gonna want.Have it warmed up and ready."and
she didn't even THINK about talking back.
But,on the other hand if I came home with a new truck it would be my a$$.
-B.
SUBJECT>see,there's the problem.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31027 NEXT>31032 31054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if the lovin's good,theres a thin line.Sure spending time in the shop is ok,but yeah trucks
in the driveway are a different story.
the paper is calling out to me with this:75 one ton Chevy,454,4x4,$2500 runs ok
I've been saving the raised hand for just such a moment I think.
SUBJECT>Public Apology to Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31025 NEXT>31044
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr.Doug Cook,
I wanted to take a minute and write you a letter with my most sincere apology.In the
recent past I overstep my realm of knowledge and called you a liar.I was wrong for doing
that and hope that in some way,some day you could forgive me.
In life I strive to do my best,but alas I am only human.John Paul IIV said that "To err is
human,to forgive divine."and I hope that your divinity will allow you to forgive this
fragile shell.
Your BEST friend,
Brian Sisson
[shoot me your fax number and I'll send you a signed copy for your wall}.Memphis,Ten.
SUBJECT>sounds like snake oil POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"if it sounds too good to be true..."
might just have to shell out.I could have used some of that,as the work van is oozing as
we speak.
SUBJECT>Re:see,there's the problem.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31029 NEXT>31033
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow.You must have something I don't.If I were gone for 3 months at a time,then
delayed my return whilst I was in The Great State of Mississippi visiting some hippy (and
not helping him build his 350),then just barely made it home in time for my wife's
birthday,THEN arrived with a van full or parts....well,she'd be gone with my 2yr.old
daughter in tow.
If I did all that and then asked if I could buy another truck-well,remember John Bobbit?
That's be me.
Careful,Pimp Hand has limits.
-B.
SUBJECT>the limits of Pimp Hand POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31032 NEXT>31035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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yes,they exist.I prefer to use Western Man hand.She can leave but she'll come running
right back when she realizes that this land is harsh and forbidding.
besides,as we speak she is picking out a living room set.She won't even notice the truck
through the haze of a new-leather-induced high.No worries.
SUBJECT>Re:Women POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31028 NEXT>31042 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..and Brian.Don't you mean "Spicer,Doug,and Brian."?
She's a good woman and you got no call to insult her.
I'm giving Will your seat now seeing as how you insulted my wife/mother of my children.
You see,this is why Doug's my best friend and not you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:the limits of Pimp Hand POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November
2003,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31033 NEXT>31036
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL LMFAO ROFLMFAO all that!
I like it,I think I'll unleash the Western Man Hand tonight if Jean Ellen doesn't cook me
kung pow chicken.Utah is a harsh land,but Mississippi is just frightening.
DAY 4 AND NO $150 CHECK.(I'm going to put that at the bottom of every post to you
until I recieve said check.Sorry,but Frap guy burned me.)
-B.
SUBJECT>you better just chill out on that one POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31035 NEXT>31038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to recap:Sat and Sun,driving.Monday,federal holiday.Today,mail already came and
I'm not leaving the house.
Tomorrow it goes out,are you done yet?Golly I can hear the mewling all the way out
here.
Kudzu is more frightening in person than I would have thought.And you,my friend,are
between no-man's lands.To the north of you is some strange stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>bumpr
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31021 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me,too,I figger a 5.9 MPI with NV4500.Still need bell housing -got one?
SUBJECT>Re:you better just chill out on that one POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31036 NEXT>31041
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Taco-Man,(oug made that up)
I'm driving 5 hours (one way)this weekend to replace the item that I sold you.I felt
horribly guilty seeing as how Tom really wanted that item.
And what of my painting?Where's my "Gentle Button"?Where's my "Radiator with
bacon"?
Sheesh.Hooker.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:no,buy it POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31020 NEXT>31046 31058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The AMC 360 is,in my opinion,a superior powerplant to the Chevy
350.Easy to work
on and easy to get parts for.The T-18 is virtually the same tranny as the T-98 but with a
synchroed 1st gear.
SUBJECT>A Warning...POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31043 31092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To anyone who has an M715 for sale.I have one up for sale at the moment.I got an email
from a guy who said that he wanted to buy it and would be paying for it with a certified
cashiers check.When I replied and told him that I'd couldn't release the truck until I was
sure the check was indeed official and would clear,he then responded by asking me if I
would accept a wire transfer.Well,a wire transfer requires that I give him my account
routing information,which I won't do.Just as easy to take money out as it is to put money
in,I think.
This guy could easily be on the up and up,then again...
But I just wanted to mention to any of you that have a vehicle for sale that cashiers checks
and wire transfers aren't necessarily guaranteed methods of getting your money.
.............
SUBJECT>guilty?man o man POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I won't hold it against you due to your innate Southern gentility,but don't feel bad.
Decide,act,move on.That little piece is the key to 725 joy,and I have looked in nearly
every yard in northern UT.A little secret though,the front input deal can be ordered from
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SixStates if memory serves.Little machining,you're set.
still,not as cheap as the junkyard.Tom if you want a core let me know,mebbe we werk
sumting out,ya?
Haven't picked up brush yet,putting in the floor for winter.Cold down here in the
basement.Brr.
SUBJECT>Re:Women POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31034 NEXT>31049 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Awwwwww.Now i'm upset.I need to forward that e-mail to Will where you talked bad
about him.
I have never talked bad about you wife.
Everyone has talked good about Katie,and she loves the same hobbies we are all here
for,so I know she is cool.
Jill(Doug's wife)is a blast!She's great.We all went partying in St.Louis and she even took
pictures of me and Doug with skanky goth girls and let us watch chics dance on.poles.Now tell me thats not COOL!
Brian,all I know about your wife is she won't give you any and she tells you when you
can't work on the truck,and that upsets you....so it upsets me too.I don't like seeing my
buddies upset.If she is that good it is just your fault for not saying so.Man,you are
insensitive,she's right.I'm just watching out for you.That is all..........:(:(:(
ben <---note sadness :(
SUBJECT>cash is king,IMHO POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31040 NEXT>31045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't like checks,MO,etc etc etc and leery of anything involving transfers.Grr.Come get
it,hand me bills,go away happy.Or barter moooahahh..
thanks for the post.
SUBJECT>Re:Public Apology to Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31030 NEXT>31111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Apology accepted.
I do have to put you on "Double Secret Probation"status as my best friend.The scar ran
deep and will take time to heal.
Your ????Friend
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>So you're saying,POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31043 NEXT>31047 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cash talks and bull$#!t walks?
SUBJECT>one caveat POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31039 NEXT>31050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
360 is in fact a decent motor.Parts are almost always harder to get though,and more so
for hotrod stuff.Not awful but definitely not as easy as the Chevy.
the Edelbrock deal,w/MS or DUI dist.looks like the way to go to me.Edelbrock is
apparently making a pricey-ish MPI setup now too,though I can't confirm because my
PDF program is still jacked.Anyway.
www.amracing.com is a sick Canadian company making retarded AMC engines.Very
interesting stuff...420 strokers,aluminum heads etc etc.
SUBJECT>more or less,yeah.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31045 NEXT>31055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.cash in hand beats cashier's check in the mail,eh?
SUBJECT>Re:Garage sale?Ntxt.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31010 NEXT>31052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm better off....Actually happy now.Starting to do things again.It's great.I was gonna do
a garage sale but have no time.Got a bigger audience through Ebay anyway..And I need
cash big time..
SUBJECT>in the Jeaner's defense....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31042 NEXT>31056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I will say that she was a gracious hostess,and makes some tasty lasagna.AND
SQUASH.Even gave me the code to the garage,you change that yet Brian?
hehehehehehehe
Katie is a classic Western Chick,and well worth the company.
My own wife has recently demanded a lift kit for HER Jeep,and is up for the nooner so I
have no real complaints.
Personally,I think Brian overstates the case,in the hopes that he can justify his raging
masturbation problem.Admitting there IS a problem is the first step in overcoming it.
Er...maybe defeating it would be better?heh.heh.
SUBJECT>Re:one caveat POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31046 NEXT>31053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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That 360 will last you for years and years.I've beat more than one motor and they keep
coming back for more.The only thing to make sure of is that you have good oil pressure,
otherwise you'll toast your rear bearings and/or your distributor drive gear.AMHIK.
SUBJECT>Re:you're funny.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31018 NEXT>31057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The green wagoneer(?)with the leather interior.
I don't know J-trucks...Why is that hard to believe!
SUBJECT>Re:Garage sale?Ntxt.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31048 NEXT>31091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al ,I'd do the garage sale thing if I was you.....advertise things that will attract younger
women.......then start the story about how you have to move cuase of the divorce........heck
you're only a few yards from your bedroom,should work great.....You owe me one!!!
Doug.SUBJECT>AMC blather!awesome POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31050 NEXT>31086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,yeah,you need some oil.Wife ran my old Cherokee down to about one quart for
about a week,and apparently that didn't kill it.They are indeed tough.High-nickel
blocks,too.
The Howell kit looks nice but a little pricey compared to the Holley.Have you any
firsthand info to tell me?Howell guys told me there was better tuning available with their
deal but is it really worth it?I like LESS tuning wherever possible,or I'd keep a damn
carb.MPI little more efficient but also much more cash.
SUBJECT>Buy it Tacoma!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31029 NEXT>31060 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You'll save me some work in the spring with that diesel swap.:
SUBJECT>Re:more or less,yeah.POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31047 NEXT>31074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can fake a cashier's check VERY EASILY.PayPal works great,you can even set it
up so that you don't accept credit cards (YOU pay to accept a CC payment)if you want.
Makes everything Kosher and lots easier for all.
Ethan
SUBJECT>BOTH OF YOU POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31049 NEXT>31059 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There's a reason I discussed my raging masturbation problem and lack of sex with you
two OVER E-MAIL instead of here.
Where's Brute?He needs to e-mail you two and stomp your holes.
I'm all embarassed now and a little miffed.As such I'm leaving to go do some work.
-------place witty comeback here that smacks you two upside the head and makes me THE
MAN again-----
BOOYAAAHHH!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>ahh,I remember now POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31051 NEXT>31061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.thought you might have been joking about the sheer number of vehicles
there."where's
that big block dump truck?""oh,out there next to the brown truck"That sort of deal.
yeah,I remember that Wagoneer now.It was near that somewhere.Maybe near that awful
VW Bentley thing.
No need to know Jtruck,if you know BB Chevy instead.I managed to quote pushrod part
#'s for Brian's small block,and he had better not ever deign to doubt me again.
SUBJECT>Re:no,buy it POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31039 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Only the T-19 had a syncro first.The T-18 does not have a syncro first...Sorry,had to do
it...
SUBJECT>LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31056 NEXT>31062 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be glad you were left of the mailing list for the above referenced topic.............don't
ask....just be happy
SUBJECT>hehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,12
November 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31054 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if I do I might have to get a job this winter...ugh.
yeah that diesel swap is iffy.Will keep you apprised lol..welding up that hole won't be
fun either.
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SUBJECT>Re:ahh,I remember now POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31057 NEXT>31066
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was impressive.We were in the great Autozone and they had a pack of Comp Cams
pushrods on the shelf and I grabbed them and went to the counter to inquire if the part
number was to fit a SBC.The Mexican working the counter didn't know and apparently
had no way to find out.
Taco-Man piped up and said they were and he remember.I made him go to his van and
get the catalog and look it up.He was right and I honor him for that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31059 NEXT>31064
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.So,I can tell by your imput that you and I are not best friends anymore?
You could have let me down a little easier.Thanks anyhow.
-B.
SUBJECT>front axle conversion POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31065 31076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is one of the topics that comes up eternally,but I'm putting the new axle in,
and need specifics.
anyone got good shots of the new steering setup or is it pretty obvious once you get into
it?I guess for now I'll set it up like the Chevy it's coming out of but I think a crossover
setup is in short order.
any advice?
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31062 NEXT>31071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AHH damn B..........I didn't mean it that way....I just figured it wasn't ..ah....
well....shoot.......
Dern it
I'll take ya off "Double secret probation"if you can find it in your heart to forgive me?
SUBJECT>Re:front axle conversion POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31063 NEXT>31068 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I took a front pic of Barry mud truck,the one he was running in the pit with.It has the
GM open knuckle axle witout crossover steering at present...is this what you need?
I can email it to ya tonight if you want....
brute4c
SUBJECT>no problem....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31061 NEXT>31070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but it's the only Chevy part number I know offhand like that.I'm man enough to admit
ignorance.Jeep stuff is different,as it requires obsessive knowledge of interchange.There
are no part numbers to know since no stuff is made for them
MOOOOOAHAHAHAHAAHAH
10mm ammo is $15.49 a box for UMC stuff.Ouch.Internet special fo shizzle!
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers a bit wordy POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>30935 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yup,that's why I debated so long about getting a
Detroit.It should effectively destroy
"everyday"snow/hardpack driving.I don't plan to break the em-seven-fifteen out unless it
really calls for it.For "everyday",I can drive one of the other vehicles,save the big dude
for "snowed-in"conditions.
Good write-up,brough up good points we should all revire this time of year.Thanks for
getting a thread going.
SUBJECT>hey!me too!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol..i got some good shots of that,and more on my return,but he's running a 60.I'm sure
there is tons of stuff online about it,just wondering if anyone has already got pics of it.
so thanks,but not necessary lol...worse comes to worse I'll have to ask MEPCO,they're
superhelpful and know everything about custom deals.
SUBJECT>mudclod,you have mail POSTER>bumpr EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>31072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
reference hub stuff
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31066 NEXT>31073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you need to get a loader.......I have a dillon 550....it will pop out about 400 to 600 an hour
@>$4.50 per 50.
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40sw but it does not vary much for different calibers.
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31064 NEXT>31075
31093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's cool,bro.It's cool.
Seriously though,I gotta go work now.I'm getting behind and people are noticing.
There's a line of customers standing at my checkout lane staring at me wanting me to ring
them up.
I'll be back tomorrow,and if tonight goes like last night then I'll be in this killer mood
then too.
Ben....you know.
-B.
SUBJECT>And now for sumthin completely difrent POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November
2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31069 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bob....I figured out why your links on the board dont like to work...down there in the
add a link box,it has a http://already there...when you put in links,if you are pasting an
url,ya gotta remove the one that is there so that there arent 2 of them in the posted link...I
dont know why it automatically assumes you need to have that part of the address typed
for you since most of us copy and paste,except for the easy stuff,but it does it by default
anyway...
That should help...if you mouse over the one you posted last night,I think it was last
night or this morning,you will see the way it is written with the 2 http://'s at the front.
Hopefully this helps everyone who missed that...its kinda common...damn uneditable
code.....(insert Dick Dastardly cursing and Mutley laugh here.)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31070 NEXT>31118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow,I need to get a loader for the .45!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:more or less,yeah.POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have paid for vehicles with cashiers checks and certified bank funds,but always let the
seller have it in hand for any length of time he wanted before trying to pick up the
vehicle.I would never just hand the check over and expect the seller to let me have the
truck.I'm afraid the few bad apples out there have spoiled it for the rest of us.
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31071 NEXT>31079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well anyway.........was the M38 24v or was the M38A1 the first 24v?.......I got lost
somewhere above
SUBJECT>Right here,buddy!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31063 NEXT>31077 LINKNAME>goo
axle installs LINKURL>http://128.83.80.200/taco/scarysteering.html
good pics of front axles...
SUBJECT>not there!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
12 November 2003,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31076 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.page won't open.Linky no worky
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31023 NEXT>31082 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You must be mistaken.I do not know a Brian.Please do not use my name in any more of
your post.Thanks You,you cooperation is appreciated.
Ben/IL
ps.What is a toady?Some of us would like to know.
SUBJECT>Thread Report POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31075 NEXT>31080 31084 31114
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug and Zone en masse,
I have examined this thread and come to the following conclusions:
The thread started out as a legitimate question that was asked for the sake or pure science.
The topic was relevant and it was addressed on the propper board.
The thread progressed with all present members adding their own opinions and
experiences dealing with voltage of various vehicles both military and not.
Then Keith started the deviation by asking a question that was slightly relevant to the
thread,but should have been posted on the Off Topic section.
The thread then spun out of control due to the interjection of Ben Hamburg.His brand
preference was the start of the deviation from said topic and was then taken to extreemes
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by his fellow Zoners Doug,Tacoma,and (I'm sorry to say)me.
Through the entire process of hijacking the thread and destroying it's relevance Ben
Hamburg was the ring leader and the loudest voice in the cry for anarchy.
The thread then ended as he insulted my wife and fabricated wild tales of my sex life.
The last post to the thread was Doug trying desperatly to bring the topic back to
relevance.We commend Mr.Cook for his efforts.
I hereby vote that Ben Hamburg be made to buy the beer for the FE as his punishment for
the destruction of this thread and the ensuing loss of 1 day's productivity in the effort to
answer all M-series questions.
Thank you,
Brian Sisson
Doug Cook's BEST friend
SUBJECT>Re:Divorced T-Cases POSTER>Adam EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,12
November 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31026 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know about a rockwell 226,but the rockwell 221 was used in chevy trucks is a
good strong case.it is not a direct drive unit.the outputs are several inches below the.input.This is great for
driveline angles in lifted trucks.They whine about as bad as the
np200 though.
You should be able to differentiate it pretty well.the rear face will have an almost
triangular shape.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31078 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See "A Christmas Story"and you'll know.
Then come back here and call me names.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31080 NEXT>31095 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The finger?
The middle?
I see that as the day wore on you lost your flair for the witt.THAT'S why Doug's my best
friend and not you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30963 NEXT>31148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Mount Kisco.Do these clubs have web sites?Do you drive yours on the highway?
It seems like mine is geared to go 45 mph max.Is changing that a difficult job?
SUBJECT>Re:AMC blather!awesome POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31053 NEXT>LINKNAME>Howell's web site
LINKURL>http://howell-efi.com
I have the Howell TBI setup on my FSJ (daily driver,when it runs)and a hacked semi-
Howell based system on the 715.I *had*the Holley setup,but it was the analog unit.I
can't speak for the newer digital units.I LOVE the Howell setup.Smooth idle,easy as pie
starting,runs off camber,no flooding etc,etc.Well worth the $1200 IMHO.If you can
install a stereo,you can install this system.$30 or less at a muffler shop to weld in the O2
sensor.That's the ONLY part I didn't do myself.
if you order,call them direct (no 800 number,bummer)and tell then what you have
(engine,headers?intake type,exhaust,etc)and they'll figure out if a stock chip will work,
or if they have to burn a new chip for you..Also,don't use anything but an MSD tach signal or the Duraspark box to
trigger it.I used
some other older 70's ignition and it fried a tach filter on me.
Any other q's,you can email me direct,too.
Ethan
Ethan
SUBJECT>Members List updated POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31088 31096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I majorly revised the new Members Conact List.A few additions including Al in
Canada,and a new navigation method with links to each state from the top of the page
and links back to the top from each state name.There are a bunch of reasons why this is a
better method...I'll save you the details but as the page grows,hopefully,some of the
reasons will be very obvious.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31087 NEXT>31089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,where'd NY go??
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:13 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31088 NEXT>31090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How can I get added to the list?
Info:
Bryant Franklin Richlands,North Carolina.email:Porkchopsfsj@charter.net
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31089 NEXT>31211 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute for the effort you put into this site.Thats cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Garage sale?Ntxt.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31052 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I score hopefully more than once,will you take payment in Jeep parts???I wonder if
she would notice all her expensive kitchen stuff missing?I was thinking .20 cents on the
dollar..15 if there flexible.....10 if I can take pic's....5 if well never mind..
SUBJECT>Re:A Warning...POSTER>drsmith TX EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31040 NEXT>31105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tom and all ,earlier this year I received a 10.750.00 cashiers check for
a tractor ,The
check was homemade acording to the bank ,the FBI and interpol are involved .The scam
goes like this ,some one will want to buy what ever you have for sale.They also OWE
someone else some money so they send you more than they owe you.You will get the
check and deposit it and then forward your GOOD funds to someone else.They will
never come to pick up what ever you are selling ,and why should they ,you have already
given them something for nothing ...Seller beware ,,,F.Y.I.I did not get scamed I was
aware of the deal before it took place and wanted to see how far it would go ...Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31071 NEXT>31116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Insert Brians voice(do you want fries with that).
Brian waits to hit the total key.
Eat Two
Will
SUBJECT>hey tacoma POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,bad timing man,i am leaving on saturday morning to go back to NH to work at the
toyota dealership for school.i'll be gone till Jan.10th i think.my poor 715 will have to sit
here in the parking lot for 2 months all alone...dont get any ideas.i'll have to wait for
them cookies till January.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 4:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31083 NEXT>31104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B.are you hearing voices in your head again?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31087 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Yeaa!
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30979 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a 52 M37.it is 24 volt.
SUBJECT>hmmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,12
November 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31094 NEXT>31099.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well that sucks!Seriously,if you want to leave that thing here,my house is under armed
guard 24-7.Got a 715-sized spot for it on the side of the house too,I'd be glad to watch it
for you,as quite a lot can happen to a truck in a parking lot.
we'll have some cookies for you then too,more for me this time then.Enjoy NH!hehe
and if you're near Derry yell hello to my aunt for me.Just yell,she'll hear it.
SUBJECT>Re:hmmm POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>Jeepthing1987@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think the truck will be alright,i got some of my friends keeping an eye on it for me.
thanks for the offer though.
next time i'm in derry i'll be sure to say hello for ya.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31021 NEXT>31122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ben,
i didn't know you were a Mopar man.i will have to side with you now.Brian beware!
k
SUBJECT>Re:Hey B POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
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DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here's the best part "On Saturday,his tractor caught fire while in the tractor parade."
ha ha ha ha
SUBJECT>Re:Divorced T-Cases POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30995 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It'll be a 205 if you a small round plate with 3 bolts on it.If it's got oil it'll be okay.
SUBJECT>Re:Gear lube additave?POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30961 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Justice Brothers makes it.Forget the name but it's something medic.It's better than
banana peels and sawdust.
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31095 NEXT>31119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.SHHHHHHHH It's a plot by Ben to get the shotgun seat.
For the ride up to the F.E.
SUBJECT>Re:A Warning...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31092 NEXT>31115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i know a guy selling a M38a1.he got contacted by a guy in Great Britan.the guy tells him
he will send an extra 4000 for the shipping.he wanted him to send the 4000 dollars to his
friend to arrange shipping.the seller figured out what was going on and gave his email
and phone records to the FBI.i hope they catch those bastards.if only these people would
put all of this thought and energy into something positive......
seems like a lot of work and risk to steal a few $$$$.
SUBJECT>Re:Some USEFUL info,I hope POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30984 NEXT>31112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
Sorry to hear about your troubles,that's not a fun job ahead.
I have a 67 J-truck with the Vigilante 327/T-98 combo and also a fullsize AMC V8/T-18
set-up from a 70's FSJ setting on the shop floor.I checked it out.
The FSJ AMC V8/T-18 set-up has a very long input shaft,something on the order of 14".
It has a deep bellhousing and ~5"spacer,for a total depth of ~13".The input bearing
retainer was 10"long.
The 327/T-98 has a 10-1/4"bellhousing with a 1"thick adapter plate so it would be much
shorter than the above.
On a hunch,I pulled the input bearing retainer off a 3-speed from a 327,but it won't fit a
T-98.But here's a thought;I'm pretty sure you could use the retainer from the AMC
V8/T-18 and have it turned down and shortened to the correct length for your application.
I'm sure someone has an extra one of those laying around,especially some of them "little
Jeep"folks.
If you need exact dimensions for the bearing retainer,I hope to have another 327/T-98
combo coming in the not too distant future.
Good Luck.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:FE2004,are YOU interested??If so,READ!!POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>30805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what ever the date is I will try to get my truck ready in time to be there.Ive got my work
cut out for me and i dont have a lot of free time to work on it as everyone wants me to
work on there cars.I may not be able to go everywhere you all go but Ill beat her up
trying..SUBJECT>Re:If you don't want it,I do POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you pass on it,where is it?I just snoozed on a J-truck with an I6/T-18 for $250.
SUBJECT>old age caught me im blind and cant see POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,12 November 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
either I lied when i said my m725 had a fully boxed frame its only boxed back about 3/4
of the way I need new glasses or maybe just need to open my eyes and look sorry for the
miss info
SUBJECT>M725 at FE POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,12
November 2003,at 8:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31124 31155
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how well can you get around there in one of these with out lockers installed or lifted just,
38.5 boggers 350 chebby and t98 or nv4500 if time allows.I might try and find 2-M715's.
one for my boy and the other for me.How are they as far as stability on off camber
situations on rocks and hills compared to the M715?
SUBJECT>Re:Public Apology to Doug POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webt.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 12:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>31044 NEXT>
31130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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There was a flathead ford V8 conversion for the ford N tractors in the 50's.I beleve it was
called the "Funk"conversion kit or something like that.That would be a way cool
tractor...
SUBJECT>Re:Some USEFUL info,I hope POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 3:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks TC,
You just saved me some pain!
At Advance Aapters I found the stickout for a t98/18 is 7.75"or 10.25"I measured mine
to the "spring disk"on the clutch was 7"so I guess 7.75.would be the one.
Taking a longer one and turning it down,was one thing I was going to do.if I found one
that was too long.
I found a Tranny shop that said it should not be a problem for a Borg Warner tranny.But I
have to bring in the old short one to match.
I have a short one from a 3 speed that I was going to use as a referance.Glad i didn't!
I really didn't want to drop the tranny untill I had the part in hand.
But I guess I'm going to bite the bullet..Is all else fails I'll take the short one cut a new tube on the lathe and
press it in.
Thanks
Allan.
SUBJECT>Window Regulators POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 3:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how the window regulators are attached to the windows.Both mine
are rusted and missing the conection on the end of the .400 inch shaft that suports the
wieght of the window.I am going to make a new attachment but was not sure if it should
be lock it to the bottom of the window so the window can't bounce up and off or if it
should just rest on the regulator.Does anyone one have pictures of a workig regulator?
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HambUrg.HAHAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!Sorry for the lack of participation
fellas,I've been out and about looking like I'm working...gathering truck parts.I'm doing
the same again today.Hopefully picking up my 3.5"SS flexpipe.
Ben,-continue-
SUBJECT>Re:A Warning...POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31105 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just thought it was odd that he would be so quick to buy a truck that he had never seen.
I've done just that -but always after requesting photos and speaking to the seller over the
phone with any questions I had.
The wire transfer thing is even worse,I suspect once they have your banking information
they can suck funds out of your account.
The sad thing is that buying and selling becomes that much more difficult for all the
honest people out there.
SUBJECT>Re:LURKERS AND AUDIENCE IN GENERAL POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31093 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,he's not flipping bUrgers (ben..<-get it?),it's Home Depot.He's got orangs
suspender,the back brace and all kinds of 'flare'buttons and pins.
SUBJECT>May have figured it out POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31113 NEXT>31123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think i was being pin headed,and have now figured it out.I think,but have to go home
and look at the truck,that the .400 inch pin that supports the window goes threw the slot
in the sheet metal piece that supports the glass from the bottom.Is that right and should
there be a roller on the pin that the window actually rests on?
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31073 NEXT>31120 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
get loaded on Colt 45?
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31104 NEXT>31162 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually,this post was part of a string that filled most of yesterday.
At abotu 5 central time Ben deleted his additions to the thread and screwed it all up.He's
the devil.
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31118 NEXT>31125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it hangun and hard liqour night?......Thats my favorite night of the week!!!
SUBJECT>Re:M37's?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>30976 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
CUCVs are 12V and 24V.They run a dual system...weird!
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Would I be Jumping the Gun?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31100 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith and Ben....together,in love.
With Mopar.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:May have figured it out POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31117 NEXT>31127
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig100.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig100.jpg
On the end of the regulator there is a pin with a groove in it.This sticks through the frame
of the window,near the bottom and a clip goes on it to hold it in place.See link for the
diagram of the window frame bottom.The clip is shown,the regulator is in a different
image but it does not show the window frame...figured this would be more helpful.
As far as the regulator stuff,Vintage Power Wagons has all that...just bought new ones
for mine...but they didn't have the clip...my passenger side clip keeps popping off...gotta
see if I can get that somewhere else...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 at FE POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31110 NEXT>31132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stock,230 equipped M725's can get around.There are trails that go from beginner to
serious...depends on what trail your running.They dont have any super hard core trails as
far as the smaller vehicles,like say a CJ are concerned,but they can get pretty hairy for
the big guys like us in places.The M725 can get tippy,but choosing the right trails to go
on will keep you away from that problem.We all kinda run together and we have at least
1 or 2 trail bosses who check them out before hand and work to keep everyone
safe....challenged for sure,but safe...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31120 NEXT>31134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1911 A-1 model...just gotta love the old brute....hey that's my truck...hmmmm,I see a
pattern forming...
brute4c
SUBJECT>dana 70 front axle POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d_aikin@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was flipping through some old magazine the other day and came across an article on
rowbinders.According to the article during the mid '70s international 1tons came with a
dana 70 front axle.Has anyone else heard of this or was the author picking his
mushrooms green?
SUBJECT>Thanks Brute4c POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31123 NEXT>31143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brute4c thanks for the info and the diagrams.One quick question about
the clips.Are
they just external "C"clips or are they those large washer like clips that slide over the pin
and lock into the groove.I'm going to turn a couple of pins and press/peen them into the
arm of the regulator.If you would like a couple I'll make more.
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:dana 70 front axle POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440ci@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IH never used anything lighter than a Dana 70 in the front of their 1-ton trucks.ANY 1
ton 4x4 IH you find will have a Dana 70.Closed knuckle,drum brake,but still very
strong.1968 and older have the same bolt pattern as the M-715.1969 and newer have the
standard 8 lug pattern.
Dave
SUBJECT>ARN-FLARN-SON-OF-A-!.!.!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>31131
31142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So about a year ago I buy brand spanking new side mirrors for Velvet from Memphis
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Equipment,PA.Last Saturday I had used the truck to drive a couple places,all paved
road,then parked it.Saturday night the temperature dropped to 20*and when I returned
to the farm Sunday,midday,my drivers side mirror had busted.!!About 1"up from the
bottom of it it looked like it was wacked with a hammer.I looked at it a couple times
during the day,as it warmed up,and noticed that there was water seeping though the
cracks and making the rubber at the bottom wet.The damn thing leaked,froze,and
BROKE!I'M SO PISSED!I called M.E.to see if there was anything they'd do about it
(insert your laughter here)and the guy told me that was really a 'unique situation.'"So
what do I need to do...drill holes in the bottom of the mirrors I get from you guys?""Huh,
well...that's differnt...I wouldn't think you'd have too."
SUBJECT>Re:Public Apology to Doug POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes there was a flathead v8 conversion.The v8 had the same bell housing pattern as the
flathead tank engine.The Funk was an intermediate transmission and straight 6 cylinder
conversion kit.A friend of mine has one and it is very useful.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:DARN-FLARN-SON-OF-A-!.!.!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31129 NEXT>31133.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Did you ask your Pop where he was at the time they were cracked?
Just because he's blood doesn't mean he's innocent.
Ponder that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31124 NEXT>31136 31144 31156 31163
31213 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who's bringing a truck?
I'll be in my 715 assuming it's running (Ron,that's your cue).
Ben,you're not bringing your truck,are you?
Spicer,you'll attend,but as to your truck-it's still up in the air with you,isn't it?
Doug,you can't even comit to going yet.
Bump,assuming you make it will you be in your 715?
Brute,are you bringing your truck?
Will,are you even going?Are you going to try and bring your rig?
Tacoma,where do you stand?
Anyone else?If so,can we get a show of hands and if you're bringing a rig of some type?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:DARN-FLARN-SON-OF-A-!.!.!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31131 NEXT>
31135 31140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read better.It froze.It seeped.He's much chilled out since he got his bike.Your weak
attempt at Devil's advocation makes me sad.
Ben,Eat One...you flaming maltese ink wearer.
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31125 NEXT>31146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just don't tell me it's an actual war unit.......I'll be so jealous you don't even want to know
what I'll do.....seriuosly,don't tell me.
SUBJECT>Re:DARN-FLARN-SON-OF-A-!.!.!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31133 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I wasn't trying to defent ME,but more to cast doubt toward your father.My end goal is to
drive a wedge between you two.I'll know my work is done when I get an e-mails saying
that your Pop wants all your spare truck parts off the farm and you have no room for
them,so you're giving them away.THAT'S my goal.
AT THIS TIME BEN'S TAT HAS NETTED HIM 0 (ZERO)WOMEN.IT WAS A
WASTE OF MONEY.
That's all Ihave to say about that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31132 NEXT>31137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went and stood by the window so you could see me...........I wasn't raising my hand just
one finger.
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31136 NEXT>31138
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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And toady the award for "Serious thread hijacker"goes to Doug Cook!
Seriously,are we best friends?And don't make fun of me for asking.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31137 NEXT>31139 31141 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is that s major award?Do i get the leg/lamp trophy?
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31138 NEXT>31153
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHHHAHAHHAHAHA!!!!!You've seen that movie!That's hilarious!You sure
do make a fine BEST friend.
-B.
SUBJECT>Which mirrors?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31133 NEXT>31151 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Seems that Uncle Sam got a bad batch of outside mirrirs.The ones I get from ABLinn
keep jettisoning the glass and gasket while travelling at highway speeds.You get the.same rectangle ones that are so
prevalent on ebay?I think I'm going to get one more set
and glue the damm thijnks together.Come to think of it,the empty shells I have left have
some degree of surface rust inside,suggesting moisture contamination.Jeeze.
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If all goes as planned,I will drive the em-seven-fifteen,maybe with Sammie in the bed
(tape measure says it'll fit,sure would make a cool conversation piece!),and Nagie would
drive her YJ (iff'n I get the engine replaced by then.)Right now,I'm about 85%for-sure.
Anyone from PA or MI or KY or OH taking the I75 route to Louisville?
SUBJECT>Re:DARN-FLARN-SON-OF-A-!.!.!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pain in the...
Sorry to hear it Spicer...something for the rest of us to watch out for now though...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31127 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the pins were not available from VPW either...I wouldn't mind a couple,that
would be awesome of you!!
The clip slips onto the pin in the groove...it is kind of a hemisphere shape with a recessed
center that fits in the groove...I can scan mine this evening from a couple angles for you
so you know...no biggee.
I'll send you an email with the pics this evening...its a real pain when you go for a drive
and all of a sudden the passenger window falls to the bottom of the door...lucky it hasnt
broken on me...course when there is a passenger,I always try to blame them...What the
heck ya doing to my truck??Man you don't know how military stuff works do ya??Your
lucky it aint broken...
I dont leave em hanging,I fess up that its an ongoing problem...course its hard to shut me
up sometimes so I go into the whole deal of what happened before...am I boring anyone
yet??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31132 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All depends on whether I can find a cheap way to transport it...like take up a collection
from the members and use that to ship it down and back!!!
In other words,it is highly unlikely at this time that the truck will come...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Tacoma,members list POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I added the great states of New York and New Mexico to the list (primary season is
coming isnt it??)but I'm not sure,where there any listings in these states??If so please
send me a mail with them...THANKS!!
brute4c
(I do count 50 states now....damn I blew that one eh??)
SUBJECT>Re:no problem....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31134 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No need to fear...the only 'war'it has ever been in is when I'm at the range,what do I
shoot next,the rifle,the pistol,the shotgun...too much fun at the firing line.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31152 31208 31222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Last night I drove over to "formally known as"Army tires.com to see what they had.
I can say that they have a big selection from 7.00r16 to some that won't even fit in the bed
of my truck!something that goes on the big Oshkosh trucks.They also have hummer
tires.
plus an assortment of m101 trailers and deuce trailers
Michele and Michel are really nice and friendly people.They run the business out of their
home on a hobby farm.
I was trying to decide which tire to put on the truck 9.00r16 NDT or the 11.00r16 XL
Michel gave me a xl to try if I didn't like it just bring it back.
Ah now decisions decisions...
One thing that they mentioned is that if there is a problem with any tire they will replace
it.
They spend time inspecting the tires before classifying them for sale.They want customer
satisfaction.
Plus they are working on a new website that will be up shortly somthing like US military
tires.com and will put a link on the army tires.com page
I'll be back to get my tires there."in the daylight this time"and I'll see if I can take a
couple of photos.
Allan {Oo [ ]oO}
SUBJECT>Re:Working on M715 POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:23 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31085
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam,I'm in Warwick
The web site for the NJ military club is www.mtaofnj.org
I try not to drive it on the highway too often because of the condition of the trannie,needs
a rebuild.It will do about 55 almost anyway.
I still have the stock engine,when that goes i'll do a swap.
I have plenty of room if you want to keep it a little closer to home,just let me know.
(845)987-7796
When you tell your wife about the truck you have to tell us how the conversation went.
Good luck.
SUBJECT>roger wilco POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31145 NEXT>
31150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will do.Zip disc w/all that stuff momentarily missing,I could swear there were some at
least in NY...
SUBJECT>Re:roger wilco POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31149 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought so too...dont know what I did there....
Thanks again!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Which mirrors?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31140 NEXT>31157 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
do you really think it's Uncle Sam or just well marketed crappy knock offs...um,or fall
outs...or break ups.I think I'll try my luck with a neighborhood guy,Mark at Saturn
Surplus.He's 20 miles closer than M.E.anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31147 NEXT>
31158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for the 11 man!They're like 37.5-38"installed and will be meatier looking than the 9's
on the truck.It's good to see that there's some easy to work with XL dealers out there.
Heh,heh.
:]
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:35 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>31139 NEXT>
31160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spicergear...aka...chopped liver.
Ben...stop.Brian,take over.
SUBJECT>I'll go with lying.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31109 NEXT>31219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
spare you the indignity of losing body functions to age.
SUBJECT>personal experience POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31110 NEXT>31217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
725's are sort of spooky off camber.I'd let the seat of your pants and that puckering
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feeling guide you,but having ridden some sickness here in UT w/the rockcrawler crowd I
will tell you this:725's are not crawlers.That steel body is heavy.Still,the sheer size of it
and the creeps will keep you out of trouble.Unless you're an idiot...I found myself
teetering on 2 wheels for a second once,but I have a verifiable stupid streak in me.
SUBJECT>well,what's the final date?????POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31132 NEXT>31159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it's early June it will be very very unlikely that I attend w/truck,as I will be working
until possibly the 1st of June.Not much time to rewire and install motor.MIGHT be able
to rig it w/junkyard runner and the 4spd deal.Maybe.
however I WILL BE ATTENDING,truckless or not.
SUBJECT>hey,see if he's got a surgical light POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep meaning to go there but somehow we end up in junkyards or something.
BWAHAHAHAH
SUBJECT>still crying eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31152 NEXT>31187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it was only a LITTLE bulge.Sheesh.It's not like they're hard to get or anything.MAN!!
hehe
SUBJECT>June 10-13th,2004...ntxt POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>..
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31153 NEXT>31161
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Listen,you two need to work this out amongst yourself.At the FE I'll only have one (1)
passenger seat.That means I can only allow one (1)person to ride with me.That means I
can only allow one (1)of you to be my best friend.
I'm sorry,but it's simple physics.Flip a coin,draw straws,whatever.
You two's BEST friend,
-B.
SUBJECT>Spicer POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31160 NEXT>31192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I go,I'll have my rig.......It seats 6,seatbelts and all.
You can ride with B........as long as he hasn't promised the seat to his blow-up doll.
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31119 NEXT>31164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the devil?that's not very nice Brian.i have not met Ben,but if he likes Mopars he's got to
alright.
brian-eat one
you friend,
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31132 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i could bring my cj2a if it's done by then.i can't drive the M725 that far yet.too scary
with a stock 230.
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31162 NEXT>31167 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
I don't know if Ben really is the devil,but in the past few months he's:
Impregnated 4 women and then not returned their calls.
Stolen a church bus..Urinated on several graves of people he didn't know.
Spray painted his name on the side of a hospital along with the words "I GOT YOUR
TONGUE DEPRESSOR......SWINGIN'!"
Not called his parents on their aniversary.
Faked a love for the diry Mopar just to fool others.
and
Stolen Will's seat on the ride to the FE.
So,you tell me-is he the devil or not?
Your BEST friend,
-B.
SUBJECT>I miss my truck POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31166
31281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I miss my truck.I think Im going nuts because I cant drive it.Im sitting here in germany
going nuts because ive no truck to drive.Although Ive only drove it a couple of time prior
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to leaving I still missing it.WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.i cant wait till jan.i need a hard top.Anybody still
making the fiber glass ones.some day ill get to drive it again.sorry just venting
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31165 NEXT>31168 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Want me to send you a link to some pics that'll take your mind off missing that truck?
bwwwwweeeeeeeehehehehehehheehehehhehe!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thread Report POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31164 NEXT>31169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i hope he didn't fake the love for Mopars.seein'how i been standing up for him and all.i
don't care about that other stuff.only the Mopars.
am i really your BEST friend?what will Doug say?
well i'm putting a Mopar in the m725.......unless i get a deal on a cummins 4BT i've been
looking at.then it will be 4BT and 700R4.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31166 NEXT>31171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still only have access to a goverment computer.no bad pics aloud:(
SUBJECT>irty Mopar lover POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31167 NEXT>31174 31183 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
I think it'll be cool when you have the Mopar in there.Now that you're my BEST friend
you and I can re-enact that commercial.
"Hey!That thing got a Hemi?"
---
Actually,you know what?I'm already sick of you being my BEST friend.Forget it.I
think you are a Mopar guy just because...well,a saying my dad used to tell me sums it up:
"Boy,driving a Dodge is alot like screwing an ugly woman.It'll get you where you want
to go,but you'll feel so dirty getting there."
I never understood that until I was 9.
Anyhow,this letter started out nice,then turned ugly.I think I'll try to bring it back 180*
in this last section.
Keith,
Is it warm in Texas now?It's cold here.
Later,BEST bud,
-B.
SUBJECT>thread or chrono?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just wondering how everyone looks at this site.i have it set up in chronological order.do
any of you have it set up in thread form?i tried it this morning and i didn't like it.
brian-eat one
keith
SUBJECT>WHAT?!?!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31168 NEXT>31172 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just what the hell is THAT supposed to mean?Why would you just ASSUME that I was
going to send you some 'dirty pics'?
You'd better have a daym good reason for assuming that my moral character is so low.
I'd like to hear it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31171 NEXT>
31175 31176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.lets see does the naked granny websight bring up any memories.or have you forgotten
SUBJECT>Chrono is old school.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31170 NEXT>31178
31200 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
I have no idea how it makes sense to you in Chrono.No idea at all.
I think you're stupid for doing it like that.Now change it to thread or I'm getting on a
plane,flying to Texas,whipping your a$$,and then flying back.
DO IT NOW!
Your BEST friend,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
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DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31169 NEXT>31179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well little buddy,
if i put the Mopar in the 725,i'll be driving an ugly pig anyway.and i know you been
hoggin'before!
i heard they might start selling Hemi crate motors.with an easy to hook up CPU and
harness.i want one.
it's cold(to me)63 degrees.
your best pal
keith
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31172 NEXT>31177 31225 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ohhh.
I seem to remember that.
Seriously though,that was funny,wasn't it.Shock value.
----
My goal with all this was to get you kicked out of the Army.That may sound bad,but it
was for your own good.You'd get a FREE plan ride back to the states where your 725
would await you.I'm reuniting lovers through the use of granny porn.I'm a good guy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31172 NEXT>31180 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Now wait a cotton-picking minute!The gommint can send you'uns off to far-away lands
to "blow"someone's "head"off,but you can't look at pictures of those words in another
context?What ever happened to reminding y'all just what you were fighting for??!!
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31175 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im in the air force.and its a 715.Ill be home in jan untill then ill just have to off road in
my rental passot compact car.
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31173 NEXT>31181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
if i do that then it is all over the page,all over the screen,all over everything.in chrono i
can what is newest.come on down buddy
k
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31174 NEXT>31184
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"HOGGIN'"!!!!!That's hilarious!We used to call it that back in college.I'll admit to it.
Many a night I picked out the ugliest woman in the bar and focused on her all night long.
My buds would strike out with the decent ones,but I never had a problem with my pig.
Seriously I did have a pig.She was (I think)a cross between a pot bellied pig and a
regular hog.Weighed about 100#'s and was black.Sweetest pet I ever had.She just
roamed around the back field and at night would come to the back porch and eat our
scraps.I'd scratch her belly with a stick and she'd make a noise like a turkey.I loved that
pig.Then one of my neighobrs shot her and ate her.I was pretty upset and when I
confronted him with my rage he offered me some of the meat to make up for it.Jean
Ellen was glad to see Ms.Piggy gone since Ms.Piggy liked to root up the back yard.
Ahhhh....pigs.
You're my best pal and I'm looking forward to drinking some Coors with you at the FE.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31176 NEXT>
31191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its the new p.c.air force
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31178 NEXT>31182
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That is unacceptable.The thread is the way to go.I bet if more guys were on the board
right now they'd pipe up and tell you you're crazy.
In thread you see a topic starter,then the first reply,then the reply to that reply.It'll make
the board alot more funny and easier to follow......and save you a beating.
DO IT!!!!!!NOW!!!
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Keith POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31181 NEXT>31185 31186 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm sorry,THREADS isn't the way to go.It's BY THREADS,REVERSED.That's the
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shizit.
Try it and you'll see that it's killer.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31169 NEXT>31188 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Somewhere someone has a tag line something like "It's like screwing your sister,it's fun
and all,but at some point you'll regret it..."
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31179 NEXT>31189 LINKNAME>my favorite
LINKURL>http://www.woodfordreserve.com/
Coors huh?well ok.i usually only drink hard liquor.hey!we will be in Kentucky right?i
can get some fresh liquor.some of is over 7 years old by the time it get all the way down
here.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Keith POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didn't try that one.
thanks friend
k
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31182 NEXT>31190 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Shiznitz...not shizit.
Stick to 'cotton'and 'bee's knees'and the such.
SUBJECT>Re:still crying eh?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31158 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Eat me.I'm actually still trying to get used to the look of the truck from the front or rear
with the narrower 11"tires as opposed to the 13"boggers.Side view and 3/4 views are
great with the XL's...front and rear scream foreign military though.
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31183 NEXT>31218
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ironically I just found out yesterday that my sister is pregnant.She's 30,and been married
for 4 years.
Not that I ever screwed my sister.Or wanted to relate this to her.I wish I'd never started
this post.
Daym.
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31184 NEXT>31204
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,I see by that link that you're a classy dude.
I'm sorry,but I will shun you at the FE.You just don't fit in.
Too bad,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31186 NEXT>31196 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Welcome back Tommy,
Did you get anything?
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31180 NEXT>31199 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...and to think,if all the chicks were at home barefoot,pregnant,and baking cookies like
God intended,the military and overall workplace would be a lot less p.c.than it.regrettably has become...
SUBJECT>WHAT?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31161 NEXT>31194 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LIKE FUN!I'm not going to the FE without one of my own trucks.No offense to our
Mississippian pal,but I'm not driving to there to ride back north to the FE.
I think the fumes from the 25 minuted cam break in are still purging cells in his brain.
SUBJECT>Accel header plugs POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31229 31230 31232 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Anyone got any?of the 576S models?I have 7 (I broke one)and no one will sell me just
1.
Anyone want my 7,or have 1 they'll give up?
I like a complete set or none at all....which is why I had 3 toes removed from my right
foot.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31192 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It did get really smokey in there.I was going to open the doors,but it was loud and I was
considerate of my neighbors.
I thought the whole activities that ensued with my wife were induced by the CO......then it
all happened again last night.
I'M IN HEAVEN!
I wonder if Ben wants to be my best friend?Canidates are dropping out quick.
-B.
SUBJECT>YO Deuce guys...deuce air question.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do the deuce trucks like ours have a remote air regulator?Is that the thing thats on the
firewall like above the engine with like four lines going out of it???My CAT compressor
has one on it that I'm not sure of hookup,but I called Caterpillar and spoke with a service
guy and he told me that I could plug the hole where the CAT's compressor regulator is
and just hook the pump up like the deuce truck one was hooked up...with just the outlet
going to the air system.Someone...one time from here was going to burn me a copy of a.deuce manual to CD and
disappeared.Tell with authority that M35A2's have a remote air
pressure regulator.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31190 NEXT>31198 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
C-cc-c-cc-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-OLD!It's 35*and wind gusts to 50mph!!I found a sweet set of
wide singles for a 10 lug and looked at two more 3208's and one big block...not sure if
366 or 427.Chilly...but FUN!
SUBJECT>I need a clean 8V71 blower.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>31224
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have and old detroit 8v71 diesel with a good blower?I need one for a truck
motor.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31196 NEXT>31216 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ahhhh the tall deck.That was a dream I once had...a dream that came to no fruition.Sad
for me.
I see by your post that you're getting my dream motor together just to taunt me.Ba$tard!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT?!?!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31191 NEXT>31210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kooby,The BEST four wheel drive in the world IS a rental car!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31173 NEXT>31201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm confused B.I thought Doug was your best friend.....Now just whats going on here???
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31200 NEXT>31202
31206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
I see from the new Member's COntact list that you're in Oregon right now..That tells me alot about why you asked
this question,as well as alot about your political
orientation.Riddle me this,Al,are you a logger?
-B.
(I'm sorry,but you cannot be my best friend.I was just making small talk with you.Like
when you get a haircut.)
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
leave Al out of this.he is in a whole different time zone.
i tried the reverse thread layup.it was a little better.but guess where i have it now?that's
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right buddy,chrono.guess you better book that flight....
eat one-friend
keith
SUBJECT>worn holes,teleportation POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31207 31214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would take the M725 to the FE if i could only figure out a way to get it there.no way in
hell i'm driving that thing all the way over there.i afraid to drive it to town 35 miles
away.beam me up!
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
classy?i have no words
i thought you were my friend
k
SUBJECT>RSmith,you there?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31234
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curtis,
I never got a reply to my e-mail this morning asking you about my wife and all that.It's
sorta improtant to me seeing as how it may change what happens tonight.
Not to push,but......
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net.DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 12:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31201 NEXT>31209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definately not a logger.But I like wheeling around in their aftermath.I do wear
suspenders on german 6 pockets up camping though.I did just get a haircut to.I'm trying
something new and spiking it on top right now.I still can't get that little hottie rachel the
cafe cashier to give me her number.She nibbles food off of my tray as I pay and pass.
Funny how I could loose my job for asking or even staring longer than 7 seconds (for
real).I do consider myself a professional cup size estimator.I was asked for an estimate
just today at lunch.I gave the guys my best winter clothing shot.So NO I am not a logger.
I will add that being from Oregon it's OK if you want to have more than one best friend.
This is oregon,we are used to stuff like that...
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31203 NEXT>31215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,now look man....with a subject line of worn holes...Well I'm starting to wonder!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 12:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31147 NEXT>31254 31256 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Al,
Have you got a number for them?I'm looking for an M101 trailer.did they have good
ones there?Thanks,
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31206 NEXT>31238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dernit,
take off to inspect a job and lose my best friend...........I feel so cheap and used:(
Anyone need a best friend?
Friendless in iowa
doug :(
SUBJECT>another gripe POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
13 November 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31199 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
another thing why cant we have the fe in march or april?think of the advantges.
1 no kids will be there because of school.
2 ground will be nice and muddy
3 I can come play (in june Ill be in korea
4 you can hide the eggs in cool places with a m715.5 to hot in june
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31090 NEXT>31220 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
john your not in the listing dont you want us comming and camping out on your door
step?
SUBJECT>Tacoma RE:Asheville M715.POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Did it have a mostly faded tan camo finish w/a green canvas top?If so it belongs to the
man that owns Andy's heating ang cooling on Biltmore Ave.It is parked outside his store
most all the time along with a 5 ton wrecker that is tan &brown.It does have the Gamma
goat tires and I think he has a lift gate on the rear.
Next time your in Asheville let me know.
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 2:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31132 NEXT>31228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Brian,what an eye-opener.I now see where I stand in your list of bros.We may
find out exactly how well a Ford runs when I highball out to the Bluegrass state to put a
whoopin'on all you farm boys and patsy ass Eastcoasters.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31203 NEXT>31226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now that makes me feel good about driving mine into no mans land since I havent even
drove it yet.lol.now Im scared.
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 3:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31207 NEXT>31227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry man,I had to do it..
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,13
November 2003,at 3:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31198 NEXT>31253
31255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about a 700+cid blown chebby with aries aluminium block.I see there lookin for
someone to buy the whole 9 yards,blocks,tools,ect.it would make an m7xx truck bad..add a blower and you'll need to
reconstruct your truck.Bigfoot look out.
SUBJECT>Re:personal experience POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well im an idiot so everyone bring your camera's and watch this idiot roll and flip over
and down hills.lets see there is a show that pays for stuff like that I think.kinda like
drivin a turtle stuck on his back most of the time.lol.
SUBJECT>Re:Dirty Mopar lover POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31188 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mopeds and fat girls
they're both fun to ride until your friends see ya
SUBJECT>Re:I'll go with lying.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31154 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol.someday when i do get old i'll park my m725 and my busa but for now I claim
idiocracy as my excuse
SUBJECT>Re:Members List updated POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31211 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well dern it,I was in there....cant even get myself together straight...I feel sorry for my
truck now...
brute4c
SUBJECT>ata plates question POSTER>arek EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31240 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys.The owner before me thought it would be a great idea to paint the inside of the
dash,without masking off the data plates.There are stray paint marks all along the edges,
and it looks like crap.Is it safe for me to use a paint removing or xylene type chemical to
remove the stray paint marks without removing any of the black paint on the data plates?
Any other tips?
Thanks
-arek
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Greg EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31147 NEXT>31251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where in Quebec are they located?I'm only a little over 5 hrs from Montreal.Of course,
getting back thru customs with a truck full of tires might not be easy.........Greg
SUBJECT>yep,that's it,and a confession.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31212 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..heheh it was at the shop.I confess to entering the vehicle for to get pic of data plate and
serial number,if he wants to press charges I'll plead guilty.Those are some funky rims!
pics sometime in the future.Thanks for the intel,and next time I"m there I'll definitely let
you know.
SUBJECT>not yet,but maybe just maybe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>31197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"m going to a sick big truck yard that also has a bunch o pickups,will keep an eye out for
any and all blower-type deals and report accordingly.
SUBJECT>man,you're retarded POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so you assume everyone in UT has a 725 eh?Ignernt suthrunner.
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31214 NEXT>31385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dave
don't be scared.i am just paranoid.the first time i drove mine on the highway it spun a
rod bearing.i think the guy that put it together (DSPO)did not torque things right.i also
found out that the pressure plate bolts were only finger tight.also the first time i started it
up,oil shot out everywhere.guess what?thats right-the oil line going up to the head was
not connected.AAAAAHHHH!!!!
that's what i get for getting in a hurry to drive it.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31215 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's ok Al.
you're still my friend.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Head count (or rigs)POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31213 NEXT>31242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,.By the FE I should be living up to my monicker so how about splitting up B.and Spice.
You could drag B.around -by then his SBc should be blown again -and I'll get Spice -
by then his XL's will all be bubbled up and he'll be on NDT's again.
Ok,you're right.'Bout as hard as shooting fish in a barrel,but the amusement factor
would be high for the rest of the gang.
Eat one B.(I mean a bearing,not your usual smut talk)
Ron
P.S.Just think,the distance you have to come could be measured in B.'s SBc's longevity.
From Cally I'm guessing 4.
SUBJECT>Re:Accel header plugs POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31193 NEXT>31244 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that why you gave up the rest of your marbles and went SBc?
BTW,why not just pull the plugs from your last motor?It wasn't running long enough to
have ruined them :D
Ron
SUBJECT>what the...???POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31193 NEXT>31245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,my local shop will sell me one of whatever plug.Sorry,they don't carry Accel
though.Lame-ass...
SUBJECT>725 guys,help!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 8:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31241 31257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone have a clue on where to get new windshield molding?I'm thinking bus places or
RV fabbers.Anyone replace theirs?Current deal leaks some...
SUBJECT>Re:Accel header plugs POSTER>bummnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Thursday,13 November 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31193 NEXT>31247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they are the stubby ones I think I have 6 or 7 out of a SBC.I'll look and see.
SUBJECT>Off Topic:Anyone catch the UN-dubbed version of Mad Max Last night?
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November
2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had heard rumors and done some research myself and varified that the the Mad Max
we've come to know was entirely dubbed because the original sounded "...too limey,"as
one of the original producers stated.I was torturing Katie with my dubbed tape in the
VCR and the kept comparing it to the un-dubbed tv version.If you don't think I'm right.and have a copy,go to the
scene after his chick is run down by the bikers to where that
grungy mechanic is working under the car.Max pulls him out and the guy starts cussing
at him.THAT is one of the best parts where you can see the dubbing and mismatch of
lips to words.Oh,and when Max first walks up to him and the guy starts telling him
about the forktube,"...those tubes are mangrels to work on,"is the UN-dubbed and the
dubbed version he call them "...mothers to work on."
It was neat to see,but darn limey.I even saw an added part where Johnny is trying to start
his bike after they shoot Max's knee and they show him and you can hear the bike
cranking over.I don't have that little clip in my dubbed version.
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SUBJECT>Re:DRSmith,you there?POSTER>drsmith TX
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian you should have mail I did did respond.Curtis
SUBJECT>AAaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhh!!!POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://jeepgladiator.com.ar/rara/rara10.jpg
SUBJECT>That's the Kia,right?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31235 NEXT>31237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Me thinks that's the Korean version.
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31236 NEXT>31243 31262 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was just wondering the same thing.........The AM-715 was supposed to have the rounded
flares also,but I've never seen a good pic of one.
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31209 NEXT>
31239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't sweat it Doug,us Deuce truck guys'll stick together!
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 4:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31238 NEXT>31248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I loe ya man......Hey,chk yer mail.....cool deuce pic coming your way..I'm gonna wait till AL begs and pleads for
it.......just to torture him!
SUBJECT>Re:Data plates question POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31221 NEXT>31268 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
try lightly wiping with Brakleen-wetted rag.
SUBJECT>Re:725 guys,help!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31231 NEXT>
31258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My garage(i have an extra one in there
try jeepdoc.com order the one for the early c-j5 its a little long but will work and they are
a good price
SUBJECT>West Coast Hippys,HEAR ME NOW!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31228 NEXT>31249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris and Ron,
I think it would be the bee's knees if you two could make it to the FE,and if so then I'll
take whatever beating you two think I deserve just for the pleasure of enjoying your
company.
If either of you want to fly into Memfrica then you can ride with Ben and I to the FE.I'll
get you from the airport and you can bunk over at my house for whatever time span is
needed.
There,now the offers out there and despite the fact that the FE is 6 months away you
have this to take into consideration.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31237 NEXT>31246 31250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently picked up an owners manual for an AM715...by looking at the grille on this pic,
it would probably be a Kia type or other.The front fenders on the AM715 are the type in
this picture you linked,not the rounded M715 type.
By the way,did you look around that site?They have a bunch of drawings of the Tornado
engine that are interesting.They are showing 2 versions with different link count timing
chains.The heads have 6 ports not 2 like ours,one even has a piece between the 6 ports
intake and the head...not sure why.The cams have 12 lobes not 6 like ours...the exhaust
manifold has 2 outlets instead of one...very interesting....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Accel header plugs POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:29 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31229 NEXT>31384
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My headers are really cheap and installing plugs is difficult to do with a socket.As such I
tend to snap them.Every time I remove plugs I break a couple.I thought the shorty plugs
would be better,but they were only more expensive.
I have 6 spares from my old motor,and they were practially brand new.I'm going back to
the R44T's that I so love.
So there.You know now.
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-B.
SUBJECT>so,basically...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31230 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...you're no help at all and also told me nothing I didn't know.
I stick to my original assesment that you,my friend,are a waste of skin.Sorry.
Where's my check?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31243 NEXT>31260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is also a pic of gndpndr's truck that he bought from Alan and Pam...not sure whos it
was when the pic was taken,looks like a Jeep rally somewhere out west maybe...
brute4c
SUBJECT>We have a winner!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31232 NEXT>31378
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you do,then you have 2 choices:
1)ship them to me,or
2)shoot me an adress where I can ship mine to you.
You really have no 3rd choice in the matter as it makes no sense for both of us to have
incomplete sets.
Part number 576S.
-B.
(If you work better with lettered lists as opposed to the numbered ones then I can repost it
that way,just let me know.)
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31239 NEXT>.31286 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man...that's a sweet pic,I bet the guy could probably go a little further as the front axle
would keep pulling it.AL...you gotta see this.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:West Coast Hippys,HEAR ME NOW!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31242 NEXT>
31252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ronner,I've still got some half worn out boggers I can drive down on and run over
your 42Lb shadow with.:]
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31243 NEXT>31264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IKA (Industrias Kaiser Argentina)built J-trucks for many years in Argentina.I don't
know what they used for engines,but they might have made some changes.I know a
fellow who has a 2WD 64 J-truck with independent front suspension in Argentina...
Have you seen the pictures of the crew cab J-trucks??I'm still drooling :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31222 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are in St-Lazar about 15min west of the Island of Montreal.
I know that they go down to the US to pick up and do shipping.
Don't know about US customs But when I bring things through They are more than happy
to collect the Duty.
Allan
SUBJECT>{thowing up hands }POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31249 NEXT>31379
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoooooaaaaa!!!!I don't hold with making fun of a heavy person seeing as how my
eating habits will probably net me an expanding waist as soon as age slows my
metabolisn.
Ron,I'm outta this and laying my guns on the bar and backing away slowly......
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31216 NEXT>31388 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Dave,
You scare me.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31208 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Their number is 450 424-2399
It was getting dark and I was busy looking at tires I know that they had at around 5
m101's including the ones with the chevy cucv rims and surge brakes.Think there was
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atleast 3 deuce trailers with tarps.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>31216 NEXT>31266 31386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 2.2 engine used in the Aeries (and Reliant,Omni,Horizon...)had a cast irpn block,
wher'e'd you come up with an aluminum one?Was that used in the hi-po "GLH"Omni?
Just a curious question from a dirty Mopar fan...
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31208 NEXT>31307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I met a guy that bought a trailer from them over the summer,he had a hard time with the
DMV because the trailer was made in Canada.I think he ended up changing the data plate
to get it registered?
Michelle will deliver tires and trailers to the NY border.They were nice to do business
with,I bought 5 XLs.Sorry Spicer.
SUBJECT>Re:725 guys,help!POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31231 NEXT>31261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forget what i just told ya.mepco in murry has them for around $35.00
SUBJECT>now wait just a second...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..are you suggesting that the windshield on a CJ is even CLOSE to the same size as the
725????Just eyeballing it,looks wider to me.Hmm.Measurements in order.
SUBJECT>hey now!ethnic slur alert POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31233 NEXT>31263 31275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since we're American,it doesn't much matter what a pissant country like Australia really
thinks,but I will just pause here to tell you that Aussie's bristle at being called 'limey'.
That apparently is an exclusively British trait,and while it's true that Oz was a no-good
prison colony for Mother England,they still have a deep desire to cling to their precious
identity.
btw Mel Gibson is a freakin'NY'er.So we can lay claim to him as yet another expat too.
But I won't count the Baldwins.
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31246 NEXT>31274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 99%sure thats not my truck.Mine doesn't have any holes in the front fender where the
lights are mounted.It does have nebr plates on it.Also I can trace mine back at least 5yrs
and pam and alan's name was never mentioned that I know of.But of course I could be
wrong its happened once or twice.or i'm looking at the wrong pic.
SUBJECT>THEY DO????awwwwweeesome POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31257 NEXT>31269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will call them.They are welding up new perches and hi-steer arms for me next week.
That would be DOPE.
SUBJECT>AM715 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31237 NEXT>31270
31289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ugly pickup-based deal.Regular front fenders,gay box on it.
715's ROCK
SUBJECT>History Lesson POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31259 NEXT>31265 31272 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Anyone know why the English were called "Limey's"?
.
..
Because in Olden Days cross oceanic voyages would last so long and the diet of the
sailors would lack vitamin C for so long that the crew would develop scurvey.As such,
the English were the first to carry citrous fruits on said voyages.The limes were chosen
due to thier not spoiling the longest.Hence they were known as "Limeys".
Scurvey causes teeth loss and that's why the Brits are known for such crappy
teeth.....except Elizabeth Hurley...mmmmmmmmm....Elizabeth.....mmmmmmm...Kathy
Bates.....Next lesson will be on why the colonists believed in witches....as soon as I have a decent
segway for that lesson.
-B.
SUBJECT>WHUH???POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31250 NEXT>31273
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
crewcab j=trucks???where?
SUBJECT>you are correct sir.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31263 NEXT>31267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I was going to mention that but figured no one would care.Thank you for having more
faith in our fellow Zoners than my sad,misanthropic black-hearted soul does.
you're a real prince,man.
SUBJECT>wow,be PROUD of the GLH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31255 NEXT>31304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what a turd.Oh,wait that's right,Mopar stuff has sucked since the last time it had 'par'
back in the 70's.I'll grant you that the early stuff is phat,but come on.The Concorde?
The LHS?The OMNI???
still,they DO have the Viper,the Cummins,and new Hemi's.But GM makes a 496!so
there.
SUBJECT>That's True.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-----if you are reading this then "NTXT"means "No Text"and you are wasting your time
and mine.NOW GET BACK TO WORK!------
[-B.]
SUBJECT>Will Wright Where are you?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31240 NEXT>31345
31380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darek,
Will Wright cleaned off some about a year ago and I think it worked out for him...you
may want to shoot him an e-mail asking what he used andhow tough those letters are.
You don't want to end up with dataless data plates.No one wants that.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:THEY DO????awwwwweeesome POSTER>koobster/ut/germany
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ask for the seal for a m38a-1 it will work.The rubber is longer because it was made long
enough for the window split
SUBJECT>Re:AM715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31262 NEXT>31271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a photo of the AM General yard some years ago with the M35 featured.In the
background are several of the AM General 715 variant and what is now being sold as the
Kia.I don't know how they wound up with the body work and sheet metal,but I would
assume that AM General either sold it to them or licensed them to build it.
............
SUBJECT>Re:AM715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking at it again,the Kia version isn't the same sheetmetal and doesn't look as big as
the 715.
SUBJECT>Re:History Lesson POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It took them awhile to figure out what it was in each fruit that prevented scurvy.The
initial test involved,I believe,lemons and two other fruits.The sailors who ate lemons
didn't develop scurvey so the investigation began on lemons.It was a while before they
figured out that it was the ascorbic acid that did the trick.
SUBJECT>Re:WHUH???POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31264 NEXT>31277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://jeepgladiator.com.ar/arg/ar19.jpg
http://jeepgladiator.com.ar/arg/ar20.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:That's the Kia,right?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31260 NEXT>31276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry...I thought you had posted that you had bought their truck...either it was someone
else or I am completely out to lunch....yeah Tacoma,you are voting for the latter.:-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Auzzie Land not the ONLY English POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:22 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31259 NEXT>31279
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
prison coloney.Ready for this ....so was GEORGIA USA.
SUBJECT>nebr 715 POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>31274 NEXT>31278 31395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well if it anit mine who's is it?any takers?kinda lonley out here in the plains with nobody
to keep up with me.
so far at work 2 guys have said they wanted to hook up a chain to my truck and see who
pulls who,both backed out before the end of the day,whimps.
one has a 81 short box chevy 454 ,4 in lift 33's ,4spd,and is my production manager.He
straight out said my truck would haul him around.
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the other one is our painter,90 somthing suburban vortech 454 stock size tires with some
good lugs,he made the excuse that his hitch wouldn't hold up,I said we could chain up to
his rear axel and go,he didn't like that.
SUBJECT>THAT my friend is an abomination POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31273 NEXT>31282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's a mangled Wagoner w/tailgate.Thought for a moment it was a genuine crew cab
pickup.
still cool though,and predates the Chevy Avalance POS by at least a few years I bet.
SUBJECT>watch out for those Suburbans POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31276 NEXT>31280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had to drive one towing a huge,and I mean HUGE boat up through the UT mountains in
one this summer.Barely noticed it was going uphill...just pulled and pulled and pulled...
kind of like Brian pretty much any night of the week.
SUBJECT>to go further..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31275 NEXT>
31291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..as some have,the United States itself could be considered a de facto prison colony,
what with at least SOME undesirables being shipped over here in the beginning of our
fine land.
SUBJECT>Re:watch out for those Suburbans POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31278 NEXT>
31283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any idea what a Suburban weighs?.SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31165 NEXT>31284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey where you at in germany?I was there for 3 yrs.In bremerhaven,glenhausen(45 klicks
west of Frankfurt)and over by wursburg.
SUBJECT>Re:THAT my friend is an abomination POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31277 NEXT>31285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Notice the J-truck visor,unlike conversions that use Wagoneer bodies.These trucks were
not made in some guy's garage,they were manufactured by IKA (Kaiser Industries
Argentina).
I like them :-)
SUBJECT>about the same as a 725 or so..ntxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31280 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
l
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31281 NEXT>31287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was stationed in sembac in 90.ight now im at spangalem just east of bitburg
SUBJECT>well whadda ya know POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31282 NEXT>31288 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
strange that they went through the trouble to make a die for the new roof and 1/4's but not
a new door hahahah
I stand corrected,but they are still ugly.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31248 NEXT>31320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,now stop it!Send me the darn pic or I'll be thinking about it all through lunch.That
will distract me from prime viewing (7 seconds mind you)and I won't be able to give
accurate estimates.
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31284 NEXT>31290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was stationed at Hahn AB,now closed...went to both Spangdalem and
Bitburg while I
was over there...
Flugzeglarm ist de melodie auf dem freiheit!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:well whadda ya know POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31285 NEXT>31297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and put a Jeepster nose on it!
SUBJECT>Re:AM715 POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31262 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"gay box"=Ellen Degenerate?
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>koobster utah /germany EMAIL>
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DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31287 NEXT>31337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think we talked about this a couple years ago.something about a roommate bring up any
memories.
SUBJECT>So in essence...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31279 NEXT>31293 31295
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None you punks knew it was dubbed...admit it,"...don't change the subject."<a line from
the Toe Cutter.We all know about limes,we all know about the English prison colony,
and now we know the movie was dubbed.Yes,Gibson born in NY,then moved down
under for a time.Anyone know where I can get a Scott fuel injection?That's the fuelie
that was on his fake blower.
SUBJECT>I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>koobster utah /germany
EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to come pitch a tent out in his frount yard and even let his dogs sleep in it but
he has no address so i cant.hed probly shot me anyways and still my truck.I think he is
jekous because ive got a winch on mine
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31291 NEXT>31302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That blower was fake?That was the best part of that movie and the reson I've always
wanted a blower..In The Road Warrior when he flips that lever and the supercharger cutts off,what was
that?How did that work?Was it real?
I'm sad now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31292 NEXT>
31296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you say you wanted to "pitch a tent with his dogs"??????
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31291 NEXT>31299 31343 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And also-I didn't know we started out as a prison colony.
I just can't see it.I mean if the King gave me a boat filled with convicts and wanted me to
make a 3 month sail to The New World to deliver them I'd sail out about 10 miles and
dump 'em in the ocean.I'd spend the other 2.9 months whoring,drinking rum,getting
more gold earrings,and having a cool carved peg leg custom made.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31294 NEXT>31316
31323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Dude,what's that all about?Are they labs?
-B.
(Say the word and I'll send you a link)
SUBJECT>evil's Advocate POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31288 NEXT>31298 31300 31301 31309
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dunno,I sorta like it.It looks like my 715 w/the hard cab and a couple more seats.
I can't get a size perspective though...can one of you stand beside it holding up a dime?
That would help.
Funny that the man with a 725 is calling something ugly.If I drove a 725 I'd be all
"Ohhhhh....look at that sweeeeet PT Cruiser!"*
-B.
*The PT Cruiser is deemed uglier than a Mini by a team of scientists..SUBJECT>Re:Devil's Advocate POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might like this
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=023060#000025
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31295 NEXT>31303 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The BEST fake blower in a movie award had to go to..
Lone Wolfe McQuade (sp?)with Chuckie Norris.Rem,ember him shooting out of the
sand when he hit the red button?AWESOME indeed!
SUBJECT>Re:Devil's Advocate POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,it looks like a J-truck raped a scout and that is the offspring.
SUBJECT>oh yeah?well..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31297 NEXT>
31305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...at least I can count head bolts,retard!hahahahahaha that was fun loosening them all up
and retorquing them wasn't it?mooohahahahahahah
Plus,while you are wishing canvas was a little more waterproof in yer Suthurn
downpours,I'll be comfortable,being pitter-pattered to sleep by the sound of rain on my
nice steel roof.And all my stuff will be dry and warm.Ben,Doug,Tom and I will mock
you while we drink beerz and play poker in the back.
by the way,I'd watch the minivan jokes there boss.HAHAHAHAHA
SUBJECT>FAKE!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>31293 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a hollow blower with a carb inside.A blower has such tight tolerance between the
rotors that if it wasn't turning,the engine would die as not enough air would get through.
Ever been to a tractor pull or something like that and a guy breaks a blower belt and his
engine winds down and dies...THAT is the reason.Also,if you pay close attention in
"The Road Warrior"(still a favorite of mine)you never see the whole car when they turn
on or shut off the blower...BUT they will show it driving down the road with it either on
or off.THat is done by simply focusing on the motor while is started or shut down...IF it
were a real blower.
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:24
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31299 NEXT>31308 31330
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was that blower or was that Nitrous Oxide?
SUBJECT>Re:wow,be PROUD of the GLH POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31266 NEXT>
31390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoop-itty-dooo.Everybody has made turds....The
chevette,corvair,cavalier,pinto,edsel,escort.....the list goes on!!!Still,nobody can beat the
426 Hemi.It ruled the street.Still would,if a crate motor didn't cost $15,000.My old man
is a mechanic at UPS and they have Dodge slant 6's with 300,000 miles on them.He said
the 4.3's are dropping like flies in half that time.Just some food for thought..........
SUBJECT>Re:oh yeah?well..POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31301 NEXT>31306 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a mini-van.I bought it for my wife and child.Because I love them both and wanted
them to be safe.Jean Ellen picked it out and was ever-thankful that I got it for her.
----
At the FE if it's raining I plan not to notice since Ben,Doug,Tom and I plan to be so
schnookered all weekend that the weather will be inconsequential.You,on the other
hand,won't have the money to get hammered what with your $5/beer tastes.
You know what?I'm just going to go ahead and write you off the list of my drinking
buddies.That's it.You're banned!
There.Done.
-B.
SUBJECT>hey now!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31305 NEXT>31312
31318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well you got me there,but that shit was tasty wasn't it?hot dog!
If I didn't NEED 4wd here I'd probably put my wife in a minivan too.Hard to argue w/the
gas mileage,she does a lot of running around to keep me pleased.
SUBJECT>Re:Michelin 11.00R16 POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31256 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Jack...just add salt and rub..:)
SUBJECT>Funnay POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31303 NEXT>31311 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
Are you building a FAKE blower to go with your FAKE beadlocks?
(Velvet is ruined anyhow what with the fenders and all)
BWAHA.....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Devil's Advocate POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>31297 NEXT>31310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm glad you think the mini is not the ugliest.I have a '67.It will fit in the back of the
M715.I haven't put it there yet though,just in the back of my Chevy truck a few years
ago.The original minis are like the M715.Once you drive one you don't care what it
looks like or what people think,you just have to drive it some more.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Devil's Advocate POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31309 NEXT>31313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I grew up in the back of a Mini,back in the late 70's.Those things are the *concentrated*
essence of cool :-)
SUBJECT>just a reminder POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31308 NEXT>
31315 31317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian.Big block,manual OD and Michelins still trump a small block truck w/no doors.
Even w/the painted lifter valley.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:hey now!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31306 NEXT>31314 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As to your beer...............I didn't really like it.I mean,I was thankful that you shared your
high dollar beer with me,but my tastes don't run to dark beer.And that stuff was DARK.
I drank all but about 1/2 inch and when I poured the rest down the sink it came out like.yougart.Nasty.Sorry.I
didn't have the heart to tell you and forced myself to pretend it
was good.I once gave a guy a Frapachino and he took a sip and griped and threw it away-
and I was thinking "Daym.That cost $160."
Anyhow,thanks for the beer.I'll remember it as a kind gift.At the FE I'll share some fine
Barton's vodka with you.It's charcoal filtered!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31310 NEXT>31324
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since you're here-Why the hell would you buy a car that costs that much and is THAT
small.Are you guys short?I mean,I'm 6'and couldn't imagine the hell it would be to be
stuffed in that tiny of a car.And don't reply with "They're really roomy inside!"because I
don't care how much engineering goes into a car you can't make room from nothing.
They're small,ugly,probably uncomfortable,and I think they smell inside.I might be
wrong about the smell,but the rest of that is true.
There.Now sell your Mini's and get something else.And next time someone says NTXT-
don't click on it!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hey now!POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now you're talking
k
SUBJECT>Re:just a reminder POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31311 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'VE GOT THE DAYM DOORS!!!!!!!I JUST DON'T LIKE THEM ON.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31296 NEXT>31319 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a name for strange link senders like you but unfortunately I am having a
lethological moment...
My dog is an Alaskan Malamute....the kind that 3 Dog Night is named for
basically...Brian fill em in on the history there...
Jealous cause you have a winch??Ok ya got me...but a couple of guys and hand tools at
3AM and I think I can get me one when I am ready...
Actually,I went home last night to find out somethings wrong with our well setup...no.water...it'll prime up just
fine and then you have water till the tank gets down,but the
pump isn't cycling to keep pressure in the line...pump is fine to prime but after that,it
doesnt kick in again,unless you reprine the line...well after playing and playing with it,I
dern fergot bout that there members list...I'll get on it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Thank you...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31311 NEXT>31344 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't for get the twin winches.:
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Brian,eat one!
SUBJECT>Re:hey now!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaUlgZDCXIOaI PREVIOUS>31306 NEXT>31334 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dude,if she's doing a lot of running around,it prolly aint YOU she's keeping pleased,if
you know what I mean...
SUBJECT>Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31316 NEXT>31322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check the list,check it twice...put me on your Christmas list cause your so nice!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Chrono is old school.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31286 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shoot Al..........I've been pretty busy today.........Beg like one more time and I might
squeeze the time from my schedule to mail it to ya.
Isn't this fun Tom?
Hey Al....it's just a silly pic of a deuce on a RTI ramp.
SUBJECT>Tim Barr POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail.SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31319 NEXT>31338
31347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brue,You have a pressure switch at you well head (a 4"x4"x4"box)that will control the
on/off of your pump.It may have some sticking relays in it since it has 4 (?).I've been
through 2 of those in 12 years.
they're about $12 from Home Depot.I bet that's it.
-B.
p.s.-nice dog...but not a lab by any means.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>koobster/ut/
germany EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31296 NEXT>31328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you guys are both sick.then again you look at naked 90 yr old grannies
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31313 NEXT>31326 31327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm 6'2"and 230.I can wear my cowboy hat in mine.I can also sit in the back seat sitting
up with my legs in front of me.Unlike the back seat of almost any new extended cab p/u.
We all know that when you put NTXT you do that just so you can see yourself type.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Tim Barr POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31321 NEXT>31329
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will look at it at home sometime after 7:00 tonight.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31324 NEXT>31331
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You LIE!!!!
(not about the NTXT part,but about the cowboy hat fitting part)
I gotta go to a dealer and see this to believe it..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31324 NEXT>31333 31335 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's obvious that Brian has never experienced the neck-breaking acceleration of the old
fire breathing 1.3L engine :-)
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31323 NEXT>31332
31336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My grandmother's passed on Koob.Thanks for insulting the memory of a fine woman.
-B.
SUBJECT>okay ntxt POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>31325 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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what did I say!
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31303 NEXT>31549 31551 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm pretty sure it was a blower,that was before F&F made "Noss"famous.
Another thing about blowers -notice how many people think the charge is pulled through
the center,where there is no void?funny,eh?I even saw a magazine publish a schematic
recently of the charge air flowing thataway.Dinks.
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31326 NEXT>31340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 1967 Austin Cooper 'S'.Not a 2000 something BMW built copy.I don't know of
any dealers near hear so I haven't had a chance to drive mine up there and try to mess with
the salemen.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>guess he's all yours then tiger!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.oh,didn't mean it that way?hahahahaha
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or the gocart like handling.
SUBJECT>no.wait,not like that!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31318 NEXT>31381 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why you rotten son of a...actually.hey.hmm.
I'll be right back,gotta go load the rifle and get the keys.
SUBJECT>Alright,there's text.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31327 NEXT>31339 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have no response to that since,in fact,I have never ridden in one.I also have never
REALLY looked at one.
I don't like small cars,nor big women-but somehow I always find myself in 'em.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31328 NEXT>
31342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My grandma is very sick,and nasty,and she scares me....Thanks Alot.
SUBJECT>Re:I miss my truck POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31290 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I miss the beer over there took a long time to get used to the pisswater over here.
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31322 NEXT>
31341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,who wants puppies?My AKC lab just pinched out 7 young 'uns!
Too bd daddy is neighbor's dammed 1/2 Rotweiller 1/2 boxer -Fawked-up pups!Should
be cool,but fawked-up nonetheless...
SUBJECT>Re:Alright,there's text.POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net.DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31335 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you should have that made into a bumper sticker
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31331 NEXT>31350
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
I missspoke.I really don't know beans about them,nor about the older ones.If you say
they're roomy inside then I'll take your word for it.All I know is that around here
everyone was getting Excursions to be in style,then they got the Escalade,then overnight
it turned and now everyone is driving these stupid Mini's with their weird color schemes.
It's like a bunch of daym lady bugs (the small insect)zipping all over the road and trying
their best to get under my tires.
I'd like to ban all small cars sicne they are a hazard to poor drivers like myself.
By the way-do you type ALL that at the end of every post?It just seems like alot to add.
Don't get me wrong-I find it intresting,but I'm too lazy.
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-B.Sisson
Slayden,Mississippi
'67 M715 w/crazy booty-fab add-ons.
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31338 NEXT>31346
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What's UPS charging to ship a 4#box to Memfrica?
Do you take Paypal?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31336 NEXT>31360
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,Koob-maybe you better delete that post.It's sorta upsetting.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>Tim Barr EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31295 NEXT>31348 31351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The British had a very strick legal system back when this country
was first settled.A
petty thief had a T branded into his right hand on the first offense.Almost all other crimes
called for execution.When someone showed up in court they were asked to raise their
right hand.If it had no brand then it was a first timer.A brand already there usually meant
the death penalty for breaking the kings laws twice.That is where we get the raise the
right hand thing from.
They also had something called the riot act.If a group of people were causing a
disturbance in the opinion of a local magistrate.He could read the riot act.This gave the
group one hour to disperse or the militia would be used to break them up.Those that
survived the malitia were almost always executed after a fair trial.
When England outlawed slavery in the mid 1700's,planters in the colonys soon became
desperate for workers.They influenced judges and magistrates to start sentencing first
offenders and debtors to be exiled from England.The King would pay a ships master 10
pounds a head to transport the prisoners to America.The ships masters could usually get
140-160 on a ship.Those that survived the crossing would then be sold by the ship master
into 5-7 years of indentured service.A healthy prisoner could bring in more than 100
pounds.A very profitiable time to be a ship master.
Sorry for the history lesson.My students get tired of hearing odd ball history trivia so I
decided to take it out on the zone.
Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Thank you...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
This ":D"is gay and something Ben would write.
I hope this helps.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Will Wright Where are you?POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31268 NEXT>31439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,will do.
Thanks
-arek.SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31341 NEXT>
31403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
These are freebies,as long as they are not used as "feeders".I'd prolly go fed-ex -nver
know when the brown "package car"guys will go on strike again -could get messy with
live cargo.
Trivia time.UPS does not refer to their van-bodied vehicles as "trucks"They are
"Package Cars"Seriously -the upper brass gets real touchy when you call 'em trucks.The
OTR semis would be trucks,but NOT the van-thingies.
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31322 NEXT>31349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So thats gonna be outside at the well shaft or...there is a switch in the basement that is in
a box about that size...that is where I can turn it off,prime and put it on auto...would that
be the one?
I guess I didn't think about one in the well shaft...if there is one there??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Wow.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31343 NEXT>31352 31353 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I found that to be the most intresting post made all week.I really enjoy history.What do
you teach?World history?What grade or year?
My wife's father is a history teacher.I was amazed,shocked,dissapointed to find that she
had no idea who won WWII,and that she had no clue as to the conquests of the Spanish
explorers.She just doesn't care.Odd.
Anyhow,this short history lesson more than redeems you in my eyes for driving a mini
and having a pony-tail.
-B.
Memphis,Tn.
'68 M715
SUBJECT>We with wells do not get chemicals from THE MAN POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31347 NEXT>31357
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Allthe ones I've dealt with are in the shaft,at the head.You have a cap on your shaft?I
assume a 6"PVC cap at the top?Take that off and the pressure switch should be on top.
If it's cold there (I mean REALLY cold)then it could be the pressure switch's line has
frozen.It'll have a small (pencil sized)tube running to the outlet pipe that carrys water to.the switch so it knows
how the pressure is going.
I once was without water for 3 days before I realized that was the problem.I had been
breaking the ice in the pool and bathing there,and peeing outside.The pipes were fine
and it was just my pressure line frozen and making the pump think it had enough
pressure.Could be that your line is getting close to freezing and confusing the switch.
I sure am glad I knew all this.I've been looking for my area of expertise and I think I
found it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31340 NEXT>31354 31356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't say the cars are roomy inside.When I am by myself there is plenty of room.Add
another person then it gets kind of tight.
Yes,I type that at the bottom.When I first started posting things some time ago,I wanted
anybody that read it to know 1)My name,2)Where I was,3)That I actually had a M715.
This is because I saw several posting by people who were just looking for a few facts
before they bought one.People started ignoring them and not answering their post.I
wanted to make it clear that I did have a truck and if I was asking a question it was for my
own personal use.Not so I would know how to fix a customers M715,make money and
then disapear,or something like that.After reading about how you tore up Ron for using
the BBM715 name when his didn't have a BB in it yet,I was glad I started posting that
way.I don't want you doing name calling post on me.
However,after seeing the members list,I might need to change.I put Barrman down as
my screen name and havent'used it yet.That is my nickname from years ago.None of my
friends call me Tim.Therefore,all of my post from now on will be by Barrman.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the refresher Tim!
I slept thru that class the first time around.....well ok,alot of the classes.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
14 November 2003,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31348 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most people have no idea that Carl Haushoffer is pretty much responsible for the birth of
the Nazi party,the SS,and much of the philosophy that led to WWII.He was also the
clown who setup the Japanese/German alliance claiming the code of the Samurai was
from the same source as the Aryan crap...got both sides to believe that crock and away.they marched......somebody
should have slowly skinned himin the sahara in
July....instead,he and the old lady commited suicide in 46...
Sorry for the rant...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31348 NEXT>31355
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the knick name while in the Texas A&M Corps of Cadets going to school during the
day and driving tanks on the weekends with the National Gaurd.My hair has not grown
out any in the last 14 years.So,no pony tail.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Why Barrman?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31350 NEXT>31358 31364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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I was just razzing Ron!I really didn't care beans if he changed his name or not.Why does
no one get my sense of humor?Granted,that might not have been funny,but it wasn't
meant as anything.
Hell,what's in a screen name?I mean-LuckyPabst has been in AA for 4 years and never
even touches a beer!Doug's Little Willys had a career in porn some years back.Ben/IL is
really named "Marion"and just calls himself Ben.
I don't know about you Barrman/Tim.I just don't know.I'm gonna keep and eye on you
and if I see that you're a jokester then I'm gonna take the gloves off.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wow.POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31353 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I teach Automotive Technology.I was a military history major at A&M though.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31350 NEXT>
31359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,I always thought the BB was for big black...........thats why I never messed with
Ronner...........Guys who drive Blck trucks scare me.
SUBJECT>Re:We with wells do not get chemicals from THE MAN POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31349 NEXT>31361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The well shaft sticks up about 3 feet out of the
ground...it ends 230 feet down if anyone
cares...and has a metal cover,possibly brass or bronze on top,screwed down...its 46
degrees at the moment...below freezing at night...remember up here,it can be below 0
degrees for 4-6 days at a time...let alone below 32/freezing...anything above the frost line
that can freeze,will.
Does this help??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My room mate my senior year was from Cartaret New Jersy.He would always say "man"
at the end of a sentence.Him saying hi would be "hi Barr,man."People would here it and
started calling me that.He also wrote that way.Kind of wierd.But,he was and still is a
Marine so you just have to expect it and live it.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:You're both wrong.NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31356 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always thought Doug stood for "Dumb Older Ugly Guy".Who knew that was your
Christian name?
-B.
By the way-tonight,when you're all drunk and Jill is all drunk,if you get her to sit on the
copier and make a xerox of her booty-fax it to me @(901)794-6095.Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>koobster utah /
germany EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31342 NEXT>31362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didnt put in a password
SUBJECT>OUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31357 NEXT>31363
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The aboxe doens't help me.I don't know why you'd have to prime your pump unless it's
an above ground unit.I don't know why you'd have an above groudn unit in that weather.
I don't know why anyone would try to live in that climate.
Wells here are capped at ground level and go about 120'to the water level.We use
submerged wells that run on 220V and have a tank (usually barried)to hold about 10
gallons as reserve.This keeps the well from kicking on every time anyone gets a glass of
water.The way it's set up here is you run your 220 off the fuse pannel to the pump.location.Then you run a 3/4"pipe
to the pump location.The pipe goes into the outlet on
your reserve tank.The inlet on the reserve tank runs down the well shaft to the pump
head.At the top of the well shaft is the pressure switch then the wire going down the
shaft to the pump.I had to stuff a bunch of unsulation into the head of my well head to
keep the pressure switch warm enough to not freeze the pressure line.
The pressure switch will be somewhere you can get to it since the life of the switch part is
not very long and will require replacement eventually.
If your pump isn't like this setup,then rip it all out and make it like this.Make that your
weekend project.
-B.
(oug's more of an expert than me.)
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31360 NEXT>31366
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just razzing you Koob.You need to lighten up,life's too stressful if you can't laugh
at it.Try reading this as a joke:
----
My grandmother is dead though.And Ben's grandmother is sick and ugly.Maybe you
shouldn't joke about that stuff anymore.
Hope it's cold as hell in Germany and your nutters are shrunk up like BB's.That's what
you get for making fun of my dead grandmother!
Hate,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31361 NEXT>31369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually the reserve tank is in the basement here and the line from the well is buried
below the frost line to the house from the shaft.
Priming it:Well I have to change the filter that gets all full of crap about every month...I
turn this switch off next to the tank in the basement,then run the water till the pressure
bleeds off.Then I change the filter.When its together again,I turn that switch to a
centered position,off at one end,auto/on at the other,and hold it there,it doesnt hold
itself in the center.The pump kicks on and fills the system to about 30 pounds of
pressure,at which time I move the switch to on/auto and it goes by itself,filling to almost
60 lbs of pressure.Once it is there,it is supposed to kick the pump on when so much is
drawn from the tank...dont really know how much,but before the pressure drops
incredibly low.
Does this make sense??I guess the switch in the basement must be bad?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31354 NEXT>31365 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B is right......His real name in Mango.He just thinks all of you guys will shut him out if
he goes by that.Screen names mean nothing.B,I grew up in Marion IL.My real name is
still Ben.Sorry putz.My 4-wheelin buddies call me Ben-ladin all the time because they
know I can go off the deep end easily.I don't like it....I don't like it one bit.
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31364 NEXT>31367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seldom ben laidin????
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31362 NEXT>
31368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not joking.My grandma is very ugly and she scares me.I see nothing funny about
that.Great,now I'm not going to sleep tonight!
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31365 NEXT>31370 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Good one Doug.Now how's about you check out Brute's pump situation above.
See post titled "DOUG WE NEED YOUR HELP!".
Ben,that's weird.I was actually thinking of John Wayne when I made that up.Who
would have known you were born in Marion.Odd.
Well,Ben-Ladin,I guess it just goes to show you never know which can has the worms
till you open it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31366 NEXT>31377
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At least not going to sleep with anyone.
Wouldn't it be sad if all this gets into your sub-concience and you dream about your sick,
ugly grandmother....in THAT way?
Man,if you do-call me at home and tell me so I can laugh at you!That'd be the bee's
knees!.Sick,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31363 NEXT>31372
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It sure do sound like a switch that's crapped out and not sensing pressure.Those switches
are cheap,and so I'd go that route.
Or station a kid down there to flip the switch every time you want water.It's your call.
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Where's Doug?He knows this stuff.
-B.
By the way-this thread really needs to be moved to the Off Topic section.But I guess you
knew that,didn't you.
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31367 NEXT>31371 31375
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I see why B will not let you be his best friend.You must have hurt his feelings all the time
just like you hurt mine here :(
B,I did not grow up in Marion,so its not so odd.Just thought I would screw with "yo
hed"
I said I don't like being called that....not at all..................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.............................(see how the post trails on and you wait for me to flip
out)..................................................
................................Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31370 NEXT>31373 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You scare me Ben,if I'm not having a killer dream about your grandmother then I bet I'm
gonna have a dream where you're a killer.
Your NEW BEST FRIEND,
-B..SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31369 NEXT>31374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey brute........I'm too busy to read all this right now.I'll e-mail ya phone#......call me at
5:30 central........should be freed up by then but away from the magic window box thingy
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31371 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have too many already.I think it's time to start weeding out the bad ones.Are you going
to send me a free gun or not...it could make a difference..........
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31372 NEXT>31396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reserve tank....not your problem.but it is actually a pressure tank.Has a diaphram in the
middle.water one side/air on the other.Air compresses/water does not.the pressure tank
keeps the pump from cycling on and off by allowing the pressure to remain more constat
becuase the air expands as you use water.
Sounds like you guys are on the right track with the pressure switch.
they have a diaphram that pushes on a set of contacts to turn the pump on or off.I'd try the
switch first.You could pull the cover off it,some of them you can see the contacts and
operator push rod.Kill the power to the switch and work the parts by hand.Sometimes
you can get a little more life out of one just by knocking the parts loose again.like an hour
or two more life.......just enough to verify that is you problem.
Feel free to call with questions
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31370 NEXT>31376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sorry benny......it was to easy...temptation overcame me..I wish it had been B that set
himself up for it.
doug
yes the lower case denotes sadness
SUBJECT>Re:Why Barrman?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31375 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Accepted.We're cool now :)
SUBJECT>Re:I still cant go camp out on bruts door step POSTER>koobster utah /.germany EMAIL>DATE>Friday,14 November
2003,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
beliele me this whole subject is one big joke to me.poor grandma
SUBJECT>Re:We have a winner!!!!POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31247 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I have seven,but they are still in my old engine that came out of a truck that I carried
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oil around in a gas can (no joke)so they might not be the best.I can pull them out ,blast
them and send them out on Monday morning.Let me know ,Shaun
SUBJECT>*applause*POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31252 NEXT>31383 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,you will soon be wed with a raging pot belly,slighly hunched posture,and some
neck waddle.It's going to happen so start getting used to it.
SUBJECT>Re:Will Wright Where are you?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK two things works.
1)I work at a print shop and I use blanket wash.It is what we use to clean the blankets on
the press.This works but its slow
2)We have some blue soap there its ZEP(something another)I will get the name of it
tomorrow.Its concentrated I put the plate in a bucket covered it in soap let it set about 15
min and wiped off the paint stuck it back in let it soak and repeat.
It didnt take the type off just the paint.
Bite Me Brian
-Will
SUBJECT>Re:no.wait,not like that!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31334 NEXT>31394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when my old lady did it i just told her the next time id pop her with the gun she bought
me problem ended.
SUBJECT>Modern Marvels POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Modern Marvels is on the history channel right now,and it is on trucks!They started
talking about 4X4s and they did a whole segment on the Dodge Power Wagon.I am sure
there are some fans here....Who knows,maybe the M715 will get a spot....SUBJECT>Re:*applause*POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31379 NEXT>31391 31453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Neck waddle?Wow,I think I'll stick with the 42lb shadow.Hey,does that mean I'm
down to 258lbs at night and at noon?Sweet!Best diet I've ever been on -oops,I've never
been on a diet -how do you think I got to be 300lbs anyway?And leave the boogers
(spelling on purpose)at home or I'll just hook you in the middle and drag you sideways -
you do remember the great side hilling ability of boogers don't you?Actually I'm hopeful
that Mrs.Head stands up and delivers what you paid for.With traction you'll just grenade
the BBc :D And no,I won't swing that far East to tow your broke a**home.I 'll give
Katy a lift,but you're thumbing it!!
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Accel header plugs POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31244 NEXT>31387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,I wrote that to get a rise out of you -not as advise.This new,more serious B.
is --irritating!I know,I know -I probably complain about both summer and winter too.:
(
How blase (Blaazaay to you B.)
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31226 NEXT>31417 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im puttin in a 350 chev.and probably wont have it road worthy by FE time so im going to
trailer it there with my durango and I hope this rearend holds up.May have to haul
durbango back on trailer.I have brakes,ujoints done engine out.Radiator has pets livin in
it and so does gas tank.I need the hose from filler neck to tank,mine is toast and open for
business sign is hanging by it.got to drop tank too.Harness to turn signal switch is
chewed into.fun fun fun and no time to fix her now but i'll get my turtle runnin at least
for FE.If it aint painted just look for white m725 with GREEN STRIPES on sides.yuk.
Oh well!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31255 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aries racing engines are made by same people I think that make aries pistons and are
sellin out.
SUBJECT>Ron B is short POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>31384 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That is why he breaks the plugs.Or he is to cheap to
buy quality sockets.His booty fabbing
is breaking into his locker fund.That is why he is BEGGING for used plugs.
Nuttin but love BRO,Nuttin
Will
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SUBJECT>Re:evil thoughts!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31253 NEXT>31449
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
racing and bad to the bone M7xx trucks are some of the things that keep my heart pumpin
along with going 200 mph on two wheels and about 150 on one.Not sure as I'm too busy
watching road.got a hayabusa.Speed excites,not kills!want a ride on back?
SUBJECT>Re:Modern Marvels POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31382 NEXT>31456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
dang missed it,its on again at 1:00 ct.vcrs are real sleep savers.
SUBJECT>Re:wow,be PROUD of the GLH POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the single overhead cammed 427 ford was one that put the chrysler on notice with a mild
factory hp rating.I met on of the designers of the engine and it actually put out over 600
hp.chevy never really made a hemi but had the awsome LS6 454 with a mild 450 &
460hp rating
SUBJECT>hey spice POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31383 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can borrow my new boogers.someone needs to give them a workout however small
it may be.Do you think you'll get that bb off idle.lol.
SUBJECT>Pic POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Cool M-715
LINKURL>http://http://www.grayrockorv.com/DSC01075.JPG
Found this neet pic.
SUBJECT>Pic POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,14
November 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Link did'nt work
http://www.grayrockorv.com/SC01075.JPG.SUBJECT>Re:no.wait,not like that!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my ak,an egyption maudi rpm w/30 rnd clip and flash suppressor.I just did a bad thing
sold my Ar-15.waaahhhhh!!!!It was a Knight's SR-25 Match w/24"barrel.flat top
w/bausch and lomb varmint scope.I sold it for $4500.and bought a bereta 3 1/2 extrema
auto shotgun for pheasant huntin trip next week.
SUBJECT>Re:nebr 715 POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,14 November 2003,at 8:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm the one that bought Alan and Pam's truck.It's settled in quite well here in Colorado.
Will be swapping out the trans (TH400)for a working one and will rewire it to an 80's
FSJ wiring harness.All this hopefully will happen by spring 04.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 12:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31374 NEXT>31410 31412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well,well,well,,,I think your on to something.Good pun huh?
SUBJECT>spring bushing replacement?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31398 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Since I have to take at least the front of the front springs out of the shackle,I may as well
replace the bushing.Anyone replace theirs before?I found no info in the FAQ.That
would be a good part #to have hahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31397 NEXT>31401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to replace mine.I called the local spring shop and they said they could
replace the bushing for $30 for four of them.But I ended up buying new main leaves with
the bushing installed from AB Linn for $15 for the two of them.That way I have new
main leaves and new bushings.
SUBJECT>PartsTruck POSTER>Bogger715 EMAIL>bogger715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31400 31404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have an M715 parts truck.I unfortunately can not keep 2 trucks and will have to get rid
of the parts vehicle.The truck has good a cab,decent bed and good tailgate.The engine
runs but has a knock(?).I also have some smaller parts with it.I would possibly sell parts.and not the whole truck
depending on the situation.I am located in Tn.I will try to get
pics as soon as possible.Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>Ryan EMAIL>56561@email.com
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DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much for the motor?Is the knock the only problem?
SUBJECT>Re:spring bushing replacement?POSTER>sunset welding EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31398 NEXT>31402 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who's AB Linn?
SUBJECT>WHO"S AB LINN??POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31401 NEXT>31414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh man,you must be new!
sarcasm aside,AB Linn has been selling parts for these things out of N.(?)Carolina for a
long time.Lots of goods,sells a lot on Ebay.If you find a 715 part there,it's likely him.
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 5:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31346 NEXT>31459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have any that look like a lab with the rotweiller markings?
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15
November 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I
PREVIOUS>31399 NEXT>31405 31418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How Much and where are you located.I'm in Murfreesboro
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31404 NEXT>31406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
murfreesboro?me too.wheres the truck at?i thought i had the only one around here.glad
i'm not alone..
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,15
November 2003,at 6:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31405 NEXT>31407
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lascassas but it usually dosen't show on the maps
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net.DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:14
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31406 NEXT>31408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the trucks in lascassas?i know lascassas real well
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31407 NEXT>31409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm out on Twelve Corners rd off of Cainsville pike.The truck is still a project but it runs
and drives .
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31408 NEXT>31411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i'm over off bradyville near dilton.i got mine in feb.of this year.been alot of work but
worth it.really turns heads.
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,I'll throw in a dumb question.Could your check valve not be working right?Dirty or
something?Allowing the pump to bleed off pressure till it loses its prime.
I'm no plumber.
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>wayne37085@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31409 NEXT>31415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had lots of people stop and try to buy it.Your's must be the one a friend at work
keeps telling me he see's.is it tan?There are a couple more in Cannon co.And a preacher
out in Milton is supose to have one behind his Garage.And I know of 2 more in
Columbia one is stock except for a 12volt conversion and the other has a 327 turbo 400
but it wasen't driveable yet.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31396 NEXT>31413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Al,
Tanks for your input,I think once brute switches his switch,all will be well with his
well.Hope his wife isn't raising a stink about not having water to flush the toilet with.
That could turn into a
sh!tty deal.Hope the project flows smoothly for him..Tanks again,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31412 NEXT>31425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bill,Good idea,but if the pressure switch was working correctly,the pump would
come back on as the pressure bled off.Good thought process though...need a job???
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SUBJECT>Re:WHO"S AB LINN??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31402 NEXT>31419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma....I cheated and used a piece of type L copper.it was a just a smidge loose and
copper is soft,but that truck is trail only,if it wears out I'll just get another piece.I believe
it was 7/8od 3/4id.......the type makes a big difference.the Od remains the same but the
wall thickness changes from type to type.thus changing the inside diameter.Just though I
would throw this out there for other Jerry riggers.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,mines tan.its in the members gallery.under cycop183's pics.i,ve been looking
around for some local,but hadnt had any luck.if ya want,give me a call and you'd be
more than welcome to check out my truck.rick
SUBJECT>winch rebuilding?POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the lu4 and made a plate for the top.I don't know where to drill the holes in it at
however.And the rod at the bottom I don't know how to tighten it.As in if you adjust it to
much then it pulls the bottoms in together and will pull the tops apart.I guess if you don't
tighten it up enough then it will leak.I don't know how to do one without the other.Do
you understand what I'm trying to say.I sounds like a vague explanation but I hope its
good enough.Thanks Dave
SUBJECT>Re:worn holes,teleportation POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think the tail would wag the dog if you pulled a M725 with a Durango.be careful.
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>Bogger715 EMAIL>bogger715@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31404 NEXT>31455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I live in Bristol,Tn.I am willing to take offers.I am in the process of
taking pictures.
Email me and I will send them Asap.
Joe
SUBJECT>thishear's wuhmagunnadoo POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,15 November 2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31414 NEXT>31452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take the old one to MEPCO and they'll set me right.I have a sneaky suspicion,just
eyeballing it that they are durn close to FSJ size.But we'll find out,and then we'll all have
a good part #to ignore ahahahahahahahahah
SUBJECT>Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>Jonx4x4
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>31421
31422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My friend,HeathM715,has busted his power steering box while trying to move some of
his property from one house to another.He has no internet or phone at the moment,and
he has asked for my help.
What can we raid a steering box off of?
Gladiator,maybe?
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31420 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it has full size GM (Saginaw)steering box now,most any 60's-80's GM steering should
fit.There were variations in ratio,hose hookup (flare or O-ring)and possibly input shaft
so just compare to what you have now.Jeep also used this steering box.Should be easy to
find even on a Sunday.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31420 NEXT>31423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon/Heath,
J-truck or Wagoneer should work fine.....bolt on with no mods.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>Jonx4x4
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>31422 NEXT>
31424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,looks like we will be salvage yardin later today or tomarrow...
Thanks,yall!.SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>on Stamm EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,
16 November 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31423 NEXT>
31426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
will a gm steering box fit on a m-725 easy
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!!!We need your help!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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lol,Would make for a long drive to work,And moving would suck being a home owner.
But thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 8:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31424 NEXT>31440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the wag&j-truck is a much better option.....they bolt right on using the existing
holes.The GM units from pick-ups and blazers bolt to the outside of the frame rail where
the 7xx bolt ot the inside.
SUBJECT>Re:winch rebuilding?POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,16
November 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31416 NEXT>31428
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Currently I'm in the process of rebuilding my LU4.The top plate holes should be
14-3/8 inches apart on centers.They are 1/2 inch diameter to provide a little play.My
winch has two angle irons instead of the plate but I've seen it both ways.The winch's
lower support rod spaces the cases apart APPROX 12-1/2 inch measured from the inside
faces where the rod jamb nuts contact the case.This may vary slightly.If you have the
winch off the vehicle,loosen the rod jamb nuts on the passenger side,install the top plate
and let the cases "find"their best position and then snug the jamb nuts.The end faces of
the winch cases should be parallel after you are done.Hope other folks will add their
knowledge to this info.Best of luck,Robert
SUBJECT>Re:winch rebuilding?POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Robert.This is exactly what I was looking for.Without one or the other I had no
idea where to start.Thanks again Dave.
SUBJECT>buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31430 31433 31435 31482 31524 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well well choices choices.Paper offers up these two morsels,both running but in need of
freshening.
biting my already tortured nails off trying to decide.Buick has huge torque,and it IS a big.block,but then
again,parts are harder and more expensive to get.
SBC cheap and easy to get parts for,mounts fit BBC too.HMMMMM
argh.
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>bumnog
EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31429 NEXT>31431 31444 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought Buick,Olds and Pontiac all had bottom end problems with the oiling system
and they don't like the rpms all that well.But I have saw alot of olds 455s in trucks and
had a car with one too.Ran good till I threw a rod.Just my thoughts.
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>bw1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31430 NEXT>31432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bottom end of the Olds big blocks is just fine unless you have a later 455 (1973 and
later)that don't have a nodular iron crank.Nodular cranks are good to about 500HP.If
you want more HP,you will need a forged crank.The oiling system is designed for
relatively low RPM cruisng and the oil pump will suck the oilpan dry if you run very high
RPMs for a sustained period of time (oil goes to the heads and has no time to drain
down),then the oil pump starts sucking air and KABOOM!Very easily fixable with a
deeper oil pan.
I pulled the SBC from my truck and I'm building an Olds 455 for it.My truck deserves
nothing but the best :-)
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31431 NEXT>31819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definately go Buick.TA performance amoung other places carry parts.Poston,kenne
belle,ect.I have the 350 in my wag,and the 225 oddfire in the CJ.Both have roller
timing chains and high volume oil pumps.The oiling systems are fine for everyday going
to the store driving,however working it like I know you and I would want to calls for a
modification or two.I also have 2 455's in the shop waiting for my wallet to grow.The
wag would be the one to get one.The standard 455 STOCK is 370 HP and 510 ft lbs of
grunt.Yes they are a bit more to build,but thats because they are better.....:^))I have a
buddy with a 455 in a buick car.It would light em up at 60 on the freeway.
SUBJECT>holy crap,lucky me!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31429 NEXT>31434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
455 is running,complete,in the car w/th400 for $400 AND it's about 1 mile away.
RPM's will not be an issue,I'm sure they can deal w/4k max.Rebuild and hopups will
come later....it runs!That is so awesome..so that's a whole new drivetrain for under $1500!Axles,p/s,new
engine,tranny,and
xfer.I'm psyched as hell.
Going to take a peek in about 5minutes,letcha know what shape it's in,but I'm getting it
if it even turns over.
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SUBJECT>WOOO HA!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
16 November 2003,at 4:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31433 NEXT>
31467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
less than 100k on the motor,in the car,w/2 trannies fer $420.I think I'll take that.Now if
someone will drop of a free shotgun or something I'll have a perfect night.hahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 4:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31429 NEXT>31436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take the 350 and make a 388!then you have a small block that has horsepower and torque
that can compete with a big block!
SUBJECT>budget man,budget POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31435 NEXT>31437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd really love a new 579 BBC but since it costs more than both of my Jeeps combined I"ll
pass.
can't beat $400 torque pig.
SUBJECT>Re:budget man,budget POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31436 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,you got a point.At only 20 years old I am still dreaming big on everything.Im sure
after I have to support myself for a few years though reality will catch up with me.
SUBJECT>odge Powerwagons POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31441 31442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know about you,but the Powerwagon is what really got me in 4X4's.I had been
looking into Powerwagons for a long time,and its actually the reason why I got my
M715.I had seen pictures of em on some Powerwagon pages,but had never really looked
into them.Then I found the one that I have now and have really gotten into them.Anyone
have experience with both?Which is better?Im about to find out what an M715 made of,
but I have never messed around with a Powerwagon.They seem pretty capable though,
especally the Powergiants.Those look bad....
SUBJECT>Re:Will Wright Where are you?POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31345 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Darek,you have mail
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Steering Box Help!!!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 5:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31426 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,the GM box they refer to is the car box,effectively the same as the Jeep one.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Powerwagons POSTER>Bob Kelly
EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31438 NEXT>31446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings gear heads.just wanted to let all you guys over here know about my m-715
converted hummer wheels.I am a former top truck challange competitor.(I have a 1963
m-37)I owne and operate a small offroad shop in western N,C.About 2 years ago after
much fustration I decided to make my own wheels useing a hummer wheel as the base.I
wanted to run 39.5 boggers on my m-37..without changeing the axels!I was told it
couldent be done!WRONG I have built about 15 sets of these whels and they work great!
A friend I wheel with wanted a set for his m-715 as soon as he saw mine so I made him a
set.If anyone is interested you can view them at www.hammerdownoffroad.com just
have a look around,I think you will get the picture!Mv,s Rule Bob
SUBJECT>m715 wheels!!POSTER>Bob Kelly EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31438 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
REad previous thread if interested in m715 wheels converted from hummer wheels!or
contact me at orangerockcrush@aol.com Bob
SUBJECT>Some PowerWagon stuff and various Hippie junk POSTER>Luckypabst -
CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not quite exactly what Morgan was getting at in his post so I'll start a new thread...
I hiked up to some old ghost town this weekend (Panamint)and there was a W-200,I
guess early 60's with the extra headlights.Anyhow it had the fabled front D-70 and one
piece 6-lug wheels that looked to fit our axles.Also it had a divorce mount,center output,
band braked,PTO'd T-case.It looked exactly like the mystery case in my backyard which
I was told is a 205.I didn't think the 205 was around that early -is it a 201?What T-case
did those trucks come with?
Brian,us WestCoast hippies are lovers not fighters but keep a close eye on your beer.I
know how you abhorr posting waaay down low so I had to respond up here.
I hope the "NTXT"fad fades.I have to click on every single posting because I'm neurotic
about having blue messages and must convert them all to the more favorable brown color.
After being gone 3 days I came home to 223 messages needing to be clicked..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>31430 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd have to agree and they are good about cracking heads when they get hot.Im doing a
350 in my m725 now with plans later down the line of putting a 632 cid big block like the
one my El Camino's gettin just a milder streetable version.love that big block torque.I
like ford and chrysler motors too but its easier to change from small to big block chevy
and parts are everywhere,cheap too.
SUBJECT>205 parts in a 200?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaBrhlB8dzWuk PREVIOUS>NEXT>31461
31534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can the 205 internals be put in a 200 case?as in if i wanted to run the stock 200 case with
205 stuff?
SUBJECT>Re:Dodge Powerwagons POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,16 November 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought the "Hummer"style wheel was a beadlock by nature?Isn't it a two part wheel
center?I thought that's how the OEM "Hummer"wheels were DOT legal.(Living next to
UT,one has to worry about such things....)
Ethan
SUBJECT>parts truck POSTER>jim coleman EMAIL>mrplow13@rochester.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31484 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
69 m715 parting out,many good body parts,all runing gear including axles,for info e-
mail me.
SUBJECT>Electrical problem ....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 4:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...strange thing happened yesterday.I turned on the blackout lights.The front markers
and headlight came on fine.They worked great until I stepped on the brakes then ALL the
lights went out.Dash included.After a few seconds they came back on automatically.Hit
the brakes again ....and again they went out.
I noticed that the rear BO lights have never worked.Ideas?
1.Could there be a short in the rear BO lights causing this?
2.Could it be just a burn out bulb?
3.What kind of blub do the BO lights in the rear take?.Ideas?
SUBJECT>Re:evil thoughts!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 4:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Want a ride on back?"
Dave,
Never say this to a straight guy and expect him to be buds with you.NEVER.I've been
riding crotch rockets for about 9 years now and in all that time I NEVER rode bitch no
matter what type bike was involved.NEVER.
Also,bragging's for little kids and insecure guys.Stop it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Bummnog-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you got no use for the plugs then don't worry about it.I like the Autolites more.
Thanks anyhow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Chris...NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31443 NEXT>31519 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What does the xfer look like?Don't you have a digital camera?Was the truck abandoned?
(thanks for moving the thread up)
-B.
SUBJECT>I did this..POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got the parts from Memphis Equipment for around $30 for the bolts and bushings.The
replacement labor wasn't too hard,but use a Hi-Lift seeing as how you don't stack up to
me and probably couldn't just muscle the springs back into position like I did.
Not much to it,15 minutes of work.
Is this how the ad read:
1968 M-725.Crapped out 460,needs all new axles and a new transfer case.Spring
bushings crapped out too.No surgical light.Running on bald 36"Swampers.No winch.
No nice paint.Ugly as a murn.$5200.
-B..SUBJECT>300#'s of FUN!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
I had to buy a new ladder for one of my techs.For the first time in my 15 years of doing
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this a tech exceeded the 275#weight limit on the ladder.He is up to 300 and was
worried.I got him a new Werner 400#weight limit ladder.He said that now he can enjoy
Thanksgiving as God inteneded.
It's the things you don't think about....like checking weight limits.
-B.
SUBJECT>ISP info POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31465
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for a new local internet provider.My home provider has been having
"upstream server errors"since Friday.I am looking for information about some of the
national companies that claim to provide local service.Can anybody tell me who they are
using and if the service is usually working?Thanks,Barrman.
SUBJECT>Re:PartsTruck POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31418 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What ya take for the whole truck as is????
SUBJECT>Re:Modern Marvels POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31389 NEXT>31518 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They also donated 15mins to Unimogs the other night too!
SUBJECT>Sisson POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>31460 31463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
comdial "executech"gray.
Problem I have is that when the speed dial is programed,the phone seems to recognize
which line was last used when the number is programed.Then If someone else is using
that line,I can't speed dial that number until that line is free.
Why and how do I fix this
SUBJECT>Re:Electrical problem ....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31448 NEXT>31506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.There are only 2 types of bulbs in the front and rear light housings,not
counting
headlights but including the black out stop lamp.
The bulbs numbers are:
1683,basically a 24 volt version of your 12 volt vehicles 1157 bulbs with the kinda egg
shaped glass ends,one per housing,dual element.
1251,this is a round ball of glass on the base,a little shorter than the above bulb,2 per
housing,single element.
There certainly could be a short in that circuit.One place that I have seen that can
promote just such a short is on the drivers frame rail,next to the tank where the frame
bends.On the inside of the frame there is a holder for the wire bundle going to the rear.
Where the frame makes its upward bend next to the tank,the wire bundle sometimes is
held by the holder so that it chafes the frame edge here.Easy enough to check...mine had
one of the wires half chaffed through,I have seen others that have been chafing and have
cut through at least one wire...one junked truck was through 3...
I would run a continuity meter around the wiring and check that stuff out.
Also,because it happened to mine and others,if the wiring looks good,it may be the 3
lever light switch.Inside the switch,there is a flat metal arm that runs from the unlock
lever up to the top/light selector lever.The top lever has notches on the bottom edge
inside that the top edge of the arm goes in to lock it in the selected position.For unknown
reasons,this arm can fall out of place inside the switch and can then touch between hot
points and ground in there.When the truck is "shaken",like hitting the brakes,the arm
can move to a good or bad position in there and when you go again,the arm changes to
the other position.There is a circuit breaker in the switch...when mine was doing this,the
lights would go out and there would be a clearly audible,solid click when the breaker
reset.It did have a second or 2 delay from the time they went out till they came back on
again...that might help identify whether it is or isnt your switch.
One bulb burning out would not cause this...there would have to be an actual short
somewhere where power is feeding to ground...when a bulb filament goes,power stops
flowing and the circuit is broken,not shorted...course you may have bad bulbs,but they
wouldnt cause the total blackout of the lights to happen,especially the headlights...
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31403 NEXT>
31533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet,all black with white chest/footies/tail tips.May change later,I guess.
SUBJECT>Re:Sisson POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31457 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You need an OMEGA system.They Rock.Northstar is for babies.
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SUBJECT>Re:205 parts in a 200?????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31445 NEXT>31462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good question...I don't know but I would be interested in the answer too!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:205 parts in a 200?????POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31461 NEXT>
31528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think this came up before...it seems to me that the internal design is different enough
that gut swapping is not going to work.The center gear,if I recall,is a standout concern.
SUBJECT>Phones POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31457 NEXT>31469 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
It shoudl be programmed like this:
ITCM **1
Press the auto-dial button you want to store it as
You can either press the line you want it to ALWAYS grab,or you can not enter anything
here and it'll use the prime line or the last line you used.
Now enter the number you want it to autodial.
Now press TRANS/CONF and it'll store it.
Press SPKR (MNTR on some)to quit.
To make one of those buttons a REDIAL key you do the ITCM **1,press the button to
use,press #,press SPKR.
You can tell alot about a company by it's phones since the owner usually purchases the
phones.A Comdial is an excellent system for a smaller company (up to 16 employees that
use a phone)that just wants a good basic system.You can't put a voice mail on it,but it's
really cheap and reliable.It says good stuff about Brooker.An Omega is a fly-by-night
system that does it's beta testing in the field.It's the saturday-night-special of systems.It
says that the owner of Pancake Materials Handling really didn't give a crap about the
company 3 years down the road.It's expensive,not user friendly,not serviceable,and
ugly as a murn.
Most companies use Norstar.They're the Cadillac of phone systems and when you have
one of those on your desk it means you either work for a large company with cash to kick
around,or a company who didn't research a cheaper system.
I feel really good that someone actually asked my professional advice.I bet this is how
Curtis feels every time I ask him about my bumps and if the pus is serious.
Thanks,
-B.
(This post was not spell checked).SUBJECT>Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian and Doug,you got it...it was the pressure switch...damn contacts looked worse than
any I ever pulled out of the truck by a long shot...
Thanks to you guys,I now know what the heck the managerie in the basement is
about...and how it works...
By the way Brain,didnt you recommend Home Depot...they wanted $27.9x for the thing
and Menards wanted $12.9x...guess where I went...also needed a 24 foot extension
ladder...fiberglass 300 lb'er,HD wanted over $207 for it,Menards was under
$170...fortunately in town these 2 places are a block a apart...
And they say men don't comparison shop...like I'm gonna buy just any old 4 wheel drive
or something!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Option #1 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31454 NEXT>31477 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bellsouth.Up to 4 e-mail adresses on one account.Dial-up is $23 a month.
I think they're regional,but in the west it's South Western Bell and it's the same stuff
under a different name.It also comes with the convenience of centralized billing.I get my
cell bill,my phone bill,and my internet bill all in one statement.
I've been on this account for 6 years and only had about 3 times where it was down and
that was only for a few hours each time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31464 NEXT>31468
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Menard's"?Hmmmm...we don't have them here.Sounds like we need one.
Glad you now have water again.You were getting a little gamey.I didn't want to mention
it before,but man-you smelled!
Congrats,
-B.
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SUBJECT>Not to be THAT guy,but..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31434 NEXT>31475
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't you already have a running 460 in your 72ugly?I mean-you (in my opinion).swapped down.You got less cubes,less
torque/hp (right?),a motor that will cost more
for parts,and the need to refab up your motor mounts.
"Survey Says!"
"Dumbass!"
This is another in a series of poor choices.The 3/4 ton axles were the start,and this was
the end.I'm sorry,but I've got to revoke your "Burly"status on the 725.Better luck next
time.
Ding!,Ding!,Ding!(end of this round,back to corners)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31466 NEXT>31470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who says I bathed since the change??Sounds like the word assume may apply...
OK the wife wouldnt let me stink anymore either...but how did you know waaaaaaaayy
down there??
Actually,the system behaved fairly nicely from Friday night to the change over,kept
cycling correctly just trying to lull me into a false sense of security si it could zap me at a
more inopportune time I think...took 30 minutes to change with explaining to my wife,
yes the power is off,yes I checked with a meter,no Im not trying to commit
suicide...women,ya might think they really cared or something...;-)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Phones POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31463 NEXT>31471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks B,
So what I gather is that,if the line that the spd#is to use is busy,even though others are
not,I have to wait for that line to become free to use it......dang,thats the answer I didnt
want.
One more question........what is a murn?
The roedent like animal is spelled murine.Is that it
Everybody was wondering.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31468 NEXT>31472 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good deal Brute,
That will be $58.00......do you prefer Paypal?
Just kidding!
Brian should get a plumbing merit badge for his work!!All I did was confirm his.theory.Good Job B!
SUBJECT>Ben,lookey here....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31469 NEXT>31683 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Everybody,
I dunno,Ben used it in an e-mail to me:
".........I think my a$$hole was bleeding this morning.Now I want more."
No,wait,that wasn't where he used that word,that was where he was telling me about his
tuesday night.
Sorry.I'll see if I can find the letter he used that word in.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31470 NEXT>31473
31480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.This problem was alot like a problem that I encountered last monday.All I had to
do was substitute some words.
My problem was that I had 4 cups of coffee,then the phone rang and I was instantly put
into a 5 man conference call that lasted for hours.I had to pee.There was a tank (my
bladder)that was similar to your holding tank in your basement.My problem was that my
tank was overfull,and yours was that you were underfull.I broke it down to an input of
liquid into said tank base problem.I knew that a different mechanism conrolled the input
of liquid than the mechanism that let said liquid out.In both our problems we were trying
to keep the tank at a certain level.Me,so I didn't wet my pants and you so you didn't have
to keep a kid stationed at the pump swtich.Internally I have no pressure cut-off switch
that would make my body stop processing the coffee (which was what I needed),but you
did have a cut off switch that would make your pump work or not work.I simply pointed
you to the solution to my problem.
So,basically I took the failure that I faced and turned it into a winning solution for you.
Glad to help,but more glad that my help worked.
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-B.
Doug,why was there no fax on my machine this morning?
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31472 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She was on top...........still want the fax?
SUBJECT>Load Plan POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a load plan with all the shovels,fire ext,ammo cans,fuel cans and
such for the 715?Did any have M16 mounts on them and where at?What about a bed
mounted m60 like on hte old jeeps?
SUBJECT>sorry,but you ARE that guy.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31467 NEXT>31476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ford POS old 460 (newer ones are fine)has LESS torque than the 455.Also weighs
about 2x as much,it is a freaking PIG.100lb intakes and shite like that.Not to mention,
as I told you while enjoying a fine visit w/you,huge headbolts that can break breaker bars
and send you flying.
Motor mounts are wrecked from the DSPO,they'd have to be redone anyway.And
wouldn't you know,I have a spare set of Wagoneer perches..locate,drill,you know,not
too bad.
also on the axles,I'll remind you that the shafts are no stronger in the 715's 60.Set of
wicked new cromo shafts ought to remedy any concerns.They held up fine in both of my
bootylicious 3/4t work trucks,both hauling all my work shit,AND wheeling the snot and
fenders off of them.
PLUS that buick comes w/not one but 2 th400's,and I'll say that's burlier than the c6 any
day.
Oh yeah one last thing.The 460 and the b455 are pretty close in cost of new parts.But the
455 hasn't stranded me anywhere...yet?
bwwahahahaha
SUBJECT>I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31475 NEXT>31481 31488 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,
You've obviously thought this through.I commend you for your research and assuming
that you above facts aren't fabricated just to justify your good deals to yourself-then it all
sounds good.
I'm going to give you the go-ahead on this project and allow you back into "Burly"status.
Though you drive a 725 and are thus unworthy of my respect,you have earned the right to
bring the 725 to the FE and attempt to ride the trails.
Also,where's my check Frap guy?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Option #1 POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,
17 November 2003,at 8:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31465 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Thanks,but I forgot to mention that I have no choice but to start out with Verizon.They
are the only phone system for this town.I am looking for opinions and advice about the
Verizon to the net step.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Tire Balancing POSTER>FrapachinoGuy EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31479 31511
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of 38's on my truck and I am thinking of using the EQUAL tire granual to
balance my tires.Have any of you had luck in using this type of product.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31478 NEXT>31485 31498 31509
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frap guy,
Equal is great for balancing,but not so great for the long-term.If water is introduced into
the equation then it tends to clump up and stop working and (if enough equal is used)
actually compound the problem.
If you use an air compressor with a water filter on it then it's a good idea,but if you just
get air anywhere then sooner or later you're gonna get enough water in your tubes to
clump that powder.
I heard that you can use anti-freeze to balance large tires.I got the syringe (w/o needle)to
squirt it through the valve stem,but lost the guts to do it.Use a cup per tire and let me
know if it helps.
Also-I find it really admirable that you call yourself Frap Guy.I think it's funny and
shows you have a large amount of Kahones.Most people would have been embarassed
and tried to let that fad away,but to me it gives you identity and shows the sense of
humor that aparently allured your new bride.You and I are cool and I owe you a beer for
the ribbing I gave you.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31472 NEXT>31483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your pain,my gain...well at least it wasn't wasted...
Hey Brian,do you golf?An overly stretched bladder like yours could be the big talk in
the country club locker room...better that than they remember you for trying to graze your
sheep on the back nine....brute4c
SUBJECT>Paint scheme POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31476 NEXT>31505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Have you given any thought to a paint scheme for the 725?
My vote is for a "Mystery Machine"theme..........
Then we can call ya Shaggy..........I bet your daughter and B side with me!!
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good choice with the Buick.Got one in my garage I want to swap in one day.I think
GreenMachine has started this swap as well.
Ignore B.
SUBJECT>Re:parts truck POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31447 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a winch?Or at least the bumper?
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>31479 NEXT>31499 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been running balancing compound for about 2 yrs.now with good results.Havn't had
to add air so the moisture issue hasn't come up.I think I'll carry an airline moisture trap in
the truck though just in case.
SUBJECT>Re:Well done....(pun included free)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31483 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
off what...oh yeah...M715 Zone...
brute4c
SUBJECT>The bananas didn't fare to well...Trip report probably long
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at
10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31493 31526
LINKNAME>Here are some pic's
LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topicf=3t=017931
I said I would never wheel my truck.Well I lied...After a month or two and some 200.messages we met saturday morning
at a small town near the Tillamook State Forest.I met
9 other folks from the full size jeep list.We had 4 rigs packed with people and gear.A
couple wagoneers,and a 2 door cherokee and my 68 M715.One of the guys road tripped
up from sacremento to join us (diehard).After a quick breakfast at the infamous Log
Cabin resturant we headed up to a campsite I knew about at the top of a ridge out in the
booneys.It was raining pretty good and the roads were slick.The last climb around the
peak we call 7-up I shifted into 4x to make sure everything worked ok.I had never
wheeled the truck yet.After a slimey run to the campsite I discovered with full canvas on
that I could not see out very well.I accidently snagged a branch and tore my fording
exhaust expanded steel stack away from its upper mount.I redid the canvas rope to hold it
till we got to camp.I removed it and found the bed unmolested.We set up and decided to
drive to the peak of 7-up.One of the guys in his 2 door chero and I headed out with
several passengers inside.There are three ways up 7-up.The easy way,snakes through
the trees with the last 100 yards climbing pretty steep with opposing ruts and holes.The
moderate way is a long continous climb with deep Vee's and a rock ledge a couple feet
high.The hardest way is called the backside.It is nutcase.From the bottom it is a steep
rocky climb up to a 60-80 foot long rock face with steps in it.It is probably close to a 45
degree angle.Many a short wheel base rig and even the occasional longer rig has rolled
off it only to tumble into the trees 100 feet below the face.When its wet nobody makes it.
Patrick and I first went up the easy side to the top.Took a couple pics and decided to look
over the moderate side.Why not we said.We drove down the easy side,went around the
hill to the bottom.I gave my camera to Matt another FSJ member set on 15 second video
mode.I wanted the rock ledge to view later.I started up first and man was it slick.Full
pressure in the NDT's and I was scrapping for traction.
I approached the deep Vee's and did my best to straddle them.I fully expected to slip into
and slam down into the bottom of the Vee and wrinkle a fender.There was probably 4-5
feet clearance under me.I I made it through the Vee's till the last part of one.I slipped
into it hard and pulled through keeping moving uphill.Thats probably what killed my
bananas.The truck was bouncing back and forth.I was really impressed how well it was
climbing.I pulled up to the ledge and waited for Matt to get the camera ready for video.
Go he yelled!I popped the clutch in second low range and slowly gained traction till I hit
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the ledge.The nose climbed and the rears tried but I was just spinning all four.A second
attempt got me further up only to start sliding down hill with my tires clawing and
singing on the rock.
All I could think about was the front shafts and grabbing traction and popping one of
them.I made a third attempt after backing up a little further and gave er h*ll.I was
spinning and slowly I got over the root and up she went!I was absolutely amazed at what
a stock truck could do.Now I see why some of you guys wheel these rigs.What a blast.
Patrick started up next.He tried and tried but could not even get up to where the ledge
was.I coached him to back down and favor the ruts to the low side.Well he slipped in
and was committed to the wrong side.More and more his rig ramped up to the point of
almost rolling on it's side.He had enough and asked me to drive it out.I asked him how
he felt about me rolling his cherry chero.He said do what you can.If you roll I don't want
it to be me.I was barely able to get in the door as it was hitting the other bank.I started it
up and made attempts to go forward.I could only get a foot or two out of it.I worked it
back and forth and managed to get the high side over some roots and from there it
continued down hill gradually leveling off.His girlfriend was screaming in the back.ground in a panic.It was
close,real close...I told Patrick we had miles to go before it
went...:^ O We got him down the hill and said meet up top.Here is the interesting part.I
walked back up to the summit to my truck and there's this guy standing near my rig.He
looked real familiar.He called me by name.Do you guys remember last August when I
blew up my CJ motor and some clown sold me a "running"225 V-6 for 500 bucks?I
pulled it apart only to find it rusted solid.Well,well,well,here he was begging me for a
winch to get him,his wife and there three children up off the backside of 7-up.
This clown had driven a Suzuki grand vitari down from the top decending a steep slimy
chute only to find that a low clearance rig with street tires and dealer plates was NO
match for wet oregon clay.Now I did after several weeks and several payments get all my
500 bucks back.All but 20 bucks.I decided it would be best to help him and his family
get out simply for the reason that I might need help someday and his very young children
should not pay for there fathers stupidity.
I drove the truck down as far as I dare,reeled all but three wraps of my cable out to find
he was still 50 feet away.I fortunately brought all my recovery gear from the CJ so I
tossed him two 30 foot straps.We hooked up and started the stock braden winch for the
first time since I bought it.The cable tightened and down I started to slide.My M715
stopped sliding and I was then able to get him up the hill.I instructed Matt to watch my
winch for stack up and tell me if there was a problem.It was dark by this time and my
bananas were now browning nicely from the previous beating."BoB"insisted I come by
his house next week for the 20 bucks.I told him forget about it.
We went back to came got a big fire stoked and hung out.I slept in the back of the truck
that night.Again the perfect work of New Life Resources kept me totally dry.What an
awesome little camper.The rain and wind was intense.I think I was the only one in wool
and poly.It did snow that night.And by this time the bananas had started to take a
different shape.It was then I decided not to eat them....
I want to thank BroncoSteve for selling me that Braden winch for such a great price.Plus
the way you attached it to the pallet was excellent.Without it that family with little
children would have spent a very cold night on the hill out of everyones sight.Plus "BoB'
would have been frustrated for at least a month after his wife got done with him.....
Kaiserjeeps...Al
SUBJECT>Re:I see.POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31476 NEXT>31490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brian (SBBS)
you don't like 725's?i guess you will really hate mine with the mopar engine.
keith
SUBJECT>My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31491 31510 LINKNAME>Heres the road,
now called Fred Whipple observatory
LINKURL>http://www.si.edu/archives/historic/95_1211.gif
So I bought my truck from Jacks Gov't surplus in sunny Tucson.I found out that before.that it was owned by the
smithsonian based at the Mt Hopkins observatory hauling fuel
up a nasty 18 miled road.When I picked out my truck it was white with fuel tanks in the
back.I managed to find the guy that delt with my truck since 1979.He just sent me all the
maintenance records dating back to 1979!!!In most of the record sheets the truck was
named snowball.I have been wondering what to name it.It is done.....
SUBJECT>The 725 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31488 NEXT>31492 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
I never said that.I've tried again and again to trade my 715 for the amazing 725.I wish I
had a 725 more than anything.Those things are rare and I'd be a liar if I said that a 715
was my first choice.Ahhhh...to have a 725.That sure would be the shizit.
And a Mopar powered 725?ohhhhh man,that would ROCK!All the time honored
tradition of the Dodge,coupled with the burly looks of the 725?Daym!I could go
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ANYWHERE and go in comfort!
I long for the day when I got a HEMI sticker on the side of the '25.That's the stuff dreams
are made of!
Tonight when you get home go out to your garage and just drool over that mean rig....do
it for me and all the other members who had to settle for a 15 instead of getting the 25.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Robert -CA
EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31489 NEXT>31494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,That's great info to find!
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31490 NEXT>31527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's getting deep now....(pulling up pant legs to put into boots)and something smells
bad....
k
SUBJECT>Re:The bananas didn't fare to well...Trip report probably long
POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 November
2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31487 NEXT>31496
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
linky no worky
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31491 NEXT>31495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So they actually paid so bloke to drive a 715 up that trail for work............and I chose to
bee a plumber.This sucks.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31494 NEXT>31497
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
We all just sorta fall into our jobs-Bloke had a driver's license and you had a crack.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The bananas didn't fare to well...Trip report probably long
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31493 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool weekend Al........swampers and lockers here we come!!!
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31495 NEXT>31500 31504 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what did you have?????anaconda.....snicker snicker....you need to look at the other side of
the tape.Inches not centimeters.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>FrapachinoGuy EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31479 NEXT>31501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Brian I do think that,the only person that will try to give me a hard time with my
new log name.Cris(Luckypast)I think that he lashes out at people because of the little
4cyl ford he has in his truck.Little people need to feel important to.Back to the tire issue
I am getting ready to run a 1200 mile trip and I will try one of the idea's.
I also get a lot of shaking with my front end,I have an 87 Chevy Duelly Dana 60.I am
running Weld singles on the axle so the offset is very far out I have one steering stabalizer
on the truck with 38's Do you think that I need another stabalizer on the front.thier are
some times that I feel like the front is going to rip out of my hands.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>FrapachinoGuy EMAIL>DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31485 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you do the install your self and how much did you use for the tire size 6oz?.SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named
snowball.Read why POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31497 NEXT>31502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually thought he was on the Angstrom scale...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31498 NEXT>31516 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Frap guy,
I doubt that the problem is your tires being balanced so much as other issues.I run those
same tires and have only a slight vibration at high speeds.Mine aren't balanced and I have
no dampener.
You might want to check your bearings,and also your toe-in (mine was out and it gave
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me steering hell).Other than that the only advice I can give you is to NOT go on a 1200
mile trip in a 715.
Good luck,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31500 NEXT>31503
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have no Earthly clue what you guys are talking about.None.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31502 NEXT>31507 31563 31564 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We figured that much.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31497 NEXT>
31508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just glad we didn't have to hear that the name "snowball"had anything at all to do
with him having to "give a little back"so to speak...If ever was an excuse to hit a woman,
that'd be it!
SUBJECT>you know...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
17 November 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31481 NEXT>.31530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..for the longest time I wanted an old Chevy van,60's,to turn into the Mystery Machine.
BUT NOOOOO!not for Gigantor.He must have desert camo,as required on all military-
looking vehicles this close to the ordnance depot.
Sorry,it's the law.
SUBJECT>Yes I have the click in the switch ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31458 NEXT>31514 31515 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...does this mean the switch is bad or it could still be the wiring?The truck was still
when I hit the brakes.Lights went out ...then the click in the switch and on they came!
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31504 NEXT>31555
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob,
I think I speak for the ENTIRE zone when I say:
"That's all you,buddy."
-B.
SUBJECT>Spanish lesson POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31479 NEXT>31513 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's CAJONES,but I don't expect you to know that,you're in the South.Out here it's
required that one knows some Spanish,though for the life of me I dont'know why.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>alan
EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is one scenic drive,I wish I was close enough to go there:)
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>alan EMAIL>loshbaugha@missouri.edu
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running 38x13x16 swampers on the stock rims,stock springs,rancho shocks...I have
not balanced the tires,and other than flat spotting when I park it,they seem fine.They
warm up and round out after a while.I would never,ever drive that thing 1200 miles tho:)
SUBJECT>divorced np205 help POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31520 31553
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can someone who has done this swap please help me?click on my name and i need pics
and ideas
SUBJECT>Re:Spanish lesson POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31509 NEXT>31521 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And my name is smack dab in the middle of it...whodathunkit???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yes I have the click in the switch ...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31506 NEXT>31547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The circuit breaker in the switch id definately resetting then.It would make me wonder
about the switch...try this...
When the unlock lever,lower right one,is working right,it should be difficult to move
the top lever without lifting the unlock lever first...when its bad,you dont need to lift the
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unlock lever and the top lever moves like you did,which is alot easier than when the
unlock lever is working right.If you can move the top lever with only a small amount of
resistance,I would bet on the switch.If you can put a fair amount of pressure to the top
lever and it hasnt clicked to the next position,without using the unlock lever of course,
let off and dont force it...I would think the switch is good in the latter case...at least from
the standpoint of the problem I am speaking of.I would check the wiring next if you don't
find a switch problem.If the wiring checks out,I would still replace the switch then.
Good luck and keep us informed as to what you find...may help others in the long run!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yes I have the click in the switch ...POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31506 NEXT>31548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a short to ground between brake light switch and brake lights at rear of truck
if this only happens when stepping on brakes.Disconnect wires at brake light switch and
see if you can get it to do it (just remember you won't have brake lights)if not check
wiring from switch back,probably in the areas Brute mentioned.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31501 NEXT>31558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I follow your advice,how will I get to the FE?
Chris
SUBJECT>heavily modified m-715's POSTER>Bob Kelly
EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31522 31539 31546 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Just to let everyone here know.I build converted hummer 16.5 inch beadlock wheels to
fit the 715's and m-37's and m-35's The wheel plates are made from 3/8 plate and are laser
cut for accuracy and trued for balance.Also i am getting into steering upgrades and etc
for heavy offroad use.Gearing and lockers installed too.I live in western N,C near
asheville.my website is www.hammerdownoffroad.com There are pics of the wheels
here,also some m-715,s with my wheels mounted.Thanks,Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Modern Marvels POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31456 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I seen that one.those are some bad trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Chris...NTXT POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31451 NEXT>31552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can get a pic.It looks to me just like a 205 but with dual shifter attachments like our
200's and a band brake.
Technically the truck is abandoned but inside Death Valley Nat'l Park,a 6 mile hike from
the car at 4000'elevation drop.Ever seen any photos of 4x4ing in Surprise Canyon?
That's where I was but now the hippies have closed it to vehicle traffic.
Chris
SUBJECT>you have mail.ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31512 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cain'tchoo reeeeeeddd?
SUBJECT>wait a sec here...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31513 NEXT>31531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..so...your name is in the middle of the spanish slang for balls?man I don't know if I"D
be drawing attention to that...but hey,if your wife and kids are cool with it,great!I'll
make sure I sit across any table from you from now on...
did you mean something else?hahahah
SUBJECT>Re:heavily modified m-715's POSTER>Brent
EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31517 NEXT>31523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't find any M715 pictures....
SUBJECT>look harder!link inside POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:37
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31522 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they're in there.here:http://www.hammerdownoffroad.com/customization.htm
looks perty,dunnit?
SUBJECT>Re:buick 455?or plain ol 350?POSTER>slowride/wy
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would go buick just think 510 ft lbs of torque at 2800 rpm's.Go to the nearest store that
sells mags and get the new hot rod mag and turn to page 60 and check that buick out.I'm a
buick fan with two 430's one 455 and three 350's.
SUBJECT>Re:Bummnog-POSTER>bummnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 4:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you get them in a shorty or regular length?just wondering if any one else made the
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shorty stile.
SUBJECT>No problem and thank you!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
17 November 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31487 NEXT>
31540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al
Im glad your still happy with the winch purchase.Sounds like your a bigger man than me.
I would have given the wife and kid a ride to civilization and left ole dirt bag out in the
boonies!
I appericate you buying the winch also,sometimes people tell you they want something
and then lose interest,you however were put to the test by even needing to arrange
shipping and all.You passed!
I hate to see a truck as clean as your get dirty but its about time you use that thing some.
Feels good dosent it?
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,17
November 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31492 NEXT>31529
31532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
glad to here that there are alot of 725's along with 715's going to try to make the FE.Im
hoping to have mine done by then,Ill bring it 1 way or the other sound like a lot of fun
and I cant wait.I'm looking forward to meeting alot of you guys in person.May have to
bring my busa too for any of you guys that like to fly too.I'm 42,I think?and have never
been to anything like this before,not a rock climber by any stretch of the imagination or
mud bogger.Laugh all you want at me,its ok,as i'll laugh with you.lol!I fell in love with
my 725 the first time i saw it settin at work so i finally got to buy it from my boss.It has
15000 miles on it and been thru hell and back,the motor is apart,brakes were gone,shoes.and hydraulics gone,drums
ground up,ujoints out,exhaust rotted out,on and on.Is this
common for military trucks in service or has some sivy rode her hard and put her away
wet and sold what was left?
SUBJECT>Re:205 parts in a 200?????POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i swaped the 200 stuf into a 205 to get the offset output everything is nearly identical but
the shift forks could only get 4lo
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>slowride/wy EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like someone rescued it from the bottem of the sea!!!
SUBJECT>Re:you know...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31505 NEXT>31543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tacoma
i have thought about using the current 3 color woodland pattern but with desert colors.
what do you think?at first i thought about that crazy white with grey and black.but now
i'm thinkin'tan,light brown and small dark brown accents.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec here...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31521 NEXT>31542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i guess this means we will have to call him "HONE"(JON)from now on.
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31527 NEXT>31556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
probably civilian misuse.the military has to keep things in order.it is an ambulance.it
would have been pampered i think to maintain readiness.mine was rode hard and put up
wet also.i did hear that the special forces used some for assault vehicles.....who knows?
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31459 NEXT>31559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That does sound bad....lol
I have a Husky (spoiled,indoor/outdoor),in a half acre kennel around the garage,and
wouldn't mind getting him a friend.I guess one dog,a cat,a ferret and seven and a half
rabbits ain't enough..SUBJECT>Re:205 parts in a 200?POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wet CJ and I attempted this when we built my truck 10 years ago and found the 205 guts
would not fit in the 200 case so we put the 205 in with fabbed mounts.We also put the
200 parking brake on with some machine work.
SUBJECT>NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31536 31573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My break cylinder is leaking and I wanted to know if any one knew of problems with the
NOS Break Cylinders?They seam to run about 42 bucks for a pair,should I replace with
them,buy a rebuild kit or look at the parts interchange and get something with new
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materials in the seals?
Thanks again
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31535 NEXT>31538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a set of 4 new wheel cylinder off of Ebay for $90.I have not put them on yet,but the
seller claims that they fit.You can mail him if you are interested,ablinn@salisbury.net,
he will probably have more.
SUBJECT>M-715 POSTER>Walter Webster EMAIL>webster86@shaw.ca
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa8wl5T1o4Q5o PREVIOUS>NEXT>31575 31592 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello...I am a new member and have for some time wanted to purchase one of these
trucks.I have restored some WW11 Canadaian Army vehicles and taken them to
conventions in Portland 1996 and San Jose 1999.I want one that is completely re-done
with winch,finished in/out all as an original stock truck.Any help would be most
appreciated.I live in the Vancouver area B.C.Canada,I can be reached during the day at
direct line 604-882-5817 or home 604-824-1292 or my e mail address is
webster86@shaw.ca
Thankyou
Walter Webster
MVPA #4647
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31536 NEXT>31593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan I see from your email address that you are from North Carolina.AB is in.Salisbury.He knows his stuff and I
have always enjoyed doing business with him.He is
only about 20 minutes from me I live in Lexington.Where you from in NC.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:heavily modified m-715's POSTER>SHoppe
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31517 NEXT>31541 31574 31909 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi Bob.
I'm very familiar with the miltary HMMWV wheels as I've broken down and changed
several.How exactly do yours compare to that design?I have no clue about the civilian
"Hummer".
Are they the same two piece rim with the run-flat vane /internal beadlock that gets bolted
together inside to look like an aluminum doughnut?
I'm stationed in Alaska right now and it will be a while before I PCS to another post and
get down your way but I'm very interested.I'm saving up and digging in the sofa cushions
already and you'll probably see me in a few years.
p.s.Didn't you have a fire a year or so ago?How're you all doing?
SUBJECT>Re:No problem and thank you!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31526 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely!It was weird wheeling such a big rig.I was impressed.I'm used to my CJ.I
got a 15 second video clip,but it looks to dark.
SUBJECT>look exactly the same to me POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry,I'm not Bob,but the pics on the site look like the same deal,with a new
centersection welded in.Locally,few guys running them,they like them and are always
swapping tires too,so I guess it's not too much of a pain in the ass.Regular million-bolt
beadlocks aren't much fun.
SUBJECT>wait ANOTHER sec here!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 10:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31531 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that Hone as Hun-ee or Hone as in Hoan,or do you mean Hone as in Hahn?
man,English is just easier.Sheesh.I think you call a guy between two balls "master"or
"bitch"depending on which bunk your sleeping in,you know?
Jon,I sort of take it back.Kind of.Er...yeah,anyway...
SUBJECT>I'm all for it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
17 November 2003,at 11:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31530 NEXT>
31560 31716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.sounds good to me.I've seen some Hummers round here w/a green,brown,and tan deal,
and some w/black,brown and tan..I'll have to peruse the local stuff when it comes time,
they seem to blend in ok when they're not moving.
that black and white deal is just wrong.
SUBJECT>Buick 455 update POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,17 November 2003,at 11:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well well.Took the boat it's in for a whirl tonight,am well pleased.I get everything under
the hood,the tranny in it,and the one I tested Sunday (nother guy got that motor).Engine
has tiny tick from either little exhaust leak or minor valve issues,but I'll attend to that
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later anyway.Already has an HEI distributor,so I can get the cool clear Accel cap
moooahahah.Plenty of boost,tranny functioned fine,though both diagnoses tempered a
LOT by the mushy ,mushy 70's pedal.It's been a while since I drove something that
loose,and Brian,your mom..well,I can't really say that since I've met her,damn you for
being right about that!Anyway,the motor pleases me.
Brian,I can't let this stand.Any implied or attempted demeaning or use for comic effect
of your mother was wrong of me.Please accept my apology.She is a fine Southern belle,
and shouldn't even be in the same post as the word "loose".
SUBJECT>looking for pics POSTER>bummnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 1:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31567 31590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking for some pics or videos of a 715 running through some deep water.I have
never saw one and would think that would be cool with nothing but a windshield sticking
out.Any body know where to find some online?
SUBJECT>Re:heavily modified m-715's POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31517 NEXT>31616 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't go to the site,So i'll ask,How much?????
SUBJECT>Yes the lock lever does work ....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 3:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31514 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I'll check the wiring an let you know what I find.Thanks!!!
SUBJECT>Since it only happens when in BO mode ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 3:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31515 NEXT>31576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I assume the BO lights have their own wires?
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31330
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,seriously...the reason the blower (roots style)works is because there isn't room for
air to be packed between the rotors therefore the air that is moved around the outside and
stacked up in the manifold cannot escape back though the center.I saw an engine mock
up one time in a Hot Rod or Car Craft where the guy had the front drive flipped and had it
on the right side.There was no belt on it and due to some other items in the picture,is
wasn't just a flipped negative.I was embarrassed for him.
SUBJECT>My mom and your motor POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31544 NEXT>31618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
You are correct,sir-it was impropper of you to imply that my sweet mother is anything
but a rightous woman.I take umbrage at that.
I cannot believe that you treat her that way after she treated you like a son.You have a
black heart sir...black as the night.
As to your motor-whatever.My granddad had a Buick.You blow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:So in essence...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,seriously...the reason the blower (roots style)works is because there isn't room for
air to be packed between the rotors therefore the air that is moved around the outside and
stacked up in the manifold cannot escape back though the center.I saw an engine mock
up one time in a Hot Rod or Car Craft where the guy had the front drive flipped and had it
on the right side.There was no belt on it and due to some other items in the picture,is
wasn't just a flipped negative.I was embarrassed for him.
SUBJECT>NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just wanted to see if you'd click it desptite the NTXT.
Man,you're a rebel.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:divorced np205 help POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31512 NEXT>
LINKNAME>Then to NP205 mounts...LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
Lee,click the link then go to the "NP205 mounts and disk"folder.Several pics show the
piece I put inbetween the stock crossmembers to mount the driver's side of the case and
the last pic shows the simple plate of the passenger side mount.THAT mount is a NP205
mount bent down around to mee the stock NP200 mount...then welded together.I'm
taking pics for you tonight.
SUBJECT>Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarZSycZxr 12 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Need pictures of how the wiring harness is routed from the rear of the truck all the way to
the front.Pics of the brake line routing would be good too.
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Should have bought the digital camera before we tore the truck down to the frame...
Thanks,
Ralph
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31508 NEXT>
31557 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paint's a mental picture,don't it?
EEEEWWW!
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31532 NEXT>31561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Possibly both of you now own 725's that were in civvy hands and used as ice cream
trucks?I mean,all that moisture would have rotted the metal.
Check to see by looking at the top of the cab for the bell.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31555 NEXT>31562
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I once knew a guy who was with a woman for the first time after meeting her at a party.
He told me everything was going well until....that.I asked what he did and he goes:."What could I do,it was my room
and I didn't want it on the floor so I swallowed it."
I never talked to him again.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31516 NEXT>31651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ohhhh-are you two hippies coming together?I didn't realize Frap Guy's plan was to drive
it to the FE.In that case,then it is a worth-while endeavor and worth risking his life for.
You guys will come through Memphis (assuming you get that far)-wanna caravan with
Ben and I?
Sweeeetttt,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31533 NEXT>31670
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1/2 rabbit?I bet the kids fight shy of petting that one.I'd go ahead and eat it and call it a
mercy killin'.
Which half is it?If it't the front half then you might be alright....if it's the back half that
you got then you might want to go ahead and bury it.
When you eat it-tell the kids that the rabbit ran away.Trust me on this-if you tell them
that dinner is their pet then you'll have alot of left overs.We live and learn.
-B.
SUBJECT>Krob &Tacoma POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31543 NEXT>31580
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Here is a link to my desert camo.It does a good jod of breaking up the truck.
726.http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31556 NEXT>31577 31664
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Small children lodged in the undercarriage are a dead give away too.
SUBJECT>Re:My truck is now named snowball.Read why POSTER>bump_r.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November
2003,at 5:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31557 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:O
SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31503 NEXT>31566 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That Angstrom Scale thing Jon (no 'H')was referencing is for small-small stuff.Like
someone may refer to a fraction of an inch in certain pubescent hair color for a thickness
reference.Angstrom is like for measuring membranes and cells.Teeny-tiny stuff.I think
Jon said your penis is small.
Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31554 NEXT>31597 31609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In the online manuals linked at the top of the page,there is a whole harness diagrammed.
The rear harness is the wire connectors on the drivers inner fender back along the inside
of the drivers frame rail to the drivers rear,where the splices are,then to the drivers side
tail light housing and trailer hitch,and across the back frame member,inside,to the BO
stop light and finally the passenger side tail light.
Are you looking for where all the clips are that hold the wires in stock or something else?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31564 NEXT>31569 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What the hell?How did my penis come into this conversation?Riddle me that Spicer....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31545 NEXT>31568
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/familiar.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/proman/familiar.html
Heres one from the army testing.
SUBJECT>Re:looking for pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31567 NEXT>31579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Isn't there one of sisson fishing in one of the
galleries?
SUBJECT>this is how B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31566 NEXT>31570 31571 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re:Well done....(pun included free)
Posted by Brian Sisson on Monday,17 November 2003,at 9:29 a.m.,in response to Re:
Well done....(pun included free),posted by brute4c on Monday,17 November 2003,at
9:11 a.m.
Naaa...I don't golf.
And I don't go into locker rooms.I have horrible memories of my high school locker
room.Kids can be so cruel.Every time I hear the work "anaconda"or "firehose"I think of
all those kids pointing and screaming that at me.Took years before a girl would go out
with me for my personality.It seemed like all the women who were intrested in me just
wanted to see if they "were woman enough to handle me".Like I was some sort of
carnival ride where the passenger was risking life and limb.That sorta stuff gets really old
where your date doesn't even want to talk,but just get right to the main event.
It just never ends.Even today I get all sorts of joke e-mails promising to add an extra 3".
That's like telling Ron that you can help him gain an extra 20 pounds.Sheesh.Why won't
they just let it go?Let me live a life like a normal man.No,I don't want to star in your
porn movie.No,I don't want to be in your magazine.No,I don't want to help save your
marriage.No,I don't want to be in your scientific experament.ALL I WANT IS TO BE
MORE THAN 13"of DANGLING FURY!I JUST WANT TO BE A NORMAL
MAN!!!!!NOT "THE FIREHOSE"!!
Thanks for bringing this up......again.Like I could go 15 minutes without a constant
reminder that I'm 'special'.
-B.
By the way-after you laugh at this and reply with a "you wish"or something I'll delete it.
Can you please add the password so you can delete any replies?This type stuff belongs in
an Off Topic section.
SUBJECT>How?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
You never cease to amaze me.Your foresight in the cut or copy use has served you well
as you now have earned my admiration.
I stand corrected.Now I know that the delete post option is goes only so far.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31569 NEXT>31572 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yipper...that about sums up the Angstrom thing.Good one Doug!!!
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31571 NEXT>31583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Funny thing is,I put it up late yesterday......you guys were gone........so I pulled it down to
save for today..This time I forgot to use a PW.....oh well B,Are you gonna change your
signin name to "Firehose"or "Anaconda"?
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31535 NEXT>31581 31582 31594 31665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The stock brake cylinders have a history of corrosion problems especially in the M715's
vented brake system and due to these trucks tending to sit alot more than they have been
driven over there lifespan.
The stock ones work as long as you flush the entire brake system of fluid with new fluid
AT LEAST every other year and drive it on a regular basis.Also avoid fording or you
may need to flush more often.You can use the DOT 5 brake fluid with them,does not
absorb water like DOT 3 does,but you would have to change all the rubber in the system
or problems will result.This would include the master cylinder,wheel cylinders and
rubber hoses,2 front and 1 rear.
You can get a replacement for about the same money that has a stainless steel piston and
will have a much longer service life in the truck.You can buy some that fit 93-94 Ford 1
tons.
Tru torque W37262 and W37263,left and right.
The following are part numbers for one side,not sure which off hand but if you need a
different part number than Tru torque brand,these will get you one side and the parts guy
can figure the other from there.
Bendix 33595
Raybestos WC37263
EIS EW73615
Wagner F73615
These are almost an exact replacement...the stock brake line will connect with no fuss and
the internals are the same size and function,just the stainless changes there.The
difference is the bolt pattern of these wheel cylinders.When you look at the stock ones
and these,you can see it.The new,stainless steel type,need the holes to be about 1/4 to
1/3rd of the bolt hole diameter lower in the backing plate.You can simply oval the
existing holes with a rat tail hand file,I did,or use a small rotary file with a drill or such.
Take off only what you need to make them fit...dont need to "hog"them out.You may
want to use a little larger than stock washer under the bolt head just to be safe.I have run
these for 4 years now and have had no problems with them at all.Also,someone looking
at the truck would have an incredibly hard time determining that they werent stock.without taking off the tire and
drum and getting the part number off the cylinder itself...if
that is important to you.
Just about any auto parts store can get them with the numbers above.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:heavily modified m-715's POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob uses surplus HMMWV wheels.I know he said "hummer,"but that's what a lot of
people refer to the humvee as.
Hope this helps,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy I bought my M37 from has a '67 M715 winch model for sale.Truck is newly
repainted in OD with new cab canvas.Price is $5,000 (negotiable).
It is located near Clemson,SC,which is just a few miles off Interstate 85.
I don't want to post his phone number,so email me at christopher_land@hotmail.com for
the number.Put M715 in the subject line of your message so I won't delete it.
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Since it only happens when in BO mode ...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31548 NEXT>31638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The black out lights and regular lights all get their power from the 3 lever light switch.
Also the 2 wires on the brake light switch both run to the 3 lever light switch,one is
power to the switch and the other has power when there is pressure and the circuit is
completed.This is then sent back to the 3 lever switch to route to the brake lights.
Basically,if the regular brake lights arent doing it,the problem is most likely not the 3
lever switch or the brake light switch,but after the 3 lever switch where the wires split
finally to go to their respective lights.On the drivers inner fender are the wires that run to
all the rear lights...there are 6 wires that come out of the front harness,have connectors,
and then become the rear harness.They are all together,easy to find.I would take the
connectors apart there and see if any of the wires have continuity to ground.Hopefully the
little metal bands with the wire numbers are there...you should find the following wires:
21--R&L Taillamps
23--Blackout Stop Lamp,seperate housing from all other lights on passenger side.
24--R&L Blackout Taillamps (*May be the one you are looking for)
28--Fuel tank sending unit,probably leave this one alone...
22-460--Right Turn Signals.22-461--Left Turn Signals
The only other wire in the rear harness is one that runs from the sending unit to the frame
as a ground for the sending unit...it is only about 3 or 4 feet long at most and only in the
tank area...I think it was marked GRD on its metal band.
If you dont find continuity to ground checking it under the hood,check the wire harness
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for cuts/chaffing and also see if you can have somebody wiggle the wire bundle at
different points while you have the meter on the end under the hood...may help find
something you didn't/couldn't see initially.
If this doesn't do it,it could be a wire from the fender connectors back to the 3 lever
switch but that would be unusual unless someone has hacked on the harness and also it is
relatively easy to see that part of the harness to check for problems...
Keep us posted,we'll get that bugger straightened out yet!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31561 NEXT>31584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
little brats.
SUBJECT>installed the POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i installed the lifting eyes on the 230 last night.you know what that means.time to gut the
beast (evil laughter)ha ha ha ha ha ha
SUBJECT>Re:looking for pics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31568 NEXT>31596 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are some pics of water runs in the 1999 Field Exercise galleries linked at left...there
are a bunch in different areas so look around...
Yeah,theres one of Brian with fish in hand...was in his cab after he buried his truck in the
bay,playing Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea I think,and had to be yanked out...wasnt
that like your 3rd or 4th stuck in the first hour of running at the OHV area Brian??
Something like that...
Thanks for reminding me Doug...a picture is worth a thousand words!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Krob &Tacoma POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
something like that 726.but without the little squiggles.i have the current patterns/TM.
SUBJECT>Jon POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
18 November 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>31573 NEXT>31613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought a set of those Tru Torq things the last time you posted the
information,then
ended up trading them to another member.They were a lot more work than the person
wanted to do.From what I understand,quite a bit.??
SUBJECT>That was me!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31573 NEXT>31641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's true-I traded them for 2 motorcycle helments and a pair of riding gloves.
The wheel cylinders were almost exact replacements,only the bolt holes were about 1/4"
too wide and then the round part that pokes through the backing plate was about 1/16"
larger in diameter.
As such I cursed Tom and stored the wheel cylinders in a box in my shop.Close,but no
cigar.
Sorry,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31572 NEXT>31585 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm thinking of just using what all the women have called me....
.................
.....
.......................
.............
..................
............
.
.......
............
....................
................
.........
................
...............
............
................................
...........................
......................
....................
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"King Dong"
-B.
SUBJECT>A little background POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31577 NEXT>31589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Listen,I know you guys didn't mean anything with this-but I used to have a brother.On
April 12th of 1972 he was killed.Run over by an ice cream truck.His name was Marshal
Logan Sisson,but we called him "Stumpy".
So,please lay off joking about kids being hit by ice cream trucks or 725's.It's sorta
painful.
Thanks,and I don't mean to come down hard on you guys-just FYI.
Your friend,
Brian Sisson
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31583 NEXT>31587 31588
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or...
The Apotheosis of BS
FREAK!
SUBJECT>725 jokes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31578 NEXT>31595 31598 31617 31782
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
What is the ideal motor to repower an ice cream truck with?
I would opt for a VW 4 cylinder.Or maybe Tim Barr's Mini motor.
Will you be adding the sign on the side that tells what flavors are available at the same.time?Or is that a later
project.What about the enormous single scoop cone on top?Will
that be put on now as well?
Do you have the bell that you ring manually,or one of those new-fangled horns that plays
the pre-recorded song?
Good Luck and I can't with until the FE when it's 100 degrees.Man,you're going to be
everyone's hero when you pull up and serve up some ice-cold lovin'!!!!!!!!
BWHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHHHAHAA~A!!A!A!!A!A!A!!A!A!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!
(I got more 725 jokes,let me know and I'll post 'em)
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31585 NEXT>31660 31663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's that word mean?"Apoleithis"?What is that?Is that an insult?I think it is.Can we
focus on making fun of the 725's from now on?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31585 NEXT>31599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking antithesis,but Apotheosis works quite well.
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31584 NEXT>
31591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,How old were you in 1972 when stumpy met his fate?
SUBJECT>Re:looking for pics POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31545 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Video's M715 cd shows the army testing in deep water.
Too cool video!
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31589 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-3 I think.I miss him terribly..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:M-715 POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31537 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Walter
Feel free to contact me off list.
I can tell you the in's and out's of the cross boarder shopping for one of these.Customs
both US and Canadian.bit of a pain but is do able,if you the rules better that the custom
agent.
Shopping for parts on E-bay is pretty usless unless it is a private sale.Next to no buisness
wants to ship across the boarder.
But there are a few who will and some will not ship to a US postal box.
Allan
Who still holds the Canadian m715 Monolopy
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31538 NEXT>31600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well im glad to hear that AB has a good name,I know some of the stuff you get on ebay
can be kinda shady.I am about 15 minutes south of Raleigh in Fuquay Varina.I am down
here going to school.Im from Virginia,its funny cause I live just outside of a town called
Lexington.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I swapped in the ones from the ford.
Spent 15 min.with the rattail file per wheel.I'm happy with the results and it is not
noticable unless you pull the cylinder.
The great thing is that the parts are available anywhere!
Also got the brake shoes from the jeep J-truck off the parts exchange
Modified the the spring slightly to work.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,
18 November 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31586 NEXT>
31601 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Please do not use my mighty 75.9 cubic inch mini engine as material for your jokes.The
engine should be mentioned only in hushed tones and with aw.Thanks,Barrman.
SUBJECT>True dat POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31579 NEXT>31607 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed,I did seem to get stuck alot more than anyone else.Could it have been the 35x9"
Buckshots?The lack of a locker?The original 230?OR maybe the loose nut behind the
wheel.
I prefer to chalk it up to me daring to go where others only dream of.
That 715 didn't fare well on the drive home and had to be towed the last 100 miles.Deep
water requires a forging kit.
I plan to show you punks how it's done at the FE as I conquor the ENTIRE lake.No depth
will stop me!
-B.
SUBJECT>Ralph!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31565 NEXT>31606 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is this the Ralph who bought my last 715?Ralph outta Alabama?Ralph who was going
to propose to his girl by using a banner behind a plane?
Do you still have that truck?I miss that one.I married the girl who was at the house when
you were there.I used the money you gave me for the truck to buy her ring.We have a
little girl now and I have another 715.I miss that one though-I put alot of sweat and
blood into it.
Good to hear from you again....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31586 NEXT>31602 31620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's funny Bri
i do have a few VW engines laying around.the one in my bug probably has more power
than your 350.
the icecream truck idea sounds good though.maybe i could make some gas money for the
trip.
your friend
keith
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SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31588 NEXT>31603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no not antithesis -antipenis,that's Brian's new screen name ANTIPENIS
HA.keith
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Napa Part number 4637219 with a 3/16 to 1/4 adapter.It is the cross reference part to
the one listed here on this website.I dont know the number for the other side but I'm sure
they can help you.
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31595 NEXT>31625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
that is about 1.2 litre or 1244 cc.
just trying to help you out
your bud
kr
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31598 NEXT>31610 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
You drive a bug?That's not funny anymore.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31599 NEXT>31604 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You guys sure are giving alot of thought to my penis.
-
-
(more)
-
-
-
-
-
-.-
-
-
--
(further down)
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
(keep going)
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
(little more)
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
(almost there).-
-
-
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-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Fags.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31603 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(Not that there's anything wrong with your chosen lifestyle)
SUBJECT>istributor POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31611 31805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know the part number for the stock 24V distributer??I'm interested in
getting a pertonix unit that replaces the points.They make them for 24 volt systems but I
need more info to give them.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Ralph!POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31597 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
i think Ralph is missing.first little Stumpy and now Ralph?how do you live with
yourself brian?did you kill Stumpy?
Ralph if you are alive and you read this,don't look under the seat!
keith
SUBJECT>Re:True dat POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31596 NEXT>31619 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fording kit,not forging kit...
How bout the depths YOU may sink to........
brute4c.SUBJECT>Radio mounts POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know or have any picture of what radios were mounted in the 715 and
where they were mounted?
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarZSycZxr 12 PREVIOUS>31565 NEXT>31614 31627 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Since this is a restoration?project,I'm looking for the details.The actual location of the
harness,brake lines,where the clips go,etc.
Ralph
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31602 NEXT>31626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it runs good
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31605 NEXT>31687 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They dont make one for our distributor...at least last I checked they didnt...
If no one posts it by the time I get home this evening,I'll get it for you to check
with...dont get your up up too high that they have a conversion for it though...wish they
did...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>avid
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am looking for pics that show the engine and all lines for the original 230 with a hood
mounted air cleaner.The M-715 I just picked up has been played with extensively by a
severely unskilled mechanic.I want to correct all the changes in lines and vacuum hook
ups.If you have any pics that show any angle (especially of driver's side of engine).I
would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks.-Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Jon POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31581 NEXT>31622
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I had to do was open up the bottom of the holes,I did it by hand with a rat tail file,
then bolt them in.Same stock brake line,nothing else changed.I did use a bit larger.washer under the head due to the
hole being ovaled a bit now and I used that syl-glide
lubricant on the boots and such...but it didnt take me a half hour to file,test fit,file test
fit,etc.and have an axle done,both sides.
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31609 NEXT>31631
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ralph,
I couldn't help but notice you ignored my post to you.I also can't help but notice that
every time you show up on the Zone I post the same above post and you ignore it.
Is it me?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31612 NEXT>
31623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not even going to say it this time.
SUBJECT>well I did so I'll tell you HAHAHAH POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31546 NEXT>31910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wait...now I can't remember.I think $225 per.OUCH yeah,but beadlocks aint cheap,and
the rest aren't runflats either.Beats $480per for the pimped civvy version.I guess.
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31586 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"when you pull up and serve up some ice-cold lovin'!!!!!!!!"
Now im scared.
SUBJECT>treatment of son's POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
remember having lunch,and your mom saying it was just fine with her if I "rearranged his
face,I'm tired of looking at it"?
If that's the kind of love YOU get,I will be pleased NOT to be treated like a son.My own
mother would never say such a thing.Well,she'd probably do it herself.
Hey,your mom's nicer.Now I'm going to cry and rue a wayward youth.Thanks a lot.
SUBJECT>let's hope Tom shows POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31607 NEXT>31621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why?cuz he's got 2 winches and a big block,yo!He gonna pull Sisson's sissy ass out da
lake y'all!!Dass wuhm tawkin bout!
SUBJECT>I bet it does,too POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31598 NEXT>31624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a vw engine probably DOES run better than a 350 w/bent pushrods and one head bolted
correctly.At least the Germans know how to build things.
kidding aside,how's that thing doing anyway?
SUBJECT>Re:let's hope Tom shows POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31619 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It should be interesting to see what we come down in.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Jon POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I guess I cheated.I swapped the rear out for one with a locker and new cylinders.
Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31615 NEXT>31628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are the advantages of the hood mounted air cleaner?
SUBJECT>Re:I bet it does,too POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31620 NEXT>31630 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I drove it to work today.I think it runs perfect.It was at 185*the whole drive and has alot
more power than the last 350.It purrs at 3K rpms which is weird to me.
I sure hope it breaks again or else I'm gonna sell it and get another.This is a crap hobby
with it running perfect.
You gonna go through that 455 Rocket,or just slap it in?
-B.
SUBJECT>1.2?!?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31601
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My BIKE motor is bigger than that at 1.3 liter!!!
SOMEBODY PLEASE put a rotary engine in one of these...OH PLEASE!...we'll all stop
picking on Ben then!
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Hmmm,I've built about 18 of those little buggers from stock rebuilds to full on turbo
AND N20 fire breathing tranny breakers!You won't see to many 715's with stock gearing
humming along at 4000rpm all day long on the highway.Oh,so anyway...
Ben,eat one.
Ron,high noon is your friend...very clever!
SUBJECT>Re:725 jokes POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31610 NEXT>31634 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What color?You know,Keith,a lot may be riding on this answer.We've all go Texan
espectations of you and now this bug thing?
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31609 NEXT>31629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the middle of a restoration on mine.I just ran the brake lines and wiring last week.
I still have to put in the fuel lines and finsh the forward vent tubing.The body is still off
so it is all easy to see.I can get you what I have so far if you want that.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>koobster utah /
germany EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31623 NEXT>31648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hood mounted filter was used for sandy areas.they were longer than the reguler carb
mounted filters
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31627 NEXT>31632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anything you could send me would be great.I'm trying to get it all routed before the cab
and bed go back on.
SUBJECT>cooool POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31624 NEXT>31633
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's good to hear.Always nice when things work right.
now you can work on getting some axles,that's a fun little project there.Why,I myself.am having oodles of fun as we
speak,measuring and fretting and wondering about pinion
and caster angle.Lots of fun.Plus,I think you need fuel injection.I think EVERYONE
needs fuel injection.Barry has fuel injection...and so does Drew,and you know their
trucks are dope.Come to think of it,they have new axles too.Learn,son--LEARN.
I'll probably do a quick teardown for shits and giggles,new gaskets.All the high-zoot
(well,ok not HIGH zoot,it's still a Buick)stuff will come later.Spent a lot of money
already on getting started.Nothing fancy planned anyway,new cam,pistons w/less dish
for some more compression,intake,and of course,EFI.
For those who doubt,the '70 Buick 455 was factory rated at 350-370hp/
510ft.lbs@2800rpm.And it's only 50lbs heavier than a 350.That's less than a 460
manifold weighs.
also wasn't the Rocket the Olds?My GM car trivia is weak.
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarZSycZxr 12 PREVIOUS>31614 NEXT>31635 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-B,
It's not personal,but that truck was cursed.
We were unloading it in Bama and it jumped gears,rolled forward and crushed my
buddy's foot.It was so bad that the doctor thought they were going to have to amputate it.
Then there was the fuel tank leak onto the garage floor which was ignited by the gas
clothes dryer pilot light.We made it out of the house okay,but the truck and garage were
a total loss.The landlord sued me,but luckily,my renters insurance covered most of it.
The truck I'm restoring now came from Fayetteville,Arkansas.We keep it outside aaway
from any open flame sources.
My buddy now known as "gimpy two toes"says he has no hard feelings either....
R+
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring Harness Pics POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sent you an email.
SUBJECT>Re:cooool POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>31630 NEXT>31652 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes,Rocket,Olds.The inventor of the "Rocket"olds was also the man that put women
on the road.??HE was the guy that told people an electric motor could be used to start
the engine,everyone else thought a motor that heavy would burn up.He showed them all.and gave us the ammo to coin a
popular phrase,"WOMEN DRIVERS!"
SUBJECT>spicer -the bug is...POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31626 NEXT>31637 31640 31642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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well here we go....
the bug is a 1970 "VW 1500"model.it is a special edition only sold in Germany.it has a
close ratio trans with higher speed gears,factory disk brakes,140kpm speedo,sunroof,etc
etc.i restored it a few years ago but i put in a bigger engine,aluminum wheels,Dunlops,
all new black interior with charcoal grey carpet.the paint i had custom mixed....it is sort
of like an old fashion "sea foam"blue/green/turquoise color......oh and it has a hot pink
steering wheel.
so there.want a picture?i lowered it and installed a Blaupunkt stereo with two 10"subs
so i can enjoy the rap music i listen to.
keith
SUBJECT>OHHHH MY GOD!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31631 NEXT>31680
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I'm sorry.It seems alot of havoc for one truck to turn loose.Odd,when I was
swapping motors out in that truck my cherry picker crapped out and the motor/tranny
combo fell on my right thumb.I remember thinking "Is that resting on my thumb?It
doesn't seem to hurt,but I can't pull my hand free."A few seconds later it hurt like hell
and skinny me found the strengt to use my left arm to lift the motor off my mangled
thumb.The nail fell off rather quickly,but then over the course of a few months healed
up to normal.Odd coincidence considering that that luck carried over to you.
Man,sorry that the truck burned your house and ruined your friend's soccer career.I
remember thinking that Gimpy was a helluva guy to offer to tow the 715 back home for
you.
Good to hear that you got the girl-I remember how excited you were.
Thanks for letting me know,I'd been curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>Snakeoil contd.POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>31674 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Got a bottle of the seal recondtioner today.it's "Seal Lube"made by New Tech
International.Supposed to soften and slightly expand old seals in everything from
powersteering pumps to hydraulic systems.At $15 for 8oz.it better work!!oz.per qrt.of
capacity.You can use less but it takes longer for desired affects.A old f ^rt I work with
put it in an equally old backhoe and it helped most on his leaking seals and O-rings..I'm trying it on my
powersteering pump and X case next.Just passing on info,I have no
interest in the compamy except for my $15 investment.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31634 NEXT>31646
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please tell us you're kidding.
Please.
-B.
SUBJECT>FIXE !!!Thx Brute4c POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31576 NEXT>31643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...Wire 23 showed a ground condition when tested under the hood by disconnecting at
the main harness as you described.In hindshight this makes sense that it would be #23
and not #24 because the problem only manifests itself when in BO mode AND when the
brake peddle is pushed to illuminate the BO stop lamp.
Found the problem NOT to be a ground in the harness but in the BO lamp housing.The
bumb assembly "floats"to absorb shock by means of rubber shock absorbers.The
assembly had worked it's way loose from the rubber shock mount and was resting against
the exterior lamp housing ...a ground condition.
Thanks BRUTE4C!
SUBJECT>BO ground condition FIXED!!!POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31645 31700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...see followup post in original thread!!(for archive solution sake)
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31634 NEXT>
31644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay...you're solid again!When are you going to get a cargo?Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:That was me!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31582 NEXT>31647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
You're supposed to clean the grime out of the big hole before you pop the new cylinder
in.5 minutes with a die grinder on the two small holes and I had brand new 15 dollar
wheel cylinders.I'd rather do a bit of work than trust my life with 30+year old rubber..Chris
SUBJECT>OH man............POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31634 NEXT>
31650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
Please tell us you have a daughter and the car was actually for her.
What is it with these texans and thier little cars.......first Tim and the mini,Now Keith and
a beatle.
Steers and Queers I tell ya,Steers and queers
SUBJECT>Re:FIXED!!!Thx Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31638 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Theres one for the books...never seen one come loose in the housing like that,but I sure
understand how it would screw ya up!!
Thanks for the response as to what happened...and your welcome,least I could do!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31640 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
solid?is that good?i hope so.i think Brian does not like it though.
a cargo?you must mean a VW crewcab truck right?i have one of those too.
no i won't be able to get a M715,truck,cargo.i have a M37.
krob725
67 M725
52 M37
70 VW bug
84 Grand Wagoneer
66 VW crewcab
46 cj2a
yes i have a lot of vehicles....
SUBJECT>Re:BO ground condition FIXED!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31639 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I replied below...
Thanks again for letting us know,it is one to look out for...a first in my experiences!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31637 NEXT>31649 31689 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
no brian it's true.every word,even the RAP music.
-k
SUBJECT>Chris...NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31641 NEXT>31661 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris,
I score a solid 7 on the Lazy Factor.I bet you're like a .05 or less.
Case in point-Instead of getting out of the shower to pee I just go ahead and do it.Even
after I finnish my shower,turned off the water,and am about to get out.
I still have those wheel cylinders and maybe this weekend I'll use your oh-so-simple
technique.One of mine drips.
By the way-what's the update on you attending the FE?I need updates ever few hours as
to you and Frap guy's progress.It effects my plans.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31628 NEXT>31688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll do it...David,look above at the online manuals link.Just about everything you could
want to know is there.You may have to look a little,but it's there.Check out some of the
other links to.There is quite a bit of info on this site.I have the setup you are inquiring
about.If you can't find exactly what you are looking for,I will try to find the time to snap
a photo or two and down load them and link them here...But be sure to look at the
manuals.Theres good stuff there.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31646 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the Coolio.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:OH man............POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey watch it!
did you get my email?did you pick of me with the gun?
k.SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31558 NEXT>31653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I gotta figure out the logistics first.Figure out which members live along the way so I
know who's beer I can drink and map out all the truck stops that serve biscuits and gravy.
I guess what you're really asking is if you will have an escort capable of towing you the
distance after the Chevy gives up the ghost?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:cooool POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31633 NEXT>31654
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate to start another history lesson,but I must add a little of historical fact.Ransom E.
Olds created the Curved Dash Olds car in 1901.It was a very simple and popular car.By
1909 sales were slumping and the other investors in Oldsmobile wanted to go with a
more modern design.Ransom refused and left the company.He started the Ransom E.
Olds company.They made the REO trucks and cars.One of the models was called the
REO Speedwagon.That is where the band of twenty years ago got their name.
A maned named Charles Kettering was hired by Cadillac in 1910 to find some way to
eliminate the dangerous and deadly hand crank starting system.The 1912 Cadillac had
the first electrical starter,generator and lights.Ketterings compony Dayton Electronics
invented the systems used and is called Delco today.Sorry,sometimes I can't stop with
the history stuff.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31651 NEXT>31662 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whoa!!!!Before you offer up the mighty 300 you might want to rethink that.A 300 is a
dandy motor,but can it really haul my massive 715 over hill and dale all the way back to
it's home in Slayden,Ms.?I mean really?
I do love the truck stop biscuits and gravy.If you can't take your rig,why don't you
hippies just drive it in your daily drivers?We won't shun you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:cooool POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31652 NEXT>31657 31659 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tim,.If no one else says it then let me-I REALLY like your history lessons.I find your vast
wealth of trivia intresting.Please continue.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>doug POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,
18 November 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31691
31717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail
SUBJECT>Road Tire/Wheel set up?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31658 31768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have read though the posts about the different wheel adapters and what not.I'm looking
for a set of road tires down the road,like in the summer.I want to keep my stock 5.87 and
have a decent highway speed which seems imposible.I'll eventually have my
350w/SM465/NP205 installed so the over heating the NP200 isn't a problem.I'm curious
about 18 Wheeler tires and rims.I'm pretty sure they run a 22.5"rim with a tire thats
bigger than a set of 35"I have on a different truck.I wouldn't have to worry about speed
and wieght just the bolt pattern.Anyone done research on this or have any insite?
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:cooool POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,
18 November 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>31654 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
DITTO
SUBJECT>Re:Road Tire/Wheel set up?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31656 NEXT>31690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott
this has been done.look in the "members gallery"to your left.look for the pics of "utah
jeeper"he has these 22.5"wheels.and it looks really cool.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:cooool POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31654 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree.keep them coming.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Chris...NTXT POSTER>Luckypabst -CA.EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31647 NEXT>31682 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frap guy is leaving in a month for Texas.He'll be halfway to Can-Tucky already.Do they
have Piggly-Wiggly's in that state?Personally I prefer Winn-Dixie.I have to hit my
savings goal,then I can hit the road and hope I make it.I was going to try my hand at
hiking the Appalachian Trail this summer but the FE is something not to miss.I can do
the AT anytime.
People that pee in the shower disgust me.My ex-girlfriend disclosed to me that she did
that.Now she's my ex.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Tire Balancing POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 5:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is my daily driver.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31587 NEXT>31666
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey now,easy Ive got one.I got the durbango fixed just in time to go pheasant huntin
friday mornin.when huntin season is over and I cant kill and little animals anymore Im
goin to fix up my (Icecream truck)M725 just so I can go to FE and really scare you some
more (bringin the old lady,maybe,SCARY huh)lol.Thats ok though I'll still hold my
head up high and have fun meetin all the guys there too and there trucks!!!!!!!!!!!even if
they arent an icecream truck.lol!
P.s.just got her trained to set today.
SUBJECT>Re:The 725 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31561 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe thats what ive been hearin,I just thought I was losin my mind.what a relief!
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
18 November 2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31573 NEXT>
31669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did you hear that DOT 5 brake fluid has a problem with rubber parts?I know it
does not mix with DOT 3 or DOT 4 fluid.I changed my '75 Jeep CJ over to silicone
(OT 5)fluid 7 or 8 years ago,and have not had any problems with rubber parts.I was
told to flush the system with denatured alcohol first,which I did.Just curious.
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31663 NEXT>31667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dave
where are you?i'm sure you have stated it before,however i must have missed it.
i am in south texas
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:this is how B POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31666 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in southeast corner of kansas,parsons ks.Ive got family that live down in conroe,just
north of houston.I moved back here from there about 14 yrs ago to be back home with
my grandpa before he died.I lived in dallas area and houston for about 5 yrs each.
SUBJECT>disc brakes(protool)POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 6:47
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31673 31767 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
does anyone know about a company called protool-mr.rich brandi?he supposeably makes
disc brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31665 NEXT>31815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brad,
I've seen the same cautions concerning rubber parts and DOT 5 in a few magazines and
aftermarket catalogs.Apparently the rubber can swell and cause failure if it's been used
with DOT 3 or 4,then DOT 5.
However like you I had no trouble in my old Dodge.I do believe failure is a real
possibility though,and is most often mentioned in respect to liability.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Better use some camp dry on that tent son!!POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31559 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's all there,BIG albino buck,bigger than our twelve pound cat.He or any other of the
neighborhood cats dont want any,evidently.
As for loose dogs and coyotes,he's just plain fast.lol Out ran the dog on a ninety foot
straight run to a shed that his hutch is beside.Ran the dog around it four times then shot
under it.
You see,he chewed big holes in his hutch so I gave him a ramp.He now comes and goes
as he pleases.Free to go,chooses to stay.
half ours,get it."fight shy"?I've heard most,but thats a new one to me.
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SUBJECT>OT-Inside a T72 POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18 November
2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31672 31675 31678
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got a chance to get inside one that is being trucked up to Ft Irwin.Had a customs tag
stating Iraq as the originating country.Crew space inside of these is very TIGHT.I told
my co-worker he might as well climb in as you likely won't ever get the chance again.A
link for informations sake;just in case "some of us were curious"
SUBJECT>Re:OT-Inside a T72 POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31671 NEXT>
LINKNAME>T72 Tank Characteristics LINKURL>http://www.fas.org/man/dod-
101/sys/land/row/t72tank.htm
the link disappeared....trying again.
SUBJECT>no,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,18
November 2003,at 11:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31668 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if they're anything like Helitool,they'll be making a neat but expensive kit.I just got
new axles w/useful gears for $500,and I'll be able to buy parts at any parts shop in the
WOILD I TELL YA,DA WOILD!
uh,ok.Let's say you want the original stuff AND disc brakes.If they can be found they're
worth it then.I hate drums more than just about anything.Almost as much as Ford
motors.
SUBJECT>ask yourself,how does it work?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,18 November 2003,at 11:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31636 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it swells those seals,making them spongier.May not be a big deal but that's not the best
thing ever.What do new seals cost?
On some applications the durometer of the O ring is fairly critical.How do I know?Well
it's all thanks to the knowledgeable folks at Allegheny York in York PA,and Buckeye
Rubber in Cleveland OH.Both of those places have sold me big bags of O rings for my
pressure washer's various holes and fittings,and that was one of their questions."what
durometer?""what difference does it make?rubber,man!""You halfwit,listen to me...."
and then a big lecture on seal technology.
Personally,I don't want the already marginal seals in my power steering being made even
less strong.
But from a spectator's standpoint I look forward to how it works in the field.Kind of all
or nothing!Either huge burst seal and leaks all over or kind of a dull,"hey it worked!"
post.This could be cool.
one last thing,gas does about the same thing,and it's cheaper.MOOOAHAHAH>.SUBJECT>Re:OT-Inside a T72 POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got to drive one a few years back.It was in Kuwait shortly after the first war.We were
training with the Kuwaitis and they had one of the "captured"Iraq tanks they were using.
They let the marines drive them around a 1/4 mile track.It was pretty fun.
SUBJECT>Snow plow Question POSTER>Marc Lesko \NJ
EMAIL>Jeeplightman@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 2:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCSFyW8Xfidg PREVIOUS>NEXT>31677
31679 31833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone out there have a snow plow on a M715 with winch?
The reason I ask is that I'm thinking about buying a snowplow for my M715WW.I
looked at a used meyers plow(Mod st84)off a J series truck.It looks like plow frame
would need to be bolt up right were the truck frame meets the start of the Winch
extension frame.My question is will mounting to this point cause any damage to frame or
winch?
Thank in advance
Marc Lesko \NJ
SUBJECT>Re:Snow plow Question POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 3:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark,I have a Fisher 8''plow mounted on my 715 with winch.I had no trouble with my set
up,a few welding rods and your in.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:OT-Inside a T72 POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 4:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
COOL
SUBJECT>Re:Snow plow Question POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:11
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31676 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Marc,Perk is right.You can make it work no problem.I've done it...just takes some
fabricating.You might want to throw a set of the "wings"on it though.I would imagine a
7ft blade is pretty narrow for a 715 especially when angled.Do you still run a 24 volt
system?That might take a little adapting too if so.Good luck!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:OHHHH MY GOD!!!POSTER>Ben/IL
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EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:33
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31635 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,how could you do that to the poor guy...sheesh.You should send him some
Frapachino......that would make things better.Unless you end up poisoning the guy.....
Maybe all of B's stuff is cursed?I wonder if if I'm gonna end up on the side of the hiway
trying to catch a ride to FE if I go with B????I hope someone going will pick me up.Ben
SUBJECT>Ben/IL POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31684 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I'd have e-mailed you,but I'm scared of sending it to your X girlfriend's account.
Does the below post mean that you are indeed comitting to riding with me to the FE?If
so,then are you going to get your bumper then,or earlier?
Also,why do you dissapear for days at a time?Are you on a 4 on/3 off schedule at work?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Chris...NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31661 NEXT>31693 31694 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,you dumped her just for TELLING you she peed in the shower?Not for actually
peeing in the shower,but just for telling you?That's hard-core against the peeing.
I guess at the FE if one of the guys gets wasted and accidentally pees on your tires then
there's agonna be an ass whippin'!
I pity you,
-B.
SUBJECT>Whack-boy POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are a funnay mofo....I dont know where you come up with this stuff.B,you sent me
an e-mail saying,"and just beat myself silly during all and any freetime."It gets
worse.....so I'll keep the rest for an off-topic section.Or if anyone would like more,please
write to forfunwheelin@yahoo.com and I will be glad to send you more then any normal
person can handle.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Ben/IL POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31681 NEXT>31685 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
huh.SUBJECT>Re:Ben/IL POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31684 NEXT>31686 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is my fault.I should have learned by now to never befriend a dumb person.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben/IL POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31685 NEXT>31695 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes B,it is all your fault.....I don't know why you are friends with Tom(spicergear).I will
send you an e-mail...I hate to walk the fine line of off-topic when I ramble on about
huntsin......Ben
ps Mr Spicergear,eat 'em.
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I forgot about it last night...I remembered in the shower this morning...on the way
out to work,I took a digital pic of the plate...shows part number:
IDA-4601UT
Hope that they have it...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31648 NEXT>
31824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,Kaiser.The bestest way to do your search is to open the Adobe version (right
side of page)and run the same freakin search we all used to find this site.When you find
what you want,PRINT IT and stick it in you 3-ring binder!Comes in handy with the 2:00
am wrench sessions or midnight ebay searches.People are not always here to answer
every question when one needs the answer.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer -the bug is...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31646 NEXT>31692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HEY!Didn't we already cover the issue of using "rap"and "music"together"Jon -put
this in the FAQ section along with tire size,hub selection,lockers,and aftermarket
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wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:Road Tire/Wheel set up?POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at
6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31658 NEXT>
31749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PerkM715 is running 20's on his...around 41-42"tall.
We tried to talk him into the 100 spoke chrome models but he took the easy way with
Diamond Wheel.:)
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31655 NEXT>31707 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh and a 3.5"stack.Doug,I measured last night.
SUBJECT>Bump-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31689 NEXT>31697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hear that the Dana 60 is weak.Is this so?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Chris...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31682 NEXT>31705 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree.Who wants pee diluted water running about their feet?I can't help but think that
this action is part of the reason they have tv commercials with funky yellow toe nails on
them.Ick.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben/IL POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31686 NEXT>31696 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Benny,
I wrote several replies to your post below where I tried to explain "Murn"to Doug.
I deleted them all and gave up.You've beaten me at my own game.You are BS master.
-B.
SUBJECT>Oh Geee...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31695 NEXT>31702 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.And I was just thinking of getting rid of a set of boggers.
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31692 NEXT>31698 31699 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yup,it says so in the freaking manual!
SUBJECT>BRIAN POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31697 NEXT>31701 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For cripes sake...just buy that $600 deuce truck,yank the axles,pull the drop out from on
of the rears to keep as a spare and junk the rest.Put them under your truck so you don't
sell it and have a project to work on now that the engine works.It's that easy.Chuck's
trucks has sweet disk kits too.Save some bread and do it!
SUBJECT>Bump-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31697 NEXT>31704 31712 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How reliable is the 230 Tornado?
SUBJECT>Re:BO ground condition FIXED!!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31639 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!I had every bulb in my LR housing blow -and I,too,ahd the floating
bulb base worked free from the rubber thingies.I got it worked back on -sort of and
replaced bulbs.All's well so far,but I have since bought a replacement light assy from
ebay.I't going on soon.I am in the market for another VGC assy for the right side...
SUBJECT>No Tom-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31698 NEXT>31825 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-Bump and I have been e-mailing about all the new guys who get on the board and instead
of introducing themselves with the obligatory "Hello,I'm Mr.X from Place X.I just got
an MXXX.I have some questions...."they are instead posting "Tell me ...."and it's a
question that another guy just asked.I was just making a funnay.
No,I'm tickled pink with my axles.And my truck entirely.I'm not quite as rough with my
truck as others (you)and as such think the axles will be fine.
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Sheesh.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Oh Geee...POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ALL RIGHT!!!Well,we know B wont be getting them seeing as how he called you
dumb.You're still my friend spicergear.Do you need my dhipping address now or should I
e-mail you?Your friend spicer,
Ben,
Brian,eat one punk.
SUBJECT>BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you all have mail...........enjoy
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31699 NEXT>31713 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they last forever and put out about 500 HP.
SUBJECT>Whatever.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31694 NEXT>31722 31763 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And Tom,I regularly pee in the pool that YOU swam in.Some days I stand on the edge
and pee in it just for giggles.That pool is about 80%urine with a dash of chlorine mixed
in just to kill the taste.I invite little kids over to swim and right before they are allowed to
get in I make them drink 3 quarts of water.
When I have parties I tap the keg and fill everyone's cup,then open the pool.If anyone
tries to get out to go use the bathroom inside I yell at them about getting water on floor of
my house.
How do you feel now?I saw you drinking some of that water.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31703 NEXT>31708
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
You seemed straight.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31691 NEXT>31725 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry to hear it's soo small :(
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31706 NEXT>31709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i am.i sent you another.maybe it will help.
k
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31708 NEXT>31711
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keither,
I see that someone just got a new digital camera!!!I'm gonna need you to UPS that murf
over to me seeing as how my digital camera sucks.I'll use it for a day or so and then UPS
it back to you (insured,or course).
If you do this then you can be in my club.
-B.
By the way-That really is a NICE shop.I admire it alot.
SUBJECT>14 bolt question POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31715 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i picked up a 14 bolt the other day for free.i got it to put in the 725.it is missing both
drums.that is easy to fix.i took the cover off and the ring gear looks good.the nut is
missing from the yoke.i tried to turn the ring gear by turning the axle but it will only
move about an eighth of a turn.and the pinion/yoke seems to wobble around.are these
rears prone to pinion bearing failure?i can get it turn by twisting the axle back and forth
and it turns a 1/8 at a time.it won't turn by twisting the yoke.i can't say i got ripped off,it
was free.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31709 NEXT>31723 31727 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thank you
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does that mean i'm not gay anymore?i got the camera about a month ago for my B-day.
it's a kodak..k
SUBJECT>pitch it,upgrade everything!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31699 NEXT>
31720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's not.The fact that it even starts tells me there has been a swap at some time.Maybe a
VW MongoBeetle engine has found its way into your truck.
Actually,the engine is junk,swap it.The transfer case is junk,swap it,too.May as well
swap-in the transmission that came between your new engine and transfer case to save on
adapters.While you are at it,swap out the axles,these are notoriously weak,and have
drum brakes.Get rid of 'em.Now you need new drive shafts,you orignals won't fit,and
they have small U-joints.While you are at it,convert to 12-volts,since your new wngine
already has a 12V alternator and 24-volt systems suck.Now,to get with the gnarley crew,
you need 44's.That means a lift kit.No springovers here,man!Since there are no ready-
made spring lifts for these trucks,you can either (a)get some springs custom-made,or (b)
just swap frames for a more modern,readily-available set of chassis parts.The truck you
got your engine,transmission,transfer case,and axles should have a good one.And it's a
bolt-in!Oh,yeah!The cabs for these leak water and wind,you can't subject yourself to
that,not even in a 35-year old truck!You may as well get yourself a modern cab.UH-
OH!The bed doesn't fit your M715 anymore!Just build a custom flatbed,and have fun in
your new,best-in-class,one-of-a-kind M715!Great buiold-up,man!It may LOOK like a
86 Chevy,but you and I know that it REALLY is a highly customized and updated
M715!
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31704 NEXT>31714 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Now,now,you gotta 'splain that the 500 hp is WITH the "noss""The big one...no,I need
TWO bottles!"
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31713 NEXT>31719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ooops typo.i meant 50.0 HP
better?
k
SUBJECT>Re:14 bolt question POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31710 NEXT>31735 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 14-bolt is very strong,bearing-wise and otherwise.3-bearing system with crush-.sleave.You should gett a new
crush sleave and nut.You're prolly OK.The pinion is
likely on a bind because it's not held in proper orientation by virtue of the pinion yoke
nut.I can turn you on (EASY,BRIAN)toa quick/easy disk brake conversion,e-mail me.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm all for it POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31543 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY!I dig zebra-strip camo,like Daktari!
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31655 NEXT>31728 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Keith,Got your pic..........I didn't realize you were so old.Does being all gray bother
you?
I would like to slam the heck outta the P-89 just to get you going.....but they really are a
pretty good gun.Kinda loose made,but relaible like no other.They did a torture test with
the ruger,a glock 19 and some SW,can't remember the SW model.Anyway the ruger
was still more accurate after 10,000 rnds than a glock was new.The glock had several
mag failures and was prone to jamming.(the test was done only cleaning the guns when
they failed)The glock made it +-2500 rnds before it needed to be cleaned,the SW went a
little more before it jammed,the ruger never jammed but they cleaned it at 5000 anyway.
Pretty funny seeing how it was the least expensive gun in the test but most reliable and
accurate.
I personally had one,now my wife has one.........I feel there are many guns that are more
accurate but you do pay for it.Most people buy with the Idea of home defense,With that
in mind the gun should be a good choice as the range would be so minimal,accuracy
would not be that important.The 9mm does not carry enough stopping power for my taste
but 15 shots vs.7 with a 1911 is something to think about also.........that gun in my pics
with the blue mag base.....18rnds of 40SW.
On topic.....the 715's 1 1/4 ton suspension makes for a good shooting platform when at
the range.My F-150 sways in the wind but not the 715.
Doug
SUBJECT>FE forum POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>31721 31747 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm going to the member's "Field Exercises"(Jon,it's plural there,so it's plural here...
sorry.)forum to start a thread,fell free to post there of palns to attend,deny Ben a ride,or
organize caravans (or windstars,astros,or voyagers)...May as well use it,eh?
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that makes sense
SUBJECT>Re:pitch it,upgrade everything!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31712 NEXT>31726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey bump,
You seem to know alot about these trucks.
what locker should I buy for the rear of mine.
Doug
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
thanks for the laugh
SUBJECT>Re:FE forum POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31718 NEXT>31724 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
brute...whats that mean?Hey,will you be traveling thru Illinois???
Some uf us would like to know?BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Whatever.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31705 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BIG note to self.
SUBJECT>Re:FE forum POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31721 NEXT>31730 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HEY!The FE forum appears to be turned off!Bummer!
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31707 NEXT>31733 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Diameter,Ben...diameter.It's not called a stack for nothin!.SUBJECT>Re:pitch it,upgrade everything!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31720 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heh heh heh!Should keep -B busy for a while,eh?
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31711 NEXT>
31736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's turquois with a pink steering.I've seen vehicles that ah,well,umm,look more
masculine.......
The waggy and M37 in the other pic make up for it.I just can't say i expected to see that
broad of a varity in one persons collection.
Which is your favorite,it matters,Like if you could only keep one,which would it be?
SUBJECT>oug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31717 NEXT>31729 31737 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You drive an F-150?I'm ashamed I asked you motor advice.Ashamed.
Was it a P-89 or the .45 version?The barrel looked a little wide for the 89.
Keith,how old are you?I'm gonna say 34.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31728 NEXT>31731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's the 89
BTW Keith,do you guys always sit around at halloween parties with pistols
out?????????????
SUBJECT>Gone,but not forgotten POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31724 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true.
Gone.
Sad day for America.
:(.-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31729 NEXT>31732 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith voice:"One more daym kid knocks on that door and I'm gonna........use this .45 to
put his lights out for good!"
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31731 NEXT>31734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
9mm not .45
B-the F-150 is a company truck.We send out for qoutes to the local dealerships.Ford
was cheaper that time around for the same options.It's been a good truck,Not near the
problems your jimmy has had.102,000 with no mech failures,the only thing I'had to do is
the door switch for the dome light.
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31725 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've heard 'em called a lot of different things.Still,its a bummer.....FREAK!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31732 NEXT>31738 31740
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody that shoots that many rounds before cleaning a gun should be shot with their
own gun anyway.....I've had great luck with my Glock 17 9mm(hi-cap).Its the first
weapon of choice(along with the S&W 12ga riot pump)for home defense.I figure I have
17 rounds(times 4 clips)and it hopefully won't go through the house and kill the
neighbors(sheep in Brians case)like the .44 revolver will.............
SUBJECT>Re:14 bolt question POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN,SPICER,DOUG POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31727 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.even just thinking of having only one causes me to start
shaking and sweating.if i had to
get rid of one it would be the bug,i have not driven it in about a year.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31728 NEXT>31742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
P89 9mm.i am 38
k
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31734 NEXT>31739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
12Ga.#4 works good for intruders.and it won't kill your neighbors
k
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,19
November 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31738 NEXT>31744
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
while on subject of guns.are there going to be anyone bringin some and can you shoot
them there?If so i may bring 10 or so.k?lol
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31734 NEXT>31741 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I once shot a skunk that I believe had rabies.It had made a den in the foundation of a old
barn across the drive from where I lived.The thing got both my dogs.I was fed up with
the little bastard.I stayed up late one night with the P-89 waiting for him to show himself.
When he did,I shot him once and he turned towards me and started closing the gap
between us.I shot him 5 more times during his advance before he changed course.The
7th shot finally stopped him.That night made a firm believer out of me that a 9mm was
not the choice if you really needed to stop a threat.If you have a unarmed assailant and
pleanty of time,yea sure the 9mm will eventually put them down.But if its some crack
junky with a gun,I want him going down on the first hit instead of a one minute exchange
of lead.The .45 auto is a nice big heavy bullet that does not have extreme range when it
comes to penetrating walls and such but can still put someone down in a hurry.
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A shotgun with slugs or buckshot is hard to beat.
Glocks..........I got a bud that swears by them........not me,they have too chunky of a
trigger pull compared to a 1911 and that is hard to change due to thier design.Just not my
cup-o-tea.If you get stuck with the New York 9lb trigger it's even worse yet.I shot one
once with that trigger,It was horrible,no wonder the cop was having trouble making
standards with it.
The test was a torture test....the whole idea was to torture the guns to see what would.happen.Most gun owners do
not put 2500 thru a gun during thier ownership anyway,let
alone without cleaning.Many top gunsmiths recommend not to clean an auto more than
every 400 rnds,it is thier belief that more wear and tear are put into the gun during
teardown than if you just run them dirty.....wipe the exterior and run a swab thru the
barrel yes,but not the complete job until 400 rnds.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31740 NEXT>31743 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Did you ever think,with your old age and all,you might have been missing him until the
7th shot?:)17 shots in approx.15 seconds and I could have half the hood cleared out,
and they way I rattle 'em off whoever was still standing would be running away.I do have
an advantage with my stockpile of Winchester "Crack-head killer"Black Talon rounds
too.I use 12ga 3-inch shell BB's in my riot gun.
Ben
Note:Doug has crack heads at his house.......
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31737 NEXT>31746 31823
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOu know...in 12 years you're gonna be 50!Whew!Heh,heh.
I like my Browning High Power 9mm with RamLine HiCap clip and Talon knock offs.I
bought if from a cop and got 3 sets of grips,4 hicap clips,2 or 3 holsters,5 or 6 boxes of
bullets.Best thing is it's not a big hunk like the Beretta's and I'm only one shy of their top
capacity.Oh,AND it rides securely on the back side of the right hip.I'm 170 on a heavy
day wet...I can hide the thing easy.I like my .44 Dragoon for game though.
Oh,Doug...pop has a 1911 and the damn thing bites me on my thumb webbing nearly
everytime I shoot it.The hammer pinches me.From years and years of thumb throttle
four wheeling.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31741 NEXT>31745 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was at Doug's shop when his son cracked his head.That's what you meant...right?
SUBJECT>Easy Tiger POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31739 NEXT>31822 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,.10?I was planning to bring 1 for Doug to shoot if there was an area,but not more.How
far are you coming?I see from your previous posts that your 725 is new to you-I've had
poor luck when it comes to the police and my rig.The cops tend to pull you over just to
find out what it is,and then they tend to pressure you into a consentual search.I have a
permit to carry as many guns as I want-otherwise I'd have been in the stir more than
once.If you plan to bring that many (or even 1 and shells)then you either need a permit
or a lockable case.They don't look kindly on such as that.Not to try and sway you-but
just as a precaution.Doug lost his teeth whilst in jail.
I can't remember if there was a range near LBL.Doug and I were hopeing to find a remote
area,or a farm where the farmer would let us shoot in trade for a $20 bill.Nothing major.
Nothing like 10 guns.
You mentioned that you plan to bring your 'busa,your 725,and now 10 guns.I think it'll
be intresting to meet you.I'm curious what type guy you are in person.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31743 NEXT>31751 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No.The burnt spoon types.He called them junkies I think?He was talking about them at
his house in an earlier post.I can not believe he is like that...I don't put him down for it
though.When were you at Doug's shop?Ben
PS Do you have my shipping address for the Boggers?
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31742 NEXT>31754 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've shot the Brownign hi-power and it is indeed a sweet gun.
Unfortunantly it was made for a woman and as such has too small a grip for my ham fists.
Glad it fits you though.
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I carried my Beretta alot,but it was so hard on the finnish....and no one ever needed
killin'.
The nicest gun I ever held (pistol wise)was a a Walther PPK in 9mm.Tiny and accurate
as a murn.I gave it to my little sister on her 21st b-day.A few months ago when she
dissowned me she sold it-very publically-for $75 just to piss me off.
(By the way,Tom,Katie has been e-mailing me all day.You better regulate that.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FE forum POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31718 NEXT>31748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I tried to get it to work but I am not seeing the problem at
present...we have to do
something....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE forum POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31747 NEXT>31790 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yes we must...I recommend cursing it and shaking your fist at it.Let me try and I'll let you
know what happens.....
SUBJECT>Re:Road Tire/Wheel set up?POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31690 NEXT>31752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Before I start calling around what kinda price would you expect the price of a rim to be,
since they would probably have to be a custom size?I would hope that highway tires
would be a fraction of what swampers would be in that size but I'm probably wrong.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>350 oil filter P/N POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31758 31793 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorta off topic-
I need a part number for my 350's oil filter.It has a HV oil pump and keeps blowing oil
outta the seal.Any of you that run a 350 know offhand what part number you use?
I'm not trying to get you to do the leg work,but I keep getting a different part number
every time I go to Autozone and I was just looking for someone who's had sucess to help
me out.Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31745 NEXT>31753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I had never seen a REAL life crackhead till I went to see you this summer.
Ponder that
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Road Tire/Wheel set up?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31749 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$165 from Diamond Wheel.Yes,you'll probably be not happy with the overland prices.
Keep and eye on eBay.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31751 NEXT>31755 31756 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BWAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAA!!!!!And then Doug sez "Ponder That"!!
Classic.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31746 NEXT>31757 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
STI 2011 in 40SW,18 shot capacity there are also 23rnd mags are available.
Brian,whats a murn?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Ponder"is old school like B.Don't go all the way down to B's level-(knees)Did you get
the e-mail good buddy.I hope I helped save you time.Your Pal,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again...again POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31753 NEXT>31760 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whenever it was Katie and I drove cross country we stopped by to meet Doug and picked
up some stuff he'd gathered for me.
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Be careful how much you knock the crackheads...they keep the pawn shop full of good
loot and they'll pass the value onto you!A guy I used to work with when I was spinning
wrenches 8-5 had a son that got mugged by a crackhead one day.A week or two later this
guy and his kid were walking from work and the kid points the crackhead out.Scare
Crow (Joe,a tall skinny guy with fried yellowish-red hair)went over and mugged the
crackhead for THREE WHOLE DOLLARS!Not quite what he got from the kid,but he
said that the guy pissing down his leg more than made up for it.
SUBJECT>murn POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31754 NEXT>31759 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Doug,
I'm unclear as to the exact definition of a murn.Ben used it in a letter to me last week:
".........I think my a$$hole was bleeding this morning.Now I want more."
No,wait that wasn't the letter he used it in.I'll look more and see if I can find it.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Oh please.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31757 NEXT>31762 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Murf,it's murf,it's MURF you dolt!I don't cotton to you not even knowing your own
rebel lingo!Ham fist...that's why you kept wrecking your bikes.Thanks for not rashing
the gloves or buckets.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again...again POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31756 NEXT>31775 31792
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,you are right.Crack heads do have a purpose.They fill up pawn shops so I could get a
sweeeet deal on a Weatherby shotgun and a Lincoln mig welder......and they make good
target practice.Tom,tell me more............
SUBJECT>Re:350 oil filter P/N POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31758 NEXT>31765
31813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was using the PH5.Hmmmmm....I wonder if my oil pump is too hard-core.
I got the filter tightened as much as my massive hands can tighten a filter.I was afraid I
was going to twist the thing in two.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31759 NEXT>31764 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben really did write that.I don't know what he was talking about.
He's crazy as a MURN.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Whatever.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31705 NEXT>31770 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I swam in your pool to wash off from the Wolf River.Pee all you want for I have swam in
the runoff of Memphis.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31762 NEXT>31769 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And what the hell is a "murf"?I think I made that word up too.
I do have the ham fists.My hands are HUGE.Make it look like I got two frozen turkeys
hanging off my forearms.HUGE I TELL YOU.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:350 oil filter P/N POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31761 NEXT>31766 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Assuming an older 350:
Ac Delco PF1218
FRAM PH13(short)or PH5(long)
WIX 51061
SUBJECT>Re:350 oil filter P/N POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31765 NEXT>31808 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry,
Forgot to put Wix #in.....had to repost.
SUBJECT>Re:disc brakes(protool)POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31668 NEXT>31907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob,I have seen this Protool set up and it looks really nice.I think Rich used F450 parts
with an adapter.I was at his machine shop in Bridgeport,PA last year when i saw the set
up on his m725.It was a four wheel disc conversion with no mods to the axles or the
F450 parts,just a bolt on with the adapter plates.At that time he had no set price or
production plans.That is all I know about it!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31656 NEXT>31771 31773 31814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The possibility of using wheels from UPS "package cars"was kicked around here for a
while.Was there ever a definitive answer about whether or not the wheels from the UPS
trucks would fit?
Anybody got time to search the archives?I don't right now.
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31764 NEXT>31772 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The only HUGE thing that you have is your mouth.Why do you make things up and say I
said them.....oh yeah,you need attention.Everybody look,B is funnay!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Whatever.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31763 NEXT>31777 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is true.It's hard to pretend that a pool is gross when the reality is that you came there
from swimming in the river that every drainage ditch in Memfrica runs to.
I forgot we went swimming that day.Which means that I had also forgotten you had your
belly button pierced.Fag.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31768 NEXT>31774 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think they are deuce 6 lug size.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31769 NEXT>31776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still don't know what a murn is.......and now they're throwin murf at me........I'm never
gonna figure this out.
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31771 NEXT>31791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you got a visious a$$beating for measuring things on the UPs trucks if I
remember right..SUBJECT>Re:Ben again...again POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31760 NEXT>31778 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brand new porta power in the box with all the attachments and not a scratch.$75.
Crackheads rock!Especially the newly addicted because they are dumping their own stuff
like mad.MAD I TELL YOU!
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31772 NEXT>31786 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I think the real qustion isn't "What's a murn/murf?",but "Did Ben really say the above,or
did Brian make it up to be funnay?".
I say he did.
-B.
SUBJECT>Tom POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31770 NEXT>31800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Say it aint so
SUBJECT>Some background POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31775 NEXT>31779 31807 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Listen guys,I know you don't mean any harm in your joking on the crack heads-but I
used to have an older brother who was addicted to crack and took his own life as a result.
It's not the stuff a good funnay is made of.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Some background POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31778 NEXT>31780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was his name Marshal???
SUBJECT>Re:Some background POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31779 NEXT>31784
31875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No,but isn't that a tough name?I wanted to name my son that...but she was born without
the son parts.
Last night I tried to convince my wife that if we have another daughter (as you predicted)
then we will name her "Ringle".I think it's tough....in a feminine way.My wife
dissagreed and I had to use protection.
Marshall was my younger brother.He was run over...by an ice-cream truck.Thanks for
bringing THAT up.Dick.Head.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Some background POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yea...when you were -3?Sorry to hear Brian.Wish I could have been there for you but
I was -6 or something.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31776 NEXT>31787 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think not.Jokes on you B.Nobody trust you any farther then they can throw your stumpy
butt :)
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31786 NEXT>31788 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,I forwarded everyone in my adress book you letter so they can see for themselves.
Suzy included.Expect a call from her since I told her you missed her.I said "He needs
some dirt for his turtle.Whatever that means."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh please.POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31787 NEXT>31789 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As long as it was the letter I sent you then it is fine.But I'm sure you have changed it to
your favor......Thanks Buddy!I owe ya one....
SUBJECT>Yet,POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 11:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31788 NEXT>31797 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.you "ponder"why I don't post for a day or two sometimes......
SUBJECT>Re:FE forum POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Uh,does that work better than sheep?
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31774 NEXT>31794 31795 31836
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Package car!I love it!I'll try to sneak a peak tomorrow or Friday.I know that JD
intermediate tractors are off by about an inch...
Maybe we could get some adapters made,I see ads in the magazines for "any size,any
pattern"all the time!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
SUBJECT>Re:Ben again...again POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..and package car wheels!Don't forget the package car wheels!
SUBJECT>Re:350 oil filter P/N POSTER>Bigugly EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,19
November 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31750 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fram PH5,STP S-025,Your old oil filter seal isn't stuck to the engine is it,Just a brain
fart.
Wayne
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31791 NEXT>31796 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's funny Robert.The adapter thing.That was a dig right?
Keep an eye on you...
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31791 NEXT>31798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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There are 2 kinds that look close,one at least 20 inch,might have been a 22.5,but it
doesnt work.The other is a 19.5 and the bolt pattern works but it is narrower and being
such an odd ball size,it doesnt give a lot of size choices.Then theres the UPS "cut em up.before there used against
us"scrapping policy to contend with.As far as I was told,the
19.5's were on the older vehicles they were phasing out as of 3 or 4 years ago.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31794 NEXT>31799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
oh,you caught that,huh?I guess you are pretty quick,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:Yet,POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31789 NEXT>31801 31829
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's "...mud for the turtle..."not dirt.Anyone ever play James Bond Golden Eye for N64?
Brian's last description of himself sounded like he was in 'DK mode.'
Boggerless Ben...eat one!
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31795 NEXT>31803 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
brute,I was talking to some of the other guys and I might possibly know where a few of
those wheels are that got out someway or another....Can't say for sure,but I will check into
it....I'll hold them up to my truck and see for sure.Ben
SUBJECT>You've got mail,Robert.ntxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31796 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31777 NEXT>31804 31809
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been like that for 8 years now.Could hang a battery from it.Geeze,it's not like I've got
V-dub with a pink steering wheel?!
SUBJECT>Thomas POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Low man...that was real low.I see you have also joined B at his "low perch"(on his
knees)You are now on my list to.Thanks Buddy!.SUBJECT>ana 300 T/C...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31811 31812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Checking more options for my drivetrain....
I see the Dana 300 has the 2.62:1 low range,steel case,all gear...also I find several places
that say it is strong...stronger with the output shaft upgrade to 32 spline...
Question:How much horsepower/torque can I reasonably assume I can shove down this
things neck on a regular basis and still have it live comfortably for 100,000 miles??Any
ideas??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31798 NEXT>31806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willie,down in south Texas,had checked that stuff out and posted on the old yahoo site
about it...I remeber specifically asking about it in chat one night cause I thought I had
found THE ticket for wheel/tire change to a nicer road setup...bummer...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31800 NEXT>31830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
EEEEEEEGAAADDDDDDDDSSSSSSS
what the heck would inspire you to do such a thing?????????
was it a dare?
did you lose a bet?
all the other kids did it?
I'd rather have the pink steering wheel
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31605 NEXT>31899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do they offer one?If yes,I'd like to know more.
SUBJECT>Tom just checked...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31803 NEXT>31818 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Spicergear (Tom)just called me and said he just measured a wheel that was on a truck
and it's an 8 3/4 spread.
This seems irrelevant now what with Brute's definitive post above that seemed to tell it
all-but I promised Tom I'd post it..So,in conclusion,this was an idea that was ruled out long ago for good reason.
Ben,you're back to having nothing that anyone cares about.Unfortunate since you almost
hit paydirt with your mound of UPS wheels.
Glad to help you all out,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Some background POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31778 NEXT>31846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here we go again.another brother?good thing your sister escaped to Canada.
SUBJECT>Re:350 oil filter P/N POSTER>wildfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31766 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe it is just the last of the kerosene being purged.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31800 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey,watch it boy
SUBJECT>industrail spare belts fit all POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>31816 LINKNAME>Fenner power link belts
LINKURL>http://www.fennerindustrial.com/products/powertwist_ind.html
Found these at work.I carry spare belts in my rigs.This link Vee belt is adjustable and
can go on with out tools.This way you can only carry one spare.Supposed Check out the
rest of the site too.
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
440 will destroy it quick
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31802 NEXT>31817 LINKNAME>Last weekend's rollover
LINKURL>http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1217679-IMAG0006.JPG
Jon,
I ran a D 300 behind my T-18 and 401 in my CJ-7.I got the AA HD tailshaft housing too.
I tore up the gears in the D300,but the tailshaft and housing held up..Well kinda..There
was 1 hole that tore out of the case,but it can't be said the HD output was weak.I am now.running a 727/D300 HD
output in my CJ and it seems to be fine.Not sure about
reliability with the weight of the M-715.
In my M-715 I have a regular D300 and a nice engine,but no hard core stuff for it.It is
now living its life on light duty...
Sorry if I rambled on...
BTW.I give my CJ hell.Below is a link to a pic
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1217679-IMAG0006.JPG
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Just a thought....POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 2:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31761 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen the aluminum base the oil filter threads onto crack allowing enough movement
of the threaded tube in the center that you don't actually get it tight,just feels that way.
Just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31768 NEXT>31837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,Let's end the UPS wheel thing forever,they will not fit!I went through that
horror.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Break Cylinders POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmm,I guess I'd better have a look at the brake hoses on my Jeep.Thanks for the info!
SUBJECT>I use these too POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31810 NEXT>31839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for tablesaws.They work great and have lasted great too.Never thought about using them
on the trucks hahaha
good idea
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31812 NEXT>31821 31876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Appreciate the replies...
Think i I'm using a short stroke 400 instead of a 440,running in the 350 horse range,that
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it would have a chance?Or is it just a small block,say 250-300 hp an down unit?
Your experience is what I was afraid of on that...was it a stock 401 or built or??
Thanks in advance,
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Tom just checked...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31806 NEXT>31828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And what wheel diameter did he measure?I know there were 2 that Willie checked...one
was too big,just like you are saying spicergear measured...and one fit ours...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:buick 350 parts?POSTER>rusty EMAIL>rustymelancon@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31432 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 70 wagoneer with buick 350 I am rebuilding I need some exaust manifolds.Any
help would be appreciated.
Thanks Rusty
SUBJECT>disc brakes POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at
5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
anybody know anything about protool,s disc brakes?
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31817 NEXT>31853 LINKNAME>carnage to x-case
LINKURL>http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1166238-Mvc-002s.jpg
Jon,My 401 is pretty stout.It is .060 over and has almost 12:1 compression.Ihave to mix
114 octane with 93 to keep the pinging to a minimum.Here are some pics of my Scout
D300 after a "too much traction"incident...
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1166236-Mvc-001s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1166238-Mvc-002s.jpg
http://tellico.off-road.com/wwwthreads_uploads/1166239-Mvc-008s.jpg
As you can tell the gears were stripped,but the HD housing survived..
Hope this helps..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Tiger POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,
19 November 2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31744 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well i may just bring a few then so that the cops dont freak out and think I'm goin on
some mass murder kick or somethin.Ive just got to jog east across missouri to get there
as I live in the southeast corner of kansas.
Man I havent even drove this thing except to pull it out of one place to another never
under its own power.
I plan on keepin my teeth so I'll have to lock em up and stay out of slammer..Looks like I get to bring my boy if
his probation officer will let me as he'll be home from
Texas monday.Kids and the trouble they get in.Huh,I wonder where they would learn
any bad habits like that from?
I too am looking forward to meet everyone,Can't wait!sorry just ramblin on!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,19
November 2003,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31742 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be 50 in 8 yrs oh well!
Fe is three days after my LAST birthday!
My beretta is a nice gun,Its and auto,never bites me,fires as fast as I pull trigger,cost
me my crack pipe and rocks at $1200.dollars.Did i mention its an A391 3.5 xtrema
shotgun in wetlands camo.
I might bring it and ak,sks,300 mag (for deer)or pellet gun.
The guys I deer hunt with say my 458 is too big for deer,Im goin to show them !!!!!!
bwaaaaHahahahahaha!
Id miss everytime with a pistol,shoot i couldnt hit the broad side of a barn with one but
give me a rifle and I can pick flees off a dog at 500+yards.
I keep all my guns loaded at home so if someone is dumb enough to break in then I'll
show them a new way out.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Wednesday,19 November 2003,at 8:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31688 NEXT>31826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kaiserjeeps I want to say thanks at least for posting a decent message unlike bump-r here.
I believe if you got time to put up a post put up something useful at least.
I have checked through the manuals,and all the online pics I can come up with and the
other sites I can find.I asked if anyone had good pics to see if anyone did because that is
what I wanted.If they do,they'll let me know.If not,so it goes,but I don't need people
posting messages that are of no use to me or anyone else.So once again,thank you Kaiser
for the decent post.
SUBJECT>Re:No Tom-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,19
November 2003,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31701 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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"hello,I'm Mr.X from place X".
Well you dont own a durbango do yuh?I just replaced the dana 60 rearend in it two
weeks ago w/54,000 miles.Mine snapped the pinion in it and busted housing up.
I cant say about M7xx's and I have been fortunate enough to get time to get 'er runnin.
I do the 8 to 5 dill then I go out and help a buddy work on cars at night or I'm glued to
m715 Zone,LMAO at you guys given each other a hard time.
SUBJECT>Re:Pics of 230 with hood mounted air cleaner POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 3:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31824 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.im using a stock hood mounted air cleaner on my diesel
swap,but im a month away from
installing it,and i realizw that is probably too late
SUBJECT>Pump Pulley POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
20 November 2003,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31831
31878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a procedure to recommend for seperating the water pump from its
pulley?I would also like to put the pulley back on.Puller or press is what I am looking at
now.The online manuals only say to seperate them,so yes I checked first.Thanks,
Barrman.
SUBJECT>I don't get it?!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31818 NEXT>31832 31834 31835
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why are we looking to UPS trucks?They have skinny ass norrow wheels that won't fit a
decent gummy.They have dually off sets that won't fit our trucks.And they most of the
diesel deliveries have the deuce and a half 6 on 8-3/4".I think rim size...19.5,20,22.5...
is irrelevent when we look at these other variables.
Stop stalking UPS trucks.However...BEN,does you buddy know if they put disc brakes
on any of them?
SUBJECT>Re:Yet,POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31797 NEXT>31919 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So are you interested in brand spanking new boggers or used worn,yet inspectable
boggers?YOu're wearing me down...but don't go crazy with high hopes yet.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31804 NEXT>31849 31851
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was dating this smoking hot stripper with implants,blonde,nails,tan,worked out...all
the right moves for several years.We got bored one day and I didn't feel like getting a
tatoo...couldn't make up my mind so we went with that.You are reading the text imput of
a confident man...so eat me!
SUBJECT>Re:Pump Pulley POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31827 NEXT>31844 31855 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Right-o!TM -34 states in "REPAIR OF COOLING SYSTEM"
5-1.General..NOTE
The water pump is serviced only as a unit.If pump is defective,a new pump should be
installed.
That said,I would imagine that the pulley is press-on/press-off like the older Saginaw
power steering pumps.It's be a matter of finding th eproper combilation of puller/press,
as you noted.Perhaps there is a procedure/illustration for the civvi water pump?They
have different housings,but it appears the pulley/shaft is similar.
SUBJECT>Re:I don't get it?!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31828 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At the very least,it's a possible source of good heavy-duty centers for custom wheels...
Beats the ugly-ass 1/4 flat steel plate!
Ben,tell the "Spice-boy"to eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Snow plow Question POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mark my truck plows great,you may need chains though.
My 7.6"plow when angled is the width of the tires so go for an 8 foot .When I raise the
plow the frontend drops about an inch,but I don't have a winch.I also have a hydraulic
pump to run the lift and power angle,so no need for 12 volt.
Does anyone know if it's poss to run power steering off the plow pump?I may do a
seperate post on that one.Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:I don't get it?!POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31828 NEXT>31864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
Scott's original question was for a tire/wheel combo for better road speed.A set of tall
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road tires would be handy for folks who want or need to drive to the trailhead.Swap on
the aggressive (expensive,soft compound,easily worn on the highway)offroad tires at
the trailhead,and spend some time offroad.Driving to something like the FE on road tires
and changing to offroad tires for the get-together comes to mind.
I'd love to have a set of tall --say 40"or so --"street-tread"tires mounted on some extra
wheels to use to get me to some of the trails that are a few hours drive or more away;
width wouldn't be much of a concern.I still have the NDTs on my truck,partially because
I haven't found what I want for the truck (and partially because I am cheap and they are
"round,black and hold air").:-)
Anyway,it looks like the answer to whether or not some UPS wheels might work is
"definitely not,but we're not sure.":-)
Regards,.Chris
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31791 NEXT>31838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,Bump,
UPS calls their trucks "package cars."It's kinda cool.
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31814 NEXT>31900 31985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perk,
Was it you who ended up facedown on the pavement because a UPS driver saw you
measuring wheels on a truck?
I'm still holding out some sliver of hope that there is a UPS or other truck wheel that has
our bolt pattern.Since there are several versions of the "package cars"over the years,
maybe there is on that used our lug pattern.Sounds like getting ahold of some would be
difficult even if they do exist,though.
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31836 NEXT>31842 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I knew this,I posted it some time ago.I thought you picked it up form this site,I guess
not!
SUBJECT>Re:I use these too POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I thought they were pretty cool.Just keep one for your longest application.Need it
shorter for something else...Take out a few links..Neato!
SUBJECT>see below POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
20 November 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31820 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
posts posted.
SUBJECT>BenH...your fender POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>31870 31923
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How bad is the hole?I mean,can you enlarge it and then add a fording kit so it sorta
looks natural?
I've pondered the fording kit,but hate to mess up my fender.If yours has straight flares
and the hole is 1/2 way usable then I'd buy it off you ($10)so I can finally have the
fording kit.
Kneel.Bob.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Land EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31838 NEXT>31843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A UPS driver who delivered to the store where I worked when I was in high school told
me they were called package cars.Always thought it was kind of cool.
Take care,
Chris
SUBJECT>A little background POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31842 NEXT>31845 31881 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Chris and Bob,
I AM a UPS driver.It's my chosen occupation.Is there anything else you want to know
about our package cars?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pump Pulley POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Torch.
then to reinstall-
Welder.
Hope this helps you out Tim,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31843 NEXT>31847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,.How do you cope with working for the Co.the killed your Third brother with one of thier
trucks?
Did they give you the job as part of the settlement?
SUBJECT>Mr.Rob(inson?)POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31807 NEXT>31879 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
Now that you sent me that pic of you it's easy to picture you sitting at the PC in your
expensive home with your model-like wife cooking for you as you type out your posts.
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-.-
-
-
And now that you sent me that pic of you it's just as easy to picture me smashing in your
face with a frozen salmon as you sit at the PC in your expensive house while your model-
like wife cooks for you.
Something to ponder,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31845 NEXT>31848
31904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed!Instead of money,my family opted for the career.I remember them discussing it
and mom saying "Give him a fish and he eats for a day,teach him to fish....."
I've been here for 26 years now.Just like The King Of Queens.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31847 NEXT>31850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
King of Drag Queens would B-more fitting..........why would you use a salmon to hit
Keith........halibut would have been much funnier.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31830 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,this wouldn't have worked for me:
I don't like blonds,
Not a fan of implatns,
think long nails are impractical,
the whole stipper career would have turned me off,
and all that working out would have gotten in the way of her cooking.
Maybe that's why I never went this route.I wonder if Ben was in the same situation and
instead of the piercing he opted for the tat.
What am I saying-Ben already said he got the tat to try and GET girls,not to try and
KEEP a girl.Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>This is Thursday POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31848 NEXT>31852 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I woke up this morning and realized that this is the best day of the entire week.Tonight
she's cooking steaks and mashed potatoes.Then from 7 to 8 whilst she watches that
Friends show she told me to use my Super Truck to pull up some fencing.Then at 8 CSI
comes on and she promised to make sugar cookies w/ice cream.
This is by far the best day of the week.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31830 NEXT>31856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now a guy with his belly button pierced is telling me to eat him.
Sorry Tom...It's not you.......it's me,You see,I'm straight.
SUBJECT>Re:This is Thursday POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31850 NEXT>31854 31891
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are SO going to have a pot belly!
SUBJECT>Why Brute?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31821 NEXT>31857 31861 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Why would you take a chance on using a case that you think might have trouble with it?
If you're using a 400 (chevy righ?)then why not just get an SM465 (if you want stick)or
a turbo 400 (if you want auto)mated to the 205?If you want some other tranny then
getcha a divorced 205.
If you already have a D300,then I can understand-but if not I'd rule this out as a viable
option.It's just not made for this application and as such won't work long-term.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:This is Thursday POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31852 NEXT>31858
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who cares?I'm married.If she no longer finds me sexy then it's her problem since she's
legaly binded to do me regularly.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pump Pulley POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31831 NEXT>31871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The civvy pump does not have a pressed pulley...it bolted on...the only
way is a
press...and if you screw the pulley up trying to get it off,the core charge was about $75
bucks for those a few years ago...I had a pump shaft shear off while driving and the pulley
bounced off the pavement and got ruined...found out the core charge the hard
way...sucked...bad...
brute4c
SUBJECT>It wasn't to keep POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31851 NEXT>31866 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It had nothing to do with keeping her.Brian,I expect your answer seeing how you
dumped a girl who got her tongue peiced to give you better oral?!THAT I don't quite
understand...should have at least 'used'it for a while.
Doug...sorry.Still buds?
Ben...continue.
SUBJECT>He's a Chryler guy,B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31853 NEXT>31862 31880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT is the Brute plan.Chrysler 400.400 and 440 are good marine engines and that's
not an ANCHOR joke like it would be had he liked fords.
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SUBJECT>Re:This is Thursday POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31854 NEXT>31860 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh...well should make a happy existence...for your lawyers.
SUBJECT>fiberglass tops POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
20 November 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31914
31936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know someone on the board was making them.and im looking for one
SUBJECT>On our honeymoon night....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31858 NEXT>31903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...we were in beautiful Hawaii laying in that monster bed after all the magic had been
made.I rolled over and looked her in the eye and said "If you ever think about divorcing
me I'll kill your mother.Not you,your mother.I'll go to jail,but you'll have the rest of
your life to think about how your own selfishness got your poor mom kilt.".Since then when we have a monster fight I
just say "So,are you saying you want a
divorce?Because if so let me know.I want to be the one to tell your mom."and she shuts
up.
I recommend this for you if you can ever find the balls to marry Katie.Ever.Balls.You.
Not.Have.Any.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31853 NEXT>31863 31883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on using a 400 Chrysler with a shorter stroke than a 350 and a bigger bore than a
440...read revs fast and high,lower piston speed,not tons of torque.I also plan to use an
A-518/618 tranny with the low first gear setup built to handle 500 HP or so...its a
standard build level and more than I will need,so thats insurance.I have a set of
completely rebuilt stock axles from Barry with stock gearing to use as well.
Inbetween the tranny and axles,I need more gearing in low than a 205 t-case can provide
with its 1.96 to 1 ratio.Going to an Atlas 3.0 Highlander,I can get close to,but a bit
lower than the stock M715's low range in 2nd,3rd,and 4th.There would not be an
equivalent of the stock 1st gear low,but I don't use that gear very often,usually just to
show how low is the lowest gear.I looked at other t-cases for a bit higher ratio,2.7 seems
to be pretty much where I want to be.This provides a set of ratios that almost perfectly
match 2-4 on the stock tranny with 1-4 on the automatic...the auto has a slightly lower
first and a slightly higher 4th but it is close and I really want to try to acheive that.One
reason I bought the M715 is the low gearing...to me it would be a shame to give that up
just to swap the motor and transmission out.
I found that the Klune V has a 2.73 ratio and can handle plenty of power for my
application,but this is a single in/single out unit,still need a t-case,like a 205.This
would give me 4 ranges,the regular high range would be fine and the Klune low
range/205 in high would be real nice off road...almost the stock setup exactly with the
exception of the aforementioned 1st gear low that I dont really see a whole lot of need for.
This setup would also give me the Klune high/205 low range,ratios between the Klune
low/205 high and normal high range...might get used a little but not really needed,and the
Klune low/205 low,which actually would give me a first gear lower than the stock trucks,
and 3 other very closely spaced gears that would be only used in a very tight/technical
area...or for fooling around...probably only the latter in real life.This setup would add to
the length of the drivetrain,A518/Klune V/205 and could present a few more
complexities in driveline angles,shift linkages,added weight,etc.which are not the most
desirable,let alone that it costs,with the Klune and 205 together,about $350 more than
the Atlas Highlander,3.0 ratio unit
So I started looking to see if there were any other factory type t-cases that were all gear
with steel cases and good ratios that could take the power I plan to shove down its throat
and not puke its guts out on me...Thus the Dana 300...low range ratio is 2.62:1 which is
pretty close to my 2.7 ideal,but from the info I could find online,several places say it is
Jeeps best t-case and that it can handle alot,never says how much and then it says the rear
output shaft upgrade really helps with strength...on a really strong case??Well that why I.asked.
Does that answer your question?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Yes.Yes it does.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31861 NEXT>31865 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And it makes me feel bad about laughing at your Chrysler idea.
Sorry.
It's hard for me to imagine what it must be like out there.Here we want higher gears since
we have no rocks and no hills to contend with.For example-I never use my 1st gear on
my tranny and have only used the low range on my 205 once.I find the stock ring gear to
be a hindrance since it won't let me spin my tires quick enough to clear the mud unless I
really spin the motor.
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Sorry.Carry on.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I don't get it?!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31835 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amen on the reasons Chris...thought the same meeself...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yes.Yes it does.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31863 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use first gear when I am hauling 2 or 3 yards of gravel around,or other heavy stuff...also
for trails that can be run in high range,like not rutted out logging trails,when I have
anywhere from 1 or 2 to 16 people in the back on the troop seats...when a big steep hill
comes with a washout in the middle half way up,I can just drop it in 1st and let her crawl
up in 1-hi range,then run along in 2nd till the next steep up or down...works great for
me...
That is another thing,I an planning to build METAL troop seats,no wood,with padding
of course,which will allow for safety belts/harnesses to be used back there.Keeping low
gears is essential in my book for riding the family around and using the truck in that
way...another feature that attracted me to it in the first place...cruise off road,take some
family/friends,have fun...harder to do in a 2 or crowded 3 person cab.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:It wasn't to keep POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31856 NEXT>31872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yea,were still cool.
I may even go over and bend that stack today......snagged a 7 or 8 foot piece of 3.5"
yesterday outta thier scrap.
SUBJECT>Someone posted about welding hubs POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I read somewere on the site someone making mention of having the bolt patern in the
hubs welded shut and an 8 lug patter drilled in it.Is there any reasons why this should not
be done?Is warping of the hub a potential problem causing the bearing raceways to
become out of round?
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Generator POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,20
November 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31869
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried to get my old Briggs and Straton generator that has been sitting for several years
running yesterday and realized that it probably never will without an engine overhaul.
Has anyone ever tried to run a generator off of the trans pto or transfercase pto?if so how
did it work and what rpm can a pto get up to?just curious,I would rather make it fit the
M715 that rebuild the Brigs.Thanks,Barrman.
SUBJECT>Re:Generator POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31868 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wonder if you could rob a clutch off a a/c compressor and belt drive it?Seeing how you
have more power than you need,different pulleys could be used to overdrive it so the
engine RPMs would be lower.
If you like this idea,you owe me another history lesson.Now get at it and make it a good
one!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31841 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY!
SUBJECT>Re:Pump Pulley POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaHpIWdH4LiYc PREVIOUS>31855 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So what your R-E-A-L-L-L-Y saying is repalce as a unit,just like the Army did...unless.you are resourceful and have
capabilities and confidence.hmmm,sounds more liek a
challenge than a warning,doesn't it!
SUBJECT>Re:It wasn't to keep POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude!Sweet!If it works well...maybe put a bend on each and cut it in half.I think if I get
this right there will be a lot of people thinking it's stock.This is gonna rock!I'm all
psyched up to see smoke pluming out of the stackS!!
Thanks man!
Oh,I think I'm gonna notch that liftgate so that the pintle can be on there at the same
time.I may even luck out and find a way to use the pintle as an extra gate support.
Hmm??
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SUBJECT>Wire for harness POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...anyone know where I can get bulk NOS wire and connectors.Not the whole harness
just the original H2O proff wires and connectors.I saw it on some website and now I
can't find it.
SUBJECT>Re:Wire for harness POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31873 NEXT>31901 31912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kevin B.Emdee
368 Big Oak Trail
Radcliff,KY 40160-9749
Phone 1-270-877-0813
E-mail:kemdee@earthlink.net
They deal in electrical stuff for all M series vehicles.They sell wire and connectors in
bulk...I got some from him last summer.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Some background POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31780 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ringle...just a couple miles east of Wausau,WI...thats where the local landfill is....not
much else....nice name for a girl???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31817 NEXT>31877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.jon
that 400 will put out more than 350 lb/ft of torque.that is what will kill it.torque not HP.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Dana 300 T/C...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what I was afraid it would do...I figured it would be over 350 torque,but unsure
where it will fall on that scale...horsepower I have a better idea...
Thanks for the reply,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Pump Pulley POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you replace the whole thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Mr.Rob(inson?)POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
salmon?in MS?
my wife is pretty hot but i don't live in an expensive house.i built my own house in the
sticks.please send a pic of yourself to me.i need to print out about 30 copies.me and
Doug have a plan.
keith roberts not robinson
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chryler guy,B-POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31857 NEXT>31882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the mopar 400 is a pretty good engine.it has a short stroke and a bore a little bigger than
the 440.revs good for a big block.
k
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mssr.Sisson axed:
"Is there anything else you want to know about our package cars?"
Yeah.I'm sure you'll think of someting.:-)
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>31880 NEXT>31885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Plus there is no water in the intake,distributor is right up front where its easy to get at and
cant interfere with the firewall,the oil pump is on the outside of the block and the
pressure relief spring can be changed to a variety of different settings...there are also less
bolts to take off to remove the front of the engine,ie.timing cover and water pump...the
Chrysler big blocks were made to be raced and serviced quickly in the pits if
needed...plus the legendary 426 Hemi uses these engines as its starting point.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31861 NEXT>31884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon
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the newer xfer cases that come behind the a518 should be ok for what you want to do.if
they survive behind the cummins they will behind the 400.they are aluminum and chain
drive but it is ok.there was an article awhile back that said the newwer ones are strong.
i'll look for it.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31883 NEXT>31886 31890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chain....hmmm....never had trusted chain drives too highly...the 400 is gonna have a gear
drive in the timing cover just to avoid a chain there...
I think the new ones,like the 241,use the chain just for the front output,the rear is
gear...but dont they use what is considered a thin aluminum case?
That could be a problem off road...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31882 NEXT>31887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes and do order yourself a race hemi oil pump from mopar performance.you'll love
changing oil filters.it's right there in the front.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31884 NEXT>31888 31889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not a problem.can you say "skid plate"?ha ha
they are a thru-drive case with the chain driving the front.aluminum is pretty darn strong
these days
k.SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31885 NEXT>31892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had cars with 383 and 400...nice motors...the Hemi pump,you bet...oil is the motors
life blood...cant get enough...my old 71 Charger had that pump...ran 70 lbs.of pressure at
idle and pegged the 100 psi gauge as soon as I touched the gas...motor was built to Nascar
specs in the crank/rod/ring clearances...11:1 pistons...would go to 7000 rpms as fast as
you could get your foot to the floor and count to 1...:-)
The truck isn't gonna get that kinda motor...gonna have idle to round 5000 rpm
power...more than enough Brute Force I should think!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31886 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would that be the 241 you are thinking of or something different?Worth looking at
anyway...saving $500 or more AND getting the right gearing would be a good thing!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31886 NEXT>31894 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The 241 is strong enough,but getting one with the passenger-side front output is the drag.
94-up rams are driver-side front output.Late-old-body-style Blazers may be a good
source for passenger-side front output.Let me know if you find a passenger-side front
output,I'd k=like one.too!And yes,this is th et-case used behind 5.9 Cummins T and
V-10 gas.NVG amde just one modern 'case rated at higher input torque,but it was used
in the UGH!FORD!
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31884 NEXT>31893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i found it jon
"4wheel drive and sport utility"june 2002 volume 18,no.06.
New Process 241 has a 2.72 low range.i think they make a heavy duty version also.
k
SUBJECT>Re:This is Thursday POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31852 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pot and cows,huh,Ben.Pot and cows.I KNEW IT!
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>KROB725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:29
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31887 NEXT>31902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
aaah the sweet,sweet sound of a mopar 400 at 7000 rpm.....
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is a perfect ratio...now just to find one with passenger side drop and HD
components...
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31889 NEXT>31895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well now I know what I'm up against...hopefully its out there for us...will let ya know!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31894 NEXT>31896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon email me your fax number.i'm at work now and can fax it.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31895 NEXT>31897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YOU have mail!!
Thanks!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31896 NEXT>31898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have fax
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why Brute?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure do....THANKS!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Distributor POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com.DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No they dont but they can make a custom one for around 200 I think.Maybe if we get
enuff people to order one they will give us a better deal???
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 2:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that was Gary Topaz and he got mistaken for a terrorist or something.
Chris
SUBJECT>Thanks!!!POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31874 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...while troubleshooting the BO lamp short I found the a few wires in the rear harness
worn.
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31892 NEXT>31920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had put 400 police intercepter in 72 charger with holley 850 double pumper 3000 stall
and 727.It ran strong and hard to well over 6000 rpms.
SUBJECT>Re:On our honeymoon night....POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why marry them when you can use them up and dump them out on the curb with the rest
of the trash!
SUBJECT>Re:A little background POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heck I cant stay at a job for more than 5 yrs at the most.bosses get to be such an @$$,
they start thinkin that they own you or somethin and cant pay you anymore cause your
making too much now.Im better at keepin women as Ive been with this one over 12 yrs
and she still buys me anything I want!
SUBJECT>14 bolt guys,a question POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31908 31990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for those w/14bolts,how close is the fit?I've got 53"outside of spring to outside of
spring,and the 14bolt is damn close to that.Discs will steal me a hair or two,but I don't
remember it being THAT close on anyone else's.So wuss tha deal,dawgs?How close are.your's?I told the shop to move
them over about 1/8"and I'll just cheat the springs in
there.
SUBJECT>Pulling a Kenworth POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to have a large pine tree removed from my back yard(and my neighbor's yard)this
past weekend due to last thursday's wind storm.The tree service that I hired brought out
their Kenworth with a tow behind chipper,and proceeded to bury it in my yard-3
TIMES!Each time the Kaiser pulled it out w/o effort.It was fun,I just wish I had film for
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the camera!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:disc brakes(protool)POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at
6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks mike.bob
SUBJECT>Re:14 bolt guys,a question POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31905 NEXT>31954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the ubolts end up flush against the drum backing plates on mine,its REAL tight
SUBJECT>Re:heavily modified m-715's POSTER>Bob Kelly
EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31539 NEXT>31911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,they are just like the military humvee wheel.i remove the stock center and weld in a
steel plate.And that's it the pics are on the website.www.hammerdownoffroad.com and
yes we did have a fire lase january 27th and we have rebuilt and moved back in!thanks
for asking.Bob
SUBJECT>Re:well I did so I'll tell you HAHAHAH POSTER>Bob Kelly
EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 6:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31616 NEXT>31927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,but where can you order a custom set of wheels that are hand built and you can have
the backset you want!most of the wheel companys won't even talk to you unless you are
ordering ALOT of wheels.Bob
SUBJECT>Re:Bob Kelly POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,20
November 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31909 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are a set of 4 going to run and what size are the rims and what offsets can you do
them at?would it be hummer offset or can they be offset outwards for a wider stance?
thanks dave
SUBJECT>Oops!POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,.20 November 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31874 NEXT>
31957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dialed Kevins'number into my cell at around midnight just so I would have it tomorrow,
and its not a business,its his house!
Really nice guy,he carries almost everything electrical from the turn signal assembly to
light bulbs and the housings -except the wiring harnesses or spare wire.He does carry the
wire-end crimping tool though.He can get wheels,master cylinders,brake shoes &drums
(says that they are the same as the M37?),guages,driveline seals,"WeeBeeWebing"
canvas at a 10%discount,and most anything else you would want.
He also said that Jeff Smith at MVP carries the wiring and will make complete wiring
harnesses with additional ends for anything you want for about $425 or so,but he didn't
have the number handy.I guess Jeff is in the Florida panhandle and advertises in MV
Magizine,but I cannot find any of mine!!Could someone,who can find their stuff,post
his number up here on the board?Thanks for the help.
I want a new harness as my rear lights (cheap trailer style)stopped working recently,and
when I went to fix them I actually looked at the wiring for the first time in the three/four
years I have owned my M715.IT IS HOUSE WIRING,seriously,14-2 in the grey sleeve,
and whats not 14-2 is just single yellow wire for +&-.Nice.Needless to say,thats all
coming out.
B.did you ever own my truck,it looks like your work.
Ron
SUBJECT>pheasant trip POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,20
November 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31922
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fixin to leave out and go chase birdies around and with all this rain we've had it sure
would have been nice to have my truck runnin.the 725 will make a good huntin vehicle.
does anyone know if there is an air or electric locker out there for em and what is the
weak link in the diffs?
when I get back home Im goin to start fixin er up.
I think someone out there aught to make us a high lift setup just for our trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:fiberglass tops POSTER>SHoppe715
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 9:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31859 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they were available from Boyce Equipment in Utah.
SUBJECT>Hammerdown shackles?POSTER>SHoppe715
EMAIL>bigred_what@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,20 November 2003,at 10:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Bob.I'll be having new springs fit for me by Alaska Spring and Brake to use the
original mounts and your shackles look very interesting.What can you tell me about
them?.SUBJECT>heater motor hookup on 24V system POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 4:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need help hooking up the electrical heater motor on my 715.The vehicle has the original
24 volt system.Where is the electrical supply for the heater motor?The manuals don't
provide any specific location or wire.Is there a wire on the harness specifically for the
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heater motor or do I splice it in somewhere?I don't want to overload a circuit with it.
Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:heater motor hookup on 24V system POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31916 NEXT>31924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,under the dash their should be a wire connector (near the stearing column)?the
number might be #85 off the top of my head but not sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Pulling a Kenworth POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31906 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a rig tractor back onto the highway one day.Could only hook to him from front
winch and just backed up.Could bounce the rear with the clutch.Walked right up with
him!THEM FRONT AXLES AIN'T THAT WEAK!
SUBJECT>Re:Yet,POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mr Spicergear,
I would like brand spanking new boggers at used/worn bogger price.Thank You,BEN ;)
SUBJECT>Re:He's a Chrysler guy,B-POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31902 NEXT>
31926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mopar stuff is the best thing that has come along since sliced bread.......Thank You God
for Mopars.Ben
SUBJECT>front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31929 32035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who has broke some.......I want to hear about how it happened and why.Please include
drivetrain info and tire size.
I run 35"tsl with the stock 230....I run the truck with almost complete disregard for.drivetrain......Not afraid to
find run wide open and slam the front end back to the ground
after clearing the top of a hill.Even had all four tires airborn once(don't do it,it hurts).
Never broke an axle.
SUBJECT>Re:pheasant trip POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tlovinggood@comcast.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31913 NEXT>32205 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you going pheasant hunting?Is it anywhere near Kansas City?
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31841 NEXT>
31925 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is what Brian said "How bad is the hole?"What a weirdo.Anybody got a good pic of
a fording kit?or know how big of a hole it takes and where?The flare is bent too....but
could probably be straightened....not sure.B-,I don't know why you are taking things out
on Bumpr now...what did he ever do to you?Ben
SUBJECT>Re:heater motor hookup on 24V system POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31917 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats what the manuals said for hooking up my gas fired heater.Take a look.Should
have a white faded plug in it....Save the plug...
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31923 NEXT>31930
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Benny,
You know,when Bump posted that "Hey!"i had no idea what he was talking about,then
when you mentioned him again I reread my post and see what you mean.It wasn't "Bob"
as a noun,it was "Bob"as a verb.And there was a period between the two words.
Anyhow-forget the fender.I think that your truck is too crapped out to try and salvage
any parts off of it.
Kneel.Slurp.
-B.
SUBJECT>I dunno about all that....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31920 NEXT>31928
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...but their truck commercials do rock.I picture Ben as that guy who's always dreaming of
racing the Hemi and winning..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:well I did so I'll tell you HAHAHAH POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31910 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Diamond Wheel in Milwaukee makes any size from 16 to 22.5 rims for the M715,in any
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backspacing and width you want...even have a sport model...will powder coat as
well...even sell you tires to go with and ship them mounted...what more could a guy
need!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31926 NEXT>31932 32004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well if you aint racing a Hemi,you aint winning....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31921 NEXT>
31931 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I broke one about 3 years ago.Had the truck for a short time.It was a stock 68 715 that I
bought from a buddy who had got it straight from his local Fire Dept.I didn't get exact
details but while going to a call they got run off a road into a ditch.It had a bent wheel and
fender flare,and the front bumper was a little mangled.He said they were having trouble
finding a wheel for it so he bought it and never had time to find one.I got a hella deal on it
from his wife so I snatched it up.I straightened the bumper and fender as best as I could
and used the rim off the spare tire(DUH-I guess they couldn't figer dat 1 out)When I
picked it up I noticed it was in 4wd high.I said.."Why is dat"and he told me that they
normally just "left it in 4wd all the time".And I said NO NO NO NO...Whats the matter
you!He said they had a hard time shifting the t-case.So I lubed the linkages and adjusted
and it was fine.One evening while consuming some Budweiser(King Of Beers)me and
another buddy went to pull out a friends Case IH farm tractor that he had gotten stuck.We
hooked her up and I threw her in low and away we went......and then it denied the
removal process and I about flew threw the front winshield.We unhooked and decided to
have a couple more beers so if I did fly threw the winshield it would not hurt as
much.Then we hooked to the other end and pulled it back as far as we could.We re-
hooked back to the front were we could get a good pull.We gave it a yank and all I
remember is hearing lots of noises but I just thought it was mainly the beer cans in the
bed and my buddy falling ouy of the lazy-boy we had sitting in the bed that we were
hauling to the burn pile.I turned around trying to figure out what happened and the tractor
was pulling right up behind me under its own power.All-right!So we celebrated with
some brewski's.I figure that was when it broke but I didn't notice until I buried it in a field
later that night and noticed the front axle was not pulling right.Needless to say,that 2
mile walk killed my buzz.I tore it down and found thw broke axle-shaft and I said.DAAAYYMMM!Upon inspection you
could see a discolored and slightly rusty spot
where the break was.I tied it up above the workbench 'cause I figured I would probably
never see another...hopefully!Accident?Abuse?Torture?Too many beers?You
decide..........
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31925 NEXT>
31940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-Do not fret.You are not that smart.Me and Bumpr knew what you are tlaking about....I
did laugh my a$$off though when I saw his post.Oh yea...and my trucks will both run for
an extended amount of time.I actually even change the oil on them.You never have to
change the oil becase it needs rebuit by then.Anyway,GOOD LUCK STONER !Get on
Gus,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31929 NEXT>31933 31935 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How many beers did you have this morning???
Just Kidding :)that was a funny story.
So we have one tractor pullen,hillbilly,alcohol induced axle breakage.
As "weak"as these are this seems like we are off to a slow start.
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31928 NEXT>
31934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picture B as the annoying guy in the Hemi commercials who gets in the truck with the
mega-phone and his buddy has to whoop him and take it from him and throw it out the
window......
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31931 NEXT>
31937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 this morning
:(Hillbilly?Now Duggy,this is Ben talkin',not B-
The only thing "weak"on the 715 page is "Sissy"Sisson.
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31932 NEXT>31941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I had him pictured as the guy at the fast food drive-up
window.
Hey B,I went to BurgerKing for lunch yesterday,They had these Kick-ass "Cat in the
Hat"Hats on..........anyway you could hook me up right?Your my inside guy!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31931 NEXT>31938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know Chad broke a few with 39.5's up front,an LT-1 350,and heavy off road use...thats
why he went to the Rockwells...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:fiberglass tops POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31859 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I can get you a top for $400.00.Brand new.
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31933 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know,...........it's just that story reminded me of some of my Hillbilly relatives.They are
pretty hilarious to go visit.Usaully drunk by 10AM and still drive a 66 chevy pick-up
with the home made flatbed for the bluetick to ride on.
Thier idea of home Improvement is to repair the skirting on the trailer.I love em,but man
are they hillbillys.You should here them when I go to see them...
"That shore is a dern fine automobile ya got dare""Hey Tommy,Johnny come check out
Doug's car,It's got little thingys in there to hold your beer with"........."You must be all
sofistricated and have one a dem high payin jobs and all"
Me "ah...I'm a plumber"
Them "ooooooohh,see I told ya he had money"
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31935 NEXT>
31939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From all that's been posted in past,I think it's pretty much a fluke to have one break with
tires under 38".40's and light use seem to be okay as well.39"+,technical trails that
require one front wheel to drag it up a rock face,sucking thick mud,and alcohol
consumption seem to do it.I REALLY should have broken one at the York,PA Jeep
show this fall.It was a rock course I shouldn't have been on...made it,but beat stuff up in
the process.When one front 37x13 bogger is in the air and the other (driver's side)is
forced to spin on a rock...that axle is doing ALL it can.I'd safely say that 39x18 boggers,
40"and up anthing else should have an open knuckle 60 with alloys.And 42"-46"tires
and working the truck should be running rockwells..My $.02
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31938 NEXT>32022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do remember Chad showing me that,after jumping his truck in an off road timed
obstacle course competition,he managed to bend the long side front axle tube to the point
where it was visible to the naked eye...he straightened it,and gussetted it...when he broke
another axle shaft after that and bent the tube at the same time,I dont remember what he
did exactly to do it but I am sure it was rough,that was when Rockwells became the way
for him.
I agree with your conclusions above...in my reading of the boards for the last few years,
that seems to be right on the money,summed up very well....except for the guy that just
has to beat the thing to death because he thinks he and the truck are invincible...course he
is gonna break more than an axle in the process...like maybe his neck when he rolls it...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31934 NEXT>31942
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm too busy here at work to really come up with a killer response.As such I'm gonna
have to bring out my B game today:
"If I hooked all my buddies up with our Cat In The Hat hats then I'd have to steal.....1 of
them.And Management would kill me."
----
Sorry,I know it was neither funny nor witty-but...well....I have no excuse.Give me an
hour or so and I'll bring out the Friday Funnay for you.
Please forgive me,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31940 NEXT>
31970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really?!Well thanks Billy.How much would you want for his fender?Can you ship it or
would you prefer I pick it up?Don't let him put you down bud!You're OK by me!Ben
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SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31942 NEXT>
31953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you get me a Cat in the Hat hat billy?If so maybe we could be friends.
B's really not that bad a guy......Gay,maybe???I don't know.What did he do to upset.you?
Doug Cook
Newton Iowa
SUBJECT>OK,you guys!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>31948 31951 LINKNAME>link to
funnay
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=337
28&item=2444423795
Brian,Ronner,Tom,Ben or Jon -one or more of "y'alls"gotta be in on this one,what
with all the weak axle talk and all.to cap it off,look at the seller I FUNNAY!
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33728&item=24
44423795
SUBJECT>Re:OK,you guys!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31946 NEXT>31949 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not me buddy!Kinda crazy isn't it!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:OK,you guys!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31948 NEXT>31952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No idea here????I've heard murf/murph used other than here.....so it's not a dead
givaway.....somebody would have to be pretty bored to go to all the trouble to set up a
ebay account for a joke.
SUBJECT>Some Rear Winch Pics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>31974 LINKNAME>Then go to
M715 Rear Winch and...LINKURL>http://photos.yahoo.com/spicergear
Click the link below the go to "M715 Rear Winch and PTO Drive"to view the pictures.I
also have a couple of how I mounted my NP205.
SUBJECT>Hey Bump,241 info...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31946 NEXT>31962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found this out for ya...give ya a starting point for looking for the right hand drop
model...the Dodge and Jeep are all left hand drop but:
In 1988,GM began using the NP241 transfer cases.Most of these units will be right hand
drop,but Chevy also used a few left hand drop applications.The Chevy NP241 is
supplied with a 27 spline female input or a 32 spline female input.With a T350,4L60E
or 700R4 tranny,it will be 27 spline.With a T400 or 4L80E trans or 5 speed,it will be 32.spline.
I also see they used it in these applications:
88 and newer chevy k-series trucks,blazers and suburbans
Hopefully it helps us both!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:OK,you guys!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not me either.I bet his name is Murphy and he isn't a Jr.Or a II,or a III,but a VII.Like
Eddie Murphy the VII.Hell,George Foreman did it.I think.
Anyhow,those are some nice looking axles.....at an ugly price.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>billy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
November 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaC/xlEmeEYGY
PREVIOUS>31945 NEXT>31959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doug.my cusins aunte on his moms side works at a burgerking.i will send you one if we
culd be frends.that wood be neet.there are soo many bad peple that it is good to fine one
like you.brian made fun of me and told me to run home to mommy and my mom past
away 2 years back.hes just not good to others.thnks,billy
SUBJECT>I see..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,21
November 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31908 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..that's about what it'll be then.They're giving me an 1/8,I'm gonna have to strap the
springs together to get it in there....LOL ah well.
SUBJECT>455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>31977 31982 31997 32013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well.Pulled the motor last night,w/tranny attached.Clearanced the radiator shroud w/the
BFH (well,not that big:32oz framing hammer)and had it pointing skyward w/the front of
the engine about eye level,when whadda ya know,the chain on the rental hoist (I know,I
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know,but we just found the Harbor Freight!)BROKE,sending my heavy big block
crashing into the car.No big deal except for the hole it tore in the tranny pan,sending
more or less ALL the tranny fluid cascading in a wonderful red sheet down the driveway.
Yes I am pleased!It is just what I wanted to see.2 bags of lawn fertilizer were pressed
into service as emergency sponges,hopefully it won't be a bad stain,but it will be a stain
anyway.
other than that,everything went about flawless.It's amazing how fast you can take a
motor out when you don't want to save any of the wiring or anything hahahaahah.It looks
so big sitting in the garage next to the amc360 I got in PA...The spare tranny in the trunk.didn't get any lighter
while it was sitting there either,I think I might pay for carrying it in
tomorrow.Those Buicks are low and deep.
anyway,the shock of seeing a 4'wide river of tranny fluid is immense.Beware.
SUBJECT>front end oddity POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey kids,one more thing to verify w/the rest of y'all.
while measuring my spring widths and what not for the fellers at Factory Tubular,I
noticed something odd.
The springs on my 725 are about an inch and a half narrower at the back mounts than at
the front.Anyone else notice this?I thought it was strange.
SUBJECT>ding ding!!we have a winna!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"ll vote you in for most jacked up wiring!I though I might have a shot with the loosely-
twisted together nest under the hood,under the dash,under the frame,but house wiring!
Now that's SUBLIME.
I salute you.
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31953 NEXT>
31960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Billy,
I was just teasing Brian about the hat,I really don't want one.
Are you really planning to go get that fender off his truck???
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>billy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21
November 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaC/xlEmeEYGY
PREVIOUS>31959 NEXT>31961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he did wrong.it is as good as gone.thnks,billy
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31960 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Billy,
Are you gonna use my own tools to steal my fender?
That would just be too cold man..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bump,241 info...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31951 NEXT>
31986 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think '88 was the year they got away from the boxxy style truck and went to the IFS
truck with the more rounded style look.
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31943 NEXT>31971
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And to think.....I'm making you a bumper.
I'll pray for you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BenH...your fender POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31970 NEXT>
31972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are we still goin huntsin'?:)
SUBJECT>Apology to B-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31971 NEXT>31973 31984
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-,
In no way was that meant to be a threat on them.I see where you were coming from...and I
did not realize it until it was too late.I was trying to give you back 1/10th of what I have
recieved.Hope you will sleep tonight.Sorry Again Bud,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31972 NEXT>31975 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Ben,
We're still buds.You really got me there.I was 100%convinced.I even had checked my
wallet to see if I had $10 to buy some Talon ammo.I was thinking "Now I gotta shoot a
crack head.It's tough being me."
Seriously-no hard feelings.I can take it.And tonight,when you're at the bar trying to
impress some bimbo-tell her how you pulled one over on me.....for HOURS.
-B..(delete all this so there's no account of me being tricked)
SUBJECT>Re:Some Rear Winch Pics POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31950 NEXT>31981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,
Very nice job.Very neat,looks factory.I'm envious!Is there a front winch too?
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31973 NEXT>31976 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can you still buy Black Talon ammo from your neck of the woods?I think they were told
to stop making it.If you find it,BUY IT!If you don't want it I'll take it.
You are right!This story might help me get some!Thanks B!You're the greatest!Don't
you ever die!
Your(soon to get some)Friend,
Ben
I hope you get a laugh outta me now :(
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31975 NEXT>31978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought a couple hundred rounds of that in .45 cal when it first came out...still have over
100 of them left...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WOW!!Good thing fingers and hands were out of the way..
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31976 NEXT>31979 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,didn't they tell Winchester to stop making them?
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31978 NEXT>31980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oh yeah,the dr.s were yelling they were getting cut through the gloves
when extracting
them...gov made em pull them less than a year from intro...I figured they wouldnt be
around long....stocked up when I could!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31979 NEXT>32161 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bummer.If anybody has some they want to sell.....let me know.Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>Yo Steve POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>31974 NEXT>31987 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go back to the same page and look at the other M715 folder and you see one that has
about 40 pics in it.I've got the same deuce 'Garwood'10,000 pounder on the front.Same
link,other folder.
SUBJECT>Re:455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>SHoppe EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31955 NEXT>31983 31993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe that fluid soaked fertilizer would make quite the explosive with the right
packaging and a good improvised blasting cap(M80)...
SUBJECT>Re:455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be one way to clean the stain off the drive!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Apology to B-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>31972 NEXT>
31995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep,what ben said...............
Still buds
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Doug
SUBJECT>Re:UPS wheels?POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,I did measure a bunch of UPS wheels on there truck.I didn't end up face down,but
the drivers thought I was crazy!PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bump,241 info...POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31962 NEXT>
31988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pre '94 dodge truck had right side drop,right?I wonder if there was a NP241/NV4500
available then?If so,I'm home free!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Steve POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the pictures.I've been thinking about something similar for some time...:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Bump,241 info...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31986 NEXT>32151
LINKNAME>http://www.4wheeloffroad.com/techarticles/26259/index3.html
LINKURL>http://www.4wheeloffroad.com/techarticles/26259/index3.html
Check out this page and a quote from it:
NP241
Type:Part-time,aluminum,chaindriven case
Low range:2.72:1
Applications:’88-2000 GM pickups,’89-’91 Blazers,Suburbans,and Jimmys,’88-’93
Ramchargers and pickups,and ’94-present Dodge ¾-and 1-ton trucks.
In 1988 New Process proved that you could build a chaindriven case to handle serious
torque.The NP241 is strong enough for your big-block –powered rig,and with a 2.72 low
range (Mepco has a 4:1 kit)you can crawl all over your NP205 buddies.A heavy-duty
version of this transfer case is used in the Ram 2500 with the snowplow preparation
package,all Cummins diesel-powered Rams,and Ram 3500 dualies.This NP241 HD has
provisions for a PTO.Be careful when shopping for this case as GM has an IFS version
with the front output on the driver side and a solid axle version with the front output on
the passenger side.Dodge also played this game when it switched to the new body style
in 1994 and moved the differential to the wrong side.One final word of caution,the
NP241 could use either a mechanical or electronic drive for the speedometer,so make
sure you get one that will work with your speedometer or vehicle speed sensor (VSS).
SUBJECT>engine conversion:POSTER>ave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31991 31996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys:I know this question must have been asked a hundred times,but where can i
find information on converting my truck to a chevy v8,with possibly a auto trans.I
remember reading about someones experience doing this,but cant remember where.Any
help will be greatly appreciated..Dave Durbahn DDurb@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:14 bolt guys,a question POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or you can get a van axle which is about 4 inches wider.
John
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion:POSTER>ennis EMAIL>dbatson1@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look on left side of the home page and click on M715/M725 FAQ.
Some info there on small block Chevy conversion.Don't know if that will help.
SUBJECT>Water pump and ISP info POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>31994 31998 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My ISP went down last Friday and despite repeated promises of just 'it will be working in
about 30 minutes"it is finally working a week later.I have been keeping up when I can at
work.When I finally got to log on tonight I had 725 new post.I think that is an omen that
I need to start looking for a M725 to keep my M715 company.
I just installed a better used water pump in my stock engine.Thanks Jeff.When I pulled
the old one out I found the source of my mysterious noise.I have had the truck for almost
three years now.Ever since I got it I have been able to move the fan blade about 1/4 to
1/2 of an inch front to rear.The pump didn't leak and the pulley didn't wobble while
running so I kept driving it with a self imposed 2,000 RPM limit.For all that time I have
had a weird noise at idle.It would occur only at idle and at non regular intervals.It
sounded like the exhaust pipe was banging the frame.Since the fire department had
fabbed up a loose fitting,bailing wire hung chery bomb glass pack system I didn't worry
about it.I did look and feel for it but couldn't find it.While I was cleaning the timing
cover housing for the gasket I notice a circular indentation in it.I looked at my old pump
and the engine side of the impeller it was shinny.That was the noise,the pump shaft was
traveling front to back inside the housing.I am posting this because somebody out there
probably has a bad non leaking water pump and since we all know these pumps don't last
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long,if you here an odd irregular sound coming from somewhere check your pump.It
could go on you at speed.Then you will be in the situation that Brute was in an get to see
engine parts bouncing in your rearview mirror.Hope it helps and thanks again Jeff,
Barrman.
SUBJECT>we'd like to have a word with you.POSTER>Agent Smith/BATF
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31982 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
is that right?Where did you acquire your knowledge of improvised munitions?
heheh it's me,Tacoma.Yeah,thought of that and I'm glad it was tranny fluid,not diesel.hahahha.Lawn fertilizer
anyway....moooahahah.
SUBJECT>Re:Water pump and ISP info POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great post,thnks for this info!!
By the way,as if it really matters...saw my parts out of the corner of my eye in the road
in front and to the side of me....I was doing about 60 at the time and the stuff came out
FAST.If there had been a car in the other lane,or God forbid a pedestrian,I would have
had a lot more problems than I did...this 10 plus pounds of stuff was close to 50 feet back
in the pines off the road...it could have easily maimed or killed someone...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
21 November 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31984 NEXT>
32010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your in luck,Despite what B says your a good fellow.I have a whopping O N E round left
(sorry I had to strech that one).For a 38 I was gonna use it tomorrow for Deer hunting but
I will sell it to you CHEAP!!!!
Will
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion:POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 5:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31989 NEXT>32008 32194 32200
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I MAKE COMPLETE KITS TO PUT CHEVY ENGINES INTO M 715,S
EVERYTHING IS IN KIT,YOU CAN DO IT IN A DAY AND USE THE STOCK
BULLIT PROOF T98 TRANS.$495.00 PLUS SHIPPING.BOB COWAN PH.NO.1
423 239 8938 I CAN EMAIL YOU PHOTOS.
SUBJECT>Re:455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:00
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,LL TELL YOU HOW TO GET UP MOST OF THE "STAIN"GO BUY A CLEANER
CALLE CASTROL SUPER CLEANER SQUIRT IT DOWN AFTER LETTING IT
SET ON TRANS FLUID ABOUT AN HOUR.YOU WONT BELIEVE HOW THAT
STUFF CLEANS.DONT GET ANY ON YOUR HANDS.I GET MY CLEANER AT
MY LOCAL NAPA AUTO PARTS.OH YEAH,IF YOU NEE AN ADAPTER TO
HOOK UP THAT 455 TO THE STOCK T98 TRANS I MAKE THEM COMPLETE
KITS ARE 495.00.BOB
SUBJECT>Re:Water pump and ISP info POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31992 NEXT>31999 32127 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I don't know that the extra clearance behind your impeller would cause a cooling problem
but,if it does I have a bad motor that I could rob the timing cover off for you.$10 or some
fraps.Just let me know.
Doug
SUBJECT>Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa7bxTrH3HgYg PREVIOUS>31998 NEXT>
32000 32009 32031 32100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems that Frapachinos have become the M715 standard of currency.I bet you guys have
SUV's and minivans in the stable too?If anyone wants to purchase army truck parts from
me,it takes whiskey or gin.Nothing less.By the way,I have a nice brake drum for sale.
Fight the power!
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31999 NEXT>32001 32002 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Chris,I never even had a frap before........But I would take them as currency just to
get B going again.
Also....I refuse to join the mini van crowd..........not gonna happen.My wife has mentioned
it a couple times (we have three boy's)but I refuse.A burb or tahoe would not bother me
much but,no mini van.
Anyway what the heck does "Fight the power"mean???
Whiskey is fine..........gin,now that sounds yuppie to me.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32000 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haha,depends on what you mix I guess.Juice has been my choice with tonic as a close
yuppie second.Keep them boys in a truck to be on the safe side.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32000 NEXT>32003 32117 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh yea,"fight the power"was a "Rap""Music"quote.
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 7:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32002 NEXT>32032 32160 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was just getting redy to ask.
The boys love the 715........I keep telling the wife when they get old enough to drive they
can use the deuce.Big,Heavy,Slow what could be safer....
She's standing over my shoulder right now going "Yea right what could be safer,Hauling
all thier friends and ten kegs off beer"
Maybe she's right????
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno about all that....POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31928 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll have to take unbrage at that statement.
I'm usually racing chebbys and kicking their as(Oops Al)butts!
Besides,if you put the elephant in a Dart they can go fast too.
Prefering my Hemi in the 429 variety.
Ron
SUBJECT>UJOINT size POSTER>Jim EMAIL>DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at
9:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32014 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hi,I am new here,but I was wondering if anyone could tell me what the size of the front
axle ujoints in the stock m715 dana 60 are.I have heard they are really parts from a d44,
is this true?
SUBJECT>Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Steven Ball
EMAIL>fsj@snurkle.net DATE>Friday,21 November 2003,at 10:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32007 32017 32062 32082 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have a complete inline 6 230 'Tornado'engine that came out of a 1964
Wagoneer.The engine itself needs some work to be in a good running
state again,as the cylinders have been grooved by the piston wrist
pins.However,I do have two sets of pistons,two complete heads with
cam shafts,two distributors,oil pumps,a bell housing to mate with a
T90,a flywheel and related clutch hardware (not including the slave
cylinder).I have both a single barrel intake with carb as well as a two barrel with carb,
and one exhaust manifold with no cracks.
I am in Los Alamos,NM,and am willing to meet someone somewhere nearby-ish if
they want this stuff.Some of the parts are in southern New Mexico
right now but I can get them up here after the first of the year..I really hate to take this stuff off to the metal
yard if it is useful
for someone.
Thanks!
Steven Ball
80 Cherokee Chief WT
64 Wagoneer
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Justin
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 12:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32006 NEXT>32018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't suppose it has a civvy distributator i.e.without the points
I would be interested in one of those if you would part it.
Thanx Justin
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion:POSTER>ave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob Cowen:
I would be very gratefull if you would email more detailed info,and pics of your
conversion kit.It sounds like exactly what i need !!
my email is DDurb@aol.com
thanks:
Dave Durbahn
SUBJECT>Re:I Guess I'm a Yuppie POSTER>RickyR EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31999 NEXT>32061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My stable does have a Suburban.It's a '99 K2500 (k means 4wd)454 with 4.10's.I use it
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for towing my junk around.
[Flamesuit on ]
I take offense to being conidered a yuppie.I do live in a town that's full of suburbans used
for mall cruisers,soccer moms,and grocery getters.I guess they all consider me a yuppie
when the trailer isn't hooked up,but when the trailer is installed on the back,I am
instantly considered a "redneck"..
I have never tasted a frap,and I don't even drink coffee (really!!!).
I like Budweiser,and also drink Mount Gay Rum.
BTW you can only "fight the power"if you have a v-8 in your M-715/25,otherwise you
can just "think about power"....
So,
[ Al Bundy''s voice ] "Let's Rock"[/Al Bundy's voice ]
Ricky...seeya....not a yuppie
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>31995 NEXT>32011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Will,
Did I ever tell you that you are the greatest?Well you are.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32010 NEXT>32015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am scared now
SUBJECT>Big Block Chevy POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '66 396.It needs valve work and a bottom end rebuild.I also have a spare 454
crankshaft left over from another project.I do not know the mixability of the big blocks
as well as I should.I have been told to make sure I bore it out to a 402 when I rebuild.
Why?What about the 454 crank 396/402 bore combo?What will it give me in terms or
torque and rpm power range?I am keeping my stock 5.87 gears with a NV4500.I want
stump pulling low end power and the ability to pull 12,000 pound trailer loads up long
hills at highway speeds with out downshifting.I also don't want to spend any more money
than I would with just rebuilding the 396.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:455 drama,or "How that stain got there"POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31955 NEXT>32030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the ol lady throwing one of her pads on it?They claim those things will not
drip after all!!!
SUBJECT>Re:UJOINT size POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32005 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Jim,
All U-joints in the 715 are 369.Total of six.
I think there are a couple other #s that will work.
very common size.If memory serves me right they are the ones used in wagoneers with
44s and also chevy blazers and trucks with the 10 and 12 bolts.
BTW Jim:There is a bunch of usefull parts exchange information in the online manuals.
Theres a link at the top of this page.Click on it and then look for the link to ther "M715.Zone parts list".
The front axleshafts are the same diameter as the 44.A common misconception is that a
44 would be as good as the closed knuckle 60 our trucks came with.Not true.The
axleshafts are similar but the housing is much larger.This allows for the bearing surfaces
to be larger and more importantly the teeth on the ring and pinion are cut larger than they
would be in a 44.This equates to a stronger gear set.If you happen to break an axleshaft,
Let me know.So far only two people have fessed up to me about breaking them.One guy
broke two on a rig that ran 44"tires during competition,The other involved a hillbilly and
alcohol.
Doug Cook
Newton Iowa
SUBJECT>Re:Ben POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>32011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should be...............
SUBJECT>Rail Road tracks POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32020 32023 32025 32026 32027 32029 32036 32038 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone know how much a standard length or track weighs?I think I have a chance
to pull up a deserted section of track.Before I commit to doing it I am trying to find out if
I can even pick up one piece of track with my truck and 8,000 pound electric winch or if I
will need to use a loader and other heavy stuff that I don't personally own.
Speaking of rail roads,this weeks history trivia fact is about the distance between the
rails.
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The American standard gauge rail distance is 4'8-1/2".There are some thinner ones in
mountains for turning purposes,but they are seperate tourist lines only today.Why 4'8-
1/2"?Because that is the width of two Roman horses.
Thats right,the width of our railroad was carried over from more that 2,000 years ago.
The Romans had control over most of modern day Europe and England.They made brick
roads wherever they went.The roads had to be wide enough for the Emperor to ride his
two horse chariot on.The chariot wheels had to be wide enough to clear the backside of
both horses.Because not just the emporor rode a chariot and not all paths were paved.
Ruts were made by the wheels in the dirt trails.Anybody with a push cart or donkey
drawn cart needed to make the wheels so that they fit in the ruts.Otherwise,they would
have the one wheel in one wheel out lopsided problem we have all experienced following
in another vehicles tracks.Because the size of the carts was commonly made to fit the
ruts,the size of the cargo was commonly made to fit the carts.Fast forward to the late
1,700's and the British coal mines.Their mines flooded with water constantly.The steam
engine was invented as a side effect of trying to pump out water.Once it was used to
pump water,people started trying to find other uses.Robert Fulton in the US made the
steam paddle boat.This made river travel up stream much more feasible and profitable..This help accelerate the
settlement of the American midwest.The English tinkerers
concentrated on coal and the movement of coal.The train was a logical result of this.
Since the coal mines had standardized the size of the shipping containers,both for
convenience and for accounting purposes,the makers of the trains used the same familiar
sizes.Eventually trains were brought to America.Track was built to fit the trains.Years
later American manufaturers were able to build their own engines and equipment but,the
English sizes were already established and nobody wanted to rip up the track to fit a new
engine.Different size track was laid down by different companies.This made travel very
difficult.A good example of this is Virginia during the War Between The States.General
Jackson had to move his army from the Valley to the Pennisula in the spring of 1862.He
put his troops on a train in Winchester,they travelled a hundred miles,got off.Boarded
another train travelled another hundred miles,got off.Boarded another train and finished
the trip.Three different trains because three different companies had built the track and
used two different size track.The one in the middle was the odd ball.General Lee had to
deal with this for everything,food,troops,ammo,arms,etc.The Federals had the same
problem when they occupied Northern Virginia in early 1862 and basically throughout
the rest of the war.
President Lincoln was a rail road lawyer before he got into politics.He was hired by the
Rock Island Rail Road to defend it in a case brought by a steam ship company.The rr had
built a bridge over a river.A steam ship hit the bridge.The boat company sued the rr for
putting the bridge in the way.Licoln argued that if a bridge is built with out blocking the
main channel then the ship captian should be smart enough not to hit it.He won.That
ruling gave anybody the legal right to build a bridge over water.If he had lost then
bridges over navigatable waterways would not have been built for many many years.
Lincoln sent the rr a $2,000 bill for his services.They sent it back claiming that that is to
much money to pay a lawyer.He sent them another bill for $5,000 with a note saying that
if they didn't pay he would sue them for $10,000 and win.They paid promply.
His biggest campaign platform while running for President was a transcontinental rr.
Remember that he ignored the whole slavery issue during his campaign.When he one the
first thing he did was gather several rr engineers and take them the Council Bluffs Iowa.
He asked for opinions about where to start the Eastern half of the rr.They all agreed on
across the river in the little village of Omaha.Lincoln then went to Washington and
became President.The first bill he presented to Congress was for the funding to build a
transcontinental rr starting in Omaha.The gauge was not specified.As the war went on
and the different gauge track was encounted,later revisions of the bill included the 4'8-
1/2"gauge prevision.
That is it,my weekly history lecture.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32006 NEXT>32019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd be interested in the fuel pump if you wanted to part.Also,possibly the flywheel (mine
is missing some teeth)
-ave.SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Steven Ball
EMAIL>fsj@snurkle.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32007 NEXT>32028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,it has points.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Steven Ball
EMAIL>fsj@snurkle.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32017 NEXT>32037 32137 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure,you can have both if you want them.I'm pretty sure I have the fuel pump,but I
won't be able to get it until after Christmas.Let me know what you would like to do.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>32021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,I looked this up some time ago,If I remwember right it was 40lbs.
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Doug
SUBJECT>40lbs per foot...sorry ntxt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32020 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:front axles(Thanks for the idea Tom)POSTER>Bill
EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31939 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't remember who or when,but there was talk awhile back about chri...cryo...,freezing
the axles.Did that go anywhere?
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All I know is its heavy.My friends dad has an anvil made out of the stuff,and its pretty
heavy.
SUBJECT>Truck on Ebay POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok,so its not an M715,but it is a beautiful 1954 Dodge Fargo....
item number is 2444547359
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like some is trying to steal my crown for longest post!I better get to writing..
Interesting facts Barrman....KJ
SUBJECT>History lesson POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for jogging my memory.I had forgottin that I once knew that.
Dang I am getting old.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at
11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Up to 132 pounds per yard,standard lenth is 13 yards or 39 feet.
CD
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32018 NEXT>32051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All the civvy ignitions have points....the difference you may be loking for is vacuum
advance which is a nice power increase from stock...lose the waterproof stuff though...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Better get yourself a cutting torch.
SUBJECT>actually...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,22
November 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32013 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I would never do that.
but when I were a yoot,my friends and I used to snag the free trial boxes of tampons and
use them to soak up the water off our skateboard ramps.Yes,those are called halfpipes I
know.They worked great for that.
kitty litter took care of the whole problem.
SUBJECT>AMEN!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,22
November 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31999 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been a little concerned with the growing influx of fussy coffee drinks here.They.simply aren't right.
On the other hand,I have not one but 2 "suv's"in the stable.One large 78 Cherokee,and
the cute minivan of the west,the 99 Cherokee.They are to UT what the Voyager is to the
east.Still,coils up front,2.7 low range,and it kicks ass off-road.
SUBJECT>yes,she IS right.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's way safer to haul all your friends and 10 kegs of beer in a deuce than a minivan!Good
woman there....
SUBJECT>let's check!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,
22 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32012 NEXT>
32044 32113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"m going to look through my Chevrolet Big Block parts interchange book.(pause for a
while,it's lunchtime too.)(cue hold music)OK,preliminary looking says that the crank
on the 454 has a longer stroke than the 396.That means a whole bunch of money and
work to make it work BUT you CAN use the crank out of a "366T (tall deck truck
motor),402,427,or 427T"as it is the same stroke and will give you a 427.WARNING.I
think they might be wrong about that,I think the tall decks had longer strokes than the
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regular ones.Maybe the tall decks just had smaller bores.Anyway,that's what the book
say.If you use the 454 crank you'll have to get funny pistons,new rods,that kind of thing,
have the block clearanced,journals ground,lots of pricey shop work.So use the stock
crank LOL...
The bore limit on 396's,with no core shift,is 4.250,that's .155 over standard.Damn,
that's generous.I think it's .030 over to get to a 402.No real reason to "make sure"you
bore it out that much but that's a good standard bore,and you'll get a little more power out
of it.That assumes you even need to bore it at all,but I guess that's what you mean by
bottom end work.It's Saturday,alright?
You will probably have to downshift doing highway speeds up long hills with that much
weight.Even the Cummins I have the pleasure of driving occasionally can't manage that.
In addition,you'll be humming along at about 3k w/those gears and 36"tires,it's even
more rpm w/smaller.My 36"Swampers measured out at an actual 35 1/4.
I had a work truck w/a stock 396 in it,hauling about 3500lbs of stuff with a sm465 tranny
in it,and I will tell you that it did great.Plenty of power to get moving,and that was with
3.73's in the axles,on 35's.If I were towing a huge trailer I wouldn't expect to hold gear
though.And,I'd scavenge Ebay for and EFI setup,it rules.
SUBJECT>715 in magazine POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my new JP magazine today and there is a 67 m715 on page 60.
SUBJECT>Re:front axles (John Summers)POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 1:32 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31921 NEXT>32039
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug I know that John Summers has broke 1 maybe 2.Lets ask,JOHN SUMMERS
where are you?
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>32041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The weight of rail depends on its gauge.
70 rail weight 70 lbs per yard.
90 rail wieght 90 Lbs per yard
132 rail weights 132 lbs per yard
It all depends on what is marked on the rail.Yes the rail should be marked.The spur I
have has 90 and 1941 marked on it It was installed in the 40's by the goverment.1941 is
the year it was manufactured
war rail was low carbon steel
90 is 90lbs per yard 11 yards long or 990 lbs per section.
132 rails is used today on main lines and is continous weld rail.
some companies use 130 lbs,or 134 lbs rail,generally 100 110 lbs is used in rail yards.
was was taken off most main lines in the 70 and 80's.
If you do salvage the rail don't do it in the summer unless you cut the rail before you
remove the spikes.You could get a sun kink,not a pretty sight and very dangerous.
Most salvage yards won't take full length rail wo you will need to cut it to 3 foot pieces.
A propane cutting torch with an industrial nozzle is the cheapest way to go.
And yes I have done this before along with laying track.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>jeeperguy/wyo
EMAIL>jeeperguy@aol.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i,d be interested in the intakes and carbs mainly the two barrel setup would you be willing
to ship?i,ll pay the freight
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>32016 NEXT>32056 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
nice bit of info I'll use it monday at work.
DTE rail services.
SUBJECT>Re:front axles (John Summers)POSTER>john summers
EMAIL>johnsummers@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 4:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32035 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.3 under hard abuse with 44"boggers went to rockwell steering
axles broke long side stub
shaft 3 weeks ago still need one spicer type
SUBJECT>Re:front end oddity POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31956 NEXT>32074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tacoma
i will measure mine to see if it is the same.the rear mount on the right front spring has
been broken off and rewelded on mine.it looks to be welded back on in the wrong
location.i will measure that too.i know they are prone to breaking off.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32036 NEXT>32048 32055 32057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Hey Tom,The reason I looked it up was there was about10 lenghts they tore out next
door.The guy that had possesion said we could have it for getting it out of his way.The
price of steal was real low at the time so I passed (30 per ton).Anyway,A local scrapper
told me you could cut it halfway and then hit it with a sledge and it would snap of the rest
of the way.Is this true?Is it that high carbon steel that it will break that easily?
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32034 NEXT>32147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did it say if it was Jeff Nasi?our very own "whyda"
SUBJECT>230 oil leaks POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>Toddandlara@juno.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32049 32054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I inherited my 67 m-715 two years ago from my father in-law,great guy huh?The motor
had a seized piston I think,he undertook the rebuilding prior to me driving accross the
entire country to pick up this truck.My problem is breaking in the motor,the back two
plugs seem to foul out due to excessive oil saturation,and I see oil seeping from around
the head bolts next to the plugs themselves,I have been told to check the valve seals,re
torqe the head and see if the crank case oil pressure is too high.Is there any help,I would
like to finish my truck with this motor as it cost me dearly in all new engine parts.Or I
will have to install the buick 350 from my 69 civilian parts donor truck.I am new to this
web thing,any help would be greatly appreciated.A true Jeeper for over 20 years and an
old Kaiser fan.Thanks Todd
SUBJECT>Re:let's check!POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32033 NEXT>32047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Tacoma,
Thanks for the info.That is pretty much what I figured about my options.I'll probably
just stay with what I have.It does not need boring,just cleaning and a good stone hone.
While you have your book near you,can you look something up for me?I do not have the
BB parts id and interchange book yet.My block is casting #3855961.I have found in the
books that I do have that it is indeed a 1966 396.My heads are #3872702.I have not
been able to find that number in anything that I have.I am interested in what the
combustion cc was supposed to be.I'm feeling lazy and don't want to spend a few hours
making a hydrolic fluid mess measuring it myself.One was cast on May 25 1966 and the
other on May 28 1966 if that helps.The engine came from a '66 Impalla and has the red
valve covers.I just assumed that it was the 325 hp version,but we all know what happens
when we assume.Being made so late into the model year I was just wondering if maybe I
have some kind of odd ball heads that were not used for very long.Thanks,Barrman.
SUBJECT>Body Bushings POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I re-did my frame this summer and its all painted with POR-15 and soon I will be starting
to put it back together.My factory bushings seem decent but I figure I might as well get
new ones with washers and hardware etc.Anyone know a good place to order this from.
My local auto supply store said they didn't really carry them or generic versions.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Body Bushings POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32045 NEXT>32059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i just bought them from vintage pwerwagons.expensive,but they are twice as thick as the
old ones (the old ones are no good)
how do you like the por-15?im going zerorust.....
SUBJECT>Re:let's check!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 7:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32044 NEXT>32072 LINKNAME>Mortec
LINKURL>http://www.mortec.com/
Tim,
Check this website for all your Chevy casting number needs.
WWW.Mortec.com
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,22 November 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32041 NEXT>32053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bet he used a REALLY big sledge!!!I have a wrench used
by rail crews to tighten bolts
on the fishplates (used to hold rails together B4 they welded them)and it's almost 5 ft
long and solid metal.
I also have a broken RR coupler knuckle and that sucker is HEAVY.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32043 NEXT>32050 32065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had 230's in all four of the trucks that I have owned.Every one of them leaked oil.If oil
leaks are a problem then get rid of the stock motor!And by the way,sound like you got
the inlaws everyone's been looking for!
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SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I concur with beafire.I reassembled my engine myself with extra emphasis on making
sure the thing was sealed up tight.Needless to say,I still have leaks.I've just learned to
live with them.Mine also leaks around the head/block area near the number 1 piston.
Still,no oil in water or water in oil.Live with it,drive it til dies.(my new motto).
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Steven Ball
EMAIL>fsj@snurkle.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 6:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32028 NEXT>32130 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It does have a vacuum can,but I am unsure if works or not.It never made a lick of
difference when I had the engine running,but it was in poor shape anyway :)
SUBJECT>M725 camo question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32071 32103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have recently acquired an M725 that was one of 31 that reportedly was brought back
from vietnam.
My question is this,Were any of the vietnam used ambulances cammo painted or were
they all olive drab?
I have talked with a person who was part of an armored division over there and he told
me that all he saw were o/d.
I am going to repaint it like it was in the field but I need to know if the cammo paint was
an in the field paint scheme or if it was done when it was brought back.Item of note is
that all the red crosses were cammoed over and the remaining identification marks are
done in black or dark grey and there was a small 4 with a circle around it on the passenger
door.The person who picked it up from the base said this is the paint that was on it when
he got it.The tp numbers are still in white.
Does anyone have this info?.SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Joe/Ia
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32048 NEXT>32070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seves pins and one link from back in the days before automatic couplers.They
were dropped off a bridge in the 1880's.
A couple friends and I found them in the mud when the water was drained out of the
millrace back in the early '70's.Those things were the reason so many brakemen in those
days didn't have all their fingers.Just some off topic info.
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32043 NEXT>32063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Todd,
I found these part #s in the online manuals(there's a link above).They are for the valve
seals.I would start with the valve seals myself.There has been some hit and miss
disscussion on them causing the problem with oil fouling.It'is certainly easier than a ring
job.If you are unsure how to change these,Just ask and myself or someone will be glad
to provide what knowledge we have.I also would guess that the oil around the headbolts
is from the valve cover gasket.They're a pretty lousey design.
Good Luck
Doug
Try 948582 for military,or VS304 civilian.
from bump r #9879 9/12/01
Fel-Pro part SS13351-1.It even says it's for the Willys 230 on the box.Now the tricky
part...I had them on order from NAPA but come to find out that it's an
obsolete part number.The only place I could find them was Kragen (Checker and
Schucks are the same)and they had two more sets in their warehouse.So,these
parts are out there,but good luck finding them.
from chris 18 Dec 01
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32041 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes that is true you cut thought the crown untill it gets to the web.
You them can hit and break it the rest of the way.But it can take 5 or six wacks with a
sledge.
we use to use fork on a bobcat to pick it up and snap it or drop it.
Been so long I can't remember.but rail made from war steel 1915's and 1940's was the
easiest to salvage.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32038 NEXT>32093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wich DTE shop do you work at??????
I live south of the one in Hastings
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "A good use for it"POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32041 NEXT>32060 32101 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The anvil idea is pretty common.
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Saw someone use it when they poured the floor for thier garage.Poured the floor with it
right below where the garage door seals,Provided a nice clean,straight edge for the door
to seal on.Provided a break between the interior and exterior concrete,and doubled as the
form and screed guide during the pour.
What else have you guys seen?
SUBJECT>Camp Jeep July 15-17 POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey everybody Camp Jeep is july 15-17 2004 in sunny VA.I will be using my M715 as a
trail guide jeep this year.Jeep also need a very nice stock one for use in the jeep Museum,
they have just about everything else but a M715 and M725.It would be a great way to
show off all your hard work.Jeep takes very good care of it wil it's there.It would be a
great place to meet more of you.It is also the 10th Camp Jeep so it should be a big party.
The kids and the wife will love it.
SUBJECT>How much was 'expensive'?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32046 NEXT>32066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..thanx!
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "A good use for it"POSTER>Tom O'Neill
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32057 NEXT>32069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made a fence to store vehicles in.Well half a fence the other half is chain link.
SUBJECT>Re:I Guess I'm a Yuppie POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...hell I've got a Chevy Avalance I use to haul a Bobcat,ATV,wallboard,and ...oh ....
yeah ....a three year old to the grocery store and entire family from Florida to Oklahoma.
If being utilitarian is "yuppie"then count me in!Most reliable,useful vehicle I've ever
owned.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>Steven Ball
EMAIL>fsj@snurkle.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 8:18 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32006
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I found a taker for the entire engine.Thanks all!
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32054 NEXT>32064 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'twas I that went through the hassle with NAPA then Kragen to get the valve seals.A
dead giveaway to bad seals is oil in the intake ports,which of course requires removal of
the manifold to inspect.Typical too is smoke at startup then clearing up.Bad rings will
smoke more constantly and real bad on a heavy downshift.
Did you rebuild the head?And use the little condoms to install the new valve seals?
Could be the rings didn't seat which sucks.I had that problem with my Dodge but I
abused it during break-in.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32063 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just thought of something else -does the truck have a fording valve?If it's in the fording
position I believe it will pressurize the crankcase like a plugged PCV valve.Be certain
there's plenty of crankcase ventilation.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had 5 230's and none have leaked a drop.Well,one did spot the driveway,but a new
pan gasket fixed that.Sounds like your's is somewhere else,though.
SUBJECT>Re:How much was 'expensive'?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32059 NEXT>32075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 dollars each x 8 for the "big"ones is 48
6 dollars each for the "small"ones is 48.
so 100 dollars to do the BE only.(divided that by 37 years x 12 months-or 444)and i
get 22 cents a month
SUBJECT>Troop seating?POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32068 32115 32157 32174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How hard is it to find a set of troop seats for an M715?I'm not to all concerned about the
wood slats as I can replace those,but where would you get all the hardware if you could.even get it?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seating?POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32067 NEXT>32123 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try Vintage M715's.I bet they've got the hardware.If not,Memphis Equipment might
have it,too.
Just remember that you'll pay for NOS stuff.
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SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "A good use for it"POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32060 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't want to accidentally run into THAT fence!
That'll outlast the chain link for sure!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32053 NEXT>32080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just missing fingers?I thought it was entire limbs.That's neat that you have those!If you
ever sell em,they'd go for BIG MONEY (No Whammies!)on ebay.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32052 NEXT>32085 32131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The number 4 with the circle is the "bridge plate"weight rating,meaing your truck
weighed a max.of 4 tons.This allowed the military to figure out if it was OK for your
truck to pass over a particular bridge or if you had to wait for more weight to clear the
bridge.
It seems highly unlikely that ANY of the 715's would have been brought back.I'm not
doubting your story,but do you have any other details,or even the reason why they
returned them?Thanks.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:let's check!POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,
23 November 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32047 NEXT>
32073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for that site.I found my numbers in it.
Barrman
SUBJECT>INTERESTING POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32072 NEXT>32089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops,cap lock.According to my book,you could also have a 427.I'll say no,based on the
other info you gave--but the block casting #comes up as either the 396 or the 427
depending on which bore you've got,and that's strange given that the bore on the 427 is .
156"bigger than the 396--the book also says you can only bore a 396 out .155"....so if it's
the same casting,why is Chevy going beyond their max??
well I suppose research would give me an answer but frankly,I don't need to know
LOL>..big blocks are big enough.
SUBJECT>IMO,bad design.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32040 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeep for some reason put the shackle on the wrong end.Instead of going w/the flow over
a bump,you have to work that much harder.Lots more stress on the rear mount I'd
imagine.
SUBJECT>there are 16 mounts on the bed???POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32066 NEXT>32076 32078 32088 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
man,seems like a lot of mounts.
anyone try using Wagoneer mounts?Available and cheaper.
SUBJECT>Re:there are 16 mounts on the bed???POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>32075 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I used hockey pucks for .75 a piece.They are a fairly common replacement for body
mouts in the shade tree mechanic world.
SUBJECT>Stock exhaust set up?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32083 32084 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are there different types of stock setups?My stock set up has one pipe from the manifold
to the muffler and one pipe from the muffler that exits right before the rear wheel above
the frame.The manuals show a three piece pipe and it exits at the rear.Is the one on my
truck custom?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Good question are the Wagoneer mounts the same?POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 1:22
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32075 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>..
SUBJECT>Knuckle Lubrication POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5SBDRw4trtg PREVIOUS>NEXT>32095 32124 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What lubrication,oil,or grease do you put into the front steering knuckle?
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Joe/Ia
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 1:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32070 NEXT>32247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe I should do that so I can buy some things for my truck.I kind of hate to part with
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them though.
SUBJECT>T-98 tranny parts POSTER>rbmopar EMAIL>rbmopar@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32086 32091 32107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 715 wit a SBC with the novak adapter,installed by the previous owner.I drove it
for a couple of weeks when I started noticing a strange noise coming from the tranny.A
day later I filled her up at the gas station,and when I went to leave it would not start.It
would do nothing but click the solenoid.The battery was a little weak so I figured it had
finally died on me.My brother lives across town so I called him to come down and give
me a jump.Hooked her up to his cj,hit the switch,and still just a click.
I am still using the foot starter switch,so between the throttle and the switch,I end up a
foot short for the clutch.I tried pushing in the clutch and it fired right up.It was running
but the clutch was gone,push it right to the floor and nothing there.So I jammed her into
gear(ouch!)and limped it over to my brothers,rolling a few stop signs on the way.Upon
inspection once there I found that the snout on the front of the tranny that the throwout
bearing rides on had snapped off.It floated around in place for a while,but eventually it
got bound up and made its way though the clutch fingers.My question is where can I find
the snout for the tranny.It is the piece that bolts on the front,and the input shaft sticks
through it.I have tried a couple of sources with no results and thought maybe you guys
would have an idea.
Thanks,Randy
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 2:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,VE BUILT ALOT OF 230,S.HARDLY ANY OF THE MILITARY ENGINES PARTS
INTERCHANGE WITH CAVILIAN ENGINE STUFF.ITS THE SAME CUBIC INCH
AND BASIC DESIGN BUT THATS ALL.FOR MORE INFO EMAIL ME.
BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>Re:Stock exhaust set up?POSTER>Mickey EMAIL>mt33@fastworks.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock tailpipe has a 3 bolt flange on it,for mounting the upright pipe if you're running
a snorkel.And it exits behind the right rear wheel and just before the rear bumper.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock exhaust set up?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 2:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32077 NEXT>32092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There are 4 pieces to the stock exhaust.One connected to exhaust manifold,one behind
that,then the muffler,then a piece that exhits to the passenger side of the truck at the rear
"bumper."An additional piece can be added to that if it's set up for fording.
Yours sounds custom.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32071 NEXT>32087 32097 32104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only story that I got on it is the person I got it from was the one who picked it up
from the base many years ago,He was told that they were returned from vietnam by
someone on the base.
Being an ambulance would that make it more likely to have been brought back?This is
the only story I have on it,there is no way to verify it one way or the other.I understand
that the military doesn't keep records after 8 years.
The cammo pattern looks alot like the M715 example that can be clicked on on the public
menu to the left.
Thanks for clearing up the thing about the 4.
Another thing of interest is that my M725 still has the lifting brackets on the hubs,I'm not
to sure if all had these or not,I have seen pictures of other examples that appear to be
gone.
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 tranny parts POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32081 NEXT>32090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would call the local junkyards and see if they have any t98 trannys layin around.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32085 NEXT>32105 32196 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it still has unit markings,you might be able to trace it to the correct unit that it was in
and then maybe track down some vets who might remember if they sent any back or not.
When I got mine,the markings were mostly sanded/faded off,so I don't have a clue as to
what unit/etc.it was in.Just that it was purchased from Ft Riley,KS.
Dunno about the hubs.Mine has em,but it's a 715.Don't know why they would omit
them from an ambulance,tho.They could get stuck,too,right?And surely you'd need to.tie them down during transport.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:there are 16 mounts on the bed???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 3:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32075 NEXT>32094 32128 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually there are 8 mounts with two rubber pieces per.
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:INTERESTING POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 3:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32073 NEXT>32096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same casting,bigger sleeves maybe?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 tranny parts POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 3:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This person has a couple of T98's that he's thinking of junking.I would try emailing him.
JEEPKAISER@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 tranny parts POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32081 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a spare tranny that I will take the part off that you need.Email me if you are
interested.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock exhaust set up?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32084 NEXT>32112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I guess I will be looking for all the stock parts.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>32056 NEXT>32099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I work at the one in hastings.
I've been down to talk to you a couple times about your 725 in front of your place.I'm the
one about a year ago who came over and looked at the vac setup.
SUBJECT>ahhhh that explains it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32088 NEXT>32108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought that sounded crazy for just the bed.Actually it still does.Why 2?I have a 725
and I'm pretty sure it uses single bushings at the mounts.Might be aftermarket though.
And I've got the valvespring looking deals in the cab too.
SUBJECT>Re:Knuckle Lubrication POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>wild57@accessatc.net DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32079 NEXT>32098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use a grease and 80w-140 gear oil combo,but their are many opinions.
Brandon
SUBJECT>they're not sleeved...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32089 NEXT>32166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would make sense if they WERE,but they're not...I"m at a loss here.Book goes on
to state that the 427 can be bored .060 over.That is an enormous overbore if the casting
really is the same,over the 396,something like 2 tenths bigger.Ah,well I'm at a loss.I
certainly wouldn't consider this book (Cartech's interchange manual)the absolute anyway,
or any other book for that matter.And besides,it's not like I've got money for big blocks
to test these numbers on anyway hahahahah
SUBJECT>hub brackets POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,
23 November 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32085 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine had 'em too...well,the rears anyway.Selectro's on the front.
SUBJECT>what was in mine POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32095 NEXT>32102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pounds of grease,no oil.Not to start the whole argument again,but why put oil in there??
that's just asking for the marginal seal to start leaking.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32093 NEXT>32164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn must be getting old cus I remeber someone looking at the vac set up but don't
remember who it was.Are you the one that has the M715 over at Junieta.got lost there
one day and saw it almost stopped in,But I has to take my son to his friends house.
SUBJECT>Have another Buddy POSTER>FrapachinoGuy EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,23
November 2003,at 5:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31999 NEXT>32167
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
surprised that you can even post a mesage with all of the beer you have in your gut.and.by the way I always see you
drinking Gaterade!
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "A good use for it"POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 5:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have a chunk about 2 foot long i use for an anvil.
k
SUBJECT>Re:what was in mine POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 6:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32098 NEXT>32111 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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mine also had old,hard,dried grease in them.
k
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32052 NEXT>32106 32110 32145 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i thought it was a "no-no"to shoot at anything with the big red cross on it.(?)if it were
painted camo,wouldn't this have invited attack?i heard that some special forces
used/converted ambulances for attack vehicles like modern day SWAT vans.anyone else
heard of this?mine had a very light and peeling rattle can OD coat over bright fire engine
yellow.no crosses.no numbers.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32085 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has the hub brackets too.i think they all had them.
k
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32087 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havent started the sanding process yet,there are some markings that are visible to an
extent but most are in black or a dark grey color,I cant tell.But I'm sure they were
repainted after the camo was put on.I am hopeing to find the original markings when I
sand it down.
I found some papers in clear plastic sheet taped on the wall panel behind the passenger
side in the box that tells me where it was assigned in 1976,but that was the year when it
was sold into the public.
I would still like to paint it in correct vietnam colors even if it turns out to not be an
actual combat vet.
I already have restored an M38A1,I would like to have them both in next years veterans.day parade.
Thanks.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32103 NEXT>32114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess everyone who reads my posts can tell I'm new at this M715/725 stuff,My passion
was for the older army rigs before I was able to get my M725.Its all original and rust free.
I love to drive it,Its a true blast!
I am somewhat particular about restoring stuff to original,I appreciate all the info and
please bear with me as I learn about these great vehicles.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 tranny parts POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:41
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32081 NEXT>32213 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
IT WONT DO YOU ANY GOOD TO REPLACE THE FRONT BEARING RETAINER
AND SAY ITS FIXE !WHAT CAUSED THAT PROBLEM IS ONE OF 2 THINGS.
FIRST,TRANS IS MISSALIGNE WITH TRANS IMPUT SHAFT.CHECK TO SEE
IF THE FRONT BEARING RETAINER FITS SNUGLY INTO ADAPTER.THIS
LOCATES TRANS TO CENTER LINE OF CRANK.THERES 2 SIZES OF BEARING
RETAINER FOR GM.A CAR AND A TRUCK.THE ADAPTER U HAVE MAY
NEE AN ADAPTER INSTALLED IF YOUR USEING A CAR BELLHOUSEING.
UNFORANUTLY ADVANCE DOES IT THAT WAY INSTEAD OF MAKEING 2
SIZES OF ADAPTERS,ONE FOR CAR BELLS AND 1 FOR TRUCK BELLS.I,VE
BEEN MAKEING ADAPTERS FOR YEARS AND HAVE SEEN THIS BEFORE.
ALSO CHECK ALUM.ADAPTER FOR REGISTER TO BE WALLOWE OUT.
EMAIL ME IF I CAN HELP BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>Re:ahhhh that explains it POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32094 NEXT>32109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't there 2 bushings to allow the bed to be cushioned against both compression and
tension?
It's too damn cold in Colorado right now for me to go out and look.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:ahhhh that explains it POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32108 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,but the cab uses two in the front and a spring in the rear cab mount.and my valence
(grill)used two flat pieces of rubber..SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32103 NEXT>32116 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd suspect that many war vets will tell you that the enemy didn't always "see"the red
crosses.
I always wondered how active duty servicemen felt riding/driving in these things,as it's
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only civilian sheetmetal between them and the enemy.Not exactly an APC...
Ethan
SUBJECT>oh yeah?well mine was fresh and greasy!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,so there!DSPO did have the smarts to lube the front end.But that's about where his
brains stopped.Then again,I bought HIS truck.Young and stupid,yeah that's my excuse.
Brian I bought the thing years ago.E A T O N E.
SUBJECT>Re:Stock exhaust set up?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,23 November 2003,at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32092 NEXT>32121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop,I did what you are about to do a few years ago.AB linn has the front and
center piece priced better than anybody.The muffler I believe I got from Memphis
Equipment.The tailpipe nobody has unless VPW might have some in their 450 tons of
surplus they purchased.If VPW does not have them then it's a custom job for someone.
Good luck...Al...
SUBJECT>Whup...whup...whup...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 4:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wait a minute...the 1965,I think,(which ever was the 425hp 396 Corvette for ONE year
only)was the only 396 that could be reliably bored to 4.25"the 427's bore.The rest were
lighter castings and should be X-rayed for wall thickness when going to .125"over.
It would be an expensive bunch of parts to get that 4"crank in that 396 block.It's
50"...bore .060 and fly!
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 4:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some units,when they rotated back from Vietnam,did bring back there
vehicls and equipment since there was a shortage here in the states.
North Vietnam did not follow the Geneva Convition so anything was a target.
As far as camoflage It probably was done here in the states.M725 were not converted to.use as special purpose
vehicle in Vietnam.M43 Dodge ambulance were though.They
were used as command and control vehicles RATT riggs,and radio trucks during and
after Vietnam.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seating?POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 4:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32067 NEXT>32142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine from Surplus City Jeep Parts.They told me they had the complete kit.I said
great.I ordered it back in May,and just got the final parts last month.Minus the
mounting hardware.
Good luck
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32110 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You learn to get out real fast!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Bunch of frikkin'Yuppies!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32002 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I caught that,Chris,and I am impressed.
Bob
SUBJECT>Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32119 32140 32144 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...any gotchas I need to be aware of?
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge
la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32118 NEXT>32120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
......take pictures (i havent been keeping up like i should)try and write down where stuff
goes,get a plan BEFORE you start.budget your money then multiply it by 2.5!
im TRYING to blast my frame today so i can coat it and start putting it back together
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32119 NEXT>32122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whta was the condition of your truck before you started and how much did you estimate?
SUBJECT>There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:24
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32112 NEXT>32149 32218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When these trucks were built,they used a 1 piece pipe from the exhaust manifold to the
muffler...when your putting it in on the assembly line this works fine.When you go to
make any repairs,the replacement part for the single front head pipe is a 2 piece design
that can be changed without pulling the trans or tcase or even messing with them.I had
my stock one develop a hole,1 piece,and when I crawled under there with the muffler off
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and the pipe disconnected from the manifold,there was no way to get the pipe out of the
vehicle without cutting it unless you were going to pull the t-case or trans or both to get
clearance...I didn't try either,just cut it out as it was bad anyway.Making a 1 piece
replacement would have been unsatisfactory for field replacement and sending it in to
depot maintence for an exhaust pipe is a bit wasteful (course we are talking the
government here :-))So they made the replacements a 2 piece affair.
So you could have either one and still have a factory setup since both styles were made by
them.If it was changed at any time in the vehicles history and factory parts were used,it
would be the 2 piece type.Hope this helps eliminate any confusion.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge
la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32120 NEXT>32125 32135 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i thought it was fair.
it was actually much worse.hence the mis-figuring.
my bed was not repairable,but usable.i posted it as FREE and no one took it.i bought
a rust free bed in texas for a couple hundred,then had it blasted and my buddy did some
very good sheetmetal work on it.the blasting/paint cost me 400 to do the bed to a bolt on
condition.
the cab drains was so rusty that when it rained it would rain on your legs (the vents leaked
and rusted out).i bought a cab with 2 doors for a couple of hundred and paid a couple
hundred in shipping from los angeles.i had the cab,both fenders and valence,dash and
seats all blasted and painted for another 700 to bolt on condition.
you can see where this is going.
ive bought lots of small stuff,that was too rusty or worn
nos springs (mine were sagging on one side over an inch!)
shackles for springs
lights (the galvanic corrosion is very bad on mine)
new guages,senders.
i have a NOS hood (thanks ABLINN!)to paint too.i also have 2 5 gallon buckets of parts
to beadblast today.
it should be noted that i was going to restore it to new condition.my plans changed.
i am modifying the truck as close as to what i believe would be a new m715.
cummins 4cyl.newer style dana 60 and 14 bolt,i am NOT lifting it
power brakes and steering
a/c heater and defrost
i used a 2.5 ton bench seat in the front so i can seat 3
12 volts
5 speed tranny,and im keeping the stock winch
i am repainting it USMC green and original markings.
the only exterior difference is the lugs on the axles,and a fuel can holder on the passenger
side,and 1100x 16 tires.
ill go more into price OFFPOST,by email if needed.i still would not change what im
doing,i just didnt anticipate all the little stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seating?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32068 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know VPW has those parts...not the wood stuff but the metal parts...they had 1 or 2 kits
for the rear bows,including the metal corners in the original boxes last time I was
there...might be gone now,but if anyone is interested,better jump if they still have...
brute4c
SUBJECT>make it goooey POSTER>John Gilsdorf EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32079 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you mix 90 wt gear lube and chassis grease together till it just will flow,you will have
it right.Too thin and the marginal seals and scratched balls (not what you sicko's are
thinking)will leak.Too thick and it will stick to the outer edges and stay there.I have
been doing this for years and the ujoints will throw it up to the bearings and ujoints just
fine.The knuckle seals you can get from Ford or other sources and they are easy to install
and not too much money and new.Get greasy.
John G.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32122 NEXT>32126 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pulling the cab off with the tranny still there was pretty intense.My jack was maxed out
several times and we had to lower and reset the straps many times.One thing to know is
that the drives sides weighs considerable more than the passenger side beause of the
steering columb ect.
Removing the bed wasnt too bad,just get a engine hoist on the tailgate side and like 4
guys to walk it backwards off the truck,again most of its weight is where that storage
container is behind the cab.I have hear of post of people doing it with 2,and i think its
bull or they just can't stand up anymore.
I had goals of sandblasting the frame but I just gota wire brush for my Dewalt grider and
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it worked well.I then cleaned it and put on POR-15 and it looks brand new now.
I got some pics if you want me to send you mostly of the truck with the frame and.running gear no body.
Scott
SUBJECT>I'd love to see those frame pics if you could!POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32125 NEXT>32129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..thanx
SUBJECT>Re:Water pump and ISP info POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Thanks for the offer.I am just trying to spend as little time and money on the 230 as
possible.My plan is to keep it running and driving while I collect parts and money for a
V8/trans/transcase swap.
Barrman
SUBJECT>And 2 more mounts...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32088 NEXT>32133 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On the front of the bed,on each side there is a roughly 2X3 piece of thick rubber that has
a thinner tab on one end where the mount holes are.This is basically a cushion.VPW has
these too...just got 2 for mine.
If you follow the link below,you will be taken to an index of all the parts diagrams for
the M715 family from the -34 Parts manual.The figures for cab and bed mounts for the
non ambulance versions are:
fig107.jpg this is the cabs mounts
fig115.jpg this is the bed
The M725 mounts are:
fig132.jpg
If you look at fig115.jpg,the front bed mount,you see the standard bolt,washers,rubber
biscuit mount and behind it is part #14 which is this rubber mount I added above.
Hope that helps!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I'd love to see those frame pics if you could!POSTER>lee alessi/baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32126 NEXT>32138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we have had this debate of por15 vs zerorust at ifsja.org
i say zerorust,and its what i am going to use
http://www.ifsja.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=018043#000000.SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado
and/or parts?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32051 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As long as it is the civvy ignition it would be an improvement in power over the mil setup
as the vacuum advance is there...the vacuum unit can still be purchased new for that
distributor.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32071 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The "4"indicates weight class 4,not 4 tons.In our case,it just so happens to match,but
that's not the same as "it means..."
SUBJECT>BUMP R -14 BOLT?POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey did you hear anything about that 14 bolt?if i get a new crush sleeve and bearings,
will i have to "set up"all over?or can i just use the the same shims and put it back the
way it was?
krob725
SUBJECT>Link?POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32128 NEXT>32136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>adambrown@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5SBDRw4trtg PREVIOUS>NEXT>32148 32176 32203
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a supplier that has lock out hubs for a 1967 M715?
Vintage Power does not have them in stock.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32122 NEXT>32139 32236 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought about doing that also.Take a M715 and modernize it as if it was in production
to the Army today.I called it the M715A3 project,but a little old CUCV came along...and
well I've been side tracked for a little while.I agree with everything you are doing except
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one thing.I would stay with 24V and the Military light system.And I would have
changed to an Auto trans because there arent too many kids today who can drive stick..Hence one of the reasons the
army is going to all auto trans.
Good luck with your project and get some pictures up for us!
Joe Kaiser
SUBJECT>What,this?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32133 NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
Since your not psychic,here ya go!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone want a 230 Tornado and/or parts?POSTER>David
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven,yes I'd definately love the fuel pump.What would you want for it,for the
flywheel?Could you ship it?I'd pay the freight.Let me know,after christmas is fine.
-ave
SUBJECT>Re:I'd love to see those frame pics if you could!POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rather than use por15 on mine I have about 10 gallons of an industrial strength primer.I
will just put that on there really thick.The way I see it is if you plan to do any amount of
four wheeling the body will have to come off again at some point,so why spend the extra
on the por15.But thats just my opinion.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think all kids should learn to drive a stick.My little sister didnt think she would ever
need to know how to drive a stick,but I showed her anyway and she still thanks me for it
today...
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>RG
EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aarZSycZxrD12 PREVIOUS>32118 NEXT>32152
32181 LINKNAME>frame pic LINKURL>http://home.mchsi.com/~hondo100/frame.jpg
I've sandblasted/primed/painted the chassis (frame,axles,etc)and rebuilding the transfer
case.The cab is 90%sandblasted.If I had it to do over I'd have someone to all the
sandblasting for me.It was just too time consuming and a pain.
SUBJECT>Re:BUMP R -14 BOLT?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32132 NEXT>32143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Chances are better than average that you will be OK to get new sleeve
and bearings and
be OK.You'll need to check it,but likely won't have to get new shims.Naturally,give the
housing a good look-see before you buy stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:How much $$$$???POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32115 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't mind,how much are they getting for that stuff?
SUBJECT>Re:BUMP R -14 BOLT?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32118 NEXT>32146 32150 32156 32184
LINKNAME>M715 Today
LINKURL>http://webpages.charter.net/porkchopsfsj/frametoday
I got my truck on the 20th on September and started the restoration on the 21st.The tear
down is the easiest part.Like everyone said document everything!I wire brushed the
frame and then put on POR15,I am not to happy with the POR15 but it looks great,
topcoated it with flat black paint.Then I rebuilt the axles,all new bearings and seals.
Painted them with Por and topcoated.Took the springs apart and painted each one with
por.On the front springs I put in new main leaves with new bushings.New front
shackles.Rebuilt the tranny and t-case.Tore the engine down and cleaned and inspected
it.Going to paint the valve cover the same USMC green as the truck.All new brake lines
and vent tubing.Where I am today is the drive train is back on the frame minus the
driveshafts.Working on the new exhaust system (when the parts all get here).The bed
will be going to get blasted next month and the cab in January after I replace the rocker
panels.The truck was in great shape to start.The passengers side rocker is the only spot
that has a few pin hole rust spots.Just replacing both as a precaution.It is cheaper to do
all the work yourself if you can.So far I have less than $400 in the restore.The link is of
a picture I just took a couple minutes ago.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32103 NEXT>32183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I wasn't there,but from what I hear,"Charlie"didn't really stick to Geneva convention,
and was known to deliberately target the medics.My M725 has a rifle rack behind the
driver seat with a "rubber ducky"M16 in it.I've had a couple people comment that it
violates the convention for a medic to carry a weapon.I've also had vietnam vet medics
tell me what sort of arms they carried.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Adam EMAIL>.DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:15
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32144 NEXT>32158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PC,
You work so fast it just makes the rest of us feel bad about ourselves.I am not worthy!
I guess you were just avoiding me thiw weekend with the towbar
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32042 NEXT>32154 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's not "whydah,"it's a guy from Greenville,SC.I'll have to look him up one of these
years.
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/w
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32134 NEXT>32168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Autozone has the best price.You will will have to do a search for the part number unless
someone has it handy.
SUBJECT>Re:There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Brute...Learning about these rigs all the time..
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32144 NEXT>32159 32171 32187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that is fast work.What did you not like about the POR-15?
SUBJECT>SWEET!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>31988 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now I know what to look for!Dayam -I may just lose my memership in the "stock"
club...
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32140 NEXT>32207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.NICE FRAME!
KR
SUBJECT>Cage instructions POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32155 32182 32228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Over the winter I want to add a cage to my truck.Anybody have any plans or sugestions?
Thanks
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32147 NEXT>32177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got the mag yesterday.........derned if I can remember the name now?
SUBJECT>Re:Cage instructions POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32153 NEXT>LINKNAME>Link to Cage pix
LINKURL>http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/
Below is the link to my cage pix.
2"ERW (Electric Resistance Welded)tube.I used a cheapo Harbor Freight PIPE bender.
It's OK for up to 45 degree bends.Cross bracing is out of view,behind the seats and
below the top of the cab.I still haven't welded it to the cab or frame in the front,but it's
bolted to the seat belt mounts in the rear.
Ethan
http://www.home.earthlink.net/~ethanb73/
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOOKIN GOOD PC!!
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seating?POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I picked up a complete troop seat set less wood from Northgate in Missouri for about $60
last year.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>porkchop
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EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you a PM on the IFSJA.Sorry about that but I forgot your number..SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in
January POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you didn't prep it right or missed a spot it would not stick.Had to sand and reprep a few
spots.Hope it works this time.
SUBJECT>Fraps POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32003 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sam's Club now sells Mocha Frapawhatevers IN BULK.I got a case of 16 last week.
I'm just sayin'........
-B.
SUBJECT>I got your apology....swingin'POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>31980 NEXT>32162
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
I have 1 that I'm going to give to you.It's in .44 magnum and is perfect except for a small
blemish on the casing.I'll give you the shell next time I see you.
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-.-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
The blamish is a small "ben hamberg"carved in about 8 point font.
Ponder it-
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I got your apology....swingin'POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32161 NEXT>32222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does it say Ben or "Billy"..........cause technically billy does not exist.You did figure that
out didn't you?
wool gather that.........get your thesaurus out and wool gather some more
Doug
SUBJECT>rust spot on frame POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
im in the middle of doing my frame and would like to let everyone know two things,.1)my rear cross member/bumper is
pretty rusty,so are the other 2 frames i have.......so
keep an eye on yours
2)the front shock uprights hold water,and dirt.i would suggest that you drill a 1/2 inch
hole at the bottom to allow it to drain.,as that was THE most rusty part of the frame next
to the rear crossmember/bumper
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>32099 NEXT>32223 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
that would be me
did you get the distribuator back in that 725?
my 715 has been modifeid with a chev 350 t350 and all new wires.I'm going to take it to
work wedesday,if you want to see it I'll stop by after work about 2:30.
SUBJECT>Swapping Hubs?POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I ’ve been pondering ways to put other wheels on my truck for no better reason than just
pondering new mods and putting off more imediate work that I need to do on the truck.I
was wondering if you could swap hubs from another Dana 70 and 60 set of axels so that
wheels with more standard lug patterns could be used.It seams to me that the only
requirement is to find hub with the same spacing between bearings and a pair of bearings
with the correct OD for the new hub,ID for the axel,and width.Has anyone looked into
such swaps or is there something I ’ m missing.Do the axels have a different whole pattern
were they are bolted to the hubs?Alternately could the lug pattern in our hubs be welded
up and the re drilled for an 8-lug wheel?
Thanks again for the input.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:they're not sleeved...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32096 NEXT>32178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They have to be sleeved don't they?How do they install the mold cores to form the water
jackets during casting if the cylinders are cast into the block as one unit?
I thought the cylinder walls had a different composition than the block too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Have another Buddy POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drank no beer that night.I got tanked on Tanqueray..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5SBDRw4trtg PREVIOUS>32148 NEXT>32169 32219 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have the part number for lock out hubs,which I am trying to buy from
Autozone?
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32168 NEXT>32170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Search the board for specifics but in the not too distant past someone said that
MileMarker is out of stock and therefore Autozone will be backordered.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32169 NEXT>32172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do I search the board?
Thanks
Adam
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Por-15 sticks best to rough clean metal.Smooth metal must be etched.I used Por-15 on
an old scrambler I rebuilt and it came out beautifully.It adherred well and has lasted
about 4 years now.However,on other parts that I didn't prep properly,it flaked right off.
Good luck.
Steven
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SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32170 NEXT>32173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just above where it says "Welcome back,Adam"click on the "Search/Personalize
Display".Toggle to "several eons"and enter your keyword to search.You may have to
reset from "several eons"to "two weeks"after you're done or you'll have about a million
messages when you return to the Open message board.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for helping this rookie.
SUBJECT>Possibly same as a duece !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 3:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32067 NEXT>32180 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I remember that the stake holes on the M-715 are the same as the M-211 and M-35 duece
troop seats.A person might go to a large military truck yard and get the hardware dirt
cheap.Anyone have any experience with this ??Tom
SUBJECT>Re:rust spot on frame POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32163 NEXT>32190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was lucky with mine.It was not that rusty at all.It even had the original paint in some
places.Good advice on the shock mounts.You don't think that will weaken it do you?
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
November 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32134 NEXT>32220
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am getting ready to part with mine,the are just over a year old and in perfect shape let
me know if you might be interested in a used set.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,24
November 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32154 NEXT>32198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He needs some rear shock dont ya think?
Oh well Im just jelous I guess.
Steve
SUBJECT>eh?sort of POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
24 November 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32166 NEXT>
32189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when I say sleeved I'm talking sleeves as in aluminum blocks have sleeves of iron in them
for the bores...and in that case,BBC's have no sleeves.
I haven't heard the bores are different,but if they were,they could be installed and then
have more metal poured around them,but I don't think Chevy went to all that trouble.I
know some sculptors who do shit like that,lot of work.
that said,the cores for engine castings look really strange.
SUBJECT>lost and found an m715 on 96 in ks POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>32217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we were driving on 96 hwy I think out of wichita to great bend and saw an m715 on the
side of the road for sale and when we came back I got off track (lost)and couldnt find
where it was.does anyone know who's truck it is?
I'm giong to go back and look for it this weekend and see if I can find it.
SUBJECT>Re:Possibly same as a duece !POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32174 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some that came off a duece.The one that goes over the wheel well will have to be
trimmed(the piece that goes in the hole).The leg for the seat bottom,the one that folds
out,is different.I have three different lengths.Two of the three were supposedly actual
715 seats.So I need to figure it out.I didn't even know I had 3 different lengths until just
now.Will investigate further tommorrow.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like the makings of a beautiful ground up RG...
SUBJECT>O NOT USE SCH 40 PIPE!!!!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32153 NEXT>32209 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
despite what others may say,it will NOT BE STRONG ENOUGH if you need it.Use the
good stuff.Talk to local fabricators.CroMo is nice but a little spendy,maybe use it for
the main hoops.Around here there are lot of cage builders,and a lot of trucks in the yards
w/bloody spots next to the schedule 40 printed on the tube.
It's there to protect YOUR LIFE,make it out of quality materials.For a truck,it won't be
that much money anyway.MEPCO wants about $800 for a 10pt cage for my FSJ
Cherokee,if that helps w/baseline figures.
Remember the strength of the triangle,and if you can,put in diagonals for the doors too.
Just look at as many designs as you can and see what works,what's the common design
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element of them all.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32145 NEXT>32188 32221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My M725 has the rifle rack also,I need to get me a de-mil rifle for it.
I also have 2 racks on the floor next to the drivers seat that look like fire extinguisher
brackets.
And for some reason there is a chain about 3 feet long tack welded to the front of the
drivers seat bracket.I got it from the guy who picked it up from the base in 76,He told me
that he has made no modifications or changes on it since he got it,so what ever its there.for was done on the army
base.
I have noticed that some of these rigs have stars on the doors and others don't,Is there a
reason for this?
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32144 NEXT>32186 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been following your progress on the full size list PC.Nice work for sure.Can you say
why you were not real happy with the POR15 stuff.I'm about to coat my wag with it and
would like to know what you think...Al T.
SUBJECT>the thing you're missing POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32165 NEXT>32191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...is that there are few if any trucks out there w/closed knuckle 60's on them.I don't know
of any that are really any more common than our rare monsters.If you find some,it might
work,but again,I think the MTrucks are the most common consumer of the closed
knuckle 60.
easier and cheaper to swap in the other stuff.Dana 44's out of GM 3/4 trucks,or Ford's
for that matter (and they'll be a touch stronger w/the high pinion)have at least an 8600#
GVW and will hold up to most uses,and they're relatively cheap.I paid too much for
mine and got a 44 w/a 14bolt for $500 here.
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoops,I posted my question as I read down through the thread.I got my answer as I
read further.......Nevermind...
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32150 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Por-15 sticks best to rough clean metal.Smooth metal must be etched.I used Por-15 on
an old scrambler I rebuilt and it came out beautifully.It adherred well and has lasted
about 4 years now.However,on other parts that I didn't prep properly,it flaked right off.
Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One bracket was probably for fire extinguisher and the other for decontaminator.The.chain was used to lock the
steering wheel to prevent theft.I have seen where there was
chain welded to shifters but I think that was on 1/4 ton stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:eh?sort of POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32178 NEXT>32215 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh wait,I just figured it out.Just smoked my last rock.No sleeves.
All the core pieces between the two displacements are the same except those that form
the bore.The core for the rear block area,where the numbers are,would be
interchangeable between the two engine sizes.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:rust spot on frame POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,its about inch and a half before the bends.it may not have it now,but watch that area!
SUBJECT>Re:the thing you're missing POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:49
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32185 NEXT>32192 32197 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
are you sure a 44 will be stronger than the dana 60s that are in our trucks?i thought the
60s were a lot stronger.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>It depends POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If your driving a Chevy powered jeep you won't break anything:)
Just kidding mine have A.M.C.motors and I have to Flintstone it.
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SUBJECT>worth of SM-465 POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 5:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much money would an rebuilt SM-465 transmission fetch with about 5k miles on
rebuild?i am looking to sell mine and was wondering how much it would be worth.
thanks.
-Brian
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion:POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>31996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would also like for some pics as Im about to do a sbc conv.in a 67 M725.
Do you make different adapter kits for the small and large hole bellhousings as I have the
larger sized hole in my bellhousing.I dont remember the actual size right now,over 5".
Thanks,Dave
SUBJECT>not much here in UT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32193 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just tried to sell mine,w/10k on it.I was asking $250 for it and no bites.Maybe it's just
that time of year.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32087 NEXT>32199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From my understandings the hubs on the wheels had a clevis and that was where they
attached the parachute and the d-rings on the bumpers was where they attached the jeep to
a drop form or ship plate for transport.My 725 is painted ICE CREAM truck yellow.
SUBJECT>I wouldn't say strongER,....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32191 NEXT>32201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..keep in mind the shafts are the same size as the 44,or mostly anyway.The axlehousings
will be stronger,but then the ears on the knuckles aren't that burly....If you're running big
wheels,pounding them offroad alot I don't think the 44 will hold up that well,but the
44HD was used through the 70's in 3/4t trucks w/comparable ratings to the 715.
that said I think I'd put a newer 60 in my truck,but you know UT and what there is to do
here,it makes sense.The 725 I've got isn't getting one because it will be tenderfooted
offroad,as it is in a word,tippy.
a 44HD with the big bearings and aftermarket shafts will be plenty strong for most stuff
though,and won't cost much to build/repair/maintain.
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32177 NEXT>32227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He needs bigger tires
SUBJECT>parachute?!?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
24 November 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32196 NEXT>
32202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen somewhere an illustration of them being lifted by the shackles onto a boat or
something,and there is a good illustration of the truck strapped to a RR flatcar by the
rings,but not PARACHUTED!oh man can you imagine that?look,it's a bird,it's a
plane,it's a..HOLY SHIT,MOOOOOOVVVVEE!!!!!thud..that would really be something.
SUBJECT>Re:engine conversion:BOB POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31996 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BOB
DO YOU MAKE ANY KITS TO FIT A MOPAR TO THE T98?
THANKS
KROB725
SUBJECT>Re:I wouldn't say strongER,....POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32197 NEXT>32210 32211 32212 32214
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma
i agree with the 44 idea.i said something about it before and seems like i got shot down.
people said the 725 was too heavy and would probably wear it out.i also agree about
tippy.
what about anti-roll bars?would a sway bar from a GW make it feel a little less tippy?i
want to carve some corners man!
k
SUBJECT>Re:parachute?!?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 6:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32134 NEXT>32216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ADAM
AUTOZONE 11035-01
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k
SUBJECT>230 oil leaks POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>Toddandlara@juno.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the information on my 230 oil leaks,Do you recall where the fording valve is
so I can check that.The head and entire motor was totally rebuilt.I only have about 10
hours run time on the motor.I would really like to run it more but I don't know if i should
until I figure out why the back two cylinders are fouling the plugs with oil.It is not
leaking down from the valve cover,It seems like it is seeping out from the exhaust side
head bolts or from under the spark plugs.If I run it for awhile you can year the motor oil
sizzling in the plug holes around the base of the spark plugs.It smokes bad when you.initially fire it up,but it
gets better after it warms up.I have had to clean the back two
plugs 3 times because of oil fouling and no plug firing.I will check the valve guides and
the crank case for proper venting,I have a lot of time and money in the motor and would
like to make it run right,I have a civilian distributor and a two barrel intake I might try If
I can make it run right and get it past break in stage.I can drive it,but it really needs new
rubber mounts,trans and transfer,I was going to change those when I pull the bed for
sand blasing,frame and cab restoration.Any more information would be greatly
appreciated,Oh the rebuild parts came from memphis equipment,I also used civilian
pistons,as they are domed on top for more compression.thanks Todd
SUBJECT>Re:pheasant trip POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,24
November 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>31922 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
went to ness city and had wild time.A buddy of mine was tryin to sleep sat.nite when a
huge woman came in the room and picked him up out of bed,a 200 pnd man at that.It
was all I could handle as I left the room LMAO and thinkin Im glad its him instead of me.
we are going back around the first of the year if not sooner.Just waitin for everyone to
decide when and if you are interested I'll let you know when and where!
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32204 NEXT>32208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Todd,
Never dealt with the fording system,I was only going by what I've learned from here.
Did you ever re-torque the head?It's very common,especially on older head gaskets to
require a re-torque after the engine has fully warmed up then cooled down.
Also with only 10 hours,you may not have seated the rings.New to me,I read the
Hastings box last time I did a ring job and apparently you're supposed to rapidly
accelerate then deccelrate a handful of times in a row.Don't know if you went through
that or not.
I can't remember if the head bolts are higher or lower than the plugs?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Todd Lucas
EMAIL>Toddandlara@juno.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone thought about chemical stripping the paint off instead of sandblasting.I have
done this on two other jeeps I have in resto-rebuild mode,It works great if you have a
little ventilation.
SUBJECT>Re:230 oil leaks POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>Toddandlara@juno.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No I have not yet retorqued the head,yes I did sort of reve it up and
down,took if for a
drive,but came back home I didn't want to ruin anything until i had a chance to really go
over the truck,I has been sitting for 17 years in storage,I am the second owner after the
fire dept.I changed all fluids,lubed and cleaned what I could.Maybe this weekend I will
fire it up again.Not much time to spend on it this last summer,but maybe soon.
SUBJECT>Re:DO NOT USE SCH 40 PIPE!!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 7:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32182 NEXT>32225 32235 32249 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree with Tacoma on this.Any welded seam tubing should be avoided.With flex and
age the seam will seperate.I've seen sch40 split when bent just being used for gas line(7
inches water column pressure/roughly 1/4 PSI).Just normal weather expansion will
stress the pipe and it WILL seperate.Once the seam splits you're done.
SUBJECT>Re:I wouldn't say strongER,....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right my wag weighed 4600.Not as much as the 725 but not light by any
means.I was going to do this to my 726 as it is for pavement only use.Figured the
gearing would help the top end and also would cut the t-cse speed down for those who
run the 200.Think the 44s are going into the wifes M38A1 so maybe I'll have to find
another set if I want to pursue that.
SUBJECT>Re:I wouldn't say strongER,....POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I'd doubt that an anti-sway bar would do much.The springs are pretty stiff just by
themselves.The anti-sway bar on an FSJ is pretty tiny compared to an M715,IMHO.I
took it off my FSJ when I used it for 4 wheeling.It didn't make ANY difference in on-
road manners.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:I wouldn't say strongER,....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32201 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right my wag weighed 4600.Not as much as the 725 but not light by any
means.I was going to do this to my 726 as it is for pavement only use.Figured the
gearing would help the top end and also would cut the t-cse speed down for those who
run the 200.Think the 44s are going into the wifes M38A1 so maybe I'll have to find
another set if I want to pursue that.
SUBJECT>Re:T-98 tranny parts POSTER>rbmopar EMAIL>rbmopar@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32107 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Thanks for the info Bob.I am going to pull the tranny over Thanksgiving
weekend,then I
can try to see if it has any of the issues that you mentioned.I was wondering what would
make that part break.If I cant figure out why it broke,I'll give you an e-mail.Porkchop,
I'll give you an e-mail to see what we can work out.
SUBJECT>buy a WRX POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,
24 November 2003,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32201 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you will carve no corner in the 725.When I said tippy,I meant,off road lol.The 725
actually tended to push,like a plow,on the road.Took a few turns too fast in Dallas,that
got interesting in a hurry,esp.with the lockers.
I punished,and I mean PUNISHE my work trucks,much worse than the ambulance,
they held up fine.
SUBJECT>but still leaves that one question POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32189 NEXT>32242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how can the bore be bigger if the rest of the dimensions are the same?In order for the
stock bore of the 427 to be the unsafe size of the overbored 396,the 427 must have
altered architecture somewhere.Where?the dimensions of the block are the same,so one
wouldn't think they just moved the bores farther apart to accomadate them...the water
jackets could be thinner...but still...
since the BBC is siamesed,I would think that the reason for bore limits would be to keep
the wall between cylinders from cracking?So something is funky w/the 427,and I want
to know just what the hay-ill it is.I will have to call Spicer and argue the topic w/him.
Minutiae is a way of life!
ah,I'll go back to my original statement:big blocks are big enough.I really don't care
hahahahahahahahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,24 November 2003,at 11:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32203 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Keith...I was to lazy (and sick)to find it...
SUBJECT>Re:lost and found an m715 on 96 in ks POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 12:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>32179 NEXT>
32259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was it a tan one with hard top?If so it's west of Hutchinson and east of Nickrson on 96.
The dude wanted 5 or 6 k for it a couple of yrs ago.At that time it had a fresh 327 chevy
and the stock motor came with it.I think the rest of the truck is mostly stock.His last
name is Surface and he posted here once so you might be able to search this site for his
contact info.I'm in Hutch also let me know if I can help out.You'll see me running.around town in mine.later
SUBJECT>Re:There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 1:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32121 NEXT>32239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did the exhaust exit at?The exhaust that is on it now has it exiting right after the
utility box.Is this bad?
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 2:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32168 NEXT>32226 32243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adam try Inter Agency Motor Pool (Shelter Isl NY)631-749-0100 the price might be a
little higher but they do carry Selectro.
Did you tell your wife yet??????
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>AdamBrown@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 2:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32176 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes I'm interested.How much for the set?
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:M725 camo question POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32183 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The chain was used to lock the steering wheel to prevent someone from taking your
Truck.
only one 5 lb fire extinguiser was required.The other may have been for a M-4 ??decon
apperatus which look a lot like an old fire extinguiser.
Those that do not have stars is a result of leasons learned in Vietnam.
white stars make nice targets.
SUBJECT>How's that go?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32162 NEXT>32224 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh yea-"I wish you both were dead."
Yup,that's it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No haven't started on the M725 yet started my list of what to do,pulled that
old yellow
crew cab in to work on this winter.
Almost sold the M725 the other day I quess i didn't have the price high enuff.Guess I'll
have to raise the price on it.
I will be working on the M43 first then the M725.kind of hoping to keep the M725.
Yeh the would be cool I got over my burn out on military trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:How's that go?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>32222 NEXT>
32233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Seeing how we played such a uncalled for joke on you last week,I'm gonna step back and
let you have the last word.I'm not even gonna come back with stuff like "your bark
doesn't have much bite after the way you cowarded to billy"and I will not brag about
what a sucker you were and how easy it was to pull over on you,nope this time I'm just
gonna sit back and let you have the last word.
Your Bud
Doug
SUBJECT>AND...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't let anyone tell you that the older GM 10 bolts have seamless axles tubes in them.
Split one both sides with hopped up 283 and street tires at the digs one night.4"one side
and like 7"on the other.Luckily they were clocked at the top of the axle.Swapped out for
a 12 bolt REAL quick.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32219 NEXT>32238 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As far as hubs go.I am 99.9999 sure that the outers are identical to mid-late 80's
W250/350 lockouts.Everything BUT the base that bolts directly to the wheel hub
interchanges.Guess which part of the whole assembly is (a)the only part I've seen fail,
and (b)the easiest to fabricate?Yup,the base!May be cost/time effective to turn your
own base,and just get "repair parts"and build your own set.
Sounds like a good winter project for Bob.I have an outer off a 86 Dodge,and Selectros
on the M715.Get a parts list of Selectro parts (MAY be serviced through NAPA or
MOPAR dealer?)and blueprint of the base,and make available to the club...
Feedback?
SUBJECT>Re:715 in magazine POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32198 NEXT>32237 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spring over,38x13's,305 chevy,manual tranny,somewhere in SC.
SUBJECT>Re:Cage instructions POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32153 NEXT>32230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
I'm planning the same for mine this winter.Still tossing around ideas daily.My current
thought is to have the front tube follow the contour of the windshield frame as close as
possible so that the truck looks right when the windshield is folded down.Also thought
about using a cross support at that top of the dash to double as a defrost duct.Mine will be
tied to the frame.Also plan on extending it thru the firewall to serve as upper winch
support when it gets to the front of the truck.I want the winch mounted high to increase
the angle of approach,it's hydraulic so I can put it where I want.Also plan on having it
connect to a cage in the box.I have seats back there which my three sons ride in.Probably
will resemble the slant back HUMVEE in contour.Gotta get a bender bought now so I can
get started.
SUBJECT>Painting Camo POSTER>BIGBADJON EMAIL>big_bad_jon@msn.com
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DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>NEXT>32232 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Would any of you know where I could download a large camo pattern like on this M715-
>
http://www.m715zone.com/cgi-bin/Authenticate.cgi/galleries/mempics/drew/drew1.jpg
so I can paint my truck?
Some tips would also be much appreciated...
Thanks in advance,yall!
SUBJECT>Re:One more thing POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32228 NEXT>32231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan on using 2"OD x .120 wall and 1-3/4"x .120 wall tube.
The 2"will be for the main frame with the 1-3/4 for the cross braces.The nice thing about
these two sizes is that the 2"measures 1.76 ID...........the 1-3/4 OD should slide right in to
help alignment sections when fitting together for a butt weld.Yes it will be DOM tubing.
They're both less than $2 per foot.
SUBJECT>Mudclod had a sweet one.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32230 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish I still had the pics...or that he was still around.His was as close to perfect as you
could hope for.
Try to e-mail him and see if he still has the pics-it might give you some idears.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Painting Camo POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32229 NEXT>32234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pssst...look to your left.See where it says "M715 cammo pattern"?On a hunch,try that.
Or run a searc on this message board,earlier I posted an url to an olive drab site a great
jumping-off point when looking into camo...
Good luck and send pics!
SUBJECT>Thanks Doug,but....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32224 NEXT>32240
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if you respond to this then won't that be you having the last word?
And-
Was it cowardice that instead of trying to threaten Billy or explain how I would shoot him
I just printed off his threatening post and set it aside......to show the police and explain the
body with.
I always hate to hear or read some prick tell another prick how bad he is and how he'll do
this or that.I never was one for the pissing contest.
And I wasn't that easy to trick-I had written Brute telling him that I thought it was one of
you,and would like him to check IP adresses and make sure.If I was THAT easy to trick
then I would still be tricked,wouldn't I?
In the aftermath I was really dissapointed in how it eneded.I mean-you train your whole
adult life for a situation where you can legally shoot someone in the noble cause of
protecting your family and then in the wink of an eye that chance is ripped from you.
So,there.Now you see that I am a force to be reckoned with.
(on't reply)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Painting Camo POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32232 NEXT>32264 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was all looking to my left.....at the wall.....then the other wall..How FAR to the left am I to look?Can you
specify?
------
You know,what would really help is if I could see pics of the member's trucks and that
way I could try and find a truck that's camo.Then I could paint mine to look like it.Can
you help me there?
-B.
SUBJECT>oug.......POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I noticed the other night that my disposal gears/teeth spin in the counter-clockwise
direction.I found this amazing since it speeds up the draining of the sink water by
working with the natural spin of the whirlpool.I tried to explain to my wife just how
ingenious that was,but she thinks it was a coincidence that they make them like that.
Is it?Do disposals made in the southern hemisphere spin clockwise?Are there any
countries in the southern hemisphere industrialized enough to make a disposal?
Thanks,
-B.
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SUBJECT>Re:Frame off restoration starting in January POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:50
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few years ago,I had a soldier in Korea who was scheduled to serve as the duty driver
for the day.The vehicles we had were Korean minivans with standard transmissions.She
didn't know how to drive a manual.She was one of several soldiers in the unit who had
used that excuse (before I got there)to get out of the duty.The first sergeant let it be
known that if the soldiers couldn't drive,then their NCOs would pull the duty.I gave the
PFC a "crash"course in the operation of a motor vehicle with a manual tranny.:-)
Regards,
Chris
SUBJECT>Is it a full write up,or POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32227 NEXT>32246
32273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just a reader's ride?Is it worth buying it for?
If I buy it,I can't buy lunch.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32226 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ewwww,except maybe the internal spline thing.May be a show-stopper...
SUBJECT>Re:There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 7:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32218 NEXT>32241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The exhaust exit is at the passenger rear of the bed with a 3 bolt flange on the pipe
sticking straight out the side.When fording,the vertical stack,with a right angle turn at
the bottom and 3 bolt flange was hooked up and had an upper mount off the troop seat
area,rear vertical,to keep it from wobbling all over.
brute4c
SUBJECT>oug said to eat one.NTXT POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32233 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,maybe there is...but probably not.
SUBJECT>Re:There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 8:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32239 NEXT>32379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,mine exited just forward of the passenger rear bumper.I had my fording stack bolted
up,but they did not line up.I'm thinking my rear section was a custom jobbie.I called AB
linn to see if he had any exhaust stacks.(I always call him first)He said that the stacks
were fragile as I found out and guys used to take them off and stuff them into the tool box
under the bed till needed.I did find another at Saturn Surplus (they have 450 of them)and
hopefully they will send me a straight one this time.75.00 bucks.My truck has now
officially been returned back to pavement queen status,well till I take it in the woods
again.
IF ANYBODY FINDS A SOURCE FOR THE REAR SECTION OF THE EXHAUST,
POST IT!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Yo...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
25 November 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>32215 NEXT>32258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I hope you've read my other post to the left of this cascading thread.The HIPO 396
used for one year was 427 based.They needed something to combat the 427 fords and
426 chryslers.The 427 IS a heavier block with the intent of being a larger yet engine for
some time even before it's somewhat clued expansion was added.Gibberish?No,GM
had planned on a larger engine for the 427 and was in developement of it's predecessor,
454,for some time.It can be seen as early as the 1968 427 blocks.Flip one over and
check the panrail.They have extra clearancing cast into (or out of)the bottom end for the
two year out 454 model debut in 1970.Okay...so they changed the mold to accomodate.the larger stroke in 1968...so
how long do you think it was in works before that.I've heard
that certain 396 castings do have more material in the cylinders,but also know that any
396 that someone is hoping to punch to 4.25"should be X-rayed for wall thickness AND
if you're going to beat on it pretty hard,short fill the block with ROCK BLOCK to give
the bottom of the cylinders,where the most stress is,added support.I also had an engine
builder tell me that he recommends Xraying going .060"over on a 402...which would be
like a .090"over 396.
And that's all I have to say about tha'at.
SUBJECT>Re:Lock Out Hubs POSTER>Adam EMAIL>adambrown@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No
SUBJECT>stevbronco POSTER>Adam EMAIL>adambrown@msn.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa5SBDRw4trtg PREVIOUS>NEXT>32256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am interested in purchasing your hubs.can you email me at AdamBrown@msn.com?
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SUBJECT>Re:Is it a full write up,or POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 11:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32237 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a short feature article with 6 or 8 photos.
Buy the mag and drink lots of water.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32080 NEXT>
32261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah,eBay won't allow it anymore.Think somebody got ripped off on a kidney or
something...:)
Seriously,someone tried to sell one there.
SUBJECT>WAY,way,way off topic POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>32250
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a connection to sell a Black Rhino horn?A buddy has one at work that
used to be on a big mounted rhino in the mid '70s at a museum and they got rid of the
exhibit and his dad got the horn.The thing is around 24"tall and about as big around at
the base as if you put your thumbs together and then connected a circle with your middle
fingers...like wrapping around something.It's damn big and worth a some bucks,but he's.all worried about the
endangered species act even though this well before that.The thing
is sick big!
Anyone..???
SUBJECT>I hate to argue!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32209 NEXT>32251
32260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As much as I like to just lurke here,I have to add something on this one.Dont be
misinformed that welded seam is bad for a cage.Both hrew and dom are welded seam!
hrew=hot rolled electric welded.Dom=drawn over mandrel.Dom is just a process that
the metal is formed,there will be less imperfections in dom and will be truer in
dimensions throughout.Both are fine for cage use!Uroc sanctions as well as most drag
cars are required to use dom.Once together and painted it is very hard if not impossible
to visually tell the two apart.
Avoid cromoly unless you have the means to have it heat treated after you are done
welding it.Any welds to cro-mo will require heat treating to get the strenght back.
Hrew is cheaper than dom where dom is cheaper than cro-mo.
In all forms of steel the nickel content is what you will be interested in.As in,dom can
even be bad if nickel content is to low.Hrew is what I use on my cages and bumpers,it is
very easy to work with and welds very nice!
I dont claim to be an expert on this or any subject this is just what I have learned from
building my cages for the last 10 yrs.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:WAY,way,way off topic POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32248 NEXT>32252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont think he can sell it.have him contact the local game warden annonismonly(sp)
SUBJECT>cage pics POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 November
2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32249 NEXT>32253
LINKNAME>cage pics LINKURL>http://profiles.yahoo.com/stevbronco
There are few pics of my current cage in the link,I beleive it is sold.Soupy you ready for
that cage?I am getting ready to build a new one.
Steve
This cage was built with a crappy bender I now have invested in a jd2.Bends much nicer!
SUBJECT>Not So!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32250 NEXT>32266 32277 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He can sell it legally as long as there isn't a question as to it's date of origin.
I had a Randall Made knife that had an ivory handle and there was the same issue.I was
told that as long as the knife was manufactured before the embargo on ivory it was legal..This was in '97,but I
doubt there has been a change.
Tell Stumpy I'll give him a 20 spot for it.I'd grind it up,mix it with jin,and drink the
potion to give me the the rhino's power.
-B.
SUBJECT>Steve POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32251 NEXT>32254 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's one sweet truck!What motor is that?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Steve POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 November
2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32253 NEXT>32255
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks B
It was the ever popular 454.I hated it from the day I put it in,well not really it did run
damn good for a cheby.I have a fuel injected 302 now.Way less torque but off road the
fuel injection makes up for it.I have and plan to swap a 460 as soon as I get all the fuel
injection stuff.Anybody??
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Steve POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32254 NEXT>32257 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
460??????Man,if you do that then that Rhino Lining bow tie in your floor is gonna be
out of place.
Not to pry into your personal life-but why did you hate the 454?Was it THAT motor or
just any 454 that you don't cotton to?
Also,one more question-are you and your wife going to be at the FE?You're not too far.
Sorta.Maybe.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:stevbronco POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32245 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have mail adam
Steve.SUBJECT>Re:Steve POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25 November
2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32255 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah I am planning to.Brute if you read this add me even though I havent sent the email
yet.
Hey man thats not rhino its ARMA COATINGS,Way better in my opnion.Its also what I
do for a living so fixing the floor is a no brainer for me.I am not to pro ford or chevy or
other...I just have always perfered fords,but I will drive whatever I can buy for the best
value.The 454 was good deal at the time I bought it and I even snapped 2 input shafts in
the t98 before I dumped the big block.
Just wanted to get back to a ford motor,plus around here a stock 454 needing attention
will bring in the neighbor hood of $800 to the right guy.
I bought the mustang the 302 came from for $75 and sold the 8.8 3:73 gear rear end for
$200 in the first two days of owning it.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Yo...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 1:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32242 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too much Chevy info to digest.
They use a whole bunch of seperate sand cores to cast an engine block.So where the
bellhousing area is interchangable between the two molds,the pieces that make up the
cylinder wall area are specific to the displacement.They can grab the "universal"cores
and mix them with the specific cores to cast a variety of engine blocks with a minimum
of engineering.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:lost and found an m715 on 96 in ks POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32217 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats probably the one because thats exactly where it was at.I went by it at 80+so I didnt
get a chance to even look it over.One of the guys knew what it was and hollered to me on
the radio and said there was me a truck just as I was passin by.thanks for the info and ill
check it out and see!
SUBJECT>Re:I hate to argue!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32249 NEXT>32267 32270 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Steve,
Thanks for the info!I did NOT know that DOM was welded.Kinda bums me out.I had
asked the salesmen specifically for quotes on seamless tubing to be used for roll
cages.DOM is what they quoted me.I'm a plumber and the people we buy from probably.only do .01%of thier business
with people that want to build cages.I'll call them and see
what else they have to offer.Just from what I've seen,I still plan to use seamless tube of
some sort.More than once I've seen the weld split and it has not been in use as a cage.
Age and temp contraction/expansion seemed to be the cause.For a few pennies a foot
difference I don't think it is worth the risk.My boys ride with me and I want the thing to
be bomb proof.If I had a lighter vehicle I might not be so worried but with the weight of
these trucks and the open top design,I'm not gonna skimp on anything.I do figure rolling
the truck is a great possibility.
On your next cage are you going to install a crossbar for extra support.I plan on having
one across the dash and at least one diagonal behind the seat.My current bar is a 6pt
mounted in the bed only.the cross braces are located behind the bench seat I have
mounted back there.The hoop right behind the driver has no cross brace.I've always been
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leary of it.Just looks like the 6000lb truck would fold it over.
Does the manufacture of you bender have a website?If so give us a link.I'm trying to
decide daily.
Thanks
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Joe/Ia
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32247 NEXT>32262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We only found the link and pins,no severed body parts.That would have been kind of
neat though.
SUBJECT>Re:Rail Road tracks "the real answer"POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32261 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Joe,
I didn't realize you and Lisa shared the interest in gross stuff.I thought it stopped with
abscessed teeth and such.Oh well.If I happen to come across any severed appendages,I
will snatch them up for you guys!
SUBJECT>Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32265 32278 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i got the jan 04 jp magazine the other day on page 60 theres a nice 715 article.
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:Painting Camo POSTER>BIGBADJON
EMAIL>big_bad_jon32586@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaqaRS3rXcHLU PREVIOUS>32234 NEXT>
32360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32263 NEXT>32268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I would like some details about the side rocker panel guards.
SUBJECT>huh,you need that power eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32252 NEXT>32280 32370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's just sad.Did I mention that I carry a compact gun,and don't own some over-
compensatory .44 Magnum like uh,someone else here?
grind up your rhino horn little man,you can put in your Frappachino and drink it on the
way to the mall in your minivan.Jeez.
SUBJECT>oug (kinda windy)POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32260 NEXT>32269
LINKNAME>bender LINKURL>http://www.vansantent.com/
I plan to mount new seats to the cage with a bar across the dash area and some form of x
brace in the back,I will have a diagonal bar down the door area as well but my goal is to
keep the truck easy to get into and out of.I will put more focus on the halo also.The cage
currently in my truck was mainly built for looks,as I think with the top and the top
hareware off they look a little lacking.This was all done before I began wheeling my
truck.I have always had early broncos in the past and a few cj or fj40s,I never thought Id
enjoy whelling such a big rig!I under stand wanting to be safe.
I bought a jd2 bender you can do a search for them,although I did not buy directly from
them as there turn around time is usually slow to say the least.I bought it from a company
called van sant.the are not far from you or I.They will sell it to you at the same price jd2
does out the door,except you pay both the incoming and outgoing freight.I may have
spent a few more bucks this way but I thought I needed it right away and had heard there
est.delays usually are double what they tell you.
My only complaint with the bender is the follower dies arent hardend,so pretty much
right out of the box you will get some galling,as the galling gets more severe (several
bends)you can wrap some sandpaper over a peice of pipe and clean it up and its good to
go for awhile.I have spoken to jd2 about this problem and they will tell you how to case
harden the die and where to get the products from.Why dont they do it in the first place?
Mind you this is just the follower die not the main (exspensive)die.I plan to try and
harden my new follower when I need to replace it.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32265 NEXT>32276
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey lee
I am thinking about building some when I get a chance.I will keep you in mind and send.you some pics as I get to it.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Doug (kinda windy)POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32267 NEXT>32271
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOps forgot to add mine is the model 3 bender
Steve
SUBJECT>well,it's welded,but it's FINE POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 4:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32260 NEXT>32272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
talked at some length today w/Factory Tubular,who build insane rock buggies and roll
the shit out of them.DOM is pretty much the standard here in RockCrawler Central.
Doesn't split.Buy and use w/confidence.
Make sure on your cage you use some frame connectors,that is,tubes to connect the
frame to the cage.Most people use plates to bolt the frame piece to the in-cab section,
and if you do that make sure the plates are different sizes so you don't tear them through
the floor.
Cages are a really good idea.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug (kinda windy)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32269 NEXT>32274 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ha.....That's the one I've been looking at.I was standing in thier shop last Thursday.they
are only 30 miles from me.They had some samples of stuff they have bent laying around
but did not have one assembled.They did open the box and let me sift thru the pieces.
Looked like fairly good quality and the full 180*capability is a plus.Think I can get into
it for about $700 with two die sets.Did you buy the stand and handle or make your own?
What do you think of the notcher they sell....is that the one you use?
SUBJECT>Re:well,it's welded,but it's FINE POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definently will be solid with the frame.The floors in my truck appear to be in good shape
but I just have trouble placing that much faith in 35 year old sheet metal and body
mounts.
SUBJECT>Re:Is it a full write up,or POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32237 NEXT>32281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a copy...I'll send it to ya for the cost of UPS.
Your welcome.
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:Doug (kinda windy)POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,25
November 2003,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32271 NEXT>32275
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two stands for mine.One for home and then one for the fab bench at the shop.I
move the bench around the shop at work with a forklift to get it in the middle of the floor.
It dosent mave a bit and works realy good.The one at home just bolts down to the floor
using female red heads,so when removed floor is flush.I built both my self.The key is to
level off the die not the stand,that way when doing mutiple bends it shouls land in the
same plane.
My handle is just a peice of stock roughly 6 ft long.the wife can bend 1.75".120 wall at
the end of the handle.(hint hint)!
I just grab it in the middle a tug,bends really nice.
I am currently using a cheapo harbor freight notcher.I plan to buy a new one after the
holidays.Look for one that uses a sealed needle bearing,as opposed to the brass sleeve.
Mine is over 2 years old and has some considerable slop in it.I lube it often but there is a
lot of load placed on it.
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Doug (kinda windy)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32274 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a drill rig that was used for coring holes in concrete.It is way big and stout but
completely adjustable.Has adjustment screws on all four sides of the 4"square column to
take out slack and true it up.I've thought about fabbing a mount to hold pipe with for it.
Might actually work better than the ones you buy.The core rigs are about $3000 new and
the motor went bad on this one.I should be able to set it up to run off my 1/2"rockwell
drill.Might do that instead???It has about 24"of travel.Could buy a protractor to mount
on it.Hummm,Now ya got me thinking......
SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,25 November 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32268 NEXT>32285 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Steve,How are things in your part of the woods?
Are you going to make it to the F.E.next June?
I plan on making the trip to meet the folks form back east.
SUBJECT>Re:Not So!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 3:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32252 NEXT>32279 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How many zeros in a '20 spot'B-?In India it's worth more than it's weight in gold.20
spot that.
Besides that,your sheep will sleep a littl more soundly without you imbibing any of it..SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP
magazine POSTER>aniel EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
November 2003,at 5:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32263 NEXT>32286
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was looking closly at the interior pic,and it looked like it had a CJ dash.I would think
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for sure that it would be too short.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Not So!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32277 NEXT>32293 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So?.......he said 'No.'?No counter offer?Just 'No.'?
Did you even ask him?I bet you didn't.
Tell him I'll go as high as $25 (a 20 spot plug a used 5 spot).
About my sheep-Tacoma spent the whole day at my farm alone with them.My wife and
kid were gone and I was at work.What did he do?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:huh,you need that power eh?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32266 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
It's true I own a .44.And a .357.And a 10 mm.,but I also own a 9 mm and a .22.
I don't own a "compact carry gun"seeing as how I'm big enough to kill men with my bare
hands and no longer require a gun to regulate with.
As to my use of the rhino horn-I'm not as young as I used to be.I accept that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Is it a full write up,or POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32273 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ummm....that's alright.I appreciate it,but I hate to get 'em with the pages stuck together.
I'll jsut buy my own.
-B.
SUBJECT>Warren,Arkansas?Member?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32283
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.One of my fellow workers was driving through Warren,Arkansas yesterday and saw a
715 sitting in front of a building.It had no hood or motor,but apparently the body was in
good shape.Star on the door.
He failed to get me a phone number.
Any of you lurkers got that rig?
-B.
SUBJECT>not me but.......POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32282 NEXT>32284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do your guys seem to throw stuff like that at you to get out of trouble?Some of my guys
will mention a mil truck they saw when they show up late for work and such.......they
figure it will distract me from chewing thier butt...............seems to work good for them.
I'm a sucker for mil trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:not me but.......POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>32283 NEXT>32287 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Who would be scared of Brian?He would have to be a little pencil........well anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 November 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32276 NEXT>
32289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Lee
As of now I am planning the trip.Maybe we can arrange a convoy of sorts.I will check
with soupy from kc to see if hes gonna go.I was thinking it would be cool to take a weeks
vacation for the trip,and try and swing by hot springs on the way home or some other
parks between here and there.
Steve
Any takers?
SUBJECT>Re:Jan,04 JP magazine POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
26 November 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32278 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah its Identical to a cj dash.It would be easy enough to lenghten the panel but the dash
pad is there also?????
Steve
I will go out and measure my cj and the kaiser dash just to see.
SUBJECT>Hmmmm...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32284 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I hadn't thought about that.
Here's how it went:
Me-"Why the hell did it take you 4 hours to make a 3.5 hour drive?Were you
sandbaggin'?"
Howie-"Naaaa.....................I stopped to look at a truck like yours.I figured you'd chew
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my ass if I didn't get all the details for you.I tried to get a phone number,but there wasn't
one....or an adress.....or the exact town it was in......or the name of the place it was parked
in front of.Sorry."
Me-"You did your best."
I saw this particular truck back in '98 when I drove this route.I remember thinking that it
looked so sad sitting in a field with vines all over it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Rear Drums POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there a cross referenced rear brake drum that I can pick up at my local parts store?Or
am I forced to try to find it from a surplus dealer?Another question to those of you that
have converted over to rear disc.Have you had any problems and what was involved.Can
you email me with all the info,tech drawings part numbers ect so I can ditch my rear
drums.I want to make my M715 a little more modern and a lot more safe.Thanks
SUBJECT>Steve...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32285 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you hippies gonna come through Memphis?Me and Ben are going to be stationed
there waiting to form the caravan.
-B.
SUBJECT>The FE and your wives....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32291
32292 32294 32295 32297 32363 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just curious as to how many of you are bringing your wives along?Mine had no intention
of coming,but then Doug (in his infinite wisdom)got his wife to start e-mailing my wife.
Now Jean Ellen is all excited to meet her and planning to come to the FE.
The drawback to his is that the henpecked among us won't be able to stay falling-down
drunk the entire weekend.
The advantage is that the cooking will be better.
Anyone bringing their woman besides me,Doug,and Tom?
-B..SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 8:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>32299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will be bringing my wife and our 4 kids...
Better food...thats a good enough reason for me right there!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nagie is planning to attend...
SUBJECT>I took pictures.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32279 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why?Well,besides to show the tot the freakish 4-hornedness of them,to document the
fact that they were unharmed.They did run away when I came close,which tells me their
psychology to some degree.Why are they scared of men?
I can only think of one reason.And The Jeaner's not chopped liver,either,so what gives
man?Let us help.
SUBJECT>if I can make it POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be bringing mine,assuming I get home in time to get a Jeep together.Cutting it close.
The wife is up for a trip,and hasn't been to thuh Suthuhn states.
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>32357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Renee is planning on it.Shhhh!Don't tell her there isn't a motel.
SUBJECT>Cutworm's truck on eBay POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 9:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Cutworm's truck on
eBay
LINKURL>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=628
6&item=2444650940
Hey,Zoners,
I just saw Cutworm's truck with the Ford 300 on eBay.It's here (hotlinked below):
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6286&item=244
4650940.Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>32298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll bring mine if i go.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32297 NEXT>32300
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
That's odd,I always just assumed you were gay.
What with the pink bug and all.......who knew?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32291 NEXT>32302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4 kids?oh my!
i thought this was an adult party?
k
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32298 NEXT>32301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only the steering wheel is pink.
i could send you a pic of her,if you promise not to do nasty things with it.
keith
SUBJECT>Sweeeeeet POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32300 NEXT>32306 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Promise.
I'll send you one of my wife and kiddey.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:12 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32299 NEXT>32304
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kids are welcome too....no 4 wheel orgies or anything on the agenda right??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Spring Mount POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>32305 32308 32343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove my M715 to work today.I have a student welding up a 12 ga metal center console
and it is easier to show him things than to try and explain.Anyway,I put the truck up on
the lift to show my students how a 4x4 drive train works and what it looks like.When we
picked it up the front axle just stayed on the ground.Specifically the right front.Turns out
the right front rear leaf spring mount was broken off.I have never picked the truck up by
the frame before.I have always used a floor jack under the axles.The broken welds were
rusted over and covered in dirt.The spring mounting bolt had been wedged under the
frame and was holding the truck up.It was worn almost half way through.Obviously,it
has been broken for a very long time.Possible since before I got the truck almost three
years ago.This is another of my 'you might want to look at yours'things.The state of
Texas gave us the afternoon off.Actually the Governor did,so I have already cleaned,
ground and rewelded it back up.Those springs are hard to move around with out using
winches,cables and jacks.Hope this helps somebody.Of course if I had actually looked
close at it instead of just assuming that everything was ok I would not have had to explain
to my students that their Auto Tech teacher was a preventive maintanance idiot in this
case.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32302 NEXT>32309 32310 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
i don't have any kids.have not found a use for them.but if you like them that is just fine
with me.
i don't have a problem with it.as far as that goes,i don't worry about things like religon,
politics,race,sexual orientation and/or preference,vehicle brands etc.i think everyone is
free to do whatever makes them happy as long as it doesn't hurt anyone else.
i was just surprised that you would bring kids to a drunkin,4wheel orgie....
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Mount POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine was broke off and rewelded by the prev owner.and now i have to cut it off a reweld
again because he put it on wrong.
keith.SUBJECT>Re:Sweeeeeet POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32301 NEXT>32312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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you have mail
k
SUBJECT>HAPPY THANKSGIVING POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
everyone please have a safe and happy thanksgiving.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Mount POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Always happens when your gonna show off your stuff.....
I busted one on the rear and did not even notice for a week of driving.The truck seemed
to ride about the same unloaded.I just happened to lean over to pick something up and
saw that it didn't look right.
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32304 NEXT>32351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess this means I don't have to worry bout packing clothes!!!traveling light.
Think I'll have to leave my kids at home now.
SUBJECT>Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32304 NEXT>32313
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keith,
I can explain to you how to make a kid of your own.I see that you have a wife and that's
really the hardest part.
You getcha some kids of your own and all the sudden they're not so bad.
About the orgie-
I'm not opposed to wife swapping......as long as I'm swapping up.
-B.
SUBJECT>You make me so mad.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32307 NEXT>32314
32315 32372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Keith,
I'm 9/10th's American Indian.This isn't the best holiday for my people.Mostly we just sit
around our casino drinking the fire water and cussing the forked tongue white man.
-B.
(my indian name is "Squinty-eyes,big nose B.")
SUBJECT>Re:Sweeeeeet POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32306 NEXT>32316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As do you ,sir!
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32310 NEXT>32318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no i don't hate them.don't you read anything?i guess i'm gonna have to hurt you at the FE
k
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32311 NEXT>32317 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought B's Indian name was more like "limp-___,sheep molester"
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32311 NEXT>32320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i thought thanksgiving was when the indians and the white man got together and made
popcorn and drank beer?
i am part indian too.
SUBJECT>BRIAN POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32312 NEXT>32322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i didn't get it
k
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32314 NEXT>32319
32321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not you too,Beachtruck!I thought at least one member was above making fun of me.
Now the only member who hasn't burned me is Porkchop..I'm sad now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32313 NEXT>32323
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Keith,
Now you see there?That's what was wrong with your vision of the FE.No one's gonna
hurt anyone.No one's gonna have an orgy.
It's just gonna be a bunch of guys standing around my truck telling me how great it is and
what a master I am at the booty-fab.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32317 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he's planning something "special"for you
k
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32315 NEXT>32345 32356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's not all they did........they watched football also!
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32317 NEXT>32325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,just couldn't resist the temptation.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32316 NEXT>32326 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
F
u.
You had your chance.I'm on dial-up and it takes me 10 mintues to send a pic.If your
virus stuff won't let it go through then you loose out.No 2nd chances here buddy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX.EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:38
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32318 NEXT>32324 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(throwing hands in air)all hale the "BOOTY-FAB MASTER"we're not worthy...
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32323 NEXT>32327
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is true.
Hey,what time is it there?And what temp?It's 3:55 here and about 62.
-B.
SUBJECT>Tell me something,Beach POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32321 NEXT>32331
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why is that your screen name?What beach are we talking about?
Not to pry......
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32322 NEXT>32329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
come on man
where did you send it?did you click on my name?that is the right one.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32324 NEXT>32328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
3:57 and 70 degrees
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32327 NEXT>32330
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't you near Dallas?I once dated a girl in Dallas and she'd never call me and said it
was because she'd always forget until it was midnight their time and they were 2 hours
ahead of me.That sucks.She lied.I bet those sores she had really weren't normal either.
How long you been married?That's a good lookin'wife you got there.Why no kids?If it's.a medical thing then never
mind.Is it really due to your hatred of the kiddy's?Man,I had
my wife preganant in 6 months of us being married....but I shoot both barrels at once.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32326 NEXT>32332 32349 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,I sent it to KRM3725
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I just resent it using a differnet form.
Did you get it yet?In this pic Anna had just been birthed and my wife is all happy and
smiling...........with no clue as to the horror that was her genitals.She asked me if it all
looked alright down there and I said it looked like a firecracker that had been shoved in a
frog's ass and then lit.A few minutes later that pic was snapped.You'd never know by the
look on her face that she had just been in labor for 6 hours and then yelling at me for 10
minutes.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32328 NEXT>32336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian
texas is in the central time zone.she lied.we will be married in January.we have been
just livin in sin for about 6 years
k
SUBJECT>Re:Tell me something,Beach POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32325 NEXT>32333 32335 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The topless beach of course.(Don't I wish.)I live in Wilmington,NC which has a couple
of beaches nearbye.At the time,the screen name seemed like a good idea as I'd planned
to have the truck out on the beach (where allowed,which is limited)for fishing and
drunken stupor coed watching.I've never had the old girl on the beach.Failing brakes,a
host of electrical problems,smoking 232,etc,etc.have me sidelined.I need to strip it to
the frame but haven't started yet.
Would like to have it ready for the FE but that's a long shot.
Answer your question you prying @#$%^&%?
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>KROB725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32329 NEXT>32337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now you got me thinking about fried frog legs.you got any of those big bull frogs that are.bigger than a snappin
turtle?we usually shoot them with a .22 rifle.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Tell me something,Beach POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 12:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32331 NEXT>32334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think porkchop lives near you.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Tell me something,Beach POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32333 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,and he's rebuilt his truck in like 3 days.
SUBJECT>I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32331 NEXT>32338 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In that case then let me tell you something-
(this is me telling you something:)
"Whenever I read your name that little voice in my head that says what I read always
pronounces it like a mexican (or Tacoma)saying 'Bitch Truck'."
Also,isn't it a 230?Or did you replace your stock motor with a 232 civvy motor?
I'm just sayin'.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32330 NEXT>32341
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"I'll see you......IN HELL!"
-Jim Carey
Don't feel bad,as ugly as you are it's no wonder she took her time deciding.Hell,it took
Tacoma's wife 5 years.
This also explains why you were pro the FE orgy.After you get married you'll not want to
share.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaoybXupYgF5s PREVIOUS>32332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Keith,
I see no connection.
Anyhow,yes.We do stock those here in The Great State of Mississippi!We use a frog
gig (pitchfork type thing)to get 'em.There's a resuraunt near the farm that has them on all
you can eat every friday.$12 and it comes with all you can eat quail,catfish,shrimp,
crabs,and blackberry cobbler.Despite the low price we only go once every few months.I
don't know why,but I think we feel it's too good of a thing to wear out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I see said B.POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
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November 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32335 NEXT>32339
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bitch Truck huh.Hmmm,well it does attract the ladies.
No,a previous owner put in what I think is a 232 (maybe a 258).
B,
Smooch-a-root
SUBJECT>Re:I see said B.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32338 NEXT>32340 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Smooch-a-root"!That's funny!Can I use that?
They swapped out a 230 with a 232 or 258?Man,that was an odd choice.
Happy T day.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I see said B.POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,26
November 2003,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32339 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I guess they went with the easiest available choice.
"Smooch-a-root"is copyrighted in all 50 states and Guam.You may use it for a small per
use fee of $1,000,000.00.Make checks payable to the "Rebuild Beachtruck Charity".
Type away.
Have a good Thanksgiving and smooch-a-root,
Beach
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32336 NEXT>32342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
true,i am ugly.not sure what she sees in me.she likes the 725 too,mmmmm?no orgies.with this one either.so you can
stop thinkin about it.i said not to do nasty things with her
picture.
hey i still did not get your pic
k
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32341 NEXT>32344
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's 2 times I ties up my PC sending you crap.No 3rd shot for you.
About your wife not loving you and having to have 5 years to decide if you were THE
ONE,or just THE ONE FOR RIGHT NOW-don't sweat it.I bet she won't leave you
anytime soon.You got at least a few months left before she wises up.
A sure-fire way to get a girl to stay with you is to impregnate her....or give her herpies.
Both are permenant.Ponder that.
On a side note-we supply our techs with cell phones that the company pays for,but if
said tech uses the cell for his personal use and runs up the bill I take it out of his check.
Every month I'm taking $50 or $100 out of a guy's check to cover their talking.We got
the bill today,but I had already done payroll.One guy had ran his up $237 worth.I felt
bad for him since he and his wife are trying to save up for a house.Anyhow,he called and
said he was done with all his jobs for the day and was talking and talking and I asked if he
was on his cell.He said he was and I told him he'd run up the bill this month to $230.I
could tell by the tone of his voice that I'd just ruined his holiday.I wish I could call him
and take it back,but I can't.Now I feel horrible.I sure do wish I'd not told him until
monday.
:(
-B.
SUBJECT>Had mine in the air yesterday ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32303 NEXT>32346 32348 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...by the frame.Fortunately nothing feel off.But I'll double check just to make sure.How
many miles on your rig?Is it offroaded a lot?
SUBJECT>Re:Why do you hate kids?POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32342 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you're worried about $200?i had to have a trans put in one our trucks yesterday.$2800.00
!!!!!i was really mad until i remembered it had 180,000 miles on it and we never changed
the fluid.
k
SUBJECT>LOL "That's not all they did..."POSTER>Thomas E.King.EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,26
November 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hell if you follow my family tree you'd KNOW "thats not all they did"...and I ain't talkin'
about football.
SUBJECT>Re:Had mine in the air yesterday ...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Mine was from stupid abuse.....pulling a tree...I didn't realize it broke so I cant be sure but
a few days earlier I had really been hammering on it to rip a tree out of the ground.
SUBJECT>looked at a 1952 duece today POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 3:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32350 32354 32355 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To early for me.I want a late 60's kaiser made one.It was a cool rig though.I thought I
would mention this so Spicer and Doug could tease me about it again with cool
articulation pic's.I actually have a very clean one picked out,but some turd came in
behind me on the house I'm trying to buy and offered full price.Now I will have to buy it
with loans and that means double payments on everything till my place sells.I wonder if
my ex wants to get back together.....Naw!
SUBJECT>Re:Had mine in the air yesterday ...POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adding up the broken speedo cable 5,689 miles it read when I got it plus the now
working speedo cable and Auto Meter speedo registering 428 miles,not many miles.I
drive 'off road'most of the time on my property.That is why I have put more than 250
gallons of gas in it for so little miles.I have pulled many cedar trees out of the ground
roots and all.But,no off angle or weird articulation stuff since I have had it.I would like
to try that stuff but,my 8n tractor can only build a dirt pile so high with a box blade.Yes,
I have tried to make a big pile of dirt so that I can go play on it.I usually just end up high
centering my tractor or breaking my tractor,so I gave up a few months ago with that
project.
As I said in the above post,the broken welds had rust and old dirt in them.To me that
means a good bit of time went by since it broke.
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,
26 November 2003,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32329 NEXT>
32456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
That is the best discription for what that look like that I have ever heard.
When the doctor was sowing my wife back up after our son was born,the doc asked me.why I was watching.I told her
that my wife would want to know how bad it was.She
responded that most husbands didn't care and got sick at the sight of so much blood.I told
her that compared to cows and horses this wasn't a mess at all.I also told her that at least
she wasn't making my wife eat the placenta like we make the animals do.The doctor
almost got sick on that one.
I then had to tell my just out of 26 hours of labor wife why I couldn't stop laughing.She
didn't get the humor.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:looked at a 1952 duece today POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M-135s and M 211s are cool but the auto trans would not be my choice......You are
right to hold out for what you want.The older ones can be had all the time for under a
grand.I've seen them go for $250 only needing only a carb kit.I still have access to one
thats pretty decent for $2000 to $2500.multifuel with no canvas but the troop seats are on
it.
Let me know Al.
Did I ever tell you about pulling the 26000lb dump truck up on to the lowboy trailer with
mine?Pulling at a angle to one side like a ski rope.Dug two trenches in the gravel road
10"deep and 6'long with the front tires.Wicked cool.Or the time I pulled my in-laws cat
out that was burried to the top of the tracks....didn't even know it was back there.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Joe/Ia EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net
DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32309 NEXT>32352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I might just stay home too,if Doug is not packing clothes!!!
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32351 NEXT>32353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i think Doug went too far.
doug please bring clothes and that AR15 please.there will be no orgies or wife swappin'.
just 4wheelin,drinkin,and hopefully shootin'!!
k
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I will.............B should be in charge of finding a place for us to shoot,seeing how
he is almost local..Get busy B
ha........I said busy bee
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:looked at a 1952 duece today POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:20 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
i think you should go all the way and get an M35A2.
my $0.02
k
SUBJECT>Re:looked at a 1952 duece today POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 6:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32347 NEXT>32388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've owned both a M211 GMC and a M35A2 turbo diesel...Loved the M35 sorry I sold it,
but it was too big and the building expector (no typo here)was always on my case about
it.The 211 was a fun truck if you like 45-50 mph max speed.Oh yeah and the infamous
exhaust manifold leaks...Would smoke me out of the cab.But it too was a fun truck in it's
own way.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:You make me so mad.POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought they played football...You know the Salem Witches vrs the Plymouth
Indians....Its in all the record books...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,26 November 2003,at 9:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32295 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Connie said she would'nt miss it for the world.
SUBJECT>hey spicer POSTER>alan EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at
2:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32371 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just wondering if you happen to have the dimensions of your tranny and what kind of
floor mods needed to be done .thnax
SUBJECT>Jan 2004 JP M715 w/cj dash?Look again!POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 5:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The shifters are not the same.The cj dash pic has a T handle shifter and a single tcase.shifter.Pic in lower left
corner you can clearly see the shifters as well as the parking
break lever.Also in the lower left pic you can see the 715s original dash and steering
column.The cj dash pic you can see that the bottom of the steering column is different
where it meets the dash.Also the cj pic appears that the windshield is angled which
would not be like that on a 715.Look closer at the details.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Painting Camo POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32264 NEXT>32497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well yes If you are taking it to bare metal.use at least two coats of primer.Then two
coats of the base color (Green)then you take a piece of chalk and mark your outlines for
the other colors.
Don't worry about masking the outlines of the other colors they need to blend at the
edges.
You then lay down the brown,then then tan then black.you can use one or two coats two
coats is better.
the original paint was aklid enamal which will fade.
for a better finish you can use some of the newer epoxy based paint.
when painting with modern epoxy based paint be very carful of the fumes doing a whole
truck in CARC (current type of paint used by the military)you need an external air source
with mask and full body covering.That is unless you want the worst hang over of your
life and not the pleasure of getting it.
The diagram is actually know as the four color paint sceme (OD green,earth brown,Tan,
and black)which was developed in the 70's and used for part of the 80's.Currently a 3
color pattern (forest green,earth brown and black)is used (They dropped the tan and have
larger area's of black).The Army also have a Artic and Deseart patterns,the Marine had
12 different patterns at one time,I think there down to 5 or 6 now.
Some where around here I have the correct mixing formula for the correct color for
sherman williams most place the mix automitve paint can switch to there mix.
I'll see If I find it and scan it.Who do I sent it to?I also have some stuff from PS
magizine on the m725's.
SUBJECT>I solved the mystery!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32359 NEXT>32365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I noticed a few other things.In the lower left pic,where is the cage tube?In the upper one
you can see that it comes down just behind the door opening,in the lower left one it isn't
there.Also,the article states the steering wheel was replaced w/an aftermarket deal,but
the one in the upper right pic looks just like a stock CJ wheel to me.
Why is this all happening?I have the answer.On p.64,the upper right pic shows a CJ to
the right of the 715.Since you can actually see the soft top in the pic on p.62,I have
deduced that the pic w/the CJ dash is actually a pic of a CJ,namely,the one in the pic on
p.64..everything makes much more sense now.I was wondering just how they fit a CJ dash in
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there anyway.
SUBJECT>Battery Switch POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wondering where your battery switches are located on a stock 715,mine has had a
monster boat switch installed in the artic hardtop via the local VFD.Thanks for your time
Jason
Happy Thanksgiving
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32290 NEXT>32376 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd love to be there.There wouldn't be any question about it,she would be there right
along with me.I just dont want to commit to a 8-10 hr.drive when it's not on the road yet.
Kids....(she/we cant)wouldn't be a problem here,I think a certain amount of respect
should be given to kids and those who have them.Mabye keep the drinking/partying at a
different camp site,away from kids.
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Switch POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32362 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The on/off switch for the batteries,also called the ignition switch in the manuals,is
located directly below the 3 lever light switch on the flat front part of the panel.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I solved the mystery!POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 10:27
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32361 NEXT>32366 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
yeah,i see it too.good eyes man.it kinda makes you think about putting a cj dash in the
715 though...
Brian M
SUBJECT>fer a SECOND POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32365 NEXT>32374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and then I remember that CJ's are for girls.
MWWWAAHAHAHAHAHAH of course they're not.
SUBJECT>M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>Mike Bakker Jr
EMAIL>bakkermikejr@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 11:20.a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32368 32369
32399 32406
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a1968 Jeep J3000 DUALLY (from the factory,with 68,000 orig miles)that is in
BEAUTIFUL shape..the reason I ampoking around on your board here (and laughing at
some of your converstions!:-))is that this trucks dually wheels have a M-715 bolt pattern
on them,but they are duals!Does anyone know where to find some wheels for this thing?
It is in near perfect shape,but the wheels are kind of wobbly...
Any advice will be greatly appreciated!
HAppy Turkey Day!
Mike Bakker
Bakkermikejr@hotmail.com
SUBJECT>good luck,but try here:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
see the links to the left?There is one titled "Wheel Interchange Index",and it has a bunch
of other,old trucks that will interchange.
The other option is something like Stockton Wheel,they cut the centers out and weld new
ones in w/whatever bolt pattern you want.Stockton is pricey,but there may be someone
closer to you that can do the same thing.
Not much around that fits I guess.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32367 NEXT>32375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The duallys used the same dana 70 rear axle as the M715,thus the same wheels.
I have wondered where the stock e-brake is on those...ours is on the back of the t-case...is
yours in the rear drums?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:huh,you need that power eh?POSTER>Jasper Monroe
EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32266 NEXT>32373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If that rhino horn is for real you are talking about major major bucks on the asian market I
betcha.
SUBJECT>Re:hey spicer POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32358 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try and grab some dims off one tomorrow.The only floor mod was that the shifter
tower is located more toward the front of those trannies so the hole in the tunnel needed.to be moved forward.A
buddy of mine gave me a civvy floor piece that I used instead of
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cutting the hole into a nice factory piece.
SUBJECT>Hmmm,that's interesting...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 2:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32311 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's B-'s caucasian nickname too.
Um...or skinny b!tch.
SUBJECT>Re:huh,you need that power eh?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32370 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's real man...
SUBJECT>HEY!POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32366 NEXT>32380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey what are you trying to say?lol.what about the wrangler dash?isnt the wrangler wider
than the cj?does anyone know if it would fit the 715?
-BrianM
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 4:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32369 NEXT>32377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey brute4c:
same axle --you mean same width,too?same break drums?
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32363 NEXT>32378 32445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
>>I think a certain amount of respect should be given to kids and those who have them.
Mabye keep the drinking/partying at a different camp site,away from kids.<<
I second that.As I recall,there was a little beer floating around at the first FE (in spite of
the failed beer run),but all was sober and well-behaved.I wouldn't want anyone to not
come,or have second thoughts about attending,after reading y'all are leading this into a
drunken 4-wheelin',redneck orgy next summer.
Brute4c,what's the 'official'club policy and opinion on this?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>Mike Bakker Jr
EMAIL>bakkermikejr@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,27 November 2003,at 10:12
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32375 NEXT>32418 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Ya,mine has a conventional e-brake set up(not on the drive line),I am hoping that since
stockton has the 715 patterns that it wont be that hard for them to make some dually
patterns....
I appreciate your help guys!
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 5:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32376 NEXT>
32447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aside from the standard "it's illeagal to operate a vehicle under the influence"stuff,I
found this in their advisory board meeting minutes.Says a lot without really having to say
it...
"...LBL's attempt to prohibit alcohol may encourage individuals to toss cans in the woods
because they don't want to be ticketed."
While not the official word from no-"h"Jon,just remember that as part of the group,you
are by default representing the group in all your outward acts and appearnces.You look
bad,we all look bad.
I seem to racall few cold frothies in '99 with no issues,even with the patroling officers.I
just about all state parks here (OH)as long as you don't advertise it by flashing your can,
so to speak,or acting the dick,the constabulary has much better things to do than harass
their guests.
SUBJECT>Re:There are 2 exhaust styles...POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32241 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VPW has them.I emailed them.They want $55 for the tailpipe section.
SUBJECT>The wrangler is the same POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28
November 2003,at 6:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32374 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we put a wrangler tub on a cj and kept the cj dash,the only thing that doesn't work with
the cj dash is the defroster ducts.I don't think either dash would work in the M715.I
prefer our dashes over a flat dash anyways.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Bed Linings POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32383 32392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought I would ask this all knowing group.
What do you all recommend for a DIY home done spray/roll on bed liner?
I want to protect the bed of my truck and I'm looking for a good buy +a good performer..Also want to keep it looking
stock so I would like one that could either be tinted to the GI
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color or topcoated the GI color.
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>U turn POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,28
November 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>32384 32386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got a question for you fellers.when I made a Uturn the other day in my truck the tires
barked a couple times.does this mean I have some sort of locker in the rear?I know when
my brother lincoln locks his rears on figure 8 cars they do that.
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Linings POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32381 NEXT>32385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to go for Rino liner but it was too $$and would loose my dodge for 2 days in
the process.
My Dealer had a gallon of Hurculiner wich was a DYI It was on Sale for $70 cdn.I
figured what the heck my bed was pretty scratched up anyway but no rust due to the fiber
cover.
I purchaced a cheap undercoating gun to apply.It's been over 2 years now and still looks
good.
There is a small 2"scratch from draging out a D44 and that is where I didn't scuff up the
paint enough.
I would use it again!
SUBJECT>Re:U turn POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32382 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Being in 4wd will do that as well.but you would feel it in the steering as you turned.
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Linings POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32383 NEXT>32387 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you leave the Herc black,or did you topcoat it OD?
SUBJECT>Re:U turn POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32382 NEXT>32389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jeff,
One sure way to tell is to jack the truck up till both tires are off the ground.Spin the tire
on one side.If the tire on the other side spins the same direction you're locked,if it spins
the opposite direction you're not..Al is correct as to being in 4wd.It will cause drivetrain bind when turning and
cause a tire
to slip.
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Linings POSTER>Bill Maynard EMAIL>willm@gwi.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Herculiner on my floorboards and topcoated it with Gillespie Forest Green and the
paint seems to be holding up well.
SUBJECT>Re:looked at a 1952 duece today POSTER>al EMAIL>DATE>Friday,28
November 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32355 NEXT>32430
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will Doug,I actually have my eye on one.Not sure about the year.I need to go look at it.
Keith and Joe,I'll take an M35!Just park it over there please...I'll hopefully be done
moving by middle of January.Maybe there will be enough for a new toy...I should go
take a pic of the one I like down south....See if you guys can pin point the year...Should
be on a dash plaque???
SUBJECT>Re:U turn POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Friday,
28 November 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>32386 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok thanks I'll try all that.I'm pretty sure its in 2wd as I don't have my shifters hooked up
yet its hard to tell.99.9%its 2wd but before I drive it more I'll crawl under and check.
SUBJECT>Thanksgiving Report (long)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32391 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of you have found out that I like historical trivia stuff.My wife believes that she is
cursed by that and the fact that various cousins and brothers in law like to spend the
holidays getting me to talk about that stuff and telling me new stuff.
Here are a few new thing I learned yesterday,thought some of you might find these
interesting.The reason that all banks are open today the day after Thanksgiving is
because of the Depression.It is a Federal law that no bank can be closed for two days in a
row.Back when banks were trying to stay solvent some of them would close for a week
or more to keep people from asking for their money.The bank would get enough
payments and such in and then open the doors until the next crisis.I don't know the exact
law that says that,I would imagine that it is related to the FDIC,but I don't know.
Rugby the foriegn sport is named after Rugby College in England.Some time in the
1800's English schools were looking to standardize the rules for games played between
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them.There were basically two versions of what we now call rugby,full contact and no
contact.Apperently there was very heated debate about which set of rules to adopt.Rugby
college had the best full contact team at the time.They decided that they would play full
contact only and if a team wanted to play them obviously they also had to play full.contact.Therefore,other schools
had to follow Rugby's rules to play the best team and
become the champs.That is why it is called rugby today.Those of you that remember
when ESPN first came on in the early '80's remember that just about every night there was
Australian rules Football on.The Australian's took the Rugby College rules and made it
more full contact.Today,Australia,New Zealand,Tasmania and South Africa are the
best in the world at Rugby.They suck at Soccer but why should they care.
I will get something better next week,Barrman.
SUBJECT>Banks POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32390 NEXT>32397 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My bank was closed today and I'm pretty sure they were closed yesterday also.It is a state
employees credit union.And all the state offices are closed today.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Bed Linings POSTER>Tom Kirkman EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used Herculiner on my Toyota truck.Used 3 coats and it's pretty heavy duty stuff.It is
hard to keep everything mixed well so that you get a consistent application of the liner
and the shredded rubber within.That's the only area where I can say a professional spray
job might be a tad better.But if you do it yourself you can get it as thick or thin as you
like.The M715 bed would be easy to do as it's all flats,no flowing bends or funky wheel
boxes.
I believe it's offered in several colors.
...............
SUBJECT>Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32394 32395 32396 32398 32400 32401
32409 32411 32469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay guys,I need some help.I want to be able to tow my 715 around to shows and stuff
but have no idea what type of truck to buy or trailer to tow it on.I plan on purchasing
something very soon.I was thinking of going with a superduty F250.Is this enough truck
to tow my 715 on a trailer?Also,what type of trailer is sufficient for this situation?I
know nothing so please offer any advice.Should it have automatic?manual?diesel?gas?
type of tow hitch?etc.Thanks for any help.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 4:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 is less than 3 tons.Add a 1 ton trailer and that's STILL only 4 tons.F250
should do just fine provided you match the drive train to the weight you plan to tow.Get
the diesel and you will have no problems..Hell for that matter my Chevy Avalanche with the 8.1 will tow that.
https://www.fleet.ford.com/products/rv_trailer_towing/2003/2003_max_trailer_weights.p
df
SUBJECT>More ...POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
https://www.fleet.ford.com/products/rv_trailer_towing/2003/2003_SD_F250_350.pdf
SUBJECT>and lastly ...a trailer POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 4:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>32453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.indianvalleytrailers.com/pages/600059/index.htm
SUBJECT>Re:Banks POSTER>Frank USMC EMAIL>normad@ncfreedom.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32391 NEXT>32528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It might be closed because it is a Credit Union,I think they play under a different set of
rules.Our military credit union here has open several branches far from the base.A
couple of years ago they started radio adds that stated you did not have to be in the
military or be a goverment enployee to join.The Banks in our area,and the some military
members brought those adds to a stop that would make a M715 proud.
One of the few,the proud,Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 4:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I pull mine with a F-250 power stroke.It rocks.
The trailer weighs 3650 by itself and I have no trouble going speed limit and above on
any hill.Make sure to get a trailer with brakes.It's nice to be able to stop also.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>Driftpin EMAIL>keithparker@tds.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32367 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great find!
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I would love some pics!The factory dually is the unicorn of the FSJ breed.
There is a guy named Elliot on the IFSJA board that is collecting information on em.
SUBJECT>The Great Gas vs.Diesel Debate POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>32402 32403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would love to be able to buy a diesel truck.I just cannot justify the $5,000 extra price of
the diesel engine.I only tow/haul less than 10%of the time I spend driving.I have figured.out that I would need to
haul at least 100,000 mile to equal out the exra expense of the
engine,oil changes and very expensive things that break on a diesel engine.That is
assuming the price of the two fuels is the same.Yes,the diesel get better milage loaded
and empty.Yes,the diesel pulls better than gas.Yes,diesels last longer than your average
gas engine.But,if you only haul stuff for recreation,run the numbers for fuel cost,oil and
maintenance,insurance (a lot of insurance companies figure a diesel as a comercial
therfore pricey vehicle),tags (some states do the same as insurance companies),and
intended use.
As I said I want a diesel truck,but I can't justify the cost.Because a big block powered
standard trans truck will do almost every thing a diesel will for a lower note and about the
same monthly out of pocket cost (fuel Vs.oil changes)and I can do all of my own repairs
with out semi sized tools or smelling like a refinery.Don't forget weather.If you live
were it is cold a lot you could have fuel freezing and jelling problems.Fuel supply is
another issue.Here in central Texas the diesel is king,but only about 10-15%of the gas
stations have diesel to sell.We have this debate at work about once a month.About half
of the people who don't need one buy one,love it,brag about the milage and don't talk
about the oil changes.
Just my opinion,take it or leave it,Barrman.
SUBJECT>sounds fine POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,28
November 2003,at 7:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The StupidDuty..er Super uty will be fine provided it doesn't shake the driveline loose.
Apparently some trouble with the early ones.
Automatics have come a long way,and the Ford isn't bad,but if it was me I'd go for the
manual for the lower 1st and more compression braking.As far as the trailer goes,I'd
grab something w/those tandem axles,and some sturdy tie-down points.The newest issue
of 4Wheel and Offroad has the correct way to tie down vehicles in it as well.Trailer
brakes should be mandatory,it's way better.Having flat-towed the 725 with a K20,and
trailered a '46 Plymouth w/a friend's Stupid..damnit,SuperDuty,I much preffered the
trailer.The PowerStroke torque was nice as well.
They're called StupidDuty's around here due to the huge number of retarded young
construction workers selling their kidneys for a lifted,white crew cab F350 on Swampers.
It's just stupid.
SUBJECT>go to hell!hahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just kidding.
Big blocks are in my opinion a lot more economical for anything other than a work truck.
You can buy a lot of parts and gas for $5k.On the other hand,I am due for a new motor
fairly soon in my work van,which hauls about 4500lbs every day of its sad,tortured life.I
am impressed that the transmission hasn't just fallen out with all the stress.Diesels suck
for a trail truck too,or coming home late,around here it would wake up the whole block..But the torque!The low
rpms!The durability!
The debate rages and I think,hinges on purpose.Tow/haul?Diesel!
Everything else?Big block!That 8.1 is plenty strong.
SUBJECT>Re:The Great Gas vs.Diesel Debate POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32400 NEXT>32404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,We did all that math and could not make it make sense either.Normal people will
never see the payoff.We debated often before the purchase and finally said "F---it"and
bought one anyway.Nothing like having 3/4 throttle left going 75mph with 14000lbs of
truck,trailer and truck running down the road.We have the auto,but I would not try to
make an arguement for it against the manual.
Doug
SUBJECT>and along THOSE lines...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32403 NEXT>32405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..get a Cummins w/the NV4500 if you can.That engine is so far superior in seat of the
pants testimonial that it's silly.12mph in 3rd gear w/a front end loader on a trailer...w/no
complaints.Blew me away.
can't get the one ton in SRW anymore though....
SUBJECT>Re:and along THOSE lines...POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32404 NEXT>32407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes you can Tacoma ,I just got one.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:Dually info POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 7:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>32367 NEXT>32419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a 67 dually tow truck.You can see some pics of mine here:
http://www.fsjworld.com/mygallery.ten?id=3446&album=6733
Mike,
Please post some pictures for us!Also,be sure to visit ifsja.com for more dually info.
What's your location?
Brute4c,
Interestingly,unlike Mike's dually,my e-brake is on the back of the D20 t'case.
Kaiser715,
I haven't measured the width yet,but I'm pretty sure the rears are identical,except for the
gearing.
I often wondered where the oddball M715 lug pattern came from.Apparently it existed
before the 715 on the dually Gladiators.The wheels are the same except for the increased.offset for the dual
configuration.
I hope to get a dually parts truck in the near future.Watch out for a dually M715 or
M725!!
SUBJECT>I meant w/out a crew cab.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 8:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32405 NEXT>32408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,you did,damn you!And it's purty...
I meant:you can't get a one ton SRW w/a regular cab anymore.There.
SUBJECT>Re:I meant w/out a crew cab.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32407 NEXT>32454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you have it right,2003 was the only year for a SRW regular cab 3500 truck.B.
SUBJECT>Re:Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>32435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personaly I would look at the Dodge 2500 with either the Hemi or the Cummins motor.
The hemi being a little cheaper than the diesel...ok not by much,but oh the power....I
think you will find that the dodge pulls more than the Ford will also.I had a F250 for 10
years it had a 5.8l (351)in it and I pull stuff all over the place...even a M105 1.5 ton GI
trailer with a cut up M151 in the trailer from NY to Ohio with no problem.So the 250 is
a good truck,but I just think the new dodges are better.
Or get a GI tow bar and a M35A2 and pull away and have two vehicles to show...:)Just
another thought.
Good Luck,
Joe
SUBJECT>M715's at auction in GA POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tuesday.Looks like several M715's.I hope someone can go down there and get a deal.
Link:
http://surplussales.gsa.gov/housedisplay.cfm?salenum=41FBPS04052
SUBJECT>Re:Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,28 November 2003,at 11:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '03 250 Super Duty with the 5.4 gas engine.It is great for small loads,but I
would opt for the Power Stroke even if I only tow once in a while.Beware-Ford has had
several recalls and buy backs on the smaller power stroke-do the research.Mike
SUBJECT>hard to find parts POSTER>uncontrollable.EMAIL>uncontrollable@blowmeup.com DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at
4:31
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32413 32417 32449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know this page is basically for the M715's and others like it but I think my truck is pretty
close to those.
Anyways,I have a 1966 Jeep Gladiator J200 2wd,and I am having a dickins of a time
finding parts for it.(brakes,engine parts,etc..)Does anyone know of a good place for me
to begin my search for parts for this truck?This is my first Jeep and I am clueless.
Thanks for the help.
p.s.The manual I have with it says that the motor is a 3.77 ltr (230 cubic inch)but
everywhere I look for gaskets and stuff,all say there isn't anything for that size only a
232.How close is the 230 and 232 in sharing parts?or is my motor really a 232?
SUBJECT>Re:hard to find parts POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 5:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32412 NEXT>32415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you been over to www.ifsja.org You can find alot of your answers there.
SUBJECT>Re:M715's at auction in GA POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32410 NEXT>32416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone bid online for these?Are there pics available,that I can't find?Also,there
are 3 CUCV's up for bid also..
Lots of good stuff there....
Ricky...seeya...
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SUBJECT>Re:hard to find parts POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32413 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look for a guy named Tonka J200.He might pass on some good parts contacts to you.He
has several very sweet rides..
SUBJECT>Re:M715's at auction in GA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32414 NEXT>32434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No pics available..........That is a spot bid..........you have to be there and bid that day.
SUBJECT>Re:hard to find parts POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 is an overhead cam engine,the 232 is not...that right there shoud help ya figure
out which ya got...I have never seen a 230 that didnt have the Tornado name cast into the
valve cover...either civilian or military,230's all have that..brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32377 NEXT>32541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to he ony Jeep book I have that lists this axle,it is the same everything
including splines of the axle shaft and it has 13 inch drums listed....hmmm and the ebrake
is in the drum...and its dually....that would make a nice swap....interesting...too bad they
are so rare...
brue4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dually info POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32406 NEXT>32450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 6 on 7 1/4 bolt pattern goes well back into he 50's,see the wheel interchange link at
left for details.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Is the governor needed?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of rebuilding my carb.The stock 230 I am using didn't have a
governor and it was running when pulled.The engine that came with the truck that was
siezed up had the governor.The rebuild kit only gives one gasket and if you install the
governor you need three.So is it really necessary to put the governor back on?Thanks.
SUBJECT>way off subject:need info on clark ca-1 or ustrac 10-a POSTER>nick graham
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a ustrac 10-a and i was wondering if anyone knew of any parts places or anything
about the engine flywheel and starter.I believe it has a red seal contenential engine.
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32420 NEXT>32423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd leave it out pC.It will only make a slow truck slower.It's a nice to have on the shelf
though...
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 11:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32422 NEXT>32424 32425 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hope you saved the original gaskets..........I've seen a couple different variations.The
difference is in the idle circuits.Some gaskets were notched so the fuel passed thru the.gasket and some had the
passage in the carb.If your put the wrong one on the truck might
not idle right or at all.I had this problem and found myself digging thru the trash for the
old ones.
Good Luck!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32423 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The old ones are pretty much trashed.So the truck will run without the governor?
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32423 NEXT>32427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also how can you tell the difference between the two carbs?I have three carbs so one of
them has to work without the governor.
SUBJECT>brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,29 November
2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32458 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hey man I didnt mean to upset you,just kiddin around.I'm livin life as wild as I can and
for as long as I can just like I used to do when I was younger,kinda on the edge as one
day I'll probably be wheel chair bound,I have degenerative arthritis in my neck and back
and dont want no sympathy,Just Friends.
I've rode bikes all my life and used to race motocross and now I just live on the edge as
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much as I can.I am sorry if I offended you or made you mad.Friends still?
Dave.
..ps I have bad typin skills.LOL.
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32425 NEXT>32428 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porky,
I believe the carbs are the same,only difference being that the manifold has longer studs
to accomodate the governor.On mine I removed the butterfly from the governor to render
it useless and I wouldn't have to install shorter studs.
I guess what I'm saying is that it will run fine without the governor,just be careful that
you use the manifold with shorter studs.Don't forget to take care of any left over vacuum
hoses too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Is the governor needed?POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 3:44 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32427
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks!I will do away with it.I will just install the shorter studs.Thanks again.
SUBJECT>two hole master cylinder POSTER>billyb2222 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,29
November 2003,at 10:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32431
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
does any one khow a part number for a two hole master cylinder that fits a 68 M715
SUBJECT>Re:looked at a 1952 duece today (Mines for sale)POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Saturday,29 November 2003,at 11:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guys,I'm needing to get rid of my M35A2 here in FL.Don't want to clog up the board
with this stuff so if anybody wants info on it,email me.Follow the link,its the cargo on
the back.(Sorry,the winch is now on the tractor)
SUBJECT>Re:two hole master cylinder POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 6:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32429 NEXT>32432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe some people in here have had great success with an old corvette MC.If you do a
search for "corvette"you should have no problems finding the number.
SUBJECT>Re:two hole master cylinder POSTER>arek
EMAIL>arek84CJ@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A standard stock Jeep CJ7 dual MC will bolt right up.
SUBJECT>Rockwell T136 Transfer Cases POSTER>Lindalu5758
EMAIL>Lindalu5758@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa06KfqSt2Pec PREVIOUS>NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a Rockwell T136 Transfer Case for sale,
Rockwell T136 4x4 Transfer Case
manual Shift HI and LO
Air Shift Differential Lock
1:1 and 2:1 Gear Ratio
If anyone is interested,Please contact me at Lindalu5758@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:M715's at auction in GA POSTER>MIKE STONEROA
EMAIL>ROAD715@aOL.COM DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32416 NEXT>32446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ANYBODY LOOKING FOR ANY PARTS,SHEETMETAL,GLASS,SEATS,ETC.LET
ME KNOW.I'LL BE GOING TO THE AUCTION.I BOUGHT 3 TRUCKS THERE
LAST YEAR,THERE WERE 10 THERE &I WAS TOLD THEY ALL SOLD,SO THIS.WILL BE A NEW BATCH.THERE WERE SOME LAST YEAR THAT
HAD GOO
PARTS ON THEM,BUT THE TRUCK OVERALL MIGHT HAVE BEEN TOO
ROUGH TO RESTORE.LET ME KNOW.
SUBJECT>Re:Towing Rig (need some advice)POSTER>John Gilsdorf
EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32409 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Drive a Dodge first before you drive it,the big majority will have a rear end that will sing
a song or howl at the moon.Make sure,or should I say you will get to be on a first name
basis with the service advisors at your friendly Dodge dealer.The last two dodge trucks I
had,the first one was a lemon,they bought is back,(it was a good deal for me).The
second one had the same rear end noise,different ratio so different speeds (not as
annoying)then the A/C was going bad a 5K miles so I traded it in on a Toyota Tundra
(now I'm in happy land).I have a '96 F-250,460 for a tow vehicle,I works great and
didn't cost a bunch for something that sits till called to duty.Buy a Dodge,buy an
extended service contract!Just my opinion.
John G.
SUBJECT>front corner door rubber ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32437 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok I looked all through the archives and didn't see any reference to the front/rear corner
rubbers that are mounted on the body just below the windshield frame.Theses seal the
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upper front edge of the doors to the body.And the rear upper edge of the door to the
body.These rubbers are NOT the strip weather seal that runs around the door or body
opening.
Anyone know where I can get these or the PN#?
Thanks guys!
SUBJECT>Re:front corner door rubber ...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32436 NEXT>32438 32439 32451 32499 32500
32502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For the one at the front of the door,top corner:
Seal Assembly,LH Door 11657264-1
Seal Assembly RH Door 11657264-2
This is the rubber block in the upper front corner of the door,not the seal.It is the one
attached with a screw from the rear and one from the bottom.
For the rear one a the top of the door:
Seal Assembly,LH Door Pillar 11657474-1
Seal Assembly,RH Door Pillar 11657474-2
That should be that much of your question....as far as where to get them...I would check
Vintage Power Wagons and Memphis Equipment..As far as it goes,the front one is going to be M715 family specific due
to the military
windshield interface.The rear one may be similiar or the same as a civilian truck,J-10 or
the like,but I do not know this for sure,just a guess because I dont see anything that
should be different in this area to make a different seal needed.
Post what you find...I am gonna need these too!!
By the way,for those who dont know,anytime you see the Reference number,as above,
that starts with 1165,you are looking at a part that was originally designed for the M715
family...and is probably specfic to our trucks...if it starts with other numbers,like the light
housings and many of the winch parts do,they were designed for something else first and
are also used on our trucks...just something I learned from Dave at VPW's.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Thanks ...POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll let you know what I find.
SUBJECT>Re:front corner door rubber ...POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>32457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons does not have those.Been there,checked that.
John
SUBJECT>thanks for all the help ....POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32442 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That you all have been and hope to see you all around sometime.I come to the Zone to
meet new friends and talk about M7xx trucks.Personally I think it's the best site on the
net and has some pretty good guys on it with alot to share.
I've loved the military all my life and have tried to serve but they wouldnt let me in
because a was raising 2 kids on my own.
I'm the one that would be the first one in and the last one out after everyone else was out
safe!No one would be left behind.I wanted to be out there serving my country and
protecting the people of this Wonderful Country along side the great people that are
keeping us free and safe in our own country and around the world.
As close as i'll get is having a piece of history and preserving its memory and thanking
god that we have the Armed Forces out there protecting us.
Have a HAPPY THANKSGIVING to all and a SAFE RETURN HOME!
SUBJECT>m715 frame sandblasted and painted POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32443 32455 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the paint is the www.zerorust.com
http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum37.html.SUBJECT>appreciate the sentiment POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,30 November 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32440 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good to know you'd serve,but it's more important to take care of your kids.If you're
raising them on their own that is.Good job either way.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 frame sandblasted and painted POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32441 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking good!!!I better hurry up before you catch up to me,LOL!
SUBJECT>Steering column POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32468 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I searched first and still did'nt find anything,so here I am.My steering column is pushed
out a little bit by the spring inside it on the shaft.What is supposed to hold the shaft
together with the column so it wont be able to be pushed in the inch or so.How many
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other peole have had this problem and how do I fix it?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32376 NEXT>32448 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was joking about the orgy.
k
SUBJECT>Re:M715's at auction in GA POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32434 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,
I wish I could be there,but it's a bit far for me and I have to be at Ft Gordon that morning
to pick up a couple steam cleaners.Keep yours eyes out for winch parts or primo cabs and
beds.Have fun and pick up some good deals for us!!
TC
SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i have been to "Jeep Jamborees"and they say NO alcohol.i think it is a good policy.i
went to another offroad thing where you could do whatever and a drunken fool in front of
me flipped his rig.this was after several people tried to "spot"him.then the trail was
blocked for two hours while we had to winch him over.
i don't drink and drive and especially not offroad where you need to be sharp.
keith.SUBJECT>Re:The FE and your wives....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32445 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure ya were Keith........sure.
Just Kidding,I think most people were joking about the drunk fest/orgy/whatever.
SUBJECT>Re:hard to find parts POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32412 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try:
Kaiser-Willys Auto Supply
114 Bolton Court
Aiken,SC 29803
803/648-4923
ron@kaiserwillys.com
They carry a lot of parts for the 230 (that should have been the original engine in that
truck)and some other parts.Also,don't be afraid to try Napa or Advance auto parts,you
might be surprised what they can find.You can go to partsamerica.com and do a search to
see what Advance might carry.
BTW,I have yet to come across a 2wd Gladiator.There must not be many of those left.
Keep 'er alive!
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Dually info POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32419 NEXT>32462 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,I forgot about the dually FC's,I guess they were the first Jeep with that pattern.
BTW,do you still have that book?I picked up some wheels a while ago cuz they looked
like they would fit an M37,but the bolt circle is just a little smaller,I wonder what they
fit.
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>32465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They only had "Seal Assembly,LH Door 11657264-1"not the RH side.They also didn't
have any rear ones.
But they DID have the inside felt window scrapers!But oddly not the outside rubber
scrapers.
SUBJECT>Transfer Case output shaft ....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>....hey anyone know off the top of their head what size the nut
on the primary output
transfer case shaft is.This is the nut that has the pin in it that holds the e-brake flange on.
I started to move my driveshaft yesterday and found I didn't have a wrench big enough.
Need to go pick one up at lunch today.Mother is on there tight!!!
SUBJECT>Re:and lastly ...a trailer POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32396 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NICE TRAILER
I'd spend the extra 100 bucks and go for the 20 footer.
k
SUBJECT>Re:I meant w/out a crew cab.POSTER>roger EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1
December 2003,at 6:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32408 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not 100%sure but I believe that the diesel engine trucks hold there resale value quite
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a bit better than gas.So don't forget to factor that in if you do not own the truck till it falls
apart.Just do some quick reasarch on late 90's used truck prices...Gas vs diesel.Quite a
bit of difference in price.
Roger
SUBJECT>Re:m715 frame sandblasted and painted POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32441 NEXT>32470 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Did you use their clear coat stuff too?Without it,the bare zero-rust will fade and chalk
pretty good.I painted my old Dodge with that stuff and after a few months it would
almost look gray.
Chris
SUBJECT>26 HOURS!?!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32349 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tim,
I'm sorry for you as much as your wife.If it was anything like mine then you had to stay
up the whole time as well listening to her scream and trying to explain to her again and
again that you couldn't do anything.
I like to watch it too.I thought it was pretty cool how the baby (9.6 oz)came out.I asked
if I could get the placenta to take home and cook and eat.They said it was against the law
now.My one chance to be at the VERY top of the food chain and it was snatched away.
-B..SUBJECT>Vintage Power Wagons ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...you right ...nope don't have them.
SUBJECT>dave POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32426 NEXT>32459 32530 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
We're still buds.
Actually,I don't really know what you might be thinking I was mad about,but I assure
you I was not.It's tough to make me mad,so don't worry about it.
We're cool as a fool in the pool.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:dave POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32458 NEXT>32461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He would be a fool,if he got in your pool.Does the blue liner and the yellow water make
the pool appear to be green?
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case output shaft ....POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32452 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1 5/16 I found it in the FAQ under transfer case.I plan on doing the same thing but havnt
got that far yet.
SUBJECT>Re:dave POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32459 NEXT>32472 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A pretty rippling effect.
Don't worry about all that-the chlorine I add more than covers up the urine taste.You
won't even notice.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dually info POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I borrowed the book from my friends at Hilltop Auto Wrecking,my local salvage yard..They have the Mitchell
interchange manuals back to the late 40's or so...
What bolt pattern do you have that your wondering about?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Jan.JP magazine POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32464 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did we decide that was a member's rig,or not?
(If not then I'm gonna talk all kinds of smack about it)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Jan.JP magazine POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32463 NEXT>32466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your just upset cause he runs sans doors and got his pic in a mag.It should have been
your truck in the mag,right.
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>32451 NEXT>32492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might wanna see if FSJ window wipers will work.You'll have to check the spacing of the
holes that they mount in.
Ethan
SUBJECT>I'm just sayin'.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I started all that.Before me NO ONE ran without doors.No one.
Also,an 8000#winch as his main one?
No shocks?
A 305?
And to claim that rig was built on a budget?I mean,those seats alone cost more than my
drive train.
-B.
SUBJECT>rive shaft length for Tcase Swap POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32471 32491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does the driveshaft have to be modified for swapping its position on hte transfer case?
SUBJECT>Re:Steering column POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:14 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>32444 NEXT>32477
32482 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weirdnameguy,
The steering wheel is made so that it flexes in and out about an inch or so.The nut under
the horn button is what holds the wheel to the shaft.At it's tightest it allows for that inch
of play.This is normal.
If the entire column is moving (as your subject says)then you're screwed.Check the bolts
that hold the column to the dash.
I,personally,feel that you're just looking for problems with your truck.If that's the case
then do us all a favor and adjust those rockers....that clicking is deriving me nuts.
Hope this helps,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Spending Steven's $$$$$$$$POSTER>Land
EMAIL>christopher_land@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32393 NEXT>LINKNAME>gas v.diesel discussion
LINKURL>http://trucks.about.com/cs/gasvsdiesel/
Steven,
Man,it's always fun to spend other people's money.:-)Here's how I'd spend your's for a
towing outfit:
Dodge 3500 dually crewcab with Cummins and manual 6-speed.Gooseneck dual-axle
trailer rated at about 10K lbs with brakes on both axles.
Seriously,a Ford SuperDuty 250 (if that's what you're leaning toward)with a big gas or a
diesel engine should be up to towing the M715 and a good trailer.I know a guy who uses
a diesel F250 to tow his M37 with winch,and he is happy with the truck as a tow vehicle
for the 8.5K or so M37/trailer load.
Make sure that the trailer you get has a long enough deck (I said dEck!)for you to move
the M715 forward or back to get the best balance/tongue weight.You should probably be
looking at 20'trailers (with brakes on both axles),and if you opt for a tag/bumper
pull/whatever-you-call-them-in-your-neck-of-the-woods trailer instead of a gooseneck,
get an equalizer hitch.
There's a discussion about the gas vs.diesel question at this site (linked below):
http://trucks.about.com/cs/gasvsdiesel/
Once on the page,scroll down to a link that's something like "towing rigs --gas vs.
diesel."
Good luck with whatever you decide --and,oh,yeah,get brakes on the trailer.:-)
Regards,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA.SUBJECT>Re:m715 frame sandblasted and painted POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32455 NEXT>32493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no i didnt.i was thinking about top coating it with a plain rattle can black....do you say
clear coat or just about anything?
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft length for Tcase Swap POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32467 NEXT>32473
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the slip yoke compensates.
-B.
SUBJECT>rippling effect or drippling effect?NTXT POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32461 NEXT>32486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,I said NTXT
SUBJECT>Re:Drive shaft length for Tcase Swap POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
SUBJECT>2004 FE,alcohol and etc.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32476 32504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M715 Zone has a Field Exercise to:
1.Unite people with a stronger,more personal bond than can be achieved online.
2.Share our love of these trucks and this hobby with each others family and friends.
3.Tech,how do I,how did you,what if?...etc!!
4.Have a whale of a good time wheelin for a few brief days together,hopefully building
memories that hold us until we can do it again.
There have been some posts about bringing families,alcohol consumption,and orgies at
the FE.Though I know there is a lot of kidding and humor in these posts,there are also
serious questions to address as well.I have been asked what the official club policy is on
such issues,well here goes:
EVERYONE IS WELCOME.All members and their families are encouraged to attend,if
possible.These are family oriented events simply because that rules no one out and as it
has been said above,everyone is welcome.It is also a heck of a lot of fun to watch a
young boy or girls excitement in these events.At the first FE,TmanII's son won a trophy
in one of the events...you could not believe how happy he was to receive it and how it
brightened up all of the rest of us to see his excitement.I know my own children had a
wonderful and unforgettable time in Kansas in 2001.They still talk about it...by the way.Rusty,my little girl wants
to know when she can ride with you again...but I digress...
As far as the alcohol,as long as people are adults AND it is legal by LBL (see below,
they are kind of vague),AND it is done in a responsible fashion,it is ok to have alcohol.
That being said,having the club supply such is out of the question,drunken behavior can
not be tolerated,drinking party type atmosphere must also be avoided (like shot drinking
contests,drinking games,etc.),and if it is known that an individual who is under the
influence is attempting to drive,due diligence must be used in trying to persuade that
person from driving...if they drive anyway,it will be the FE organizers and club leaders
responsibility to report them to the authorities if they know it is happening.
Searching the LBL site I found the following quotes:
Quote #1:From ADVISORY BOARD MEETING MINUTES,June 20,2002
http://www2.lbl.org/lbl/ADMIN/Minutes020620.html
"Jesse Thomas noted that most problems he heard seemed to be alcohol related and asked
what the policy was.Duane responded that state law prohibits public consumption of
alcohol;visitors should not walk around with open containers.If campers are discreet at
their campsite,and there is no other reason for the officers to be called to the site,there
should be no problem.If there are fights,disturbances,noise,etc.,officers will be called
and then they will be required to address the alcohol issue.Many warnings are issued."
Quote #2:From Turkey Bay OHV Area Regulations
http://www2.lbl.org/lbl/RULESOHV.html
"Use of alcohol and other controlled substances while operating an OHV is strictly
prohibited."
The waiver for the FE that is to be signed all attending parties to the event will have
added to it a statement to the effect of:
"Failure to follow the polices of LBL will result in law enforcement intervention.The
organizers and officials of The M715 Zone cannot knowingly allow any breach of LBL
policies."
This not only includes alcohol but all policies of LBL.
As far as the orgies....lets just say if that is even seriously considered,there is no FE for
The M715 Zone....
These official positions are not to exclude anyone but are meant to provide an umbrella
under which all are comfortable and to insure unnecessary risks are not introduced.
Feel free to provide input as to any/all of the above here on the board or to my email,
brute4c@yahoo.com.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>ead (electricaly)stock M715 POSTER>Wanger
EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32480 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went out to start my M715 yesterday,(sitting for only three days)and it was completly
dead!Nota,zip nothing...not even a response on the gauges.I checked voltage at the.batteries and looks normal.I was
pressed for time and didn't get a chance to start back
tracking voltage.I suspect corosion somewhere,maybe the main switch.Anyone ever
have the same problem,or a switch they want to part with.
SUBJECT>Uh,Jon...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32474 NEXT>32478 32481 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Definition 3 of "orgy"in Webster's New World Dictionary:
"unrestrained indulgence of any activtiy"
We just MAY be OK with this one...In my workaday life,my indulgence in all things
M715 are restricted by,among other things,John Q.Public's ignorance and choice to
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maintain same of M7XXs,Angie's reaching capacity for my ramblings,my boss'
insistance that I do my job,cash flow,and other pursuits in my life I need to,well,
pursue.
At FE,I would think that these restrictiosn would be lifted,therfore providing me a venue
for "unrestrained indulgence"for THIS activity.
Orgies still on,then?At least definition 3?
BTW,right on with the write up,I'm just pulling your leg.
SUBJECT>clicking rockers eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32468 NEXT>32485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,I guess that's sort of like the Telltale Heart,always reminding you of what NOT to
do to a smallblock.
still,your's is drivable,mine is still a heap of junkyard parts in the garage.
I think I'll drink away the pain.
SUBJECT>Things to consider-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32476 NEXT>32479 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
LBL authorities required each vehicle to have a roll bar or seat belts.
Some of the members roll bars were pipe welded together and stuck in the mounting
holes at the front of the bed.They were in no way useful except to get around the rules.
I put seat belts in my rig....but no one checked them nor asked if I had them.
If I remember that area is in a dry county.Even for beer.
To those of you worried about how it'll all go-in '98 it was a really nice event.No drunks,
no dirty jokes around the ladies,no cussing in front of the ladies.I'm bringing my wife
and daughter to this one and have faith they won't be embarassed by anyone.This is as
family oriented as they get..Between now and then I plan to scout out a range in the area since a few members have
inquired as to a location to shoot guns in a safe,controlled atmosphere.I'll let you know.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32478 NEXT>32526 32532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI:for the trucks to go on the trails LBL requires one of the following:
Hard top
Roll bar
Seat Belt
Helmet
Of course for each passenger...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Dead (electricaly)stock M715 POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32475 NEXT>32483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Start with the Batteries and make sure everything is clean and tight.I have had more than
one ocation where the connections at the batteries were not tight or where corroded and
everything looked ok but when you when to draw power..nada.Then from there see if
your engine will crank.On a stock system you can crank the engine but not fire with the
on/off switch in the off position.Then check the switch...and so on...Good luck.
Joe
SUBJECT>So my whole life is a definition 3 orgy??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32476 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well a good chunk of it anyway...never knew I was having THAT much fun...thanks for
letting me know!!!!!
(massive smile on face)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Steering column POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>32468 NEXT>32484 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Its just the shaft that has the play in it.If its normal then great.My engine is the only thing
that does'nt have any problems,so dont jinx me.The name is a combo of Raven (the bird)
and Kalik (the beer).I try to use Raven as a screen name but its pretty popular,so I
combined the two to make a name that is unique.Thanks for the help.I'd be lost if I did'nt
have this site.
SUBJECT>Re:Dead (electricaly)stock M715 POSTER>Wanger.EMAIL>mwangelin@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:35
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for jogging my memory ...it didn't even crank.Might be as simple a battery cable
terminals.Could have just saved me $26 for a new ignition switch from Saturn Surplus.
Thanks
Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Steering column POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32482 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can I just call you "Marshall"?I think it's a pretty bad-a$$name and you'll like it.
-B.
SUBJECT>One more thing to consider......POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32477 NEXT>32487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tara is probably cheating on you whilst you're on the road working.
While you drink away the pain,see if that thought can get through the fog.
MOOOHHHHAHAHAHAHHAHHAHA!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32472 NEXT>32490 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
SUBJECT>please come to the FE POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32485 NEXT>32488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so I can kill you with my BARE HANDS!
and I thought we wuz fraaainds...Sheesh.
SUBJECT>I'm there,are you?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32487 NEXT>32489 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,
We're buds.
I only joke with the ones I like.....not that the last post was a joke..BWAHAHAHHAHAHAH!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>why you son of a.....!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to try real hard to make it,one way or the other.Does not seem likely that I will
have a big Jeep to take,as it will just BARELY be getting buttoned up the beginning of
June.Still,miracles happen.I'm not too keen on taking a fresh truck on a 2,000mi trip,
things seem to grenade for no real reason when I try that.
but yeah,should be in attendance hell or high water,and maybe even w/the girls too--
Tara would like to see the South.Silly city girl.
SUBJECT>.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,1 December
2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32486 NEXT>32494
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>NO ...started mine yesterday.POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32467 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>I have an 86 Jeep Grand Wagoneer POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32465 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...Took a look yesterday and they will fit but are of a different style.The rubber actually
wraps over the door frame on the FSJ rubber.On the M715 it is only a small chrome
strip.
SUBJECT>Re:m715 frame sandblasted and painted POSTER>Luckypabst
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Zero-Rust make a clear coat specifically for top coating thier paint.Or some gloss paint
over the zero-rust will work fine.The paint store guy told me any flat paint will fade and
chalk over time.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:.POSTER>Luckypabst EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,
1 December 2003,at 10:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32490 NEXT>
32496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sonofa
SUBJECT>Members list and VIN Registry updates POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at
10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32498 32501 32563 32596 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Added about half a dozen VIN's to the list and 2 new members to the contact list,one in
West Chester,Ohio and the other in Memphis,TN...not Brian of course,he was already
listed...
FYI,Tennesee with 7 members listed and Ohio with 6,are the states with the most
members listed...WHERE IS EVERYBODY ELSE??????
brute4c
SUBJECT>It's a shame POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32494 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That the real loser in all this is the innocent Chris.
A shame indeed.
:(
-B.
(I'm trying on the faces for size)
SUBJECT>Re:Painting Camo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32360 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Tom,
You can send those submissions to me at brute4c@yahoo.com and I will get them added
to the site.
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>take Brian off there POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he doesn't even live in TN.I tell you that boy can't be trusted with the little things.
hhahahahahah
SUBJECT>White Owl Parts ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nope.
SUBJECT>Surplus City Jeep ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>....probably nope.But they will call me back (they said).
SUBJECT>Re:Members list and VIN Registry updates POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32495 NEXT>32503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I emailed you my info awhile ago.Can you please add me to the contact list?
Bryant Franklin (porkchop)
porkchopsfsj@charter.net
Richlands,NC
SUBJECT>A.B.Lynn ...POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32437 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gotta email out to A.B.as well.
SUBJECT>Re:Members list and VIN Registry updates POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,dont seem to have any email with that info...got you added though,thanks for
sharing with the rest!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE,alcohol and etc.POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32474 NEXT>32529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i agree 110%Jon.i think we can wait until we get back to camp to drink if needed.
k
SUBJECT>NOS Distributer cap POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>32506 32554 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just got my NOS Dist cap in the mail today.Well Im surprised,I picked it up and it was
heavy...I assumed that they were made out of plastic like every other one and that they
wear out.Well I guess not.Wel,at least now I have a spare.Are there any other surprises
for me???
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32505 NEXT>32507 32509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,due to the nature of the military distributor,the caps tend to go bad much quicker
than they would in a civilian type environment.The theory that has come up to me again
and again is that the points arcing creates ozone gas and that the housing is not properly
vented to remove this which ends up deteriorating the cap.I never got more than 3000.miles out of a stock military
cap.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32506 NEXT>32511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you drill and tap another connection in the cap and reroute the intake air tube from
the wiper vaccum pump threw that so it is constantly pulling fresh air in?You would
maintain the water proof features but the venting would be greatly improved.
Doug
SUBJECT>Battery Box POSTER>Brent EMAIL>brent@bjsoffroad.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
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NEXT>32510 32516 32517 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a battery box to sell?Mine is missing and would like to put something
in the huge gap between the seats.
Or it would be pretty easy to make one...does anyone have the dimensions of one?(I
want it to look pretty stock)
Thanks!
Brent
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32506 NEXT>32520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...isn't the vent system continuously venting (purge/replace)the "atmosphere"in the
ignitor?'Cept for you civvi-distributor weinies,that is!
Ant then again,3K on a points-type ignition system between tune-ups ain't all bad...
Modern electronics has spoinle us,for sure...
BTW,orange,brown and white bird of death,your new cap black or the brown type?
With the black type (your old one),give it a shot with Brakleen and learn why to invest in
proper "letro-wash"spray.Only after you are sure it's junk,though!
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has the stock battery box,in Olive Drab.Note:They have either
the upper or lower half,but since both are the same shell with differences in the size and
location of the holes for the wires and such,one could be made into both.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32507 NEXT>32512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure you could,no law against it...would it work...dunno,give her a try and lets see...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32511 NEXT>32515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You go first :)I'm doin the sbc thing anyway.
SUBJECT>24v heater motors POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaGsPjuV3VWYo PREVIOUS>NEXT>32514 32518 32544
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody need a couple of 24v heater motors?I switched to 12v so you can have them for
a buck ea.and shipping.I've got enough parts laying around the way it is.Later....Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:24v heater motors POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definately interested,will email you when I get home this evening.
Thanks for the offer!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32512 NEXT>32519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the civvy ignition...changed the cap after 15000 miles cause it had been wet and
muddy inside too many times...wonder how that could have happened??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brent,
I have a complete one in central Texas.E-mail me at home if you want to try and figure
out shipping and such.tjbarr@gkg.net
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Battery Box POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one in south western Virginia if you want it..SUBJECT>Re:24v heater motors POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32513 NEXT>32537 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will they work with 12v?I think I have heard that they do.If so I am interested,if
brute4c doesnt get em.
SUBJECT>I tried this and it worked POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 2:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32515 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back when I ran the stock setup I did this.It already has 2 available tapped ports,it's just
a matter of routing the plumbing.It had the stock line going off of it,and I added another.
I can't remember if the stock one ran to a vacuum port,or if the one I added did-but it
was a crossflow design that I intended to clear out some of the condensation I kept
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getting.It worked well to keep it dryER,but I didn't have it long enough to see if it
stopped the ozone problem.
I kept getting water in it and it would sit at the bottom of the dizzy under the coil until it
got warm and then turn to condensation and make a miss.
There was a flush plug in the other hole that I used.You'll see it when you clean the dirt
off your dustributor's underside.
Hope this helps some.
-B.
SUBJECT>Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32509 NEXT>32557
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob (or Robert if we're being formal),
I understood the first two sentence/paragraphs,but the last 2 sentence/paragraphs were a
complete loss to me.Can you put the bottle of scotch down for a minute and write me a
detailed explatnation using both hands?
Thanks,
-B.
(I blame my lack of understanding on the fact that my wife is a hand-talker and I've gotten
use to people telling me things with alot of hand gestures.As such I have trouble
understanding nonverbal communication.Sorry.)
SUBJECT>new at the 715 POSTER>Todd Kerzic EMAIL>toddk@telenet.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32522 32524 32525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have always been in the civilian jeep thing and with at least 7 sitting in my yard i kinda
like the little cj,but this past weekend I brought my first military vehicle home.My m715
has a dod of 8-68 and a serial number of 27800 it has the carb mounted air cleaner.It.needs work,heck it needs a lot
of work.But I think I will keep it and slowly start to
restore to orginal but as for the power plant I need to know what most think?Do I
repower with the dreaded chevy or stay orginal?Is it hard to find motor rebuliuld kits?It
does run,smokes alittle,all the original lights and directionals are thereand yes still 24
volt with a newer looking alternator.Is the alternator correct?thanks for any imput.I will
be looking for parts soon.
todd
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32521 NEXT>32534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to the zone!The M715 is a lot different than the smaller CJ's,but are a lot of
fun.As long as you dont mind driving something that is practically a tank you will be
fine.What is great about em is they are already built.Simply get everything working and
you have a serious 4X4.I still have the stock 230 in mine,but its not yet on the road.
From what I have heard they are lacking in the power,but they will still get you where
you need to go.I am going to run mine untill it drops,but that is maily cause I dont have
the money now to do the swap.Other people can probably tell you more about the engine.
But if you decide to keep the truck you will probably enjoy it.
SUBJECT>web time POSTER>rockhound EMAIL>bonesfixed@msn.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 3:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anybody now what timezone the clock is set to?
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32521 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello Morgan,
Welcome to the new endeavor.I too am a new 715 owner.Mine was a former volunteer
fire truck with a 1942 10KW generator mounted in the bed with a flathead jeep motor for
power.My engine was seized when I got it.Fuel gum or sugar.I don't know which.I
freed it up and it is up to spec compression and oil pressure wise.I put a new top on it and
use it mostly here on the place in the hollows and creek.It is licensed but has not seen
pavement.Spends most of the time pulling my little 8N Ford Tractor out of the creek or
wet bottom.My stock engine has all the power I need.I guess most of the guys want the
V8's for the pavement cause the six will take you anywhere the wheels can get a grip.
Have fun.I really enjoy mine.There is a lot of good information from the members posts
and site.
Jasper
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32521 NEXT>32556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,I got Todd and you mixed up.Sorry bout that..Jasper
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32479 NEXT>32539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So on the m725,you would'nt have to have a roll bar then even though it sounds like it
may have a tendency to roll or is this wrong?
SUBJECT>Re:web time POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 4:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32523 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
timezone is zonetime.
SUBJECT>Re:Banks POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank I bet you are in Jacksonville,NC Am I right?
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE,alcohol and etc.POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32504 NEXT>32531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I nomanate-B-to steal a Bud truck and a miller lite truck to see which is more trail
worthy.
Full of course
Will
SUBJECT>Had me worried...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,1
December 2003,at 5:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32458 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but now I feel better.I really cant tell but isnt the water gettin greener?I didnt mean
mothin about you ridin on back.I have a lot of friends that have never been on a bike
before and I'll take them and give them a ride and there hooked and before you know it
they have a bike of there own.
Me well Ive been a mechanic for over 25 yrs and have worked in all areas of cars and
trucks.Ive done restorations on vettes,t-birds,55-57 chevys,mustangs,ect.Ive also
worked building race cars expecially with the engines from blown to nitro.I have even
worked doin custom and 4x4 build ups.That is why I like the monster motors and some
day when I can get my m725 done and various other projects done,I'm goin to build a
sweet M715 which is my dream truck.
SUBJECT>Re:2004 FE,alcohol and etc.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32529 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reminds me of today at noon.The Bud guy was at this convience store and was whining.about the previous customer he
had tried to deliver to.Apparently the customer has credit
issues as the Bud guy said he was on a cash only deal.He already started to unload and
the guy could not produce the cash.He had to load the pallet back on the truck with no
shrink wrap.He figured he would not make it back to Des Moines (30 miles)without
tipping the load.I thought about offering to take it off his hands but I'm sure he hears that
crap all the time so I just skipped it.
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>smart butt EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1
December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32479 NEXT>32535
32536 32538 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow a roll cage and hard top for each person???
Looks Like I need to leave some one at home or build her,her very own cage?
just kidding
SUBJECT>does anyone know where...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a guy could get a good runnin m35 reasonable as I would like to have somethin big
enough to pull a m725 to fe.All donations will gladly be excepted,just kiddin,but really
do want an m35 or other truck suited for haulin heavy loads on long trips.Tanks have
been considered but them state troopers might get upset if I dont pull over.I really could
use your advise on good truck to haul M7xx truck.
thanks
dave
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32522 NEXT>32546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 230 OHC is a good motor.With the gearing you've got,almost anything will be slow.
But a good 230 with proper tuning isn't going to be as bad as you think.Mine will chirp
the tires in 2nd gear.
If you want to preserve it in original condition,then the 230 is what you'll want to keep.If
you want to make it more of a modern all around truck,then a V8 would be nice.
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just for my m725 as everyone is sayin it gets a little tipsy after its been out drinkin all
nite,darn racin fuel anyway.
SUBJECT>someone just went and used my name...POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 5:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.aint fare i'm smart butt and my old lady even says it all the
time and some other choice
words which I'm too young to say!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:24v heater motors POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32518 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If I remember correctly,it would work at roughly half speed on 12 volt...might not be
what you really want...
Also,if anyone is considering using the 24 volt motor in the civilian housing,you have to
be sure that the heater box from the civvy donor has the right pattern/flange arraingement
that the military one has...there are at least 2 different ones....mine out of a 73 J truck
wont accept the military blower motor.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A roll BAR not a roll CAGE is enough...and if you have that OR seat belts OR a hard top,
you wont need to look goofy and be sweating your brains out in a helmet!!
For the roll bar,at the first FE,people took rectangular box and ran one vertically from
each of the beds front troop seat/stake pockets,cut off at a 45 degree angle on top,and
welded these to a cross bar,with the other end of the 45,over the top of them,just higher
than the canvas top...pretty easy to make if you can weld.They dont send an engineer out
to inspect the trucks...make it lok good and your in.Personally I would encourage the use
of seat belts since the mounts are already in the trucks for them and with the stock trucks
suspension,a couple three days of wheeling without belts can last the whole next
week...if ya know what I mean!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32526 NEXT>32547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no roll bar.i think you would get scared way before you rolled.
k
SUBJECT>Valves and Compression POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32542 32560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the same situation that a lot of other people on here are.I am trying to build my
M715 the way I want it on a very restricted budget.That said,here is my question.Do
stainless steel valves really make a difference and what compression ratio is to much?
I finally tore my '66 396 down over the weekend.The motor has been sitting in a car
without running since 1974.It was locked up.I figured that I would need to re bore it and
buy new pistons.I gently got it apart without breaking anything.The pistons are all good.and the cylinder walls are
well within stock specs.Not even a ridge.The book says
10.25:1 compression.I have run this high on todays unleaded fuel in several small blocks.
Even with 91 octane and basically no advance I still get pinging pulling loads in the
summer heat.It sounds stupid,but can the big blocks handle it better?If not,what would
you suggest?
The valves are a different story.6 exhaust valves were rotted off at the guide and the
heads of the valves were sitting on top of the pistons.Obviously I need all new valves,
hardend seats and rebuilt guides.I am looking for opinions on what kind of valves.I plan
to use the engine in the M715 with a NV4500 behind it.I doubt it will see the other side
of 5,000 rpm except in dire situations (mud,mis shift or severe traffic)The prices I have
found vary from a little over a dollar for Carquest house brands to more that ten each for
stainless steel.Thanks for the help,Barrman.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>Mike Bakker
EMAIL>bakkermikejr@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32418 NEXT>32543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAn,I wish I had that book!You dont by chance know the bolt pattern dimensions do
you??I think I am going to have a set of rims made by a guy down in Arkansas...I think
it is going to be around 125 a wheel...
THis is a great group of guys(and gals if there are any )on this message board..You all
have been soo helpful!THanks in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Valves and Compression POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32540 NEXT>32545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't waste your money on SS valves.i would go with a lower compression piston.
maybe around 9.0:1 or so.
sounds like you got a good engine to build up.don't get too crazy with the cam,
compression,porting etc etc.keep it simple and it will last a lot longer and you will be
happier with it in the long run.
example:i had a 69 440 magnum in a dodge 4x4.it was great stock.then i went crazy,
bored it out,balanced (good),big cam,high compression,bigger valves,ported heads,big
intake &carb etc etc.it ran like a striped ass ape but it was very tempermental.it did not
like to idle below 1000-1200 rpm(bad for auto),it was cold natured(no choke or heated
intake)it got about 6-7mpg,it pinged unless i ran it rich (note 6mpg),it was hard on
starters,batteries,cables,alternators,transmissions,tires(can you say 4 wheel burnout?)u-
joints,need i go on?
i guess what i'm tryin to say is keep it close to the way they built that engine when it was
used in trucks.you'll be happy if you do.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Dually Wheels POSTER>krob725/TX
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EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32541 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
6 lug on 7.25"bolt circle.k
SUBJECT>Re:24v heater motors POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32513 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need one of those.email me at ncjeepers@aol.com if brute4c doesn't take both.Thanks.
TCasey
SUBJECT>Re:Valves and Compression POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 7:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32542 NEXT>32548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with krob.Build it mild and it will last.Even with a mild big block you will have
enough power to pull that truck around the trails.
Biggest complaint I've heard of the BBCs is valve train wear.From that,it would make
sense to stay mild with the cam as you will only create more wear with more lift and
duration creating more spring pressure.
Make sure you have new guides installed instead of knurling the existing.They will last
longer.
Seems to me most stainless valves are still hard chromed on the stems as are steel valves.
They claim they reduce wear???I don't see a gain there except for the valve face itself.If
they were the same money I would probably choose them over steel for that reason.
Now with all that talk of wear...how much will you actually drive this truck?I'm hard
pressed to put over 1000 on mine a year.If you can get 30,000 out of that BBC you
should be set.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32534 NEXT>32559 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still have the 230 in my 725,wouldn't swap it for any other power plant,love the way it
sounds going through the gears.
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32539 NEXT>32565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh man I think it would be cool to watch on ESPN or somethin like 4x4 tv.I aint skeerd.I
dont want to trash my truck but if it happened Id cry and get over it.I rolled a perfectly
good 78 chevy short-wide playin on some trails one day along time ago.I was drunker
than a skunk when it happened.we got er on all four and checked er over,got it goin and
off for more fun we went.I love the M725 I have and really want to keep her in excellent
shape so I will do my best to keep her on its wheels.Krob can I drive yours I have
insurance,Please!
SUBJECT>Re:Valves and Compression POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 8:56 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32545 NEXT>32551
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Big blocks tolerate a good deal more compresesion than small blocks -I've run 11:1 on
mild BB's with no problems.Save your money on the valves,instead of going SS stay
stock,or get under cut stems and spend your money on a good valve job instead.Have
you ever thought about porting your own heads?Not a full on race job,but just a little
smoothing and rounding?Remember,if you are not going with a big cam to keep the
valves open a long time,you have to make the most of the time you have.As long as you
have your grinder out,don't forget to gasket match the intake &heads.Also look at your
rocker ratios.I forget what a BBc has but going up a step,like 1.6 to 1,with a mild cam
will help make power,while treating the rest of your valve train to an easy stock-type life
-just make sure there will be no valve to piston contact.If you do get some pinging under
load in the summer,have your parts guy look up a thicker head gasket for you -I know
you could just dial back the timing,but chebbys don't have many ponies to spare in the
first place.
--OR--
You could just go with an engine in the 385 series and be ahead of the game from the
start :D
Thats 429ci and 460ci to you Spice.
Ron
SUBJECT>FE fun POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,1 December
2003,at 9:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32555 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there goin to be mud runnin and deep water driving?I will be doing good this year just
gettin her runnin and ready to go nothin fancy hoping to paint the ugly white and green
stripes to olive drab before I show up so everyone dont get as sick as it makes me to look
at it.Hang over not needed.I would love to know who owned it before me,what was they
thinkin?I'll try to get pics this weekend and post them for you all to laugh at.Its pretty
straight except for left front fender,some minor surface rust on frame and under carriage.
SUBJECT>crook POSTER>BOB COWAN EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
DATE>Monday,1 December 2003,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32571 32580 32600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we have a crook in our midst.frederick.he got me for 175.00 on parts we supposeably
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made a deal on.he will not even respond to emails on returning my money.he,s selling
parts to 2 or more people at the same time.you all better watch out or you,ll get had like i
did.i,am going to postmaster tomarrow and filling out paperwork for mail fraud.bob
SUBJECT>sorry so long!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,1
December 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32548 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are them boat anchors?I use them to give my chev a workout being they are so
heavy.My mopar uses them to pull around too.All kiddin aside,big blocks,all make big
TQ and horsepower just off idle to redline.depending what you are lookin for,you can.get a comp xtreme cam for
$100.00 port match intake and heads yourself,hopefully your
heads are rectangle ported as they flow more on top end and its less work to get good
flow out of them.You can chamfer oil passages on crank to improve oiling (cross drilling
is nice too)but requires a machine shop usually.On rear main cap,drill out oil passage
where oil pump bolts up and supplies oil to main bearing a couple sizes bigger along with
oil pump to improve oil flow.Add hei dist.good wires,or some thing like cranes hifire
ignition or msd which will pay for itself a million times over all the compression and fuel
in the world wont make power if it does'nt burn it.Crane is my choice of the two as it
delivers up to about 500 millijoules of energy across the plugs gap and up to 12 times at
each firing below about 3000 rpms for more power and smoother running engine.You
will be happy with her and she will run strong for you and live a long life.
SUBJECT>Adventures in wrenching POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Monday,1
December 2003,at 10:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32564
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My truck had not much in the way of turn signals;the GI switch and flasher were gone.I
wanted to use GI lights and was thinking how to do it.I wound up using a trailer
converter and swapping out bulbs for 12VDC.Was wondering how anyone else got
around that problem?
Then I learned (after buying 1 1/16th brake kits)that my leaking one was 1 1/8",back to
the parts store.I'll keep the other kits for awhile,maybe the others are that size.
Replaced the rear driveline as well.Had that done locally.The original was bent and sent
vibration through the truck while driving.
But yesterday I got it out onto the road without top for a short test drive.That's alot of fun
just tooling around in it.
BTW,when did the services withdraw them from use?I was looking through my old
pictures the other day and saw one in a picture I took in the Reforger exercise of 1979.
Don't ever recall seeing any others.
SUBJECT>price of brake drums POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 3:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>32566 32594 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Vintage power wagons wants $175 for each drum.I cant beleave it.Is there a place to get
them cheaper?That rear disc conversion is sounding real good by now.Is there a rear
drum from another application that will work?
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32505 NEXT>32562 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering who has the plastic distributor caps for a stock 6cyl 230 engine M-715 ,
Just to clarify it is mounted with three screws inside the waterproof distributor casing.No
one I have tried has them in stock..Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:FE fun POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32549 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All of the off-road events are optional.There is a pretty tame loop that we made in 2-
high,and there are tough sections.From what I recall,one can go from mild to wild or
anywhere in between.It's not like you enter the trailhead and are forced to "do it all"to
get to the end.You'll be fine.
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Todd Kerzic EMAIL>toddk@telenet.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32525 NEXT>32561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi,
Thanks for the imput,as said above I will most likely keep it as original as possible and
keep the 230 in it until she come apart.I too like the sound it makes,Here in central NY
not to many are found and I have already had people stop to see what it is.I tell them that
this is what a truck should be.Heck,the night i brought it home my wife said she thought
it looked pretty neat.So it is a keeper.Now the worst,I need a box.It was used in a
public works dept for the last 20 years hauling a wood chipper around,so the wet wood
chips did a number on the box.Accually there is not much floor left.Anyone know of a
box in the northeast in great shape and I won't have to mortgage the house for?Thanks
Todd
SUBJECT>Re:Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32520 NEXT>
32577 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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as if you were meant to know:
Kalik ~Calic as in calico,as in cats,multi-colored freaks of nature.You know how
"kewel"it is these days to intentioanlly mis-spell words -"kaliko"fits in with
contemporary phonetical spelling.
"Raven",long believed as a harbinger of death or grave misfortune.
So ponder "kalikraven"as an ingenious contraction of the above.
Yes,I really put some effort into figuring out the weird name as you did,and that's the
best I could come up with.
damm kids.
Regardig the Brakleen issue -Iff'n a dude was inclined to "recondition"a dizzer cap for
emergency spare use,I caution NOT to clean carbon tracks with stuff that will
disintegrate the part one was trying to save.
SUBJECT>Re:does anyone know where...POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at
6:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32533 NEXT>
32599 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep an eye on eBay,though the prices may be a little higher.You could also watch the
military auctions,but the bidding on those will make a person sick sometimes as on time
it'll be dirt and the next,diamonds.
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32546 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The M725 back must act as a special echo chamber.My M715 with or without the top
does not send any chill down my spine because of its sound.Mine does not have a stock
exhaust.It must be the glass pack that is causing me to miss the audio sensation.
Seriously,I have never had it over 3,000 rpm for the sake of saving the motor.So,I don't
know how sweet it will sound way up there around 3,500 or so.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Valves and Compression POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the input.Especially since I won't feel bad buying the less costly parts.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:new at the 715 POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32556 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check with Sam Winer Motors in Akron.Don't have the number handy,sorry.You
should be able to find contact info with a simple search of this site.
SUBJECT>Re:NOS Distributer cap POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ab linn "found"some and was recenty auctioning them on ebay...
SUBJECT>Re:Members list and VIN Registry updates POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@htomail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32495 NEXT>32569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey add me to the list please,
Jason Groves (uscgjason )
Cordova,Alaska
SUBJECT>Re:Adventures in wrenching POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 8:50 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32552 NEXT>32628
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like your having fun cleaning up after the previous owners...
On the turn signals,the later style,solid state turn signal switch,will work on 12
volts...some use this when converting.The early style doesnt and people have changed to
the later style or taken a harness from a civilian vehicle,especially if they go to an
injected type computer controlled engine,or they just make up a harness for their
application from scratch.
As far as the cylinders,they *should*all be the same size and factory was the 1 1/16th
inch you mentioned...did they change the master too maybe?
If you have pictures of the M715 in active service,they are more than welcome in our
Active Duty Photo Gallery linked at the left...you can email them to me at
brute4c@yahoo.com for addition there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>KROB725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32547 NEXT>32602 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sure you can drive it...if i can drive yours
k
SUBJECT>keep in mind POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
2 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32553 NEXT>32567
32595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
theirs are new.Since practically nothing has the same bolt pattern,I'd say good luck.
Gonna have to scour the sources listed in the FAQ,or go to discs.
for what it's worth I have 4 drums just sitting here.No one who needs them has gotten
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back to me,so they're still available.
SUBJECT>oops,wait a sec.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32566 NEXT>32568 32576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just got an email from an interested party.Make that,"I have 2 rear drums available".
SUBJECT>Re:oops,wait a sec.POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are interested in used drums you can talk to Barry Yorwarth,germ@ptd.net.I got 2
used rear drums from him for $50 each.I am very happy with what I got,hey are in like
new condition and I could probably get by without even turning them.
SUBJECT>Re:Members list and VIN Registry updates POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32563 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Alaska is now on the list!!
Thanks for sharing!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Zone P F POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,2
December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32572
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where is there a directory for the cool diagrams etc that occasionally get posted here?I
saw one for the ambulance door that was mint,I need to recreate that door as mine is
currently plexiglass,and very lame.
I assume these are from a parts manual?
SUBJECT>Re:crook POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32550 NEXT>32574 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob,If this Fred dude,ripped you off,you should complain to the prez of this
site,Brute4c.Mabey he can ban him off this site.None of us need a crook around here!
PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Zone P F POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32570 NEXT>32573 32593 32626
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/
I scanned all the diagrams in the -34 parts manual and they are online at the link below...I
was gonna wait till I had the whole part number stuff to go with online before putting up
a link,but I can put one in the online manuals now anyway.
brute4c
SUBJECT>cooool beans POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
2 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32572 NEXT>
32575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks man,you're alright!
I've got some stuff to post,too,pics from back east.Where/how should I post them?you
can email me if it saves space here.
SUBJECT>OR...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,2
December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32571 NEXT>32581
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..we could hear Fredrick's side of it.FREDRICK defend yourself.Silence gives us
consent to believe Bob.
SUBJECT>Re:cooool beans POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 10:30
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As they say on the History Channel...
Mail Call!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:oops,wait a sec.POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma You have mail
SUBJECT>Re:Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32557 NEXT>32579 32586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Nope Kalik is from the beer imported from the Bahamas and Raven is the bird.I needed a
Unique screen name because Raven is too popular.
SUBJECT>free photo sites?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32582 32605 32607 33099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
who's using a good one they can recommend to me?I've got all these pics and nowhere to
put them hahahah.
thanks in advance
SUBJECT>Re:Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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And here I thought you just missed california
SUBJECT>Re:crook POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32550 NEXT>32583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This guy a member?He's not on the members contact list.
SUBJECT>Re:OR...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32574 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Speaking of,Jon,is there a place for us peons to see a list of registered users?
SUBJECT>Re:free photo sites?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32578 NEXT>32584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I use webshots.........go there and do a member search
for dougs715.
I'm happy with it but I've never tried anything else so who knows.If your on a dial-up it
seems to take a while to load but I think thats typical for all photo sites.
SUBJECT>not everyone is POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32580 NEXT>32585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only those who emailed me or Jon to be included
SUBJECT>typical for dialup!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32582 NEXT>32589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
taking me forever to send pics in the mail.And the kicker is,there's a broadband hub
RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE,hooked up to nothing at present.Damnit.
I'll take a peek at webshots,thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:not everyone is POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32583 NEXT>32587 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...and hence the desire for a registered user list...
SUBJECT>Re:Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 12:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32577 NEXT>
32588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,I saw your earlier reply to Brian...Thanks,though.
SUBJECT>Re:not everyone is POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>32585 NEXT>32590 32603 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'll do what it takes to insure the security of my money.Put me on a registered user list I'll
give you my name address and home phone....I sent a paypal payment of $30 for
electrical rebuild kit to him.He said he was shipping it yesterday.I will update when and
If I get them.He also sold the rebuild kit to another member so I'll have to wait and see
what happens.
SUBJECT>Re:Bump,I understood none of this.POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>32586 NEXT>
32591 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would never ever want to live in california.The political climate does'nt suit me.I like
to shoot and love old cars and the politics of the state arnt good for either one of them..But the terrain and
weather,I'd love to live there,just move all the politicans from Texas
to Cali and I'd move.....
SUBJECT>Re:typical for dialup!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32584 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know how ya feel.There is a hub about a mile down the road from my house but all that
we can get is dialup....
SUBJECT>Getting on the Members List POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 1:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want to be on the members list,just email me with your info:
brute4c@yahoo.com
You can include all of the following or less if you wish:
Name
City/State
Phone number
Zone ID
Your email will be on the email so I will have that already.
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>you need to move to...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32588 NEXT>32592 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..UT then,TX style politics w/mountains and it's gun friendly too.
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SUBJECT>Mississippi is the place to be....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32591 NEXT>32601
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....farm livin'is the life for me.
Riddle me this,Tacoma,can you shoot guns from your back porch?Can you?I think not.
And since we're the poorest state in the union if you have an anual income of $28K or
more you can live like a GOD!
I expect you to move here.Soon.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone P F POSTER>arek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32572 NEXT>32615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.anyway to save all of these pictures at once?i want to save em all,but
there are just so
many.
SUBJECT>Re:price of brake drums POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32553 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY THEY (AS IN AUTO ZONE ECT)WANT 200 FOR 84 ISH CHEVY NON FULL
FLOATER REAR DRUMS A PIECE,SO 175 AINT THAT BAD!
SUBJECT>Question:how many miles are you getting out of a set?POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 3:39
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>RE MEM LIST WEST CHESTER OHIO!!!COOL I GOT A CLOSE
NIEGHBOR!POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELLO TO YOU IN WEST CHESTER!SOUTHERN OHIO RIGHT?I`M IN
SOUTHERN CLERMONTCOUNTY.CONTACT ME HERE,AND HAPPY
MOTORING IN YOUR KAISER 715?725?WHATCHA GOT?
SUBJECT>FE IN KY RIGHT?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32598 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IN JUNE OR JULY?KEEP THE FE POSTS COMING,ITS CLOSE ENOUGH SO I`LL
DRIVE MY 715,DAMN I NEE BIGGER TIRES.,,,,SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY RIGHT?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32597 NEXT>32604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i took almost the whole month of june off from work.i plan on going
SUBJECT>thanks.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,2 December
2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32558 NEXT>32612
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on the 2 1/2 ton trucks.did they use mainly gas and what would you recommend as a
good truck to look for.what ones not to buy as I know nothing about these trucks and any
help would be appreciated greatly.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:crook POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32550 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I bought a new water pump from him with no problems.I sent him a money order
and he
sent the pump within the week.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Mississippi is the place to be....POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32592 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here I come.can I bring my house and all my kids,old lady and exes?
actually shes only 32yrs old.Im the old one here.
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32565 NEXT>32610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any time man hope to see you at fe.are the 725's rare compared to 715's.Ive seen a few
more come out of the woodwork here lately.I didnt know it but my cousins had 3 725's
that they had sold a while back that ran and drove.Where the h@ll was I at?the twilight
zone i guess as I hang around them and we live in the same town.Mine is still needin a
doctor to fix her up.
SUBJECT>Re:not everyone is POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow,i bought the kit too....glad i didnt pay!
SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY,RIGHT!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32598 NEXT>32608 LINKNAME>http://www.lbl.org
LINKURL>http://www.lbl.org
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The M715 Zone 2004 Field Exercise will be held at Land Between the Lakes,KY from
June 10th to the 13th.
I would expect that we will rent the Fenton Pavilion and be using the camping spots that
are directly adjacent to it...for those who are camping.The Turkey Bay OHV area is the
trail area there and is about 3 miles or so from the camping area by road.
See the link below for more info and stay tuned!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:free photo sites?POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32578 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yahoo works...
SUBJECT>engine conversion POSTER>mark stetten
EMAIL>mthstetten@peoplepc.com DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am curious if an A.M.C.360 engine out of a 74 J-20 pickup
will bolt up to the stock
trans.in the beloved M-715 ?Also,can I use the power steering pump and gearbox out of
the J-20 on the 715?Thanks for your input!
SUBJECT>Re:free photo sites?POSTER>Bumnog EMAIL>sneedham@netins.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32578 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use cardomain.com I think that they have a lot of options and the page setup is easy.
Here is all of mine
http://www.cardomain.com/id/360ram
http://www.cardomain.com/id/pennysaver
http://www.cardomain.com/id/badm715
SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY,RIGHT!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32604 NEXT>32609 32611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I have not been paying much attention to the upcoming FE.I figured it would take
me 4+days driving one way to make it.So I kinda ruled it out.I have been thinking about
other ways to go.I'm sitting here looking at my road atlas and was wondering about
flying in.Is there a major airport nearby?Paducah maybe?Bout the only way I could do
this is if I could afford it by then and maybe be able to ride shotgun with someone.I've
got 21 years spotting experience and can build a heck of a campfire.I'm not a very good
camp cook or I'd stay back and make food for everyone.As June approaches I will know
more about my money situation as things have changed drastically for me with the
divorce and house I am trying to buy.My current house is not selling so I may be faced
with double payments on everything.If that continues,well I'd have to stay at home.I do
want to go though.Any extra seats out there?I'd really like to go and get out and see
Kentucky......
SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY,RIGHT!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,2 December 2003,at 9:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You welcome in my rig.I currently have six seatbelts and if by some miracle I have Jills
M38 done by then we will probably try to get it there too.If so we would have plenty of
room.
BTW.did you get the pics I sent ya?
Used the wifes e-mail account and was not sure you would recognize the addy.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32602 NEXT>32712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no they didn't make many 725's.maybe brute4c has some info?
k.SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY,RIGHT!!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32608 NEXT>32613 32642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al
i might fly in as well.Advantage rent a car has Grand Cherokees.i was thinkin of
thrashing one,ummm eerr ummm testing one to see if i want to buy one.yeah that's it,
test drive
k
SUBJECT>Re:thanks.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32599 NEXT>32651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The older M35's had the gas motors,one of my deuces is gas.Mine is pretty well worn,
but I can't help thinking that it was a little under powered anyway.I'm not sure when the
crossover to the Multifuels exactly was,but I've seen the mid/late 60's have the diesel.
The multifuel is just under 480 cubes and makes 140hp.They even put them in early 5
tons.Everyone should be happy for the Cummins 250,5 ton upgrade.I would definately
suggest the multifuel over the gas motor.Look for low hours.A lot of time they roll back
the hour meter when the truck was repowered from gas to diesel OR when a diesel was
replaced.IF you come across maintainance records,look for fuel filters,as that and air
filters be a big difference in a pig and a healthy multifuel.If you look at one that's
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running,check and see if she'll freeRev to 2800rpm...that's a good sign.Expect rust in the
corner of the cab to the left of the clutch pedal and on the other side.Check to see if the
exhaust pipe has rotted in the area behind the front wheel.Check the frame from about 3'
behind the cab back to see if it has rust as my gas truck looks pretty bad in the back.
Check the air tanks (behind the cab between the frame rails)for rust or rust inspired
holes.Check the bushings in the big eyes in the rear suspension links.Expect some
cracking,but be leary of big hunks rotted out of the rubber.Check the big 'U'bolts that
hold the spring packs as they hold up the rear of the truck.Check the Rockwell tags to see
if they've been rebuilt or not.If you have all rebuilt tags and a low mile multifuel,it's a
good chance the whole truck has been gone over by the military.If it has a winch (lucky
dog)don't be surprised if the bolt is sheared where the yoke attaches to the winch pinion.
Anything else is standard crap to look for...Canvas,bed condition,tires,brakes,seats,
electrical...etc.
SUBJECT>Flying....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32611 NEXT>32616 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Guys,
There are airports in Paducah and some close-by towns,but none are international
airports of any size.Memphis has the closest international one.I already volunteered to
pick you hippies up,give you a place to stay if you get here early,and drive you to the.site.
I think Ben is going to drop out of riding with me due to my place being out of the way
for him,but that's not confirmed.At either rate you can ride with my wife and screaming
baby in the mini-van.
There,now all you got to worry about is the money to get a flight.Book now and it's
cheaper.
-B.
SUBJECT>Can Duce Wheels Solve Some of My Woes?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32617 32670 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have my M715 on the road and have worked out most problems,I still have make a
adequate fix for the window regulators (made temporary fix),need to force my shrunken
canvas top to fit or replace with hardtop (funding/wife permitting),and need to solve my
biggest performance problem which is the 7.5X16 tires the Fire Department had put on
the rims.With a 30.5 inch diameter I ’d be at 3800 or so rpm if I got up to 60 mph.I can
peg the speedometer at 60 mph which is probably about 52 mph.To solve this
inexpensively so I continue to keep my wife impressed by my truck purchase,I want to
put on Duce wheels and tires on since I found a set for 75 dollars.I think they are 38 to 40
inches and would like to know if that size tire (will get to hub adapter shortly)will fit in a
otherwise stock suspension and still make turns.I have seen that others are using Duce
wheels but have not found posts detailing how they adapted them.From measurement it
looks like I could just drill a new pattern 30 degrees off set from the original one.I think
though that what I will do is buy some 10 inch diameter round cut off about .5 to .75
inches thick and turn them so they have a raised section in the middle that fits into the
duce wheel hub whole (6 and 7/16th inches)and has the 5 and 5/8th inch whole of our
hubs.Then I would either weld it to the duce wheel or drill two sets of wholes,one would
be tapped so I could bolt it to the Duce wheel through its original lug wholes and the
other pattern would be 5/8th through wholes for the M715 lugs to go through.My
questions are:
What is the offset of the Duce wheels compared to our wheels?
Will my adapters need to provide more offset then .5 inches?
Will I need to raise the truck to allow the front wheels to turn left to right?
Our there unforeseen problems that you know about and I don ’t?
Thanks in advance for any advice and help
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Zone P F POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32593 NEXT>32620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll see if I can make them as a .pdf file...will work on that this morning...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flying....POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com.DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32613 NEXT>32618 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"At either rate you can ride with my wife and screaming baby in the mini-van"
the horror...the horror..
just joking brian.thanks for the invite.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Can Duce Wheels Solve Some of My Woes?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32614 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This has been accomplished by redrilling the duece rims with the M715 pattern and
running them.I know a guy up here who has a set on his and his dads M715 and have
been running them for a few years now with no problems...9.00-20's are what he runs and
no problems with clearance at all.They really enjoy the top speed increase/lower rpms.
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These trucks are also used to tow duece type trailers loaded with parts to the military
show near us...they drive around a hundred miles or so.Look in the members gallery
under 'Louie715'.The last 4 pics are his truck with the duece rims pulling a little gun
around...
The bolt pattern isn't the easiest to see but the clearance and offset is pretty clear.
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Flying....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32616 NEXT>32619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keith,
I wasn't talking to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Keith POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32618 NEXT>32621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you think the fact that B hasn't got any since last Tuesday is affecting his attitude?
SUBJECT>It can be done but...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32615 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It comes out to 29.8 meg....are you in the mood for a download of that size??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Keith/BRIAN/doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32619 NEXT>32623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.might be the problem.i think he misses working on the truck more
though.Brian-go
break something so you can stay out in your shop and work on it.DO IT NOW !!!
K
SUBJECT>sm420 pto on ebay,CHEAP POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=24
44843938
SUBJECT>That's odd.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32621 NEXT>32627 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That you two keep up with my sex life more than I do.I had to think back to see if it had
been last Tuesday.Not that it's you two's concern-but I scored last night.
Also,she has a really annoying habit of either biting her nails or picking the corner of her
lip.She does both under stress and does it until it bleeds.It's been an ongoing battle in
our marriage since it's a nervous habit that she can't seem to stop.I told her a week ago
that if she did it again then I was going to get some cigars and start smoking them and
then she'd see how it feels to watch somone hurt their body on purpose.Last night I came
home and her pinkie nail was chewed down to the quick.I told her that today I was
getting some cigars and she said that was the deal,but requested I smoke them outside or
in the shop.So,if I can score a bottle of Bailey's as well then I have the perfect night
planned.
So,there.
-B.
SUBJECT>Towbar for M715 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32625 32633 32636 32656 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I want to get brute4c to the FE,I think the best thing for me would be to flat tow it with
a tow bar.I have a vehicle that can handle that much weight for towing,up to around
7500-8000,and we will be taking it easy so no sweat there.Trying to keep the cost down
and still be able to bring mine...I'd have to rent a truck and trailer to bring it that
way...fairly expensive...
Anyone have a recommendation for a towbar?Anything in a rental worth the effort?
Should I buy one new for safety?Make one?Try to con someone into letting me use their
M715 towbar for the trip and ship it back to them with a thank you check afterwords?
Thanks in advance,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Towbar for M715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32624 NEXT>32631 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.One thing I thought of was to make sure the brakes on
the tow vehicle are in top notch
condition.I would not be scared to make my own tow bar,just put some way overkill
safty chains with and good place to fasten them to both vehicles.
SUBJECT>Re:Zone P F POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada EMAIL>Alland@cae.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great Work!
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Found some info I didn't even know that I was looking for.
your da man!
Allan
SUBJECT>Re:That's odd.POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32623 NEXT>32629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Screaming babies huh...Well my new girlfriend snores louder than all my camping
friends combined.I have discovered the beauty of ear plugs.Doug and brian,to cool,it
looks like I have options so thats great.Thanks!Yes doug,I got the pics.Bi*chin!I'm
going to try and make this one.It sure sounds like fun.Besides,I've never been to
Kentucky before.I did date an older woman from Kentucky once.Left a good impression
on me.Always wanted to see the place...
SUBJECT>Re:Adventures in wrenching POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32564 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've used the turning indicator and control box out of a Lynx recon vehicle (short 3 man
version of the m113)
The lever is the same one used on the Duece.but the solid state relay box is pretty thin.
Hovever everything bolted up and connected like the stock onee
I just happen to have the keys to the turret of a demiled lynx that sits outside the
Armoury.
You can say I have a "parts tank"It was a good source for spare connectors caps for the
lights on the dash.
And a really cool Dome light that goes white and tatical red.
Allan
SUBJECT>Al POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32627 NEXT>32630 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I trust you are not having pre-marital sexual intercourse.
Is the the cafeteria girl????is she only like 18?
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,.3 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32629 NEXT>32634
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.....Ok since I know there is no chance of marriage does that make it OK?Plus the
cafe girl kept stealing food from my tray when she was ringing me up.I had to dump her.
I must have a thing for older gals cause this ones 52 and a bundle of fun.Since I'm 39 am
I now considered her sport model???The girl from Kentucky was older than me too.
Must be in the water....
SUBJECT>Re:Towbar for M715 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32625 NEXT>32632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Top notch brakes and stout chains and chain connections...10-4 on that good buddy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Towbar for M715 POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lights!
You will have to use a wrecker type magnetic based light and long cord plugged into your
tow vehicle since your truck is still 24V.You could also make your own that will slip into
the stake/troop seat mounts.I would suggest that you find or make a tow bar that will bolt
to your bumper mounts.I have had bad luck with the squeeze type mount in the past that
normally signifies a rental tow bar.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Towbar for M715 POSTER>Glen EMAIL>gbedel@designforum.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32624 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use a U-Haul tow bar I bought for $100.00s last year.
I'v used it (rigged)to tow a M105a1 home from Mechanicsburg,PA to West Chester,Oh
with no problem.You will have to use Hardened bolts and washers to attach to the
bumper where the shackles come through on the 715.
G
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32630 NEXT>32638 32640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al has a "Sugar Momma"
Your Ok....I always have been one to test drive a few different makes and models before a
purchase anyway.Seems like you just prefer to "Lease"instead of buy and I see nothing
wrong with that.
Did your mom introduce you......is she from the same bridge club?.Sorry man.......I could not leave that one be:)
SUBJECT>HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December
2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32637 32654 32657
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOW THE H%^&$^ &DO I MAKE THE WHINING IN THE T-CASE.....I AM
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GOING F ^&*^%IN INSANE WHEN I DRIVE IT.....I love it off road but on the
road....DAMN its loud...
SUBJECT>Re:Towbar for M715 POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32624 NEXT>32643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here is how I made the tow bar for my M151 so the same principal should work on this.I
took two of the front tow shackles and with them attached to the vehicle I welded them to
some flat iron.Then I cut two square stock and cut them to length and took the flat iron
and the square stock and welded them into a trinagle.I used a tow ring for the pintle hitch
I got at TSC stores and welded that to the point of the triangle.Depending on the tow
vehicle you could also do a ball type hitch.Then when I want to tow the jeep I just
remove the tow shackles,drop the tow bar shackles into plact reinstall the pins and clips
and then I pull up behind the tow vehicle with the help of my wife (my grownd guide)
drop the ring onto the pintle and away we go.This is bassicly how the GI tow bar works
and this works very well for me.
Or look for a good GI towbar and spend the big bucks...Oh almost forgot I arc welded the
metal together.
Good Luck.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,
at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32635 NEXT>32639 32641
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try doing that for three days at about 15 hours a day...Guaranteed to change your outlook
on life.You could do the straight through conversion.I hear (pun)that that does not do
much to quiet it down though.Or change over to a 205 X-fer case.Or get ear plugs,Or
sell the truck (naw don't do that)Or rebuild the case and see if shafts and bearings are
worn.I think its just the nature of the beast....
SUBJECT>id Al say Grannies?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32634 NEXT>32646
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,You got this all backwards-you're supposed to be going for YOUNGER women.
YOUNGER,not OLDER..Here are some things to watch for:
Breaking their hips,
That milky fluid from breasts.....it's not milk,
Her uncontrolable bladder,
and sudden death.
Good luck with your new hobby!
-B.
SUBJECT>I've heard of this before....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32637 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
Do a search for some key words and you'll find all you ever wanted to know about the
how,why,and what to do.We've all dealt with this in the past.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32634 NEXT>
32644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bridge club???Oh the horror..I can see it now,sitting at the card table,smoke filled
room,little reading glasses with chains at the tip of her nose,cigarette burning in the
ashtray,6 other old gray hairs with cigarettes,mixed drinks with half melted ice,a hand
full of cards IN A TE DIE!!!!Ok stop...Thats not pleasant.She doesn't play bridge,at
least she said she didn't.She doesn't even look her age.I think she is still under warranty.
She does look pretty darn good in the blue one though,and she really likes my M715 and
my CJ-5.She said she used to date another jeep guy.What could that mean?I wonder if
the OTHER guy had lockers?
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,
at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32637 NEXT>32647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Actually changing the rear driveshaft to the straight through configuration ELIMINATES
the whine completely...doesnt do anything for the heat problem if you have that,but the
whine will be gone.When doing this it is prudent to get the stuff to convert the flange to
accept both the ebrake and the rear shaft...otherwise you lose the ebrake.Im sure someone
has the price for that stuff available...the driveshaft swap itself doesnt need anything
extra...well I always change the fluid if I'm in there cause I dont get in there all the time...
Mine has not had any trouble since I changed it in 1999 and have driven it several
thousand miles on and off road since...including 650 miles each way to Kentucky and
back for the 99 Field Exercise...it was cool the first time I drove it with the shaft
moved...I had Rollie,another member who flew in from Washington State with me and I
was so excited about getting ready to go to KY that I didnt even think about the fact that
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the noise was gone until Rollie mentioned it...once I got it up to 55 or so,I finally heard.my muffler starting to
bark...guess it always did but I never heard it over the tcase
before!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE IN KY,RIGHT!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32611 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fly in Keith!Besides the BEST four wheel drive in the world IS a rental car!!!
SUBJECT>Got the welder yet Brute?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32636 NEXT>32645
32648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you do then all you need to do is come up with the steel.Not really that tough to do.
Fabbing one would be the way I'd go since you make it to your needs as opposed to
hopeing that the guy who made the commercial one had a 715 in mind as well as the
Sierra.
Good luck,and if your tow bar breaks and the 715 goes freewheeling into the oncoming
traffic-Don't stop.You're concience will eat you up later,but it'll save you alot of $.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32640 NEXT>32667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me how to get the chunks of throw-up out of my keyboard?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Got the welder yet Brute?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32643 NEXT>32660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Naw,they would still track him down.The M715 is in his name.The city of Bryan
prosecuted a guy for manslaughter last year.His boat trailer came unhooked,broke the
chains and flattened an old lady checking her mail.
SUBJECT>Re:Did Al say Grannies?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32638 NEXT>32662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know on the internet grannies is anyone over 40.B you should know that....When I
was 17 that Kentucky girl I mentioned was 24.I think thats when it all started.Wanted to
go there ever since...I'll be single by the time the FE rolls around.We already know that.
We are having a compressed relationship.Making up lost time playing bridge if you
know what I mean.....SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December
2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32641 NEXT>32650
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who What Where...can I find the stuff to do the conversion?Tell me Tell me Please
someone tell me...
SUBJECT>Re:Got the welder yet Brute?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32643 NEXT>32659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I am hinting at needing the new welder...and just this weekend my current unit
starts screwing up...points in the gun are getting out of align every couple of beads...pain
in the...
I may not need to worry about making my own though...it seems there is a member who
has an M715 one that *may*let me use it...what a deal eh?Post about something and the
next thing you know someone offers to solve your whole problem!!
Whoever thought up this site must be a genius...wouldn't be you Brian,would it??
brute4c
SUBJECT>History Channel POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32655 32942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As some of you may have noticed I like history stuff.I saw something on the History
Channel the other night about cameras.The way they film the stop action revolving
camera scenes in films like the Matrix.They just use a bunch of cameras bolted into a
circle around the scene all timed to go off at the same time.That was neat but here is the
really neat part.
The movie camera was developed from a bet about a horse.
Leland Stanford was a dry goods store owner in Sacramento during the gold rush.He and
three other store owners got together and started pushing for the transcontinental rail
road.It took a while but as we all know it happended.They started the Central Pacific
company.Stanford got elected governor of California also.He owned a huge ranch
outside of San Francisco he called Palo Alto.When his son died,during the 1870's I
believe,he started a school on his ranch in memory of his son.Stanford University.
Anyway,he liked horse racing and gambling.He got involved with a bet about whether a
horse is ever completely airborn at a full gallop.A person can not tell buy watching a
horse run.Stanford hired a photographer to take pictures of a horse running to find out.
The guy couldn't ever get a good picture.He finally ended up putting a dozen or so
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cameras lined up several inches apart.He then tied string to each camera and ran it across
the track.When the horse ran by it hit the string and tripped the cameras.From this it was
proven that a horse really does get all four feet in the air at the same time during a gallop.
When looking at the pictures people figured out that by flipping through them real fast
they looked like real motion.Stanfords friend Thomas Edison took the idea from there
and made one camera with moving film.Movies.Cool huh?.Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at
10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32647 NEXT>32653 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has them for around $150.00
Barrman
SUBJECT>many thanks over.ntxt POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32612 NEXT>32671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>hmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32606 NEXT>32663
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
engine MIGHT bolt up,can't remember.Some of the early trucks came with t98's if I
remember right.Shouldn't be too hard to rig something up if not.
the power steering will bolt up.I refer you to the FAQ,there is some good info there.Go
left and click!
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,
at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32650 NEXT>32664 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicergear posted this a while back...should help ya out...
(begin quote)
I emailed him one time with a list of parts that our friend John Leischner posted as the
parts needed for the through drive AND keeping the band E-brake,he sent back my email
with pricing:
"Dodge parts you need are:
1)Companion Flange $65
2)U Joint $20
3)Slip Yoke $50
4)2 Clamps,2 Bolts,2 Nuts,2 locking clips."Have everything but
the nut which is a standard fine thread nut.$15 for the works
Hope this helps,will really take some noise out of your case as
well.
Dave"
He should be able to hook you up!(end quote)
Prices may have changed a little...check with them for that...their contact info is on the.Vintage Power Wagons
Parts Page linked at left.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Simple ....POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32635 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...do what I am doing.Purchase a driveshaft relocation kit from VPW for $125.00 and
relocate the driveshaft to the primary ebrake output shaft.
noise gone.And less heat.
SUBJECT>Re:History Channel POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32649 NEXT>32658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I knew that...then came the famous "sneeze film"...not to be confused with snuff
films...gotta remember Brian is reading this stuff...well maybe he is...could be out getting
the Cliff Notes version right now...
brute4c
SUBJECT>I have one POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32624 NEXT>32661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's flat stock welded up in the expected fashion,with tabs for the chains.Hooks to the
shackles on the front.Or the rear,if you get the step hoops out of the way.
I can send you a pic if you want.
SUBJECT>the solution POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32635 NEXT>32710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a.get Swampers,they're louder than the t-case.
b.divorced 205!
or what them uther fellers said.
SUBJECT>they have Cliff Notes for snuff films?!?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32655 NEXT>32666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow,that's neat.That Brian,man I don't know.The FE is a sort of family event,isn't it?
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Those sheep sure looked scared...and now he's into perverse cinema too?sheesh.
SUBJECT>Re:Got the welder yet Brute?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32648 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No,....BUT I sure do need a blown 454 with a forged steel crank,Eagle connecting rods,
Keith Black domed pistons,gear drive timing,a Comp Xtreme roller cam,some Dart
heads,and maybe also a race oil pan.
If a member has one that he's willing to let me use until I wreck my truck then it would
sure help a brotha'out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Got the welder yet Brute?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32645 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats just nasty....
Best boat on the highway story I've got...in/near Sioux Falls,S ,there are 'low'
bridges...with overheight exits and signs for miles before ya get to them....some guy
towing a very large fiberglass boat on a semi flatbed missed everyone of the signs...truck
cab made it under the bride but according to the witnesses on the news,the boat basically
exploded all over both sides of the interstate closing it for a couple hours while they
cleaned it up....I think I would have kept driving the semi that day if I thought they
couldnt trace me....how embarassing...
SUBJECT>Re:I have one POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32656 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go ahead and send me a pic...never know...might make one yet!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Did Al say Grannies?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32646 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.I don't know what you mean......and I pray to God I never do.
I bet you've already called the local old folks homes and inquired as to the minimum age
requirement is.Was 39 too young to comitt yourself?
I don't know which is worse,this or Ben H.'s flaming homosexuality.
-B.
(Al,I'm just busting your chops.To each thier own.Rock on my granny-dating brother!)
SUBJECT>Re:hmm POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32652 NEXT>32673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right due to the fact that Jeep used roughly a bazzilion different input shaft
lengths,you have to find a shaft that will give the right stickout for the combo you are
going to.Also there are right and left hand gears on the end of the shaft as well as.different spline
counts....makes it a joy to decipher...
I do not know what you would need exactly for an input shaft to do this but I do know it
has been done.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:HELP ME THE NOISE IS DRIVING ME CRAZY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December
2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32653 NEXT>32665
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As my t-case doesn't heat up I've been thinking about doing this instead of the 205 swap -
as I'd like to keep the e-brake.Speaking of which,do any of you that have already
switched over to the 205 still have your old 200's e-brake ?drum?I guess,and maybe
brake pad band too?I was thinking about copying Spices'205 w/disk e-brake but am
wussing out on the fab involved.BTW,if I'm really lucky one of you will have already
done the driveshaft move before you switched to the 205 and have all the parts to sell me
at a used price????
I'll have about the same drive as Jon,and though the resulting hearing loss might be
handy around B.it would just suck elsewhere.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:i may be able to help POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32664 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill sell a entire np200 for 150.I have 2 for sale.they have the driveshaft relocation yokes
alread installed as they are from 726's.i do not have the straps and bolts for the yokes
though.i have pics too.yea this allows you to retain the parking brakes
SUBJECT>Me?No,Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32658 NEXT>32713 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tim,
I didn't know that and found it intresting to say the least.Tonight I'm gonna throw that
information at my wife and when she says "How do you know so much?"I'm gonna just
shrug and say "I guess God just made me smarter than you."and she'll worship me for my
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brains as well as brawn.
I thank you Tim!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32644 NEXT>32668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL,it's not the size of your jeep........it's how hard you drive it..I've heard that the DANA52 had weak axle
joints....I would be easy on it.Don't want you
to get stranded out in the middle of some old trail at midnight
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32667 NEXT>
32672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey good idea...I've only got one sleeping bag as my now ex wife took the other....
SUBJECT>Saturn surplus POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>32676 32714 32736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I ordered a replacement exhaust fording stack since I so blindly ripped mine off on my
last camping trip.Well Saturn Surplus charged me a handleing fee plus the shipping fee.
It this handeling fee normal or am I just being a tight wad?....Granted it probably took an
extra 12 minutes to pack up.
SUBJECT>Re:Can Duce Wheels Solve Some of My Woes?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32614 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went over this information not too long ago about getting some adapters made.You
know all the magazine adds that say they'll make any pattern?...THEY ALL LIE.If you're
going to run a deuce single style wheel,for 6 wheel application,it will have different
spacing than the standard wheels that all can swap around for 10 wheel application.I
have singles and estimated the adapter to need to be 2"-2.5"thick to put the edge of the
tread on a Firestone off road 1100x20 right even with the edge of the fender flare.The
deuce patter is 6 on 8-3/4"if memory serves.A big donut of aluminum with counter
bored holes with the deuce lugs sticking out and counter bored holes from the opposited
side that will allow the 715's wheel studs to stick through and be nutted...but not nutted
like Brian and his marriage.
PerkM715 is running 20"Firestones on his truck with,I think,2"worth of stacked
hockey puck on the cab.
SUBJECT>Oops,one other thing...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32651 NEXT>
32675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ALL of the emergency brake cable will be seized up,so expect that.
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32668 NEXT>32674 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I pretty much dated older women exclusively.Younger women were just too flakey and.irritating to even bother
with.One of the biggest surprises I got was this one gal had
about ten years on me and we had gone out and she dressed in a couple of layers.She had
a smoking hot body and pulled her shirt off to offer a great set of cans and...nipple rings!
SUBJECT>now wait just a second.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32663 NEXT>32677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the relevant issue here as it seems to me is:
a.does the bellhousing bolt up?All later Jeep engines interchange,but not sure about the
early 230--the first motor in the FSJ's.
b.is the flywheel/clutch measurement the same?
the input shaft shouldn't matter as much,since you'll have the bellhousing right there.
Worst case I can figure (and I"m high as a kite right now from the Lortab the dentist gave
me)is that you'd have to get a nub cut down on the shaft,maybe to fit the 360 crank.Oh,
that reminds me..there is something w/360 cranks too,some had an insert but I can't
remember if it's the manual or the auto..
anyway,I think it can be done with less trouble than a lot of swaps.I have a 360 in the
garage w/the clutch and flywheel still attached if any measurements are needed.All you'd
need then is the measurement from the bellhousing to the end of the mainshaft,the rest is
easy math.
SUBJECT>Re:Al POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32672 NEXT>32678
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah,somebody who understands....They really are so much more "knowledgeable"....
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32671 NEXT>32711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and don't leave your brand new replacement cable laying on the bench at work..........the
shop boy will unknowingly throw it away!!
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SUBJECT>hahahahahah POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32669 NEXT>32709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
should have called Barry.Fool!
handling fees seem kind of stupid to me,I would guess they have to handle it to get it
shipped,so why the extra charge?Just charge what it costs to get it to the customer and
make yer money,and that's that.Handling fee my eye!
but fer sure you should have called Barry.He's got some nice new ones.Oops,they might
be for 725's.Never mind!
SUBJECT>Re:now wait just a second.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:32 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32673 NEXT>32680
32707 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
bellhousing for the 230 is a one of a kind deal...
will bolt to no other motor known man.
SUBJECT>Brute?Where are you?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32674 NEXT>32685
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can we please get a censor in here?This thread is so wrong on so many levels and
appears to be getting worse.
Now we got pierced grannies.I'm sick.Really.
-B.
SUBJECT>I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32681 32700 32717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've had enough of this granny-loving,drunk bunch of homos and deviants.This isn't
what I signed up for.
The M715 family of vehicles was designed to help our boys secure freedom and the
American way of life,which last I checked is not traditionally associated w/snuff films,
elder abuse,rampant drinking and drug use,or weird foods.
You people all disappoint me so much.I'm sure the FE will turn out to be a sordid sexual
hodgepodge,if anyone is sober enough to function.It's disgusting.I hope you're all happy
with your sick selves.My own truck will remain clean and unmolested by the likes of you
and your sick minds!You know who you are!
schyeah,rrrrriiiight!
SUBJECT>hmm.in that case POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32677 NEXT>32683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone measure it,and then we can compare it to a 232/258/360 etc bellhousing.Then
we'll know!we can post it in the FAQ!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32679 NEXT>32682 32686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So what's your point...guess you were a little vague....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 1:53 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32681 NEXT>32684
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He must be pro piercing,orgy,homosexual,and sheep molesting as he made no mention of
those items in his post.
SUBJECT>Re:hmm.in that case POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32680 NEXT>32688
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig12.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34parts/fig12.jpg
Check this link then if you want a measurement let me know,I have a spare laying
around...but the way this goofy thing goes together...it is pretty simply oddball!!Note that
the front of the bellhousing comes down around the flywheel and has a very small
openeing that actually attaches to the motor...makes getting the bellhousing off a real joy
when 3 of the bolts are behind the flywheel...and you cant get the flywheel to clear the
studs its mounted on until you take the bellhousing loose...
brute4c
SUBJECT>don't throw stones!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32682 NEXT>32693 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got nothing against pierced homosexual sheep.They keep to themselves,they don't
start websites about "Jeeps"and try to lure the unsuspecting in.Now that I'm clued in to
the real purpose of this site,I can't just sit by while this perversion spreads!
SUBJECT>Right here buddy...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32678 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ever hear the Shakespeare line:
"Hoist by my own petard?"
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Might be applicable here...
brute4c
SUBJECT>my point?I'll tell you my point!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32681 NEXT>32687 32689 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
there are plenty of sick sites out there.A lot of them have names like "Fordrulez.com"or
"460s4ever.net".I thought a Jeep site would be above this sort of deviance.
And then there's Brian...need I say more?He's done more to pollute the minds of the
innocent than anyone else.Plus,he posts with a fake name,his name doesn't really have
an "n"on the end.I think he ought to be forced to post with a valid name.I mean,come
on!
And that Spicergear guy has Rockwells in 2 of his 3 trucks!Where's the honesty?.anyway.I'm throwing in the towel.
hahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:my point?I'll tell you my point!POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32686 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I don't drink anymore.....
SUBJECT>WOW that is SCREWED UP POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32683 NEXT>32690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's maybe the most messed up bellhousing I've ever seen.I thought my 460 was bad
w/the studs and all,but that's just ridiculous!
ok,for the sake of furthering the knowledge base,can you measure the distance from the
mainshaft to the bellhousing?That's gonna be the kicker there.I will measure my 360
from the block to the rearmost clutch surface.And then we'll fiddle from there.
SUBJECT>Re:So tell me already!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32686 NEXT>32691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess westerners are really good at running around the bush cause I got no clue what
youz talkin bout...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:WOW that is SCREWE UP POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32688 NEXT>32692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Advance Adapters lists the input shaft on the M715 as 8 3/8ths from the bearing retainer
to the tip...that help or you need the other measure??
brute4c
SUBJECT>and you're the ringleader!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32689 NEXT>32694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh sure,you SEEEEEEEEMMM like a decent guy,but I heard on the news about the
freakshow up there,something with cheese and frozen hot dogs.Don't try to pull one over
on ME!I'm hip to your game!
SUBJECT>depends..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32690 NEXT>32696
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..is that for the 715 t98?I have no listing in my current paper catalog.
SUBJECT>So tell me what you want,what you really really want!POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 2:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32684 NEXT>32695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya think Brian dreams of the day the sheep break into song with:
"If you wanna be my lover,ya gotta get with my friends."
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
My apologies for the nightmares...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:And the latest craze POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32691 NEXT>32697 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A bar here in Wisconsin now serves fried pig testicles...come on up,I'll buy the first
round for a friend like you!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>(**shuddering**)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32693 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not sure which is scarier:that I know that song or that you do.
Brian's sheep are scarier than both though.
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SUBJECT>Re:depends..POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32692 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,the dreaded M715 input shaft for the T-98,stock type,1 each.
brute4c
SUBJECT>man....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32694 NEXT>32698
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..some pal you turned out to be.Pfft.The next time I see you I'm gonna....I'll..well
nothing,since you're 2x my size.oh that reminds me...
http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/tacoma73/detail?.dir=/trucks+%
27n+stuff&.dnm=Brute+attacks+Spicer+and+Young+Katie.jpg
now the world can see how mean you are!those poor kids didn't have a chance!
SUBJECT>Re:man....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32697 NEXT>32735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And on my forearm,you can see the remnant of the previous victim...beat the sh*t right
out of him.
Seriously though,those are 2 very cool people...was a pleasure to meet them...and
Barry...and.........who was that other guy....
brute4c
SUBJECT>I'll post this again since it got buried in the meaningful posts
POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32701 32702
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....Can anybody tell me how many miles to expect out of stock brake drums?Many
thanks guys.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32679 NEXT>32703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frankly I will be glad to be rid of you!
SUBJECT>there is no way to answer that.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32699 NEXT>32704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
due to variables like,mud?rocks?wetness?does it sit forever?
all that aside though,I'd say a well maintained set ought to last you the lifetime of the
truck.The drums on my work van made it about 100k,and that's being severely abused
with lots of weight and a heavy application.
but I'm no expert,and I scrapped mine.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll post this again since it got buried in the meaningful posts
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32699 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It probably depends mostly on your driving style but I'd say it's not much different than
what you'd get from any other brake drums.
If you don't keep up on brake inspections,you could be replacing them every time the
shoes wear into the rivets.Or they could last the life of the truck if you don't overheat
them or fill them with mud and water.
Chris
SUBJECT>why you...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.and I was going to dawdle in KS too.Sheesh!Now I'll have to make that other
kind of
visit.Swell.
SUBJECT>Thanks !!My truck has 25K on it POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32701 NEXT>32705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...so it has been SITTING for years and years.Just went through a brake overhaul.Seem
to be working fine.
SUBJECT>disclaimer:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32704 NEXT>32708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your mileage may vary,as Lucky was good to say.It really depends.I can't imagine
wearing them out on a stocker.
SUBJECT>Just got window seal from Memphis Equipment POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 3:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32886 33040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can someone confirm these part#for the M715.The Inner seals I got appear suspect:
Inner weather strip 20":4115700-5680
Outer weather strip L/H:1576190-5330
Outer weather strip R/H:1576187-5330
The outer strips are LONGER than the inners I got.BTW I also was able to get a brand
new 11657264-1 w/mounting hardware.Man are those hard to find!!!
SUBJECT>Re:now wait just a second.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32677 NEXT>32723 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes it will,I'm 97%sure.Flathead Dodge,Plymouth,Chrysler,Desoto have what I
believe is the same pattern.Once again,totally worthless info but I enjoy being a wiseass.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:disclaimer:POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,3
December 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32705 NEXT>32734
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my truck only had 15000 miles on it when I got it and it had done trashed its second set of
shoes front and back .Metal to metal.I replaced My wheel Cyls.,master cyl.and brake
shoes.The shoes were from carquest and they are BS273R shoes from a civi.1 ton.The
only differience that I found was that the wedge piece at the top guide had to be removed.
Mine was already taken off and these shoes worked just like they were ment to be there.
The original shoes had the wedge piece which is removable on upper guide on backing
plate.You shouldnt have any problems but might want to try and buy them from someone
cheaper as my cost was $45.00 a set..Two sets in 15000 miles had me kinda worried too.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:hahahahahah POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32676 NEXT>32718
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool.can you adapt them to a 4 bbl carbed sbc?My 725 wants to be able to go fishin.
SUBJECT>Re:the solution POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32657 NEXT>32722
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh that makes me feel good about my boggers,oh well at least I wont hear anything
grenade on the highway until its to late.
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32675 NEXT>32737 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear that.I cant keep nothin lyin around to where I dont have to bird dog it and guard it
with my life to keep it.Kinda nice at work today and this idiot that I baby sat everyday
quit.oh yeah!He would tear stuff up and I'd have to go behind him and fix it.Im shop
foreman (head dumb butt)and baby sitter plus master tech.
I tore a 460 down one day and he didnt know where the cam was or crank.Duh!?Life is
so much better now!
SUBJECT>Re:Things to consider-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32610 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darn that means I'll have to use someone elses truck to get famous and on tv for bein the
itiot that lived after rollin down a hill while tryin to wheelie up it.Anyone goin to let me
barrow there truck?I promise i'll bring it back when I'm done with it!
SUBJECT>Re:Me?No,Ben POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
No problem,glad I could help.There is a $12.00 handling fee involved that I forgot to
mention.My wife is tired of me telling her this stuff.That is why the zone now gets to
read about it.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Saturn surplus POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The real sad thing here is he could have gotten one from surplus city for $50
cheaper,
same exact part
SUBJECT>where can I get affordable tires POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32716 32771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm restoring my M725 on a budget,and I need a set of 9.00x16's for my rig.All of the
ones I can find are quite expensive,Is there an affordable tire that is similar to an NDT
available?and if so where?Is there a tire that most of you prefere?
I am wanting to restore it as original as possible but I can make an exception on the tires.
Thanks.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:where can I get affordable tires POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32715 NEXT>32719 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what is expensive?900x16 ndt's NEW are 112 here at the truck stop
SUBJECT>Re:I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32679 NEXT>32741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"The M715 family of vehicles was designed to help our boys secure freedom and the
American way of life,"
Which means that a sight like this can and will be even if it goes far far far off the beaten
path!
Hey Mister I don't like what your saying,but I'll fight to the death for your right to say it!
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Joe
SUBJECT>yes,yes you can!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32709 NEXT>32727 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can adapt them to anything w/an exhaust pipe that matches.OR you could make one
pretty simply out of pipe that matches.
dont'forget to vent the axles to the roofline,the distributor,and get the snorkel working
too.Hydrolock kind of sucks.hahah that's funny.Anyway,beware!Oh yeah,water comes
inside too.
If you're in water in UT you've either fallen into Lake Powell or slid off a trail in Moab
into the Mighty Colorado.We's kinda dry out here....
SUBJECT>Re:where can I get affordable tires POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32716 NEXT>32812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats the best price so far,I have found them from 139 to 185 each around here but all.would have to be ordered
in,Can you provide me with more info?
SUBJECT>M725 owners POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I may be slow,but how many of you know that if you push the inside door handle down,it
locks your door??or is my jeep broke??and sense I know tacoma is going to read this,
where are my lockers??chrismas is right around the corner!!My address is in the
members contact list that you got earlier!!HOHEHOHEHO
SUBJECT>you are normal POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32720 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine does the same thing.Be careful,you can lock yourself out of them and you can't get
back in.How would I know that?Well,I got to hang out in southern Louisiana back in
'99 due to my ignorance.Luckily I left a window open and could thread a piece of rope
down in there.
yeah,I read it.I'm a sucker for the 725.POS on the trails but rules at the campsite.
I sold those lockers to some guy in PA,you might know him.He'll probably sell them
when he gets the Rockwells for his pig,which would just kick ass.The Rockwells,not
him selling the lockers again.
The wife and I might be heading up yer way in early spring to look for a homestead.She's
renewed her interest in a small ranch.
SUBJECT>funny you say that...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32710 NEXT>32728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I never heard my $)(!!#460 toss a valve out the pipe either,thanks to the mufflers under
my feet and the Swampers.Made me think about insulation.Well,really the melted tape
cases on the passenger's side did.I was protected by mighty piece of Astroturf.The DSPO
will be slapped if I ever see him again.
SUBJECT>oh,and you scoff!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32707 NEXT>32726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but I can get a running FireBall Hemi,so who's cracking wise NOW?huh?HUH?I can't
hear you.
I think I should stop.Brian doesn't need any competition for his post.
SUBJECT>...but who knew THIS:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"It is of interest that the AMC case,while more or less similar from the collar of the case,.back,is tilted about
four degrees.This was presumably for transfer case clearance
purposes."
from Novak.I spied it because,they make a BOP/Chevy pattern tranny adapter for AMC
motors for $325,and if I had THAT,I could mate all the trannies/t-cases (well,except the
Rubicon case)in my garage to my Cherokee motor.Thought that was interesting that
that's all it would take.
anyway.Sorry for the interruption.
SUBJECT>or THIS:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
3 December 2003,at 9:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32724 NEXT>32731
32732 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"...as 12-17%of the engine's power is consumed just to run the transmission."That's
again,the TH400.Sounds like a lot of waste.
SUBJECT>Re:oh,and you scoff!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32723 NEXT>32730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't you mean FireDOME?I believe the Fireball was a straight 8.Speaking of Fireball,
my old man rode in Fireball Roberts car,most likely at Charlotte motor speedway in the
60's,before Fireball became a fireball.
Either way,I need a hemi to look at.Please send it to me.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:yes,yes you can!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
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DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32718 NEXT>32729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cant find a set of goggles big enough or scuba gear for her but ill use a piece of 4 inch
pvc pipe and stick it through the hood and over the top of the truck and add a piece of
hose for me and crew to breath and act like a sub.
Who am i kiddin,Im goin to be lucky to have time to get here runnin by FE time.I work
from 8 to 5 then come home and work on someones car or until huntin season comes
around like now,duck,deer,turkey,quail and pheasant,rabbit and even coyotes.I wished
my 725 was ready to drive now as rifle season is open,Man am I catchin h@##for using
a 458 for deer.Everyone says its to big but I say 1 shot 1 kill and no trackin him.Picky
people,man I just dont get em.If I had a 50 cal.I'd use it instead.bwaaahahahahahahahah.
SUBJECT>Re:funny you say that...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,3 December 2003,at 11:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like I may need to get ahold of walkers game ear or maybe a good set of ear plugs
and maybe even blinders.Nah,I'll just give her hell and hope everything stays together.
Two years ago I built a 428 for my bosses boat.It got edlebrock rpm aluminium heads,
305 comp cam,steel crank,10.1 forged pistons,edlebrock intake,all ports are matched.with 850 holley and crane hifire
ignition.it is a holman moody built engine.he wanted
more power and still wanted to be able to idle around all day if wanted.need somethin
like this in our trucks.I'm not picky,buick,pontiac,olds,ford,chrysler,chevy all have
good buildable performance engines and Ive built them all over the years in one form or
another.
SUBJECT>good man!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 12:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32727 NEXT>
32904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my thinking exactly.Why walk when you can send the bullet to do the work for you?
I may not have my own 725 done by the FE,as I will have approx.1wk to get the
following done:
new tires/rims
driveshafts
motor mounts
tranny mounts
xfer mount
wiring
inspection etc.
It's doable,but just barely.We'll see.If I can start work again in March,no problem.
SUBJECT>yes,I mean Fire Dome POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32726 NEXT>32733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont'know what happened to me.I will try to get a picture of it.That particular yard is a
little strange.As in,creepy.
I'd love that Hemi in a 32 Ford.
SUBJECT>I miss you Tacoma POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32725 NEXT>32756 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I sure do wish you'd reconsider quitting The Zone.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:or THIS:POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32725 NEXT>32761 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Takes a lot to run the pump alone.than ad dth efluid shear in the TC..adds up fast.
Parasitic loads are a byotch,yes?
SUBJECT>Re:yes,I mean Fire Dome POSTER>riftpin EMAIL>keithparker@tds.net.DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:01
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a T98 converted to use a a 360.
AMC used about 12 different input shafts.
The trick is to get the right input shaft with the correct bellhousing and your set,front
bearing has to be replaced in the T98.
Never installed mine,will maybe go with a Quadratrack setup with a Caddy 500.
If you want to stay with a stick find a donor Jeep vehicle with a T18,
rob all the goodies off of it,brake booster,power steering.......
SUBJECT>Re:disclaimer:POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32708 NEXT>32901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mud will rip the sh!t out of drums and pads.If everything is fresh,turned drums,new
pads,NO leaks...they should last for a LONG time.Oh,and drive the thing so they don't
rust inbetween drives.That'll tear them up too.
SUBJECT>Re:man....POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32698 NEXT>32746 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know on cartoons where a big guy can completely hid behind a lamp pole or small
tree?The massive glop of mud on Jon's (no 'h')arm proves two facts:1)concealment
behind a small tree doesn't work if your not a 'toon.2)becaues that didn't work for Jon,
I'm guessing that me hooking up with Jessica Rabbit is out too.thanks jon.
SUBJECT>Re:Saturn surplus POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32669 NEXT>32739 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Call him and ask what it's for.1.717.692.9400 Mark at Saturn
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32711 NEXT>
32738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would have been fun to teach him the 460 internals,then pick up a scrap 13B roatary
engine and tell him to tear it down and replace the heads!...or valves...or cam...or
crank...or pistons!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32737 NEXT>32745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.rotary engines are cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Saturn surplus POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32736 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you tell me...I shoulda posted first....Oh well,it's bolted on the a**end and I can
sleep at night once again...
SUBJECT>The Fe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32742 32762 32769 32902
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna get there on Thursday night.....with 2 pair of boxing gloves and 2 mouth
gaurds.I plan to start from smallest and work my way up-Tom,Tacoma,Doug,Jon.All
of you will feel the shame of being handed a vicious beat-down by a squinty-eyed,skinny
punk.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm quitting the Zone POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32717 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you mean that when my supply cleck borrowed my truck to take the
little female cook to the creek in training area really didn't happen.
And that Military Vehicls were used for official used only,and nothing else.
Glad every one cleared that one up for me,I guess I am going to have to forget 23 years
worth of war stories on how things were really done.Thats going to be a bummer,had
some really good ones to.
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32740 NEXT>32743 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Geeze B-,Tacoma,Doug and Jon will all be dissapointed they won't get a shot at ya.
Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32742 NEXT>32744 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I scoff at the shortest of the short.
(that's you)
-B..SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32743 NEXT>32747 32888
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I scoff at the person with the least allies and the largest mouth.
(that's you)
T
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32738 NEXT>
32758 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell yeah man!I've built a ton of them.Simple stock rebuilds to full on turbo and N2O
with ceramic apex seals!Sick,sick stuff.My old boss got out of drag racing because of
one of the N2O motors I built for him.Grenaded three trannies and when he asked me
what he needed and told him a G-Force,then the price,he sold the car two weeks later.
Another fun one was a rebuild with some clean up port work bolted to a V-dub transaxle
with Scat adapter in a frame buggy.
SUBJECT>Re:man....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32735 NEXT>32748 32749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad I could help ya distinguish between animation and brute force...at least it didnt take
out th camera...that woulda sucked!!
Can't wait for the FE...boxing gloves....how bout brass knuckles!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32744 NEXT>32759 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm strong enough to stand alone.
And stong enough to whip the 4 of you and then drink all your beer as I joke on Keith's
725.
So there,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:man....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32746 NEXT>32750 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,.Where's the love?
-B.
SUBJECT>Geeze man!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32746 NEXT>32751 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're like 6'4"an 240...AND you want brass K-nuckles?
You gotta glass jaw,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:man....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32748 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doesn't that line go something like:
"You only hurt the ones you love."
I guess I figure that the more you love someone the more the hurt...see ya in Kentucky!!!!
brute4c
PS Are there any M725's coming with litters in the back?You know what I mean!!
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:-)
SUBJECT>Re:Geeze man!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32749 NEXT>32752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kind of letting Brian know that at the FE....the gloves are coming off not going on...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Geeze man!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32751 NEXT>32753 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I see.Well.In that case I shall have to use the dirty tricks I learned during my stint in the
French Foreign Legion.
(This space left intentionally blank to make you wonder).-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Geeze man!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32752 NEXT>32813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does that include wearing that towel thing on your head too??
Speaking of the French...youve heard about that new French tank....6 speeds,all reverse!!
Boy dem thar bee sum fyters!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Artic Heater POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hello,
I have a few questions for those of you who have an artic heater installed.Mine works
great BUT it is stopping on its own every now and again,especially when the truck sits at
idle.Has this happened to anyone else,are there any troubleshooting TM's out there for
these units and does anyone have any advice....about the heater LOL.
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Thanks
Jason
Alaska
SUBJECT>Can it go faster??POSTER>John Gilsdorf EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32757 32764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '68 M-715,400 Ford V-8,C-6 auto trans,OE axle ratios,34"tires and can run 55
mph on the hiway at 3300 rpm.If I wanted to run 65 or 70 so I wouldn't get shot at,what
gear ratio would be best??What will 38"tall tires do for me speed wise??Does anybody
have experience with this issue??I had a '75 F-250 with a 4.10 that would run about 60 at
2900 rpm with about the same size tires,would that be about right??Where would be a
good inexpensive place to buy new gears??
Thanks for the ideas!!
John G.
SUBJECT>oh,silly Brian POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32731 NEXT>32763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not really quitting.It was all a ruse.I just love it here.Even with the unsavory
homosexual sheep molesting granny fetish types.moooahahhah
http://community.webshots.com/user/drvr725kaiser
some shots of your stuff there
SUBJECT>Re:Can it go faster??POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32755 NEXT>32780 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Not to be a smart @ss but this subject has,of course,been discussed.We have DEEP
gearing,and thusly have unique issues surrounding it.This question has bene asked
frequetly,and is answered fairly well in the (say it with me,now!)FAQ section over here:
<-----------------------------------------------
SUBJECT>Re:Oops,one other thing...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32745 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i would like to put one mid-engine in a porsche 914 someday...
k
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe/BRI POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32747 NEXT>32779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't i get a turn too?
k
SUBJECT>Re:Artic Heater POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32754 NEXT>32824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it probably gets too hot.i think they are supposed to cycle.
k
SUBJECT>yes indeed POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32732 NEXT>32903
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but that's why God let us invent the big block Chevy.
SUBJECT>Brian--please....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32740 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..funny's funny but a man's got to get some air!I almost died laughing.
Tom is a good guy and I know he'll leave some for the rest of us.
a la Top Gun:"your mouth is writing checks your body can't cash".
brrrrrrriiiiiinnnng it.
SUBJECT>Re:oh,silly Brian POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32756 NEXT>32765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha!little Brian revealed at last.now me and Doug have a picture to make 30 copies of for.a special purpose.
k
SUBJECT>read Bump's reply,then this.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32755 NEXT>32796 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes the FAQ has uh,frequently asked questions LOL..
I ran 4.56's w/36"Swampers and a c6 automatic,and it buzzed along at around 3000-
3200rpm at 65.4.10's would have been better for highway use for sure.There are a bunch
of calculators available online to refigure rpm etc etc.
as far as gears go,remember the rule:strong cheap light:pick 2.
Spend some money on gears,don't get cheapies or you WILL be sorry.Sorry when you
bust a tooth of a cheap Korean ring gear and grenade your axle housing.Sorry when you
snap a pinion gear and blow it out the diff cover in pricey chunks of metal.Gears are the
legs of your truck,take care of them.
That said,Reider,Randy's,or National Drivetrain can hook you up.Randy's sells the
cheapER but still quality Yukon stuff.Oh,Six States Distributors here in Salt Lake too,
they are a Spicer/Dana dealer.
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SUBJECT>oh sh....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32763 NEXT>32788
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
great,I better get a good lawyer.Brian's mom is going to sue me when she finds out!
SUBJECT>how high for 44's?POSTER>Joe Burnett EMAIL>Joejrandles@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some 44's and rims to fit my M715,but I dont know how high I have to go to clear
them?any help please
SUBJECT>pretty high POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32766 NEXT>
32770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
like 9"or so.B.Yorwath is running 42's on a spring over and they look a little close on
compression to me.If you're not wheeling it or plowing through mud holes you might be
ok w/less but not much less.
SUBJECT>BRUTE4C question POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
i was wondering why the FAQ section is way down there in the PHOTO section?
maybe you could put it up there ^ next to the ""M715 zone logo"and "midwest regional
story (2000)"or under "online manuals.".or just move it closer to top of the public menu on the left.<
just a suggestion to help the new people.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32740 NEXT>32774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ashton Kutcher's coming??!!
SUBJECT>Re:pretty high POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32767 NEXT>32773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rollie got some on by doing a 4 inch cab lift and enlarging the front fenderwells
himself...pics in members gallery under RollieM715
A springover gives 5 1/2 to 6 inches but if you plan to wheel much and have any decent
flex,39 to 40 inchers are the MAX.
9 inches or so total,springover plus 4 or more inches ought to be in the ball park...I have
heard that you need to reshape the rear curve of the front wheelwells or it rubs there with
the 44's on.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I have some 11 x20 with the wheels cheap POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32715 NEXT>32782 32875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I you want to go a bit taller i have some 1100 x 20 with the wheels CHEAP
SUBJECT>Re:BRUTE4C question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32768 NEXT>32776 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why is it there...damn good question now that you bring it up...sure does seem to need to
move to a different spot...thanks for pointing it out...damn I missed THAT??????
brute4c
SUBJECT>re:front fender reshaping POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32770 NEXT>32784 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the stock shackles,it should pull the wheel forward enough.That designs forces the
axle into the obstacle.
of course,Spicer might be able to find us some of those optional fenders w/the clearance
in the front.Bwahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32769 NEXT>32775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brian,
Gloves and mouth pieces are for gentlemen and women.I don't mind the boxing,but
leave the girly stuff at home.
SUBJECT>a polite disagreement POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32774 NEXT>32777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
since I have spent $1500 on my teeth this month I'll insist on at least the mouthguard.
SUBJECT>while you're wondering..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32772 NEXT>32778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..why the heck are there 2 photo sections hahahaha
I tell you this site used to be small and manageable.What a monster!
SUBJECT>Tacoma-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32775 NEXT>32798 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BURSHA,BRUSHA,BRUSHA-BRUSH YO'TEETH AND HUSHA!!!!!!!
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Man,I sure do wish that I'd mentioned that black tooth to you while you were here.
Maybe if you'd noticed in time you could have saved it.....instead of having a stump for a
momento.I just thought you already knew about it and didn't need me pointing it
out....that's what YOU get for me thinking!!!!
And Doug,it's tough to have a friendly fight when 2 guys are bare knuckling it.I plan to
get the gloves on you,then taunt you by calling you "Donna"and telling you stories of
how Jill and I first met.
You will all taste my wrath and then after the FE MY 715 will be the logo model.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:while you're wondering..POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32776 NEXT>32781 32785 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well if you notice the captions in RE ,Public Menu,dont have to sign in for,and
Members Menu,sign in please,you get it right??
Clear as the Kentucky mud that will be waiting to swallow up the Sissonmobile!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe/BRI POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32759 NEXT>32783
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what about me too or do I just get to ref and drink all the beer!.SUBJECT>Bump-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32757 NEXT>32805 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe you can help me-
I have a '66 MJ715 that has (I think)a Dana 70 front axle.My question is what type lube
to put in the knuckles?
Thanks,
Brian Sisson
Memphis,TN.
(No offense John,this is a running joke between Bump and I)
SUBJECT>I beg to differ!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32778 NEXT>32850 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I plan to get a front locker before then and with that and my Big-Block-Like-350 to power
my rig I shall be invincible!
I'll bring my tow strap for Orange though.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I have some 11 x20 with the wheels cheap POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the offer,but I'm trying to stay with the original look,I think I may have some
found.
Rick.
SUBJECT>ave,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32779 NEXT>32787 32790 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't really know you.
You seem like a good guy,but boxing is sorta serious stuff since if you start boxing with
a guy who has a temper it can go from fun to horrible in the blink of an eye.
As such we'll see.If you make it to the FE,and if you and I cotton to one another,and if
you're bigger than me then it'll be on.Otherwise you're welcome to use the gloves-but
you gotta get your own mouthgaurd.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:re:front fender reshaping POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:03 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32773 NEXT>32786
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of those one my trail rig......They werent on my truck when I bought it but
somebody sneakily switched them one day while we were out trail riding.It was strange.I
bounced off a couple trail obsacles,Went to take a leak,came back and realized someone
had installed the rare "extra clearence"fenders on my truck.My originals must have been
trashed pretty bad for someone to take it upon themselves to replace them for me.....
Strange???
SUBJECT>maybe I can't see right?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32778 NEXT>32789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looks to me like all the PHOTO GALLERIES are in blue.Duh!
is the cheese getting to you?
SUBJECT>indeed!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32784 NEXT>32794
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I've managed to get a rare set of the plain radiused deals.That's why they stole yours and
replaced them w/the common "clearanced"fenders.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave,POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32783 NEXT>32793
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your probably outa luck cause I aint no bigger than u so I guess ill ref since Im a 6th
degree black belt and besides Im an old man now and dont move fast,so ill watch and
drink the beer all up.might be too much for me to handle in a fight so Ill drink and laugh
and stay out of the way.k.
SUBJECT>I got it!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32765 NEXT>32792 32840 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
30 copies....hmmm-is this so each day of the month you can hand your girl a pic of me,
thus getting her so hot and bothered that she will do anything to relieve the ache that my
'Man Pretty'face has inspired in her loins and thus you score via me?
I bet that's it.
Man,I'm good looking!When I look at that pic I can't help but think "Why has God
blessed me with this perfect body?Why so much for me,and so little for others?"It's as if
I used up all the handsomeness that was left after God got done making Jon Wayne.Some
days whilst shaving I just get entranced by the rugged jaw line,the blazing light in my
eyes,the perfect nose,the luring lips,the sexy eyebrows,and those ears (to die for).
I do,regret that this pic is now available to the masses since now you guys are gonna look.to me differnetly.I know
that you'll look at me and then think how you don't even come
close to comparing to me and feel small in my light-but heads up!It's not that bad!I
know that some feel threatened by my amazing handsomness,but I don't look down on
you!I plan to treat you ugly people just like I do everyone else.So there.Now,despite the
fact you now know how amazing I am,we can all be friends!
-B!!!!
SUBJECT>You're both morons POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32785 NEXT>32791 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They go from blue to red as you click on them.
Sheesh.
SUBJECT>again,I refer you to Top Gun.NTXT POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32783 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damnit boy!
SUBJECT>hey,you're right!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32789 NEXT>32857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I AM stupid..today.Again,I'm high,I've got an excuse.I see what you mean.
thanks man,just when I think you can't get any cooler,you show me the error of my ways
again!You're the best B!
SUBJECT>ORK POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32788 NEXT>32795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>6th degree in what?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32787 NEXT>32898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Curious,as I am studying Kenpo at the moment.
SUBJECT>Hey Black Tooth and Baldy...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32786 NEXT>
32797 32799 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You two can...Hmmm,I think black tooth and baldy about does it!HA-
HAHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!.Cripes,it's only my first 715 gimme a break.Just wait 'til the next one.I'll be sure to
start
with factory 'high clear'fenders on that ride too.
Hey black tooth,I was looking at 725's today and decided that you REALLY need to get a
cargo...and bring me that front housing in the spring.
SUBJECT>*sigh*I thought we were done with this?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32792 NEXT>32801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug.I had to go through this crap with Brian:if you have no message,PUT NTXT IN
THE SUBJECT LINE.
man!
SUBJECT>Re:read Bump's reply,then this.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32764 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Randy's Ring and Pinion has a good online calculator you can plug some #'s in and play
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with.
SUBJECT>get a haircut POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32794 NEXT>
32800 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,I'll bring you a housing alright!Actually I just dropped the front springs down.I'm
going to ignore the ugly bushings,but only because if I don't,I'll have to take them all the
way off and find a press and all that.And frankly,that is something like work.(no,
hefting a new AXLE on top of said springs is NOT work,that's FUN).
you want the rear housing too?
SUBJECT>The Logo POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32777 NEXT>32817 32833
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Wee,wee,wee,all the way home"
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Black Tooth and Baldy...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32794 NEXT>32803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Baldy............I'll take that with a smile....chicks dig bald guys.
Do they still put that deal across the arms of the chair at the barber shop when you go to
get your hair cut.You know the little booster seat???Huh,do they shorty???
SUBJECT>Re:get a haircut POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32797 NEXT>32802
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure...why did you gut all that?Killing me here!
SUBJECT>OK POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32795 NEXT>32822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>the whole sad story,in a nutshell.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32800 NEXT>32804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
axles were for sale COMPLETE for next to nothing.Time and a lot of it,goes by and no
one steps up.Fine,time to part out.Had I known,I'd have sold them to you complete.
Now there is nothing Jeep under the shell.C'est la vie,no?
I gutted the rear rear because uh,you bought the guts?lol
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Black Tooth and Baldy...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32799 NEXT>
32806 32807 32808 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Damn Tacoman takes a picture of me standing in a tire rut with Katie on top of it and
Jon Bunyan feet closer to the camera and now I gotta take crap from Knobby,Gingivitus,
and Bobblehead about being short."
(inner monologue caught in text)
SUBJECT>Re:the whole sad story,in a nutshell.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32802 NEXT>
32811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That one piece that you so mangled and destroyed is for what inner axle purpose?
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32780 NEXT>32809 32814 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would say "knuckle-pudding"but I'm sure that would invite a topic hijack.Get it,
"jack"?HAHAHAHAHAHA!
Seriously,though,you should run the knuckles dry.I've found that ANY petroleum
products retain the unavoidable heat generated by 'froadin.Running just plaion old
atmospheric air in the knuckles garners several benefits:greatly reduces leaks,prevents
water contamination and requisite flush/refill,is bio-freindly in case it does leak,and it.actually cools the
internals.Just like the leading edge of an airplane wing,the knuckle
internals will live in the lap of luxury.The harder you wheel,the colder you get them.
Heck,on the drive to FE you may just cryogenically harden them makeing them more
impervious to damage!
I'm experimenting now with the application of this technology to gear cases and
crankcases.I'll keep you posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Black Tooth and Baldy...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32803 NEXT>32810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sure,spice,sure.
I met you and katie in person.our paking lot is fairly level.
SUBJECT>spicer's big girl.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32803 NEXT>32815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey spicer it's cool to have a big woman(not fat brian)she can help you wrench and lift
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stuff.mine does.
k
SUBJECT>yeah,it was a tire rut..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32803 NEXT>32820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...yeah,that's the ticket,a tire rut,sure....I'll post the other one,in the parking lot in York
moooooahahahahah.
SUBJECT>Re:Bump-POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32805 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the faster you drive,the sooner you'll know
k
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Black Tooth and Baldy...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32806 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmm,it also was warm out that day and that big melon of yours was soakin in some
rays.No sweat,I can see where you may be confused.Seriously what were the big scrape
marks on you head and neck from.I was a little freaked out about them at first.
SUBJECT>not sure I understand that.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32804 NEXT>32816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.but I'll try.The only mangled piece I recall is the oil slinger for the
front pinion gear,due
to a little problem getting the crowbar jammed in there.But that's a disposable part,you
would need a new one anyway lol..
are you talking about something else?
SUBJECT>Re:where can I get affordable tires POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32719 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where are you?Wallace Wade in Dallas has a good deal.about 125ea and a free tube or
flap or something.
www.wallacewade.com or 1-800-666-8973
k
SUBJECT>Re:Geeze man!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32753 NEXT>32832 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been to France........seemed like a bunch of homos over there.Bet B enjoyed that visit
a LOT more than I did.
SUBJECT>that makes so much sense!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32805 NEXT>32853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good thinking!Wanting to spare my wife the trouble of having to remove all the wear-
inducing "lubricants",I just drained all the oil,ATF and PS fluid out of her Jeep.I
couldn't get all the "brake fluid"out of the system,but I think it will be ok.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer's tall girl.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32807 NEXT>32818 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
She helped me pack out an entire heater assy which is a big fender mount jobbie,plus
duct work,plus under dash stuff,plus hood side panel with scoop,plus smoke stack
guard,stack mounts,and mirror brackets,oh and the tools last friday.I said she was
"Peppy"(said with mexican accent...ask Tacoma)"my little mule."She laughed and
smiled the whole time.She's a real good sport about the truck stuff!
SUBJECT>Re:not sure I understand that.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32811 NEXT>
32819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was it.Guess I'll file the notches out of the pinion.:)
SUBJECT>now hold on a sec POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.it's tough to get anywhere with bent pushrods,and harder still when only half
of the head
bolts are torqued on.
but it's even harder when there are no axles in your truck.I'll stop.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer's tall girl.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32815 NEXT>32830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool,just don't over-do it.a big girl can knock you on your ass too.
k
SUBJECT>you bastard!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32816 NEXT>
32823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
there are notches in it?hmm I suspect transit damage.I will beat Jack later today just for
that.
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besides,filing saves weight.Your valve cover tells me that you are unafraid,and I admire
that.Wait till you see the butchery I do to that Buick.
SUBJECT>Re:yeah,it was a tire rut..POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32808 NEXT>
32834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'Objects In POS PhoneCam Are Larger Than They Appear'
Read the fine print Tacoma.
:
SUBJECT>Whoa,get out the marshmellows POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32825 32847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Small accident at the plant this morn.I was removing a pump that went bad and while
cutting insulation away I cut a heat trace line.Smoke,sparks and open fire.Had the fire
dept,the city fire marshal,every Intel environmental person,every Intel Emergency
response team member,several Intel managers and even santa claus present.The fire
would not go out.I hope I have a job tomorrow.
I did everything as normal.I just accidentally cut the line.The intel way is to find as
much fault and point fingers as possible.Their primary focus is safety.This absolutely
frost's my cake...
Quite an adrenaline shot....I'm just venting....Everything will be fine I'm sure..If I was a
drinker I know what I would do tonight..
I'm just venting....
SUBJECT>you sir,are a son of a...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32801 NEXT>32831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>....gun.Still,you are writing checks as well.Small ones,but checks
NONETHELESS!
SUBJECT>Re:you bastard!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32819 NEXT>32827 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The booster 'dimple?'PLEASE wear gloves and maybe your laceration will be less than
mine was.Would you believe the other one seeps?figures.
SUBJECT>Re:Artic Heater POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32760 NEXT>32870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine was NOS.It does not cycle.Are your volts dropping at idle?I believe VPW has
manuals for the heaters.I'll try and find mine and see if there is a troubleshooting
section...
SUBJECT>here's to you!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32821 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope they dont'can you as well.Accidents happen.
I'm welcoming you into the fold.While working for the city of Salt Lake trimming trees,I
miscalculated and dropped a pretty large branch on a nice 72 Chevelle (granny model,but
mint).It pretty much took out the entire rear end.No one said a word as I worked the
bucket out of the tree.When I got down they all clapped and told me it was nothing,one
of them wrecked a 7-11.And recently here in Tooele a friend of mine started the
Envirocare burner on fire due to someone else not telling him he turned off a coolant
pump.$2mil of damage.He got promoted.
I've got a spare room if you need it.
SUBJECT>rebuild stock fuel pump question ..not in FAQ POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...does anyone know where I can get a rebuild kit for the stock fuel pump that CAN stand
up to modern gas.The stock diaphragm only seems to last a 100 miles or so before self
distructing.
SUBJECT>I've solved THAT problem POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32823 NEXT>32829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not the leaking.
I'm using a manual master.Shannon Campbell,he of the tube-framed UberBuggy,uses
4whl disc manual masters on his buggies.When I find out the right combo I will do the
same.Steep hills+stalling-brakes=stained garments..seeping valve covers are one of life's little thorns.Our small
Jeep has developed a seep
around the oil filter adapter,at the block.And there's LOTS of room to get in there too,
after you thread your way through the control arms or the a/c ducting.Grr.
SUBJECT>you might get lucky at...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32826 NEXT>32838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..your local parts place.Try getting one for a regular old 230.Something sounds wrong
though,I haven't heard of them grenading that fast.
SUBJECT>Re:I've solved THAT problem POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32827 NEXT>
32835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I expect it to seep.427 cubes,bunches of rpm on the highway...that's a lotta blow by to
pressurize the engine.No biggy.At least it doesn't puke oil like b-'s.
SUBJECT>Re:spicer's tall girl.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She's done that too.They don't fight fair.
SUBJECT>Re:you sir,are a son of a...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32822 NEXT>32841 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What do I owe you now?????????$100.50 I think.You want payment now or when you
deliver?
tires.........$50
rims..........$50
lost wager....$0.50
Seeing inperson why everyone insist your spanish.....Priceless
SUBJECT>and why were YOU there?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32813 NEXT>32836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't sugar coat it.It was the pastries,wasn't it?It's ok.
SUBJECT>Re:The Logo POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32798 NEXT>32839 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Harder yet when it's got the aerodynamics of a greyhound...BUS.Not to fuel efficient
with crosswinds forcing the rear to crab down the road.How many knots with that go?.SUBJECT>I gotta stand up for my
buddy here-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32820 NEXT>32894
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he hadn't told me then I would have believed him to be 6 even.And we all know that 6
even is the universal perfect height.Any more and you're a mutant,any less and you're
stubby.
And Doug-women DO NOT dig a bald head.Trust me on that.If Jill does then she's the
only one and you're lucky.That's as ludicrous as me saying that chicks love to run their
fingers through my ass hair.See?
Tacoma-Stay away from sweets and in the future if you notice one turning black then get
it checked out.You don't want to be the guy who's 34 and on his 3rd set of teeth.
Brushing your teeth....it's not just a weekend hobby.
Keith-is your woman older and large?She looked normal in the pic you sent,not the fat
granny that I have pictured in my mind.
And Brian-I looked at that pic that Taco-Man (Black Tooth)posted and let me tell you-
you are one sexy man!Rock ON!
Thanks for your time,
-B.
SUBJECT>It's true POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32829 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1/2 a quart over 20 minutes at 3K rpm.
Thanks for the help in fixing it.....ohh wait,never mind.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:and why were YOU there?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32832 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
exchange student.........during the summer,so I didn't actually have to go to school.Had a
blast in Belguim.The people there are so much more fun then the french.We partied all
night and they would not let me buy one beer.I'm not much on french people after that trip
and thier recent politics.
SUBJECT>Ben H-where are you?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32843
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've noticed that Ben has been gone since the ugly incident a few weeks ago where he
pretended to be a "billy"who was threatening to do bodily harm to my budding family..Odd,isn't it that I disslike
somone and *POOF*they dissapear.
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
--
A lesson to you all.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:you might get lucky at...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32828 NEXT>32846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've been running the civilian non-vaccuum vertion just fine only the old stock M715
pumps fail.Wierd.
SUBJECT>a few POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 12:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32833 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
downhill in a tailwind I'd say I got her up to 20knots.hahahah
did I mention the staggering 6-8mpg I got with the dying 460?Superb.
SUBJECT>The real dilema POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32788 NEXT>32842 32844
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didn't John Wayne have like 40+pounds of compressed sh!t in him when he died?I'm
kind of on the fence as to whether B-is more full of it at this early age and should be
proud of the accomplishment or way below because of the everlasting spouting of crap he
does.Hmmm...
SUBJECT>see you in IA POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com.DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:42
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32831 NEXT>32845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can wait,mang.I doan need no steenkin moaney mang.I gots pesos right heer mang,
joono?
SUBJECT>yeah,that's kind of a tough call.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on the fence myself.I give him points for magnitude and volume but have to mark
him off for lies.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben H-where are you?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32837 NEXT>32848 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fabio,
He has been here since then.
Nice try
SUBJECT>Re:The real dilema POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32840 NEXT>32881 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jealous.
I'm Man Pretty.
I've been flooded with letters all day telling me they saw my pic and I'm super hot!
You've gotten letters saying they saw your pic and you're super short!
I crack me up,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:see you in IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32841 NEXT>32859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Je ne parlez en espagnio,Parlez en englais si-vous plait
SUBJECT>someone pondered this POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32838 NEXT>32856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't recall who,but there was talk about putting the civvy bottom on the mil.pump?
can't remember.At any rate if you're using the civvy one I'd imagine the problem is
solved.lol
SUBJECT>Re:Whoa,get out the marshmellows POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at
12:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32821 NEXT>32849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad your ok...well at least physically...just remember my soon to be famous adage...You
can't lose 'em all...always helps me look for the silver lining!
SUBJECT>Watch it Doug.....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32843 NEXT>32851 32868 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't like being called 'Fabio".Carefull,you don't want me angry with you.People I get
angry with tend to dissapear.....after one last post a week after I get angry with them.
Pon....no-Ruminate on THAT!!!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>He's right about the silver lining-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32847 NEXT>32887
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-Like if they do shit-can you then you'll have TONS of free time!
(I'm just joshing-you'll be fine.)
SUBJECT>Re:I beg to differ!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32781 NEXT>32855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats TANG to you bud!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>oug....call ya tonight?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32848 NEXT>32854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,
Had the well guy over last night...bit more complicated what they say we need....anyway,
is there a good time to call for say 30-60 minutes tonight to get your input?
Appreciate it....understand if your busy too...
brute4c
SUBJECT>some photos POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32897 32907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://community.webshots.com/user/drvr725kaiser
http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/tacoma73/album
some new shots of Spicer's truck,etc etc.Poke around.I'm adding more right now too..SUBJECT>Re:that makes so much
sense!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32814 NEXT>
32858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice try,but I know better.The lack of reciprocating masses in the brake system preclude
it from this technology.I tried running one on air one time (early in the study,of course)
and the whole system quit working.I guess it cooled so much it froze solid.After I put
new fluid in it and thawed it out,it started working again.Close call.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug....call ya tonight?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32851 NEXT>32861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll e-mail you a number.......I'm gonna be at the shop tonight working on shortening a
buds 715 box.
SUBJECT>Re:I beg to differ!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32850 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PU-TANG/PUNTANG if you're referring to B-.
SUBJECT>Funny!...but not solved if I want to maintain stock!!POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:03
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32846 NEXT>32860 32864 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Maybe your shorts are too tight????POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32791 NEXT>32862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At the top of the left hand menu,when you view it,on whatever bizarre system you may
have,discounting black and white monitors or other monochromatic styles,isn't Public
Menu at the top in RED....then farther down Members Menu is in RED...this is before
you click on anything....it should be or maybe color blindness should be checked...
I'm not on dope or booze or even cheese today...maybe I should
be????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
brute4c
SUBJECT>NOW you tell me.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32853 NEXT>32872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man is she gonna be mad.
SUBJECT>Re:see you in IA POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:08
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32845 NEXT>32863 32866
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Placer votre tête dans les ordures et chanter.:)
SUBJECT>tell me:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
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December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32856 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are the differences.Not having a stock motor I can't look.
what is the difference between distributors.And,is it big enough to try hard to maintain?
SUBJECT>Re:Doug....call ya tonight?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool project...very cool....later
brute4c
SUBJECT>you're way behind.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian already clued me in to my lack of comprehension.Jeez.
SUBJECT>whu?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32859 NEXT>32865
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To place your head in the refuse and to sing??
yeah that's the Babelfish version.
SUBJECT>Re:Funny!...but not solved if I want to maintain stock!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32856 NEXT>32889 32892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If you use a 35 year old or more NOS diaphragm and it blows after such a short time,I
would bet age has taken its toll...if you buy one of the civilian type with the new
production diaphragms that are lasting people like a new made one should,and take the
guts out of it and put it in your stock one it would solve the problem...as long as there is
no internal reason for the parts not to interchange...I don't know of any but have never
compared the 2 side by side...someone a while back said they were going to...we never
heard if they did and what success,if any,they had.
Heck,I have a spare civvy one with the M715 type dual setup that worked when taken off
the 65 truck it came on...been sitting for several years now,probably wasted
anyway...guess I'll go get the new pump from Autozone and give it a shot...and I will post
results...seems like the only way to get the right one that will last is to do this....fingers.crossed....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:whu?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32863 NEXT>32871 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Put your head in the trashcan and sing.I told that to a French teacher I had when she was
asking the class for commands.She walked over to the trashcan,picked it up,and put it
ON her head then stated the 'frere Jaques'song thing.I stood up and pointed at her and
said,"NON SUR LA TETE,DANS...DANS LA ORDURES...!"Not ON the head,
IN...IN the garbage and sing!
She swore a blue streak at me in french and the class truely did learn something that day.
SUBJECT>Re:see you in IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32859 NEXT>32873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew my french was getting stale.........but not nearly as stale as spicers.
Funny story from over there.
We went to the butcher shop
They selected some meat from the glass front cooler that was labeled
"chevaux"excuse the spelling its been 15yrs.
I ran the word thru my head the entire trip home and finally remembered what it
meant........horse...all I could think of at supper that night was the pony I had when I was a
little boy.I really was not that bad..a little tough,but not bad.The boiled snake was
disgusting...consistancy of mashed potatos but the taste of raw fish,worst thing I've ever
tried to eat.
SUBJECT>Telegram for Mr.Kalikraven...POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>32869
32923 32928 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kali,you around?Anyone heard from him since Tuesday?My ISP firewall blocked a
message from him dated 12/02 with subject line "A IE 6.0 PATCH"and quarentined it as
infected.Not to slam Kali,but rather inform those with less robust ISPs -watch out!
And Kali,scan your system!
bob
SUBJECT>Re:Watch it Doug.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32848 NEXT>32877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fabio,.Fabio,
Fabio,
Fabio,
Fabio,
Are you pissed yet Fabio?
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SUBJECT>I got mail a few hrs ago POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's alive and at least able to get in touch with some of us LOL.
reminds me to check my system though.
SUBJECT>Re:Artic Heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32824 NEXT>32880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I have the manual and am uploading as we speak...will give you a link in a
bit...its over 9 meg in .pdf format...
brute4c
SUBJECT>sacre bleu!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32865 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahah you're a lot of trouble.
SUBJECT>Re:NOW you tell me.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32858 NEXT>32921 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry,dude,I'm just not as far ahead of the curve as I thunk.I'll strive to do better next
time.
BTW -the "air-lube"DOES work in pneumatic tires but not nearly as efficeintly.You
have to really cram tires full.I guess it's because of the galvanic reaction between
dissimilar materials of rubber and steel.I've not yet tried this with alumnum wheels,
however.
Let me know how it works.
SUBJECT>wow,the French are more useless than I imagined POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32866 NEXT>32876 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They eat horse?We should just enslave them and have them clean our toilets.They gave
us Renault and Peugot,they should suffer for that.
SUBJECT>rear locker help POSTER>LEE BROWN.EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would like some help can not find the torque specs for thr boilts that split the carrier i
have looked every were thanks for any help you can give
SUBJECT>Re:I have some 11 x20 with the wheels cheap POSTER>Greg
EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Details,details!!What is cheap?
SUBJECT>Re:wow,the French are more useless than I imagined POSTER>Brian
Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32873 NEXT>
32900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,but they also gave us the french kiss and french tickler.
Truth be told-I've often craved a little horse myself.The American Indians said it was
good.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Watch it Doug.....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32868 NEXT>32879
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll pay my friend.....ohh yes,you will.
In the end,the beating that you endure will have an upside-the dip that you so enjoy will
be able to reach your blood stream faster via the split lip.
There is a silver lining to everything!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:rear locker help POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 1:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32874 NEXT>32883 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you are looking for one of 2 different specs....
One is at this link:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter14.html
Scroll down to paragraph 14-7,#2.
If thats not it,then look at this link under the front axle assembly...the rear axle assembly
has many references that send you to the front axle section:
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter13.html
Scroll to paragraph 13-7.
I think that will get ya...if not let us know!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Watch it Doug.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 2:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32877 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fabio,
I have not chewed tobacco for years......once again you are wrong.
I do smoke cigs........I will enjoy one after your pansey a$$ed attempt to hand out a beat
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down fails.Once again you will be wrong,get used to it.
SUBJECT>Re:Artic Heater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32870 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/arcticheater/arcticheater_svc-
manual.pdf
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/arcticheater/arcticheater_svc-manual.pdf
Arctic heater manual now online at the link below...between 9 and 10 meg...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:The real dilema POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32844 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont do too much cracking there son...well give ya all ya can handle come June....plenty
of time to appoint an executor and take out some more coverage,with say Prudential...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Arctic heater manual online POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32891 32919
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/arcticheater/arcticheater_svc-
manual.pdf
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/arcticheater/arcticheater_svc-manual.pdf
In case you might not have seen the post way down there on the page...(we gotta get the
new boards up and running!!!!!!!!!),the Arctic Heater Manual is now online at the link
below...it does have a troubleshooting section and is between 9 and 10 meg in size.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:rear locker help POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32878 NEXT>32890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch the bearing cap bolts.....somewhere said to torque them to 100-120ftlbs........one of
mine stretched.Scarey stuff,I went with all grade 8 after that.
SUBJECT>M715 Top POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 3:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey guys I thought I saw on here some where the patter for making a new top.Was it
here?If not anyone know where it is?
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Top POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been looking for it myself.
SUBJECT>Re:Just got window seal from Memphis Equipment POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 3:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32706 NEXT>33039 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
What's a 11657264-1 w/mounting hardware?
SUBJECT>Re:He's right about the silver lining-POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32849 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lots of activity here.Emergency safety meetings,and management two levels up is
getting pissed.Last week we had a smashed finger needing stiches,the week before two
techs inhaled a cloud of sodium hydroxide and now my fire.People get excited if you
burn your mouth on coffee here.Nobody ever wants to go to the nurse for fear of getting
reported.I was just told through a confidential E-mail that this is being treated as a
procedural issue and not a behavorial issue.Not sure where I will stand on this in the end
though...The post mortem is tomorrow morning.As if I didn't already have enough to
deal with already.Maybe I'll swap out my bad headlight and take the ole M715 out for a
spin.That always feels great...
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32744 NEXT>32895 32924 32930 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just for fun,I want to be on Brian's team.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Funny!...but not solved if I want to maintain stock!!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at
4:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebody posted a rubber material that was modern gas proof.It was from grainger or
Mc master carr.I meant to print it out but never did.I bet it could be found with a search.
I think you could get two diaphrams from one sheet.
SUBJECT>wow POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32883 NEXT>32912
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It takes a pretty crappy bolt to stretch at that load.Well,to stretch enough to be freaked.out by.I use grade 8 on
almost everything these days,just to be sure.
SUBJECT>Re:Arctic heater manual online POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32882 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thanks for the link,really glad for the site it has helped loads.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:Funny!...but not solved if I want to maintain stock!!POSTER>Thomas
E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 5:53
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32864 NEXT>32949 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I do have a spare new pump ..and of course my old stock one.Hmmmm ...I'll have to
take a look at this Saturday.
SUBJECT>spring plates?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey there.Anyone make new spring plates out of something other than just a chunk of
plate?I can't think of any reason to use anything else but then again,maybe I can't.
Am I straight on that issue--steel plate good enough?
SUBJECT>Re:I gotta stand up for my buddy here-POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 6:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
older and tall damn-it.not fat
k
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now you've done it
k
SUBJECT>well how about tire size??POSTER>John Gilsdorf
EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32899 32941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a bit of info about gear ratios,thanks,I will do more research on that.What
difference does lube in the knuckles have to do with speed if you have hubs eh?
Atmospheric pressures and ambient temperatures,coupled with altitude and duty rating
for the task at hand may be a factor for long term results.Has anybody changed tire sizes
and make it worth the speed??34"tall to 38"tall.
Thanks,John G..SUBJECT>Re:some photos POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 7:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32852 NEXT>32905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some cool pics.
The webshots was a nice touch.I now have M715's on the screen saver,thanks,a couple
of nice ones at that.
SUBJECT>Re:6th degree in what?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I studied tae kwon do for five yrs,tiger and dragon kungfu for about 2yrs,studied kung fu
first and forgot alot of it.I'm the kinda person that can get along with most people and
have alot of friends,dont think nothin of it if I couldnt tell you what your name is 5
minutes after you tell me.Im bad with names but remember faces I love to kid around and
give someone a hard time and I can take even better so dont worry you cant offend me or
make me mad.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:well how about tire size??POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32896 NEXT>32906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With the same RPM,38's add about 5-6 mph at 60...half that at 30 and so on.
The lube in the knuckles thing was humor...your right on with the lock out hubs hough,
they really do increase the power on road when that front axle aint turnin.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wow,the French are more useless than I imagined POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 8:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32876 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
its good and real lean.Thats all i can remember about it as it been 30 yrs since i ate it at a
friends house.It broke its leg and they butchered it.Got any rattlesnake,i like it too.
dang,now ive got to go get somethin to eat again,made me hungry!
SUBJECT>Re:disclaimer:POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32734 NEXT>32909
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That happened to my 99 yamaha grizzly 600 that I loaned to a friend,muddin it then set
for a while he went to move it and broke rear backing plate that is after he let his friend
destroy it flippin it down a steep hill.now I'm takin his butt to court to get my money ,
yam.says that if an '04 came in like mine that they would total it out.Now i have a place
for that 2000 pound warn winch.I can put it in the back of my 725 to help me when i get
too drunk to get the next keg in.Here I go again,I quit drinking about 8 yrs ago or so.
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32740 NEXT>32932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now,now,little mouthy one -I believe I still have dibbs.
Ron
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SUBJECT>Re:yes indeed POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32761 NEXT>32908 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never a more perfect boat anchor ever designed.Takes up the space and miserable gas
milage of a big block and gives you back almost the "performance"of a Ford straight 6 -
w/o the reliability :D
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:good man!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32729 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the old motor is out (230)and nothin in now.brakes done doin ujoints next then gettin kit
to install 350 sbc,got to fix wiring as turn signal wires are chewed into and Im runnin
both 12 and 24 volt separate systems to keep heater and other things functioning.and to
run 12 volts for engine and accessories.two alternators then If I get time im duein a
spring over unless I can figure out a way to lift it.guages will be all 24 volt and will still
use 24 volt senders.I want to also do p/s conversion.I have almost all the parts to do it
but I just dont have the time open to get it done.
SUBJECT>no problem,thank the owners POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they're not my trucks...though I wish they were.
SUBJECT>well...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4
December 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32899 NEXT>32920
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
it's still turning,just no load on it.Or do you have a driveshaft lockout
MOOOOAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
just kidding.Jeez.
SUBJECT>Re:some photos POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32852 NEXT>32929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys sure are funny looking.
Chris.SUBJECT>HAHAHAHAH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32903 NEXT>32918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let's compare:'69 396 got me..12-a record 15mpg over 10k trips
'68 460 got me...6-8mpg across the country,and then ate its own exhaust valve out of
misery.Plus,it weighed a million pounds and tried to kill me by breaking a breaker bar as
I tried to nurse it back to life.
don't you get me started!Do you even have a big block yet?Didn't Brian ban you?LOL
SUBJECT>you ought to be a cheap date then POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32901 NEXT>32917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd watch out,Brian will spike your lemonade as a piece offering to Ben or something.
SUBJECT>Re:spring plates?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32893 NEXT>32911 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Use square tubing the same width as the spring pack.Then just carve a half moon out of
each side.If you have a drill press and the right size hole saw it's much easier.
SUBJECT>not perches!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,
4 December 2003,at 9:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32910 NEXT>32913
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the plates man,the plates.The perches are all welded up,but since one of the Ubolts in
the front goes over the old top-mounted perch it'll be wider than the one around the tube.
All the Ubolts are 35+yrs old anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:wow POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32890 NEXT>32915
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Go to the whatever album and check out pic 209.Shows one normal bolt and one
stretched one.I'm SOOOOO happy I felt that.
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Re:not perches!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32911 NEXT>32914 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoops sorry dude.Just got done shortening the box.I'll post pics tommarrow.
SUBJECT>you're a clever ape POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>32913 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I admire your quick deflection."That damn Jeepist doesn't know a spring perch from a
spring plate..HEY!shortened box pics!Coooool!"
Brings a tear to my eye.Thanks man.
SUBJECT>Wow Redux POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32912 NEXT>32916 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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damn,that really did STRETCH.I can't say I've ever had that happen to me,they just
snap when I do it LOL..
Will keep an eye out for that.
SUBJECT>Re:Wow Redux POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Joe/IA said his did the same thing Can't believe they would use such a soft bolt in such a
crucial area.Coud be years of heat changing the metal but the head was plain jane so I
doubt it was hardened to begin with.The online manuals do say 100 to 120 ftlbs,but,I've
seen other spec sheets that call for 80.Mine are now grade 8 at 100lbs.Whos right?????
SUBJECT>Re:you ought to be a cheap date then POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ill keep a real close watch on him and if he trys somethin ill hid his sheep from him!
SUBJECT>Re:HAHAHAHAH POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,4 December 2003,at 10:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32908 NEXT>32947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,yeah,yeah.After 3 years of trying to get the 230 to grenade I'm trying to prop it up
right now as I got a promotion at work that changed my morning drive from 15 minutes
to over an hour.And believe it or not my M715 is the most fuel efficient winter vehicle I
own.Pretty sad when the vehicle I get the best (by far)mpg out of (of the 7 I own)is the
muscle car I drive in the summer.
And yes,I have the 460 and it is on an engine dolly as we speak,with the C6 in about a
million peices.Ever try try to assemble a puzzle without the picture on the box?Thats
what I'm doing now.
BTW,if you didn't only weight 90lbs that breaker bar would have never attacked you -
but with you it thought it had a chance.
I meant to ask you -that wierd sheep in your pics -did it call B.daaaaaaad?
Ron
SUBJECT>Can you put a link in the Online manual section?POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:26 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32882 NEXT>32967
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks man!!!And also a link to the figures!
SUBJECT>Re:well...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 5:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32906 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Either way,its a very simple matter of percentages.A tire X percent taller will gove you
X%greater ground speed at a given engine speed.
SUBJECT>Re:NOW you tell me.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32872 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to be sure to use the 'Light'air as opposed to the 'heavy'tire air.The heavier air
will not spin as easily as the light air and will cause friction and unwanted heat from the
inside out which the tire isn't designed to handle.There's been talk of new tires with
paddles on the inside to get the air spinning faster,sooner.
;)
SUBJECT>715 short box pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32925
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Stayed up last night past my bed time and heres what we did to a perfectly nice cargo box.
Removed 15"from infront and behind the wheel opening.The truck this is mounted on
will have a 111"wheel base and 15"less overhang on the rear.
SUBJECT>Re:Telegram for Mr.Kalikraven...POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32867 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent no such email.I've heard about hijacking email addresses,time to change the
password.....
SUBJECT>Re:The Fe POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hmmmm......now that's a fun twist worth considering.
SUBJECT>Re:715 short box pics POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32922
NEXT>32927 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it just me or am I not finding the shortent bed?.Joe
SUBJECT>Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32931 32936 32943 32948 33017 33100
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take,for the sake of discussion,a power steering pump and plumb a continuous line that
has the traditional in line for the wheel cylinder,then has anotherline connected to where
the bleeder would be traditionally located.That would be plumbed to the traditional in
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line to the next wheel cylinder then out the bleeder location to the next wheel cylinder.
This would continue through all four wheel cylinders,then end at a valve that would open
and close.When it's open the entire way the system is unrestricted and no braking is
applied.Move the valve so that it restricts flow and the increased line pressure due to the
restriction would actuate the wheel cylinders.Of course a relief valve would be
incorporated into the valve so that the hydraulic pressure wouldn't explode any brake
drums.A clever person could hook the valve up to the brake pedal and be set!
I know this is a haeavy equipment trick but just wonder if it could be politely adapted.
SUBJECT>Re:715 short box pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32925 NEXT>32935 33198 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
They are up now.......didn't download right the first time.Sorry for the trouble.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Telegram for Mr.Kalikraven...POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32867 NEXT>32983 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did send an email to you that had all my contact infor for registration on hte site.Phone
is 352-286-6399 live in Dunnellon Florida and have a M715 Widowmaker.I say
Widowmaker because the previous owner made it a very dangerous vehicle by lack of
maintenance.I will check my system.
SUBJECT>My sheep POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ron,
That sheep is one of 4.He's a "Jacob Sheep"that are known for thier 4 horns and an
ancestry dating back to biblical times.In the Old Testament they are the sheep that were
used in alot of noted sacrifices.
The wool on these sheep is about 4"thick and if you touch one your hand will just sink
and sink.....for about 4".It's odd.I used to have 8,but my neighbor's pit bulls liked to eat
them,and one broke my mom's thumb and as such had to be turned into stew..They're good pets as they keep the field
mowed and don't require any care at all.
The baby sheep (which come in March or so)are about the size of cats and are about the
cutest things in the world.We've had 3 sets of twins over the years.
I used to have a cow and an ass-load of chickens,but I traded the cow for some magic
beans and the chickens got eaten by a fox.
I had my heart set on some honey bees for X-mas,but my loving wife has hit a brick wall
in obtaining them.
-B.
SUBJECT>The winning team POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32888 NEXT>33083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's right...I said it.
Glad to have you Chris.Together we'll drink Frapawhatevers and beat the hell outta any
who challenge us.
So,I judge by your commitment to be on my team that you also are making a
commitment to be at the FE?Good.Then it's settled.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>Mikel
EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926 NEXT>32934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wouldn't a hydroboost booster be much easier :-)
SUBJECT>Ron,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32902 NEXT>33102 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
,
Before you start writing checks I suggest you go to Taco-man's pics and look to the pic of
me.You'll notice that my hand has the middle finger extended in the universal sign for
hate.I was pointing that at Tacoma....and I like him.
Ask yourself this:"Self,if B was mean enough to do that to a guy he liked,what would
all that bottled hatred do to me in the ring?"
I'm a ticking time bomb of hate mingled with rage.You don't wanna push me.Do your
old bones a favor and get off the tracks before the train comes.
(I'm outta smack talk,so I hope this did it to instill fear)
-B.
Besides,Chris is on my team and....despite boxing not really being a team sport I think
that spells misery for YOU..SUBJECT>Off Topic -5 on 6.5"wheels POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>32952 32978 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute4c,
I checked those wheels I mentioned the other day.The bolt circle is 5 on 6.5".They are
16"wheels.I'm gonna guess maybe some kinda fur'n truck,like an old toyota or a rover??
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If you can shed some light on the app,it would be greatly appreciated.
Regards,
TCasey
SUBJECT>I agree with Mikel POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're dumb.
-B.
SUBJECT>Nice POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32927 NEXT>32937 32968 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's the standard short bed of a truck?6'?I like the look of this and aplaude your
efforts.
What welder did you use?Not a stick,right?
Is this Sawzalled or torch cut?
How much closer will his font and rear driveshafts be to the same length?That would be
REALLY impressive if you two numb nuts planned this so that they are exactly the
same...or usable with the slip.
Will the gas tank still fit,or will it go in the bed?
THAT IS ALL!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Not enough psi POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926
NEXT>32938 32950 32995 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting thought,but...
I think a normal braking system can generate pressures well over 1000 psi,maybe close
to 3000 in a panic stop.I wouldn't think a power steering pump is gonna come close to
that.Also,what happens if your engine stalls on a really steep climb?Hollerin'"WHOA
HORSEY!!"ain't gonna help.
TC
SUBJECT>Re:Nice POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32935 NEXT>32953
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You will post pic when it's mounted on the truck right??
Nice work...Now I have some welding needed at my house do you make house calls...lol.
Good job,
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Not enough psi POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32936 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen PS pump pressures varying from 1100 to 1800psi and with a valve and correct
relief/bypass,me thinks the system would work.Come on TC..."WHOA,"then yank the
E-brake.:)Brake pedal effort would be practically nothing,just the pressure of the return
sping on the valve.Or,for a rock pig,it could be very simply hand operated.Oh,you'd
never have to worry about bleeding since it's a recirculating system.
Brian,eat one.
SUBJECT>Lincoln Migs?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>32940 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In the Summit Racing Xmas catalog they have a $499 tag on a nice Lincoln mig welder.
Does anyone have experience with one of these buggers?
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln Migs?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32939
NEXT>32960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one on page 13?That is a 110v unit.The duty cyle is only like 3 minutes out of every
10.I don't have one but I called about that one.It has been a while since I talked to them.
I just felt it was too much of a toy to do any serious work.For light metal and body work
it would probably be great.I need more heavy duty.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:well how about tire size??POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32896 NEXT>33047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
read somewhere that 2``tire size =10%ratio drop.5.87+2`=5.77.so my 4`shorter
goodyears=6.00to1.00.ugh!!but i still get 8 mpg with no lockouts!only a chevy 350 can
handle 4,000 rpms everywhere i go for a year~!?i love my truck!SMASH!!
SUBJECT>Re:History Channel POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32649 NEXT>32946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DEFINATLY COOL!!!CAN A M715 GET ALL 4 OFF THE GROUND WITHOUT 12
CAMERA`S .HMMM I THINK WE CAN DO IT!!.SUBJECT>Re:Not enough psi POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926
NEXT>32945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting thought,but...
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I think a normal braking system can generate pressures well over 1000 psi,maybe close
to 3000 in a panic stop.I wouldn't think a power steering pump is gonna come close to
that.Also,what happens if your engine stalls on a really steep climb?Hollerin'"WHOA
HORSEY!!"ain't gonna help.
TC
SUBJECT>BILL AND BUMP`R POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>32958 33144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SINCE YOU GUYS ARE IN N.OHIO CAN WE MEET IN CINCY FOR A 715
CARAVAN TO THE FE?WHAT ABOUT THE NEW GUY IN WESTCHESTER
OHIO?HE`S CLOSE TO ME SOOO...?KINDA LOOKING FORWARD TO THIS!
SMASH.
SUBJECT>Re:Not enough psi POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32943
NEXT>32951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry about the stutter,where'd that come from?
The e-brake may work in a parking lot,but you are not gonna stop a truck of this size
when you are teetering on a big boulder on a serious hill climb with a hand lever attached
to one puny brake drum that is only connected to two of the wheels.
In my opinion,a brake system that won't work when the engine is not running is not a
good idea in any situation.
nuff said.
SUBJECT>Re:History Channel POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Getting of the ground is easy.........the landing hurts,hurts BAD.
Nothing says ruptured disk like landing a 6000lb truck with suspension that might as well
be welded solid.I still cringe at the thought of doing it again.
SUBJECT>the funnies keep coming!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32918
NEXT>32955 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
90lbs!hahahaha you're confusing me with Brian,just like his sheep must have at that
distance--they ran and ran.When I got closer they realized it wasn't him and stopped.Far
be it for me to judge though--he lives pretty far out there.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>bump_r.EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at
7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926 NEXT>32966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
At a minimum,larger circuits for lesser restriction,"recalibrated"shoe return springs,and
pressure relief valves as stated.Then you have to worry about fluid compatibility (a fluid
that cold take the stress of high-pressure pump,sustained high temps,and ablity to resist
cavitation.The sustained high temsp shpuld prevent mosture accumulation and resulting
corrosion/freezing,but maybe not.
SUBJECT>Re:I have had good luck with AB Linn's...POSTER>TCasey
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32892 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
even though he says they aren't any good and just about gives them away.They are
Korean manufacture.I don't know where you are getting yours,but so far,AB's have
already lasted a couple years in my trucks.I have had trouble with the vacuum pump o-
rings,though.
SUBJECT>ever hear of AGR?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32936
NEXT>33012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they make high pressure pumps for their RockRam deal.I can't remember the spec on
them but it's higher than stock LOL..
I'll do a little testing today on the old airstrip:I happen to have a pressure gauge hooked to
the brake system on my work van.I don't think it goes to 3000 though....
interesting topic of discussion.
SUBJECT>now yer talking POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32945
NEXT>32964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and that my friend,is why I'm going w/4whl manual master cylinder on discs.Hills here
are steep and long,and it sort of sucks to pick up speed backwards when you stall and
have power assist.
SUBJECT>what I've got POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32933 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only source for bolt patterns I use,an old article from a 4wd mag,has them listed as
Rover rims.That's pretty cool.Most are 6 on 5 1/2.Rovers rock.
SUBJECT>Re:Nice POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32937
NEXT>32971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We will take pics of the progress.We are actually doing this to two truck.My bud Tony
is going first.Then I will reap the benifits of our trial and error with his.We are going to.do some items different
from each other just to have some varibles to see what works
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better.
He currently has one up on me with the drivetrain,a married 205 vs.my divorced 200,
This gives him a much longer rear driveshaft.He is also doing a spring over where I just
plan to attain an approximate 2"lift with blocks and shackles.We will keep everybody
updated.
Thank you for your support
I'm not much of a welder but I will do house calls.......1,000,000 per hour,from the time I
leave home to when I get back.oh and it has to be cash.
Doug
SUBJECT>The Fe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to get there Thursday night.............with my Porter Cable power washer
(wusher,Doug).At the end of the FE you're all going to be calling me "God"when I offer
you the chance for the first real washing (wushing,Doug)that your trucks have seen in
years.
2300 PSI of raw washing (wushing,Doug)power!
-B.
SUBJECT>eh,tu Tacoma?Eh tu?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32947 NEXT>33090
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I invite you into my home,I share my food with you,I trust you around my wife and
kiddy and this is how you repay my kindness?
This rift will not soon be repaired.Not soon at all.
:-(
(that denotes my sadness)
-B.
SUBJECT>except for one thing POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32954
NEXT>32957 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be there too,with my monster hot water pressure washer,it cleans anything that can be
cleaned.
I don't think they'll be calling YOU God.I have twice your power,wuss.
SUBJECT>Re:except for one thing POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32956 NEXT>32959.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll be pealing the paint with your rig.It's as if you used a sledge hammer and railroad
spike to try and hang a picture from.
Now,with that said-we're back to ME being called GOD!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32944 NEXT>32961 33042 33314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds cool to me,I'll be taking I-75 to Louisville,so it does make sense.Whose the
FNG in Canal Winchester,is that "angrytruck"?
Where are you,smash?Close enough to Cols.to make a "trial-run"trail rie prior to FE?
My "real-world"club will have a "Novice"ride (read "open to non-members")in April,
should be pretty good timimg.
SUBJECT>Re:except for one thing POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32957
NEXT>32962 32963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the spigot have adequate water pressure/volume to support your washers,or would
we need an alternate source?
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln Migs?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32940 NEXT>33013 33091 33137
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's kind of what I'm looking as I'm pretty good with my 230V Lincoln stick welder.I'd
basically use if to sheet metal and exhaust.
SUBJECT>one more thing...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32958
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Please QUIT YELLING...
Thx
SUBJECT>I can carry my own water POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32959
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
See,Brian overlooks so much in his quest to be top dog at anything.I have a huge tank in
the van,I can bring my own water.No need for a spigot.
Brian you will need a minimum of 3.5gpm flowing out of the spigot to run yours.Plus,no.hot water for you!
hand over my crown,you insolent cur.
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SUBJECT>Re:except for one thing POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32959 NEXT>
32970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,god of being all wet.
SUBJECT>Re:now yer talking POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32951 NEXT>32965 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You guys have no sense of adventure.
How about and efi?
Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>you go first POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 8:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32964 NEXT>32969
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanna watch,and help you scrap out Velvet.MOOOAHAHH.
seriously,you raise an interesting idea.I'm thinking about it for rockpigs.They dont'stall
much,and when the engine's off,they're usually stuck or upside down.It's fun to see how
long people will run their motors with the cylinders filling with oil...
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32948 NEXT>
32974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's just a hydraulic system.If a PS pump is used I'd think a PS fluid would work as long
as it would be kind to the wheel cylinder seals.
SUBJECT>patience!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32919 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that's gonna be in the new site...there is a hell of a lot of info collected over the
last 5yrs or so.
SUBJECT>Re:Nice POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32935
NEXT>32972 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hobart handler 150....Good welder,has served faithfully for 10 yrs being used by several.of our employees.
The circular saw that you can see in the pics was used to do the majority of the cutting.It
is designed to cut steel with a diamond blade.saw $499,blade $69.Not for everybody.
The sawzall was used to reach into the corners and such where the circ saw would not
reach.
Not though was given to shaft length.Wanted the trucks shorter for tighter turn
radius,less prone to high center,and increased departure angle.
My gas tank will be mounted under the box.Will not be stock.The fill will come up
through the bed floor.I will have the radiators mounted in the rear of the box and the
milemarker hydrualic winch mounted where the radiator once was.Tony will have the
tank in the bed.
We will keep taking pics and posting them.
SUBJECT>Re:you go first POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32965 NEXT>32975 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I should play around with that on the Red truck.Hmmmm
SUBJECT>Wush,Doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32963 NEXT>32973 32976 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
All of you scoff now,but when I fire up my washer (wusher,Doug)and it performs like a
murn off just a regular hose hook-up and can wash (wush,Doug)every one of you
hippie's trucks on just one gallon of petrol-
THEN YOU'LL ALL WORSHIP ME!!!!!!
-B.
(I spent a good 5 minutes this morning trying to think of some way I could repeatedly
make fun of Doug's stupid yankee accent.This has worked well.)
SUBJECT>Re:Nice POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>32953 NEXT>32977 32979 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you do a spring-over?Is it just a matter of relocating the sprong perches on the
axles,or do you need extra parts?What size tire could I put on by doing a spring-over?
How much does one cost?Can I weld it up myself?
SUBJECT>Impressive...NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32968 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,seriously-that's all I had to say-just "Impressive"..-B.
SUBJECT>Brian.Please.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32970 NEXT>32980
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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You have no game here.I will destroy your puny washing attempts,from across the
campground in a rush of pressurized,hot watery death.All the grime and caked on KY
mud will flee under my unwithering assault.All you'll be able to do is make dry mud into
wet mud again.
I understand it's tough to be 2nd but please,man up and deal.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32966 NEXT>33000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ATF starts to break own well under 300F This stuff may be OK for drum set up,as you
postulate (eww,what a difference one vowell makes--->"pustulate"just sounds nasty!),
but NO-GO for disks.
SUBJECT>indeed!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32969 NEXT>32997
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but if hear you made Katie test it...wait...she might like that.I forgot about her riding
sidesaddle on the brakeless Deuce.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Wush,Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32970 NEXT>32981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anybody ever tell you that you sound JUST LIKE Jeff Foxworthy on the phone???
You might be a redneck if you have intercourse with sheep
You might be a redneck if you run your 715 with no doors
You might be a redneck if you have you wushing machine on your porch
You might be a redneck if you like grannies a little too much
You might be a redneck if you use your truck for a fish net
You might be a redneck if you bait deer but still fail to kill one
SUBJECT>Re:Nice POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32971
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic -5 on 6.5"wheels POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32933 NEXT>33019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I did a search on Altavista.com for "bolt pattern"and "5
on 6.5"and found several links
to pages,all with somekind of Rover info...one example:
The bolt pattern for Range Rover Classic,Discovery I,Land Rover Defender 90 &110 is
5 on 6.5"
This was in the FAQ of www.roverparts.com
Is that enough for ya or do you need more than that?
brute4c
SUBJECT>I'll take this one-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32971 NEXT>32988 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mr.Bump_R,
Welcome to The Zone!
A "Spring-over"is a type of motor alteration where the valve springs are moved OVER
the rocker arms,toward the rocker's rear.It allows the motor to use a "push down"action
to close the valves as opposed to a "push-up"action.This is ALOT easier on the valve
train and cam lobes since it's bacically working in reverse of the stock setup.In the stock
setup it's more of a one-end-to-the-other type of deal where it goes Cam-rocker arms-
springs,and as such the springs are last in line to do their job.In a spring-over the springs
are right by the cam and closer to the source of action and thus the cause and effect is
lessened since it's all closer to the origin.
More in-depth specs and procedure hints can be found in the FAQ to your left about 3".I
suggest you do a search as well.
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>...and in the end POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32973 NEXT>32982 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
First,we shall box.
Then,we shall mud.
Then,we shall take off our shirts,stand 30'away,turn on our power washers,and walk
towards one another until one of us screams and runs away.
Then I shall drink all your beer and eat all your food.
-B.
(When we do the dueling with water thing,can you turn off your water heater?It'll be alot
nicer for me to not get burned as well as have water injected under my skin)
SUBJECT>Really?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32976 NEXT>32989 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jean Ellen told me that Jill had said that.I never talked to Jill,but I guess it comes across
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over e-mail.
Seriously,do I?My voice is all goofed up like his.I wonder....
For the record-my washing maching isn't on the front porch.
-B.
SUBJECT>you're a sucker for punishment POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32980
NEXT>32984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can kill birds at 30'with my HydroMonster.And I'll bring heavy German beer,so you
will drink them and pass out,then Ben will exact his long-awaited revenge.
And I'll steal your truck.Your wife will leave you and give me all your guns.It's gonna be
sooooo sad.But I'll let you stay here,we've got an extra room,man!
SUBJECT>Re:Telegram for Mr.Kalikraven...POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32928 NEXT>32990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The nasty virii grab up your e-mail address book info and send stuff out from yopur
system,thus from your account,thus from "you".
I figgured you qouldn't send me any IE upgrade stuff,that's what wet the red light off.
And Jon gets reg stuff...Brute
SUBJECT>Re:you're a sucker for punishment POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa ker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32982 NEXT>32986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You made your point,bring your power washer.I just wanted someone to bring one and
knew this would sucker you into bringing yours.
I expect you to bring plenty of gas too as I like to wash the underside of my 715 as well.
-B.
SUBJECT>At the FE...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>32987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm gonna get there Thursday night.....and I'll be bringing Folger's Breakfast Blend.I
make the best damn coffee you ever put in your mouth.Friday morning you'll all be
calling me 'GOD'!
-B!.SUBJECT>HA!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32984 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now I'm not gonna.You still lose,now YOU have to wash everyone's truck.And instead
of doing it w/big gas and water tanks,you'll have to be a-runnin'and a-hoppin'filling up
your small home edition squirt gun.I am the God of HydroPower,and I think you'll just
have to take your punishment.
but seriously,when the Jeaner throws you out for not being able to bring home the meat
(and don't say she doesn't have to because it's already home),you can work it out from
here.I care!
SUBJECT>but I"LL be bringing...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32985
NEXT>32992 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...hahahah a cup.My wife is the coffee queen but she's from Long Island.She can't make
campground coffee worth a damn.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take this one-POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>32979 NEXT>33146 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kewel!Thanks!When I get out of high school and get promoted to head burger flipper,
I'll start looking for a m-715.How much does a good one cost,anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32981
NEXT>32991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,you sure do.I told Jill to ask JE.
I would look at it as a blessing if I were you.
SUBJECT>Re:Telegram for Mr.Kalikraven...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Already added me thinks...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32989 NEXT>32993 32994
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When the other nut drops you'll be okay B-.Until then feel comfortable in knowing that
we'll all accept you even with your prickely screech speach..SUBJECT>Re:Never touch the stuff...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32987
NEXT>32996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For one thing it stunts your growth and for another it looks like something that came out
of an abused motor that hasnt had an oil change in like 50,000 miles....couldn't be Brians
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obviously...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32991 NEXT>32998 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh,and 'cause we're buds I thought I should let you know that Tacoma's power washing
mill has the balls to etch conrete.
SUBJECT>This hurts POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32991 NEXT>33089 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I do have the 18 year old's voice,and it's a double curse since I am on the phone all day
long talking to schmucks who have never seen me and just assume I'm 12.
Tom,I do admire your deep voice.
Doug-I'd rather have my squeekey voice than your accent.
Tacoma-I have nothing to say to you.At all.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Not enough psi POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32936
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It would be heavy and add complex components that would leak easily.Other than that it
sounds neat.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Well.....hmmmm...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32992 NEXT>33010 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Who on this board was the real man who makes a day out of working on his rig whilst
drinking his coffee laced with the Bailey's Irish Cream?He and I will make a morning of
it and form an instant bond that'll last a lifetime.All due to Juan Valdez and Mr.Bailey.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:indeed!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:35
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wrote her folks telling them about the evens of that little block of time.Her mom wrote
me back saying that they were picking themselves off the the floor!
SUBJECT>I'm confused-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32993 NEXT>33014 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-were we planning to etch concrete and kill birds at 30',or were we planning to wash the
goop outta our drums?
So there.Point made.My point.Made.You,not having a good point-are out of it.
You might be a redneck if you have more M trucks than you do parking spaces and buy
the adjacent property just to store them.(that was Doug,not me.)
-B.
SUBJECT>At the FE...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33001 33002 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm gonna get there Thursday night.....with my paintball gun.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32974 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could run the same set up in drums or discs.So ha.
SUBJECT>Speaking of which-POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32999 NEXT>33003 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom and Tacoma-
I recently learned that Doug's a smoker.We're going to have to cut him alot of slack when
we play lest he drop a lung on us and crap out.
I can hear it now
"WHEEEEEZZZZEEEEE....WHEEEEEEZZZEEEE....HHHHOOOOOLLLLDDDD
UUUUPPPPP GUUUUUU>>COUGH<COUGH<COUGH!!"
SUBJECT>Re:At the FE...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>32999 NEXT>33004 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
And you better have that sum b!tch by end of March too!
Does your sheep really have four horns?Bring a pair up in the spring and I'll raise some
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at the farm.Four horns is just sick-cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of which-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33001 NEXT>
33006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,heh,heh.K nd of like your 37 minute 5K?You go boy.
SUBJECT>Re:At the FE...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33002 NEXT>33005 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look at Taco-Man's pic.THat's a good one-WAIT!You were here!You saw them.
Whaaaa?
SUBJECT>Re:At the FE...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33004 NEXT>33007 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I seriously don't remember see ng them.Tac-man's pic is just scary looking.It looks like
something in the background on a Star Wars set.Seriouly bring two.
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of which-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33003 NEXT>33008
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I think that 37 minutes isn't too bad....cons dering I finnished and wasn't limping for 3
days afterwards.Gimp.Who has one leg shorter anyhow?That's a polio thing that really
doesn't effect our generation.You're a freak."FREAK!"(are you remembering the kids
on the playground?)
It's basically me and Taco-Man as the only 2 able bodied men.You're (despite what you
may think)only 1 gimped-up step from a wheel cha r.
>:-I (I made that face up to express anger)
Harsh you say?Harsh it is-it's a tough world.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:At the FE...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33005 NEXT>33015 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Alright.You'll probably have better luck rais ng them than I do.One in 6 of mine lives to
see fall.
I'll have 2 babies by then.Man,are they cute.They're cuter than a kitten or puppy.Cuter
than a ground hog.Cuter than that g rl I met at the bar in 2002 who the next mornign
turned out to be a fat,unwed mother of 2 who was try ng to break into the country music
field w th a stupid song she'd written about a Ford Tempo that wouldn't go.
But I digress.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of which-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33006 NEXT>
33009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're grasping...really poorly too.It's almost embarrassing to keep egging you on.
:] That is my sh!t eating grin face...so eat one,I'm going to lunch.
SUBJECT>You can't go!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33008 NEXT>33011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm in teh central time zone and as such w ll have an hour for you to get back and reply to
my taunts!
Please,skip it!
SUBJECT>AL Temple!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>32996 NEXT>33079 33080 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You're the man!I'm gonna bring 2 lawn chairs and we'll s t there drinking our coffee and
Ba ley's and talk about how my truck is better than any other at the FE.
Can't wait!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You can't go!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33009 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I called in for a large stromboli and by the time we get there it will be cooled to the point
we can eat right away and the cheese will be congealed back into oil and fat.THEY ARE
SO GOOD!
Did I tell you Katie put Interco Trexus gummies on her 4Runner?Radials,tall tread,lots
of siping...not a slip in the snow of PA today.
SUBJECT>Re:ever hear of AGR?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32950 NEXT>33021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M60A3 Tanks had a brake pressure gauge on them.If I remember correctly you had to get
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over 3,000 ps to get the transmission out of park.K nd of a screwed up E-Brake.It has
been a few years so I am not all that sure of the exact amount.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32960 NEXT>33077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the SP135 Plus and I love it.I paid about 600 for it.Make sure its the Plus vers on
and not just the SP135.Good for lite duty.I'm pretty sure its about the best 120V welder
there is.Thats why I got it.More portability thatn a 230.
SUBJECT>Re:Actually the plan was....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To use Tacomas pressure washer w th the ZERO degree nozzle and "tattoo"The M715
Logo into your chest....this little gift provided free from your friends at The M715
Zone...but now I've spoiled it...awww who cares,it w ll be fun anyway...and a collectors
tem someday!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:At the FE...hay bryan....POSTER>billy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>33007 NEXT>33027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHA.HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHA
Never mind!.....its too easy!
SUBJECT>Politics POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33020 33036 33081 33103 33156 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am I wrong for thinking that most people on this site are republican and pro gun?I am
but I just get that funny feeling.....
SUBJECT>Re:more thoughts on relying on engine power for brakes POSTER>TC
EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926 NEXT>33025 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I caught myself in one error.The parking brake would be connected to all 4 wheels when
n 4wd,but I'm still convinced there is not enough swept area to hold a 5500lb truck on
anything but nearly level ground.Compress on braking would probably hold it but you
couldn't let out the clutch to restart.
Also,anyone besides me ever make a panic stop and have the eng ne die.It's happend to
me more than once,even with automatic trannies.
One other point,then I quit.Think downhill decent when your eng ne is idling,or lower.
A vane pump (even an AGR)is not gonna make much pressure when it's barely turning.I
guess you may reach an equilibrium at some point,as you uncontrollably accelerate down
the hill.
SUBJECT>715 fronta canvas mnount POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have a picture of the front canvas frame assembly?Because I'm finding out
more nad more each day how much my M715 is rigged.I want to return its apearance to
stock.Help
SUBJECT>Re:Off Topic -5 on 6.5"wheels POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32978 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,y'all have confirmed my suspicions.Thanks.
Not bad for a roads de find I guess.Now to find someone that can use 'em.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33016 NEXT>33022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wrong subject for this forum,but yes I am.
Proud of Bush.NRA member
Doug Cook
Thanks for the flaming you just got me into:)
SUBJECT>Re:ever hear of AGR?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A lot of heavy equipment w th planetary hubs use this c rculating brake system.They'll
have clutch pack in the hubs that kind of look like motorcycle or auto tranny clutch pack
and a big hydraulic donut that expands and compresses them to brake.I've seen this in
loader to JLG style scissor and man lifts.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>w ldfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33020 NEXT>33023 33069 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ditto
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
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5 December 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33022 NEXT>
33024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
double ditto...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33023 NEXT>33026
33071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:more thoughts on relying on engine power for brakes
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,
at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33017
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've held my truck on a pretty steep hill with my disc E-brake set up on the T-case the I
built.Drive line stuff give you a mechancal advantage over the tires for braking s nce the
ratio is in the drive lines advantage,not the wheel.Take a monster truck for
example...12,000#and two discs on the pinions.
A gear pump,if applicable one was found,should keep building pressure...allbeit a little
slower,to the relief point do to it's pos tive design.If the system was design specific and
then pulley ratios could be changed or bypass pressures upped to accomodate a 500rpm
chug.
I do see all you points.All input is welcome!.SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33024 NEXT>33029 33031 33034
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too,though I really only pay attention to politics when the price of gas starts getting
out of hand and I think to myself,"damn tree huggers keeping us from angle drilling
under Yellow Stone for our on oil!"
SUBJECT>Hamburg-er...ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33015 NEXT>33030 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
.:P
SUBJECT>Re:715 fronta canvas mnount POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33018 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a channel attached to the top of the w ndshield frame that the canvas slips into.The
canvas has like a rope or cord sewn into it.The channel is about the w dth of the frame.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33026 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ditto for me too.10 years active duty and 1 war (although a very quick one -PG1)and
living in Florida kinda steer you in that direction.
SUBJECT>:(NTXT POSTER>billy EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at
11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33027
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:(
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33026 NEXT>33033 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Count me in,too.
The way I see it,if guns are responsible for killng people,we can follow that "logic"and
cure the homeless problem by making more hammers.
SUBJECT>French POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33084
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Reading about some people making fun of the French yesterday reminded me of a story a
history teacher told us at A&M many years ago.
Karl Benz and Gottlieb Da mler independently developed cars and car companies.They
merged in the early 1900's to become the Da mler-Benz company that we know today.
They very successfully sold cars in Germany.
The problems developed when they tried to export cars to France.They did not sell very
well at all.They finally went to the biggest car dealer in Paris and asked him to sell their
cars.He was selling the wonderfull Peugot line.He told them that "no self respecting
Frenchman would ever by a Kraut car w th a Kraut name"and that if they wanted to sell
cars to the refined and nationalistic people of France.Then they needed to have a nice
beautiful French name like his daughter Mercedes.Remember that Germany had invaded
France in 1871 and were about to again in 1914 and again in 1939.Anyway that is why
all export Daimler-Benzes are Mercedes cars and domestic German ones are Daimlers.I
have not been in any of the 98 or newer ones,but I know that all the older ones sa d
Mercedes on the body but said Da mler on the VIN tag under the w ndshield.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Not ME!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33031 NEXT>33035 33220 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I vote straight Democrat and HATE GUNS!!!!!!
The economy would be fine right now if we gotten Gore......but Bush cheated on the
count and won.
I'm moving to France!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33026 NEXT>33038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Spicer,you'll be thinking a lot more about politics of Hitlary Clinton gets into
office.....
SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33033 NEXT>33037 33041 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,if what you wrote is true,then you shouldn't be driving that gas guzzling
M715....you should be driving a Yugo.;)
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Oooh,HELL YESSSS!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33035 NEXT>33073 33074
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No Fred...a Pugeot!Ha!
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33034 NEXT>33045 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It won't happen.If by some s ck ass chance it did,some freak would pick her off.
SUBJECT>Re:Just got window seal from Memphis Equipment POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32886 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The rubber block on the front of the cab body just under the window frame that the door
presses aga nst.Left hand side (-1)
SUBJECT>Confirmed these are all correct!POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32706 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Fred POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>33035 NEXT>33044 33046 33051 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,
Just because I don't believe in violence and think that guns are a barbaric thing doesn't
mean that I have no right to drive a 715.In your narrow sighted way of looking at things
you ASSUME that my 715 guzzles gas,but I've been working hard to revamp this truck
from a war machine into a symbol of peace.My plan is to put a small,fuel effic ent,
enviro-friendly motor in it that is up to specs for pollution for California as well as the
other 49 states.
I've already completed the custom paint job that is in the spirit of the era-flowers and
peace slogan.
I feel that this truck,redone,is a shining example of how we as a people (despite how we
were made)can change.
Right,Fred?
-B.
(Fred,what does the W.stand for?).SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R POSTER>Angry Truck
EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32958 NEXT>33048 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump_r,
The FNG from Pla n C ty is me Brian R (Angry Truck).I hope to have Angry semi-road
worthy by April.Keep me posted on the local pre-FE event.
-Brian
SUBJECT>brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33052 33088 33157
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/bobble/BRUTE4C.GIF
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/bobble/BRUTE4C.GIF
Click the link for your very own brute4c bobblehead...consider it an early Christmas
present...except Brian....hopefully it will dance in your dreams until the FE above the
mages your subconscious fills in below it depicting its theoretical scenarios of the
sparring to come....sparring...boxing...cool...
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33041 NEXT>33059
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aint you the Brian who is out scouting for shooting ranges at LBL for members to blow
off some rounds during the FE???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer,you and I hope like Hell that she doesn't stand a snowball's chance in Hell of
getting into the White House,but,look at how many dimw ts in this country voted for Al
Gore!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33041
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,the W stands for Wahhabi.;)
SUBJECT>Re:well how about tire s ze??POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32941 NEXT>33050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wouldn't a 10%drop be 5.29?10%of 5.87 is .587 which would make it 5.29...or am I
just dazed and confused????.SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew you were from PC -he asked about one crom Canal Winchester -same place?
BTW -get anywhere wuth your air filter?got some cool pics yet?Did you score those 37-
nch boggers?You want/need help with mounting them?You DON'T want to get into
breaking down a tire that has been growing to the wheel for as long as yours have (by
hand)-trust me.Huh,Mozar?
As soon as you are road-ready,let me know,we can make a ride to Vinton county pertty
easliy.I perfer to ride there the day ahead of time,hotel-it (camp in warmer weather),the
wheel/drive home the next day.
SUBJECT>Thomas E.King,your links are done.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33072 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Online manuals page has had links for the arctic heater and the 34 parts manual diagrams
added to the table at the top of the page...hope that helps...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Doing the math...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33047
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pretty close to right there...with 5.87's and a 34.5 inch tire...measured when new...rpm at
60 is 3431.5...10%is 343.15...subtract to get 3088.35...with 34.5 tires and 5.29 gears,rpm
at 60 is 3092.44...just over 4 rpm off...pretty close I'd say...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33041
NEXT>33053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're gay....right,Brian?It's okay if you are.No,I'm not looking for a date!;)
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33043 NEXT>
33054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo Brute...no wait,Brian-how did you get the chunks out of your key board?
:)
SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33051 NEXT>33056 33057 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Fred,
I find your narrowminded way of thinking extrememly insulting.Not that it's any of your
business,but I am gay.Does that mean you won't be friends with me?If so then you,sir,
are not the type of man I'd want to be friends with!
You dirty republicans are all the same!!!!BABY KILLER!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33052 NEXT>33055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sssssssooo......................what are ya tryin to say???????
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33054 NEXT>
33058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nah...That's pretty fun Jon!I kept my stromboli down!LOL!
You need to cruis into the FE on a chopper with an 'OCC'shirt.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net
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DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33053
NEXT>33060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,Brian,don't get your panties in a twist.I just thought that it was an act of extreme
cruelty to pa nt 60s style flowers and peace s gns on a poor,defenseless,war veteran
(M715 truck).;)
SUBJECT>That explains it.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33053 NEXT>33061 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
THAT is why you're so insistent on Ben *riding*w th you.We all get it way to clearly
now.
Fag.I knew Jeaner and the Jelly Bean were just an elaborate cover.
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33055 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking,being the founder and all,that I would make a splashy entrance and
upstage anything Brian might be planning...seems though that renting a C-130 is a little
pricey and even the Army doesnt recommend s tting in the truck doing my best Slim
P ckens from the ending of Dr.Strangelove while it is be ng air dropped due to some,
probably overcautious,safety blah blah blah...maybe if I contact the French...hey,they.launch rockets don't they....
brute4c
SUBJECT>You Brute!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33044 NEXT>33062 33076 33098
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
Guns.Sheesh-if you people had let Democrates do what is right and ban then then we'd
have no crime...and no homeless.
BAN GUNS!
PRO LIFE!
HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES!
LESSER SENTENCES FOR CRIME!
NO DEATH PENALTY!
NO OHV AREAS!
BAN 4 WHEELERS!
NO WACKY WEED!
NO FREE PORN SITES!
NO SMOKING EVEN IN YOUR HOMES!
GAY IS OK!
HILLARY FOR PRESIDENT!
I think that says it all,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33056 NEXT>33064 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fred,
We can continue this discuss on if you'll agree that despite my sexual prefrence I MIGHT
have something to say worth hearing.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>33057 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben understands the term "Road Head".
-B.
(Man,I wish he weren't dead so he could voice his opinion of all this...but that's what he
gets for mess ng w th me.)
SUBJECT>Re:Brians Song??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 1:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33059
NEXT>33063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard a song today that just reminded me of you buddy,have to share it with ya:
Hands that once reached for heaven grabbing at the penny in the sewer,the smell of your
soul burnin on the skewer and all that dirt that you have swallowed.The howling voice
from the closet,you better run away because it seems to know a little bit to much about
all those shallow graves that you got buried in the field of your experience................me I
don't care,I just pay what it takes to feel alive....cause somehow
somewhere.....oooohhhh.....everyone I know is waiting to burn.....burn the river dry.
Ponder and eat one!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brians Song??POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33062 NEXT>33065 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
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That scares me.You listen to that hate rock,don't you.I never heard that song and as such
have to assume it's e ther rap or hate rock s nce I hear everything else.
Anyhow-When I was in the 6th grade there was a guy in my class who gave me a cheap
gold-looking necklace.Another kid (who was really slow)saw it and wanted to buy it.I
sold it to him for $20.He was mildly retarded and after that year got moved to a spec al
school.I've always felt worst about that.
And then about 3 years ago I was chewing out one of my guys for losing a drill and he
started cry ng.I got all embarassed and left and then told a couple of the other guys here.I
felt bad later about making fun of him.
I think about those two things most when you sa d that I had "shallow graves in my field"
or whatever.I think when I get to hell they'll sit me in my corner for those two things.
Thanks for bring ng me down.And on a friday too.Dick.
-B.
SUBJECT>Freddy W.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33060 NEXT>33066 33068 33075
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,I'd love to stay and play with you,but I gotta go get my wife's X mas present.
I don't know if you are a new member,or just fooling with me-but for the record:
I'm not gay.My truck has a 350 and is Gun-Metal gray.I have about 16 guns.I tend to not
vote,but still bitch about the way our government runs.I like Bush alot and hate the
Dix e Chicks.I think if H llary gets in office it will be the swift decline of all we dreamed.of.I am by no means
gay-and never even pondered sw nging that way.I'm married and
have a kid.I only wear boots.Ben isn't gay.
Alright,now the funnay is over.Go back to work.
See you monday.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Jim White....country guy...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33063 NEXT>33067 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Check out his album "The mysterious tale of how I shouted one-eyed Jesus".Great
stuff....spec ally "A perfect day to chase tornado's"...you'll love it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Freddy W.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33064
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian posted:"Ben isn't gay"...Ben Gay???Never!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Jim White....country guy...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33065 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That should be "wrong-eyed"...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Freddy W.POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33064 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not a new member,Brian.I've been on this s te,on and off,for a couple of years.I
know that you were joshing and I was just play ng along.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33022
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to add my ditto here also so:
Ditto
SUBJECT>OT Interesting Web page on New/Developmental Military Weapons
POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this is off topic but my dad just sent me this link,I've looked at part of it and
figure a lot of board memebers would find it interesting.
have good weekend.Jeff
http://www.militarycity.com/blackwater/index.html
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33024 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
give me a hell yes and watch out for guys like brian.After readin his bs below I think hell
n in need of a shrink.I grew up in those yaers with the flower power and peace signs.I
had an older sis that screwed me up.I am definately a pro gunner and bush can rule
forever as slong as we get to keep our gun rights and when we cant the only way there
gettin my guns is from my cold dead hands!we can put a target on brians butt and put
him out there a thousand yards and see if we can change his mind or correct his
hemoroids
SUBJECT>Excellent!!Thank you!!POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33049 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
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SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33037
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually is spelled Peugeot,and me and my dad are proud owners of several 505 wagons.
SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33037
NEXT>33078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is spelled Peugeot,and I proudly drive a 505 wagon.
SUBJECT>Re:Freddy W.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33064 NEXT>33082
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how about givin him a polly graff test just to see which lie could be poss bly true and ill
see if i can consider him a bud still or not!can anyone confirm any thing he's sayin?
SUBJECT>Re:You Brute!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33059
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can agree w th a few of those things,but come on,we (I can probably speek for a few
here)like our wacky weed....
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33013 NEXT>33092 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just spend a couple extra bills and get the 230v welder.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33074
NEXT>33224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,so somehow both vers ons of that statement got printed.....
SUBJECT>Re:AL Temple!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33010 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
talk is cheep or is that cheap?!hahahaha
besides I thought you was fly n there and we need proof!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:AL Temple!POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33010
NEXT>33230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely!!I'll bring score cards...And if you send me a picture of your truck,I'll have a
Tee shirt made w th the pic of your truck on it and wear it continously till it stinks.The
shirt not me...I'll take tons o coffee hold the baileys.Love ba leys but my Ex says I act
funny after I binge drink for three months.Thats what a sip of baileys would lead to.I
kept telling her if you drink a whole bunch the mosquitos won't bite.Hey,can I bring my
elderly girlfriend?She does this really cool trick w th two long neck bud bottles....She is
very worldly and talented you know..The benefit of age I tell ya..Amusing as heck..
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33016
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,Ill bet you didnt expect this kind of outcome did ya?
SUBJECT>I could.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33075 NEXT>33087
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could confirm almost all of it but I won't.Ruin the fun.
SUBJECT>Re:The w nning team POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32930 NEXT>33086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
4 days of I-40,running 50 mph listening to the Tcase s ng.
Hey,if you were a Native American,your name would be Squinto.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:French POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com.DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33032
NEXT>33085 33097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the chances that in the same day I would have to tell both you and spicergear
that it is spelled Peugeot?
SUBJECT>about as slim as anyone caring hahaha POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33084 NEXT>33094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...about PeugEOT I mean.I for one am glad that someone else insists on correct use of
words.
To be fair,the 505 wagon isn't too bad.But it's still French,and therefore,lame.Sorry,
that's just how it has to be.And I am ashamed at Jeep for using lame Peugeot
transmissions.It is to cry.
SUBJECT>Re:The w nning team POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33083 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Id love to be on your team as I like the impossible odds you are facing,but Id hate to take
all the credit for doing it all by myself so I guess ill set this one out and s nce i dont drink
anymore everyones beer is safe Hangovers were murder on this old man.
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SUBJECT>Re:I could.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33082 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no dought!
SUBJECT>dude...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33043 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he's gonna punch you in the nuts so hard....that's all he'll be able to reach.I"m gonna have
to learn some kind of flying aerial deal to combat your extra height.I won't call you a
giant,but you're taller than average.Maybe I'll just keep my beer cold and g ggle at Brian.
SUBJECT>that's real good Brian.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32994
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...since I wasn't listening for you to say anything.At all.To me.
You've fulfilled my expectations!That is so cool.Too bad for you they're what they are.
You can work on that though.The Jeaner seems honestly to care about you,I'm sure she'll
stick w th you through these hard times.Find yourself.
SUBJECT>well,I only report the news POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32955.NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I told you,I understand.You are a fair clip away from Memphrica,and I expect the local
talent charges accordingly..and you've got a penned-in pool of available..comfort.I don't
judge man,but they ran and ran until they saw it was a different guy.
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 5:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32960 NEXT>33225
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one of the 120V Lincoln MIG welders,and I really like it.I use CO2/Argon and
solid wire for sheet metal and other light welding,then sw tch over to the flux-cored w re
for heavier stuff.It seems to weld the heavier stuff better than the duty cycle would
suggest.That price sounds pretty good,but I wonder what they charge for shipping?They
aren't exactly lightwe ght.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5
December 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33077 NEXT>33096
33145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
S nce he already has a 230V stick welder for the big stuff,I think he'd be better off w th
the 120V MIG.It's just too handy to be able to plug it in anywhere,and the 230V unit
only has an advantage when it comes to heavy welding.
SUBJECT>THANK YOU!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33070
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that was awesome.I want some of that glass.And those bullets too.
SUBJECT>Re:about as slim as anyone caring hahaha POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33085 NEXT>33095 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to say,the 505 isnt much,but it can get up and go when you want it to w th the 5
speed.But the best part is they are CHEAP!And if you dont mind doin the work you can
find parts cars around for sale.
SUBJECT>I know a guy with a perfect example POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33094 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He bought it new in the late 70's?or so,blue with a tan interior,it's absolutely mint.
As a fan of all things motorized that haven't blown up on me,I admired it.Saw a 4x4 golf
cart w th a rollcage and a 250cc eng ne today at the shop.That looked like more fun than
s probably allowed.Freaks with welders and tubing benders.
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.A 230v stick will blow away a 230v mig for heavy welding,espec
ally on AC.I'm
comparing a buzzbox stick to one of those small MIG's,not a full on 200 -250 amp unit.
The 230v MIG is worthless for true heavy welding but will run 10 times smoother than a
120v unit and is still around 700 bucks if I remember right.All you East coasters have
electric dryers anyhow right?No problem finding a plug.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:French POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33084
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The best Peugeot I ever saw was the one sitting under a M3 Tank that had ground it into
dust!
America Rules!
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:You Brute!POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33059
NEXT>33105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES!
That is the only thing I can agree with...having been a vet of the class room for over 16
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years more pay sure would have helped when I dodged the bullets...(inner city school).
Just my $.02 worth.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:free photo sites?POSTER>TC EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 7:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32578
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have some at fsjworld.com
You have to register,but I guess that's typical.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone think of braking like this?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no
what if the eng ne dies
SUBJECT>big gun POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,5 December
2003,at 10:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33107 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
damn I'm hot.I spent every night for two weeks workin on weldin and buildin a deer
blind to be burnt and not asked to go hunt in the mornin.well w th friends like that,who
needs them anyway,I guess its because I said I would bring my 300 win.mag.and the
458 mags and shoot them in the next county.thats ok though,Ill be going with some real
friends and taken my yamahammer grizzly.See if I go help them if they get any.Ha!.sorry just ventin.Id bring a 50
cal.deer huntin for sure now if I had it.anyone got one for
sale?
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
5 December 2003,at 10:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32932 NEXT>
33121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not sure of Chris's ze,but as I make 2 of you it seems fair.Then there is the stark
reality that you w ll be talking soooo much that Chris w ll have to do all of your fighting.
Maybe you should get annother Zoner to help 'ya.I think Dave is ava lable.
Ron
P.S.If you talk half as much sh!t in person please make sure to lay in a good supply of
quality breath mints.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at
10:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33016 NEXT>33104 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well I'm registered as a Republican but I consider myself more of an anti-Democrat.I
definitely fall into the pro-gun category.
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,5 December 2003,at 11:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>33103 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think a T-shirt I saw at a gun show pretty much says it for me....
CONSERVATIVE
CHRISTIAN
PROGUN
HETEROSEXUAL
ANY QUESTIONS?
SUBJECT>Re:You Brute!POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 3:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33098 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whoop!He's right us edumacated teachers need more money.It's hard to buy guns,
ammo,hot rod and truck parts on a teacher pay.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Cold POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 4:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33111 33132
33138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I went outside at 0600 this morning to do my run and it was so cold that I actually had to
put on sweats.Brrr 30 degrees is just to cold..Sorry,I hope you guys in the NE are all ok with the big blizzard and
all.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotma l.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 4:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33101 NEXT>33108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.50 for a deer?Uhh.....
SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 7:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33107 NEXT>33109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Darek,that is for the 2000 yard shot
SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotma l.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33108 NEXT>33113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh,ok,thats makes sense,I'm used to the hunting in Vermont and New Hampshire,No
more than 200 yards at a 130 lb whitetail.
SUBJECT>New fun logo POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33114 33158 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/logo/logofun.GIF
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/logo/logofun.GIF
Hey gus,check out this logo animated gif I made....the M715 boldy goes where no
military vehicle has gone before!!
Its about 3/4 of a meg but its pretty cool I think...what do you think??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Cold-hah POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>33106 NEXT>33127 33136
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t was 12 this morning when I drove the M to work,but we just can't get any snow.
SUBJECT>Help!jeep 360 eating dist gear??POSTER>Bob Kelly
EMAIL>orangerockcrush@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33115 33116 33117 33123 33140
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok all you jeep gearheads,Why would a jeep 360 ruin a new distributor gear?The entire
engine has been rebuilt and everything is brand new.I am running a edlebrock performer
cam and intake.,a quality machine shop did the rebuild.The distributor jumped time
under heavy acceleration.When I removed the distributor I noticed the bottom gear had
excess ve wear??The cam looks ok but I can't figure this out?Anybody got a clue?
Thanks,Bob Kelly.SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33109 NEXT>33339
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shot two does out at 400 plus yards and both the 300 and the 458 dropped em dead in
there tracks.the 50 cal would have been a neat gun to have used and the 408 sounds even
better yet.got to keep up w th it and see how the testin goes.
SUBJECT>Re:New fun logo POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33110 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too cool!Man that would hurt with a hangover...
SUBJECT>Re:Help!jeep 360 eating dist gear??POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like you could have one of a couple problems.check and see if the roll pin that
holds gear on is sheered off and if it fits loose on shaft and you could have the wrong gear
on the dist.for the cam that you installed.steel billet cams require bronze gears.its
possible that your oil pump is caus ng this problem but its not to likely sounds like gear
may be problem.Id check and see if cam manufacture recommends a bronze or standard
gear.Hope this is of help.
SUBJECT>Re:Help!jeep 360 eating dist gear??POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33112 NEXT>LINKNAME>Click here to go to
IFSJA LINKURL>http://www.ifsja.org/index.shtml
Hey Bob,Are you running a roller chain?Seems like I remember a problem I read about
over at IFSJA about an oil feed port not being drilled all the way through.Either that or it
was the cam...Check to see if the distributer turns freely.I know Buicks not AMC so
does the oil pump get driven by the distributer like Buick?If so maybe your oil pump has
a bind.You might do a search over there and see what you can find...............Al T.
SUBJECT>the very likely culprit POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you say EVERYTHING brand new,did you replace the timing cover w th a brand
new from Crown?If so,they had a batch w th sloppy tolerances,causing the very
problem you mention.
If not,the other two posts are excellent places to look.
SUBJECT>N ce looking M725 on Ebay POSTER>ka serjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33119 LINKNAME>You to can be the
proud owner of....LINKURL>http://cg .ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&category=628
6&item=2446540661
Good looking rig....Cut and paste if the link does not work...
SUBJECT>Re:N ce looking M725 on Ebay POSTER>ka serjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33118 NEXT>33134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ebay sucks...Try item number 2446540661
SUBJECT>Wow POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 11:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33122 33126
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://my.execpc.com/~rstewart/
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33102 NEXT>33141 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I probably equal about 1.6 Brian Sissons in s ze.Maybe 1.7 on a good day.
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wow POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33120 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great s te!How did you find that?
SUBJECT>Re:Help!jeep 360 eating dist gear??POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Another thing is the gear on the end of the cam may be on backwards.Friend over on
IFSJA was having the same problem.Turns out the cam gear was on backward.The gears
go to the outs de.Just another thing to cons der and check.
SUBJECT>Fuel tank straps POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many straps hold the fuel tank in?does it ahve any side straps or just two under it?
SUBJECT>Re:Fuel tank straps POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33124 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just the two.There are some angle bits that keep the tank from sliding to the passenger
side and the frame keeps it under control on the drivers s de..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Wow POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,
6 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33120 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,how do you access the service bulletins???They are not clickable...Looks like good
reading though...
SUBJECT>Re:Cold-hah POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 1:21
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33111 NEXT>33128 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
here in NH we got snow all day!how about -5 F?cold enough?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>not yet POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33127 NEXT>33130
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when I left NY to move here to UT,it was -18F,without the w nd chill.Wyoming though
has to be the coldest place I"VE been on a regular bas s.Right around Rock Springs is
always like 30 degrees colder than UT for some reason.
-5 is damn cold though.I'm bummed out because it's down to about 40 here today.
SUBJECT>holy cow,a 715 body POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33131 33133 33295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33655&tem=24
46191138
damnit I w sh I was closer!!!!argh!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:not yet POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33128 NEXT>33151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's 62 today and the surf is excellent.Partly sunny and a beautiful day.Might need to
jump into some shorts here in a bit.
Chris
SUBJECT>$50.00!!!!Oh man !!!POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could live any further away ...Geneva FL ->Washington state
SUBJECT>YEah if was horrible this morning ....51 POSTER>Thomas E.K ng.EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33106 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:holy cow,a 715 body POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 3:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>33129 NEXT>33135 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the tail gate looks good and the hood is straight,wonder if the box is rusted through
though.If anybody wants to buy it and donate those three items to me I'd put it on my
truck for no charge.
SUBJECT>It SOLD LOCALLY :-(POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33119 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sold.I just looked.
SUBJECT>drop the rest off here,I'll bid on it.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 4:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33133 NEXT>33143 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
by "on your truck "I assume you mean,you're going to go pick it up right?RIGHT??I"m
sort of on the way home.
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SUBJECT>Re:Cold-hah POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,6
December 2003,at 4:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33111 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send some cold my way and deep snow too.It was around 33 and no snow e ther.
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>wi715 EMAIL>wi715@merr.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FOR SALE weldpak 100 with gas kit (no bottle)and a cart that I made.Low hours
$300.00 firm Located near Wis Dells WI (shipping costs would suck,pick up would be
great).I like this welder for light stuff but have moved up to a miller 251.Nothing like
having a big dog welder.
John
SUBJECT>Re:Cold POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 7:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33106 NEXT>33139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was 5 this morning on the Coast of Alaska and my artic heater just went out.Its a cold
drive to work now.
Jason.SUBJECT>Re:Cold POSTER>Jason Groves EMAIL>wjgroves@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 7:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33138 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah 3.5 ft of snow,yehaw
SUBJECT>Re:Help!jeep 360 eating dist gear??POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33112 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it running a high volume oil pump?
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33121 NEXT>33142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok Chris,that would make you ...5'6"and 113lbs.Frankly I was expecting more from
you.
Ron
SUBJECT>BOOO YAAA!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33141 NEXT>33148 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fake big block guy w th the snap!
I gotta hand it to you,that was a good one!
SUBJECT>Re:drop the rest off here,I'll bid on it.POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 9:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>33135 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be cool if I was that nice of a person but I'm not.plus I don't think my s-10
would handle that much of a load.would be nice to have it.sorry
SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R POSTER>B ll EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Saturday,6 December 2003,at 11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32944 NEXT>33312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I didn't reply back sooner.
If its on the road soon enough and have some road time in...sounds good to me.
B.T.W.I still have stock gearing and 35"tires,we all know what that means.55 mph top
end.Gonna be a long haul.
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33092 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont have a lincoln mig but do have a matco mig made by century and its 175 amp and.runs on 120v and its does
great on light steel and its really nice and portable,easy to use
and welds great on everything i use it on.the cart is well worth gettin too if it doesnt
come with it.Good luck!
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take this one-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,
7 December 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32988 NEXT>33154
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a neighbor that has a dog that reminds me of brian Small and hairless and a big
mouth and nothin to back it up w th and i think he is just gettin out of kindergarden this
year.Brian someday someone may feel sorry for you and give you a ride in one so you
will know what that feels like.Wait a minute here,I get the first ride then you as I havent
even got to drive mine yet.yes brian Im pickin on you too but we can still be buds if you
dont mind bein friends to a nut and hippie
SUBJECT>no luck yet...POSTER>uncontrollable
EMAIL>uncontrollable@blowmeup.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamUeTL6jtmug PREVIOUS>NEXT>33149
33153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I still haven't been able to locate any oil pan gaskets for my 1966 Gladiator (230cid)
Anyone have any other ideas where I can look?
SUBJECT>Re:BOOO YAAA!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33142 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have nothing to say,other than haha.I guess a slight rip on me to rip on Brian is good.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:no luck yet...POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33147 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't know if the c vilian and military gaskets are the same,but if they are,Memphis
Equipment (901-774-0600)should have what you need.
Good Luck
SUBJECT>lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33152 33170 33212 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
s there a need for locker or just open diffs as Im going to be pressed for time just to get
the 725 a runnin.I may if its advised,make time and add lockers cause Id hate to have
someone pullin me out of the mud all the time.
Has anyone done a springover on the m725's and if so how does it affect its allready top
heavy handlin off camber?
SUBJECT>Re:not yet POSTER>BrianM(UT+NH).EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33130 NEXT>33160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you suck.
BrianM
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33150 NEXT>33155 33183 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
Lockers make a HUGE difference.I went wheeling w th Joe/IA once.He had one I did
not.I could almost do the same exact things he could do but it required tons of throttle
and a little disregard for safty and concern of driveline parts.It does help you conquer
more difficult obstacles,but also makes the easy ones easier.It took one day of wheeling
with him to convice me I should have one and 4 hours to install it(couple trips to the
hardware store also).You will love it.I would be leary of the spring over on the 725.
You're top heavy enough as it is.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:no luck yet...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33147 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was able to get a complete gasket kit from NAPA.The head gasket and maybe the valve
cover were sold seperatly.If you have already tried them,try aga n.If they still fail,e-
mail me and I will get the part#s from our local store.
Good luck
Doug Cook
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take this one-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33146 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Small hairless dog..............that is the best one I've heard for a while...Thank You.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>Recovry
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33152 NEXT>33159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seems to me that if one were to do a springover on the M725,a massive disconnectable
rear sway bar could do wonders.Even an unlifed 725 could benefit from it.One off the
back of a meduim duty ambulance comes to mind!
SUBJECT>Re:Politics POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com.DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33016 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
pro gun
anti politics
k
SUBJECT>Re:brute4c bobblehead....get YOURS today!!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha ha ha
SUBJECT>Re:New fun logo POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33110 NEXT>33228 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
've told you i live out in the sticks,it took 5 minutes to download that.i noticed my
transfer rate:2.88KB/sec.
k
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33155 NEXT>33169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that when I get my truck running I am going to install lockers,but for the rear I am
thinking of s mply welding the gears to cut cost.Anyone know the pros and cons of doing
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this?
SUBJECT>Re:not yet POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33151 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys are right it is damn cold.R ght now its 62 degrees and im freezing.
SUBJECT>Lift POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33162 33178
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sure this question has been asked a million times,but this will make 1 million and 1.
What all goes into doing the spring over swap up fromt?Im sure it is easy to do the swap,
but is there any other work that will have to be done with the driveshaft and steering?
And exactly how much lift w ll it g ve me,and what s ze tires will I be albe to clear?And
then what have you found is the best way to lift the rear to match?Any of the Virginia
members do this,and if so,have you had any problems with the lift laws?Thanks,
Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:Lift POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 12:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33161 NEXT>33163 33165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Never done it but I'll chime in before you're told to search for
the info.
You need to relocate the drag link to above the steering arm to clear the spring.Either
taper the hole on the top side (not recommended and can be difficult to do correctly)or
swap over to heim joints.
Total lift w ll equal the thickness of the spring pack at the axle mount +diameter of the
axle tube +height of the new spring perch that you have to weld to the top of the axle.
You'll probably need to clearance the hole in the crossmember where the driveshaft
passes through and lenghten the driveshaft too.
You can flip the shackle in the rear spring so it goes down instead of up.This will
compromise the strength of the shackle as it's stronger in tens on than compression.This
will also change your pinion angle a bit so get an angle finder and shims to correct.To
make up the rest of the lift,install the appropriate blocks out back to equal the front.May
need to lengthen the driveshaft too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lift POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also add in the height of the old spring perches to the lift equation.
Chris
SUBJECT>m715trade POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For anyone interested I have a truck for trade.you can read all the poop on the for sale
board.
SUBJECT>Re:Lift POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33162 NEXT>33166 33171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can buy the hiems joints (3/4")for about $12 each,you will need two.You can buy
the tap (cheap import)for about $14.The 3/4 bit.import aga n,for about $12.You w ll
need some tube that is app .685 inside for the new tie rod,you should be able to find it for
far less than the $4 per foot I was qouted from the first place I tried.It was 1 1/4 od dom.
You could also skip the tap and buy oversized tube and a couple of prethreaded bungs to
weld into the tube,access to a lathe helps for making your own bungs.
Anyway,your up to the $75/$100 area,anyone know what the correct tapered reamer is
and what they cost?I'm guess ng it is close to what all these parts are and it w ll be
stronger and less expenis ve to maintenance in the future.($12 for a hiems vs $50 for the
tie rod end)
Chris did a good job with his explianation,I just thought I would add this to give you a
rough idea of cost for some of the pieces you will need..Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Lift POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to say the proper reamer is probably pushing 100 bucks and they're somewhat hard
to come by.Tie rod end tapers usually don't match any off the shelf reamer size.Of
course a good machine shop would have one and shouldn't charge much to do the job but
to do it right,you're still left with only 1/2 the arm thickness reamed.I still vote for the
heims because of that.
Chris
SUBJECT>Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 1:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33172 33195 33196 33202 33206 33209
33223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have any opinions on Kimber?I've been told they make an excellent product.
I'm looking to pick up a 1911 clone sometime in the future and have been drooling over
Kimber's offering (and crying over the prices).
Ignoring the price,what would any of you crazies recommend for a first time 45 to plink
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and cap fools with?Probably something I'd plan on keeping for a long long time too.
Someone (on here?)mentioned one that you can swap the topend and use for .22,might
save some dough when I want to shoot cans.I can't remember the manufacturer of that
one though.
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Anyone know the stock bumper he ght?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>They break.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33159 NEXT>33185
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and since everything's all welded up,say hello to a new R/P.Lockers are a way better
nvestment,and LockRights aren't that pricey.Plus,you'll chew tires like cheap
bubblegum,and I don't know about you,but 36"Swamper money doesn't grow on trees
here.
SUBJECT>you will tip over in a heartbeat and crunch the body badly.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33150 NEXT>33173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Seriously.When I got mine I went wheeling in AZ,and I
can report that compared to say,
a 715 (or a Jtruck,that's what else was along),the 725 is WAAAAAAY tippier.I think
that if you do a spring over you might need to have your truck taken from you.I'm all for
retarded rigs,but there's good retarded and just plain RETARDED.
n other words,you'll tip over pretty easy.that is a heavy body up there,with some pretty
good leverage.Mine on 34.5"worn Swampers is right at 8'at the roofline,so that's a
shitload of metal above the CG.Tilt it s deways and see how much leverage it's got.And
since new 725 bodies are tough to come by,I'll skip it LOL..
SUBJECT>cheap Heim joints POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33165 NEXT>33176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AVOID AT ALL COSTS.remember,this is the steering setup,pays not to skimp.
Steering-sized Heims at Factory Tubular are selling for about $30 and up,that's for good
quality QA1 stuff.Kind of like using Schedule 40 pipe for rollcages:it might work,but if
t doesn't,you're so f*cked it's s lly.Use the right stuff and live.
Also,just FYI:both MEPCO and Factory advised me strongly aga nst Heims on street-
driven vehicles,apparently they don't hold up real well aga nst the vibes of da ly street
use and get real sloppy.I was going to put them on my rockpig,and I might still..but I
thought that was worth noting.
SUBJECT>K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>33175 33177 33193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if you want to shell out,they make a bunch of nice stuff.I was fond of a midsized,
slightly rounded off deal.I can't remember the model,they have a million.The concealed
carry s ghts are beveled the wrong way,but that's alright.
If you know you're for the .45 go ahead and grab up a Kimber.Good warranty,great
ergonomics,beautiful fit and finish.Funny that no one can buy them where they're made
though.
If you're not sure,Charles Daly makes a pretty damn good .45 for like $400ish,really
good gun for the money.Or you could try a used one.
There are a couple kits around for .22 convers ons,I think almost all of them are for
fullsized deals though.M ght be a few for Commander-s zed compacts.
Good hunting!Let us know what you dec de.
SUBJECT>Re:you will tip over in a heartbeat and crunch the body badly.
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December
2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33170 NEXT>33174 33187
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But the ice cream compartment is so tall you'll only flop over on the s de.It'd take a lot to
get the thing to actually roll.Make sure you don't flop on the s de that you sell the bomb
pops out of..Chris
SUBJECT>man,it never stops!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 2:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33173 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you are starting to sound a lot like Brian.Don't make me kill you too!And besides,laugh
now,but you'll be crying like a little girl when all the Nutty Buddys are a smashed,
melted puddle ins de that 725.Know your role Jabroni!lol
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 3:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kimber does rock.They offer a very high quality gun and when you compare to the extra
dollars in options and gunsmithing it wuld take to make the others equal them,the price
really is not that bad.I currently have the r "ultra carry",I love it!good gun,reliable and
mpress vely accurate for a 3.5 barrel.If this will be your main/only handgun I would go
for one of the r full size guns.The gun itself w ll not be much more accurate,but the sight
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plain(distance between front and rear sights)will be longer.This enables the shooter to be
much more accurate.Their box stock guns equal many of the "Wilsons""Les Bears"and
the likes custom guns that sell for $1500.As for the .45,that slow,big,heavy bullet
carries alot of shock value when it hits it's target.Instead of spending the $300 for a
ceiner .22 conversion,consider putting that towards a reloader.You could then load your
own for app $4.50 per box and all your practice is with the real stuff,You will be a better
shot in the long run by training yourself to deal with the recoil.Let us know what you end
upo with!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:cheap He m joints POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33171 NEXT>33179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My bud has had a set of those very same ones on a street/trail rig for 3 or 4 years now.
They seem to be working fine and he is not easy on it at all.Runs 35x16 boggers on a cj7.
Not as heavy as the 715 but it still takes a beating.It still drives straigh and does not
shake,guess he got lucky?
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33172 NEXT>33184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kimber does rock.They offer a very high quality gun and when you compare to the extra
dollars in options and gunsmithing it wuld take to make the others equal them,the price
really is not that bad.I currently have the r "ultra carry",I love it!good gun,reliable and
mpress vely accurate for a 3.5 barrel.If this will be your main/only handgun I would go
for one of the r full size guns.The gun itself w ll not be much more accurate,but the sight
plain(distance between front and rear sights)will be longer.This enables the shooter to be.much more accurate.Their
box stock guns equal many of the "Wilsons""Les Bears"and
the likes custom guns that sell for $1500.As for the .45,that slow,big,heavy bullet
carries alot of shock value when it hits it's target.Instead of spending the $300 for a
ceiner .22 conversion,consider putting that towards a reloader.You could then load your
own for app $4.50 per box and all your practice is with the real stuff,You will be a better
shot in the long run by training yourself to deal with the recoil.Let us know what you end
upo with!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Lift POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 4:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33161 NEXT>33180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know that in the FAQ it says a 38.5 inch tire will fit,but what have you found is the max
tire size for an unlifted 715?I will be driving on the road,but I also plan to give it all its
got off road as well.
SUBJECT>either that or..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,
7 December 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33176 NEXT>33186
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...he can't tell w/the Boggers LOL No slop at all?in the joints I mean...if not,he did
ndeed get lucky.
SUBJECT>max s ze POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 4:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33178 NEXT>33181
33182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
someone a while back had 38's on an unlifted truck.Here's a shot of Barry's truck on I
think 42's..That's with a spring over.
http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/tacoma73/deta l?.dir=/trucks+%
27n+stuff&.dnm=42+nch+Swampers.jpg
f you're going to g ve it hell offroad,I'd say 36's are about it w/out rubbing.My 725 was
about 2ha rs away from rub city at full flex.With the heavy body you can really GET full
flex out of em too LOL..
your mileage may vary
SUBJECT>oh yeah...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 4:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33180 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I just posted some other shots too,of someone's sprungover truck.I can't remember
whose for the life of me:if you're reading this,I apolog ze!
one of them is a good shot of the steering arm.
SUBJECT>Re:max s ze POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33180 NEXT>33190
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have 38.5x11x16 boggers on my 725 and I have plenty of room but that is just sittin and
not flexin as I havent even got her runnin yet.I've been meanin to take pics but its out at a
buds house so ive just got to get it after rifle seasons over.I sure could of used her today,
4 wheeler had to chew up some trees chasing deer through the woods.
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33152 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kinda like my ex was!
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 4:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>33177 NEXT>33189 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Didn't know you could still own guns in the peoples soc alists republic of Kalifornia.......
SUBJECT>Re:They break.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 4:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33169 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldnt weld the rear up either,tires grate on turns and the weld is guaranteed to cause
things to break.Weve done this on demo cars and have had some explode and ruin the
rear end housing and all.The lockright is a cheaper and better solution and wont take
more that a few hours to do.
hear that I gave 808.00 for 4-38.5x11x16s boggers and bout got killed by the old lady
too.
SUBJECT>Re:either that or..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He even smacked a rock once and knocked the steering box off the frame,the tapped
bosses actually broke off the box but the same hiems are in use now.Before he bought a
tra ler he would drive it the 60 miles to where we wheel.Rides like a short lifted CJ,but
does drive nice and straight.It's the white one you probably saw in my album.They are
"inexpens ve",but they have a beefy apperance to them.I'll try to get a pick of them next
time I'm over there.He has some new one to use on the SOA 715.
SUBJECT>Re:you will tip over in a heartbeat and crunch the body badly.
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33173 NEXT>33191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My ex was the same way top heavy and short and she dun ate up the ice cream Well chris
when its 110 outside and your wantin somethin cold the Icecream w ll be for nice guys
only when I restock it from the money I make from pullin you and brian out.LOL.Sounds
like there may be a lot of 725s there..Brute4c are there goin to be signs for idiots like me that gets lost in there
own back
yards?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know the stock bumper he ght?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33168 NEXT>33203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just measured mine...original 1967 installed suspension...23 inches to the bottom and 29
nches to the top of the front bumper.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33184 NEXT>33192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think they assign a peace officer to hold your hand when they catch you thinking about
shooting a gun here.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:max s ze POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can run an 11.00-18 Gamma goat tire with adapters...this is a 40 inch tire....it doesn't
leave a lot of room for flex for off road,but on road they should work.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:you will tip over in a heartbeat and crunch the body badly.
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,7 December
2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33187 NEXT>33194
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You won't catch me in the mud.Rocks and dirt only for me thank you.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33189 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Id be shootin him if he thinks he's holdin my hand!I couldnt live in kali.w th all its
politics and car crap.
SUBJECT>Re:K mber is niiiiccceee...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33172 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kimber is a nice gun.I hope that charles daly pistols are better than the r auto shotguns in
3 1/2 as I bought one,took it out and tried to shoot it,wouldnt eject 2 3/4 or 3 inch mag
shells.I took it right back and went and bought me a beretta 3 1/2 extrema in wetland.camo and is shoots flawlessly
so no more charles daly for me,just my worthless 2 cents
worth.Its also fast like the benelli.
SUBJECT>Re:you will tip over in a heartbeat and crunch the body badly.
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33191 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that aint fair as I have a drinkin problem and cant get off camber or Ill flip and spill the
cecream.Its already white and has green strips.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>rick
EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:41 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kimbers are really good.they are a great buy for the money spent.i purchased several a
few yrs.ago and used them as a base for custom carry pistols for my team.i pretty much
chucked everything except the slide and frame,and a few internal parts.replaced the
kimber barrels w th les baer components,and had one gun(mine)that would shoot under
3.5 inches at fifty yards all day long with good ammo,and was dead reliable.as a stock
gun,only a w lson or custom springfield can come close.then the price goes up.i'd start
with the r base gun and add night sights,a couple w lson mags,and some good ammo,
and your ready for anything that might be ugly,and have a great shooter to boot..rick
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>phil
EMAIL>philipclatkhayes@msn.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>33201 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You might want to look at Springfield Armory's .45s.They're are excellent.
SUBJECT>big mouth POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes I have a big mouth but I do it kiddin and in fun.You can g ve me h*ll and tease me
and I wont gut mad but I'll laugh with you.I am an easy going person un till you mess
with me friends or family and The M715 Zone kinda meets both requirements.Brian,I
consider you a friend too or I wouldnt raz you.Ive really mellowed out over the years and
biside I didnt like it in prison.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:715 short box pics POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 6:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>32927 NEXT>33199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you get those done you can start on my 725.need a convertible top in back or at
least removable,for hill climbin.I know you can handle that one too.just think,a conv.
ambulance and you did it.
SUBJECT>Re:715 short box pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33198 NEXT>33208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Could make it open like the space schuttle:)
SUBJECT>multifuel heaters POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Sunday,
7 December 2003,at 7:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33213
33236 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to put one of these in my gas unimog maybe.Any thoughts?Safety,convenience,
wiring,etc?Fuel pump?Needs to run on gas...Any down s de to always running on gas
rather than diesel?I asked on some Unimog forums but no one seems to know
anything...thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33196 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Abuddy of mine bought a used colt and sent it to clark to have it relicked.turned out
really nice.that might be an option you can pick up a decent used gun fairly cheap with
no frills
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>bryan
EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>33204 33205 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kimbers are very nice,however,you should check out some other guns as well.
Springfield and Colt are great as well.The Kimber name on the slide bugs me personally.
Handguns should have stamped block letters as far as I am concerned.The older series 70
Colts are about as beautiful a gun as you can get but you will pay accordingly.Stay away
from the Charles Daly pistols.I think the frames and slides are made in the Phillipines.
The smaller parts are totally junk.If cheap is what you want check out the old Sistema
Colts.They were made on Colt machinery in Argentina and are every but as good as a
Colt of the same era and are in the 300 dollar range.I have one that has gone 3900 rounds
with nothing but Wilson mags and springs w thout a single jam.That is with my reloads!
If you want something besides a .45 look at the fn p-35.Not quite all JMB but close.
There is nothing better than the guns of John Browning.Look at the BAR,m1911,p35.
Even a lot of the old working guns were designed by the MAN as well as many of the
military guns.Look at the M2 50,still in service after like 70 years and is one of our best
maching guns?Just think if they could have gotten him to des gn trucks...
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone know the stock bumper he ght?POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33188 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks Brute.Thats great,lift laws say that I can have 30 for the front and 31 in the
rear.Guess I can just squeeze in there with a spring swap.
SUBJECT>John M Browning POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33202 NEXT>.LINKNAME>http://www.gunsamerica.com/fast.cg ?guncat=1354
LINKURL>http://www.gunsamerica.com/fast.cgi?guncat=1354
Don't forget that many Winchester and Remington guns were his design also!!!I think he
sold almost as many patents as he actually produced.
Anyway Chris,Heres a link to guns america.Should g ve you an idea of what the prices
should be for your options.
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SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33202 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Has anyone ever had an A.M.T.?they used to make a longslide .45 but I haven't heard of
them for a while
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Kimber is oh so nice.But when it came down to how much I would really use it,I bought
a Milspec Springfield .45 from Turners.
Hard to beat the price and if you want more,there are alot of upgrades ava lable.My .02
from a fellow Orange County resident.
SUBJECT>Lockers POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33210 33214 33246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,I got all kinda of questions for you guys here...I guess I am just getin exc ted.I go
home for Christmas on the 16th and I get to work on the truck for 3 weeks!But yeah,my
question is on lockers.I already asked about welding the rear,and you advised against it.
So what is the best deal for the back?I am thinking detroit,but would a lockrite be as
good?And then for the front I am thinking i want one that I can disengage when I dont
need it,maye ARB or some hydraulic locker.Any suggestions?
SUBJECT>Re:715 short box pics POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
then I could mount that 50 cal inside and pop it open when needed.kool!lets do it.
SUBJECT>Thanks Y'all POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>33211 33221 33233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man there's a lot of gun nuts on this board.Coming out of the woodwork on a Sunday
night.I'm really leaning towards the Kimber,I want something I can be proud of and I
like quality stuff.I still have a long way to go saving the cash and lots of homework to do.on the subject first
though.
Gotta buy that and a tube bender before next June.
Let's hear what the workplace surfers have to say come Monday morning.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>bill loomis EMAIL>wilybad@msn.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33207 NEXT>33226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 1st locker i used was a lockrite in a jeep dana 27 front end..the stock carrier center
pin you retain broke destroy ng the carrier,locker and gears.i had a detroit locker installed
n the rear dana 44 of the same jeep close to 10 years ago.still works great.also had a
detroit locker installed in a 715 about the same time ,never had any problem.my favorite
part is be ng able to gas it a little while cornering on pavement and squeal the tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Y'all POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
FYI a clark custom guns rework on a 1911 runs $805
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>bill
EMAIL>w lybad@msn.com DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 9:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33150 NEXT>33351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have a 725 with a spring over and 44"boggers.i had 12"w de wheels made with 4"back
space,making the wheel base way wider.also cut the fenders and added 4 1/2"to the fender
fla rs.it's definately more tippy than a 715 but that hasn't stopped me from pulling my
little jeep on a car tra ler 100's of miles.and spending months playing in the dunes and
even taking it in the mud.as far as lockers,they are a must if you are going to have 1 or
more tires in the a r(wouldn't advise this in a spring over 725),but it seems like they eat
up more power too.
SUBJECT>as in ambulance heaters?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 10:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33200 NEXT>33227 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought about finding one for my 725,as mine is gone,but dec ded against it:safety
ssue bugged me.I hear they work ok but I'd hate to have a leak ins de the passenger
compartment.Gas outside,heat inside lol..
not much real reason for one when you can have the Flexalite Mojave or similar.There is
some tiny underdash deal in mine that is hot as hell.Just have to insulate the heck out of
the longer heater hose.
SUBJECT>ARB POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,7
December 2003,at 10:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33207 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.ARB's are sweet,but pricey.Pretty much anything selectable is.Out of all the ones out
there I'd take the ARB,nothing sticking out of the diff cover to smash into rocks or
anything.If you're running lockouts you can run whatever up front.The Detroit in back is
tough to argue with as well.
SUBJECT>automotive calculators POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Sunday,7 December 2003,at 10:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was digging through some site,came across this and thought some of us could use this.
Lot of talk about new gear ratios w/bigger tires,compression ratios etc etc,this ought to
help.
http://www.bgsoflex.com/auto.html
Enjoy.
SUBJECT>Recurved Springs POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33229 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does any one know where I can get recurved springs for my 715????I wanna about a 6"
lift.I dont know what this will equal out to as faras the recurve of the springs but I wanna
try and find some....
SUBJECT>lift kits POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33260 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As i already knew....Ya cant find a lift kit for my truck.What kit would interchange w th
mine????Like would a kit for an old CJ5 fit it or anything likt that????
SUBJECT>seats POSTER>LEE BROWN EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33234 33252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
looking for the seat frames both the driver and the passenger side.my rig didn't have them
when i got it
SUBJECT>Thank you,because I know POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33215 NEXT>33222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Thanks for posting the s te.I hope others show there apprieciation,because I know what
t is liket to be almost (except for you)completely ignored after posting a cool s te for the
group to enjoy (see below below below and maybe a little father below).Took my wife
out or first M715 date.She enjoyed it terrorized a few suburbenights and pos bly
conviced her that a hard top or new soft top that fits would be a worthwile investment.
Jeff.SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33033 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why am I not surprised
Brian and Hillary Perfect together
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Y'all POSTER>Driftpin EMAIL>keithparker@tds.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33209 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Lose that nickle plated sissy pistol and get yourself a Glock"
SUBJECT>Re:Thank you,because I know POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33219 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
she's hooked now.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic,you silly gun lovers!POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33167 NEXT>33313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What type of 1911 do you want to purchase?A full sized 1911 or a compact?One of my
concealed carry weapons is a Colt 1991A1 Compact,which has been "tricked"out by
Wilson Combat Arms.My other carry weapon is a S&W SW99 .45 ACP.Both are fed
230 gr.Hydra-Shok rounds.
You be ng in California,I doubt very much if a carry permit is an issue w th you.
SUBJECT>Re:Not ME!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33078 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are those the weird looking jobbies that the highlander drove?They're pretty cool!..in
that chrysler off beat kind of way.
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33091 NEXT>33286 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I searched around and found a better deal on a slightly larger 120V Lincoln Mig w/cart.
Appreciated the info and suggestions.Yes,I'll definately stick the 230 for heavy plate.I
had to crank my 230 stick down to 75 and use some small SS rods to weld a piece into
the exhaust on Katie's 4Runner Saturday.My one buddy was pretty surprised.Love those
SS rods!
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:26
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33210 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a Detroit No-Spin in the back that I bought used and it works great a low speed
but is getting weaker at high throttle runs like in mud.It came out of a mud truck,so it's
definately seem some tough use.Tough enough that the axles have a few degrees of tw st.
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I think it a good unit.I've got a LockR ght in the front and it work great.Keep in mind I'm
running between 37-38"tires with the 37x13 boggers and 38x11 (1100x16)XL's.The
Dana 60 had a pretty meaty cross pin that should hold up to a ton more abuse than a
smaller diffs pin.Oh,I got the LockRight used as well and you could see weld marks on
t where someone had to fish out a busted axle piece us ng a welding rod.I'd say that each
one of these is a pretty stout unit and it real nice to know that you go ground by all four
gummies.
SUBJECT>Re:as in ambulance heaters?POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33213 NEXT>33232 33257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The multifuel heaters cla m 30,000 btu on high.That is s gnificantly higher than the
heater in there I think.I am ok with the stock heater,it is my wife and other passengers
that freeze.Anyone else know anything about these?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>I agree w th M kel and Ke th POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33158 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's dumb.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Recurved Springs POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33216 NEXT>33259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you curve the spring enough to get 6 inches of lift,havenet you moved the mounts for
the spring eyes together quite a bit?Seems you would need a new ma n leaf that is longer
with the correct curve or you would be moving the mounts maybe too much together?
A good spring shop should be able to recurve springs and make new ones for your spec.
Is this for a springunder,stock setup,type front end?A springover would net you around
5 1/2 to 6 inches...with 6 inches in the springs,your gonna have steering issues to deal
with too.
Just some thoughts,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:AL Temple!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33080 NEXT>33356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Al,
You make me sick,but since you're my bud I accpet that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Sjirts for the FE?Cookiebaker?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33235
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will there be t-shirts for sale at this FE w th the logo on them?I know Cookiebaker did
them in the past,but I think she's MIA.
Can anyone confirm this?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:as in ambulance heaters?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33227 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know V ntage Power Wagons has some brand new in the box w th all the parts
ncluded...dont know the price...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Why a 1911?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33209 NEXT>33238 33239 33256 33330
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to knock the .45 (Doug,we've all heard your skunk story),but why that caliber?
Granted,the shells are cheap and ava lable in a wide variety of variations-but it's a
subsonic shell and too big for a hi-capac ty magazine.
I got a Beretta that's on my hip right now.It's a $450 piece,so you're not freaking out if it
gets scratched.The magazine has 15 rounds,and with +P hollowpoints it's just as good as
a .45.It's got a plithera of add ons available,and is one of the easiest shooters to break
down and clean.
If you still want something a little bigger,then get a .40.Smith &Wesson makes a fine
sta nless pistol line that are really user friendly and time-tested for durability and
function.They,too,don't cost you $900 or so.
All I'm saying is that there is no need to spend a grand to get a fine pistol that w ll last a
couple of generations.And there's also no need to get a .45 with so many better cartridges
out there.
If you still want the .45 then I'm done with you.Done I say.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:seats POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 7:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33218 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have a set in Central Texas.$10.00 each plus shipping.
SUBJECT>Re:Sjirts for the FE?Cookiebaker?POSTER>bump_r
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EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33231 NEXT>
33237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was lookng into this,but the local t-shirt shop moved out of town.I'll renew my efforts,
unless someone else woudl rather take point...
SUBJECT>Re:multifuel heaters POSTER>Les -KY EMAIL>lesw@gfgb.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33200 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one in a Canvas Top 715.I like it -it get warm in about 2 minutes and keeps me
toasty even w th the drafty top and windows.It is fun to show off -very few people have
ever seen much less heard of this style heater.I hear they are very safe as they were
derived from airplane technology.I think you don't see them much because the are much
more expensive than the hot water alternative.
The down s de,it takes about a minute to start.Once it is going,it is very loud -has 2
fans.Cost more to operate as it uses fuel.M ne is gas and not multifuel but I guess it
would burn others.Usage is advertised as 1 gallon/4 hours on H gh,1 gallon/8 hours on
Low.
SUBJECT>Naaaa....You do it.POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33235 NEXT>33240 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Find a new "Local print shop"to replace the one that moved.
Also-I like a 100%cotton shirt since it breathes.
Keep the price down too-$15/shirt was good,but $20/shirt is too high.
You're doing great so far,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33233 NEXT>33305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
9mm.....ha
You can look at all the ballistic charts you want but a 9mm is not going to equal a .45,
never +p or not.The slow speed of the .45 actually helps.
Why do you think they use blunt tips when hunting small game with a bow?It is so the
game knows it has been hit,and hit hard.The .45 does the same thing.
anyway,the 1911 can be had in 9x19,9x23,38super,40sw,10mm,.45,.22 and I'm probably
forgeting a couple.
I have one in .45,one in 40sw and recently sold one that was .38 super..Rock Island armory sells a mil spec in .45
for $350,Very plain jane but nice looking.
CNC machining.I plan to have one just to see what they are like quaity wise.
You can get 25rnd capac ty for my STI in 40sw.They sell replacement mag
tubes,replacement mag springs,replacement mag followers,replacement mag base pads.
None of these parts are marked L.E.O.
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33233 NEXT>33242 33348 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 1911 has 11 and 15 round clips....plus p rounds are sonic...a great one shot
manstopper without the heavy recoil of a magnum....has a history of be ng used by
military and FBI for roughly 70 years or more...pretty good for any gun of any caliber...
Plus parts are plentiful,ammo is cheap,and I sure as heck wouldnt want to get hit by
one!!
brute4c
1911 w/1000 rds +of ammo
SUBJECT>Re:Naaaa....You do it.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33237 NEXT>33241 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Theres a place here that I talked too a while back that could do some...price was fairly
reasonable...I'm not the best for art work though...could do logo front w th writing on the
back pretty easy...or we could have a contest??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Hey AL Temple POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33240 NEXT>33243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
contest sounds cool.
Can I submit the pic of your truck that I modified?
SUBJECT>I'm done w th all you NTXT.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33239 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No...that was it.What the subject says.
No more.
Done.
With.
All.
You.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:29
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33241 NEXT>33244 33245 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is this the short box truck?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33243 NEXT>33273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no.......dip..I'll try to find time to post the pic,if Al says it's okay to use.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33243 NEXT>33247 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Brian,
I bet you really like the shortbox trucks don't you.I guess it reminds you of taking the
short bus to school.....HUH!AHAHAHAHA
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>33207 NEXT>33248 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Detroit makes a locker called the No-spin which I believe costs about $300.It cons sts of
the internal parts of a Detroit Locker which uses your original carrier and just replaces the
spider gear setup.I have run this in my M715 for awhile and have really put some
extreme torque on it w th no problems.I'm running 44"tires and a GM 6.2 turbo diesel.
One time while dragg ng logs in the the sand I got stuck and really pushed it hard.I ended
up tw sting a rear axle until the axle broke.After dissembling the rear-end,I saw no
damage to the locker.The No-spin can also be eas ly installed by yourself w thout any
special tools of knowledge on setting up ring and pinoin clearances,as you can re-use the
old shims and reinstall the carrier exactly as it was removed.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Ben,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33245 NEXT>33249 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm glad you're not dead.
Really.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lockers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33246 NEXT>33282 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is what I have,I tink it was $308+shipping from rieder racing.Randy's was about
$340 if I remember right.
Doug
SUBJECT>Yup.....POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
8 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>33247 NEXT>33250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not dead,just deer hunting.
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33249 NEXT>33255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get one?B-is still a wanna "B"hunter.
SUBJECT>Funny looking Dodge Power Wagon on E-bay POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>33264
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Found a funny looking Dodge Power Wagon on e-Bay.I like it though.It's starting to
grow on me.I'll have to get me one of those now........
You know the drill
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=39413&tem=24
47522655
SUBJECT>Re:seats POSTER>Angry Truck EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33218 NEXT>33253 LINKNAME>Saturn Surplus
LINKURL>http://www.saturnsurplus.com
You can also check out Saturn Surplus.They have a drivers seat w/cushions available (at
least on the r webs te).
www.saturnsurplus.com
SUBJECT>Re:seats POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33252 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has both seats,new...
brute4c.SUBJECT>Is 50 PSI too high in the tires POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
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DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see that the tire pressure is listed as 25 front and 35 rear.I was loading up on wood and
filled the tires to 50 psi all around because s de of the tire gave a max pressure of 60 psi.
Are there any detramental or safty issues to keeping the tires at 50 ps and are the stated
pressures fine to use when the bed is full of wood?Also these are 750 X 16 cause VFD I
guess just asked for Jeep tires.
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.....POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33250 NEXT>33261 33344
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to tell ya the truth.....YUP!I got a 185 pound doe Saturday w th my slug gun.I had
been watching several for a couple days and decided to go ahead and smoke this one
Saturday......because it was getting very cold and w ndy and I wanted to go inside.I did
get a chance to warm up my fingers when I field dressed her....that was nice.I still have
one permit open and I'll see if I can't fill it with that big buck I have been see ng.If he
doesn't stop and turn around and look at me when I'm yelling at him he might get that
slug a couple inches below his "white ta l",cause thats all I ever get to see!I'll be hunting
with my muzzleloader this coming weekend so I'll have to make the one shot I got count!
BEN
SUBJECT>once again,open mouth insert foot POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33233 NEXT>33271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but only a little:ParaOrdnance and a few others make hicap .45's.Of course
ParaOrdnance is the only one that makes guns that aren't a million dollars,and then they
need work.I was not happy w th my p10 but I think that's because the end of the grip
ended right in that hollow in the palm--not the best place to focus the recoil of a short
barreled .45.Yes,it was uncomfortable.
as for the rest,Lucky and Brute have addressed thoses issues quite well,you rag ng
gnoramus!I dont'know you can live with yourself!
don't cry though,we can still be friends.
SUBJECT>yes,much warmer POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33227 NEXT>33345 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the stock ambulance heater was only rated at 12k btu?If you're in a cold cold
climate I think the safety issues might be worth overcoming..SUBJECT>Re:Is 50 PSI too high in the tires
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33254 NEXT>33263 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is a HUGE difference in the ride.It is amazing how much softer they ride at lower
pressures.
Doug
SUBJECT>one other thing to consider POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33229 NEXT>33272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to do this to the very first Jeep I had,National Spring told me they would
probably sag aga n.
also,Brute is correct to bring up the hanger locations.A 6"lift spring has quite a bit more
arch to it,and you will probably have to dick around w th relocating BOTH attachment
points to keep the axle in the right place.
A better solution might be to look at e ther a spring over or springs from another truck
that could work,s nce you'd have to move the hangers w/rearched springs anyway.New
springs from a lift company aren't much more than rearched ones,at least around here.
SUBJECT>old FSJ MAYBE read on POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33217 NEXT>33311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Springs for an old FSJ MIGHT fit BUT you'll have to re nforce the spring mounts.Also,
all the lifts I've seen have been for 74-up FSJ's.The springs on the older ones are a little
different.You can get a bunch of different 4"+kits for the newer FSJ's.Skyjacker makes
a really nice kit w/all the stuff but it's a little pricey.All reports say it's the best they've
tried etc etc smoothest ride and what not.
hope that helps.
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.....POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33255 NEXT>33262 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben and Doug,
I use my w ning personality to get meat.So far it's netted me about 20#of deer and about
9#of elk.
Much eas er and warmer.
------
Ben,
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I have a letter to send you about that holster,but my e-mail has crapped out.
Doug,
I'm going to UPS right now to send you a dead squirrel..Tom,
If Jean Ellen writes asking you what you think I need for Christmas,just remember that I
have a rear locker,but no matching front locker.If you tell her I need some socks then I
shall have to hurt you.Bad.
Tacoma,
I have nothing to say to you.Nothing at all.At all.
-B.
SUBJECT>aga n,that's great....POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33261 NEXT>33269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...because I don't believe we were having a conversation.
btw,that 20#of deer meat isn't from the guy whose truck you broke is it?If so it's kind of
like the kiss in The Godfather:"I know it was you Brian".
I got 10#of elk last year,for nothing at all,and THAT guy is going to donate his garage
to the XJ lift project too.So there.
SUBJECT>it's worth some MPG too POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33258 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe not much,but some.My work van is on 85psi UberT res.They rock.Not much for
ce though.
SUBJECT>huh...I kind of like it,for a Dodge.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33251 NEXT>33267 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It looks sort of familiar,kind of like an old friend...
we rd,I usually hate Dodges.Except anything w/a Cummins in it.
SUBJECT>12 Volt Stock Look a Like Gauges POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33310 33352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A few months back I was reading about some 12 volt gauges that looked stock from some
company that I think started with the letter D.I think they were black and relatively
cheap.I remember look at them on a webs te someone sent a link to.I could'nt uncover it
looking back at past post.If anyone knows that company name that would be great.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>more calculators,and more useful too POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.http://www.cosports.com/fwhldr/equipcalc.htm
these ones aren't quite as much for the propellerheads.Just s mple stuff you might want to
know quick.No coefficients of volumetric efficiency etc etc LOL
SUBJECT>Re:huh...I kind of like it,for a Dodge.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33264 NEXT>33268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The big difference between that series of power wagon and the 715 is the dual B.O.light
brackets.The 715 only had one.The rear step bumper was not ava lable on the 715 either.
That settles it,Power wagons are much superior to the M715.
SUBJECT>pretty sharp,man..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33267 NEXT>33307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would'nt have noticed that,but then,I"m not trying to like those Power Wagons.Now,if
they made an ambulance version,that would be cool hahahahahah
SUBJECT>Re:aga n,that's great....POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33262 NEXT>33270 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I get a second dear I'll have it processed and then everybody will be eating dear meat at
FE!Except for Brian,he'll be eating duck sausage(duck down and get you some!)
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
SUBJECT>And you wonder POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33269 NEXT>33274 33326 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
why everyone thinks your gay.
My e-ma l is still broken.It's shame s nce my fan ma l is probably stacking up to
unmanageable levels.
Tacoma-Jean Ellen was also suprised by the fact that your wife is attractive.She said
(and I quote)-"That taco-man,he's got a crappy personality and British teeth.He must be
really caring and sensative in order to score a hot wife."So there.
And in the end the final count is:
Ben:0
Taco-man:1
Brian:ALOT.
-B.
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SUBJECT>C txt POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33256 NEXT>33276 33321
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm just say n'-for Chris's first pistola he might want to consider another option bes des
the high priced .45 clones.
I was only trying to point out that there are OTHER pistols bes des the Glocks and 1911's.
I'm all upset now.Of all the gun freaks out there I thought you would understand.You
dissapoint me and sadden me.Once again:
:-{
Denotes my ultimate sadness.
I'm going to eat lunch now and try to forget you people.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:And to add to that great post POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33259 NEXT>33320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I beleive Roger,who is us ng Rockwells,managed to get some long springs w th a big
arc,like 6 inch I think,for a GM application and made them work on the M715...worth a
looky if the alternative is custom made...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33244 NEXT>33304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Absolutely Doug!I was real impressed by the image.Its very cool.How did you do that
anyway?Besides,it's your art work....If it gets picked,I'm gonna get a big head and I
won't be able to fit on the a rplane for the FE.Probably have to insist on first class to...
Hope this reply makes it under your post Doug.Seem like every reply I do lately ends up
at the bottom of the thread...Whats up w th that???
SUBJECT>Re:And you wonder POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33270 NEXT>33288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You are the only one that has a problem w th me not be ng gay like you.I don't want to
join your funny group.I have and will always like g rls(unlike you).I'm sorry,but thats the
way it is!I don't know how many times I'll have to tell you.Geez!But,Good Idea on the
scoring!Now we really know how many each of us have really ate!Ben=0 Taco-Man=1
Brain=ALOT
It all makes perfect since now.
SUBJECT>Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33277 33278 33280
33359 34071
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are you hippies using?I was going to get some Thrush glass packs from Summit.
Any opinions,suggestions,insults?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:C txt POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33271 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Chris sa d he wanted something he could be proud of.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33275 NEXT>33279 33281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I am going to run stra ngt pipes through a set of smoke stacks.Im not sure how it
will sound,but ill find out.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33275 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't done mine yet but I am thinking about 21/2 pipes into a s ngle 3"flowmaster
because of space issues
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33277 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2.5"glasspack for a smooth contoured outer shell that won't grab stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33275 NEXT>33284 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Most hippies run the Auto Zone spec als ($9.99 glasspack)I like running Flowmaster
mufflers,but thats on my rigs that have too much power,g gantic cams,and more balls
then all your eng nes combined.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33277 NEXT>33283 33285
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stra ght pipes are very scary.The ones I've heard don't sound good at all.........SUBJECT>Re:Lockers
POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When they start to go,you can also pull them and flip the guts that have bas cally been
posi in reverse gear for a freshened up locker.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They must sound good to cops...they draw black and whites like tom jones draws fat
women
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33280 NEXT>33287
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
You're right.All my eng nes combined have few balls.
Tom,
That's what I was thinking.What brand you got?Do you remember?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33281 NEXT>33290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then I guess maybe I will go with flowmaster...
SUBJECT>Re:Lincoln M gs?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw a deal on a Hobart 185 220V w/cart and small bottle and a bunch of other stuff at
TSC this weekend.It is probably a nation wide sale.$649.99
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33284 NEXT>33289 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm glad you see it my way.
Thrush does make the best glass pack for the money that I've found.The last ones I got
were only $15 +or -a little.I think I got them at "The Zone"too and saved some shipping.and handling fees from
Summit.
SUBJECT>Yo Benno 'Burger and B-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33274 NEXT>
33294 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bagged on with my .44 Magnum pistol from 40-50yrds.She ran away then stopped,
turned sideways and looked back at me.Pow!
Brian,g ve Jeaner some type of guilt thing that you shouldn't have to tell her and maybe
she should be resourceful and email someone that actually knows you and I'll tell her to
get you socks...uh,locker...yeah,a rear locker.Count on me.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33287 NEXT>33291 33306
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're e ther Thrush or Cherry Bombs.They were cheapish and red.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33285 NEXT>33298 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Feel free to experiment...I just didn't want you to go through all the trouble and be like
"Why didn't anybody tell me my truck was going to sound like a$$!"Are you wanting to
run straight pipes w th a mild V-8?Do tell more......
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33289 NEXT>33292 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ah,cheap and red!I know the ones!
SUBJECT>Excuse me,NOT Ben...But Tom:POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33291 NEXT>33293
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,
So,what you're say ng is that for a guy who puts 200 miles a year on a 715,is cheaper
than hell,and wants to have mellow sound w th a space saving des gn these are the ones?
The reason all this came up was that I was at Autozone looking for a pump for my gear
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oil and saw (on the clearance table)a 6'piece of flexible exhaust tubing that they had
special ordered.It was in 2 1/4"and only $6.I figured it was time to get away from the.set-up I have where I tried
to weld it all in and go for a clamped setup.
Glad you helped me out....it seemed all I was getting were suggestions of a less useful
type.
Ben-eat up.
-B.
SUBJECT>B-There is no excuse for you.......none at all.ntxt POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33292 NEXT>
33301 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no.none.zilch.nada.zero.nil................
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Benno 'Burger and B-POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33288 NEXT>33296
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It turns out that she only wants to spend $100 or so on me.Where's the love?I got her a
DVD player and she won't even get me a locker?Crap.
I need a set of shocks,a front locker,some new socks,mufflers,and a 4 pack of
Frapawhatevers.
I should have told her to e-ma l you,but she and Doug's wife have been writting and so I
think she went that route and wrote him.He probably told her to get me a weight set or
some crap.
Is it really about Jesus,or about getting crap?I hope it's about getting GOOD CRAP.
-B.
SUBJECT>I missed it POSTER>Rollie715 EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>33129 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It seems I missed this one.I didn't read this post until monday morning and the auction
ended Sunday night.I would have probably bid more then the $265 that it went for.I'm
right in in Washington state so I could have even picked it up.
Well,maybe next time :)
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Benno 'Burger and B-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33294 NEXT>
33297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't get me started.You should experiment and put her on a higher allowance and
THEN see if she only wants to spend $100 on you.If it still pers st,you should seek a.way out before you trapped
worse and live on a quarter acre and have no room for truck
work,animals,shooting or any of the other things you REALLY enjoy in life.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Benno 'Burger and B-POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33296 NEXT>
33299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I may continue,marriage is supposed to be a suppliment to your own life by sharing it
with someone you want to be with and do things with.IF your path keeps going you shall
be a severely bitter person that even a loving wife won't be able to take because the c ty
life w ll have sucked all of the Young Brian she fell in love with out.Make her see that.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33290 NEXT>33300 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For now I am going to stik with the stock 230.It runs strong,and I dont have the money
to replace it.When it comes time for a new engine,assuming I can afford it,I think I w ll
run a 427.This is unless I change my mind and decide to go diesel...
SUBJECT>Easy T ger...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33297 NEXT>33347 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
S mmer down there.....easy....breathe....
She thinks I got her a $14 candle and due to the fact that no one wants to make the other
feel bad by getting a gift far and above what the other got then she's probably be ng really
generous by the $100 thing.
Anyhow,I think I'm going to suggest that she get me some mufflers.
You should marry Katie.Then talk smack about marriage.
BWAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHA!!!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33298 NEXT>33303 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ah,i see.The 230 might not be too bad thru straight pipes...who knows?Stra ght pipes
would be a must w th a diesel so you could get the black smoke rolling out tw n stacks!
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SUBJECT>Benner POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33293 NEXT>33302 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Benny-
Your lack of e-mailing me back about that holster has cost you me shipping it out today.
About your opinions:
I value them more than I can ever express.Your level of insight into any and all subjects
s amazing.You're my hero.
When are you coming hunting with me?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Benner POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You are scaring me..........
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33300 NEXT>33367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh yeah,that goes w thout say ng.What would be great is if I could find like an old 683
Detroit.All that smoke from an old 2 stroke,plus that great sound.That would be perfect
for the truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33273 NEXT>33336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great Al,it's on my pc at home.I'll post it to my webshots album so everyone can see it
tonight.
I used a cheap photo editing program that came free with somethig I bought along time
ago,since then I've bought a couple more but still like the freebie more.Some photos just
lend themselves to be altered,others a alot of work.Just depends on lighting and
everything.Yours was very easy,tried one with tacoma's rig and it just did not turn out
quite as well,they were too dark.M ght inspire someone else to outdo me which is fine
also.I hpoe some others take interest also.
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33238 NEXT>33373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would say that most m715,m37,etc.owners want something that is similar to the r
trucks.Tough,durable and will go where they want.I am not saying that the M9 is none
of those things but the M1911 has been there.WW1,ww2,korea,vietnam,etc.That is
why I buy the 1911.H story,heritage,excellent ergonomics.In the hands of a competent
shooter a 1911 w ll almost always out shoot the DA guns like the Beretta and Rugers and
S gs in a hurry.Target shooting is really irrelevant when you are shooting handguns
unless you compete or something.The accuracy of even a completely worn out M1911
will still hit a chest s zed area at 50 yards.Just as JMB intended.The Beretta has been in.service awhile now though
and some folks like it.But,if you take 115 x 15 and then take
230 x 7.You can see that it is almost a wash as far as grains of lead downfiels.The .45 is
still a much more effective round on people and that's why it is still around 100 years
almost later w th not too many changes.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33289 NEXT>33308 33309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave A,my wife likes Tom Jones and she is on the (HONEY I WAS GONNA SAY
SMALL REALLY)snuggly side you got a problem with that?
Brian a friend has flowmasters on a 73 chevy w th a small block(like yours)and it sounds
really good.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:pretty sharp,man..POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33268 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But they do make an ambulance vers on!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33306 NEXT>33337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None at all,I have one of those snuggly ones myself.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33306 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Flowmasters are the worst exhaust I've ever heard.Too harsh and a poor note.
Glass packs sound great usually but don't belong on an Army truck.Stra ght pipes are the
shizzle through micro pipes,like 1-1/2"so they rap like mad,again no place on an Army
truck.Cheap ass turbos through too big of a pipe sound like a cross between a UPS truck
and a tractor and that's the sound an Army truck deserves.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12 Volt Stock Look a L ke Gauges POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33265 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Not what you're looking for but the Stewart-Warner Deluxe gauges are a dead ringer
cosmetically except for the chrome bezel.Mask them and spray the bezel green and
you're in business.They're even the correct manufacturer if that matters.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:old FSJ MAYBE read on POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 3:55 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33260 NEXT>33318
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Why do you need to reinforce the mounts?
Current JP magazine covers it a little.They say the 715 and early FSJ have the same
springs,just 715 springs are mounted lower in relation to the frame.Going by that,if you
could round up early lift springs,they would drop right in.Go buy the mag because it left
me a little confused.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R/long haul!POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33144 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah i need new tires too!my lil 32`s act like a 6.00 to 1 gear or so.trying to locate some
11.00 16`s besides michelins cause theyre soo expensive.any ideas?oh yeah i`m real
close to cincinnati,thalk to ya later.SMASH
SUBJECT>Sorry to see you cry Brian POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33223 NEXT>33585 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,I want a full size and I don't plan on really carrying it unless I'm in the desert many
miles from help.
Brian,you have valid points but when I saw a show about the 1911 on tele and realized
how old it is and how reliable the design has been,I wanted one.Then I found out how
many varieties there are so it must be tried and true.And 45 is a higher number than any
of those other numbers you said.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:BILL AND BUMP`R/TRIAL RUN?POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>32958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOTTA get new tires first lil 32`s make my gear higher than stock tires.any ideas on
11.oo 16`s besides michelins?see i stopped yellin!SMASH
SUBJECT>t-shirt pics POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>33317 33329 33380
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Brute,could your guy do this on a t-shirt???
Look at the album labeled T-shirt pics
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715.SUBJECT>correction POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33316 NEXT>33319
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sort the albums by newest,box to do so is on the lower right.Otherw se it won't come up.
SUBJECT>you idjit!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33311 NEXT>33324
33338 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's the whole problem:no early lift springs!lol
I would just reinforce the front mounts because they've got a lot of space for rust and
whatnot to infect.M ne aren't too bad,but I'm going to clean them up anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:correction POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33317 NEXT>33322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tacoma,Been trying to get it to stra ghten -up.Not sure if it's just the typical 1/2
hour webshots lag????
SUBJECT>and to follow THAT bit of info:POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking,for those interested in flex/axle upgrades..The Chevy 3/4t and 1t trucks
have practically flat front springs.
They are longer,front and rear.But it's not too much trouble to make new hangers.A
little tricky to get the placement just so,but not rocket science.Flatter springs are easier
to flex in both directions.Plus,they won't be lifting you to the moon.Figure about 5"for
the spring over,but then if you lost it w/a flat spring,you'd have the flex and a new axle
for a lot cheaper,plus you'd stay low.Might be worth a look.If I ever get my 715,I'll
check that out FIRST instead of lift springs.More of an issue for 725's than 715's really.
I'm getting sucked into TeraFlex's (and westerners in the know)idea of low CG,waaaay
better on the steep/rocky than high lifts.
SUBJECT>*sigh*I care,so I'll spend the extra time.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33271 NEXT>33349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Re-read my post,foo.I said if he was SURE he wanted to keep it,there is no reason to
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buy a cheap one and then later buy a nice one.That is economically s lly.I for instance,
shop and compare and ponder and think,and then do.So I dont'have a lot of stuff I don't
want to keep.Everything is what I want.
On the other hand,and to restate your excellent point,I sa d that if he WASN"T sure,to
buy a cheaper one..45's are relatively easy to get rid of,so no big risk there.
It's tough,but I still like you jes'fine,Brian,jes'fine..SUBJECT>D ng ding!I think so.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s
sna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33319 NEXT>33323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Forgot about that.I assume that all these posts are old,I check in the morning,and then
again around 6.Probably was just the lag.I forgot all about it,since the one doing the
posting doesnt'see it lol..
SUBJECT>Re:D ng ding!I think so.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33322 NEXT>33327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That picture is the shizzy Doug.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:you idjit!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33318 NEXT>33379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's why you're smarter than me and have a hippie name.You research things like
spring availability.I'd probably just buy some supple Chevy springs or whatever is the
longest I could find and make new mounts,under the frame maybe for more lift and
closer to the axle center for even more flex.Ah hell,I'm just dreaming.I'll spend my life
bouncing about on the stock setup and look badass driving such a mantruck.
Chris
SUBJECT>interesting,from the Strange catalog POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy all.Got my fresh copy of the Strange Eng neering catalog.Might not be of too
much interest for our trucks,but seems a lot of people are cross-referencing stuff,so I
present you this tidbit:
Strange is selling complete,gusseted 9"Fords for like $1500-2k (w/out brakes),and Dana
60's for about $2-2500.Lots of dough you say?cons der Dynatrac or Currie,and then
think again.For the little Jeeps or whatever else,that's not a bad deal.I think that's the
price for locked axles too,btw.
Also consider that JP Magazine built that "Light N ne"w th all kinds of lightwe ght parts
and put it in a fullsize Cherokee on 38's,and then beat the shit out of it all over the west
for a year.Full float,blah blah blah.I am going to recons der the 14bolt I had planned.
SUBJECT>YEAH,that's cool,but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33270 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I'm gonna kick the hell out of your we rd-sheep-ra sing,no-head-torquing,cam-
wasting,can't-work-the-junkyards-for-heads,small-block-havin'AAAASSSSSS,
beeeyatch!.you have the winter to prepare to be SMOTE.
SUBJECT>Re:D ng ding!I think so.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33323 NEXT>
33328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm from Iowa Chris..........is that a compliment?If so,Why Thank You!If not,please
attempt aeronautical intercourse with a reciprocating pastry:)
SUBJECT>Re:D ng ding!I think so.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 6:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33327 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Compliment it was.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:t-shirt pics POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33316 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the cats pj's as my moma use to say....
The caption should be something like M715ers are in the Zone...or something like that.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33233 NEXT>33331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently purchased a papa-ordinance p14-45,w th 3 14rnd magazines.14+1 in Hi-cap
and the .45 has a great deal more stopping power than 9mm and .40 cal.Now I'm saving
for a desert eagle .50AE and wa ting for concealed carry to pass in wisconsin.
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that should read para-ordinance,and besides many police agancies are returning to the 45
for stopping power.
SUBJECT>what do think of this?POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
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DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33335 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
On my ongoing V8 swap (it'll be ongoing forever)s nce the Tcase shifters mount to the
t98 tranny I was thinking about mounting PTO cables to the tcase and using that to shift
my tcase.Then using a center mount parking brake handle.
Brian would this be considered a Booty fab?.SUBJECT>my 100th post POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just had to get it out of the way.
SUBJECT>Blown Head Gasket POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>todd&lara@juno.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tried to start the kaiser last weekend,My oil leak turned into a gusher,It started then
smoked badly,started miss ng,blew oil out the tailpipe,the head gasket and down the
block.I w ll be pulling the head to see what my father in law did or did not do right.That
buick 350 thats s ts in my parts truck keeps looking better.Has anyone done a Buick 350
convers on.The 69 J-3000 is rotten but the motor runs great,about 35,000 s nce rebuild,I
can use the factory motor mounts and weld them into the m-715,move the radiator mount
on driver side over to accomodate the larger civilian radiator,I found a flywheel,buick
350 has turbo 400,would like to keep the T-98.I guess I'll call Novak and hope they have
an adapter.Can anyone give me anything helpfull here.I will probably start after New
Years,when work slows down a bit.Any help or advice would be apprec ated.Thanks
Todd ps anyone in the Seattle WA area?
SUBJECT>Re:what do think of this?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 7:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cables don't work too well when they have to transfer a pushing motion.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33304 NEXT>33341 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No doubt!I'm up for another Tee shirt...I was at a car show last summer when I became
the target of a flock of geese fly ng over.Hit me square on top of the head and shoulders
and back.Thought for sure it would ruin my favorite Zone shirt.It washed out.I thought
about taking up hunting geese,but I got over it.The shirt was OK.Yes,another shirt
would be cool,no matter what design was on it...
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33308 NEXT>33364 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave I was just kidding,Giving Brian a rest.Will
SUBJECT>Re:you idjit!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33318 NEXT>33361 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey,BJ's off-road have developed an early lift spring for 74 and back.I
think it's a 2 1/2
and a 4 inch lift.It's about time...
My wag needs them bad.Will you guys buy them for me for christmas???
SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33113 NEXT>33355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave not braggin but I shot a doe at 420yds last year with my 7mm mag.Dropped it in it's
tracks.Damn I love that gun.
SUBJECT>.45's and John Browning (long)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
S nce no one has told me to stop doing my we rd history stuff,here's another one.
Why was the .45 Automatic Colt Pistol (ACP)round developed?Because the Philipino's
were suicidal.
The US got into a war w th Spain in 1898 over Cuba.I think most every one knows the
story of how William Randolph Hearst sent reporters to Cuba to bas cally make news that
would sell his papers.His artist sent along was Fredrich Remington,the bronze scultor
guy.The Hearst papers really picked on Spa n and ga ned sympathy for the poor Cubans.
Then the USS Maine blew up in Havana harbor.The last I heard they now think it was a
coal dust explos on not of Spains doing.The point is that the US declared war on Spain.
The Ass stant Undersecretary of the Navy was Theodore Roosevelt.All of his bosses
were out s ck and had been out for several months.He was basically running the Navy.
When he heard that war was declared he telegraphed Admiral Dowey.I think I spelled
that wrong but I am not going to go look it up right now.Admiral Dowey was ordered to
destroy the Spanish fleet in Manilla Bay.He sailed his fleet into Manilla and sunk the
entire Spanish fleet.The Philipine were know a US territory.Roosevelt res gned before
he could get into trouble and you all know what he did next w th his Rough R ders on
San Juan and Kettle Hills.
We told the Cubans and the Philipinos that we would grant them independance soon.The
Cubans basically sa d ok,did what we asked and were independant w thin ten years.The
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Philipinos looked at the US as just another foreign country try ng to enslave them.They
fought back.From 1898 to 1903 more than 30,000 US soldiers were killed after the war
was over.One of the reasons so many were killed was because of the weapons issued
them.
The main US rifle at the time was the .30-40 Kra g.They are nice shooting guns,I shot
one a few weeks ago in .30-'06.They used black powder and didn't like moisture or mud.
Not good in the tropics.The issued s de arm was the S&W .38 special double action
revolver.The Army was impressed with the double action and ease of reloading
compared to the 1873 era Single Action Army .45.I have read stories of calvary units
taken from the Pla ns and shipped to the Philipines.They had to g ve up the .45's before
they could board the boats.Not a very popular thing.They were given the little .38's as
replacements..There are several thousand island that make up the Philipines.Some are mostly Christian,
some Islamic,some head hunter,some voodoo like and some a mix of all the above.Most
f not all did not want the US there.One of the things they did to get ride of Americans
was to kill them with matcheties.They would get high on some kind of intox cant,take
your pick.Push a bamboo sliver through and around their testicles.Grab a really big and
sharp matchety,charge an American officer and cut his head off.The officers almost
always emptied all s x shots of the .38 into the now dead attacker.But it didn't put them
down.The officer usually ended up dead also.
Request very quickly went back to the states asking for the old .45.The Army wouldn't
do it.Instead,the told the combatants to deal with it and sent out request for a gun that
could stop these stoned suic dal attackers.Of course,a large number of .45's were bought
n stores and mailed to soldiers by family members.They worked.Not every one could
get one though.
The natives also used the old Spanish smokeless powdered Mauser bolt action rifles.
Much better than the Kraigs.
John Browning who got his start at Winchester,you all know the guns he made,started
working independantly on his own design.He did copy some from the Lugar.His first try
was adopted by the Army as the M1908.I have only held,not shot one of these.It looks
like a cross between a Lugar and a 1911.That is exactly what it was.The Army and
Browning both wanted changes made and that resulted in the M1911.The rest is history.
The NRA magazine had a really good article some time back of the history of the 1911
until now,so I won't go near it.
One other historical side note.Two of Brownings and later Colts gunsmiths were named
Pratt and Whitney.They got interested in aviation and applied their tight tolerance gun
knowledge to airplane engines.The r company made all of the Navy and Marine aircraft
engines for WWII and a lot of Army stuff too.They now power just about any a rliner
that doesn't have a Rolls Royce in it.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,
8 December 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33336 NEXT>33343
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should,its cool nockin em out of the air and having the dog retrieve them and findin
out that there banded.
SUBJECT>Re:Blown Head Gasket POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33334 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Worse comes to worse Todd,get an early Ka ser CJ alum bellhous ng that had the 225
buick V6 in front of it and a T-18 2WD trans out of a ford pickup with the 6.5 input shaft.
The trans case needs the two top bolt holes machined (proper)or rat tail filed (booty fab)
out about half a bolt hole to line up.Lower drivers side fits perfectly.Pass lower needs a
simple angle iron bracket (I have pic's)to get a secure bolt up.Now I'm not sure where
your trans tower would end up,but those parts would work.The pilot bushing would be a.standard GM but would need to
be machined out to .671 thou to accept the ford input.I
have also designed a hydraulic clutch for this setup that uses all factory bolt holes.There
s a long version of that V6 bellhous ng that came in late 69,70 and 71 CJ's.Not sure
what length input shaft you would need for that bell.I have only converted the short bell
(6.5 inches deep).If you decide that this might be the way to go,I could measure the
distance from motor/bell mounting surface to stick shift.I suspect it might fall short of
the existing trans hole.Not sure though.Ever s nce I quit drinkin my estimates of
distance,thread pitch and cup size fall short of great accuracy.Email me if you need more
deta l someday...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey AL Temple POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 8:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33341 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,isn't that why snapon made those quality side cutters?LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Yup.....POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 9:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33255 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
weve done shot 4 does and two bucks.tonight we went into our field and 5 bucks were
hangin out.I had a buck tag and a buddy had one to fill yet so I wa ted till 2 were s de by
side and shot.I hit both,found one and got to go lookin tomorrow for the other on.The 1
we got was just a young 8 point but the other was either a 11 or 12 pointer.I was to
excited to see so many together and confused about them not fightin that I didnt see a
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bigger buck just inside the woods.I still have buck tag and 2 does tags to fill.helped
others fill their tags.I used my 300 w n.mag to reach out and touch em.
SUBJECT>Re:yes,much warmer POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine shows 20,000 btu rating on the tag but I need to find a daigham for it
SUBJECT>Motor mount question POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotma l.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you change motors in the M715 to the chevy type..do you remove the Tornado
motor mounts from the frame (i.e.grind the welds off)and weld new ones in?
I didn't expect this (why -couldn't tell ya)when deciding to put a newer motor in...I
kinda expected the mods to adapt to the existing components and mate to the new stuff.
So much for log cal thinking,yes?
Thanks..
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Tiger...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33299 NEXT>33370.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why should anyone get married if the r old lady buys anything you want and wa ts on you
hand and foot.I dont even get my own clothes out in the mornings or nothing.food is
brought to me and empty plate picked up,she even takes out the trash.why would you
when it cant get no better than it already is now.Besides I've been married once and never
again for me.We've been together for about 12 yrs now and 2 girls,1 is 10 and other is 8
months.
Damn my boy just got locked up tonight in texas at his gramdmas,18 and I cant find
anything out yet.was comin home in two weeks and goin to help get the 725 goin and Ill
probably end up doin it mtself now.SORRY,just ramblin!
SUBJECT>Re:Why a 1911?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33239 NEXT>33350
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I kicked a 1911 out of a guys hand a long time ago but not before it went off just grazing
the bone in my leg,It took bone and blew the skin and meat off.looked mike an m715
peeled out on it.cops got the gun so i didnt get to keep it and he went to jail.
what about the desert eagle?its a sweet gun too.
SUBJECT>Re:*sigh*I care,so I'll spend the extra time.POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33321 NEXT>33384 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you could also go out with some buds and shoot some of their guns and see how you like
em before you set out and buy something and later find out you dislike somethin about it
and never shoot it.
SUBJECT>no concealment at all w/DE POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33348 NEXT>33353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
plus,they have a pretty fat grip on them.Though they are ava lable in a full TiN finish if
you're into pimp style.
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33212 NEXT>33406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got any pics of her.Sounds cool.
Tacoma,
and you told me not to do a springover.lol.44 boggers.I could run over every cop car
around and idiot on the road and park on top of geo metros and ford fiestas..SUBJECT>www.datcon.com POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 10:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33265 NEXT>33424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts the guages im going w th
SUBJECT>Re:no concealment at all w/DE POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33350 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got to shoot one once and I could actually hit the target w th it.the barrel weight,I guess
helped slow the gun from climbing or something.like I say I a nt no good wita pistol and
couldnt hit nothin with one.Ill stick to big scoped guns and (assuwlt wepuns),like it their
fault the idiot behind them went postal.Id love a pistol but I havent shot but a few and did
rather poor.bein blind dont help either.
SUBJECT>ja l bird POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8 December
2003,at 11:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33360 33520
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My boy was 14 when he first got locked up for arson in Kansas and just got out before his
18th birthday and 2 month after he's already on probation and locked back up in
montgomery county jail in Texas facing charges of breaking into a car or something at
about 5pm and they still dont have him booked in at 1:30 am.
SUBJECT>Re:big gun POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,8
December 2003,at 11:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33339 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have to agree with you there as that is a bad@ss shooter too and a more than capable
long range gun.Ive found that the boatta l at 180 gr.shoots better at long range in my 300
win mag.Its a nothin spec al savage 111 rifle with a 3x9x40mm bushnell scope,cheap
but effective.those mags are bad to the bone on long range huntin.
SUBJECT>Re:AL Temple!POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Monday,8 December 2003,at 11:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33230 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,I'm only like that when I'm awake....
SUBJECT>Re:.45's and John Browning (long)POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33340 NEXT>33358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks nice piece of history.Another interesting Browning fact is that It was one his .32
designs,built by FN that was use to assassinate Arch Duke Ferdinand and start WWI.
Also it was Colts unwillingness to pay Browning more for his des gn that led to his
relation with the Belgiums.
Jeff.SUBJECT>Re:.45's and John Browning (long)POSTER>Ed J.
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>33357 NEXT>
33362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The .45 acp is making a come back with the special forces,navy seal type guys in the last
few years.Even S&W is coming out w th a 1911 clone.The 1911 is hard to beat.
As for me I like my CZ75 in 9 cause I can hit almost everything I a m at w th it and I'm
100%Czech bloodline so it's a natural w th me.Just my .02.....
SUBJECT>Re:flowmaster POSTER>M ke Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33275 NEXT>33365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run 2.5"duals w/flowmaster mufflers.The pipes run thru the trans crossmember,and
along the passenger side to the stock tailpipe area.That set up worked well but it was too
quiet,so I cut the ta lpipes at the mufflers and installed turn down elbows.Now it is
perfect.
Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:ja l bird POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33354 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depending on how many people they have to bring in it may take a while to finish the
booking process.Usually the priority is to bring them in dress them out,do property
ntake,and if dinner time g ve them a meal.The picture and prints can wait along with
the other paperwork.If its a busy night then it can take a while to get to the other stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:you idjit!POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33338 NEXT>33405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell me more about this....who what where how do I contact them
SUBJECT>Re:.45's and John Browning (long)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33358 NEXT>33371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Tim!
.45acp...........the ACP stands for,Automatic Colt Pislot ie 1911.
.38 didn't have the stopping power so they sw tched to .45 hummmm
9mm and .38 are the same diameter.
SUBJECT>NEED TO KNOW ASAP...POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33366 33418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have heard yall talk about a NP 205 to go in a
M715.How much trouble is to put in and
s a NP205 worth 150.00 got it locked it on ebay....I can buy now for 375....what
happens to E-Brake??
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---Will POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33337 NEXT>33545 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Will,
B-doesn't want nice Flowmasters s nce that is what I mentioned.He wants to be just like
Tom so he wants cheap glasspacks.We tried though!Ben
SUBJECT>Re:flowmaster-Mike POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33359 NEXT>33517 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yes Mike,I agree.I run the same set-up on my big block Dodge mud truck.Sounds
sweeeeeeet!B-is too stubborn to listen to us though............
SUBJECT>Re:NEED TO KNOW ASAP...POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33363 NEXT>33376 33387 33416 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just mounted mine,
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum40.html
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SUBJECT>Oh pa n!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33303 NEXT>33369 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When I got my blue deuce truck the exhaust makes a turn right in front of the cab and it
had half rotted out there.I could only get about 45mph from it before my ear drums
started pinging.I stopped and wadded up some tissue in my ears and was able to get
56mph out of it on the PA Turn Pike.The deuce trucks have the diesel exhaust stack
coming up at the front of the cab through the mirror brackets and it gets kinda loud.With
the 636 cube 3208 CAT swap I'm into,I've decided to keep the stock 3.5"stack and put a
second one on the driver's s de to match the passenger side stack.NO muffler was stock,
so no muffler it shall be.I'll prolly fill the glove box w th earplugs!
SUBJECT>Re:Motor mount question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33346 NEXT>33374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The frame horns,metal piece that the motor mount bolts to that are welded to the frame,
these stay.The mounts from a kit like Novak and Advance Adapters sell mounts to the.stock frame horns...no metal cut
off...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Oh pain!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33367 NEXT>33378 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,this sounds super sweeeeet.You will bring it to Illinois to deliver my Boggers and
I will drive it and tell you just how cool it is.See you soon,Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Easy Tiger...POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33347 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Are you from Miss ss ppi?Some of us would like to know.Thanks,BEN
SUBJECT>Re:.45's and John Browning (long)POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33362 NEXT>
33386 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:(Why Duggy?Why?Thats all I want to know..........
SUBJECT>Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33432 33499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone have the actual part numbers for the seals and bearings of the tcase so I can
rebuild it myself?Looking for Actual part numbers so please dont tell me to call up some
shop some where cause they have it.If I find them I w ll post them.Thanks
SUBJECT>I'll Stick w th my High cap 9mm High Power POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33305 NEXT>
33383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got one less than a high cap Beretta and the thing is SO much more comfortable and a
lot less bulky.Browning H gh power rocks...try it,you'll like it!Do a direct comparo to a
Beretta.
SUBJECT>Look at these.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33368 NEXT>33375 33564
LINKNAME>Click here
LINKURL>http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/spicergear/my_photos
Click the link below,then go to M-715 P cs,then go down the page and near the bottom
there w ll be four or five pics of the motor mount plate I built to go from stock mounts to.chevy engine.Use
3/8"plate.
SUBJECT>Adder note...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33374 NEXT>33421 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This was for small block w th manifold that are NOT the ram horn style.Later model
jobbies.When I went to BBC I pulled these out because the manifolds I used where very
large factory types,but it w ll phys cally mount the rat motor.Headers maybe for BBC?
SUBJECT>NICE TRUCK!POSTER>Joe Ka ser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33366 NEXT>33377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Nice work...Looking great.Keep up the good work and post more pictures!
Are you going to keep it 24V?
Thanks
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:NICE TRUCK!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33376 NEXT>33381 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
One question.Will reduction style PTO fit on the T-Case?The reduction style along with
the Garwood 10,000 w ll give you 5 forward winch speeds and a reverse.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh pain!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33369 NEXT>33410 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OKAY!I'll be there by the time you're done holding your breathe.START NOW!
So you're still interested in a half used set of Boggers,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:you idjit!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33324 NEXT>33557 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What tires you runnin'Chris?
SUBJECT>I think it will work but.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33316 NEXT>33389 33390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe she can do just about anyhting that is given to her on a diskette or cd...I have
save this pic and w ll check with her....I guess one important thing is what color shirt would we put it on?White is
kinda out as
not alot of contrast,and grey is stupid...green??
brute4c
SUBJECT>UMMM HELLO POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33377 NEXT>33382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree he has a nice truck but back to the orignal ?Is there alot of fab work puting a 205
n and whats one worth??????
SUBJECT>Oh,right...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Usually they'll be in the two to mid three's for a good one.I got mine for $250 and have
seen them change,oddly,regionally.More bucks out west and north.Seems a little lower
central and southern.The passenger s de mount is gravy.As you can see by Lee's pics.
Mine is in the same way for that s de as his.You take the stock NP200 mount and weld
part of the 205 mount to it,or bend a piece of plate w th two mounting holes for the case
and weld it to the stock mount.Easy.The driver's s de varies more.He used the high
mount on the top of the 205's case and I fabbed mounts to low mount it.When you get the
two cases side by side on the shop floor they look like night and day...but it's not too bad.
I posted a link earlier that has pics of my mounts.YOu can peruse them for ideas as well.
I've also seen tube mounts that the 205 case completely hangs from built.
SUBJECT>I have!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33373 NEXT>33385 33411 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had a H -power once.It was indeed a sweet shooter.What it lacked in capac ty it made
up for in the weight distribution.The model I had had fixed sights,which are fine for
some-but I tend to shoot a little to the left out of habit or reflex or whatever and as such
like an adjustable sight to compensate.
The only complaint I had with the gun was it's s ze as I prefer a larger frame and grip.
That's a minor compla nt and not really one at all.Were I in the market for a carry gun it
would most likely be the Hi-power.
It would,however,in no way be a 1911 clone.Point in fact-when Taco-man was here he
had been g ven 2 guns by Mark Lyda.A 10 mm 1911 clone and a Colt .38 revolver.I had
the option of whipping Taco-man's ass and taking the 1911 wannabe,but I didn't.That's
almost the same as saying that "I saw a gun in the grass and left it there.".So,you see-the
antiquated safety,the clunky des gn,and the sheer ugliness of the pistol drove me from it.
Your Honor,the defense rests.
-B.
SUBJECT>Dave makes a good point-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:22 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>33349 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have friends then you can shoot their pistolas and that w ll help you dec de.Had I
had a bud w th a P-89 that would let me shoot it I might never have bought one.
If you can wa t to the FE then that'll be a good opertunity to shoot some.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I have!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33383 NEXT>33409 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
why does the saftey on the beretta operate by us ng the thumb to push up and back to
relase it????????wouldnt it have made more sense to go down w th this motion so the
thumb was in the desired position to start shooting instead of requiring that you bring
your thumb back down after disengag ng the saftey?
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SUBJECT>9's POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>33371 NEXT>33388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aren't 9mm's hotter than 38's?
Don't a m for the body or limbs...you just set yourself up for a lawsuit.
SUBJECT>Re:NEED TO KNOW ASAP...POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice looking truck and work,just wondering about what you did to get the 8 lug wheels.
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:9's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33386 NEXT>33415 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,they are hotter.9m is about 25%more effective than a .38
comparing +P to +P.
SUBJECT>Re:I think it will work but.....POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33380 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OD Green is good
k
SUBJECT>Re:I think it will work but.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December
2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33380 NEXT>33393 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OD would be cool...........does she do the entire square of the pic or try to crop around
t???
Black might work good also......Hot in the sun though.
SUBJECT>FE Tshirt design????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33392 33398 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/
Well I did a rough sample...what ya think??The larger file is for the back of the shirt and
the smaller for the front,pocket type,w th your name/id on it,I used mine on this
sample...no idea on price but what do you think???
I would guess tshirt color would need to be a green maybe??
Thanks for your input,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33391 NEXT>33394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not sure on the style of text on the back?I tried several different ones last night......just
could not make up my mind.
SUBJECT>Re:I think it will work but.....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33390 NEXT>33395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She is very flexible...no sweat on whatever we want...she is also the person who has made
all the trophies and such for past FE's.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33392 NEXT>33397 33402 33404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking of a stenc l type font...like M*A*S*H was always written in...dont have
that font on this pc but I can get it off the net...actually the best stenc l im my opinion is
steamer..which I can get too...think that would be better or look for something like the
front?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I think it will work but.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33393 NEXT>33435 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
very flexible............SUBJECT>Get well Brian!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just guessing because your not posting like normal....hopefully you feel better soon!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I s ft thru what I have in the photo programs........I can post several samples to the same
site and see what everybody likes.I'll do that tonight.
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33391 NEXT>33399 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(1)love the front
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(2)what's with the gay typeface on the back?
(3)Green is OK,but medium tan would hide mud stains better and should be cooler in
the sun (and is more contemporary with all the desert stuff in vogue).
Sory,bud,but you did ask...
And -my genius at work,here -can you "ghost"a M725 over the exis ting image to pay
homage to the flat-toppers out there?Be cool to illustrate family resemblace,but also
highlight the variances...SHWEET,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33398 NEXT>33400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ghost images....dont ask for much but when ya do....anyway,w ll look into
possibilities...color is a good idea....font already shot in the head tw ce...so much for
that!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33399 NEXT>33401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can add a ghost to it.............Bumps............JK
I try it and see what it looks like.
SUBJECT>Better font?????????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33400 NEXT>33407 33444
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/.Does this look a little more pleas ng/less gay to you??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33394 NEXT>33403 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was going to reccomend a military lettering,it would fit the truck.And then you could
make the shirt olive drab.Can we get the shirts even if we dont make it to the FE?
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33402 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone can order shirts....no sweat there...
I'll try a couple of the mil style stencils and see what happens...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:FE Tshirt des gn????POSTER>Tom O'Ne ll
EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33394 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
haynes heavey weight 50/50 comes in sand which is a close
match to military desert color t-shirts,the color pebble is a little darker.
Not all t-shirts come in all colors.
cobra makes 100%polyester hat that comes in kaki.it comes as a two tone w th black
brim (good for you wremch types),mesh back,or solid back.Mesh backs are also
sometimes called truckers hats,or seed hats.
If your going to have them done as silk screen use just one color.That way you do not
have extra color charges.If you have them done in sublimation you can have the art work
done in as many colors as you want
I do have the stenc l font let me know if you need it.
SUBJECT>you can find them here:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33361 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Google.com.Or if they're out,try altavista.com.Sheesh!
let your fingers do the walkin'man!lol
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33351 NEXT>33539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"if you are going to have 1 or more tires in the a r(wouldn't advise this in a spring over
725"
consider that the stock CG is somewhere around your navel.Now lift it 2'and tilt the.world a few degrees.....CRUNCH
SUBJECT>Re:Better font?????????POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33401 NEXT>33413 33420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definitely a step in the right direction.
Is that Rick Larson Stenc ls s te that has a primer on military lettering styles,era-by-era?I
we want to be sticlers for "correct"we could get as close as poss ble to post Korean
Conflict (not my words,man no flamage!)but before mondern-day typeface.I think
M*A*S*H lettering is too old-style,actually.
SUBJECT>Sorry.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33396 NEXT>33417 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
I think I'm alright,but I did eat lunch w th my mom sunday and whilst s tting talking w th
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her I was eating out of a box of shelled almonds that she had.As we concluded the
conversation I noticed I had eaten the entire box.I have not pooped s nce.It's not hurting
me,but I am mildly concerned.
I'm glad you miss me.That makes me feel good that you care and that you care enough to
let me know.You're alright by me.
-B.
SUBJECT>stupid italians POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33385 NEXT>33412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't forget the open top on the slide,letting all the dust in.Might not be so much trouble
back east,but out here in our windy desert,grit gets anywhere it can.And THAT is
another reason I carry a S g:fully enclosed slide,full-length slide rail,NO SLOP.
Beretta felt pretty good though>I think they're sort of like everything else Italian:finicky,
but sweet.
SUBJECT>OH YEA!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33378 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like ANY Boggers!
SUBJECT>yeeeeaaah..I am so lucky to be here!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33383 NEXT>33414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw that look in your eye:"man I w sh I was burly enough to make a run at that boy and.steal that sweet 10mm!But
I'm not..."
I knew what that tear in your eye meant.But I didn't make of fun of you for it.I know it's
not easy be ng you.
ALL SAFETIES SHOULD DEACTIVATE IN A DOWNWARD FASHION.TO DO
OTHERWISE IS RETARDED AND DANGEROUS.
I have spoken,and my word is undeniable.
SUBJECT>Can't we just agree to dissagree....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33409 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...with Doug?
Seriously-I cannot explain why the safety is in the position it's in,but I can say that it
takes next to nothing to get used to it.It may be .000001 seconds faster in the 1911 style,
but I'm not one to split ha rs.
Chris,
Get a revolver.6"barrel,full lug,ported if you can.Go Smith style s nce Colt's release is
odd and takes 2 hands.I'd recomend a .357 though a .38 isn't as useless as what they say.
A revolver w ll last a lifetime no matter how you treat it,and if you spend $1000 on a
wheel gun then you know it's gonna be the shit.
There.Now I'm done with you all and washing my hands of this ugly thread.
-B.
SUBJECT>Not to be THAT guy,but..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33407 NEXT>33419
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,remember how at the '98 FE they had all these shirts that people had ordered,then
when it was time to shell out the cash people were all "Ohh,well.Let me just get one
nstead of the 5 I told you."
I'm PRO on the pre-pay for camping/registration,the pre-pay for shirts,and the pre-pay
for the RIGHT TO DRINK A BEER WITH BRIAN fund.
You bitches better not flame me,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:yeeeeaaah..I am so lucky to be here!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When taurus made thier clone of the beretta....they got it right.
I guess I'm just saying,if someone wanted to make a quality gun...they would think of this
kind of stuff.Now if you just want to sell guns,do whatever,and even make the first.100,000 slides or so so crappy
they have to be recalled.
SUBJECT>which is all well and good,but remember:POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33388 NEXT>33422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a head shot w th any of these will likely kill you,as will shots to the heart."Shot to the
heart and you're to blame,mama you g ve love....a bad name"pre-emptive strike.
anyway.Overall I like the idea of a .45 the best.Actually,now that I have one and have
done some reading,I like 10mm on paper even more.I carry a 9 because it's small and
accurate at that small size.Every mini45 I've tried has been pretty much a belly gun.
SUBJECT>Lee,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33366 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Was that truck financed by shaking down hookers?If so,then that's cool.If not then
you're overlooking a potent source of income.
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-B.
SUBJECT>RRRRRIIIIP POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 10:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33408 NEXT>
33423 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian:
you are right to be concerned.I once went on a cheese tour deal with my mom,and after
sampling many of NY's fine cheeses,noticed an interruption in my regular morning
schedule,if you know what I mean.
The time came,and I swear to you that I considered a visit to the doctor.It was
uncomfortable to say the least.
I feel for you man.You're in for it.
SUBJECT>you will need...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33363 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..to make a new mount of some sort.Not hard.The Ebrake w ll be tossed,but you can
fab up a new one.Spicergear made himself a wonderful backyard version,he'll tell you all
about it.Probably send you a CAD draw ng too LOL..
Hold out on that 375.That's a little high.WELL WORTH $150.You can twin stick 'em
too.2wd lo or front wheel drive!yeeee ha!
SUBJECT>The catch phrase is:POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33413 NEXT>33425 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pre pay is the only way...cept for the beer fund you mentioned....remember,YOU'RE.BUYING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>not on the militarystencils.com site...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33407 NEXT>33654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Didnt find it there anyway....not on Olive Drab e ther....looking further....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Headers for everything!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33375 NEXT>33453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
almost always better!
but they cost money.Oh hey,did you end up getting those factory deals from that bus?
SUBJECT>Real world action POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33415 NEXT>33428 33430 33485 33581
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A guy here in The Memfrica (whom we shall call THE PUNISHER)was recently
aproached at the ATM by two guys.Both guys came up behind him,brandished weapons
and demanded his cash.He had a S&W 9mm in a belt holster under his shirt.He saw no
oppertunity to draw his weapon and so gave them his cash.THE PUNISHER then was
ordered to get into his car and take the two guys to his house.He got in and both of them
got in the back.He drove them to his house as ordered where his w fe was.They all 3
went into the house and the two guys heard the w fe in the back of the house.One robber
left to go get the girl whilst the other stayed and kept THE PUNISHER covered.THE
PUNISHER had a brief moment of distraction,drew his weapon and fired into robber #1
3 times.Robber #1 went down dead as D llinger.Robber #2 heard THE PUNISHER's
shots and thought that robber #1 must have capped THE PUNISHER.Robber #2 cambe
back to the room (with wife en tow)to view the dead body.He rounded the corner of the
hall and came face to face with THE PUNISHER and his 9mm (that still had 7 rounds in
t).THE PUNISHER emptied the gun into Robber #2.
Robber #1:0
Robber #2:0
THE PUNISHER:2
They interviewed him on the local news and asked if he had any advice for the masses.
He said (and I quote):"Bullets are cheap,and no good as soveniers.Empty the gun.".He
was a city hero for a good week and a half....then the city found another hero.
I think that this proves that it really matters not what gun you carry and in what caliber,as
long as you can use it w th a clear head when need be..45,9mm,10mm,.38-it's all a hot
chunk of lead that's deadly in the eyes of your target.
I'd carry a .380 if it was comfortable enough I'd have it on me at all times..-B.
SUBJECT>Ouch.POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33417 NEXT>33426 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The good side is that whilst s tting there waiting on the magic to happen I'm really getting
caught up on my reading.
-B.
SUBJECT>WOW here's a handy feature:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33352 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Immune to over-voltage or incorrect installation ·"
sounds like they were made for all of us!lol
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actually,those gauges have some handy features.I like the ones that will shut your eng ne
down..maybe a low oil pressure deal w/a warning...hmmm
thanks for the link!
SUBJECT>Re:The catch phrase is:POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33419 NEXT>33473
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Really?Damn.
That's gonna suck since the whole weekend people will be hanging around me because 1)
I'm cooler than hell,2)my truck is badder than Stevebrono's,and 3)I've got free beer.
I'm not gonna get 5 minutes alone....to steal parts off Tom's rig.
-B.
SUBJECT>oh,you bet!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33423 NEXT>
33427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can finish whole college courses on the pot.Good on ya Brian,for improving
yourself.
SUBJECT>Re:oh,you bet!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33426 NEXT>33429 33437 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The last couple of days I've been in there so long that my loving family has taken to
coming to that room to spend time with me.It's annoying to say the least.A room that we.all take for granted will be
private....only it's not anymore.
Did you watch that Average Joe show?I hate myself for watching it.
-B.
SUBJECT>indeed!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33422 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
amen to that.It's we rd,I was just thinking last night about 2-robber scenarios.Makes me
nervous as hell thinking about it.One gets the kid,the other comes for us.Cap one,but
the other has the kid!then what.I guess breathe and try to stay calm.
Glad he got a chance to do the right thing.A man's home is his castle damnit.N ce quote
too.Can you get me a copy of that for Christmas?I want that on my desk.
SUBJECT>I saw the end last night.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33427 NEXT>33431 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She chose the pretty boy,big surprise right.All those guys are tools.
Our bathroom doors have locks on them,from the inside.It's a good thing.Young Kelsey
s just all too happy to open any closed door to find me.It's sweet but come on!
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33422 NEXT>33456 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
Are you THE PUNISHER ?!Some of us want to know?
I've got hi-cap 17 round mags for my Glock 9....I'm not scared.There's plenty for
everyone.
SUBJECT>Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33429 NEXT>33433
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Because we've not brought her up that way.You lack in your child rearing.
I plan to watch that Simple Life show tonight.I wish someone would beat me for that so I
can stop feeling bad.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33372 NEXT>33446 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I replaced all the bearings,seals and gaskets in the early 1990 ’ s and
it cost about $300
back then.Be advised,that it can get pricey!Good luck,Robert
Transfer case part numbers for NP200:All input/output shaft oil seals are the same,4
each,National p/n 473468 (2.125 x 3.061 x 0.375)These are double lipped and thinner
than the original seals that are single lipped and have the felt w per.Have read that the
follow ng seals will also work:National p/n 450308 (2.125 x 3.041 x 0.500)which are
1/2 inch thick.The shifting rail seals are C/R p/n 504262.The input shaft bearing and
front output shaft ball bearings are the same:SKF 6307 NRJEM or MRC 307SG5.The
ntermediate shaft rides on tapered roller bearings,cone 2 each Timkin 2793,cup 2 each
T mkin 2720.The brake output shaft has two different bearing sets:forward set,cone
T mkin 3780 and cup Timkin 3720;aft set:cone Timkin 2793 and cup Timkin 2720.The
rear output shaft bearings are a duplicate of the brake output shaft:forward set,cone
T mkin 3780 and cup Timkin 3720;aft set:cone Timkin 2793 and cup Timkin 2720.The
follow ng needle bearings are also needed.These are unconfirmed part numbers:
Input shaft gear rollers (70 used)BCA p/n C-1960-Q (0.1584 ” x 0.5435 ”).Brake output
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shaft rollers (15 used)BCA p/n QBR-23549 (0.2182 ” x 0.538 ”).Rear output shaft rollers
(15 used)BCA p/n QBR-23549 (0.2182 ” x 0.538 ”).
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33431 NEXT>33434 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I saw a movie with Paris H lton in it...it wasn't the "Simple Life"though.......hmmmmmm
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33433 NEXT>33436 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I think I saw that one too...One time a friends dad solved the rubix cube while he
was sitin on the john,its amazing the things you can do while your in there.
SUBJECT>trophies?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33395 NEXT>33480 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
If you wanna go ahead and get her to engrave my name on them there trophies then it'll
save some time.
Most Popular-ME.
Coolest Truck-ME.
FE boxing champ-ME.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33434 NEXT>33438.33459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Morgan,
Can you please tell Ben Hamburg that I'm not talking to him today.
Thanks.
By the way-I think "Morgan"is a tough name.It was in the top 5 when we were picking
names for our boy....who turned out to be Anna.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:oh,you bet!POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 December
2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33427 NEXT>33440
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bought one of them electronic yatzee games.Makes the time in there fly by
SUBJECT>Re:Anna does that.POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33436 NEXT>33441 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-ERG you blocked-up putz.
SUBJECT>Tacomma POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,
at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33524 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ill be back next fri night but leaving monday for tucson for the holidays.While you were
gone that guy from salt lake advertised his 715 again for $500.If I would have been home
would have got it think if you look in the back post it was about 2 two 2 1/2 mnths ago
SUBJECT>Ummmm...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33437 NEXT>33442 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's sorta personal stuff to be talking about Koob.What you do in the crapper is really
your business and I don't know if a truck forum is the place to share.
I'm just say n'.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna does that.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33438 NEXT>33454 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
URG.This is fun.B-,in the spring you'll get a good beating for all your faggy TV
endeavors..SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33440 NEXT>33445 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
If I haven't gone in a couple of days and can feel a monster brewing,I'll we gh myself
B.C.(before crap)and A.D.(after dump).I had a three pounder last Xmas that really
made me feel bad for my sphinc.Whew!
SUBJECT>Power Steering Questions POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33451 33452 33527 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have seen that many of you have used the Saginaw "76"steering box from a 70's Jeep
Cherokee or also steering boxes from 70's chevy full size cars.I will be running a chevy
350 so is it poss ble to use a Jeep power steering box or do I need to use the chevy one.
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Also I'm not sure how to remove the stock steering box from the frame,there seems like
there is only one bolt that it really hard to get to and the rest is welded on.
Thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Better font?????????POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33401 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Definitely a step in the right direction.
Is that Rick Larson Stenc ls s te that has a primer on military lettering styles,era-by-era?I
we want to be sticlers for "correct"we could get as close as poss ble to post Korean
Conflict (not my words,man no flamage!)but before mondern-day typeface.I think
M*A*S*H lettering is too old-style,actually.
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Koobster POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33442 NEXT>33455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Don't let B fool you.He even said he invites the whole family in while he's on the
pot.What a we rdo........
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33432 NEXT>
33469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Back in January of this year,I saw a NP205 kit on e-bay.I ema led the seller (a pro-shop)
asking about a NP200 kit.Here is his reply:
Hi Bob,thanks for the inquiry.We don't see a lot of those NP200's around here anymore..I do have a rebuild kit for
the NP200 (K201).Your cost is $141.56 +$10.00 S/H =
$151.56.We accept paypal,
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex (call toll free 866-847-5051 or 800-776-1191 ext.79),money order,
check (must clear bank before shipping),and cash (at your own risk).
Thanks,
Spencer Hodes
Transmiss on Exchange Co.
1803 NE ML King Blvd
Portland,OR 97212
800-776-1191
May be a better way to go...
Bob
SUBJECT>diesel eng ne?POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi,can anyone recomend a good diesel engine that can be easily fitted into a 715,what
about a blazer engine?
SUBJECT>Um,Jon w/no 'h'...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>33449 33475 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
At the left we have the 'C vlian Roots'section.
Civlian?
SUBJECT>Re:Um,Jon w/no 'h'...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33448 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
must have run out of "i"'s
k
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33447 NEXT>33510 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
6.2 or 6.5 is a decent fit and we've got a few guys running the oil burners.Transmission
availability is really good with those two GM eng nes too.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Questions POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,.Your box should have three (3)bolt holding it on.The upper front one is kind of hard to
get to.I used a swivel socket.The bottom two just require a socket and extension.As far
as pumps go.You will probably need different length or new hoses anyway.So,use the
pump that fits your engine and get new hoses made.I do not know the exact different
pressures the different pumps put out.I do believe that they are compatable w th out any
troubles.I myself have mixed pumps and boxes in the past with no problems.Of course,
don't try and get one of those new Lexus hydrolic pumps.They run the steering and the
cooling fan.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Questions POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33443 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll be fine running a Jeep or Chevy box w th the 350.If I remember correctly,the
bolts that hold the box on can be accessed from the outside of the frame.One,yes...is a
bugger to get at.The Sag naw box should bolt right up.One note...on mine the box just
touched the frame at the front of it so I ground just a little chamfer on the box to clear.
Not a lot...you'll see.
SUBJECT>Re:Headers for everything!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33421 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet...I may be heading back this weekend.He got in a C65 that may have and
nteresting source of motorvation in it.STILL haven't gotten the damned registration back
from PennDot for Velvet.I usually just take it in but figured that I'd send it in and save
myself the bother.It's going on 4 weeks...bungholes.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna does that.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33441 NEXT>33531 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
T,
I'm bad-ass in the ring.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Koobster POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33445 NEXT>33457
33543 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
It's true.A few weeks ago I pooped a perfect "J"in denelian font with the top and all.I.called my w fe in there and
showed her.
She was impressed.
I think that I shall follow Tom's advice and weigh my poops.H s way will be less messy.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33430 NEXT>33463 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-doesn't live in Memfrica,Mr.Hamburg.Try and be a little more attentive.Bes des he'd
then be rubbin it in to the deer hunters that he's bagged top of the food cha n game.
I've got some new ne ghbors and the chick is that skanky nasty hot,and the guy is pretty
stupid looking and low wattage.They were screaming at each other at 3am last weekend.
I'm waiting for one to get hard up for drug funds and break in.
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Koobster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33455 NEXT>
33476 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a question mark one time that even broke at the end and then plopped the lower 'dot'
to complete it perfectly.Yet again another missed Kodak moment.The Xmas 3#'er is still
the reigning champ...I named it Arnold.
SUBJECT>FE Shirt Des gn POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33462 33561 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,several of the members have e-ma led me saying that the stock looking 715 that
Doug has pictured isn't a good representation of the club since the majority of us have
modified trucks.
They further asked me to forward you a pic of my truck so you could use it as the one on
the shirt since my 715 enbodies what everyone wants the rs to be (Stevebronco included).
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33436 NEXT>33460 33461 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am going to take that as a compliment and assume you thought it was going to be a boy.
If to,thanks.If not then I guess I will be forced to go off and start talking $hit,which I
would rather not have to do.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>spicergear.EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:35
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33459 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My 3yr old neice is named Morgan...cute little bugger.We call her 'Mosey'or 'Mo.'
Hmmm,and the occasional 'Morgs.'
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33459 NEXT>33471
33532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Morgan,
Yes.Yes I did think she would be a boy.It was quite a shock when we got the sonogram.
I knew that be ng my son he'd be blessed with a monster wang and so the nurse telling us
that it might be there and just not able to be seen was wrong.
She's been a good daughter,and I'm glad she's mine....but I hope the next one can be
named after you.Or named Marshall.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FE Shirt Design POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33458 NEXT>33464 33465 33466 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Can you get it to hold together long enough to take a pic of it?I'm pretty good with that
photo program,so if you need to use duct tape,I'm sure I can edit it out.
Your Friend
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33456 NEXT>33468 33521
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you talking to me or my dad.....no Mr here.Taco-Man told me you were 4'8"....what
are you going to do again?
SUBJECT>Re:FE Shirt Design POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heh,heh,heh...N ce.I vote for 'Bogger-Cargo'look.Nothing exudes cool like the tires Ben
wants and I have two sets of.Nothing.
Yo Benno,
I'll take a pic of the used ones that are still mounted and send them to you to appra se and
make offer...when I get around to it.:).SUBJECT>Re:FE Shirt Design POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33462 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
Can you tell Doug that I'm not talking to him.He has insulted me in a way I thought a
friend never would.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FE Shirt Design POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33462 NEXT>33467 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wait a minute!I don't want a hoop-tee w th no doors on my shirt.
SUBJECT>My master plan POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33466 NEXT>33470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
I can forward you the name of a guy who has a 205 that Tom wants.He wants $180 for it
UPSed to your door.I bet if you get it,replace the seals,then UPS it to Tom he'd trade
you for the tires.Ponder that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33463 NEXT>33484 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
5'-10",proud to fit comfortably in my 715,w ll not feel bad for top food cha n game,and
still don't want to know the location of your fire douser tatoo.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>33446 NEXT>
33482 33491 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks to both of you.I really aprec ate the time that you put into it with the part
numbers.I took my 34P down to Napa hoping that someof the numbers would cross
referance but no luck.After that I priced the rebuild kits.www.4xheaven.com 1-800-800-
1679 139.99 everything to rebuild a np200 w th American Bearings.I ordered it.This
other place,1-800-216-1632 Drivetra n $319 plus fre ght.If you look at the prices of
other rebuild kits it should be about the same.Yes the NP200 is rare but the seals and
bearings for it are not.Am I right???.SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33467 NEXT>33472 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
eBay should have nice 366 eng ne on it in just a few minutes.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33461 NEXT>33474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hell,you could name the next one Morgan reguardless of its sex.I have always though it
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would be funny my first kid after me,boy or g rl.
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33470 NEXT>33477 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was just joking!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The catch phrase is:POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33425 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmmmm.....
cooler than hell...that could still be well beyond the inceration temperature of the human
body....might want to see a doc on that...
truck is badder than Stevebrono's...enough bootyfab and any truck can go bad....
free beer....we are counting on you!!
steal parts off Tom's rig...there is strength in numbers...we can just mail you your truck
back in small envelopes after the FE...
DONT FORGET THE KEGS!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33471 NEXT>33481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd always be thinking of Tombstone and how my little g rl had a man's name.
You're wrong.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Um,Jon w/no 'h'...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33448 NEXT>33493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just try ng to save bandwidth on the server!?!?!?!
Ok ya got me...I had a Brian moment...will get it fixed up w thout the bootyfab.
Thanks for the spot!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Koobster POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33457 NEXT>33575
33648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A poop that big you gotta name.It's the LAW.
By the way-Jean Ellen and I were talking about you last night and she said that she bet
you "celebrated X-mas instead of Christmas"since you're athe st.I just stared at her
clueless and she goes "You know,he celebrates that holiday since it doesn't deal w th
Christ.".I spent a few minutes try ng to tell her that it wasn't a seperate holiday,but just a
short way of writing it.I think that in the end she understood.
Do you spell it out in lights on your roof?"MERRY XMAS!"
-B.
(I think I'm getting my front locker,since she called asking if we had $308 plus shipping.)
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33472 NEXT>33478 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(Hey B-I'll talk to you later about that.....well...other stuff)
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33477 NEXT>33483 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(Fo shizzle my nizzle.We'll hook you up with the vice and Tommer's nutters in it and all
you gotta do is turn the screw.)
(-B.)
(p.s.-this conversation never happened)
SUBJECT>Duggy POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>NEXT>33522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have been blessed.I am suppose to tell you that Brian is not talking to you.
You may celebrate..........NOW!
SUBJECT>Re:trophies?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33435 NEXT>33492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Most Popular...as evidenced by having the most punches thrown at and
landed on!!!
Coolest truck....hard to get hot if it dont run!!
FE boxing champ...try chump...at least its closer!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33474 NEXT>33487 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a couple girls with the name.My s ster has a HOT little friend named Morgan....
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SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33469 NEXT>
33509 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sound log cal,I can't imagine developing new bearings for a s ngle application in those
days.Same for seals,I'd think there were some basically "standard"shafts and bores
(sounds dirty,huh?)and they went w th off-the-shelf items.
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33478 NEXT>33486 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(shiznit-forgettaboutit)
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33468 NEXT>33504
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man....to bag a human.That would be the bee's knees.
Ben,how tall are you?Doug said you could whip my ass....even though Doug has never
seen me.I wonder what kinda super freak you are to allow Doug to say that just off the
cuff.He called you a "Farm Boy"despite the fact that you live in town and I live on a
farm.Come to think on it-maybe he got us confused.I'm bigger than hell and a farm boy.
I bet that was it.
Eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33422 NEXT>33489 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My advice to all those people that want to carry a handgun for self defense.P ck the
largest caliber weapon that you can consistently put rounds on target accurately w th.It
does you no damned good to buy a .44 magnum if you can't hit the broad side of a barn
with it..SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33483 NEXT>33488 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(Ben,what the hell is up with that 'duggy'post?You and I are not friends anymore and
I'm going to tear up your card.)
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33481 NEXT>33494
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to pry Morgan,but I don't know alot about you.How old are you and where are you
located?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33486 NEXT>33490 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
(No,we is cool.A little inside jokey joke.I still have your Christmas Card [(X-mas
spicer)] with the little Christmas [(X-mas spicer)] bunnies on it.)
SUBJECT>FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33485 NEXT>33515 33555 33577 33869
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,
I find it really hard to believe that in today's soc ety a person would give suggestions to
another on how to kill.I don't see how you sleep at night.Stoping robbers and such is the
job of TRAINED POLICE OFFICERS!Not you rednecks with your barbaric pop guns.
You disgust me.I'm going to the spa to try and relax.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My master plan POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33488 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(we skra ght)
(Dawg)
(peace out)
(-B.)
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>Morgan.EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December
2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33469 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,thanks for that page.I am gona be tearing into my Tcase here shortly and I will be
neading at least the rebuild kit.
SUBJECT>Re:trophies?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33480 NEXT>33502 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Brute,
You don't mean that.Do you?
Seriously-what are the categories?The blind driving thing,farthest......what?
-B.
SUBJECT>HA!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 1:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>33475 NEXT>33498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A Brian moment?!....bootyfab?!Thats too much!
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33487 NEXT>33495 33514 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am 20.R ght now I am going to school in North Carolina,but my homw is Natural
Bridge Virginia.And my sisters friend is 18,and no im not some sick perv who likes
young g rls.
SUBJECT>To clear things up......POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33494 NEXT>33496 33523
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I DO!
Anyway.......
I think you should go by "Capta n Morgan",
It w ll make things much easier.
Bye Bye,
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:To clear things up......POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33495 NEXT>33497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I like that.I have always needed a good name,looks like
I found one.
Captain Morgan
SUBJECT>Re:To clear things up......POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33496 NEXT>
33500 33501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,and by the way,I like your spiced rum.
SUBJECT>Re:HA!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>33493 NEXT>33505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We're ll still laughing aobut the "duck sausage"!!THAT was FUNNAAAY!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33372 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just recenctly rebuilt mine.I got all of the seals from Ab L nn and then for the bearings I
went to Napa with the part numbers that were on them and they had them.They were
timken bearings.Not sure if that is stock or not.I did not have to replace all of them.
SUBJECT>Re:To clear things up......POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33497 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed.And you need to change you screen name to that.NOW!NEXT!!!!!!
-B.
(I don't need a cool nickname s nce "-B."is synonamous w th cool.)
SUBJECT>Re:To clear things up......POSTER>Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33497 NEXT>33503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why thank you.Just a little somethin I threw together back in the day.
SUBJECT>Re:trophies?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33492 NEXT>33511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lets see....
First to break Brian into more than 1,000 pieces WITHOUT using explosives.
Truck that pulls Brians submerged truck from the bay the most times in 1 hour.
Most creative use of 24 volt cables as a hidden torture device in Brians truck.
Best use of a fist on Brian...you got a chance at that one cause you can hit yourself.
Fastest truck dragging a kicking and screaming Brian through the deepest mud hole.available.
Top winching expert....the person whos winch gets the bigger piece of Brian when he is
chained up to 2 of them and pulled like a Thankgiving w shbone.
Best booty fabbed new a$$for Brian,given to him for that brutal walk home with his
head hung down,after the last reminder of his truck,a fancy new tread tattoo on his
backside,is finaaly "made right"since we really dont want to hurt anyone.
I cant wait to get them made up!!!
brute4c
.
.
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(I am laughing...it would help if you do too!!)
SUBJECT>Hummmmmm POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 1:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it -B or B-?
Cause you used both in that last post.
And everybody knows one rocks and the other one sucks........
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33484 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup.Think whatever makes you comfortable.How do you know I'm not a farm boy?Is it
because I don't molest barn yard animals like you....cause thats not fair.Its just not what I
like to do.
SUBJECT>Re:HA!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33498 NEXT>33513 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well Thanks Bumpr!There's plenty more to come!
SUBJECT>Baghdad bound POSTER>LandH EMAIL>christopher.l.land@us.army.mil
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33507 33508 33519 33529 33535 33540 33572 33578 33601 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello,"Zoners,
Some of you already knew that I am a public affa rs NCO in the Army Reserves and drill.with a mobile public affairs
detachment in Atlanta.Last Monday (01DEC).I received
word that I am deploying w th another MPAD from Orlando.I did three days of
processing last week at Fort Jackson,SC,then had a whirlw nd of activity to get ready to
leave (including rebuilding and re nstalling my CJ3B's transmiss on --I had taken it out
and ordered all the parts Thanksgiving week).I arrived in Orlando Sunday to link up w th
the unit,and we spent the last couple of days loading our gear.We head to Fort Stewart,
GA,tomorrow to further prepare for deployment to Iraq in the next few weeks.I don't
post here a whole lot,but I do read the messages pretty much every day (well,except for
the last week:-))and cons der the M715Zone one of my online homes,so I wanted to let
y'all know.
Take care,
Chris
Seneca,SC,USA
'67 M715 w/Chevy V8
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>34151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck over there!Watch your back.I may be headed back there in the near future.
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>33512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good Luck Chris!
Keep your eyes open.
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33482 NEXT>33518 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in what shows up with the rebuild kit.Small parts?Shims?All the
bearings?Keep us posted.
Robert
SUBJECT>Re:diesel engine?POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m running (or will be)a cummins 4bt
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum39.html
SUBJECT>Re:trophies?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33502 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and jeaner says that the world doesn't revolve around me.pssshhh..SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>koobster
EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33508 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luc and take care.I was over the for the war.Here is a list of things you might want
to take.
baby wipes(for cleaning gun,face,and hands)water is in sort supply
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q-tips
hair clippers,you can make a killing g ving ha r cuts
cards
foam pad,makes the cot fleel better on the back
nail files
copenhagan (going rate was 10.00 a can)
plastic bags and rubber bands for the end of your gun
dominos(if you dont play now you soon will)
alot of cheap sunglasses(i broke 3 pairs)
and aga n take care
SUBJECT>Re:HA!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33505 NEXT>33587 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
"Well Thanks Bumpr!There's plenty more to come!"
-Ben
I guess it's cool that we have a guy who's "In"w th the gay crowd and knows the lingo.I
guess.
Ben is gay,
-B.
SUBJECT>Captain Morgan POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 2:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33494 NEXT>33516
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,where in NC are you going to school?
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33489 NEXT>33525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,you must have reading comprehens on problems.I made recommendations on how
to pick a handgun for self defense,not kill a human being.All you liberal types have
problems reading the English language.;)
SUBJECT>Re:Capta n Morgan POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33514 NEXT>33671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am going to Wake Tech,its right outside of Raleigh.
SUBJECT>Re:flowmaster-Mike POSTER>Mike Petrus Richboro PA
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33365 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
flowmasters are the only muffler!Mike
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer Case Rebuild Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33509 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take a picture and send it to brute for posting and I'll scan the parts list if it has one.
SUBJECT>Hey my parents are in Seneca!!and I live in Orlando!POSTER>Thomas E.
King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 3:13
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I was in the first war.Air Force.Next actually touch the ground in Iraq (LOL ...thank
God!)But I did in Saudi Arabia.Been nice if we had just kept pounding on up the road to
Basera the first time.Oh Well ...looks like we are finishing the job now.
Good luck and God Bless...actually do w sh I was going with you.Got some unfinished
business if you knwo what I mean.
SUBJECT>What kind of bird don't fly?POSTER>CREEPING DEATH
EMAIL>CREEPING_DEATH@dodgem37.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at
3:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33354 NEXT>33538 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Montgomery county is notoriously slow.Kick that boy's ass!
CD
SUBJECT>I DID NOT.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 3:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33463 NEXT>33576
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I said Brute makes him LOOOK like he's 4'8".Sheesh.Cain'tchoo reeeeeeed,man?
mmooowowowoahahahahahahahahhahahahah
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
SUBJECT>Re:Duggy POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dern......was it just for the day????cause I missed it:(
SUBJECT>not too young I hope.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33495 NEXT>33526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.If so I'll have to kill or severely disable you.Pederasts (look it
up,Brian)deserve nothing
less than pa nful death.
on the other hand nothing is as lovely as a woman in her prime.Personally,I think that's
right around 32-34.Anyhoo.
SUBJECT>oh my POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33439 NEXT>33530
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's obscene.I just found an ad from '98 w/2 715's for a grand.One has a huge w nch on
the front.If they're still sitting somewhere rotting away I'm going for it.
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33515 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fred,those are just the tip of brian's problems.
Lower case b denotes -small,ins gnificant,lesser,I would have made it smaller...but I
can't adjust the font.
SUBJECT>Re:not too young I hope.POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33523 NEXT>33528 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well im sure we all like a woman in her prime,but 32-34 is just a bit old for me,I prefer
19 or 20.
SUBJECT>the easy way POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33443 NEXT>33544
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can use Chevy stuff but why bother when all the Jeeps came with the good stuff,are
n the right place,and work?All the Jeeps I've seen have the good box.Plus they're
ndexed right,and they aga n,bolt up.If you're running a SBC,you can even grab all the
hoses and pump w th the box and not even have to bleed anything.Just bolt it on,voila!
Power steering.
If memory serves,Chevy truck boxes have a different indexing and move front to rear
nstead of s de to side?They use a f***ed-up arm on the driver's s de knuckle.I could go
look at the Chevy box in the garage but I'm too lazy.Wait that is really lame.I'll be right
back.Big cutaway diagram in the manual and visual inspection say it's mounted outside
the frame too.
Get the Jeep deal,it's just easier altogether.actually,if you need one let me know,I can
get rid of mine.I'm gonna need AGR stuff anyway.
SUBJECT>yeah,well you're young yet.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33526 NEXT>33533 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I turned 30 in June.32-34 is my 19-20.You're young yet,Grasshopper,but
you'll learn.
Those are just girls.
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
take care,keep your eyes open,and return home safe.its still not safe for americans to be
over there so again may god be with you and everyone else over there and return home
safely
SUBJECT>Re:oh my POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33524 NEXT>33554
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f you dont let me know and I will and id be interested in buy n 1 from you hint,hint!
SUBJECT>Re:Anna does that.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33454 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im old and decrepid so Ill be ref and keep it fair.I havent been in a ring in 20 yrs or so.I
am old!
p.s.Ill watch your back until you step over the line then i might hit you w th my cane.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 4:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33461 NEXT>33534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian the same thing happened to me twice,both times they said see its a heathy boy and
both times it was a girl.love them though and there a lot easier to raise than my boy is as
at 14 he was locked up 4 yrs and fixin to be again at 18.he broke into a car beat up a kid
and is still on probation dumb huh!havin 4 girls is great and 1 boy is plenty!
SUBJECT>Re:yeah,well you're young yet.POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33528 NEXT>33546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And lots of em too!Man,you gotta love college life.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33532 NEXT>33542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dam,here I was thinkin that one of each would be pleanty.
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>conversion question POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33600 33658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can anyone tell me if the pto shaft for my winch will interfere w th a 350 chevrolet
convers on using a Novak transmission adapter?
Dave
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SUBJECT>divorced np205 manual disc ebrake pictures POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge
la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33574 33629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum41.html
SUBJECT>Re:What kind of bird don't fly?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hes goin to get it kicked and I know he knows it too.he was a week from commin home
and screwed up .hes still comin home thursday but will be under house arrest until court
and may get sent up again as hes still on probation.Damn kids anyway.LOL.
SUBJECT>Re:lockers at FE and spring over on m725 POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33406 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that just took all the fun out of it now i gotta get to findin out a way to make her articulate
and stay upright lifted up up in the a r.it can be done,just got to find the trick to doin it.
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>33548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
Good luck and good hunting.
Barrman
SUBJECT>REAR SPRINGS POSTER>DAN EMAIL>danomorrison@hotma l.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The other day the rear spring mount broke right off my 715.I noticed that the stock
hangers really do not have much support.has anybody replaced there rear hangers with a
hanger from a newer style truck with supports on both s des not just one.
SUBJECT>Re:Anna doesn't do that.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33534 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f you aint careful they are like rabbits.I still havent found out what causes them to get
here.
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Brian POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33455 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew that you were the type of guy to take a dump and holler(HEY YA'LL COME
LOOK WHAT I AM BOUT TO FLUSH).
you make me sick.
Will
SUBJECT>Wet-CJ...Luckypabst???POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33527 NEXT>33547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I was corrected on this a couple of weeks ago........early 70s gm boxes are apparently the
same as the wag,cherokee,j-truck stuff.I did not pay that much attention to them
either.Never needed to fix one so I ignored them.I think it was Wet-CJ and
luckypabst ..........I think???Maybe they w ll have more info?
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---Will POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>33364 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,ask Jeaner if (b)has a bellybutton ring like Tom.I cant believe that I remembered
that.
Tom watch out (b)might be try ng to crawl up
your butt.Since he idolizes you and your cheap mufflers.
Will
SUBJECT>oh,I did...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9
December 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33533 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..indeed indeed.Lucky for her,my wife got her hooks into me early.Wait,that's not
right...ah well.
SUBJECT>real early then...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33544 NEXT>33551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the one in the garage is off a 73 and it's not the same.
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33540 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck Chris.From a non military guy who only owns a retired military truck,well...
Thanks for doing what you are doing...Al...
SUBJECT>who said "why would you re nforce the mounts?"POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33541 NEXT>33573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,who's asking NOW?huh?
anyway.Either a newer style hanger or one pirated off another truck and ground to fit,or
a custom plate job will vastly reduce the chance of this happening aga n.
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Of late I've been hanging around Factory Tubular and MEPCO,getting parts and work
done.They both make sick rock bugg es and all manner of custom dealies.One thing I
noticed is that all their spring hangers are beefy boxed deals,out of plate.Sounds good to
me.I'll be box ng up the front ones(more to keep slop out of there)and the rears (for
strength and maybe longer springs).
sorry to hear that,glad nothing bad happened because of it.
SUBJECT>Geez you guys!POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked the board this morn.I spend the day stripping parts off of an old waggie,I come
home and there's 159 new messages!Are you guys actually getting anything done at
work???Too funny.Thanks for all the reading material....Where to begin?
SUBJECT>Re:real early then...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33547 NEXT>33552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cars...not trucks....the big land yatchs.
SUBJECT>OH,yeah,the cars work!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33551 NEXT>33556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought we were talking about trucks.
YES THE CHEVY CAR BOXES ARE THE SAME AS JEEPS.
Chevy truck boxes will not work for you.
Still eas er to get one off a Wagoneer LOL...
SUBJECT>grinders rule.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
9 December 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33582
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally broke down and bought a grinder.I dont'know how I lived w/out it.Used it to.grind off the indestructibly
rusty Ubolts holding the 60 hous ng on the springs.Way easy.
For $25 I got a pawn shop Deluxe w/3 grinder wheels.Sparks galore.Now if only my
garage wasn't full of tinder-dry sawdust.Damn.Good thing the 725 doesn't fit ins de!.
For those concerned,the new axle fits just right.I will be pirating the knuckles and the PS
setup off the rockpig Cherokee and ought to have a swinging rig this summer.For cheap.
SUBJECT>Re:oh my POSTER>Capta n Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33530 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldnt mind buying the other one.
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aagws08Azu9VI PREVIOUS>33489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tra ned police officers are really just janitors when it comes to crime scenes.stopping
robbers and such?typically they (the police)are there after the fact to clean up the mess.
they have no duty to protect you from criminals.that sign on a lot of cruisers that reads
"to protect and to serve"isn't about you or me or anyone.
don't know how many here are familiar w th the story of the miss ng 22yr old young
woman in ND but it is too bad she wasn't packing a pistol.
Jim
SUBJECT>Re:OH,yeah,the cars work!POSTER>ka serjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33552 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear the most ideal ones were the ones w th the 7 and the 6 cast into them.They have
two input shaft sizes.I believe .780 and .800 thou.
That wag I pulled apart today had a box with two ears cast into the case down low that
were tapped.The owner had two rods coming from the pass frame ra l into these ears.
Never seen that before.Looked strong though...
SUBJECT>Re:you idjit!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aquatreds on my dubs.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33550 NEXT>33560 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got 218 new ones to sift through.Mostly it's just -B-and Ben with thier lovefest
Chris
SUBJECT>There any females on this page?POSTER>Captain Morgan.EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December
2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33570 33673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aailbt0q/OIio PREVIOUS>33558 NEXT>33562
33563 33566 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I may,to condense what has been sa d today...
Brian:Ben I love you
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Ben:Brian I love you too,I w sh I had some used tires
Doug:I love you guys
dave:mah boyee got put in thuh slammer today and imma kick his butt
Later
Chris
SUBJECT>How about this?POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33458 NEXT>33565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
S nce you w ll never please everybody,why not put a stocker on one s de and a modified
on the other.I won't say where the stocker should go.:^)I still think Doug's artwork is
B*tchen.I'm thinkin about a tattoo now...
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33560 NEXT>33567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone else get the feeling that they are try ng to drag me into all this?
SUBJECT>Re:Look at these.POSTER>Tony EMAIL>alston_tony@hotma l.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33374 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys.I'll be returning parts back to Novak :)
SUBJECT>Re:How about this?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33561 NEXT>33586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Mabey one each of the three on the shirt
pocket........ity bity ones but it would serve all
and leave the back clean and unmolested.
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33560 NEXT>33584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ROFLMFAO
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33563 NEXT>33568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aiy a y capta n........you have been branded.
Al sent us nasty pics of his woman just to get in.You didn't have to stoop so low
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 8:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33567 NEXT>33569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She did that w thout my consent!I told her she should have charged you for them.After
all I need money!Lots of it!You should see what she can do with a c garette....Am I still
n?????
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33568 NEXT>33594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For life Al.......FOR LIFE..........no need to send the c garette pics,you already pa d at the
door.......and bought the beer also.I wondered what that taste was......familiar,just could
not quite put my taste "buds"on it....till I saw the pics.
SUBJECT>not counting Brian?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,9 December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33559 NEXT>33579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont'know if Katie counts or not,and she's spoken for anyway.Pam,but she's MIA
lately,and she's married too.So,no,for now.Nope.Uh uh.Just Ros e and her sisters for
you,bub.
actually,what the hell?NC is full of southrun lovelies.My days tra psing around the state
were filled w th summery glimpses of them.Why the hell are you looking HERE?
tell me you've got more game than THAT.
SUBJECT>Off topic-Wiscons n weather POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 4:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33595 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This Friday I'm going to Sheboygan in a F250 (that could get stuck on a single snowball!)
to pick up a car with my trailer.Can anyone g ve me a heads up what I might be driving.nto for road
conditions,weather?Going through southern part of state to Milwaukee
then north from eastern Iowa.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 4:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck,Take care of the younger troops.
Rick
SUBJECT>Why did it break?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33549 NEXT>33946 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Did the rivets bust outta the frame?
Did the pin in the mount break?
Was it worn from lack of grease?...pretty sure mine is.
Just wondering...these things will haul a LOT of we ght on the stock mounts no sweat.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced np205 manual disc ebrake pictures POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33537 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice kit.Making it work with the stock handle too,cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Ummmm...Koobster POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33476 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOOD DEAL!I live in an apt and don't do Xmas lights at all.I did get to see some neat
lights last night as a rollback came at 9:00pm to haul off the skanky hot and dirtbag
neighbor's one car.This was the car with no inspection and the stolen plate.If was funny.
Yup,I'm long done w th church and religion.I believe in me.
SUBJECT>Yeah,really...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33521 NEXT>33708 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon (w/no H)makes a Cape Buffalo look like a petting zoo mule.
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:56
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,I'm gonna getcha one of these:
http://www.cafeshops.com/gunfree01.57977?zoom=yes#zoom.SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:59
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,you take care.Watch your s x.Don't come back with any other holes in your body
that the good Lord didn't g ve ya!Thank you for your service to this great nation.
SUBJECT>Yahoo Chatroom?POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33570 NEXT>33580 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmmm.Starting to sound like one.
I like that you took the advice w th the Capta n name.It is hella cool.
When you become popular and rich let it be known that I take guns and truck parts for
helping you get there.
Now go find some little hotties that have 715's since Spicer took them all.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo Chatroom?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33579 NEXT>33583 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
YOU SNOOZE YOU LOSE!
Ben,eat one.
SUBJECT>Re:Real world action POSTER>Joel EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 6:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaP9vZ4mSoyVI
PREVIOUS>33422 NEXT>33588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian
That is an outstanding story and the real truth.The debate over gun des gn (revolver,
1911,glock),caliber (9mm,.45)are irrelevant if you cannot use the gun you own.
Whatever gun you are most comfortable with is the one you should be us ng.With all that
said s ze does matter when you are talking about bullet ballistics.Bullet construction also
matters as well as velocity.
SUBJECT>Re:grinders rule.POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33553 NEXT>33590 33591 33693
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GOOD grinders rule!I bought a cheap one last year at one of those tool sales that travels
around.NOT GOOD.I walked by and said,"How can you go wrong w th a 4 1/2"elec.
angle grinder for only $6.99*?I thought even if it lasted a year it was worth.that......Right?!......well listen
up........
Terror Story #1
As with cheap tools,you get cheap controls.This POS had an on/off switch.It was very
stiff and stubborn to turn on and off.One evening I was grinding the welds down on the
rear bumper on one of my mud trucks and my buddy acc dently knocked the tailgate
down(he was climbing over it into the bed and didn't understand that old truck tailgates
don't always stay latched...duh)as the gate came down on top of my hands it knocked the
grinder out of my grasp and to the floor.Well,the damn thing was still on and it took out
my right shin before it cut the laces and toe on my NEWLY purchased right
boot.AHHHH!I wasn't worried about the blood,even though it felt like someone had
stabbed me with a spoon.I was more ticked that one of my new Cat boots was "ground"
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up.
Terror Story #2
Back in June I bought a new H -Torqe starter(much smaller)for my 440 Dodge mud
truck.(With a normal starter you have to remove the header to change a freakin'
starter=stupid)Well,just as always,this wasn't so simple.My block had a big tab cast on it
and the new starter wouldn't fit.After I cursed it and decided I didn't want to drop the
transmission I though "Hey,I bet my new drinder w ll fit in there!"I installed a half used
grinding wheel so it would fit in the tight access area good.This project was going to take
longer then I thought.After a couple minutes I was starting to make some progress.Just
when everything was peachy,the grinder enterered self-destruct mode and burst into
flames.You may think "Whatever"but I'm not jerkin'your gerkin',this thing was fully
nvolved!To say the least,I was not in the best position for this scenario.It took a minute
of w ggling the grinder and putting it at different angles just to work it back to where the
grinding was taking place.There was no way this thing was coming out of there fast so I
tried getting out from under the truck as fast as possible and of course I smoked my head
the the crusty rocker panel before I could make my way out and to the fire extinguisher.It
didn't take much to put it out but it was too late for my freshly pa nted "Hemi Orange"
block and it burned up the starter wiring.Oh yeah,the rust chunks that were still stuck in
my beano didn't feel good either.
So,maybe it wasn't such a good deal after all.I opened the paper this morning and saw
their flyer.They have the balls to come back after all that!I will go to their tool sale,but it
will be just long enough to toss the r flaming grinder back in their tent......and it w ll be
flaming again,so they can freak out and we w l see how they handle the s tuation.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Yahoo Chatroom?POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33580 NEXT>33589 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer,
GO GET ..........................you know.Bye Bye
SUBJECT>Mr PBR POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33566 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think that is funny one bit....not at all.....well maybe a little......but not
much.......kinda sorta.Never mind.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry to see you cry Brian POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:03
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,you can't go wrong with the purchase of a quality 1911.First of all,I believe that
the 1911 is the safest pistol to operate from a design aspect.There is NO way that you
should have a acc dental discharge w th a 1911 unless you're an absolute buffoon.In
order to discharge a round from a 1911,you have to depress the grip safety,drop the
thumb safety,and squeeze the trigger.I carry my 1911 "cocked and locked",in other
words,the way the pistol was designed to be carried.As a s ngle action pistol,my first
shot will be more accurate than those that are making their first shots with a double action
pistol.
SUBJECT>Yes Al,POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33565 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tattoos rule.Just stay away from the piercings(spicer).Thats were things start to cross the
line......
SUBJECT>Re:HA!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33513 NEXT>33598 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
b-no one listens to you.they know better.the only expert we know we have on the zone is
a barn yard animal violater....and everyone knows who that is..........
you make me very very sad :{
SUBJECT>Joel,the only smart man here.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33581 NEXT>33713
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True Joel.
I gave my loving mother a .38 revolver in dbl action with a 5"barrel to protect her home
and life with.She carries +P jacketed hollow points in it and practices w th me every
month or so.Who knows if she'll have the nerve to use it when needed,but I feel
comfortable that it's the right gun for any job.
Thanks for agreeing with me....few do.
-B..SUBJECT>Women.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33583 NEXT>33592 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's rumored that some or our wives lurk here....but so far that's uncomfirmed.Every night
when I get home I'm scared for a few minutes thinking maybe mine has....but then come
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the backrubs and the begg ng me to make love to her and I know she has not been here.
Captain Morgan,
Homo Ben is right-w th that name (which I inspired)you are sure to score despite you
ass-face and annoy ng personality.Just take my advice and if you do get a girl and
propose and she says she will,don't let her hang in limbo too long-that's an easy way to
loose the girl of your dreams.
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33582 NEXT>33593 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That was the LONGEST story anyone has ever written.I think that it's ZONE LAW that
you must add (long)or (Windy)to any post that takes the reader over an hour to read.
Anyway-Here's what I got:
You wear Wal-Mart Cat boots.
You drive a Dodgem.
Your tools are cheap crap.
All three of the above say the same thing,just in a different way.
Tacoma,
Wood working is gay.Quit be ng so gay.
Thanks all,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:grinders rule.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After laughing till I dehydrated myself crying I figured I would let you know that if it
happened to me it wouldnt be funny....but the way you wrote it is just hilarious!!
Thanks for the smiles!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33589 NEXT>33596 33694.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Captain,
DO NOT take advice from Barnyard Banger B-
You know who gave you the cool Captain name don't you.B-could never be that cool.
Hey B-just cause I don't want your leftovers you try to hook me up with doesn't
mean....Never Mind moron,it's like talkin'to a brick wall(a southern redneck brick wall
with a Jeff Foxworthy accent).
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33590 NEXT>33597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You sayin the Lord is gay??And his pappy too??
Man,that just aint right....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Geez you guys!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I get that same taste some nights.It's beer mixed with breast milk.
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic-Wisconsin weather POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33571 NEXT>33637
LINKNAME>http://www.wfrv.com/LINKURL>http://www.wfrv.com/
Milwaukee is rain today...Green Bay is rain turning to 6 inches of snow...here in Wausau,
t snowed all night and will most of today...
Colder temps are expected each day through the weekend...here it w ll be a high of
around 16 degrees on Friday...looks to be s miliar there...heres a link to Green Bay tv
station...weather should be pretty close to same there...oh and make sure your heater
works good and that you have a de-salting right after you get back or you'll be sorry!!
brute4c
PS:Need more,HOLLER!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33592 NEXT>33599 33603 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
Do I really sound like Jeff Foxworthy?Odd,but that's the 2nd time that's been sa d.
WAIT!I never talked to you on the phone.You ly ng little.....
-B..SUBJECT>I had to re-read my post to understand yours.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33593 NEXT>33602
33605 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And No,I don't think God is gay,nor Jesus H.Christ.It's odd that Catholics consider
Jesus God and God to be God's father.You guys are all messed up as is evident by The
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Crusades.
There.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:HA!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33587 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
We all like a little strange now and again.Some of us just like our strange to be stranger.
Ponder.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33596 NEXT>33604 33607
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What Doug says goes.And thats final.Get over it baby.If he said you do,then you
do.Doug has spoken.
SUBJECT>Re:conversion question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33536 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know there have been conversions done using the Novak setup and the factory w nch
although I dont know the specifics...but it has been done...
Probably not much help,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Joe Ka ser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33506 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep your head down...hooha?
Be safe and get back home soon.
Joe (LTC OH)
SUBJECT>Re:I had to re-read my post to understand yours.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33597 NEXT>33606 33610 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Well since I dont want this to turn into a religion battle....(crusade flashback??)...just
remember,Catholics trace their Church directly to Christ...good enough for me.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Old Dave-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33596 NEXT>33652 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've g ven alot of thought to your post about your son going to jail and all and I came up
with this response:
You-"My boy just got out of the stir for settin'old folks homes on fire,then he needed a
car to get home so he tried to steal one and got some more time in the pokey."
Now my response:
"Daym,Dave,where do you live where stuff like that is aga nst the law?"
I know it's not really that funny,nor creative-but I felt I owed you something since you
seem to post an "Are we buds?"post to me weekly.
Sorry it was my B game instead of the A game,but I tried.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33599 NEXT>33608 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ben,
Don't EVER call me "baby".EVER.I do not agree w th your lifestyle and don't want you
to think I do.I'm stra ght.
-B.
P.s.-did you get that package yet?
SUBJECT>Re:I had to re-read my post to understand yours.POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:19
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33597 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B-we know it sucks to be you,thats why we don't give you too much heck anymore.
So,I'll take it easy on you.
About what you said,whatever,because brute rules and you don't.
SUBJECT>Relig ous battle POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33602 NEXT>33625 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Is that all you got?Ohh man,that's lame.Jew's trace the r church all the way back to God
before Christ.Are they better now by your thinking?
By the way,when are you going to get a new Pope?I saw your current one on TV and he
appears to be worn out.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
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DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33599 NEXT>33609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not an accent............JUST LIKE Jeff Foxworthy
SUBJECT>No.........POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33604 NEXT>33613 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wonder if he really sent it?Or maybe some guy at the post office really did steal it.If the
box is ticking or making funny noises I'm not opening it,I'm just sending it straight to
Spicer.
Baby,as in infant.Next time I'll make it more clear for the Homos.Like crybaby or
waababy.I'm sure your the only one that took it that way.You really are a weirdo.......
SUBJECT>I resent ALL that.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33607 NEXT>33611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have nothing to put in the body of my post,so I'll jsut repeat the subject:
I resent ALL that.
Did it make my point?
-B.
p.s.-Doug,did you get that package yet?
SUBJECT>actually...(and we can still be buds after this)POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33602 NEXT>33614 33641 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Catholics can trace the r CHURCH all the way to Roman gov't.Close inspection of
Catholic history w ll show the morphing of Roman government into Catholic leadership.
It is true that the early Catholic church was catholic in the dictionary sense.The whole
ndulgence deal,Rome's persecution of Luther,Galileo,etc etc etc kind of make me
wonder what Bible it was they read back then..But anyway.Don't smite me!
SUBJECT>Re:I resent ALL that.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33609 NEXT>33615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No package.......Frappachino Foxworhty.....your new name...Hope you like it.
SUBJECT>On Ebay right now POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33616 33651 LINKNAME>Ebay
links don't work well.Sorry.
LINKURL>http://cg .msn.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=2580442006&s
sPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1
Thought this was interesting:
http://cgi.msn.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&tem=2580442006&ssPageName
=ADME:B:LC:US:1
SUBJECT>Re:No.........POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33608 NEXT>33617 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's "you're"not "your".
Get it straigh hick.
-B.
(that was cool,me calling you a hick.)
SUBJECT>Tacoma-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33610 NEXT>33626 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Monday Jean Ellen and I were talking about you and your black teeth and she said that
she thought maybe you were a little fanatical when it came to religion.I asked why she
thought that and she sa d you said something about Tara having to stay home and ra se
your kiddy due to what the bible says.She sa d you quoted chapter and verse.Now I
wonder if mabye that really did happen.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I resent ALL that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33611 NEXT>33618
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I find Luckypabst to be annoy ng..I think I'm gonna add his name to the list of guys I hate.
What do you think about that?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:On Ebay right now POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33612 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HOMO
SUBJECT>Re:No.........POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33613 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its "straight"not "straigh"you redneck.
ps Doug says "your wrong"
SUBJECT>Re:I resent ALL that.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33615 NEXT>33621 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who are you???and why are you asking me???I know no brian sisson.I want to talk to
Frap Foxworthy.
SUBJECT>Brian,who is Holly....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33620 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and what kind of springs are those.....hot springs maybe....some of us want to know....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,who is Holly....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33619 NEXT>33622
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who are "some of us"?And don't s de-step the question.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I resent ALL that.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33618 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I refuse to play your game.I shall never change my screen name.NEVER!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,who is Holly....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33620 NEXT>33623 33624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why....you dancin all around mine by just askin such a thing....
brute4c
.
.
.
Coil springs maybe????
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,who is Holly....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33622 NEXT>33627
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,coil springs made by the same company that makes the carb.They're sweet...really
springey.I have a set on the front and rear of my 715.I did it for the FE.
-B.
SUBJECT>hey Frapachino Foxworthy,tell us the story POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33622 NEXT>33628 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how did Holly Springs get its name?
tell us boy,and I won't have to kill you the next time I see you.
SUBJECT>Re:Religious battle POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33606 NEXT>33632 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm sure that the Holy Father has done more in his pontificate for God and His Church
than you and I would do in 10 lifetimes....kinda reminds me of Abba...which means
father...and their song:
Knowing me,know ng you....uuuhhhhuuuuhhhhhhhhh
brute4c
PS:Remember the Jews had a chance to carry the r faith to the next level...couldnt make
the leap of faith it took though in most quarters....though them Apostles were mostly
former Jews...
SUBJECT>your w fe is more delusional than you are.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33614 NEXT>33638 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I only have one black tooth,and that's because it's full of filling.Metal filling so don't get
cute.
The Jeaner has been sniffing glue.I didn't quote chapter and verse,or mention anything
of the sort.It adheres to Biblical principles for her to be there but really,she didn't want
to leave our sweet,angelic little monster with anyone else,ever.So she stayed home..Now I'm going to have to smite
you,and I promise you it w ll hurt.A LOT.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian,who is Holly....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for that enlightening reply....I think I'll see if I can find a rock under all this snow
that is as big and dense as the one you must have crawled from beneath....
Thanks aga n,
your 2nd,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hey Frapachino Foxworthy,tell us the story POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33624 NEXT>33630
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You want the real story of my imag ned story?The real story is dull,but MY vers on w ll
be exciting and keep you on the edge of your seat.
E ther one is fine with me.
-B.
SUBJECT>whose kit is that?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33537 NEXT>33664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I missed that info.Nice setup..nice butchery of the mount,recylcing is good!Saved some
headaches no doubt.My original mount is all jacked up,hacked up and generally no
good.At least it's heavy though.
did you tw n stick it?lol
SUBJECT>tell me both,I"ll be the judge.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33628 NEXT>33634 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you never know.
SUBJECT>Lee Alessi POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33662 33692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f the dates on your webpage are to be believed,you sir,are one quick motherscratcher.
You got your whole truck back together in 3 days?!?
please come over and help me!lol Good job on the truck,looks very very nice.Curious
how the 4bt works out.
SUBJECT>Re:Religious battle POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33625 NEXT>33633 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Is that why you hate Jews?Because they didn't "carry their faith to the next level"?I'm
just asking.Hater.
I once dated a devoted Jew sh woman.She went to Temple and all.Anyhow,at certain
points in our relationship....at certain moments...she'd scream out "Ohhh!Jesus!".I
always found it amusing the irony there.She didn't and thus we broke up.I never even got
one of those little hats they wear and that was basically my main goal in dating her.
That's my story.
By the way-I respect the Pope and didn't mean to imply that he was lacking.I was only
curious if he was to be retired,or if a new Pope would be chosen after his death.You
gotta admit,he's old.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Religious battle POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33632 NEXT>33636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never sa d anything about hate....in fact if it werent for the Jews,there would not have
been a line of David for Christ to come from and certa nly no Mary or Apostles....the
Jews,in my opinion,are a much maligned group of people that dont desrve the hatred
they receive but do deserve the respect that is afforded to any group of people as children
of God...even though I wasn't involved,what the nazi's did in wwII smacks me in the
mouth with its utter disrespect for other human lives and makes me wonder what type of
relatives I might have over there that were involved in such atrocities...and how come the
Bohrmann thing was never finally resolved....presumed dead....right....he probably got
away with it....punk....
Enough religion...its the Holiday Season....sorry about that chief!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Holly Springs (long)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33630 NEXT>33639
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Reality:
They named it "Holly Springs"because it sounded peaceful and nice.There are no
springs anywhere in the area and holly trees are rare.
My version:
The year was 1879 and The West was starting to settle down.Things had gotten kinda
tough on a wild man like Marshall Logan.He'd had a good run,be ng quick w th the gun
and all-but times were changing.He'd always found it ironic that his mom had decided to
name him Marshall cons dering the path he'd chosen.In no way had his life ever
resembled anything close to the life of a law man.He'd killed men,women,and children
all by the age of 18 and never given any of it a second thought.Now with the climate in
the western states chang ng to a more gentle way of thinking and most folks looking to.settle down and turn the wild
cow towns into decent places to raise a family Marshall
found himself facing a rope or a life of running.He never minded dodg ng The Law,but
he hated the life it meant.Sleeping out in the wilds and eating beans out of a can got to a
man,g ven time.
He had it in mind that if he could make one last big score then he'd be able to live a
decent life in the manner that he felt was his divine right.That one big score was a bank
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n Jackson,Miss ss ppi that the word on the Owl Hoot sa d was rite for the picking.
Marshall hadn't ever been a man to work with a gang,or even a partner.He was a lone
wolf type and always would be.In that respect it was easy to plan his last job.He'd do it
simple,in the tried and true way that banks had always been held up.A gun,an order,a
getaway.He'd ride out of the town a rich man,evade the local law,move far away and
live out his years in peace accepting the fact that the world had changed.....and pretending
t didn't bother him.
So,with his fool-proof plan it was amazing to Marshall when he found himself in the
most God-awful remote area of M ssissippi w th a .45 slug in his belly,a horse that he'd
run to death,and a sack of money that he knew he'd never live to enjoy.He'd been shot
the day before by a deputy who looked to be in his early teens.The kid was young,but the
gun he shot Marshall with didn't care how old the finger that pulled the trigger was.
Marshall had wasted a second before shooting the kid and in that time the kid had
plugged him.He'd ridden hell bent for leather away and evaded the posse,but he knew
that he'd not be able to evade the lead in his stomach.
A belly wound can take days to kill a man,but that man would be wishing for death long
before then.Marshall had seen men die of such wounds and knew the moment he looked
down that he was a goner.Now all he could think about was the burning thirst in his
throat and the fact that his horse was played out with the possee closing the gap.
He made one last great dec sion in his life.He decided to make a stand of it and to die
with his boots on.He didn't want to be laid to rest in the middle of no where,so he picked
a spot and sat down to carve and wa t for the possee.
An hour later they showed up and the first man to point Marshall out got a slug in his
chest as a reward.The return fire was w thering and in the hail of lead Marshall got off 5
more shots that emptied 4 saddles of riders.
When the rema ning deputies walked up to his riddled body they saw he had fallen beside
a sack of money and a neatly carved s gn that was driven into the ground.
All the money was there and the sign said "Welcome to Holly Springs-a nice place to
live and die."
And that,my friend,is the God's honest truth.
-B.
SUBJECT>M726 POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new supply line has someone selling a M726.
Anyone here selling it?
If you want the info e-mail me and I'll give it to you.
Thanks
Joe.SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Jon POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33595 NEXT>33644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like I'll be going under the real ugly stuff,try ng to stay on ma n roads that should
be cleaned up by then.Heater works good,know about the salt (I work for county road
dept.).Thanks,Todd
SUBJECT>Re:your w fe is more delusional than you are.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33626 NEXT>33640
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Maybe that's what she heard "It adheres to Biblical princ ples ".
That is odd.I didn't use that in my argument to get Jeaner to quit her job and stay home
24/7/365.I just sa d "I am the man of this house and what I say is LAW.You will be a
housemaker from now on.Now cook!".And that was that.
See?
-B.
SUBJECT>damn fine writin'fer a redneck POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33634 NEXT>33643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Say,that's not half bad!I like tales of hard bank robbing gunslingers.Thanks man.After
Brute's reminder of Nazi atrocities it was great to read something a little more zesty.
Redneck.
SUBJECT>tsk tsk POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33638 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't order my wife around,Hoss.We have a nice relationship,and can just talk to each
other.No orders here!
actually I have a riding crop and I beat the hell out of her all the time.That's why I make
her stay home,to hide the bruises.Oh,and there's lots of them too,boyo!Blee dat!
SUBJECT>Smite POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33610 NEXT>33642
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My flight instructor was a preacher in the Church of Christ in Brenham,TX.He never
tried to preach to me or even comment on my occational 'oh shit'while flying in a small
two seat plane.When I got my license he sent me a card saying congratulations and 'Don't
let thy airspeed drop,less the ground come up to smite thee.'I just had to add this to the
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conversation..Barrman
SUBJECT>lol POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 10:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33641 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's pretty good.Smote you would be!
SUBJECT>Re:damn fine writin'fer a redneck POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33639 NEXT>33645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The hair (the one)is standing stra ght up on my head.
You been reading those books have ya?
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks Jon POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33637 NEXT>33663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Todd,I have a set of chains if you want to borrow them incase you get stuck......not
sure how I could get em to ya for friday though???I have a guy that is diong some work
for us right now that lives kinda by stanley.....maybe could have him drop them
off.......shout if you want them.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks guys.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33645 NEXT>33647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have a sewer machine here at the shop............
SUBJECT>Thinking of B.POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33476 NEXT>33668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To be perfectly honest B.you do remind me of what I see just before flushing.I've not
been in the habit of g ving my bodily waste names,but in your honor they w ll be called
B.from now on.
3lbs.Spice?Is that all you've got?Well,from a little squirt like you I guess that is
mpress ve.Have you taken to wearing platform shoes yet so when you and young Kattie
argue you can stand close and look imposingly down at her?Or is she already dooing that
to you?
BTW B.from your -shall we say lifestyle -I would have guessed your byproducts would
have enormous g rth but little in the way of length.If you cannot figure that insult out e-
mail me and I won't embarrass you any further on-line.
Ron.SUBJECT>Re:Thanks guys.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33647 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the whites of your eyes starting to change color yet????cause you're getting full!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks guys.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33645 NEXT>33656 33660 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a favor to the collective population of Holly Springs,why dont ya pick up,say,a case
of Glade for the big event.
It might just be like nuclear war in that there
bathroom................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
I C BM's everywhere!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:On Ebay right now POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>33612 NEXT>
33653 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
GBC Image maker 2000 binder binding machine?????What the heck is that thing and
why are you telling me about it?If its relevent then hey I'd like to know,I really hope that
your link is off a little bit.....
SUBJECT>Re:Old Dave-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,
10 December 2003,at 10:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33603 NEXT>
33657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well its good of you for taken the time to type all that out,Thanks and are you driven or
flyin in!I hope Im driven there to FE.
Take care and see you there.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:On Ebay right now POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33651 NEXT>33695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check the sellers name......
SUBJECT>Re:not on the militarystencils.com site...POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33420 NEXT>33669 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.What about "5/4 Tons of Fun"?Just seems to read better
that way.
Ron
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SUBJECT>Knuckle rebuild POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>33870 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a search and got all the part numbers for the seals and bearings needed to do the hub
and the knuckle but there were a couple listed as c nco #'s.What the heck is that?4 parts
guys gave me the same blank stare as when I said M715.Any help except B.(for broken)
s welcome.
Thanks.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:V8/pto convers on question POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>33536 NEXT>
33696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
There is plenty of room to continue to run your pto winch even w th a Novak/V8
convers on.In fact there is room to put in a bigblock or even a GM diesel.I put a 6.2
diesel in mine us ng an adapter to the stock transmission and had just enough room for
everything.The only challenge you may run into is the pto shaft center bearing support.If
your stock setup hangs it on the 230 eng ne,then you will need to fabricate a new hanger
for it.I built a new hanger for mine that mounted to the frame using the same bolts that
held the suspens on bottoming out rubber bumper.I also found that my exhaust crossover
pipe barely cleared the pto shaft as it crossed under it.
Rollie
SUBJECT>Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>33661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could you please add a section on the left hand s de of the screen that has all the part
numbers for varius stuff so we can all go the local part stores and just pick stuff up.It
would be an incredible resource.Anyone want to second that???
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks guys.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33650 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good one,Jon.I got it.
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33659 NEXT>33683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.look at the "zone parts list"in the online manuals.
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33631 NEXT>33674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts not running!but yes its close
SUBJECT>Re:cha ns POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,
10 December 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33644 NEXT>
33666 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks but no thanks.Anything happens to that wreck I'm taking my plates,grinding the
VIN off and walking home.But you didn't hear that here......
SUBJECT>Re:whose kit is that?POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes,its tw n sticked,and ill reuse the orig nal shifters and such too.gotta figure out how
to seperate them.
the kit is from highangle driveline,and would fit the np200 too......gives you a cv
driveshaft though
SUBJECT>are you torn?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33656 NEXT>33672 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or did it just extrude forever and ever?You've told us so much already,might as well tell
all.
SUBJECT>and whips??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33663 NEXT>33667 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just g ve me a call....I'll come get ya!!!!
Ta nt too far to Lake Michigan from there....just thinking out loud....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:and whips??POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33666 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ta nt?You having sympathy pains for Brain?Sounds a bit Freudian not to be...
SUBJECT>Re:Thinking of B.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33648 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You ever been so,uh,"productive"that it made you wonder whether or not you should.hand out c gars?THAT'S success!
SUBJECT>Re:not on the militarystencils.com site...POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33654 NEXT>33774 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Yup
SUBJECT>Re:The magic just happened!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33656 NEXT>33678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I for one am glad that sh!ts over with.....sorry,someone had to say it....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Capta n Morgan POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33516 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went to State,lived in Rale gh for a few years.I'm down in Wilmington now.
SUBJECT>Re:are you torn?POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33665 NEXT>33677 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't know anything about this stuff but B-told me he wasn't worried about tearing.He
said something about gay people don't have to worry about that.I don't understand homo's
like B-....not at all.Being stra ght is so much eas er.I wonder why B-makes everything so
difficult with his "lifestyle".
SUBJECT>Re:There any females on this page?POSTER>koobster/ut/germany
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33559 NEXT>33675 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sandy(blackwidow)used to come here and on the old yahoo site.I get ema ls from her
time to time.She said she might be show ng back up here
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33662 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But it will be running by 5PM,right??
SUBJECT>Re:There any females on this page?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33673 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,
Havent hear from here in a long time....cool chick!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>"C vilian..."Nice!ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
:P
SUBJECT>I fully agree.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He tried to sway me to his way of thinking but I wasn't having it.The Jeaner's just a huge
front so his mom doesn't cry.Not that she doesn't already.We need to help him,not scorn
him!
SUBJECT>Re:The magic just happened!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33670 NEXT>
33679 33685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Geeeze...I come back from a job site to like 40 yahoo emails!Ben,what color are those
NOS socks?
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33678 NEXT>33680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just how long did it take the doctors to get the cord unwrapped from around your
neck..........musta been some kind of record.
SUBJECT>Guys POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33679 NEXT>33681 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I still need some shocks.
Ben let me down.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Guys POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33680 NEXT>33682 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-,Do you have a lamp in your office with a screw in bulb?
SUBJECT>Re:Guys POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33681 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No.
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33661 NEXT>33691 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It could use an update as poeple find more parts that cross referance into civie part
numbers.
SUBJECT>stock replacement shocks POSTER>LEE BROWN
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EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
rancho as a stock replacment shock the number for the front is rs5116 and the number for
the rear is rs5118
SUBJECT>Re:The magic just happened!POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33678 NEXT>
33688 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They are olive drab of course.
SUBJECT>Re:stock replacement shocks POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33684 NEXT>33687
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They run about $150 for 4 though.Is there a cheaper brand out there?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:stock replacement shocks POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33686 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cheaper=crap
You have messed up the Zone.You have gone too far.I just don't know..........
SUBJECT>Re:The magic just happened!POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 1:52
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33685 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH :}
SUBJECT>Frap Foxworthy Dis-POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>33690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.array....poor M715 Zone...so screwed up by your deleted posts that its message
board
wont even let me post a message about how screwed up it is.
Man,years of work shoved right out into dig tal oblivion.....
Excuse me,I have to find my hari-kari knife...
brute4c
.
.
.
.
.
(yes,it's a joke...unless your Frappy hisself of course...shhh dont tell him...he wont read
down this far)
SUBJECT>Oh and about the spit bucket...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 2:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33689 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
make sure it's sta nless...might as well make it easy on me.
Thanks Frappy,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33683 NEXT>33746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got a list of updates for it??
You want to send them to me so I have them??
You wanna do it yourself and send me the updated copy??
P ck at least 2 of the above and lets talk!!
Thanks,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 2:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
Very nice job on your truck!You MUST have some retirement money in that sucker.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:grinders rule.POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33582 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent story.I'm sure it wasn't funny when it was happening,but I sure got a good
chuckle out of it.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Captain Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com.DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 3:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33592 NEXT>33700 33764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew exactly where this was gona go as soon as I posted that message.I was just
wondering if there were any,not looking to hook up.I have my hands full down here
trying to get w th this one g rl.She thinks her wrangler is the shit,just wait till I show her
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mine...
SUBJECT>Re:On Ebay right now POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33653 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know what he is up to.
He got it free,selling it.
And buying new shocks w th the cash.
Will
SUBJECT>Brute,and Rollie POSTER>Dave Durbahn EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33658 NEXT>33720 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,Brute,and Rollie,i am no mechanical wizard,and i a bumbling my
way through my first conversion.Well,it started as a convers on,but has transformed
nto removing the entire body,installing a new rust free cab,and front clip,and
rustproofing the frame,body,and box,and a repaint as well...:)
SUBJECT>battery location POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33698 33701 33707 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ok,it seems i w ll only have room to mount one battery in the engine compartment.
anyone ever mounted them UNDER the bed in the front on the passenger side opposite
the gas tank?????
any suggestions are welcome.i do not want them IN the bed
SUBJECT>wa t!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Wednesday,10
December 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33697 NEXT>33699
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll assume you have a heater in there.I've got room w/out the big heater box but WITH
the hoses entering lower on the firewall for one there,and another up against the radiator
support.That's if you replace the M-inner fender w/c vvy model.
also,relocation of w ring on the drivers s de might free up enough room for an Optima.
$99 red top at Costco.
SUBJECT>one more thing POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33698 NEXT>33704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
s that big-ass box wide enough for batteries?might be a bear getting to them but that
would be slick as hell to hide them there.Then you could put shotguns and pistols and
6packs of Pepsi in the in-cab deal.Sweet.
SUBJECT>yeeeeaaah..show her your "Wrangler"POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33694 NEXT>33702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh,that's clever.Real smooth.They like it when you name it you know,good thinking!
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33697 NEXT>33703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I put the battery under my '37 Packard Coupe steet rod.It is great for weight distibution
and use of space.My only use issues have been:Access-it is a pain to mount a battery
under something,Cables-the longer the cable the more drop you get in usable amperage a
problem w th your Cummins,Charging-I bought some remote terminals for it but it is
still a pain.
Your truck looks great in the pictures.I am not try ng to talk you out of the under bed
battery.I think if you made some kind of verticle sliding mount access wouldn't be as
much of a problem.The others just take more money and effort to work through.Keep up
the picture taking.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:yeeeeaaah..show her your "Wrangler"POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33700 NEXT>33709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could always call him the captain...
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33701 NEXT>33712 33717 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well as you can see the interior has a bench seat now.i am putting a vintage aira/c heater
defroster in,so maybe i can do one where the original heater went.....under the bed seems
like a pain,but i need 2 batteries so i can weld in the field with my readywelder,and i
already have 2 yellow top optimas....and if i put them under the bed maybe it would be
easier on the rear electric winch..SUBJECT>Re:one more thing POSTER>Glenn EMAIL>GSHJeep@AOL.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 6:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33699 NEXT>33711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saw an article somewhere (wish I'd thought of it!)how a guy put the battery inside of a
rocket ammo box behind the seats in the cab...have to be skinny batteries if you have long
legs though.Thought I'd try it on mine,still being 24 volt I purchased two boxes that
seem to fit well enough,but I haven't converted it yet.I'm just tired of knocking my
damned elbows on that reverse-engineered battery box between the seats.I also plan to
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take a Jeep station wagon jump-seat and mount it where the orig nal box is,so i'll have a
place for my dog to sit that looks factory.
SUBJECT>cheaper shocks POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:04
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hear is a cheaper shock for the ones that think $35.00 is to much to pay try napa 94009
and 94080 or gabriel 93764 but you may find that they are not that much cheaper then the
ranchos and rancho have a good replacement policy
SUBJECT>Re:cheaper shocks POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33705 NEXT>33710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the best shocks for the money?
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33697 NEXT>33714 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
The bench seat looks great...Like it rolled out of the factory that way.What about a
battery box under the pass nger side running board?
with a little door for access like on a duce?Or if you are not putting in a civy heater you
might be able to rig a spot in that area....Look at the eng ne compartment you might be
able to do a split battery like a cucv or a hmmmwv.(I think they are split)....or get one
24V battery and all your problems are solved...:)
I am very impressed with the truck so far.
Are those stock cheby rims w th the 1100x16s?
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Yeah,really...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally,I think Jon is of average height and weight.
You are just really that small.
Ron.SUBJECT>LOL...ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33702 NEXT>33749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NONE!
SUBJECT>I"ll go with...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33706 NEXT>33785 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..either Rancho or Doetsch (sp?).Have had good luck w/the Rancho's in the past,and
running Doetsch on the little Jeep right now.Gabriels have all puked out on me pretty
quick.Ran them on the work trucks.
SUBJECT>I think..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,
10 December 2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33704 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..they might fit under the seats,at least on 725's.Pretty big pedestal there.You'd have to
make the seats tilt forward but that wouldn't be too hard.
hmm.
SUBJECT>use welding cable POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,10 December 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33703 NEXT>33719 33866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for the battery cables,voltage drop shouldn't be that big an issue.On the 725's of course,
the batteries are way in back behind the passenger seat,under the bench.It's a good haul
up to the starter.
SUBJECT>Re:Joel,the only smart man here.POSTER>Joel EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
11 December 2003,at 4:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaP9vZ4mSoyVI
PREVIOUS>33588 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Revolvers are good for alot people because they have no safety and few working parts.
Having the nerve to use it is something you w ll never know unless you have to and
hopefully you never w ll know.
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33707 NEXT>33735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ll try that on the battery!
am using stock chevy rims for now,but ill use custom rims when i get a chance
SUBJECT>wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>Jay Ritch
EMAIL>jay.ritch@us.army.mil DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33716 33727 33767 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.we have Mercedes SEE's in our engineering company that uses a 6 lug wheel.i have yet
to measure the bolt pattern becaus i'm not sure how to take the measurements.i'm sure
there is some accepted standard method.but if these would cross-over,they'd be an
excellent replacement wheel for the m-715.i believe they are about 20 inch rims and use
the same military tire we run on the new LMTV's,so there would be alot of decent
surplus rubber.the SEE's are be ng phased out of use,so surplus stock rims should be
cheap and available as well.somebody out there enlighten me and i'll measure them out.
google search for "small emplacement excavator"and look at some of the pictures.the
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truck itself is rather small,no larger than a civvy half-ton,so the tire s ze can be judged to
be about right for m-715 use.
Jay
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33715 NEXT>33718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay,
Measure the center to center spac ng any pair of oppos t lugs or lug wholes.The M715 is
7.25 inches.The center whole for the hub I believe is 5.625 (5 and 5/8th)inches.
Good luck
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33703 NEXT>33724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I use a vintage air heater defroster on my 69 CJ.You w ll like it.It actually works..
Al...
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33716 NEXT>33721 33723 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I measured one of those Mercedes Vans that are now be ng sold under the Dodge
name...has 16 inch rims w th large 6 bolt pattern...turned out to be bigger than ours by an
nch...oh well...and they make dually ones too...would been nice....probably a metric stud
too...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:use welding cable POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33712 NEXT>33722 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did put mine in the bed...I know,not your choice,but for the cables,longer run to the
front,I had some new ones made here locally with "00"cable size...stock is a 2
gauge...even here in northern Wiscons n at -30 I dont have any trouble rolling her over.even if shes been sitting
for a few weeks.
Just a thought...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute,and Rollie POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33696 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,you're welcome...and ya know,my truck plans have evolved kinda similiar to
yours....started small,now w th a spare frame,cab,axles and springs,its turning into a
full blown 2 truck project....will I ever learn?????Hope not!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33718 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5/8"wheel stud on the 715's too.
SUBJECT>If ava lable grab this w re!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33719 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to a material handling or lift truck house and see if they're scrapping out any electric
trucks.They have some homungous ass,really fine strand wire that is awesome stuff.The
fine strands mean great flexability and high current flow.
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33718 NEXT>33728 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If they are an inch larger than ours could we drill a new pattern off set by 30 degrees.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33717 NEXT>33733 33745 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
cool,i wasnt sure if it would.
bought the gen2 compac and it has servos for the doors instead of vacuum (the diesel
doesnt have vacuum)
m curious to see how well it works w th the rag top......
SUBJECT>shopping POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-a kin82@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33726 33753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I gotta go christmas shopping w th my wife today..if you were real friends one of
you
would rush over and beat me with a louisville slugger so I couldn't go
SUBJECT>On my way...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33725 NEXT>33729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Anything for a friend...whats the address again??
Wife and I are going out of town this weekend to shop away from the kids...probably be
even worse but who knows...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>Two Dogs
EMAIL>twodogs@outdrs.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33715 NEXT>33730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Jay,
No dice.
Mog rims are on a 205 mm "pitch".That means 205 mm from the center of the hub to the
bolt hole.I measured mine just to be sure,and its about 8 inches lug to lug on center.
Now if Uncle Sugar decides to liqiudate his parts inventory for the SEE's,maybe we'll see
more rigs running mog axles.
Twenty inch rims,locking diffs,portal axles,7.54 to 1 final drives,(coil springs?)all
under your M715.
That'll make a Hummer look like a low rider,huh?
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33723 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The center hole was huge,getting out near the stud holes..dont think there was room left
for our pattern....
brute4c
PS:A nice new set of 1 piece rims would make a good Christmas present for me...please
nclude the spares rim in the shipment,thanks!!!
SUBJECT>I had good luck with...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33726 NEXT>33744
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...giving ideas of what to get a board member to said board member's wife.She
apprec ated it alot and got him a killer g ft.
If it'll help any of you out-forward my e-ma l address to your w ves and I'll give them
deas for your g fts.
Trust me,this works well..-B.
SUBJECT>Two Dog POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33727 NEXT>33734 33864
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just so you know...there are 25.4mm in 1 inch.205mm divided by 25.4mm (to convert
the 205mm to inches)=8.07 inches.Better check their pitch definition to make sure it's
not 'across the hub'dimentions.
GREAT HUSSLE ON THE MEASURE!Thanks!
SUBJECT>Stenc l type fonts....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33732 33736 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/font/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/font/
We are looking for an appropriate stencil type font for the site and for T-shirts for the FE,
etc.I have found 7 so far....made a quick page showing each font...anyone have a clue if
any of these are correct for our era??Or is there one that stands out as one we should
use??See link below.
Thanks in advance!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Stenc l type fonts....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Browning or phantom
I looked forever last night also......it's hard to find the "PERFECT"one.
SUBJECT>what about that pump you scored?POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the one for the w pers?wouldn't that make enough vacuum to run both things?Or you
could swap to electric w pers and just...ah well,I"m sure you think of these things too
lol...never mind!hahah
SUBJECT>one more thing on Mog axles.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T bus Offroad is selling them in Ogden,they're not cheap but then again,they're not that
much for custom superlow axles either.
www.killeraxles.com I think base starts at like $1700,yes I am too lazy to look.D scs and
upgrades add price of course.
The new rock buggy at Factory is running them,and I can tell you that it looks sweet,but.s not very w de.Might be an
issue.They might have Volvo axles now that I'm thinking
about it.I"ll have to ask.Anyway the geared hub idea is pretty sweet.
There is also a company making Hummer-ended 9"and 60's but I'd have to search for
that.Was in a magazine a while back.$$$$$$$$$$$
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SUBJECT>what year truck POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33714 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to grab a set of 16's,I've got 16.5's off the old pig I stole the axles from.Guy at the
yard swears that Chevy put split rim,7"wheels on their trucks all through the whole
70's---oh yeah!they sure did.I always got the special non split option on mine LOL>..
anyway,I'll guess they're from a later model?
SUBJECT>Phantom for sure,and a musical note POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone else here know why the Crass font is so named?
for the stupid band,Crass,that used it in their logo.They're a bunch of leftist fairies from
England,but on the other hand made the occas onal good anti-establishment point.Any
punk will have adopted that logo at one point or another,and I myself still have a shirt
floating around the basement somewhere.
and that is the rest of the story.
SUBJECT>Where the &@*!is Brian....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm jonesin for ya to post up a storm...do it NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Get to it....reading this is already wasting my time!!
SUBJECT>Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33737 NEXT>33739 33740 33762 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Violation of the UCMJ....Court Martial proceedings are being
considered...better drop
and give me 50....posts that is!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>you sound kinda soft..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33738 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..what the hell?I think he's working!that would blow me away.
but this pleading has got to stop.He'll think he's indispensible,and that would just be
awful.He'd never stop then.
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33738 NEXT>33741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think we all know what Brian does in his quiet time.I,for one,vote that we leave him
be.
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33740 NEXT>
33748 33765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup.Its better that we just leave him alone and don't ask questions...
SUBJECT>anyone know off hand...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if 1/2t and 3/4t dana 44 knuckles intechange?I want to put the flattop knuckles off my
Cherokee under the ambulance.Looks like it should work.Anyone know before I start
wrenchin'?
the spindles and hubs are different but the bolt patterns on the spindle look the same as
far as I am able to glean from manuals.
SUBJECT>Pintle H tches?POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>33752 33761 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Another 715 owner found!He lives a couple hours north of me(IL)and he had come
across an old ad I posted somewhere looking for 715 parts.He has a '67 715 he's installing
a Chevy 454 in and putting a 8 lug Dana 60 up front and making the rear 70 8 lug.both
are disc brakes set-ups.He's got a bunch of leftover parts and was try ng to sell some of
them.Needless to say,we talked a hour and we're tryin'to meet up to see each other's
trucks.
The Question:.He needs a pintle hitch because someone whacked it off with a torch or something.....who
knows.He sa d his pintle should have a solid tapered rod that slides in the truck.....not a 4
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bolt flange.I looked at my '67 and '68 last night and they both have the 4 bolt flange.Any
nput on this?
SUBJECT>This does work BUT........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33729 NEXT>33751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t can also backfire if you are not careful.If sa d board member's w fe is try ng to keep the
whole deal (not just the gift)a secret until christmas and Brian is not.Said board
members wife might think that brian not only told said board member that he decided
what the g ft should be but,also told said board member what the g ft was.Then said
board member's wife might reveal what the gift was thinking said board member already
knew.This can cause sa d board member,sa d board members wife,and Brian hard
feelings.So just be open about what is going in the first place and everything should go
relatively smooth.
S ncerely,
Sa d Board Member....whoops.....I mean Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:battery location POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33724 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee,do you have a part number for the servo model.If its not handy,don't worry
about it.I have a catalog at home.
Mine is the vacuum motor unit.I have to reach down and close the door most of the time
for defrost.The fan overpowers it.I also have to gently pull the door open the last 1/2
nch for floor heat.I think the dust and grime have affected the operation.Overall I really
love the unit over my stock heater which really did nothing but make noise...I'm very
willing to bet you will be pleased...Al
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33691 NEXT>33766 33772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will try to keep track and work on it.I'm getting a a transfer case rebuild kit so I w ll try
to get all the Part numbers from the various seals and bearings off it.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone know off hand...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33742 NEXT>33750 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was told they would once.....never tried myself.Go ahead,but don't be mad at me if it
don't work....I'll relay your disgust to him and we will both feel bad for a second the go on
like nothing ever happened.
SUBJECT>tacoman POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33709 NEXT>33759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just opened it to see if there really was NO TEXT.there was,you lie.You should be
ashamed.
SUBJECT>lol POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33747 NEXT>33802
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks man...I figure if I don't get solid info I'll waste the 1/2 hour jacking things up and
stripping them,and probably just drop a wrench in disgust and post:"the answer is no".
but if it works,I can post something like:"just like Doug and I thought,it worked!
freakin A!8 lug hubs on high-steer arms,for nothing!Thanks Doug!"
so I guess it's time to hit the garage...brrrr...
SUBJECT>Re:This does work BUT........POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 10:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33744 NEXT>33755
33771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah.
That's all true.
This post seemed funny this morning,but then Jean Ellen wrote me and said that Jill
hadn't said anything about if she still hated me or not and so Jean Ellen said that is to be
taken as "Yes,Jill does hate you."and it quickly lost its humor.
On second thought-despite the fact that I am a master at helping wives pick gifts for the r
husbands-don't get me involved.Everything I do turns to shit.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pintle Hitches?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33743 NEXT>33756 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Velvet is a '67 and doesn't have a four bolt flange,just a big nut on the ins de.
I see a lot of the bolted flange jobbies on eBay advertised for 715 and 35's.I never
understood why.
SUBJECT>Re:shopping POSTER>Capta n Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33725 NEXT>33834 LINKNAME>Sharpener
LINKURL>http://store.knifecenter.com/pgi-ProductSpec?GA64025
I like to shop Ebay,I can find all kinds of stuff on there.I get a new knife shapener a
while ago (not off ebay though)and decided it would be a good gift for my mom and dad,
but ma nly my dad.If anyone is interested click the link and check it out.It will put a real
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quick razor edge on any blade!.SUBJECT>Re:Sorry guys POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33748 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to bad,Im going to answer it anyway as I think you aught to know that you have many
many friends here and I am one of them so dont worry about mark as it sounds like hes
havin a ruff time now and w ll come around!
we all think your an alright guy and I for one am jones ng to go to the fe to meet everyone
and have a good time so keep your chin up and hang tough and you have a friend here
man!
Take care and catch you later bud!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:This does work BUT........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33751 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jill does not hate you.She,me,and you just fumbled a up a good plan.All of us should
share the blame there,well you and Jill anyway,I never do anything wrong.Just ask
her..........nevermind,don't ask her.
Now get your bottom lip sucked back in and quit your pouting.
SUBJECT>Re:Pintle Hitches?POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33752 NEXT>33757 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hmmmm....Thats weird.Well,I guess he's not smoking crack like I thought .I'll have to
see if I can come up w th one for him then.
SUBJECT>Re:Pintle Hitches?POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33756 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is one stronger than the other?Its w erd that they would have to styles.
SUBJECT>FE POSTER>Captain Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone ever come to the FE without their truck?I dont think mine will be done in time,
but I would still love to come and meet everyone.I could also look at everyone elses ride
and get some ideas for my own.I know I could look for the info,but when and where is
t?
SUBJECT>not my fault you can't read.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33749 NEXT>33770 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.when I say no text,that is a clue to avoid opening it,as I have nothing
more to say on the
topic.If you do,you do so to read a terse post like "NONE"or sometimes "What the hell
s wrong with you?No text damnit"
The philosophical problem here becomes:what is text?the mere presence of letters?or is
t the presence of ideas and exposition?Hmm?indeed.
SUBJECT>I might have to.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33758 NEXT>33768 33867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll be workign out east all spring,ie no working on the 725.If all goes well I might have
a week to throw it together,but that seems historically unlikely,as my job is weather-
dependent.
I will probably attend w/the girls in the little Jeep,and bum rides off Brian and Tom.
Brian even said he'd let me drive his deal,but then again that was on the flat ground of
Chez Sisson.
One way or the other I'll attend,if for no other reason than to document the scene on disc.
SUBJECT>Re:Pintle Hitches?POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33743 NEXT>33763 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most military pintles that I've seen for that weight class are the hitch that has a long
tappered rod that is threaded.This goes through the frame and gets a castle nut and cotter
pin.The hole it goes through is a front and rear flang that has four bolts.So when you
look at your fram w th no pintle it looks like a 5 dice with the center one bigger than the
other.So maybe this is why you might have a four bolt w th a tappered rod.
Just my $.02 worth.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33738 NEXT>33769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No its only an article 15 now....
Confind him to his quarters.
Joe
SUBJECT>that sounds right POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33761 NEXT>33775 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some old International the City of Salt Lake used had the same kind of deal:4bolt mount,
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with a big center hole for the hitch,which on that truck was held on w th a monster nut,
like 2.5"or something.I remember marvelling at how huge it was.
SUBJECT>Re:Women.POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 December
2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33694 NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Is that your sister's hot friend?
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33741 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I just feel sorry for the sheep...
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be great!I have been wanting to rebuild mine someday.I could use the part
numbers....
SUBJECT>Re:wheels -a potential new source?POSTER>R ck Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jay ,
We also have a Mercedes SEE in our eng neering company ,measured this out last year
and it just would work.So i asked if i could trade the 715 for the mercedes,didn't go over
to good.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:I might have to.POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33760 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I came to the 2000 and 2001 without mine....was more fun to be there and drive mine
around....well riding with Drew in 2000 was pretty outrageous....I have never had a bad
time at an FE...with or without my truck!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Looks like he is AWOL...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33762 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not on my watch....Article 15 indeed....this is practically treasonous to deny us our daily
B.!!!
I'll be over at the Judge Advocates office later today.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>not my fault you can't think POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33759 NEXT>33773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t is text........it was there.....you lied.........quit try to talk you way out of it..SUBJECT>Re:This does work
BUT........POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's SCHMIDT....last time I'm tellin ya!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Part Numbers POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did copy the posts on that info and the shock stuff too that was recently posted....w ll get
that added in....of course whatever you find is of value as long as its the right stuff!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:not my fault you can't think POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33770 NEXT>33779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Depends on what your definition of "is"is.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:not on the militarystencils.com site...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK...I can do that!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33763 NEXT>33776 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just went out to check and mine doesn't have a "big nut"on the back s de......weird.It just
has a four bolt mount and it all comes off.I'll have to call this guy tonight to confirm but
he swears his has a anchor of some sort that is made to(or welded to)the back in which
the tapered pintle shaft slides in w th one "big nut"securing it......The only thing that can
be removed is the tapered shaft/nut and pintle.......I'm confused...this topic is closed until
further investigation.
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33775 NEXT>33778 33836 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I put a modified deuce pintle and flange on my 715.....could be what he has????two bolts
with the one big one in the center.
I have seen weld on pintles on 715 also w th nothing protruding thru the frame.I think it's.one of those small deals
like the spring perches that they changed for one to anither over
the three years of production.
SUBJECT>Can you guys help me?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33780
33781 33821 33828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got e-mailed a pic of Doug g ving me the finger and (I swear)it's the most woman-
like hand I've ever seen.To confirm that it is indeed the most feminine hand on The Zone
I'd like you all to e-mail me a pic of your hands.
I'll compare them to Doug's and let you know.
I just can't believe that his hands are so homo looking.It scares me and proves to me that
he has never held a wrench.
Thanks,
-NB.
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33776 NEXT>33865 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Case Closed.Doug Rules.
SUBJECT>Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33773 NEXT>33842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shut up.........I scrolled all they way down here to look at this......and thats all you could
come up with......SHUT UP!
Did you get any water test/quotations for me to ponder yet???
SUBJECT>Re:Can you guys help me?POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33777 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NO!Sorry,I'm not sending you a pic of my hand you freak.You'll probably just print it out
and touch yourself.......never mind now I'm not going to sleep.Get back to work HOMO!
SUBJECT>The results are in!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33777 NEXT>33782 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been overwhelmed w th letters from you sending me pics of hands.I've examined
them all and it's been decided that Doug has the softest,palest,most feminine hands I
ever did see.They had no ha r on the fingers,no scars on the knuckles,and the fingernails.were perfect.
All of you measured up with hands that looked like a man's and appeared ready to handle
any wrench.
Doug,at the FE we're going to require you to wear gloves.Ask for a nice pa r for
Christmas.
Thanks you all,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33781 NEXT>33783 33784 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Gloves............that's probably what I will get now.........Jill said she is taking the GPS
back.Seeing how you ruined the surprise.
Those hands are damn near 9"from the tip of the middle finger to the bottom of the palm.
If I get a lousey pair of gloves I'm gonna wrap them around that skinny little girl neck of
yours and squeeze just like I did to that hamster.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33782 NEXT>33787
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
9"worth of hand is some pretty scarey Platic Man hands.I think that instead of
exagerating on the length of your hands you should have gone for an exageration as to the
power.
Let me show you:
WRONG:"I have freakishly long 9"hands that drag the ground."
and then
RIGHT:"My hands might looks like a woman's,but they can be used in place of Vice-
Grips at any given time.I made my wife's diamond w th them."
Anyhow,it's too late.We all know you got you some woman hands there.And your
wrist?Is this hand damaged?It reminds me of Scarey Movie II.
-------
I think it's funny that she jumped to conclus ons that I had g ven away the g ft and then
gave away the suprise herself.It warms my heart.No matter what you get-I'll still have
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my front locker so all will be well.
-B.
SUBJECT>Oh,so its "How B stole Christmas"(Xmas-spicer)POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33782 NEXT>
33786 33788 33879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I think he should take the money from his ebay binder poker thingy and buy you a
GPS.That's fa r.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:CHEAPER SHOCKS POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33710 NEXT>33874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'm using Explorer pro-comp shocks.i went to buy Rancho and they were out of the
correct number.so the guy sa d these are cheaper and probably made in the same factory.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Oh,so its "How B stole Christmas"(Xmas-spicer)POSTER>Brian
S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33784 NEXT>
33791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jean Ellen asked me last night if I wanted a GPS.She said that Jill had told her it was a
good gift.
Tell us,Doug-is it a good gift?I told Jeaner I wanted a locker instead so I'll not know if
t's a good gift or not.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33783 NEXT>33789 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might as well send that locker up here......you know your truck will be broke down again
by the FE.......Least you could ride in a 715(that runs)w th a front locker.
SUBJECT>even better...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33784 NEXT>33790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..he should have to find the Memphricans who ganked his stuff,and borrow some of the
money they made fenc ng it.That would be even more fa r.
I'll duck your first punch Brian,and you wont'get a chance to throw a second.Think of
your family.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33787 NEXT>33792
33793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have my doubt that you'll make it to the FE.I think you're all talk and no show.
Actually,I bet you a bottle of whiskey (your choice)that you don't show.
There.I put up and now shall shut up.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:even better...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33788 NEXT>33794 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was just thinking to myself-
I'm not much in person,but people seem to really like me on the net.Thanks Brute.
I'm no fighter,and you're my bud.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh,so its "How B stole Christmas"(Xmas-spicer)POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at
2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33786 NEXT>33796 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How would I know?????I'm not getting one.....never had one before.
SUBJECT>DOUG!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33789 NEXT>33863
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glenlivet is whiskey (fine,Scotch whiskey,like on the bottle),and it's about $125 a
bottle.Don't squander the opportunity.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33789 NEXT>33795 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Crown Royal.......not the little bottle either.
SUBJECT>lol..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33790 NEXT>33799
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I liked you just fine in person.Anyone who feeds me gets my vote,I"m like a stray dog.
And with the van odor clinging to my soul,probably smell like one too.You should come
visit here,it's a different story lol...
Plus,who else has let me shoot at the r poolhouse?That's right:no one.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33793 NEXT>33797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Sorry Tacoma.......I'm not out to break him.......he got a couple eng ne overhaul kits to buy
between now and then.
SUBJECT>Re:Oh,so its "How B stole Christmas"(Xmas-spicer)POSTER>Brian
S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:06
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33791 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a shame.
You'd have liked it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33795 NEXT>33800
33801 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Crown Royal it is.If memory serves the large bottle is $60,but it's a small price to pay to
see you there.
Will you wager $60 worth of Frapachino's when you don't show?
-B.
SUBJECT>New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33803 33807 33835 33840 33859
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/2004FE/
Well I reded them with the new font and the 5/4 tons of fun as suggested below on the
board....good luck finding the posts....
Anyway,try these on and let me know how bad they look....the large back design,I
colored the background to simulate,poorly,a desert tan tshirt color...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:lol..POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...and I paid for your movie.You're basically my bitch.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33797 NEXT>33805 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
$60!!!How large of a bottle are you talking?
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your on mister Frappucc no Foxworthy........note the correct spelling of.frappachino.........dip prob has one in his
hand and still can't spell it right.
SUBJECT>Re:lol POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33750 NEXT>33812
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 44 knuckle is a 44 knuckle.The spindle w ll be differant and brake mounting will be
differant,But you just change everything from the knuckle out.Barry
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33798 NEXT>33804
33811 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why does it say Brute4C?Are they all going to say our screen names?
And we need the year in addition to the date.
Otehr than that I can find no fault in your hard work.
Thanks and carry one.I'd like 3 and I shall insist on prepay ng for them.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33803 NEXT>33806 33808 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Look aga n Weasel.the date is there.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33800 NEXT>33809
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Enough that if Doug chooses to share,and if you choose to show and if my w fe chooses
to stay behind w th Anna and if the park rangers aren't too vigilant we'll all get hammered
and I'll relate to you all the story of my CBR/the Fararri/Carrie/and the reason I have a
bad ankle.....all in drunk detail.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33804 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet!Good job brute......I likes it a lottt!
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SUBJECT>not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33798 NEXT>33810 33814 33860 33861 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Those designs aren't bad at all.
As some of you know,I went to art school.That would make me an art school fag,but I
quit after realizing it wouldn't help me pa nt better,just make me a fag.Anway,I have
some skills,as I went for free on the merits of my pen and ink work.I propose the
follow ng:
I am going to make some kind of shirt for the Zone,not for the FE or anything,but just a
general shirt to have and love dearly.I'll sell it for cost,and probably print them myself.
I've got access to screenprinting stuff,for small handmade runs of stuff.I figure one or 2 a
year for like $10 or so,on 100%cotton shirts,because 50/50 feels wrong.
I was thinking of a badass 70's cartoon style shirt for the first one,like those old deals
w/the GTO's spewing smoke and stuff.Any opinions?
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33804 NEXT>33813
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He added that after I looked.
And don't call me 'weasel'.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The results are in!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33805 NEXT>33829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,and if B wins.............you can all s t and drink fraps....how gay.......you better root for
me!
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aanCBZHaT5Dec PREVIOUS>33807 NEXT>
33815 33816 33851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Quirks manual has a funny cartoon 715.
I hope you want a 715 on it s nce 725's are ice cream trucks.
And-to clarify-art school doesn't make you gay,woodworking makes you gay.*
-B.
*Unless your name is Jesus as Brute pointed out,in which case you are neither gay nor
straight,but indiffernet.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33803 NEXT>33820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The name idea is like for the first FE,the screen name was put on the shirts IF the.member wanted it done that
way...otherw se it would be blank on that line....
Like Doug sa d...the dates there....
You also posted:
"Otehr than that I can find no fault in your hard work."
Unfortunately I found a fault in yours...
3 huh....all these many years of toiling with broken crayons on paper I had to make myself
and you only want three???OK but your sheep are suppling the wool for your shirts to
get printed on....happy itching!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>cool..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33802 NEXT>33881
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's what I thought,but it's better to know beforehand LOL>..
that's awesome,now I can have high steer crossover deals for free.Chevy really screwed
up on that design in my opinion.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33808 NEXT>33817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I only uploaded it once and did not modify it....Frap goes the weasel....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33807 NEXT>33823 33825 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Go for it!!!
I also talked to the guy that does the s gnage for our Co.trucks.
He said he could do a www.m715zone.com transfer about the size of a bumper sticker for
about $2.
On the extra Tees and bumper stickers it would be cool to add a $1 donation to the site.
To help brute cover the cost of keeping it up and running.Any thoughts on that???
SUBJECT>clarification.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33810 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're wrong.Working with wood is a time-honored manly pursuit.Art school on the
other hand,is for fags.If you're not gay going in,you will be if you stay.It's a fact,and
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the way of things.
725's are not ice cream trucks,they are rolling morgues.Think on that,boyo.
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33810 NEXT>33822 33824
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well according to theology indifference is the polar oppos te of fa th...so now your saying
Jesus is fa thless????
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33813 NEXT>33818 33819 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Blew snot on the screen..........thanks brute!!!
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33817 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see.
Well,I have no response to e ther of you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33817 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Quite welcome,will email on the water...just had a meeting last night in the middle of my
4 hour snow blow...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33811 NEXT>33878
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd sheer 'em and donate the wool,but ever since Tom was here the sheep run from a
human.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Can you guys help me?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33777 NEXT>33827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sent you a pic of my big manly hand with a gun in it.
k
SUBJECT>hmm.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33816 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On one hand we could say sure,since He would be the thing on which faith is based,and
therefore can't posess H mself.On the other,we can see the clear biblical indications that
He believed in the Father,so therefore nullify ng that argument.Hmm.Interesting little
thinking point.
SUBJECT>sounds good POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33814 NEXT>33833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that $1 will come in real handy for the revamped s te too.
No problem here as I'll be doing whatever I do for $1 over cost LOL...
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33816 NEXT>33830
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just can't w n.
-B.
By the way-did you ever see "The Last Temptation"?It got alot of negative publicity
when it came out in the '80's,but I saw it a few years ago and it was nothing like the news
mplied.They sa d that it was a love story between Jesus and Mary Mag.,but in fact it
wasn't and 'the last temptation'was really Satan tempting Jesus whilst he was on the
cross.You know where he goes "Fatehr why have thou forsaken me?"in the bible?Well,
n the movie an angel appears and says "God's Boy,your daddy ain't forsaken you and
since you done hung here a good couple hours I was sent to take you home and get you
offn this hear cross.Just say the word."and that was in fact Satan trying to temp Christ
one last time.I found the whole thing really interesting.It's a unique way of looking at a
part of the whole story that we mostly just pass through.Rent it tong ht and thank me
tomorrow.
-B.
SUBJECT>It would be nice....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33814 NEXT>33826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I owe Jim,our most grac ous host on this server,$175.00 at the moment for hosting us
and probably my first born male child for all he has done and selflessly continues to do
for a bunch of truck nuts headed up by me...also with the new boards Hammer is setting
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up....you guys are gonna love these!!....he is really putting in the work and he signed on
for nothing other than me asking and saying thanks!!
I think we should get these guys something....no B.,no frappy stuffs e ther....
brute4c
SUBJECT>A check?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33825 NEXT>33832
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
Please e-mail me your address.I want to make a donation to the board and to your time.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Can you guys help me?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33821 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's right.You rock.There,ego fed for the day?
Fag.
-B.
SUBJECT>Seriously-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33777 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did get a couple of pics sent to me.I was just joking about sending me pics of your
hands,but from what I've seen Doug really is different than us and has really gay hands.
Thanks for helping me in this experiment.
-B.
SUBJECT>exactly.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33809 NEXT>33831
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be there.Frapucchino is gay as hell.
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33824 NEXT>33862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rent it tonight....w fe is s ck,daughter is sick....little one got as close to losin an arm to
frostbite yesterday as I EVER want to get...and I got 3 hours of snow clearin left....send
me the cliff notes....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:exactly.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33829 NEXT>33841 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wouldn't it be funny if I didn't show?
HA!
Tacoma,I bet you a box of 10mm's that you don't show..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:A check?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33826 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah right.....I can just see myself peering into the eyes of my cry ng wife and kids say ng
"I never thought he could be soooo cruel"as I am hauled off to Leavenworth on a felony
forged check rap....or should that be frap???
weasel...(you didn't tell me not to call you that and if you do now,tooooooooo late!!)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:sounds GREAT!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33823 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go for it Tacoma...I welcome all the help I can get here....this is an area I am a very
limited amateur in.
Thanks for offering!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:shopping POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33753 NEXT>33837 33838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gatco is a pretty good shapner....have a different one than that but I'm happy w th it.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33798 NEXT>33843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute one question.I can't attend the FE due to the fact that I'LL be in south Korea at that
time(I have to report June 4th for one year at beutiful Osan AB)Is there any way that I
can get a t-shirt?
please please please
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Tom O'Neill EMAIL>tom@pdpatch.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 3:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33776 NEXT>33839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
on 1 tn and lighter the 4 bolt flange type is standerd issue.
on 1 tn and higher is a 2 or 4 bolt plate with a tapered shaft is standerd.
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The plate is never welded but bolted on so that if it plate cracks it can be replaced.
When you take off your pintle hook you w ll see the four bolt pattern and 1 large hole in
the center.It has been this way since WWII.for 1 ton and larger.
Some time during WWII this was standerdized.I have seen both on dodges.
The four bolt without the tapered shaft is usually rated for 1/2 tn tra lers or lighter..SUBJECT>Re:shopping
POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 3:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33834 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am personal to my lansky.You keep the same angle everytime.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:shopping POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 3:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33834 NEXT>33855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That is the way the gatco I have is...the blade and stone are held at a fixed angle.
SUBJECT>Tom POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33836 NEXT>33844 33868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just walked outs de and looked at mine.The plate is welded.I'm pretty sure my other
one is the same way.It's dark out now but if you want pics I'll take em during the day and
send em to ya.They appear to be factory without holes for bolting.They do have the
tapered shaft thru the frame.I can't swear they are factory,but they sure look like it???
All I know is that the more trucks I see the more I realize you can't say never.I know the
one I recently sold to a friend was the same.He is making a trail rig out of it and told me I
could keep the pintle.I went to take it off and realized the plate was welded so I left it on.
Who Knows???
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33798 NEXT>33849 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
To cool
SUBJECT>I'll take that bet.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33831 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You lose already.Here are the scenarios.
a.I get done w/work in May,go home and rig up the 725.Take it's maiden voyage to the
FE and have everyone help me fix the shit that breaks on thrown-together,never been run
stuff.Fun had by all,I stay at LBTL wa ting on parts.Er..you tow me to your house and
we drink and shoot guns while the women bond.
b.I get done w/work in late May,and have to attend w/the girls in the little Jeep.Fun still
had by all.
c.I get done w/work in early June,and have to attend with either Tom and Katie or the
girls in the little Jeep.
either way,I'm so there.Bring me anything but that dirty,bore-fouling aluminum cased
Blazer shit.
SUBJECT>what,you have weak fingers as well as g rly ones?POSTER>tacoma.EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33779 NEXT>33847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's just sad.It's so hard to scroll,wow.
anyway,from now on,NTXT will mean this:.and only because I can't post without a
character in the box.OK?OK?huh Mr.Picky?
SUBJECT>I'll take one home for you POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33835 NEXT>33845 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have my word.
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33839 NEXT>33846 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On mine the plate is welded to the frame.To get the pintle off I took off the large nut on
the inside of the frame.Then the pintle slide right out.
Here is one that shows the welded plate.
http://webpages.charter.net/porkchopsfsj/DSCF0364.JPG
Here is one w th the pintle removed and the plate still attached
http://webpages.charter.net/porkchopsfsj/drivetrainin2.JPG
SUBJECT>Re:I'll take one home for you POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33843 NEXT>33857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wont be going back to hill,probly heading to sacramento region
SUBJECT>porkchop POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33844 NEXT>33848 33852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is your date of delivery?The one I went out and looked at is 2/68 serial #21968
maybe we can narrow down when the sw tched?Not that it is a "must know"type of
deal....just a little interesting.
I've only seen the booty fab front spring perches on early 67s???
SUBJECT>Re:what,you have weak fingers as well as g rly ones?POSTER>Jeepist
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Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at
4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33842 NEXT>33886 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mr picky.......dang that hurt.You don't have to get all hateful and stuff.SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33846 NEXT>33850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are booty fab front spring perches?I though they were all the same.Or does that
mean that -B-was working for Kaiser during the early years?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>kaiserjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 4:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33840 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon,great shirts!!I don't know who owns that truck,but it's cool!;^)I'll definately
buy a few.Thanks for your work on it....
Al Temple...
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33848 NEXT>33853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen some that look home fabbed out of plate steel.Kind of cheesy looking.One
set is on My 67 the other was on a 67 that is s tting a Vintage Power Wagons.They are
denticle to each other.I would guess that when they started this series they made the r
own and then realized is was easier to just buy pre-made perches.I really don't
know.........just my guess.
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33810 NEXT>33872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then i shall laugh at all of you who pay high dollar for your fancy wood work as I sit
back in my woodshop and create works of art.
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33846 NEXT>33889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The date of delivery is 2/69 ser#35917
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33850 NEXT>33854 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You've piqued my curiosity.I want to see what you're talking about now.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33853 NEXT>33856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Me too!
SUBJECT>Re:shopping POSTER>Capta n Morgan EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33838 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a couple of those,and when I saw a friend with this shapener I had my doubts,but
t will g ve you a better edge in half the time.
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33854 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take some pics tommarrow....for now I mailed both of you a draw ng
SUBJECT>You'll get yours!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33845 NEXT>33907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Especially since you are serving the country for the rest of us....least I can do is see to it
you get AT LEAST 1.
brute4c
SUBJECT>More T-shirt stuff POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33871
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
I added homemade stencil text to the photo and also added a couple pics of tacoma's rig
to the album........brute's looks great but I had this almost done so I thought I would put it
up anyway.
It's worth the view,Trust me
Tacoma,we still buds?
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33798 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks good!
Should be good for about four shirts here.
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33807 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Tacoma,are you talking about a Trosley style drawing like he used to do for Cartoons
mag.?That would be cool.Now who could we use for Crass and Bernie?
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net.DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 6:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33807 NEXT>33884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I say that me and you make an Ice Cream sandwich out of dougs truck and b's truck and
put two of the rat fink characters drivin the 725s squishin dougs truck and b's like an old
beer can.LOL.
bwhahahahahahaha!
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33830 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never realized how much Satan sounded like Festus from Gunsmoke
SUBJECT>Re:DOUG!!POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33792 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wait a minute!!!Feminine hands.....hamsters.Leave for a few hours and things go to hell
n a hand basket.I thought I clicked on Richard Gere's s te by mistake
SUBJECT>Re:Two Dog POSTER>Two Dogs EMAIL>twodogs@outdrs.net
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33730 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dopey me.Guess I'm just metric-ly challenged.And I did only have one cup of coffee
this morning....
Apologies all around for my glaring error.Yes,the pitch is across the studs.
Thanks for keeping me in line,Spicer.
Regards,
Two Dogs
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33778 NEXT>33941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has the one big nut thing.the pintle has a taper and goes through a hole in rear
bodymount/bumper.big nut holds it on and has a cotter key to keep it from backing off.
my truck is a '67 could there be a running des gn change to 4 bolt later?
SUBJECT>Re:use welding cable POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotma l.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33712 NEXT>33873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
On my M725 I'm planning to put the batteries in the fording box on the passenger side.
Just make a roll out tray for them.
SUBJECT>drivin a 725 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33760 NEXT>33888.33920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm hoping to have my M725 done enough to drive it there but it may be hauled there and
Ill let you drive a good truck,An M725 and not that is the best or anything but it is a
rollin morgue and maybe I can get some drivin lessons too.the old lady says it'll be ready
but she a nt doin the work e ther.you got to get it goin so that we can out number the
M715's and call it the M725 zone.How buot it brute4c?LOL!LMAO!
SUBJECT>Re:Tom POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,11 December
2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33839 NEXT>33880
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a '68,and it has the welded plate with one big hole in the center,and the pintle
hitch is mounted in this center hole with a large castle nut/cotter pin.It all looks factory to
me.There is a grease fitting on the bottom of the frame crossmember to grease the
sw velling pintle hitch.Hope this helps the discussion.
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,11
December 2003,at 9:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33489 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell that to a bud of mine whose daughter was killed by a convicted rapest at pittsburg
university in southeast Kansas a couple years back.I dare someone to break into my
house as my ak wiil stop anyone from breakin into my house along time before the cops
get there and if anyone is runnin away,down the street my 458 or 300 w il drop em in
there tracks just like the 3 deer i shot last night at 300 yrds.I got 2 heart shots and I blew
the top of the others head off.we had 3 guys and 4 deer (does)on my four wheeler goin
thru mud and snow.I may bring it to FE and do some fourwheelin with it tooo.It looks
like a mini jeep,It was kinda kool lookin before a jerk rolled it down a hill.
SUBJECT>Re:Knuckle rebuild POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33858 NEXT>33883 33892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We can still be friends because...that's not my rig LOL
I grabbed it from the FE Gallery a long time ago lol..so that's someone else.Otherwise,
I'd owe you.
SUBJECT>I'll laugh w th you.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
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DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and sip one of those drinks you invented..SUBJECT>fording box?!?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,11 December 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33866 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what the hay?where/what is that?This is probably a good example of lingo differences.
Explain!lol.I'm putting mine in the engine compartment...after I clean it up a bunch.
SUBJECT>Re:CHEAPER SHOCKS POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 3:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes pro comp are good shocks and they are cheaper they are made just like the ranchos
SUBJECT>Tires POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 3:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33876
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats the biggest tire I can put on my stock rims.I went to get some tires and they are
tellin me the biggest that the rim can handle is 33x12.5 this is BS the damn stock tires are
about that big.Someone help me....
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Rick Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33875 NEXT>33877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
37x13.00x16 or 38x11.00x16 but the 13.00 is about as w de as you can go.
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33876 NEXT>33916 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
38x13x16 swamper a couple guys are running.I've run 37x13 Boggers and 1100x16 XL's
with no real clearance problems.Yes,13 is stuffed on the rim,but fills out the fender
opening REALLY nicely.Puts the tread even w th the fender flare and really squares out
the truck.
SUBJECT>Re:New sample tshirt designs...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33820 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a w cked scar from that too..SUBJECT>Re:Oh,so its "How B stole Christmas"(Xmas-spicer)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33784 NEXT>
33942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,I must thank you for you steadfast cons deration of my beliefs on this 2000year old
fairy tale holiday that will soon be upon us.
Don't eat one this time,you've done well.
SUBJECT>Mines like that too POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33868 NEXT>33882 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Exactly the same.Welded plate,big nut inside...etc.
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33812 NEXT>33948 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Why not use that high pinion I gave you?Throw in the left s de drop Xcase and you're
bangin!
SUBJECT>Re:Mines like that too POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So is mine.11/67 date.I don't think mine sw vels though.I haven't put much of a
tors onal load on it so I don't know.
Barrman.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaGyQhIZPfF.2 PREVIOUS>33871 NEXT>33885
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,that's hillarious!That sums up everything I feel about 725's!
Doug,once aga n you have proved to be The Man.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33861 NEXT>34068
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I never gave you permission to use my s gnature "Bwahahahhah"laugh..Please submit your request to use sa d laugh in
writing to me for approval.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Ben
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EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33883 NEXT>
33887 33890 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!That's great!I always thought of him having a mobile
taco stand too?"Taco-man's Tasty Tacos and Other H ppy Stuff"
SUBJECT>Re:what,you have weak fingers as well as g rly ones?POSTER>Brian
S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33847 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can add a space in the text in lou of text.Try it and like it.
Doug-
I can't believe you have weak fingers.At 9"a hand you have monkey hands and with that
level of leverage I cannot imagine them to be weak.*
-B.
*This was meant as an insult....not a homo compliment.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33885 NEXT>33891
33893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Taco-Man's fried ice cream"
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:drivin a 725 POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33867 NEXT>33950 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We took a vote via e-mails .A M725 Zone-No,it just sounds gay.Sorry.I have heard talk
of a new "Ice Cream Hauler Zone".........Tacoma said he would devote his life to make it
happen.You might get in touch w th him.......
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33852 NEXT>33995 34010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't get it.Porkchops truck is a 69 with a serial number of 30917.My truck is a 68 w th
a serial number 30945.Could mine really be a 1969 which would make my day???
Delivery was Oct I think....SUBJECT>Ben,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 7:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>33885 NEXT>33894 33902 33911 33917 LINKNAME>Get me this
NOW!!!!!!
LINKURL>http://www.gunaccessories.com/Galco/CoverSixCrossDrawBeltHolster.asp
Didja get that package yet?If the holster fits your shooter and you want to do something
nice in kind.....
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33887 NEXT>
33895 33954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hummm,I may just have to waste another 1/2 hour of my life to make and taco delivery
truck tonight.........I'll be sure to leave room in the back for 20 of his closest relatives....
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33871 NEXT>
33900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's TOO funny!
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33887 NEXT>
33896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SWEEEEET.Fried ice cream rules!(anything fried pretty much)That would be killer at
the FE!I wonder if he could get that bus back the trails so we could enjoy fried ice cream
whenever we please?
SUBJECT>Re:Ben,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33890 NEXT>33898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of gun is that in the pic???..oh yeah,now I recognize it.....it's a 1911.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33891 NEXT>33897
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn,Doug-
No one likes a rac st that that went a little far.
I think you should delete that.
-B..SUBJECT>Bad idea POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33893 NEXT>33957 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What with those 1/2 ton axles he's sure to snap a shaft if he attempts to follow a mighty
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715 anywhere but a parking lot.
BWAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAH!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33895 NEXT>
33899 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma is white???.........what are you talking about you racist pig???
SUBJECT>Dougger POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33894 NEXT>33901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was pondering the Kimber,but Tom talked me out of it.Now I'm pondering getting a
S&W 4506.
....right after my front locker,my new 366,my new pair of boots,my new shocks,my
new jeans........
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33897 NEXT>33904
33905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just wanted to see if I could pressure you into deleting a post again.
It didn't work.I see you've grown a spine and I'm proud of you.
And is Tacoma REALLY white?I mean REALLY?(Not that being Mexican is bad in
any way.)
-B.
SUBJECT>True...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33892 NEXT>33910 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...Too funny for Doug to REALLY have made up.Did you Doug?I mean REALLY?
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Dougger POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33898 NEXT>33918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess you're not ready to run with the big dogs yet......too bad.
You can get the CustomII for about the same money as the 4506.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben,POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>33890 NEXT>33906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I could get ya a whole gun for the price of that fancy holster!
SUBJECT>My FE predictions:POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>33909 33930 33972 34059 34062
34085 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug will make it w/w fe and boys.
Tom w ll make it w/unmarried Katie.
Brute will make it w/all 14 kids en tow.
Tacoma will e ther not make it,or be in work van.
Dave will not make it.
Will w ll make it,in daily driver.
Stevebronco w ll make it,in daily driver.
Ben will make it in da ly driver.
Bob will make it in 715.
Ke th will not show at all.
I have no idea about Rollie.
Ronner w ll not show.
and anyone I left out will not show.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33899 NEXT>33908 33912 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He told me he was white......not that I would feel any different about him,but it seemed to
be important to him.He has never lied to me before,so I believe
him.....................hey.....................................................................no......................................
............................................but..............................................................that
was him.....that
lied about the ntext deal.....he said there was NO TEXT>>>>BUT THERE
WAS...........HE IS A LIAR.SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33899 NEXT>
33913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nobody ever said he was white.The only thing for sure is:Tacoma WHITE is his
name....well maybe.
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SUBJECT>Re:Ben,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33902 NEXT>34033 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yep,a Glock.After 100 rounds they show incredible wear and are then dirt cheap.Cheap,
but rattle like a sack of tin cans.
Or so I hear.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You'll get yours!!POSTER>koobster/ut/germany EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33857 NEXT>33980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks brute just tell me where to send the check.By the way did that heater ever work
out
SUBJECT>True,he lied.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33904 NEXT>33953 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He also told me he was only 5'1"and then turned out to be an even 6'.He lied big time
about that.
Then he told me that The Matrix 3 was going to be good.L e.Then he told me that
Wendy's chicken nuggets were the shiznit.A lie.Then he told me he wasn't 3/4s
Mexican.Lie.
I think we know where Tacoma stands.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:My FE predictions:POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>33924 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whatever homo.....
SUBJECT>Re:True...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33900 NEXT>33915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.No i didn't..........the funny pic fairy left it on my PC.
.
.
.
.
.
.
DORK!
SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 7:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>33904 NEXT>33919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you notice,aside from Tacoma's black tooth,that he's kind of...pointy?Like his
eyebrows peak,his teeth (what are left)are sharp and pointed,and even his ha r line is
Eddie Munster like as it sharply comes to a point atop his forhead.Did you notice?
SUBJECT>Re:hell yes!and here's why.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33905 NEXT>33937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Benny,
I'm not sure we can believe anything he say's now.....just not sure about that guy........if
he's really a guy.
SUBJECT>R ms POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33943 33964
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone gotta a set of used Non-Split rims or could tell me if there are any other rims that
would interchange????
SUBJECT>Re:True...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33910 NEXT>33933 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A PC fairy with increadibly woman-like hands made that?Is that what you're say ng?I
believe that.
-B.
By-the-by-I told Jean Ellen how you have the woman hands and we both laughed at you.
She asked if you did your own work on your truck or got a mechanic to do it all.I said
"Mechanic."and we laughed at you some more.You brought Christmas joy to our home
and we thank you.
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33877 NEXT>33921 33922 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is this sitting at factory he ght or w th spring over lift??
SUBJECT>Re:Ben,POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>33890 NEXT>33927
LINKNAME>Brian's gun LINKURL>http://www.mfiap.com/a rsoft/g17_single.htm
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Ben that gun is bigger than Brian,Here is what he needs
SUBJECT>Re:Dougger POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33901 NEXT>33925 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I keep having sick thoughts about the SPAS 15 at a little hole in the wall gunshop near
the farm.......
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33912 NEXT>33923 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed....I thoguht him an odd looking chap.He scared me and thus the Beretta beside the
bed.We hoped that he wouldn't feed on us,but I was prepared if he tried.
Tacoma is voted the oddest looking member.Not man pretty like me.I guess it could be
worse for him though-he could have woman hands.
Tom-are you going to get a gold ring or TITANIUM (the strongest metal)?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:drivin a 725 POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33867 NEXT>34091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not only would it be the biggest FE ever,but I would have to g ve an award to each
M725 owner for accomplishing this feat...just think of the cool pics we could take...never
seen a mass ambulance shot before!!
MAKE IT HAPPEN!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33916 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Factory he ght.
I am running 36"buckshots and still have plenty of room.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33916 NEXT>33931 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I run the boggers and XL's with NO lift.Ask Sisson about the 13x38x16 Swampers.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33919 NEXT>33926 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno yet.I kinda like the jobbie Tacoma has.Don't want gold,don't like the color.
SUBJECT>Re:My FE predictions:POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33909 NEXT>33928 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was telling Doug that I am kinda busy right now,but I was thinking on going ahead and
winning the lottery.I promised him I would buy a new semi and go pick them all up and
take them to FE.It would be fun.If I get caught up on things,I still might.I would even put
a w nch on the tra ler so we wouldn't have to push or pull yours home B-I'm thinking of
everything!
SUBJECT>Re:Dougger POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33918 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweeeeeet.How much was it Spicer?!
SUBJECT>WHAT!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33923 NEXT>33955 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not Tacoma-the jobbie that BRIAN has.True,he has a ring that matches mine,but you
saw mine first and therefore it's gotta be the basis for comparasin.
Anyhow,I agree with you-titanium is the way to go.Cheap too.Mine was $150.A
matching gold ring was going to be about $800.
You have chosen wisely.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ben,POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>33917 NEXT>33929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"You'll shoot your eye out!"
SUBJECT>Re:My FE predictions:POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>33924 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
Your above post made little or no sense and as such I am going to assume that you're
enraged and thus cannot think clearly.Calm down.I meant no insult.It's a long drive for
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you and I don't expect you to make it in your rig.Just being there will be great.
Friends?
-B.
SUBJECT>Will and Ben,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33927 NEXT>33939 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'd get that,but it's set in a Glock frame and I'd sooner have an anvil dropped on my ****
than have one of those pieces of ****around.Only a gansta wannabe *************
would want a Glock.*
-B.
*I didn't intend to insult other Glock owners,only Ben.
SUBJECT>Re:And mine...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>33932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Never fear,my kids alone can take ya....heck my son thinks he is George Patton
reincarnated...if ya dont trust me on this one,ask Destructo-grip Doug...and wants me to
buy him a tank for Christmas....last year he wanted an RC tank....this year he wants me to
get him a return from Iraq....they are done with them so buy it for me daddy!!Plus his
hero is R.Lee Ermey and his favorite color is camouflage...course yours is gonna be red
when hes done w th ya....kinda a darker,maroon type red....
Believe me,you one hurtin unit....
brute4c
SUBJECT>True Pete.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33922 NEXT>34044 34046 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
NO lift.....except a 1"body lift,but that was installed to fit the MONSTER 350 in.
You can do it,but you gotta nut-up and TELL the tire guy what you want,don't ask him
what he thinks you want.Be a man and demand the big gummies.
Otherwise we shall mock you at the FE and your 33"BFG AT's.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:And mine...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:04
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33930 NEXT>33934 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute,
I can tell from your post that you're upset about my predictions.I meant no insult w ht it,
only to say that it's a far drive for you and we didn't expect you to bring your rig.You
being there is enough and we all look forward to your children being there.
You know,Patton is a really good hero.You know,he wanted to go ahead and conquer
the Russians at the end of WWII.He sa d we'd have them to fight some day and we might
as well do it then.I think he was right,despite the fact that we never really fought them.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:True...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33915 NEXT>33958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian.....my hands are manly.They might be more cut and scraped and calloused if I had
to do every rebuild I've done over,and over,and over aga n,aga n,aga n,and aga n.See,I
do things right the first time,hence less wear and tear on my hands.
SUBJECT>Re:And mine...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33932 NEXT>33935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And he believed strongly in reincarnation....thus my son....wait...it'll get better....FOR
ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:And mine...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33934 NEXT>
33936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've met Ray........I do believe he could whip B's a$$.
SUBJECT>Re:Case closed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33935 NEXT>33944 33960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So there weasel frapper....
Nuff sa d!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Interesting story he told about this....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33913 NEXT>33938 33956 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.When I met Tacoma ay Barrys back in October,he poured the family secrets out all over
us to explain his skin color....seems there are only 3 members of his family that are not
white as freshly fallen snow...I'll let him take it from there...
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Interesting story he told about this....POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33937 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,but what 3???...that could make it or break it........I'm with Doug,he can't be
trusted.He sa d "ntxt"....and then had text!When w ll he stop the lies!?(trick question-he
won't!)
SUBJECT>Re:Will and Ben,POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33929 NEXT>33940 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You've gone too far!I never thought you would put down one of my guns like that.I see
how you are.Well,it's on.At least Glock didn't have to write a certa n big article that I
happened to come across(thanks Dug)on how they knew there guns were pieces of $h!t
(Berretta)and couldn't be shot much without goin'to hell in a wheelbarrow........YOU
MAKE ME SO MAD!
SUBJECT>Re:Will and Ben,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>33939 NEXT>
33952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
You exagerated a little too much........The guns didn't go to hell in a hand basket.The
slide just split in two pieces and hit the operator in the head.hell in a hand basket???
where does he dream this up:)
The failure of the slide has been corrected(long time ago,1980s).The part that upset me
was beretta's denile of a problem and the fact that the parts that were failing were
supposed to be of US manufacture under the contract and they were using brazial made
parts to save money.K nda shady and not that typre of company I would like to support by
buying thier products.Fa lure of parts could be expected with any new product,how they
handled the problem was less than admirable.
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>Al/Quebec Canada
EMAIL>Alland@cae.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33865 NEXT>33945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine has the same taper Thing
t's a 67 too
Allan.SUBJECT>yeah!there's no Santa Claus!ntxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33879 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kfd
SUBJECT>I'd like to know too POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33914 NEXT>33947 33949 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is there another source for rims bes des the stock rims or custom made jobbies?
Bump?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Case closed POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>33936 NEXT>33962 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Let me get this straight-You think that your boy is Patton re ncarnated?
And Doug,you (in addition to beleive ng Ben could take me)believe that Jon's boy could
beat me up despite the fact that you have yet to lay eyes on me?Am I in the bottom of
every comparas n?
That's we rd man,just weird.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:that sounds..........POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33941 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bolt-on deal sounds like a modification,not running change.
Sam Winer in Akron has take-offs blasted/primed for,I think,$30 a pop.
SUBJECT>Re:Why did it break?POSTER>CRAGAR EMAIL>merrillct@hotma l.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33573 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of M ne broke off as well.I think it was from lak of grease
SUBJECT>Re:I'd like to know too..yea bump!POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33943 NEXT>
33951 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah Bumpr,
I hear there is some sort of "Package Car"that might be close.Maybe UPS ???Some of us
want to know..Ben
SUBJECT>because..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33881 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I gave it to the guy who gave me:a 700r4,a Ford 205,a skidplate for the XJ gas tank,
and sold me the lift kit/ARB'ed 44/Rubicon 4:1 case for 70%off.
although...he DID offer.Hmm.Actually,we looked at it and realized the following:
needed to be regeared,hubs swapped to 8lug,and most of the bracketry cut off.The other
one just NEEDED new spring perches LOL...of course,now I'm swapping the knuckles
out for a quick crossover swap,but I wasn't going to!lol...
I'm talking him into putting it in the Scrambler he's been working on forever.If he doesn't
I'll probably end up with it in a year or two,and then I'll have to buy a CJ or early Bronco
to put it in.
SUBJECT>Re:I'd like to know too POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33943 NEXT>33961 34064 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do you go about a spring-over?Who has a parts list for the job?Can I do it myslef,
or should I take it to M das?
SUBJECT>how could you?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33888 NEXT>34070 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man!Now I have to beat you AND Brian.This sucks.
SUBJECT>Re:I'd like to know too..yea bump!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33947 NEXT>
33963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or you can just rat-ta l file the holes of of a 6-lug Blazer wheel to fit our pattern,right?
SUBJECT>Re:Will and Ben,POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33940 NEXT>33959 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yup.L ke I said POS!And liars too!
I think B's already broke and hit him in the head.It must have knocked the hamster of the
wheel cause he just ain't right.
Ben
SUBJECT>I tried to tell you the truth!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com.DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:16
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33908 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's true,I'm not 5'1".I sa d the Matrix would maybe be good,no assertions of quality
beyond that!
WENDY"S CHICKEN STRIPS FREAKING RUUUUULLLLLEEEEE!battered crack in
a box I tell you!
SUBJECT>I'm Scottish..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33891 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..sheesh.AND white.Er...caucasian.
SUBJECT>uhmmm Brian?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine first.That means Tom has to take cues from the Originator,not some copycat.
Thanks,and dont'cross me again damnit.
SUBJECT>tis true,there was hanky panky.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33937 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We have come to believe it was the maid of my great grandmother who gave up her baby
(my grandmother)to my infertile ancestors.My grandmother is an only child,who has a
Meditteranean blood disease.All of my other ancestry is off-the-boat Scottish (with one
or two English or Frenchmen in there),the maid was Italian or Greek.
DNA doesn't lie.
SUBJECT>uhmmm Brian?pt2 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33896 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
djit!3/4 ton!3/4 TON!!!I say again.I beat them to death in 2 other trucks,no breakage.
That includes jumping and way-too-fast-into-the-ruts desert idiocy.That is much more
than I w ll do in the ambulance,as its top-heavy attitude has proven frightening.
but that would be fun to abuse them,hence justify ng a 60."sorry honey,the axle keeps
breaking--I NEEEED to upgrade!Your heart surgery can wait."
SUBJECT>MOOAHAHAHAHAHAH POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33933 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thank you Doug.
SUBJECT>Re:Will and Ben,POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33952 NEXT>33966
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Choked on my pepsi.......Could be a small part of the problem there.
Isn't Brain the kid in the guiness book of records the fell thru the ice and was submerged
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for 45minutes.....but survived?.......sort of survived that is.
SUBJECT>who'd you bring to the bog?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33936 NEXT>33967 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't remember.Work trips are a blur.
That lil guy could probably do a number on B.
SUBJECT>Midas for sure POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 9:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33949 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't try something like that yourself,you'll get hurt.Leave it to the professionals at
Midas.They deal w th springs all the time,and can do it right.Heck,they have a r tools
so you KNOW they know what they're doing.
People like you are killing this country.
SUBJECT>Re:Case closed POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33944 NEXT>33965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..."bottom of every comparasin?"
What kinda sin is that??
My son will g ve you a real good idea of what Patton was like at 5...didnt say he was the
reincarnation....just eerie the resemblance....same kinda logic may be invoked to expla n
the s milarity between you and ground beef after the FE...
By the way,he is working on a strategy to improve the timeframe for Pattons 3rd Army to
get up to Bastogne to save those brave men in the Battle of the Bulge...he has the entire
Ardennes Forest setup in the basement w th all the vehicles,posts,troops,even every tree
ncluded at the correct postion and height it was in December 1944...He even made me
download a picture of Otto Skorzeny,scar and all,just so he could get his figurine right
and hopefully enhance the enjoyment of firing a high explosive tank round right down his
weasely throat...weasel....hmmmm.....
Ya had to ask eh?
brute4c
SUBJECT>actually POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33951 NEXT>34082
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t's surprising but the rims off a 91-92 Geo Storm w ll fit.You'll have to find the GT
model,as it is a 16"rim,but it w ll bolt right up.Plus,it's awesome looking..SUBJECT>no one has found them
yet.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33914 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The search goes on.
SUBJECT>woah!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33962 NEXT>33968
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
now THAT's we rd.I think it's strange enough that a picture to round out the mental
mage is almost required.Post up!
SUBJECT>tactical error!warning!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33959 NEXT>33969 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you mistyped his name as "Bra n".Just think of the head-swelling effect that is going to
have on him.Be careful!A man with girly hands ought to be able to type better.
MOOAHAHAHAH
SUBJECT>Re:who'd you bring to the bog?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33960 NEXT>33970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was him...the one who was play ng w th the P-38.P-51,Spitfire,B-17 and
Lancaster...he's working on improved bombing methods that the Eigth Air Force could
have used in the European Theater for more damage on the targets and less loss of life
and equipment by the Allies...Another notch in the handle aga nst B.
It was really funny last year at the Oshkosh A r Show when we saw a German JU88 w th
the Iron Cross on it and my son sa d to the guy who was displaying it,just offhand with
no prompting,"Thats the naughty guys plane you know...I'll shoot it down if no one else
does!!"
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:woah!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33965 NEXT>
33973 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember these are war plans....only on a need to know basis....the rest of us in the
house refra n from getting too close....I am worried about the dog though...one wrong step
and....he'll probably start land mining his perimeter now...he already has grenades on the
trip w res!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:tactical error!warning!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33966 NEXT>33971 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Sorry bout the spelling error...
Now lets see,you are a little of each of the following
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Italian-------gay
english-------gay
french--------gay gay gay gay gay +gay to the power of 10
If I were you,I would be proud of your spanish/mexican heritage...it's your only hope to
not be a COMPLETE fag.
SUBJECT>Brian is in a lot of trouble.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That boy was martially inclined!The pac fist BSisson is in dire straits at his hands.
SUBJECT>SCOTTISH DAMNIT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33969 NEXT>33974 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those other things are foolish mistakes on the part of my forefathers!
Ok..it's true I'm not proud of the obviously gay Frenchman in my lineage,but you know
what's gayer than that?Smooth man hands.I have scars on my knuckles at least.You do
gain some points by pointing out that at least part of your beautiful hand-ness was ga ned
by building things right the first time.I applaud you for that.
SUBJECT>Re:My FE predictions:POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I'll just have to surprise you then...I'll be the one in the rental car w th 33's....
SUBJECT>Re:woah!POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33968 NEXT>33982
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Germans attacked 59 years ago tonight to start the Bulge.
Barrman.
SUBJECT>TOO much POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>33971 NEXT>33979 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Oh my,that is some funnay stuff Doug.Gay to the power of 10....where do you come up
with this stuff!He's probably more french then he says.FYI:Taco-man lies.His pants are
probably on fire right ........NOW!
SUBJECT>I'll post it up here s nce I'm impatient and wanna know now...
POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33977 33978.34036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't get it.Porkchops truck is a 69 with a serial number of 30917.My truck is a 68 w th
a serial number 30945.Could mine really be a 1969 which would make my day???
Delivery was Nov.After looking at the VIN list,I wonder if Porkchops truck is a 68???
Not to interrupt B's psychic FE predictions on who w ll show,but I'm curious....
SUBJECT>power -steering POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not to change the subject ,but would it be poss ble to use my hyd-plow pump to run a
power steering set up also.
I'm not sure about the pressure +or -between the two?Any suggestions.
Thanks Jack
SUBJECT>Re:I'll post it up here s nce I'm impatient and wanna know now...
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33975 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PCs truck was probably stuck in a corner for some reason at the factory....then released at
the later date.
sometimes this happened due to a problem w th the truck amongst other reasons.........you
can rest now.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll post it up here s nce I'm impatient and wanna know now...
POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at
10:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33975 NEXT>33981 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's some of the reason for compiling the list -to ga n some ins ght to the S/N vs DoD
for these things.We've uncovered many non-linear combinations.Seems likely that some
had build dates (and hence S/N applied)then were lot-queens for a w le before actual
delivery.For updated parts?Special order?To wa t for more of a particular type to fill an
order?Who knows.
SUBJECT>Re:TOO much POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33974 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma said "obviously gay Frenchman in my lineage"
He ruined the thread........what more can I possibly add to make he seem more
gay.........I'm without words.
At least he is starting to accept it.....I'll bet he's tired of living the lie.
SUBJECT>Re:You'll get yours!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>33907 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually no....but I still have it....I bought a brand new....well NOS hot water heater setup
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at VPW in October when Doug and his buddies and I got together and raided the place...it
was fun!!
Maybe I'll send it with the shirt...maybe I'll use it as bait to lure ya to an FE!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Remember the Government motto...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33978 NEXT>33999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Measure it w th a micrometer,mark it with a crayon,and cut it w th an axe...apply this to
the VIN's and what have ya got??
A reason for us to blow the froth off a couple at the FE!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:woah!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33973 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thus his he ghtened interest about it right now....just think what it will be like when I
print him a pic of Frappy the weasel and tell him we are gonna be in flanking position 1
week after D-day,2004 and surrounded by Military vehicles!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Just got a 454,turbo 400 and power steering POSTER>CRAGAR (O.H.
Washington)EMAIL>merrillct@hotma l.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at
10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33986 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just picked up a '78 2wd chevy 1 ton dualie for $500.and it runs!It has a 454 a turbo
400 and a 2wd power steering box.I know the 2wd power steering box will work w th the
M715's crossover steering (The pitman arm is mounted the same as on a car)but unsure if
the pitman arm from my box will fit on it or if the pitman arm that is on it w ll work w th
my drag link.My other question is w ll the motor tranny combination fit ir w ll I have to
move the t-case back to make room for the trans to fit.It is a 2wd trans so it has the
driveline yolk rear output which is needed for our divorce mount transfercase.the other
clesrance issue I was concerned about was fitting the motor under the hood.I'm us ng
NOVAK's weld in motor mounts so I'll be able to movethe motor around a little bit in the
engine compartment.I've done a spring over to the axle is not going to be in the way on
the bottom.Anyone know where I can get a good radiator thats strong enough for a 454
and w ll fit in with little modifications?
SUBJECT>Ron,knuckle rebuild...sorry,my fault....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ron,saw your post on the knuckle rebuild and had no clue what you were talking.about...figured someone else
would but I see that they were stumped too....I just now
looked in the parts file,I saw the "c nco"you referred to....that is the members id who
posted the info and right after the number is the number of the posting on the old Yahoo
board.
Sorry for the confusion and the delay...guess I did know what you were talking
about...yikes!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>HVAC POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33987
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in the process of building a heater A/C box for my M715.I'm going to build it out of
12 GA steel.I am looking for ideas or sources for airflow valve type things and A/C
underdash vents.I got NOS defroster vents for VPW.They have 2-5/8"hose attachments.
I need 2 more 2-5/8"attachments to weld onto my heater box.I have already bothered the
Ace/Home Depot/Lowes people w thout any luck.When I find affordable underdash
vents I will need 4 attachements the same diameter to attach to the box.The hose I can
do.I am having trouble with the ends.Suggestions welcome.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Just got a 454,turbo 400 and power steering POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33983 NEXT>34001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.The Chevy truck since 1938 has had the steering box mounted on the outside of the
frame.It might look like it w ll fit but it will not.The M715 steering box is mounted on
the inside of the frame.Jeep CJ's,trucks and Wagoneers will work.So will 1966-1983
GM full size car boxes.The other questions you asked would best be answered doing a
search for Spicegear(BB fitting)and TH400 (lots of people running them).
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:HVAC POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33985 NEXT>33997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
2"pipe measures 2 3/8"OD
2 1/2 "=2 7/8 OD
If these w ll work...find a local plumber and ask for a scrap piece.Sprinkler Companies
use thin wall pipe that would be closer to the same thickness of the 12ga box.
If you have no luck,I'll send you 2'piece of both for the cost of shipping.
SUBJECT>which D amond wheels,help!POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
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DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>33991 33992 34045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wheels problems and lack of funding are troubling me to the point of making me non-.functional at work.The tires
on my truck are 750 x16 and are too short for practical
driving.I just called diamond and solid 16x8s are 110 each and 16.5x9.75s are 120 each.
I don ’t know enough about wheels and tires to know the pros and cons of those two
choices and would like the board ’s advice.Also I have a rust bucket M880 with 16.5
wheels,not sure of tire diameter but provided they are around 35 inches od I could put
then on the diamond 16.5 wheels without having to spend 500 or more on new tires,but
would the 16.5 inch wheel limit me later?Or should I stick w th the stock split ring and if
so what type and s ze tire can I put on for a decent price with tubes,flaps and ballanc ng?
Thanks for the help
Jeff
SUBJECT>!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>33990 34039 34040 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is the best site for wasting time in the office!Not only is it extremely entertaining,
there is occasionally a tidbit of information that is educational.For example,
um..........ah......er......well,entertaining anyway.Calling the French gay is always good,
can't go wrong with that.Again,keep up the good work.
Dave
PS Where can I get non-custom,non-split rims,a rear locker,what size tires w ll fit on an
M-715,how fast does a stock truck go,did I forget anything?
SUBJECT>Re:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33989 NEXT>33993 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,24 volt blinker fluid....getting kinda rare these days!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:which Diamond wheels,help!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33988 NEXT>33996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chuck the 7.50s
Get 38"Swampers from National Tire and Wheel out of Wheeling WVa
Get new tubes and flaps from Gempler's
Quit whining
SUBJECT>Re:which Diamond wheels,help!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33988 NEXT>33994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well couple things here:
The wheel w dth is going to be in relation to the tire width...pick out what size/w dth tire
you plan to run,then match the wheel to the tires needs.
As far as 16 vs 16.5....these 2 rims have a difference in bead des gn that favors staying.with the 16's.The bead on
a 16.5 rim is angled outward as it goes up where a 16 inch rim
s bas cally straight up.When you go off road and air down,the 16.5 w ll have a much
easier time getting off the rim...the 16's,you really gotta work to pop one off...
Besides that difference,it would aga n depend on what tires you want to run...say you just
gotta have Hummer tires cause the pattern is to die for....then ya need 16.5's...
Bottom line,find the size/tread/w dth tire that makes ya want to get out and tra l your rig
and match a tire to that.
Diamond makes great stuff too,good choice!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>33990 NEXT>
34003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What about the bolt-on disk brake conversion,where can I get locking hubs,and what
lube to use in the front knuckels.Brian,what did we miss?
SUBJECT>correction...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33992 NEXT>
34153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Should be:
"Bottom line,find the size/tread/w dth tire that makes ya want to get out and tra l your rig
and match a WHEEL to that."
Sorry if I screwed ya up!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33889 NEXT>34000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My serial #is 35917
SUBJECT>Re:which Diamond wheels,help!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33991 NEXT>34002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,you weren't whining,I just needed a 4th step...
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SUBJECT>Re:HVAC POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33987 NEXT>33998
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks.The next question is about the 2"plumbing pipe.It is galvanized isn't it?What
would you suggest as the best way to weld that to my 12GA steel?
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:HVAC POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com.DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 11:58
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33997 NEXT>34047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is sh40 steel Black,not galv.You can get it either way.The thin wall would work
better and you could wire weld it.If you want to get real creative you could cut a slit out
of it and weld it back together to get you correct OD.
If you want it just e-ma l your shipping address to me and I'll send it out next week.
Probably looking at less than $10 ups.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Remember the Government motto...POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland
Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No doubt about it!!Maybe PC will trade me when he's done.The I can have the 69 I
wanted to begin with...:^))
SUBJECT>Re:Just got a 454,turbo 400 and power steering POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>33986 NEXT>
LINKNAME>to to 'M-715 pics'
LINKURL>http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/spicergear/my_photos
Start w th your HEI about 2"-3"off the firewall and go from there!
I've got a tall deck 427 chevy and it's fits nice w th a five speed from a deuce and a half.
click the link then go to 'M-715 pics'and look for the couple motor pics.
I've s nce installed a summit crossflow radiator.
SUBJECT>Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33996 NEXT>34004 34005 34012 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
S nce I wasn't w nning,I'm now not afra d to add another point.I use my truck mostly for
hauling fire wood and metal working machines that I find/buy and load the truck fa rly
heavily.I'd like load range E tires that are large enogh to get my RMPS down on my
stock engine,but eggress ve enought so I don't have to get the nieghbor with the 454
Suburban to pull me out of my backyard again.I thought she'd be happy since she's
always after me to rototill her garden and I thougt getting stuck would convice my w fe I
need the winch and lockers
Wish I knew more about wheeling and my truck
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33993 NEXT>34007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
muffler bearings.SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34002 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can get a set of 16 X 20 michelin XL with a J load rating.
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34002 NEXT>
34006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pulled out a your back yard by a 'burban??!!Eithere:
(a)your 7.50s suck
(b)You need to find 4WD on your transfer case
(c)you have a yard to die for,or
(d)you REALLY suck at 'wheelin'!
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34005 NEXT>34008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Combination of all of the above,I won't g ve the wieghting factors for them though
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34003 NEXT>34014 34016 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bump,
My transfer case makes a noise....
I hear a 205 is a bolt-in.....
Is the Dana 60 really weak?
Is the 230 a bad motor?
Where can I get a hard top?
Is this really a gay-friendly web site,or is Ben just a lark?
and on...
and on.....
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and on....
I fear for the future where it's broken up into sections.The Off Topic will be full,the For
Sale will be the same,and the Stock Tech will be the same stuff over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and overover and.over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and
over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and overover and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and overover and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over.........
-B.
(I typed all that out)
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34006 NEXT>
34100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
gotcha
Seriously,the 38-13 Swamper (bias-ply)has a load rating of 2,700 lb @45 ps -about a
tone and a half over the GVWR of a 715.It would take a GREAT back yard and/or some
REAL boneheaded stuff to not get out of the back yard with a set of these skins on...
Street longevity won't be that great,but look at what you're in,street drivin'anit exaclty
what you get one of these for in the first place...
SUBJECT>I'm looking for a few stock trucks POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34011
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Working on the new boards and setup stuff....have an idea I would like to persue...
I need 1 owner of a stock example of each of the vehicles in the family,M715,M725,
M726,M724,if possible to contact me at brute4c@yahoo.com
It would definately help if you have a digital camera and if the truck is externally all stock
and in nice shape...obviously my orange beast,see top of the screen,a nt gonna cut it....I
know Al on Orygon has a nice 715 if he's interested??
Thanks in advance for all your help!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33889 NEXT>34037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Must stop stay ng up late....Or maybe get glasses....
SUBJECT>I think I get it....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34009 NEXT>34013 34015 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
A pic of the stock rig to go at the top of the Stock page,a pic of my rig to go atop the
Modified page,and a pic of this monset turd I pooped a week ago to go atop the Off
Topic page.
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Brilliant!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34002 NEXT>34022 34048 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jeff,Check out my D amond 20x7's with Firestone super all traction tires,look under
members trucks.The Firestones measure 41''tall and have a load range E at 4610 lb @80
psi per tire.These tires are very agress ve,great in snow and mud.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:I think I get it....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pulling the doors off=modified.
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34007 NEXT>34024
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So whats your
point?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????
(I typed all that out!!)
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I think I get it....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34011 NEXT>34018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for notic ng that I am only looking for stock trucks....please call your first grade
English teacher and explain that your gonna actually attend the classes and try to learn.something this time.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34007 NEXT>34019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,we need to get a s te that has "stickies"that always stay on top of the board,with a
"READ THIS FIRST,DAMMITT!"
Or set it up so that one can only post AFTER lurking for a week AND reading FAQs.
That'd do it.
Newbies:Take note -poking fun at y'all asking the same questions day after day week
after week month after month is just that -poking fun.We hope not to make you feel
unwelcome or unwanted in any fashion.BUT,after you've been here for a cuppla weeks
and a newer newbie posts YOUR question,pretty much verbatim,you'll say to yourself
"WE'VE ALREADY COVERED THAT!GET WITH THE PROGRAM!!!"
Then,and only then,will you be a true "Zoner"!
SUBJECT>Re:power -steering POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33976 NEXT>34453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack,I have a Fisher 8'plow on my truck.I have a seperate pump for the plow.It is 3 times
the s ze of the ps pump,much greater fluid cap.I would not try it if I were you.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:I think I get it....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34015 NEXT>34027 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sorry...but I'm a planner by nature and I was really hope ng that I had it all planned out
correctly.
By the way-I delted my Yahoo!photo page since people kept e-mailing me asking to buy
my truck,so you'll have to get me to e-ma l you a pic.
Doug,
Please join Homo Ben at the table.Your dinner is served.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34016 NEXT>34020 34021 34061
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My fist post was:
"So what is the biggest tires I can run on the 16.5"rim?"
To which Brute replied:.You won't get far on any tires since they'll just be spinning around and around.
I've hated him ever since.
My point is that we've all been there.I don't resent them,s nce it gives me a tech question
I actually can answer.I do,however,demand that they tell me what the middle initial
stands for if they choose to put it in the r name.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,that's kind of what I was getting at.We definitely poke 'em with a stick for asking,
but it's not a sharp stick.They'll all be doing some poking of the r own one day,we're jsut
tra nin''em!
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34019 NEXT>34023
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34026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually I have the entire yahoo posting board archived and that wasnt your post....it was
more like:
"Hi,I'm Brian the gay Memphrican.I have an M715 named weasel and it has a tailgate
problem....I'm wondering if anyone out there can show me the r rear end so I can compare
t to mine.
Thanky there partner...can I call you partner...some of me would like to know...
wbrians"
I didnt reply,I was too busy trying to keep solids down for the next week and by then the
moment had passed...
brute4c
SUBJECT>H Perk,long time no see!!NTXT POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34012 NEXT>34053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>HAHAHAHHA!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34021 NEXT>34031 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I DID go by WBrianS back then,but that's the only part of the post that was correct.
That's funny you knew that.Did you search for "-B."or something?Odd.
You,s r,have just earned yourself an ass-whipping!It might be when I first see you at the
FE,it might be after an hour,it might not even be the first day.It might not be the 2nd
day,but it will happen at the FE.It w ll happen..Scared?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34014 NEXT>34029 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As per my tradition,no point at all-merely an observation.
Your "?"mark thing didn't do right.It went too far to the right and I couldn't see them all.
Face it-you're not so good at being a smart ass.Why don't you leave that to the big boys.
BWAHAHAHHA!(<---That's copywrighted no matter how many "HA"'s are used)
-B.(<--That is too)
SUBJECT>Memphis Equipment Plug POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34028
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First of all,let me say that I know VPW is the Zones pet supplier,and I'm not challeng ng
that.They've been good to alot of you.
Now:
I had to go get a part for a member here during my lunch hour.I gotta say that them guys
at Memphis Equipment in Memphis are some good folks.They gave the member the part
he wanted (a deuce smoke stack)for what I considered a really cheap price.All of the
guys came out to shoot the bull with me and talked away my entire lunch hour.I know
some of you got mad at them for the quality of the r stuff,but please try to remember that
they don't make the stuff and the only way for them to test their parts in a real world
setting is customer feedback.I've never had any problem w th anything I got from them,
but I know of several guys who weren't 100%satisfied and M.E.gave them no trouble
about a refund or a replacement.In my opinion that's as much as I could ask of any
business.
Anyhow,I 'spect Spicer w ll want to post something like this when he gets that stack,so
I'll end this lest you have to read it twice.
I just wanted to g ve credit where credit is due.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>34021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHAHAHAHHA !(<--no B,its not yours)
That was great Brute,I'm glad you remembered that.
B g mouth B-(as Jill Cook calls him for ruining Christmas)(X-mas spicer)You must be
calling Brute a liar if you say that isn't what you wrote...are you calling him out?Are you.calling him a big dumb
baby hughey liar...cause thats the way I took it.Brute is gonna
stomp a mudhole in your ..................you know.And we'll all be watchin'!
Hey Brute,pop goes the weasel!Ha!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:I think I get it....POSTER>Ben EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34018 NEXT>34030 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
B-
I hear you really are being the little lady tonight and cookin'up fixins at home.Be sure to
put on your purple apron to keep from getting a mess on your fufu clothes.
If Doug was talking to you right now,he would tell you that you are Frencman Gay to the
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20th power.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment Plug POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34025 NEXT>34035 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis is a great outfit...never did me wrong...would like to stop in there
sometime...like round the FE...have an open invite from the boss down there to do so.
On VPW,they are my favorite cause I have known them longer than I have had my truck,
they have the largest NOS M715 part supply on the planet,and I can drive their pretty
easily and get what I need and save shipping...
Plus I get to spend time w th some cool folks down there and might even run into Doug
and the boys...what more could I want??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34024 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How bout the "w"in copywrighted...is that copyrighted too???
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I think I get it....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34027 NEXT>34038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He is Benny......thanks for picking up my slack!
I think Tacoma and B took the rest of the day off to go get counc ling.They are having a
tuff time coming out of the closet.
SUBJECT>Re:HAHAHAHHA!!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>34023 NEXT>34087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scared....if the first 4 letters in my last name were the same as in "sissy",I might just have
an inferiority complex and have to talk tough all the time try ng to see if I could scare
people...fortunately I do not have this problem...plus if my initials were BS,it would
probably be appropriate to say I was full of same...fortunately,I dont have this problem
either....
In fact the only problem I have is that I have to count on the mercy of other members
going to the FE,NOT to disembowel you before I get a chance to "do my duty to God and
Country".
brute4c
PS.Remember Kentucky is abbreviated KY....this will become much more important to
you later....
SUBJECT>Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 2:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>NEXT>34041
LINKNAME>M725 BOMB LINKURL>http://www.ltdan.net
In making a flash intro for my band (LT DAN)I may have gotten carried away w th our
logo.Hopefully this never really happens to our truck..:-)
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Huh?POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at
3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glock =durable
SUBJECT>jet size for 230 2bbl set up POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34097 34262 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What s ze jets are you guys using in Holley two barrel carbs on stock 230 engines?The
2bbl carb and intake are finally on but running really rich.
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment Plug POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 3:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34028 NEXT>34042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Memphis has done me right so far.Only bought a few things from them.I have bought
most of my parts from AB Linn.He is right here in NC and always has the parts I bought
to me within a day.Plus all his parts are CHEAP!
SUBJECT>Re:I'll post it up here s nce I'm impatient and wanna know now...
POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Friday,12 December
2003,at 3:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33975 NEXT>34043
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.My ser#is 35917.The delivery date is 2/69.If you are willing to trade,let me know :o).
SUBJECT>Re:porkchop POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34010 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!I saw in your other post you wanted to trade ;).......
SUBJECT>I'm ok with it.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 4:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34030 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a few generations back.The rest of my belligerent Scottish stock has diluted that
gay Frenchie's influence down to nothing.
All that ass kicking is going to make me tired.
SUBJECT>what you forgot.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33989 NEXT>34099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I heard lockers weren't being made anymore.Anyone have any and how much are they?
SUBJECT>Re:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Tom Kirkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33989 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In good tune they'll top out about 60MPH.I keep mine down around 50 max though.
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>ka serjeeps?portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34032 NEXT>34049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey thats cool.Sooooo,not to detract from you guys in front of the rig,but how about
some more pictures of the very sweet looking M725?You should use that for Brutes
M725 section on the site.Purdy!!Al or kaiserjeeps...
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment Plug POSTER>ka serjeeps?portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34035 NEXT>34098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ab is very cool.He sent me parts once before I could get my payment in the mail.Thats
great business.I've delt w th the more popular ones.And there all great when they have
the part you need...
Just kidding...They are great.Some just have better prices.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll post it up here s nce I'm impatient and wanna know now...
POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 4:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34036 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Just finish yours first..LOL
Don't know what I was thinking on your serial number.I must offer a most humble
apology to the entire Zone membership past,present and future(especially B)for wasting
their time reading my pontification about who was first....
Surely you all had much better things to do (especially B)so there you have it.I still want
a 1969.Have a most excellent weekend (especially B)....Now don't think I'm fixated with
the number 69 or anything.It's just a good year.I'm on my way to my new girlfriends
now...KJ or AT...
SUBJECT>Re:True Pete.POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Friday,12 December
2003,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33931 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
SIR YES SIR BRIAN SIR!!!!!!!!!!!
I WILL TELL THEM WHAT I WANT ON MY TRUCK SIR YES SIR!!!!!!
I WILL NOT BE MADE FUN OF SIR NO SIR!!!!!!!!!!
SIR THANK YOU SIR!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>keep the split rings for now.Other stuff ins de.POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33988 NEXT>34060 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock rims are fine for now.Replac ng them with that f***ed up pattern w ll cost
you,so e ther accept that or let it go.
16.5's are a pa n in the ass.No safety bead on them,and limited/pric er tire selection.Not
like,hard to find tires for them or anything,but they ARE more expensive in most cases.
Swampers seem to be sort of the exception,they must have a thing for the 16.5,as you
can get all kinds of the r tires in that s ze.Tra lready and ORD make Beadlocks but
they're really expens ve compared to 15 or 16's.
For a decent price you can put just about anything on there that fits.How big do you want
to go?Around here there are tons of used big tires of StupidDuties from kids who can't
make the payments after they lift them to the moon.$1000 for Weld wheels on new 38's
and stuff like that.Obviously less for the tires alone.33"BFG AT's were on sale a week
ago for $100 a pop less mounting.Pick a size and start shopping.
SUBJECT>uhmmm Brian pt 3 POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's my belief that the 350 would fit w th OUT the body lift,s nce it's no bigger than the
350 or the 360 Jeep put in the same damn frame/body design,you ass!Do you mean to
say that something ELSE didn't fit,like the transmiss on tower or something?
That does explain why your motor looked so low in the engine bay though.
SUBJECT>Re:HVAC POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33998 NEXT>34055
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Doug,
I have plenty on 2"schedule 40.Your post got me thinking about thin wall galvanized
pipe.That is why I asked about the galvanized welding.I will probably just find a few
feet of exhaust tubing and weld it on.My intent in posting about this was to look for any
ready made stuff about this size that someone in the r line of work deals w th and I hadn't
thought about.Thank you for the help.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34012 NEXT>34052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
PerkM715
Nice looking set up.D d you have to raise the truck to get those wheels under it?
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SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>34041 NEXT>
34051 LINKNAME>ltdan m725 photos
LINKURL>http://www.ltdan.net/m715zone/index.htm
Thanks Al!
I just threw together a little photo page so you can get a better look at the truck.
regards,
B ll
http://www.ltdan.net/m715zone/index.htm
SUBJECT>Just wonderin POSTER>Capta n Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone might know where my truck came from?I got it a little under a
year ago from a guy in Halafax V rg nia.I think he told me he had it about 3 or 4 years.
He ran a decent s ze excavation bus ness right off of Rt.501.Just thought it would be
cool if it came from someone here.
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34049 NEXT>34054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you the one who posted a message a while back say ng that you wanted to make it
two wheel drive?I remember some guy say ng it was going to be the band vehicle and
that you wanted it to be better on the road.that is a nice lookin truck though.When is the
music gona be on the page?
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34048 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jeff,I used a 3''cab only lift made of hockey pucks,you could
get away with 2
hi.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:H Perk,long time no see!!NTXT POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34022 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,I check the zone every day.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>34051 NEXT>
34056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah..that was me.I thought better of it though.It would be a shame to "de-ball"the
truck.I'll probably just leave it alone.For longer trips w th the band,we'll just have to use
something else.And when we become huge rock stars (haha)we'll just carry it around on
a flat bed.:-)
We are going into the recording studio this coming thursdsay (dec 18th).I should have
some clips up on the page shortly after.Thanks for the interest!
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:HVAC POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34047 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Galvanized steel can be welded just like anything else but the fumes can kill you if you
don't use adequet ventilation.I have welded galvanized steel several times and did
become ill one time.Treat it just like regular steel when welding,different thicknesses
reqqire different approaches.I don't even bother try ng to clean the area to be welded as it
just burns off once your started.The area around the weld will no longer be protected.I
had the same thought about the muffler pipe on my way to the store tonight,Should work
fine.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34054 NEXT>34192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B ll,
when are you going to have a demo for sale?
Chris
SUBJECT>nv4500 POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-a kin82@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34065
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Is anyone running a chevy/nv4500 combo?if so did you have to move the t-case back?
SUBJECT>completely off subject POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-a kin82@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34063 34107 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay gun nuts,does anyone have any Dan Wesson revolver stuff?I am looking for a
heavy 4"barrel and shroud for one of their 357 pistols.
SUBJECT>Re:My FE predictions:POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Punkass,
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LuckyPabst will make it hammer down in M726 converted to M715,beer in hand.
cHRIS
SUBJECT>Re:keep the split rings for now.Other stuff ins de.POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34045 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I gave $202 each for new 38.5x11x16 super swamper boggers that fit right under my 725
with no problem and they make it look mean.There not really designed for highway use
but hard to beat in the mud and good in the sand and on rocks.pavement is there
downfall.
SUBJECT>B is gay,see message.POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34019 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,I always thought that everyone was just g ving Brian a hard time about be ng gay,I
mean,he does have a wife and kid and all.
The above message from Brian says,"My fist post read,blah,blah,blah,etc".
Fist post?FIST POST??What the &@$%is that?A Freudian slip perhaps?
I figured the others just had you pegged wrong until now,but after this............gay as a
Frenchman,to my way of thinking.
Dave
SUBJECT>old lady says your wrong Brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>34077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I be there even if I have to whip your butt all the way there then hand leftovers to brute4c
and the others.Yes i w ll be there and my kids and old lady are lookin forward to going
too.the old lady is going to fork out the money for the adapter kit,motor mounts,
headers,exhaust and various other needed items just so that I wont have any excuses not
to get it runnin in time.shes even lookin forward to going,thats a shocker to me!.SUBJECT>not me,but..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34058 NEXT>
34155 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..if you haven't already looked,try gunsamerica.com.They usually have at least
something related to what you want.I found some nice SS Delta Elite mags but too much
money.At least they had some.
I hear that Wesson chingadero is pretty nice.Is it true?
SUBJECT>auto zone POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33949 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shoot they can read codes on your car and sell you the parts to fix it and do it free,now
why cant shops do that why do mechanics buy thousands and thousands of dollars in test
equipment when you can get your car zoned free.
SUBJECT>?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,12 December
2003,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34057 NEXT>34069
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont'think you'd have to move the t-case back,those things aren't that long,but:you
will likely need to shorten the jackshaft a lot.Doesn't need to be anything other than 2
yokes back to back,really,and it's a lot eas er than moving the tcase.
not really an answer to your question but I can't find my damn hardcopy of the AA
catalog to compare lengths.Of the transmiss ons,in case -b is reading.
SUBJECT>Site changes??POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34067 34078 34083 34140 34193 34245 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Greetings all,
I'm sure to make (more)enemies on this one,but,in my opinion,this bulletin board is
now so full of BS that it has become too slow and unwieldly to be of much use.At best,it
seems that perhaps 1 out of 10 messages may conta n some useful info.A lot of the rest is
just a few members trading "witty"quips.
Are there any changes being considered to change the format or break up the subjects
some?Just curious.Take your shots.
TC
SUBJECT>in fact,yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new boards will feature Brian's own off-topic deal.
I agree that some of the threads deviate far and beyond "a bit".
SUBJECT>Re:not bad,an one other thing.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net.DATE>Friday,12 December 2003,at 9:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ll use it when ever I want to and when we get to fe ill let my old lady kick your butt then
tll be mine,all mine!she weighs 100 pnds soak and wet too.
scared?
better be!
shes scary!
SUBJECT>Re:?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,12 December
2003,at 10:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34065 NEXT>34072
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the t98 has a case length of 11.875"and the nv4500 has a case length of 12.375"
SUBJECT>Re:how could you?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33950 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
save some for me,you dont get to have all the fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Exhaust pipes---POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 10:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33275 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f you plan on gettin in the water and or keepin your truck for a long time Id use the
aluminized pipe as it wont rust out near as fast just like the factory exhaust systems of
todays cars.it looks nicer longer but costs more to have done.I think its worth the cost
difference.
SUBJECT>well..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 11:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34069 NEXT>34075
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say that's workable there.Hell if there's a slip yoke on the original deal,you might not
have to do squat.But if you do,one shaft is eas er to redo than 3.My $.02.
SUBJECT>M7xxs at fe POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,12
December 2003,at 11:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34080
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how many guys bring their trucks to the fe meets?We aught to see if we can make this
the biggest fe meet ever and see just how many m7xxs we can get ready and bring to the
meet w th the exception of ben and brian who will be shackin up together and drivin a
geo metro camper conversion.I was goin to bring my new pup but these too cant be
trusted around her,shes a choc.lab 5 weeks old and cost me $750.so I cant afford to
have mixed breed pups that look like these too guys.
Oh the horror that that would be.
Yes Im nuts for paying that much for a dog but they're registered pointing labs w th a list.a mile long of their
certifications.there field certified like we need to do with our trucks
and make some kind of standards that they have to qualify on to make a level of
certification .
SUBJECT>HOLY CRAP POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
12 December 2003,at 11:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34076
34079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok.I'm sorry.I just cant'contain my elation at the following sites:
http://www.mcmaster.com/for all kinds of stuff you might want.AND
http://www.a rcraftspruce.com/catalog/elpages/menus/nel30.php
among other things,they have these cheap sw tches for planes that I'm sure can be fitted
to MTrucks.No more $25 Moroso deals.Or $3 Radio Shack jobs e ther.
anyway,enjoy.
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34072 NEXT>34096 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well,my 2wd nv4500 comes out the same shift tower hole,and i fitted it to the np200
with the orig nal shaft.im running a cummins 4bt,so i dont know the length diffs
between it and a 350.the shift tower on the nv4500 is farther back than the t98,thats why
they line up so close.
your orig nal measurement of nv4500 length is not correct as it gives case length,but
does not take into account the external 5th gear
SUBJECT>Re:HOLY CRAP POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought you were going to say "It's Christmas!":-)
Try www.mscindustrial.com and order their humongous catalog.
SUBJECT>Re:old lady says your wrong Brian POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34062 NEXT>34090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,since she is opening her purse strings DON'T forget the lockers.Will
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>34081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T.Casey,You are right on the money!Years ago when I first joined the zone,it was 90%
truck related useful info,now it's anything goes.I love a good joke,hope I don't PO
anyone,but we need to have a chat forum for the BS and one for the tech side of
things.Attn Brute!PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:HOLY CRAP POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Aircraft spruce is a good outfit...huge setup every year and all kinds of good stuff,good
people too....I have gotten quite a few things from them for the truck...switches,24 volt
sw veling cabin light which I mounted for a dome light,c rcuit breakers...up to 100 amp
mind you...,etc.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34073 NEXT>34088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope to bring mine and have 10 people who have sent emails saying they are hoefully
doing the same...
Wouldn't it be cool to have a convoy from the campgrounds to the OHV area,bout 3
miles,with 40 or 50 trucks in line....THAT would be
COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOL
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??Yeah,Baby!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 7:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34078 NEXT>34122 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Currently new boards have been selected and are in the initial stages of setup...then comes
testing and also s nce it is such a major change,many pages are be ng redesigned as well.
Hammer in Texas is spearheading the board stuff...it is written in perl script and is
beyond me...I am working on new pages and figuring out what all we have to move to
where and at what time...Hammer is quite helpful in this area too...
Hopefully soon,you w ll be see ng "Under Construction"signs around the s te....maybe I
can whip one out with a 715 picture or something...anyway,the boards will be up first
with a few new pages at the front of the s te.The rest of the stuff here that is not
password protected w ll be moved next,the manuals are gonna be a feat to move...then
we will move the password protected stuff last.
S nce the new boards will have their own login which is not able to be integrated with the
password setup we have now,we will be ditching the current one and going to the new
one,new sign up for everyone,and then moving the passworded stuff here under the new
password setup...so there will be only one password for everything,and once you are
logged into the new boards,you wont need to enter the new password for anything
else...you'll already be in.
Hope that makes sense...and believe me,I know this is long overdue but it is not
something that I could do myself...w thout Hammers help,I would be lost.Also it took a
while to find the right board setup w th the features we feel are best for our group AND
the security we need AND the ability to upgrade in the future without the problems we
are gonna have with this ugprade....like the current message board can be archived,but
with the new board setup,if we upgrade in the future,it will be able to pick up all the.postings that are there and
use them as its initial database instead of starting a new board
at posting #1...
Hope this all makes sense and stay tuned!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:actually POSTER>BIGUGLY EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 December
2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaSNYcDVABF/I
PREVIOUS>33963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have or know of any pic's of thease rims on an m715?I would really like to see
this.
Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>34089 34093 34101 34103 34255 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I agree.Sometimes there are more than a hundred post in a row with nothing about our
beloved vehicles.However,unless it's about certa n peoples digestive track,I am usually
nterested in the subject matter.
We are a very diverse group of individuals.It has been said before by many different post
but I'll say it aga n.We live throughout the country and world.We have middle aged and
young people.We probably have at least one member of every major religious group
represented.We have tremendous divers ty in our professional lives and careers.We
differ greatly in our personal lives also,married,divorced,kids or not,etc...We have rich
and poor represented.I would not recognize a s ngle person here if I met them.I also
would probably not seek out many of the people here because of our different ways.But,
we have the trucks.
That is the difference.The Mxxx.We all have at least one or an interest in one.We all
know how to use our hands.We all like things mechanical.We all have an interest in
thing mechanical that are old.Some might be more adept at mechanic work than others
but who cares,the interest is there.Because of those few things in common that we have
personal differences are usually ignored.
Mechanical things new and old are an adiction according to my w fe.It doesn't stop with
just one object,they accumalate.Most people here have other mechanical projects or
nterest.Guns,cars,trucks,motorcylces,planes etc...Many times they overlap.What
works in one might be usefull in another.
We also have one other thing in common.We like to talk and listen about mechanical
things.That is why this site and those dedicated to other mechanical objects are so
successful.I have a few friends who are pilots or military types or hot rodders.When we
get on the phone my wife sets an alarm for several hours later so that I will remember to
stop talking and go to sleep.I am the same way w th the M715 Zone.I can't get enough.I
think alot of people reading this are the same way.
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Yes,a seperate off topic page sounds like a good idea.But,I don't want it.Reading this.page is like having a
conversation.The topics flow like a conversation with hours long
nteruptions sometimes,but it flows.Dividing tech and off topic would not flow.Look at
the different pages we could use now.The modified truck listing hasn't had a message
posted in several years.Why,because tech is neat but,why go there and miss the tech and
conversation.Don't seperate the zone.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Looked at spicergear's tire pictures POSTER>bryan
EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 7:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34086 34102 34177 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Those look like M chelin XL's.Did you cut them yourself?I have these on a Unimog,
although they are 12.5 x20's.I find them to be terrible in the snow.They are brand new.
My old bias tires were mcuh better.I also find they basically won't balance.Anyone got
any thoughts?These are about 41 inches tall so I really only need to balance the fronts.I
have heard all kinds of ideas like BB;s,baby powder,etc.Any of these work worth a
damn?thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>you betcha!POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 December
2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33903 NEXT>34148
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My da ly driver is also my tow rig!Dont plan to wear out a set of boggers just to see
everyone whoop your a**!
Ive pulled my self out of the a**whooping competition,see ngs how I am impatient,and
the line keeps getting longer and longer........
Hey brute,we need to extend the dates on the f.e.
I hate to miss any good wheeling because I was watching Brian getting his beating.Never
mind,I saw his pic that tacoma posted.It shouldnt take but more than a minute or so.Bye
the way who is first anyhow?Doug?
Stevbronco
SUBJECT>Re:Looked at spicergear's tire pictures POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland
Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34084 NEXT>LINKNAME>Wheel balancer
thingy's LINKURL>http://centramatic.com/
Don't know what axles you run,but check this site out.They don't have the M715's
pattern.These things w ll change from rig to rig as long as they share the same lug
pattern.
SUBJECT>Re:HAHAHAHHA!!!POSTER>Kurt N.EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 8:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34031 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that is the most entertaining post I've read here in days!.SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34080 NEXT>34092
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be bad to the bone having a huge convoy of truck cruising down the road.I bet
t may cause a lot of people to stop and then follow us to see where we are going and
what we are up to.It would darn sure turn alot of heads!
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34083 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with Barrman in that i too like it just the way it is.We can bs and have a more
friendly environment and still find out the info that we search for about fixing or
upgrading our trucks.I know it has been nice to kid around w th the guys here,eases
tens ons and makes you feel right at home.I like to kid around alot and thought this to be
a nice touch and when I get down I cant wait to get on The M715 Zone and read about
something funny as it will always make me roll over laughing and make my day.If im
kidin around,its a great day and a owe a lot of that to the guys here.
We all have a love for the M7xx's and obviously are here to search for info about keeping
these great trucks runnin or lookin for parts or something to get them up and runnin.Like
the many posts in the past about newbees asking questions that have been asked and
answered over and over.As a newbee here myself I have seen this many times over
myself and the guys grac ously keep answering the same things over for us.I vote to keep
things the way they are and still try to help everyone out.There is no way we can make
everyone happy all the time just try to make everything as good as we can for everyone
and try not to upset anyone.
Im addicted to The M715 Zone and like all the guys here and look forward to gettin on
here to see what everyone is talkin about.
We have Barrman and his wonderful history lessons that are cool to read and learn
something or brush up on a long forgotten part of our history.
SUBJECT>Re:old lady says your wrong Brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34077 NEXT>34121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I asked her about that too and I get to buy that and several other things like the drive shaft
moving parts for the np200.I dont want to push my luck to far and spend all her income
tax refund up.I guess im doing something right or she wants to go to ky pretty bad.
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SUBJECT>Re:drivin a 725 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 9:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33920 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just looking at the vin registry the m725 is slightly out numbered and to pull it off would
be an astronomical or even impossible task.
It snowed at least 6+inches last night and still snow ng now.God I wished my truck was
runnin..SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>M kel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34088 NEXT>34094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The black helicopters w ll be follow ng you :-)
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34083 NEXT>34095
34253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what was so cool about the Sunday evening chats on Yahoo!That was the time to
bs,and helped keep the forum clear.Any chance of chat with the new changes?
DP (never asks for too much)
SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34092 NEXT>34136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does that mean that I would have to wash mine(with soap)?
All I do is take the hosepipe (water hose for the yankees)to it and spray.
Will
SUBJECT>Barrman POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A very good post and I agree.
But I will have to add a statement from Brian
BEN is gay.
It had to be done
Will
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,
at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34075
NEXT>34105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
External 5th gear?Huh?Are you thinking the 2WD rear housing as compared to the
4WD version with a stubby rear end (for use with married t-case)?
SUBJECT>Re:jet size for 230 2bbl set up POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dbaumanjr is experimenting w th his right now -he e-mailed me about it...I have the jet
#s at work,I can retreive them Monday.Sorry I can't help right now.
SUBJECT>Re:Memphis Equipment Plug POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 11:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34042 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah,I have to put a plug in for A.B.Linn's character.When I ordered a full
set of
yokes/seals for the NP200,he sent one too many yokes.I gave him a shout "want it
back?"and he declined,said it's mine for being honest.That (as well as his knowledge,
fast shipping,and trusting nature)won me over.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:what you forgot.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34039 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH YEAH!I forgot about that one "better buy now,they'll be all gone in a few weeks,
never to be made aga n!"
Thanks for rememberin'
SUBJECT>Re:Since I wasn't winning I'll add POSTER>NH-68M715
EMAIL>nhbowtie@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasYU.HW2mzrU PREVIOUS>34008 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a set of Super Swampers on mine.38X12.50X16.5 10ply rating.I think they are
great.
SUBJECT>Long and most of it does not amout to a hill of beans.POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at
12:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>34083
NEXT>34106 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T m,
You have spoken w sely.
To anyone that wants to read,to nobody that doesn't,
I do think the seperate pages are a good idea,for right now.There has been a lot of
discussion on this due to the willingness of myself and others to stray way,way,waaaaay
off topic.This does offend some.Some others it just annoys.
I truly feel that if someone does not want to read a post,then don't read it.They may have
to suffer thru a couple now and again where a topic strays but I personally feel it is pretty
whiny to make a big stink about it,if they don't like it,Quit reading the post,if they notice
a trend in one person,quit reading all that person's post.
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This is a Great tech board to find usefull info for keeping these trucks running.But I
would guess that darn near every question has been asked 1-1000 times.There are a
couple questions that don't have good answers yet(t-case heat/rims/blah/blah).I guess
what I'm trying to say is that if this s te is limited to on topic only discussions,we might
as well prohibit any post that has already been asked and answered or is covered in the
FAQ,Manuals,or just plain common sense.All answers to old questions would have to
be a completely new tra n of thought in order to be allowed to be posted and
discussed.I'm not going any further into that because I'm afaid
I will start sounding something more like Rod Sterling at the beg nning of a "Tw light
Zone"episode.You should get my drift by now..With that type of mind set here,interest is going to fall,daily
readership will suffer,and
several people w th valuable information to share w ll quit frequenting the board.I do
believe that the enterta nment value of the board keeps people coming back,and does not
scare too many away.I really don't see a terrible amount of anything here that you can't
see or hear on the T.V or radio.I also don't feel there are too many 12yr olds on the board
(although I may act like one at times)and anyway,what had any of us not heard by the
time we were 12 anyway.Bottom line is that the parents are responsible for what teaching
thier kids what is right and what is wrong.NOT the world.
My feelings are that the board has a learning curve that it needs to follow.It was "on topic
only"when I first stumbled onto it.I became board with it and quit checking back.I
purchased some more trucks and returned to look for part sources and found the board
with a little more zing to it.I don't expect everybody to enjoy it,but I myself do.
Obviously not everyone is as happy with it as me.Therefore in effort to make everyone
feel better,the board should be split up and have proper disclaimers and warnings to
nform someone what they might incounter.At first It will go nicely,People w ll direct
new people to the appropriate board for the r needs.Eventually as they gain respect of
others,they w ll probably be allowed to ask a question in the wrong forum and not
rec eve too much flaming.Slowly we w ll migrate right back to where we are right now.A
site w th umpteen posting boards but only one receiving any substantial post,the off topic
board.Then the newbies will be asking why nobody ever post in the modified board,it
has not had a new post s nce 2004?whats up?The only thing that will be different is the
layout,a few of the names,and the hard core "on topic only"guys w ll have to find
something else to complain about because everyone will be posting in the off topic board
to avoid this type of problem again.
You may be right
I may be crazy
But it just may be a off topic board you're looking for
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Looked at spicergear's tire pictures POSTER>StumpPuller
EMAIL>Jmking@mtu.edu DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34084 NEXT>34104 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When my dad had a new tire put on his dump truck,the tire shop put a package of
balanc ng liquid in it.It looked to me like it was just anitfreeze.For the tire they put about
2 cups of liquid in it.It seems to be working really well.
Later next week I can maybe find out who makes it.This method of balanc ng should
work well with any tubless tire.If they have tubes it will be a little harder to get the liquid
n it.
StumpPuller
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34083 NEXT>34114 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I agree with Barrman too.I have this site as my homepage its the first one I read when I'm
surfing and the last.Love to hear everyone talkin the r BS.My vote is too keep this site as
close too what it is now as possible.Great job Brute!
SUBJECT>Re:Looked at spicergear's tire pictures POSTER>lee aless
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34102 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you buy them used?
myself and bobby run these (new)and arent running any balancing at all,and have no
problems.
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34096 NEXT>
34113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,from what i understand the 5th gear is in the stubby housing,be it 2wd or 4wd.thats
why the external hosuing is kind of big,but the ma n body is small.correct me if im
wrong,and i will not continue to expouse the information
SUBJECT>Re:Long and most of it does not amout to a hill of beans.
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34101 NEXT>34111
34325 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Too many words Doug but I'd like to add my thoughts on the multiple questions thing...
Just as we can ignore the off topic posts,we can also ignore the repetetive questions as
well.I don't think it's very welcoming to tell every new member to piss off and do a
search because it gets boring helping them out.We were all newbies at one time or
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another and I'm sure we've all rehashed a few subjects in our time.
I enjoy the BS like the rest of you guys but I know there're more than a few oldtimers that
have been put off by it and now don't partic pate anymore.Probably a seperate area would
be best.
Lastly,I hate you retarded Easterners that only post at work.By the time I get home to
jump in w th the BS ng,it's all over and you guys have gone home and all the stuff I want
to say anyhow has already been sa d.You guys need computers at home.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:completely off subject POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34058 NEXT>34145 34156 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is it a 40/740????
If so,do some research and tell me if BB404 is the model#of the barrel you are looking
for.If so $25+s&h..See if you can track down the part#on the shroud and I'll see if I can come up w th one of
those also.
Doug
SUBJECT>pics /long POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34109 34110 34126
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
picked this truck up today it has a 350,9in.ford rear,some kind of ford front,4spd tranny
and a divorced tcase,this thing is so cobbeled together that I think I'll just strip it and sell
what I can.but for the price it was worth it.0.00 yea you heard me.
couldn't belive it when the guy at work told me to come get it out of his yard.
t has been s tting for 8 mos since I looked at it last,then he wanted 250 for it.
put in a battery,some antifreeze,started it and drove it on the trailer.
I will get some #'s off it when it warms up but I'm hoping to put the tcase in the kaiser
and have a spare engine to rebuild.
SUBJECT>Re:pics /long POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34108 NEXT>34112 LINKNAME>66
chevy LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
http//community.webshots.com/user/gbr2000
SUBJECT>Re:Long and most of it does not amout to a hill of beans.POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at
12:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34106 NEXT>34123 34135
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree with giving newbies a good welcome.......we were all there once.If we all started
out know ng everything,this board would not even be here.
Chris,ALL californians are gay,Just the facts.Don't hate me for saying it.
SUBJECT>Re:pics /long POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 1:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34110 NEXT>34119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jeff,
Hows it going?
Just curious,are you gonna rig a three point on the kaiser to pull that blade with?
Still w sh we would have had more time to BS when I was out there.....maybe next time.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,
at 1:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34105 NEXT>34117 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm looking at two housings -the longer of the two is the front (iron)one and the (much).shorter rear is
aluminum.It's very poss ble that the 5th gear elements are in the rearmost
area of the transmission,and thereby in the aluminum hous ng.This is the 4x4 version,
the 4x2 has a much longer rear housing than does the 4x4,maybe longer than the iron
housing.
When you said "external"it sounded like you were confusing it with the "add-on"OD
compounder Dodge used to get a 4-speed variant of th evenerable 727 torqueflite.I've just
never heard of and "external 5th gear"when referring to the 4.5K
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>kaiserjeeps?portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 1:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34103 NEXT>34124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did notice the direction of the topics a while back.You know what,it kept me laughing
(sometimes out loud)when I really didn't feel like laughing.I really don't care if we split
topics or stay the same.It's good to see people getting along.It just makes for better FE's.
We are doing alright.We just need to be patient w th the new folks by g ving the answers
when we can,and sending them on a search when we can't.I still think a very obvious
TRY A SEARCH window up top and center would encourage the new folks to do a
search w thout coaching.They also probably want to make a post and try to say whats up?
They probably just bought a truck and simply want to say "hey,I just bought a truck"....
Whatever we decide on,we may have to wa t till after Christmas.I'm sure the guys
Brute/Hammer that w ll be chang ng this s te have plenty of family stuff to do.
Growing pains folks...Its a good thing....DAT...
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SUBJECT>V ntage V deo POSTER>ka serjeeps?portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34116 34120 34169 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I just watched the M715 story (aga n)with my new g rlfriend last night.That is so cool.I
really like the fording scenes.She really dug it too.Second would be the crane and air
drops.Excellent watching for sure....DAT
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 1:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34115 NEXT>34129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al,
what's the D stand for?.......B wanted me to ask.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Saturday,
13 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34113 NEXT>
34118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts how it was described on a 4x4 site.the gm output is not much longer than the 4x4.you
can see it here http://homepage.mac.com/ltalessi/PhotoAlbum41.html.the old slp yoke 2wd dodge is
LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONg see it
herehttp://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /Personal16.html
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,
at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34117 NEXT>34149 34150
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,that's what I recalled,the Dodge 2WD output housing is a monster,the GM looks to
be a "cleaner"install,huh?
The Dodge 4X4 does have a sealed output,thus the cavity between the trans and T/S
should be dry.I wonder could the 4x4 version be used as a divorced set-up?May take a
custom yoke assy...
SUBJECT>Re:pics /long POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34112 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
well I not sure what I want to do w th that blade I thought about a 3 point but not sure yet.
ever seen anybody do that?
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34115 NEXT>34125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can one buy this video?
Thanks
-Darek
SUBJECT>spit stopped working,eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34090 NEXT>34137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh.If I need to expla n,well....anyway.
SUBJECT>AAAWWWEEESSSOME POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34081 NEXT>34131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's going to be cool as f...well,really cool.THANK YOU HAMMER
SUBJECT>well Utahns aren't POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34111 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
but then again,when I'm home,I don't have to leave to go to 'work',since I work here.I
miss some of the posts too,but oh well,that's what tomorrow's for.Slightly irritating
though.
SUBJECT>I like answering the same questions POSTER>tacoma.EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at
2:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34114 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t means new people need to know.If the same question keeps coming from an old timer,
that's different.Think of anything you got into,and remember finding the people who
knew:they'd heard it all a million times.
that said,I think we should all start keeping track of part numbers and sources when we
fix things,to tell people.I'm keeping track of my stuff,even though my truck is modified
except for the sheetmetal pretty much,because if someone wants to do those swaps,I'll
have that info for them and it will work FOR SURE.The brake discuss on from a few
years back springs to mind...lots of info but nothing solid,really.Anyhoo....
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34120 NEXT>34127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I checked out there site and it wasnt listed.I want one also.
SUBJECT>if you're lucky ,that frontend w ll be...POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 2:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34108 NEXT>34142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..a high pinion 44.M ght be able to sell that for a bit to a rockcrawler type.
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
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December 2003,at 3:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34125 NEXT>34128
LINKNAME>"M-715 Story"at Vintage Video
LINKURL>http://www.vintagevideostore.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD
&Store_Code=VVS&Product_Code=VHS441
Called:M-715 Story.They have a dash between the M and 715 which screws up the
search when you just type in M715 on the web s ght.
http://www.vintagevideostore.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Cod
e=VVS&Product_Code=VHS441
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 3:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34127 NEXT>34130
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The link failed.Just cut and paste:
http://www.vintagevideostore.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Cod
e=VVS&Product_Code=VHS441
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34116 NEXT>34132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tell B that it stands for D rty...And it does not have anything to do w th the present.condition of my truck.It will
have to be a story for the campfire as long as no kids are
present.Not here...I got that nick name when I was 4.My long term friends make sure it
stays with me.I kinda like it.Have to find just the right time to explain it to a new date
though.My Temp already knows....She is cool...
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34128 NEXT>34134 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Robert!I made that very mistake.Plus you saved me from making a bunch of
copies,which I would have been more than glad to do...GREAT Video!The music is a
kick.Three identical trucks,all M715's 12,000 miles of road tests.Loaded,not loaded,
off-road,on-road.There is one scene where they are on the coast at I believe the
Carolinas.They sling it off a huge ship to a landing craft.From there they play in the surf
driving it in clear up to the bottom of the w ndshield!They even show it competing side
by s de w th the M37.They drop them out of planes,drop them from a crane,slam them
around in panic stops on flatbed semi's,and bang em around on railroad humping tests..
All models are shown at one point including the bare chassis model.
The facts they present,the words they use and the goofy outfits/helmuts the testers wear
s a hoot.You guys will like it...There is one more video that shows the M715.Can't
remember what it was but if you do the search with no dash it w ll come up...DAT
Stay tuned tomorrow night for a review of.........War and Peace!
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34129 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I knew B would ask.Thats why I included it today....
SUBJECT>Heater part needed POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34138 34190 34353 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to find a fuel regulator diaphram for my arctic heater in my M725.
anybody know where I can find one?
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34130 NEXT>34144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Al,
That would be illegal to copy those videos.I demand you send me the copy I know you
have already made so I can properly dispose of it.NOW.
SUBJECT>Re:Long and most of it does not amout to a hill of beans.
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 4:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34111 NEXT>34251
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I agree Doug,that's why I come from the better half of the Carolinas,the top half.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 4:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34094 NEXT>34146
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe just once wouldnt hurt
SUBJECT>I think so?!..NTXT POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 4:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34121 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got u
SUBJECT>anyone work on artic heaters POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34133 NEXT>34152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Id be happy to find someone who could fix mine and make sure it works right.sorry I'm
not any help to you Rick but maybe someone repairs them or reconditions them and
maybe they still have parts also for them.
SUBJECT>how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>BrianM(NH+UT)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:39
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34143 34157 34187 34206
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
tried aligning it w th a tape measure taking measurements from the front and rear of the
tires...but it still likes to eat the front tires.anyone know if the local alignment guys would
get angry if i told them to g ve it an alignment?what are the specs?thanks.
-BrianM
SUBJECT>I'll second that ....POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...although I'm a "new guy"on this board I do frequent many automobile boards.Most all
of them have an "off topic"board that quite frankly 90%of this board would fit into.
SUBJECT>Carb issue?POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34159 34354 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...my truck runs pretty damn well,however I have noticed lately that the motor will
studder when excellerating and turning (believe it or not)left at the same time.Doesn't do
t turning right and it has to be a pretty hard turn to the left under load.For example from
a stop -turning from a left hand turn lane.Happened twice today.
Semms to be like fuel starvation.Once back in a stra ght line runs great..Ideas?Carb rebuild time?
SUBJECT>Re:if you're lucky ,that frontend will be...POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34126 NEXT>
34147 34160 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as soon as it warms up I'll look a little closer.is there something I should look for on it?
the guy that owned it before me went to o'riley's (however you spell it)with the #'s and
they didn't know what it was.
anybody know what kind of divorced tcase came on a 66 chev (not sure if it was even
4wd from the factory).
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34139 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just drop it off at Midas,asking for an alignment.If they can service an F-350,they can
service our trucks.
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34134 NEXT>34165 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dugger,
Think about it man!!!!You have a family!Don't do it!If you get that tape you better send
t to me.I don't want to see you go down for something like that.I will get rid of it for
you.....I promise!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:completely off subject POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 7:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I found parts for my Dan Wesson .357 on e-bay.I still need some s ghts though...........
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 8:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34136 NEXT>34163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave What are you say ng?This truck has'nt been washed s nce 1997.
I am try ng to wear the pa nt off so I will not have to strip a lot off when I paint it.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:if you're lucky ,that frontend will be...POSTER>Barrman.EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,13 December
2003,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34142 NEXT>34154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
I have a 66 3/4 ton 4x4 Chevy as my da ly driver.The book says it is a Rockwell 221.It is
not near as loud at speed as the NP200.It is amazing how the axles and t-case look just
like the M715's at first glance but aren't.I'm on dial up so I didn't look at all of the
pictures,so what engine does it have?
Oh yeah,I asked my wife if she mailed you the box.She gave me a blank stare.It is still
sitting in the Suburban were she put it on Monday to mail on her way to work.I w ll get it
mailed this week myself.Sorry about the delay.
Barrman
SUBJECT>I think I am POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34085 NEXT>34207 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or we need to go about this the right and have a raffle.That is fa r.
I really think Jeaner should get first dibs.Just for the $hits and g ggles.Will
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34118 NEXT>34158
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I am not sure if you two settled the 'external hous ng'thing or not.All vers ons of the
NV4500 have 1-4 gears and reverse inside the cast iron case.Fifth gear is ins de the
aluminum tail housing.Yes,the Dodge 2wd vers on is a slip yoke and very long.The
Chevy 2wd is a little shorter with a fixed yoke.Both of mine are Chevys and also have an
external weight,harmonic balancer type thing,fixed to the output yoke.I have only
collected them,not installed them.If you want measurements let me know and I will
measure them tomorrow.The bell hous ng bolt pattern and input shaft and input shaft
bearing retainer are different depending on year,make and application also.Let me know
f I can help.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 8:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34118 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts so long in a spring under it would put the TC in the storage box.....
SUBJECT>Re:Baghdad bound POSTER>Justin EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>33507 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Two of my buddies I work w th are there right now.Air Force
SUBJECT>Re:anyone work on artic heaters POSTER>Rick.EMAIL>pla dapache@eritter.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at
8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34138 NEXT>34164 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I worked on mine this afternoon,It seems to want to work okay but the diaphram in the
fuel regulator has dried out and its letting it #1 leak and #2 prevent it from igniting
properly(which I suppose is a good thing since it leaks).
I believe that if I could find a diaphram,or make one somehow,it would take care of the
problem.
I know I sure would like some heat in it on these cold days.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:correction...POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:10
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>33994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
another choice is my wheels!!!bcowanwheels@aol.com
SUBJECT>Re:if you're lucky ,that frontend will be...POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34147 NEXT>
34170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts got a 350 (not oe)it looks like someone had a front axle and a ford 9in laying around
and decided to put them in no matter what (it wouldn't suprise me if they were differant
ratios haha).the front drive shaft is at about a 30 degree angle and the axle straight at 90.
the right front tire is held on by 4 half inch bolts no lock nuts or washers,no brake drum.
no brakes.The rear axle is held on by what seems to be a home made 4 link.almost new
tires.I w ll take more pics tommorow.
I take it yours is a divorced tcase?
don't worry about the box whenever you get it sent is fine,I'll stop bugging my ole lady
about checking the ma l for a few days hehe.
SUBJECT>Re:not me,but..POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-aikin82@hotma l.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34063 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,I currently have a heavy 8"vent-rib barrel on it and it shoots great.I would just like
the option of be ng able to conceal-carry.
SUBJECT>Re:completely off subject POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34107 NEXT>34172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try to get those #'s .it may take a day or so to find my parts list..thanks
SUBJECT>it's easy.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34139 NEXT>34194
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.first of all,what kind of eating does the truck do?If you're running muddish tires,and
taking turns at highway speeds,not much is going to save them from the feathered,
angled chew ng that is going to happen.These things are heavy and push like tractors
through any kind of turn.My work van exhibits the same wear,and it's for sure aligned
right 2x a year.
f it's cupping or wearing all screwy,you may have toe-in issues.The spec on toe-in from
the manual is 3-32nds-5-32nds,that's the difference between the widest point of each
tire,from front to back.
If it's more than that you'll grind up the tires and the wear will be all jacked-up looking.
Other than that,which is easy to determine,are your ball joints tight and in good repa r?
Loose steering geer allowing shimmy and whatnot?
AVOID MIDAS!they can't align F350's--most of the time anyway.They sure do a hell
of a job on mufflers though.Cheapest shop I ever used,and longest lasting muffler too.
No kidding.
SUBJECT>Re:well..POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-a kin82@hotmail.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34149 NEXT>34162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys for the help.does anyone know if one w ll bolt to a sm465 4spd
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bellhousing?
SUBJECT>Re:Carb issue?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34141 NEXT>34173
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sounds like it could be either a fuel level problem starving the main jets or excelerator
pump,fuel level could be low enough that fuel is not gettin to one of the circuits on hard
left turns and may be filter related but not as likely or could possibly be flooding,a slim
chance but sounds like its fuel related.may even be somethin in the bottom of carb that is
sloshin around and causin a temporary obstruction.Id check float level look at
excellerator pump action and see how its pumping fuel out of nozzle,a good steady
stream means that the excel.pump is workin good and if little or w erd spray then exc.
pump is suspect,check for fuel restrictions to carb (filter,pump,tank sock,lines)if ok carb
s where id look for sure.
hope this helps
SUBJECT>it will look like this:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34142 NEXT>34185 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no picture!ha!but a description.The pinion w ll be above the centerline of the axle when
you look at from the rear or the s de.Instead of a slope from the top to the yoke,it w ll
slope up from the bottom.For comparison look at your 715's front yoke,that's a normal
pinion.The high pinions are pretty easy to tell apart.
Also the diff cover will be s milar to the 715's Dana 60 cover,but smaller and slightly
different shape.Same angular look though,other axles are different enough to tell.If.you're even luckier,there will
be the ratio tag attached to 2 of the diff cover bolts.Also,
on the webbing around the pumpkin there should be a cast '44'somewhere,though the
exact location escapes me at the moment.
If it's a 44 you can get high steer-ready flattop knuckles off a Wagoneer and swap them
on there if you'd like.
SUBJECT>as part of the problem...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34131 NEXT>34166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I can man up to the fact that it gets a little out of hand more than is probably helpful.
Then again,it used to be so serious that it felt more like restoration class than a forum for
a hobby!More of a balance would be welcome though.
SUBJECT>a quick call w ll tell you all this and so much more..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34158 NEXT>34168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.not try ng to be an ass here..A call to Advance Adapters will get you oodles of info.
Yeah,you could wade through the catalogs etc etc,but it's way easier to call.Those guys
probably know THAT answer right off the top of the r heads.
If no one here knows,they w ll for sure,and probably w ll be able to tell you other little
tidbits you wouldn't think of as well.They've been very helpful when I've called about my
AMC to Chevy internals swap (TH400 stuff).
SUBJECT>Re:M7xxs at fe POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,13
December 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34146 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
n that case get it as muddy as you can.mine just sets out in the weather and hopefully a
sand storm from Oklahoma will blow up and sand blast the paint off.so far not had any
luck with that happening.Im planning on throw ng paint on mine before FE but that is
going to depend on if i can throw it that high or not.
SUBJECT>Re:anyone work on artic heaters POSTER>ka serjeeps
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 11:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34152 NEXT>34171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove mine to work today.The heater would not fire at first.I got home and found my
manual for the newer series heaters.They make reference to the 978 M model but they
call it obsolete.You might call the Southw nd division of Stewart Warner corp if they
still ex st.The manual says its from Indianapolis Indiana.Form number PM 6348 (12-56)
ORD number 7700201.There is also really good information in the online manuals.I
have a big printout of the heater for dissasembly and reassembly.One of the surplus
suppliers has heater info also.I can't remember who exactly!I think it was VPW.My
exploded view shows the valve as a complete assembly.I was hoping to g ve you a part
number for the diaphram.Sorry....
I just found my receipt.It was VPW.Southwind heater manual.Part number RBK-358.cost me 11.00 bucks in the middle of
2002.
Another thing to consider is making your own diaphram.Someone posted awhile back
about making a fuel pump diaphram out of a material that was modern gas proof.I
believe they got it from Mc Master carr.It was not cheap though...Good luck...DAT...
SUBJECT>Re:V ntage V deo POSTER>ka serjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Saturday,13 December 2003,at 11:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34144 NEXT>34203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Somebodys banging on my front door!And there's a huge spotlight on my house!I hear
helicopters and radios...I'm flushing as I write!
SUBJECT>Re:as part of the problem...POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 12:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>34161 NEXT>34174 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hope the new changes in the site work for everyone.I have enjoyed this site for a couple
of yrs now while restoring my 715 and hate to see anything scare off newcomers or
burnout regulars.
I guess I'm more of a tech line person instead of a chatline type.My online time is very
limited due to work schedual and it gets frustrating wading through all the "other"stuff
while try g not to miss the any info posted.I hope my earlier post did not offend any one.
You all are a great bunch of people.Period.
SUBJECT>Dually adapter info?POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 12:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Guys,
I just picked up a couple of project 715s.In the cab of one was a dually adapter set.They
appear to be factory made and quite old.Can't find any name on them.Certainly can't be
GI issue?Being a wannabe deuce owner,this will start me in the right direction.This also
answers the question of how to fill out the fenderwells with NDTs!
Another question:A fella want's to get rid of his '90 IHI 4x4 school bus.Has a 7.3 oil
burner and the coveted Allison 5 speed auto.Any idea on the OD ratio of this box?.I
figured it would be nice to finally have a diesel 715,and repower the "beater"using an
old $50 police auction L ncoln Mark IV w th a 460/C-6 I've kept around for something
like this.
SUBJECT>Re:a quick call w ll tell you all this and so much more..POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at
2:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34162 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,it will not
SUBJECT>A r Drop POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34115 NEXT>34179 34191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Do they have a video with the m715 air drop??I do recall that
everyone made fun of me
for even typing the shackles on the wheels are for parachutes and the shackles on the
bumper were for hooking it to a drop base or whatever!Remember "THUD".I'm out to
prove I right,I hope.
SUBJECT>Re:if you're lucky ,that frontend will be...POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34154 NEXT>34188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jeff,
Yes,my Chevy is a divorced t-case.The shaft between the t-case and SM420 trans is
about twice the length as the M715 shaft.Does the truck have the factory A/C setup in the
cab?If so,I would be interested in that.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:anyone work on artic heaters POSTER>Rick
EMAIL>pla dapache@eritter.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34164 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info.
I was looking at this thing and it looks as if a replacement could be made without too
much trouble with the proper material,its pretty thin tho,it almost feels like the thickness
of paper.
Thanks aga n for all the info.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:completely off subject POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34156 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Near as I can tell The only place to get the shroud from is dan wessson them selves.They
seen pretty proud.4"shroud $102 +$50 for heavy barrel option.
I had a chance to buy a complete 40/740 for that a year ago.Oh well.
Ben,You have mail.
SUBJECT>Re:Carb issue?POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34159 NEXT>34175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am sure you have though of this already,but if the gas tank is low that might be the
problem.It seems every time i have a problem I jump right in and try to fix it,only to find
out it was something really simple.
SUBJECT>Ed POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34166 NEXT>34235 34357 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just out of curiosity,do you view the site as threads reversed?Threads?or.chronological?......Someone said not to
long ago that they view it chrono and to me that
seems nut's.......no idea what relates to what until you open it.
SUBJECT>Filled the gas tank up 10 min before ...POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34173 NEXT>34176 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Filled the gas tank up 10 min before ...POSTER>ka serjeeps
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EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34175 NEXT>34189 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd have to agree w th Dave on the fuel level thing.Just to relate an indentical set of
symptoms,a few years ago I dec ded to try and dial down my fuel level on my CJ
(rochester 2 barrel).I kept dropping the level from the recommended factory setting and
eventually found it would run well with a low level,but it would stumble in a corner.I
assume this was from the fuel getting tossed over to the side of the float bowl from
centrifugal force.That left the ma n circuits starved and unable to pull gas into the ventur
with manifold vacuum.I slowly brought up the fuel level till it didn't stumble in a corner.
I know it's a different carb,but the principles are exactly the same.Take a look in this
area along with the other suggestions.Good luck and have a great day!...DAT.
SUBJECT>Re:Looked at spicergear's tire pictures POSTER>RickyR
EMAIL>ericselz@knology.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had a set on my Mog also,but were the 10.5x20's.No problem balancing e ther.I have a
set on my M-715 too (16's),and they are very smooth tires.You may want to re-mount
them,and turn them 180*on the wheel..
Ricky...seeya...
SUBJECT>Power Steering Pump Bracket POSTER>Bill D al
EMAIL>msms@goeaston.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've seen the photos of the power steering pump mounted on the stock 230:can anyone
provide drawings that can be taken to a machinist for replicating?Or,if anyone has a set
of these brackets,let me know what you want for them.Cheers,Bill Dial M725
SUBJECT>Re:A r Drop POSTER>kaiserjeeps EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Slowride,there are several air drops in the video.It looks like they are using the shackles,
but I would have to watch aga n (oh darn)to look for that.The crane drops are on a
platform w th planks built up under the axle housings.Those drops look pretty pa nful as
the M715 shudders,flexes and moves quite a bit.I don't think I would buy that one...DAT
SUBJECT>Troop seat brackets POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun.EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at
10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34195 34243 LINKNAME>Troop seat
brackets
LINKURL>http://cg .ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&tem=2210714249&catego
ry=588
Ebay item number 2210714249.Are these the correct troop seat brackets?How many
would I need?six right?I still want the correct troop seats.Lee and I have talked about
this a little.Plus VPW has 1 or 2 sets left for 450.00 I just can't swing that right now.If
these are correct,is there any other hardware I would need?I do have the cut down duece
bows already.I think my members pic shows that.So if it's a matter of getting these
brackets,and the correct wood s ze I could probably modify what I already have to be
right I hope...Since the Ebay link probably won't work you might have to cut and paste...
Thanks for any input...DAT
SUBJECT>oop's POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=2210714249&category=588
It's early....
SUBJECT>what video?POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm still new at this 715/725 stuff,What video are you refering to?If it has lots of 725
stuff I would like to buy one.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:nevermind I read the rest of the posts.POSTER>R ck
EMAIL>pla dapache@eritter.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I feel kinda s lly right now.
SUBJECT>Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34186 LINKNAME>Drive Shaft
Relocation LINKURL>http://www.tomnlisa.com/files/M715/drive_shaft_relocation.jpg
...thought I'd give you guys a picture of the installed drive shaft relocation kit that I
purchased from VPW complete.
SUBJECT>Re:it w ll look like this:POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34160 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.thanks for the info ,but its a no high pinion looks like just another ford axle.
got some more pics,getting ready to upload them today.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34184 NEXT>34199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Thomas,
Looks good.Has it made a difference in the s nging T-case?How about the heat?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34139 NEXT>34198 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in KC they have places that will align semi's.Look under frame and axle shops.
SUBJECT>sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34170 NEXT>34208 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
nope no ac sorry,need anything else hood,cab,windows (nice sliding glass in the back
window),tail gate (got two of those)for 66 chev.
SUBJECT>Re:Filled the gas tank up 10 min before ...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34176 NEXT>34197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,I agree.I want to say the main jet is off to one side of the float bowl so a low float
level would starve the jet in a turn.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Heater part needed POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34133 NEXT>34202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heavy equipment dealers sell Southw nd heaters for bulldozers,etc.They may not your
part but if I recall a new heater isn't too bad.I bought one a few years (5 or 6)ago for a
corva r van and it was right at $300.00
SUBJECT>Re:A r Drop POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotma l.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34169 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I was in the Air Force vechiles to be dropped had to ride on cardboard stacks
because the axles and floors would bend.The only exceptions were tanks and crap like.that.Tanks were normally lapsed
(low atlitude parachute extraction)Dropped a duece and
half at 12,000 feet and the plane went to 35,000 in nothing flat.
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>34056 NEXT>
34232 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,
We w ll have some demo's for sale before the end of the month on our website.Thanks
for the interest in LT DAN!
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>Hammer in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I rarely read or get into the off topic stuff so I skip it,however as of late it seems to
comprise the majority of the posted content of the board.Maybe the folks with alot to say
to each other could email it rather than post it.All off topic content does not need to be
eliminated,maybe just reduced.
SUBJECT>Re:it's easy.POSTER>BrianM(NH+UT)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 1:45
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34157 NEXT>34204 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hmm,3/32...i never thought about looking in the manual.mine's at about 1/2 inch toe-in,
thats what my dad sa d to set it at.the wear on my tires is really w erd,at certa n points on
the tire there w ll be tons of tread then it the tread dives down to almost none w thin 1/4
nch.i guess i got some aligning and rotating to do...thanks.
also,can one balence these tires on a regular tire balencer?i think balencing them may
help with the wear a little too.
-BrianM
SUBJECT>Re:Troop seat brackets POSTER>Kevin Braddock
EMAIL>energyauto@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VPW told me last month that soon they were going to manufacture troop seat brackets,
and to check back in a few months.
SUBJECT>Looking for 12V Starter POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 3:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking for a twelve volt starter for my 230 Tornado engine.If your selling one or.know where I can get one let
me know.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Filled the gas tank up 10 min before ...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34189 NEXT>34201 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Go to figure 4-11 for dry float setting,and then to 4-12 for wet setting.These steps are
pretty important,and make sure your float's anti-flutter spring is there and installed
properly.Be a good idea to print these pages out and take to the shop w th ya,too.
Good luck and let us know how it went.I know that improper float settings w l adversly
affect your hill-climbing ability,I'm curious to see if it affects turning left while
accelerating (note the spelling,guys)is another symptom to add to the list when this
comes up again.
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/chapter4.html
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 3:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34187 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bear in mind that the spec is based on running a 9.00-16 tire,if you have a larger tire,the
measurement will have to decrease.If you're one of the poor souls who got a truck where
the DSPO installed smaller (7.50-16,I still roll w th thate one,sorry),your measurement
will have to be increased.Just picture a triangle formed by the tire tread's centerline
extending forward from the truck (as viewed from above)w th the tires slightly toed in,
you'll get the idea.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34186 NEXT>34200 34244 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Noise is gone ...I was very surprise at just how much noise this eliminated.As for the
heat ..duh-no.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34199 NEXT>34218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How much does the kit cost?
SUBJECT>sorry,I just reinrolled back in school tonight NTXT POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34197 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ntxt
SUBJECT>Jeff,corva r van?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 4:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34190 NEXT>34227.34558 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think ill be money ahead buyin a new one and know ng i dont have a patched up
timebomb in back with the kids and all.
Jeff,what I want to know is where the corvair van is?those things are hard to find.
SUBJECT>Its just me lookin for a video.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hard to find a chopper in black that was quiet enough to catch you by suprise and capture
video.
SUBJECT>BrianM POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34194 NEXT>34210 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the wear is different from the inside of the tire to the outside,alignment is the problem.
If it seems irractic,it could be the tire ess ently bouncing down the road.Worn shocks are
typically the problem when your tires appear "chopped".
SUBJECT>M ^2M715 POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 4:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34211 34214
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Adjusted my valve lash this weekend,before the snow and ra n,and now my Mighty
M715 (MM715)is even More Mighty,AKA M ^2M715.It seams louder and more
powerful.Now I want manual hubs on the front so I can get more HP to the rear wheels,
s that an invovled process?
Glad sodaminsa n was caught in the hole,hopefull bin-laddin is next.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34139 NEXT>34209 34213 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
If you take it to an alignment shop.Make sure they have equipment to handle stuff bigger
than normal.I have an electronic alignment machine in my classroom.The reflectors
won't mount on the M715.The hub tie down brackets (I forgot the name and do't feel like
looking it up)stick out to far.If you have lock out hubs it won't be a problem.Otherw se
you might want to remove the brackets before you take it in.You w ll only confuse
people if you don't.Good luck.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:I think I am POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 4:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34148
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's one heck of an idea Will.Donate the money to the s te....if we call his old
classmates,in-laws,and employees.The site upkeep would be taken care of for years!!!
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
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DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34188 NEXT>34349 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes and no.I do need some odds and ends,but I am trying to save every extra penny for
the M715 right now.The K20 w ll just have to wa t until the M715 gets done and
becomes the da ly driver.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34206 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How could anyone be confused by anything as beautiful as our trucks,I think they are left
n such awe that they become like a fumbling adolescents trying to ask someone way out
of the r class out on a date.
Jeff
SUBJECT>what he sa d,and this:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34204 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
worn shocks usually (in my experience)make a sort of radial wear pattern,around the
tire.If your tires look all random and wacky,I'd suspect toe-in,esp.at 1/2".Shocks are
easy to check while you're at it.Mine were done.
tire shops should be able to balance it.If they give you shit about the split rim,have them
put the we ght on the ins de.
SUBJECT>Re:M ^2M715 POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34205 NEXT>34212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How w ll that give more horsepower to the rear?
SUBJECT>won't have to turn the front.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34211 NEXT>34249 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It takes power to turn all 4 wheels.Sure they're turning anyway unlocked,but there's no
load on the motor from the front end w/hubs.
Maybe not much power to be had that way,but some I'm sure.And less tire wear,my
main hooray for hubs.
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>dave.EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14 December
2003,at 5:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34206 NEXT>34265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ours is a hunter lazer alignment machine.I havent hooked mine up to it yet but it has and
extendable arm on the front head assemblies.it should be s mple to align after you install
factory specs in machine.I need to set it up so I can do alignment on my truck.
If your suspens on is tight the closer you get to 0 degree toe the less your tires w ll scrape
going down the road as they are usually toed in a little 1/16"to 3/8"thus creating a
plow ng effect.In affect,they set a small amount of toe in so at speed the tires are
theratically stra ght.assuming all suspension parts are tight have them set toe for
minimium tire wear,espec ally on aggressive tires,along with bad shocks,will wear tires
out in some funny ways and to fast.
SUBJECT>easyish.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34205 NEXT>34217
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not too tough.Take off the flanges,install the bits of the hub.Selectro instructions are
somewhat blurry but basically the same as any other lockout hub on the market.Should
take you about 20min the first time and that includes getting the wrenches and beer.
SUBJECT>off topic Deuce seat stuff POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fiberglass seats for deuce's for sale in GA,pick up in Athens only.if you're interested
ema l me and I'll put you in touch.They're not going to be shipped.
SUBJECT>My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 5:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34219 34248 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wifes car (95 LHS w/3.5)would not start Friday.Set to work on it Sat morning just
thinking it was flooded from her failed cold weather start attempt.It was,I just had to
jump start it to get it running.Once going,I noticed the belt I heard squeeling earlier
during the week did not quit after a couple seconds as it had done before.I checked under
the hood and noticed smoke coming out of the timing belt cover.....yikes...I went to shut it
off but the belt self destructed before I even got to the door.....damn.Oh well,it's a non
nterferance engine so it was not the end of the world,just more work than I wanted to do.
I believe the belt tensioner pulley has se zed,From what I have s nce read it is common
with this eng ne.I was forced to scrap the idea of getting the car running until some
evening this week as the chrysler dealership is not open on the weekends.As much as
Brian hates to believe,I do my own work on every vehicle I own.I skip alignment and
paint but other than that,I do it.
I had taken the w fe to work,she had hours to make up from staying home with sick kids.
I get 4 blocks from my home and some lady pulls right out in front of me.Not good.She
had a stop sign,I didn't.My da ly driver F-150 is now shorter than it was when I got it..The police sited her and
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wrote right on the accident report that she was at fault,so at least
t's her record and insurance instead of mine.The truck still drives and the radiator
appears to be fine,the steering wheel looks like your taking a long gentle left turn while
driving straight so I assume that the frame rail is tweaked a little.I have not really even
looked at it yet.My head kinda smarts from bouncing off the w ndsheild post and my
lower back and neck are not the best but other than that no biggy.She came out much
better than I did but her 4 month old mini van is not new anymore.I have enough on my
plate right now,I'm actually gonna let a body shop do this one.
Saturday was rotten so Sunday had to be better,It was,I went to Tony's house to help him
on the 715 short box project.Made excellent progress relocating the rear axle 15"forward
from the stock location.We reused all existing hardware and spring hangers.It really
went pretty smooth.The spring over front and the short box make the truck look
completely different.Have a long ways to go as the engine tranny and transfer case are
not in yet.The box is just sitting on it and a couple of the mounts need reworked.
Probably won't worry about it too much until the drive train is done.I did take some pics
to post but It will probably be towards the ebnd of the week before I get them up.
We took a break mid stream today to help another bud remove the box off his 404 mog.
He bought another cab and plans to use it to convert it into a four door cab with a short
cargo box on the back.It sounds like I'll be doing the scarey parts of that job and leaving
the finishing to him.I kind of enjoy cutting stuff in half anyway.We plan to remove the
back from both cabs and s mply weld them together.It should work well w th little metal
work.I'm not big on mogs but I think I've seen one or more done like this before.I'll be
sure and take pics of that also.
SUBJECT>Re:easyish.POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,
14 December 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34214 NEXT>
34234 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds easy,now what hubs do you recommend.If I remember right you've sa d in the
past autozone has the cheapest ones.
Jeff
PS already have the beer,the wrenches are on the passenger s de floor.
SUBJECT>$165.00 POSTER>Thomas E.King EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34200 NEXT>34221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 7:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34216 NEXT>34228 34229 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
sounds like you might need a waterpump too as the waterpump along with the tensioner
pulley are the 2 things that could have gone out,smokin the belt.the pulley on the
waterpump is smooth and uses the back s de of belt so it would squeel and burn up belt.while still try n to run.let
me know what you find.
As far as the f150 they can take it but have a good body shop check it out and if frame is
bent Id want to call it totaled as you can never get the frame stra ght again and bein its her
fault you could be lookin at a new truck.
SUBJECT>Thomas E.King POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34236
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when you dont put anything in the message box,where it says subject add NTXT (no
text)in subject line as some of the guys get cranky when they open up an empty message
box.LOL.just thought Id help you out.later dude.
SUBJECT>Re:$165.00 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34218 NEXT>34223
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive got to do that to mine too.asked my old lady if she was goin to pay for this to and she
said that I wasnt worth it so I guess Im on my own here.shes mad cause I spent $750.an
a lab pup instead of her but we w ll have to wa t till christmas to see what santa has
brought me!
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for 12V Starter POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34196 NEXT>34238 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Take yours to an alt &starter shop and get it re-wound.Mine cost about $130.00 To have
t done
Will
SUBJECT>Re:$165.00 POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34221 NEXT>34226 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A $5.00 pooper scooper for your $750.00 dog.Plus 6 weeks in the dog house for buy ng
the dog.
Just guessing I hope I a n't right.
Will
SUBJECT>OHIO TRIAL RUN POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ooops i was yellin!dont know how soon for the tra l run.need some new tires first,and
some overall ma ntenance.been driving my truck everyday to work and back for lil over a
year now with only minor difficulties.need to put `er in the shop soon.any ideas on 11.oo
16`s besides michelins?see ya soon enough!SMASH
SUBJECT>m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>34247 34359 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need the hose from gas filler to tank on m725 as mine is rotted out and critters are livin
n tank.does anyone know where i can get one?
SUBJECT>Re:$165.00 POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 8:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34223 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
your guess is as good as mine and your probably right.she thought i was dumb too but
her parents are certified pointin labs and the dad is some high bred tw ce grand champ
field trial dog among other things im not even sure of.I need a go huntin dog and
hopefully i w ll have a good one for ducks,geese,pheasants and quail.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34202 NEXT>34233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got mine NOS all boxed up from M dwest M litary.John Bizal for 250.00,295.00
ncluding shipping...1-952-440-8778 Absolutely every single part except the fuel line.
Napa took care of that.midwestmil.com FYI...
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 8:58
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34219 NEXT>34231 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You are right Dave,the water pump is also noted to fail and s eze,can take the belt out to.
Very well could be the problem.....just like opening a christmas present,you never no for
sure till it's unwrapped.The more I read about that car the more I think it's about time to
sell it.Kinda funny,Last week I was thinking about getting her something like a grand
wagoneer or explorer so she would have 4wd in the w nter.
As far as the F150.I buy all my trucks and cars wrecked and then rebuild them.It already
has a damage disclosure on it.I'm really not out anything as long as it gets fixed right.
The front tires still track right and it drives down the road straight.I think the frame is
just tweaked right in the area the steering box is mounted,changing the relation between
the box and drag link.The husband of the lady came to the scene and I was telling him
that one of my reasons for buying wrecked cars is that if you buy new as they did,and
then wreck it,you now have new car payments on a wrecked vehicle.I just have wrecked
cars to beg n w th so nothing is lost.I don't think my story made him any happier,but she
caused it so I figure he could listen anyway.
I'll be sure and let you know what I find in the LHS.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 9:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34219 NEXT>34230
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Glad to hear you are alright Doug.That sucks.Seems like everyone is in a hurry lately.I
had a car pull out in front of me going to work Sat morn.Had to lock em up.The driver
had a hood pulled over his head.Idiot!Good luck getting your stuff fixed.Looking
forward to the project pic's...dAt...
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 9:11
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34229 NEXT>34240 34274 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wouldn't say I'm allright.......but the wreck didn't affect me much.
BTW...you spelled oarehgun wrong.....duh:)
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 9:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34228 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL.good luck!Id help but Im to far away as ive done probably a 1000 or more of these
from the 2.7 to the 3.5 L.and most were from water pump failures.Some were normal
maintenance,leakin pumps,bearing noises and even cam seals leaking oil but its all
basically minor to repa r.
my old lady has totaled out our 95 mazda B4000 ext.cab pu pullin out in front of a full
sized ford van a block away from the house.I was out in the wrecker pickin up another
car when I came up on her wreck.I had to drop off the car and go back and pick it up.
Cops didnt want me to pick it up and I told them I was drivin a wrecker and id be back to
get it.Dumb cops here anyway
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 9:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34192 NEXT>34239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
remind us when you do....thanks
What kind of mus c do you hippies play??
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,
14 December 2003,at 9:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34227 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you would think that being gas fired it would be apt to blow up or something.kinda
worries me some but they've been used for years.
Is there a one way valve in there somewhere to keep it from blowing up tank if it would
ever malfunction and blow up?
SUBJECT>only one choice POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,14 December 2003,at 9:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34217 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Selectros by MileMarker,good hunting.No one here has them in stock,though I don't.care anymore w/GM axles
moooahahaha..sorry.Six States D stributors carries the
Selectro line but they weren't real helpful in telling me if they could get them for the 715's
or not.Tom here at SnakeRiver also sells them.
If memory serves,AutoZone is the cheapest,but I have no other information on that.
SUBJECT>Re:Ed POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Sunday,14
December 2003,at 10:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>34174 NEXT>34259 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I go chrono...start where I leave off the day before...don't want to miss any tech
stuff.Doesn't seem to be a problem for me unless the posts stray from topic or dom't
conta n much info.
SUBJECT>Ok POSTER>Thomas E.K ng EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34220 NEXT>34237 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Snicker ...ntxt POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..
SUBJECT>Re:Looking for 12V Starter POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34222 NEXT>34276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would prefer to find one allready done so I dont have to red X my truck.
SUBJECT>Re:Ever see a M725 do this?POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>34232 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know you are the third person to call me a hippie this week?Man,I've got to get a
hair cut.:)But about our music...well,I guess it could be best classified as modern rock.
No death metal stuff...real radio friendly.Its funny,in researching tubes for one of our
guitar amplifiers,we found that some of the older military radios used the same part #.
(12AX7 for you radio heads)We were just joking last night about using military tubes to
get a unique amplifier sound that no one has heard before.I guess anything to keep the
military theme,eh?
Hehe..oh man..as I write this,I see that my roomate has done a good job getting his
Buick stuck in the snow out back.Time to fire up the m725 and pull him out..lol.Cya..
-Bill
www.ltdan.net.SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>Ben
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34230 NEXT>
34309 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Duggy,
Bummer weekend man,glad it got better!You know the best thing to do w th that Ford?
Pull the good fuses and bulbs and walk away...just walk away man :)
Sounds like you're on the right track with Jills car.When I was wrenching full time I
know for sure I replaced two water pumps and one idler on LHS's.....I could be off a little
but thats pretty close.How many miles does it have on it?
Shortbox project sounds like it's coming along great!Hope to see some sweet pics soon!
Ben
SUBJECT>How should I sell my engine?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 6:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34242
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to be doing a 350 swap come January,and need to sell the 230.I was
wondering if people have had better luck selling it complete or in peices on e-bay.I want
around $200 for it.If anyone's interested i'm in New Mexico,it has a clattering sound,
and already has P.S.pump setup.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:How should I sell my engine?POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34241 NEXT>
34252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
I'd buy it for spare parts and the P/S setup if you were closer.If you want to sell just the
P/S setup,let me know.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Nope...POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34180 NEXT>
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34279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those brackets on eBay are not part of the orig nal troop seats.Those are add-ons used to
hold the seats in the down pos tion and to add extra support if radios are mounted.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34199 NEXT>34250 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you keep your stock offset differential rear axle?Any strange vibrations from the
driveshaft?
Dave.SUBJECT>Re:Thanks to all...POSTER>TCasey EMAIL>ncjeepers@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34066 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..for your thoughtful insights into the subject.Don't misunderstand me,I wouldn't want
any of the discuss ons "censored"or limited (within reason).I do enjoy a good BS
sess on,if I have the time,which isn't that often (unfortunately).If the board were split up
a little,we could all still enjoy a little BS at our leisure,but we wouldn't have to wade
through it if we didn't feel like it.Also,I feel like I'm probably missing a lot of good info
because I can't tell what is relevant and what isn't but I can't read every post.
I am very happy to hear that there are changes afoot.A big THANKS to those involved!
This board has been such a valuable tool for me and others.My trucks wouldn't be half as
good (and my yard wouldn't be half as junky!!)without this board and its partic pants.I'd
hate to see it fall out of grace.I think we should all do everything we can to support our
growth.
For those w th reservations about changes,check out the IFSJA.org bulletin boards.There
are things I don't like about that set-up e ther (mainly the way threads jump to the top
every time a reply is added)but I do like the way the subjects are divided and the way the
threads come up.
SUBJECT>wheel stud part#s POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa Balkamp
641-3167
wheel bolt 048
5/8-18x2
SUBJECT>Re:m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>BMoldt
EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaitkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>34225 NEXT>
34257 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey..I'm not sure if the m715 &m725 use the same one,but check ebay item
#2448602931
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad your not hurt worse!!Sorry bout the wrecks but at least your up and walking....good
on that part!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:won't have to turn the front.POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:29
a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34212 NEXT>34278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It still has the same rear wheel horsepower but the reduced friction of not turning the
front axle and driveshaft back to the tcase,as well as the ring and pinion and spiders,w ll
give you much improved acceleration...you WILL easily notice the difference....kinda like
taking off with the ebrake on and turning it off...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34244 NEXT>34270 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This kit is with the stock rear shaft...several of us had converted to the same port for the
rear driveshaft before this kit was known to exist...thus we lost our ebrake...unless this kit
was retroed in....but no one has reported any driveshaft/driveline vibration...just changing
the pos tion of the front ujoint on the tcase from one output to the other bas cally,and
adding in a compatible ebrake for this arraingement.
brute4c
SUBJECT>That's funny....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I came in this morning and scrolled down and there didn't seem to be any new funny
topics so I just turned off the PC and went to work.I bet alot of you turn to the page,
scroll down and there don't seem to be any new 715 topics so you just turn of the PC and
go to work.Hmmmm.....
As Doug sa d-your bitchin'gets old.If you've learned not to click on a post by those of us
who tend to stray,then your only problem is that you sometimes have to scroll.I consider
you lazy for bitching about that.
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:How should I sell my engine?POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34242 NEXT>34261 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm interested in the water pump,starter,sending units,and I think thats it.
SUBJECT>Chat....I hope so...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34093 NEXT>34254 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Right now we gotta get the new boards up and get everything running smooth with that...I
would love to have chat aga n...espec ally with voice...that is soooo cool...it would take
finding the right program for our needs,the features we want and free if poss ble...
Once the boards are up and running,this w ll come to a front burner!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Chat....I hope so...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34253 NEXT>34256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Voice........that would rock.........then everyone could hear Foxworthy and judge for
themselves!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34083 NEXT>34258 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well actually due to the way the security works on these message boards,you havent
been able to post to that board for a long time...and until that problem reared its head the
board was be ng used...the modified board that is...but with the amount of info we have
and all the questions that come up so often,we need to have a way for new members to
find the stuff easier...thus setting up boards with titles to sort by subject.
Between the Yahoo board and this board,we have in excess of 44,000 posts....wanna
guess how many are redundant??Wanna guess how many good ideas or part numbers or
historical tidbits are in all that stuff that most of us dont even know are there and wouldnt
know to look for??Making a searchable,sorted,categorized database helps all of us...at
least as far as I can see.
Also,there w ll be an open board that is just for members to have a conversation type
dialogue....my birthday,we had a child,boss is a jerk....used a Geo for a wheel chock last
night....etc.We will also have a board where people can go to,well,put the stuff that
other members may find rude,vulgar,insulting,immature or other things....so as too keep
this stuff in one area where not everyone has to be exposed to it....right not to be
offended...but where those who w sh to can "let the r ha r down"...though Doug shave his
off but thats another story!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Brute...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34254 NEXT>34260 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
I really admire you for all this.You're a great guy for trying to make everyone
happy....and I think you're doing it.
It's true that a club is made up of the members,but when it all comes down to it it's you
who is in charge.If you ever feel that Doug,or Ben,of Chris,or Tom,or even me are out
of line or posting more than our share of crap then I think I speak for everyone or us when
I say to please don't hes tate to shoot us a letter,or even post telling us to cut it out.
We all enjoy the site and all admire what you've done and are doing to try and make it
great for everyone-even if most of what you hear is bitching.
Brian Sisson
Memphis.(See how formal that was?I did that so you can print it and hang it on your wall)
SUBJECT>Re:m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34247 NEXT>34273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M715 and 725 hoses are different,but both show up on ebay on occasion.
SUBJECT>Re:Site changes??POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34255 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
There might be others hear that are follicly challenged.I fear you may offend some of
them by that hate filled comment you made about my head.Let watch what we say from
now on.BTW-what did you have for supper last night and how is it affecting you
today?.......just kidding no deta ls please!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Ed POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34235 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should give "reversed threads"a try.....it makes it much easier for me to keep on top
of what belongs where.Just a thought.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34256 NEXT>34263 34268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next to the dart board with a morphed pic of you,Saddam,and Osama playing strip
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poker....your losing by the way....
Thanks though for the remarkable mature and civil post...I am impressed and will treasure
t always.
By the way,my w fe asked me this weekend why,when she reads the board,that you are
so fixated on gay and homo themes...I just shrugged my shoulders and said I wouldnt
know...I'm fixated on my wife and kids and thats enough for me....well theres the truck
too!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How should I sell my engine?POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34252 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ill take the PS setup if you dont sell it to Ben.
SUBJECT>Re:jet size for 230 2bbl set up POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34034 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Went from 50s to 46es.All I can tell you..SUBJECT>Re:Brute...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
I'd go into the reason...but I think that some of the members would bitch at me for be ng
off topic.
BWHAHAHAHHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHHA!!!!!!!
-B.
(by the way-I spell poor s nce there is no heat in this office and it's now 58*and makes
my fingers not work right.Sorry)
SUBJECT>An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front POSTER>Brian
S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:37
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34266
34269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All,
This weekend I removed my front blackout lights and stuck in some regular KC lights.
The mounts for the KC lights couldn't be used,so I removed them and squirted some
silicon in the holes to keep them waterproof,then I drilled a hole in the very back of the
light house ng and then on through the back of the...valance (?).When you tighten down
the hold-down bolt it centers the lights.The holes are filled nicely and it looks sorta
stock.At least it makes it a functional part of the rig again for those of us running 12V
systems or those of you who don't need blackout lights.
-B.
(Sorry this was such a lame tech post...but it's not strong suit)
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34213 NEXT>34352 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine is a Hunter DSP400.I have the Hunter rep coming tomorrow to try and sell me
stuff.I w ll make it a condition of sale that he set up the machine for the M715.Yeah
right,that w ll work.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front
POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34264 NEXT>34267 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,
I pulled the guts out of my front BO lights.I put in a 1157 bulb harness and hooked it up
to my blinkers.When the blinker is on all of the lenses light up.Mine is kind of lame on
tech also..Barrman
SUBJECT>Booty-Fab POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34266 NEXT>34272 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Maybe we need a seperate forum for booty-fab talk?
SUBJECT>Re:Brute...POSTER>w ldfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34260 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
think that the caffine from to many fraps is caus ng brian to fixate on things.
rick
SUBJECT>Re:An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34264 NEXT>34282 34360 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Good on topic post Brian!!
I also have an idea that I think is gonna work out pretty good for going with modern
lighting...also with 12 volt lighting...
In the front,amber LED lights,4 1/2 inch circle type like big trucks use...they have that
rubber gasket they go in...just need to make a piece of sheet metal that goes in the hole
where the front lights are now....mounting holes are there already...and have the correct
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center hole in it for the rubber grommet for the light.It would even be real easy to make it
a closed compartment,waterproof,for the light,kinda a light tub,with a hole for the
wires that can have a grommet or silicone or both to hold the w res.
For the rear,I am planning to use the rectangular LED lights with a hous ng that is all
metal,a box bas cally,that bolts to the truck in the same area that the stock light bolts on
and has the grommet and led in it.This can also be made waterproof and has the added
benefit of being lower profile,top to bottom and from the mounting location to the lens,
that they are less likely to get drug on something or hit when backing up,etc.Could even
make a simple guard for them that would still be lower profile than the stock
lights...except in width but they wont stick out past the edge of the truck at all.
Course we all know LED's are bright,last,and are the 'new cool'in lights...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Thomas E.King
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34250 NEXT>34271 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Exactly!No vibration.Only change was as BRUTE4C described.Driveshaft angle was,
of course,dramatically IMPROVED as it is a straighter shot to the rear.Less stress on the
U-joints.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34270 NEXT>34280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,very good point about the driveshaft angle!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>wrong section,Ben POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34267 NEXT>34275 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That comment,as well as this,actually should be in the "Web Info"section;a place
designated for web/s te info comments and suggestions.I would have replied there,but
this is a threaded discussion,and I can not link the two.Please be more mindful of our
members'valuable time and stop posting irrelevant topics here.Brian's and Barrman's
entries were on-topic.Now that we have responded,the thread is now 50%B.S.Thanks,
dude.
SUBJECT>Re:m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34257 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have you tried AB Linn??
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 10:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34230 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I had something stuck in my teef.It was distracting me from what I needed to be
doing....
SUBJECT>Re:wrong section,Ben POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34272 NEXT>
34277 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh great!I'm sorry to everyone who opened this thinking I was going to tell them how to
rebuild/replace a noisy t-case or how to get an x-tra 50hp out of a OHC 230.Sorry Aga n,
my bad.
:)Ben
PS:It was 33.3%BS.When you posted,it became 50%BS.Now,with my new post it is
60%BS.Where will it stop!
SUBJECT>Re:wrong section,Ben POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34275 NEXT>34283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I meant,after I responded to rour response,it went to 50%.Now you.responded and I did aga n,and Jon
respondded.I see it as 3 on-topic,4 off topic.That's
57.1428571%B.S.I guess it WON'T end!
SUBJECT>Re:won't have to turn the front.POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34249 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Made quite a big difference on mine.I also disconnected my fording stack and slid the
hose to one side of the hood a r cleaner.The exhaust also still ex ts out the bottom.I'm
ready for the race track now....0 to 60 in 13.7 minutes now!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Nope...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34243 NEXT>34304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hate it big time when people post stuff on Ebay and claim it's for the M715 and other
rigs when it fits but is not stock or an option.Sheesh,good thing I'm a member here....I'd
be broke with all the wrong parts....DATFO
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34271 NEXT>34281 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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So,the factory M715 setup uses a centered rear diff.,going to an offset output on the T-
case?We rd.On my PW,the diff is offset to match the t-case,I have the same noise and
heat problems you guys do,same t-case.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34280 NEXT>34292 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M37's use the same tcase as the M715...though there are a couple minor differences...and
they do use the heavy offset rear diff...
The M715 has an offset on the rear diff...nowhere near what the M37 has,but it does
have an offset.The stock setup is from the farthest right output on the tcase as viewed
from the rear to the rear axle,slighty offset to the passenger side.
On your Powerwagon...I don't know what t-case it is but Dodge did build with the M37
type setup,offset wise that is,for quite a number of years.
brute4c
SUBJECT>I pondered that...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34269 NEXT>34285 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..and even went so far as to check my local truck stop parts section.They looked schwag,
but had a pretty complex looking c rcuit board and also the price tag was $44 for one unit.
That would be way too expens ve to replace were the lights to get dunked and ruined..Now I have a $1.99 Autozone
bulb in each.
So,you see-your idea was poor at best.
-B.
SUBJECT>DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)
POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December
2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>34277 NEXT>34284 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and I bet alot of you bitching about all the BS on the board clicked this anyway.I hate a
hypocrite more than I hate pecans in my fudge.
Anyhow-
You two hippies need to cut this crap out.I'm the equivalant of a crack addict who's in
rehab.You're posts baiting me are no good for my quitting the BS scene.
I bet when you have a buddy who tries to quit smoking you pricks start smoking just to
make it hard for him.
I hate you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,
at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34283
NEXT>34286 34287 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet they clicked here,too,even though it warns of (a)BS posting and (b)it CLEARLY
stated NTXT.
I bet a frap on it.
SUBJECT>Re:I pondered that...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34282 NEXT>34291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess thats why Oshkosh truck puts LED's on ALL the HEMITTS they build these
days....as well as the r other mil vehicles....bad idea indeed!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34284 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't click it Bump............I swear.SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December
2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.
PREVIOUS>34284 NEXT>34289 34290 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey B,
I hate pecans on my fudge too!And see,I thought that 715's were our only bond.Small
world.
I thought you would be offended with everyone hating BS (BS=Brian Sisson)
M715's M724's M725's M726's are cool!M ne is olive drab.(This made it a non BS post)
(or a non Brian Sisson post,whichever you prefer)
Ben
SUBJECT>Wildfire and Tacoma---BS post POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34301
34327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wildfire,
My wife called me at 10 this morning telling me that you had sent us a Christmas
package.I instructed her to open it and warned her that it might be a dead squirrel.Her
parents were there and looking on,so I was a little scared.She is still trying to open it and
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t's now 1:30.She says there's soemthing in the center of all that foam,but she can't cut
through the foam to get it and is afraid that she'll damage it.I instructed her to wait for me
to get home,but she's too exc ted and as such won't leave it alone.Anyhow,thanks for
the Christmas present.Even if it's just an old can surrounded by foam it's made my w fe's
day and brightened mine.
You're a good guy,and I take back all the smack I talked about you.
Tacoma,
Jean Ellen got the ma l today and got your familie's Christmas card.She's all excited and
said to tell you that your little girl is "Just prec ous.".She was really impressed that you
spent the extra to get your cards made out of the picture instead of doing what we did and
just stuffing a picture in the card.Thanks for makeing us look bad.
Thanks Guys,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 11:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34287 NEXT>34341
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is green too benny!!!!!!!!!!!that is so strange!!!!!
This is a small world.
SUBJECT>Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Brian Sisson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December
2003,at 11:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34287 NEXT>34293
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Indeed!Ben,I also think that Waffle House is the bee's knees!
What's your favorite type of dessert (or desert,which ever one is not sandy and dry)?
My 715 has a rag top.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I pondered that...POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34285 NEXT>34313
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You lost me Big guy.Can you explain that?Was it sarcasm?I'm slow today.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34281 NEXT>34332 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK,thanks,same basic setup,just more diff.offset.Excellent.
I have learned more in these 2 posts from Brute than all the posts Brian has ever written!
Thanks aga n
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34290 NEXT>
34294 34295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like Cheese Cake.It rocks!And you?
My M715 is 24 volt(it has 2 batteries!).
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34293 NEXT>34296 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like cheescake tooo
MY truck has two battrees tooooooo
Does your windshield fold down???
That would just be too strange.
Do you like pepsi or coke better?
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:30 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>34293 NEXT>34297
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
DUUUUUDDEEEE!!!!It's true-cheescake is the shizzle.Were it a choice between the
cheese cake or a nice blackberry cobbler I'd go the cobbler route.
Do you drink coffee?
My 715 is mostly booty-fabbed,but the tires are covetable.They're 38"Swampers.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34294 NEXT>34302
34310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ne ther-it's milk,coffee,water,Koola de,or Gatoraide.I hate carbination.
I bet my boots you're oen of those Pepsi people who I hate.
Let's take a poll-hat or no hat guys?I'm a No Hat guy.Hats give me a splitting headache.
Tobacco user?I like c gars or a nice chew every year or so,but not much for the
cigarettes.
Are you a hiking boot or tennis shoe guy?(If you say sandals then you will be shunned)I
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have not worn anything but boots s nce my wedding day where I was forced into dress
shoes.
Facial hair?I got a beard.
My 715 has a Dana 70 as the rear axle.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34295 NEXT>
34298 34299 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it's good enough to eat bat-tree acid and corros on,I want it!Coke of course!
My window does fold down,this is crazy!!!!!!!!
I like coffee,but fraps are better!
Swampers are sweeet!I want Boggers.
My M715 has a pintle hitch on it.You know thats tough!
Ben
SUBJECT>All serious again.POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34297 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You like Fraps?And you made fun of me?.I'd like to call you some names that are not allowed here.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34297 NEXT>34300 34348 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You think THAT's tough,MINE has LEAF SPRINGS!HAHAHAHAHAHA!No s lly
coils or torsion bars or airbags for me!
And what about hydraulic brakes,huh?Mine ia ALL hydraulic!
SUBJECT>I'm all depressed now (BS post)POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34299 NEXT>34303
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
S nce all the BSers on the board got smacked down for bring ng the funnay.It seems sad
that all morning there wasn't much tech posted and most of us were feeling uncomfortable
about posting BS.
And my wish for the future is that no one ever feel bad about make ng a joke that's all in
fun.
Bob,were you here the day that "billy"posted all that stuff to me,or were you working?
It was classic and I sorta w sh it hadn't been deleted.One of the few moments in my life
that someone pulled the wool over my eyes....and all day no less.That Ben....someone
needs to put him in the ground.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Wildfire and Tacoma---BS post POSTER>w ldfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34288 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
brian,
did she tell you what the out side of the box sa d?and you are supposed to be tring to get
the center out of the box,but i am glad i brightened her day.merry x-mass
rick
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34296 NEXT>34305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do like Peps .....I appreciate that now more knowing you hate me for it.
Don't wear a hat much...
Used to chew tobacco.......now smoke..don't like c gars
Red wing work boots.Have a pa r of tennis shoe but rarely wear them.Wear my dress.shoes even less.
Moustach and usually a five 0'clock shadow...hate to be cleanly shaved...somebody has to
die for me to use a razor.
My 715 has a DANA 70 rear and 60 front.....
SUBJECT>To brian only POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34300 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We we do a heating/air conditioning project for an office building that is made up
primarily women workers,we figure the absolute best we can do is make 95%of them
happy.....the other 5%will be unhappy anyway,nomatter what you do.It is just the way
life is...I don't let that 5%get you down.
SUBJECT>Re:Nope...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 12:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34279 NEXT>34377 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Yeah,there's one in particular that sells windshield washer kits and Hummer Diesel stuff.
Like to ring his neck.What about the dude that sells bulk nuts and bolts and the like and
fills his desc with any MXX or MXXX he can think of just to get picked up by so many
searches?That's as bad as telemarketers,I think.Deceptive at best,unethical either way.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 12:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34302 NEXT>34306
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Douglas,
You represent everything I hate in this world.
Moustaches are only allowed if you're 1)a cop,or 2)gay as a frenchman.See ng as how
you despise the police you must be gay.
On a more serious note-does your head get cold alot?I shaved my beard a few months
ago and my face was freezing afterwards.It lead me to grow the beard back....that and the
fact that it's sexy as hell.
I bet from now on Jill won't be lurking.Sad....it's the people who lurk for the funnay that
really suffer by Perk and TC's bitching.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34305 NEXT>34307 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No cop
No frenchman.the only thing gay is your fag dreams you keep having.
I feel violated
My head does get cold when cruis ng top down in my 715.You get used to it.JE would
tell you that bald guys do rock......she just does not want to hurt your feelings.If you
fessed up about be ng gay,she would probably fess up also.
Don't bother pondering,you won't get it anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34306 NEXT>34331
35076 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
Why must you always question my sexuality?Is it the fraps?If it makes any difference I
never have been to a Starbuck's.I buy them at Wal-Mart.
I can't believe you're so hateful to me.And after I sent you my Bathroom readers.Life just
ain't fair.
On another note-my baby learned how to roll over saturday and spent the weekend doing
that.She'd roll over and Jean Ellen and I would laugh....and then flip her back over so she
could do it aga n.By last night she was flipping back to front and front to back and did it
over and over aga n.I was glad since she's getting on to 5 months now and everyone was
telling me she was *special*s nce she still wasn't rolling.She had rolled over at 3
months,but then didn't do it aga n until saturday.Poor kid.
THAT IS ALL!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:OHIO TRIAL RUN POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34224 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not going til it warms up.I have a tough time freezing my nuggets for the sake of
enterta nment or hobby.
I'll spend the w nter wrapping up the eng ne change in wife's Jeep,Changing transmission
and/or transfer case in my Samurai,finding and correcting the brake fluid leak source,
and MABE getting to bro's Trailduster.Hope to be tra l-ready in the spring.
You do the camping thing<I tried the camp-out Friday,trail ride Saturday thing,it
worked out real well.Check out Lake Alma State Park -that's a cool place to go
(camping,we 'wheel nearby)
SUBJECT>Re:My weekend some "off topic"with a little "on topic"POSTER>Brian
S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:18
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34240 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I just read this and all I can say is:
"Old,bald,ugly,stupid-AND owner of 2 crapped out vehicles.Glad I'm not Doug."
Were you and Jill fighting on the ride to work and thus you didn't see that mini-van?I bet
that's it:
Jill-"You just don't trust me!"
Doug-"It's not that,you lied to me-you were e-ma ling him!"
Jill-"It was for a suprise,a suprise that YOU ruined!"
Doug-"I'm gonna---AHHHHH!!!!VAAAAANNNNN!!!"
---CRASH-----
Am I right on?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34296 NEXT>34311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drink sweat tea
I smoke c garettes
I wear Red Wing logger boots
I have a beard
and my M715 has a Dana 70 too!!
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Captain Morgan
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EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34310 NEXT>34312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I also wear a hat
SUBJECT>Captain Morgan POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34311 NEXT>34317 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought it was funny when you sent me all those pics of your hands from every angle
possible and I wrote back and called you a fag.
Did you think that was funny?I wasn't sure s nce I don't really know you that well.I was
just joshing you anyhow.
I like me some sweet tea too.Unsweet tea though is nasty as hell.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I pondered that...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34291 NEXT>34315
LINKNAME>http://oshkoshtruck.com/defense/products%7Emtvr%7Ehome.cfm
LINKURL>http://oshkoshtruck.com/defense/products%7Emtvr%7Ehome.cfm.Oshkosh truck makes the 50000 lb empty weight 8x8
Hemmits that the military uses...full
up they have gvwr's in the 100,000 lbs class....tires are 16.00X20...round 53 inches
tall...both front axles steer....in other words a mass ve tank retriever,fire truck,cargo
platform w th more balls and go anywhere capability than anything else out there....course
t wont fit in most garages or even in a standard road lane....but its got them thar LED
lights all round!!!!They even make a 10X10 vers on,the PLS!!
Check out the link...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Duggy POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>34316 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I e-ma led you this morning and was wondering why you did not respond :(
Now I see that it was to your other e-ma l,so I guess you'll get it later at home.
I guess I'm gonna have to delete that e-mail address or put it under Jills name,it's
screwing me up!
Ben
PS I have a 1968 M715.It has 5.87 gears in it frt.and rr.It's tough!
SUBJECT>Ahhhh...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34313 NEXT>34413 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brutus,
I see now.If I were to make a top notch truck then I'd probably use the LED's,but if I
were just revamping a truck that I didn't even care about enough to paint w th a normal
color (bes des School-Bus Yellow)then I'd just go w th bulbs.
-B.
See there:logical tech and a slam-all in one.
SUBJECT>Not to butt in...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34314 NEXT>34318 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
But if she writes you back DON'T respond.I sa d DON'T.It'll ruin Doug's
Christmas.....again.And Jill will hate you forever and call you some clever name like
"B g-Mouth Ben."
Trust me on this,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Capta n Morgan POSTER>Capta n Morgan.EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:55
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pictures wernt even that great.There is a nice scar on my right hand that you didnt
get to see.My g rlfirend got a picture of it shortly after I had it stiched up,but I dont
know what she did with it.
SUBJECT>Post was to DOUG ONLY!Some TXT POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34316 NEXT>
34319 34320 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When she called you Big Mouth Brian I was bustin'up.I guess you had to be there.
I would never ruin a good friends Christmas.I don't know what was wrong with you?You
have to be mental......
Trust You?Hmmmmmm.......
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Post was to DOUG ONLY!Some TXT POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34318 NEXT>34321 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe Big mouth Bra n is the "edited for television version"
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the unedited version is....well..I.....I just can't....it's not nice at all
SUBJECT>I'm sorry...NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34318 NEXT>34324 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I knew you'd click on it anyhow.You're like that.
I didn't mean to ruin his Christmas (Xmas Spicer),but I wanted him to know that she and
I had e-mailed.When you're as sexy as I am women tend to be unable to 'Just be friends'
and as such I like to keep it all above board and let all involved know.All I sa d was
"YO!Douglas,your better 2/3's and I are writing back and forth about what you should
get for Xmas.Just FYI in case you find my address later and wonder what the hell.".He
was the one who took it upon himself to pressure that poor woman into telling him what
she got him.And she was the one who decided to ruin his Christmas (Xmas Tom)by
throwing the GPS on his desk.
So,you see-I am the only one here who's innocent.I bet when I wrote her back all "No,I
cannot keep a secret and don't intend to."she thought I was joking.Sheesh.Women.I
should have known she had problems be ng married to Doug and what not.
------
This just proves once again to me that be ng a nice guy gets me screwed in the end.And
much like you found out that night you got drunk at the Rod Stewart concert-being.screwed in the end is no fun.If
I'da known that she was gonna cause me all that trouble
then I'd have just replied with a funny forward.Sheesh.
Now I'm all pissed and worked up.All this today with the Zone,then you,and to top it all
off I still ain't got my ha r cut.
You,s r,can go straight to HELL!!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>People say...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34319 NEXT>34322 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...that the problem with having buddies over the net is that you can't see what expression
they're making,or hear the inflection in the r voice and thus alot is lost and it's tough to
know if someone is kidding or not.
I think the real problem with having buddies over the net is the inability to kick their ass
without tricking them to drive 14 hours to Kentucky.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:People say...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34321 NEXT>34323 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you really were such a tuff gay.You would have met me in st.louis this fall.
You didn't show,you're all type.
HOMO(you,not me)
SUBJECT>Re:People say...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34322 NEXT>34328 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can't help but notice that your post is riddled with calling me a gay homosexual.What,
exactly,are you trying to say?Just come out and say it.Don't dance around it.Don't
bother to sugar coat it-just let it out.Lay it on the line-what is it?Don't beat around the
bush-just let the cat outta the bag.
I'm waiting.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm sorry...NTXT POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34320 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Who is Rod Stewart?Must be a butt buddy of yours cause I have no idea.
I think your stories are all about you,and it's your only way to get it out of your.system.You put someone elses
name there and it makes you fell better.
See,your stories go nowhere.......AT ALL!
You make no sense.
Boy,I hit the na l on the head with this whole post!And with that,I am done with you!I
have to be at the fire station in a little over an hour.Thanks for wasting my time.
Ben
PS My M715 transfer case makes a lot of noise when I drive 55mph(top speed)
SUBJECT>Re:Long and most of it does not amout to a hill of beans.
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,
at 2:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34106 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
agree chris.
sometimes i get home and have 200 new messages.i get on here at work a couple times a
week when i have time.
k
SUBJECT>short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:37 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34330 34333 34376 34384
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Yes it is sprung over.....I have no idea how to do it or what parts are needed...the SOA-
fairy did it.
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Thanks POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34288 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was Tara's idea.I wanted to send pictures of the mountains,but some of our family
doesn't see us much,so the kid got the vote.
I have a present for you too.
SUBJECT>Re:People say...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34323 NEXT>34337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Queers do stuff like fog lamps....to try and act like a man.
Real men cut trucks if half and weld them back together.
What was your latest mod to a 715???
SUBJECT>Brian and JeepistDoug POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 2:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
Dont you guys have each others email address.this BS crap is really getting old
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 3:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34326 NEXT>34343 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is that your chevy in the one pic in the M715 folder?You should put up a few pics of that
f it is.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34307 NEXT>34338 34356 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You guys are rubbing off on me,now I'm beginning to feel gay after reading all that crap.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34292 NEXT>34396 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Please excuse me as I try to expla n this.Axle offset won't have any effect on driveline
vibrations under normal circumstances.By moving one end of the driveshaft left or right
n relation to chassis centerline,you're only chang ng the plane which the U-joint angle
will be measured in.Actual U-joint angular change in most cases is only miniscule.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34326 NEXT>34334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm planning a similar project on my 715,but I was planning on sectioning the frame.Do
you have any clearance issues just moving the spring perches?Is there enough straight
frame to mount the rear spring perch that far forward?How much did you cut off the box
front and rear?
The truck looks sweet!
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34333 NEXT>34342 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you don't do a spring over or lift of some sort you probably would have clearance
problems.We had to cut part of the front outs de box mount which almost rendered it
useless(rear spring front mount).The rear shackle mount landed right in the area where
the frame just starts to pitch upward.We lost some he ght and driveline angle because of.that.We w ll shim the axle
and use lift blocks to level the truck and correct driveline
angles after the eng ng trans and tranfer case are installed.15"for in front and behind the
wheel opening.If you are doing a SOA I would go this route.it's much easier than
sectioning the frame.Although the hangers are a bugger to remove w thout ruining them.
We are going to replace the rods with grade 8 bolts to basically fab new ones using the
rest of the existing hardware.You could do 11"without near as much work but we felt
that the extra 4"was worth a few extra hours.
Thanks for the compliment
Doug
SUBJECT>Pics of my truck POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34336 LINKNAME>My Truck
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcg ?action=viewall&albu
mID=104969362
I was going to wa t till I had a few pics of the restoration,but I had nothin better to do so I
went ahead and posted them.
http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcgi?action=viewall&albumID=10496
9362
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SUBJECT>"internal error,no album"POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34335 NEXT>34339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
suntin's wrawwwwng.
SUBJECT>I believe that would be...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..replacing the heads due to bending the pushrods by overtightening them?
MOOOAHAHAHAHAH
SUBJECT>they're rubbing off ON you?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34331 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man this isn't some bukkake site.Take that shite to the naughty side of the web please!I
hope they dont'drag you to the dark side man.If you need to come to UT and shoot guns
and watch bombs go off and shit,let me know--but you've got to ASK for help man!
Don't take the wrong road!
SUBJECT>Re:"internal error,no album"POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34336 NEXT>34340 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the link isnt workin,but the one I typed worked,at least it did for me..SUBJECT>Re:"internal error,no
album"POSTER>Captain Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34339 NEXT>34344 34345 LINKNAME>This
should work LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/cptnm715
Try this one.http://community.webshots.com/user/cptnm715
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34289 NEXT>34370 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is white as snow w th some green grass runnin across the side.
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 4:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34334 NEXT>34358 34385 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I had planned to do a spring over at the same time,after all,the rear w ll be hanging by
the brake lines already.My buddy just installed a 4 link setup on his CJ7 that is pretty
sweet,I toyed with that,maybe eventually.
Are you going with a fuel cell in the box,or some custom tank underneath?I wonder how
much fuel would fit in the tool box?I thought about building a tank that would fit in
there,since I don't use it for anything else anyway.I'm sure BS could tell us how many
liters it would hold....
After the last tra l ride I went on,I realized how much of a problem our long wheelbase
and rear overhang really was.Not good!My truck became a bridge across this nasty ditch
we went through.If you check out the pictures,all the way at the bottom,second shot
from the left,none of the tires are touching the ground.I'm sitting on the front bumper,
and rear bumperettes.A bit of winching and creativity with a spare tire to get me out of
there.Lots of fun.The only bonus was,nobody else made it through either,including the
black buggy with the 44"boggers!
http://www.msg4x4club.com/events/gitchee_gumee03.htm
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34330 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was where I bought the 726.....not mine,sorry Captian.
SUBJECT>Re:"internal error,no album"POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34340 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that one worked.looks like a nice truck and it probably runs too.my m725 was a long
way from runnin almost ready for the scrap heap when i rescued her.Ive had mine about a
year now and its still not runnin as I never have the time to get it runnin but it'll be at the
fe if I have to pick it up and carry it there..SUBJECT>Re:"internal error,no album"POSTER>Mammy EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34340 NEXT>
34375 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHOOOOOEEEEEEE i do deeclare 'dat boy need to eet hims some fride chickenz.i bets
he w ssle wen the wind blows
SUBJECT>hey everyone!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,15
December 2003,at 5:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34347 34382
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lets try and make this the biggest and best FE ever.if everyone can bring there trucks we
would blow some minds and maybe get someone from a mag.to do a layout of all the
trucks from THE M715 ZONE and yes Im yellin it out for all to hear and make Brute4c's
day and all his efforts worth while.We are a big diverse group of guys that could get
some major recognition and have poeple everywhere looking in augh at all our trucks.
HOW ABOUT IT GUYS,CAN WE DO IT?I say we
can!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34346 NEXT>34351 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont know if it w ll be ready by then,but if it is it w ll be there.But if everyone knows
about us and about the trucks then there w ll be less for us to get,that could be a bad
thing.
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine has air brakes and it dont run just sets there and thinks all day.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34208 NEXT>34363 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
let me know what you need and I'll save it for you (cleaned out my shop ((you should see
t now doug)).oh btw its not a factory 4x4,now I'm gonna build a wood burner for the
shop so I don't freeze my goolies off figureing out what Tcase it is.
ground pounder
SUBJECT>Trailer Identification POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/IX.fizypWM PREVIOUS>NEXT>34379
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am try ng to identify a trailer I found.It looks like the M101A1 3/4 ton tra ler (as listed
n the online manuals)but the tires are larger,the towing set up is beefier,It has a brake
booster set up for the trailer which appears stock.Anyone have any ideas?Anyone know
what one of these might be worth.It is in great shape but missing canvas and bows and
tailgate.Thanks for the help.-Dave
SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 5:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34347 NEXT>
34355 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree there but it still would be the baddest Fe ever and can only get better.the price and
value of our trucks would skyrocket and maybe some of the aftermarket venders word get
n on the band wagon and step up on major upgrades and all the goodies.M715's,M724's,
M725's and M726's would be on top of the food chain!
CCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLLLLLLLLLLLL
HHHHHHHUUUUUUUUUUUHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34265 NEXT>34429 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
should be a standard program in all alignment machines w th all s ze tires and offsets at
least that is what i think they aught to do.just plug and play.I havent had time to put the
specs in yet or see if itll work with 38.5 boggers.the program on ours goes back to 76 and
thats it.everything older has to be programed in with all specs
SUBJECT>Re:Heater part needed POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34133 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
made one,from a piece of neoprene glove.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Carb issue?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
float level too low
my $0.02
k
SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34351 NEXT>34383 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be nice
SUBJECT>Re:Back on topic due to Ben's idea.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34331
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was a joke Chris........if your gonna switch hit don't blame us.
SUBJECT>Re:Ed POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 7:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look at it chrono style.and yes i read every post.it is not very hard to figure out what is
going on.one nice thing about it is that i can see what post is newest instantly.
k
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34342 NEXT>34362 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool pics JZ,thanks for sharing!Looked like a fun day.
I cut and copied this from an earliy post I made on the same subject.We are doing two of
these.They will be s milar but not identicle.
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Wanted the trucks shorter for tighter turn radius,less prone to high center,and increased
departure angle.
My gas tank will be mounted under the box.Will not be stock.The fill w ll come up
through the bed floor.I will have the radiators mounted in the rear of the box and the
milemarker hydrualic w nch mounted where the radiator once was.Tony w ll have the
tank in the bed.
We w ll keep taking pics and posting them.
More to come.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 7:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34225 NEXT>34368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The r is a guy on ebay that has a surg cal light up for bid find that and email him he has a
m725 he is parting out
SUBJECT>Re:An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,
at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34269 NEXT>34361 34414
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon
they make compos te LED lights now
k
SUBJECT>Re:An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at.7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34360
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They also make them for boat trailers that are labeled waterproof.
Pricey,but cool!
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34358 NEXT>34390 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
that is going to be bad a--.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34349 NEXT>34380 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heck I thought it was cool when I was there!!!You can't have a shop with out a couple
junk motors lay ng on the floor.....now the possum I could do without.I have yet to see
one of them "play possum"they usually s t and growl at ya.
Give any thought to using a w nch to raise and lower that blade on the back of the 715?
Make cleaning your drive this w nter a breeze!
Doug
SUBJECT>doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,
15 December 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34365
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do you ever sleep?what time is it there?sorry about your wreck and my 725 has a spot
light
k
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34364 NEXT>34366 34367 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yo dip-it's the same time here as it is there!
BTW:What are the funny little deals on the hubs for?
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34365 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,Jill is catching up on the days happening while I'm wrapping X-mas
presents.She is reading to me and I dictate to her what to type.........couldnt even tell could
ya:)
Does that mean your ---
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>34365 NEXT>34369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow
you mean its the same time all the way over in idaho?
them things on the hubbas is fer wenchin.you ties a rope to em and spin the wheel reel
fast.
my 715 has a big ass box on the back fer haulin stuff you wants to kkep drie
keefer
SUBJECT>Re:m725 gas filler hose needed!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
kool ill check that out too.
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34367 NEXT>34371 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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All that stuff you were telling me about going to school in an under priveliged neighbor
hood must be true.We are in Iowa-(IA)NOT Idaho(ID).Corn not potatoes.
I have used those things on the hubbas for wenchin.Thems work slick.
SUBJECT>Re:DON'T CLICK THIS POST-IT'S BS (you have been warned)NTXT
POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,15 December
2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34341 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Mine Is Blue w th a coolseal painted metal top.
For all ya'll non southern folks,coolseal is what we put on top of the mobile homes to
keep them from leaking.Kind of like a cheap roofing bull.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34369 NEXT>34373 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I KNOW you are in Iowa,i'm not that dumb.don't tell jill about my past life.
HEY you got ma l!!!!!
k
SUBJECT>CHRONO RULES POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34388 34389 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's right.it's the only way to look at this stuff
k
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net.DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 8:57
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34371 NEXT>34374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SURE you knew we were in Iowa.You must have fa led biology.
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 9:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34373 NEXT>34410 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey watch it
got an "A"in spanglish!!
k
ps my truck has big black tires and it only goes 45mph.
AAAANNNDDDD
ts green
drink diet coke
quit smokin
only wear a hat to weld
quit drinkin beer
drink liquor and diet coke
krob
SUBJECT>Re:"internal error,no album"POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34345 NEXT>34400 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey,cool truck.Good to see another one on the road...N ce spread you got in the
background there...DAT
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a great mod!Thats really cool.By the way,would you PLEASE send lots of that
snow over here to the upper corner of Oregon?We desperately need it...DAT
SUBJECT>Re:Nope...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,15 December 2003,at 10:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34304 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree big time...Those guys really chap my hyde....or is it hide?
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler Identification POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34350 NEXT>34381 34831 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like a M105 1.5 ton tra ler that was pulled behind duces.
Does it have 1100X20 tires?That would be a good clue that it is.
Also does it have a glad hand to hook up air to the brakes?.Joe
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34363 NEXT>34387 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That possum don't growl no more I put a broadhead in her from about 15ft then threw her
n a ditch.
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler Identification POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34379 NEXT>34529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M101s have 5-lug wheels,M105s 6-lugs -I think.Easire to tell at a distance than reading
sidewalls through binocs.
the 101 is the "correct"one for Em-seven-fifteens,but I hear the 105 works quite well...
They both have black tires,but no thingies on the hubs for wenchin'
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SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34346 NEXT>34386 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Good God,sound slike we have "Dave the Builder"
Keep 'em pumped up,Dave -I'm behind you all the way (figuratively,Ben)
SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34355 NEXT>34399 34462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I dunno about that.If I wanted to be "cool"and ugh,ma nstream,I'd have a Chevy or a
Rubi,or some other cookie-cutter 4x.
The em-seven-fifteen is appealing (to me,anyway)for it's "different drummer"approach.
The more popular these become,the more non-entus asts get into the fray and dilute the
species,artifically inflate prices (the laws of supply and demand),and get all spare parts
good trucks used up in thrash-fests.
but that's just me.
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34326 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where'd ya get that wheel?Is it from a UPS package car?Can I get some,too?
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34342 NEXT>34405 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Uh,who donated the pants for the winch cable arrestor?
SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34382 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SURE bumpr.Whatever you say bud.Brian already told me to watch out for you........you
won't get away with any funny stuff here.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34380 NEXT>34394 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Self defense right;)
SUBJECT>You're wrong.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34372 NEXT>34391 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
With the preference set to THREAD you can see who likes a topic and posts replies to it
and who disslikes a topic and thinks that the person who posted it is an ass-hat.
For instance-were I to post a thread starter and get not one reply then I could be assured
of one of two things:1)that no one knew the answer to my question and thus I should
give it a day and repost,or 2)that the off-topic post I posted about how I hate off topic
posts was (in fact)so stupid and moronical that no one wanted to be associated with it or
me.
So,Keith,you see that THREAD is the way to go.
Ponder that,
-B.
SUBJECT>Crack kills POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34372 NEXT>34392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ke th,
Give it up.Reverse threads is the only sane,non drug induced,way to look at this.
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34362 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looks like its coming along sweeeeet!It really needs to be at FE for inspection!.Ben
SUBJECT>Re:You're wrong.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34388 NEXT>34440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's reverse thread...dip
SUBJECT>Re:Crack kills POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34389 NEXT>34393 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
He probably has some weird MAC computer or something like that.He's got a 725
too...we should just figure that he would use chrono automatically.
SUBJECT>Re:Crack kills POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34392 NEXT>34395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He probably hands the ice cream cones out ups de down.
VW
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SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34387 NEXT>34398 34533
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t was coming right at me
SUBJECT>Re:Crack kills POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34393 NEXT>34397 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's great to get an ice cream cone and bite the bottom off of it when some little kid is
looking.Then,they do the same thing,but don't know that it's going to drool ice cream all
over them if they're not quick with it.It's good to be the king.
SUBJECT>Re:Drive Shaft Relocation POSTER>David N.Lundstrom
EMAIL>chrysler440c @hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34332 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Excellent!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Crack kills POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34395 NEXT>34407 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You may want to look into other forms of entertainment if you think THAT is the bee's
knees.
Try drinking!It's been popular for years now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34394 NEXT>34422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about the blade I was thinking about us ng a a r piston off a railcar to ra se the blade,I've
got a compresser off a semi ready to mount to the 350 but w th that it w ll run all the
time.
SUBJECT>rebutal POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34383 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
Bump is blunt,but with a good point.Right now no one is grabbing all the spare shafts
and rims out there and as such they are going for dirt cheap.If they were a hot item then
that would be gone.
And bes des-don't you like be ng the only 725 in your town?I like having the only 715
around here.
I'm looking forward to the FE even if no one brings the r truck.It'll be a good time to just
visit and soc alize.I shall unoffic ally name this FE "The Off Topic FE"since the entire
time I plan to talk of everything and anything except the 230/what size tire/NP200
whine/how strong is the 60/what lube/why the 725 looks like an ice cream truck.
And that,Dave,is all I have to say about that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Sweeeeeeettt POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34375 NEXT>34403 34559 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cap'n,
Nice rig.How long you had it?Got the top?If you come to the FE then I'll g ve you my
soft top-it's not 100%,but better than the one you have pictured.
Give us the deta ls-how much was it?,is it 100%orig nal?,what are your plans?,are you
going to paint it,or leave it as-is?
Anyhow-it's one sweet looking rig.A diamond in the rough.
-B..SUBJECT>Wildfire----POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spent a good 30 mintues opening that box.Was it Great Stuff you squirted in there?It
had formed a perfect cacoon around the bottles and was mostly rock hard.
In the process,some of it had not dried and got on my hands.It was imposs ble to wash
off,even w th gasoline.In the end Jean Ellen wouldn't let me hold my baby because she
was afraid I'd get it on her.I had to s t by myself,reaking of gasoline and brake cleaner,
and drink my new Frapawhatevers.
I commend you on your creativity and thoughtfulness.You got both me and my wife.She
said she worked all day on it and when I got home she really hadn't made a dent.The box
t all came in escaped her,but I thought it was a heartless joke.That's as close as I'm
likely to come to a front locker.
Merry Christmas and thanks again.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sweeeeeeettt POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34400 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got some REAL sissy roll bars,you could barely see 'em in the pics.Must be that welded
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seam stuff that is deadly for use in such a strenght-critical application.
SUBJECT>How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to pick up a truck but need to know how wide the trailer needs be.I have heard
different things and just want to be sure.
SUBJECT>Re:short box pics.PT2 POSTER>JZOliver
EMAIL>jeepm715@ameritech.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guy with the blue TJ.We didn't have a standard issue winch we ght,aka sand bag,
along with us.Those pants must have weighed 50 lbs by the time we were done.We
hosed them off a few times,then threw them in the wash machine at the hotel and he
wore them the next day!!!
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34404 NEXT>34411
34416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Porkchop-
The answer varies depending on the tire size said truck has.If it has stock tires then an
80"width w ll work.If you are running 13"tire w dth or near that then you will have to.have 82"or greater.
If the tra ler has s debars then you stand the chance of those hitting the hubs (which are
about 85"from end to end).The front axle is about 2"wider than the rear.
The best bet is to get an 85"w de trailer that has no side bars,dual axles,and electric
brakes.Then rent a U-haul truck to tow it all with.
Good luck and please let us know what works so we'll have a definitive post on this
subject.
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Crack kills Brian POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34397 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
chrono is better brian,you must try it.
DO IT NOW!!
and leave it that way all day.OR ELSE !!!!
know you are scared now
krob
SUBJECT>Uncle Bri POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>34409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It looks like you can afford the Rancho shocks for the M715 now!
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Uncle Bri POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34408 NEXT>34412 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So true.$164 a n't bad for something I found in the closet.
Think I should buy myslef the shocks,or get Christmas presents for my wife,my mom,
and my baby?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34374 NEXT>34417 34419 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ke th,
Every time you write something to me I picture you s tting on that couch w th that pistola.looking sorta crazy and I
get scared.
Then I picture you behind the wheel of your gay VW with a rose between your teeth and
Rod Stewart play ng on the radio....and I'm not scared anymore.
I guess it all evens out in the end.
-B.
View ng posts by THREAD s nce 1998.
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34406 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a tandem axle tra ler,a trailer with duals would have to be of the deck-over-
wheel type,or the truck couldn't fit between the wheelhouses.
Tandem =two front-to-back (like a bicycle built for two)
Dual =two side-by-side
Semis have dual-tandem tires,whereas they are two front-to-back AND two s de-to side.
You DO get credit for not spelling dual like "duel"however.
Nice tech posting,I must say.Those measurements,nay,the entire post,should be added
to FAQ section,as it could very well be first-time 715-er's first question (just like
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"Angrytruck")was.
SUBJECT>Re:Uncle Bri POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34409 NEXT>34415 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rancho shocks for you,and stop by the Dollar Tree store and get em all sumthin'real nice
like.............
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Ahhhh...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34315 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So your just going for the duct tape,w re hangar and bailing tw ne M715 booty fab
model....congratulations....you've admitted that you've hit rock bottom....time to do
something about it...only way to go is up!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:An option for replac ng the blackout lights on the front POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34360 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah thats what Oshkosh puts on those Hemmits these days....seen them a couple years
ago on one displayed at the Oshkosh a r show....no one around...a wrench or socket takes.'em off....big crowd to get
lost in....just couldnt do it....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Uncle Bri POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34412 NEXT>34423 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
BWAHAHHAHAHAHAHHA!!!!
"The Dollar Tree-where it's all crap,but you can't complain s nce it's only costs $1!!!"
Your idea has been voted "Shiggety,shiggety,schwaaa!"and w ll thus be implemented.
You'll see me at the FE w/the red and white!!!
YOU ROCK!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34406 NEXT>34418 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry I should have clarified it.It is a stock truck w th NDT's on it.I will hopefully be
tow ng it w th a 2500 cummins dodge.Don't have the trailer yet,but needed to know
what size to look for.Thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:doug/brian POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34410 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian
were the yahoo posts in order or by thread?i think they were in order.maybe that is why i
like it that way.
f you want,i could bring my bug to FE and take you for a ride.why do you like Rod
Stewart?i like his wife...have you seen her in that new video?"stacy's mom"she is hot.
change it to chrono,this is your last warning
k
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34416 NEXT>34431
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How far you going,Chop?If it's mostly interstate then I'd not worry too much about the
brakes.I had a guy buy one of mine and tow it on about a 7 hour drive using an F-150.
NDT's will make it closer to 80",but I'd go 82"if I was buying a tra ler just to make sure
and give myself some room.Make sure it doesn't have rails.I got my truck tires on a
tra ler,but the ra ls stopped me from towing.Cost me $150 to have a tow truck get it
then...and all due to a 2"box steel rail that was about 1'off the deck.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:doug POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
16 December 2003,at 8:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34410 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This board wasnt here in 1998.....
brute4c
SUBJECT>brian you have ma l NTXT POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34421 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why are you looking here?
check your email boy
k
SUBJECT>Re:brian you have ma l NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34420 NEXT>34461
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldn't get the video.I don't know if it was due to my dial-up,or due to me being a
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pud.E ther way,I'm ashamed that I tried so hard to sneak a peep at Rod's w fe.
And I'm ashamed I associate w th someone who not only knows who Rod Stewart is
married to,but keeps up w th her appearances in videos.
You,my friend,suck.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34398 NEXT>34424 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be cool.
Do those have quite a bit of power,and can you get more.I've got no idea what I would
do with it,but it sure sounds like fun trying to find out.
SUBJECT>Re:Uncle Bri POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34415 NEXT>34425 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dollar store cherry cordials rock.Cheap,good,and look like they cost more.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34422 NEXT>34432 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
we have a lift table at work made with one at 90 ps it w ll lift one end of the railcar off
the jack stands.I could probably come up w th a couple.I thought about several projects.with one such as tube
bender,motorcycle jack ,car lift(but I'm not crawlin under it).I'll let
you know when I go back to work after my short vaction(one day).
SUBJECT>Your smoke stack POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34423 NEXT>34427 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tommy Gun,
I'd like to say that I have UPSed your box...but it would be a lie.Fortunantly I have to
quams about lying.
"Tom!I UPSed you that smoke stack yesterday!!!"
Glad to help,
-B.
SUBJECT>off topic--dog lovers POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34428 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thought this was a good one
ebay item #2365904756
see what happens when I have a day a vacation to waste before the end of the year.
SUBJECT>Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34425 NEXT>34430 34459 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....---.--....-...-.-...-..-.--/-.-----..-/.--...-...-../.-...-.-....--.../-.....--/.--.....
-./....--...-.-...-./....--.--.../-.---/-.-..--/...../--..--..../..-.-.-.-/-....-./..--/
----...-.-.-
SUBJECT>Re:off topic--dog lovers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34426 NEXT>34753 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder if that would work on sheep?It would be interesting to hear what brians have to
say.
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34352 NEXT>34448 34464 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Most specs are now in degrees of camber/caster (not castor,that's a bean where we get
castor oil)and toe,aren't they?This would alleviate teh tire size correction when us ng a
raw direct measurement.I've got the geometry to correct for 38"tires drawn out in front.of me,but am a bit
rusty.This could take some time...
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34427 NEXT>34433 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...-...--.--.--/--------..--/../.-....-.-./..-.-.-.-/-.-----..-/--..-/.--./.-/..-.---.-./
-...../-...--.--
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34418 NEXT>34435 34439 34569 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going from TN to NC all highway.Has anyone ever flat towed one?If I disconnect
the driveshafts I should be OK,right?
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34424 NEXT>34434 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think it would lift my deuce.One end to change tires.It has onboard air.Two high lifts
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will get one front tire off the ground,but they start to bow real scarey like.I have a
100ton botttle jack but air power would be the shiznit,shwiggity....oh heck,what ever that
californian says.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34430 NEXT>34436
34466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahhhh the Morse code.Remember when Keith translated all that by hand?That was the
first time I (and last)that I respected him.In that one act of complete stupidity he earned
our respect and came to be known as "Keith"instead of by his screen name.
I bet he has all those posts printed out and framed.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34432 NEXT>34458 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I would think so but they are kinda heavy so you might want to make a floor jack setup
for it.the table we have at work looks kinda like a floor jack and weighs upwards of
300lbs.I'll take a pic of it saturday.
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34431 NEXT>34447 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've sa d this before,but,I use one of those ray-tech temp guns to check wheel bearing.temps and such when driving
or towing something new.Pull for 10 minutes or so then
check.It will let you know if something is getting hot and gonna cause problems.Yes they
are $80 ,but whats a tow bill if something goes bad.
You can also use them to find a dead cylinder by checking the exhaust manifold temp by
each port.T-case,diffs,engine block.Buy one,you will love it.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34433 NEXT>34437 34438 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought jeff did it by hand???
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34436 NEXT>34442
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If that's so,then why do we talk to Ke th at all?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34436 NEXT>34441 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was me but now I can't find the website I was using so I'm lost.
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34431 NEXT>
34567 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Make sure your tires are OK and inflated properly,and your diffs have oil in 'em.
And,have lights on the back of the towed truck.
Sadly,I have no clue as to what tire pressures are proper,or what diff oil to use,nor do I
have any idea as to where to look...I guess you gotta ask someone who knows.I wish I
had a set of manuals to look at...
Speaking of towbars,is there a "standard"regarding the angle from horizontal the
drawbar should be?I would think that the bar should extend from the towee to the tower
n a slight downward angle -this would transfer mass to the rear axle of the tower during
hard stops.If the bar were angled upward,it seems that hard braking would "unload"the
rear axle,inviting lock-up/skid...Perhaps,one would want it slightly downward so when
the natural "we ght transfer"of the towee raises the hitch point,the bar is horizontal to
NOT alter the front/rear bias of the towee..Actually,it probably has more to do w th the
extens on of an imag nary line from towee mount point through tower mount point to
where it intersects the tower's center of mass.Hell,I don't know.I need a tra ler.
SUBJECT>I'll second that.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com.DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:32
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34391 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
reverse thread indeed.Conta ned neatly,no wandering through the posts try ng to find the
responses.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34438 NEXT>34443 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
just do a search under 'morse code translator'and you'll find a bunch.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34437 NEXT>34444 34445 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
I'm not sure??
think it was the gun pic?
Or is it in hopes of scoring free icecream at the FE.
I think it is the latter.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34441 NEXT>34446 34449 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
-....-.-.-...-/....--...-.-..--..---.---.--/....-.-.---...----..-.--/-.--.---.--...
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34442 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do love ice cream....and the FE is going to be in the middle of summer.
I should e-mail him now to make sure he has plenty of butterscotch drumsticks.THOSE
ROCK!!!!!
---
He likes older women.I bet he introduces her as "My old lady"in a sort of role-playing
thing that he's carried a little too far.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34442 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>...-...--.-.-.--/.-.-...-../-.....--/.-----.-.-.-/..-.---.-./-.---/-.-..--
hope thats right and I didn't call anybody a name
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
-.--..-....,
-....----....-......,
....-.-.
..
-.-..--.
-..---
..-,
-.---.--!!
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34435 NEXT>
34450 34451 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Great idea.So,As I've always said,you never hit on a chick in a bar that takes her purse
to the restroom.She's ether a distrustful byatch,or "Aunt Flo"is in town for a vis t -
either way,check her out in a week or so.
To my point -cn you take your ray-gun "clubbin"to take the "check her out/don't check
her out"conundrum to the age of high tech?And see if you gotta splurge another buck for
a new conundrum?
Now this may be off-topic,but it IS tech in nature -leave me alone.
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just had a refresher course from the Hunter rep this morning.Electronic machines
measure toe and camber.They then measure the camber at 7 and 15 degrees turned each
way.They then use a mathematical formula to convert the turned camber into the caster.
Therefore,caster is a function of the camber.The M715 camber is set and not readily
adjustable.The caster is adjustable w th wedges between the springs and axles.The toe of
course is easily adjustable and in the on line manuals.I hope this helps.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34443 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..-.---.-...-..---.--..-....
-..---..---.--.-.--,..-.-...-..
..-.---.-...-..---.--..-....
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34447 NEXT>34452 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good one
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>koobster EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34447 NEXT>34463 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Remember spare wheels and tires.I towed a truck from LA to tucson on a 8'by16'duel
axle trailer.went throw 3 tires.had one blow on me didnt relize it until about 50 miles
down the road needless to say all that was left of the rim was the part the lug nuts held on.
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SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,man.
SUBJECT>Re:power -steering POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34017 NEXT>34788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I kinda thought maybe I could reduce the pressure and or flow rate some how going to the
power steering unit.If I put a pump in for the p/s it would have to run off the bottom
pulley on the eng,and the fuel pump or dist might be in the way?any ideas.
Thanks Jack
SUBJECT>POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34455 34456 34457 34465 34468 34824 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The discussion below about ice cream reminded me of another history trivia fact.
The British controlled a large part of the world a hundred years ago.Of course,the
wealthy wanted to travel to these exotic places.One favorite destination was the sub-
continent of India.The famous Orient Express was one line that people could travel on to
get there from England.The Orient Express had locals at various destinations who would
go however far was required to get ice for the making of ice cream.That was one of the
luxury thing offered to traveler.Ice cream in the desert.As long as a mountain range was
close by it happened.
The locals were often called WOG's.This stood for Working On Government projects.
The ships and tra ns themselves were not cooled or a r conditioned.The only relief people
had from the desert heat was the prevailing wind.The wind in the Mediteranian was
normally from the north and the wind along the Sueze and in the Red sea was from the.east.Therefore,if you had a
cabin on the left side going to India and the right s de coming
back you were always cooler.That is were POSH came from.Port Out Starboard Home.
Enjoy.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
nteresting Tim,learn somthing new everyday.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>34477 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Webster's doesn't argue,just states British slang of unknown orig n.I'll give it to you on
those grounds.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And now that ya got me on the edge of my seat....the connection forward to the spice g rl
please????
Thanks,
brute4c
(actually,found it quite interesting...fired me a neuron bout the dum-dum arsenal over
there...)
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34434 NEXT>34460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking for home use.
I'd like to see pics!!
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34427 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
--------..--/../--......-./-.-----..-/.--./..-./..-.---.-./-.-----..-.-./.-....-
-.-.../...-...-.---.-.-.-.-.-/-.-----..-/.....-...-./..--.-./-.....--/.-.-...-..--..--/.--.
-../.-.....-.-/-.----../..-.---.-./-....-.-.-/........---./----./-.-----..-.-.-.-/-....-.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34458 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'll get em sat.
SUBJECT>Re:brian you have ma l NTXT POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34421 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f you could see it,you my friend would understand
k
SUBJECT>Re:hey everyone!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,
16 December 2003,at 11:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34383 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you both have a good point that I overlooked and really I like be ng different from
everyone else too.Point well taken!
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SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34451 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One other thing to look out for on a tra ler....many of the new trailers going out now have
the cheapest chinese-made dexter bearings in them....inferior steel,incons stent heat
treating,w de-tolerance mfg specs.
Dump them and get some USA Timken or euro SKF.Japanese bearings are OK,too,not
quite as good.Good insurance,if you've ever seen a hub literally welded to the spindle by
the s de of the road.
SUBJECT>Re:how does one properly align one of these things?POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34429 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I must redeem myself and explain about different tire sizes as that sounded stupid and
thanks for catchin that.the arms on the front head assemblies stick out in front of the tires
and measure toe and that may pose a problem for tires 38"and over as the arms may not
stick out past the tires and thus the lazer couldnt project to other head.Sorry.Havin a
brain spasm.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>34475 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had heard that WOG stood for Worthy Oriental Gentleman,and it was used to refer to
the those indigenous person who you could do business with.
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:Thanks B-...NTXT !!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.t was not me
k
SUBJECT>yo B you got mail NTXT POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
none i tell you
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T m,
I have no idea where I w ll put that knowledge to use.I thank you for it anyway!good
story:)keep em coming.
Doug
SUBJECT>Just for B....not you other hosers...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34470 34471 LINKNAME>Sisson
Ancestral Homestead Reg on
LINKURL>http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp?country=US&countryid=250&add
tohistory=&address=&city=gay&state=mi&zipcode=49945&submit=Get+Map
Hey Brian...I think with the help of my geneology software,I have traced your family
back to its roots....take a look at this page,its very interesting....ring any bells to you??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Just for B....not you other hosers...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34469 NEXT>34472
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I'm perplexed,are you saying that my ancestors are from EVERYWHERE in the US,or
did you not know that you can't link to Mapquest?BWAHAHHAHAHAHHA!!!!!Your
joke RUINED!!!!
I actually came here with a vital topic and you,Sir,are wasting my prec ous time.Please
reload the page to view my new vital topic....
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Just for B....not you other hosers...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34469 NEXT>34474 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
too bad the link didnt work....oh well....forget it already!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Just for B....not you other hosers...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So where is it??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34476
34480 34515 34523 34536 34581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is my great fear that the recent capture of Sadam will not be enough to ensure a victory
n '04 for our beloved Bush.It is also a nightmare that apparently H llary Clinton is
planning to run for president.
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Be ng a New Age man I am not opposed to the idea of a woman president.I know this
may shock many of you considering my narrow views-but it's true.I am,however,
opposed to a woman pres dent of her caliber.
I do feel that if Bush is unsucessful in the capture of B n Laiden by the election then he
will not be my candidate of choice.I see no reason for the leader of the free world,w th
all the resources he has to be unable to capture one man.I accept no excuses.
I,also,think that if Colin Powell ran he would make a fine president despite his lack of
political experience.
I HAVE SPOKEN!DISCUSS!
-B.
(Sorry for the spelling errors,but when God gave me the choice of a winning personality
coupled with good looks OR really great spelling skills....I didn't even think about this
post looking the way it does.)
SUBJECT>Don't do that...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34471 NEXT>34482 34489 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
..Come on,what did it say.If it sa d I was inbred that that is mostly true.Did it?I bet it
did.
You know,my mom's family was from Arkansas,and my father's was too.Now my
wife's family is from Arkansas.I'm not saying that they inbreed there....but my relatives
did.Of my two sisters and I-I'm the only one who isn't REALLY screwed up in the head.
We all look normal to the casual glance,but inside our mellons....things just ain't right.
Bump just sent me somethign that's FUNNAY-I'm gonna forward it to you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>34465 NEXT>34488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never heard that version.I got my WOG from a book about Churchill and I think I
heard it on the H story Channels story about the Sueze Canal.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>34478 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think Hillary would do alot of good for this country and the world in general....if she
would crawl in a hole somewhere and never show her face again.
My .02
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34456 NEXT>34486 34541 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dictionary!I never thought of looking this stuff up in a dictionary.Cool idea.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34476 NEXT>34481
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Douglas,
If you don't write me and tell me what great taste I have in mus c and how much you're
enjoying that Cd,and how nice and thoughtful it was of me-then you'd better crawl in a
hole somewhere and never show your face again.
Also-what's up with say ng you have a permenant 5 o'clock shadow?Are you one of
those guys who is ugly w th a beard or clean shaven and so you try the constant day old
growth thing?Moustaches are for out of work porn stars.Ask Mudclod.
Now you're in your place.
-B.
SUBJECT>?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Don EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34484 34485 34487 34535 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If i put sbc w th 12volt starter,distributor,alt how can i have the 24volt headlights and
things.
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You have to weigh the consequences of guaranteed capture.Having this POS effectively
neutralized by making him dig-in MAY be the better course of action as compared to
losing many soldiers'lives by search and destroy.Remember what the Ruskies learned
about that area...Yes,He's a POS,Yes he needs to be brught to justice (that's a
euphemism,guys,I'm NOT a liberal),and yes we need to dismantle his "club".I'm not
sure,however,mountain-by-mounta n is the way to go.
1st -Corner Osama -get him quieted down and start getting inside his communiucations -
start tracking his activities.Done
2nd -dismantle Sadaam's reg me,show him to be the cowardly murderer he is,get the
Muslim world a bit less anti-US.Pratially done
3rd -move troops from Iraq into Afganistan to full-press Osama,and nail is ass JUST IN
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TIME FOR ELECTION '04!Watch for it.
The good thing about Hil running -it'll basically destroy her political career when she
loses.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34478 NEXT>34483 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The CD
some of that is pretty good stuff....some of it only reconfirms my suspis ons of your
homosexualality.Vanilla Ice......what was that on there for......(fagx10)2....
Jill liked it.she remembered going to his concert when she was in seventh grade.
I don't like to shave.I use a set of balding shears to cut the remainder of my hair and just
use them to do my face also.Why are you so concerned about my appearance anyway?I
already told you I'm married (to a girl)and I'm not going on a date w th you.get over it.
You have always been in your place.......you are just too imbreed to realize it.
-D
SUBJECT>Re:Don't do that...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you like that one?It was COOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34481 NEXT>34494
34496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I sent your family a Christmas card (X-mas Tom).Now,don't you feel bad about all those
hateful things you sa d?.I bet you do.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34479 NEXT>34507
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Why would you want to?Not to call you names,but that would be dumb.You have no
24V winch and in order to replace the lights all you have to do is buy bulbs.The gauges
are your main concern,and those can be bought in 12V to look like stock.
By the way-WELCOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34479 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Run dual alternators one 12v one 24v.inverters are ava lable but expensive.$100 to $200
just a rough guess...it's been a while since I priced them.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34477 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I learned it early in life.I had those parents that didn't want me to be lazy or utterly
dependant on others during my searches for knowledge in life,they always urged me to
do some research first.I'd probably find what I needed on my own,and at the very least
looked a lot less of an idiot by having SOME knowledge of the subject at hand.I thank
them daily for that.
Damm -now I sound like bump_r.WAIT,I AM bump-r!
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34479 NEXT>34490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1.Buy a converter that takes in 12 volt and puts out 24 volt...somewhat expens ve
depending on how much you need,could be very expensive.
2.Buy a converter that takes in 24 volt and puts out 12 volt...would be VERY expens ve
for this much stuff...these get pricey quick...
3.Run 3 batteries,1 in 12 volt and 2 w red in 24 volt and 2 alternators,1 in 12 and 1 in
24 volt.
I think thats bout it...if you want something that w ll not ruin batteries frequently and will
charge any/all bateries correctly.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com.DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:34
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34475 NEXT>34542 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
History channel -what did we do before the H story channel?That is some good
programming,there,man.
SUBJECT>Re:Don't do that...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34474 NEXT>34491 34492 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,I'll get a copy of the map and make it a pic and send it to ya.....everyone should
have a connection to the r roots.
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34487 NEXT>
34493 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did a combination of 2 and 3.I have a Samlex 10 amp 24-in/12-out.I use the stock 24V
alt through the converter to keep the s ngle (12V)topped off.I have the converter
sw tched and fused.If I leave the CB on for a week and kill the 12 battery ,the 10-amp
converter pops the fuse -so I can turn it off and charge with regular charger (I could just
remember to turn the CB off,but I'm not one to take the easy way out!)
Like Brian sa d -WELCOME
SUBJECT>Re:Don't do that...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34489 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's alot of work just to make me cry.
You could punch me in the ear and it would be quicker,but whatever.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Don't do that...POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34489 NEXT>34497 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OK,whose gonna tackle "Ben connecting to his root"?I'm leaving it alone so as to stay in
the good graces of the "Good taste and on topic"police.
SUBJECT>CB's POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34490 NEXT>34495 34530 34588
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How many of you hippies run CB's?I got one,but every time I wheel none of the other
guys have the rs..Looking forward to the FE and talking to Bump on the CB.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34483 NEXT>34500 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not really.............
what is up with Vanilla Ice.......don't s de step it this time either.
This had better be good!
SUBJECT>Re:CB's POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34493 NEXT>34498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got one from Jill for my birthday.
I don't have GPS though.BMB
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34483 NEXT>
34499 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You sent him a Christmas(X-mas Spicer)card?Now I hate you.
And leave Doug alone HOMO,none of us are converting to your tw sted lifestyle........
-B
SUBJECT>Re:Don't do that...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34492 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump,
It's too ugly.It appears from the limited research I've done that his geneology goes like
this:There was a prison somewhere where the inmates were served their food by nuns.At
one point a nun was captured by the prisoners and raped repeatedly over the course of
weeks before she was rescued.She had a son who was burned up,and made knives that
fit on a glove to g ve him razor fingers.That's all we know about Ben.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:CB's POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34495 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAH!!!ohh wait,does she still hate me?
That takes alot of the funnay out of it.
It's like this:
You not getting a GPS for Christmas due to me-10/10.Jill hating me forever--10/10
I guess it evens out.
Can we talk on our CB's whislt we wheel?My handle will be "Brian Sisson".What do
you go by?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34496 NEXT>34501
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Benny,
I'd have sent you one too if I had your address.I included a funny note,and a picture of
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my blooming family.I sent one to everyone who's addy I have.It always makes me happy
to get them and so I send them too.
Don't you feel bad about not sending me one?
-B.
SUBJECT>My feelings about Vanilla Ice's music POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34494 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Honestly-I think I've only heard that one song,but that one song is sorta catchy and a
good friday song.
It makes me wanna 'roll'in my 5.7 with the rag top down so Jean Ellen's ha r can blow.
Out of 177 songs that you got FREE all you have to say is that some are good and one is
homo.
Man,I'm glad I manipulated your wife into getting you a really shiggety,shiggety schwa
gift and then returning it.I was the puppet master and you and Jill were my puppets.
DANCE!DANCE I SAY!!!!!
-B.
By the way,I'm not gay,but I have this really homo shirt that Jean Ellen got for me that
looks pretty fag.I never wear it.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34499 NEXT>
34503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian who?You're on my list.You and one other guy we talked about........
I did have one.Key word is "DID".Past tense.GONE.BYE BYE.
*Riddle me this joker:If you did not have my address,how did one holster arrive?
WOW.Thats just crazy..........-B
SUBJECT>Jon,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know there was a good reason why you refuse to pa nt your 715.Can you tell me again?
I seem to have forgotten.
If there was a reason of a personal nature-"My Uncle Rodger helped me paint it in 1992
and then he died.If I repaint it then it'll be like letting go and I'm just not ready."then
that's cool,but if it's a reason I deem dumb then I shall rag you FOREVER-"I don't want
to have to worry about scratching new pa nt."
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 1:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34501 NEXT>34506
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THAT'S IT,YOU'RE A DEAD MAN.AND YOU KNOW WHAT I'M TALKING
ABOUT.
SUBJECT>Re:yo B you got mail NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34467 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ke th,
I got it.
She rocked.
I was impressed.
Happy now?Please stop sending me the link.
-B.
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-.-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
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I can't lie to you man,I just deleted it and never really cared about her.Sorry,but thanks
for the effort.
SUBJECT>Re:What POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
16 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34502 NEXT>.34508 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
?
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34503 NEXT>
34511 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh no.i'm scared.note caps lock "off".
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34484 NEXT>34509
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don,
If you have any more questions,feel free to ask.Most of the day we sit around here
wa ting for someone to give us a topic to distract us from Ben's flaming homosexuality,
or Doug's failed Christmas gift.Really.You can tell by the responses you got that the
guys here are anxious to help in any manner poss ble.
You'll find this club to be a great bunch of guys.There's about 100 or so of us w th about
25 who are here every day posting.Alot of lurkers who come here just to read the BS or
get an idea for their truck.Feel free to join in the BS,or to just read it if you like.It's an
nformal club with really only a few rules:What Jon says goes no matter what.Never use
the "F"word or any of the really hard words.Treat every other member as you would be
treated.If asked to delete a post be ready to (use the password at the bottom).And last,
but not least-if you sell something on the FOR SALE board,treat it as if you sold it to
your grand father.Your word on that board means alot.
We're glad you found us and look forward to getting to know you.You could very eas ly
make friends here that last you years.
-B.
SUBJECT>Read the text POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34505 NEXT>34510 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What?Have you painted it?Why no updated pics if you have?
Some of us would like to see the founder's truck sportin'the new pa nt.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34507 NEXT>34514 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It does....damn....and what about MG Force,our most gracious and
generous.host??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What text POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34508 NEXT>34512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
???
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34506 NEXT>34526
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think everyone w ll understand when,at your funeral,I whip out my junk and proceed to
urinate on your headstone.
(THE REAL)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What text POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34510 NEXT>34513 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Done.
With.
You.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:What text...I asked you first POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34512 NEXT>34520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
!!!!!
SUBJECT>Jon,POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34509 NEXT>34517 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm gonna need your street address to mail you your Chirstmas card.Please e-ma l it to
me.
My wife went to alot of trouble making it.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>34516 34518 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Colin Powell is a poor choice for the presidency.Essentially I am a one issue voter.The
protection of my second amendment rights is of paramount importance to me.Colin
Powell is a gun control advocate and is therefore dangerous.
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34515 NEXT>34525 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I recently informed B that Levis supports the anti-gun movement.Anybody know any
others?
SUBJECT>Re:What Brian?you never answered me up there...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34514 NEXT>34519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
SUBJECT>FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34515 NEXT>34538 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You again!?!?!
You gun nutts are a dying breed and I was almost sure that you had been killed off.
Don't you care about schools?Or welfare programs?Or a unified health care program?
What about care for the elderly?What about our roadway systems?
S ngle minded clout!
I VOTE HILLARY!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Jon,I'm gonna need your address to send you your X-mas card.Jean Ellen
worked really hard on it.E-mail it to me if you will.Thanks,-B.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34517 NEXT>34521
34522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NTXT
SUBJECT>did you paint your truck yet?If no,why?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34513 NEXT>34524
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SUBJECT>r2d2 POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I won.
SUBJECT>Well since ya didnt put the NTXT on the outs de and I had to open it,you
will have to get my address from my new website:www.getbent.com POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34519 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>34539 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Focus on the future.Who w ll the Republicans put forth for the r presidential candidate in
2008,after Bush's last term?Who is worthy of a conservative Republican's support?
Please don't say McCain!McCain may as well be a reg stered Democrat for what he
believes in.
SUBJECT>No NTXT,,,boy you are slow today...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
!!!!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Brian Sisson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34516 NEXT>34527
34534 34586 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,I looked it up on the web and they have in the past.I switched to Carhart duck pants
and netted the added benefit of large front pockets.Now I'm thinking that I should carry a
derringer instead of the Beretta (better than a 1911).
I think that Coke supported Clinton.Either way,I'm gonna boycott them.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Deviating from that topic for a sec...POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34511 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You're not invited.I wouldn't even tell you if I died.Jeez,you spaz......
B-
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34525 NEXT>34537 34550 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Cut and pasted from the web..http://www.semperliber.org/SLEnemiesWithin.htm
other organizations that are outright anti-American or otherw se support anti-American
causes are:
Levis
Pepsi
20/20 V sion
AFL-CIO
American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
American Academy of Child &Adolescent Psychiatry
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Academy of Ambulatory Care Nursing
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Alliance for Rights and Respons bilities
American Association of Retired Persons
American Association of School Administrators
American Association for the Surgery of Trauma
American Association for World Health
American Association of Neurological Surgeons
American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
American Bar Assoc ation
American C vil Liberties Union
American Counseling Association
American Ethical Union
American Federation of Teachers
American Firearms Assoc ation
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Congress
American Medical Association
American Medical Women's Association
American Medical Student Assoc ation
American Nurses Association
American Psycholog cal Association
American Public Health Association
American Trauma Society
Americans for Democratic Action
Anti-Defamation League
Association of American Medical Colleges
B'nai B'rith
Black Mental Health Alliance
Central Conference of American Rabbis
Children s Defense Fund
Church of the Brethren
Coalition for Peace Action
Coalition to Stop Gun Violence
College Democrats of America
Committee for the Study of Handgun M suse &World Peace.Common Cause
Congress of National Black Churches,Inc.
Congress of Neurolog cal Surgeons
Consumer Federation of America
Counc l of Chief State School Officers
Counc l of the Great C ty Schools
Dehere Foundation
Disarm Educational Fund
Environmental Action Foundation
Episcopal Church,USA
Episcopal Church-Washington Office
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Florence and John Shumann Foundation
Friends Committee on National Leg slation
General Federation of Women's Clubs
George Gund FundAmbulatory Pediatric Association
Gray Panthers
H.M.Strong Foundation
Hadassah
Harris Foundation
Hechinger Foundation
Int'l Association of Educators for World Peace
Int'l Ladies'Garment Workers'Union
Interfaith Ne ghbors
Jew sh Labor Committee
Joyce Foundation
Lauder Foundation
Lawrence Foundation
League of Women Voters of the United States*
Lutheran Office for Governmental Affa rs,Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Manhattan Project II
Mennonite Central Committee-Washington Office
National Assembly of National Voluntary Health &Social Welfare Organizations
National Association of School Psycholog sts
National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions
National Association of Cha n Drug Stores
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
National Association of Police Organizations
National Association of Social Workers
National Association of Pediatric Nurse Assoc ates &Practitioners
National Association of School Safety and Law Enforcement Officers
National Association of Elementary School Princ pals*
National Association of Public Hospitals
National Association of Secondary School Princ pals
National Association of Counties*
National Association of Community Health Centers
National Black Nurses'Association
National Center to Rehabilitate Violent Youth.National Coalition Against Domestic Violence
National Commission for Economic Convers on &Disarmament
National Counc l of the Churches of Christ in the USA
National Counc l of Jew sh Women
National Counc l on Family Relations
National Counc l of La Raza
National Counc l of Negro Women
National Education Association*
National League of Cities
National Network for Youth
National Organization for Women
National Organization on Disability
National Parent,Teachers Association*
National Parks and Conservation Association
National Peace Foundation
National People's Action
National Political Congress of Black Women
National Safe Kids Campaign
National SAFE KIDS Campaign
National Spinal Cord Injury Association
National Urban League,Inc.
National Urban Coalition
NETWORK:A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby
Ortenberg Foundation
Peace Action
People for the American Way
Physicians for Soc al Respons bility
Police Foundation
Project on Demilitarization and Democracy
Public Citizen
SaferWorld
Soc ety of Critical Care Medicine
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
The Counc l of the Great C ty Schools
The Synergetic Society
U.S.Catholic Conference,Dept.of Social Development
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Unitarian Universalist Association
United Church of Christ,Office for Church in Soc ety*
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United Methodist Church,General Board &Church Soc ety
United States Catholic Conference
United States Conference of Mayors
War and Peace Foundation
Women Strike for Peace
Women's Action for New D rections (WAND)
Women's Int'l League for Peace and Freedom
Women's National Democratic Club.World Spiritual Assembly,Inc.
YWCA of the U.S.A.
Cities or states to keep your tax dollars out of:
Aspen,CO
Denver,CO
Steamboat Springs,CO
Los Angeles,CA
Sebastopol,CA
SUBJECT>Power Steering Pump Bracket POSTER>Bill D al
EMAIL>msms@goeaston.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 2:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34532 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Help!Still looking for a power steering pump bracket or drawings that could be used to
have one fabricated for the stock engine (230).
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler Identification POSTER>oddave715
EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 3:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34381 NEXT>34531 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Newer M101's had 8 lug wheels and surge brakes.Could be one of those.It would have
tires the same size as a cucv.Also some even newer 101s had humvee wheels and tires.
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:CB's POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 3:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34493 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got a cheap one,w th a 102"whip mounted behind the cab.But i have a hr2510 that has
the upper and lower channels so we can leave Brian on the regular 40 or do you have a 23
channel Brian?
Oh wait Brian said that I was'nt bringing my truck.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler Identification POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34529 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info,I'll have to remember that.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Pump Bracket POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 4:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34528 NEXT>34583 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
might check with daniel.he posted (How should I sell my engine?)about a 230 with p/s
on monday at 6:02 am.
SUBJECT>Re:sorry only 2-55 ac POSTER>Mammy EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34394 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sends dat possum over heer,i needs me some soup
SUBJECT>well you should anyway.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34525 NEXT>34639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Coke is for retards.Everyone knows Pepsi is way better..
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 4:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34479 NEXT>34548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ll be runnin two separate systems,1-12 volt complete w th alt.and 24 volt system with a
24 volt alt.to run lights and heater and other things in my ambulance.the real trick w ll
be using the sending units off of the 230 so that i can use the origional guages.
Dont pay any attention to brian siss on as he is a mental patient that excaped and we
kinda put up with his and bes love affair.watch it or he may be after you next.
And by the way welcome!
dave
SUBJECT>more people need to vote.(longish but worth it,really!)POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 4:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>34543 34832 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Among voting Americans it was a close race this last time.That right there is scary,s nce
voter turnout is historically low among the freest c tizens in the world.It seems to me that
most of the country,areawise,is of a conservative bent,and that the coasts screw it up.
The obvious counter is to get people to the polls.I have been campa gning brutally s nce I
could vote,even going so far as to bring people reg stration forms to fill out,or driving
them to the polls,just so they could vote.There is no excuse.If my s de loses,I can bitch
for the whole 4 years because I voted.
I'm vigorously opposed to a woman pres dent.I think that by nature women don't have
what it takes to make decisions as hard as a Pres dent has to make.Nothing aga nst
women,they're amply blessed in other areas,but not leadership.
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Brian,I think you veer dangerously close to liberal thinking with your statement about
B n Laden.Afghanistan is a large country,and we only have so many troops there looking
for a man who has a huge network of caves,tunnels,safehouses,and informants to help
him avoid us.Wouldn't be that hard to escape detection.This issue doesn't bother me,
because the main point is that he's running,unable to lead his crew very effectively.And
every time he tries he's expos ng himself to an ever-tightening noose.We'll get him
someday.Still,it is irritating.
I will never vote for Colin Powell.A man who feels "comfortable as a Republican or a
Democrat"can kiss my ass.Better to be hot or cold than lukewarm.I don't get any feeling
of conviction from him whatsoever.At least Howard Dean convinces me that he believes.himself.Screw him too,while
we're at it.
Personally,I'm so-so on Bush.Hoorah for his foreign policy and honest committment to
our nation's safety.Socially I'm not so sure I like him.It's hard for me to say at this point
because I'm not sure what the strategy is w/things like the Medicare deal.It might be the
best thing in the end but it sure seems like a sellout to me.Also his lack of vocal support
for his Supreme Court nominees disappoints me.Actually,his general lack of vocal
opposition to leftist diatribes irritates me.
These are dangerous times,needing men of conviction and leadership,in every area of
life.It isn't a sure thing that this country will survive--history proves that out.
anyway,I hope everyone on this board at least is voting for America in '04.
SUBJECT>ahhh man,Pepsi too?DAMNIT!!!!ntxt POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 4:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:FRED!!!!!!!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 4:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34518 NEXT>34566
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HELL NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HILLARY IS A BITC#
GUNS RULE
FAGS AGAINST GUNS SUCK
SADAM NEEDS TO BE SHOT
BRIAN IS GAY AND MATES WITH SHEEP !
yes I am yellin at you and here I thought you might be an ok guy but now we know better!
SUBJECT>my concern as well POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34523 NEXT>34544 34579 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
McCain is a turncoat.I think Bush will w n this next one,but H llary w ll likely run in
'08,against who?That will be a tough race to lose,and I for one am not looking forward
to 07 and 08.I won't be able to eat thinking she has a real shot at winning.
on the other hand,a lot could happen.
SUBJECT>xmas POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 5:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>34601 LINKNAME>xmas
LINKURL>http://www.snopes.com/holidays/christmas/xmasabbr.asp
found this while searching for reindeer names;
http://www.snopes.com/holidays/christmas/xmasabbr.asp
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net.DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:29
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34477 NEXT>34545 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump,
I just read my response at home.I think I sound like a smart a$$.I didn't mean it that way.
I truly never thought of looking up some of this trivia stuff in the dictionary.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34488 NEXT>34546 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have only had it for a little over a year.I love the fact that they replay the prime time
stuff late at night.That way I can record it and watch it later.This sure beats telling my
wife that she has to go watch tv in the bedroom because I just can't miss the show on the
History Channel.Watching tv from the bed hurts my shoulders and neck.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:more people need to vote.(longish but worth it,really!)
POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34536 NEXT>
34563 34607 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have to agree with most of what you say.I can't agree,however,that more people should
vote.I hear you freaking out,but read on.People that don't vote don't vote for one reason
-apathy.Apathy towards the r nation,their world,foreign policy,social policy,well,
basically everything one needs to be aware and educated about to vote respons bly.I,for
one,don't think that the low-life "what can I get out of the government's bank account"
people should have a say in our great nation's future nearly as much as the *contributors*
should.Sure,Spike Lee could get all of his hip-hop crackhead over eighteeners to vote,
but just what would they vote for?Fiscal responsibility?Enhanced law enforcement?
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Effective national defense?Seniors'benefits?NAAA!Legalize meth and crack,cut
penalties for this and that,reduce mandatory prison sentences...repeal the three-strikes
deal.Same goes for the 18-21 crowd.Any pres dential candidate that promised to reduce
drinking age to 18,offer free college tuition,and leagalize pot would win by a landslide.
But would ruin the country.
Not to say there are not some great people in the ghetto or that are between 18 and 21 -
these are overgeneralizations used to illustrate my point.
I say leave the voting to those who care enough,are sober enough,and are mature enough
to learn and lead.If someone is ignorant of what makes a good pres dent,
congressman/woman,judge,or any other offic al,let 'em sit on the couch and leave it to
the rest of the country.
But that's just me.
SUBJECT>Re:my concern as well POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 5:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew.PREVIOUS>34539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kathleen Parker (conservative syndicated columnist from the Orlando Sentinel,runs in
my local paper -and she's hot)had a good article today about Gore in '08 -check it out if
you can find it.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 5:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34541 NEXT>34564 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heavens no!I read it as a legit reply,no smarty-pants inferred on my end.
I just happen to have a dictionary at my desk at work,and refer to it reglarly.Not many
do,anymore,I know it.
Pretty cool to be in agreement (well,not in disagreement...)with such a powerful resource
as the venerable Websters,eh?
Keep the education coming,we all seem to like it (except the BS-haters)
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just got the OK to get a second D rect TV rece ver for the bedroom.Now I can crash
while wifey does the "Will&Grace"homofest.
SUBJECT>M725 Gas mileage POSTER>PaulC EMAIL>jpnm715@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34549 34556 34561 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M725 drivers,
I'm looking in to purchasing a M725 in Houston,TX.I'll probably be driving it back to
VA.What kind of milage are you guys getting from yours with the stock motor.
PaulC
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>w ldfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34535 NEXT>34593 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
s it poss ble that s sson is really murdock from the A-Team
rick
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas mileage POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 6:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34547 NEXT>34551 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove my 715Wfull canvas to KY in '99 -I think I got around 9~11
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 6:20 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34527 NEXT>34573 34670
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can't survive w thout my Dew.
SUBJECT>where do you live in ky POSTER>Don EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 6:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34549 NEXT>34557
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Mt.sterling ky
SUBJECT>Off topc,very funny link...the end of the world!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34553
LINKNAME>http://members.cox.net/impunity/endofworld.swf
LINKURL>http://members.cox.net/impunity/endofworld.swf
got this today...its a riot...check it out!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Off topc,very funny link...the end of the world!!POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34552 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WTF hahaha californan's
SUBJECT>M715 Christmas Lighting POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34560 LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/xm715/xmascolor.jpg
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/xm715/xmascolor.jpg
Heres a pic I received by email...perfect for the season...a friend in Wiscons n did this
with his truck!!
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Enjoy!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>693 new messages...POSTER>B ll EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...since my last vis t on Thursday.Not even going to try,to play catch-up.
Mom had a knee replacement friday,all is well.
Have I missed anything good,or a need to know info.?L ke news on the F.E.or new part
numbers?
What is the latest truck count for the F.E.?Might be worth dropping a line to JP
magazine.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas mileage POSTER>slowride/WY
EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:36 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34547
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about every other gas station!!HEHE I don't keep track,it's fun to drive so I don't care!!
SUBJECT>Re:where do you live in ky POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,16
December 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34551 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Ohio,I drove to and from KY.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?POSTER>Jeff /KS EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34202 NEXT>34568 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The van was a 62 Greenbrier.It was in dry storage for 15 years with about 100,000 miles
on it.I rebuilt the drivetra n myself and sold it 75,000 miles later.At the time (1984 or
so)it was only car.We would go anywhere and everywhere with it.The kids loved it
since it sat high and the rear was completely glassed.I still see the truck running around
town.
SUBJECT>Re:Sweeeeeeettt POSTER>Capta n Morgan
EMAIL>mwilliams191@nc.rr.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34400 NEXT>34565 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That top would be great!I hope that I can come to the FE,but I dont think I will be able
to have my Jeep.I got it about a year ago from the guy in Halifax Virginia.I gave him
$800 for the truck,and then another $60 for him to deliver it.After a little bit of work i
got it to run,and then I converted it to 12v.I have a few more parts for it now,but that is
about all I have done.Starting in the next couple of days I am gona take it down to the
frame so I can fix that,and I will look at the tranny and tcase.I still have to fix the brakes,
and do a little body work and it w ll be about ready.I think I will be running 37"boggers,
and I want lockers at some point.I also hope to get two winches,a 427 and a rollcage.
But all in good time.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 Christmas Lighting POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 7:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34554 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want one for my front yard!!I would be the envy of the ne ghborhood...or the guy they
run out of town on a ra l...lol
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:M725 Gas mileage POSTER>Rick EMAIL>pla dapache@eritter.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34547 NEXT>34609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
About 13 mpg(provided the arctic heater isnt lit)But then my other jeep is an M38A1 that
gets about the same.
Very fun vehicles to drive..Rick.
SUBJECT>best food!!//THE ARCHES in harrisburg!!POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34578 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was staying at the motel a few years ago doing cable work.my god the burgers with
loaded backed potato,and the PRIME RIB!!!biggest best steak i`ve had so far i say!!and
for like 10 bucks!!SPICER I AM JEALOUS!
SUBJECT>Re:more people need to vote.(longish but worth it,really!)POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 8:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34543 NEXT>34575 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damn that speech is up there now I'm runnin for pres dent.shoot Id be the pres.but there
are to many idiots in there now tryin to screw things up for everyone.Im definately not
afraid to lead,Im pro gun,I believe in bettering the peoples lives in our great country,free
health care for everyone,put people to work makin more money and less taxes,tax the
filthy rich and give it to the military men and women who so bravely defend our country
and the r families.All it takes to be a pres dent is tell the people what they want to hear
but a great pres dent listens to the people and does what he says he is going to do.
Enhanced law enforcement?what is that they already ruin your lives.the judges and
social rehabilitation services and all of there affiliates would get a rope around there
necks and would be forced to treat people with respect and decent.the 3 strikes law
would end and depending on the crime it could be the death penalty by firing squad or as
n sadam's case a slow painful death that lasted for years would be in order!
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 9:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>34545 NEXT>34576 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to each his own but I to enjoy reading the history posts.you cant learn anything if you
close your eyes and dont read and you'll never be smarter if you dont try to learn
anything!knowledge is the sta rsteps of the world.keep em comin!
SUBJECT>boggers are to short!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,
16 December 2003,at 9:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34559 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I measured mine and there only 37"and there supposed to be 38.5"tall.whats up w th
that,anyone know?that was aired up and off the ground.my ndt's were 35"tall.
SUBJECT>brian POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December
2003,at 9:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34538 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the above post is for brian too
scared now?we are goin to hog tie you at FE and let them sheep and goats get revenge.
you need to hand over any guns you have to me now and if you do I may overlook the fact.that you may be perdier than
me and have more hair,but gay,no way thats to much.
LMAO!
can I come out sometime and shoot that ram and have him mounted on my wall w th all
my other ones,Pleeeeeeeeeeeaaassseeeeeee?
Ill even pay first!
SUBJECT>Re:How big a trailer to haul a M715 POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethanb73@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34439 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
From what I've been told,you want the towbar to be parallel to the road.That way,you
don't push up OR down on the tow vehicle.Whatever you do,don't try to flat tow w th an
FSJ.You won't get much over 25 mph before it starts to sway and get scary.AMHIK.
Alan flat towed his 715 w th a deuce and a half and said he hardly noticed that it was
there.Of course,the deuce is a LOT heavier...
I'm eventually planning on a nice double axle trailer with electric brakes and maybe a
Suburban or s milar as a tow vehicle.Or,I'll bite the bullet and put an OD tranny in it and
won't have to tow.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34558 NEXT>34572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
bet you would like to have it back now.Ive only seen 1 in my life.Thats almost an
eternity as I was born in 1961.I didnt ever know if that was factory or someones handy
work bein a corvair van and all.I did a ground up resto.on a 64 corva r monza conv.
w/turbo about 20 yrs ago.
SUBJECT>Flat towing -long POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 10:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34431 NEXT>34571 34608 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As no one else seems inclined to answer your question I will.
When I bought my M715 I flat towed it about 10 hours back from PA.In doing so I had a
number of bra n farts.1.Didn't unhook the driveshafts -the poor chebby 1/2 ton was just
about cry ng.2.Forgot to bring remote flashers.3.Expected a chebby motor to have
enough oomph to tow a 6k lb truck.
Here are the fixes:
1.Unhooked the driveshafts -wow!no longer getting passed by grannies in chevettes.
2.Turned on the hazzards in the M715 -come on,24v should last a while -no,it doesn't.
I had to re-connect the driveshafts and pull start the truck by myself -Immag ne locking
nto 4lo and just pulling,nice black marks behind chebby,but no movement.4hi -same.
Start rolling out w th the M715 in nuetral,jump out of chebby,wa t for M715 to catch up
and put it in gear and drop the clutch -3rd time was the charm -oh,then stand on the
brakes to stop the chebby,race from the M715 (now idleing in nuetral)to the now rolling.again chebby thanks to the
automatic.I wish I had it on tape -its funny now,not verry
funny then.I let the M715 idle thru a 1/2 tank of gas on the way back to MI -left the
tailgate down on the chebby and never overheated the M715,thank God (or whatever you
believe in Spice)
3.Supris ngly enough after the driveshafts were disconnected I could actually hit 70mph
on the 80/90 hwy.Unfortunately a 400hp motor and a 6000lb.load were more than
anough to permanetly damage the 10 bolt rear end.It felt like the u-joints were bad,as
when I went from D to R (or the inverse)it was really sloppy -between the torque applied
to,and the rolling res stance from (assuming prior to removing the '715's driveshafts)I
had actually spread the pumpkin apart far enough that the R&P teeth were barely meshed
-talk about your sloppy backlash!
Overall though,once the driveshafts were removed flat towing was easy.Don't secure the
steering wheel and it w ll follow along like a well trained puppy,turning corners right
along with you.Make sure to inflate your tires to the maximum to reduce rolling
res stance even further.
In conclus on,other than having a B.day it was a breze.
Ron
(wow,I think that was my post longest yet)
SUBJECT>Off topic POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,16 December 2003,at 11:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34577 34624 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need some help.My new promotion increased my morning drive significantly.I need a
fuel efficient vehicle that I can at least pretend is a 4x4.Oh,and it can't look too prissy,
like the tracker/s dskick junk.I've been looking for a Samurai but cannot find one
anywhere close to MI that doesn't want a mint for it.Does anyone happen to know of one
around here for sale -preferrably cheap?
Thanks
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 2:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34569 NEXT>34650 34718 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What kind of tow bar did you use?I already have some lights that magnatize to the towed
vehicle.So basically I should have no problems flat towing it with a 2500 dodge.What
about a Durango?
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?Off Topic POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>34568 NEXT>
34656 34749 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think there is two north of where I live.I can run up and see if theyr'e still there if your
nterested.Would one be a pickup style rig?Did they make such a critter?.SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton
POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>34550 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ge co insurance and Paypal are anti-gun
SUBJECT>stock axle m715 question,please help POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34599 34644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need the angle of the front pinion,front driveshaft and front np200 output.
the rule is they are supposed to be the same angle for pinion and output or it vibrates.i
see on bobbys truck they are NOT the same,and i want to see what other measurements
people have.
SUBJECT>Re:more people need to vote.(longish but worth it,really!)
POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December
2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34563 NEXT>34717
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Law enforcement already ruins our lives?Uh,Ok,dude.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34564 NEXT>34643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amen!
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34570 NEXT>34591 34648
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Ronner,good to see ya!You may wanna try auto or trucktrader.com and see what's
n the area.After driving Katie's west coast,no rust '90 Toyota 4Runner,I'd rocommend
Toyota if the price is reasonable.
SUBJECT>Re:best food!!//THE ARCHES in harrisburg!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34562 NEXT>
34612 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Down on Front St by the river?Hmmm,never been there...usually hit the Taco Bell just
up the road.What triggered this memory?MMMmmMM!Prime ribbbbbbb...
SUBJECT>Re:my concern as well POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Ron Paul would be what I considered a very good
candidate.He is pro-second
amendment,pro-American,and a strict constructionist when it comes to the U.S.
Constitution.He would get us out of the United Nations.Put that all together and the man
doesn't stand a chance of getting nominated by the GOP.
SUBJECT>New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
6:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hello all!I am new to this board.
I have always thought that generally M715's are just plan cool and have often thought of
buying one.I currantly own a 1993 Jeep wrangler.I have put an amazing amount of time
and effort into it.Chevy one ton axles v-8 swap,etc..Well,I am concidering selling my
Wrangler and taking the leap into the M715 underground.My ma n concerns w th the
M715 lie in the axles.I personally think that stock M715 axles are beyond garbage.
Everything from the braking system to the splines on the axle shafts makes me want to
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vomit.Now that I have offended most of you,here is my question.If I buy an M715
could I,or how eas ly could I swap in a Chevy Dana 60 front?I am not worried about
having to box the frame if it is needed.My understanding is that M715's have spring
perches which are 39"apart.Has anyone here swapped a Chevy Dana 60 into their
M715?The advantage would be disc brakes and readily available parts.I would
definately swap out the rear axle as well as the front to obta n matching lug patterns.
What rear axle is most commonly used as a swap in the m715,which has comparable
strength to the stock Dana70?Chevy 14 bolt?These are my main concerns and will
we gh heavily on my decision to purchase an M715.I would not be trying to restore the
truck to its original condition.It would most likely be used off-road and as a work truck.
Thanks for your help in advance!
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34473 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
note to Bush:
NEXT!!
K
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34580 NEXT>34584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
once aga n,bashing axles w th NO first hand experiance.
search the s te,
-or-
www.homepage.mac.com/ltaless
did a spring UNDER swap on mine......
SUBJECT>Re:Power Steering Pump Bracket POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>34532 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll need to offer first to Ben,but I may also be able to get pics of the setup after the
holidays.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
6:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34582 NEXT>34589 34592
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not an inexperienced person/mechanic!I have first hand knowledge of the strength
of the Chevy Dana 60.I have broken 30 spline axles so I am sure that the 19 spline outers
will not handle what I will be using them for.I plan to drive this truck around town.And
will have to contend w th stop and go traffic.I want not just good or average stopping
power.
It's obvious that the stock axles will not serve the purpose I w ll need them to serve.It
doesn't require first hand experience for me to see that.
SUBJECT>engine conversion/steering column advice?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34587 34595 34610 34728 34745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just pulled my engine yesterday,and already i have a few questions for experienced
people.I have found in the past that weld in engne mounts work best because you can
place the eng ne where YOU want it,but what has everyone done?Second i will be
putting in a cj tilt column (GM)also with the swap and it looks like clearance could be a
problem,what have people done there?As de from those two things does anyone have
some "I wish I did......instead"comments.I also now have an egine and parts to get rid of,
so if you want something let me know.
Thanks,
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:47
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34525 NEXT>34596 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,a 1911 would be too much for a gay man to handle.Better that you should stick
with that gay Italian pea shooter.;)
SUBJECT>Parts..........POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Daniel,
Shoot me an e-mail address so we can talk about the stuff you want to get rid of.Thanks,
BEN forfunwheelin@yahoo.com.SUBJECT>Re:CB's POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34493 NEXT>34604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Brian,move into the modern age.Study,test,and get your Technician (no code)
Amateur Radio License.Then go out and get a 2 meter rig.You can phone patch to
landlines and cells w th your 2 meter rig.Better range than a CB.Less clutter from
hillbillies jammin'the channels on a CB.;)
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34584 NEXT>
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34590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The swap is usually an open knuckle 60 and a 14 bolt rear.Many swap on discs to the
rear while they're at it.The front,I believe,will need a little eng neering on the passenger
side spring perch as it will be on the tube and the pumpkin.Several guys have also pulled
out a couple spring plies out of the pack and have been pretty happy w th the articulation
gained in that cheap trick.Power steering by swapping an FSJ box or '70s GM car box is
a popular trick too.Wheel it hard,tell us what breaks!
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
6:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34589 NEXT>34597 34615
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now where talking!You are talking about going with a SOA on the front or do you mean
that even a SUA could have problems lining up?
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34577 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wish you were closer bud!I've got a line on 2 Ranger's.Both are 4x4's.Ones a 4cyl and
the others a 6cyl.Spicers right though,Truck Trader is about the best your gonna get.If
there's a good deal though you better jump on it becuase a lot of people look at the Trader
for deals........
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:09
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34584 NEXT>34598 34722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you planning on stomping your gas peddle to the floor everytime the traffic lights
turn green?If so,maybe you should have bought a an old GTO instead of an old M715.I
did a eng ne conversion on my 67'M715.Put in a brand new Chevy 350 SB crate eng ne.
Other than a few other odds and ends,the truck is stock.I didn't plan on rac ng anyone in.this truck and I wasn't
going to do any radical rock crawling with the beast as it wasn't
made for that type of abuse.This truck fulfills my needs for an everyday driver!
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34548 NEXT>34594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn R ck.....that was good.I think your onto something there.I had my money bet he
was klinger from M*A*S*H but now you're making me wonder.
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34593 NEXT>34600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking Ed....from Mister Ed.....oh well....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:eng ne conversion/steering column advice?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34585 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've got a 427 tall deck BBC and have clearance to the column.It is a stock column and is
close,but that is with big stock exhaust maniflolds too.Don't be afraid to tilt the motor a
few degrees if you have to.Oh,and if you do tilt it slightly away from the column,the
pan...in return,will pull away from the front pumpkin too.I kept the stock mounts w th a
simple plate adapter when I had a small block to move the truck around while the big
block was be ng gathered.When I put in the 427,the exhaust manifolds hit the frame
mount on the driver's s de so I cut the mounts off,moved them ahead,and welded GM
(trapped pin)motor mounts to them.If your tilt column is much wider 6-8"out from the
firewall you may need to do some adjusting.If you're running small block...you should be
home free!
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34586 NEXT>34603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BWAHAHAHAHA
Fred....I now see his reasoning.One custon .45 I had was completely reliable every shot
for me but did have way light springs and such to make for quicker follow up shots.
Every time my w fe would shoot it,the gun would stove pipe(catch the empty case with
the slide)EVERY TIME.I would take the gun,clear it,try it,it would work fine,g ve it
back,it would do it again.I figured out shortly that she was linp wristing the gun and it
allowed the gun to travel back and catch the case.
I think that is why B hates the 1911.his girly wrist probably can't control it.
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34590 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I belive the pumpkin and tube meet is in the middle of the spring so half the mount is
fabbed onto the axle.Some other guy should chime in about knuckle/steering arms and
connecting links.With the SOA convers on,you'll sling some pretty decent tires!...40+
nches.
SUBJECT>Dave-----POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34592 NEXT>34605 34647 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
MonkeyBone,
All Fred said is true.
To Dave,
This post is the type of stuff that would happen every day were your FE dream to come
true.I expect you to stay up tonight looking for a shooting star and when you finally see
one I want you to unw sh what you w shed last week about 715's being popular and
drawing in EVERYONE.
I'm disgusted now.
-B.
SUBJECT>Lee-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34574 NEXT>34613 34619 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's not that it has to be a certa n angle,it's that it has to be the SAME angle.As in-If the
front of the shaft is -6*then the rear of the shaft has to be +6*.M ne are -11*(I think )on
the 205 and +11*on the D70.On the front it's -7 and +10 and so I had to get lockouts so
that at high speeds that difference didn't cause a vibration.
A CV joint will make any differences irrelevant,but they cost about $150 to get added to
your shaft.
With the divorced 205 you have,you can shim it to change the degree difference by
adding metal to the mounts and thus tilting it.
The further out of alignment the angles are,the faster you'll notice a vibration.If it's nto
too bad (<3*)then you can drive it at low speeds (<35 mph)with no trouble.In extreme
cases it'll eat u-joints,or bearings.
Hope you thank me for this post since it's polite to do that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:?about sbc 12volt and 24volt headlights POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:45
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34594 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I still think it is closer to Doug's original idea.Mango from Saturday N ght Live.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:xmas POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34540 NEXT>34602 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought i'd heard that years ago,but wasn't sure enough to post.I figured some Chi-
Delta-D ngleberry ex frat-boy would have to chime in "hey,I know the Greek alphabet,
and you are wrong!"Thanks for sharing.
Also,that snopes s te (and snopes2)are great at dispelling rumors,hoaxes and other BS
we get shoved at us on a regular basis.
SUBJECT>Re:xmas POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>34601 NEXT>34606 34714
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you both need to delete your post before spicer reads it.He will be VERY upset.So
DELETE NOW!And w sh spicer a Merry X-mas.
Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Sadam,My Bush,and Hillary Clinton POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:53
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,you've hit the na l on the head.A 9mm is all the "girlish recoil"that Brian can
handle.Damn!D d I say that!
SUBJECT>Re:CB's POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34588 NEXT>34616 34658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But you miss the point,jammin'with the hillbillies is the whole purpose.Having
ncredible range and ability to patch through to momma is all well and cool,but does
younuttin'if you are alone in the band...
Cheap,semi-reliable,common-frequency C.B.is still king on the trail.
SUBJECT>Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34598 NEXT>34611 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What ever happened to the Memphis Equipment truck g ve away?Didn't Roy or Paul
have a line on a 715 with 38's,no over drive or doors,and a blown motor?I thought they
were gonna drag it in some night and have a drawing?.Did you ask them when you were there?
SUBJECT>Re:xmas POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34602 NEXT>34614 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thank you Ben.Oh I have something in the early stages that may make a set of boggers
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available to you if it works out.I'll keep you posted.
SUBJECT>oops!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34543 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oops.Yeah,I agree w th you there:I was thinking that among the people who have some
concern for this country,more of THEM should be at the polls.No Motor Voter MTV
shit w/16yr olds voting.I concur!
SUBJECT>addendum,ie my exp.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34569 NEXT>34748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did about the same thing.Flat towed a 725 (talk about wind resistance)from Phoenix to
Salt Lake.About a 14hr drive on the back roads I had to take to avoid trouble.
I flat towed mine w/a towbar made in Phx,disconnected the steering because it wouldn't
turn--I was dragging it through turns.M ght have been the Swampers,but I HAD to
disconnect mine.Left the driveshafts on,but only because I wasn't thinking real clearly
due to extreme irritation at having to tow it home--blown motor.
The flashers worked all the way home,12v though,on 2 batteries.Truck did fine,manual
trans,and starting in 1st was more or less required.That's a loooow first btw.
anyhoo.that's MY account.The w nd almost blew me off a cliff,I guess a 3/4t Chevy
sn't nearly as heavy in w nd as an 8ft brick.Who knew!
SUBJECT>I'm jealous POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34561 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd love to get that out of a 725.I got 6-8 with a dying 460.On the other hand,I got 13-15
out of a 396,in a loaded 3/4t w/a lift.I'm hoping the 455 going in w ll give me at least 10.
I can live w th that,as everything here is one million miles apart.
SUBJECT>Re:eng ne conversion/steering column advice?POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>34585 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I put in a GM 6.2 which is about the same s ze as a GM gas bigblock.I have a closeup
photo of the mount in the Members gallaery under Rollie715.
Rollie.SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34605 NEXT>34617 34628 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I HAVE THE DAMN DOORS!YOU AND DOUG CAN BOTH.....
That's it.I'm putting you two in the same category as Ben.I'm done w th you BOTH!
-B.
SUBJECT>if it's that good...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34578 NEXT>34704 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I propose you and Katie scout it out,and then we eat there this spring.As you know I
am a vagrant and don't ever see any of the c ties I'm in and around due to crazed urge to
work work work.
I did get to see much of downtown Hburg in a police matter some years ago...but never
mind that!I want prime rib!
SUBJECT>Re:Lee-POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34599 NEXT>34618 34786 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks,as most people must have me on ignore
SUBJECT>Ben POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34606 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can't you see yet that Spicer has no intention of EVER letting you have those tires?No
matter the price?He's toying with you as a cat toys w th a mouse.
You're nothing more than a brief bit of enterta nment.I'm sorry to be the one to have to
tell you this......but you seem to be too dumb to figure it out by yourself.
Sorry to pop your baloon,
-B.
SUBJECT>I just did this POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34590 NEXT>34781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a 3/4t 44 instead but anyway.I did a spring under because and ONLY because it's
on a 725 and I don't want it 9"higher.The passenger side does indeed rest 1/2 on the
pumpkin,but not that big a deal on a SUA--you'll need to grind the edges of the squared-
off mounting pad,and get a wide Ubolt made,as well as new spring plate.
The rear is the trouble spot,but again,nothing big.If you keep the 14blt drums,they'll be
about one ha r away from the springs.Going to discs saves you a few inches.I've got the.drums on there just to get
the axle in,and there's NO clearance at all.
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/index.html That's Drew's truck,he's got a lot of
good pics of at least the front axle,and is also really helpful w/tech questions.
SUBJECT>It's true,Fred POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34604 NEXT>34655 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sure you got the best of the best,but no one else w ll and thus when you need help no one
will be able to answer.
Ponder that,then ship me all that crap and I'll ship you my Cobra 40 channeler.
My handle is going to be "Pappa Big-nutz".I run on channel 5.
-B.
SUBJECT>dude...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34611 NEXT>34620
34623 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should cut the doors and make them like those Bronco deals,or the old IH Scouts.
That would be doooppppeee duuuuuuddddeeee
southern yahoo.doorless truck,what the hell!LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Lee-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34613 NEXT>34671 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You gotta be friendly for others to be friendly back.
Not say ng this to be mean,but just FYI.
Thanks for the 'thanks'and hope that information helps you out.I ran into the same thing
a while back when I swapped my 205 and had custom driveshafts made.Watch out,
depending on how you mount your case and how large a drive shaft you have,it may rub
your 'Dog Trot'at extreme flex or tow ng heavy loads.
-B.
SUBJECT>CV joints/angles POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34599 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IMHO it's well worth it to get the CV joints when possible,at least on the front.You can't
really set both joints (f&r)the same,unless they were at 0.Granted,the front one
generally isn't used at high enough speeds to render the vibration an issue,but for those
stock axled folks w/out lockouts,it might make sense.Cost is an issue though.
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34617 NEXT>34621 34622
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Why?That would be almost as dumb as swapping out axles with a 1/2 ton donor rig!!!!
BWAHAHAHAHHAH!!
-Take the doors off your ice-cream truck..You do it once and you'll like it and never
drive doorless aga n.
-B.
SUBJECT>it's a 3/4t!damn you!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34620 NEXT>34626 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ice cream trucks aren't supposed to have doors anyway.Sheesh.
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34620 NEXT>34625 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he takes the doors off and likes it,then why would he "never drive doorless again."?
B.logic.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34617 NEXT>34627
LINKNAME>http://www.tptools.com/product.asp?base%5Fno=BR%2DDD77&str%
5Fbase%5Fno=UN%2D5000%2CUN%2D456%2CRP%2D1TD%2C8064%2DCREEP%
2CAD%2D12%2CWL%2DW85009%2CBR%2DPP50%2CBR%2DPS98%2CBR%
2DBB76%2CBR%2DDD77%2CBR%2DTD99%2C8064%2DCART%2C&header%
5Ftitle=Auto+Tools+and+Equipment%2DCreepers%2C+Dollies%2C+Carts&page%
5Fname=prod%5Flist%5Fdisplay%2Easp&search%5Ftype=L2%
7E135&size1=&s ze2=&gender=&ShowImages=yes&sq=0&cont=1&intPgNo=1&mscss
d=PRC0MFQACXBC9HAJE24D1DBV5REN8UAF
LINKURL>http://www.tptools.com/product.asp?base%5Fno=BR%2DDD77&str%
5Fbase%5Fno=UN%2D5000%2CUN%2D456%2CRP%2D1TD%2C8064%2DCREEP%
2CAD%2D12%2CWL%2DW85009%2CBR%2DPP50%2CBR%2DPS98%2CBR%
2DBB76%2CBR%2DDD77%2CBR%2DTD99%2C8064%2DCART%2C&header%
5Ftitle=Auto+Tools+and+Equipment%2DCreepers%2C+Dollies%2C+Carts&page%
5Fname=prod%5Flist%5Fdisplay%2Easp&search%5Ftype=L2%
7E135&size1=&s ze2=&gender=&ShowImages=yes&sq=0&cont=1&intPgNo=1&mscss
d=PRC0MFQACXBC9HAJE24D1DBV5REN8UAF
southern yahoo.doorless truck
you forgot imbred..B..........we understand that you don't have any friends,and why.
Some chores like hang ng doors are difficult to do by yourself.Check the link.........just
trying to help.
SUBJECT>I'd recommend..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34570 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..the Jeep Cherokee.Great off road,fair gas mileage,and available in many years of
vintage for next to nothing right on up to new and pricey.I'd say post 93 to get the good
engine.
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34622 NEXT>34629 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Ron.
SUBJECT>Re:it's a 3/4t!damn you!POSTER>w ldfirem715
EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34621 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
with no doors do the empty frap bottles just roll out instead of having to throw them at
passing cars
rick
SUBJECT>that's about right.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34623 NEXT>34633 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
an expensive tool to help with a stupid problem,AND it takes up a lot of room.Sounds
perfect!
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34611 NEXT>34769 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um...If I'm not already in that catagory can I be put there right now?
Very s ncerely,
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34625 NEXT>34630 34631 34632
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Let me shake my Magic 8 Ball and see what it says to tell you.......hmmmm....can't quite
read it....AHHHH!!!.The Magic 8 balls says:
"BOTH YOU DAMN HIPPIES CAN KNEEL AND BOB!!!!"
Well,I guess that settles it.
-B.
SUBJECT>for apples right?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be sweet of you.If it's that other thing,well then...if it's that other,then you
sir,have just earned a kick in the nuts.
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34629 NEXT>34636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The eight ball said that????
t must have been talking to you and your tech.
We w ll understand your absense while you two take care of that.
SUBJECT>Re:dude...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34629 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I take it you have one of those big magnifying glasses with the tweeser adapter at work
for your employees to do just that?
Find one
Ron
SUBJECT>To Doug,Ronner,Rick,and Tacoma-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34627 NEXT>34634
34635 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted to write you each and let you know how I feel,but this is s mpler:
"Guys,it is with great sadness that I am forced to mark you all off my list of 'guys I'd
donate a kidney to'.Sorry."
And I guess that sums it up.
-B.
SUBJECT>on behalf of Doug,Ronner,Rick,and Tacoma-POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34633 NEXT>34637 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we're not sad about it.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:To Doug,Ronner,R ck,and Tacoma-POSTER>BBM715.EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34633 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats ok,it fits in nicely with my "I'd rather die than except body parts from:"list...Oh,
wa t,YOU are the only name on that list.My bad.
Still looking?
Ron
SUBJECT>and Doug...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34631 NEXT>34638 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where the hell were you yesterday?I got home with my new thermocouple and Jean
Ellen goes "So,when you're done we're gonna have to sleep at my mom's house?"and I
told her I'd be done in 4 minutes and our heater would be as good as new.It turned out
that a "Universal"thermacouple isn't quite as "Universal"as "Universal"would lead one
to believe.
Jean Ellen and Anna were dissapointed in me and I blame you for not clueing me in.I
shall never forget how you let me down.
Bastard!,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:on behalf of Doug,Ronner,Rick,and Tacoma-POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
10:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34634 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHEW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I'm afaid I could not have taken the kidney anyway.See....I'll have NO organ from ANY
gay guy in me.Nice try B........homo
SUBJECT>Re:and Doug...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34636 NEXT>34640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
did you even ask me......no.......dork.
Is it an italian made valve?They have different threads.appear to be the same but just
won't work.Kind like thier guns,appear to be of high quality....but they are not.I hate
them both.
SUBJECT>Re:well you should anyway.POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34534 NEXT>34641 34642 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those are fighting words here in Texas..SUBJECT>on Italian things..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34638 NEXT>34646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the orignal pump on my UberWasher was Italian.The Orings on those pumps need
regular replacement,which is no big deal,except that on the Italian pump,they're metric.
Almost no one carries them,and using regular deals means they are too big or too small
and need ridiculously frequent replacement instead of weekly.
It was a nice pump though.Sort of like a Ferrari.But irritating.
SUBJECT>Re:well you should anyway.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34639 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did you know the server for this s te is in texas???
I thought that was class fied information.
SUBJECT>in the immortal words of your leader...POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34639 NEXT>34645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..'bring it on!"
heheh.You can't fight the truth man.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34576 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a dictionary locked inside of my desk.With my kind of students free access to stuff
s discouraged.I w ll start getting it out more.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:stock axle m715 question,please help POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34574 NEXT>34649 34651 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are you SOA or under?Just wondering as if you are ocer -thus increas ng the angles-it
becomes more important to get it right.If you are going to be driving 80,90,100+it
would be very important.However,even if you get it perfect -good luck with everything
else:big tire balance,closed knuckle king pin front,hell-a good balance on the drive
shaft.What I'm saying is,get it close,but don't stress.As for B.'s advice,here is an
excerpt from a post by one Mr.Brian Sisson dated 7 OCT 02 -"an elderly gentleman
drove by and saw me working.He stopped in and we talked trucks for a while and then he
asked what I was try ng to do.I explained about the vibration at 60 or so mph and he
looked at my driveshafts and said the mag c words:"It don't give a damn if the angles are
the same,as long as you a n't got more than 13*on any of them."So I lowered the ass end
back to stock he ght,cut a chunk out of my dog trot and it cured everything.I jacked it up.and it not only cured the
vibration,but my whole truck used to shimmy when on
jackstands and running at 60,but now it is smooth as silk."
Wow B.,even you don't follow your own advice.
Still looking?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:in the immortal words of your leader...POSTER>Barrman
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EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34642 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I worked at a Wendy's fast food for a few months in college.At that time Wendy's sold
Pepsi products nation wide.People would always ask for a Coke.We would tell them
Pepsi and they would say Dr.Pepper.The store I worked at in College Station decided to
sw tch To Coke products.When the guy was doing the switch I asked him about other
places sw tching.He sa d that more than 1/3 of all Coca-Cola sold in the US was sold in
Texas.That was back in 1988.I don't think things have changed all that much.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:on Italian things..POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34640 NEXT>34666
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AHHHH!!!Both of you are right!I did say that it was made in Italy and I thought that
was sorta odd.
And it was metric.
As it turned out it wasn't the thremocoupler bad,but instead the gas outlet for the pilot
just needed a good cleaning.
All is working now.
Thanks........................FOR NOTHING!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34598 NEXT>34652
34653 34654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
found one but it didnt do any good,nothing happened.here i started feelin bad about
trashin you and then you had to go and p me off again and to top it off I didnt get no card
or email from you so whats up w th that?It drew you in didnt it and me to,got to be
somethin about them.I have the advantage over you as I know what you look like and
you dont even have a clue about me.scary a nt it!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Off topic POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34577 NEXT>34703 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the Toy durability and would love a Land Cruiser or 4Runner,however I'm talking.about paying B.change for one
and it has to have enough of a body left to transport my
girls.Now if Katie is offering....
Those and the Cherokee Tacoma proposed are nice,but I'm not looking to take it off road.
'68 M715 &'71 Blazer CST take care of those urges.Just looking for something that gets
good gas mileage and can keep itself between the white lines when the weather is bad -I
drive mostly back roads as there is no real highway link between my house and job.
Thanks guys.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:stock axle m715 question,please help POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34644 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA HA HA HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!
GOOD ONE RON
K
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 2500 probably wouldn't notice it any more than an empty tra ler but I've read about
some durability issues with the Durango rear.
I just used a heavy duty rented one that had chains that wrapped around the front bumper
and frame supports.Not really an endorsement of this style,just what I used.I'm a kinda
big and so I was able to crank it down REAL tight so I never had a problem.
Good luck.
Ron
SUBJECT>Ron,(Long)POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34644 NEXT>34667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's that "still looking"crap?What do you think I'm looking for?
------
This brings up a problem that I've found w th my advice as well as every other member's
advice on The Zone.
We think that we find an answer,we test it out briefly,and we think that's it.Then we
post about it.After further testing it turns out that it wasn't THAT,that fixed it,but THIS.
Yet we don't go back and repost say ng that our earlier conclusion was wrong.
Here is the s tuation on that incident:That old man was Mr.Cook who lives about 2
miles down the road from me.He never would take the cup of coffee I offered and that
offended me.Then later he wanted to borrow my torch and I told him I'd loan it out if he'd
refill it and he got mad at me and said if he was going to refill a torch he'd just refill his.
And then I stopped talking to him and stopped waving at him when he drove by.But I.digress.I thought that his advice
was true also...until I thought about it.If that had been
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the cure for my vibration then it would be saying that all the rigs I've seen w th monster
13"lifts where the r shafts are at a 30*angle are not able to drive.I thought it had fixed
my problem,but then later I grew to understand this situation and realized that my
problem was that I had ONLY the ass-end of my rig lifted and thus it was making the
pinion point stra ght and tilting the output of the 205 upward.So bas cally I had it all at
about a 17*angle,but it was like a -15*and +19*.I should have reposted and said that it
was not the high angle that caused that,but instead just the difference in angles.It was my
bad to not do that.
Ron,it was your bad to try and make me look the fool by rushing into this and not
thinking "Hey,if this old post is right then everyone who does a SOA must be reangling
their pinion too."
Once again,Ron,I think that you should tell me I'm right and you're wrong and offer to
buy all the beer at the FE.
-B.
I can't believe that I've put so much thought and time into this topic.I only answered it in
the first place since no one else would.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34647 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VERY
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34647 NEXT>34662
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
was giong to bring some fraps to the fe and share some w th you and all too but you had
to go and hurt my feelins and now im goin to have to really get mean and throw down the
gloves at the fe.I still dont know if your driven or fly n and not sure about everyone else.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34647 NEXT>34715 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can picture you-
Old as all hell,
Bald as a cue ball,
decrepit,
Wearing a worn-out black belt,
S tting on a Hyabusa,
Telling your w fe to get another job s nce you need more $for your crapped-out 725.
Is that right?BWAHAHHAHHAHAHAHHAHHA!!!
No offense intended Dave,I'm just warming up to you and that above is the result..-B.
SUBJECT>Re:It's true,Fred POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:07
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34616 NEXT>34657 34799 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You missed the point,Brian.All the truckers are going to the 2 meter rigs.When I need
help,all I gotta do is make a phone patch and call 911,or whoever.I can also kick out a
hell of a lot more than 5 watts (legally)on a 2 meter rig.I got game (range)!Chicken
band always seemed to be so cluttered,especially after the FCC removed any
requirements for operators to have licenses.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?Off Topic POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,They made a p/u Corvair.It had the regular tail gate and a step/gate combo on the
side between the wheel well and the cab.Pretty neat stuff.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Fred-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34655 NEXT>34659 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Not to pry,but what does the "W"stand for?I'm not gonna make fun or anything-I'm just
really curious.
My first name is William.Is that it?
-B.
SUBJECT>Top This!POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:10
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34604 NEXT>34737 34800 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Top this,bump_r,try ordering a pizza w th your C.B.!;)
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34657 NEXT>34661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The "W"stands for Wesley.
SUBJECT>gndpndr POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34713
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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The US postal service now has your hat.Hopefully,you will see it soon.Thanks again.Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34659 NEXT>34663 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fred,
That's a pansy name.I see why you only use the initial.
BWAHHAHAHHAHHAHHAHAAHAH!!!!I tricked you!
Seriously-that's a good name.Is it a family name?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34653 NEXT>34711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,
I'll either be tra lering my rig or having it trucked in commercially.Have not decided yet.
anyway,What brand of beer do you drink.I would like to bring you a six pack for after
you kick B's a$$.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34661 NEXT>34665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Family name?Not that I know of.I'm named after my dad,a Master Chief Petty Officer
who saw action in WWII,Korea,and V etnam.A lot of time on tin cans and landing
craft.Been told by an elderly German couple in the old ne gborhood that our family name
(Stueve)is Schwabian and is from around the Black Forest area of Germany.
SUBJECT>Luckypabst (Chris)-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can you look into quitting your job (or getting fired)so that you can post with us?
I think it would be best for all involved.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34663 NEXT>34668 34669 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That's prety cool."Brian"came to my father one day whilst he was driving to work.And
"William"was a variation of "Wilson World Hotel"(where I was concieved).
I'd like to think that "Sisson"is English,of German,or Irish,or even French-but in.reality no one can trace my
geneology back but a couple of generations and thus we have
no idea.It's beleived that "Sisson"was a name made up and taken by one of my
grandparents in an effort to evade the law.
Anyhow,now that I find out you're in your 40's I'll show you the respect your age
deserves.
Sorry,Sir for the crack earlier.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:on Italian things..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34646 NEXT>34674 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've now got a Lamborghini parked in barn.YES,A REAL ONE!
SUBJECT>Re:Ron,(Long)POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34651 NEXT>34701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"Hey,if this old post is right then everyone who does a SOA must be reangling their
pinion too."
Actually,you should.That,or you have to get a cv driveshaft as you did.Personally the
cost of a few steel shims is much more attractive than a custom-made driveshaft with a cv
joint.On the little Jeeps the distance between yokes is too short to help this way,so the
really lifted ones,or the ones with LONG drive trains,must use cv shafts.And while
spending all that extra money on your driveshafts must have been nice,wouldn't you
really rather have a set of lockers?Plus,if you really use your 4x4 you are going to hit
things underneath that will ruin your pretty driveshafts spin balance.Oh,wa t,you can't
really use your 4x4 -you don't have lockers.Not to mention the billion or so posts we
have had about trying to balance tires (36"+radial and any bias ply not to mention
NDT's).
Once again,you look the fool.This is just too easy B.You are booring me.Drink 4 or 5
of your Frapp's and maybe the caffine will perk up your intelect.
Read the post about the magnifying glass and you w ll understand the:
Still looking?
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34665 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I was to take a guess,I would've figured that "Sisson"is a French name.Never ran
across the name before in all my travels.I'm retired military and have been to Germany,
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Japan,England,and Turkey.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>34665 NEXT>34680 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,how old are you?
SUBJECT>Joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34550 NEXT>34734 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,I did not even know about PEPSI until I looked that up.Not sure what to do know,
change my whole stance on gun control,quit buying thier products,or just e-ma l them
and ask them to knock the crap off.
Given any though on that fancy new screen name I came up with for ya??
SUBJECT>Dog Trot.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34618 NEXT>34672 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
STill the two stupidest words ever posted together on this s te in my time of membership.
SUBJECT>Re:Dog Trot.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34671 NEXT>34673 34677 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's southern Tom.
SUBJECT>Re:Dog Trot.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34672 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What...like Brazil southern?I think anyone north of PR should be whipped for a
concocted description like that.I'd be willing to bet that even a Madagascarian would be
able to give a better description.
SUBJECT>Re:on Italian things..POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34666 NEXT>34676 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice tractors aren't they?
Barrman
SUBJECT>205 Yoke Question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>34705 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's the biggest yoke ava lable for the NP205?Like 1550 series??
THANKS.SUBJECT>Re:on Italian things..POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34674 NEXT>34681 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
HA!Nice try Mr.Wizard!It's a sweet streamlined and beautifully contoured...hydraulic
pump.MMMM...divine!Parked on a pallet.
SUBJECT>Re:Dog Trot.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34672 NEXT>34678 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a lot farther south than him and i never heard of it.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Dog Trot.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34677 NEXT>34679 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hummm....I know it's not northern......maybe it is just miss ss ppi.
Maybe it's just b?
SUBJECT>To explain Dog Trot.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34678 NEXT>34682
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This could be one of two things:
In the early pioneer days houses were built in a style that was basically two blocks w th a
square hall between the two and this hall opened at both doors providing entry from e ther
side of the house.It was called a "Dog Trot".
Also,about 4 years ago on this board we were try ng to decide what that area was called
and a guy said that his wife said it was to hold a weiner dog.She said it was something to
the effect of a "Dog trot".
Any of you got a better name?
THEN SHUT UP!!!!!
Barrman should have answered this.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34669 NEXT>34688 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
28.But I think I'm wise beyond my years.
You're right about my name be ng obscure...but you probably have the same thing with.Stueve.
Anyhow,I gotta get my ha r cut.Later Stumpy!!!!
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-B.
SUBJECT>Re:on Italian things..POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you know the story of Mr.Lambrogini?
He had a very succesfull tractor manufacturing business in Italy.Sometime in the early
'60's he bought a Ferrari.He didn't like the way it performed or the service he got from
the factory.He compla ned to Enzo himself about it.They ended up not liking each other.
Mr Lambrog ni decided to out Ferrari Ferrari.He started building cars and the rest is
history.
Barrman
ps.I didn't know they made pumps also.K nd of figures though,if you build tractors why
not pumps and such?
SUBJECT>Re:To expla n Dog Trot.POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34679 NEXT>34683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always though that style of house was a 'Shotgun'style.Maybe I missunderstood your
discription.
Barrman
SUBJECT>more info than you ever wanted POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34682 NEXT>34693
LINKNAME>http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/vitalsigns/bld/Casestudies/dogtrot_high2.pdf
LINKURL>http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/vitals gns/bld/Casestudies/dogtrot_high2.pdf
It is pdf..........cut and paste if the link does not work
http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/vitalsigns/bld/Casestudies/dogtrot_high2.pdf
SUBJECT>B...your tree???POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>34685
LINKNAME>http://www.gencircles.com/users/mnation88/1/bysurname?Sisson
LINKURL>http://www.genc rcles.com/users/mnation88/1/bysurname?S sson
maybe your family tree does fork....or should that be did fork....
brute4c
SUBJECT>And maybe these??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:07
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34684 NEXT>34686 34687
LINKNAME>http://www.gencircles.com/users/lssisson/5/bysurname?S sson
LINKURL>http://www.genc rcles.com/users/lss sson/5/bysurname?Sisson
brute4c
SUBJECT>And these to boot??POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34685 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://www.gencircles.com/users/joseph_s sson/1/bysurname?Sisson
LINKURL>http://www.genc rcles.com/users/joseph_s sson/1/bysurname?Sisson
Goes back into the 1600's...gotta be more than a couple generations...if they are in your
tree...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34685 NEXT>34689 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think you're obsessing again there,big fella.Maybe take a nap or a drink of water and
walk around for a while.
SUBJECT>Re:Fred-POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.EMAIL>ka ser_fan@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34680 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,check this out:http://homepages.rootsweb.com/~das sson/
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34687 NEXT>34690 34755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im trying to help Brian find his roots....these are leg t links to a geneology site that has
lots of Sissons going back into the 1600's....should give a beginning point if he really
wants to find out what country he can claim to be a decendant of....roots.....not just for
Kunta K nte anymore!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34689 NEXT>34691 34692 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do you think spicer is related to richard???
SUBJECT>Huh?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34690 NEXT>34694
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Explain yourself Iowaian.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34690 NEXT>34695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If he has any s blings that have kids,w ll he let them call him "Uncle Tom"....
My s ster is married to a man of African descent and my brother in law Tom told her a
long time ago,"Your kids call me Tom....not Uncle Tom....it just doesn't sound right."
More problems I just ain't got!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Sick,s ck people.POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34683 NEXT>34775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So now this retarded thing is an open back porch w th a ramp?!Oh,how stupid of me not
to recognize it's overwhelming resemblance to the compartment on the trucks.Hey,why
not stuff an iguana in it and call it a lizard lodge or lizard lounge?OO-oo...we could stuff
t full of bananas and call it a bunch bank!Sw ngin!Defenders of the 'trot'...you make me
sick.
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34691 NEXT>34696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Richard Gear..........hamster dude
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34692 NEXT>34697 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It doesn't sound that bad when a 7yr and 4yr old are saying it exc tedly runnin up for
hugs.And no,I don't have a cabin.
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34694 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a better actor though.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.So we have Tom w th no cabin....as opposed to Jon with no h...cool,common
ground!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have mail
SUBJECT>Rotten Luck POSTER>RG EMAIL>hondo100@mchsi.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aarZSycZxrD12 PREVIOUS>NEXT>34700 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finished building the lower end of the 230 for my 715.New ma n/rod bearings,
crankshaft/block cleaned/dimens on checked,new seals,new flywheel from AB Linn
nstalled along with the bellhousing.Went to install clutch/pressure plate.
The hardware is the wrong size????Checked it in old flywheel ....it's fine.The hole
pattern looks different.Checked it with the pressure plate....
Pattern on the NOS flywheel doesn't match the pressure plate,flywheel pattern diameter
s too small.
Can anyone tell me what happens next???
SUBJECT>Re:Rotten Luck POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34699 NEXT>34760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Damn strange there....never heard of this happening....might want to get ahold of AB....he
knows a lot of stuff,maybe he has a clue??
I am guessing you dont see any other obvious differences....like maybe the wrong
flywheel was in the box he sent??A wild guess at best...
Definately let us know what you find!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>pinion angles Part The Two.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34667 NEXT>34710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
agreed.Front shafts are eas est dealt w th by way of CV joint,as it is no easy feat to
rearrange front angles--your pinion w ll be good to go but then caster will be all jacked to
hell.
In the rear it's a different story.Lift shackles can help,or shims.In fact,the new 4.5-6"
(jury's out on what it is)lift I've got for the little Cherokee has a set of 4 degree aluminum
shims in it.The rear shaft on that thing is pretty short,so I guess it will help.Also worth
noting that the bonus shaft I got w/the parts is a CV deal.Not sure if the stock one is
because in all the time we've had it I havent'looked under it.
anyway.Shim the rear or use lift shackles,cv up front.Or spend some cash on rotating
the hous ng..SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst (Chris)-POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
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EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34664 NEXT>34777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,that's not a bad idea.I gotta quit to make it to the FE anyhow and it seems I'm
always on the verge of giving the boss the big F.U.since he's such a retard.If I had any
drive I'd join the union (gasp!)and rake in the dough.
So to sum it up,you're right.Maybe I'll wa t until I get my christmas Home Depot gift
certificate.
Chris
SUBJECT>ahhh in that case then..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34648 NEXT>34712 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I like the sporty handling and general style of the Subaru deals.The outback...
Apparently they hold up pretty well too,as I know a couple people in NY that have over
250k each on their cars.No idea of any problems though--but they ARE awfully fun to
drive.
those 90's Volvo station wagons are pretty decent too,and hold a lot of stuff/kids/dogs
etc.
yes,I like them.
SUBJECT>Re:if it's that good.../yep its that good!POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34612 NEXT>34708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dunno how they do it but for 10 bucks or so but this steak is huge and delicious!dont let
the motel six fool ya !,this place is connected to a huge banquete hall!and ya can get a
beer with that steak!!
SUBJECT>probably right around there.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34675 NEXT>34706 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll try and find out at 6 States tomorrow.I'm a little pissed at them for their shitty attitude
last time I was in,but maybe it was just a bad day.
SUBJECT>WAIT--read this too POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34705 NEXT>34757 34842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just remembered--205's come with that huge plate deal on them,maybe you can use that
for something enormous?Just an idea.
SUBJECT>some observations on the 14bolt swap POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34725 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.well.Finally stopped being three degrees so I could get back
to the 725.Just want to get
the damn axles in!Anyway.
First off--the 70 has bent Ubolts.The outer ones bend,and match the necked-down area
of the housing.I thought that was pretty weird,but it worked I guess.It makes it a real
bitch to grind off the ubolt though.Mine were all rusty and it was stupid to try to get a
socket on them.BBBZZZZZZZZZZZZTTTTT!!cheap grinder still rules,and NO FIRE.
Dana 70's roll pretty good on the stock drums,especially when all the guts are out of
them.
The screws that hold the drums on are the same size as the diff cover bolts,in case you
were wondering.
The 14 bolt is an enormous pig and very heavy.I almost cried.It doesn't roll on the
drums,because the diff is freakin'enormous and drags instead.So I flipped it up so the
pinion pointed to the sky and wheeled it under the 725 that way.
A note here.If you are going to do this swap,just accept that you will be running discs.
With the drums on there is no way in hell you're fitting the ubolts in there.I've got about
1/8"between the spring and the drum.If I'd have been thinking I'd have taken them off
before getting the new perches put on.But I wasn't.Discs are eas er to deal w th,and g ve
you some room.
On the topic of brake swaps,Shakerbuilt and Blackbird's have good stuff.Shakerbuilt
sells brackets and lists part #'s for the swap,while Blackbird's sells whole kits for $330
w/calipers.Not free,but if you dont'want to spend all day looking for parts,not bad.I'll
probably spend all day looking for parts and get Shakerbuilt brackets.
Instead of shaving the huge lip on the 14blt,I think I'm going to just plate it and ramp it
nstead.I'm not going crawling in a 725,but that lip is a rock grabbing whore.
and that's that about that.
SUBJECT>I'll verify that this spring.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34704 NEXT>34716 34816 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're ly ng I w ll hunt you down and destroy your whole universe!
A man should never tell fibs about steak!NEVER!!
SUBJECT>hmmm.Read this.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
*If you do not see a kit here to suit your needs.
Please call or email us the information you have.
We do work w th our customers in fabricating other rear disc kits.
that is from Blackbird's brake s te..
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http://members.aol.com/blackbirdstrucks/index4.html
might be able to fab up something for our pigs.Maybe.Rotors would be a bear to booty-.fab.
SUBJECT>Re:pinion angles Part The Two.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34701 NEXT>34805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Correct me if I'm wrong here but I have to disagree w th the general rule of re-angling
when you lift.Just installing lift springs in theory shouldn't change the pinion angle at all
so aga n,in theory,the pinion angle and T-case angle should match.If you install lift
shackles or in our trucks case just flip the shackles,then you need to correct the pinion
angle.
For a CV driveshaft from what I understand,you need the pinion pointing inline with the
long end of the driveshaft.
Of course with any suspens on change,all critical dimens ons and angles should be
checked and corrected as needed.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 4:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34662 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havent drank beer for about 10 years or more except on a rare occasion or two,but this
one is on the house.
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34703 NEXT>34720 34742 34798 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I've been working on a 96 Subaru Legacy outback.I am absolutely impressed how easy it
s to work on.Great features a med at the mechanic like bubble levels for the headlights
with clear windows above,location of oil filter and such.All the connectors on the motor
are rubber sealed weatherhead connectors.Very nice construction.This one has 200K and
runs like a top.They rule in bad weather too.Anyway....Sorry I did'nt mention my
ncredibly fun M715...DAT...
SUBJECT>Re:gndpndr POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34660 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
cool thanks
SUBJECT>Re:xmas POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34602 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.sorry I was at work and now its 6:4o too late.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34654 NEXT>34724
34792 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
being a martial artistulearn to always confuse your opponant and keep him wondering and
most of all never really let them find out all there is to know about you and never show
them all that you can do and really know!!the art of suprise!kep me on top for 3 yrs in the
ring.97 fights,75 tkos and kos,1 tie and no losses.that was when I was 13 to 17 yrs old
though.you know the sayin,young,hung,ect,ect.!!
Im not bald yet but my ha r is thinning out and no more pony tail.
Im still a hippy at heart and spirit and a rebel.
Well at least my 725 will be there in june,huh!one way or another.as far as money goes,
aint no problem but it may be soon as my boy is be ng charged in texas for burglary and
that will end up back in my wallet.I thought i ra sed him right but somehow you must of
rubbed off on him.
Hell of an idea,Ill tell her to get two more jobs because there are a lot of things i want her
to buy me!fix up my other house,fix my M725,need more guns,build my shop,150'x
50',buildmy race car and pro streeter,add turbo kit and ext.swingarm.pay off tools.she
aught to be able to do that before she dies id hope.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll verify that this spring.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34708 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want 2-64 ouncers medium rare with all the trimmins.the best stakes Ivehad are from
the Fires de Inn in Thayer ks,killer porterhouse
SUBJECT>Re:more people need to vote.(longish but worth it,really!)POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 4:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34575 NEXT>34813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they put a 13 yr old boy of mine for four years and still treatin him like dirt.long story
there man.
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34571 NEXT>34727 34754 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What a durbango are you crazy?Im the only one stupid enough to do that.Ive got a 2000
with 360,3.54 gears,2 wheel drive 54000 miles and just replaced the rearand in mine,
broke the pinnion in half just leaving at a stop light.used cost me $650 for a non locker
and $150 for driveshaft.I have the orig onal locker still dana 60 but I dont think it would
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work in M725.Im probably going to tow mine with the durbango (correct spellin)and
thus if you use one take it easy and no hard starts,will snaplike a twig.
SUBJECT>sta nless stell gas tanks POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:38 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34759 34841
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ok,by popular request.....
IF i can get 5 people to buy sta nless tanks,i can get them for 350 each.....i pa d 300 for
mine,but it was a fluke.
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum27.html
see my page here,for what they look like.i had them add a return line to mine,and if you
ever think you may do a swap,now is the time to add them.
anyone interested??????
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 5:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34712 NEXT>34721 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AACK!PATOOIE!BLECK!!!
Tacoma,I thought you were 30 not 65 and a CPA.A Volvo station wagon?(Insert shiver
down my spine here)
I do like the Suburau Outback,but there are two things wrong with that senario:1.I'm
only looking to spend chump (B.)change on a throw away vehicle that I'm only going to
drive until summer when I can get my Mustang and Magna out,and appearently the word
s out on them as even the early ones with 200K go for a couple grand.2.With this cold
weather my knees are so bad that getting in ands out of my w fes'Tarus is becoming an
ordeal -thus the more upright of the pretend 4x4's are easier on me.When I was a kid my
dad told me that football would ruin my knees -I thought "Yeah right,what does he
know?",turns out he was right aga n -as always...man that used to piss me off,now I
just listen and do it.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34720 NEXT>34743
LINKNAME>http://www.rhoadescar.com/jumpshow.htm
LINKURL>http://www.rhoadescar.com/jumpshow.htm
One more option ronner.
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34592 NEXT>34723 34730 34732 34758
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is crazy.I thought I would gather useful information from this message board.I
have,sort-of!Thanks to those of you who have given technical information and links.I
apprec ate it!For those of you who have been sacastic and made irrelivant comments
about GTO's and other superfluous things you have missed my point.Though "your"
vehicle serves "you"I am sure it wouldn't serve me.And thats why I wanted to gather
nformation from this board..Let me refine my technical request..
Information on
axle swaps
Motor swaps
suspens on modifications
Not interested in restoration,sorry..
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34722 NEXT>34739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You don't seem to have a very nice attitude about harvesting the information you need.It
s somewhat frustrating to sift through all the fun and games but think of it like hanging
out w th your buddies -the smelly special ed ones that drink all your beer and try to pick
up your little sister.
Anyhow,you won't get any magic information that hasn't been sa d before.Just run a
search and you'll get pretty much all the tips that anyone here knows.
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34715 NEXT>34729 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave You better delete that last post B w ll print it out and show it to your wife.R ght
before you knock him out then where w ll you be sucking up to your w fe all weekend
and not doing guy stuff,oops beating Brian up for not making it back from the beer run
because the motor in his Booty-fab locked up aga n.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:some observations on the 14bolt swap POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34707 NEXT>34726 34811 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
tacoma
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s your 14b a full floater or semi floater?i picked up a semi for free,bu i have not done
much measureing yet
k
SUBJECT>Re:some observations on the 14bolt swap POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34725 NEXT>34731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
None of my biz but these aren't nearly as strong as full floaters 91/2 ringgear vs.101/2"
ringgear 2 pin brg vs.3 pin brg.etc.plus they were offered behind small block trucks
only.SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34718 NEXT>34747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana 60?are you sure?might be a mopar 9-1/4,which are junk.i hate to say it.i am a
mopar man too.but those rears are no good.if you can get something else made for it
then do it.
good luck
keith
SUBJECT>Re:eng ne conversion/steering column advice?POSTER>Mike Petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34585 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a 400 small block w th a TH350 trans.If I were to do it again,I would move
the eng ne 2"-5"foward for firewall clearance.My cab is rusty,so I did not care about
beating the firewall for clearance.The frame mounts are from Novak,a simple bolt-on.I
also used Moroso solid engine mounts.
Manifold clearance should not be a problem.If you choose to run headers,don't buy
cheap junk!Good Luck!
Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34724 NEXT>34738
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
show her hell if he thinks he can get her,she's his.my old lady knows what she wants and
dont need to go no where else to get it besides I said Id kill her if she did it again.Now i
have a daughter that may not be mine and hes lookin at be n about 6ft under.she was
standing by me when i wrote it and she knows her role unlike poor jeaner who dont know
any better than to hook up w th someone who w ll break her heart and run off w th the
MILKMAN and leave her confused and wondering what it was she done wrong to make
him run off with the milkman.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
agree with you.the axles are junk.you should find a dana 60 late model for the front and
a one for the back or a chevy 14 bolt.do the disc swap on the back.
what engine do you want?what trans?what type of 4 wheelin do you do?rocks?mud?
what?everyone here w ll help you,but some will give you a little shit too.don't let them
rritate you,it's all in fun.
live in south texas so i know very little about rock crawlin.except what i have read in
books and a little experience i've had at the YO ranch jamboree and Clayton lake OK.
there are several guys on here running 350 chev with the stock trans and some with other
trans.just about anything will fit.i'm planning a cummins and OD auto trans.not sure if.'ll go married xfer or keep
the 200.
give us more info and we will help you.
krob725
SUBJECT>Re:some observations on the 14bolt swap POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34726 NEXT>34756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
dave
thanks for the info.
am putting this in an m725 ambulance.it will see very little offroad.i am mainly
nterested in the 8 lugs and maybe disc conversion,as the ambo is very heavy.i have
always been a dodge guy so i don't know sh--about these chev things.by the way.it has
some sort of centrifigal locker thing in there.i got it for free so i can't go wrong
k
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>34722 NEXT>
34733 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Monkeystrong,
I wrote a really long response to you and decided it was mostly filled w th info someone
of your superior knowledge would scoff at.So I deleted it.Here it is in short form.
Option 1:
Buy a 1 ton chevy and run it.
Option 2:
buy a 1 ton chevy and put ka ser sheet metal on it and then go tell everybody you have a
715.
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Option 3:
Come back in a few weeks,change your sign in name,pretend to be a genuinely nice guy
and politly ask for help on these swaps and be nice even if you don't like thier ideas or
thier equipment.
Option 4:
Drop the idea
Doug Cook
Newton Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34732 NEXT>34735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
doug
1.you are a smart guy
2.i like you
3.you are my friend
4.i think he should as he is told,however,he won't listen to us so
-.-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
should we help him or kill him?
k
SUBJECT>Re:Joe POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34670 NEXT>34736
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Still debating.
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?doug POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34733 NEXT>34740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let me respond to your ideas
1.bad idea
2.worst idea
3.clever
4.maybe the best option for him.
n conclusion i think he should do upgrades to his wrangler and drive the hell out of it
k
SUBJECT>Re:Joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>34734 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Whats to debate..........it's SO COOL!
well okay,maybe it's not that great,but it's better than some others I have seen recently.
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34658 NEXT>34744 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Fred Top This,Make a alarm on a building go off by keying the mike and whistle ng in to
your 2 meter.Done it many times Have you?
Will.SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34729 NEXT>34741 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Damn I did'nt to ruffle your feathers,I just wanted to see B run to your w fe and give her
the last post before you whoop him.Will
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34723 NEXT>34751 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t depends on usage,tire s zes,horsepower and torque.the rearends were des gned for a 6
cyl but in the same token you are also lookin at a 1 1/4 TON axle assembly the rearends
are strong and can take it the weakest part is the axle and its not weak either the big
drawback is the drum brakes and bolt pattern as its hard to find a wheel to fit them.there
are people out there makin disc brake kits for the M7xx's.there are a lot of guys here
runnin stock rears and a lot swapping them out.
You offended some of the guys by runnin things about there beloved trucks down and
alot of these guys use them as there regular drivers.some of the guys are runnin big
blocks and havent had any problems.
there are a lot of mods you can do to these trucks but a lot is hand fabed and custom.The
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M715 and variants are big,bad and mean offroad.if you want lifted,bb powered,low
geared mud sling n monsters then these are the trucks to have and they do good offroad
stock too though maybe not the fastest but will get you there just the same.we here are
proud of our trucks and they serve us well and we are proud of them!look in members
pics and see a many of the trucks they have here.
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 7:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34735 NEXT>34752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Killing him might be a tad bit harsh......it's not like he had the caps locked on or anything.
I just think someone asking for help should be a little smoother.
What are the odds it's actually B in disguise..........
SUBJECT>Will POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 7:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34738 NEXT>34765
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry if I made you think you ruffled my feathers but you didnt a was laughing the whole
time i wrote that and my old lady usually reads them anyway but today she had to take
and stay at the hospital w th our baby girl who has got phenomonia 4 times in nine
months and hospitalized.the other kids are at grams and I have the house to myself!cool!
were cool Will so dont worry.
dave
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net.DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34712 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just replace timin belts when time,watch valve covers for leaks and change cam seals and
crank seal when doing timing belt,keep ma ntenance up and drive em forever.they dont
have alot of ground clearance but are surprising in offroad s tuations.they are easy to
work on,get good mileage and easy to maintain.
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>BBM715
EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34721 NEXT>34746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You Sir,are a sick,sick man.
-Although,if indeed I did do this I would most definately trim off quite a few pounds
allowing me to possibly catch the flee ng B.at the FE.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Wednesday,17
December 2003,at 8:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34737 NEXT>34778
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
man I must be gettin senile or somethin what are you guys sayin when you are talkin 2
meter.lost me way back there.maybe just out of the cb thing as the last time i used one
was when my dad (a cb loven trucker)was alive and that was when 40 channels were the
thing.big bases and rotatin tower,side band radios short,wave radios,ect.
Id like to carry on dads tradition but I dont have a clue about the never stuff.it sure could
come in handy too.
SUBJECT>Steering column advise !POSTER>Tom @Snake R ver
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34585 NEXT>34763 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
When we were doing steering column convers ons,we did get a stock GM Saginaw
column to fit into an M-37.BUT,on the M-715 it did not work too well due to
limitations on the dash,ect.What works for the M-715 is a standard 2"column with a tilt
head.These are offered by many hot-rod suppliers.Snake R ver Rod &Custom can still
make them from scratch,but the cost is $230.00+.The r number is 208-458-4935.I still
have the measurements written down if you need them.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 8:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Saw it in the rifleman mag advertised as a go anywhere hunting vehicle......yeah right:)
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34727 NEXT>34764 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.oops I think your right I dont know what I was thinkin when I wrote that
as Im wrong and
I have to agree they are junk and people on durangoowners.com are changing synthetic
fluids relig ously at around 13000 miles to keep them goin.the worst thing is that only
durango rears fit as the w dth is different supposidly from what they tell me at the salvage
yard in town.
SUBJECT>Re:addendum,ie my exp.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34608 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder what the m725 we gh anyway w/sbc and big boggers,tires and wheels alone
we gh a ton.when i get her done Ill have to runn her across the scales and see.someone
needs to come up with a fully automatic,hydraulic suspension system that adjusts for
road and offroad conditions,rock climbing,ect.allows major articulation front and back
and keeps the truck upright at the same time 3 or 4 link and trick hydraulics that are
computer controlled.now watch someone will pattened on and Ill lose out again!great for
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725's!
SUBJECT>Re:Jeff,corvair van?Off Topic POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 9:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34572 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Id be interested but I have to many projects goin now and no room for anything else.
someday Im buildin a race car and a pro street 68 &69 El Camino both in back yard.I
have a 35 ft motor home settin behind my other house w /50000 miles and a
rattling,knockin 454 that Ive got to get fixed I would like to take it to Fe and pull the 725
with it but theres no way to get both done by then and the 725 is first.
SUBJECT>Bad day-anybody have a parts truck?POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:05
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34762 34770 34782 34784
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi All
I took the 715 out today for the first time in a few months and managed to kill the battery,
break the w ndshield,and make it in late to work..
To be fair about the battery,I had charged it the night before but didn't realize how weak
t was."Never turn off the motor"is my new motto.
Anybody in the Twin Cities area (that's in Minnesota for those of you in places like
California,which I never seriously believed existed anyway)have a parts truck lying
around?I'd like to get a w ndshield,J truck battery box,some doors that are not fatigue
cracked all to hell,and a stock tailgate w th mounts,among other things (arctic kit
anyone?)
Thanks
Mark
watching the snow fall...
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at.10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34739
NEXT>34807 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man I am sorry!I really didn't mean to offend anyone.I guess I came across a little
strong.From what I gather these trucks modify very easily and it seems that a lot of you
have done some major modifications to your trucks.I really do appreciate all the ins ght.
I am crazy about this one truck on here where it looks like the guy has sort-of bobbed the
bed a little bit.Does anyone know who I am talking about?Awesome!!Something
simular to that is what I am going to try to build.
Anyway--I have made my dec sion.I will sell my Wrangler and get the M715.Is anyone
located close to Ohio or the Cinc nnati area?
Thanks All!!
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?doug POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at
10:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34740 NEXT>34773 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Doug,
I'm sorry.I didn't mean to offend you or come across as a know it all.I do not know it all.
Thats why I am here.The only reason I would want to swap out the axles and motor
would be because I break a few axles on my Wrangler and with a much heavier M715 I
can see the breakage now.I don't know how well the M715 brakes with its stock brake
system,but I found a s te that sells a disc brake conversion for about the same money that
I can buy a newer Dana 60.So I figured that would be a better route ga ning disc brakes
and slightly stonger outer shafts.
Ideally I would like to build the truck to play on most of the tra ls I went on in my
Wrangler and be able to drive it pretty much anywhere I want.Around town,haul some
firewood,or anything else I might want to haul.Bas cally,just enjoy the crap out of it!
Andy
SUBJECT>Re:off topic--dog lovers POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,17 December 2003,at 10:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34428 NEXT>34780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we really dont want to know do we.
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>porkchop
EMAIL>porkchopsfsj@charter.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 2:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have never had a problem with mine.I have a '99 w th the 318 3.92 gears 4wd.I took
mine wheeling in the colorado mountains,arizona and did a little tra l riding here.Drove
t around the country,twice and never had a problem.I have towed a tra ler loaded with
junk that weighed 5800 lbs,through the mud at the dump and never skipped a beat.The
truck I need to pick up has no doors,w ndshield,t-case,seats,or battery box.So I am
sure it does not weigh more than 5000 lbs.And many people do call me crazy on.occas on.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh,hey Jon...POSTER>Keller (VA)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 3:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKqsQeT5Z3Uo PREVIOUS>34689 NEXT>34774 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Normally I just read the posts,but had to say I think it's great that Brian has an assistant.
SUBJECT>Re:some observations on the 14bolt swap POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
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aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 3:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34731 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,it is called a gov-lock.One tire has to spin pretty fast to make it engage.Be sure to
check axle shafts at outs de bearing surface.Because the bearings run directly on axle
shaft(no inner race)this can be a high wear area on heavy trucks.We used to have hell
out of them on trucks that pulled goosenecks a lot.
SUBJECT>Re:WAIT--read this too POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34706 NEXT>
34810 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,that'll work too if they're big enough.
SUBJECT>Email me.ntxt POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:stainless steel gas tanks POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaXv7QMhgjl66 PREVIOUS>34719 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hahhahahahahahahahah.this is the exact reason i dont post where to get stuff.i guess a
plastic boat tank is cheaper than a stainless steel gas tank........
f i could delete the first post,i would
SUBJECT>Re:Rotten Luck POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34700 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AB also sells a lot of Dodge parts (probably more).You may have gotten a dodge part by
mistake--it happened to me before from AB.He was great about the whole thing.Ask
him.Good luck.
Steven
SUBJECT>Uh...fellas...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com.DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:43
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>34767 34768 34776
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just my opinion here,but just cause a guy states he's new to the board doesn't mean he's
new to wheeling a truck.So Andy 'Monkeystrong'said that he could vomit about the
axles.Most of us who use the truck off road or touch mud have looked into disk brakes.
A lot of us have come to the conclusion that lopping in a late model 60 IS about the same
cost as discs.Most of us have bitched about the lug pattern and lack of decent wheels.
Even the Diamond guys has posted that they love the wheel but it makes the truck 'look'
like it's an aftermarked wheel...you know what I'm getting at.Our closed 60's aren't too
far off the strength of a stock open knuckle 60,but the later 60 can be wickedly upgraded
where ours effectively can't.Dana 70?Quite strong,but still spline weak with big power
as I know of a guy who's had problems stripping the pinion splines,and nobody would
dare g ve him crap...then there's the ugly bolt pattern that matches nothing productive,
then the drum brakes.I stopped dumping mine in piles of mud because of the havoc it
reeks on the brake parts.Andy also stated that he has 1 ton parts now and wheels it.G ve
a guy a little credit for knowing something about parts.I know plenty about GM Gov
Locs and front 44's,as buddies have torn them up,but I've not had them and would
definately make an opinion on them from what I've seen.
'Where M715's have a loving home.'Maybe Jon can change it to 'Where M715 OWNERS
will haze you.'
Yes,I got up the same side as always...Chill out a little fellas.He may end up being
another guy at the FE or to help Ben kick Brian's ass.
SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-anybody have a parts truck?POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a battery box off my M715 that is in pretty good shape that i would sell.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Steering column advise !POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
18 December 2003,at 6:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34745 NEXT>
34766 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the replies.It looks like i will fabricate the mounts so i can place the engine as
far forward as poss ble,i definetely don't want to hammer in the firewall,i also w ll want
to add an NV4500 in the near future.Since i have the column,i'll probably try to get it in
and see if i can make the mounts so the shaft doesn't interfere.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Re:Flat towing -long POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34747 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
give Currie a call and tell them you want to put a dana 60 in there.they can make you.one.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Will POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34741 NEXT>34845 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
You had me a little worried on that post.I thought that I was going to have to give Jeepist
Doug $5.00 to help me out of this one.(Giving Brian a rest.He w ll be to busy getting his
A$$kicked)
Your Bud
Will
SUBJECT>This too!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34763 NEXT>34809 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Keep track of where the fuel pump lands,if your running a carbed small block with a
stock located pump,my buddy has a 715 that somebody did a poor 350 install and has to
run an electric because of where the motor is and where the mount ended up.Typical
DSPO stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh...fellas...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34761 NEXT>34771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,I actually thought there was a good chance it was B trying to exact revenge for the
whole "billy"incedent.
I still don't think the first two ideas I had are too awful bad.If you don't already have a
truck and all you want to do is change everything and run the sheetmetal it might be much
more cost effective to do so.
Andy,if your dead set on starting from scratch.I do have a truck for sale in central Iowa.
Chance are it would not be cost effective for you due to shipping expense.I really want
$2000 out of it as is(running&driving)I would go $1400 if I can keep the motor,trans,t-
case,and axles.If you s t and wait patiently you can probably find a much better deal,but
thats is what I want for this one.Click the link below,there are some pics in the album
titled "for sale"
SUBJECT>Re:Uh...fellas...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34761 NEXT>34772 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
told him the axles were junk.
SUBJECT>Re:Brian POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34628 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Nice!
SUBJECT>As far as the windshield goes ....POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...any glass shop can make you a new one.I just had one made for me.
SUBJECT>whoops......here is the link POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34767 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Re:Uh...fellas...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34768 NEXT>34783 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're still on probation for the pink steering wheel thing.
:)
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34752 NEXT>34797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not really that offended.......there's a response above under "uh fellas"
SUBJECT>Keller The Lurker?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34755 NEXT>34826 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
Thanks for all this.I'll study it at length today to see if any of that does match my
ancestory.......or I could read the complete geneology book that one of my aunts
researched and wrote.It traces my lines back 6 generations to the time that my first U.S.
relative landed in V rg nia on a ship that sailed from Ireland.
I apprec ate all the time you spent looking up my lineage-but instead of be ng really
thankful and impressed I'm really just sorta creeped out.
Keller,
Do you lurk for the tid-bits of M7XX tech,or more for the BS?Just curious.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Sick,s ck people.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:42 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34693
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I never sa d I agreed w th it..........I ahd to look it up to dec pher what the heck he was
talking about.
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I kind like "storage compartment"myself.Hang a leash off the rear bumper and call that
the dog trot.
SUBJECT>I dunno...POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34761 NEXT>34779 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I did think that he came on a bit strong for a guy that does not own a 715.I feel that
Monkeybone w ll never be back and is,in fact,just one of the many guys who come here
and post that one really good post and then never return....not due to the fact that they
don't like the board,but due to the fact that other stuff in their lives call them away.
Also,I went back and read my post,which in turn only sa d that I agree w th Fred.Then I
re-read Fred's and I still gotta stand by that.Fred said basically everything I was thinking.
I don't think e ther Fred nor I were try ng to slam Monkeybone,but more just FYIing him.
I gotta go read what Lee said s nce it's been rumored that he was mean to Monkeybone.
-B.
By the by-I could e-mail you this,but I don't have your addy.The trackign number you
want is:1zx404x10316037868.
SUBJECT>Re:Luckypabst (Chris)-POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34702 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,
I look forward to your posts during the day.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!long POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>34744 NEXT>34828 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave the CB band is a 11 meter band what Fred W.Stueve Jr is saying that a 2 meter ham
radio is better now.Which is true you can make telephone calls from them,talk off of
repeters around the world with 2-5 watts.Where as w th CB's it is more crowded and you
need a kicker to talk skip.
Fred how many times have you been going down main street U.S.A.at night turned on
your CB radio and put it on channel 40 reached under the seat turned your kicker on
whistle into the mike and set off about 3-5 business alarms.NOW THATS FUNNAY Try
t.Top that..Will
Oh way will need about 300 plus watts to really get right.I have 800-1100 in the barn
wa ting on me to do the alt swap and put it in
Will
SUBJECT>Re:I dunno...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34776 NEXT>34785 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Your so full of crap.Don't have my address.Sheesh.NOT SHEEP,Brian.
SUBJECT>Re:off topic--dog lovers POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34753 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,not really.
SUBJECT>Tacoma-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34615 NEXT>34808 34853 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I can't help but notice that no one asked you any questions about your 1/2 ton axle swap.
To make you feel better let me:
Mr.Tacoma,
Did you get these axles out of an S-10?
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-anybody have a parts truck?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34750 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You CAN use c vilian doors off an FSJ,up to and including 1991.This also nets you
POWER windows,actual real,honest to goodness,genuine working DOOR LOCKS and
the c vilian frame w ll swap out and you can virtually drop in the military hardware.Even
go back to manual w ndows if you're a glutton for punishment.
SUBJECT>Re:Uh...fellas...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34772 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
know.SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-anybody have a parts truck?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34750 NEXT>34790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The battery tray for a j truck would be a scrap yard item me thinks...the doors,if not the j
truck route Ethan expla ned,Vintage Power Wagons may have some take offs...unknown
price or condition.
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The tailgate...well they are scare to find good ones...VPW had a couple of take offs in
decent condition last time I was there...they also have blanks for making a ta lgate...all the
parts that need to be assembled to make one,does not have Jeep in the gate as it would be
a trademark violation,otherw se same as stock.I *think*these were around $100.They
also had some tailgate mounts as well...no idea on price there.
The windshield,I would have cut locally as was mentioned...under $100 last I checked.
You can make a template right off the trucks w ndshield frame or maybe even remove the
frame and take it to the glass shop...a decent glass shop can cut and install the new one
for you if you want.
Twin c ties eh?,Im right at 200 miles east of ya...near Wausau...have to get together
sometime!
Anything else I can do for ya,let me know.
brute4c
SUBJECT>All about Monkeybone..POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34779 NEXT>34796
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alright,I re-read all the posts associated w th his initial post and here's what I saw:
Monkeybone DID come across as a dick in his first post by bas cally say ng that 1)he had
no 715,but had already dec ded they had crap axles,and crap brakes,and 2)that basically
all he wanted was the 715 body.
Members responded with information (Spicer and Tacoma)or instructions on how to get
the information (Lee).I saw no fault in this since those that responded in a short or curt
manner did so in kind to what Monkeybone had set the stage for.
In the end the general concensus is that Monkeybone is a kid who has the dream,but that
dream is in really too early of a stage to be posting that type of post.
I got the feeling that yesterday was his first day on The Zone either as a lurker or a poster.
I hope he wasn't too put off,but instead learns a little of the nature of this board and also
a little of the nature of being polite.
Monkeybone-to help you instead of just poking fun one of us should have g ven you this
comparasin:What you did was similar to going to a college as a high school senior,
meeting with a group of seniors from said college,and telling them "I want to attend your
college,but I think this and this sucks."You'd get the same reaction as people would be
flattered you chose their college,but at the same time ticked that you talked smack (even
f you had a good reason for talking smack).Ponder that and in the future try a post like
this:."Hey Fellas!My name is Andy,but call me Monkeystrong as everyone says I have
enormous monkey hands that are strong.
I've been obessed with 715's for a while and am on the verge of getting one.Not to get the
cart ahead of the horse,but I wanted to know what I am getting into.My goals are to use
this as a da ly driver/worktruck that also sees alot of hard off-road use in rocks and mud.
I've done a search and see that there is concern over the front and rear axle.There was
some serious debate over them,but no definitive information as to their strength when
coupled to a big block and also how easy it is to swap them.Thanks!"
Try that and see how it works,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Lee-POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34613 NEXT>34787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I think you're being ignored because of truck envy.You sure have built a beautiful rig.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Lee-POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34786 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't think Lee is be ng ignored.......I just don't think anyone has good enough answers
to his issues...And as cool as the SS fuel tank would be.......$350 is just more than people
are willing to part with.
Lee,your rig is pretty damn sharp.Keep us posted!
SUBJECT>Re:power -steering/PerkM715 POSTER>Jack /NY
EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was kind of thinking if it would be poss to reduce the press and or flow rate to the p/s
some how.Then I could still use the plow pump for both plowing and steering.
If I put a new P/s pump on I'll have to use the bottom pulley on the eng and the dist or
fuel pump might be in the way of the belt.Any other sugestions would be great.
Thanks
Also my job is shutting down for two wks so I figured at 250 posts a day now X 18 days
off with out going on the site that w ll be about 900 posts.I'll have to do some over time
on Mon the 5th.
Happy holiday to all even B
SUBJECT>Hey Doug in IA POSTER>Mark EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I was looking at your pictures-are you parting out any of those M715's you are
hoarding?
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I have an Aunt in Zeering who would love it if I came down for a vis t..
Cheers
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-thanks guys POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34784 NEXT>34793 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the suggestions guys,I'm thinking of using my fatigue cracked body as an
excuse to buy a welder-
Cheers
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug in IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34789 NEXT>34834 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The one is for sale......I'm hoarding the rest:)money does talk though.All run and drive so
t would be a shame to part them out.
Hollar if you get in the area and want to stop by.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34715 NEXT>34868 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
...a hippie pugilist,huh?odd combo.Peace.
SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-thanks guys POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34790 NEXT>34840 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey theres one I can run by the wife...the more reasons I come up with.....sooner or later
she'll have to let me get one....how can we afford not to when everything we own needs
welding....right down to the ne ghbors dog for barking all night....he'll look great hanging
on the flag pole in their front yard with a massive weld line running down his ta l!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Pro Tool Disc Brake Kit POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>34795
34801 LINKNAME>Pro Tool Disc Brake Info
LINKURL>http:///www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/disc/billdisc.html
Ok I have determined that I want to keep my stock axles and want disc brakes.My rear
drums are shot and I hav'nt even checked the front yet because I'm too scared too.My last
hope for getting a cheep set of rear drums died as soon as Tacoma started to do his 14
bolt convers on and saw the drums he was gona sell me.New rears drums are going for.$175 to $225 EACH.That brings me
to the great resourses that I have found on this
webs te.And the page on the Pro Tool Front and Rear disc convers on that uses Off the
shelf disc rotors that require no modifacation,along w th the bracketry that they make.
Well I call them up and spoke with Rich Brandi for about half an hour about the
convers on and manufacturing it.The bottom line is he needs to do more than one to
justify setting up all of the jigs and the asscociated start up production cost.So I'm
posting this here to see how much interest there is in this kit.If you have any questions
please call him at his shop (610)275-5667.I did'nt get a quote on price as that would be
determined by how many Firm (like making a depos t)people there are.But he could give
you an estimate.Id rather have him tell you than me in casse I'm off on the price.
SUBJECT>The link is here POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>34794 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/techpgs/disc/billdisc.html or go the online manual
section and click on the link on hte very bottom of the page titled Bills disc brake info.
SUBJECT>Delivery is everything..POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34785 NEXT>34822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been wanting to make some comments since I read his first post.Figured I would
think about it for awhile to lessen my knee jerk reaction.B sa d it.Don't call it crap.Just
say it may not work for me,what are the options anyway?Best to ask questions than to
tell.I w sh the video of me sliding down hill with all four spinning forward on ROCK
turned out.I'd send it to him.Stock axles too...I'm all for welcoming the new guy,but
having your choice of equipment called crap right off the bat does not fly.Monkeystrong,
you are very welcome to take place on this board,but you w ll get what you put out.
Cons der it put behind but chill on the comments like that.And yes,I did wake up on the
wrong side of the bed,so there...DAT
SUBJECT>Re:New/Help/Should I?doug POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34773 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I question the thought process behind the Wrangler breaking its stock Dana 30/35 axles
thus the M715 would,naturally,break it's weak 60 and 70 axles?
The wrangler is built on the "marg nal"side of durability -thus failures occur when the
vehicles are driven outs de of the great majority of user profiles.Face it,90%of these
never leave anything more severe than a gravel road or a
SUBJECT>Re:ahhh in that case then..POSTER>bump_r
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EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34712 NEXT>
34804 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Weather head?That's brass fittings.Maybe you mean weatherPAK?.Dinkus
SUBJECT>Re:It's true,Fred POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34655 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ypu're gonna call 911 or a trucker to winch you out of a mudhole.Cool.
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34658 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anywhere that delivers pizza I'd care to eat is well within range of my cell phone...sorry,
I win.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Kit POSTER>Mike Petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34794 NEXT>34818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I stopped by Pro Tool today while you were on the phone w th Rich.His 725 with a
loaded tra ler stops better than most new trucks do w/o a load.He does a little machine
work to stock 715 hubs and makes the brackets to mount the calipers.
I was quoted roughly $600-$1000,depending on amount of rece ved orders.The option
of front axle only is availible.A four wheel convers on is toward the $1000 area.This
does not include F350 calipers,rotors,shipping,and you w ll need to send your hubs to
him for machine work.
I am going to do the four wheel conversion if there are enough orders.he only needs 4
orders to get started.
Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>PerkM715 p/s POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34803 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking if I could reduce the flow and or pressure I would be able to use the plow
pump for both plowing and the power steering.If I use a new p/s pump I'll have to use the
lower pulley on the eng to run it,and their could be hoses ,dist and fuel pump obsticels in
the way?
Thanks Jack
Also my job is shutting down for two wks and I figured when I get back to work their w ll
be about 900 posts.250 a day x 18 days,I may have to work over time to catch up.
Happy Holidays all even you B
SUBJECT>Re:PerkM715 p/s POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34802 NEXT>34806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack,What brand of plow do you have?Perhaps you should call the plow manfacturer and.ask them.I believe the pressure
difference w ll be too great.PerkM715
SUBJECT>and speaking of Weatherhead POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34798 NEXT>34815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use the r fine fittings daily,when I work that is LOL
never had one fa l on me.Go Weatherhead!
SUBJECT>in theory,you are correct POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34710 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
n practice however,some spring companies suck and don't put the pins in the right spot
on the spring,or would rather not spend the time eng neering it to avoid shims.In the
case of my cute little XJ (sorry,it's just so small,it feels like a go-cart to me)they drop the
transfer case and use shims.I think that's mostly due to the really short rear driveline,the
angles approach steep pretty quick on the stumpy Jeeps.
you're also correct about the front end.I was reading up on pinion angles last night before
I bolt down the front end of the 725,in the 79 Jeep TSM--they say bas cally what you
said.Also worth noting that CV front shafts are standard on FSJ's.
SUBJECT>Re:PerkM715 p/s POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34803 NEXT>34830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The plow is a Fisher but I have no idea what the pump is,no brand name on it.I'll try to
take it to a local shop over my break.They should be able to tell me something about it.
Thanks
SUBJECT>check out the...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...members contact list,located to the left.I compiled everyone who wanted to be listed,
and Brute put them in a searchable sort of deal by state.
Where are you?I travel quite a bit,and would gladly stop by and say hi.
SUBJECT>I'm making a list.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34781 NEXT>34814 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one punch for everytime you insult my proud American axles.Warn shafts in the front
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will easily outdo your lockerless "60".
plus,big block.I'll bring you some kneepads if you want,but I think the callouses w ll
protect you just fine.
SUBJECT>DSPO!!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,18.December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34766 NEXT>34843
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm proud of ya boy,ya done learned real well!hehe.Katie will be so happy too.
SUBJECT>not sure if they are BUT POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34757 NEXT>34819 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm thinking it would be an easy booty fab for those willing to do such things.Your
aggressive use of welder and torch leads me to think you're the right caliber of 715'er to
take the plunge.
I'll see if I can't measure the stock deal later today.
SUBJECT>full,the semi's aren't too hot POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34725 NEXT>34829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
read your post below and even though Brian will give me shit about it,I'm sure it will be
fine for your intended use.That is of course why I'm us ng a 3/4t 44 up front and not a 60.
plus,for free you can't compla n too much.
SUBJECT>brake issue,via Kalikraven POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34817 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.I got all set to send Kalikraven his rear drums,as it had stopped freezing long
enough to deal w/the rear of the 725.Thinking they'd be in decent shape like the fronts,I
pulled the rear drums off and to my horror and shame they were awful One had a big
gouge in it,and both of them were worn pretty badly.
It looks to me like the rears did all the work.Anyone have s milar experience?
S nce I'm swapping axles it's not that important,but maybe some of you w/stock setups
can use the theorizing to avoid the same awful fate.
Kalikraven,I apolog ze yet again.
SUBJECT>not to be a dick,but..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34717 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..am I correct in assuming he actually did the crime?and that he continues to do so?
yeah the system has some kinks.But as Winston Churchill (I think)said:"it's the worst
system in the world,except for all the rest".
ema l me offlist if you want to hash it out!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm making a list.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 11:19 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>34808 NEXT>34821
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Taco-man,
Didn't Angry Spice alread fill you in-A Bruick is #5 on the list of most desireable big
blocks.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:and speaking of Weatherhead POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34804 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OOp's!weatherpak!Well,thats what I meant...My only excuse is two hours sleep the
night before.Thanks for the correction.
SUBJECT>Re:I'll verify that this spring.POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34708 NEXT>34823 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have spicer check it out!hey i`m from ohio!no steak like that here dammit!,if there was
the place would e ther be broke or really busy!!enjoy!SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:brake issue,via Kalikraven POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34812 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem I understand that these things happen.I have also seen that you are a
reputable person on this s te so I'm not worried about it.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Kit POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34801 NEXT>34820 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will defently be doing the four wheel conversion,glad to hear that your interested in it
too.
SUBJECT>Re:not sure if they are BUT POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34810 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What,you have one with the flanges?YEAH,LEMME KNOW WHAT THEY
MEASURE!Thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Kit POSTER>Mike Petrus
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EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 12:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rich is a good guy,his brake parts are quality,and his 725 is bad-a$$.It's got a 400 small.block,NV4500 mated to a
205 t.case,modified hummer wheels w/37"tires,killer brakes,
and air conditioning.It's better than a new SUV!
Hopefully we won't be the only two who need brakes from him.
Mike.
SUBJECT>so?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34814 NEXT>34861
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
at least it's on the list.I dont'see "small block w/bent pushrods"on there at all.
the first 4 must be:496,454,396,Hemi.No Fords at all.
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34796 NEXT>34825 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sometimes B makes sense,thats like tw ce in two days.....I'm a little confused now.
SUBJECT>yeah,you're right.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34816 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer is on notice.OH does seem to have a lack of decent cheap fooderies.There's some
darn fine farmer's markets though.
SUBJECT>Re:POSH (off topic)POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplus ani@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 1:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34454 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to OED,that popular etymology is without foundation.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34822 NEXT>34833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scared me too....Go figure...
SUBJECT>Re:Keller The Lurker?POSTER>Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 1:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKqsQeT5Z3Uo PREVIOUS>34774 NEXT>34881 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brian,Mainly for the tech.I have a stock '68 m715 cargo that I am slowly fixing up.Hard
to find the time,so I ma nly view the postings to learn.Keller
SUBJECT>Brute4C............POSTER>Greg B EMAIL>gregs68bronco@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 2:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34901 34910 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I've been trying to send you an e-ma l with vin info and pictures of my newest
acquisition,
but it keeps getting rejected at brute4c@yahoo.com.Any insight?
Greg
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!long POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 2:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34778 NEXT>34856 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,I never found setting off alarms a helpful thing.However,when the camp cook
(w fe)got tired of cooking and we were near a town,ordering a pizza via a phone patch
was a helpful thing.;)
SUBJECT>Re:full,the semi's aren't too hot POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34811 NEXT>34844 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'm not sure if i will use it or not.it is not in very good shape.
keith
SUBJECT>Re:PerkM715 p/s POSTER>PerkM715 EMAIL>sperkin1@maine.rr.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34806 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack,I have a Fisher as well,most likely you have a Fisher pump.If you contact Fisher they
would be able to answer your question.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler Identification POSTER>David Bopp
EMAIL>dbopp97@mcleodusa.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 4:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34379 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe it is the M105.It does have the glad hand for the brake hook,wasn't sure what it
was called.The tires though are 9.00x20 6 lug.Thanks for the help guys.
-Dave
SUBJECT>People need to vote.(Long Rant)POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34536 NEXT>34835 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doing your part to become educated on the issues and pending legislation.Researching
what the individuals running for office stand for.Participating in the electoral process.
These are all very important parts of what I like to refer to as the "soft"war.It is always
better to pursue a "soft"war than a real war.
This country is in bad shape when the highest court in the land sides w th a law which
restricts American's freedom of speech.The lack of public uproar over this latest
SCOTUS ruling is frightening.How easily the c tizenry accepts the judgement from
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supposedly learned men and women sitting on a bench.
The lack of interest,by the American citizenry,with regards to their governance is truly
apalling.They hurry about the r days worried about who's screwing who on "As The.Stomach Turns"or how many homeruns
their favorite sports hero can make.Perhaps we
truly deserve the logical outcome of what an apathetic populace w ll deliver in the end.
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at
4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34825 NEXT>34836 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I said I was sorry.I am not a kid.39 years old and have been wheeling differant 4x4's for
more than 20 years.--
You know what,I was going to sit here and try to justify myself again and try to come
across more friendly,but i guess I tried that.You even try to offend me by posted my user
name wrong.So you guys w n.I'm done.I thought that the M715zone would be a more
welcoming of new members.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug in IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34791 NEXT>34837 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well how much are we talkin for one huh?I want to make an ice cream truck out of one.
SUBJECT>Re:People need to vote.(Long Rant)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34832 NEXT>34857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
agree
we should be better informed about the things they change for us.it always seems like
they let us know after the fact.
"i'm sorry to pull you over sir""they outlawed white pickup trucks last week""you are
going to ja l"
and another thing that scares the hell out of me is the piss poor state of the Dollar in the
world market.is the Dollar to go the way of the Peso?
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34833 NEXT>34838 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh don't let them scare you off.just tell them to go to hell or answer you questions,
k
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug in IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34834 NEXT>34839 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You already have an Ice cream truck dave :)
The one in the for sale album is $2000.The others are not for sale but I would listen to an
offer....probably would not accept it,but I would listen.
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34836 NEXT>34866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IM pretty new here too and the guys on here really are some good old boys.we may not
be the best typers and miss spell alot gettin in a hurry Give it a chance and youll more
than likely be in there but trach our trucks or guys without even gettin to know them and
commin on strong and actin like an ass is not the way to make friends.Im sure you dont
do that to people on the street.Ive built 4x4's and drove them for over 25 yrs and came
here and Ill tell you is my home away from home and I love it!its my home page too.
I may sound mad to you,but Im not and not downin you either,just try n to let you know
that this is the place to be and these guys here rule.Im 42yrs old and my name is Dave.I
have an M725 that im puttin a 350 in and 38.5 boggers for now and Ill eventually build a
M715 that w ll rock hard,4 wheel steer and all and be the newest bigfoot contender.
Speedomotive has a 1000 horse 540 blown rat.makes me want to build a 700+ci big
block blown and injected,nv4500,2-atlas tc's,custom axle assemblies,4 link,extended
shocks,44's.ect.but that wont happen till doug sells one to me.Ill even throw in the old
lady.young,32,rode hard but not wore out stra ght and flat as kansas,works hard .
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Doug in IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I d thought id use a 715 for and ice cream truck and I bet doug could do the fab work on it
for the fe.and I just offered him my old lady in trade too.Your right since its dougs truck
and who knows all the booty fab work done to it,probably wouldnt drive across the street
before somethin broke.he must of removed the tow chain before he took the pics too.
LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Bad day-thanks guys POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34793 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
give him a little antifreeze for the winter to warm him up.That helps alot and they soon
quiet down!It worked for me!
SUBJECT>Re:stainless stell gas tanks POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34719 NEXT>34847 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Id buy one too but i have to many irons in the fire right now but ill be lookin to buy one
before the Fe
SUBJECT>Re:WAIT--read this too POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34706 NEXT>34865 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,.What 'huge plate deal'are you talking about?
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:DSPO!!POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,
18 December 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34809 NEXT>
34848 34867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I seem to only respond to your post tonight.I have been lurking and posting here for more
than three years.However,the only one of your abreviations that I have figured out are
DSPO and NTXT.Please help.You use something in about every other post.I see lol and
ISP?alot.Help me.If they are of too adult nature then e-ma l me.Otherwise post them so
I can find my way w thout being to lost.
Thanks,
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:full,the semi's aren't too hot POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34829 NEXT>34864 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Krob,I see you have a tx.address,where ya located?
SUBJECT>Re:Will POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34765 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MOst of the time im a real easy goin person and its real hard to pis me off.doug has to be
nice to me cause he wants to sell his broken down truck and I just may be interested,
expecially if he take the old lady in trade,after tax time though!
be kool
dave.
SUBJECT>electrical questions POSTER>M chael EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34851 34860
34863 34878 34909 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Firstly,Greetings!
I am a new poster from New Hampshire,who has just purchased an m725 as a project.
You'll probably getting a lot of questions from me,since I'm a novice mechanic.
The vehicle is unconverted 24volt.Should I place a battery isolator between the two
batteries to maintain equal charge between them?I heard this would extend the r life.
Also,I would like to install a separate 12v circuit for a radio,cabin light,etc.What is a
better strategy:running a c rcuit through a 24-12vdc dc-dc converter,or running an AC
circuit with a 24v power inverter?
And any recommended brands for the above equipment?
Thanks!
-Michael.SUBJECT>Re:stainless stell gas tanks POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34841 NEXT>34850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well we need 5 to get the deal.
SUBJECT>Re:DSPO!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34843 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL=Laugh out loud
ISP=Internet service provider
ROFLMFAO=Roll on floor laughing my frappaccino a$$off
SUBJECT>Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 6:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34852
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got it right didnt I?Hey tell me about your truck as Im interested!Have to get final ok
from old lady be n shes part of the dill though.is it a good truck and solid I saw that its
tagged.im lookin for a driver now and a builder later.Im also wanting to buy a duece and
a half but may wait awile for that.or until Spicer makes me an offer I cant refuse on his!
SUBJECT>Re:stainless stell gas tanks POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34847 NEXT>34862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f doug sells me his,Ill need 2 be n there custom what would be the cost for a bigger tank.
what is the capacity of the origional tanks?any idea?
SUBJECT>Re:electrical questions POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Michael.
Leave the batteries wired in series.The best thing you can do to ensure an equal charge is
to be sure the batteries are identical and equal age.
My opinion on the best way to get 12v is through some sort of voltage drop.There are
other ways to do it as well.
Chris
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SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34849 NEXT>34858 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,Here is an add I put up a while back.It should g ve you a good idea of what the
truck pictured is like..Add $100,000 to the cost of the truck if you wish to trade your wife towards it.I already
have one wife and two w ves would be more than I am prepared to handle.Thanks for the
offer anyway.
1969 Ka ser Jeep M-715 1-1/4 ton cargo truck
230CI inline 6,T-98 4spd transmission,NP-200 2spd transfercase 1:1high 1.96:1 low ,
Dana 60 front and Dana 70 rear axles 5.88 gears all on 1-1/4 ton suspension.
Bad stuff:
I will start w th the flaws in this truck as I want the buyer to know exactly what he is
getting and be confident that I am being honest.
Eng ne:runs good but smokes,that just pla n annoys me,I believe that the problem is
loose valve guides allowing oil to be sucked into the combustion chamber on the intake
stroke.At no extra charge I w ll include a freshly overhauled head,milled 0.010,new
hardened seats,new guides and valve job.Neither cam or cam bearings were replaced.
Less than 1000 miles on it before I spun a rod bearing in the engine it was bolted on.
Steering box is loose.I have a good box that w ll go w th it.
New master cylinder has been installed.Brakes work but shoes need adjusted.
There are also some extra holes that will be included at no charge-some for mirrors and
some in the box where the previous owner had something mounted.
The brush guard had something welded to it at some point in time and has a nice weld
blow-out hole that could be fixed with a little effort.
The hood has the typical 715 buckle from stiff hinges.
Small area on the passenger side floor has some rust-almost looks like someone spilled
brake fluid???
Some small pin holes in rockers.
Ta lgate is missing
Good stuff;
The overall condition of the body is very good,no dents ,Fender flares are stra ght Just a
really nice looking truck that would not require a ton of work to be restored to orig nal.
I have CUCV troop seats installed on this and they go w th it.
Homemade hard top included.
Frame and bows for soft top are also Included.
Hood mounted and rear blackout lights
Military T res that are dry but have plenty of tread-unique tread pattern s milar to a NDT
but w th factory Clean out Grooves ,Tagged “SPECIAL ” Have four Powerking 9:00-16
tires ½ tread or less free if you want them..
Spare tire carrier still present.
For $150 extra I w ll include the rear canvas,I have no bows but both end curta ns are
there and it is NOS with a small tear in it (6 inches or less)right at the bottom.
Let me know,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Tacoma-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34781 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.That one hurts.Im LMFAO and about to die laughin.I must say brian that was a good
one,did Jeaner help you out w th that one?
SUBJECT>Congrats to Al Temple POSTER>surfwagon
EMAIL>surfwagon@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34855 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just in case this group hasn't had a chance to see Al Temple's featured M715 in FSJ
Magazine,I thought I would give a small congrats.H s rig is absolutely awesome and he
got a full color layout in the mag.They only give full color layouts to really nice trucks
and Al's qualifies.
You can see a teaser pic at www.fsjmagazine.com,Click to review the Winter 2003 issue.
That's the 2nd issue in a row that featured a M715 truck.Looks like we can expect to see
more M715 in future issues.
SUBJECT>Re:Congrats to Al Temple POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34854 NEXT>34876 34915 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey Al,
Don't forget us little guys now that you are all famous and stuff!
Good Deal Al,I'll say it ONE more time.....that is a damn fine rig!
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!long POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34828 NEXT>34859 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok but you had to be there.Beer and a kicking cb in a truck at midnight.You just had to be
there.
Will
SUBJECT>Re:People need to vote.(Long Rant)POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34835 NEXT>34874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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No,they don't "let us know".It's a matter of us not doing our homework.You don't elect
someone to a political office and then go on your merry way.You can't.It's not safe.
You've got to monitor these elected offic als and make them accountable for their actions.
That's exactly why this republic is in the state that it is right now.The people are not
holding their public offic als respons ble for their actions or lack of action.Well,maybe
the Californians have.But,there's damn few examples of it.
Look at what's going on with regards to our borders,specifically our southern border.It's
only a matter of time before we have someone(s)infiltrate our porous southern border
with some sort of WMD and cause a lot of damage.A vast majority of the American
public is so narrow minded that when they hear the term "weapon of mass destruction"
(WMD),they immediately think of a nuclear device.WMDs consist of biolog cal,.chemical,nuclear,and radiological
weapons.Some of these chemical weapons can be
constructed from common chemicals found at your grocery store.
The populace of this country is going to find itself in a country with very little c vil
liberties very soon.All it's going to take for this to come to fruition is another major
attack on a CONUS target and,BINGO,martial law in some form is going to be justified
by a frantic congress.The same congress which didn't even read the Patriot Act before
they passed it.
Old Ben Franklin was qouted as saying,"Those that would trade some of their rights for a
little security are deserved of neither".This is a very poignant qoutation,especially
nowadays.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34852 NEXT>34885 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
STOP IT!I cant take it anymore,Ive got to talk to the old lady and see if I can trick her
nto thinkin Im buy n it for her to drive.NOT LIKELY as she cant drive a standard but
dont let her know.As far as the old lady goes you dont have enough trucks to trade for
her and 100000 wouldnt come even close shes free man.LOL I wouldnt wa st a $100,000
on pay n someone to take her off my hands cause id have to pay more than that in child
support.I really am interested in your truck and just need to talk it over with the boss and
see what we can do or what she will let me do as Ive spent a lot here lately,$1200
shotgun,$750 on dog,$850 on rearend for durbango,about $5000 on snapon graphing
scanner w th import hookups and and all cartridges,abs,trans troubleshooters,ect,just to
trade it off and my vantage meter for the new modis system.Thats $7500 but on credit.
$150 a week payments,that hurts.shes banker and im the spender.I just may have to wa t
on the new boat for xmas now,darn!
SUBJECT>Re:Top This!long POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34856 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take your word for that.;)
SUBJECT>Re:electrical questions POSTER>Joe Ka ser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some people just tap off one of the batteries for 12V.I have also heard of some people
using a voltage regulator.You would need to find one that would be 24V in 12V out w th
enough amps to power the radio.....
Welcome to the list and good luck with your truck.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:so?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 7:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34821 NEXT>34869
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.one thing about the buick 455 is that it makes a lot of torque and power down lowand can
still wind good.remember the buick GS w/455 and 4 speed.they ran real strong and were
hard to beat.THe only bad thing about them was when you got them real hot they had the
tendancy to crack heads and blow head gaskets and other than that there great motors.
SUBJECT>Re:stainless stell gas tanks POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34850 NEXT>34913 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
30 gallons (i think)is stock
m not sure you can make it too much bigger,the driveshaft may hit.....ill look into it
SUBJECT>Re:electrical questions POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 7:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Allright another M725 as I have one too.Im droppin a 350 chevy down in mine and Im
going to run a complete 24 volt system w th a one w re 24 volt alt from carquest to run
guages,lights,heater,Ect.and a 12 volt system to run the starter and ignition and other
added accessories,yes 2 alt's,3 batteries and completely separate from each other with an
gnition switch to start it and 2 battery killsto shut off battery power.
Welcome and enjoy your truck.
dave
SUBJECT><<<<<he's over there.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34844 NEXT>34872 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Member's Contact List.
SUBJECT>well,it's not that big..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34842 NEXT>34886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..the plate the flanged shafts bolt to...for the old CV deals.It's not that big as it is,but it
might be a good base for some kind of booty-fabbed monster joint.
I am too comfortable to go measure right now.Argh.
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at
8:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34838 NEXT>34870 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dave,
I thought about trade'n off the Old lady,but It seems they have no trade in value!LOL
I didn't mean to come across that way..Can we let it go,please?!
SUBJECT>what Doug said.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com.DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:15
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34843 NEXT>34887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He's got them right.If you see any others that baffle,feel free to ask.I'm a big fan of
lingo.
SUBJECT>Re:Dave-----POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34792 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ive always been told I was odd and a hippie but Im not as much a pug list as i used to be,
gettin older and would rather watch others now!when i was growin up had a stepdad that
used to beat on mom and I would go and try to help her and got beat for it but mom got
out of it.At 13 I heard of tae kwon do and wanted to learn to fight and got my mom to
enroll me,I studied hard and worked out all the time and got good enough that he started
takin me and lettin me fight in the ring.I was in heaven and my confidence was over the
top.you know (real cocky).finally one day I had had enough and beat the he!!out of him
breakin his ribs,jaw and nose.Then I broke my stepbrothers hand and went to ja l for
attempted murder,assualt,battery,and actually it was in self defense.I would go out and
help any friend or person that wanted or needed my help.Ask any one in Howe Tx and
around there about David Baker (Thats me).
SUBJECT>which is why I grabbed it.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34861 NEXT>34883 34949 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Fast in a 725 is sort of A.scary B.not possible,you'll shake off the road first.
I'm going to see what it will take to get it to '70 spec,with 350-370 hp and 510 ft.lbs of
torque.My 76 edition has lame,lame 7.9:1 pistons,so I'd imagine there are huge ga ns
with minimal work to be had.And of course,EFI.Stalling on hills sucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Delivery is everything..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34866 NEXT>34880 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
done deal!
Ive been try n to do that for ever and people keep tellin me shes a bitc#and no one wants
to help me out.shes even got a couple miles left on her too and 3 kids to.
SUBJECT>hey retard Brian.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34900 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This one sort of slipped by me,but for the record,S-10's don't have 44's in the front,ass.
You CAN put small blocks in them though.Ass.
SUBJECT>hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34864 NEXT>34875 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.and you looked anyway didnt you!
SUBJECT>someone shut me up my fingers hurt from typing .NTXT POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NTXT
SUBJECT>Re:People need to vote.(Long Rant)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34857 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
live very close to our southern border.i think about it often.our c ty is mostly Hispanic
and they bear a strong resemblance to middle easterners.i think it would be easy for some
to come over and go through Mexico to ga n entry to the USA.there are many many
miles of the Rio Grande river that can be crossed on foot.all they would need is to have
someone pick them up on this s de.no one would g ve them a second glance walking
down the street with the Hispanics.
k
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>d-
aikin82@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34872 NEXT>34879 34893 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You know,it's you amateur smart-asses that give us professionals a bad name.LOL
SUBJECT>Autographs wednesday and Fridays between 3:00PM and 3:03PM
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Thursday,
18 December 2003,at 8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34855 NEXT>
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dang,I logged on and was grabbing a bite to eat and I looked up and it startled me to see
my name up....My first reaction was ..I didn't do it!JK.Thanks guys!!!It's changed quite
a bit since I bought it.All of it with help from YOU GUYS!Great deals,great advice,
and enterta nment to boot.I would really like to drive to the FE,but all of you would only
wonder why I don't have hearing aids after I repeat myself again and again say ng
"what"...I gave the Zone a little plug too.It is a great place.Thanks aga n.BHDAT
SUBJECT>Who's is this?POSTER>Monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at
8:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34892 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was wondering if anyone know the guy that owns the M715 with boggers and the
bobbed bed from this page?!
http://homepage.mac.com/m715/jeep/fe2000.html
Anyone have any details?I believe it said his name was Chad.
Thanks.Andy
SUBJECT>Re:electrical questions POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Michael from Portland.Your stock setup and batteries will be fine.I've had
mine almost four years with no troubles cept when I forget to turn the master switch off
after checking light bulbs or something.Can't really comment on the 12 volt stuff.I'm
stock.But welcome!!Al Temple,
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 8:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34875 NEXT>34882 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry man but i was born a smart ass and i couldnt res st that one.LOL!
SUBJECT>No sweat POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34870 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Monkeystrong,like I said way up there ^^^^^ ^ consider it put behind.Lets talk truck!Al
T.
SUBJECT>Re:Keller The Lurker?POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34826 NEXT>35202 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Keller,are you staying stock or are you going to modify?
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34879 NEXT>34884 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No problem here,that probably was a goofy way to ask that question anyway
SUBJECT>Re:which is why I grabbed it.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is about 275 hp and mostly stock but im try n to trade doug my old lady for one of
his trucks to build up but he wants to much so ill have to keep the old lady,at $100,000
over the price of truck when she aint worth that to me.
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34882 NEXT>34889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no it wasnt man,its just that it looked funny see n tacoma's subject line there and I
couldnt res st it expec ally the way he wrote it and me bein a clown,I had to grab the ball
and run with it..On the ins de I sometimes will put somethin in a smart @$$saying inside but add ntxt
outside as you cant leave the message blank.sorry wasnt meani nothin bad,just funny!
Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34858 NEXT>34888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That MODIS is pretty cool.I'm try ng to convince my princ pal that even though we just
bought all the new scanner updates and the Vantage updates,we need a MODIS.No luck
yet.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Thank you POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Thursday,18
December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34865 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks
Barrman
SUBJECT>Thank you,Aga n POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 9:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34867 NEXT>34891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,aga n
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34885 NEXT>34903 34918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I like it for the facts that you get it all in one unit with complete import and American
software plus full dig tal graphing multimeter,enhanced scan tool,enhanced lab/ignition
scope and fast track software,ect.My dealer sa d hed take my mtg2500 graphing scanner
and vantage meter with kv module attached in on trade.I think there sellin for around
$7500.they have been a necessity in diagnos ng computer control systems and electrical
problems,but ill bet the new modis w ll be even more valuable diagnos ng problems.I
also have a determinator scanner that has amer.and imp.software that ive used maybe 10
times in about 2 yrs.The snap-on units are so much beter and easier to use.
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Thursday,18 December 2003,at 10:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34884 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool
SUBJECT>Axle tag question POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>34899 35096 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We're some of them stamped 5.88?I hear that once in a while and wonder.Mine is 5.87
on the diff tag.
?
Not busting you out Doug,just wondering...
SUBJECT>Re:Thank you,Aga n POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OH,hey...if one of your female students addresses something with 'LMAO,'it may not be
'Laugh My A$$Off,'it could be different chatroom lingo to the tune of 'L ck Me All
Over.'Keep it in mind if you see some doe-eyes.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34877 NEXT>34894 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Andy,
That was,indeed Chad.In that pic his truck was in the early stages.Before it was over it
had steer Rockwells in the front and rear and a number of other mods.He was trying to
sell it about 6 months ago for (I think )$29K.Don't quote me on that.It was a really nice
rig.
Can I call you "Monkeybone"?No dissrespect intended.You can call me "That prick who
calls me Monkeybone.".Deal?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34875 NEXT>35055 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where i live they call it the Brush Country.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:08
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34892 NEXT>34895 34896 34905 34983
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$29,000 is a lot of bread!
So you've seen Chad's Jeep?Am I right when I sa d It looked like he shortened the bed?If
so,How much did he cut off?Do you have any idea on the new length?In the one picture
you can see his sitting next to another M715 looking at them from the back.Both trucks
caught my eye,but cutting the bed and reattaching it must have taken a pretty good.fabricator.Do you know of any
pics close up of that truck?Espec ally the bed and rear
frame.
Monkeybone,monkeystrong,I guess it makes no differance.
Andy
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34894 NEXT>34897 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
In the Members Gallery <---over there near the bottom,Jon has like 12 or 15 pics of
Chads truck.The bottom row of pics has Rockwell,Boggers and you'll get a couple of
views of the bobbed bed too.
Hope these are different than the ones you've seen.Oh,and don't forget to refer to Brian
as 'the prick that calls you Monkeybone,'either.Hold him to it...a deals a deal.Unless its
an NP205 and you have to live w th horrible guilt.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:49
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34896 NEXT>34898 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thanks.I looked through those photos once before I must've missed it.
As stupid as it sounds..Monkeystrong is a nickname that I was g ven a long time ago.I
use it on most of the boards I visit.
SUBJECT>Monkey POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34897 NEXT>34902 34907 34920
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Monkeyhands,
Sure,Chad's truck is pretty coold-but you might want to check out mine if you wanna see
a REALLY sweet ride.
Jeepist Doug is in the process of bobbing and kneeling--NO WAIT,just bobbing a bed.
His page has some really detialed pics of what to do and what it looks like.
Not to be THAT GUY aga n-but you want 1)an all new drivetrain,and now 2)a
shortbed vers on.Not to tell tales outta school-but I still think a nice modified CJ would
be more up your alley.Seriously-what you're wanting is an extreeme amount of change
to a 715.And after all that it's still gonna be wicked heavy and w de as a murf.And have
no flex and be tall and all the other things that a 715 is.
It really doesn't matter to me,I'm just sayin'.
Glad we didn't scare you off.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Axle tag question POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52
PREVIOUS>34890 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine only has a tag on the rear and it did say 5.88 and then some other numbers.
Alos,my fenders are perfect arcs-can anyone tell me if this is stock?I've been told they
were supposed to have really odd jags and bumps and ripples at the front of each arc.Is
this so?
BWAHAHHAHA!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>A little background POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34871 NEXT>34911 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I don't expect you to have known this,but I had a brother who was mentally handicapped.
His name was Rasputan and he was a low-grade mentally handicapped individual.He
was killed by an ice cream truck when I was 15.
'Ole Rasp always did like the push-ups.Anyhow,please don't make fun of the retarded
people or use it as an insult anymore.
And by the way-every time I get anything out of the fridge your little girl glares hate at
me.Why is that?Why does she hate me so?Is it because I'm white?Why?Do I eat too
much?I asked Jean Ellen if we could take it down and she said it was to stay there until
after Christmas.
I hate you,
-B.
SUBJECT>Greg!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to The Zone!Glad to have you and hope we can answer any of your questions.
-B.
SUBJECT>Ohh yeah-Monkeystrong:POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34898 NEXT>34904
35001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome to The Zone!I'm sorry that all of us were rude and no one welcomed you to this
little corner of the net.Hope we can answer any of your questions and make you feel a
part of the brotherhood.
Sorry we came across as dicks when answering your first post,but to justify it-we ALL
hated LuckyPabst when he first posted and now he's a respected member who's opinion is.valued.
Welcome,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34888 NEXT>35002 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
I have the purchase order in my hand.For the MODIS and every adaptor my school w ll
pay $5,679.68.Your Snap-On guy is making a killing.Not try ng to cause problems,but
you have plenty of negotiation room on this one.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Not allow ng glossing...Brian POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34902 NEXT>
34906 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reposted this second half of my earlier post as I thing you were hoping you could gloss
over it and nobody would know...IT WAS YOU it meant...last sentence."Hope these are
different than the ones you've seen.Oh,and don't forget to refer to Brian as 'the prick that
calls you Monkeybone,'e ther.Hold him to it...a deals a deal.Unless its an NP205 and
you have to live w th horrible guilt."
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Ben,eat one.
11:14am est.
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Seen it...I drove it....it is shortened 1 foot at the rear...he was looking for $20000-21000
for it...dont know what he got or even if it was sold...definately a well built truck that saw
a lot of hard wheeling and kept on ticking!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Not allow ng glossing...Brian POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34904 NEXT>34908
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't follow you here.I thought you were just having a brain fart,but if you reposted it
then you must think it's improtant.
Let me break it down:
"Hope these are different than the ones you've seen."
I have no clue that that means,but I think it refers to some context in the beginning of the
post.."Ohh,and don't forget to refer to Brian as 'the prick that calls you Monkeybone'either.
Hold him to it as a deal's a deal."
That's fine.He can call me that all he wants.I wasn't telling him not to and I really don't
care if he does.
"Unless it's an NP205 and you have to live w th horrible guilt."
I'm not sure that I know what this means.Are you saying that I should feel guilty about
that 205 I had that I sold to Tacoma?or are you saying that I should buy that 205 here and
pay to ship it to you?What exactly are you saying?If you want to e-mail this to me then
we can do that...
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Monkey POSTER>monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:31
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34898 NEXT>34914 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So how do I find Jeepist Doug's page?
Well to answer some of your questions..
.
I already own a modified YJ.So I've been that route.Here's what is happening within my
off-road club..Everyone is taking wranglers and CJ's and streching them out (some as far
as 120"),putting one ton axles in them.And it's great and it was good for me.But,I want
something that is more useful and more orig nal.So,I am willing to sacrafice a bit of flex
f I have to,but I am w lling to bet that an M715 will flex close to the way my wrangler
does (after a SOA).And I am just really into these trucks!I like the idea of having a
TRUE utility vehicle.
(god please don't let them beat me up for that one!)Modifying the bed probably wouldn't
happen,but I like the idea.(for offroading)Drawback would be load capacity.
Andy
SUBJECT>Re:Not allow ng glossing...Brian POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34906 NEXT>
34916 34921 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,the 205.
"Bust a deal and face the wheel!"
Hey Jon,we need a wheel like they had in 'Beyond Thunderdome.'
I nominate Brian for 'Aunty's Choice.'Seeing how Jon's got the strings here,he could be
Aunty and choose your sentence.
SUBJECT>Re:electrical questions POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34846 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
According to others I have read,if you draw more than 5 amps from one battery in 12 volt.while us ng both for 24
volt at the same time,you will shorten the battery life...in my
experience this is true.I live in northern Wiscons n...needed a heater,put in a civvy truck
unit,course it was 12 volt.About every 12-16 months,one of the batteries would go.The
basic theory here is that if both are drawn down equal,then both are filled right,but if one
s drawn down much more than the other,you will e ther overcharge one battery while
trying to get the other up to the full charge level OR you w ll undercharge one because
you stop charging when the higher remaining charge battery is full.
If you plan to use more than 5 amps on a regular bas s,a power converter would be a
good solution....see www.samlexamerica.com Under Products in the left hand menu,
check out the Reconditioned Products.These guys make a high quality unit and the price
s better than any other I have found for the output spec fied.I personally run a
reconditioned 20 amp continuos unit with 23 amp peak....it works fine!!
If that is other than what you want,then the 3 battery/2 alternator setup is the next likely
candidate.
Whichever you pick,as has been mentioned,MAKE SURE to put in a cut off sw tch for
the c rcuit...I used one with a key switch and since I have the civvy ignition which is 12
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volt,I am keyed now.I also have the on/off switch on the dash,stock,and I have a rcraft
type battery terminals with the removable knob that disconnect power there too...just to
be safe,I can cut it where I need.
Good luck w th yours!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4C............POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34827 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Account is working....got 64 spams last night and this morning to prove it!!
Are you trying to send a huge amount of stuff?Yahoo kinda goes nuts above 3 meg,so
try and keep individual submissions to that limit.
Other than that,all I can think of is some kind of misspelling your not catching,but it
sure looks right what you posted:
brute4c@yahoo.com
Thats me allright....
Post a new message if you try again and get a failure...I will email you and that should
work...plus I can g ve you a different email to send to if needed....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Ah'm callin yooo eehhhout POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34900 NEXT>34912 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suggest that you don't have a killed-by-ice-cream-truck brother.
At least not named Rasputan.Which would be a bastardization of "Rasputin",the famed
Russ an sorcerer,anyway.
Second,you're catching on to..Tha Voodoo.My w fe is a closet Santerian,and she sends
heavy mag c to you.Something about the everlasting gaze of youth to follow you and
make you feel old.I think it's mumbo-jumbo,but she swears it's real.Do you feel older?.No one is as white as my
paleskin Irish bride.She peels under house lights.
SUBJECT>Re:Ah'm callin yooo eehhhout POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34911 NEXT>34917 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Kinda like that Suzanne Vega tune:
"I'd live ins de of you....I'd make you wear me like a scar...I'd burn my self into your
memory and run through everything you are..."
Merry Christmas!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>28 gallons is stock...NTXT POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34862 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
~
SUBJECT>Re:Monkey POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34907 NEXT>
LINKNAME>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
LINKURL>http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
Andy,
Here is a link to my photos.Check the album labeled shortbox.Probably not what you
want to do if you want to haul much as the box is 30"shorter than stock.
Doug
http://community.webshots.com/user/dougs715
SUBJECT>Re:Congrats to Al Temple POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34855 NEXT>34976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Al that is a fine looking truck.
Congrats.
Brian look it has the doors ON.
and it ain't booty fabbed.
Will
SUBJECT>In my opinion-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34908 NEXT>34972 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I wrote a really long reply to you,then deleted it and rewrote it,then deleted it and
rewrote it.
I think this sums it up:
I have forwarded to you the contact information of the guy I found with the 205.You can.handle it from here as I am
done.
Brian
SUBJECT>no,not like that at all!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34912 NEXT>34919 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was thinking more along the lines of festering.Brian w ll wander around the kitchen
thinking something's wrong,but he'll never have guessed that it was voodoo.
B,it's cuz I care that I told you about the sorceress here.It's kinda spooky living w th her.
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SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34888 NEXT>35003 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ah,the old "snap-on unit"routine...
SUBJECT>Re:no,not like that at all!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34917 NEXT>34922
34924 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First,let me say that Brute is gay for listening to that music.
Next let me say to Tacoma-Your card will now be thrown away.I noted that you didn't
sign it,much less write a short note letting me know I was loved.That all plus the hate
glaring child makes it a bad card.Jean Ellen was up here yesterday and I showed her that
pic of Tara.We both agreed that Tara is pretty and that you have no right to a woman like
that.....since you're dog's ass ugly.
I like making fun of your axles s nce I can tell it gets to you,so here goes:
Tacoma,did you have to replace the brake hardware on that AMC 20 and Dana 30 see ng
as how those axles are des gned to stop a 2000#rig and you have them on a 9000#ice
cream truck?I'm just say n'.
MOOOHHHHOOOOO!!!!(I stole your laugh,but with my southern accent it sounds like
a cow)
-B.
SUBJECT>FLEX POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 9:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34898 NEXT>34928
35097 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,you need to come west and learn about springs.There are a number of ways to get
some flex out of these beasts.
Common the the tough guys runnign fullsize trucks here is the "leaf removal method"
whereby a leaf or two is removed from the pack.Since most of these trucks are haulers,
the springs are still plenty adequate to hold up the body,and they flex much better..also been see ng a lot of the
"longer spring method"in which longer springs are mounted.
In many cases,a 63"rear spring seems to be good for flex,in the front I'm not sure.I do
know that Chevy has much longer front springs than our stumpy little deals,and in fact a
spring over with the flat 3/4t stock Chevy spring might be suitable for a 725 even.Hardly
any lift over stock he ght,and much more flex.
On the other hand,I stuffed all 4 wheels right into the wheelwells in AZ w th no problem.
The heavy ambulance body might have helped though.
SUBJECT>it was rotten POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34908 NEXT>
34926 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
either Brian A.sold me a 205 that you had dibs on,in which case,sorry man!didn't
know,or B.he offered you a 205 he didn't think I was actually coming to get.
E ther way,I think it earns him an ass whupping,you know?
and for the record,he does in fact feel guilty,so you can smile about it over lunch
w/Katie.
SUBJECT>brian,brian,brian.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34919 NEXT>34923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
silly boy.
I'd have written you a nice heartfelt note,something like,"hey it was nice to see you guys,
come out here and have a bbq w/us in UT",but my w fe was stuffing envelopes very
quickly.She thought the printed message was enough.SO SCREW YOU,INGRATE!At
least I sent a card,southruner.
Also,I'm secure in my overwhelming handsomeness.Say what you
will.
Thirdly.I have big disc brakes,and they will stop great.AMC 20's are for losers,in any
condition.And I'm going to kill you with a spoon now.
SUBJECT>Re:brian,brian,brian.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34922 NEXT>34932 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,weasel boy has the nerve to call others ugly....interesting.
Yes B,I was talking about you.weasel.
SUBJECT>Re:no,not like that at all!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34919 NEXT>34929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Blasting out your blowhole again B....
Gay?Does that stand for Got Aids Yet??Some of us would like to know...s nce you are
probably in the highest risk group....Heres a little Christmas wish for ya...the sheep turn the tables and make you
THEIR
"little friend...To sum up:
Yo are a homo...
The sheep may soon make you THEIR homo...
Gay is your way...
Oh and you are a fag too.
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Merry Christmas,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Pro Tool Disc Brake Convers on POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aag7U9j.vlHVw PREVIOUS>NEXT>35028
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rich is looking for a $200 deposit to cover the material used in the convers on.He will
start production with four orders.He has some hubs so he will machine those and then
have you send your old hubs back to him.The disc are from a 88-97 Ford F450 and go for
about $90 for the good ones.Calipers are also 90 but he has e ght rebuilt sets that he will
sell for $50 each.The master cylinder setup is up tho the individual owner.He recomends
the ford F450 Hydro-boost system but says that other setups will work as well.
SUBJECT>Re:it was rotten POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34921 NEXT>34933 34974 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How's about this:
You both can kiss my ass.I didn't buy that 205 for either of you hippes.I got it for me,
but both of you laid on me sob stories about how much you needed it.Tacoma needed it
to get his 725 running and Tom needed it for some project he might or might not still do.
I should have told you both to kiss off and get your own damn case,but being friends
with both of you I put your needs above mine and ended up getting rid of the damn thing
just so you two and a number of other guys would stop bugging be about it.I got so sick
of both of you trying to convince me to sell it to you that no matter who showed up first I
was going to get rid of it.
Then Tom made me feel so bad about it all that I looked around and finally found another
for him,but when I told him the guy would UPS it anywhere as long as Tom paid fre ght
Tom didn't jump at it and thus told me he wasn't so intrested in it.Now,I don't know
about any of you-but if all I needed was a divorced 205 to complete my parts list for a
project and a buddy told me he had found me one for $100 and the guy would be w lling
to ship it anywhere-I'D THANK THAT BUDDY AND JUMP AT THE CHANCE.NOT
MAKE HIM FEEL BAD.
I've sa d it before,but let me make this pla n-from now on get your own I'm out of the
parts finding bus ness.If I want a motor,I'll buy it when I'm ready and if you want a.transfer case I expect you to
buy it when you're ready.I'd not ask you to give me a motor,
and I'd not allow you to.In kind I think it would be nice if you not ask me to GIVE you a
205,nor expect me to drive 5 hours to pick it up just to save you some money.These
things are too much to ask.
Sorry to be mean about this,but I think I really got the short end of the stick.I should
have OD by now,but you two cried until I gave that up.
-B.
SUBJECT>hub question POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 9:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34931
34935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
are the hubs the same front and rear?I notice that the Dana70 necks down quite a bit.I'm
talking just the hub.I can't tell s nce I dont'have the fronts anymore to compare to.
SUBJECT>Re:FLEX POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>34920 NEXT>35006 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just wedged a Chevy truck coil sprng between the frame and axle (each side).Usually
stays in by itself,but occas onally shoots out unexepctedly.Lost a swamper that way.The
coil springs,in compression acting aga nst the axle,counteracts the over-the-top springs,
and gives a bit of lift,flex,and better ride.When I need to haul something,it's pretty easy
to knock 'em out w th a sledge hammer.Keep the kids in the house,though.And
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GOOGLES WHEN USING A HAMMER!See pics here:
http://yougulliblebastard.com/webshots/idiot.jpg
SUBJECT>I see.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34924 NEXT>34930 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you pa nted your truck yet?
If not,why?
-B.
P.s.-I was going to send you a card,and a check to offset the $175 you are paying for the
Zone,but you refused to give me your address.
SUBJECT>Glad to hear it since you drive a vehicle!!NTXT POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34929 NEXT>34940 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
`
SUBJECT>Re:hub question POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34927 NEXT>34934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.no they're not the same
SUBJECT>Re:brian,brian,brian.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34923 NEXT>34978
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
I was just kidding about your card.We really did like it and it stands a good chance of
being on our fridge forever.We still have a card on there from last X-mas that a girl sent.
It's just a pic of her dog.
Doug,
S nce Tom and Tacoma have pissed me off about the 205 I had,and since you're a
genuinely caring,cons derate person-you have been moved to my Best Friend.This is a
serious honor,but don't call me.I hate to talk on the phone.
I'm really pissed now at Tacoma and Tom and as such I'm logg ng off and going to read
my book.
If I die over the weekend Tacoma and Tom-I'll die still pissed at you two.
-B.
SUBJECT>there there!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34926 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm grateful man!And I was just poking fun.
As you know I will drive several hours out of my way.If you need something let me
know!I might have access to one.There are a lot of people here that find things for me on
occas on,and I love the junkyards here.
For the record,I remember the 205 deal like this:
-b:"hey,uh..could you use a divorced 205"
me:"as a matter of fact hell yes,I"ve been try ng to find one forever.Then I could use
the 700r4 w/od instead of the 465"
-b:"well alright!see you in TN!"
No drama there!Anyway,if you're looking for something say so.There are alot of good
junkyards here,foo.
SUBJECT>what is different POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34931 NEXT>34936 34937 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just out of curios ty.
SUBJECT>Re:hub question POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34927 NEXT>34989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm guessing different.I just got off the phone with Rich Brandi from Pro Tool and he.said he had some front hubs
and then some rear hubs on hand.Thats how he would ship
the kit out with the machined hubs then he would wan the old hubs back.
SUBJECT>Re:what is different POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34934 NEXT>34941 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Bolts,for one thing.Eight on the back to hold the axle in and six on the front to hold on
the drive flange.
SUBJECT>Re:what is different POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34934 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bolt pattern for the end plate,where the lockout front hubs go on,for one.
brute4c
SUBJECT>brute4c -aka Jon POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
also wonder about your truck.did you paint it?maybe you could just photoshop pa nt
the one up there ^^^^
then you could say you painted it,this would make Brian happy.
k
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 aka Ke th POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34938 NEXT>34943 34945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MAKE BRIAN HAPPY.....damn what is this site coming too???
brute4c
SUBJECT>what the hell does that MEAN???!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34930 NEXT>34942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t's infuriating.
SUBJECT>hey,that's right..POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34936 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I couldnt'remember how many held the front on.But that makes a lot of sense.LOL
SUBJECT>B said "I see"...I think thats a plus for a person who operates a motor vehicle,
don't you??NTXT POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 9:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34940 NEXT>34947
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.`
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 aka Ke th POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
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EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34939 NEXT>34953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was keiths nice way of saying "shut brian up"
SUBJECT>conversion/gas tank question POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34946 34991 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone have trouble w/the driveshaft hitting the tank after a centered rear axle install?
Maybe 715's are different,but on my 725 the tank is about 3"too close.What have you
all done to correct this?
SUBJECT>Re:brutus POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34939 NEXT>34958 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes it is a shame.
think you should do a current 3 color camo,just to set an example seeing how you are
the owner of the club....
k
SUBJECT>Re:conversion/gas tank question POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34944 NEXT>34948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BFH
NEED I SAY MORE?
SUBJECT>man,that was a stretch.ntxt POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34942 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 9:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34946 NEXT>34986
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..a.I dont'know if they make a hammer that big
b.I'm not keen on smacking gas tanks.
wa t a minute!that's the TX way,isn't it!that's awesome!
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>Beachtruck EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,
at 9:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34869 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Find some 70 or 71 heads to put on that Buick block.Or put in some Stage 1 valves and
maybe a little port work too.
I've got a stock 70 I hope to put in one day.Then I can drag Brian's broken down truck
around.
SUBJECT>Doug in IA-about that cargo top POSTER>Mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34952 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the names we all get are a hoot-who can now call Doug anything but "Doug-in-
IA"?Anyway,I have all the bows and troop seats for the bed,but no cargo cover.Any
ntrest in selling me that spare one you have?I can't justify another running 715,but a
cargo top is a different story...
Cheers
Mark
AKA "Mark-in-M nneapolis"
SUBJECT>How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>34954 34955 35051 35081 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I know Brute4c is in WI,I'm in MN,Doug is in IA-how many others are out there?
Cheers
Mark
SUBJECT>Re:Doug in IA-about that cargo top POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34950 NEXT>35036 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hummm.....I have no bows...but I do have canvas.
You have bows.........but no canvas.
Anybody else remember the old reese peanut butter cup commercial?
It's NOS with both end curtains.Been on a truck once for about two weeks???.
$150+shipping and it is yours.You did read about the small tear didn't you.Not that big
of a deal,just wanted to make sure you're aware of it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 aka Ke th POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34943 NEXT>34987 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess that was rather nice of you Keith...sorry I didnt get the hint until Doug woke me
up...
Think if I scan a pic from Al's article and send it to B.he would believe its mine??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December
2003,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34951 NEXT>34960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I know of 8 in Wisconsin,3 in Ill-noise,2 in Michigan,3 in Iowa,and 2 in Minisoda.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34951 NEXT>34956 34969 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
There are a three guys over in the cedarfalls area of Iowa and a bud of mine right here in
Newton Iowa bought one from me then Dustin(NE Iowa).There's at least three in Des
Moines (2-715 1-725)
Joe and Todd(cedarfalls)don't post much.....I think it's cause they are really old and have
trouble see ng the text.
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34955 NEXT>34957 35012 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I thought it was the speedo....for Joe anyway...cutting off the circulation a little...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34956 NEXT>34959 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you are right........it just scares/scars me to invision that.
SUBJECT>Re:brutus POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34945 NEXT>34961
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can ask Doug,my son would love to have it in cammo...its his favorite color!!
A while back,I was thinking about a forest green or maybe some kind of blue....my son
told me I can't do that...Army Green or Cammo...only other thing we explored is snow
cammo...being we have it 6 months out of the year it seems...would be unique if done
right,not just all while but like a woodland cammo aga nst a white background...
S nce it may be his some day,guess I have to listen!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34957 NEXT>34962 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
never saw it....hope it stays that way!!!
brute4c.:-)
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>34954 NEXT>
34964 35020 35056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ohio count?,looks to be 4 or 5 of us here.
SUBJECT>Hey Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34958 NEXT>34963 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Go to DSArms webs te......it's gun but check the "w nter twig"camo.
It would rock if done right.
The orange short box is going to be patterned after the urban camo.
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34959 NEXT>34965 35011 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Rumor has it that is all he is packing for the FE.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34961 NEXT>34966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Name sounds like what I'm looking for...going now...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No bump,Ohio don't count.
Just kidding....
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34962 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man....I'll throw in cash to cover that one up....yeesh!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34963 NEXT>34967
LINKNAME>http://www.dsarms.com/subcats.cfm?Category=01&storeid=1#
LINKURL>http://www.dsarms.com/subcats.cfm?Category=01&store d=1#.Here is a link........you have to clink the link to
dura coat finishes in the lower right of the
screen.you can the click each patter to get a large view.Not correct for our trucks but
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somebody has to be different.
http://www.dsarms.com/subcats.cfm?Category=01&storeid=1#
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34966 NEXT>34968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Perfecto!!Thats what I had in mind!!Course now I have to get Raymond to s gn off on it
ya know!!
Thanks for the link.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34967 NEXT>34973 34981 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That underbrush would work pretty good also.
I have a couple mock-ups I 've done on the comp at home.I'll send them to ya tonight,
maybe if Boss man (ray)can see what it would look like on the truck he would be OK
with it.
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at
11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34955 NEXT>34970 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What?Is it time to get up now nurse?But I don't want to take my pills!!
.
.
.
.
.
.
SMART ASS!
Hey Doug,did you get "our"tubing bender yet?
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34969 NEXT>35000 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
our?????
Do I know you?
Not yet........still in the really want it stage but someone seems to think we should be
spending our money on christmas presents for others??whats that all about?I get my
bonus right before tax time.I'll probably have to wa t until then.Plan to try and get one
large tube purchase at the same time for everybody,To cut cost.I can get 2"od for about
$1.70 per foot and 1 3/4 for about $1.50..SUBJECT>What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>34979 35030 35059 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any recommendations on w re gauge for a complete rewire of a m-715?I bought a 500 ft
spool of 10 gauge.Can your wire be too thick?I am also converting it to 12 volt in the
process.Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Re:In my opinion-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34916 NEXT>34975 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Quitter.Eat a bullet.
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>WetCJ EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34968 NEXT>34980
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Jon,hold off on pa nting your's till after the FE.I wanted to park mine next to your's
(also ORANGE),maybe we could start a trend?
SUBJECT>Re:it was rotten POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34926 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That whole thing sounded like the background adult voices in a Charlie Brown cartoon.
"Whaa blah bla,wah blah bla."
SUBJECT>Re:In my opinion-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>34972 NEXT>34977 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
When you call me to appolog ze,I'm gonna laugh in your face and hang up.
I can't wa t for that moment.
Until then-
SUBJECT>Re:Congrats to Al Temple POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34915 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Will..I do in full "B"style carry duct tape though....
SUBJECT>Re:In my opinion-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>34975 NEXT>35017 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Geeze offer to give a guy a big block and this is what happens.Damn stubborn rebels..SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear
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EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o
PREVIOUS>34932 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No need to be pissed.I tried to let you off the hook and told you that if Tacoma needed it
to go ahead,I knew he'd get it out of ya anyway.My offer of still giving you the big block
was on and you felt guilty on your own and declined.You found the other,but I just spent
a pile of money AND would rather ship it differently but don't have the time now to deal
with it now.Don't sweat it...I'm working on some bigger irons right now anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34971 NEXT>34988 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well...the stock w ring is a 14 gauge wire in a 12 gauge insulation....basically anyway...
Going from 24 to 12 volt,you w ll need to raise the amps through the w res to run the
same watts.Therefore,since stock is a 14 gauge wire,a 12 gauge w re is not too large and
a 10 gauge would work even better.The only way to have w re to big is to have stuff so
big you either:
Can't get ends for it of the type you need.
Add so much weight to the vehicle that mileage/payload suffers.
That you can't get it into the places you want or into wire looms because it's
overwhelming g rth precludes the poss bility.
B gger is always better in wire cause it w ll flow more juice,less resistance to flow is the
correct way to say it.
You sa d you bought a few miles of 10 gauge already...I hope it is more than 1
color....had a car once that someone rew red the whole dash with red wire,grounds and
fuse box and all....sucked when I had to try an rewire the heater they screwed up...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34973 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,you got a deal!!That'll be a great photo op!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Dougster POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34968 NEXT>34982 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Look forward to it!!Gotta fly you out a ma l on the water thing....good news this time...
Also member I called ya on the leaking drain...well...right after I got that fixed up just
perfect...no sweat...one of the g rls went in and was using the single handle on the faucet
as a hand hold for climbing...one little slip and...oh well...its was an oldie anyway...so I
had to replace the faucet in the same sink..................................course now the sink will
have to crack,s nce the rest is done!!
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Dougster POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA.EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34981 NEXT>34984 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$300 instead of $3000?
You owe me $2700 for the phone consult:)
JK.......glad I could help!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Who's is this?POSTER>rick EMAIL>cycop183@comcast.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34894 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whew,i even sat in chads truck when it was for sale.thought about robbing a bank to
cover the cost,he was asking 24 for it.but then i woke up and found one i could afford.it
sold for 18.nice truck.ghee it was nice.rick
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Dougster...long POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34982 NEXT>34985 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well a bit more than that but still a savings...and no monthly anything cept the salt....
Basically,the county water dept and this other Co.we had come in both said those guys
are shysters...plus the peroxide crap is not even approved to use in the state....sa d they are
risking their license to put it in...both the other water tests we had done differed from
those clowns test AND agreed w th each other pretty close...down to the decimal place
anyway...
We are ending up with the softener and a new filter deal...big tank like deal thats good for
20-25 years...they are moving all the stuff to over by the well inlet to the house and
nstalling the new filter tank....plus getting rid of the old carbon tank....needs rebedded
but doesnt do any good for our problems.
Cost under $2000 for everything,including some replumbing....you saw that mess
already....and a new pressure tank w th a 15/8 1/2 gallon rating...little bigger than whats
there.
Turns out the "ac d"deal was completely bogus as is the iron bacteria...there is some iron,
but between the filter and the softener,no sweat...not even all that much for these to
fix...could be 3 to 4 times more iron and still be done with just these pieces.
Gonna have it in Monday...no ma ntenance but salt and parts for the foreseeable future!!
I do thank you for the help...you sure steered me in all the right directions w th what to be
leery of and who to question next.I owe ya big!!!Tell ya what,you make it up this way
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and I'll give ya all the water you can drink for FREE!!!!
Really do appreciate it,thanks for taking the time and sharing your talents with me!!
Have yourself,and your family,a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!!!!!!!!
S ncerely,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Hey Dougster...long POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 1:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34984 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Cool.......I'll take ya up on that offer sometime!
Merry Christmas To All!(x-mas tom)
SUBJECT>Re:but...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 1:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34948 NEXT>
35015 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much room do you need?you know that the stock axle is offset don't you?the
pumpkin is not in the center.
k
SUBJECT>Re:krob725 aka Ke th POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 1:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34953 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34979 NEXT>34990 34999 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Unfortunantly it is all the same color.I was going to buy different but couldn't beat it for
the price.500 ft for $33 or 14 cents a foot or should i say $70 for 5 colors at 100 ft
lengths.Think i might just use some pa nt pens on the end of the wires.Hopefully it come
out alright.Thanks for the info.-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:hub question POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 1:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34935 NEXT>35016 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The bearings and seals are alot bigger in the rear too.B.
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34988 NEXT>34994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Scott,check your local wiring/lighting supplier for adhes ve backed w ring numbers.Put
a label at each end of the wire and make a list of the purpose/hookup of each w re.I also
use a short piece of clear shrink tubing on each number so I know it w ll be there years
later.
SUBJECT>Re:conversion/gas tank question POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 2:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34944 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm looking into a Blazer 32 gal tank moving it slightly to the right (passenger side).It's
on hold until the snow &ice fades.
SUBJECT>Time To Post POSTER>phil EMAIL>philipclatkhayes@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 2:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>34993 34995 35085 35088 35122
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've posted a couple times in the past,but have mainly just lurked and learned from the
tech posts and enjoyed the other manly (and some not so manly)posts.I have owned a
715 almost two years.I bought it when we lived in Baker City,Oregon.We (my wife and
I)moved to Grand Junction,Colorado the first of November.I was ra sed in Colorado
and Eastern Montana and my wife is from Oregon.The 715 is serial number 30236 and
was delivered 10/68.It has 31,000 miles on it.I repa nted it four color camo (forest
camo).Marsh Racing Wheels made new rims for it and I put Yokohoma Geolanders on
them.It has a chevy stra ght six (292 cubic inch)eng ne in it.I redid the troop seats and
the interior and bought vinyl from Beachwood to cover the back (vinyl w ll last longer
than canvas and won't leak).Beachwood makes the covers for some of the military's
vehicles.The cab has a metal cover that was made for it when it belonged to a county
search and rescue.I have all the necessary hardware for power steering and vacuum assist
brakes that I plan on installing this summer.I do need a power steering bracket for the
292 chevy.I can't seem to find one.I know this is long,but wanted to introduce myself.
Phil
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Phil,
Welcome aboard!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 2:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34990 NEXT>35009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now THERES a damn good way to do it!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34992 NEXT>34996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Welcome Phil!!To funny...I have #30945 with a delivery date 11/68 I also have 31,000
on the clock.Maybe our trucks knew each other...
Welcome aboard and get some pictures up!Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>phil EMAIL>philipclatkhayes@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 3:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34995 NEXT>34997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have two picture in the gallery under Phil.The side view shows the rims and tires.
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 3:47 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34996
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll check em out...I have not been there lately...
SUBJECT>Lets just say POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orygun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 4:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35005 35008 35014 35031 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I bought a set of correct troop seats.And the wood needs to be replaced.Is that something
I am going to find out in lumber yard land or is it something that will need to be custom
cut.Is it oak,spruce,fir,balsa?J/K...I w ll be going for the newer look.Betcha haven't
heard this question before...Steve V,I saw the pictures of you're awesome truck...Whats
the scoop???Al Temple...
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 4:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34988 NEXT>35004 35013 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You'll still be trying to shooting yourself when it comes diagnosing time.I bought 16ga
and 14ga wire at the local auto swap meet at 5 bucks for 100 feet.5 spools of 16,2 of 14 ,
1 of 12 and some 10 for good measure and you're set.
For running lights and turn signals,16 is more than enough.12 ga for headlights.16 or
even 18ga for guages and dash lights.10ga for power from the battery to the fuse panel.
8ga for the charge wire from alternator to battery.
I think I suggested to you before,10 is way overkill for anything but a large stereo amp or
the entire electrical system power.Of course it won't hurt anything but in the name of
your sanity,you should find different colors and smaller wires.Try this place -Fred's
Electrical Connection @(707)255-6249,that's the number on the spools I bought.
Jon is correct in say ng that dropping voltage will increase amp draw but it won't come
close to tax ng the sizes I suggested.For example,in a bas c electrical system the largest
single amp draw w ll be the headlights pulling around 10 amps for the pair.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 4:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34970 NEXT>35039 LINKNAME>Here's a link to it so you can see what
I'm talking about and make your own dec sion if it's junk or if it is pretty nice because I
want a nice bender but don't want to pay a grip but would like it to be the shilzzle and
shine on those super high priced ones.
LINKURL>http://www.vansantent.com/model_3_bender.htm
Doug,
What bender are you getting?I've been looking at one from VanSant enterprises,made by
JD squared I believe.It's the cheapest I can find at 266 bucks plus the dies.Looks pretty
nice too..Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Ohh yeah-Monkeystrong:POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 4:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34902 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But when I first posted I wasn't LuckyPabst I was just plain chris and everyone loved me,
espec ally you Brian,evidenced by the love letters you sent me.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 4:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34903 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he'll be there on monday like a leach wantin his $200.anyone else want to make these
payments for me.thats every 2 weeks or just pay it off for me at only $16,800 left.
PLEASE!Im his favorite customer and now i see why ouch and no vasoline!
SUBJECT>Re:Jeepist Doug/IA POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34918 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
talk about pugnacity,I'm ready but got to go to the hospital now and see our little girl
shes in again,sick,besides he wont be there until monday.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:What about fuses?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34999 NEXT>35007
35021 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One thing i totally forgot.How should i install fuses?Originally the truck doesn't seem to
have any.Is it worth it to install some or should i just bypass the fuses?-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Lets just say POSTER>porkchop EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 December
2003,at 5:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa/KL20aX9S5g
PREVIOUS>34998 NEXT>35010 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I have a set that I have to replace the wood on.I have not figured out what I am going to
use yet.I was thinking of some type of hard wood so it will last longer,either that or
some treated pine.The old wood is still on the seats,but it is pretty weathered so I can't
really tell what it is.I can get some pics tomorrow for you when I get home if you like.
SUBJECT>linky broke?POSTER>Stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Friday,19 December
2003,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34928 NEXT>35044
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha ha ah
SUBJECT>Re:What about fuses?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35004 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yes it's a very good idea.I think they recommend installing
the fuse panel or a large
circuit breaker w thin 18"of the battery.
For fuse values,I get lazy and see what fuses are used in the nearest late model and copy
that.
Have fun
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Lets just say POSTER>phil EMAIL>philipclatkhayes@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to redo mine.The orig nals were oak.I used a laminated pine.You can use just
about any wood,but it needs to be primered and pa nted to protect it from the weather.If
I had it to do over,I think I would use a synthetic wood like they use for decks.Phil
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It really does work.Todd (Wet CJ)partially rew red and modified my trucks harness 10
years ago with black w re to match the existing harness and you can still read the numbers
to identify the w res.Plus you can have a modified harness that looks almost original.
SUBJECT>Re:Lets just say POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35005 NEXT>35022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The orig nal wood is white oak...very heavy and extremelly well suited to a long lifespan
n an outdoor environment even if unsealed.The only other wood that seems to fit the bil
as well or better would be ironwood.
I have good friends here that are loggers...when I questioned them about the wood,this is
what I was told.
And actually,I have been asked this before....but never online...so its a partial first!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34962 NEXT>35042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would take some serious packing to get into one of those things.
By the way Moses (Doug),I ordered my new glasses today so I'll be able to read the text.
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34956 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet dreams.
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December
2003,at 6:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34999 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If the factory heater is there OR a c vvy heater,12 volt,is used,that circuit is 15 to 20
amp depending on the unit used.
Thats the big reason I had to get a 24 to 12 volt converter...cant tap that kinda power off
one battery....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Lets just say POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34998 NEXT>35087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Consensus,yes it's white oak.The slats on my 715 were pretty bad--in fact I thought
beyond salvage.However,for the heck of it,I ran one through my jointer/planer taking
about 1/16 of an inch off.They came out beautiful.It's amazing that 35 year old untreated
wood could look new aga n.But that's exactly how they came out (check out my pics in
the gallery [steve V.]).Unfortunately,4 of the slats were not savageable.However,I
bought some clear white oak at Lowe's,ripped it to the correct dimens on,planed it,and
eased the edges.It came out great.I put a good coat of deck sealer on all the slats to help
protect it.I didn't want to paint them green.One drawback is that clear white oak is
VERY expens ve.Thanks for the complement on my truck Al.Yours is a beaut too!
Steven
SUBJECT>yes,that's the problem POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34986 NEXT>35172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the new one isn't offset.I need about 3"to make sure it doesn't hit in the twisties.
SUBJECT>hmm.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,19
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December 2003,at 6:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34989 NEXT>35019
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I suppose they must be.That neck-down is pretty big,I thought maybe they'd be close.
Too bad they're not--would be nice to have interchangeable hubs.
SUBJECT>don't forget...-POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34977 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..the free shipping via MY VAN!
I think -b will be mad at me again for that one LOL.
SUBJECT>It's Velvet!POSTER>M ke Petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35025 LINKNAME>Spicer's Truck
LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org/albums/album79/M_715_What_a_Truck.jpg.If this link works you can almost see Spicer's
truck at this past summer's PA Jeep Show.
SUBJECT>Re:hmm.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 6:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35016 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have several sets of fronts and rears that I'll sell if you need some .B.
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34960 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in Northern Mn guys
Dave
SUBJECT>very good idea POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35004 NEXT>
35024 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can pirate a fuse block off something s milar in s ze to a 715,or order one from
Pa nless.
To save myself a boatload of headaches I'll be using their universal deal.A bit of money,
but way easier in the end I think.My harness is wasted.
SUBJECT>ironwood not as strong POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35010 NEXT>35029 35033 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
besides the astronomical price (just went to the lumberyard today,a place that only sells
hardwoods),it's heavy,oily,and not as strong.Mainly used decoratively.
I was going to suggest that it was probably white oak.White oak is great for things that
will see some outdoor use.I'm curious how they were finished:varnish?tung oil?I'd
think some kind of oiled finish would be best,but who knows.Varnishes seal the wood
up and don't let it breathe,leading to cracks.
anyway.White oak is commonly available in all big cities,sometimes even in thinner
pieces that can just be cut on a table saw.I buy my wood in 12/4 (3"for normal people)
chunks.I can't stand that x/4 shit.Just say it's so many inches!
SUBJECT>any one got a rockcrawler m715 POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35026 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
any info on running 2 tranys for realy low rockcrawling gears or 2 transfer cases
SUBJECT>Re:very good idea POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35021 NEXT>35027 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yep,Pa nless is great.I went that route in my '51 Dodge
then in the '50 Plymouth.Good
step by step instructions but they assume you're using a 1-wire GM alternator (I was
usning an old external reg.GM alt).They may also be biased to GM steering columns as
well.
For the 715 I bought two 6 circuit universal spade type fuse blocks from the auto parts
store.Mounted both in the hollowed out flasher box (big square box on the firewall of
early trucks)so it's waterproof.Wired one panel to be hot all the time for headlights and
brakelights.Wired the other through a relay to operate only when the key is on for all the
other sw tched stuff.Two fuse blocks and a relay ran about 25-30 bucks compared with
100 for the Painless deal.
Chris
SUBJECT>heheh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 7:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35018 NEXT>35048
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess that was before he tore up her soft underbelly.
SUBJECT>talk to Barry POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 7:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35023 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
he's got a Doubler setup.Looks slick.
word of warning,from the guys out here in RockCrawlerLand:you will probably snap
something stock.If that's a concern,Currie etc etc can make custom axles for the stock
axles.Or maybe you won't break one.
6.58x1.96x2x5.87=151.41:1.That's a lot of leverage on 30yr old axles.And I'm just
guess ng on those ratios--us ng Chevy numbers.
SUBJECT>Re:very good idea POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35024 NEXT>35032 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think for the 725 I'll use Painless,and go AutoZone for the M-Cherokee,since it will be
all custom routing and gauges/electronics.
Did that Pa nless kit come with WeatherPAK fittings or what?
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34925 NEXT>35075 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So what do I actually get from Pro Tool?And what do I have to buy off the shelf from my
local auto parts store?
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:ironwood not as strong POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 7:50 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35022 NEXT>35148
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Troop seats were made out of white oak...and some times I have seen red oak...Oak none
the less.Finish is GI Paint.Same as used on the truck it's self.Size wise you might have
to do a little ripping to get it to the correct size.Also might be cheeper to get one large
board and cut down to smaller s zes...you know three out of one kind of thing.
Now if you want to go modren then you need to get fiberglass and ABS plastic.New
troops seats (Hummers,Duces etc)are using a fiberglass/ABS compos t material...Light
we ght and strong.If you can get your hands on some 2.5 ton truck material you could cut
t to the correct length for the m715....just a thought.It is out there on the surplus market
just have to do a little hunting.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34971 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think the military w ring is very very good.Simple to follow.
each c rcut has a number.22 is your break light.460 is left turn 461 is right turn.22-460
would be your break/turn left and 22-461 is your break/turn right.Simple.I like the idea
of the stick on numbers w th the clear tubing over them...Just as good as the metal (if not
better.
I would stick with the stock wire schematic and just add breakers as needed.For the radio
etc.
Good luck.
Joe
SUBJECT>another thought....POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34998 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
After pondering the fiberglass troop seat idea....I wonder if you used the plastic "wood"
for decks from DIY or Lowes and cut and ripped it to the size needed for troop seats.
Could be done,but...Could it be pa nted or stained to a nice lovely shade of OD Green or
Forest green?Woundering tired minds want to know...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:very good idea POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 8:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35027 NEXT>35038 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats a weatherPAK?It came with some crimp on prong terminals -they look like ring
terminals with the ends gone.They're a spec al design and seem to be unavailable in the
automotive market if you need replacements (they sent me a pack of them free when I
whined).
Chris
SUBJECT>Since when?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,.19 December 2003,at 9:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35022 NEXT>
35037 LINKNAME>http://www.austinwholesaledecking.com/ipe_botanical_info.htm
LINKURL>http://www.austinwholesaledecking.com/ipe_botanical_info.htm
Check this page....says ironwod is:
"very hard (two to three times as hard as oak),very strong and very heavy.It weighs
approximately 70 pounds per cubic foot and s nks in water.Ipe is rated as extremely
durable.
Uses:Ipe is prized for quality furniture and decorative veneers,and because of its
strength and durability,is used in boardwalks,decking,porch floors,tool handles,
turnery,industrial flooring,and textile mill items to name a few.."
brute4c
http://www.austinwholesaledecking.com/ipe_botanical_info.htm
SUBJECT>MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>NEXT>35035 35099 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Just had a thought,maybe someone should ema l R.Lee Ermee of The H story Channel's
"Mail Call"to see if he wants to come to the FE.My webtv won't let me get into the
ema l part of thier site otherwise I would have done it already.
Just a shot in the dark...what have we got to loose?What do you guys think?Later...Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
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DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35034 NEXT>35045 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Interesting idea....R.Lee is my sons hero..boy would that be nuts!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Deal!!!POSTER>mark EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34952 NEXT>
35040 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hi Doug-I sent you an e-ma l with my particulars,looks like Christmas is coming early
for my 715...
Cheers
Mark
SUBJECT>that's true but.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
19 December 2003,at 9:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35033 NEXT>
35041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
when used in s zes appropriate to troop seats it has a tendency to crack along the gra n.In
thicker s zes it's great,like factory floors.I've actually seen that,blocks of end gra n
arranged like bricks.Smaller pieces work well too--M ssion furniture uses a lot of.ronwood buttons as accents to
hide joinery.
Plus,it's really expensive,at least here.I was quoted a price this afternoon of "you don't
really want to know"for a biggish piece.
SUBJECT>heh POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 9:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35032 NEXT>35060
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's opposed to WeatherHEAD lol..Weatherpak is a cool waterproof connector deal.
Real factory-like,yeah....seriously,it's a great connector and I'd like them whenever
possible.No idea if they're really expensive or what.There is no water here anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35000 NEXT>35046 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats the one.....they are 30 to 40 miles from me.I stoped by thier showroom a few
weeks back and looked over some samples they had bent w th it.Looks like it works
great.I think they are actually made by someone else???Stevebronco has one and likes it
also.
SUBJECT>Re:Deal!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35036 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jillcook@iowatelecom.net
Hey Mark,send the info to this addy.The other is my work and something is screwy and I
can't seem to access it from elsewhere right now.
Thanks,
Doug
SUBJECT>Not near P nk Ivory POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35037 NEXT>35054 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You want some expens ve wood,look up a chunk of Pink Ivory sometime...would be no
good for troop seats but might g ve someone a heart attack!
Ironwood here isnt too expensive IF you find a tree up north and make a deal....my
friends that log all the time get 20-30 a year...my new ne ghbor has a big white oak tree in
his back yard that he may be cutting down due to location and size not be ng what he
wants...might work a deal and cut it down and keep some for me for a small fee...would
be nice...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35011 NEXT>35043 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Throw out on hook and catch two lurkers......Good
fishing today!
I think that alternate sign on name is lost.......Your gonna be Speedo Joe from now on.
All those in favor say I
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35042 NEXT>35050 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Well I guess thats one I and zero nays
You are now officially known as "SPEEDO JOE"
SUBJECT>Re:linky broke?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:53 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35006 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steve,I was gonna cuss you for falling for that.
Thanks for another laugh!
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 9:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35035 NEXT>35052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you have to convince a few restored trucks to be there.I don't think he'd be too
nterested in a bunch of custom thrashers.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35039 NEXT>35049 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yea,they come from Florida from JD squared.JD2.com maybe?The VanZant place
looks to have some badass tooling,makes me almost want to buy a lottery ticket.
Chris
SUBJECT>LT DAN (off topic)POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa tkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>NEXT>35144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys..some of you expressed interest in my band LT DAN and wanted to know.when we'd have clips available on our
website.Well,our trip to the recording studio in
Rochester NY went well.I threw together a Flash player on our website so you can check
out our tunes.Some of these songs were written in the m725 on the way to shows.I guess
the canvas smell is good for that...:)
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:heheh POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35025 NEXT>35131 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Those are some sweet custom fenders.
How I wish I had them:(
Sorry Tommy boy........could not let it slide!
SUBJECT>Re:Huh?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35046 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We were going to buy a new shear from them but it was s x weeks out and time was an
ssue so we had to go elsewhere.They do have tons of stuff to drool over!
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35043 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I second the motion....
Congratulations Speedo Joe!!!
brute4c
PS No pics needed......PLEASE!!!!
.
.
:-)
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>rbmopar EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in Holloway MN.
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,19 December 2003,at 10:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35045 NEXT>35083 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
we may have to convince him and if drivin some of the mod.trucks dont work then we'll
just have to let Brian sweet talk him if all else fails.I dont see any problem w th any
trucks and may even get on TV and Brute4c would be a celebrity after it hit tv and we
could watch our trucks on tv and (as seen on tv)ra se the value up ten fold.they would do.an interview with Brute4c
and then the M715 zone would be crawlin w th people wantin
to be like us and tryin to buy up our trucks.
It really would be cool to have him there and some mags.too but then everyone would
have to scramble to get their trucks done.
SUBJECT>M725 markings?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 11:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35111
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
where can you find out about or does anyone know where to get info on markings and
orig nal numbers.I dont even know what branch mine was in or anything at all.All I
know is that it has Oklahomo state inspection sticker on window still.I would like to
eventually put all markings back on it even though its going to be modified.
m just about to get superannuated,but M7xx's keep me going and my blood a pumpin.
SUBJECT>really?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Friday,19
December 2003,at 11:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35041 NEXT>35065
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That sounds pretty damn good.There isn't much wood out here hahah plenty of cedar
though.I think I'll end up buying wood at the source in the future...I sure miss all the
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maple and oak in NY.But that's about all.
SUBJECT>Re:hes hidin in the bushes Ntxt POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm in the n.e.corner
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>w 715
EMAIL>w 715@merr.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 6:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34960 NEXT>35147 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I dont think he counts either.Eastern time zone =easterner
John
PS I think I'm 1 of the 8 from WI.Don't know though.
SUBJECT>Lee Alessi POSTER>oddave715 EMAIL>dave@carolinaoffroad.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was lookin at the tdr page and saw a post about gettin the 6 cy.Did you dec de if you
were gonna do it or not.That 6 might be the way to go.A little more hp and probably
torque too.Keep us up dated.I look at your pic page everyday to see if you done anything
else.I really like what your doin with it.Are you gonna camo it like it was or solid green
this time?It w ll look good both ways.Good luck with it.Dave
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi POSTER>lee alessi EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35057 NEXT>35063 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
solid usmc green,with a colormatched green permatech spray in bedliner in the cab and
bed.
no,i passed on the 6 cyl.i had already fabbed the motor/tranny mounts and such.the 6 cyl
s so long......plus i really want the truck to look stock,or as close to a m715a1 would be.
should start back after christmas on it,and as soon as i get the bedliner money ill be
almost done.
also im waiting on the rear driveshaft to see if i need to notch the tank.if i do then ill
have that to do too,but i cannot imag ne that costing too much.the welded in fittings
(atually having the sta nless tig welded)was 7 dollars......
t also looks like to run a conventional front driveshaft ill have to cut and rotate the
knuckles.i dont want to run a front cv,as there are possible clearance issues w th the oil
pan.....i should know more next 2 weeks.
ve got acc dent reconstruction school the first 2 weeks of jan,and im working weekends
(all day and night),so i dont have any time off.
SUBJECT>Re:What gauge wire for making a new harness?POSTER>gndpndr
EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6 PREVIOUS>34971 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just rew red my truck this fall.I used 11 different collors of 10 gauge.my battery box is
n the back w th 2 batteries,fuse box out of a 76 camero and a ford 12v relay for the
starter,the only orig nal wire in the whole truck is the pressure switch w re for the brakes.
this truck has a military heater(not orig nal)which was 24v but I took the motor of a gm
heater and with a little mod reattached it to the mil heater everthing works fine.I also use
a one w re gm alternator running to both batteries w red for 12 volt.btw I have a 350
chev in the truck.good luck on the rew re.
SUBJECT>Re:heh POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orygun EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35038 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WeatherHEAD..WeatherPAK,you know what I mean..LOL.I did get more sleep last
night.They not only keep water out..but dirt to.I know,I know you already knew that.I
wish I had put them all through the CJ..
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi-Gas Tanks POSTER>Angry Truck
EMAIL>reynoldsbrr@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35058 NEXT>35103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee-
Sorry this is off topic.Did you ever get the 5 people you needed for the Stainless gas
tanks?I read your earlier post and it looks like it died out.You could count me in on one
f we can get the necessary people..I just got a quote for the restoration of my gas tank -$300.That's for cleaning
and coating.
I should have guessed it was in bad shape when the rust chunks fell out as I drained it.I
am thinking of chang ng the name of the truck from "Angry"to "Chunky"because ever
time I dra n a fluid out of it,chunks come out with it.
Let me know about the tanks.
Thanks,
Brian
SUBJECT>exhaust POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,
20 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>click me LINKURL>http://exhaustsoundclips.com
found this ,sound clips of different exhaust at top left of page.
exhaustsoundclips.com
SUBJECT>Really good news POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 9:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35054 NEXT>35145 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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As posted in the response from the magazine article mini thread,this list is full of good
people.One of our members Mr.Gary Topaz (I hope you don't mind Gary)found me a
set of troop seats for a great price.Not interested in a profit but more interested in helping
someone out,Gary has made a couple trips to find them.Plus he will be securing them
making them shippable and taking them to the shipper.Simply hooking up someone w th
something they were looking for.Thats paying it forward folks...If you haven't seen the
movie,watch it.Thanks Gary,that is going to be the highlight of my Christmas of 03.I
have been wanting to resolve that end of my truck.
Some pretty excellent ideas on wood you guys.I like the modern materials ideas.Last
forever...I was aiming for complete originality.So I probably would have saved up for
the OAK and twisted a friends arm who does wood work.All my tools are for metal.And
thanks Lee Aless ,for the responses in figuring out how to make them to make something
work and be like original.
Next in line w ll probably be correct markings on the truck body.What would I do if I
didn't have this rig and my other 2 jeeps to kill time with..Yea right...Jon,I have a few
updated pictures I should throw on the members page.I'll have to send them someday....
SUBJECT>Enlighten the unenlightened OT about posting stuff
POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orehgyn EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,20
December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35072 35073
35140 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So why is it when I want to respond to Doug,or Brute,ke th and even B or who ever,my
response ends up at the end of the thread?Sometimes it ends up where I want it but most
of the time it ends up at the end of the line.Is it the way I'm holding my tongue?Am I
hunting and pecking w th the wrong fingers?Cha r to low?Not enough sleep?S ngle to
long?(1 month)What g ves?????I always have the message up that I want to respond
too but it dumps it to the end....This better not be a blonde thing...AWDAT.SUBJECT>Check out this video!!!POSTER>ka
serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 9:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35082 35091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This is very cool!Old military video of a duece and a half fording all the way under.The
driver has a scuba set on.Must be the 60's same video style as the M715 story.Might
have to cut and paste....
SUBJECT>helpful to have a link...POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35069 LINKNAME>duece under water
picking up chicks LINKURL>http://tired-iron.mounet.com/fording.wmv
try this..
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35068 NEXT>35071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Very nice,
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>500 pound w nch POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>widlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 10:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35074 35117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm currious if a 20,000 pound PTO winch that wieghs 500 pounds is too heavy for the
front bumper on our trucks?or the rear bumper?I ask because there is on ebay pick up
distance from my house.
Thanks
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35069 NEXT>35077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How well do the brakes work underwater?
Thanks man,now I want to drive mine underwater.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Enlighten the unenlightened OT about posting stuff POSTER>Jeepist
Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at
10:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35066 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I don't even now if I can explain it ,but I'll try..Your post will always be below and to the right of the one which
you reply unless you are
not the first to reply to that message.In that case you will be shown below the firts reply.
Say you are the second and then someone replies to the first response,they are then
shown below and to the right of the the post they responded to.This bumps your post
down to make room.
This gets is just the beg nning,the more replies,the more exagerated the effects w ll be.
If you could see the hand s gnals I'm giving while I type this,you would have a much
better chance of understanding.
Hope this helps,if not you w ll have to wa t for the FE,I'll draw it out in the dirt for ya.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Enlighten the unenlightened OT about posting stuff
POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20
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December 2003,at 10:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35066 NEXT>35078
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's because other folks respond first which generates more responses which causes the
subject to careen off to the right.Then when you reply to the original post s nce it comes
after all those replies to replies,it gets put beneath them but aligned to the original post.
Make sense?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:500 pound w nch POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35070 NEXT>35128 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spicer has a 10,000 garwood in the front and another between the frame ra ls in the rear.
I'm thinking it might be a little to heavy for the front.Probably cause the springs to sag
with time.Just my thoughts.If it's in the $150 to $250 range I'd grab it and mount it
between the ra ls like tom did.Have any idea how large the diameter of the spool is.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35028 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pro Tool w ll make the brakets used to hold the brake calipers and the adapters to take the
stock rotors,they w ll send you the hubs with the machine work done to them to take the
rotor adapter but you have to return a core.You have to supply the rest,rotors,calipers,
MC,brakeline.Yes it is more exspensive but it is a Four wheel disc brake setup not just a
two.The big plus that I see vs the other companys setup besides the larger rotors is you
can buy the stock ford rotors off the self and put them on the truck.The other brand
requires machine work done to them before they w ll work.Give R ch a call and he can
fill you in if I left anything out.
SUBJECT>Re:Tra ler size for tow ng an M-715 POSTER>Todd Lucas
EMAIL>Todd&Lara@juno.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 11:55 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34307
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I drove from Snohomish Washington to Some where outside of Johnstown Pennsylvania
to pick up my M-715.I drove my 96 f-250 powerstoke,banks modified.I hauled the truck
on a 8'wide 16 foot tandem axle trailer,9000 pound capac ty.Could drive the speed limit
easily,no problems.My fuel economy was between 11 and 14 miles per gallon.I hauled
the trailer,M-715 and lots of extra parts.Use draw bars on a bumper pull trailer and a
good shape 3/4 ton truck for long distances.Good Luck Todd
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 12:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35071 NEXT>35079 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now that looks like a hell of a lot of fun.
SUBJECT>Re:Enlighten the unenlightened OT about posting stuff
POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orehgyn EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,20
December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35073 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can almost visualize the hand signals Doug.Whats with the middle finger though...:^))
LOL.Do you think we will need a patch of dirt/mud bigger than 12x12?Chris,I have
tried to respond not to the orig nal post but one of the replies embedded in the middle of
the thread.Still shows up in the wrong place..No bigg e.Some things in life you just
have to accept.Anyway I got it...BTW,work sucks..
Thanks..
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35077 NEXT>35080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Amazing how fast he is going under water.I bet he had the pedal to the metal..I want to
do that with my truck!
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 1:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35079 NEXT>35098 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I want to go along too.That is baaaaad to the bone!NOw I see why we have a hard time
pickin up women,were looking in the wrong places!
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>John Keegan
EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live in Sioux C ty IA 2-715&1-725
SUBJECT>Re:Check out this video!!!POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
20 December 2003,at 2:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35067 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.cut and paste what no link
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35052 NEXT>35089 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Gunny was in Houston a few weeks ago.He was s gning autograghs at a car show.I
would imagine that unless we could promise at least one orig nal resto M715 and M725
to be there a fee would be involved.I could be wrong.I have e-mailed his show
repeatedly asking for a M715 demo.They have done the jeeps,tanks,half-tracks and
deuces,why not us?
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Barrman
SUBJECT>Is it normal?POSTER>R ck EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35086 35094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a question for all my fellow 715/725 owners,when I shift from 2nd to 3rd I have to
be careful not to let the shifter drift too far to the right or it rakes the reverse gear,As long
as I pay attention and shift tightly next to 1st it goes into 3rd fine.
Is this normal?I have no problems with my trans or anything else.the shift is tight and the
gear sets are nice and tight.
Mine is a 68 M725 which I love to drive.
thanks for all the info.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Phil
Barrman
aka-Tim Barr
Giddings,TX
'67 M715
SUBJECT>Re:Is it normal?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35084 NEXT>35090 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it is a technique thing.I did that with mine the first several hundred miles I drove
t.I only drive standard vehicles also,unless my w fe gets out of the Suburban long
enough for me to drive it.I have started driving my '67 M715 to work a lot lately.I have
found that it takes me about four time through the gears before I stop thinks about
keeping the 3rd shift tight and to the left.This is if I haven't driven it for a while.Once I
get past those four times or so,I don't think about it or miss the shift.
Barrman.SUBJECT>Re:Lets just say POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 3:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35014 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Steven..good job on the truck.I just wanted to know if you most of the restore work
outside.
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>Jasper Monroe EMAIL>jasper@kfbol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 4:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome Phil.Wished my truck looked just like yours.M ne is white.Gotta correct that.
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35083 NEXT>35100 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my 725 wont be all stock with 350 in her and white paint w th wide green stripes.Id love
to know who had this one before me!I plan on pa nting her up and want to try to find
where all markings go and make it look close to orig nal.
SUBJECT>Re:Is it normal?POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 5:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35086 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Same here,I bump reverse a few times here and there.My truck sits for awhile
sometimes.Just gotta get used to it again.
SUBJECT>Re:Check out this video!!!POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35067 NEXT>35180 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry Kooby!Go up a ways and click on helpful to have a link.Cool fording video....AT
SUBJECT>12v heater motor POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 5:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35093 35104 35142 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys sure aren't much help in my search for a heater motor!
Has anyone here bought a brand new 12v motor from an auto parts store?I need to know
a part number or the actual application of one that'll directly replace the stock 24v one.
And yes,I already tried.Took a shot in the dark at a 69 J-truck one but they list two
different motors so that dosen't help much.
Junkyards around here are chock full of toyotas and chevys but almost NO Jeeps so it's a
waste to even try that route.
Thanks
Chris.SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>Gary EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,20
December 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>35092 NEXT>35101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used one from a 1971 gmc pick up.It had a plastic cage (so no rust)and was the same
size as the stock heater motor from the kit I bought.I used three of the four holes to the
back of the stock heater box and drilled only one new hole.It even used the same s zed
machine screws as the original one did.Good luck.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Is it normal?POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 6:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>35084 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yep its normal,but i dont do it much s nce i drive my truck everyday.hey i can bark third
thanks to a 350 chev and just jabbing the clutch(it engages w th the pedal high)when i
wanna power shift.hell i`ve got 4rth to do it if i beat it hard enough!SMASH
SUBJECT>Barrman POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Saturday,
20 December 2003,at 6:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>35105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey Tim got the hat today.thanks a million now I only need nine more.Anything you
ever need all you have to do is ask (within reason).
Thanks Bud!
SUBJECT>Re:Axle tag question POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 6:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>34890 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
saw the m715 in recent JP.magazine and they sa d ratio is 5.89.oh well .87 .88.89 close
and high enough!
SUBJECT>Re:FLEX POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 6:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34920 NEXT>35119 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good god bump!!try ng to kill somebody?!!go to the junk yard and rob some poor early
chev truck of its spring pockets and weld or clamp em in!or an rv shop might carry a coil
overload setup with clamps in the kit.but that is an idea for more load capac ty and
smoother ride.SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35080 NEXT>35151 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How does the driver keep from floating away....Well maybe them skinny kids back then
didn't float as well as someone w th my boincy....lol.
Joe.SUBJECT>Speaking of R.Lee Ermy......POSTER>Mike Petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35034 NEXT>35106 LINKNAME>R.Lee Ermy
Talking Action Figure LINKURL>http://www.sideshowtoy.com/cg -
bin/category.cgi?category=military_figure&tem=3401&type=store
He has an action figure.
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>35089 NEXT>
35102 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It was just an idea...I saw in the latest MV mag that he has gone to a couple MV
shows.I've been a fan of his evers nce the Full Metal Jacket movie.If I put some stars on
my truck it would look stock from a distance.Maybe he's a jerk in person anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>kevin s EMAIL>ksway@direcpc.com
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 8:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaqIybW/ff9JY PREVIOUS>35093 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When I converted mine to 12v I just plugged the 24v motor into 12v and it works fine just
a little slower then before.
Kevin s
SUBJECT>Re:MAILCALL at the FE?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 8:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35100 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Id love for him to be there too and I think it would make for one heck of a FE meet and
maybe get some mags to be there too but I think some guys like Brian is skeered of haven
his pic in the mags.Me,well Id feel right at home as I like to watch when hes on too.
COOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Lee Alessi-Gas Tanks POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,20 December 2003,at 9:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35063 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well ill count you as ONE,and email me and ill put it in a folder...when we get 5,we can
go.....
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35092 NEXT>35108 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am going to a junkyard on Monday that I know has several older Jeep p/u's.I w ll look
for a part number on the heater motor.That is if any of them have heaters and I can see a
number on them..Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Barrman POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,21
December 2003,at 4:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35095 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad I could help.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of R.Lee Ermy......POSTER>mark-ndt715fan
EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35099 NEXT>35129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Anyone who likes R lee ERMY and nam era war flicks,chek him out in the staring role
of THE SEIGE OF FIREBACE GLORIA.This film was put out by fies home vedio.
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SUBJECT>Width POSTER>monkeystrong EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 7:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35118 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear M715 Zone,
Just Question for those of you who aren't stock,not that there's anything wrong with that.
Running a Chevy Type Dana 60 front and 39.5"boggers,are there steering issues?How
much backspacing do you have on your wheels?And finally what is the width of the front
axle with the tires mounted?I was wondering after the spring perches were changed if
there would be any issues..
Thanks all..
Your width wondering friend,
Andy
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35104 NEXT>35109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks guys,
Still looking for a part number or application that has a useable motor -parts store won't
sell it with the fan or mounting plate,just the bare motor.
T m,don't waste your time for me.Any part number you find won't match up w th a
replacement number.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 9:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35108 NEXT>35110 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Chris,There is a modification in the CJ world where guys take a heater motor from I
believe a Ch*vy blazer and install it into the CJ heater housing.It has a bunch more umph
and I don't think it was hard to make work.I have two FSJ heater assys in the shop.One.of them is in poor shape w th
a fractured heater hous ng.I'll go look and if there is a
heater motor there it's yours.Not sure if it had one or the condition but I will check.The
good unit I just got I would like to keep complete.But I'll check today for the motor.
Al Temple..
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35109 NEXT>35124 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris,have not made it out to the shop yet.Still cruising the s tes with coffee in hand.
Here is a cut and paste from the full size group.It was for a 91 wag...
AutoZone has new ones at least for my 91wag it is brand new w th a lifetime warranty for
only 23.99 It had the hole for the hose the right connector and everything to connect it up.
Part #PM3602
Guys,being that the M715,M725 ect are pretty much full s ze,there is often a lot of info
that can apply to those of you that do convers ons and upgrades like 12 volt stuff.Its a
good site.6000+members.IFSJA.org
I'll get out to the shop soon....The coffee's kickin in!
SUBJECT>Re:M725 markings?POSTER>Luis EMAIL>yaquimon@yahoo.comn
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 10:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35053 NEXT>35114 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M725 WATER PUMP
Hey
I got a M725 myself,I'll have to go back to my history.I found a page once where I was
looking for some part,and there was all kinds of info.I get back to you on that.
I'm looking for a water pump for my 230,I can't find one,can you help?
Luis
928 301 5020
SUBJECT>Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35113 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So do we have at least three other people interested in getting the four wheel disc
convers on from pro tool.They can do front only if your only interested in that.They are
requiring only a $200 deposit to cover that cost of material.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35112 NEXT>35127 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you have a total cost for front only and front and back?and if that dosen't include
everthing what else is needed?
Thanks.Jeff
SUBJECT>230 waterpump POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,21
December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35111 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some of the others here have the stock engines in them Ive pulled mine out and puttin in
a 350 chev.
SUBJECT>help hunger POSTER>gndpndr EMAIL>tanyajeff@alltel.net DATE>Sunday,
21 December 2003,at 2:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aasQc8M3LWDS6
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>chunky soup
LINKURL>http://www.chunky.com/click_for_cans.asp
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only takes a sec or two to help.
SUBJECT>yeah,but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,21
December 2003,at 3:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35070 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..grab it anyway.Guy down the road here sells M37's and has one w/a 20k winch
between the frame rails,towards the cab.Hauls stuff into the bed w/it.On the ends you'll
need some beefing of the frame,as well as some more spring capacity.I've been carrying
a 500lb pressure washer at the very rear of a 1ton van (4k payload capacity,isn't that a..
deuce?hmm...)and it beat the hell out of the hefty springs on it.
caveat emptor!
SUBJECT>eh?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,21
December 2003,at 3:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35107 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the width of the front axle w/tires mounted w ll of course depend on A.tire width B.
wheel backspacing..heheh.
not that it's a big deal,but at least on the 3/4t stuff you have to change the steering arm.
Chevy has that stupid boomerang deal.
ema l Barry,he's running that setup.The rest of us are drooling.
SUBJECT>Re:FLEX POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,
at 6:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35097
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But you'd miss the fast and easy rock-crawler-to-cargo hauler conversion factor.This
truck is truely dual purpose.
(and read the link again,dude)
SUBJECT>lotion sucks.(way off topic)POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 6:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35121 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Yeah,that's right.Why do I say that?well,it's a little dry here,and I'm windblown from
nstalling the new lower control arm brackets/chopped tranny crossmember for the little
Jeep.Wind blows right up the valley at Mach 5 and sucks all the moisture out of your
skin in the winter.
Now ordinarily I don't care,and in fact I still don't,but my wife,trying to be helpful,
offered me lotion--noting my skeptical look she applied a dollop to hands and arms (and
that's ALL,weirdos),and for the last hour the "quickly absorbed formula to hydrate and
nourish"has left a greasy film on me that I liken to oozing grease.It's freaking disgusting,
and I'm never going to use it aga n.
Lotion sucks.Totally.
(M715 content included here:"while I was under the little Jeep I noticed how funny the
725 looks with normal size mockup wheels.Just wrong.36"or bigger."
SUBJECT>Re:lotion sucks.(way off topic)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35120 NEXT>35125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree Tacoma.......fell for the same trick once.Sucks.
SUBJECT>Re:Time To Post POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 8:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>34992 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome
SUBJECT>lu4 and np200 parts POSTER>w ldfirem715 EMAIL>alfj5335@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 8:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35149 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
www.jobrated.com
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Sunday,21 December 2003,at 11:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35110 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Luckypabst,Did you find anything?I found the wag motor with fan today..
SUBJECT>Re:lotion sucks.(way off topic)POSTER>monkeystrong
EMAIL>the_choo_chooman@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at
12:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35121 NEXT>35126 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
My grandad's hands used to get super dry.They'd crack and bleed.He'd use something
called Neutragena(sp?)anyway he swore by it.
SUBJECT>Re:lotion sucks.(way off topic)POSTER>Ed J.KS EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 2:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>35125 NEXT>35130 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I have to use that stuff after working 12 hr shifts with machine tool coolant and solvents
ect.Keeps my hands from cracking and bleeding.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35113 NEXT>35169 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rotors,calipers,Master cylinder.I w ll call him and try to get firm prices on front only,
and four wheel,after I get some sleep.Plus his shop is closed now anyways.If you have
any questions feel free to call him yourself at the number posted in the link below.As a
reminder in the online manual section there is a page at the very bottom of the list
deta ling the info on this setup along w th Rich's phone number.He has alot more to say
then the page.
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SUBJECT>Re:500 pound w nch POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35074 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you're talking about a 5 ton military truck winch...YES it's just dimentionally too large
for the front of the truck,let alone the 500#heft.I'm running the Duece style 10,000#
Garwoods that are large w nches,yet we gh 140#w/no cable.That's a considerable
difference than a 500#bohemoth.I've done close inspection on the 5 ton trucks winches
and they are 17"tall.I had a line on one and was going to put in in the back of the truck
but it was still too big.Mudclod (Wayne)put a massive winch in his truck mounted in the
bed.20,000#is damn cool,but seriously too big.
SUBJECT>Re:Speaking of R.Lee Ermy......POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I caught the last few minutes of some movie last night that had hero R Lee kissing Jack
Black on the mouth and marrying him.Kind of takes the wind out of his Mail call
"MAGGOT!"sails.
SUBJECT>Re:lotion sucks.(way off topic)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35126 NEXT>35158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Get some Krack Kream...That or udder cream works well...Farmers have been using that
for years.
Joe
SUBJECT>Yup,that's Velvet...HEY MIKE POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35048 NEXT>
35152 35157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where did you find that?.Come on Tacoma...it was nothing that 5 minutes of beating w th a handmaul and pulling
straight w th the w nch couldn't handle?:)
SUBJECT>Light switch Q?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22 December
2003,at 5:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35141 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I am doing my rewire to 12 volt and noticed another problem I came across.Where
should i route the wires for BO lights and service lights off of the switch?So what I am
say ngs is where should i hook up my headlights and my parking lights?I am planning to
run the front BO if the have enough juice going to them to look cool,if not i am going to
replace them with a driving light.Thanks -Scott
SUBJECT>Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35135
35136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spent the weekend chang ng out the sprag style (kind of 'on demand')transfer case in my
blue deuce for the manually operated front lock in (another R.E.B.kit variant originally
nstalled from M.E.)style that was in the red truck.I Also kept the PTO that was on Red's
T-Case too.Red truck is early to mid 60's and Blue is mid 70's.Probably 1/2 to 3/4's of
the 4 bolt drive flange bolts were either not tight OR (the part I REALLY didn't like)
were tight,but could be turned like they had bottomed out at the end of their threads and
not clamped the two flanges together.I found these in the jackshaft flanges,front and rear
drives off of the T-case.Also found the one splined drive flange was loose at the T-case,
as I pulled out the cotter pin and undid the big nut by hand.Obviously there plenty of beef
n these trucks,but you may want to give em a quick look.
I also rebuilt the tw n shoe E-brake assembly.If you haven't...TAKE THE TIME TO
GREASE IT!It's got a bunch of grease fitting on the pivot points and it's actually an
mpress ve assembly that grabs the ins de AND outs de of the big drum to stop.Without
grease,the shoes will sieze on the pins and the braking (assuming you've replace the
seized E-brake cable)effectiveness w ll be drastically cut.I had to take the mount
completely off the case,heat the shoes and fight like hell to get them off the heavy pins
they mount on.Cleaned,greased,and slick now.
I've also finished the exhaust work and have a mirror image of the factory passenger side
stack and mirror brackets on the driver's s de.It's really coming together now!
SUBJECT>Passenger Door Parts POSTER>Dram88 EMAIL>nwgrayson@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35143 35182 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey guys,I recently had the displeasure of rolling my truck and bent up some sheet metal.
I must say that these trucks are strong,it rolled two compelete times and only had to
replace the passenger door and hood!Anyway the glass and guts of the door I removed
still work and are in great shape if any of you would like somthing e-mail me @
nwgrayson@hotma l.com.SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35133 NEXT>35137 35138 35160 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Spicer--
Just curious--what do you use your M35A2 for?I have wanted one for a long time,but it
s hard to justify a 35,000 lb.toy.
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SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35133 NEXT>35139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
P ctures we want pictuers...cried the masses....
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35135 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
13,200lb toy.........mine weighs 14,500 because of the addition of a dump box.
Great for parades,the drive-in and you can tell everybody you have a deuce.
Thats about it:)
I do have a dump box on mine and use it for some work related stuff from time to time.
They are big and some parts are not cheap.I've had mine going in two years and think I
might have put 1000 miles on it.Not "real"economical but I still enjoy it enough that I
would have to be hard pressed to sell it.
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35135 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Guess what.?.they're not NEARLY that heavy!13,000#cab and chassis and no special
licenses needed to own,drive,or operate on the road.I'm still building mine up to the
way I want it so I don't have too many justification type notes for you at this time.Doug
gets a LOT more use from his than I have so far.He's even added a dump to his.You can
haul anything you get get in the bed,pull anything want,drag home others (this I plan to
do),have ten NDT tires that suck ass in snow...it's a big cool toy.:)
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35136 NEXT>
35203 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The company dig tal camera disappeared again...I'm working on it!I'll have to get some.snail pics scanned too.
SUBJECT>Re:Enlighten the unenlightened OT about posting stuff
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,
at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35066 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
USE CHRONO!!
t will always be at the top.
ha
k
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35132 NEXT>35146 35150 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you have the late style,small,solid state type turn s gnal box under the hood w th a 3 or
4 wire cannon plug,you can just change out the bulbs and run the system on 12 volt.If
you have the early style OR if the system was previously altered and you dont know
which was on the truck stock,you can do a couple of things...your choice:
1.Get a late style turn signal switch,flasher and a small harness from Star Electric in Ky,
about $100 not including shipping,and wire in the later style.This w ll let you use the
stock system,looks correct,w th 12 volt bulbs as above.
2.Rewire the headlights and turn signals us ng components from a civilian vehicle.Look
around the scrap yards/parts catalogues and find something that appeals to you for these
tems.You may want to take the fuse box and w ring,turn signal and headlight switch,
along with other items possibly,all from one vehicle and wire yours w th it.You may
want a tilt column,could get the turn s gnal sw tch and w ring together with that if
nterested.
3."Invent"your own way w th switches that wire to the headlights,maybe illuminated
rockers or something like that,and a turn s gnal kit for a street rod type application.
2 and 3 are gonna make it a bit more difficult to wire in the BO lights...no idea on the
mechanics of doing it that way,but I'm sure it can be done....big question would be is it
worth however much it would cost to do it that way...
Good luck,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35092 NEXT>35195 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock M715 heater has 2 flange styles for the blower motor...the civvys have at least
3....maybe more w th the later years and AC and stuff....
The mil setup can have a flange that bolts to the heater hous ng and the motor bolts into
t...have one here that Koobster sent me a couple years ago....also,there is a type w th the
flange made to the blower motor...have that here purchased NOS from VPW...also shown
n the hot water heater section of the online manuals.Then the civvy has the flange type
above and,I have been told but never seen,the seperate flange and motor type above.PLUS one with a different
flange/motor made together...motor is different diameter and
has a different mounting depth than the other type w th the made on flange.The bolt
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pattern of the 2 flanges is the same,so the only differences in the 2nd flange are the depth
of the center recess for the motor and the size of the center hole.
The flanges are essentially made on and from what I can ascerta n,neither of the flange
type use the same motor diameter or recess as the mil motor with no flange...I tried for
quite a while to find a combo that would work so I didnt have to buy a whole heater to get
a 24 volt motor in my $50 c vvy heater setup...paid over $300 for the NOS heater to
accomplish this feat...It seemed that ne ther of the mil flanges,seperate or joined,worked
n my housing...course its possible that the flanged mil unit works with the OTHER
flanged civvy unit but I cannot verify that...whether the seperate flange motors
nterchange,no idea,never found one,though they are rumored to ex st in early trucks.
Hope that helps ya understand the bas cs...which motor ya got...or should I say what
mounting setup you got,w ll determine the rest...
Pa n in the $%&I know....beleive me,I know!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Passenger Door Parts POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35134 NEXT>35168 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how did that happen?story please...
k
SUBJECT>Re:LT DAN (off topic)POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35047 NEXT>35232 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Kind of a Ramones meet Cheap Trick,eh?
And that's meant as the best poss ble compliment.
SUBJECT>Now you aint last in thread...POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35065 NEXT>35248 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And where are the pics????????????
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35141 NEXT>35153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
jon
do you have a link to star electric?
k
SUBJECT>Re:How many of us in the upper-mid midwest?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35056
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All the help you have g ven me....your practically 2 of 8!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:ironwood not as strong POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35029 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I lucked into know ng a guy that bought oodles of aged red oak from an estate sale -he
had a barn load of salvaged barn siding.I had him plane and size and edge to the
dimensions of my original stuff.I plan to prime and paint as original.
This stuff is barely workable,it's so old.VERY solid,and a bear to bow.Not brittle,but
DA-YAM!
Point is -look into recycling old wood from unusual sources -very cheap,very good
stuff.
Bob
SUBJECT>Re:lu4 and np200 parts POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35123 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35141 NEXT>35154
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have the early style w th the large distribtion box.Do i need to just replace the entire
system or can i use some of the parts?-scott
SUBJECT>Re:helpful to have a link...POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35098 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd like to know where he found a body of water that is so clear AND has a smooth,hard-
pack bottom.It'd almost HAVE to be a large creek ("Stream"for you westerenrs)or small
river.If that's the case,can you imag ne the "freezing noogie factor"of such a stunt?
SUBJECT>Mike P's rig...if the link works POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35131 NEXT>
35155 LINKNAME>Mike's Rig
LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org/modules.php?set_albumName=album88&d=ok4wd
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_com_242&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_photo.php.click the link below.
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35146 NEXT>35187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They dont have a website...that I know of....but heres the contact info I have:
Kevin B.Emdee..President
368 B g Oak trail
Radcliff,KY 40160-9749
Email kemdee@earthlink.net
phone 1-270-877-0813
fax 1-270-877-5042
Hope that helps!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35150 NEXT>35159 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The turn s gnal sw tch,on the column and the large distribution box are a "set".To go to
the later style,you have to replace both of these and put in the new harness you get with
the kit.Its pretty easy,you only need to tap into 1 of your existing wires,the power to the
turn s gnals is from pin J of the 3 lever light sw tch,otherwise all the instructions and
wires/connectors needed are in the kit.
The stuff in the large distribution box,relays,wont work under 12 volts...s nce the turn
signal lever on the column is a part of the distribution box essentially...just seperated by
wires,both need to be changed.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Mike P's rig...if the link works POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35152 NEXT>
35156 LINKNAME>keep going LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org
Crap.www.pajeeps.org then,pictures,then 2003 jeepshow,thenlike pg 26 or 27 and
you'll see a couple of military jeeps and Mikes 715.
SUBJECT>Re:Mike P's rig...if the link works POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35155 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nice rig Mike.
I have to go take a nap now......that was too much work.
SUBJECT>it just barely counts!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35131 NEXT>35185 35188 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.S nce I couldn't really tell,if you hadnt'showed me what was
bent,I can only g ve you
1/2 credit.When there are puddles underneath it,or bent things falling off,that counts.
You know.
Looking at the little Jeep to put the free gas tank skid thing on it,there are some spooky
gouges in there!I think if it was metal I'd have been in some trouble.Plastic tanks go
"dooobtngdnnn".
SUBJECT>UDDER CREAM ROOOOCCCCKSS!POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35130 NEXT>35171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to teach rock climbing,and let me tell you:climbers chalk sucks the moisture out
of your bones!All of used Bag Balm,smells some (but not a bad smell),but it works
great.Keeps hands in great shape w/no sticky/greasy film.
SUBJECT>wa t a sec...turn signal?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35154 NEXT>35161 35162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have a turn signal switch?I have one too,but it's aftermarket.What do the stock ones
look like?
also,after checking,my 12v truck is still wired to the dist.box.
what the hell is going on here???!?!??!?!?
t's immaterial since I'm scrapping the mangled w ring but maybe someone else has
oddness underhood as well.
SUBJECT>here's one use:POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35135 NEXT>35164 35170 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
to flatten 715's...oops,Tom's right foot saved him.OH!you can haul scrap Firebirds in
them.And practice angry shifting.I liked that one the most of all."shift like you're mad at
t".Best advice I've been given in a long time.Thanks Tom!
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec...turn s gnal?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35159 NEXT>35163 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The turn s gnal sw tch is the arm and box connected to the column you move to indicate
left and right turns...
Several members have posted that the relays in the distribution box on the r truck would
not cycle,activate may be a better term,on 12 volt so they sought other choices...several
have reported that with the late style solid state box,all worked w th no mods other than
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12 volt bulbs.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec...turn s gnal?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35159 NEXT>35215.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My turn s gnal looks stock.It has the same light bulb ins de of it as the dash lights.It was
held onto the steering column by a hose clamp.It has a small green rectangle on it that
looks like it is supposed to show when the blinker is flashing.I want to say 5 w res come
out of it and go to the distribution box.The odd thing is though,i don't have any turn
signals or brake lights on my truck.The turn signal spots have metal rectangles in the r
place that look stock.And i have no clue where my break lights are...all i have is the BO
lights.Is this common or did someone just mess it up before i got it?
I am also interested if anyone else has a 12 volt system going through the early style large
distribution box.
-Scott
SUBJECT>golly,thanks man!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35161 NEXT>35166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I always wondered what that lever did.Thank you for your polite explanation.I'm going
to work on my vertical leap just for you.
I havent'looked inside,maybe the relays were swapped out too.Or maybe there is a
hidden something in the spaghetti w ring under the dash and the box is just hollow.
Anything could happen in that thing.
SUBJECT>Re:here's one use:POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35160 NEXT>35165 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wish I would have had tape rolling the day I pulled the cab off my doner dump truck
with the deuce.I gave thought to torching the cab mounts and cutting all the
wires,linkage,cables and such but then I thought to myself "self-what fun would that be?"
So I threw a cha n thru the windows on each door and connected it behind the cab.
Fastened another cha n from it to the back of the deuce(the dump box was already
removed).I put the deuce in low and eased out on the clutch.It ripped the front cab
mounts loose and folded the cab over backwards and slid it down the frame ra ls of the
dump truck w th surgcal precis on.It was so slow and effortless it almost made it seem
boring.Such is everything you pull w th the deuce.I have yet to hook this on to
something and not achieve the goal intended.I really am looking forward to the day that
sometyhing really puts up a fight instead of surrendering at the mere site of that truck.I
have a tree that needs pulled before it blossoms in spring.I w ll roll tape for that.I hope it
fights me.
SUBJECT>hehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 10:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35164 NEXT>35167
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just make sure the chain is longer than the tree is tall.Treetops probably won't hurt a
deuce box though.T iiiimmmmbbber!.SUBJECT>Re:golly,thanks man!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:31 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35163 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One member posted last week that he converted to 12 volt and put the new fuse box in
the distribution box...made it waterproof too...but I would think there would be a
giveaway what with just about every wire in the vehicle coming from there....
Your welcome on the explanation....glad it wasnt confus ng to ya!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:hehe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35165 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I plan to cut the tree off about 6'off the ground.Then carve a notch in it 1'down from the
top to secure the cable in.I've used this method before and it works well.It gives you a
ton of leverage that pulls the stump over instead of just try ng to rip it out of the earth.It
also makes the cable or chain angle down so that if it breaks it is not a med at your head,
thats a good thing.It does take the weight of the tires to lessen traction but I'll probably
load some rock or dirt in the back with the skid loader to negate that effect.I'll have my
safty glasses on also.I'll be use ng the 1"cable my father in-law gave me when I pulled
his stuck dozer out.I doubt it w ll break but you never know.
SUBJECT>Re:Passenger Door Parts POSTER>Dram88
EMAIL>nwgrayson@hotmail.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35143 NEXT>35176 35179 35189 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was at a DNR off-road park in G lbert,MN.It is at the site of an old taconite mine.They
basically a big trail system w th a ton of very steep short hills and tight turns.Very ka ser
unfriendly.My group and I had just done a lot of the trails there and were heading back to
the trailers,when we came apon a sw tchback.I knew I was in trouble when an xj in font
of me had to make a 4pt turn!I got to the corner and made one turn and started to back
up,the Kaiser got a little close the edge and the trail fa led behind me.The trail was cut
nto the side of the hill by a dozer and the fill sheared right apart.It was intteresting to see
after all was sa d and done.
The passenger and I took tough ride down the bottom.We landed rightside up and ok
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with the mastercraft seats and rci 5pts.The 454 fired up and we chainsawed the trees
down around the m715 and drove back to the trail.Drove the truck back on the tra ler.
The total damage came to the hood,the passenger door,a metal valve stem and a couple
of lugs lost on one 42"tsl.I was suprised that none of the glass broke,or the bows got
hurt,I do have a roll bar,but the bows stick up above them.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35127 NEXT>35177 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Discs will probably be on my to-do list,but at least a year off,$-wise.See how these go,.maybe we can do a group
later on for others that aren't right ready.
SUBJECT>A little explanation of Tacoma's writings POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35160 NEXT>
35173 35191 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma was out east and I needed to move the deuce truck out if it's parking spot atop a
medium short hill and we (Katie,Tac-man,and I)couldn't hand roll it.The air system had
bled down so the brakes were pretty much gone and the e-brake cable was se zed.We
hook up a way short piece of chain and I g ve it a nudge with Velvet.It starts rolling,
Tacoma is in the deuce truck,and I tell him to stop thinking he could pump the brakes up.
They wouldn't come up and nothing short of running over Velvet was gonna stop it til the
bottom of the hill.We had to make a hard left turn to get to a little roadway down the hill
where it could pop started it.Oh,the starter had frozen on the multifuel.I noticed that the
distance is getting shorter between Blue (the duece truck)and Velvet...with Tacoma,eyes
as big as plates,say ng (yelling and waving)that he has no brakes.I'm in low range and
have already shifted tw ce and am now making the shift to fourth gear just to try and stay
ahead.I know my luck is going to run out shortly as Blue gets close again so I mash the
gas and snap the chain and run away like a knight in a Monty Python film!Blue rolls to a
stop,I stop,and a hush falls over the farm...only to be shattered by Katie's howling
laughter as she had been sitting in the bed of the Blue...beside the 68 firebird body
watching the two frantic pilots.It was truly frightening when looking back and seeing this
mass ve truck,with a bumper height half way up Velvet's ta lgate,4'away and gaining!
SUBJECT>Re:UDDER CREAM ROOOOCCCCKSS!POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35158 NEXT>35174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And down at the farm supply,it's cheaper that the ump-whatever a bottle lotions your
wifey buys.
SUBJECT>Possibly POSTER>Workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 11:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35015 NEXT>35175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a J series plastic tank is a little narrower,but I do not remember how much.There
s one inside my orig nal steel.And yes,I cut the top out and shoved it in.
SUBJECT>that was much fun POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom:"you won't have much for brakes,they run off the a r pump on the eng ne that won't
start...but you can pump them up manually,and you should be good to go!"(devious
grin)
Tacoma:"that sounds pretty sketchy..manual air brakes eh?"
Tom:"oh,no problem!".I felt like a hair band drummer,pumping away at the pedal,with little discernible result.
Off we go.I got about 1/2 a stab of brakes out of it,and then we're freeeeeeeee wheeling..
n a deuce,down a hill,towards the 715 attached by the 8ft chain...
Tacoma:"GO GO GO GO GO!!!!"(waving arm furiously out the window and
manhandling the wheel w/the other)
Tom:"merwousa jadsfoew !!!"(looking back while running over stump pile and trying to
find the gas pedal--I couldn't hear what he was saying)
Katie:"weeeeeeee!!!"(in the back,or something like that,maybe "yee ha!")
Tacoma:"holy shit I'm going to run over Velvet!"(inside the truck)
so we stop on a slight incline,no one got killed.
Tom:"alright!cool!"
Tacoma:"well that was exc ting!right on!"
Tom:"I'm gonna pull you,when I say,pop the clutch"
Tacoma:"ok!let's go!"
(pulling...s gnal is g ven)
TRUCK:rrr rrr rrrr rrr rr
(stopped)
Tom:"what the hell,it was going!"
Tacoma:"really?that sounded like bad starter noise!"
Tom:"no,that's what it sounds like running."
Tacoma:"oh!I thought they'd be louder.Let's go aga n!"
Tom:"Yeah!"
(pulling...s gnal given again)
TRUCK:rrr rrr rrr rrr rrr
scritch grrrate eeertteert
Tom:"that's not gonna work--shift it like you're mad at it or you won't be able to get it in
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gear.Just mash it!"
Tacoma:"and here I was trying to be nice.Ok,I'm mad at it!"
and off we went up the hill to the barn.Then we looked at it and thought..nah,let's not
pull that motor right now.Let's eat.
heheh.Not quite as much fun as the first trip to the farm..I didn't have to pray for a
rollcage this time LOL..
SUBJECT>and here's the added bonus POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35171 NEXT>35206 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of those salves comes in a nice green tin w/a cow on it.Perfect for the kids to put
coins in,or like my wife uses:to put coupons in.It holds a ton of them.And,it's pleasant
to look at.
SUBJECT>awesome!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35172 NEXT>35510
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I"m going to look at that.I've got a couple FSJ tanks laying around..you fit a J truck tank inside the original 715
tank???
I've got a sort of square deal,it's my recollection that the tanks on jtrucks are longish and
rectangular,much like the ones on the Cherokee/Wagoneer???
how'd you fit it in there?
SUBJECT>wow..last time I heard of that kind of roll..POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35168 NEXT>35178 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...the guy totalled his XJ and sold me the guts really cheap!
He did it going forward though,and rolled end over end.
so the 5pts work then?cool.Can't expla n the bows not breaking though!
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35169 NEXT>35212 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
by then I too w ll be ready so you can figure me in on a set for the fronts at least!
SUBJECT>Re:wow..last time I heard of that kind of roll..POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 1:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35176 NEXT>
35190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
5pts?Is that w th the anti-sub strap?2 questions:Is that strap even effective in the very
upright seating position we use?We're not seated in a very recumbent stance;would not a
regular 4-point system serve just as well,given their orientation over the hips?
Second:With he anti-sub strap,I can only imag ne what would serve as the "arresting
bodily appendage(s)"-is that a whole lot better than,say a broken leg or two?Broken
legs occur every day,I'm a little leary of having ice cream sundae toppings (crushed nuts)
as a preferred outcome of an incident over broken legs...
SUBJECT>Re:Passenger Door Parts POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 3:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glad to hear that everyone was OK.
Do you have any pix???
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Check out this video!!!POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35091 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I live 30 minutes from rainbow springs where the video was shot.Thanks that was very
cool.
SUBJECT>Ignition parts question POSTER>Rick EMAIL>plaidapache@eritter.net.DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 4:59
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35186 35193 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A question for my fellow 715/725 owners who still have stock engine setups.
Where is the best place to buy 24 volt ignition parts?points,condensers,dist caps etc.
I took my 725 out yesterday and put a few more miles on it and was just curious about
gnition parts if ever one should fa l.
I'm still all 100%military and would like to stay that way s nce I'm doing a restoration on
t.(actually its more of a fix up because of the great condition it was in when I got it.)
Another question I have is that I notice a slight vibration that feels just like a u-joint but I
cannot find any culprit,are these rigs prone to vibrations or do I poss bly have a dry joint
cup?
thanks in advance for all the great info.
Rick.
SUBJECT>Window Regulator survive?POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>35134 NEXT>
35183 35184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry to read about your incident...but man,what an experience!
Glad you came through without TOO much damage,especially to your own body.
I'm looking for a working w ndow regulator assembly but I'm not sure if the passenger
side is interchangeable w th the Driver side.That is what I really need.Do you know if
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that will work?
Bama1
SUBJECT>Re:Window Regulator survive?POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35182 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If it is like the civilian FSJ ...of which I have an 86 ....they are not.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:Window Regulator survive?POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35182 NEXT>35192 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They're not interchangeable,AFAIK,but any older FSJ window crank assy.should work.
Just swap out the newer handle for the older style handle and it'll "look"and operate like
OEM.
Ethan.SUBJECT>Re:it just barely counts!POSTER>Mike Petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35157 NEXT>LINKNAME>I hope this link works!
LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org/modules.php?set_albumName=album88&d=ok4wd
_com_260&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_photo.php
There is another shot of Spicer's rig on the PA Jeeps s te.It also includes Katie and my
wife Pam.The picture also features MY #SS!Tom was creeping by in the truck while I
was watched the parking brake disc shoot sparks while carving the floor support.
Whoever took the picture focused on my better side as I looked under the truck.I'll post
the link.
SUBJECT>driveshaft vibration and ujoints POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 5:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35181 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do a visual inspection of ujoints for rust around cap then grab both s des of yokes,tw st
them back and forth and see if there is any play in the ujoint.even if they pass this test,
you could have a bad ujoint and other than removing driveshaft (which is the failsafe
way)you can raise all 4 wheels off the ground and run it up to about 40 or more and watch
the driveshafts for any out of roundness.if its wabbling at on end then you will more than
likely have a ujoint that is bad and needs replaced that is if the driveshaft isnt bent.
remove the driveshaft and feel for any ruffness or binding in ujoints and caps.the guys
say #369 is the ujoint number.remember there is 3 driveshafts and 6 ujoints that need
checked.
as far as ignition parts,VPW probably has the parts there and some others around should
too but that is better left for some of the guys that have already replaced theres.
hope this is of some help!
SUBJECT>Re:Light switch Q?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35153 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>I'll try again POSTER>Mike Petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35157 NEXT>LINKNAME>another velvet pic
LINKURL>http://www.pajeeps.org/modules.php?full=1&set_albumName=album88&id
=ok4wd_com_260&op=modload&name=gallery&file=ndex&nclude=view_photo.php
try this link
SUBJECT>Re:Passenger Door Parts POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
roll bars are cool.SUBJECT>Re:wow..last time I heard of that kind of roll..POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35178 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
careful now bump r!that sounds painful.LOL.now I guess your telling me and others to
wear seatbelts,the horror,what is this world comming to?
God,now Im goin to sell my truck and get me a subaru outback,a porshe or a lexus 4x4
and stick to the highways to where I wouldnt have to upset my Icecream (W/crushed nuts)
or break my legs.Man Im soundin like brian,guess hes rubbin off,HELP!IS THERE A
CURE?
I have some 300 xz trubo seats that i thought abuot puttin in it but if i go into water the
cloth will suck up water like a big sponge so i may have to something different now that I
think about it.
SUBJECT>Re:A little explanation of Tacoma's writings POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35170 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
crushed the tailgate on my GW with an M37 like that.i was yelling at the wife in the
wagoneer"GO GO!!"but she hit the brakes and BAM!she got me stopped though.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Window Regulator survive?POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>35184 NEXT>
35222 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info!
I suspected that they were diferent parts for each door.
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I'll scout around for a FSJ Drivers window regulator in the boneyard unless some
benevolent soul has one handy that they're willing to part with soon!
It may be weeks before I can go hunting for one 'round here...maybe I'll find one first time
out.(Bets are off)
By the way,does anyone know the name (or phone number)of a very old Jeep junkyard
that used to be in business way down in middle Tennesee near Winchester.I'm sure it was
a little bit West of there in a little village perhaps around Huntland,TN.
If anyone knows about it,please email me!
Thanks,
Bama1
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition parts question POSTER>MeatEater EMAIL>DATE>Monday,
22 December 2003,at 6:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35181 NEXT>
35204 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to know where one can find a 24 volt ORIGINAL coil as well.I have ordered
from memphsis,(I'm o n number 4 coil)and tho there coil aren't the crap ones with the.cystal stone on the bottom,or
remanufactured (I send them back to)the coils they have
left,have a little circle in the bottom,I find these last about 25%as much as the Mil spec.
coils that are completely seal on the bottom (no ciricle or crystals)Memphsis had a 'used'
one of these and I got four times the milage out of it over the new ones they sold me that
had the little circle dot in the center,with time the oil leaks from there....DOES anyone
know where you can buy an orginal Mil Spec 24 volt NOS coil????thanks
MeatEater
SUBJECT>hackers!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 7:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35198
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Had a dumb hacker try n to get into my computer just a minute ago.I fixed him as I have
a virus that w ll lock up his computer permanently,I traced who it was and sent him an
early christmas present!I have a friend thats a computer genius and he built it for me just
for @$$e$like these.
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 7:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35142 NEXT>35197 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good info Jon,sounds like you've been down that road already.
Al,I picked up a new motor today,thanks to R ck's (wildfireM715)clue.I'll be back later
with some tech and a part number.
Chris
SUBJECT>Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 8:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35201 35217 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Y'all probably saw my whining about needing a 12 volt heater motor.Well I found one
today,for 30 bucks even!It's an API Temp Control part number 35587,to fit '64-'91
Chevy pickups.Thank you to R ck who clued me into the Chevy trick.
The main difference between this motor and our stock ones (or some stock ones -
according to Jon)is that it has a built in mounting plate and a big hole in the side of the
motor for a vent.I'm not too keen on the vent hole but I'll figure something out.
Otherwise the fan attaches as original and the plate lines up perfectly w th the fan
housing.
I'll hook up the hosepipes to the core tomorrow and I'll be in business to fight off those
cy 50 degree SoCal beach nights.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:12v heater motor POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35195 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cool,I had two and they were both different..SUBJECT>great!you're a felon!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35194 NEXT>35199 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think that's illegal.heheheheh Merry Christmas.Ashcroft would like to see you.
SUBJECT>PS POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,22
December 2003,at 9:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35198 NEXT>35200
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am not taking your mail LOL
seriously,be careful doing stuff like that.At a minimum you invite more concerted
attack.Hacker types like people to mess with them,it's a challenge.Your mileage may
vary.
SUBJECT>Tacoma you have mail POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 9:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35199 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOL!Just kiddin you dont have any thing from me and if you did It would be safe to
open it up.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Monday,22 December 2003,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35196 NEXT>35216 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
let it snow,let it snow,let it snow.actually the vent hole is used to blow air back into the
motor to keep it cool.I want to move up north to where its cold all the time,-20.polar
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weather
SUBJECT>Re:Keller The Lurker?POSTER>Keller EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaKqsQeT5Z3Uo PREVIOUS>34881 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry for the delay in answering.
Right now my plan is to stay stock.Only non-stock item is tha addition of seat belts.
Look in the member photos and you can see what I have done to date.
The local volunteer fire dept has a M715 brush truck.It's in cherry condition,and they
modified with v-8 and believe it was also converted to 12 volt.Keller
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35139 NEXT>35205 35229 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Wow,deuce talk.I haven't been around much but I still exist.Dueces are good for
anything you need a vehicle to do except going fast.Thayt is unless you're clos ng on an
M715 w th no brakes and attached by a chain.I have broken a chain and sent the remains
through the tailgate of the deuce.I have an M35A2 cargo and an M275A2 tractor.If you.want to have a hoot,check out
the pics at this URL;http://tired-
ron.mounet.com/kenny.htm
I've put 4000 miles on the tractor this year so far.
Spicer,let me know how your truck project is going!
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition parts question POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35193 NEXT>
35219 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/parts_file/ignition.html
I use the NAP Echlin CS725 points.Good stuff.Thes have the solid contacts,not the
hollow rivet-type junkers.
Dist caps are a beyotch to find good ones.Try AB L nn.For all,try ebay -AB L nn
has/had a complete take-out ignitor going off soon...
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35203 NEXT>35208 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is it legal to take pictures of 2.5 tons matting in your neck of the woods.Those pics
would get you arrested around here....lol.
Nice trucks...makes me want mine back...(going off to cry now)
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:and here's the added bonus POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35174 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ahh,yes,good looking cow boxes...Those were the days!
I could spend a whole day just staring at a nice pretty cow box...
SUBJECT>Brute....POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35214 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Thanks alot for the g ft.I'm listening to the CD right now and you were right,I do like it.
I'd heard that song before,but it didn't get enough a rplay for me to get the name.
I know I wasn't supposed to open it until Christmas,but I did.You're a good guy.
I also noticed that you left off your return address and thus thwarted my attempts to send
you a card/check/and burned CD.
Anyhow-Merry Christmas and thanks alot.I appreciate it all and it brought a smile to my
face.
-B..SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35205 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sad to report that both trucks are of the male persuasion.Looks even worse now!
SUBJECT>KRob725....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35230 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ke th,
Jean Ellen called me yesterday and said asked if I knew anyone in Texas.I knew I was in
trouble then since the only people I know in Texas are you and a girl who once ruined my
life.
I have to commend you on your packing-it took me a good hour to get through it all and
finally get to the Fraps and when I did the Great Stuff was still a little liquid and got all
over my hands and knife.I think that was your goal-to cause me misery.
Sending a 22#box all the way from Texas just to ruin someone's night says alot about
you.......and has most likely damned you to burn in Hell.
I only have one question-why the bus ness card?Is bus ness that bad that you are try ng
to rustle up work from 3 states away?Jean Ellen says that you're a "heat mover".
Thanks aga n,
-B.
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SUBJECT>Wildfire----POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think you missed my post last week thanking you for the package.I wanted to post it
again and let you know I appreciated it.Yours was the first that I got and so you had the
honor of me being all suprised when I finally got to the center and found the Fraps.
You're one in a million............thank God.
-B.
SUBJECT>Tom-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the card.
Dick.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc brake Conversion POSTER>Daniel EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35177 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I would also be interested in a year or so,for all 4 wheels.Is anyone else
concerned by the
fact that The rotor SEEMS to attach by an adpater ring that is tack welded to the hub.IF
'm correct all the force of braking will be transfered through just those welds.I guess i'll
have to call and ask to make sure.
Daniel
SUBJECT>Will Wright-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35473 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will,
I know I e-mailed you and thanked you for the Fraps,but I wanted to do it here so that
everyone would know what a good guy you are.
I apprec ate them and also the fact that you took time to send 'em to me.I don't know why
you returned the pictures s nce those were yours as a free g ft for winning the knuckle
greaser auction.I also don't know why those pics of my truck were all stuck together...*
Anyhow,thanks alot and let me know if that CD doesn't arrive and I'll send you another.
Thanks aga n,
-B.
*recycled joke,but still funnay.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35207 NEXT>35218 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your welcome...have you picked out a fence yet????
Merry Christmas!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec...turn s gnal?POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35162 NEXT>35225 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like your lights are messed up..Or you don't have a good ground.That will mess
up stock lights faster than anything..No brakes etc.Also your 3 lever switch could be
having problems...Check your grounds at your lights etc first.Then work your way
through the system...I would look into changing to the "late"style turn s gnal lever and
box as they are better,solid state,and w ll work on both 12 and 24v.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35201 NEXT>35310 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
C'mon up...gets downright rude up here at times....frozen tundra and all!!
brute4c.SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35196 NEXT>35221 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
50*
Chris..............Quit your whining.
When it gets to Zero.....I'll listen.
50 is tee shirt weather here in Iowa.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35214 NEXT>35220 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was thinking the back fence,but then I figured that it would be humiliating there what
with Jean Ellen and Anna able to see me,so now I'm pondering the side fence.
Riddle me this,Jon,did all you hippies get together and decide to mail me Fraps that
were packaged in a way as to cause me worry?And did you all decide to start misusing
"your"where "you're"would have been appropriate?
Sheesh,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Ignition parts question POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>35204 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you look at the VPW parts page linked on the left,their is a picture of a coil that they
have several of....is that the one...if so,their contact info is at the bottom of the page.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35218 NEXT>35223 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,truth be told,Operation Fraps T ll He Pukes was not my idea....but was wildy
endorsed by me!!From what I understand this operation is still ongoing and some deta ls
therefore cannot be divulged at this time.The author of this s mple,yet elegant,mission,
who shall rema n nameless unless he chooses to ID himself,had the brilliant idea that we
should,in the finest spirit of Christmas,give you what you have g ven us on the
board...something that is wanted w th a bit of 'sauce'so to speak!!
It certainly sounds like the troops have not only understood their orders but carried them
out in the highest fashion.I think medals may be in order!!
You're obsession with the use of grammar is of concern here at HQ...maybe a little couch
trip would help determine if your having a temporary setback or something more
ominous,course they might just say yore nuts...therapists...there good at that stuff...but
you gotta go their to get the help ya know!!
By the way,did ya like the address on the package??.For the sake of those who couldn't be at the post office when I
ma led it,watching the
counterperson laughing to the point where the next clerk had to check it out was funny....I
addressed it to:
Frappy the Weasel
C/O The Jeaner
The clerk thought I was sending it to a pet weasel....wonder if "The Jeaner"would back
that up!!!
Drink them down in good health,even if you opened it early...DO IT NOW...ALL OF
THEM...GREAT STUFF AND ALL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35217 NEXT>35224 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heck,Joe's probably still in the speedo at them temps,EH?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:VPW has regulators POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35192 NEXT>35505 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They have nos ones for sure...bought one for my passenger door...didnt roll it,someone
screwed the stuff up before I got it...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35220 NEXT>35226 35227 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed.And to think,I thought I was just really liked here and thus all these guys had
thought of me.
Tell me this-was it also dec ded that instead of the vanilla flavor I love,you'd send me
the mocha flavor that I like,but don't love?I found it ironic that almost all the packages
have been the mocha.
You've all done well.I've now got 23 fraps in the fridge.That's alot of fraps.Before I'd
enjoy them at special times,like some of you would a fine wine,or your yearly whiskey
and pepsi-but with that many I need to start just drinking them up.
Anyhow,I appreciate it all-despite the fact that it was a joke designed to make me sad.
I've been amazed at how much time it must have taken you hippies to wrap these things
considering that most of you went to great lengths to make it almost impossible to get at
them.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35221 NEXT>35228 35499 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
You know how you can think of something,but not visualize it.Thats what I'm trying to
do right now.
His w fe (Lisa)has some fantasy of all of us in speedos at the FE for a group photo.I keep
telling her it is NOT going to happen.
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec...turn s gnal?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 7:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35215 NEXT>35260
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When i sa d i had no brake lights,i ment i phys cally had no break lights.System was
converted for the engine only when i purchased it so i am trying to work my way through
t.So i guess now i will just get a friend at the junk yard to do some searching for me.-
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>35223 NEXT>35234 35235 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,
Mine were not sent as a joke,They were sent as a gift to a friend.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35223 NEXT>35239 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It is a gift....no intention for sadness involved...madness maybe at getting to them!!
Mocha...well when you posted you bought at Walmart,I went to Walmart that eve and
bought the only 4 pack in the store...mocha...would have had no idea which you
preferred,though several members asked what kind you liked----------see we weren't
trying to make you sad----------so drink up and be happy!!!!!
My son Raymond and I had a wonderful time wrapping the present for Frappy...were
checking out at Walmart and he says to the checker,"We are sending these to Frappy the
Weasel for Christmas."Her look,priceless!!!He sa d something about you not be ng able
to get into the package once we got it wrapped,but I made sure to let him know that
anyone who can blow up motors as easily as you would have a way to blow up the box to
get inside!!
Seriously,enjoy and think of us as you suck them down...you've earned them!!!
What are friends for anyway....think enemys would take the time and spend the money??
Do you see anyone sending Saddam a frap or 2??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35224 NEXT>35231 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh sure it could happen....and then we would all be blind and not need our trucks...think.of the gas we would save!!
Tough on the kids though...not the r fault really....
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35203 NEXT>35247 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cool
SUBJECT>Re:KRob725....POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35209 NEXT>35233 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
had to put extra packing and stuff so the fraps didn't get damaged.ha ha do you believe
me?
thought you might call me sometime.that's why the card was there.
did you drink them?do you like the flavor?
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35228 NEXT>35255 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The therapist would be rollin in cash after that!!!
SUBJECT>Re:LT DAN (off topic)POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:01 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa tkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>35144 NEXT>35236 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
hehe..thanks!I guess some of our musical influences shine through.Actually,I was at a
Ramones show a few years back and my best friend got the glasses kicked off of his face
by some crowd surfing chic.He still compla ns about it..lol
-Bill
www.ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:KRob725....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35230 NEXT>35238 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ke th,
I do like the flavor,and I have drank 1 so far.Jean Ellen started the opening process,but
quicly gave up and saved it for me to finnish.She put the strips of insulation on the front
porch and when I got home they had blown all around the yard and some were even in the
back.I gotta pick them all up tonight.
As to calling you-I hate to talk on the phone.I mean HATE.I won't even order a pizza.I.used to like it,but for the
last 12 years I've dealt with phones all the time in my work and
have grown more and more to disslike them.Don't feel bad,I won't even talk to Jean
Ellen.
I was impressed that you were a branch manager.Not because I'm one to admire people in
power,but more because I had you pegged as "Grade A Dumbass"and as such thought
you were structurally unemployed.
BWAHHAHAHHAHHAHAHAHHA!
I really do hope you can make the FE since I look forward to meeting you in person.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35226 NEXT>35237 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Fag.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35226 NEXT>35243 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah mine too!
k
SUBJECT>Re:LT DAN (off topic)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35232 NEXT>35504 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the Jennae going to be on the CD cover???
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35234 NEXT>35242 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your welcome.
-D
SUBJECT>Re:KRob725....POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35233 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes dumbass turned dumbass in charge.
hate phones as well.i talk on the phone all day.maybe next year i w ll send vanilla?
k
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35227 NEXT>35244 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,
You really are a good guy.It makes me feel bad that I cussed you in the past.Seriously.I
want to send you something nice in kind,so please e-mail me your address.
-B.
SUBJECT>BRIAN POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35253 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so were you all excited that you were going to get a new radiator for x-mas?
k
SUBJECT>Paul of Memphis Equipment-POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35259
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Paul,
I don't have an e-mail address for you,or I'd have sent this to you that way-
I wanted to thank you for that throttle cable clip you gave me yesterday.To you,it may
have just been a little thing,but to me it was an item that I had lost,spent (literally)hours
looking for,then spent hours researching and try ng to find a replacement.It seemed such
a small thing when I started looking for a new one that I thought I'd have no trouble
finding one,but it's been 6 months now and still I hadn't been able to get one.I've sent e-
mails to dozens of members here asking if they had one to sell,and I've been to every
auto parts place in Memphis try ng to describe it and get one.
I went home and told my wife about it and she knew instantly what I was talking about
and how much I'd been wanting that one,tiny clip.And she usually has no idea what I'm
talking about.
Anyhow,I just wanted you to know that if I didn't express how much it meant to me
yesterday then let me say again-I REALLY appreciate it.It's odd how I can get obsessed
over stupid stuff,but that clip has rated among the top 5 things I've lost in my life.
Also-that night when I was buy ng that gas tank off you and I handed you some money
and you counted it and then said it was only $6 and I said that I had had the $300 in
another pocket of my wallet and just gotten confused-I really had.I wasn't try ng to rip
you off.I always felt bad about that s nce I thought maybe you thought that I was.
At any rate-thanks for the clip and you've made a friend for life.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35237 NEXT>35249 LINKNAME>.LINKURL>
When I finally shoot you,you're going to have that split second before you die when
you'll wonder what it all stemmed from.
I'll be too angry to explain it at that point,so let me tell you now whilst I'm calm-
"You know how to push my buttons and that sort of evil cannot be allowed to live."
I gotta get to UPS.By the by-I wanted to pack dead squirrels in the box but Jeaner wasn't
n agreement.She did,however sanction the use of human excrament for one layer and all
my pubic ha rs for another.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35235 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ke th,
Your box was the one with the liquid Great Stuff and as such you'll be the one who
rec eves the majority of my wrath.
Prepare yourself.
-B.
SUBJECT>I went easy on ya B POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35239 NEXT>35251 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep,the welder and the fiberglassing supplies were packed for my move.You lucked out.
I figured you might actually want to drink one while you were extracting the contents of
all the other packages you now have.Just a box knife needed for mine.But be very
careful!Don't cut anything cruc al!!!The spray foam idea still rules!!Have a good
holiday!!
Al T.
SUBJECT>New Brian POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>35246 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This new Brian is really starting to creap me out.
SUBJECT>Re:New Brian POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35245 NEXT>35268 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
agreed......
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35229 NEXT>35250
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Doug,Tom,everybody,Do you have any good duece links?I want one still.I have
been looking at a 74.It's real clean new paint stars canvas ect.But he wants 5K.More
than I have right now.Seems a little high??I would like to read up a little on these things.
They are are cool...Thx....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:Now you aint last in thread...POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35145 NEXT>35256 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll get them sent soon Jon!!I just took possess on of my new house this morn.Gotta
clean carpets ect.I'm skipping Christmas this year.To much to do.Gonna move most of
the stuff this weekend.I'll see about sending them next week from the new place...There
are some good ones.Real clear from a good camera.Thanks...AT.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35242 NEXT>35495 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a plumber.........fa rly familiar with excrament.I'll be sure and wear the correct PPE
while opening the package.
AH yes the squirrel.We did recieve your card and I do thank you.It is on the fridge.
Squirrel s de out.You guess which one.
You're Friend,
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Any deuce guys read this...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35247 NEXT>35252 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Load warrior used to have a real nice informative site.Even had online manuals.I think
the s te has been down for a few months,not sure why.
You can get them for less than the $5000 you sa d.Just be patient.They go all the time
for $2500 to $3500 on gov liquidation.The other money should more than cover what the
truck needs if anything.I talked to a guy at Fort riely,he told me that typically,7 out of
10 would drive away under the r own power w th new batteries installed.
You cannot drive or run them so it is a gamble.when you get ready just start throw ng out
$1500 to $1800 bids and you may get lucky!!!
SUBJECT>Re:I went easy on ya B POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35244 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You too Al?Does you guy's evil know no bounds?
-B..SUBJECT>Some deuce links POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35250 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.militaryconvoy.com/militaryweb.htm
http://homepages.msn.com/Terminus/loadwarrior/
SUBJECT>Re:BRIAN POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35240 NEXT>35258 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Indeed.So far,I've gotten a loceker and a radiator and a bunch of just plain boxes.The
locker was the first (from R ck)and I was all exc ted when Jean Ellen told me over the
phone that that was what it was.When she called yesterday and told me I got a radiator
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from Texas I was not going to be suckered aga n and asked about it's we ght.She said it
was heavy and so I thought maybe you had actually sent me a radiator.I instructed her to
open it and she sa d it was a bunch of insulation and another box.I instructed her to open
the 2nd one and she sa d it was just another box.I instructed her to open the 3rd box and
she sa d it was making Anna cry and that it was probably just some more Frapachinos and
as such she was done.
I got home and there was crap all in the living room from your box and Jon's.I was well
pleased and noted something else:
Ive seen about 12 member's handwriting over the years and it's all very similar.I mean,
there are little differences,but all the member's write like I do.I always tell people that I
write like a drunk 4 year old.Odd.I guess our hands are use to wrenches and not pens.
-B.
SUBJECT>B.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 9:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35267
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ya know,now that we have tried to give ya you're favorite drink...ok most of us blew the
vanilla...you should have plenty of caffeine to post pretty much non stop through New
Years and keep any lonely Zoners entertained....kind of like Bob Hopes USO
shows...yours can be the:
Frappers United Caus ng Kind Moments Enterprise
And to think we made it all possible for you...a more wonderful Christmas present I
cannot fathom!!
Start posting up and DO IT
NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!
Thanks in advance for all your help!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Does anyone update the parts list?POSTER>Brian S sson.EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December
2003,at 9:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35231 NEXT>35257
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not offering since I don't know anything about PDF,just asking.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Now you aint last in thread...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35248 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Are you Al from scappoose now?
Cause I'm gonna have fun w th that!
SUBJECT>Re:That'd be me B....NTXT POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:25 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35255 NEXT>35280 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Read much do ya!!!!!!!
SUBJECT>men a n't suposta rite nice POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35253 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
damnit boy!
A man w/perty writing is to be watched at all times.He is likely a dirty player,fighting
for the wrong s de.
SUBJECT>tell me it's not true.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35241 NEXT>35264 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you didn't pay $300 for a gas tank did you?unless it's stainless.I'm not sure we got that
far on your truck,being all up in the motor and all.
If you have a stainless tank,I'll be so happy for you!push button w nch controls and a
sta nless tank.Too much!
SUBJECT>Re:wait a sec...turn s gnal?POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35225 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you are going to put on GI lights converted to 12V you make sure you get the "new"
style lights (large break light and turn signals)as apose to the original style (cats eyes).
The orig nals suck for vis ability.I know first hand since I was in a M151 making a left
turn when some jerk tried to pass me as I was turning...It wan't pretty.He claimed he
never saw my lights...Ever s nce all my MVs have had the new style lights on
them...Visibale means safe.
Joe.SUBJECT>converting the m715 master cylinder to a dual master
POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December
2003,at 9:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35263 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey guys Im a newbie joining your family of m715 collectors.I have a question regarding
my master cylinder on my 68 m715.Can I swap that single "jelly jar"master cylinder for
a dual master cylinder and possibly power brakes?
SUBJECT>Brute4c check your email (No Text)POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 9:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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.
SUBJECT>yes you can.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 10:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35261 NEXT>
35265 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For future reference,check the FAQ over there <<<<<,it's got a lot of good information.
Jtruck master cylinders w ll work,and they should bolt right in too.There are other
options.Master Power Brakes sells any style of master you want.I'll be us ng a manual,
4whl disc master from them.
There should be a good #of posts on this from people with stock trucks,so I'll just scoot
along and get back to my GM parts book LOL...
btw WELCOME ABOARD.
SUBJECT>You missed the point-(and a story for Brute)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35259 NEXT>35266
35273 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The point of the letter was a heart-felt thanks and that was all.The part about the gas tank
wasn't to center on the price,but instead to tell him that if he had any lingering thoughts
that that night I was trying to rip him off then it was not my w sh.
About the price tag-I'm a man that understands commerce.I know and fully appreciate
that if someone wants something bad enough then price is fluid.A tank from any supplier
s that price unless you have time to get it custom made or to spend hours searching for
one.I didn't and wanted one THAT night and he sa d he could help me.I gladly pa d that
price and cons dering when I got it and that it was exactly what I wanted then I felt I got a
deal.
I still do.I got some brake hoses from him yesterday and they were abotu $30 for 3.I was
amazed they were so cheap since it was an item that was vital and that was in rare supply.
Here's a story for Brute:
In Memfrica you have to get a permit to do any low voltage work in a place of business.
As in if you run a phone cable,a data calble,a fire alarm cable,or any of the like you.have to pull a $34
permit.It's bas cally a way that Memphis shakes down guys like me for
a little extra money.Anyhow,we used to do the phones for Wal-Mart stores and their
counterpart Sam's Clubs.We were subcontracted by a company called Cross Com that
also gave us about 30 other customers rang ng from Victoria's SAecret,The Gap,and a
bunch more big names to small places you never heard of.We were the r company to
contract to for this area.Anyhow,they were remodeling a Sam's Club here and we were
to extend a phone to a new photo area.We used ex siting cable and thus didn't have to
pull a permit,but the guys who were doing the r data work pulled cable,but didn't get a
permit.So Cross Com called me and said that the county inspector was threatening to
shut the store down since there was no low-volatage permit pulled and asking if we could
help.I expla ned that we could pull a permit,say ng we did the data cabling and then
have it inspecte and everyone would be happy and the store would be allowed to stay
open.Cross Com inquired about price and I said that it would cost them dearly since the
sales they would loose from one day being shut down were (in my estimation)going to be
substantial.They agreed and sa d money was no object and that this would make them
look good and so to do it.I pulled th $34 permit,called the inspector and expla ned the
situation to him and he allowed the Sam's Club to stay open.I sent Cross Com a bill for
$734 for my service of basically pushing paperwork.
They refused to pay.I explained my side and they agreed that they had said they would
pay,but that now the situation was over and done w th and they had no reason to pay me.
We had been working w th Cross Com since 1992 and this was in 2002.They wanted to
pay me the $34,and said that my tacking on my emergency fee was wrong.They didn't
understand how price is fluid.
I have to hand it to that guy-I was planning to cuss him until he hung up with me,but he
stayed on the line a good 20 minutes and after cussing someone that long you just w nd
down.We have not worked for them s nce....all because they had trouble understanding
that price is fluid.
Was that worth the finger cramp I got writing it?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:yes you can.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35263 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holly Wood,
Indeed!I have a dual c rcuit on my rig.I got the part number from the link that's inside
the Online Manuals above.Click on that and then there is a link called "M715 Parts L st"
or something and it has the part number.It's a modern cylinder and is $23 from Carquest.
It didn't require much,but a brake line to seperate the circuits.
-B.
SUBJECT>fa r enough...POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35264 NEXT>35269 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...price is indeed fluid.We routinely QUADRUPLE our fee for "emergency"situations
but that's mostly to deter lazy managers from having us waste a day and drive 5hours to.clean a spiderweb off a wall
or something.
If you are happy,and I'll guess that you are if gas stays in the tank where it belongs,then
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all's well.I hope I didn't offend with my jest.As one who has time to putter around
looking for things,I probably have it a little easier than the average working joe.On the
other hand,I paid $346 for a $85 hose because it was Sunday and I needed it RIGHT
THEN.I reasoned that the day of work I'd lose would cost much much more than that.
And it's a nice hose.
SUBJECT>Re:B.....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35254 NEXT>35270 35271 35335
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,
I couldn't help but notice the sublimenal homosexual order in there.
What's up w th that?
Here'you go:
My younger sister (who used to double as my secretary)still hates me,and hasn't spoken
to me in about 6 months now s nce I fired her.She's been avoiding me and forcing my
mom to diss nvite my budding family over when she's going to vis t.Anyhow-it's been a
tradition for the last 2 Chsitmases that on Christmas day Jean Ellen and I go over to
Mom's to visit and eat lunch.Mom just called me and sa d that we couldn't come over
since my younger sister wanted to visit that day and she said she'd feel uncomfortable if
we were there.And the kicker-my younger s ster is a filthy athiest who doesn't even
celebrate Christmas!
That combined with Spicer being mean to me has ruined this season.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:New Brian POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35246 NEXT>35272 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Think it could be all the fraps?.....they are a gay drink and all.
Could be like some kind of feminine hormone overload on his already questionable
sexuality.
Tell us Brian,do you feel any different?
SUBJECT>Re:fa r enough...POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35266 NEXT>35278 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Some note also should be placed on the fact that you are place ng your name on work that
you did not perform.H ghly unlikely that data w re would cause a fire,but future
problems with that system might become more papers for you to shuffle.I have had
people ask the same of us and charge according to the risk we are assuming.Some cases.there is not any
"real"risk,others I gave them a flat out "NO"for an answer.
SUBJECT>Re:B.....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35267 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But didnt we bring joy to the season for you??
And aren't you not obligated to share it w th the world as well??
Get to it buddy....dont make us send more frapps already!!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>your sister..POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35267 NEXT>
35276 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..needs a good talking to.Something like "I fired you for a reason damnit,so get over it
and quit being an ass.As the man of this family I"M COMING TO DINNER DAMNIT!"
and let that be that.She shouldn't get to stop Christmas just because she had a raging porn
addiction and charged her dry cleaning to the company credit card,or whatever it was that
she did hehehe.
on the other hand,I live in UT and won't have to see all the scowling,which always
makes me feel angry.I don't like scowlers.Grrr.
SUBJECT>Re:New Brian POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35268 NEXT>35277 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OH MAN!The first thng to come to mind..well,nevermind.Doug,you have mail...
SUBJECT>Re:You missed the point-(and a story for Brute)POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:25 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35264 NEXT>35279 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I guess I would contracted it out to Panduit....did I miss the point??
brute4c
SUBJECT>off topic light blurb POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35275 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah,blurb--so?
anyhoo.I just got in the ma l,delivered by our new,nice mailman,one SureFire G2
Nitrolon light.It comes nicely packaged,with a little manual (not much to read up on
about a flashlight),and a warranty card or something,plus batteries.
It is very very bright.I encourage you all to get one for the glovebox,it's small and since
t's Nitrolon it resists shock a lot better than the metal ones.Those of you familiar with
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firearms can use it for self defense.I can verify that they blind you--we all got a taste at.my CCW class.And
they're like $35 or something.
I have spoken,and I speak the truth!The other SureFire deals are sort of pricey,but this
one is worth it.
SUBJECT>Re:off topic light blurb POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35274 NEXT>35486 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They do make some nice rail mounts for guns also.
Quality stuff and very compact design.
SUBJECT>Re:your sister..POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35271 NEXT>35284 35290 35487
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,I disslike the scowlers too.
She's a good hater.(That's Hate+er,not like the man who makes hats)
At times like this I ask myself once aga n-"Is it me?".I mean,I did fire her,but I was
also the one who gave her the job in the first place.Shouldn't there be equal time?I mean,
shouldn't she have worshipped me for months for giving her the job if she was to justify
this hating me for months for taking sa d job away?And did she expect to work here
forever?If so,then why didn't she do a better job?And why do my sheep insist on getting
nto the back yard every time the gate blows open and eating the bushes?And where's my
damn front locker?And why does my mom feel the need to keep the fact she's dating a
secret despite the fact that I've pretended I'm fine with it?And why does Jean Ellen
always turn the heat off at night despite the fact I've compla ned ag an and again that I
freeze?And when will Anna get some teeth?And do I really have worms,or am I just
skinny?
Hmmm.
SUBJECT>Re:New Brian POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35272 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't feel different.My neck hurts,but I think it's stress.I guess this time of year,
combined w th all that's happened with you guys has made me really apprec ate all the
nice things people have done for me.I think that maybe I don't show my appreciation
enough.
That's all.
SUBJECT>Re:fa r enough...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35269 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True.In Memfrica we run the risk of be ng forced to bring all the ex sting cable up to.code which is a lengthy
process and one that the customer w ll not usually pay for.
I think they screwed me over and I still hate them.
And Tacoma-you didn't offend me.And if you had I'd have told you,or you'd have
known.Please see transfer case thread below.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:You missed the point-(and a story for Brute)POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35273 NEXT>35285
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Odd,we use all Panduit materials-but I never heard of them having a workforce that
nstalled the stuff.
Hmmmm...
Brute,have you pa nted your truck yet?
SUBJECT>Re:That'd be me B....NTXT POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35257 NEXT>35314
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No.Why,have you updated it and I missed it?Granted,I downloaded it a year ago or so
and haven't looked since.Is it updated?
I resent you putting your answer in the subject.It's just unnatural.
-B.
SUBJECT>Anyone working friday?POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35282
35292 35471 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm torn (like an old sweater)if I should close the office friday or work all day or work a
half day or just stay home and whine to Jean Ellen about not getting a locker or some
honeybees or some goats.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35281 NEXT>35283 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well get this Brian
tommorrow we were to get our paycheck and be off work thurs and friday.this morning i
get a ema l from the corp office saying the paychecks are lost and w ll be resent out
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tomorrow.this means i have to come to work friday to get the checks.so not only did i
get f-ed out of money tomorrow to buy last minute g fts,i get f-ed out of my day off..MERRY XMAS!!
K
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:08 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35282 NEXT>35287 35288 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Was does f-ed mean?
I tried the followin but they don't make sense in your sentance.
fred
feed
fled
Tacome please help.
SUBJECT>Answers!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 11:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35276 NEXT>
35286 35291 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She should be grateful.I'd think it was swell,and do a good job.That is,if I were your
sibling and needed a job.
People who make hats are "hatters".
Sheep have two overriding des res in life:to graze and to follow.Your bushes represent
tasty bits for the sheep,and they can't help themselves.The better question is:why didn't
you fix the gate the first time?Jean Ellen must hide her irritation well.R se to the
challenge,man!
Your front locker was returned.The Jeaner was mad at what you did to Doug.Sorry,
maybe for your birthday.
Your mom is playing the mom game.When she's about 85 she might realize you're a real
adult.But quit pretending,and be nice too.Roadhouse rules in full effect.
Jean Ellen turns off the heat because women are heat challenged.A nice,medium heat
would be nice all the time,but they like it either flaming hot or freezing.They have no
heat modulation skills.
Anna will get teeth when she's damn good and ready.There's just no rushing it.But if she
gets to be a year old and no teeth,maybe she doesn't have any and you'll have to get cute
little dentures.But I doubt that very much.
You might have worms,but you're probably just skinny.Sorry.
SUBJECT>they know POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 11:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35279 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
they keep your name in a database,and then start trying to bid off your jobs.Watch out.
and yeah did you paint your truck yet,Jon?
SUBJECT>Re:Answers!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35284 NEXT>35289 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That would be funny if JE did return the locker because of how he ruined my christmas!!!
sweet revenge.
SUBJECT>lets see if this helps.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35283 NEXT>35293 35313 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
t means fucked,or rather,f***ed.There will be no swearing on this family oriented site,
mmmkay?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35283 NEXT>35298 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You forgot fwed....Elmer Fudd's buddy....
And I gotta work....what just me??????????
brute4c
SUBJECT>hehe POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35286 NEXT>35296
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hmm.I wonder if she's home....
SUBJECT>Re:your sister..POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35276 NEXT>35295 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You should know by now that with that one moment of pain you inflicted on her would
cost you a lifetime.
the goats like the bushes better than the dry grass.
you will probably never get a locker unless you go get it.
your mom is old fashioned and thinks you won't accept her new beau,even though it is
none of your bus ness.(and she knows you're pretending)
women like to have the room cold when they sleep so they can cover up with lots of
blankets,it makes them feel secure.
the drinking of fraps wilst lovemaking stunts the growth of said offspring.
you will be skinny for exactly 8.25 more years,then you w ll begin a growth spert of
about 40lbs.
anything else i can help you with?how about a 715 question?
keith
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SUBJECT>Re:Answers!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35284 NEXT>35294 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You,Sir,are wise!As I read this I'm drinking my 3rd Frap of the day.I have an endless
supply.
I sang Christmas carols at a nurs ng home on sunday night.That's really not apropo of
anything,but I'm trying to get some mileage out of it.
-B.
SUBJECT>take the day off.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35281 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stay home and enjoy some time off.Go see your mom.Eat some ham.
I plan on taking the girls to Park City for a s ck and dangerous looking tube run at one of
the resorts.It looks horrifying from the road.My small daughter ought to love it,as she
has not been hurt bad enough to know fear yet.
SUBJECT>Re:lets see if this helps.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35287 NEXT>35299
35312 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's harsh Dude.Are you going to delete that?I'll delete this.
I hate hearing that word....or reading it.
SUBJECT>you're a good boy Brian.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35291 NEXT>35297 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that was nice of you to sing for them.
I didn't do anything like that at all.
SUBJECT>true dat,yo!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35290 NEXT>
35300 35302 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ke th you're almost a guru with that post.Well done.
SUBJECT>Re:hehe POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35289 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She better be getting her oil changed.I tell you-why is it that women just can't seem to
understand that that's a vital part of owning a vehicle?Why?
I've been telling her for weeks now.
Anyway-Doug-that didn't happen.When I told her about all the havoc I wreaked in your
life she just went into some speak about how couples always fight over dumb stuff,but it
seems so vital to them.She really didn't care about you and was only intrested since we.had just fought over
something or the other.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:you're a good boy Brian.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35294 NEXT>35301
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wouldn't have,but I wanted to get an ins de look at some of the local homes so I'd have
a better idea of which one was right for Mom.
(Mom got really mad when I told her that joke.)
(Jean Ellen's parents weren't amused either when I related it to them)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35288 NEXT>35303 35304 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
got to work till noon tomorrow,then gota work friday cause I have a tight waded boss
that dont believe in family time I guess.I had already planned on goin to texas to see my
boy down in jail but oh no!Oh well sh!t happens.who other than me forgot to get there
wives,girlfriends or friends any thing for christmas and has to rush out and get somethin?
SUBJECT>no can do.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 11:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35293 NEXT>
35306 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
forgot about that option..but no matter!I stand behind what I say!and f***ed it is.It
denotes a harsh state of be ng in a bad spot.
SUBJECT>Re:true dat,yo!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:26 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35295 NEXT>35305 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
didn't know you had answered while i typed mine.
thank you.i do what i can to help the little guy...
k
SUBJECT>I think it's pretty funny.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35297 NEXT>35315 35336 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only fitting for a woman who would let me mash your face,really.In fact,I've been
telling my mom she can't live with me under any circumstances.When she's feeble of
course,I'll dazzle her with a guest house in the back yard,and she can live out her days in
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the glow of her love for me.That's what she gets for not visiting me out here.
SUBJECT>Re:true dat,yo!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35295 NEXT>35307 35320
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Ke th,
My rig had the felxible brake cables on the front that were female on both ends.Then at
the wheel end it had a little 2"male-to-male adapter.My question is Why?
And-Jean Ellen doesn't cover up.It drives me nuts since in the process of uncovering she
uncovers me too and I can't sleep when cold.
Hmmm.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35298 NEXT>35477
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No one.
No one but you.
Sorry.
He's in a Texas Jail?Ohhh Crap!I read bad things about them.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?/DOUG!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35298 NEXT>35308 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what does sh!t mean?please help
k
SUBJECT>Brian needs all the help he can get.POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35300 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's like,he's kind of new to this marriage thing,or women,which is fine--but he needs
help!Like the oil change thing--it's not going to happen until they blow up a motor.Then
they change it all the time,s nce the bus sucks.....oh,wa t--that was just me hehe.
anyway.He learns fast hahahah
SUBJECT>Re:no can do.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35299 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can never let my wife or child read this board now since you have tainted it by writing
the worst of the worst.
:(
-B..SUBJECT>because your truck is gay.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35302 NEXT>35322 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the only reason I can think of for "male-to-male"adapters.Mine had the proper male-
female relations.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?/DOUG!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35304 NEXT>35311 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shot
you're welcome ke th.
SUBJECT>Brute,I'd like to register a complaint-POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35316
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think it's not very sportsmanlike of you to:
1)quote me without permission,
2)not tell us if you pa nted your truck,
and
3)not shoot us your address so we can make donations to offset the cost of the Zone.
Please rectify these grievances.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35216 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my kinda weather cold and plenty of ice and snow?Im runnin around in short sleeves
here.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?/DOUG!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35308 NEXT>35317 35479 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
OH
t makes perfect sense now!
thanks
k
SUBJECT>Re:lets see if this helps.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35293 NEXT>35325 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.I'm working.
SUBJECT>Re:lets see if this helps.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35287 NEXT>35319 35321 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Why did keith only use one dash?Is he just a lazy f**k,or does it still mean the same
thing?
SUBJECT>Re:It hasnt been but soon w ll be...OK?...NTXT POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35280 NEXT>35488 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
+\
+/
SUBJECT>Re:I think it's pretty funny.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35301 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
B was checkin'the babes.Ask Koob.
SUBJECT>Please rectify these grievances....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35309 NEXT>35318 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like I'm supposed to know how to do everything??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Doug POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35311 NEXT>35324 35328 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Doug,
You working friday?If it's just gonna be you,me and Brute then let's all 3 just discuss the
Thermos corporation all day.I think it'll be fun.
There's a Jewish doctor's office here and he gets really furious if he calls in a problem and
we're closed.Last year he cussed out our voice mail.He filled up the memory explaining
how this country is supposed to be religous free,but this time of year his people get
screwed.We saved that message for a long time and when I was having a bad day I'd
listen to it.I hope he calls tomorrow.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Please rectify these grievances....POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35316 NEXT>35323
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.You make me so mad I just wanna jump up on my desk and yell.
Let's take this slow:
Have you pa nted your truck?
-B.
SUBJECT>it's a Texas thing POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no need for 2 when 1 gets the point across.Being a former stuffy Easterner,I am
compelled to put in the correct number of spaces.I just can't help it.
SUBJECT>Re:true dat,yo!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35302 NEXT>35339 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian
this all started back when Willys made jeeps.they had a little piece of metal attached to
the knuckle by the four top bolts.it was supposed to be a splash shield for the knuckle
seal.the little tube on the end is called a "s"tube.the hose was mounted to the axle tube
on one end w th a clip,and on the other end to the shield w th a clip.the S tube was just a
go-between from the hose to the wheel cylinder.
the government being traditionally slow to make changes,kept with this stupid way of
making things.i spent most of my life building stuff for the government and it is VERY
hard to get them to change anything.
are you sure she is a woman?did you actually witness the baby coming out of her?i
thought all women were cold.
k
SUBJECT>Re:lets see if this helps.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35313 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
didn't want be overly obvious
k
SUBJECT>I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35307 NEXT>35326
35329 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to visit my aunt this Saturday and she lives sorta out in the boonies around
Little Rock,Ar.Across from her house is a house with several crapped otu cars and
trucks around it.One is a 725 that looks to have been there for years.I've gotten approval
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to offer Stumpy $200 for it.If he bites then I'm gonna put a bell on it and and pa nt as an
ce cream truck.Then I'm gonna sell ice cream out of it to all my ne ghborhood kids.
Isn't that shiggety,shiggety,schwaa!.SUBJECT>Re:Please rectify these grievances....POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35318 NEXT>35327 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did you ask:
Do you have any fraps left??
I dont drink any and wouldn't even have touched any unless it was for you Brian!!
By the way,do you know how they seperate the men from the boys at the Sisson family
reunion?????????????????????????????
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With a crowbar!!
SUBJECT>hahahaha POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 11:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35317 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you were just excerc sing your rights man.I hope he calls too!then you can burn it to disc
for me and I can laugh.I like irate people,they're almost always amus ng.
SUBJECT>Bump-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35312 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We all figured you'd be working-being a fluffer for XXX productions is a full-time job
that knows no holidays.
BWAHAHAHHAHHAHAHHAH!!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35322 NEXT>35333 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Watch out for the little ones....rumor has it some member had a brother that he pushed in
front of an ice cream truck and the poor kid went off to that dairy treat in the sky...must
have cost the insurance company a fortune,not to mention the possible long term effects
on the other kids...like confus ng ice cream truck music for the death march...
Cheer up,its almost Christmas!!
brute4c
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SUBJECT>Re:Please rectify these grievances....POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35323 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was good!!!!!!You got the spaces right and it did leave me hanging!You have
learned Grasshopper!
--------
S nce my father died,my family has not been invited to a Sisson family reunion.There's
one this sunday and the 4 remaining brothers will be there,but we didn't get invited.I
called the uncle who's house it is to be at yesterday and asked why we didn't get the invite
and he sa d it was too much of a reminder of my father to see me and thus too sad for
them (I look alot like Dad did).He then invited me and my family to lunch on saturday..That's odd that you'd make
that joke now what with all that having happened to me
yesterday.
It was a good joke though.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35317 NEXT>35330 35334 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's gonna be you and Jon.
deviating a little off your phone message.
There is a small town to the north of us named Laurel.We do all the work for the r school
system.Me and the ma ntnance mamager go way back.When he calls for me instead of
using his name he always tells the g rls to tell me it's the "a$$hole from laurel"
Well about a year ago he calls,the secretary tells me that the a$$hole from laurel is on
line 2.
I pick up line 2 and say "what in the F**K do you want?"
He was on line 1.
Some lady with a leaking toilet was on line 2.
SUBJECT>excellent....read on POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35322 NEXT>35337 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds good to me.I'll give you $200 for the surg cal light and partition door if it has it,
then you'll have a free truck.Just something to keep in mind.
SUBJECT>fire her,RIGHT NOW POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35328 NEXT>35331 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that secretary is no good.Can her!
hehe.
SUBJECT>Re:fire her,RIGHT NOW POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35330 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
True,and if she's family then do it as mean as you can.Like tell her she's fat too.
Why do secretaries have such trouble with that?It's all they do and they mess it up.
-B.
SUBJECT>Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35342 35343 35351 35397 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Some of you have probably gotten the idea that I want to put a NP 205 in my M715 from
reading my postings over the last few years.I have printed out specs,draw ngs and
pictures of NP205's.This way if I happen to see one I'll know right away and be able to
quickly get any needed parts once I find the elusive divorce NP 205.
I used to be in the class c/old car business.I also used to travel to swap meets as a vendor
at least tw ce a month.So,I have a very large collection of phone numbers and names of
people/businesses that sell odd ball and old stuff.None of my old contacts have one.I
have exhausted every computer search I can find for junkyards w thing 200 miles of my
home.I found two that said they had one.Usually they would say "You mean that big cast
ron sob,right?"I would then try to expla n about it be ng divorced.The r response would
then be about how it is not hooked up to a trans right now and that they never came with
three yokes on them.No divorced NP205's to be found for any price.
Anyway,I found a place a few years ago down in Krob725/TX's part of the state.They
have several hundred acres of nothing newer than 1974.A very good number of old
Internationals and Jeep trucks.I got all of the parts for the e-brake from them in
September of 02 while going dove hunting in Pleasonton.They had several old school
buses filled w th transfer cases.I called them back in September.I talked to John of Johns
Salvage in Seguin,TX.He said that he had several and he would need $150 each.Great!I
either didn't have the time to go or the money to go for the last few months.Monday,
yesterday was my day.I've known s nce mid November that I would be off work this
entire week.I saved the money.I even called last week to make sure they would be open.
I spend a good part of Sunday putting tools and work clothes in the Suburban so that if I
have to I will be able to pick up a truck and remove it by myself.I get my five year old
son all hyped up about going to a really big junkyard w th nothing but old stuff.
It turns out that John doesn't show up for work very often anymore.We get there and no
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John.Lots of old coupes,camaros,impallas and other normal class c car things.But,no
divorced NP 205's.They had one NP205.Mr.I'm-incharge-because-the-boss-is-gone
doesn't help things.He tells me that Np205's are going for about 300-350 and that if he
had a divorced one he wouldn't sell it to me because they are so hard to find.He tells me
that they have never had any divorced ones.I then ask about w nches.He tells me that
anything that will fit on a normal size truck he won't sell me because he wants them for
himself.He did have two M-35's and one M-45.I didn't even bother to ask about the
Rockwells.I then spent the next two hours walking around trying to find a crank pulley
for my 396.The idiot in charge tells me $12.50.I go to the office to pay and there is John.
I ask about the Np205's and all he says is that they used to have some.
You just can't find good service anymore.
I know that I'm ranting here,sorry,but I can't help it.If your chosen profession is the old
car/parts salvage bus ness then you have a very limited customer base and a fixed location
to beg n w th.To tell somebody more than a hundred miles away that you have a specific
part for a specific price and then it turns out that you have neither is just wrong and bad
for bus ness.I have always had good dealings w th them until now.But,I won't go back
or tell anybody else about them anymore.
I know that some of you have or can find divorced NP205's very cheap,but shipping
would kill me.I'll go north on vacation in a few years and probably pick one up then.For.know I w ll get the VPW
convers on kit for the NP200 and hope it doesn't overheat on
me.I feel better now.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35326 NEXT>35345
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Poor Rasputan.We miss him still.All he wanted was one of those drum sticks that has
caramel in place of the chocolate.Mmmmm.....
SUBJECT>Re:Doug POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35328 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA HA HAHA
SUBJECT>ROFLMAO ntext POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:58 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35301 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:excellent....read on POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35329 NEXT>35481 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I NEED A RIGHT FRONT FENDER
K
SUBJECT>Re:true dat,yo!POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35320 NEXT>35355 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So you mean that's stock?No way.I was almost 100%sure it was booty fabbed.
Yup,she's all woman-that one.I cut the cord myself and begged for the placenta.
I dunno why she's so hot all the time.Maybe she's going through menapause.How many
women have you dated who went through The Change?(Joke on Keith's lust for the
grannies)
-B.
SUBJECT>Yo B-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35476 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.What was the shipping for that stack?I see M.E.got you that clip so I'll need a shipping
cost to re mburse you for what you had picked up for me now that I'll call off the clip
search.Thanks aga n,the tw n stack deuce looks great.
You may drool at my Xmas card oh bikeless one.
SUBJECT>Yo T-POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35338 NEXT>35344 35348 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Thomas,
I want no reimbursment since I am still mad at you and the fact that I did you a kindness
that you cannot replay w ll eat at you.
Also,when I forg ve you then I'll have a credit with you.
Also,when you get back in my good graces remind me that I have a Kryptonite lock for
you that I got before I got pissed at you.
THAT IS ALL,DICK!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>yep.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35332 NEXT>35359
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...I found out while getting my axles that Chevy's came w/split rims all through the 70's.
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Rrrrriiiighht.
I never understand bad service anywhere,but especially not from small shops or spec alty
dealers.With a smaller customer base you'd be so much better served by be ng helpful.In
fact that's how my own small company got the contracts it has--honest and superior
service.
sorry to hear it.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>lee aless /baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35332 NEXT>35346 35349 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ts 80 dollars shipping,and 200 for a divorced 205.......that about going price
know where 2 are
SUBJECT>uh,Brian?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35341 NEXT>
35347 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not so sure anyone can rePLAY kindness,retard.Get a dictionary,or use SpellCheck.
Better yet,have your mom type your posts.
that would have been a good one if you didn't f**k up the spelling.Redneck retard!.heheheh
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35333 NEXT>35350 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought it was Marshall that got run over.
Barrman
SUBJECT>who's yer shipper???POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's a pretty decent price...
not bad for the case e ther.
SUBJECT>Tacoma,POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35344 NEXT>35354 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sssshhhhhh!I've got my pissed face on right now and your Tom Foolery isn't helping.I
bet when Tara is spanking your g rl you're s tting there all "Tara,your form is all off."
SUBJECT>Re:Yo T-POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35341 NEXT>35357 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm gonna need some references before I extend a credit for you.You got references?
dick.I'm glad you're at least talking to me again as I'd have felt damn stupid putting this
package FedEx with you not talking to me or calling me stuff you usually save for Ben.
Thank you.Oh,when you get another FZR,I have a new steering dampener and titanium
Yosh clamp for it.
I'm making six flight in the next five days so if I never post again,it wasn't you...it was
flight 513 out of Detroit.
Happy Frap filled (or expanda-foam filled)holidays!
Hope you like Jello.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35343 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Don't tempt me like that Lee.You are only s x or seven hours away.I already ordered the
VPW kit.I'll wait and see how that works before I spend any more money on the T-case.I
might be calling you then.
Barrman.SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35345 NEXT>35361
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What the hell,Tim-do you think I don't know my own brother's name?
I'm pissed at you now,please go stand over there with Tom.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35332 NEXT>35356 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barrman
you have mail
SUBJECT>Yo T&B POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys a pathetic.
Kiss and make up homos.
SUBJECT>tcase conversion booty fabbing?POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35408 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
this one's for the techies and fabricators among us.I have been staring at the 4 205's in the
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garage,only one of which is divorced (thanks aga n -b),and thinking crazy thoughts.
Things like:how much trouble would it really be to make a new input deal for the
married 205's to convert them to divorced.You'd need some stuff,but I think it can be
done.
before I go bugging machine shops,anyone want to talk me out of it?If it worked I could
get parts made and sell them at cost to whoever wants one.
SUBJECT>DON'T DO THAT POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35347 NEXT>35358 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Do not critique a women involved in g ving out punishment.They will then turn on you
and forget the kid.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:true dat,yo!POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35339 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.none
they ain't that old!
maybe she's having one of "those"dreams
k
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35351 NEXT>35368 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Yo T-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35348 NEXT>35363 35367 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's cool man.
Wish I'd have known you were going to trade me straight up that 366 for the 205-I'd have
been all over that.Why the hell didn't you come out and say that?
You made it sound like you just wanted to g ve me the 366 and that was a little too nice
of a g ft....even for the guy who helped you first start e-mailing the love of your life who
you probably wouldn't have ever gotten if it hadn't been for sa d friend.(I've been holding
that card out a long time waiting for just the right time to pay it.That time is now.Card
played.You feel worse than crap for that post.Mission accomplished.)
Dick,
-B.
SUBJECT>I aint'stoopit!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35354 NEXT>35360 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know better than that.My dad did that once and it was frightening.
SUBJECT>Re:yep.POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35342 NEXT>35374 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'm not sure if it's true,but when i had my 75 dodge w200 the PO put those cheap white
spoke wheels on it.i asked him if it was a fashion statement and he sa d he wanted to get
rid of the split rims.
hmmm?
k
SUBJECT>Re:I aint'stoopit!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35358 NEXT>35364 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.You mean "Manny Lopez"?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35350 NEXT>35388 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then please tell me what tragedy befell Marshall?I need to know this.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Tacoma POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35365 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My wife has been wanting to go somewhere warm for a vacation.Do you have any
relatives down south,like way south,like stop at panama and go back north a little kind
of south.
Just curious if we could shack up with them for a couple weeks.
Let me know
Doug
SUBJECT>dont'forget.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 12:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35357 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would have delivered it too.Guess I'll have to take it home with ME then.I've come to
learn that what comes around goes around.
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Tom--I forgot to grab a crab cap.Turns out I got a 455 instead,so I'm not sad about it.
SUBJECT>no no POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 12:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35360 NEXT>35366
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the one who stuck around LOL...Manny just beat her up,frightening in another way.Or
so I've heard,I was small.
SUBJECT>I don't like your tone,boy.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35362 NEXT>35385 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Am I to understand that there is a racial jab hidden in that innuendo,s r?
If so I'll cons der the following question:what is the proper Highlander punishment for
casting aspers ons at the mighty Scottish people?
If not though,no I dont'have any suthrun relatives but it's about 60 in St.George and will
feel much warmer due to the western atmosphere.Please vis t and enjoy Utah's wonderful
redrock country.
SUBJECT>Oh.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:27
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35364 NEXT>35370 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,that takes all the fun outta my joke.I was laughing at my clever way of bring ng our
long running joke out into the light...then the spousal abuse sorta took the funnay outta it.
Sorry.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35357 NEXT>35371 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You can still have the motor you peckerhead.You had lost the 'bet'w th such dignity that
when you had mentioned wanting a 366 and me having one,I was gonna hook you up
anyway...T-case or not.Still yours if you want it.I can probably ship cheap to Memphis,
you pick up at dock.
I'm impressed with the duration of you card holding.Nice.
You may still look at the card and drool oh bikeless one.Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35356 NEXT>35369 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Now you have ma l Keith.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35368 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not yet
k
SUBJECT>ehh..it happens POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35366 NEXT>35372 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Spousal abuse ruins a joke any time.Except the ones where you beat your own wife.L ke
'what do you tell a woman w th 2 black eyes?"--you know what I'm talkin about!
Southern Hand,man!
SUBJECT>he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35367 NEXT>35373 35380 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.f he'd have been smart I'd have spent the gas money and wear and tear FOR him.
I"m inclined to extend him slack due to the fact that he is from MS.He's allowed.
SUBJECT>BWAHAHAHHAHHA!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35370 NEXT>35375
35377 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I DO!!!!!I DO!!!!
I'm gonna go home tonight and if she a n't got all the Christmas presents I told her to buy
for my family wrapped then I'm gonna unleash THE REGULATOR on her and see if I
can give her a reason to wear those sunglasses in the w nter!
(I don't know if that was funnay.It wasn't really my area.)
-B.
SUBJECT>Yeah,but POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35371 NEXT>35376 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Isn't he originally from TN?Mom's from AR.Hmmm,he'a Tenarkanmofric an.No
wonder...
SUBJECT>Dodge ain't Chevy damnit POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35359 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No idea what Dodge was doing,but I've never,ever seen a post73 Chevy w/split rims.
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The truck in question was a 78.
SUBJECT>damn stra ght!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35372 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you have learned,Paduan.Well done.
SUBJECT>see?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35373 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a mess.
SUBJECT>Battered women POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZmVPo5VghkQ PREVIOUS>35372 NEXT>
35378 35379 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know what upsets me about the whole deal.
...
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
..
...
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
.
..
..
.
.
.
.
I had been eating mine plain for years.
SUBJECT>hahahahaha POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35377 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
nice timing.
SUBJECT>Not the extra crispy?ntxt POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35377 NEXT>
35382 LINKNAME>LINKURL>..
SUBJECT>Re:he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35371 NEXT>35389
35400 35416 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
First let me say:"Tacoma,w ll you shut the hell up!"
Next let me say:Tom,that's a helluva nice thing for you to do parting with the 366,but it
goes against my gra n to take it w th nothing in return.I'll see if I can get that 205 for you
and when we meet at the FE,or your bachelor party then we'll swap.
About your card-Jean Ellen was sorta pissed about that.For the follow ng reasons 1)
there was no message written,just you two on your bike and 2)you weren't even looking
at the camera and she took that as "Tom thinks he's too cool to be photographed."and 3)
she thinks you want me to divorce her and thus hates you.
If you die in a plane crash......can I have your dog,or is your Pop getting her?
-B.
SUBJECT>Merry Xmas...POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
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DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35383 35384 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
To all of you (and Ben too)from Young Katie and I!
SUBJECT>Katie POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35379 NEXT>35386 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,
It's vital that you smack Katie now before you two get married.You want to know that
your woman w ll stand hitched at the ra l in the future.
This is what I did:
We were on our 12th date and in the trucker driving to the movies.I asked what movie
she wanted to see and she sa d "D vine Secrets of the Ya Ya Sisterhood".SMACK!!!!!
Out came P mp Hand in an upward motion that sent her gum fly ng out.Instead of crying
and all that she goes "How about The Transporter?"and I knew I'd found Mrs.R ght.
----------------
In a more serious manner I do not condone the smacking of a woman.....though I've
shaken the hell outta my share of them,and that is a viable alternative.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Xmas...POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35381 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
MERRY XMAS TO YOU AND KATIE TOO
K
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Xmas...POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35381 NEXT>35387 35491 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's Christmas you pagan.C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S.B rth of Our Lord.
-
-
Sheesh...and in this day in age we still have those who refuse to believe.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I don't like your tone,boy.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35365 NEXT>35393 35394 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
keep w shing....you are not scottish,I've seen your pics.Sean Connery is cool and I
understand why you want to be like him.
Why is it that you always turn it into a race issue.I avoided the name of the country I was
refering to in hopes of this not turning into such and issue and you bring it up anyway.I
am offended.
SUBJECT>Re:Katie POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35382 NEXT>35392 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
THE TRANSPORTER?
K
SUBJECT>Re:Merry CHRISTmas...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35384 NEXT>35390 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks B.,I'd have had to say it if you hadn't...even capped Our Lord...very nice!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35361 NEXT>35391
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Alas,poor Marshall-I knew him well.He actually fell into a well and drowned.Sad for
us all,espec ally since he ta ned our drinking water for months..-B.
SUBJECT>no,in fact,I won't.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:51 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35380 NEXT>35405 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just get a chuckle out of it.
Tom:"brian,I'll g ve you this torque pig 366 just cuz we're buds,and our other bud
Tacoma will even bring it to you!"
Brian:"nah,that's ok."
HAHAHAHAH
SUBJECT>Re:Merry CHRISTmas...POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35387 NEXT>35403
35407 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I do my part.
Jon,
You'll be proud to know that my mom is going to a Chatholic service on Christmas Eve.
She's exc ted about it since,no matter what you say about the Catholics,they know how
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to do a service.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:I ALMOST FORGOT!!!!--TACOMA!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35388 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Next time just pour some bleach in it.......I hear it covers the taste quit effectively
SUBJECT>beats that other one!ntxt POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35386 NEXT>35395 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Tacom---------Offender of the masses POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35385 NEXT>35396
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,in one day he used the dreaded "F"word in a post he refuses to delete,and now this.
Where does he get off with this stuff?
-B.
SUBJECT>why you son of a....POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35385 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>....well never mind.This is America maaaaan,the melting pot.
I knew you meant something rac al,bastard!I'm going to throw those tires at you now.I
was going to gently roll them into your garage.
SUBJECT>Re:beats that other one!ntxt POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35392 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to work hard to think of a really crappy girl movie that came out a while ago.Then a
movie that was out at that time.I did go see "The Time Machine"w th her whilst we were
courting.
I should have used that.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Tacom---------Offender of the masses POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35393 NEXT>35398 35399 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I feel all dirty just reading his post...........the kind of dirty you can't wash off,no matter
how hot the water.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35332 NEXT>35450 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barrman,I don't know where you are located but there is a wrecking yard close to New
Boston,Tx.(close to Texarkana on I30)that handles a lot of ex mil.stuff from Red River
army depot.They used to have a lot of old dodge parts from military.It is a hit or miss
deal and you need to bring your walking shoes because you never know what you will
find.I know someone that bought a reman crated ex army 6-71detroit eng ne for $300
SUBJECT>that's not hot enough then POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35396 NEXT>35401 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
don't be a pussy and test the water--the steam will let you know it's hot enough.Then just
jump in.You'll forget all about the dirty,you racist pig!THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE!!
and I am he.
SUBJECT>True.POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35396 NEXT>35402 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
As my stand against the sort of filth he spoons out I'm not gonna read any more of his
posts..I now have him on my IGNORE list.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35380 NEXT>
35404 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Might do paintball instead of party...we'll all go to Vegas some other time!Really,no
message?Sorry,Katie was sending them out or I'd've written some smartass comment.
That pic was the best of Katie and the bike.A friend of mines mom took it this summer.
All her other pictures were aweful.That was the best one,I told Katie that I though it was
funny that I wasn't even looking at the camera for our card.HA!Nah,I like Jeaner,just
wanted to make sure she wasn't going to suck you into a 1/4 acre life of urban
unhappyness.Nothing personal towards her...she's cool.
SUBJECT>OHH MAN!POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35398 NEXT>35409 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Man,Tacoma,what's up w th you and the language today?Isn't there an unspoken
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agreement not to use the more harsh words?
I'm just say n'.
SUBJECT>Re:True.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35399 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me TOO!
SUBJECT>Re:Merry CHRISTmas...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:00 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35390 NEXT>
35406 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
A 'full'service.Remember to kneel.
Farewell all!
SUBJECT>I could have used you in '01 POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35400 NEXT>35413 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
me:"hey look,a house w/owner financing,fruit trees,a 3 car garage,AND A
WORKSHOP!on 18 acres!FOR $110k!!!"
her:"but I want to stay up here,I don't like the mountains"
me:"it's made of stone!OH MY GOD!"
her:"lets move over here instead...".for the record I have .27 acres.DAMN YOU YOU SHOULD HAVE KNOWN ME
THEN!!!!!I'd have used Western Hand and moved us to Shangri La.
SUBJECT>Re:no,in fact,I won't.POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35389 NEXT>35410
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
There's such a thing as too large of a g ft.Some things are so nice that they cannot be
repa d that therefore cannot be accepted.If I ever had complete kidney failure I'd not want
a donor kidney s nce it's along the same lines.It's hard to understand,especially for
someone like you who has no soul.*
-B.
*Not soul as in James Brown Soul,but soul as in the spirit.
SUBJECT>nice!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35403 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
slam Catholics and B's mom in one fell swoop!My hat is off to you!
but I don't like the implication,Thomas.LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Merry CHRISTmas...POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35390 NEXT>35412 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll agree,not much compares to a Christmas Eve candlelight mass.I've never met any of
you but I wish y'all a merry Christmas and all the best for the new year
SUBJECT>Re:tcase conversion booty fabbing?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35353 NEXT>
35420 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think I've still got a splined coupler for married set-ups.G ve me a spline count.This
may be a great starting point for any application of the 'case...
If the spline count matches what I've got,then naturally I lost the coupler and you can
give me NP 205 CHEAP.
SUBJECT>alright,alright!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35401 NEXT>35411 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was hateful,due to someone's denial of my proud Scottish lineage.Damn the maid!
I promise this is it,no more foul language..SUBJECT>wow.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 1:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35405 NEXT>35417
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and I would have even blessed our meal.You bastard!
SUBJECT>Re:alright,alright!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35409 NEXT>35414 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would F*****G hope so.
You're forg ven
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Chris Moose POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35407 NEXT>35469 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And for anyone living in the far norht Mery Chrismoose to you.
And may the new year bring you many wonderful MV days and lots of good parts.
73,
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:I could have used you in '01 POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35404 NEXT>35415
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Let me say aga n:"Woodworking is gay."*
-B.
*Except if your name is "Jesus"as Brute has pointed out.
SUBJECT>ahh,you're a LIAR!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35411 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm just a pottymouth,but you're a liar!
If memory serves I'm on your ignore list.Can't trust ANY OF YOU!Espec ally not a
rac st f**k like you,gringo!hahahahahahahah
SUBJECT>aga n..POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 1:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35413 NEXT>35418
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no,Fraps are gay.Fa ry.
SUBJECT>Re:he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35380 NEXT>
35419 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.HEY!I still got 6 pups to find homes for!How many you want?
SUBJECT>BWAHAHAHHAHHA!!!!POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35410 NEXT>35421
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That was hilarious when I was all "Tacoma,will you turn thanks?"and you just looked at
me all scared and shocked.I love that joke!!!!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:aga n..POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35415 NEXT>35425 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Are they really?When I first started getting them in the mail Jean Ellen asked me what it
was about and I told her that everyone had been calling them gay and that I think they
were sending them to me as a way of say ng "Yo,B-I'm with you on this,I was just
scared to say it on the board."
I guess not.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35416 NEXT>35475
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are they?And will they sit quiet and be UPSed?
SUBJECT>Re:tcase conversion booty fabbing?POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35408 NEXT>35507 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Ford is 31spl,the GM's I've got are 10spl married manual deals.
nput gears are available...I just have to figure out a good way to booty fab it LOL..
thinking a new plate w/bearing and yoke would bolt to the former adapter holes,and also
be one of the mounts...we'll see once I get into them.
SUBJECT>shocked yes,and here's why.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35417 NEXT>35422 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I couldnt'believe a Suthruner was having another man take his place returning thanks...
As the MAN of my house,I wouldn't even consider that.
It was a nice gesture though.And I'd have done it gladly.
SUBJECT>Indeed?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net.DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:25
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35421 NEXT>35424 35428 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You,obviously,know nothing of true Southern Culture.It is customary for the man of the
house to ask an older vis tor to turn thanks.If it is all women visiting then the man of the
house says the prayer.If the visitor is younger than the man of the house,the the man of
the house says the prayer.If the vis tor is clergy then he is always asked.
Mostly,though,I did it just to make you uncomfortable.
Learn teh ways of my culture.
-B.
SUBJECT>218 posts today.....POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35427 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's alot of 'thanks-you notes'and 'merry Christmas'es and just a bunch of nothing.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Indeed?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35422 NEXT>35426 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have to say i'm with Spicer on this subject.
OUT!
k
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SUBJECT>uh,yeah.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 1:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35418 NEXT>35431
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that's exactly it.They're not gay at all,nooooo sir.
SUBJECT>Re:Indeed?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35424 NEXT>35429 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
You're gay?What?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:218 posts today.....POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35423 NEXT>35430 35483 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Luckyshlitz is gonna have alot of clicking to do:)
SUBJECT>you're correct.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com.DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:30
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35422 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am a born Yankee,and as such didn't know of that custom.I apologize,and thank you
again for the honor.
SUBJECT>Re:Indeed?POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35426 NEXT>35432 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no boy
mean the religous crap
SUBJECT>Re:218 posts today.....POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35427 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he's in the process of getting himself fired so that this doesn't happen aga n.
I think that'll be fun s nce he seems easily agrivated.I plan to send him into a rage every
day with my w tt and w sdom.
Where's Ben?I hate that prick and if my Christmas wish has come true and he's lying in a
ditch somewhere drowning in an inch of water I'd like to know.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:uh,yeah.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35425 NEXT>35485 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nope,
just tacoma*,B,Luckyblueribbon,and Keith.
SUBJECT>Boy?POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35429 NEXT>35433 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Do they call an aligator a lizard where you're from?
About the religious stuff-to each his own.You're a full growed man and as such entitled
to your own beliefs.
You know the funny part-I DON'T REMEMBER ANYONE ASKING YOUR
OPINION!!!
I hate you Ke th,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Boy?yes BOY POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35432 NEXT>35438 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you CAN"T hate me boy
you must love all of your brothers right?
ha haha
k
SUBJECT>Gone POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35437
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was gone for a hour to put out hay for my horses and now I am 159 post behind.I guess
every one is as bored as me.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Location,Location,Location POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 1:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35436 35494 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,at the risk of having everyone scream "that is such a dumb-a@!idea".Has anyone
ever thought of an owners'registry ?It could be by state with each owner's town listed.
Just a thought brought to you by idle hands and powered by Cuervo.
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35435 NEXT>35441 35447 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Where in the heck have you been dave!!!!
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Look to the left under members contact list.
Put down the bottle for a second and you should be able to find it!
JustKidding
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Gone POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35434 NEXT>35439 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Apalosa?
SUBJECT>Re:Boy?yes BOY POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35433 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Homo.
SUBJECT>WARNING POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35437 NEXT>35440 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T m........do not take Bs offer to speckle the rear of your horses so they look like
appoloosas.
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35439 NEXT>35442 35443 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
JUST WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU IMPLYING DOUG?HUH?
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35436 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,for one,wouldn't want everyone to know where I live.If the idea of a reg stry was
presented then I'd lie.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35440 NEXT>35445 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Nothing B....nothing.
melow out deud
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.
T m,he sent me pics and told me they were appoloosa sheep.......trust me,there is no such
thing
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SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35440 NEXT>35444 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the warning Doug.I have one Quarter,one Appaloosa and one Morgan.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35443 NEXT>35448 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Everyone knows you ride a horse with 3 white stockings,or none at all.Never 2 or 4.
-B.
SUBJECT>Douglas POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35442 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm outta Post-It notes.Can you remind me of something?
"Beat Doug to a frazzle."
That'll do it.
Thanks
-B..SUBJECT>Bell POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35451 35452
35453 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
Would it be poss ble in the much touted new site to include some kind on audio
announcement every time a post is posted?I ask this because I have trouble keeping up
with some of our speed typers.I w ll be follow ng a subject thread several screens down
and then bam.I go to the top and there are another 20 or so post that I didn't know were
posted.I try and read every post.It is my miss on to make them all red.Just when I think
I have done this the complete top of the board is blue again.I would like some warning
that I need to read and type faster.Thanks.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35436 NEXT>35457 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok Doug,that really wasn't a scream it was really more of a shout..please try to follow
nstructions.LOL I'll try to come up w th some more ideas that have already been done.
I'm currently working on a way to play recorded music...thinking of calling it 8-TRACK!
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35444 NEXT>35449 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
One horse has all white legs.One all brown and mine has one white stocking.They all
ride fine.Real life is not the movie True Grit.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35448 NEXT>35455 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I hate you Tim.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35397 NEXT>35466 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Dave.I am in central Texas.About 60 miles east of Austin.Texarkana is 300
miles from me.I think I went through that yard about 10 years ago.I didn't have and MV
stuff then so I didn't know what I was looking at or care.All I keep thinking now is that I
wasted my youth with hot rods.
Barrman.SUBJECT>Re:Bell/NO USE CHRONO POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35446 NEXT>35454 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
'll say it again
use CHRONO!!!
t puts them all in order
k
SUBJECT>Re:Bell POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35446 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just hang on a little longer and you w ll see the wonders that Hammer has on the fire
RIGHT NOW!!
It has enough features to keep all of us busy until at least Labor Day just having fun
checking them all out...
I know what you mean on the volume...remember Brian got 53,849,276 frapps and he
wants to drink them up before they go bad....he is spiked and climbing...probably got that
caffeine scalp tingle thing going...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Bell POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
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DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35446 NEXT>35459 35468 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
T m,
Honestly,don't you think that most of them aren't worth reading?Wouldn't a
chime/bell/buzzer/beep/whistle be more a reminder that some of us are so bored at work
that posting a post about boring posts is worthwhile.
I think a chime/bell/buzzer/beep/whistle would be sad,but I think that if every time Ben
get's made fun of there is a bell a'la'a boxing match-that would be cool.
Just my $3.10 worth.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Bell/NO USE CHRONO POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35451 NEXT>35458 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But when you switch to chrono all of the red ones turn into blue.Then I am a month
behind.Remember my mission?Make them all red.I might get brave one night,get a
couple of sodas,a new pouch of Levi Garret and do it though.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING/hater POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35449 NEXT>35456 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
why all the hate my brother?we send you nice presents with extra packing just to make
sure they make it there.all we get is hate.
ponder that boy
k
SUBJECT>Re:WARNING/hater POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35455 NEXT>35460 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Its a gay thing...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35447 NEXT>35465 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thats one heck of an idea there dave.......any chance you could cut me in on the action?
Any luck on that dan wesson?
SUBJECT>Re:Bell/NO USE CHRONO POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35454 NEXT>35461 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
trust me
just put it one week.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Bell POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 2:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35453 NEXT>35472
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am at home today and the rest of the week.Therefore,I don't feel bad be ng on here all
day.My son would like me to stop and make him breakfast though.Seriously,when I am
at work I always wonder if someone in Austin is going to read my post.Figure out that I
have students and try and fire me.It has happened to others.That was with porno though.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Sorry Tim POSTER>Brian S sson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35456 NEXT>35462 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's just that if you'd lived your life reading about fake cowboys for years and then
someone smacks all that down it brings out the wrath in you.
I don't hate you.
I see by the fact that you live in Texas,have 3 horses,and chew the Levi that you are a.true cowboy.
The ponytail and Mini sorta throw that though.
Sorry.
-B.
Ke th-Despite the fact you live in Texas you're no cowboy,and not even close.Sorry.
SUBJECT>Re:Bell/NO USE CHRONO POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35458 NEXT>35463 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
T m,
Ke th is gay.....this is just his fisrt step to courting you.Once he gets you to switch
viewing styles,he's gonna try to get you to switch lifestyles,then you w ll be his B!tch.
SUBJECT>Re:Sorry Tim POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 2:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35460 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I told you before.NO PONY TAIL!
I don't think I have ever read the three stocking thing in a book.I can only think of that
John Wayne movie.
I also don't have any cows.It is hard to be a cowboy w thout cows.I do help others with
their cows though.My horse loves it.I have to saddle him before I load him into the
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tra ler.If I don't,when we get there he trys to go chase the cows and won't stand still to be
saddled.With him already saddled I just jump on and hang on until he has had his fun
scattering the cattle.Then we get to go round them back up.
My horse does not like being towed behind the M715 though.I consider it a challenge to
see if the truck can pull the tra ler w th horse aboard across creeks and hills.He takes
longer to get his balance back when we stop.
SUBJECT>Homosexuals-POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35461 NEXT>35470 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
For the record-I don't think any of us actually disslike homosexuals as people,though
most of us would not agree w th your lifestyle.As it is this club's opinion on most things
of a personal nature,we feel that whatever you do is your business.*
Mostly that is used as a reference here to get under someone's skin.Not as an acutal atack
on someone's character.I'm sorry your lifestyle has been the whipping boy of this board,
and w sh there was a better medium for saying "Insult here,just for fun,now retaliate all
n fun",but as of yet we have not found one.
If you are of a homosexual nature and are comfortable w th it,please feel free to make
fun of heterosexuals in like manner.There is no malice in this and we welcome any
poking fun at us in kind..I wish the world were such that races/relig ons/sexes/and sexual preferences were more
open and able to recognize differneces in each other and not pretend they aren't there.
Sometimes people's differences aren't good or bad,but just different-but pretending they
are good/bad/nonexistant is (in my opinion)sad and bad.
Thanks,
-B.
*I am not the spokesman of the club,nor authorized to speak in an official manner.
SUBJECT>MERRY CHISTMAS TO ALL!POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 2:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35482
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's 5 and I am gone.See you hippies again next Monday!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35457 NEXT>35467 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Not yet,My part#s don't jive w th yours.Oh well,maybe I can pick up one at a gun show.
thanks for the help.
SUBJECT>Re:Junk Yard Report (probably going to be long)POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35450 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am about halfway between Dallas and Texarkana so it is closer for me.One day I am
going to clear my calender and go .There is no system of order there and it looks like the
aftermath of an explos on in a supply depot.
SUBJECT>Re:Location,Location,Location POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35465 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's the right barrel anyway.I noticed a discrepancey between the part #s and looked a
little further into it.Good Luck!
Chances are you will find it as a set.
SUBJECT>Re:Bell POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35453 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about a chat room???
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Chris Moose POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>35412 NEXT>
35492 35501 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Joe is that from the days of 73s &88s.
Just wondering how old you are?
Merry Christmas Will
SUBJECT>What did brian just say?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 3:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35463 NEXT>35484
35500 35506 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Did hey really just tell the homosexual population its ok to poke him????
Now I understand Brian a little better!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>Jeff /KS
EMAIL>hewl35@hotmail.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35281 NEXT>35489 35493 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have to work half a day.The ol lady works half a day and then is to be let go.Good
Christ let go on Christmas Eve.And the tighta**won't even pay her through Friday.All I
can say is if you have Kemper Insurance better find a new company cause they are gone!
And to further put me in the Christmas spending spirit my Mom died last weekend.
SUBJECT>Re:Bell POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,23
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December 2003,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35459 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
fire you?I think they better be given you a raise,It a nt to often you find a teacher that is
really smart in a lot of fields and not just one or two.I vote for a raise!
Dont worry about the porn as I have more on my computer than anyone can look at in a
year or more and all legal.over 15000 pics of women and my old lady hates it.LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:Will Wright-POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 4:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>35213 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The cd arrived today.
Thanks As far as the pics be ng stuck together I don't know they left here just fine.You
probably lost control seeing what fine fraps were in the box and drooled on them.(Not
going the other route).
I could not keep those pics because they were insulting to my truck.
Merry Christmas
Fag!
Will
SUBJECT>Transfer case swap info POSTER>Colt Re tenger
EMAIL>re tenger@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35478 35490 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I am currently in the process of trading for a 715.After
posts for the field meet,I have
questions about ways to get over 50,and not overheat the transfer case.Is there some fix,
or would it be in my best interest to swap it out?If swapping is an option,which transfer
case would best take it's place?
SUBJECT>Re:he'll still have to pay somethin.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35419 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey now is that some new kinda sexual torture your wantin to try?Man what is this world
commin to,sheep and now pups.
Really,Ive been readin the posts and LMAO at you,Tacoma and jeepist dougs posting
circus and my kids are starting to think Im crazy for laughing so hard and so much!
SUBJECT>Re:Yo B-POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35340 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I even got my bike out and rode it the other day and for some unknown reason it needs
another tire does yours have that same problem?
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35303 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yeah and I cant be there to help get him out of anything hed get into.Just hope he makes
t ok!
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case swap info POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35474 NEXT>35496 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Welcome aboard!
The divorced NP 205 is the easiest swap and the best in most peoples opinion.Finding
one is the tough part.You're gonna have to fab some mounts and linkage.One of my
trucks has one and it looks like it was born there.
You should be able to use the search option or look in the FAQ section to find more info
on the swap.
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?/DOUG!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35311 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
SMART@$$.LOL
SUBJECT>Wanted M715 POSTER>John EMAIL>sandman9@optonline.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35497 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Looking for M715,I don't care if the engine and or trans/tranfar isn't there.Looking to
spend about $500.00 must be in the NY area
SUBJECT>Re:excellent....read on POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35337 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wanted the partition door that aint fa r I cant speel or type fast enough but I could use a
good front left fender and some levers for the light sw tch and a w per arm and the light
on the hood.
Its almost christmas and that along w th other things would get me goin in the right
direction.
SUBJECT>Re:MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL!...check the spelling B.!!..NTXT
POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at
5:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35464 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:218 posts today.....POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35427 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
282 posts right now.That's OK,I have two whole days off for Christmas so I can play
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too!But I'll probably be in the desert mowing over hippie stuff in my truck.
Chris
Hey Schlitz isn't a bad beer!How come everyone focuses on the Pabst Blue R bbon and
not the Lucky Lager?
SUBJECT>Re:Yep,thats what he said allright!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And its bout time...now he can live in the light,not ide in the closet!!
It w ll be a Happier New Year B.,and its off to a good start now!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:uh,yeah.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 5:55 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35431 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Holy crap,you guys are retarded (no offense brian).Can y'all say conference call?
Merry Kwanzaa
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:off topic light blurb POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35275 NEXT>35498 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.CCW?Country Cooking for Women?
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:your sister..POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35276 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
She's a Southern youngun'.As evidenced by watching Cops in Tennesee,Southerners
don't have much in the way of teeth (teef).She's perfectly normal.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:It hasnt been but soon w ll be...OK?...NTXT POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35314 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man I try to post something helpful and you manlovers go and screw it up!Keep your
buttfest comfined to a seperate post.
Happy Jewish holiday (can't spell it).
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry to hear about your mom
RIP
k
SUBJECT>Re:Transfer case swap info POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35474 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
welcome to the club
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Xmas...POSTER>BBM715 EMAIL>bbm715@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35384 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Actually,if you do a little reading Christ was born in March or April,if I remember right.
Easy to find out.Mary was in town for a census,as was everyone else -hence the stable.
T m,if you want to do the research on why the church celebrates it three months early it
should make Tom smile.
Ron
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Chris Moose POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35469 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I didn't think that Winchester made a model 1888.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Anyone working friday?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35471 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We don't know each other,but you have my deepist sympathys for the loss of your mom.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Great idea!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 7:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35435 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
some guy by the same name took submissions for just such a list,ALL SUMMER!and
then Brute made it more useful even by adding the search feature.So there.
SUBJECT>Re:Moses POSTER>Joe/IA EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,23
December 2003,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35249 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
As a plumber you are probably somewhat familiar w th the pubic ha rs as well.
SUBJECT>I'll second that.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35478 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The main problem w th the 200 seems to be the offset rear output.Jeep made some
screwy decisions w/the 200 and the Quadratrac.
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Agree w/Doug here:205 is a great case and can be twin sticked for 2wd lo or front wheel
drive.They're hard to find for a decent price,and I"m giving serious thought to trying to
fab up a kit to convert the common married ones to divorced.There is likely a good
reason why no one else has beat me to it,but I continue to hope.
welcome aboard.
SUBJECT>you are near LI?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35480 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have family on Optonline.
someone just posted from Staten Island w/one for sale.IF YOU SEE THIS<GET IN
TOUCH WITH THIS GUY!
You're gonna spend more than that though,just so you know.
SUBJECT>yes.er..no POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Tuesday,
23 December 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35486 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.you know.Carrying Concealed Weapon,if you don't.
SUBJECT>Re:Heater motor for you 12 volt guys POSTER>Joe/IA
EMAIL>jbruns@cfu.net DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35224 NEXT>35502 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I will explain to you guys at the FE where the Speedo thing came from.It wasn't about
me,I became involved because Speedo rhymes with Joe.Details ava lable at the FE.For
now Doug and Jon can continue w th they're fantasies.At these temps a lined Speedo
would be appropriate.
SUBJECT>that's what I heard..POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35470 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.that and fags are just ok with him.Ugh.
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Chris Moose POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 7:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35469 NEXT>35503 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Old enough to have daily pa ns,but not old enough to need viagra or a walker.I was born
durring the cuban missel problem...:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Speedo Joe POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>jillcook@iowatelecom.net
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35499 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The story you speak of came out around the campfire.From your wife.
Just the facts
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Chris Moose POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 8:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35501 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I see
SUBJECT>Re:LT DAN (off topic)POSTER>BMoldt EMAIL>bmoldt@awarehead.com
DATE>Tuesday,23 December 2003,at 11:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa tkDxXsC9Qo PREVIOUS>35236 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HA!Nah..I think we'd better stay away from that one.Ol Bob Zemekis might come after
us w th a lawsuit.:-)I can still name my m725 Jenny tho..
-Bill
ltdan.net
SUBJECT>Re:VPW has regulators POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:18 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE
PREVIOUS>35222 NEXT>
35522 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks,
I'll give VPW a call s nce I haven't heard anything from them about the M715 Parts List
that their website mentions.I did see the pictorial that is posted on the Zone...that is great
and thanks to whoever had that Idea!
Shoot,I would like to drive up there after Christmas to nose through all their stuff,but I
am likely to spend a bunch more than I really want to.Know what I mean?
I figure they are only about 4 hours or so from St Louis driving a regular vehicle.Lets
see,if I drove the M715...280 miles at 48 MPH,thats almost all day!...and we would
probably be shaken up more than the guy who did the roll-over just w thout the exterior
body damage!!!
Bama1
SUBJECT>Re:What did brian just say?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35470 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
He said he'd "welcome any poking"
S cko,I tell ya!
SUBJECT>Re:tcase conversion booty fabbing?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35420 NEXT>35526 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's what I was thinking,booty fab a yoke to the coupler.Get yo beyond the adapter
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face so you can adapt from there.
Remind me,I'll take it to FE.
SUBJECT>The M715 Zone Christmas Carol POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35511 35514 35518 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is copied directly from the old yahoo board,it was 'The Zones'first Christmas:
post #673
From:Allen_Elwood
Date:Thu Dec 24,1998 2:57pm
Subject:A them715zone Carol
Twas the N ght before Christmas,
And out in the street,
The M725 sat,
Looking really neat,
The snow from God's sky,.Fell on her ever so light,
Giving her a heavenly mantle,
All frosty and white,
The neighbors all drive beemers,
They can't understand,
Why I prefer my Beast,
To their little cans,
She coughs and she wheezes,
Of this there can be no doubt,
But when she 'gits'down the road,
I 'lets'out a shout,In this Glorious Christmas season,
I wish all my friends well,
Although The M715 Zone is brand new,
There's so many members it's hard to tell,
I'm running out of words now,
And so hope no one w ll take fright,
If I just say Merry Christmas to all,
And to all.......A good night!
Merry Christmas and Happy Holi-daze,
From Allen :-)and Kim (-:Elwood,And the kitties and the doggies,And,DA BEAST!
.
.
.
.
And from me and my family as well,safe and Happiest of Holidays to all!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Brute4c POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December
2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35513 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Jon,check your PMs(private messages).
I am almost done!!!
You will not believe it.
SUBJECT>Re:awesome!POSTER>Workhorse EMAIL>lilworkhorse@cs.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used a tank out of a mid '80's J20 and it is squarish...As best I remember,it was tight
front to back ,and a little loose side to s de.I may have it backwards,I w ll have to look.
I do know that since I put the plastic tank and electric fuel pump I have had no fuel
problems.And yes,I am knocking on wood.There are 2 issues,1.I no longer have an
operational guage and 2.the filler neck is so flat it w ll not take fuel through the 2"hose
fast enough,so I unplug the neck and put the nozzle in the tank directly.I will try and let
you know on the spacing.One other thing is w th the hump on top of the civvy tank I had
to drop the steel tank 1.5"to keep from crushing the fuel pick up hose.I had left the steel
ribs along the outs des and used some pressure treated 2x4's for spacers and tightened the.tank straps.I think that
was about 4 years ago and I have not had it back off since.
SUBJECT>Re:The 12 days of M715 Christmas!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35508 NEXT>35512 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Heres one Alan Bennett,the first person to join the club,posted on the old Yahoo board:
Date:Tue Dec 7,1999 6:04pm
Subject:M715 Christmas
12 Days of M715 Christmas
On the Twelfth day of Christmas my true love gave to me....
12 page divorce filing
11 places that do crushing
10 neighbors bitching
9 guys a wrenching
8 hours welding
7 hours cussing
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6 days for completing
5 BRAND NEW RIMS
4 gold card bills
3 sets of wrenches
2 pairs of gloves
and it's me or the 715!!
.
.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Wheelin in a Winter Wonderland POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35511 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And also fron Alan,this little gem:
.
Date:Fri Nov 17,2000 7:40pm
Subject:Wheelin'in a Winter Wonderland
Posted on another list...thought I'd pass it
along
Wheelin'Through a Winter Wonderland (Sung to the tune "Walkin'In A Winter
Wonderland")
Beads pop off,are you listenin'
Cold wind through -your ears is whistlin'
Your winch falls apart,your engine won't start
Wheelin'through a winter wonderland
.
Snow is deep,your butt is freezin'
Broke a birfield,it a n't pleasin'
You're starting to slide,on your wheels,then your s de.Wheelin'through a winter wonderland
.
On the hillclimb we can barely make it
Traction's really nowhere to be found
Pull the cable,snatch the block and fake it.
Or claw along and put the hammer down!
Later on,we'll perspire
Drying gloves by the fire
Counting things that we broke,
"That's Wheeling"we'll joke,
Wheeling through a winter wonderland...
.
.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:58 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35509 NEXT>35515 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,
Are you posting this stuff here just to drive us nuts?If so it is working just fine.
Thank You for your work!
Doug
SUBJECT>Re:The M715 Zone Christmas Carol POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35508 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VERY NICE JON
had forgot about that one.
thanks
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35513 NEXT>35516 35517 35520 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
(Good work Hammer,the r falling for it!!)
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35515 NEXT>35519 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the word "PRICK"just unexplainably popped into my head for some reason?
Hummmmmm
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December
2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35515 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Haha,I posted here cause I KNOW Jon looks here more often then anywhere else!
As for driving you guys nuts?Nah,I am just getting you hyped up!
Trust me,it's all worth it!
SUBJECT>Re:The M715 Zone Christmas Carol POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35508 NEXT>LINKNAME>My fun machine!
LINKURL>http://fsj.ewzone.com/mygallery.ten?id=3380
Thanks!I printed them out to s ng to the family today.Every year some one sings a x-
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mass song.Now it w ll be my time to make the dog's howl!!Merry Christmas to all zone
new and pold members.Let god bless you,your family and your TRUCK!!Lee
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35516 NEXT>35523 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha ha
can't wait!i feel like a kid at xmas!
k
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35515 NEXT>35521 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
t's THEY'RE dammitt!It's a contraction of THEY freakin'ARE.Just remember:
THEY'RE putting THEIR spelling books over THERE in the trash!
(just covering for ya,B-)
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35520 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They who?
Doing what to B-?
Ain't there an n in dammitt?
Must be an Ohio thing??
And when is Christmas Adam?Or is this another the guy justs shuts up and lets the broad
have it her way kinda day????
:-)
SUBJECT>Re:VPW has regulators POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35505 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been priveleged to crawl through the inventory there twice...first time was bas cally
to d othat page and too see what all they had for my own plans.Second time,I got to meet
Doug and Speedo Joe and Wet CJ...real good guys...also spent over a grand on parts...so I.know what you mean
there,and still have some more stuff I wanted but they couldnt get
at right away!!
Good luck,need any more info let me know!!
Maybe we should see if we can setup a day with them in the summer where Zoners can
come and go on a shopping spree there!!Would be a good time to meet everyone and
such...just thinking...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December
2003,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35519 NEXT>35524
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does that make me Santa?
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:17 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35523 NEXT>35527 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ABSA-FREAKIN-LOUTELY IT DOES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.
.
Does that make me an elf??
brute4c
SUBJECT>m715 on prototype mattracks???POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35529 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=2212727856&category=36064
SUBJECT>Re:tcase conversion booty fabbing?POSTER>Ed J.KS
EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q PREVIOUS>35507 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I made a divorced Dana 18 case once.Worked real well except didn't use right grade of
bearings in it and they shelled out after a while.Just my .02
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December
2003,at 9:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35524 NEXT>35528
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
An elf of growth hormones maybe...
SUBJECT>Re:Brute4c POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35527 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm a kid at heart....my w fe would say baby but what does she know....just kidding.honey!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on prototype mattracks???POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35525 NEXT>35530 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bet THAT was a freakin'ball with manual steering!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on prototype mattracks???POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
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EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 10:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35529 NEXT>35547 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
good point.since "footprint"definitly effects the relationship of manula steering to
hernia,then i bet it was a BLAST!
SUBJECT>No hippies?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 12:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>NEXT>35550 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Man,how refreshing.No BS posts,no name-calling,no nuthin'!Exactly as the s te should
be."on-topic stuff,or nothing at all"is my motto.
NOT!
Miss you guys'banter.Have a great holiday season.Or not.
SUBJECT>Wiring connectors-Merry Christmas!POSTER>M170
EMAIL>jeep@umacs.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 1:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35534 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know where you can get some water proof connectors,to hook up the B/O
light etc?I need two for the B/O light on my 53 M170-same as on the M38A1-anyone
have any ideas?Merry Christmas-Happy New Year-
SUBJECT>PLEASE help verify front shaft angles POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 2:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35535 35537 35539 35541 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
this is what i got off bobby s's truck,can anyone verify this is what they have too?it does
not make sense
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum43.html
SUBJECT>Re:Wiring connectors-Merry Christmas!POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 3:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35532 NEXT>LINKNAME>Saturn Surplus
LINKURL>http://www.saturnsurplus.com/electrical/electrical.htm
Try Saturn Surplus at:http://www.saturnsurplus.com/electrical/electrical.htm
Or try Jeff Smith at MVP:www.mvpc.com phone (850)475-5030.SUBJECT>not here...POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 3:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My angles weren't that strange.But then again,I had a different "custom"tcase mount.
I dont'see how that setup doesn't frag.Very interesting.
SUBJECT>Teaser Screen shots!POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamrgyQfDFSHw
PREVIOUS>NEXT>35538 35542 LINKNAME>teaser
LINKURL>http://www.froadin.com/images/teaser.jpg
http://www.froadin.com/images/teaser.jpg
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE help verify front shaft angles POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 4:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
My front pinion points up slightly,it looks like it's almost past the point of be ng inline
with the driveshaft.Puzzles me too.Yea,it's aga nst the standard school of thought but it
works.
Maybe it has something to do with only using 4 wheel drive at low speeds.At higher
speeds we're normally in 2 wheel and the front driveshaft isn't actually transferring any
power.
Chris
SUBJECT>Merry Christmas to us!POSTER>Gary EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24
December 2003,at 4:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s
PREVIOUS>35536 NEXT>35540 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Be prepared to be lavished w th praise.
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE help verify front shaft angles POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 4:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35533 NEXT>35552 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I actually run something similiar to that in the back of my CJ5.
As for how you measure,you need to measure the angles in relation to each other,not the
ground.So measuring the angle of difference of the pinion vs the drive shaft for the rear
U joint,and the tcase output shaft vs the drive shaft for the front U joint.
Of course what you have still shows that the angles are incorrect.
And that you w ll feel vibrations if you run in 4x4 at higher speeds.I hope you have
lockouts.
SUBJECT>Re:Merry Christmas to us!POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 4:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35538 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I need no more showers thanks!Lol.
It w ll be enough for me to not use this current web board anymore!!!
SUBJECT>Re:PLEASE help verify front shaft angles POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35533 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,
I will be on the road Thursday.I will try and get you acurate angles off of my still stock
drive tra n on Friday.It is 7:00 at night right now and I can't get out to the truck.Sorry I
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couldn't help you any faster.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Teaser Screen shots!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 4:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35536 NEXT>35543 35582 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hammer,The new format with tech and b.s.seperated is a grand idea.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Teaser Screen shots!POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
24 December 2003,at 4:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35542 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah,we have to have a Board for him.Otherwise I would have to permenantyly BAN
him :)
SUBJECT>Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aamrgyQfDFSHw PREVIOUS>NEXT>35545 35546 35551 35558
35559 35564 35571 35575 35578 LINKNAME>New s te setup for testing
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
Ok people,I need a few people to help me test out the new site.
Please look around and see how things work.
Reg ster and post on the new boards.
Post on there if you have any issues or questions.
I do not have all the graphics and logos and other stuff of that nature done,but I need to
stress test the setup before we change the entire site over.
Please note,all links that require authentication still need it.This w ll be chang ng to
allow all registered users on the s te to see this and not require the old authentication,but
that will take a little more time.
Thanks,and enjoy!
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hammer,
I was just play ng around there.I tried adding an avatar by linking to an outside photo
site.Anyhow it worked but was full s ze,same size as the photo I posted.Is there a way
to limit the phys cal size so spazzes like myself can't post a GIANT avatar?
Thanks
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>35548 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,
I couldn't get past the opening page.I tried to log in on both the right side and left side
login spots.I am probably just an idiot,but who knows.Help me see the mag c.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:No...read this...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35530 NEXT>35588 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a different pic from a book,(thanks WI715!!)that has this text:
"Des gned for use in heavy snow or in boggy ground,the tracks articulated freely to
provide a firm footing on uneven surfaces,were s mply bolted onto the orig nal axles,and
drove through the aluminum toothed wheel seen at the top of each unit.Steering was
accomplished by turning the front wheels in the normal fashion and the tracks moved
accordingly.Known as the UNA-TRACK,these devices were fitted to the M151 series
1/4 ton trucks as well,and were tested at both Aberdeen Proving Ground,Maryland and
at Artic Test Center,Fort Greely,Alaska."
Unfortunately it doesnt say how well they worked....that would be great info....
If anyone wants to buy this pic for me for Christmas,I would be very thankful and would
scan a nice big image for the site!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35546 NEXT>35549 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I skipped the home page log in but got stopped trying to reply to luckypabst picture post.
Are you wanting everybody to re-reg ster on the new s te,or am I really that much of a
computer idiot?
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35548 NEXT>35553 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new s te uses al new security,light years beyond what we have had...and YES,it.does require you to re-reg
ster....the only drawback to the deal...worth it though!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:No hippies?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 6:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35531 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Have a wonderful day(s)Bump!!
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brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Jeff
EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 6:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>35554 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I reregisterd and tried to no effect to log in.
Jeff
aka w dlin1
SUBJECT>hammer,i agree,BUT POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 6:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35539 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thats not what i made mine,thats the STOCK truck.thats how KAISER made it,not me.
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 6:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35549 NEXT>35556 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I finally figured it out.I am now reg ster #8.Next question:Will the new s te become
www.M715.com or do I need to add it to my favorites and make it my homepage?
Sorry for all the s mple level questions.
Thanks,
Barrman
SUBJECT>I'm on now POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35551 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm on now
SUBJECT>Politically Correct Holiday Wishes POSTER>Fred W.Stueve Jr.
EMAIL>Kaiser_fan@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:09
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35594 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
May everyone on the M715 board enjoy a Merry Ramahanaqwanzmas!There!No one
should bitch about being left out.;)
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>.DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:20
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35553 NEXT>35580 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new s te,'might'become the www.m715zone.com
We need to test it out further before we make that move yet.
Btw,www.m715.com is my personal s te,which I haven't really updated for some time
other then a few pictures.
SUBJECT>Tiime to buy a welder-but which one?POSTER>mark
EMAIL>fishmeok@worldnet.att.net DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:38
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35563 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've finally decided to buy a welder and learn how to fix all the stress cracks on my 715
myself.I need some advice on what to buy and how much to pay for it.I'm going to be
welding mostly truck and jeep sheet metal and would like to get something in a w re feed.
Anyone have a favorite/cheap brand or store to buy from?Good webs tes to vis t?
Advice?
Thanks and Happy Christmas
Mark in Minneapolis
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Phil
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:43
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Also could not get logged in on new board.Works fine on old board.Phil
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Phil
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 7:56
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay.I reregistered and am on.So far looks great!It will take a little time to relearn.
Thanks.Phil
SUBJECT>HOW MUCH DO M715 GO FOR THESE DAYS?
POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com DATE>Wednesday,24
December 2003,at 9:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35561 35562
35576 35705 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hAPPY HOLIDAYS EVERYONE AND THANKS FOR YOUR HELP,I FEEL LIKE I
BOUGHT A PIECE OF HISTORY THANKS TO YOUR INFO U HAVE GIVIEN ME
SO FAR.i WAS JUST CURIOUS ONCE I FINSIH PUTTING TOGETHER MY 68
M715 HOW MUCH WOULD U THINK IT BE WORTH?WIL A 35 400 CHEVY
CONVERSION WITH ALL THE LEGAL TAILLIGHTS PAINT ETC?
SUBJECT>Re:HOW MUCH DO M715 GO FOR THESE DAYS?POSTER>Beafire /
KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The real question is how much w ll someone pay you for it!.SUBJECT>Re:HOW MUCH DO M715 GO FOR THESE
DAYS?POSTER>koobster/
Utah EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35560 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can talk to the modified truck owners but from what i can see modified trucks really
dont sell that well.most people ive heard from on this board by stock trucks and then
modify them the way they want.personally ive seen the stock trucks go alot quicker than
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the non stock trucks.(sorry)
SUBJECT>Re:Tiime to buy a welder-but which one?POSTER>koobster/Utah
EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35557 NEXT>35570 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
My little camble hosfield that i got off e-bay for 120 hasnt let me down yet came w th a
mask and chipper.havnt had to use it much on the 715.but ive used it on my m38a1 alot
welding up fender and body repairs seems to do the job for me(my 2 cents)
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Personally,I don't like having to check 4 or 5 different forums.I actually like listservers
better.I get the emails in my filtered ma lbox and if I don't care about the OT subject (not
that there are EVER any of those!)I can delete and/or ignore it.
Ethan
SUBJECT>m725 ?POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 9:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
about what is the going price for stairs that goes in the back of the m725?I may have
found a some but I need a price to shoot at him.
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HANGOVER NEW YEAR!!
SUBJECT>ALWAYS REPLACING CYCLINDERS POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,24 December 2003,at 11:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35579 35707 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VE BEN READING THESE OLD POSTS AND IM SRATING TO GET ALRMED BY
ALL THE GUYS TALKING ABOUT HOW THEY ALWAYS HAVE THEIR WHEELS
OFF REPLACING BRAKE CYLINDERS-IM A NEWBIE AND IM ONLY GOING TO
BE DRIVING MY 68 M715 ON THE STREET JUST TO MESS AROUND.i*WONT
BE ENGAING INTO 4 WHEEL DRIVE ANY SUGGESTIONS ON WHAT TO DO TO
MY BRAKES TO MAKE THEM LAST LONGER OR WHATEVER ?:)
SUBJECT>FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 12:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aah65FnN4RSMA PREVIOUS>NEXT>35574
35577 35583 35593 35618 LINKNAME>Doug and Spicer look here!!.LINKURL>http://www.fullsizejeeps.com/jeeps/files/M sc-P
ctures/duece.JPG
This one is a little modified.It's desert tan.
Have a merry christmas...
SUBJECT>C-day POSTER>MFL EMAIL>markflya@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25
December 2003,at 1:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Happy one to you and yours.
SUBJECT>Merry Christmas to all POSTER>fivequarter EMAIL>james715@gwtc.net
DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 5:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aafKUGbFS3C/s PREVIOUS>NEXT>35573 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jesus birth is celebrated on this day by Christians.God's own son sent to us to atone for
our sins (the sins of all mankind,Jews and gentiles alike )is the reason for this Holiday.I
would like to w sh a very merry Christmas to all of you and a wonderful and prosperous
new year.
God Bless,Jim
SUBJECT>Re:Tiime to buy a welder-but which one?my idea......POSTER>lee
alessi/baton rouge la EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at
6:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35563 NEXT>35630 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
www.readywelder.com
runs on car batteries,flux or solid core (gas or gasless)
can be used 24-36 volts welds 1/2 steel or 3/4 aluminum single pass and w ll do stress
cracks.i built motor mounts,and fixed my doors with mine.if your truck is stock you can
use it through the slave plug
paid 420 new for mine...ebay has deals sometimes (11 on there now)try ready welder
as the search.
the best is the rig is VERY portable.i use a co2 tank for air tools in my truck and as
shielding gas in the field (cheap)
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>35572 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,I got my new password and tried to log in to the new s te.Somthing is wrong?I
can't get in,what's up with that?PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35571 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer,I got in,Thanks!PerkM715.SUBJECT>Re:Merry Christmas to all POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35569 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yes,Merry Christmas everyone.Hope it's filled w th good family,good food,and a
snooze by the fire.I'll be moving my first load to my new home in my trusty M715 today.
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Looks like I'll get to spend Christmas day in my new humble abode...Cool!Merry
Christmas to all.
SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35567 NEXT>35584 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had to do it....So,whats good about a 1974 model?Seriously...Are the Ka ser built ones
better?....1974 is AM general right?
SUBJECT>niiiice POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,25
December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
and Merry Christmas.
looks good,with plenty of new stuff to get used to!Carry on!
SUBJECT>not as much as you spend,plus..POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 9:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35560 NEXT>35589 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...why sell it!Actually if you got one cheap and booty fabbed it up,you might make
some money.But it's still work,and probably some blood too.My 725 has taken about a
pound of flesh,broken my foot,and made me sore.I won't get rid of it lol..
SUBJECT>I think Spicer's try ng to build that!POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 9:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
oh wa t,that's the FrankenKaiser.That's pretty sweet--have you jumped it down the stairs
yet??
SUBJECT>Re:Help me test out the new site!POSTER>Phil
EMAIL>philipclarkhayes@msn.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:00 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35544 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How about adding a link to the new site on the menu board?Make it a lot easy to find and
test for you.Phil
SUBJECT>Re:ALWAYS REPLACING CYCLINDERS POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:10 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35566 NEXT>35581 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So,do you live in Hollywood?.The main problem w th our brakes is neglect.Most of our trucks have very low miles
which means they've been s tting for a long time and the brake system suffers,mostly
from moisture.So when someone rescues a truck from a life of s tting,the first thing to
go over are the brakes.Once they're up to snuff you should be good to go and expect a
typical service life along the lines of any other drum brake vehicle.
I think I spent close to 600 bucks replacing 4 wheel cylinders,3 brake hoses (braided
sta nless),new shoes,turned drums and 4 new grease seals.Maybe even a bearing or two.
Chris
SUBJECT>N ce work POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com
DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>35556 NEXT>35586 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
The New site looks good and it seems to have good mapping logic,however it sure takes
ts sweet time loading.
I prefer using Netscape 6.1 instead of IE so that may be the reason...
Bama1
SUBJECT>thanks chris for your cylinder response POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35579 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks chris
SUBJECT>Re:Teaser Screen shots!POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:57 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35542 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
With All due respect,do you think we can always know the difference?Nudge,nudge...
Bama1
SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
AL,Al ,al........a kid at christmas.
Cool.
They are all built to the same specs.Mine was bulit by the "General Products Division of
JEEP".....No complaints.
They say the head gasket design on the ltd-465-1D is the best.That tag is located right
below the exhaust manifold towards the front of the block.The "D"is the important part
of the #.The ones that end in "C"are what they call the whistler turbo,they make a very
noticable turbo whine while rolling down the road.Some people like them for that
reason.
Doug.SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 11:55 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35574 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not too sure it really matter WHO made it.Most cabs,chassis,rears are identicle
anyway and they seem to be made mostly from the same cookie cutter anyway.the big
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differences seemed to come in the up upgrades from non od trans and gas motor to the
several different upgraded varieties of mulitfuels tagged to the same basic od trans.Lot's
of people refer to them as the "Reo's"even if they're made by Kaiser,Jeep Corp (or
whatever Doug's is)AM,Stude..,don't make no never mind to me.
SUBJECT>The illness is grow ng...physically!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 12:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>NEXT>35620
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So I'm out at a jobsite in an obscure part of PA on Tuesday drove past a place where I
noticed an old tan military mule.On the way back to the office I swung in and checked it
out.It a 5 ton based wrecker/boom truck with the 20,000#winch on the front,a 40 or
60,000#winch in the rear under the large hydraulic mast/turret.I made a couple of calls
and the guy told me it's for sale.It's w thin a couple months reach able.
PEOPLE SHOULDN'T PARK THESE THINGS OUT VISABLE TO ROADWAY!!!
SUBJECT>Re:N ce work POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,25 December
2003,at 12:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35580 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's not your browser making it slow,I have to run it to a remote database for now,and I
think that is the bottle neck slow ng it down for right now.Hopefully that w ll be fixed
soon.
SUBJECT>MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TOO!
NTXT POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at
2:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:No...read this...POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,
25 December 2003,at 2:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35547 NEXT>
35590 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
s there anyone who knows where we can buy this setup for our trucks at.Ive seen this
setup on a truck somewhere before,I think it was on Trucks on tv.
SUBJECT>Re:not as much as you spend,plus..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 3:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35576 NEXT>35641 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I have to agree with tacoma and by the time im done w th my 725 ill have
way over what
ones probably worth but to me its worth spending all the money it takes to make it the
way I want it to be.
I wouldnt sell it even if someone offered me a million dollars or more for it.eventually ill
have a 715 that will get the ultimate treatment,4wheel steer,2 1/2 ton axles,monster lift,
blown big block,duel transfers and something like an eaton 6 speed trans.I used to work
for a 4 wheel drive custom shop and have built up a lot of 4x4's.I even built the boss up 2
4x4 duelly wreckers with 454's
SUBJECT>heres a link....POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 5:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35588 NEXT>35599 LINKNAME>http://mattracks.com/
LINKURL>http://mattracks.com/
f ya got $15000 or more to spend,check it out!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>Scott Lundstedt
EMAIL>HUMMER103@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 5:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35592 35598 35601 35629 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I'm wondering what type of power break and steering set-ups to run.I've been looking
around in the archives etc and its seem that for steering:
Saginaw box off a GM Full s ze CAR 69-76 works
and a 74-91 power steering box and pitman arm also work
S nce Im running chevy 350 will a chevy pump be able to be plumbed to use the Jeep
steering box?
Also I never took off my steering box even though I'm done pa nting my frame not sure
how and don't want to wreck it.It seems to be welded accross the top to the frame should
I just grind this off?
For Power Brakes:
Should I use a booser off a J-20 or something that also had 4 wheel drum or look at
snaging one off a chevy or something else.
Thanks and happy holidays,
Scott in CT/VT
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35591 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The steering box shouldn't be welded.
Any booster should be fine though I don't think there is a bolt in one.More important is
the master cylinder.Ideally you want one for drum/drum.Disc/disc will work too but I
believe they won't have built in res dual pressure valves.I'd recommend against a.disc/drum master.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 6:15 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35567 NEXT>35603 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Slightly modified CCKW...Nice old trucks...but little compared to that M35.I had (just
recently sold it)a 1969 M35a2 with all the upgrades.Great truck ran wonderfully had a
nice turbo whistle to it.It was a AM Gen...I hated to sell it,but too big for my needs and
no place to keep it.At least I can keep the CUCV in the drive...
I see your family has the same sense of humor as mine.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Politically Correct Holiday Wishes POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 6:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35555 NEXT>35597 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Oh man...you blew it...You for got Yule and the winter solstice....:)
Joe
SUBJECT>Trucking Alert (long post)POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35596 35646 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just wanted to pass this along to everyone on the list.
Joe
**URGENT:MOTOR TRANSPORTATION TRUCK,ETC/TERRORIST ALERT
12/23/03
This alert is intended for widespread distribution throughout the
Motor Transportation Industry.The Truck ISAC encourages its sharing
with line operations personnel including commerc al motor vehicle
drivers,dispatchers,terminal and yard workers,and the like.
Discuss on:
A series of observations have been made over the last months,
ncreasing infrequency over recent weeks of certain types of activity
that may represent the characteristic operational acts of active
terrorist planning which may seek to attack the trucking industry or
to exploit the trucking industry in conducting an attack on the
United States.A concentration of these observations has been in the
area around the eastern end of Lake Erie,and in North and South
Carolina.The reports frequently have involved fuel and chemical
tanker operations or have been made at or in the vicinity of fuel and
chemical production and storage fac lities and terminals.In
addition,w dely publicized statements purportedly by al-Qaeda
leaders and sympathizers have threatened attacks against the U.S..domestically.
The similarity of the suspic ous activities observed in the various
reports has led the Truck ISAC,w th the approval of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security to issue this Special Alert,which is
being widely distributed throughout the Motor Transportation
Industry.Deta ls of this alert are explained in the following table.
Carriers are encouraged to actively distribute and review this alert
with all personnel covered by the topics of Spec al Interest and to
all commerc al drivers in general.
The consideration of the motoring public is asked in respecting safe
distances around all commercial trucks,especially around tanker and
chemical trucks,and in reporting any suspicious activities to law
enforcement authorities.
The Trucking Information Sharing and Analysis Center and the H ghway
Watch ® Program and Owned and Operated by the American Trucking
Associations,Inc.,on behalf of the Motor Transportation Industry in
cooperation with the Federal Government for the Safety and Security
of the People of the United States Of America.
Type SPECIAL ALERT
Subject:Suspic ous Activity May Signal Active Terrorist Attack
Planning Involving The American Trucking Industry
Implementation:Immediate
Duration:Indefinite
Coverage:Nationwide
Areas Of Spec al Interest
·Eastern Great Lakes Reg on (New York)
·Southeastern US (Carolinas)
Operations Of Special Interest
· All Tanker Operations ((all vehicle classes)
· Fuel and Hazmat Transport Operations
· Operations Involving or Serving Fuel and Chemical Production,,
Terminal and Storage Facilities
· Cargo Classes Of Special Interest
· All Fuels
· Highly Hazardous Chemicals ((especially volatile compounds)
Characteristic Activities and Operational Acts
Targeting and Cas ng -Observation and photography of facilities and
operations,attempted interviews of personnel to obtain information
regarding operations and fac lities,follow ng vehicles enroute
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· Rehearsal --Attempts to enter fac lities by unauthorized personnel,
aggressive driving behavior,multiple vehicles actively "box ng"the
target truck,potential ruse or staged acc dent to cause the target
truck to stop on roads de in isolated area.Recommended Actions
· All employees of companies covered by topics of Spec al Interest
should be made aware of this alert.All Drivers nationwide asked to
maintain vigilance:
For Vehicle and cargo of Special Interest,while enroute regarding
the characteristic acts,above,especially at rest areas,overnight
stops,and in areas of terminals or storage facilities,with strict
adherence to company/customer security procedures
For all drivers -keep watch suspicious activity for other trucks of
the types above
· All companies with Operations Of Spec al Interest should review
perimeter and access security procedures and effectiveness
· Report ANY suspicious activity immediately ((in emergency situations call
9-1-1:
o HIGHWAY WATCH Drivers -Use your discrete phone number and ID to
notify the Call Center,which will route the call to the proper
authority
o The local FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force office or to other
appropriate authorities
o The DHS (IMAC)Watch and Warning Unit at (202)323-3205,toll free
at 1 (888)585-9078
o Transportation Security Coordination Center Watch:TSCC Watch
Officer.Tel:(703)563-3236 /3237 (non-secure),(703)563-3695
(secure),(202)493-5100 (aviation issues).Fax:(703)563-3292
(nonsecure),(703)563-3687 (secure).Email:M&L.TSCC@tsa.dot.gov
· Please also report observations to the Truck ISAC Watch Officer via
ema l at securetruck1@trucking.org
-end-
SUBJECT>Re:Trucking Alert (long post)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 7:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35595 NEXT>35600 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
And to think that some people think that our c tizens should not be armed.The bads guys
don't care if it is legal or not,Might as well have some good ole boys armed also.
SUBJECT>Re:Politically Correct Holiday Wishes POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 7:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35594 NEXT>35650 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacomas gonna be upset when he doesn't see any thing about Felix Navidad
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 7:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35591 NEXT>35639 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.FSJ booster is a near bolt in.The PO (Alan Bennett)had
already swapped to a dual
reservoir.IIRC,I had to drill 2 holes,and that was it.IMO,VERY easy modification.The
pedal travel is still long,but at least it's power assisted now!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:heres a link....POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,
25 December 2003,at 7:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35590 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
way out of budget now but may happen someday,still have 5 kids to ra se an dtoys to
work on and in the process of building a shop for me and my boy.the kiddo wants to be a
mechanic too so I said id build a shop and someday give it to him.
SUBJECT>Re:Trucking Alert (long post)POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 7:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35596 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I whole heartedly agree and am always armed as we live by an army ammo plant and i
have plenty of guns and ammo so if the terrists want to come here Im ready and so are a
lot more people that live around here.this is our country and we will fight for our
freedom and even the freedom of the people that dont like guns and not be as selfish and
gnorant as they are.my dad died a trucker so in his memory keep them trucks a rollin and
get heavily armed and stick together and may god be with us all.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>Beafire /KS
EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35591 NEXT>LINKNAME>Steering unit!
LINKURL>http://cg .ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&category=335
89&item=2449644054
This is an ebay item #2449644054 and this is the one you need for your M-truck.
SUBJECT>Olive drab?which green is it?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35604 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have seen so many variations of army green but which green is the green?Can someone
reference me a m715 from the gallery section that has the od on it?I found this company
that sells od by the gallon so i want know how it looks like .The most important question
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s do u guys know if i can shoot the od paint with a clear polyuretane over it to make it
glossy?Im going to be renting it to the movies and one guy already asked me if it was
possible.
P.S.How is the od finish that i can buy now-is it like a primer texture to it of more like a
semi gloss?
Thanks and happy holidays
SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>ka serjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,25 December 2003,at 10:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35593 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Wow Joe,I wish I had heard about your 69.That would have been
my first preference
since my CJ and Wag are 69 also.That would be cool.
Doug and Spicer,thanks for the info.I'm going to check out a Duece up in the boonies
about 45 minutes from here.The guy bought three dueces on Ebay and thought he was
only buying one.He has one left and I was told by someone in town that it's for sale.
Theres the 74 one also.It is petty much done.Olive drab complete with white stars and
new full canvas.He wants 5k for that one.To rich for me right now.Plus I enjoy doing
my own work.
Tacoma,I was going to jump it down the stairs,but I think I flooded it and now it won't
start.I think I need some starting fluid...Cool close up,huh?That things just a
matchbox...Hope every one had a good Christmas..
SUBJECT>Re:Olive drab?which green is it?POSTER>Darek
EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotma l.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 5:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35602 NEXT>35609 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Most people,in restoration of their M715,use Semi Gloss Olive Drab,used from vehicles
from the mid 1950's to the end of the vetenam era.
SUBJECT>Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>Brian S sson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35612
35616 35645 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know this has been covered over and over,and I found alot of useful info by searching-I
just wanted to know if there has been any updates.I hear that you can use a Ford shoe
that's available from Autozone,but I don't know the model number.
I got the Jeep 273 part number,and I have that FR320 part number-but both of these are
rare and as such pricey.
I opted to not have my drums turned and plan to just keep putting new shoes on.As such
I'm hope ng that I can get shoes for around $15 a tire.Doug said that Joe (I think)is
running these Ford shoes and was happy with them.Anyone?
Thanks,
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 7:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35605 NEXT>35611 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Someone recently said that J3000 or 4000 shoes fir with slight rework...Within the last
3~4 weeks,I think...
SUBJECT>im looking for Barry need info on your dubbler trany setup POSTER>Heath
Woods EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at
8:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35625 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.was told barry had a dubbler set up on hes rig for rockcrawling need info im running
duce axles and want to go w th two tranys
SUBJECT>Re:Olive drab?which green is it?POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 8:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35604 NEXT>35610 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The correct Army OD for an M715 is color number 24087.This is a semi gloss OD that
s a dark green and just shy of be ng black.Very dark green.This is the color w th the
white stars and bumber markings on it.Many M715 were repainted in the mid 70's to the
four color camo pa nt skeem that the Army came out with in 73-74.I have seen many that
came right from Germany painted that way.So it deepends on what look you are going
for.If you want the late vietnam look then 24087 w th white stars.If you want post
vietnam then 4 color camo.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Olive drab?which green is it?POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 8:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35609 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Marc Lesko's in the members section at the bottom of his pics has the 24087 OD if you
want to know what it looks like.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 9:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35607 NEXT>35613 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used carquest #BS273R shoes front and rear on mine and the only thing I had to do was
take the wedge shaped piece from the top guide off.You can probably cross reference the
part no.to cheaper set of shoes.My cost was $40.99 a set which is dealer cost.At the top
ancor point there is a wedge that will just pull off and then shoes will work everything
else is the same.good luck!
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SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35606 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try a brake shop.I had all of my brake stuff taken care of by Trenton Brake,Trenton,NJ.
They relined my shoes,turned drums,rebuilt all wheel cylinders,and made all 3 flex
hoses.I recall the total price being somewhere around $125.I think you can ship your
parts to them(could be pricey).If you have a shop locally,that is the way to go.Mike.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35611 NEXT>35619
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got this part number,and it is still available-but it prices at $69/axle and that's a bit.steep for some shoes
that I have to jerry rig.
What I really wanted was the Ford shoes which are rumored to only require a spring
change to use.
Anyone?
-B.
SUBJECT>The new Zone POSTER>Brian Sisson EMAIL>BS sson@Bellsouth.net
DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 10:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>NEXT>35615 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is the new board ready for use?I read something about a temp server,and wonder if that
means that it'll be gone in a few days as it is changed to a permanant s tuation?
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:The new Zone POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26
December 2003,at 10:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35614 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's not ready yet.I am currently using my personal site's resources for all testing
purposes.
As for stuff dissapearing,that should not happen.I cannot promise that,but we should
keep all posts if/when the move it made.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35606 NEXT>35617 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brian,if Doug was talking about Joe/IA he is using the FR60 shoes,same story-lose the
wedge on top,different upper springs.Local prices were $45-65 a set,had one guy talked
down to $35 because we told him we would buy 4 sets,probably should have done that.
That price may be gone when I get to it this spring!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35616 NEXT>35623
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sweet!I had a part number (FR320),but no this one.Do you happen to know what this
fits?
Thanks!
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:FINIALLY GOT A DUECE!!!POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35567 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ha haha.SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35613 NEXT>35622 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
actually they are a factory fit after you remove v wedge and you should be able to get
them from oriellys,autozone ect and cross reference the no's I just called oriellys and they
said they were $13.00 But im mot sure he knows what hes talkin about as most of them
guys are wet behind the ears.the springs and everything worked with no problem,where
the original shoes were wedge shaped at the top just pull it off of spring perch on backing
plate,it will come right off and the replacement shoes have a c shape to them and mount
right in place and all orig nal hardware is used but this wedge piece.If you find a blow up
of brakes or if I find it ill ema l you a pic.
SUBJECT>Re:The illness is grow ng...physically!POSTER>Pete,NJ
EMAIL>over2land@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35585 NEXT>35655 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LMAO....
Is that how you found the medium duty truck too,man?
And the deuces?
And the 715?
SUBJECT>brian you have ma l Ntxt POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:47 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>Brian Sisson
EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:54 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDker1Q0tr52 PREVIOUS>35619 NEXT>35624
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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$13/a drum,or $13/shoe?The guy I talked to sa d he had this part number,but said the
price was $69/an axle.
Hmmmm....
I see by the pic you snet me and your description that this shoe is the updated vers on and
needs no little self-centering block.That makes sense if it's from a later truck.
I many try some more.Autozone didn't have this shoe and said he couldn't get it.
That is the 273 shoe,right?
(thanks alot,if I can get my ducks in a row then I can get this handled tomorrow)
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>WetCJ
EMAIL>tjilax@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35617 NEXT>35657 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.According to my wagner catalog-
Chevy trk-C30,P30 rear 60-64
Dodge trk-D200 57-58,P200 1959,W200 57-60,D300 55-71,M300 69-71,
P300 57-71,W300 frt.1958,rear 58-71 (all others rear)
Ford trk-F350 53-66,P350 61-66,P400 57-66,all rears
Jeep-J series 63-early 68,FC170,dual rear wheel applications only,
rear shoes
Hope this helps,I'm not sure what brand the FR60's were but Wagner and Raybestos both
call this shoe a 60 so it shouldn't be to tough to find us ng that number.
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for thew 100000th time POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 12:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35622 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
supposedly 13.00 an axle for a full s zed J-1 ton truck w th 13"drums.oriellys said he
couldnt cross shoes and looked it up a J truck.I have a spare set right here from carquest
for mine hope this helps.
SUBJECT>Re:im looking for Barry need info on your dubbler trany setup
POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at
1:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35608 NEXT>35628 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I E mailed you.B.
SUBJECT>tires and rims POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26
December 2003,at 3:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35631 35632
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
has anyone checked out usa6x6.com they have 52"michelins among other tires and 2 1/2
ton axles.havent checked to see if they make them for our trucks but they have rims
double beadlocks too and cool 6 wheel drive setups.
SUBJECT>cucv 6.2 diesel POSTER>carl EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,
at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35637 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
How do you convert this to a 12 volt system?Thanks.
SUBJECT>Re:im looking for Barry retry email POSTER>Heath Woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 4:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35625 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ema l me agen i eraced all emails sorry
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 4:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35591 NEXT>35640 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Scott in my 715 im running a hydroboost system for my
brakes this system also runs my
power steering so far so good.The front disc are from a ford one ton disc and the rears are
the originals.The proportioning valve works very well as it came with the set up,that is
quite superior to the four wheel drum .Hope this helps in your quest .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Tiime to buy a welder-but which one?my idea......POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 4:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaewKa0n5RLvo PREVIOUS>35570 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this
www.harborfre ght.com
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>bobby EMAIL>DATE>Friday,26 December
2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U
PREVIOUS>35626 NEXT>35652 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
check with Lee about usa 6x6
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 5:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35626 NEXT>35636 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful,heard some bad things about that store.
SUBJECT>SNOW!!!POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,26
December 2003,at 7:38 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35635
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wow.Today I was going to throw the spring pads under the 725 and maybe take her for a
ride...but the morning found quite another plan for me.
We got about 3'of snow!it's pretty cool,but the ambulance is a gian marshmallow w th
all that snow on top of it.*sigh*
The little Jeep did fine,in 2wd a lot of the time.BFG AT's aren't the world's most
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awesome tire,but they're pretty damn good I must say.The fact that about 1/2 of that 3's
powder probably helps.
anyway.Enjoy!
SUBJECT>oh NOOOOOOO the saddest thing I've ever seen POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 7:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35648 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well.I got my long awa ted copy of Remo Williams on DVD.Sit down to watch it in
glorious Dolby 5.1,everything's fine...zany antics and whatnot.
towards the end the bad guys appear in a sweet 715 w/winch,and forward-facing rear
seats on either s de of a .50 mount.
BUT THEN THEY SAIL IT OFF A CLIFF!I almost cried.And they kept show ng it all.crumpled at the bottom.With a straight
ta lgate.And a w nch.And a nice exhaust note.
I will post a screenshot in a while if I can get a good shot.Until then,wear the black for
our fallen truck.
SUBJECT>Re:SNOW!!!POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26
December 2003,at 8:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35633 NEXT>35638
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what an icecream marshmellow I bet that is a site to see.Ive only seen about that much
snow 1 time.got to get pics.Ill have to wa t till next year to get mine in the snow and
play.bummer!
I think that truck that went off the cliff was brians.the wench and tailgate were fakes and
he did that so he wouldnt have to drive it to fe.LMAO
SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Friday,26
December 2003,at 8:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35632 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks alot for the info guys!
SUBJECT>Re:cucv 6.2 diesel POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 9:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35627 NEXT>35644 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only thing on a cucv that is 24 volts is the starter.B.
SUBJECT>fake wenches POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Friday,
26 December 2003,at 10:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35635 NEXT>
35653 35658 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How did YOU find about -b's penchant for blowup dolls?
He said it was a seeeeeecret.
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35598 NEXT>35643 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ethan can u explain what u respened about the powersteering and break set up in a way a
newbie like me can understand-lol i mean can u g ve me the make model and year of the
vehicle i can get a booster from as well as the master cylinder and also where exactly did
u have to drill to modify do u mean the acutalhole mountings on the master cylinder
housing?
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35629 NEXT>35662 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hey curtis can u be more specific do u eman u have the orig nal dana 60 in front and u
modified the front to disk breaks and if so can u give me the year make and model of ford.truck u got all of this
from as well as the powersteering box ,pump and pitman arm?im a
newbie and try ng to get my rig up and running
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:not as much as you spend,plus..POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,26 December 2003,at 11:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35589 NEXT>35659 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey dave
I tell u what ill do.I have the money to buid this puppy but i mean i dont wan to go nuts.I
know everyone keeps on telling how to do the powersteering swap,steering box
swap,brake swap etc.If u r that knowledgeable on 4x4 I w ll pay u to take your time and
make me a detailed instruction on how-to's for the following:mastercylinder swap to a
dual,with a power booster,power steering with the saignaw box (i hear its a easy swap but
f u have aeas er swap id like to hear it),anything to modify the wheel cylinders or better
parts etc.If u can g ve me part numbers and year,makes and models where i need to get
parts from,we can work out a price.I basically need a how to do for the idiot who got
lucky and bought himself a 68 m715
SUBJECT>who was looking for test eqpt?POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 12:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank's Surplus has some for sale under M715 on ebay,or at their website I'd imag ne:
http://www.stores.ebay.com/id=34324876&ssPageName=L2
that's their Ebay store.Good hunting,enjoy.
SUBJECT>holes POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 12:28 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35639 NEXT>35698
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he means he had to drill 2 holes for the booster,as I think they're held on by a
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4hole plate.The master cylinder is just a 2hole deal.
or I might be thinking of something else
SUBJECT>Re:cucv 6.2 diesel POSTER>carl EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 December
2003,at 5:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35637 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
thanks!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 7:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35606 NEXT>35647 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
am running chevy dually shoes.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Trucking Alert (long post)POSTER>KAISER715 EMAIL>.DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35595 NEXT>LINKNAME>ATA Website
LINKURL>http://www.truckline.com/ins deata/isac/122303_briefing.html
A little more background/info on the ATA website:
http://www.truckline.com/insideata/isac/122303_briefing.html
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35645 NEXT>35654 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chevy dually shoes?whats the year make and model chevy u r using and was there any
modifications that had to be done or was it a straight install?
SUBJECT>Re:oh NOOOOOOO the saddest thing I've ever seen
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35634 NEXT>35651
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good movie,but those B*stards!!!!My trucks value just went up.00004 cents.
SUBJECT>brake shoes for the 100001st time.POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 12:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35656 35740 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking at the axle off the 725,and it had never ocurred to me before just how wide the
drum is compared to the brake shoes.Does anyone know why the hell the drum is so
wide???
anyway.After reading the below posts,this is just the thing a new,updated parts list for
stock replacements would be great for.If anyone finds a stock replacement part,keep
those #'s!
the huge snow we had is melting.And that's good because the van (which needs to be
filled w/plywood this week)is useless in the snow.
SUBJECT>who's he?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Saturday,
27 December 2003,at 12:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35597 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheheheeh
I"m going to break you.
SUBJECT>Re:oh NOOOOOOO the saddest thing I've ever seen POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 12:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35648 NEXT>35660 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Have you seen the "SNAFU"picture inthe current "M ltary Vehicles"Magazine?A tree
laying across the hood of an em-seven-fifteen....SUBJECT>Re:tires and rims POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 12:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew
PREVIOUS>35631 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear they are getting some pretty bad press on other boards.
SUBJECT>Re:fake wenches POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 1:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35638 NEXT>35664 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,
Now you don't have to buy sno for the sno-cone machine!You'll make a killing today in
the ice cream world
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 1:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35647 NEXT>35661 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Careful on the Chevy shoes!Just removing the wedge block is not right!The anchor pin
on our backing plates is not on the same center as the anchor pin on the Chevy ones.That
puts the round cut-out about 1/8"off.If you want to do it right you'll have to cut the end
of each shoe to mate up with the wedge block.Not worth the hassle if the Jeep shoes do
ndeed fit.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:The illness is grow ng...physically!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35620 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Um,Yes,One of the two and No.The 715 was put up for sale after a buddy's wife had
their kid and lost her mind.Felt bad,but let him beat me down in price.;)
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SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes for the 100001st time.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 2:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35649 NEXT>
35663 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey pointy man...the drums are dished like that so that they'll clear the 'bud'style offset
from the wheels.But,you knew that.I checked several of the posted shoe #'s and didn't
like them.I ended up getting NOS shoes.I know a guy who sells just the lining's if'n
you're interested.Lemme know.You'll need to take to brake shop and have them rivet
them though.
SUBJECT>Yo B POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 2:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35623 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.There will be some dicking around to get those FR320's
on.You should take an old shoe
to the store and match them up.I did this and I didn't reall card for the bit of adjusting I'd
have to do and went the NOS way.
You may want to...I just wanted one closer to start.
SUBJECT>Re:fake wenches POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,
27 December 2003,at 2:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35638 NEXT>
35665 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts kinda easy to see that,thought everyone new,oops,the cats out of the bag now.
SUBJECT>Re:not as much as you spend,plus..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 3:41 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35641 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
most of the mods im talkin about are heavy duty custom and a lot of custom fabrication is
needed to make things work and are very costly and time consuming.its basically taking
a body and custom fabing everything from frame to 4 link setups to custom shocks and
axles.Take a look at a Monster truck and that is about what im talking about building or
rock crawler.any of the guys that are into this stuff can tell you whats all involved.
As far as finding replacement parts or mild custom work the guys here are your best bet
as they know these trucks pretty darn good as most have already had to fix or modify
everything on these trucks.maybe hundreds to thousands of dollars as where Im talking
more in the extremes at ten to a hundred thousand or more.
sometime here in the near future I'll be building a shop that w ll be doing a lot of custom
work.
SUBJECT>Re:oh NOOOOOOO the saddest thing I've ever seen POSTER>Bill Maynard
EMAIL>w llm@gw .net DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 3:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35651 NEXT>35745 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I saw the SNAFU pic...bummer!
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 4:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35654 NEXT>35666 35667 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
CHRIS CAN U DO ME A FAVOR AND TELL ME THE YEAR MAKE AND MODEL
OF THE JEEP I NEED TO GET THE SHOES FROM WHATEVER PART STORE
AND ANY MODS NEEEDED I MENA U GUYS KNOW BUT I NEED A MORE
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF WHAT I NEED TO DO U KNOW LIKE FOR A
NEWBI IDIOT-LOL LET ME KNOW AND IF U HAVE A PIC OF THE SHOE AND
WHAT PART I TAKE OR WHAT DOHIKIE THAT WOULD BE GREAT U GUTS
SHOULD PUT TOGETHER A MANUAL AND SELL IT WOULD MAKE ALOT OF
MONEY-THERE R HOW MANY PRODUCTION M715S FOR 68?OVER 30,000
WEL THEY STILL MUST BE AROUND LOL
SUBJECT>Re:Power Break/Steering Set-ups POSTER>drsmith TX.EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at
4:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35640 NEXT>35673 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Abe if you look to the left in the links section you can find the info on the brakes system ,
I think they are off of a 1996 f350 .You are correct the axels are stock the sag naw power
steering box off of a mid 80 monte carlo and the hydro boost from a guy in california I
dont have that info infront of me but with a drill a grinder and basic hand tools is what
you need for th install.Put new seals and bearings in clean and re grease the front end and
wha laa POWER BRAKES !!!!!!!!!!!read all the posts that you can and I can fill you in
on the details later Curtis
SUBJECT>hmm.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 5:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35656 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yeah there's a lot of offset but still..
I don't want yer stinkin'references!I've got a 14bolt,and it's getting discs!I'll call you and
tell about the snowball effect back there.You'll laugh at me in inverse proportion to my
rritation...heheh
but post up homie,for those w/stock deals.
SUBJECT>yep...POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 5:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35653 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I pretty much have to wa t until some of the snow melts too--as I almost slid the van
nto the ice cream truck try ng to park it uphill w/1wd.1wd is awesome,I don't know why
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everyone wants stupid lockers.
By Monday we w ll either be thawed out of under more snow depending on the wind I
guess.
SUBJECT>the sadder part..POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 5:18 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35658 NEXT>35689 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..is that his w fe is a real cutie.Brian's got that "need"though.You know the one.It
makes ME sick to talk about it.
SUBJECT>WHAT DO YOU MEAN???POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35661 NEXT>35668 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shhhhhhh.To the right of your left pinky there is a key marked "Caps Lock".Please be to
mpress it awaiting light going off that we us will be considered.(that's the Korean-
Engrish translation)
e turn off caps lock,it's irritatign to read!hehehe
Net Nazi out..SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35661 NEXT>35797 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You'll have to do a little foot work on this one man.I've only dealt with the Chevy ones (I
think I used the 320's)and they fit w th modification -that's all I can say with certa nty.
Now some people have reported that the Gladiator shoes fit as per stock.I want to say it's
mid 70's dual rear wheel shoes but don't quote me.
Have you found the online parts reference yet?If not,click above on "online manuals"
and there's something to the effect of "posted parts"or something.In there you'll find all
the numbers of original and replacement parts that members have been kind enough to
share with us.Keep in mind that some numbers will only work at certain stores (though
the numbers on the brake shoes seem pretty universal),also many parts listed in there
require some amount of modification for them to fit.By the way,that's where you'll find a
better description of the steering box you're looking for.
If I were to do the brakes aga n,I'd try the Jeep shoes in hopes that they drop right in.And
use the Ford wheel cylinders,at 15 bucks a pop you can't do much better rebuilding the
stockers (they do require slight mods to fit though).
Good luck
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:WHAT DO YOU MEAN???POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35666 NEXT>35686 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can see Taco-man that you are the black sheep of this zone group.In response to your
quasi attempt in being sarcastic w th me,I w ll leave you with this message.If typing in
caps(it probably irritates you becuase you are a near sited old coot and it g ves you a
headache)w ll discourage you from leaving me anymore response's THEN BY GOLLIE
LET THE PEACE REIGN IN THE M715 ZONE!!!!!!
SUBJECT>Who wants to work with me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 6:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35670 35676 35682 35697 35703 35704
35727 35737 35780 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know I'm new here,but I have an idea and i'm willing to put my money where my mouth
s.Everyone has the r opinions on who to do this and that,but u can cutme of them
becuase they are rumor this and I heard of that.I hear about modifications,but unless I can
see what you are talking about I have no clue simply becuase I have no refference point.
This is my challenge to any zone members who wants to try,ncluding the founding fore-
fathers of the M715 zone.I want to put a deta led manual together of the modifications to
a 67-69 m715.I will pay the KNOWLEDGABLE person to send me detialed instructions
and pictures of parts where exactly to modify what.I will then put together a manual with
step by step instructions with full pictures and graphics.I will then make copies and make
them availabe for purchase on the different restorations and truck s tes.I could poss bly.be suade in giving a
percentage of the profits as well.This manual doesnt exs st and its
about time we make one.The topics would be brake shoes,power boosters,master
cylinders,wheel cylinders,12 volt convers ons,eng ne swaps etc all nice and neat in a
manual that would put chiltons to shame.I have the money and the talent can you supply
the technical info?
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 6:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>35671 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sounds like an awesome idea.I am doing most of that to mine now and would love to
have a manual.If it turns out well I would take pictures and write out good instructions.-
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 6:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35670 NEXT>35674 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
scott sounds great tell me what u have done so far
SUBJECT>Finally installed a gas tank POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35688
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Finally found a good gas tank for my m715.Pulled the tank out of a 80's bronco at the
junk yard for $35.Looks to be around 30 gallons.Fits great where the spare tire was
located and will help me even out the we ght s nce i swapped in a big block.Even came
with a skid plate.-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 6:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35662 NEXT>
35675 35729 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dr.Is your disc brake system the Pro Tool set up?Sounds like it.If so,how 'bout a
testimonial.Myself and at least TWO others now are planning to buy the PRO TOOL set
up after the new year.(ANYONE ELSE??..WE NEED A FOURTH)(Hey Hollywood,
you sa d you have the money,buy 'em and I'll drive down and help you w th the install)
E ther way,I'd be interested in hearing more about your disc brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 6:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35671 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I got my truck not running with a ford 390 swapped into it.Right now i am currently
converting to 12 volt,just added a larger gas tank in the rear,and soon to add power
brakes and steering along with a spring over and shackel flip.-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?POSTER>hollywoodm715.EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December
2003,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35673 NEXT>35679 35691 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
you mean u r going to drive down to hollywood ca from texas to help me pout those
puppies on?I w sh u were serious id pay u for your time but i would buy them but i have
no one around here that i can trust to put them in i also hear that the calipers stick how
much is the whole set up and does it come with a power booster and master?
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>35680 35693 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
peckerwood,
You've pissed me off.I had a nice scathing post for you but decided it wasn't appropriate.
As far as I'm concerned,you're on your own.Maybe you should do like the rest of us and
figure it out yourself.
Chris
SUBJECT>Slanted front w ndshield.POSTER>Simon EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 8:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aapJ9wFp3b48E
PREVIOUS>NEXT>35678 35684 35702 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I was brows ng through the pictures in the members gallery,and the thought
occured to me,What possessed the military to make the front window perfectly vertical?I
mean,what advantage is there to doing it that way,rather than slanting it?I am not asking
why they made them convertibles,I just am curious to what the eng neers where thinking
when they made a straight w ndow?I guess the same could be applied to hummers as
well.
TIA
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35677 NEXT>35681 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
would say less glare from the a r (as in be ng seen,not seeing out of)
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?(LONG)POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35675 NEXT>
35696 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The Doctor is in Texas,I'm in Fresno.The "kit"I'm referring to requires you to remove
your hubs,send them to a guy in Pennsylvania w th a $200 dollar depos t.He w ll in turn
machine the hubs to accept a rotor from an 88-97 Ford F-350 (big ass 13 inch brakes)and
fabricate a bracket so you can bolt up the matching caliper.You will have to buy the
rotor,the caliper,brake pads,brake hoses and then choose a master cylinder...an.easy,cheap,and proven choice is a
'77 Corvette non-power master with a Jeep J-truck
power booster...maybe or maybe not you will have to add an inch or so to the arm that
attachs to your brake pedal (no bigg e)all these parts (and all the part numbers are in the
online manuals "Zone parts list")can be purchased at an AutoZone,Napa,or other local
parts store,but the "kit"w ll range between $600 +$1000 (alledgedly)depending on how
many people order at the same time.But the truth is,a brake system is extremely low
tech...if you know the difference between a ratchet and hammer-you can put together
your own system.You can even do so by us ng most of the existing brake lines unless the
fluid dried to a yellow dust like mine did.You can even refresh all your stock parts and
keep it all original if you want...but I have two good drums,one suspect drum,and one
disaster-rather than buy two drums ($400)and two sets of brake pads,I am going to
spend a little more for huge,modern disc brakes.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>muddyasska ser
EMAIL>muddyasskaiser@aol.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:55 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35676 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dang,man.That was kinda harsh.
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 8:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35678 NEXT>
35683 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,very astute...only someone of your "background"would cons der the tactical
advantage/disadvantage of glare and reflection.I wondered the same as Simon did...until
now.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>
35687 35694 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Your "manual"w ll never work because there a literaly hundreds of different ways to
accomplish the same thing on these trucks and that is exactly what The Zone is all about.
Not sure what you mean by rumors,but I'll bet all the info posted here has been tried on a
truck BEFORE it's posted.
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35681 NEXT>35685 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well the flip side is logistically you could not fold a curved windshield.
they were folded for storage during transport (stacked on top of each other in racks),
ncreased field of fire,and less chance of "spall"when shot at,s nce the glass is folded
out of the way.
taken from hmmwv (hummer)history s te
"The windshield folds down on models like the M998 and M1037,the windshield can be.folded down.For most other models
this is not possible.The folding is not a quick
process,it is only used to reduce the height to reduce the shipping cube.Many military
vehicles remove the front windshield glass to reduce reflection."
my benifit is greater clearance offroad,and is why i dont like the roll bar.if i want my
head busted,thats on me...but i need one for my kids...and will have an in cab only one
probably made..
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>Bama1 (STL/MO)
EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>35677 NEXT>
35752 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll bet the primary reason for the flat windshield is one of economy for the cost of the
spare parts and overall logistics or supportability of the fielded configuration of the end-
tem...the M715.
Secondly,it is quicker and easier to replace the flat glass,not to mention the
nteroperability issues or interchangeability with other transports.
Third,
It was for the M litary and thats just how they had always done it!They need strong,
substantiated eng neering rationale to change even the smallest detailed requirement.
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35683 NEXT>
35690 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"SPALL????"
SUBJECT>you've got me confused...POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35668 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..that's Brian.
SUBJECT>exactly POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 9:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35682 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think we all agree that a neater reference list would be nice,I'd imagine that will
happen--for stuff that works every time,all the time,like spark plugs,or brake shoes (if
we find them LOL).As far as standard swap stuff,you're right,too many options to
achieve the same goal.Principles apply,but there are many roads to the same place w th
these trucks.
besides,most of the fun is fabbing it up--think a spring plate install is tough on a 96
Jeep?NO,but it's way more interesting on a 68 M725 LOL.
anyway,I'm a black sheep.Boo hoo..SUBJECT>got any pics of that?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35672 NEXT>35701 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've run into a slight snag on the 14bolt install--shaft will likely hit the tank ever so
slightly.I was looking at all that room and wondering if there was a tank that would booty
fab up.
How are you rerouting the filler tube?
SUBJECT>Re:the sadder part..POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,
27 December 2003,at 9:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35665 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hear that!LMAO
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SUBJECT>yep,spall POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,
27 December 2003,at 9:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35685 NEXT>
35695 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be the fragments of glass and metal fly ng at you from a bullet's impact.If I
remember,it's what happens to the backside of hit objects?The increas ng cone of
debris....
SUBJECT>I'll tell you what.POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 10:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35675 NEXT>35692 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
wa t until summer,I'll BRING you the parts from ProTool,install them,and then show
you how to almost die off road,for gas money.
SUBJECT>re:dy ng offroad POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 10:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35691 NEXT>35731 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
not from brakes,but from exciting wheels-up action.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 11:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35676 NEXT>35709 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear Chris
I dont know how I pissed you off,but maybe you get pissed off when your shoes get
untied -I dont know.I was not try ng to offend anyone or for that matter say that one's
opinion is not validated or for that matter unvalidates another.Im asking these questions
and my responses back are all u need is a drill and ahammer thats great but again i need
deta l i dont work on trucks this is my first venture.I am mechanically inclined.My truck
has been s tting for 5 years and i got it to run yesterday.if you dont want to help me thats
fine.Call me peckerwood-hey if it helps you go to sleep I pecker my wood all the time.
Im not try ng to replace the zone post with a manual,I just want to make one thaT WILL.HELP ME AND OTHERS who dont
have the understanding you guys do about 4x4s and
military vehicles.I am sorry I hurt your feelings.ANyway my offer still stands.Aga n I
thank everyone for their input even tacoma.I apprec ate the time you men put into this
and I feel privledged for be ng even a speck on this webs te.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 11:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35682 NEXT>35718 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In response to your post gary,if u look at the references not everything is tried,I have
read them well.Again I am looking to put somethiung together that benifts me and people
to come.There are not a hundred different master cylinder swpas or enegine swaps or
break swaps becuase if there were we would all own these great machines.I just want a
few ways that are the eas est thats all-with pictures that illustrate the job in progress.
Does this exsist here?NO!!.Im not complaining im offering to pay!!!!!Why are you guys
jumping down my throat when all I want to do is something good and on top of it not
taken any one for granted.Tech information +illustrations to back it up =a good
restoration book.Thats all I wanted and nothing else.Bless all of you talented men who
know your stuff just dont come jumping down my throat I mean you no harm or offense-
only questions and praise.
SUBJECT>Re:yep,spall POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com
DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at 11:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35690 NEXT>35710 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yikes.And to think that the worst thing I worry about in my 715 is wondering when the
tranny will go out again!
I understand the reflection issue,from the air.But what about from the ground?Or is
there some other reason it's not as big a deal from the ground?
It's neat to read discussions about the design of these trucks and the tactical reasons for
certain things.Thanks!
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?(LONG)
POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 11:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35679 NEXT>35706
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok well this is what I would be interested in.Ill buy 2 hubs from anteleope and get
evrything else but were you serious about helping me install this?How long would it take
and would be interested in doing the work if I payed you insteaed?otherwise ill just drop
this thing of at a 4x4 place i may know and give them the specs on it.I design jewlery for
motion picture people and for the genral public not to mention im working w th a injured
hand so its hard for me.ANyway let me know or giv eme your number if u dont mind to
tlak about it.ALso did u mean 600 to 1000 or did u mean 600 and another 1000 on top?
The answer ios yes i can afford the swap just need to know exactly.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Ethan.EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Saturday,27 December 2003,at
11:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>35699 35700 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Uh,I hate to say it,but a lot of the info is right here on the 'Zone and it's free,except for
your internet connection.(and now that's even free at Starbucks!)
Lots of info in the forum (extend search to "eons")about swaps,etc.
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I can't speak for anyone else,but personally I'm a cheapskate when it comes to my Jeeps
and wouldn't necessarily pay for info that I can glean from the forum or other 715
webs tes.How many different ways can you stick a Chevy 350 in a 715?AFAIK,there's
only one way to stick an AMC 360 under the hood (the stock motor mounts bolt on!).
I,too,have thought about manuals and guides,etc..But the problem is that many
FSJ/715/(insert outcast vehicle name here)owners are owners because they like the
uniqueness of the vehichle and it's inherent qualities,one of which is the ability to cobble
things together and make them work on a shoestring budget.Some here on this forum call
t "booty-fab"
SUBJECT>Re:holes POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Saturday,27
December 2003,at 11:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35643 NEXT>35712
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,you're correct.IIRC,I had to drill 2 more holes on the firewall,not the MC or
the booster!
I used a booster out of an 80's era FSJ.Can't remember which one I snagged it from,as at
one point,I had an 83,84 and 86 in the "backyard junkyard"as I call it.
There's an aluminum spacer that you can use as a template.I sat it (gently)on top of my
flatbed scanner,scanned it,mirrored it and printed it out as a drill guide.Took it to my
truck and had me a grand ol'time w th the cordless (drill)
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 12:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35697 NEXT>35822 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks for your perspective ethan and by the way i emailed u,I never got a rsponse back.
Anyway you guys r not adressing the issue im bringing up and its quite simple.
Illustration plus tech info is what i want and yes theres all the info i need if i know 4x4s
and if i dont which is the case then it doesnt make sense unless i have a visual.A visual
of the parts and how to put it all together.We are visual people and thats how we work so
again thank you for your response but it seems no body needs money around here cause
m williing to pay u for your time to help me make this happen-I dont get it.You talk
about it all day long here just talk to me personally through ema l and ill pay u its as
simple as that.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 12:49 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35697
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry i just got the ema l now-loo thanks for the response i apprec ate it very much.
SUBJECT>Re:got any pics of that?POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:07 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35688 NEXT>35711 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
my sta nless tank misses the shaft by 1 inch.the shaft is centered on the 205,and runs to a
14 bolt.....
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 7:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35677 NEXT>35742 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lower profile (windshield removed or folded),no glare or reflection when folded and
covered,fac tated shipment,easier repair and replacement.I think you all covered it.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 7:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>35717 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Selling it sounds like a liability problem.You know how litig ous America is.Sorry for
my pessimism.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Todd Lucas
EMAIL>Todd&ampLara@juno.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>35715 35723 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
C'mon people pull your're heads out from under you're hoods.You sound like a bunch of
old hens with you're panties in a bind.The reason for even be ng part of this webs te is
because we all have something in common.Could it be we like our trucks.Everybody
does things differently from the next person,there could be 5 ways to do something with
the same end result.Hollywood you're idea is a good one,just because someone else
doesn't think so or like it would g ve me more incentive to go for it.Maybe there would
be more intelligent postings on truck details and modifications instead of the buddy
bullshit chatter that seems to frequent the posting board more often than not.Just my
opinion,I don't post messages much because I don't have time to work on my truck every
day.There is some great information about these trucks here,I appreciate everything I've
leearned and the opinions of others I've encountered here,now lets get back to work and
build our trucks,Maybe this website and it's members w ll benefit.Thanks All.Todd
Lucas
SUBJECT>Re:HOW MUCH DO M715 GO FOR THESE DAYS?POSTER>John
Gilsdorf EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 8:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35560 NEXT>35739 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Howdy,I have a '68 m-715 modified w/a 400 Ford
V-8,C-6,PS/PB,hardtop off a J-10,
driveshaft repos tion etc.It looks good,runs good,have had it for sale for 3 months for
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$6,000 with no takers.I will have to change the gears to make it driveable and then
mabey??I will probably have to drop the price to $4,000 to sell it if we dec de to move.
This really pisses me off!Keep this in mind,don't expect to get your money out of it if
you spend money on it.Build it to enjoy it but plan on a long term relationship.Good
Luck!
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?(LONG)POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 8:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35696 NEXT>
35713 35724 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am expecting the bill at Pro Tool to total somewhere between 600 and a 1000.And
that's for 4 wheel disc brakes.The more people who order,the lower the cost for each
guy...that's why I'm try ng to help motivate the group.As far as helping w th the
nstall...sure I would...if you're the reason I can get my brakes (the guy won't do less than
4 sets).But trust me,this is my first project too.All my automotive experience came from
a year of high school auto shop and cobbling together derby cars-so I'm not promis ng
too much.But if you had a pile of parts (so we wouldn't have to go buy stuff in that God
aweful traffic down there)and a safe place to work on the truck...I'd take road trip (4hrs)
and help you out-you'd be better off finding a reliable 4x4 shop but fab work would cost
you an unbelievable fortune.
Be forg ving on this board-I'll bet Chris had a snoot full of Lucky Lager when he typed
the peckwood thing-Tacoma handled Tacoman w th grace...now if we could just get him
to deliver brake parts before Spring.
SUBJECT>Re:ALWAYS REPLACING CYCLINDERS POSTER>John G lsdorf
EMAIL>jg lsdorf@frii.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 8:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35566 NEXT>35708 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howdy,I got new Napa United wheel cylinders for my 715,part #F9344 and F9345 for
the fronts.I will try to find the rear cylinder #'s for you as well.The Napa united have a
lifetime warranty,if the brakes are done correctly,good shoes,"new"not overhauled
cylinders and ok drums you shouldn't have any problems.Flush the brake master cylinder
with new fluid before installing the new wheel cylinders AND Keep the brake fluid
clean!!!!!!Good luck
SUBJECT>oops forgot something!POSTER>John G lsdorf EMAIL>jgilsdorf@frii.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35707 NEXT>35746 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new Napa numbers I gave you are 1 1/4"bore instead of original 1 1/16"My 715
when braking on ice would want to lock the rears and turn sideways,now the fronts brake
harder and it feels better.A power brake booster will help also.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 9:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35693 NEXT>35716 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Here's my take,
As said before you'll find as many ways to do something as you will find owners -there's
no one spec al method.Part of that reason is that we all seem to be problem solvers who
aren't terribly interested in a 1-800-streetrod type of hobby.L ke you I didn't know the
first thing about military vehicles and all I knew about 4x4's was what I could glean from
here and magazines.
Illustrations may be a hard thing to come by as there aren't too many artists here.Photos
may be eas er to get but can be terribly confus ng taken from bad angles.I think the
largest hurdle for you w ll be the small number of M715 owners.There were 30,000 or so
of these trucks built in 3 years and I'd bet you won't see even 10%of those come back to
running condition.Now subtract from that number all the trucks that w ll be meticulously
restored or w ll follow a plan not laid out by your book and you're down to a very small
reader base.
Maybe a twice monthly E-zine would be better with regular contributions aimed at all the
facets of this specific hobby.Essentially a well groomed well organized version of all the
tech on this webs te but w th lots of visual aids.Each year you could have printed all the
good stuff,spiral bind it and sell it as a year in review tech archive.
I apologize for being an asswipe,I was tense that I missed some 'tang.
Come down to Costa Mesa and we can talk trucks and drink beer.
Chris
SUBJECT>ground reflection POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 11:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35695 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
out here in the desert,the glint of a w ndshield miles away shows you where another
person is long before you hear anything...I guess there's not much you can do about that
though,at least not in the 60's.There are great coatings you can get now,no idea if the
military is us ng them though.We're probably not real worried about it.
SUBJECT>what about all flexed out?POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35701 NEXT>35748 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's ma nly what i'm worried about--scraping when all twisted up.
SUBJECT>Re:Alan POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,28
December 2003,at 11:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35698 NEXT>35809
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he just used FSJ stuff--I remember he had the drivetrain,steering column and
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seats?swapped out of a Wagoneer I think.My guess is that he just used the Jeep master
cylinder too.Why not?
If memory serves that is also the same part as a standard Chevy pickup cylinder.There is
a difference between the 3/4t and the 1/2t GM cylinders though--and my guess is that it's.related to volume.I found
that out when I lost one in my 78 truck and almost creamed a
brand new Mercedes."Bumper bled"the new master cylinder.
SUBJECT>for those considering discs,consider this POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35706 NEXT>35714 35775 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
That sounds like a lot of money,right?Well it's not cheap but cons der the following:
mainly,discs are great,and way easier to maintain,they stop better.How to get them on
your truck?You can e ther swap axles,whatever it costs to get the axles to start with,plus
all the steering stuff hooked up and the weekends that w ll take.Then you need to replace
all the beat-ass junkyard rusted out rotors--maybe the calipers too,plus the shoes.That's
not free,here it's costing me about $180 for all the stuff.In the rear you need some
brackets,rotors,new studs,calipers,and fab up some brake lines.Another couple
hundred all sa d and done.Plus,no more stock axles.Say $400 on the cheap for new
stuff,PLUS the cost of axles,and you're not looking at any savings at all really.And then
you have to get new rims as well.
For those keeping the stock axles,I don't think that kit is a ripoff,you're going to shell out
one way or the other,why not do it with a company that actually MAKES parts for the 10
715's on the road?Anyway.I have spoken!lol....
SUBJECT>Re:for those considering discs,consider this POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 11:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35713 NEXT>
35726 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree.I've done the math and I figure I will have to spend about $600 (one new drum)to
get the stock brakes useable and then I will have crappy drum brakes that w ll always
need adjusting.Since I've already had rims made-I'm staying w/stock axles-so for
roughly $600 more,I'll have disc brakes...some things are worth pay ng for-brakes
should be a priority.SO...PRO TOOL GROUP ORDER?
Anyone?
Bueler?
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>HAMMER in Green Bay
EMAIL>owenabg@aol.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 1:29 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35704 NEXT>35720 35733 35734 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I think a manual or textbook on modifications would be nice.I am not a mechanic or
welder and photos would help walk me through the process.It could also showcase some
of the great mods done by much more competent and creative members/owners.I am not
even planning much for modification but the topic is interesting,it might inspire me as
there are not a lot of modified m715's I am aware of in Wisconsin.Nor am I planing to go
to all the way to Kentucky to see the other trucks and hear continued idle banter and b.s.
that this site is so full of recently.As far as liability concerns,you take that risk by
posting information right here,it that's what we are concerned about then we should quit..I say don't shoot a guy
down for trying to spread and share information,I believe that was
the intent of this website in the first place,rather than every other post being off topic,if
that's what you want email each other.Now maybe I'm being too mean.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35709 NEXT>35725 35732 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Well chris i can hoom u up w th tang all u want,20 percent of my female friends r hot
strippers.Now that we got that out of the way-its really simple.Im doing this for me so
dont worry about me wasting my time.I am an arti8st so all i need are photos.I live in
hollywood and I already have a name for myself in certain c rcles.The minute i put this
puppy on the road people will want some too.To find them i know is another story but
the point is Id like to make the manual as part of my new hobby the m715-im not looking
to make money on it.I only want the easiest swaps,m a few different ways to print and
like u said yes just a spiral little book.Help me or anyone else and aga n ill pay u for your
knowledge and time.
P.S.Since we never met Im buying the first round that way u can never say I owe you
one-lol kidding
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35703 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no problem bro pessimism only motivates me more its the first sign of something about to
happen.Thanks for your input
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35694 NEXT>35721 35722 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
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Hollywood,
Somewhere in playing with the new zone I missed your first few post.So,I don't know
what set up all of the arguing.It seems to me that here is your situation:
You have a '68 M715 that you just got running,you are mechanically inclined.You are
not fabricate it from thin a r inclined.You want to do a lot of modifications to your truck.
You want to be able to look at a picture,manual or instruction sheet to do your
modifications,and you are prepared to pay for that information.Bas cally you want a
cookie cutter type instruction manual to modify and moderize your truck.
That would be a neat thing to have.Espec ally if we have all done the same things to our
trucks and if we all wanted our trucks to do the same thing.That is the problem you are
encountering.I do not thing people are trying to be mean to you or to discourage you.
You are asking for something that would be very important to you and the completion of
your vehicle.Except it is something that only you can compile.What you want to do to
your truck is probably not what others want to do to theirs.We have a very diverse group.of vehicles represented
here.From totally stock and dead set to stay that way to the only
thing not changed or modified being the head light buckets.Bes des intended use
modifications you need to cons der monetary resources.To some people only the best
will do and money does not matter.To others,making use of parts and tools that we
already have is the only way to go.Most of us in the make do with what we have catagory
look for tips that include the use of a drill and a little bit of grinding.Drive train changes
probably show this best.Name a type and brand of engine made and somebody reading
this probably has one in their truck.Same goes for power steering.Jeep full s ze trucks
and certain CJ's had boxes that will bolt right on.So,did specific GM cars (68-80 I
believe).The problem is that not everybody has access to them or the money to buy them
from a catalog new.I had access to a free 66 Chevy Impalla box.It bolted onto the frame
perfect.The steering shaft and pitman arm would not work though.I had to modify a few
things.I am a very good welder,so I know that what I ended up with is safe and
dependable.I also love the power steering and don't know how I lived w thout it.It is like
a completely different vehicle.The point is that I am not alone in doing basically one off
modifications to make something fit and work.None of what I did would benifit you.I
think that alot of the zone contributors are in the same situation.
My advise to you is to figure out what you want to do,the work yourself or pay somebody
to do it.What you intend to use the truck for,da ly pavement driver,ranch truck,heavy
load hauler,tra ler tower,weekend mudder,etc...That w ll determine what modifications
that need to be done,if any.You also need to consider how much stock equipment you
want to keep.Many times this is determined by the previous owner.Mine was so messed
up that modify ng as I chose was quicker,eas er and cheaper than going back to stock.
Money will definitly play into the matter.Lastly,you need to determine how much of the
work you want to do yourself.These trucks are very user friendly.They are the perfect
vehicle to learn on.The r age and original buyer make them excempt from all smog
regulation,all of the fasteners only require sae standard wrenches,they were built to be
serviced by people with a s xth grade education at best,(no offense intended,I was a
tanker grunt myself)Except for the wheel bearing nuts don't really need any spec al tools,
and you can see just about every component before you start.Pride of a job completed
yourself is something else to factor in.
This became longer than I intended.I am not trying to preach to you,just hopefully help
you out.You will find that most everybody on here will help you as much as they can
with out promise of payment.However,if you feel that you need to pay somebody you
can e-mail me by clicking on my name to set up a payment schedule.Good luck with your
project.
Barrman
SUBJECT>m715 Canvas POSTER>Scott EMAIL>afftaburner@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:17 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35736 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how do you care for the canvas???what can you do to keep it from rotting?any type of
oils to treat it with??
thanks
scott.SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hammer im glad you understood what im try ng to do.I dont care how many manuals or
refference books that are out there,there w ll always be a web ring like this to shoot the
shiyaya.I need this manual for myself and I know others would benifit to.I dont know
about your laws in Winsconsin,but here in hollywood a 68 dont pass as a classic.That
means u need ta llights,signal etx which mine did not have.I customized to lights and
had to take the internals apart and rew re the whole scheme including swithcing out
sockets just to make it bright enough during the day.I then had to create my own bracket
to install a brake switch that the truck never had.I know this info and how i did it.This
would benfit others who live in dumb ass c ties like mine.This is the year 2004 now and
the laws are alwyas changing as well as supply and demand for vehicle parts.We put it in
writting with pics and illustratiuons to boot and we have a nice book.This book w ll only
add benifit to web rings like this one-not take any away.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:26 p.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35718 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just read some of your other post.E-mail me.
Barrman
tjbarr@gkg.net
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35718 NEXT>35735 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear barrman
I must firstly thank you for taking so much time in writting back this long and curteous
response thanks.If you noticed my first post all I wanted was a few simple ways to bolt
on a dual master,power booster set up.A few easy ways to set up power steering (which
by the way I never saw anywhere your 66 impala set up that fit right in,be interetsed
maybe in paying u to do the rest of the welding for the puitman etc?)I know there are
different applications for everything.I have restored classic cars for 8 years and maybe i
down played myself a bit simply becuase i think all u guys do some incerdible work and
f I am going to ask for help,I was raised to approach things being humble.I fab it up all
the time.The point is that the whole 4x4 topic is alien to me.My 350 chevey/400 set up
m working on as we speak.T he rest is ?????since i have no experience to refer to.I
dont care if anyone doesnt get this book i want to make-lol its for me and Ill seel it for the
cost it take to print it-its part of my hobby-thats it.Call me wierd but I just need people
ready to help me on this or not.Aga n im willing to pay u for your time.Who else sees
this,its great if you have your opinions on this matter but can anyone respond who can
help?Again i need a few topics to go over,brake,steering.and gearing modifications.I
just need pics of the parts and as barrman sa d cookie cutter instructions.The eas est
mods is what im looking for.Thanks everyone..SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35704 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks todd for your support
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?(LONG)
POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com DATE>Sunday,28 December
2003,at 2:42 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35706 NEXT>35728
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lol you are funny.Well aga n Ill get them sure.but im only interested in getting the front
n disk and i need a deta l instruction(out here its called the idiots guide to....)on what
needs to be fabbed,but if i can buy all the materials instead of fabbing id rather do that.
Here is how i can do this.You give me the instructions and ill show it to a 4x4 guy and
see if he can do it.If he says yes then we will work out the details
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35716 NEXT>35738 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Hollywood.I'll take you up on the offer.BUT ,I'm not sending you anything.If you
are really interesed you will need to come to my shop and I will do show and tell .I have
enough information to write a book.I'm just too busy in the shop.Barry.
SUBJECT>Re:for those considering discs,consider this POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 2:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35714 NEXT>35730 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
By the way i dont want to change my wheels i think they came off a ford truck w th new
tires.whats the scoop on that?Im also one to want to keep the axels stock
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 3:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Abe here the info that you may need .
Durex located in El Monte Ca.626-442-0962
They hooked me up w th some power steering components
Van at Vanco located in South Gate Ca.took care of my Hydroboost proportioning valve
and my lines for my brakes his number id 323-563-1588 they also have a web site ,
however I can not locate it at this time good luck Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?(LONG)POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 3:49 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35724 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Abe.Go to the "ONLINE MANUALS"(above),scroll all the way to the bottom of the
page and click on "B lls disc brake info"...that is the set up I'm talking about...EASY to
nstall(hence my offer),I think it's basically a bolt up once the hub is machined.If you
only want the fronts I'm guess ng you could do the whole thing (fabbed
brackets/rotors/calipers)for around $900 (not counting the booster/master)and since you
only want discs in the front,that w ll dictate the type of master you put on your booster
(you probably know that already)...also,I am not aware of a direct bolt on wheel that fits
our bolt pattern.Are you sure you even have stock axles?If the previous owner swapped
them,you need to know that before you proceed..if you don't have 6 lugs spaced 7 1/4
nches apart(from the furthest two)and a 5 1/2 inch center opening-they aren't stock.
P.S.If your smart,you'll take Barry up on that offer...when your in Pennsylvania YOu
could pick up your disc brakes too.
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SUBJECT>Re:Power Brake?PRO TOOL?Hollywood?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 4:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35673 NEXT>35741 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary I would be interested in getting the rear disc set up can you send me some info in
that ???
As for the front disc set up that I already have it all went together very easy I did have to
drill two holes on the fire wall to mount it.My 7 will stop on a dime and lock the tires up
f needed but normaly they feel like you are driving a brand new truck ,my only
complaint at the moment is that I have a small leak on the gear box that I should have that
taken care of soon .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:for those considering discs,consider this POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 4:10 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35726 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you should be able to look by the valve stem area and find some letters and or numbers,
could be any where else on rim,then take and call salvage yard up and they can tell you
what the rims come off of or g ve them to me and I can check w th a friend that works at
one here.
SUBJECT>Re:re:dy ng offroad POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,
28 December 2003,at 4:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35692 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Me too!why do we have to wa t,lets do it now.Ill even ride in back for that.LOL.
SUBJECT>STRIPPERS!!POSTER>slowride/WY EMAIL>jeepfreak8@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 4:33 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35716 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll send some pictures if you send me some stripper pictures!!DEAL!!
SUBJECT>it's been discussed POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Brute and I talked about something like this in PA.I'm keeping track of what
it takes to
do what I'm doing with mine,with pics.When they get done,guess who gets the Zip
disc?heheheh I can't write code or I'd do it myself.I figure that it would be helpful,sort
of what Hollywood suggests,on a smaller scale.
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>PerkM715
EMAIL>sperkin1@ma ne.rr.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 5:21 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35715 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hollywood's Idea isn't bad.Seems like it would kind of cool to be abel to pick up a
manual,or get on this site and go to a tech section and see how to swap in a power
steering set up ect.,with illistration and instruction.I agree w th Todd and Hammer on the
dle banter,b.s.and rambling on about anything other than M-715's.I welcome the new
format,it can't come quick enough for me.PerkM715
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 6:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35722 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hollywood,
A large amount of the information you are looking for is in the online manuals above.
However,there is a tremendous amount still in the postings and not indexed anywhere
else.For example,I wrote about my steering box install back in July.I didn't write much
though.To find it go up to the 'search/personalize display'icon,then change your listing
to 'several eons',then click the 'only messages by'box and put in Tim Barr.Scroll down
to July 21 2003 and you w ll see it.As far as your brakes,I would suggest doing a search
of postings by Spicegear.He has listed out in detail,including pictures,of all the stuff he
did to his.He is the one that put a '76 Corvette dual m/c mated to a '74 j-truck booster.
Tacoma did a detailed listing several times about the steering conversion in his post also.
Once again,it goes back to what you have to work with.Somebody sometime welded up
some cross braces to my stock steering box.Figuring out which was add on and which
was stock took me a while.The really bad welds compared to the just bad looking welds
helped me out.
As far as you be ng new to 4x4's.Don't worry about it.It is just an extra drive axle,drive
shaft and a semi-transmission thing splitting up the main/rear drive shaft.Everything else
s pretty much the same.The parts that are different are still fifty year old basic car
technology put together in a different way.No problems.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:m715 Canvas POSTER>Joe Kaiser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 6:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35719 NEXT>35744 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keep it dry!Get a good canvas sealer from a tent or canvas shop to water proof it.Keep it
under cover if possible...Park in a garage or barn or even under a car port if you can sun
will damage canvas as well as moisture.Keep it clean.Dirt breaks down fibers and ages
canvas more quickly.Age and time will get your canvas eventually,but if you take care.of it you can prolong that for
many many many years.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 6:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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If you want a good manual the first one I would get before writing the how to modify
manual is to get the US Army -10,20&34 series manual.These manuals are broken down
nto three levels.-10 is operators level (the drivers manual),-20 is the unit support level
(this would be the corner gas stations level of expertise),and -34 is direct support and
depot level maintence.This would be the dealerships level of break fix.Each manual has
great pictures and drawings and will tell you everyhting you need to know about your
truck from where to greas things (-10),how to do a break job (-20),to rebuilding the
engine (-30).These are also writen for the lowest common person who was drafted in
1967 to be in the Army.So they are writen in s mple terms with good pictures so that
anyone can follow step by step how to repair something.Then once armed w th these
manuals you can then use them as the basses for doing the modifications and upgrades
talked about in the webs te.Good luck with your venture and I hope it works out for you.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 8:54 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35725 NEXT>35747 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok barry thats cool,just one thing where is your shop?I am in hollywood ca by the 101.
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:HOW MUCH DO M715 GO FOR THESE DAYS?
POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com DATE>Sunday,28 December
2003,at 9:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35705 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ALl i can tell u is too bad cuase i would have bought that set up for 5000 but now i have
mine-im into it for 48 and all i have is a good running chevy 350 and pro fabbed break
lights and s gnals by yours truely.
SUBJECT>Re:brake shoes for the 100001st time.POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 9:14 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35649 NEXT>35743 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thought i took your frount brake shoes.
SUBJECT>Re:DR.has ema l.NTXT POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 9:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35729 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
....SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>S mon EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,28
December 2003,at 9:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35702 NEXT>35753
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But why are they vertical?I mean,I can understand why they are flat,but why not flat and
slanted?
SUBJECT>yeah,you did.There are 2 axles.POSTER>Tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Sunday,28 December 2003,at 10:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35740 NEXT>35812 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
heheh.
you want the rears let me know.No one else has cla med them yet.
SUBJECT>or...POSTER>Tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Sunday,28
December 2003,at 10:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35736 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you can pay an awning shop in your area to make one.Locally here they advertise for
awnings or car/boat covers.There are a lot of neat new fabrics out that resist UV better
and are waterproof as well.Most of it is sort of glossy though,if that matters.
I also once saw a rec pe for oilcloth,as in old western waterproofing.Can't remember
what it was,but I'm sure Google could help you there.The sun is a major enemy though.
SUBJECT>Re:oh NOOOOOOO the saddest thing I've ever seen
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Sunday,28
December 2003,at 10:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35660 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Awe big bummer...I'll have to try and find it...
SUBJECT>Re:oops forgot something!POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 12:34 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35708 NEXT>35756 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
so are they a straight fit no modification needed?and are u say ng only use that part
number u gav e me for the front?
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 5:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35738 NEXT>
35771 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you get off the plane to Barry's in PA,gimme a call too and I'll head up there and
show you 3053A and BBC install WITH and untouched firewall and radiator in stock
location.Bring a high cap camera...Barry has some neat 715 stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:what about all flexed out?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
December 2003,at 5:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35711 NEXT>.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can try and take some pictures of it.R ght now i have the bed off so the filler hose is
nstalled yet.Pulled the filler hose when i took out the tank.It looks like I have 3 options.
1.Bring it out behind the fender and just mount it flush w th the bed.2.Bring it into the
fender well and make a braket to hold it.3.I could also try and bring it through the
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orig nal filler hose,but i don't think i will work.I'll post some pictures as soon as i can
borrow a camera.-Scott
SUBJECT>CHECK THOSE FLUIDS!!!POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 5:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35750
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm not just talking antifreeze here either!If anyone has picked up a new 715 lately or
anything else that takes gear oil for pumpkins or trannies,it may be in best interest w th
the cold weather now to at least pull a dra n plug to see if there's any water in the case or
axle.Oil floats on water so the water will come out first.I had a really effin'odd thing
happen last weekend.I started up the CAT motor in the deuce truck and when I went to
take my foot off of the clutch the thing would bog down and the shifter wouldn't
move.!!!I pulled the dra n plug and about a quart of slush (no oil)poured out.I grabbed
the touch and heated the transmission case for about five minutes then pulled the plug
again.I got about half a gallon of water before oil came out.Yup,the tranny had frozen
up solid.it's fine now,but that was something I'll check earlier from now on.My Blue
deuce was a water rescue truck at one time in jersey.
SUBJECT>Re:CHECK THOSE FLUIDS!!!POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 6:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35749 NEXT>35790 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I learned that lesson when I was a young man driving a CJ5 that had been used to pull a
boat.First really cold day I went to get in the jeep to go to work and it would not move.
The rear diff was frozen solid.Ever s nce then any "new"vehicle I've gotten I've made it a
point to have the fluids changed then I know its good!
Joe
SUBJECT>Pro Tool Disc Brake Convers on POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35770 35803 35804 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will repost the info after the holidays as its hard for Rich to find the prices for the
farmed out work when everyone has taken vacation.I hope we have four people in on this
so I can fix my truck and forget about the big mess with trying to ma nta n a brake system
that is no longer supported....
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35684 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I'm on board w th this one.Flat glass and framawork system is
boatloads cheaper,eas er,
faster to design,build,ship,install,and store.If giving away you pos tion was the issue,
t'd be curved.We all know the best reflector is a perfectly flat mirror (remember Hubble
telescope),they would not have used one in the form of flat windshield glass for any
tactical purposes.
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35742 NEXT>35755 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would have taken too much work to re-do the cab -eats into profits (the main reason for
using a commerc al truck for the basis would be lost)
SUBJECT>Yo Jon...sending unit POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35757 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
What's the ohms on the stock guage/sender?I'm gonna be re-retanking the truck soon and
need to get the appropriate sender.
THANK YOU
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:44 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35753 NEXT>
35758 35774 35778 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So you're saying that the winsheild of an early '60's Gla dator was flat and at a 90 degree
angle?So Kaiser left it that way because of profit considerations...makes sense,but I
thought the old J trucks had a slant...I'll have to look.One thing I think is that those of us
with no military service seem to g ve the government more credit than those that served
(and know).
SUBJECT>Re:oops forgot something!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35746 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The stock wheel cylinders have no difference betwwen front and rear EXCEPT if they are
left or right side...otherwise identical...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Yo Jon...sending unit POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:24 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35754 NEXT>35760 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im guess ng you mean the fuel sender??
If so,its 0-30 ohm and from all I have heard,there is no 12 volt unit with this
scale...certainly not Chrysler,ford,gm or Stewart Warner...so if your going 24
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volt...military units are this 0-30 scale...if going 12 volt will need to convert the sending.unit and gauge set
with matching units...course you know that but someone else might
not...
I used a dig tal gauge that has gm,ford,SW,and Chrysler options on it...has several wires
on the back in loops,cut this one or that one and you have this or that scale...course I
went w th the Chrysler.Got the green lighted ones too...should go with an OD or cammo
paint scheme pretty well...dont need an additional light...already lit,and I happen to like
the look and know right away part of dig tal gauges...dont have to figure it is 1/4 or 3/8ths
or whatever through the trucks gyrations and the angle to the gauge...reads in percent of
tank rema ning.
For speedos,dont get excited Joe,and tachs,it works good but if you are looking for the
RATE of change,nothing beats a sweeping needle for that kind of info...rate of
acceleration is not as easy to apprec ate when you are just looking at numbers
changing...w th a fuel gauge,no sweat...well unless you got a 715 w th about 1 mile per
gallon and you want to see how fast you can empty the tank with the tw n Paxtons on full
boost!!:-)
I know,way more info than you needed...at least its on topic!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35755 NEXT>35759 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,he is saying that the military wanted a w ndshield that could be collapsed for
shipping and it was cheaper to do the flat instead of curved.
My opinion is the only reason for this is shipping cubage
SUBJECT>You guys are all lost!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35758 NEXT>35773 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
10 big reasons for the flat windshield:
1.When you are driving at night,it works as a rear view mirror for every light behind
you....no need for a seperate in cab rear view mirror....thousands of dollars saved per
vehicle right there...
2.If you are ever in a situation where the truck is to be scrapped,the windshield and
frame are eas ly removed and make a great card table...trust me,you serve in the military,
you play a lot of cards...having a nice flat table with glass to see if anyone is cheating
under the table,is invaluable.
3.Built in governor effect...to make it harder for the young soldiers to exceed the 60
MPH limited top speed due to the aerodynamic inefficiency...course it wasn't enough for
the mighty 230,thus later versions were also fitted w th a governor...can't w n 'em all!!
4.Ya can't put a channel for canvas in the glass of a curved windshield now can ya??
5.Less glass needed due to being flat,more money saved BIG TIME,plus a much shorter
seal...more savings!!
6.Makes a great surface for detailing attack plans for gathered troops with an eraseable
marker.Good for graffitti too....like write dork on center of windshield with arrow
pointing both left and right!!.7.So much eas er to clean at the gas station with a squeegee and also to scrape the
frost
off of in winter.
8.No interchange with civilian vehicles....no reason for pilfering them.
9.Much eas er to pack in a shipping crate to send to the front lines for
replacement...imag ne having a heavily curved windshield shipped to your foxhole...
10.Why should 18-20 year old privates have such amenities when Generals offices in the
Pentagon don't??
Hope that helps,
brute4c
SUBJECT>Really?POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35757 NEXT>35761 35763 35772 35802
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I don't mean to be obtuse,but I thought the sender unit and guage didn't care if it was 12
or 24 volt.So I need to change my in dash guage to a 12 volt one now that I'm 12 volt,not
just match a 0-30 ohm sender?
Say it ain't so.If you can't...ya got a lead on 12 volt guages stock appearing?
Thanks!
SUBJECT>stock appearing gauges.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
December 2003,at 9:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35760 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I believe AutoMeter makes some.But that's just a thought,a memory,avague tickle in the
back of my mind.I have some in my truck that look ok,if you want the gas gauge you can
have it-12v and all.
SUBJECT>what's wrong w/the board?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35764
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
no number of messages listed,and no "new"indicator next to them.What's going on?
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>35760 NEXT>35768 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The only 0-30 ohm scale units are the military ones...whether 12 or 24 volt,you cant run
a non mil gauge w th the mil sending unit and get it to read right...none of the non mil
gauges or non mil sending unit scales are compatible...so if you are chang ng to a non mil
gauge Or a non mil sending unit,regardless of voltage,you will need to match a sender or
gauge to the other new items scale...
Did that make sense or confuse both of us??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:what's wrong w/the board?POSTER>brute4c.EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35762 NEXT>35765 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Shows up on mine...maybe a temp glitch...
brute4c
SUBJECT>could be something here...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29
December 2003,at 9:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35764 NEXT>35766
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..sticky reloads too--sometimes nothing comes up at all.
SUBJECT>Re:could be something here...POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCYLbV1mULWQ PREVIOUS>35765 NEXT>
35767 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
This happens now and then...GET BACK TO WRENCHING!
SUBJECT>I can't!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at
9:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35766 NEXT>35769 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
t's 14degrees,and the wind is blowing right under the 725 at about 20mph sustained,
35mph gusts.I would bundle up but I can't get the van out of the way because of all the
ce.Well I could get it out of the way but that's where it would stay.1wd sucks!lol
SUBJECT>oHHHHHHHH POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35763 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So if I can grab the stock sending unit out of tank...that'd be the best shot at keeping the
guage.Gotcha.
Thanks for the offer Tacoma...I'll hold off for now and check my original sender.
SUBJECT>Re:I can't!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35767 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
14*now and 114*summer?!KEEP IT!!!Okay...you're off the hook for lolly-gagg ng.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35751 NEXT>35787 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im in as long as u guys baby me through through the process-and in return strippers for
everyone!!!!!1
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:04 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35747 NEXT>35793
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
whoa whoa whoa i hope ui guys dont think im go to pa?I was go9ing to send my shit out
I cant leave hollywood,this is my bussiest time of the year.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35760 NEXT>35776 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Didn't Cutworm post NAPA 12-volt senders that are direct bolt-ins?
SUBJECT>Re:You guys are all lost!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:46 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35759 NEXT>35777 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute,You should get dork etched in yours.
Shipping and shipping only!I just got off the phone with John Edwards and he sa d that
Henry Kaiser says mine is the only correct answer.Cheapest way to lessen the shipping
cubage.
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:47 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35755 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the J-truck had a slanted,curved w-shield,but to get the cheap/easy flat w ndshield
(and frame for canvas mounting)to rake rearward,it'd take a gob of rework to the cowl to
get it done.Fast,easy,cheap to move the base rearward,keep it vertical,and let 'er roll!
SUBJECT>Re:for those considering discs,consider this POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:04 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35713 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree that anyone willing to make parts for these trucks should be praised no matter
what the cost of thier parts.They are going into such a small market and taking risk of
wasting time and money to benifit us.We don't all have to buy them,But I still appreciate
thier efforts.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PREVIOUS>35772 NEXT>35791 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Napa sells a sender/gauge set that goes right in...gotta change both w th that too...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:You guys are all lost!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35773 NEXT>35781 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
But HJ has been dead since he ok'ed the first M715's off the line as fit for service...he.died in 1967...but a
hastily conducted seance this morning reveals a new reason from the
Aluminum K ng himself..."Flat w ndshields make the bugs splat louder,more fully,and
more colorfully!!"
So I guess we have it now!!
brute4c
PS.I see ya near my windshield with etching equipment,I'm calling your mommy!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:15 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35755 NEXT>35779 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the J-truck had a slanted,curved w-shield,but to get the cheap/easy flat w ndshield
(and frame for canvas mounting)to rake rearward,it'd take a gob of rework to the cowl to
get it done.Fast,easy,cheap to move the base rearward,keep it vertical,and let 'er roll!
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35778 NEXT>35782 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bump,sometimes you are like a broken record....
brute4c
;-)
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:18 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35669 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where's Terrence or Phillip when you need 'em?
SUBJECT>Re:You guys are all lost!!POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:19 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35777 NEXT>35784 35835 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
John Edwards
the "crossing over"dude
you call my mommy and I'll give B your granny's phone#
SUBJECT>Re:Slanted front windshield.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35779 NEXT>
35783 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No,the J-truck had a slanted,curved w-shield,but to get the cheap/easy flat w ndshield
(and frame for canvas mounting)to rake rearward,it'd take a gob of rework to the cowl to
get it done.Fast,easy,cheap to move the base rearward,keep it vertical,and let 'er roll!
SUBJECT>Brute POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA EMAIL>doug@brookermech.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35782 NEXT>35786 35788 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think what Bump is try ng to tell you is that the J-truck had a slanted,curved w-shield,
but to get the cheap/easy flat windshield (and frame for canvas mounting)to rake
rearward,it'd take a gob of rework to the cowl to get it done.Fast,easy,cheap to move the
base rearward,keep it vertical,and let 'er roll!
SUBJECT>Re:You guys are all lost!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All my grandparents are dead...last one to die was my fathers mom...carried her casket
myself in 1990...never knew either grandfater at all...my dads dad died when he was
3...and dont think my mom w ll be any good for ya to contact...havent heard from her in a
few years now...but I do have a w fe!!
brute4c
PS.New reason for vertical windshields:
When fording the real deep stuff,w th scuba gear on of course,makes a fine view ng port
for the undersea world...much like the aquariums at Sea World!!
SUBJECT>HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 11:37 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35792 35794 35796 35799 35811 35825
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
History:February 1998,attempted to rise in the morning from bed,c-5/6 disc,thats in the
neck,exploded into 7 pieces requiring 6 months off work,a cervical fusion and stiff
limitations on what I could do at the time...not counting the incessant pain...while I was
off,having just gotten on the net,I was able to find out there wasnt much out there for the
M715 family.In September of the same year,shortly after returning to work,I found
Yahoo clubs and started this club to learn more and share my knowledge,limited as it is,
and my experiences with others.
Fast forward to Saturday:Son rece ves boomerang for Christmas,wants father to teach
him to throw it.Father goes outs de w th son,makes 3 throws...on 3rd one,loud
pop/crack comes from fathers neck that is heard by bystanders up to 15 feet away.
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Shooting pa ns are felt in left arm to fingers and wrist,in low back and down left leg to
ankle and foot,and throughout shoulder region.Some pains in right arm/wrist/shoulder as
well.Exact cause,undetermined as yet.Poss bly a problem with the previous fusion,
unlikely,possibly a rupture of another disc which may require a 2nd fusion,much more
likely since first fusion puts added stress on neighboring vertebrae and discs.
Immediate problems caused by above:Sitting at computer,or staying in any position for
long periods is ill advised and pa nful.MRI and other tests to determine cause and plan of
treatment needed.Thinking in a deep and meaningful way is interuppted to some degree
by pa n and/or pain killers.
What this means to you:S nce the website is in the process of changes right now that
need to be directed/supervised/monitored etc.and I,at least partially right now and maybe
more soon,am unable to address,volunteers to work w th Hammer on getting things in.order are needed
immediately.Basically what is required is:
1.Moderators for the new forums...at least 2 for each,stock,modified,open discuss on,
etc.so that innapropriate/off topic postings can be monitored and moved/removed and
any discipline that needs to be done due to same is taken care of.Of course on the BS
Board,Brian is moderator...(or should I say will be as soon as I figure out how to do that
B.)but 1 or more others could also be on that board as well.
2.Someone to basically take my place in an active way working w th Hammer to guide
the s te through these changes and give it direction on a da ly bas s.I may be able to do
some work on pages or give my input as to guidance,but I may be quite limited and slow
for the foreseeable future...
3.Person/persons to actively plan and execute the 2004 Field Exercise,if there is to be
one...more on this below...
Worst case scenario...they fuse more of my neck and bas cally tell me if I want to have
any neck function,other than fused like a steel rod from top to bottom,that I will not be
driving off road and thattrying to do a restoration/modification build up of the 715 would
be foolhardy at best...as well as a host of other issues non M vehicle related...I lost 10%
of the movement in my neck w th the last one...this one could lose me 20 to 25%from the
orig nal motion plus put even more stress on the other discs making it easier for them to
fail.Also it could easily mean that going anywhere for an FE would be out of the question
unless it is very close to here and provided I would not be riding off road or even driving
a car to and/or from an event.Last time,I was unable to drive for 4 months after the
fusion,which was in early April,and was not supposed to even ride in a car for more than
100 miles in a day,less than 50 recommended...plus I had a 2 lb.weight limit with other
restrictions...no fun at all!!
I would like members to ema l Hammer and myself to volunteer the r time and talents to
the s te.
Hammers email is:
M715Zone@froadin.com
Of course mine is:
brute4c@yahoo.com
I would apprec ate prayers for a quick and non surgical recovery,Gods will be done.
Thank you in advance,
S ncerely,
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
SUBJECT>Re:Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
29 December 2003,at 11:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35783 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he needs to move the needle to the next groove or buy a new chunk-o-vinyl...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35770 NEXT>35795 35810 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Ok well for now he's looking at a $200 dollar deposit to cover the cost of the material.
The final price will be determined after he is able to make contact with the shop that has
the plasma table or the water cutting table.He will machine the spare hubs that he has on
hand and ship those to you as long as you return a core.Thats it for now I will update as I
find out more.
SUBJECT>Re:Brute POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 1:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35783 NEXT>35789 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
No,what I think I was trying to tell you is that the J-truck had a slanted,curved w-shield,
but to get the cheap/easy flat windshield (and frame for canvas mounting)to rake
rearward,it'd take a gob of rework to the cowl to get it done.Fast,easy,cheap to move the
base rearward,keep it vertical,and let 'er roll!
SUBJECT>Re:Brute POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
29 December 2003,at 1:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35788 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do you like frapachinos Bob???
Some of us would like to know!!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>You know,I'da thought POSTER>Brian S sson
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EMAIL>BSisson@Bellsouth.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 1:50 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaWBPcoUyrcbY PREVIOUS>35750 NEXT>
35815 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That a Cat diesel could bust up a tranny full of ice without a stra n.D d you try or were
you afra d for your......what-synchros?
I'm perplexed by this.
I'm also not pissed at you anymore.
Will you come to the new board?We miss you.
-B.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>Darek EMAIL>Darek84CJ@hotmail.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 2:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35776 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Whats the part number on the sender/guage?
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!POSTER>Bama1
(STL/MO)EMAIL>barnesjohnl@cs.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 2:36
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaD0shgWyFwkE PREVIOUS>35785
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I sure hope your self-diagnosis is wrong and the Doc sends you to PhysTherapy for a.couple of months of tune-up
instead!
Take it from me,A w reless keyboard and mouse may be good for your own comfort and
pleasure if you are going to be immobilized for very many days...I wish I had those
newfangled gadgets last time I was laid up.(L4,L5 1987 &1998)Something to ponder
while you wa t for the pictures to be developed.
I wish that I could help out w th something bes des advice but I'm only able to log n to the
Zone every couple of days.
Oh yeah,I noticed they have made great strides in medical treatment and pain
management for those kinds of occurances in the last couple of years so keep your chin
up and hope for the best.
Best wishes for a fast recovery
Bama1
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 2:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35771 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
YEP ,Spicer and Me are in Pa.about 40 miles apart.You are the guy that wants the
nformation.This is where it's at !!I have several trucks,From completly stock to highly
modified .Spicer has some really nice projects too.B.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 4:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I hope that what popped was just something jumpin out of place and now telling you it
wants back in.on a more serious note be sure to get it checked out and if needed get a
second opinion.The most important thing to do is take care of yourself and get back on
your feet 100%.Our prayers go out to you and w th gods help youll be just fine.Dont
worry about everything as itll all work out and things will be ok.Take care of yourself
and let us know how things are going and I w ll help in any way I can just as all the others
will too.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>Beethoven 1959
EMAIL>jrjpab@discover-net.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 5:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35787 NEXT>35805 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What are the particulars for this brake conversion?(I.E.Total price contacts )Is it
compared to hellitool's kit's?Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 5:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jon,
I am terribly sorry.Our thoughts and prayers are with you.I hope things are not as bad
you antic pate.Although I vis t this s te daily,I am a moron when it comes to computers..However,if I can be of
assistance for the site,let me know how I can help.
S ncerely,
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 6:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35667 NEXT>35798 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris
'm not sure if the ones i used were chevy or not.the shoes were BXR451 and did have to
remove the wedge from the front.i didn't notice a 1/8"difference.we checked several sets
of shoes at the store.
the wheel cylinders were the ford ones 595 and 596 (right and left)
also used a spring kit BXH370DP
that's all i know.they've been on the truck s nce 8-24-97
keith
SUBJECT>Re:Brake shoes-for the 100000th time POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 6:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35797 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Ke th,I'll have to try those shoes if I ever wear out what I have now.Those 320 shoes
were definitely not worth the effort.The Ford wheel cylinders were however one of the
better parts that have been posted.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!
POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35785 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ouch!
I feel for ya and wish you the best and speedist recovery.My self I broke the t12 and 13
vertebra in the back and fractured 4 others about four years ago on my banshee.Still hurt
today,but tolerable.
Good luck
Steve
SUBJECT>new board?POSTER>stevbronco EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 December
2003,at 7:25 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35801 35807 35865
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Is there an address for the new board?I am kinda slow but all I get is the link hammer put
up and it is directed through the zone.Makes for hard reading!
Hope that made sense to someone!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 December
2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35800 NEXT>
LINKNAME>New forums.LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/modules.php?op=modload&name=P
NphpBB2&file=index
Here is the link to the new forums.
There is also a link to still see this forum through the new format.
The new format is still being tested,and we hope to have it moved over in the next week
or so.
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35760 NEXT>35806 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,I picked up a sender from M.E.and a 12v S/W gauge.the gauge is not stock
looking but it works well.I'm planning to send all of my stock gauges to United
Speedometer for 12v calibration-when I have enough money for that sort of thing.right
now my transmiss on is first on my to-do list.Mike
SUBJECT>Re:count me in POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35751 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm going to contact R ch this week and g ve him a depos t.M ke
SUBJECT>Re:Me too POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 7:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35751 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I will commit to going in on a group order for front and back.I'm also interested in a full
set of R ch's rebuilt calipers.What a trick set up.It w ll be almost as fun stopping as it
will be going.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35795 NEXT>
35813 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Click on the online manuals (above)scroll down to the very bottom,and click on "Bill's
disc brake info"it shows the convers on using 13 inch Ford F350 discs (88-97 I think).
You buy rotors/calipers/pads on your own-ship your hubs to Pennsylvania as cores and
pay for machining of hubs and fabrication of brackets to hold the calipers.The price of
the machine work is dependant on how many orders but rumored to be in the $600 to
$1000 range.That is what Kalikraven will be determining after New Years.We need at
least 4 confirmed (i.e.depos ts)to get it started.I hope you can join us.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Really?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35802 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The S/W Deluxe gauges have an almost identical face to the stock gauges.The
difference
being the chrome bezel and internal light.Pa nt the bezel and nobody will know the
difference.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 8:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35800 NEXT>35843 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Something else for the future steve is to right click on the link w th your mouse and the
select open in a new w ndow.
SUBJECT>A dumb question POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silversings.com
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35814 35818 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was mostly into fords back in my days of restoration and my ear was a better tool to tune
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that thing than my old sun gun b ut here my s tuation.I just gave the ultimate tuneup to
my 350 in the 68 715 and it still wont start right away.I put the gun to it and saw the
mark clear as day on the balancer but the "jack nut"who put this motor together before
me did not put the marker with the degrees to line up the balancer line with.Ive tried it by
ear and i think i lost the touch.Any cool tricks up anyones sleeve.I'll probably figure it
out by tomorrow but if u have a rsponse tonight?that would be great!!
P.S in case u want to tell me it needs something I installed a new edelbrock 60 cfm carb,
new r type acdelco plugs-gaped at .35,new acce;rac ng w res,new cap rotor and a
putronic poitnless module to get rid of my points and condensor,new coil.I mean when it
goes on boy does she roar!!!
SUBJECT>Re:Alan POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Monday,29
December 2003,at 9:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35712 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yup,most was out of the mid 70's pickup that he cannibalized.I've got the tranny out
right now and w ll be swapping in one that isn't fried (hopefully).
S nce I'm very familiar w th FSJ's,it's nice to have s milar components in the 715.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>Ethan
EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 9:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35787 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know a guy here in Colorado who has a water cutting table.I dunno what his rates
would be,tho,and if shipping will be too $$$.
Ethan
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!POSTER>koobster/
Utah EMAIL>DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35785 NEXT>35821 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.jon i hope for the best.take care of yourself that is what should count
the most.best
wishes the koobster
SUBJECT>Re:yeah,you did.There are 2 axles.POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>
DATE>Monday,29 December 2003,at 10:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35743 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have enough junk to put into storage now for my korea trip.About ready to add a 54
willys pickup to the lot.by the way do u want a 54 willys with a ford 300 200 cash
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 3:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35805 NEXT>35895 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That expla ned it pretty well.If you have any other questions please call Rich Brandi At
Pro Tool (610)275-5667.He has done the conversion to his truck and has had great
results.I'm only try ng to get enuff people interested so I can get a set for myself.I dont
feel like buy ng four sets....
SUBJECT>Re:A dumb question POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 3:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35808 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cant you pull a plug for the number one cylinder and try to figure out when you reach
TDC?Or use a compress on tester to do the same?
SUBJECT>Re:You know,I'da thought POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 4:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35790 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I figured the CAT may have the power to bust a gear so I did try...in moderation.Send me
a link to the new board as I've not been pay ng much attention lately.
Thanks
SUBJECT>6x6 Truck Families/Varients (5 and 2.5 ton)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 5:24 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>35820
35832 35841 35874 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
*5 Ton Models:(2-1/2 ton models are listed below)
-M39 SERIES-
M51 Truck,Dump
M52 Truck,Tractor
M54 Truck,Cargo
M55 Truck,Cargo,Long Wheel Base (LWB)
M61 Truck Chass s
M62 Truck,Wrecker,medium
M63 Truck Chass s.M64 Truck,Cargo Van
M139 Truck Chass s
M246 Truck,Tractor,Wrecker
M291 Truck,Van,Expandable
M328 Truck,Stake,Bridg ng
M543 Truck,Wrecker,medium
M748 Truck,Bolster
-M809 SERIES-
M813 Truck,Cargo
M814 Truck,Cargo,LWB
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M815 Truck,Bolster
M816 Truck,Wrecker,medium
M817 Truck,Dump
M818 Truck,Tractor
M819 Truck,Tractor,Wrecker
M820 Truck,Van,Expandable
M821 Truck,Bridging
-M939 SERIES-
M923 Truck,Cargo dropside w/o w nch
M924 Truck,Cargo w/o winch
M925 Truck,Cargo dropside w/w nch
M927 Truck,Cargo,LWB w/o winch
M928 Truck,Cargo,LWB w/winch
M929 Truck,Dump w/o winch
M930 Truck,Dump w/winch
M931 Truck,Tractor w/o winch
M932 Truck,Tractor w/winch
M933 Truck,Tractor-wrecker w/w nch
M934 Truck,Van,expandable w/o w nch
M935 Truck,Van,expandable w/w nch
M936 Truck,Wrecker,medium w/w nch
*2-1/2 TON MODELS:
-M35 SERIES-
M34 Truck,Cargo w/single rear wheels on chass s
M35A2C Truck,Cargo
M36A2C Truck,Cargo,long bed
M44 Truck Chass s
M46A2C Truck,Cargo w/drop s des
M47 Truck,Dump Truck Chassis
M48 Truck,Tractor
M49 Truck,Fuel Tanker
M50 Truck,Water Tanker
M57 Truck Chass s
M59 Truck,Dump.M60 Tuck,Wrecker,light
M108 Truck,Wrecker,light
M109 Trucker,Shop Van
M132 Truck,Medical Van
M185 Truck,Repair Van
M275 Truck,Tractor
M292 Truck,Shop Van w/extendible s des
M342 Truck,Dump
M756 Truck,Ma ntenance,Pipeline
M763 Truck,Ma ntenance,Telephone
M764 Truck,Ma ntenance,Earth-boring
I found this a few months ago and thought it may be of some miniscule use to some of us.
SUBJECT>Re:A dumb question POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 6:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35808 NEXT>35830 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hollywod,
Use a vacuum gauge.Hook it up to a non-ported vacuum source.On your Edelbrock that
s the bottom right small vacuum port.With your engine warmed up,adjust your timing
until you get maximum vacuum.Then retard the timing about one inch of mercury.This
should get you really close to perfect.Drive it and see if it pings.Your California gas
might require a little less advance.Adjust your carburator air/fuel screws the same way.
Remember to turn no more than about half of a turn at a time when doing the air/fuel
adjustment.My Edelbrock carb is very touchy about the air/fuel mixture.I also had
trouble w th underhood heat cooking the fuel in the carb.I had to floor it to start up in
situations like stoping for fuel.If it sat for more than an hour it would start right up.Five
to fifty minutes was always a pa n to get restarted.I solved this problem by putting a non-
metalic spacer between the carb and intake.Good luck
Barrman
SUBJECT>Christmas(X-mas Spicer)POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 6:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>NEXT>35823
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well,I hope you all had a good one!
Spicer,the Boggers you were sending me for Christmas have not arrived yet.Do you have
the trucking receipt so we can check to see where they are?Thanks.
Doug,the AR15 Jill told she was sending hasn't showed up yet.Send me the tracking #'s
so I can trace it.Thanks.
Brian,I know everything you have is either crap or junk so I didn't expect anything from
you.Thanks for nothing.
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:6x6 Truck Families/Varients (5 and 2.5 ton)POSTER>Tom Lovinggood.EMAIL>tm2gs@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,30
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December 2003,at 7:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35817 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take one of each!
SUBJECT>Thanks ALL!!POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 7:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35811 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I apprec ate the sentiments from all of you that have emailed and posted and the offers to
help!!
I see the doc in a bit...will try to keep the board informed as to status...right now I can
hardly type anymore...so might not be doing much more today...
Happy New Year!!Hopefully with good news!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>krob725/TX
EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 8:21 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35699 NEXT>35828 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
maybe you don't understand...we don't want your money.we w ll however be very happy
to help you for FREE!!!how about that?you want a picture of something?ask!any of us
will send you one if we can.no one here want to make money off of another fellow
member/brother.
you are welcome here,just ask for what you want.
K
SUBJECT>Re:Christmas(X-mas Spicer)POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35819 NEXT>
35827 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ben,
Check the other board.Funny thing...the truck you were supposed to schedule never
showed??
Heh,heh.
SUBJECT>oil drain plug gasket 230c POSTER>Bill Dial M725
EMAIL>msms@goeaston.net DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35826 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Would appreciate knowing the correct size for this gasket.Can't seem to find anywhere
else.Thanks in advance.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!
POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December
2003,at 9:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35785 NEXT>35834
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.GET WELL JON
'll try to help.
k
SUBJECT>Re:oil dra n plug gasket 230ci POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35824 NEXT>35829 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine came apart when I changed the oil last week.It is not right but I put a rubber o-ring
on it.I then tightened until the o-ring started to barely bulg.This has been the first time in
the last three years that my truck does not drip until it sits for more than s x hours.The
drip is from the rear ma n not the plug.I know you wanted the correct part.I don't have it.
Instead I am trying to offer you something that w ll allow you to live with it and use the
truck until you find the correct one.Please post what you find.Because I obviously need
one also.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Christmas(X-mas Spicer)POSTER>Ben/IL
EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:53 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>35823 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LIAR!The truck WAS there man!
This board is so calm...like someone is miss ng?Rather Nice!Why leave now?
-Ben
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 10:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35822 NEXT>35851 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The reason why I am offering money is becuase what im asking takes a bunch of pictures
and a bunch of explaing on paper or typing.That is why I offered-not to insult anyone,
but becuase i know its going to take more than just a few pics and a few words.I know
some of u dont have a dig tal camera so i would offer the money for developing the film,
I know your spare time goes into your wrenching so im w lling to give something back.It
has always been my experience that when things are done for free and they take a bit of
time,they just never happen for whatever reasons.Thats why I offered to pay.Now
beyond that who ever is still willing to help me for free for what i ask-I can at least design
u a cool leather cuff to go around your wrist-I design jewlery for the stars and have made
cuffs for people like david Navaro from the red hot chilli peppers and if u dont know who
that is hes marrried to CARMEN ELECTRA-lol who i also des gned for.ALso Collin
Farrel from swat,phone booth,minority report,etc.........SO I make some nice cuffs w th
silver and semi prec ous stones and antique pieces.I dont believe in taking w thout giving
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n return -just not in my nature.Thanks for the response back,
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:oil dra n plug gasket 230ci POSTER>Bill Dial M725
EMAIL>msms@goeaston.net DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 10:05 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35826 NEXT>35831
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will post the answer when I get it.Thanks for the "field expedient".
SUBJECT>Thank you!I'd been trying to remember that POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 10:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35818 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had that written down somewhere and can't find it.Thanks for reposting.
SUBJECT>not sure if this w ll help,but...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
30 December 2003,at 10:32 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35829 NEXT>
35833 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..in my line of work I need hi-temp Orings,and I've found that most major cities have
some kind of warehouse-type dealer selling rubber products.They have all kinds of
rubber,and in all kinds of shapes.They might have rubber washers suitable for dra n
plugs.Orings work too.I'm us ng some kind of 300degree deals and they hold up fine.
(not on my truck though--yet!)
SUBJECT>I want an earth-boring truck POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 10:36 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35817 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that would be too cool.D gging holes all over the country heheh."it's uh,a secret military
project,sorry"lol
SUBJECT>Tupperware!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 11:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35831 NEXT>35836 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have made several drain plug gaskets from a piece of tupperware.They hold up
ndefinately and you can crank them tight.Do your center hole carefully.The OD is not
really important.
SUBJECT>Re:HELP not only wanted,but NEEDED,Please read!!
POSTER>kaiserjeeps/Portland oarehgun EMAIL>altempl@ihpc.net DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 11:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35825 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wow Jon!I'm really sorry to hear that.Do what the doc says and make sure he is right by
maybe getting a second opinion.Never hurts..Ok that was a bad pun...Anything I can do
to help and I'm there...I will put you on the list of friends and family I pray for every day.
It w ll get better...Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:You guys are all lost!!POSTER>Scott EMAIL>afftaburner@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 11:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35781 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a slanted windshield on the truck would look retarded.i like straight
lines.....SUBJECT>Re:Tupperware!!POSTER>JeepistDoug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35833 NEXT>35870
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dang Al,that is a great tip...Thanks
SUBJECT>NEED HELP POSTER>Pete W.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30 December
2003,at 2:54 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35838 35840 35844
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys I got a question...The front axel where the universals are...What is suppose to
be in there????90 wt.oil or grease???I took it to have the oil changed and told them to
check it and the T-Case too and I was checking it today and it's packed full of grease....I
thought it was suppose to be gear oil....can SOMEBODY help me...what do I need to do
tear it down and get all that grease out or is this right??????
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplus ani@hotmail.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 3:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35837 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Pete,
This question is asked quite a bit.I believe according to the lubrication chart it is
supposed to be GO (Gear O l in military speak).However,those things leak like a son of
a gun when GO is used.Most owners,myself included,use bearing grease.Others use a
mixture of GO and grease.In other words,grease is okay in your knuckle.
Steven
SUBJECT>M -725 FOR SALE POSTER>Marco
EMAIL>GONZABA2000@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 3:19
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35842 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M-725 with extra eng ne and part's for sale.If anyone want's more info.and
picture's post your message and we can talk,I and truck are in Arizona.This truck is in ex-
shape but started making a noise coming from eng ne 230 original but have extra one.
Don't have time and I have had my fun w th it.Next........lol it's been FUN,FUN,FUN.
SUBJECT>DO NOT USE OIL POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 3:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35837 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
sorry for the caps.Despite what anyone else says,don't use oil!It will leak like crazy.
Grease was in mine,and the local M37 guy here uses grease as well.Minor cutting w/oil
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s suggested by him,thick grease has a tendency to be flung off.
Those seals are nowhere near good enough to hold a 1/2gallon of oil.
SUBJECT>I have an M812 POSTER>Tom @Snake River EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 4:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35817 NEXT>36051 LINKNAME>Snake R ver 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com.I have an M812 Bridge Truck not listed,one more that someone can collect.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:POLO!POSTER>Beafire /KS EMAIL>beafire@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35839 NEXT>35850 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Could not pass it up!
SUBJECT>Hey thanks!POSTER>STEVBRONCO EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35807 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks hammer and Doug,that right click thing is the cats meow!
Steve
SUBJECT>Re:NEED HELP POSTER>Brad Skeen EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,30
December 2003,at 6:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35837 NEXT>35848
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I use SAE140 gear oil in mine(which is what Dana recommends)and have minimal
leakage,but some people like to start flame wars over this so use whatever makes you
happy.Good Luck!
SUBJECT>power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>Dave Durbahn
EMAIL>DDurb@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 6:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35846 35849 35859 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
This is probably a common question on the list,but I need to know what the best gearbox
to use would be for converting my chev powered M715 to power steering>Any
suggestions as to how to change it to power steering?
Thanks,Dave
SUBJECT>Re:power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 6:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35845 NEXT>35853 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,I pulled a steering box,pump,brackets,and hardware from a '72 monte carlo.I
pulled a pitman arm from a Grand Wagoneer.Everything bolted right up.I lost a little
turning radius but I can steer with one finger!Mike
SUBJECT>dana60/14 bolt auction in VA POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 8:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35857 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
anyone near va need a dana 60/14 bolt?
http://web.govliquidation.com/auction/view?auctionId=313121&convertTo=USD
SUBJECT>140 gear oil is almost grease LOL POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no.PREVIOUS>35844 NEXT>35945 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you've got something that thick it should work if the seals are decent.If not you'll
oooooooooze all over the driveway,shoes etc etc
SUBJECT>what Mike said,OR,"The Easiest Swap"POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35845 NEXT>35852 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
All Mike says is true.However for an even EASIER swap,PULL THE GUTS OUT OF
A WAGONEER.Seriously--box,Pitman arm,pump,pulleys,the whole shebang.Will
bolt up.I've got a V8,dont'know if spec al mounts are needed on the 230.
SUBJECT>Re:MARCO!POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@D recway.com
DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 11:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35842 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Lee,you are a dilenquent!GROW UP!
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,30 December 2003,at 11:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35828 NEXT>
35854 35868 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Then it's offical!!I w ll bring my pile of Craftman tools and the ONE made in Japan drill
that I hate (but it works too good to throw it away),my welder,and etc.And help you
nstall your disc brakes...booster and all...for FREE minus -a cuff with a topaz (I prefer
blue).What's a cuff anyway?
SERIOUSLY.I am a trained professional and I can see sincerity when I see it and I know
you're a good dude.Krob is right to the point though.You are welcome (if I am-anyone
must be)(got kicked out of the Scouts and never been in a club since)here and people
here will help you for no good reason other than that...you need help.
So are you going to Pennsylvania?
SUBJECT>Re:what M ke sa d,OR,"The Easiest Swap"POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 1:52 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35849 NEXT>35862 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey tacoma what year and a special model for that wrangler u got the guts from and also
what type of v8 u have in yours a chevy?will the pump fit a chevy and bolt up as well?
SUBJECT>Re:power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>hollywoodm715
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EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 2:03 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35846 NEXT>35855 35883 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Hey mike what year make and model of wagaonner did u get your pitman arm from and
ts a staright swap?nu drilling or grinding on nothing u mentioned?I just drove mine for.the first time on the road
and i almost had a heart attack turning the thing also becuase be
gear box is leaking -lol
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 2:09 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I cant go to pen becuase i take care of a 90 year old ex actor and this time of the year is
when my work gets crazy w th the jelery but if u cant help me id still make u a cuff just
becuase of your words but topaz is kinda expensive-if u get me the stone though ill
supply the leather and the silver and whatever else u like.A leather cuff is just a thick
piece of leather w th some snaps on it or a little buckle to close.You may have seen them
on conan the barbarian but not as long-lol its the latest trend aga n and i make one of a
kind pieces that go between 150-300 depending on what i put on them.You like turquse
or green jade?Maybe labadorite.You can show off to your friends u got it from a famous
hollywood designer for free-cuase your special haha.Id be happy to hook up my fellow
comrades cursed with this liking to this m715 beast.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 2:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dont know if this posted so ill try again.I tried looking in the left hand navigation for this
question but it wasnt working for me.What axel could i swap my dana 60 and 70 for that
would A)already come with disk breaks in front and a more available drom brakes in the
back and B0 whick would be the eas est swap and money should not play a role in
determining the eas est swap either.
Thanks Abe
SUBJECT>24V toggle sw tch POSTER>Steven EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35858 36022 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can I get a 24V toggle sw tch for my heater?I'd like to buy local,but anyplace will
do.Thanks.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:dana60/14 bolt auction in VA POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 5:28 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35847 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Willing to bet that truck goes large.You just can't get a good deal on anything with single
wheels anymore.Too bad they don't sell as amny 60F as they do the 10 bolts.That would
be a hoot!
SUBJECT>Re:24V toggle switch POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 5:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35856 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Radio shack
SUBJECT>Re:power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland
Orehgyn EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 6:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35845 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dave,The wag stuff is a good choice.Look for a steering box w th a 7 and a 6 cast into it
just behind the front cap on the side towards the center of the vehicle.The numbers are on
top of each other not s de by side.This box has an extra web cast into it for the sector
shaft.It is very strong.There is also two input shaft sizes to be aware of.If I remember
right it is .780 and .800 thousands.Keep this in mind when bolting up components from
different rigs.There is also a quick ratio and a slow ratio.Depends on what you want.
They both work fine.A mid 70's GM car will have the box I mention.For instance I
pulled a box off a 1976 Firebird.Good luck getting it set up.You will like it...Al.
SUBJECT>more brake stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 7:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35861 35863 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
as always we search for a better brake system this is what I have on my 7 check it out you
may want or need it for yours VANCOPBS@aol.com
Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>35860 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think he meant this...
http://vancopbs.com/
Thanks for the info,doc.
SUBJECT>heh heh uhmm POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,31
December 2003,at 8:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35852 NEXT>35864
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wagoneer,NOT wrangler.Anything from 74-91.They didn't change much.
The pumps are the same,GM/Jeep,at least on fulls ze stuff.
I've currently got a POS 460,swapping in spring to a Buick 455/th400.
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
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EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 9:12 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35860 NEXT>35881 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cue=rtis what exactly do u have on your truck?I want to know so i can call vancopb up
and tell them what set up im looking for?
SUBJECT>Re:heh heh uhmm POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@s lversings.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 9:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35862 NEXT>35866 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.so u r saying thqat any pump from 74 to 91 will bolt up to my 350 chevy?
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>The PIG Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 9:59 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35800 NEXT>35867 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Will the new board/forum have the s debar (Public Menu)?
If so,I would like to recommend that the forum be full screen.
This just my perference and an is not a big deal
Bryan Smith
Fort Wayne,IN
SUBJECT>Re:heh heh uhmm POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 10:09 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35864 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The pump from a Wagoneer is the same as the pump from a Chevy.The brackets that bolt
the pumps to the engine are normally eng ne spec fic.In other words,a Jeep pump w ll
bolt up to a Chevy engine us ng the Chevy mounting brackets.They vary greatly due to
year,belt system used and exhaust manifolds used.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 10:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35865 NEXT>35869 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bryan,
Where abouts in Ft.Wayne do you live?I graduated high school from East Noble in
Kendallville in 1986.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:Who wants to work w th me on this?POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 10:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35851 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got kicked out of Boy Scouts too.I got the boot for punching the Scout masters
dorky son.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>The PIG Smith EMAIL>bsmith2277@comcast.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35867 NEXT>35873 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barrman
I live on the SW side town.
On Covington Road,on the 'city'side of the Fort Wayne Country Club.
Close to Ardmore/Covington Stop Light/intersection..I have only been in Fort Wayne about six years.
My wife and I are originally from the Charleston,WV area.
The economic vacuum of West V rg nia forced me to move west.
While I miss the mountains,streams,deep forests and majestic views of WV,I really
enjoy living in Fort Wayne and do not see myself moving back.
SUBJECT>Re:Tupperware!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 12:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35836 NEXT>35871 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It really works great.Just make sure the wife is not aware you used her tupperware.I
wonder if thats why she divorced me???LOL just kidding!
SUBJECT>Re:Tupperware!!POSTER>JeepistDoug/IA EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
31 December 2003,at 12:44 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35870 NEXT>
35877 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I thought about that.......in your case and my future.If she finds out I'll blame it on the
kids.She usually gets over thier mistakes faster.
SUBJECT>axel swap?is it posting?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 12:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35888 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys i dont know why i don t see my post up about the axel swap.I drove my 715
yesterday and realize how bad i need those breaks.Before i go with the pro tools set up i
saw an article here w th the pros about swaping axles-an yone who has info on that let me
know fast becuase im ready to take tyhe rig to a 4x4 guy to start the work either with the
pro tools or the axel swap-let me know
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:new board?POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 12:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35869 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I haven't been in or near FT.Wayne in more than ten years.My family has been in Texas
since it was a country.My going to school up there was just a employment oppertunity
my dad couldn't pass up.However,I did enjoy all of the automotive activities and
enthus est in that part of the country.If I remember right you are somewhere near the then
still be ng built GM truck plant and probably in the Homestead school district.
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Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:6x6 Truck Families/Varients (5 and 2.5 ton)POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 1:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35817 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a M211 where does it fall?
SUBJECT>pro tool conv-going to be?POSTER>hollywoodm715.EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at
1:15 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35878 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Im ready whats the details,times,what u need from me lets do this my brakes suck
SUBJECT>drewm715 the 78 gm axel swap?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35905 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
drew can u be more specific like for a wet behind the ears guy like me?am about to to get
another m715 and thinking about doing the protool swap on the one i have now and
possibly your gm axel swap for the other-heres a doumb question the 78 and up gm swap
u r talking about comes with disk options-dont laugh
SUBJECT>Re:Tupperware!!POSTER>kaiserjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 1:42 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35871 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I had only talked to you sooner...Ha!LOL...Wait,I don't have any kids...That one
would not work...Hey,Have a good new year!Take aspirin BEFORE going to bed...
SUBJECT>Re:pro tool conv-going to be?POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 2:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35875 NEXT>35879 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can call R ch Brandi at Pro Tool and he will be glad to talk to you and tell you what
ever you need to know.I plan on calling him after the new year to find out the final price
for the kit.Its been hard for him to make contact with the shops that he plans on farming
out the cutting work to.For his kit he band sawwed all the brackets and adapters out.He
then finished them on a milling machine.Because the material is so think and he will be
doing more than one kit he elected to get the brackets and adapters cut on e ther a CNC
plasma table or a CNC water cutting table.Call him at (610)275-5667
SUBJECT>Re:pro tool conv-going to be?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 2:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35878 NEXT>35887 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well there is no point in me calling him if he will only do it w th 4 orders-do u ahve the 4
orders orchestrated or is it just you and me who are going to do it in the begg ning of the
new year?
SUBJECT>AUTO TRANS POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 4:24
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35894 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HAS ANYONE PUT IN THE CHEVY V8 WITH THE 400TH AUTO THANS AND
KEEPED THE STOCK TRANSFER CASE HOW DID IT WORK FOR YOU DOES IT
DRIVE GOOD WAS THINKING OF DOING THIS TO MY 68 IT HAS THE STOCK
TIRES AND A 230 CHEVY WITH A 4 SEED NOW BUT NEED MORE POWER I DO.HAVE A CLARK 5 SPEED BEHIND A 327 SO NEED SOME IN
PUT ON THE FIVE
SPEED OR THE 400TH ANY HELP WOULD BE GRATFUL THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 4:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35863 NEXT>35884 35885 35886 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
H Wood .I have the hydo boost which has the dual master cylinder this connects directly
to the brake pedal .The fluid resivior is also the powersteering pump which powers the
brake system .This along with the proportioning valve (VERY IMPORTANT )came
from Vanco .The power steering box came from Durex.
Heli tool provided me with the front disc already mounted on the front front hubs ,they
also provided me w th the brake calipers and brake shoes.All I did was to have the seals
races and bearing replaced in the front clean and regrease everything and put it all
together.Fedex was not happy w th my order the front disc assembly w eghed more than
my stock tire and rim.I believe I pa d 650.00 for everything and would do it aga n as it all
works very well.went together fairly easy and the customer suport that came from Van
and
Treg at Durex was wonderful>>>Hope this helps Curtis
SUBJECT>i may have goofed up POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 5:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>35896 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I think i screwed up.I think i just got another truck a 54 willys pickup current bid 2800 i
put in a bid of 3500.that will make 4 trucks.and im going to korrea in 6 months what am
going to do.
SUBJECT>Re:power steering gearbox and mounting?POSTER>mike petrus
EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 5:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35853 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hollywood,when I did the conversion I already had the steering box and pump assembly
from a monte carlo,so all I needed was a pitman arm.I went to a junk yard and crawled
under a '68 wagoneer,then under a '90 grand wagoneer,and discovered they are identical.
So grab a box and pitman arm from any full size j-series or wagoneer.
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SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 6:17 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35881 NEXT>35889 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ah u have heli tool so u r telling me that u didnt have to get your hubs machiend?it
already cam with the hubs?and did u have to give them your old cores?also is it true that
the calipers on that set up tend to stick like ity siad in the online sect5ion?So basically r u
say ng if i call these people up they will hook me up and know what i need?have the
number or web site to durex?
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 6:22 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35881 NEXT>35890
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
almost foprgot do u also mean if im looking to get power steerinf put in with a chevy
pump and saginaw i should if i want yourt set up?the hydro is also the powersteering
punp?Dont get that part never seen a hydro boost before-I dotn care about the price it
actually sounds good to me and also do u hav e the stock rearcylinders as well?do
anything to the rear special and how do the rear cylinders hold up with the new power and
pressure?I ll hook you up with one of my famous one of as kind leather cuffs if u can
help me pull this one off
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 6:47 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35881 NEXT>35891 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hye curtis-I just read the instructions heli has to install the disks and you must be a
master 4x4 man becuase there are all these in case of this or that grind down thios o0r that
to a microbillion of an inch-im going to pay a break guy to this and im scared we wont
take the finess the instreuctions ares sayin to do the job right-did u install them yourselkf?
what city r u in?
SUBJECT>Re:pro tool conv-going to be?POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Wednesday,31 December 2003,at 8:40 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35879 NEXT>35892 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There is at least one other w th money in hand,and a few more that are very interested.
Some w ll do it but w ll have to wa t a while.
SUBJECT>Re:axel swap?s it posting?POSTER>drsmith
EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 6:48 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35872 NEXT>35898 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wood ,in my opinion you would be better off keeping the orig nal axel and changing
brakes if you are ever going to haul anything heavy or put an enormous amount of stress
on the axel ,as in four wheeling .The stock axels are very well put together ,
What plans do you have for this truck ,this w ll be a first step in determining what you
will be swapping out .
For example on my truck i have the orig nal axel with the 5.88 gearing .it is powered by a
400 chevy 700r4 transmiss on w th overdrive and a 208 transfer case I can drive 60 70
miles an hour have plent of torque and can spin the 37 in tires if needed but I also have
4x4 lo w th the transfer case if needed and I did not have to spend any funds on the axels .
Depending on your application if you replace one axel you may have to replace the other .
And unless you have plenty of bucks you will be installing a weaker axel .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 6:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35884 NEXT>35893 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wood I still have my front original hubs I bouught the macined hubs from them .Treg at
Durex El Monte Ca.626-442-0962.As of yet I have had no problems w th the brake system Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 7:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35885 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wood everything in the rear axel is stock I have had NO problems the rear brake
cylinders are new old stock.
Let me see if I may enlighten you .
As your truck came stock when you hit the brakes it forces fluid from the master cylinder
to the brakes right ...the POWER is in your leg.
In a truck the normal brake booster sits behind the master cylinder on the fire wall you get
added stoping power dirived from the vacumm this help you stop .are you getting this ?
With the hydroboost the master cylinder still mounts on the fire wall the proportioning
valve mounts to this .The power that runs this comes frome the powersteering pump you
have hydraulic lines that run from the pump to the POWER steering box AND to the
master cylinder .This means you have great stopping power .My 2001 3/4 Ton Dodge
has this system it came w th it .If you look at some of the post ive left in the last day or
so you can find thlin to the website .or you may contact Van at VANCOPBS.net ???i
think this is it Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 7:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35886 NEXT>35897 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wood as far as specilized tools I have an air compressor grinder and basic hand tools
from sears .Most of the people on the zone would kick me out of there garage for my
LACK of knoledge ..Are you getting the picture ?
I removed and installed the brake system my self the only help phys cally that I rece ves
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was with the seals and bearing on the front hubs they have to be pressed in.I am in no
way shape or form a master mechanic or fabricater!!!!!
Heli too sent me the hubs and disc all put toghter that is why I had bought it all put
together .
The tech support that was gleened was very good that is what helped .If i can do this you
can also ,but you do need a garage out of the weather ,this is not a 3 day job to do all the
things you need to do .I am located in Pasadena Texas ...Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:pro tool conv-going to be?POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:00
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35887 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I,LL CONSIDER A SET.I,VE GOT THE MONEY.I,VE DONE A LITTLE!!!!!
BUSINESS WITH HIM IN THE PAST ON WHEELS.HAVE RICH CALL ME FIRST.
BOB COWAN 1 423 239 8938 HM.OR 1 423 384 8938 CELL.EMAIL
BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:05.a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35889 NEXT>35900
LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
IS HELI TOOL STILL IN BUSINESS?HE TOLD ME HE WAS MOVEING TO
THAILAND.I TRIED TO BUY A SET REPEATABLY FOR OVER 2 MONTHS WITH
NO LUCK.HE SAID ALL MACHINES WERE PACKED UP TO SHIP OVERSEA,S.
BOB
SUBJECT>Re:AUTO TRANS POSTER>ka serjeeps!portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:06 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35880 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
HEY,NOT SO LOUD!!!I have a headache and the advil has not kicked in yet..On your
question's,Lots of guys have done that.The NP 200 is a good case,but some overheat
from high road speed.They also are very loud.Not all of them do that.You could put in a
205.You might try a search if you have not already.There is lots of good info to be
found...Happy new year..
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:23
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35813 NEXT>35901 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I DONT MEAN TO BE A PARTY POOPER BUT RICH WAS SUPPOSE TO BUY A
SET OF WHEELS OF ME.HE SENT ME 5 CORES I HAD 1 LEFT IN INVENTORY
AND I TOLD HIM IT WOULD TAKE ABOUT A MONTH TO COMPLETE A SET.
HE ASKED ME TO SEND THE ONE AS GOOD FAITH.SO I SENT IT TO HIM .
THAT WAS THE LAST I HERD FROM HIM.SO I KEPT HIS 5 CORES.I,AM SURE
HE JUST WANTED TO COPY MY WORK.YOU GUYS BETTER HOLD YOUR
MONEY.ANYBODY THATS GOING INTO PRODUCTION ON A PRODUCT
SHOULDNT NEED YOUR CAPITOL TO GET IT GOING IF HE DOES IT MEANS
SOMETHING ISNT RIGHT.I,AM JUST SHAREING MY EXPERIENCE I,VE
HAD.I,VE BEEN BUILDING M715 WHEELS AND ENGINE ADAPTERS FOR
ALMOST 12 YRS.WITH NO PROBLEMS.I NEVER NEEDED ANYBODY TO UP
FRONT MONEY,S TO GET GOING.THAT WAS MY RESPONCEABILITY TO
EACH THERE OWN.I HOPE RICH GOOD LUCK WIYH HIS VENTURE I JUST
DONT WANT ANYBODY GETTING SHORT CHANGED.WHY CAN,T PRICEING
BE DONE BEFORE HE EVEN TOLD ANYBODY THEY WERE AVAILABLE.I
THINK IT WILL COST MEANS ????HE SUPPOSEABLE HAS A ON GOING
MACHINE SHOP.QUOTEING PRICES IS AN EVERYDAY PART OF THAT
JOB.SO WHATS UP????
SUBJECT>Re:i may have goofed up POSTER>BrianM(NH+UT)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:39 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35882 NEXT>35904 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
have as much fun with it as poss ble in 6 months!
-Brian M.SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:42
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35891 NEXT>35899 35903 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
WHY DO YOU GUY,S WANT TO MAKE A SIMPLE TRUCK COMPLICATED.
JUST GO BUY A 1973 AND UP 1 TON CHEVY MANUAL BRAKE MASTER
CYLINDER AND BOLT IT ON!!!!!!!!!IF YOU PRESS THE PEDAL DOWN 1 INCH
SMOKE WILL COME FROM ALL 4 WHEELS IF YOU DO YOUR WHEEL
MANTAINANCE.CHANGE YOUR BRAKE FLUID EVERY 1 TO 2 YEARS,IT
DRAWS MOISTURE THATS WHY IT CORRODES YOUR WHEEL CLYS.JACK UP
A WHEEL 1/4 "OFF GROUND TURN WHEEL BY HAND ADJUST BRAKES WITH
SCREWDRIVER OR BRAKE SPOON UNTIL YOU HEAR OR FEEL IT LIGHTLY
TOUCH.BACK IT OFF 1 CLICK AND YOUR READY.THIS NEEDS TO BE DONE
EVERY 1000 MI.MORE IF MOUNTAIN DOWNGRADE DRIVEING IS DONE.
BEEN THERE AND DONE THAT A LONG TIME AGO.I SELL COMPLETE KITS
FOR 350.00 TO DO THIS WITH INSTRUCTIONS.YOU DONT NEED POWER
NOTHING IN THE BRAKE DEPT.IF DONE CORRECTLY THESE BRAKES ARE
GREAT.THERE HUGE JUST LOOK AT THEM.I ALSO REMAN YOUR BRAKE
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SHOES WITH KEVLAR BONDED ON TYPE.10%MORE FRICTION AREA.
SUPER DURABLE PADS.I PULL MY BIG BOAT WITH MINE,455 OLDS FOR
POWER.NO PROBLEMS!!!WHAT YOU NEED TO CHANGE IS THE TRANSFER
CASE.ITS NOT DESIGNED FOR HIGHWAY USE!A NP 205 IS A BOLT IN AND
WHAT A DIFFERANCE.NO MORE HOWELL.NO MORE FRIED T-CASE SEALS.
BOB
SUBJECT>Re:axel swap?s it posting?POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 9:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35888 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
how much do u consider is plenty of bucks?AS far as my application its bas c show off
n the city-I dont care if i stay at 45 miles an our the most ill ever put in the bed at one
time w ll probably be about 80-1000 pounds max,your set up sounds interesting to me-
whats the og transfer case that came on our trucks?and the 205 is there any adaptation or
as far as the the auto trany is concerned?I knbow nothinbg of transfer c ases and axels so
let me know-thanks!!!!1
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:01 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35897 NEXT>35902 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well Bob the thing is,Im looking towards the future in terms of parts.The fact you see
all these companies coming out w th these new breaking systems is the simple fact that
parts for these are becoming rare and more everyday.Not to mention that it looks like the
new systems do a better job w th less maintanence.what about drums you guys r the ones
that do the off road i just want to show off with mine-I may need drums now i dont know
yet but ava lability is a big issue with me.However thanks for the info and I may go your
route for now-now did u say a 1973 master cylinder(does it power a w drum break system.for that year?)and aslo was
it a straight bolt in and how did u connect the lines?Did they
screw in with out the use of any adap [ters?
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35893 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ah u see this is the stuff that puts me off-sound slike curtis you were the last to get lucky
on this system.I want to deal w th guys at least in america-lol
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc Brake Conversion POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35895 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey bob,thank you very much.You are absolutey right.I may not know that much about
4x4 but i do know about cars and when I use to customize,it was on my shoulders
whether it would work or not.Im sure hes a nice guy,but simply I dont know him and I
was under the impress on it was a shop.when you are looking for a good solid product,
you need a price upfront and unless you are a whole saler,you should be able to get a kit
as an individual.Not to mention this whole business about shipping parts to another guy
with a plasma or water cutter.Thats putting more poeple in the mix which brings the
potential of lost parts into the formula.Guys sorry,but as far as Im concerned Bob is right
for me and im out of this for now.If he ever sells them AS ONE SET FOR ONE GUY
then ill think about it.I thank all of you for giving me the info on the pro tools and to
show my apprec ation,im working on different designs of cuffs to give you guys for all
the info you have given me-to me its worth alot.Thanks and thanks bob
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:23 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35899 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Wood,
There's no issues with availability.The easiest would be to have the cylinders rebuilt and
the shoes relined -There's probably 100 places in LA that can handle that.Next best is to
do the research and find the shoes and cylinders that swap in with little or no mods.The
cylinders are early 90's so you'll have 30 years of ava lability.The latest shoes that are
cla med to fit are mid 80's,again 30 years or so availability left in them.
The most difficult part to find would be new drums but assuming yours have low miles
and aren't grooved,they'll last the life of the truck.Espec ally for the light duty use you
expect.
In my opinion power brakes (and steering)are overrated,it takes the feel out of driving.
May as well toss in a slushbox too.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:more brake stuff POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35897 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Bob,by the way what you mean u sell kits?who are you-lol I
mean you have a store or ?
and what comes in the kit,pleas elet me know becuase im readyt for decent brakes-whats
your ema l?
SUBJECT>and then...give 2 ea to me and Brian for safekeeping.NTXT
POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 11:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35896 NEXT>35907 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>I'm callin you out.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 January
2004,at 11:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35876 NEXT>35908 35913
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you've been restoring cars for a while and you don't know if 78+axles have discs?Come
on.Have you ever seen a car in the modern age without them?Or do you stick to pre-70's
cars?
SUBJECT>M35A2 dimensional drawing...CTXT POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 12:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaZ3gvpPDJHho PREVIOUS>NEXT>35919
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I used to have a pic on my computer that was a dimens onal draw ng of the M35A2
(similar to the draw ng on the data plate).Somehow I have lost or deleted that pic.
Anyone else have that pic they could e-mail me?
THanks,
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:and then...give 2 ea to me and Brian for safekeeping.NTXT
POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 1:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35904 NEXT>35910 35937 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
ll sell you the 54 willys thats out in the pasture for 250.00 it does run but needs a new
fuel pump
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 3:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35905 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You got it champ I stick to 69 and lower :)
SUBJECT>3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>35911
35964 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1)Have any of you tried to reseal your transfer case us ng a gasket &seal set from ABlinn
and noticed that the seals have a different appearence from whats on there now and a.different Federal Stock Number
from the one in the 34P manual?They look BETTER
than what I have but they're substantially thicker.I'm wondering if they'll work ok.I'd like
to hear from someone who has done it.
2)Since I don't have an oil seal puller part number W286,how can I get the oil seals out
w/o hurting the bearing retainer...is there a another tool known as a seal puller that
doesn't look like the back of a hammer (that's all I have)?
3)Is there a way to replace the shift ra l seals w/o going all the way into the case?
Thanks for the help.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:Was that 250.00?POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 3:37 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35907 NEXT>
35915 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
$250.00 for a 54 Willys.I don't know what you're talking about-but for $250.00 I'm
nterested.
BE SAFE OUT THERE BY THE WAY.
-G-
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 3:51 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35909 NEXT>35923 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I borrowed one from a bud once that was similar to a gear puller but the hooks went out
nstead of in,Had a slide hammer on it.Think it was snap-on.Sorry,thats all I can tell
you.
SUBJECT>status POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,1
January 2004,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35914 35921
35922 35928 35976 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,
MRI shows bulging inward of disk at c6-7 toward spinal cord and outward on right side
with extrusion of disk material outward.Seems when they fused c5-6 in 1998,the report
noted that c6-7 had degeneration visible then...they didnt tell me that then...
Anway,I am on pain killers,muscle relaxers and antinflamatories...funny how much you
can sleep when you are loaded up on valium and vicoden at the same time...
Also have the joy of weaing a neck collar...everywhere I go,people always seem to g ve
you that look like your faking whiplash from the car ac dent to get money...maybe its the
pain killers...maybe its real...who knows...
There is gonna be a powwow on Friday w th the Neurosurgeon who did the previous
fusion and my doc and the mri guys...dont know what will happen of course but will let
you guys know when I can...this is my first time online since the MRI yesterday at noon
cause I have been so out of it...bout time to eat more tabs and go back out for the night so
I thought I would get it in now...
Last time,I had c5-6 disk literally explode in 7 pieces,something the neurosurgeon said
he had never even heard of happening...though the mri showed basically what this mri.showed...plus if there was
degeneration then of this disk.......it just dont sound or feel
good.
If anyone ema ls me or posts for me and I dont answer right away,you know why...please
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be patient,thanks!!
For all who have sent best wishes and are offering prayers,I am in your debt,thank you
greatly.
S ncerely,
Jon 'brute4c'Schmidt
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 7:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35905 NEXT>35916 35920 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Tacoma,I'm with you on this one.This guy must be living in a cave under the big
sign on the hill.L ke everything else in Hollywood,Not real.Let's get real and stop
wasting member's time.If you want or need help ,Just ask !!From what I've read here
your best bet is to keep making bracelets and pay someone that has a clue of what is
going on to fix or build you a truck .B.
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>mikeskates EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com
DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35912 NEXT>35918 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the update.Sounds like a one day at a timer.Best of luck,you w ll be in our
prayers.
Mike Falcone
SUBJECT>Re:Was that 250.00?POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
1 January 2004,at 10:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35910 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yes that was right.Im heading to korrea this summer and have to many prodjects to get
done before i go.the floor boards are rusty no brakes,has a ford 300 in it.it was a jerry
rig job and needs to be completly rewired.no tail lights bed is in good shape rear fenders
are trashed.i fixed one.no tittle but i checked it w th the dmv in utah everything came
back clear just needs to be bonded.I bought it to fix up for my dad but it needs to much
work for me to do between now and may.I also have a m38a1 that i have to strip and
repa nt and a 68 715 to finish by then (and no they are not for sell).If the pickup is not
gone by apr im calling junk for jessus they can have it.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>Mammy EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,1
January 2004,at 10:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35913 NEXT>35955
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Barry,You my hero!
Mams
SUBJECT>cummins 4bt in the 715 is running!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Thursday,1 January 2004,at 10:27 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35952
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewtopic&p
=466&sid=20e8428015ffe0df94426594ef9d080b#466
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>Mikel EMAIL>BW1339@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2
January 2004,at 12:30 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35914 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good luck!
Mikel
SUBJECT>Re:M35A2 dimensional drawing...CTXT POSTER>Recovry4x4
EMAIL>recovry4x4@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 1:26 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35906 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Karl,its on the way!
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 4:33 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35913 NEXT>35930 35931 35933 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Dear Yorbig mouth.I dont know what you are talking about.what do you know of
hollywood-one guess nothing.Like i told tacoma he was right I never worked on cars past
69 and i know them very well-ask jay leno or nicholas cage(have letters of
recommendation and pictures from the both of them that i used to get a nice job on the set
of 1942 and batman forever)-actually dont ask them becuase you will only shame me
further.I bet you had a horrible new years and thought you should take it out on me
nstead of the family dog becuase the sherrif has already warned you about kicking him in
public.Tacoma even though you are cynical w th me I do apprec ate your info as well as
bob,ethan,lucky and curtis.Im sorry i dont pass your 4x4 expectations but hey,I really
dont care about a pompus toothless american that throws the r unvalidated opinions as if
t was their toilet water out the r bedroom window.I will continue to post my questions
and its my hope I w ll make fre nds here.Theirs more to life than your truck yorwarth.
This is a forum for the m715 but through it,I believe you can make friends and I can in
return extend my knowledge or help on things that has nothing to do with trucks.In
clos ng yorwarth you are allowed to say anything you want in this forum,but if you have
any conscience at all,you will think twice abouty judg ng people the way you just did
with me.Honestly it showed you are a moron who knows about trucks unlike the nice
people I have seen here who have valuable information and who back it up w th
professionalism and respect.Something I am assuming you lack.
Yours Truely,
ABRAHAM
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SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 5:02
a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35912 NEXT>35944 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.Hope everything goes well.You in my prayers.Just curious,did you tell him that the
smooth driving of your truck could of assisted in the injury?-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com DATE>Friday,
2 January 2004,at 6:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35912 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Brute ,sorry to hear about your injury hope you will have a speedy recovery .Curtis
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 8:16 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35911 NEXT>35926 35927 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I have seen persons use a punch to punch the seal and then pry it out,but you need to be
carefull...Check your local autoparts store...many of them will rent you the tool for a few
bucks...Depends on how neet you want to be.
Sorry no Idea on the parts,but most people on this board hold AB in high regards so they
should be ok.
Joe
SUBJECT>HELP 427 Chevy question POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
35925 35935 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know some of you guys are using chevy tall block truck engines.Here is my question I
want to up grade my ignition from points to HEI.
What will work?I can go chevy or after market.Any help would be great.
Chevy 1974
427T 4 bolt main
SUBJECT>OH and Happy New year All POSTER>Frank EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 8:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35924
NEXT>35929 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy New year ALL
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35923 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the help.I decided not to worry about the numbers as the seals I got looked
like upgrades so all I did was pop holes in them from the outside and I used a cotter pin
puller to pry them out.I'm afraid to try that w th the shift rails so I might leave them.
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:19 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35923 NEXT>35932
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We use something similar to this.Maybe you can build one out of an old scewdriver and
vise-grips.Hook the little end under seal case,and whack the big end with hammer (you'd
whack vise grips...)
http://buy1.snapon.com/catalog/pro_det.asp?P65=&tool=all&item_ID=12191&group_ID
=1644&store=snapon-store&dir=catalog
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>kaiserjeeps%portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:36 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35912 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
We are all pulling for you Jon.Get well soon...
SUBJECT>Re:OH and Happy New year All POSTER>Barrman
EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35925 NEXT>35934 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
You can convert your points distributor to pointless or you can get an aftermarket set up.
A lot of the new aftermarket stuff has a slidding seat for the manifold highth.I would
recommend switching what you have over to pointless.Summit and Jegs both have
several kits ranging between $60-$110.That way firewall clearance will be greater and
make thinks cheaper and eas er all around.
Barrman
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>kaiserjeeps%portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:59 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35920 NEXT>35938 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Abraham,If you're going to talk the talk,then walk the walk.You talk about all the fancy
people you know,and how great a guy you are,but your last name calling post shows
true.Personally (in my own opinion only)you're approach from the get go needs
maintenance.I have not said anything till now because things are sometimes not what
they appear.Chill out on the name calling.Mr.Yorwarth is a well respected old timer (on
this list)who just might have a part or advice you need someday.Last thing,I'm not
trying to chase you away
but it sounds like you need some feedback......Have a good new year...
Ka serjeeps....Al T.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 10:19 a.m.
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EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35920 NEXT>
35939 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You can call Barry pompus and toothless,but I think this is the first time on this board
I've ever seen someone use "American"as an insult.You might want to be careful there
Abe.I'm not taking sides,but I think that was Barry's way (in true Barry fashion)of.suggesting that maybe a visit to
a 4X4 shop would be appropriate.Don't forget he tried to
help you,as has everyone,but you seem to want MORE MORE MORE.It's just
frustrating to some.Hang in there buddy.Calm down.
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 10:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35927 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Good idea,thanks for the photo,I think I w ll fire up the torch and make my own.
SUBJECT>wow.Chill...out....maaaaan POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2
January 2004,at 10:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35920 NEXT>35940
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I find it odd that you profess to know a lot about cars but yet seem to lack some bas c
knowledge of post69 vehicles.I for instance,don't really care about 50's vehicles but have
a basic understanding of their systems,as they really aren't that different.Do you mean to
tell me you haven't ever driven or worked on anything newer than 69???If so,you have a
charmed life,to be able to stay in old cars.I'd love that,of course I'd put all new
suspens ons under them.
Second,your insults to Barry are not only toothless (unlike Barry btw hahah)but pretty
silly.You have literally no idea what you're talking about.You should see his trucks first,
and then talk about restoration OR modification.Even without that,your response is
uncalled for.Look at how many times you've asked the same question,and how many
times you've been answered and maybe you can understand the frustration.These posts
don't write themselves.
Thirdly,I for one have g ven you what info you've asked for.It's simple:look at your
truck,look at the new parts.What needs to be done presents itself immediately.In the
case of axle swaps,it's something like:new spring perches,draglink.(more or less).For a
self professed restorer of old vehicles this should not present much of a problem,so I'm a
little confused as to the reposting of the same question.There are plenty of 4wd shops in
your area that will do what you want if you really don't think you're up to it.If not,take
the information we've been giving you and use it!
SUBJECT>Re:OH and Happy New year All POSTER>Frank
EMAIL>jeepcj559@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 10:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35929 NEXT>35936 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Do I need a new coil and wires too?
SUBJECT>ema l Spicer,look ins de POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2
January 2004,at 10:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35924 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If I remember right he told me some of them have a dropped manifold that lets you use
any HEI..but he can tell you for sure..
If so,that's the cheap way to go....SUBJECT>Re:OH and Happy New year All POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 11:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35934 NEXT>35965 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey frank,
I just changed my points on my 350 to a pertonix ignitor.It took me 10 minutes to put it
on.All you do is get rid or the points and condensor,and screw in this module in its place.
The negative wire goes to the negative part of the coil and the positive wire to the
positive of the coil and thats it.If you are using a ballast that u connect it to the possitve
of the ballast.You can keep your stock coil or bump it up to a performance coil.My truck
started right up.You can buy it offline from www.pawengineparts.com,part number per-
1144a for chevy applications from 62-74.The price is about 77.00 plus change and tax.
Do not go for mallory becuase the r set up is like a light bulb,any shorts in yoiur car or a
surge can bust the thing,and you have to use a mallory ballast and a mallory coil
otherwise the limited warranty is not valid.Hope that helped.
Abe
SUBJECT>gimme directions!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2 January
2004,at 11:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35907 NEXT>35963
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need an excuse to go to Ogden.It's like a day trip from here LOL..
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 11:22 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35930 NEXT>35941 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dear kaiser,I dont take things ly ng down.When my integrity is being insulted,I step to
the plate.Now if you say Im lying then i have proof to back it up,documentation.Im not
trying to show off-I would never have sa d anything had he not in sulted me.As far as an
old timer,you dont have to tell me that becuase he talks like one.If you have read all my
posts,I am curteous and respectful and have offered my jewlery designing skills for froo
to thos who have helped me becuase like to g ve back.Thats how important this web is to
me.Well I am walking the walk what do you mean-you guys are calling me out?I came
out-now thats not good enough?AS far as my name calling-did you see his post?I wasnt
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name caloing thats what I feel about a guy who doesnt klnow me and verbaly molls me
down.Just becuase you know him from here longer doesnt make what he sa d right.Sorry
but thats the way I am,I back myself up verbaly and physicaly in life-thats the way I am
and I return graces g ven to me ten times fold if i have the opp to do so.Sorry you think I
need ma ntanence.SOme attitude here certa nly does.Thank you for your response.
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 11:29 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35931 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is going on here.I called barry a pompus american becuase from what I see he is an
american not phillipino.Im American thats why I bought this truck.I have all the info I.need,I didnt see anywhere
that it sa d you cant ask too many questions.DOnt you get it I
just bought the damn thing-I cant ask now?lol my goodness people.I have all the info I
need now thanks to you guys so dont worry about anymore questions.I can see what
happens when i ask them.Take care everyone God bless.
Ps WHo ever asked me earlier about gettring their cuff donew th topaz ema l me
abe@silvers ngs.com and my offer still stands to those who helped me out-it would be
my pleasure to make you something for free.
Abe
SUBJECT>Re:wow.Chill...out....maaaaan POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 11:50 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35933 NEXT>35948 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WHoopie finally Tacoma you are talking to me.Well re -read what I wrote back to him,I
said you may have knowledge of old trucks but you lack respect.WHat I did is what he
did-yes ofcourse I dont know the guy,so I gave him back silly remarks as well,they both
taste the same.WHy I ask the same question twice?Um they are to different people w th
different set ups.Also if its to the same person-its very s mple.I want to make sure I
understand what you are trying to say-thats all.I just dont go buy ng parts unless I know
as much as I can.If I only get 1 response I ask maybe in a different way to make sure I got
t down right in the hopes another w ll give me their opinion.It worked.It took 2 weeks
till bob and lucky adressed me in what I was thiniing but wasnt sure about.Bob saved me
a lot of money by not doing the pro tools set up.Im glad I asked so many questions.Is
that wrong?-its called be ng smart about things.No one forces anyone here to reply to
anyone.I just added the power steering yesterday and its great thanks guys-Im ready to
get my 208 transfer case and my auto tranny thanks,The truck is going to my pa nt shop
get the od done-thanks for the info about that.As far as my charmed life?Dude I use to
restore them for money-thats it I always had a new car(not because i lead a charmed life
but becuase I am intelligent and use my abilities as best as I can.You know as well as I do
If im going to restore a classic its oem all the way.The only time I did a rear disk swap
was with a 67 mustang A code to where he wanted the rear disk.The only car you can
swap it in is a 78 79 lincoln versaille"as far as I know"-other than that,thats it.I was good
at what I did in the past but I never said I was the king hancho.I was asking about truck
axels info I dont know about.Tacoma if i know you like im starting to then little jabs here
and there are funny.If i dont know you then cant you understand where I'm coming from.
Of course I dont mean the s lly things I sa d,but please let the new guy fight his own
battles.YOu guys were new once too-or maybe you dont like city guys.hey I dont balme
you,most of them are back stabbers.I grew up watching the dukes of hazzard and Andy
Griffith-I love country people-thats it im done with this topic.Happy new year gentleman
SUBJECT>look,here's the s mple point,and that's it.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 11:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35938
NEXT>35942 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It rubs a lot of people the wrong way to answer the same question from the same person.
We've all been new to MTrucks,and we all bring w th us our own experience or lack
thereof.No one I've seen yet has a problem helping out,but don't abuse the resource.
Aga n,a lot of people dont'have all the time in the world to s t here and write posts,so.t's a show of respect to
read them carefully and take that information to heart.A quick re-
reading of any of your brake threads shows pretty complete information!Same w/axle
swaps.
No one's try ng to shut you out,but you've got to relax man!There isn't one bit of
nformation that anyone would keep from you for the asking--but don't ignore the
answers.
Also,I'd hes tate before running out:there is no greater resource for these trucks.Barry
for one has a whole garage full of NOS parts.Spicer is a fount of arcane interchange info,
etc etc.I can tell you what to get off other Jeeps,s nce that's how I got into this whole 715
mess anyway.
SUBJECT>Re:look,here's the simple point,and that's it.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 12:27 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35941 NEXT>35946 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey tacoma,no one told you to answer me more than what you wanted to?DO you think
I take your info and just igonore it and just love to ask questions on these posts?-damn .
Did you read my last response to you-you helped me w th my power steering.Only after I
got as many peoples opinions on it.Did you see bob cowans response to the protools disc
convers on.H e didnt have a good experience w th the guy doing the work when it cam to
being respons ble.I dont like that myself.Also he made sense to me about keeping the
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old break system.Had I not "read his response"I would have spent money on the protools
and who knows what may have happened.I only found out later that the guy needs to ship
work out and I didnt know all the details about why he needed deposits up front.T0o
many variables that can go wrong from my experience.So I saved my ass by asking all
those frustrating questions.I will continue in the future to ask all the questions i want and
You and everyone else can asnwer me or not-I agin for the 20yth time appreciate
everyones info but I have my way of doing things.You dont have to help me man-But
thanks to everyone who did.I appreciate it more than you know
SUBJECT>I know what NDT stands for POSTER>ka serjeeps*portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 12:30 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35947 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Non directional tread...not!How about No Da*n traction...I have been using a 77
longbed GMC w th a 14'car trailer and my M715 to move.My new home is on the other
side of a fa rly short pass.It has a very tight ha rpin "S"turn in it.It has been slicker than
snot here the last few days.I was creeping through the "S"turn in the 715 with all my
furniture and she started sliding sideways into the oncoming lane in a very hard right turn.
This was the result of a downshift that was to late.Thankfully nobody was coming and a
little gas pedal put me back in line.I've heard comments about the lack of traction with
NDT's in the slick,but that was sad.I'm leaving the M715 at home till the roads are
better.The drivers here need lessons in ice driving.Two people in the ditch this morn on
the way to work.And a double tra ler semi stuck trying to climb to the summit.I love it!!!
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,2
January 2004,at 12:39 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35921 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Actually,I blew the clutch up in August or so...have no been able to get a new one in it so
I havent driven it since...
Doc is out today,so I wont get word on his opinion til at least Monda...oh well...
brute4c
SUBJECT>The lube chart says grease...POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 12:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35848
NEXT>35950 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
So thats what I use...there is quite a bit of info out there that says to use what they call
knuckle pudding...a mix of grease and lube...I think this would have some merit...as long
as it is more grease than oil,maybe 75/25 mix or so...
Also note,almost all of the civvy Jeeps recomend the gear lube,only very few say
grease...but it is well documented by many members who have used straight lube that
leakage is a way of life w th lube only.
brute4c
SUBJECT>ok!that's that!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at
2:27 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35942 NEXT>35951 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
lol..man,let it goooooooo...
glad I helped w/the PS deal.I had a hell of a time manhandling the 725 into parking spots
on 36/12.5's hahahahah...
SUBJECT>you got that right!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2 January
2004,at 2:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35943 NEXT>35962
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
notice the pronounced lack of tread along the center rib.Fun!hahahah
no one can drive here either.I personally saw 3 people the other day,and counted 19 cars
off the road.That's one a mile,on flat straight roads.Makes me glad I grew up in NY's
snow belt.
SUBJECT>FOR THE RECORD POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 2:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35940 NEXT>
35953 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob Cowan did not trash Pro Tools on the board,unless he ema led you privately.On the
board he said "I'll take a set"and he said he had done business with Rich in the past with
wheels (Bob sells wheels)...so I don't know how that saved you money.Personally,I'm
done w th you,but I've only responded so that others cons dering the Pro Tool disc brake
convers on are not scared away by false info.
And by the way,a depos t is required for the purchase of material.As a business man you
should understand that...so if someone flakes out...the guy doesn't take it in the shorts.
(another commercial for a group disc brake order)
-G-.SUBJECT>Operator's Manual For Sale POSTER>Dwight Cook
EMAIL>DDCookCPA@aol.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 2:32 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36008 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
M-715 Operator's Manual (glove compartment manual),TM 9-2320-244-10,August
1968,Very good condition,$15 shipped in US.
SUBJECT>Re:The lube chart says grease...POSTER>kaiserjeeps*portland Orehgyn
EMAIL>altempl@hpc.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 3:18 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35945 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The guys over at the early CJ board use the Knuckle puddin thing to.They have the Dana
27 closed knuckle front end.It comes up there alot too...
SUBJECT>Re:ok!that's that!POSTER>hollywoodm715 EMAIL>abe@silvers ngs.com
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35946
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NEXT>35970 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
do u have any pics of your 725 up on here?
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt in the 715 is running!POSTER>B_Yorwarth
EMAIL>germ@ptd.net DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35917 NEXT>35954 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey Lee ,What are the horsepower and torque specs on the 4bt?B.
SUBJECT>Re:FOR THE RECORD POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35948 NEXT>35957 35958 35959 35971
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
be done w th me thats fine and i never said bob trashed anyone but if u pay attention to
the posts look a little lower and his way of thinking makes perfect sense-and if you pay
attention to what I sa d-I didnt know he had to sub contract the deal to a guy w th a
plasma who he doesnt have yet.If I would ever go that route in the futre it would be with
hele tool simply becuase they are better orchestrated-for the record!!!
SUBJECT>Re:cummins 4bt in the 715 is running!POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35952 NEXT>35968 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
105hp 300tq
the stock motor listed max hp at 4000rpm.that was unachievable in my 230
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 4:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35916
NEXT>35956 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No hero here Mams,The heros are all in Iraq and Afganistan!!I'm just a good old
toothless Pa.redneck .I don't make big cla ms of having friends among the stars,my best.friend is my dog.I tool
steel ,not leather.I have grease under my fingernails and I like it
there.When we refer to bracelets ,they are handcuffs.Jewels and stones are body parts.I
never worked on the Batmobile ,But I've built several M715's.The last time I looked,this
was still the M715 Zone.NOT the QVC shopping channel.I don't try to buy information ,
I get mine the old fashion way.I ask for it .Real trucks are built ,NOT bought !!Thank
you to all you guys that know me.But will you still respect me in the morning ???B.
SUBJECT>Re:I'm callin you out.POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 4:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35955 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
huh?
SUBJECT>Re:hollywoodm715 (long)POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 4:49 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35953
NEXT>35961 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hollywood take it easy man life is to short to be gettin all wound up and bangin on the
guys here.we all know that you dont know anything about the m7xx trucks and 4 wheel
drives but the tech is the same for these as they are for the early cars.common are some
hard to find parts and different ideas on making things work but the princ ples are the
same.the best way for you may not even work for others as there driving habits may
require something different.Most of these guys here have incredible knowledge of these
trucks and some even sell parts for them here.I work w th and tra n guys that dont know
anything about cars period and sometimes I get frustrated w th them but Im trying to find
guys that are mechanically inclined and g ving them the same opportunity that I got and
teaching them to be as good of a mechanic as they can be.so be nice to these guys and be
respectful and they will be far more willing to help you out and almost everyone here can
help you in your indevors one way or another or at least guide you in the right direction.
Im not try ng to preach to you just help you out here and make your experiences the best
possible.THe guys here are all some really good guys so ease up on the name callin or
mud slinging.by the way,how old are you and how long you been in hollywood?Take
care and have a HAPPY NEW YEAR!
SUBJECT>Re:I STAND CORRECTED POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>35953 NEXT>
35960 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
BOB (all caps)did trash R ch Brandi and Pro Tools.
Now respond with "huh?"
So you can have the last word.
SUBJECT>Re:I STAND CORRECTED POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 6:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35959 NEXT>36041 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
LOVE YOU GARY-NOW i ATTEMPTED TO HAVE THE LAST WORD -MUAH.SUBJECT>Re:hollywoodm715 (long)POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35958 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
well dave I didnt start all of this and I think it has been resolved-from now on I w ll only
address my questions to those who have been helpful and respectful and they know who
they are.Have you read all the posts?Ive been told its bad to ask to many questions that
"sound the same"I have tried to bribe people for info whith my jelwery when I dont give
them out for free-I offered as a gesture of good fellowship.SO you guys want my blood?-
too bad you can only have my sae old 30 we ght oil.Im 31 and was born in hollywood ca.
ANyway dave like u sa d there are SOME really great people here and my truck and I are
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ndebted to them as well as nice poeple like you.
SUBJECT>them utah drivers cant drive anyway POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,2 January 2004,at 9:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35947
NEXT>35966 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
u should know that
SUBJECT>Re:gimme directions!POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Friday,2
January 2004,at 9:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35937 NEXT>35969
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ll be home late next week.Vis ting folks in tucson
SUBJECT>Re:3 Transer Case rebuild questions.POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 5:45 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35909 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,
I've used AB's seals w th great success.I replaced all four of the yoke seals when it was
out of the vehicle.Only one leaked,but I think it was because the yoke itself was pitted.I
replaced the yoke and seal together and now have no leaks.I didn't have a seal puller,
however,I've found a unique way to get them out w thout one.I use a dent puller.I
simply screw the puller into a hole I punch into the seal (metal part)being careful not to
go too far into the seal (you've got a good bit of distance between the outside of the seal
and the bearing--I use a small sheet metal screw about 1/2 inch long).Once you get it
attached,s mply use the weighted slide to "pull and bang"the seal out.If the seal hole
fails before the seal is extracted,do it again in a nearby spot.It has always worked for me
and I've never damaged a bearing or reta ner.As far as the shift seals,I didn't replace
mine.The TC didn't need to be refurbished and replacing those seals require a major
disassembly.Anyhow,even without replacing mine they are not leaking.They do weep,
but the TM says that's normal.I think they are high enough on the case to be above the
standing oil level.Good luck.Ema l me if you need further explanation.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:OH and Happy New year All POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35936 NEXT>36030 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.The only thing about keeping stock dist is that many of
them were governed to limit
advance.the stock carbs were governed as well.I think msd and mallory both make long
shaft dist.for this engine.Lots of speed parts are available like manifold spacers etc.
because they used to be the starting point for pro-stock racers before g.m.started casting
big inch blocks for racers.
SUBJECT>no kidding!POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at
10:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35962 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
We got about 4"today,saw 2 people stuck over the curb in the neighborhood,aga n,
straight roads.These people would never make it in the twisty east.
SUBJECT>What happened to my VIN #POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35972 35973
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have been try ng to title my truck for a while since i bought it w thout a title(never make
that mistake),so i have to fill out all these forms and tell them why i don't have one.The
new problem is I can't find my VIN #.So now I am up the creek.Anyone have a VIN #
on a junk M-715 w th a title they would like to sell (just the part inscripted with the VIN
#),I'm offering $50 for it.I have been building this thing for a year and want to get it on
the road.And just out of curious ty incase i just over looked it,where is it at?
SUBJECT>so in other words...POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3 January
2004,at 10:21 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35954 NEXT>35979
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..not nearly enough for Barry hahah There is a guy here trying to work one out for a
rockcrawler but he's having trouble gearing it right.
SUBJECT>ok,get in touch POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35963 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
shoot me an email when you get back.
SUBJECT>hmmm not sure POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:35 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35951 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
There should be one or 3 in the photo galleries...nothing current though.It's been s tting a
while due to my buy ng a house and having a kid lol....should be about mechanically
buttoned up this summer.
SUBJECT>uh...one thing you might cons der...POSTER>tacoma
EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:38 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35953 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
..I believe ProTool IS the new Helitool.I think they changed their name.But I don't.know for sure,and my fa th in
that statement isn't too firm lol..
SUBJECT>where are you?POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35967 NEXT>35974 35990 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
out here they w ll take the serial number as this is a mil.vehicle and I haven't found a
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VIN per se yet.Also,mine has never been titled anywhere,came from GA and apparently
they've got some screwy setup too.UT DMV will run a check w/that serial number just to
see if there IS a title anywhere but there won't be.Not sure what they put on the title here
LOL
Might want to check and see if your DMV has some s milar deal.
SUBJECT>Re:What happened to my VIN #POSTER>Jason Groves
EMAIL>wjgroves@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:49 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35967 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in alaska i titled mine using the serial #as it is the only number on the vehicle.They
did not have any problems with this.
Jason
SUBJECT>Re:where are you?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3 January
2004,at 10:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35972 NEXT>35977
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I am in VA and I think the have the most backwards system out yet.M ne was registered
back in 1986 in CT but I lost the guys name so I couldn't attempt to contact him if I
wanted to.Bought it from a different guy in RI who never bothered to register it and he
didn't need a title cause it was over 10 years old.I supposed I should look for my serial #
now,if I can find that.Thanks for the info -Scott
SUBJECT>Cheap shipping out there anywhere?POSTER>Scott EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:56 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>35985 35989 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try ng to ship some tires half way across the US.Anyone know anywhere that will do
this for under a million dollars?-Scott
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>Karl EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 12:19 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35912 NEXT>35984
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Stay strong,it will work out OK.Keep us posted.
Karl
SUBJECT>it's on the data plate POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 12:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>35974 NEXT>35982 36005 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
or should be,provided you have one LOL.VA DMV should be able to do a title search.and go from there.Hopefully
though,they'll let you title it w/the serial #.I just need bill
of sale and the serial.
Hell,you could register it here too LOL...
SUBJECT>Willy's T96 with overdrive POSTER>Jeff EMAIL>w dlin1@comcast.net
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 1:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy New Year,
Does any one on the board know if a Willys T96-1B transmission with overdrive can be
swapped for the T98 on our M715 or,if the overdrive can be used on the T98?The
transmission is a 3 speed so I guess it does not have a very low first gear but the overdrive
would be nice for driving on the roads.I have a chance to pick one up for 50 bucks.
Thanks in advance
Jeff
SUBJECT>Re:so in other words...POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 1:45 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35968
NEXT>35980 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I was just wondering what they have.The Cummins in my new truck is 305 Hp and 555
lbs of torque.That thing is unbelievable !!You don't even know that yout pulling a tra ler
with a truck on it .B.
SUBJECT>i"m excited POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Saturday,
3 January 2004,at 2:21 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35979 NEXT>35981
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
one of the Jeep lists I"m on posted an ebay link to a burned out Chevy Cummins
w/TH400--out of some commercial deal.It's good to know there are e ther adapters or
Cummins cases around.The one for sale is a POS...
SUBJECT>Re:i"m excited POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 2:26 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35980
NEXT>35986 36009 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey that is interesting.See what else you can find out.B.
SUBJECT>Re:it's on the data plate POSTER>koobster/Utah EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,
3 January 2004,at 2:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35977 NEXT>35987
36004 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In utah they use the number on the data plate.To get a tittle out here all i had to do was
bring ib the a bunch of pics and get a bonded tittle took me about 3 days and 200 dollars
and im good to go.there is a serial #stamped on the fram just behind the radiator mount i
think its on the right s de.not sure but there is one up there and that should be legal.John
knows where it is but he has a sore neck and cant sit at the compter that long any more.
go under links and lookup serial numbersi bet that it is in there..SUBJECT>Another possible diesel eng ne for
M715...POSTER>Karl
EMAIL>mildot20@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 2:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35988 35991 36010 36098 LINKNAME>
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LINKURL>
Just came across this engine(Yanmar 4TNE106T)while surfing the web.Seems like a
possible canidate for M715 repower.I'm not too familiar w th the larger Yanmar diesels,
but the small eng nes have been used in construction and farm equipment by John Deere
and others w th great sucess.
Specs:4cyl
Turbo
4.4L
112.9 HP @2500RPM (might not spin fast enough for truck application)
Link:http://www.yanmar.com/industrial/tne%20liquid-cooled.html
Karl
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>Ed J.EMAIL>edjecha2@webtv.net DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 3:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaNNyeWxQJF3Q
PREVIOUS>35976 NEXT>36019 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hang in there Brute4c,your in our prayers.Ed J.
SUBJECT>Re:Cheap shipping out there anywhere?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 3:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
greyhound
SUBJECT>Re:i"m excited POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 3:24 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35981 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a guy here has a 6bt with an auto for 1500.140,000 miles and the tranny is newly rebuilt
SUBJECT>hehe POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 3:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35982 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
here in the wild west of Tooele they just need the number written down.Don't even want
to see it LOL.I'll show them on video or digital camera anwyay...
they let me re-register my van from NY.I thought that was pretty funny."just get it
nspected when you get back".Why?I already got the tags LOL..
enough banter,this isn't helping the orig nal Q.
CHECK OUT THE NEW BOARDS THEY"RE WAY COOL MAAAAAN
SUBJECT>the real question is how much torque does it make?POSTER>tacoma.EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 3:56 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f that's close to redline you might have to have some pretty tall gears in there,say 3:1 or
something LOL...
That's worth checking out though.If memory serves,Yanmar is the former Penn Yan
Marine,out of Penn Yan NY,right on Seneca Lake.Our "corporate headquarters"are on
the western shore.
SUBJECT>I work for FedEx .....POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:09 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35975 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
...Try sending them FedEx Freight or FedEx Express Freight.Not as much as you would
think.
SUBJECT>FL titles from the serial #mine is 13333 POSTER>Thomas E.K ng
EMAIL>tomandlisa@bellsouth.net DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:11 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35972 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>Tom K rkman
EMAIL>rodmaker@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:13 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35983 NEXT>35994 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You know,the 125HP diesel from Hercules is back in production.It's a bolt in w th just a
few pieces from M.A.R.S.I forget what the torque (power)rating is,but I've driven some
M715's with this eng ne and regeared to about 4.56 and they run very strong and will
cruise at 70MPH all day.
SUBJECT>heater motor amperage draw POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35997 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please tell me the amperage draw of the original 24V personal heater
motor?I can't find it in any manual!!?Also,is the original feed wire to the motor heavier
gauge than the rest of the harness?The supply is heavier (#85)but the motor feed w re is
not.Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Shipping a bed POSTER>Colt Re tenger EMAIL>reitenger@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36007 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need to get a truck bed from WI to CO.Anybody ever done this and have any idea of
cost?Are is there someone on that end that would maybe pick it up and meet me partway
for pay??
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>lee aless /baton.rouge la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35991 NEXT>35996 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
mine is 105hp,285tq,4.56 gears....ill tell you how it runs soon
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SUBJECT>m715 on tracks POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>35998 35999 36024 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
the first two are small files
the last is too large to email.
any suggestions let me know
http://homepage.mac.com/ltaless /PhotoAlbum46.html
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>lee aless /baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 4:52 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35994 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m not sure of the transmission adapters,flywheels and such for the yanmar.i also believe
the generator/industrial versions of the cummins are cost prohibitive to use,or i was told
they were.
SUBJECT>Re:heater motor amperage draw POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 5:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35992 NEXT>36002
LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/appendix2.html
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/manuals/34/appendix2.html
You owe me for this....
Link below to specs shows under section B5 electrical,last item,Fuse Data,Heater,9
amp
Also I had my daughter go out to the shop and find the wiring and instructions that came
with the nos 24 volt hot water heater I bought from VPW in October.The wire is #85,
matches the manuals on that...and has an inline glass fuse,the plastic quarter tw st to
open type like older car stereos have...and it does have a 9 amp glass fuse in there.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on tracks POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 5:47 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35995
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
WAY COOL!I'm glad I didn't bid on it and drive up the price!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on tracks POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 5:53 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35995
NEXT>36001 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.For the big one,maybe you could crop the sky and part of the foreground out and it
would
still be a BIG file,but it wouldn't be AS big.If you want people to be able to download
the file and print it,you want at least 150 DPI for whatever size print you want to make.
Ethan
SUBJECT>heater motor amperage draw POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36003 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Can someone please tell me the amperage draw of the original 24V personal heater
motor?I can't find it in any manual!!?Also,is the original feed wire to the motor heavier
gauge than the rest of the harness?The supply is heavier (#85)but the motor feed w re is
not.Thanks!
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on tracks POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:02 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35999 NEXT>36014 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ts 300 dpi now.i figured those who want it w ll download it,instead of me clogging your
nbox
we need to put it on the site
SUBJECT>Re:heater motor amperage draw POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35997 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks Jon!Yeah I do owe you big time.I hope things go well for you w th the doctor.
Take care.
Steven
SUBJECT>Please disregard the above post POSTER>Steven
EMAIL>trichoplusiani@hotma l.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:07 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36000 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Sorry,I posted this again by leaving it on my browser,then it reposted when I refreshed.
Sorry.
Steven
SUBJECT>Re:it's on the data plate POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35982
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The serial number is also stamped on the frame rail directly above the rear axle on the
passenger s de.clean it off,stick your head in the fender well and look for it.Some of the
numbers on mine look like the were stamped by a five year old,so clean and look to
make sure you get all of the numbers.
Barrman.SUBJECT>Found my serial number POSTER>Scott EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35977 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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Found it on the data plate...but that was still hard to find since i just pa nted my truck and
couldn't find the data plate in my garage for 30 mins.
I think registering in another state might be the way to go if they don't let me here.I shall
soon find out.
SUBJECT>divorced 205's in cali POSTER>lee aless /baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:53 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36016 36017 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=208044
SUBJECT>Re:Shipping a bed POSTER>Mammy EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 6:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35993
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had one brought to Cali from Kansas and I got extremely lucky w th it being 150 bucks.
The guy was thinking it was something way smaller.H s loss not mine.
For profess onal shipping,you're looking at the 500-1000 dollar range.A better bet would
be posting a want ad at the Yesterday's Tractor website.You'll have to search for the
address as I don't know it offhand.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Operator's Manual For Sale POSTER>Tom Lovinggood
EMAIL>tlovinggood@comcast.net DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 7:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35949 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Bob==
I would like to buy it--please sent address and I can send M.O.
Thanks
Tom Lovinggood
SUBJECT>Re:i"m excited POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 7:30 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35981
NEXT>36013 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 4BT and 6BT have a flywheel housing that bolts on to the rear of the block.you can
get many different ones with the bellhous ng pattern you want.they make dodge,chevy,
ford(i think?)clark,and several SAE patterns.so if you took one out of a Dodge truck
(6BT)and wanted to install it in a chevy,you would get the proper hous ng with the
pattern you want.when i built forklifts for the military we ordered the eng nes with a
clark pattern to use clark transmissions.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>Joe Ka ser.EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 8:36 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35983 NEXT>36011 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would think adapting the bell hous ng and a clutch plate etc would drive your cost way
up....I am thinking that e ther the cummins like lee is using,the 6.2 or 6.5 from GM or the
herc from mars are about the best ones out there.Ok maybe the Ford power stroke and the
dodge/cummins would work also w th their mated transmissions.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>lee aless /baton
rouge la EMAIL>ltaless @mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 8:45 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36010 NEXT>36018 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
herc is 6-7000 dollars for the motor!!!!!!(if my memory is working)
cumminns pros:
cheap
no glowplugs
simple
cons
loud
louder
loudest
SUBJECT>new board!go there.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 8:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36020 36023 36027 36031 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforum&
f=1
The new board is awesome.Takes a while to get used to it but it's got a lot of neat
features.
oh,you have to register but it's pretty self explanatory.
SUBJECT>Re:i"m excited POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 9:05 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36009 NEXT>36015 36032 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
correct,but isnt the nv4500 diesel input shat larger and splined different?wouldnt the
clutch be different?i.e.a dodge clutch needs x spline,a gm needs y splines and the
flywheel face is drilled for certain holes for the pressure plate e ther x or y?
one note.i have seen LOTS of people compla n about the GM clutch in swaps and w sh
they had gone dodge hydro style.
f im wrong let me know.if i had a budget (i do)and was starting from scratch it seems
that the dodge diesel is the way to go.you know it works!
SUBJECT>Re:m715 on tracks POSTER>Ethan EMAIL>ethan@esbrady.com.DATE>Saturday,3 January 2004,at 10:08
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p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36001 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I downloaded a copy.WAY Cool.Again,thanks for posting it for all of us to see,instead
of hoarding it and keeping it a "hidden gem"in your closet where your grandkids would
eventually find it and wonder what the heck grandpa was saving a picture of THAT for!
SUBJECT>yes POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com DATE>Saturday,3
January 2004,at 10:22 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36013 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Friend of mine swapped in a 4500 to a Chevy,had to change the shaft.
personally I think Mechanical clutch deals rule.But that's just me.
SUBJECT>Re:divorced 205's in cali POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 12:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36006 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Lee,I am not resistered there and aI can't get that guys email.He is 90minutes from
me...can you get and send me his ema l address to me?
-G-
SUBJECT>Thansks.NTXT POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@D recway.com
DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 9:06 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36006 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
.
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>bobby EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 9:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaB6SHZJSv92U PREVIOUS>36011 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
try a muffler....I know u have a few around somewhere.
SUBJECT>Re:status POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Sunday,4 January
2004,at 12:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35984 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Take care of yourself and god w lling youll be up and going soon!Never give up!take it
from me as for the last 10 years Ive been fighting degenerative arthritis and fibromialg a
(Joint pain).Ive been down but never out and I too live w th more pa n than most people
can handle so I know what your going through and all my best wishes and prayers go out
to you.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>BrianM(NH+UT)
EMAIL>the1968jeepthing@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 1:57 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36012 NEXT>36021 36026 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>.whats wrong with this one?
-Brian M
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 2:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36020 NEXT>36034 36083 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
It's soon to be obsolete.New year,new board.Go there or be square.
Us ng the most advanced technology available today,our beloved founding fathers have
given us a mo'betta way to keep us up to date with the ever changing facets of this hobby.
Plus you can post pictures of your truck.Or your girlfriend.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:24V toggle switch POSTER>B Davis EMAIL>wkld@comcast.net
DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 5:28 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35856
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Any auto parts store.12V/24V it does not matter as much as the amperage rating.If the
heater motor pulls 15amps at 24 Volts then you would need a 12volt vers on capable of
30 amps.
B ll.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>Joe Ka ser EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net
DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36012
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When this one redirects me to that one then I'll be there...eh what?
Personnaly it seems slower than this one,but maybe that's because its not on the same
server...I'm slow to change just ask my wife...lol.
Joe
SUBJECT>I have a set ava lable !POSTER>Tom @Snake River
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 9:28 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35995 NEXT>LINKNAME>Snake River 4x4
LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
I have a set,about 8 years old off of a GMC 8 hole pattern.Price would be $14,000 fob
Eastern Idaho.I can get more info for serious inquiries.Tom
SUBJECT>Stock steering column length POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 9:39 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>NEXT>36033
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I bent my steering column during a drunken,one man cab removal with a cheery picker
(very intense-very heavy),but it can be done.I'm considering replacement options but I
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don't know from what point I should measure it.Summit has new columns measuring 30".and 32"and I have a potential
donor vehicle.Depending on where I set my tape I can get
both numbers.Does anyone know how to measure a steering column OR what our stock
lenght is?
SUBJECT>soon to be gone.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
DATE>Sunday,4 January 2004,at 10:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36020
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris is correct.No more old board.Adapt or die!New one is waaaaay better.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>Keller (VA)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 1:44 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36012
NEXT>36028 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tacoma,Do we have to re-reg ster for the new s te?I can access the Members Menu here,
but am unable to log on to new site.Please advise.Thanks,Keller.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>mike petrus EMAIL>1mppb@msn.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 3:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36027
NEXT>36029 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Keller,I had to re-register.Mike Petrus
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>Keller (VA)EMAIL>hkellerjr@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 5:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36028
NEXT>36037 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mike,Many thanks.Will g ve that a try.Howard
SUBJECT>YO Frank!POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 5:23 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35965 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm running a 427TD in my truck.I have the intake with the two thermostats in the
manifold at the water neck.I know for sure that style manifold has a dropped distributor
mounting surface so it's the same distributor mount he ght as a short deck BBC or small
block.I yanked the points and dropped in an HEI,hooked one hot w re to it and was done
with the wiring.Pertronix makes a s mple kit,but you still have a small cap and if I'm not
mistaken slightly less voltage than the HEI set up.The easiest thing to do is to yank the
distributor and s mply match it's collar height to the one you want to use.Oh,with the
HEI everything is conta ned in the distributor/cap...you know..coil,etc.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>Dave A.
EMAIL>d_aikin82@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 6:11 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36012 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I can't get it to come up.I'm sure it is operator error but I don't have a clue what.
SUBJECT>Re:i"m excited POSTER>krob725/TX EMAIL>krm3725@aol.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 6:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36013
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.yes
you would need the proper flywheel/flexplate to go w th which ever one you used.
k
SUBJECT>Re:Stock steering column length POSTER>Tom @Snake R ver
EMAIL>snakeriv@srv.net DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 7:31 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36025 NEXT>36046 LINKNAME>Snake River
4x4 LINKURL>http://www.snakeriver4x4.com
The M-715 steering column is 31"measure ng from right below the steering wheel,down
to the bottom right before the output shaft sticks out.The output shaft is a 3/4"36 spline.
You could also talk to Snake River Rod &Custom who rebuilds columns.The price
would be $200.00 +++at 208-458-4935.Tom
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 8:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>36021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Or your leather bracelets!
SUBJECT>Pro Tool Disc POSTER>kalikraven EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 8:51 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36038 36048 36088 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
OK to clear some things up....Pro Tool is not Heli Tool.R ch wants a deposit to cover
the cost of material and I posted that a long time ago.He has to ship stuff out because he
does'nt have a CNC burn Table or water jet talble.He did the originals on a band saw and
that is very time consuming and exspensive.For whats involved it is very reasonable,I
worked in a machine shop for a year and a half so I know whats involved when he tells
me what he did to make the brackets.I will post later this week on the final prices for the
convers on kit after Rich gets a chance to talk w th the people at the burn/water table.
SUBJECT>T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>lebowski EMAIL>vladstolar@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 9:37 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36042 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've heard the M715 NP200 input yoke takes a conventional u-jt size that should be
available at most auto parts stores.Does anyone know the u-jt size series or a Spicer,
Napa,etc.,part number for the joint?
Finally,are all the u-jts on the t/c the same size?The Dodge M37 uses the NP200 also.
The input yoke u-jt is different than the two output yoke u-jt's.Just wondering if this
holds true for the M715 also.
TIA
SUBJECT>yup..quick and easy though POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com
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DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36029 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
just like Brian.If memory serves the button is on the opening page,takes a minute but it's.easier than Yahoo was LOL
SUBJECT>thank you.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@sisna.com DATE>Monday,5
January 2004,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36035 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
lot of information afloat as of late.
I'm sure Hollywood w ll apprec ate it.Hollywoooooooood where are you?
SUBJECT>R ch Brandi At Pro Tool POSTER>kalikraven
EMAIL>kalikraven@hotma l.com DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 12:58 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36040 36066 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I spoke w th Rich today.Somebody slipped a copy of Bob Cowans post under the door of
his shop on sunday.He called me up to talk to me about it,you know what they say there
are two s des to every story.I wont take s des.Bob should call R ch to straighten this out.
I heard Rich's s de and he said that Bob has his five NOS rims and he has Bob's one
modifed rim.He also said that Bob offered to sell the rims and send him back the money
nstead of shipping the rims back to him after he dec ded aga nst using his Modifed Rim.
Rich said fine and thats the last he heard of him.Well thats what he told me.....This is
between Bob and Rich I hope that they straighten it out.It wont affect me in dealing with
either one of them.I want brakes from R ch and maybe rims from Bob.Well the rims will
be awhile.
SUBJECT>Re:R ch Brandi At Pro Tool POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 1:12 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>36039 NEXT>
36047 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dude,shoot over to the new board...Oh,and thanks for the post.
SUBJECT>Re:I STAND CORRECTED POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Monday,5
January 2004,at 3:06 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35960 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I just reread all your old posts and it seems to me you've never opened your hood much
less got under the truck.You want everyone to help,but won't help yourself.I figure
you'll countiue to ask the same stuff over and over until no one responds to your posts or
you get a jack and a few tools and get under your truck.You'll earn a lot of the old timers
respect once you seem to be a man of action and not all talk.
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 3:40 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36036
NEXT>36053 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's a standard 1310 joint.B.
SUBJECT>Irock Tires POSTER>RIck Hawkins EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 4:59 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36044 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Any body running the new Irock 39.5 X 13.50 x 16 on stock rim?How close do they
come to the rear springs?
Thanks
Rick
SUBJECT>Re:Irock Tires POSTER>brute4 EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 5:35 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36043
NEXT>36050 36052 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
a 13-38-16 fits but rubs lightly on the front at full turn...going wider and taller is only
going to make this worse...this is on stock rims w th stock suspension...you didnt mention
any other type setup so I figured thats what you meant...
brute4c
SUBJECT>steering columns POSTER>drsmith EMAIL>drsmith123@msn.com
DATE>Monday,5 January 2004,at 6:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey guys if any on is looking for a steering column for the r 7 I had a guy build one for
me ,er my 715 that is they run 200.00 to 250.00 and it fit like a glove .His name is
Felix Todaro in Deer Park Texas if any one is interested his number is 281-930-1190 he
does great work ...Curtis
SUBJECT>I'll call you POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 12:08 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36033 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Tom,I will call you this week or next.Thanks.
SUBJECT>I'M STILL IN!(ALL CAPS)POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 12:14 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36040 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'll take it to the new board,but I thought it was still under construction.
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 12:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36035 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'm confused about where THE ZONE actually is right now.So be sure my dumbass is
with you on this.
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-G-
SUBJECT>new zone POSTER>mark-ndt715fan EMAIL>bawannabuck@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 4:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36056 LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Jon,a link to the new s te on this page might be helpfull.Good work guys on the new
page.I miss the zone logo,and have not been able to log on twice in a row without new
password type stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:Irock Tires POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 4:50 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>36044 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I had about an inch clear on the rear spring with 13x37 boggers on stock wheels.
SUBJECT>Re:I have an M812 POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 4:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>35841 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I wonder if my list had the 812 and 821 w th a couple of transposed digits?
SUBJECT>Re:Irock Tires POSTER>Rick EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 5:03 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36044
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yep stock ever thing,Thank guys ,it looks like the 13X38x16 TLS is the winner.
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6
January 2004,at 5:52 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36042 NEXT>36057
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
NAPA #369 or at least was
SUBJECT>transfercase relocate POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6 January
2004,at 7:07 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Has anyone relocated the stock transfer case?I am thinking about putting a t18/np208 in
front of my x-case if there is enough room.
SUBJECT>M715 Door Windows POSTER>Joe Schmitt EMAIL>atruckpa@neo.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 7:46 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJUkV7d8rtO.PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>Adelman's Truck
Parts and Sales Web Site LINKURL>http://www.adelmans.com
My name is Joe Schmitt and I work at Adelman's Truck Parts Corp in Canton,Ohio.
I have about 75 pa rs of M715 door window New in the box.They have been stored
outside in a box and have a slight bit of rust on some of the screw heads.
If anyone has an interest in them,you can call me at the following numbers or email.
I have also enclosed a web site of ours that has some M litary equipment on it.
http://adelmans.com/military.htm for parts.
http://stores.partseek.com/adelmans/ItemPublic/index.cfm?Category=13 for Trucks.
If you have any other questions,please call or ema l me.
Thank You.Joe Schmitt
Adelman's Truck Sales Corp.
2001 Waynesburg Rd.S.E.
Canton,Oh 44707
Phone:330-456-0206
Watts:800-643-2001 (in US &Canada)
Fax:330-456-9776
atruckpa@neo.rr.com
http://www.adelmans.com
SUBJECT>Re:new zone POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net DATE>Tuesday,
6 January 2004,at 10:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36049 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When you log on,click the box that tells it to remember you.It should let you back on
again with out all of the security stuff.
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>lebowski
EMAIL>vladstolar@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 11:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36053 NEXT>36058 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Thanks for the info guys!Are most people who are repowering to v8/auto staying with
the 1310 series joint or are they upgrading to something larger?
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 11:53 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36057 NEXT>36074 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 1310's will hold up just fine in a mild V8 swap,especially w th an automatic.To
upgrade to a 1350 joint is $$$$.The 1350 yokes are impossible to find for the old course
spline shafts that are in these trucks.B.
SUBJECT>More P cs POSTER>Captain Morgan EMAIL>mw lliams191@nc.rr.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36061 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey all,I am back after a very nice Christmas.First off I do have some pics of what I got
done.It wasnt nearly as much as I had hoped,but its a good start.I hope that the link will
work this time.Second,there is no way I am going to read all 2351 new messages,but I
do want to know what I have missed.I saw some stuff about a new page,so I guess I will
have to find out what thats about.I hope that everyone had a good holiday,and I am glad
to be back!
SUBJECT>Next question (Propane)POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6
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January 2004,at 4:58 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36067 36070
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Ok guys i got the HEI.Now about a carb.I was think the new Holey off road carb or
maybe Propane.Any ideas?.Frank
SUBJECT>Re:More Pics POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 5:11 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36059
NEXT>LINKNAME>New Zone
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
Go here.You can post your pics there too.
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
Chris
SUBJECT>new board question???POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,6
January 2004,at 5:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36063
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Happy holidays everyone my question is this will guest still be able to accessthe new
board?I only have access to the town library computer as my internet source and no e-
mail is allowed on them so I have never been able to become a registered member am I to
be left out in the cold??lol thanks Frank
SUBJECT>Re:new board question???POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 5:44 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36062 NEXT>36087 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Frank,
I think you do need to be reg stered.You can get a free ema l address at hotmail.com.
Chris
SUBJECT>power steering???POSTER>Howie EMAIL>yjrockcrawler@yahoo.com
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 5:52 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36065 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know how to convert these trucks to power steering?which steering box
bolts up and what about a pump?I'm in the process of building a 350 SBC for my baby
and need some help turning the ol'sow!Thanks for any help!
SUBJECT>Re:power steering???POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 6:56 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36064
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Howie,
At the top of your screen right now is a section marked 'online manuals'.Click on it and
go to the bottom of the table to 'M715 parts list.'Find steering and power steering.Some
of the post are dated several years ago,but the information is still perfect.I hope this
helped.Go to the new board,register,log in and ask any follow up questions that you
might have.
Barrman.SUBJECT>Re:R ch Brandi At Pro Tool POSTER>BOB COWAN
EMAIL>BCOWANWHEELS@AOL.COM DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 7:01
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36039 NEXT>36068 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
RICH AND I HAVE SPOKEN AT LENGTH ABOUT OUR VENTURE.RICH IS A
PROFESSIONAL MACHINEIST A+.THERE WAS A MISS UNDERSTANDING ON
BOTH OUR PARTS.WE RESOLVED OUR ISSUES AND ARE CONTINUEING TO
WORK TOGATHER IN ALL MATTERS.HE HANDLES HIMSELF IN A
GENTLEMANS MANNER AT ALL TIMES AND I,LL WORK WITH HIM WHEN
EVER I GET THE CHANCE.IN FACT I PLAN ON PURCHASEING A COMPLETE
SET OF DISC BRAKES HE IS TOOLING UP TO PRODUCE!
O
BEST REGARDS AND ALLS WELL THAT ENDS WELL.ROBERT "BOB"COWAN
SUBJECT>Re:Next question (Propane)POSTER>Barrman EMAIL>tjbarr@gkg.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 7:02 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36060
NEXT>36073 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have had very good use and dependabiliy from an Edelbrock.I think they are better in
every situation except full race than a Holley.Propane is lighter than gasoline.That
means that you will have less power at any throttle setting compared to gas.Propane sold
for vehicle use is taxed like gasoline.If you have it for your house,you can fill up there
for a lot less money.Just don't drain the house of a heat source before a long cold
weekend.Good luck.
Barrman
SUBJECT>yeah ha!That's good news.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 7:41 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36066 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
That's a relief to me on two levels:One that the guy is trustworthy and (B)that you will
be a confirmed fourth!
Rodney K ng would be proud of you guys.
-G-
(off to the new board)
SUBJECT>np205 mounting brackets POSTER>gpierce EMAIL>nfadams@naxs.net
DATE>Tuesday,6 January 2004,at 9:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36071 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I was wondering if anyone knew if there were any brackets made to mount an np205 in
the stock t-case position.Thanks for any help on the subject.
SUBJECT>Re:Next question (Propane)POSTER>Wout EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,
7 January 2004,at 3:42 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36060 NEXT>36082.LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run propane on my truck and I love it.Propane runs 104 octane and can hand up to 13:1
compretion.Also no fuel pump is needed.I have a 70 gal tank in the bed of the truck.I put
an extra service valve on the tank for a grill or light,ect.No floats to adjust,no electronic
crap to w re or understand.Propane does not burn as hot as gasoline so it uses a little
more to do the same work.The power loss changing to propane was not noticable,but a
great fuel for high out put build.Propane burns much cleaner then gasoline also.I'll be
happy to help in this area.
SUBJECT>Re:np205 mounting brackets POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 4:56 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>36069 NEXT>
LINKNAME>click here
LINKURL>http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/spicergear/album?.dir=/715+pics-
+205+mounts+and+disk&.src=ph&store=&prodid=&.done=http%
3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/spicergear/my_photos
The passenger s de is pretty easy as you bolt a stock 205 bracket on and bend it down to
meet the stock 200 bracket then weld it.Click the link to check out how I mounted my
drivers s de
SUBJECT>GUYS...start heading to the new board.POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 5:05 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>NEXT>36076
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you scroll down to Monday the 29th,you'll see a subject of "new board?"then the
second post is by 'Hammer'and that has a direct link.You'll need to do a very quick
reg stration and you'll be set.I really wasn't sure I'd like it as I've been on some other s tes
that just seemed confus ng but like this new board des gn.
COME ONE,COME ALL!!!
Even Hollywood!;)
SUBJECT>Re:Next question (Propane)POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 6:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36067 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I agree on edelbrock carbs.Propane used to be big here but now it is so cost prohibitive
that nobody bothers.Plus,if you are using a truck 427 let me tell you this.The dealership
I used to work at did repairs for a local fleet of propane delivery trucks that naturally ran
on propane.They had 366 eng nes (same heads as 427)we were constantly doing valve
jobs due to valve recession and worn guides.They just wouldn't stand up to propane.
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,7
January 2004,at 6:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36058 NEXT>36079
LINKNAME>LINKURL>.I left mine alone for probably a goofy reason.I figure the small joints are sort of a
driveline fuse...I'd rather shell a u-joint than a ringðnion or axle.
SUBJECT>Help a computer illerate brother out POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 6:20 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36077 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Okay,pretend I don't know my a$$from a hole in the ground about computers (no big
stretch).How do I get the new site to come up on my favorites menu so I can go directly
there?
SUBJECT>Re:GUYS...start heading to the new board.POSTER>Joe Kaiser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 7:40 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36072 NEXT>36081 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
If you want everyone on the new board why not just make the change over?ie when I
type www.m715zone.com into my browser,or click on my fav link the new board comes
up.
Just wondering??
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Help a computer illerate brother out POSTER>Joe Ka ser
EMAIL>k8icu@earthlink.net DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 7:41 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36075 NEXT>36078 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
When your on the new board right click your mouse and there should be a spot that says
add to favorite.Left click on that and you should be all set.
Joe
SUBJECT>Re:Help a computer illerate brother out POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>
DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 8:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36077 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
thanks
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 8:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36074 NEXT>36080 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Well I hate to tell you this .But that "small"U joint (in good condition )w ll twist off
axles and snap the rear pinion.I've twisted off 3 front NOS shafts and 1 rear NOS shaft.
A friend of mine twisted off the rear pinion shaft during a sled pull.S nce that we have
both made major upgrades.The stock axle shafts are the weak link in the entire M715
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driveline.Barry Ps.It a n't no fun be ng broke !!
SUBJECT>Re:T/C input u-jt part#?POSTER>Dave A.EMAIL>DATE>Wednesday,7
January 2004,at 8:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36079 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
yea,I figured as much..SUBJECT>Re:GUYS...start heading to the new board.POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 4:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36076 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Because our current server is not configured to run the new board,requires more in setup
files than I can describe,though this is working....currently,the new boards are on both
this server and the server of one of or members,Hammer,who has configured his server
to emulate the actions that this server is being prepped to do and soon,hopefuly w ll be.
At that point,this board w ll not be here,it w ll be archived but you wont be able to post
to it...and the new boards will be at m715zone.com
Thus you might as well get used to the new format now cause one of these days soon the
old one won be here for you to ask questions you may have about the new one...get it?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Next question (Propane)POSTER>Jeepist Doug/IA
EMAIL>jillcook@owatelecom.net DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 7:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36070 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What does a set-up cost?I'm thinking SBC.Always had interest in this just never pursued
t.
SUBJECT>Re:new board!go there.POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net
DATE>Wednesday,7 January 2004,at 7:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36021 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
you start out a newbee then after a few posts you go to ramp champ then member,then
mud king and so on.you have bs board,classifieds,general tech (open discussion,stock
tech,modified tech,non Mvehicles tech.)and you can even post pics w th your posts.it
takes a little gettin used to but all the advantages and a far better site than this one.there
are counters that tell how many people looked at each post and even how many have
posted and how is the authur and even who posted last on each post.So come on over and
enjoy,The New M715 Zone.just res gn up and have fun!
SUBJECT>v8 diesel POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Thursday,8 January 2004,at 11:10 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36085 36086 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi there i am over in england ,at the moment i have a chance to buy a chevy v8 5.7 later
type 350ci,does any one know of any obvious problems i would encounter fitting it in my
715,is there a simple adapter plate to fit it to the bell hous ng ava lable.this w ll be my
first attempt at something like this so any help or advise would be appreciated,
SUBJECT>Re:v8 diesel POSTER>B_Yorwarth EMAIL>germ@ptd.net
DATE>Thursday,8 January 2004,at 3:07 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36084 NEXT>36091 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Here in the States there were alot of problems w th the 5.7's.Most of them were pulled
out and replaced w th a gasser.It is basically a gas eng ne des gn that was made into a
diesel.You would be better off with a 6.2 or even better yet a 6.5.B..SUBJECT>Re:new board
question???POSTER>FRANKO'EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,
8 January 2004,at 4:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36063 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Chris thank you for the info FRANKO'
SUBJECT>Re:Pro Tool Disc POSTER>Bill EMAIL>gregory@siscom.net
DATE>Thursday,8 January 2004,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36035 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I run a CNC burn table if I can help,plasma/propane,1/4"-15"(only up to 6"in stock).In
S.W.Ohio.The fab shop I work in also builds the ma n structure for a co.that sells and
builds water jet cutters.If I can help in that direction.
SUBJECT>Re:v8 diesel POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Thursday,8
January 2004,at 8:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36086 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
f its a 5.7 diesel its of the olds design and thus has a buick olds pont.design,B.O.P.
bellhousing and not chevy pattern bellhousing and Im not sure about novak or what they
have and I strongly agree with the other guys and highly believe your better off w th
nothin than one of these engines they were gas eng nes converted to diesel with only
some what I call minor mods.The 6.2 or 6.5 are a lot better choice 6.5 be ng the best of
the two and the cummins would probably be the best choice since you can modify them to
put out over 2000 horses.Im not sure what all is needed to do this but a lot of tractor
pullers are using them and w th a nv4500 I believe it is fairly easy to do with all things
considered.
SUBJECT>new board quest POSTER>Jack /NY EMAIL>mcdevitt333@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,9 January 2004,at 4:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>
36094 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I tried to register on the new site a few days ago,and never got a password e-ma led to
me?What do I do now?
Thanks Jack
SUBJECT>Re:v8 diesel POSTER>spicergear EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com
DATE>Friday,9 January 2004,at 4:54 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
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PASSWORD>aaCdGoKS7jN3o PREVIOUS>36085 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They had a lot of problems with head gaskets and crankshaft fa lure.As long as it would
have the 'homeplate'design on the rear of the bellhous ng,any chevy V8 adapters for the
715 should work.Try and hold off for the other diesels barry mentioned...built from the
5.7's weak points..SUBJECT>Tacom where the design POSTER>hollywoodm715
EMAIL>abe@silversings.com DATE>Friday,9 January 2004,at 9:08 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36093 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey tacoma I have been busy w th a new gurlie but i responded back about your ring send
me a sketch of it-if it take a week or less ill make for u free of charge
SUBJECT>not in my inbox.POSTER>tacoma EMAIL>whitet@s sna.com
DATE>Saturday,10 January 2004,at 12:33 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36092 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
send it aga n along w/address and phone number--need to discuss the deta ls in person.
THanks!
SUBJECT>Re:new board quest POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10
January 2004,at 6:43 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36090 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Jack,what this resolved after I made those changes?
If not,please email me at m715zone@froadin.com
Thanks,
Hammer
SUBJECT>v8 diesel POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Saturday,10 January 2004,at 9:55 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cheers for the advice,i think i w ll stay clear of it then,shame though really because,it was
pretty tidy and had all the bits.over here engines of this type are fa rly hard to come by
unless money is no object.ill keep looking anyway.does anything japanese fit in ,how
about a nissan 4.2?.jimmy
SUBJECT>New board POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>Todd&Lara@juno.com
DATE>Saturday,10 January 2004,at 10:11 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36099 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where is the link to go from the original web page to the new board?I am computer
challenged.Thanks Todd
SUBJECT>v8 diesel POSTER>jimmy snowling EMAIL>jimmy76@pgen.net
DATE>Saturday,10 January 2004,at 10:14 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36101 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
s the 5.7 gmc v8 pretty much the same as the chevy ,does this also retain all of the same
bad characteristics?
SUBJECT>Re:Another possible diesel engine for M715...POSTER>Justin
EMAIL>stretch_af@msn.com DATE>Saturday,10 January 2004,at 11:02 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>35983 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>.Hey check this out.4bt cummins
http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=210737
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10
January 2004,at 11:13 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36096 NEXT>36100
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Try this:
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=ar
ticle&sid=1
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>DATE>Saturday,10
January 2004,at 11:15 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36099 NEXT>36102
36110 LINKNAME>New board link
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/modules.php?op=modload&name=N
ews&file=article&s d=1
try clicking on the link
SUBJECT>Re:v8 diesel POSTER>dave EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Saturday,10
January 2004,at 10:04 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36097 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
the 5.7 was a 350 olds eng ne converted to diesel with some mods but they didnt work out
very good and most people used to replace them with the 350 olds gas engine as they had
B,O&P bellhous ng bolt pattern.Chevy on the other hand is the best thing since sex!LOL!
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Sunday,11 January 2004,at 12:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36100 NEXT>36103 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
can not get the link to work it said that the new board does not ex st someone needs to
post a better way to go to the new board
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,11 January 2004,at 5:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36102
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
copy and paste
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforum&
f=1
SUBJECT>Spring Over help.......POSTER>Tom EMAIL>sunsetwelding@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,11 January 2004,at 7:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aaJ9cT2bjcjP6 PREVIOUS>NEXT>36105 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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I know this question has been asked a million times.I searched but it did not return any
results,so here it goes.Spring pads no problem,what about tie rod hitting spring?Any
deas how to clear the springs w th steering rods?I'm doing a power steering swap too..I'm us ng a box and pitman arm
from a wagoneer.1967 m715 454/400/205
18.5/44/15ground hawgs 15"x 16"wheels.stock axles,lockers and locking hubs are on
my wishlist.Anyone have anything used?I also have a parts truck.Thanks,Tom
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Over help.......POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,11
January 2004,at 9:00 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36104 NEXT>36106
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,take the steering arms (2)off the knuckle,take them to a machine shop to have the
taper reamed on the top of the arm to match the bottom ,so then you can flip the tie rods
on top of the arms.this clears my springover.you may want to use a dropped pitman
arm ,a 78-80 full s ze bronco arm w ll work with the saginaw box.LM
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Over help.......POSTER>Tom EMAIL>sunsetwelding@aol.com
DATE>Monday,12 January 2004,at 2:48 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36105 NEXT>36109 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Landon,Thats what i thought but when i tried to remove the arms it looked like the king
pin or ?was coming with it.Does it?or is it just stuck and needs to be seperated?I
thought it seperates and i was going to look for a exploded view of the axle today.Did
you reuse your perch mounts?It looked like it would be close when the arms are flipped.
Also im guess ng about 5 1/4"lift from this?Thanks ,Tom
SUBJECT>Winter FX,Jan 17-18,Vermont POSTER>Rick Hawkins
EMAIL>sulzameck@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,12 January 2004,at 6:42 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The 3rd annual FYAO,Freeze Your Ass Off,Winter FX w ll take place on January 17-
18th 2004 around the Hawk Mt,Vt area.Winter camping under the stars.We w ll be
building snow caves as we did last year for sleeping arrangements,Pete,Adam,Mitch,and
I where on the tra ls,Looks like not enough snow for caves,so Tents w ll have to do.We
will have a propane torpedo heater and kerosene as a back up,and a real coffee pot and a
small Barbeque grill w ll help keep your insides warm.The tra ls are icy and should be a
challenge even for the most seasoned vet.Dan and Pete are thinking about joining the
polar bear club w th a quick jump in Reading pond,I'd love to see that wouldn't'you!
after that we may attempt Mt tom if condition allow.
MUST HAVE ITEMS!
Warm winter apparel,Tent,Warm sleeping bag (-30 rated),Food,Water,Wood for
fire(only a few pcs per vehicle),four snow cha ns,(Dozen extra links)Winch,Snow
shovel.Chain saw as 4 foot diameter trees has fallen over the tra l.
Winter Field Exerc se is free,Bring only a large appetite for adventure.
If your interested contact me,Rick in January,@sulzameck@yahoo.com
Or Dan,offroadrover57@juno.com or Pete,pjrover@comcast.net
Five vehicles so far
Get your chains out,only four more days.
I'll be setting camp up Friday night
Later
SUBJECT>M715 sighting POSTER>Frank VA EMAIL>DATE>Monday,12 January.2004,at 10:49 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
I was driving east on rt.37 in Toms River,NJ.Going west was a very nice M715 with its
bed filled with gravel.Anybody we know?
Frank
SUBJECT>Re:Spring Over help.......POSTER>Landon M EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,
13 January 2004,at 9:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36106 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Tom,if i remember it all came out together,i used new spring perches,left the old ones
on ,if you dont remove any leafs the lift is closer to 6"with a springover.you dont flip the
arms they stay in stock position ,w th the taper reversed ,you move the tie rod ends to
the top.LM
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>Todd Lucas EMAIL>Todd&ampLara@juno.com
DATE>Thursday,15 January 2004,at 6:48 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36100 NEXT>36111 36112 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
The new webs te sucks.I cannot access anything because it doesn't like my password or
username.I tried to send email,it won't accept that from the s ght.And what else it
sucks..How do you become a new member?or was this the way you weed out some of
us?It's working.Todd Lucas
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>koobster EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,15 January
2004,at 7:50 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36110 NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
f it was ment to weed out people i would have been one of the first people.connact
tacoma or hammer through email to solve the problem.other people have had problems
too.but have had them solved this way.
SUBJECT>Re:New board POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,15 January
2004,at 8:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aamrgyQfDFSHw
PREVIOUS>36110 NEXT>LINKNAME>Registration page.
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/user.php?op=check_age&module=N
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S-NewUser
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
There is the proper link.
To use and view the new site,you need to register for the new site.
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/user.php?op=check_age&module=NS-NewUser
That is a direct link to the registration page.
If you still are having problems,email me at m715zone@froadin.com and I will help you
out..SUBJECT>Looking for Chris Nelson(sp?)?from around Bloomington IL
POSTER>Ben/IL EMAIL>forfunwheelin@yahoo.com DATE>Friday,16 January 2004,
at 1:31 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa479GQ8APuw.PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Does anyone know a Chris Nelson(sp)?from around Bloomington IL?I am pretty sure
thats his name but I may have got it wrong.He contacted me a little while ago and I have
lost his number and cannot find it.He is building a M715 w th a big block Chevy.If
anyone can help,contact me.Thanks!BEN
forfunwheelin@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>for sale not m715 maybe m725.POSTER>rick townsend
EMAIL>thunderbyu@msn.com DATE>Saturday,17 January 2004,at 1:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36115 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have a "I THINK"military type chass s...I obta ned it w th another deal..It appears to
be very heavy duty.The axles have the removable 3rd member like a ford 9"type.I want
to say they are Dana-70 closed knuckel front and a dana 70 rear.But I can't find
documentation to support that.I have many picks and I'll post them here if I can.If not
ema l me and I'll send them to you.
SUBJECT>Re:for sale not m715 maybe m725.POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Saturday,17 January 2004,at 3:22 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36114 NEXT>36117 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Dana's don't have drop out 3rd members.I know Dodge used that type axle way back
when,maybe it's a M37?
Chris
SUBJECT>M725 in movie?POSTER>Tony Alston EMAIL>alston_tony@hotma l.com
DATE>Sunday,18 January 2004,at 12:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aazVuR88KpSDM PREVIOUS>NEXT>36145 36164 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Is that a M725 (the ambulance)in the movie "Dragonfly"?There is a short glimpse of
what looks like one when Harrison Ford goes to Venezuela.Anyone else seen it?
-Tony
SUBJECT>Re:for sale not m715 maybe m725.POSTER>rick townsend EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,18 January 2004,at 4:46 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36115
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I didn't think dana made that type either,thanks for the reply..If dodge did make that its
probably a dodge.They are for sure heavy duty.If I can not sell this chass s I plan on
putting a tube frame around it,big block,atleast 44's and have on tough offroad buggy..
Its a time thing I have about 3 other project ahead of it.I live in a ne ghborhood and some
of my neighbors don't understand why I would have something like this in my
backyard !!!!Hell I don't understand how you can't !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.oh well go figure
Thanks
SUBJECT>Dusenhav?POSTER>gary ward EMAIL>gary@netzero.net DATE>Sunday,
18 January 2004,at 6:36 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36119
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What exactly is a vehiclecalled a Dusenhav?Any info greatly appreciated.Thanks
SUBJECT>Re:Dusenhav?POSTER>lee alessi/baton rouge la
EMAIL>ltalessi@mac.com DATE>Sunday,18 January 2004,at 9:03 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36118 NEXT>36120 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
m35
2.5 ton truck
SUBJECT>Re:Dusenhav?POSTER>brute4 EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Sunday,18 January 2004,at 10:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36119 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
duece and a half abreviated quite a bit...2 and a half ton 6x6 truck
SUBJECT>Frame extenders POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Monday,19 January
2004,at 11:16 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36124 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Does anyone have a old set of frame extenders I caould have or buy I am putting a w nch
on my Green Machine and I needs some.....
SUBJECT>frame POSTER>David Sasada EMAIL>hoyt@aloha.net DATE>Monday,19
January 2004,at 3:29 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36123
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Hey
I got a Quick question i want to run rims and tires on my rig M715 like 38's with alcoas
you know.Now do i have to change the frame to do that please help what kind of frame
and which one is the best Thanks for your time Aloha.
SUBJECT>Re:frame POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,
19 January 2004,at 6:23 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36122 NEXT>36133
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LINKNAME>LINKURL>
what are alcoas?
If you are looking to mount a 38 inch tire on the stock rim,you can up to 13 inches wide.
If you run bias ply tires run bias ply tubes,for radials run radial tubes only.These are as
big a tire as you can fit on a stock truck and a stock rim.
When you say the frame you do mean the rim that the tire is mounted on right,not the
actual frame of the truck that everything from the springs to the body is bolted to?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Frame extenders POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com.DATE>Monday,19 January 2004,at 6:26
p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36121 NEXT>36125 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
VPW had a few of them last I knew,worth a shot to see if they have any left...
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:Frame extenders POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20
January 2004,at 2:18 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36124 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
They got some but they want $50.each...ouch...I can make them just as easy......
SUBJECT>where can i find a pto!!!!POSTER>heath woods
EMAIL>oz69make7upyours@juno.com DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 8:20 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36130 36138 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
need a m715 pto please help
SUBJECT>4 sale:detroit,44"tires,15x10 rims,axles POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 3:48 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36136 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Got some good stuff here...I was going to use this stuff to build up a monster J10,but
plans have changed.thought I'd post here before ebay.
Complete front &rear m715 axles,good condition,includes brakes:$400
Detroit locker,New in box for rear:$450
15x10 custom steel rims fit m715:$250
44x18.5x15 dick cepek fun country 60%tread left:$500
Front springs,drag link,tie rod,frame perches/shackles...make offer
AMC 360 runs good,complete w/4 bbl intake,no carb :$600
T18a/dana20 w/shifters &bellhous ng for 360:$700
dana 20 w/twin sticks:$150
Holley 2di 670cfm stand alone throttle body fuel injection works w th any 4 barrel
manifold,complete kit:$500
Also have tons of parts for J10/J20,cherokee,wagoneer,FSJ,etc..
Serious inqueries email kookykrispy@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>bill's disc brake info POSTER>Virgil Taylor
EMAIL>tyyotasaurus@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36129 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Looking for e-ma l address for link about "bill's disc brake info".Any help would be
apprec ated.Tyyotasaurus@yahoo.com
SUBJECT>Re:bill's disc brake info POSTER>GaryTopaz.EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 7:28
p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36128 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Virgil,there has been extensive discuss on on this set up in the past couplr months and
pretty much evrything has been moved to the new board so check there.TODAY...I
talked to Rich Brandi at Pro Tools and he is sending me and AT LEAST four other
Zoners photos and specs of the set up.He will ONLY do a minimum of 4 orders and the
price is dependant on the amount of orders (it's in the 600-1000 range for front and back).
B ll's info is R ch's work and the photos are of Rich's truck.He is not in the M715 brake
business,although he my venture there,he's just an owner like us.The original brackets
were hand cut on a band saw and took hours.What he is going to do for us w ll require
him to farm out some frabrication which is why the price is as yet not certain.I encourage
you to get over to the new board,s gn up (free and easy)and check the threads there.
Your timing could not be better if you are interested...and if you're serious call Rich
himself.
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforum&
f=1
Just copy and paste the above and you should be able to get to the general discuss on
program...(you too Heath!)
SUBJECT>ASK ON THE NEW ZONE...no one's here anymore POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 7:31 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36126 NEXT>
LINKNAME>New and improved Zone
LINKURL>http://http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&
file=viewforum&f=1
Soon the new board will be in this spot,but for now it's on a temporary server check my
post above for a link or this might work
SUBJECT>THE NEW BOARD>>>>??????POSTER>Pete W EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 8:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36132 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
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WHERE THE H#$%IS THIS NEW BOARD...i HAVE CLICKED THE LINKS TILL
I'M BLUE..SOMEONE PLEASE TELL ME WHERE THE $&$^ ID THIS SO CALLED
NEW BOARD.............
SUBJECT>Re:THE NEW BOARD>>>>??????POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>
DATE>Tuesday,20 January 2004,at 8:34 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36131 NEXT>36137 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cut and paste
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforum&
f=1
SUBJECT>Re:frame POSTER>Will Wright EMAIL>DATE>Tuesday,20 January.2004,at 8:37 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36123
NEXT>LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Brute alcoas are aluminum rims like on the big 18 wheelers
SUBJECT>Poly Body Bushings POSTER>Scott Lundstedt -CT
EMAIL>slundste@uvm.edu DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at 7:17 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36135 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I remember a few posts a few months ago about poly body bushings.I remember
someone using a TJ or YJ kit and making a few changes.Anyone know any resorces for
this?My Bed and Cab are resting on my frame with a few bolts droped though the holes
and it seems that using the old mounts is pointless when everything else is new or freshly
painted.I also read that the poly bushings w ll last longer and provide slightly better flex.
thanks,
Scott
SUBJECT>Re:Hockey pucks...cheap &easy POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at 7:27 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36134 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Super easy to drill out,each one g ves you a 1 inch lift like the stock rubbers....I used two
each,they are not going to squish either.I got 'em from a hockey supply place for like a
buck a piece (maybe 1.50).
Only thing I remember about poly ones was someone once cla med to use stock '76 CJ
ones (I THINK).
Cut and paste and go to th new board...(new sign up too)...everyones there.-G-
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforum&
f=1
SUBJECT>Re:4 sale:detroit,44"tires,15x10 rims,axles POSTER>Rollie715
EMAIL>rollie715@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at 12:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaDQjGgMWhXqY PREVIOUS>36127 NEXT>
36154 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where are you located
Rollie
SUBJECT>Re:THE NEW BOARD>>>>??????POSTER>LEE BROWN
EMAIL>HUNT4JEEP@AOL.COM DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at 5:59 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36132 NEXT>36139 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
that shit does not work tried to e-ma l hammer to see if he could help but that link is out
to i guess they should have lekt the board the way it was if anyone can help me get to the
new board let me know because all the links have not worked
SUBJECT>Re:where can i find a pto!!!!POSTER>John Keegan.EMAIL>jtbkeegan@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at
7:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36126 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I have one leave a phone #and time to call
Thanks John
SUBJECT>Re:THE NEW BOARD>>>>??????POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Wednesday,21 January 2004,at 7:35 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36137 NEXT>36146 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Highlight the URL that Will posted.Make it blue from the http part all the way to the
end.R ght click the mouse and choose "copy".Point the cursor wherever you normally
enter the web address you want and right click aga n,this time choosing "paste".Push
enter.
Chris
SUBJECT>I LIKE THE OLD BOARD!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>Pete W
EMAIL>nchorsemovers@aol.com DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at 10:43 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36144 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I like the old board better atleast when you asked a question you got some answers on the
new board you get nuthin......
SUBJECT>old but goody POSTER>jeff EMAIL>DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at
1:10 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36142 36143 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
what is wrong with the old board?I like the open page so we can talk freely without
having to be a member to go to the "other"camp.
SUBJECT>Re:old but goody POSTER>Luckypabst -CA EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at 3:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
You guys are going to be awful lonesome over here.Change is good.
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Chris
SUBJECT>Re:old but goody POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at 7:03 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36141 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Cause this board doesnt allow for any really effective way to control when people steal
your thread and go off on a 4000 post a day rant that has more to do with the supposed
size of the r middle leg than w th anything in the M series world.It also doesnt g ve a a
way to sort info very well or easy,no real archiving methods and if someone wants to get
on here and say that you or I is a blank blankin blankity blank,there is no easy way to do
anything about that either.The new setup cures those problems and gives us security that
we have not had before so that hopefully people will feel more inclined in our community.to post their contact info
for other members and not have to worry about spammers
getting it.
Plus members can post pics themselves now,imposs ble with this format,and so much
more.
Does that help??
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:I LIKE THE OLD BOARD!!!!!!!!!!!POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at 7:04 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36140 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Been spanked by the old board enough times to welcome the new one!!
Whats your question that isnt getting answered??
I see lots of answers and discus on on the new boards,heck,I cant keep up with reading
t.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:M725 in movie?POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Thursday,22 January 2004,at 7:08 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
No but there is one in Pentagon Wars where they show the outside and loading a guy into
the back from the inside.Also had an M715 in it...bouht it for about 8 bucks off
Amazon.com,real good story of the gov wasting tons of money to make the Bradley...true
story,funny,good flick.
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:THE NEW BOARD>>>>??????POSTER>Hammer EMAIL>
DATE>Friday,23 January 2004,at 9:02 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36139
NEXT>LINKNAME>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
LINKURL>http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/index.php
SUBJECT>M725 POSTER>Ben EMAIL>bbc754@aol.com DATE>Friday,23 January
2004,at 4:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aaIDca1m8ybH.PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36152 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Just bought a M725 with 18K miles that has been setting for a long time,got it started
and drove it a bit.I am new to this and have fallen in love w th the lady.Any tips on
where to start and where to find parts would be welcomed.Regards Ben
SUBJECT>Ka ser POSTER>Wesley Loggins EMAIL>wade142001@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,24 January 2004,at 9:27 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I need an eng ne for a Kaiser M-715.Email me if you have one
SUBJECT>New M715 Board Problem POSTER>Brandon Wildes
EMAIL>w ld57@accessatc.net DATE>Saturday,24 January 2004,at 10:34 a.m..EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've lost my pass word and when I send for a conformation code it will not send me one.
'Help'
Brandon
SUBJECT>For sale-not m anything POSTER>bryan EMAIL>bpj911@cox.net
DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 8:57 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale:Unimog 404,Pinzgauer 710 M.Both excellent.Partial trade for m37 or
m715...thanks,bryan
SUBJECT>M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>glenn EMAIL>gshjeep@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 2:24 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36153 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
How do you get the flywheel up into the bottom of the bellhous ng on the back of a 230
6cyl?The crank studs prevent the flywheel from pass ng up into place if the bellhous ng
s bolted in.The bellhousing cannot be bolted in when the flywheel is in place,because
the three mount bolts are BEHIND the darn flywheel.The space between the flywheel
and the block w ll not allow a wrench to fit and turn because of the casting at the ins de
bottom of the bellhousing.Even the military manual doesn't cover this operation.What is
the "trick"?Thanks--Glenn.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 POSTER>glenn EMAIL>gshjeep@aol.com DATE>Sunday,25
January 2004,at 2:32 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36147 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Vintage Power Wagons has most everything.Look at thier s te on the toolbar to the left of
your screen on this site.Most of the stuff that I've ordered has been good,except the
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reproduction moulding for the doors,and the pilot bushings.The moulding is not nearly
as large or thick as the original,and the pilot bushings they sell for the 715 series does not
fit in the end of the crank at all.The New Old Stock (NOS)parts are good though.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>Luckypabst -CA
EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 3:43 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36151 NEXT>36157 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glenn,I think the crank studs should not be pressed in and may require a light tap to
loosen them so they slide towards the engine and give you the needed room.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:4 sale:detroit,44"tires,15x10 rims,axles POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 5:14 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36136 NEXT>36155 LINKNAME>15x10 rims
LINKURL>http://cg .ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=2456570
835&category=43955&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT.I am in NM...
There has been lots of interest in the custom rims..so I put them on ebay so people can
see them and bid.
http://
SUBJECT>Re:4 sale:detroit,44"tires,15x10 rims,axles POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 5:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36154 NEXT>LINKNAME>15x10 rims
LINKURL>http://http://cg .ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=24
56570835&category=43955&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT
try this link
SUBJECT>m715 15x10 custom rims POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 5:19 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36159 LINKNAME>15x10 rims
LINKURL>http://cg .ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?V ewItem&item=2456570
835&category=43955&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT
I put the rims on ebay if the link below doesn't work,try cutting and pasteing this addy
nto your web browser
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456570835&catego
ry=43955&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT
SUBJECT>Re:M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>glenn EMAIL>gshjeep@aol.com
DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 6:20 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36153
NEXT>36158 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I've already tried that--they back out about 1/8th of an inch out before hitting the motor.I
can get the flywheel almost all the way up into place,but it tops out between the upper 3
studs on the crank end(which have also been tapped as far in as they would go)and the
taper of the bellhousing.I've even tried wacking on the bottom of the flywheel with a
plastic 5lb.hammer to try to "convince"it into place.A buddy told me that when he
rebuilds the 230 motor,he assembles the crank with the flywheel already bolted to it to
the motor with the bellhous ng already bolted in place!There has to be a more simple
way!Some motor pool sergeant out there has the answer,or maybe this is the real answer
to why the military phased these trucks out so quickly!?!Thanks,Glenn
SUBJECT>Re:M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>Robert -CA EMAIL>
DATE>Sunday,25 January 2004,at 11:16 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36157 NEXT>36179 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Glenn,I ran into the same situation.It's been years since I had my 230 apart so my
memory is a bit weak.Believe that I had the eng ne oil pan removed.Then removed the
rear ma n bearing cap.Remove the flywheel bolts out of the crankshaft flange by pushing
them forward into the opening where the bearing cap was.Rotate the crank until you
remove all the bolts.Install the flywheel and start the bolts back in.I know,it's a pain in
the neck!Hopefully somebody else w ll confirm this or give you another trick to get.around this poor design.Robert
SUBJECT>no thanks POSTER>GaryTopaz EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 7:19 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36156 NEXT>36165 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
So you list stuff for sale here...get alot of interest...so you go ahead and list the stuff on
EBay so the guys from The Zone can bid aga nst each other...I emailed you and you sa d
you'd get back to me and instead put the rims on EBay.NOT COOL.
By the way,a NEW Detroit No Spin from Randy's for our 23 spline Dana 70 costs
$346.01 BRAND NEW.
Good luck w th your auctions-G-
SUBJECT>new board POSTER>1967smashjeep EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36162 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
only been to the new board once,and got there from a link posted here.miss ya`ll and i
need my 715 info fix!!help!!SMASH
SUBJECT>detroit locker 4 sale POSTER>Joe Russell EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 7:34 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>36166 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456637835&catego
ry=33731&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT
on ebay $450 cut and paste the above addy into your browser
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SUBJECT>Re:new board POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 10:29 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36160 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/modules.php?op=modload&name=PNphpBB2&f
le=ndex
SUBJECT>Tech manual POSTER>Ronnie Langford EMAIL>vf4x@cableone.net
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 11:40 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aavHTFMihdxE2 PREVIOUS>NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
For sale:TM 9-2320-244-20 Organizational Ma ntenance Manual.I am sure this is an
orig nal,however cannot guarantee that.Manual is in very good condition.$35.00 +
shipping from 75489.
SUBJECT>Re:M725 in movie?POSTER>greg EMAIL>gregk532@cs.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 1:12 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36116 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
In FLATLINERS Kevin Bacon drives an M715 w th custom canvas that has windows in
the back and over driver compartment..SUBJECT>Re:no thanks POSTER>Joe Russell EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 5:05 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36159 NEXT>36167 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Gary,Sorry if you felt I disrespected the zone.That was not my intent.I am a big enough
man to take an e-slap in the face and realize when I screwed up.I revised the auctions
with Buy-it-now prices,and I also dropped the price of the locker to less than Randy's
retail...whoever is serious and wants the wheels or locker,s mply end the auction(s)and
we will do bus ness.I think ebay is good because a buyer can see exactly what I'm
selling...but I understand where you're coming from.
Fact is,I need to sell this stuff right away and pay some bills...I'm not trying to be a jerk
or rip people off.
SUBJECT>Re:detroit locker 4 sale POSTER>Joe Russell
EMAIL>kookykrispy@yahoo.com DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 5:06 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36161 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
buy-it-now for $345
SUBJECT>That's decent....ok then.POSTER>GaryTopaz
EMAIL>GaryTopaz@Direcway.com DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 6:46 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PASSWORD>aa6O01SaDGG1s PREVIOUS>36165 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I know we exchanged ema ls already,but I think everyone else should know (since I
brought it up)that what you did w th the revisions was the right thing to do and you're a
good guy for seeing it.
SUBJECT>spark plugs and wires POSTER>tom67m715 EMAIL>tomtrin@aol.com
DATE>Monday,26 January 2004,at 9:13 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aacvLeGcHHbsc PREVIOUS>NEXT>36169 36178 36192
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What kind of after market spark plug and spark plug wires do you use?Thank you.TOM.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs and w res POSTER>bump_r EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 8:41 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PASSWORD>aa.oNOEl58rew PREVIOUS>36168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Application out of Dodge V10 plugs work for me.Get NOTHING even a wee bit longer
reach (ground electrode-to-seat dimension)or the piston WILL hit.Don't ask me how I
know this.heh heh heh!
Spark plug wires -you're on your own.I just booty-fabbed a set of plug wire terminals
onto the ends of my stock wires and heat-shrinked the ends for boots.Yeah,it's not
"correct",it is funny looking,and I do have to cut the ever-shrinking boots off my plugs
on occas on,but it's dirt cheap and deadly effective.
SUBJECT>Is this M715 worth $900?POSTER>Lubes EMAIL>SHINNOK64@aol.com
DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 10:22 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>.NEXT>36171 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
"I want to make sure you understand that this truck needs quite a bit of work.The body,
axles,tranny,and transfer are in great shape.BUT,it does need to be completely rewired,
needs a new Master cylinder and brake cylinders,maybe shoes.The engine,may run well,
may run like crap.No way to push start it,too damn big to do that unless you have a hell
of a hill.The gears are so low,it would take quite a bit of an angle to turn the engine over
nstead of just stopping the truck.Plus,the gas tank,needs to be cleaned out.The filler
hose has rotted.The tank should be fine but may have stuff in it.The electric fuel pump
works just need to be able to put fuel in it.The story on the starter is that I took it out and
got it rebuilt in Denver but they did not do it correctly.It is not spooling back in all the
way and not engag ng all the way.I don't have the time or money to take it back to them
and really push it to get it properly fixed.But I do have the receipt and you could take it
n and hassle them or just take it to a new place for a rebuild.That is about all I can tell
you about it.I hope this paints a good pic of it for you."
I was only told that it needs a new starter,so I offered 900.THEN he tells me all of this.
This is my dream truck,I've wanted a Kaiser since I first saw one,but this is starting to
sound like a major hassle.I was so happy to find one under 3 grand,but now I kind of see
why.Is it still worth it?
Say I was gonna put a whole new motor/tranny/Tcase in it someday...how much of the
problems he mentioned would be elimenated by this?i.e.if I did a V8 swap,wouldn't I
want the matching master cyl,so I wouldn't have to worry about the Kaiser's?And all
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new wiring would be needed anyway.I would also swap in Rockwells.
Any help/advise would be great,and thanks for your tyme!
Also,how strong are the M715 60/70 compared to the standard 60/70 people look for?I
know they're weaker than the newer ones,but what size tire would they handle?
Thanks SO MUCH!
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?POSTER>spicergear
EMAIL>spicergear@yahoo.com DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 11:30 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36170 NEXT>36172 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Rear axle is good to 44",front is good to about 39"tires...but it all really depends on how
merciless you beat on them.They will take a lot in stock form.$900 seems pretty fair as
most people dig into the wiring anyway AND usually dump the motor.Get it,love it,live
t...smile...and don't keep track of receipts!:)
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>1967smashjeep
EMAIL>smashjeep67@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 3:33 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36171 NEXT>36173 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
`d say yeah too,these things dont grow on trees!i`ve seen non running trucks near me
(cincinnati ohio)for over 2500.dont know if they sold but thats what they were
asking.glad i got mine with all the extras and drove it home for 1000!dont feel bad i`d
buy the truck he`s talking about for 900 if it was close.rob it 4 mine an wheel it,then
give stuff to ya`ll if you needed it.the gift that keeps on giving (an extra 715!)SMASH
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>Luckypabst -CA.EMAIL>Luckypabst@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 January
2004,at 3:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36172 NEXT>36174 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
It's very worth it.Most any vehicle of that vintage at that price will require new w ring
and a full brake restoration.You want to swap engines anyhow so big deal if it runs or
not.However you should be able to easily bump start it us ng 3rd or 4th gear,assuming
the eng ne will run otherwise.
Chris
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>dave
EMAIL>dlb@par1.net DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 8:01 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36173 NEXT>36175 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
ll give you $900 now and wouldnt even blink an eye,sight,unseen.Im lookin for one
and it doesnt matter to me if its runnin or not just has a good body with all the parts there.
f doug would come down on his,Id be knockin on his door tomorrow and I may be
anyway if the ones from the fire dept.dont pan out.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>Lubes
EMAIL>SHINNOK64@aol.com DATE>Tuesday,27 January 2004,at 9:34 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36174 NEXT>36176 36177 36186 LINKNAME>
LINKURL>
Sweet,thanks a LOT guys!My only big concern is how much $$$I w ll have to spend
AFTER I buy it,to get it running.After all,I'm 19 and have a beat to crap 2000 Wrangler
that gets most of my bling bling.I'll let all y'all know how it turns out.
Thanks aga n!
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>bump_r
EMAIL>dodger@loganrec.com DATE>Wednesday,28 January 2004,at 7:32 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Like they said above,yo
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs and w res POSTER>brute4c EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com
DATE>Wednesday,28 January 2004,at 5:09 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
for the 230?
I use autolite #275 and a generic v-8 wire set,makes sure there are wires for the rear 2
cylinders,the long ones...but then I have a civilian ignition on mine...the plugs would still
work but the wires,if you have the military distributor,wont.
SUBJECT>Re:M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Wednesday,28 January 2004,at 5:23 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36158 NEXT>36181 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I havent taken the one out of my mil motor but I did one a civvy motor....on there I had.the eng ne and bellhous ng
to work with only,on a stand,not in a vehicle....fortunately!!
What I tried was the same as Robert posted but for the civvy engine those bolts wouldnt
come out,they only went back the 1/8 inch or so you mentioned.I then had to work a
short wrench behind the fly wheel and loosen the 3 bolts back there until I got enough
clearance to let the flywheel pass the bolt ends...WARNING:The moment the flywheel
had clearance to get past the crank bolts,the flywheel dropped...you can guess where my
arm was and that the starter teeth feel real nice if they hit you unexpectedly...I had a hand
on the flywheel through the tranny shaft hole,but I just wasnt prepared for its we ght...not
that its terribly heavy,but it fell sooner than I expected and felt real nice for a couple
days...cute scratch pattern too!!
Good luck,hopefully the c vvy engine is the only one that has this problem....I have a
clutch job to do on my M715 coming up,if I ever get a neck aga n....loooong story....and
since the clutch exploded in there,Im betting the flywheel w ll need to be resurfaced,so it
s important to me to know if the one bolt at a time works for you...thanks in advance!!
brute4c
SUBJECT>M715 anybody have a decent body for sale?POSTER>Glen
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EMAIL>tyrfryr@cox.net DATE>Wednesday,28 January 2004,at 9:38 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36187 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I would like to find an M-715 with a good frame and decent body.I would consider
anything Chevrolet Powered,Cummins Powered,or stock.Ema l me w th a description
and price,Glen
SUBJECT>Re:M715 flywheel/removal?POSTER>glenn EMAIL>gshjeep@aol.com
DATE>Thursday,29 January 2004,at 6:43 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36179 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I did it!Bought a set of "GearWrenches"--they are worth thier weight in gold!I didn't
want to break the rear ma n seal and risk caus ng a leak when the motor was so tight,so I
went aga nst everything everyone told me and tried it like this:Place the bellhousing up
to the block and LOOSELY bolt in the tree bolts that hold it to the block behind the
flywheel.Place the flywheel up into place on the studs on the end of the crankshaft--it
only fits one way--and LOOSELY put the nuts on to keep it from binding up the
bellhousing while your tightening the bellhousing bolts.Here's the trick--the loose
flywheel allows enough room to fit a GearWrench in and tighten all three bellhousing
bolts.I had to use a 2 foot long screwdriver to wedge the GearWrench against the top bolt
to keep it from slipping off and further agravating me!It worked pretty darned good,and
then I just torqued down the flywheel bolts,and then I was ready to install the clutch.It
only took about 25 minutes,and I'm a slow worker.I sincerely thank those of you who
responded,and I hope this info will help someone in the future whose facing this
problem.OHH!One other thing,DO NOT back out the flywheel crank studs,as you
won't need what little room they offer pushed back,and when you go to tighten them to
pull them back into place,they turn and do not re-seat properly!VERY
AGGRAVATING and time consuming!Thanks,Glenn
SUBJECT>PROBLEM WITH NEW BOARD POSTER>JARHEAD
EMAIL>ROAD715@aOL.COM DATE>Friday,30 January 2004,at 5:40 p.m..EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36183 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
IF ONE OF THE MODERATORS IS STILL CHECKING THIS SITE,PLEASE SEND
ME MY PASSWORD FOR THE NEW BOARD.EVERY TIME I TRY TO LOG ON,I
CAN'T GET IN.THANKS
SUBJECT>Re:PROBLEM WITH NEW BOARD POSTER>brute4c
EMAIL>brute4c@yahoo.com DATE>Saturday,31 January 2004,at 8:13 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36182 NEXT>36184 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
What is your id over on the new board...I dont see JARHEAD in the logs...you did create
a new user id and password right?
brute4c
SUBJECT>Re:PROBLEM WITH NEW BOARD POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>
DATE>Saturday,31 January 2004,at 11:01 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36183 NEXT>36190 LINKNAME>LINKURL>
cant get on the board either,and i have been coming here for 2 yrs,damn it.....yal bunch of
yankees got nothing better to do.yall done screwed up a good thing.i cant use my old user
name or pass word
SUBJECT>problems with new site POSTER>matt rigsby EMAIL>DATE>Sunday,1
February 2004,at 8:39 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>NEXT>36189
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
look guys this is redicules icant even get into members gallerys any more.if some one
was to help me get in ,iw ll share with yall the secret to keeping a 200 case cool all day
long in any degree heat.
SUBJECT>Re:Is this M715 worth $900?/GO SPICY!POSTER>mikeskates
EMAIL>mikeskates@hotmail.com DATE>Sunday,1 February 2004,at 10:35 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36175 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
I'd say see if he'll take less.It's seems worth 900,but you can be like,look I offered 900
before I new it needed all this work,how about 6 or 7?doesn't hurt to try.He listed so
much stuff it's almost like he's expecting you to offer less
2 cents
Mike F
SUBJECT>Re:M715 anybody have a decent body for sale?POSTER>Dean
EMAIL>cleesda@earthlink.net DATE>Monday,2 February 2004,at 11:51 a.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36180 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
1968 M715 Very straight,very original,very rust free!!!Runs,many spare parts,a great
starter for any desired restoration project.It grew up with me in the Yakima County,we
both live in Ferndale,WA now.Needs GOOD home.Asking 5000.00
SUBJECT>-POSTER>Phentermine EMAIL>esliejikmertv@bk.ru DATE>Wednesday,4
February 2004,at 5:05 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>24390 NEXT>.LINKNAME>Phentermine
LINKURL>http://www.fda-phentermine.com
Erase this message and you'll never see it again.(-Phentermine)http://www.fda-
phentermine.com 56.5552168366597
SUBJECT>Re:problems with new site POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 February 2004,at 4:16 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36185 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Copy and paste.
Will
http://www.m715zone.com/Pnuke/html/modules.php?op=modload&name=PNphpBB2&f
le=ndex
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SUBJECT>Re:PROBLEM WITH NEW BOARD POSTER>Will Wright
EMAIL>mym715@yahoo.com DATE>Thursday,5 February 2004,at 4:20 p.m.
EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>36184 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Yankees hell.This Redneck can get in set back and think about doing a search before you
get ruffled.
Redneck1
SUBJECT>Parts POSTER>Josh Meade EMAIL>krazyky2003@yahoo.com
DATE>Saturday,7 February 2004,at 2:57 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>
NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Where can find brakes,tierod ends.
SUBJECT>Re:spark plugs and w res POSTER>Russel EMAIL>russeln@peoplepc.com
DATE>Saturday,21 February 2004,at 10:38 a.m.EMAILNOTICES>no
PREVIOUS>36168 NEXT>LINKNAME>LINKURL>
Mine had AC plugs #R43S in it and they seem to work well,as for w res,mine start
stock and appear to have connectors pried off of c vilian wires,boots removed also and
stuck on end.
SUBJECT>Re:Ma l Call POSTER>tyler EMAIL>ninjaty1993@.com DATE>Friday,27
February 2004,at 1:15 p.m.EMAILNOTICES>no PREVIOUS>25565 NEXT>
LINKNAME>LINKURL>
hi.i was wondering how do they make black hawks..
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